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EW YORK CITY negotiates by far the majority of all

stories utilized in Talking Pictures today, and our new de-

partment thus enables adequate representation in this field.

We maintain a staff of experts who are second to none.

Whether it be work of synopses, technical working continuity, crit-

icism, revision or typing, you may rely upon work of integrity at

all times.

The necessity for legal protection through copyright is very

evident. Proof of this is demonstrated almost daily in newspapers

throughout the country. The Library of Congress at Washington

is maintained for that purpose. Reliance upon the common law is

unwise. No honorable author or producer desires to become involved

in burdensome litigation, and copyright protection is protective in-

surance, by registration, against that substantial expense. The pro-

ducer is thus protected against any unfounded claims of authorship,

as well as the author himself.

TALKING PICTURE MAGAZINE reaches only the producers

and our clients. It is not on public sale. No advertisements are ac-

cepted, it being our purpose to keep it a strictly professional magazine.

Our offices are available for those producers who do not depend

upon staff continuity writers. Our rates for this work are reason-

able and are subject to contract.

In addition to synopses herein printed, complete script is sub-

mitted to suitable producers where in our judgment such submission

is advisable.

Free copy of publication is sent to each author whose story

appears herein.

Producers will find it extremely useful to retain TALKING
PICTURE MAGAZINE in their files for a future emergency, in

event that their present needs are supplied.

Published monthly. Talking Picture Magazine is not available to the general public. DANIEL O'MALley Co., 1776

Broadway, New York, Publishers, Daniel S. Margolies, General Manager; Leslie Ferguson, Editor. .The entire

contents of this magazine are protected by copyright and must not be utilized without permission.
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KNIGHT OF THE ROAD

J. Jamieson

IN
the year, 17:;i, Rzekiel Funge, ox-Lortl

Mayor nf I Ic.ii. was journeying with his

taniih III ilirir huiiiiiicr home in Devonshire,

when Ills cnii.li was li.lcl up by a robber who
deniaiMli il )iis \ m- his life. Trembling'

with f.ar, [iiiiL;.' si.-iipnl out of the carriage

:!i;(l ii,u:.ii 1.1 iiii|ii>- liiit hi.s pocliets. He re-

<i.i;iiiz.il 111. iKiiidii as the notorious highway-
mull, IJal; Tui|iiii. aii.l remembering- that this

rascal never i,.Mi,.i tin- poor, he began whim-
pering that 111- wouM starve. Dick laughed
callom-.ly at lliis iiiiiaik, and addressing- Funge
hv name, said he would like to have the silver

loVing cup that hail just been presented to him
in London. Funge winced, Ijut handed the lov-

ing cup to Dick. 'I'hen cursing the robber,

he promised to see Dick hung by the king's

dragoons. Dick laughed again, ordered the

coachman to proceed, and mounting Iris own
horse rode merrily on to Dondon.
Dick Turpin was the son of a poor innkeeper

in Essex. At an early age he was apprenticed

to a butcher, but not liking the work, he ran
awav 1.1 l.iiinliiii and fell in with a band of

till, v.s. His dining soon brought him into the

ludilu- .,\.-. and two hundred pounds were of-

feted til anyone who could turn him over to

the authorities dead or alive. At twenty-five
Dick was known the length and breadth of

England, and, as he proceeded to London with
the loving cup under his coat, he wondered
bow he could get through the city and escape
detection. A few day.s previously Lord Dut-
ton, a bitter enemy of Funge, had boasted that
he would pay fifty pounds to any man who
would bring him the .silver loving cup that the
ex-lord mayor proudly displayed to all his

friends. Turpin had heard of this promise and
ever ready to take up such a challenge, he
had secured the cup and was eager to get his

reward.
It was dawn when Dick reached the outlying-

section of London. He stopped in one of the

deserted streets to pull up his collar and pull

down his hat, when suddenly he heard a woman
scream in pain. Several agonized cries fol-

lowed in quick succession and Dick decided
to investigate. In the backyard of one of the
poorer hou.s.es he found a shrewish, old harri-

dan beating up a beautiful, young girl. Dick
intervened and asked the cause of the old

woman's anger. The woman revealed that her
adopted daughter, Ellen, refused to marry the
man she had iiicked out for her. Ellen in-

terrupted her speech and begged Dick to save
from her foster mother who was tielling her to

a miserable old sinner for twenty pounds. Dick
did not doubt that this fair young creature
was telling- the truth, and pointing- a gun at
the old woman, he told Ellen to i-nount his

horse behind him. Then, still holding up his

revolver, he galloped away. It was now im-
possible for him to proceed to his destination,

and Dick turned around and headed for an
inn about ten miles from the city. On the

way there his beautiful companion poured out
her story. She was a foundling and had been
adopted the year before by this woman who
saw a chance to make money by selling this

beautiful girl for a handsome sum. All her
life Ellen had been kicked and cuffed, and
when Dick observed the bruises on her frail

young- body, he pron-iised that he would take
care of her as long as he lived. At length they
arrived at the '-Rand and Keys" where Dick
received a ro,yal welcome from the innkeeper,
John Davi..--, and his wife. He turned over
his charge to their care an(l warned them
that if anything hapjiened to her, they would
have to answer to him. Then- he remained at

the inn enjoying Ellen's society until nightfall,

when he again set out for London.
A few miles along the road Dick was un-

expectedly accosted by a stranger who de-
manded his money or his life. Laughing to
himself, he asked who dared hold up Dick
Turpin. When the answer came back "Tom
King", Dick extended his hand, and his would-
be robber greeted him cordially, saying he had
always wanted to meet the one man who was
a better higliwayn-ian than he. Dick showed
his new friend the lovijig- cup and told him his
plan, and the two n-iost notorious robbers in

England agreed to jo'in fortunes. Together
they rode on to London and on the way over-
took the stage coach from Dover. In a few
minutes all the occupants of the coach were
standing in the road handing over their valu-
ables at the point of the revolver. Dick noticed
one poor old woman in the crowd and prompt-
ly told her she need^ not give up her money.
Then seeing her tears of gratitude, he pulled
out a guinea from his own i:iocket and handed
it to ker. One wealth.y gentlemari in the group
protested loudly at Dick's demands and warned
him that Sir 'I'lieodore Houghton would see
that hi- iniid f'..i- Ibis outrage. On hearing this
name, 'I'.ini Kiii;^- ^\-alked over to the man and
asked bini if bi' wns Sir Theodore. On learn-
ing that he was the man, King asked him to

step aside. The others were ordered to return
to the coach, while Dick quickly undid the
boisrs I . ih.-ii they would not be pursued
Til. 11 lii.K ;ii!il King- mounted their own sti-nU
iiiMl .nimlii hold of the reins of three hoi-s.-s,

wliili- Sir riicodore was ordered to come with
theiii on the fourth horse. Before they reached
London, Tuni revealed that he had an old
scoi-o lo solllo with Sir Theodore, who had un-
justly pu! Ill iloalb several of his .-..niin.l s.

and he ask. id 1 li.-k to help him. K. oIhh-j il.

citv shoi-ilv- nfii-r midnight, they ". m :ii oin-

to '"The White Morse" where both in. n w. r-

welcomed by half the thieves in London. When
this tipsy mob learned that Sir Theodore was
in their midst, they decided to hang him be-
foi-.i lb.- .li;ii:..ons intervened. Before Tom and
1)1,1, ..oiiM .in\- them. Sir Theodore was hang-
ing ,

,11, .if the beams in the ceiling. The
thT.M s I-. lil.i-aled this victory noisily and Dick
and Tom joined in the drinking. In the mean-
time, another coach had passed the stranded
;i age from Dover, and hearing that the pas-

sengers had been held up by Dick Turpin and
Tom K'iiii;, lb.- cori.-bman drove on to the city

as fnsi as posslMii, The king's soldiers were
notitii-d, and siiuadrons rushed through the

streets looking in every suspected tavei-n for

the culprits. They had no difficulty in eiiter-

irg "The White Horse" because of the iiois--

of' the celebration, and the thieves learned too

Uiti' Ibai ib.-y were surrounded. All put up a
d'sii. riiio ii',li(, though few escaped. Tom
KiiiiA- was killed, but Dick managed to reach
the street, liadiy wounded in the arm. Jump-
ing on his faithful horse, he rushed away with
four dragoons following hin-i close behind. At
length he jumped over a hedge and eluded
his pursuers. In the morning he found he
was lying in a pool of blood on the grounds of

a large estate, while his poor horse was dead
from over-exertion. Dick pulled himself up
and rushed through the gardens looking for a
hiding- place. Suddenly he ran into a beautiful
maiden who embraced hin-i tenderly and called

him her dear Claude. Learning that she had
mistaken him for her long-absent brother,
Dick said he had been attacked by bandits,
and the beautiful girl hurried him into the
house. There servants rushed to atterid him
while Annie (for so the niaiden was called)
dressed his wounds. An hour or so dater, a
serxanl tolil Miss Annie that some dragoons
wlslnil 111 sini-ch the house for Dick Turpin,
and I ill- hi^liw-ayn-ian turned white. Revealing
bis idciitil.\, Dick asked Annie to save him for

the sake of the man whom he resembled. Over-
come with pity, Annie covered him in bed and
cautioned the dragoons not to disturb her
brother who had just returned from India and
was ill with fever. After the search was over,
Dick thanked his benefactor and asked what
be could do for her. She told him to give up
bis i-ai-ii.t- of ci-inii' ai-id become a God-fearing
nniii. liiii lii.-k p.iinted out that it would l>e

iiniiossil.Iii for liiin to get honest employment
an\ wlt.i . in l']ngland and that his appearance
in lb. sir. .Is would bring- about his death.
Anni. Sim:;, sled that he go to Colonies, and
Dick ilionghl of a plan. Upon his recovery
Annie gladly lent him a coach and he proceeded
at once to the "Hand and Keys." There he
was joyously greeted by Ellen. He instructed
her to take the loving cup and proceed to
Lord Dutton's in London and with the money
she received to purchase passage to James-
town. This the girl did, and when she returned,
the iHo wire married in the inn by a good-
nainr.i' l-l.^^.^n-lan. 'I-'hen the young couple
ti;i\.i.'.l Ml ilie coach to London where they
loaid'jil a ship to Virginia and soon began a
happy life together in the New World.

THE SILKEN FLAG
Louis N. Taft

SAMUEL ARNOLD is the unsuccessful son of
a Spanish mother and American father.
Brought up by his father to love the Am-

erican flag, Sam thinks and feels Spanish. His
slowness of speech and unagressive bearing- get
him nowhere, even in the backward border
town where he lives with his parents. One day,
as Sam is walking down Main Street, he sees a
touring car overturn almost in front of him.
He ,i;o.-s lo tb.i riiscnti of the occupants—Mr.
anil Mis. lltirlinu ninl ibrir daughter, Florence,
who ni-.i .ni roiii.. I., 111,. Hurling Gold Mine in
M.'Xi.-..- Snni pro\-..s \-.-r>- helpful to the Hurl-
ings who lin.l .mh- tlnir .-lotbes ba^-e been dai-n-
aged. A fuiiii.\ s:-,'Mi f..ll..ws as a neighboring
shopkeeij.'i-, will. iiMs witn.-ss.id the whole oc-
cui-r-v , ii-i,.« lo s,.i| ih,- llni-linss clothes that

1 .-I- U'lii.i,'- In ;i|i].r.M'i;il ion ..f Sai-1-l's

ki •iM

I 1. lin.l.-. Ill-' u.ii. ral man-
< engaged to Flor-
learning that the
instinctively sus-

he citj' for a round of dis-
-nds the money on drinking
.• a friend of Hurling hears
. ! i-|-iake some suspicious
pile of money he has hid-
rbe friend travels to the

I lid finds that Mr, Hurling
nil is in charge. He tells

\.i-heard and this adds to
.'f Henley. Saj-n decides

Hill investigate. He leaves
m that he is traveling- to
.1 of his firm. By the time
tb.e border, the revolt has
His appearance and knowl-
lable hin-i. to pass for a

nati\-e and be travels towards the mine on
l-o. s'lack, since the railroads are no longei-
tiinnii':;. < Mi the v-ay, he con-ies upon a heau-
liful Siiinisb ?4ii-l. Trini, and her mother. The
I wo li;i\,- hieii separated from Trini's father,
\v\-n> i:- ;;n oiiiier in the Mexican army. Sam
decid s lie raiinot leave the two won-ien alone
in this wai-iorn country and persuades them
to .-oni.i with him to the mines. Thev arrive
at the Hurling Gold Mine at night, and as soon
as Sam is assured of the engineer's duplicity,
be seizes him and quickly i-nakes hin-i bis
ini.-onei-. That night, after he has .mine to
I id, Sniii realizes how much j-i-iore eff i.-i.-iil be
1 ,-:s 1„ enie since the day he first heliied ili.'

I 111. liiii,s, and he .gazes at the little silk llni;
I'll n!w,i,\s carries with him and hopes that he
wiM some day be a worthy citizen of America.

n li.i n.-xt day a band of rebels are sighted,
i:i;il SiMii acts quickly. He puts on some miner's
clothes, smears his face with soot, and ad-
di esses the leader so cleverly that the latter
lulls off his intended raid on the mine to go
eisewbere. AVith this danger over, Sam makes
a thoi-ough .'.learch of the engineer's shack
and discovers the hidden gold. He communi-
cates with United States authorities and secures
a convoy which transports the whole party and
the gold back to the United States. Mr. Hurl-
ing makes Sam his g-eneral manager and Flor-
ence, of course, breaks her engagement to the
d'L'ceitful Henley. The revolt is now over and
Trini makes ready to return to Mexico. Sam
then realizes how much he love.s the girl who
had been his companion during many trying-
days. He proposes, and the two are soon
married.

FOR THE SAKE OF MAN
Lynn N. Murdaugh

?TT'<HE well-known aristocrat of Stanton, de-
jl spite his flair for things genteel, is nothing

but a plain bootlegger, whose activities
ale a^- >-et une>:posed except in the mind of the
community sheriff. The sheriff is prevented
from taking active measures against Vernon
because his grand-d-aughter, Betty Vernon, is

in love with Paul Werton, the sheriff's son.
Betty and Paul try to forget each other, be-
cause of the natural enmitj' between John
Vernon and Paul's father.

l-'aul goes to Berkley's art school, and pro-
<-ecdi n.g rapidly has an opportunity to go to
I'atis. Kettx yoes to school, where she be-

Ill s . n-nueii lo Richard, and plans to marry
him aft 1- ^-oinmencen-ient. In the meantin-ie,
.lobu \-eiiioii has just made his escape from
Stanton, although the officers have succeeded
in capturing his still. The sheriff is killed,
and Vernon, hiding in a forest, is bitten by
a i^oisonous snake and also dies.

INIni-joiie. I'anis sister, insists that Paul
i-nusi nxeime bis fniiiiir's death, and persuades
Mm. Wei-Ion ;o ngree to her plan. Paul is

to leave school in Paris and r.lurn to Stanton.
Riehai-d's jealousy is arons. .1 wliini he hears
his rival is returning i.. Sieiiion. Betty
estal.ilishes herself in the Wei-I.nis household
as a d(.mt-i;i ie. much to Ri:-hard's displeasure.
In .III iii-s news of Paul's return. Richard
ha;i left, pi-oinising- not to come back until
Bett,\- stops working for Mrs. Werton. In the
meantime he communicates with her, asking
ber to leave and meet him for the wedding.
But she is expecting- Paul, and is overwhelmed
to learn that his ship has been wrecked, and
he is rer. lite. I missing.

Paul bad .liifted to a deserted island. H,;
aii-lMs in l-.eikiev during a terrific storm. Mar-

in d ace .f til

.- i;i. ini d to go for a pb,\-sieian.
1.1 III east the gale. Sin- uoes

iiiihl; ihrough the forest, is losi

eiiiisi ions. Paul returns in time
re she has gone, and manages
!ei- tbi- storm, and the recover^'
mil Marjorie, Richard turns up
lint she now understands that
iin.niial coward, and will have

nilli him. She clings to Paul,
; soon married, and both leave
lid their future.

tele

that the mi

ram that a revolt
Mexico and that the money

i.-e, the engineer at the mine,
anger. He tells Mr. Hurling
II danger, gets $3000 expense

JUNGLE DREAM
G. Henry Hail

CAPTAIN Brice Colfax was assigned to
negotiate with the warlike T]-oab natives.
He found Iheii- lender. ICuI Kana, anxious

to milk. I nil iiinieiibl.i S..II1.. ill, ,111,1 the Troab
tribe, nil;, 1,1 ,ni ],\- lb.. ,-li i,f I a i iTs beautiful
datmlil.-i-, Osidln, name lo l,iriiis with Colfax.
Pelad Kuli had l.nig been in love with Osella
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1. when he ;aw ht»\v attracted she was lo
ax and how sho had urged her people to
\n the stranger's terms, a bitter feeling

- nsl these white conquerors arose in his
- ;ist. He planned to follow the captain and

May him on his homeward journey. Such
treatment of an ambassador w<»uld stir up
troui-le again and the Troabs would be able
lo 1 id theniselvei- of these foreigners. Pelad
pictured to himself how he would marry Osella
umidst the rejoicing of his tribe. But Osella.
who wanted a last glimpse of Colfax as he
departed into the forest, saw Pelad slink after
him. and immediately foresaw his plot. Colfax
had not gotten far, when he heard a pistol shot
off close by, and discovered Osella struggling
with Pelad. He overpowered the savage who
lan away. Colfax thanked the brave girl ten-
derly for turning the gun that had been aimed
at him. Osella cast one timid glance at the
handsome captain and then fled into the jungle
wshing that she were white so that she could
many this man of her dreams.
Captain Colfax then pmceeded to the nearest

outpost of civilization, the fortified home of
Sir 'I'homas Ackeley. He was entertained
royally by the Ackeleys, particularly by beauti-
ful Alarianne Ackeley and her young tiance,

• Captain White. That night a band of irrecon-
cilable:-, led by Pelad. atacked the Ackeley
home, and Colfax was captured in the fighting
Ihal ensued. When the captain was brought
-ack to the Troabs gravely injured, Pelads
success was celebrated by the less thoughtful
memi>ei-s of the tribe. The conqueror de-
manded Osella for his bride and his wish was
granted by universal acclaim. Only the girl
herself was unwilling to marry Pelad and
spent her betrothal evening in dressing Col-
fax's wounds. The day of her weddjng arrived
and Osella planned to escape with Colfax who
had completely recovered in the meantime.
She enlisted the help of her mother, Oramma,
who agreed to get the keys of Colfax's cell
from her husband and steal away with her
daughter and the white captain. When pre-
parations for the wedding were at their height.
Oramma released the prisoner and the three
made the arduous jungle journey to the Acke-
lej'"s. There they found Sir Thomas "with a
large force of men setting out on a punitive
expedition. The expedition was a success and
Pelad and a few of the more warlike leadei^s
were captured. Peace was then concluded with
Kul Kana and the rest of the tribe. However.
Oramma and Osella did not risk going back
to their people for fear they would be punished
for their treachery and they remained under
the protection of the Ackeleys. One day the
remarkable resemblance between Marianne and
Osella was commenf^d upon by Colfax in the
prer.ence of Oramma. The latter at once turned
pale, excused herself, and went to her room,
but not before Captain gnd Mrs. Ackeley had
noMced her excitement. Mrs. Ackeley hurried
after her and at once began questioning her.
Oramma suddenly broke down and confessed
that Osella was not her child, but was the
little one stolen from the Ackeleys years before.
Kul Kana had kidnapped the child when their
own baby had died. When Colfax learned that
Osella was white, he was able at last to ask the
beautiful girl to be his bride.

M"^"^

A FORGOTTEN SOUL

Rose Venturini

-ARIA BLANCO mt-l Dave Alfri when she
coming from Italy to America. The

two young- people soon found they had
much in common—both were coming to a new-
land to win their fortunes, both had left sis-
ters and brothers in the old country. When
Maria reached America, she got a job in a
dress factory, while Dave found work in a
restaurant. They spent much of their spare
time together and one day Dave asked the
beautiful, olive-skinned girl to become his
bride. They were married sometime later by
an old Italian priest who thought they were
the handsomest pair he had seen since he left
his native land.

Young Mrs. Alfri was the happiest bride
imaginable. Every day Dave showed his
deep love for her by great kindnets and help-
fulness, by the tender kisses he freely bestowed
on her, and by a thousand thoughtful atten-
tions. After six years of married life, in which
their union had been blessed by two children,
Dave was still a perfect husband and ilaria
a charming and devoted wife.

One day a new cashier came to w«>rk at
Daves re.':taurant and at once noticed the
handsome waiter. For several months Dave
withstood the advances of Anna, but finally he
began to admire this blond beauty so different
from his dark haired wife. Anna played her
part skillfully, arousing Dave's passion by slow
degrees. The girl was of Swedish descent and
had been brought up in the West. A few
.vears before she met Dave, Anna had come to
Xew York with one of her lovers who later
deserted her. She was anxious to get home
now and believed Dave was the man to take
her back. Slowly she unfolded her desire to
Dave, who was passionately in love with her
at the time, and ready to consent to anything.

One night the pair slipped away leaving Maria
helpless and burdened by two children.
Dave's desertion was not a surprise to his
young wife, for she had noticed many changes
in him during the past months and had real-
ized sadly that he no longer loved her or their
children. For several weeks Maria did nothing
1 ut wait, hoping against hope that he would
letuin to her, but when she reached the end
of her resources and had no more nioney to
pay the rent or buy food, she- reluctantly left
her children at a home and got a job for herself
in a dressmaking shop. From then on she
did not rest until she made enough nioney to
keep her little ones with her. She never saw
or heard from Dave again, but found some
comfort in life from the devotion of her chil-
dren.
As for Dave, he lived to regret the step he

had taken. .\t first his passion for Anna over-
came the feeling of remorse that troubled his
conscience, but he soon realized that his mis-
tress' love was a shallow one compared with
his wife's devotion. Anna did not make up for
Maria and the children. To make matters
harder, Anna's interest in Dave lessened as
so<tn as she was at home amidst her old ad-
mirers. She began to go out with other men
and to torment him for his constancy. Goaded
1 y jea'ousy, he ran away one night and went
to C'nicago. Shame kept him from returning
lo ilaria whom he had wronged so greatlv.
Years later, hearing of his wife's death, he
looked up his children and lived with them until
he died.

WHAT LOVE CAN DO
Ann Williams

NAXCV CARTER awoke that morning and
remembered that it was her birthday. She
jumped up and looked at her freckled

face in the glass. It was still pleasant and
wholesome looking, although she was then
thirty-one. She realized sadly that the years
were going by and that she had not yet re-
deemed herself in the eyes of the inhabitants
of the little town of Bluerock. She knew that
to them she was still "jilted Xaney Carter."
She recalled her brief romance sadly. About
ten years before, when . her parents were still
living, she had been engaged to the village con-
s;able. Shortly before the day set for their
wedding, her fiance had gone off and married
the belle of a neighboring village. Xancy
had ne\Ter regained the respect of the towns-
people, and from that day on no suitor had
darkened her door. She thought sadly of the
uninteresting future that lay before her, w-hen
her revery was disturbed by a knock on the
back door. She hurried downstairs and found
theie a Strange tramp who asked for some food.
Something in his handsome face made a re-
fusal impossible. The man limped into the
kitchen where Xancy began preparing some
food for him. In a few minutes another knock
was heard on the door, and Constable Smith
inc.uired if she had been disturbed by a tramp
who had been loitering in the neighborhood.
Xancy replied that her visitor was an old
friend from Chicago. After the constaule had
gone, the stranger thanked Xancy, though he
warned her he was not worthy of her interest.
He then told the girl that his name was John
Hart and that he had come from Chicago.
In hopping oft a freight car, he had sprained
his ankle, and he held up his injured foot.
Nancy promptly bandaged it and offered the
man a home until he recovered. During the
days that followed Xancy's heart warmed to
John Hart and the tramp, too, fell in love with
the good wonian who cared for him. John
confessed one day that he escaped from prison
in Chicago where he had been serving a six
months' term for petty larcency. The desertion
of his wife and her subsequent death had
orought him to the state where work had been
impossible and he had turned burglar to sup-
port himself and little daughter. With a sigh
he toid Nancy of six-year old Elsie who now
was in an orphanage. He longed to take her
out of the home, but knew that if he returned
!i> Chicago, he would be arrested. Xancy
agreed to adopt Elsie until John finished his
sentence. When the little girl arrived in Blue-
rock a few weeks later, tongues wagged harder
than ever about Nancy, "who had adopted
another woman's brat. " But this gossip no
longer bothered Xancy, for Elsie had filled
her lonel.v life with a happine.-i-s she had never
experienced before. ^"hen John finished his
leim, he reappeared in Bluerock, and soon the
townspeople had a new topic of conversation—the second Mrs. John Hart. A few weeks
later another family moved to New York to
start life anew—^>-ou have probably guessed
its members—Mr. and Jlrs. John Hart and
daughter Elsie.

killed. Mrs. J..nes would have liked to have been
rid of The Silencer, but the fact that he was,
the leader of the gang her dead husband be-
longed to made it impossible for her to put
him out. The poor woman, who wa- .-tnxious

to bring up her daughter straight, continually
worried that he would have a bad influence on
Rita. Her fears were not uncalled for. since
I he girl's beauty obviously attracted The Sil-

encer. Rita, who was accustomed to admira-
.tion, for a long time gave the man no en-
couragement, but gradually she came under
his spell, and soon was completely fascinated
by him. His ver.v evilness no longer repelled,
tut attracted, and it was not long before the
two were living together. Rita tried to con-
ceal the truth from her mother, but one day
ills. Jones discovered the pair locked in each
other's aims. The discovery was a terrible
blow to the good woman who liecame old over-
right. Rita was conscience-stricken, and fin-

ally promises her mother that she will break
off with The Silencer. She realizes that she
must leave home in order to accomplish this,
and so one night Mrs. Jones secretly helps
Rita leave the house, and the next morning
tells The Silencer she does not know what has
happened to her.
Rita begins a new life as waitress in a small

uptown restaurant. For a time she is very
unhappy and misses both her mother and for-
mer lover, tut gradually she makes new friends.
One of her steady customers, AVally, the Cop,
begins to notice the pretty waitress. AYally
is soon much smitten and lavishes attention
on Rita. It is not long before she is in love
^vith him.
One morning Rita comes to work and finds a

large crowd congregated outside the restaurant.
A thief has broken in during the night and
robbed the cash register. .\ bit of paper with
"The Silencer" written on it reveals that it is

another job of that notorious criminal. T^'all.v

is assigned to the case with orders to find

the man. On learning this Rita hesitates
and then decides to free herself and her mother
from liiL- sinister influence forever. She tells

Wally where The Silencer hides and no time
is lost in apprehending him. Wally is pro-
moted for his success and immediately proposes
to Rita. The two are married and live hap-
pily together.

M

THE SILENCER

William Antonelli

RIT.-V JONES lived with her widowed mother
in the heart of the Bowery. With them
lived a man of mystery, a gang leader,

known throughout the district as The Silencer,
because of the many stool pigeons he had

MR. GALLOP ECONOMIZES
Mrs. Mabel K. Pritchard

R. GALLOP has played the market against
his wife's advice and lost. He comes
home conscious of his mistake, and sum-

mons the family together to discuss the change
in their circumstances. The family consists of

Mr. and Jlr:;. Gallop, a twelve year old son,

Kenneth, and a ten year old daughter, Jane.
Mr. Gallop seats himself pompously at the
head of the table and begins a speech in which
be. warns his wife and children that they must
economize. He scolds his wife for buying a new
fur coat, but she answers his complaint by re-

minding him of the expensive :-olf set he lias

just purchased. Gallop is ei"nbarras.-:ed !>y her re-

joinder and motions to her not to criticize him
in front of t'ne children. An argument ensues,
but finally all quiet down to hear the head
of the house expound further on the subject
of economy. As he finishes his theatrical
speech, the relief of the family is evident.
Kenneth jumps up and asks his father for
fifty cents for a hair cut. Mr. Gallop flies

up at this reiiuest and asks him what he means
by demanding fifty cents for a hair cut. Ken-
neth replies that hair cuts cost fifty cents.
Mr. Gallop is seized with a bright idea and
says he will cut his son's hair himself and
thus save the money. Kenneth is reluctantly
diagged to the bathroom w-here his father
swathes him in an enormous turkish towel.
I'he self-made barber then demands a comb
from his wife who cannot find one. The house
's turned upside down, but none is found.
Jane is despatched to the drug store where she
purchases one for fifty cents. AVhile she is

g.rne. the com".> i.- found under he wast basin.

Kenneth squirms and wiggles as his father
combs out t'ne worst snarls in his hair and
then commences cutting it with a clipper he
pulls from his pocket. Mrs. Gallop re-enters
and raises a great cry on discovering her hus-
band is using the horse's clipper on Kenneth.
She stops the proceedure and sends Jane to

the drug store to buy another cutter. The
child picks one for S2.iiO, and, since she hasn't
enough money with her, a.vks the druggist's
boy to charge it. She arrives home, and ilr.

Gallop sits the restless Kenneth down again
and recommences his job. He gets the back
hair off successfully, but chops the side hairs
so badly that the boy rebels violently, claiming
that hi;; friends will make fun of this home-
made job. His screams bring Mrs. Gallop to
the scene. She gives one look at Kenneth and
l*ursts into tears, crying that her child has
been disfigured. She refuses to let Mr. Gallop
continue. Kenneth is coming with me to the
barter's she tells her husbai 1. Mr. (ra.'iop up-
braids her for extravagance, but she gets on her
things and goes downstairs with Kenneth. Her
tus'ard follow;:. .\s they reach the front
door, the arrival of the druggist w-ith a 52.no
bill creates a painful silence. Mr. Gallop, very
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red in the face, pays the account, while Mrs.
Gallops sends her husband a withering glance
and turns on her heels with Kenneth.

HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
Mrs. Kenneth Cronk

BETTY KRATTS, orphaned at an early age,
was brought up by her kindly grand-
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Cruise. Prom earli-

est childhood, she looks forward to a career

as an actress, and with this end in mind
studies dancing, singing, and the piano. At the

time of Mr. Cruise's death, Betty is sixteen. She
decides to give up school and begin working,
and finally secures a job playing the piano
in the local motion picture house. She remains
in this position for several years, but always
Lopes to act in motion pictures instead of

playing their musical accompaniments. One
evening she meets Dick Crandall, a wealthy
motion picture producer, at a party and soon
confides her ambitions to him. Crandall is

much attracted to Betty and decides to do
all he can for her. He arranges some screen
tests and is delighted to find that Betty films
beautifully. With Crandall's aid the girl se-
cures a contract in Hollywood which promises
a big future, if she succeeds in small parts.
Betty begins her Hollywood career with inany
auspicious omens, not the least of them being
Dick's unflagging devotion.
One day Dick tells Betty that his father has

died suddenl.v, and a few days later she re-
(^eives a strange note from her sweetheart
saying that he has had to go away for his
health. Betty is somewhat mystified and tries

to locate Dick without success. Though her
first pictures are proving popular, she soon
loses interest in her work and spends her
lime worrying over her lost lover. A day
comes when she feels too miserable to work
and she goes back to visit her grandmother.
Here Betty finds that Dick's face still haunts
her and that idleness does not improve her
(condition. She returns to Hollywood, and after
some effort receives another contract. She de-
cides she must forget her former sweetheart
and begins going about "with other men.
One night at a roadhouse cabaret she sees

a. musician who resembles Dick. Betty speaks
1o him in the hope that it is Dick, but the
man tells her his name is Jack Leonard. Betty
encourages his attentions and begins going out
with him. The better she knows the man,
the more like Dick he appears, and one night
the girl accuses him of being" the missing
producer. He confesses that he is Dick, and
reveals to Betty that he suspects his father
was murdered by the owner of the roadhouse
and that is the reason he has adopted this
disguise. Betty frequents the roadhouse now
in the hope that she can aid her lover. One
night she encourages the drunken proprietor
to talk and he confesses that he slew the old
Mr. Crandall, because he was jealous of the
success his former pal had made of his life.
Dick secures the arrest of his father's mur-
derer, assumes his right name, and marries
Betty. Betty becomes famous as a popular
screen star who is happily wedded.

THE TWO RUSTLERS
W. W. Dawkins

JIM REDFERN bid his sweetheart good-bye,
It was hard to part from Mary and go to
spend the next few months riding the range

in the lonely Pumpkin Hollow country, and
.lim was almost crying when he kissed the

girl good-bye. Ashamed of this weakness on
his part, he jumped on his horse and rode
quickly away.
The first day Jim was in the Pumpkin Hollow

country a wild-eyed and tattered cowboy drove
up to his shack. Jim did not care for the looks
of Mexican Joe, but when he had heard his

story, he felt sorry for the man. Mexican Joe
with the aid of another cowboy, was taking his

seventy-five cattle to Melvin for shipment,
when two hard-boiled rustlers galloped out of

the west and attacked them. Joe's cow punch-
er was killed with one shot, and Joe only
escaped after a furious ride. The rustlers then
drove off his herd. The excited Mexican asked
.Tim to help him give chase. Jim Redfern was
not the man to refuse to help a buddy in

trouble, and, even though he didn't like the
crafty look in the fellow's eye, he consented
gallantly. The two set off well stocked with
pistols and ammunition furnished by Jim. Af-
ter a hard day's ride, they captured the two
rustlers as they were pitching camp for the
night. Mexican Joe was for killing them in

cold blood, but Jim determined that they should
have a fair trial. The two prisoners, Rogers
and Slim, insisted that they had never seen
Joe before, but neither of their captors paid
any attention to their complaints. Jim drove
off to round up the herd and left Joe guarding
the prisoners. When he returned he found
that Rogers and Slim had him covered, having
.gotten the better of Joe. Jim and Joe were
driven into town next morning by the rustlers.
The sheriff took one look at the Mexican and

congratulated his captors on apprehending a
notorious cattle thief who was wanted for a
brutal murder as well as other crimes. The
protesting Jim was jailed with Joe, while an
angry mob gathered outside the prison. Truth
dawned on Jim at last as he realized how
he had been duped into stealing Rogers' cattle,

and his anger grew. That night the menacing
crowd outside the jail attempted to lynch the
criminals, and in the scuffle that followed
Jim got loose. Seizing Joe, the pair inade off

on horses under the cover of the night. When
they were well out of danger, Joe began to
thank Jim for saving him, but the former
replied that he had no intention of giving Joe
more than a fighting chance. The men drew
guns and Joe was killed by Jim's first shot.
Then Jim rode quickly away, for he had no
desire to stand trial for the killing, even though
he knew it was justified. A week later, set-
tled comfortably in another state, he wired
Mary to join him, and the two were married
and went East to live.

GOSSIPS' TOLL
A. N. Treadgold

MRS. WALLING, wife of a .successful law-
yer now candidate for district attorney,
is visited one day by Mrs. Spruce, Lhe wife

of the present district attorney. The tv.-o chat
for a time, and then Mrs. Spruce sugg'.^wis thtt
she has something important to divulge.
She finally tells her friend that Mr. Walling's
secretary, Miss Curr, is a thief and vampire.
Mrs. Walling is somewhat surprised, as she has
no reason to douDt her husband's judgment or
fidelity, and asks Mrs. Spruce how she has
found this out. The latter reveals that Miss
Curr forinerly worked for her husband.
A dear friend of hers, whose name she will
not disclose, told Mrs. Spruce sufficient infor-
mation about the secretary's past to worry her
and Mrs. Spruce had begged her husband to
discharge the girl. He could find no excuse
to do this until she forces him to follow this
plan. Mr. Spruce pays a miserly friend, Mr.
Stroud, ten dollars to go to his office while
he is out, ask for him, and then depart, later
phoning Mr. Spruce and inquiring if he re-
ceived the fifty dollars he left with Miss Curr.
Since Miss Curr denies all knowledge of the
money. Spruce accuses her of being a thief
and threatens to prosecute her, if she does
not leave his office at once. The girl leaves
bewildered and worried. Mrs. Walling was
shocked at her friend's ruse, but the latter
justifies it to herself by saying that it was
better for the girl to lose her job by a trick
than for her to lose her husband through a
vampire's wiles.

That night Mrs. Walling, not quite as sure of
her husband as she had been before Mrs.
.Spruce's visit, decides that she niust see and
judge Miss Curr for herself. She tells her hus-
band that she would like to see his new office,
and because he suggests that she wait until
Sunday to visit it, her worst suspicions are
confirmed. The next day another well mean-
ing friend tells Mrs. Walling that she is

sorry about the trouble Mr. Walling is hav-
ing. Mrs. Walling does not answer her, but
the remark cuts her to the quick. Her husband
notices that his wife is troubled and asks her
for an explanation. He is horrified on learning
that she is worried about his relations
with his secretary, but confesses that he in
some trouble. About two weeks before a Rutli
Stroud and her father had come to see him
on business. The girl asked to see him alone
and suggested that he lock the door of his
private office, since her business was of a
confidential nature. He complied; a moment
later the girl screamed for help, unlocked the
door, and told her father Walling had attacked
her. Miss Curr, who had witnessed the whole
scene, was ready to testify in Itfer employer's
behalf in the suit Stroud threatened, but Stroud
said, if she did, she would face charges of
stealing herself, with Spruce and himself
against her. About two days later. Walling
received a letter froin Spruce telling him he
must either withdraw from the race for the
office of district attorney or stand trial for
attempted rape. When both stories had been
told, husband and wife put their heads to-
gether and decided that Spruce had hired
Stroud to ruin his rival. A letter from Walling
to Stroud showing that he knew the whole plot
scare Stroud and Spruce completely. Mr. and
Mrs. ^Vailing are happy again.

LUCKY OPERATOR
A. H. Tiffany

E'

wheel and the other around the waist of dash-
ing- Pearl Grey, one of Zenith's prettiest heir-
esi.ies. On learning whose car he has damaged
Harris tells Benny he will call on his
employer in the morning, but does not neg-
lect to Mhove the blame of the accident on
Benny. Benny returns to the theatre and tells

Tuttle what has happened. The latter takes
the matter good-naturedly and tells Benny not
to worry anymore, for he is insured. Then the
two pitch into the work and complete arrange-
ments for the grand opening the next after-
noon.
Harris arrives in the morning anxious to

smooth matters over with his client. While
the two are talking, a telegram arrives for
Tuttle calling him to the bedside of his dying
mother. He calU; Benny and informs him that
he will have to manage the opening of the
theatre himself. Then he gives him the com-
bination of the safe and tells him to deposit
the day's receipts in it. Harris, who has wit-
nessed the whole proceeding, offers to take
Tuttle to the train in his car, and the two men
go off. That afternoon and evening a huge
crowd attends the opening of the new motion
picture house. Benny deposits the receipts in
the safe and continues to do so each night of
his employer's absence. On the morning Mr.
Tuttle returns, Benny comes down to the thea-
tre and finds the safe open and the money gone.
He calls for the police, but since he confesses
that only he and Tuttle know the combination,
he is arrested.

Meanwhile Harris continues to see Pearl
Grey and spends many evenings at her home.
Shortly after Benny's arrest, Pearl finds a small
piece of paper with a safe combination on it

that has dropped from Harris' pocket during
one of his calls. She picks it up and puts it in
a book intending to give it to Harris the next
time he comes. However, the matter slips her
mind completely and the next time she thinks
of it is when the combination of Tuttle's safe
was published in connection with Benny's trial.

Investigation proves the numbers correspond
and Pearl goes to the police with her evidence.
Harris is arrested and at length confesses that
when Tuttle gave the combination to Benny,
he looked over his shoulder and copied the fig-

ures down. Benny is released, and, quite na-
turally, falls in love with the woman who has
saved him from jail. They marry, and Benny
becomes Mr. Tuttle's partner.

THE LOST TOOL
Aron Liedac

Id

theatre there. Arnold Harris, a real estate
salesman, finally sells him a large playhouse,
and Tuttle immediately starts fixing it for a
gala opening. He hires Benny Day to operate
the camera and help him decorate the theatre.
Benny borrows his employer's car to put sup-
plies in, and has an automobile smash-up with
Harris, who is driving with one arm at the

SIGNOR VIGXV and his wife lived in o
Milan and earned their living by emboss-
ing fine leather and inlaying furniture.

Their skill was well known, and they often
worked in the homes of their wealthy patrons.
One day they are commissioned by Signor An-
tri's housekeeper to make an inlaid table for
her master. Since Antri is at his summer
villa, they work in the drawing room of his
town house. One afternoon Vigny discovers
he has mislaid one of his tools and leaves the
house to purchase another. During his absence
Count Blanco, who has received a letter from
the owner of the house fixing a business ap-
pointment there that afternoon, arrives and
is admitted by the housekeeper, since he in-
sists her master is returning. Blanco notices
pretty Signora Vigny and at once begins a
flirtation. The woman is embarrassed by the
attentions of the count and gives him no en-
couragement. He finally withdraws to the
library to await his host. Antri, late for his
appointment, opens the door with his own key
and goes straight to the library without being
noticed by any of the servants. The two men
settle their business and go into the drawing
room. By this time the Vignys have gone
home for the day leaving behind them the
materials and tools necessary for the comple-
tion of the table. Blanco soon turns the con-
versation to women and drops some slurring
remarks about Antri's sister. The latter,
eager to defend the honor of his house, springs
at his lecherous guest and a bitter fight en-
sues. Blanco is the stronger of the two and
beats Antri mercilessly, knocking his head
against the inlaid ivory table. Suddenly Antri
feels his hands touch som|^thing sharp and
grabs it, hurling it at his adversary. Blanco's
artery is cut and he dies before Antri can
recover himself sufficiently to call for aid.

Horrified at what has happened, Antri decides
to cover up his tracks and flee. He takes
his letter from the dead man's pocket, puts
down the bloodstained tool after wiping off
his finger prints, and leaves the house with-
out being seen.
The crime is discovered the next morning

and the Vignys are accused of murdering
Blanco. The bloodstained tobl purchased the
day of the crime is used as evidence to prove
that they committed the deed, since no one
else was in the room. Antri, troubled to see
these innocent people made victims of his
deed, does all he can to get them acquitted,
but only succeeds in getting them off with long
prison sentences. The murderer is haunted by
his double crime and loses his interest in life.

He feels his silence is protecting the good
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ii:inie iif his sister from tile suaiulalous runi'ns
whicli "Would result from his confession, but
one clay she is killed in an accident, and he re-
.solves to free himself from a troubled consci-
ence. He writes a full confession and then
kills himself. The Vignys are released and
live the rest of their lives in contentment.

.Mr ihci now expects a big

COLD BLOOD
Colton Raymond

THK 111 St scene takes place in the lounge
of the Aleniorial Hot-pital where Felice
Binder, superintendent of nurses, is in

t-inirge of the reception desk. Miss Binder re-
ceives word that Joseph Harm has suffered
another relapse and will have to return to the
ho.spital. She is visibly upset by this news and
notifies the head physician. Dr. Quick, that
Kami wishes to be admitted that night. Dr.
Quick tells her to assign the patient to the
charity ward, but she objects, asking him to
put Harm under his per.sonal supervision. Dr.
Quick replies that he will not overcrowd his
patients, but finally yields to Felice's en-
Ireaties and agrees to take the case himself.
l''elice thanks him warmly, but he does not
notice the affection that is manifest in her
speech. Helen, one of the student nurses, then
enters the room and asks Miss Binder for a
"late pass." The superintendent reminds the
girl that she has already been out more often
than the rules of the hospital allow, but finally
S'ives Helen the pass. A few minutes later
her niece, Terese, who is also a student nurse,
.'onies to relieve her aunt at the reception desk
so that the latter can attend to some other
duties. One of the internes, Dr. John, joins
the girl later and a mild flirtation ensues.
Terese remembers that .b.hn ha.- a date with
Helen and asks him if ht-'s not g<.ing to keep
it. TTie young man denies tlie appointment and

mly ed Ter
The second scene takes ))lare the next morning

in the hospital corridor where Helen is scold-
ing Teret;e for making John break his date
with her. Terese tries to explain, and as-
sures her friend that her eyes are in another
direction and that she has no interest in John.
Jliss Binder then appears accompanied by sev-
eral internes. The superintendent announces
that Mr. Harm must have a blood transfusion
immediately and asks for volunteers among the
men. John hesitates, because he has a date
that evening, but Dr. William offers his blood.
Terese is assigned to assist Dr. Quick and
William with the trant^fusion. Helen, piqued
because the younger nurse should have been
chosen for this important case, accuses Miss
Binder of partially towards her niece.
The transfusion over. Terese and William
so for a walk together, and the superintendent
goes to the patient. In a little while she
emerges from his room and. obviously relieved
alout : >mething. calls Dr. Quick. She relates
to him that she had been engaged to Harm.
• ut that he has released her just now from
the tie that has long been irksome to her.
Dr. Quick at last realizes that his capable
nur:;e is deeply in love with him and his cold
heart warms. Terese and William discover
the dignified superintendent in the doctor's

T
THE UNKNOWN CHAMPION

Maurice McKenna
OMMT MARSHALL leaning over the side
of a river bridge sees the deck rail of
a passing boat give way and a young girl

who had been resting against it fall into the
water. In a second Tommy was in after her,
and after a hard fight against the suction of
the wheel turning the boat, he succeeds in
getting himself and the girl on land.
The girl proves to be Marie Carlson, the

daughter of a well known boxing promoter.
Her father, who is overwhelmed with grati-
tude for Tommy, gives the young man a job
as manager of Battling Jackson. Mr. Carlson
confides to Tommy that his entire fortune is
at stake on the coming fight between Battling
Jackson and Seltzer.
One day Tommy sees a brutish young man

bullying an old man, and he steps up and
starts fighting the bruiser. He is badly beaten
up, taken to jail, but later released. Later
on he discovers the man he has fought with
i.s none o'.her than the fighter. Seltzer.
Tommy decides to take up boxing with the
idea of ultimately revenging himself for the
licking he suffered.
Though Tommy has really fallen in love

with Marie, he neglects her in order to prac-
tise boxing. Marie is hurt by this seeming
indifference, and accepts an invitation of
Seltzer's in order to show Tommy that she
can have other men beside him. Seltzer and
Marie go driving on a lonely rode and are
stopped Ijy some escaped convicts who beat up
.Seltzer and drive off in the car with Marie.
A wild ride follows in which these desper-

ados evade police shots by holding Marie up
as a shield. .Seltzer returns and tells Mr.
Carlson what has occurred and Tommy dashes
off to the rescue. He overtakes the convicts
and once again saves Marie's life. The pub-
licity which results from Tommy's rescue en-

courages
crowd at the fight.

Just before the match began, a henchman
of Seltzer's steals up to Battling Jackson and
jabs his arm with dope. More of this drug
is administered than was planned with the
result that Jackson's arm immediately becomes
l)a!-al\-zed. It is evident that he cannot fight,

and Jlr. Carlson realizes that, if the fight is

off, he is a ruined man.
Once again Tommy conies to the rescue and

offers to fight Seltzer. He looks for Marie
as he enters the ring and sees her smiling
encouragement to Seltzer. This discourages
Tommy dreadfully and he is almost knocked
out in the first round. Marie had smiled to
Seltzer in the hope that this would make
Tommy "fighting mad," but when she sees
Tommy barely pull through the first round,
she realizes her tactics were wrong.

At till' siari I'f the second round Seltzer
knocks r..iiiiii\ ilat cm his face. The referee
begins ic. ...uiit and JIarie to act. She rushes
I,, til.. iMii, lin... and tells Tommy that she
wants liliii III win. A new expression on his

la.i .
Tiinimy rises from the fioor and ap-

pK.ailu-s his rival. It is Tommy who is the
agressoi- and a thrilling fight ensues in which
he rains blow after blow on Seltzer. In the
sixth round the champion is knocked out. and
Tommy, the unknown boxer, is crowned the
victor. Mr. Carlson rushes up to Tommy to

tell him that there is a big reward for him.
"I've got all the reward I want right here,"

replied Tommy as he took the blushing Marie
in his arms and kissed her.

ANNABEL ORR
Ellis Cavanaugh -

AL'STIX BEXTLEY, a young medical stu-
dent, surveyed his new room critically.

It was really quite small, and the maples
in front of the house kept the sun from com-
ing in. He began examining the closet, when
his attention was distracted by some weird
sounds apparently emerging from a harmonica.
He went to the window and looked out—

a

.'mall boy was seated on the steps of the house
directly opposite playing as if his life depended
on it. He's Nero reincarnated, thought Austin,
as he watched the youngster. In a few min-
utes an attractive girl appeared down the
street and walked up to the house opposite.
At first glance Austin decided she was just
a child—about fifteen or so—a high school kid,
but a second look convinced him she was more
grown up than that, really quite a young lady.
She flung down her school books on the porch
steps and started talking to the child. Evi-
dently, he's her brother, mused Austin as he
noted with satisfaction her dainty features and
well formed young body.
The family across the street soon became a

pleasant distraction during Austin's hours of
study. Through he barely spoke to them,
Austin knew them well. Mrs. Orr was a matri-
arch of the old school and ruled the household
with a will of iron. Her daughter Annabel's
afternoons were completely taken up running
cnands for her mother and taking care of her
.\ounger brother, Teddy, the youngster whom
Au;;tin still thought of as a young Xero. Mr.
C>i r, a kind-hearted father, was so dominated
) y hi:- wife that he was unable to give his two
youngsters the little indulgences he felt they
were entitled to. Austin watched the family
each afternoon and took a deep interest in
them, particularh' in Annabel. The girl aroused
a queer sense of pity and sympathy in him.
He longed to see her free from her mother's
tyranny.
One night Austin was aroused by the sound

of fire engines—the house next to the Orr's
was on fire, and for some time the Orr's home
was in danger of being burned down with
it. Mrs. Orr dominated the scene of action,
but when danger was over, she suddenly col-
lapsed and died within an hour.

Austin offered Annabel his sympathy and
aid. and when he learned that her father plan-
lud 1" pick up stakes and move out West,
h.. iializii! that he would miss her greatly.
.\iiiial,i 1 was not anxious to move either, and
wlien a distant relative, who was housekeeper
and nurse for a prominent doctor, offered her
a home, she gladly accepted the invitation.
Austin was delighted, for he worked under
this physician, Dr. Barker, and was able to
see Annabel often.
But the suddenness of her mother's death

had been such a shock to Annabel that her
nerves gave way and she suffered a severe
breakdown. Austin's personal interest in the
case led Dr. Barker to follow some of the sug-
gestions his student made in connection with
treatment. Ausiin's advici- iiroved valuable in
Iringing about .\iMial>i-l s r \-er.v. When the
girl was bett.-r, .\iistjn dirid. .1 to confess his
love. His prMij.,sal was iii.t lirst with suriinse
and then with ji>>-, and the couple niailicd
shortly afterwards.

A
PERENNIAL LOVE
Mrs. Letty Finlay

' eighteen, pretty Kilty McHunt was a
popular lady. Man,^' men sought her com-
pany and her hand. "When the son of her

iiployer wrote her a note inviting her out.

Kitty was aglow with excitement. Soon George
Hazeldean and Kitt.v were deeply in love with
each other. People began to gossip about the
poor girl who was being courted by a boy of
wealthy faniil.\". George's mother heard the
idle chatter, and was worried about her son's
future. One da.\ . witlaan tilling the boy, Mrs.
Hazeldean mad. ,in aiMmintnient with Kitty.
After thoroughly ih^ullillg the girl with im-
plications that Kitty desired to share George's
inheritance, and offering to pay her money to
give up the boy, she pleaded with Kitty to
cease seeing George. The girl was furious,
as she refused the vile offer of money, and
in no uiuertain language told the lady she was
through with her son. As a last bit of tem-
per, she added that she was engaged to an-
other man, which was an untruth. Xow Kitty
was very sad. She confided to her mother,
who was sympathetic. Deciding she could not
bear to remain at home, Kitt.v departed for
her aunt's house. There she secured a job
in a weaving factory, taking care of the looms.
Her mother wrote her a letter explaining that
a young man had called at the house to in-
quire for Kitty's new address. But the mother
would not divulge it, and did as Kitty had
coached her—she said the girl was engaged
to some other man.
A few years passed and Kitty returned

home, as her mother was ailing. At this time,
in the newspapers, the girl noticed an an-'
nouncement of George's marriage to a weal-
thy society girl. After a year, Mrs. McHunt
passed away, and Kitty managed the house
for her lonely father. A man came to board
with them. He became infatuated with Kitty,
and she agreed to marry him. Kitty did not
love him, but then she was reconciled to the
tact that she would never love anyone but
George. They had no children, but Kitty tried
to be a faithful and good wife. One day Kitty
had to go to town to shop. While she was
walking through the busy streets, she sud-
denly found herself face to face with George.
They could hardly speak, so delighted and
shocked were they at the unexpected encounter.
Together they lunched at a hotel, with many
eyes on them, and tongues wagging about the
reunion of the old lovers. George was not
happy with his frivolous, selfish wife. They
had two children. During all the intervening
years, he had thought of Kitty and would
always love her. His mother had died. When
Kitty learned of this, she felt free to reveal
the story in which his parent had played such
a vital role. When George heard about his
mother's visit to Kitty, about which he knew
nothing, the boy was astonished. He regretted
that Kitty had so seriously heeded her advice.
Not knowing this incident, George had be-
lieved that Kitty really had been engaged to
another man.
George pleaded that she run away with him.

and that they try to grasp the happiness which
was their heritage, before it grew too late.
But Kitty reminded him of his children, and
sirongly urged him to renounce her. Gently
kissing, they parted. Kitty avoided going to
town again, fearing she would meet George
again. But she felt she would love him eter-
nally, and often regretted that she had followed
his mother's advice. Occasionally she would
dream of moving through life bv his side, but
conquered these futile thoughts.

SECRET SORROW
C. M. Mack

TrX a secluded corner of a quaint modern tea-
I room called "The Tavern" a beautiful young

''- gin with a dreamy, wistful expression on
her pale face, sat quietly gb.ziiig into space.
At the sound of some low voices in an ad-
joining room she clenched he- small fists bit-
terly. She overheard a mas-uline voice say,
"I like you, Louise, I like y "i, because you
can talk to a man of intelligence and don't
think of petting all the time ' It was Jim's
voice talking to Louise Smith, and it was as
a rebuff to the girl who sat there, clenching
her fists in agony. She finally gathered her-
self together and thanked God when she saw
Jim and Louise go out with.iut ii..ti.'iiii; lu-r.

She looked around the liulii.'.l ta\-.'iii, and ..I1..1I-

thily crept out. She "as 11..1 m a liuin..r lo
so much as greet anyi.n... .sli,., ( ;w..iirl.ilyn.

jilted by a lover whom she worshiiiped. .She
pass outside into the dark and slushy streets,
until she came to the waterfront. A large
steamship of the Merchants and Miners Trans-
portation Company was in the dock and Gwen-
dolyn jumped upon the dark and deserted
deck.
Maxwell Manners, a young man who was not

immune to rrimantic summer nights, walked
the deck restlessly and looked over the rail

upon the moonlit waters. It was two-thirt.v
and the sandman had not yet visited him.
Prowling about, he collided with a steamer chair,
:ind throwing out hi^. arms to keep his lialance.
his hand came in contact with a warm human
shoulder thai cringed at his touch. He excused
himself garrulously, but no word came from
the slinking figure. Finally, in a cool soft
Southern dr^iwl Gwendolvn spoke. The young
man was filled with a love of life and the world.
The night was beautiful. Then Gwendolyn aiis-
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wered, "I dnn't like people, that's why Iiii
here tonight. I lost faith and ran away." 'I'll'-

young man remonstrated. TIow could so young
and heautifnl a person feel so down and
out? And Gwendolyn told him that she loved
a man: he was merely petting-, but to her it

meant life. Maxwell Manners sympathized. But
pit.v is akin to love and suddenly the desire
to shield this girl grew to a desire to pro-
tect her from the world and love her for her-
self.

.lames Dwight appeared in the luxurious of-
fice of Maxwell Manners, nervous and slightly
excited. It had been the ideal of his life to be
chief engineer during the construction of a
dam across a large river in southern Georgia,
lie had now been chosen to represent his com-
pany for just such a construction job before
the president of this large manufacturing con-
cern. Dwight was announced and brought into
the presence of the president and his wife.
Maxwell Manners greeted the engineer and in-
troduced his wife, who was none other than
the jilted Gwendolyn. Gwendolyn raised her
marvellous blue eyes, the e.ves that Jim had
been unable to forget since the day they passed
from his life. Gwendolyn inifodueirl .lames
to her husband, as "the James that is history
in our little family." Hurrying to the door,
she turned back and with a merry twinkle
begged her husband to be nice to Jimmie—he
wa.s her secret sorrow.

THE GHOST OF THE BELLED BUZZARD
Frederick W. Suenders

Till'; little town of I^och Raven. Maryland,
was greatb' disturbed bi' the appearance
of a monstrous looking bird which was

seen in various parts of the town. Word had
gone through the village that this creature
foretold misfortune and that crime would ac-
company the fearsome bird. All efforts to shoot
the huge creature down were unsuccessful—it

appeared only at night and was never seen
in the same place twice.
As the more superstitious inhabitants of

]..och Haven had anticipated a strange series
of murders occurred in which the victims
were killed by poisoned darts. The little town
appealed to the outside world for aid. and
ISdward Staylor. a promising young detective,
was given the job of clearing up the mystery.

Staylor went over the situation with the
local sheriff. Frank Mason, and the two decided
to scour through the village that night. In
the evening a report reached them that the
bird had put in its appearance over one of
the outlying farms, and Mason and Staylor
hurried to the scene. When they were almost
directly under the monster. Staylor stumbled
over the body of a dead man. He proved to
be another dart victim apparently murdered
for his money.
Though Staylor is anxious to tinish his job

nuickly, his stay in Loch Raven is made
finite pleasant by the sheriff's daughter, Kitty,
and he hates to think of ever leaving her
One mnrning Kitty hears one of her father's

friends. .Mr. W.itson, threatened by his bank
clerk, Mr. .St. ward, because he owes the clerk
sonie money. That night Watson is found dead
with a poisoned dart in his heart. Kitty re-
inembers the threats of Steward, and has the
clerk arrested. He is tried, and convicted of
inurtier, since many others beside Kitty had
heard him fight with Watson. However, theghost continues to hover over the town andcrimes to multiply.
One night Staylor and Mason are aroused

by an alarm from the town bank. They cap-
ture a fleeing stranger who insists he was giving
chase to a robber who rushed out of the bankAs the second man is not found and the watch-man in the bank has been murdered, the
stranger is accused of the murder. There is
not sufficient evidence to convict him, but he
IS kept in jail as a suspicious character.
The next peculiar occurrence is the disap-

pearance of the Reverend Murdock whose wife
reports that he has been acting queerly for
several days. Foul play is feared.

Several days later Staylor is notified that the
bird has put in its appearance in Comer,
Georgia. He immediately goes there and al-
most captures a heavily robed man whom he
surprises on the scene. Man and bird vanish
The coming of the bird to Fullerton, Mary-

land, brings Staylor quickly to that citv. He
decides that this time his man will not petaway, and as soon as he is notified of the
location of the bird, he stations a man there
as decoy, while he hides close by armed with
pistols. As he expected, the black robed figureappears and makes a dash for his new victim
iiut Staylor is too quick for him and grabshim just before he shoots out his dart The
aid assists Staylor in tying the maniac andhurrying back to Loch Raven with him The
entire town awaits the arrival of the prisonerand as Staylor arrives with the ReverendMurdock in chains, the astonishment of thepopulace knew no bounds. Murdock. adjudged
insane, readily admitted his guilt, and with hisapprehension the huge bell shaped monster for-
ever disapiieared. Steward and the strangerMere, of course, released at once. Stavlor got
his reward, loo, for he married Kitty.

THE ROSE OF AGADIR

Sue Black Billingsley

BARON TIEIDELBKRG trained his daushler
from earliest childhoo.;! lo l)e a s;o'.

Bethea was drilled in this dangerous
business so successfully that at the age of
twenty-five she was regarded as one of the
most dangerous women in Europe. It was then
that her father sent her on the important mis-
sion of persuading the Sultan of Morocco to
aid the German instead of the French cause.
The winning of Morocco had long been the pet
r.cheme of Von Heidelberg and for this pur-
pose he had his daughter trained by a native
woman who taught her the language and the
art of story-telling in the oriental manner.
Bethea set out on her mission with a reluctant
heart, for this notorious woman longed for a
(luiet life as the wife of some good man
rather than the tense diplomatic career map-
ped out by her father. While her ship was
unloading in the port of Agadir, she noticed
Vicomte Bertrand Clausel, the handsome young
son of the French commander in Morocco.
Bertrand had fallen in love with this myster-
ious and be<autiful woman, who had avoided
him so carefully during the voyage, and was
glad when she fignally gave him the oppor-
tunity of talking to her. Since she refused to
tell him her name, the young man called her
the Rose of Agadir. When the boat arrived
in Morocco, the pair parted reluctantly, for
Bethea found she, too, was in love at last.

Bethea, dressed as a native, gained admit-
tance to the Sultan's court. When lecherous old
Abdul Azig beheld the fair story-teller, beauti-
ful, graceful, and accomplished, he immediate-
ly offered her a place in his harem. Bethea
declined saying that she was a Christian and
could not marry a polygamist. However, she
remained at the court, skillfully putting off
the sultan's advances and, at the same time,
advocating his allegiance to Germany. One dav
Bethea was surprised to recognize Bertrand
in the disguise of a servant. The pair met in
secret, and when Bethea learned that Bert-
rand's mission was to see that Abdul remained
loyal to France, she tried to discourage his
wooing. Days went by and the lustful sultan
decided to take the fair Bethea by force. He
seized her when she was w^andering unat-
tended through the palace gardens and suc-
ceeded in getting her to his rooms. But Bert-
rand rushed to her rescue and the two fled
from the palace. Alone in the desert, Bethea
revealed her identity to her lover. Bertrand
hesitated a moment between love and duty
and then decided in favor of the former. He
planned a happy retreat in luutial Switzer-
land with Bethea as his bride: :inil the pair
made for the nearest port. Meanwhile the
Fr.iHii lull lligence Service had reported the
dis:iii|i,Mr;i rii . nf Bertrand and troops were
desiiat.hiii I,, (ind him. Bethea and Bertrand
were ovpiiaki-Mi and brought to headquarters.
Commander Clausel was forced to put his own
son in prison and Bethea, of course, was sen-
tenced to be shot. While she was imprisoned,
the report came in that Abdul was following
her advice and veering toward the German
side. The wily commander offered Bethea to
Abdul, if he would remain loy.tl. The suHm'.
thought a beautiful woman reason enough for
hanging his colors, and agreed. Bethea was
sent to the harem with a large force of French
troops acting as convoy. While they were en
route, a German detachment, counting on
.Abdul's aid. advanced on French headquarters
from the opposite direction. With most of
their men away, the French could not with-
stand the attack, and their fort was taken.
Bertrand was freed along with the other French
prisoners, and resolved to redeem himself in the
eves of his countrymen and save his sweet-
heart at the same time. While the Germans
were feasting and celebrating the victory, he
wired to the nearest French fort for aid. Then
mounting the fastest horse at the garrison, he
sped away towards Abdul's harem. He over-
took the convoy before they reached the
palace and gave the alarm to the French,
assuring them they could easily overpower the
Germans that very night while victory was
being celebrated by drinking. The French
turned back at once, and. in the excitement
that followed, Bertrand made away with Bethea
at his side. After months of hardship, the pair
reached Switzerland, where they settled down
to a hanpv life which surpassed even the
fondest nf Bethea's dreams.

OH ROMEO!

Caroline Spotts

THE characters in this rollicking farce are:
Romeo, the bridegroom; Juliet, the bride:
Marc Anthony, the rival lover: Cleopatra,

bus wife: and St. Vitus, the priest. Romeo and
Juliet are dressed in their traditional period
costumes. Marc Anthony is garbed in a Roman
toga, Cleopatra wears abbreviated bead breast-
plates and loin cloth, St. Vitus, who is fat, is
bursting through his priest's robes. The scene
opens in a church garden where Juliet is seated
on a large stone bench.
Romeo enters tripping over several plants and

linshes. After almost falling on Juliet's lap,
he flops down I)eside her. He pleases her by
sa\iiiL; .'.bill's f>o\'ine, but soon makes a slip by
calliiiL; Ih r ll.li-n. Quick as a flash her whole
facKil ,Mir. ssic.n changes and she gives Romeo
a sbiiM- \vlii<li sends him on some rose bushes.
He jumps ui) instantly, pulling thorns out of
his costume. Juliet flys to his assistance and
asks him, if he remembers what day it is.

He replies that it is Friday, for he has had
fish for dinner. Juliet is incensed that he
does not recall it is their wedding day, and
begins upbraiding him. Their argument is in-
terrupted by the arrival of St. Vitus who asks
them to hurry up and get the marriage over,
because he has a date at eight o'clock. They
all go into the church and St. Vitus begins.
He asks Juliet if she will take Romeo for her
awful wedded husband. Romeo fumbles around
for the ring, and finally pulls off the band from
an old cigar stub and puts it on Juliet's finger.
As he is doing this. Marc Anthony rushes in
and demands to know why Romeo is marrying
his sweetie. After some snappy remarks and
come-backs on both sides. Marc Anthony chal-
lenges Romeo to a duel. He departs and his
wife, Cleopatra, enters. She accuses Romeo of
desertion. He denies ever having seen her
before. Cleopatra then addresses herself to .St.

Vitus and tells him how Romeo lured her from
home and mother and then left her and little
Junior to starve ;ifter robbing their penny-
bank. Her speech is long and dramatic and
she punctuates it with sobs and shrieks. By
the time she finishes talking, Romeo and Juliet
are asleep standing up and supporting them-
selves by leaning on each other, while St.
Vitus' beard has grown visibly. St. Vitus
advises the lady to return home and put some
clothes on, for he has a date at eight o'clock.
Cleopatra replies that he doesn't understand
her. St. Vitus yawns, and then with a sly
wink informs her that Marc Anthony is re-
turning to fight a duel. She immediately drops
her role of injured innocence and rushes out
of the church dragging the sleeping Juliet with
her. Romeo falls flat on the floor as Juliet's
Mupport is removed, but continues snoring. St.
Vitus sits down beside him and starts read-
ing a prayer for the dead. Marc Anthony then
appears with bow and arrow. He wakes Romeo
and the three men go into the garden. Anthony
then tells Romeo that he is sorry he cannot
fight him, but Juliet has eloped with Socrates,
the big beard and whiskers man from Kalam-
azoo. They shake hands warmly and Anthon.\-
invites Romeo to come to see him and the
wife and kids the next time he is down that
way.

A MODERN GIRL'S LOVE
Charles Hohn

CHUCK O'BRIAN was the leader of a gang
of crooks in which Pete Buffington was
second in authority. A new member,

Eddie Griffin, joined the gang, and, because of
his wealthy connections, Chuck soon found him
a more valuable aide than Pete. This infuri-
ated Pete who resolved to get even with
both men. Chuck planned a robbery with the
assistance of Eddie, and Pete informed the
police of the plot. The two men were caught
red-handed and sent to prison for three years.
When they were released. Chuck decided that
he would go straight and he got a job in a
garage. The former gangster was surprised to
find that he liked his new work.
One day he was sent to fix a car that was

stranded five miles outside of the city. The
owner of the disabled automobile was Molly
Johnson, .voung, fair, and charming. Chuck
worked his hardest not only at repairing the
car. but at attracting Molly, and was dis-
appointed at the girl's refusal to make a date
with him. A week later he found Molly sit-
ting next to him in a crowded restaurant, and
before he left her, she had agreed to see him
that evening. Chuck was soon a steady call-
er at the Johnson's, although it was obvious
that Molly's parents did not look with favor
on a garage mechanic for a son-in-law. Thev
urged the girl to see more of Eddie Griffin
whose father's riches made him acceptable in
their eyes. Eddie and Chuck met at a party
given by Molly. They were surprised to see
other again and each gave an account of his
new occupation. Eddie was still a gangster,
and when he saw that Molly was deeply in-
terested in Chuck, he resolved to get rid of
his rival. A week later he robbed a wealthy
family and planted the stolen goods in Chuck's
room. The police, who had been tipped oft"
and had watched the whole proceedings, de-
layed arresting him in the hope that thev
could learn where he hid his loot, and conse-
quently thought that Eddie must be a fence.
When the young man came home from the
Johnson's that evening, he found a strange
package in his room. Thinking that it be-
longed to some other boarder, he called his
landlady, who suggested that thev open it.
Chuck's surprise at seeing a box fuil of jewels
was so genuine, that the police stepped oul
from their hiding places and told him the
whole story. Eddie was arrested and confessed
to planting the loot. Chuck told Mollv of his
past, but she was willing to overlook it, when
she realized that her sweetheart had given up
his old wavs.
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THE PLEASURE BOAT

MARV SHAXK Ifft IreliUKl when her dn
en Kiep-fathei- ti)ok to beating her.
the boat coming to America, she

Robert Mainwaring, a young English lawyer,
who planned to settle in Xew York. The two
pighted their troth before the boat landed.
Mary secured a job as seamstress in the home
lit Jlrs. Willahridge, a wealthy, yet kind society
matron. She saved her money carefully in the
hope that she could bring her mother over to
join her. but learned that the good woman died
shortly after her departure. Unhappy days
followed this news which were made still sad-
der by the fact that the girl had not heard
from Robert since she landed.
One day the girl was summoned to the liv-

ing room and found Timothy O'Dowd. her step-
la, her, standing before her. Timothy had come
to America, bought a pleasure boat, and plan-
ned to give an entertainment on it each eve-
ning and provide gambling salons for his re-

gular patrons. He had decided that beautiful
young Alary would make a most attractive
ca;-..ii~er andhosless and that her savings might
help him, if he ran into financial difficulties.

Mary listened to Timothy's innocent description
of his venture as captain of a harbour boat
and then told him politely that she preferred
to remain in her present job. Timothy cajoled,
then threatened to tell Mrs. Willahridge un-
true stories about her, if she did not join him.
Finally she reluctantly left her position and
went with Timothy. The first night aboard tht
pleasure boat was one of horror for Mary.
Drunken men annoyed her with their atten-.
tions and she was forced to witness a lewd
display which Timothy and his patrons called
entertainment. Mary tried to escape the next
morning, but Timothy held her on the boat by
force. Weeks went by and Mary's position was
further complicated by the persistent wooing of
her father's bootlegger, Jerry Willets. Jerry
wanted to marry Mary, for she was the most
beautiful woman he had ever seen, but the
girl despised him. For once Timothy and his
step-daughter had one wish in common, for
Timothy opposed the match, because he valued
Mary's services. The relations between O'Dowd
and his bootlegger became more and more

. strained. Timothy was afraid to change boot-
leggers, because Jerry might report his en-
tertainments and gambling rooms to the police.
One night after the guests had gone. Jerry

followed Mary to her room and attempted to
attack her. Her cries for help finally aroused
the drunken Timotliy and lie went to the
girl's assistance. Rotli men were inflamed with
alcohol and their struggle o\-er Mary became
more and more violent. Jerry at length pulled
his gun and Timothy toppled over on the floor.
He rushed over and looked at his victim—he
was dead. Ijeaving Mar.v prostrate on the
floor of the cabin, he hurriedly left the scene.
The next morning brought the police and Mary
was arrested for the murder. The innocent
girl saw her name in lurid headlines and felt
that she would never be freed from these
guilty accusations. She was about to stab her-
self with a knife the following day when
Robert rushed into her cell. He explained that
he had lost her address and had only learned
of her whereabouts in the papers. Robert took
over her case, discovered Jerry's hiding place
and secured the young man's confession. Mary
was freed, and the two lovers happily united
at last.

ADVENTURES OF A GREENHORN
Henry Cores

fTTAN'S MULLBR arrives in New York from
"1 Germany. He is bound for Akron where^ a relative awaits him. Some German

friends put him on the train for Cleveland
and initiate him to the mysteries of the pull-
man berth. As soon as they leave, the tired
Hans turns in and knows nothins more until
the nnxl nioniing. He gets off the train at
Cleveland and l,,oks in vain for the cousin who
had iironiisi'd to meet him and l)ring him back
to Aki^.ii .^11 of a sudden the man at the
ticket iiiiii, l::ills out the name, Hans MuUer,
and til. inmiimant rushes over to him. Hans
is fieliuht.d t.i learn that the man speaks
Gel man and that he has a message for him.
His cousin is sending a friend to bring Hans
home and the friend ought to arrive in half
an hour. Just then Hans remembers that he
left his suitcase an his train and recalls mourn-
fully that presents for his cousin are in it.

The cousin's friend arrives and knows no more
Geiman than Hans does English. However,
Hans, who has had no breakfast, finally makes
him understand that he is hungry. They go
to a restaurant where Htms ."ays yes to the
first thing on the menu—it happens to be
beans which the hungry man eats with relish.
Hans is delighted at the addition in his voca-
bulary—he now knows yes, no. and beans.

Airiving in Akron Hans learns that his cousin
is a very busy doctor with no time to take
hint about. However, the cousin does find tiniv
to suggest that Hans l>uy an American outfit,
and since most of his clothes are in the lost

suit-case. Hans readil.v agrees. While his cousin
is out making calls, the immigrant undertakes

A shopping expeilition. Going into a haber-
dashery, he points to a collar. The clerk mo-
tiiiiis that he wants to know his size and Hans
wtiti'S down :!,s, the correct size according to

German measure. The clerk, thinking he is

a victim of some practical joker, walks Hans
to the front of the store, and points to a pel
chop across the street where dog collars and
hai nesses are prominently displayed in the
window. Next Hans tries a shot store where
the clerk measures his foot for the size much
to the immigrant's relief. The first pair of
shoes he tries on fit perfectly, but when the
:-..tlesman asked him if they fit Hans thought
he asked if they hurt and says no. It is only
when he sees the shoes put back in the box
that he realizes his error and grabs the box.
He buys the shoes. Imt realizes unhappily
that everyone in the store has been watching
him with amuicinent. Hans dec'ides to re-
turn to his .ousii.s without completing his
purchtises, and sninL; .-i .^tici-i c;ir with a sign
1 earing the iiaiii.' "f bis consin's street, he
botii-ds it. .\c.t kii.iwin:4 what the tare was,
Hans lianded the conductor a dollar and poc-
keted the change. 'I'he conductor beckoned to

him politely and pointed to a box. Hans de-
cided he would lie charitable and dropped a
quarter in the charity box. The car was headed
in the wiong diiiMtiiiii and Hans rides to the
end of the lin^' without seeing the house he
is looking for. I'bcre a kind hearted German
woman takes him back to his cousin's. Hans
did not have to be coaxed to promise he would
never repeat the experiment without a much
greater knowledge of English.

LEOLA
B. Simrr

fromJACK LANCE was a successful
until his health broke
work and he was advised by his docti

lo go out West. The youth then leaves his

home in Boston and begins "roughing it" across
the country. The hard, outdoor life agrees
with him—his face becomes bronzed and his

muscles strong. In a month Jack feels com-
pletely better. Travelling through a deep can-
yon, in Oklahnni:!, la. k sees a man slip over
the side of a u.ii:;! and catch himself on a

tree about si\t\ f. . i d.iwn. Hoping the man
will be alive 1 v Hit- tmi,- he reaches him. Jack
forces His h.irse up the side nf the r:iii\-oii

in ;i ipiit where the incline is tint very sleep,

ilnce on top, he fastens a rope In a larg.-

tiee almost directly al ove the viiiiiii ami low-
ers himself until he reaches Ihe injnied inaii,

and then holding the man in one ami. be slow-
ly and painfully ascends the rope, l in reaching
the top. he learns that the man he had rescued
is Lamona. chief of the Appi Indians. He
carries Lamona back to his tribe and helps
set hi^| broken limbs. The entire tribe vie

with one another in showering honors on Jack,
but the appreciation of the chief's daughter.
Leola, touches the young man deeply. The
beautiful maiden soon falls in love with her
father's rescuer and Lamona offers his daugh-
ter to him in marriage. Jack, who has found
Leola as fair and true as any white girl, ac-
cepts the offc.r.

Plans are made for an elaborate wedding
and the whole tribe prepares the feast. On
the night before her marriage Leola suddenly
awakes with a premonition of danger. She
creeps into Jack's tent to make sure he is all

right and discovers Red Lion, a former suitor,

as he is about to sta'b her lover. She screams
:ind Red Lion withdraws. Jack, who has been
ad<.pted bv the tribe and given the name of

White Eagle, now decides he must go back
to his own people after the wedding, for he
fears that other members of the tribe will

later resent his presence. The marriage cere-
mony over. Jack informs Lamona that he is

taking his bride back to his white people.
Sadly the old chief bids his daughter and son-
in-law g 1-bye. The young couple leave the
Indian camp. But Jack realizes he cannot bring
[,eola til I'.iiston until he has educated her and
)iii|iaie.l h.-r for city life, and so proceeds to
a .^niall inwii in ("'alifornia where he begins
teaching bis «-ife reading, writing, and arith-
metic. I^eola proves an apt pupil. In a year
Jack returns to Boston with his lovely young
wife. Her charming manners and careful
education contiuer the prejudices of Jack's
staid Bostonian friends and the young husband
has every reason to be proud of his beautiful
wife. Letila. wh<i loves the white man's cus-
toms, is very happy, too.

N
ONE IVIAN JURY
Albertha Trubee

lOIL MARTIN. Glenn Brown, .itid lioiotby
Lane are three young peoi)le all lielong-
iiig lo the smart collegiate set in a typical

college town. .N'eil is very much in love with
Dorothy, but realizes that she is in love with
his best friend. Glenn, not him. He decides
lo step out of the picture, and goes to the
cit.v to make his fortune.
Glenn and Dorothy go out together a grea'

deal, and as she is very much in love, she
finally agrees to live with him. thinking that
they will ultimately he married. When the

time comes tbtit their mtirriage is a necessity,
Glenn is unwilling to accept his responsibility

and refuses to do anything for Dorothy. In

the meantime crienn writes to Neil inviting
him to spend the hunting sea.son at his home.
In the letter he complains that Dorothy wants
him to marry her and that she expects too
much. Neil is stunned by the cruelty of his

friend, but accepts the invitation. The two
men go hunting together, and at the first

opportunity .Veil shoots Glenn, having arranged
the scene so that it will appear that Glenn
accidentally .-hot himself. Neil breaks the news
to Dorothy who is heart-broken. Then he ex-
plain;- that he understands her condition and
asks her to marry him. They marry and go at
once to the city. The union proves a very
happy one and Neil treats Dorothy's son, Jack,
as if he were his own child.

When Jack is ready to enter college Neil
and Dorothy decide t<i tour Kumiie. They stay
abroad for several yeais. < in returning home
Doiothy finds the reseiiil da in . between Jack
and his dead father s,. siiiking that she
is completely overcome. She rushes to her
loom, and brings out a carefully hidden pic-
ture of Glenn with the words "Glenn, my
lover Glenn" written on it. Jack finds his

mother unconscious on the floor with the pic-

ture in her hands. On coming to, in a flood of
emotion, she tells Jack the story of his
parentage and father's death as she knows
it Jack assures her that he still loves and
respects her. Later when Jack goes to thank
Neil for his kindness to hiin. Neil feels he can
keep his secret no longer and must let Jack
pass judgment on him as he did on his father.
Jack tells Neil he has nothing to forgive after
he was shown the letter in which Glenn wrote
so callously of Dorothy. The shock of these
revelations effect Jack. Though he has been
engaged, he now feels that the son of a scoun-
drel and the foster son of a murderer has
no right to marry. He breaks his engagement.
It is only the good sense of his sweetheart
that finally convinces him that he is not re-
sponsible for the misdeeds of others.

THE FADED DREAM
William Antonelli

BILL AXTO.XS father, a coal miner, is

killed in a mine explosion, and Bill is

fiiiced to start working in the mines at an
( arlv age. He is a very good son, and it is

ihtonub his efforts that his family is kept
together.
AS ;i youth of twenty-two, he meets Grace

t^arter tit a party and is very much at-
tracted to her. Grace is a very beautiful
young girl, but the attentions men have be-
stowed upon her have somewhat turned her
head and she looks down upon working peo-
ple with contempt. Bill and Grace become very
friendly, and go out together a great deal.

The young man finally proijoses marriage and
is accepted. One day Grace learns that Bill

is a miner. She decides she cannot marry
anvone in such a lowly position and breaks
off with Bill, leaving town for a neighboring
city as soon as she informs him of her decision.

Grace begins living a wild life in the city

fieely bestowing her favours on many men.
After going on like this for some time, the
memory of Bill makes her ashamed of hei; ac-
tions, and she gives up her careless friends
and gets a position in a dress factory. But
the work is hard and she soon goes back to

the other life. A child is born to her, but dies.

Meanwhile Bill has been trying to find Grace,
for he ctill loves her. Grace's sister, Nora,
tells him one day that she has heard
from Grace, who now wishes to come home,
Bill dreams once again of marrying Grace.
Bill has beard rumors of the life Grace has
led, but he loves her so deeply that he decides
he will not think of the past. Grace agrees to

marry him, and in a few weeks the wedding
takes place.
For some months the young couple are very

happy, but the day comes when Bill is forced
to realize that a gretit many iieopb' speak
slurringly of his wife, due iiigbl I'.ill over-
hears an old friend of bis. .\1 Casey, make ti

lewd remark about Grace, lie punches Ctisev

in the jaw and a terrific lighi follows. Grace,
who hears the scuffle, mimes runiiiim in and
lushes to the aid of her busbtuid Casey is

now fighting two and is finding it difficult.

Suddenly madness seizes him. and he pulls out
his gun and shoots wildly, hitting Grace in

the temple. She dies immediately. Bill grabs
at Casey's throat and strangles him. He then
turns his attention to Grace and tries to bring
her back to life. He realizes it is useless and
lays her down gently. Then he hurries out
of the house and walks tiuickly and deter-
minedly to the mines. Suddenly he stands still,

takes one last deep breath of life, and plunges
into the mine shaft. He was dead when his

fellow workers found him.

T HIS is a mosi unique imaginative tale of

what happened in Hades when the New
York scientists of the modern era got

rol of the works. A flash aeroplane has
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been built, and Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds are

two of the passengers in the cabin. They are

bound for unknown places, and arrive finally

in a wild, deserted country.
Thev wander curiously through the strange

land, 'frightened by a metallic noise, and an
iron-door from which flames are flashing-. All

are dragged inside the gate by a monster,

and discover themselves in Hades. An enor-

mous centaur carries each one in on his back,

and Satan greets them personally. They are

then taken on a walking tour, with Satan as

guide, through the recesses of the heated
jungle, whither men of the variously graded
types of sinfulness are lodged and punished.

They pasf; from circle to circle, Mr. Reynolds
observing closely the mechanism and the archi-

tectural structure of the place. When they
have seen it all, they are brought back to the

devil's palace.. ..Mr. Reynolds proposes many
great projects for the improvement of hell,

and Satan grants him the right to proceed.

He returns to the world, and soon arrives

with engineers, architects, surgeons, and others.

They first set up a powerful electric plant

which lights up all hell. They then quiet the

storms, and stop the hail and rainfall. Drain-
age works are inserted, making a crystal lake

of the niuddv waters. The fires in Dite City

are extinguished by firemen, the rocky moun-
tains are worked and soon become nice resorts

with trees and modern hotels. The river is

dried, and a road is built allowing intercom-
munication of all kinds. The damned are
cured by doctors of their bodily tortures, and
the city with its beautiful landscape is now
named "Infiernopolis." A new lite begins, with
the damned fitted out in clothes of all the ages.

Americans connect their radios with the United
States, and flash-aeroplanes bring pretty girls.

The most exotic ideas are realized in stores and
places of amusement: the most fantastic fash-
ions are executed. The American girls say
that at last they have found novelty in men
and adore these Infiernopolis inhabitants. Mr.
Reynolds has not resisted the three wicked
sirens. Helen, Semiramis, and Cleopatra. Nor
has Mrs. Reynolds neglected to flirt a bit with
Attila. After that, the Americans treat the

devil as a symbol and they govern in fact.

Satan and the other devils suftt^r humilitation,
while the Americans are pronounced the su-
perior rulers of earth and hell.

THE OUTLAW TRAIL

Julius Daugherty

JIM WEBB comes out to Montana because of

the ill health of his wife. He buys some
land from Old Bill Ransom, one of the

earliest settlers in the region, and starts

raising cattle. About a year after his son.

Jack, is born, his wife dies. Jim is now fairly

well established and remains out West.
Webb's relations with the Ransom family

have always been very friendly, despite the
fact that Old Bill's son. Hawk Ransom, is

regarded with a great deal of suspicion by
people in the vicinity. Hawk is suspected
of rustling, because of the rapid increase of

his herd. One day Mai. a close friend of

Jim's, tells him that he overheard Hawk mak-
ing arrangements for moving some stolen cat-
tle. Mai, Jim, and two other friends catch
Hawk and his gang rebranding these steers.

Ordered to hold up his hands. Hawk
makes a quick move and shoots Mai and one
of his companions dead, but not before he
is wounded himself. Jim decides to give Hawk
a chance and sends the fourth friend in the
party back for aid, while he stays and gives
the sick man as much help as possible. Jim
carefully fixes Hawk up for the night, and is

stunned the next morning to find he has rid-

den away leaving a note threatening revenge.
Hawk's whereabouts are not discovered and
a year later he makes good his threat and
kidnaps Jim's young son. Jack.
Jim searches frantically for his son, but

can find no trace of either Jack or Hawk. As
the years roll by, his one desire is to capture
Hawk and learn the fate of his child. Twenty
years after the kidnapping, he becomes sheriff

with this in mind. Hawk is still wanted as an
outlaw at this time, but no one knows his
whereabouts.
The new sheriff becomes friendly -with his

first deputy, Joe King, and Joe's beautiful
young sister, Shirley. Shirley was riding on
a lonely mountainside one day, when her horse
started running wild. A handsome stranger
comes to her aid. He is none other than Jack
Webb who has been brought up by Hawk in
his isolated mountain retreat. Jack has no
idea of his real identity. Though he has been
trained as an outlaw, his better nature rebels
at the criminal career he is following. Shirley's
happy description of her friend. Sheriff Webb,
intrigues Jack, and he decides to call on Webb
to see what law-abiding men are like.

A look in Jack's eyes reminiscent of his
dead wife and his story that he has been with
Hawk for twenty years reveals the truth of
the stranger's identity to Jim. Father and
son are re-united. Hawk's lair is disclosed
and justice meted out to him. Shirley and Jack
fall in love with each other and marry.

A GIRL FROM HOME

C. Maude Waite

DUSTIX DINGLEY came to New York from
the little town of Culverton, Maine, with
the idea of finding his childhood sweet-

heart, Esther Benton, and bringing her back
home as his bride. One night he spies the

girl on Broadway just as she is picking up
ail old man. He follows her, and later hears

•Esther refuse to go to a hotel with her
pick-up whom she chases away. Dustin goes
over and says hello, and is received cordially

by Esther. She is glad to see him again,
though she realizes regretfully that she is not
the L'.ame girl Dustin once knew.
Esther had run away from home and mar-

ried an actor who later deserted her. She
had been on the stage, but now existed by
cheap racketeering, picking pockets, and gold
digging as much as possible from various men
friends. She tells Dustin how she lives and warns
him that she cannot marry him, because her
present sugar daddy, a prize fighter, would in-

terfere. She suggests that Dustin let her fix

things up for him with her roommate, Izetta
Morgan, who has just broken off with her
lover. Dustin refuses to meet Izetta. so Esther
decides to show Dustin some of her haunts.
She takes him to a Greenwich Village dive
where a number of crooks greet her as an old
friend. One of them. Lane, sells Dustin some
jewels for Esther. Dustin pays him twenty
thousand dollars. A detective, disguised as a
drug addict, sees the transaction and has Lane
and Esther arrested for selling Dustin stolen
good.';. Dustin is sure that Esther knew no-
thing about the history of the gems and ap-
peals to an old friend, now an influential
politician, to secure Esther's release. After
spending a day in jail, the girl is freed. Though
she appreciates Dustin's kindness, Esther still

fears her present lover too much to marry
Dustin. She tries again to bring Izetta and
Du.'-tin together. Izetta rather likes Dustin,
but he is interested in no one but Esther.
Esther next suggests that Izetta calls on the
old man she had picked up on the night Dustin
found her—he had told her where he lived
and that he was wealthy. Izetta agrees, but
decides she could not live with him.
About this time the prize fighter attends

a drunken brawl which his friends glorify by
calling a party. One of his pals sees a chance
to start some trouble and tells the big bruiser
that Esther is going about with Dustin. On
learning Dustin's address. Mack, the ijrize

fighter, rushes out to fight him, although he
is half drunk. He does not find him at his
hotel and proceeds to Esther's apartinent
where Esther, Izetta, and Dustin are spending
a quiet evening. Misunderstanding the situa-
tion, he attacks Dustin. Esther and Izettta try
in vain to quiet the drunken man, but there
is no restraining- him. Dustin and Mack fight
bitterly until the latter suddenly collapses. A
physician pronounces him dead and Dustin is

arrested. His plea of self-defense is substan-
tiated by the two girls and he is freed. Esther
marries him as soon as he is released and
gives up her old friends with the exception
of Izetta, whom she wants very much to
help. With this in mind she gets in touch
with Izetta's boyhood sweetheart and reminds
him of Izetta's charms. She speaks to him
glowingly of her happy married life and subtly
suggests that he follow suit. The plan works
and Izetta marries her first sweetheart whom
she has always loved. Esther and Dustin de-
cide to return to Culverton where they live
a simple but happy life. Their union is

blessed by several children and Esther proves
her worth by b^ing a devoted n-iother to them.

A SON OF THE SLUMS

Donald Heech

THE constant struggle to climb upwards and
out of the slums wherein he was born
and bred caused the impairment of Philen

Clark's mind, and his parents, poor, ignorant
people, threw him into the streets, to wabble
in the dust and dirt.

Philen Clark was a lover of music and cher-
ished a strong desire to becon-ie a great singer.
Turned out into the streets, he wandered by
sheer chance into Hickson's Cafe, where Rose,
the proprietor's daughter, nursed him back to
health. His singing- brought him approval from
the loafers in the cafe, but Philen could not
rest easy on such popularity. A search for a
means of livelihood was discouraging, since
he was branded a son of the slums. Even-
tually he obtained a job as waiter in a fashion-
able restaurant. The owner, Mr. Still, learned
of Philen's ambition and talent, and encouraged
him toward his goal.

Mr. Still introduced Philen to the owner of
a burlesciue show—Mr. Williamson—who en-
gaged Philen for that night's performance. The
show was a flop and the irritated Mr. William-
son blamed his new employee. Philen was
discharged, but Dorothy, a chorus girl who had
taken a fancy to him, urged her en-iployer to
give the youth another chance. She appealed
tr» his mercy, for the discouraged Philen had
only the slums in which to seek refuge. ^Ir.

Williamson responded and the following night
Philen was reinstated. The audience however,
getting- wind of his discharge, was prejudiced,
and hissed at his appearance. There was one
man, though, who could see far beyond the
rest of the audience. Jones, a professor of

music and a director, was favorably impressed
and recognized the latent genius in Philen.
After the show he presented himself and pro-
mised Philen fame, if he would join his com-
pany. I'hilen did not hesitate to take advan-
tage of this opportunity. The wealthiest peo-
ple of the city were patrons of the professor's
rather moist refuge and Philen enjoyed being
the chief figure of the show.

Philen Clark, as the Gray Bat, made an
astoundingly impressive appearance. The Night
Club was dark and the Gray Bat was the only
figure seen flitting- about from one end of the
spacious room to the other, moaning a plain-
tive love song. Ethel Burke, the daughter of

the city's wealthiest citizen, was delightfully
ii-npressed,—and charmed. Philen met her ac-
cidentally near her father's home while she
was waiting- for her flance, Leon Wilbur, to
take her to. her father's race track. They im-
mediately became friends and Philen offered
to accompany her, for Leon apparently was
not coming. On the way Ethel informed him
that her father was to present five thousand
dollars in gold to the winner of the auto race
the next day. Philen, disguised as the Gray
Bat, entered the race and won, but disappeared
so suddenly that Leon Willmv \v:is io-clnimed
the victor. Ethel was i-ckU.-ss ,-uhI frli the
injustice of this. On the iii.nlit nf iln- presenta-
tion, at the moment AA'ilbur was iiliout to ac-
cept his award, the Gray Bat appeared and
auspiciously said: "Keep that gift in safe keep-
ing, until you find the right man." Then he
vanished. Ethel did not love the wealthy
suitor who was to be her husband and took
no part in the arrangements made for her
approaching- n-iarriage. The night of her be-
trothal dinner, as she was dressing, she heard
some one singing-, and, opening- her window,
the Gray Bat "flew" in and embraced her. A
little later in the garden she met Philen and,
excitely. told him of her love for the Gray
Bat. He revealed his identity and it was while
his arms were about her that, Leon, infuriated,
assaulted the youth.

But all is well that ends well. Philen. some
time after won fame and success in a produc-
tion called THE UNKNOWN. His financial
worries over, he returned to his pai'ents and
then sought Ethel. The loving pair were then
united in marriage.

LOVE PLAYS A TRICK
Thelma Waffle

MARY LANGDON was left an orphan at an
early age and was brought up by her
Aunt May and Uncle Charles, a childless

old couple. They were very kind to her, and
sent her to the city to become a teacher. Af-
ter her first year as a teacher the kind couple
invite the girl to spend her summer vacation
on their farm. Mar.v was delighted, for she has
never really liked city life, and has been long-
ing to return to the farm.
The first weeks of her vacation pass un-

eventfully until one day Uncle Charles brings
John Palmer home to dinner. When Mary had
heard he was coming, she regretted it, for her
chief n-iemory of John was a sorry one—he had
thrown her Sunday hat into the well and for
a whole season she had had to go to church
in her old school bonnet. She still thought
of him with childish indignation, and was al-
n-iost angry with herself, because she now
found him so pleasant. John was surprised,
too—he had not expected Mary to be half so
attractive and charn-ting. He is immediately
smitten by her, and the next evening invites
lier to go walking with him. They choose the
old river path, the traditional lovers' lane of
the district, for their walk.
As the weeks pass by, Mary falls deeply

in love with John. She is tortured by the fact
that she soon must return to the city and
leave him, perhaps, forever. She wishes she
could ren-iain on the farm. Many times she
is on the verge of asking her aunt and uncle
if she cannot give up teaching- in the city
and continue to live with then-i, but a feiir

that she may be too n-iuch of a financial bur-
den always keeps her silent. Her Aunt May
surmises that Mary is in love with John, but
has no idea how the girl is suffering. As the
daj- approaches for Mary to return John of-
fers to take her to the station, which is miles
from the farm, and so relieve her aunt and
uncle of the necessity of n-iaking this long
trip. John arrives early on the day of her de-
parture,, and the two set out for the station.
Mary is so busy watching each move of her
lover that she hardly notices where they are
going. Suddenly, John stops before a strange
house, and turns to Mary with a wistful look
in his eyes.
I'm not going to the station," he says. "[

don't want you to go back to the city—I want
you to marry me. That's why I've driven to
this minister's house. Please marry me. Mary."

JIary flings her arms around his neck, and
thus entwined the happy pair hurry into the
minister's house.
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GIT IN THAT KITCHEN!
H. F. Jamison

JEXXIE LAXE wept as she scrubbed the
kitchen floor. It wa.s a hoi August day,
and she felt as though this drudgery was

.00 much on top of her other troubles. Had
she really ever been happy she asked herself,
and for her answer recalled the days when her
first husband was courting her. How happy
she had been then! How happy they had been
in their brief period of married life. She thought
of her husband's joy when Boone was born, and
then her expression changed as she remem-
L-ered how her dearly beloved had developed
pneumonia and died after a few days' illness.

'iTien followed lonely days as a young widow.
Still when Silas Lane asked her to marr>- him
she should have known better. She knew then
that she could never love this crude, unsociable
man. though his insistence that she would be
happy once they were married had finally made
her consent. She thought bitterly of Silas"
unkindness to Boone, her son. and his neglect
of her. His only interest from the day of
their marriage had been in hunting and fishing.
Within six months he regarded his wife as a
convenient housekeeper, and he let his farm run
down year after year. Jennie never had enough
mony to buy smart clothes or decent furniture
for the house. But after all. clothes and furn-
iture would not have embittered her, if—and
then the terrible scene flashed through her
mind.
Boone had always studied hard at school

and from earliest childhood had planned to go
to college, Jennie had encouraged him in this
ambition, but her husband resented the time
the boy spent over his books and felt that
Boone might better be working on the farm.
His resentment grew, and one day he taunted
Boone so much that the boy suddenly struck
him. Jennie realized her son would have to
leave her no^v and make his way in the city.
Reluctantly she sent him away. Boone had
been a good son and wrote regularly to her
telling of his jobs by day and studying by
night. But now for two months she had not
heard from him. This was the last straw,
and Jennie felt herself a broken woman, \^^hile
she was thus musing, someone rushed into the
kitchen and into her arms. It was Boone!
She cried with joy. He began pulling out
presents for her—stockings, beads, dresses, and
perfume. She was overcome, and she and her
son hurried to her bedroom where she began
bedecking herself like a schoolgirl. Suddenly,
Silas burst into the room, ordered her into
the kitchen and Boone out of the house. Boone
«iuickly showed his resentment and refused to
have hi£- mother obey the man's orders. A
second fight ensued between the son and his
foster father, but this time Boone was deter-
mined to let it be a fight to the finish. The
older man 'va.s soon overcome by Boone and
lea'izsd that he could no longer bully nnother
and son. Boone remained on the farm for sev-
eral weeks until he ^vas sure that Silas would
attend to the farm as he should and treat his
wife with some respect. When he left for the
city this time. Jennie was a different woman

—

her beloved son was going to college and she
was no longer abused by Silas.

THE IMMIGRANT
John Sokol

HEIXE STEIX and William Deitz grow up
together in a small town in Germany.
Heine is always out of work and is forced

to borrow from his friend repeatedly until he
owes William a great sum. Despairing of ever
paying his friend back. Heine hopes that his
linole, who has emigrated to America sev-
eral years before, will make good his debt.
He urges his friend to go to America and with
the sum he collects from the uncle start out
on a real career in the land of opportunity.
Oeitz becomes enthused over the idea, and
since he has given all his savings to Heine.
stows away on a large ocean liner. After the
1 oat has been out two days. William is caught
foraging for food and put to work as a waiter.
He 3er\'es at the table occupied by the Clurg
family. The daughter of the family, Anita,
becomes itnerested in the waiter on learning
that he it- a stowaway. She was very sjtii-
pathetic when she heard William's story and
he falls in love with the beautiful young heiress.
Once in America William discovers that

Heine's uncle is not the wealthy man his friend
had thought. In fact, he is barely able to
support his own family, and any hope of re-
covering Heine's debt from him is absurd,
^'illiam does manage to get a job and works
hard and faithfully. He advances rapidly, for
he studies English at night and makes ever>
effort to take advantage of the opportunities
America offers the immigrant. He becomes
a naturalized citizen and soon considers himself
an American.
War breaks out and AVilliam is grieved to

fight his former countrymen, but, nevertheless.
»'nlists. His regiment goes to the Western
Front where he distinguishes himself for brav-
er>-. and is promoted several times. During a
Terrible attack in which he fights a hand to
hand combat with the leader of the enemy, he

discovers that the man he has killed in the
stiuggle is hit: own father. The shock of this
horrible discovery proves too much for him and
!:e suffers a nervous breakdown. When the
war was over he is still in the hospital and
after he is discharged as cured, he finds he
cannot get a job. Completely down and out.
he joint- a gang of thieves who are planning
a daring robbery in which they want him to
be look-out man. The roobers' plan falls

through and William is caught as a thief in the
Clurg s mansion. Anita, who has not forgot-
ten her old waiter, intercedes in his behalf
on hearing his ttory. She persuades her
father to give him a job in his office where
:Villiam maket^ good and justifies her faith in
him. A day comes when William feels in a
position to ask Anita to be his wife. She ac-
cepts him, and ilr. Clurg, at first prejudiced
against the immigrant boy. finally comes around
and gives his consent to the marriage.

TRUTH DEMONSTRATES ITSELF

Claude Knight
THESE are wise words driven directly to

the readers heart by an all-believing, all-

perceiving person ^vhose faith in the good-
ness and truth of the Savior is adamant. Mis-
fortune he represents as the result of our own
shortcomings, and it can be treated. He cites
the story of a man who wrote;
"My wife and I don't get along together.

Please treat her. Do not let the destructive
idea, the idea of burning up in hell fire, and
the instant wiping out of all bad people, enter
into your scheme of truth."
The case of John the Baptist, who sought

'o recruit devotees of Christ by developing in-

rellectual perception is mentioned as starting
at the wrong end, or introducing an unneces-
;;ary element into religion. Real faith is the
basis of all goodness and truth, and intellect

finds only a secondary- place in the scheme of

things in heaven. God is preserving his uni-
verse: he is redeeming it: he is educating it.

And if we would fall into line with this patient
regenerative process, which sets in just the
moment that we perceive Truth, we must take
oveiy quality of God as revealed to us through
Clirist. and put it into execution in its right
1 elation in Divine Mind. Truth heals, builds
up the man. Some Christians have not fully

perceived this. ^\'hen Christ was accused of

healing through the power of Beelzebub, He call-

ed attention to the inconsistency of the proposi-
tion: a house divided against itself. Then He
called particular attention to the restoring power
of God, that God is the only good, and not the
author of sickness or evil. Good Christians
must realize this, and see the demonstration
of Truth as it beats daily in the universe
through all a mans activities.
Even the scientific world today is preaching

this fundamental premise of Truth of creation
and GoQ. and we cannot get away from the
omnipresence of the One Life. There is no-
thing else but the Spirit of Truth. We look
for none other. We know that this spirit is

with us, and always has been, alhough we may
have looked elsewhere rather than to it for our
guidance and happiness. It is within each of
us. and without it there is no peace of mind
or possibility of success in life. With it we
have power and well-being, and all things are
easier to tackle. ^Ve are all striving for some
ideal. Every man or Tvoman has one, has a
desire to be somebody, do something beyond
that of his present achievement. Xever can
thi;: ideal be realized without the partnership
with God. And only a belief in the divine
Truth can bring about this sense of coordination
mth providence.
Conform to the truth throughout all hard-

ships and despite all apparent obstacles, for
through this steadfastness of belief can come
a steadfastness of purpose that can mean only
success and happiness.

CAPTURING A CONVICT
Fannie Balenger

MATTHEW HARPER, a retired judge de-
voted himself to the upbringing 01 his
motherless daughter, Mildred. The fatuer

and daughter live in the little town of Avon-
dale, a village about ten miles from Sing Sing.
When Mildred was twenty-two, the judge real-
ized ihat his daughter ought to be married
and settled in her own home before his death
should leave her alone in the world. A dear
friend of his confides that he knows just the
man for Mildred and arranges a dance for the
purpose of introducing the couple. On the
night of the dance as the judge is leaving his
home TO visit one of his cronies, he notices
that Mildred is not dressed to go out, and is

grieved to learn that she intends saying home.
Mildred feels somewhat humiliated by her
fathers well-intentioned, but crude plan to
marry her off. and will not be a party to it.

Alone in the house with only the old fam-
ilv butler, a phone call informs the girl that
Jim Smythe. a convict who had threatened
her father for the sentence he had been forced
ro pass on him years before, has escaped from
Sing Sing and is beaded in the direction of

Avondale. Mildred has hardly hung up the re-
ceiver, when the bell rings and a handsome
stranger, bleeding from several wounds, enters
the house. Mildred administers first aid until
she sees a convict's uniform beneath the man's
overcoat. Horror-i-tricken she summons the
o d butler to watch the man, giving him her
father's pistol for a weapon, and then tele-
phones her father and the neighbors. They all

msh in only to discover that the wounded
man is not the escaped prisoner, but Mr. Arling-
ton, the guest Mildred was to have met at
the party. Mr. Arlington had been waylaid
by the convict and forced to change suits with
him. Badly wounded in his struggle with the
convict, he is nursed back to health by Mildred,
wth whom he falls in love. She reciprocates
his feelings. In the meantime, a former pal
*)f Jim Smythe confesses that he committed the
murd?r for which Jim was punished, and once
the prisoner is found, he is released immedi-
ately. Judge Harper himself providing a job for
him. Mildred marries Mr. Arlington and the
judge's laj:t few years are indeed happy ones.

THE DRIED HAND
Aron Lledac

MAXV years ago in a beautiful, sunny
Italian garden belonging to an ancient
jonvent two young girls were seated talk-

ing excitedly. And then what happened the
younger of tne two si;:ters inquired. Then grand-
mother became head of the house replied the
other. She lived to be so old that her reason was
affected and when she died her will could not
be found. Her last wish was to have her right
hand cut oft" and buried in a bos made of cedar
wood- The priest did not want to do her bid-
ding, but decided it was a duty he must per-
fonn. Xo one helped him at the horrible task,
and mother and Uncle Ricardo could never
understand grandmother's last wish. The hos.
is still in the family—Aunt Maria keeps it in
that old carved chest in the drawing room.
The younger sister, Tinka, interrupted the
story again by saying she would like to look
at the hand—maybe the priest didn't ever get
up the courage to do what grandmother asked.
Mariette replied that she felt sure that the
Lox was not empty and suggested that they
take a peek at it the next time they visited
their aunt. The idea pleased the younger sis-

ter who nodded affirmatively and indicated by
a certain impatient look that she was eager to

hear the rest of the sory. Mariette continued,
explaining that because the will was not found
the family estate passed on to Count Spicii

in payment of her grandmother's debts. Tinka
was amazed to hear that her ancestral home
was owned by handsome Leonardo Spica"s
father. She told her sister that she was glad
that the Spicas rather than anyone else had
leceived the property. Mariette agreed with
her sister, and then blushing suddenly added
that she thought Marco Spica the best looking
and nicest man she knew. Tinka sighed and
wished that they had dowries so that she might
marry Leonardo and her sister Marco.
The nest time the orphaned sisters were in-

\ited by their Aunt Maria to spend a few
weeks with her they waited anxiously for a
day when no one would lie around and they
could peek into the box. Finally the moment
arrived, and Mariette rushed to the cabineL
and pulled out of the box. Opening it she be-
held a withered hand, yellow and hideous.
Screaming she dropped the box and the hand
loUed on the floor, a piece of paper on which
it was resting falling with it. Mariette picked
up the paper intending to lift the hand up in

it. when she noticed some writing on it. "I

wish to test the character of my children,"
the eccentric old woman had written. "This is

my will. My children must realize their de-
pendence on me and look for the ^vill in my
hand:'* Then the old woman had bequeathed
her einate to her son and daughter and re-
vealed that huge sums of money were hidden
underneath the floor of the dining room. AVith
trembling fingers the gins reread the su-angt-
paper and revealed their discovery to their
Aunt- The mone.v was found and the eslatt-

resiored to the rightful heirs. Tinka was mar-
ried to Leonardo and Mariette to Marco, and
all four lived happily togetTier in the beautiful
old house.

W'

FOUR WERE HURT
Aron Lledac

'HEX the wealthy Colonel Burnside began
to lose money he moved his family to

Bath. There his two children. Jlona and
Mac. are brought up in luxury and in complete
iirnorance of the precarious state of their

fathers finances. The crash does not come un-
til Slona is twenty and her brother twenty-five.
It is not until the servants leave the house,
because they have not received their wages.
that the two young: people fully realize what
has happened. Mac is engaged to the beauti-
ful Cecily Dun and he goes at once to his

fiincee and tells her of his fathers reverses.

He is earning a small salarj" as captain in the
aimy and hopes that she will consent to marr.v
him and live modestly as a captain's wife for
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a time. Cecily malces no definite answer, Ijut

sugaests that Mac try to make a foitune b.\-

some quick mfjans. Somewhat discouraged by
her coolness, Mac decides to play the races.

He stakes his year's salary on a favorite horse

and losef. Cecily is unsympathetic, and gradu-
ally grows less and less interested in him. A
month later her engagement to a wealthy m-
(ligo planter is announced in the papers. Mac
is stunned at the news, and leaves Bath in

the hope of forgetting the woman he loves.

He begins drinking to escape from his thoughts
and sinks .lower and lower. His. family do not
know his whereabouts.
One day Mona receives a communication

which informs her that Mac is hanging out in

the Seven Taverns Cafe in London. She hur-

1 ies to London selling- her jewels to raise money
for the trip. The Seven Taverns is considered

one of the worst dives in London, liut Mona
decides she must go there to find her brother.

On her arrival she does not see him and asks

the prnpriet..r if he knows .Mac. Tim I'.aMis-.

the pniprielca-, appears In In

Ml tr Mc ith
Jhtthat Mac

t,i app.-ai- sunn and iliai he owes him a large

sum of inoniw .Mona pays the debt and waits
for lar iTMiln-r. In the meantime a friend of

thv pi Mp,i,lo,- is introduced to Mona. Mona is

surini.'-rd iM lind Jlr. Loxam quite charming
and inlerested in her welfare. She tells them
about .Mac's disappointment, and as they

hear the name of Jlac's Hancee both men
start. Each ctmfesses that he, too, has been
ruined by the lisht-heart.-d I'orily. While
talking over this siiani;.' I'oiiaid.nr,., ili,. jeweler
who had given Mnna ni.iii,.>- ,,,, ]t,y jewels
and to whom she liad conlidnl her niissicin puts
in his appearance. He had feared for the

safety of the girl in such a place and is sur-

prised wdien she invites him to join Bayliss

and Loxom. They repeat the whole story to

him, and from the pained expression on his

face thev learn that he has suffered because
of Cecily's wiles. Mac finally arrives and is

urged by the whole company to return home
with IMona. He agrees. Mona finds Loxem a

true friend who helps her wean her brother
from his drunken ways. Eventually she falls

in love and marries him. The four men who
had been hurt by Cecily Dun always remain
fast friends.

IN THE SHADOW OF THE BARS
Mrs. IVl. L. Jennings

T SABEL CARTER lives with her mother and
I father on a lonely farm miles from any town
-*-or village. One winter night a knock is

heard on the door and a joung man half falls

into the room. He manages to gasp out that
he is faint from hunger and Isabel and her
mother rushed to get him some food.

After the stranger is fed, he tells them his

story. His name is Jim Wliite and he is alone
in the world. Since the death .of his parents,
his life has been a continuous struggle tor

existence. For several weeks he has been
tramping over the countryside looking for a jol).

Though Mr. Carter is neither a kind or char-
itable man, Isabel and her mother persuade him
to employ Jim as chore boy and farm hand.
He does so reluctantly taking" advantage of

the boy's desperate condition by offering- him
very low^ wages. Jim, of course, is glad to get
a job at any salary.

All through the winter months he helped
around the farmhouse so well that the irritable
Mr. Carter was unable to find fault with him.
Isabel, who did most of the housework, found
Jin-i a willing helper and entertaining com-
panion. It is not long before their friendship
has ripened into love. Isabel knew it would be
unwi^^e to tell her father that the poor farm
hand hA'ed her and she warned Jim not to ask
for her hand. One day, however, Mr. Carter
discovers the two lovers locked in each other's
arms. His rage Is even greater than Isal^el

anticipated. He imn-iediately turns Jim out
and warns his daughter that she must never
see the young n-ian again.
A few days later the lovers manage to meet

several miles fron-i the farm, and .lin-i sug-
gests that Isabel elope with him without fur-
ther delay. She agrees joyfully. But a new
obstacle stands in the way of the lovers—they
have no money. Indignant at Mr. Carter's un-
just treatment, Jim proposes that they steal
oome money from him.- Isabel is at first hor-
rified at the idea, taut at length, angered Vjy

her father's cruelty, she agrees, "rhey go liack
to the fariii, help themselves to the money, and
hurrj- aw^ay.

It was not long before Mr. Carter discovered
the theft. He realized what had happened when
be discovered his daughter and his money miss-
ing and starts at once in hot pursuit. A few
minules after their marriage, Isabel and Jim
find themselves under arrest, air. Carter is

determined to punish them both to the limit
of the law. Mrs. Carter tries her hardest to
dissuade her husband, but can find no way of
moving liim. In desperation, she leaves him.
His wife's desertion brings the old n-ian to his
senses. He drops the suit against the young
couple and gives them enough money to start
out in life. Mrs. Carter returns to her husband
after she sees Isabel and Jin-i are forgiven.

w
THE WHOLE TRUTH

K. J. Barr

AAL son, ye didn't jes' ezackly need
r kill 'im, didje ..."

You would think, from the kindly
attitude of "Old Zeb" Berry to his son, Matt,
there had been nothing to reprimand the boy
for but a little row -with a neighbor. As a mat-
ter i>f fail, that was all it was, but unfor-
tunateP- .N'.'Wi Simpson paused for an instant
before riinrnini; a blow, and then reeled upon
the turi. Lai. ! The town boys pronounced hin-i

dead, and .Malt .lisapinared in terror. It was
the first tini. a nu inber of the Berry's did

not return Inini,. i,, dinner and shelter, since
Mary had left them, over a year ago. An
ominous feeling of danger hung about the
house, until "Old Zeb" set out in the morning,
and found his son on the road, looking miser-
able and dejected.
The boy explained to his father that it was

necessary for him to take up Newt's challenge,
and return his blow, but that before he kneAV
il bis .i].p.jneiit was dead, and rather than
allow him.'-. If to be clapped into jail like an
oidinaiy l.iini. he had run. He intended now
to give hinifclf up, like an honorable gentle-
man.

His father accompanied him, and despite the
courageous manner of the boy, all evidence at

the inquest seemed against him. At last his

father, guessing the nature of the argument
Matt must have had with Ne-wt, rose and said
the fight started because Newt had insulted
Matt's sister, Mary, who had left home soi-ne

time ago, and it was only right of the brother
to wish to defend her honor and her reputation.
Matt was astonished at his father's perspica-
city; he himself had refrained from dragging
in his sister's blessed name into this sordid
trial. Now that his father had done so, but
with great force and dignity, a new interest
in the jury sprang up in favor of the boy.
At last the coroner decided to adjourn for three
days, informing Matt that it Mary could be
located during this time, and could be made
to admit that it was true that she and Newt
had not been on friendly terms when she left,

so that there was reason for a possible ex-
change of words between him and her brother,
there would be some evidence in his favor.

Matt despaired of being able to locate his

sister. The rest of the town thought her dead.

He would not admit that he felt she remained
in hiding to avoid the family's disgrace. But
a reporter at the inquest had seen the human
interest possibilities in the story, and had
despatched a copy to a powerful paper m
Chicago. It was featured as a front-page arti-

cle, and Mary Berry was sought after for the

lite of Matt by thousands of eager and sym-
pathetic souls.

The day of the final session of the inquest
arrived. Matt considered himself done for, tor

he had nol b..,n nbl.' to find his sister. Sud-
denly Di-. r.r...,ls-. win. hail dia^iios..il Newt's
case, rose ami ^axa- tli.' Irnlh wliieli was evi-

dence in .Mall's favor. .Mary bad li-fl home
after 1..1I11; l.lrayed by the man wh.. had
]iroinis...l I.: iiiai'i-y her, and .MatI bad every
right lo f.'. I a deep sense of .nniitx-. More-
(.ver, .\ewi had died of a weak he;irt, because
of the excitement of the contest, and his death
was not due to Matt's blows. Matt was tree,

and Mary, was later reunited with the family.

EARLY DAWN

Eleanor Pederson

ALOVEl>Y moon bathed the desolate fig-

ure seated on a deserted park bench.
Splendors of autumn's brilliant foliage of-

fered shelter to Dixie, penniless, lonely, and
hungry in a distant metropolitan city of gay
lights and glittering riches. Dixie's thoughts
roamed as she sang softly to herself and re-
called memories of her golden hours of love.
She then thought of her Rudy's vengeful ac-
tions and sudden marriage to the society coctu-
ette, Junace.
A passerby halted at the beauty and tangi-

bility of the scene which strai-igely inspired
him. His abrupt action startled Dixie. His
offer of success on the stage of which he was
n-ianager seemed Ijeyond reality. Necessity of
food and shelter urged Dixie into the hands of
liarry. f'roceeding through the park, her mind
suddenly approacbed the danger that might be
ahead. .She halted, met her escort squarely,
tiuestioned him and found assurance of friend-
ship. Hunger, faintness overpowered her fati-
gued body as she fell unconscious into Barry's
protecting arms. At Early Dawn, Dixie opened
her eyes, surveyed the n-iagnificent boudoir in

which she found herself and then looked into
Barry's tender blue eyes. He understood that
she was ill. She learned later that she had
opened the book of her love and Rudy during
the days of delirium wdiich followed.
On Dixie's first stage attempt, surrounded

by the same park scene as when Barry dis-
covered her, she made an appealing appearance
to her audience. After four years of Barry's
attenth'e and valuable instruction Dixie be-
came a^'ecognized star. Returning to her girl-

hood liOTue she received praises from numerous

fathe

futur

admirers, but never a word from Rudy for her

anxious heart. Motoring through the streets

of a neighboring town Dixie came upon a
child sobbing. Upon short acquaintance Dixie

learned of the babe's abuse and ill treatment
ly her inconsiderate flirtatious mother. She
lould see marks of a strap administered by the

frenzied mother when the child innocently dis-

piaved a feminine picture cherished b;

father. Dona urged Dixie to take In

art shop. Dixie immediately rrooK
Ruil\-. The careworn man iili-.-ul.'

met-tinas. which Dixie hesitaiill.\- s;ianled.

By the old mill stream llud.v ..pon.d lb..

torturous book of his lonely past. 1 li.xi.- s songs

filled his heart with memories. Ho piopos.-il

divorcing Junace and starting life anew. This

was more than Dixie could endure. J{)arl.\- liawii

of the following morning Dixie was speeding
back to Barry and her career. Shortly, Dixn-

was summoned by Junace to Rudy's death bed.

Again at Early Dawn she was ushered by
Junace into the dying man's r<.oin. Rudy fe<.M.^

requested that Dixie take Dona. Junace bro-

kenly consents and walks from the room into

the world to forget and be forgotten.
Dixie sings; Rudy closes his eyes coiitendedl.\-

to the world. Dona starts life anew with Pixie.
Memorie-i of Dixie's first love binder I'.arry

from pro|...siiig- marriage. He deserls h.^r and
liiids loiisi.lation in night life. Lai.r ai a ball

Uany in. -els Junace. 'While Dixie sings songs
requested by the crowd, Junace encourages
Bairy to drink and lures him to her apartment.
Dixie and her escort follow. Dixie enters the
apartment and demands Junace's actions cease.
Frenzied Junace attacks Dixie with an auto-
matic, but Dixie's unflinching manner forces
Junace into exhaustion. Dixie and Barry are
reunited; Dona remains with them. Junace
dies. Reunited the trio stand out upon the
rose tangled balcony watching the sunrise
dawing its curtains of rainbow hue over the
EARLY DA'WN, as they vision Rudy holding
wide the golden gates of splendor to the serene
and waiting Junace.

the good

THE WINGS OF FATE
Oliver R. Wells

JIMMY "SPEED" BURTON was a happy
voung daredevil whose chief ambition was
to follow in the footsteps of his pal. Bud

Swanson, and become an aviator. One day
Helen, Jimmy's sweetheart, lalks the matter
over with Bud, and they iiro.eed to Colonel

Frank Sn-iith's flying scbo.,1 and persuade the
colonel to admit .lininiy as a pupil. "When
.liminv learned of his aiiinil lance, he rushes out

lo Helen and asks her
iav he returns from his

111 St sni'iis.-.ful long distance flght. She con-

lininiy ^Indies a\ialioii seriously. His rapid
p. i, ross •.[.as. s Coloii'l SiiiiUi who places great

.onflilrneo in II. o fonn.T ilaliM,.vil. AI...11I the

time Jiiiin.v pa.s.s I, is linal I. sis, Kay Weiit-

worth appears at tin- Hying s.!.....! and informs

Colonel Smith that he repr.s.a.l .-^ 111.- (^..v.a-n-

ment and has come to insp..i ih.. S1I1....I. lie

makes a iramber of unfair .a 111. asms oi llie

colonel's teaching methods and hnall.x- arouses

the latter's suspicions. Sinilli ...nlides in Jimmy
and plans a long dislan.e llighl to I'anama
for the young avialor. Jimmy is to go to

Panama to throw Weiilworth off his scent,

I nt is lo i:\ to Washington on the return trip

to ;i-;....| i.iin if Wentworth is an accredited
•<ovei iinieiil iiis|.i.ctor. (Smith does not wish
to write to Wtishinglon in this connection, be-

cause be fears if W.-iil worth is an official,

word of the iiuiuiiy would antagonize him still

turthei'). Weniworlh, who already has his

eye on Helen, tampers with the instru-

ments in Jimmy's plane so that they do nol

indicate the correct directions. Finding him-
self in the midst of a severe storm and liaving

no idea of his location, Jimmy is fmeed to

land on a deserted island in the raril.l.ean Sea.

His plane is badly damaged in lamlin.a. so hav-
ing no means of reaching the mainland.
Jimiiiv s.ttles down a la Robinson Crusoe. It

is o\ei- a vear before he is able to turn Ihe
disabled plane into a sail boat and so reach
civilization. Before going home, ,liiiiiiiy Iravels

to Washington and learns that tli.. Colonel's

suspicions were correct. Wenl\\-orih \\as til.oiil

to marry Helen when Jimmy arrived wilb sev-

eral government officers who arresi ihe would-
be bridegroom. Helen is overjo.\-.'d a I .linimy's

return arid explains that it was ..iil>- I aiise

she thought him dead that she htid .onsented
In Wentworth's proposal. Jimmy and Helen
marry.

o

THE TOY SHOP
Louis N. Taft

WHEN Freddie West came home from col-

lege to tell his father he had married
Stella Castner and decided to settle in

the city, his father regretted that he could give
his son no money to start up in business and
that he could only help his boy by presenting
him with some worthless shares of stock as
a warning not to dabble in wildcat invest-
ments as he had done to his misfortune. Fred-
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die took his father's advice and opened a
small toy shop which he managed himself.
In a few years his business had expanded and
he was able to provide Stella with the luxur-
ies she demanded. After eight years in the
toy luyiness. Freddie wa.-; considered a very
wealthy man, though few of those who envied
his riches realized that he was also an un-
happy one. Though he lavished attentions and
luxui-ies on his fickle wife, she plainly neither
loved him nor their little girl, Thedessa.
Stella's life was made up of social activities

and the attentions of men other than her
husband, and, after eight years of married
life, she decided to run away with a friend of
her husi.and, Walter Dunlap. 'With this in

mind, she asked Freddie for S2,000 for a little

vacation, and when she received his check, she
was pertmaded by 'V\'alter to raise the amount
to S:;i!0,i:(m. The bank cashed the check for
Sirs. West without any question, and Stella
and Walter at once set sail for Europe, though
not before the unfaithful wife had left her
little daughter in the care of a farmers wife.
Mis. Campbell. Mrs. Campbell had promised
to take care of Essie (for this was the name
Stella had presented the child under) until her
mother returned, and she was well pleased with
the sum of S2,i(0ii that had been left for the
little one's maintenance.

Freddie was too grieved by the loss of his
wife and child to make an attempt to recover
the money that Stella had stolen from him,
and in less than a year, due to this loss and
his lack of interest in business affairs, he
went bankrupt. He sunk lower and lower
until he was an habitual drunkard who even
begged the liquor that drowned his sorrows.
For years he hung on to life in this way. One
day aroused from a drunken stupor, he picked
up a paper and read that some gold mines,
long thought worthless, had proved to be of
great value. In a flash Freddie recalled his
father's wedding gift and soon verified his sus-
picions—he possessed one hunded shares of
stock in these mines. He sold this stock at
a tremendous price, determined to make a final

effort to pull himself out of the gutter. Al-
though nearly forty, he again started a toy
shop.

In the years that intervened, Essie had
grown up at the Campbells'. Jlrs. Campbell
had treated her like a mother and brought her
up with her own son, Ted. Essie was now
eighteen and determined to earn her own liv-

ing in the city. She secured a position as sec-
retary to Jlr. West, who, of cour'se, she did
not know was her father. Freddie liked his
secretary from the start, but gradually felt

more and more drawn to her. He secured a
divorce and asked the girl to marry hini.
Though Essie had formerly thought she was
in love with Ted Campbell, she was strongly
attracted to the older man and consented to
be his bride. But. fortunately, Stella, who had
been deserted by Walter and had been living
in poverty for years, read in the papers of the
approaching nuptials. She arrived just in time
to prevent the unnatural marriage, much to
the joy of Ted, who now declared his long-
felt love for Essie. Freddie forgave his err-
ing wife, when he saw that she was truly re-
pentent. The pair remarried, and Stella proved
a devoted and loving helpmate.

ALANN'S PILGRIMAGE

O. E. Marquardt

ALAXX QL'IXX liked her position as gover-
ne.ss to the Caldwell twins. In the first

place, she loved children and liked
i'» lavish on her charges all the affection that
s!ie had mij-sed when a child. Alann had been
i-rought up by a strict old maid, Parthenia
Quinn, who did not believe in kissing or other-
wise spoiling children. She took care of Alann,
because tne state paid her a certain sum to
provide for its ward, and was glad when the
girl left her to earn her living. The second
reason Alann liked her job was Clifford Cald-
well. Clifford was dashing, gay, and hand-
suifie, and immediately noticed the beautiful
young nurse. His lightly spoken compliments
made a deep imijression on the girl and she
soon found his advances impossible to resist.
Unused to friendliness and attention, the love-
starved girl could only surrender to Clifford's
sweet carei-ses. One morning Mrs. Caldwell
discovered her son in the nursery vainly trying
tit console the weeping governess. She imme-
diately guessed the cause and hurried the girl
out of her house.

For a while Alann found refuge at Parthenia
Quinn's hut as soon as the latter discovered
her condition, she turned her out. Alann's
baby was born at the Public Maternity Home,
a hospital for unmarried mothers. There her
'•'. vious refinement was noticed, and Mrs. Har-
ris«m. the chief supporter of the institution,
"fiered tf> adoi>t her baby, Rosemary, Alann,
::Ttributing her own misfortune to the desertion
r>f her mother, refused to surrender the child
and her fine determination to keep her baby
touched Mrs. Harrison deeply. .She oft'ered

Alann and her baby a home, and a new life be-
gan for the girl in the luxurirtus Harrison
mansion. Here she met Bruce Rogers, Mrs,

Harrison's wealthy nephew. Because of her
unfortunate e.xperience, Alann was now very
much afraid of men and carefully avoided
Biuce; it was this that attracted the young
man to her. Their friendship developed slowly,
but it rested on a solid foundation of mutual
respect and similar interests. One day Alann
met Clifford at a party the Harrisons had
given. Clifford pulled the startled girl to a
secluded nook and began making love to her.

.\lann was horrified at his embrace and quick-
ly recoiled from him. lashing him for his

thougnt'.ess treatment of her and the disgrace
she suffered, because of his selfishness. Before
he could reply to her, she ran upstairs, packed
a few things in a bag, and scribbled off a note
to Mrs. Harrison in which she thanked her for
her unusual kindness and left the baby in her
care. Then she hurried out of the house,
determined not to allow her own shameful past
to ruin Rosemary's life. WTien Mrs. Harrison
discovered that the girl had gone, she revealed
to the worried Bruce that Rosemary was
Alann's child. A first the young man was
shocked at the news, for Alann had always
been to him the epitome of virginal purity.
Giadually, when he thought over the whole
affair, he realized the girl was still pure and
iovely at heart. Her indiscretion was forgotten
during his zealous search to find the young
mother. Several months later, Alann was
spending her noon hour listening to the radio
in the store in which she worked, when she
heard Airs. Harrison broadcast over the air
a description of the missing mother whose baby
wai- ill. Panic-stricken Alann rushed to Sirs.
Harrison's where Rosemary was restored to
its mother's arms. The child recovered, and
Bruce pleaded to marry Alann. The wedding
was solemnized a few weeks later, and Baby
Rosemary then possessed an adoring father as
well as a loving inother.

THE WOMAN OF THE JUNGLE

Frieda Schroeder

EDWARD HEXDRICKSOX felt himself slow-
ly coming to life and remembered regret-
fully that the cannibals who were caring

for him would be ready to eat him when he
1 ecovered. As the days went by and he gradu-
ally grew better, the thought of his approach-
ing end made him review his past life con-
stantly. He had made an unfortunate marri-
age soon after his graduation from college.
His wife, a blooming German girl, was unedu-
cated and slovenly and did not share his in-
terests. "U'hen he had come into his inherit-
ance six years later, he settled a handsome
sum on his wife and children, and started
on an expedition to Africa with several of his
old friends. He had never missed his two
boys—solid, German creatures with no more wit
and intelligence than their mother—but he had
often thought of his little girl, Istar, who
resembled his own mother in looks and bear-
ing. He wished he could see Istar before he
died and realized that she was a young lady
l>y now. As he sat musing thus, he suddenly
saw the cannibals leading a fair-haired, blu--
eyed girl into an aSjoining tent. He wondered
how she had gotten there and used to watch
her when she went to the tribal shrine ac-
companied by savages each day. One day
when Edward was almost better, he saw a
chance to fiee while the natives were cele-
brating the harvest. He made his escape and
returned to England. Here a desire to see his
family haunted him and he arranged a meeting
with his wife and children. Mrs. Hendrick-
son was dowdy and common looking, for the
years had accentuated rather than softened
those traits that had alienated her husband;
the two sons were as uninteresting as Sir.

Hendrickson expected; but Istar was indeed
lovely. Edward wanted to keep his daughter
with him, but his wife would not hear of it.

Sirs. Hendrickson then informed her husband
that she was divorcing him so that she could
marry the local postman.

Disappointed that he was unable to enjoy his
beautiful daughter's companionship, Edward de-
cided to organize a rescue party to save the
white girl held by the cannibals. After drug-
ging the natives, the girl was found, and Ed-
ward took her to America. She had no idea
who she was. for she had been captured by
the cannibals when a child. Because of her
wonderfully fair body, they worshipped her as
a goddess. Edward taught her English and
educated her. He searched the records of
children lost in Africa, but could never learn
her identity. Gradually his paternal feelings
towards her changed, and he realized he loved
this mysterious and beautiful woman, whom
he had named Alice. At first Alice seemed
unmoved by his affection, but one day when
he injured his arm chopping wood in his
mountain retreat, the girl's display of emo-
tion proclaimed her love for him. They were
married soon after and lived a quiet, but
happy life in a cabin high up in the moun-
tains. .\bout a month before Alice's baby was
expected, the young wife expressed a wish
to go to the top of the mountain on which
they lived. Husband and wife made the ardu-

ouy climb to the summit. While they were
on the mountain top, a violent storm broke
out. Alice was suddenly struck down dead
bv a lightning flash. Edward was inconsolate
after the death of his beautiful wife and spent
his last years in building a mountain retreat
tt> her memory.

THE GREEN INK CLUE

Harry Edward Patrick

MARIA.N.N'.V LEE. the daughter of Stanford
Lee, millionaire publisher of the EVE-
XIXG BL'LLETIX, was up against an

unusual problem. She was engaged to Ralph
Sloigan, night editor of her father's paper, who
had worked his way up from the buttom. Ralph
wished to put off their wedding indefinitely un-
til he wat- making enough money to support his

wife in the luxurious style to which she was
accustomed. Slarianna had no desire to be a
parasitic society matron and, insisting she could
help contribute to the family income as well

as any young woman, she became a night re-

porter to prove her ability. f

Her first night on duty Marianna was sent
to report on the murder of Leo Armstrong.
The bodv of this well-known clubman was found
in his suite at the Hotel Warwick. The dead
mans head was battered beyond recognition.

1 ut his bodv was identified by an intimate, Al
Whitaker. The police learned that Armstrong
had quarreled that evening with Vincent Phil-

lips to whom he was heavily indebted. Phil-

lips had threatened to expose Leo's gambling
dr^bts to an uncle who supported the young
man and who was violently opposed to gam-
bling in any form. The chief inspector pro-
nounced the case simple and a search was in-

stituted for Phillips. SVhile the police were
conibi ig the citv for the missing man, Slari-

ann? began to work quietly on another clue.

She went to the morgue and carefully examined
the a ad body. Her sispicions were confirmed
when :he dscovered gieen ink stains on the
man't left hand. The search next took her to

Long Island where she iad heard Armstrong
owne'' an isolated summer cottage. She found
the h- use and. clutching a pistol beneath her
coat, ! he rang the bell. The door was opened
b a somewhat upset Al Whitaker who did not

recognize the obscure reporter who had been
present the night of the murder. Slarianna
applied for a Job as cook and was received

with open arms. That evening she was told

to prepare supper for two. After calling the
nolice, she began her task. As she suspected
Leo Armstrong walked into the dining room.
At a prearranged signal, the police rushed in

and s:>iz?d him. Slarianna then explained her-

self. 'U'hen the police on the night of the
murder gathered a description of the missing
Philips, sh^ had noted that he was left-

1-anded, and that the murdered man was also

left-handed, since green ink stains were on
that band. This together with the fact that
Whitaker seemed too eager to identify the

1 odv, made her suspect that Armstrong had
murdered Phillips. 'V^'hen Armstrong found
himself thus cornered he confessed he had
killed Phillips and deliberately battered the
body beyond recognition. After he changed
c'othes with the corpse he fled, calling SVhit-
aker to establish his death legally. Slarianna
was cfingratulated by the police and her work
was, of course, reported to the night editor.

Ralph no longer had any fear that such a
.skillful detective and reporter would not make
a perfect wife for a rising young newspaper-
man, and the pair were married without fur-

ther delay.

JUMBO
Jane Warters

PIERRE DELSART, a little Belgian war
orphan, was adopted by his grandfather,
a tov maker who lived about fifty miles

from the firing line. These were trying days,
for Grandfather Delsart was unable to secure
materials for his toys or customers to buy
them. One dav the old man decided to cut up
a fine old cabinet for its wood. He carved
a large elephant from this material and suc-
ceeded in painting it a natural gre.v-brown col

or. Day by day Pierre watched the creation
of Jumbo, for so he had named the toy elephant.
When his grandfather finished his day's work
and was preparing their meager supper, Pierre
was allowed to play with .lumbo, and he seldom
went to bed without placing the animal o':

the shelf above his led. One day Pierr.

watched his grandfather insert bright red
beads in Jumbo's eye sockets and he i-ealized

sadly that the toy was finished. It was Sep-
tember and grandfather would probably hurry
to Ghent with it tomorrow so that it could go
off on the next boat to America. Pierre cried

when he said good-night to Jumbo, for he knew
the elephant would he gone in the morning.

Little Johnny Carter was excited and happy
the minute he woke up that morning. To-
morrow was his birthday and he would receive
loty of i^rcsents. His mother rushed in to
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flncisay goocl-morning to her darling' and to

out what he wanted for his birthday. Johnny
didn't know, he thought hard, then looked
around the room for inspiration, but still he
didn't know. His mother decided to take him
to a toy store and let him pick out a g-ift. Sur-
rounded by the hundreds of toys on display

in a fashionable shop, Johnny was still un-
decided. Suddenly his eyes lit on a grey-
brown elephant with bright red eyes, and he
knew that was the toy for him. A few min-
utes later he was on his way home with Jumbo
under his arms. Jumbo at once became his

favorite toy.
About a month later Johnny's Aunt Sally

took him to her settlement class. She asked
the children there to give up some toy, not

an old, broken one, but one they loved, so that

the poor children of France and Belgium might
have Christmas presents. Johnny listened with
tears in his eves as she described how these
war orphans oftiii li;iil nothing to eat. He
had carried his bol,,x,.l .hnnbo with him to the

class, but now he bravely put the toy in the
collection box.

It was Christmas and Pierre was in a re-

fugee camp. There were other children there

with him, and they were all waiting eagerlj-

for the gifts Santa was going to distribute.

Suddenly Pierre heard his name called and
hurried to the front of the room. Santa put

his hand in a big box and the next minute
Pierre found Jumbo in his arms. That night

Pierre was the happiest war orphan in all of

Belgium.

AFTER THE BALL
H. F. Jamison

LEON NORMS, telegraph operator in a

southern railroad town, carefully prepared
Himself for death. As soon as the next

freight car went by, he could do away with
himself without jeopardy to anyone. As he
watched the long train approach the station

and slowly pass by, he suddenly saw some-
thing fall off one of the rear cars. On investi-

gation the bundle proved to be a man, gravely
wounded. I^eon hurried him into the empty
station and applied first aid. The injured man
opened hif eves and looked up; a moment of

painful recognition followed tor both men. Be-
tween gasps the dying man tried to explain

that Leon had misunderstood the situation the

night he had seen him with Bess in his arms.
At the mention of Bess, Leon cjuivered with
jealous rage, recalling in a flash that night
after the ball when he had come on the pair

together and had heard his sweetheart say that
she was going to tell everything to her fiance.

Leon sighed with relief as the stranger drop-
ped in his arms. Quickly he thought of a
plan. Since his rival no longer lived, his own
death was unnecessary. He would change
clothes with the dead man and leave the cor-

pse at the station with a note saying he had
attempted to catch a freight train, missed his

footing, and fallen. The half-crazed Leon at

once put the scheme into effect, assuming
every detail of the dead man's dress and man-
ner. Then he proceeded to the town where
Bess resided, determined to make her suffer.

On the way there, he discovered a letter in his

pocket which proved his "rival" was the girl's

missing brother, Clint, who had gotten into
some trouble and was wanted by the police.

Horrified that he had so misjudged his sweet-
heart, he did not feel capable of informing her
of Clint's death and stayed away from her
home. He spent his time at a low-class dive

where he was mistaken for Clint by a crook
named Bendino. Bendino wanted to marry
Bess and threatened to reveal his whereabouts
to the police, if he did not give his consent.
Leon defied the gangster's orders, but decided
to watch Bess' home. That night a taxi drew
up to the house and a young man stepped out.

He said one of Bess' friends had been in an ac-
cident and had sent for her. Bess followed
the man into the cab, but as the door closed,

Leon heard her scream. He followed in hot
pursuit and saved her from Bendino after a
stiff fight. Durins the scuffle, the police ar-

rived accompanied by the real Clint, whose
presence startled Leon terribly. Clint explained
that he had not been dead when Leon left

him in the station and that after his recovery,
with the aid of the police, he had watched
Bendino's movements and proved the gangster
bad framed him. The latter was arrested,
Clint restored to his sister, and Leon to his
sweetheart. "Wedding bells instead of funeral
bells rang for the now happy Leon.

came his constant companion and helped him
build the log shack in which they lived. Some
months went by when John captured a baby
tiger and succeeded in domesticating it. This
animal he named Tigo, and he soon proved
as good a friend as Baro. The next addition

to the group was a young elephant, EUe.
The three animals lived peacefully together,
because of John's skillful method in handling
them.
Every now and then the strange group of

man and beasts would visit the shipping port

of Ruth. Here John was often urged by cap-

tains to join their crews, but he would not

leave his faithful friends. One year he ar-

ranged with a retired seaman to care for the

animals and he went to sea. John took to

his new life and in a few years was captani

of his own boat. One day while out at sea,

he passed a pirate's boat where he saw a

young woman tied to the cross arms of the masts.

John offered the pirates her weight in gold

and bought the girl. She was a petite blona,

and told him her name was Minnie Schneider,

and tiiat she had been stolen by the pirates.

In a few we.iks John brought her back to her

parents who were glad to allow her to plight

her troth with the handsome John. Their
engagement was celebrated by a large party
aboard the Schneider's yacht. During the fes-

tivities Mr. Jones, a rival suitor, threw John
over the side of the vessel and he was forced

to swim for his life to a deserted island. John
remained on the island for over a year, al-

ways hoping that someone would rescue him.
One day he was sighted by a passing ship which
bought him back to civilization. John then
took a position with the Schneiders who did

not recognize him, because of the beard he
had grown. When he revealed his identity to

Minnie she was truly delighted, for she had
no desire to marry Mr. Jones. John collected

his faithful animals, and after giving Baro
orders to do away with Mr. Jones, John and
Minnie fled on the elephant's back to the woods.
There they were joined by Baro and Tigo and
all lived happily together for the rest of their
lives.

LOVE KNOWS ITS WAY
Elizabeth Taylor

THE LIFE OF A YOUNG BOY TO THE END
John Hoffmann

hePIBN John Smith was a youn_
lived in the little town of Boon. His
parents were cruel to him and one day

he gathered fishing tackle, guns, and ammuni-
tion together, and ran away into the woods.
He enjoyed the beauties of forest and stream
and decided to do some exploring. For this

purpose he built a raft and sailed down a
river to a wild jungle. There he adopted and
tamed a bear whom he called Baro. Baro be-

THE LOCKET TELLS THE STORY
William Stamlick

IN
the year eighteen huncU-ed a pair of twins

were born to a poor, but loving couple liv-

ing in one of tne mountain settlements of

Virginia. The mother died soon after their

birth, but the father struggled on to care for

them. His efforts proved too much for his

frail pvlisiiini', and he contracted tuberculosis.

Before" lie di.Ml be took his two baby girls to

a cit>- ori)luinai;r. where he hoped they would
be aciopted h\ some wealthy family. The one
child was called Rose, the other Violet: and
their father left a gold locket containing his

picture and his dead wife's for the daughter
whr> fiist rolurned to the asylum after her
eight. 'onili bii-iliday. The pretty twins attracted
mnth al I. Ill ion, and it was not long before a
wealhy woman seeking to adopt a child had
the pair spotted. Mrs. Richard, for that was
the lady's name, brought her husband to in-

spect the twins, for she could not decide which
one she wanted. Rose was his choice, and the
tiny child. was at once removed from the dingy
and depressing asylum to the luxurious home
of the Richards. Violet, on the other hand,
was adopted by the Hoes mainly because the
matron of the home told them a handsome
present awaili-il the first twin to return to the
asylum after hoi- eighteenth birthday. The Hoes
were sour, mean people and brought Violet up
without ever showing any love tor the beauti-
ful girl. They made her do all the chores,
treated her like a drudge, and only gave her
their worn out clothes to wear. As soon as she
was eighteen, Mr. Hoe hurried the girl to the
home, and did not hide his disappointment that
she only received a gold locket with some
old-fashioned pictures in it.

Rose celebrated her eighteenth birthday by
announcing her engagement to young Jerry
Roman. Mr. and Mrs. Richard would not

spoil their daughter's happiness on that day
by revealing the secret of her birth, but a

short time later took her to the asylum wher..-

the matron informed them that the locket had
been given to Violet. Rose was deeply moved
when she realized that she had a sister some-
where in the world and told Jerry that she
could not marry him until she found the

girl Together the pair began a search for

Violet Jerry's brother, Ted, aided the two
and finallv learned that the Hoes had moved
t(. N(.rth Carolina. The three scoured the

tountrvside, and one day when they had lost

llieir wav in the mountains, they stopped lo

ask directions from a young girl. As they wer.-

about to move on, Ted noticed the girl was
wearing a gold locket and called the party

back. A few questions proved that this love-

Iv, but neglected girl was the missing Violet.

Rose demanded her release from the Hoes, who
badly frightened that she would report their

mistreatment of Violet, consented. "When Ted
saw Violet at Rose's wedding, he decided that

she was one bridesmaid who would soon be a
Ijride, and began courting her without further

ado. Six months after her sister's marriage, a

happy \ijiolet stood at the altar with the ador-

ing Ted at her side.

'ARY SMITH'S mother had been uidiapiiil.v

rried. Vvhen her worthleM".^.^rr^
•^ -" ran away, leaving her infant daughte
her sole care, she determined never to allow

her child to marry and so save her from thi'

suffering she had experienced. The embittered
woman brought Mary up with this in mind.
She never permitted the girl to go out with bo.\s

and always warned her against listening to the

lying tongues of men. As the years went by,

iMisT Smith brooded more and more about hei'

own tragedy until her whole outlook on the

subject of marriage was that of a mentally de-
ian£;ed woman. Fearful that Mary might meet
some \ oung men in the large city school she at-

tendee!, she sent the girl to her father's. Dr.
Leroy lived in the little town of Malone where
the boys and girls attended separate classes in

high school. Dr. Leroy was delighted at the
ariival of his sweet, young granddaughter and
found her cheerful manner brightened his days
considerably. He was less strict with Mary than
his daughter, but carefully respected the
mother's wish that her child attend no parlies

and go out with no men.
Mary didn't go out "ivith any men until the

Jones familv moved next door to Dr. l.,eroy's

and Marv discovered that Lester Jones, eigh-
teen-vear-old son of the house, was wonderful
company- ilni'ing the long two-mil.- walk l.i

an. I rr..ni :. -hool. Their friendship .l.-\-.l..p.-.l

sl..wh-, I..M-nuse Marv at first expo. -I.-. I
L.-.sl.-r

to exhibit s.jme of the frightful traits of which
her mother had warned. When the girl real-

ized that Lester was no vlllian in disguise, but
a charming- young man deeply in love with
her, her naturally affectionate nature responded
fully to her sweetheart's passionate wooing.
She longed to marry him, as he begged her to

do, but knew her mother would never consent
to the match. For six months the pair plotted
and planned, l>ut to no avail. Mary's gentle
hints in her letters home about a nice young
I oy who was such a fine friend, brought a
frantic mother to the scene who iinni.-.liat.-h-

t.L.k Mary back to the city. On h.r . ii;lii
.
.nih

lirlhday, Lester appeared at the s.-li.i.il s;aU'

and presented his solution of the prolil.-ln to

the e.xcited girl when she arrived in the morn-
ing. The pair eloped that very day, and, since
loth were of legal age to marry, Mrs. Smith
was unable to annul the marriage. As the
months went by and she saw that her daugh-
ter was very happy, her mind gradually deve-
loped a more normal outlook. "When little Les-
ter was born to the couple. Jlrs. Smith called

and gave her belated blessins l.i her happy
daughter and son-in-la-\v.

JACK'S DREAM
William Stamlick

JACK, a youngster of ten, met his pal, ElK-n,

in front of their favorite toy shop, where
the two stood gazing at an allnring array

of tovs. 'I'hev decided they wanle.l a nni-lian-

ical l-al more than anything else, bul n.-iiin-r

ba.l anv m..ney. Finally a passing milk wai;..n

f,a\-e .lai-k an idea, and when the milkman sl..p-

p,..l 1., inak.- a .1. -livery, the boy grabbed two
l,olll, s. II.' s.il.l Ihem to the groceryman fov

;i (linn- .a.-h and with the money he purchas.-.I

the coveted rat. The children first started the

animal moving- in front of two over-dressei!

voung girls, wdio screamed hysterically, picked
up their skirts and ran. One of the girls

...lli.l.-.l with a policeman and kn..'-k.'.I liiin

d..wn l';ilei-i pretended to assisi tin- iH.li.-.---

man. Mil .lr..pi)ed two eggs in his
i

k.-l wliib-

lalkiii-; I.. Iiim sweetly. He got up, aii.l .la.-k

llu-.u- a ball in the direction of his p.icket

Willi 111.- .
I. -sired results. The policeman l-.egan

i-lia.siia; 111.- children, but Jack planted a wir.-

across liis path and tripped him. The two Iheii

g-ot away and joined their playniat.-s who
treated .jack with great deference .iii'l .-.-^p.-.-i.

KUeii and Jack were next atti-a.-l .-.1 l.y a

inc. tins:; ..f tile Thursday Afternoon Bri l-^e rU:!i.

P.-'-ans.- lb.-\- saw delicious cakes and .-and;.-;;

i.-Iiil; s. 1 v.-il in the clubhouse. Jack cntn-.-d

lb.- .Inl. i-...im, let loose the rat, and then
s:-r.-am.-il. The ladies, shrieking, scattered in

all .lirci-tions, and the mischievous pair enjoyed

a w.)iHl.'i-fnl spread. When they went outside

n-ain ili.-v amused themselves by jabbing
passing p.-.l.-strians with pins, and tripping up
f:it ill. -11. Then they saw a clerk sweeping a
111" in front of one of the village stores, and
i--in ..\.'i- anil pulled the rug so that he fell.

Th.v iii-M interchanged signs in the fronts of

tw..' shops s.. that a 'stop and look' placard
was iila.'.-.l where a 'no loitering' sign had
si 1. To further harass the shopkeeper who
.l-il 11.. I wish people gaping in front of his

wiii.L.w lli.v spilled a large bottle of glue over

lb.- sill. -walk. As people walked towards the

si.,1-.. lo iii\-i-stigate the window display which
tb.- -slop and look' poster caUed to their at-

l.nli..n. Ili.-v stuck in the glue. In a few min-
ut.'« a iarne crowd collected and the irate stcu-e-

keeper summoned the police. Jack and Ellen

were chased acain and this time they ran into

a restaurant. Here they ordered an enormous
men]—six ears of corn apiece, chicken, hot

cakes and ice cream sodas. When they had
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shed this spr«rad, ihey ran oui with^'Ut pay-
- the check and were pui^ued by an excited

.. :er. This time the children were caushl
;ind taken to jail. Jack grabbed the bars of
their cell and tried again and again to loose''
them. ^Vhile he was doing this, he suddenly
woke up and discovered that he was safe at

?iie in bed. although he had broken some of
- bars at the bottom of his bed during his

A MOTHER AND HER CHILDREN

Mrs. Anna Bcdatski

MR. SEACHRISTE found Ferndale soothing
after the dirty, noisy city. As he walked
through the broad streets sheltered by

tiecs. he had made up his mind to move the
family out there. Before Mr. Seachriste re-
tuned to the city, he had bought a small lot.

and building plans were be^un. The Seach-
iis;€S moved to Ferndale shortly afterwards.
But the tiny house soon was crowded by a
lapidly expanding family. Agnes, one of the
younger children, adored her father, and the
two were inseparable. The day. Mr. Seach-
riste was brought home dead from the mines,
the little girl wanted to die with him. One
of the explosions which the wives and mothers
of mine, s j-o feared, had occurred and the
father of this brood was among the victims.
Xine children were not a li^ht responsibility for
the mother to bear alone. Junior was already
contemplating marrying ilainie. Mary was an
export housekeeper, and was kept quite busy
with her two beaux. She finally decided on
Elmer Xye, rather than on the widower, Mike
Holmes. AVhen Agnes was past t-ixteen, the
mother announced her engagement to Mr.
Blaines. A kindly man he was, with red hair,
and a stout, tall figure. The children held a
meeting, and rebelled against having a new
father. They planned to pounce upon him, when
he came to call on Jlrs. Seachriste. ^"hen they
heard his foot-steps, they turned out the light,
and jumped in a mai=s on the visitor. As they
paused for a moment, Elmer's angry and be-
wildered face tried to rise, despite the twins
who were sitting on his neck. With many
apologies from Mary and the children, Elmer
was soothed to peace by Mary's kisses. After
more thought, the children decided it was right
for mother to have a companion, and selfish
of them to stand in the way.
Two years had passed. Changes have oc-

cuiTed in the interval. Mary had a little girl;
Junior's wife too had given birth to a baby.
But in Agnes there still burned a steady flame
of resentment against her foster-father, al-
though he was kind to her mother and generous
to the children. One day, while the mother
was vi£;iting Junior, who had moved to Phila-
delphia, a scene occurred in the little house
in F«Tnda!e. Blaines, sensing Agnes's antagon-
ism towards him, always made a special point
of being particularly nice to her. Today he
complimented her on her f:ne culinarj- art. The
girl ^et loose a stream of venomous words. Her
foster-father was bewildered, as he explained
that he never meant to usurp her true father's
place, but had merely been content to love
the mother, whose real love had been buried
with the death of her first husband. Agnes re-
fused sny words of comfort, w hen the mother
returned, both were packing. Trying to patch
up the matter was of no avail. Agnes flung
reproachful, hateful words at her mother, and
hysterically departed. The other children too
left home, and the married ones, after this
incident, refused to acknowledge their mother.
It was evident Agnes had told them lies.
Three miserable years passed for Blaines and

b's w-ifp. To ea:-e her pain, mother took to
soothing her nerves with liquor. A little girl.
Rose, was mother's only visitor. Blaines' hean
ached for the desened mother. Then Blaines
suffered an accident in the mines and had to
remain at home until his broken leg healed.
They had no money. As a last resort, Sirs.
R'aines tried to sell the huckleberries which
she had stocked up. In the interim Agnes
had been married and had a little boy. Acci-
dentally mother rang Agnes' bell, and little
Thomas, her daughters son, wobbled to the
door. The maid turned her away. Mary's
tiny daughter, who was visiting Aunt Agnes,
excitedly ran in to Frank. Agnes' husband,
telling him that her grandmother had just
gone. He was confu-^ed, as Aenes had told
him tt'at her mother had died. Then the child
rattled on innocently. explaining that her
mother did not allow her to speak to grand-
mother. Frank was furious with Agnes. Re-
fusing to listen to her explanations, as he could
.•see no justification for treating one's mother
so badly, he picked up Thomas and dashed out
of the house. Fo two days Agnes was frantic.
With grief came a recognition of her selfish
treatment of her mother. Quicklv she tele-
graohed the twins and Bobb.v and Junior, and
made her way over to Slary's house. She con-
fessed that she had lied about her step-father
raving treated her cruelly, and also in saying
^er mother instigated it. Had Agnes not
fainted 'hen. the others would have beaten h«r.
Hurriedly they ran to mother's house. But sh"
was not there. The neighbors said sh^ had
been gone for two d^•^•s. Mr. Blaines had hob-
bled out a short while before on his crutches.

to try to locate her. Agnes recovered and went
starching through the woods. During the two
days, mother had walked aimlessly through the
country, and had finally fainted from exhaus-
tion and grief. Little Rose had found her. and
tried to get help. Agnes reached her mother,
just PS a storm was beginning to rise. Mother
and daughter stood precariously on the trough,
that was being swung to and fro by the wind.
Frank came in time to drag both women to
safety. Mother awoke, to find herself at
home, with the children surrounding her. When
Mr. Blaines returned, this unexpected sight
greeted his joyous eyes. As he gazed at Frank,
the children were astonished, as the bov ran
to Blaines calling him father and telling him
how he had searched for hm. Xow peace
reigned in the household. Blaines and mother
lived out their years peacefully. Agnes and
Frank smiled, as they gazed at the children,
competing in the game of fetching things for
grandma and grandpa.

THE PRIMROSE PATH
Mrs. Myrtle V. Kelly

SUXIA CLAYTON" fell in love with Bob Faw-
cett the minute she laid eyes on him. In
fact, from the time Mr. and Mrs. Fawcetl

had first shown her a picture of their handsome
son, she had thrilled at the sound of his
name. There were many reasons why Sonia
should fall madly in love with Bob. In the
flist place, she was the child of a romantic
American father and a gorgeous Spanish
mother. When the lovely Sirs. Clayton had
died, her inconsolable husband had taken his
young daughter to this South Sea island para-
dise where he could keep his wife's memory
fresh forever. Here the girl had grown up
with only native children to play with and
without ever having the pleasure of meeting
young men of her own race. Mr. Clayton had
died a few years after his wife, and the only
other white people on the island, the Fawcetts,
had adopted Sonia. It was natural then that
Sonia should be excited at Bob's homecoming

—

his parents were, for they had not seen him
"ince the time, eight years before, he had
sailed away to America to complete his edu-
cation and become a physician.
Bob was soon completely charmed by the

beautiful, exotic Sonia, whose naivete and sim-
ple manners made her irrestible. In this iso-
lated tropic country their love developed ra-
pidly and they were married a month after
their flist meeting. The couple were Ideally
happy until the day Bob set sail to America
to establit-h his practise there. He planned to
return for his wife in about a year's time,
I ut this seemed like eternity to Sonia as she
bid him a sad good-bye. The island was un-
bearably dull to Sonia after Bob's departure.
The young wife did not know what to do with
herself and wandered disconsolately over the
long sandy beacher. One day she met a hand-
some Spaniard who had recently settled in the
island. It was not long before he was mak-
irg violent love to her, and Sonia. longing pas-
sionately for Bob's embraces, yielded to the
caresses of the dashing Jose. As the months .

rolled by, the lonesome wife found she could
pot tear herself from her lover's arms, though
she deeply regretted her infidelity and still
loved her husband. When Bob returned to
fetch his wife, Sonia broke off with Jose and
told him she would never see him again. Mad-
d-?ned with jealousy, the Spaniard "decided to
do away with his rival and keep the beautiful
Sonia for himself. He procured a deadly
snake, and one evening when he saw Bob go
up to his room leaving his wife on the porch,
he sneaked in the house by a side entrance
and let the poisonous creature loose in the
do?-tor's room. Bob was bitten, and, after
calling for Sonia who rushed to his side, died
almost immediately. Jose then made his pre-
sence knowTi to Sonia and told her she was
now free to live with him. Horrified, she re-
coiled from him and told him she would never
."ee him again. Surprised at the hatred in her
eyes. Jose brok'' down and gave himself up
to the native officials. Justice was quicklv
m<^ted out and he was sentenced to life im-
nrisonment, when it was discovered that he
had leprosy. He was taken to a leper colonv
for the remainder of his days, while Sonia.
repcrtent of her sin. traveled to America to
devote herself to caring for poor children.

THE STORY OF BETTY O'NEAL
S. J. Murphy

THE Sullivan family, tenant farmers all
their lives, have at length saved enough
money to buy their own farm. Mr. Sul-

livan, who knew nothing of business, decides
to ask the advice of his banker. Mr. Bailey,
in connection with the purchase. Bailey, "a
swindler at heart, sells Sullivan a farm in
western Kansas at an exorhibtant price which
permitted him to hold a hea\-y mortgage on
the property. In prosperous times the Sulli-
vans were able to meet the payments on the
mortgage, but when wpr broke out and their
eldest son was away fighting, it became in-

creasingly difficult. The other Sullivan chil-
dren, Denney and Maggie, were not as good
farmers as their older brother. Denney, who
had planned t*t marry a neighbor's daughter,
Mary O'Brian, decides to go to the city and
try his fortune there.
The boy has no trouble in getting a job

in Xew York and sends money to his family
legularly- until he meets Peggy Williams and
immediately falls for her channs. Denny has
no idea that Peggy is a crook and repeatedly
asks her to marry him. Pegg>' lets the boy
spend his money on her. but gives him no en-
couiagcment until he tells her one day that
oil has teen discovered on his fathers farm.
With the aid of one of her friends. Ed Jack, she
p'ars to frame Denney and exact money from
bis fani'ly. With this idea she suggests that
she and Denny visit the Sullivan fann and
tell the boy's parents the.v are married. If the
family like her. they will return to the city
and be married. Denney is delighted at the
plan and the two travel together as man and
wife. On reaching home Denny hardlv
lecognizes the place. Ed Earley. a wealthy
oil promoter, is installed on the farm and is
superintending the construction of the well
as is Patrick O'X'eal, a retired business man
of Xew York, interested in buving an interest
In the oil field. Mr. O'Xeal has w-ith him his
daughter, Betty, who was tired of her butter-
fly social life, and accompanied her father to
Carterville where she is fully enjoying the
homely atmosphere and surrounding country.

Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan are completely taken in
by Denney's young wife, tho the more sophis-
ticated Maggie Sullivan. Denney's sister, sus-
pects she is not the sweet young girl she
pretends to be. One day Maggie finds a con-
tract which Peggy has dropped in which the
plot is revealed. She resolves to say nothing
about the paper unless circumstances neces-
sitate it. On the appointed day Ed Jack ar-
I ives at the Sullivan home in company with
the deputy sheriff to arrest Denney. Denney
got panic-stricken at the approach of the
yherifi and fled before they had a chance to
arrest him for violating the Mann Act. Mr.
and Mrs. Sullivan are unable to meet Ed's
demands for fifty thousand dollars, and notice
is broadcast to arrest Denney. Eventually
Denney is captured in Chicago and is brought
I ack to Carters ille, Kansas, to face the court.
Pegg.v testifies that Denney had forcibly se-
duced her and then persuaded her to visit his
parents, posing as his wife. The jury is great-
ly impressed by her story. Ed Jack plays his
part of indignant brother, onlv omitting from
his testimony the fact that he had offered to
d!op the charges, if the Suliivans had had
enough money to buy him off. Things look
very had for Denney, until his sister, JIaggie
Sullivan, takes the stand, and much to evei-i-
one's surprise, produces the papers proving
the collusion of Pegg>- and Ed. Denney Is ac-
t.uitted and soon marries his old sweetheart,
Mary O'Brian. The young couple buv the
farm adjacent to the Suliivans. Both families
make a fortune from oil and live happilv ever
after.

TRUE BLUE
Sandy McDo Id

MARL\XE SAUXDERS had just finished
telhng her friend Jane Du Bois that she
planned to divorce her husband, because

of incompatibility. Jane voiced her disappoval
of Mariane's plan, and proceeded to explain to
her friend why her own marriage was such a
happy one.
"When I was three years old," Jane began,

"my mother died and I was put in an orphan-
age by my sick father who was unable to care
for me. He died soon after my mother. I was
not unhappy at the home, because I soon forget
my mother's loving care and came to exp^.ct
no better treatment than the other children
around me received. AVhen I was six years old,
I was adopted by the Mortons. At first I
missed the other children in my new home,
but gradually I became accustomed to the aus-
tere atmosphere of the Morton household. My
step-parents were religious fanatics who feared
if they spared the rod, they would spoil the
child. They were not cruel to me, merely
strict, and entirely devoid of s.vmpathy for
childish pranks, I was brought up to attend
church regularl.v, but was not allowed to join
in the games or parties of other children. My
happiest hours were spent at school, because I

was forced to ::pend my free time cleaning the
house under the sharp super\ision of Mrs. Mor-
ton. As I grew older, the Mortons increased
their disciplinary measures instead of lessening
them.
One day when I was sixteen years old, one of

the boys in my class. Chuck Du Bois. invited
me to a party. Of course, my parents would
not let me go. and when they left for an evan-
gelist's meeting house that evening. Chuck
stole into the house to console me. Many bapp>
evenings followed this one. for the Mortons
would visit the meeting house nightly, giving
me the opportunity to entenain Chuck. One
n.ght when I was feeling particularly blue.
Chuck suddenly declared his love for tne and
swept me off my feet with his caresses. I al-
most swooned in an ecstacy of love, and Chuck.
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MOTIIVE UNKNOWN!
George I. Gillespie File No. 1573

POLICE Officer John Cavender had just topped
the grade of the Silver Creek Bridge when he
saw Donald Christian, baseball bat in hand,

standing beside the prostrate body of HaiTy Temple.
The policeman investigated and found Temple was
dead. Donald claimed that he had just arrived on
the scene a moment before Cavender and knew noth-
ing about the murder. The policeman surveyed the
open countryside and could see no one in any direc-
tion ; and it was evident that Temple had been
dead but a few minutes. Donald was arrested and
indicted for first degree murder on this circumstantial
evidence.

Donald Christian and the Temple twins—Harry and
Rosalind—had played together from childhood. The
relations between the two families had always been
extremely cordial and there was no motive for

enmity between Donald and Harold. As deeply as
Rosalind was grieved by her brother's death, she
could not believe Donald guilty of his murder. With
charactertistic bravery the girl denounced Donald's
arrest and fought for his release. Mrs. Christian
died from the shock of her son's misfortune and it

was great comfort to Donald to realize that Rosalind,
who well might have hated him, had faith in his in-

Shortly before the trial Rosalind secured a powerful
lawyer, a friend of the governor of the state, to take
Donald's case. William K. Hamilton beheved in his

client's innocence and carefully listened to the youth's
account of the tragedy. In a moment of confidence
Donald admitted that Harry was still alive when he
arrived on the scene and murmured something like

"Mike did this" just before he passed on. The ac-

cused had withheld this bit of information previously
to spare Mike Stevens, a friend of both boys who
was out of town at the time of the murder, any
embarrassment.
The trial of Donald Christian was full of sensational

surprises, for Mr. Hamilton produced a signed con-
fession from Mike Stevens that he had returned to
town the day of the killing, had had an argument
with Harrv, and had killed him unintentionally by a
blow from' some brass knuckles he carried. When
Mike saw Donald approaching he had hidden beneath
the bridge and had overheard the conversation be-

tween Donald and Cavender. After these revelations,

Donald was freed and his faith in God and man
restored. A short time after his acquittal he
his trusting sweetheart.

A SISTER'S RETREAT

I. Lowery File No. 1520

IN the shabby boarding house parlor a man was
bidding good-bye to a woman who loved him.
Sally Kane listened to Ralph tell her that he

must return to his wife and felt a lump rising
in her throat. She knew she could not keep this
man whom she had loved so faithfully for the past
two years and tenderly kissed him good-bye. Then
she presented him with a gold watch as a parting
present. It had cost her a week's salary, but Ralph's
appreciation of the gift more than warranted this
heavy expenditure. Finally, Sally told Ralph that
she was going to a distant city to start life over.
She begged him to join her there later, but she
knew by his half-hearted assent that he would never
appear.

Several weeks later Sally walked the streets of a
strange city in search of employment. Her funds
were running low, and, in this desperate condition,
she was willing to take any sort of work. She
finally secured a position as waitress in a Catholic
home some miles from the city. It was a large
institution and the work was difificult. though most
of the nuns were particularly kind to the new
waitress. Time passed and Sally's loneliness was
lelieved by the friendship of Jimmie, the good-looking
handy man. Jimmie tried to help Sally with her
work and was always finding some i*ob to do beside
the pretty waitress. One day when Jimmie was
giving her a stolen kiss in the pantry, one of the
head nuns entered the room. Staid, proper Sister
Benedetti was thoroughly shocked at the scene. Jimmie
was forbidden to join the waitress in the future,

and from then on Sally was the subject of much
gossip and scandal. The other employees regarded
her as a fallen woman and the nuns no longer
trusted her. Sally was deeply wounded by this un-
justified treatment, but could do nothing to better
their oninion of her. Furthermore, she was now
unable to see Jimmie and missed him sadly. The
long, hard hours of work seemed unbearable to her—she was soon dubbed inefficient as well as immoral.
At length the girl was discharged, and, though she
was frightened at the thought of unemployment, the
freedom that she gained w'as a great relief. Again
came weeks of discouraging job-hunting and scanty
meals. Then one day a letter came from Jimmie. He
had found a new and better job in the city and
wanted to marry her. Several weeks later Sally's
troubles were forgotten when Jimmie led her into

the cosy little home he had purchased for his bride.

GEORGE WASHINGTON

C. S. Middlefon File No. 1550

THE first scene in this historical pageant shows
the infant George Washington's baptismal cere-
mony in his parents' home. Following this are

several pictures of his boyhood. The traits of pa-
tience, perseverance, fairness, seriousness, and love of
military action are vividly illustrated. The incident
of the cherry orchard is portrayed as is a later scene
from history showing Washington rescuing a soldier
companion from an icy stream. Then tl

of Washington and Mrs. Custis is seen. Washing-
ton's -nterest in this charming woman leads to a
beautiful marriage ceremony.
At an afternoon tea in his Mount Vernon home,

Washington first meets the Marquis Lafayette. The
two men are drawn together by a similar love of

liberty and freedom. Their conversation on that
eventful day leads to a life-long friendship. At a

later date, Lafayette is shown with Washington at

Valley Forge. The suffering of the rebel army is

evident—food and clothing are scarce and the weather
is bitter. Lafayette pledges aid.

Then the famous crossing of the Delaware is de-

picted. Washington leads his army in a surprise
attack on Trenton. The EngHsh are attending a ball

and are totally unprepared for the battle that ensues.
Their defeat is a decisive one. The next scene shows
the surrender of Lord Cornwallis. Meanwhile, at

Philadelphia. Mrs. Washington surrounded by the
wives, mothers, and sweethearts of the fighting
army directs the making of supplies for the soldiers.

Clothing is sewed and boxes of food are packed.
Another scene shows Washington at Mount Vernon

with his beloved Lafayette. The two are in the
midst of faithful, devoted slaves. The rebel leader

is capable of affection with his underlings—the darkies
are well contended with their master.
We next see Mrs. Washington reading a letter

from her husband (the only extant letter of Wash-
ington's) in which he tells her of his unsought ap-
pointment as chief of the army. Then we see the

father of our country resigning his commission to

the House of Congress at Annapolis, Maryland. Later
he bids a dramatic farewell to his officers and sol-

diers. The tattered army is touched by its leader's

emotion at parting.
The curtain unfolds reveaUng officers and patriots

offering Washington the title of king of North Amer-
ica. The leader is shocked and refuses. He then is

nominated for president of the United States. A
brilliant picture shows the inaugural ball where gaiety
and happiness reign.

Finally there comes the scene of Washington's
death. The devoted wife sits at her husband's bed-
side as he passed into the great beyond.

THE LOST SLIPPER

Sue Mary Aderhold File No. 1574

DICK GREY, a wealthy and distinguished-
looking bachelor, had been conscious for days
that a woman had been shadowing him. Then

he discovered one morning that the mysterious lady
had attempted to break in his house during the night
and, evidently frightened away, had lost one of her
slippers on the front steps. Grey summoned Harry
O'Day, a detective, to handle the case. As Harry
examined the dainty, brand-new shoe. Grey explained
that he knew few women and could not understand
what this lady of mystery wanted of him. Harry be-
gan tracing the shop where the shoe had been pur-
chased and summoned his partner, Frank Boyle, to
assist them.
The following evening the two detectives met

Grey at his club. Harry had traced the purchaser
of the slipper and discovered that a Miss Caroline
Nuttall had bought the shoes for a young woman
called Rose who was formerly in her employ. Rose
had left Miss Nuttall several weeks back and this
lady knew nothing of her whereabouts other than
that her home was in the West. Mr. Grey then
murmured that he had once been mixed up in a
litigation over a ranch in Arizona which the former
owners declared he had purchased illegally. Perhaps
the mysterious woman tried to ransack his house to
obtain the deed to the property. He hoped that
was the case, and added that the deed was safe in a
bank vault. As Harrv left the club dining room, he
noticed a beautiful young gfrl standing in the lobby.
She rushed outside when she saw him and a second
later a bell boy handed him a note she had brought.
It warned him not to meddle in the Grey case on
pain of death and was signed "The Slipper." Harry
began to follow the woman, but lost her. After
several hours' search, he returned to his hotel. A
telephone call from Grey summoned him to his house.
"The Slipper" had visited the residence and ransacked
the safe, taking nothing. She left a note stating that
she was returning to Arizona. Grey seemed re-

lieved that she had only come in search of the title

to his ranch and discharged the detectives. After pay-
ing them off, he gave Harry a sealed note and told
him to open it, if he did not hear from him within
three days.
The following afternoon Harry and Frank were

astonished to learn that Dick Grey had been killed.

The newspapers revealed that the dead man was a
notorious gangster who lived a double life. Several
dissatisfied henchmen had learned that the respectable
Mr. Grey was their own leader and had riddled him
with bullets, because he would not increase their

spoils. When the three days had elapsed, Harry
opened the latter. In it was the deed to the Flint
Ranch in Arizona and a letter explaining how the
property had been filched from its rightful owners.
Harry decided to deliver the title in person and left

for Arizona. When he handed it to the lovely Rose
Flint he also gave her the mysterious slipper. The
two laughed shyly, conscious of a mutual attraction.
Rose apologized for her notes of warning, and the
two discussed the case. Two months later Harry
gave up his career as a Chicago detective to settle

down with Rose on the Flint ranch.

THE INEVITABLE PRICE
G. F. Keelin File No. 1524

JOHN BOLLJNG was considered the black sheep
of his family from the time he was sixteen.

The boy never seemed to have the luck of his

brother and sister in getting on in the world and

making himself liked. When John was eighteen
his father decided to give his son a chance. The
boy was made assistant sheriff under his father's
supervision. I'or a lew weeks the youth was happy
in his new work. Then he was sent to arrest a
criminal about six hundred miles away. Boarding a
train with his rifle, he was arrested as a suspicious
character. His under-sheriff's badge was deemed
a counterfeit and John had to telegraph his father
to secure his release. In the end, his sister secured
th criminal and he started for home in disgrace.
Due to a porter's error, John boarded the wrong
train and was taken hundreds of miles further from
his home. On discovering his whereabouts the fol-

lowing morning, John decided to start life over in a
new city. He obtained employment from a gun
powder company and gave demonstrations of the
efficacy of the product he sold.

On New Years Eve, John celebrated the occasion
with a group of friends. All drank heavily during
the evening and were slightly intoxicated when the
party broke up. Traveling home tightly packed
in one automobile, they were stopped by an officious

policeman. An argument ensued and a shot was
fired. The pohceman dropped dead. The guilty man
was never found, but John was accused of the
crime. His skill with firearms was well known and
it was claimed, that he gave a demonstration with
gun powder once too often. At his trial John found
he had two backers who believed in his innocence

—

the company for which he worked and a woman re-

porter, Viola Maris. Despite their aid, the youth
was sentenced for manslaughter. After a year's im-
prisonment, the governor pardoned him. John sought
out Viola as soon as he was released and married
her. Because of his criminal record, the young
husband was unable to secure employment. Driven
to desperation, John and Viola executed a series oi

daring robberies. The couple eluded the police suc-

cessfully and finally decided they had sufficient money
to visit John's people. They motored across the
country, carefully avoiding officers of the law. At
last John reached his old home and was welcomed
by his parents with tears of joy. It was decided
that John should remain in the vicinity as manager
of a small store. A rosy future seemed in store

for the luckless youth and his beautiful bride. All

went well for a few weeks until a detective spotted

John as a criminal sought by the police. As John
sat on the porch one evening with his wife and
parents, a corps of policemen drove up and arrested

him. The law would have its due!

THE PRICE OF SIN

Eva Dorcas Bathga+e File No. 1554

THE fortitude of a noble woman in love is a
theme about which many a great story has
been written and about which many great

stories are daily being lived. Marie Chaney is a

woman whose strength of character develops this tale

into a profound dramatic piece.

Blond, with snapping, expressive eyes, she has lit-

tle of the flippancy attributed to the fairest of the
fair sex. Her love for Bob Douglas, the plain
farmer's son, a man far beneath her in station, never
wavers even while the youth is forced by circum-
stances to submit to the degradation of misplaced
accusations. Marie's mother is too ambitious to

agree immediately to her daughter's engagement to

Bob. When Bob suddenly acquired the wherwithal
for a beautiful diamond ring, this event coupled with
the strange coincidence of a robbery in the town,
immediately threw suspicion on the Douglas family.

George Anderson, a no-account son of a wealthy
hardware merchant has ambitions for Marie, and
even greater ones for money. Claude, Marie's brother,
is an excellent young man, somewhat reducd by his

relationship to George. Both of them were out the
night of the robbery and were slightly drunk. Bob
was also out that night but did not care to devote
his time to nightly carouses with the other two boys.
Nobofly but Bob knew of the visit to the Douglas
household of Ezra Douglas, Bob's uncle, a wealthy
miner who had suddenly acquired a fortune. He was
separated from his wife and was eager to withhold
this newly-acquired wealth from her knowledge. Fond
of Bob, he gave him a sum of money which made
his dream of an engagement ring to Marie a beautiful
reality.

When a drawer from which the money had been
stolen is discovered empty, except for a cuff link

that formerly belonged to Bob. he is immediately
sentenced on circumstantial evidence. Marie refuses
to believe in his guilt, and George Anderson suddenly
assumes a shifty, unhappy manner that arouses her
attention. Doris Heyman is a bookkeeper in the

bank in which Bob struggled for an honest living

to enable him to marry Marie. She, too, vows faith

the cted
Chaney is satisfied that the poor suitor is

now well out of the way and George may have a

chance at winning her daughter. By a strange
coincidence all the Chaney wealth suddenly evaporates
due to a business collapse, and the family unexpectedly
reduced, find themselves unable to reconcile their

sense of pride and dignity with the absolute necessity

of working for a living. Mrs. Anderson takes ad-

vantage of this circumstance to invite the Chaneys
to accompany her on a vacation trip.

Rumor is brought to Bob in prison that George
and his former fiance Marie, have been seen out a

great deal together. To offset this rumor, Marie en-

lists the confidence of a young dentist, Dick Cole,

and asks him to accompany her on all public occa-
sions, and treat her in such a way as to excite still

anotlier rumor in regard to their relationship. Cole
then hears the second rumor, although no sign of

comment ever comes from behind the prison bars.

At last, an early scene witnessed by Aunt Jane
Tory, is revealed. As the housekeeper of the An-
dersons, she has evidence of George's guilt. Added
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to this, Ezra Douglas is forced to explain the

nature of his gift to Bob and the boy is suddenly
released from prison. Marie, contrary to all expec-
tations, is neglected, until Bob invites her to a

wedding as bridesmaid. After a frightening scene,

Marie discovers that the young girl who is to be mar-
ried, Doris Heyman, is not the fiance of Bob as she

had supposed because of Doris' faithful visits to

Bob in prison. Doris is to be married to none
other than Dick Cole, whose willingness to play the

role allotted to him by Marie rose out of the fact

that he already had his wife picked out. Bob was
appointed best man at this wedding and wanted
Marie to be the maid of honor. This brought a

shock of delight to the girl who realized her dream
after many trials.

Claude has learned the value of true friendship

and seeks to ally hmiself with men of finer calibre

than the ambitious George.

LIQUID CARGO
Carter B. Ficklen File No. 1564

HASPER HALL in Pocahontas County, Virginia,

stood on land presented to Frederick Hasptr
by a royal grant of George III of England.

The estate with its surrounding acres had never
been sold, but had remained in the family from gen-

eration to generation. The Haspers had distinquished
themselves as staunch advocates of states' right

against strong central government. William Hasper,
master of the Hall in 1918, had the traditional

political views of his family as well as their keen
business acumen. Under his management the farm
and dairy regularly produced the season's most pro-

fitable product and Hasper took great pride in his

enrichment of the estate. Just before prohibition

went into effect William had an opportunity to buy
the entire contents of a large distillery at a bargain
price. He accepted the of¥er and fixed the county
roads at his own expense so that the liquor could be
legally transported to his home before the Volstead
Act became a law. Hasper was well pleased with the

deal, for he and his friends could enjoy the best of

liquor to the end of their days.
Several years later Hasper, recently made a colonel

because of his support of the governor's "states

rights" policy, began to sell his famous farm prod-

ucts in Washington. There he was impressed by
the poor quality of the food sold in restaurants

and decided to open a first-class eating house as an
additional enterprise. This restaurant, serving the

Hasper farm products, was widely patronized by the

colonel's friends. On his occasional visits to the

Capital, Hasper was amazed at the poor liquor his

friends brought in to consume with their meals. Be-

cause of his well stocked cellar, the colonel hardly

was aware of the popular disregard of the prohibition

amendment. It was not until his daughter's fiance

was poisoned by bootlegger's brew that Hasper real-

ized the true state of affairs. More to save the health

of his friends than from any other motive, the colonel

began transporting liquor to the restaurant for the

consumption of his own cronies. George Sharpe, a

federal prohibition agent, got wind of this, though he

could never find any evidence of liquor in the restau-

rant. One evening he appeared at Hasper Hall and,

telling the colonel his car had been wrecked, appealed

for hospitality. The next morning he resolved to

wreck the truck carrying goods to the restaurant to

secure evidence against his host. The county roads

were again in bad condition when the colonel drove

towards Washington. Sharpe's sudden appearance in

front of the car forced Hasper to drive over an

embankment. The agent made off with his evidence

as the colonel lay unconscious. When the injured

man came to and learned what had happened, he

hurried to the state court and pleaded guilty to trans-

porting liquor. Thus he saved himself from a federal

indictment. Hasper was sentenced to thirty' days of

labor, and when he learned his work would be to fix

the county roads, he made no effort to obtain a

pardon. Instead, he purchased road equipment for

the use of his fellow prisoners and rendered a civic

service to the state by repairing the roads properly.

After his release, the colonel learned that his daugh-

ter's fiance had recovered and he had the pleasure

of seeing the pair united in marriage.

INNOCENT SINNERS

Barbara Bonarek File No. 1572

IN the little village of Couville in the south of

France, Lillian Darton was the acknowledged
beauty of the district. In addition to her physical

charms Lillian had other accomplishments—she could

read and write, knew a little EngHsh, and could sing

and dance with natural grace. Her distinction brought

her many suitors, but at seventeen the girl was yet

heartfree. The Dartons were hard-working peasants.

and Lillian was busy all day cooking and cleanmg,
while her mother and older brothers worked in the

fields.
. , . , „A few days before the harvest a torrential ram tell

in Couville. When it was over Lillian went outdoors

to inspect the half-ruined vineyards. Suddenly, her

attention was attra'cted by the noise of an airplane

overhead. The pilot flew quite low and finally circled

a few feet above her. He dropped a message into

her hand which advised that more storms were coming
and that the dam which kept back the raging Couville

River was in danger of bursting. Lillian looked at the

sunny sky and disregarded the warning. A few hours

later a terrific cloudburst struck Couville. The dam
burst and the swollen river overflowed rapidly. At the

approach of this rising flood of water the villagers fled

from their homes. A boat came to rescue the Darton

family, but there was not room for them all. Lillian

and her little brother James remained behind as the
Dartons were rowed to safety. The girl took her
little brother to the roof of their cottage. Just as
they had given up hope of being rescued a boat ap-
peared in the distance. The rower was the handsome
pilot who had thrown Lillian the message from the
plane. He proved to be American, Bob Gales, who
was traveling in France and had volunteered to aid

the flood victims.
When the waters receded, the Dartons returned to

their ruined farm. A passing showman with a troupe
of young girls offered Lillian a position in his revue.
She joined the company of Mr. Wade and went with
him to a seacoast inn on the Mediterranean. There
the girl was forced to rob drunken patrons of the inn
after urging them to drink until intoxicated. Lillian

learned that her companions were the prisoners of

Wade just as she was and that most of the girls had
been kidnapped in America. One day Wade promised
her freedom, if she could successfully fleece a party
of wealthy Americans who were coming to the inn
that evening. Lillian agreed and was deeply ashamed
when Wade introduced her to Bob. Both young
people were surprised to find the other in such low
surroundings, but soon Bob explained that he was a

detective seeking the kidnapped girls. That night
Wade was arrested and the girls freed. After his

work was finished. Bob asked Lillian to be his bride
and they were married the following day.

MYSTERY HOUSE
Evere+f Arnold File No. 1551

THE Bryne family moved to the town of Elm-
hurst and rented the Deacon house at a sur-

prisingly low figure. In a few months they dis-

covered the reason for this moderate rental—their

house was in an isolated section and but a half mile
from the "mystery house" of Elmhurst. The
"mystery house" had long been regarded as haunted
by all the inhabitants of the little town and they
carefully avoided it. CaUers coming to see the Brynes
would make a long detour to escape passing the
haunted dwelling. At first the Brynes scoffed at their

neighbor's fears, but gradually they, too, developed
a certain uneasy feeling in regard to the house. Then
one evening as Ruth drove past the "mystery house"
with liei" fiance, Joe Brady, both saw a strange, white
apparition in the yard. It was reported to her father

and brother, but the Bryne men were sinx the young
couple had been "seeing things." To satisfy the pair,

Mr. Bryne and his son agreed to accompany Ruth
and Joe or a tour of -exploration the following morn-
ing.
The next day the four set out for the house imme-

diately after breakfast. As they approached the front

yard, they were impressed by the signs of decay and
ruin which proclaimed the house's desertion by man.
Then Mr. Bryne and his son, John, saw to their

horror that a white figure seemed to be moving on
the porch. They said nothing and, when the party
reached the verandah, no one was in sight. IVTr. Bryne
kicked at the front door and, after some effort, it

slowly creaked open. As soon as all were inside the

musty, dark hall, the door slammed shut suspiciously.

Joe tried to open it and saw that it was locked. Ruth
trembling with fright clung to her sweetheart. All

were uneasy, when suddenly the silence was broken
by a rumbling of bricks and mortar. White with fear,

they looked up and saw part of the house wall was
crumbling. Destruction seemed inevitable. Finally,

Joe suggested that they seek refuge in the cellar where,
according to local tradition, a miser had hidden his

ill-gotten gold. Picking their way between chunks
of falling plaster they reached the steps leading to the

basement. Strange sounds arose from this damp vault

and the men drew their revolvers. Joe led the way
with the frightened Ruth cHnging to his coat tails.

Her father and brother protected her on the sides.

Yelling "hands up" the four rushed down the old

stairs and confronted an evil-looking gentleman who
was bending over a still. He was surprised at their

entrance, for he had long believed this haunted house
was safe from any intrusion. Soon the three men
bound their captive and asked the meaning of his

activities. He was a criminal who had discovered this

a safe hiding place in which to manufacture hquor.

During his stay in the "mystery house" he had un-

covered the treasure left bv the last resident—the

dreaded old miser. It had never been removed by
him and the Brynes gazed on a pile of gold and silver

coins. The captive led the party out of the falling

house. Beside a reward for apprehending this noto-

rious gangster, the Brynes were given the miser's

fortune. The family's good fortune was celebrated at

the ..'oyous wedding of Ruth and Joe.

LOTUS BLOSSOM

E. Marie Kane File No. 1565

THROUGH the narrow streets of San
Chinatown a pale but beautiful woman hurried.

Her shimmering silken clothes and highly rouged
lips stamped her a lady of the evening, but her present

mission was not in the interest of her sinister trade.

Soon Ying entered the house of Chang and Sing as

Chang bent over the household croddc^s in prayer.

Ying told Chang her prayers had been answered, and
for two hundred dollars she would bring her a beauti-

ful baby, the child of a Spanish mother who had
deserted the little one. Chang listened joyously and
spoke that evening to her husband. But Sing did not

beUeve that the goddess would send them the wished-

for baby through such a messenger. He could see

only evil in Ying and did not trust her. At length

the'wife's entreaties prevailed and little Lotus Blossom
graced the home of Chang and Sing. Soon the news
was noised about and friends and relatives came to

congratulate the couple. Little Lotus Blossom lived

happily with her foster parents who were marvelously
devoted to the child and every day she seemed to

grow more like a daughter of the Orient.
Years rolled by and Lotus Blossom reached her

sixteenth year. She was an almond-eyed beauty who
attracted much attention in the streets. Daily Chang
took her to and from school and was careful that Ying
and a mysteriously veiled woman who accompanied
her did not have an opportunity to converse with his

daughter. Ying was losing her beauty and wished to

buy her freedom. One day she approached Chang and
told her that she knew a rich merchant who would
purchase Lotus Blossom for ten thousand dollars.

Chang ordered the slave girl from the house. Ying's
disappointment was keen and the spirit of revenge
flamed in her breast. She proceeded to the police

station and told the captain that Chang and Sing were
selling a white girl to a mandarin in Hong Kong.
Soon the husband and wife were arrested, charged with
the unlawful possession of a Caucasian.
Chang and Sing knew they had no legal right to

Lotus Blossom, but they believed they had a moral
claim. The trial began ; witnesses were interrogated,

among them Ying who lied convincingly. Finally the

defense brought on the mysteriously veiled woman

—

Carmen Romero. She testified that she was the

mother of the child. When asked by the judge who
the father was, she painfully named Sing. Sing was
easily the most surprised person in the court, but as

he gazed on Carmen he remembered far-off days when
the two worked together in Ah Jin's Curio Shop.
Blushing, he admitted that he might be the father.

The case was dismissed. Carmen Romero took one
last look at her daughter and hurried away, while

Lotus Blossom, Chang, and Sing trooped happily back
to their home.

MISSING FATHERS

Mable Norheim File No. 1522

THE Hancocks lived in a small Minnesota town
where there was neither commercial activity or

social life. Alfred Hancock eked out a scanty
living by running a country grocery store. His wife
helped him and, in fact, did most of the work while
her husband dreamed of a different life in the city.

Alfred was a handsome, pleasure loving man and felt

he was born to something better than his present lot.

He longed to flee to the world or his dreams. Mrs.
Hancock was expecting a baby and Alfred knew, if

he ever laid eyes on his child, he would not have the
courage to run away. One night, about two months
before the baby was expected, he slipped out of the
house and went to New York.

Little Mary was born to a sorrowful mother whose
one hope in life was that her husband would return.

From her cradle days the child was taught to look
for the arrival of her father. At six Mary questioned
strange men to see if they were the missing parent.

At ten her dad was a romantic ideal who doniilnated

her imagination. Mary loved to hear her mother tell

tales of the absent father long after she had given up
hope of seeing him. At sixteen Mary married Lester
Thomas. She was totally unprepared for marriage
and far too young for her twenty-four-year-old hus-
band. Lester did not understand his wife's moods or
childish feelings, and the first year was a difficult one
for both. The couple lived on a farm a few miles
from town and it was only hard work that kept them
together. Mrs. Hancock died a month after Mary's
child was born and the voung mother had a baby to

care for besides her numerous household tasks. Then
Lester would be irritable when the supper was spoilt

or the house was not in order, and the two would
quarrel bitterly.

One bitter winter night these quarrels reached a
climax. Each was flinging cruel and thoughtless
words at the other, when the door bell rang and a

stranger asked for shelter. After he was admitted to

the parlor, each began telling his difliculties. The
stranger listened to the complaints of the couple and
then proceeded to give an impartial argument for

marriage. He spoke of the problems confronting
young couples with understanding and sympathy.
Mary and Lester listened and were genuinely moved.
They made up happily, and realized that with this

fresh insight on their situation, their quarrels would
be a thing of the past. The stranger rejoiced at his

good work, and explained he could appreciate con-
jugal happiness, because he had run away from his

wife, Sally Hancock, and lived to regret his mistake.

As Mary heard these words, she rushed into the old

man's arms. She had found her father at last

!

THE STOLEN HEART
Lina Maza File No. 3018

AUTOM OB ILES moved slowly through the
crowded London streets. Leon Mushbow, seated
in his expensive limousine, ordered his chauffeur

to hurry. The machine lurched forward just as
beautiful Eleanor Smith was crossing the street. John
Hutt, a passerby, saw the girl's danger and, darting
into the road, threw her to safety. Hutt himself was
knocked down by the car and taken to the hospital.

Mushbow was impressed by Eleanor's beauty and
determined immediatelv to have her for his own.
Leon Mushbow was half English and half Indian.
His mother had been deserted by her English lover

and brought him up to hate his father's land. On
reaching manhood, Leon had made a fortune and come
to England with the one thought of avenging India's
woes. Any injury he could inflict on an Englishman
was the source of great satisfaction to him. Never-
theless, he called on Hutt in the hospital, ostensibly

to express his regrets for the accident. Actually, he
wished to learn the name oF the girl he had rescued.

John told him how Eleanor's family had already offere'di

him a fine position and a large reward. Mushbow
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pail- were married soon after. The crew at first

resented petticoats aboard the .
ship, but Mag-

gie's bluff comradeship won them over Even
the stubborn first mate, Sandy McIMamas,

abandoned his aloof reserve when Baby Emily

was born and joined with the the sailors m
making presents for the mother and infant.

Two happy years followed for the captain, his

wife, and Emily, and then all was destroyed in

one fell blow. The ship was wrecked in a ter-

rific storm off Norfolk, Virginia, and though

Maggie was washed ashore, her baby was torn

from her arms by a terrific wave. Anxiously

the young wife waited for some word of her

husband and child, but none came Finally

Maggie returned to Chicago and got back her

old position. It was now impossible for her to

be ioUy and good-natured, her heart was broken

and she spent all her spare time gazing wist-

fully at other women's children. One day while

watching the children at play m the park she

saw a ifttle boy topple into the lake Quickly

she jumped in after him and saved his life

When the child's wealthy mother learned ot

this, she discharged the carclrvs .noxniics.s ana

gave Maggie her position. .M:iui:i- .i"' four-

vear-old Rufus Verrill got ..n .-pl.nili.ll.v, but

the servants in the Verrill establishment made
life miserable for the former barmaid who never

could get used to butlers and footmen. Finally

Maggie confessed her discomfort to Mrs. Ver-

rill who secured a position for her as house-

keeper on her cousin's ranch. At the Belmont
Ranch Maggie was soon mistre.ss of the situa-

tion Chadbourne Belmont, the spoiled young-

owner, was puttv in the hands of the energetic

girl whom the cowboys respected far more than

their proprietor. Maggie did much to make
Chadbourne a better man and might have suc-

ceeded in reforming him completely, if circum-

stances had not intervened. The Belmonts lost

all their nionev • suddenly and Chadbourne nad

to sell the ranch and return to Chicago. Maggie

went with him and took care of his widowed
mother, while Chadbourne tried to earn some
money. A chance to marry a wealthy young
woman proved too much of a temptation for

this weakling and Maggie was left to support

old Mrs. Belmont.
Years went bv and Mrs. Verrill returned

from Europe where she had been supervising

the education of her son. Mother and son went
to Norfolk where they were negotiating to buy
an old ship from Sandy McManus. One day as

Sandy was showing them the boat, the sight of

a poor old iieaman arrested his attention. It

was none other than Samuel Nickerson who
had spent years in wandering from port to port

searching for some trace of his dear ones. The
captain had been picked up from a raft two
days after his boat went down and taken to

Lisbon in a fruit steamer. Sandy joyfully told

Nickerson that he had saved little Emily and
brought her up as Iris own child. Father and
daughter were reunited and informed by Rufus
that Maggie too had been saved. All hurried to

Chicago and began searching for the Belmonts.
Mrs. Belmont had been ashamed to send her
wealthy cousin her new address, and no trace

could be found of them. One day the captain
wandered into the old saloon, then a speakeasy,
and found Maggie serving drinks at the bar.

Thus Maggie found her husband and daughter
again and lived to see Emily marry Rufus
Verrill.

tioned the bov and finally asked him if he had a

small pear-shaped scar on his shoulder. When
Dick exposed such a scar, they overwhelmed
him with embraces and explained that he was
the lost heir of Aurelius. His mother, a prin-

cess of the blood, had married the Count s

brother, Rinaldo, although Duke Casper, an-

xious to become ruler, had persistently wooed
her On her wedding day, she received a warn-
ing note signed Harry Finn. A short time later,

her husband died under peculiar circumstances

and when her baby son, the heir to the throne,

was three he had been kidnapped. Dick's

mother died of grief, but her brother-in-law,

Count Chestlewaite, swore to postpone his mar-
riage to his young fiancee, Countess Marna, un-

til the prince or his abductors had been found.

Clues led them to America where Duke Casper
was known to have gone.
Meanwhile Mr. Chester and his henchmen met

in the Council of Twelve. Dick's whereabouts
had been discovered and it was decided to kid-

nap him. Late that night the guards who
watched Dick were overcome by a sleep-produc-

in"- gas and the boy was captured. When he

awoke he found himself in a strange but richly

furnished room which boasted of a heavy iron

door. Dick knew at once where he -n'as and
hoped Count Chestlewaite would And him. The
next day the Count and his men raided the

tenement and discovered Dick. In the mys-
terious room were papers proving the boy's

identitv and the fact that Harry Finn was
none o'ther than Mr. Chester. The entire Coun-
cil of Twelve was arrested, while Prince Rich-
ard returned to Aurelius to the delight of the

populace. On reaching his capital the young
ruler's first act was to arrange for the wed-
ding of Countess Marna and Count Chestle-
waite.

THE IRON DOOR
Ashley M. Griffith

DICK CHESTER scanned each line of the

newspaper story dealing with the robbery

of some important state papers belonging

to Count Chestlewaite until his father entered

the room. Then he quickly turned his atten-

tion to another item. He longed to discuss the

robbery with Mr. Chester, but he knew such

subiects were forbidden ones. Dick had often

wondered why, and just as often wondered
what important invention his father was build-

in" behind the mysterious iron door at the end

of the little living room. Any questions he

asked were always answered by stern rebukes

and hard beiitings. So Dick kept still and won-
dered He was sixteen and could never remem-
ber any life other than the peculiar one he then

lived 'The small tenament in which they lived

was 'daily kept in order by a neighbor, Old

Anna who also cooked for father and son. Mr.

Chester was very reticent about his affairs and

never allowed Dick to cultivate any friends -who

ini°-ht "pry into his business." After supper Mr.

Chester silently departed as was his custom.

Dick sank into revery, when a stranger drip-

pin- with blood and badly wounded suddenly

burst into the room. He ordered the boy to flee

for his life and not to remain with Mr. Chester

another hour. Dick was strangely moved by

his evident concern and rushed into the street

after him The man hurried into a waiting car

and Dick was left bewildered. But the marl s

suggestion struck the boy as a good one and he

resolved not to return home. Curiosty took him

to the Hotel Astor where Count Chestlewaite of

Aurelius had been robbed. He secured a posi-

tion there as bell boy. Countess Marna of

Aurelius, a guest at the hotel who was appar-

ently engaged to Count Chestlewaite, at once

noticed Dick and asked him a number of ques-

tions about his home. One day the pair ques-

THE MIDNIGHT MURDER
Patsy Pattan

JOHN LAMAR was brought up indulgently

by his wealthy old uncle, Dr. Sidney La-
mar John grew up extravagant and wild,

fond of high living and pretty women. His

uncle realized sadly that the boy was not all

he could have wished for, but, nevertheless,

made John heir to his entire fortune. When
he was twenty-one John left his uncle's house

to establish himself in the apartment of Edna
Royer. Edna was a seductive blond who had
coinmercialized her beauty with great success.

John her latest boy friend, proved excellent

meat' for this hardened gold-digger, and soon

(he young man found himself knee-deep in

debt." Tradesmen and merchants were first

put oft by promises of payment as soon as old

Dr Lamar died, but after a time John's
creditors grew insistent. John decided to call

on his uncle to see if he could get an increase

in his already liberal allowance. When he ar-

rived at Uncle Sidney's, John was astonished

to meet a charming and beautiful young
woman whom his uncle had married during
his al-sence. Ruth Lamar had been a poor pa-

tient whom the doctor had long admired and
finally won, and John realized immediately
I hat she would inherit his uncle's fortune.

\Vhen Edna heard the news, she refused to

see the Lamar millions slip through her fin-

gers and she persuaded her lover to do away
with his uncle. Slipping in the doctor's house
at midnight John put poison in the old man's
sleeping draught. When the young wife dis-

coverecl her husband prostrate the next morn-
ing, she sent for a physician in the neighbor-
hood. Dr. Alfred Dunlap. He broke the sad

news gentlv and cared for the young widow
during the" days of illness that followed the

shock of her husband's death. Mrs. Lamar was,
of course, questioned by the police in connec-
tion with the death, but was soon released
when no motive or evidence of guilt could be
discovered. A few weeks after the will had
been read and John found himself totally cut-

off, he appoached Ruth and demanded $100,00(1

from her, threatening to prove she murdered
her husband, if she did not comply. To avoid
such a scandal, she gave him the money, and
then traveled to California in the hope that she
would escape any further demands. Six months
later John had her traced and arrived in Cali-

fornia with Edna. He demanded another $100,-

000, but this time Ruth asked for time to

consider the matter. She telegraphed for Al-

fred Dunlap and confided the whole story

to him. The next day John again approached
her and Ruth told him that since she did not
poison her husband, she was not afraid of

his threats.. John boldly replied that though
he mav have done the deed, Edna would swear
that Ruth had. He then boasted of the crime
and the fact that he would get away with it.

At these words Alfred Dunlap and several
policeman stepped from behind the furniture
and arrested John. Edna was next taken, and
the pair sentenced to life imprisonment. Ruth
traveled back home in the company of the
charming Alfred and the couple were married
srjon after their arrival.

dent of the Carterville Trust Company. Every-
one remarked as to how charming a couple Ellen

and Ken made and the ball at which the betro-

thal was announced was progressing with great

success. During one of the dances, the butler

told Ellen a man wished to see her in the lib-

rary, and she left Ken to see who it was.

When James clot-ed the library door behind
her, she felt a chloroform-soaked handkerchief
pressed against her face and that was all

she remembered. On coming to, she found
herself bound and gagged and traveling in a
closed limousine in the company of five des-

perate looking men. The car stopped at an
isolated ranch house and ahe was carried to

one of the upper rooms where her captors
partially untied her bonds and left her for the

rest ot the night. When Ellen did not return
to the dance. Ken went to look for her in the
library. As he entered the room he noticed a
note pinned to the mantle. It proved to be a
message which read: "We are holding- Ellen
for $100,1100 ransom." The note was signed
"The Five Men from Nowhere." Ken shud-
dered, for the activities of the notorious gang
were as widely known as their hiding place
was secret. The police were promptly notified

and the party which had begun so happily
ended with detectives and policemen question-
in.g servants and guests.
Ken was sure from the start that the

bandits were not in Carterville. A week after

the abduction a note arrived in which the
bandits ordered Mr. AUerton to leave $100,000
ransom in a nearby woods. He obeyed, but
not before he notified the police contrary to

his instructions. The bandits who were sta-
tioned at a distance saw the police approach
through their powerful field glasses and hur-
ried away without waiting- for the money.
When this expedition proved a fiasco. Ken
went straight to Lincoln, from where the let-

ter had been sent, and disguised in rough
clothes, he scoured the surrounding- country.

One day he came to the camp of these des-

perados and, Intimating that he had escaped
from justice, secured a job with them. That
night Ken heard his sweetheart's voice as she
yang to herself in her barricaded room. Ken
answered her song with one of his own which
she recognized. The next day he confided to

the bandit chief a detailed plan of a robbery
he contemplated and asked aid from his men.
The gangsters fell in with the plan and all left

for the city the following night. The men sug-
gested buying a few drinks to encourage them
before attempting the job. Ken willingly con-
sented, but slipped out of the speakeasy after
the first round of drinks. He seized a high-
powered car and drove at top speed to the
ranch. Though he did not know it, the ban-
dit chief had noticed Ken's getaway and fol-

lowed him at a distance, after first ordering
his men to wait in the speakeasy until his
return. Ken had barely freed Ellen when the
gang leader arrived on the scene. A terrific

fi^ht resulted in which Ken downed his op-
ponent. The police were notified and the en-
tire gang rounded up, while Ellen and Ken
returned to Carterville for their wedding.

THE FIVE MEN FROM NOWHERE
Jose Hamilton

ELLEN ALIjER'l'(i.\"S engagement to Ken
Branue was celelirated with all the splen-

dor that the inhabitants of Carterville ex-

pected from George Allerton, millionaire presi-

THE DAWN OF CONSCIENCE
Mrs. Elleanor French

WHIiN Dolly Pitzer consented to marry
Charles McTaggart the young man's joy

knew no bounds. All he could think of

was that beautiful, charming Dolly, the ao-

knowledsi'd belle (if Edmonton, the girl he had
worshiiMi'-'l fi'ini cliildhood, was going to be
his wil. Si.x I ilhs after their wedding,
Charle;- \v;i.s still congratulating himself on his

good fortune in winning Dolly. His young
wife, on the other hand, had already begun
to look for further conquests. Tliough she
really loved Charles, this spoiled girl craved the

attention of some new man. When Dolly's

best friend, Jessie, Introduced her to her fiance,

Edgar Brunton, the thoughtless wife uncon-
sciously began to flirt with him. Then fol-

lowed "days when Dolly, Edgar, and Jessie

woud spend hours together at matinees, or

driving through the country, or calling on fri-

volous friends. Jessie realized sadly that an
attachment was growing up between Dolly and
Edgar, though it was never mentioned by any
of the trio. Charles' father finally told his son

how Dolly spent her time while he was busy
working, but Charles felt that his wife had a

perfect right to amuse herself in his absence.

He saw no harm in the affair, because Edgar,

he thought, would soon be married to Jessie.

About this time, the young husband Avas of-

fered a better position in Calgary and left for

that city Dolly was to stay at her mother s

until Charles was established and could send

tor her This gave the girl a chance to see

more of Edgar than ever. One day Edgar per-

suaded Dolly to tell her mother she was visit-

in=- a friend over the week-end and to go

away with him to Lake Louise, a nearby re-

sort There the couple registered as Mr. and

Mr-' Smith As soon as they were settled

in their hotel room, Dolly was overcome by

a Etron° sense of guilt and she decided to

liurrv tu her husband before any damage was
done" She walked out on Edgar without tell-
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ing him her plan and the ciisappoimed young
man returned to Edmonton. When Dolly
reached Calgary she was hurt in a street car
accident and brought to a hospital without
any bags or other marks of identification. Her
mother became frantic when she did not re-
turn the following Monday. Edgar was ques-
tioned and finally confessed taking the girl to
Lake Louise, though he stoutly maintained she
ran away from him on her arrival. Charles
was notified of his wife's disappearance and
collapsed when he heard Edgar's story. Con-
vinced that his wife did not love him, his whole
world fell to pieces. A week later Dolly noti-

fied her family of her whereabouts. Charles
visited his wife in the hospital and told her
he was leaving her. The broken-hearted Dolly
returned home a few weeks later. She was
astonished at the reception of her friends who
had previously encouraged her flirtation with
Edgar, but now treated her like an outcast.
Their gossip and contempt proved too much,
and Dolly, anxious to escape from her past,
fled to Vancouver. There she covered her
glorious blond hair with a black wig and wore
heavy glasses. Dolly had always wanted to

study music and she began an intensive course
under Professor Ritz. The professor and his

wife became much interested in their charm-
ing and talented pupil who now traveled under
the name of Dorothy Carson. They secured
sm.ill engagements for the girl and often in-

vi.ed her to their home, for they knew she
lived alone. In a few months frivolous Dolly
had really become hard-working Dorothy Car-
son. It so happened that Cliai-Ies who ^vas
selling pianos at this time often did business
with Professor Ritz. One night Dolly
was introduced to her hut-band at the
Ritz home. She managed to control her
emotion and was relieved when Charles
did not recognize ht-r in her disguise. However,
Charles was greatly impressed by her, because
she reminded hini of his wife. Old memories
were revived and Charles realized sadly how-
much he mii'sed Dolly. The evening was a
trying ordeal for Dolly and after her husband
left she confessed the whole story to s\-mpath-
etie Mrs. Ritz. The next day Dolly received
word from her mother that Edgar was drink-
ing himself to death and was not expected
to live much longer. Dolly wrote him a letter
l-egging him to explain to Charles that nothing
had happened during that fateful trip two
J ears before. Edgar only remembered his dis-
appointment on that occasion and did not even
answer her letter. One cheerful piece of news
eased Dolly's conscience, though, and that was
word fron-i her mother that Jessie had married
a fine young man. Dolly wrote to her former
friend and asked her to forgive her for her
treachery. Jessie replied that she was glad
Dolly had unwittingly saved her from marry-
ing a scamp like Edgar and that she hoped
Dolly and Charles would patch up their dif-
ference.'-^ Dolly's pitiful note in response re-
vealed that Charles refused to forgive her.
Knowing that Edgar would not live much
longer, faithful Jessie sent for Charles and
without telling him her plan, took him to Ed-
gar s. Edgar was on his deathbed and con-
fronted by the pair, he solemnly swore that his
relation with Dolly was no more than a hartn-
less flirtation and that Dolly had alwavs been
true to Charles. This time Charles believed
Edgar's story and was ready to forgive. Jessie
told him where Dolly was living and how she
used the name of Carson. He hurried to the
Ritz home and asked the professor to invite
his talented pupil. Miss Carson. Mrs. Ritz
threw the pair together and beckoned her hus-
band out of the room. When the old couple
returned several hours later they found Char-
les embracing his beautiful blond-haired wife.

REUNION
Michael E, Donfon

GLEXTOWX campus rung with farewell
songs and cheers as Paul Hammond bid
good-bye to his room-mate and best pal,

Jerr.v London. The two talked over their
happy college days and regretted that their
ways would now part. About nine o'clock
Paul excused himself and departed for an even
more difficult farewell. As Paul hurried away
to meet his sweetheart, Jerry realized all that
Sally meant to his friend. Tbat night Paul
could hardly tear himself away from Sally,
and many were the pledges of faith he made
to this beautiful girl who loved him so com-
pletely and denied him nothing. Paul pro-
mised to return in a few months' time to
marry Sally.
When he arrived home and confided his sec-

ret engagement to Hammond Senior, his father
at once labeled the case "puppy love," declared
he had been through the mill himself and un-
derstod just how Paul fell, but that his son
ought to forget the whole affair as quickly as
possible. He had more ambitious plans for
Paul and hinted that wealthy Mary Rose Mc-
Fullei- would make a charming bride. Paul
had no intention of obeying his father, biit
when he received no answers to his letters,
he began to think that the governor was right
and that Sally was by this time head over
heels in love with some new college recruit.

He buried his heart-ache in his work, and the
firm of Clifford Hammond became Hammond
and Son. When Jerry wrote the following
June to suggest that Paul meet him at their
college reunion, the memory of Sally kept Paul
from accepting. Xor could he bring himself
to ask his friend for word of the girl.

Meanwhile Sally back home in Glendale
could not understand why she received no word
from Paul and why her letters to him remained
unanswered. In a few months' time she knew
the worst and decided on a brave course. She
packed up and went to Chicago where she im-
mediately invested in a wedding ring and went
under the name of Mrs. Carter. There she
managed to support herself and the baby that
was born to her some months later. Three
years of hardship followed, when one day she
met Jerry in the street. Jerry at once was
interested in his friend's old sweetheart and
insisted on taking her home. .\t first Sally
told him that her husband was away on a
South African expedition and that he had never
seen Baby Sally, but finally she broke down
and confessed everything. Jerry was thunder-
struck — he could not believe Paul guilty of
such heartlessness. He wrote to Paul asking
him to meet him in Chicago at once.

Jerry's letter came a few weeks before Paul
"was to marry Mary Rose. Paul still loved
Sally, but had long ago given her up for lost.

Since no other woman meant anything to him,
he finally had followed his father's suggestion
and become engaged to ilary Rose. The next
day in Chicago Paul found his friend in the
company of a sweet little two-year-old girl.
.'Vfter many exchanges of confidence, Paul fin-
ally got around to inquire after the baby.
Jerry told him the mother was an old friend
of his whom he met accidentally a few days
before. She claimed that her husband left her
f.hortly after their marriage to go away on a
South African expedition and that little Sally
had never seen him. Suddenly Paul caught his
friend's eye and in that second he knew the
truth. Jerry called Sally in from an adjoining
room and left the pair together. Explanations
were made and it was discovered that Mr.
Hammond Senior had intercepted the letters
Sally and Paul had written each other. A be-
lated wedding was performed that very day
with Jerry as a happy and excited witness.

YELLOW JOURNAL
Ethel Donahue

ANITA COLAVELL came to this little Maine
fishing village ostensibly for a rest, but ac-
tually to forget—to forget that she was

Zita Coletti, the actress whose name had been
trumpeted in every yellow journal as the co-
respondent in the 'U'orth divorce case. How
absurd it all seemed even now I Jack "Worth
had simply been a persistent admirer that no
amount of discouragement could shake, she
had never cared for him, never permitted him
as much as a kiss. But she must stop think-
ing of this scandal, and, with that thought
in mind, she went out for a stroll along the
beach. Ahead of her a solitary man sat on a
huge overhanging rock, and as she passed by
him sparks from his pipe blew in her face.
The stranger jumped up and apologized. Thus
began the romance between Anita Colwell and
David Longworth. When the couple parted at
the end of a month, they were deeply in love
and had agreed to return to this village the
following year and, if both felt the same way,
to marry.

Back in the city -A.nita found herself en-
gulfed in work with little time to spend with
her sweetheart. David, a successful lawyer,
was almost as busy as she and had to content
himself with infrequent visits to his beloved
on those rare occasions when John Moreston,
Anita's manager, permitted her some free time.
-'Vnita s relations with her manager were very
cordial. Moreston had helped her to success
and took a real interest in her, in fact, he
had often proposed marriage. Several months
after .Anita's return John again begged the girl
to be his wife. This time Anita told him that
she loved someone else, but did not divulge
the name of her fiance. The next night Jack
Worth called, while Anita was at the theatre
and persuaded the maid to allow him to wait
for her mistress. When .\nita returned, she
found Jack lying dead on the floor, stabbed in
the back with a brass paper cutter that John
Moreston had given her years before. The
next day when the papers blazed with the
news of the murder and the name of Zita Col-
etti was again in the spotlight, John Moreston
was at her side offering his assistance.
-Ashamed to reveal to David that she was the
notrious Zita, Anita let her manager pick a
lawyer. In court to be tried for murder, Anita
fainted when she saw that David was to pro-
secute her, since the district attorney had been
s-ricken the day before and had appointed his
as:^:stant to handle the case. David, too, was
hoirifisd on learning that Zita Coletti, charged
with murder, was his beloved. Hiding his emo-
1 ion, he presented his case as poorlj- as possi-
i-'e. However, the evidence against Anita was
damning and David could not prevent the
jury from handing in a verdict of guilty. The
judge sep.tenced Anita to life imprisonment.

As she was being led away to jail, an excited
police officer rushed in the court room. John
Moreston had committed suicide when he
learned of Anita's conviction and had left

a full confession relating how he had mistaken
Jack for the girl's sweetheart and murdered
him in a fit of jealousy. Anita was freed, and
she and David traveled together to the little

fishing village in Maine where they spent a
glorious honeymoon.

THE WEB OF FATE
Violet Philbrick

THE romance between Lucile Stephens and
Tom Haskell began in the broadcasting
studios of the .\merican Radio Company

where the two sang love duets every- evening.
The team was as successful in love as it was
over the air, and the engagement of the pair
was broadcast to the world by the old station
announcer whose heart warmed to the y-jung
lovers. The next day found the mail bags of

Lucile and Tom full of letters from fans who
weie anxious to know whether the pair would
continue singing together after their marriage.
Tom declared that he did not want his wfc
to work and felt that if she continued singing
it would be a reflection on his ability to sup-
port her. Lucile looked on singing as a career
and had no intention of settling down to hum-
drum domesticity just because she was mar-
lied. The two argued and argued, at length
Lucile returned Tom's ring, and Tom left the
broadcasting company to sing in vaudeville.

Gerald Wilson answered Luciles ad for a
radio singer and immediately struck the girl

as being "the man for the job. Months went
by with Gerald and Lucile working together:
each developed a warm respect for the other
and the couple found themselves drawn to-

gether by mutual interests. One day the girl

lo.d Gerald of her former engagement and con-
fessed that since she had broken off with Tom
she was anxious to marry just to show him
she could. Gerald knew that the bond between
him and Lucile was not love, but he felt he
liked the girl well enough to marry her. He
proposed to Lucile, and she accepted him on
the condition that they live together in name
only. If either fell in love at a later date,
they agreed to get a divorce. Lucile's father
did not approve of his daughter's second en-
gagement, for he knew the girl still loved Tom,
and he decided to call on Gerald's mother for
aid in breaking up the match. On arriving at
Gerald's home, he wa.'- startled to -find Olive
Wilson was none other than his first wife who
had divorced him because of family interfer-
ence. Mrs. Wilson revealed that Gerald was
Mr. Stephens' own son who had been adopted
by her late husband. They agreed to tell

their children the whole story without delay
and thus prevent this unnatural union. Be-
lieving the children'.' fate settled, this middle-
aged couple began to talk of their own lives.
Mrs. Wilson's husband had been dead for ten
years. Mrs. Stephens' death occurred the year
before: and both parents confessed loneliness.

In the meantime Lucile learned that Tom
had returned from his vaudeville engagement
and decided to marry Gerald at once. They
were married that day and returned to the
studio for their broadcast. Horrified ilrs.

T\^i!son and Mr. Stephens learned over the air
that Gerald had married his half-sister. The
mother collapsed from shock, and Mr. Stephens
phoned the studio for the young couple. Ar-
riving at the Wilson hme, the boy and girl

were astonished to learn of their blood rela-
tionship, but quickly explained that their love
was purely platonc and that they never plan-
ned to live together. That evening when
Lucile returned home with her father she
found a repentent Tom waiting for her. For-
tunately, he had not heard of her marriage,
and was anxious to tell her that he regretted
his former stubborness. Six months later,
when her annulment was secured, Lucile mar-
ried Tom, and her father remarried Gerald's
mother.

JIM OGILVIE'S REVENGE
William Edgar Hayes

DCiN" LXJILVIE and Tom Larrigan both loved
.Nellie Graham. Xellie favored the for-

mer, but Tom I..arrigan's father promised
to stock up his son's ranch, and this induce-
ment led Nellie's father to force her to marr.v
Tom. When Don learned that his girl had
Veen given to his rival, because of the latter's
fortune, he announced to the countryside that
some day he would be richer than Tom and
then Old Man Graham would rue his decision.
Shortly after Nellie's marriage, Don went East
to visit an uncle. His relative died and left

Don his fortune provided the young man would
marry his daughter. Tom had grown fond of
his cousin and was glad to fulfill his uncle's
wish. The couple went West, and with the
uncle's fortune Don bought Bar .'JS about
eighty miles from Tom Larrigan's ranch. He
shocked his place with excellent live stock and
the ne^v ranch flourished. Don soon forgot
hi.'-, old rival and thought only of the happy
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home he had made with his young wife. The
birth of his son, Jim, cost Mrs. Ogilvie her
life, and henceforth Don devoted himself solely
to improving- his ranch and raising his boy.
His financial success reached the ears of Tom
Larrigan, who then headed the local cattle-
men's ai;sociation. This organization was hav-
ing some difficulty with rustlers and Tom drop-
ped a hiiil tliiil III- suspected Don. A com-
mittee ;niiM,iiii.d liiui [:• investigate. Tom was
unable In liml :iii\- .vidcMice against Don, so
he persuade cl liis foreman. Bull Powell, to

help him frame his old rival. Together they
changed the brand on some of their own cat-
tle to that of Don's and let these animals
loose in the Bar .s,s herd. A few days later

the two men with a group from the associa-
tion raided Don's place and found the cattle
whose brands had obviotisly been changed. Don
and his foreman, Dick Perry, were arrested
and found guilty. Don died in prison a few
years later. His young son, Jim, had been
sent to an aunt's when Don was captured,
but after Dick Perry was released from prison,
he took charge of the boy and devoted his
time to schooling the youngster to revenge his
father and himself. Jim grew up fearless and
strong, equally agile with fist and rifle, and
with one burning desire to punish his father's
enemies.
When he was twenty-five he started out on

his mission. Disguised by a long beard and
moustache, he arrived at the Larrigan ranch,
gave his name as Jim Taylor, and secured a
job as cowboy. Jim was not there long before
he overheard a ciuarrel between Darrigan and
his foreman. Bull, in which the latter demand-
ed money from Tom and threatened to talk
about the Ogilvie framing, if the sum was not
forthcoming. Jim listened breathless and
decided the time for vengeance was not far
away. But there was one thing which con-
tinually worried Jm and that was his growing
love for Arden, Tom's daughter. At first Jim
had tried not to notice this beautiful girl, but
the fact that she was attracted to him, nrade
it impossible for him to ignore her. Bull no-
ticed this budding romance and was jealous.

He ordered two of his henchmen to kill Jim,
but the boy ^Yas to ciuick for them. Bull then
challenged Jim to a flst fight. The challenge was
accepted and it was agreed that the loser should
leave the ranch. Jim beat Bull decisively and
forced him to sign a confession in which he told

how he and Tom had framed Don Ogilvie years
before. Bull took his two henchmen and departed
to the hills, while Jim became foreman at the
Larrigan ranch. In his new position Jim was
torn between his love for Arden and his duty
to revenge his father. He let matters drift

for a time, and was glad when reports of rust-
ling took him to lonely Baldy Canyon. There
he was shot by Bull, but his faithful horse
brought him back home. Jim had lost much
blood and the doctor recommended a trans-
fusion. Ajxlen willingly offered her blood and
saved the man's life. While Jim was recuper-
ating, Tom Larrigan searched his clothes, for
he was then suspicious of his foreman's iden-
tity. He found Bull's signed confession and
planned to kill Jim, before the youth had him
arrested. But he first went off to do away
with his discharged foreiuan. He found Bull
in the hills, and was shot by him before he
had a chance to pull his gun. His dead body
was brought back to the ranch a few days
later. Jim performed the unpleasant task of
comforting the girl he loved on the death of
the man he hated, and then led the ranch boys
on an expedition to find the murderer. Bull
was killed in the gun fight that followed Jim's
discovery of his hiding place. With his father's
enemies dead, Jim decided to make retribution
to Dick Perry without letting Arden discover
her father's misdeeds. He summoned some of

the leaders of the cattlemen's assocation and,
after swearing them to secrecy, he revealed
his identity. He then produced the paper that
incriminated Larrigan and Bull, reminding the
men before him that it was their error in judg-
ment that sent his father and Dick to prison.
Jim asked that these men stock up his father's
old ranch tor Dick so that he might spend
the rest of his days in peace and comfort.
They willingly agreed, and with this duty off

his mind, Jim was free at last from all obliga-
tions of vengeance and was able to devote
himself to loving Arden.

BLOOD WILL MIX
Stephen R. Stephens

ALONE rider rode up to the Hash Knife
Ranch and asked the foreman for a job.
The stranger said he was from Texas

and was named after that state and the
foreman jovially replied that he was called
North, because he hailed from that rej?ion.
Texas was hired and the next day sent to Mor-
mon Crossing to watch for rustlers. About a
week later Texas awoke one morning and was
surprised to see North standing in front of
him. He asked when he had arrived, and
North replied in time to watch him help the
rustlers brand and drive off some of his cat-
tle. North then said he would give Texas a
chance to escape and would not shoot until

he reached a tree about fifty yards in the dis-

tance. He warned Texas, if he did make a
getaway and ever returned to the vicinity,

their blood would mix. Texas got on his horse
and galloped as he had never done before;

he heard North's gun go off in the distance,

but never a bullet reach him. Foreman North
returned to his wife and baby boy glad that
his unpleasant job had ended as it did.

Twenty years later Jim "North" Day was
the prospeious owner of Hash Knife Ranch.
His son and daughter-in-law. Hazel, lived

vk-ith him and helped run the ranch. Hazel had
received word that her father would soon pay
her a visit and was considerably elated by this

news. Tom Knight hurried to his daughter's
in the hope that there he could forget his

won ies. He had sold his ranch and had been
traveling since Hazel's marriage, but had found
this kind of life only reminded him of the
things he was trying to forget. The Days re-

ceived Knight warmly, and Jim Day began to

entertain him with stories. Suddenly Kni,ght
interrupted him to ask if he knew anything
about a man named North who lived in the
vicinity. When Day replied that he had been
called by that name. Knight visibly slumped
in his seat. That night -was a sleepless one
for Tom Knight and the next morning he wan-
dered about the ranch like a demented creature.

Crazed with fear and grief, he walked towards
a ferocious bull without seeing it. Then Day,
who had been watching him from a distance,
rushed forward. Suddenly Knight noticed the
bull lunging towards him—the next instant he
heard a shot, then felt the bull tall against
him. When he regained consciousness, Jim
was standing over him and the dead bull lay
at his feet. Knight held out his hand addressing
his friend as North. Then he confessed he
had long wanted to meet him and pay for the
cattle he had stolen years before. He went on
telling how he regretted this deed all his life.

Day made little of the matter and replied
Hazel made up for anything her father had
taken. The next day Knight handed his
daughter and son-in-law a $.5,000 check for the
little one they were expecting. Knight re-
covered from his nervous worries and he and
Day became fast friends. The latter would
often remind him that he had prophesied if

Knight ever returned their "blood would mix."

Gladys Merritt Archer

IT
was during a childish quarrel that Sergey

Knazeff threw the rock and accidentally

smashed the Czar's picture. Sergey did not

wait for one of the drawing masters to dis-

cover the accident, but rushed out st school

to tell his father. Mr. Knazeff fully realized

the gravity of the situation. The art school

had long been regarded as a hotbed of in-

surrectionists and only recently two left-wing
students had been sentenced to Siberia for cri-

ticizing the Czar. Sergey would have a hard time
proving the mishap was unintentional. Mr.
Knazeif decided to take no chances and
bribed a number of officials to secure a pass-
port for his son without any delay. That very
day the boy was out of the city on his way
to America.

Seigey was very unhappy his first year in

New 'i'ork. He missed his sweetheart, 'Vera

Horetsky, most of all, but aside from that

lound it hard to acclimate himself. He was
thankful that his early education included an
intensive study of English so that the pro-
blem of language did not interfere with his

art studies. Sharley De Mar, a young girl of

his own age who assisted the teacher in the
life classes at the academy, was his first real

friend in the New World, and, though Sergey's
love for Vera never wavered, Sharley ran a
close second in his esteem. Sergey even felt

a slight pang of jealousy when she introduced
him to her fiance, Dick Canfleld, and wrote
home that night to Vera to hurry to come to

America and marry him. The outbreak of the

war prevented Vera from joining Sergey, and
when the United States entered the fray, the
recently naturalized Sergey volunteered as much
to hasten his union with Vera as to defend
the land of his adoption. In France Sergey
fought bravely and won a service medal. When
the Armistice was signed Sergey went to

Russia. He hardly recognized his native land
under the Bolshevist regime, but still hoped to

find Vera unchanged. His first meeting with
his old sweetheart was a painful 4i)ci;—Fhe
greeted him coldly and nonchalantly informed
him that she was married to a Llolsh )vi!i

leader. Sergey felt his little world collapse

—

"N'-^ra had been the inspiration of all his work,
the hope of all his dreams, the woman who
would have made possible for him a real home
in an alien land. Broken-hearted, Sergey re-
trned to America. There he drifted, unable to
]3aint, and feeling as though be neither be-
longed in America or the new Russia. One
day he waiidcrril into a Russian tea room and
was surprisiil to (iinl Sharley was the proprie-
tress. Thr iwci fiiinds were delighted to see
each other and Sharley proudly presented her
little daughter. Then she told Sergey that
Dick had been killed in the war and that she

was running this establishment to support
heiself. When she learned that Sergey had
done no painting since the war, she persuaded
him to paint some murals for her tea room.
Sergey accepted this' task out of a feeling of

obligation to his former teacher, but her
steady encouragement as the work progressed
made him feel painting would yet be his salva-
tion. A few months later he married Sharley
and lived to enjoy success and happiness in

the New World.

RATTLESNAKE PETE
Walter Kateley

TiHE little town of Fenmont, Minnesota,
iiad diSL-o\eied two new topics of conver-
sation during the same week—the dude

cowboi , 1-cattlesnake Pete, and the new Span-
ish teacher. Peter Howard had been born and
1 rougnt up in Hamstead, New Jersey, where
they made genuine Navajo blankets, Mexican
hats, and tomahawks used at Custer's famous
battle. The fake antiques which his father
manufactured appealed to his imagination and
he longed to live a wild and wooly Western
existence. But life is a compromise, and Pete
was glad to get as far west as Fenmont, a
town which an uncle had recommended as a
food place for an ainbitious boy to luake ii

start. There he created a sensation by ap-
pearing in the streets in a brand-new, city-
made cowboy suit. Though he had secured a
position in Mr. Carter's produce ntarket and
was reported to be an energetic worker, the
cowboy suit was too inuch for the populace
of Fenmont and the boy was called Rattle-
snake Pete in derision.
Unknown to Pete, Senorita Maria Gonzales

with those attractive Spanish ways also hailed
from .Hamstead. Her mother had been killed
in an accident at the anticiue factory and the
company had paid fof the girl's education and
upbringing. Maria had studied Spanish inten-
sively with the idea of teaching that subject
some day and had secured this position, her
(list, through her school. When the sedate
Eoai d of Education saw that the new instruct-
or was young and good-looking they were some-
what worried. Maria sensed their fears and
thought that a good dose of Spanish temper-
ament would go a long way towards impress-
ing these old fogies with her dignity and abil-

it5'. She, therefore, added a Spanish touch to
her costumes and a Spanish formality to her
manners. Pete was at once attracted to this
unusual and exotic creature, but Maria, think-
ing him an uncouth Westerner and the butt
of the townspeople spurned him cruelly. His
unrequited love kept the village tongues wag-
ging for months. All during the winter Rat-
tlesnake Pete carried on his unsuccessful suit,

and Maria, anxious to discourage him, was
seen at all the town sociables with the popu-
lar local dentist. Bill Brady.
One Sunday in February Pete went skating

im Fenmont pond in the hope that he would
see his beloved. Sure enough, she appeared
on the proud arm of Bill Brady. The pair,
conscious of the attention they were attract-
ing, skated to a deserted portion of the pond.
All of a sudden Pete heard a shriek and then
sa\\- both had fallen through the ice. He
hurried to the edge of the gap. Bill was
swimming to safety, while Maria struggled
around in the water. The pond was not deep
and Pete as well as Maria was aware of this;
both, however, were ignorant of the other's
knowledge of this fact. With all the ceremony
possible Pete jumped in and pulled the seno-
rita out. Six months later when Pete and Maria
left on their wedding tour—ostensibly for an old

Spanish hacienda in the Southwest—by mutual
consent they made Hamstead, New Jersey, their
first stop.

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT!

M. O. Ricell

GLOUCESTER was all agog for the out-

board races when Phoebe Carroll and her

father arrived. Races were a weakness
of Mr. Carroll's and Phoebe heard him talk

of nothing else from morning 'til night. She
tried to curb her father's hobby, but met with

no success, for he entered his craft in the

contest the minute he reached Gloucester. Then
he dragged his unwilling daughter to the local

boat factory anxious to see it they had any-
thing new to offer. Clinton Kendall was a sales-

man in his uncle's factory and as interested

in the races as Mr. Carroll. Unfortunately,
when the latter arrived to inspect their latest

models, Clinton was just sneaking out to look
over his own entry in the race. The manager
informed him that he was to sell Mr. Carroll

a boat. Clinton rushed father and daughter
about the factory like a madman and claimed
that there had been no improvements in boats
in the last ten years. But Mr. Carroll was not
discouraged by this remark as Clinton ex-
pected, he still intended to see some new
models and he flared up in a rage at the negli-
gent salesman. Calling the manager, he had
Clinton discharged. Phoebe had tried to dis-

suade her father from complaining about the
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•idcid-liiiikingr salesman, but since the man had
iiod to him al'Out boats Mr. Carroll had re-
mained stubborn. Phoebe watched Clinton
lush out of the building and hurried after him
to apolog:ize. Clinton saw Phoebe following him
and thinking she wished to call him back to
work, ran all the harder. Finall.v he tripped
and Phoebe caught up to him. Clinton jab-
1 i-rtd wildly that he must look after his boat

i that he would not return, while Phoebe
iued aloud on hearing another man rave
lit races. She exidained that she had come
apologize, and Clinton calmed down im-

liitdiately and told her she was lovely. Phoebe
(lirted with him for a time and then begged
him to win the race to discourage her father.
Clinton replied that she must join him then
and the two proceeded to the boat.
That afternoon the race began with Mr,

Can oil in the lead as he usually was in such
c*)ntes;s. Looking back he £-aw his daughter
standing in the boat directly behind and this
shock caused him to lose his balance and fall

into the water. He was picked up and brought
to shore where he watched his daughter as-
sisting Clinton's boat to victory. His astonish-
ment at her sudden enthusiasm for racing knew
no bounds and he credited Clinton with the re-
formation. When the pair returned Mr. Car-
roll c(m,5rratulated Clinton on winning the race
and winning the interest of his daughter. He
solemnly promised Phoebe to give up his ex-
pensive hobby and look after his business,
when he learned that a racing enthusiast
would be a new member in his famil.v. He
Messed the young couple and discreetly turned
his back as Phoebe's lips met Clinton's in a
long and blissful kiss.

THE FOSTER SON
Mrs. Inez Lindsay

AI^TER the death of her husband, Mrs.
Wright moved to Detroit in the hope that
she could earn her living there. Bur-

dened by her infant son, Tom, she was forced
to take in washing to keep from starving.
The work was too much for her and she con-
tracted tuberculosis. A few months before her
death, she was glad to relinquish her baby
to a former friend who was childless. Tom
was brought up by ilrs. Ford without ever
knowing he was adopted. There was nothing
in the care and devotion she lavished on the
little boy that suggested a foster mother. She
wa.'j all that a real mother could be. Tom
was a lovable child, though he frequently got
into scrapes and aroused the ire of his fos-

ter father. When Tom was ten years old, the
Smith family moved next door to the Fords.
Bob Smith, twelve, became friendly with Tom
and frequently led the younger boy into trou-
ble. On one occasion, Bob took Tom on a house
wiecking expedition in which he and his gang
entered an empty house, broke the furniture,

and left with a number of stolen articles.

Tom had balked at walking off with goods
that did not belong to him and had been made
fun of because he objected to this. After this

escapade he avoided Bob, while the latter

sougnt him out and ridiculed him for being
a si.ssy. When Tom was sixteen, he was per-
suaded by Bob to join a bunch of youngsters
who were running away from home to avoid
sjhool. He said nothing to his mother, but
joined the party instead of attending classes.

Ihe gang stole a car to make good their es-
cape, though this fact was unknown to Tom
until after he was well on his way. That night
Mis. Fold was nearly frantic when her boy
did not appear and a terrific storm broke out.
She ran through the snowy streets searching
for Tom and asking everyone she met where
he was hiding. Finally one youngster, who
knew of the mad adventure, told her that Tom
had run away. Heart-broken, she returned to
her home and collaps--ed. Bob's gang did not
get far that night because of the unexpected
storm and the boys decided to go back. When
Tom reached his house, he found his mother
sick in bed. He was overcome with remorse,
'iir she had often warned him that either hei
diunken husband or Tom would cause her
death. The doctor found Mrs. Ford had a bad
heart attack, brought on by worry and shock,
and told her that she would be confined to
bed permanently. During the weeks that fol-
lowed, Tom hurried home from school each day
to look after his mother, and studied as he
had never done before. Before Mrs. Ford's
death she had the comfort of knowing he was
on the right track and sincerely regretted the
worry he had caused her. She died soon af-
ter Tfim's graduation from high school, and
Tfnn realized her death meant giving up going
to college, for his father ^vould never furnish
the money necessar.v to complete his educa-
tion. Tom tried to get a job, but his reputation
wa:: against him, and he decided to go to some
large city to tr.v his fortune there. Detroit
was the nearest place and there he went with
on'y a few hundred dollars provided by his
father. Tom secured a clerk's position in a
small store and worked hard and successfully
during the summer. Unfortunately that win-
ter, he caught inHuenza, and having no one
but a disinterested landlady to look after him.

developed pneumonia. He wa.- taken to the
hospital where he spent many himrs thinking
batk on his mother's tender care during pre-
vious illnesses. When he recovered, he learned
that his father had been hurt in an accident.
He hurried back home, and found Mr. Ford
very ill. The dying man revealed his identity
and told Tom he forgave him for his former
<;. ors and honed he would meet with success.
Tom inherited a tinall estate from his foster
father which enabled him to go to college.
There he made a brilliant success as a student
and all-around good fellow. His happiness was
crowned by the love of a professor's daughter
"ho became engaged to him on his graduation
day.

FRAMED!
Kenneth D. Clark

IT
was the wrecking of their Ford that sent

the Ventro-Magic Show on the rocks and
left two young ventriloquists, George Van

Allen and Si Peterson, stranded. The boys
decided to try their fortunes separately and
meet the next da.v in a nearby town. Van
Allen hurried off in one direction. Si in the
o'her. After a brisk ten mile walk Van reach-
ed the thriving little city of Pittstown and
entered a restaurant to buy a square meal
with his last few cents. 'While eating he
noticed four tough looking men plotting at
something over their coffee. "X'an. ever curi-
ous, listened attentively and overheard the
words "Jordan mansion at ten-thirty tonight."
That evening having nothing better to do. Van
located the Jordan mansion and hid behind
some shrubbery to see what would happen. A
party was in full swing and Helen Jordan was
wa'king in the garden accompanied by a friend,
Paul De Witt. Suddenly a car drove up.
Four men jumped out, and after knocking Paul
down, seized Helen throwing her into the mach-
ine. Van had just enough time to grab on
to the spare tire in the back of the car and
they were off. Their destination was a lonely
house in the country into which Helen was
can led. Creeping upstairs Van sa'w that the
1 oom in which they had brought Helen had
a stairway running parallel to the one on
which he was standing. Throwing his voice in
the direction of the stairs opposite, the ban-
dits hurried off to investigate, while Van
grabbed Helen and hurried her out of the
house. He jumped in a Ford which had re-
cently been stolen by these gangsters and was
off towards Pittstown, the kidnappers in hot
pursuit. It was not long before their high
powered car had almost caught up to Van's.
Motioning to Helen to take the wheel, George
hastily pulled off the girl's wrap and enve-
loped himself in it. The gangsters seized him,
letting Helen proceed, and drove for several
miles before they discovered their mistake
and let Van go in disgust. The next day Van
to:d his story to Si and asked him to come
with him while he returned the wrap. Mr.
Jordan gave both boys jobs in his bank in
gratitude for Van's heroic rescue. There every-
one liked the boys, except Paul who was ex-
tremely jealous of Van's success with his girl.
One night Paul had his gangsters rob the
lank, and arranged things so that Van ap-
peared guilty. Taken to jail Van denied the
charges, but was convicted of robbery. Xear
the end of hi.v two-year term, a new man was
put in his cell. Van listened eagerly to his
tnle when he mentioned being hired by Paul
De ^Vitt to kidnap a girl and later to frame
a man for burglary. Finally Van revealed his
idfntit.v and secured a full confession from
his cell-mate. When he was released, George
had Paul arrested. He confessed after a lengthv
grilling that he had arranged the kid-
napping so that he could later rescue Helen
and marry her as a reward. He also con-
fessed to framing Van in connection with the
bank robber.v. After his name was cleared.
Van received a high position in the bank and
Si was also re-instated. Helen begged for-
giveness for ever having doubted George and
her sincere apology was accepted without de-
la.v. A few months later the two were mar-
ried.

THE GENTLEMEN PLUNDERER
Thaddeus C. Strong

DLKl-VG the reign of King Louis XIH there
lived a humble locksmith. Gene Gallard,
and his son, Armand and daughter, Rox-

pnna. Father and son often constructed locks
for the king and while doing such work one
day at the palace they discovered a plan which
showed .secret passages to the royal apart-
ments. Returning to their home that evening
with the map, they were again summoned by
a me.ssenger of the king to do some addition-
al work. The messenger, one of the king's
tiusted men, reported the beauty of Roxanna to
I.,ou!s. The next day while Armand was at
work several of the king's men arrived to
take the girl to the palace. Gallard was
wounded trying to save his daughter and when
Armand returned he found Roxanna gone and
Gallard dying. After explaining what had hap-

pened, Gallard confessed that Armand was not
his child, but had been found outside his
doorstep many years before. He gave the boy
a ling which had been on his finger and
which might some day reveal his identity,
and then expired. Armand resolved to explore
the secret passages underneath the palace in
a search for Roxanna. By mistake he reached
the queen's apartment. Louis had just pre-
sented his wife with a valuable pearl necklace
to assuage her anger when his new mistress
arrived. \Vhen the <iueen noticed Armand, the
latter preferred to snatch the pearls from her
and thus appear a common thief than to give
her an idea of his real mission. Then escap-
ing through a secret trap door he made his
getawa.v before the queen could summon aid.
Later in the evening he discovered Roxanna
aid hurried her out of the palace as Louis was
preparing to enter her bedroom. The two
young people fled from the vicinity of the cas-
tle. In hiding they became acquainted with
Robley Deimond, the leader of a band of out-
laws. Robley was getting on in years and
was looking for a .voung man to whom he could
relinquish leadership. When he learned that
Ai niand had robbed the queen, he offered him
the position. Soon Armand's daring explots
became known the length and breadth of
Fiance. In true Robin Hood fashion he plun-
dered the rich and aided the poor and op-
pressed. In one of his raids, Armand overtook
;he Baroness De Alsac and stripped her of
ner jewels. He later learned that this lady
was very good to the poor and he called on
her personally to return the spoils. The baron-
ess developed a maternal interest in this dar-
ing young robber chief and a somewhat dif-
ferent interest in Robley, who usually accom-
panied him on his visits. One of the queen's
ladies informed her of the baroness' strange
friendship with Armand and Robley. The
queen was now sure it was Armand who had
loobed her of the pearl necklace and resolved
to tiy to get it back and thus pacify the king.
She visited Barone.^s De Alsac and demanded
an audience with Armand. Armand refused to
itrurn the pearls, since he had presented them
to Ro.xanna. However, he begged the queen
to forgive him and promised to do some favor
for her. The queen was won over by his
chaiming and unusual speech, and the Warn:
cniLiace he gave her when she departed had
the desired effect. Roxanna, who witnessed
this farewell scene, thought Amand was untrue
to her. She confided in Robley, who doubted
Armand's loyalty, if he was on such friendly
teims with Her Majesty. Armand found his
sweetheart and best friend strangel.v turned
against him. Packing his things up, he bade
the baroness good-bye and left for the open
countiy indifferent to his fate. When Armand
departed. Baroness De Alsac found that he had
left a ring behind him. On examination it

pioved to be the one her little boy had worn
when he was stolen years before by enemies
of her husband. She realized then why she
had been so interested in Armand, and, after
breaking the news to Robley, begged him to
go after her son. Robley hastened after Ar-
mand, 'but learned that he had been arrested
by the kings men. Louis ordered this notor-
ious bandit to be hanged. Robley rushed back
to his camp and gathered his men together.
The Baroness furnished money for them to
outfit themselves as gentlemen and they ar-
lived at the place of execution en masse. Sta-
tioning themselves around the gibbet, they
weie armed to the teeth and a match for
the king u guard any day. Armand was brought
out and stood before the gallows, while the
hangman read Louis' order for the execution.
As he finished reading the proclamation, Rob-
ley gave the signal and his men rushed on
the guards. Armand was unbound and sped
away, while his band fought a vigorous battle.
Ai mand was delighted when he learned his
real identity and propot^ed to Roxanna. A
double wedding was held in which he married
Ro.xanna and his mother married Robley. With
the death of Louis six months' later, the bride-
groom was restored to his rightful position.
Occupations were found for his men and Baron
Ai mand De Alsac became as famous for his
charity to the poor as his mother.

HAIL,—THE professor:
Frederick S. MacDougall

ONE bright .spring day Mr. Francis Limit
rented a floor in his downtown office
building to the Hon. Jedediah Sample

wholes genial manner and pompous bearing
gieatiy impressed him. Jedidiah Sample had
decided to open an academy of politics and
would not listen to his wife's protest that she
wished him to earn an honest living for a
change. The academy opened auspiciously
with six rogues—all very dignified—for profes-
sors. The students were twelve in number and
their education began with instruction by Pro-
fessor Littlewit on how to obtain free coffee,
cigarettes, newspapers, stamps, pens, ink, and
stationery. The next course by Professor
Quai-lous dealt with ambiguous statements and
heiw they can serve a politician to advantage.
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Here six of the students declared that the
statement a king can be set up meant some-
thing different from the statement a king
cannot be set up. Professor Quarlous was hor-
rified at such obvious stupidity and his scorn
was echoed by the brighter half of the class
which arose in a body and beat up the dissent-
ing- members. When this free-for-all quieted
down it was time to proceed to the class of

Professor Justin Overdo who lectured on the
art of posture and gesture and proceeded to

expound how both could be used effectively.

He illustrated his talk by pulling strings on a
dummy which raised its eyebrow significantly
or shrugged its shoulder according to the pro-
fessor's wish. The class mistook this educa-
tional dummy for a toy and. when Overdo
finished his speech, all rushed up to play with
it. Hon. Jedidiah Sample was called in to
quell the riot that followed and he dismissed
the school until the following day.
The next day school opened with a lecture

by Professor Wasp on how to distinguish be-
tween the letter and spirit of the printed word.
He laid great stress on the game of finding
loop-holes in solemn compacts, agreements, and
treaties. While he was in the midst of this

learned discourse the hard-working immigrant
father of one of the students entered the room
and pulled his son out by the ear, upbraiding
him for having asked for money to learn an
honest trade and then entered an academy of
politics. Jedediah was much embarrassed by
the pupil's departure and interrupted the pro-
fessor to explain to the class how profitable
politics were and how much could be made by
bribes carefully accepted in the form of gifts
and presents. While he was speaking Mr.
Ijimit walked in and ordered hini to vacate
his premises. He refused to have his building
used for so immoral a jjurpose as teaching
politics. Sample tried to explain that the ideal

of his institution was a lofty one and proceeded
to say that no graduate of his school would
earn less than ten thousand dollars a year in

graft alone. The argument between the two
waxed louder, while other irate parents entered
the school and called their offspring home. The
classrooms were demolished in the scuffle that
followed between faculty and students. After
it was all over Mr. Limit solemnlj^ tacked up
a sign which read: "The Academy of Politics

is forever closed", while Jedediah Sample led
away by his nagging wife realized that for him
the subject of the academy of politics would
never be closed.

SCARLET FETTERS
Willis J. Lindquist

MARJORY BRANDSOX found the attentions

of Max Berton very annoying, but she
tolerated his company because her father

hoped she would make a rich marriage and
Max was very wealthy. The fact that Marjory
obviously did not like him made no difference

to aggressive young Berton, who with charac-
teristic conceit, boasted that she would "fall"

for him. One night Mr. Brandson retired

early and left his daughter alone with Max.
The youth began kissing Marjory in spite of

her protests and, vphen she tried to escape
from him, he caught hold of her and would
not let her go. Finally she was overcome by
his unwelcome embrace and was carried pro-
strate to the sofa by Max. In the meantime
Mr. Brandson had been disturbed by the girl's

screams and arrived just in time to see Max
bending over his unconscious daughter. With-
out waiting for explanations, Mr. Brandson
fired the revolver in his hand. Berton drop-
ped dead. Together father and daughter fled

from home headed for Canada. Mr. Brandson,
knowing that he was sought by the police,

grew more and more nervous as they journeyed
north. He could find no rest for his troubled
soul in Montreal and persisted in going on
until they passed the outposts of civilization.

Even in the far north he was obsessed wit'n

the idea that he was being pursued and forced
his daugliter to live in a lonely cabin miles
from any settlement. Here, too, his deranged
mind found no peace and on a bitter winter
day he committed suicide to escape froin his
suffering. Alone in this barren and desolate
country Marjory decided to try to reach the
nearest settlement. For two days she tramped
through a raging blizzard and finally reached
the shack of Robert Lamont, a trapper. He
put the sick girl to bed and nursed her through
a long- illness. It was impossible to travel
during the cold months that followed and the
two spent the winter together. Robert fell

in love with Marjory, but always refrained
from touching- her. She misinterpreted his re-
straint and thought that the kind things he
said to her arose from pity rather than lo.ve.

In the spring- the two journeyed to Asheley,
Robert's hon-ie. The Lamonts were scandalized
when they learned that Marjory had spent the
winter in their son's shack and the young
couple became engaged to avert unpleasant
gossip. But Marjory was too proud to marry

Robert because she believed chivalry was the
sole prompter of his offer. She ran away from
Asheley and returned to her home in Chicago.
There she was arrested for ciuestioning in re-
gard to the Berton murder. The attention
newspapers gave to this case revealed to Ro-
bert the location of his runaway fiancee. He
hurried to Chicago after first securing the
signed confession Mr. Brandson had left in

the shack. Marjory was released and, con-
vinced at last that Robert's love was no sham,
she consented to a speedy marriage.

A MAN WITH A PAST

G. E. Jacobs

A BAD name is hard to live down Tom
Black discovered when he moved from
Omaha to Oklahoma. He had thought

that in a different state the stigma attached
to his name would be unknown, but learned
that his reputation had traveled with him.
People shunned his little ranch, and every-
where he went he was given the cold shoulder.
For that reason he was particularly annoyed
when the wealthy owner of the Double Bar
S Ranch wanted the use of his water holes.

Tom grew indignant at the request of Old Man
Jackson and stoutly refused to give up any
of his much-needed water holes. Mr. Jackson
had told hin-i he could whistle for aid, if he
ever got in any trouble and needed a neigh-
tor's help. Just now the truth of this threat
was dawning on Tom. He had sprained his
ankle and needed medical assistance as well as
the help of several cowboys. While he sat
worrying about what would happen to the
herd while he was laid up, a girl drove up to
his shack and helloed to him cheerfully. Tom
guessed she didn't know who he was and re-
sponded to her cordially. Then she noticed his
ankle was bandaged and asked him what the
trouble was. In a little while Wanda Cleve-
land, for that was the girl's name, had applied
first aid to Tom's foot, cleaned up the cabin and
fixed a delicious lunch. Tom was charmed by her
gracious help and con-iforting manner. During
the days that followed Wanda came each after-
noon to look after Tom. Soon she w-as forced to
admit to herself that she was in love with
him, and she rejoiced when Tom's declarations
proved he adored her.

Wanda had regularly been keeping an eye
on Tom's herd and reported one day that the
cattle were getting beyond his property. See-
ing- how this news worried him, she offered to
enlist the help of Uncle Bill Jackson's cow-
boys. Tom confessed that Mr. Jackson was
his bitter enemy, but Wanda replied that she
knew all about that and was trying hard to
bring Uncle Bill around to liking Tom. Wanda
added that though her uncle had told her of
Tom's past, she had faith in him and did
not believe he had aided in the murder of
the bank teller his brothers had robbed. Then
she bid the astonished Tom good-bye and went
to enlist the aid of Uncle Bill. Uncle Bill
personally assisted his cowboys in rounding up
Tom's herd and was finally persuaded by his
niece to visit the sick man. Though Tom ap-
peared pleasant enough. Uncle Bill still could
not truat him. Again that night he warned
his niece to give up the idea of marrying
this rascal and wrote to her parents that they
had better come and fetch their daughter be-
fore she married a blackguard. The next day
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland arrived at the Double
Bar S Ranch and insisted that their daughter
return home with them. Wanda sent Tom a
sad farewell note and departed. The days
that followed were the blackest Tom had ever
known—his evil name had robbed him of the
most precious thing in life. About six months
later, Mr. Jackson surprised Tom with a visit
and drew from his pocket a clipping which he
declared would interest the young man. It
contained the confession of his cousin, Walter
Black, and stated that he, not Tom, assistedm the murder of the bank teller. It then went
on to tell how Tom had been charged with
this crime, stood trial, and was freed, because
of insufficient evidence. With the stain on
his honor thus cleared, Tom sought out his
trusting sweetheart, and married her with her
parents' consent.

HARDER THAN ROCK

Mrs. Odie Franklin

THOMAS OLLINB was dubbed a philanderer
in his sixteenth year sintply because he
was unusually handson-ie. By the time he

was twenty-two he played the part of local
Lothario as n-iuch to live up to his reputation
as from an-iorous in-ipulse. His latest flame
was Elsie Price. Local gossips waxed indig-
nant when sweet, demure Elsie was seen in

his co'tapanj-, hut from that day on the girl's

reputation was ruined. Finally word reached
the girl's father that his daughter was "no
.E-ood" and was running around with Thomas
OUine. Mr. Price was overcome by this news
and begged Elsie to give Tom up. For her
father's sake she made an eft'ort to drop Ton-i,

1 ut after a few months of unhappiness, she
decided to make up with him. Thomas really
missed Elsie, too, but following her dismissal,
he hardly expected she would speak to him
again. He began going with Bessie Ross to

forget Elsie, though he felt she was no sub-
stitute for his former sweetheart. When Elsie
sent hin-i a note to nreet her one night in his
car, he was overjoyed to hear from her and
p-iade up his n-iind never to call on Bessie
again. While he went to break with Bessie,
he sent his brother Elmo to meet Elsie and
drive around town until he could join
then-i. In the meantin-ie, Mr. Ross had learned
of his daughter's acquaintance with Tom. He
was inclined to be strict with Bessie and the
news struck him like a thunderbolt. Taking
his gun, he went out determined to shoot Tom.
He wandered about half crazed with grief un-
til he sa-w Tom's big car drive slowly down
a deserted block. He could see a -woman was
in it and did not doubt that it was his Bessie.
He fired and Elmo Olline lay dead at the steer-
ing- wheel. Elsie's shrieks brought her father,
who had been anxiously following her, to the
car. When the police arrived, Mr. Ross had
rushed away and Mr. Price was standing by
the corpse. In a few minutes Mr. Price found
himself in jail charged with the murder. Elsie
did not believe her father guilty and her love
tor Tom changed to hate, when she realized
he wai; responsible for all her trouble. Tom
suffered acutely in the weeks that followed
and longed to tell Elsie that he was seeking
the real murderer. However, this time she
remained firm and would not see him under any
conditions. One day Tom met Mr. Ross in the
sLreet and noticed that he was acting queerly.
That night he visited him at home and ac-
cused him of the crime. He denied it, but
did not convince Tom. Mr. Price was a doomed
man before his trial, for everyone was sure he
had attempted to kill his daughter's lover.
He was found guilty and sentenced to die.

After the verdict Tom again called on Mr.
Ross and secured his written confession. While
the young man rushed ul'f to obtain Mr. Price's
release, Ross committed suicide. Even after
Mr. Price wa.'- forced to acknowledge that Tom
had saved his life, Elsie remained adamant and
refused to see her former lover. An accidental
meeting- with him in the street at length con-
vinced her that she still loved him and she
consented to marry the reformed philanderer.

HANDS OF FIRE

Raoul Odin

RONALD ENRIGHT quarreled with his

sweetheart, Selma Strickland. Their en-
gagement was broken, and unhappy

Ronald decided that his nerves were shattered
and that he needed a rest. He found the

quaint Central American village of Cassis the

ideal place to forget his trouble, and enjoyed
the perfect climate and fine fishing tremen-
dously. In fact, he considered the place so

attractive that he suggested that his innkeeper
advertise to draw a crowd to his deserted inn.

The proprietor was astonished that Ronald did

not know what kept people away from Cassis
—a room in the inn was haunted and he him-
self had seen the strange, bloody hands float

in and out during the night. Strange, phos-
phorescent, glowing red hands and sometimes
gleaming green eyes visited the room each
night. The innkeeper's story interested Ron-
ald and he tried hard to assign the appearance
to some natural cause. The man insisted he
had no enemies and that the apparition was
not the trick of a practical joker: there were
no close neighbors who could enter the room:
and since the appearance of the ghost twelve
years before, he had frequently changed ser-

vants. Ronald attributed the story to some
superstitution and asked to sleep in the room
that night. Reluctantly, the innkeeper con-
sented. After a hard day's fishing Ronald slept

like a log and was disturbed by nothing. The
second night he had the same experience, but

the third night he was awakened from his

sleep suddenly and saw the hideous hands
about three feet in front of him. They were
just as the innkeeper had described them.
Ronald called, but received no answer from the
apparition. Then he seized his revolver from
under his pillow and fired: the hands disap-

peared and he heard the window glass shatter.

Turning on the light, he ran to the window.
The hands seemed to be traveling towards the

house in front of the inn. The next evening
Ronald called on the seamen who owned this

house. He was a friendly old soul and cheer-
fully answered all of the young man's ques-
tions about the hands. He assured Ronald that
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,ll jri't to fish

1- visiteil him, and turning the
ng- he beg'iin talking about some
catches. It grew dark and the
led on the porch discussed the
ig. Suddenly Ronald looked up
HK.i-e Ihan three feel in front of
lile, gleaming hands of the pre-
lUlering a piercing .vhriek, his
lerves gave way and he collapsed

next day Ronald Knright was on his
inie to beg Selma's forgiveness. Under
eetheart's sheltering care, Ronald was
able to forget the bloody hands of fire.

LEARNING THE WAY TO ROMANCE
Delia O'Halloran

RfHY O'LEARY was the youngest child of
a large familly. The O'Learys had a
farm about five nlile^ from a small coun-

try town, and Ruby grew up roaming around
the country on horseback. Because she was
the youngtsi, she did lillle around the house,
and left Ihe chores to her older sisters. By
the time she was seventeen, she was a wild,
hoideni:-.h beauty with little useful knowledge
to her credit. She traveled around with a
neighboring farmer's daughter who was fast
acquiring a bad reputation among the local
boys. When the 0'T>earys learned that Ruby
was chumming with the village bad girl, they
sent her to a nearby city to free her from
such a pernicious influence. Ruby soon found
that her lack of education made it hard for
her to do any sort of work. She finally sec-
ured a position in a dress factory where the
long hours and difficult work tired out the
young country girl. She longed to escape
from her environment and not wishing to re-
lurn to the farm, she decided to marry the
fiist eligible man who presented himself.
Ceorge McNamus happened to be the man and
Ruby married him after a hasty courtship.
She was surprised to find that her marriage
increased rather than lessened her difficulties.
George earned little and Ruby did not know
how to manage on his salary. Though the
pair were very much in love, George was soon
discouraged at Ruby's failure in running their
small Hat. Ruby tried hard to improve her-
self, but skill came to her very slowly. The
couple could ill afford the baby that was born
to them the year after their marriage, and
George went without lunches to help pay for
the luxuries Ruby demanded for her child. Six
months later the young wife learned that her
husband had consumption and would have to
move up to a high altitude. The family mi-
grated to Denver, where Ruby was forced to
work in a factory to keep her sick husband
and infant son. Stern necessity forced her to
develop into an expert factory worker and her
ability was at length rewarded by a job as
forelady. George grew worse and died after
a year's illness. The young widow remained
in Denver for some time, but at length, hear-
ing her mother was ill, decided to return to
the farm. The O'Learys were astonished at
the change in Ruby, for this capable and effi-
cient person hardly seemed like the untamed
youngster who had left their home a few years
before. The girl took excellent care of her old
mother and father and also supervised the
farm. After the death of her parents RuViy
decided to sell the farm that had been left
her and go to the city again. This time she
liaveled to New York with her three year old
son and opened a dressmaking establishment.
It proved a real success. It was through busi-
ness that Ruby met young Walter Poster, who
earned his living by selling silks and velvets.
Walter fell very much in love with his charm-
ing customer and began calling on Ruby for
social as well as business reasons. Ruby soon
found herself in love with the handsome Wal-
ter, though she feared that he might not like
little George and so did not encourage his suit.
One day she presented her young son and saw-
that the two took to each other at once 'I'hal
decided it for Rubv, who agreed tr) marr\-
Walter without further delay. Their married
life was ideally happy, for Ruby had learned
her lesson well.
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PAWNS OF DESTINY
Mrs. Eveline Haig

AI.I.A.X KENT did not enjoy the noisy
amusement park, and he bid good-bve
lo nis friends and walked toward tii,-

slaliini alone. Suddenly a girl ai>iiroached
him on the lonely road and told him she was
leiiig followed by a man. Allan seared off
the masher and then offered to escort the
girl home, .'-ilie was nmisinilly attractive and
said her name was .\larj..iie Ennis. Allan
asked if he couldn't se.- hi-r again, but she
told him she was engaged to be married. The

felt

ing
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li. fei-,. the \-essel riM.'lled its des-
^Mhil-lipe, a hr:,\y foL; ol,scored the

sea. hiiiiim ibe iii,L;bt ilu' TKurii' struck a
derelici l.i:it mikI a leak dex-elopcd. The ship
was without radio and the captain ordered the
pumps applied. In a few hours it was appar-
ent that the TROPIC was sinking and would
never make port. Life boats were manned
and women and children ordered aboard.
Though Allan longed to be on deck to assure
himself of Marjorie's safety, his duty was in
the en.£;iiie loom, and he remained there until
the ca|i(aiii finally told the crew to abandon
the boat. .Something stopped him as he rushed
upstairs with bis companions and he decided
to make sure that .Marjorie was out of her
ealiiii, lie Inniiil tb,. Kirl une.niseious on the
n.Hii-, li,. pieke.l h,.r ui. ill bis arms and ear-
ned lier on .le,-k. ni,i>- i,, see the last life boat
Willi e,'i],t,iiii iniil eiew |)ull off. Frantically
he ,li,i|,i,e.l il.iwii two deck doors leading to the
salon and inipvuxised a crude raft. Grabbing
some food and water, he placed it on the raft.
Then with aid from the now conscious Mar-
jorie, the pair carried the frail craft to the
lower side of the sinking vessel and set it

afloat. They climbed in, and Allan rowed
furiously with a long board for an oar. When
they were out of danger from the suction of
sinking TROPIC, he relaxed his ef-
lorts and comforted his frightened companion.
During the two days that followed, the close
proximity of these lovers gave them courage,
tut when food and water were gone and no
ship had passed them, they began to despair
of being saved. Marjorie decided to tell Allan
of her past, for she believed death only to
be a matter of a few hours. Her family had
been wealthy and brought her up in luxury.
Misfortune came suddenly — first there were
business reverses and then both her parents
had died. Marjorie had a hard time support-
ing herself, for she had never been trained to
earn her living. For two years she had worked
in a department store, until in a fit of des-
pair she had answered a matrimonal ad. She
shamefacedly confessed that she had never
seen the man she had planned to marry in
Guadaloupe. Allan klL.sed her when she com-
pleted her story, and comforted by his caress,
the exhausted girl dropped off to sleep. Allan
looked at her tenderiy and then decided on
the kindest course. In another few hours he
knew they both would be crazed by thirst
and exposure. Pulling out his revolver he
aimed it at the sleeping girl, but suddenly it

dropped limp in his hand. In the distance he
beheld the gleaming binnacle of a ship. Wak-
ing his eompanion, they both waved frantically
without attracting attention. Then Allan fli ed
bis i>isiol in the air and much to his joy the
vessel answered with a blast from its siren.
That night Allan and Marjorie were united
by the captain of the rescue ship.

THE PRICKLY BURR

E. C. Kaburick

SAJiriCL BLAKLDWELL and .lake Lebstein
were liusiiiiss rivals and bitter enemies.
The i:iake\\-'-ll store where everything

from nMH.iisliiii.- to umbrellas was dispensed
grew more prosiierous, while the Lebstein em-
porium was losing business rapidly. Jake Leb-
i-tein suspected that Blakewell was a receiver
of stolen goods and that this accounted for the
bargains he sold. He communicated his sus-
picions to Patrick McGoorty, the policeman
on the beat. Patrick knew that Lebstein's
claims were true, but did nothing about the
matter, because Blakewell supplied him with
free drinks. .lake and several other store-
keeiieis grew desperate and through Patrick
1 ribed the bootlegger, .leiinings. to adulterate
tlie liiiuor eorisigned to Blakewell. In a month's
I tine Blakewell and his enii)lo\ees were run
down and sickly from the slightly poisonous
liooze the.v were consuming. Customers, too,
noticed the effect of Blakewell's drinks and
no longer patronized the store. Lebstein and
the other merchants gained their trade back.

Hazel Blakewell and Tony Lebstein went
together despite the opposition of their par-
ents. Hazel was not sure whether she loved
Tony or Larry JIcGoorly, Patrick's son, but
when ber father's business de, lined, she for-
,Kot ber own romances and tried lo get to
the liollom of the trouble. She rei'alled that
Patrick McGoortv had stopiied iiing to her
father's, for drinks several weeks before any
ill defects wire noticed from the liquor and
rightly suspected that he bad something to
do with her family's misfortune. One night

Ihe clever girl saw him leaving Lebsteins' with
a small package under his arm, and followed
him to the outskirts of town where .lennings'
still was located. When she watched Patrick
count out a roll of bills and give them to
the bootlegger, she planned her course. She
hurried back to town and met Larry, asking
him about the dealings his father had with
.lennings. Larry declared he onl>- knew they
bought him his new racoon coat and a|i|ie.iied

quite callous when Hazel said this deal was
ruining her father. Hazel was deepl\ hurt \>y

Larry's indifference and decided to appeal to
his laiber, laiiiek was frightened and ashamed
at Hazel's aeei:saiion and promised her not
to continue in the plot. After he had given
up his role of go-between, his conscience was
clear for the first time in months and he went
to confession determined to reform.

Hazel next called on Tony and told him
what she had seen. He expressed sorrow at bis
father's activities and regretted that liusi-
pess re\'ei ses had led him to such a course.
Tony told Hazel he would try to prevent Mr.
Bel st<'iii from doing this again, and begged her
not to bold bis father's wrong against him.
He told Hazel be loxed b.-r and offered to be
converted, if slie would inarr\- liini, 'I'he girl
was deeply tonele.d and agreed tn eloi.e with
him that night. .After a quiet wedding by
the justice of peace, they summoned their
families. Pandemonium broke loose when the
Lel.s^eins and Blakewells faced each other and
found their children married. Both sides
threatened vengeance and financial ruin to the
other. Finally Hazel quieted the families down
and announced she had a plan that would
straighten out all differences. Six montlis
later the Blakewell-Lebstein store was Ihe
most prospei ous in town. It was managed
entirely by the young married couple who
dispensed with bootlegging and bribery and
found that honesty was the best policy after
all.

THE LIGHTHOUSE
Milla L. Illieva

THE opening of the summer season at Val-
demar found every young society girl in-
terested in the handsome male who was

seen padding alone on the lake each after-
noon and evening. One evening at the club
Norma Ka.v announced triumphantly that she
had met this man of mystery. He was Jimmy
Coleman, popular Harvard senior, who was
earning his college tuition by coaching Lloyd
Cunning during the summer. Norma had
learned his identity and persuaded Lloyd to
make the introduction. She had a date to go
paddling with Jimmy that evening and foi-esaw
another conquest in the horizon. Her friends
looked at her with envy as she tripped off to
meet Jimmy. For the rest of the summer the
club girls regarded Jimmy as another of
No; ma's adoring swains, although the truth
of the matter was that Norma had to work
her hardtst to keep Jimmy interested. Jimmy
watched this frivolous butterfly falling in love
with him and gloated over the heartache he
was causing.

S,\lvia Ray was earning money for college
by working as cigarette girl in the beach club.
She, too, had noticed Jimmy and longed to meet
him as much as any of the society gir-ls she
coiistantLv heard speculatiirg on his every
move. Sylvia was attractive, but felt she
could never compete with the girls at the club,
many of whom were beautiful as well as ex-
quisitely gowned. For the first few weeks of
her stay at 'Valdemar, she wandered about en-
tirely alone. Then one afternoon when she was
exploring the old lighthouse above the lake
for want of something better to do, she trip-
ped and twisted her ankle. Below on the water,
Jimmy had witnessed the accident, and came
to her assistance. He bandaged her ankle
and carried her down to his canoe, tin tin-

way back to the club, Jimmy felt himself re-
sponding naturally to frank, wholesome Sylvia,
and tried to check his enthusiasm. Sylvia no-
ticed his mood change from cordially to aloof-
ness and tried to fathom the cause. Sln-
cbangi-d the subjects of conversation sevei-al
times and nnall> mentioned that she was
working ber wn.\ ibrough college. Before he
could enteb himself. .limmy was telling her all
about bis work and plans, and when Sylvia
arrived at her desination, she had a date with
him for the following- evening. It did not take
long for Norma to learn that Jimmy was tak-
ing Sylvia out too, and though ber iiride was
piciued, she was confident of success.
The season flew by and the summer colon.v

was about to break up. In the afternoon .Vorma
went for her last cfinoe trip with .limmy and
hoped that the young man would declare him-
self. Suddenly .limmv turned Ibe conversa-
tion lo the ,-ill-importaiit subject and asked
Norni:-i if slie l.i\-ed bini. .\nniia i-e|ilii'd with
a gushing yes, iiiid lisleiied to .liininj- burst out
laughing. Finally he stopped long enough to
tell her he had once been in love, too, and
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that a girl like hei- had jilted him tor a man
with money. Since then he had revenged
himself by leading girls on to love him and
then throwing them over. Norma whimpered
at the first blow Lite had ever dealt her and
made up her mind to make up with Billy Olston
that evening. Never again would she run
after a man.

In the evening Jimmy took Sylvia for a
canoe ride and planned to treat her in the

same manner as Norma. But, somehow, Syl-

via's aincere admission of love was too much
for him and he was carried away by an over-

whelming feeling of tenderness towards her. In

a torrent of disconnected words, he confessed
the love that he had been trying to conquer
and begged her to marry him. Sylvia was the

happiest girl in the world as she snuggled
deep in the arms of the erstwhile woman-
hater.

THE GIRL IN THE CAB
Olive F. Yorgenson

AT last it was agreed that Connie could

mai-ry Al Wolf when he received his

next promotion. Al was delighted that

the girl's parents had finally come around and
prayed for a murder to solve. He did not have
to wait long, for that very evening he was
called on a new case.

A man and woman had entered the cab

of Edward Russell and asked to be taken to a

popular theater. On the way there, the man
told the driver to drop him oft at the railway

station. When Ruf.sell arrived at the theater,

he found the beautiful girl in his cab had
been strangled to death. The next day Mrs.

Hodley identified the body as that of her niece.

She could not explain the murder; Mary Fill-

gart was apparently happy and engaged to be

married, she had no known enemies. "Wolf de-

cided to interview the girl's fiance and her

last employer. Howard Waters, the fiance,

was overcome when he learned of Mary's

death and could supply no clew as to the mur-
derer or the cause of the crime. Mr. Stores,

her employer, showed deep concern, but no

emotional reaction when he was informed of

Mary's death. His statement that Mary had
left him the week before to get a rest before

starting on a new and more important position

was corroborated by Mrs. Hodley. That night

when Al discussed the case with Connie he

admitted regretfully that he had no clews on

which to work. The next morning Mrs. Hod-
ley summoned him. During the night some-
one had entered her diSad niece's room and
rifled her bureau and desk. The prowler had
been scared away in the midst of his work
l.y the barking of the Hodley dog which gave
the alarm. A careful search of the room by

Al revealed a packet of love letters signed

Bob. Mrs. Hodley had never heard her niece

mention such a person, neither had Howard,
though Stores admitted he had heard Mary
talk of a Bob. But Al had also picked up a

watch charm which the midnight prowler had
dropped and before he left both men he com-
plained that his own watch was not running
well and that he needed a good repairman.
Walter made no comment on this, but Stores

recommended a local jeweler. Hurrying there

Al asked to see a watch charm similar to the
one Mr. Stores had purchased. The jeweler
showed him two models, saying Stores had
purchased one of these that very morning.
The other charm was identical to the one Al
had picked up. Stores was arrested and faced
with murder charges. At first he denied ev-
erything, but when confronted with the jewel-
er and the charms, he admitted he had been
in Mary's room after the murder to get some
papers. Al then demanded to know who Bob
was and why he had gone after the letters

for him. After a third-degree examination.
Stores revealed that he had a brother Bob
who was subject to fits of insanity. About a
year before Bob had worked in his office for
a time and fallen in love with Mary. She went
out with him without telling anyone, since his
mad fits were known about his town and she did
not wish to alarm her friends. Then Bob suf-
fered one of his periodic attacks and ^vent
away to an asylum. In the meantime, Mary
had become acquainted with Howard and fin-

ally had agreed to marry him. Bob was pro-
nounced cured at the tiine Mary's engagement
was announced, but this news brought on an-
other attack. He arranged a meeting with
Mary and then strangled her. After he had
committed this atrocious crime, he told his
brother everything. When Bob promised to
remain in an asylum the rest of his life. Mi'.

Stores had agreed to get the incriminating let-
ters. The successful solution of this mystery
brought Al a raise and a wife.

that surrounded his activities. AVhen Bill told

Tom Cassidy that he wished to join his mob
the latter welcomed him with open arms and
immediately began expanding his operations

to new territory. At the party the gang threw
to celebrate Bill's arrival the newcomer won
everyone's approval. Cassidy's moll, Julia,

brought a friend, Nancy Weeks, to the affair,

and found much to her sorrow that her man
found Nancy most attractive and ceased his

attentions in her own direction. By the time
Julia had a few drinks to console herself for

her sweetheart's fickleness, her temper became
ugly and she was ready to murder Tom. Bill

who was talking over future plans with some
of the gang was informed that a brawl seemed
imminent. Stalking over to the scene of action

he began talking to Nancy and soon the pair
went into the next room to dance. Tom and Julia
made up, and Bill was credited with discre-

tion and tad for successfully handling this

ticklish situation. After that Nancy was con-
sidered Billy's girl, and the young man did not
regret the choice. Nancy was beautiful, and
seemed too sweet and refined for her present
environment. Bill hoped when he finished his
job to lift her out of this mire.
The Cassidy gang, with Billy's aid, planned

a huge bank robbery. Every member was
needed for the job. Nancy was decoy, Tom
was to give the signal for the attack, and
Billy was to rush in with the mob. Every-
thing went off without a hitch, but just as the
gang was collecting the loot, the police rushed
in on all sides. Tom Cassidy was felled by a
bullet almost immediately, and when their

chief dropped dead, the morale of the mob col-

lapsed. Most of the gangtsers surrendered
without a struggle. Nancy had been watching
Billy stand aside during the fray and wondered
why no policeman captured him. Suddenly,
she saAv him make a move to leave the bank,
and sure of her duty, she shot him in the
arm before he could escape. Then she ran
over to the wounded man and began to cry.

Billy smiled weakly and asked her how she
found out about him. She did not reply to his
question, 1-ut answered sadly that she was a
detective. I^.illy started, murmured that he,
too, was a coijper, and fell back unconscious.
At the ho.^piiui next day Nancy nursed her
woundfil .sw . .iheart and bitterly regretted the
rule ili;il li.cps a detective from knowing
his Mss(, chill, workers. The following week
Bilb' ani.l Xancy received promotions for tip-
ping off the police about the bank robbery.
After their chief had congratulated them, they
each recjuested a vacation, and finally con-
fessed to their smiling superior they planned
to honeymoon during the holiday.

BILLY'S SHADOWS
Marvin C. Unden

BILLY Day was a gangster with a repu-
tation, and a dreaded power in the un-
derworld. Everyone knew him, everyone

feared him, but none could pierce the mystery

THE DUMMY
Stev art Hillard

THE usual scene was being enacted between
an irate, worldly father and a headstrong,

love-sick son. Mary McDonald, cashier
at the Forrest Drug Company, was the girl in
the case, and Mr. Trenery was determined
that Paul would not marry her. As he had
foreseen, his son refused to take his advice
and work as a seaman for six months on one
of his Ijoats until he had forgotten Mary. That
evening tis Paul was returning home from
Mary's three tough huskies seized him in his

car and forcibly escorted him to his father's

freighter, the ANTILLES. After the ANTILLES
sailed, Paul knew there was nothing to do
but sign up for the voyage. During the days
that followed,. "Dutch" Berger, one of Paul's
escorts, made things difficult for the inexperi-
enced seaman. Finally Paul put some of his
college boxing lessons to good use, and downed
Dutch after a terrific fight. Thereafter, Dutch
treated Paul as his master and best friend,
and the two practised boxing during their
spare time. Dutch figured that if Mr. Tren-
ery paid once to have his son carried to the
boat, he would pay again. With this in mind
he suggested to Paul that they skip the ANT-
ILLES in Buenos Aires and train Paul to con-
tend for the South American championship.
Paul agreed to the plan: the two men worked
as stevedores during the day, while Dutch
tiained Paul by night. As soon as Dutch
learned that Mr. Trenery had offered a reward
for the discovery of his son, he wrote the father
that he was guarding Paul until he arrived.
News of the young man's disappearance
brought Mary McDonald to visit Mr. Trenery.
In spite of his resolutions, Mr. Trenery was
charmed by the girl and was forced to admit
to himself that she was not the scheming
gold-digger he pictured.

In the meantime, Paul going under the pic-
turesque title of The Dummy, since he knew
no Spanish, fought the champion of Buenos
Aires successfully. Dutch thought he would
make some easy money as Paul's manager,
before he returned the youth to his father's
boat, aSd persuaded Paul to go to Rio de

Janeiro to challenge the South American cham-
pion. On arriving in that city, the two men
steered clear of Americans and tended strict-

ly to the business of training. The day of the
l-ip; fight found Paul fit as a fiddle and con-
fident of success. A large, enthusiastic crowd
welcomed the challenger. In the first round
The Dummy was not up to par and in the
second he just escaped being knocked out com-
pletely. During his second rest period he sud-
d -nlv discovered Mary by his side and he ntade
up his mind he would win for her sake. In
the third round the champion was knocked
out and Tlte Dummy was proclaimed the vic-
tor. After the excitement died down Paul
found Mary and his beaming father offering
congratulations. The youth hesitated to em-
brace the girl in front of his fat:her, but old
Mr, Trenery soon allayed his fears.

"Kiss her. my boy," he said, "and then
shake hands with a real dummy."

EAGLES OF JUSTICE

William B. Morris

THE Georgie Wolf Gang was feared by the
police of Canada, because of its success
in a series of daring hold-ups and rob-

beries. The latest victim was Mary Jones,
daughter of Colonel Jones of the air force,
who had had a string of valuable pearls torn
from her neck in a fashionable night clul),

while a squad of the Wolf Gang pointed re-
volvers at the other guests in the club. Ser-
geant Burton, Mary's fiance, had vowed venge-
ance as he watched the bandits making away
with the girl's pearls. Colonel Jones assigned
him to the case and offered him airplanes to
locate the hangout of the gang. Burton, a
friend. Lieutenant Casper, and a fleet of planes
and inen traveled to the Lake Ontario forests
where the gang was believed in hiding.
The first day of searching in airplanes found

Burton far in the lead of the others, when
his engine broke down and he was forced to
descend to earth in his parachute. His plane
which had fallen to the ground in a mass
of fianies was not discovered by the others,
neither was Burton found. Mary feared that
her fiance had been kdnapped by the Wolf
Gang, when she learned of his disappearance,
but Burton actually was afraid if he didn't
find the gang, he would starve to death. For
two days he wandered through the wood and
finally stumbled on an underground road which
led to the camp. There he silently sat in on a
conference in which he learned to his sorrow
that Lieutenant Casper had been killed and
several of his planes destroyed when the gang
fired machine guns at them. Burton decided on
a daring plan, and lifting up his chin he marched
to the center of the gang meeting and demanded
an audience with Wolf. He congratulated the
leader on his day's successes and said he
wished to join the winning side. After a len-

gthy talk. Wolf was convinced of Burton's
sincerity and he was admitted to the gang on
probation. In a few weeks Burton had learned
the exact location of the camp and how to
reach the underground road that led to it.

Conscious that he was being watched, he aided
the gang in several raids in Toronto and
other cities. When he was ready to act, he
posted a letter to Colonel Jones to meet him
at a certain spot on Lake Ontario with a band
of picked men. Burton slipped out of the
camp at midnight, met the colonel, and led a
fighting force to the gangsters' lair. Dis-
turbed from sleep, the gang was unable to
shoot with its usual precision, and all, includ-
ing the leader, were captured. It was Lieut-
enant Burton who married Mary Jones the fol-

lowing week.

BLACK LIES

Mr D. H. Dudley

BEFORE Captain Albert Meres sailed for

France to serve in the American Expedi-
tionary Force, he brought his motherless

daughter to New York and left her in the
charge of Aunt Irene Berry. Then he instructed
Joyce not to worry, but to communicate with
his lawyer, Alexander Grant, if anything did

happen to him. Joyce was very unliappy in her
new home. Mi's. Berry was anxious to marrj'
her own daughter, Louise, to some wealthy
man, and resented the fact that Joyce was
much prettier than her child. She never al-

lowed Joyce to appear, if they had company
and did all she could to make the girl uncom-
fortable. Joyce prayed for her father's speedy
return and found her only consolation in read-
ing his cheerful letters. After the girl had
lived at the Berrys' for several months, she
learned that her aunt was living way beyond
her , means. In the hope that Louise would
make a brilliant marriage, Aunt Irene bought
her expensive clothes to make her look more
attractive, and was continually harassed by
bill collectors. Jack Graham was the man of
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Aunt Irenes choice, f(ir he wa.-; weultliy. hand-
soiiie. and had excellent family connections.
Aunt Irene did not know that Jack was also
kind, intelligent, and attracted to wholesome
rather than sophisticated women, for she was
hardly interested in his character.

l-'or six months Joyce heard from her father
regularly, then suddenly all his correspondence-
ceased. For months the worried girl could
learn nothing: of his fate, and her aunt seemed
to take it for granted that he was dead. One
day Aunt Irene and Mr. Grant informed the
unhappy girl that word had been received
fiom tlie war department confirming their sus-
picions. Mr, Grant added that her father had
a number of debts which had eaten up his

entire estate and that the girl was now penni-
le.ss. Aunt Irene suggested that Joyce remain
with her to serve as parlor maid. Having no
other alternative, Joyce became a servant in

her aunfs home. One day when the family
was out. Jack Graham called and began talk-

ing to the demure young maid. On learning

that she was a relative of the Eerrys, he be-
gan taking her out on the sly. When they
became more intimate, Joyce told him her story.

Jack surprised her by saying he had often
heard his father talk of Captain Meres and
believed he had visited their house the week
before. The next day Jack excitedly told

Joyce that her father was alive and that he
w;u: bringing him to the Berrys' in disguise.

That night Joyce ushered her bewhiskered
father into the drawing room. After a short
conversation, Captain Meres tore off his dis-

guise and revealed his identity to .\unt Irene
and her daughter. The lady fainted and,
when she came to, pleaded for mercy. Finan-
cial embarassment had driven her to take ad-
vantage of her charge. When no news ar-
rived from the captain, she w-as convinced he
w-as dead, and persuaded Mr. Grant to tell Joyce
that word of his death had arrived. Then
she and Grant divided Mr. Jleres' estate be-
tween them and left the unfortunate girl with-
out a penny. Hnrritled that their lilack lies

and sinful dishoiu-sty liad been discovered, the
guilty couple made good most of their debt.
And Joyce, not Louise, married Jack Graham.

DEPORTED
George V. Carlisle

AX epidemic of smallpox ravaged the little

Russian village where the Chervinskys
lived, and fifteen-year-old Ivan Chervin-

sky lost both his mother and father in one
fell blow. Bravely the young boy resolved to

lake care of his twin brother, Gregor. During
the years that followed Ivan brought his bro-
ther to America and succeeded in educating
him. The two young men were entirely dif-

ferent types—Ivan was dependable, hard-work-
ing, and loyal; Gregor was brilliant, unstaple.
and fiercely ambitious. He cherished a secret
dream of returning to his native land in tri-

umph and impressing his old friends with his
importance. For this end he allied himself tc.>

the Communist Party and preached their cause
in Xew York. His handsf.'me face iind magne-
tic personality made him a ^;uccessful soap-box
orator and daily his declamations against the
government of the United States grew more
bold. Ivan begged him to soften his words,
1 ut his admonitions of caution only spurred
Gregor on to more reckless speech.

Maria Trepoft belonged to a family of Rus-
sian nobles who had lost everthing in the re-

volution. Her father, impractical and unused
to working, depended on his daughter to run
his grocery store. Both the Chervinsky bro-
thers had been smitten by Maria's charms,
and characteristically Gregor's suit was suc-
cessful. It was a bitter pill for Mr. Trepoff
to swallow, but he finally was forced to con-
sent to his daughter's engagement to the low-
born Gregor. About a month before his wed-
ding day Gregor began a reckless speech in

the Bowery. A patriotic policeman heard
some of his treasonable remarks and decided
to arrest him. In the scuffle that followed,
Ivan took his brother's place on the speakers
box to save him for Maria. He was arrested
and deported for treason. Gregor was deeply
m<ived by his brother's sacrifice and from thai
day (m abandoned his career as agitator.

Five years later Ivan was working hard in
Russia, and finding no hope of happiness in
the future. Separated from the two he loved
most in the world, he had found no fine to
fill their place. He longed to return to the
"land of opportunity", but realized regretfully
that he could never gain admittance. Coming
home from w^ork one day, he stood transfixed
as he saw ilaria standing before him. Briefly
she sobl)ed out her story. Gregor and she had
made a great success of the grocery store and
had decided to pay Ivan a visit in Russia.
Gregor had become ill on the boat coming over
and had died shortly after he reached Russian
soil. Maria had him buried secretly al night
and now offered his passport to the deserving

Ivan. Together the pair returned to America
where Ivan soon pn>ved an indispensable aid
to Maria in the store. Since the night of
Ivan's great sacrifice, Maria had appreciated
his worth, and she was glad to become his
bride the following year.

THE MAN WITHOUT DECISION

Jacob Bunk

OXE of Solon's laws was that, in case of
insurrection in the city, he who does not
attach himself to either party or act on

either side, shall be branded with civic infamy.
Solon's theory was that neutrality in a dis-
turbed condition of the state indicates either
indifference to public well-being, or the most
sordid selfishness.

Many instances in history and the Bible il-

lustrate how great men are those who are able
to come to a decision. Perhaps the one that
best lends itself to a talkie movie of the day
is that of Daniel. It is impossible to appreci-
ate Daniel's action without a knowledge of the
circunistances under which he acted.
Among the Judean hills was a walled city,

the only city on earth where the true God
was worshipped, and His ordinances observed.
His people w-ere gathered here in their temple
for services. Far away in the rich valley of
Mesopotamia rested another city, the greatest
that the pride of man has ever built. A wall
;!no feet high, so feet wide, and -So miles long,
surrounded this city, '\^'ithin this was the pal-
ace of the king. It was like a city itself,

seven miles around. On the walls of the palace
were painted vast scenes, and its gardens rose
one above another like a succession of moun-
tains.

The message of the king came to Daniel. A
message- that he had been selected as a candi-
date for one of the offices of the king's court:
to become an inmate of the wonderful palace
of the king. How this call must have thrilled
him I As this w^onderful position so full of
hope and light, so full of honor and glory open-
ed up before him, how his ambitious heart
must have leaped within him with joy. See
him as he walked up the marble steps of the
palace before which he had once i-tood as a
s.ave. See him as he now walks up to be-
come an officer of the palace. See him as he
is conducted to his magnificent apartments in

the i^alace. Watch the light play upon his
saddened face as he takes in the gorgeous sur-
inundings into which he has been called. Be-
fore he has properly adjusted himself to his
surroundings, the dinner hour of the king has
arrived, and Daniel is presented wnth a portion
of the king's dinner. The meat which the
king ate is of a tempting savor and fragrance,
I'Ut Daniel knew how to meet a crisis. How
he withstood all in the face of opposition
makes a powerful conclusion to this story.

"Once to every man and nation comes the
moment to decide, in the strife of truth with
falsehood, for the good or evil side; then it is

the brave man chooses, while the coward
stands aside doubting, in his abject spirit, till

his Lord is crucified."

THE MONTPIELIER

Wi ily hadALL their lives the
a hai d time keeping the wolf from the
door. AVhen Mr. AA'inston married, he

was a sailor and could not give his wife much
money When his first baby was born, he
waj: an under officer and made very little.

Somehow the babies alw^ays came faster than
the raises: and when his oldest child had
gri>wn into a charming young woman, the
struggle had in no way lessened. Mrs. 'S\'"in-

ston had her hands full w'ith six children to
feed and clothe. She was glad that Sally, the
oldest child, would soon be married to Jimm.v
West, a handsome young sailor boy, but she
feared that her daughter would go through the
same struggle that she had. She longed to
talk the matter over with her husband to see
if anything could be done to hasten Jimmy's
advancement, and she awaited the return of
his boat with more than usual concern.
When Mr. Winston did get home he had m

wonderful .'-urprise for his family and when
they all were assembled in the dining room
he suddenly broke the news. The Blue Star
Line had niade him captain of their new boat,
the Alontpielier. Mrs. Winston rushed over to
kiss her husband and the rest of the family
join-.;d in cheers and congratulations. When
Captain Winston sailed on the ilontpielier he
had secured a job for Jimmy and the entire
family went down to the pier to see the men off.

The Montpielier was bound for South Amer-
ica, but soon after the boat left port it ran
int > a severe storm. In all his career as a

seaman. Captain Winston had never encoun-
tered such a gale, and it w-as not long before
the boat was disabled and calls for help sen;
out. Three ships answered the call and arrived
after the storm had subsided. Passengers and
crew were taken oft the sinking boat, and
when Winston was convinced that all

were off the Montpielier, he, too, left it.

In a few days he was back at the port
he had sailed from, but Jimmy was not with
him. A week went by and no one heard
from the young sailor. Sally was afraid he
had been left on the boat and gone down
with it, but the Captain was sure everyone
had been taken off. Wires were sent to the
boats that had aided in the rescue, but .Jimmy
was not located. The Winstons gave him uj)
for lost. Several months later Jimmy sud-
denly walked into the Win;i;on house and
rushed into Sally's arms. He had been injured
while aiding some passengers olT The Mont-
pielier and when he boarded one of the rescue
boats, he went straight to the bunk of a sailor
friend, and did not report himself. He col-
lapsed when he landed and was taken to a
hospital where his identity was unknown. Dur-
ing his illness he was too sick to notify Sally.
Sally was so glad to see him again that she
consented to his entreaties and married him
the next day. Captain Winston, who was ex-
onerated from all blame in connectioo witii
the Montpielier disaster, was given command of
another boat, and Jimmy was made first mate.
Happiness and prosperity reigned in the Win-
ston home at last.

THE RAVING

John Cowan

JAMES CROWELL sat in his comforlablc of-
fice with several cronies. It was after
business hourly and the noisy machines had

ceased clattering. From the neat closet in
Crowell's room he unlocked a small door, tak-
ing out glamorous looking bottles. Sampling
the pastel colored litiuid the boys became
enthusiastic about the magic water and took
more generous glasses. It did not take long
before they w^ere all boisterously drunk. The
liquor flowed through their sluggish veins stir-
ring the blood to high pressure and filling their
beaten spirits with the zest of Mving. Wives
were forgotten, as they sat in Jim'.s office,
feeling like powerful kings. Crowell began
droning out Edgar Allen Poe's "Raven", con-
fusing the words with parodies, and causing
his guests to shout against his 'raving.' So
inebriated was James, he saw the dark bird
sitting on his desk, looking mournfully at his
drunkenness. Amidst the gayety, the remind-
ing figure of the bird slipped in and out, des-
troying his complete revelry. Pointing his un-
si-eady finger at the imaginary raven, Jim
spoke to it, calling the thing his conscience.
The joyous chaos was interrupted by consis-
tent loud knocks on the door. Furtively James
gazed about the disordered, littered room. His
frightened expression could not have been more
intense, had he had an unknown woman in
the room. His intoxicated mind forgot the rap-
ping sounds in discordant, gay notes. But the
taps on the dnnr grew e\'er louder and more
insistent. (.juiekl>- .lilancing out of the window
at the ri.-kel\" firescape, he shoved his Pclis

out of the windcjw, breathing a silent prayer
for their safe descent in their present rather
shaky condition. Rapidly, he placed emptied
bottles and glasses with drops of delicious
liquors sticking tenaciously to their rims in

the closet. AVith an attempt at nonchalance,
he opened the much beaten door. His wife
stood outside, scowling at her pathetic husband.

In his dizziness, he remembered the slim
girl he had loved, who had developed into this
nagging, buxom woman. With loud, undigni-
fied scieams, i-he dragged her unsteady man
downstairs. As his stiff legs touched the steps,
he envied his happier companions who had
escaped a pleasanter way. Scolding him con-
tinually, they walked along the familiar streets,

which seemed to dance and bow before James.
Amused children followed, shouting 'dunken
man, drunken man'. At last they were safely
in the poi-tals of their modern apartment. Still

the harangue went on and on, like the mont)-
tonous refrain of a tune. Promising anything
and everything, including an abstinence from
potent drinks, his wife consented to let th<.

weary James sleep off his delicious stupor.

In his dreams, ravens danced about, beating

their dark wings and shrieking "nevermore."
The morning came with its light, fresh air.

Had anyone peeped in at James and his spouse,

a peaceful sight would have greeted their curi-

ous eyes. Peacefully they slept in each other
arms, oblivious of the quarrel they had had.
Again the wife melted back into the sweet
young girl James had loved. She had been
awakened by his "nevermore" spoken in his

sleep. Xot knowing he was visioning ravens,
she thought his unconscious mind was guiding
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him to abstinence.

COMMENCEMENT DAY
Renada Zaro

SHORTLY before her graduation from high

school Helen AAMseman dreamt she was a

great actress giving- a performance be-

fore the Queen of England. This dream
was upon a subject she had often thought

about during her waking hours, and the girl

decided that she would become an actress. On
Commencement Day the girl told her mother

of her plans for a career. iWrs. Wiseman was
not pleased at the news, for she foresaw the

difficulties that accompany a successful stage

career. However, her daughter's enthusiasm

won her over, and she resolved to do all she

could to help Helen attain her goal. Six months
in a school of dramatics followed for Helen and
then the girl obtained a small part in a stock

company. The hours of rehearsing were long

and the traveling from town to town arduous,

but mother and daughter stuck to this life for

more than two years. Then Helen felt she

had sufficient experience to try her luck in

the citv, and she came to New York. Her
first part in a Broadway show was a small

one—she only had two lines to speak, although

she was on the stage throughout the play. It

was her bearing and poise as .she stood m
the background for two hours each evening,

however, which attracted the leading man in

thr production,—Andres Frennd. Andres was
a popular matinee idol, but success had not

turned his head. He recognized Helen's lat-

ent talent and appreciated her tine character

and obvious refinement. Soon he realized he

was deeply in love with the beautiful girl and
asked her to be his bride. Helen fully reci-

procated his feelings, taut did not want to

marry until she had achieved more of a suc-

cess on the stage. When the show closed for

the season the two parted, but the understand-

ing between them was that they would marry

when Helen arrived at her goal. With so

much at stake, the girl's interest in her work

redoubled. She put all her effort in perfect-

ing the minor parts she played in subsequent

engagements. For several years it seemed to

Helen that she would never achieve a really

good part in which she could prove her worth.

Final'y she became understudy to one of the

leading dramatic actresses in the hope that

some day she would have a chance to play in

her roles. The opportunity arrived when this

actress was hurt in an automobile accident.

Helen played the role of the leading lady with

such histrionic ability that a producer who
witnessed the performance promptly gave her

a leading part in one of his plays. She made
a decided hit in her new show and wrote to

Andres of her success. Andres hurried to New
York at the expiration of his contract abroad,

and lost no time in marrying the beautiful

Helen. After their honeymoon, a long-felt

wish of Helen's was gratified, for she played

opposite her husband in a successful Broadway
production.

Mary, while his superior sophistication got him
nowheres. He longed to prevent the approach-

ing marriage of his friends. Knowing that

Sam counted on spending most of the money
from his father's estate on the little home he
planned to buy for JMary, he told his friend

that the bank in which this money was de-

posited was unsafe and that he had better

transfer it to another bank which Bill would
vouch for. Trusting Sam drew out his money
and started to the bank Bill had pointed out.

On his way there, he was held up by a masked
robber and forced to surrender his entire for-

tune. Heart-broken, Sam rushed to tell Mary
of his misfortune; the pair realized sadly that
their wedding would have to be postponed in-

definitely. While they were consoling one an-
other, Bill walked in and asked Mary to dance
with him. Feeling unusually happy, he began
executing fancy steps and high kicks. Sud-
denly, Sam saw a black mask drop out of

his friend's pocket. In a flash, he knew the
truth and accused Bill of the theft. The latter

confessed and returned the money, when Sam
promised not to turn hiin over to the police.

Mary and Sam were joyfully married the fol-

lowing day.

MUSIC AND MONEY

J. C. Parker

SAM JONES visited the city for the first

time Having always lived on a farm, he

walked through the city streets like a

greenhorn Bill Lane, who had moved to town

a few years before, washed to have some fun

at the newcomer's expense, and offered to show

Sam a good time. The pair boarded a street

car and, since it was Sam's first ride m such

a conveyance, his awkwardness started everyone

laughing. Bill enjoyed the joke more than

anyone and thought what a god time he would

have with Sam that evening. The two called

on the Lee sisters—Mary, Susie, and Bet—who
were the reigning belles of the neighborhood.

After the introductions were made, Bill sug-

gested a game of bridge. Of course, Sam had

to confess that he never played cards and

then submit to the lesson which his friend

volunteered. The presence of the girls com-
pletely disconcerted him and Bill cruelly showed
up his inability to learn. After that ordeal

was over. Bill told Sam to dance with the

o-irls while he played the piano. Sam did not

know how to dance either, but Mary kindly

offered to teach him. Bill tittered with Susie

and Bet over Sam's efforts, though Mary found

her pupil an apt learner. Finally, Bill sug-

gested that Sam take his place at the piano.

To his surprise, Sam was an excellent pianist,

for his mother had been a piano teacher be-

fore her marriage and had taken great pains

with his musical education. After playing

dance music for a time. Bill switched to old

favorites, while the girls listened spellbound.

When he said good-bye at the end of the eve-

ning, Mary made him promise to come to see

her again. Then followed happy weeks for

Sam as Mary's sweetheart. Bill was furious that

his simple friend should have succeeded with

THE LONE WOLF OF ALASKA
Tlielia Ingolew Dow/cinen

BARRY GTE realized that he was the only
prospector left of the little band that had

set out over the frozen wastes of Alaska
the year before. All his companions had died
of diphtheria, from which he had miraculously
recovered without medical aid. He decided to

give up his idea of finding gold and flee from
ths unfriendly land. While he was gathering
his things together, he noticed a black speck
moving along the horizon. He watched fas-

cinated, hoping it would prove to be some-
one who would travel with him to civilization.

Much to his horror, Barry finally saw that the
unknown creature was a wolf who was ap-
proaching him rapidly. He hurried into his

shack and bolted the door. The wolf planted
itself at the threshold and Barry suddenly no-

ticed it carried a letter in its mouth. Taking-

out his gun, he opened the door and took the

message. The note was a call for help from
a Bertha Brown and instructed the finder to

follow Toko, her trained, domesticated wolf.

Barry took up his pack and followed the wolf
further into the wilderness. After a two days'

tramp, he reached the shack where Bertha
Brown mourned the loss of a dear one, who
had been stricken with diphtheria. Barry
comforted this beautiful, forlorn young woman
and offered to take her back with him. On
the trail home they camped overnight beside a

river with Toko on guard, and the next morn-
ing noticed gold in its water. The pair staked
out a claim and then proceeded on their way.
They next came to a small settlement where
all "had died but a seasoned old prospector.
Uncle Natty, and Janet Bruce, a young woman
who was athirst with a lust for riches. Uncle
Natty decided to trek home with the young
couple so Janet -was forced to go back, too,

since she could not stay alone in the wilderness.
This young woman directly turned her atten-
tion to Barry and tried to alienate him from
Bertha of whom he had grown genuinely fond. In

a fit of jealously, she told Barry that the

man Bertha mourned was her lover with whom
she had lived as a wife. Barry asked Bertha
at tr.e first opportunity if she had been mar
ried and she answered negatively. For sev-
eral days Barry was not himself and at length
he decided to forget Bertha's past and
declare his love. When Barry told her final-

ly that he wished to marry her and cared no-
thing about her former sweetheart. Bertha ex-
plained that her companion in the shack was
her brother. The misunderstanding was clear-
ed and the pair became engaged. Janet was
furi-ous when she learned how her plans had
miscarried and resolved to gain a fortune,
if she could not win a husband. One night
when the party was a day's journey from Nome
she slipped away with the claim, while her
con-ipanions slept. But the faithful Toko sensed
trouble and awoke Bertha and Barry. Find-
ing Janet and the claim missing, they began
/- hot pursuit. The fleeing girl was captured
and the young couple n-iagnanimously forgavt
her. Barry sold the claim for a huge sum and
then lost no time in marrying Bertha. To-
gether they set sail on their honeymoon for
the sunny South with enough money to keep
them comfortable for the rest of their days.
And they did not forget to provide a com-
fortable home for Toko!

palace overloaded with knick-knacks and bnc-
a-brac and swarming with liveried servants.

There was only one thing Daddy Dimond was
more proud of than his world riches and that

was his children. He was blessed with three

sets of twins—Daisy and DoUie, eighteen; Dor-
othy and Dimple, sixteen; and Diana and Dol-

ores, fourteen. On this particular morning
Daddv Dimond was sipping his coffee in his

ornate breakfast room when Daisy and Dollie

1 urst in the room and announced they wanted
to go on the stage. Wadsworth Dimond was
horrified at the idea. He had other plans

for his daughters and didn't hesitate to tell

them that he wished to see them married to

wealthy young men instead of becoming act-

resses. They reminded him that their mother
was an actress, but this made no difference

to their worldly father, who refused to give

them the ten thousand dollars they needed to

embark on stage careers. The girls left the

room much annoyed, but returned in a few
minutes shrieking in terror at the man in the

room. Daddy Dimond was too upset by their

original request to realize that they were de-

monstrating their histrionic ability and whsn
they finally explained the panic, he wrote out

a check for ten thousand dollars. The twins

sang a song when they received the money
and rushed from the room. Dorothy and Dim-
ple danced in a second later and made the

same request as their older sisters. Dimond
pleaded that they should remember their posi-

tion and they retorted that he shouldn't for-

get he started life with nothing. The har-
assed father then argued that they didn't know
how to act, whereupon the girls went through
a difficult dance routine with perfect form and
grace. They next favored their father with
a charming song, and Daddy was forced to

grant their demand for ten thousand dollars.

They left the room in triumph and Daddy
Dimond went back to his coffee. He was
interrupted, by the entrance of two young
masked bandits wildly brandishing pistols. The
pair at the point of a gun forced Daddy to

write out two checks for ten thousand dol-

lars. Then they pulled off their masks and
revealed themselves as the youngest set of

twins. Their father was furious, but rather
then stop the checks; he decided on another
way to bring his daughters to their senses.

The next day he called on their manager,
Hatton, who for a large sum promised to see
that the show was a failure.

Meanwhile the six girls rehearsed regularly.

Daisy and Dollie developed more than a pro-

fes;^ional interest in the two men who played
opposite them—Tom and Jim. The love songs
that this foursome practised over and over
were soon sung from the heart, and the man-
ager grew alarmed at the dramatic skill of this

quartet. The opening night of the TRIPLE
TWIN DIAMONDS' REVUE found Daddy
Dimond waiting to magnanimously forgive his

eiiing daughters and welcome the unsuccess-
ful young actresses to the parental hearth.

He laughed with glee as the scenery toppled

down in the first number and then noticed the

rest of the audience was laughing too, for it

took this mishap as part of the comedy. In

subsequent acts- the lighting went amiss and
the stage hands bungled the sets, but this was
laken good naturedly by the audience, which
was captivated by the beauty and ability of

the six dancing Dimonds. Much to his sur-

prise after the show. Daddy Dimond found
himself congratulating his successful daugh-
ters along with admiring crowds. And when
Daisy and Dollie introduced him to their

fiances, Tom and Jim, he was just as proud
of their choice as any father could be.

DADDY DIMOND'S DIAMONDS
Isabella Patton

DADDY DIMOND had made a tremendous
fortune which he enjoyed displaying in

lihe form of diamonds, jewelry, and osten-

tatious clothes. His home was a veritable

LOVE OR MONEY, WHICH?

Estelle Sierz

MARIETTA JOHNSON was disappointed

that her parents did not arrive on grad-

uation day. After the commencement
exercises she received a telegram saying that

her father had died suddenly at their summer
cottage in Yukoton and that her mother was
awaiting her there. On the train to Yukoton

Marietta met Ray Bradford headed for the same
place and found his tactful condolences com-
forting When the two arrived at their des-

tination. Marietta was introduced to Ray's

father, and suddenly remembered that Phillip

Bradford had been the subject of many quar-

rels between her father and mother. When
Phillip Bradford told her she resembled her

pretty mother, she was convinced he was the

man her father hated.
Mrs. Johnson gave her sorrowful daughter a

note from her father in which the dead man
wrote that he had been shot by a bitter en-

emy but that she should make no effort to

avenge him. When Marietta asked her mother
who the murderer was, Mrs. Johnson claimed

she had no idea. A few days later, Mrs. John-

son told Marietta that she intended to marry
her first lover, Phillip Bradford. This estranges
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ilu- liirl .-;till furtlier friiin her mother aiul,

at the s:ime time, fiuces her to be more inti-

mate with Ray with whom she spent her
days. C^>mins^ home unexpectedly one evetiing,

Ray overhears his father ordering; one of
his henohman to ahduct Marietta. The man
is loath to obey, liut Phillip growing insistent
reveals his reasons: "Johnson took my girl

ard 1 look his life: I am not finished until 1

lake his daughter, too. It will be a good joke
ott m.v son at the same time." Ray enters
the room and fights his father until the latter
pinniises to give up his nefarious plan. The
young man then leaves the house and spends
the night tramping the woods in anguish. The
next morning he learns that ilarietta has been
stolen. He rushes to Mrs. Johnson and the
frantic mother leads him to the den where she
and Phillip had spent many happy hours in

secret. There they discover Mr. Bradford at-
tempting the seducti'ni of Marietta. Ray again
fights his father and. freeing his sweetheart
from the idder man's clutches, they hurry
awa.v together. Mrs. Jf>hnson and Phillip are
left together; for the first time the woman
lealizes how bad her lover is and how much
she wronged her husband. Hiding her emo-
tion she walks with him to a high cliff over-
hanging the river and throws him over to
destruction, a second later plunging after him
If) death, ilarietta and Ray leave Yukoton
together and are later married.

Dorothy Simpson

A<;IRL stood watching the sea from above
a tiny cove. The sun was setting and she
scanned the horizon anxiously for sight

of her father's boat. It was Queer that he
hadn't come in from fishing yet. Sally was
paini.v worried. This was the climax of a
terrible day for her. That morning she had
summoned the doctor for her sick mother. He
had prescribed rest, no worry, and plenty
of nourshing food, and Sally relected bitterly
that it was just those things it was impossible
for her m.other to have. How could a woman
with seven children get any rest I There were
so many faces to wash, to many meals to pre-
pare, and so many dispositions to be treated
diplomatically. Of course, it was impossible
for her to explain to the doctor that the un-
paid bills for groceries, coal, and household
repairy caused her mother many sleepless
nights. Their larder was badly depleted and
Sally recalled how her younger brothers and
sisters had complained against the steady diet
of fried salt pork, bread, and tea.

Sally clenched her fists when she realized
how helpless she was. She was twenty-three
and married, a baby was on the way. Tom,
her husband, barely made enough to support
her. She could not help her family financially
at any time, but now it was impossible for her
to even lighten the housework for her mother.
Suddenly a new and terrifiying thought tore at
her soul. Suppose they found Dad's boat em-
pty- Suppose he had been overwhelmed with
accumulated worries and decided to end it all.
They would never know just what did happen
to him. Tears began to drip down her cheeks.
It was a long time since Sally had last cried,
but now as she sobbed quietly to herself all
the pent-up emotion of the day found release.
The family seemed to be born unlucky—her
father forever burdened with a rapidly growing
family and increasing expenses, her mother
wo:n out from frequent ehildbirths and the
care of seven children, her brothers and sisters
insufficiently fed, shabbily clothed. Her sobs
increa::ed, she became hysterical and her body
-shook violently. She longed for the comfort-
ing arms of Tom who somehow would sooth
these troubles away-
Suddenly Sally looked up through her tears-

There was her husband's motor boat entering
the harbour and her father was plainly re-
cognizable as he stood at the tiller of the boat,
his own small fishing smack drawn along b.v
the larger vessel. Sally could not run to
meet the boat as it made toward the wharf:
all her strength seemed to have oozed out iji

her tears, but somehow the moment she
knew her father was safe her fit of depression
vanished. Happiness and a sen.se of securit.v
canie back to her. She wondered why life at
one minute did not seem worth living and the
next seemed so infinitely precious. She felt
eiiual to facing any of life's battles, and could
not understand this wondrous change. She
onl.v knew that her mother would feel better
now.

JORGENSEN'S MYSTERY
A. R. Presa

.4('K SL'I-LIVAX came to Lemon Grove from
the East and bought the old .lorgensen
house from f)tli> Fritz. A few days after

- moved in he became acquainted with a

charming youn.g neighljor. Klsie Flint. Klsie

told him that the Jorgensen house was con-
sidered haunted. Just before the disappear-
ance of .1. J. Jorgensen ten years before the
house had been sold to Fritz. Fritz had sold
it l<) several people since, but all had dis-

appeared from the house under peculiar cir-

cumstances. It was claimed that Jorgensen
had cursed the house and that it now was
haunted. Jack expressed more amusement at

Elsie's story than fear, but that night some
shots were fired within close range of the
house and he overheard two men talking in

the garden. The next da.v he called on EIsi3
and met Fritz at her house. On hearing him
talk, -Tack was sure he was one of the men
he had heard the night before. Fritz seemed
very interested in Elsie, so to avoid any argu-
ment that might prove embarrassing to her
Jack left almost immediatel.v. After his de-
parture Fritz boasted to Elsie that Jack had
been nearly "bumped off" the night before and
said that soon the Jorgensen and Flint houses
would belong to him. When Elsie raised her eye-
brows in astonishment, Fritz sjjoke confidently
of their future marriage. After Elsie told him
emphatically that she would never marry him,
Fritz became worried that he had spoken so
freely.

Elsie confided ever.vthing to Jack who went
to seek the sheriff- On revealing his identity,

the sheriff claimed to have been looking for hiii'

and locked him up on a complaint made by
I'ritz. It was several days before the case
came up. Jack was released, of course, on the
charge of being a suspicious character, and
Judge Gentr.v congratulated him for trying to

l>rove the .lorgensen house was not haunted.
Jack hurried home and arrived just in time to

see Fritz and the sheriff seize Elsie and drive
off with her. When Jack reached the weeping
Mrs- Flint she explained that she and Elsie
1-ad come to look after his place while he was
in jail and that Fritz had grabbed the girl

without a word of warning. .lark guessed it

was because he feared she might talk too much-
In a second he scribbled a note to Judge Gentry
and gave it to Mrs. Flint to deliver. Then he
jumped in his racer and followed the kid-
nappers, but not before he had picked up a hand-
kerchief that Fritz had dropped during the
scuffle. After a hard days drive Jack over-
took the fleeing car. He put up a brave fight,

1 ut the odds were against him. since Fritz
and the sheriff had several guns between them
and Jack's automatic soon ran out of ammuni-
tion. Judge Gentry and his posse arrived just
in time to save the day, and the two kidnap-
pers were arrested. Jack lost no time in ac-
cusing Fritz of bein.sf the missing Jorgensen
and produced hit; handkerchief initialed J. J. J.

Seeing the game was up. Fritz confessed that
he had sold his house, frightened away the
r>ew ow-ner, and then foreclosing the mortgage
regained po5;session of the house. Under the
assumed name of Fritz he had repeated this

game several times always getting his house
i ack plus the first payment made by the vari-
ous buyers. The sheriff, who was also a law-
yer, had taken care of the legal end for him
and had -shared his profits. While Judge Gen-
try hurried away with his prisoners, Elsi;?

;ind Jack turned their backs to the company
and indulged in a sweet, long kiss of love.

THE PRICE OF FOLLY
Mike Beckett

MIKE BECKETT hated lo leave liis fiancee,

Sallv Brown, to take a job in a distant
town, but he realized that the position

offered him in Manfred might lead to a suc-
ce.ssful future. During his first weeks in the
new town, he wrote freciuently to Sally and
his loneliness was made bearable by the cheer-
ful, encouraging letters he received in return.
That was before he be.gan boarding at Farmer
Heine's house, for as soon as his eyes lighted
on the farmers daughter, Anne, Sally started
fading from his mind. Anne Heine was a
magnetic blond who seldom passed unnoticed
by any man, least of all by a lonely one. Anne
was bursting with life and good spirits and at
<mce felt srtrr.v for the homesick Mike. Her
feelings noon changed from pity to love and she
rejoiced when she saw how awed the young
man was in her presence. Inside of a year,
the pair w*ere married. Word of her fiance's

desertion reached poor Sally in short time and
the unhappy girl drank a bottle of carbolic
acid. Mike was summoned to her deathbed
by his brother and was overcome when he saw
what a tragedy he had unwittingly wrought.
When Anne's father died, the newlyweds

took f>ver the farm. After several seasons of

droughts and other disasters, they were forced
lo gve it up. Mike took a job with a neigh-
1 oring farmer and Anne took a position as
bf>usekeeper t^i a widower who lived some
twenty miles awa.v. She kept her little boy
with her. ilr. Anderson, the man for whom
she worked, was luit flirtatiously inclined, but

he was at imce struck by the beauty i>f his

housekeeijer. \Vlien he saw the care she took
of her son and his o\vi\ little girl, he was even
more inclined in her favor. The long evenings
when it was impossilile for Mike to visit his

wife, naturally threw the pair together. As is

tiue so often, prf*pint|uily bred love. For many
weeks the two were paiitfully conscious of their
mutual attraction and finall.v gave way to
their passion. At first Anne told Mike nothing
of this affair, but Frank Anderson so resented
her husband's presence, that he persuaded her
to confess her love. Mike w-as l)r<tken hearted
on learning of his wife's liaison, and fied to the
city. There, with no incentive to work, he
drifted into gang life. He was caught at his
first attempt to steal and sentencetl to two
years' imprisonment. During his confinement,
he wrote to Anne telling her everything that
had happened. She was overcrnne at the news
and blamed herself for ilike's downward climb
and di:-.grace. By this time her love for Fran.4
had cooled considerably and she told her lover
that she must leave him forever. Anne then
wrote to her husband that she was living alone
with her child. This word cheered him greatl.v

and gave him the courage lo face the rest of
his prison term. AVhen he was released, Anne
was at the prison gate to greet him. She had
been working in a nearby city and had saved
enough to buy their tickets to Canada. Ther-
they started life over on a farm far from civM'li-

zation. This venture proved successful and the.v

were able to buy the farm in a few years'
time. Husband and w-ife, united by common
suffering and remorse, spent the rest of their
days happily together.

HAPPINESS
Joan Hampton

f-TT^HE noisv barroom suddenly quieted as a

voung girl took her place beside the piano.
-" " Her "ong, HAPPINESS, had made a hit

with the patrons of Megs Cafe who stopped

their diunken roistering long enough to listen

to Sal- I'eter Lansing caught the wistful ex-

pression of the singer's face as he watched
her from the back of the barroom- He had
come to the tropics to forget a woman who
had wounded him deeply,—perhaps this girl

would help him- When her song was finished,

Peter hurried forward and invited Sal to join

him- There was s<Miiething in his well worded
loijuest and dignified manner that at once
stamped him apart from tne usual run of cus-

tomeis- As Sal looked up into his clean, blue

eyes she knew he was the man of whom she
had dreamed so often- They sat down at a

little table in the back of the bar and talked,

and Sal felt happier than she had been for

a long time- Peter Lansing, too, found that
his guess had been right that Sal would prove
a real pal-

Weeks followed and Sal spent more and more
time with Peter- Her mother, the propriet-

ress of the establishment, was annoyed at Sals
interest in ths man- He drank little and so
was a poor customer, and he was making the
girl neglect the other patrons- But Sal paid
no attentiim to Meg's scoldings, for her whole
interest in life centered about Peter. She had
long been inwardly ashamed of the immoral
life she had been forced into and now she
openly rebelled. To Peter she would be the
clean, young girl she had always longed to be;

and Sal said nothing to him of the darker
chapters of her past.
One day the tension between mother and

daughter came to a show-down. Jleg insisted

Sal should eiuourage the overtures of a weal-
thv old roue: the girl accused the old woman
of" trying to des.roy the only happiness she
had ever known. In the bitter, heated argu-
ment that followed Sal called Meg an unnatural
mother and the calloused older woman ti>ld Sal

that she was not her child, but a foundling-

Meg threatened to tell Peter all abi>ut Sal the

next time he appeared at the cafe, and the girl

met him that afernoon intending to warn him
li; keep away- Sal noticed simiething Strang
in Peter's manner as they started on their

boat trip up the narrow, yellow river- Sud-
denly Peter said he had seen his old friend

Phil Brandon that afternoon and Sal felt her-

self growing cold and weak- Three years be-

fore Meg had sold the fourteen-year-old girl

to Phil and she had lived with him for over
a year- Sal cut off Peter's speech as he be.gan

telling her that Brandon had told him every-
thing- She could not listen to cynical re-

pioaches from the cml.v man who hart ever been
kind to her- She asked Peter to row to .shore,

and jumped out of the boat sobbing. That
night she stayed in her room and refused to

entertain- But the i)alrons of Megs Cafe
wanted to hear HAPPINESS and Sal was urged
downstairs to sing her number- As she choked
out the song she saw the stern eyes of Peter
riveted on her, and she rushed upstairs when
the number was finally over. Singing a song
<if the happiness she had just lost seemed too
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much to Sal. She felt she could not face the
struggle of Meg's Cafe without Peter. She
knew what to do to end her suffering and
she hastily pulled some dark green pills from
her bureau. Just as she was putting one to

her lips, the door opened and someone g^rab-

bed her hand. Sal felt Peter's arms around
her again and heard him asking her to marry
him. She had found happiness at last.

THE SECRET OF THE MAPLE
STREET BOYS

Emilie Adams

MAPLE STREET was in the poorest and
most congested section of the city and
the unfortunate children who lived there

either played on the street or in the dismal

back yard of the one private house of which
the street boasted. When Tom Rogers and his

gang of Maple Street boys wandered into a
new section of the city one day, they were
amazed at the fields and trees. Suddenly they
found themselves in an orchard and all made
a scramble for the luscious apples temptingly
hanging on low branches of the trees. While
the boys were enjoying this unaccustomed
feast, the farmer who owned the orchard

started after the children. Tom and Fat
Ruggles rushed inside a large chicken coop

for protection. There they sat perfectly still

until Ruggles discovered a chicken had laid

an egg in his lap, and suggested that they

move out. Tom looked out and discovered the

farmer was still in sight. As he slunk back
to his seat, he heard an egg squash beneath
him and sighed deeply. Both boys were by
this time extremely restless and decided to

walk out with the chicken coop on their backs.

The plan worked and the coop moved slowly

to the road where the boys stepped out and
carried it the rest of the way home. Tliey
took it to the back yard where they sometimes
played and sold the eggs and chickens to the
neighbors who asked no questions when they
were offered bargains. Tom decided to give
his ten-year-old sweetheart, Mary, a birthday
party with the proceeds of the sale.

The nejct day the block knew that the Maple
Street boys were up to some secret plan. In
the afternon the gang rounded up all the chil-

dren and they went to call for Mary. Then
Tom revealed the secret and presented
the block with the Maple Street clubhouse, the
erstwhile chicken coop. The children were de-
lighted as Tom ran into the coop and brought
out ice cream and candy. Tom's own present to

Mary was a lottery ticket he had purchased
from the candy man and which he fully ex-
pected would win the five thousand dollar prize.

Mary had never had such a party before and
remembered this birthday tor the rest of her life.

A week later Mary's mother was astonished
by a caller who announced that the child had
won the five thousand dollar lottery. As soon
as Mary heard the news, she wanted to build
a real clubhouse with the money, but her
mother insisted that she put it away in the
bank until she was twenty-one. Fifteen years
later young Mr. and Mrs. Rogers returned to

their old home in Maple Street. The street
still swarined with poor children who gaped
at the fashionably dressed couple as they made
their way to the end of tlte street where a
large crowd was watching the digging of an ex-
cavation for a new building. There in the pre-
sence of the mayor and city council Marj'
handed over her five thousand dollars to the
men w*io would build the Maple Street Club-
house, while her adoring husband looked on
and smiled happily.

LIFE-IN-DEATH

"Saverius K"

IN
search of some excitement, beautiful Lil-

lian Hamilton went with three companions,
Leroy Austin, Arthur Brent, and Rudolph

Grant, to the apartment of a mysterious scien-
tist who claimed to reveal the inevitable part of
the future. The somber-looking savant, peer-
ing through his formidable glass would tell in-
quisitive visitors whether or not they would
be alive at the future dates they mentioned.
Leroy rose to ask the strange man in a jocu-
lar tone if he would be alive a week from that
day. Unperturbed the scientist slowly ans-
wered no. Rudolph asked the same question
and received the same answer. Lilian was
about to ask, but Arthur, a young hanker
deeply devoted to the charming girl, tried to
dissuade her from the venture. She insisted on
asking, however, and the mysterious scientist
looked through his glass quizzically to discover
the answer to her question,—whether or not she
would be alive a year froni that day. He could
only say that she would be neither alive nor
dead. The three young people gloomily walked
out into the diin hall, yet they tried to josh

and joke, pretending to regard the prophecies
as superstition.

Lilian entered her luxurious home and told

her dad about the experience. She decided to

go to the scientist the followng morning to

discover her fate for five years hence. Her
father was angry and disturbed that such
practises were allowed. He decided to have the
law against the man and the following day,
Mr. Hamilton, Lilian, and a friend, Mr. Kirk,
who happened to be a district attorney, went
to the scientist's. As they were waiting their

turn, a man arose and asked if he would be
alive a year hence. The scientist read out
the negative. The enraged man said, "Nei-
ther will you", and shot him through the heart.

The shooting disturbed Lilian greatly. Her
own question remain unanswered. She tried

to shake off her melancholy mood and when
her friends called she joined them and went
to the country club, losing herself in the ecs-

tasy of music and dancing. Leroy and Rudolph
were with her. They planned to take her home
in their car, when Arthur Brent appeared
and told Lilian her father was waiting for

her in his car at the bend. Lilian left them
and went with Arthur, only to dscover she
had been tricked. Arthur explained that Leroy
and Rudolph were both too drunk to drive her
home safely. I^illian was annoyed. The follow-
ing day she received word at breakfast that
Leroy and Rudolph had both been killed in-
stantly in an automobile accident that sent
their car tumbling down a steep embankment.
Lilian felt grateful to the devoted Arthur, but
told him that she could only love him as a
sister.

A few days later there is a terrible and
seemingly ominous thunderstorm and Lilian is

afraid to be in her room alone. Mary, the
maid, stays with her, and suddenly a peel of
thunder and a bolt of lightning makes Lilian
utter the most heartrending shriek. As
Mary turns to look at her, she sees her staring
into space, unable to move or speak. The doc-
tors are called and say it is a paralytic stroke
that is beyond the sphere of modern medical
science. Lilian's friends visited her, but soon
abandon their calls. Arthur alone faithfully

pays his visits to the paralytic girl who can
only show by a look in her eye that she is

grateful for his solicitations. He finally de-
vises a system of dots and dashes by which
they communicate, and in this way he asks
her to marry him. She cannot think of let-

ting him commit so extreme a sacrifice, but
Arthur remains patiently persistent. He finally

discovers from the physician that a severe
shock would be the only way to release Lilian
from her paralyzed condition. With a loaded
gun he enters her rooin and asks her once
again to marry him. Once again she refuses.

He takes out the gun, aims it at himself and
fires three shots. Lilian tries to screani but
cannot. She finally rises from the bed and as

his figure falls to the ground, she weeps pro-
fusely. The doctors enter and understand the
situation immediately. Lilian's paralytic spell

is broken. Arthur is taken to the operating
room and in less than two weeks recuperates.
Lilian's life-in-death period is over and she
is happily wedded to the constant Arthur.

INJUSTICE

s. E. RothwellM

r-T^ HE Knox family regularly rented a room
Ij in their farm to a boarder for the summer.
-"- Xancy Knox, seventeen-year-old daughter

of the house, was thrilled when she heard that
this year the room was to be occupied by a
bank official. Her fiance, Jack Barter, teased
the girl for her interest in the unknown
stranger. Thomas Gilford, suave, sophisti-
cated and forty, took one look at Nancy on his

arrival and knew that his rest cure would not
be so dull after all. The next morning, while
feigning a paternal interest in the girl before
her parents, he began his pursuit. He asked
Nancy to show him around the farm, and
while the girl pointed out the beauties of the
place, he learned (hat the simple Jack was his
only rival. Though Xancy spoke of her fiance
with great tenderness, Thomas was confident
he could dazzle her and make her forget Jack.
During the days that followed Nancy took
many long walks with her new friend, and
found him fascinating. His descriptions of his
gay life in the city impressed the little farm
girl and his flattery turned her head. Thomas
Gilford, on his part, was charmed by Nancy

—

it was a long time since he had known a pure
young girl of her character. And the sunimer
passed more pleasantly than he had anticipated.
While Giford was making love to her, Nanc.v

found Jack slow and uninteresting, and con-
stantly showed her disapproval of his country
manners. Rumors reached Jack of his sweet-
heart's affaire with Gilford, but the young man
refused to believe them. He stayed away from
the farnt, expecting to resume his courtship

as soon as the odious boarder went back to the
city. Finally Jack heard that T'homas Gilford
had departed and a week later he went to see
Nancy. She no longer seemed like the radiant
young woman he had loved, and when he
broached the subject of marriage, Nancy be-
came hysterical. Between sobs the girl blurted
out the terrible discovery she had made after
the departure of her lover. Jack fled from
the house when he heard the truth, scarcely
able to believe that this horrible thing had
happened to his beloved Nancy. After his hasty
exit, Mrs. Knox questioned her daughter and
learned what had happened. She tried to com-
fort her child by assuring her that she could
force Thonias to marry her, but Nancy re-
vealed that he had once been married to a
woman from whom he had never been divorced.
Weeks of gloom followed for the Knox house-
hold.

About a month after the discovery of Nancy's
approaching motherhood. Jack called again at
the house. Nancy could hardly believe her
eyes when she discovered him sitting on the
old parlor sofa, and began talking of local
gossip to conceal her excitement. Finally Jack
came to the point of his visit.

"Let's get inarried right away, Nancy," he
said. "I have the license in my pocket and
we can go to the city to live. Even if you
are going to have another man's baby, I still

love you and I'll love your baby too."
Nancy heard no more as .Jack gathered her

into his arms.

THEIR HEART'S DESIRE
Milla llieva

FAITH SILVER, fresh from the little town
of Eirchwood, Iowa, was in Chicago at
last. For years she had longed to coine to

the city to study music, and her dreams were
now to be realized. But as the girl walked
through the rainy, dark streets towards the
academy of ntusic where she was to make her
hoine, the future suddenly frightened her. She
felt alone; no one in the bustling multitude
knew her. Then she realized that she would
miss Tom Barnes after all. Tom had wanted
to marry her before she left Birchwood, but
the thought of a brilliant career stopped the
girl from accepting his offer. Suddenly she
stopped in front of a large, friendly looking
house with bright lights gleaming in the win-
dows and read the number over the door.

Yes, this was to be her new home. Faith Sil-

ver was divinely happy again.

In one of her classes Faith met Ralph Silver,

and at once was attracted to the young man
whose last name was similar to her own. Weeks
went by and Tommy's letters remained un-
answered, while Ralph took up all of Faith's

spare time. With Ralph the girl tasted the

hectic social life of the big city and forgot

about her small town sweetheart. Ralph found
Faith the best pal he had ever had and wanted
to marry her. Faith remembered that she had
originally come to Chicago to study music
and knew that a life of ease as Ralph's wife
would blunt her already waning ambition. She
felt that she owed something to the benefactor
who had secured the scholarship for her at
the academy, and kept putting off her answer
to Ralph. One night her headstrong sweetheart
begged her to come home with him—his family
were away and he promised to throw a party
that would outshine any the girl had attended.
The two went to the Silver apartment and were
making arrangements for the party, when
Ralph's father came in. On being introduced
to Faith Silver he became strangely upset and
began asking the girl about her parents. Hear-
ing that they were dead and that she had been
brought up by the Thompsons of Birchwood,
Iowa, Mr. Silver Senior ordered his son from
the room saying that he wished to speak to

Faith alone. Then the dignified, middle-aged
man broke down and crfed.

"My child", he said to Faith placing his

hands reverently on her shoulders, "for you
are my child, forgive me. Many years ago a
foolish and thoughtless young man deserted
his wife and infant daughter in order to have
a brilliant career in the city. He learned too

late that succet^s does not bring happiness.
Your mother died a month after I left her and
when I heard that the Thompsons had adopted
you, I joyously married a wealthy heiress,

Ralph's mother, glad to be rid of my respon-
sibility in regard to you. Alas, my second
marriage was an unhappy one and many the
days I regretted never having mentioned you
to my wife before our wedding. Julia only
died last year and I thought bringing home a
strange sister might embarrass Ralph. Thank
God I have found you in time to prevent your
marriage to your half-brother."

Faith listened to his story with mingled
feelings of joy and sorrow. Father and daugh-
ter agreed that Ralph should never learn of

their strange relationship. A few minutes la-

ter with a father's blessing lessening the grief
in her heart. Faith silently slipped out of the
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)ii.usf. That wry nisht she was c.ii her way
l.aik til I'.iichwoi.d. When Ralph returned tu

the KMini. his father told him Faith had been
callod away, liut would be back later. When
she did not return the youns nian searched
everywhere for her. At the academy of music
there was no forwarding address left to re-

veal Faith's whereabouts, and Ralph at length
realized that .--he had sone out of his life for-

ever, r.ut the memory of the gU*.'ious days he
had spent with Faith made his sophisticated
sficial life seem empty and uninteresting?. Ralph
applied hinisflf to his studies with new ambi-
ti<jn, detei mined to write beautiful songs in

which he could express the fine love he had
i»nje known. In a few years the chance meet-
ing with his sister had wrought a complete
change in the frivolous youth, and Ralph Silver
became know the world over as one of the
;,-realest composers who ever lived.

Faith gave up all hope of a musical career
when she returned to Birchwod. Her first few
weeks with the Thompsons were difficult. The
girl was suddenly conscious of the debt she
owed them, yet unhappy in their presence. At
length Tom Barnes came to see his fornter
sweetheart iind Faith's old love for him awoke.
As ilrs. Barnes. Faith found the happiness
her father had called the most precious thing
in life.

BARGAIN BLANKETS
Mrs. Martha B. Bennett

eIRA.M JIASOX brought his wife a package
from the post office. It contained a pair
of blanket;- with a note from Mrs. Mason's

sister Xelle saying that she had picked them
up at a bargain for S4.!).s, though the salesgirl

had told her they were worth twenty dollars.

Mrs. Mason was delighted with the buy and
proudly carried them to her guest room. Since
the village school teacher, Betty Flonteroy,
was l>oarding with her, she had feared a short-
age of blankets, if any guest spent the night
at her home. The winters were bitter in

Hammond, and Mrs. Mason was truly relieved
by the arrival of the blankets.
That evening Mr. Mason's nephew, John, ar-

rived at the house. The Masons greeted this

ytjung doctor w-armly and began telling him
the late;-t country gossip. Mrs. Mason soon
started talking about her pretty boarder and
told John that though Betty used no make-up
she had gone out on a date every Saturday
and Sunday since her arrival. John, fresh
from a city college, showed no interest at this
information, and Mrs. Mason began to praise
Betty more strongly. She finally suggested
that John take the girl out, but the young
doctor replied he hardly thought a country
school teachei' would interest him. When
Betty arrived, John paid no attention to her,
but ::pent most of the evening singing college-
songs for the Masons. Crandnia Smith, and
Aunt Fannie Evans. Before the old folks re-

tired, they persuaded .Tohn not to go home in

the blizzard that raged outside, but to re-

main with them. Mrs. Mason breathed a sigh
of relief as she thought of her handsome new
blankets and went to sleep with an easy ccjn-

science. John and Betty w-ere left alone and
the young man attempted a petting party
which Betty soon discouraged. After talking
together for a time, the pair discovered they
were nfit at opposite poles after all. Fiiuill>',

they, too, retired.

An hour after he had turned in John was
so fi-ozen under the new blankets that he
could stand the cold no longer. He knocked
at Betty's door and told her his predicament.
Thinking she might spare one of her own
(luilts, Betty offered to share her covers with
him. Without waiting for any further invi-

tation, John dashed into the room and snug-
gled in Betty's bed. He refused to go out and
told the exasperated girl that she had pro-
mised him half her covers. Betty spent the
night praying that no one would discover John's
sleeping place. In the morning .John was
awakened by the frightened girl and hurried
lack to the guest room, just taking time to
compliment Betty on her fresh, natural com-
plexion. To this day John claims that the
bargain blankets were responsible for his dis-
ct»very of a perfect wife.

HIS iiuisl's c nthusiastic and genuine appre-
ciation of the picture over the fireplace
moved Lars Xansfm to reveal its history.

Lars would not have parted with it for a
million dollars. In the first place, he loved
it, and in the second place it gave him his
start in business, and made possible his marri-
age to the woman he loved. Once again be-
fore he began his story, Lars turned to look
at the wood-cut and saw its beauty as freshly
with his old eyes as on the day he had first
beheld it. The picture represented the Prison-
er of Gisors chained to the wall of a dungeon

in an ancient castle. He was depicted chisel-
ling out the figure of Christ on the stone wall
of his prison. In his left hand the prisoner held
a large nail, while in his right was the stone
he u:-2d as hammer. The old, mellow wood
enhanced the pious expression of the prisoner
and added to the tender look on the face of the
Christ as he gazed down on the suffering cap-
tive.

Lars had first seen the picture some twenty
years before when he was painting Mrs. Thorn-
sby's hou!-s. At that time Mrs. Thornsby had
to'd him it was given to her by a friend years
before. A short time after Lars had admired
the wood-cut, he learned that Mrs. Thornsby
died and her household goods were to be sold
at auction. Lars could not attend the sale.
I ut tried to discover the fate of the picture.
A month later when the Widow Benson asked
him to paint her house, Lars found the pic-
ture over her fireplace. Lars was glad that
ti-e woman he loved had seen the beautv of
THE PRISOXER OF GISORS and he told her
how he had admired it. Betty Benson generous-
ly offered it to the astonished Lars, and, when
h-^ protested that he did not want to rob her
of such a treasure, she laughingly told him
it cost her only fiftj' cents. When he reached
bome that night, he hung the picture up over
IMS bed and gazed at it for a long time. Then
be took it dow^n and examined it at close
rang-*. Iti^ thickness jiuzzled him, and Lars
ripp"d off the hack of the frame. Inside the
back on a piece of old canvas he beheld a
beautiful portrait of a young girl. The next
d-^-^- Lars sent the canvas to a Xew York art
deal-^r and learned from him that it was one
!•' the earh- masterpieces of the Italian painter.
Giovanni Bellini. A month later he received
a registered letter from the d-^aler enclosing
a check for twenty thousand dollars. Lars
insbed over to the Widow Benson and tried to
explain that he had ten thousand dollars be-
longing to her. He told her how he had dis-
covered the hidden ])ortrait and said that he
wisbed to sbare 1ms prnfi-s with her. But sud-
d -nly T.ars fouii'l himself talking about many
other things lie longr-d to share with Betty.
He told her about the little bome he could
I uiid with his money and asked her to share
it witii bim. Betty's an;.-wer was a warm-
hearted kiss which sealed Lars' fate. And
that was why the wood-cut above the hearth
wns so prized by Lars Xanson twenty vears
later.

.WOMAN'-- RIGHT
E. H. K.

was old Klliert MacDougall who first re-
gnized Ann Vernon's artistic talent and
aught her the rudiments of painting, ^'hen
girl war twenty-one, he suggested that she
Europe to study some nf the great mas-

=eres in foreign art galleries. Mrs. Vernon
d to have her daughter leave her, but
1>- allowed tile girl to go away for six months
her old art ins'iuctor. At the farewell

> gi\en liefoie .Inn sailed, her two best
friends declared their intentions. Ann

1 nrtt decide between Claud Duncan and
;
Crayson and told them she would make

choice after her return. Ann liked Claud
better of the two, but heard continual re-
s from Dick's sister, Bess, that Claud was
cs'ed in her. Actually. Dick had mad-
sister tell Ann this untrue story so that
ould marry into the wealthy Vernon fam-

-Ann learned a great deal from her studj'
of the old masters and imijroved her technique
considerabl.v. While in London her instructor
learned of a prize contest for the best painting
on the subject. Woman's Right, and urged
bic iiupil to compete. Elbert MacDougall
wanted Ann to paint a picture of a trim,
lailor-dressed young woman holding the bal-
lot in her hand, hut the girl had a different
idea for this subject. It was only because
bei- insiiu'ior fell ill that Ann humored him
ly iiain'ing the picture he desired. However,
she alsr. painted a seccmd picture on this sub-
.1e<i r>f which she said nothing to MacDougall.
Word I'anie that Ann had won first prize, when
the old instructor was seriously ill, and the
gill did not dare tell him that the painting
of the young woman holding the ballot was
not the prize winner. Happy that his pupil
bad been so successful, MacDougall was willing
to return home at once as Ann suggested. The
tir;-.i thing the sick man did on arriving was
to show the Vernons the iirize painting he
bad insi)ired. The proud parents lost no time
in I'xhibiting the picture to relatives and
fi lends, and Ann had not the heart to confess
Ihi- truth and embarrass everyone. Instead
she thanked her friends and relations for their
eiiihusia:'tic admiration and agreed to her
mother's suggestion that the picture be hung in
the library.

Dii'k and Claud, of course, were constant
visitors and both awaited the girl's decision
with the keenest interest. Bess again reported
that Claud had been seeing her freiiuently

during Ann's absence, and the young artist's
interest in Claud cooled as she listened to her
fiiend's description of wild i>etting parties.
Ann was far from cordial the next time Claud
called. Bess played her part well and managed
the following day to have a few minutes alone
with Ciaud. She told him that she had a
long confidential talk with Ann and had some
important word for him. Ann was too in-
terested in her career to consider seriou.sly a
young man of Claud's type who w'ished an
oM-fashioned girl who wanted children for
his wife. Claud was so upset by Bess' story
that the girl bitterly regretted her lies. AVhen
the young man told her that life was not worth
living without Ann and that he would commit
suicide, if he lost her, Bess became badly
liightened. She rushed over to Ann and iioured
out her confession, begging not to be blamed
too much, since Dick had forced her to it.

Ann forgave her friend and the girl departed.
A few minutes later Dick, knowing nothing"
al;out his sister's confession, arrived. Ann up-
I raided him for his deceit and trickery and told
bim she would never marry him. Dick was
lui ious and, anxious for some revenge, stole
the prize painting front the library wall. When
ne reached home, he burned it in the fireplace,
'i ne next aay the newsiiapers lilazed with news
of the robbery. Claud thought that since-
painting meant so much to the girl he loved,
the best thing he could do would be to re-
cover the iirize winner. He read details of
ine case, but had no clues to work on, until
he accidentally met Dick and discovered that
it casual menticm of the robbery made him
bluch furiously. Claud accompanied his friend
home and kept bringing up the subject of
the pictuie. Dick, conscious he was suspected,
finally broke down and confessed. The pair
went to Ann's house to tell her the fate of
the painting. The girl did not seem particu-
larly upset when she heard that the pcture had
been ourned and said she would give both
men some cheering news. She disappeared
for a few minutes and came back with the
real prize winner. Woman's Right depicted a
beautiful young mother bending over a sleeping
infant. The sight of this exquisite masterpiece
made Dick feel that his crime was not so
enormous and after further apologies, he de-
parted. The picture also gave Claud the neces-
sary courage to pop the question that had been
bothering him for so long. At Ann's soft "yes",
Claud took her in his arms and kissed" her
passionately. Then the couple turned towards
the masterpiece, and gazed at the sleeping
child with understanding in their eves.

.EALTHV Douglas Compton had never
Diked in his life and this fact worried

hi.-- fiancee, Joan Carrol. When Douglas
complained that he would enter any business
if he knew of an interesting job, Joan con-
fessed that she was in the secret service and
found her work thrilling. Douglas joined the
i'.jcret service force the next day, although
he did not dare tell his father of this oc-
cupation. A month later a phone call from
his Aunt Mai ia Compton informed him that
his sister, Xancy, was mysteriously dying in
her home. Douglas rushed to his aunt's and
arrived there just as his father drove up.
The two men found Xancy in a coma, and
the phy::ician in attendance said there was no
hope for her. She was dying of a mysterious
poison, shot in her arm by a gla.ss bullet
which had been .shattered as it s-truck her flesh
and emitted its deadly dose. In le.ss than ah hour
the girl was dead, and her grief-;-tricken re-
latives summoned the iioliee. Arnold Gimberg,
official finger print exiiert, examined the girl
fir.'^t, and after taking finger prints of the shat-
tered glass fragments he finger-printed the en-
tire family and all the servants. After he de-
parted to develop his work more perfectly, the
coroner and Douglas discovered the mark of the
Scarlet Lily on the girl's neck. The Scarlet Liy
was the sign of a notorious criminal, whose
identity was unknown and who had perpetrated
a number of strange murders in which the
motive was held to be robbery. Douglas was
horrified and could not imagine w-hy this fiend
had cho.sen his sister for a victim. She had
no enemie.'-, and a string of valuable pearls
were still around her neck, though the mur-
derer had entered the bouse to kill her and
might easily have snatched the pearls from her.
The first one to arouse the suspicion of

Douglas was Aunt Maria. -Vaturally she was
upset by the terrible crime, but she appeared
downright afraid when Gimberg wanted her
finger prints. Douglas summtmed Jt>an and the
two decided to watch the old lady carefully.
That ni.ght they watched Aunt Maria creep
downstairs with a small bundle in her arms
and throw it into the furnace. As it fell into
the flames, Douglas saw it was his sister's
bloodstained clothes. He ru.shed at the old
wr.man who fainted when she saw bim. On
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Mr. and Mrs. Charlus wrote of their struggle for a
living in America and trusted their daughter would be
happy where she was. Trudella did not complain in
her letters, but hoped for deliverance. The girl had
a fine voice and studied singing, but finally her
uncle's opposition was so great that she gave up
her vocal lessons and left his home. Trudella found
it difficult to earn her own living, but she preferred
her new existence to the unpleasant atmosphere of
Uncle Alfred's. Aunt Zilda kept in touch with her
niece, giving her small sums of money whenever it

was possible to secure funds without her husband's
knowledge. Tradella was nineteen, when her aunt
biought her the long-awaited letter from America
with money for her passage across the Atlantic. A
week later Trudella had set sail for the New World.
On the steamer Claude Bozelle showed considerable

interest in the pretty little French girl. He made
the frightened immigrant familiar with the activities
of the boat and overcame her shyness. Trudella
told him of her ambition to sing and, on hearing
her voice, he encouraged her not to despair. Claude
was a wealthy merchant of Troy, New York, and
promised to write to Trudella when he bade her good-
bye at the dock. Trudella was too excited on see-
ing her parents to think much of the handsome
stranger who had befriended her during the voyage.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Charlus had made great plans for
their^ daughter and the day after her arrival Tru-
della's voice was tested by several concert managers.
An engagement followed, and the young French girl's
debut was a decided success. A huge bunch of roses
from Claude made the occasion a particularly happy
one for Trudella. Months passed, and the girl be-
came famous. She toured the United States giving
concerts in all the large cities and everywhere meet-
ing with triumph. Meanwliile, Claude continued to
keep in touch with her and, when she returned to
New York, he visited the Charlus home. Claude
had been afraid that success might have turned the
head of his beautiful songbird, but Trudella's merry
greeting at once reassured him. Finally, he sum-
moned up enough courage to ask her to forsake her
glamorous career to become humble Mrs. Bozelle.
Trudella was willing and never once during the happy
years that followed did she regret her choice.

THE MAN OF GALILEE

C. S. Essex File No. 3132

WE are greeted with a portentous scene taken
from the New Testament. Pilate, vital and
impressive in his disguise as a proper judical

oflicer of present-day law, is being incited by the
mob to hasten the trial of Jesus of Nazareth against
whom they are being methodically incited by Caiaphas,
messenger from Herod. The charge against Him is
that he has been perverting the nation, and for-
bidding to give tribute to Caesar, saying that he
himself is Christ, a King, stirring up the people in
like manner.

Jesus explains that his kingdom is not of this
world, but tliat he is in truth born the son of God,
the Father.
The ensuing scenes are an admirable achievement

in securing a legal court procedure, including trial,
with witnesses, and legal conviction of the Christ.
Pilate's effort to deal leniently with the innocent
and his attempts to reason with the raging mob
forms a background against which numerous biblical
scenes play. Claudia appears to warn her husband of
her vision in her dream, defending Christ, whom Pilate
is powerless to save. He offers the mob Barabba in-
stead, but they are kept smoldering by Caiaphas,
and call still for the crucifixion of Jesus.
Nicodemus then enters with his seven witnesses for

the Defense. One by one they rise and tell their
stirring testimonies of his Godliness, while for a
space the howling of the mob ceases in awe. Before
us comes Bartimaeus, the blind beggar of Jericho,
who can now see ; Eneas, paralyzed for thirty years,
who now walks a free man; Simon, a miserable
leper, cleansed of his disease; Veronica, diseased with
the plague, purged likewise by her fa'ith ; Miriam,
infirm for eighteen years, now loosed from her mal-
formities by her perception of the truth ; Esther,
who wept for her dead son and had him restored to
her; Mary, sister of Lazarus, who testified that
Lazarus was recalled from his grave four days after
burial, and now lives, because none that believe in
Christ can die. Lazarus comes forth, a living proof
of the miracles of Christ, and the mob is stirred.
Caiaphas recalls them to their former frenzy.

Pilate sums up the case, pleading in behalf of
Jesus, who orders that they do unto him according
as It IS written. It is expedient that one man should
die on the Cross for the people, cries the eternal mob,
and Jesus must be crucified. The sentence is passed :

"I Pontius Pilate, Governor of the Province of
Judea, do sentence thee to be scourged according to
the Law of former Governors ; and that thou then
be hanged on a Cross on Mount Calvary, in that
place called Golgatha, and also two thieves with thee—Dimas and Gestas "

The mob is appeased, and Jesus unprotesting, is
taken by the Centurion.

DADDY SMILES
Lilah E. Lehn File No. 3141

MR. SEYMOUR is seated at the breakfast table,
amused by the dance of joy of his daughter

.. -^'L''":- ^Nellie hugs and kisses the stern-
looKing Mr. Seymour, begging him to smile and
say she may go to the coming-out party of her
cousin Tlielma. She hopes that, meeting her selfish
old grandmother for the first time at this party, her
grandmother might relent from her rigid attitude of
distance ever since Nellie's mother married Mr

Seymoui. Mr. Seymour feels he cannot stand in
Nellie's way when it means a reconciliation with her
grandmother, so smiles and consents. His impish,
bright-haired daughter cries, "Goody I Daddy smiles I

Daddy smiles!" It is not a smiling father who sits
at his office at the bank that day. To finance Nel-
lie's trip to New York he must appropriate some
funds, which, of course, he'll be able to repay when
Nellie receives her inheritance from her grandmother.

Getting off the train in New York in her simple
country clothes, Nellie bumps into a handsome young
rnan, Dick Richards. In her confusion she grabs
his suit-case by mistake, and hurries to meet her
cousin Thelma. Thelma is a dark, beautiful girl
who had sent Nellie the invitation on impulse, against
her grandmother's wishes. She lives with her grand-
mother. Dick has scarcely a glance for the little
country girl, but greets Thelma effusively. It is not
until she is dressing for the party that night that
Nellie discovers her suitcase contains men's clothing.
Thelma, inclined to be generous to her little cousin,
lends her one of her own Paris creations. Nellie
IS a dream in the lovely frock. TWs Dick Richards
appreciates, for he is most attentive to Nellie all
evening. To Nelhe's consternation, Thelma is sud-
denly furious at her, and sends her upstairs, a most
humilating scene. But Nellie understands Thelma's
sudden fury when she sees Dick's picture in Thelma's
room. Her grandmother's attitude has also been a
disappointment, for she is cold to Nellie. Feeling
that she is not wanted there, Nellie changes to her
own clothes and forlornly creeps out into the night,
intending to return to her daddy who loves her. She
buys a newspaper to read in the car on her way
to the station, and is startled to see her daddy's
name in headlines. Mr. Seymour had disappeared
during a special auditing of the bank's books which
showed that sums had been appropriated. The police
are searching for him, and also hope to locate his
daughter and watch her for a clue to his where-
abouts. Nellie realizes if she returns home her
daddy will attempt to get in touch with her and be
apprehended, so she decides she cannot leave the
city. Dumb with misery, she does not notice she
has ridden to the end of the line. She stumbles
along in the darkness and cold, not feeling physical
pain in her mental anguish, until she faints in a snow-
drift. There she is found by an old couple, who
take her in their home and care for her. She lives
with this couple, but not to be a burden, she seeks
work in the city, peering half-hopefully into every
face in search of her father. Discouraged and weary,
she returns to her new home every night.

She is unaware that her grandmother has died,
and, repenting of her coldness, has divided her for-
tune between Nellie and Thelma. Thelma, abashed
at her meanness, is searching for Nellie to give her
her share. Dick, also, with the madness of love is
combing the city for Nellie. Thelma, in her limousine,
passes Nellie on the street one day. She jumps out
to talk to her, but Nellie, thinking Thelma her enemy,
runs away—to bump into Dick ! Right on the crowded
thoroughfare Dick takes Nellie in his arms to tell
her of his love, while an amused crowd gathers.
Thelma, in spite of all the advantages of wealth,
wearily climbs back into her limousine, defeated, for
she, too, loves Dick. From out of the crowd a
man projects himself with a glad cry. It is Mr.
Seymour

! He has cleared himself of the charge, hav-
ing found a clerk guilty, and has been searching for
his daughter, NelHe looks up happily, as her daddy

THE TRAVELER DE LUXE

Susan Russell File No. 3091

A STARTLING contrast of personalities was pre-
sented by the fat, candidly bourgeois Mrs. Mon-
roe and the elegant young lady whom she was

engaging as her guide on a tour through New York.
Mrs. Monroe's husband had obligingly di'ed, leaving
his wife enough insurance for a luxurious, though
not too intelligent life of indulgence. Miss Janet
Grey, the much-traveled daughter of a wealthy busi-
ness man whose economic reverses had sent him to
the grave, was trying in an honest way to pay off
her father's creditors. Until this should be ac-
complished, she refused to consider seriously the ex-
travagant proposals of her male acquaintances, par-
ticularly that of the millionaire Chester A. Forbes.

Miss Grey assumed her loathsome task of ac-
companying this ignorant woman. The initial ex-
perience was in the Pullman, where Mrs. Monroe
partook boldly of a lavish supply of limberger sand-
wiches, to the consternation of the other passengers.
As soon as they arrived in New York the harassed
Miss Grey sought to get in touch with Chester, whom
she knew would restore her own feeling of self-
respect by taking her to the better class of dining
hotel and theatre entertainment, now that her working
hours were spent accompanying Mrs. Monroe to cheap
affairs. When he called, he was surprised at the
type of clientele Miss Grey's business venture catered
to, but decided to make the best of it by treating
them both with equal respect at their dinner engage-
ment. Mrs. Monroe actually succeeded in winning
his affection by her sincerity and good nature, so
that he begged for another appointment when he
phoned the next day. But the ambitious woman had
decided to set a trap for the millionaire, and contrived
not to let Janet know of his invitation. On this and
a number of succeeding occasions she gave false
excuses for Miss Grey, letting Chester Forbes assume
that the young lady was not particularly anxious for
his company. In the meantime, poor Janet suf-
fered because she believed Chester was actually so
taken by Mrs. Monroe that he had forgotten all
about her.
When Mrs. Monroe was not out being sumptiously

though rather ridiculously escorted by the millionaire
champion, she dashed madly from garment shop, to
beauty parlor, to art gallery, with the conscientious

Miss Grey at her heels. Her rem'arks about her hus-
band afford laughs to all who hear them, and her
constant flirtations are a means of introducing piquant
scenes of new characters.
When Janet was not working, she was kept busT

by the attentions of Sir Wallace Sackville and theGordons—Edith and Bob. Sir Wallace might have
been an excellent suitor, but her heart was set on the
neglectful Chester. Mrs. Monroe had contrived to
give him the impression that Janet was out for money
and he could not reconcile this with her elusive be-
havior. At last he discovered that Mrs. Monroe had
been taking his messages, without informing Janet of
his steadfast attentiveness, and instantly sought to
patch up the misunderstanding with the girl who of
all others, he wished to take back to his stately
mansion.

Mrs. Monroe suffers remorse for her wrong doings,
lor she has been persuacled to invest in oil, and lost
her entire fortune. Chester has resolved to reimburse
her, as well as set Jimmy Burns on his feet, the
latter being a man who had suffered in the business
collapse with Janet s father. Mrs. Monroe did not
need his material assistance, however, for when afamous theatrical producer saw her carrying on with
\ if'

j° ""!" P,o''":''s and guides, over the fact that
she had lost her hat, he concluded that she would net
him a fortune in Hollywood, and instantly contracted
tor her shipment to the movie centre.

THE BURIED CITY

Arthur B. Broome File No. 3135

D^^
'°, %,,

volcanic eruption and earthquake, a
race of Thibetans hving on the mountain slopes
were suddenly precipitated into a yawning abysswhich closed over them, cutting off^ all methods of

escape. Air pockets permitted them to breathe, and
phosphorescent substances provided light. There wasbut one exit to the outer world, known only to DalaiLama, advisor to the Queen. He it was who ex-

fnon"*^",
the minerals mined by his compatriots for

food at stated periods. The Queen was a beautiful,
cold woman, concerned only with her own power
stopping at no cruelty to gain her ends. She spurned
the subtle lovemaking of her advisor, who determines
to rebel and gain control of the wealth of the Buried
City for himsdf This trip for food is an unusually
long one for Dalai Lama. The Queen learns that he
has returned secretly and has set up a rival govern-ment in the other half of the city. Also, that hehas brought back with him a beautiful white woman,who IS his prisoner.
Jack 'Trent, an archaeological student, has fallen in

love with Hope Barker on the voyage to the Orient.She laughs at his pedantic airs, but he follows her
into the depths of Asia, where she is led by her
adventurous spirit. One day he sees her conversing
with a small dark man. She shoos Jack away, and
says she does not want to see him that day. Jackwanders off by himself in search of material for his
beloved studies. Jack is forced to rush into a cave
to avoid a landshde, which pens him in utter dark-
ness. A glow from the depths of the cave leads himon into a long tunnel. Emerging, he is attacked
by a group of httle men and led before the QueenHe IS in the Buried City of Legend! Jack's tall blond-
ness fascinates the Queen, who has never seen a
white man. Jack refuses her offer to make him king,
the Queen, incensed, has Jack made prisoner Herarmy attacks the rebel Dalai Lama. Forced to re-
treat, they carry back with them Lama's white pris-oner—Hope Barker! She is thrown into a cell next
to that of Jack. She tells Jack she had followedLama to view one of Nature's miracles when shewas attacked by his men and brought to the Buried
City To escape, it is necessary for them to find
the location of the secret passage from Lama. Jack
pretends to change his mind, and is released, beingmade king with fantastic ceremonies. He manages
to free Hope, who reaches Lama, and cajoles fromhim the secret of the tunnel. Lama leaves her to
complete his planned attack during the festivities,^rom banquet to arms the Queen's men spring Ahuge battle is waged. Jack locates Hope, who tellshim the secret of the passage. Thev make for it
together but are stopped by Lama as they are within
a tew feet of it. Lama and Jack fight. Jack suc-
ceeds in knocking Lama out. As they are about to
step out of the opening, they hear a noise in the
fi!''" ,

'^,^'\ aeroplane! They wave excitedly, and
the plane slowly descends Lama recovers, and rushes
headlong at Jack. At Hope's scream Jack steps to
one side Carried on swiftly by the strength of his
rush, with nobody in front to stop him. Lama cannot
save himself from falhng over the precipice. Jack
and Hope climb slowly down the precipice to the
aeroplane awaiting them. It had been sent by the
American Consul to find them. As the plane soars
over the mountain containing the Buried City, Jackand Hope, closely embraced, turn for a farewell look.
There is a huge rumble, and from on high they
watch an earthquake consume the Buried City.

THE OVERALL KID
Harry Horn file No. 3138

RUDY'S steps dragged on his way home. Why
should such a little fellow on a sunshiny day

hi u ^"? f'''
".Overall kid, overall kid" taunted

his schoolfellows with childhood cruelty at anything
different from the crowd. Yes, Rudy had to wea?
overalls He couldn't get a suit until next month,when the mortgage was paid off, and he would
never tell his parents what anguish the overalls werecosting him. On reaching home he found a note from
his parents that they wouldn't be home until six
o clock. Rudy had an inspiration. Cheerfully he
set to work to cook supper. A cup of coffee and two
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tablespoons of water went into the percolator—it

meant nothing to him that the ingredients vyere

turned? about. Whistling, he prepared weird combina-
tions. Ma and Pa were delighted at Rudy's indus-
try when they returned—until they sat down to eat.

Pa rushed to the bathroom, and Ma dosed them all

with castor oil, but Rudy ate heroically on, for his

honor

!

Next day at school Rudy was scorned by his class-

mates when he inquired about his history lesson. Hurt
fay their rebuffs, he was prepared to fail the lesson
wnen sweet little Ruth risked the teasing oi her
schoolmates by aiding him. They filed into the
auditorium, where the dramatic coach announced the

cast for the class play. In a class of five girls and
four boys, a play for five girls and three boys was
chosen, Rudy being the slighted party. His eyes fill

pathetically, but Ruth pats his hand sympathetically.

The boys plan some mischief, Rudy, getting up to

retrieve the pencil Ruth has dropped, seems to the

principal, entering the door, the perpetrator. He calls

Rudy up front and canes his hand beiore the whole
school. Rudy does not utter a word of defense, or

accusation against the boys who are to blame. For
this he gains their gratitude, and they call Rudy
"a swell sport." From this time on, existence at

school is a dTfferent matter. Included in all the

conferences and games of the boys, Rudy apparently
forgets Ruth's sympathy, and has no time for her

outsi<le of a careless nod. Little Ruth grieves.

The night of the class play rolls around with Rudy
still the outside party. The children, now his staunch
friends, plan a surprise which will bring Rudy into

the entertainment. The first act of the play is slow
and awkward, and the embarrassed players fear they

will be hissed. As soon as the curtain falls, how-
ever, the audience is electrified by a burst of jazz

from the old school piano. Ruth is putting every

ounce of energy into her playing. Through the parted

curtains comes Rudy, tap-dancing in perfect rhythm.
Such dancing the school, nor even the town, has ever

before seen ! Again and again Rudy has to dance to

comply with the applause, and it is too late, by the

time he is permitted to stop dahcing, to go on with
the play! But nobody minds, as even the players

have forgotten the play. Rudy walks home with

Ruth through the quiet streets of the sleeping town.

On her porch, he shyly kisses his champion. The
door of her home slowly opens. With each inch of

its opening Rudy takes a longer and longer step, car-

rying him off the porch. By the time Ruth's
father's head appears, he has disappeared around the

running.

INDECISION

M. Clara TapscoH File No. 3085

MERCEY is sitting in her favorite vine-covered
bower, thinking kindly of Graham, whom she

is to marry some day, when a young, hand-
some man vaults over her bushes and confronts her.

His gayety is hushed by the loveliness of the picture

of Mercey In the colorful garden. Quietly he asks

for some gasoline. His roadster has stalled outside

the gate. Mercey calls to her old colored servant to

fill the tank and the two youg people converse. Both
.are sorry when the gasoline has been installed and
Monty no longer has an excuse to remain. Leaving,
Monty passes another roadster drawing to a stop at

the garden gate. He recognizes Graham, a good-
looking man ten years his senior, the much-respected
district attorney. Mercey' s picture remains in his

mind as he is driving home, to be efface_d in a

hideous manner. As he rounds a corner skirting a

high wall, a bright object suddenly flashes in front

of his car. He puts on his brakes immediately—too

late. It is the mangled body of a child which he
picks up. He carries the child into his impoverished
home, amid the streams of the mother. The doctor,

hastily summoned, pronounces the child dead. Ac-
cusingly he takes Monty's address, beUeving him
guilty of carelessness, and informs the district at-

torney. Monty is torn at the mother's grief, and
promises to do anything he can to tide her over the

difficult period. He sends her a check for one thou-

sand dollars to cover the child's burial and her ex-

penses while not working.
Mercey reads an account of the accident in the

following day's paper. Sympathy for the charming
young man's plight sends her to Monty's home to

condole him. The blackness of Monty's horizon is

greatly lightened by Mercey's presence, and he knows
he loves her. He promises to pay her a last visit

before the trial in her garden that night.

Early that evening Graham asks Mercey to marry
him.. Two days before she would not have hesitated,

but the strange feeling Monty has aroused in her

causes her to postpone her reply. Graham promises

not to bother her any more, suggesting that when
she is ready to marry him, she should let him know.
Mercey is relieved at not being pressed, and gayly

waves goodbye to Graham. Monty is already in the

garden. They spend a few moonlit happy hours,

sure of their love for each other now. Mercey and
Monty are optimistic concerning the outcome of the

next day's trial, but Mercey declares if Monty is im-

prisoned she will wait for him until he is free.

At the trial, Mercey secures a front seat. She smiles

encouragingly at Monty, and with friendly warmth
at Graham, the prosecutor. Monty tells exactly what
happened in detail. The mother is put on the stand,

and to Monty's and Mercey's horror, they find his

kind gift of money interpreted as a bribe !
From

then on Monty's fate seems doomed. ISIercey hunts

desperately for a means to save him. She notes the

respect with which Graham's words are received by

the Judge and jury, and knows that Graham will be

the final influence. She formulates a plan, and hur-

riedly writes a note to Graham. But how to get it

to him without being seen? Graham is getting up

to charge the jury, and time is short. A breeze

whips some papers from Graham's desk to Mercey's

feet. As she hands them to Graham she places her
note on top, and Graham reads "If you lose this case
I shall marry you." Graham considers it merely a
girl's whim to couch her consent in such terms. He
is convinced of Monty's innocence in spite of the
"bribe," so tells the jury his personal feeling. The
jury return a verdict of "Not Guilty." Mercey has
freed Monty, but has imprisoned herself in a love-
less marriage. She is determined to keep her promise,
breaking Monty's heart when she refuses him without
explanation. Graham finds Mercey sobbing that
night, a damper to his spirits, exalted at the thought
that Mercey loves him. As soon as he learns the
cause, he brings Monty to her, wishing only for her
happiness, but ruining his own.

THE TELLTALE SHOES

Mrs. K. Sperry File No. 3118

<<x have a surprise for you" announced Jerry
I Calvin to his fiancee. She was having tea in

his bachelor's apartment, to plan for their en-
gagement party that night. He brought out a large
box, and extracted from it a pair of lovely sandals.
She squealed with delight at their daintiness, and he
dropped his handkerchief on the floor and on one
knee gracefully placed the shoes on her feet. "1
noticed them in Blank's shop window and couldn't
resist getting them for your lovely feet," he ex-
plained. They called various tradesmen, ordering
their supplies for the party with much laughter.
William, the butler, who slaveishly admired and
copied his master, was a witness of all this gayety.
Their plans were interrupted by a telegram calling

Jerry to his father's bedside. Jerry and his fiancee
left immediately, leaving orders with William to
cancel the party.

William could not resist this golden opportunity.
He called his best girl, MoUie, a manicurist, to ar-

range a party for himself in his master's stead. They
have a hilarious time that night, all being well-lit

on Jerry Calvin's private stock. At the height of the

festivities, William says to Mary, '"I have a sur-

prise for you." Mollie screams her pleasure. Wil-
liam, with a grand flourish sweeps the floor with his

handkerchief, and topples while attempting to get
down on one knee. With a great deal of aid he
achieves his end, and displays a pair of sandals
identical with those his master had presented. Mollie
was just as d'elighted as his master's fiancee had
been, and more demonstrative. William made a

drunken speech about her b-b-big, no, b-b-beautiful,

feet. William and Mollie. overcome by liquor, fall

asleep with their heads on the table, and their

guests tiptoe out. leaving the key to the apartment
outside in the latch.

Jerry Calvin, returning late that night, is appalled

by the evidences of the recent festivites. Mollie is

awakened when she hears the door slam, and rushes

into Jerry's bedroom, hidfng in his closet. Jerry

rudely shakes William awake, and dismisses him.

Jerry prepares to go to bed. He opens the closet

door to put away his coat, and is alarmed at the

sight of the pair of shoes he had given his fiancee

with a woman's feet in them ! His first thought was
that his sweetheart had returned to his apartment at

the height of the party, and had been drugged and
murdered. Transfixed with horror, he is startled by
the body of the woman falling upon him. Mollie had
fainted from lack of air in the closet. At the mo-
ment he is holding the strange woman, bewildered,

his fiancee walks in with her mother. They were
returning from a reception and she had stopped in to

inquire about Jerry's father. When she sees her

manicurist in Jerry's arms, she throws her engage-

ment ring on the floor and leaves, refusing to listen

to explanations. William is broken-hearted at hav-

ing caused his idol sorrow, and the following morning
goes up with Mollie to explain to his master's

fiancee. She is forced to acknowledge their sincerity,

and when she and Jerry are married, the marriage of

WilHam and Mollie is a parody of theirs.

THE GOLD RING OF FATE

Mrs. M. Y. Dwyer File No. 3137

A DARK figure hurled a wooden box into the

river. As he did so two drunken Irish lads

passed him on the bridge and greeted him. With
a sigh, the stranger departed. ... It was a bright

morning. Two vouths were rowing and singing on

the sparkHng waters of the river. A box came floating

past. Robbie almost lost his balance as he was reach-

ing for it. He had to wait until they reached home
to open it. as it was securely locked. Margaret Tem-
pleton came in as her brothers were investigating the

contents—a photograph, some letters, and a gold ring.

Margaret took possession of the photograph of the

handsome young man, and of the ring, which fit her

fourth finger, calling them her engagement ring and
her mysterious fiance. She placed the photograph
beside 'the one of Will McGamble, a good-looking
river captain, her suitor. She returned to school

for commencement week, and at the home of one of

her sorority sisters she met a tall young lady, intro-

duced as a cousin and the fiancee of one of the young
professors. Eugene Swithen. the young professor,

enters, and Margaret recognizes her mysterious fiance!

Disappointed to find him already engaged.^ Marea'-et

takes the ring from her finger and hands it to Elsa,

saying, "This must belong to you." She can scarcely

bear to wait to explain how she had the ring, nor

to listen to the story of the quarrel that had caused
Eugene to throw the box away. She wanted to be

alone in her disappointment

!

Will McGamble gives a party to all his friends on

board his new river boat for her maiden trip. Mar-
garet is surorised to find Eugene and Elsa among the

guests. Eugene had been captivated by Margaret on
their first meeting, and is very attentive to her during
the trip. Elsa, neglected, is furious. In a jealous
rage Elsa drags Eugene to the side of the boat and
throws the gold ring into the water, breaking their

engagement. On a lower deck, Margaret and Will
are standing. The gold ring, thrown by Elsa, hits

Will on the head and he catches it. "A ring sent
by Fate," laughs Will, "let it be a sign of our be-
trothal." But Margaret will not permit Will to put
it on her finger, and slips the ring in her purse. _Will

is called to his duties as captain and Margaret is in

the same spot when Eugene finds her. Margaret hands
him the gold ring, questioningly. He explains that
Elsa has broken their engagement,and that he loves
Margaret. "But you shall never wear this ring,

my dear," he adds, and throws it overboard.
Months later, after their honeymoon, Margaret and

Eugene are traversing the bridge from which he had
originally thrown the box. They meet the same two
drunken Irish lads, and in the hand of one is the fatal

gold ring ! They stop to question the laughing youths,
and learn that they had found it while fishing in the
gill of a fish. "Shure, an' now I'll give it to me
Nora for a wedding ring." "It will be good luck,"
smiled Margaret and Eugene at the retreating boys.

WIVES FOR SALE

Bill Binderup File No. 3199

"W^
rHOOPEE," shouts Bill Zook, as he reads

the telegram that sends him headlong into
the street to find a wife before midnight.

According to his uncle's will, if he is married by then
he will inherit his fortune. Otherwise it will revert
to Ethel Smith, a distant relative, under the same
conditions. As he hasn't a cent in his pockets Bill

is too anxious for the money to be very particular
about the wife.
He follows an attractive feminine back down the

street, only to run away when the face reveals a
haggard old maid. At the circus he is no more
successful, for the woman he pursues, when he comes
closer, he finds is none other than the bearded lady

!

A trifle discouraged, he enters the hotel. He perks
up at a smile from a dark siren. In his haste to

follow her up the stairs he trips over a palm, and
catches the belt of a gentleman talking to two
ladies, for support. He pulls off the belt, and
with it the pants ! His speed up the stairs is re-

doubled ! He dashes gayly into a room only to
come flying out, followed by an enraged husky

!

A sign, Wives for Sale, attracts Bill's attention.
A matrimonial bureau is exactly what Bill needs!
Mr. Lane, the manager, is very encouraging. Bill

takes pains with his specifications—a blonde, blue eyes
—and he indicates her dimensions in reahstic pan-
tomime. Mr. Lane looks at Bill's teeth, taps his

chest, and listens to his heart. You'll do, he nods,
and promises to call Bill that afternoon.

Elated, Bill waltzes down the steps from this of-

fice. He laughs when a can of paint hits him, and
when he upsets the painter who lands on top of him,
he merely skips merrily away. He'll have the money,
and a blonde wife, too ! The contract was signed
and sealed ! A message to come immediately to his

late uncle's house greets Bill on his return to his

room. With difficulty he gets out his whezy old

Ford. As it jerks to a start the steering wheel comes
off and Bill, howling, is helpless to stop its progress
down the hill. The car hits a fire plug, and Bill is

tossed right on the front steps of his late uncle's

home! He brushes himself off, and enters.

Bill has no idea what the lawyer is trying to say,

for he has been hard hit by Ethel Smith's loveliness

and can only stare at her. In a daze he accompanies
her into the garden, and bashfully expresses his ad-

miration. Ethel is equally well impressed by Bilk

Sorrowfully she discourages him, because that morn-
ing, to be prepared in case of Bill's defection, she
had signed a contract at the Lane Matrimonial Bu-
reau. Bill tells Ethel he loves her, but cannot marry
her. They are interrupted by a phone call for Ethel.

She savs into the receiver "I'll be right down." As
she leaves the room Bill is called to the phone. Mr.
Lane asks Bill to come down to meet the lady he
has chosen for him. Between hstening to Mr. Lane
and trying to follow Ethel who is entering her car.

Bill jerks the telephone loose, severing the connec-
tion. His car useless, he runs rapidly through the
streets to reach the Bureau. Breathlessly, he arrives,

hoping to be able to be released from his contract,

iDut Lane forstalls him by introducing Bill to his fu-

ture wife. It is Ethel ! With a whoop Bill makes
for her

!

THREE EGGS

Mrs. S. R. Artman File No. 3131

KITTY and George^ newly-married, fondly greet
each other. They sit down at a daintily-set
table, while George gives Kitty the news of the

day. He tells her he has invited Jack to dinner the
following day, and has promised him that Kitty would
bake him a fourteen -egg angel cake. Kitty, brought
up by a thrifty banker father, is incensed at the ex-
travagance, and bears in from the kitchen their last

three eggs, placing them on the table before George.
She declares that a three-egg mock angel cake is all

his friend will get. Obeying the precepts of his
bachlor friends not to give in at the first quarrel,
George insists on fourteen eggs. Kitty, enraged,
throws the eggs at George's head. George shakes her,
and she packs her bag and leaves George, declaring
her father's daughter can make her own way.

Kitty's cooking is her one art, so she applies to
an employment agency for a job as cook. The many
women who are seeking a good cook stampede Kitty,
until a policeman is called in to clear the crowd and
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lighted with the plan, because she felt as

Lord Sealy's wife she could redeem herself.

The scheme worked, for Sealy actually married

Jane. However, Mike and Anne were unable to

secure the money owed to them before the

ceremony, and simply fled from the castle to-

gether without a penny. When the intoxicated

groom tore the veil from his bride's head and
discovered the girl beside him was not Mary,

he broke out into a terrible rage and beat

Jane terribly. She hurried out of the castle

where Rodan who had been aware of the

whole proceedings, carried her to the hospital.

After her recovery, he discovered that Jane

knew nothing of Sealy and could not help him
establish his lordship's guilt for the murder^

Rodan then traced Mike and Anne, who had

married after their escape from the service of

Sealy Out of his jurisdiction, Mike no longer

feared Sealy and confessed that he had been

with Sealy the night of the Saines murder
and seen him kill the man to rid himself

of a rival for Mary's affection. His lordship

was arrested and found insane from alcholic

excesses. Rodan gave Mike and Ann enough
money to go to Canada and begin life over

in a new land. Rodan was rewarded for his

fine work by winning the love and respect of

Mary who married him a few years later. On
their wedding trip they visited Anne and Mike
and were delighted to see that they were liv-

ing a happy and honest life on a prosperous

farm.

DOPE
Edythe Plond

THE Crescent Night Club in the heart of

the fashionable Mayfair section of Lon-

don was established by Heavy McLee as

a clearing house for opium peddlers. the

smart couples who nightly danced to McLee s

excellent orchestra little dreamed that the oc-

casional shabby patrons who were encouraged

bv the proprietor to frequent the club and add

color to the scene were actually the most no-

torious dope peddlers in England. However,

Cecilia Raymond, one of the hostesses at the

club, had long been aware of what the real

bu'iiness was between Heavy and his shabby

customers It was not until she fell in love

with AUister Wynhart that Cecilia became

ashamed of her connection with the place.

AUister had been frequenting the Cresent since

it opened and had eyes for no one but Cecilia,

and nightly as the girl danced with the good-

looking youth, the love between the two rip-

ened One evening AUister arrived at the club

somewhat upset and begged Cecilia to leave

her position that night. He told her she was
too nice to work in such a place and hinted

that he knew of Heavy's underworld activities.

Cecilia admitted to AUister that she was aware
of the real nature of her employer's busmess
and promised to leave that ' evening. A few
minutes later Heavy fjummoned the girl. Tip-

ped oft bv one of his men. Heavy warned
Cecilia to "lay off" AUister, because he was
a bull from Scotland Yard. CeciUa replied

that she was giving up her position. Sensing

treachery, Heavv told the girl that AUister

was not leaving the place alive. Cecilia rushed
downstairs to warn her sweetheart, but was
waylaid by another of the hostesses, Carol,

who insisted on being introduced to AUister.

Cecilia was forced to introduce Carol and the

pair began dancing together before she could

warn her lover. Suddenly, a shot was heard
over the music and Cecilia saw Carol fall to

the ground. The girl had been killed by the

bullet intended for her sweetheart. In the
excitement that followed, AUister escaped, and
Cecilia hurried home. A few minutes after

her arrival a phone call informed her that
AUister was waiting for her at S82 Oxford
Road. As she entered this strange house, she
felt Heavy's hand clap a chloroform-soaked
handkerchief over her mouth, and everything
grew dark.
Heavy knew that AUister was on the look-

out for" the shipment of opium which was to

be dropped to him from the London express

a few mUes outside of the city and he had
resolved to take no chances of arrest. Cecilia

would be his decoy and divert Allister's at-

tention from his duty. Heavy was sure that

the detective would save the girl in prefer-

ence to seizing the opium. The following night,

the girl was bound and gagged and taken with
Heavy in his high-powered motor. It was a
delicate job which the master of the dope
ring dared not trust to his blundering sub-
ordinates. Only his chauffeur accompanied
him. The car approached the meeting place
slowly, and Heavy saw to his satisfaction that
the train was approaching in the distance.
Swiftly he picked Cecilia up and laid her on
the track. But he had miscalculated by a
minute and AUister had time to leap from the
bushes, pull the girl oft the tracks, and cover him
with a pistol. The train pulled by and Heavy's
confederate dropped the precious package of

opium into Allister's outstretched hands. A

second later and the detective blew a shriU

whistle which was a signal to a second Scot-

land Yard man to arrest the confederate on
the train. Still pointing his gun, AUister led

Cecilia and Heavy into the waiting car and
forced the chauffeur to Avive to police head-
quartert^ There Heavy faced the music fo.-

the first time in his life, and weakened by a

torturous third-degree, he confessed to wide-
spread activities as the king of the dope trade.

He and his confederates were soon in jail.

Meanwhile, Cecilia and AUister vowed never
to be parted again and hurried to the near-
est church to be married.

RONKONKOMA
Delilah K th

JOHN HAGADORN, wealthy, middle-aged
lumberman, knew how to handle a delicate

situation with tact, and persuaded Tom
Germain to accept his offer of ten thousand
dollars to leave his dissatisfied wife and re-

turn to his mother in England. With Tom
out of the way, John was able to openly show-
er on Maud Germain the luxuries for which
she craved. He established her as a weal-
thy widow in his Long Island estate at Lake
Ronkonkoma and generously allowed the Ger-
main children to remain with their mother.
John Hagadorn had long ceased to love his

own wife and felt Ronkonkoma was his real

home, while Maud was much happier as a
rich man's mistress than a poor man's wife.

For a time the love nest did not belie its

name.
It was through the Germain chUdren, Daisy

and Billy, that Horace Bugbee met Maud.
Horace was young and handsome, and Maud
found him a pleasant change from fat, bald-

headed John. During her lover's absences,
Maud amused herself with Horace without en-
couraging him to hope for too much. It was
inevitable that John should one day meet
Horace and immediately resent his presence.
Maud promised not to see him again. Horace,
in the meantime, suffered from the shock of

discovering the rumors he had heard about
the beautiful young widow were true. Though
he inaue up his mind to see no more of Maud,
it was impossible to ignore the friendly greet-
ings of the Germain children when they met
on the lake. Horace could not break away from
the well established custom of taking them
in his canoe across Lake Ronkonkoma. One
day he took them for a long ride to the end
of the lake. On the way home a summer
storm broke out and the frail canoe rocked
and tossed in the wind. When they finally

reached the boat house safely, Horace found
Maud frantically waiting for Daisy and Billy.

He helped her carry the drenched children to

the house and change their wet clothes. For
the sake of the children, he could not refuse
her cordial invitation to stay to supper. When
the meal was over, it was raining harder than
ever, and Horace stayed long after Daisy
and Billy had gone to bed. Maud and he sat
talking about the children, when John unex-
pectedly walked in and faced them angerly.
He accused I\Iaud of carrying on an intrigue
behind his back and worked himself into such
a passion that he suffered a sudden stroke. The
next day he was dead, and a few weeks later
Maud learned to her satisfaction that John had
willed her and the children the Ronkonkoma
CMtate and considerable city property. She lost

no time, in making Horace feel that it was
his duty to marry her. Horace saw no escape
from this scheming woman, and the wedding
day was set for the following month which gave
Maud time to secure the final divorce papers
from Tom. "The mills of the Gods grind
slowly, but they grind exceeding small." While
Maud was rushing about the city to buy an
elaborate trousseau, she was killed by an auto-
mobile. Horace assumed the guardianship of
Daisy and Billy and eventually married a
woman who was a far better mother to them
than Maud.

THE ELUSIVE LICENSE
J. Sanford Spalding

TVfTHEN the .'l::'!! express passed and her

Y\' fiance, Birney McFall, didn't stop the
train to All his engine at the water

tank. Rose Barry again turned her attention
to the mysterious Ford car that had been
parked a few feet from the tank most of the
day. Her small coffee stand was situated about
fifty yards from the car, and Rose could watch
goings-on unobserved. It gave her sometliing
to think about until the 3:20 stopped and cus-
tomers arrived. The short, squat occupant of

the Ford now appeared to be digging behind
the large elm tree. In a half hour Rose saw
him return to his car and drive away . She
noted his unusual license number—610000—as
he passed by her stand on the further side

of the bracks. Curiosity got the better of Rose

and in a few minutes she was examining the
spot where the stranger had been digging.
Pushing up the dirt, Rose uncovered a wooden
box addres-sed to the Oglesby Coal Company
and valued at $20,000. Prying open the top,

a dazzling array of twenty dollar gold pieces
met Rose's eye. She realized that the money
must be stolen and quickly made up her mind
to get the reward. With trembling fingers
she scooped up the precious inetal and carried
it

,
to the hollow of a nearby tree. When it

was safely secreted, she covered up the hol-
low with a layer of dead leaves. Then turn-
ing to go home, she noticed a rough-looking
tiamp, whom she had fed that morning, ap-
proaching. He asked her what she had been
doing and Rose gave him an off-hand answer.
She said nothing about her discovery to her
father either, for she recalled a previous oc-
casion when the old man had been guilty of

some petty grafting, and she did not want to

tempt hiin. The next day she traveled to the
city office of the railroad company. To her
surprise a Ford car bearing the license 610000
was parked in front of the building. When
Rose said she wished to see the superinten-
dent, his short, squat secretary wanted to know
her business. As she told liim it was in con-
nection with the Oglesby robbery, his face
changed coloi-, and Rose recognized him as the
man who buried the loot. The secretary said
it would be impossible for her to see the
superintendent, but added that he could be
trusted with any information. Rose discreetly
told him nothing, and returned home.

In the meantime Mr. Barry learned of the
lobbery and heard from Birney that the money
was believed to be in the vicinity of the water
tank. He began a diligent search and found
the gold. He carried it into his chicken coop
and hid it, believing that this accidental "find"
would be the making of Rose and himself. The
next day Rose was seized in the lonely coffee
:'tand and carried by the secretary and an
accomplice into the woods. There the pair
forced her to confess where she had hidden
Ihe loot and I)rought her back to the water
hole so that he could point out the tree in

which the mone^ was secreted. While the men
were digging in the hollow, the ;^:;-J0 express
passed and Rose managed to signal her sweet-
heart that she was in danger. Birney stopped
the train and rushed to her aid, only to be
overpowered by the bandits. While Rose
s(;reamed for help, the tramp appeared from
behind and captured both men. Then drawing
out his police badge, he said that he long sus-
pected the two of carrying on dishonest deal-
ings by using the company Ford, licensed
(J'onoo. Mr. Barry arrived on the scene next
and, learning what had happened, revealed the
lo."ation of the loot. Rose was promised the
?:', 000 reward, and the happy girl rushed into
Eirney's arhis to receive his con.gratulatorv
kiss.

A ROSE IN THE DEVIL'S GARDEN
Viola Charlton

A DORE PHELPS' childhood was a miser-^ able one. Her father was a drunkard
'- -^ who when intoxicated frequently beat his

wife and children. When he was sober,

he was no less a tyrant, and forced his wife
and children to work for him. The money
Adore, her brother Louis, and Mrs. Phelps
earned was squandered on liquor so that the
family went about in shabby clothes and often
had little to eat. Adore could never bring
friends to her home, because of her father's

outbursts, and spent her spare time in soften-
ing the lot of her younger sister, Geneva, and
her two-year old brother, Robert. One day
Mis. Phelps became quite ill and sent Adore
for some medicine. While she was gone, Mr.
Phelps returned from one of his drinking bouts

and asked for the girl. On being informed
she was at the drug store, he accused his wife

of letting the girl gad about with young men.
Adore arrived home and found her father wait-

ing for her. Though she showed him the

medicine in her hand, he would listen to no
explanations and beat her with a horse whip.
I^ouis came to her rescue and finally tore the

drunken brute from his prey. The boy was
1 adly shaken by what he had witnessed and
threatened to kill his father.

The next day, when the family came home
from work, they found that Mr. Phelps had
been strangled. Louis had killed the monster,

and left a note explaining that he did so to

protect his mother and the other children.

Mr. Phelps was buried, but no trace was found
of Louis. After the death of her husband,

Mrs Phelps began drinking to forget her sor-

rows. Her duty as a mother was forgotten,

when drunken bums began paying attentions

to the woolish woman. Odore was more un-

happy than ever now and found her only

pleasure in the new position she had secured.

Her employer, John Hankins, was a wealthy
young man who showed a real interest in his

iovelv secrelarv. John understand about the
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trouble Adore had had at home and had heard
of the ohaiig-e in Mrs. Phelps. He helped the
.^ouIlg grirl guide Geneva and Robert and tried
to locate Louis for her. At length, Adore de-
cided to take the two younger children away
from her mother and make a home of her
own for them. She rented an apartment and
was in the process of moving, when Mrs.
Phelps became very ill. Adore stayed and
cared for her, finally sending her to the hos-
pital where she died. John persuaded Adore
to marry him and the young couple adopted
Genova and Robert. About a year after their
marriage. Louis returned and gave himself up
ic. the police. Dm- t.. the fa.-t that Mr. Phelps'
bad habits had I ,-, n i;,-ii. rally known, it was
.asy to prove that Louis deed was necessary
lo save the rest of his family, and the voung
man was justly acquitted. He joined his sis-
ter and brother-in-law who helped him estab-
lish himself in business. A few years later
he married a charming girl from a fine family.

A DAUGHTER OF THE RICH
William Edgar Hayes

JLLLA MD.VTGHMERY, one uf New Yorks
wealthiest heire^ses, could not decide whe-
ther to marry Dan Calhoun or Bert McAlli-

ster, An armed truce existed between these
two society men as they pursued Julia in the
hope of obtaining the fortune that went with
her. Julia was tired of the social whirl in
which she figured as the center of attraction:
she realized that in her own environment she
could never test the worth of her admirers.
In this frame of mind she learned of an attrac-
tive Western ranch where she could board for
the summer and urged her two suitors to ac-
company her there.

The Bar W. W. Ranch was owned by "Blue
Steel" Wood who ran the place autocratically
and permitted no interference from outsiders.
When spoiled, pampered Julia arrived with her
two escorts. Blue Steel watched them scorn-
fully. He minced no words in criticizing Julia,

when she complained that she could not man-
age without her maid. In defense Julia "high
hatted" him. and he made her position more
ridiculous. The self-made, honest "^^'esterner

flayed the helpless society girl who had deve-
loped an unjustified superiority complex from
flattery and indulgence. Dan and Bert sug-
gested that Blue Steel lead them on a hunting
expedition the next day. Julia joined the
party, and both j-uitors were anxious to impress
her. When they finally came face to face with a
huge grizzly bear, neither man could shoot
straight from excitement. The bear sprang
forward at its attackers and Dan and Bert
fled. Blue Steel shot the animal dead as Julia
fainted in his arins. Thereafter Julia deve-
loped great respect for capable Blue Steel and
under his guidance learned to swim and fish.

Gradually the girl was ashamed of the shallow
existence she had formerly lived and determined
to beconie self-reliant. In the meantime Bert
chaffed as he watched Julia divide her time
between Blue Steel. Dan and himself. His
creditors in the East were pressing him for
payment and he adopted a desperate plan to
win Julia. He hired two notorious rustlers.
One Kye and Slipperj-. to do away 'with Dan for
five thousand dollars. One moning Dan did not
return from his customary ride and his dead
body was found by the ranchers the follow-
ing day. Julia and Bert returned East with
the body. A few weeks after the funeral Julia
was faced with a persistent Bert who assured
the girl that marriage to him would end her
boredom with society life. The memory of
many pleasant hours spent with sincere, out-
.••poken Blue Steel kept the girl from succumb-
ing to Bert's sugar-coated fiattery.
The following summer .Julia announced that

she was going to the ranch. Following her en-
thusiastic lead, Bert feigned deep interest in
the outdoor life and attending Julia constant-
ly when she swam or rode with Blue Steel.
It was annoying to him to watch Jullia fall-
ing in love with the rancher and he once again
decided to resort to trickery to rid himself
of a dangerous rival. He summoned One Eye
and Slippery out of their hiding place and paid
them his last five thousand to do awav with
Blue Steel. The following day as Julia. Bert,
and Blu" .Steel were ascending a neighboring
mountain, two masked men sprang out of a
rocky cave and knocked Blue Steel on the
head with the blunt end of their rifles. When
he came to several hours later he heard the
rustlers, now unmasked, congratulating them-
.selves on the easy job the dude cowboy had
given them and speculating on whether he had
reached their shack on the mountain top with
the girl yet. From their conversation Blue
Steel learned that Bert had bribed the men
to overpower him so that he could attack
Julia and shame her into marrying him. Blue
Steel could listen no further, drawing his re-
volver he surprised these desperados and held
them at bay. They confessed to the murder ofHan and revealed the location of their lair.

After binding them securely with rope. Blue
Steel rushed up the mountainside. He found
Julia struggling desperately with Bert and fired
at him. The wounded man fell to the floor
and. then gathering strength, fired at Blue
Steel. Julia, who had seen what was happen-
ing, jumped in front of Blue Steel, and the
bullet grazed her shoulder. Blue Steel's sec-
ond shot ended the life of treacherous Bert.
Despite the blow on his head. Blue Steel band-
aged Julia's wound, and she in turn looked after
his injuries. The next day a group of cow-
boys from the Bar W. W. Ranch found the
couple and learned to their satisfaction that
the murderers of Dan Calhoun had been found
and that beautiful Julia was to be the mistress
of the ranch.

THE SCOURGE OF EAGLE EYE RANCH
E. R. Layton

THE dreaded Flying Ace of Texas had
brought more harm to Eagle Eye Ranch
than any other in the entire state. That

was because old Simon Layman had defended
his property against the Ace until he was
treacherously shot down in the back. Young
Bill Layman knew the story well. His father
bought the Flying Aces ranch at three times
i's value to get the bandit out of his vicin-
ity, but soon learned that this strategem did
not stop the raids on his property. While
guardmg his herd, Simon Layman was shot
dead by the Ace. After this outrage the coun-
tryside was too hot for the bandit, and nothing
was heard of him for over ten years. BillLayman had grown to manhood and was en-
--iged to marry Sally Balden, the sheriff's
daughter, when word spread over the region
that the Flying Ace had returned. A few davs
later one of Bill's trusted cowboys. Two-gun
Pete, was shot while trying to prevent two
lustlers from stealing his cattle. Bill gathered
his cowpunchers together and went after the
bandits in the direction pointed out bv Pete.
The rustlers were overtaken and captured, and
to his great joy Bill recognized the leader as
the Flying Ace. Triumphantly the bovs brought
their prisoners to town. Word spread like
wtldfi-e that the Flying Ace had been captured,
and the entire county turned out for the trial.An extra guard was provided for the prisonersm case the bandit's men should make an effort
to rescue him. During the second dav of th''
trial, a plane was seen hovering over the court
house. At first it was thought to be in dis-
tress, but as it neared the earth the sign of
fiio Flying Ace was seen clearly painted on its
side. A second later and the main square in
front of the court house was blown up bv abomb dropped from the plane. In the excite-
ment that followed, everyone rushed from the
court house fearing that the fiver would aim
a second bomb in that direction. Somehow,
the Flying Ace escaped in the mob and made
good his getaway when the plane landed in
a field ciose-by just long enough for him to
hop aboard. When the wreckage from the main
S',"""X JV, ''"^a'^et' up. it was found that
Sheriff Balden had been killed by some falling
masonry. Bill thus saw his father's murdererescape just as he was about to meet his dueand was forced to tell Sally that her fatherhad been killed as the fiend made his getawayAs he comforted his fiance that evening Billswore vengeance.
However, the Flying Ace felt he owed Bill

a score for capturing him and nearly causin--
his death. The following week one of his
swift planes landed on the Eagle Eve Ranch
and surprised Bill and Two-gun Pete as they
were having a quiet smoke on the porch At
t'le point of the gun, the two were driven into
the plane by the Ace. The bandit's plan was
to frighten Bill and then make the bargain when
he was propery impressed with his power Thetwo were thrown into a cell and tortured at in-
tervals. Both men begged to be killed out-
right rather than have death dragged out in a
swies of hideous agonies. After a week's time,
they were physical and mental wrecks from the
suffering they had endured. The Flving Ace
figured they were ripe to obey him. and had
them brought into his presence. He told them
that he needed some ca.sh and would be glad to
sell Bill .some cattle in exchange, but he warned
them that if the police learned that he would
be at the ranch for the monev. both
would be seized again and subjected tt> further
tortures until they eventually died. Bill agreed
to draw his money from the bank—twenty
thousand dollars in all—and hand it to the
bandit when he delivered a herd of stolen
cattle to him the following day. The bargain
struck. Bill and Pete were taken home in the
airplane. As soon as their escorts had de-
parted. Bill sounded the alarm over the coun-
tryside. He and Pete each jumped in a car
and notified every rancher in the county to be
at the Eagle E.ve Ranch in the morning armed
to the teeth. Then to forestall an attack from
the air. several huge government mac'iine guns
were secured. At dawn 111.- next morning the
Eagle Eye Ranch looked deserled, but behind

each clump and hush were fighting men. At
about ten o'clock the Flying Ace and his mob
drove the cattle in. while Bill stood by counting
the heads. When he handed over the monev to
th bandit, the the hidden men started a well-
planned attack. A terrific fight ensued such as
Texas had never before seen with the bandit's
airplanes dropping bombs from above. Bill had
the .satisfaction of killing the Flying Ace him-
self, and with his enemy dead, he manned a ma-
chine gun and made short work of the planes.
The bandit's men were captured and the day
ended with a final victory for law and order in
Texas. That night amid the celebrations of the
townspeople. Bill was married to Sally Baldin.

A VACATION ABROAD
Luther Usry

AMY ANDREWS was (|uaneling with her
husband. The summer had gone by and

they had not taken their customary vaca-
tion, and Mrs. Andrews claimed that she de-
served a trip abroad that winter. While her
husband tried to explain that his business had
never been worse and that he could not afford
a holiday. Mrs. Andrews read advertisements
lo him describing the money that could be
saved b.v traveling during the winter. Finally,
Jim promised to take her to Europe if he made
any money, and rushed out of the house to his
office.

Jim Andrews was a photographer, and he
sat pondering at his desk on how he could
ci eate more business. Finally an idea caiTie to
him and he invited two friends of his to lunch.
Bill Acorn was a lawyer and Wade Harris a
printer, and both told their friend how dull
business was. Jim's scheme was to have Bill
run for congressman. Acorn was well res-
pected in town and had a fair chance of win-
ning. During Bill's campaign. ^Vade and he
could make a quick fortune printing circulars
and photographing the candidate. The two
men jumped at Jims idea and the bargain
was struck between them. A week later the
town of Hammondsport was plastered with
Bill's likeness and notices of his candidacy.
A number of poor people were whole-heartediy
for Acorn, because he had formerly handled
some case for them and charged them little
for his services. However, Mr. Cartwright, the
town's richest citizen, doubted the ability of
the humble lawyer. Accordingly. Jim called
on the millionaire merchant and offered to bet
him five hundred that Acorn would lose. Mr.
Cartwright disliked Jim intensely and, since the
young man was so sure Bill would lose, he took
up his challenge and agreed to bet Bill would
win. The minute he left the Cartwright
home, Jim spread the word that Ham-
mondspot's leading citizen had bet five bun-
dled dollars on Bills victory. Mr. Cartwright's
support of the candidate won over a large
number of people and funds began to pour
in to Bill's office. Jim and Wade were hand-
somely paid for the hundreds of photographs
and posters they had turned out and five hun-
dred dollars was set aside to pay Mr. Cart-
wright. if Bill should win. On Xovember sec-
ond all of Hammondsport went to the polls and
by nightfall Bill's victory was assured.
A week later the station of Hammondsport

was crowded with good-wishers as the train
headed for the East drew in. Two prominent
families boarded the train—Mr. and Mrs. Acorn
bound for ^\'ashington and Mr. and Mrs. And-
rews bound for the Atlantic seaboard and the
first steamer that would take them to Europe.

OLD CHINA
Mrs. Elizabeth Ingram Hubbard

TWO characters. Grace Field, a girl with
ancestors and Augus 'I'athill, her lover.
Time; present. Place; anywhere. Scene;

the Field living-room. Both must be accom-
plished singers and dancers.
These two have grown up from little tots

in the same neighborhood, have played to-
gether, rjuarreled sometimes, and each knows
the other is the one lover.
Gus has flni-shcd college and been fortunate

in securing a job that warrants his marrying.
Grace likes the suspense, and is in no hurry
to wed. When Gus approaches too near the
eiid of the sofa on which they are sitting. Grace
moves further away. Gus persists. Grace
sings a snatch of the "Old China" jingle and
sa5s it is such a beautiful blue set. Very old,
brought from England ages ago. The Field
family is ancient,—came over to England from
Alsace in the 9th Century.
Gus declares the Field family is so stingy

it will not give him the wife he wants.
The China is now in the Blue Room of grand-

aunt Clara.
Now Gus, to match her story, declares that

he has a corner in ancestors, also. (He kisses
her ear). He goes on to say that his ancestor
was a smuggler captain who sailed in a pirate
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ship from Daneland to Calicut wlience they
l>oug:ht baclt ginger, juleps and genis. He was
shipwrecked, and saved by the captain of a Chin-
ese junk wlio gave him a blue tureen. Each
describes the pattern on the blue china and
they agree that it is the same. Then they sing
the first of two songs about China, and aftei-

singing they dance while the orchestra plays.

Then they reseat themselves on the divan
and continue their bantering. Gus moves near-
er, manages to put an arm around her and
kisses her—she resists beautifully, of course.
Gus suggests that he steal the tureen and give
it to Grace to add to the blue set. They banter
still for this and finally Grace yields to his
embrace.
Then they rise, go to the front again and

sing "We'll give up "Old China" and live in

Japan. The orchestra continues to play and
they dance, retiring at last throwing kisses to

the audience.

DIXIE DEAN
Florence Connolly

WHILE Dixie Dean was traveling lo Hope-
ton, she became acquainted with Jimmie

Trask. Jimmie was present at the psy-

chological moment when Dixie dropped her

purse en route to the diner and quickly picked
it up for her. A few minutes later the two
found themselves seated at the same table

and began conversing. After the customary re-

marks about the weather, their talk became
more intimate. Dixie confessed she was go-
ing on an adventure for she had no idea what
the future held in store for her. Her father
had died the month before leaving her alone
in the world and her ."^.unt Mary Murphy,
whom she had never seen, had offered her a
home. Jimmie became deeply interested in

Dixie and cheered up the somewhat frightened
girl. The train arrived at Hopeton all too soon
and Dixie bid her new friend good-bye.
Aunt Mary Murphy was kindness itself to

her orphaned niece and promptly began in-

troducing the girl to her friends in the hope
of marrying her off. Dixie would have been
very happy in her new home, if it had not
been that her aunt's ambitious scheming to

find her a husband made her think that per-
haps she was in the way there. Accordingly
she encouraged the suit of Reginald Wren, al-

though she had no particular liking for him.
Unconsciously Dixie would compare liini witli

Jimmie Task and find him wanting a great
deal. Six months after her arrival, the en-
gagement of Dixie and Reginald was an-
nounced, and Mrs. Murpliy made herself busy
preparing an elaborate wedding. She and her
niece made many trips to the city to purchase
Dixie's trousseau. On one of these rides when
Dixie was driving the little roadster that her
aunt had given her the pair were overtaken by
a severe electrical storm. Miles from shel-
ter, Dixie drove forward as the car skidded
on the wet road. All of a sudden it skid-
ded into a tree and then turned over a small
enbankment pinning the two women under the
wreck. Dixie nianaged to extricate herself
and found slie suffered only a few bruises,
but was unable to pull her aunt out. Running
up to tlie road she signalled the first car
that passed and saw to her joy that Jimmie
Trask jumped out to assist her.
A week later, when her aunt was fully re-

covered, Dixie and Jimmy talked over their
two strange meetings. Jimmy wanted to know
how Dixie's adventue was turning out, and
learned by skillful questioning that the girl

was marrying Reginald simply because she
feared she was not welcome at her aunt's.
On learning this, Jimmy begged Dixie to marry
him instead of Reginald and, as Dixie joyous-
ly consented, she confessed that she had "fall-
en" for him the night her purse had fallen
for him.

T

HER CHOICE
Mathilda Meyer

HE characters in this love triangle are
Beatrice Blackwell and the two men wlio
love her—Bill Hopewell and Walter Hig-

gins.

After a week-end party to which both men
had been invited, Beatrice finally decided to

marry Bill. Walter took the news like a man
and congratulated his friend. A few months
later he was best man at the wedding of the

couple. Walter avoided the newlyweds for

some time so as not to cause any unneces-
sary heartache or jealousy. After the birth of

Beatrice's little girl, he called on his two
friends. Bill welcomed his old pal and Beat-
rice still found Walter's company enjoyable.
Months went by and the rejected suitor was
constantly at the Hopewell home. Walter
kept his relations witli Beatrice on a strictly

Platonic basis, and Bill had no cause for an-
xiety. However, though Beatrice said nothing

to her husband, slie somatimss wished slie

never saw. Walter. Constantly in his society,
Beatrice fonud Walter dangerously attractive
and had a hard time concealing her growing-
affection. Often when Walter told her how
glad he was that she had found so much hap-
piness with Bill, Beatrice would look at him
with a strange light in her eyes.
During the winter Bill contracted pneumonia.

Shut out from the sick room by efficient nurses.

Beatrice and Walter spent long hours together
anxiously waiting for word about the sick
man. Foi- a week the .'itricken man hovered
betweri! life and death. Then, at last, the
plij'sician informed the worried couple that the
crisis was past and Bill would recover. In-
voluntarily Walter took the relieved wife in his

arms and covered her with kisses. In a mom-
ent the couple's long suppressed desires were
1 eleased and tlie two yielded to the dictates of
passion. A few months later Beatrice told her
husband that she was again to become a
mother. Bill was surprised and then glad at
Ihij:. news. He hoped a second baby would
overconre the change that he had noticed in
his wife since his illness. Beatrice was de-
lighted that this child was a boy and hoped
AValter, who had a\-oided the house since the
night of their folly, would call on her again.
But he did not appear, and as Beatrice watched
Bill fondling her little son, she became more
and more conscious of the deception she had
practised. Months went by and though she
cared tor her ailing husliand tenderly, she could
not hide the fact that she no longer loved him.
The following winter Bill contracted pneumonia
a second time and died after a short illness.
Several months later Walter and Beatrice were
again together making plans for their coming
wedding, when Beatrice revealed that the
youngster Walter was playing with so happily
was his own son.

DEPENDABLE DAN
Esther Paiewsky

WHEN Jerry Matthews called his fiancee
on the telephone and told her their en-
gagement must end, the astonished

Edna, a popular dancer with many admirers,
pleiMl.il Willi her cousin Dan Sanders to call

on .l.rr\- In learn the trouble. Dan visited
Jelly at liif club and learned that the latter
had luel uiih an accident, while

,
driving his

sister Laura and her chum Irene back to school.
Irene had shielded Laura, when the car collided
with another automobile, and suffered serious
internal injuries as a consequence. Jerry liad

long known tliat his sister's friend loved him
and, in fact, had been interested in her before
he met Edna. He felt that he must compens-
ate for her bravery by marrying her. Dan
listened to Jerry's story and was truly sym-
pathetic. A short time afterwards, when Jerry
lost hs job and could not meet the doctors'
bills, Dim eiiiplnyecl hlui lu hls iusurancc of-

fice iiiiil .Mii'c.'i'ded in restraining him from
the wild eii.wd with whom he had formerly
associated.

After Irene was discharged from the hos-
pital she married Jerry. Dan met the bride

and was greatly attracted by her fragile

beauty. Before long he was deeply In love

with her, but did not reveal his feelings. Mean-
while, Laura completed her law studies and
came to stay with her brother and sister-in-

law. Dan frequently vis-ited the Matthews'
home. His pleasant companionship with Laura
made it possible for Irim to remain under the
same roof with Irene and hide his feelings.

In the interim, Edna had married a former
suitor and found life with him impossible. A
chance meeting with Jerry made her realize

the emptiness of her existence and she con-
sented to tlie liaison lier former sweetheart
suggested. When her husband learned of her
infidelity, he began proceedings for a divorce,

naming Jerry as co-respondent. Dan, knowing
Irene's weakened condition, tried to prevent
tire news from reaching her. Laura overheard
Dan warning Jerry not to let his wife hear of

this affair, and understood for the first time
Dan's love for Irene. She admired his sacri-
fice in trying to build up rather than tear
down the halo Irene saw around her husband.

Irene died believing in her loved one's faith-

fulness, and Jerry was free to marry Edna af-

ter her divorce was granted. The lives of

Dan and Laura became enriched by a grow-
ing regard for each other and they married.
Their union was blessed by the coming of Baby
Irene, named in memory of the woman both
adored. Happy Mr. and Mrs. Sanders found all

right with the world!

glancing through several books, he learned
that suicide was the only way a hero could
express his unhappiness when cruel parents
separated him from his beloved. Buddy de-
cided that suicide was the thing for him, but
he v.-as not quite sure just how he should end
his life. Picking up the paper he read of
a young man who had leaped out of his bed-
iiH.m window and lieen killed from the fall.

.\'ot to be outdone. Buddy rushed to his win-
dow, closed his eyes, and jumped. A second
later h' was sprawling on the verandah roof
two feet below his windo^v, while a neighbor
passing by reported to her friend that Buddy
was up to one of his pranks again and was
tiying to siiiiisli ill the porch roof. Over-
whelmed 1 > II shee].ish feeling at the failure
of his attenipi, Kuddy climbed back in to his
room and again read the paper for insiJiration.
A second later he was hurrying out of the
house towards the river. He walked to the
end of the fishing pier and jumped in the
river. His body struck the water; but his
hands at first instinctively kept him afloat. A.
few minutes later Buddy was in midstream
hoping that lie would soon become exhausted
and sink to a watery grave. But, alas, before
his strength began to fail, two friends ap-
pioached him in a rowboat. .They were pro-
perly shocked at seeing him swimming in his
c'oihes and concluded that someone had dared
him to do it. Buddy, feeling years older than
his friends, would not disillusion them by tell-
ing them what love had done to him, and he
was forced to climb into the boat and go fish-

ing with them. When he left his friends that
evening, he stopped at the drug store and
purchased a bottle of carbolic acid. Then
liuriying home, he ate a hearty meal in order
to buck up his courage for the ordeal. Solemn-
ly he prepared for the end. Out of his strong
box came Pamela's letters and, as Buddy placed
them reverently on the bed, he attached a little

note requesting that they be buried with him.
Then he pulled out Pamela's picture and asked
that it be placed over his heart in the coffin.
Finally, Buddy poured the carbolic acid in a
glass and put it to his lips. Just then the
cook's ' voice boomed out liis name and he
rushed to the phone to see who was calling.
It M^as Pamela who said she had a grand
idea and wanted Buddy to meet her at once.
The attentive lover lost no time in obeying
his sweetheart's recinest. Hours later when
Mr. and Mrs. Stilhiiiin had found their son's
notes and were moiniiiii.i; liis death, the phone
rang and Buddy a iiiiied he had eloped with
Pamela. Joyfully bis in.. i her told him that she
never was so glad of anything in her life.

I
HE

CATASTROPHE
Zadok

,.y.[-ir:.\ Uii.l.ly Stillmans parents forbid

4/ him t.. mariv Pamela Parker, the young
' man tried to recall what the heroes of

iiantic novels did in such situations. After

MISCHIEVOUS MOLLY

1. C. Clark

If-righteous inhabitants of Westbury
jized Molly Blake, because her father

-"- had once been in prison for forgery. In

foimer days Robert Blake had slighted wealthy
Mrs. Winthrop Ca]>- and this lady led the

attack against his daughter. Respectable
children shunned Molly, and the child spent
many lonely, unhappy days. As she grew
older Molly wreaked her vengeance on strait-

laced society by playing practical jokes on
those who would not associate with her. Con-
cealing her deep hurt by a boyish bravado,
her pranks only added to her bad reputation.

One summer Mrs. Carey invited her nephew
Gilbert to spend the summer with her. Gilbert

first saw Molly playing a hand-organ one hot

day, while the organ-grinder rested and some
poor children danced to the music. Suddenly,

the girl noticed sli.- was ).. ing watched, and
smiled roguishly al llie liaiulsome young man.
In a few minutes the two were talking and had
arranged a date for the evening. Gilbert found
the hoydenish Molly far more attractive than
the society belles of his aunt's choice. He saw
the girl constantly, until one day his aunt
learned of the friendship and informed him of

Molly's history. Gilbert was too broadminded
to be impressed by such gossip, but finally

was persuaded by Mrs. Cary to drop the girl.

When Molly discovered that Gilbert had seem-
ingiy lost interest in her, she was heartbroken.
Then, characteristically, she tried to get even
on him and forget the slight. The following
day she learned that Mrs. Carey was sponsor-
ing a charity masquerade ball and decided to

go. That afternoon she stood at the back door
of the Carey mansion and watched the weelthy
matron drive off in iter car. Then she .slipped

into the library through an open window and
ransacked the place until she had found Mrs.
Carey's invitation to the ball.

A week later Molly donned a charming cos-

tume and made ready for the ball. She de-

cided to wear some of her dead mother's
jewels and in taking a necklace from the jewel
box found a most interesting letter. At the

ball Molly entered on Mrs. Carey's ticket, while

the nialron had a hard time convincing the
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flunkeys that she should be admitted without
an invitation. At midnight everyone unmasked,
and Mis. Carey accused Molly of stealing her
invitation when she discovered her present. At
this point, Gilbert, who had silently witnessed
Holly's raid in the library, stepped forward
and said that he had given the ticket to the
girl. Molly smiled at him gratefully and then
pulled a letter from her purse. It proved that
Mr. Blake was innocent and had gone to jail

to save his brother froni disgrace. Gilbert
read the letter to the assemblage, and, as Mrs.
Carey bowed her head in shame, he quickly
iiiok Mi»lly in his arms and kissed her.

THE SUNSET RIDE
Stanley Soltys

ALL his life Steve Gibson had been called
a coward. It began when he was a child
and his twin brother. Jack, who was

much heavier than he, made fun of him he-
cause he was weak. Jack could always lick
Steve and taunted the smaller boy, because
he avoided fighting him. The reputation of
coward stuck to Steve, and many was the
lime he longed to show his family that the
name was undeserving. At twenty-one Steve
fell in love with Mary Martin and would have
married her. if his stronger brother had not
stepped in. The night Steve learned that
Mary was engaged to his brother, he decided
to run away from home. Kveryone called him
a coward, he might as well live up to his
name. Stealthily he set out from his home
«>n hor.'^eback. When he reached the nearest
town, he found everyone congregated on the
main street to witness a fire. Standing in
the crowd, Steve heard a beautiful young girl
crj-ing and learned that her younger sister was
still in the burning house. Xo one would ven-
ture to save the child, and Steve suddenl.v
offered to try. A moment later he dashed
into the flames and dragged the half-suffocated
girl to safety. With tears of joy Marion Wright
thanked the good-looking and modest stranger.
Amidst the plaudits of the mob. Steve felt a
new courage, and that night he quietly re-
turned to his home determined not to run
away again.
Though the Gibsons never learned of Steve's

heroism, they noticed a new spirit in him
after the announcement of his brother's engage-
ment. He .showed grit and determination and
refused to allow Jack to bully him. After
Jack's marriage, the family looked to Steve
as the head of the house and valued his advice
more than that of his brother.
Meanwhile, Steve had returned to the scene

>f the fire a few nights after the rescue and
learned that the victims of the disaster had
moved to the city. For months Steve dreamed
of beautiful Marion Wright and could not get
her out of his mind. He frequently rode past
the deserted ruins of her former home in the
hope that she would return. One Sunday af-
ternoon about a year after the fire, the youth
went on his customary pilgrimage. As he was
about to drive away, he noticed a car stop
in front of the house, and, turning around,
.saw the girl of his dreams. Marion ran over
to him and thanked him again and again for
saving her sisters life. For months she had
been trying to learn his whereabouts so that
she could reward him for his heroism. Quickly
she presented him with a Carnegie Hero Medal
for the brave deed that many had witnessed.
A month later Steve's joy at receiving a medal
for braver.v seemed small in comparison to
his happiness at winning the hand of Marion
Wright.

THE AMERICAN HEIRESS
V. C. Jones

MAMIE HOGG, spoiled daughter of Siimuel
Hogg, the oil king, was brought by her
ambitious mother to England in the hope

that some of her father's millions would bring
her a titled husband. There she met Lord
Montgomery who regarded this frank American
beauty as a curiosity and cultivated her as
such. Both mother and daughter completely
misunderstood Lord Montgomery's attentions.
Mrs. Hogg pictured Mamie married into the
flower of English aristocracy. So sure was
she that the wedding would be consummated,
that she was persuaded by a charitable or-
ganization to adopt a child to fill Mamie's place.
Mrs. Hogg chose an exquisite blond girl of
eight years, because the name Isabelle de
Courtney marked on the fine clothes of this
foundling suggested distinguished lineage. While
ihe adoption was being legalized, Mamie and
her mother were invited to Montgomery Manor.
Lad.v Montgomery was not amused b.v her son's
guests and treated them with condescension.
When Mrs. Hogg foolishly mentioned that she

I
favored a match between her daughter and
Lord Montgomery, the haughty dowager feit
outraged. She made fun of the ambitious
mother and pointed out that her son would
eventually marry her dead sister's eight vear

old child. Lady Florence de la Rochefoucauld,
whom she was bringing up to be a worthy
mistress of Montgomery Manor. Mamie was
hurt by this huiniliating scene and longed to
avenge the insult. Mrs. Hogg's remark as
the.v were leaving the manor park that from
a distance Lady Florence could not be dis-
tinguished from her own Isabelle gave Mamie
an idea.

A few days later the bohl young girl, dis-
guised as a man, and her faithful maid Katy
iiuietly e:-tablished themselves as nian and wife
in an inn a few miles from the Montgomery
estate. There they enlisted the help of Jerry
Martin, a servant who had been discharged by
the Montgonierys for drunkenness. Late one
afternoon Mamie, in disguise, approached Lady
Florence's governess and told her there had
been an accident in the parK. Leaving her
charge with Mamie, the governess went off to
investigate. A second later Katy appeared
and said the governess was waiting for them
in an automobile. The three hurried into a
waiting car and were quickly driven away by
Jerry. Mamie, still dressed as a young man,
returned to the inn with Katy: Lady Florence
was left in the charge of Jerry and his mother
who told the child her detention in their cot-
tage was to prevent gypsies from kidnapping
her. Lady Montgomery immediately named
^tamie as an enemy, and when the girl and
her maid reached London. Stephen TTalgrave
and Tom Mathews. Scotland Yard detectives,
were hot on the trail. The daring Mamie dis
played Isabelle in a drive through London:
Walgrave and Mathews rushed to arrest her
and found them.'elves called fools for attempt-
ing to abduct Mrs. Hogg's adopted daughter.
5'^amie sent Mrs. Martin money to take Lady
Florence to Italy where an impoverished noble-woman brought her up as her neice for a
substantial consideration.

Jfamie's return trip to America was made
pleasant b.v the Rev. Brownlow whom she re-
cognized as ^"algrave. The latter found him-
self falling in love with Jlamie in spite of
the fact he was sure of her guilt. He proposed
and was accepted, though Mamie felt his in-
terest was calculated to trap her. One night
she expo.sed him publicly. The headlines soon
lazed with word that the wealthy heiress had
been imposed upon by a Scotland Yard detec-
tve whose intention was blackmail. Walgrave
returned to England in disgrace.
A year or more passed and Mrs. Martin wrote

for further instructions. since the Italian
counte.ss had died. Mamie met Mrs. Martin
and Lady Florence in a small Parisian dwelling
where she felt the.v would be unwatched. In
the hallway the three walked straight into
Walgrave who was living there in poverty.
Caught red-handed. Mamie realized she was
at the mercy of the man she had ruined. But
the chivalrous Walgrave jumped at this op-
portunity to prove his love was genuine. Ac-
cording to his directions the Montgomerys
signed papers promising never to prosecute or
otherwise annoy Lady Florence's kidnapper and
he brought the child back to them, receiving
an enormous reward, ilamie who had regret-
ted her rash deed from the moment she had
kidnapped Lady Florence thanked him for re-
lieving her of a charge which had long troublec.
her conscience. The couple, again betrothed
returned to -\nierica where Walg-ave met Isa-
belle at close hand for the first time. When
the former detective heard her story he real-
ized she was his own daughter, whom his
runaway wife before she died had left in Lon-
don under her maiden name. United with his
long-lost child "n'algrave married Mamie and
the three thus comprised the only perfect tri-
angle ever recorded.

THE CARAVAN MYSTERIOUS
Gene Plenus

THE Honorable Patricia O'Donovan hardly
did credit to her illustrious name, anil
her brother left his estate to a dear

friend instead of to his worthless sister. "When
Patricia learned that his vast lands in the
north of Ireland were willed to Gordon Mac-
Arthur, she decided that the heir would never
enjoy these domains. Gordon JIacArthur was
ruthlessly blackmailed and forced to surrender
his property and agree to leave Ireland for-
ever. Fortunately, he had sufficient money to
purchase a yacht ana take his wife and two
little daughters to far-away Egypt. There he
thought his family would be safe from the
menacing threats of Patricia, while he traveled
back to Ireland to checkmate his enemies. His
plan would have worked had not his children's
governess been in the Honorable Patricia's em-
ploy and informed her mistress of Gordon's
trip. Gordon was trapped and poisoned upon
landing in Ireland, and his wife never heard
from him again. After a year of anxious wait-
ing, she decided to search for her husband.
As soon as she departed, the governess was
instructed to lose the children in the desert
so that they could never claim the estate. The
avaricious governess sold them to one of the
desert sheiks—Benoo Y'ouseef—and then re-
turned to her mistress. Mrs. MacArlhur, te»o,

met the same fate as her husband.
In the caravan of Benoo Youseef little Stana

and Xejdee passed for half-breeds. Their
delicate features and blue eyes were distinctly
European, while their tanned skins and raven
hair suggested an Arab heritage. The children
were conscious of the gap that separated them
from the rest of the tribe and clung together.
When they giew older they \vere more certain
that they did not really belong to the tribe and
vaguely remembered former days with kind fair-
skinned people. When Stana was eighteen and
her sister si.xteen. Prince El Mir beheld them
one day racing ahead of the caravan on magnifi-
cent Arab steeds. He at once wanted them for
his harem and offered Benoo Youseef a huge
sum for the girls. The bargain was struck
and that evening the two were informed that
they would go with the prince in the morn-
ing. During the night Stana and Xejdee fled

t«» escape entering El Mir's harem. After a
twenty-four race on horseback across the blaz-
ing sands, they arrived at a little mission
house which they knew was occupied by Eng-
lish people. The two girls, disheveled and ex-
hausted from their trip, begged for shelter.
Alfred MacArthur had settled at the border of
the desert in the hope that some day this
trackless waste would yield up the secret of
his lost brother and his family. His wife had
aided him in his search for years, and the
couple listened sympathetically to the girls'

story and promised them a home. For several
weeks Stana and Xejdee reveled in their new
environment until one day Prince El Mir's
men atempted to abduct them. The Mac-
Arthurs had grown so attached to the girls

that they decided to leave the countr.v to keep
them safe. All four journeyed to Ireland. On
shipboard the two sisters fell in love with
twin brothers—Ted and Allen Clancy. When
Mrs. Clancy learned that Stana and Xejdee had
been adopted by the MacArthurs and that the
girls were probably half-castes, she forced the
twins to cease their attentions. This action
was very disheartening to the MacArthur party.
For the first time the old couple realized the
resijonsibility they had assumed in adopting
two girls of unknown origin. In the compart-
ment of the Xorth Ireland express Stana and
Xejdee noticed a wild-eyed old woman staring
at them peculiarly. Finally her staring so up-
set Stana that she asked her sister in Arabic
why the old lady was so interested in them.
At the sound of this language the woman
uttered a piercing shriek and began to rave
wildly. A doctor on the train was ^•ummoned
and shook his head sadly after his examin-
ation. The woman realized she was dying and
confesiied that she was the former governess
of these two young ladies. After she told her
whole miserable story, she breathed a sigh
of relief, and expired. Eventually the two sis-

ters came into their inheritance and married
tne Clancy twins.

FOR WOMEN ONLY!
Sally Colton

THE strictest rule of Tate University pro-
vided that no men were ever to enter
the girl's dormitory: nevertheless, when

his classmates dared Tom Harrington to climb
into Gracie Wood's room, the young man was
reckless enough to take up their challenge.
That evening while Gracie was stud/ing, Tom
stepped nervously into her room. The girl was
plainly annoyed by the arrival of this love-
sick freshman who had been following her
foolishly since he first discovered her sitting
next to him in biology. She stamped her foot
and asked him how he dared enter. AVhile
she was in the midst of scolding him. voices
were heard outside her door. Frightened at

what might happen if the authorities learned
she h:id a man in her room. Grace thrust Tom
behind the window curtains, and opened the
door. Several friends were outside, and
as they entered the room they wanted
to know what all the noise was about.
Grace replied that she was listening to

an argumentative discussion over the radio.

The conversation soon turned to men, and try

as Grace did to prevent it. Thelma Lane asked
her if Tom was still making such a pest of

himself. Before Grace could answer a loud
sneeze came from behind the curtain, and
Thelma jumped and pulled the curtain back.
There stood Tom with a face fiery red and
dripping with perspiration. The girls were
startled by this discover.v. especially one of

them who had pulled off her dress and was
standing in her teddies. Finally all began to

lease Tom for pulling a Romeo act and climb-
ing into his sweetheart's room. .\ loud knock
interrupted their merriment and Tom was
hastily hidden behind the curtains a second
time. Ursula Prim, the matron, next made
her appearance and said she thought she had
seen a man enter the room throu.gh the win-
dow. The girls assured her that she was mis-
taken and began looking under the beds and
in the closet to convince her. Miss Prim
carefully inspected the place after the girls

finished and was about to depart, when her
little dog bounded into the room and made a
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dive for the ourlains. S(|uiiiiiing to shake ulT

this vicious little pup, Tom betrayed his where-
abouts, and the matron uttered a piercing'

shriek as she beheld his long- lanky legs. She
made a grab for him and Tom Inrmcl In llir.

Miss Prim caught hold of his tnnisirs :iinl

pulled; in a few seconds Tom \\:is siandiMu
in his b.v.d.'s. The matron was tmilily sli,.rkril

and hanclii] him bad; liis pants with instruc-

tions Id pul Ihcni dii and come with her to

the poller. Al Ihis ninment Grace slipped out

of the room and rushed to the end of the hall.

There she pulled the (ire alarm. By the time
iMiss Prim was ready to lead Tom away in

disgrace, he fire engines arrived. The girls

rushed to the window and ordered the firemen
to turn the hose in their direction. Then they
withdrew, forcing the matron to stand at the

window. In a second she was completely
doused with water and unable to move out of

the path of the spray. Tom rushed from the

room, while the girls were convulsed at the

sight of the malr.ni lUinided of her wig and
screaming al ilir lir.ni.n. Tom was in the

street by this liin.-. ami directed the firemen

to put up a Uiiidci- and rescue i\liss Prim. This
they did, and the proteslin- iiiaMon was .ar-

ried down a, ladder to the amus. nani •'( [hi-

entire campus. When she leaehed ilie fjiound.

this drippin;; w.l an.l 1...dragged spinster kissed

her re!-<uii an.l >lai\\rred him with endear-
ments, while (Ir.i.i, rn.ioying the scene from
above blew a irnd.-r kiss to Tom.

Cha
ssful, V

prett^

conti
nil,-?;.

> BACHELOR OF FORTY
IVIrs. Jennie McCurry

MORSKIjIjS' bachelorhood puzzled
les Rigland, for Amos

„ealthy, and attracted to

ne flay Charles asked him
nmarried, and Amos began
d from college days.

:i as The Imp, Amos was
practical jokes and took

eept Clara Rhodes. Clara,

one of the prettiest girls on the campus and

the most popular member of tba Sazina i in

Sorority, tor a long time showed liiin no parn-

cular favor. At the end of hrr s.iiihom.ir,

year, however, she was wearing Amos frat

pin and acknowledging her engagement to The
Imp The pair were probably the most envied

couple on the campus, for both had looks,

brains, and money. The following year Ernest

Stillman arrived at college and soon made a

number of feminine hearts flutter. lu a few

weeks, the newcomer had "fallen" for Clara,

and was running after her more than her own
fiance. At first Amos took Ernest's attentions

to Clara as a joke, but when he saw the man
was a real rival, he began playing pranks to

show his annoyance. The night of the .lunior

Prom found Amos thinking up a scheme I'l

get rid of his rival, and, when Ernest stepped

out of his car to enter the club, the entire

seat of his new dress trousers remained in

the Machine stuck fast hv a layer of glue.

Much to Amos' surprise. Clara did not think

Ernest's dilemma amusing and dating from

that night she considered her sweetheart a

bully. A few weeks later Amos heard that the

Sigma Chi girls were sleeping out of doors

and he decided in favor of a prank which he

was sure would be enjoyed by Clara. Donning

a gorilla's suit he obtained from a masquerade

costumer, he burst into the Sigma Chi grounds

late at night when all the girls were sound

asleep. Making -a number of gutteral sounds.

he woke the girls who were panic-stricken at

the sight of a hideous animal jumping around

the beds They started to run into the dormi-

tory while the gorilla chased them. Finally,

Anios spotted Clara and diverted his pursuit

in her direction, thinking she would recognize

him at once and laugh al the fright of her

friends. But Clara, siavil..! from her sleep by

this seeming monsln. Ik.i.iIv veco.gnized him

as her fiance. Instead si,,, rushed throug'h the

gardens and finally fell into ihe fountain. ^\hen

she discovered Amos tearing off his costume

insisted

to pull her out she was too fun
The next day she returned his

the following- year she mairi.d I

had never been in love wiili aa.\

that day. Although he had ilii-i.

there was only one he would m
When Charles heard Amos' stoi..

that he knew a young widow who might suit

hi-) friend, and very reluctantly Amos agreed

to meet her. On being introduced the next

day to Mrs. Clara Stillman, he found her as

charming as during his college days. The marri-

age of Clara and Amos the following year left

one less bachelor of ferty in this busy w-orld.

THE SKY PIRATE
George Etters

THE boys of Golden Glow Hollow f,.rnud

an aviation club of which William Jones

was the organizer. William's interest in

aviation had developed suddenly and inexplic-

club wa;
.. ,.bif, i

formed he per-

Wi ,d t\

<l til.

it hi;

.Uially ill

chi ll.Sl

hi Ihi... sport. One day whin ^\illianl was
lakin.s; olT in the glider, he saw a la-ight red
plant, approaching- in the distance. It circled
over his head and then landed. The piloi

proved to be a .c)iarming, young' girl, Marjorie
Ladd, who shai^d William's enthusiasm for
aviation. Day after day the two met on a hili

far out of town where Pan l^upid shot one of
his potent arro-ws at the happy pair.

William Jones had been left an orphan at
six and had been brought up by his kind, old
Aunt Til. This well-meaning- old maid had
picked out Evelyn Baird for her nephew-s fu-
ture wife, because the girl was the daughter

ha<l lo

and d Willia-

\uiit 'I'll <li,l 11.. I sv
il the girl was •|'..nrs

uni..ii of \\'illiam and
alinn of her undying
nl. Iiailv she cajoled
lake |.]veiyn out, but

as his love f..r Mai'j..rie srew, the youth slub-
b.iinlv retusid u. ..Lev bis aunt. Finally the
ohl w. .man's tai-ties .'hanged, and, working her-
self inl.i a 111 of hysterics, she char.sed ^^•illiam

with ingratitude. At length William pn.niiso.l
to give up Marjorie and many l.:\..hii. The
next day he told the whole siory lo his sw.-cl-
hcart and added that their secret Irysls would
have to end. Sori'nwfully Ihe lovers parted,
and William began his half-liearted suit for
Evelyn's hand. Evelyn was more interested in

her caieri- as a teacher than in marrying- Wil-
liam, and i.nly consented to the match because
Auiil Til convinced her that her dead father
would have wished it.

When Marjorie heard of William's eng-age-
ment she was heart-broken and decided to
make one attempt to win her lover back. First,
she wrote a note to her sweetheart and asked
him to meet her in his glider on the hill

where they had so often met. When William
ari-i\-i'd. Marjorie asked him if he had realb'
.1.. id. .1 to marry Evelyn. He replied that he
was « illing- to make this sacrifice for his aunl,
all h. High he feared neither he nor Evelyn
would be happy. Marjorie said nothing more,
but, as she bid William good-by, she tied the
rope attached to his glider to the tail of her
plane. Then she took off dragging William
and his glider behind her. Marjorie did not
stop flying until the next morning. The pair

had crossed the continent and were in Califor-.
nia, and Marjorie warned her sweetheart, if he
did not marry her after such a trip, she would
he the victim of a hideous scandal. William
needed no more coaxing, and the pair w-ere

married shortly afterwards. When Aunt Til

saw I'lvelyn's relief at the news of the wed-
ding, she forgave her nephew and sent her
good wishes to the sky pirate and her happy
husband.

A SON RETURNS
Margaret Northam

WITH the appoach of auuimii tjueenie
L.amaire became more ami m..i-e dis-

eonsolale. Coming from a disi in.miislud

and wealthy French faniil.\-, Queenie had l..s.

bi)th parents and fortune duiiiii; ih.. war ami
at the close of the great conlli.i r..un.l herself
faeed wih the choice of man>iim ...li..us Lord
Delamere oi- slarving. lOacli Inuc slu' made up
hi'

sun I

id 1,.

slu- I

,'d lli

he
.1 h iblv.

lale Ihe
girl would receive gifts of flower and eaiidy

and curse the souce of these luxuries. 'I'hen,

wh'en the Armistice was signed, slie decided to

run away from her home in France and seek
her salvation in the New World. Stealthily
to escape Lord Delamere's pursuit, she embarked
on the "Seamaid." But Delamere had detec-
tives watching- her movements and to her sor-
row Queenie found this hateful old roue on
the boat.
Captain Tmii Dinwiddle was returning- from

owisia.' s.i-xice on the "Seamaid." One nigh,
as h. siipp.d up on deck, he saw tjueenie
sliu.m^lins I., free herself from lielamere's em-
brace. In a second Tom went to the girl's

rescue and Delamere slunk back to his cabin.

Tom found Queenie delightfully diiriient from
the girls he had known. Her funny l-'reiuh

accent and roguish eyes attracted him. Thi
girl was sophisticated. Continental, yet whnli-
some; and tliis combination made her irresisti-

ble to the plain Yankee captain. Gradually
as Tom frequently relieved her from Delamere's
unwelcome pui-suit, she told him the story of

her life and how the war had robbed her of

all that she held dear. Tom was more than
sympathetic and, wishing to protect this de-
feii.-a'lcss woman, offered to marry her. The
tw-o iianned to marry as soon as they reached
Xev
Whe

th..nL;ht was of his mother and family, and he
sent t,iueenie ahead in a cab, while he sent
off a number of telegrams telling- of his arri-
val and engagement. Lord Delamere followed
the girl in an.-.tbor ma. -bin.', and during one of
the traffic wails, h.- juin|i...i in laa- taxi, sitting
next to the .h'ix. r i Jii..-n i.-, i^azinu with fascin-
ated eyes at .Xrw V..i-ks skys.-rapiis. little

dreamed that I.,ord l^elamere was having her
driven to the suite he had engaged for himself.
When the cab stopped, the driver told her that
her ri»om had been reserved and she immediate-
ly w-ent upstairs to the apart ni.-nl b. had de-
signated. A few minutes later iNlaimr. walked
in the room and. gazed at h.r with a Iriiim-
paiit look in his eyes. II.. al ..in-.- iurormed
the girl that she was at hi; in..i.'.\ and would
either become his wife oi- his misii.ss. (.jueenie

begged for a few houis' grace ami tried to
ligtii-i. out s.ime means of escape. In the meaii-
iini... wlun T..m found Queenie bad not ar-
rixed al his hotel, he went back to the pier
and found the taxi in which the girl had set
out. A half hour later he was knocking- at
the door of Delamere's aparment. He easily
downed the lord as he opened the dorn- to ad-
mit him. The next day Captain ami Mrs.
Dinw-iddie arrived at the Dinwi.hlie h..me in

time for a wonderful New England Christmas
dinner which was served as the famil.x' enthu-
siastically toasted the little French bride.

STOCK DIVIDENDS
Bruce Wall

BEHIND the teller's cage in a Syi-acuse bank
Stephen Long counted money all day and
wished that some of the bills he handled

belonged to him. Stephen had b.'.-a bi-..ii,i;ht up
on a fai-ni and bis i..l> in lb.- Lank irk, .1 him.

One da>' he heard tlial Sxra .lis.. ('..lUi;.. bought
guinea pigs for experiniciilal piirp,.s.s and
decided to raise some .m ihr side. •I'hnugh

his wife objected, Stephen l.nugbt eight young
guinea pigs and took ilnin t.. bis father's

farm one week-end. I'a.h w. .k, when he

visited his old home. ]u- iiisp...i. .1 ili.' y..ung

porkers. At length he .l.-.'i.l.'.l ih.-.x w.t,. pltiinp

enough for the market ami start, d fr..iii the

farm with them at five ..clock one Monday
morning. All the way to the city the pigs

squealed in the rumble seat of his l!li:t Ford,
and Stephen drew up to the college with a

sigh of relief. He carefully lifted the box
with the pi.g-s and approached the building

only to find that it was lucked. A sign in-

formed him that it was open ..nly between
nine and Ave. Stephen withdrew to his Ford
and went to his bank. At fii-st the watchman
sternly informed him that animals were not

allow-i'd in the building, but Hiially he took
pitv (01 Stephen and let him .bp.'sit his pre-

cious burden in the furna.-c i-....ni. At noon
time Stephen rushed down t.. his Uv.si.ick and
started .mt to the colleg,', Th,- b..x seemed
unusuar.y heavy as he pi.ki'.l it up and in-

vestigation proved that sexeii bal.y guinea pigs

had arrived during the m..niiiis. Stephen was
delighted, and hurried on bis xvay. A few-

blocks from the college his Ford refused to

move and Stephen saw that be was out of

gas. Picking- up the heavy box he proceeded
1.1 the main building. The squealing of the

animals excited a crowd on the campus and
a gr..up ..f sludents followed him. Blushing
and .xhaiisii .1. he leariied the Administration
Building xva.' mil the place to dispose of pigs,

and trudged valiently on the the Dispensary.
There with a howling- mob of students at his

heels he was again informed that he was in

the wrong place. He was advised to go to

the Laboratory, three blocks distance. Sweat-
ing with fatigue and embarrassment, Stephen
set out. At length he reached his goal—
the laboratory zoo. There amidst the squeals

if monkevs. rabbits, an.l .i;iiinea pigs Stephen
transacted his busim ss ami i-eceived one dol-

lar apiece for each .if his animals. As he left

the building Stephen con.gi-atulated himself on

his luckv break due to the arrival of the litter.

He rushed back to work past his car and saw
that he had received a ticket for parking over-

time. Stephen saw his profits vanishing, and,

reluming exhausted to his teller's

suddenly decided that his job was i bad
itte ill.

the ity To first

A TALE OF THE TENNESSEE
T. J. Campbell

IlTso, in the rude little church w-here the

inhabitants of the Smoky Mountain settle-

ment worshipped, the banns were read
priiclaiming the approaching- marriage of Mary
McDaris and John Montgomery. JIary and
John had been sweethearts since childhood,

and their wedding was keenly awaited by the

entire pioneer colony. The two planned to

journey into the wilderness together and there

stake it claim under the Western Land Grant.
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Shortly before the . set for the wedding, ;i

of this b;u-kwoods eoni-

munity to meet at Sycamore Shoals and there
join an expedition to rid the Carolinas of

Ferguson and his Tories. John Montg-omery
was not one to shirk hi^ duty and off he went
to join the expedition Mary bravely bid him
good-bye. and then returned to her home to

spend many anxious days in watching and
wailing. The following year the men from
the Smoky Jlountain settlement returned, but
John was not with them. \Vith sinking heart
Mary listened to their story. John had been
wounded in one of the skirmishes, and. when
his comrades searched for him after their vic-

tory, he was among the missing. They had
not seen or heard from him since the day
of the battle, three months hack. Sorrowful-
l.v the girl mourned for sweetheart, while the
s.*ttlors tried t<t comfort her.

Walter Henr.v. in particular, attempted to

console the broken-hearted girl by urging his

f»wn suit upon her. Repeatedly he asked her
to ntarr\ him. and Mary's parents advised her
to accept his offer. Eventually Mary became
engaged to Walter more to please her parents
than imt of a desire to marry this persistent
suitor.

In the meantime, John Montgomery was
slowly recovering from his wounds in the wig-
of the Indian sciuaw. Xakoma. Xakoma had
witnessed the battle in which John was wounded
and had admired his bravery. After the fighting
was over, she had carried him to her tent and
cared for him tenderly. For six months John
was practically helpless, but finally his wounds
began to heal and from then on his recover.v
was rapid. At length he was able to bid
Xakoma good-bye and set out on the long
jtturney home. He arrived in he settlement
on a Sunday and proceeded at once to the
church where he knew everyone was assem-
bled. As he entered the tiny meeting house.
he heard the voice of Deacon Hunt reading the
banns for the marriage of Mary and Walter.
Involuntarily a cry escaped from his lips, and
the congregation turned around. In a second
Mary was in his arms begging him to forgive
her for consenting to marry another. When
John heard that all believed him dead, he
readily accepted his sweetheart's apology.
A week later Mary and John were married

and set out on their long-planned trip down
the river to virgin territory which had never
before been visited by white men. Their
glorious honeymoon ended at the mcjuth of the
river where the sturdy pioneers founded a
settlement which prospered as the happy year.-:

went by.

SHE WAS DIFFERENT

THE Hackett family were much alarmed by
the extravagance of twenty-year old Tom.
In vain did Mr. and Mrs. Hackett plead

with their son not to spend all his money on
dates and good times. By Saturday night the
youth's salary had been di;.sipated and his
parents had to lend him money for the rest
of the week. Tom continued to spend lavish-
ly, although his father warned him that his
own business was in bad shape and that he
could ill afford to supi>ly his son with money.
As long as his girl friends enjoyed the thea-
tes and parties he took them to, Tom was
content tit borrow from his family. Then one
diy he cam? home and found his fathe-
s*rarge!.\- upset—his business had failed and
the Hacketts were penniless. A week later Mr.
Hackett died of a stroke and Tom found him-
self the sole supporter of his widowed mother.

Six months later his friends hardly knew
Tom. He no longer went out with girls, but
regularly handed over his pay envelope to his
mother. .She appreciated the great change in

her son and prayed that he would continue
to support her. The Hacketts now had a small
bank account, and Tom's main interest was in

watching it grow-. Then one busy Saturday
afternoon as Tom was hurrying to the bank,
he noticed an attractive blond struggling with
a number of bundles. The girl dropped one
of them just as she passed him, and Tom
(luickl.v picked it up. Then, noticing she was
going in his direction, he offered to a.ssist her.
The I wo walked on together towards the bank,
and Ti>m learned that his companion's name
was Klla Enders. When they parted. Toni
asked if he might call, and Ella invited him
to see her the following evening, although she
iiuickly added that she was not in the habit
of picking men up. In a few weeks Tom -was
head over heels in love with his new friend,
but he did not dare tell his mother about her.
Instead he continued giving his mother all his
.stiary and went without lunch to have enough
money to take the girl to an occasional movie.
Mrs. Hackett noticed her son's frequent ab-
sences from the house and regretted that sh^^

was again losing his conipanionship. Tom
was aware that bis mother was grieving, but
still was afraid to tell her that he wanted to

marry Klla. One Sunday afternoon, while
walking with Ella. Tom found himself face to
face with his mother. Mrs. Hackett joined
the young couple and the three went to the
movies, .\fter Tom took Ella home, he slowly
wa!k,=d to his own house afraid to face his
mother's wrath. But Mrs. Hackett's reception
was iiuite different from what he had (lictured
and she congratulated her son on the charm
of his C(jmpanion. The next month Tom ami
Ella were inarried and ilrs. Hackett was in-
vited to live with them. Presiding over theii'

cr)sy, little apartment Mrs. Hackett lovingly
watched over the happy newlyweds.

THE HERITAGE
Lola Wheaton Weme

CRO.VXIXG the tup of Beacon Hill were
two substantial looking houses occupied
by the Lincolns and the Fowlers. On

the Lincoln lawn the mistress of the house
and her little daughtei , JVIarie. were usually
the most prominent figures, while on the
grounds of the adjacent home cocktail parties
were most frequently in evidence. Mrs. Lin-
coln carefully supervised her daughter's up-
bringing and devoted herself to her husband
and child. Her marriage w*as a very happy
one and she could not understand the goings-on
of her neighbors. Mr. and Mrs. Fowler sel-
dom went out together, but it was obvious
that neither lacked the society of the opposite
sex. Mr. Fowler was away frt>m home most
(jf the time, and usually stayed at his house
with a girl companion only when his wife
went out of tt»wn. ^Mrs. Fowler was constantly
in the company of men and often one i)f her
lovers would spend a week or so at the house,
while her husband was discreetly absent. Lit-
tle Fred Fowler was completely neglected by
both his parents and left in the care of in-
different nursemaids, fre(-iueutl\- chosen by his
father for their good-looks rather than their
ability. Even as a small child, he missed a
mother's love, and of his earliest recollections
was awakening suddenly one night and watch-
ing his father kissing his nurse in the dark
of the nursery. Small wonder that Fred es-
caped during the day by running to the Lin-
colns and playing- with Marie and her mother.
Marie seemed to move in a different world

—

a world in which Fred longed to he. The airl
was the idol of his ihildh.iod. and. when he
reached manhci.l. lu.. n.sk-d h'-v to marry him.
Mrs. Lincoln IkmI s^.iii- iii i.-u i\in,gs about her
daughter mari-yiiii; iiU" th,. dissipated Fowler
family, but could Hod a., fault with Fred, and
so gave her consent to the match.
With Marie in a home of his ow-n, Fred felt

he had found happiness at last. About a year
after his marriage, his wife took ill and the
young husband t^ummoned the family iihysi-
cian. After his examination. Fred asked the
doctor the nature of his wife's ailment. Alone
in the library of his house of dreams, the
doctor sorrowfully revealed that Marie had con-
tracted the social disease Fred had inherited
and that she wiiuld he unable to bear the child
^.le now carried. The young husband, who
knew n<.)thing of his heritage, was horrified
and then overcome with the news. The kindly
doctor cheered the broken-hearted man and,
promising not to tell Marie the truth about
her illness, said he believed that he could cure
h-^'r in a few years. GUx^mv years followed
while Marie was under the doctor's care and
Fred suffered from a dreadful feeling of re-
sponsibility for his wife's trouble. At length the
physician pronounced his patient cured, and
five years after their marriage the Fowlers
were blessed by a happy, healthy baby boy.

Harry Schleifer

11
T was raining and the thousands of New
'Vork taximen, who ordinarilv drive their

empty cabs shiwly through the streets in

the hope of picking up a passenger, suddenly
found them;:elvi?s busy. Joe silently blessed the
rain. It meant business for him and money for

his wife. Joe had been married a year and
Stella was expecting a baby. For months he
had been up against hard times and freciuentiv

returned home late at night with only a few
dollars. Husband and wife could not make
both ends meet and dreaded the expense of

having .-mother mouth to feed. As Js&.anusecl

on his financial difficulties a fashioiiaTi)y

dressed couple hailed his cab. Joe walchC-d
them in the little mirror attached to his wiiid-

shie'd. The woman was glittering with ilia-

monds and jewels, the man correctly garhed
in expensive evening attire. Joe wished h.-

i-id the money their clothes represented, and
then became indignant at his h>t when he
realized they had probably spent more on
these things than he and Stella had spent

duing their entire year of married life. Hy
the time this couple arrived at their smart
Park Avenue apartment, the rain w-as over
and the streets were again filling with people.
When Joe arrived at his little flat late that
night, he had just this one fare to his credit.

The next evening business again was dull,
and Joe felt that he could not return home and
face Stella's (luestioning gaze, when she asked
if he'd had any luck. A little after midnight,
a flashily dressed and slightly intoxicated man
hailed the cab and gave a Washington Siiuare
hotel as his destination. As Joe proceeded
through the deserted streets, he suddenly de-
cided on a desperate plan. He drove to a par-
ticularl.v tiuiet street and stopped the car. Then
he opened the back door as his passenger
called out to iniiuire what the trouble was. Joe
s:\id he was out of gas, and the man in the cab
said he would pity him and hire another taxi
the rest of the way. Then as the stranger
drew out a thick roll of bills, Joe knocked him
down on the floor of the cab and grabbed the
money. He was unctniscious of wroug doing,
his only thought was of obtaining money for his
wife. Then he dragged out the unconscious
body and hauled it over to the sidewalk. Just as
he set the man down, a policeman walked over
to him out of nowheres. He took one look at
the man's face antl then commenced cimgratu-
lating J(.)e on capturing a dangerous criminal.
Joe went home that night to SteUa with the
five thousand dollar reward offered for the dis-
covery of this gangster's whereabouts. And
little Joe Junior was born in a happy home
made comfortalile by the unexpected five thou-
sand dollars.

THANKSGIVING PARODY

F. L. Ellis

IT
all happened in one large room tlitit con-

stituted the main living quarters of a Xew
England family in lliTO. The wife was busy

weaving something that looked mighty like a
1!>: bathing suit, when in walked her hus-
band. -\n old blunderbuss was slung over his

shoulder and an old powder horn was fashioned
around his flowered vest. He was dressed
most incongruously for the times—wearing a
derby, a stripped shirt and how tie, while his

trousers were large and of very vivid plaid.

In one hand was a turkey which he had just
shot, and, as he entered, he flung it on the
table. Bud had not hunted the turkey, for a
neighbor ly the name of Abe kept turkeys
which he charged so much to shout. That year
Abe wat^ very decided on his price for turkeys
and would not come down a penny. Bud ac-
cused him of being a war profiteer and then
hiked ten miles to Abe's son for his bird. He
had paid the son the same price, but told his

wife he had the satisfaction of knowing he did

not buy the first thing he saw.
Wife Patience was pleased and told him thai

she had invited the bunch in for cocktails.

There came a kiiuck at the duor and in rushed
a group of girls. They were delighted to see
Bud hcune and made a great fuss over him.
Patienif. passed around cocktails. While all

enjoyed the drinks, there was a sudden pound-
ing at the door. In burst an Indian and his

sLiuaw. The Indian was raging mad and
thrust his wife into the middle of the room.
Then the cause of his anger became clear.

The squaw had borrowed some of Patience's
make-up and had applied these cosmetics as

her husband did war paint. She was a strange
sight. The Indian husband threatened them.
Bud rushed to the rescue and tried to calm
him. He succeeded after handing him a cigar

and lighting it with his cigarette lighter. Then
in burst another angry Indian with his spouse.

He thrust under the very nose of poor Bud a
sun-liack bathing suit which his squaw had
purchased from Patience. He pulled out his

tomahawk and threatened to scalp everyone.
The girls screamed and gathered around Bud.
He was quaking in his boots. Suddenly, a

bright inspration flashed through his mind'. He
ran to the radio and turned on some music.
Then he told the girls to put on their bathing
suits and they all began to dance. The In-

dians were at first mystified, but then grew-

pleased as they watched the capers of the

group. Tney nudged the sciuaws and grunted:
"You be like that."

A WOMAN COMMANDS
Mrs. Edith Merriman

AFTER her family moved from their, plea-

sant home in Southmore. England, 'Betty

Maitland corresiionded with her child-

hood playmate. Ronald Wills. Though the

-Maitlands had lost most of their money and
were forced to retire to a farm in the north

of I'^ngland, Betty was happy in the thought

that she would some day return to ber former
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home to see Ronald. When she was seventeen
her Aunt Bertha invited her to visit South

-

more, and the girl eagerly accepted the in-

vitation. Betty found Ronald in love with her,

although Blanche Villiers, a newcomer to

Southmore, was trying- hard to attract him.
As the weeks passed by Betty saw that Blan-
che was absorbing more and more of Ronald's
time and interest, and she began to feel like

an intruder. One evening' when Blanche per-
suaded Ronald to break a date with Betty
so that he could take her to a dance, the girl

decided she had enough and left the next
morning for home. Ronald genuinely regretted
his shabby treatment of Betty and wrote her
a letter apologizing and asking her to remem-
ber that she was the one girl in the world
for him. When he finished the letter, he care-
fully laid it on the table on top of a pile

of letters. As he did so Blanche and one of
her admirers, Claude Berkerly, burst in the
room. The trio stood talking, and Blanche
noticed the letter addressed to her rival. When
the two men turned around for a second, she
snatched it up, but saw that Claude had no-
ticed her action. Giving him an imploring look
to say nothing, she put the note in her purse,
and the three went out to play tennis.
Claude was sorry that no word came from

Betty and gradually accepted Blanche as a
substitute. Blanche won the man she loved,
but at a terrible price, for from the day Claude
witnessed the theft of the letter he had given
her no peace. He insisted that Blanche let

him make love to her and hung about her
continually much to Ronald's annoyance. Af-
ter his marriage Ronald moved to London and
forbid Blanche to see Claude again. Bui
Claude followed the couple to the city and
threatened to expose Blanche, if she did not
meet him secretly. The young wife lived in

terror of her husband's jealously, and Ronald
rightly felt that soiuething was coming be-
tween them. Gradually Blanche fell in love
with her paramour and hated the sight of her
husband. Ronald found his only happiness in

his little daughter, Gloria, and avoided his
wife as much as possible. At length one day
he learned of Blanche's clandestine meetings
with Claude and left his home in disgust. The
next day war was declared and he enlisted
for service in Prance after bidding" his wife
good-bye and saying nothing about his dis-
covery for the sake of their child.

In the meantime Betty had tried hard to
foi'get her old sweetheart and had married
Colin Fairfax, the manager of her father's
farm. Colin enlisted in the air force at the
outbreak of the war and left his wife to run
the farm.

Six months later in one of the front line

trenches Ronald watched a British plane fight-
ing one of the dreaded German Albatross. Sud-
denly Ronald saw that the English flyer had
l^een worsted and his plane was falling to
earth a few feet from whei'e he stood. Groans
from the wounded aviator reached Ronald when
the airship crashed and he rushed out to rescue
the man pinned in the machine. The aviator
died in his arms, but first managed to give
Ronald a letter for his wife. Back in the trenches
Ronald saw the letter was addressed to iMrs.

Colin Fairfax and knew that the dead man
was Betty's husband. On leave in London a
week later Ronald bid his wife good-bye telling
her that he had a short trip to make. He
visited Betty and gave her Colin's last message.
Then fearful of betraying his feeling for her,
he hurried baclt to London. Approaching his
home at noon he saw all the shades drawn
and rushed into the house. His father told
him that Blanche and Claude were dead—they
had been killed while attempting to run away
together to Scotland.
A year later Betty was again living in her

old home in Southmore as the wife of Ronald
Wills, honorably discharged from the army be-
cause of wounds he sustained in a desperate
charge against the enemy.

LEGAL INTERFERENCE
Florence Catherine Staudt

THE fraternity dance was in full swing-
when Cynthia Rice and Allen Roger ar-
rived to receive the congratulations of

their friends on their recent engagement. Allen
was annoyed that they should be late to a
party given in their honor, and reflected bit-
terly on Cynthia's habitual tardiness. He could
not help wondering if bis married life would
be a continuance of this submission to Cyn-
thia's whims and habits, but brushed these
thoughts from his mind as he looked into the
smiling eyes of his sweetheart. His class-
mates were celebrating the engagement of
these two popular seniors in characteristic
style, and a number of them were already
half intoxicated. Cynthia and Allen were en-
joying their first dance on the crowded floor,
when Jerome Banks, one of the girl's admirers,
cut in and accused Allen of stealing his

sweetheart. Half- drunk, Jerome persistently
annoyed Allen until the latter finally knocked
hin-i down. Cynthia immediately sympathized
with Jerome and scolded Allen for his brutal-
ity. Most of his friends sided with Allen, but
the engaged couple left the dance soon after
this unpleasant incident. Cynthia prevailed
upon Allen to call on Jerome the next day
and apologize for taking advantage of his
drunken condition/ and the quarrel was patched
up.

Allen and Cynthia went to Yellowstone for
their honeymoon and both were much annoyed
to find Jerome was stopping at their hotel.

On several occasions he asked the young bride
to go dancing with him, while Allen was away
on brief errands, but met with no success.
Back in Leiand University, however, where
Allen was assistant professor, Jerome found
Cynthia ready to go out with him. Allen was
busy with research work in his chosen field,

astronomy, and the young wife found her eve-
nings dull. It would have been easy for her
to drift back to her old collegiate crowd, but
Cynthia feared Allen's jealousy, so she pre-
ferred stolen hours alone with Jerome. Cynthia
was an inveterate liar and found no difficulty

in explaining her frequent absences to Allen,
but her friends were not so gullible. They im-
agined Cynthia was carrying on a secret affair

with Jerome long before the girl thought of
him as anything more than someone who
helped her while away a lonely evening. Even-
tually the gossip reached Allen and he told
his wife what he had heard. Cynthia was
afraid to confess to her husband that her na-
ture demanded gaiety and attention and that
Jerome was merely supplying what Allen had
no time to give her, so she denied that she
saw Jerome often, claiming that their meet-
ings had been purely accidental. Allen was
accustomed to his wife's little white lies and
doubted her story. When Cynthia told Jerome
what had happened he called Allen suspicious
and old-fashioned, and then proceeded to make
love to the foolish wife. Meanwhile, Allen's
distrust of Cynthia grew, and Cynthia felt un-
able to face his silent censure. Eventually she
became Jerome's mistress, while tongues wag-
ged at the husband's blindness.
One night Allen accused his wife of infidel-

ity. Cynthia brazenly admitted her alfair with
Jerome and flung at her husband the catch-
word phrases of her "right to freedom" and
"modern love" that she had learned from her
lover. When she saw Allen's grief, thest;

words seemed to lose their potency. Cynthia
did not want to make Allen suffer any more
and she left her home promising to secure
a divorce and give him his freedom. The nex^
day she told Jerome what had happened and
added that they would soon be able to marry.
His coolnest; at this last proposition was a
terrible blow to her pride, and Cynthia real-

ized for the first time that he was nothing
more than a shiillnw philandprer. Tl was (no

late to ailmit h<-v inist;ike tM Alien. Sli.- IkoI

burned lier l>ri.l^.'S ;in<l <-onld oiil.\- u.. f.Mwanl.
The next four years Cynthia lived a .|iii(-I

life as dietician in a Xt-w York hospital. Then
one day she read in the paper that Allen's
father had died. She hurried out to Leiand
and called on her former husband. The com-
forting words of the woman he loved touched
Allen deeply. He longed to take Cynthia in

his arms, but the fear that she would repulse
him niade him hesitate. Suddenly Cynthia
put her hand gently in his and kissed him ten-
derly on the brow. A moment later she was
nestling in the strong arms of the man she
loved.

MOTHER'S SON
Willie Long

MRS. STEVENSON had little to give her
son, Arthur, except a thorough training
in righteous living. This deeply religi-

ous woman carefully taught him the teachings
of Jesus, and, when slie sent him out into
the world to make his fortune, gave him her
precious Bible as a parting present. Arthur
left his little cabin home in the foothills of
the Rockies and journeyed "West. Soon he
secured a position with Garver Jones, the weal-
thiest oil man in Oklahon-ia. Arthur was am-
azed at the .sumptuous mansion of the Joneses,
but found his employer's daughter, Nancy,
more attractive than any of the material
wealth of the oil magnate. In his position
of mechanic, and second chauffeur Arthur had
a chance to become actiuainted with the
charming mistress of the house, and soon he
Avas driving Nancy all over the country. Cupid
made the most of their long rides together
and before long the couple were seeretly en-
gaged. When Mr. Jones discovered that his
daughter was in love with her chauffeur, he
discharged him without a jnomenfs notice.
Arthur was deeply hurt by his dismissal and

journeyed slowly back towards his home,
ashamed to face his mother. On the way, he

came to a prospector's camp, and in a wave
of indignation at his lot, he stole a horse and
decided to flee to Mexico. But the prospectors
followed the thief and shot Arthur. When they
discovered he was a young man, they felt
sorry for him, brought him to their camp, and
nursed him back to health. In the meantime,
Arthur's Bible revealed his identity and they
notified his mother of what had taken place.
When Arthur recovered and learned that his
mother knew of the crime, he begged the pro-
spectors to allow him to remain with them.
About a month later, Arthur discovered the
oil stream for which the party had been search-
ing. The prospectors decided not to let the
newcomer share in the profits and attempted
to do away with him. While they attacked
him in the forest, Nancy drove by in her car,
and the prospectors fled to escape recognition.
Arthur thanked Nancy for saving his life and
told her of his discovery. The girl notified
her father who paid Arthur for this work and
bought the land, promising the boy a share
in the profits. In a few months Arthur was a
rich man and Mr. Jones consented to his
marriage to Nancy. Established in his own
beautiful home, Arthur sent for his old mother
who spent her last few days happily with
her son and daughter-in-law.

M
THE STORM

•s. M. L. White

SINCE early childhood Abner Gordon saved
his nvjney so that he could go to the city
on his nineteenth birthday. During the sum-

mer of his eighteenth year, the Baileys moved
on the farm adjacent to the Gordons. Plump
and rosy Nellie Bailey struck Abner as the
most beautiful girl he had ever seen. Within
two months Abner was so in love with her that
he was willing to remain a farmer in order to
marry her without delay. A year after his
wedding, old Mr. Gordon died, and the respon-
sibility of the farm rested on Abner's shoulders.
For six yeai's he struggled to put the farm on a
plying basis, and in that bitter struggle with
nature he felt defeated. Unconsciously he began
to feel that Nellie was responsible for his mis-
fortune and that, if he had never met her, he
would now be a prosperous city merchant.
One day in a moment of niadness Abner de-

cided to run away froni his wife and child. He
sunk out of the house in rebellion and started
towards the village. By the time he reached
the little country post office, a furious gale was
blowing and he hurried into the building for
:-."ielter. Peering anxiously out of the window,
the storm suddenly grew worse. Trees and
hushes were uprooted and blown along the

, ound together with loose wood and small
stones. "l ne little post office began to
s'lake and Abner realized that the cyclone
w licli was fast approaching would lift the
l)ui]ding from its foundations. Seizing two chil-
d en f.tanding next to him, he hurried them
tl >wn to the basement of the building. It was
not a moment too soon, for the frail structure
was lifted into the air and smashed to pieces.
As Abner and the children huddled under heavy
mail bags, they expected each minute to he
killed by falling beams or to be swept from theii-

per.'h when rlie wind lifted the mail-bags.
Twent\ minutes of acut.^ agony followed. Then
suddenly the eyclone passed and the wind died
down. Abner and the children got up
and surveyed the i-ountryside — everything
lav in ruins. Abner's first thought was
of Nellie and his child. Hurrying back over
the desolate road he only pi-ayed that the hated
farm was still standing and that his family
were safe. Finally Abner reached his home

—

the roof had blown in and part of one wall
was down. He rushed into the house and called
his wife. In a second he was in Nellie's arms
legging her forgiveness. The mystified wife
listened to her husband declare that he would
rebuild the farm and this time make a go of
it, and as she kissed him gently on the brow,
she knew that with this new determination
Aoner would succeed.

IRISH RIVALS
Mrs. Letty Finlay

,HB tiuaint villagers of Glen, Ireland, were
g- bets on who Lily Field would marry.

riie girl was a radiant Iri.^h beauty with a
heart of gold, and the entire town was proud
of her. There were only two succes.sful rival.s

for her heart—Tom Orr and Henry Hum—and
the race between them was running close. Tom
owned his farm which had been In the family
for generations, and this fact prejudiced Mr.s.

Field in his favor. He was tall, dark, and
handsome and had an Irish temper coupled with
a tender, warm-hearted disposition. Henry had
come to Glen five years before and worked as
gardner for the Whites. His dreamy, Celti"

nature was apparent in his large blue eyes and
golden hair. Though it did not seem likely he
would ever be a "good provider", Lily finally

decided on him. Tom took the news bravely,
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and the wedding of Lily and Henry was set for
the following month. A few days before the
event was to take place. Lily received a note
from Henry saying that he had taken advan-
tage of an unusual opportunity and had sailed
for the New World to seek his fortune. He
begged Lily not to marry until he returned for
her and could take her to a home worthy of
her charms. Lily could not understand why
her fiance had never mentioned this plan to her
and why he had embarked almost on the eve of
their marriage, nevertheless, she kept a stiff

upperlip, and decided to wait. Months went by
and she received no letters from Henry. Tom
began courting her again, and after a year's
silence on the part of her fiance, she married
him. Their life together was ideally happy, al-
iiiough no children blessed the union. Five years
after the marriage, Tom came home one night
from the village desperately ill. The doctor
diagnosed his case as a severe nervous ailment
which might prove fatal. That night as Lily
sat by the bedside of the stricken man, Tom
suddenly sobbed that he had a confession to
make. After Lily had become engaged to Henry,
he had learned that Henry was known as a
preacher in his home town and that he had a
very bad reputation. Feeling sure Henry would
not make Lily a good husband, Tom decided to
test him. He offered Henry four thousand
pounds to leave his sweetheart. Henry accepted
me offer and met him the following evening at
a sheep pool some miles from Glen to con-
summate the deal. As soon as Henry had the
four thousand pounds in his hands, he called
Tom a fool and said he would establish himself
in America and then send for Lily. His taunts
were too much for Tom who struck him blindlj-
and threw him in the pool. Henry had saved
himself and gone away. Now he was back in
Glen broadcasting his story and threatening to
win Lily from her husband. Lily thanked Tom
for preventing her marriage to such a scamp,
and her words eased the sick man's mind.
Henry found himself unable to break up his
rival's home and left Glen for good. Tom re-
covered ,and the following year was the proud
father of a little son.

WINNING FOR LOVE

Julius Reiner

THOUGH the engagement of Loretta Stone-
water and Andrew Dayton had been an-
nounced, wealthy Mrs. Stonewater feared

that her daughter would never go through with
the match. Loretta was headstrong, modern, and
democratic, and consequently gave her mother
considerable worry. The worldly matron had de-
cided that Andrew Dayton was the best pos-
sible person to counteract her daughter's rebel-
lious tendencies and had persuaded the girl to
accept his proposal. Finally, she thought of a
plan to keep the young couple together, and a
week later mother, daughter, and fiance were
traveling to Clem Brown's ranch in Edgewater.
There Loretta enjoyed a vigorous outdoor life

for the first time in her life, while Andrew and
Mrs. Stonewater spent their days on the ranch
porch discussing society events. Soon Art Ter-
rill, one of the cowpunchers, was accompany-
ing the girl on long rides, while Andrew and
Mrs. Stonewater deplored the girl's democratic
attitude towards her escort.

Art seemed a hundred times more worthwhile
to Loretta than the spineless society men she
had hitherto known. Together the two explored
the wild, western countryside and searched for
the legendary gold hidden almost a century be-
fore by exhausted prospectors who were return-
ing East with their fortunes. Coming home
from one of these trips, Loretta noticed she had
lost a gold necklace and Art turned back to look
for it. This particular day Mrs. Stonewater
greeted her daughter angrily, for Andrew had
just told her Loretta was paying more attention
to the cowpuncher than to him. That very night
the party set out for New Tcjrk and Loretta
could only leave a note for Art telling him how
reluctantly she was leaving the ranch. A few
weeks later she received a letter from Art en-
closing her necklace and saying that he would
have something important to tell her, when
he arrived in New York. Loretta anxiously
waited for him, while her mother made plans to
hasten her wedding to Andrew. At last Art ar-
rived and asked Loretta to elope with him. The
girl did not hesitate, for she preferred the
penniless cowboy to Andrew and all his mil-
lions. That night Art revealed that her neck-
lace had brought him good luck. He had found
it under a large oak tree where the two had
been sitting and, as he picked it up noticed it

rested on a rusty iron box. Much to his sur-
prise the box contained the hidden treasure, and
Art had purchased Clem Brown's ranch as a
future home for his bride. The bridal couple
found real happiness in their new home.

THE MYSTERIES OF OATELANDS
O. J. Bennett

GEORGE WADE liked his new home in the
town of Oatelands and found Esther Brown,
the village belle, the most attractive girl he

had ever seen. Esther lived with her widowed
mother and an old friend of the family, William
Hart. NVilliam Hart had spent his youth in
South America fighting to establish republics,
but now Esther was the sole interest of his life.

Hart favored Georges suit for Esther's hand,
but Mrs. Brown urged her daughter to marry
Tom Skayman. Skayman was the richest farmer
in the vinicity and, for this reason, his shady
dealings were overlooked by many people. Tom
frequently showed his resentment of George'e
couriship and warned the young man to leave
Esther alone. Before going away on a business
trip, he told one of his underlings to notify him,
if George saw much of Esther.
During Skayman's absence, Mr. Langdale,

district attorney of Oatelands, received word
mat a certain Jessie Black was reported miss-

ing and that her last residence was in Gate-
lands. Mr. Langdale remembered that several

years previously a young woman of that name
had been boarding at Tom Skayman's and in-

tended to question her former host on his re-

turn. In the meantime, while George Wade
wos painting in a glen one day he discovered

the skeleton of a woman. The district attorney

put two and two together and decided that

SKuyman had murdered Jessie Black. While he

was" trying to secure some evidence to confirm

nis suspicions, Skayman was notified that

Esther was engaged to George. Driving past

liie Jirowns' cottage on his way home, Skayman
saw George leave the house with his easel and

go down lowai ds the glen. Skayman said good-

uve to his companion and rushed after George.

He did not reach him, however, but dropped to

tne ground about fifty feet from the painter

without the latter's knowledge of his presence.

\Vhen Skayman's dead body was discovered on
tne glen that evening, George was accused of

tne crime. Things looked black for the young
man until Mr. Hart proved that the shot that

Killed Skayman had been fii-ed from a height

and could not have been fired by George wno
was working considerably lower than the scene

of the murder. At the funeral of Skayman,
Jessie Black made her appearance. She con-

fessed that she had secretly married Tom and
later learned that he had murdered a former

mistress—the woman whose body George had
uncovered. At this horrible discovery sne had
run away from her villainous husband and kept

her whereabouts a secret for fear he would

pursue her. After these mysteries were cleared

up Hart returned to South America and died a

glorious death on the field of battle. The will he

made just before his departure revealed that he

had shot Skayman from the Brown house, when
he saw him ready to hurl a rock at the un-

suspecting George. A few months later wedding
bells rang for Esther and George.

ONE BRAVE GIRL
Mary Louise Jenkins

WHEN Grandfather Earle entered the First
National Bank, he had no idea that two
men were shadowing him. He proceeded

to the safe deposit vault, while Swift told Slim
that his suspicions were correct and that Mr.
Earle had come to get the family diamonds.
That evening in his home Grandfather Earle
presented the jewels to his oldest granddaugh-
ter. Helen was to be married the following week
and it was a family tradition that the gems
should be handed over to the oldest girl in
the family "when she married. Elaine Earle
watched her sister's joy and shared her hap-
piness at the gift, even though she felt this
family custom a little unfair to her. The Earles
had lost all their money and these jewels were
their only possession. During the years of her
family's affluence it was quite right to keep this
set of diamonds intact, but now that it repre-
sented their entire fortune, it seemed unfair
that one member of the family should be the
sole recipient. After everyone had admired the
jewels, they were carefully put away in the
wall safe, and the family retired. Only Elaine
remained in the library, turning out the light
so that she could dream by the fire of her own
romance. She, too, was engaged, but her mar-
riage seemed far off. Elaine wished there "was

some way in which she could get enough money
to furnish a home. It seemed to her that if

she could set up her own little place, Tom was
making enough to support them. While she was
musing, she suddenly heard someone at the
window and the next minute realized that a
man had entered the room. As she crouched low
in the sofa in front of the fireplace, the burglar
ran his flash light over the walls until he dis-
covered the little safe. Then he fell to work
and began trying various combinations. Elaine
waited for a few minutes and, when she was
sure he was too intent on his job to be listen-

ing carefully, she slipped her hand over the
couch and silently opened the drawer of her
grandfather's desk. A second later a revolver
was in her hand, and, gahering up all her
courage, she ordered the robber to hold up his
hands. A little while later the police were
congratulating Elaine on capturing a daring
criminal wanted for several robberies and mur-
ders. The astonished girl was informed that
she would receive a reward of ten thousand dol-
lar. A week later a double wedding was cele-
brated in the Earle household and Elaine as
well as Helen was a bride. The ten thousand
dollar reward brought Elaine the happiness
she had long desired.

ANOTHER MAN'S WIFE

Minnie E. Martin

IT was a beautiful spring night and all Paris
was enjoying the balmy air. Dorothea Graitee
and her husband, Lawrence, hurried along

the streets excitedly. They were going to the
home of Lawrence's employer. Marcel Baru,
and, if they made the right impression at the
Baru banquet, no doubt Lawrence would win
the coveted promotion and go to America to
open a branch shop in Los Angeles where the
famous Baru creations would be sold. Dorothea
noticed to her satisfaction that M. Baru seemed
to be interested in her and she hoped that this
indicated approval of Lawrence. Madame Baru
was a charming white haired lady who looked
considerably older than her husband. She
seemed to take a motherly interest in the young
couple, and her attitude was very reassuring to
Dorothea. Towards the end of the evening M.
Baru announced that Lawrence would go to
America. Husband and wife were delighted, and
the Barus promised to looked after Dorothea
during Lawrence's absence. If the new venture
proved a success, M. Graitee was to send for
his wife in six months. If the shop was a
failure, he was to return home at the end of
that period.
The Barus were very kind to Dorothea after

her husband departed. M. Baru suggested that
the young wife take a position in his shop so
that time would not hang on her hands. Doro-
thea became a manikin and found her work in-
teresting. M. Baru was particularly kind to her
and finally began making amorous advances.
Dorothea was shocked and reminded him that
she was deeply in love with her husband. As the
weeks went by he frequently waylaid her in the
shop and tried to make love to her. Again the
young woman told him that she was a friend of
Madame Baru and objected to his actions.
When Lawrence had been absent several

months, his letters suddenly ceased. Dorothea
could not understand her husband's silence until
one day her employer showed her a telegram
from Los Angeles telling of the death of Law-
rence Graitee. The blow was a terrible one, but
the young wife bore it bravely. When she had
recovered sufficiently from the shock to return
to business, M. Baru suggested that she give up
her work and allow him to support her. Doro-
thea was thoroughly disgusted with his over-
tures and decided to leave her position. She se-
cured a position with a vaudeville troupe. As a
singer in a cheap company, she toured all over
Europe and the L'nited States trying to forget
her own misfortune.
A year later Dorothea was in Los Angeles

singing in one of the large vaudeville houses.
A man sat in the audience and noticed the
attractive young actress. She recalled a host
of memories to him and he decided to make her
acquaintance. At the stage door, Dorothea
walked right into her waiting husband. Flinging
her arnxs around his neck, she told him how
she had been informed of his death. Then Law-
rence confessed that his employer had pro-
fessed to "tip" him off in regard to his wife
and had written to him that she was flaunting
many lovers during his absence. Misunderstand-
ings and heartaches were erased as Lawrence
kissed Dorothea tenderly.
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THE RIVAL QUEENS

Mrs. Frances Duncan File No. 1508

IN the year 154^ a baby girl was bom in Scotland
who was destined to play an important role in

the history of four nations—England. Scotland,
France and Spain. While Mary Stuart, Queen of

Scots, was still a helpless infant. English and Scottish
statesmen tried to arrange her betrothal to Edward,
son of Henry \'III of England. This marriage would
have settled the differences between the two coun-
tries by bringing them together under one crown.
Because the plans for the alliance (ell through, war
dragged on for years. Catholic France sided with
Catholic Scotland against Protestant England, and
Mary, Queen of Scots, was betrothed to Francis, the
dauphin of France.
Mary Stuart was brought up in France and learned

to love the gaiety of court life. This period was
the happiest in her stormy life. She was married as
a very young girl to the Dauphin. The wedding
was a gorgeous spectacle of pomp and pageantry.
A few months after her marriage. King Henry of
France died and the Dauphin became ruler. The
young Queen of Scots was Queen of France for a
year. Then Francis died, and the childless widow
decided to return to Scotland, since the throne of
France reverted to the dowager queen, Catherine De
Medici.
Meanwhile, across the channel. Queen Elizabetli

received the news of Cousin Mary's return with a
certain anxiety. According to Catholic behei, Mary
Stuart should have been ruler of England, because
Henry VIlI's laltr marriages were not sanctioned by
the Pope and his daughter Elizabeth was considered
illegitimate. Loyal Catholics in Spain. France, and
Scotland wanted to see Elizabeth deposed. The Vir-
gin Queen well knew this and refused her cousin ad-
mittance to England.
But Mary forgot her claim to the throne of Eng-

land when dashing Lord Damley enlivened life in

Holyrood Castle, Scotland. The young widow will-

ingly put aside affairs of state as the engaging
Damley pursued his suit. Her deceased husband had
never been a romantic figure and with Damley Mary
saw the chance of a real love match. The_ pair were
married in 1563, five years after Mary's first union.

This marriage proved a serious mistake, for Damley
was on bad terms with many powerful nobles. As
Mary's husband he tried to dominate the political

scene, but met with frustration at the hands of his

enemies. He secretly blamed Mary for his failtire

and became jealous of her. He suspected his wife
of illicit relations with David Riccio. an Italian

singer and secretary whom she had promoted to

valet de chambre. Finally. Damley. in the company
of a crowd of friends, stabbed Riccio to death. Mary
was horrified at this bloody deed, but feigned a
reconciliation with her husband. Three months later

her son. the future Tames ^^ of Scotland and James
I of England, was bom. He was Mary's only child

and proved a real consolation to the unhappy wife.

Damley next suspected Mary of being too friendly

with the Earl of Bothwell. a daring soldier and ad-
venturous libertine. Damley fell ill of an infectious

disease and was isolated in a lonely country house-
When he was found strangled in the yard after the

house had been blown up with gunpowder. Mary and
Bothwell were believed guilty of the crime. There
was no doubt of Bothwell's implication in the mur-
der, but Mary's guilt had no definite proof. Unfor-
tunately, Bothwell immediately abducted the tm-
happy queen, and to avoid further scandal Mary
married her captor. Public opinion arose against
Mary and she was deposed in favor of her infant

son. Escaping from her Scottish prison, she fled

to England and placed herself at the mercy of cousin
Elizabeth.

Elizabeth harxlly knew how to deal with the royal

fugitive, since England. Scotland, and Catholic Eu-
rope were vitally interested in her fate. She did not
wish to return her to her enemies in Scotland or

to try to force her restoration to the Scottish throne.

and it was too dangerous to permit her _ to go to

France where her claim to the throne of England
might be espoused. Elizabeth followed her charac-
teristic policy of procrastination and for nineteen
years the hapless Queen remained a captive in

England, the victim of countless plots and counter-

plots. TTien came Babington's Conspiracy to assas-

sinate Elizabeth and put Mary on the throne with
Spanish and French aid. The plot was discovered

and poor Mary was. of course, accused of complicity.

A commission of English nobles found her guilty,

though the evidence was very flimsy. Still Elizabeth

hesitated, but finallv signed the death warrant. On
February 8. ISST, Marv was beheaded in the great

hall of Fotheringay Castle. "Xo other ruler ever

faced death more triumphantly."

LURE OF THE LUMBER COUNTRY

Hilda Tash File No. 1465

THE school board of the Black Diamond Lumber
Company was faced with its annual difficulty of

selecting a new teacher. There was a scarcity

oi women in this little commimity in the heart of

the Sierra Xevadas. and each Tune the school teacher
invariablv married and left her position. It was
finally decided that only a married woman should be
hired this time and thus the annual resignation
would be avoided.
Susan West applied at a city teachers' agency tor

a position in some backwoods community and learned
that there was a vacancy for a married teacher in

the Black Diamond Lumber school. Quickly the girl

slipped on her mother's weddine ring and an-

nounced she would take the iob. She looked out of

the window for inspiration when her name was re-

"luested, and gazing at a billboard advertising Gard-
ner Franklin's picture, replied "Mrs. G. Franklin."
A few weeks later the new teacher arrived at the
lumber school. The entire town turned out to meet
her. and Gardner Franklin (getting a taste of out-
door life under the assumed name of Jack DeeringJ
was particularly anxious to see who Mrs. G. Franklin
might be. Almost at first question he asked her
was that the G initial stood for. and when Susan
stammered and finally said Grant, the young man
sensed there was something peculiar in the situa-
tion. Frenchy, one of the halfbreed lumbermen, no-
ticed Jack's interest in Susan and at once resented
it. At the wedding of Susan's predecessor he had
bet a month's wages that he would marry the next
teacher and he felt, if anyone had a right to flirt

with Mrs. Franklin, he did. Boasting that since the
new teacher's husband had not appeared, he intended
to take the absentee's place, Frenchy annoyed Susan
with unwelcome attentions. Jack noticed what was
happening and watched the halfbreed linger at the

girl's cabin after all had departed. In a few minutes
Susan's shrieks brought him to the scene and he
beat up Frenchy, who was trying to embrace the
frightened little teacher. During the weeks that fol-

lowed Tack found this slim, \-irginal-looking girl

the most attractive woman he had ever known. At
first he thought that her husband must be dead, but
gradually reached the conclusion, since she never
mentioned Mr. Franklin, that he was non-existent.
However, he said nothing about his theory, but was
content to spend as much time as possible in the
company of the fair teacher and be on the lookout
for the ever-present Frenchy,
On her way to the annual Hallowe'en dance.

Frenchy stopped Susan and asked her to reserve the

second dance for him. Susan refused. It so happened
that she danced the second number with Jack. Sud-
denly Frenchy broke in and accused Jack of rtm-
ning after a married woman and taking unfair advan-
tage of him. Several of his friends joined in the

protest and in a few seconds their knives were out
and ready for action. Jack, equal to the emergency.
said he had a perfect right to run after this married
woman, since she was his wife. He revealed that he
was Gardner Franklin and added that everyone knew
Susan was Mrs. G. Franklin. Frenchy. still a little

skeptical, demanded proof, and Jack promised to

furnish it in the morning. The next day a telegram^

arrived from Sacramento announcing the marriage of

Susan West to Gardner Franklin.

THROUGH TWENTY YEARS

Isadora Dit File No. 3067

THERE was great unhappiness in the Grey
home. Edward Grey, an artist who knew
little of the world, had married bis model and

found to his sorrow that she was not the woman he
thought she was. Mrs. Grey had squandered his

fortune and been cruel to his motherless daughter.
Elizabeth. His precious child was being forced out
of her home and was leaving London the next day
to be amanuensis to a lady traveling to the L'nited

States. The girl had already bade him good-bye and
was at her employer's hotel The fol?owing morning
Mr. Grey went to see his daughter off^ on the Paris.

When she did not appear, he became worried and
suttered a sudden heart attack. Death came before

he learned his daughter was in the hands of a
white slave ring.

Six weeks later there was a considerable commo-
tion in the stable adjoining the Xew York home of

the Heth family. Richard Heth. the son of the

house, had purchased a second-hand car during a
recent drinking bout and was trying to make a place
for it in the empty stalls where the family horses
once stood. In climbing to the loft of the building,

he suddenly saw a strange scene being enacted in

the house behind the stable. Through a small window
in the back of the building he watched a sweet, young
girl pleading with a hardened woman of the streets

who was attempting to disrobe her. A man was
standing alongside of them and he. too, was trying
to coerce the girl. Richard sensed that something
\\-as wrong, arid, when the two withdrew finally and
left the girl alone, he threw a note to her asking
if he could be of aid. The answer came back that she
was an English girl. Elizabeth Grey-, and that she
was held captive by these white slavers. Richard
rushed to the police station for help, but the captain
refused to believe the youth's story and accused him
of drunkenness. Richard did not know that the house
he reported had paid the police captain for protec-
tion, but he did know he must save Elizabeth. By
the use of some ladders, he succeeded in climbing up
to the girl's room and carrying her safely to the
stable.
Such was the beginning of the romance between

Elizabeth Grey and Richard Heth. Before long the
two were engaged to be married, though Elizabeth
knew her fiance drank far too much and too often.

With all the confidence of vouth, the girl was sure
she could wean Richard from this vicious habit. While
Elizabeth was a good influence on him. there were
others who preferred to see Richard drunk. His
brother-in-law. for instance, had a purpose in urging
him to drink the day before the wedding. Richard
had been left the life income from twenty-five thou-
sand dollars rather than any money outright, because
his father knew his weakness for the bottle and
wanted to save him from want. \\Tiile he was
intoxicated, his brother-in-law persuaded him to sigrn

away this money and accept the property bequeathed
to his sister in exchange.
The results of this transaction were soon felt by

the newlyweds. Though Elizabeth knew Richard
loved her. she was not strong enough to combat sin-

gle-handed those friends and good fellows who en-
ticed her husband to drink. Because ot his frequent

intoxication, Richard could not keep a job. The
Heths were without a steady income and swindlers
fleeced them of their property. In a few years they
drifted from a genteel middle class existence to actual
poverty. Richard, unable to fight off the habit which
was robbing him of his manhood, sunk lower and
lower. Elizabeth took in sewing to keep them from
star\-ing. The baby that was born to the couple
languished in the dark tenement they called home.
To all appearances a tramp. Richard hung around the
low;^-cIass speakeasies that grew rich on the earnings
of the poor. On several occasions, drunken brawls
landed him in the workhouse for a few days. Liquor
had completely demoralized him.
On one occasion Richard, charged with intoxica-

tion and disorderly conduct, was tried before a fair-

minded judge who had once known his father. He
was sentenced to a state hospital where a cure for
alcoholism was administered. While he was away
from home, little Dora died. Elizabeth was left

completely dejected by _diis terrible blow and fell

ill herself. She was taken to a charity hospital,
where Richard found her six months later hovering
between life and death. The sight of Richard in clean
clothes and without the smell of liquor on his breath
gave the sick woman a spark of hop^ She recovered
and Uved to en'oy life with a husband to whom drink-
ing was a thing of the past. The two little ones who
were later bom to the Heths enjoyed a happy, com-
fortable home life.

W. R. Berry File No. 3023

THE whistle blew—warning visitors that the 'ooat
was leaving i>ort. Doris Travers' eyes dimmed
as she tenderly kissed her husband and little

Dickie good-bye. As Ralph carried Dickie down the
gang plank, Doris suddenly wished she had never
planned t'nis trip. The long desired visit to the
Hastings in Havana was forgotten as she realized
she would not see her husband and boy for several
months. It was hardest to part with Dickie. How-
ever, when Fran and Bob Hastings met her in
Havana, Doris" homesickness vanished and the nov-
elty of a new environment claimed her attention. The
first evening at the Hastings, Fran gave a party at
which she introduced Doris to the American colony.
The newcomer was attractive and found herseU sur-
rounded by admirers. During a sudden lull in the
conversation. Doris looked up and saw a pair of
cool, gray eyes fixed on her. The next minute she
was introduced to Jerry Danbridge, By the end of
the evening Jerry of the cool gray eyes and arro-
gant bearing was plainly captivated bv prettv Mrs.
"Travers. Weeks flew by, and Doris enjoyed a con-
tinuous round of dances, teas, and boating parties
with Jerry at her side. All too soon Doris realized
that she would have to leave this sun-kissed para-
dise of the Caribbeans. Then Jerry threw caution to
the winds and declared his love. He refused to -give
Doris up. and at her farewell party, a few days
later, he casually announced that an urgent cable
necessitated his departure to Xew York on the next
steamer. The lovers traveled back to the States
together. The return journey was overshadowed by
fear of the future. Doris Travers had never loved
her husband, although she respected and admired
him. Had it not been for little Dickie, she would
not have hesitated to divorce him. However, she
was not selfish enough to ask for a divorce and her
baby. too. Jerry appreciated her viewpoint and did
not ask her to give up her child.
Back at home the days dragged monotonously for

Doris. Occasional visits to Jerry's apartment were
the only bright spots on the horizon. At last the
lovers planned a week-end together and Doris in-
formed Ralph that she was visiting a girl friend.
Three days of bliss followed and Doris returned home
happier than she had been in months. Ralph met her
at the door white and shaken. Little Dickie had a
sudden attack of infantile paralysis; he had tried
desperately to reach her at her friend's. Her baby
was dead. Doris longed to die; in a daze she told
Ralph where she had been and about Jerry. Her
husband's kindness during those tragic days was
a light in the darkness, for thoughts of Jerry only
intensified her sense of guilt. As the months went
by Doris and Ralph made distressing attempts at re-
adjusting themselves, but finally the husl^nd real-
ized they could never again be happy together. He
gave his -wife a quiet divorce and Doris left for a
rest in ilaine. Jerry did not dare follow her, for
he considered her dismissal after the tragedy final.

Then one day a note from Fran Hastings informed
him that he would find Doris conquering her morbid
outlook on life. Jerry took the hint and went to
Maine. With his arms around Doris, Jerry assured
her that the future held happiness for than both.

KING'S MITE

Marie Van De Grift File No. 1577

1 of an engineering outfit provided
excitement in the little Indian village

THE
Plent_
at the border of the jungle. It would have proved

even more exciting, if the chief, James Waldron,
had not emphatically warned his men against philan-
dering. All a girl had to do to obtain a steady meal
ticket was to tell the chief that a man in the outfit
had made love to her and her victim speedily became
a benedict or else found himself without a job in
the wUds of Ind'ia. Wlien King Brennan. the chief
engineer, so wrapped up in his^ work that he never
looked at a girl, was summoned by Waldron and
told some one had complained about his morals.
he protested that it was a frame-up. His boss offered
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to show him the young lady and drew him to the
window where he pointed out a beautiful half-caste,

Lola. However, King's eye accidentally fell

other lady, Diane, the English missionary's
ter. That evening he asked the old missionary for

his daughter's hand. The father was delighted—he
was anxious to spend his last days in England, but
had hesitated because Diane considered India her
home and did not want to leave. This proposal would
leave his child well taken care of and he could sail

on the next boat. Diane was staggered by King's
fifer, but ^yielded

receives reward for his faithful devotion. Kathleen
puts poison in a glass of liquor intended for Laurel,
and Warren perceives the trick in time to drink it

himself. He is ill, but recovers, and becomes a talk-
ing picture star in Hollywood.

fatl; ishes.

that Waldr
n his apologies
weakness for big

nediately out of defere
vas not until after the wedding

arrived with Lola. The chief

I Lola freely confessed that
n had led her to try to trick

iito marriage. When pretty Diane learned how
her husband had come to marry her, all of her tiny

body trembled in rage. She announced that King
might treat her like a husb_and only in the presence
of others and that she would not live with him.
King was flabbergasted at the tempest this little girl,

who onlv reached up to liis heart, had raised. He
had fallen in love with her.
Months passed, and though Brennan longed to win

his wife's love, he was afraid to approach her. She
seemed taken up with the attentions of Bertie Beau-
fort, the son of a railroad official. King wished Ber-
tie's visit would end. Coming home late one night.
King found Diane struggling in Bertie's arms, the
husband lost no time in beating up his rival. Shortly
after this, the native help went on strike and King
suspected Bertie was stirring up the trouble. One
day he and Waldron discovered the suspect with
Lola. The two engineers accused Bertie of treachery
and he defiantly admitted it. Waldron decided to

take his prisoner to Delhi and suggested that King
and his wife come along. Diane had never been to

the city and reveled in its beauty. King loaded her
with gifts from the famous jewelry shops of the
Chandni Chauk and, touched by his attempts to win
her, she longed to fling herself in his arms and con-

fess her passion. However, for two nights King
slept in a hotel armchair, while Diane slumbered
peacefully in the adjacent bed. The third morning
King suggested that Diane visit her father indefi-

nitely, for he no longer could stand the close prox-
imity of the woman he loved who did not love him.
Diane did not take to his suggestion and began tell-

ing him of last night's dream in which a big red
eagle had saved her from a colorless, unhappy exist-

ence. She began demonstrating how she had nestled
in her rescuer's arms. King took the hint and asked
her if she loved him.
"Love you, you big silly? I have loved you all

the time, even before—," but she finished off her
sentence with a kiss.

DAUGHTERS OF BROADWAY
Marion E. Hogle File No. 1533

IT
is possible that had the aristocratic little south-

ern beauty known that New York's show girls

carry a stigma with their success she would
never have dreamed of leaving her father's neat
estate for such a life. Even after Laurel Layton had
been playing for some time on Broadway, she was
unable to realize what was happening to her reputa-
tion. Her evenings out were spent in the company
of men of her own station. Her roommate. Dot, could
not disillusion her by explaining that men of this type
took a show girl out for a good time, never intending
anything more serious. Dot hoped, as all ordinary
show girls do, that Laurel's artless beauty would so
captivate a youth with money that he would be won
without heartache.
The opening scene finds Laurel waking, surprised

that she is still in her clothes. Wishing to wake
Dot, she discovers a strange man asleep, in his eve-
ning clothes, in Dot's bed. Gradually she recalls the
scene of the night before—how they had all been out,
buoyed up with a few drinks, and how David had
been dared to marry her. David was charmed by
Laurel, aware subconsciously that her good breed-
ing set her off as much as her beauty from the rest
of the party. The next morning Laurel's wedding
ring convinced her that the marriage had actually
taken place. Instead of antipathy, she felt a mag-
netic fascination in David, and was convinced, as
she watched his boyish head stirring to wakefulness
on the pillow, that she would never let him go.

It took some time to make David realize her in-

tention, but when he did, he had conceived a love
for her which made it necessary for his outraged
father to intervene. Laurel allowed David to suc-
cumb to his father's persuasions, and soothed her
hurt by confiding in Warren, the actor playing be-
side her, who each night on the stage whispered en-
dearing words of love. Laurel allowed his sacrificing
friendship, while she herself was being sacrificed to a
memory. The newspapers carried stories of her
honeymoon trip with David, but she kept it secret
that she had made this trip alone.
David, to soothe his heartache, had been ensnared

by Kathleen, a woman whose demands were confined
to the physical, but who managed to keep him for
two years, during which time he was separated from
his wife. Dot urged Laurel to go out with the
crowd, as she herself did, but laurel did not care
for the life which was ruining Dot's health.
Dot grows ill. and the playboy who had been en-

tertaining her suddenly insists on marrying her, so
that they can live out one beautiful year before her
death.
Laurel became ill shortly after, and while nursed

back to health decides to give up Broadway and
take to nursing. She finds herself engaged as a
nurse to David's father, who, growing fond of her,
sends for his son that they might meet. When they
do, Kathleen's hold on David is gone, and Laurel
and he are at last reunited. Only Warren never

WOMAN WITHOUT LOVE

Concetta Farnsworth File No. 3059

THE new science teacher had been called hand-
some by many of the girls of Valleyford High
School, but when Theresa Davern first laid eyes

on him, he seemed the embodiment of all her roman-
tic dreams. Theresa frequently lingered after class
to discuss some work with her instructor. Almost
before they knew it, an overwhelming love sprang
up between the pair. The teacher was twenty-seven
and engaged to a girl in the city; Theresa was only
sixteen; and the social gulf which separated the
blue-blooded professor and the humble Irish-Ameri-
can girl was vast. When her sister Martha learned
of this secret passion. Theresa constantly feared that
it would be revealed to her parents. Realizing the
hopelessness of their position, the two lovers then
parted. Arthur married his fiancee and Theresa en-
tered a teachers' training school. In college, the girl
met Joe Darrow% whom the family considered most
eligible, and, finally, urged by her parents and sis-

ter, Theresa became engaged to him. Shortly after
this. Joe, who w'as an engineer, was called to South
America. During his absence Theresa again came
in contact with Arthur. The pair met frequently at
the home of Jane Whitford, one of Theresa's college
chums. Their relationship remained pla tonic, al-

though both burned with intense passion. When
Theresa was preparing for her wedding to Joe, her
sister, who had learned of these meetings with
Arthur, accused her of carrying on an illicit love
atfair with a married man. Mr. and Mrs. Davern
were horrified by Martha's revelations. In a flash
Theresa told her parents everything, but they, too,
doubted her virtue. That night the frightened girl

stole from home and went to Jane's. On the follow-
ing day she was called home to find her father dead
from apoplexy and her mother dying from a heart
attack. After the double funeral, grief and remorse
drove the girl to attempt suicide. She made several
attempts to take her own life and was sent to an
insane asylum. When she was discharged from this
institution, she clerked in a corset store. There she
met Nat Sportsford, whose attentions were most wel-
come after the confinement of the asylum. After a
brief courtship Theresa married him, only to find
herself tied to a lazy, worthless drunkard. When her
daughter was born, the young wife began teaching to
support herself. Appearances were kept up for the
sake of the child, but Theresa was the breadwinner
and Nat the spender. After fifteen years of matri-
mony, Theresa met Arthur again. He was then a
widower and still in love with her. Though the two
were growing old, their affection had not dwindled.
Theresa finally took a step she had long contem-
plated and obtained an annulment of her marriage
to Nat on the grounds that she was mentally un-
sound at the time of the wedding. The lovers, free
at last, found the happiness which Life had Iiitherto

denied them.

THE GREEN BED

Katherlne Ledwith File No. 3027

THE slim, pretty girl who played the violin in
Schaeffer's Beer Garden caught the eye of a new
patron, a man of forty, with a sad, but distinguished

air. He did not seem to belong in the cheap little

restaurant underneath the elevator tracks. Kitty
Singleton wondered what brought him there. One
evening Robert Benton spoke to the violinist and the
ice was broken. He brooded over the desertion of his
wife, and wealth and position could not ease his heart-
ache. In Kitty he found a sympathetic companion

—

they had similar tastes and both were interested in
music and literature. The girl had known nothing
but poverty and hardship and was flattered to accept
Robert's offer of marriage. As a bride of eighteen,
who had never known romantic love with a youth of
her own age, Kitty anticipated complete happiness as
Robert's wife. Slowly she learned that all Robert's
love was centered on the woman who had deserted
him; he did not love her and would never love any
other woman. Nevertheless, Benton amused himself
with any pretty lady who crossed his path, and news
of his infidelity frequently reached the young wife in
her beautiful home in the country. Because of her
baby daughter, Hedda, Kitty put up with the situa-
tion. Years flew by and old age curtailed Robert's
amorous escapades. Kitty's days were devoted to
Hedda, who was rapidly reaching womanhood.
Then one day a financial panic robbed B enton of

his fortune and the family, in straitened circumstances,
went to live in a small New England town. There
Kitty met Charles Rennard and for the first time in
her life enjoyed the admiration of an attractive man
of her own age. Robert immediately became jealous
and without any grounds called Kitty a harlot and
wanton in front of her own daughter. Hedda bitterly
denounced her mother's flirtation and would Hsten to
no explanations. That night Kitty left for New York.

Several years later Kitty became hostess in Charles'
night club. The Tavern. One evening a young woman
was shot outside the roadhouse by her jealous hus-
band and brought up to Kitty's room. The violinist
viewed the incident as another example of the situation
she herself had faced. She sympathized with the un-
fortunate woman, but refused to see her. It seemed
to Kitty that the woman upstairs was fortunate she
wished Robert had killed her instead of killing the
affection of her child. Charles' kindness could never
make up for that and she recalled the bitter years of

her youth that had been sacrificed to an unapprecia-
tive old man and a thoughtless daughter.
A week passed, and the woman who lay on Kitty's

green bed—-the nuptial couch that she had taken with
her when she left her husband—was slowly recoving.
The stranger's baby was brought to its mother. The
woman did not recognize it. The doctor ordered
music and Kitty was prevailed upon to play. Enter-
ing the darkened room, she began Schumann's Trau-
meri. In the midst of the composition, the woman on
the bed jumped up.

"Mother, mother," she cried, "only my mother
could play that so beautifully. How I have wanted
you, mother."

Mother and daughter embraced each other. There
was perfect understanding between them now. Ten-
derly the nurse presented the baby, as Kitty and
Hedda kissed its sleeping face.

BETTY'S FATE

May E. Porter File No. 1518

SUDDENLY the tramp heard a harsh voice order
him to hold up his hands. He looked up and
saw a man and woman standing on the ranch porch

covering him with a revolver. They wanted to know
why he was bending over the embers of the dying fire.

"I assure you I mean no harm," the tramp began.
"I have been enjoying your fresh air and mountain
scenery for upward of twenty -four hours. Now I
crave more substantial nourishment and was just
smearing these ashes on my face to make me look
more fatigued and helpless."
The woman laughed at the man's impudence and

invited him into the farm kitchen. Ray Bellinger de-
cided he better remain to watch Betty he did not
trust tramps. Nevertheless, he listened with keen in-

terest to John Smith's story.
"At twenty-five I was a fairly successful actor,"

John began. "Nothing spectacular, but regular en-
gagements and an honest living. Then the safe in the
theater where I played was robbed and the manager
shot. The manager said I was guilty. I had no
alibi. My brother whom I had not seen for years
had been visiting me, but no one in the theater knew
it. Anyway, I didn't squeal and was sent up for
ten years. After I got out I was branded. No one
would give an ex-convict a job."

Betty Randall was touched and offered the tramp
work as farm hand. Months flew by and Smith
proved indispensable, especially after Betty's brother
Tom was killed in an automobile accident. During
the harvest, when Ray could not come over to the
Randall farm to help out, Smith slaved for his mis-
tress. He worshipped Betty and expressed his devo-
tion by working hard to raise abundant crops. A
year passed and John informed Ray that he was leav-
ing and would send another man to take his place.
After subtle questioning. Smith admitted that he was
going away because he loved Betty and knew his case
was hopeless. He hoped Ray would marry her, for
she needed a man's protection. The following evening
Ray decided to delay no longer and asked Betty to be
his wife. Her gentle refusal astonished him. There
was someone else. Bellinger flushed, and asked if

that "tramp" had the nerve to propose.
"No, Ray. he didn't have the nerve. He came to

say good-bye, and did as fine a piece of acting as was
ever seen on the stage. You would think we were
only casual acquaintances, he was so cheerful and
casual about it all. But his eyes were revealing all

his lips wouldn't say, so I told him he couldn't go
away, he had to stay and take care of me ! He is

down getting the marriage license now."

THE ANCIENT LAW
Jack Berfin File No. 1545

IN the palatial Harworthy home there is a rift of
opinion, involving the socially punctilious Mrs.
Esther Harworthy, her beautiful and proud daughter,

Fran, and the father of the house, who insists on
being troubled by the disappearance of his brother,
lost with the Dakin Expedition in South America.
The brother is somewhat of a slur on the family's high
social standing. Fran, about to be married to Arthur
Massity, an aristocratic catch, tries, with her mother,
to change Harworthy's expressed decision to go to
the tropics, wedding or no wedding. The publicity of
the affair is pointed out to him. No avail. Massity
enters, and suggests a compromise, accepted by all.

They shift the wedding date to the time when Mas-
sity's yacht, with the whole party on board, will reach
South America. The papers are given a story which
covers the search angle entirely. Harworthy goes to
a local air company for aid in contact with the South
American flyers.

After Harworthy leaves, a young man is seen here,
trying out a new device. It apparently fails. Talk
brings out that he is Peter Doane, son of the air

company head. He goes to his home in Jersey City,
and is there berated with merciless vigor by a force-
ful father. He is a disgrace to the energetic Doanes.
The mother's pleading cannot prevent a quarrel. For
Pete shows Doane spirit, and leaves his family, though
he is broke. He hears of the Harworthy search from
an aviator, Joe Oakley, going on the yacht, and per-
suades Joe to let him go instead.

His surname changed to Joyce, Pete sails with the
company. His magnetic character, reserved on the
surface, but breaking out on certain occasions gives
spice to the monotony of the sea passage and makes
him a general object of speculation by the sophisti-
cates, of interest to one young deb, and of irritation

to Fran. She consciously covers her interest in him
by hostility. She charges him with seductive meth-
ods in regard to her young and foolish cousin. Fran
and Peter are left alone on the deck, in moonlight.
The offshot of the quarrel is that Pete makes love to
her, forcibly, stung by her dare to do so.
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Fran marries Masaty. But she is restless. She
tnan^ef to include herself and her husband in Har-
worthy's proposed trial flight over the :angles. The
company is given the excuse of adventure, and cheer
the honeymoon trip ofi. Pete, who pilots the plane,
does not like it. Working on the engine with a me-
chanic, he instructs the straightening of a dented feed
pipe, and attends to other niatters. The mechanic
biunders and creates a flaw in the pipe.

Up in the air Pete and his passengers notice nothing
for some hours. Feed pipe breaks from seepage to
trickle. There comes the ine\-itable drop. Pete vol-

planes he tries to make a gleam of water seen be-
low. Tense moments. Thev crash. Harworthy is

kiUed.
Dragged away from the scene of the tragedy, the

frantic girl begins a journey of hunger and ratigue and
fear. They are hundreds of miles from human habi-
tations. Pete has to use authority to overcome the
tmcertainties and timidities of Massity. All civilized

values are lost in the thick, reptile-infested tangles,

and the ancient law of the strongest stands for the
aviator against the woman's husband. Through days
of nerve-trying toil Peter carries her exhausted form,
and is the in-otector of both at night, as well as the
provider of food. Massity senses his wife's growing
admiration for the other, and it engenders a futile

hatred in him. He tries to kill Pete, whom he blames
for their plight. They reach a clearing by a river

and agree to the building of a raft that is to float

them to the traveled Amazon. Here mutual attrac-

tion breaks artiScial tarriers and Pete and Fran know
nights of love together by the river. She has regret-

fully and frankly told Massity. He pretends acquies-
cence, but his hatred breaks out at an unexpected
opportunity. A tribe of Indians jump the party, and
while Pete runs with Fran, Massity strikes him, from
b^iind with a stone, later telUng the girl who is with
him on the raft they both jump upon, that a spear
finished Joyce. The rait is carried downriver. Pete
is taken away by the Indians.
The Massitys, safe, are back in Xew York. Fran.

a stranger to herself and to her mother, breaks all

traditions and common sense by refusing to Hve with
her husband. She is seen, after a passage of time, in

poor quarters, tending to the baby she has borne.

Massity finds her, on Xew Year's night, urges her to

return to him, playing upon her memories of gaiety

and her maternal love for the baby. He will have no
name. Fran wavers. She practically consents. Mas-
sity, who is to return on the morrow for her. dis-

closes his insincerity in a drunken monologue upon
reaching his home. It is merely his hurt Tiride_ he
wants to cover. He is making threats to himseJf in

the mirror as a familiar voice from the doorway
shocks him.

Peter is shown in the next scene, examining his hurt
knuckles as he enters a banquet hall. He is called to

talk into a radio mike.
The Doanes are shown, the invalid mother recogniz-

ing her son's voice on the radio. The announcer has
spoken for rescued members of the lost Dakin Flxpedi-

tion, unexpectdly arrived in Xew York. With than
is Joyce, the aviatw believed killed, who found Kiank-
Ifn Harworthy and Dakin in an Indian camp in the

interior and escaped with them. Joyce himself speaks.

Doane, knowing of Joyce as the man from his own
concern, knows now that Joyce is Pete, and starts for

Xew York to solve the riddle.

Morning finds Fran, her decision made, back to the
oSce work she has taken up, tmknowingly. in a
Doane plant. A scene shows Massity. one eye very
discolored, leaving for Europe. The elder Doane
enters the ofnce to question the manager about Pete,

who was the Tnan, Joyce. Fran goes white. Ex-
planations fly thick and fast. In midst of them enters

Pete. Fran runs to embrace him. He brings the
finishing surprise by going out oi the room to a maid
he has left outside, and returning with Fran's child.

He had seen Massity the r.:;:nt 'Defore, and gone that

morning to Prir-*~ ' _-' j ~- \.r.z his own son. and
Fran's note rr tt^ . r. to Massity. Pete
thinks be :~ ?t /. : elops that the plant
they are it. : ^ ~m .: . ; : : _ : - e device he has in-

vented which later pr:vei successful. Fadeout in gen-
eral bliss.

THE DANGER POINT

M. E. Henry-Ruffin File No. 1128

ASTOR>r was brewing in the Malcolm house-
hold. Mrs. Malcolm objected to her daughter's
engagement to Ulic Sweeny, because the young

man came from a poor backgrotmd and was not in

the Social Register, while her husband defended Flor-

oice's choice. He contended that Ulic was sturdy and
self-reliant, and that his wife might better be worry-
ing about her son. Roger. As Mr. Malcolm thought
of his boy's nightly dissipation and habitual drunk-
enness, he wondered if Roger's wild ways were a
punishment for his own wrongdoings.

That same evening TTlic Sweeny informed his mother
of his engagement to Florence. Mrs. Sweeny was
delighted at tiie news, but r^retted that she bad so

little wordly goods to bestow on her son. She re-

peated to him the oft-told tale of his father's death.
Lawrence Sweeny had been a brilliant, but weak
character, given to excessive drinking. Though he
was a respected lawyer, his liquor debts were so laige

that he was forced to sell the family home to meet
his obligations. On the night of his death he stopped
off in a saloon with fifty thousand dollars he had
received from the sale of his house. At length he
became so intoxicated that he was put out of the cafe,

and the next morning he was found dead in a lonely

heath with his money gone. The coroner had said his

death was due to exposure, but Mrs. Sweeny felt that

the man who had robbed her husband was responsible

for his death. As the mother told her son the familiar

story she tried to point out that after all the differ-

ence between the Sweenys and the Malcolms was not
so great- The Sweenys had formerly been rich and

practically star-.-ing at the time her husband had 'oeen

hving.
The next morning Ulic learned that Roger Mal-

colm had been arrested for the mnrder of a popular
sportsman in the apartment of Flossie Fitch. After
reading the lurid newspaper accounts of the crime,
triic rushed over to see Florence and the two went to

the jail to see Roger. Roger denied the crime and
convinced Ulic of his innocence. Sweeny oSered to

take the case and immediately set out to learn the

facts, .\fter much questioning and cross examination,
Ulic learned that the dead Trran, Jack Burton, had been
Flossie's first lover and that he had treated her badly.

He immediately suspected that it was she who fired

the fatal shot, but realized that a jury would be in-

clined to take the word of a poor girl rather than
that of a rich and dissipated youth. Ulic finally

offered the girl fifty thousand dollars, if she would go
abroad under an asstuned name and send the poHce a
signed confession admitting her gmlt. At length the

unhappy girl complied and thus absolved Roger of the
crime-
Mr. Malcolm attributed his son's release to Ulic and

lost no time in congratulating his daughter's fiance.

He predicted a brill^t future for this rising young
lawyer, when UHc remarked that if such were_ his

fate, he would only be following in his father's foot-

steps. On learning that Ulic was the son of Law-
rence Sweeny, Malcolm turned pale and was strangely

upset. At length he broke down altogether and re-

vealed that many years before he had stolen a huge
sum of money—the foundation of his fortune—from
Lawrence Sweeny. Then he recounted how he had
come across Sweeney reeling from liquor and robbed
him of the money. Then he had harried home to his

starving wife and children leaving the drunken man to

his fate. Mr. Malcolm fell on his knees and asked

Ulic's forgiveness. Suddenly, the youth recoiled and
he shuddered at the thought of marrying the daughter

of the TTian who had murdered his father. The next
day Ulic left for Europe without making any explana-

tions to Florence.
A year lat^- on the Riviera, LTic learned oi Mr.

Malcolm's death and decided to forget his c'd hatred.

He returned home and asked Florercr : : rr-- t --:~

for his shameftil neglect. The youth
the cause of his flight and Florence r. _ - — / . n _

for an explanation. She was thoro "-: ~ "-
- ; : : r. : t r. t i

^

the years rolled by and UHc
loving husband.

HONEY BEE

Emma Jane Googe File No. 1552

WHEX Julius Armstrong went to Chicago in the

interests of the fruit growers of Peachville,

he met Bee O'Hem, secretary to the head
of the fruit brokerage exchange. Bee was red-

headed, saucy eyed, and trimly groomed—and Jule

lingered in Chicago after his business was concluded.

He had never known anyone like this petite, dainty

girl who seemed so full of high spirits and good
humor. After a whirlwind courtship the pair were
married and Jule took his bride back to the farm.

The Armstrong family had lived in Peachville for

generations and were among the most respected

people in the whole countryside. Jule. an only son
whose parents were dead, had been regarded as the

most ^gible bachelor in the vicinity. Excit«nent
ran high when it was learned that he had married a
Chicago girL Mothers with marriageable daughters
were somewhat indignant and many of the farmers

resented the intrusion of a city girl in their midst.

The first Sunday after his return Jule proudly
marched Bee to ^urch. She looked so beautiful to

him in a sttuming Paris costume with high spiked-heel

shoes and a chic, modish turban that he expected she

would take Peachville by storm. The pair arrived

late, and the whole ixingr^ation turned around and
stared openly at them. _ Fortunately, Jule could _

not
hear their comments—**iily white hands never did a
stroke of work.'' ^'she'll be no help to him," 'Hooks
studc-up to me"' etc. It was not long before the
young couple sensed the hostility in the air, and
when they left the church no one offered them con-
gratulations or invited than to call. Bee was deeply
hurt, for she wished to be friendly with these people
among whom she would make her home.
Months wore on and the newlyweds were left to

themselves. Time hung heavily on Bee's hands, for

Jule helped her with the housework and cooking and
there was little else to do. Through the long, hot
summer she spent most of her time sitting in the

porch hammock reading or dreaming- At harvest
time, Jule sadly revealed that the crew of neighbcring
farmers would be at their home the following week
for threshing. He suggested that they hire someone
to prepare the necessary meals, but Bee said that
she would use this opportunity to redeem herself in

the eyes of the villagers. When the tired farmers
filed into the Armstrong dining room, they were
amazed at the wonderful spread Bee served. Platters

of delicious fried chickens and hot biscuits were car-

ried in from the kitchen where Bee toiled anxiously.
Xo longer was she the yocmg woman of the useless,

lily wlute hands, and the men appreciated her ef-

forts and spirit- That evening the young couple
were startled by the firing of shot guns, and other
deafening noises outside their windows. As Bee clung
to her husband in alarm. Jule explained that that was
the way Peachville welcomed its popular newlyweds.

WANTED FOR MURDER

Lillian FrazJer File No. 3045

HERBERT ROLSTAX m.et Gloria Cramer in
his father's ornce. He was much attracted to
the pretty secretary and dated her up for the

evening. On his way to Gloria's home. Herbert had
several drinks with a friend. The liquor took effect

after he met Gloria, and Herbert b^an making ad-
vances. Driving through a lonely country road,
Glorfa could not free herself from his embrace. The
two struggled, and wrenching her arm from his grasp,
Gloria accidentally ran the car into a tree. She was
not injured, but Herbert fainted. The frightened girl

could not bring him to consciousness and finally fled,

believing him dead. She packed her things and
traveled to Xew York that very night. Assuming a
disguise, Gloria seciu-ed a position in an exdnsive
lingerie shop. Some months later a new girl jcHned
the staff of models and Gloria, recovering irora her
fear of detection, bemended her. One day Shirley
Rolston confided in her friend. Her mother had
slaved to send her to h. fashionable boarding school
where she had met Jack Finley, her roommate's
brother. The two planned to elope, when Shirley had
received a telegram sununoning her to her mother's
deathbed. Before she passed on, Mrs. Rolston re-

vealed that Shirley's father was aHve—he had deserted
his wife and divorced her, because of family objection
to her poor circumstances and unimpressive back-
ground. Mrs. Rolston had therefore struggled to give
her daughter the opportunities she lacked. After her
mother's death, Shirley had not the money to return
to school nor had she the courage to notify Jack of

her position. Gloria returned her friend's confidence
by telling her own story. Shirley urged the girl to
go home, thinldng she would be safe. On reaching
her parents' home, Gloria was arrested for murder.
Mr. Rolston had learned she was the last to be seen
with Herbert and accused her oi luring his missing
son to death. When Shirley learned of this, she
swallowed her pride and wrote to Jack asking him
to serve as lawyer.
The sensational trial of Gloria Cramer receired much

pubhdty. Before the cotnt opened, Shirley met
Mr. Rolston in an snteroom and revealed that she
was his daughter. She rebuked her father for the
desertion of his first wife and this tmfair suspicion of
her friend. Gloria told her story to the court, and as
she finished a stranger rose and said he could supply
the end to the tale. He was a farmer and had found
the unconscious youth, taken him home, and cared
for him. Herbert had never recovered his n:emory
and at the present time lay in the hospital hovering
: rtween life anH death. Tiie farmer had just
rimed of the boy's identity through the newspaFtTs.
Gloria was freed and rushed from die court to the

Six months later, at a double wedding Shirley was
married to Jack and Glorfa to Herbert, while Mr.
Wnl-stnu, blessed the choice of both his children.

ROUGH WATERS

Oscar B. Murphy RIe No. 3068

THE entire personnel of the Golden Motion Pic-
ture Company were on location aboard a small,
specially chartered steamer. Mary Golden, presi-

dent of the company, was continually bothered by
John Grover, who was much smitten by her charms.
The girl was deeply in love with Billy Marlin and
did not hide her feelings, ^*hen John tried to waylay
and IHgg her, she turned away and was soon seen
promenading the deck with B illy. Finally , when
John's persistent attentions did not cease, she told

him quite plainly that she was engaged to Billy.
Grover was furous at this news- A confirmed petti-

coat chaser, he could not bear to see another man
win Mary. The following evening, as the ship was
riding into a storm, he led a mutiny in which the
captain of the boat was captured. The mutineers,
tinder Grover's direction, steered the boat and soon
lost their course. Duriug the fight to get control of
the vessel, all the instnunents to aid the navigation
of the boat had been destroyed and it was impossible
to tell where they were going in a 'olinding storm.
Meanwhile, John informed Mary that she would
naarry h^xn that evening- Grabbing a life belt and
hastily donning it, Mary replied that she preferred
death to life with him and warned him to come no
nearer. Thinking she was making an idle threat,

John tried to embrace the girl. Mary quickly phmged
over the deck, while the cowardly Grover covered
his eyes, afraid to see what had taken place. It so
happened that the side loading door on the lower
deck was open and the girl landed safely on it. Mary
then joined Billy and rest of the players who bar-
ricaded themselves in the kitchen. Eventually Grover
and the crew were forced to call a truce in order to
obtain food. When the treacherous leader saw that
Mary was alive, he was not willing to give up. Again
the crew mutinied and he tried to force the captain to
marry Mary to him. The captain refused to be
coerced and Grover was again defeated. Another
storm overtook the boat and the ship was dashed on
the reefs. The crew and everyone aboard were finally

rescued and safely carried to a small island in life

beats. A few days fater a passing steamer trans-
ported the entire party to Caliiomfa. Mary and
Billy reported Grover to the police as soon as they
landed. The guilty man attempted a getaway, but
was killed when a train wrecked his car. Freed of

his simster influence. Mary and Biliy decided to
marry immedfately and sealed their bargain with a
long, sweet kiss-

Morris Eisgrau RIe No. 1543

FROM earliest childhood The Kid showed signs
of a promising pugilist. As a child he would
tr>- to make some one fight him. if a daily scrap

did not come about naturally. At twelve he was the
acknowledged leader of the Simpson Street gang
aeainst their hated rivals, the O^ed Avenue boys.
The enmity between the two groups increased and
The Kid longed to down the leader of the opposing
gang. At last his opportunity came, when The Kid
saw Boy Swifty, ruler of the Ogded boys, bullying
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a younger lad. The Kid gave Swifty a challenging
blow on the arm and the fight was on between the
two. It was a bitter struggle, but The Kid finally
downed his opponent. For a week The Kid enjoyed
the admiration of the neighborhood ; then his family
moved to another section of the city where he was
far from his old friends.

It was exactly twelve years later that The Kid
and Boy Swifty found themselves together in the
trenches. United by common suffering they were
astounded to learn each other's identity. For a short
time the old resentment flamed up, then both pre-
ferred to co-operate for a great cause. The old
enemies were buddies ! During a daring raid on the
German line, The Kid was wounded. His com-
panions rushed to safety, while he was left to die
in a deserted shell hole. When Swifty learned of
his buddy's fate, he set out alone at night to rescue
him. He succeeded in dragging the wounded man
to a Red Cross station, but was wounded himself,
just before he reached his destination. Both men
were taken to the same hospital. The Kid's condi-
tion became critical, and it was Boy Swifty who
pleaded with their nurse for more attention to his
buddy. Ruth Kelly, the nurse, soon understood
Swifty's devotion as she fell under the spell of the
desperately sick man. She spent her free time taking
care of the injured youth, and it was through her
efforts and Swifty's that The Kid's life was saved.

Back home after the war, Swifty became The
Kid s manager when the latter challenged the world's
heavyweight champion. The bout was an exciting
one, and in the fifth round The Kid downed the
champion. Pandemonium broke loose as the huge
crowd congratulated the victor. The Kid soon left
his fans and thanked Swifty for his aid. Then he
hurried to meet Ruth, for she had promised to marry
him after the big fight. From the joyous look in
her sweetheart's eyes, Ruth knew that she was re-
ceiving a rare wedding present and The Kid was
now heavyweight champion of the world

!

THE SYMPHONY OF THE STARS

Margarethd Lerch File No. 1531

RAY LYTE stopped playing in the middle of the
composition and looked at Anne Grafton ques-
tiomngly. She pleaded that he continue, unless

he were tired.

_
"I never grow weary of playing," Ray replied,

but my music will mean little to me unless it helps
me win your heart."
"You certainly wouldn't want a heart that belongs

to someone else. You know I'm engaged to Bob
Winchester. But let's not go through it all over
again. To change the subject, have you finished
rhc Symphony of the Stars?
Ray had not finished this work, but hoped to

write the last movement during his trip abroad Anne
wished him every success and allowed him to kiss
her when he took his leave. She realized sadly that
she would not see him for over a year. Fate seemed
to take her men away from her. Five years before,
when she was just eighteen, Anne had met the
impetuous Bob Winchester. After a romantic court-
ship, she had consented to marry this young
archeologist. Their engagement was announced be-
fore Bob set sail on an e-xpedition to India. The
first two years Bob's letters came frequently and were
full of fascinating descriptions of the Orient. Then
the tone of the correspondence changed and Anne
heard more of Professor Bolton's daughter than of
Bob s activities. Bob seldom wrote her now and
Anne imagined Fern Holton was the cause of his
silence. Nevertheless, she would not permit any
love-making from Ray and remained true to her
promise to Bob. She told people she" was engaged
The year went by and Ray returned from Europe

after a triumphant tour. Anne received a tele-
gram from him with an invitation to his first con-
1"',,"; ^merica The acclaim from a large audience
thrilled her and she listened to the completed Sym-
phony of the Stays with bated breath. When" it
was over, she met Ray alone. The meeting was
slightly awkward, for neither was sure just how the
other expected to be greeted. An.xious to know if
Ray still loved her, Anne assumed a flippant manner
Ray remarked that she had become more light-
hearted, and Anne winced. How could she tell him
the truth

! Later in the evening, the two friends
shpped into their former intimacy. Anne collected
her courage and showed Ray a newspaper clipping
announcing the marriage of Bob and Fern. Ray
did not hide his surprise at the news, but Anne was
still in the dark as to his present feeHngs towards
her. Finally, he asked Anne, if she would risk her
love the second time. The girl's answer was a
sweet smile of assent, and in a moment Ray's arms
were about her. Then she confessed how relieved
she had been, when she learned Bob had freed her
from her promise. Ray was overjoyed when she
confessed she had loved him from the first meeting
With deep feeling, Ray promised that their own
symphony of life would be as wonderful as the
brilliant Symphony of the Stars.

CAMOUFLAGE
Elva Storey File No. 1584

THE wealth of his rival always puzzled John
Brandon. Tony Rodwell was only a young

1
•

V, J
*"'., ^"^ ^^ '^''°'"' ^" expensive car and

lavished costly presents on Marjory Abbott and her
grasping mother. John realized that Rodwell was
cutting him out and that Mrs. Abb6t was responsible
for her daughter's change of feelings. Brandon
came of poor parents and earned a modist salary in
an architect s office. Rodwell, too, came from a poor
lamily and lor this reason his ostentatious display

was bitterly resented by John. John was sure no
one had left him a fortune and knew his practise
as a lawyer was hmited. despite his claims to the
contrary. How did he secure the money which so
dazzled Mrs. Abbott? John did not find out, and
Tony married Marjory.
John saw Macjory occasionally after her marriage.

He was glad for her sake that she enjoyed an ex-
pensive apartment and beautiful clothes. I'ony was
a success, while he still earned only seventy dollars
a week. Marjory did not forget her former poverty,
and gave liberally to the poor. One old hunch-backed
beggar, whose sole excuse for living seemed to be
that he couldn't die, particularly aroused her sym-
pathy She never passed his corner on Fifth and
Lincoln Avenues without dropping a coin in his
hat. During a walk with John, Marjory told him
of her interest in this old man. A week later John
was driving through Lincoln Avenue and accidentally
knocked this very beggar down. He was almost as
upset as the injured man and was overcome with
guilt when he discovered he had knocked out the
beggar s three front teeth and cut his chin badly,
rhe old man declined medical aid, but took the hun-
dred dollars John offered. That evening Brandon
called on the Rodwell's with heavy heart. Marjory
was alone and John lost no time in telling how he
had knocked over her friend anH sent his front
teeth flymg as well as gashing his chin. Just as he
finished, Tony walked in. John and Marjory were
paralyzed with horror as they noticed a deep cut
on his chin and the absence of his front teeth. Rod-
well noticed their alarm and explained that he had
met with a slight accident. The mystery of Tony
Rodwell s income had been solved, but it still re-
mained a secret. Neither John nor Marjory ever
revealed their terrible discovery. The following year
the young wife divorced her husband for incompati-
bility, and her marriage to John followed soon after

THE THORN
Manuel M. Crassas File No. 1585

IT was a wonderful spring night when the fields
were at their best. The trees were already
wearing soft young leaves, and flowers covered the

moon-bathed hill. A young couple walked slowly up
towards the summit ; their hands were Hnked together
and their hearts beat wildly. All nature seemed in
harmony with their mood of ecstatic happiness. They
sat down underneath a tree, still holding hands and
fearful of even a momentary separation. The whole
world seemed like a wonderful dream which existed
for them alone. A hundred times they pledged their
new-found love. Suddenly a cloud passed over the
sky and with it a troubled look spread over the face
of the beautiful young girl. She began speaking of
the thorn m their garden of paradise. Her lover
asked for an explanation.

"I love you so madly, so deeply that I haven't
the courage to recall the thorn often." she began
"When you press me in your arms, the wide world
seems to he at your feet. I forget my poor family
at home who cannot manage without my earnings. I
forget that you, too, are poor. If we marry, we
shall never be able to make both ends meet."

"But, my child," he answered reassuringly, "I
shall work harder and earn more. I am sure' sys-
tematic effort will bring results. Furthermore, I
have aleady passed the age of romance—I am twenty-
seven. Poverty will not trouble us," he said, as
he gathered the girl in his arms.
Ten years later the girl, slightly older, but still

beautiful, sat under the same tree with a youth
of twenty at her side. It was a chilly autumn
day and falling leaves mingled with the hardy fall
flowers. The youth kissed her, pressing her body
to his. His adoration was slightly tinged with
doubt, but she assured him her love was true. He
doubted her because of her other lovers, but the
woman swore that she had deceived her husband
only once—with him. The youth was relieved and
asked her, if she had been in love with her hus-
band until she met him.
"Not at all." she repled sadly. "We were poor

and m love when we married. He made a fortune
rapidly and soon used me as a bait. I was ex-
hibited on every possible occasion—a handsome wife
IS a great attraction—a substantial capital. If I had
fallen who could have blamed me? Our life was a
round of parties and social functions—freedom, music,
nakedness, drinking, flirtations were my lot. If my
husband had remained poor, I might have remained
true to him."
The lover asked his mistress to risk all and run

away with him. She agreed, but he could see some-
thing was troubhng her. He asked her what the
thorn was of which she once had spoken. She hes-
itated, and then pointed to a tiny wrinkle. She was
fearful because her lover was ten years younger than
she. The youth wiped away her tears and held thewoman tightly m his arms. The two said nothing
for a moment. Each realized the future would be
stormy and that it would not be easy to defy the
world. Then the lovers kissed. Their fate was
sealed. On the morrow they would go away to-
gether for better or worse.

ALL THE TOMORROWS
Dorothy Leach Morehouse File No. 1499

LUCILE WAYNE scoured the city in search
of employment and finally secured work as a
salesgirl in Hattie's, a French millinery shop.

In the sharply contrasting world of poor shop girls
and wealthy society women. Lucile imbibed her first
taste of city life. It was not the glittering, gay
whirl she had expected, but the unhappy young
wile was satisfied, because it brought her oblivion.
The first week she was working, a stunning young

accompanied by a strikingly handsome man
entered the store, Lucile was asked to wait on
them, and, as she brought out hat after hat for
the woman s inspection, she secretly envied the
seemingly contented pair. Suddenly, Lucile was
aware that the man was staring at her, and before
the couple left, Justin Carter had introduced him-
self as an artist and asked her to pose for him.
Lucile accepted his ofl'er, and the next day arranged
a meeting with Justin. Before long the artist had
developed more than a professional interest in his
beautiful model. Lucile was flattered at his kind-
ness, and daily put off the confession that she was
not really a widow, but had run away from her
husband. Justin assumed a protective, comforting
attitude towards her and hinted that he hoped to
marry her some day.
When Justin introduced Lucile to the Wayne fam-

ily at a dinner party, it never occurred to him that
his nriodel might be a relative. The shock of seeing
her husband before her, made Lucile's heart beat
violently though her pale face revaled no sign of
inward excitement. But when Bob did not acknowl-
ledge her as his wife, a feeling of black despair
crept over her. The evening was a dismal failure
and Justin was relieved when the Waynes departed
early. He attributed the awkward silences of the
evening to their snobbishness, little dreaming of the
truth. He hurried to comfort Lucile, feeling re-
sponsible for her discomfort. Safe in Justin's arms,
Lucile told him that her husband was alive and
that she would get a divorce at once.
The next morning her husband's family called on

Lucile and asked her to come to live with them.
They hoped that Bob and she would forget their
differences, and Claudia Wayne, the young woman
who had brought Justin to Hattie's, seemed oar-
ticularly anxious to bring about a reconciliation. Lucile
realized that Bob's sister was in love with Justin
herself, and, for the sake of her old love for her
husband, she determined to avoid the artist. Chiefly
because the shamefaced Bob did not make his ap-
pearance that day, Lucile refused the Waynes' offer.
Weeks went by anJ Bob called on Lucile, explaining
that he was too stunned on seeing her at Justin's
to attempt to reveal her identity. He begged her
to come back to him, but Lucile remained adamant.
She also avoided Justin. Six months later, she met
the artist in a restaurant and went to his studio with
him. There she told him that Bob was her husband
and recounted their runaway marriage and "first
year' difficulties in a little college town where she
lived. Lucile told him how she had run away after
the death of her baby. Then she told him how
the Waynes had recognized her at the dinner party,
though they had never met previously. Justin was
deeply impressed and resolved to take a chance to
learn whether Lucile loved Bob or himself. He
informed the young wife that Bob was desperately
sick in the hospital. As Lucile rushed out of his
house, Justin knew he had lost. A few hours later
Bob was resting coriifortably in the hospital, while
his wife sat by his bedside nursing him tenderly.

THE MAN-EATER

Leo Nan File No. 1539

THE heavy steam rising from the jungle towards
the hills seemed to Armand to be an im-
penetrable veil separating him from the past.

Impenetrable as it seemed, oblivion was not
to be found behind it. Armand looked around the
tea garden with its huge red lanterns and then at
the group of Malay girls who were eagerly awaiting
his selection. He shook his head in disgust at this
futile effort to find forgetfulness. The proprietress
approached and handed him a telegram. Sir Olsen,
with a large party, was coming to inspect the mines!
Armand glanced at the list of guests and stopped
when he read M. and Mme. De Chatal. How could
he endure seeing Fabienne as the wife of another
man

! Several years before, when Armand was en-
gaged to this girl, he was called to defend his
country s African posssessions. The youth was cap-
tured in his first skirmish, and a friend, Gaston De
Chatal, on leave in Paris because of wounds, re-
ported him as missing to Fabienne. For months no
word was received from Armand, and Gaston con-
vinced the girl that her fiance had been massacred
by the natives. Finally, she yielded to Gaston's
persuasions and married him. When peace was de-
clared. Armand was released from an African prison.
Back m Paris he learned of Fabienne's marriage and
without calling on her, accepted the position of chief
mineralogist m the Malay mines of Sir Olsen
Meanwhile, as the Olsen party neared the Malay

port, Gaston revealed to Fabienne that he had just
learned that Armand was alive and working at the
mines. The frenzied wife accused her husband of
deliberate deception and announced that she would
leave him as soon as possible. However, she said
nothing to her host of this decision ; and the couple
joined the others- The trip to the mines withArmand leading the way was a terrific ordeal, and
she was glad that he was taking the men on a
hunting trip that night. The lovers cons6iously
avoided each other.

In the evening Armand stationed the men in the
jungle. A man-eating tiger had been terrorizing the
natives and the mineralogist was sure that his friends
would en-oy a thrilling hunt. As the men waited
in free tops for the approach of the beast, Gaston
suddenly realized that his wife would run awav dur-
ing his absence. He slid down from his perch and
ran through the ningle towards the settlement Over-
come with the fear of losing Fabienne he walked
straight into the jaws of the hungry beast. It was
dawn when the Olsen men discovered the tragedy.
Sorrowfully they trooped back to tell his wife of the
catastrophe. Madame De Chatal was gone the
servants reported that she had run away in the
evening with only a Chinese coolie as guide. Armand
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and a few friends set out for the river. Soon they
were chugging downstream as fast as the small
motor boat could go. A storm was rising ; the jungle
was astir with frightened beasts seeking shelter. The
rain commenced falling in blinding sheets and
mechanically Armand kept close to the shore expect-

ing that Fabienne had landed on the river bank.
Suddenly a piercing shriek arose, and Armand beheld
his beloved running towards her little boat followed
hy the coolie. Then he beheld a deadly mamba snake
dose behind them. Hastily, he pulled the trigger
and the reptile's pursuit ended. A moment later

Fabienne was safe in the arms of the man she loved.

CAME THE DAWN!

Anna Smart File No. 3028

IT was hard for Diana to believe that Dick was
leaving her for another woman. He had always
worshipped her, been so kind and true. What did

he see in Marylin, a shallow coquette? Poor Dick

—

foolish enough to be dazzled l}y her feminine wiles.

Yet this was the woman he was marrying, while
she had been cast aside. Bitter days followed for

Diana as she thus reflected on her desertion. Time
went by monotonously—she avoided her friends and
kept to herself. One evening she was persuaded to
attend a party at her cousin's house. There she
was introduced to Tom Graham, a medical student,
who at once became interested in her. It was
pleasant to have some one attentive again, and
Diana enjoyed the evening thoroughly. When Tom
phoned her a few nights later, she went to the the-

ater with him. Other dates followed, and Diana
slowly recovered from her bitter disappointfhent in

Dick. Tom had fallen in love with her from the
first day he had seen her and was anxious to marry
her as soon as he graduated from medical school.
However. Diana was not in love with him; her first

sweetheart still held her affection. Time passed, and
Tom and Diana continued to see each other con-
stantly. The youth persisted in his suit and finally

Diana consented.
Tom was divinely happy with Diana as his wife,

and the young woman was not dissatisfied with her
choice. The days went by merrily—Tom was slowly
building up a practise and Diana assisted him as
nurse. The evenings were spent at theatres, con-
cents, and love making. Then one day Diana ac-
cidentally met Dick and all her old love welled up
within her. By this time Dick had realized his mis-
take and was anxious to escape from an impossible
spouse. The two lovers did not conceal their emo-
tion, and Dick suggested that they run away to-

gether. It was foolish for them to waste their youth
with uncongenial partners. Diana was carried away
by Dick's romantic plans for the future. That eve-
ning she wanted to tell Tom that she was leaving
him, but could not summon up courage. In the
wee hours of the morning she slipped out of bed,
packed her things, and went to meet her lover. Her
only farewell to her husband was a pathetic note of
apology and explanation. Tom was stunned by the
shock of her departure. Days of untold agony fol-

lowed when he walked about dazed with grief. Then
came a period of comparative calm—he lived in the
hope that Diana would return.
A year passed, and the two lovers, living in a

distant city, learned that Dick's wife had a child
and was in straitened financial circumstances. The
lovers had their day of joy. and Diana realized that
Dick would have to return to look after his family.
They traveled home together. Dick took his wife
and child to South America, while Diana slipped
quietly back to Tom who received her joyfully.

THE DEVIL'S CAVE

Mario C. Dillon File No. 1519

THE picture of the southern negro mammy and
the old negro whose services are no longer re-
quired is here presented with perfect under-

standing. Jefferson is a colored man who has been
educated by his master, and now spends his time
reading magazines and books which he later dis-
cusses for his master's literary enlightenment. This
annoys Mammy, who cares more to see that the
physical needs of her precious white family are
looked after and who is agitated by the way things
are being run.

Peggy, the young daughter of the house, has been
engaged to marry a struggling but highly respectable
lawyer, Richard Reed. Suddenly the arrival of the
well-to-do Ted Montgomery caused her despotic father
to interfere in his daughter's behalf. The engage-
ment was broken off. and Peggy had dutifully
pledged herself to marry the handsome Don Juan.
Her fortitude in never betraying her disappointment
arouses Mammy to heights of eloquent sympathy,
and she watches over the young girl as carefully as
Peggy's mother used to care for her child. Peggy
needed the care that Mammy gave her.

Ted's advances might not have been so repulsive to
Peggy, if it were not for the fact that everyone
guessed about his scandalous affair with June Burnel,
a married woman who had been meeting him se-

cretively. Peggy goes out one morning to kill a fox
which she knows has his home in The Devil's Cave,
and while she waits outside the cave for the pilferer
of Mammy's chickens, she is astounded to hear the
voices of Ted and June. They confess their stealthy
love for each other, and Peggy feels sick at the
prospect of her marriage, now that a further cause
has revealed itself for her unwillingness to be con-
taminated by contact with this man. As she waits
outside the cave. Jefferson arrives looking for her,
for he has been sent to locate her to give her the
telegram which Mammy says has arrived. He is

seen to enter the cave, and then Pegev sees the
ridiculous figure of Ted Montgomery tiptoeing out
with long quiet strides.

Shortly after there is a typical lynching scene with
poor innocent Jefferson running for his life. He is

being accused harshly of having relations with June
Burnel, since the pair of them were found in The
Devil's Cave. But Peggy has evidence that en-
lightens the niaddened crowd, and also saves her
from the disgrace of a loveless marriage. She is

able, after Ted's indictment, to see her adored ]")ick

again, and Mammy is satisfied that at last her precious
Peggy is going to be happy.

THE GAY PRETENDER

Madelyn Lowell File No. 1571

TH E engagement of Dorothy Perkins to Will
Harmon was accepted as a matter of course
by the younger set of Spring Valley, although

the betrothal had never been formally announced. The
pair had been sweethearts since childhood, and their
love for one another was well known about town.
Will planned to marry Dorothy as soon as he re-

cived his next raise in salary.
The arrival of Avis La Monte one winter's day

created a sensation in Spring Valley. This fragile,

delicate blond, hailing from Xew York, startled the
male population because of her sophisticated manners
and stunning costumes. Dorothy and Will met
Avis at a local dance where she was the belle of the
evening. Will seemed unaware of Avis' charms and
Dorothy was much relieved that he did not follow
the lead of his friends. She enjoyed the evening as
thoroughly as ever and felt sorry for the girls v/hose
escorts surrounded the newcomer. The following
week Dorothy and Will attended another dance to
which Avis had also been invited. Dorothy was
amazed at Avis' familiar mariner with her fiance.

For the first time in years Will was' paying attention
to another woman. Dorothy felt tears come to her
eyes as she realized that others were being nice to
her, because Will's indifference had been noticed.
When her sweetheart told her in the middle of the
evening that Avis was ill and had asked him to
escort her home immediately. Dorothy noticed her
friends" knowing r.jlanc^s. Dating troj.i that evening,
Will paid less and less attention to his sweet-
heart. Reports that he was constantly with Avis
were brought to Dorothy. At first she hated her
rival, but gradually she bore no ill-will towards the
girl. Dorothy imagined that Avis possessed certain
remarkable traits which fascinated Will, and ?he
gave up the battle with good grace, deciding to be-

come a teacher mstead of a wife.
One afternoon Dorothy learned that Avis had been

injured in an automobile accident. It was rumored
that Will was nearly frantic and feared for her hfe.

However, the girl recovered and, after she left the
hospital, she told Will that she would go to her
parents' country home for a rest. Will wrote to
her daily and was surprised that no invitation arrived
inviting him to Avis' home. Finally, Dorothy heard
that Will had decided to visit Avis without an invi-

tation. A week later Dorothy was astonished when
her former sweetheart drew up to the door and asked
her to go riding with him. He drove to a nearby
lake where they had formerly spent many happy
hours together. Then Will began his story and begged
Dorothy to forgive him. The day after his introduc-
tion to Avis, he had met her in the street and by
special request had driven her home. She confided
to him that she was suffering from a dangerous ail-

ment and that over-exertion might prove fatal. In
subsequent meetings she pleaded that she needed
him as a prop and that Dorothy was so self-reliant

that a strong, kind man was not essential to her.

Then Will skipped over his infatuation and told of

his recent visit to Avis. Her country home proved
a dilapidated farm where she and her family lived

a squalid existence. Her story of a secret ailment
as well as her New York origin was untrue, and
her fine clothes were purchased with a small bequest
left by a distant relative. Avis showed up poorly in

the light of truth and Will sought Dorothy's for-

giveness. Their reconciliation was sealed with a
sparkling diamond ring.

THE WAYWARD PATH

Roberf C. Dixon File No. 3058

TED PAYSOX was born in Hong Kong where
his father was employed by the British govern-
ment. His boyhood followed the tvpical pat-

tern of the children of British officials until both his
parents were carried off in an epidemic of yellow
fever. Ted was then twelve and jumped at the offer
of a family friend, Captain Bremner. to go to sea with
him. There followed a three months' trip to Rangoon,
India. Ted was sea sick during the entire voyage
and was overjoyed to set foot on land again. Captain
Bremner introduced the boy to friends of his family's.
As AJan Payson's son Ted was welcomed bv a num-
ber of the wealthy English colonists. The Cravens
were particularly interested in the lad. because they
had recently lost an only son and were thinking of
adopting a child. When they offered Ted a home.
Captain Bremner was glad to relinquish his charge.
The Cravens were the richest people in Rangoon
and they lavished all that money could buy on their
adopted son.
About six months after his arrival. Ted purchased

a small gift for his mother in a native shop. The
store keeper '"shortchanged" him and the boy laced
into the native for trying to take advantage of him.
Another Englishman who happened to be in the
store at the same time came to the youth's assistance.
A fight ensued between natives and British.
Eventuallv Ted and his new friend reached the street
more or less exhausted from the battle. The stranger,
introducing himself as Donald Lockhart. invited the
boy to his hotel. The two repaired their clotlies and
Mr. Lockhart advised the lad to say nothing of the

fight to his parents for fear they would not let him
go out in the street alone. In a few days the
twelve- year old boy and sophisticated man of the
world were fast friends. One da^ Mr. Lockhart told

Ted he was recommencing his travels and offered to

take him along. Ted was intrigued by the proposed
journey. Before he ran away from the Cravens,
Lockhart persuaded him to steal some jewels from
his mother. His friend was particularly anxious to
secure a priceless snake bracelet which Mrs. Craven
valued more than any of her other gems. Under an
assumed name the two friends journeyed from Ran-
goon to Port Said where Lockhart disposed of the
loot. Then they traveled to Singapore. By this

time Ted bitterly regretted his rash deed. His con-
science troubled him sorely for the theft of the
gems—especially from one who had been so good to

him. Then one morning Lockhart deserted his young
pal who no longer was of use to him. Ted was
stranded in a strange city without friends or funds
and ashamed to acknowledge his identity. The boy
was forced to go to work on his own. Years of
struggling followed. Ted developed into a shrewd,
but honest business man. At twentj--five he was
engaged to a charming young girl, but warned his
fiancee that he could not marry until he had paid
a debt of honor. At length Ted found the precious
snake bracelet and took it to his foster mother in

Rangoon. She was overjoyed to see the bracelet again,
but was far more pleased at Ted's tale of regenera-
tion. Mr. and Mrs. Craven attended their son's
wedding

!

SUGAR DADDY

Martial de Serrand File No. 3084

A GIRL stood at the heavily curtained window
of a luxurious bedroom with a bird cage in her
hand. Suddenly, she raised the window and

released the captive bird. A moment later she
climbed out of the window on to a balcony and
carefully made her way to the ground by means of
the heavy trellis along the side of the house. Then
she started running, but not before a middle-aged
man approaching the mansion in a car had noticed
her. Mr. Gimbel told his chauffeur to follow the
girl and was soon close behind her. Muriel saw
her pursuer and decided she preferred death to life

in the hands of Mr. Gimbel. Without a moment's
hesitation, she threw herself in the path of a machine
approaching from the opposite direction. Jimmy
MacDonald saw the girl dart in front of his car
and jammed on his emergency brakes. His auto-
mobile knocked the girl down as it stopped abruptly.
Jimmy jumped out and picked her up. He was
amazed at her beauty and then shocked that he
should have hurt her. A second later Mr. Gimbel
was at his side and told the young man that he
was the guardian of the injured girl. He added
that she was insane and that explained her rash
attempt at suicide. Jimmy went with ^Ir. Gimbel
to his home. The unconscious Muriel was car-
ried to her boudoir and Jimmy, taking out his card
and putting it on the dressing table, told Mr. Gimbel
where he could be reached, if the girl's injuries

Several weeks later Muriel was still in the hands
of her "protector." At a tea given in the Gimbel
mansion she was introduced to Jimmy. Knowing his
name because of the card left on her dressing table,
Muriel thanked him for saving her life. Then the
two talked for some time, for Jimmy was interested
in this strange and beautiful girl. Several weeks
later they met again. By this time Jimmy was
sure that Muriel was not insane, though he thought
that the governess who guarded her so carefully in
the presence of company might be emploved for this
task, because the girl had attempted suicide. The
friendship of the young couple grew and Jimmy was
aware that Muriel had some terrible secret she
wished to confide. One evening the girl asked him,
if he trusted her sufficiently to undertake a job that
might at first seem dishonorable. He promised to
do her bidding and that night assisted her in opening
Mr. Gimbel's safe. Muriel did not look for money
or jewels, she searched for some papers which she
read eagerly and then showed to Jimmy. They
were evidence proving Mr. Gimbel guilty of robbing
and then murdering Muriel's father. That evening
the hated guardian was in the hands of the police.
Muriel, freed from this villain's clutches, yielded her
lips to Jimmy's burning kisses.

LODESTAR

Juanlta Bafeman Pace File No. 1558

AS the steamer reached the port of Charleston,
Anne Shelby's impatience to land became evident.
Her aunt. Mrs. Sutherland, gently chided the

girl for her eagerness to see Candy Payne, and. then
realizing that she had touched on a painful subject.
she began to talk of some clothes she intended buy-
ing. Passengers on the steamer hardly took this
pair for aunt and niece—they looked more like sisters
and they were plainly great comrades. The fifteen
years' difference in their ages had never fnade any
difference in their relationship. Joan Sutherland had
loved her niece from the moment she had been
brought to her house as a five-year old orphan child.
She had cherished her as a younger friend who for-
tunately was charming and interesting and kept her
from brooding over the husband who had deserted
her. Anne had become the center of her aunt's
life, vet Joan was too unselfish not to urge her
niece to marry Candy. She wanted no foolish sacri-
fice from the girl and begged her again and again
to accept Candy's offer, even though it meant giv-
ing up her beloved.

That evening Anne listened to her sweetheart's
plea and steadfastly refused to marry him. although
she was too modern to deny her love. Candy was
a physician who was going to Australia to practise
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to fulfill his father's dying wish. The youth had
looked forward to Australia as a great adventure, for

his childhood had been spent there and he had
yearned to return to his people. Falling in love with
Anne had changed all this and he offered to remain
in Charleston.

"I could not marry you and keep you here any
more than I could marry you and leave Joan to go
to Australia," Anne replied. '"You've dreamed for

years of going back. Later, you'd regret having
stayed . . . you'd think of yourself as a weakling.
And I can't leave Joan alone. How often she has
called me her lodestar and told me I saved her life,

her reason, after Uncle Jim left her."
Candy did not reply and the two sat down on a

park bench. In a few minutes he began another
passionate plea.

"I'll always love you. Candy," cut in Anne. "I'll

never love anyone else, but I cannot marry you."
Suddenly a man's indignant voice broke their con-

versation. He had been lying a few feet from them
and was awakened by their last words. Though a
stranger, he began arguing with Anne. The girl

tried to explain her aunt's devotion. As she related
Joan's friendship, the man questioned her eagerly.
Finally, in slow words the stranger said he under-
stood Anne's love for Joan Sutherland, for he, too,
had loved her, so much so that jealousy had blighted
his reason and he had been cruel to this wonderful
woman. Anne realized then that she was speaking to
Uncle Jim. Half an hour later the three entered the
Sutherland home, and Anne left Joan and her hus-
band together. An hour passed and she peeked in
the room and saw two heads bent together. She
withdrew quickly and tears of joy welled in her
bright eyes.

"Just think, Candy," she cried happily, "an acci-
dent, a chance meeting, and a miracle ... all rolled

DARK ATOMS
Florence L. Delln File No. 1586

IT seemed a carefree world which greeted Sally
when she first opened her eyes in Persimmon
County. The family's old, dilapidated shanty

crouched in the shade of fragrant dogwood and
hackberry trees. Fish abounded in the nearby
creek, while chickens scratched in the doorway and
wandered in and out of the house. Sally's pa was
a better provider than most of the niggahs—his chil-
dren had plenty to eat. Sally reluctantly attended
school until the mature age of twelve. Then she
escaped from the fourth grade to work in the fields

with her family. A year later her well-rounded arms
and shapely breasts wei-e already noticed by the local
youth. Jim. a slim seventeen-year old youngster,
became her first lover. Before long, she presented
him with an unwanted son. Pa raised an unusual row
with Jim and the youth acknowledging his error,
handed the girl twenty-five dollars. A few more
amorous adventures followed and then Sally met Ned.
Ned had just purchased a license to wed the
mother of his three children, when Ruby left him
foi- another man. He married Sally instead. For
all her easy good -nature, Sally had plenty of jealousy
in her make-up and she resented it when her hus-
band made up with Ruby and visited her frequently.
In order to get even with her rival, she would sue
Ned for non-support or report him to the police for
fooling with liquor. Finally, Sally took her five
children—three of Ruby's and two of her own—and
went back to her father's, while Ned brought another
woman to the house. The separation did not last,
and Sally and Ned started over again in aiiother
ramshackle hut. Then Sally discovered an admirer
and deserted the slovenly hovel. A few months later
she returned loaded with rations and wearing a
purple silk dress. Ned aimably relinquished his
latest amour and they settled down again. Things
went well for a time with the husband and wife
working in the fields and the children growing up
by themselves. Then, when the new baby came in
January, Sally was really ill. She had bad blood
and suspicious sounds in her chest. Mother and
child were carried to the free hospital. The baby
mercifully died, and the mother, dazzled by so much
white paint and terrified by the dignified nurses and
doctors, fled home to her shanty in a blinding rain-
storm. In the spring Ned moved his household to
a plantation further in the sandhills. There the
planter allowed them an old cabin for a small monthly
payment. They managed fairly well, though Sally
ailed considerably and by summer lay in her bed
most of the day. coughing and sweating. The
children scampered around in tattered rags, knowing
neither how to clean the house or care for their

mother. But the filth and vermin did not bother Sally,

accustomed to such squalor from childhood. She
realized her days were numbered and was resigned
to her fate. Ned didn't bother her anymore. He was
out with women day and night, but she didn't be-
grudge him his pleasure. That was man's nature.
She was too weak and weary to think of her own
past pleasure. One chilly autumn day the buzzards
circled noisily over the house, and the children
whimpered as they eyed the quiet form on the bed.
That evening Sally, encased in the pine boards of a
pauper's coffin, was lowered to her last resting
place in the little country church, yard. Six months
later another woman was installed in the household
to care for the children and Ned was figuring on
saving for a marriage license.

Robert, because a second woman crossed the path
of the playwright and fascinated him. Luretha stood
by and watched her chum, Beatrice, win Robert's
affection and marry him. Nevertheless, she remained
a devoted friend of both husband and wife. Beatrice
died after the birth of her second child, Medra. Fol-
lowing the dead woman's dying wish, Luretha re-
mained in the Torrequa home to look after Robert
and httle Flinch and Medra. The dramatist fully
appreciated her as a friend and critic, but took no
notice of her as a woman. She became secretary,
housekeeper, and nurse in the widower's home.

Sometime later Robert fell in love with Dona
Twain, a patroness of the arts and the wife of

pompous, conceited Hilliard Twain. Dona forgot her
absent husband and little son Elson, as a strange,
new passion took hold of her. She gave herself
to Robert and the pair lived together for some
months. After a temporary separation from her
lover. Dona revealed to the sympathetic and under-
standing Luretha that she had borne a child of
which Robert knew nothing. Luretha and Dona took
the infant to New Orleans, where the former en-
trusted the baby to the care of her old colored
nurse. The love child was given the name of Jean
Suret, and the kind old mammy who raised him
only knew that he was "Miss Luretha's genius."

Years passed. Unknown to their parents, Elson
Twain and Medra Torrequa met and fell in love.
Flinch, Torrequa's oldest boy, had developed into a
reckless youth who worried his father considerably.
After the boy was arrested for speeding, he ran
away fro<m home fearful of his father's wrath. In
Buenos Aires he met Jean Suret, whose kinship, of
course, he did not know. Jean, too, had run away,
driven to desperation because his mammy could tell

him nothing of his parentage. The half-brothers be-
came friendly and traveled back to America together.
Phillida Twain, Hilliard and Dona's youngest, became
strangely interested in Jean. When the girl intro-
duced Jean Suret to her mother, Dona collapsed.
In the meantime, word came to Flinch that his
father had forgiven him. and he and Jean went to
the Torrequa estate. Luretha, too, recognized the
love child and appeared upset on meeting him. The
similarity of their last names made Jean think he
might be her son. He questioned Luretha as the
Twain family arrived on the scene. Luretha revealed
Jean's identity and prevented his unnatural union
with Phillida. After these dramatic revelations, HiT-
liard and Dona left the house, somewhat saddened.
but content to remain together as husband and wife.
After all these years of self-sacrifice, Luretha was
suddenly loved in return by Robert. A double
wedding took place in which Luretha and Robert as
well as Medra and Elson were united.

FINIS LA GUERRE!

L. Jordan File No. 1506

THE LOVE CHILD
L. A. Maione File No. 1567

WHEN a girl of sixteen, Luretha Suret fell in

love with a rising young dramatist, Robert
Torrequa. Unhappily, Luretha never had the

opportunity to reveal her love to the unsuspecting

THE Legion Post in the little town of Zenith was
the center of community life for Joe Finney,
veteran of the great conflict. During the war

his bravery had won Finney a service medal—the
only distinction Life had conferred on this humble
six-foot hulk of humanity. Finney's present occupa-
tion was that of gardener of St. Michael's Convent,
while most of his former buddies were engaged in

more lucrative pursuits. At the Legion Post, Finney's
good-humored simplicity was barely tolerated. Though
he was not considered '

'one of the gang, '

' Finney
was content to ioin in any activities that reminded
him of his former days of glory. Asfde from his

Legion interests, Finney was deeply in love with
Geraldine Shane, a pretty waitress. Humble Finney
often tried to convince Geraldine that they could
marry on his present salary. Although the girl

was not ambitious, she insisted that her sweetheart
bring home the bacon before their wedding.

The annual Legion convention in Cold Spring was
an event Finney longed to attend, but he" carefully
banked his money instead of indulging. This year
the Rotary and Kiwanis were paying the expense
of the Legionnaires in the hope that the local band
would win the state competition. No one rehearsed
for the contest more enthusiastically than Finney,
and when the big day dawned he set out joyously
in red breeches, French blue coat, and glistening
black leather puttees. On the excursion bus Finney
looked out of the window, while his companions
drank heavily. The simple gardener refused all offers

of liquid refreshments, but. imbued with the devil-

ment of the occasion, joined in a few of the ribald
songs that the men sang lustily. It was dinner time
when the corps arrived in Cold Spring. The hotel
was small and Finney was assigned to share quarters
with Sol Goldstein. Sol had an invitation to visit

his cousin in the evening, and Finney was left alone
He wandered into the gaily decorated streets, and
barkers tried to sell him their wares. Finally he
was pursuaded to take a chance on some groceries.

Spellbound he watched the wheel stop at his number.
"The general in the red pants wins five pounds

of bacon," announced the carnival man as he handed
a box to the happy Legionnaire. •

Finney clutching his treasure under one arm,
hurried 'back to his room. Having heard that Jews
had an aversion to bacon, he carefully hid the
package in his dresser drawer. TraveHng home the
next day, the boys learned of Finney's lucky chance.
The happy winner was teased for carrying the bacon
home, until one of the men whispered of Finney's
poverty. Back in Zenith, Finney rushed to see

Geraldine and triumphantly held up the package for

her inspection.
"I've brought home the bacon—don't you think

you could marry me now ?

"

And Geraldine looked at her sweetheart and smiled

a sweet assent.

KNOW YOUR MAN!
Lila Roberts File No. 3071

AT seventeen Joyce Cobb described herself as

:

"just an ordinary, everyday girl with the average
schooling and the average good looks." At this

time she was already earning her living and had tried
her hand in a milliner's and in a department store.
Joyce's parents were dead and her sister, consider-
ably older than she, had been married for years
and wa s living on a farm. Joyce lived alone in a
furnished room in the little town of Arlington,
Michigan, and was thoroughly unhappy until she
met Jerry Maione. Joyce was young and lonesome
and Jerry apparently liked her. Soon the young
man meant all the world to her. Jerry had always
maintained he would never marry, but nevertheless,
took Joyce out constantly. When his parents died
several years later, he suggested that Joyce come
to keep house for him. Despite the gossip resulting
from this arrangement, the girl went to live in the
Maione house, jerry, who was a traveling salesman
was out of town most of the time, but Joyce pre-
ferred loneliness in a place she felt was home to
the barrenness of a furnished room. She continued
working at the store during the day and house-
keeping at night. When Jerry was home, she saw
him constantly and this intimacy made up for other

The following year, Jerry commenced going out
with other girls. Joyce sat at home neglected and
grew more and more depressed by her situation.
When one of her friends suggested that she send
her name to a correspondence club and meet men
through it, Joyce entered the club. Soon she heard
from Jack Elwood of Deland, a city about eighty
miles from Arlington. Jack wrote a good letter
and, according to his photograph, was handsome.
Tlie two had not been corresponding long when Jack
arrived in Arlington ready to marry Joyce. Jerry
was away that week, but had made it clear to
Joyce before his departure that he would not marry
her. After several days' hesitation, Jovce accepted
Jack's offer. They immediately set off for Deland
and, before their wedding, the young man revealed
that his last name was Corwin, not Elwood ; they
were married under the latter name. Though Jack
claimed he owned a large apartment house, he took
his bride to a cheap furnished room. When he left

the house the next morning, he locked Joyce in the
room. The girl by this time was badly frightened

—

she knew that all was not right, but she did not
know just what her husband really was. Joyce was
guarded constantly and Jack soon made her sign
papers transferring her few dollars to him. After
he had control of her money, Jack grew more cal-
lous. If she questioned him about his business or
change of name, he would boast of previous mar-
riages. He continually spoke of a wife in New Jersey
and Joyce did not know whether to believe him or
not. One day the young wife was ill and Jack did
not bother to lock her in. Joyce then wrote to
Jerry telling him of her predicament. After she had
mailed the latter with own hands, she breathed
a sigh of relief—now she would hear from him.
The following day Jerry and her sister arrived and
took the girl back to Arlington. Investigation proved
that Jack m.ade a business of meeting, women through
the correspondence club and fleecing them of their
money. It was true, too, that he had a wife in
New Jersey. Despite her misfortune, Joyce was
consoled by Jerrv's devotion. He had missed her
as much as she had missed him. Inside of a few
weeks he had given her money to start bigamy
proceedings against Jack so that she could regain
her freedom. When she secured a divorce, Jerry
married her and the two lived happily together in
the old Maione house.

SIDEWALKS TO HEAVEN

Richard E. Schneider File No. 1517

DOWN a small narrow street in a humble part of
the town a youth dreamed of heights of romance
while his head was bowed over the dainty foot

of Marian Saunders, cigarette girl at the Cafe de
Paree. Marian's life had been simple, so that her
ambition did not carry her above the Manhattan shoe
clerk, although her roommate, Gertie Williams, thought
she was wasting her time and her powers of allure-
ment.

Gerald Austin's Ford collided with the limousine
of a laughing debutante, Katherine Huntingdon, while
he was on his way to visit Marian. The two ex-
changed some rough words, and he sped on, strangely
excited by the rich girl's self-assured and haughty
beauty. No wonder Marian found him a rather pre-
occupied and dull companion that evening.
The next day, Katherine perceives the need of get-

ting her dressmaker a pair of shoes at the Manhattan
shoe shop. She flirts with Gerald, amused at his
readiness to respond. Her hght-hearted amusement

something else, however, when the papers
ed the death of an old and wealthy man, who

left all his money to the romantic shoe clerk, his long-
lost nephew. Marian Saunders grows excited over
their nuituai fortune, refusing to believe Gertie's warn-
ing, that Gerald would now "dish" her.

But Gerald has a definite plan. He seefns to for-
sake Marian, while his ambition carries him to Kath-
erine's circle. He lavishes attentions upon her, re-
gardless of the jealousy he is arousing in her fiance,
Stanley Richards. Katherine is now delighted by her
success in winning the young millionaire shoe clerk,
the sensation of the season, and seems unaware of the
suffering she is causing Stanley.

Marian and Gertie, as cigarette girls, have an op-
portunity to study the rise of Gerald, and the tricks
of girls like Katherine. under their very eyes. They
are careful never to accept the dates which these rich
young men, half-drunk, offer. Once or twice Marian
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succumbs, out of sheer despair. One of these occa-

sions is when Stanley Richards, anxious to take re-

venge upon Gerald, resolves to "fix this girl Marian"
so that Gerald would never want her. after he is

through with Katherine.
Marian agrees to enter Stanley's apartment, and

as she is struggling with him to maintain her virtue,

she is saved by the entrance of Gerald Austin, his

love and power fully roused. Marian finds the ad-

venture worth-while, in the light of the subsequent
reconciliation.

Stanlev. still vengeful, connives to have the stocks

in which Gerald's money is invested take a complete
drop, lea^-i^g the shoe clerk once again merely a shoe
clerk. But only Gerald and Marian can appreciate

that this is a piece of good luck to them, for in this

humble existence, famihar to them both, they expect

to find true happiness.

THE PARDON

Warthe W. Waunitier File No. 1540

PROUD and dignified Governor Rockerman cringed

before his daughter's passionate plea for the life

of Bill Mitchell. Mechanically he told her that

Mitchell's pardon would be his political ruin—that the

boy had a fair, orderly trial—and that a hand-picked

jury had found him guilty—but to no avail. Again
his daughter begged him to save the life of an inno-

cent man before it was too late. Virginia's words
were rao\-ing and the governor felt their force. \ et

he did not wish to be swayed by his daughter's emo-
tional appeal. He must remember his duty and posi-

tion.
The girl was nineteen, a sheltered society debutante,

yet she was fighting as fiercely for the man she loved

as the most primitive of her sisters. A deep atavistic

urge had swept before it maidenly conventions. ^ ir-

ginia had met Bill Mitchell at his garage, and at once
had been struck by the forceful personality of this

energetic automobile mechanic. After that aristocratic

Virginia continually found that her car was out oi

order and made frequent trips to the garage for un-
necessary repairs. It did not take Don Winterson
long to' discover the cause of Virginia's growing
apathy and indifference. Don was jealous, but he
concealed his feelings cleverly and decided to win
Virginia's approval by patronizing Bill. Then Don
introduced his rival into his own set. Bill was well

received, until the fatal day when he was accused of

cheating at cards. Incriminating evidence was found
on BiU. A fight ensued, and a shot was fired. One
of the young men dropped to the floor dead ! The
evidence pointed to Bill's guilt and three friends of

Don's testified that they believed the garage man fired

the fatal shot. BiU had steadfastly refused to drag
Virginia's name into the case and explain the enmity
between Don and himseh". Though his lawyer charged
a frame-up, the dramatic ability of the district at-

torney proved too much for the jury and Bill was
sentenced to the electric chair.

Virginia looked at the time and saw that she had
four minutes left. As she pleaded with her father

not to allow an innocent man to die. the girl reminded
him of her dead mother. He vaguely remembered

n-here hearing about a man getting into trouble
did not follow his wife's adWce and pardon

an innocent man. In a flash he remembered that it

was Christ and Pilate of whom he was thinking. In
another second he grabbed the phone at his desk and
asked for the warden's otlice at the state prison. Vir-
ginia looked at the time—Bill had but a minute more
—and the pendulum of the ticking clock seemed to

say—death, death, death, death. After an eternity

she heard her father ask the warden if Mitchell still

lived. Another eternity and her father added that he
had pardoned him. With a sigh of deep relief, the
governor hung up the receiver and caught Virginia

she nted his

ETTA LEARNS TO WALK
Grace W. Hodgman File No. 1559

as the continuous ill humor of his wife. Fragile

Arlene seemed helpless in the face of his mother's
constant nagging. He realized he could do nothing
to remedy the situation. In a fit of despair, Larkin,
the successful, hung himself as a wail from an upper
bedroom announced the arrival of a new life.

Three months after the tragedy. Arlene's baby died.

Mrs. Hulse had worked herself into paralysis after

Larkin's death and Arlene was chained to the despotic
invalid. Her onlv respite came at the end of the day
when she would go walking with Tom. while Barney
took her post. One evening when Arlene was out
Barney collapsed. Etta forgot her claims of helpless-

ness as she jumped from her bed and promised to

care for him. The old woman had learned her lesson,

but it was too late. Arlene returned and lound Etta
prostrated over the body of her dead husband. A cry
of horror escaped her lips as she realized the friendly

Barney was gone forever. If only Etta had "learned
to walk" before she had worn out her husKand and
son ! Arlene burst into tears, but Tom's reassuring
enbrace told her that she would find comfort and
support from him.

IX the stark farmhouse parlor Larkin Hulse enter-

tained his friend. Tom Hind, while his mother and
father sat watching him with admiration. All

Etta Hulse's pride and ambition were centered in her
son in whom she saw only perfection. The fact that
he attended college made up for the limitations of

her owTi hard Ufe ; no one could measure up to

Larkin. How she hated Tom Hind for his proper
manners and delicate sensitivity—traits Larkin and
she did not possess. Barney Hulse watched the boys
and his wife conscious of Etta's hostihty to their

guest. He pitied his wife for her jealousy and over-
weening pride in Larkin, fine lad though he was.
Years before Barney had contemplated leaving this

querulous neurotic woman, but in the end he had
decided not to run away from fate. Suffering had de-
veloped his naturally sympathetic nature and he
humored and petted Etta like a child. When Larkin
was alone with his father later that evening, he in-

formed Bamev that he would have to marry Arlene
Hawkins. Mr. Hulse was grieved that his son was
responsible for the girl's condition, but he assured
Larkin that Arlene would make him a good wife.

After a hasty wedding, Larkin returned to college,

while his wife remained with his parents. Mrs. Hulse
lost no opportunity in chiding the girl for her pre-

marital love affair and in making her feel Larkin ^yas

much too good for her. Spurred on by a genuine
desire to improve herself, Arlene studied with Tom
Hind after his expulsion from college for failing in

mathematics. Etta Hulse resented these lessons. She
complained that a married woman should riot study
with a male friend.

When Barney came home for his vacation he found
his father overwhelmed by farming difficulties as well

THE TIDE OF LIFE

Mayme Angeline Johnson File No. 1468

THE sun shone auspiciously on Peggy Waybum
and Dale Wesson as they knelt before the altar

to be married. Their friends looked at the happy
pair and prophesLzed a successful marriage—Peggy and
Dale were very much in love and were united by

interests and similar tastes. For two years
ideally happy. Then the first blow
ifant son died. Husband and wife
ven closer together by this

eeks after the death of their baby,
an automobile accident and laid up
e end of a few weeks illness, Peggy
:ould have to earn some money in

order to pay the doctor's bills. A friend suggested
that she model a few hours a day, and Peggy secured
a position posing for Dayton Sherwood. Sherwood
was an elderly artist who regarded the female figure

as something to paint, and Peggy did not find mucb
difiiculty posing in the nude for him. However, she
said nothing of her occupation to her husband, since

she feared it might worry him. How Dale found out
about her work Peggy never knew, but one day
shortly after his recovery he burst into Sherwood's

in the back of the automobile in anticipation of a
ride. They Hstened open-mouthed to Miss Nancy and
James* plans as the machine sped away.

It was not long before Arthur Stanton missed Xancy
and James and sensed an elopement. Calling Mr.
Brown on the phone, the two decided to take no
chances. The town justice was called and toiS not
to marry the couple, while father and would-be groom
began their pursuit in a high-powered car. Wlien
Xancy and James discoveerd that the local judge would
not marry them, they were badly discouraged. At
this point. Joe, one of the three youngsters in the
back seat, made his presence known and suggested
that they run ofiF to the next town. The next second
the car was travehng at high speed. Half-way to

their destination, the car suddenly stalled and James
found they were out of gas. He and one of the
darkies raced back to the nearest gasoline station on
foot and James told the boy to remain at the garage
and misdirect Mr. Brown, if he appeared. James had
hardly stepped out on the road, when Brown and
Stanton drove up and were sent off on a side lane.

Soon Xancy and James reached the town and were
hastily married while two young darkies enjoyed the
ceremony immensely. By this time it was dawn and
all went into the local hotel for a wedding breakfast.
They were astonished to find their pursuers there,
also. Mr. Brown forgave his daughter, for he really

liked James. The bridegroom, informing his delighted
parents of his reformation, secured a loan from them
to refinance his father-in-law. Mr. Brown was not
forced into bankruptcy and Nancy and James were
happily married.

the Wess^
came when their ii

were brought e

tragedy. A few w
Dale was hurt in ;

for months. At thi

realized that

the ude.

fired a
accused
dollar;

id discovered his wife posing
s beside himself with anger and tore down
as which the artist was painting. Then he
volley of abuse af his frightened wife and
her of prostituting her body for a few dirty

Peggy was overcome by his words and rushed
packed her things, and left the house. Dale

regarded his wife's flight as an acknowledgement oi

her disgrace and made no effort to find her.

A new life began for Peggy as manikin in an
exclusive shop. There she chummed with Lola Man-
tell, and the two went out together on numerous
double dates. It was not long before Lester Stevens
was showering Peggy with gifts and displaying her
beauty in every night club in the city. The Christmas
season approached and Lester noticed how Peggy
wilted under the strain of extra work. One night he
took her to a private dining room in a nearby road-
house and there presented her with a long-thought-out
proposition. They were both young and each had
tried marriage once and found it failed. Lester felt

he would like to travel around the world with Peggy
at his side—he told her he was madly in love and
only wanted to give her all the things she ought to" begged her to go to Europe with him, and

vhen they did not
settle enough on her
Peggy replied that

in the morning, and
that she could think
ved home, Peggy

promised, if the time
like their arrangement, he woul
to make her independent for lii

she would give him her answe
asked Lester to take her home
the matter over. When she
found Dale waiting for her. He begged her to forgive
him and to come back to him again. Peggy reminded
him of his unreasonable abuse, and Dale broke down
and sobbed. Sobbed as he had never done except on
the night their baby had died. The whole scene came
back to Peggy and with it her old love for Dale.

Christmas Eve a year later found Peggy and Dale
bending happily over the cradle of little Junior.

THE THREE MASCOTS

Mrs. J. G. Vaughan File No. 3064

EXXUI was getting the better of wealthy James
Warren and one day the youth decided to give
up his life of careless dissipation and regain

health and ambition in the country. On the train
out of the city, he met Henry Brown, the president
of a lumber company, who engaged him to superin-
tend the lumber camp not far from the Brown estate.
James was not long at the lumber camp before he
met Xancy Brown, his employer's daughter. It was
a case of love at first sight between the two, and the
fact that there was opposition to the match heighened
the zest of the romance. Mr. Brown was heavily
indebted to his partner. Arthur Stanton. The latter
was willing to marry Xancy and cancel Mr. Brown's
obligations. One evening at supper her father told
Xancy that she must marry Arthur. Since he did
not reveal the reason for his arbitrary and unreason-
able demand, Xancy felt defiant. Later that night,
at a dance in the country club, she told James of her
father's request. The latter suggested that they elope
at nnce and put an end to all arguments. Xancy was
thrilled and agreed immediately. Donning her wrap.
she slipped out of the ballroom and quickly sat down
beside James in his car. L'nknown to the couple, three
pickaninnnies from the Brown household were hiding

THE SECOND SON

Hannah Black Butler File No. 1536

THE story opens with a pistol shot, and we
glimpse the prostrate form of Samuel Bergensyein,
banker, prone upon the floor in his elegant living

room. It is bedtime, and although the butler in the
servants' quarters has heard a noise, he is dissuaded
from making an investigation by the housemaid, the
cook, and several others.
The butler senses a tragedy, however, and at length

leaves the others to examine the house. He finds his
master shot, and instantly picks up the telephone.
Sergeant McGuire arrives in a few minutes, just as
Mrs. Bergensyein descends the stairs, anU appears^ sur-
prised and indignant at the officer's appearance. Her
refusal to allow him to search the house without a
warrant arouses his suspicion of her. She swoons,
upon learning the true reason for his call, but the
Sergeant has noticed that she swerved from the chair
which would have intercepted her fall in such a way
as to wound her.

The butler can tell nothing about the family affairs
which would furnish a clue to the man's death. Rachel
and Sam. the adult offspring of the wealthy couple,
are called in for cross examination. Rachel is inno-
cently distressed over her poor father's death ; that
can be seen. But her brother Sam, fun-loving, and
listless, a man with Httle ambition for work and a
lively interest in drink and women, seems to arouse a
little hostihty in the eyes of the law.

Mrs. Bergensyein's peculiar reception of the Ser-
geant and the butler's admission that she had quar-
reled with her husband that same evening causes her
arrest. Rachel seems more sympathetic than Sam,
Junior, about her mother's predicament, and insists
that Sam take the time to talk the matter over with
her in a hotel over their lunch. She is repelled by
the calm with which her brother satisfies his appetite
for food, while he iries to explain how easily Mrs.
Bergensyein, very much incensed over their disagree-
ment, might have actually shot her husband. She
reminds Sam that he was the cause of their ouarrel.
which alone seems to excite in him a sense of fear
and concern.
They learn from the waiter that their father had

visited that same hotel the evening he was shot with
some young woman. Sam is frightened. The waiter
further explains that some dark, tall young man had
been peculiarly alert during Mr. B ergensein' s meal,
and had dashed out in a cab around the same time.

After much cross examination. Mrs. Bergensyein
admits that she killed her husband. This is doubted
by Mr. Templeton, the family lawyer, who is keenly
aware of many phases of the case which escape the
attention of the others. One of the gentlemen of the
press, reporter on the ilorgenpost. recognizes Temple-
ton's skill, and watches him with deep personal con-
cern. Rachel is almost hostile to her brother, until
she learns that he has been wounded in an accident
and is shouting a confession. He, too, insists that he
has killed his father, and now believing that he will
soon die, wishes to confess. Rachel is beside herself
in the turmoil of false evidence and true, but Temple-
ton is feeling his way with surety.

Samuel has had an inter\'iew with Xan, the haughty
young girl who has been hovering in the background,
obWously tying the youth to some promise which he
will not reveal.

The plot, as finally unravelled, reveals the fact
that Mr. Bergensyein has been married to a woman
in Germany, whither he traveled for six months dur-
ing each year. X'either wife knew anything about the
other. He had another son, now reporter on the
Morgenpost, who comes to Xew York to visit his
father, and is outraged by the discovery that his
father is a bigamist. He meets the banker at his
Xew York home and wishes only to notify his mother
in Germany that she may get a divorce, but Mr.
Bergensyein attempts to prevent it. holding a gun
against him. In the struggle for self defense, the
son kills his own father. Eventually the son is

acquitted.
Mrs. Bergensyein is released from prison and Sam

recovers. Rachel enj-oys the idealism and courage of
her half brother so that she can overlook the fact
that his existence should disturb her sense of con-
ventional morality.
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THE MYSTERY CHILD

Mary Ru+h Moore File No. 3056

IN a squalid frame hovel on the outskirts of a small
country town lived a crabby old maid, Irene Crane.
Her only companion was a youngster of ten who

helped her with the household chores and gardening.
This boy, Blackie, called the old woman "Grandma,"
although he doubted if she were a relative of his.

Any questions he asked about his parents were always
ignored and for some months Blackie had realized the

subject was a closed one. He was an unhappy child,

continually kept working for Miss Crane and seldom
permitted to leave her side to attend school. One
day the old lady fell sick and was confined to her bed
.for several weeks. As she grew feebler, Blackie

wanted to send for a doctor, but Grandma would not
permit it. Feeling her end near, she suddenly called

the frightened child to her and told him that she had
kidnapped him from his parents when he was a year

old. She had done this to revenge herself on the

Marshalls who had discharged her for eavesdropping.
Learning that Blackie's new nurse neglected her

charge for novel reading, she had walked off with the

child, while Marie Holt was absorbed in a thrilling

love story. Irene Crane told Blackie his real name
was Clarence Marshall and gave him his parents' ad-

dress in the city as well as a bundle of clothes which
she claimed he wore on the day of the kidnapping.

After she had finished her story, Miss Crane pulled

out a box from under her pillow and extracted a dark
pill. She had hardly swallowed it, when she became
unconscious. Then the excited child saw that the pill

box was marked *'poison." Blackie raced to the

nearest farm, more than a mile away, and brought
back one of the farm hands. This man, Clyde Col-

lins, found Irene Crane dead. The sherifif and coroner
were summoned and Blackie told them his story. Mr.
Collins, who had given up his job to be of assistance

to the helpless boy, offered to take him to the city.

A few days later, the shabby-looking pair arrived at

the Marshall home. During the nine years that Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall had searched for their child, many
imposters, anxious for rewards, had tried to pawn olf

their offspring. As a result the unhappy parents were
skeptical when they heard Blackie's story. The clothes

and letter were shown to them, but they did not know
whether to believe this evidence. Finally, they adver-

tised for Mane Holt, the nurse who was caring for

the child on the fatal day. A month passed before

they heard from Marie and during this time Blackie
was living with them. When Miss Holt examined the

clothes the boy had brought she was sure they were
the ones she had put on the baby the last time she

saw him. Blackie was their child! The Marshalls
were happy again and Blackie had found his parents
at last!

THE OUTLAW
E. S. Beiler File No. 3019

HOT PLACES

Elmer 0. Watkins File No. 3094

driver ! Here we are two hun-
ven miles from New York

nd stuck in a mud hole," Tom Huntington
bellowed at Nancy Parker.
Nancy reminded her escort it was he who had

chosen to spend this vacation in the country and her
companions—Irene Collins and Bill Powers—joined in

her swift retort. While the four were trying to extri-

cate themselves a farmer suddenly appeared and offered

to pull them out for twenty dollars. The old man
. would not take a penny less for the job and the
stranded party was forced to agree to his price. While
the farmer went off to get his chain by which to pull

the car out of the hole, an airplane circled low and
dropped them a note. It informed the four that they
were in a trick mud hole and that there was a lever
behind the clump of bushes on the side of the road
which would raise them. A few minutes more and the
party was on their way with the farmer running after

them trying to claim his fee.

At last the four arrived at their destination^the
charming country tavern of Uncle Hiram. Here they
were given a royal welcome by their host who teased
Tom for bringing a different girl to his place each
year. The two women decided to change their clothes,

while the men wished to go out. Nancy and Irene
accused their swains of going out to see the old "bon-
fires"—the pretty milkmaids. Uncle Hiram advised
the boys to keep away from her calves. Bill's walk
led him to a sunny grove where the chorus of the
Sunshine Girl were enjoying the beauties of nature.
While they were chiding him for intruding on their

privacy, the show bear got loose and ran into their

midst. The girls suddenly decided they did not believe
in "bear" facts and scattered for nearby trees. Bill

captured the animal and won the thanks of the bear
trainer who rewarded him with a ticket to the show.
Just as he was thanking her profusely for the ticket,

Irene and Nancy drove up on horseback. Bill at-

tempted to pacify bis sweetheart and explain the gift,

but without much success. At length he took the
two girls to the drugstore to buy postcards. There
Nancy discovered Tom with his arms around two
local charmers, and another quarrel occurred. When
Nancy and Irene returned to the tavern they were
anxious for revenge. Accordingly, they switched the
contents of two adjoining rooms and the boys wan-
dered into the bedroom of some sleeping beauties.
Confusion reigned supreme when the girls took to
chasing the marauders. During the scuffle the bear
escaped from his charmer and frightened all the guests.
One by one the girls slid down a hall chute and
landed in the old wine cellar. The boys followed and
soon Tom, Bill, Nancy, and Irene were looking
through a basketful of empty bottles in the hcpe of
finding some refreshments. Just then the bear and
Uncle Hiram arrived down the chute. The latter suc-
ceeded in rescuing his one bottle of brandy from the
bear, who had snatched it up the moment he struck
the cellar. All stood around beaming as Uncle Hiram
extracted the cork.

THERE were five boys who played together after

school was dismissed in SHver Gulch. Ralph
Baxter and Jack Sharpe were the leaders 6i the

group— it was usually the former who began the ordi-

nary outdoor games and the latter who would inveigle

the others into mischievous or dangerous pranks. On
one occasion. Jack secured his father's pistol and was
demonstrating his skill at sharpshooting, when a bullet

accidentally struck Tim Brady in the temple. The
youngster died almost immediately, and the httle group
of boys were frightfully saddened by this catastrophe.

The incident left a far more vivid impression on Ralph
than on Jack and the former could not endure the
sight of a pistol thereafter.

Years flew by and the playmates separated. Ralph
went West where he became an engineer. His first

big contract job was in Dakon, a small mining settle-

ment. Before commencing work, Ralph built a littlq

cabin for himself near the land on which he worked.
It was an isolated spot, but the youth found it had
its advantages. Constance Grant, , the village school

teacher, passed his cottage on her way to school, and
soon made a habit of stopping off to talk to him on
her way home. Before long the two were head over
heels in love and planned to marry as soon as Ralph's
contract expired.
One evening Ralph was disturbed by a knock on the

door and was surprised to find that the strane:er who
asked for shelter was his former friend Jack. The
latter was then a bootlegger and distilled whiskey in a

shack high up in the mountains. Ralph shuddered, as

he watched Jack pull a revolver from his pocket while
making himself comfortable on the cabin cot. He no
longer trusted his former playmate who was plainly

nothing but a gangster of the most dangerous sort.

Then, too. Jack seemed jealous when he heard how
much Ralph was earning as an engineer.

A week later Ralph discovered tha{ Jack and his

men were shadowing him-—anxious to secure the money
they knew he would receive at the end of his work.
The night he was paid, they boldly knocked at his

door and demanded his pay ! Ralph put up a bold

front and told them to leave or he would shoot from
his window. The bandits were frightened and f^ed

right into the trap Ralph and the sheriff had laid for

them. After his arrest, it was found that Jack was
wanted for murder as well as other crimes.

Not long after this Ralph and Constance were mar-
ried in the little country schoolhouse before all of

Dakon—young and old.

TWENTY POUNDS STERLING

Henry K. Altamatsu File No. 1570

PREPARATIONS began for the summer opening
of the Algonquin Yacht Club and two youths were
engaged several weeks in advance of the season

to put the lawns and grounds in shape. The one,

George Heenan, attended college during the winter and
earned his tuition as a gardener during the summer,
the other. Alex Borden, was regularly a pantryman.
The boys became very friendly, notwithstanding the

great difference in their temperaments and disposi-

tions. After two weeks' acquaintanceship, Alex asked
George for a loan of twenty pounds to outfit his

sister who wished a position as waitress in the club.

George drew the money from the bank, and Alex
promised to return it during the next two months.
When George beheld Marjorie Borden it was a case

of love at first sight. Happy days followed for both.

In free time the pair would go boating on the river

or take long walks in the club grounds. Sometimes,
they would go on excursions in the beautiful Canadian
woods.
One day George was sent on an errand in the club-

house. He discovered that several bellboys were stand-

ing on guard, while Alex was rifling the bjieau
drawers of the guests. To his amazement he learned

that his friend was the ringleader of some petty

thieves who had gained entrance to the club as bell-

boys. The gang confined their activities to small loot

which would not warrant a careful investigation, if

reported. George went at once to Marjorie to warn
her of her brother's danger. The girl could not believe

his report, and walked away insulted by the accusa-

tion. The following morning Alex and three of his

friends were arrest&i. Marjorie was so embarrassed
by her brother's guilt that she immediately left the

club, not even taking time to say good-bye to George.
The four delinquents were sentenced to six months in

jail. George lost the twenty pounds that he needed
so badly as well as his beloved Marjorie.
When the yacht club closed, George returned to

college in Montreal. One day as he was ploughing
wearily through the snowy streets, he accidentlly

stepped on a woman's shoe. He looked up and saw
it was Marjorie with whom he had collided. The girl

apologized for her former mistake and nromised to

return her brother's loan. George denied the indebted-
ness, and told her he was anxious to see her for other

He learned her address was 142 Victoria

George made several calls at the fashionable apart-

ment house at 142 Victoria Avenue, but each time he
announced himself at A. Borden's door, he was in-

formed by a gruff man that Miss Borden did not live

there. He wrote and received no response. Again
Marjorie was lost to him I Several months later George
picked up the paper and read of the death of A.
Borden, 142 Victoria Avenue, who had been a regis-

trar at the police court for years. The next day
George met Alex in the street. The youth told the

anxious lover that he and Marjorie were living at

142 Victoria Street, not Avenue. George lost no time

in calling and in asking Marjorie to be his bride.

They were married a few weeks later and were pleas-

antly surprised bv an unexpected wedding present.

The deceased A. Bo'-den had heard of Cenrtre's loa"

to Alex during the latter's trial and had bequeathed
twenty pounds to the happy bridegroom.

THE STRONGER TIE

Cleo Adams File No. 1530

THE peace of the little tropical island was sud-
denly disturbed by the hum of an airplane motor
overhead. The crippled plane finally landed on

the deserted shore and the party, which had started
out on a pleasure jaunt, were forced to land far from
the civilized world. There were Margie and Ben,
Ralph and Louise, and Aunt Nannie, the chaperone.
The next day the engine was repaired and the men
decided that there was enough gasoline to take three
of them home. Ralph piloted the plane in which
Louise and Aunt Nannie were passengers. Margie
and Ben remained on the island, assured by their
friends that they would be rescued within a week.

Two months later Margie and Ben were still on
the island. Hope of rescue had faded and they feared
they would have to remain in isolation forever. The
two had been engaged for over a year and at length
decided that they could not depend upon law or
the ceremony of man to unite them. With fervent
pledges of eternal love and loyalty they recite their
own marriage vows and began living together.
Happy months followed until an unusual rainy season
robbed their island paradise of fruits and grains.

Driven to desperation by lack of food, Ben set out
in a homemade raft in the hope of sighting some
passing vessel. The day after his departure, a ship
-passed the island and rescued Margie. A careful
search of the surrounding waters did not reveal
Ben. At length boards from his raft were seen
floating in the water. Grief overcame Margie, but
one of the ship's passengers, Harold Wainwright.
took pity on her and married her to give her unborn
child a name. The baby died shortly after birth
and Margie found her loveless marriage very unhappy.
Harold squandered his money on their servant girl,

while she was forced to take in boarders to make
both ends meet. One day Margie met her old friend
Louise, recently left a widow. The latter revealed
how the crippled plane had been forced to land in

midocean and how they had been picked up by a
passing vessel and taken to far-away China. When
Ralph and she had returned to the island after many
months of adventure, they found it deserted. The
following day Ben arrived at the boarding house
with a strange tale of rescue in the high seas. He
was overjoyed to discover Margie, but she explained
that he had found her too late and she could not
desert her husband. This time the lovers parted
voluntarily. Louise went with Ben to work as
nurse in his office. Eventually they married. The
following day Margie appeared in the office. She
explained that Harold had run away with her maid
and that she would start divorce proceedings so that
she could marrv Ben. The bridegroom was overcome
with grief as he revealed the bitter truth. Margie
rushed from his office in distraction. Darting across
the street without glancing to right or left, she was
run over and brought back to Ben's office. The
shock received gave Ben a heart attack and he entered
the Great Beyond a few miuntes after his sweetheart.

Perhaps the two lovers, torn apart by fate, were
united by their child in another and happier world.

TRIAL LOVE

Marie Baldwin File No. 3022

WHEN Jean first met David she was sixteen

and he only a year older. Nevertheless, the
youth had already acquired a reputation for

wildness and Mrs. Arnold objected to her daughter's
friend. But David was not one to be discouraged
by Mrs. Arnold's coolness—^he liked Jean and was sure

he was liked in return. Secret meetings followed
and the two were soon deeply in love. David was
poor and knew marriage was impossible for some
time to come. He asked Jean to wait for him and
she agreed. But the thought of waiting for a
distant marriage only made their passion more in-

tense. David felt that the strength and purity of

their feelings justified living together before they
were legally joined. His sweetheart, fearing that a
refusal would be fatal to their friendship, yielded.

Tlie next morning she was overcome with shame
and remorse and decided to break off this dangerous
relationship, even telling David that she was in-

terested in someone else in order to keep him away.
The young man left town anxious to forget. In the

city he secured a good position and each night
sought oblivion in a round of drinking and dissipation.

This life continued for more than a year. When
his girl friend, Ellen, became pregnant, David agreed
to marrv her and settle down. He proved a man of

his word.

In the meantime, Jean considered David gone
forever and had finally promised to marry Jack
Marlow, a man whose respectable-looking real estate

office covered many shady dealings. Before her
wedding she wrote to David suggesting that they
meet once more, but the latter, under obligation to
Ellen, did not trust himself enough to see Jean and
then leave her immediately. When no answer came
to her letter. Jean consented to an immediate wedding
with Marlow. A year passed, and the _ young wife
had no inkling of her husband's profession until he
was brought home dead, shot by a rival gangster.
Jean returned to her parents' home and the time
passed uneventfully until she learned that David had
returned to town with an infant son. Ellen had died

giving birth to her babv. and David decided to leave
the child in his family's care. When he learned of

Jean's widowhood, he changed his mind, however.
Jean became the mother of his young hopeful. The
two lovers separated by many trials and tribulations
were finally united for better or worse. As it

happened in this case, it was for best.
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WITHOUT JURY

Kate Sandels File No. I52d

THE scene is Mardi Gras time in a small town
where people both honest and suspicious touch
elbows in the crowded thoroughfare. Suddenly

James Uarland walking arm in arm with his wite.

Alice, discovers with delight and surprise the figure

of Harris Storm strolling with beaming face down the

same street. They greet each other with sincere pleas-

ure and James introduces his wife o£ whom he ^eems
inordinately fond. Harris, formerly a good frieud of

this college classmate, admits to a certain jealousy m
this interruption of their relationship. Alice. _ laugh-

ing derisively, calls it a "Damon and Pythias" affair.

Bv this time they are standing before the footman
of the small dining hotel of the town. They enter for

coffee and a chat to renew the old friendship.

Over their food Harris suddenly becomes serious and
asks James whether he is ready to do him a great

favor. It appears that the single man has in its

possession $2.500—which he is unwilling to trust to

the Bank of so small a town at a time when its

inhabitants are engaged in a good time. Xow business

calls him to a nearby village and he would like to

place the money received only a few days previous

from the saFe of his property, in the keeping of his

friend until such time as he can return and get it to

place in tRe vaults of his own city bank.
James and Alice hesitate, much embarrassed, and

fed aware of the seriousness and danger of :uch an
obligation. However, unwilling to disappoint his

friend, James finally agrees to take the money, al-

though he says he has only a small desk drawer to

put it in. Storm assures him he is not obUged to do
so, but on Alice's insistence, they make the arrange-

ment. Storm leaves town, promising to be back within

Alice and James tearfully deposit the money in their

little desk. Unfortunately Flora, the negro maid,
asks to be given the last day of Mardi Gras free so

that she can enjoy the hilarity and wind up the day's

events with a Wsit to her grandmother.
The next morning James finds to his surprise that

he has reecived a telegram from his friend Harris,

asking him to join him in a nearby town on a matter

not in any way concerned with the money. Alice, as

always, allows the others to make plans, without con-

sidering what a burden this will bring upon her shoul-

ders. On being left alone, with the money in the

drawer, she fearfully examines a pistol to discover

whether she would be able to handle it. A shot is

fired at the blank wall and after recovering from a

momentary dizziness, she is glad to feel her control

of the weapon. She lies down, pistol under her arm.
while outside two policemen look suspiciously at an
old man toddUng down the street to the Darland
household.
He is lost in the crowd so that they cannot s^ee him

crawling through the low window into Alice Darland's
living room. When she awakes from ner nai», she

sees the back of the man who is tumbling at the

drawers of the desk. Without waiting to consider,

she nervously grabs the pistol and fires the snot. The
man stumbles to the floor turning upon his lace in a
manner that con-\-inces her that his aged clothes are

only a disguise. She rushes out into the street .•shout-

ing and comes upon Harris Storm who is just return-

ing. He is amazed to hear the news about the tele-

gram, which he insists he did not send James Dariaud.
Further surprise awaits them both. Upon turning

the dead man face upward, they find that it is none
other than James Darland. The truth dawns upon
Alice that her own husband and lover had contem-
plated stealing the money and the shock throws ter

into a state of coma. Harrij Storm cares for her as

tenderly as he knows how, never uttering a word of

reproach against his friend, for whom he seems to feel

a great s>-mpathy. He can understand the craving icr

wealth that would beset a man in love with so beauti-

ful a woman as Alice.
Two weeks later. Alice is escorted feebly to the

court room where several others attend for testimony.

Harris Storm has been accused as the ;nurderer of

James Darland, for he was in the house with Alice

when the dead man was found lying on the floor.

Alice's stor>'. con^ncting her own husband of theft, is

the only thing which saves him from prison. Her
courage in facing the situation arouses the admiration
of the court and the love of her husband's friend. He
escorts her home, scarcely aware that the result of

the trial is a triumph for him, for he is too much
upset over the distress that the confession has caused
the woman he already loves. After several months
Alice recovers from the shock. Although she retains

an honest respect for her former husband and the

feeling that it was a moriientary desire which prompted
his act. she is able to feel a conviction in her love for

Harris and the tw-o are subsequently married.

THIS IS BLISS

offered to guard the house, but Mr. Pearce stated

that he was well prepared to meet the intruder and
that Sam was not needed. Their talk was interrupted
by the arrival of Tom Lawton who took Mary out
for a walk with him.
A day or so later Marj* was awakened early by

strange voices in her home. The night before Tom
Lawton had been apprehended as Bliss. The youth
claimed that was passing Old Man Doran's cottage
when he heard groans from the cellar and rushed
to investigate. He found Mr. Doran stretched on
the floor and dripping with blood. Tom tried to pick

him up, but saw he was dead. The next minute
Mr. Pearce appeared and wanted to know why he
had murdered the old man. The police were called

and questioned both men. Tom was charged with
the murder. Though Amolt defended the youth bril-

liantly, the jury \\-as convinced that Tom was the
mysterious Bliss, and the apparent absence of a
motive for the crime confirmed their belief. Tom
was sentenced to life imprisonment, and the burglaries
in Windon stopped.
A year later Mr. Pearce grew strangely morose.

Physical ailments added to his melanchoHa. and his

children carefully tended him. One night he called
his familv together and confessed that he had lived
a double life and was the fiendish Bliss as well as
the kindly Mr. Pearce. He confessed he had killed
Doran and had hid in the cellar until Tom had
stained his hands with blood in examining the corpse.
Asking his family's forgiveness, he expired. A short
time later the Pearce family made his confession
public, and Tom was freed. He married Mary, while
Sam wedded Ann.

LOVERS' FAREWELL

Manuel M. Crassas File No. 1560

COUNTRY hie in Shedham should have been
sweet and gentle to its inhabitants, for the
town's beauty was of such a quiet, untroubled

nature that it attracted the harassed poet and author.
Franklin Rollo. His only companions in thTs lonely
place were the Fleshing family, particularly because
of their radiant eighteen-year-old daughter. Maud.
Franklin was sixty-five, and looked it. but his heart
was that of a child's, for he was a true poet. Maud
enjoyed his companionship, satisfied that it need never
border on dangerous ground because of the diversitj

However, financial distress in the Fleshing estate
excited Rollo's amorous ambitions. He offered to
engage himself to Fleshing's daughter, during which
time, as prospective heir, he would be allowed to
dispute the Fleshing wealth in court and win for
them the money that was rightfully theirs. Maud
would have ob-ected. but her affection for her parents
and her genuine enjojinent of Franklin's attentions
caused her to agree to circulating the rumor of their
engagement.

This excited the jealousy of a Dr. Aitken. young
and ambitious, and much attracted to Maud for hf r
vivacious charm. Fate played into his hands, for news
came to Rollo that his son. a consumptive, had given
up his stay in the mountain resort and was coming
to visit his father in the hopes of getting fresh medi-
cal attention. His arrival caused some anxiety as
Rollo could not hide the rather scandalous rumor of
the engagement from him. More than this, young
Rollo and Maud conceived an immediate attraction for
each which was fated to be ineradicable. Dr. Aitkin
was summoned to attend the sick youth, and torn by
jealousy, he neglected to offer the wisest medical ad-
vice, so that the boy grew worse. The doctor had
ordered his sister^ iladge. as nurse, hoping to take
the boy's mind ott Maud, so that he might then en-
deavor to win her for himself. After a long time, young
Rollo's condition becomes serious, and another doctor
is summoned. It is discovered that Aitken has not
been given honest attention, and young Rollo and Maud
must leave Shedham instantly if they wish to recover.
Maud has contracted her illness from Rollo. for she
does not care about living without him. iladge is

also in love with Rollo, so that she refused the ad-
vances of Dr. Daridson. the new medical student who
has accompanied the Professor summoned to save
Rollo and Maud.
The lo\-ing pair, beautiful but fragile in health, live

a carefree doomed existence for a few years, after
which nothing can save them from death. ' Old Rollo
has disappeared, to ^ve them free reign in the few
years that a^e left them. On his return he learns of
a double erave adding to the solemn and sombre
beautv of Shedham. Madge faithfully tends the grave,
and Dr. Daridson renews his faithful wooing, awaiting
the time when her sorrow will be lessened so that
she can turn to him for comfort.

THE LOVE CAPTIVE

N. V. Smith File No. 1503 ^^^^ Leone Anderson File No. 1507

WIXDOX, a sleepy little town in the south
of England. was as quaint as it was
old-fashioned. The inhabitants numbered

thirty thousand souls, and ever>-one was kno^^n to

his neighbor. For this reason the sudden appearance
of a burglar in the region was particularly startling.

Someone, apparently with malicious intent, was steal-

ing- right and left from the townspeople and leaving
a note signed "this is BHss" wherever he operated.
The poor as well as the rich were preyed upon and
generally the robber made away with his victim's
most treasured possession.
The Pearce family were discussing the latest crime

of the fiend one evening. Mr. Pearce. a kindly
middle-aged gentleman, tried to quiet the fears of

his daughter, ilary. that their household would be
the next that Bliss would visit. Sam Amolt. a rising

young lawyer who was engaged to Ann Pearce.

IX the thriving little town of Blackwood, the
Leslies and the Lanes figured among- the most re-
spected citizens. Though the former were in mod-

erate circumstances and the latter very wealthy, the
children of the two families played together uncon-
scious of the difference in their positions. Edith
Leslie, a charming and beautiful young girl, was
an intimate friend of Gertrude Lane. When Gertrude
in\-ited Edith to her coming-out party, the latter was
all a-fiutter to learn Bob Kaylor would be her escort.
Her brother Dick quietly informed her that Bob had
a wild renutation with women, but this did not
friehten Edith. The party was a great success and
Edith wa= the center of attraction. Her popularity
annoyed Bob who asked the girl to go dri\-ing with
him so that he could have her to himself. After a
short ride. Bob drew up to a notorious roadhouse
and insisted that she enter. Much to her surprise.

Bob began drinking heavily, though he could not
persuade Edith to join him. \\'hen they started for

home. Bob was into.xicated and Edith took the wheel.

On the road the drunken youth attempted to kis»

Edith, but was repulsed. Again he tried to embrace
her, and, as she struggled to free herself, she saw
another car rushing at full speed towards them. A
second later the crash came. Neither Bob nor she
was hurt, but the occupant of the other car was
killed. A crowd gathered and Edith's brother was
among them. Dick comforted his frightened sister,

while Bob rushed away. The next day Dick arranged
for a friend of his. Raymond Hayes, to take the

case. The young lawyer took a real interest in his

beautiful young client whom he had long worshipped
from afar.' He left no stone unturned to save Edith.

At length the dav of the trial came and Raymond
proved that the dead fnan had been intoxicated at

the time of the fatal ride and that the accident had
been caused by his condition. Spellbound Edith

listened to Raymond's brilliant plea and then heard
in a daze that she had been freed.

A short time after her trial. Raymond called on

Edith and declared his love. Seated on the Leslie

porch in the moonlight. Raymond slipped a diamond
ring on Edith's finger, and the two pledged their

love in a deep heartfelt kiss.

OYSTER CRACKERS

Elmer C. Wa+klns File No. 1534

WHILE dressing for the evening. Helen Moon
informed her husband. Peter, that sEe had in-

vited Harrv- and Pearl to dine with them at

Oscar's Seafood Grill. Peter immediately called his

wife's guests morons, and added that Harry was so

dumb he thought his future mother-in-law an oyster,

because he heard a lot about mother-of-pearl. Helen
winced and informed Peter Moon that she had heard

enough jokes from him. Then she asked him to act

dignified and not to embarrass her before her com-
panv. Peter agreed to play no pranks, but once be

arrived in the restaurant, his determination began to

weaken. The two couples poured over the menus 2rd
the waiter suggested a special—oysters a la pig in

the blanket. Pearl had never head of the dish, and

Peter assured her that she would Uke it. All ordered

ovsters a la pig in the blanket, and the chef began
rolUng these molluscs in strips of bacon and frj-ing

them. In the meantime, Peter excused himself and
went into the kitchen and had a hasty conference

with the cook. A few minutes later a huge covered

platter arrived at the table. Pearl promptly picked up
the cover, anxious to taste the new dish. To 'ner

amazement a little pig draped in a red and purple

blanket was standing on the platter. Pearl squealed,

the pig squealed, and the cover in her hand crashed

to the floor. Harry jumped up then and tried to
grab the pig, while people at nearby tables looked up
with polite but inquiring stares. The pig jumped
into Peter's lap and then to the floor. Filer i^re-

tended he still had him in his hands, and t'ue neyt
minute, as the pig brushed next to a stout socety
matron, an ungodly shriek rent the air. Harry
jumped up to capture the animal and was soon down
on all fours in an exciting chase. He saw the pig

run under a table, and leaning his hands on an old

woman'*: knees, he tried to coax the animal to bira.

The woman yelled at Harry and, when he tried to

explain, she wisecracked at all his apologies. Pearl

then rushed to the rescue of her boy friend. Some
one asked her which animal she was trying to cs.tch

and she replied the two-legged one. Then, annoyed
with her own break, she slapped the speaker. A fight

followed and much crockery was smashed. Finally,

the offending porker was captured and returned to the

kitchen and the real order of oysters a la pig in the

blanket was served. AH gobbled up the dish and
Pearl remarked that it was different. Peter arrogantly
demanded to know what was diffemt.

•When the joke's on you," replied Helen as she
held up the check so her husband could see the charges
for 'oroken dishes and glassware.

CONCEALED EVIDENCE

Max Franz File No. 1532

IX a dingy little flat in a poor section of the city

a \-ulgar. ordinary woman quarreled with the lover

who was deserting her for a younger girl. Realiz-

ing that her arguments were getting her nowhere, she
ceased her bickering, and drank to her rival's success.
The afternoon wore away as X'ellie handed her
inamorato glass after glass of liquor. Finally, the
man dropped over on the couch apparently asleep. A
little w-hile later, XelHe's husband George returned
from work. He was a clean-cut. handsome youth and
was at once revolted by the sight of his half-drunk
wifi and her paramour. George wearily asked his
wife, if she were at it again, and then made a move
to throw out the lover. Xellie screamed as George
knocked the drunken man with his powerful right fist.

He rained blow after blow on the prostrate hgm-e,
while his wife locked herself in the bedroom and
shrieked. Suddenly, George swung a particularly hard
blow at his Wctim and then looked to see if it had
taken effect. He bent over the unconscious figure

and saw the man was dead. A half hour later George
had admitted to the murder and was locked up in jail.

Young Jimmy Burke, just out of law school, was
assigned to the case by the state. He was f'.eeply

moved bv the plight of this helpless vouth and con-
stantly studied the case. Then one day, when Jiirni/
went through his client's sealed apartment by pemns-
sion of the police, he discovered a 'oottle which had
some bearing on the case.
Even Jimmy was surprised that his first trial meant

so much to him. but somehow his neart and soiil were
wrapped up in saving George's life. At la-^t he was
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permitted to cross examine Nellie, and holding up a
bottle of arsenic before her, he accused the faithless
wife of poisoning her paramour. Confronted with this
evidence without any advance preparation, Ntllie's
brazen assurance crumbled. Hysterically she con-
fessed that she had killed her lover, before George's
arrival. This sensational revelation freed George.

That evening Jimmy took his client home and ar-
rayed him m his clothes. As George walk&i into the
library, the Burke family were astounded at his re-
semblance to their son. Excitedly they asked the
youth whether he had a scar on his ankle. When he
pulled down his sock and revealed this mark, they
realized that he was Jimmy's twin, kl'lnaoped years
before. George was overcome when he learned the
Burkes were his parents and that Jiniiny was his
brother. He saw a new and happy life opening up to

Later in the evening Jimmy told his fiancee that the
man he had fought so hard to save was his own
brother. She freely forgave him for the weeks of
neglect before the trial and kissed the happy young
lawyer with warm-hearted approval.

he lost no time in attempting the seduction. Marie
fought with superhuman strength, but was no match
for her adversary. In despair she called for Reginald
and her cries reached the ears of her lover who was
hunting some distance from the scene. He arrived
just in time to save his sweetheart from a horrible
fate. The story of Palmer's arrest and the brave
fight of Marie and Reginald reached the e.x-governor,
and his stern heart weakened. He called on the young
couple and was surprised to find that Marie had
culture and refinement equal to any of the mistresses
of the Dunlap mansion. Asking his son's forgive-
ness, he blessed the union of the happy pair.

THE FATAL HUNT
Harley T. Logsdon File No. 1569

IN the little mountain village of Ashton, Albert
Hubbs was regarded as lucky. His father was a
well-to-do farmer and the boy had received a better

education than most of the neighborhood youth. Al-
bert was slated to go to the city when he was twenty-
one and would receive a substantial inheritance from
a distant relative. Meanwhile, before his departure,
he sought the hand of Clarabelle Lee. Clarabelle was
a local beauty who had been going with James Carter
for years. When Albert became interested in her, the
girl's affection wavered. She had long taken James'
love as a matter of course, so that Albert seemed
much more romantic than her old sweetheart. At a
Thank.sgiving Eve dance Clarabelle's engagement to
Albert was announced. James was broken-hearted at
the news, but made no outward show of his grief.
The following day. Thanksgiving, was one tradi-

tionally given over to hunting by the local ynuth.
When a group of young men called at the Carter
house, James reluctantly joined them. He should have
preferred to remain at home to enjoy the luxury of
dreaming over his lost happiness, but rather than
worry his brother and friends, he joined the hunting
party. Albert was among the group and the sight of
him aroused pangs of jealousy in James' heart. Liick
was bad during the morning and only a few rabbits
were caught. At noon all returned to the Carter home
and enjoyed a bountiful Thanksgiving spread. The
hunt became exciting in the afternoon and much wild
game was secured. Finally, by mutual consent tne
party called a rest. The men grouped themselves on
the frame of an old tractor which made a comfortable
resting place. Joviahty was the spirit of the day and
Albert amused his friends with many a racy ^tory
Suddenly, as Albert related an old-fashioned sea yarn,
the hammer of his gun struck the tractor, and a shot
pierced the air. Albert had accidentally fired a hu'let
into his left side just below the heart. He dropped
into James' arms. Horror and consternation swept
oyer the happy group. Sorrowfully, they carried their
friend back to the Carter home where he died before
the doctor could be summoned. The Thanksgiving
which had begun so joyfully for Albert was his last
day of life.

The following June, church bells rang for Clara-
belle and her first sweetheart, James. After the cere-
mony, the two paused for a moment during the fes-
tivities to think of their lost friend Albert.

THE ADVENTURER

Col. J. A. Lockwood File No. 1538

THE Green twins—Jack and Guy—looked so
much alike that they were constantly taken for

one another. However, their similarity ended
with their looks, for the brothers did not have a single
trait in common. Quite characteristically, Guy suc-
ceeded in obtaining an appointment to West Point,
while his brother failed miserably in the competitive
examinations. Disappointed at his bad luck. Jack
drifted from home and pursued many unsavory ad-
ventures. Eventually he joined the army, and by
chance was sent to the same military post in Mon-
tana where his brother, then a lieutenant, was sta-
tioned. Jack bitterly resented Guy's superior position
and his success with charming Mary McDonald, the
daughter of one of the majors at the fort. One day
the two brothers rode out on duty together. In
crossing a mountain stream, miles from the fort,
Guy's horse became frightened and he was thrown to
the ground. The lieutenant was badly injured and
lapsed into unconsciousness. Instead of helping him.
Jack changed uniforms and rode to the fort reporting
nothing of the accident. When Guy came to the
next morning he soon realized what had happned.
Unwilling to be the cause of his brother's arrest, he
limped to the nearest village, secured a suit of clothes,
and disappeared. At the fort it was said that Jack
Green deserted. The only one who noticed a dif-
ference in Lieutenant Green was Mary. She could
not understand his sudden crudity and her interest
waned.

Several years later Guy Green, a private in the
Canadian army who had assumed his worthless
brother's name, was once again to meet his twin.
Jack, still a lieutenant, was in the American Ex-
peditionary Force and was stationed but a few feet
from his brother. The Canadians and Americans be-
gan a concerted attack on the Germans, and Guy
and Jack found themselves face to face in the same
shell hole. This time Guy demanded that his brother
change uniforms with him. Jack refused. Guy ex-
horted him to make the change quickly and told him
how he had been forced to join the Canadian forces,
because he had assumed a deserter's name. jack
declined to become a private again and made a move
to run away. As he slid over the edge of the shell
hole, he was shot through the lung. Guy grabbed
his wounded brother and made an effort to administer
first aid. With a smile of gratitude and a prayer
for forgiveness. Jack died in his brother's arms. When
darkness fell over No Man's Land, Guy once again
in his rightful position, returned to the American
line.

A few weeks later, on a leave of absence, Guy
met Mary in Paris. At first she refused to speak to
him, but when she heard his story, the girl fully
apreciated his sacrifice. When the Armistice brought
an end to the bloody conflict of nations, Guy and
Mary were joined in the holy bonds of matrimony.

WRATH
Raymond Allen File No. 1568 Gene Elhuff File No. 1562

IN a fine old colonial mansion, weighted with the
spirit of a glorious past. Governor Dunlap ordered
his son Reginald to hearken to family traditions

and behave as a Southern gentleman should. Reginald
replied that a "Southern gentleman should" marry
the woman he loved and that he would not give
Marie Dodson up. The autocratic old governor flew
into a rage at these words. He ordered his son from
the house and predicted a "no account" future for
him as Marie's husband, Reginald, defying his
haughty and hot-tempered father, said he would make
a name for himself without parental aid. Then he
would marry the woman of his choice. That night
after bidding his sweetheart good-bye, Reginald sor-
sowful left the sleepy, little Southern town he loved

Years of hard struggling followed for Reginald.
Ihough an able lawyer and gifted orator, it was
difficult for him to establish his reputation in a north-
western state where Dunlap was not a magic name
which spelled integrity and honor to all who heard
It. Recognition, particularly in politics, came slowly,
but after ten years of steady work Reginald was
elected to the Senate. Proudly he wrote home to
Marie that he could now claim her as his bride. The
girl was overjoyed that happiness was at length in
store for her. During the years of Reginald's absence
she had been constantly annoyed by a notorious
ph-.landerer. Richard Palmer, and she looked forward
to freedom from his attentions as well as union with
her beloved.
The local papers announced Reginald's return, but

Mr. Dunlan, now an ex-governor, made no overture
of peace. Reginald stopped at the town hotel, fearing
that he would be turned awav from his own home In
the meantime, Richard Palmer kept himself busy
Ispying on the engaged couple. At length his oppor-
tunity arrived, and he overtook Marie as she was
walking, alone in a deserted woods. His plan was to
attack her and thus force the girl to marry him and

THE superhuman courage of those first settlers
of the American coastline has rarely been
portrayed with such understanding and apprecia-

tion as in this quaint tale of the Pilgrims. In it is

interwoven the well known story of Priscilla and
John Alden, as subsidiary to the main plot, which
involves Priscilla's friend, Ann Moore.
Ann has with difficulty been allowed to go on the

voyage. She makes herself useful on the ship, for
sickness, death, and hard work require all hands, but
most of all, the saves a stowaway who is none other
than the King's son, William, from detection through
the long and arduous journey. William crouches for
days in a little crevice, during storms and cold and
semi-starvation, tended by sweet Ann, whom he has
come to love greatly. As land is at last sighted and
the boat docks, Ann must needs pretend absolute for-
getfulness of her charge, with whom she is now very
much in love, lest their relationship be detected. We
have already heard, through the stories she carries to
Wilham, that a child has been born during the
journey, and that many other events have taken
place.

William succeeds in making his escape to the
American shore unnoticed, while poor Ann displays
wonderful fortitude in neglecting to trace his dis-
appearance into the unknown woods with her eyes.
He is lost to her—perhaps to the world, for all she
knows, for a long time to come.
The scene shifts to the crude settlement on the

shore. Life where winter seems endless is so exacting
that Ann's loneliness is not so bitter, for there is
work for her to do. She and Priscilla together care
for the many who are dying from the cold. There
seems to be an epidemic of lung fever, from which
nothing can save the colony, but the gentle minis-
terings of the women at least reduce the suffering.
Here we are acquainted with Captain Standish,

and his strange and presumptions request that John
Alden do his wooing for him. Alden's tender pas-

sion for the same girl is well known, and Priscilla's
steadfast refusal to hear of any but her own true
love adds further light on the sincerity of these
Pilgrims.
At last we are allowed to see William, lying

stricken in the woods, where he is found by Squanto,
the good Indian, who names him "Opechee" and
immediately proceeds to teach him many Indian
words. He feeds and lodges him, and introduces the
new paleface to the rest of the tribe. William is
both intelligent and kind, and quickly endears him-
self to them. Soon they grow so fond of him that
the chief offers him him Winona, the beautiful Indian
girl, for his love. He dare not refuse, lest he oilend
these gentle people, and the girl's exquisite charms
soon so enrapture him that he is unwilHng to give
her up. Much of their relationship, and the girl's
encounter with an Indian villain who has sordid
designs on her, gives a splendid view of the Indian
life of those times. William has the opportunity of
rescuing her from this attacker, for which he is
even more passionately adored by the charming Winona
the envy of the tribal females. William has not for-
gotten Ann, but he bears Winona an appreciative and
grateful fondness that is her due. He has been ill
almost to dying, and Winona has used all her arts
to restore him to I'fe, refusing to allow the other
members of the tribe to interfere.

.
Priscilla has been happily married, and since Ann

IS of an age to be building her own little home, her
brother, Jaspar Moore, begins to urged her toward
matrimony. She is loath to give herself to another,
tor she is too much in love with the king's son, and
she fears for the choice that so ill-reputed a man as
her brother is apt to make for her. Rumors come
occasionally of a white man's staying with the In-
dians, but the girl dare not venture the sixty-five
miles of perilous /ourney to ascertain who the man

Squanto is the excellent Indian messenger who goes
»"iv°J? "*'1°" }° "'^ °^^"- carrying messages and

establishing the friendly relationship which we know
terminated in a Feast of Thanksgiving to which the
Indians were invited.

Jaspar has an argument with Ann because he
suspects that she is haying an aftair with the Indian,
although actually she keeps in touch with Squanto
'",or,d." to hear how William is progressing.
.

Williams Indian girl, Winona, although passionately
in loye with him, is being pursued by Whitefeather.who m attempting to kill William, poisons the girl
Massoit, the Indian chief, blames William, and

him ,h»f w-l',^'
""''Squanto manages to convincehim that William loved Winona and felt it his dutyto forget Ann and marry her, so that another must

^r/hl°""^'^^'"^A^Tu-'"'^": Whitefeather is accused

fnoiiirJ^'^ji' ""i"
Wdliam, after a period of mourning,

inquires after Ann, whom he now feels free to wedSquanto has been helping Ann build a house inhonor of he feast, and William's return. Opechee"now a well-loved friend of the Indians, meets his los

or thi™' ''^^"Iv,"'
^^^ ''"."'^ "^^' Squanto has made

for them, and the two riiake up for their long separa-

te ^v?"""'" i"™'"' ^^" ^<' ^"^f'" '° --^ain withthe white people, even to wearing their clothes, forhe has grown very fond of them. The English pairreward him with a thoroughly English embTace andpeace and happiness reigns at last for the younglovers of that courageous colony of American settlers

THE UNWRIHEN LAW
Elizabeth Campbell f]\e f^o. 1544

T"t'^.i,"Tk'"'^" '°, .""= ""'<^ Scotch village ofLoch Arbour settled at the Campbell's cottage,iney were an attractive couple—Mary McGreiror

eight year old son, was susceptible to pretty womenand noticed Mary at once. Living in the same housewith her, he was continually conscious of her pres-"''
.iS"l "^^^^ ™'^*'= her husband was away hepersuaded her to go rowing on the loch with himMany other outings followed of which Mary nmdeno mention to Donald, fearing his violent temper andjealous disposition. On her part, her friendship with

Tnnk "^H
<=""«'>', ',".™«nt, but it was not so with

1? rf' J i,''™^
falling madly in love with Mary:each day his passion grew more intense. His one

en^f^h nn'''J'°"' ^^ ""''u'^
P°'^'=^" ^" physically. At

sprSll,! n i^^ "''™ '"^ }°°^ 'he girl rowing hesecieted all his savings and clothes in a bag at thebottom of the boat. He rowed rapidly and managed
T,JI M™" "''" ''°'" "?= "'"^ee in a few hours,
.rust as Mary was getting impatient to return, a sud-

i™,h'„,°i!r •f"''"^
""

T'^'^'lr'""^ ''°^' "-as tossed

hL,s,?H* 1 "^r^^
cork; Mary, frightened and ex-hausted, clung to Jock sobbing. Late that night thestorm subsided and they drifted to shore To?k car

^di, "^TV,'° "'f.
'^"' '"'"^'^ >"= ==>" ^"d asked for

wl 1 ^"i? J^""', ^"'"^ 'h« ™B on Mary'shnger, concluded that she was lock's wife As soon
as they were alone, Jock told Mary that it would beimpossible for them to return, for her husljand would
kill them both. He suggested that they go abroad
at once and promised that she would never regret
tins step. The next day they booked passage toCanade under an assumed name.
Jock bought a small farm in Canada and the pair

settled down. Mary had never really wished torun away with Jock and before long she was very

wWh"^- ^^"^'l -^^u '™'
°r"'y = ^'0'™' passionwhich soon burnt itself out. In a few months' timehe began to neglect her, and after neglect came brutal-

ity. The baby that was born to them made no
difference to him—Mary became a household drudge

^f^ '"iu \ ""j T""*-
'^'"^"'^ P^^^"' and Mary

died. After her death a great longing for his nativeand came over Jock. He took his boy and went back
to Scotland. By some chance Donald McGregor
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learned of his arrival and shadowed him. A mad
exaltation filled Donald's soul; he was to have his
revenge at last ! That night McGregor entered Jock's
room and strangled him in his sleep. The next
morning as the police led Donald away, he shouted
proudly and defiantly to the gaping crowd : "I have
had my revenge! I have had my revenge!"

WOMEN OF TODAY
A. E. Smy+he File No. 3024

TWO delightful ladies living close to each other
have been friendly for so many years that they
naturally plan to spend their vacation together.

They talk over the fence and discuss the time-old
questions of

—"Shall it be seashore or country, hotel
or rugged farm?" The advantages of each are seri-
ously gone over, and all the usual misgivings that
conscientious housewives possess about leaving their
well-ordered homes in the care of maids are here
gone into in great detail and charming sincerity.
Mrs. Simpkins has two new maids whom she fears
may not be able to run thmgs, but Mrs. Webb
manages to ^-in out with her persuasive arguments.
At last they set out with delighted sighs and much

baggage for the Long Island farm in Highground,
which by some coincidence is owned by a man named
Mr. Hyland. He proves to be extremely solicitous of
their happines,, and starts them off in true country
fashion with an exciting hayride. After they are
rescued from this adventure, they enter upon a few
of the simpler tasks on the farm, in the fashion of
"gentleman farmers." as one ladv explains to the
other.
One day Mrs. Webb has the happy inspiration of

gathering eggs. It might' have been a successful as
well as a most novel adventure for this thoroughly
cityfied indi\ndual, if it had not been for the vicious
interience of the cow. Poor Mrs. Webb was so
frightened that her precious eggs painted the fields
with their golden interior as she dashed madly away
from the harsh mooing of the ignorant animal. This
handed Mrs. Simpkins a laugh, and Mr. Hvland
acknowledged that he had been rather doubtful about
this plan of the ladies, to enter so \-igorously upon
their adventures as farmers' helpers. He suggests
rather a form of entertainment which comes closer to
their range of entertainment in the city and hence
proniises to be less devastating to his eggs as well
as his cows. Although he is as generous as all

good farmers with his produce, he is also sincerely
anxious to give these hearty and enthusiastic ladies
a happy time on their vacation. He tells them about
the famous annual fair to be held the following day,
to which all the neighbors will ride in high glee,
and asks them to accompany them. They are de-
hghted to dress in the proper costumes, ' and find
the country folk ravishing in their innocent apprecia-
tion of wholesome fun. The fair is the crowning
event of their stay, for they are by now aware that
their duties in their city homes must be attended to.
Especially because some correspondent who has signed
his sign with a "now de plume" has informed Mrs.
Simpkins that one of her two maids has been mar-
ried, and there have been parties and other gala
festivities at her house in honor of the young bride.
Her immediate irritation and concern is quickly ex-
tinguished by Mrs. Webb, for both women are in a
mood for forgi\*ing everything after their splendid
adventures in the countrj-. They plan to congratulate
the young briae, and welcome them pleasantiv on
their arrival.

With a promise to Mr. Hyland to be back the fol-

lowing year, this most delightful vacation is termi-
nated, as indeed all good things must be. with a
lingering of regret. And they went merry as a mar-
riage bell.

WIVES WITHOUT HUSBANDS

Mary M. Wade File No. 1537

THE Morton family, blessed with a bountiful
share of material possessions, were anxious that
their only daughter, Helen, should make a

brilliant marriage. They feared that the girl, brought
up in luxury, could not be happy as the wife of a
struggHng architect, Donald Thorpe. When Ogden
Grant, a well-to-do farmer, sued for Helen's hand,
they persuaded the girl to accept his proposal. Helen
knew she would never love Ogden as she did Donald.
but the seventeen-year-old girl trusted in her parents'
judgment. After the wedding, Helen went to live
on her husband's enormous farm. Here she was
overwhelmed with her duties as housewife and man-
ager of a large establishment. From the start of
her new life, Helen knew she had made a mistake.
but her difficult job of superintending the household
kept her too busy to indulge in brooding. Several
years passed and a boy and girl were born to the
Grants. By this time Ogden took his wife as a
matter of com-se and made no effort to alleviate her
burdens. He hardly noticed that Helen was sick
from overwork and exhaustion and was callously
indifferent to her complaints.
When the ^[ortons died. Helen learned that she

had been left a comfortable fortune in her own right.
One day. when her husband was out of town on a
business trip, she packed up her two children and
fled from the farm. The young woman sought refu?re

in Eurone and soon found that rest did wonders for

her weakened body. Meanwhile. Ogden Grant began
a search for Helen. His pursuit led him to Europe
and he finally discovered his wife's retreat. The hus-
band and wife arranged a compromise—Ogden was
to return to the States and secure a divorce and
Helen r*=luctantlv relinquished her bov to his father's

care. Six months later Mr. Grant had taken a sec-

ond wife and h'=i son was «ent away to boarding
school. W^hen Helen learned this, she decided to

return to America to see her boy. On the boat to

e met Donald Thorpe. Once again Helen
fell under the spell of this interesting architect and
this time she knew better than to permit monetary
considerations to influence her affections. She freely
encouraged Donald who had some fine buildings to
his credit, if he did not have a large bankroll.
On arriving in the United States. Helen went at

once to see her former husband. She begged him to
allow her to bring up her boy. The second Mrs.
Grant urged her husband to give up his son.
Eventually, the stubborn Ogden was won over, and
the child was restored to his anxious mother. Sur-
rounded by her two children and free from all worry,
Helen was wholly captivating. This time Donald's
suit met with success. The marriage of Helen and
Donald was a great and happy adventure for the
pair, and Helen's two children found the best possible
home with their devoted mother and kindlv ioster
father.

Rose Simon Kohn File No. [556

THE butcher golf champion of Avonhurst, Par
Higgins, snatched business as well as fame
from his rival. Clem Small, when he won the

coveted county championship. As admirers con-
gratulated Par on his wonderful strokes, he reminded
them of his delicious chops, and thus won over many
customers. Clem remained in the background neg-
lected by everyone, including the pretty Emma Jane.
The following day Clem's store was empty, while
Par's was rushed from morning 'til night. ilrs.
Brown entered Higgins' shop all a-flutter about the
local champion. She asked the butcher about his
shot on the third hole when he landed in the trap.
Taken up by the hero's account, the lady did not
notice she was charged for five pounds of roast in-
stead of four. When :Mrs. Smith entered and asked
for half a pound of hamburger steak. Par raised his
eyebrows slightly and the good woman changed her
order to a pound of chops.

While Par took in money on all sides. Clem sat
in his empty store meditating. Suddenly, he thought
of a scheme and sent Par the following note

:

*I, Clem Small, challenge Par Higgins to eighteen
holes of golf to be played one month^from this date,
on an unknown course to be named by me im-
mediately before the match. The winner is to have
a free hand to court Emma Jane and the loser is to
close his butcher shop."
A month later the inhabitants of Avonhurst assem-

bled in front of Par's to see a good game at Clem's
e.xpense. To their astonishment Clem led them to his
home where an eighteen-hole course had ingeniousl.v
been arranged. Heaps of sofa cushions piled on the
floor represented a turf running up a mound, the side
board of a bed was a right-angled fairway, and the
cylinder of an empty tomato can formed another
unusual feature of the course. When the game
began Par displayed his customary swagger, while
the audience billed and cooed as he took his position.
His first shot was far from the mark, while Clem
landed his ball within an inch of the pin. Each hole
told the same story. Clem had practised for a
month on this strange course and made his holes
with nonchalant ease. The self-satisfied Par was
defeated and reluctantly drew an engagement ring
from his pocket which he handed to his rival. Emma
Jane stepped forward and took Clem's hand. Par
commenced to weep, and the weeping was infectious.
Clem and Emma Jane wept, too. as they stood
before a minister who began their marriage cere-
mony. It was a lachrymose wedding, but. as is

customary on such occasions, a good time was had
by all.

BROTHER SAMUEL
Lucie Gedde File No. 1557

OXE June morning Sophronia came waddling
back to the kitchen door of the plantation with
a wTiggling black baby cradled casually under

one arm. Sophoronia ^vas returning from one of her
many vacations and her mistress was glad to wel-
come the capable cook back. Sophronia had borne
many black babies, nevertheless, the infant Samuel,
father unknown, was an important event in her life.

She hoped he would grow up high-minded and religi-
ous, but Samuel grew into the most mischievous
boy on the whole plantation. As he reached mankind,
he develo:)ed habits of lifting desirable articles. A
lazy, shiftless "niggah," Sam lacked notffing. for
his mother kept him well supplied with food and
the gals liked this coal-black six-footer.
Then one golden September morning when he was

unwillingly carrying wood for Soohronia, a lean black
cat glided softly across his path. Sam let out a
dismal howl of terror and dropped the wood quicker
than he had ever done anything in his life. All dav
the youth was disturbed bv thi*; omen, and finally
that evening consented to join Sophronia at church.
Sam "got religion" slowly, but by the end of the
year he was the most conspicuous member at the
all night revivals in the Clermont Baotist Church.
There were other sinners saved beside Sam, but
because of his nast had been the darkest and he was
young and likely-looking, his conversion received the
most attention. Excitedly, the gals listened to his
^•isions of the pearlv gates. Among the women,
Sarah Turner watched him enraptured and it was not
long before Sam was courtine: her. Soon Sam asked
her to he his bride, to Sophronia's great 'oy. She
saw a fine future for Sam with an "eddicat'ed" gal
for his wife. Several weeks later. Brother Nathanial
was called to another church and Sam was chosen to
be leader of the flock. Sam was delighted with his
preacher's job and looked forward to Brother Nathan-
iel's fat salarj- and easv work.
Then it was that Ruth Esther came to Clermont.

Bv reputation she was a "triflin*. no'count, 'dulterous
mulatter." but Sam was moved by her lovely, soft

body and her drooping red lips. Ere long he wished
to marry her instead of stiff, cold Sarah, but he
feared the congregation would throw him out, if he
took this_ yellow gal for his wife. After Brother
Nathaniel's farewell talk, Sam began to preach. He
spoke of the 'dulterous yellah woman who was living
in their midst and asked what he could do to save
her. Nathaniel said Sam was chosen to suffer for
the sins of his people and should marry Ruth Esther
himself. All the elders and deacons solemnly agreed.
Sam hung his head resignedly, while his blood ran
hot and his heart leaped like a glad, wild thing.

Mrs. Ida ChaHield No. 1515

LITTLE Mary Clayton lived in the Western
part of Idaho, where the wild cattle grazed on
the prairies and the coyotes howled in the night.

The ranch was a rough shack which did not keep
the rain and snow out during bad storms. Mrs. Clay-
ton was dead and Mr. Clayton did not beheve in
coddling children. Mary and her brothers and sisters
worked hard, summer and winter. Horseback riding
was their only diversion, for toys were unknown on
the ranch. When Mary grew up she longed for
feminine finery and a comfortable home. Though
Mr. Clayton was well-to-do, he would not permit his
children to have anything but the simplest clothes
and household furniture. Mary struggled to assert
her independence, but in vain.
Then one summer Gordon Hayes came to the Clay-

ton Ranch. Gordon had decided to settle out West,
and wanted some experience in ranching. Mary's
heart yearned for him immediately, but he hardly
noticed the calico-clad girl continually busy with some
household chore. Timid Mary knew he was not
conscious of her presence, but her interest in him
grew notwithstanding. She begged her father for
some money for clothes, but he would not allow her
to have "frivolous finery."
One morning as Mary was busy making bread a

letter arrived for her. Eagerly she opened the un-
expected message. Her mother's sister had just died
and left each of the Clajton children five hundred
dollars. Mary could hardly mourn her unknown
aunt, she was so overjoyed at the bequest. That
night she shyly asked Gordon, if he would take her
to the village dance the following week.
No one's astonishment was greater than Gordon's,

w-hen he beheld ilary dressed in beautiful clothes
and looking radiant on the night of the dance. He
could hardly believe that she was the household
drudge who had never interested him pre\'iousb\ And
Mary was surprised at her popularity at the dance
and of Gordon's sudden attentions. The following
morning Gordon was still looking at Mary with
admiration, and thereafter he was her devoted slave.
When Mr. Clayton learned that his daughter planned
to marry Gordon, he objected strenuously. One night,
with the help of her brothers and sisters. Mary stole
out of the house with her sweetheart. The pair
were married in the village by the justice of peace,
and Mary found herself in a cosy, comfortable home
of her own with a devoted husband at her side.

CLUE BENSON

Cheta A. Joyner File No. 1492

A FTER the death of her parents, four vear old
Ollie Benson was taken care of bv Aunt Marv
Carroll and L'ncle Joe Carroll. This couple

had a child of their own. Clara, who was the center
of their interest. Olhe was always treated shabbily,
especially by her aunt. By the time she was sixteen,
she had one desire in life and that was to escape
from the farm in which she was so unwelcome. That

Walter Crawford and Clarence Taylor spent
ir the farm. Ollie met them accidetnally

one day and began seeing Walter without Carroll's
knowledge. When he asked her to marry him se-
cretly, Olhe gladly consented. Clarence tried to
warn her that his friend's intentions were not serious,
but Olhe was too inexperienced with men to heed
the warning. She ran away with Walter to New
York where they were married. Her husband told
her to mention the marriage to no one and he
claimed he could not introduce her to his family just
then. Ollie believed him, until she discovered that
Walter was taking out a popular debutante, Inez
Thornton. In a few weeks Walter was living with
his parents and only saw Ollie on rare occasions.
Broken-hearted, the deserted bride returned to the
farm. The Carrolls would not forgive Ollie's un-
explained disappearance and refused to receive her.
Uncle Joe gave his niece a letter to an old friend in

Boston and gave the girl enough money for the
trip.

Ollie was kindly treated by XTncle Joe's Bostonian
friends, the Copleys. He had once saved the life

of old Mrs. Copley who was glad to repay him by
taking care of his niece. In the comfortable Copley
home, Ollie met Perry Leeds and fell in love with
him. He wanted to marry her, but she dared not
tell him of her former matrimonial venture. Finally,
frightened by her growing love for Perry and an
unexpected meeting with Clarence who knew of her
marriage. Ollie ran away to New York. She worked
there for over a year. One day she read in the paper
that Walter's wedding to Inez had been stopped by
a woman who claimed he had married her several
yea;s before and was the father of her child. Ollie
learned too late that she was free, for she no longer
had the courage to notify Perry of her change of

mind. Then one day she met her sweetheart in the
street. Perry was overjoved to see her and began
his courtship anew. After Ollie told him her whole
story, they became engaged. The unfortunate orphan
found happiness with wealthy Perry Leeds.
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MOTIIVE UNKNOWN!
tieorge I. Gillespie File No. 1573

POLICE Officer John Cavender had just topped
the grade of the Silver Creek Bridge when he
saw Donald Christian, baseljall Ijat in hand,

standing beside the prostrate body of Harry Temple.
Ihe policeman investigated and found Temple was
dead. Donald claimed that he had just arrived on
the scene a moment before Cavender and knew noth-
ing about the murder. The policeman surveyed the
open countryside and could see no one in any direc-
tion; and it was evident that Temple had been
dead but a few minutes. Donald was arrested and
indicted for first degree murder on this circumstantial

Donald Christian and the Temple twins—Harry andKosalmd—had played together from childhood. The
relations between the two families had always been
extremely cordial and there was no motive for
enmity between Donald and Harold. As deeply as
Kosalmd was grieved by her brother's death, she
could not believe Donald guilty of his murder. With
charactertistic bravery the girl denounced Donald's
arrest and fought for his release. Mrs. Christian
died from the shock of her son's misfortune and it
was great comfort to Donald to realize that Rosahnd,
who well might have hated him, had faith in his in-
nocence.

Shortly before the trial Rosalind secured a powerful
lawyer, a friend of the governor of the state, to take
Donalds case. William K. Hamilton believed in his
client s innocence and carefully listened to the youth's
account of the tragedy. In a moment of confidence
Donald admitted that Harry was still alive when he

fX'^y,'"^ ,°'; "^'^ ^'^'^"<= *"<* murmured something like
Mike did this just before he passed on. The ac-

cused had withheld this bit of information previously
to spare Mike Stevens, a friend of both boys who
was out of town at the time of the murder, any
embarrassment.
The trial of Donald Christian was full of sensational

surprises, for Mr. Hamilton produced a signed con-
fession from Mike Stevens that he had returned to
town the day of the killing, had had an argument
with Harry, and had killed him unintentionally by a
blow from some brass knuckles he carried. When
Mike saw Donald approaching he had hidden beneath
the bridge and had overheard the conversation be-
tween Donald and Cavender. After these revelations,
Donald was freed and his faith in God ---'

restored. A short time after his acquittal h
his trusting sweetheart.

of Washington and Mrs. Custis is seen. Washing-
ton s -nterest in this charming woman leads to a
beautiful marriage ceremony.
At an afternoon tea in his Mount Vernon home,

Washington first meets the Marquis Lafayette. The
two men are drawn together by a similar love of
liberty and freedom. Their conversation on that
eventful day leads to a life-long friendship. At a
later date, Lafayette is shown with Washington at
Valley Forge. The suffering of the rebel army is
evident—food and clothing are scarce and the weather
is bitter. Lafayette pledges aid.
Then the famous crossing of the Delaware is de-

picted. Washington leads his army in a surprise
attack on Trenton. The English are attending a ball
and are totally unprepared for the battle that ensues
Their defeat is a decisive one. The next scene shows
the surrender of Lord Cornwallis. Meanwhile at
Philadelphia, Mrs. Washington surrounded by the
wives, mothers, and sweethearts of the fighting
army directs the making of supplies for the soldiers.
Clothing is sewed and boxes of food are packed.
Another scene shows Washington at Mount Vernon

with his beloved Lafayette. The two are in the
midst of faithful, devoted slaves. The rebel leader
IS capable of affection with his underlings—the darkies
are well contended with their master.
We next see Mrs. Washington reading a letter

from her husband (the only extant letter of Wash-
ington's) in which he tells her of his unsought ap-
pointment as chief of the army. Then we see the
father of our country resigning his commission to
the House of Congress at Annapolis, Maryland. Later
he bids a dramatic farewell to his officers and sol-
diers. The tattered army is touched by its leader's
emotion at parting.
The curtain unfolds revealing officers and patriots

offering Washington the title of king of North Amer-
ica. The leader is shocked and refuses. He then is
nominated for president of the United States. A
brilliant picture shows the inaugural ball where gaiety
and happiness reign.

Finally there comes the scene of Washington's
death. The devoted wife sits at her husband's bed-
side as he passed into the great beyond.

I. Lowery

A SISTER'S RETREAT

File No. 1520

IN the shabby boarding house parlor a man was
bidding good-bye to a woman who loved him.
Sally Kane listened to Ralph tell her that he

must return to his wife and felt a lump rising
in her throat. She knew she could not keep thisman whom she had loved so faithfully for the past
two years and tenderly kissed him good-bye. Then
she presented him with a gold watch as a parting
present. It had cost her a week's salary, but Ralph's
appreciation of the gift more than warranted this
heavy expenditure. Finally, Sally told Ralph that
she was going to a distant city to start life over.
She begged him to join her there later, but sheknew by his half-hearted assent that he would never
appear.

Several weeks later Sally walked the streets of a
strange city in search of employment. Her funds
were running low, and, in this desperate condition,
she was willing to take any sort of work. She
hnally secured a position as waitress in a Catholic
home some miles from the city. It was a large
institution and the work was difficult, though most
ot tlie nuns were particularly kind to the new
waitress. Time passed and Sally's loneliness was
relieved by the friendship of Jimmie, the good-looking
handy man. Jimmie tried to help Sally with her
work and was always finding some Job to do beside
the pretty waitress. One day when Jimmie was
giving her a stolen kiss in the pantry, one of the
head nuns entered the room. Staid, proper Sister
Benedetti was thoroughly shocked at the scene. Jimmie
was forbidden to join the waitress in the future
and from then on Sally was the subject of much
gossip and scandal. The other employees regarded
her as a fallen woman and the nuns no longer
trusted her. Sally was deeply wounded by this un-
justified treatment, but could do nothing to better
their opinion of her. Furthermore, she was now
unable to see Jimmie and missed him sadly The
long, hard hours of work seemed unbearable to her
-—she was soon dubbed inefficient as well as immoral.
At length the girl was discharged, and, though she
was frightened at the thought of unemployment, the
freedom that she gained was a great relief. Again
came weeks of discouraging job-hunting and scanty
meals. Then one day a letter came from Jimmie He
had found a new and better job in the citv and
wanted to marry her. Several weeks later Sally's
troubles were forgotten when Jimmie led her into
the cosy little home he had purchased for his bride

GEORGE WASHINGTON
C. S. Middleton File No. 1550

THE first scene in tTiis historical pageant shows
the infant George Washington's baptismal cere-
mony in his parents' home. Following this are

several pictures of his boyhood. The traits of pa-
tience, perseverance, fairness, seriousness, and love of
military action are vividly illustrated. 'The incident
of the cherry orchard is portrayed as is a later scene
from history showing Washington rescuing a soldier
companion from an icy stream. Then the romance

THE LOST SLIPPER

Sue Mary Aderhold File No. 1574

DICK GREY, a wealthy and distinguished-
looking bachelor, had been conscious for days
that a woman had been shadowing him. Then

lie discovered one morning that the mysterious lady
had attempted to break in his house during the night
and, evidently frightened away, had lost one of her
slippers on the front steps. Grey summoned HarrvO Day, a detective, to handle the case. As Harry
examined the dainty, brand-new shoe, Grey explained
that he knew few women and could not understand
what this lady of mystery wanted of him. Harry be-
ean tracing the shop where the shoe had been pur-
chased and summoned his partner, Frank Boyle, to
assist them.
The following evening the two detectives met

Grey at his club. Harry had traced the purchaser
ot the slipper and discovered that a Miss Caroline
Auttall had bought the shoes for a young woman
called Rose who was formerly in her employ. Rose
had left Miss Nnttall several weeks back and this
lady knew nothing of her whereabouts other than
that her home was in the West. Mr. Grey then
murmured that he had once been mixed up in a
litigation over a ranch in Arizona which the former
owners declared he had purchased illegally. Perhaps
the mysterious woman tried to ransack his house to
obtain the deed to the property. He hoped that
was the case, and added that the deed was safe in abank vault. As Harrv left the club dining room he
noticed a beautiful young gfrl standing in the lobby.
She rushed outside when she saw him and a second
later a bell boy handed him a note she had brought.
It warned him not to meddle in the Grey case on
pain of death and was signed "The Slipper." Harry
began to follow the woman, but lost her. After
several hours search, he returned to his hotel A
""4-1" o1?

'''''!, f,™'" '^""y summoned him to his house,
the Slipper had visited the residence and ransacked

the safe, taking nothing. She left a note stating that
she was returning to Arizona. Grey seemed re-
lieved that she had only come in search of the title
to his ranch and discharged the detectives. After pay-
ing them off, he gave Harry a sealed note and told
him to open it, if he did not hear from him within
three days.
The following afternoon Harry and Frank were

astonished to learn that Dick Grey had been killed.
Ihe newspapers revealed that the dead man was a
notorious gangster who lived a double life Several
dissatisfied henchmen had learned that the respectable

Tl ,1 was their 6wn leader and had riddled him
with bullets, because he would not increase their
spoils. When the three days had elapsed, Harry
opened the latter. In it was the deed to the Flint
Ranch in Arizona and a letter explaining how the
property had been filched from its rightful owners
Harry decided to deliver the title in person and left
*°[. Arizona. When he handed it to the lovely Rose
i'lint he also gave her the mysterious slipper. The
two laughed shyly, conscious of a mutual attraction.
Rose apologized for her notes of warning, and the
two discussed the case. Two months later Harry
gave up his career as a Chicago detective to settle
down with Rose on the Flint ranch.

making himself liked. When John was eighteen
his father decided to give his son a chance The
boy was made assistant sheriff under his father's
supervision. for a lew weeks the youth was happy
in his new work. Then he was sent to arrest a
criminal about six hundred miles away. Boarding a
train with his rifle, he was arrested as a suspicious
character. His under-sherifl?'s badge was deemed
a counterfeit and John had to telegraph his father
to secure his release. In the end, his sister secured
th criminal and he started for home in disgrace
Due to a porter's error, John boarded the wrong
train and was taken hundreds of miles further from
his home. On discovering his whereabouts the fol-
lowing morning, John decided to start Hfe over in a
new city. He obtained employment from a gun
powder company and gave demonstrations of the
efficacy of the product he sold.
On New Years Eve. John celebrated the occasion

with a group of friends. All drank heavily during
the evening and were slightly intoxicated when the
party broke up. Travehng home tightly packed
in one automobile, they were stopped by an officious
policeman. An argument ensued and a shot was
hred. Ihe policeman dropped dead. The guilty man
was never found, but John was accused of the
crime. His skill with firearms was well known and
It was claimed that he gave a demonstration with
gun powder once too often. At his trial John found
he had two backers who believed in his innocence
the company for which he worked and a woman re-
porter, Viola Maris. Despite their aid, the youth
was sentenced for manslaughter. After a year's im-
prisonment, the governor pardoned him. John sought
out Viola as soon as he was released and married
her. Because of his criminal record, the young
husband was unable to secure employment. Driven
to desperation, John and Viola executed a series of
daring robberies. The couple eluded the police suc-
cessfully and finally decided they had sufficient money
to visit John's people. They motored across the
country, carefully avoiding officers of the law At
last John reached his old home and was welcomed
by his parents with tears of joy. It was decided
that John should remain in the vicinity as manager
of a small store. A rosy future seemed in store
for the luckless youth and his beautiful bride. All
went well for a few weeks until a detective spotted
John as a criminal sought by the poHce. As John
sat on the porch one evening with his wife and
parents, a corps of policemen drove up and arrested
him. The law would have its due!

THE PRICE OF SIN

Eva Dorcas Bathgate

THE INEVITABLE PRICE
G. F. Keelin File No. 1524

JOHN BOLLING was considered the black sheep
of his family from the time he was sixteen,
ihe boy never seemed to have ihe luck of his

brother and sister in getting on in the world and

File No. 1554

THE fortitude of a noble woman in love is a
theme about which friany a great story has
been written and about which many great

stories are daily being lived. Marie Chancy is awoman whose strength of character develops this tale
into a profound dramatic piece.

Blond, with snapping, expressive eyes, she has lit-
tle of the flippancy attributed to the fairest of the
fair se.x. Her love for Bob Douglas, the plain
farmer s son, a man far beneath her in station, never
wavers even while the youth is forced by circum-
stances to submit to the degradation of misplaced
accusations. Marie's mother is too ambitious to
agree irnrnediately to her daughter's engagement to
Bob. When Bob suddenly acquired the wherwithal
for a beautiful diamond ring, this event coupled with
the strange coincidence of a robbery in the town,
immediately threw suspicion on the Douglas family.

George Anderson, a no-account son of a wealthy
hardware merchant has ambitions for Marie, and
even greater ones for money. Claude, Marie's brother,
IS an excellent young man, somewhat reducd by his
relationship to George. Both of them were out the
night of the robbery and were slightly drunk. Bob
was also out that night but did not care to devote
his time to nightly carouses with the other two boys.
Nobody but Bob knew of the visit to the Douglas
household of Ezra Douglas, Bob's uncle, a wealthy
miner who had suddenly acquired a fortune. He was
separated from his wife and was eager to withhold
this newly-acquired wealth from her knowledge. Fond
of Bob, he gave hini a sum of money which made
his dream of an engagement ring to Marie a beautiful
reality.

When a drawer from which the money had been
stolen is discovered empty, except for a cuff link
that formerly belonged to Bob. he is immediately
sentenced on circumstantial evidence. Marie refuses
to beheve in his guilt, and George Anderson suddenly
assumes a shifty, unhappy manner that arouses her
attention. Doris Heyman is a bookkeeper in the
bank m which Bob struggled for an honest living
to enable him to marry JIarie. She, too, vows faith
in the convicted man.

Mrs. Chaney is satisfied that the poor suitor is
now well out of the way and George may have a
chance at winning her daughter. I3y a strange
coincidence all the Chaney wealth suddenly evaporates
due to a business collapse, and the family unexpectedly
reduced, find themselves unable to reconcile their
sense of pride and dignity with the absolute necessity
of working for a living. Mrs. Anderson takes ad-
vantage of this circumstance to invite the Chaneys
to accompany her on a vacation trip.
Rumor is brought to Bob in prison that George

and his former fiance Marie, have been seen out a
great deal together. To offset this rumor, Marie en-
lists the confidence of a young dentist, Dick Cole,
and asks him to accompany her on all public occa-
sions, and treat her in sucfi a way as to excite still
another rumor in regard to their relationship. Cole
then hears the second rumor, although no sign of
comment ever comes from behind the prison bars

At last, an early scene witnessed by Aunt Jane
Tory, is revealed. As the housekeeper of the An-
dersons, she has evidence of George's guilt. Added
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to this. Ezra Douglas is forced to explain the
nature of his grift to Bob and the boy is suddenly
released from prison. Marie, contrary to all expec-
tations, is neglected, until Bob in\-ites her to a
wedding as bridesmaid. After a frightening scene,

Marie discovers that the young girl who is to be mar-
ried, Doris Heyman. is not the fiance of Bob as she
had supposed because of Doris' faithful visits to

Bob in prison. Doris is to be married to none
other than Dick Cole, whose willingness to play the
role allotted to him by Marie rose out of the fact

that he already had his wife picked out. Bob was
appointed best man at this wedding and wanted
Marie to be the maid of honor. This brought a
shock of delight to the girl who realized her dream
afte als.

Claude has learned the value of true friendship

and seeks to ally himself \\-ith men of finer calibre

than the ambitious George.

LIQUID CARGO
Carfer B. Ficklen File No. 1564

HASPER HALL in Pocahontas County. Virginia,
stood on land presented to Frederick Hasptr
by a royal grant of George III of England.

The estate with its surrounding acres had never
been sold, but had remained in the family from gen-
eration to generation. The Haspers had distinquished
themselves as staunch advocates of states" right
against strong central government. William Hasper,
master of the Hall in 1918, had the traditional

political \-iews of his family as well as their keen
business acumen. Under his management the farm
and dairy regularly produced the season's most pro-
fitable product and Hasper took great pride in his

enrichment of the estate. Just before prohibition
went into effect William had an opportunity to buy
the entire contents of a large distillery at a bargain
price. He accepted the offer and fixed the county
roads at his own expense so that the hquor could be
legally transported to his home before the Volstead
Act became a law. Hasper was well pleased with the
deal, for he and his friends could enjoy the best of

liquor to the end of their days.
Several years later Hasper. recently made a colonel

because of his support of the governor's "states

rights" policy, began to sell his famous farm prod-
ucts in Washington, There he was impressed by
the poor quality of the food sold in restaurants
and decided to open a first-class eating house as an
additional enterprise. This restaurant, serving the
Hasper farm products, was widely patronized by the
colonel's friends. On his occasional visits to the
Capital, Hasper was amazed at the poor liquor his

friends brought in to consume with their meals. Be-
cause of his well stocked cellar, the colonel hardly
was aware of the popular disregard of the prohibition

amendment. It was not until his daughter's fiance

was poisoned by bootlegger's brew that Hasper real-

ized the true state of affairs. More to save the health

of his friends than from any other motive, the colonel

began transporting liquor to the restaurant for the

consumption of his own cronies. George Sharpe. a
federal prohibition agent, got wind of this, though he
could never find any evidence of liquor in the restau-

rant. One evening he appeared at Hasper Hall and.
telling the colonel his car had been wrecked, appealed
for hospitality-. The next morning he resolved to

wreck the truck carrjing goods to the restaurant to

secure eWdence against his host. The county roads
were again in bad condition when the colonel drove
towards Washington. Sharpe's sudden appearance in

front of the car forced Hasper to drive over an
embankment. The agent made off with his evidence

as the colonel lay unconscious. When the injured
man came to and learned what had happened, he
hurried to the state court and pleaded guilty to trans-

porting liquor. Thus he saved himself from a federal

indictment. Hasper was sentenced to thirty' days of

labor, and when he learned his work would be to fix

the county roads, he made no effort to obtain a

pardon. Instead, he purchased road equipment for

the use of his fellow prisoners and rendered a ci\nc

service to the state by repairing the roads properly.

After his release, the colonel learned that his daugh-
ter's fiance had recovered and he had the pleasure

of seeing the pair united in marriage.

INNOCENT SINNERS

Barbara Bonarek File No. 1572

IX the little village of CouWUe in the south of

France. Lillian Darton was the acknowledged
beauty of the district. In addition to her physical

charms Lillian had other accomplishments—she could

read and write, knew a little EngHsh, and could sing

and dance with natural grace. Her distinction brought
her many suitors, but at seventeen the girl was yet

heartfree. The Dartons were hard-working peasants,

and LHlian was busy all day cooking and cleaning.

while her mother and older brothers worked in the

fields.

A few davs before the harvest a torrential rain fell

in Couville. ' When it was over Lillian went outdoors

to inspect the half-ruined vineyards. Suddenly, her

attention was attracted by the noise of an airplane

overhead. The pilot flew quite low and finally circled

a few feet above her. He dropped a message into

her hand which ad\-ised that more storms were coming
and that the dam which kept back the raging Couville

River was in danger of bursting. Lillian looked at the

sunny sky and disregarded the warning. A few hours

later' a terrific cloudburst struck Couville. The dam
burst and the swollen river overflowed rapidly. At the

approach of this rising flood of water the villagers fled

from their homes. A boat came to rescue the Darton
familv. but there was not room for them all. Lillian

and her little brother James remained behind as the
Dartons were rowed to safety. The girl took her
little brother to the roof of their cottage. Just as

they had given up hope of being rescued a boat ap-
peared in the distance. The rower was the handsome
pilot who had thrown Lillian the message from the
plane. He proved to be American. Bob Gales, who
was traveling in France and had volunteered to aid

the flood victims.
When the waters receded, the Dartons returned to

their ruined farm. A passing showman with a troupe
of young girls offered Lillian a position in his revue.
She joined the company of Mr. Wade and went with
him to a seacoast inn on the Mediterranean. There
the girl was forced to rob drunken patrons of the inn
after urging them to drink until intoxicated. Lillian

learned that her companions were the prisoners of

Wade just as she was and that most of the girls had
been kidnapped in America. One day Wade promised
her freedom, if she could successfully fleece a party
of wealthy Americans who were coming to the inn
that evening. Lillian agreed and was deeply ashamed
when Wade introduced her to Bob. Both young
people were surprised to find the other in such low
surroundings, but soon Bob explained that he was a
detective seeking the kidnapped girls. That night
Wade was arrested and the girls freed. After his

work was finished. Bob asked Lillian to be his bride
and they were married the following day.

MYSTERY HOUSE
Everett Arnold File No. 1551

THE Bryne family moved to the town of Elm-
hurst and rented the Deacon house at a sur-
prisingly low figure. In a few months they dis-

covered the reason for this moderate rental—their
house was in an isolated section and but a half mile
from the "mysterj- house" of Elmhurst. The
'mystery house"' had long been regarded as haunted
by all the inhabitants of the little town and they
carefully avoided it. Caljers coming to see the Br>-nes
would make a long detour to escape passing the
haunted dwelling. At first the Br>-nes scoffed at their
neighbor's fears, but gradually they, too, developed
a certain uneasy feeling in regard to the house. Then
one evening as Ruth drove past the "mystery house"
^vith her fiance. Joe Brady, both saw a strange, white
apparition in the yard. It was reported to her father
and brother. But the Bryne men were sure the young
couple had been "seeing things." To satisfy the pair,

Mr. Bryne and his son agreed to accompany Ruth
and Joe or a tour of .exploration the following morn-
ing.
The next day the four set out for the house imme-

diately after breakfast. As they approached the front
yard, they were impressed by the signs of decay and
ruin which proclaimed the house's desertion bv man.
Then Mr. Bryne and his son, John, saw to their
horror that a white figure seemed to be moving on
the porch. They said nothing and. when the party
reached the verandah, no one was in sight. Mr. Bryne
kicked at the front door and, after some effort, it

slowly creaked open. As soon as all were inside the
musty, dark hall, the door slammed shut suspiciously.

Joe tried to open it and saw that it was locked. Ruth
trembling with fright clung to her sweetheart. All
were uneasy, when suddenly the silence was broken
by a rumbling of bricks and mortar. White with fear,

they looked up and saw part of the house wall was
crumbling. Destruction seemed inevitable. Finally,
Toe suggested that they seek refuge in the cellar where,
according to local tradition, a miser had hidden his

ill-gotten gold. Picking their way between chunks
of falling plaster they reached the steps leading to the
basement. Strange sounds arose from this damp vault
and the men drew their revolvers. Joe led the way
with the frightened Ruth clinging to his coat tails.

Her father and brother protected her on the sides.

Veiling "hands up" the four rushed down the old
stairs and confronted an evil-looking gentleman who
was bending over a still. He was surprised at their

entrance, for he had long believed this haunted house
was safe from any intrusion. Soon the three men
bound their captive and asked the meaning of his
acti\-ities. He was a criminal who had discovered this

a safe hiding place in which to manufacture liquor.

During his stay in the '"mystery house" he had un-
covered the treasure left by the last resident—the
dreaded old miser. It had never been removed by
him and the Br>-nes gazed on a pile of gold and silver

coins. The captive led the party out of the falling

house. Beside a reward for apprehending this noto-
rious gangster, the Br>-nes were given the miser's
fortune. The family's good fortune was celebrated at

the .*oyous wedding of Ruth and Joe.

LOTUS BLOSSOM

E. Marie Kan File No. 1565

THROUGH the narrow streets of Sai
Chinatown a pale but beautiful woman hurried.
Her shimmering silken clothes and highly rouged

lips stamped her a lady of the evening, but her present
mission was not in the interest of her sinister trade.
Soon Ying entered the house of Chang and Sing as
Chang bent over the household codde'^s in praver.
Ying told Chang her prayers had been answered, and
for two hundred dollars she would bring her a beauti-
ful baby, the child of a Spanish mother who had
deserted the little one. Chang listened joyously and
spoke that evening to her husband. But Sing did nnt
believe that the goddess would send them the wished-
for baby through such a messenger. He could see
only evil in Ying and did not trust her. At length
the wife's entreaties prevailed and little Lotus Blossom
graced the home of Chang and Sing. Soon the news
was noised about and friends and relatives came to
congratulate the couple. Little Lotus Blossom lived

happily with her foster parents who were marvelously
devoted to the child and every day she seemed to
grow more like a daughter of the Orient.

Years rolled by and Lotus Blossom reached her
si.xteenth year. She was an almond-eyed beauty who
attracted much attention in the streets. Daily Chang
took her to and from school and was careful that Ying
and a mysteriously veiled woman who accompanied
her did not have an opportunity to converse with his

daughter, Ying was losing her beauty and wished to

buy her freedom. One day she approached Chang and
told her that she knew a rich merchant who would
purchase Lotus Blossom for ten thousand dollars.

Chang ordered the slave girl from the house. Ying's
disappointment was keen and the spirit of revenge
flamed in her breast. She proceeded to the police

station and told the captain that Chang and Sing were
seUing a white girl to a mandarin in Hong Kong.
Soon the husband and wife were arrested, charged with
the unlawful possession of a Caucasian.
Chang and Sing knew they had no legal right to

Lotus Blossom, but they believed they had a mora!
claim. The trial began : witnesses were interrogated,

among them Ying who lied conWncihgly. Finally the
defense brought on the mysteriously veiled woman

—

Carmen Romero. She testified that she was the

mother of the child. When asked by the judge who
the lather was. she painfully named Sing. Sing was
easily the most surprised person in the court, but as

he gazed on Carmen he remembered far-off days when
the two worked together in Ah Jin's Curio Shop.
Blushing, he admitted that he might be the father.

The case was dismissed. Carmen Romero took one
last look at her daughter and hurried away, while
Lotus Blossom, Chang, and Sing trooped happily back

MISSING FATHERS
Mable Norhelm File No. 1522

THE Hancocks lived in a small Minnesota town
where there was neither commercial acti\-ity or
social life. Alfred Hancock eked out a scanty

living by running a country grocery store. His wife
helped him aud, in fact, did most of the work while
her husband dreamed of a different Ufe in the city.

Alfred was a handsome, pleasure loving man and felt

he was bom to something better than his present lot.

He longed to flee to the world oi his dreams. Mrs.
Hancock was expecting a baby and Alfred knew, if

he ever laid eyes on his child, he would not have the
courage to run away. One night, about two months
before the baby was e.xpected, he sUpped out of the
house and went to Xew York.

Little Mary was bom to a sorrowful mother whose
one hope in life was that her husband would return.
From her cradle days the child was taught to look
for the arrival of her father. At six Mary questioned
strange men to see if they were the missing parent.
At ten her dad was a romantic ideal who domiiaated
her imagination. Mary loved to hear her mother tell

tales of the absent father long after she had given up
hope of seeing him. At sixteen Mary married Lester
Thomas. She was totally unprepared for marriage
and far too young for her twenty-four-year-old hus-
band. Lester did not understand his wife's moods or
childish feelings, and the first year was a difhcult one
for both. The couple lived on a farm a few miles
from town and it was only hard work that kept them
together. Mrs. Hancock died a month after Mary's
child was born and the young mother had a baby to
care for besides her numerous household tasks. Then
Lester would be irritable when the supper was spoilt

or the house was not in order, and the two would
quarrel bitterly.

One bitter winter night these quarrels reached a
climax. Each was flinging cruel and thoughtless
words at the other, when the door bell rang and a
stranger asked for shelter. After he was admitted to
the parlor, each began telling his difiiculties. The
stranger listened to the complaints of the couple and
then proceeded to give an impartial argument for
marriage. He spoke of the problems confronting
young couples with understanding and sympathy.
Mary and Lester listened and were genuinely moved.
They made up happily, and realized that with this

fresh insight on their situation, their quarrels would
be a thing of the past. The stranger rejoiced at his
good work, and explained he could appreciate con-
jugal happiness, because he had run away from his
wife. Sally Hancock, and hved to regret his mistake.
As itary heard these words, she rushed into the old
man's arms. She had found her father at last!

THE STOLEN HEART
Ltna Maza File No. 3018

AUTOMOBILES moved slowly through the
crowded London streets. Leon Mushbow, seated
in his expensive limousine, ordered his chauffeur

to hurry. The machine lurched forward just as
beautiful Eleanor Smith was crossing the street. John
Hutt, a passerby, saw the girl's danger and, darting
into the road, threw her to safety. Hutt himself was
knocked down by the car and taken to the hospital.
Mushbow was impressed by Eleanor's beauty and
determined immediately to have her for his own.
Leon Mushbow was half English and half Indian.
His mother had been deserted by her English lover
and brought him up to hate his lather's land. On
reaching manhood, Leon had made a fortune and come
to England with the one thought of avenging India's
woes. Any injury he could inflict on an Englishman
was the source of great satisfaction to him. Xever-
theless. he called on Hutt in the hospital, ostensibly
to express his regrets for the accident. Actually, he
wished to learn the name oi the girl he had rescued.
John told him how Eleanor's family had already offere'd

him a fine position and a large reward. Mushbow
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forced one of his discarded mistresses, Ida Elicson, to
take the position of personal maid to Eleanor. Ida
reported Eleanor's activities and Mushbow managed
to meet the girl at a dance in the Savoy. He put an
Eastern drug in her coffee which deadened her will
power, though it left most of her faculties active.
Under its potent influence Eleanor followed Mushbow
into his car and to his home. Meanwhile Tohn arrived
at the Savoy just as Eleanor and Mushbow drove
away. When the girl was reported missing he in-
formed Scotland Yard that she had left the "ball with
Mushbow. Mushbow learned Scotlnad Yard was on
his trail and abandoned Eleanor in a cottage outside
of London. There she was discovered by John and
detectives. Brought back to her home, she slowly
recovered from the influence of the drug. Ida, under
Mushbow's orders, put another pill in a glass of
water and handed it to the patient. Just then the
doctor entered the room. Though the drug was taste-
less and colorless, it had a peculiar odor. Dr. Blair
detected the poisonous water and Ida was seized.
She confessed that she was in Mushbow's employ,
but denied knowing his whereabouts. Scotland Yard
was notified and the woman was cross examined. De-
tectives came to the conclusion that Mushbow planned
to re-kidnap the girl. Such was the case, aifd that
night several of his men tried to abduct Eleanor.
They were overpowered by de'tectives and then ques-
tioned. Following a slender clue John discovered the
half-caste as he was making ready to escape in his
yacht to Egypt. The fiend was apprehended and his
anti-English activities brought to light. "During his
trial, Mushbow revealed the names of his associates
and they, too, were arrested.

John, the hero of the hour, called on Eleanor again.
"I'm all confused," he began. "Everything has

happened so quickly. Just a few weeks ago I was a
poor clerk—now I am rich, have a wonderful position
and—and I'm in love—with you."
• A second later Eleanor nestled in John's arms.

THE LOVE TANGLE
S. Andolino File No. 1549

IN a shabby, dingy tenement Irene Columan hved
with her parents. Mr. Columan was a drunkard
and given to beating his wife and daughter, while

Mrs. Columan was a slave to her husbands brutality.
One evening as mother and daughter were seated in
the little tenement kitchen, Mr. Columan was brought
home dead. He had been killed in a brawl over some
cards. Mrs. Columan fell ill from shock and followed
her husband to the grave. Before her death, she
seemed anxious to make some confession to her daugh-
ter, but weakness prevented her. However, she man-
aged to tell Irene that there was a sealed letter in
her drawer of great importance. She told the wor-
ried girl not to burden her mind with its revelations
then, but that she should open it on her wedding
day.

After the death of her parents, Irene attempted to
find some work. She secured employment with Gordon
Bolter, an artist who was greatly impressed with her
beauty. Gordon became more and more attached to
his beautiful model and one day attempted to embrace
her. Irene was badly frightened by his love making.
She fought madly to free herself and finally hurled
a piece of statuary at him. Gordon fell to the floor
unconscious. Irene, fearing she had killed him, fled
from the studio. Hoping to escape from the law, she
hurried to a seaside resort. After several miserable
days in which she expected arrest, the girl decided
suicide would be the easiest way out of her difficulties.
With slow steps she walked to the end of a long
pier which jutted into the ocean and then plunged into
the sea. Fred Gold, driving along the beach road,
witnessed her action. He hurried in after her and
brought her to the shore. Then he took the girl to
his home where his parents helped revive her. After her
recovery, Irene told Fred how she had feared arrest.
The joung man was delighted to tell her that Gordon
was ahve and well. Her phght aroused his sympathy
and he wanted to protect this beautiful girl. Irene
accepted Fred's offer of marriage more from gratitude
than from love. She still remembered with pleasure
the days spent in Gordon's studio and felt she might
have been happier with the artist.

Just before her wedding Irene opened her mother's
letter in the presence of the Gold family. After reading
a few lines, she fell to the floor in a faint. Alice
Columan's note revealed that Irene was not her child,
but had been kidnapped from the Golds years before
Mr. and Mrs. Gold embraced their long-lost daughter,
but Fred could not regard Irene as a sister. The
grief of finding out he could not marry the woman he
loved preyed upon his mind. He became ill and died.
His sister remained with her parents. Some months
later Irene met Gordon at a tea. The artist immedi-
ately apologized for his passionate outburst and Irene
asked forgiveness for her costly defense. The pair
soon became close friends again. On Christmas Eve,
Mr. and Mrs. Gold gave their daughter in marriage
to Gordon Bolter.

Louise Alln^an File No. 3014

A CAREFREE throng of youths and maidens were
gathered at the Smythers' garden party. Gay,
the crippled son of the house in whose honor the

party was given, was encircled by friends who were
charmed by his spontaneous mirth and expert piano
playing. The boy was well named, for it was ap-
parent that mere living was a genuine joy to him
At the height of the festivities, a butler suddenly
rushed over to the bench where Gay and his sister
Jean, were sitting. Frightened and upset, the man
blurted out that Mr. and Mrs. Smythers had been

.'killed in an automobile accident. At first Gay and""'"
alize that this dreadful tragedy

had overtaken them. Then Gay burst into sobs and
sought comfort m the motherly arms of his sister.A month later the orphans found themselves beset
with many difficulties. Thev had been accustomed to
extravagant living, but the death of their parents re-
vealed the Smythers fortune was dissipated. Gay. to-
tally unconscious of the value of money, continued
making demands which were entirely out of propor-
tion to the small salary Jean earned as a teacher.
There was one way out for Jean, and that was to
accept her fiance's proposal that they marry immedi-
ately and have Gay live with them. The offer was
tempting—Jean was in love with Montague, yet she
knevy her sweetheart and Gay could never live har-
moniously. The two men masked their hatred beneath
a studied politeness; each felt the other demanded too
much of Jean's time. Jean decided to let matters
drift. Then Gay. spoiled but irresistibly charming,
asked for a trip to Europe, and Jean tried to think
how she could give the cripple his wish. When Mon-
tague heard of Gay's latest whim, he could no longer
endure the boy's selfishness. He tried to persuade
Jean that she was ruining her life by catering to her
brother, but the girl could not see his viewpoint.
Montague said she must choose between her brother's
pleasures and himself. Gay could live reasonably with
them or be put in a home for cripples. Stung by this
remark, Jean handed Montague her ring. He was
reluctant to take it, but saw by her face it was too
late to take back his hasty words.
A year later Gay returned from his trip abroad—

a

trip which had been financed by a loan which Jean
was slowly paying back. He was still the same
spoiled, extravagant youth, though he had made gi-eat
strides in music. Several of his songs had met with
wide acclaim. One day Jean listened to her brother
playing a new song in an adjacent room. It had a
strangely beautiful theme, and his music publisher
offered to buy it. Gay said it was not for public
sale—he had composed it to describe his sister. Jean
was deeply touched by her brother's sentiments—she
felt she was repaid in part for her sacrifice. The fol-
lowing year this same kindly publisher married her,
and brother and sister found a happy home together.

IS THAT LOVE?

Edna Richardson File No. 3013

AN immense fortune was left to Mrs. Forester
and her son. Jack, when Clarence Forester died.
Jack was only a child at this time, and Bill Day.

a trusted friend of the family, was left in charge of
the estate until the boy reacfted his majority. Day
was hardly a trustworthy e.xecutor, but no one sus-
pected him of dishonesty. The Foresters continued
to live in luxury. Mrs. Forester knew nothing of
business and was satisfied that Day relieved her of
all responsibility. During his twentieth year, jack
began to wonder about the future management of his
estate. When he asked Bill for information, he was
advised not to worry himself about financial details.
Day also suggested that Jack marry and said he
knew just the girl for him. The youth scoffed at this
advice and said he was not interested in women Bill
wagered that Jack would find Clara Kay interesting
and the bet was accepted. The following day Jack
rnet Clara. The girl was a glamorous adventuress

—

clever and avaricious. She had been Bill's mistress
for several years, and was willing to do anything for
the sake of a fortune. The unsophisticated youth was
captivated by her blandishments. Within a few weeks
he told Bill that he would follow his advice—Clara
had just accepted him. The older man chuckled and
counted his profits when Clara would be the nmtress
of the Forester millions.

After Jack's engagement was announced, Mrs. For-
ester fell ill. Ann Harding, a charming blond, arrived
to nurse her and made herself indispensible to the
patient. Jack became Ann's hero, though the youth
was too wrapped up in Clara to notice the pretty
nurse. Two weeks later Jack was swept off his yacht
during a storm. He was rescued and brought home
in a feverish state. Several weeks of sickness fol-
lowed. During his convalescence. Jack was restless.
Again and again he asked Ann why Clara appeared
so seldom. He did not understand that his fiancee
felt so sure of him that she saw no need of remaining
solicitous. Jack composed Is That Lovef a song de-
scriptive of his feelings, and frequently sang it to
Ann, while she looked at him admiringly. The youth
suggested that his nurse marry Bill Day. but Ann
saw through this scoundrel and discouraged his at-
tentions. One evening the nurse overheard a conversa-
tion m which Bill and Clara planned to rob the For-
ester office safe and then marry. She said nothing to
the sick man, but visited the factory with one of the
trusted employees. The latter opened the safe and
the two removed all the contents, replacing them by
a huge wad of toy money. The morning papers re-
ported the robbery and the disappearance of Bill and
Clara. Ann notified the police that the factory funds
were safe. When Jack was well again he learned of
the treachery of Bill and Clara. By this time he
realized it was Ann he loved, not Clara. He com-
posed a second song

—

Yoxi Are All the World to Me—
and sang it to the nurse. Ann thought Jack was still
dreaming of Clara and said nothing. Then the youth
took her in his arms and asked her to be his wife

Clyde North
THE CRAZY KID

File No. 3012

.Jean could hardly

WHEN James Brown finally saved enough money
to pay for his college tuition, he found he still
lacked tram fare. Not daunted by this dififi-

culty, he hitch-hiked to college and arrived there just
as a train load of collegians appeared. The sight of
this poor farm boy in worn out trousers and carrying
a roll of clothes excited much attention. Overnight

James became "The Crazy Kid"—the butt of the cam-
pus. James tried hard to live down his name, but his
country manners, awkward appearance, and ill-fitting
clothes inade him conspicuous. Then one day the
coach called for men for track training and James
found that his lanky body was admirably suited to
running. Much to their annoyance, the city dudes
had to acKiiowledge his superiority. It was most
humiliating for Percy Danforth to discover that this
boy whom he enjoyed bullying could outrun him any
day. When Stanford challenged Hartford, James ran
for the home team. Far ahead of the others he was
unable to stop racing when he touched goal, but con-
tinued at full speed down the hill towards the campus.
Suddenly, he collided with Jean Parker one of the
prettiest co-eds on the campus. He blushed as she
congratulated him on winning the day for Stanford.
When James reahzed her admiration was genuine, he
summoned up enough courage to ask her for a date.
Percy ivas furious when he learned that Jean had
become interested in James. He continued to ridicule
the farm boy. but found Tames less vulnerable since
Jean had befriended him. The Crazy Kid was 'slowly
winning the respect of his classmates.

Each year the college dramatic club presented a
play whicn was attended by the local populace as
well as the students. When The Crazy Kid offered to
write songs for this entertainment, many a chuckle
was stifled in a handkerchief. However, James pre-
sented his songs and the dramatic society sat up and
took notice. The night of the show, the audience was
surprised by three catchy songs. I Love You Jean
with Love Supreme proved particularly successful.
Alter the performance, while Jean was congratulating
her sweetheart, a music publisher, who had witnessed
the play, approached James and offered him $100,000
advance royalties for the three songs. With a fortunem his pocket and the prettiest girl on the campus for
a wife, James decided that The Crazy Kid must be a
lucky nickname.

Lee M. Rossi

THE RETURN
File No. 1535

THE historic old church of Arezzo, Italy, w,
scene of the wedding of Elena Blanco to'ciovam
Colto. After the pair were united they spent a

brief honeymoon in the country and the bride re-
turned to her mother's home. Giovanni was to pro-
ceed to America and send for his wife as soon as
finances permitted. Several months later the young
husband was toiling in a Pennsylvania coal mine The
work was hard, the hours long, and the pay little. The
hiture looked black to Giovanni. During his free
time he scouted around looking for another position.
1-inally he found work in the butcher store of a friendhom Arezzo. The new job was a great relief to
Giovanni and he wrote home to Elena telling her of
his plans for their reunion. After working in the
butcher shop for six months, Giovanni opened a small
store of bis own in a nearby town. His business
prospered and he saved sufficient money to go to Italy
tor his wife.

Giovanni was delighted to find that he had a little
eight months old son who had been born during his
absence. Alter a few weeks spent with family and
relatives, the husband and wife made ready to leave
tor America. A few days before their steamer sailed,
Italy entered the World War. Giovanni was still a
citizen of the old country and, furthermore, was eligible
for immediate service: Elena collapsed at the thought
of losing her husband again and begged him to try
to get to the United States before he was drafted
Husband, wife, and infant son boarded a freighter
secretly and landed in Bordeaux. Passenger train
service was disrupted in France because trains were
needed for the transportation of troops. The Coltos
were unable to leave Bordeaux and had many diffi-
culties because they only carried American money.
Afraid that he would be questioned if he tried to
change this foreign money into French currency,
Giovanni had to steal to keep his wife and child from
starvation. At length the frantic husband secured
passage for himseft on a steamer returning to America
but was unable to take his wife and child wilh him
hpcau.se they had no passports. Giovanni accompanied
his wife on the arduous automobile trip across France
to the Italian border. Then, uttering a prayer for
their safe return to Arezzo, he raced back to Bordeaux
and sailed for America.

It was hard to begin life all over without Elena
and his child, but Giovanni worked as he had never
done before. He was determined, if his family ever
were reunited, that his wife should lack nothing.
\ ears went by and Giovanni thought of Elena and his
little boy as some bright dream belonging to a hap-
pier- p.ast. Then one day the Armistice was signed
and the war-torn world ceased its bitter struggle. A
month later Giovanni was standing eagerly at the
ocean pier awaiting the arrival of his family. His long
vigil was ended when Elena and his son were restored
to him. Husband and wife were never separated again
and as the years rolled by two children were born to
the happy couple.

Rose Byers

A TRICK OF FATE
File No. 3033

WHILE attending school in Boston, Adeline
Harris met James Abbott, an artist. The
,Pa'nter was enchanted by the girl's great beauty

and fell deeply in love. After a romantic elopement,
the pair went to Tennessee to live. Adeline soon
learned that her husband was insanely jealous Hewas suspicious of all casual social intercourse and
would not permit his wife to cultivate any friends.
I heir country home was isolated; guests were for-
bidden. Alone night and day with only her husband
and two children—Paul and Eva—the young wife
feared her strange lite would affect her mind. When
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a ball arrived frofi\ a girlhood friend,

Adeline resolutely opposed James and accepted for

them both.
The night of the affair the entire Abbott household

was tense with excitement. The children, to be left

alone by their parents for the first time in their lives,

refuseti to obey their nurse and clung to their mother
admiring her beautiful satin evening dress. Adeline,
flushed in anticipation of pleasure, felt like a school-

girl attending her first Ball. Her radiant beauty at-

tracted much attention at the dance and she soon
found herself surrounded. James* sulkiness was for-

gotten as she whirled around in the arms of Count
Carlo di Franco. The Italian's flattering attentions,

the heat of the ballroom, the stimulus of cocktails all

went to her head—she was giddy with pleasure. James
seemed to have vanished and Adeline danced madly
until she suddenly collapsed on the floor.

The next morning she woke at her hostess' house.

James had left in the midst of the night's festivities,

taken his children from their beds and run away with
them. The deserted wife could find no trace of them.
Eventually. Adeline became housekeeper to a widower
and his bov. After the death of her employer, Adeline
raised Westly Grant as her own child. He filled a

lonely place in her heart and treated her as a mother.
In the meantime, James Abbott secured a divorce

from Adeline and married again. His second wife

proved a good mother and the children grew up in

happy surroundings. Then, without any warning.
Tames and Paul were carried off in an influenza epi-

demic. The next year Eva met Westly Grant and
married him. It was a happy day for Adeline when
she discovered that Mrs. Westly Grant was her long-

lost daughter.

Esther Paiewsky File No. 3026

WHEN Franz married he thought his wife Maria
possessed the beauty and grace of the goddess
Diana. The couple were verv happy, particu-

larlv when Maria's sister Leah visited them and
brought along her little daughter Rochelle. _

Both
Franz and Maria looked forward to children of their

own to complete their happiness. Then after a few

months of married life, Franz fell from the scaffold of

a building he was painting. His injuries were serious

and before long his wife had to seek employment. Her
strong, young body was appreciated by a sagacious

restaurant proprietor and she became "kitchen dummy"
in a large eating house. Stationed next to the dumb-
waiter, she loaded and unloaded trays and food sup-

plies for eight hours a day. For six years she slaved

in the restaurant kitchen so that Franz could have

the best of medical care. Ellen, the woman who did

all the baking on the premises, sympathized with her

unfortunate fellow worker. At last Franz was fully

recovered, though the continuous strain of hard work
had robbed Maria of her youth and good looks. The
couple bought a small place in the country and labored

side bv side to make it pay. Finally they developed a

profitable chicken farm. But they had no child to

brighten the loneliness of their solitary existence.

When her sister died suddenly, Maria offered Ro-
chelle a home. The fact that Leah had often hinted

that her beautiful daughter was '"no good" and very

difficult to manage did not daunt the aunt. The girl's

father had died when she was very young and JIana
thougKt Franz" guidance would put her niece on the

right track. L'nfortunately. Rochelle became interested

in her uncle as soon as she discovered there were no

young men in the vicinitv. Soon the pair were power-

less to deny their love. Heart-broken, Maria felt she

was again plaving the role of dummy. When she dis-

covered that Rochelle was to become a mother, Maria

packed her belongings and went to live with her

friend Ellen. Sever'Sl years passed and the unhappy
wife returned to the farm after hearing that Rochelle

had deserted Franz for another man. Maria found

that her husband had become mentally deranged as a

result of constant brooding and was unfit to care for

the twins that had been bom after Maria's departure.

Maria made arrangem.ents to place her husband in an

institution and the neglected children in the country

orphanage. Tending these helpless babies of Franz

they became the children slie had always longed tor

and at the last minute she decided not to part with

them. Her neighbors called her a fool—a dummy

—

to take on a burden without hope of recompense, but

Maria adopted them legally. She sold the farm m
order to give them a different eni.-ironment and kept

them in ignorance of their illicit birth. Kind hearted

Ellen who always kept in touch with Maria was

pledged to secrecy also. She broke her promise, how-

ever, when Rochelle's daughter, at seventeen, showed

that she had inherited some of her mother's wild traits

and was in danger of following in her footsteps. When
ElTen revealed all the sordid details of Rochelle s hie

the voung girl realized the extent of Maria's sacnfic

and "determined not to repay kindness with ingrati-

tude. She sent her worthless suitor on his way and

the "dummy" rejoiced I

H!S FATHER'S TRAIL

Hugo William O'Berg File No. 1511

THE spring sun bathed the little Montana ranch

in beauty. Grass and trees sent up fresh green

shoots, the brook sparkled as it ran merrily over

its rocky course, and the cattle and farm animals were

possessed with new vigor. The charm ol the scene

strangely moved Tom Moran as he stood ori the porch

of the freshly painted ranch house and noted each new

evidence of spring. Tom was a wanderer—a drifter—

and settling down for two months as a cowboy was a

new adventure to him. For years he had traveled

all over the globe, working his way frorn place to

place, and entirely unaware of the ordered existence

of most mortals. In crossing the continent from New
York to the Golden Gate, he had stopped at this

ranch to do a day's work for expense money. But
when the youth beheld the beautiful Alice Gates, he
had sought to obtain a permanent position with her
father. Weeks passed by and Tom. under the spell

of this lovely girl, could go no further. While Tom
mused on. Alice came out on the porch. The two
talked for som.e time and then went to inspect the
orchard in the back of the house. Under a blossom-
ing apple tree. Tom suddenly put his arms around the
girl and asked her to marry him. Alice did not hesi-

tate to accept his suit, for she had fallen in love with
this romantic cowboy who told such glamorous tales

of far eastern ports and strange yellow men.
A year went by and spring again returned to the

Montana ranch. Young Mrs. Moran tended her infant

son, Donald, while her husband superintended the
ranch. Though Tom loved Alice passionately, his

monotonous work had begun to pall. The wanderlust
had again taken hold of him and he dreamed of re-

turning to the sun-baked cities of the Orient. He
planned to become an exporter of Oriental goods, and
slipped away from the ranch one night intending to

send for his wife and child as soon as he was estab-
lished in the East. Once on the waters bound for

China, his spirit rejoiced in its new found freedom.
But the gods did not favor Tom's plan, for the young
husband caught a tropical fever and died before he
landed.

For eighteen years Mrs. Moran carefully raised her
boy. He was a good son and the mother found much
comfort in his love. But always there lurked in her
heart the fear that some day he would follow his

father's footsteps and become a wanderer. Autumn
came to the ranch, and the grey-haired old woman
standing in her cosy kitchen watched the leaves drop-
ping from the trees. Suddenly, Donald was by her
side murmuring that he had reached an important de-

cision and wanted to tell her of his plans for the

future. The mother started, hardly daring to think
of w^hat the boy dreamed. Her fears were well founded,
for Donald began by saying Montana was such a
small part of the world that he was eager to visit

other places. He wanted to spend the next few years
roaming through the Rockies and then he hoped to

sail for far-away Africa. Tears came to her eyes as

the old woman stroked her son's hair gently and
blessed him with a mother's kiss. She knew she
could not prevent him from fulfilling his destiny and
that he, like his father, must follow the dangerous
trail of adventure.

WHIRLWIND

Winifred Isabel Thompson File No. 1509

WHEN Dolly Day was summoned to the office

of Xerxes York Zepphiner she anticipated
cither a dismissal or a raise. Nervously clasp-

ing and unclasping her hands she listened to old
XYZ's wonderful offer of a position as model in the
French room. It meant wearing exquisite clothes and
receiving an increase in salary. Dolly's enthusiasm
for the job touched the rich old department store mer-
chant, and from then on he took a personal interest
in this 'orown-haired beauty. The girl found his atten-
tions very encouraging and saw a chance of bettering
her circumstances. Dolly and her mother lived in a
cheap, shabby tenement. Mrs. Day's husband had
deserted her and her whole life was wrapped up in

her daughter. Dolly did not appreciate her mother's
efforts to provide her with attractive clothes, for to

this luxury-loving girl Mrs. Day's creations were
home-made makeshifts. In the meantime, XY''Z be-
came more dissatisfied with his dowdy wife and de-
cided to leave her. Before his departure, he engaged
DoUv as companion to his wife. Mrs. Zepphiner felt

this ' beautiful girl was the cause of her husband's
flight from home and she committed suicide. XYZ
married Dolly soon after his wife's deafh. According
to a pre-nuptial arrangement it was to be a modern
marriage—either was free to obtain a divorce if it was
desired later, and the pair were not to live together.

As Mrs. Zepphiner. Dolly had gorgeous gowns, a
palatial home, and an uninteresting old husband. She
discovered that her husband's nephew, Bert Meredith,
was a far more attractive companion than her lawful
spouse. While old XYZ and Mrs. Day, who had
once been sweethearts, commented upon the wildness
of modem youth, Dolly and Bert attended dances and
parties. At length the young wife fled from her hus-
band ; she received a substantial allowance which
kept her and Mrs. Day in comfort. Bert continued to

see Dolly who had by this time started divorce pro-

ceedings. One day the two realized they were in

love. Swept by deep passion, Dolly regretted her
marriage of convenience. She was ashamed of her
former frivolity and shallowness.
Months passed and a wedding was taking place in

the private ball rooms of a luxurious city hotel. Pomp
and splendor added to the beautiful marriage ceremony
which united Dolly and Bert. As congratulations were
being offered to the voung couple. Dolly's mother re-

vealed that she had just married old XYZ. Mrs.
Meredith's heart sang with joy as she set out on a

glorious honeymoon with Bert.

ARMISTICE DREAM
B. H. Owens File No. 1547

JOHN DARWIN sat in his library looking out the
window. Suddenly traffic stopped and a hush fell

over the crowded thoroughfare. Men took off

their hats, women ceased their chattering. John Dar-
win rose from his chair and kneeled down on the
floor. He wanted to pray—to observe Armistice Day
by communion with the Supreme Power. A thousand

me to him of the terrible days of slaugh-
w himself in the trenches, covered with

mud and slime, shivering with his companions as a
relentless rain beat down upon them. He shuddered
as he recalled the vermin and huge trench rats con-
stantly springing out of the darkness. Then he thought
of some of the actual combats. Guns belching forth
death on every side, men falling in the deep slime
later to be picked up and carried to hospital or grave.
He remembered the sensation of his gas mask—the
discomfort of that make-shift breathing apparatus and
the fear of lifting it even for a second. God's pure air

befouled because of man's inhumanity to man ! Poi-
sonous air—no one but the Devil could prompt such
an idea. Shaking off these terrible memories, he
thought of the tomb of the unknown soldier. He
wondered again what soldier's body had been conse-
crated in this monument to peace. Was it a buddy
of his? A dozen faces of friends who had been killed

in the terrible conflict flashed before him. Was it a

stranger—an unknown soldier? Or was it perhaps
some poor fellow who wore the enemy's uniform?
The scene before his eyes shifted. He was in the

hospital just recovering from severe wounds. His head
was still in bandages, as he sat in the garden reading
an old newspaper. Some planes were engaged in com-
bat overhead, but John Darwin was not watching
them. He was glad of this brief respite from the
horrors of battle. Then suddenly came a crash and
explosion. The hospital burst into flames, fragments
of the roof rose high in the air from the impact of a
bursting bomb. John miraculously escaped injury and
rushed into the b~uilding. A moment later he was in

the garden again with a nurse in his arms. He looked
at the woman he had rescued—it was she—the beauti-
ful nurse who had tended him so devotedly for the
past month. Thank God, May was safe.

John Darwin was back in the library again. Fer-
vently he prayed to his Maker that war should cease
and nations be united in peace. His wife entered the
room softly and kissed his forehead. He took her
hand in his and thanked God again that May no longer

THE GUILTY ONE
Elsie Papazoni File No. 1546

BETTY COMPTON had reached the age where
her father's night club thrilled her. Despite his
protests, she frequented the place nightly and

sometimes entertained with a song and dance number
of her own. On one of these occasions Arthur Page,
an actor looking for a dancing partner, recognized her
talent. He offered her a position in his vaudeville act
and Betty accepted eagerly. Mr. Compton was furious
when he learned that his daughter planned to travel
in a vaudeville circuit, but the girl went away despite
his protests. Arthur and Betty soon fell in love and
were very happy together. The manager of the cir-

cuit, Joe Hamel, also became enamoured of Betty's
charms. In order to win her interest. Hamel offered
the girl the leading role m one of his forthcoming
plays. Betty was dehghted and rushed off to teli

Arthur of her good fortune. The latter informed her
that acceptance would cut him out of a job. Betty
asked Hamel that evening if he couldn't give Arthur
a part, too. The circuit manager told the gullible
girl that Arthur did not have her talent and that she
would be foolish to throw away a real opportunity on
his account. Betty was won over and accepted the
offer. When Arthur learned of her interview with
Hamel he insisted on hearing the circuit manager's
criticism. When he discovered that Hamel said he
had no talent, he was furious. He rushed off to
Hamel's office without taking time to say good-bye
to Betty. Knowing his temper, the girl followed
him. The two men began settling their dirferences
with their fists. Arthur was getting the better of his
adversary, when Hamel managed to draw his revolver
and fire. Arthur dodged and the bullet struck Betty.
Hamel called for an ambulance, while Arthur picked
Betty up and begged for her forgiveness. When the
police came he was still asking the unconscious girl
to let him atone for his crime. He made no protest-
when arrested, for he felt responsible for the tragedy.
If Betty loved Hamel, he would see that they could

Betty was just able to sit up in bed when Arthur's
trial began. When she read of the proceedings in the
newspapers, she slipped out of the hospital and hur-
ried to the court. A commotion followed her dramatic
entrance and wild cry that Arthur was innocent.
Hamel did not deny his guilt when accused, and was
sentenced to ten years' imprisonment. After Arthur's
release, Betty married him immediately. Mr. Compton
forgave the young couple and his blessing completed
their happiness.

THE GAME
Herbert Gordon

'-p^HE pre'

File No. 1555

basketball rally was attended by
Villa boys. As was the custom,

the older men spoke and encouraged the frosh
to try out for the team. Ducky Wood was scheduled
to talk first, but as be did not appear at the opening
of the meeting, Bert Howe took his place. Ducky's
tardiness brought many comments from his teammates.
They rightly suspected that a girl was the cause
of the delay and put him through an ordeal of teas-
ing. When it was suggested that another meeting
be held the following Monday night. Ducky objected.

"I suppose you have a date with your new girl."
exploded Slim Thorn scornfully.
"Yes, I have and I am going to keep it. too."

retorted Ducky somewhat annoyed that his private
affairs should receive so much pubhcity.
The meeting was finally called for Tuesday night.

On Monday evening. Ducky proudly escorted Dot
Dalton to the movies. He did not know that Slim,
Bert Howe, and Jim Clay were following him until
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after he and Dot 'were comfortably settled in their

seats. Suddenly, he heard familiar voices comment-
ing upon them in stage whipers. "Pretty girl

—

wonder how she ever picked that sap." "she's keen,
but what an escort." and "that's a darn cute girl"

were some of the remarks that reached Ducky's ears.

Dot may have eix'oyed the picture, but it was an
ordeal for Ducky to sit through till the end. When
he left the theater he saw his friends waiting in the
lobby for an introduction to Dot, and lie hastily

pulled her out a side exit.

During the entire season. Ducky had the reputa-
tion of being more interested in Dot than in basket-
ball. Though he freely acknowledged the girl took
up much of his time, he resented the accusation of

disloyalty to his team. He hoped these rumors had
not reached his sweetheart. Unfortunately, they had.
and Dot frequently heard this malignant gossip. It

was said Ducky was a lady killer, a petticoat chaser,

and a poor sport. Dot did not believe these stories,

but was finally driven to test her sweetheart. On the

evening before the final game of the season Dot
and Duckv went for a ride" through the country. As
soon as they started off. Ducky began his oft-repeated

proposal. To his surprise Dot announced she had a

definite answer for him. She would marry him, if he
did not play in the game next day. Ducky was
astonished at this proposition. He explained that the

team needed him—he was their star player. Dot said

nothing to his arguments, but repeated her original

statement. Ducky asked for time. They stopped in

a roadhouse for supper and then drove back to

college in silence. Before bidding Dot good-night.

Ducky said that in spite of his love, he felt obligated

to play in the final game. He could not go back
on his'team. He would give her up.

"Oh, you darling/' cried Dot, flinging her arms
around him. "Just the answer I wanted. I know

THE PIONEER TRAIL

Velma Kimball File No. 1521

OX the great, open prairies a tiny settlement had
sprung up which was rapidly growing into a

thriving town. Sturdy, pioneer blood flowed in

the veins of the inhabitants and, when the gold rush
came in '49. many were the youths who left their

homes to seek gold in the California hills. Bill Burke
was one of the first who wanted to be off to seek his

fortune and, when he confided his ambition to Sue
Kenslow. he was delighted that she shared his enthu-
siasm. The couple were married in the spring, and
promptly set off in one of those cumbersome wagons
that transported families across the continent. Taking
with them only the barest necessities, they left with a

group of friends and acquaintances. It was a light-

hearted crowd that started on the long trek westward,
but before long the difficulties of the journey were
apparent in the serious faces of the travelers. Only
Sue and Bill, who considered this strange honeymoon
a great adventure, retained their buoyant spirits.

Reaching a small settlement in Arizona, the party
was informed of the hostility of the Zuni Indians, and
advised to turn back. A few did turn back, but the
majority had the "gold fever" and were determined to

go on. The next morning the train of covered wagons
began their trip across the burning desert. The water
kegs were filled to capacity and they had enough of

the precious Hquid to last until they reached tlie

Mohawk Mountain, For a week they crawled
through this burning strip of hell, shriveled and
scorclied by the merciless sun. Then one day Sue
sighted the mountain in the distance. It looked about
five miles away, but in reality it was more than fifteen.

Finally the exhausted party reached their goal. Sue
and Bill rushed to find water and saw to their horror
that the spring was dry. Then Bill saw the footprint

of an Indian moccasin and knew that the Indians must
have deliberately drained the spring. He realized

that some hostile tribe must be nearby, waiting to
attack them. That night the Indians rushed in from
all sides. The pioneers put up a brave fight, but wei^e

outnumbered and worn out from their long trip. Many
white men and women died from their arrows. Finally
when Bill realized they were overcome, he grabbed Sue
and unharnessed a horse. The two fled into the
wilderness, as their companions were captured or
killed by the Indians. Luckily, they met a cara\-an

train the following day, or else they would have
perished from hunger and thirst. Four weeks later

the golden hills of California met their gaze, and Sue
and Bill made their fortune in this beautiful and
blessed land.

File No. 3041

LISTENING IN

Helen F. Vesey

ADEXSE fog had brought all the heavy craft in

Xew York harbor to a dead stop. Helen
Aldrich, pacing franctically up and down the

deck of the Satitniia, peered through the mist.
Precious time was passing. For the first time in
her twenty-six years she was balked. She had been
recommended for the position of secretary to the
American Embassy in Mexico and was to have
started for Mexico Citv on a plane feaWng Curtiss
Field at eight that morning. AMien "she had wired
the airplane authorities to wait for her, since she
would be delayed by tlie fog. the answer came back—"must take off on scheduled time." And now
she knew .=he could not make her journey in time for
the conference at which the secretary would be
chosen. Helen was crushed and finally sat down on
a deck chair exhausted. A second later she was
joined by a fellow passenger, Tyler Joyce. Tyler
could not understand why a delay of twenty-four
hours in Xew York harbor should transform a bright,
clever, energetic young woman into a dumb, helpless

wreck. He asked for some explanation. Contrary
to her usual custom, Helen opened up her heart.
She explained her self-sufliciency. her success, and
the coveted position which undoubtedly would have
been hers, had she made the expected connections.
Then she became more personal.

"This is the first time I have told this to any-
one, but there is a secret which explains my suc-
cess. I was born in the month of July, under the
sign of the lion—the constellation of good fortune.
Whenever I want to know what I want to do I
'listen in" so to speak, and I actually hear the voice
within speak to me. There is never any doubt.
Hitherto, everj-thing has gone my way. This failure
is the end for me. I am up against a stone wall
and I cannot move."

Tyler was deeply impressed by Helen's words, and
presented an unexpected solution to the problem.
He was planning to test a new airplane de\nce on
landing and was to fly to ilexico later. He now of-

fered to take Miss AVdrich to Mexico City and make
his tests during the flight, but warned her that
his plane was constructed along experimental lines
and that there was a chance something would go
wrong in mid-air. Helen said she would be happy to
take up his offer. Tyler was glad—he wanted a
woman with a charmed life beside him in the new
plane. A few nainutes later the young man was
teaching his passenger how to jump in a parachute.

"Gir! Heroine in Mc.ricati Plane Wreck/' the
headlines blazed the following dav. "Helen Aldrich
of Xew York and iladrid saved Hfe of Tyler Joyce,
son of millionaire oil magnate, when plane caiTying
the two to Mexico City was wrecked. Miss Aldrich
reached the earth after a thrilling drop of fifteen hun-
dred feet in a parachute. Joyce's plane crashed
nearby girl's landing place and she persuaded hostile
Mexicans to rescue aviator pinned beneath airship."

Six months later another headline announced fur-
ther news of our characters: "MHIionaire Pilot Mar-
ries Rescuer."

BECKONING HANDS

Minnie Wetz File No. 3040

WHEX' Dick Graham learned that his brother
John had taken Berth"^ Xelson to the Thanks-
giving Dance, he was heartsick. He had not

known John liked the same girl he did. and he re-
flected bitterly that his brother would probably be
the one to win her hand. His premonitions were
correct, and Bertha married John. Dick decided that
it would be easiest for all concerned if he went \Vest
and eased the tension then existing between the three.
One night he quietly left his home leaving a note
of explanation for Bertha and John.
The young couple lived very happilv. With his

brother out of the way. John felt he had no cause
for jealousy or anxiety. Bertha was his and his
alone. Furthermore, she proved a charming wife and
mother. All went well until Kate Brent appeared in
town and learned that the goodlooking John was
wealthy. Kate was a gangster's moll who had left
the city to avoid questioning in connection with a
recent murder she had witnessed.. John looked Hke
easy prey and she saw a chance of a good meal
ticket during her exile. Following John about. Kate
managed to drop her purse in his path. WHien he
picked it up. she inquired the way to the post of-
fice. John was going that way and thev walked
down the street together. That night tlie young
husband called on his new acquaintance. Potent
drinks were served, Kate entertained him in dazzling
style and John was fascinated He arrived home
intoxicated at five in the morning and found Bertha
waiting for him cold with fear. Other parties at
Kate's followed. John became a hopeless drunkard
totally under the spell of his mistress' charms. At
length Kate decided she could safely return to the
city and having grown genuinely fond of her lover,
asked him to come with her. Deserting his -nnfe
and child. John lived riotously with Kate in an
expensive city apartment. His fortune was squandered
in bu>-ing her luxuries and his health ruined by con-
tinuous drinking.

In the meantime. Dick had made a fortune in the
West and returned to his home town to visit his
brother. He found Bertha taking in washing to
support herself and her little boy. Soon he learned
the story of John's infidelity from her lips. Sup-
plying her with plenty of money, be bade her good-
bye and went straight to the city. He found his
brother just ready to commit suicide. Kate had tired
of him and run off \\nth another man and he was
ashamed to face his wife again. Dick finally taught
his brother to give up liquor. When John looked
more like himself. Dick persuaded him to return to
Bertha and ask her forgiveness. The estranged couple
were reunited. When Dick returned to the West,
he had the pleasure of knowing that the two dearest
to him were happy again.

A SISTER'S PERFIDY

Jacob Hayman File No. 3038

J
AXE and Lillian Krossby were brought up in-
dulgently by their wealthy father and good-
natured stepmother. Jane, the older and brighter

of the two. went to college for social advantages and
to be considered intellectual. She was an average
student—more interested in having a good time than
in impro\-ing her education. During her first year.
Jane met Albert Augurson. a youth whose onlv at-
traction was his father's immense fortune. Albert
was loud and boisterous, and had never earned even
a secondary school diploma, nevertheless, he was
greatly impressed by the more cultured Jane. ^Miile
the girl's friends agreed that Albert's money was not
to be sneezed at. they thought the popular Jane

might easily marry a college youth with an equal
fortune. Jane was inclined at first to favor Albert's
suit because she realized he would always look up
to her and that she could rule him, however, urged
by her friends, she gave him up. Shortly atio
Jane's refusal. Albert met her sister Lillian. The
latter was always considered inferior by Jane, be-
cause she was unsophisticated and unused to men.
Though Albert was not intelligent, he was cunning,
and he figured, if he could arouse Jane's selfishness
and vanity, he might yet win her. He began to
"rush" Lillian and soon won her completely. In a
short time, preparations for her wedding were begun.
When Jane returned home in the summer and saw
everyone making a great fuss over her sister, she was
jealous. It was annoying to have Lillian put her
in the shade. At the psychological moment, an hour
before the wedding, Albert suggested to Jane that
she elope with him. The serpent triumphed and the
pair ran off and were married. This action aroused
the entire community, while the parents of both
bride and groom disinherited the newlyweds. Albert
soon found himself without funds, and, though Jane
knew her books, her clothes, her powder puff, she
did not know how to support herself. Eventually,
Albert joined a gang of bootleggers and was forcibly
held on a rum runner, while Jane drifted into the
hands of a clever adventuress. !NIadam Kroniger.

Meanwhile, Lillian had been sent to Europe to re-

cover from the shock of her betrayal. There she
met a man far finer tlian Albert and married him.
!Madam Kroniger decided that this wealthy young
matron could be kidnapped and held for a heavy
ransom, and Jane was not averse to revenging her-
self on her family. Lillian was kidnapped and taken
aboard the rum runner on which Albert worked.
There Jane and her husband agreed that the help-
less girl should be done away with, if money was
not promptty forthcoming. Fortunately, a sailor
took pity on Lilhan and mailed a letter to her hus-
band, Allan, giving the location of the ship. She
was rescued only a few minutes before the kidnappers
planned to throw her overboard to avoid the risk
of detection. The plotters were all given heavy
sentences, but Jane, who was to spend the next ten
years in a convent. Resigned to her fate, the perfidi-

ous sister studied music seriously and by gi\'ing
piano lessons to tlie poor tried to atone for the
past.

Years later when Lillian and Allan were attending
a musicale given for charity by the nuns of a dis-
tant convent, they were astonished to hear Jane play
as soloist. After the concert was over the sisters met.
Lillian and Allen were reconciled to the former culprit
who died in their arms as she learned that her past
was forgi^'en.

GYPSY DREAM ROSE

Ana M. Belobridich File No. 1561

THE g\-psy tribe was watching Leu dance with
wrapt attention. When she finished enthusias-
tic comments were on every one's lips. Maree

scowled as she heard the girl praised, a moment later
she was criticizing Leu with harsh invectives. The
girl winced and turned to Lud for protection. Again
she asked him whj- her mother hated her so, and
this time her father consented to tell her. She was
not the child of Maree and Lud as she had
but had been kidnapped from another tribe. Ye
before Leu ' s moth er and M aree had loved tlie same
man, and the former had won him. The lovers had
left the camp, but the following year accidentally
met their old tribe. Maree, thirsting for revenge,
had stolen their baby thinking that was the crudest
way of wounding them. Since Leu had grown up
into a beautiful young woman, the image of her
mother, ^laree was mad with jealousy. While Lud
was making these revelations to his foster child.
Maree had been curious about their intimate con-
ference. She managed to overhear most of the
story. The following day she made things so difficult

for Leu that the girl fled into the forest to escape
her w-rath. Finally, she arrived at a beautiful wood-
land lake and decided to take off her things and cooi
off. \\"hile dressing after her dip. she suddenly no-
ticed that a handsome man was watching her. She
screamed and the stranger vanished. Leu hastily
finished dressing and ran home. Then she discovered
that she had left her most precious bracelet in the
forest. The next day when she returned to look for
the bracelet the stranger was waiting to give it to
her. Leu was charmed by his handsome bearing
and sparkling manner. The two lingered by the
lake 'til dusk when they parted to meet again the
following day.
Don was the leader of another g>T>sy tribe and

was fond of wandering in the woods in search of
adventure. When he saw Leu's grace as she slipped
on her clothes unconscious of his presence, he realized
that she was the woman of his dreams. He lost no
time in advancing his courtship and learning all he
could of his sweetheart. Meanwhile. Maree won-
dered why Leu left the camp each day and what was
making her so light-hearted and gay. One afternoon
she followed the girl and learned of Don's suit. She
heard her foster child reciting the history" of her
birth, and her blood rose. However, she remained
silent to hear what else she could leam. When Don
asked the girl in what village her tribe bought sup-
plies. Leu answered that several of the men plundered
neighboring tribes and villages during the night.
Maree waited no longer, but hurried home and warned
the tribe that Lue had betrayed them to her lover.
Plans were made to move camp immediately before
reprisals were made. When Leu returned with
Don's guitar under her arm. she was seized and
bound, while the preparations for mo\ring were on.
However, she WTOte a note of explanation to Don, tied

it to a rock, and dropped it in tlie guitar. Then she
persuaded her old grandmother to carry this love
token into the woods and leave it at the edge of the
lake.
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Don waited for his sweetheart all day and finally

went back to his tribe carrying the guitar. That
night he discovered the hidden message, but by this

time Leu was far away. For months Don searched

for her without success. One ^ night he overheard

some men planning to plunder his tribe. Wnen they

arrived that night, the young lover led a surprise at-

tack and captured their leaders. Lud was among them
and instructed his tribesmen not to give a'^^ay the

location oi their camp or their identity. Don let his

prisoners escape so he cotild follow them home. Then,
gathering his men. they attacked the unknown tribe

;:iccessfuUy. Maree, of course, recognized the young
reader, and informed her people that Leu was the

jause of all their woes. Seizing a dagger, she de-

cided her chance for revenge had come. When Don
learned whom she was after, he followed as fast as

he could. Reaching the girl who was seated beneath

a large tree plaWng on a guitar and entirely uncon-
scious of what had befallen the tribe, Maree raised

her dagger over Leu*s heart. The girl dodged, but

the knife struck her. Don arrived in time to catch

her as she fell, after giving Maree a push which sent

her rolling down a hill- Leu's wound proved to be

slight and she recovered almost immediately. The
differences between the two tribes were settled amica-

blv and peace was cemented by the union of Leu and

Don.

CAVE OF THE WILDERNESS

Ellen Howe File No. 3054

U' OV nnd your father and learn the secret

parentage, if you go to Washington
now," the fortuneteller continued. "Yi

father is holding a high position there and is attend-

ing the extra session of Congress. Make use of the

fortime recently left to you before it is too late,"

That evening Hazel Tremaine told Roderic Strong
about the gypsy's advice and her determination to

follow it. Several years before Hazel had learned that

the wealthy widow whom she called mother had
adopted her rrom an asylum and that her true identity

was utiknown. W~hen Mrs. Tremaine died and willed

the girl her entire estate. Hazel's one aim was to

find her people. Roderic understood her feelings, but
begged the girl to marry him so that they could con-

tinue the s^rdi in Washington together. Hazel was
not sure whether she loved Roderic and frankly told

him she was undecided about chooang Jiim as a hus-

band. The following day she traveled to the capital

alone and began a systematic search of the govern-

ment buildings. Her first acquaintance in the strange

city was Mary Lou Jackson. The two became fast

friends and Mary accompanied Hazel on her visits

to Congress. C)ne day when they were hurrymg
through a busy street. Hazel caught a glimpse of

the same gypsy who bad previously told her fortune

in Boston. She was surprised to find she had traveled

to Washington, but considered it a good omen. The
two girls next met James Barlow. The youth began
to show a deep interest in Hazel and finally pro-

posed, but the gir! could not make up her mind. She
was disturbed about James, because she had acci-

dentally discovered him burning a gypsy costume and
was sure that these very garments belonged to the

woman who had read her fortune. Acting on impulse.

Hazel and Mary went back to Boston without leaving

word for James. There the former left her friend and
proceeded alone to the Adirondacks for a rest. One
day Hazel became lost during a mountain climb and
wandered for three days without finding any habita-

tion. Finally, in a condition of utter exhatistion, she

stumbled into a peculiar mountain cave in which
a house had been built. She found sheher there and
between crocks of food discovered a huge store of

money—apjiarently counterfeit. Several days later Hazel
heard" an airplane overhead and signalled it from the

top of the cave. She was surprised to find James
among the men who stepped out and even niore

astonished when she was accused of aiding her father

make counterfeit money. She told her story and at

first even James doubted it. Then the youth ex-

plained it was he who, in the disguise of a gypsy,

had urged her to go to Washington in the hope
that her father would claim her there. He belonged
to the secret service and had been on the trail oi

these counterfeiters for years. The party made ready

to return by plane when a stranger appeared. He
was arrested' and accused of being the leader of the

plot. At length he confessed that Hazel's father had

been kept m the cave by force aiKi compelled to carry-

out the bidding of the counterfeiters. Since his

escape to Washington, his captors had made no efiort

to re-kidnap him. although they knew his where-

abouts. After a few days Hazel located her father

through the convict's confession and James' plucky

efforts in her behah'. When the three returned to

BostCHi, Hazel announced to Roderic that she would
marrv Tames, and her former suitor surprised her

pleasantly by saying he and Mary Lou were plannmg
their own wedding.

THE HELL CAT OF THE PLAINS

Florence Lewis File No. 1563

FEW western or cowboy stories depict so poig-

nantly the life and the heart of these Uttle know-n
Western people as this tale of three ranches. The

Double Cross ranch boasts a youth of exquisite man-
ner and sensitive temperament. Ray Xorton. whose
character and personaUty would capture the heart

of the wisest city girl. Gloria, a fuU-blooded ranch
beauty. couW uriderstand a man like Ray and in-

stantlv attracted his attention. She belonged to the

Ben De Vere Ranch. Her father, having recently

lost several hundred heads of cattle, was aider the

illusion that Ray Xorton of the Double Crors Ranch
had been doing the rustling. The latter, on Ae
other hand, was keeping his eyes open at this

neighbor ranch, as well as for all other inhabitants

of that region whose tracts were marked with horses'
foot-prints.

After some misunderstanding, the two ranchers
realized that both were inncoent. and that they were
being robbed by a third person. They ally their
forces in an effort to discover and waylay the rustlers.

The cowboys are all tuned up for a glorious fight, for
which they are ever ready, especially when there is

some moral necessity for a grand show. Gloria is a
great favorite among them, although gossip is cir-

culating about another beauty in the vicinity, who
earns for herself a rather unusual but attractive name.
This is none other than the snapping brunette. Syl-
via Courtz. known as ''The Hell Cat of the Plains,"
who had been seen in the company of men on horse-
baclc and is suspected of taking an active part in the
rustling. Ray Xorton is captivated by her wild.
courageous beauty, and while the others are after
.the rustlers, he enables her to make her escape.
Later Sylvia Courtz is attacked by a fierce pursuer
in her father's band. Gomez. His designs frighten
the eirl. but she manages to elude him.

Alfredo Courtz on his deathbed confesses to Syl-
via the mystery of the girl's resemblance to Gloria in
the presence of Ray Xorton and Gomez. He had
been so attracted by Sylvia when she was a child,
that he stole her away from her twin sister. Ever
since there had been such a price on his head that
he had to keen rustHng to have sufficient funds to
ensure his freedom. Sylvia had been trained to fol-

low his orders, although at heart she 'was no criminal.
Silver King, Ray's horse, goes off carryine a call

for aM to the boys of the Double Cro«s ranch. Red
and Gus are amazed fo discover where the horse
has led them. Ray tries to protect the girl whom
he loves by offering to escort her to her father's
r^T-r^ lo which she goes willin^lv. although sincerely
stricken by_ the death of her foster father. Here she
meets Gloria, her twin sister, now married to Roger

At a party given in her honor, she is at first most
uneasy, because the guests continue to regard her as
the leader of a hostile band. However, she man-
ags to hide away the money that her father's band
had sectired from selling the stolen cattle, and by
distributing this at the party she secure^ respect and
a complete sense of honest freedom. She is cheered
and hailed as the aSanced lady of the Doable Cross
Ranch, and with her debts paid and her conscience
clear, she is able to display the true sweetness of
her love for Ray.

MODERN YOUTH

G. Russell Koehler File No. 1553

THE only objection which Bonnie Beechmore had
to her

^
perfectly rapttirous and adcring sister

Vema is that the older girl so captivated the
household by her charm that poor Bonnie's debut
had been postponed indefinitely, ^fr. Beechmore sim-
plv feels that Bonnie is the sort of tom-boy individual
who never would grow up, and with a little watching
could_ get along pretty well without the glamor of
beautifuL womanly garments and adornments. Vema.
at present, is consuming all his time and anxiety.
for the daughter of this well-established business man
seemed to have an unaccountable amnity for poor.
simple, poetic youths with courage -verging upon
brazenness. Dick Rambler is one such, whom the
Beechmores despise for the simple reason that he is

not rich enough.
_Xew5 came to town of the ar rival of the wealthy

Xotree's. with their son. Kenneth- They are in-
troduced to the Beechmore"s. and the latter called
a session and decide that Kenneth is to be reserved
for Vema, and the 'Ttambler fdlow'* was in some
wav to be gotten rid of.

Vema, eager to brin^ things to some conclusion.
Tirees Dick to present his claims to her father. The
latter insults him outrageouslv for his presumption
in asking for Vema's hand. Dick, incensed, calls the
man an unfeathered biped, which practically amounts
to cookine hi'^ goose as far as his chances with Vema
are concerned. X ot only has Mr. Beechmore def-
initely something to object to. because of the youth's
disrespect, but even Verna's filial affection is aroused,
and she is angry with him for calling her father

Dick and Vema stop seeing each other, and
when the Xotree's plan to meet the Beechmore's, all

are keyed to winning over Kenneth for Vema. AH,
that is. except poor Httle Bonnie, who is hankering
for the attentions of a man. She has not been al-

lowed to wear the clothes that would make her
attractive to the opT>osite sex. and row she makes a
T>lan. Obviously A'ema is not allowed to invite
Dick to the oarty to which Kenneth has consented
to attend. She secures her mother's permission to
invite a guest of her own. When she does so. all

are outraged to discover that Dick must be received
before the Xotree's. for they dare not reveal how
unwdcome this particular caller is. Bonnie has
donned a dress to make her look ridiculous, but in
her free, flappy manner, she excites the admiration
of Kenneth, who has had enouch of coquetry from
the girls of Vema's sophisticated class to understand
the artlessness of a young eirl Jike Bonnie. Dick
i«: free to concentrate his attention on Vema. and
the two make up their old quarrel, glad to be in
each other's company agaiii. Vema might have gone
for Kenneth, but his obvious interest in Bonnie dis-

couraged this, so she retired to the garden with
Dirk, while Kenneth and Bonnie are dancine.
Th elder ladies and gentlemen of the party Tiave

come to agreeable terms of friendship, and on joining
the younger ones they exnect some sort of match
to come Of the party. The^ Beechmore's are out-
r^eed to discover Kenneth with Bonnie, contrary to
their plans, but wherf they realize that his mtentions
are serious, they are reconciled to the match between
Vema and Dick as well. Thus Bonnie, in the act
o' retting herself a husband, does her sister a good
deed.

THE OPAL'S MESSAGE

Grace C. Betfs File No. 1566

IXCORRIGIBLE Cupid had shot to pieces Ken-
neth Colton's hard-earned happiness. Kenneth
had the misfortune to fall in love with Helen

DaWs. the only daughter of a wealthy and amibitious
banker. After years of seb"-denial, the youth was just
establishing his reputation as a mining engineer in
Alki, a small city nestling among the hills of the
Pacific coast. However, his success was quite un-
impressive to Albert Davis who counted a fat bank
account and a family tree the most important qualifi-

cations lor a son-in-law. Coming home from a vaca-
tion one hot afternoon, Mr- Davis learned of his
daughter's effeciion for Kenneth. The news was
sufficiently irritating to bring on one of his heart
attacks, and Helen, fearing for her father's Hfe,
was forced to promise she would give Kenneth up.
Colton. embarrassed by the banker's reception, sailed
for Alaska that very night, determined to make a
fortune so be could marry Helen.

Kenneth settled in Ketla. a mining camp in the
northern part of Alaska. After six years of hard-
ship, his "break" came and he traveled back to Alki
widi a wad of money large enough to suit the most
ambitious lather. On arriving in the city, he learned
that Helen had been forced by her father to marry
Ed Andrews. Kenneth visited Helen and found
that she still loved him. Before he sailed back to
Alaska, she gave him an opal which, according to
legend, turned milky white, if its donor was ever in
danger. A year passed, and the mining engineer
discovered one day that the opal was strangely
clouded. He left at once for Alki and arrived there
late at night. It was too late to look up Helen
and he stopped at a hoteL A fire broke out in the
building and Kenneth was badly burned. He spent
six weeks at the local hospital flat on his back.
Rather than worrj- Helen, he decided not to notify
her of his return until after he had fully recovered.
During the weeks of his convalescence. Kenneth be-
friended six-year old Teddy Grant, because neither
parents or friends ever visited the child.
As soon as he was discharged, Kenneth called on

Helen. Her husband had died and she was strug-
gling to support herself. An aunt, Mrs. Grant,
had adopted h^ Httle boy and she could leam
nothing of his whereabouts. That very day she had
consented to marry a worthless scouiMirel simply to
be able to demand the return of her child. Late that
night Teddy^ Grant was safe in Helen's arms approv-
ing her choice of a new daddy—Kenneth sat beside
them beaming with happiness.

WESTWARD WE GO
Ruby Griffith File No. 1488

JOHX and Mary Hayes, dreaming of the glories
of the West, decided to seek their fortune there.
John gave up his position on the railroad and

the couple sold all their belongings- They bought
tickets to a small town in Kansas where Mary's sis-
ter May hved and arrived there with their two chil-
dren in the sunmier. John worked in the wheat
fields for a short time. Then he bought out a cafe
in a little town nearby. Mary's third baby was
bom in this little restaurant. But the lunch room
did not pay and the pair sold out. investing their
money in a second-hand Ford. John carefully built
a small hotise on the Ford for his family. They pro-
ceeded to Oklahoma where John hoped to find
work. L'nsuccessftil in this quest, the family jour-
neyed to Texas. In Xolta. John found some seasonal
farm work with some kind people who sheltered his
wife and children. They stayed there for the season
and then proceeded south- After working as a
cotton picker for a few weeks John learned that
there was httle pay in compensation for this ex-
hausting work. Again the httle family moved on
faced with hunger. This time thev stopped in Colo-
rado where John harvested potatoes. When this
work was over they were practically penniless- John
and Mary were run down from stinting on food for
the sake of the children. Wraps and blankets were
scarce. To add to their misery the Ford broke down
one cold winter night. John tried to fix it. but
with no success. Early in the morning another car
ran into the stalled Ford. The wrecker hauled the
disabled machine to town where John learned it

would cost twenty dollars to be put into running
condition. The family were desperate, and John
telegraphed his brother for money. With the 'fifty

dollars he received, the car was fixed and the
Hayses had square meals for several weeks. They
journeyed west until they were snowbound in their
little car. For two days the family were shut in
by huge snow banks. Then the weadier grew milder
and they could move once more. After untold suf-
fering they reached their destination in Washington.
They found no work here either, but the pleasant
weather warmed their hearts. They decided to stay,
od^ after a few week's search John found a good

THE SWINDLER
Dr. D. B. Easley File No. 3044

LE-ADVILLE. Colorado, could boast of at least
one devoted family—the widow Fraley and her
children, James and Xellie. On one occasion,

when James was seeking emploj-ment in Sidney, a
nearby dty, he stopped in at a pool room for a few
games. Lawyer Clayton, the proprietor, noticed the
stranger and soon learned his position. He" told the
youth he had made sutndent money in the pool room
and was retiring from business. Soon he was tdhng
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11,,^ iii,'siH'ii,ii,-,-il v.. mil Im- ..iiiI.I inak.' ^ (.nlniic l.y

liiivinr il. Ilcl.in' I.HI); Mis. iMalcy limiKlil tl"'

,;;ilillrir hall l,.i livr Iholisallil ilnllars and ai4TCl-il

I,, iiav lao iiuii.lrcil ilnllais umnthlv runt. .laiiu-s

rciii.iiiK-.l ill Siiliicy tu lake charge of Hie .iil,T|.ris.-.

In llm nicaiuimc, Mr. Clayton luiil l"M il" i.>n1.ii

patrons not to pay the youth anfl in i
I""'

'
'h''

pool room was losing money, J.imr ,
uiiiMy

ilisconraKeil hv his in<-ffi.-iiMii-v an. I, ash.iin.. .!,,

his family after sqnaii.l.'i in,; iIi.hi IhU. i-h,

ran away. This was .sa.lh ulial Cli.i..., Ii.i.t l..,i

Kaineil on ami he plaiiiHil I.. >..( 1.... 1. In, Imimh..,

wilhunl surremrerinu II" Iim Hi. mi

IMrs. iM-aley was an iin.ih.l, .li.

tn inve.sliKale James' .li-.,iir. n m'

Nellie Ihal an nnhapiu l.i>. ,.n

of the youth's llight an. I
linn

:

love to the worried giil, \.ll" I

frightened, but not Ik-(..i.- sh.' Innl .nli.i.-.l H,.- a>.l

of another Sidney lawy.i , K..> ,Sliai|.. . l.. Iin.l h. i

missing brother. Kay li.i.l just Kiadu.iie.l lumi l.iw

school and was thrilled tliat his lirst case should be

in behalf of so beautiful a girl

Several months later K.iy wrote to the Fraleys

that Clayton ha.l file.l .1 siin aijaiiist them to re-

gain his properly .aii.l p."il i-...'iii r.iii.-.;ssi.,ii l"'caiise

they had not pai.l lln' i.nl .m lli.- Innlilin,;, Nellie

traveled to Siilin- a.Min ,111.1 lia.l Hie pl..isiire .,1

xv.il.Inn,; K'.n .1. 1, ml li'. 1 .irlil-, l.i , llin ill K ,
Clayl.ni

"i'.'l.'s' I'll.'/ In""«i'.',l.'
"'.'

,\'.'lln" i'lnil In' li,i.l a l.nv.a

I,, I III., ,,.iii.-.",,,,.in II.' 111. 11 ,ill.iii|.l..l l.i pill ..".

ol his Irien.ls i" . l.,iir,. ,
"l.il. I"' 1-. pl .l.la>i..B flie

return of the I'-.il. - >' H -" Imi.p.'ncd that

Hammond, wlm 1.,..! '••• "'..I l'.^ H" lawyer to

take over the ,-..i..a vm..i.. ..I..II.-.I, IL.niin.md and
N-,,||;., ,l.,.-;.l,.l 1,1 remove the 1 1 1 " liMnres tn

,-ii,..llni 1.. 111. ling, when Clayl.iii .111. ...I ,.11.
1

s.nv

winii «,n, in.iiik' on. He imnie.li.iii-ly ,ir.iis.,.l llam-

II 1 ..I .l..nl.l,> erossing hini aii.l li.-i;aii l.i IikIu. |'I"'

,„,, 111,11 ,,i ,-l,,.l f.ii s.„,„, lime an.l, linally. Ham-
„„„,.| „,,.! ,,, l.n. ..1.1...11. Ill ill .self defense. The po-

ll.,. .,,iK,,l ..,,.1 h. u,r, ,111,'sled, while Nellie, who
h.i.l „..,.,|i..l III. ul,..|. ,.il,.n, was hel.l as material

,vilii,,ss. Ilisl I.. I.. I,' III.

an.l l.i.,iiK,lil liiin I" Si. In.

ROUNDING OF THE HEEL

Dr. A. N. Treadgold File No. 1457

pi.ip.alv. «lill.' K.iv li.l.l

ri.i,i..„'s ll.,,.ll.l^: ll,iiiiin..ii.l was iree.l and C:iay-

li.ii I. 11 ,^i.ln. X 111 .lisi:,a.a-.

Nil., .1., ,11.111: H.is Milled. Koy asked Nellie to
1,,,' Ins iMl. II,.' nil I «,.s iriiry .surprised by th'

pn.p.is.il. I..v.n.;,.- 1 li,.,wn 1,11- s..liir lime Ihat

,1 ,1 l.,.-al li..l.'ll..'.l..i had
II.,. I s, W'li.ii sh.' I, Ml lied

thai N.iv I.. v.. I h.M, sh, .iiii.kly nave her .-..iisent.

and the pail were niarrrieil shortly allerw.irds nmeli

to Ihe joy of Mrs. Fraley and James.

REDEMPTION

B. A. Langridge File No. 3042

Nh'.Mi Ihe Mexican border two wealthy miners

lived amicably on .ld,iacenl properly. The one,

Don Miguel, was a.-|n:,lly .1 ii..l..n..us ..illlayy

known as .Saneho ; the ..lli.i. Cn.i.i.l hi,ii.Miii. « ,i-- .1

relireil officer of Ihe I'mli.l ,Sl,,l.s .mn, h.-n Mn;ii.l

had long wanle.l llu- ,...-,s.,ssi..ii ..1 l..„ n.i.:hl...i-

property and, when ihe l.ill.'. ml. .mi.. I
hnn Ih.il h.'

needed a new f..i .in.iii. llu- M.m.-.ui s.ni ..n.' .u Ins

own henchmen. \'..ri'i'iii. 1.. Iill ih.' p.. sin. .11, ll..aiis.-

of Miiiaiel's ree..imiieii.lali.n,. Ki .iiiklin .li.l in. I .|lles

li,,ii his n.w .aii,.l..,..'s In. II, si. .iii.l \ '""";;! ""^^^

Ih,
''.,,.

'.iiiliin.. ,\l.al..n ,S|. „l.l,,i I .
«]... h.i.l inn .iway

m'.'i'ln.'l'.'iv ".n'.'.V,s.,.r'lh.'''l"H.''i"..ii's I'l'.'"" "l'l.,...'i.' I.illg

M.ll.ni's ,,.,|,iil.nllv uilli M,

ei.il's .iidy .l.im'lil.i, v-is 1.,
.

^ ,

When the youth ",is s.nl 1.. ,1 n.snl.v i.iuii or the

miners' payroll, \.....ii. ."I Mi.;n.l .li.eeled their

underlings to wa,l,i, .iii.l ki.lii.,i. I.im, Ihe plot was

carried onl smv. ssmlU , .m.l. sin.r Mnlm, did not

return li.' v,is s,is,.,,.-,.,.l .,1 -skirpmr. with the

money. NLnnm, l...«.<ei. .h.l 11..1 h.-lnv.. l.im guilty

and was ..,.ii..i.sl «li.ai. s,,M,,.,l .l.i,s later, her

f.ather i.a-.u..l .. in.ss.n;,, li,,iii liiiii lliimmh an In-

,|i ,1, M.,n., M.il.... Iin,illv i.lniiusi 111 dlSgUlse

-lli.-i' . .iinilr li.illi ,111 ls..l,.l..l .•..Inn ulnae he had

iie.n iii.Mi.-.ial..l. II. 1. ,...!..! Ins l.l.lillly to Mr.
Franklin and i em,lined at the lalich tu li.ip his foes.

Mono stayed on as assistant.

In the meantime Mr. Franklin had become heavily

indebted to his iieiRhbor, because of the failure of

his mines. Migml s,i,;,;este.l Ihal Marion marry him

and that her lath.. ...m ih.m Ins property as a wed-

ding present. Onlv tins. h. . I.um.sl. would, even up

the general's .i.l'l, M.itl.is .Inn.. I lor a time with

the MeM..ni ri.ssnn. I..1I1.1 .m.l

/''IJ^^J'''.^',
|^;;;;,'|' ^";'^

n!me"T.t'li.'^''t'l''i'n 'ill'." "l'.n~.hl'',S.'.'n!-in.
"''

\.„'.-e'l'll C.'in-

tinued p.. Ill 111.. ...I.I inl.. Minn.rs h.m.ls. while the

FranUlius beeam. i.....ie, .....1 1
.., Due day, when

Miguel was IrMi..' i,. ...... Mnmii to marry him,

Mcrton took mi Ins .l,s.,ins. ,
..n.l faced his ad-

versary He linl sii.. I.. I in h.iviiig the di.shonest

N'nnsin lu.-st.sl tin .l.n I. .l.n.'. .m.l fell e.iual to

n,.,,,|iii|. Hie Isin.lil ..n ..p.ni .;i...in.l. Mii;ii.l i....mptly

,,.,,h.,i.,;i lus in. 11 :in.l .itt.nm.t.sl P. s.a..' III. Kl.mkliu

,;i„,„,,,y l.y h.ie.' an.l yMllinnl .In.- pi.H'.ss ..1 law.

Merlon challenKe.l the I...11.I11 ..ii.l the two men
fought it out bef.ire Ih. I ...nklius. Marion included.

The youth, the smalU , ..I iln t«... vyas soon over-

powered, and Ml.nuel altempt.sl l.> lift him lip to

throw hitu over a nearby clilT. Before he could do

so the bau.lit tri|Mie\l and fell over the declivity to

death. ftVerlon's family as well as the Franklins

showered him with praise for his bravery and plucky

flight, and the youth received a hero's reward—the

(air Marion.

Til li romance between June Bushman and her
father's chauffeur, George Teal, was viewed
with grave alarm by the girl's parents. At first

they forbade Tnne to have anything to do with
Cc.irre, niwl when this did 11. .t work. Ihev made plans
t., .lisidiMir.. III.- idianir.ni. That x .1 v .lay, the
llnsl.iii.in .!..,. atla.k.-.l Inn.'. .111. 1

(n. ...;. rescued
li.,| nil. I. I h.H.i.- . ii.iiinsi.iii..,s. Ih., Ilnsliniaus felt

nn.il.l. 1.. .lis.haiK. Iheir f.aithlnl .ani.l. .M-e. and
C.,,..... si.iM.i ..II, ,,\ few weeks l.n., h. ,i,i,l June
.liii.lK el..i.,sl His liriile's l.alniK. assiiming that
C. r h.i.l iii.iiiieil l,.r nujiie,, mimi.li.ately dis-

iiili.iil..l lli.n .l.iii.;l.l.T. The young couple decided
I., s.'.k ih.n I., I Inn., ...it West and went to Colorado.
i:r..r,ei' l.....in.- ini^lii . I. rk in a hotel and the newly-
u.sis I.I..S1..1..1. .\n.i the birth of June's baby,
the yumig wile vy.is sick for some time. Unable to

meet his bills and depressed by June's protractetl ill-

ness, George took to drink. When his wife recovered,
George was unable to shake off this habit which
w:is fast getting the better of him. Eventually June
left him, an.l, not wisliing to appeal to her family for

ai.l. she went l.> California and secured work as a
siamsiiess. Ity dint of real economy, the former
h. 11 ess ,ked oiit a scanty living for herself and her
I..1I.. ,

.\ii.i his wife's departure, George sank lower and
liiw.a. drinking coimnuously. During one of his

drinking bmils. biiii. s Mance, a friend whom George
trusted, beat him n]. I.a.lly, George was deeply hurt

by his (li.n.rs iiiiinsiilU-d flogging and swore re-

venge, Tn <\.ii s|..,akeasy he iiatronized, George
ree.Miiileil III.' ..ni'iii ..1 his inimies :iiid boasted that

h,, W..11I.I r.'t lyim." ,'\ w.ck l.il.a Ihe Bushmans,
will, ha.l e..iii,, 1.. C.,l..i.nl.. Ii.ill Ii..].iiik to find their

ilaimlilei an.l .iltemiil a ree.meili.iti. m, discovered the

lui.ly ..( a .l..nl iiiau in a forest shack. The corpse
w.is i.l. iitiii.-.l .IS lames Mance and George was ar-

resli.l 1..1 Ins iimrder. Horrified that he had brought
alii.iit Ins s.„i in law's arrest. Mr. Bushman left no
si. 111.' nntinn.'.l I.. pi..\.' t h. .1 Me's innocence. Eventn-
;ilh. h,, i.in.'.l ...n.liisn. K th.-it Mance had killed

When liiisy. .lyii- w..i k.sl June read the newspaper
account of her hnsliand's acouittal for murder over
some one's shoulder in a crowded street car, it was
the first she knew of George's misfortune and her

father's aid. She immediately traveled to Colorado
and was re-united with her family. George pleaded

with his wife to forgive him, and realizing that he

had given up drinking for good, June was willing to

overlook the past. The Teals and Bushma
East wlierc health and happine

MOTHER MINE
Mrs. P. Carlen File No. 3061

Till.; last of Miranda Veaslcy's nieces was safely

luarrietl and the old lady was living alone. She
found it hard to sit by herself in the cosy

parlor night after night. The same instinct that
had led her to bring up her sister's children made
her li.iie fill Slime one to mother again. Each night
W.IS .lull. I ih.in the preei-ediiig one with nobody but
tin .Milan 1.. .-are f,,i. l''iiially. the old lady folded
111. h,,. kniltiim .111.1 reliri'.l I., her bedroom. She was

111.' .1.1,. I,-. Ill , 1. In,,,, ..in; up .|l,i.-kK. sh,' quietly

elite, e, I ihe isiil.., .n.l liiine.l ..n tin' liyht. A boy
ul about lifteen h.iUliug a ll.ish light in haml was re-

vealed ill the doorway. The old lady called him and
he came over to her trembling. She asked him why
lie had broken into her house and he sadly con-

fessed he had come to steal. Miss Peasley could
see he was not an ordinary criminal. She questioned
him and learned that misfortune had driven him to

steal. His parents had died and at fourteen he
either had to support himself or enter a charitable

institution. He had chosen the former course and
poverty had brought him in contact with the out-

casts of the slums. His companions had taught him
to steal ami he fnlloweit this professid'h because he
knew 11.. I. .11.1, lint nli.ni the old lady had dis-

coML.I hnn. J.,,, l,...l SII. 1. 1. ally realized the enorm-
ity ,.l Ins .11111.,, II,, l,ei;u,,l lor a chance to reform
and iSliianda's heart was touched. Her mother in-

stinct wanted to befriend this unfortunate lad. Be-
fore she knew it, she had offered him a home and
the opportunity to grow up decently. Jerry thanked
her with fears in his eyes as he accepted an invita-

tion t.i livi' \yilh her. When Jerry returned an hour
I,Iter yyith his belongings, Miranda was bustUng around
preparin.n his bedroom. The old lady was happy
again.

Despite the consternation of her neighbors Miranda
adopted Jerry. Living comfortably in a good home,
tKe boy quickly forgot his past. He completed his

seli.i.iliuR with a law course. As a young attorney,
l.n, was successful and highly respected. When
he mil l'',llen Rogers, a fragile blond girl, who had
lueii r.ihbed for the money left by her parents, he
suddenly developed a new interest in life. It was
love—love for the sweet and gentle Ellen. One day
he confessed his attachment to Mother Mine, as

he called Miranda. She urged him to marry Ellen

and bring her to live with them. Jerry was happy,
for he knew that Mother Mine would be happy
looking after his sweetheart. Proudly he brought
Ellen 'home and introduced her to Miranda. Then
he showed her his tie., sous one by one. At length

he brought out his p,,,.nis' pictures. Miranda, who
had never seen llu s, pli..i...;i aphs, glanced at them
over Ellen's shoul.ler. .''^lu' started as she looked
down at the face of her old sweetheart—Jerry

must be Monte's boy—her sweetheart who had gone
to South America had returned to die in his birth-

place—die had cared for his son all these years!

Miranda kissed the youiig couple and thought: "God's
ways are indeed mysterious."

ONLY HER HUSBAND

Louise T. Burbank File No. 3031

THE young authoress is a most delightful per-
son to love, yet on her honeymoon with John
Winthrop she turns out to be impossible. Every

time he is inspired to embrace her, her own inspira-
tion is lit by the fire of an idea, and she interrupts
his tender gesture in order to capture her literary gem
with a pencil. John is forlornly neglected, as the hus-
band of the famous writer, even by her hero-wor-
shipping secretary, Sophie Sigsby. John does have
money which he has honorably accumulated in busi-
ness, but this Alice chooses not to value, since it

is non-cultural.
Madge Maddon, Alice's friend,, is engaged to Peter

Percival, but being, as she says, a nonenity herself,

she deplores the fact that Peter is not a great man,
and the wedding is therefore indefinitely postponed.

Ebenezer Maddon, the old father, bright with love
for Sophie, has an idea. A theatrical manager has
put on a Broadway success which is reputed to be
annonymous. Why not have Peter announce that he
is the author, and after Alice has accepted him as her
ideal, allow her to discover his deception and learn
that "all's fair in love." John, on the other hand, is

to circulate the false rumor that his wealthy Aunt
Polly has died, leaving him her millions, which
should mak-e him .'i most noticeable personage.

This is .11111, mneed, and the girls take it in the
usual iHivevse manner of frail womankind. Madge
deplores the fact that she cannot have the millions
which she thinks, after all, will make Joiin and Alice
happier than if John has written the play that Peter
is supposed, to have written. Alice begins

,
to rec-

ognize a virtue in a man's literary superiority,
_
and

ignores her husband to befriend the new playwright.
Both men are distracted and discouraged with Ebe-
nezer's scheme ; it might have worked, if only it

were reversed ! There is no pleasing these women.
Suddenly, Ebenezer launches a new idea. He is

going to announce to the women that the playwright
is only a pretender, since Madge has said she pre-

fers millions to mere literary fame, and that Aunt
Polly is not dea<l, for he has just received a wire
from her. This reversal, he hopes,

_
will not be fol-

lowed by another change of the feminine heart.

Madge yields, but very slowly, and not until even
Sophie has shown her admiration for Peter, the new
hero of a great play. But just as Johnnie is about
to confess he does not possess any money, Alice
relents her harshness, seeing that Peter is a plain
man without literary distinction and no longer worthy
of her attention. She says, with a sigh, "I'm glad
you have those millions after all." John is then
forced to confess he had not "those millions," and
wc expect another scene, but it is interrupted by two
welcome arrivals.

Mr. Velasco, the theatrical manager, comes to con-
gratulate the anonymous young playwright, and pleads
with him to allow his name to appeiTr in print. The
author is none other than the unhappy John Winthrop.
Then Aunt Polly enters, and although Alice is coldly
aware that her presence means their return to poverty,
the understanding relative offers them part of her
fortune before her death. Thus John, finding him-
self possessor of both fame and fortune, places Alice

in the embarrassing position of not being able to

find an excuse. She is satisfied.

Madge and Peter are glad to put an end
_
tr^

deception, and resign themselves to the humble sim-
plicity of their own lives, expecting to bask in the
sunlight of their friends' radiance.

Paul Insley File No. 3021

A party was arranged for that evening, and Bill

and Joe parted. Bill was to bring the Hquor,
Joe the girls. From Joe's description of his

girl friend's girl friend. Bill's hopes were high. All
during classes that day he pictured the beautiful
blond he was to meet. He would treat her cooly
and impress her with his sophistication. At four-

thirty he was finally free to forget psychology and
sociology and dream of his fair damsel. However, Bill

was practical and first hurried to a phone booth and
called a familiar number. A woman's voice answered
and Bill ordered "two large boxes of Havanas" to

be delivered before eight-thirty that evening. He was
informed that they were out of Havanas just then,

but exiHctcd tlu' next shipment would an'ive in time
for dcliv<.MY. Bill hung up the phone relieved.

Meanwhile, two men were speeding down one of

the iiighways leading into this college town. They
were conscious that someone was pursuing them and
were not sure wlxether it was a daredevil anxious for

a race or the police. Whitey decided to take no
chances and ordered George to "step on it." Finally

they hit seventy, but they could not lose the big
car. Their pursuers were gaining and in a few sec-

onds the "cops" had opened fire. Whitey aimed his

gun and punctured the tires of the police car. The
big anloniobile slowed down and the bootleggers
eluded lluir pvirsncrs. Turning down a side lane

they (inickly changed license plates and raised
_
a

fake trunk on the back of the car, The machine
would not have been recognized even by its former
pursuers. Back in town Whitey and George found
Rose anxiously waiting them. Each time Whitey
went off on one of these trips, the young wife suf-

fered untold agony until his return. As Rose era-

braced Whitey, George sampled their haul and pro-

nounced it pretty raw. The boss was satisfied, how-
ever, that it could be "fixed plenty" and doctored up.

Soon both men were adding juniper oil to give the

liquor the authentic gin flavor. Whitey admired his

bottles and labels—they sure looked like the real

thing. He took an occasional sip as he poured in

the liquid. By eight-thirty that evening Bill had
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his two quarts of gin and Whitcy was fourteen dollars
richer.

"How do you like the partv. fair one?"
"Oh. I think it's marvelous.' Billy."
"Want another highball?"
"Please. That liquor is surely good. Where did

you get it?"
"It's the real stuff all right. You see it's like this.

My bootlegger gets it straight from a Canadian boat
and . .

."

cut off the youth'
quest, the giant thi

and put

HIS FIRST LESSON

Emil P. Isenberg File No. 3030

MR. XEWLV soon discovered that the dis-
advantage of hving with his wife's mother
was that he and his bride were never left

alone. Everytime he and wiiey were in the midst
of a nice long kiss. Mrs. In!a'w would burst in to
grive them some matrimonial advice and talk about
her "poor dead husband." After listening to her
sermons for several days. Mr. Xewly doubted that
financial difficulties were the only cause of the
deceased's suicide. At length the young husband
tactfully suggested to his wife that thev look (or a
home of their own. Mrs. Xewly was hurt—it was
plain her husband did not appreciate mother. A
quarrel developed—it was their first. The groom was
finally convinced that he was wrong and apologized.
He was forgiven, and the two sat down on the
sofa to bill and coo. Of course, their love making
was interrupted by Mrs. Inlaw. This time wifey
was annoyed by her mother's e'ntrance and she de-
cided her husband was right.

A few hours later the young couple were looking
for rooms. Their first encounter was with a land-
lord who asked them if they had any children. The
blushing bride said "no." and the owner of the
apartment refused to accept them as tenants. They
were next shown a one-room apartment by a landlord
endowed with an inventive streak. He' had fitted
this room with numerous mechanical inventions so
that it was combination parlor, bedroom, kitchen, and
dining room. Proud of his creative genious. he began
pushing buttons which brought tables, chairs, ironing
boards, etc., from walls and ceiling. Then he ac-
cidentally touched the wrong button and a bed com-
ing from the wall covered up the young couple. After
escaping from this mixup, the newlyweds rented a
room in a boarding house. Shortly afterwards, they
arrived^ at their new dwelling ladened with luggage.
Mr. Xewly would not permit his wife to carry any
of the suitcases and. determined on gallantry, he
gathered up six or eight valises. He proceeded to
stumble up the stairs bumping into a fat lady and
knocking over a hall lamp. Once in their own room,
Mrs. Xewly whispered a few words in her husband's
ear. The latter commenced a search for the bath-
room and, while on a tour of exploration, opened the
door of a boarder's bedroom. The guest, an old
maid, was garbed only in old-fashioned panties and
shirt, when Mr. Xewly burst in on her privacy.
She shrieked and he retreated. Finally, he dis-
covered the bathroom, but was further embarrassed
when he peeked in to see if it were empty to have
a young lady open the door and walk out. She gave
him a scornful look and he rushed back to his wife
and told her the location of the bathroom. She
hurried down armed with a generous supply of cos-
metics. As she opened the door to enter the room,
a gentleman stepped out bumping in to her. Her
cosmetics scattered over the floor and she fell down.
Mr. Xewly came to her assistance and husband, wife,
and boarder become covered with powder, liquic)

rouge, perfume, and bath salts.

THE ENCHANTED PALACE

Calogero L Morreale File No. 3020

IX the kingdom of Abersia dwelt the widow Trofia
and her son Corvelio. Corvelio was the best
swordsman in all Sicily and was famed for his

bravery. One evening at sunset the youth discovered
a gorgeous palace set in the heart of an isolated
desert. He found the castle empty except for talking
statues who welcomed him with gifts of a magic
sword, wand, and horse. In return he must rid the
castle of the twenty-four giants who ruled it. Cor-
velio returned home and the next day set out again
for the enchanted palace. In the meantime, the giants
had returned and discovered that someone had visited
their stronghold. Sensing treachery, sixteen of them
set off for nearby kingdoms to seize beautiful
maidens in revenge. When Corvelio reached the
castle, he found eight giants waiting for him. Draw-
ing his magic sword, he slew them all and threw
them into a garden cistern where the bones of their
victims lay rotting. The talking statues congratulated
him on his victory and promised him rich rewards.
However, they warned him to reveal the secret of this
castle to nobody. When Corvelio returned home, he
could not keep the secret from his mother and took
her with him to the palace. While he was off to
rescue the maidens imprisoned in another palace of

the giants. Trofia heard groans coming from the
cistern. On investigating, one of the giants begged
her to save his life by bringing him the green wa-
ter vial from the antique cupboard. The giant
promised to make Trofia his queen, but the woman
hesitated, fearful of betraying her son. At length she
brought the magic fluid to the giant and restored him
to health. The two returned to the palace and
Trofia hid her mate when Corvelio returiied tired

from his victories. The next morning the woman
was under the giant's spell and was forced to aid
him do away with her son. Feigning illness. Trofia
sent Corvelio on three herculean tasks, but thanks
to his magic wand and sword, he returned safely.

Then the giant sprang from his hiding place and

head. Giving in to his last re-

V his hotly an3 head in a sack
e's back. The horse immediately

to Curia, Princess of Pora. one of the
captivity at the other palace. She re-

to life with the wondrous water of Wt-
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was broken, ai

trayed her son.
and was feasted by them. Each day he took
them home. At last only Curia was left and when the
youth restoretl her to her father, he asked for her
hand in marriage. Amid the acclaim of the populace
and royalty, Corvelia was wed to Ihe beautiful Curia.

BILL AND JOE
F. W. Co File No. 3039

BILL, a tall, lanky man in his early twenties, and
Joe. a short, stocky youth of about the same
age, were friends and rivals. The pair, insep-

arable for years, were continually trying to outdo each
other. Both were calling on Jennie Gann and trying
to win her hand, but neither would ever leave the
other alone with the girl for even a second. One eve-
ning, after spending a two hour session with Jennie in
which each tried to belittle the other, they departed
from the house arguing on whether Congress should
put a tariff on foreigners. The debate was waxing
hot, when Joe noticed the house they were passing
was on fire. He called it to his friend^s attention, but
Bill was too impressed by his own eloquence to listen.

He continued until he had finished his point and Joe
could not resist answering his argument. Both men
were talking excitedly, when some burning timber
from the house hit them. It was then they decided
to report the fire. It took a few more minutes to
decide whether to turn in the alarm through the box
at the corner or to go in person to the engine house.
However, a flip of a coin decided it and they rang
the alarm. A family of five were rescued from the
burning house. Their clothes were in rags and it was
obvious they were very poor. An insurance agent
who witnessed the blaze gave them the glad news
that they would be reimbursed for their loss. Builders,
furniture dealers, and automobile salesmen besieged
them. Bill and joe \vatched them with amusement as
they decided to live in poverty so that they could buy
an expensive car.

Walking home from the fire the two youths dis-

covered a letter containing a large sum of money be-
longing to a Chicagoan. They decided to travel to
Chicago to return the money. Each had hopes of a
substantial reward which would enable him to marry
Jennie. After numerous adventures on the train, they
finally reached their destination and returned the hun-
dred thousand dollars. Each was rewarded by a
check of one thousand dollars besides considerable
publicity. The two men were photographed for the
newspapers and asked to wTite why they considered
"honesty the best pohcy." Eventually they met Big
Bill Thompson and were handed the keys of the city.

The pair were overwhelmed by their sudden fortune
and were anxious to go home to give Jennie the good
news. On the trip back, two card sharks inveigled
the boys into a friendly little game. Before tHey knew
it, they were fleeced of all their money. Dumb despair
seized them, but before the crooks left the train, a
watchful detective arrested the guilty couple. With
their money safely pocketed. Bill and Joe rushed to

Jennie's. Each tried to reach her first and the result

was a race from the station to her home. Both arrived

panting at the same moment and were soon in the
company of the buxom Jennie. Joe blurted out his

mission and Bill interrupted him to explain the object

of his visit. The air resounded with "marry mes"
when Jennie suddenly disappeared from the room and
returned with a youth whom she presented as her
fiance! Joe and Bill were soon friends again.

THE COMMORIST
Mark Meed File No. 3029

THE author, who has been in close proximity to
the two opposing factions herein related, has
written an account of both sides with a startling

acciimulaion of facts. The year 1914 was the begin-
ning of the "Commorists," better known as the Black
Hands, and their reign in West Virginia. They were
a band of law-breakers so powerful that even those
who knew of their whereabouts would not dare ven-
ture the information to the police lest they or their

family be punished. Many of the members were in

and out of prison several times, but for them this
confinement was never taken in the nature of punish-
mnt. but merely as an interval between robberies and
murder. Joe Ceneta, one of the most efficient, was a
safe-cracker and bank robber whose headquarters were
in Clarksburg, though he moved later to the neigh-
boring vicinity. Working along similar illegal trails,

although to all outward appearance rivals, were Frank
Xaples, Vesperi, and Frank Caporatta. The latter did
not hesitate to hold up his wife for money when he
knew she was in possession of funds.

In the spaghetti house in Clarksburg was an Ameri-
can blonde. Belle Lemon, whose refusal to accept the
leader of the bang because of her love for a younger
man ended in her being taken away in an automobile
and killed. These men \Vasted no time in futile per-

Shortly after, the fruit merchant, Frank Belseto, re-

ceived a letter demanding five thousand dollars. He
refused it, and Rocco Fiorella was ordered to blow
his house up. He refused, however, to do so, for his
heart would not let him set fire where he knew two
innocent children were asleep. For this he was pun-
ished, and in retaliation he turned over a considerable
amount of valuable information about the outlaws to

the police. After much maneuvering the police actually
caught a large number of the men. but the job of
obliterating the band was practically impossible. These
men multiplied like insects of the earth,—joining with
other bands and gaining power and support wilh every
turn.
The young man who had been in love with Belle

Lemon felt bitterly revengeful and it is suspected that
he had a hand in revealing the secrets of the band.
Once again a girl enters the play in the person of the
courageous Mary X'orman, who allowed herself to be
persuaded to go to Indianapolis, with Muratore as her
captor, and a girl friend and a friend of Muratore's,
known as Ranaldo. Mary enlisted the confidence of
the police in Indianapolis, and offered them her serv-
ices, with which they were able to stop the fresh
activities in the new city and arrest Muratore and
Ranaldo. The young man, Rocco, formerly also in
love with Belle, met her at the courts, where he was
taking a similar part in exposing the crime oi the
leader who had betrayed him. and these two find in
each other a community of interests which soon swells
to love.

The secret and degree work of the organization is

seized from Little Johnny when he is arrested in con-
nection with the murder of Frank Xaples, and trans-
lated into English to be used in prosecution of the
murder cases against Dick Ferri. Patsy Corbi, Joe
Sergi, Muratore. Conzara. Salamont. and many others.
It follows the Sicilian custom, giving a series of rather
mysterious and gruesome questions and answers that
clearly demonstrates the utter lawless nature of the
tribes.

At a subsequent trial the maltreatment of Phillip
Mecchici was taken up with a number of other final

roundings-up of the powerful tribe.

THE STRUGGLE

Frances Ellsworth File No. 3114

AMOXG the steerage passengers on the large ocean
liner were Ike Cohen, his wife Rebekah. and
their Httle son. Jake. The Cohens had come

to the land of opportunity expecting to find the streets
paved with gold. Their first shock occurred when
the rabbi did not meet them at the dock. The be-
wildered immigrants left Ellis Island clutching a
precious scrap of paper with their old friend's address
on it. It was not long before a sneak thief spotted
them as greenhorns and offered to convey them to
the rabbi's home. After ushering them into a cab,
he wanted to know how much money Ike had with
him so that he could be paid for his services. As
Mr. Cohen drew out his little roll of money, the thief
grabbed it and dashed out of the taxi. The Cohens
arrived at the rabbi's penniless. The good man took
the little family in for the night, but the next day
the immigrants were again faced with the reality of
their struggle for existence. Following their friend's
suggestion, little Jake was temporarily placed in an
orphanage, while Ike and Rebekah, loaded with shoe
strings donated by the rabbi, made their way through
the streets as peddlers. Things went badly for the
husband and wife, but at length they got a few
dollars together and bought a frankfurter stand. Dur-
ing the summer months this business was profitable
and the couple looked forward to a home of their own
in which Jake couM be with them. Then one day,
an officious policeman asked the couple for their
license. Since they had none, they were haled into
court for running a hot dog stand without a permit.
Ike was given the chance to pay a fine or go to jail

for thirty days. Xeither he nor his wife was able
to raise the necessary money, since the rabbi was sick
and no one else trusted them. Ike went to jail and
Rebekah was left stranded. This time she obtained
work in a factory and managed to save enough money
to buy the necessary license for the food stand. When
Ike was released they were back again on the old
job, undaunted by their misfortune. Conditions im-
proved slowly and the following year Jake was Uving
with his parents, who ran a small second-hand shop.
The business prospered and five years later we find
the Cohen home comfortable at last. The new baby
will never know hardship and Jake has forgotten his
unhappy days in the orphanage. Ike and Rebekah,
decked in finery, celebrate their tenth wedding anni-
versary together and offer up a prayer of thanksgiving
to the Lord for his beneficent kindness.

THE RIVER NYMPHS

Lizzie B. Moore File No. 1493

THE river was unusually rough that day. but it

did not daunt Angelica Boyd and her cousin
Ellen from making their regular canoe trip. The

girls were on the water about half an hour, when the
wind blew harder and the canoe suddenly capsized.
The two had been swimmers since childhood, but
nevertheless, found a strong current was preventing
them from reaching shore. Two boys on the opposite
bank watched the pair struggling and went in after
them. Ellen reached shore unassisted, but Angelica
was towed in by Raymond Bower. After the boys
introduced themselves, Angelica was immediately in-
terested in her rescuer—Raymond seemed «o much
more exciting than her fiance, Roy Bowles. She con-
sented to meet the youth on several occasions and ac-
cepted his invitation to a club dance, although she
had already promised to go with Roy. Raymond
called for Angelica shortly after she had set out with
Roy and was surprised to learn that she had left with
another man. He hurried to the club and at the first

opportunity drew his sweetheart aside. The bewildered
youth asked her what had come over her and if she
no longer loved him.

"I don't know, Raymond. We have been sweet-
hearts for so long that we can't tell. Neither of us
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has ever had any competition. Our love has never
been put to the test."

Raymond asked Angelica to let him take her home
that evening, but she refused. He insisted, and she
resented his commands. Raymond left the club heart-

broken in the midst of the affair while his sweetheart
danced merrily with her new friend. The Boyd family

tried to separate their daughter from Roy, but their

opposition could not withstand the ingenious plans

of the young lovers to remain together. Before he
returned to his home in Buffalo, Roy asked Mr. Boyd
for Angelica's hand and was refused. The following

year the pair eloped.
Angehca was awed by the impressive splendor of

her husband's home. The Bowers had wealth and
social position and Roy's mother was not particularly

pleased by her son's choice of a wife. Soon she was
treating her daughter-in-law with haughty condescen-
sion. Angelica reminded her husband of the old family

adage that "no one house was built for two families,"

but Roy would not cross his mother's will and was
afraid to leave her house. He had never worked and
was dependent on Mrs. Bower for everything. An-
glica grew more and more unhappy. One night she

slipped out of the house and traveled home. Her
parents had long ago forgiven her and she was far

happier in their humble home than in the Boyd man-
sion. The young wife sued for a divorce. In the mean-
time, Raymond was once again seen on the Boyd
porch. He and AngeHca buried the hatchet and were
married as soon as the divorce was granted. Experi-

ence had taught them both that their love could stand

the test of time.

HAIL! AMERICA!
Peggy Richards File No. 3095

THE glowing descriptions of America in her sis-

ter's letters tempted Martha Kane to try her

fortune in the New World. The only difficulty

in parting was saying good-bye to her sweetheart,
Fritzie. Martha had not realized she loved him until

she had set out on her journey and he was far behind.
The immigrant girl's next few days were so full of

excitement that she did not have time for regrets.

A few weeks later she was safe at her sister Anna's
home. Anna's husband and little boy helped the girl

to overcome her old country habits. She learned
English rapidly and with Anna's help soon was
groomed like any other American girl. Her first po-

sition was in Glosson's Department Store. There her
blooming complexion and honest blue eyes attracted

the attention of the floorwalker, Mr. Marble. He in-

vited the girl out and Martha was thrilled at the

roadhouse tavern in which they dined and danced.
Mr. Marble caught his partner's enthusiasm and drove
the girl far into the country. Parking his car in a

dark and lonely spot, he commenced to pet his com-
panion. But Martha was not one to permit casual

caresses and she fought Mr. Marble tooth and nail.

Eventually she threw him out of his car and started

the machine running herself. It was Mr. Marble who
walked home and the next day Martha was looking
for a job.
Her next position at Warden's Bargain Basement

ended abruptly when she slapped a male customer for

calling her "cutie." Martha was finally forced to

take a position as housemaid with the Jonas family,

wealthy pawnbrokers. The girl did not trust her

employers, despite their riches, for Mr. Jonas was
continually in conference with suspicious-looking rough-
necks. One day the girl discovered that someone was
locked in a small cupboard in the Jonas cellar. Risk-
ing her job, she filched Mr. Jonas' keys and found
that his captive was a beautiful young actress whom
he was trying to force to become his mistress. Un-
tying her bonds, Martha carried the helpless girl to a

taxi and took her home. Several days before, after

persistent attentions, Jonas had trapped Dora Lane by
sending a fake telegram to the theatre caUing her to

the bedside of her dying father. Thus neither friends

nor associates saw anything suspicious in her absence.

Only her fiance and leading man, Don Miguel, had
begun to worry. When Dora was safely at home
again she sent for him and told her story. Don
wanted to reward Martha and giving her a friendly

wink drew a roll of bills from his pocket. Mistaking
his intentions, Martha slapped him roundly in the

face, while Dora burst into peals of laughter. Sud-
denly she stopped short and offered the immigrant
girl a role in her show. She was to play the part of

a greenhorn who was ever suspecting men of evil de-

signs on her virtue. Martha accepted the offer and
developed into a first-rate comedienne. Despite her

success, she still remained distrustful of Amrican men
and sent Fritzie money to join her in the New World.
The two married and Martha gave up her part of

injured innocence. She Hved in a cosy bungalow near
her sister and played the role of wife and mother
to perfection.

TRIANGLE
Minna E. Garvin File No. 1576

MINERVA and Ormand Ashley were moclern and
in debt. Of all the vast fortune Minerva's
father had left her, only one palatial country

estate in the Berkshires remained. The young couple
decided to turn this white elephant into a paying
proposition by converting it into a summer hotel ca-

tering exclusively to the four hundred. The enter-

prise prospered and the Ashleys were contented. Hav-
ing a club for a home was great fun—it meant they
were always surrounded by interesting guests and, at

the same time they were free to withdraw to them-
selves, if they felt romantically inclined. It was true
that both husband and wife flirted outrageously, but
in the interests of business, neither objected. Each
understood that there were no real grounds for jeal-

ousy. When the old gypsy fortune teller, who visited

the hotel each summer, read the palms of the young

couple and predicted that they would soon be parted.

Minerva and Oi-mand laughed gaily at this absurd
idea. Nevertheless, a few weeks later the pair had
their first real quarrel and, since both were stubborn,
they did not patch it up. The rift, begun over a

triviahty, grew so bad that Ormand packed up his

things and went to the city. Minerva, too proud to

call him back, tried to forget her sorrow by plunging
herself whole-heartedly into the activities of her guests.

A year passed and Minerva regretfully secured a

divorce from her errant husband. Up 'til the hour
the degree became final, she had hoped that Ormand
would make some overture towards peace. However,
the missing husband did not break his silence, and
Minerva concealed a saddened heart beneath all her
gaiety. It was at this period that Rudolph Rodden,
an attractive and wealthy opera singer, was recom-
mended to the hotel. He was at once charmed by his

fair hostess and Minerva, sorely missing her husband,
felt herself responding to her handsome guest. She
was ready to marry her suitor, when word came from
Ormand that he was returning to ask her forgiveness.

Without giving Rudolph any explanation, Minerva
asked him to leave the hotel at once. The singer was
crushed, but too inuch in, love not to obey Minerva's
orders.
When Ormand returned he was humbled and he

begged Minerva to remarry him. A few days later

the hotel guests attended the joyous second wedding
of the handsome pair and escorted the bride and
groom from the church to the club. As they neared
the grounds of the Ashley estate, Rudolph sprang out

from the bushes, mad with grief, and singing a tragic

love song in a weird minor key. Without a word of

warning he brandished a pistol and shot Ormand and
then himself. Minerva bent down over her stricken

husband and discovered his wound was slight, while

her guests informed her that RudolpTi was dead. Un-
der his wife's tender care, Ormand regained his health

and happiness.

AT THE WINDOW
Leia Lyon File No. 3070

MARY'S childhood was full of contrasts. The
only child of a devoted young couple, her first

years were the happiest imaginable. Her par-

ents, who had bought a little farm and were struggling
to make it pay, spent much precious time playing
with their baby and joining in her games. Then,
when she was seven, both father and mother died
within a few weeks of each other. The child was
taken in by some neighbors and the farm sold to pay
the parents' debts. The people who adopted Mary were
very poor farmers and had a large family of children.

They could not afford to keep the child, but did not
have the heart to turn the girl over to an asylum.
However, they plainly resented "another mouth to

feed" and Mary was given the poorest of everything.

A sensitive, delicate child, she grew more and more
unhappy. After school she would linger in front of

strange houses, hoping secretly that some kinder people
would give her a home. In this way she made the

acquaintance of Granny Malone. Granny Malone was
a kindly old widow who had nothing more to do each
day than sit at her window watching the school chil-

dren and occasional pedestrians go by. She recognized
the unhappy child who frequently lingered on her lawn
and looked wistfully up at her. One day she invited

the child in to have some cookies and the little girl

consumed them so ravenously that Granny reaUzed she

was really hungry. A week later Mary was installed

in the Malone home.
Happy years followed. Mary enjoyed a good home

with the Widow Malone. Then, too, she had a con-

genial playmate for the first time in her life. Ben
Allen, the boy on the next farm, was her age and
proved a wonderful companion. Mary grew up and
her foster mother sent her away to school. While
she was there, Mrs. Malone died. Her death was a
terrfole blow to Mary who now felt herself alone in

the world. After the funeral the unhappy girl re-

turned to school. She had been left sufficient money
to complete her education and planned on teaching
to support herself. After several years of hard work
Mary graduated from college. A longing for the old

Malone house came over her and she decided to spend
the summer on the farm. She returned early one
spring evening and was pleasantly surprised to find

Ben sitting on the porch waiting for her. She had
almost forgotten her playmate, but soon found their

relationship had lost none of its pleasantness because
of her absence. The two talked freely of their plans
and ambitions. Ben wanted to buy the Malone farm
and run it himself though he wistfully added that he
thought the old house really needed a woman in it

to make it a home. Mary raised her eyes coyly and
saw that Ben was speaking of her—she was the woman
he wanted. What a nice thought—she could live in

the old farmhouse with him. He would be a good
husband, too. She suddenly saw a happy future for

them both. And time fulfilled all her rosy dreams

!

WHAT PRICE LOVE?
Bessie Bender File No. 3081

THE graduation exercises were over and Evaline
Brand hurried upstairs from the auditorium to
the carnival floor. Her school was giving a fair

for the benefit of charity and she was to be a fortune
teller. She slipped into her booth and began reading
the palms of the parents and children who approached
her. When eleven-thirty came she was tired and glad
to relinquish her post to a classmate. Tearing off her
gypsy costume, she hurried downstairs looking for her
family. Not seeing them, she curled up in the back
seat of the family automobile and went to sleep.

Evaline was awakened by the voices of two men
discussing a bank robbery. At first she thought she
was dreaming when she heard them plot to rob the

First National Bank that evening, then she suddenly
realized she was in the wrong car. She crouched low
on the back bench and said nothing. After a long
drive the car stopped and the men jumped out.
As soon as they were safely out of sight. Evaline left

her perch. She discovered that she was about a block
from the bank and as she ran through the deserted
street looking for a policeman, she suddenly saw
George Gay, one of the tellers. She told him what she
had overheard and the two rushed to a drug store and
phoned the police. Then they ran to the bank as fast

as they could. Leaving Evaline outside the bank,
George entered by a side door and so startled the
robbers that they stopped their work long enough to
tie him up. This delay gave the police time to arrive
on the scene and arrest the culprits. George and
Evaline were the heroes of the hour and both were
generously rewarded.
With his gift from the First National Bank, George

started a mining enterprise. It proved very successful
and soon he was rich enough to ask Evaline to marry
him. A large church wedding was planned and the
gangsters, who were then free, decided to take their
revenge. While the cremony was being performed at
the church, they planted dynamite in the hall where
the wedding breakfast was to be served. George and
Evaline arrived at the hall together with a large crowd
of friends and relations. When festivities were at
their height, George snatched his bride from the
friends who surrounded her and the two went into
a secluded anteroom for a stolen kiss. George had
just finished telling Evaline that he was burning wTth
love when she pointed out to him that the curtain
on the window must have caught his enthusaism.
Then the young man noticed that the curtain seemed
to be smoking. Tearing it down, the fuse was re-

vealed. George stamped on it, but seeing his enemies
had planted other fuses in the room, he grabbed
Evaline and rushed back into the main room. Warn-
ing his guests to run out of the building immediately,
he followed the crowd that fled from the haU. Just
as all were safely outside, the building exploaed into
the air. George watched the building he had designed
and built go up in smoke. It was a terrible spec-
tacle, but as he put his arm tighter around his bride's
waist, he was happy—Evaline Vi'as safe.

THE HUSBAND HUNTER

Warwick Wesley Dawkins File No. 3089

THE Dugans of Oklahoma were reputed to be one
of the wealthiest families in the state. Their
daughter Elsie was brought up in luxury and

extravagance until her nineteenth year. Then her
father and mother tearfully informed her that their
fortune had been swept away and that they were prac-
tically penniless. Oak Hall, the family home, was
closed and the Dugans, keeping their misfortune dark,
left ostensibly for Venezuela. For a few months the
family endured the misery of a small, shabby apart-
ment. Then Elsie's mother suggested that her daugh-
ter marry some wealthy man before her father's failure
became public. Elsie could not see herself deceiving
any of the elegible youths of her acquaintance, but
was willing to try the plan on an unknown stranger.
With this object in mind, she visited one of her school
chums, Nellie Hallworth. The first evening there,
Nellie suggested that they attend a rehearsal of a
play being given by the Junior League. Since she
was a stranger and a very pretty girl, Elsie was soon
surrounded by a bunch of collegiate youngsters who
looked no different than her Oklahoma friends. Then
she noticed a curly-headed, square jawed man with a
Barrymore profile and a magnetic smile standing on
the stage directing the try-outs. Nellie explained that
he was their stage manager and a "knock-out" with
women—always had his own way, had oodles of
money, and seemed destined to have a brilliant future.
Elsie lost no time in asking for an introduction and
a few minutes later she met Girthel Brown. Using
every feminine wile, Elsie succeeded in impressing the
handsome youth. Girthel "rushed" the girl for the
next few weeks and she determined to marry him and
quickly, too. He had charm, position, and wealth, and
Elsie refused to think of the fact that he was still a
stranger to her. With deliberate calculation she led
him to marry her. Their first night together revealed
to Elsie that she loved Girthel and the next morning,
confident of his deep love for her, she revealed the
truth of her father's position. Girthel laughed cynic-
ally and informed her that his aunt's fortune, which
everyone had assumed would some day belong to him,
had in reality been left to charity, He was practically
penniless himself and informed Elsie that he would
leave for Chicago where a friend had promised him a
worthwhile position. Elsie, ashamed of her own mer-
cenary ways, was equally grieved th^t Girthel had
played the same game as she had. She made a move
to run away from the apartment, but her husband,
suddenly emphasizing her new position, ordered her
to remain with him as his wife. The following day
when Mr. Dugan's ruin was announced in the papers,
Elsie departed with her husband for Chicago.
A year passed and the marriage that had begun so

badly proved surprisingly successful. Girthel was
making good on his own and Elsie had developed into

a happy housewife. Though both young people knew
they some day would be rich again, neither considered
money an essential to happiness. There had been
plenty of fun during "the first year" without it.

AMERICA. AWAKE!

H. P. Craig-McFeely File No. 3057

WHEN a son was born to the Erasers they
could think of no loveher name for the child
than George Washington Fraser. Thus the'y

gave their boy the name of the man who was to them
the epitome of American virtue in the hope that the
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child would in some measure prove a credit to his
country even as his illustrious namesake. George grew
up and gave promise of a fine young man. The
Frasers were poor and he worked for his college edu-
cation. Shortly after graduation from law school
George married one of his classmates, May Payson.
May was also a lawyer and the two opened up an
office together. The pair were working up a nice
practice, when Europe became plunged in the debacle
of 1914.

George and May were incensed at the violation of

the neutrality of Belgium and soon after England
entered the war, George enlisted in the Canadian
Expeditionary Forces. The youth's army record was
an enviable one. His bravery and success in fighting

won for him an army commission. It was he who
warned his battalion of a gas attack and led the

troops in battle. During these years of hard fighting,

George never once saw May. Though she did more
than her '"bit" in rolling bandadges and contributing
to the Allied cause, she remained in America. The
husband and wife depended on letters as their sole

means of contact.
When the United States entered the World War,

George was transferred to an American unit. Though
he had grown attached to his Canadian buddies, the
youth preferred to be with his own countrymen. Again
with Pershing's men, he was commended for distin-

guished military service. He fought at Chateau
Thierry and Belleau Woods during the last days of

the terrible struggle.
The return home was far different from what he

anticipated. The first shock was finding that his

mother's healtli had failed and that death was close

at hand. During the years of his absence, Mrs. Fraser
had suffered a thousand deaths because of anxiety for

her son's safety. His father, too. had aged consider-

ably, while May showed signs of the strain she had
been through. Ail had been victimized by War.
George found it hard to slip back into civilian life.

Law, his chosen profession, had lost aFl meaning to

him and he felt he could not continue successfully in

that field. For several months, he resumed his prac-

tice, looking around for some new work. Then he
learned that a new peace society had been formed and
immediately knew that his life work was in that great

cause. Soon the ex-soldier was lecturing to crowded
halls on the horrors of war and the need of universal

peace. George found happiness in his new work and
his Armistice Day speech was broadcast through the

country

:

"Standing before a Cenotaph in every city and
town on The anniversary of the Armistice, we, who
have lost relatives and friends in Europe, ask our-

selves whether there can be any greater advocates
for peace than the massed multitudes who stand

bowed in silence on the stroke of eleven in mem-
ory of the glorious dead who gave their lives that

we might have peace.
'

He paid off the mortgage and helped feed and clothe
the Branson children. The following year he and
Mollie were united in the Little Vine Church by the
rector of Comptonville.

WHEN LOVE DEFIED l_AW

Charles Monroe Weaver File No. 1575

THE little mountain village of Comptonville boasted
of but one wealthy family—the Comptons—who
had given the town its name. John Wesley Comp-

ton, returning home after four years at college, was
urged by his father, the pastor of the Little Vine
Church, to aid in prohibition enforcement. John was
convinced that such work would open up a worthy
career, and he became a federal enforcement agent.
Kentucky was overrun with moonshiners, and John
distinguished himself by putting an end to these boot-

leggers' activities. The young agent was aware, how-
ever, that corn whiskey was manufactured in Comp-
tonville and he determined to find the guilty persons.

His assistant, James Thurlows and two other deputies
agreed to help him capture the offending iiioonshiner

the following night.
In the meantime, as lovely Mollie Branson helped

her father bottle liquor from their mountain still, she
thought of the pastor's handsome son. The girl had
met John after his return from college, and he had
immediately been conscious of her charms. Her splen-

did voice which sang out so clearly in the church
choir had thrilled his whole being and he was full of

admiration for the young parishioner. As Mollie re-

called his flattering compHments. she reflected bitterly

that John would despise her, if he knew of her father's

occupation. A sigh escaping from Mr. Branson's lips

brought back to the girl's mind the difficulties which
faced her family.
The year before Mrs. Branson had died after a lin-

gering illness. The farm had been neglected while

father and children tended the sick woman, and the

Bransons were suddenly faced with failing crops and
a heavy doctor's bill. Mr. Branson was forced to

mortgage his farm to meet expenses. Unable to pay
the mterest on the mortgage, he was faced with fore-

closure and eviction. His condition was desperate

and Mr, Branson tried a desperate remed>—boot-

legging. Xeither father or daughter desired to break

the law, and only thought of this occupation as a tem-
porary means of saving their farm.

John, Thurlow, and two agents, waiting on the

lonely mountain, suddenly confronted Mr. Branson
and his daughter who were bearing jugs of corn

whiskey on their shoulders. Startled by the order to

hold up his hands. Mr. Branson instinctively moved
his hand to his hip. The reckless Thurlow fired at

his_ captive and Branson dropped dead. John was
horrified when he discovered the identity of this boot-

legger. He carried the unconscious Mollie to her

mountain shack and there was appalled by the poverty

of the little family. Thurlow brought back the corpse

and Mollie. on coming to, was ready to strangle her

father's murderer. The cowardly agent fled as the

sturdy mountain folk rose in indignation at the un-

necessary slaughter of their friend and neighbor. John
bitterly regretted his agent*s reckless and unauthorized

shot, especially when he learned of the grueling cir-

ROSE OF THE WORLD
Gladys Merritt Archer File No. 3110

ROSE REGIXA WAINWRIGHT slipped quietly
into bed. but not to sleep. She wanted to dream
lor a time before Morpheus overtook her. The

dance had been a success that evening and, as usual,
the Marshall twins vied in bidding for her favor.
They were both likeable boys, but they did not hold
much romantic appeal for the young graduate of

Tulane Dental School. Instead. Desmond Mayhew,
who watched her from afar and consciously avoided
her, held Rose Regina's attention. As the first streaks
of dawn entered her room, the girl noticed a note on
her dressing table. It was from the twins—they were
fighting a duel over her at daybreak on the old Chal-
mette battleground. It was Desmond who drove Rose
Regina to the old battlefield in time to lead the twins
from the field of Honor with a few minor scratches.
Rose bitterly regretted the contest ; it seemed like

such a futile gesture, since she was leaving Xew Or-
leans the following week for a five years' stay in
Bangkok and might never see either of the boys again.
Only Desmond's cool race to reach the duelists before
the fight started lingered pleasantly in her memory.

Five years later Rose Regina, the most successful
dentist in far-off Bangkok, was engaged to marry a
young Englishman, Norman Aldington. Again and
again Rose told herself that she ought to be more
thrilled about her approaching marriage—

>'

charming, handsome, cultured and wealthy,
before the wedding, her fiance was killed

mobile accident. Although she had never been
love ,'ith hii Ro ned

weeks

eally
erely

until she learned that he had
half-caste offspring. This double shock robbed Bang
kok of all its glamour. The gorgeous, exotic bung;

1 life of the English
Rose Regina

use wondering
return to the

nd her mothi
dentistry, the gay

and American colonists meant nothing
was unhappy and moped around the h
whether to remain where she was or

States.
Then one day the mail packet arrived with its regu-

lar quota of books and letters. Among the pile. Rose
Regina picked up a novel by Desmond and began
reading it feverishly. She soon discovered that she
was the heroine and lived again in its pages many of

her own life adventures. Through the eyes of the

hero she read Desmond's description of the race to the

old New Orleans battleground. In the last chapter
she and Desmond were honeymooning through Java,
land of flame trees and rice fields, lotus gardens and
rugged volcanoes. As she finished the book. Rose
Regina knew that life still held many rich possibilities

for her and she knew w'nat course she would pursue,

for as Desmond's wife, her own love adventure would
lollow as glamorous a path as that of the fair heroine

of Rose of the World.

stances which had led Mr. Br to bootlegging.

THE LOVE VOYAGE
Ber+ha Maglll File No. 3063

THE arrival of Mrs. Gray's nieces, Margie and
Nellie, created a great stir among the local farm
boys. Ralph Cane and Tommy Jones were soon

invited to meet the girls and, after much sprucing up
for the occasion, they arrived at the Gray home ner-
vous with excitement. Margie and Nellie put the two
youths at their ease almost immediately and the boys
caught their breath and gazed at their fair hostesses.
Margie and Nellie were from New York and for that
reason alone they seemed to belong to a different

world. In addition, they were extremely attractive
girls and wide-awake and intelligent as well. Soon
Ralph and Tommy were teaching them barn dances.
while they instructed the boys in the latest ballroom
steps. Almost from the start, the four coupled off

—

Ralph and Margie paired and so did Tommy and
Nellie. All during the summer this foursome spent
many happy hours together. When it was time for

the girls to return to the city, the youths were ready
to follow them to New York, city of adventure. Margie
and Nellie were sure that their friends could secure
employment driving taxicabs, since tRey both handled
the Cane's old Ford with such skill and success.

A month later the bovs had followed their sweet-
hearts home. Ralph and Tommy were fascinated by
the big city and secured the coveted taxi jobs. After
some time passed, Ralph distinguished himself by re-

sisting a hold-up. His bravery in the face of danger
received considerable publicity and the youth won a
better position. It was then that he began to think
of marrying Margie, though he was afraid to broach
the subject. Her peculiar moods gave him the idea
that she no longer cared for him and he feared that
she was in love with Tommy. At last he asked Margie
the reason for her recent indifference. He was sur-

prised to learn that the girl was unhappy because she
doubted his love. The secret engagement of Tommy
and Nellie had given her the idea that Ralph did not
like her well enough to marry her. The misunder-
standing was cleared up and the two sealed their be-
trothal with a deep and tender kiss.

In September two pairs of honeymooners boarded a
boat for Bermuda. Before the ship sailed, the girls'

parents learned of the double wedding and came to
bid their children a pleasant voyage as well as to give
the two couples their heartfelt blessings. The de-
parture of the old folks and the romantic attitudes of
the newlyweds revealed to the other passencers that
the Canes' anvd Jones' were honeymooners. Despite a
few practical jokes, the foursome had a glorious trip.

On the way home, a sudden storm broke out and the

ship sprung a leak. An S. O. S. was sent out and
the life boats manned. The two brides were sepa-
rated from their husbands and taken aboard a rescue
vessel. Two terrible days of anxiety followed in which
neither husbands or wives knew the fate of their dear
ones. Back in New York, Margie and Nellie waited
anxiously for the arrival of other rescue boats. At
last both couples were reunited, conscious for the first

time of the great depth of the love they bore one
another.

AS WE GO TO PRESS

Mildred Dawson File No. 3109

THOUGH the News was the deadest journal in
town, the city room was lively with noise thirty
minutes before the paper went to press. Allan

Blake was in the throes of composing his daily story,
when Kesterson, his editor, sent for him. A moment
later Allan was standing in the oJHce of the Presence
lamely trying to explain the recent dearth of copy
from the court house to which he was assigned. It
was hard to tell the editor that Judge Gilon preferred
to give stories to the more powerful World in return
for personal publicity. Kesterson listened unimpressed
by his alibis and then told Allan to look for another
position. Allan swallowed hard and left the office

de-ectedly. All his dreams of becoming a great jour-
naUst faded. If he couldn't even keep a job on the
poorest paper in the city, the future was indeed black.
Presently Allan went to lunch because it was time to
go. Entering a cheap restaurant which was almost
exclusively patronized by newspaper and advertising
men, Allan took a seat next to the window. He
wanted to avoid his friends and cronies and figured
staring out on the street was the safest way to pass
unnoticed. For a few minutes Allan was too wrapped
up in his troubles to notice a youngster of about
seven or eight standing up against the window. When
he did notice the boy's steady gaze in the direction of

a fat man consuming a good-sized meal, Allan jumped
up on the impulse of the moment and asked the child

to have lunch with him. Over two plates of roast
pork and sweet potatoes, their friendship ripened
rapidly. The little boy was Dickie Crider and he was
on his way to find his father in California. Allan sup-
plied the details to the child's story, for he had read
in the paper of Richard Crider Senior's trip to the
West to arrange a railroad merger. The two had
almost finished their meal, when Dickie spied his sister

standing in the doorway of the restaurant. A moment
later Allan was introduced to Lydia Crider and over-
whelmed with thanks for finding her runaway brother.
Marveling at his nerve, Allan invited the gorgeous
Lydia to have luncheon with them in this tenth-rate
eating house. Before long, he was telling her about
his work and the difficulty of finding a good story.

Then he confessed that he was fired and Lydia sug-
gested that he write up the story of finding Dickie.
Allan realized that it was a good idea—there was
plenty of human interest in the tale of the poor little

rich boy starting out to find his dad in California and
being balked by common, ordinary hunger. His story
made the first page in the evening edition and Allan
hoped that Kesterson would reverse his decision.
However, his editor gave him no sign that he had
noticed this break and Allan was again despondent.
Then came a shock the following afternoon, when he
received a letter from the managing editor of the
World comi)limenting him on his story and offering
him a position handling human mierest features.

Allan's thoughts were confused as he fell asleep that
night. He was planning what he would say to Mr.
Kesterson : better opportunity—going to be a famous
journalist some day—always did like the name Lydia
—I think you're wonderful.

THE FINAL RECKONING

Max Franz File No. 3119

THAT Sunday began for William
many others before it. He arose late, played
with the children and dressed them, and helped

his wife with the dishes as was his custom. Then
he kissed her good-bye, gave his boy and girl an
affectionate hug. and went to the Woodsville Saloon
for his regular glass of beer. There he was greeted
by several cronies and joined them in a card game.
The men continued drinking tTiroughout the game
and Biermann became intoxicated. Suddenly, an ar-

gument broke out and William, unable to control him-
self, knocked his partner over the head with his
heavy stein. The partner, also intoxicated, reeled,
and his head struck the old-fashioned stove in the
center of the room. The man was dead when the
police arrived. A few minutes later, when little Willy
Biermann came to summon his father home to din-
ner, he saw him being led away to the police station
accompanied by the sheriff and crowd of onlookers.
He ran home to his mother, and by degrees the
frightened woman learned the cause of her son's
strange behavior. Without stopping for her wraps,
Mrs. Biermann rushed through the streets towards
the jail, and the crowd collected in front of the
building made way so that she could enter.
Then followed a long trial in a nearby city. Bier-

mann was sentenced to the state prison for twenty
years. Time passed, and one day while Biermann
and his cellmate were blasting on some prison prop-
erty, the latter was killed. Conscious of the oft-
repeated sentiments of the mob who attended his
trial, Biermann was convinced that his family would
be better off. if he were dead, and quickly changed
coats with his stricken companion. Thereafter, in
prison, Biermann passed for Fred Koehler. a con-
vict without family or friends. Then one day, Fred
Koehler was pardoned and Biermann found himself
a free man.

Memories and family ties took him to Woods-
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ville and he soon discovered his family were still

living in the old home. His oldest girl was mar-
ried, and a younger girl, born after his imprison-
ment, was continually scrapping with her brother.
The playful quarrels of brother and sister reminded
him of the old days, when he lived in the bosom
of his family. Then William learned that he had
grandchildren. The fascination of watching his family
made his haunt the neighborhood of his old home.
How he waited to catch sight of his daughter bring-
ing her boys to spend the day with grandmother.
One day, one of his daughter's children wandered
into the street as a machine was approaching. Wil-
liam ran into the road and threw the child to
safety. The machine bore down on him and he
died instantly. Willy Biermann helped carry his
father's body to the morgue and remained there with
the local coroner after the crowd has dispersed. The
coroner examined the papers on the dead man and
read his release. Willy wanted to know who the
victim was and was mformed the dead man was
Fred Koehler. The coroner revealed no more, but
stared at father and son. Time rolled by, but the
grave of Fred Koehler was tended by the grateful
Biermanns, as though the dead hero were a member
of their family.

INNOCENCE ON TRIAL

Mary Grant File No. 3122

JOAN BEDFORD awaited the verdict from the
jury for killing her lover. Bert Brian, her
lawyer, felt more than sympathy for this young

girl, as he reviewed in his mind the circumstances of
her hfe and upbringing that had led to the crime.
Joan's mother, a debutante, had failed in love with
an actor of a traveling troupe whom she met in an
automobile accident. Carl Burke, the actor, not
wishing to impose on her family, took his bride out
west and purchased a farm. Joan was born. Carl,
missing the excitement of his former life, deserted
Joan's mother. This experience left Mrs. Burke a
very bitter woman. She called the child by her own
maiden name of Bedford, and made a vow that Joan
should be protected from the cruelties of the world
and of men at least until she reached the age of
twenty-one. A few years later she received news
of the deaths of both her husband and father. Her
mother asked her to return East to her old home,
but, true to her vow for her child, she leaves Joan
on the farm in the care of a governess, with strict
orders that Joan is not to leave the farm or meet
people until her twenty-first birthday. Soon after
her return East, John's mother married again—

a

widower with a young son. This son is Bert Brian.
Joan, left on the farm, grows up healthily and

happily, looking forward to seeing her mother again
on her twenty-first birthday. A few weeks before
this event, while walking in the woods adjoining
the farm, Joan finds the prostrate body of a man.
Frightened, because she has never seen a man be-
fore, Joan is about to run away, when he addresses
her, begging her to help him stand. Gregory Weston,
who lived on an estate adjoining the farm, had
turned his ankle while hunting. As her home was
nearest. Joan aided Gregory back to the house. There
she finds her old governess dying, with no strength
left to tell her the name and address of her mother
Torn between her grief at her only friend's death, and
her pleasure in her new companion's company, Joan
scarcely notices the passage of time. Gregory con-
tinues to remain on, taking advantage of Joan's
trustfulness. One day, in Joan's absence, some friends
seek Gregory out to remind him of his wedding the
following week. It is a month since their meetingm the woods. Gregory is persuaded to return to
his friends, leaving merely a bouquet and a note for

Joan is heartbroken at Gregory's desertion, but is
powerless because of her lack of knowledge of the
world. However, the woman who delivers her sup-
plies monthly, finding Joan in tears and learning the
cause, offers to help her find Gregory. She takes
Joan to New York, and Joan arrives at Gregory's
house just as he is returning from his wedding.
Crazed by grief at being too late, her hand finds a
pistol on the wall of Gregory's study, which she
fires at him as he enters the room, not realizing what
she IS doing. Bert Brian, now a successful lawyer,
sees Joan's picture in the papers, and recognizing her
by her resemblance to his step-mother, who had told
him all a'oout Joan as she lay dying, he offers his
services. The weeks of trial have shown him loan's
innocence and sweetness. Had he been able to
make the jury see her in the same light? If he only
had, he would ask nothing better than to be the
girl's protector "until death do them part." The jury
was returning. He waited breathless as the verdict
came, "Not Guilty."

Gene Elhuff

SLIM
File No. 3088

WHEN the splendid craft "The Brena" docked
j' .Savannah, Georgia, many a curious in-
dividual watched the descent upon the town

ot a lively bunch of seamen, wondering about the
nature ot the men who entered with so lusty a spirit
the night clubs and cafes of the city.

• ^^'^^^ i"'="; ^''°"' *"«^ ™«n. *o>' as entertainer
in Rags Dundee's cafe she had managed to extract
a handsom sum of money from many a drunken sonAmong such she had struck many youths of ex-
cellent famihes. and had come to understand in-
stinctively how to triat them. "Slim" Arnold Crosby
impressed her instantly as a gentleman, and she en-
tered upon a plot with her husband, Jim 7ones, to
allow her to encourage Jim's ardent attention until
he could be induced, while in a drunken state, to

marry her. The wedding took place, and Slim was
obliged to supply Peggy for months after, while
away on sea trips, which she subsequently shared
with her actual husband, Jim. When the plot was
revealed, Arnold had still not been told of Peg's
previous marriage, and in a brawl with Jim believed
that he had murdered the man who was allied in a
crime with his wife.
Then started a weary ,'ourney for escape for the

innocent man. Arnold changed his name several
times, becoming finally Paul Marye, when he was
hired by Mr. and Mrs. Lewis on their farm out west.
Paul presented a strange appearance with his front
teeth gone, to prevent discovery by the police, but in
spite of this he endeared himself both to Mrs. Lewis
of whom he had grown dangerously fond, and to her
younger sister, Fritzie Chef, an actress. Fritzie was
drawn to the quiet, apparently indifferent youth,
whose manner still bore the stamp of his good breed-
ing and education, and accepted his love with warm
responses even though she knew he must have some
past experience which did not coincide with his present
peaceful character.

_ Paul and Fritzie spent one beautiful week in New
York, but it was interrupted by the jealous Mr.
Gibbs. Fritzie's producer, who threatened to ruin her
place 111 American drama unless she gave up "that
dirty farmer." Gibbs had been attempting to trace
evidence against Paul, in order to secure Fritzie for
his wife, but she refused to believe all she heard
about murder and previous marriage until he could
tell the story himself in a way that would do him
full justice. This ri\ airy of Gibbs is recognized by
our hero as far more serious than the flippant
jealousies and suspicions of his co-workers on the
farm, who are all in love with Fritzie.

Mrs. Lewis received Paul's confession with a
Christian spirit of forgiveness and understanding
which turned to extreme joy when it was learned
from Bill Trigen, an old friend of Arnold Crosby,
that Jim had not been killed but only wounded, and
was still living with Peggy. Further events proved
that Paul Marye was free to marry Fritzie, for
Mabel Reeds had squealed on her roommate, Peggy,
and confessed that she was a witness at the wedding
when Arnold Crosby was lead, drunk, to the altar.
On hearing that Peggy had 'been previously married,
he rewarded Mabel and her husband for their revela-
tions by enabling them to start a new life in Florida,
and hastened back to the Lew^is farm, where his own
fond mother eagerly awaited him. Fritzie was gone
with Gibbs, and Arnold worked fast in reclaiming her
from the jealous arms of the theatrical man," who
threatened to ruin her career if she married the son
ot the famous and wealthy Jaspar Crosby of Virginia
and New York. But Fritzie had a vision of herself
dancing with Arnold to his favorite Waltz, and cared
nothing for the threat of economic ruin imposed upon
her by Gibbs. They were married at last, and for
the first time in years young Crosby breathed in utter
freedom and the joy of youth fullfiled. Even he ad-
mitted that he was handsome, with his teeth repaired,
and clothed in elegant formal apparel.

JAVA SHRINE
M. Wergeland File No. 3129

WILLIAM ROGERS, an artist, is painting the
portrait of beautiful Alice Green, wife of the
financier. James Green, her husband, jealous

of her admiration of the artist and incensed by the
insinuations of the gossips, arranges to have Rogers
carried out of the country. Rogers awakens to the
noise of mutiny on board a ship in the Pacific Ocean,
and escapes in a life-boat during the confusion. He
is on the ocean for two days without food, and is

ready to lie down and give up in his weakness when
he sees land on the horizon. With his last ounce of
strength he pulls for shore, and falls on the beach,
exhausted. There he is found by Alicia, the beautiful
daughter of the owner of this plantation in Java.
The days of being nursed back to health are blissful
ones for both. Rogers again begins to paint. His
portrait of Alicia, inspired by love, fs his masterpiece.
On another part of the island, the Sultan of Sula

is raging. His harem cowers around him, but their
attempts to placate him are in vain. His suit for
the hand of Alicia has been rejected in scorn by
her father. No white man would permit his daughter
to enter a harem. The Sultan wants Alicia, and is

not to be balked by a mere refusal. He instructs a
band of his most ruffianly followers to have Alicia at
his castle that night, on pain of death.

That night, Alicia tells Rogers of the Shrine of
a Thousand Buddhas, deep in the woods. Legend
states that any wish asked for at that shrine at mid-
night will be granted. They determine to wish to-
gether at the shrine at midnight. On their way
th'-ough the woods they are attacked by the Sultan's
followers, who carry Alicia to the palace, and Rogers
to be offered as a sacrifice to the God of Earth and
Fire who lodges in the island's crater. Alicia is re-
ceived with great pomp, and the women of the
harem anoint and array her in glittering satins and
jewels. At the feast in her honor, Alicia is haunted
by fear of the fate of Rogers. She pleads fatigue and
is finally left alone in a magnificent bedroom. Not
stopping to divest herself of her finery, she seeks
a means of escaping, and succeeds. She hurries to
the Shrine of a Thousand Buddhas and there
wishes for the safety of Rogers and happiness for
them together. Exhausted by the night's events, she
lies down before the shrine and sleeps.

Before Rogers can be offered for the appeasement
of the fierce god. the crater speaks with a gentle
rocking of the earth. The Sultan's followers, fright-
ened, run away, leaving Rogers free. He hastens to
the Shrine of a Thousand Buddhas. Approaching,
he is petrified to see a dangerous snake within a
few feet of what he thinks is a native woman.
He kills the snake and kneels beside the

IS Alicia
! He lifts her in his arms, and she opens

her eyes to the beloved face of Rogers. "I knew I'd
get my wish," she murmurs, as Rogers bends to
kiss her.

HEARTS OF THE WEST

File No. 3127

Mickey Stephen and
Frank Malinowski

M^'i.-?^'^^'*'^'^
mortgaged Mountain Rock,

which contained valuable mineral ores, to send
his son Charles to college. Mr. Stone, who

loaned him the money, is determined to gain
possession of this valuable property. A few days be-
fore the loan is due, he calls for the deed and is
informed by Mr. Stevens that he will pay back the
loan with the money arriving for him on the stage-
coach the next day. Mr. Stone wants the property,
not the money, and with a gang of outlaws holds up
and robs the stage coach. Charles, returning from
college, escapes, and reports the robbery to the
Sheriff. His daughter Rose offers to lend Charles her
horse to return home.

Stone, immediately after the robbery, rides to
Stevens' ranch, and demands the deed to Mountain
Rock. Stevens refuses to give it up before his son
Charles arrives with the money. Stone threatens to
put out the eyes of the younger son, Frank with a
hot poker, unless Stevens reveals the hiding place
of the deed. Stevens is forced to surrender the
papers. The outlaws escape, taking Frank with them
just before Charles arrives. Charles pursues the
villains to save his brother and the property. He
finds them in a deserted cabin, fires a shot to bring
them utdo the ndoM releases hi:
brother, grabs the papers, and rides away, follow
by the outlaws. Stone orders his men to shoot to
kill, and recover the papers. They wound Frank, who
begs his brother to go on and save their property.
As Charles approaches the town, a runaway horse
dashes towards him. dragging a wagon containing a
beautiful woman. Bravely he rescues her and rec-
ognizes Rose the Sheriff's daughter. The Sheriff,
grateful to Charles for saving his daughter's life,
promises to aid Charles in capturing the bandits'
Charles does not wait for the Sheriff's men, but dashes
back to save his brother, who had been carried to
the deserted cabin. As he enters the cabin. Stone
'umps on him from behind the door. "Tney fight
furiously, and Charles is 'winning, when Stone is
about to grab a pistol. The wounded brother, seeing
Stone s cowardly move, tied up as he is, manages to
roll over and cover the pis'tol, just as the Sheriff
enters with his men. The entire band is rounded up.
Charles is left to untie his brother and is lifting him
to a cot, when he hears behind him "Hands up!" He
turns in consternation, to see Rose, who claps one
side of the handcuff on his wrist and one on hers,
declaring him her prisoner for life. They kiss, watched
by the grinning Sheriff and Frank.

THE GENTLEMAN PIRATE

Anthony Spiezia File No. 3125

A most exquisite picture of life among the Broad-
way artists IS drawn for us bv the pen of a
thoroughly detached, yet kindly theatrical pro-

ducer whose undertsanding of the temperament of
his characters and their feeble claims to happiness
pervades the story with an atmosphere of gentleness.
Mr. Balto is the sort of producer who makes it his
business to read every manuscript thrown at his
office door, and in this way he discovers the rare
play by Fred Primpard, about a one-armed pirate,
lormerly a naval captain. Primpard is sent for,
levealing himself to be a mature person, rather stub-
born m his ideas about playwrighting and unresponsive
to temptation of monetary reward. His play has
been written for the glorification of a one-armed
cashier in a coffee pot whose singular appearance
and manner had attracted the ivriter, and Primpard
introduces Mr. Balto to the youth who, by the terms
of the contract, must play the leading role.

Francis Colman is indeed a type worthy of the
part in The Terrible Pirate, and Balto is quick to
realize his potential stage appeal. Only one woman
could play alongside him to insure the perfect char-
acterization—^Thelma Bhorr. Thelma is a large
sturdily self-confident and devastatingly successful
woman both on and off the stage, and Balto has
come to rely on her for his theatrical successes.
Primpard is impressed by this woman, but endeavors
to remain aloof in his admiration, for he is proud

woman has made a captive of him—yet.that
Thelma's understanding of men who raise such p;
tests, however, causes mischief with this woman-hater,
although that comes later on, after her unfortunate
affair with Robert Prescott.

Prescot is an alleged millionaire whom she met
at the Lido, whose suavity 'and good looks won him
the distinction of being the first man truly loved by
this proud woman. But his stvle was not conducive
to peace or pleasure, so that Thelma's work in the
play was sadly declining, for Prescott's domineering
and unromantic manner was robbing her of her
personality. Balto recognized this, and feared for
the success of Tlie Terrible Pirate. His fears proved
true on the very first night; the critics wrought
havoc two hours after midnight, and Francis had
a vision of cashierdom at the coff'ee pot. However,
Primpard was by now thoroughly in love with Thelma,
and when he hears that she is bearing a child from
the man who is destroying her, his fury leads to a
scandal of press-agent importance. He shoots Prescott,
and the newspapers publish glorified tales on Thelma's
intimate life and loves. Instantly the play becomes
a success, Thelma stepping powerfully and courage-
ously into her new role as the darling of the tabloid-
reading public. This means money for Balto, happi-
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ness for Francis, who is enjoying a servile devotion
to his heroine. But Prinipard has by now lost his
heart to Thelma completely so that when he hears
that she is planning to marry Francis, he strangles
the iinfortunate cripple for whom he had formerly
conceived such an intense sympathy and friendship.
Thelma understands that even such violence is born
only of love for her, and does not have a word of
reproach for Primpard. whom she has been flirting
with to her own ruination. We leave her weeping
softly over the dead body of Francis, while her heart
is still big enough to cherish the devotion of the poor
distracted playwright.

THE SPELL OF THE TROPICS

John Solinsky File No. 3142

ALONE rider appea
picking his way c

ican soil, Diamon
advanced at a leisurely
spoke from the underbr
up his ears, and Lacy whipped out his revolvers.
A group of dark little men sprang out of the bushes
and attempted to drag Diamond down. Death spurted
from Lacy's revolvers, but he was overwhelmed by
numbers. He and his horse were ignominously
dragged into the rebels camp, and brought to their
rascally leader, Marano. " -

- -

proposition—death, or the
against the present republ
in which to decide. As he
beautiful girl

the horizon. Carefully
strange Central Amer-
Lacy's faithful horse

That is, until a pistol

d pricked

offered Lacy

day

but alsi

icy begged
s lie was being taken away, a

evidently guarded, rode into camp. As
lite people, they sought each other's eyes,
he read a plea for help. An adventurer,
gentleman, Lacy plots for the lady's

escape. To further his end. he consents to lead the
rebel army. Marano gives Lacy instructions for sur-
prising the president's camp three days hence. That
night Lacy is startled by screams from the hut in
which the girl is kept prisoner. He arrives in time
to save her from the embraces of Marano, who has
already torn her blouse at the shoulder. Marano
turns on Lacy, and in the ensuing fight Lacy succeeds
in^ knocking Marano out and gaining his firearms.
Whistling to Diamond, he escapes with the girl.

Marano gains consciousness in time to sound an alarm,
and they are hotly pursued by the rebels, who are
rapidly firing at them. Lacy gives Diamond a well-
known signal as they are hidden from their pursuers by
a bend in the road, and the faithful horse permits them
to slide off and gallops on. Lacy and the girl hide
in the underbrush until their enemeis have passed.
While resting, the girl tells Lacy her history. She
is Conchita Alvaraz. niece of the president of the
tropical Republic. At the request of her mother, an
American, she was educated^ in the States, and is

now visiting her father's country for the first time.
Her uncle's military escort was attacked on their
journey to his ranch, and she was captured by the
rebels as a hostage. Lacy in his turn, tells her that
he has inherited an estate in California, and that this
is his last f!ing before settling down there. Feeling
as though they know each other very well, they
traverse the weary miles to her uncle's camp. They
are received with great rejoicing, for they had feared
Conchita lost. Lacy loses no time in telling the
general of the president's army of the rebels' plans
for attack. They, in turn, decide to surprise the
enemy before they start to attack the standing army.
Conchita is left well protected at camp, and at
dawn the following day Lacy leads the army to the
rebel's retreat. A fierce battle is waged, but the
president's army is victorious. As Lacy wheels Dia-
mond around to return to camp (Diamond had fol-

lowed Lacy's trail when the pursuers had been
thrown off), a crackling in the underbrush brings
his attention to the escaping Marana. Marana fires.

He wounds Lacy in the shoulder, but not before
Lacy fires a fatal shot at him. Lacy returns to
camp and is there hailed as the savior of the Re-
public. Conchita's solicitude over his wound gives
Lacy the courage to tell of his love, and she consents
to leave the tropics to return to California with him.

DANCE OF LOVE
Madge Leroy File No. 3136

TWO weeks before his marriage with Olga, ar-

ranged by his late uncle. Robert McGowan arose
at dawn for his accustomed dip in the lake. He

thought himself alone in the dewy morning, but
bright eyes watched him as he made a perfect dive
from the platform. Consternation appeared in these
eyes as the diver's head failed to reappear, and Violet
dived in to find the cause. At her second plunge
she felt Robert's body. His head had struck a rock.
With great difficulty she brought him to shore, and,
gasping for breath, she set about reviving him. Robert
awakened to a lovely vision, and was delighted to
find his rescuer lived in the small cottage on the
edge of his estate. Their mutual attraction led to

two idyllic weeks of walks, canoeing while Robert
strummed a mandolin and sang to her, and swim-
ming. Unconsciously they had learned to love each
other dearly, and it meant heartbreak for both when
Robert had to fulfill his duty to his uncle and leave
her to be married. Violet went to the city on Robert's
wedding day to forget her pain in shopping. Harried
by the crowds, she found herself right in the path
of the bridal party as they were leaving the church !

Robert faltered, Violet dropped her bundles, and as

he bent to pick them up he murmured, "Violet, I

shall always love you."
Six years have passed. Violet was reading a news-

paper at breakfast and clutched her heart as she saw
a picture of Robert and Olga and their four-year-
old son. Buddy, thr- replica of his father. The old

pain and love have not diminished. As memories of

those lovely two weeks brought tears to her eyes,
the door was banged open and Donny, her ever-
faithful suitor, breezed cheerily in. She blinked back
her tears and smiled at his good humor. "Big dance
tomorrow night. Robert MacGowan is returning to
his estate after six years. (So that's why his pic-
ture was in the local paper!). You'll come with me,
V'iolet, won't you?" "Just to see him aeain." thought
Violet. "Yes," she replied aloud. Violet was a
lovely vision in white the night of the dance. Robert
was startled to see her. 'i iiey danced w.tti mlngied
pain and pleasure—a dance of love. Violet was over-
come at the strength of the love that still persisted,
and to save herself from it told Donny that night
that she would marry him. Can you imagine that
young man's joy? Violef awoke the next morniug
and looked out the window. She was transfixed a
horrified instant, then, grabbing her pearl-handled re-
volver, she dashed out on the lawn, took careful
aim and fired. Buddy was being slowly crushed by
a snake, but her quick thinking had saved him

!

Robert, a witness, was full of gratitude and love, but
since their duties he elsewhere, with tears they
promised never to see each other again.
Donny gayly takes his pretty fiancee on a moon-

light trip down the l^ay on a large steamer char-
tered for a charitable affair. Violet and Robert, who
is also on board with Olga, avoid each other. While
Donny and Violet are standing on the moonlit deck,
listening to the music, there is a rending crash, and
Violet finds herself struggling in the water. She
clings to a man, wdio is Robert, and they swim and
float for hours. Olga and Donny perish before their
helpless eyes. They lose their sense of direction
but are saved by Buddy's tooting of a toy horn on
shore and calling to his "daddy. The dawn finds them
on shore. Buddy in their arms, faces bright with the
beginning of an existence together at last.

UNITED AT LAST

Luther R. Ausbon File No. 3133

JAUNTILY entering for the first time the branch
otttce of which he had recently been made man-
ager. Bill Smith stops with delight to enjoy the

vision of his new secretary, Mary Johnston, framed
in the window. From that moment Bill presses his
suit, to be repressed again and again by the sternness
of Mary's parents, who distrust a city fellow. Mary,
a demure maiden of the 1890's, does not dare to dis-
obey her parents until Bill is about to be transferred
to the general managership of the main office. Then
she consents to meet him on his last night at the
home of a friend. Carried away by their love and
the thought of separation, they seek a minister in a
neighboring town and are secretly married that night.
Mary wants to win the consent of her parents, so
they agree that she shall join him in the city at the
end of a month. Bill writes to Mary daily, but for
three months receives no reply. He is frantic, but
is unable to get away from business to run out to
the country for her. At the end of that time he
cannot stand the worry, and goes down to her home.
Mary's parents inform him that jNIary went to the
city one month after his departure and they do not
know where she is. They add that she had forgotten
him and had been going around with some local
boys.
With no incentive to work longer. Bill gives up

his job and wanders around the country as a hobo.
An army enlistment poster attracts his attention and
he joins for Philippine service. Satisfied with the
physical side of Army life, he remains in the Army
for fifteen years. The outbreak of the World War
finds liim a ma-or. During a surprise attack in
which Bill gains a crucial piece of territory, he is

severely wounded, and is saved only by the bravery
of a private in his division. Cruel weeks of torture
follow, but one day Bill awakens in a hospital with
a new sense of peace. For the first time he looks
around him, and notices a familiar young face in the
bed beside his. It is the private who saved his
life. He learns that the youngster's name is also
Bill Smith—Major Bill Smith and Private Bill Smith,
side by side for many helpless weeks. A genuine
afTection and friendship flourishes between the two,
fostered by their confinement to their beds. Young
Bill Smith shares his mother's loving letters and
delicious candies with the older man, who has con-
fessed he has no family. Private Smith is the first

to recover, and regretfully leaves the older man to
sail for America. The thought of his dear mother
is the onlv thing that makes him leave his new
friend's side.

A year passes. Major Smith is back in America,
still in a hospital. Young Bill Smith hastens to
visit his friend, bringing his mother with him to
give the older man the feeling of a family. Bill in-
troduces the two people he loves most, but leaves
the room immediately to aid a pretty nurse. Major
Smith is staring incredulous at Mrs. Smith—Mary
Johnson grown older. When they are able to talk
thev learn that Mary's parents had intercepted the
letters on both sides, and when Marv had finally lo-

cated Bill's office, he had left. Young Bill is 'their
child. Tremulously they kiss.

Cha

ONE WOMAN'S BEAUTY

Pitchock File No. 3086

THE search for a suitable model is ever a task
for an artist, but this was made doubly hard for
John Grey, for not only was he young and in-

experienced, but he was already married. Betty Grey,
a good woman and a most devoted wife further com-
plicated his connubial state by rearing her husband
two children. The poor artist was thus harassed by

awbacks, by a wife too loving not to be

jealous of his models, and by the need to overcome
prejudice and ignorance in a public which is all too
critical with the young.

In his hallway there hung the picture of a beautiful
woman wliom John had once met in a night club.
To him she was but the subject for an exquisite
painting, but to Betty she was an object arousing
malice and envy. As a result, Betty guardedly locked
the door to prevent John's free entrancf and exit in
his own home. Her two children cried as their
parents quarreled over this procedure. John, unable
to explain to his wife the peculiar and innocent ob-
session which this night club woman had for him
as an artist, remained mute and forlorn. She read
in the sadness of his expression the wistful attraction
which had drawn them together the first day they
met, at the railroad depot, when she had lost her
purse and he had escorted her to lunch at the
best hotel in town.
One day John ventured to ask Betty how she

had come by the painting in the hallway. She ex-
plained that some young painter had sold it to
her because he was in need of cash. John set out
for the night club where he now remembered having
seen the strange girl, and found her, bold and flashing,
wending her way in and out of an apartment next
door to that of his friend. Dole. Dole knew her to
be a visitor to two young college boys who picked
her rip in some chorus downtown. Dole tried to
dissuade John from entering the apartment, for he
had clippings from the newspapers proving that these
two young men were wanted for robberj . John had
further proof of this a short time after when he
was hastily arranging his studio so that he might
get to work on the picture of the beautiful woman.
His activities were suddenly interrupted by the ar-
rival of one of the men, claiming that he wished to
purchase the house. John assured him gruffly it

was not for sale, and held out a pistol in defense.
Just then he noticed another face peering in at the
window, and a gun ready for action aimed at him-
self. He fired, and the youth's face disappeared.
Outside lay a dead man whose crimes had set many
hearts palpitating for the past two years.
Two policemen who had heard the shot entered

with handcufl^s for the other criminal; well did they
know their man, for they had been on his trail for
months. Dole heard about the news with onlv one
regret—the men owed him some money, but ' John
promised to pay it to him, for had he not managed
to secure his model? Miss Jean Williams was glad
to be free from the thieving gangsters, and willingly
olTeied her services. The picture won instant fame,
for which Betty Grey was grateful both to her hus-
band and to the model.

^ Moreover, there was nothing
to fear, for Miss Williams had promised herself to
Dole, and John's affections were thus assured.

THE STRANGE WITNESS

Clyde J. Madison File No. 3149

JIMMIE MORRIS is on trial for robbery and for
the murder of the president of the bank which
employed him. Mrs. Jones, secretary to Mr.

Parker, the bank president, testifies that she over-
heard Jimmie telling Verne, another teller in the
bank, that he needed some money. Verne could not
help him and she overheard Jimmie say "If you can't
loan me the money, I'll have to get it some other
way." Later in the day, again eavesdropping, she
heard Mr. Parker refusing Jimmie a loan. 'This com-
pleted her damaging evidence. The patrolman tes-
tified as follows: "I was passing the bank on my
beat on the night of June seventh, and heard a shot
fired mside. I ran around the back, where the door
was open, and went in. I saw James Morris trying
to make his getaway through a window, and anested
him. Mr. Parker's dead body was lying on the
floor, and James Morris' revolver was close beside
it." The prosecutor introduced a telegram addressed
to Jimmie and dated the fatal day, "Arizona Af-
fluential drops two points. Please remit funds to
cover," and accuses Jimmie of speculating, then
robbing the bank to cover. Interrupted by Mr. Par-
ker, he had to shoot to protect himself. Called to
the stand, Jimmie tells his entire story. Engaged to
Lucille Lindsay, he had speculated "to gain money
for their early marriage. Knowing Mr. Parker dis-
approved of stocTv speculating, he tried to borrow
money without giving a cause when he received the
telegram. For the same reason, when he discovered
he had left the telegram at the bank, he had returned
to retrieve it before Mr. Parker should find it. Some-
body knocked him out until the noise of the re-
volver shot aroused him, and he caught a glimpse of
some one jumping through the window. Then he
was caught. The jury started to file out. the out-
look for Jimmie was dark indeed. A stranger en-
ters the courtroom and shouts "Hold the verdict!
I have evidence to give." Sworn in, the stranger
proceeded: "\ou looked under the bank window
for footprints, but you didn't find any. The crim-
inal's footprints were forty feet away from the
window. The murderer entered the bank through a
window. Hearing Jimmie. he knocked him out be-
fore he entered the doorway, leaving him to be accused
of the crime. Then Mr. Parker entered, recognized
another employee, and lifted the telephone to call
the police. The murderer took the revolver from
Jiinmie's drawer and shot Parker. Then he sprang
from the window, grabbed a rope which he had
prepared, and swung himself aw'ay out from the
bank, where his footprints would not be looked for.
He threw this rope away, but I found it, and he
went around front to watch the arrest of another
man for his crime. I can prove every word, your
Honor. (Turning to the courtroom—he ,iumps).
Stop that man! He is the murderer!" as Verne,
the other bank teller, is leaving the court. Startled,
Verne confesses his guifl. Jimmie's mother arid sweet-
heart are hugging him in their joy, then remember
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the stranger to whom they owe Jimmie's life. They
ask who he is, and he replies he is Jimmie's long-
lost father, himself convicted twenty years before on
circumstantial evidence, who had returned at the
hour of his son's need

!

THE UNKNOWN MASTER

Meurig Amtoroi File No. 3080

THE black, weathered sign board proclaimed in
faded gilt characters: Thaddcits Morton, maker
aud repairer of violins. Within the shop, the

only store in this neglected square, Marton had
started to examine methodically the stacks of violin
wood on the shelf before him. Once again he knew
he could work and began testing the wood feverishly.
Finally, he picked up a slab of pine which the label
revealed had been in his shop since the year it

opened— 1883. Under the vibrations of the tuning
fork it gave out a long, bassoon-like moan, then
the sound worked itself into a series of perfectly har-
monized notes. Marton was thrilled—he had found
a miracle I The old man began work on his master-
piece that evening. Ten years later Marton finished
the violin. By this time, his only connection with
life was through his sense of hearing. He had lost
all contact with humanity. Almost in a trance he
varnished his perfect instrument and labeled it with
the name of the old Italian master, Guadagnini,
v/ith whom he then identified himself.

Years before Marton had been a highly successful
violin maker with an enviable reputation among pro-
fessionals and connoisseurs. As his interest in his
work grew, he had been impressed with the romantic
stories of the early masters of the fiddle-making craft.
Perfection became an obsession with him and love
of his work came between him and all his other
loves. In his eagerness to emulate the old masters,
he completed no orders, but spent more and more
time on the instruments he had begun. His final

ruin came when he fell in love with an enthusiastic
young French woman, who had borrowed one of
his violins to use at a concert. After a romantic
courtship such as is only possible to a true idealist,

he married Madeleine. All went well until the cof-
fers were empty and the young wife again took up
her career to support herself and httle son. Marton
resented her work—he felt she was neglecting him.
And the baby to him was only a strange creature who
always cried when he was attempting to create
beautiful sounds. At length Madeleine took her
child and left Marton in the shop. He remained
there growing farther away from humanity each year.
His world was a world of sound.
The "Guadagnini" was reverently placed in the

show window and the piece of glass surrounding it

scrupulously cleaned, while the remainder of the pane
was covered* with soot and grime. Marton waited.
One day he saw a youth gazing at the violin through
the window. In broken, excited words he welcomed
the stranger when he finally entered the shop. The
young man had been wondering if the instrument was
really the work of the great master and he wanted
to play on it. Marton had already taken the viohn
up and was offering it to him m the attitude of a
slave before Pharaoh. When he finished Bach's
Chaconne, the old man gave it to him. The youth
could hardly believe his ears—it was his to play on
at his concert at Wigram Hall

!

By great effort Marton arrived at the concert of
which the young lad had spoken. At last the youth
appeared on the hall platform and murmurs of "Mar-
ton" were heard through the audience. The old man
was frightened—had they discovered his fraud? He
began whispering to his neighbor that the viohn
really was a Guadagnini. The stranger replied that
he was right—-Mr. Marton played on a genuine
Guadagnini, Slowly the import of these words reached
the old man's consciousness ! His son was playing
his perfect violin!

GRANDMA'S NUISANCES

Evelyn S. Smith File No. 3115

A heavenly smile covered the face of the little

wrinkled old woman in bed, wearing a tasselled
nightcap. She was murmuring words of en-

dearment as she caressed the head of an object on
the floor. What caused such fondness? An ugly
old bulldog, wagging its tail with delight ! Grandma
sprang out of bed. doubling up from her unwonted
energy, and set about making breakfast for herself
and "family." Busily she dusted, and swept, and
\vashed, with evident pride in her possessions. A
ring at the doorbell sends her scurrying for fear of
fingermarks on the bell plate. It is a wire from
her daughter Marian, announcing the visit of her-
self with her four children. Grandma is overcome
at the vision of the noise and dirt made by healthy
children.
Her apprehension is justified. Puggy, her bull-

dog, must be banished to the back yard to make way
for the children. While Johnny scratches the fur-
niture, Jimmy is dirtying the floor. Mary loudly
plays the old piano, and the baby howls for cookies.
Marian, her daughter, finds everything the children
do "cute" and refuses to scold them. Poor Grandma
is bewildered, trying to decide whether to follow
Johnny with the polish, or Jimmy with a dust-pan,
stuff her ears from Mary's singing and playing, or
fill baby up with cookies. And she must run out
to the yard to sympathize with Puggy! The climax
is reached when Puggy, annoved beyond endurance
by Jimmy, bites him. The children are in an up-
roar, Marian declares the doe dangerous and to be
killed, while Grandma holds Puggy close, as though
to protect him with her frail strength. Mariau
leaves with her young tribe in indignation, shouting.

"You care more for that dirty dog than for your
own grandchildren !"

Puggy contracts pneumonia from his exposure in
the back yard. Grandma wraps him up in flannels
and places her nightcap on his head. He makes a
droll picture in her big bed. Grandma resurrects
an old stove from the cellar, to make a fire in her
room for Puggy. A passerby sees smoke coming
from Grandma's cottage late that night, and puts in
a fire alarm. The engines arrive in time to rescue
Grandma, protesting violently at her rude awakening,
but not in time to save Puggy or the house. Grandma
weeps copiously at her bereavement, and proof of
her indifferent attitude is that she permits Marian
to take her to the home that contains the dreaded
children. Her interest is re-awakened, however, when
the baby climbs on her lap and pats her cheek with
sticky fingers, murmuring "Gwanma no cwy."
Grandma did not so much as rub otT the smudges
left by those tiny fingers ! Soon Grandma forms a
duet of approbation with Marian at the pranks of the
children. She laughs at Johnny's passion for breaking
furniture, keeps time with Mary's playing, and per-
mits the baby to continue his game of dirtying her
face with chocolate

!

COLLEGE QUANDARY
E. Hector Brown File No, 3151

THE stately fraternity house of Zeta Tau ap-
peared peaceful and gentle to the idle pedes-
trians of Wakefield who stopped to admire its

columns or to talk with the young college men in
the vicinity. Few on the outside, however, knew
the heartaches and sleepless nights that went with
this apparently carefree existence, where only foot-
ball and basketball and the most exquisitely formal
Proms got into the newspapers, or the letters that
were sent back home.

Dick Bradshaw had just finished his Freshman year,
with its gruelling practice of "hazing" that had finallv
resulted in his initiation to Zeta Tau. But now that
that business was over, and he resolved both to him-
self and to Jack Conyers that he would start work
seriously, new problems seemed to arise to take him
away from his central ambition—to finish college so
honorably that his fraternity would be proud and glad
to have elected him as one of its members. Convers
warned him of the social traps a college man falls
into, but Dick thought his flippant classmate was
only being pessimistic. His roommate, Ross, might
have given him some similar advice, but Ross was not
the kind to interfere until a fellow learned his own

Ross was at this time rather subdued, for he was
worried about the seriousness of his affair with Joan
Gore._ Joan appeared strangely cool to him at times,
and instead of the natural elation, Ross feared for
their future. He invited her for a week-end at the
college, when Dick sent for Doris to be his partner
at the socials of the season. Doris had an attractive
baby-doll appeal that might have won Dick's admira-
tion if it had not been for his instantaneous collapse
before the cool, intelligent gaze of Joan Gore. This
was the time of cutting-in at dances, and when his
turn came to relinquish the chatterbox Doris, lie
maneuvered to rid himself of Conyer's "babv elephant"
and captured Ross' girl friend for a quiet walk around
the campus. Her manner fluctuated from extreme
warmth to sudden impenetrability in a wav that cap-
tivated the young man. Dick w^on her so' completely
by his own seriousness and maturity that she gave
him her home address. His sense of guilt was onlv
partially appeased by the knowledge that Ross had not
yet quite made up his mind about loan—and Dick
certainly had ! He tried not to see her. and the
necessity for cramming for exams kept his mind away
from thoughts of love.
The whole school suddenly subsided, as the boys

put away their balls and their toys like little children
freshly grown, three weeks before exams. With ruth-
less persistence, their hearts steeled by a feeling of
resentment

_
against their professors, and the whole

school regime which made such senseless grinding
necessary, they settled down to the business of passing
the exams. Dick passed them all. with a little tutor-
ing from Ross, but the strain had so spent him that
he succumbed to Convers' anpeal to accompany him
on a wild party. Dick was drunk, and caught in an
accident in a hired car. This sort of thing was bait
for the school authorities, who shamed him bv a sort
of probationary sentence, while his own father added
to the punishment by one of his annual sermons.
Dick's disappointment in Olin College, his unrealized
love for the absent Joan, his unhappiness over his
deception to Ross—all these reduced him to a state
of discouragement which naturally resulted in his de-
sire to break away from the confining influence of
school and work, so that he might at least have
financial independence. His father helped him secure
a job at his friend's firm—a Mr. Pomeroy. Tohn is
sure he is not taking a wise step, but is wilHng to
wait patiently for a turn of events. Ross has dis-
covered that Dick was not faithful to him, and the
two men. after a short battle of tempers, ceased to
have anything to do with each other. Dick was sus-
pended from the fraternity, so that contact with his
comnanion was not forced upon either of them.

After a year's work. Dick realized that his resist-
ance against Olin College was rather a reaction of
his own immaturity than an external condition. Joan
had given him a long tirade on her objection to
matrimony; her arguments disproving the oossibility
of an eternal love miQ:ht have convinced him before
he fell in love with her. but now he was too eager
to possess Joan to acknowledge that any change in a
voung man's amorous feelings were possible. She
left for the West with her father, and a business
\yorld suddenly seemed grim and colorless beside the
I'fe of Olin College. Dick returned to school, to
finish with honors, and patched up his quarrel with

Ross. Ross assured the younger man that he would
probably never have been able to hold Joan anyway.
Mr. Bradshaw played the wise role of the indulgent
father in allowing his son to again change his mind,
and even Joan greeted him without reproach, for she
was thankful that he had at last arrived at a state of
spiritual tranquility. She, too, had changed, for
she now confessed a willingness to try matrimony

—

if it would be with Dick Bradshaw.

MONEY-MAD
Le+fy Finlay File No. 3060

AS long as she could remember, Grace Bart was
conscious of dfssension in her family. By the
time she was seventeen, Grace knew the cause

of the difficulty. Her mother, coming from an im-
poverished noble family, had married a self-made
tradesman whom she did not consider her equal.
Though she had married her husband to enjoy his
hard-earned fortune, Ethel Bart was entirely unap-
preciative of the gifts lavished on her. Jack was
common, a tradesman, and his grammar was bad, and
she tolerated him only for his money. Mr. Bart, on
the other hand, was genuinely in love with Ethel and
slaved hard to give her everything she wished. Due
to some bad investments, "however, he was forcd to
come home one day and tell his wife and daughter
they were penniless. Instead of the sympathy he ex-
pected from his wife, Ethel lashed into Jack for losing
his money and said she could no longer endure his
bad manners and common ways. Mr. Bart was pros-
trated by his wife's callousness. For the first time,
he realized that she was a worthless, money-mad
woman, and he could not bear the truth. Two days
later, he learned that Ethel had _run away. Grief
brought on a sudden heart attack and he died in his
daughter's arms.

After her father's death, Grace went to Hve with
her Aunt Ann, her mother's sister. Unlike Ethel,
Aunt Ann was not guided by mercenary principles
and she and her niece bitterly disapproved of Mrs.
Bart's action. In her heart Grace blamed her mother
for her father's death. Aunt Ann had little money
and Grace secured a position in a fashionable shop.
There she met George Loft, an attractive, likeable
youth. Before long, the granddaughter of a peeress
was in love with the humble clerk and Aunt Ann had
given her approval to the match. A few months later,

Ethel discovered her daughter working behind the
counter. She had remarried and was again wealthy,
and immediately wished to take Grace into her home
and give her the advantages that money could pro-
vide. The girl, still remembering her mother's cruelty
to her father, refused. Ethel coaxed and pleaded, but
to no avail. The following week Aunt Ann developed
pneumonia and died. Grcae, who was worn out and
ill from caring for her aunt, was forced to go to her
mother's. The next day she collapsed and was sick
for some months. As soon as she recovered,
Ethel tried to marry her daughter to a wealthy young
rounder, Jerry Del Monte. For a long time Grace
tried to oppose her mother, but she finally realized
that if she remained with her any longer she would
be compelled to obey. One night she wrote George
of her plight and the following evening the couple
eloped. George opened a shop of his own in Antrim
Glens where the two lived modestly, but happily.

CHANGE YOUR NAME!

Let+y Finlay File No. 3060

IT seemed as though nothing ever happened in the
Tittle Irish village where Maggie Jane Fetherston
lived and when Maggie was twenty she suddenly

decided to shake off her handicaps. Accordingly, she
bade her parents good-bye and left for Edinburgh,
assuming the name of Lily Cliff. Lily soon secured
the position of seamstress in the home of the Mac-
Donalds. Her work was not very difficult and the
girl had plenty of free time. One evening as she
was exploring the country surrounding the Mac-
Donalds' summer home, she met Charlie Moore, scion
of one of Scotland's oldest families. Lily was a dark-
eyed Irish beauty and Charlie proceeded to cultivate
her acquaintance. When he inquired where slie lived
and Lily answered at the MacDonalds', Charlie as-
sumed she was their guest, not servant. Flattered
by his attention, Lily did not have the courage to
rectify his misconception. Fortunately, he did not
know the MacDonalds personally, so that Lily was
able to keep up her deception. The pair met each
evening and a romance grew out of their meetings.
At length Charhe asked Lily to be his bride and she
consented. The couple were married secretly and
Charlie presented his wife at home. His mother was
not favorably impressed by Lily, whom she thought
too pretty to make a good wife. However, Mrs.
Moore offered the newlyweds a home and they began
life on the family estate.

For several months the young people were divinely
happy. Then, a visitor revealed to old Mrs. Moore
that Lily had been a seamstress in the MacDonald
household. Scandalized, the latter informed Charlie.
He was thunderstruck at the news and no longer
trusted his wife. If she had deceived him on this
point, she must have lied about other things. He had
married a servant-girl turned adventuress. Charlie
accused Lily of many crimes and the young wife had
to flee from the Moore home. She traveled back to
her people in Ireland who proved kind to her in
time of misfortune. Some months later a baby was
born to her. The infant took Lily's mind from her-
self and helped to ease her grief.

Meanwhile, Charlie found he missed his wife more
and more. After his anger had cooled down, he
doubted her less and wanted to see her again to
nuestion her. He began to search for her through
Ireland. When he found Lily holding a baby in her
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arms, all his old love came back. He apologized for

his false accusations and was forgiven. A few weeks
in the Fetherston home convinced him that his wife
was worthy of his affection. He realized she had
done nothing more than change her name and lie

about her occupation and such trivialties could not
stand in the way of their great love.

IN GRANDMOTHER'S DAY

File No. 3101Mrs. Amy Fisher

A LITTLE old woman sat with her grandchildren
around her, retelling the ever-interesting story of

the settling oi our country, of which she had
been a part. "When a child, 1 and my family, in a
clumsy ox-cart, traveled slowly over half the country
to reach our chosen land. There v.e toiled hard and
long to build crude cabins and roads. As in all

new communities, there was a rough element, and the
children were warned to keep away from them and
their parties, called "digs." I obeyed all the stern

precei?ls of my parents, until they said of a handsome
young man whose spirited eyes I loved to watch from
the choir. "His foolish extravagance will surely be his

ruin." He had bought a span of horses, too impatient
for the slow prodding of oxen. This young man was
named John, your grandfather (a wiggle of delight
from the youngest child). The time when John most
enjoyed the possession of horses was in the winter
when the deep snow, "like charity." covered up a

multitude of sins—deep ruts and rough roads—and he
could take me sleigh-riding or to the spelling school,

the only amusements youngr people had then. I can
recall scenes at quilting bees, or of John in the fields,

or at night sitting beside the fire in the huge fire-

place. The coming of the stage-coach was an event,

and it was the means of finally bringin^g tw;o shy
young people together. John was working in the
fields, and I was passing him slowly, on my way to

town for provisions in the old buggy. I stopped to

chat with John. Suddenly, around a bend in the road.

at break-neck speed, the stage-coach with its two span
of horses was almost upon us. John grabbed me in

his arms, gave old Dobbin a cut with a whip which
made him jump over the fence, and rolled with me
down the side of the road. We were just in time,

for the mud from the horses' hoofs spattered us. We
were a pretty pair ! But in the surprise and glamour
of being in each other's arms, we never noticed how
funny we looked. We were married the next month.
"For our honeymoon we went to Chicago, and I was

frightened to death by the first steam locomotive I

saw. I couldn't believe I was safe in a vehicle that
went ten miles an hour ! I was terribly sorry for the
tired horses that drew the street cars in Chicago and
never would get into one. How glad I was when
cabled cars replaced them I I was feehng quite bold,

so I went bicycle riding with your grandfather, even
though it was not considered quite proper or safe.

I thought I was flying. Of course I had a hard time
riding it in my heavy clothing, and I had a lot of

funny accidents, but John took care of me all the
time.
"And here I am now ! Who would have thought my

grandson Johnny would fly in an aeroplane, or that
John and I would have made the trip to see Marian
in electric trains way out to California in^ five days!"
With a far-away look in her eyes, she ended. "And
what inav vou children not live to see in your lives!"

THE SEA OF SINS

Clarence R. Watson and
Evelyn R. Deb File No. 3111

AKXOCK at the door of her bare cabin over-
looking the sea startles Alice Oderal, who is

anxiously awaiting her father's return from his
mysterious business. She scarcely recognizes Dick
Durant, a former schoolmate, whom she has not seen
for many years. "I am a revenue agent," he said
sternly, "and I have a warrant for your father's ar-

rest." Her innocent incredulousness makes him soften
his glance. At her distress he declares himself mis-
taken, and leaves. Wandering on the cliffside, Dick
reviews an ever-present memory—his father, dying from
a bootlegger's shot, murmuring "Oderal." For eight
years he had plotted revenge, only to weaken at the
sight of his enemy's daughter, whom he" now realizes

he loves.

When Alice tells her kind father of their visitor.

Oderal knows that for her sake it is time for him to

face the consequences of his weakness. He returns
immediatelv to the evil ship whose presence has given
these waters the name of "The Sea of Sins." Seeking
the captain, called the Gopher, he announces that he
will give himself up. The Gopher snarls, "I'll have
you hung for the murder of Durant." "I'll tell the
truth—that you found me adrift, and when the revenue
agents attacked you, you forced a gun into my hand
and from behind me fired the shot that killed Durant.
my best friend." "I'll kill you for this," shouted the
Gopher, but was stopped in his rush by the news
that a revenue cutter was upon them. During the
ensuing battle the cowardly Gopher knifed Oderal
in the back.

Dick Durant stumbles over the body of Alice's

father during the fight. Thinking only of Alice's

grief, he jumps overboard with the body, swimming
to shore, and arrives exhausted at the cabin. Alice
accuses Dick of her father's murder, and orders him
out. Dick, broken-hearted, ruined in position by his

defection to his duty, scorned and accused by the girl

he loves, and still unrevenged for his fatner's murder,
stumbles from the cabin.
The Gopher, having deserted a losing fight, drunk-

enly lurches into the cabin. Fired by Alice's beauty,

he makes flamboyant protestations of love. Alice, in

horror, rushes into her room and bars the door, which
the Gopher starts to batter down.

Dick dashes back to the cabin as he realizes Alice's

danger there, unprotected. He is just in time to save
her from the Gopher's clutches. The Gopher, choking
and terrified, confesses to the murders of Durant's and
Alice's fathers as revenue agents arrive to arrest the
bootlegger.

Dick and Alice, arm in arm, stand looking off into

the sparklnig ocean, now no longer the "Sea of Sins."

THE KING OF CROOKDOM
James Albert Cooper and
r. T. Flynn File No. 3148

DAN O'LEARV. while out on an assignment to
leport a fire, is handed a letter to deliver by one
of the victims just before he dies. Fulfilling his

mission. Dan delivers the letter to a beautifuf young
lady at the address mentioned. He is interrupted by
a gunman who warns him to leave town by midnight.
Dan has a scuffle with the man. knocking him un-
conscious when he tries to hit the girl, and both are
forced to flee in Dan's small roadster. The girl asks
to be taken to Con Daly's roadhouse. a place noto-
rious for its gambling and for being the center of the
criminal operations in the state. Dan cannot under-
stand how this girl can be involved with Con, but
does her bidding. They find a secluded table. The
girl, who calls herself Mary Jones, obviously an alias,

says she is trying to see Jeanne Cordelle. Daly's
present mistress. Dan, while waiting for Mary, sees
the gunman who has attacked them enter the house,
arid he realizes Con Daly was behind the order for
him to leave town. He goes to Daly's office, and
asks liim pointblank why he had ordered this. Daly
denies everything, until the gunman enters the room
and shows him up. The gunman had warned the
wrong person in threatening Dan. He finds it was
Mary that Daly was after, but now that Dan knows
too much, he has to be put out of the way. Daly
dismisses the gunman but before Daly can reach for

his gun , Dan has the one he had taken from the
gunman at Daly's side, ordering him to walk quietly
downstairs with him. He approacTTes the table where
Mary is waiting, and she blanches with fear at the
sight of Daly. Dan asks her to come with him, and
the gun still in Daly's side, they are about to enter
the roadster when one of Daly's henchmen backs a

sedan almost into them, forcing Dan to separate from
Daly, who had given a signal imperceptible to Dan.
Dan and Mary leap for the car. Dan goes down the
road at full speed, followed by the sedan. On they
race, until in the darkness Dan stops his car just in

time to save hitting a tree. It is too late to turn,
so Dan and Mary run through the woods, closely fol-

lowed by their pursuers. Mary hurts her ankle, so

Dan drops her over a fence to lie in the dark, while
he turns the pursuers' thoughts in his direction. They
seem about to discover Mary when Dan opens fire.

He has the advantage, for they can only judge where
he is by the sound of his shots. They keep on raking
the earth arounfJ him, but running out of bullets, are
forced to abandon their deathly purpose. Dan over-

hears them say they are going to put Jeanne Cordelle
"on the spot" that night. Mary had merely wrenched
her ankle and is unhurt otherwise. Dan repeats what
he has heard about Jeanne, and she tells him she must
return because Jeanne is her step-sister ! They find a
farmhouse, and when Dan has presented his credentials

and told the farmer they are out to prevent a murder,
they are able to borrow a Ford, with which they
return to the roadhouse. Dan tells Mary to wait for

him outside, for it is too dangerous within, and kisses

her before he enters. He swaggers into the main
room, knowing Daly would not dare to start anything
in there. He recognizes Jeanne, and shoos her com-
panion away, to take the empty seat. Jeanne does
not believe her stepsister is in town, revealing that

Mary is wanted for miirder, nor does she believe Daly
intends to kill her, for she believes he loves her. Dan
is wondering how to convince her when Daly ap-

proaches the table and hints that Dan will be unable
to get out aUve. Dan notices all exits are guarded.

He jumps through a window, but is hit on the he^d
by a man stationed there, and carried into Daly's

office. Pretending to be knocked out until only one
man is left to guard him. Dan trips him with a chair,

secures his gun, and hits him with its butt. He
descends the stairs, and sees Mary sitting with Jeanne.

Worried at his ion-appearance, she has walked in

and convinced Jeanne of Daly's faithlessness and in-

tentions. Jeanne tells an admirer their predicament,

and sends him for the police. She knows as soon as

the place empties Daly will attend to them. The
place is almost empty when Dan pitches a nickel from

the staircase to attract the girls' attention. They dash

for the stairs, as the guard shoots in their direction.

Dan pulls them into Daly's office and locks the door.

Dalv and his gunmen open fire at the lock to reach

them. Dan puts the girls behind the desk in the

comer of the room to be safe from bullets, as a lead

barrage enters through the door. As the door yields

and thev are about to be rushed, the shots recede.

Then a "blue uniform rounds the door. The poHce

!

As Dalv lies dving, :Mary. who is really Anne Pernn,
an actress, proves that Daly committed the crime for

which she was accused, and had rushed her out of

town so he might not be suspected at the trial. But
Anne and Dan forget the sordid night in each other's

eyes.

THE BROWN MAIDEN

Fellcidad Ocampo File No. 3092

R-VRELV does a story about white people succeed
in giving a true picture of the character of some
beautiful creature of darker pigment who appears

on the scene. Here is the story of an exquisite brown
beautv. high-born and glowing in a bronze splendor

in the esteemed and royal household of the Hon.

Gonzales. Speaker of the House of the Philippine
Assembly. Carmen was the prized daughter, with
whom no youth dared dance or cavort, lest he incur
the wrath of the respected political leader oi the
islands. Carmen felt her prized position in the coun-
try a burden which isolated her both fr~om natives of

her own class, who knew their attentions would be
interpreted only one way, and from the white people,

with whom she knew she could not successfully
mingle.
One suitor presented himself as a remote possi-

bility—Albert Torres, but him she could not love.

Her heart roused by his ardor, she was pining for

one acceptable to her, when Captain Xolan made her
acquaintance. He was a handsome officer of the 4th
artillery of Quartil de Spania, a recent graduate of

West Point Academy, whose splendid record had
earned for him a higher rank than such youngsters
usually achieve. The reception for the Governor Gen-
eral was well attended by the military officers, and
Xolan was one of the few white men among them.
He noticed how conscientiously Carmen was being
avoided by her own people, and perceiving her irre-

sistible and unusual beauty, boldly approached her

In a short time they were seriouslv conversing, and
Carmen fell cheerfully in love with this man of a
forbidden people. In secret they were married, and
the' news caused them to be ostracized both by her
people as well as his. But love makes brave men out
of children and romanticists, and these poor lovers
set out for San Francisco, full of confidence in the
future.
Carmen was introduced to Harvey Xolan 's cousins

liable and \'irginia. who found her oriental beauty
entrancing, and gave her much happiness by the sin-

cerity of their reception. She was first encouraged
to look forward to greater success than she had be-
lieved possible in intermarriage. This vision was soon
to be dispelled by the cold rejection of Aunt Anna,
who pleaded iliness as an excuse not to be introduced
to the Filipino. Carmen retired to lonely life in her
home, while Harvey was out on duty, cultivating the
friendship of Mrs. McCoy, a neighbor, and trying to
hide from her heart the aching suspicion that their
marriage was not all it should have been.
When Carmen learned she was to have a baby.

Captain Xolan took her to his mother, but the lady
was imbued with the race prejudice traditional among
white people, and made fife difficult for the brown
maiden. Harvey, nervous about the relationship,

treated her badly, and the society in which the
Xolans traveled picked up her story as food

vhich furthe utlined the
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She decided then to seek work and independe
and perhaps forgettulness. In time her baby was
born, a girl with its father's blue, glowing eyes, but
when the news came to Captairf X'olan he was
gambling and drinking his vouth awav for forge tful-

ness in China. When Carmen left the hospital she
was taken in by a kindly Irish family, but her baby
could not survive. She did not hear of the death
of both her parents until the paper announced that
the heiress to the Gonzales wealth was being sought.
and then she made her appearance again in her
own lovely villa, aged and saddened by grief and
struggle. Harvey Xolan was busily searching for
her, but to no avail, for she had traveled far since
their last encounter, and when she continued to hear
nothing from him, her concern had turned first to
hatred, and finajly to cold indifference to this
stranger, a white man.
When he finally returned to her he was in a state

of mental and physical decline that excited her
repugnance. She had been fully reinstated in the
island, proving capable as a manager of her large
and sudden finances. She had bested the ambitious
Mr. Rich, who might have succeeded easily with
his high-powered salesmanship to encourage huge in-

vestments from a less intelligent woman. But with
her own husband she proved inadequate, for his
character seemed to have been completelv demoralized.
He fell in love with Miss Polly, a nurse she pro-
vided for him, and again the two races proved that
intermarriage brought unhappiness. A few more
years of lonesomeness and suffering hardened Car-
men's heart against all bigoted white folk. Many
things occurred to reduce her enthusiasm and expec-
tation of happiness, so that when it presented itself

in the person of Dr. \'illegas. the sober-minded
Filipino, she feared to accept his offer for marriage
She had come to distrust whatever appealed to her.
The Doctor had done what he could for Xolan in

his second illness., but to no avail. After the Cap-
tanti's death he ivas bold enough to ask for Car-
men's hand, and by wise persever;ance. secured her
aceeptance—and what was priceless and infinitely

greater, her sincer e love for one of her own race.

THE PRIMA DONNA
Lavinia Smith File No. 3093

TH E little French household was excited and
anxious. In the morning Mr. and Mrs. Charlus
were sailing to America and leaving their only

child. Trudella, in the care of her Aunt Zilda and
Uncle Alfred. This arrangement was only temporarv,
but the Charluses did not know when they would
have enough money to send for their daughter. There
were tears and sad farewells as the parents em-
barked. Trudella. who was thirteen, was taken to
her aunt's home. Aunt Zilda was kind and motherlv
and soon won her niece's heart, but Uncle Alfred
resented Trudella's presence. As months went by,
the girl's position became more and more difficult,

because of his quick temper and sour disposition.
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Mr. and Mrs. Charlus wrote of their struggle for a

living in America and trusted their daughter would be
happy where she was. Trudella did not complain in

her letters, but hoped for dehverance. The girl had
a fine voice and studied singing, but finally her
uncle's opposition was so great that she gave up
her vocal lessons and left his home. Trudella found
it difficult to earn her own living, but she preferred

her new existence to the unpleasant atmosphere of

Uncle Alfred's. Aunt Zilda kept in touch with her

niece, giving her small sums of money whenever it

was possible to secure funds without her husband's
knowledge. Tradella was nineteen, when her aunt
bi ought her the long-awaited letter from America
with money for her passage across the Atlantic. A
week later Trudella had set sail for the New World.
On the steamer Claude Bozelle showed considerable

interest in the pretty Httle French girl. He made
the frightened immigrant familiar with the activities

of the boat and overcame her shyness. Trudella

told him of her ambition to sing and, on hearing

her voice, he encouraged her not to despair. Claude
was a wealthy merchant of Troy, New York, and
promised to write to Trudella when he bade her good-

bye at the dock. Trudella was too excited on see-

ing her parents to think much of the handsome
stranger who had befriended her during the voyage.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Charlus had made great plans for

their daughter and the day after her arrival Tru-
della's voice was tested by several concert managers.
An engagement followed, and the young French girl's

debut was a decided success. A huge bunch of roses

from Claude made the occasion a particularly happy
one for Trudella. Months passed, and the girl be-

came famous. She toured the United States giving

concerts in all the large cities and everywhere meet-

ing with triumph. Meanwhile, Claude continued to

keep in touch with her and, when she returned to

New York, he visited the Charlus home. Claude
had been afraid that success might have turned the

head of his beautiful songbird, but Trudella's merry
greeting at once reassured him. Finally, he sum-
moned up enough courage to ask her to forsake her
glamorous career to become humble Mrs. Bozelle.

Trudella was willing and never once during the happy
years that followed did she regret her choice.

THE MAN OF GALILEE

C. S. Essex File No. 3132

WE are greeted with a portentous scene taken
from the New Testament. Pilate, vital and
impressive in his disguise as a proper judical

officer of present-day law, is being incited by the

mob to hasten the trial of Jesus of Nazareth against

whom they are being methodically incited by Caiaphas,
messenger from Herod. The charge against Him is

that he has been perverting the nation, and for-

bidding to give tribute to Caesar, saying that he
himself is Christ, a King, stirring up the people in

hke manner.
Jesus explains that his kingdom is not of this

world, but that he is in truth born the son of God,
the Father.
The ensuing scenes are an admirable achievement

in securing a legal court procedure, including trial,

with witnesses, and legal conviction of the Christ.

Pilate's effort to deal leniently with the innocent
and his attempts to reason with the raging mob
forms a background against which numerous biblical

scenes play. Claudia appears to warn her husband of

her vision in her dream, defending Christ, whom Pilate

is powerless to save. He offers the mob Barabba in-

stead, but they are kept smoldering by Caiaphas,
and call still for the crucifixion of Jesus.
Nicodemus then enters with his seven witnesses for

the Defense. One by one they rise and tell their

stirring testimonies of his Godliness, while for a

space the howling of the mob ceases in awe. Before
us comes Bartimaeus, the blind beggar of Jericho,
who can now see ; Eneas, paralyzed for thirty years,

who now walks a free man ; Simon, a miserable
leper, cleansed of his disease ; Veronica, diseased with
the plague, purged likewise by her fa'ith ; Miriam,
infirm for eighteen years, now loosed from her mal-
formities by her perception of the truth ; Esther,
who wept for her dead son and had him restored to

her ; Mary, sister of Lazarus, who testified that
Lazarus was recalled from his grave four days after

burial, and now lives, because none that believe in

Christ can die. Lazarus comes forth, a living proof
of the miracles of Christ, and the mob is stirred.

Caiaphas recalls them to their former frenzy.

Pilate sums up the case, pleading in behalf of

Jesus, who orders that they do unto him according
as it is written. It is expedient that one man should
die on the Cross for the people, cries the eternal mob.
and Jesus must be crucified. The sentence is passed

;

"I Pontius Pilate. Governor of the Province of

Judea, do sentence thee to be scourged according to

the Law of former Governors ; and that thou then
be hanged on a Cross on Mount Calvary, in that
place called Golgatha, and also two thieves with thee
—Dimas and Gestas

"

The mob is appeased, and Jesus unprotesting, is

taken by the Centurion.

DADDY SMILES

Lilah E. Lehman File No. 3141

MR. SEYMOUR is seated at the breakfast table,

amused by the dance of joy of his daughter
Nellie. Nellie hugs and kisses the stern-

looking Mr. Seymour, begging him to smile and
say she may go to the coming-out party of her
cousin Thelma. She hopes that, meeting her selfish

old grandmother for the first time at this party, her
grandmother might relent from her rigid attitude of
distance ever since Nellie's mother married Mr.

Seymoui . Mr. Seymour feels he cannot stand in

Nellie's way when it means a reconciliation with her
grandmother, so smiles and consents. His impish,

bright-haired daughter cries, "Goody! Daddy smiles I

Daddy smiles!" It is not a smiling father who sits

at his office at the bank that day. To finance Nel-

lie's trip to New York he must appropriate some
funds, which, of course, he'll be able to repay when
Nelhe receives her inheritance from her grandmother.

Getting off the train in New York in her simple

countrj' clothes, Nellie bumps into a handsome young
man, Dick Richards. In her confusion she grabs
his suit-case by mistake, and hurries to meet her
cousin Thelma. Thelma is a dark, beautiful girl

who had sent Nellie the invitation on impulse, against

her grandmother's wishes. She lives with her grand-
mother. Dick has scarcely a glance for the little

country girl, but greets Thelma effusively. It is not
until she is dressing for the party that night that

Nellie discovers her suitcase contains men's clothing.

Thelma, inclined to be generous to her little cousin,

lends her one of her own Paris creations. Nellie

is a dream in the lovely frock. This Dick Richards
appreciates, for he is most attentive to Nellie all

evening. To NelHe's consternation, Thelma is sud-
denly furious at her, and sends her upstairs, a most
humilating scene. But NelHe understands Thelma's
sudden fury when she sees Dick's picture in Thelma's
room. Her grandmother's attitude has also been a

disappointment, for she is cold to Nelhe. Feeling

that she is not wanted there, Nellie changes to her

own clothes and forlornly creeps out into the night,

intending to return to her daddy who loves her. She
buys a newspaper to read in the car on her way
to the station, and is startled to see her daddy's
name in headhnes. Mr. Seymour had disappeared
during a special auditing of the bank's books which
showed that sums had been appropriated. The police

are searching for him, and also hope to locate his

daughter and watch her for a clue to his where-
abouts. NelHe realizes if she returns home her

daddy will attempt to get in touch with her and be
apprehended, so she decides she cannot leave the

city. Dumb with misery, she does not notice she

has ridden to the end of the line. She stumbles
along in the darkness and cold, not feeUng physical

pain in her mental anguish, until she faints in a snow-
drift. There she is found by an old couple, who
take her in their home and care for her. She lives

with this couple, but not to be a burden, she seeks

work in the city, peering half-hopefully into every

face in search of her father. Discouraged and weary,
she returns to her new home every night.

She is unaware that her grandmother has died,

and, repenting of her coldness, has divided her for-

tune between Nellie and Thelma. Thelma, abashed
at her meanness, is searching for Nellie to give her
her share. Dick, also, with the madness of love, is

combing the city for Nellie. Thelma, in her limousine,

passes Nellie on the street one day. She jumps out

to talk to her, but Nellie, thinking Thelma her enemy,
runs away—to bump into Dick ! Right on the crowded
thoroughfare Dick takes NeUie in his arms to tell

her of his love, while an amused crowd gathers.

Thelma, in spite of all the advantages of wealth,

wearily climbs back into her limousine, defeated, for

she, too, loves Dick. From out of the crowd a
man projects himself with a glad cry. It is Mr.
Seymour ! He has cleared himself of the charge, hav-
ing found a clerk guilty, and has been searching for

his daughter. Nellie looks up happily, as her daddy

THE TRAVELER DE LUXE

Susan Russell File No. 3091

A STARTLING contrast of personalities was pre-

sented by the fat, candidly bourgeois Mrs. Mon-
roe and the elegant young lady whom she was

engaging as her guide on a tour through New York.
Mrs. Monroe's husband had obligingly di*ed, leaving
his wife enough insurance for a luxurious, though
not too intelhgent Hfe of indulgence. Miss Janet
Grey, the much-traveled daughter of a wealthy busi-

ness man whose economic reverses had sent him to

the grave, was trying in an honest way to pay off

her father's creditors. Until this should be ac-

complished, she refused to consider seriously the ex-
travagant proposals of her male acquaintances, par-

ticularly that of the millionaire Chester A. Forbes.
Miss Grey assumed her loathsome task of ac-

companying this ignorant woman. The initial ex-

perience was in the Pullman, where Mrs. Monroe
partook boldly of a lavish supply of Hmberger sand-
wiches, to the consternation of the other passengers.
As soon as they arrived in New York the harassed
Miss Grey sought to get in touch with Chester, whom
she knew would restore her own feeling of self-

respect by taking her to the better class of dining
hotel and theatre entertainment, now that her working
hours were spent accompanying Mrs. Monroe to cheap
affairs. When he called, he was surprised at the
type of chentele Miss Grey's business venture catered
to, but decided to make the best of it by treating
them both with equal respect at their dinner engage-
ment. Mrs. Monroe actually succeeded in winning
his affection by her sincerity and good nature, so
that he begged for another appointment when he
phoned the next day. But the ambitious woman had
decided to set a trap for the millionaire, and contrived
not to let Janet know of his invitation. On this and
a number of succeeding occasions she gave false

excuses for Miss Grey, letting Chester Forbes assume
that the young lady was not particularly anxious for

his company. In the meantime, poor Janet suf-

fered because she believed Chester was actually so
taken by Mrs. Monroe that he had forgotten all

When Mrs. Monroe was not out being sumptiously
though rather ridiculously escorted by the miUionaire
champion, she dashed madly from garment shop, to

beauty parlor, to art gallery, with the conscientious

Miss Grey at her heels. Her renfarks about her hus-
band afford laughs to all who hear them, and her
constant flirtations are a means of introducing piquant
scenes of new characters.
When Janet was not working, she was kept busy-

by the attentions of Sir Wallace Sackville and the
Gordons—Edith and Bob. Sir Wallace might have
been an excellent suitor, but her heart was set on the
neglectful Chester. Mrs. Monroe had contrived to
give him the impression that Janet was out for money,
and he could not reconcile this with her elusive be-
havior. At last he discovered that Mrs. Monroe had
been taking his messages, without iniorming Janet of
his steadfast attentiveness, and instantly sought to
patch up the misunderstanding with the girl who, of
all others, he wished to take back to his stately

Mrs. Monroe suffers remorse for her wrong doings,
for she has been persuaded to invest in oil, and lost
her entire fortune. Chester has resolved to reimburse
her, as well as set Jimmy Burns on his feet, the
latter being a man who had suffered in the business
collapse with Janet's father. Mrs. Monroe did not
need his material assistance, however, for when a
famous theatrical producer saw her carrying on with
a host of train porters and guides, over the fact that
she had lost her hat, he concluded that she would net
him a fortune in Hollywood, and instantly contracted
for her shipment to the movie centre.

THE BURIED CITY

Arthur B. Broome File No. 3135

DUE to a volcanic eruption and earthquake, a
race of Thibetans living on the mountain slopes
were suddenly precipitated into a yawning abyss

which closed over them, cutting off all methods of
escape. Air pockets permitted them to breathe, and
phosphorescent substances provided light. There was
but one exit to the outer world, known only to Dalai
Lama, advisor to the Queen. He it was who ex-
changed the minerals mined by his compatriots for
food at stated periods. The Queen was a beautiful,
cold woman, concerned only with her own power,
stopping at no cruelty to gain her ends. She spurned
the subtle lovemaking of her advisor, who determines
to rebel and gain control of the wealth of the Buried
City for himself. This trip for food is an unusually
long one for Dalai Lama. The Queen learns that he
has returned secretly and has set up a rival govern-
ment in the other half of the city. Also, that he
has brought back with him a bpautiful white woman,
who is his prisoner.
Jack Trent, an archaeological student, has fallen in

love with Hope Barker on the voyage to the Orient.
She laughs at his pedantic airs, but he follows her
into the depths of Asia, where she is led by her
adventurous spirit. One day he sees her conversing
with a small dark man. She shoos Jack away, and
says she does not want to see him that day. Jack
wanders off by himself in search of material for his
beloved studies. Jack is forced to rush into a cave
to avoid a landslide, which pens him in utter dark-
ness. A glow from the depths of the cave leads him
on into a long tunnel. Emerging, he is attacked
by a group of Httle men and led before the Queen.
He is in the Buried City of Legend! Jack's tall blond-
ness fascinates the Queen, who has never seen a
white man. Jack refuses her offer to make him king.
The Queen, incensed, has Jack made prisoner. Her
army attacks the rebel Dalai Lama. Forced to re-
treat, they carry back with them Lama's white pris-
oner—Hope Barker! She is thrown into a cell next
to that of Jack. She tells Jack she had followed
Lama to view one of Nature's miracles when she
was attacked by his men and brought to the Buried
City. To escape, it is necessary for them to find
the location of the secret passage from Lama. Jack
pretends to change his mind, and is released, being
made king with fantastic ceremonies. He manages
to free Hope, who reaches Lama, and cajoles from
him the secret of the tunnel. Lama leaves her to
complete his planned attack during the festivities.

From banquet to arms the Queen's men spring. A
huge battle is waged. Jack locates Hope, who tells

him the secret of the passage. They make for it

together, but are stopped by Lama as they are within
a few feet of it. Lama and Jack fight. Jack suc-
ceeds in knocking Lama out. As they are about to
step out of the opening, they hear a noise in the
air. It is an aeroplane! They wave excitedly, and
the plane slowly descends. Lama recovers, and rushes
headlong at Jack. At Hope's scream Jack steps to
one side. Carried on swiftly by the strength of his
rush, with nobody in front to stop him. Lama' cannot
save himself from falling over the precii)ice. Jack
and Hope climb slowly down the precipice to the
aeroplane awaiting them. It had been sent by the
American Consul to find them. As the plane soars
over the mountain containing the Buried City, Jack
and Hope, closely embraced, turn for a farewell look.
There is a huge rumble, and from on high they
watch an earthquake consume the Buried City.

THE OVERALL KID

Harry Horn File No. 3138

RUDY'S steps dragged on his way home. Why
should such a little fellow on a sunshiny day
be so sadi* "Overall kid. overall kid" taunted

his schoolfellows, with childhood cruelty at anything
different from the crowd. Yes, Rudy had to wear
overalls. He couldn't get a suit until next month,
when the mortgage was paid off, and he would
never tell his parents what anguish the overalls were
costing him. On reaching home he found a note from
his parents that they wouldn't be home until six
o'clock. Rudy had an inspiration. Cheerfully he
set to work to cook supper. A cup of coffee and two
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tablespoons of water went into the percolator—it

meant nothing lo him that the ingredients were
tume<? about. Whistling, he prepared weird combina-
tions. Ma and Pa were delighted at Rudy's indus-
try when they returned—until they sat down to eat.
Pa rushed to the bathroom, and 'Ma dosed them all

with castor oil, but Rudy ate heroically on, for his

Next day at school Rudy was scorned by his class-

mates when he inquired about his history lesson. Hurt
by their rebuffs, he was prepared to fail the lesson
wnen sweet little Ruth risked the teasing of her
schoohnates by aiding him. They filed into the
auditorium, where the dramatic coach announced the
cast for the class play. In a class of five girls and
four boys, a play for five girls and three boys was
chosen, Rudy being the slighted party. His eyes fill

pathetically, but Ruth pats his hand sympathetically.
The boys plan some mischief. Rudy, getting up to
retrieve the pencil Ruth has dropped, seems to the
printipal. entering the door, the perpetrator. He calls

Rudy up front and canes his hand beiore the wiiole

school. Rudy does not utter a word of defense, or
accasation against the boys who are to blame. For
this he gains their gratitude, and they call Rudy
'"a swell sport." From this time on, existence at
school is a oifierent matter. Included in all the
conferences and games of the boys, Rudy apparently
forgets Ruth's sympathy, and has no time for her
outside of a careless nod. Little Ruth grieves.

The night of the class play rolls around with Rudy
still the outside party. The children, now his staunch
friends, plan a surprise which will bring Rudy into

the entertainment. The first act of the play is slow
and awkward, and the embarrassed players fear they
will be hissed. As soon as the curtain falls, how-
ever, the audience is electrified by a burst of jazz

from the old school piano. Ruth is putting every
ounce of energy into her plajing. Through the parted
curtains comes Rudy, tap-dancing in perfect rhythm.
Such dancing the school, nor even the town, has ever

before seen I Again and again Rudy has to dance to

comply with the applause, and it is too late, by the
time he is permitted to stop dahcing, to go on with
the play : But nobody minds, as even the players

have forgotten the play. Rudy walks home with
Ruth through the quiet streets of the sleeping town.
On her porch, he shyly kisses his champion. The
door of her home slowly opens. With each inch of

its opening Ru^y takes a longer and longer step, car-

rj-ing him oil the porch. B y the time Ruth's
father's head appears, he has disappeared around the
comer, running.

M. Clara Tapscott File No. 3085

MERCEY is sitting in her favorite vine-covered
bower, thinking kindly of Graham, whom she
is to marry some day, when a young, hand-

some man. vaults over her bushes and confronts her.

His gayety is hushed by the loveliness of the picture

of Mercey in the coloriul garden. Quietly he asks
for some gasoline. His roadster has stalled outside
the gate. Mercey calls to her old colored servant to

fill the tank and the two youg people converse. Both
.are sorry when the gasoline has been installed and
Monty no longer has an excuse to remain. Leaving,
Monty passes another roadster drawing to a stop at

the garden gate. He recognizes Graham, a good-
looking man ten years his senior, the much-respected
district attorney. Mercey's picture remains in his

mind as he is dri\"ing home, to be effaced in a
hideous manner. As he rounds a comer skirting a
high w-all, a bright object suddenly flashes in front

of his car. He puts on his brakes immediately—too
late. It is the mangled body of a child which he
picks up. He carries the child into his impoverished
home, amid the screams of the mother. The doctor,

hastily summoned, pronounces the child dead. Ac-
cusingly he takes Monty's address, believing him
guilty of carelessness, and informs the district at-

torney. Monty is torn at the mother's grief, and
promises lo do anything he can to tide her over the

ditticult period. He sends her a check for one thou-
sand dollars to cover the child's burial and her ex-

penses while not working.
Mercey reads an account of the accident in the

following day's paper. Sympathy for the charming
young man's plight sends her to Monty's home to

condole him. The blackness of Montj-'s horizon is

greatly lightened by ^Mercey's presence, and he knows
he loves her. He promises to pay her a last visit

before the trial in her garden that night.

Early that evening Graham asks Mercey to marry
him. Two days before she would not have hesitated.

but the strange feeling Monty has aroused in her
causes her to postpone her reply. Graham promises
not to bother her any more, suggesting that when
she is ready to marry him, she should let him know.
Mercey is relieved at not being pressed, and gayty
waves ' goodbye to Graham. Monty is already in the

garden. They spend a iev: moonlit happy hours.

sure of their love for each other now. Mercey and
Monty are optimistic concerning the outcome of the

next day's trial, but Mercey declares if ilontj- is im-

prisoned she will wait for him until he is free.

At the trial, Mercey secures a front seat. She smiles

encouragingly at Monty, and with friendly warmth
at Graham, the prosecutor. Monty tells exactly what
happened in detail. The mother is put on the stand,

and to Monty's and Mercey's horror, they find his

kind gift of money interpreted as a bribe '. From
then on Monty's fate seems doomed. Mercey hunts
desperately for a means to save him. She notes the

respect with which Graham's words are received by
the Judge and jury, and knows that Graham will be

the final influence. She formulates a plan, and hur-

riedly writes a note to Graham. But how to get it

to him without being seen? Graham Is getting up
to cliarge the jury, and time is short. A breeze

whips some papers "
'^

feet. As she hands them to Graham she places her
note on top, and Graham reads "If you lose this case
I shall marry you." Graham considers it merely a
girl's whim to couch her consent in such terms. He
is convinced of Monty's innocence in spite of the
*'bribe." so tells the jury his personal feeling. The
jury return a verdict of "Not Guilty." Mercey has
freed Monty, but has imprisoned herself in a love-
less marriage. She is determined to keep her promise,
breaking Monty's heart when she refuses him without
explanation. Graham finds Mercey sobbing that
night, a damper to his spirits, exalted at the thought
that Mercey loves him. As soon as he leams the
cause, he brings Monty to her, wishing only for her
happiness, but ruining his own.

THE TELLTALE SHOES

Mrs. K. Sperry File No. 3118

(( T have a surprise for you" announced Jerry
I CalWn to his fiancee. She was having tea in

his bachelor's apartment, to plan for their en-
gagement party that night. He brought out a large
box, and extracted from it a pair of lovely sandals.
She squealed with delight at their daintiness, and he
dropped his handkerchief on the floor and on one
knee gracefully placed the shoes on her feet. "1
noticed them in Blank's shop window and couldn't
resist getting them for your lovely feet," he ex-
plained. They called various tradesmen, ordering
their supplies for the party with much laughter.
William, the butler, who slaveishly admired and
copied ids master, was a witness of all this gayetj-.

Their plan s were interrupted by a telegram calling
Jerry to his father's bedside, jerry and his fiancee
left immediately, lea^Hng orders with William to
cancel the party.

William could not resist this golden opportunity.
He called his best girl, Mollie, a manicurist, to ar-
range a party for himself in his master's stead. They
have a hilarious time that night, all being well-Ut
on Jerry Calvin's private stock. At the height of the
festiWties, William says to Mary, "I have a sur-

prise for you." Mollie screams her pleasure. Wil-
liam, with a grand flourish sweeps the floor with his
handkerchief, and topples while attempting to get
down on one knee. With a great deal of aid he
achieves his end, and displays a pair of sandals
identical with those his master had presented. MolUe
was just as delighted as his master's fiancee had
been, and more demonstrative. William made a
drunken speech about her b-b-big, no, b-b-beautiful,
feet. William and Mollie, overcome by liquor, fall

asleep with their heads on the table, and their

guests tiptoe out. leaving the key to the apartment
outside in the latch.

Jerry Cah-in, returning late that night, is appalled

by the eWdences of the recent festivites. Mollie is

awakened when she hears the door slam, and rushes
into Jerry's bedroom, hiding in his closet. Jerry
rudely shakes William awake, and dismisses lum.
Jerr>' prepares to go to bed. He opens the closet

door to put away his coat, and is alarmed at the
sight of the pair of shoes he had given his fiancee

with a woman's feet in them! His first thought was
that his sweetheart had returned to his apartment at

the height of the party, and had been drugged and
murdered. TransfLxed with horror, he is startled by
the body of the woman falling upon him. Mollie had
fainted from lack of air in the closet. At the mo-
ment he is holding the strange woman, bewildered,

his fiancee walks in with her mother. They were
returning from a reception and she had stopped in to

inquire about Jerry's father. When she sees her

manicurist in Jerry's arms, she throws her engage-
ment ring on the floor and leaves, refusing to Hsten

to explanations. William is broken-hearted at hav-

ing caused his idol sorrow, and the following moming
goes up with Mollie to explain to his master's

fiancee. She is forced to acknowledge their sincerity,

and when she and Jerry are married, the marriage of

William and Mollie is a parody of theirs.

THE GOLD RING OF FATE

Mrs. M. V. Dwyer File No. 3137

Graham's desk to Me

A DARK figure hurled a wooden box into the
river. As he did so two drunken Irish lads

passed him on the bridge and greeted him. With
a sigh, the stranger departed. ... It was a bright
moming. Two yout'as were rowing and singing on
the sparkling waters of the river. A box came floating

past. Robbie almost lost his balance as he was reach-

ing for it. He had to wait until they reached home
to open it. as it was securely locked. Margaret Tein-
pleton came in as her brothers were investigating the
contents—a photograph, some letters, and a gold ring.

Margaret took possession of the photograph of the
handsome young man. and of the ring, which fit her
fourth finger, calling them her engagement ring and
her mysterious fiance. She placed the photograph
beside the one of Will McGamble. a good-looking
river captain, her suitor. She returned to school
for commencement week, and at the home of one of

her sorority sisters she met a tall young lady, intro-

duced as a cousin and the fiancee of one of the young
professors. Eugene Swithen. the young professor,
enters, and Margaret recognizes her mysterious fiance

!

Disappointed to find him already engaged. Marea'-et
takes the ring from her finger and hands it to Elsa,
saying. "This must belong to you." She can scarcely
bear to wait to explain how she had the ring, nor
to listen to the story of the quarrel that had caused
Eugene to throw the box away. She wanted to be
alone in her disappointment

!

Will McGamble gives a party to all his friends on
board his new river boat for her maiden trip. Mar-
garet is surprised to find Eugene and Elsa among the

guests. Eugene had been captivated by Margaret on
their first meeting, and is very attentive to her during
the trip. Elsa. neglected, is furious. In a jealous
rage Elsa drags Eugene to the side of the boat and
throws the gold ring into the water, breaking their

engagement. On a lower deck. Margaret and Will
are standing. The gold ring, thrown by Elsa, hits

Will on the head and he catches it. "A ring sent
by Fate," laughs Will, "let it be a sign of our be-
trothal." But Margaret will not permit Will to put
it on her finger, and sHps the ring in her purse. Will
is called to his duties as captain and Margaret is in

the same spot when Eugene finds her. Margaret hands
him the gold ring, questioningly. He explains that
Elsa has broken their engagement,and that he loves
Margaret. "But j-ou shall never wear this ring,

my dear," he adds, and throws it overboard.
Months later, after their honeymoon, Margaret and

Eugene are traversing the bridge from which he had
originally thrown the box. They meet the same two
drunken Irish lads, and in the hand of one is the fatal

gold ring I They stop to question the laughing youths,
and learn that they had found it while fishing in the
gill of a fish. "Shure, an' now I'll give it to me
Nora for a wedding ring." "It will be good luck,"
smiled Margaret and Eugene at the retreating boys.

WIVES FOR SALE

Bill BInderup File No. 3199

t4XX tHOOPEE," shouts Bill Zook, as he reads
V/^ the telegram that sends him headlong into

the street to find a wife beiore midnight.
According to his uncle's will, if he is married by then
he will inherit his fortune. Otherwise it will revert
to Ethel Smith, a distant relative, under the same
conditions. As he hasn't a cent in his pockets Bill
is too anxious for the money to be very particular
about the wife.
He follows an attractive feminine back down the

street, only to run away when the face reveals a
haggard old maid. At the circus he is no more
successful, for the woman he pursues, when he comes
closer, he finds is none other than the bearded lady

!

A trifle discouraged, he enters the hotel. He perks
up at a smile from a dark siren. In his haste to
follow her up the stairs he trips over a palm, and
catches the belt of a gentleman talking to two
ladies, for support. He pulls off the belt, and
with it the pants I His speed up the stairs is re-

doubled I He dashes gayly into a room only to
come fl>-ing out, followed by an em^ged husky I

A sign, U'iz-es for Sale, attracts Bill's attention.
A matrimonial bureau is exactly what Bill needs!
Mr, Lane, the manager, is very encouraging. Bill

takes pains with his specifications—a blonde, blue eyes—and he indicates her dimensions in realistic pan-
tomime. Mr. Lane looks at Bill's teeth, taps his
chest, and listens to his heart. You'll do, he nods,
and promises to call Bill that afternoon.

Elated, Bill waltzes down the steps from this of-

fice. He laughs when a can of paint hits him, and
when he upsets the painter who lands on top of him,
he merely skips merrily away. He'll have the money,
and a blonde w-ife, too ! The contract was signed
and sealed I A message to come immediately to his
late uncle's house greets Bill on his return to his
room. With difficulty he gets out his whezy old
Ford. As it jerks to a start the steering wheel comes
off and Bill, howling, is helpless to stop its progress
down the hill. The car hits a fire plug, and Bill is

tossed right on the front steps of his late uncle's
home ! He brushes himself off, and enters.

Bill has no idea what the lawyer is trj-ing to say,
for he has been hard hit by Ethel Smith's loveliness
and can only stare at her. In a daze he accompanies
her into the garden, and bashfully expresses his ad-
miration. Ethel is equally well impressed by Bill.

Sorrowfully she discourages him, because that mom-
ing. to be prepared in case of Bill's defection, she
had signed a contract at the Lane Matrimonial Bu-
reau. Bill tells Ethel he loves her, but cannot marry
her. They are interrupted by a phone call for Ethel.
She savs into the receiver "I'll be right down." As
she leaves the room Bill is called to the phone. Mr.
Lane asks Bill to come down to meet the lady he
has chosen for him. Between listening to Mr. Lane
and trying to follow Ethel who is entering her car.

Bill jerks the telephone loose, severing the connec-
tion. His car useless, he runs rapidly through the
streets to reach the Bureau. Breathlessly, he arrives,

hoping to be able to be released from his contract,
but Lane forstalls him by introducing Bill to his fu-

ture wife. It is Ethel I With a whoop Bill makes
for her I

THREE EGGS

Mrs. S. R. Ar+man No. 3131

KITTV and George, newly -married, fondly greet
each other. They sit do%vn at a daintilv-set
table, while George gives Kitty the news of the

day. He tells her he has invited Jack to dinner the
following day. and has promised him that Kitty would
bake him a fourteen-egg angel cake. Kitty, brought
up by a thrifty banker father, is incensed at t'ne ex-
travagance, and bears in from the kitchen their last
three eggs, placing them on the table before George.
She declares that a three-egg mock angel cake is all

his friend will get. Obeying the precepts of his
bachlor friends not to give in at the first quarrel,
George insists on fourteen eggs. Kitty, enraged,
throws the eggs at George's head. George shakes her^
and she packs her bag and leaves George, declaring
her father's daughter can make her own way.

Kitty's cooking is her one art. so she applies to
an emplo>-ment agency for a job as cook. The many
women who are seeking a good cook stampede Kitty-,
until a policeman is called in to clear the crowd and
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revive the fainting Kitty. To get it oyer with, Kitty
points her finger at one woman, and is borne out to

that woman's car by the pohcenian, while other would-
be employers offer bribes of jewels, theatre, and what-
not. Her new employer is a meek, worn-out little

woman, who is grateful to Kitty for helping her out.

Kitty reaches a home in deplorable condition. The
sink is black, the ice-box moldy, the floor mud-caked,
left by her lazy predecessor. Glad to take her mind
off George, Kitty goes to with a vim, employing the
garbage-man, milkman and policeman on their beat
to aid her, much to their surprise for they had
thought to make love to the new cook. The^ kitchen
clean, her helpers dismissed with a smile, Kitty sets

about making cakes and cookies. Smelling the cook-
ing, the two children, a little boy and girl, come into

the kitchen shyly. Kitty greets them warmly, and
soon the little ones are enjoying themselves helping
Kitty, gayly bespattering themselves with flour. Their
mother, household won-ies relieved for the first time,

has brightened up and recombed her hair and put on
her prettiest frock, a new mate for her husband. As
Kitty IS making her three-egg mock angel cake, the

iceman enters and steals a piece. Instead of scolding,

Kitty asks him how he likes it and tells him it takes
only three eggs. He jumps for joy, and says that

is the very recipe his bride has been crying for, as

they cannot afford fourteen eggs. Kitty writes out
for him the entire recipe.

Meanwhile George is having a terrible time. Unable
to prevent Kitty from leaving, he is in despair. The
house takes on a neglected look. Dishes pile high in

the sink. And his cooking! No wonder he looks
so haggard ! This Sunday morning George tried to

bake some pancakes. He brought them out, a charred
mess, but heroically attempted to eat them. The ice-

man finds him in spasms of pain, muttering about
somebody being able to have her three-egg angel cake,
or no eggs, or anything she wanted if she'd return.
Alarmed, but catching the "three-egg angel cake,"
the iceman thinks he comprehends the man's need,
and runs to the cook who has given him the recipe.

Without explanation he grasps the alarmed Kitty by
the hand, and pulls her half-running to her own home,
gasping "man poisoned." Kitty needed no more. She
dashed up the steps, sent the iceman for a doctor,
and in a few hours had George well again. She prom-
ises never to leave him again, and the next day finds
George, again in a neat home, rolling his eyes with
plasure at the taste of his bride's three-egg angel
cake

!

BUNGALOW OF DREAMS

Thomas Gant File No. 3163

ALONE horseman was riding across the fields of

Bar T ranch. His hand was slack at the reins,
and one could see his mind was far away. Jack

was remembering a similar day five years before when
a girl and a boy stood under an oak tree. The girl
was crying and the boy was manfully trying to com-
fort her in his arms. "Some day I'll come' back for
you and we'll build our bungalow of dreams together.
Wait for me, Mary," he said to her. Mary had
nodded her consent. And now at last he would be
able to keep his tryst with Mary the following month !

As he rode slowly up to the ranch-house he saw that
they were having visitors. He was introduced to
Dorothy, the owner's daughter, just returned from
college. What a pretty girl ! The next three weeks
were blissful ones for Jack and Dorothy. She rode
all over the range with him. One day Jack told her
he was leaving. Dorothy was deeply hurt, for she
knew she loved him. Jack told her about little Mary,
waiting for him under the old oak tree. He did not
notice Dorothy's agitation. For years Mary had been
his dream girl, and fond as he was of Dorothy, it had
not occurred to him to think of her as anything but
a good pal. Not even when he had rescued her from
the back of a runaway horse, had her clinging to him
on the way home meant anything to him. Jack left

the ranch, with the good wishes of all.

As the horse approached the old oak tree. Jack
spurred him into a gallop. There she was—the little

figure he had waited so long to see ! Even her tears

were a part of his memory. "So you have come back
to me at last," she faltered. "I have watched for you
daily under the tree, and you have come—too late."

Alarmed, Jack sprang from his saddle and embraced
the weeping child grown to womanhood. "My parents
insisted you would never come back, and six months
ago forced me to marry another." A man approached
them unseen. He sees the couple, and his face is very
sad. Both are startled as he speaks. "Mary, I am
sorry you had to marry me. I thought, too, that Jack
would never come back, and with my love and kind-
ness you would forget him. I was wrong, and I

shall not stand in the way of your happiness. Tonight
I shall be gone, and you will be free." Sorrowfully
he turned and passed in the direction of the river.

Mary watched his retreating figure and turned sud-
denly to Jack. "It was a dream I worshipped. I see
now I have really loved Jim all the time. iVi sorry,

Jack, but you were gone too Tong. I must save him."
She started running after her husband, calling "Jim,
Jim." He turned, and hungrily caught her in his

Jack is surprised at the surge of relief he feels.

Humming, he turns his horse back to Bar T ranch
at a gallop, unable to waste another moment away
from Dorothy.

DESERT ADVENTURE

Ceatta R. Oliver File No. 3166

RAYMOND sat in his office, gazing out the win-
dow. He did not see the traffic below him, but
rapidly passing pictures of deserts, jungles, ice-

bergs and mountains. Wanderlust pervaded him, and
he could not shake it off. Coming to a sudden deci-

sion, he called in his assistant, told him the business

was his as the man stared pop-eyed, drew out the

few hundred dollars he had available at the bank, and
embarked that night on his adventure. It was not
long in coming. The small boat on which he was
going to Europe, caught in a storm, was wrecked,
and all took to the boats. A freighter bound for

Marseilles picked them up. and as his money was
lost, Raymond had to work at unaccustomed tasks.

He became friendly with some of the other hands, and
learned that they were planning to join the Foreign
Legion on their arrival at France. Raymond threw in

his lot with them. The boat on the journey from
Bordeaux to Algiers was so foul-smelling that Ray-
mond elected to sleep on deck. Raymond was trans-

ferred to a fort in the desert. Here the terrible heat
was almost too much for Raymond, but following
the advice of his huge German officer, Raymond
learnt methods of relief. For this he was grateful.

This German, formerly a professor of distinction in

Leipzig, was a hard disciplinarian, and the soldiers

often swore to kill him for his autocratic rule. Ray-
mond, however, understood it was necessary in such
a crowd of renegades, and became very friendly with
his strict superior.
The Arabs made a sortie from time to time, occa-

sionally wounding some men, but there were no seri-

ous battles for quite a while. One time tlie cavalry

followed the attacking Arabs to make them^flee fur-

ther into the desert. Raymond's horse outstrrpped the
others and he was far in advance when his mount
stumbled, throwing him. Stunned, Raymond knew
nothing until he awoke in a dark tent. He was
dragged before a fat old sheik dressed in silks and
jewels, who spit out his hatred of the white man
and raised himself to throw a knife at Raymond.
Remembering the Arab custom of not killing an
enemy for twenty-four hours after partaking of bread,

Raymond threw off his captors, seized some salted

bread from a slave's tray, and stuffed it into his

mouth. The sheik, perforce, had to spare him, but
he used Raymond as a slave, having the filthiest tasks
assigned to him.
Working near a tent next day, a voice called to

Raymond in English. The voice explained she was
an Englishwoman, captured by the sheik in her
youth, and forced to marry him. Her daughter,
Siska, was about to be married to a neighboring
sheik, and she appealed to the only white man she
had seen in eighteen years to rescue her daughter
from her own fate. That afternoon a caravan passed.
Raymond saw in it his only chance to get out of

the unknown desert aHve. At nightfall he secured
his guard's clothing by strategy, and made for the

tent from which the voice had issued that morning.
Here he beheld the most beautiful girl in the world,
he thought. Before he could fully see her beauty,
the mother pushed them both out of the tent, for she

was too old to join them. Raymond and Siska stole

quietly past the sentry into the desert, in the direc-

tion of the night camp of the caravan. They heard
the sound of horse's hoofs. In quick alarm Siska
turned to Raymond. He threw her down and cov-

ered her with sand, and did the same thing for him-
self, aided by the wind. The Arab horses, seeking
them, tramped by, one almost grazing the head of

Raymond. When the Arabs had passed, they con-
tinued their way to the caravan, which the Arabs had
just finished searching for the runaways. The cara-

van took them in, permitting them to descend a half-

mile from the fort, which lay just out of their route.

They trudged the remaining distance, but as they
approached the gates they saw the Arabs, trailing

them, rapidly approaching. They began to run in

the awful sand, gasping for breath. They were about
to give up, as the Arabs were almost upon them,
when a huge figure grabbed each by the hand and
dragged them the remaining distance into the fort,

not a second too soon ! Raymond's German oihcer
had recognized him in spite of his Arab clothing

!

Next day Siska, lovely in European dress, and Ray-
'mond were married. They returned to An
Raymond's lust for adventure satisfied.

THE SINNER

Fred L Waltz File No. 3164

A GIRL and a boy are parked in a roadster be-

side a stream. Dick Wagers tells Grace Irvin
of his love, and asks her to marry him upon

his graduation from school the following month. Grace
admits that she loves DJck, but she is about to be-
come a mother, so cannot marry him. Dick loves
her too much to let that stand in his way. The next
day he is grief-stricken to receive a note from Grace
saying that she has left town to save him the dis-

grace which would be assured at the birth of her
baby two months after their marriage. Dick also

leaves home to find Grace. He secures employment at

a soda fountain in Chicago, looking for Grace every
night. He is discouraged and lonesome, and so accepts
the invitation of one of the flashy patrons of his foun-
tain to join a party. There he meets Yvonne Jack-
son, a beautiful but hard-looking blonde. Dick is

fascinated by Yvonne, and takes her home. Yvonne
fills Dick with the desire for money, and then reveals
to him that she is the leader of a dope ring. In spite

of his conscience, Dick joins the ring, living the care-

less life of easy money—speak-easies, gambling, and
all the minor vices. Yvonne is caught with a suit-

case of dope in her roadster and convicted, but she
does not cast suspicion on Dick.

Dick now opens a chain of speakeasies and night
clubs in partnership with Hugh Smith. They quarrel,

and separate. Hugh opens a rival chain of night clubs
which takes the patronage away from Dick. Dick is

forced to offer his business for sale to Hugh. Hugh
buys it from Dick. As they cornplete the deal, Yvonne
enters the room. She has served her term and is now
Hugh's mistress. She invites Dick to stav for tea. Her
maid is Grace Irvin ! Dick is astounded ! He is dehghtcd
to find the end of his neglected search, and asks
Grace to leave with him and return to their homes.

Grace's baby has died, but she still hesitates to go
back to disgrace. Dick says he will go home first

and prepare her parents, then return for Grace. On
the train home he meets one of his former henchmen
in the dope ring, who presses Dick into service in

place of a defaulting member of his gang, threatening
to expose Dick to the police unless he helps him on
this one job in Dick's home town. As Dick is open-
ing the safe, he is caught ! His lawyer advises him
to plead "Not Guilty," but he insists upon pleading
"Guilty" and taking his medicine for his wrong-doing
like a man. His attitude wins the friendship of the
court and of his jailers, and he is shortly out on good
behavior, met by his sweetheart, Grace.

THE DEVIL'S DEAL

Nannie Ray Ford File No. 3069

THROUGH the misty clouds come two voices.
one deep and benignant, the other snarling and
evil. Envious of God's worshippers, Satan taunts,

"Your people worship you because of prosperity !"

God replies: "My children worship in adversity as
well as prosperity !" Satan sneers : "PraTses would
turn to curses if death and destruction were sent upon
them !" God gently replies : "Do your worst and
my own will still worship."

Job, of Old Testament Scripture, sitting on an ash
heap, his friends taunting him and wiTe advising that
he curse God and die, may be an extreme illustration

of Satan's power over man. The deal made with
Jehovah by Satan to be allowed to sift Job is graphi-
cally described in the allegory.
The Temptation of Jesus marks the supreme effort

of Satan to supplant the good with his own evil

supremacy.
Almost two hundred centuries later, Satan gather-

ing together his hosts of imps, rides the rapidly form-
ing clouds. On they go, over the Mississippi, gather-
ing speed, raining destruction on homes and crops,
passing St. Louis, focussing the cyclone upon the
island with appalling fury and destruction, centering
this trial on Winifred Weston, and her childhood
friend, Robert.

Neighbors in childhood, Winifred and Robert al-

ways planned to "keep house" some day together.
When they were twelve years old. circumstances be-
gan to create a breach. Robert's father died, leaving
his mother broken and poor, so that Robert had to
quit school and work. Winifred's father, on the
other hand, became prosperous and Winifred was sent
to fashionable finishing schools. The children con-
tinued their friendship, but Robert realized the differ-
ence in their advantages and ceased to see Winifred.
Winifred, thinking Robert no longer cared, married
Ralph Williams, a fortune-hunter. The news came
to Robert that Williams was drinking and gambling
away Winifred's fortune, distressing him, for he could
understand that Williams was not making her happy.
Robert's mother died, and spurred by driving ambi-
tion, he works his way through college and is well
on the road to success.
Having sufficiently clouded the horizon of his two

victims, Satan now unsheathes the cyclone he has
prepared. The storm surprises Winifred and her hus-
band in their cottage. He, fearing for his life, makes
for the nearest rescue boat, with no thought of the
safety of the wife whose money he has squandered.
Stunned by his perfidy, she is peering helpless through
the window, and "sees her worthless husband caught
by the current while swimming to the rescue boat.
An arm in the air. and nothing more. "As God
wills." she murmurs, drawing back from the window.
Robert's first thought at the breaking of the storm
was of Winifred. He hasn't seen her for years, but
he hastens to her cottage to help her. Approaching
the cottage, he witnesses a sight to rejoice the angels.
Wiinfred kneels beside a chair; the Bible open in front
of her ; hands raised to Heaven ; lips moving in
prayer. She turns to the piano, and the sacred strains
of "Rock of Ages" come out into the night. More
than ever does he feel he has transgressed holy
ground. Robert calls her name softly nad she an-
swers from her beautiful faith: "Robert, I knew
you would come. God is good!" The waters have
ceased to be angry ; the moon smiles as two forms
are seen rowing to safety ; only the growl of Satan
defeated rumbles as the last echo of the storm.
The shadowy forms of the Devil and his imps fade

into the disappearing clouds.

CAPTAIN ARMSTRONG
Anne Holecek File No. 3177

CAPTAIN ARMSTRONG and Peggy go to her
father to announce their engagement. They are
met halfway by the excited Mr. O'Hara, her

father, who, in his turn, announces the completion of
his invention. They re,'aice. Peggy and Bruce set
the date of their marriage for the day after Bruce's
return from his ne.xt voyage. During his absence,
Windsor, a wealthy man, becomes interested in both
Peggy and the invention. When Teggy refuses to
marry him, he determines to gain possession of both
by foul means. For Windsor has become rich by
bootlegging and controls a number of rum-running
ships.

Bruce returns, and distrusts Windsor,
and her father believe in Windsor's offer to fin

invention, and quarrel with Bruce on that account.
Bruce leaves to spend the night with his buddy,
Lieut. Carlson of the Air Forces. That night Peggy
is awakened by sounds in her father's laboratory and
investigates. Windsor is stealing her father's inven-
tion ! Before she can cry out, one of the men seizes
her, and on Windsor's orders carries her with them
to their outlaw ship. O'Hara calls Bruce as soon

his double loss, and Bruce tracks the
vn to the waterside. He goes up with
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Carlson to see it thev can find the ship irom the

air. while O'Hara asks the Coast Guards to send

out a boat to rescue his daughter. From the air

Bruce recognizes Peggy, chased by Windsor, on the

upper deck ot a fast boat. Carlson had to report lor

duty, but at Bruce's request, he lets him down by
ladder to the boat. Passing the coast guard vessel

not far away, he drops directions on board, and re-

turns to camp. Meanwhile Bruce is stunned by Tiis

sudden fall tor a moment, but his enemies are equally

surprised. so he loses no advantage. He jumps on
Windsor, who attempts to pull a gun. The crew
come rushing to Windsor's aid, but Peggy secures his

gun and holds the men off. However, the cook, ap-

proaching from behind, overpowers her, and that

spells the end for Bruce, too. Bruce is tied up and
brought to Windsor's cabin, where Peggy is also

carried.
Windsor has among his men a priest to per-

form the marriage ceremony at Peggy's consent.

But Peggy is adamant. She will not marry Windsor.
He attempts to force her consent by threatenmg
harm to Bruce, and Peggy faints. Some time is

consumed in bringing about her revival, and they

carry her on the upper deck tor that purpose. Open-
ing her eyes, she sees a plane circling the ship. Carl-

son had gone back to his post and_^upon explaining

had been given permission to return to the boat

and help his friend. Peggy reaHzes she must stall

for time and she will be sate. Otherwise she will

be wed to her abductor. As soon as she revives they

carrv her back to the cabin. She plays lor time,

until Windsor, annoyed at her dalliance, is about

to strike Bruce with the butt of his revolver. He
is stopped by a call from above, and rushes up to

see the Coast Guard boat approaching. in his ab-

sence Peggy cuts Bruce's bonds, and they creep

upon the deck. Windsor gives instructions to the

crew, and returns to the cabin, to find Peggy and
Bruce gone! He hastens above, in time to see them
both disappearing in the distance, clinging to the

ladder flung down for their rescue by Carlson.

Windsor is captured by the coast guards, placed on

trial and imprisoned for life. The invention is re-

turned to Peggy's father, who becomes rich. But
by then he has acquired an even greater

his grandchild.

Julius Nelson File No. 3165 and to

OLD AGE TAKES A FLING

Mrs. George S. Kahn File No. 3159

MARY chewed her gum disconsolately. She was
sick and tired of standing on her feet all day
in this five-and-ten. But what could she do?

As she complained inwardly, the owner of the store,

twenty years her senior, approached, and to Marys
surprise, asked her to dinner. Mary decided this was
her opportunty to escape the monotony of poverty.

She took full advantage of it and within a month
married the wealthy widower, Mr. Jervis.

Not two blocks away from the five-and-ten, Jack
was in a similar plight. A young bond salesman, his

small earnings shot to pieces by the stock market,
he went to visit a new client, Mrs. Porter, a ricli

widow, without much hope of any result. He, too,

was in the mood to accept the heavily coy advances
of his senior, and he considered himself fortunate

to marry her.

Wrapped in ermine, Mary delightedly taps her feet

outside the entrance to the Charity Ball, Westport's
largest formal affair, while her elderly escort divested

himself of his overcoat. Mary almost pulls him out
on the floor. He catches her enthusiasm, and dances
energetically. Two hours later we see Mary, fresh

as ever, in the arms of a wilting partner who is

almost bent double from his exertion. The interven-

tion of a business friend asking for a dance is a
blessed relief to ]Mr. Jervis, and he finds a secluded
corner in which to mop his brow. As he sits down,
he sees he is not alone, after all. A middle-aged
woman is pufhngly pulling off her too-tight pumps,
sighing the while. She notices Mr. Jervis' misery, and
companiably remarks that these new steps are more
W'ork than fun. Mr, Jervis assents, delighted to find

a kindred spirit. Feeling that they will never see each
other again, they unburden themselves to each other.

They are astounded at the similarity of their ex-

periences. Both had welcomed what they had thought
a return of youth in their young mates, but two
months of dancing and sports in order to retain that

spirit had convinced them that they would now be
content to remain old. Together they sigh, neither

able to contemplate the extraordinary efforts neces-

sary during their remaining years.
Meanwhile Mary finished the dance with her new

partner, glad to be rid of his awkwardness. She
backs away from him, making excuses that she
must find her husband, and bumps into a handsome
young man. They grab each other to retain their

balance, and both grin in embarrassed fashion. Mary's
recent partner intervenes, but Mary clings to the

stranger's arm and says that her next dance is with
the young man. When they are left alone, the

young man tells Mary she must make her word good
by dancing with him. They dance beautifully to-

gether, and soon others have stopped to watch them.
To escape stares, they go out on a balcony, admiring
the stars and moon. Under their magic spell, they,

too, begin confessions. They had thought riches

would bring happiness, but they find that no money
can make up for the loss of laughter with youthful
companions. Attracted by their kindred feelings,

they kiss, as Mr. Jervis, and his companion, IMrs.

Porter, come out on the balcony together for a

breath of air. The two young people are startled,

and about to make explanations to their spouses when
Mr. Jervis cuts them short, telling them he and
Mrs. Porter understand, and that they will give

the young couple their freedom. Delighted, Mary
and Jack hug each other, while Mr. Jervis gallantly

kisses Mrs. Porter's hand and asks her to be com-
fortable with him.

GEORGE JACKSON milked a cow with one
hand and with the other held a magazine
photographically displaving the wonders of New

York. His father, an old farmer, catching him, dis-

gustedly pitches the magazine into an empty stall.

"Aw. father, can't I go to New York." George
begged for the hundredth time. His father had to
consent at last. George stepped ofT the train in

the metropolis, proud of his new suit and hat. which
the storeman at Riversdale had told him was the
"latest thing" in the city. A cab driver secured his

bag—and George's initiation into the city consisted
of a S5 overcharge on t"he taxi meter, which he didn't
discover until he had exclaimed to his aunt and
uncle, with whom he was staying, "what a large
city to have a $6 taxi fare from the station !" The
following week we see George gazing from atop a
Fifth Avenue bus, cheering wildly at the Yankee
Stadium, shocked at the bathing costumes at Coney
Island, and bewildered and fascinated by the Great
White Way.
One night in the subway. George was watching a

very pretty young girl, standing in the crowded car.

A big man entered. He, too, noticed the girl's sweet
oval face, and edged over towards her. George, still

gazing, noticed quick distress in her face. He saw the
big man, secure in the crowd, patting the hand of
the unwilling girl. George, furious, pushed his way
through the strap-hangers and punched the big man
in the nose. The big man, knowing himself in the
wrong, dared not start a fight, but growling *'Hay-
seed" got off as the train stopped. George, who
thought himself quite a city fellow now, was an-
noyed at the epithet, until the grateful smile on
the girl's face repaid him. Before he could think
of words with which to address her, the train had
stopped again and she had left.

Arriving at his uncle's, George found a letter from
his mother stating that his father had speculated on
stocks and they were losing the farm as a result.

George would have to find a job in the city. George
was glad to remain in the metropolis. That is,

before he had spent two weary weeks seeking a job—through want-ads and employment agencies. His
inexperience made him undesirable. He had learned
typing at High School, and one day he applied for an
envelope addressing job. He was second in line.

The man before him. when asked how many, re-

plied ISOO. He got the job. George, not under-
standing, nevertheless gave the same reply to the
same question, with similar success. He was placed
next to a girl, whom he recognized as his girl of
the subway ! He was flabbergasted to learn that
1,800 meant 1.800 envelopes addressed a day, but
with the aid of his new friend, managed to get
through. She helped him despite the scoldings of
the ofBce manager, a pompous man. Harriet and
George lunched together daily at the Automat.
George no longer cared for the city, and told Harriet
tales of the lovely countryside. So when he re-

ceived another letter from his mother, saying the
farm was safe and he was needed, George wasted no
time in running to the office for Harriet, almost
knocking over the manager in his haste to grab his

sweetheart and take her back to the country with

M. Olson File No. 3123

DARK, beautiful Carmen does not wish to divide
their uncle's wealth with her fair, lovely cousin
Ruth. So when, as they are wandering in the

fields one day, Ruth, ahead of her, disappears, she
determines to tell no one of her knowledge of Ruth's
fate. For she has cautiously investigated and found
the disappearance caused by a grass-covered hole of
unknown depth. Ruth, stunned by her fall, awakes
to find herself on a bed of leaves in an underground
passage. She wanders in the direction of a light and
finds Nathan Van Buren, who is also a prisoner in

this cave. He had been attacked by an unknown
enemy, thrown in there, and the passage sealed. To-
gether they search every inch of space, seeking lor a
means of escaping. They are in despair. One side
of the cave is of earth, not of stone, and their only
hope is that the earthen wall is not very thick. With
sharp-pointed stones they start scooping out a small
hole, and find the wall is but two feet thick. Through
this small hole, they see an old man walking by. In
response to their shouts, he returns with a spade and
digs a hole large enough for them to pass through.
Both become ill from exhaustion and the bad air in

the cave, and the hermit generously tends them until

they recover. It is several weeks before they are
strong enough to leave their kind benefactor,

Ruth reaches home to find her uncle dying of grief

at her disappearance. Slowly he recovers, revived by
her presence. Carmen, remorseful, tries to confess her
defection in not leading a rescue party to the sopt
where Ruth disappeared, but Ruth, ever-generous,
prevents the confession to protect Carmen from her
uncle's wrath. Carmen is grateful. ^leanwhile Van
Buren returns to his office to find that he had been
accused of appropriating his firm's funds. He tells

his story to the president, but Harkins. who has
stepped into his position, influences the president to

see the unlikelihood of the tale. Van Buren is ar-

rested. Ruth, accompanied by the now-devoted Car-
men, attends the trial of Van Buren, whom she had
promised to marrv in the hermit's hut. Carmen starts

violently at the sight of Harkins. and to everyone's
surprise, asks to testify. The day of Ruth's disap-
pearance she had seen Harkins near the cave, hands
dirty and bleeding. He slunk away suspiciously when
he saw Carmen. Tliis, added to Ruth's testimony
and that of the hermit, who had come from his re-

treat to save his young friend, brought out the truth

the court. Harkins had attacked Nathan to cast

spicion away from himself for stealing the funds
Van Buren's position!
Ruth. Carmen, and the hermit leave

the court happily. The hermit promises to join them
for dinner before returning to his retreat. They do
not recognize the hermit that night—for he has
shaved and is dressed in fashionable clothing. The
hermit is a young man ! He explains he became a
hermit to avoid women, but he has left his retreat

because of Carmen's beauty. The happy couples have
a double wedding!

Jessie Hopwood Hughes File No. 3117

COPPER-HAIRED Zera Gordon bent over her
sick baby, the youngest of four children. She
hurriedly slipped on a wrap, instructed an older

child to tell her husband that she had gone for

Dr. Franklin, and ran across the intervening lawn
that separated her house from the doctor's. Mrs.
Franklin, a hardfaced, suspicious woman, opened the
door and sent Zera into the waiting room. Mrs.
Franklin did not interrupt her husband at supper,
but waited until he was through to tell him Zera was
there. He immediately went to her. and when she
had explained the baby's ailment, fetched her some
pills, giving her instructions. Zera was very lovely
as she stood there—hair wind-blown. Dr. Franklin,
reputed a philanderer, felt her charm, and depending
on his own animal magnetism for hi,s usual success,
beckoned to Zera confidently. His meaning was clear.

Zera indignantly repudiated his unspoken request and
angrily left.

Outside the house, she bumped into Tom. her
husband, a stranger by the fierce glitter in his
eyes. He had returned home, and, impatient when
she took so long to come, had gone to call for her
himself at the doctor's. One blind in the doctor's
office was raised, the other drawn. Through the
lighted window the doctor's assured beckoning had
plainly stood out. Tom could not see Zera's instant
reaction, but he knew had she gone to the doctor he
would have killed the philanderer. The delay ap-
pared to him significant, however, and without per-
mitting Zera to explain, he angrily left her. Zera
returned to the house and took care of her baby,
tears streaming down her face. For three days Tom
did not return. He was staying at the local hotel.
This was enough to set the entire small town to
gossiping. From a bitter word dropped here and
there by Tom, they branded Zera as faithless. The
third evening Tom returned home, and throwing him-
self on his knees beside Zera, asked if he might come
back. He loved Zera too much to five without her.
Zera then told him why she had been delayed, but
he was nevertheless convinced of her infidelity, and
daily hurt her by showing his suspicion in many

That summer a blonde divorcee, Hazel Clay, came
to visit her sister living opposite to Zera and Tom.
Hearing the gossip about Zera, she made a successful
play for Tom. Night after night Tom was with
Hazel, while Zera's heart was slowly breaking. Dr.
Franklin even stopped to hint that Zera could now
afford to forget her inhibitions. One night Zera saw
Tom enter the house with Hazel. When she had
seen him leave, Zera went to Hazel to save her
husband. Hazel denied pursuing Tom, claiming it

was Tom who gave her no peace. Zera, disgusted by
her own vulgarity, threatens Hazel if she will not leave
her husband alone. Returning home she accuses Tom
of his affair with Hazel. Tom admits it, and asks
Zera to forgive him. She hesitates', but the thought
of her children decides her to be lenient. Then Tom
confesses he has not loved Hazel at all^it is Zera
he will always care for—but that he has been "getting
even." Zera is horrified that her husband can still

have such base thoughts of her. and feels her love for
him dying in her heart. Her husband, who should
protect her, has twice left her open to vile gossip.
Zera changes from a gay young girl overnight to a
quiet, dignified, cold woman.

LOVE LAUGHS AT LOCKSMITHS

Bessie Burns BenneH File No. 3139

((J will so go to the ball," stormed Anne Moryson,
I defiantly. She was madly in love with Josephe,

younger brother of the Duke de Hautespoid,
a confidante of Napoleon. Josephe had met Anne
while traveling in America, and the attraction was
mutual. Anne's father, a wealthy Baltimore merchant,
knew that Josephe's brother and Napoleon would
never consent to his marrying an American trades-
man's daughter, and sought to save his child heart-
break later by forbidding her to attend the ball
that night. The ball was intended as a farewell
gesture to Josephe, sailing for France two days
hence. Seeing his daughter's determination, Mr. Mory-
son is forced to lock her in her room. Anne plots
her escape. She bribes her maid to secure a harness
and throw it to her through the window. This she
ties to her bedpost. After placing her white satin
ball gown into one pillow case with her underwear,
she put her shoes and accessories in another. Dressed
in riding habit, Anne throws the pillowcases out the
window, slides down the harness to the ground, picks
up her party clothes, and runs for the barn. There
she finds only a mule left in his stall. Undaunted,
she ties the pillows to the saddle, vaults on the
mule, and in this far from elegant fashion, arrives
at the ball. Her hostess brings Anne to her pri-
vate dressing room, where Anne arrays herself.
Josephe gasps at the gorgeous picture Anne makes
entering the ballroom. She tells him how she was
arrived, and the two young lovers elope. Aime sails
to France with Josephe.
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At Bordeaux Josephe receives a letter from his

brother, the Duke, sayingr that Napoleon will not
admit him to court with his commoner wife. Again
quick-witted Anne plots. She enters Paris without
her husband, pretending to be a very wealthy Amer-
ican widow. Captivated by her charm, the gates of

the Paris nobility are opened to her. Anne's pui-pose
is to meet the Duke and Napoleon and gain

_
their

approval without their knowing who she really is, so

that they will become reconciled to Josephe's mar-
riage. In this she succeeds—too well. For Napoleon
selects her as an ideal wife for the Duke, a widower.
The Duke readily falls in with his sovereign's plans,
for he loves the charming young widow. A general,
also, seeks Anne's favors. Anne considers it time
to reveal her identity, and does so in a note to Na-
poleon. He is amused, but will not have his will

frustrated. He forces an annullment of the marriage
of the unhappy lovers, in spile of the Duke's in-

tervention to preserve Josephe's and Anne's happiness,
and gives Anne a title to make her a fitting bride
for the Duke. Anne receives a mysterious summons
from the Empress on the eve of her wedding, which
she heeds immediately, not knowing it to be forged.
On her way to the palace her coach is attacked and
Anne carried to a convent. There a false order from
the Emperor makes her a prisoner of the frightened

Anne's non-appearance at her own nuptials causes
a furore. Napoleon learns of the abduction from
Anne's coachman. He sends out searching parties of

soldiers. Meanwhile, in the convent, Anne pretends
to be mad. She rends the air with her screams,
breaks all available pieces of furniture and dishevels
her hair. The nuns are horrified. They release
Anne from her barred cell, dispatching a hasty mes-
sage to the Emperor concerning the state of Anne's
reason. As Anne is mvestigating a means of escaping
from the large room in which she has been put, the
general, her defeated suitor, enters. Now Anne un-
derstands her imprisonment. The general, seeking to
prevent her marriage and v;ed her himself, has con-
fined her. The general approaches Anne.

The messenger from the nuns has difficulty in gain-
ing admittance at Court. Finally he is brought be-
fore the raging Emperor. Napoleon reads the note,
and immediately dispatches a group of soldiers, led

by Josephe and the Duke, to save Anne. They ar-

rive as the general is carrying Anne's inert body to
a waiting coach. In the ensuing battle, the Duke
is killed by the general, but Josephe avenges his
older brother's death. Josephe succeeds to his broth-
er's title and position, and Napoleon consents to his
re-marriage with Anne.

File No. 3100

A LEI FOR YOU
Cora E. Van Deusen File No. 3134

ARMED with a book, Imogene contentedly made
her way to her favorite retreat—the low bal-
cony around which syringas bloomed in a mass,

their long white feathery branches reaching to the
wall of the house. She was amazed to find the place
already occupied. A bright- looking, red-headed stranger
was enjoying the fragrant spot as much as she al-

ways did. Imogene indicated her displeasure at the
intrusion, but the charm of the man, and his plea
for peace and a temporary concealment softened her.
The voice of her sister Joan called Imogene, who
left to greet her. Joan told her the Sheriff was
seeking a man who had killed his wife's lover ai.'d

who had been seen to run in the direction of their
home. Had Imogene noticed any prowlers? Almost
against her will Imogene lied to protect a man she
had never seen before. Dinner over, Imogene re-
turned to the balcony to see if the stranger lingered.
Taylor, the intruder, said he could not leave without
having seen her again and thanking her for her
kindness. She urged him to hurry and to be careful.
Before leaving, the man broke a length of snowy
sprays, fastened the ends together, and dropped it

around her neck. "A lei for you," he said, and
vaulted over the balcony rail, leaving a shaken but
thrilled girl behind.

Imogene was still in the same spot, dazed. Sud-
denly a pair of clutching hands grasped her throat.
A husky, panting voice whispered in her ear, "Don't
scream, or I'll cut your throat. Bring me clean
clothes—and not a sound, or I'll burn down the
house." Too frightened to do anything But obey,
Imogene cautiously crept to the room of her absent
brother, pulHng down whatever clothing she could
find in his closet. The brute grunted satisfaction
with her supplies. Imogene caught a glimpse now
of his blood-stained shirt and involuntarily scrcatned.
Her scream was cut short by a hairy hand. Power-
less against his strength, Imogene was borne out on
her balcony and the marauder tied her arms and
legs. Meanwhile Taylor discovered he had left his
hat on the balcony. Glad of an excuse to return,
he turned back immediately, arriving just as the
marauder finished tieing his victim. Taylor jumped
on him, and a fierce fight ensued. The criminal drew
a gun, but Taylor, skilled in scientific fighting, knocked
it from his hand. Again the criminal attempted to
slay Taylor, this time with a knife, but Taylor se-
cured the weapon, and managed to cut the rope
binding Imogene's legs. She limped to the door,
screamed and fainted from the wound caused by the
knife's slashing her leg as well. The scream awakened
her sister Joan, who rushed to her aid. as well as
directed the Sheriff and his men. who were in the
neighborhood, to the sj;ot, and the villain was ap-
prehended. During the ensuing explanations it was
learned that Taylor was a writer who had come
to the mountain country for atmosphere and mate-ial.
Not only had he found his material, but he had found
his dream girl as well, said Taylor, as he fingered the
lei which had remained on Imogene through all the
night's excitement.

SWIFT ARROW
B. A. Langridge

ALBERT TEMPLETON, a lawyer,
friend of Tom Brown's father, is persuading
Tom, a young mining engineer, to undertake

a mission for him—the location of Jacky Morgan,
sought by his relatives in England, who has been
lost sight of in the mining country of the Pinnacle
region for the past eighteen years. This is entirely
out of Tom's line, but he consents out of friendship.
One month later he is plodding over the desert in an
effort to reach Trail's End, at the foothills of the
Pinnacles. His horse stumbles into a hole, throw-
ing Tom off and wrenching his leg, and gallops away,
leaving Tom helpless. At Trail's End a lovely young
girl is sadly sitting on the verandah when a strange
horse, dragging its saddle, gallops up. Dorothy guesses
its meaning—a human being lost in the desert ! She
is saddling her horse for her errand of mercy, in

spite of the attempts of Jake Devoe, owner of
Trail's End, to stop her, Devoe wants no strangers
in this lonely spot. Dorothy shakes Jake off, and
gallops into the desert. She finds Tom, gasping for
water. Relieving him from her canteen, she aids
him to mount her horse. For many happy days she
nurses Tom back to healing of his hurt leg, love
growing in both their hearts. Tom mentions the
hostility of her father, and Dorothy explains Devoe
is not her father but refuses to tell her who she is.

She has been brought up from babyhood in a convent.
Tom recovers and looks about Trail's End. Fearing
he is sent by the government to spy on his cattle
rusthng and distiUing of liquor to the Indians, Devoe
has Tom lowered into a dry well and the rope cut.
Dorothy overhears the plot, and with superhuman
effort pulls Tom foot by foot out of the well. She
insists that he fiee.

Tom calls upon the Sheriff in the nearest town,
inquiring about Jacky Morgan. Swift Arrow, an
honest old Indian, is consulted. When Jacky Mcr-
gan's name is mentioned he shows signs of emotion.
Tom proves he is Jacky 's friend, and Swift Arrow
tells his story. Swift Arrow had arrived at Jacky 's

cabin fifteen years before, with the bi-monthly sup-
plies. Seeing a strange horse tethered without, he
peeped through the window and saw Jake Devoe
searching the cabin. He entered, and Jake ex-
plained that Jacky had just died and he was looking
for his farewell note. Swift Arrow dug a grave for
Jacky. Devoe asked him to sign a paper with his
mark, which he claimed stated that Jacky had died
in

_
his bed. Swift Arrow gave his own peculiar

whistle to call the Little Papoose, his tiny play-
mate, but received no response. Thinking Jacky
had sent the child away when he found himself dy-
ing, Swift Arrow had left sadly and never returned
to the cabin.
Most interesting to Tom was the knowledge that

whereabouts. They find a message to Swift Arrow
to "give papers to papoose." Swift Arrow will not
reveal the whereabouts of the papers to anyone but
Jacky had had a granddaughter and heir. He and
Swift Arrow go to the cabin to find a clue to her
the papoose, faithfully following instruction's. Tom
sends Swift Arrow with a note to Dorothy at Trail's
End. Swift Arrow recognizes his little papoose in
the lovely young lady, and from the woods his
peculiar whistle startles Dorothy into childhood
memories. She runs to "Lo-lo," her babv name for
Swift Arrow. The note from Tom asks her to
meet him at Jacky Morgan's cabin. She proceeds
with her childhood playmate, who proves her iden-
tity by a scar on her upper arm. Swift Arrow in-
earths the papers from their hiding place. They are
the deeds to Trail's End and a valuable mine which
Devoe is operating! Confronted by the little group,
reinforced by the Sheriff, Devoe attempts to shoot
his way to safety, but is foiled by Swift Arrow. It
is Swift Arrow's faithfulness, memory and affection
for Dorothy which have brought about her happi-
ness. He is rewarded two years later bv having
another "little papoose" to play with, watched by
Dorothy and her husband, Tom.

MANDY'S ROAD
Rufh Burgess File No. 3112

<<TT7HE.HEAH you-all goin'," a querulous voice
ailed to Alandy as she was stepping out
if the door. Mandy replied that she was

just gomg to take a walk along "her road." Mandy
was a good-looking colored girl who lived with her
grandmother in a cabin in the woods. She could
always be met on a certain road in the woods which
people came to call "Mandy's Road." Full of the
joy oi her youth, she danced along the green path,
until she almost bumped into a huge, handsome youth
she had never before seen. Bill Howard had heard
of Mandy when he moved into the negro settlement,
and he had come to see this lovely girl for himself.
She asked him who he was. He told her his name
and asked her to sit down beside him. Mandy was
fascinated by the stranger, and they talked for hours.
Mandy came home so late her Grandma beat her
-for being shiftless. Mandy told her she was leaving
to live in the city and would never come back no
more, and ran out of the house. She found Bill sit-
ting where she had left him. and told him she was
going into the city alone. Bill told her he loved her
2ready, and asked her to marry him. Mandy said

s already promised to Jack. Just then Jack
came along on his way to see Mandy. Mandy re-
peated her story and Jack said they'd better get
married right away. But he said she'd have to go
back to spend the night. Mandy refused to do this,
and said she would spend the night with her girl
friend. Mary Jane, in the cMy. Bill said he hoped
she'd change her mind by morning and marry him.
Mandy and Jack went to Mary Jane's house, where

Mary Jane was all dressed up, having just come
from a party. The contrast between the city girl

sh.

and Mandy made Jack open his eyes. Mandy, tired,

fell asleep on the couch, and Jack and Mary Jane
went to sit on the porch until she would awaken.
Jack was fascinated by the city girl, while Mary
Jane admired Jack's country physique. Both were
very sad at the thought that he had to marry Mandy,
for they had fallen in love with each other imme-
diately. Jack was a courageous fellow, and de-
termined to tell Mandy he did not love her, though
he hated to do it. Mandy woke up and foun'd her-
self thinking about Bill Howard. "Why," she said
to herself in surprise, "it's not Jack I love, but Bill.

Grandma is the one who wanted me to marry Jack."
She thought it was too late now, and began to
weep. Jack and Mary Jane came into the room, and
Mandy knew before they said anything how they
felt by the way they looked at each other. She told
them she would not marry Jack, and hoped they
would be very happy. She said she was going to
live with her grandmother and be an old maid. Jack
did not want to let her go back alone in the dark,
but Mandy said nothing could hurt her on her road.
On her way home she was surprised to hear someone
saying her name softly over and over again. It was
Bill Howard, mourning that he had lost Mandy just
as he had found her. United, the two lovers ap-
proached the cabin, and found Mandy's grandmother
dying. She blessed them, and told Mandy where
she would find some money, then died. Mandy and
Bill returned to the city and were married, living
happily ever after.

T. Lyall ScoH
SATAN RELENTS

File No. 3116

AN uncomprehending child watches the bold con-
duct of her mother through the parlor door.
Nor does she understand when officers remove

her to an orphanage. Here for many vears little
Marian is happy with her playmates, the horror of
her former hfe with her worrthless mother almost
wiped out. One day, when she was about thirteen
years old, the matron took her to Mr. Sterling, tell-
ing her it was her new father. Then indeed Marian
knew happiness. Mr. Sterling was always kind to
her, a real father. She was taking the place of his
dead wife and daughter. The servants, also, wei-e
fond of her as the daughter of the house. Only Lyle,
her foster brother, seemed remote, yet very dear.
Many times Marian would open a crack in the door
of her bedroom in the early hours of the morning,
to see Lyle stumbHng up the stairs, intoxicated. To
spare her foster-father the pain of this sight, Marian
would slip on a kimona, and aid Lyle up the steps
and to his room, so as not to awaken his father.
Lyle's waywardness, now that he had loving Marian
with him, was the only source of Mr. Sterling's
unhappiness. Since LyTe was away at college they
saw him only on short vacations. At Lyle's com-
mencement it was a proud father and foster-sister
that attended the ceremonies. Then it was Lyle first
noticed Marian's budding beauty, for his classmates
were very attentive. He showed his possession of
the seventeen-year-old beauty by taking her away
from his rivals and canoeing with her on the beautiful

Marian loved this handsome brother in no
sisterly manner. On their return home Lyle resumed
his bad habits. Again Marian would aid him up
the stairs. But this time he insisted upon entering
her room. Fearing to awaken Mr. Sterl?ng, per-
force Marian had to consent. He attempts to make
love to her while she quiets him, until she is caught
up in the stream of her love. Next day Marian
returns to boarding school. She is alarmed at what
she has done, but secure in her love for Lvle writes
him daily loving letters. On her next vacation she
tells Lyle he will have to marry her. He repHes
he does not love her. Marian is forced to tell her
kind foster father of her condition, but refuses to
name the man. Mr. Sterling finds a letter of Marian
to his son, and forces Lyle to marry her. Shortly
after Lyle absconds with $75,000 belonging to Mr.
Sterling. This blow makes Mr. Sterling an invalid.
LTnable to attend to his affairs, he loses his fortune,
and Marian with her baby boy is forced to seek a
cheap apartment for themselves. The old house-
keeper refuses to leave them, and cares for the boy
and the old man while Marian seeks employment.
Inexperienced, she is unsuccessful. Lyle dies in an
unsavory accident. This final blow kills Mr. Sterling.
Hardened by her misfortunes, Marian becomes the

mistress of one of Lyle's rich friends. She leaves
her baby with the old housekeeper, and her life is a
whirl of pleasures. Her mother's influence holds
sway. The old housekeeper is unable to keep her
from the world of luxury, Marian is on her way
to meet the housekeeper and her baby, when she sees
a trolley car has had an accident in the street
before her. Jumping out of her expensive roadster,
she runs to the scene, and recognizes the house-
keeper and baby, lying still. She grabs the small
form in her arms, her hardness rapidly melting in
her tears. The doctor pronounces the housekeeper
dead, and a bare chance for saving the life of the
child. Marian kisses the housekeeper's forehead in
farewell, and

_
holds the baby tightly in the mad

ride to outstrip Death to the hospital. Marian prays
all during the operation, promising if the baby be
spared to her she will give up her ghttering life

and live only for her baby's sake. The baby lives.
At last Satan has relented.

In a small town far away, Marian is living hap-
pily with her hearfliy baby. She has been success-
ful with her millinery shop, for she enjoyed creating
hats for the countrywomen's pleasure. Bob Cameron's
huge form blocked the doorway. iMarian blushed, for
Bob had become her ideal. Bob had asked her to
marry him, but she had refused because of her
past. She saw she would have to explain now.
When she was finished, Bob, bless his heart, drew
her to him and nnirmured "Nothing matters, dear,
it is you I love. The past is but dead yesterdays."'
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BLACK AND WHITE
Orville D. Adams

and
Henry E. Ashmun File No. 3157

FURIOUSLY, Pa Schwartz slammed the cards

down on the table. "You—you cheat!" he shouted

at Brewer. Insulted. Brewer replies, and the en-

suing liuarrel over their daily pinochle game ends the

friendship oi the two old cronies. For this Lucille,

Schwartz's daughter, and Courtney. Brewer's son,

sweethearts, must suffer, as they are forbidden by
their respective fathers to see each other again.

Schwartz packs Lucille off to a strict boarding school

despite her protests. Miss Cliff, the schoolmistress, is

instructed that Courtnev may not communicate with

Lucille. Schwartz is intrigued by Miss Cliff, and
clumsily attempts to show his admiration. As a heavy
donor to the school fund. Miss Cliff dares not dis-

courage him, but skillfully avoids his awkward ad-

vances. Schwartz does not know that Brewer, another

generous benefactor of the school, is also courting the

old maid.

Courtney is determined to reach Lucille. He hangs
around the outskirts of the school until the colored

bellboy apears. The negro boy's eyes pop at sight

of the roll of bills Courtney flashes, and he willingly

follows their owner to a nearby hotel, where Courtney
blacks his face, pulls on white gloves, and dons the

bellboy's uniform. Entering the school by the veran-

dah window, Courtney surprises a flashily-dressed

man, of the boot-legger tj-pe, gi\-ing instructions to a
hard-faced beautiful blonde. Veronica, a pupil at the

school. As soon as they see the new bellboy their

attitude changes, and Veronica affectionately caUs the

man *"Uncle." Courtney's suspicions are aroused. In
the next room Lucille is reading alone. Delighted to

see her again, Courtney rushes to her. Lucille, think-

ing the bellbov gone crazy, screams. Courtney ex-

plains who heis^as Miss Cliff and a group of girls

hasten in. Lucille falters that she has seen a mouse.
The whole group screams and jumps on available

pieces of furniture. Miss CUff choosing the piano.

Courtney pretends to find the mouse and kill it.

Veronica slyly hands Courtney a bill and tells him
to wait down the street in a car late that night to

drive a group of girls out for a lark to a roadhouse.

Courtney gets no opportunity to see Lucille oetore,

and is worried to find her in the party. He does not
trust Veronica, and when they reach their destination

contrives to dday Lucille. He forbids her to enter the
roadhouse. She resents his inter\-ention. and they
quarrel violently, Lucille finally breaking away and
joining the remainder of the party. Courtney over-

hears Veronica's "uncle" instructing his men. Dis-

guised as Federal officers, they are to raid the road-

house. To prevent pubhcity and imprisonment,^ as

they would think, the girls' families would "pay
plenty." Courtney 'phones the Federal otticers and
reveals the plot. He then calls Miss CUff, Schwartz
and Brewer, and with mysterious messages forces them
to hasten to the roadhouse. They arrive simulta-

neouslv, just as the "officers" are pulling off the

false raid. Miss Cliff is horrified at the result to her

school's reputation. The two old men almost come to

blows in their gallant attempts to offer the bribe to

rescue the old maid. The real officers enter, arresting

the false ones, Veronica and her "uncle." They are

about to round up the two old men, also, but Courtney
washes his face, revealing his identity-, and protects

them. Relieved, the two men repudiate Miss CUff and
her badly run school and plan a game of pinochle,

each boasting of his skill. Courtney and LuciUe em-
braced, watch the departure of their parents, arm in

on learning of his attachment to her. Frank had
persuaded her to go along with him and she had
believed that he would marry her.

When the United States entered the war, Fred ert-

listed and bid MoUv a sad farewell. Molly joined the

Red Cross. A vear later he lav wounded in a Red
Cross hospital calUng for his Molly. A nurse gently

laid her hand on his head and then gave a startled

cry of joy. The soldier boy whose life she had just

saved bv her devoted nursing was her own dear

Fred. Several months passed and Fred and Molly
had returned to America. The pair were married and
Molly's baby, whom she had left in the hands of an
aunt, was given up to their care. The picture closes

with Molly. Fred, and the baby seated contentedly on
the porch of a charming CaUfornia bungalow.

A WOMAN BETRAYED!

Lena M. Church File No. 3072

THERE was one couple aboard the Olympia who
attracted the attention of Fred West. The girl,

a beauty with large, dark eyes, was accompanied
by a handsome young man of haughty bearing.

_
There

was something suggestive of tragedy in the girl's face

and Fred found her dark eyes haunting him. One
evening the couple, who were engaged in earnest con-

versation, suddenly sat down on the deck next to

Fred. The pair were tense ^vith excitement and
neither noticed Fred who could not help but over-
hear them. The girl was begging her companion to

marry her as he promised, while ihe youth was pio-

testing that he could not do anything so fooUsh as

that. He reminded her that his father would cut him
off, if he married her. Molly burst into sobs and
asked Frank if he no longer loved her. The youth's
silence was answer enough and the girl upbraided n-m
for using her as a plaything. Fred was furious with
the man—^it was obvious from further bits of conver-
sation that he had betrayed this girl and was now
deserting her. While he was meditating on the in-

justice of the situation, there was a terrific crash and
the boat seemed to rise out of the water. In a mo-
ment the ship was in a commotion—a German tor-

pedo had struck the Olympia. The captain ordered
all passengers to the lifeboats. Fred hesitated, hoping
for a glimpse of Molly. He held an extra life belt

in his hand as he joined his fellows. Suddenly he
saw her. but the next moment she was gone. She
had leaped into the sea I Fred jumped in after

and grabbed her and put a Ufe belt over her head.
She tried to wrench herself free, telling him that she
wanted to die. He paid no attention to her protests,

but swam with her until they were picked up by the
rescuing vessel.

The pair who were thus saved from the sinking
vessel became fast friends. Fred both loved and
pitied MoUy ; he wanted to marry her. She told him
that she was soon to become a mother and would not
allow him to sacrifice himself for her. Then she
explained how Frank's father had sent him to Europe

FISHERMAN'S LUCK
Henri Veiois File No. 3161

JIM STAXTOX had disappeared. Ronald, alarmed
at hearing no answering shout at his call to din-

ner, searched the island, their headquarters for

the fishing trip. Xo Jim. It became too dark to

continue. ^Worried, Roiiald feel asleep. Shortly after

he awoke, Jim, bruised and clothes torn, stumbled
into camp. He had been fishing from a hidden corner
of the island when he was attacked by two rufiians.

He fought, but they bound him and took him to a
cabin on a neighboring island. He had managed to

reach his knife with his teeth, cut his bonds, and so

escape. As he talked a bullet whistled past them.
They heard more shots, but nearer the shore, and then
silence. They rushed to the beach and saw a black
boat disappearing. Their own boat had been shot
full of holes and was rapidly sinking. They rescued
it and spent the remainder oi the day patching it up.

\Miy fhould anyone attack them?
Xext day they paddled around the hidden end of

the island. As they disembarked they were stopped
by two armed men, and bound. Soon four more men
approached leading a trio of young girls, their hands
bound. AH five were searched for money, then placed
in a seaplane as night fell. The captives had already
established friendly relations. The girls were on a
camping trip, and had pitched their tent about a half-

mile from the spot where thev had ioined the boys.
They were also in the dark as to the reason for their

capture. They flew for hours, they knew not in what
direction, and were landed on what proved, next morn-
ing, to be another lonely island. All worked strenu-

ously to build a raft. By late afternoon they reached
the mainland. They found a group of fishermen's huts
onlv, and had to trudge many wearj- miles to the city.

They were in Vancouver. Ronald and Jim borrowed
a nickel from a policeman and called their college
chum Bert, who Uved in Vancouver. Bert picked
them all up in his car and took them to his home.
There they gratefully bathed and donned clean, bor-
rowed clothing. After dinner they decided their at-

tackers were guarding something illicit on that island,

and their only concern had been to get the innocent
intruders far enough away so they couldn't interfere.

Bert offered to take them back to the island the next
day in his motorboat and unravel the mystery. Then
the crowd split up into three congenial couples, who,
in the pleasure of dancing, forgot their adventure.

The following afternoon they reached the island.

Armed, they approached the hidden spot silently, and
surprised their abductors digging up a huge case-

They held up the outlaws and bound their hands and
legs. When they opened the case—it was filled with
opium I While Jim. Ronald and two of the girls

guarded the smugglers, Bert and his feminine com-
panion fetched officers of the law. As Jim later said,

"It was a fine fishing trip. What a haul—a reward
for the capture of the opium smugglers, and a sweet-
heart for each of us I That's what I call fisherman's
luck :"

the sudden speed lame legs could acquire when out

of sight

:

One night, unknown to the girls, a man entered

their sanctuary—to \'i5it the cook"! With a male's

carelessness, he let a cigar drop into the wastepaper
basket. The boys were relaxing from their self-

inflicted roles. Jack went to the \vindow to get a
breath of air that could go straight down, he said,

instead of winding through like a snake. He was
electrified by the sight of smoke pouring from the

cottage across the way. Immediately the boys, for-

getting their ailments, dashed to the rescue. The girls

had cUmbed to the roof in their flimsy nightgowns,
and were holding on with faint pretence of courage.

The cook, Xora. in curl-papers, was rending the night

air with her lamentations as to their fate.
_ Jack rushed

to the garage for a ladder, Tom cUmbed from window
to window to reach the roof, the other two boys held

between them a heavy robe in case it were necessary

to jump. They shouted instructions to the girls, but
the girls were too astonished at seeing their old

friends here to heed. Finally they were all saved, in-

cluding X'ora. Each girl, in the arms of her re-

spective sweetheart, was grateful at last for "the
stronger sex."

THE STRONGER SEX

Novella Reynolds File No. 3167

ii\f Of—you tea-drinkers I** spluttered Edna, furi-

Y ously, in her drawing-room. Four young men
and three girls looked up at her in astonish-

ment. Why the outburst? "I'm sick of all you
men—the stronger sex, indeed I What do you do?
Xothing, except dance attendance on girls. I'm going
where I never have to see any of you again I Coming
with me, girls?" With nods of consent the other
girls rallied around their leader, leaving a crest-fallen

group of young men. A month later, anyone passing
along the coast of California could see a lovely bun-
galow bearing the shingle. "Spinster House." Here
Edna and her friends were conducting their crusade
against men. That is, until the cottage on the other
side of the road became occupied. Four veterans of

the World War Uved there—a pitiful sight. One had
an empty sleeve and dark blue glasses—another caved
in with lung trouble, his lower features hidden by a
red beard—two limped horribly, one with prematurely
grey mustache and beard, the other also encased in

dark glasses. The girls could not allow their enmity
towaras men include these war-torn specimens, and
friendly relations were established between the two
cottages. The girls' solicitude was a great delight to

these men. For behind the drawn curtains of their

cottage they were really none other than the four
young men who had unloosed Edna's tirade a month
before ! They helped make each other up beyond rec-

ognition and basked in the attentions they would
never receive as themselves. It was remarkable, too,

how on beach parties a hot dog would disappear, with
nobody around but Tom, and his one good hand oc-
cupied in holding Edna's 1 Or ho^
denly straighten up to breathe the o«

double up immediately at Gertrude's

THE WHITE INDIAN

Lewis W. Miller File No. 3130

THE three children of the Indian Chief. Half
Moon, on the outskirts of the lawless town of

Elru, rode out on their horses where a group of

Mexicans were hunting for deer. They were fired

on by a band of Mexicans out to capture the inmates
of an approaching stagecoach. Xed, the copper col-

ored Indian boy, led his brother Xat, and his sister

Daisy, to the place where the Mexicans had already

stopped the stagecoach driver and captured his money.
Mr. Spencer and Ruth spurred the horse away, while
the ^lexicans, attacked and frightened by the ap-

proaching Indians, made for the opposite end of the
town. At last the Indians convinced the frightened
travelers from Chicago that they were safe, and could
continue on their business of purchasing horses. Ruth
was surprised when she learned that X at was called

an Indian, for he appeared to her, in that one glance
she had of him. to be the son of a white man.

The Mexicans had been working fast overnight,
and stole the horses from the Black Foot tribe, with
the result that Mr. Spencer found not enough for his
needs, and offered to buy all the horses that could be
brought to him within the near future. Xat had by
this time suspected the trick of the rascally Mexicans
in the theft of the horses, and was hot on their trail

for a recovery of the cattle. Already the Mexicans
had been attempting to sell Mr. Spencer the stolen

horses. Xat and Xed effected the rescue, causing the
death of the Mexican leader. X*at and Ruth are at-

tracted to each other in a way that looks suspicious
to Xed and Daisy.

On the return oi the Indians to Half Moon, he con-
fesses to his children that only Xat is of Indian
descent, and that the other two are white children
whom he rescued during a raid of the Black Foot
tribe on a train, nineteen years ago. -\at and Daisy
grasp each other in surprise and joy, but staunchly
offer to aid in the war against the Mexicans that has
been planned for that night.

After the excitement had subsided Xed and Xat
left for Chicago, for Xat was anxious to Wsit Ruth.
When they first experienced a meat market the wild
men made away with some meat, and were arrested.
Mr. Spencer, seeing their pictures in the papers, used
his political influence to have them freed and to ap-
point Xat as Sheriff of Elru.

The new Sheriti was kept busy protecting Elru
against the outlaws. Ruth had gone to Texas, for
she was in love wiUi "the white Indian." Daisy had
been captured, and Xat's activities in rescuing her,
and his subsequent attentions, incited Ruth's jealousy.
In an ensuing struggle with the Mexicans, when Daisy
rescued Xat from death due to a cramp he had re-

ceived in the lake, while making a getaway, she was
disabled by a bullet aimed by her feminine rival, and
Ruth promptly proceeded to revive Xat. Xat be-
lieved it was Ruth who had saved him, and lost no
time in getting a license for their marriage. Just as
the whole town was assembled to witness the wed-
ding, news came of a fresh Mexican attack. The
dutiful young sheriff forgot the importance of the
ceremony at hand and went straight for the place of
action. Here, after ousting the enemies and restoring
peace once again, he is told to enter the shack, where
Daisy is revealed by Xed to be h-ing in a helpless
state. ob\nously wounded. The gun which Ruth had
had at the rescue of Xat showed that one buUlet was
gone, and the poor jealous girl is thus discovered as
the would-be assassin. This turns Xat's love away
from her in favor of Daisy, whose goodness of heart
leads her to forgive Ruth, her rival—for after all she
admires Ruth's taste. Ruth's beauty and connections
will do much to keep her from being lonesome, even
after the marriage of Xat and Daisy.

WINGS OF THE STORM

Laura Nina Ferron File No. 3143

her

Jack would sud-
cean breezes, but
xclamation. Or

[^^ from her feet as she opened the door
cabin. It was good to be out of the storm and

in her warm home! Donald, her lovely six-year-old

boy, greeted her affectionately, and Scotty, the colUe,

lapped her boots. But where was B^n? Her face
clouded, and she sighed. Away again ! She and big,

handsome Ben could be so happy if only he weren't
so terribly jealous. Jealous of Donald, o7 Scotty. of

Gypsy, her beautiful mare, and of every man whom,
she so much as greeted I His jealousy had ruined
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their marriage. When she and Donald had finished

their warm meal and she was tucking him to bed»

there was a loud knock at the door. Had Ben re-

turned? No, it was Frank Sutherland. The fear m
his face made her apprehensive. • Was anything wrong
with Bee, Frank's wife and Nell's dearest friend?

Frank begged Nell to come immediately to his cabin,

eleven miles awav. Donald saw Frank whisper m
Nell's ear. and then his darling mother left him all

alone to go out with Frank into the storm. Com-
forted by the devoteS collie, the child cried himself

to sleep.

Nell could scarcely round the corner of the cabin

in the furv of the storm. Buffeted by the wind, she

finally reached the barn and her faithful Gypsy. Frank
Sutherland was already mounted when she returned

with her horse. Then began a wild ride into the

storm for the safety of two lives. Fifty miles trom

a doctor, Bee was about to bring a new life into the

world. To their horror, they saw a pack of timber

wolves following their trail. They urged their horses

on. Frank unwound his muffler and threw it to the
hungry wolves. This delayed the beasts a moment
or two, but again they were after them. Next Nell

threw them her woolen hat, and her hair streamed
behind her in the wind. Frank's gloves and cap fol-

lowed, until they were safely at his cabin. Bee's

moaning greeted them. Scarcely waiting to pull ofif

their outer clothing, they rushed to her side._ For
hours they tried to relieve her pain, until late in the

night her baby was born. Deaf to their pleas to

remain for the night. Nell saddled her mare, prom-
ising to take the long way round and avoid the

wolves. Nell reached home safely and gratefully

crept into a warm bed beside her tear-stained baby.

She did not know that Ben had arrived home
that night, and not finding Mell. had awakened the

child for an explanation. His baby mind had only

grasped that Frank Sutherland had come, whispered
to his mother, and she had left him all ilone right

away ! Ben's jealous mind interpreted this to mean
that Nell had run away with Frank. He knew Bee
was to have gone to her mother's, but did not know
the reason, so he assumed that Nell had even left

her baby to go to Frank in his empty cabin. Hastily

he loaded his gun, and galloped out into the night,

seeking revenge. He took a short cut, and so did not

pass Nell, returning m the blinding storm. As soon
as he arrived at Franlc's cabin, he crept to the door
of the bedroom, expecting to surprise the guilty pair

together. Through the partly-opened door he saw
Frank with his arm around Bee and an infant, and
heard them discuss how much they owed to Nell for

her prompt aid that night. They :^aid that Nell de-

served the best in h'fe. and that they were very
happv she loved Ben so much, for she always spoke
of him in glowing terms. Thoroughly ashamed, Ben
returned to his home, and as dawn was breaking, took
his loving wife into his arms with prayers of for-

giveness for his unfounded jealousy.

OLD RUBEN'S COURTSHIP

Howard R. Sailors File No. 3158

OLD Ruben picked up the reins, as the man sur-

rendering them said, "Wal. Ruben, I hope you
like living in the old place again—it's nigh onto

forty years since you were here." He did not know
that Ruben was even then thinking of the cause of

his departure so long ago. Never had he been able to

find happiness in the intervening time, and he had
kept his oath to avoid women, for at sixty vears of age
he was still a bachelor. As he passed the old Mills
place, Ruben noted that the old "Rosebowery," as

Kitty used to love to call their trysting-place, was
still abloom, bringing back memories of the youthful
quarrel. Ruben and Kitty were engaged. He was
to have escorted her to a church social. Delayed at

the farm, he had called for her very late, to find she
had gone on with his rival. Convinced of her faith-

lessness, Ruben had sold his farm two days later

and had seen Kitty but once more, to say goodbye.
Deaf to her explanation that she had thought, when
he hadn't appeared, that she had made a mistake and
was to meet him at the social and had walked with
his rival merely for company on the lonely road, and
steeling his heart against her tears, he had gone.
He had had many years to regret his haste, for Kitty
had married a sea captain soon after, and had de-

parted for the coast. Perhaps, thought Ruben, he
could find some contentment in his old age near the
scene of the happiest period he had known, and that

is why he had re-bought his old farm. The Mills
place, he noticed, was occupied.
As he was sitting in the postoiTice some days later

with the other men, a cheerful lady of some fifty-odd

came in for her mail. The postmaster beckoned to
Ruben, and introduced him to the Widow Simmons,
whom he said lived on the neighboring Mills farm.
The widow looked closely at the old bachelor, and
recognizing her old lover, invited her neighbor to
Sunday dinner. Ruben, confused, disregarded his

vow, and accepted, leavin'g the postmaster to think
of the two old people as being "quick workers."
The Widow Simmons saw that Ruben had not recog-
nized her, because of her name, the Kitty Mills of

old, and all during the delicious Sunday meal, for
which Ruben had spruced up considerably, she baited
him to learn his feelings toward his old sweetheart.
It was not until she mentioned the "Rosebowery"
that there was a response which indicated that Ruben
had not forgotten Kitty. Delighted, the widow asked
Ruben to drive her to a friend twelve miles distant
the following Sunday.
Ruben found himself thinking of the Widow Sim-

mons all week long. Indeed, he had just about de-
cided he was all wrong about women, and that he
would court this wonderful cook with the young
smile. For that purpose he fed Dolly well, polished
the old buggy, and repaired the harness. Carefully,
on Sunday, he arrayed himself in his best clothes. As
he approached the Mills farm a cackling made him

turn. A hen had littered the seat behind him ! Cuss-

ing, he turned back to clean out the buggy, and

galloped to the widow's farm so as not to keep her

waiting. He was annoyed to find her not yet ready

after all his haste. While stampmg around her neat

parlor he saw framed on the piano a picture of him-

self and Kitty taken forty years ago. Now he under-

stood. When Kitty came down the stairs. Ruben
led her to the "Rosebowery" and neither of the old

lovers noted the passage of time.

J. R. Staples

ADRIFT
File No. 3055

KIRK ROLAND is amazed to see Sir Radclift, a

rogue, at his father's festival. He is an un-

invited guest, but is presuming upon a distant

relationship. Sir Radclift makes improper advances
to Lady Scott. Sir Roland, to protect his fair guest

whom he is also courtiitg. is forced to challenge
Radclift to a duel. Radclift is determined to kdl

Sir Roland, but the latter, being the better swords-
man, wounds RadcHft on the cheek and ear, dis-

arms him, and spares his life. Radclift swears

revenge.
The night of Sir Roland's wedding to Lady Scott,

Radclift succeeds in robbing the hidden vault con-

taining the greater part of Sir Roland's wealth, as

well as papers for his various properties. Sir Roland
cannot apprehend the unknown criminal, as he must
leave immediately for the front with his regiment.

Kirk quarrels with his father because of his second
marriage, and now that there is no money to keep
him in college, goes up to London to find a posi-

tion. There he is seen by Radclift, who, unable to

revenge himself on the father who is at war, de-

cides to use the son as his means of hurting Sir

Roland. He therefore drugs Kirk, and plants some
stolen goods on him. Kirk is arrested, but on the

testimony of a deaf and dumb mute who had wit-

nessed the transaction, is released. Kirk secures a

position in a banking house, but RadcUft arouses his

employer's suspicion by pointing to Kirk's arrest,

and Kirk is dismissed. Having no references, it is

impossible for Kirk to gain employment. He is at

the end of his rope, not having eaten for two days.

Radclift, disguised, takes this opportunity to offer

the boy food and cirink, which he again drugs. This
time the boy is caught with spoils from a recent

jewel robbery, but because of his respected father is

sentenced to only ten years in an Australian convict

prison. Embarking on the boat Kirk makes a dash
for freedom by jumping into the Thames. His
guards assume he has been drowned.

Sir Roland returns from war. He is told of Kirk's
conviction as a criminal. Broken-hearted, and
ashamed to remain in London, where his name has
been disgraced, he accepts a military post in Aus-
tralia, where he takes his second wife and her beau-
tiful young daughter, Alice.

Kirk becomes a rat of the water-front, afraid to

show his face. He seeks lodging in a dirty hovel.

Hearing a familiar voice in the next room, he bores

a hole through the wall. There he sees Radclift and
a henchman quarreling over the loot from the jewel
robbery. Kirk calls the police and the thieves are

caught red-handed. They also find Sir Roland's miss-
ing papers on the person of Radclift. Kirk is

exonerated, and goes to seek his father, only to

learn Sir Roland is in Australia. With the reward
received for the apprehension of the criminals, he
embarks for Australia. While awaiting his father's

return from the barracks to his home. Kirk is en-

tertained by Alice, with whom he falls in love. Sir

Roland, not having heard as yet of his son's in-

nocence, turns his back on Kirk, and without listen-

ing to explanations, orders him from the house.
Deeply hurt, Kirk takes the next boat, sailing for

Bermuda.
Lounging on the waterfront a week later, Kirk is

watching an English boat come in, when he is

surprised to see his father, with his wife and step-

daughter, disembark. Kirk is about to disappear,
when Sir Roland glimpses him and rushes to his

son. He has heard the truth and has been seeking
Kirk to ask his forgiveness. Kirk is delighted,
especially as he sees the .joy on Alice's lovely face.

As they all stand, reunited, a convict ship passes
and they recognize Radclift on board, chained. As
he gazes on the happy group, Radclift seems to see

letters of fire on the sea: "I am revenged."

THE IMPERSONATION

Guldo D. Janes File No. 3172

i^XT'ARLY Returns Show Bedford Defeat." The
p newspaper headlines stared at Bedford, in Judge

Marshall's office. This election meant more to
him than the governorship, it meant the winning
of Evelyn Straight. Despairingly he reviewed a
scene of three years ago. While horseback riding he
had asked Evelyn to marry him. She had sealed
their love with a rhododeitdron blossom plucked by
the side of the road. Then he thought of the event-
ful night some time later when he discovered the
picture of Lincolrf on her mantelpiece, and how in
a fit of anger he tore it up and repudiated her.

Many times he had regretted his action, but Evelyn
had disappeared. She had returned suddenly during
his campaign and had used the oratory inherited
from distinguished forefathers to aid him in the
doubtful eastern section of the state. Now, in the
office of the best friend of both their fathers, Bedford
faced defeat, feeling Evelyn slipping from him at
the same time. For, defeated, he could not return
to her.

The ring of the telephone startled the two men.
Judge Marshall's voice showed apprehension. He
turned to Bedford. "Evelyn is in a hospital; been
kidnapped, a political plot. Near death. Picked up

unconscious on the Linville pike. Quick, we must
go to her." The Judge did not remonstrate at the

sixty-mile-an-hour speed of Bedford's car as they

rapidly covered the thirty miles to the neighboring

town. While they rode, the brain of Bedford and
the Judge grappled with the problem of how to

bring Evelyn back to consciousness—for Bedford

!

As they slowed down to enter the town, their

headlights caught the words on a billboard, *'Seth

Best, Great Lincoln Impersonator, here in Person
Tonight." An idea struck them simultaneously. They
changed their direction to reach the theatre and
hurried to the "dressing room of Mr. Best. He was
already in make-up, and at their request to go to

the hospital with them, demurred, as he was due to

appear in twenty minutes. The judge told him it

was a matter of life and death, and promised to get

the actor back to the theatre on time. He con-

sented, and they explained the situation to him on
the way to the hospital, asking him to effect a

reconciliation at the same time if he could. At the

hospital Evelyn was still in a stupor. Bedford
whispered her name, and as though called back
to consciousness by the familiar voice, Evelyn opened
her eyes. Bedford beckoned to "Lincoln." The
tightly-clenched hand of the girl relaxed—a letting-

down of tension that the doctors had told Bedford
was necessary—and at the sight of Lincoln there

dropped from her fist several faded petals of a

rhododendron blossom. The tall, gaunt figure picked
up the girl's hand and placed it into Bedford's,

saying "With maUce toward none; with charity to

all," as newsboys without were shouting Bedford's
victory for the governorship through his majority
in the eastern counties.

INGRATITUDE

Mrs. Valeria P. Selby File No. 3180

VIRGINIA McGINTY tossed her handsome
head and said to her mother, "I wish Grandma
Ray wouldn't come to my graduation. She

looks so old-fashioned, not like Mary's grandmother.
And I won't walk in with Bill, no matter how hard
he tries to manage it." Fanny McGinty, Virginia's
mother, shook her head sorrowfully as her snobbish
daughter flounced out of the room. She was seeing
the mistake they had made in spoiling Virginia,
and her own life passed slowly in review. Fanny
Ray had been the pretty daughter of poor parents.
Her father was a laborer, and her mother did all

her own work, even the washing. Fanny used to help
as soon as she returned from High School. At four-

teen years of age Fannv had been a good cook and
housekeeper. Tom McGinty, the brightest student in

the class, used to walk home with her—a delay of

ten minutes in dehvering newspapers. When they
graduated, the faculty would not see Tom's bril-

liance wasted, and persuaded him to go to the State
University and work his way through. Tom had
always wished to study law, and, working hard at

school, he had graduated with honors. He and
Fanny had continued to correspond, and were mar-
ried as soon as he opened his own law ofifice in

their home town. What a struggle the first years
were! Virginia and Tom, Jr., were born, and were
raised by Fanny and Grandmother Ray until school
age. By then Tom had become enormously suc-

cessfully in his career, and they had moved to a
large house with a staff of servants. Grandmother
Ray was now a widow, but refused to live with
them. She occupied a small house nearby, where
she could see the children as they passed to and from
school. She showered loving care and affection upon
Virginia, her favorite, and now Virginia was
ashamed of her because she clung to the dress of

her youth ! Virginia had been spoilt, and Fannv
realized something had to be done about it- Bill

was a splendid young chap, not like the rich young
squirts with whom Virginia spent her time. Bill

was smart, reminded Fanny of Tom at that age.
Fanny evolved a plan. She went up to their

summer camp with Virginia, Tom, Jr., and the
usual staff of servants that summer. But after a
week there, she told the children that their father
had lost all his money in stocks, and that they
would have to dismiss the servants. As their fine

house had been sold, they would have to remain in

camp, while their father lived with Grandmother
Ray. Then began a splendid training for the two
spoilt, luxury-loving children. Tom, Jr., soon fit

into the new atmosphelt'e, and Fanny was de-
lighted to see his manly traits develop. Virginia,
though, sulked and rebelled. But her youth, com-
bined with the invigorating air of the mountians,
did not permit that for long, and gradually she,
too. began taking her place in the useful scheme of

things. She was even planning to take a business
course to earn some money that winter as a sten-

ographer! Proud of the results, Fanny and the
children returned to the city and Grandma Ray's
home. Virginia sure made a fuss over her grand-
mother, for now she appreciated what she had done
for her and was ashamed of her snobbiness. Even
when she learned her father had not lost his money,
her lesson had taken root, and now she announced
she was going to marry Bill as soon as he had
worked his way through college

!

THE GHOST
Mrs. M. L White File No. 3128

MOSE was getting mighty tired of having to go
to his married sister's farm every night and
listen to a bunch of chattering girls. His

brother-in-law had been away on business for a
month, and his sister was afraid to sleep alone in

the house, so it devolved upon Mose, weary from a
hard day's labor in the fields, to trudge over to the
neighboring farm to sleep. What was worse, his
sister always had a bunch of pesky girls around to
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keep her company for a few hours. Mose had to

stay up and listen to their giggrling to be polite,

when all he wanted was to go to bed.

One night the girls were talking about what they'd

do should they see a ghost on their way home.
That gave Mose an idea for getting rid of their un-

welcome visits. He grabbed a sheet and ran down
to the end of the lane, waiting for them to appear.

W'hen they came into view lie waved the sheet.

"Ghosts"' they shrieked, and ran. All but one. She
hau lainted, and talten to the ground. Mose ran to

her side and carried her to the farmhouse, where

he and his sister worked hard to revive Betty, the

victim of his joke. Mose dared not tell what had
really happened, and claimed that he was merely

smoking his p^e and walking wTien he found Betty

on the road. Mose escorted Betty, fully recovered,

home. His interest was awakened in the timid

young girl, and he now regretted that he had scared

the girls away.
.

In the months that followed Mose s interest de-

veloped into love. He was escorting Betty from

a Hallowe'en party, intending to propose to her

now, when Betty screamed and clung to him, whis-

pering, "a ghost." Mose pursued the "ghost" and

brought back a young prankster. Defending herself

irom Mose's teasing, she declared she had seen a

ghost on his sister's lane an'd the other girls could

substantiate her statement. Mose forgot caution, and
told her who the ghost was. Betty, indignant, tells

Mose she will never see him again.

Some nights later a downcast Mose is wandering
across the fields, wondering how he could reinstate

himself in Betty's good graces. Passing her home,

hoping for a glimpse of his sweetheart, he sees smoke
pourmg from a aownstafr's window. He runs in to

see Betty, alone, attempting to quell a tire in the

kitchen.
' With his help, they conquer the fire.

Betty, exhausted, willingly rests in Mose's arms,

explaining that real danger does not frighten her,

but an unreal thing like a ghost does, and she had
broken with Mose because he had thought her a

coward. Mose etifectively assures her of her sweet-

ness and bravery.

MOUNTAIN TRAIL

Juanita Caywood File No. 3150

JOHN EATON and Leda, his school-teacher wife,

were riding along a beautiful mountain trail to

their camp at its peak. They planned to spend the

summer working to improve their little property.

They had nothing but a rude cabin, and the cook's

tent. Tom, the cook, whom they had not yet seen,

was already to be there. They drank in the invigo-

rating air in appreciative <leep breaths. A curl of

smoke from the cook's tent greeted them as tliey

rounded the top—then Tom, himself, came out and
raised an arm of welcome. Tom was a big, husky
man, with small eyes. Leda wondered that he came
to this lonely spot as cook. Tired from the long

dumb, John and Leda ate ravenously, and went to

sleep immediately, unaware of the noises in the woods.
Next day they merely wandered over the l^eautiful

mountain, happy at being together and at the peace
of their setting. But the following day John set about
fulfilling an obligation. He had promised the hotel-

keeper in the village below to bring him some logs

lor a storehouse. With Tom's help he loaded the

rickety old wagon, which was to be coasted down the

hill. Leda sat gaylv atop the logs, a pretty picture

of health and joy. They were half-way down the

mountain when the brake in John's hand broke. They
gathered speed. Leda sat breathless—what would be
their fate? John was helpless. Their speed was too

great for him to be able to repair the brake. With
superhuman determination he managed to reach Leda's
side, placing his arms around her to protect her when
the crash came. To their great good fortune they
landed in a hay-stack. After the first shock they
were gayly laughing at each other, prickling like por-

cupines from the hay.
John refused to permit Leda the risk of making

such a trip the second time. Next day he brought
the logs down alone. He did so in safety, except
for the minor accident of smashing his watch while
leaning against the brake. At twilight, his errand
completed, John entered the combined postoffice and
general store to purchase a watch. As he was paying
Tor it the Sheriff entered, placing a poster on the

wall marked "$5,000 Reward." John waited to read
no more, for the picture on the poster was that of

Tom, an'd he feared for Leda's safety. He ran to the
stable to get his horse, only to find the horse sick.

He frantically combed the town for another, but could
find none that could be spared. It was only as he
was leaving town that he thought to tell a passing
urchin to run to the sheriff with the news that the
criminal was at his camp.
As John is beating his frenzied way through a

short-cut in the mountains, Leda, worried at his non-
appearance, is retiring. She has not seen Tom since

dinner. As she removes her riding coat she is

startled to see Tom. drunk. lurch in at her door.

He attempts to embrace her. She fights, but is

weakening against his superior strength, when she
sees him straighten in horror as he looks behind her.

There, framed in the open doorway, is a bear! Leda
crouches in a corner as Tom silently fights for their

lives. Circling around the cabin, Tom of necessity
leaves Leda unprotected and the bear turns on her.

The chivalrous instinct in every man makes Tom
jump on the bear, who savagely growls. The bear's

teeth close on Tom's shoulder, just as John enters the
door. Sizing up the situation. John shoots the bear
as lie is about to reach for Tom's throat. Lecta ,ini-

mediately tends to Tom's wound, telling John of how
liravely he has saved her. Grateful, they give Tom
a horse to escape before the sheriff can arrive, waving

'ful good-bye as the trail hides him from

RAILROAD RIVALS

Mrs. M. L White File No. 3128

THE fireman, "Bub" Gillian, and the engineer,
Henry Rhodes, on Engine No. 4950, were the
most quarrelsome friends alive. They were always

belittling each other, but anyone else who dared say
a thing against his pal soon learned to keep his mouth
shut ! The entire yard, whenever they wanted a good
laugh, would bait the two. Bub and Henry pre-
tended they hated to work together, but woe be to the
yard head who tried to pry them apart! On several
occasions they had saved each other's lives, but neither
would acknowledge the debt.
Not only were they rivals in the Yard, but both

were courting laughing Mary Dolan. Bub would
appear in her parlor with a huge box of be-ribboned
candy, complacently thinking he had gotten the jump
on Henry, when his rival would walk in with an
enormous bouquet of flowers. Then both would be
dismayed to be roped into a pinochle game by Mary's
hearty father, who always won, since they could not
keep their eyes from Mary's corner. This was almost
past endurance and they felt they had to get Mary's
decision. Mary was fond of them both, but Henry's
curly hair and lithe grace won over Bub's sturdier
qualifications. Bub was an embarrassed best man at
the wedding. His stiff shirt insisted on choking him
so that he couldn't even kiss the bride!
Henry's marriage made no difference in their rela-

tions m the Yard. They still quarreled, although just
before entering the door of their home they would
link arms m forced amity for fear of Mary's scolding.
Bub was boarding with the young couple ever since
the advent of the first baby had strained their finances.
Now there was a second to add to the household.
The Coast Express thundered down the stretch of

track. To avoid hitting a baby perched on a horse
directly in its path, the engineer quickly swerved on
a cross track, noticing too late the approach of
Engine No. 4950. There was a crash. Bub, re-

covering from the shock, went to aid his pal. But
Henry had been mortally wounded, and his last words
were, "Take care of Mary, old boy."
The two years that followed were peaceful ones.

Bub and Mary's widowed father boarded with her,
no longer a laughing girl but a serious, matured
woman. Bub loved the new woman even more deeply
than he had the girl, but the memory of his old pal
kept him from the disloyalty of expressing it. Each
night he romped with Mary's two youngsters, who
adored him. The two children formulated a brilliant
plan. That night, while Mary's father read the paper,
they joined hands and danced around their mother
and Bub, singing, "We want Bub for our Daddy—
We want Bub for our Daddy." Bub looked at Mary
with his heart in his eyes. She nodded her consent.

SNUFFED CANDLES
ert F. Carvil File No. 3087

THE Villa de Rosa gleamed w^ith a
lights. Joan Ufted a coquettish head to M(
Max, encouraging him while she refused his oft-

repeated proposal. Then, turning to offer him the
drink she had poured, she was unable to perceive a
hand stretched through the portieres just long enough
to empty a vial of powder into the cup. Max Martel
drank to his love for her, and instantly fell dead.

Joan looked up, speechless with surprise and terror,

and her glance rested on the face of Louis de Grassie.
"Two, Lady Joan," he said, "and may the third

be as easily disposed of as these last two."
He knew, then, about the death of her husband.

Lord Flowers, by the pearl-handled revolver which
belonged to his wife. Lady Joan. She wasted no time
in self-defense, but on learning that he was of the
French Secret Service, stood ready to obey his com-
mand. He promised to save her, by first appointing
her as Jeane Flauveau, his ward, ordering her to

retire to his summer home, while he informed the
Paris press that Max Martel had killed himself after

losing his fortune in gambling at Monte Carlo.

Louis de Grassie then joined the elegant but sorrow-
ful Jeane, for whom he arranged a large formal recep-
tion. She met the twin brother of Max Martel

—

Maurice—an appealing young man whose sincere ardor
impressed her. She feared for him. lest he be the
mysterious "third" alluded to by de Grassie. Besides,
how could she obey her guardian, and marry the
brother of the man who died, who died at her hands,
although she knew she was guiltless?
De Grassie was hard and aloof, although he seemed

always to resent the way his ward shrank from his

approach. We have a glimpse of a warmer nature
in the way the man softens every time he looks at a
photograph signed "Marcelle."

One day he visits the estate of Henri Martel, to

arrange for the dowry and the marriage of Maurice
and Jeane Flauveau. The old man is infirm, and still

bitter about the death of his other son. He believes
that through the transmigration of thought he had
been able to see the woman who had offered his son
a drink which resulted in his death. De Grassie told
him of Lady Flower, wife of a profligate English
Lord, and old Henri clenched the chair, tense with
rage, for he felt that this was the woman who killed

his son. He died right then, from apoplexy, and
Louis de Grassie lelt, satisfied that his plan was work-
ing out as he intended. He prayed only for physical
strength to carry it through, for his cough had been
growing worse of late.

When Jeane heard oF Henri's death, she suspected
that her own lover would be next. Suddenly the hard
man's face seemed to relax, and he became confiden-
tial. He told her of his Marcelle, whose father, Henri,
had forbidden him to marry. She had borne him a
child, but her husband had it sent away, cursing her
when he heard she had received a letter from De
Grassie. She took poison in her anguish, and died.
Ever since Louis swore he would destroy the Martels.

He decided to make the lovely Joan Flowers his tool,

for he knew her beauty would carry him far in his

plans, but in order to do so he had had to kill her
husband. Lord Flowers, whom he knew she did not
love. Next he had himself put the poison into the
drink she had hande3 Max Martel—and as for the
rest, she knew.
Some uncanny intuition suddenly awoke a new

knowledge in Joan, and she rose to throw her arms
about this man, calling him "Father." She was none
other than the lost daughter of Marcelle, and she
knew now that her own father would spare Maurice
for her.

MOUNTAIN ROMANCE
Lorena Gallatin File No. 3156

OUT in the golden west a life as crude and bitter
is steadily unfolding for families with countless
numbers of children who never witness the lux-

uries which city folk term necessary for existence.
The Nance family earned their meagre livelihood plant-
ing corn and beans, and distilling liquor, before pro-
hibition. Every five years a circuit parson made his
appearance. This was a festive occasion, when houses
were scoured, young girls did their hair in rags to
bring out the curls, and couples who had been living
together and had raised children appeared at church
to be married.

William Nance, the father of the large family, owed
Bill Phipps forty dollars, and sought to pay off the
debt by offering one of his daughters in marriage.
But Hattie was as spirited as her father, and defied
him, having the Parson unite them in secret wedlock,
after which she and Dusty Turner disappeared for the
city. Dusty pathetically woos his young bride with a
promise of running water in the house, that does not
flood over in the winter time

!

Zonie then follows suit, a sturdy and ambitious son
of the Nances, and since the debt to Bill Phipps is

still hanging darkly over the head of the drunken
liquor distiller, William attempts with the aid of his
whip to force his {laughter Alma to marry his old
derelict friend. She is rescued by Jim Cook, a mod-
erately well-to-do and city bred young man. who ad-
mires her pluck and natural intelligence. Old William
Vance is arrested for his liquor business when the
law of prohibition is in force, and Mrs. Nance lives
for a short period in comparative freedom, with Maizie
and Mancel. Sabe, the only wicked one of the chil-
dren, has gone west and married.
On the ambitious request of Mancel, they moved

to the city, and the boy studied aviation while working
enough to support their simple home. Maizie grew
interested in the attractive Duke Wilson, who took
her lightly, and when she was aware that she was
carrying his child, confessed his engagement to another
girl. After a long and arduous court trial, the two
discovered a sympathy and respect for each other-,

and were married, Duke receiving his pardon fcu"

a wedding gift.

While waiting for an appointment, Mancel, after
receiving his license as passenger pilot had to take
up some menial, poorly paving work, which tempted
him to start a still unlawfully, with Joe Paxton. He
was trying to collect money to relieve his mother, and
added to this was the desire To free himself from
Mrs. Alice McPherson. a married woman who had
tactlessly compromised herself. The distilling business
was discovered before it had started, but onlv Joe
Paxton was captured. Subsequently Mancel made his
escape from a brawl with Paxton's brother, arid was
aided with his wounded hand by a school teacher on
the road. He was imprisoned for three years, but
when he emerged a free man he had received a ;ob in
the field of aviation. He later learned that this had
been granted through the influence of Ruth Castle,
daughter of the well-known aviator, Albert Castle.
She had registered for a course when Mancel was
made instructor, and thus the two rediscovered each
other, their original mutual attraction quickly warming
to love. They were married, while all the happy mem-
bers of the Nance family rejoiced that one of their
number had rist'ii to a position of worth.

THE LUCKY STREAK

Wilbur Hutton File No. 3160

JACK HILTON descended from the train in Miami,
still in his army uniform, where he was greeted
by his buddy, Henry Trumball. He opened his

eyes wide at the good-looking clothes worn by his
friend, and the huge car and chauffeur who conveyed
them to a mansion. Henry Trumball had had nothing
when he left the army a few weeks ago ! To Jack's
inquiry as to why Henry had sent for him, he was
told this strange s'tory. Henry had "bummed" his
way to Miami, but the only occupation he could find
was peeling spuds and washing dishes^altogether too
much like the Army for his taste ! As he was walking
through a fashionable section of the city one night,
Henry heard a woman's scream of terror come from
one of the mansions. He dashed up the steps to the
second floor, where there was a light and the sound
of sobs. He found a beautiful young girl. Marv Dar-
lington, bending over the body of her father, who had
been shot. Henry felt the man's heart. It was still

beating. He told Mary to call a doctor immediately.
When she had gone, the wounded man said he felt he
was dying, and asked Henry to five in this house and
protect Mary. Mr. Darlington said he owned several
hotels, which he would like Henry to manage, and
that the thieves who had shot him were after a map
showing a mine in the Everglades which contained
radium. They had not secured the map. and wouhl
probably return. As Mary entered with the doctor,
Mr. Darlington told his daughter that this young man
would take care of her, and died. Henry had im-
mediately taken up his residence in the Darlington
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and had sent for Jack because he had antici-

pated trouble. He had been right in this, because that

morning he had received a letter from the thieves
commanding that he leave the map in a wooden box
provided for the purpose at the end of the private

pier at midnight or Mary would be captured. Ex-
planations completed, the two men went downstairs
for dinner.

It was evident to Jack that Henry and Mary were
in love with each other. He forgot this'^ as soon as

he was introduced to Mary's friend, Julie Braddon.
for he found himself in the same delightful throes.

Armed with a blank piece of paper and their fisl.s.

the two men departed for the pier a little before nud-
night. As two thugs stooped to gain the map, Henry
and Jack jumped them. Henry overpowered his man.
but Jack's, equipped with brass knuckles, knocked
him out and escaped. Mary, at police headquarters,
identified the thug as one who had been in her house
the fatal night, but not the actual murderer. That
week-end the young people forgot their "Sanger m a

gay party. Jack had a delightful time teaching JuHe
to swim.

Late that night he is aroused from sleep by a

scream from the guest room, where JuHe is sleeping.

The door is locked, but Jack breaks it open to find

Julie gone. They hear the chug-chug of a n.otor

boat, which they pursue. They cannot hear or see

in the darkness the approach of another boat until

two men are upon them. Jack is knocked unconscious
and Henry taken with the thugs. On recovering, Jack
swims to shore, jumps in a high-powered roadster,

races to the airport, hires an aeroplane, and flies ever

outlying islands. On one he sees smoke and feels

it is where he will find his friend and sweetheart. He
lands on the beach, and instructs the aviator to go
for the poHce if he does not return in two hours.

In a tumble-down cabin in the woods he finds Julio,

tied to a chair. Before he can enter, a revolver is

placed in his back, and one of the roughnecks ties

him up beside Julie. His captor leaves, to search for

Henry, who has escaped and is somewhere on the

island. Henry enters, cuts their bonds, and they run

to the beach, where Jack knows the rescuing plane

will soon appear. A man jumps on Henry from be-

hind some trees. Jack runs to help his friend when
he hears Julie scream. He turns to firfd her struggling
in the hold of the other thug. Both men knock out

their assailants, whom they have trussed up on the

beach when the planes arrive. Mary is in one, and
she dashes for Henry and hugs him. Inspired by her

good example, Jack and Julie embrace.

the arrival of this great man's train. Down steps
Jack, debonair and faultlessly dressed. The crowd
cheers. Mr. and Mrs. Hilton are proud, and in the
excitement Nellie finds herself in Bob's arms. Jack
approaches a dazed Mary, kisses her hand and invites
all his old friends to his early wedding.

THE TULSA KID

J. A. Winters File No. 3176

JACK and Mary, playing with Jack's hobb\

.

geology, discover oil on his father's farm by
analyzing the mud on the river's bank. They agree

to keep this knowledge secret. Mr. Hilton, Jack's
father, scolds him on his return to the house for not

having plowed the field. This develops into a serious

quarrel, and Jack leaves home, stopping off to say

good-bye to Mary White, the daughter of the county's
richest farmer. He promises to come back for her.

Four years later Jack is a respected expert in oil

analyses. He has enough money saved to start his

own company and with his best friend. Bob, and two
huskies who are the only ones who will join his sup-
posedly wild-cat proposition, they start drilling for oil

in virgin territory. With the first spurt of oil the

two huskies, as previously planned, jump on Jack and
Bob to gain the well for themselves. After a terrific

battle Jack and Bob are victorious. Bob smilingly
tells Jack that during the fight he seemed like a cobra
fighting a wild boar. Jack laughingly names their

future company the Cobra Oil Company. The Cobra
Oil Company is very successful, and its president,

Jack Hilton, receives the nickname of the "Tulsa
Kid."
Remembering the oil he had discovered on his

father's farm so long ago, Jack determines to start

another well there. Not knowing what changes the
years may have brought about in his family, or in

Mary, he sends Bob ahead to start operations. A
two-vear drought, resulting in poor crops, have left

the farmers of that section desperate, and they wel-
come the chance to sell part of their farms to the
Cobra Oil Company as renresented by Bob. Opera-
tions are started on the Hilton farm, near the creek,
and Bob becomes a frequent visitor at the Hilton
home, attracted by Jack's sister Nellie. Jack returns
home, after his five-year absence, masquerading as a
bum, with a broken-down flivver and a dirty dog.
Nevertheless, he is welcomed by his family, who are
sorry he has not prospered. Bob. who is present on
his return home, leaves to mask his amusement. Jack
insists upon living in the cabin near the creek, ratner
than at the farmhouse, so he can watch operations on
the well without being discovered. A man on the job
quits, and old Hilton eagerly requests the position for

his son. Jack takes the job, but has Bob fire him in

his father's presence. His father is hurt at his bon's
supposed worthlessness.
Mary, returned from four years at college back east,

has developed into a lovely woman. She stops at
Jack's cabin to welcome him back, inwardly deploring
his shiftlessness. Her horse is seen by Jeff Horton,
handsome holder of a note of Mr. White, hard-hit by
the drought, and desiring Mary ; who stops to warn
Mary the note is due in two days. Not thinking the
tramp Jack of importance, he asks her to marry him
and he will be glad to cancel the note, and drives on.
Mary sighs. Jack asks her if she will marry Hortoii,
and she replies sTie has loved but one man since child-
hood, but he cannot help her. Unconsciously she has
betrayed her secret love for Jack to him.

Jack bids a laconic good-bye to his family next day.
Immediately after Bob announces that the Presidt-nt
of the Cobra Oil Company is arriving that afternoon,
and sings his praises. The whole town turns out for

COINCIDENCE

Isabelle R. Domin File No. 1498

DR. GAYNOR, an interne, stretched iazilj , iiut

was startled to attention by three loud bcils

—

an emergency case! Dr. Gaynor slipped on his
coat and ran to the emergency operating room. Here.
without a glance at the patient, he worked fast. Then
he returned to his room for a good night's slumber.
>;ext day he visited his patient. The door to her
room was ajar, and through it he could hear a gruff
voice threatening to kill her if she squealed. He
stepped back as a husky brute came out, and entered
the room to find the girl in a nervous state. His
sympathy causes Betty Joyce to tell her storv. She
had been on the stage, but her refusal to 'oin a
whoopee party caused her dismissal and she was un-
able to find another job. Larry, the man who had
just left her, had saved her from starvation and she
had been living with him. He was part of a dope
ring. Now he was through with her, and Betty did
not know what would become of her when she left
the hospital. The distress of the beautiful young girl
aroused the sympathy of the handsome interne, and
he promised to help her. He found himself falling in
love with his charming patient during his twice-daily
visits. He is about to finish his interneship, and
gladly grasps the opportunity to become the assistant
to a famous surgeon. Elated, he catches Betty as she
is leaving the hospital, and persuades her to marry
him,

Betty is discontented. This worries Dr. Gaynor
as he attends to his duties. He realizes he cannot
spend very much time with her and their baby,
Nanette, whom he adores, but he has asked Betty to
be patient until he has succeeded. He knew he was
well liked and it was only a matter of a year or two
longer. When he finds Betty secretly e-xtracting mor-
phine from his bag, he does all he can to cure her of
the habit contracted while living with Larry. But
one day Mrs. Gaynor runs away to join a cheap travel-
ing road company. Dr. Gaynor loses all zest for
living, and flees to the south to escape the disgrace.
He places Nanette with a sweet old couple to board,
paying them for a year in advance. When they do not
hear from him at the expiration of two years, they
assume he is dead, and are forced by their poverty to
place Nanette in an orphanage. Dr. Gaynor, not
dead, but broken in health and spirit, wanders with-
out noting the passage of time. A fever attacks him,
which, when he recovers, seems to have purged him
of all unhealthy thoughts, and he returns a wiser man,
to resume his good work as a surgeon in a hospital.
He tries to find Nanette, but at the orphanage they
tell him the child was adopted and thev do not know
by whom as a fire has destroyed their records. Dr.
Gaynor becomes a famous surgeon, but is continually
haunted by the desire to find Nanette.
Meanwhile Nanette, adopted by an old French

couple, knows no other name but that of Jean La
Verge. At the death of her foster-parents she secures
a position as maid in the household of Mrs. Morion,
a wealthy invalid. Mrs. Morton has a son, Dick,
and a daughter, Peggy. They all treat Jean kindly,
realizing it was force of circumstances which brought
her to her present position. Dick, spoiled by his
companions because of his wealth, runs around with
questionable chorus girls, and becomes involved with
one of them. She tricks him into marriage. Dick
pours out his troubles to Jean one night, adding that
he loves Jean only, and will marry her if he ever
succeeds in becoming free. His unwanted wife keeps
threatening to visit his home, and he is afraid the
shock of her vulgarity would kill his invalid mother.
Dr. Gaynor is Mrs. Morton's favorite physician and a
frequent visitor at the Morton home. The invalid's
eyes twinkle as her daughter Peggv announces she
IS going to become a nurse, knowing full well it is
the desire to be near the doctor and not nursing that
attracts her. Dr. Gaynor loves Peggy, but is afraid
to say so as he does not know whether his worthless
wife is still living or has divorced him. There is a
motor accident at the gate to the Morton drive, and
Dr. Gaynor and Dick run down to offer aid. They
find a roadster wrecked, and a woman at the wheel,
killed by her intoxicated driving. Dr. Gaynor recog-
nizes his runaway wife, and Dick his forced wile,
about to visit his mother. Both are relieved.

A few days later we find two happy couples in Mrs
Morton's sitting room. Dr. Gaynor is about to marry
Peggy, and Dick to wed Jean. The doctor says he
would be perfectly content if he could find Nanette,
and Jean' that she would love to know who she really
is. Jean brings forth a snapshot of her mother and
father, which she always carries with her. Dr. Gay-
nor recognizes himself and Betty. What rejoicing!

HER HIDDEN SIN

Clara M. Hobbs File No. 3218

SPURNING the suitor who has driven her father
to suicide liy encouraging him to gamble away
his property, Virginia Fairfax, a beautiful South-

ern girl, sets out for New York and fortune. Her
talented grace wins her a solo Spanish dance in a
popular musical comedy and to Virginia it is but a

f time before her father's debts will be paid

bec.uded by palms in a fashionable restaurant. Ascot
tells Virginia he wih divorce his wife and marry her
if she will come to inm now. Virgiina has not known
that Ascot is married, and leaves him desperate and
furious. She cannot return to his show, nor can she
find a part in any other as her desertion is held
against her. Unable to pay the rent, Virginia is set
outside in the snow and rain by her heartless land-
lady. Weak and helpless, Virginia does not know
where to turn when Ascot drives up and places her in
his car. Ascot takes her to his apartment, promising
immediate divorce and marriage. But this fickle man
IS soon diverted by a French singer. Celeste, and de-
serts \'irginia, leaving her with an unborn babe and
a .fS.OOO check.

Stretching Ascot's insulting check as far as possible
lor the sake of her baby, Virginia throws herself heart
and soul into learning nursing. Her baby is weli
taken care of by her own childhood mammy while she
follows her profession. One day Virginia is called on
a special case, having been selected personally for
ooth her charm and ability by a famous physician.
Sir Etlward Lenox, a young English diplomat, is criti-
callv ill in an American friend's home. Virginia's
tactful handling of his case, and her great beauty,
captivate Sir Edward. When he has recovered, and
Virginia is about to leave, he proposes. Virginia has
come to love Sir Edward, but her past mistake causes
the proud girl to refuse.

Virginia is in the Park with her little bov. She
realizes now how little Ascot meant to her when she
feels no sorrow at his death during an auto crash an-
nounced in the newspaper she is reading. Sir Edward,
cantering by, stops, and again pleads for her hand.
This time Virginia is not so definite in her refusal,
and Sir Edward insists upon calling that night. Vir-
ginia tells him the boy is her orphan nephew.

Later in her apartment, Virginia is torn with
doubt—should she, or should she not, deceive and
marry Sir Edward? Father O'Hara, a kindlv. under-
standing old priest, knocks on Virginia's 'door by
niistake. Glad at this unexpected op'jDortunity, Vir-
ginia tells him her entire story. He replies, "Daugh-
ter, you have sinned. You shall atone. Marrv this
inan, and make him a perfect wife, but always' bear
alone the knowledge of your sin as a cross on your
heart.
Some years later, on Sir Edward's fine estate in

England, a hartdsome couple are watching their
healthy laughing sons, James Fairfax and Edward
Lenox, play tennis. Sir Edward takes Virginia in his
arms, murmuring, "my perfect wife."

Sh ation and James Ascot,
wealthy young backer of the show, is fascinated. Hi
courts her ardently, and wins the Southern girl's love,

MRS. DORNEY AND THE FLAPPER

Mary Snodgrass File No. 3124

DOT was helping Alicia go over the last details
for the party that was to establish Alicia in the
society of Westbridge. Everything was perfect,

except for their ever-present worry about their two
mischievous youngsters, David and Annabelle. For
the moment the children were quiet, so they were
able to review the social situation. Mrs. Huddleston
was the social arbiter, and as her husband, the gen-
eral manager of the works where Alan, Alicia's hus-
band, was employed, was influenced in business by
her opinion, Alicia found it necessary to be in the
lady s good graces. To this purpose she and -Alan
were living far beyond their income—too large a l-.ome
too many servants, too expensive a club, and too fine
a car. Alicia had sent invitations to her first tea to
everyone of social prominence in Westbridge. Every-
one, following Mrs. Huddleston, accepted, and soon
the house was filled with expensively-gowned matrons
One stood out in contrast, whom Alicia secretly
dubbed "The Flapper,'' not having heard her nameA postage stamp would have provided more adequate
clothing for the Flapper, Alicia thought. Alicia saw
the I'lappers eyes widen in amazement and shoulders
shake with amusement at an apparition approaching
down the drive. It was the washerwoman, Mrs.
Uoiney, dressed in a mauve silk dress and a fe.ivtul
and wonderful hat topped by a huge bird. Whs- was
Mrs. Dorney coming to her tea? Ah, the ch'ildren
must have found an extra invitation and given -t to
this woman of whom they were so fond. AHcia
greeted Mrs. Dorney cordially, in spite of the frigidmurmurs ot the socially-correct matrons around her.
Mrs. Huddleston took the opportunity afforded by
this tea to launch a new charity. To Alicia's con-
sternation, Mrs. Dorney arose and protested the idea,
calling the matrons ineflicient and selfish. This situa-
tion amused the flapper tremendously, alone of the
group. The Flapper escaped to the verandah, and
joined in the mischief of the children, enjoying their
pranks thoroughly.
The effects of the tea were far-reaching. Mrs.

Huddleston and all her clique were insulted at being
mvited to the same tea as their washerwoman, and
proceeded to give Alicia the cold shoulder. Alan did
not receive his coveted promotion, due to the influence
of social affairs on his business. The young couple
were in despair. Without the promotion, how could
they continue their scale of living? They were 'ri"ht-
fully_ dejected.

'^

Alicia confides her problem to Mrs. Dorney, always
practical and sensible, and follows her washerwoman's
advice. She purchases a small home in the country
where the children's mischief will have a natural out-
let, and where expenses will cause no worry Alicia
meets the Flapper again, who gayly inquires about
the children and tells her she has been visiting Mrs
Dorney otten since the tea. Alicia asks the Flapper
her name, and is astounded to discover she is ihe
daughter of the owner of the works where her hus-
band IS employed. So when Alan returns that nightand announces that he has been promoted to a position
superior to that of Mr, Huddleston, on the recom-
mendation of the owner himself, and puzzles as tohow the owner could have known of his ability, Alicia
wisely replies, 'I think, dear, that we owe it to
Mrs. Dorney."
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EYE REBELS
Alice E. Porter File No. 3200

EVE threw a^vay her cigarette, satisfied at the

shocked admiration of Joan and Billy at her

darmg. Eve's mother and father had driven to

a neighboring town. Then merrily Eve started dancing

on the pavement to the tune of Billy's kazoo. So

much did this elfin child love dancing that she did not
notice the crowd gather round, and their prolonged

applause startled her until her interest was attracted

to a limousine from which a white-haired dignified

gentleman was descending. Albert Duke toTd Eve
tliat her mother and father were never coming back,

as they had been in an accident, and added that he

was hev grandfather and wanted her now for his little

girl Eve was stunned, then wept. Five years before

Mr. Duke had quarreled with Eve's mother and had
never seen her or her child again. Now was his

opportunity to make up for his neglect. It took a

great deal of persuasion to convince strong-willed Eve
that she couldn't remain in her old home alone. It

was n touchmg farewell that Eve took Irom her little

friends, while Billy maintained stoutly he would bring

Eve back himself when he was big.

The luxury of her new home meant nothing to Eve,
for wasn't there priggish Miss Bibbs, her governess,

to tag after her all the time? If only she had Joan
;unl Billy to play with! Billy was a good scout,

though—he'd walk all the way across town to see her
and she'd sneak out and have a soda with him. There
was the dickens to pay when Bibbs, found out! But
mischievous Eve delighted to fluster the suffering

Bibbs, who could not understand the enormous energy
of the child whose dancing feet would not permit her

to sit quietly at studies. Eve flippantly addressed her
adoring, bewildered grandfather as "Albert" and
smoked his cigarettes when there was no one about.
The best part of her new life, Eve thought, was her
weekly dancing lessons at Serge Loper's. class.

Thus several years passed—Eve still rebellious at

the conventionality of her grandfather's circle. Her
dancing was her outlet. When Jules Viroir witnessed
an exhibition of Loper's pupils, he was enthusiastic

about Eve's supple grace and invited her to dance
at his studio. Always fired at the -thought of adven-
ture, Eve consented guiltily. She did not know that

Viroir's *'studio" was an exclusive night club

!

During her years at her grandfather's, Eve's friend-

ship with Joan and Billy had lapsed. Billy had at-

tended a large university arid on his return had opened
a law office. Invited by a valued client to join him
at an exchisive night club, Billy was amazed to see

Eve dancing there. That it was her first appearance
was evident by the startled admiration on the faces

of the patrons. The applause reminded Bill of Eve's
sidewalk dancing that fatal day long ago—here was
the same grace, but the early dancing was but a

shadow of the perfection he had just witnessed ! At
the next table, "Viroir offered Eve a contract—an
opportunity to escape her autocratic life ! As Eve
hesitate'd, Mr. Duke stormed in and ordered Eve
home. This was too much ! Eve proclaimed she
would accept the contract and would not return with
her grandfather. Mr. Duke sadly departed. Viroir
insinuatingly oft'ered Eve a home with him. Quick-
tempered Billy, incensed at Eve's treatment of tlie

grandfather who had done everything for her, sprang
up from his table, picked the momentarily-stunned
Eye up in his arms, kicked the interfering Viroir so
that he doubled up, and carried Eve, protesting, to a

cab. There he shook the wayward girl, and told her
she was going back home and behave until he came
to marry her, and then she could dance all she
pleased—for himl A thoroughbred recognizes the bit,

and Eve humbly consented to beg her grandfather's
forgiveness as they reached her home and she kissed
Billy.

CHILDREN OF WAR
J. B. Gaudreau Pile No. 3178

ROSA, daughter of the loved physician of a smaK
French town, bravely waved farewell to Jim,
her fiance, son of the local magistrate, as he

marched to war. Not until he was out of sight did
she collapse. Her father reahzed she would need
work to keep her mind occupied, and took her into

his own hospital unit as a nurse. There she labored
bravely and well to relieve suffering.

Jim, meanwhile, was earning a reputation as a

daring aviator. Returning from a sortie, his flying
companions noticed a bomb which had lodged beneath
his plane and which would explode on landing, killing
the plane's occupants. They attempted to signal Jim
and his wounded mate to tell them of the danger, hut
their signals were not understood. Not until similar
motions from the men on the field as he is about to

land had roused his suspicion, did Jim note the bomb.
Instead of jumping from a parachute, as expected,
Jim handed the control of the plane to his wounded
companion while he climbed under the wing in immi-
nent_ danger of falling off, and secured the bomb,
making a safe landing. There was great admiration
for his bravery. That night Jim was called to his
captain's quarters, and told that his afternoon's exploit
had convinced the captain that he was the man needed
to wipe out the enemy's ammunition supply base in

their sector. He would have to make the attempt
alone. That night Jim went oiat to accomplish his

mission. Unfortunately he was sighted by three
enemy scouting planes before he reached his destina-
tion. He accounted for one, and before the others
could gather his purpose, he had made a dash for

the ammunition base and had destroyed it. The two
enemy planes, hot in pursuit and now anxious for

revenge, crippled Jim's inachine, so that he was forced
to land. He set fire to his plane, and hid in the
hushes, convincing his enemies that he had been
killed in the crash. He heard a form moving nearby
in the darkness, and jumped on it. VVitli his flash-

light he recognised a German spy who attempted to

shoot him. In self-defense he has to choke the enemy.
Then Jim changed clothes with the spy, and tried
to make his way through the German lines while he
has been reported killed at his squadron's headquarters.

Back home, Rosa is grief-stricken at her lover's
death. She feels hatred of the Germans welling up in
her, and can scarcely tend a German spy who is

brought into a small private room for her care.
Humanity conquers, and she tends the enemy until
she finds in his pocket the pistol she had given Jim
with his initials! Thinking that she has the murderer
of her sweetheart before her, the desire for revenge
floods her and she raises the gun and fires at the
inert form. The shock of the bullet makes the patient
open his eyes. Recognizing Rosa, Jim calls her
name. When she realizes that she has just shot Jim
himself, Rosa starts screaming, bringing her father
and the other nurses on the run. Her father operates
immediately, barely saving Jim's life. The mihtary
commander comes to inquire about the uproar, and
places Rosa under arrest for shooting a hero of the
French army.
The courtroom is thronged the day ol Rosa's trial.

Why not? Not such a case has been known in the
history of the countryside. The accused has shot her
betrothed, thinking him a German, and the father of
the man she attempted to murder is the magistrate
trying the case! Public opinion is for Rosa's convic-
tion, for hasn't she attempted to kill their favorite
hero? Even her lawyer's brilliant defense, laying her
act to patriotism, fails to move the crowd's fury at
the accused. Then the crowd is silent. For Jim,
wan, and walking with difficulty on a stick, enters the
room and addresses the court. He has risen from
his bed in spite of Rosa's father's orders when he
has learned that morning of Rosa's trial. To the
court he spoke of his love for Rosa, an'd of her great
love that had sought revenge against what she thought
was his murderer. Was she hot brave to have taken
the law into her own hands? And after all he bad
suffered for his country, were they to deprive him of
the only girl who meant happiness for him on this
earth? If he could understand the act, and forgive
and love her for it, could not they, his people? Eyes
were wet as Rosa was released, and walked into Jim's
arms like a homing pigeon.

lanthe W. Skerrett File No. 3197

WILLIAM CAROL, the young heir of the At-
lantic Canning Co., under an assumed name
becomes the foreman of Santa Rosa, a ranch

owned by the manager of his Argentine interests, to
learn his business from the inside. As his mother
was an Argentine, his appearance carries out the
deception, and he uses her name, calling himself
Fernando Martez. A new overseer does not fit in
with the plans of Antonio, the ranch's manager, for
gaining possession of Santa Rosa himself, and his
first suggestion is that Fernando prove his horse-
manship by riding a reputed man-killer. From the
window of her bedroom oveidooking the stables,
Juanita, daughter of Don Jose, the ranch's owner,
sees a strange young man riding' the horse she has
seen kill his predecessor. Without hesitation she
draws her small revolver and shoots the horse. An-
tonio is furious, but not daimted, at the failure of
his plan. He is doubly incensed when Juanita runs
to Fei'nando and warns him to be careful hereafter,
for Antonio dislikes the spark of mutual interest he
sees pass between the two good-looking- young people.
In his office, Don Jose sadly shows Antonio a letter

from the Atlantic Canning Company cancelling their
contract with Don Jose because of a business slump.
He does not know this letter to be the work of An-
tonio as part of a well-laid plan. Antonio advises
Don Jose to cut the wages of his laborers in prefer-
ence to dismissing half of them, saying it is better
that all work for less than that some starve. Don
Jose consents, influenced by Antonio's smooth argu-
ments. Fernando enters to give his daily report as
Juanita hurries in to hand her father his forgotten
spectacles. Confused at interrupting a business con-
ference, Juanita nervously drops her handkerchief as
she hurries out. Both Antonio and Fernando stoop
for it, but it is Antonio who retrieves it and follows
the girl. He overtakes her in the garden... The girl

turns smilingly, thinking it is Fernando, but her face
darkens when she sees the man she instinctively dis-

trusts. Fernando witnesses this scene.
Juanita's faithful merry maid, Dolores, slips away

to the cabin of her sweetheart, Ramon, who is popu-
lar with the laborers. A knock on the door sends
ber scurrying into an adjoining room and she listens

when Antonio enters and incites Ramon against Don
Jose because of the proposed wage cut. Ramon
promises to lead the laborers in rebellion at the
meeting next moriimg at which this cut is to be
aininunccd. When Antonio goes out Dolores denounces
Ramon as a traitor. Ramon does not ^ive in to his

sweetheart and she leaves him swearing never to

speak to him again.
At the meeting next morning the muttering of the

laborers alarms Don Jose and he sends Fernando to

protect his house and and daughter in case of a
riot. His fears are realized, as the laborers put up
a loud protest against the extravagance of Don
Jose's household and run to pillage his treasures.

Meanwhile Juanita, seeing the angry mob approach,
realizes that Fernando will oppose it and be killed,

so urges him to flee since he can do no good. He
refuses. She picks up a revolver and orders him
to go. He is forced to mount a horse and gallop

away, but a pistol shot hits him in the shoulder. He
falls off his horse in the forest and from the foHage
sees a bandit with a sack gallop by. Recognizing
him as one of the leaders of the crowd, and guessing
that the sack contains the treasures of the Santa Rosa
villa. Fernando fires. He has been right in his as-

sumption and buries the sack in a marked place.

When the bandit does_ not return to the meeting
place, Antonio fears his death and sets out with
Ramon to find him. They stumble over his dead
body, but are called away by groans. They find
Fernando, helpless from his wotmd. Ramon takers

Fernando to his cabin and holds him a prisoner
there.
At the villa Juanita is going through a trying

period. Her father is very ill from the shock of the
rebellion. Most of the servants have been dismissed
by Antonio except Dolores, who refuses to leave, and
the two young girls are left with the burden of the
housework. Antonio takes up his residence at the
villa, and finds every method of humiliating Juanita
by criticism of her housework. Juanita dares not
complain for fear of aggravating her father's condition,
and Antonio takes advantage of this fact. He believes
that Ramon is in possession of Don Juan's treasures
and drinkmg heavily he sets out to find Ramon but
meets Dolores outside the cabin—enraged at the ap-
parent treachery lie menaces the girl. Fernando from
the inside attempts to interfere but Ramon is in time
to prevent \'iolence. While the two an^ry men con-
duct the girl back Fernando escapes and arriving atf

the villa is in time to stick a pistol in Antonio's back
while he is attempting to enter Juanita's room. His
brain torpid from liquor, and frightened by the revol-
ver, Antonio confesses his entire plot as Don Jose,
Ranion and Dolores enter in time to hear it. Don
Jose is delighted to surrender his daughter to the
president of the Atlantic Canning Company.

HEN OR CHICKEN?
Albert St. Clair File No. 3108

JOHN U. DAVIS was contentedly sitting at the
window of his country club, with a huge glass
of spiritus frumenti before him, when he saw

cows rising in the field without like balloons.
Closer inspection revealed that each was marked
with a name. The largejr ones ascended gradually
at a dignified rate; some rose slowlv. steadily grow-
ing larger; others shot up, stopped, blew up, and
came down in fragments. WheiJ sky high they all

struck a black, nimbus cloud; some shrank and
dropped, but the rest went out of sight in the vapor,
then letters of fire appeared on the cloud "He is a
Wise Guy who Knows when he has Enough and
Quits." While peering through the dusty window,
John* U., had idly marked on the pane the height each
cow had reached, John V., his twin brother,
had entered during the spectacle, but when ques-
tioned foi- his opinion by John U., declared he had
seen nothing outside and that John U., had better
cease drittking. John U., suddenly decided the cows
symbolized stock, and feverishly copied his window
markings on a pad. Following his hunch, he found
the name on each cow was the name of a stock,
and he played them accordingly, selling out when
the cows had reached the height where they had
burst. He cleaned himself out altogether from the
market when they reached the black cloud, aifti two
days later the crash came. John U., had gained a
reputation for his uncanny insight into the market*
and retired a millionnaire. John U., and John V.,
had loved the same girl, but U., had given her up
in' favor of V., not realizing he had no choice. Now
til a t he was rich he bought a huge mansion and
invited the young couple to live there with him,
with Rose managing the house. For John U*s
safety. Rose insisted he build an impregnable car.
with dozens of laughter-provoking devices as pro-
tection from bandits, air attacks, cats and dogs, riot

counting women, whom Rose would not have suing
John U. for breach of promise.
Picking persimmons in the woods one day, John

U. noticed a rema.rkable aeroplane, the Averfger,
circling above him. He returned home, and on his
front lawn the aeroplane landed, a quartette of
beauties descending therefrom. They lined up in
mihtary formation, to John U's delight, arid started
a drill. It was not so funny when the drill ended
with John U. surrounded by pricking bayonets. He
was forced to enter the aeroplane with the capti-
vating maidens, and carried to a house which had
heeri prepared for his coming with his favorite
smokes and books. He learned that his fair captors
had lost their money in the stock market, following
his example, and they wanted restitution for their
losses from him. Otherwise they were willing to
Ki\c him choice of deaths which they described in
,L,^lo^\in;; detail. After a few weeks of delightful im-
I'lisonnicnt. each of the four was willing to cancel
Iier debt in excharige for marriage with John U.
Three of the ladies had already been married, wid-
owed by divorce or death. Only one was single.
Hut all were so fascinating John IT. could not decide
He suggested that they return to his home and Rose
would select for him. His captors agreed. Rose
immediately wanted to send for the police, but John
U. objected, declaring he did want to marry one but
he did not know which one. An amusing argument
followed in which Rose called the married air bandits
hens and the single one chicken. John U. and John V.
locked all five girls in one room as one would a
jury, to decide. The jury is still out.
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PARADISE LOVE
na Bartels File No. 3219

THE first year of marriage was a happy one for

Harry and Amy Chester. Amy was more than
pleased with her handsome husband who emptied

his pockets into her hands each night when he ar-
rived home. "A good man and a good provider," she
thought as she kissed him tenderly on the brow. Nor
did Harry's affection diminish after the birth of his
little son. Jack. The Chesters were ideally happy.
One Sunday Harry took his family to the country for

a picnic. It was then that Paradise Love was dis-

covered. This beautiful tract of land on the water-
front was populated by a few sturdy families who
preferred a wholesome, outdoor life amidst the boun-
ties of nature to the hard struggle of the nearby city.

Amy and Harry saw the possibilities of bringing up
their children" in this community and rented a small
bungalow. Harry soon put the_ place into livable con-
dition and the Chesters moved in. All went well until

the Spoffards bought some land nearby and began
building a house on their property. Anxious to make
some money, Harry offered to assist them. Every
day he came home sodden with liquor, but with no
pay in his pockets. Amy was broken'-hearted to see
her husband gradually become a drunkard. To add
to her unhappiness. she learned that Mrs. Spoffard
was making a strong play for Harry's affections. It

was torture to the young wife to see her husband
dancing attendance to Mrs. Spoffard and accepting
drinks instead of money for his work. Mrs. Chester
breathed a sigh of relief whert the Spoffard house was
completed, but once out of the realm of Mrs. Spof-
fard's influence, Harry succumbed to the blandish-
ments of another new arrival in the Paradise Love
colony. The philanderer soon had to spend all his
time giving Laura MacDougal driving lessons, while
his hard-working wife remained home watching and
worrying. All summer Harry continued his flirtation

with Laura. When he did come home he was intoxi-

cated and abused his wife and children.

At length Harry joined the gang of rum-rumiers
who smuggled their liquor across the sound to the
woody outskirts of Paradise Love. Amy sensed that
some new occupation was keeping her husband from
home. One day she discovered him in the harbor
boarding a bootlegger's boat. She begged him to

disgrace her n'o further and to come off the vessel,
but the drunken man paid no attention to her en-
treaties. Gathering her strength, she attempted to
pull him off. At first Harry resisted passively. Then,
crazed by alcohol, he attacked his wife. The two
struggled; then some federal enforcement agents, hot
on the trail of the rum-runners, made their appear-
ance and Harry fled. The rfext day he reappeared
at his house, took his clothes, and left. Months of

silence followed and Amy and her children experi-
enced many hardships. Then, during a trip to the
city, little Jack spied his father and ran into his

arms. Harry was overcome on seeing his wife and
begged her forgiveness. He had given up Uquor arfd

had taken a new hold on life. Amy and he were
happy again together.

CHILDREN OF TOMORROW
M. Wergeland File No. 3352

TO turn on his television radio and tune in on
the "Cafe Petit Pedauque,'* Paris, France, was
the greatest enjoyment which Edward Grant,

young musical director, enjoyed in" his New York
apartment, the winter of 1950. Although he had
never seen Grace Florance in person, he watched
her graceful movements, and listened to her sweet
voice over the television radio. Every evening the
flames of his jealousy leaped higher, for he perceived
the sincerely ardent looks of love which passed be-
tween Grace and the handsome pianist, John Mor-
ritz. So great was his jealousy that he began to
tinker with an invention which would enable him to

follow the movements of Grace and Morritz after

they left the cafe.

However, the director's mechanical efforts were un-
successful. He did not see the lovers walk in the
springtime parks of Paris nor picnic in the Bois de
Versailles. He did n'ot catch the words which they
whispered for each other's ears alone. Nevertheless,
Edward Grant could deduce their happiness from the
glances they exchanged as Grace sang her tender
love songs in the "Petit Pedauque," and Morritz
answered her with every glowing note he drew from
the piano.
Edward Grant gave up' his old friends, his Saturday

afternoon horseback rides in Central Park, his week-
erfds in the country and on the golf links. Now,
every weekend he airplaned to Paris, and haunted
the cafe where Grace entertained. Each Friday the

transatlantic plane carried him across the waves
buoyed with a desperate hope—each Sunday night it

carried back a depressed and maddened man. He
attempted to tempt her with fabulous offers to ap-

pear in the American opera, hut she was too en-

grossed with great love and a little fame, to change
it for great fame and a httle love. Orfe Saturday
night, as Grace was singing, and Grant was discon-

solately drinking in her voice, a woman—a veritable

harlot—burst into the restaurant and claimed Morritz
as her husband. The disillusioned Grace Florance
^pleaded with Grant to take her away to New York
immediately. She never wanted to see Paris agauf,

•nor writhe with the memories it held for her. Mor-
ritz wrote her a dozen impassioned letters, explaining
that he had married the girl long before he knew
Grace, that he was drunk at the time, and had
never seen her after the night that they had signed

the marriage papers. Grace tore the explanations into

Httle bits, and put her whole heart and soul irfto the

feat of attaining fame on the Metropolitan stage.

With the aid of Grant, she succeeded. They were
married and had a child, which died soon after. Grant
was a faithful and adoring husband but Grace could

not return his love. In spite of her empty fame,
position, luxury, and adulation, her heart yearned
for Morritz, but she was too proud to admit it. She
realized that n'o man, no matter how faithful a hus-
band he is, can be utterly true to one woman. This
realization came to her when she saw Grant kissing
one of the girls in the company. He explained to her
that the kiss was merely a fleeting whim of the
moment, that above all women he loved her with a
deep and abiding feeling. *'Yes, Grant," she said
gently, "I understand and I do not blame you. In
fact, I am grateful, for you have taught me toler-
ance and forgiveness for Morritz." That night she
sailed for Paris, and the next evening. Grant Withers,
tuning in on the "Petit Pedauque," again' saw lovers'
eyes speak above the joyous harmonies they caroled.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MOMENT
Cli Platise File No. 3262

MARY RICE sat down despondently on the park
bench. The doctor had told her that morning
that her sick mother had to be sent to the

country within a week to recover. How could she
do it? She had lost her job the day before when she
had not permitted her boss to kiss her, and all the
men she had gon'e to see about a job that morning
had made advances. Listlessly she began reading the
paper, and became absorbed in an article, "The Psy-
chological Moment" as Bud, her pal and sweetheart,
approached. Bud, also, was out of a job. She made
Bud read the article, and they parted with renewed
determination. Passing a radio store, Mary noticed
impatient customers with nobody to serve them.
Glancmg at the article for courage, Mary entered,
threw off her hat, artd sold them a radio instead of

the crystal they desired! The owner entered as she
completed the sale, and was effuse in his thanks, but
told her he could not afford to hire anybody. Mary
showed him the article. He thought it might be his

"psychological moment" and decided to keep her for

a week. Gayly Mary started to clean up the store,

and found an unopened letter inviting bids to provide
radios for a large hotel to be in not later than four
o'clock that day! Dick Moore, Mary's n'ew young
boss, hectically worked on the bid, arriving just at

closing time! He secured the contract. He told

Mary that with the money he gained from this con-
tract, provided it was finished within two weeks, he
could pay his lease and remain in business. If he
failed to pay, the store would be rented to Tod
Hunter, his enemy, who wanted to lease the entire

block for a dan'ce hall, pool room, and gambling den.
Dick hired two helpers and the work was coming
along splendidly the first week but the men quit and
he could hire no others. Murphy, the policeman on
the beat, warned Dick that he had overheard two
"birds" with whom he had a private score to settle,

plotting against Dick with Tod Hunter.
Meanwhile, when Bud had left Mary in the park,

he had gone to see an old war buddy who had_ mar-
ried a rich woman. She had presented him with art

automobile salesroom. Bill liked to drink too well,

and his wife had threatened him if she found him
drinking. Bud saved his friend from his wife's fury
by pretending intoxication and diverting her atten-

tion. Bill rewarded him with a job as night watch-
man—it was Bud's psychological moment! He was
just orfe block from Mary's radio store, and stopped
in to see her frequently.
Im.portant radio construction parts arrived just m

time to fulfill the contract, from San Francisco. Be-
fore Dick could install them, he received a wire from
Grace, his sweetheart, that his mother was very i'l.

He left Mary in charge of the store. As she was
about to close up. two men entered, chloroformed
her, and tied her up. When she came to that night,

she found the special radio parts missing, and she
hastened to Bud. Murphy came into the showroom
and told her he had seen the tracks of the thieves'

automobile. There was only one automobile in the

showroom—the one in the window which had been
fixed up to enter a contest next day. Bud, Mary
and Murphy succeeded in making a runway to get it

down, and started in pursuit. They climbed steep

Mount Willis, and drew to the side as the bandits'

car passed them descending. On top they found the

parts in a deserted hut. Quickly they retraced their

tracks and caught the unsuspecting marauders, in-

cluding Tod Hunter.
Next morning as Dick was telling Mary the tele-

gram was false, and she was describing her night's

adventure, Bud walked in and an-nounced he had lost

his job because he had used the show car. Mary's
sympathy dispelled his unspoken jealousy of her new
boss. Bill crashed into the shop, saying he had just

heard Bud had made the car climb Mount Willis,

the objective of the contest. If Bud would drive it in

the contest, they'd surely win, and he would be pro-

moted to a demonstrator! Murphy made the group
happier by declaring the thousand dollar reward for

the bandits could be divided between Mary and Bud.
Mary's mother would go to the country!

THE PSYCHIC TOUCH

Rose Lawrence File No. 3204

THE combination of her mother's Southern super-

stition and her father's Irish humor added con-
siderablv to Stannie's charm. When her father

died. Stannic became a public stenographer and
moved to a small apartment with her mother, which
she shared with Ruth, her business partner. Bruce
Graham, a handsome young executive, came to

Stannic to have a contract typed—from then on it

was remarkable how many contracts Bruce required!

Bruce had no sense of humor, and, hurt by cuts from
friends when he first had had_ to enter the mills, he
was preiudiced against "society people" and gay
times. But by the time he discovered Stannie was

involved in a whirl of social affairs he was too much
in love. Yet he hesitated to ask her to marry him,
as he feared she would be bored living away from
her gay life. He said orrly if a man older and hand-
somer than he (he was sensitive about his very
youthful appearance) should try to claim Stannie
would he have the courage to fight for her and take
her with him to the mills.

Bruce had never met Ruth's fiance, Dick Jordan,
who lived in another city. As Dick was visitmg the
small family one night. Stannie saw Bruce approach-
ing and concocted a plan to brin'g him to the point.
She asked Dick to pretend admiration for her. Bruce
was at last confronted by an admirer of Stannie who
was older and handsomer than he. Dick's devotion
was manifest, and Bruce left in a jealous rage. He
did not admit jealousy to himself, but strictly avoided
Stannie, broken-hearted at the effect of her joke, for

several weeks. Mrs. Raymond, Stannie's mother,
sympathized with the girl, and true to her supersti-
tious upbringing by darkies, called in a "psychic" to
advise Stannie.
The "psychic" was a woman past middle-age. Stan-

nie exclaimed when she saw her that she looked just
like his mother. The woman informed Stannie that
she had quarreled with her lover, but that he would
return? to her by eight o'clock of a week from that
night. Stannie scoffed, but her mother believed. Next
day, while Stannie was at her office, the woman see-

ing Mrs. Raymond was credulous, returned and ex-
tracted from her the information that Stannie's lover
was an executive at the Mills.
Neither Stannie nor Bruce would make the first

step for reconciliation an'd it seemed that they would
never be together again. One week from the visit

of the "psychic" Stannie was surprised and delighted
to get an urgent call from Bruce that he must see
her before eight o'clock that night. She pretended
indifference, but succumbed to his pleadings. As soon
as she hung up she hurriedly made appointments at
the beauty parlor, and it was a radiant Stannie who
greeted a haggard and worried Bruce that evening.
Stannie was piqued at his astonishment to find her
looking so well, until she received his explanation.
A funny old woman had come to his home that
morning and asked him if she looked like his mother.
He told her she did, and she had said she was a
"psychic" an'd had extracted ten dollars from him,
promising news of Stannie. She then told him Stan-
nie was in despair at his absence, and- was planning
to commit suicide if he had not called on her by eight
o'clock that evening. Bruce was distracted and had
called Stannie immediately. At a director's meetin'g
that afternoon he had learned that a woman had
driven around to each executive of the Mill in a little

wagon asking if she looked like his mother.
Stannie had difficulty stifling her laughter at the

funny picture presented by this woman's eccentric
visits. But Bruce never learrfed all through

_
their

married life how the "psychic touch" had contributed
to their happiness.

THE LOVE CODE
Henry M. Colvin File No. 3258

THE steam whistle atop the big factory announced
the end of another day's work. Henry Matson
laid down his tools and joined the throng filing

out of the building. At the door he met his father
and the two walked home together. Mr. Matson
Senior confessed to his son" that he feared his strength
was failing and that he would be laid off. The older
man dreaded a poverty-stricken old-age for himself
and his wife. Henry tried to reassure his father and
finally promised to provide for him in case_ anything
happened to deprive the old man of his job. The
next day Mr. Matson Senior bungled at his work and
was dismissed. The shock of losin'g his job he had
held for forty years caused the old man to collapse
and Henry found himself forced to assume the re-

sponsibility of his father and mother's support. That
night Henry rushed to Mrs. Mallory's boarding house
to see his fiancee. Rose _ was a sensible girl and
would understand that their wedding must be post-
poned. Rose Clark wept when she heard what had
happened, but bravely told her sweetheart that he
must not desert his family. So Henry an'd Rose did

not get married in June as they had planned, and all

the youth's savings were spent on doctors for his
father.

A year passed and situation grew worse. Rose's
father died and she was left to care for her mother
and ten- year old sister. Henry had his hands full

supporting his parents. The marriage seemed further
off than' ever, though the love between the young
couple burned brighter and brighter. Then, Henry's
uncle offered to take care of the youth's parents, if

he would contribute towards the board. The old folks

went to the uncle's and Henry took a room at Mrs.
Mallory's. The nearness of his beloved was a great
comfort to Henry. It was good to know that Rose
was so near, even though the possibility of their

marriage was indeed remote. Dtiring the summer,
Mrs. Clark and her yourfger daughter visited some
relatives in the country. With her family away,
Rose felt closer to Henry than ever. One night after

they had said good-night. Rose brought her chair
next to the partition separating her from her be-
loved. She had a feeling that Henry was close up
against the other side of the wall and this sense
of proximity thrilled her. Rose's surmisal was cor-

rect, and Henry, riveted against the wall, burned
with passion". Flinging discretion to the winds, he
suddenly left his post and rushed to his sweetheart.
Rose melted in his arms and, thereafter, the lovers
were united by the bonds of passion—strong, but un-
sanctif^ed. Though the couple felt the purity of their

love warranted a disregard of conventions, they were
anxious to be joined legally. At length their chance
came, for Henry invented a safety device for the
cutting machines at the factory and the fortune that
he acquired made possible his marriage to Rose as
well as a happy old age for the Qarks and the
MatsoQS.
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THE FAITHFUL VILLAIN

Mrs. Willie Young Richardson File No. 3184

ON leave from the university where he teaches,
Avery Buckner comes to the same town tvhere

his friend. Thad Ehno Uves. While stopping in

to see him. Buckner sees a very young" and pretty
girl, the daughter of one of Elmo's tenartts. He man-
ages to obtain an introduction to her and then, un-
known to Elmo, takes her out, buys her gifts,

teaches her to drive and smoke.
Fern, the girl, is the eldest of three children of

Mrs. Carey, a widow who supported her children
and herself by taking in washing. One night Buckner
attacks Fern, but she is saved by Elmo's arrival.

Buckner and Elmo fight, and both receive wounds,
Elmo losing his arm as a result of the brawl. Fern
is expelled from school and runs away from home.
Some time later, returning to see her mother, she

finds that the woman has just died. Fern atones
by takin-g her mother's place. She does the washing
and supports her brother and sister. Finally the
Elmo's adopt them and send Fern to school. Un-
fortunately, Buckner is at the same school as an
instructor. He recognizes Fern, and since he is en-
gaged to oife of the girls at school, decides to rid

himself of her.
Buckner tells his fiancee, Lula, that he left

her lavalliere on her desk. Lula caitnot find it, but
sees one just like it, worn by Fern. Buckner had
in fact given it to Fern, when he met her. Buckner
draws Fern aside and without mentioning the laval-
liere. tells her that her past record has become
known and that she had better leave the school be-
fore she should be asked to go. Fern decides to go.

To Lula Buckner says that the reason Fern is

going is because of the stolen jewelry. Elmo comes
up to inquire why Fern suddenly wants to leave, an*d

this results in Buckner's losing his own girl, Lula.
Moreover, when EJmo explains about Buckner, the
young instructor loses his position.

Three years later, Fern meets Tom Terrell through
Lula. Terrell loves Fern and wants her to marry
him. She finally conserfts for the sake of her brother
and sister. Buckner hears of it and knowing Terrell
very well, decides to revenge himself and writes a
letter to Terrell telling him what had happened. Ter-
rell reproaches Fern and is about ready to call the
marriage off, when he learns the truth of what had
happened. He begs Fern to take him back, and all

looks well agairt, but on the day of the wedding,
Terrell is killed in an accident. Fern feels that this

is all because of her wickedness as a young girl, and
decides to marry no one, but to devote herself to

her brother and sister. However, she cannot seem
to forget Buckner in spite of everything. One day
while wondering if Buckner is still alive, he calls

to see her. He confesses that he has beert unhappy
ever since he met her, and that all his wrongdoing
was because of his jealousy. He asks her to marry
him, threatening to commit suicide if she should
refuse.
Fern does not know what to do, but is forced to

admit to herself that she had always loved Buckner.
At last she yields, and both start anew on a happier
Ufe.

NOT THROUGH SACRIFICE

Bruce H. Black File No. 3227

THE hammer-driver of Fordham & Company,
Artists in Steel-craft, excites the suspicion of his

fellow workers and his employers by his "differ-

ence." Conway looks forward to the impending war
that is threatening all over the United Kingdom as
the only possible means of escape from the toughen-
ing, silent and relentless life in the steel mills. When
war is declared he is one of the first to enlist, and
bears himself nobly until the Armistice, when" he is

as eager to be freed from this sort of grim bondage
as he was from the steel bars of labor.
But now Conwray has become hardened and a bit

more courageous than the downtrodden employees.
He has won some recognition from Sir Ballymaine
for saving the life of his daughter, Elaine, in an acci-

dent, but arouses the noblemart's ire by refusing the
reward which would make him appear no more than
an ordinary servant. He leaves the Birmingham steel

mills, being hired as companion to the hunter, Carlen
McDavid, a most renowned man for his courage and
dependability, who has been working under the direc-
tion of the greatest scientists, exploring unknown
regions of South Africa. John Wolsey, President of

the Royal Society in Britain, directs them to the
Lakymeg swamp for the capture of a wild monitor.
There Conwray gain's McDavid's approval and ad-
miration by slaying a leopard who has killed a youth.
They both meet Dr. Farrell, the missionary sent to

convert the dance worshippers of Nuambobo. It is

Kiaki, the faithful native, who has learned to talk

to them through study of their dances, who com-
municates the message of religion to them in this

novel manner. The savages are also won over when
the white men cure a vicJtim of the tsetse bite with
herbs. Conwray serfds a pelt to Ballymaine and
Elaine from Nuambobo.
John Wolsey's next message is carried by Dr. Bonn

of Berlin University, who has been sent for specimens
of the Saga herb to cure disease. They work to-

gether, and McDavid meets death in the jungles,
leaving his money to Conwray and to his daughter
Lygia and his Grandfather Debalvirf, a Frenchman.
Conwray meets and falls in love with Lygia, although
she is but thirteen, and secures an Interlocutory De-
cree for her hand in marriage. Count Pastin arrives
with three fascinating maidens eager for a thrill.

Byrorf joins them in the game of Hon hunting,
Wolsey now sends four scientists to get Ferrula. a

herb to cure the Skin-death disease. Kiaki is called

upon to help them win over the savage Theke people,
in order that they may abide safely in Sombriac,
where the herb is to be located- Lygia in the mean-
time has been sent to Europe for an education. The

Sombriac natives are subdued after much struggle,

and another jungle is braved with success. They
might have been lost, if it had not beeit for the
Boreas, a ship stranded, from Belfast.
In England Lygia has met Sir John Kingston,

whose admiration for her leads him to visit South
Africa when the girl returns to Conwray. Tlie latter

perceives her growing interest in the English noble-
man and refuses to do an'ything to hinder her. He
allows her to return to college in England, although
he knows that he is apt to lose her, despite the
Interlocutory Decree. In the meantime he has been
ordered by Wolsey on a new project—to capture a

giant Python". At Sai Nee Woeii they capture tht;

Python, rendering it unconscious lorfg enough to be
packed and shipped safely to Cape Town, where it

revived. Ballymaine sends Conwray Murdock an
apologetic and appreciative letter, for all the world
rustles the adventurer's praises. Only Lygia has
turned against him, for she is now openly attached to

Sir Kingston, although she semed much moved by
Corfwray's interest in the fascinating Balkan, Celen-
thia.

At Numa they are joined by a new party of thrill-

seekers out for a lion hunt. Kiaki knows how to

entertain these people, who are unaware of the
dangers in their midst.
Wymbo Aderama, the famous lion of Numa, is fi-

nally spotted and captured. Murdock then goes to

Berlin for further education in Bonn's university.

Lygia requests a release from the Decree so that

she may marry Kirfgston, and although Murdock is

still hopelessly in love with her, he amuses himself
with Celenthia, who is always very kind. Murdock
is made a member of the French Legion of Honor
because of his success at the hostile encounter with
Arabic forces at Khebbie Buzzar while there with
his air-craft, Celenthia, on the usual research mis-
sion. At the Decree's termination, Murdock receives

a letter from Ballymaine offering him an important
post, whereupon he has the courage to ask Celenthia
for her hand, xiow that Lygia seems to have given
up her game of trying to separate him from Celen-
thia, even while she herself did not want any but
Kingston. Kingston has grown jealous of Murdock's
continual interest in Lygia, and hesitates to

_
have

her. Lygia acts strangely in her mann'er of wishing
to retain Conwray's attachment, especial' y after be-
friending Celenthia. Both Celenthia and Conwray
cannot fathom the girl. Lygia's illness causes her
finally to lay aside strategy and frankly let him see

how much she still loves him. Kingston has accepted
a post that would take him far from Lygia, an*d she
frankly offers her own proposal to Conwray that
they terminate their long and hostile relationship

by marriage. Celenthia, a secondary figure in the

story, has beauty and goodness of heart that easily

wins over the admiration of a less spectacular char-
acter, and finds happiness in marriage.

Ichio Hosoki File No. 3305

DAZZLED by the wealth gainetl by his uncle
in the stock market, Harold Wallace left his

father's farm for Wall Street. There hejiurried
as soon as he arrived in New York, planning to

obtain employment, no matter how humble. He was
determining his plan of attack, when he noticed an
old gentleman leaning on a post with an unlighted
cigarette in his mouth. Harold obligingly scratched
a match and lit the cigarette. The- old gentleman
was impressed by this kindly act. and on learning
Harold's desire for a job in Wall Street, offered him
that of handy man in his brokerage concern. While
sweeping the floor Harold pricked up his ears when
one of the customers' men remarked: "Look at that
guy. He was only a servant a few days ago. and
he is now a millionaire. Just luck!" His companion
replied: "How? A bull or a bear?" "A bear, of

course !" These terms were mysterious to Harold,
but he asked the two men what they meant. They
told him he should sell shares to make money in

the stock market at that time. Harold replied he
had no shares to sell, whereupon they laughed and
told him he needed none, to sell short. Harold took
all his savings to the cashier, and said he wanted
to sell stocks, and didn't care which ones, just so
he sold. Swaggering because of his interest in Wall
Street, Harold overheard some experienced stock-
brokers discussing the market, and saying now was
the time to buy. Everyone on the Street was saying
to buy, and Harold's only comment was "Newcomers."
Stocks descended rapidly every day. Harold was

lucky. Not knowing how to buy and take his profit,

Harold continued to sell his profits in the descending
market. His name became famous as a successful
gambler in Wall Street. Households were opened to
the new millionaire, who found he could step into
the most exclusive men's shops and by merely giving
his name get anything he wanted without paying
any money. At a huge party Harold fell in love
with beautiful Josephine Williams and married her
immediately. The day after they set out on a shop-
ping tour. Vain, luxurious Josephine reveled in her
husband's financial fame. First she bought several
automobiles, explaining to Harold their varied uses.
He consented: "All right, Josephine. Buy all!" At
the jewelers, the shoe shop, the department store.
and the real estate office, Harold's answer was the
same. He was snowed under with packages, and
their largest car had a trail of fallen packages stream-
ing behind. At the restaurant he gave his accus-
tomed reply, and their table was heaped with all

the food it carried. He had an amusing encounter
with one saleslady when he mistook the German
word "kissen," meaning cushions, for kisses, and
insisted on buying them all. Back in their new
mansion, salesmen for every kind of fake article
visit them, but all were amusingly exposed. At the
theatre that night. Harold said his usual "Buy all."
Tiring of the loneliness of the empty theatre, Harold
gave away the tickets, and found himself without
a seat

!

Next morning Harold was awakened by the phone,

and sleepily thinking it just another salesman, he
murmured. "Buy all!" and fell asleep again. At
breakfast he was snowed in by bills from the previous
day's purchases, and told his startled wife he had
no money with which to pay them. She told him
she thought he had made a fortune in the stock
market, and he confessed that though people all

said so, he had never seen a cent of it. He simply
did not know how to get the money. The young
couple were horror-stricken at the ruin staring
them in the face. They were attempting to flee

when Harold's stockbroker entered. He handed
Harold a check for ten million dollars. When he
had phoned earlj' that morning, Harold had told

him to "Buy all," and this check was his profit!

ETERNAL SILENCE

Anna Ross-Clarke File No. 3327

FROM atop the mountain where perched the
old monastery, one could look over vast dis-

tances of sea, and in the foreground to delight

the eye was Gerald Seibert's cottage. He was owner
of the largest fleet of fishing boats that daily set

out from the peaceful cove. During the summer
Gerald Seibert would come to this cottage with his

lovely wife, Sigrid; his dreamy son. Karl, and their

faithful servant, Sophie, who directed the house-
hold affairs and really managed the family. Sigrid

was devoted to Gerald, paying but little attention
to her son in her absorption in her husband. When,
during the summer of Karl's twentieth year, Ger-
ald suffered an unexpected nervous breakdown and
was removed to a sanitarium, Sigrid collapsed com-
pletely. Karl dashed up to the mountain top to
seek peace from his sorrow in his beloved birds

and flowers. He planned to take his mother up
there with him, and in the beauty around, console
her. As he returned home, he passed a tiny fish-

erman's cottage, and was arrested by the sight of

a lovely golden -haired maiden tenderly caring for

her flowers. For the first time Karl noticed the
sheen of the sun on a woman's hair, and the ebb
and flow of a blush on her cheek. He was dis-

mayed, on entering his home, to find Sophie busily
packing wardrobe trunks. His mother explained she
could not bear the cottage any longer, and she and
Karl would travel wherever he wished. Karl de-
clared he did not want to leave, but his mother's
tears made him consent. He climbed to bid fare-

well to his birds and flowers on the mountain. A
wounded bird came to his attention, and as he was
fondling it in his hands, the girl he had noticed
that morning approached him. She, too, felt each
bird and flower to be her own, and time passed
rapidly for the boy who for the first time had
found a friend with the same interests. He returned
to the cottage determined not to leave, and this

time could not be moved. His mother and Sophie
set out without him.

Rosalie, Karl's new friend, found it difficult to

meet him on the mountain. On her frail shoulders
rested the responsibility of housekeeping, and Karl
could see she feared Peter, the man with whom she
Hved. He was a big bully, who cared only for

his meals, and did nothing to relieve the young
girl's burden. Karl was on fire to learn Peter's
relationship to Rosalie—was he her father—or, hor-
rors ! her husband ? When questioned, Rosalie, fear-

ing to lose her only friend and joy, told a haif-truth,
and said Peter was her cousin. Peter left on a
fishing trip for two months, and during that time
Rosalie met Karl daily One day Karl kissed her
and declared his love, and Rosalie had to confess
that Peter was her husband^her mother had forced
her to marry her cousin when she lay dying, so
that Rosalie would have a home. She had been
miserable. Karl was stunned, and for three days
did not see Rosalie. At the end of that time he
carried a huge basketful of flowers to her cottage
as a peace-offering. Outside the door he heard
words of angry altercation—Peter had returned and
was accusing Rosalie of her meetings with Karl
and the gossip they entailed. He was demanding to
know the truth. Peter flung out of the door and
saw the startled Karl, whom the bully kicked out
of his yard, ordering him to keep away or he'd
kill him. Karl responded if there were any killing
to be done, he'd take a hand, and angrily rushed
back to his home. Peter followed, dragging Rosalie,
to learn from them both whether they were guilty.
He did not wait for a reply, but drew a pistol.

Rosalie threw herself between the two men. Peter
roughly threw her aside by hitting her with the
butt of his revolver. His blow sent her reeling, and
she rolled down the hill, hitting her head on a
projecting boulder. The blood ozing from her head
made Karl see red, and he sprang at Peter. In
the scuffle the revolver was accidentally discharged,
killing Peter.
Several years later, Sigrid returned to the fishing

village driving her high-powered roadster, to see
her son. She stopped to ask a monk a question,
but he shook his head and placed a finger on his

lips. A passing fisherman explained that this monk
had been forbidden to speak for a year in penance
for a misdemeanor, and had voluntarily continued
with eternal silence when his period was up. A
slight resemblance to Gerald in the monk made
Sigrid shudder—it couldn't be Karl! She started the
car, not noticing a child with schoolbooks dancing
down the street. It was Rosalie. The gash in her
head had transferred her back to her childhood.
She called each kindly villager who took her turn
to care for her "mother," and every day, arra_yed
in socks and pinafore, skipped to school. Sigrid
screamed as her roadster struck the unbalanced
child. Suddenly the monk, with a cry of "Rosaliee"
had gathered the inert form in his arms, and was
begging her to open her eyes. She recognized Karl's
voice! The woman in his arms stirred, and mur-
mured, "Karl, my beloved, is it you? Then Peter
did not hurt you?" The accident had given Rosalie
back her memory

!
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RINGS ON THEIR FINGERS

Rose Lawrence File No. 3285

JACK WEBSTER and Ned Clayton were saddened
by their separation when Jack's family moved
to Chicag"o. While they were growing up they

ceased to correspond and lost trace of each other.
Therefore Jack Webster did not know his old

chum's sister, Nora, had married the ne'er do well,

Jim Weston, hoping to reform him, and had moved
to Chicago also. Jim continued to drink and gamble,
however, and Nora was forced to leave their little

son at a nursery every morning to go to her posi-

tion at the glove counter of a department store.

Their only valuable possession was Nora's diamond
engagement ring. One day she asked Jim to call

tor it at the jeweler's, where the setting was being
tightened. On hiy way home Jim

_
joined a poker

game and foolishly pawned the ring to pay his

losses. Absent-mindedly he placed the pawn ticket

In his overcoat pocket, where it slipped into the
torn lining, and had no evidence to disprove Nora's
accusation that he had given the ring to another
woman. He couldn't even remember the address
of the pawn shop. Her suspicion was confirmed
when she saw the very ring on the hand of a
strange woman at the glove counter. Gasping, "My
ring!" Nora fainted. That night she told her hus-
band to leave and not to return until he brought
her thf ring.

The wearer of the ring was none other than Nell
Cassidy, fiancee of Jack Webster. Jack had pre-

tended to her family an afHuence he did not possess,

and had been delighted to find the ring marked
at a fraction of its value at a pawn shop, especially

as the inscription read "J- W. to N. C." A friend
emplovfd at an exclusive jeweler's had placed the
ring in one of his store's boxes. Nell was per-

suaded by a girl friend to visit a practitioner of

"Tsychometry"—a man who could give the history

of any article he held. Nell handed him her ring
and was told there was a life tragedy connected
with the ring. He could see a woman and a child

in great hardship because of the ring—it was taken
from her by the man who had given it to her, her
husband and the father of her child. Nell at once
told her father, who investigated and found the
ring had not been bought at the jeweler's. A
detective reported seeing Jack talking to a distressed
woman (she had been begging and Jack had handed
her money out of charity). Nell remembered^ Nora's
queer behavior at sight of the ring, and inquired
at the department store. Nora nad left, but they
told her the name was Mrs. Weston, which Nell
misinterpreted to mean "Mrs. Webster." Nell's

father showed Jack the door, handed him the ring,

and told him to take it to his wife and child. Jack
was astounded, and sought the pawnbroker's for

proof he had bought the ring there and not taken
it from "his wife." The shop had gone out of busi-
ness! He did not notice another man who vfas
equally dismayed to find the store closed. Jim,
startled into manhood at last, had found a job and
had saved enough money to redeem the ring. He
took his overcoat to a tailor's to repair the lining,

and the tailor had found the pawn ticket. Nora still

refused to see him without the ring.

A downhearted Jack entered his club. He was de-
lighted to meet his old chum, Ned Clayton, there.

Ned explained his sister was now living in Chicago.
As they talked over old times, Ned told of his sister's

unhappiness. and added it was on account of "that
ring." At this Jack pricked up his ears and de-
manded the entire story. He produced the offending
ring from a vest pocket. Jim was immediately called,

and the three repaired to Nora's small apartment.
jNora was delighted to have a reformed husband back
again. From there they all went to Nell's home,
and accompanied this happy young couple to a

jeweler's for a brand new engagement ring!

A CHILD — JOAN OF ARC

CoHon Raymond File No. 3325

A GROUP of children are dancing and singing.
As the Angelus sounds from the nearby church
they all kneel. Joan remains in prayer a httle

longer than the others, who rise, and laugh at her
devotion. The children begin to discuss the danger-
ous position of France, and the rumor that the
Queen plans to marry Catherine of France to Henry
of England. This black treaty would make England
ruler of France throug;h their children. The girls

are indignant, and begin talking about what they
would do in battle to save France. The boys
scoff, and mockingly imagine Joan leading an army!
The mayor passes and reports the sacking of a

nearby village by the English. Joan's two younger
brothers wish they could be in the forefront of

battle, but Joan's oldest brother does not care
for war, and declares he will stay home and take
care of his mothdr and sister. Joan says her
younger brothers will be in war, but will live longer
than her oldest brother, who will not. Joan leaves
to attend her sheep, accompanied by Louis, her
best friend. They continue the discussion of France's
desperate pUght, and Louis logically, step by step,

proves that France is doomed. In spite of this,

Joan declares frhat France will rise again. Louis
leaves her, but returns, and stops behind Joan
when a beam of light appears. Joan kneels, cross-
ing her hands on her breast. Michael, the Arch-
angel, appears, and speaks to her. Joan protests

that she is so young to leave her home and
Undertake so great a task in the strange world.
How could she lead armies ? Yet, if it is com-
manded Louis cuts his initials in a tree to assure
himself he is not dreaming. Without turning her
head. Joan calls tc him and tells him of the
voices that have been speaking to her for the
past three years. She has now been commanded
to appear at Vaucouleurs to recruit an army.

In spite of the Governor's first impression that
Joan is mad and should be whipped, her earnestness
and persistence finally win her way. It is a year
later that two French generals are deploring Joan's
capture, and discussing vivid scenes in her progress.
They had fought hard to save her from the English,
to no avail. If only the King had been there, the
story would have been different, but he was afraid!
They recalled how at Chinon she recognized the
Dauphin in his disguise. And how she had crowned
him King of France, asking as her reward nothing
for herself, but that her beloved village of Domremy
be freed from taxes. In all her battles, she ascribed
her victory to the King of Heaven, and never failed
in devotion to Him.
At her trial Joan answered questions as to her

Voices truthfully and bravely. Some she refused to an-
swer, such as whether her Voices had commanded
her to assume men's clothing. St. Michael had
spoken to her first, and St. Catherine and St.
Marguerite had appeared to her often. lier Voices
had informed her of the ancient sword found in

a church, from which the rust had disappeared
when she touched it. But her Standard was dearer
to her than the sword. Because Joan insisted her
Voices came from God, she was branded a heretic
and burned.
Twenty years later Charles is seated with his

courtiers, his crown in question because it was
received from a sorceress. Louis, Joan's friend, with
her mother and two younger brothers, all in mourn-
ing and bearing candles, enter with the final judg-
ment of the Pope. He has annulled the process of
condemnation in behalf of the Rehabilitation of Joan
of Arc, and has restored the name and fame of the
dead Joan of Arc to be worshipped through the
years. All bow their heads and say, "God be
praised."

THE HAUNTED HEART
Ellen Slater Northup File No. 3231

DAVID; ISLES stopped aghast at tlie entrance
to liis new apartment—liow could he write in
this stril<ing modernistic setting which so de-

lighted Laura, his wife? Again their dissimilarity
of taste was evident, but as usual, Laura had her
way. This very first night Laura had invited some
friends to their house-warming. Laura was welcom-
ing them when their maid gave notice, telling
David she could not bear to see his two lovely
children so poorly brought up and neglected by their
mother. David mentally agreed with the maid, for
Laura was a vain, selfish woman. He went in to
greet their guests. Madge Blake was a vision. She
knew how to bring out her dark beauty with the
proper clothes, and flirting was her only occupation!
David disliked her shallowness, although most men
became infatuated with Madge for a while. He svni-
pathized with her husband, Richard Blake, for Rich-
ard was indeed a splendid chap. Marie, with her
flaming hair and warm heart, was also there. With
her was a French musician, Courtois, who occupied
the studio across the hall from hers.
David wondered how many of those present were

happy. Madge wanted a new conquest in the young-
Frenchman; Richard, David felt, was disappointed
in Madge: Courtois was poor, because audiences
frightened him and he hated to teach; and Marie

—

he knew there was some unknown man Marie loved
hopelessly. As for himself. ... he sighed. While
studying at 0.xford, David had met blonde, laugh-
ing Rosamond, to whom his heart had gone at first

glance. The two young people married secretly, for
her father, a nobleman, objected to her union with
an American. They had a blissful five-day honey-
moon at a seashore resort, until Rosamond disap-
peared during his absence one day. He was toid
her father had left England. For five years he
had searched for her all over England and the
Continent in vain. Then LaurL, an heiress, crossed
his path. Too indifferent to battle eft'ectively against
her determination to marry him, she had succeeded
in her purpose.
Worried by his maid's remarks about his children,

David sought Marie's level-headed advice next day.
Marie suggested that for once David defy Laura,
take the children immediately to their summei-
home, and place them in charge of a young college
athlete who would regulate their diet and put them
in strong, healthy shape in time for school in the
fall by exercise and clean living. Then he could
send them to good boarding schools, away from their
mother's weakening influence. While at Marie's
studio, David learned that she was taking care
of a small newsboy and educating him, and that
she had found employment for the Frenchman's
musical talents in a broadcasting studio. Marie
confessed that Richard Blake was the man she loved.
David left her full of admiration for her goodness
and helpfulness.
Against Laura's protests, the entire family, includ-

ing Ralph, the athlete suggested by Marie, repaired
to their summer home. It wasn't long before the
change in their environment and training showed
in the children's sparkling eyes and rosy cheeks.
On the beach they became acquainted with a beau-
tiful young blonde girl, who was always with two
dogs. Felicia lived at Strange House, owned by her
grandfather, and so named by the villagers who
declared a beautiful lady was imprisoned there. David
was pleased by Felicia's intelligence, and piqued by
an elusive sense of familiarity. Ralph was very much
in love with the mysterious maiden, Laura, mis-
understanding David's interest, was jealous. She no
longer took pleasure in gossiping with Madge, who,
after being thwarted by Marie's little newsboy in
her pursuit of Courtois, has come to visit Laura. One
day Laura and Madge followed David to the Strange
House. His pursuers thought that David was carry-
ing on an intrigue. Secretly Felicia conducted David
to her mother's room, guarded by the dogs. Laura
was insane with jealousy. She beat upon the door,
ordered them to open it, and her noise put the dogs

into a fury. From within David and Felicia warned
her they could not open the door because the dogs
would spring on her, but she was too frenzied to

heed, and with superhuman strength broke in.

The dogs sprang. In spite of Felicia's and her
mother's efforts to hold them back, Laura was borne
down and killed. The witnesses were horrified.
David turned to Felicia's mother, and recognized

his long-lost Rosamond! A portly man, attracted
by the noise, appeared on the scene. When he saw
Madge, he grasped her, declaring she was his wife.
She had run iway from his farm and had used
her beauty to ensnare Richard Blake, although she
was already married. The farmer had just succeeded
in tracing her to this resort. He would not press a
bigamy charge if she would return with him. David
was glad that Richard was now free to marry Marie,
whom he had always loved until Madge had dazzled
him. Now it was Rosamond's turn to explain—her
unforgiving father had kidnapped her and fled to
America as the last place where David would seek
her. Felicia was their child. With a prayer of
thanks. David took Rosamond into his arms.

J. Lynn
WHEEL OF LIFE

File No. 3247

LOVELY Doris Odell told her kind husband Rob-
ert that she was homesick. She had been mis-
tress of his lovely home for three years, and

had an adorable baby boy, Lionel, whom she adored,
but she hungered for her poor cottage home in the
west, and for her family. Robert suggested that she
invite her favorite younger sister, Amy, to visit
them. Doris was delighted to see her sister agaui.
who had blossomed into an entrancing young lady.
For two months she and Robert took Amy on a gav
round of pleasure, until Doris found she was about
to become a mother again and needed rest to con-
serve her strength. She disliked to penalize her
lively young sister for this reason, and suggested
that Robert take Amy out when she had to stay at
home. After the birth of her baby girl, June, Doris
was too weak to resume her gay life. Besides, June
was not a normal baby, and requiring exacting' at-
tention. She acceded to the pleas of Robert and
Amy, however, to join them on New Year's Eve.
Doris purchased a new evening dress for Amy for
this occasion. Alarmed by a fever contracted by
June. Doris changed her mind about going out at
the last moment. When the baby had fallen asleep.
Dons removed her evening slippers so as not to
awaken her, and quietly descended the steps to seeAmy in her new gown before she left. She found
Amy and Robert embracing and overheard their dec-
larations of love! Robert claimed that Doris did not
love him at all—her entire devotion was for the
children! Enraged, Doris ordered Amy from the
house. Robert left with her sister. This misery was
wiped from her mind when she returned to the feven
ish baby and fought a hard battle for June's life.
June's death made other things of small importance,
and she forgave her husband. He stayed beside her
during her vigil at the bedside, after having sentAmy back home.
A nervous breakdown caused by these events made

Robert take Doris to Florida. The sunshine and her
early morning ocean dip improved her so much that
Robert left her there with Lionel when he returned
to his business. For two months Doris was content
w'lth the companionship of the son she adored, for
she had lost all feeling for Robert when she found
'"",'" A-"J^s arms. Then she was introduced to
Gerald bamson. He became her companion during
her habitual early morning dips, and a frequen't
visitor at her cottage. His admiration for Doris
grew, and his feeling was unmistakable in his
actions. She, also, was caught in a spell too strong
tor her. She wired Robert, saying she wanted to
return home, but he replied that business was taking
uni out of town and that he had closed up theii
house for the next six months. She was helplessnow 111 the tide that engulfed her. Gerald's lovemade Jier young and gay and happy again. Lionel,
young as he was, rejoiced in his adored mother'snew joyous spirits, and declared that when he grew
up he d always take his mother out and make her
happy. Dons and Gerald met secretly in his shack
near the ocean One day, however, Doris was dis-
tressed when Lionel returned home from a motion
picture show in tears. He had overheard some
K'omen discussing his mother's friendship with Ger-
ald, and saying that her husband should be warned
His mother comforted the child, saying the women
were merely evil gossipers, but inwardly determined
hei tnendship for Gerald would have to end for her
son s sake. Her farewell with Gerald the following
atteriioon was heart-breaking. He wanted her to
divorce her husband and marry him, but her love
tor her child and thoughts of his future welfare
prevented her from following her inclination
When Dons returned home she found her hus-band had become an habitual drinker. Even Lionelcommented on the fact that his mother and fathernever went out together This made Doris offer

to go with Robert on a fi.shing trip. Startled by asudden storm. Robert dropped his fishing rod over-

hiom the rising bubbles Dons realized he must havebecome caught m the anchor. For a moment shewas tempted not to help by thoughts of Gerald buthumanity gave her strength to pull desperately at

Wd''"to h'' l?"'''^' P'""^ '^°^"^- °°ris workedhaul to bring him back to consciousness, and wasamply rwarded by Robert's whole-hearted expres-
sion of his love for her when he saw her bending

CUPID'S ENTANGLEMENTS
Mrs. Marie Sawyer Kllnnon File No. 3334w HEN Lady Dale announced to her spoiled son

Jimmie, that Isabel Vane was comino- f
dinner that night, Jimmi^ jumped into hi:
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roadster and stepped on the gas. He was taking no
chances of being inveigled into marriage with the

arrogant Isabel. Jimmie had an idea that his alli-

ance with a Vane would please Lady Dale, and would
please Miss Vane, but he was positive it would
bring no great joy to Jimmie Dale. So he drove his

runabout furiously up the country roads. Before
a lovely little cottage, overgrown with roses, the car

ran out of gas. Jimmy jumped out of the door and
ran up the steps of the cottage to inquire the
whereabouts of the nearest gas station. A beautiful

young girl blushingly offered to procure for him a

small can of gas. She blushed harder when Jimmy
also asked her to give him a rose—but both gifts

were delivered.
Thus began the secret courtship of wealthy Jimmy

Dale and the unknown Rene Meadows. Jimmy knew
that his mother would never forgive him if she
discovered he was wooing a poor girl. For years
Lady Dale had dreamed of a union with the socially

prominent Vanes. However, Jimmy could not allow
his mother's prejudice to blast his romance. Rene
and he were married, and for a time managed to

live happily in the rose covered cottage. However,
after the girl baby was born, Rene's health became
fragile, and the baby, too, needed better care than
the limited means of the young people could provide.
Jimmie perfected the following scheme: Rene was

to leave the baby on the Dale doorstep. Lady Dale
would adopt the baby, and Rene should then apply
for the position of nursemaid. Everything worked
out as the lovers had planned. Lady Dale was en-
chanted with the infant which fortune had left on her
threshold, and especially glad to adopt the child since
it seemed to make Jimmy so happy. Rene "applied
for the position of nursemaid, attired in disfiguring
glasses and a grey wig. She soon won the hearts
of the entire household with her passionate love of
the child, and her eager desire to please. One day
the maid, who was a suspicious creature, and believed
most people just a little worse than herself, peeked
through the nursery keyhole. She had sensed, in

Jimmie's attitude to the nursemaid, more ardour
than circumstances warranted. So she glued her left

eye to the hole in the door, and what she saw
amazed her so much that she did not hear Lady
Dale marching down the corridor. To shame the
maid before the nurse, Lady Dale indignantly swept
open the nursery door. The sight that confronted
her eyes left her pale and gasping. For her son,
Jimmy, still had his arms about a most beautiful
young woman with golden hair and bright blue
eyes—a young lady who looked somewhat familiar
in her nurse's uniform. The lovers confessed their
hoax and were forgiven by Lord and Lady Dale,
who, after all, had a good sense of humor.
The baby grew up to repeat her mother's beauty,

and was a great belle in college. There she met
a popular young senior named Vane, who insisted
that wedding bells toll above this campus romance.
The union was not only, a happy one for the young
people involved, but also meant the realization of

Lady Dale's lifelong dream—combination of the Vane-
Dale names and fortunes.

HAPPINESS

Dorothy Tompkins File No. 3340

MARY told h«i-self that she had everything to
make her happy—home, husband, and child.

Yet, as she observed Harry attack his morn-
ing eggs, and later as he kissed her goodby before
leaving for the office, she decided that she was as
much a matter of routine to him as was his break-
fast. Mary tried to justify her life by comparing
it with her sister Lucy's existence. Lucy made her
home with her married sister, but it was a shell
of a home life, decided Mary, watching the unob-
trusive Lucy clear the table. The phone rang, and
Mary told the operator she would take the call up-
stairs. There she could talk freely without fear of
being overheard. The melodious baritone of Andre
LeMaitre flowed over the wire. "You will come with
me today, Mary ? I have two tickets for Paris.
Think what it means, my dear. Freedom for your
soul and release for your talent. You are a creator,
Mary, not a housewife. Your arias shall resound
in the opera instead of beating against unsympa-
thetic kitchen walls." Mary gasped that she could
not decide so quickly, that she had puzzled over
the matter until she was nearly mad, and still could
not make the decision. Andre told her that he
would be waiting for her that afternoon at the
Cunard dock at 4 p. m.
As she bathed her baby she recalled a thousand

little incidents illustrative of Henry's dependence
upon her. She recalled his kindness, his depend-
ability, his faith in her. Regularly her musings were
interrupted by the visits of the butcher boy, the
iceman, the grocerman. Tlie same stifiing, invariable
routine! Mary decided she could bear it no longer.
After all, she was still a young, beautiful, and tal-
ented woman, and had her own life to lead. She
called Andre and promised that she would leave with
him that afternoon. Because she was leaving, every
familiar object assumed a new significance in her
eyes. She dared not allow her mind to dwell on her
imminent parting with her child. Mary reahzed that
she was treating Harry unfairly, and her only pos-
sible compensation was to sacrifice the baby to him.
The decision was agony whose point she attempted
to dull by engaging her sister Lucy in conversation.
"Are you happy, Lucy ?" Lucy answered evasively
and again Mary reaUzed how barren was the girl's
life. At that moment the bell rang and a messenger
appeared with a huge box of American Beauties.
"To my sweetheart," read the card, "on our wed-
ding anniversary. Ever your faithful Harry." Lucy
made chirping little sounds intended to portray
flattering envy. Mary was struck with remorse.
When her sister went out for the day, Mary decided
to go to Harry's office and have one last talk with
him. Perhaps they could come to a new under-

standing of their love, and re-establish it on a reju-

venated plane. She drove her car to the city won-
dering if glamour, romance, and fame were worth
the price of honest love. When she entered his

office, Mary saw that it was deserted. The recep-
tionist had left for lunch. The young wife decided
to surprise Harry. She tiptoed to the door and
softly opened it a crack. Her startled gaze perceived
Lucy folded close in Harry's arms. "I guess the
roses will plug the wife's suspicions for another
year," chuckled Harry. Lucy rubbed her nose in

gentle affirmation on Harry's neck.
Softly Mary closed the door. Softly she tiptoed

from the office. Then as fast as her feet would
carry her she ran down the hall to the phone booth.
"Andre," she said, when she had him on the wire,
"oh, Andre, by the way, you'll have to get another
ticket. The baby is coming with us to Paris."

other. A terriffic battle was waged. Dale finally
ning the victory. As he fell back exhausted, he
s revix'ed by Lois' kisses. They removed the
sk of the dying Terror. It was Dawson

!

THE BLACK TERROR

Stephen Marlowe File No. 3310

LOIS HAMPTON, a movie star man, was met
at the train by Milton Dale, a secret service
man, who warned her not to occupy the ranch

left her by her deceased uncle the year before, for

filming her next picture. Louis was indignant at
his interference, until Dale explained her uncle had
been warned to leave the ranchhouse, and when he
had not complied, had been knifed by the Black
Terror, who haunted the ranch. Lois scoffed, and
refused to be daunted. Calling Seelerad, a Hindu
crystal-gazer, to her side, she departed for the ranch
with the remainder of the company. Bradley, her
leading man, was pleading with Lois for an answer
to his proposal in the yard of the ranchhouse, when
a bullet whizzed between them. It was a warning
from the Black Terror! It was too late to return
to town, so Dale herded the company into the house,
and stood on guard outside. Seelerad gazed into
his crystal, and gave a description of the man who
fired the shot—a huge man, but he could not see
the face. Dawson, the sheriff, who entered just then,
laughed scornfully. Dale began to search for the
spot from which the shot had been fired, and by
accident stumbled into a tunnel. He remembered
there had been prospecting in that neighborhood,
and this must be one of the abandoned mines. At
the house, Seelerad retired to his ro^ni to rest.
The colored cook came howling into th'j living cham-
ber, screaming he had seen the Black Terror. The
door from Seelerad's room slowly opened, the candles
were extinguished, and a hideous black form with
protruding teeth stood in the doorway—then disap-
peared. When the company entered the room they
found Seelerad on the bed with a sUt throat. Lois
began to scream to Dale.
Exhausted by his efforts which led to discovery

of the tunnel. Dale fell asleep on the front porch.
A black figure with a gleaming knife was almost
upon him when Lois' screams awoke him and the
figure disappeared. Dawson, who had been patrol-
ling the grounds, and Dale rushed into the house.
Dale had all the company sit around a table and
questioned their pasts, to be sure there was no con-
nection with Hampton's death. Bradley, questioned
first, refused to reply until Dale produced his cre-
dentials. Then he said he had been in Hollywood
eight months, and this was his first picture. He
reluctantly admitted he had been empolyed on a
sheep ranch in Mexico, just across the border,
before then, and had heard of the Hampton ranch.
Martin, the director, had been an actor in England
previous to entering the motion picture field two
years ago. Jarvis, the butler, had been in Miss
Hampton's employ for two years and had served
in Hollywood for the past five years. He was
ordered to admit no one into the house. Dawson
had been sheriff of that county for four years.
Lila Wilson, an actress, had been in motion pic-
tures three years. Julie Morrison, Miss Hampton's
secretary, had been employed by her for a year
and a half, and had come from England, hoping
to enter motion pictures.
Just then the candles flickered and went out.

Dale was knocked on the side of his head. When
light was restored, Lois and Bradley had disap-
peared! Dale noticed the sheriff was the only one
in possession of a revolver which might have struck
the blow at him. Dale was unable to fihd a secret
exit. Leaving the others in charge of Dawson, " he
returned to the tunnel to explore it with a lantern.
Meanwhile Lois had her eyes unbandaged in what
seemed a dance hall. Don Carlos Somavis ran a
place of pleasure just across the border. Bradley
and he were in league. Don Carlos danced magnifi-
cently with Lois, and upset Bradley's plans to
marry her by declaring he wanted her himself.
During the ensuing fight Bradley was knifed by
Don Carlos, who carried Lois to his private apart-
ments. Dale found two separate passageways in
the tunnel. In one were sacks of dope (so that
was how it was being run across the border!), and
in the other a vein of gold (another reason for efforts
to gain possession of the ranch).. He was not greatly
surprised to find the former led to the Somavis place.
Disabling one sentry and killing the other. Dale reached
the room in which Lois had been placed. Together
they climbed through a skylight to the roof, and
under a rain of shots reached the tunnel, the
entrance to which they bolted. At the intersection
they found Julie, bound. They freed her and re-
turned to the house where a harrassed Martin was
searching for Julie, to whom he had not yet de-
clared his love. Before they could explain, Somivis
entered. Dale escaped his famous knife hurl miracu-
lously when he accused Somavis of smuggling dope,
and handcuffed the bandit. As he arose, there stood
in the doorway the Black Terror, with pistols in
each hand, leveled at Dale and Martin. Dale quickly
made a football tackle, knocking one revolver from
the Terror's hand, and grasping the wrist holding

HALLWAY GIRL

Mary M. S
rN the din-

din File No. 3333

IJ\
the dmi hallway of a fashionable apartment

house, Niobe wound her slim young arms about
the young man who had never seen her before in

his life, and kissed him affectionately. Thereupon a
man who claimed to be the outraged husband, darted
from a doorway. He was followed by two witnesses
who backed up his assertion that the young man,
Charles Leaniy, had attempted to seduce the girl.

The alleged husband demanded five thousand dollars
of Leamy, who realized it was merely a clever black-
mail scheme, but could see no exoneration for himself.
Therefore he agreed to pay the gang five thousand
dollars the following morning. The next day he
brought them a check, and imrnediately after the
transaction, notified his bank not to cash it. From
this adventure Charles Leamy carried away a vivid
picture of the charming little gangster, Niobe, who
had so nearly made a fool of him.
Some days later Niobe, occupying the best suite

in the gang's country house, was glaring with bored
irritation at her luxurious surroundings. She wanted
excitement. To relieve her nervous tedium, Niobe
wandered out on the front porch to watch the falling

snow and the passing cars. Suddenly a car turned
turtle and rolled into the ditch fronting her own
yard. Niobe sped to the wreck, eager to render aid.

and as she extricated the lone occupant of the car
from a tangle of wheel and gears, the girl noticed
something familiar about his unconscious face. In
his pocket she found a card which identified him as
Charles Leamy, the young man of the hallway. She
destroyed all marks of identification on his person,
for she knew the wrath of the gang was bitter
against those who outwitted them. With the aid of
the caretaker Niobe m.anaged to get the unconscious
young man into her boudoir. Because his face was
scratched beyond recognition, she was sure his
identity would not be suspected.
When Leamy returned to consciousness, Niobe

would have preferred to sit beside him, basking in
his frank admiration. However, she had work to do
that night. With Matt, Rufus, and Ed, the trium-
virate leaders of the gang, she went to a night club,
where she was supposed to "vamp" a certain power-
ful crook for concessions in the business. During
the course of a dance, the crook confessed that
tw^enty girls, products of the white slave traffic,

would be quartered at the country house. There,
Ed and his cohorts were to "break them in." Niobe
shuddered when she heard this, but managed to pre-
serve a coquettish exterior. That night the twenty
victims were assembled in the "storage room" of
the country house. The men decided, although they
were quite weary, and it would probably be a hard
job, that they would "break the girls in" that night.
Niobe prevailed upon them to wait. She pointed out,
since the house was practically snowed in, that there
w^as no danger of escape, and the men could wait
until the end of the week. On the last day of grace
for the girls, Niobe cut her way out of the snow-
bound house, and sped to the nearest phone. On her
return she heard Charles singing a song which he
told her was meant for her. He loved her. She told
him that she was not his kind and that he should
forget her.
Niobe was lonely when he left. She sat alone in

her room listening to the sinister noises which meant
the girls were being marshalled for the sale. At that
moment the police broke in. The gang was cap-
tured, the girls freed, and as for Niobe—that intrepid
and canny little member of the secret service—she
hurried to the home of Charles Leamy with her
happy disclosure.

MISS BLUEBIRD

M. Wergeland File No. 3228^

LILLY LEE, in spite of being one of the most
popular screen actresses, scorned her male
admirers. "They can talk of nothing but love,"

she would say, "and I tire of that. The men where
I come from were strong, and brave, and admired
those quahties in their women, also. All these men
want is a plaything, and they like you for your
beauty only." And so she dismissed them from her
ken.
That is, until she heard the voice of Joe Harper

over the radio. Its deep, vibrant quality struck a
responsive chord in her breast. She learned from
the announcer that Joe Harper was a brave aviator
and a skillful baseball player, and that he was to
play that afternoon. Lilly permitted nothing to keep
her from the game so she could see the owner of
the voice. While her director stormed, she was
appraising Joe, and deciding he passed her expecta-
tions, with his splendid physique and frank glance.
She considered herself lucky when she was intro-
duced to Joe at a party that night. For the first
time she made an effort to win a man, and succeeded
so far as to bring Joe into the g-arden with her.
Encouraged to talk by her flattering interest, Joe
voiced his dislike of women, and actresses in par-
ticular. "All actresses care alxiut is money and fine
clothes. They know nothing real, just live in a world
of illusion," he said. He continued, telling her of
his plans for a non-stop flight to Hawaii.' "If an
actress would go with you, would you like her
then?" Lilly asked. Joe scouted the possibility, and
declared it was work for men only.
Two days later Joe was alarmed to receive a note

from Lilly by messenger, stating she was starting
at four o'clock that morning alone on a non-stop
flight to Hawaii. He called Lilly's residence, but
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there was no answer. He knew her frail strength
could not battle the hostile elements, and speeded to
the flying- field to follow her and rescue her.
Anxiously he scanned the horizon mile after mile,
but could find no sign of Lilly's plane. Had she
turned from the course—or, woirse, was he too late?
Joe was despairing, when he sighted a wobbling
plane in the distance.
When Lilly started her daring flight, she was

elated. She would show the world, and especially
Joe, they had not called her "Miss Bluebird" in her
mountain home when she used to fly there for no
reason ! But she had not been out an hour when
she realized there was a difference l)etween flying
over familiar mountains and lakes, and flying over
an endless, monotonous blue ocean, which remained
the same for thousands of miles. Hawaii was far
away. As time passed, she became hungry and tired.
Lven that sensation was lost, and Lilly fought for
her life against drowsiness. Some land appeared in
the distance to her fast -closing eyes, and Lilly
rallied to gain her onlv chance to live. Even in her
zero hour, she wished the island would be Hawaii.
She crashed upon the sand and lost

Joe, in his anxiety at the actions cf the pla
was following, lost control when Lilly's crash
and was forced to use his parachute. He swe
shore, and Lilly opened her eyes to Jo
face. "Don't you believe now there are some real
girls among actresses, too?" she asked. "Vou are
the only one for me," replied Joe.

Pea Petitt

SILVER LINING
File No. 3179

HOW dowdy fair-haired Eva looks in contrast to
the fashionable dark Frances, Jack Walters was
thinking. He had imagined Eva, his bride, very

charming in her white party dress—until he met Fran-
ces, his boss' daughter, in her gold evening gown at
the pa,rty celebrating her return' from abroad. Frances,
a young siren, noted Jack's admiration and decided
on a harmless flirtation. She called on her father
next day, but it was Jack she drove home. Jack
was infatuated. He invited her to have dinner with
him, and she took him to a fashionable speakeasy.
Secluded in a booth, Jack could no longer resist
temptation, and kissed Frances passionately. Frances
returned his love, and the two were together as
much as possible.

Mrs. Newburg, a neighbor, stopped in to invite
Eva and Jack to a night club. Eva was sitting dis-

consolately at the wmdow alone. Jack had been
working nights at the office so often lately! Mrs.
Newburg pitied her lonesomeness, and persuaded the
unhappy young wife to join her and her husband. At
the night club Eva was startled to see Jack em-
bracing Frances. Mr. and Mrs. Newburg noticed the
couple at the same time, and hurried Eva home. That
night Eva offered Jack his freedom, and left him.
Jack was too dazed at her leaving to stop her, for
he really loved Eva in spite of the grip his mad in-

fatuation had upon him. After Eva had secured her
divorce. Jack married Frances. Within a year of
his second marriage he tired of Frances, and realized
how much he had cared for Eva. but as Frances is

abouC to bear a child, he pretends devotion.
After her divorce Eva is at a loose end. She has

nothing to do. She decides to develop her naturally
beautiful voice with her father's legacy. She threw
herself into this work heart and soul, and three years
later she is making her debut on Broadway. Jack
an'd Frances attend the opening with a group of
friends. When Jack sees and hears Eva on the
stage, he feels he must see her, and goes to her
dressing room. Jack is still the only man for Eva,
but she wishes to save another woman the sufTerin'g
she has gone through, so the new, sophisticated Eva
pretends indifference. Jack showers favors upon Eva,
which she repulses.

Frances, still addicted to harmless flirtation, tries

to interest the new social "Hon," Sir Frederick,
famous as a hunter. She finds his reputation of be-
mg impervious to woman's attacks to be true. Jack
meets Sir Frederick in front of the theatre one night,
while waiting for Eva, and when she appears, is

forced to introduce them. His real punishment for

the desertion of his first bride comes when he has
to watch the love of Eva and Sir Frederick de-
veloping before his eyes. Eva finally tells him the
silver lining to her life has come, for she is to marrv
Sir Frederick, and sends a chastened Jack back to
his wife and child.

THE CONFESSION

K. Sperry File No. 3212

THE peaceful happiness of Robert and Ellen
Waring is ruptured by a letter from a dyings
long-lost sister Alice. Helen explains to

Robert that Alice had run away with a married man
while Ellen was a child; an'd that they had never
heard from her since. She cannot ignore the request.
She returns with fifteen-year-old Olga. who has
been entrusted to her care by her dead sistex.
Fearful that the mother's wayward traits might
develop in the daughter. Ellen is extremely careful
of the young girl's habits and associates. Olga is

not allowed to go out without her at night, and on'ly

occasionally is she permitted to be driven by their
own handsome Italian chauffeur to an afternoon tea
or bridge. Olga resents this surveillance, and is

none too lortd of her careful aunt. Suddenly Olga
becomes wan and ill, and the doctor informs Ellen
that her niece is an expectant mother. Ellen insists
upon knowing who is the father of her child, and
Olga accuses Robert. Robert vehemerttly denies the
charge. Tlie babv dies a few days after birth. Ellen
recalling how strictly Olga has been watched, is

forced to admit Robert must have been her seducer,
in spite of her own previous deep faith in Robert's
goodness and truthfulness. She leaves Robert, tak-
ing her own four-year-old daughter Ruth and her
niece Olga with her. She refuses to accept money
from Robert, and they live very poorly in' spite of

Robert's constant efTorts for reconciliation.
A young bank clerk asks Olga to marrv him.

Ellen persuades Olga to tell him the truth about her
past, which her sweetheart forgives, and Ellen is

left alone with her child. Ellen still cannot forgive
Robert's cowardliness in n'ot admitting the truth
concerning Olga's baby. One day she looks out her
window to see Ruth driving ofif with her daddy.
Suspecting Robert is kidnapping her child, she pre-
pares to visit her attorney. On the porch she meets
Robert returning with Ruth, happy at the little

excursion with her beloved daddy. It tears Elletr's

heartstrings to feel she is depriving her child of her
daddy, but she cannot give in, despite her love for
Robert which has never died. As Robert's eyes with
their unspoken pleading look into hers, a messenger
approaches with a telegram for Ellen. Olga has
been in an auto acciden't and is dying in a hospital.
She insists upon seeing her Aunt Ellen. Robert
drives Ellen to the hospital, where Olga confesses
with her last breath that the ItaUan chauffeur was
the father of her baby and that she had accused
Robert to assure herself of a home. Ellen turns to
Robert with peace again in her heart.

RUM AMD LAW
Henr File No. 3196

CAPTAIX HALLETT angrily refused Howland's
bribe, forcing him to pay full wages to each
member of his crew. Determined that this

ciooked man should practice no more. Hallett
lodged a complaint, Howland's books were audited,
and his dishonest dealings brought to court. As
Howland was led away for his long term behind
prison bars, he threatened revenge on Captairf
Hallett.
Many years later Hallett was standing sorrow-

fully on his wharf at his deserted ship. Fishing
was bad, and he knew of no way to pay off the
mortgage incurred so he could buy his own vessel.
Alice, his twenty-year-old daughter called him from
his reverie with her anrfouncement of dinner. The
baked beans and brown bread shared with his
bu.xom wife and charming daughter sure did taste
good to the Captain! After dinner Jimmie Sims
came to see Alice, and as the two young people
danced to the tune of the ancient phonograph, the
Captain' and his wife discussed their problem. The
only solution seemed to be to turn the vessel into
a rum-runner until the mortgage and the insurance
on it could be paid. Reluctantly the old couple de-
cided on this course. The next day Hallett over-
hauled the ship and placed it under British registry
in' Nova Scotia.
Captain Hallett was standing on his deck, con-

tented at the thought that he was beginning his
last trip as a rum-runner, and with the mortgage
paid, could go back to his beloved fishing. Jimmie,
his first mate, approached, and told the Captain one
of the crew had n'ot returned, so he had picked up
a new man on the dock who seemed to know Hal-
lett. The Captain turned, to be confronted by How-
land! It was too late to do anything about it, so
he curtly ordered Howland below. From the inter-
change of glances Jimmie knew he had made a mis-
take. The Captain" ordered Jimmie to give Howland
the niost difficult tasks on board, to prove to him
a sailor's life is not so easy and that he shouldn't
be cheated of his hard-earned wages. Jimmie could
not help but admire the bravery of this landlubber
who performed the most difficult duties without a
murmur, not knowing Howland was bolstered by
thoughts of revenge. Howland soon made friends
with Salters, another criminal, and with him plotted
to hand Hallett over to a revenue cutter, promis-
ing a huge reward to Salters. As Howland and
Salters had the midnight watch together, it was a
simple thing for them to change the course of the
boat to come within the three-mile limit, and to
display a red light, by prearranged signal with the
revenue officers. They saw a light which they be-
lieved was the government vessel, but too late they
found it was a lighthouse an'd that they have headed
the boat into dangerous shoals. Tlie shock of the
grounding killed Salters, and warned the crew, who
came rushing up. Howland took to the main rig-
ging. The crew worked hard, until the coast guard
came to rescue them. Hallet, in counting his men.
foiin'd Howland missing and spied him in the main
rigging, which was about to snap! Risking his life,

he attempted to reach Howland, but was too late,
and was dragged to safety by bis faithful mate.
Jimmie Sims. The wrecking of his boat left no
evidence for the revenue olTicers. but with the boat
insurance Captain Hallett was able to pay off his
mortgage and buy another vessel for fishing
purposes.
Some months later, the Captain and Jimmie tied

up at the wharf with a boatload of fish. Alice flies

to Jimmie's arms, for they are soon to he married,
while the Captain says to his wife, "Well, mother.
I'm glad to be through with rum, and on the right
side of the law."

A FOREST MAID

Mrs. Etta Truex File No. 3208
WHITE FAUX, dancing in her beloved forest,

met a party of lost tourists and directed
them back to their lodgings. Jack Taylor,

enchan'ted by her grace and beauty, lingered. The
little Indian maiden admired tlie handsome stranger.

and promised to meet him under the big oak tree
that night. Night alter night she met her white
lover, while thoughts of marriage with the brave
Tall Feathers retreated further and further from her
mind. She knew this marriage was her grandfather's
dearest wish, for Runnin'g Deer loved White Faun
and felt that Tall Feathers would make a splendid
mate for her. But the fascination of the white man
was stronger. For the sake of her grandfather she
held out against Jack's urging that she flee with
him to the city, but at last she succumbed, leav-
ing a short note to Running Deer.
The shock of White Faun's flight weakens the old

man. Tall Feathers comforts him by saying White
I'aun is probably happier in the city than in the
village where she was dissatisfied. Tall Feathers
moves in with Running Deer to keep him company.
Through spring and summer and fall Runnin'g Deer
strains his old eyes for the return of White Faun
One bitter winter night, the old chief thinks he hears
a cry in the snow without, but Tall Feathers says
it is merely the howling of the animals iif the
storm. Again the chief imagines a sound at the
door, and opens it. In stumbles a snow-covered
woman with a bundle. She faints. Tall Feathers
exclaims when he recognizes White Faun and firfds
a baby in the bundle. The two people who love her
best work bard to restore her to consciousness, and
are rewarded by a deep sigh. White Faun weeps
at their solicitous faces. It is not until she has
slept well, though, that she trusts herself to tell
these two men her story.
Jack Taylor had taken White Faun to live with

his aunt. The irfnocent maid felt that this assured
the respectability of their relationship, not knowing
that this aunt was intimidated by Taylor. When
she mquired of Taylor when they would be married
Taylor had growled at her that he was already mar-
ried. She wanted to leave him but was virtually a
prisoner, as he was most careful to see that she had
no money. He mistreated the girl sorely, but if
the aunt attempted to interfere she risked a blow
an'd beating. It was a nightmare to White Faun,
One night, when drunk. Taylor struck the baby
This was more than WTiite Faun could bear! When
laylor fell into a drunken stupor she wrapped up
her baby to flee—she knew not where—and as she
left was aided by the aun't, who handed her some
money. She, too, had come to the end of her rope
when Taylor had struck the infant. And so White
I'aun had returned to her dear grandfather, hoping
he would offer a home to herself and her child, and
she would try to make him happy. Running Deer
was only too glad to have his darhtfg wi»h him
again.
Another spring has passed. Again White Faun

keeps a trysting place in the forest. But this time
It IS to join Tall Feathers, whom she has always
loved, though she had been diverted by tales of
strange cities. And while the handsome iouple em-
J'^'^l I5""."'"?„'5«f

's laughiifgly playing with the
infant White Cloud.

THE LITTLE ROADSTER
Stella J. Kent File No. 3260

JOGGING slowly .along the road behind his faithful
farm horse, Robert was struck bv the pretty
picture before him. Slowly a stuniiing roadster

was moving, containing a handsome couple—but it
was the girls vivid darkness and scarlet-clad figure
Robert was noticing. There was his dream girl'How could he meet her. and was she engaged to the
young man beside her? Could he have heard their
conversation, his fears would have been confirmed
Jack was telling Marguerite of the adorable cottage
he had seen on this lovely road, and saying he would
like to purchase it. if possible, as a wedding gift to
her. It was too late to look at it now. but he would
take her out there again next day.
Robert had gained a reputation at college of al-

ways reaching his goal. Next morning he told his
white-haired, sweet mother that he was going to
spend the day in the city. At his father's death
Robert had come home from college to work the
farm for his mother, and now liked the outdoor
existence. He reached the town, and immediately
looked up the name of the liceirse owner of the
roadster. Robert was not so dumb! He parked in
front of Jack's house and was rewarded bv seeing
Jack getting into the roadster and drive straight to
Marguerite's home. Robert, following, now knev/
where Marguerite lived, but he had yet to meet her.
He returned to the business section to make some
purchases for his mother. Meanwhile Marguerite
and Jack were driving slowly along their favorite
road until they came to the cottage Jack had meit-
tioned. Marguerite was enchanted with its beauty
of hue. and its colorful garden. So skillfully were
the trees arranged, that only a suggestion of the
cottage could be seen from the road. Marguerite
was determined to enter her "dream nest" as she
called it. and under pretense of desiring a drink, ap-
proached the little old lady on the porch. The in-
terior, tastefully furnished, delighted her as much
as the exterior. She almost wept when the old lady's
pride in the place, and her comments on her son's
love of his home, indicated there was no chance to
buy it.

.lack had to leave the city on business for a month
The two young sweethearts were hurt at the separa-
tion, but Jack promised Marguerite he would write
every day. For two weeks his dailv devoted letters
made Marguerite happy, but she wondered as they
came less frequently. She had not time to worry
about It, however, for a new interest had entered
her life. About ten days after Jack's departure, she
had been walking down the street towards her home,
thinking of her "dream nest." and had not noticed an
approaching automobile until she was thrust hastily
aside. Her rescuer, a tall lad. had been hurt in sav-
ing her. She had him brought into her house, and
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remained by his side while the doctor dressed his

wouirds. Against her protests, the man had insisted
he was all right and left, after promising to call the
following night. Robert had at last succeeded in

meeting Marguerite I Robert was a nightly visitor

thereafter. Marguerite could not help but contrast
Jack's g'ibness and smooth handsomeness with Rob-
ert's awkward, admiring silences and his honest blue
eyes. She was astonished to find she infinitely pre-
ferred the latter. There was more depth, and a
steadfastness upon which she knew she could always
rely. When Jack wrote he would have to prolong
his departure another month, Marguerite did not
mind at all. She had gladly promised to marry
Robert! In a new little roadster, not so handsome
as Jack's, but much dearer to Marguerite, Robert
took her to meet his mother. Marg^-ierite danced with
joy to find the "dream nest" was Robert's own' home,
and was soon to be hers! Happily she walked the
length of the garden with Robert to the road. There
she saw a familiar roadster passing slowly—Jack's
car, and beside him was a small blonde head! Jack
stopped, and the two young couples wished each other
happiness.

LOVERS OF TODAY
Etta Foerch

WHEN Veltr.a Dodge was eighteen, her mother
died, leaving ber alone in the world. Mrs.
Margaret Beedle, an old friend of her mother,

sent for the girl to come to live with her in New
York. Mrs. Beedle was the soul of kin'dness and
treated Ve'ma as it she were her own daughter. The
girl appreciated this, but hated the shabby atmos-
phere of Mrs. Beedle's boarding house. She longed
to escape from this environment. Then Ray Hemlock,
one of the boarders, began to display an interest in

her. The two got along splendidly, though Velma
could see no romance in Ray simply because she
associated him with the boarding house. After sev-
eral months at Mrs. Beedle's Velma secured a posi-

tion through a trierfd of Ray's. Velma loved the
atmosphere of the music store in which she worked.
Always a music lover, she enjoyed selling fine instru-

ments to wealthy customers. Secretly she longed
to be one of the lucky women who patronized the
shop.
Then one day the shop was sold and the new-

owner came to inspect his purchase. Velma was
conscious that she registered a hit with Elward Wil-
halm and hoped that his notice of her would lead

to arf advancement. One day Edward invited her
to lunch. The luncheon was a great success and
another date was made for the following evening.
Velma quickly broke an engagement with Ray so

that she cou d meet her suave, sophisticated em-
ployer. Several weeks later in the private rooms of

a famous roadhouse. Edward told Velma he could
not live without her. He told her fine clothes and
exquisite gems were her birthright and that such
beauty as hers did not belong in a boarding house.

When" Edward offered to marry her, Velma accepted
his proposal and went to live in his palatial home.
For weeks the girl reveled in her gorgeous surround-
ings—then she noticed a subtle change in Edward's
attitude which some how spoiled her paradise. A few
months later she was forced to acknowledged that

she was just another woman in Edward's life. Then
came the blow of discovering he had a new mistress
—a cheap, common actress. Velma was horrified and
fled from the house. She Ss^ught refuge at Mrs.
Beedle's and was received kindly.

_
She was too

proud to confess that Edward had tired of her and
that he was interested in another woman. However,
she carefully avoided Ray, for she could not tell him
a He about herself. Finally one day Ray cornered
her and asked if she would "make up" with him.
Then it was that Velma burst into tears and con-

fessed the true state of aiTairs. Ray took her tenderly

in his arms and told her that the past did not matter
and that thev could begin' life together anew. The
happy years that followed for the two proved the

truth of his prophecy.

UNBROKEN TIES

Mabel Nason File No. 3312

T71RANTIC at her husband's arrest, Verlee Brown
p left her little daughter, Mavis Anne, at her

mother's while she rushed to see Roscoe Launder,
a lawyer and a suitor of her college days. She ex-

plained to him that since the factory had laid off

help, there had been a series of hold-ups in their

neighborhood. Tlie night before a man had been held

up, and since Vernon Brown had been the only person
in sight, he had been accused. Launder promised to

help free her husband. Charlotte Gordon, Verlee's

closest chum, and a buyer in a department store,

cal'ed that night to comfort the distracted wife.

Verlee told her the baby knew nothing of this, and
thought her father had gone out of town. As Char-
lotte was returning home from business next night
in a bus, she overheard two men talking behind her.

As she was leaving, she recognized Launder, Verlee's
lawyer, pricked up her ears when he made an ap-

pointment with the rough-lookin'g men beside him.

Her suspicions aroused, Charlotte entered Launder's
outer office the following morning a few minutes
after the appointed time. She heard Launder say,

"Listen, Tony. I've wanted this woman for years
and you can help me. Tell your pal in jail to in-

form Verrton Brown his wife is stepping out with
other men. He'll believe it and she'll come my way.
I'll pay you both well." The door opened abruptly.

At sight of her the men started in pursuit and Char-
lotte ran down the hall and opened another office

door. She locked it, but heard the men battering it

down. She stepped on what she thought was a fire

escape, but to her dismay, found it was only a small

balcony. Below was an alley. A yourfg fellow was

loading groceries on a delivery truck. She was re-

lieved to recognize young Tweed, of F. Tweed and
Son, who looked up. Rea'izing her predicament, he
threw her a heavy rope which she fastened to the
railing and utilized to slide down to the ground.
Launder had called the poHce, accusing her of break-
ing into his office. As they entered the alley, Char-
lotte popped in'to the truck. Whistling, Robert Tweed
drove her to the department store. She gratefully

granted him permission to call on her that night.

Mavis Anne overheard a child in the p'ayground
say that her daddy was in jail. Tliinking only to

reach her daddy. Mavis Anne ran across the street

and was hit by a roadster. Robert Tweed, in his

truck, saw this happen, and took the n'umber of the
fleeing roadster which contained Launder and Tony.
Then he carefully carried the golden-haired child to

the hospital. On visiting the jail, Verlee was shocked
to have her husband accuse her of neglecting the child

and running around with other men', before he turned
and left her. That night before going to the theatre.

Charlotte and Robert called on Ver'ee, telling her

their discoveries. They planned that Verlee should
consult E. L. Mott, an old lawyer-friend of Vernon's
father, and keep Launder in' ignorance of their change
of plans. As Robert was escorting Cliarlotte home,
they were accosted by a hold-up man, who pointed
his gun at Robert, thinking the woman negligible.

Charlotte side-stepped, and knocked the revolver from
the man's hand. Robert immediate'y jumped on him,
and overpowdered him after an exciting battle. When
the man' was tied and unmasked, they recognized

Tony

!

Vernon' trial was a triumph in justice. Tony had
confessed to the holdup for which Vernon was ac-

cused ,and Tweed's testimony had convicted Launder
of hit-and-run driving. Charlotte's testimony fur-

ther blackened the lawyer's character, and he was
given a prison' term. Vernon was heartily ashamed
of his suspicions of his wife, which she readily for-

gave. Charlotte and Robert annnounced their engage-
ment to the reunited couple. That night, kneeling
with his wife at Mavis Anne's bedside, Vernon sang
to his child the song he had composed for her while

RECOMPENSE

File No. 3274Gaetano Zagarella

IT was carnival time in Venice and Marion Scerni

stood before an antique mirror winding the

family pearls in her beautiful auburn hair. Out-
side, on the Grand Canal, the songs of the

merrymakers and the gay lanterns on the gondolas
had transformed the dark waters lined with somber
palaces into a veritable fairyland. Marian paused a

minute In her dressing to watch the festivities. Then
she sighed, and, for some unknown reason, realized

she was unhappy. Five minutes later, on the arm
of dashing Count Guido Sperelli, she was crossing
the famous Bridge of Sighs on the way to her first

ball. Suddenly, she noticed a young woman directly

ahead of her shaking with sobs. Marian motioned
to her companion and the young pair followed the
weeping woman. The latter hurried to a crowded
quarter of the city where she entered a hairdresser's.
The shop was crowded with ladies waiting for the
hairdresser to arrange their coiffeurs. The young
woman pushed her way to the proprietor and hastily

pulled a shawl from her head. A thick mass of

glorious yellow hair came tumbling down her back.
"Will you give me two dollars for my hair?" she

asked the man huskily.
Standing in the crowded shop, Marian and Guido

watched the barber greedily snip the golden locks
and hand the woman the money. Then they followed
her to the apothecary where she purchased some
medicine and parted with her entire fortune. At
length the Count and his companion saw the woman
to her home in which her baby lay ill. The child,

kicking in pain, knocked the precious bottle of medi-
cine from the mother's hand ! Then the watching
couple stepped in and loaded the poor woman with
money. After her marriage to Guido, Marian always
kept in touch with this brave mother and her little

son, Carlo.
Twenty years past, and Marian's daughter, Elena,

was playing tennis with a friend. The fast-moving
ball bounced on a stone and then rebounded, hitting
Elena in the eye. Elena screamed and darkness
enveloped her. Several weeks later, Marian weep-
ingly left a conference of eminent specialists who
informed the grief- stricken mother that they had no
hope for Elena. She would remain blind. At length
word of the tragedy reached Carlo and this rising
young oculist visited the Sperellis. After examining
Elena, Carlo believed that he could restore the girl's
sight by an operation. Willing to take a chance,
the Count and Countess gave their consent to the
operation.
Two weeks later Carlo undid the bandages from

Elena's eyes with trembling fingers. If the girl
could see. his would be more than a scientific vic-
tory, for he had fallen in love with Elena and wanted
to bring light to her. And Elena did see! She saw
Carlo and the love light in his eyes. Then Marian,
repaid for her charity of twenty years back, gave
her daughter in marriage to the brilliant physician
whose life she had saved.

HANDCUFFS AND HEADWORK
Charles F. Gillian File No. 3364

ALTHOUGH it is a warm July day. Bozo, the
Great, handcuff artist, has cold feet. With his
manager. Duffy, and his amazingly dumb look-

ing wife, Clarinda, he has come to the comparatively
virgin soil of Corncob Center to work the racket
whereby he earns his daily ham and eggs, and some-
times his wife's new hat. Bozo offers one thousand

dollars to any man who can clamp his wrists in

handcuffs from which he cannot extricate himself.
Duffy, Bozo, and Clarinda, already had an increased
flow of saliva, anticipating the tenderloin they would
buy from the proceeds of a packed house that night
—when they learn that Barr, a native of Corncob
Center, has in his possession the one pair of hand-
cuffs whose grip Bozo cannot loose.
There are two pair of handcuffs in existence which

can stump Bozo—one pair is in his possession and
the other in Barr's. These handcuffs were forced
during the civil war by General Sherman who had in

his custody two shiftless negro prisoners. The
darkies managed to slip off every manacle on their
wrist as though the steel were rubber bands, until
the General ordered his smithy to make two fool-

proof, and darky -proof pair. The smith created
formidable- looking manacles with watchdog teeth
pointing to that part which encircles the wrist. Bozo
secured one pair of the famous cuffs that "the devil
himself could not get out of" when he was playing a
small town in Chio, The original possessor in the
audience became so excited at the thought of win-
ning a thousand dollars, that he had a heart attack
before he could walk up to the stage with his trump
card. Bozo solicitously ran to the man, patted his
temples, and picked his pocket of the manacles. Tlie
man was led out of the theatre to a taxi without
realizing his loss.

But here, in Cobb Center, Bozo could not ayain
hope for aid to come to him from heaven. So Duffy
decides to give it to him. Cruising about the town,
with the lubricator of whiskey instead of gold coins
in his pocket, Duffy manages to loosen the tongues
of the townsmen to such an extent that they talk
freely of Barr—his unpopularity—his unsavory seduc-
tion of one of the nicest girls in town, and his
all-around worthtessness as a citizen.

Duffy takes Clarinda into his confidence. He
directs her to conduct a fast- moving flirtation with
Barr. The show house is packed that evening to
see Bozo's fall or triumph. Many men come up to
him, proudly snapping their prize handcuffs about
his wrist, and each time he easily slipped the chains.
Duffy sees Barr moistening his lips in anticipatory
glee. He observes Barr move to ascend toward the
platform. Then Duffy raises his hand for silence.
He announces that, before going on with the show
he has an important message to bring to the ears
of the good townspeople. He mentions Barr's past
attack on the innocent Corncob Center girl, and then
with crocodile tears in his voice, he reveals Barr's
attempted seduction of poor, innocent Little Clar-
inda. Little Clarinda walks modestly out on the
stage and looks convincingly, dumb, innocent, and
insulted. The audience is in a furore. They clamor
to run Barr out of town, and Barr streaks through
a side door leaving the handcuffs behind them.
Duffy quietb' picks them up as the auditorium empties
itself of the angry audience, and Bozo kisses his
manager on both cheeks. Then he seizes Clarinda
and trips a merry measure with her which she
dances with intelligent feet and a vacant face.

Dorothy Hiatt File No. 3224

ELOISE MARVIN'S father, set on linking the
Marvin millions with the Serlaunt millions,
insisted that his daughter marry Grant Ser-

launt, in spite of his inexplicable repugnance to her.
To further the match which had Grant's undivided
approval, Mr. Marvin invited Grant to join them on
their summer ranch in ^Jevada. When the train
arrived in Reno, Eloise jumped off, waved good-bye
to her father and unwanted suitor, announcing she
would visit with Violet and Gwen in Reno for a
while. Eloise walked into a gay party of would-be
divorcees at the hotel. She was hilariously greeted
by the two friends seeking their freedom, and joined
them in a round of gay parties. She awoke one day
with a morning-after headache to find the gorgeous
sunshine streaming into the room, and decided the
ranch was the place for her. With her usual
impulsiveness, she packed and left on the next train.
At the ranch, Mark Taylor, a handsome cowboy,

had incurred the enmity of Grant by inquiring for
Eloise, whom Grant considered his future wife, with
too much interest. He decided not to take any more
chances, and plotted to carry off Eloise and force
her to marry him as soon as she arrived in town.
She was expected the end of that week. Going into
town for the mail that day, Mark overheard the plot.
He was surprised and delighted to see Eloise alight
from the train, two days earlier than expected, and
personally escorted her safely to the ranch.
As Mark and Eloise and Grant were riding the

ranch, the former pointing out the year's changes,
several ruffians sprang from behind a rock and
attacked them. Mark was downed, but Grant
miraculously rescued Eloise. It was merely a plan
of his own to prove his bravery. But Mark, limping
home, was suspicious if that were to be the last plot,
and watched Eloise closely. Tliat night Mark noticed
dark figures lurking outside her window. When
Eloise entered her room, Mark knocked on the door,
told her her father wanted to talk with her, and
when she had descended, entered. He turned out the
light and got under the covers of her bed. He heard
men enter, then he was wrapped in the covers and
carried out bodily. You can imagine the surprise of
the men when they untied Mark instead of the fair
Eloise! The bound him, and returned for Eloise.
changing their plans. They were under orders from
Grant to deliver Eloise at a minister's but they
decided to warn Grant of the hitch in their scheme
and deliver her that night instead of the following
day. Mark was left alone in the cave.
As scon as his captors were gone, Mark managed

to free his bonds. He ran to some nearby stables,
appropriated a horse, and galloped to the house the
men had named. As Mark rounded a curve in the
road he saw just ahead of him the men carrying the
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girl. He look a short-cut and entered eiiougli ahead
of them to notify the sheriff and gain the minister's

house just as he was asking if there were no objec-

tions now to forever hold their peace. Mark shouted
his objection, and only quick gunplay on his part

saved him from being shot by Grant Serlaunt.

Grant clasped his wounded arm in pain as the

Sheriff entered. Mark took Eloise in his arms and
declared himself her latest captor if she were willing

to be his captive. She nodded, and the minister

calmly started the ceremony over again.

Peggy Adams Hickson File No. 3232

((-« 7-(>L' will have to choose between the child and
Y me," said Andre firmly, not looking at the

lovely upturned face of Mildred. "Annabelle
says 3 child would ruin our place in society."

Mildred stroked the golden curls of little MiUy,
clinging to her skirts. "She is my sister's child,

and I couldn't send her to an orphanage and be
happy, even with you," replied Mildred.
Andre rode awav, leaving an embittered and tear-

wraoked Mildred ' behind him. His shallow sister

Annabelle. who had influenced him since childhood,

wanted him to marry rich Alice Gary, and had
harped upon the drawbacks of the child so much
that Andre's mind was twisted on that subject.

A lonely Mildred set out with a chattering Milly

to seek work in the city. The kindliness of the man
in the seat opposite warmed Mildred's heart. In the

city, she placed Milly in a nursery and found a small
apartment. Many weeks of fruitless search passed
until Mildred desperately accepted a position as a
waitress. During this time she was thankful for

Milly's adorable gayety which kept her mind off her
own broken heart. At the restaurant she met many
people—Mrs. Conway, a sweet old lady, who con-
fided her plans for a home near the river for herself

and grandson; Fontleroy, a taxidriver, whose leering

invitations Mildred spurned; and Edward 'Winthrop,
the man of the train, who became Mildred's devoted
friend. Called by the nursery one day. Mildred
found the child in tears—she was lonesome for her
aunt. Taking Milly with her, Mildred returned to

the restaurant, and with a loan from her kind
emplovtr, started a millinery shop in her apartment
so she could be with Milly. Mildred worked hard to

pull her little shop out of debt, and was fast losing

her strength. Edward's long drives into the country
were their only recreation. Mildred was reading the
newspaper while Edward smoked and five-year-old

Milly frolicked. A startled exclamation from Mildred
brought Edward to her side as she fainted from the
shock of the announcement of Andre's marriage. For
a week she lay ill. She learned that the neighbors
thought Milly to be her child. When she recovered,
Edward told her he had found a home for her and
Millv near the river with a kind old lady and her
grandson. Mildred was delighted to live with Mrs.
Conway. Her ten-year-old grandson Ralph was a
splendid companion for Milly. Mildred's shop pros-
pered.

Fifteen years later. Mildred, white-haired now, was
startled by Milly's impetuous entrance into the shop.

Her niece was radiant, and Mildred shared her joy

when she learned that Milly and Ralph, now a young
lawyer, were going to be married. That night ^lil-

dred wandered to the river's shore, musing sadly on
her own lost romance. Ouarreling voices on the

other side of the hedge attracted her attention.

"You low-bred scoundrel" she heard. "How dare
you insinuate that about Mildred Townsley. Font-
leroy, Milly is not her child and if you say that
again, I'll kill you!"
Mildred thought it was her old champion, Edward,

defending her. Refused bv Mildred, he had long
since married a charming woman, and Mildred was
their close friend. She rushed to the road, in time
to see the disappearing headlights of Fontleroy's
taxi. A man lay moaning on the grass. Stooping,
she was astounded to recognize Andrei Her calls

brought the young couple on the scene, and Ralph
hastened for a doctor. While Mildred nursed Andre
back to health, she learned of his bitterness toward
women when she left him, of the machinations of his

sister who forced him to marry Alice, of his wife's

extravagance which ruined him, and of his untiring
search for Mildred ever since his wife's death. The
two lovers never parted again.

THE VOICE OF THE DEAD

Emma Battels File No. 3242

THE little old colonial house had been empty for

years. No one knew who owned it now, but
suddenlv one day a sign was seen tacked upon

the fence, reading "For Sale." An ominous sign for

that place. Martha Lane, whose husband George
was a foreman at the mines, had always liked the
house. Now, after a good deal of persuasion George
bought it, and they moved in with their three young
sens. But strange things immediately began to
happen.
Doors would be opened during the night, as if

someone were traveling from cellar to attic throujfh-

out the entire house. One day at a party one of the
children thought he saw a woman, large and hand-
some, staring at him from the shadows. She seemed
to be begging him to do something. Then one night.
George, returning from a late shift, thought he saw
the figure again himself. She seemed in an agony,
eager and persuasive, as she beckoned, but George
was frightened and rushed into his wife's room.
They began to wish themselves out of the

_
house.

One day the shaft in which George and his men
were working gave no \varning, but caved in. and
the disaster seemed to promise certain death to the
innocent laborers.

All the town gathered about the mouth of the mme
shaft. There were anxious wives, children and
sweethearts, and among them was Martha Lane and
her children. Men were working like mad to make
an opening, but they knew they would never reach

their friends in time. The only hope of the trapped

men would be to find their way out through the old

tunnels to the breach. In the meantime, George and
his men also realized that their only hope is in find-

ing the old tunnels before they become too weak and
their lights go out.
They wander, desperately, from tunnel to tunnel,

but at last their lamps all burn out, and they lie

down to rest. While lying there, George suddenly
sees again the shadow-woman beckoning. He tells

the others nothing, feeling sure that they will think

he has gone crazy, but gets them to follow him
again. The shadow leads them out again to light

That same night George sees the shadow. He
follows it to the garden, but cannot locate anything.
He decides that there must be something to this

mystery. He searches out the oldest people in the

neighborhood and questions them, until he finds an
old woman, Amanda, who had lived near the colonial

house. She tells the men that almost 70 years ago
a tall, handsome and very popular woman had lived

in the old homestead. L'pon her death-bed she had
told this old woman who was then her friend that

she had been the mother three times of boys, but
had killed and buried them in the garden, afraid that

having children would lose her admirers. She had
begged Amanda to tell the minister, and have those
children properly buried, but Amanda had never
dared, afraid that she might be accused of having
had something to do with this outrageous practise.

George and Martha had the garden searched, and
the bodies were found. They were given Christian
burial, and the soul of the woman was at rest. In
this way did George repay his debt.

Siller Moore File No. 3256

BLACK BREAD

Ted Riley No. 3329

POVERTY forced Jim Bland to rut his pride and
anger in his torn p-cket. and ask John C. Milton
for a job. John C. Milton, the most powerful

man in the town, had ruined Tim's father financially

and had been the indirect cause of the elder Bland's
premature death. Jim hated Milton, but he had no
choice, since there were only a few slices of black
bread in the Bland larder. He was forced to apply
to the industrialist for a job so that his mother and
little sister should not starve. As he walked
morosely toward the factory, he noticed a lovely

young girl walking gaily before him. She started to

cross the street at the same moment that a car shot
around the corner, and Jim managed to pull her
away just in time. He yanked her with such force

that they both fell sprawling in the snow. She
began to laugh and cry hysterically, thanking him
for saving her life, and demanding his name, for she
wanted her father to reward him. But when she
told him that her own name was Jane Milton. Jim
suddenly dropped her arm. "I almost wish that I

had let that car run over you." he said.

However, she did not understand the significance
of his words, and giggled because she thought he
was joking. She accompanied him to her father's

oilice. and insisted that he give her rescuer a good
job. ^Milton's paternal jealousy was aroused at the
evident admiration for the voung man which shone
in Jane's eyes. So when the millionaire summoned
the foreman who was to instruct Jim in his new
duties, he whispered to him, "Make it hot for the
kid." Jane overheard him. and from that moni.ent
dated her growing contempt for her father, and her
love for Jim. Day by day the new love grew. Jim
confided in her sympathetic ear all his hopes and
plans and dreams, and even the feeling he harbored
against her father, which he could not overcome.
One day Jane promised Jim that she would marry
him, and that same day Milton heard rumors of the
seriousness of this affair between Jane and Jim.
Blind with anger, Milton plunged into the machine
room to confront Jim. Jim proudly confessed the
love between Jane and himself, and the raging Jlil-

ton gave the youth a swift blow on the side of the
head. Jim tottered and fell in the path of a hanging
derrick which knocked him into oblivion. .

The boy was taken home unconscious. The doctor
pronounced his recovery doubtful. In the meantime.
Jane was sitting at home, peacefully reading a novel.
As yet, she had heard nothing of the accident.
Then she saw her father come in, white and shaken,
and sink into his arm chair, his head buried in his
hands. "I've killed him. Jane." he moaned. "I've
killed a man " Although Milton had been quite
facile at shrugging off the pangs of conscience which
pricked him for some of his dealings back in his
piratical business youth, he could not harden himself
to the thought of actual manslaughter. And now, he
mused despairingly, he had caused this injury to his
daughter's lover, and the son of the man whom he
had "skinned" twenty years ago.
Janie stared at him with uncomprehending eyes,

but when she heard him mutter the name "Bland,"
she dashed out of the house hatless and coatless

the Bla
There the unhappy mother and sister were weepmg

at Jim's bedside. Jane threw herself across the bed,
begging Jim to speak to her. The doctor shook his
head sadly. At that moment, Jlilton, disheveled and
distraught, entered the house. "Listen, boy," he
said, leaning low over Jim's bed, and speaking dis-
tinctly in his ear. ""V'ou are going to have the best
specialist, the best of care. But your bonus for liv-

ing is this: Full restitution to your mother and
sister for the luxuries of which I robbed them twenty
years ago—and for yourself—Jane. Is it a bargain?"

Tim's hand pressed Milton's with a firm grasp.
"Qinched." whispered Jim, "And Elands don't break
bargains."

THE dying
At last the words

frantic effort to spea'w.

and he whispered to his

partner that his last wish was that his friend

marry his sister. Jack Bufford did not wish to be
"hitched up," but he could not refuse Fred's request.

At all costs, his pal must die in peace. The next day
found Jack at the railroad station to meet Willita

Hamilton. The youth was prepared for the worst
and had visions of a forty-year-old bride who weighed
at least two hundred pounds. He was relieved con-
siderably, when a slender young woman of twenty
proved to be Fred's sister from the East. As the

pair traveled towards the K. O. Ranch, Jack broke
the news of Fred's death and the dying man's
request that his sister would not have to face the

dangers of the West alone. Willita could only con-
sent to this strange prc-posal. and so the pair^^ who
had known each other but a few hours, were joined

in holy matrimony at the next town they passed on
their journey. Neither thought of the vows he was
taking, but of the lonely grave under the shadow of

Mount La Platta.
Tlie cheerful ranch house Fred had built for his

sister cheered the tired travelers as they reached
home. Moreover, the Thomases, friends of the Ham-
iltons, were present to greet Willita. It was not
until the following morning that the young bride

discovered none knew of the marriage rites per-

formed in Gallop the day before. Jack continued to

call her Miss Hamilton and there was nothing in his

manner that suggested more than disinterested

respect. As the weeks wore on, Willita wished that
her husband showed affection towards her. Without
realizing it. she found herself looking forward to

mealtime each day, when he would come heme and
sit across the table from her. When the Thomases
left the ranch for civilization. Jack asked her if she
wanted to join them. Willita said no.

A little while later he met her at the old fishing
pond and inquired politely if she had caught any
fish. Jack next asked if she wished to sell her share
of the ranch and Willita replied firmly that her share
was not for sale. Then suddenly, without the slight-

est warning, the rock her feet rested en gave way,
and with one little squeal she followed it with a

great splash into the cold, blue waters below her.

Handicapped as he was with heavy boots and riding
trousers, Jack knew that swimming would be diffi-

cult, so without a moment's hesitation he spurred on
his horse to the edge of the pond and in one flying

leap, horse and rider dropped a few yards from her.

With a swift movement, Jack lifted her up gently
and crushed her in his arms. The ne.xt second he
was whispering sweet words to her.

"Darling." he said hurriedly, "will you—won't you

"Well!— Didn't I?"
"Oh, yes—that is—to be sure. But I mean, I'm

terribly in love with you."
"Which is more to the point." she wdiispered into

his vest pocket, while one very wet arm slipped
around his neck.

THE BUSINESS OF BOOTLEGGING

Wesley W. Pillion File No. 3315

LEAEADER of the Minneapolis gangsters" was the
newspaper men bestowed on Leroy Hines,
I Leroy's underworld activities began to

be felt by respectable citizens of that metropolis. Le-
roy's story w^as the usual one—he had been born and
brought up among crooks and when he became old

enough he used his brain to rule over his companions
outside the law. Mr. Hines, Senior, was a sneak-
thicf and .Mrs. Hines a shoplifter. At an early age
Leroy was initiated into his parents' occupation and it

was not long before he outshone them. Then came
prohibition and Leroy's big opportunity. It was he
who organized Minneapolis' bootleggers into efficient,

reliable business men and owned the men who brought
liquor from Canada regularly. Leroy's power took
root in the dark corners of the slum, but soon every
citizen who bought a drop of illicit alcohol was paying
tribute to him.
When Lerov met Margie Dawes she was a well-

known "frail" wdto had seen better days, but still had
a prettv face and a youthful figure. It was Margie's
hard exterior that first attracted Leroy. Alter he

heard some of the curses that came out regularly from

her heavily-rouged lips, the youth was sure he had
met his match. The pair became fast friends and
Margie began looking prosperous. Soon she was in-

stalled in a pretentious apartment and had an expen-

sive car at her disposal. Margie's brother Ted. the

only person for whom she showed any tenderness,

lived with her. Though only nineteen, Ted had served

two jail sentences and was constantly connected with

One warm summer evening, Ted spent an hour or

two drinking scotch highballs in a nearby speakeasy.

His friends joined him, all praising the quality of

Leroy's "booze." Then Ted felt a peculiar, twitching

pain
'
in his arm and decided to go home. He re-

turned to the apartment reeling. Suddenly, Margie,

who was dressing in anticipation of her lover's arrival,

heard him call. She rushed to his room and saw that

he was very ill. When the doctor arrived, the nine-

teen- vear-old youth was dead from poisoned alcohol.

Margie collapsed from the shock. Then, suddenly, she

blauK-d Leroy for the tragedy, and gathering a few
clothes together, she fled from the apartment. Leroy
was shaken by Ted's death and Margie's tlisappearance.

At first he was sure the girl would return, but as .the

months went by and he heard nothing from her, he
lost hope. Outwardly, he grew stricter with his under-

lings and more defiant of the law. Deaths from de-

natured alcohol decreased in Minneapolis, as Leroy
brought more and better liquor into the city.
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Meanwhile. Margie was working as a salesgirl in a

St. Paul department store. Eventually, one of Leroy's
men spotted her and the master gangser came humbly
to ask her to return to him. He was amazed at the
cliange in his former sweetheart. She refused to come
back until Leroy gave up his underworld activities.

Unmoved by his entreaties, she remained adamant. A
year later Mr. and Mrs. Hines were living happly in

San Francisco. And Mr. Hines dealt in real estate

exclusively!

THE WHITE OWL
Claude Mix File No. 3032

JACK and Velma. sweethearts, are dancing in her
home as the famous Florida > hurricane hits the

house and the two young people are torn from
each other and blown in opposite directions. As soon as
it is humanly possible. Jack starts his search for

Vehna among the ruins of the town of Hialeah. He
comes upon a jewel box, but before he can open it he
is shot by the owner, who thinks him a thief. Realiz-
ing his mistake, the man has Jack rushed to a hos-
pital. It is months before Jack has fully recovered,
and by then he can find no trace of Velma. All
Hialeah is buzzing with the daring robberies of the
White Owl, and Jack determines to rid the city of

the thief, even at risk to himself. He joins the detec-
tive force. Soon after he is called in by Mr. Brown,
who tells him he was alone with his wife counting
monev, when he came across a slip of paper printed
"The White Owl is Watching You" and immediately
after the money was snatched from his hand and he
saw the White Owl disappearing through the window.
As Mr. Brown speaks to Jack, out in the garden the
White Owl slips off the dark sheet which has kept
him hidden in the shrubbery and quietly disappears.

Jack escorts Lily Brown to a dance the next night.
Lily takes him over to meet some friends, Bob—and
the girl is Velma ! Velma pales and gasps to Jack,
"I thought you were dead !" They begin to dance,
and Jack explains what happened to him and tells

\'elma of his fruitless search for her. She is singu-
larly uncommunicative, and Jack wonders at the
change a year has wrought in Velma. He had left her
a sweet girl and finds her a clever woman. He de-

cides that being left destitute has hardened Velma by
the necessity of earning her own living, and tenderly
thinks that now he has found her the need is over and
she will again become his gentle sweetheart. He is

hurt, though, to have Velma reply to his suggestion of

marriage that he would liave to wait until he catches
the White Owl. She excuses herself, and Jack is at-

tracted to the hotel's cash desk by outcries. The
cashier had come across the White Owl's usual warn-
ing while counting the money, and it had been
snatched from his hand. Search fails to reveal the
White Owl. Jack returns to the waiting Velma with
apologies which she accepts.

Lily invites Jack, Velma and Bob to a party at her
home. They arrive early, and while Mrs. Brown is

showing the two girls the pies she has prepared and
the men are in the living room discussing the raid on
the hotel. Mr. Brown brings forth some money he
had been unable to deposit at the bank that day. The
White Owl steps in from the garden, and holds the
men up. Bob cleverly hides the money in his coat
sleeve, and the White Owl leaves empty-handed. Jack
jumps into the garden, but can find no trace of the
thief, as the women run in from the kitchen. Lily
throws her arms around Bob in her relief at finding
him safe, and their love is revealed. Jack is still in
the garden. There he finds an owl costume and a
dark sheet. He says nothing of this to the others, but
returns and hides in the garden after escorting Velma
home. He is almost asleep in his cramped position
when a dark figure creeps silently into the garden and
picks up the costume, jack follows quietly, but stum-
bles. TUe figure turns, and then runs. Jack wonders
that there is no shooting, and starts in pursuit.
Through the streets of the sleeping town the two
silently run, until at its outskirts Jack catches the
fleeing figure. The approach of dawn reveals a
woman's form ! A sudden shaft of light brings Jack
face to face with Velma ! He gives a startled cry and
loosens his hold. Free. Velma does not flee, because
if she has lost Jack she has nothing more to live for.

She explains to Jack that the hurricane had torn her
clothes to pieces and left her stranded in the middle
of a field. There she found a trunk of costumes, and
picked out that of the white owl as the warmest. She
approached a group of people, eating, to ask for food,
and they fled, frightened by her costume. She helped
herself to food and clothing. Next morning's paper
had carried headlines about the White Owl. and that
gave her the idea to continue, since the storm had
left her penniless and she thought Jack was dead. At
the end of her recital. Tack slowly took the costume
from Velma's arms, and made a bonfire of it. With
her head on his shoulder they watched the White Owl
go up in flames.

THE RAIN OF HATE

Ella Kirk Jelliffe

"D
O yc

File No. 3292

[.izzie? I thinki what I think, I
II is the Doctor's mistress!" As
le angry words left her mouth,

pretty Sara Wilson regretted them. Lizzie, maliciously
pleased at Sara's insinuation, left hastily, before the
remark could be retracted. Sara was left to reflect
upon the causes of her statement. The unending
downpour had put her nerves on edge, and Mrs. Mer-
rill's garden across the way was a constant reminder
of her lost happiness. A few months before she had
quarrelled seriously with her fiance, Dr. E-verett.
Soon after Mrs. Merrill had moved into the house
across the wayj and her constant visits to the Doctor's
office, especially when her labors in her garden, de-
picted splendid health, aroused Sara to a fury of jeal-

uusi'. At that moment, Lizzie, the village gossip, had
called, and her diatribe at Mrs. Merrill's "exclusive-
ness" had loosed Sara's venom. Now she knew her
remark would spread like wildfire through the town,
but her jealously distorted her usual fair-mindedness
and she was convinced she was right. She donned
her rain clothes, and made her way to Noah Burton's
office. He was the local newspaper editor and real

estate agent, and a former suitor of Sara. She asked
him how long Mrs. Merrill's lease would run, as her
sister was thinking of renting the place. Noah had
not taken his defeat by Dr. Everett in good manner,
and now he insultingly told Sara he understood she
was inquiring to break up the doctor's friendship with
Mrs. Merrill. Aghast at his words. Sara spat out
from the door, " should think you'd be ashamed to
rent your house to a woman of that kind!"

Next morning the sun was shining, and Sara was
able to review her actions of the day before with the
proper perspective. She realized she had had no basis
but her own jealousy for her remarks, and was horri-
fied at herself. As she read an insinuating paragraph
by Noah in the morning's paper, she was almost over-
come with humiliation. She pictured Lizzie's delight
in spreading the news, and Dr. Everett's disgust.
Quickly she sought Mrs. Knight, her mother's best
friend, and poured out the entire story to her. Capa-
ble Mrs. Knight donned her bonnet and shawl, and
followed by a penitent Sara, bore down upon Lizzie
and warned her not to repeat Sara's words about Mrs.
Merrill. Next she visited Noah, and that dapper little

man cowered before her wrath, and promised no
more insinuating paragraphs would appear in his
newspapermen that subject, anyways. Sara never
did anything by halves, and now she went to
apologize to the unsuspecting Mrs. Merrill.

Mrs. Merrill's greeting contained the news that her
husband, a friend of Dr. Everett, would return home
from the hospital the following day. Sara had not
known Mrs. Merrill had a husband! And now she
knew the reason for Mrs. Merrill's frequent visits to
the doctor who had saved her husband's life. For the
second time that day Sara told her story, this time to
the injured party, and even confessed she had been so
wicked because of her love for Dr. Everett. As she
was making this last confession with lowered eyes,
she did not see the doctor himself enter, and Mrs.
Merrill tiptoe from the room, until the doctor's voice
startled her. He berated himself for not having taken
the initiative in ending their quarrel, but Sara's imme-
diate surrender to his outstretched arms made for-

giveness unnecessary.

BLOOD-BEAUTY
Ann Stefula File No. 3233

ed by

WANTED: BLONDE BRIDE

E+ta Viola Murphy File No. 3203

HOPEFUL HEZ sighed at the vision of the beau-
tiful white maiden that greeted him from the
fountain of his western mansion, and immedi-

ately packed to search the world over for his blonde
bride. He set out in his white automobile with his
white dog, dressed in white clothes, for that color was
his weakness, in spite of his Scotch descent. On the
trail beneath his mountain home, Hopeful stopped his
car to watch a giant stag. The dog jumped out to
follow the stag, and Hopeful was forced to wait. A
Scotch lassie passed on a coal-black horse, and her
jolly, laughing face challenged Hopeful to a race.
Hopeful was quick to take advantage of making the
acquaintance of this lass with golden hair, but his car
stalled giving the bonny maiden the race. She wheeled
her horse around, and offered to help Hopeful. Soon
she had the car started. While he waited for the
return of the dog, Hopeful told the lassie of his white
vision in the fountain, and that he was going to Paris
where there were so many beautiful women to find
her. The dog returned, and on her horse the lass
jumped, hoping he would find his bride in Paris.
An Irish maiden with a heavy basket made the

chivalrous Hopeful ofTer a ride. When hungry, they
alighted and the daughter of Erin prepared a delicious
repast. Hopeful again confided his mission, and the
Irish maid offered herself as his bride. Hopeful quickly
jumped into his car and drove away. He inquired
the direction to Paris of two passing Gypsy sisters,
one of whom proposed when he gave his reason for
wanting to go th^re. Hopeful's speed soon brought
him into the city, where he was stopped by a police-
man. His dog, however, pinned the policeman down,
and it was a huge amount of money that made the
policeman forget his wounded pride. Hopeful took a
train east, and on it told his tale to a spinster sitting
on the seat beside him. She cushioned her head on
his shoulder and simpered a giggled proposal. Hope-
ful made the rest of the journey in the baggage car
with his dog!
On the boat a beautiful blonde child fell overboard.

Hopeful threw off his shoes and dived in, saving her
life. He was the hero of the ship. The grateful
mother, a charming dark-eyed widow, tried her fas-
cinations on the wealthy bachelor, to no avail. Hope-
ful chartered an aeroplane which he ordered painted
white, with which to continue his research in Europe.
On the flying field a timid maid nestled close to
Hopeful's dog for courage before going ud. Hopeful
tried to banish h^r fears, but when he saw her falling
in love with him, he fled. Hopeful flew over many
countries, saw many lovely women, but could not
find the girl of his vision. With renewed hope he
alighted in Paris, city of romance !.

At his first ball there he was taken possession of by
a scarlet-clad Italian beauty, who clung tightly to
him. The belle of the ball entered, a black-gowned
dark-haired woman, but even she was placed in the
shade as men swarmed around the latest comer—

a

lovely blonde, dressed in foamy white—the vision of
Hopeful's dream at the fountain ! Hopeful forgot all

else, and soon was dancing with his dream girl. The
jealous Italian woman drew a dagger to plunge into
the blonde girl's heart, but Hopeful saved her and
the defeated woman slunk away. His vision became
his bride, and it was then he discovered her to be the
laughing Scotch lassie of his first encounter!

RUDOLPH, an American locksmith, wa;
the dark grandeur of the medieval
entered. Tramping through Europe, he had

stopped at the tavern of this small French town and
told them he was a locksmith. They said the "old
madam" in the forbidding castle had need of one, but
none of the local lads dared enter there. Already
uneasy because of the fear of the superstitious vil-

lagers, Rudolph noticed that the old-fashioned draw-
bridge made the castle as difficult to leave as to enter.
His whistling was out of place in the dark halls. The
mistress, a middle-aged woman of dark, sinister beauty,
asked Rudolph to fix a statute in her bathroom, but as
it was late, suggested he remain at the castle over
night and do his work in the morning. He shivered
at the glance of what the villagers called "the evil

eye," but consented. Madam Batori's obvious ad-
vances as they appeared to him, frightened the lad,

but the loveliness of Annette, the little waitress, so
enthralled Rudolph that he forgot his fears. After a
heavy meal with too much liquor, Madam Batori
showed Rudolph through her portrait gallery. The
tales she told of her ancestors made his hair stand on
end, and it was a trembling Rudolph who stood in his
forbidding bed-chamber. He sat down in a chair, and
drowsy from the liquor, slept.

He awakened shortly and sought the bathroom.
There he found a beautiful statute, and curiously
searched for places where repairs were necessary. He
touched the necklace around its neck from behind, and
two swords jumped from the outstretched hands.
Lucky for him he was behind the statute and not in
front! He could not understand themeaning of the
swords, and as he heard Madam Batori approach, hid
behind some hangings. Madam Batori was accom-
panied by her pretty personal maid. She sent the
girl to bring her the necklace around the statute. The
swords flashed forth, and the girl fell, blood dripping
into the basin beneath. With an evil grin. Madam
Batori bathed her face in the blood, and the horrified
Rudolph saw her face grow gradually younger. She
left.

Remembering a remark at the table to the effect
that Annette was to become Madam Batori's personal
maid the following day, Rudolph sought her. for he
was in love with the beautiful French girl. He found
her dusting the dining room. To her surprise he
grabbed her and hurried with her to the drawbridge.
It was drawn. Quickly he jumped over the wall,
and commanded the girl in frenzied tones to jump into
his outstretched arms. He found a small boat below,
and with the bewildered girl rowed to the other side.

It was not until they were half-way to the village and
the girl demanded an explanation, that Rudolph told
her what he had witnessed and confessed that he loved
her. The girl rocked with laughter. Rudolph was
indignant. He had saved her life and she laughed at
him ! Between her gurgles of laughter she explained
that he had been sleeping, and she and Madam Batori
had found him walking toward the bathroom. Having
heard it was dangerous to awaken a sleepwalker, they
had left him alone. Then he had suddenly grabbed
her, arid thinking he was trying to flirt. Annette, lik-

ing him, had not protested. From the statue's out-
stretched hands ran water, not swords ! And Madam
Batori was always the kindest mistress, although her
cross-eyes and eccentric manner of clinging to the past
made the villages fear her. It was a sheepish Ru-
dolph who drew the laughing girl into his arms.

BONDS OF STEEL

Andrew Laurent File No. 3313

THE proprietor of the Tallest Club was a shrewd
man in employing Atis Mvnature for the knife-
throwing act. It was still a rather rare act.

that commanded one hundred forty dollars a week.
Gem was the beautiful girl whose harmonious and
amiable activity made this act the more successful.
Her courage twice a week in facing the night was
only one of the many factors that endeared her to
Atis, who was devoted to every inch of her little body,
and would have died rather than maim it by once
missing his aim with his knives.

Lola was a friend to both, but she could not refrain
from some slight interference in the affair between
Atis and Gem, for she. too. loved Atis, fondling his
tie coquettishly in a way that aroused Gem's hostility.
She let him see that Gem had been receiving attention
from the son of a millionaire, John Pattered, obviously
because he was just one of the men one had to play
in this show business.

But Atis began to realize that this attachment was
of a more lasting quahty than that which Gem had
formerly allowed with any of the rich men who enter-
tained. He tried to forbid its going any further, but
she only put him off. In the meantime. Martin Fat-
tered became interested in Van Vorst's theatre, and
the latter, hoping to touch him for a boost of a finan-
cial nature, decided to give an extra performance of
the knife-throwing act in his favor. Gem and Atis did
not relish the idea, but Gem hoped it would be a way
of exciting the old man's admiration, and this would
in turn reflect on her glory as the young lady being
courted by his son, John. Naturally Atis could not
sympathize with such an ambition.
A short time before the act was to be nut on, he

overheard Gem promising herself forever to John. She
told Atis later that she really loved the rich boy. but
he insisted that she had given up Atis' love for the
wealth of a man whom she did not care for. His
iealous rose to such heights that he promised to kill

her during the course of the act. She pleaded with
him not to tell John, even if she were to die. of her
previous cinse intimacy with Atis. but he will promise
nothing. Lola notices the look of fierce determination
on his face when be enters the stage for the act, and
she fears for both of them.
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Gem's eyes, full of trust and I>eauty and love, made
it impossible for Atis to swerve from his practiced aim.
He threw three kuives, never touching her beautiful
body. She whispered to him, her faith that he could
not harm her, but in the last knife-throwing his mental
lialance seemed to fail him. In an instant the girl's

form lay crumpled on the floor, the blood issuing from
the knife wound. Atis bent over, sick with remorse,
pleading with her that it was sheer love that prompted
the act. She raised her arms, commenting weakly
that Lola must have been disarranging his tie again,
and died, her last thought being of Atis. and not of

the rich suitor at all.

A NIGHT OF NIGHTS

Edith E. Adams File No. 3229

A STORM is raging without as Mr. and Mrs
Parkhurst, with their young lawyer, Gerald
Finley, await the arrival of the twins, Louella

and Lewis Parkhurst. They had just moved into the
house left them by an old bachelor uncle of Mr.
Parkhurst. While waiting, Finley tells them about
a mystery story he has just read. Lena, their spin-
ster maid, reaches the door as Finley says: "The
owner was killed for the vast fortune in jewe's
that was supposed to be hidden somewhere in the
house arfd the spirit of the dead man haunts the
house." Lena made directly for the kitchen to tell

the colored cook, Eliza, and butler. Sam, that the
owner was killed for the vast fortune in jewels
were hidden in this house—and the house is haunted!
Liza and Sam are suitably impressed. Two tramps
knock on the back door for shelter, and the excited
servants enlarge the story to them. When the ser-
vants leave the room, they grab Eliza's cake and
hide, intendin'g to find the treasure for themselves.
Lena's outcry on her return to the room bring Sam
and Liza on the scene, and she swears the men and
cake have vanished in smoke.
While the family is still in the library, a panel

moves, and a dark, hairy hand reaches toward Mr.
Parkhurst's neck. He turns suddenly . and the
hand disappears. Three knocks are heard through
the wall, but search fails to reveal their source.
Lena is fixing a bed, when she hears slow, heavy
footsteps and sees the doorknob turn. She jumps
under the muslin cover of an armchair. Sam enters
the room. He is startled by the three knocks, and
his eyes almost pop when he notices the movement
of the armchair. A sneeze from Len'a sends him
running, especially as he takes her for a ghost when
she rises with the chair cover. He is further de-
moralized by hearing a loud wail, ending in a
squack! through the front door. The Gills are seek-
ing shelter from the storm, and five-year-old Freddie
has a toy balloon which wails as the air leaves it.

Back in the kitchen, Liza is mixing the batter for

another cake. Sam enters. He puts his arms around
her and whispers pretty n'o things in her ear as the
batter runs down the front of her dress. As he
draws Liza on his lap, her spoon leaves a trail of
dough up his trouser leg. Freddie enters from behind.
As the wail from the balloon is heard, the startled
couple jump, spilling the batter all over themselves
and smash things as they blindly seek to escape
from the room.
Louella and Lewis arrive, the former being greeted

most afifectionately by Finley, her sweetheart. The
family retires. Finley saying a long good night to
Louella outside the door of her room. Lena had
not witnessed their arrival, and is surprised to see
Louella, dressed in lounging robe, go down the hall

toward the bathroom. She is descending the steps
when she meets Lewis, in the identical robe, ascend-
ing. She is amazed, for she thinks they both are
one person'. Louella goes down the hack stairs to
the library for a book, and almost bumps into Lena
as she returns bv way of the front steps. Lena
screams. She frightens Louella. who turns and comes
up the back steps, where she meets Lena coming
down. Lena, terror-stricken, rushes back up the
stairs and enters the nearest bedroom backward,
sitting on the bed. She grabs the covers an'd turns,
to see Lewis looking askance at her. She howls,
'Ghosts!" bringing the family around her. She
lear stake
Again they retire. Lewis goes for a drink of water,

and Finley tiptoes after, thinking it Louella. He
grabs and kisses Lewis, until he learns his error.
Lewis laughs at his embarrassment. Louella remem-
bers that her handbag is in the library. Going for it,

she finds the tramps searching the room. They
grab her and take her with them through the
sliding panel as Louella 's screams bring the house-
hold to the scene. The tramps break a mirror in

their haste, and Lena sees them disappearing. They
have a difificult time getting her story between her
wails of "Seven years bad luck," but Finley finally

finds the secret spring an'd he and Lena follow.
Finley battles with the tramps, Lena constantly in

his way. thinking she is helping. The others reach
them and the tramps are overcome. The explana-
tions of the entire night's excitement are so amus-
ing that Mr. and Mrs. Parkhurst merely send the
tramps on their way. Louella aiTd Finley are left

alone to say another lingering good-nigjit in the
library.

MAJOR ECKEL'S MURDERER

L. S. Wheeler File No. 3223

JACK REID. Major Eckel's nephew, drove reck-
lessly down the dark street in his anxiety to
get Daisy Dare to her home and out of his life

altogether. A shock—he stopped! "I've hit a
woman!" he gasped. Daisy clutched his arm. "Come
on. Someone'll pick her up soon." she stated, and
forced him to go ahead.
Tack had been a thorn to his urfcle. He had run

around with fast people, and the Major considered
it his duty to curtail the boy's allowance. Since
Doris had returned home from school, however, the
Major had noticed a change in the boy. Doris was
his ward, a sweet young girl—and Jack had fallen
hard. The night of the accident Jack had been saying
farewell to a none-too-gracious Daisy. The follow-
in'g morning Daisy appeared at the Major's home, ask-
ing- for Jack. He was angry that she should seek
him there, but she thrust a newspaper in his face
with the headlines. "Aged Woman Run Down by
Hit-and-Run Driver; Dies in Local Hospital." She
declared she would tell unless he "forked over" ten
thousand dollars. Jack explained to her he had no
money until the death of his uncle, and if his
urfcle should find out about the accident, he would
disinherit Jack for dragging the family name through
the courts; His uncle's two hobbies were the fam-
ily honor and firearms. Daisy departed, threatening
to tell all if he did not give her the money within
a week. She left a sorely distressed Jack behind
her. Doris was troubled by the strange visitor, but
sought to erase the frown from Jack's forehead with
some soothing music. Tlie Major entered the room,
carrying a new thirty-caliber rifle, and had the
butler fasten it to the south wall with the butt
toward the window and higher than the muzzle.
"That looks fine," said Eckel, admiring his new
trophy. A policeman brought the Major a package,
from the contents of which the old gentleman was
to name a murderer to the district attorney. The
young people left the room in order that the
Major could start his work.
At 3:00 p.m. a shot was heard, but there was no

alarm, for the young couple thought the Major had
fired a pistol to aid his experiments. When he did
not appear for dinner, they entered the room aird

found him lying on the couch, dead. The police
and a famous detective were summoned. The police
theory was that the murderer's gang, learning that
the Major was testing the fatal bullet, had killed
him to save their leader. Daisy appeared and de-
manded money from Jack, He told her that when
he read the paper he discovered the woman men-
tioned had been" found in an entirely different part
of the city, and so he was not guilty. Daisy shrugged
and, insinuating she understood why the Major was
killed, left a trembling Jack behind her. Doris
overheard this conversation, and came in to Jack,
assuring him she did not believe "that painted

Mark Edgar, the detective, asked to be alone in

the room of the murder at 3:00 p. m. the n'ext day.
When he left, he announced to the police he had
solved the mystery but that he could offer no ex-
planation until 3:00 p. m. the following day. At the
appointed time the police, servants. Jack and Dori:-

filed into the study. Edgar announced that the
Major's death was due to his own carelessness. He
demonstrated to his incredulous audieitce that the
rifle on the wall was cocked, and aimed towards the
sofa. It was significant that the Major's head, while
taking his accustomed afternoon nap. was directly
in alignment with the cocked rifle. The major had
placed his magnifying glass on the window and the
rays of the sun through the glass when they reached
the trigger guard at 3 :00 p. m. had caused the
loaded rifle to go ofT. Doris foun'd herself in Jack's
arms, sobbing her relief.

Roy D. Benson File No. 3193

AT THE death of her father, beautiful, spoiled
Paula Dunbar, to avoid living with her strait-

laced aunt, went down to Texas to manage
the ranch her father had left her. Luke Hanson,
rascally foreman of the D Triangle, fell in love with
his new mistress, but her eyes were directed toward
Hal Burke, a handsome young ranch hand, son of

old Arthur Burke, formerly Mr Dunbar's most trusted
helper. Hal, in turn, adored vivacious Juana Cor-
dova, daughter of the owner of the adjoinin'g ranch.
This match, however, met with great opposition on
both sides. Arthur Burke would not have his son
marry a Mexican, and Juana's father was planning
for her lo marry the wealthy Roberto Ramirez. Tod
Mullins, comical, kind-hearted cowpuncher, is the
only sympathizer of the young couple.
Hal's real interest is painting. He con'fesses this

to Paula, who scorns him for not being a man.
Luke Hanson, jealous of Paula's attentions to Hal,
makes life unbearable for Hal on the ranch. On
one of their secret meetings. Juana, who believes in

Hal's paintin'g, offers to sneak away at night and
pose for him. One night Luke, at the point of a
gun, forces old Arthur to change the branding iron
from D' to C. so that he can sell Paula's cattle to
an equally evil foreman at Cordova's ranch. They
hear voices in an abandoned back room, and find
Hal paintin'g Juana's portrait. Old Arthur is in-
censed, and in the confusion, accidentally burns Hal's
upper arm with the C brand. Juana runs home,
but her father, who hears of the incident from Luk-;.
imprisons her until her wedding. Hal can no longer
remain on the ranch, and enlists. Juana escapes,
and joins the Red Cross, hoping to meet Hal in
France.
The St. Mihiel drive finds Hal. Tod. and Luke in

the same regiment. Numbers are pulled for a dan-
gerous errand and Luke is chosen. Too cowardly
to go out. he changes identification nlates with the
sleeping Hal. who must venture irfto No Man's Land
for wire-cutting. All the men in this mission are
killed. In the subsequent rush, Luke finds Hal's
body. Remorseful, he pulls off his p'ate, but before
he can restore Hal's, is killed. Tuana, driving an
ambulance, hears her name called over and over,
but cannot investigate because she is sent back
immediately for more woun'ded. Tod is in the next
load, and sorrowfully tells her of Hal's demise.
A soldier without any identification is pu'led from

the threshold of death and experimented upon by

the doctors. A face lias had to be grafted on, and
since the man's memory as well as his face was
gone, he was called Monsieur X. Dismissed from
the hospital, Monsieur X makes for the art gal-
leries. There he becomes friendly with a crippled
artist, who offers him a home in his studio. Anton
soon sees that Monsieur X is n'o novice with the
brush. As though a model were before him, Mon-
sieur X begins painting a dark Mexican beauty. One
day at a sidewalk cafe, Monsieur X stares strangely
at a couple at the next table. Thinking they might
have some connection with the past he cannot re-

member, Anton introduces himself to Tod and Juana
and invites them to his studio. Their interest is

aroused by the story of Monsieur X. and they accept.
On their way to the studio next day. Tod and Juana
meet Paula and her husband, an art connoisseur.
Tod tells them they are going to an artist's studio
and they promise to join them there later. Arriv-
ing at the studio, Juana gives a cry at seeing a
portrait of herself, identical with the one Hal had
been painting the night of their separation. She
asks Monsieur X to show her his arm, and there
is the brand Hal had received that night! Slowly,
as they talk to him of his former life, Hal's memory
returns. Paula and her husband enter during the
happy celebration. Paula tells them that her husband
had recognized Hal's genius when he had visited the
ranch and had seen his paintings and that when Hal
returns to New York he will find himself famous
there. Juana declared that Hal had been "branded"
her, own on that fatal night!

FATE AND THE RELATIVES

Marie Long File No. 3300

HAT box and traveling bag were snatched from
the shelf in the closet and spread open on the
bed. Mary had indignantly dashed off the letter

in which she made clear to her Aunt Lillian' that
she would never marry the nice young man which
that woman had solicitously chosen for her. She
was off shortly after, before the arrival of Mrs. Har-
rison and the eligible young man in question, making
her way directly for the hospital quarters of her
Cousin Ann*e.
Twenty -four hours later, Mary Hallam was a

different girl. A 1914 Ford model rattled down the
road toward Anne's home, and Mary was greeted
by a distressed young man, who wanted to know
where he could purchase hairpins. His machine had
lost many parts and sttll ran, but suddenly it

stopped, as fate and fortune willedi. before the
abode that seemed to be shelterin'g this beautiful,
laughing girl with the hair of burnished gold. She
offered him a bronze wire from her hair, and with
this he managed to make the machine go. leaving
a note on the hedge for her, promising to return

Two weeks later they were fast friends, after sev-
eral delightful outings, when the secrecy of the
brief courtship charmed Mary as much as the per-
sonality of this companion. The hairpin was still

doing' its share irt keeping the old Ford together.
With the proposal came the plans for a honeymoon
to Florida, and Mary willingly agreed to both, with
the sanction of her adorable Cousin, who seemed to
make a veritable religion of allowing voung people
to live their own lives.

They were married, without asking the consent of
their parents, and planned to surprise Mrs. Hallam
and Aunt Lillian. Mary was sure that the dreaded
Mrs. Harrison and her son would have gone by now.
She was most surprised when her new husband took
her to her aunt's door, telling her that that is where
his mother is visiting. It turns out that his mother
is none other than Mrs. Harrison, and the youth
is the very one chosen- by both parents and aunt for

Mary to marry. Now all doubts and fear are over,
the young couple bring radiance in two households
bv their announcement of the marriage.

SHADOWS AND SUNLIGHT

Mrs. Caroline Christman File No. 3187

DAN McCOY took hi& bride to a little cottage
in the heart of the Adirondack Mountains. He
felt the need of open air, after prison walls,

but his wife knew nothing of his past. For several
weeks they were very happy, urftil Anna received
a letter from her brother. AJlen Reid, that he in-

tended to visit them. Dan drove the long road to

the station to meet Allen. One man stepped from
the train—thin and sallow, with light red hair and
receding chin. Dan recognized "Scarvy," the thief

who had implicated Dan in his own robbery airtj

who was responsible for his prison term, and loss

of a good job. This was Anne's brother!
Hoping their new relationship would cause "Scarvy"

to clear his name and regam his former position,

Dan attempted to make him admit his guilt on
the drive to the cottage. "Scarvy" denied all knowl-
edge of the theft. Enraged, Dan* stopped the car
and dealt the man a crashing blow. "Scarvy" tot-

tered to the ground, and lay still. Dan felt his heart,

and found the man was dead. He had killed th»
brother of the girl he loved better than life! Quickly
Dan's brain worked. He dragged the body into the
underbrush of an almost hidden hollow, and told

Anrfa her brother had not appeared. Her disap-
pointment made him ache to comfort her, but his

imaginary b'ood- stained hands kept him from her
She would despise him if she knew the truth.

Terrified because Anna employed detectives to

search for her brother. Dan fled from the cottage
while Anna slept, to the refuge of a far western
lumber camp. There he could take no part in the

rough pleasures of his companions, and gained the

reputation of quiet and moodiness. Little did they
of the stark fear of d nd the
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for Anna's sake, that haunted Dan day and night.
He became fond of a young chap with whom he
bunked, who was in love with a charmin£ young
girl of the settlement. In a jealous quarrel with
his rival, revolvers were drawn. Knowing too well
the consequences of bloodshed. Dan intervened, and
was wounded. Both hot-headed young bloods were
grateful for his interference, but Dan's wound so
weakened him that, coupled with his lack of desire
for recovery, they feared he had not long to live.

His conscience demanded that he confess his sin

to Anna, and with great difficulty, with his young
friend to take care of him, he made the journey east.
On" i.he doorstep of the little cottage he drew away

from Anna's eager, loving arms. "Don't—don't touch
me." he said, "I killed your brother. He's dead—
dut in the woods—I lied to vou." He staggered,
while Anna replied: "Why. Dan, you didn't kill

A'len—he's alive. The detectives found him hiding
in the woods. He admitted stealing that money,
casting the blame on you, and he is sorry." Ann'a's
words brought new life to Dan's weakened body,
fresh hope to his heart. He folded Anna to his

heart with hands that were clean, for he was free
from fear—free to live and to laugh. His happy
friend turned away, dazzled by the light in Dan's
eyes ; at his emergence from the shadow to the
sunlight.

FLOWER OF THE LEVEE

Duke Kameha File No. 3185

MAGNOLIA awoke at the shot of a pistol. It

was only SHm, the boss, calling them to
breakfast. Humpy informed her. Magnolia,

disguised as a youth, had joined the levee workers
to discover the murderer of her two brothers. There
were four bunks in her shack, and Humpy, an o d-
timer. occupied one. At breakfast that morning,
Magnolia was eyed by Mary, one of the women.
She shrank from the bold gaze. It was a horrible
day for Magnolia. Henry, as she called herself,

was a mule-driver, and she had to witness Slim's
cruelty to the mules, and his deliberate murdering
of two fighting men.
Humpy was very frien'dly to the newcomer. That

night Magnolia asked him about John and Roy
Brown, not saying they were her brothers. She
found that they had been induced to come to the
levee with golden promises. When they had wanted
to leave, they had approached S'.im for their back
wages. He refused them. Roy started to fight,

and he pulled a gun. which Roy secured. Slim
begged a few minutes to write his will, and reached
into his pocket. But he pulled forth another gun
an'd killed Roy; then shot John, who had come up
in time to witness the death of his brother. Mag-
nolia wept inwardly, then frightened, turned to

Humpy and asked him to help her escape that night.

She told him she had one thousand dollars with
her to bribe the guards. Humpy suggested waiting
until the next night when Siim would be in town
and escape would be easier. While Magnolia slept.

Humpy extracted her mon'ey and disappeared.
Next morning Mary invited Magnolia to her

cabin. Magnolia was helpless because of Humpy's
treachery. Another miserable day passed, with Mag-
nolia the witness of many cruelties and the recipient

of several kicks. That night she went to Mary's
cabin. Mary surprised her by saying she recognized
Magnoha to be a girl, and had been worried about
her sleepin'g with all those rough men. Feeling she

had found a real friend, Magnolia confessed the

truth, also telling of Humpy's perfidy. Mary told

Magnolia that Humpy was one of the men planted

by Slim to gain the confidence of new hands and
discover all about them. If Humpy had reported
to Slim that she was interested in Roy and John
Brown, it would be dan'gerous for her around there.

She advised Magnolia to get into women's clothes

immediately and she would help her escape. When
Magnolia had dressed in feminine apparel, there
was a knock on the door. Slim was looking for

"Henry," whom Humpy had said would be in Mary's
cabin that night. He was distracted by seeing a new
pretty girl, and picked Magn'olia up, carrying her
into the adjoining room and laying her on the bed.

Mary was helpless. Magnolia was screaming as

Humpy dashed in, sorry for Henry and trying to

warn him. Mary explained Henry was a gu'l, and
she was screaming in the next room with SHm.
Humpy dashed in' and jumped on Slim. Magnolia
took the opportunity to remove one of Slim's guns,

as S'im threw Humpy right through the wall of

the flimsy shack. As Slim pulled his gun to fire

at Humpv, MagnoHa shot him. In the ensuing ex-

citement. Humpy and Mary and Magnolia escaped

to the nearest town and told their story to the

sheriff. Investigation followed which closed the levee

and paid off all the workers. Magnolia took Mary
and Humpy, n'ow married, to her ranch in New
Mexico.

ONE MAN'S CRUELTY

Mrs. F. E. Gordon File No. 3209

HOMER BLAINE was a handsome, selfish devil.

He inherited a farm from his father, on which.

with his faithful wife. Mary, he brought up
his three children. His cousin died, and at the fu-

neral Homer recognized the weak, self-mdulgent face

of his widow as willing bait, and before the agonized

eyes of his wife, his attentions were obvious. Nine
months after ber husband's death, the widow had
an'other child. Only Homer and his wife knew who
the father really was, but she said nothing.

Drinking was Homer's besetting sin. Saturday
night he would go into the village, and return with

enough Hquor to last until Monday. Then it be-

hooved the family to keep out of his way, for he

threatened once to shoot them all with a loaded

shotgun! His poor wife did not know that he had
even mortgaged the farm for liquor, until he an-
nounced that they would have to leave next day.
Leave the home of their ancestors, to live in dirty
squallor in the city! The poor woman wept, and
sadly started to clean the attic of its valued relics.
Betty, the oldest daughter, helped. To get Anne,
the baby, out of the way, the mother handed her
an old pocketbook, which the baby took down to
the bedroom to open. She found a green paper
therein, and called to her mother. It was a twenty-
dollar bill—money that spelled shoes and warm
clothes for the children in the city! She was about
to hide the precious find, when Homer walked in
and brutally tore the bill from her. Of course, it

was spent for liquor.
In the city, Betty sought work. Her strong, fresh

beauty secured for her the position of waitress in
a small restaurant. The only other waitress was
an older woman, and the proprietor, youn'g Jimmy
Dale, sat at the cash register. Between Jimmy and
his handsome waitress, a friendship developed, which
ripened into love. But Betty could not leave her
mother to face her father's cruelties alone. Her
mother was about to have a baby, and her father
was ill with typhoid. From Homer, his wife caught
the fever, and her baby was born dead and she
was critically ill. Betty's small earnings were des-
perately needed at home, so a young cousin came
to help in' the household. The mother recovered
first, and for many weary months nursed her abusive
husband back to health. Her reward was that
Homer ran off with the young cousin for a few
days!
On his return, the family was forced to move to

a shack on swamp-lands. There two women awaited
the birth of babies—Homer's wife and the young
cousin. The father was the same man. Realizing
that Anne an'd her brother could not be present at
such a time in the one room the shack boasted,
Homer rowed them across the rising river to the
town. What a precarious journey that was! They
went to live with Betty. Homer returned to the
shack. There a baby was born to his wife. It

died soon after from exposure and lack of medical
attention. The young cousin was cradling a healthy
baby. Crazed by grief. Homer's wife late one night
placed the body of her baby in the skiff, an'd alone
made the terrible journey to the town, determined
never to return to Homer.
Several years later finds Mrs. Blaine contentedly

taking care of the home of Betty and Jimmy Dale.
Her boy is at military school, and Anne is a lovely
flaxen-haired maid of ten. In her arms is Jimmy, Jr.,
happily tended by his grandmother while his parents
are supervising their large restaurant.

Mrs. Myron Lane File No. ^214

AS BE^T BRUCE was bidding his mother and
sweetheart good-bve prior to taking up his
duties at a city bank. Patricia handed him a

locket with her picture, saying if he ever returned
it she would understand he had ceased to care for
her. Bruce laughed at the idea of his ever loving
anyone but his childhood neighbor, assurin'g her he
would send for her when he had made good in his
new position.
For this purpose, Ben worked hard in the city. His

only acquaintance was a fellow- employee, Wesley
Dunn. One day Wesley saw Patricia's picture, and
her fresh beauty inspired plans for winning her.
Ben confided to him the purpose of the locket.
A few nights later Wesley stopped in at Ben's room,
which was near the bank, and asked if he might
leave a suitcase there, as he was going away for
the weekend as soon as the bank closed. Ben, of
course, consented. An investigtion' that day showed
$10,000 of the bank's money to be missing. Wesley,
when questioned, said he had seen Ben working late
the night before when he had returned for his
watch, and that Ben left the bank with a suitcase
The officers immediately searched Ben's room, and
found Wesley's suitcase with the missing money.
They believed Ben's desire to get married the mo-
tive, and he was sentenced to ten years' imprison-
ment. Ben was unable to prove his innocence against
the overwhelming evidence. He did not write his
mother or sweetheart of his disgrace, feeling sure
that Patricia's love would await his coming, even for
ten years. He did n'ot know that Wesley had taken
Patricia's locket from his dresser when he visited
the room with the officers, and that he had tvped
a letter to Patricia stating that their love was
only "puppy love" and he was now experiencing the
real thing. Wesley enclosed the locket, and signed
the note, "Ben."
Wesley, under the name of Ralph Barton, secured

,

a position in Ben''s home town, and paid court to
Patricia. When Patricia heard nothing from Ben
for two years, she assumed he had married the city
girl, and she accepted Ralph's proposal, although
she still loved Ben. The voung couple lived with
Patricia's mother.
Eight long years rolled by, and Ben happily re-

turned to his home, out on good behaviour. His
mother, now wrinkled and grey, welcomed him
harmly. To his eager questions of Patricia she was
forced to reply that his sweetheart had married
Ralph Barton, but she did n'ot believe her marriage
happy. Ben's freedom turned to ashes. He went
outside and saw Patricia in the garden next door.
She greeted him. asking if his wife were with him.
Mystified, he asked what she meant, and she told
him of his letter when the locket was returned.
Before Ben could explain he had not sent the letter
Ralph Barton approached, and Patricia introduced
her husban'd. She noticed the quick look of recog-
nition that passed between the two, though- they
pretended to be strangers. She entered the house,
but stood behind the screen door and heard the
conversation of the two men. Ben accused Wesley

of stealing the money, throwing the theft on Ben's
shoulders, and writing the n'ote to Patricia. Wesley
acknowledged all, stating it was love of Patrici.i
that had driven him to it. Ben said he would be
silent, for Patricia's happiness meant more to him
than his own, and he did not want her disgraced
through her husband. As Ben packed to leave town,
a shot rang out. He ran next door, an'd found
Wesley had shot himself, leaving a letter confessing
his guilt and realization that Patricia still loved Ben.
Ben was cleared of the charge and restored to a
high position of trust in the bank, which enabled
him to offer Patricia all he had wished to eight
years before.

THE GOLDEN SCREEN

Mildred Kaye File No. 3206

CAUGHT securely by the fascinations of Fifi,
the night club dancer, Victor Calderon gambled
away his allowance in order to satisfy her de-

mands and retain her favors. He was heir to a
huge fortune, but it was in his aunt's control until
he was thirty-five—or until she had married or died.
As Fifi danced before the table reserved for him
nightly, Victor nervously wondered how he could
keep himself from jail. He knew his aunt would
never pay his gambling debts, especially were she
to discover his relationship to Fifi ! Well, perhaps,
tonight he would be lucky. When Fifi had finished
her dance, Victor took her with him to the gambling
rooms on the second floor of "The Golden Screen."
Urged on by Fifi, with his usual weakness he played
far beyond the stakes he had intended, and lost.

The manager informed him as he was leaving that
he would have one more week in which to pay or
he would prosecute.
Victor slept all the following day. Aunt Josephine

entered his room before dinner. Noticing his nervous
state, she suggested he try some of her medicine.
warning him not to mistake the poison in her medi-
cine chest for her nerve tonic. The bottles were
identical, but the former had a metal stopper and
the latter a glass one. After she left. Victor, driven
by desperation, saw the solution' of his difficultv.
The will said, "if Aunt Josephine married or died"—^the old maid wasn't like'y to marry soon since
she hadn't married so far—but there was the alter-
native! Entering his aunt's bathroom, Victor took
the nerve tonic and the poison bottles from the
medicine chest. With the aid of a small glass he
transferred the contents of the two bottles, and
return'ed to his room. There his aunt found him a
half- hour later. She asked him especially to be
home for dinner that night as she had a special sur-
prise to announce. When she left, Victor was afraid
he would betray himself at the table by his ner-
vousness if the poison shou'd work then. He de-
cided to take the nerve tonic to steady himself.
At dinner his aunt introduced him to Dr. Bankly.

a dignified, white-haired man. an'd told Victor that
she and the doctor were to be married that week.
They had been sweetheaits in youth, but a fcolish
quarrel had separated them all these years. Victor
was horrified, his only hope being that his aunt had
not taken the tonic. Half-way through the meal
Victor felt horrible pains, and rushed to his room.
His aunt followed, and found him writhing on the
bed. The doctor was called, and pronoun'ced it

poisoning. Aunt Josephine was distressed, but could
not see how it cou'd have happened when the bottle
was marked plainly. "Poison." She explained that
earlier in the evening she had broken the stopper
of the nerve tonic and had transferred the metal
stopper to it. lit other words, Victor had returned
the poison to its original bottle and had been caught
in his own trap! Victor emerged a changed man
from his convalescence. He wooed and won the
pretty nurse, whose devotion was the sole cause
of his recovery.

LIQUOR LOVE

V/Ilmer H. Righter File No. ni62

POLLY en negligee, nodded consent to Ike's pro-
position. "You'll have to have a car," Ike added.
"For a hundred bucks I'd manage it^and I see

how right now," said this hard-faced blonde ex-chorus
girl, as she glanced outside. She flipiied her tiny blue
mule over the sill throwing a "beat it" to Ike over
her shoulder. Polly leaned out the window, a picture
of distress—as William jumped out of his roadster and
rescued the slipper. William looked up. A iiretty
face was a call to adventure. He leaped up the stairs
with the slipper, almost colliding with Ike. whom he
scarcely noticed. Polly met him at the door, pretend-
ing effusive gratitude. William, intrigued, asked her
to take a ride. She consented, and appeared a few
minutes later flimsily dressed. She carried a flask,
and as soon as they reached the outskirts of the town
each took a long drink of the fiery liquid. Inflamed by
the gin. William became annorous. His caresses were
returned by Polly until she erlanced at her watch.
Immediately she commanded William to return to town.
She suggested that they dance, and directed him to a
speakeasy. William was appalled by the low type of
patron at this place, but Polly's lively chatter made him
focus his attention on her. Then Ike came along,
greeted Polly and took her out to dance. William's
drink-befuddled brain failed to tell him where he had
seen this repulsive man before. Dancing. Ike whisp-
ered instructions to Polly to eo to Kate's house, re-

ceive a package from her. and brin<r it hack to him,
He slipped Polly twenty dollars. Polly suddenly de-
cided she must have air. and insisted to William that
they leave. Grumbling, he paid the bill. Pollv did
not notice a car with two of Ike's rival gangsters fol-

lowing them.
Arriving at Kate's house. Pollv excused herself br

saving she'd refill the flask here at a friend's. She
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(lashed up the stairs before William could ijrotest. A
few minutes later she returned. She saw a car of

policemen approaching, and panic-stricken, threw her
bundle into the seat beside William, Running back
upstairs, she cried, "I forgot something." The rival

gangster jumped into William's car. pressed a revolver
into his side, and commanded William to drive fast.

Terrified bv the pistol, William complied—the police

car in pursuit. At break-neck speed William drove at

his assailant's orders, until, his brain cleared from
the fumes of linuor, he decided to take action. He
stopped the car suddenly, throwing his companion off

balance. William knocked the pistol from his hand.

The two men battled fiercely until the police car drove

up in time to save them from annihilating each other.

Both men were taken to the station.

Fortunately, the night magistrate was a classmate

of William, and to him William poured out his entire

story of the strange night. As he finished Polly and
Kate were brought into court, Kate iirotesting loudly

at the outrage. The magistrate oidered Kate to be
taken out and calmed by the matron. Polly played

the role of injured innocence. She claimed that Kate
had given her a box of chocolates, which she brought
liown to the car. Suddenly remembering the flask

she had run back for it, while William drove off and
left her. Then the police entered, and that's all she

knew! In proof, Polly opened the package a policeman

had rescued from William's car, and took a bite of

w'hat was unquestionably solid chocolate. William
helped himself, and Polly, released, entered the ele-

vator. William bit into his candy, and almost broke

a tooth. There was a large blue-white diamonil in-

side! The police caught Polly with the precious box

of candy as she was leaving the building. Investiga-

tion of all the chocolates revealed twelve perfect

diamonds, stolen in a recent robbery. Polly was wide-

eyed. She had understood it was dope she was to

transport. Muttering imprecations on Ike, Polly was

led away.

about to be convicted, when Martin came forward and
confessed the murder, bringing out the vile character of

the woman. Thibeault was free to be happy with
Marguerite

!

NARCISSE AND MARGUERITE

Alberta M. Loewe File No. 3173

^TARCISSE THIBEAULT. a millionaire hunter,

J attracted by his love of wild animals to the zoo
' in London, rescued Marguerite Collins from the

bite of a lion, sustaining injuries on his arm. Thi-

beault was thoroughly a disillusioned person, having
married a woman he discovered was an adventuress.

He has been paying her brother to keep her from him.

Thibeault has just returned from Africa. He visited

his neglected family estate to give instructions to the

caretaker before resuming his travels. There he again

met Marguerite, fishing with her brother, Freddy.

Thibeault decided to re-open his house, so as to become

better acquainted with his fair young neighbor. He
asked her to help him restore his home, which she

enjoyed doing.
^ Mr. Collins was an inventor,

finance. Albert Goulet. a fina

corporation to market Collins' invention. i his was

merely, to Goulet. an entering wedge to win Mar-

guerite. Thibeault also found himself in love with

Marguerite. When Freddy left for Pans to study.

Thibeault offered the use of his apartment and an

introduction to one of his clubs to the boy. At the

club, Freddy met lean Martin, who invited him to visit

Mrs Lincoln and her brother. Henry Verniette. with

him. Mrs. Lincoln was Thibeault's discarded wife,

ruled by her brother. Martin, thinking she was a

Widow, wanted to marry her. She used him, aiding

her brother to cheat him at cards. They^ soon had

Freddv, also, deeply in debt.
'

Thiieault fled from his estate l>ecause he knew he

couW /lot marry Marguerite. Goulet announced that

Collins had invested too heavily in his invention,

w"iich had failed, and that, coupled with I'reddys

d-bts, has ruined him. Marguerite nvas forced tc.

consent to Goulet's proposal of marriage to save her

father and brother. She traveled to Pans to aigiie

with her brother to cease his extravagance, and while

waiting for him, Thibeault entered the apartment He
told Marguerite he loved her, and she admitted her

love, but her promise to Goulet worried her. When
fhibeanlt confessed he had a wife, whom he did

not love. Marguerite left him and went to her aunts.

Immediately after her departure, :\Irs. Lincoln entered,

to visit the infatuated Freddy. WTien she saw Thi-

beault. she began to heap abuse on hini tor deserting

her. Disgusted, he flung out of the aijartment without

his coat. Martin, who had followed Mrs. Lincoln

there, entered and ordered his future wife to leave.

She laughed at him, told him she was already mar-

ried, and that she and her brother had Ijeen cheating

him. Momentarily insane, he stabbed her, and threw

Thibeault's coat over her body. „
, , , , ^,

Thibeault, after arranging for Freddy s and the

inventor's debts to be paid, boarded a boat for Africa.

Martin, under an assumed name, was on the same
vessel. JFartin attempted suicide, but was saved by

Thibeault. In a dense fog. a few days later, the

steamer was wrecked. The lifeboats were filled, with

hut one place vacant. The Captain, Thibeault and

Martin were the only neuiile wdio were still on the

boat. The Captain refused to leave the ship, and

Thibeault insisted that Martin take the vacant place.

A few moments later the ship sank. Thibeault awoke
on the deck of a vacht which had saved him from the

angry waters. There he found a newspaper which
gave details of Mrs. Lincoln's murder, and the fact

that they were searching for Narcisse Thibeault, the

murderer. Thibeault returned to Paris to prove his

innocence. He met Martin at the steps of his club

and invite.l him in. Jlartin was grateful to Thibeault
for saving his life on the sinking vessel. He was,
therefore, shocked when officers entered and arrested

Thibeault for the murder of Mrs. Lincoln. At the

prison. Thibeault was visited bv Marguerite, who told

him she had faith in his innnceice and would wait for

his release to marr- him. At the trial. Thibeault was

THE PRANKS OF FATE

Leon A. Marson File No. 3272

ROBERT FENWICK. alias "Moody," was weary
of the hustle and bustle of P'ifth Avenue. For
twenty-one years he had lived in the speeding

metropolis and endured the screech of street traffic

and the din of the mob. Suddenly, he decided to

leave "civilization" and journey to the tropics. He
was tired of his pampered existence and thought
he would find happiness in some warm island in the
Carribeans. With little feeling of emotion he left

the following note for his foster parents; "For the
time being think no more of me. I'll come back to
you after I have lived my dreams.—Bob." After a
boring journey to the \'irgin Islands, Bob settled d.owii

to an uneventful life in which swimming and hiking
were his chief occupations. He still had a good part
of the money he had set out with and determined
to enjoy to the fullest the easy life of the country.
One night Bob was surprised by a phone call from
an acquaintatice who invited him to a dinner and
dance. The youth was too worldly to refuse an in-

\-itation from this wealthy banker he had met on his
\oyage, and the following evening he arrived at the
afl^air. Accustomed to adapting himself to his sur-
roundings. Bob played true to form and was soon
surrounded bv a bevy of attractive girls. He left the
party late and decided to take a swim before retiring.
The youth was startled, when he heard a soft voice
call his name across the lonely beach. Then he dis-

covered a dark-eyed beauty, whom he had met earlier
in the evening, and whose beautv had so irresistibly
fascinated him, was also enjoying the sand. Bob
gazed at the woman and thrilled. Dorothy Hammond
seemed neither young nor old—she was simply beauti-
ful. With none of the shallow characteristics of mod-
ern youth, she seemed like some goddess risen from
the sea. And Bob worshipped her and saw her day
after day. At length he declared his love and asked
the beautiful young widow to marry him. Dorothy
promised to marry him. despite the fact that he was
without funds or a position, and the two decided to
celebrate their engagement by a tri|.t to Devil's Peak.
An hour later the happy pair were tripping merrily
across the peak, when the rock on which Bob had
stepped gave way and he was swept down the moun-
tain at a terrific speed. An hour later the unconscious
man was carried into Dorothy's nnlatial mansion.
Frances Smitkins. the old nurse in Mrs. Hammond's
eniplov. was the first to rush to the Ijedside of the
injured man. Bending over him. the nurse called him
Bobby with evidence of long familiarity, when Dorothy
brushed her aside and took her beloved in her arms.
Then_ the older woman uttered a piercing scream and
bursting into hysterics warned Dorothy that she could
not marry her own son. Mrs. Hammond protested that
her baby had died a week after birth, but Frances
explained that Jlr. Hammond had given her the child
to take to the Fenwicks so that he could arrange a
separation from his wife more easily. The dying man
listened to the secret of his birth and opened his eyes
for one last look at his beautiful mother.

"I can't see—your face." he whispered. "Oh—oh!

—

mother, kiss me."

THE CLAWS OF THE LAW
Dalton Thomas Ehrhart File No. 3174

LO\'Kr.V r.ETTV HADDL\- returned her enrage-
iiiert ring to her wealthy fiancee. Wane Went-
wivth. after a visit to a night club where the

familiaritv of a dancer proved his faithlessness. She
did not know at the time that her act meant the loss
of her father's fortune, tied up in Wentwirth's worth-
less investments. But her father, a well-known sur-
geon, anprove-l of his daughter's act. Thev did pot
inform her older brother Ab'e, making a name for
himself as a surgeon in New York, of their misfortune.
Bettv secured a position in the fur department of the
(raldberg Emporium Store in New Orleans. Rolland
Gr-ldberg. the owner, was pleased with her bright,
engaging manner that ma-^e ctistomers friendly.

.Tack Goldberg, Rolland's son, passing the fur de-
Tiarlmenf was struck with the beauty of golden-haired
Betty. He stopped and introduced himself, offering
to take her home that night. Each night he would
drive Betty home in his roadster. When Betty told
her parents of her engagement thev obiected at first
to his religion, but when they realized how much the
handsome couple loved each other, they were pleased.
Rolland Goldberg, too. approved of his son's choice.
Rolland Goldberg was prettv worried at this time.
Between ouarreling with Wentwirth about his invest-
ments, and trying to escape the designing Mary Fair,
existence was rather harrowing.
Mary Fair came into Betty's department to price a

sable coat. Betty had to go to Rolland Goldberg's
office for this information. There she was horrified
to find Goldberg with a dagger in b's chest. Obeying a
motion of the dying man. Betty withdrew the dagger.
Mar" Pair entered the d<ior and screamed. She ac-
cused Betty of the crime. It was Jack's unpleasant
duty as district attorney to order Betty's arrest. How.
ever, owing to his relationship to the dead man. he
was spared having to conduct the trial. He believed
in Betty's innocence, and engaged a famous lawyer
to argue the case in Betty's behalf.

Everyone in the courtroom was tense. Mary Fair
had testified against Betty. Betty's fingerprints on the
dagger, and the blood on her dress seemed conclusive
evidence. Her own testimony of what actually hap-
oeued was no- bebeved. In spite of her lawyer's
eloquent plea that Betty's frail strength could not

have struck the dagger into Holland's heart, the jury
returned a verdict of "Guilty." As iletty was about
to be led out. her brother Able, a nurse, and an aviator
entered the courtroom. .Mile had not known of the
trial, which his iiarents had kept secret from him.
until Wentwirth was brought into his hospital in New
York, dying from an auto accident received on his

way to a transatlantic liner. Wentwirth had confessed
in his presence and that of the nurse that he had
killed Rolland Goldberg after a quarrel. A St. Louis
newspaper in the dead man's coat pocket showed Able
he had no time to lose, so he hired a plane and.
arrived at the last moment!

It was a happy family group at the dinner table

that night. Jack, with his arm around Betty, showed
them all his letter of resignation as district attorney.

HIS OWN HERO

Margery Hughes File No. 3221

DON preened himself smugly at the vociferous

welcome of the townsfolk as he returned home,
a famous football hero—that is, until his eyes

met the scornful gaze of a good-looking g.rl a peach
of a girl! Admiration was what he was used to see-

ing in the eyes of girls, of his parents, and of the
world in general. Don thought it a tribute to his

own good looks and personality—that he was spoilt

because of his father's prestige and wealth never oc-

curred to him. His momentary doubt was banished
by the band, and streamers and speecbcs. How
could he know the celebration expressed ln\c for his

father rather than pride in him ?

His doting parents were disa]ip<.)intfii \\ iicii Don
insisted on going to the country club dance that very
night and announced a group of friends were paying
him a visit the next day. Would they never have
their popular son to themselves? Don turned out of

the drive In his Packard roadster, but was caught
by a sudden thunder shower half-way to bis destina-
tion. He turned up the collar of his coat and ran
to the only house in sight, leaving his roadster caught
in the mud of the road. The door was opened by
the pretty girl he had noticed at the train that after-
noon. When she recognized bim her eyes again held
that same note of scorn. Funny girl, thought Don.
Her parents, though, were different. More what he
was used to as young Don Ridner. The mother gave
him a steaming cup of tea, while the father drew an
armchair before the fire for him. All Don's attempts
to awaken Jean Henshaw's Interest were useless,

for that lovely young lady was clever and more
subtle than he in turning conversational channels.
The storm continued, and Don accepted .Mrs. Hen-
shaw's invitation to remain the night, 'phoning his^

parents. His conversational charm seemed to make
no impression on Jean.
In spite of her desire to remain Indifferent to this

spoilt ne'er do well, as Jean regarded Don, she felt

herself warming to his attractive presonality. Next
morning when they found Don's car could not be
moved, Jean had to drive Don into town, where be
was to meet his friends and a car sent for them
from home. Don had never enjoyed a ride in an ex-
pensive ear as much as he did this one beside Jean
in the little Ford. In an entrancing spot he forced
Jean to stop the car, and kissed her iiupudently but
tenderly. Jean could not keep herself from return-
ing his kisses, and drank in Don's words of love.
She was disillusioned wdien she reached town anil

Don's rich, gay young friends treated the "country
maiden" with scant civility. She cuulil not know
that Don was thinking how fine she was In contpast
to their emptiness. She thought Don bad been mere-
ly passing a pleasant moment on the road, and re-
fused to answer his many telephone calls.

Tom Lee was Jean's sincered admirer. Jean donned'
one of the evening gowns she had brought from
college and was a shining figure to her escort as
she entered the country club dance on bis arm. Jean
knew from Tom's eyes that he would propose that
night, but had not decided rn her answer. Don was
there, and as soon as he saw Jean threw off the
bevy of girls embracing him to dance with her. He
steered her out into the garden, and demanded an
explanation of her refusals to see him. Jean told

him frankly that she considered him useless and lazy,
and trading on his father's reputation and the love
all people bore for his father. Don was stunned.
Nobody had ever presented him in this unpleasant
light before. He wlked from a gav. ccmhdant youth
to a crushed, doubtful person. lean fe.ired she had
been too harsh. She left him. and finding Tom. re-
turned bonne. She told Tmih sl,r , old not niarrv bim.
For two weeks Don r.„lr I, is i.illu-r's lands, and

found work far more sitislMni; tliaii he had imag-
ined. One boundary appv.,,ichcd the Henshaw's. and
as Don was riding past one day. his horse stumbled.
The fall broke Don's aim. -Mr. Henshaw found him,

his
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WYNN WINS
Adene Numsen

BETTY stifled a sigh as Medlord
excuses abcut business at the o
ner. for she knew it really was

secretarx-, Ni na. who was taking 1

after night. Bettv bad hoped this wr
than a short whi'e, but it was two months mi
and she was really worried. Bettv was a love
blonde, with quiet, subdued tastes. She preferred
book or a pleasant conver.sation to the gay parti
of the fast young married crowd that she aiwa
refu.sed to attend. Jledford liked .gayetv. and Bet
did not realize he missed It. Betty thought of h
resourceful younger sister. Wynn. Wvnn was

File No. 3213

din-

little

night
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yivid, dark young- thing-, who airily declared she
knew all about men—she had had plenty of experi-
ence! Could Wynn help Betty? Medford had never
met Wynn. She was away at school when he met
Betty and they had married quickly to go west to-
gether. At any rate, Wynn was Betty's last hope,
and^ she wrote her that night.
Wynn descended from the train in response to

Betty's S. O. S., and greeted her married sister
afifectionately. As soon as they reached home she
demanded an explanation of Betty's letter. Betty
concealed nothing. Wynn settled the problem with
characteristic impulsiveness. "Why, that's easy. I'll

just vamp Meddy and keep him home, then you
can do the rest." Wynn's "vamping" started that
night at dinner. Handsome Medford perked up at
the bright repartee and flattery at his own table,
and strangely enough, had no work at the office that
night! Betty was delighted with Wynn's success. In
the weeks that followed, however, she was not so
pleased. True. Medford was at home almost every
night these days, hut Betty was beginning to sus-
pect the sincerity of Wynn's purpose. Had Wynn
really fallen in love with her handsome husband?
She certainly was playing her part excellently, and
neither she nor Medford had any attention for Betty.
Betty feared she had jumped from the frying-pan to
the fire. Rather Medford be unfaithful with his steno-
grapher than with her own sister!
One night at dinner, when Medford was to have

attended a "conference" afterwards, Betty was in-
vited to a bridge. She asked Wynn to attend with
her. Wynn pleaded a headache, and coaxed Medford
to call off his conference and stay home to nurse
her. Medford complied, while Wynn went upstairs
to he down. This was more than Betty could bear!
So Wynn was planning to spend an evening alone
with Medford! Betty rushed . up to Wynn's room,
called her "traitor!" and shook her petite sister
with all her strength. Instead of the expected in-
dignant response, Wynn fell back on the bed con-
vulsed with laughter. Betty was nonplussed. When
she had stopped laughing Wynn explained that soon
after she arrived she had found that Betty was the
person who needed curing, not Medford. Medford
loved music and laughter and crowds, but Betty had
become a quiet little stay-at-home, and that was
the only reason her husband had sought the society
of his stenographer while he still loved Betty. But
it was up to Wynn to wake Betty up—and the only
way she knew of was to make Betty jealous. It
was a hard job, but at last she had succeeded. She
told Betty to listen to her coming interview with
Medford from an adjoining room if she wished to
be convinced.
Attired in her most fascinating negligee, Wynn

descended the stairs, quietly followed by Betty. She
found Medford eagerly awaiting the opportunity to
see her alone. She flirted with him, but at his ad-
vances drew back. He thought he hesitated because
of Betty, but Wynn assured him it was Nona she
was jealous of. Medford declared he did not love
Nona, but Betty had lost all her fun-loving instincts
since their marriage, and he had been carried away
by his secretary's vivacity. He continued, that what
he liked in Wynn was the same joyousness Betty
had had when they were first married. Betty could
wait no longer, but ran to Medford, promising to be
her old self again. Wynn wisely smiled as she left
the embraced couple to pack and return to her own
sweetheart.

LOVE BIRDS

Leo Nan File No. 3097

JUANITA, peeping from her bedroom window to
discover the source of the fairy-like music, was
struck by the picture of a handsome, dark young

man playing a violin in the adjoining garden. He
seemed the reincarnation of Don Alvaro of the por-
trait she had so admired. Strange to find him herem ^ew Orleans! Piquant Juamta shpped on a neg-
ligee and hurried to her piano—the beloved outlet of
her emotions. There was a beautiful response to
her playing from the violin without, and Juanita
could not keep herself from the window. This time
the unknown spied her, and disappeared. A few
moments later her doorbell rang. Nina, the blunder-
ing but kind-hearted maid, was pushed aside by an
excited Juanita as a stranger held out some letters.
The mailman, the unknown violinist said, had left
some mail for Juamta at his house by mistake that
morning. He introduced himself as Esteban Frai.-
cisco de Calmon, the grandson of the Spanish gentle-
man, livin.g- next door. He was visiting from Ha-
vana. This was the beginning of a -delightful friend-
ship. Juanita w.is Esteban's guide to all the roman-
tic spots of New Orleans. He serenaded her each
night.
Juanita was giving a airistnias dinner for her

dearest friends. Terry came first, and in his breezy
way, cornered Juanita on a .sofa and had her promise
to accompany him to all the balls and festivities of
Mardi Gras week. It was difficult to hold out
against his big blonde charm. Esteban, let in with-
out being announced by Nina, was jealous at the
picture of rapt interest they presented. His hatred
of his rival could not be concealed. What a con-
trast the blonde youth and the dark one presented!
No longer did Esteban serenade Juanita, nor were
there any more jaunts. Since the dinner he had
avoided his delightful companion, sulking. Terry fell
ill just before the Artists Ball. Juanita could not
consider missing it, so tried to cajole Esteban's de-
votion again. She invited him over to help her create
a Spanish costume, and Esteban could not resist
her blandishments. When Esteban learned he could
take Juaiuta to the Ball, he sought his grandfather's
permission to use his wedding costume. The night
of the ball no more handsome couple could be found
than the white-gowned Juanita and her velvet-clad
escort. Ihey shpped out from the festivities into the

courtyard and Esteban told her the gown she was
wearing had been worn only by brides in his family,
and that he could not allow her to break a family
tradition. During the week Esteban and Juanita
celebrated their betrothal midst the colorful pageant
of the Mardi Gras.
Terry recovered, and hastened to see Juanita He

burst upon her seated witli Esteban in her garden,
and invited her to a gay party abroad his yacht, in-
cluding. Esteban in the invitation. Juanita delight-

[tfj
e.xclaimed ner acceptance, but Esteban refused.When Terry departed, Esteban forbid Juanita to at-

tend his party. Juanita would not go back on her
-A-ord, and a bitter quarrel ended in Esteban's angry
departure. He did not return, as Juanita hoped, so
defiantly she left with Terry for his party. Lovely
as the party abroad the fast-moving yacht was,
Juanita could not keep her thoughts from flying to
the Artists Ball and the scene in the courtyard when
she had promised to marry Esteban. All Terry's
gay attentiveness could not dispel her silence.
When Juanita came down to breakfast next morn-

ing. Nina informed her that Esteban was leaving for
Havana. Dropping her napkin, Juanita sped across
the intervening gardens into the adjoining house
right into Esteban's arms, where she nestled. It
was a startled Terry who received a note from
Juamta saying that she was spending her honeymoon

Emn Fische

LONESOME LADY
File No. 3210

SILVER was forced by her greedy parents tomarry a man she had never seen. Fortunately,
her husband. Jack, was very kind to her. His

considerate treatment of Silver, however, angered her
mother, who made life unbearable for the sixteen-
year-old German girl living with her. Silver fled,
deserting her parents and husband. Her mother had
given her a locket on her wedding day, and on open-
ing It, Silver found the meaning of her parents'
heartless treatment. They were not her real parents
at all! From the note in the locket Silver knew her
father was of noble birth, but her mother had been
compelled by his parents to give up her husband
and child Silver secured a position in the house-
hold of Mrs. Ziegler, until she was moved to a hos-
pital for the birth of her baby. She had a beautiful
boy whom she called Junior. Her doctor fell in
love with the lovely young mother and offered to
get her a divorce and marry her, taking her with
him to America, but she did not feel she could ac-
cept. She returned to Mrs. Ziegler's home, until
officers, at the behest of her cruel foster-mother
threatened Mrs. Ziegler, Silver felt forced to leave
that kind lady. Her next position was in the office
of a theatre manager. Silver substituted during the
star s illness and was acclaimed by the audience.
Her foster-mother again interfered. Again and again
Silver was unable to keep a position because of her
foster-mother's hounding. Starving, she was picked
up by a kind woman, who oflfered her a position in
her hospital in America, and a home for her son
Silver accepted gladly.
Junior escaped from Silver's care when they ar-

rived in New York, and searching for him. Silver
bumped into the doctor who had befriended her at
his birth. They found the child, and doctor made
Silver tell him what she was doing in America
Silver told about the kind German lady and the
group of girls she had brought with her to America
The doctor ivas immediately suspicious, and started
to investigate. But the day had disappeared. Silver
refused to go to Chicago with the doctor, and se-
cured a position with a wealthy childless Jewish
ftimily, who welcomed Junior as well. They ap-
preciated Si.ver's loyal service, and offered to send
Junior to private school. But Silver had saved all
her money while working for them for the past two
years, and decided on a profession so she could send
Junior to school herself. She studied art. Her talent
won her first prize, and she opened a studio, becom-
ing very successful. Her art teacher, Frank, fell in
love with the charming young mother. She told him
Df her early marriage, and that she did not have a
divorce. She, too. loved Frank, and they arranged
that Junior he lett with his sister Edna while Silver
returned to Germany to find her real parents and
divorce her husband. Before she left Edna intro-
duced Silver to her fiance, the Count Carl von Wag-
ner. In Germany Silver found her foster parents had
moved, leaving no trace. She did succeed, however
111 finding her grandfather, and thus she learned that
the Count was her brother. Discouraged at not find-
ing her husband. Silver returned to America. Soon
alter arriving in New York, Silver attended a ban-
quet with Frank, Edna and Count vnn Wagner in
honor of a law student whom the Count had be-
friended and who was graduating with highest honors.
Silver recognized her husband Jack! Jack had been
searching for her in America while she was in Ger-many seeking him! When Jack heard she loved
Frank, he arranged to return to Germany imme-
diately and permit her to get a divorce. As soon as
^•,j " Silver realized she did love the father of her
child. Flank ofl'ered to find Jack for her. Before
he could start his search. Jack returned with a beau-
tiful old woman. Jack had helped her on the steamer
with her baggage, and had confided his story about
his long-lost wife. Her eager questions revealed that
Silver was her daughter for whom she had been
combing America. They had left the ship at once,
and Silver now had both husband and mother.

SERPENT'S TOOTH
Mrs. S. Cappadona File No. 3055

MR. and Mrs. Nelson, due to their careful man-
agement, had risen from the laboring class
to a lovely home and leisure. Their children,

John and Jane, were the greatest pleasures of this

coup.e. They had everything they wanted. Mr.Aelson would get John out of all his scrapes causedby his new roadster without a murmur, and Mrs
INelson would help Jane dress, and admiringly listen
to her conquests at this or that party for hours
After a huge ball, both children became unusually
absent-minded and eager for telephone calls, and themiddle-aged couple understood John and Tane were
in love, and that they would lose them soon. Tliey
were silent watchers of the development of their
children s love affairs, nor would they interfere when
they saw both had chosen exceedingly good-looking,
but spoilt mates-m fact, people just like themselves.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson provided a huge wedding,
which cut into their finances considerably, but theywanted John and Jane to leave their home under the
happiest circumstances.

A,r^°"lT-^,°''"
"""^ -f^"^ ''^'' 'o^'^'y children. Mr. and

Mrs. Nelson were happy again to have little ones to
care for because the parents, caught in the whirl
of social affairs, would leave them to the care of
the grandparents. Mr. Nelson would tcCI them
bedtime stories, while Mrs. Nelson would watch their
diets carefully, both glad to have young voices and
gayety in their house again. John and Jane were
very extravagant, and continually borrowing money
from their kind-hearted father, who could never re-
fuse the request of one of his children. However he
received a notice from the bank one day that ' his
account was overdrawn. He figured out his checks,
and was appalled to find the constant borrowing of
his children had depleted his savings. All he had
lett was a piece of property and his home. Mrs. Nelson
was equally stunned. Just then John entered and
remarked on his father's gaunt appearance He asked
for a loan. Mr. Nelson explained that he could 'not
afford to let him have it. John insisted that he
needed it for an investment whose returns would
enable him to pay back all his loans. Mr. Nelson
was persuaded to sell his last piece of property,
while John assured him that he would always take
care of his mother and father. Jane entered soon
after, and when her father refused her request for
a loan, burst into tears. This was too much for
soft-hearted Mr. Nelson, and he supplied her with
the money she wished, too. She also made fervent
promises to take care of her parents always.
Neither child returned their loans. The old couple

were finally forced to sell their home and to live
with their children, alternating between the two
houses. As they became older, John and Jane con-
sidered them more and more of a burden and
quarrelled as to who should keep the couple The
ungrateful children finally arranged to have them in-
stalled in a home for the aged upstate, not inform-
ing Mr. and Mrs. Nelson of their intentions until
It was time to pack and go to the station. The
shock was too much for Mr. Nelson. He became
slightly insane on the trip, and sang about being
too old and a burden. He addressed a woman with
her children. telHng her of the treatment she could
expect when old. Mrs. .\elson succeeded in quieting
him down by the end of the trip, and they spent
their last days peacefully in the Home.

love.
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THE THIRTEENTH INNING
Gerald Kinney File No. 3192

<<"\T7"E no longer desire your services," growled
yy Bob White, owner of the famous Yankees to

Jack Rhyne, his young pitcher. "You threw
your arm away unnecessarily in the last game and
are no use now to us." He waved Jack out without
listening to his protest. Jack had no chance to
explain that McKenna, the team's bully, had bet
that Jack anildn't fan fifteen of the local rival team
in one row. Jack had won. but had temporarily dis-
abled his pitching arm from the strain. But White
dared take no chance on its being a permanent dis-
ablement. A down-hearted Jack returned to his hotel,
hurt in the baseball pride inherited from his father,
the most famous pitcher of his day.

Listlessly he scanned the sporting page until an
item drew his excited attention. He read that the
Pirates had two pitchers only who were not on the
sick list. It did not take Jack long to catch the
next train for Pittsburgh and enter the office of
John Long, owner of the Pirates. Beth Long, pretty
daughter of the Pirate's
boy on the team was
father for luncheon. JacI
loveliness that he did not he
for him to enter Long's private office. Jack told his
story, assuring Long that his arm was again in fine
condition. Long liked the boy's frankness and con-
fidence and hired him. the agreement being no con-
tract should be signed until the following year. Jack
trained secretly as it was Long's intention to in-
troduce him as a "dark horse." Jack had plenty
of opportunity to further his friendship with Beth,
an ardent baseball fan who knew as much about the
game as her dad.
Jack pitched some splendid games for the Pirates

that season, and was highly acclaimed by the fans.
The Yankees, too, had had a good season, and the
championship game found those two teams lined
up against each other. Before the game Bob White
walked into the Pirate's locker rooms, and challenged
Long to a huge bet. When Long hesitated, he taunted
him, and a white-faced Long signed the contract. The
Pirate's chances were poor, as the men, especially
Jack, were played out from the hard season. And
Long had bet his last penny—loss of his bet meant
the giving up of the Pirates altogether for him!
The boys knew this, and it was a fighting team that
went on the field. Beth's anxious face told Jack
she, too, was worrying about her father's bet.
Twelve long innings were played without a single

score. Then came the thirteenth. Marchmont, the
Pirates' captain, hit a two-base ball into center
field. We Is made a splendid hit, that at the
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last moment was brilliantly caURlU by tbe Yank's
shortstop. The next man was struck out. Jack
made a hard long drive to center field for a clean

triple, sending in Marchmont for the first run of

the game. The following man fanned. It was a

weak Tack who limbered up for his pitching of

the thirteenth inning. "Jack," said John Long, with
a pleading-faced Beth beside him. "Pitch as you
never pitched before." Jack replied he would do his

best, and meant it! The first man of the Yanks
singled cleanly to left field. TJie next fanned, and
was followed by one who walked. Then James, home
run king, came to bat. Jack paused, and put all

his strength into his next ball. A sharp pain from
his wrist to shoulder rewarded him. He had sprained

his wrist! The trainer was about to send in a

substitute, a disastrous proceeding with filled bases,

when Big McKenna came to the bat. Seeing Jack
leaving the field, he taunted the pitcher with being

yellow and afraid to face him. A white-faced Jack re-

turned to the box. In the grandstand old John Long
and his daughter were going through as much pain as

the pitcher. Jack pitched two balls, then a strike. He
gritted his teeth at the call of the third ball. Mc-
Kenna fouled the next one. Fighting the pain that

wracked his entire Ixidy, Jack pitched a slow ball.

The fans could almost see its cords and the great

McKenna struck with his entire force. When the

ball hit the catcher's mitt, ths fans went mad to see

Big McKenna struck out for the first time in his-

tory. Jack tainted. He was quickly reached by a

weeping Beth, murmuring endearments, and a shaken
old man who assured him he could write his own
contract for the following year.

a remote part of the small to\i'n a group is gathered,

grim and tense, eagerly trying to dissuade one of

their members from taking a course that would prove

disastrous to them all. But Red Arthurs is as brave

as he was the night of the murder. He leaves the

gang, firing his gun in staccato shots behind him.

He arrives as far as OITicer Cronin's beat, when his

co-workers reaching him with their touring car, and

return a volley of shots. A crumpled form lay on

the street, but in the man's pocket is a letter which

Red passes on to the oiTicer. It contains his con-

fession uf the murder of Gene Sullivan, and an

explanation of his identity as Fred McLaughin, a

homeless man, tired of the rough unlawful existence

«itli the gang, and eager to give up his life for the

happiness of a good man. James is freed, reunited

with the happy McAllister pair, and immediately

preparations are set in motion for his wedding to

Mary Fay.

LUCK AGAINST ODDS

Kenneth L White File No. 3248

A STORY that starts oflf like a pleasant country
pastoral finishes off into a surprisingly technical

detective plot mystery, with the young hero.

James McAllister, a winner on all sides.

James had had a run of hard luck trying to locate

a job so that he could make Hfe easier for his

mother, who had lost her husband in a shipwreck
two months before her son was born and still re-

fused to believe that his disappearance meant death.

James found his job by rescuing Mr. Milligan's young
son from drowning. The Milligan Machine Tools
Manufacturing Company had plenty of room for so

(nterprising and conscientious a boy, and here Jimmy
•juickly learned his trade so that after a little in-

itruction he was made head machinest.
James learned something else in this job—he learned

the meaning of love. Mary Fay was employed at

;he same firm, and the two young people found
each other mutually fascinating from the start. May-
brook offered the proper country setting for a senti-

mental spring and summer, and soon Mrs. McAllister
realized that her precious boy would be leaving her.

This caused an increased anxiety on her part to

locate her husband, whom she was convinced could

still be found by diligent search. James undertook
the task, but came to grief on the very first night.

Now the story shifts in tenor to that of mystery.
The bank watchman. Gene Sullivan, is found dead
and the bank robbed, on the night that James has

been out in Milligan's car. He had gone to pay a

call on the present owner of the home in which his

father lived twenty- five years previous to this in-

cident. Tony Cantino. leader of the gang of robbers,

has emplyed Red Arthurs to assist him. Tlie latter

secured the hammer from James car while James
stopped at a garage near the bank. This hammer
is found in the bank, the instrument of Sullivan's

death. O'n the handle is branded Milligan's name, and
all implications seem naturally to point to poor

Jimmy's conviction.
Mr. Milligan employs Attorney Andrews, a man

shrewd and competent enough to handle the case

against Connors, the district attorney. But the

greatest coincidence occurs when the Judge's name
is revealed to be McAllister. Strange, only Jirnmy,

in his perturbed state, does not notice the coinci-

dence, although his mother has been behaving
strangely.

. , . , . ,

After a long and gruelling series of trials, Andrews
rises to make a summing-up which seems to throw
the guilt safely off James' shoulders.

"As you all remember," he begins in his clear,

logical manner, "in the testimony of the witness,

the defendant was at the garage between seven and
seven-thirty. The murder happened at seven-twenty.

The defendant did not get back to the machine until

seven-thirty and the butler at the Wenfield Mansion
(formerly owned by McAllister) testified that the

defendant reached this house at about seven-thirty,

but is not sure what the exact time was. If the

defendant returned to his machine at about seven-

thirty it must have been at least seven-forty before

he reached the Mansion.
"Gentlemen, do you think that an honest lad like

James McAllister would disgrace his girl and chance

the possibility of never seeing her again? He has a

wonderful position with Mr. Milligan whom you all

know for his honesty and frankness. He is willing to

reinstate McAllister to his psition after he is ac-

quitted.
"I ask you, gentlemen, does that boy look like

a man who would coinit such a crime, or when you

heard him testify did he sound like a man who
cared so little for a human life."

Andrews then reveals to the court that the Judge
is none other than the long-lost father of the boy
now waiting for his sentence. Mr. McAllister is

pointed out as a model of honesty who has at last

been rewarded for his upright living by the recovery

of his family. Could a jury place an honest man's
son in a guilty position when so little evidence points

against him?
There still is room for doubt and discussion. In

THE BOBBED-HAIRED BANDIT

Ruth Cihalc Hie No. 3201

NOBODY' knew that "Handsome Harry," leader

of a gang of smugglers, was a beautiful girl.

For Handsome Harry was never seen, even by

his own men, without a mask. Scenting treachery

when a note of warning came to her signed "L. Chard.

Canadian Mounted Police," Handsome set off for

Canada in men's clothing. At the border she was

stopped bv the Mounties, who accused the man of

being Montana Bill. Handsome pointed to member
of their own, previously of her gang, and proved he

was the Montana Bill they were seeking. She was

offered the now-vacated place in the Mounties.

Womanlike, Handsome had wondered what the L. in

Chard's name represented, and was delighted to find

it the musical name Lorry. The two became pals.

Handsome was nicknamed "Wild Deuce" by the

For further contact with the Mounties, Handsome
dressed as a woman and went to headquarters, claim-

ing her daddy had been kidnapped by Handsome
Harry's gang. In the weeks that followed she be-

came very popular with the force, who called her

Beautiful. Only Lorry seemed unaffected by her

charm He was too intent upon capturing Handsome
Harry. Thinking it about time to rei'oin her gang,

Handsome disappeared, leaving a note signed
^

B^u-
tiful" that she had eloped with "Wild Deuce. The
bovs mourned. A tight spot made it necessary for

Handsome to get in touch with the Mounties again,

so she returned as Beautiful, declaring that \Vild

Deuce had kidnapped her but she had escaped. The
bovs were indignant against their erstwhile pal. She

found they were hot on her trail, so she returned to

her headquarters to prepare for flight.
. , . ,

First, though. Handsome pulled off a little side job.

She secured a position as secretary to a millionaire,

and vamped him into becoming engaged. While they

were selecting her engagement ring, her gang robbed

his safe. When the man asked for the return of the

engagement ring she sued him for breach of promise,

and her beautiful innocent face won the remainder of

his fortune from the jury. The millionaire shot him-

self The night of the unpleasant denouement of her

little plot. Handsome was awakened by a shot and a

scream. Slipping on her mask and a kimona, she saw

Lorry advancing up the steps. She took deliberate

aim, but the revolver was shot from her hand. She

rushed back to her room, and slipped on the clothing

of Wild Deuce, hoping for mercy as a former pal.

Returning downstairs. Wild Deuce explained to the

bovs that he had heard Beautiful sigh for adventure

and romance, and since he had loved her, he had kid-

napped her to satisfy her craving. He was sorry and

would apologize to Beautiful at the first opportunity.

Lorrv noticed that the hands of Wild Deuce were

that of a woman, but did not give her away. He told

the boys they should forgive their pal, and that he

and Wild Deuce would go to his room together.

Handsome had to comply. Just as they entered

Lorry's room, a shot got Lorry. Handsome could

not bring herself to leave him, and summoned her

private doctor to attend Lorry's wound. She nursed

him as Beautiful, listening to his delirious talk of his

love for her. His fineness and devotion made her

realize his love was more important to her than all

the excitement and money gained by crime. As he

was convalescing, their building caught fire. Even m
iiis weakness, he saved his sweetheart, and as she

Itched the house burn, she seemed to see her past

life going up in smoke

FREEDOM!

Mrs. Luke Stahl File No. 3207

said there was a bare chance for his life with great
care, and Mrs. Walton and Anne took turns tending
him. During his delirium they were able to piece
together his entire life.

The man's name was Dick Burns. He had been
forced to leave school to provide food for himself and
his mother, as a drunken father would not work and
would use the money for food to buy drink if he could
secure it. Dick had apprenticed himself to a farmer
for $5 a week, and would go home to visit his long-

suffering, devoted mother on Sunday. One Monday
morning when he returned to the farm, the farmer
accused him of stealing $11). The boy was sent to

reform school for three years. When he was there

tw^o years, the farmer discovered his own son had
taken the money, and Dick was released. He went to

Colorado hoping for an opportunity, but his mother
would not desert her worthless husband to go with
him. There he was hired as errand boy in a depart-

ment store by the hard-faced manager, Johnson. He
and another clerk were asked to remain late one night,

and after they had left, Dick returned for his sweater.

When $300 was found missing next morning, Johnson
accused Dick, stating he had investigated his record

and found his father a drunkard and the boy had
already been in a reform school. Dick was sentenced
to ten years' imprisonment. During a prison break,

Dick had not harmed any guards, but had jumped on
Blackie, a prison horse, and escaped to the hills. The
pitiful ravings of Dick for freedom for himself and
BlackiCj and his desire to die in the open air, wrung
the hearts of his rescuers. More than pity for this

handsome and misused man animated the heart of

Anne.
The days of recovery would have been lovely ones

for Dick, riding the range with Dave or Anne, and
cared for by motherly Mrs. Walton, had he not been
forced to disappear whenever a stranger arrived. But
one day the newspaper carried headlines that Dick
Burns would be pardoned if he returned the black
stallion he had taken from the prison. Dying, Johnson
confessed to having planted his own theft on Dick.
Dick hated to give up Blackie and leave his friends,

but he had not seen his mother for five years, and he
hoped some day to be able to buy Blackie. He found
his mother working in a hotel, and his father dead.

He told his mother of his escape, and how he was
separated from two fellow-convicts in the hills. The
door opened, and an oflicer declared he had overheard
Dick's remark. The men were murderers and a re-

ward of .$10,001) offered for their apprehension would
go to Dick. So Dick and his mother, after buying
Blackie, returned to buy the ranch adjoining the Wal-
tons. Dick and Anne were married, and the two
sweet old mothers vied with each other to spoil their

grandchildren.

A MAN in prison stripes crept into a deserted

cabin atop a mountain, leading a black stallion.

His gestures bespoke kindness to Blackie, the

horse, but also a great weariness. He carried some
squirrels, which he prepared to cook over the fire he

made in the small stove. Outside a storm was brew-

ing, which, by nightfall, turned into a snow bhzzard.

The convict rubbed his horse to give him warmth, and

shiveringly hugged the stove. Soon his weakness
forced him to lie down on the rude bunk, and he

knew no more.
When the storm had cleared, Dave Walton, with the

admonitions of his mother and sister not to wander
too far ringing in his ears, set out to find his scat-

tered sheep on the mountain top. He found Blackie,

wandering about the deserted cabin, and knew there

was a man within. He found the convict breathing

laboriously. With great effort he placed him atop

Blackie, and leading him, descended to the ranch-

house. While Ann prepared the bed. Mrs. Walton
and Dave assisted the sick man into the house. Mrs.

Walton burned the man's prison clothes. The doctor

THE GIRL HE COULDN'T BUY

Gordon R. Todd File No. 3222

THE PINES was an attractive estate bought up by
a stranger with an eye for beauty. Furness loved

nature with the passion that most men reserve

for women, for he had had an unhappy experience

with an unfaithful woman that had caused him to

distrust all creatures of her sex. He adopted a son,

Jimmie, to appease his loneliness. The devoted college

boy was spending his vacation with his foster father,

decorating their new home.
Sylvia Legrange was an interested neighbor, espe-

cially because life in her own home has been made
unhappy by a wayward and drunken brother, Harry
Legrange, and a father whose business interests have

made him a poor companion. She invited Mary Stan-

ton to visit her, and by some coincidence Mary and
Furness knew each other, and were sworn enemies.

Sylvia tried to conceal the fact that she had found

Furness irresistible, for she knew he was a woman
hater. She allowed herself to be escorted to dances

and parties by his adopted son, Jimmie, who was hope-

lessly in love with the gentle. God-fearing: girl. Her
constant goodness was a source of keen influence on
Furness who found solace also in the friendship he has

struck w-ith Lucy Dow, a crippled girl whom he dis-

covered reading in a beautiful woody section of his

own .grounds. He returned the child's kindly friend-

ship by secretly paying off her parent's debt to the

Legranges, and then calling in a doctor from abroad

to operate on the cripple. She recovered from a suc-

cessful operation, full of gratitude and love for this

stranger, whom she has almost convinced of the ex-

istence of a God.
Harry Legrange has been the source of much un-

happiness. In a drunken state he is found whipping

his dog, which Furness buys from him out of mercy

for the animal. The two men become eternal enemies.

Harry is later responsible for the death of the dog.

In addition to this offense, Furness discovers one day

that he has been robbed, and a cuff link belonging to

Harry seems to point to the offender. The owner of

The Pines, eager to spare the name of the girl he

loi-es, refused to continue on the case against her

brother. The matter was hushed up. Furness left on

hunting trip, eager to get out of Sylvia's way. lest he

prevent the consummation of the love which he de-

tects springing up in Jimmie for the young girl. He
believed himself too old to dare to secure her for him-

self. But she refused Jimmie. who has grown so ill

that Furness was sent for. On his return he discov-

ered that Sylvia does not love the young boy. She

spurned Furness' effort to buy her to give herself to

Jimmie. Furness was surprised to discover that not

all women will sacrifice their ideals for money, and

confessed to Svlvia that both he and his father had

been victims of the gold-digging type of woman and

had never been able to overcome their cynicism.

Mary Stanton has been a fairly good influence over

Harrv,' although it was to buv her jewels that he had

executed the theft of the Furness estate. In a brawl

she fired the shot intended to kill Furness, whom she

hated because she could not regain his love. But

Jimmie shielded his foster father, and fell dead by the
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shot. Furness now left for a job in New Mexico,
where he hoped to be killed by a band of outlawswhom his friend. Jack Harrison, had been sent bv
the government to capture. A new and dashing exist-
ence started for him, resulting- in his kilhng two of
the men with his expert marksmanship.
One of the men was Piggie, a villain who had

attempted to capture Doris, the flashing Mexican
brunette who refused to have him. In this wilderness
of crime he met his mother, who was shot while her
arms were about her long lost child, pleading his for-
giveness.

Harrison has pursued Furness and brings him back,
worn but eager for happiness. Sylvia confessed her
love for him, and at last his faith in women is re-
stored as he marries her and starts a new life preach-
ing God and the Gospel.

UNDER SUSPICION

Paul A. Bernler File No. 3244

WHEX Rose and Paul and Arthur were chil-
dren, the two boys had a fight. Arthur had
taken Rose's apple and Paul had seen it

happen. Mr. Brown, who owned the grocery, had
to stop them. Now. eleven years later. Rose came
back home to stay. She had been away to school
and. with the exception of a few very short visits,
had not been home. Her father, Albert Tearl, was
now the district attorney. He gave Rose the news
of the town, telling her of how Paul's father had
been killed in a gambling fight after losing his
money, and how Arthur was now an engineer in
partnership with his father. Rose went into town
to do some shopping. On her first day back she
met Arthur on the road. She gave him a lift and
asked him to her home-coming party that evening.
At Mr. Brown's store she met Paul and asked him
to come, too, but he refused, telling her he was too
busy. They arranged to meet the n'ext dav.
Thus, after the party they met. Paul and Rose

realized they loved each other, but Paul knew what
the town must think of him since his father's death.
Paul has been studying law at night and had been
admitted to practice only that very eventful week
It was this new start in his career which had pre-
vented him from attending the party. He was pre-
paring to opert his own office. Rose now promised
to wait until he has proven to the town that he

Several days later at the store Arthur and some
of his friends were discussing the party. Arthur
made some slighting remark about Rose, and Paul
knocked him down for it, threatening to kill Arthur
the next time he heard such slander about the girl
of his heart. A short time later, Paul, on his way
home, after seeing Rose, heard his young brother.
Leo, call for help. When he arrived on the scen'e
he found Leo and Mr. Brown's son ghastly and pal-
pitating, whi'e the figure of Arthur was sprawled
lifeless on the ground. Paul made Leo and his chum
promise not to tell anyone else what has happened,
and allows himself to be arrested for the murder.
Rose's father is the district attorney, and finds Paul
guilty, remembering his former threat.
On the day of the execution, Paul is already in

the chair when Leo confesses that his brother 'had
kept silence during his accusation only because he
was trying to shield his younger brother. Paul is
saved in time by this confession, but now Mr. Tearl
must prosecute Leo. Paul works hard to prepare
for his brother's trial, and he wins. As a result of
his victory, he is nominated as district attorney at
the ne.xt election against Mr. Tearl, and so distin-
guishes himself in the campaign that he meets
with political success.
But Mr, Tearl does not begrudge the younger man

his early success, for Paul had demonstrated a fine,
upright spirit and character. He has Paul come
up to his home, and with his blessing and good
wishes, informs the new district attorney that Rose
is waiting to give him the greatest reward for his
efforts toward victory—herself.

RUNAWAY GIRL

Mrs. D. C. Wyatf File No. 3189

WHEN He'en Hackett faced her stern father's
wrath she knew she had to obey his orders
to give up her friends and parties or escape

from home. The gossip about her clandestine meet-
ings with Ted Cox and the dances and plays she
had attended with him had at length reached her
parents' ears and Helen knew that her father meant
It, when he said he would keep her under lock and
key untd she gave up her "wild ways." The girl
was the youngest child of a Blue Mountain farmer
and. at an early age, had rebelled at the strict
discipline Mr. Hackett imposed on his family. Helen's
mother sympathized with her daughter's desire 'o
have a good time, but she knew if was useless to
try to convince her husband that there was nothing
wrong in the girl's attendance at social functions in
the vicinity. Mother artd daughter lamented Mr.
Hackett's narrowness after he had vent his wratli
and departed from the room. Though Mrs. Hackett
urged Helen to accept her father's dictates, the girl
was too headstrong to heed her advice. After her
father had locked her in for the night. Helen man-
aged to slip out of the window. Accompanied by
her dog, she made her way through the dark and
lonely roads to the nearest village. There she was
surprised to meet Ted, who wanted to know where
she was going. Fearing he would reveal her where-
abouts to her parents, Helen became evasive and
sent him on an errand so that she could board the
Summitsville bus without detection. Her original
plan was to visit her cousin, Grace, but on reaching
Summitsville, she decided to go to a strange board-

ing house rather than to Grace's, where her family
would be sure to look for her.
Before her funds ran out, Helen had secured a

position in Wright's department store and made
friends with several congenial girls of her own age.
Eventually, Helen, Eavon and Nellie took a room
together and shared the expenses of housekeeping
Though the runaway girl prided herself on her new-
found freedom, she was not altogether happy. She
missed her mother and Ted and the old friends of
former days. Then, too, the men Eavon and Nellie
introduced her to did not interest her. When Helen
ran into Grace one day in the street, she learned
that her family were nearly frantic over her disap-
pearance. Grace urged her to go home, but Helen
would not hear of it. Finally, she agreed to let
her cousin write to her parents teling them that
she was well and happy. However, Grace had to
promise not to tell where she was.
Shortly after this, when the three girls were pre-

paring for a party, Eavon fell and broke her leg.
It was while Helen was visiting her friend at the
hospital that she met Ronald Hoyle. a handsome
young physician. It was a case of love at first sight
and beiore long Helen and Ronald were planning to
get married. Many happy days followed for Helen,
until Grace came runhing down to the store one
afternoon to inform her cousin that Mrs. Hackett
was dying. Her mother had already closed her eyes
when Helen reached home. The death of his wife
had humbled Mr. Hackett and he greeted his run-
away child in conciliatory fashion. Father and daugh-
ter adjusted their differences and in six months'
time. Di- and Mrs. Hoyle were living con'tentedlv
on the Hackett farm.

LOVE ALONE
rd Crensha File No. 3186

EJIaine ente
her gowns.

IN HER boudoir. Dolores was deploring to John,
her husband, his ceaseless energy which awak-
ened him so early in the morning to play with

their son, Dicky. She told John she was going to
select a dress that day for Mrs. Blandermont's Christ-
mas Eve Ball. John objected to that lady's ques-
tionable reputation, but Dolores, as usual, cajoled'"

I't to^ attend. On John's departure. Madam
a group of models to display

was no frown on Dolores' face
as sne maae ner selection.
Christmas Eve, John returned home happily loaded

with bundles for Dicky's Christinas tree. He took
the child to the window and, looking at the stars,
told him the story of the bright star and the Three
Wise Men. When Dolores entered the room, radi-
ant in' her new gown, John said her eyes were
brighter than the brightest stars.
At Mrs. Blandermont's party, a series of scenes

of love m various times and localities was shown,
there was a Southern home of the lS60's, a negro
cabin, a Kentucky shack, and lastly a night-club,
the grape-clad dancers in this scene descended from
the stage to serve the guests. Dolores drank too
much, and John spent the evening thinking of a wav
to cure her of her idle, p'easure-loving existence'.
Ihat night he told her that he had decided to leave

year,, to see if that would have any effect
ze her life responsibilities more.

Christmas Eve, the following year, Dolores was
stooping beside the bed of a dying Dicky. Dicky
was calling for his father and the story about the
stars. The maid entered to report that John's ofSce
was still trying to trace him. when John walked in.He immediately started to tell Dicky the story of
Christ s birth. The beautiful story and his father's
voice soothed Dicky to sleep, so that he passed the
crisis safely. Dolores left the room, and issued irt-
structions to the maid that, if needed, she could be
reached at Jimmie Ferrell's party. John was paine<i
that even at such a time her pleasure was of great-
est importance to Dolores, but he did not leave the
side of his sleeping boy.
Jimmie Ferrell's party was gorgeously decorated

to represent a garden with butterflies, and the wait-
resses were dressed as butterflies. Dolores soon
caught up with the other guests in drinking and,
becoming bored, she wagered that she could beat
them all driving out to a roadhouse. Fantastic
stakes were played, and the drunken party set out
hilariously.
Two days later, a sad-faced John, holding his

baby boy in his arms, re-read a newspaper account
ot the sensational accident to members of Jimmie
Ferrell's party. Dolores was reported among the
killed, Ihou.gh the people were hardly recognizab'e
John described a place out west and promised to

As the child fell asleep John

ake he

take Dickey th
called Dicky his „ ..^_
cut Dolores. He did not see Dolores enter the room
listening to him with tears streaming down her face!
She had been picked up by a farmer, unconscious
but unharmed, and had lain in his farmhouse until
that afternoon, when her memory had returned. Ma-
tured by the horrible accident, she had rushed home,
in time to say to .John: "Won't you take me with
you to the west?" Love only counts.

A MILLIONAIRE'S SON
Mrs. Bessie Loving File No. 3245

EVERYONE had expected Bob Evaifs to inherit
millions when his father died. But he left him
nothing. Bob went to work for the great coi

-

poration that his father had organized, and that
Bob had once thought he would own. There was one
compensation, however, and that was Jean Adair,
a typist and the daughter of one of his father's oldest

The day before Jean was to leave for her vaca-

tion. Boh asked if he could take her out. At flrsi
she hesitated, because she knew that Bob had been
engaged to a wealthy girl of his old set, Betty
Crawford. But when Bob explained that with his
loss of money he had also lost Betty, whom he now
would not wish to see again, Jean consented That
night Bob confessed his love for the simple-hearted
girl, and Jean admitted that she, too, had cared foi-nim from the first moment that thev set eyes on
e,ach other. They were engaged on that mcmorab'-
night.
The ne.xt day, 'Jean left for her vacation. The girlwho took her place temporarily, was really the ae-

oomp.ice of a gang of thieves. She was there to
trap Bob and finally, persuading him that her hus-
band was ill, she prevailed upon him to take herhome Once in the house he fonnd himself sur-
rounded. The leader of the gang explained that
because of Bob s former acquaintance with many
wealthy people and their homes, they wanted hini
to join them Bob refused, until they threatened to
kill Jean. This was the only means they had of
forcing him finally to concede to their wishes.
There fodowed a series of daring robberies until

one day the gang leader ordered Bob to clean out
the Crawford safe. Bob tried to get out of the
hlthy job, but with the threat of danger to Jean
he could not help himself. At the Crawford liome
he was about to walk out with the loot when he
found himself covered by Crawford. His old sweet-
heart, Betty, saw to it that all the newspapers
printed the story as it appeared to her.
Jean, hearing of the affair, hurried back and askedBob to tell her why he did it. He refused, but she

suspected the truth. On the way out of the jail
Jean was stopped by the girl -accomplice of the gaucr'.
She, too. admired Bob and his courage, and wanted
to be revenged on the gang. She told Jean the plot,
and the two girls make their plans. Jean disguised
Herself as a boy and, gaining admittance to the
gang, promised to lead them to some big money if
they would give her help. With the aid of the police,
Jean had arranged that all of her intended robberies
should not be interrupted. Unknown to the gang,
the loot was really clever imitation jewelry, and
marked money, but Jean knew they would not find
out before she had completed the job. In this man-
ner Jean gained the confidence of the gang. One
day she told the chief of a very big job for which
she needed almost all the gang. The chief decided
to have everyone there, which is just what Jean
wanted. The night of the robberv the entire gang
was in or around the bank when suddenly the whole
building was illuminated bv searchlights and the
gang found itself surrounded by a small army of
police. They saw the jig was up and surrendered,
and with the evidence all so neatlv gathered against
them, were convicted. The chief confessed that Bob
had never willingly committed any robberies, hut
had been forced to do so. The prison gates swung

ad Jean—two birds freed and happy,
rly bought joy.

iEXAS ROMANCE
Anthony Valentine Kerzich File No. 3240

B-}Fr^, '" *''^ ^^''°'^ -f°''" Delwood and Harrv
Woodard decided to follow the new trails out
West. They had been horn in the same little

I ennsylvania town, and decided to seek their fortunes
together. They traveled from one lumber camp tu
another, until they landed at the ranch of Toe Canward,
near the Texas border. On Saturday nights they
would go into town with the rest of the Diamond Ranch
boys.
At the best dance hall in town, the "Twilight Hour "

they met and both fell in love with Anne Madero.
Anne played in the dance hall orchestra. She lived
with her old father, a descendant of the first Spaniards,m an old mansion. Anne liked both boys, and they
swore to stick together as friends no matter which
of theai Anne chose. Mike Fargo, son of the Mexican
owner of the "Twilight Hour," had his eve on Anne
for so.ne time. It was rumored that he 'had warned
others to keep away from her on the threat of killing
them, and was not above doing it. One day he stopped
Harry on the road and warned him to stav away
from Anne. He pulled a knife and Harry, ducking it,
.gave him a sound beating. The following Saturday
night, as John and Harry were about to go home,

y found his horse gone. John went on home
al.

When Harry finally found his horse, he could not
understand how it had wandered into a strange yard.
On the way he saw something in the road ahead of him.
He reached for his gun. to find it gone. He drew
closer, and discovered the body of a dead man—his
I)al John, shot through the hack!
The next day a search was made and Harry's gun

found near the body. He was arrested and found
guilty of the crime, but Anne and the Diamond Ranch
boys and Canward do not believe him guilty. They
hired a famous detective, Beardsley, to aid him hut
Beardsley disappeared before the trial. This disappear-
ance followed his telling Harrv that he is sure I-argo
was the murderer, not only of John, but of one of
the cowboys who had won at the "Twilight Hour"
gambling tables.
The day of Harry's execution arrived. It looked as

If nothino; more can be done for the suffering hoy.
the Ihamond Ranch bovs decided to rescue Harry
hut unfortunately just as they are about to attack
the sheriffs men, Beardsley rode up, torn and bleed-
ing. He shouted to the boys to stop Fargo, and just
in time, too, for Fargo, with his gun out was about
to shoot him.

Beardsley told the sheriff how he had traced the
murders to Fargo, but had been captive in a mountain
hut. hargo met his just end on the gallows, while
the sheriff gladly freed Harry to return once more
to his friends and the loving arms of Anne.
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THE MIDNIGHT FIGHT

Floyd E. Morris File No. 3273

HANSTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE, boasted of one
restaur?nt and amusement hall and there each
night the inhabitants congregated to dance, dine,

and drink. One evening a crowd was gathering at
the hall when a heavy-set, vicious-looking man ap-
proached the bar and ordered the bartender to pay
him some money owed by the proprietor. When the
request was refused. Wilbur Watson grew ugly and
the bartender frightened. Just then a charming young
couple entered the cafe. The man, Farell Courtnev,
immediately sized up the situation from the terror-
stricken faces of the guests and. going forward, wound
his cane swiftly around Watson's neck. The latter
glared for a second and then grabbed the cane, break-
ing it in two. A moment later he floored his op-
ponent. His pretty companion rushed to Farrell's side
and begged him to get up and fight. But Farell had
suddenly turned coward and, instead of facing the
bully, he slunk out of the hall, while the crowd
branded him "yellow." No one was more surprised
at Farell's behavior than the lovely Margaret Londis,
who followed her sweetheart out of the cafe.
The next day Farell Courtney left town, determined

to live down his bad name and return at a later
date to fight Wilbur Watson. After several adventures
in which Farell saved a poor orphan child from cruel
treatment, the youth arrived in the Maine woods.
There he became known as a daring and capable
lumberjack. Among his new companions was ^latt
Johnson, who was engaged to Betty Black. Betty, a
titian-haired beauty, was the most attractive girl in
the vicinity and the camp Ruffian. Andrews, decided
one night to make her his own. Forced to choose
between death and dishonor. Betty plunged into the
river to escape Andrews. The following day Matt
and Farell were out for revenge. The latter found
Andrews hiding in the woods and fought with him
desperately until he was able to hurl his body to a
watery grave.
That nig-ht Farrell started back for Hanston. He

arrived one evening just as Watson had seized Mar-
garet on the dance floor and was forcing unwelcome
kisses on her. Suddenly the crowd noticed Farell in
the doorway and turned its attention to the newcomer.
When Watson saw Courtney standing before him, he
cowered. Pulling him away from Margaret, Farell
swung his left arm around and hit Watson square in

the jaw. The latter dropped to the floor. Farell
waited until he could pick himself up and then timed
another deadly blow at his old enemy. The fight that
followed was such as had never been seen in Hanston.
and, when Watson was knocked out, the dance hall

crowd gave three cheers for the former yellow dog.
Despite the joy of the populace that there was a man
in their midst who was a match for the hated Watson.
Margaret's happiness at her sweetheart's return was
far beyond that of the noisy throng. All hearts were
glad, when Farrel took the girl in his arms and kissed

her tenderly.

A WOMAN'S WAY
Mrs. L A. Hesson File No. 3255

THERE was one thing Mr. and Mrs. Courtney
valued above their wealth and social position,

and that was their daughter. Magnolia. Mag-
nolia, according to them, was entitled to everything
good in life, and to Mrs. Courtney, the rich young
heir to tile Sandford millions was a highly desirable
husband for her daughter. Though Magnolia showed
no interest in Sandford, her parents continually
pushed his suit. The girl w^as forced to spend much
of her time in the company of this odious young
man. while the fashionable Virginia beach colony
predicted the speedy engagement of the couple. It

was while the two were wandering on a lonely
stretch of beach that an airplane suddenly circled
over the pair and then swooped down upon them.
Sandford was brushed aside and Magnolia was car-
ried against her will into the cockpit of the airship.

An hour later Mr. Courtney and Sandford were
scouring the skies for the kidnapped girl. At last,

they sighted the plane and forced it down. Sand-
ford recognized the kidnapper and demanded Mag-
nolia. The plane was searched, but the girl was
gone.
Meanwhile Magnolia, who had grabbed a parachute

and jumped from the airship unknown to the pilot,

was \vandering through the \^irginia farm country.
Finding some boy's clothes in an empty shack, she
changed her torn and dirty garments and buried her
beautiful golden hair in a shabby cap. Begging for
food at the farm of Martin Byrd. Magnolia was
taken for a boy and put to work doing chores. The
Byrds had noticed that logs they had started rolling
down the river were stolen and Magnolia was sent
out the following morning to stamp their logs for
identification purposes. But there was another
farmer in the vicinity who had missed logs also.
Neil Hart. Magnolia's first sweetheart, came down
to the river to stamp his log and saw a strange
youth busy at the same task. Without doubt, this
was the thief. Neil grabbed the girl's shoulder and
slapped her face, while he delivered a stern lecture
on the immorality of stealing. Magnolia, at first

astonished that her sweetheart did not recognize
her, kept a straight face and then explained she was
working for the Byrds. Neil suggested that she
help him find the culprit and the two walked along
the bank of the river on the lookout for gangsters.
Eventually they discovered that the company Sand-
ford headed was guilty of log stealing from poor
farmers. Back in town. Magnolia visited her father
incognito and pleaded for the renewal of the mort-
gage he held on the Byrd farm. When he discovered
that the shabby country boy was his daughter, Mr.
Courtney speedily granted the request. Overjoyed
io have Magnolia with them again, the Courtneys

3 longer pressed Sandford's suit and eventually per-
utted their daughter to marry .\eil. But .Magnolia
2ver forgot to tease her husband by telling people
3w he had slapped her face before their marriage!

THE BIRTHMARK

Neil Hanifln Hie No. 3278

NOTHING had so stirred the village of Barton
in thirty years as the outbreak of the
Spanish-American War. Grant Knowles was in

the local grocery store when the news came and was
among the first of the village youths to volunteer
for service. After he had enlisted. Grant realized
that gomg away would be hard. It meant separa-
tion from Betty. Rushing over to her home, the
youth took Betty in his arms and told her what had
happened. Grant asked Betty to marry him at once
and the next day the two were united in the small,
yme-covered church. Then followed a bhssful week
in which the newlyweds enjoyed each moment and
tried hard not to think of the separation that was
coming. Betty kept back her tears until after
Grant had departed and then lived for the cheerful
letter which regularly arrived from the Phihppines.
After several months in service. Grant was
wounded and brought to a government hospital. He
lay there for months hovering between life and
death. Meanwhile, Betty, who had learned of her
husband's injuries, was facing the ordeal of mother-
hood with the fear of Grant's death hanging over
her. When her baby was born, a red mark
resembhng a rifle bullet was found on its shoulder.
As soon as Betty recovered, she wrote Grant a long
and joyful letter describing her treasure in detail.
Grant was comforted by the news and attempted to
get out of bed with the result that he contracted a
fever. One night, while delirious, he wandered out
of the hospital. Found by some natives, he was
cared for until his recovery. Unfortunately, during
the final stages of his illness. Grant had lost his
memory, and the return of physical health did not
bring a restoration of his mind. Assuming a strange
nanie. he traveled back to the States and tried in
vain to discover the hnk with his past. Tn desperate
circumstances, he took to stealing and was sent to
prison for a long term. After years of confinement,
he fell in the prison yard and his memory came back.
When he was released, he hurried to Barton in
search of Betty, but could find no trace of hei". At
length, he drifted to the nearest large city. Boston,
and obtained employment in a department store.
When the government authorities had notified her

that her husband was missing, Betty still hoped that
Grant would in some way make his whereabouts
known to her. After several years, the brave young
wife gave up all hope of finding him and realized,
since her parents had died in the meantime, that she
must make some provision for herself and child.
Accordingly, she took her Httle girl to Boston and
secured a position as housekeeper to a wealthy
family. Her duties were arduous and the added tax
of caring for Httle Jean made life very difficult.
When the child finally grew up, she went to work
at an early age to relieve her mother. It was not
long before Betty realized that Jean's position as a
salesgirl made her self-supporting and the tired
mother went to live with a distant relative who
owned a farm in New Hampshire.

It was inevitable that Grant and Jean, working
in the same department store, should be attracted
to each other and that the lonelv older man should
ask the beautiful young girl to marry him never
suspecting that Jean, who had taken her godmother's
last name, was his own daughter. And Jean found
this grey^haired man fascinating, and prepared for
her wedding. On the great day, surrrounded by
friends, the excitement caused her to faint and
Grant, who picked her up, suddenly saw the telltale
birthmark. Unconsciously, he called Betty and in a

t hi; his

COURTESAN
Ethel O'Ravage File No. 3239

THE death of her sailor father forced sixteen-
year-old Molly Kingsley to dance in a sailor's
saloon There she met Camo, a Portuguese

sailor, with whom the forlorn little girl fell in loveThey were to be married on his return from his
next voyage. VVhile he was gone the saloon was
raided, and Molly was taken to a reformatory.
There her haby was born. Much as she loved littleCamo the rules of the institution took the baby
from her for adoption. She placed her only treasure
a Iccket around the baby's neck. They assured" her
the foster parents were wealthy
Back in Ne^v York, Molly became a waitress

There Juan a Spanish dancer, noticed her graceful
body and offered her a part in the chorus of a nieht
club in which he danced. When his partner le'ft.
Molly took her place. Their success placed them onBroadway and Molly changed her name to Cornis
King. The war claimed her dancing partner, who
never returned. Alone. Carnis King climbed the lad-
der of success steadily. She was sought for private
society affairs and lionized. At one such affair shemet an old and lonely Spanish duchess. The two
friendless women, one young and a nobody, the other
old and of a distinguished noble family, became
deeply attached to each other. From the duchess
Lornis King learned priceless lessons of refinement
After two years the duchess returned to Spain and
Cornis was again alone. Always she sorrowed for
her lost man-child, but could find no trace of himFor a year she had no friends, although she wasacclaimed the greatest actress on Broadway In a
spirit of revenge on mankind Cornis planned a din-
ner lor ten of her most persistent admirers Thusbegan the career that gave her the reputation of

an international courtesan. the youth committed
suicide, another man was divorced, still another
g_ave up position and friends for solitude. Armand
Touaire, an artist, was the only one of her lovers
who seemed always to remain in favor. His love
was deep and abiding, and Cornis always turned to
hini in times of stress.
During these hectic years Cornis continued to cor-

respond with the old Duchess. A hasty cable sum-
moned her to the Duchess' deathbed. She took the
first boat to Spain to see her friend once more. 'Tlie
Duchess left Cornis her entire fortune. While
remaining in Spain to settle her affairs. Cornis met
a handsome young monk. They fell in love with
each other, but Cornis fled to Paris to save him
from sin. There Armand again finds her. and she
continues her profligate existence. Armand invites
her to meet a fellow American artist named Puzzy
Mertelle. Cornis is immediately attracted and sets
about capturing the young man. She succeeds in her
purpose while he is painting her in the nude, in .spite
of his scruples for the sake of Armand. Puzzie tells
his friend he is .going to marry Cornis. Armand,
knowing Cornis' reputation, tries to send Puzzie back
to America. Puzzie and Cornis flee to Switzerland.
There Cornis learns that Puzzie is the young monk.
He had entered the monastery alter a love disap-
pointment, but new love of Cornis had made him go
to Paris. Not wishing to make the young man she
loves sin further, Cornis refuses to live with him
until they are married. He returns to New York to
get his parents' consent, which is refused. It is not
until Puzzie is dying from the mental strain that
they wire for Cornis, again in Paris, to come to save
him. Cornis sets out immediately for America. Her
ardent care saves Puzzle's life. His mother, how-
ever, thinking Cornis a fortune hunter, tells her that
Puzzie is an adopted child, and will receive no money
if he marries Cornis. She shows Cornis the locket
she herself had placed on the baby. Puzzie was
Cornis' own son! Cornis flees to Paris and Armand,
and marrying him, goes to the desert to live until
grief and memory cause her death. Puzzie, believing
Cornis faithless, re-enters the monastery.

CALL OF THE NIGHT
Ellen Howe File No. 3230

THE telephone bell rang shrilly. Annetta Brooks
set up in bed. She looked toward her husband's
bed, but he was not yet in. On her way down

to the phone she looked at the time— 1:15. A bitter
smile crossed her lips as she lifted the receiver from
the hook. She recognized the caller as her old
friend, Richard.

Richard was on the police force, and finally told her
that a report had come in that night that Jack Brooks
had been hurt in an accident and was now at the
Emergency Hospital, Annetta quickly dressed, and
getting into a cab, was on her way. As she rode
along she wondered if this was to be the end of what
slle had once thought would be her happy marriage,

years ago she had married Jack, although she
d liked Richard for a much longer time.

1 J ,,, '^'^ J^'^''' ^'"^ ^''" '^''•' although of late he
had fallen into bad ways, spending his evenings in
town with the "good fellows" he had met. Annetta
arrived at the hospital. She rang until she was ad-
mitted, but the head nurse refused to let her see Jack
before the morning. Nor would Annetta leave until
she had seen him.

Fortunately for her, Richard arrived, and with his
aid was allowed m to see the patient. But it was not
her husband! A check-up showed that it was not
Jack Brooks, but a man named Brocks. It was now
almost dawn as Richard led Annetta out into the
street. Noticing how pale and tired she looked, he
took her into a restaurant for coffee, and then escorted

They arrived at the house, but found the
id Jack sprawled over the

had kn

all turnedlights

couch
He now sprang up, facing them. His hair was

mussed, his tie and collar missing. His shirt was open
at the top and crumpled. Altogether, he had con-
trived to have quite a reckless appearance. He rubbed
his eyes, and staring at Richard recognized him.
Annetta threw her arms around her husband's neck,

but Jack pushed her aside and faced Richard like a
madman. As Jack moved to strike him, Anuetta
stepped between them, trying to explain. But instead.
It was she who was struck. This was too much for
Richard, and pushing Annetta to safety he grappled
with Jack. Suddenly Jack reached for a sniall iron
bench and threw it. Richard Jay stilj^ and pale, his

he anger was
letta explained

I'hile her husband was

whole body relaxed
almost all gone from Jack now
what had actually taken place

;ing suspicio He efully begs her to
forgi\

Fortunately, Richard was only stunned bv the blo\»,
and quickly recovered. He grinned as he wavered.
.Tack s explanations and apologies were quickly dis-
pensed with by the good-natured Richard, who was
now sure that he had profited by a much needed lesson.
Jack, too, was sure of that concerning himself, and
.'\nnetta knew that he uld nber it.

RIPE APPLES

Al ©ersten File No. 327/

THE butler opened the door of the library, ushered
the stranger in to see his master. John Dilton,
and then hurried to the pantry to mix some cock-

tails. Five minutes later he returned bearing the
liquid refreshment and re-entered the room with a
smile of satisfaction at his concoctions. What a sight
met lis eyes ! John Dilton was stretched out dead on
a chair and the visitor was gone! The butler quickly
summoned Mrs. Dilton, her daughter. Helen, and the
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latter's sweetheart, Bob Sanford. Half an hour later

JJetective Wilson arrived to probe this strange mys-
tery. It was found that Dilton had died of some un-
known poison, and the only clue to work on was a
bright, red apple which servants swore had not been
in the library before the arrival of the visitor, Mr.
Smith. That evening Wilson decided to re-question
all those who had been in the house at the time of
the murder. It was then discovered that Bob San-
ford had disappeared !

'1 hough Helen could not be-
lieve her fiance was implicated in the death of her
father, Sanford's peculiar exit brought a storm of

abuse on his head from the butler and another servant
in the house.

Later in the night, when the family were in bed,
Wilson discovered a masked man in the house. He
trailed the intruder to Mrs. Dilton's room and stopped
him just as he was about to throw poison in her tace.

The stranger struggled with the detective and finally

made his escape, though not before Wilson caught a
glimpse ot Bob's distinctive white tennis pants be-
neath the black robe. At four o'clock the next after-

noon, Mrs. Dilton was found dead in her boudoir.
She died in the same manner as her husband and a
second ripe apple was found beside her. Wilson made
plans to guard Helen and Harry Mender, a famous
Scotland Yard detective, arrived to help him. While
Wilson gave orders to his subordinates, Helen was left

under Mender's guard. A piercing scream from Helen
brought Wilson back on the scene where he discovered
the masked figure in black robes attacking the help-

less girl. After a hard chase, the mystery man was
captured. His disguise torn off. Mender stood re-

vealed! And as Wilson pulled off the detective's fake
beard, the butler recognized the man who had called
on Mr. Dilton before the tragedy. Then Bob suddenly
returned and explained the mystery. Mender, a for-

mer suitor of Mrs. Dilton's, had become crazed by
jealousy when she married another. With plans for

the destruction of the Dilton family occupying his

thoughts for years, he became a Scotland Yard detec-
tive and evolved a poison from ripe apples with which
he did away with his victims. Kidnapping Bob the
night of the murder, he donned his white trousers to

throw suspicion on the youth. Then assuming his

role of detective, he offered to guard Helen so that
he might do away with the last remaining Dilton.
But, fortunately, the third ripe apple was never left

to warn survivors of the lunatic's menace. Instead,
Bob Sanford stayed by Helen's side to care for her
forever.

lit had confirmed her suspicions by
writing of queer doings at the Western Star. She
liad returned to investigate, seeking a position at a
neighboring ranch, and had soon decided Gip was the
head of the Dozen Terrors, but lacked proof. Little
did Blacky suspect that he would be running the
Western Star by the end of the year

!

THE TERROR OF THE DOUBLE BAR

Nels Weed Pile No. 3188

THERE was a cry of "The Dozen Terrors!" from
the cowboys as Lookout's riderless horse, foam-
ing, came galloping into the Double Bar. The

entire outfit entered the search for what they feared
was a dead body, and sure enough, they found it with
a note pinned to it signed by the dreaded rustlers who
had never been seen. During their absence, Blacky
Block came to Double Bar's owner with a note from
the patrol chief. " This handsome ranger had been
assigned to clear up the mystery of the Dozen Ter-
rors, and for this purpose asked Squint to introduce
him as a new hand. His eye was caught by the
Double Bar's pretty cook, and during his questioning
of matters around the ranch, learned that she had re-

cently applied for the position. She was a good cook,
though she seemed above her station. Whenever men
from neighboring ranches appeared, she would never
let herself be seen. He also learned that the Box X
outfit was on the north of the Double Bar, and that
these two ranches were the heaviest losers of cattle

through the Dozen Terrors. To the west was the
Western Star, which had been singularly free from
raids. The owner, George Norme, had died, and his
daughter Gladys, who had been east at school for the
past ten years, had remained east and left the run-
ning of the ranch to her foreman, Gip Black.

That night Blacky and Chick were assigned to
round up the cattle. In the darkness Blacky heard a
shot, and galloping to where Chick had been, found his
body on the ground. He dared not light a match, but
fired at dark figures he could barely see herding the
cattle. There was a shot in response, and Blacky
lost consciousness. He regained it the following morn-
ing to find himself tied up in a deserted cabin. For
an hour he strained at his bonds. As he freed him-
self he heard a key turn in the lock, and he resumed
his original position. A huge dark man, with a scar
on his face, entered, and informed Blacky he was in

Mexico and escape was useless. As the man turned
to leave, Blacky jumped him. Blacky won the bloody
battle, and tied his prisoner before him on a horse,
which he noted had the Western Star brand! Blacky
had a difficult time finding his way back to the Double
Bar, because his captive would not speak, and made
desperate attempts to escape. There he found the
sheriff and a posse, planning a means of finding him.
Chick had received only a wound, but had no clue to
Blacky 's disappearance. Blacky was amazed at the
relief and joy in the cook's face when she saw him
again. It was too late to return that day to the
canyon where Blacky was held prisoner and which was
filled with cattle of many brands, but early next morn-
ing he set out with the sheriff and posse. They found
the canyon deserted. Evidently the outlaws, warned
by Blacky 's escape, had lost no time in evacuating
with the cattle. They followed the cattle's trail, and
late afternoon they saw a cloud of dust in the dis-

tance which they knew hid the cattle. Before they
could get their bearings, shots rained all around them.
Three of the posse were killed, and several wounded,
before the depleted band of outlaws surrendered. Their
leader was Gip Black

!

When they returned with the prisoners to the
Double Bar, the pretty cook ran out to see if Blacky
was unharmed. When she saw Gip as prisoner, she
announced that she was Gladys Norme. She had be-
cbme suspicious of Gip's poor reports of the ranch.

HOTEL GIRL

Lillle Pondelick File No. 3249

ORDINARILY the home that Jean Borden came
from had too many mouths to feed to notice
when there was one less. But when Jean left

for America the little hut was sad without her.
Alone in iVew York she was given a job in a hotel
kitchen, but that was easy, after taking care of her
httle brothers and sisters. It was not long before
she learn'ed English going to school after work, and
was soon working in the dining-room.
One day she was given charge of a special dinner

ordered by one of the hotel guests, Mr. Howard.
Billy Howard, the son, had on several occasions
seen Jean, but noticed nothing more than a pretty
and charmin'g waitress. However, the night of the
banquet, Jean, as the hostess in charge, wore no
uniform. Billy watched her all evening, then finally
wrote a note and slipped it to Jean, asking her to
meet him after the dinner. When he met her he
begged her to go riding with him and for the first

time since her arrival in' America Jean saw the
beautiful country-side outside of New York. That
was the first of many beautiful meetings.

Billy realized he loved Jean, but was, naturally,
very much afraid of his parents' disapproval. He
understood that they wanted to marry him ofiF to
a wealthy friend's daughter, Virginia. Finally, he
told his parents the truth. They, endeavoring to
stop Billy's affair instantly, visited Jean to tell her
that Billy will never see her again, aitd is about to
be married to a girl of his own class—Virginia. Jean
believed them, and in a fit of despondency, married
one of the guests of the hotel, whom she had known
for a short time as a rather eligible gentleman.
When Billy came to visit her, he found that she
had gone, that she had been married! He married
Virginia, this being the rtatural step and one that
his family expected him to take, and they went to
Florida to live, where he was to manage one of his
father's building operations.

In the meantime, Jean's husband quickly disil-

lusioned her. He made life very unhappy for her.
but one day, while drunk, fell from a train and was
killed. Jean returned to her old position in' the hoti?i.

At about the same time in Florida, Billy discovered
that his wife had been carrying on an affair with
another man. He left her and obtained his divorce,
returning :'mmediately to New York. The older and
wiser Billy than the one who married Virginia, sus-
pected that his parents had something to do in' the
matter of Jean's deception. For that reason, he
did not want to go to them. Finally, he decided
to stop at Jean's old hotel. There, as he stepped
to the desk, he saw Jean.
At first they acted very coldly toward each other.

Then, one evening while Billy was going out, he
saw a drunken guest, standing in front of Jean
and refusing to let her pass him. Billy rushed over
and pushed him aside, taking Jean away. Then
the entire story broke out. All that happened was
explained. They no longer suffered, for at lasc

they had found each other, and were freed from
all obstacles.

AMOURS VICTORIOUS

Effie Lee Thames File No. 3246

A REFINED but vivacious western girl, bubbling
with verve arfd the vitality that ranch life

affords, finds herself suddenly thrown into
an environment foreign to her. The death of her
father has necessitated her transportation to the ele-

gant Georgia plantation of her grandfather, where
formality and dignity place so many restriction oit

the freedom -loving cowgirl that her activities are
a constant source of irritation in the well-regulated,
aristocratic household.

Juanita is young and beautiful, thus exciting the
jealousy of her cousin, Olivia, who has been strug-
gling to capture the heart of John Osborne, owner
of the neighboring sumptuous estate. Until the ar-
rival of the orphan her conquest seemed sure, but
Osborne has demonstrated on so many occasions
how much Juanita has attracted him, that Olivia's
hopes fade. Billy, the younger brother, shows evi-
dence of being of the same blood as the wayward
father of Juanita, in his fancy for ^\ild horses, nightly
gallavanting on dangerous projects arfd his hunting
and fishing and ghost -chasing. He and Juanita,
naturally, make a splendid pair, whose pranks con-
stantly upset the gentle atmosphere of the country-
side. They are constantly being locked into their
rooms, Juanita suffering punishment for Billy as
well as for herself, but her ingenuity always makes
fresh mischief possible.

As the girl continues to assert her own authority,
she gradually wins the respect of the entire house-
hold, including the servants. Olivia is the only ex-
ception. Life is made most delightful by the ar-
rival of a host of girls to a house-party some time
later in Georgia. Olivia is rfow Mrs. Keene, mar-
ried to a wealthy Englishman, who means well but
whose most redeeming feature is his money. Little
subsidiary plots now begin to unravel. The blonde
flapper, whom Billy is reputed to be in love with,
Fannie Middleton, has been flirting with all the other
men and breaking each one's heart irf turn. Phil
Browning, the reserved boy, is naturally the one
to fall the hardest, so that the others have had to

watch out for him. Billy, now observing how lightly
she coquettes with all men, has decided that there
is less virtue in blonde hair than he had at first
imagined. Especially is this true because Juanita,
wishing to prevent his marriage to such a girl, has
invited Lena Gordon', a beautiful brunette of the
faithful, serious type. It does not take long for
the wise Billy to make a comparison between the
two girls that results in Lena's favor. By now.
Fannie has changed her tactics and endeavors to win
him back, but is unable to do so.

Another romance takes place with Slim Herndon,
a bache'or of fort v -two, who con'fides hopefully in
Nellie, aged eighteen. His story reveals that her
mother is the woman he had formerly loved, but
had not wished to take her awav from his best
friend, who was also in love with her. That friend
is now dead, and Nellie tries to make him see that
there would be no shame in his marrving her mother
after all these years. While Nei;ie'"s mother, Mrs.
Shaw, is endeavoring to revive an old love affair
with the embarrassed Slim, Fannie has a new ro-

latest conquest is Antonio Artege, a half-
'ho IS fascinated by the extremely fair

girl, for he has always lived with darker races,
or with white men taimed a dark brown by the
constant sunshine. Fannie finds his love ardent
and fascinating, but would not dare to give herself
to a foreigner. He talks to her for a lon'g time about
his father's sorrowful love affair, resulting in the
sculpturing of the marble Angie Mansfield. She is

much taken by his pleading, but has not the cour-
age to promise her hand to a half-breed. He leaves
her to the care of Billy, assuring her that he will

call to take her away soon. She and Billy are forced
to spend the night in a strange house during a
storm, and they fear that if Antorfio discovers, he
will be furiously jealous. It results in a duel be-
tween Billy and Antonio, overseen by Nellie, who
arrives in time to bandage Antonio's wound. Billy
has, in the meantime, told Lena that he would have
to keep his old promise to Fanny and marry her,
although he does not love the blon'de girl. Juanita is

out of all this romance turmoil, for she has been
happily married to John Osborne, and is raising a
beautiful little boy, now five years old.

At last. Fannie, unable to resist the love that
Antonio showers upon her, realizes she could never
be happy with Billy and urges him to release her
from their mutual promise. Needless to say, he is

quick to take the suggestion, and soon after Fannie
and Antonio are married, two other couples an-
nounce their decision to do likewise. First, there is

Billy Dale, at last reunited with the faithful Lena
Gordon. Then Slim has finally been able to con-
quer the retiring Mrs. Shaw.

V^HISPERING PINES

Jennie McCurry File No. 3303

THE Strachlands were htfown as one of the
wealthiest families in the South, though the de-
cline in the price of cotton had brought their

finances into a precarious state. Just when things
looked their blackest and bankruptcy seemed immi-
nent, an old friend of Mr. Strachland's, Baron Dahln-
guard, made his appearance at the plantation. Baron
Dahlnguard had been forced to leave England, be-
cause public opinion rose against his scandalous liv-

ing. However, he still possessed a vast fortune and
an eye for pretty women. When he beheld the
radiant blond beauty of Connie Strachland, he sud-
derrly decided to settle down and marry. Mr. and
Mrs. Strachland pushed the match and finally an-
nounced to their daughter that she was to marry
the Baron. But Connie refused, point-blank, to
marry this odious old roue, even to save the family
fortune. Her parents' pressure increased until the
girl fled from her home to an aunt who lived in

California. Con'nie had hoped to find a backer in

this aunt, whom she had never seen before, but a
half hour spent with vicious old Drucilla Moore
made the girl realize that her protector was more
worldly than her own parents. In a few days, the
Strachlands, accompanied by the Baron, had located
their daughter and decided to stay in California for

an extended visit. With four people against her,

Connie would flee from the house an'd tell her trou-

bles to the magnificent pines that grew in a beau-
tiful grove just beyond her aunt's estate. It was
there Doctor Harold McClure found her one day,
when she was trying to escape the pursuit of her
family. The doctor was young and sympathetic; and
his pity for Connie soon grew into love.

Both Harold and the Barorf had horses entered
in the annual races and had bet heavily on the
outcome. When Connie learned that Dahlnguard's
horse was slated to win. she fed the animal dope
which she secretly obtained from her Aunt Dru-
cilla's pill box. Consequently, Harold won the race
and a large fortune. A ball was scheduled for the
followin'g evening and Connie and Harold attended.

'

A mock wedding took place during the festivities in

which Connie took the part of groom and Harold
that of bride. Unknown to her parents, who enjoyed
the ceremony along with the other guests, Connie
and Harold had persuaded the attending minister to

make these mock rites legal. Thus, the couple,

though luiable to live together, were man* and wife.

Several months went by and, finally, the Baron,
who had financed a large bootlegging plant, was
arrested and deported. Mr. and Mrs. Strachland
were heart-broken, for they no longer saw any way
out of their difficulties. It was just at this psycho-
logical moment that Connie an'd Harold informed
them of their secret marriage and offered them the
two hundred thousand dollars won at the races to

tide them over their rainy day. There was nothing
for the selfish parents to do but to bow their heads
in shame and give their blessing to the happy young
couple.
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SHE HAD HER OWN WAY
Jesse W. Hunsberger File No. 3261

dark-
DL'RIXG his school d:iys, Eddi<

g-azif admiringly at the imper
head of little Marian. Of course, he was an

"older boy" to her, and as such dared not show her
the attentions he longred to shower upon her. When
Marion was sixteen years old she danced in a show
in which Eddie was comedian. It was given for the
benefit of the Playground Association. There was
to be a party after the performance, and Eddie felt

at last he would be able to escort Marian. His re-

quesr was refused, however, because Marian told hini

she was engaged and would be married in a year.
Slie was so young and sweet! Eddie left town right
after that, heartbroken at having lost the only girl

he knew he'd ever want.
Four years later Eddie returned. Soon he was

caught ill the small -town whirl of social affairs, and
asked to direct a show for cliarity. It was a mu-
sical comedy, and Eddie felt helpless at arranging
dances for the chorus. He sought a girl's advice,
and she suggested that he ask Marian to help him.
She told him Marian had broken her engagement
soon after he had left town, and had been in the
city for four years. Rumor had it she had been a
chorus girl, and for that reason, and because of re

ports of causes for her broken engagement, the
townsfolk now locked askance at her; and she was
lonely. Marian was delighted to aid, and the ensu-
ing rehearsals were joyous occasions to Eddie, work-
ing with this charming girl. After leaving the
theatre, Eddie would usually take Marian for a long
vide, and on one such occasion he could not resist
her tempting nearness, and kissed her. Marian was
not angry, for she now realized Eddie's goodness.
They became engaged the night of the successful per-
formance. Marian had come to love and appreciate
Eddie, and he was proud to have won her at last. The
villagers unbent toward Marian now, the stories of
her friendship with a married man which had wreck-
ed her first engagement forgotten.
For several months Eddie and Marian were ideally

happy. But Marian, as usual, tired of the existing
state of affairs, began to nag Eddie unmercifully.
Nothing he did was right, although he bought her
everything she desired. Soon he dreaded to return
home at night, for instead of the sweet, helpful wife
he hoped for. he knew he would find an untidy home
and a scold. Marian's only pleasure seemed to be
in adorning herself. For two months Eddie stood
this misery, until returning home one night he over-
heard two men discussing his wife's frequent visits

to the doctor, about which he knew nothing. No
matter what Marian did. she was still his wife and
the girl he loved, and the display of his fists made
the men apologize. Still the suspicion had been plant-
ed, but Eddie loyally fought it ofT. He did not men-
tion the matter to his wife. When his wife com-
ipilained of dullness that night, Eddie offered to take
her on a short visit to the city, but this she hurriedly
refused. Eddie wondered if she dishked to leave the
doctor.
A few weeks later Marian began nagging. Eddie

for a fur coat. This was the last straw to Eddie.
He had depleted his bank account, and had gone in

debt supplying Marian's desires, never considering
that he himself needed a suit. He did not have the
money, and told Marian so. The quarrel brought
forth his disappointment in Marian, and the gossip
concerning the doctor. Eddie declared he was through
and was leaving Marian. Marian sat in stunned
silence while Eddie put on his hat and coat, but
came to life and grabbed him before he could leave.
Weepingly she said, "Eddie, I know I am selfish,

but it is not my fault. You are to blame as well
I have had my own way from babyhood, and you
continued to spoil me instead of explaining wherein
I was wrong to me and helping me to become better.
I trusted you to teach me not to be selfish. Now we
are going to have a babv—that is why I visited the
doctor so often—I didn't want to tell you until
your birthday—and you are going to leave me!" Ed-
die realized Marian was right, and gathered the
weeping girl into his arms. From then on Eddie
ruled his household, and he and Marian lived hap-
pily ever after!

NOTHING OVER TWENTY-FIVE

W. H. Fogarfy File Nc 3257

THIS is truly a remarkable tale of a remarkable
man, with the rare fortune of having met per-
haps the one woman in the country spry enough

to remain his equal. Kate was a trained clerical
worker, but enterprisingly swapped this job for that
of waitress in the "Big Coffee Cup." where her
earnings were double and her reputation spread like
the puffy omelettes she served dextrously.
John Kofski, young wrestler of twenty-two, recog-

nized his match in the opposite sex when she served
him. His mother was Irish, and he appreciated the
Irish in Kate. But his Polish ancestry made him an
able wrestler. He thought of setting up a gymnasium
in New York, but Brinski. the village dry goods
dealer, offered him a more practical proposition, and
with Kate's efficiency and amazing ingenuity, they
soon had a huge chain of dry goods stores opened
all over the countrv. Their motto was "Nothing Over
Twenty-Five," and this was an ideal to which they
remained faithful during their entire business career.
Kofski never quite gave up his wrestling, but

still enjoyed an occasional bout. His sons inherited the
same love of this sport, and a general interest in all

honest fighters, but with the great pomp and dig-
nity they played for high stakes whenever they en-
gaged in a fight.

Kate had ten children, the last two being a set of
twin girls, Nora and Patsy. Now her ambitions for

them led her to propose that the family finally move
to New \'ork—a ,long-hoped-for destination of John's.
Here they instantly endeared themselves with all the
populace, for even the reporters and sensation-loving
public felt the uprightness of this western family of
fighters and industrial leaders.
Because of his business success, Kofski was per-

suaded by his wife to wear flashy gems that became
the talk of the town. He was held up, naturally, and
the gems were found to be worth "Nothing Over
Twenty-Five Cents." The hold-up men were em-
ployed by Kofski in his large establishment, and thus
he good-naturedly helped them recover their char-
acters and self-respect.
Matthew Kofski, one of the older boys, inherited

his father's business sense and industrial idealism.
He married a Jewess, who worked at the fountain
in one of the stores.
Margaret Osborne was engaged to tutor tlie girls,

and Mrs. Kofski concentrated on Richard's career.
His mother had planned to make the boy a priest,
but he chose to express himself by affiliating with
Ringling Brothers as a circus clown. None of the
children's ambitions were thwarted, so he was al-

lowed to do this.

Mary, the "Stormy Petrel" of the family, picked
the charming and modest Frank Penny wise, an 1

helped him rise financially so that they could be
married. Frank's mother was glad when her son
informed her that he and Richard, befriended by the
great show man, Robert Sherwood, planned seriously
to go into the circus business on their own. Tlie
broadminded woman did not fear for Frank's moral
degradation because of his choice ot a profession.
They were helped out financially by their parents,
who were always pleased with the children's economic
ventures.
Their daughter, Kate, humble as the rest of the

family, married a baker and learned to surpaS'S most
housewives in the making of bread. Jack, ambitious
for the pugilist's life, was encouraged to try engi-
neering and made a success of it, true to the tradi-
tion of the family.
The whole family became patriotic New Yorkers,

sticking up righteously for Jimmy Walker and his

crew, and enthusiastically active in the city's wel-
fare, although they wisely kept their hands clean of

low -brow political trickery. Jack, the oldest, married
Kit Donovan, a belle of Connecticut, and an asset
to the family.
Richard's splendid physique was not lost upon

Helen Brooks in a New York restaurant, whose wit
and good looks had made better jobs so plentiful
that she scorned them for the lure of the more
difficult task of flapping the Great American flap-
jack. She guessed from Richard's conversation with
Frank and Mary in the restaurant that he must be
selling cars, and introduced herself to him as a
prospective buyer. His appointment for a demons-
tration terminated eventually in a marriage ceremony.
This girl was a real find, for she had been a teacher,
an actress and a regular girl all over the country
from Mono County to New York, including Holly-
wood. Now she knew a good man when she saw him;
that's how she came to marry Richard.
Dan was the next son to distinguish himself, win-

ning a name as "Dan Goff" the fighter out west.
The news came to Mr. Kofski, who smiled and pre-
tended not to be aware of how his son was testing
out his youthful vigor like a true chip off the old
block.
After the death of Margaret Osborne the great house

was lonely, and the business was given over fo
Robert, Frank and Harry Pennywise. Nora and
Patsy, the twin girls, become stage performers, book-
ed for a tour around the world. Their parents, and
Ed Hardy, a friend of the family, planned to take
their pleasure tour on the same trip.

THE CAMPUS GOAT
F. S. Sherman File No. 3263

WHEN Britton McCall set out for Daniel Baker
College he had dreams of meeting a beautiful
red-haired lady whom he could fall in love with

and worship until the end of his days. As soon as
he boarded the train to school, he looked around for
the lady of his dreams. Alas, there were no red-
heads on the car and Britton had no intentions of
losing his heart to any other species of fair woman-
hood. He looked at the blondes and brunettes with
disgust and then gazed out the window on the sta-
tion yard. Just as the engine began to puff out of
the station, a girl hopped on the train. Britton
looked up eagerly, but she, too, was only a blonde.
How annoying that she had caught his glance and
was sitting down beside him! When she pantingly
asked Britton if she was on the train to Daniel
Baker, he grunted "yes" and conceived an instant-
aneous dislike for the girl at his side. The next day
the stranger spotted him in his French class and,
nodding a friendly g;reeting, sat down beside him.
Britton was furious—it meant she would be tagging
on to him for the rest of the term. Soon everyone
knew that Nannie Mae Burns had a "crush" on
Britton McCall and that the latter spent his days
avoiding her.

Several months later Britton was delighted one
day to find the seat next to him empty. French
never seem so pleasant as when Nannie Mae was
cutting it. Britton enjoyed the lesson and left the
classroom in the best of spirits.

As he walked across the campus to his fraternity
house, he suddenly spied a gorgeous crop of red
hair gleaming in the sun. He immediately inspected
its owner and saw that between the crowning glory
and luxurious fur collar were a pert, little nose and
tiny, rosebud mouth. Then Lucile Peterson stepped
up to Britton and introduced him to the newcomer,
Clara McArthur. It was Britton who persuaded
Clara to prolong her visit with Lucile and it was
he who danced to her attendance night and day.

Fortunately, Nannie Mae was ill and no longer dog-
ged his footsteps.
A few weeks later a masked ball was given at

Daniel Baker in celebration of a football victory.
Clara whispered to Britton that she would wear a
Puritan costume and all evening the youth chased
the fair Priscilla to the annoyance of half the youths
at the ball. Finally, Britton dragged Clara out to

the garden and began declaring his love. Clara im-
mediately accused him of fickleness, saying that she
had heard of his attachment for Nannie Mae. Brit-

ton tried hard to explain how he hated Nannie Mae
and at last he convinved Clara enough to extract
one sweet kiss. Overjoyed with his success, he con-
sented to go back to the l>all room just as the dock
struck twelve and the dancers unmasked. With a
quick jerk, Clara pulled off her mask and then witn
another brisk movement, she pulled off her flaming
red locks. Nannie Mae stood revealed before Brit-

ton! The youth make a fast move for the door.

THE CODE
Tom McGrath File No. 3311

THE men of The Valley burned the candle at

both ends, not minding to take a slam at it in

the middle once in a while. Life was grim and
the struggle to resist starvation made theft a com-
monplace and outlawry a daily practice.
Among the younger set was the sweet girl. Nora,

with a wind-tossed look of genuine freshness admired
by the boys who watched her figure round itself out
over the exercise of her daily labors. Two riyals
were constantly competing for her favor—Tom
Dwyer and Joseph "Slewfoot" Heeney. The latter
was responsible for Tom's losing his job. by so
twisting a tale of a watch robbery that Tom was
accused. This made it all the more difficult for him
to get his next job, and his poor mother had to go
back to washing clothes to keep the family table
supplied, but Tom told no one of what he knew.

During the ensuing struggle for a livelihood, and
because of her worry that Tom was being rebuffed
as a thief, Kate died. Nora, who had been taken
out gaily to the town's few festivities by Heeney,
who had the money, began gradually to understand
that Tom was more virtuous than the town's repu-
tation painted him to be. He was accused of the
theft in the Schwartz burglary, and Heeney seemed
to be managing fairly well to keep his name before
the populace as accessory to one crime after another,
but Nora's faith in him remained adamant.
They were married, despite Heeney's profound

jealousy and love for Nora, and left the town on
their honeymoon, never to return. Tom realized
that happiness there would be impossible. From
Chicago they went to New York, where Tom got a
job with a horse-betting concern that was fairly
promising. Here he met Bain- Bain, who made him
a fascinating offer to accompany him on a similar
type of business to Paris. Of course the young
couple grasped the opportunity, especially since by
now Heeney had managed to make himself a
municipal officer, and was constantly sending out
placards through the town advising of the burglaries
of Tom Dwyer, who was wanted for arrest. Even
Paris would not be too far away from this constant
accusation. Nora's sister, Eileen, kept informing her
of these petty legal matters in her letters to Paris.
Nora was happy with her son, James, who was

placed in a good school, while the pair were worthing
in London. Heeney made himself an international
figure by now, and news that he too was abroad, in
search of Tom Dwyer. He had married, and by
some coincidence his son, Joey, is sent to the Clii-

cago school which James later attends. James had
the opportunity of saving Joey's life, and in a later
scramble and unfortunate encounter between the two
fathers Tom had the opportunity of killing Heeney,
but is responsible for saving his life. When Heeney
had failed to have Tom arrested, a notice appeared
in the London papers to the effect that Slim' Red-
mond was the captured man who had been traced
from continent to continent by Capt. Christian
Heeney. This freed Tom from suspicion.
Back in Chicago, the police officer on the West

Side did not molest Tom, who lives on the North
side. Only their sons met and formed a fast friend-
ship at school. Here Slew -foot chanced upon Tom,
and when he attempted to arrest him for the Pass-
more murder, was attacked by the savage dog.
Dutch, being saved by Tom. Slew-foot made one
last effort to change his character, and became inter-
ested in his boy, and his wife. But the dog's bite
caused death, after the officer confessed that he him-
self was guilty of the crimes of which he accused
Tom. Tom, too, gave up the struggle of life shortly
after, but the two sons remained helpful friends.

A ROMANCE OF TWO CHASMS
Doyle Day+on File No. 3284

BETWEEN two prairies the weary traveler was
in the habit of stopping for spiritual and phys-
ical rest at the quiet Inn of Aunt Belle. Here

Kenneth finds solace, while away from his mother's
devoted care.
Aunt Belle's death leaves him heir to her property.

She had expressed a wish that Kenneth might find
a girl worthy to share this wealth. Jean Logan
seems to be the girl, but as she is a runaway orphan
constantly sought by the posse the path of these two
lovers is by no means a smooth one.
Jean is taken to Kenneth's mother. Mrs. Ander-

son is skeptical about sheltering a girl who in the
eyes of the law, is a fugitive to be given over to the
authorities of the orphanage, but Jean's artlessness
and simplicity makes it impossible to betray her.
Jean has another difficulty to overcome in the

person of Kylene Arwell, to whom formerly Kenneth
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was ^radically cnKaKi-.l. K>I,ir- i^ ii.nurany fin i,.us
at the «ii: ulin ,1. si, ,,>,,: luT ii.tu.c. The town has
been maliin^ In, ;ii ih, S,,lunn (the Anderson estate)
festive «nh , ,n.i t.mnn.m -, and the local talent is
bcnig ciii[sl;nnlv ili;iwn niuni.

Finally a pnifessinnal Kionp develops, called "The
Quartette," of which Kylene, Jean and Kenneth are
inenihers. They travel during- their performances,
and Kenneth has the opportunity to oliscrvi- Kvlcni'
wluii slu sii.ds money from his walUi II, is l,ii
"III-, i", ,i",ilil as to his choice between il,,' i«m uhK

Willi, K,,,,,,-lh and Jean secretly ,iis.i|i|i, ,,, . M,s.
An, ills .lives some advice from .Mnle Hill, u )io
learned from this woman that Kylene has blown up
Stone Tlmncl and Gorge Bridge in a vicious effort to
stop their flight. : They report to the police, and a
placard is sent out advertising a reward for the

''1^1 I \,,,l,,s,in, Kenneth's cousin, picks up the
HI, I ,,, \\,,,sl,,w. She is in hiding for safety. He
Ki, igni/is In, from her picture on the placard, but
when she is able to show him where his unknown
cousin, Kenneth, lives, he forgets his plans to give
her up to the oolice, and they drive over to the
Seduiio.
Ted. a scientific aviator and Kenneth's friend, is

responsil '? for the escape of Jean and Kenneth frnin
tlie rool of a hospital in his novel flyer. Tluy are

g the posse, but Kylene has
I'lni-ii 1,,, II, r ,,„,, iirsihiation the same Iieauliful
i hisl,,ii.. ii^;„,n ,,f ||„. ,,,u„try.

,, ai\-,,,iii>;iiiic,l the young couple i,,ni

. riKy wire Mrs. Anderson of Ken-
nd ask her to inform all the mothers

\\ '!' s,> s,.,,s :,,r away on a similar trip.
\lis. :iii,, ., few days of pleasant fun, they are

i,
1,1, 1,1 liN Kvl,;ne and Orvel. Kylene had caused a

mil, I'l isilii^i,,!! in an effort to stop the escape of
J'l" '"I Isinnrth, Orvel has come to understand
In, j..il..,isi, and tries to talk sense to her. He
liiiils Ins cnsin, but Kylene does not show herself.

,,f I lie fu

off to Niai
•li',ni-il

III hisi

I'hr li,

llVs s'.i

the police are on their trail.

The pohce of Flagstaff are aLso after Jean, how-
ever, so she and all the hoys embark for Canada.
When the police meet them finnllv. linn- insist that
Kylene lias gone over llir ||,-,lls i,/ a i-aii,,,. and need
never be sinigbt ini lliis railli ,,i;ani They jolly' thrungh T,,i,,iil,,. l,iiiiK l„liii.„iled by a
.Mr. R,.y Chande

Jean, on their return to the country, is finally
reipiired by Jones, the leader of the posse, to return
to the orphanage. The President greets her with an
attentiveness that betravs sinister intentions, ,anil
she grows cautious. Kenneth has wired her, iiifniin-
ing her of his suspicion that the President is with-
holding the girl's legal possessions as outlineil in her
father's will, and they agree on a plan to get control
lit the will and see for themselves. The impoi-tant
document was lost in the woods, but was recovered
hy Siginaw, who is none other than Kylene in dis-
guise. When she learns that Kenneth is being held
for theft of Jean's will from the orphanage, she
reveals herself and gives up the will.
Orvil «,,s present at the time and Kylene's cour-

riHe ,iii|iii ssis him. He rushes to her rescue as she
faiiiis. :,i l.isi giving up her struggle. It is needless
'". ^i>- 111! helplessness combined with her beauty

Jean is discovered to be a nohlc heiress whom
Mrs. Anderson is only too proud to accept as Ken-
neth s wife and her daughter-in-law.

HILLS OF REST
J. M. Cooney File No. 3288

THE Itill of Rest was not what Danny Lacy
tliiiight It was going to be when he got 'himself
hired at the Armstrong farm as an extra man

by the charming girl. Willie Pat. Her father was
away, convalescing after illness, and she was
attempting to run the place as capably as a man
Danny was a student wdio needed to be built up, and
Ins slender, pallid c.tterior was not particulariy
promising, but Willie felt an irresistible charm in
the youth, and could not refuse him the job.
Johnson was extremely jealous of the newcomer,

for he had hoped that Willie would be his especial
catch. She seemed to like him. although her inter-
est was now somewhat reduced bv the coming of
Dan Lacey. Tom Simkins was lilinsiiirs aide and
accomplice in a large moonsh, i; r~l alilishment
which the two men moved over n,,., ihc .Xunstrong
estate, so that it it was once disi-,mrt,l llurc would
lie full evidence against the Armstrongs. Johnson
had another reason for having it put there now that
lacey was interfering with his amorous plans. He
planned to incriminate Lacey before the eyes of
Willie Pat.
.Many minor plots unravel through the course of

the story. Danny acquits himself bravely in rescu-
ing Peter from unjust accusation and arrest, and in
a few private fights with Johnson. The latter is
hurt and carried to Willie's home. She summons a
doctor anil a nurse. The nurse. Miss Bowlder, takes
a fancy to Dan, and so thrusts herself upon him
that Willie has begun to be blindly jealous. This is
a draw for Johnson, and he seeks, by various means,
to arrange scenes of Dan and Miss Bowdder in com-
munion, at a time when Willie would be sure to find
out about it, so that she will reconsider her original
relationship with him. Katherine Mitre is a friend
of Willie's who has an interesting appeal in the story
as the daughter of the Colonel. The Colonel recog-
nizes that Danny is a worthy youth, despite his lack
of physical brawn, and defends him on various occa-
sions when circumstances have been so arranged by
Johnson as to make the newcomer seem a dangerous
outlaw.

Philip Armstrong, Willie Pat's brother, has few
virtues, the best of them being his devotion to his
sister. He and Johnson are enemies of the first
order, and he will do anything to prevent the match
wi«h his sister. In one of the encounters on the

He

,
s vl„, liav,- Ill-en seaiclniig for the

,11,1 " I," \^A^r 1,,-c-n iisiiiK Iheir guns
ml 1,11 l„,lli ilu- innocent and the
ver a .slill in the log cabin where
3de. It has lieen placed there by
arrested, but the Colonel is con-

happy
approv
behavii

Mr. Arnislrimg returns, worried because he is
I,-, I, ll,,- siill having lin-ii found on his estate.
'

' ll ibi- a,',iis.iii,in, Danny oliters to
1- I'slaii, which si-,nis a most courageous and
Ilk thing lo Willie. In the meantime, Simkins
nfessed to the priest that it was all Johnson's
and the priest persuades him to make the coii-
puhlic. This saves Dan, and restores Willie's

n him. .She realizes that Johnson's interven-
,s all al,,iig been the cause of her jealousy of
'-"Mil, nho is in no way attractive to Dan,
nil ., laiiit full of remorse and forgiveness,
icennili.s lu her afTection for the weary but

strong now heartily
of the match, touched by the boy
in the trying few weeks of his "rest

ture

M. W.
HEART LEAF

File No. 3304

AS a means of winning Mary Mur|)hy, Jack Strong
capliireil her father. Mr. Murphy was a
ii-i,icli,l milli-r of the mountain district. Jack

Sir, nil; was ih, s,,n of a rich farmer, but nobody knew
"I' «-i- ill, iai,,r of the Wild Cat Still, for which
ageiil, liail l,i,ii vi-.i.ching for two years. Mary Mur-
phy, lovely ,,n,l la,it;liiiiK eyed, repulsed Jack continu-
ally, and he , III, 1,111,11,1 ll, get her by fair means or
toul. Jimmy Ian, was sent to the mountains to
locate the still, an,! si,i|i,,ed at the mill for informa-
tion. Mary told him of her father's capture, and
Jimmy promised to find the miller. He advised Mary,
however, rot to tell anyone of her father's disappear-
ance or of his business in the neighborhood, and to
run. the mil! as though nothing had happened, thus
tin-owing her father's caiitors and the moonshiners
oft the scent. There might even he some connection
between Mr. Murphy's disappearance and the boot-
leggers. Mary iiromptly fell in with Lane's plans, and
invited him to a barn dance in honor of her chum,
Nell Sanford, who was arriving that day.

Strong was unaware of the two newcomers. In
spile of hi^ threats, he had been unable to force
.Murphy to write a letter luring Mary to his still.

As he plotted, he saw Mary approaching on horseback.
He jumped in front of the horse to stop her, hut Mary
cut at him with her whip. He stumbled and fell, hit-
ting his head. Mary dismounted and revived him.
She leaned against a hollow stump and saw a keg
of whiskey in it. Strong guiltily betrayed himself.
When he re.ili/eil Mary knew his secret, he tried
to Kct her. hui liriiig a revolver to bring help to the
scene. Maiy juniiied on her horse and galloped away.
Strong dill not pursue her fearing someone had heard
the shot. He arranged with some of his men to
kidnap Mary on her return from the harn dance that
night. Lane escorted Marv and her guest home. As
soon as he left Ihc two girls. Strong's men carried Nell
awav. Wlii-ii Stiiini; ,lisc,ni-,-,-,l thcv had taken the
wrollK mil, ll,- s,.,ii Xcll liack, l''ri),;hli-iie,l hy this ex-
perieiKi-, .\i-ll l,-ll tin- f,,ll,.wiiiK im, ruing. At the
train ,\larv Icaiiicl (nun the station master that Lane
hail li-ll l,.wn. Site did not know that Lane had only
l:,,iii- t,, will- l,,i- (ithcers from the next town so
.Strong wiinld not suspect that he now knew the identity
,if the nio,)nsliiner. Thinking Lane had deserted her,

.Mary started alone to find her father.
INlary rowed up the river as far as the road was

in sight, too worried to appreciate the beauties of the
countryside. When the road disappeared she landed,
and accidently came upon Strong's camping place.

She tarried for food, and Strong's ruffians, seeing the
smcke, captured her. Before she was carried away,
Mary left a heart leaf as a sign of her presence,
Nearing the river, Mary gave a signal of distress to

a passing boat before she could be prevented. In a
marshy spot she managed to leave her slipper. Finally
they rested a few moincnts, , luring which Mary util-

ized a box of matches i,, l,,;lii a small lire with leaves
which her captors ,ii,l imi imiici- in their haste to

reach the nearby still, Mianwliik- Laiic had returned
with reinfi,,iciiu-nts. and was greatly alarmed at

Marv's ,lis.i|,|,, ,,,aiice. As her boat was missing, they
starti-,1 ,,ii ll,, ,m-i. and were joined by the crew of

the li,,at 1,1 «l,K-li Mary had signalled. Lane was
overjoyeil when he found the camping place with the

heart-leaf and other signs of Mary's presence. Care-

fully he placed the precious heart-leaf in his pocket,

and with renewed hope continued the search. The
slipper was an aid., and the now large fire guided them
to their final destination. The moonshiners put un a

battle, but were captured. In the cabin were i^Iarv

and her father. Lane had accomplished his mission,

antl found a wife as well!

RETRIBUTION
Hilda Waggoner File No. 3220

SLANGY, warm-hearted Pckk.v teased Clayle about
her younp millionaire boy-friend, althouRh she
was deliRhted to see the orphaned Gayle chuniminc:

with one of her own class afifain. Gayle, impoverished
hy her parents' deaths, was workinR in a coffee shop
in the small colleRe town. She refused all PeRKy's
invitations to join her Ray friends. Recently she had
been coing out nifihtly with a younR art student. Van
Clifton, with whom she was very much in love. Van
received a letter from his father at the end of the
term, statinff that he had arranged for Vaii to sail

for Paris to study in six weeks, and suRKCstiuK that

Van spend the interveninR time resting in his Adiron-
dacks camp. Van asked Gayle to accompany him to

the camp, assuring her he would he able to persuade

V,^ ^^*''^'' to i.ermit him to marry her instead of
ii-loise Eddy, an heiress. An id^al period followed
at the camp, where the two were alone, and Gayle
returned to her job. with Van's promises of marriace
rinRinR in her ears.
A year later the rotogravure sections carried pic-

tures of younR Van Clifton and his bride. Eloise.
PeKpy sought to cheer her melancholy friend, and in-
sisted that Gayle join her on some parties. Gavle
met Bill Strausser. a younp man whose stock invest-
ments were bepinninK to show huRe returns. Bill fell
in love with Gayle's fine beauty, and asked her to
marry him. He did not suspect the sadness under
Gayle's gay exterior. As a wedding gift he gave
Gayle a lodge in (,"anada, as he enjoyed hunting.
Gayle took a melancholy satisfaction in furnishing it

as near like the lodge of her happiest days as pos-
sible. The enormous profits in Bill's investments be-
gan to turn his head, and he no longer showed the
same devotion to his young wife. He began taking
long ami frequent trips without her. Gayle did not
mind, for she would 20 to her Canadian lodge and
dream of her lost happiness. Her introspection made
her sad continually—no wonder Bill resented the
change from her previous gayety! After two years
of marriage. Bill suggested that they adopt a daughter.
Gayle was delighted to have an important interest in
life. Together they went to a private maternity hos-
pital in New York, and Bill indicated the child he
wished to adopt. Gayle laughed happily, "WTiy, Bill,"
she said, "this is the very baby for us. Her eyes are
exactly like yours and her hair has the same brown
ringlets." Fortunately she was not looking at Bill
a:J she said this.

The child grew older with an extraordinary attach-
ment for Gayle. During one of Bill's trips. Gayle and
the child and Peggy, who was now widowed, went up
to the lodge. For the first time in five years Gayle's
thoughts were on her weeks with Van, and as she
rested in the chair before the fireplace while the
others were sleeping, she seemed to see him beckon
to her. She approached the flames dazedly and her
flimsy negligee caught fire. Peggy and the child ran
down, but they were too late. Gayle died two days
later. Bill arrived after her death, and sending tht
following telegram to Mrs. Van Clifton, took the child
with him to New York: "Meet you at New York
the fifteenth at nine p.m. Will bring our daughter."
The child, however, was still mourning Gayle's death,
and would have nothing to do with Eloise. Her own
child's aversion jiained Eloise deeply, and she was
forced to suggest that Bill take her back to the lodge to

be cared for by Peggy. Bill accompanied the child
back, and stayed with her in Canada, never returning
to Eloise.

ADAM AND EVE

Elizabeth Taylor File No. 3198

IN the Garden of Eden, when Eve had tasted of
all the fruits it contained, slie compelled the long-
suffering Adam to secure for her the Forbidden

Fruit, and thus they lost their garden altogether.
Adam Blake sat in his office with a worried frown as

he went over the sheaf of bills incurred by his wife.
Eve. Again and again he had pleaded with her to
curb her extravagance. Eve would promise to do so
prettily, but the first of the month always found the
bills larger. Her tastes were becoming increasingly
more difficult to fulfill. At that very moment Eve
was probably at a fashionable modiste's, viewing the
most ex])ensive models in the city. She had been
begging him recently for a Rolls Rovce, but Adam
felt their Packard fine enough—though he knew full

well Eve would eventually get her way. But there
was a limit—and it had been reached! Adam had
withdrawn too much money from his firm to satisfy
Eve's needs, and unless a miracle occurred, he would
be bankrupt and criminally liable! If only he could
make Eve see that every unnecessary penny she spent
now was forbidden fruit, belonging to stockholders,
they could pull through in a few careful months.
The telephone rang. Eve's charming voice floated

over the wire. How well Adam knew that wheedling
tcne! ''Oarling, I just met the nicest salesman who
has a perfectly lovely Rolls Royce with special fittings

that he's selling cheap—well, cheap for that gorgeous
model. I bought it. You don't mind, do you?"
Adam sighed, hope of pulling through his difficulties

gone. Nevertheless he pleaded with her to cancel her
order, commanded her to do so, but her tears, as usual,
conquered him. It meant his ruin.

Strange that these quiet-faced State auditors should
he the Avenging Angels of his Garden of P'den.
thought Adam. Calmly be stood trial, with Eve's face
ercouragingly before him. He had not thought she
would even be present! There was a new expression
on her face as the evidence showed that it was her
extravagance which had caused her husband's disgrace.
Adam was well-liked and respected, guilty only of
indulgence because of Ins love. His sentence was
light. When he left the prison walls six months
later, he clasped in his hand a note from Eve, saying
she could not meet him, but would he come to a
certain address in a modest neighborhood? Doesn't
want to see the prison, thought Adam grimly, for she
had not visited him there, \\nien he entered the living
room of the given address. Adam understood the real
reason and was ashamed of his suspicion, for Eve
was lying on the couch with an infant in her arms!
Her warm greeting and brave plans for their future
convinced Adam that outside of her Garden of Eden,
Eve will always bear her burden cheerfully!

THE GHOST'S TALE
Mrs. Helena Crowe File No. 3317

THE la\v firm of Hartman and Company has an
iitteresting' personnel. Ada, daughter of a once-
wealthy family, is loved by old Mr. Hartman

for her sweet personality. He is also interested in
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licr l.vc.iiis.: lie hupts she will m^inv his sun. Edgar,
an. I inslill in his reckless soul a sense of duty and
responsibility. But Ada is in love with Jack Sum-
mers, an ambitions employee, who is sent by the
head of the firm on a commission to Australia. His
deportation is a ruse lo clear the road for the amor-
ous schemes of old Mr. Ihnlinan.
Jack is successful in Aiislialia, but his employer

manoeuvers to keep him there so Edpar might win'

,\da. A report finally reaches Ada that Jack has
been killed. She still refuses Edgar, and finally mar-
ries Jack's twin brother, Ned. Ned establishes a
Iiomc and backj^round for Ada which gives her every
luxurv. bul when happiness seems around the cor-

ner, .Veil is .iltacked in his study and murdered by

Mere we hid reality adieu and follow the story
into ail' iniagiiiery world where ghosts walk. Ned,
iluring his nunder trial, rises from his grave and
consults llie kccording Angel as to the identity of

his .-issassin Mr Icnrns that .Mr. Hartman had been
keei.iiiK- In. Iir.itlur in .An^lv.-ilia longer than ncccs-
sarN llnil In' iimkIiI Inn n Imn rein to wipe out Ibc
enliin .'snnnn.Ts I.Linilv. and nin.-ir the way for Edgar's
marriage to Ada. Jack has been captured ami in-

carcerated on a lonely island.

In the meantime. Jack and a young man, Don
r^eary, have become fast friends in Australia. Don
had been hired to kidnap Jack, hut Jack later does
him a 'jood turn, and both lads flee for safety to an
uninhabited spot. Jack obtain's Don's confession as
to his part m the Hartman plot. But this is no
lime for accusations and revenge, and both men
combine their efi",.ils t.. escape inili.irmed. Don tells

Jack of the ii.ite he wrnle 1.. Ada concerning her
lover's snpiinsed death. lack reveals to Don the
whereabouts of the latter's wealthy uncle, who has
searched for him for years. Both plan to make
ameirds for their confused lives as soon as they are
free.

In the meantime, Ada continues to refuse Edgar's
persistent olTers. When Jack arrives in America
and he.-irs of Ada's marriage to his brother, he
(tuicth- disappears without notifying them of his

existence. Hut as .soon as he learns, through the
promptings of the ghost, that Ned has been mur-
derei-l and Ada is free, he rushes to the scene of

the crime to disclose the murderer and claim Ada.
He arrives just in time to prevent the fin'al triumph
of Edgar Hartman. When Ada sees Jack, her
promise to Edgar is forgotten. Edgar, shocked by
the presence of a man he believed dead, suddenly
becomes ill, and never recovers. The spirit of Ned
hovers over Jack and Ada as they are finally united
in marriage. Don and his newly-found unc'e are

the witnesses at the weddin'g.

BONNIE

Norman J. Pa+on File No. 3287

BOXME. stood on line to ^et her report of hei

typing test. She had failed! Dejectedly she
walked along in the spring sunshine, wondering

what her inother would say. Charlie Ebert hailed
her from his bright-colored Ford, and after some
banter, Bonnie consented to permit him to take her
home. She refused his ret|uest for a date that eve-
ning, hnwevcr. Once home, Bon'nic waved her hair
while a frantic family pounded on the bathroom door.

She finally emerged when told her girl friend, Anne,
was waiting for her. Anne told her that she and
Johnnie and Eddie Scheer were going to the Cam-
eron In'n that night and wanted Bonnie to make a

fourth. Bonnie asked her mother's permission. She,
as usual, objected to Bonnie's going out at night,
but ungraciously gave in to Bonnie's pleading. It

was a charming Bonnie who was introduced to the
new hoy friend that night. In' Johnnie's car on
the way out, Bonnie decided she did not like Eddie.
From their booth at the Inn, Bonnie became fas-

cinated by a handsome, dark young man sitting at

an opposite table with a woman smoking from a long,

amber holder. As she and Eddie <lan'ced, she found
this man also looking at her and she smiled shyly.
Eddie interceiited the silent exchange, and steered
Honnie to the verandah. Here he started to make
love to her, and Bonnie fled to her_ table, terrihly

upset. Anne and Johnnie were dancin'^, and seated
alone, tears of distress ran down Bonnie's face. The
handsome stranger approached her and asked if he
could help her. She shook her head, but did con-
sent to dance with him. Tlie stranger's girl entered,

and when" she saw them dancing made a scene
which attracted everyone's attention. Bonnie was
humiliated and made Eddie drive her home imme-
diately. Her mother was waiting for her. and be-
rated her soundly for the late hour. Bonnie was
almost distracted as her mother continued to scold

and vhile
Next niorning Bonliie looked carefully through the

ads. She showed her mother one for a newspaper
reporter, which did not require experience. Her
mother said that if she worked in a dirty newspaper
office she need not remain under her roof. Bonnie
silently left the house and applied for the job. She
was hired! Her mother repeated her statement of

the morning, so Bonnie went out and rented a small
room. Late that night she tiptoed from the house
with two suitcases. Her first morning's work was
very disappointing. She was assigned to write an
article on Hollywood, about which she knew noth-
ing. Her work was returned entirely blue-pencilled,

and to add to her misery, the manager began to

make advarfces. Bonnie was forced to quit. She
had struck up an acquaintance with another girl

reporter, who was also discouraged. Since Bonnie
dared not return home so soon after her uncere-
monious departure to face her mother's biting tongue,
she consented to apply for work at the roadhouse
where the fiance of her new girl friend rarf the

confectionery stand. All she^ could secure_ was the
position of waitress, and Bonnie had no choice but to

accept. As she started her new duties that night

her a waitress in a despised roadhouse! Soon, how-
ever, she was caught in the gayety of the festal

occasion celebrating the special engagemen't of a
famous nrchestra, Sbn wns ininennst.imed to such
hard l.-ilnu-, ;nnl tt.L. Kilhn wn.ik liv (he end of the
evening;, .^br w.is sli..rl.n.l w I n n iln ..minsira emerged
from the pi( ii. Kn.pKni/n iln Ir.nlii ,i, llie haudsomc
young stranger ol tameioii Inn. Slie l.unted. Bon-
nie awoke to find herself being hehl by the man
who had been constantly in her thoughts since the
night she had danced with him. He asked to take
her home, and on the way confessed that he, too,

had thought of her constantly. lilissfully they de-

cided to be married the next d;iy.

SECOND LOVE
Katie A. Blount File No. 3286

II"
WAS love at first sight. Betty Ruth went to

the drug store on an errand for her mother, and
there stood the on'ly man for her I As soon as

he saw Betty, he. too, stopped in the midst of a

conversation—and just looked. The pharmacist
_
was

.'imused by this sudden attraction, and laughingly
introduced young Dr. William Denison to Betty Ruth.
He used her tiny p;n k:iu< ;i^ his excuse to escort
her home. Against tin

i

is of his ambitious
mother and her caiitnns |.:inni., they were married
two months later. Ilninininij, Hetty Ruth polished
the sign of her doctor husband an'd proudly hung
it outside their small cottage. Dr. Denison's carclld
attention, and the warmth radiating from his happy
marriage, made him popular, and soon they moved
to a larger home. Tliere twins were born, Billy and
Betty, and the doctor's smiles were sunnier than
ever. Until the birth of Winnie, Hetty Ruth did

all her own' housework and was the doctor's willing
assistant in his office at home. Now, however, she
was slowly becoming weaker, and in sytite of the
doctor's frenzied care. Betty Ruth left the happy
little home. Her dying words begged the docloi

not to marry again unless he found someone who
would care for the chiVlren as her own.
The sunny doctor turned to a stern, silent man.

He was very gen'tle with the children, hut no longer
plaved will, lluin. Tn treating an illness of Billy,

Dr. I), ills, ,11 .li,,r,v(red a cure that made him famous.
Mni-e .ini! imTr be became absorbed in his work
ami h.nl less linn, , in contact. Me probably couldn't
have said whether his assistant. .Inne Walker, was
b'onde or brunette. The ilnl.li.n, Imwever, could
have told him she was Iln iii,,,i ,1, liglitful com-
panion thev had. When thi' d,,el,,r was out they
would run' int,, bis office and play the loveliest games
with "Vms. li'iK." as they called her. She pitied

the m,,tli<inss , hildren, and in her own small way,
did her iilni.ist to make them feel loved. They re-

turned her interest with devoted fondness, and were
always reluctant to leave her. To all this. Dr. Deni-

son was blind.
Alarmed shouts from the children, carrying through

the calm summer air, sent Dr. Everett and Nurse
Walker runn'ing from the ofifice. Betty was pointing
towards the river, and there was baby, Winnie,
adrift in a canoe, crying. They tried to motion to

the child to remain quiet, hut she stood up, and
the canoe upset! Dr. Everett jumped into the water,
and with strong, swift strokes reached the baby's
side. The child, however, had gulped down too

much water, and while the Doctor regaineil his

breath. Nurse June worked faithfully over Winnie
When' she opened her eyes, Winnie stretched out

her arms to Nurse June, and utterly iyiinred her

daddy. Awakened by this hurt, the l),,.t,.r n,,ii,e,|

the adoration of the children for bis piriiy ,, ssisi .nil

,

and her loving care of them. Me s,.,,n i,,iiic,l Inn

other worshippers, and it wasn't I, nig befcne bis

children had a new mother, and a newly-interested
daddy. Dr. Den'ison had fulfilled his iiromise to

Betty, and had at last found happiness for himself

THE DARK-Y AGES

File No. 3325

th III

Colton Raymond

AGAINST Captain Strickland's dism
negro's laziness which permitted hi

spoil, ('.race defended them for lllcir goodbninor
and entertaining cpialities. Her lather denied that they
had possibilities—their only interest, he declavcd, was
to throw dice. As this discussion goes on while they
are having tea in the garden. Jack, their colored fore-

man, enters. He turns at a sudden noise, and there

is Spade, with shoe marks on his britches. The ne-

groes do not sec the white people, and a most amusing
conversation follows during which Jack tries to ascer-

tain the cause for .Spade's presence. After a funny
mixture of ladies, white and black. Jacks and aces
and Spades antf trumps. Jack finally learns that Spade
has been kicked into the garden by a black and white
mule. By this time the Captain is grinning, and
Grace is openly laughing. The Captain asks for a

song. Before Spade gives it, he inquires about the

Captain's uniform. Jack's rather hazy idea of what
the uniform represents is also laughable. Spade, in his

turn, declares he knows all about war and describes a

scene in the Spanish War at the battle of Vicksburg.
where the general, or captain, as Jack keeps correct-

ing, got orders to move. By the time Spade was
utterly exhausted he learned they had moved in the

wrong direction and had to retrace their steps!

A group of Spade's friends are leaning on the gate.

They enter on dace's invitation to form a chorus.

The Captain asks if any of the darkies would like to

work, at which they evince alarm. Jack inquires about
Spade's occupation. He replies he was an advance
agent for a musical concern—bv which Tack learns he
means he delivered pianos, carrving them from the

front end ! Spade declares he has a big following—
sometimes the whole police force I The chorus now

begins iiuiuuiiiK whelher lliey InnI been invited in to

eat. and wondering whether they smelled ere.nned

chicken a la fashion. Pearl declares she feels iiale,

and her fiance Hill replies "What vou been stealing

again; can't I take von out for one walk witliuiil \"n
don shop-lifting?" /\s lliev r.niliiiin- linn mm, I I

-

for food, the (';ii.l,iiii asU ilnm ,i -li-ii, ^vh^

darkies prefer ebiekeii .l.iiri iluj eMi like ll,,., ,,,

beef? (".race suggests lliey have ii mock tn.il un the

question. A group of licr friends, cxijccted for lea,

have arriveil. She appoints her I)oy-friend Tom as

lawyer, her friends as jury, and her father as judge.
She is to be the attorney. Bill refuses a lawyer be-

cause by the time you are through with him you
dnii'l have any chicken left for yourself. Pearl pro-

tests il isn't fair to have the jury all white folks. The
Ci, plain lells that during a reeeiil revival seventy "I

Ins eliH-k.ns wn e sPileii, S|mcI,, .Irel.irr., In- -In.iikl b.'

Ilianklnl il wasn't sev.iil, nines srN,,,. ,,s n, tin llikk.

Spidr lilialK wins III, r:,sr l,> pn.MiiK , ,ii,

walk down ii p.-.lli with ,lin kens .eoneealed lliuler Ins

coal without Ihiiil, sn-i., i,,I. but that it is impos-
sible to conceal .i r,,u ,,i .i eall in that manner. At
this. Caiilain lie,,, inns snspieious of the way Spade
cntcrcil his projierty. and his verdict is Ih.il th,y are

guilty of trespassing and have to gel ,,H l,i. |,i,,],,rt>

immediately. The negroes file out, dis.iii i,,l , l

having received food, but they grin l.i,,.i,lK ,i- ,^l..nle

produces two chickens from bis person ,,ii tin- ,,tlier

.si.le .,( the galel

TWELVE MEN AGREE

George Kindelberger File No. 3341

Wl I, I, I.AM I'L.AHK'S tisi I. Ill, I, -,1 si|ii;nelv in the
tin,,; the l,in,l spi.ik.i. riii.l splintered llie

r:i,ll,,'s sni.„,lh a,l,liess .,ii -'.Mairs Debt T,i

S,,enl^. .Man's debt to s.ieielv. Hah! William
I kiik' buried his lieail in his hands. Society had
l,,iee,l him to make his own living at the age of tllir

teen had ignored his lifeloiiK ambitions to become a

kiw\ei or professor. .Society still tied him to the

wheel of economic slrugglc, and made his m.-irriage

with Alice impossible. And now Society, licking its

chops with eaiinibalisle elegance, was preparng to sen
teiiee Ins v.niiii; brother. Ileiirv, to prison.

II, nn ;iii,l Ills ei.iiiv. I'alsv. penniless, jobless, bad
r.,l,l,c,l ;i I. Ilk, I sli,,p ,,l sixteen d..ll.-irs. It was their

liisl mis,!,., Ill, .III,, I, Thev were bolll bovs wll,ise eln'ir

aeteis uen li.isieally soniiil, but the law bad deelarcil

it w.iiilil make a warning exaniiile of their escapade.
William groaned as he imagined the disaster that a

prison term would wre.'ik on his younger brother's
pkistie s,,nl. and he delermined to take the stand in

del, lis, ,,t the boys. He was conscious, the morning
,,t ih, iii.il. that Alice's eyes were on him and that
Ins HIS fate hung on his words. He made an
iiii|,,,ssi,,ii,-,l plea in which he altaekcd the social svs
iMii uhnl, ,ii,| not provide v,,uth with iieelip.-il i, ,ii .ir

III,-, MIS ,,l I St livellli,„i,l, II,, plea,le,l (,ir ;i iil.ne

lllllii;iiiil;iil;in nnni o( justice, all, I sllKKvsted a liaillillK

school lor the unskilled young. Me prol..ised llial

such a .school could serve as a "job exellalige" in llie

community, and to this center cmidoyers could come
to find every type of conscientious, hard working help.
".Shall this remain an idle dream, gentlemen of the
jury?" concluded William. "Shall you vote for re

generation or degeneration? The choice is in your
hands." When the jury returned, their verdict was
"guilty." However they recommended for the hoys,
a probationary period under the care of William C'lark,
who was to be given charge of a new school and
workshop to be called the "job exchaiigc."

'riiii, I,,,', ,,1 ihe busiest .Old 11 .;,si |„ i;,„is

\\ I «lhi

ll|.l.,

manager of a progressu , ,i,;in,,iii,i

proved herself an efficn m ,,,,i.,, p, William, but
her joy in his success u:, ,k,ii,l,,l. She began l.i

doubt his love. As lor William, he was afraid to
think of love when there was still so much work to

be done. Therefore he left Alice discreetly alone for

a while. Kventually the girl could bear this no
kiii.nM. Dili' all,, I'll, 11, II sh,' ,',,l,lli ml, inn, ,1 Iniii Ihal

lie was s,i|,|",s, ,1 I,, in.ik, ,, .,|"" k k, (,,,, III, , ili/ims

of the c.iimiiiiiitN that ,v.niiiK I,, trace (or lllelll the
increasing growth .-11111 influence of the new school. It

was a liix-aii.l-cvening gown affair, but at seven-
thirty Willi.im had not yet stirred from his delected
position. Mis young brother burst into the office to

learn why William hail not been home to dress. He
discmered the reason for William's tragic expression.
and tiilil him to dash with all speed to Alice's h.ime.
William meekly obeyed, and found Ali,-. .imih- She
confessed she had lied to him about In 1 m,,,,,,:, I,,-

cause she could no longer bear his in.lill, 1 , n, , I,,, In

thirty, nine thirty, ten-thirtv passerl, .\m[ mil Will, .1111

and Alice reiterated their love w,,i,ls ,k,^ , ,,]„ ,rl .

while in the auditorium of tin 11,1, mIi,,,,!. ^,,lllle

Henry Clark was telling a tiix ami , veinm- n,,wn .ni.li-

ence an equally thrilling tale ol llie .seh,,.,l's progress
and influence in the community.

THE DOUBLE DESK MYSTERY
Leonard Franks

and Harry Burhen, Jr. File No. 3299

AimSKY voice on the telephone announced to
the sergeant that the master of Chardon Hall
had been murdered.

Not until five minutes later did the crime actually
take place. Bv this time many things had happened

—

among them, the reliable Cole was appointed detective
in the crime.

Only a few people were to be examined at first.

There was Miss Chanlon. the iietite and beautiful kuI
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who finally confessed that the day before she had been
aware of strange noises near her brother's sleeping:

quarters.
The butler was a faithful, harmless-appearing man.

yet it was a piece of his watch chain which had been
found by Cole in the room with the dead man, and
the marks on Chardon's neck seemed to indicate death

bv strangling with this cord.
From the floor Cole had picked up a glove button

that he later discovered filled the elegant button-less

glove belonging to Chardon's nephew. The butler ex-

plained that the watch had been given him by Char-
don's old friend and neighbor, who was subsequently
examined by Cole.

Miss Chardon found her brother lying semi-conscious
and gagged in his room a few days later, and this

seemed to allay somewhat the suspicion that he might
have been the murderer. Cole has learned that young
Chardon had borrowed the watch from the butler, and
in a special interview endeavors to follow up all these

evidences against the young man. Chardon protests

that he had^ not worn his gloves for some time. It

was said that the youth had had an argument over

some money, which caused the detective to look into

the matter "of the will.

The detective discovered the butler endeavoring to

hide the will. He recovers it, and at a reading finds

that the niece and nephew are amply provided for, as

well as the butler and Dr. Johnson, the neighbor. The
butler privately confesses to Cole that he had wished
to hide the will in order to withhold Dr. Johnson's
share, because of the old rivalry and hatred between
these two men. The butler, Benson, had once been
an equal friend of Chardon's, whose good fortune had
later raised Chardon so far above Benson in status

that he resented the threatened affair with his pretty

niece. Dr. Johnson seemed a more fit suitor for the

girl, who was only the adopted daughter of Chardon,
and he had encouraged that affair.

Several days later Cole found the butler dead on the

floor in the room where the desk was whose duplicate

had been noticed by Cole in the doctor's home. The
desk was discovered to have a contraption opening
to a secret passage from which Dr. Johnson had
committed both murders. He now struck Cole.

Upon the latter's recovery, an arrest was made.
The doctor's confession revealed the fact that old Mr.
Chardon had at one time taken his girl from him,
and that the young butler had also been his enemy
due to an old private affair. He therefore had
avenged himself on both his enemies, and now beat

the police as well, by committing suicide.

SIGNAL LIGHTS

Harold Vanderbrook File No. 3302

JACK RANDALL was employed on a railroad

signal line. As he was working on a pole four
miles from New York, a train stopped. Through

the nearest window, a few feet away. Jack stared

at the most adorable, mischievous face he had ever
seen. The girl dimpled at him. As she rested her
elbows on the sill, a gust of wind carried her hat
from her lap to perch atop Jack's pole. Quickly
he climbed to rescue it. Yielding to an impulse,
he scribbled his nafiie and address on a slip of paper.

placin'g it into the lining, accurately threw the hat
to her as the train started. He wondered why he
had obeved that impulse, but decided it was because
of his loneliness. He had come to the city two
months before from his parents' farm, and since

his salary barely covered his living expenses, had
been unable to afford any feminine companionship.

The following day. Jack received a charming note
sigrfed by Grace Wilson, thanking him for rescuing
her hat, and inviting him to a charity show for

which she had tickets, and which was to be followed

by a dance at her house. Jack wanted tremendously
to accept, but had no tuxedo. Besides, he dared
not begin taking a girl out on his income. He did

not reply. The next night he was called to the tele-

phone. The sound of Grace's merry voice weakened
his decision, an'd before he hung up he had accepten
her invitation. She said she would call for him
since he did not know the city well. Jack, resplen-

dent in the clothes of his roommate, Tom, was dis-

mayed to see Grace draw up in a handsome roadster.

It was a delightful evening, shadowed by the thought
that it must be the last one because of Grace's
evident wealth. While Mr. and Mrs. Wilson were
cordial to him at their home, he could see they did

not consider him any more suitable for their daugh-
ter than* they did Roger Blake, a night club owner,
who was jealous of Grace's attention to Jack. Grace
insisted upon driving Jack home, against his objec-

tions because of a rising storm. Wearied by the

unaccustomed late hour. Jack fell asleep immediately
and did not hear the huge storm which swept the
city. Early in the morning Jack was awakened to

join an emergency crew to restore the wires harmed
by the storm. He was thankful the hard work
gave him n'o time to think of Grace. Too tired to

eat, he lay down on his bed that night to read
the newspapers. Headlines of an accident stared

at him. The storm had come up while Grace was
returning home the night before. A truck had
wrecked her car at a street intersection. Jack for-

got his weariness and rushed to the hospital. He
found Grace had been asking for him all day. Shocked
out of his reserve by the sight of her bandaged
form. Jack muttered words of love to her. She,
also, confessed her love for him. Jack visited her
each day until her return home. Then he told her
he would have to cease seeing her, for he was . in

no position to ask her to marry him.
Returning from this painful parting. Jack found

a wire calling him to his mother's bedside. During
his absence. Blake called to take Grace for a ride

in the country. He took Grace to a deserted cabin,

center of bootlegging activities, an'd declared there

she would stay until she married him. Grace re-

fused, and was kept a prisoner for a week. Ne-vs-

paper stories of her mother's precarious health due
to her disappearance, forced Grace to yield. Blake
was to return that afternoon with a minister. These
same newspaper stories attracted Jack's attention
when he returned to the city. Tom met him in his

newly-acquired roadster. They passed Blake and a
minister in a large car headed for the coun'try.

Following a sudden hunch. Jack bade Tom pursue
Blake's car. They enlisted the aid of a motorcycle
cop, who questioned their speed, and reached the
cabin just in time to save Grace from a forced mar-
riage. Mr. Wilson rewarded Jack with a job in his

offices, and his advance was so rapid that he mar-
ried Grace within a year!

TO HELL WITH WHISKEY

Bettie H. McDonald File No. 328?

INK and Eli, as black as the former's name, are
lying near the bank of a river an'd "inhaling"
from a keg of bootleg corn liquor. Their drunken

antics are most amusing until they fall into heavy
slumber. They are horrified to find themselves in

Hell, watching Satan heave bottles and flasks with
his pitchfork into a flaming lake of whiskey. When
Satan has exhausted the bottles, he begins pitchin'g

into the lake racketeers, bootleggers, politicians, de-
tectives, dry-agents, saloonists, wild party partici-

pants and home brewers. As this supply is becoming
exhausted, Satan looks around for new material for

his fiery lake, and spies the two colored gentlemen.
They quake from his regard, and urgently beg each
other to run. While they are in the position A
runliing, they find they cannot move a step, and
Satan is beginning to advance upon them ! For-
tunately, they are saved by an earthquake, which.
Ink declares, Californians would call a tremor, that
opens up a fissure in Hell's roof. From it bottled
goods roll into the lake, sizzling, popping, breaking.
Suddenly bootleggers and all traffikers in liquor?;

stumble through. A magistrate follows, an'd his huge
person enlarges the fissure so that Ink and EH can
see whiskey pouring from skyscrapers, mansions,
cottages and groceries. The two boys merely lie

on their backs with legs crossed and mouths open,
imbibing contentedly. They philosophize that in Hell
all are equal, and they are getting as good liquor

as everybody else! Suddenly torrents of rain' fall

and drown out the fiery lake. Hell is about to be
demoUshed, and Ink and Eli with it, as Satan sails

hastily away on an improvised raft, when a shaking
awakens them. Mary is pouring bucketsful of water
on their faces and berating them soundly for drink-
ing. The boys are glad to find they have been,
dreaming, and swear to stick to milk from that
time on. Mary is dubious, but promises to marry
the one who sticks to his promise.
Now begin tortuous days for Ink and Eli, Never

before have they had so many offers of free drinks,

but they dare not take any! Companions in misery,
they wander about, all their gayety gone—until
nightfall, when, spruced up in' colorful dress and with
some offering, they visit Mary as bitter rivals. Then
they sing and dance and glare at each other, and
listen with boredom to Mary's tales of her new elo-

cution lessons. She now declares they must find

steady jobs; the next day finds them, perspiring as

movers, and rejecting the driver's offer of a little

drirrk to "set them up." That night they present
themselves at Mary's house, determined to force
her to choose and end their agony. There they find

Mary in the arms of a huge colored man—she is

going to marry her elocution teacher! Arm in arm.
Ink and Eli walk a prescribed course—to the river's

bank and >i keg of whiskey!

THE JUDGE'S DAUGHTER

Morris Grossman File No. 3290

JUDGE ALLISON looked sorrowfully at seventeen-
year-old John Jarvis, accused of robbery. The
boy was so young, and looked honest! He asked

John- to tell why he had entered the Chinese laundry
the night before. Then John told his pitiful story.

When he was fourteen years old his father had died,

leaving his family of his wife and three children,

penniles. John was the oldest, and had a sister five

years younger and a brother seven years younger.
John was the one who had to work to support this

little family, and secured a position at sixteen' dollars

per week. Since this was not sufficient, his mother
was forced to work in a suit factory for twenty
dollars a week. After two years of it the strain had
sent her to the hospital, and it was John's slender
wages that cared for her and his sister and brother.

Two weeks before the business depression had caused
John to be laid off, and his untiring efforts to fin'd

work had failed. The children were crying from
'inger, and, desperate, John had entered the laundry
.- _' a back window to get some money. There
had been no money in the store. He had been
caught by a policeman as he was leaving, arfd

arrested.

Tlie hearts of all in the courtroom warmed to this

young chap, who was putting up such a desperate
struggle for existence for the sake of those left in

his care, and Judge Allison voiced the sentiments of

all when he dismissed the case and told John to

wait for him in his office. He gave the boy money,
and told him to call at his home that night as he
would find a position for the lad. Johrf's gratitude
expressed itself in tears of relief, and the Judge
praised him for his brave bearing of his burdens
and assured him he would always be his friend.

John visited the hospital immediately to tell his

mother of their good fortune in their new friend, and
then hastened to appease the children's hunger.
Promptly after the dinner hour he presetTted himself

at the Judge's door, and was shown into the library.

He was fascinated by the rows of books, as the
necessity of leaving school so early had left hini
starved for knowledge. The Judge, noticing the lad's
interest, offered to lend him two or three books, which
he could exchange for others wlren he had finished
them. He left the room to bring in John's future
emproyer. Marian Allison' dashed into the room to
find her father, and seemed an angel to the frankly
admiring John. That moment marked the beginniiig
of a lifetime's devotion and the birth of ambition in
:he boy. He left the judge's home that night tread-
ing on air, for he had a job, books, and dreams of
Marian' to accompany him.
John was a frequent visitor during the following

years at the home of the judge who had befriended
him. The judge had fallen into the habit of discussing
cases with this bright young man, whose outlook was
fresher but as just as his own. Occasionall>^ John
would see Marian, surrounded by a group of drinking,
dancing admirers, but he always worshipped from
afar. When he was twenty -five his employer died,
and it was the judge who advanced the capital which
made John the owner of the business he knew so
well. Under his successful management he was able
to repay the Judge rapidly. Now he dared think of
marrying Marian. He was successful and alone—he
had sent his mother, with the two children, out west
for her health. The judge was old and ill. and one
rtight sent for John. Marian had eloped with a
ne'er-do-well, and the judge was powerless to stop
her. Would John follow and prevent her from ruin-
ing her life? John did, and brought back a wife for
himself!

(T-vOREE! Doree
If crowd of pleasure seeke

PARISIAN FROLIC

Myrtle Branch File No. 330t

C'est Doree" came from the
me of Paris'

gayest night clubs as all eyes were turned
on the petite little French girl who stood in the door-
way smiling.

Bruce Monroe, American motion picture director in

search of French talent, focused his attention on the
newcomer. So this was Dore Dupin, the darling of
France and the toast of the populace ! Bruce sur-

veyed the little figure critically. Anyone whose en-
trance created such a furor should be well nigh
perfect and the experienced director looked for flaws.

He was forced to admit to himself that the girl's

figure was pleasing—not too fat, not too thin, but just

delectably rounded. Then he inspected her face and
saw that it was pert, young, and yet sophisticated.
But, when Doree began to sing for the entertainment
of the crowd, Bruce was swept away by an enthusiasm
he seldom experienced. Yes, Doree Dupin was a
"find" and he must transport her to Hollywood. As
Doree left the cabaret that night, Bruce was in her

retinue. The following day the young man was still

trying to get a moment alone with the charmer. When
he finally did secure an audience with Doree, he
quickly told her that he had wonderful plans for

her future—he wanted her to act in the American
movies. Bruce never recovered from the shock of

hearing Doree reply that she loved Paris too much
to go to Hollywood. The director persisted in his

purpose and three months later he set sail with his

"find," her maid, two chows, one parrot, and an
African monkey.
Doree was a success in Hollywood. Her inimitable

style of dancing and singing and her ability to please

won the young French woman a tremendous following.

And Bruce, who had hoped to have Doree to himself

when they were in America, discovered that she had
exchanged fifty French admirers for a hundred Ameri-
can ones. F'or after her work was over in the studios,

Doree still frequented the gay places of the cinema

capital and still disturbed the hearts of men, young
and old. For nearly a year Doree set the pace and
seemed to enjoy her new life. Then, one evening,

she informed the puzzled Bruce that she was return-

ing to Paris at the end of her year's contract. The
director felt the world grow dark. How could he

live without her? The woman he loved, the brightest

star in Hollywood, the inspiration of all his pictures

going out of his life at the moment of greatest suc-

cess. Bruce argued, cajoled, then scolded, but Doree

remained obdurate. Daily he watched the maid packing

her mistress' sixty trunks and daily he begged Doree

to change her mind. The actress' only compromise

was an occasional smack of a kiss, a favor she seldom

bestowed even on her warmest admirers.

A week before her departure, Bruce arrived at

Doree's apartment and found her laughing and crying

from excitement. Her countrymen had invited her

to be queen of a coming fete and she had decided to

accept the invitation and sail the next night for home.

Bruce asked her to remain in America until the

opening of her last picture, but Doree refused to be

guided by the wishes of motion picture magnates.

Suddenly, Doree laughed merrily, and said. 'You
think I go home alone? No. You brought me here.

You take me back, and besides—I thmk I like you a

leetle bit." , . , , . i

Then Bruce took her in his arms and kissed her,

and the world grew light for him again.

THE IMPOTENT. GOLDEN CALF

T. H. Black File No. 3279

ALONE in his richly panelled library, his bony
hands nervously scraping the arm of his chair,

Calvin Parker anxiously awaited his daughter s

arrival Suddenly, a voice filled with laughter rang

out in the hall, then the door flew open, and a youtig

girl her face aglow with the bright color of youth,

entered. The somberness of the room seemed to

vanish as Anna Parker told her father of her love

for Billy Gorman. Despite the stern expression on
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her father's face at the mention of that name, Anna
continued to lay bare her heart. Billy and she had
just become engag:ed. Mr. Parker listened no longer,

and. in the harsh voice she had heard him use so

often to his underlings, he forbade the marriage.
He bad other plans for his daughter—Sir Arthur
Leighton was seeking her hand—and Billy was noth-
ing but a pauper, a good-for-nothing, a thief

!^

Aiuaa turned seriously on her father, "You've
always boasted that a Parker's word is his bond.
I've promised Billy Gorman to become his wife; I

shall keep my word! Father, I truly love you; I've

always been dutiful, but I'm twenty -one and claim
the right to be the judge of my future happiness."
People said that Calvin Parker's God in three was

his daughter, gold, and power. And saying that, they
shuddered, fearing the ruthless way in which he
pursued his trinity. That evening Calvin Parker sum-
moned Jake Guileman and together the two plotted

the destruction of Billy Gorman. In less than a
week Anna was again summoned to her father's

study. She was surprised to find Guileman in con-
ference with him, until her father began a strange
tale.

"Anna, a few nights ago I called Billy Gorman
a thief. I knew he was unworthy. You're all I've

got and I wanted to save you. I wanted you to

be happy and occupy a place in the world in

which you belong. Mr. Guileman brings me the
news that what I spoke is true. Jake, repeat what
you told me."
Then Mr. Guileman proceeded to tell Anna that

he had been away on a three-day fishing trip and
that Billy, the only man in the ofTice knowing the
combination to his safe, had been in charge of the
business. On his return he discovered ten thousand
dollars missing, and Billy had run away when ac-
cused of the crime. All Jake Guileman neglected
to say was that, at Mr. Parker's suggestion, he had
slipped out of camp unseen one night, returned to;

the city, and carefully extracted ten thousand dollars

from his safe

!

For three weeks rain had fallen incessantly in

southern Alabama. Small streams, hitherto mere
ditches for drainage, had become mighty rivers

rushing madly toward the Gulf, leaving a trail of

death and destruction in their wake. Tlie passen-
gers on the ]\orthbound Limited, while aUve to the
dangers of flood waters, felt secure as the train

pulled out of Mobile, though the engineer slackened
his speed as he saw more and more land under
water. During the night a tramp hopped on the
slow -moving train. And, when, without warning,
the engine lurched and rolled over in a washout,
it \\''as the tramp who rescued the submerged
trainman. Though airplanes located the marooned
train, they could not rescue the passengers in the
steel box surrounded by rushing waters. Then the
tramp caught a lost boat dashing on to the Gulf
and managed to row a few passengers from the
train to the hills. After a night of feverish rowing
he approached the private car attached to the Lim-
ited. Inside a father, facing the end, was confess-
ing a great wrong he had committed. As his
daughter kissed him in forgiveness, the door opened
and Billy rushed in. Recognizing the pair, he oflfered

them the boat, and plunged into the raging water.
Anna did not hesitate, but jumped in after him.
Her father followed her. only he could not swim
and soon was overpowered. After an heroic struggle,
Anna rescued Billy and the two reached the hills

together in safetj'.

BILL'S BEATRICE

Edward T. Schneider File No. 3291

IN "Beatrice", Bill's gaudily-painted Model T. Ford.
Bill and Harry were driving merrily along," de-
lighted at her unusually smooth performance. She

was even passing Packards—if they were standing
still ! The two young college boys were discussing
how they could earn—and spend—a large sum of
money during their vacation. From non-stop flights
around the world to entering Beatrice in a race, they
rejected all plans as impracticable. Heatedly they
changed to their never -ended argument about which
one of them was attending the better college. As
they quarreled a severe thunderstorm blew up.
Quickly they put up the top, but as it leaked they
were soaked. The wind blew into a gale as the boys
wondered where they were. They were aroused by a
gross insult to Beatrice. A large square of card-
board had landed on her windshield—a veritable slap
in the face! Through the glass Harry read the in-
scription on the posa-r-and his great idea was born!
The poster advertis(:,*J a country fair, and Harry an-
nounced to Bill the- gVould make money that summer
by putting on an^^g^ hibition of boxing at the fair.

As soon as the j <.„]*i was over, the boys tenderly
wiped Beatrice's

|,.
- ^rntionables with their handker-

chiefs so that ^ ^iJl^' igine would start. They pro-
ceeded to th ,r i,"^'""^ postoffice to find out who
was in charge ..jj^ ^-v- fair. Tliey were directed to
the home of Mr. ^^ftnes Martin. He proved to be
a football hero of Harry's college, and listened with
amusement to the boys proposition. He consented.
Half an hou': later the boys left—Bill was now "Billy
Harris, middleweight champion of the West" and
Harry was "Curly Lewis, the Pride of Jersey." The
match was scheduled to go ten rounds and was
to be called the "Battle of the Century."
On tlie way home Harry noticed an unusual silence

on Bill's part. When asked the cause Bill replied,
"Did you see the picture?" Having noticed only
a football picture, Harry thought the remark irrele-
vant, and that good luck had gone to Bill's head,
until the next time they visited Mr. Martin and
his daughter came to the door. She was a beauty I

So it was to her picture Bill was referring! Harry
gallantly introduced Anne Martin to Beatrice, re-
counting her lack of virtues, much to the discomfort
of Beatrice's owner. Harry taunted Bill with his

St in Anne until Bill warned him of dire con-
if he didn't quit.

For a month the boys trained for the "Battle of

the Century." On the fatal day the boys started
a well-matched fight. Nothing happened until the
fourth round, when Bill's feet became entangled and
he sat down, bewildered. Mr. Martin's "seven"
brought him to his feet with a sheepish grin. The
spectators roared. Bill was the next to land, which
warned Harry to be more careful. As Harry went
to his corner Anne spoke to Harry, and when he
and Bill clinched. Bill inquired to whom he had
been talking. Harry teased him for a few moments
and then mocked: "Anne, your would-be girl friend."

Bill saw red, and started a punch which laid Harry
out flat as his head struck the floor. Bill almost
became a nervous wreck for fear Harry was hurt.
Two days later Beatrice carried Harry and Bill

over the familiar road to the Martin residence. It

was Bill's turn to tease Harry about Anne, de-
scribing her anxiety when Harry was knocked out,

and stating she liked Harry—very much. Anne met
the boys at the door. Bill entered immediately to

see Mr. Martin, while Harry lingered. Anna an-
nounced that she was going to Harry's college that
fall. Harry looked forward to a year unique!

BETSY AND THE MAIL THIEF

Carrie Elizabeth Marston File No. 1587

IN the town of Tahilla in Southern California,
Betsy Marston had come to stay for her health.
Alone and without means of support, she lived

with an old woman as her companion. Since she
lived such a secluded existence she knew very few
of the people in town, and each day looked forward
to her trip to town to get her mail, and to see Post-
master John Trail. John was the son of a wealthy
man back east. He had been in love with one of the
girls in his social set. to whom he became engaged,
but one day he discovered his sweetheart's faith-

lessness.
Thus his eyes were opened to the shallowness of

the people in his "set," and disgusted with women,
he broke away from the life entirely. On his way
to San Francisco he passed through Tahilla, and
charmed by its appearance he stopped there. He
secured a position with the post office, becoming in

two years Chief Assistant. Now he had been put
in charge, in an effort to stop the mysterious thiev-
ing from letter boxes. One day Betsy stopped as
usual to get her mail, but was unable to open her
box, which had a new dial lock. John opened it for
her, and for the first time Betsy was able to have
a talk with him that was more than a "good morn-
ing." On her way out she noticed a woman who
had been staring at her, was following her now into
the street. Frightened, she stopped to let the
stranger pass. While standing there, one of her
few friends, Lelia, stopped to speak with her. Betsy
told Lelia of the strange-looking woman, wondering
if the stranger had anything to do with the thefts.

Lelia asked Betsy to come to her home. There she
told Betsy that since the robberies had not stopped,
John himself was under suspicion, especially because
he seemed always to have plenty of money. Betsy
decided to try to catch the thief herself.
She arranged with Lelia to send her a lot of mail

and to spread the rumor that she was expecting
money by mail.
Several days later Betsy went down to the post

office when she knew it would probably be empty
of people, and again saw the strange woman follow -

ing her. She continued on into the post oflFice, opened
the box and took out a large batch of mail. The
strange woman snatched the mail from her and began
to run away. But Betsy was ready for that. Grab-
bing her by the arm, she caught and held her
until Lelia. who had been waiting outside and talk-

ing to an officer, burst in. By this time John, who
had heard the racket, came out. The stranger
proved to be a man in disguise, an escaped crim-
inal. John did a little detective work of his own
and discovered the love and faith that Betsy had
shown him. He begged for her hand in
She proved the perfect mate to restore
faith in women.

A TANGLED WEB

M. I. Smithson File No. 3283

AS she glanced at the two infants, one in a lace-
trimmed basinet te and the other in a clothes-
basket cradle, Mary Doane was sorely tempted

to exchange them. Dr Sewell had rushed the young
mother and her baby to his home to take care of

his rich patient's infant while its mother lay dying.
The unaccustomed luxury and ease had made Mary
think of the injustice of her own child's poverty ^-^
the wealth the rich man's son would comm^-

"

laughing blue-eyed John's son deserved tlie oest! He
should not have to work hard, and like his father,
die from exposure and hunger. It was in Mary's
power to prevent that, merely by a second's ex-
change. As she mediated thus. Maggie, her young
sister, entered the nursery. Mary was startled to
see her there, as she knew visitors were strictly
forbidden. Glad of the chance, she told her thoughts
to Maggie, and went into the next room to lie down,
leaving the children in Maggie's care. Approaching
footsteps warned Mary to return to her post, and
as Maggie rushed out the back door, she whispered
to Mary, "Leave 'em be, don't change 'em." Her
manner made Mary believe she had already changed
the babies, and realizing the enormity of such a
crime she determined to change them back again as
soon as she could. The doctor entered and told
Mary he was going to vaccinate and take the finger
prints of the babies. If she waited until then, it

would be too late to right the children! Confused

by the suddenness of events. Mary grasped the back
door and stumbled down the steep stairs—then
oblivion.

It was several months before Mary was able to

sit up in the hospital. By that time, with a per-
son's usual process of reasoning to the desired
end, Mary felt she could not be blamed for the
exchange which she had been rendered powerless
to prevent, and with a clear conscience confessed
to the father only of harmless sins. To her mother's
amazement, Mary evinced no interest in her little

son Jack when she returned home. She seemed
eager only to return to the doctor's employ. This
she did a year after the accident, as second cham-
bermaid. The doctor's servants wondered at her
devotion to the young master. She grasped every
opportunity to care for and play with him. When
John had grown and was about to enter college.

Mary received a letter from Maggie, who had mar-
ried a carpenter and moved to another city, asking
if she could care for Jack while her husband taught
him his trade. Mary was glad her supposed son
would leave town, and consented. It was her mother
who had taken care of the boy all these years.
Mary lived only for John's vacations, but was

continually distressed by his constant quarrels with
the millionaire about money. She was horrified when
the latter was found shot, his safe opened, and the
criminal—John! Was her son a murderer, and was
this her punishment for the deception? Mary wan-
dered the streets, and finally sought peace in a
small Catholic church. As she prayed to be shown
her course, she heard a sliding shutter in a con-
fessional as an answer, and entered it. To the
kindly priest she described the change of "articles",
and he told her the sin was hers, not Maggie's. He
went on to say he could not give her absolution
until she made restitution. She dared not think
what her beloved husband would feel when sb**

met him in the next world if the sin were still

on her soul, and determined to follow the advice
of the priest. She rushed to the jail, and confjessed
all to John. He was furious at her suggestion that
he could be the son of a servant, and accused her
of making up the tale so her own son could inherit
the rich man's money if John were executed. Mary
stumbled into her mother's home, and overheard
her sister Maggie telling her mother of the scene
in the nursery twenty years ago. Mary dashed into
the room and grabbed her sister, asking whether
she had changed the babies. Maggie denied that
she had, and in proof presented Jack, who was the
laughing, blue-eyed image of his father

!

A FOOLISH WIFE

B. M. Terry File No. 3264

FINDING farm life too strenuous. Cleaver obtained
a job as traveUng salesman. Traveling was
new and fascinating, until he became ill in a

strange city. He was staying in a boarding house.
The owner was very kind to him, and the solicitation
of his daughter, Alice, pleased Cleaver in his weak
state. All he could see was her services for him,
and did not notice how untidy and silly a person
she really was. Soon he imagined himself in love
with the blonde young girl, and* when he recovered
took her back with him to the farm.
His family welcomed them both, but his wife's

foolishness was the cause of constant quarrels with
his younger brother, Ted. Although inferior in breed-
ing to Cleaver's folks, Alice considered herself above
farm chores, and on Cleaver's mother fell the bur-
den of two extra people in the house. Losing entire
control of his temper one day at the state of affairs,

Ted left home and bought a small farm of his own
on the othei- side of the town. His mother and
father would not leave their old home to join him,
however, and Ted sorely felt the need of a wom^n.
Cleaver's wife bore him two sons. Soon after the
mother and father died, leaving the farm jointly
to Cleaver and Ted. Cleaver set alx>ut slowly pay-
ing Ted for his share of the farm.
Ted, meanwhile, lonesome on the farm, asked a

friend to take care of it for him for two weeks in
midwinter, and journeyed to Chicago. Its noise and
bigness confused him, but its contrast to his own
life attracted him at the same time. Wandering in
a poor section one evening, he noticed a well-dressed
girl with large, frightened eyes staring hungrily into
a restaurant window. Attracted by the contrast of
her face and clothes, Ted watched her for a few
minutes. He recognized real hunger in her gaze,
and approached her. gently inviting her to eat with
him. His first withdrawal was followed by a scru-
tiny of Ted's face which made her change her mind,
and she entered the restaurant with him. Tliawing
out under the influence of a good meal, both opened
up. She told Ted she was a farm girl, who was
left with only a few hundred dollars at the death
of her parents. She had come to the city and had
bought her present clothes to seek work. Her money
had melted while she had been unsuccessful in her
search, and she had not eaten since the day before.
Ted told her of his lonely farm. They saw each
other frequently during the remainder of Ted's
stay, and he brought Mary back to the farm with
him as his wife. Ted and Mary had a girl and a
boy. Alice spoiled her two children frightfully with
her overanxious care. They grew up selfish and
heedless, like her. The older son. when he was
grown, plotted with Alice and his mother to push
Qeaver out, as he was now old and worn out from
his farm labors. It was a broken Cleaver who,
after twenty years, stumbled in his brother's door
to say goodbye before taking up a position he had
procured with a railroad. Ted's happy home brought
the realization of his own bitter years in paymg
for his mistake so close to him that he became
very ill. Ted and Mary tended him carefully but
he died in a week. At the funeral Alice's older son
cast desirous eyes on his pretty sixteen -year-old
cousin. He established friendly relations with T^d's
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household, until Ted ordered him away wheii he over-

heard him trjing to persuade his daughter to elope.

Alice's two boys, brought up by their mother to

consider themselves too good for farm life, left her
to go to the city. Unable to work the farm aloine,

Alice sought foolishly and unsuccessfully to ensnare
a second husband—in vain. She became a cham-

"^

bermaid at the local hotel.

THE SLAVE

Mrs. Vernon Haddon

othe

File No. 3276

Bab BeattyAFTER the death of her
realized she must guard he
Sylvia, and provide for her support. While

Bab was arranging for the auctioning of their beau-
tiful country home, a stranger, Herbert Brad^ley.

made his appearance. Bradley was an artist and had
heard of the charm of the old-fashioned Beatty
house from the girls' uncle, Norman. Bab was not
pleased when she heard Bradley was a friend of her
father's brother, for according to her mother, Nor-
mand had fleeced her father of a fortune. How-
ever, despite his introduction, Bab was immediately
attracted to Herbert and, when he offered to buy
the house, she regarded his as a savior. In the
meantime. Sylvia Beatty had been plotting to free her-

self of her sister's jurisdiction. By a clever trick she
made Herbert hand over the entire sum he paid
for the house to her and then forced him to take
her to the city. Herbert took Sylvia to her Uncle
Xorman's. where she was hospitably received. Fran-
tic at her sister's disappearance, Bab finally received
a letter from Sylvia and one from Herbert. Sylvia
wrote that she intended to marry Herbert, since he
loved her. Broken-hearted, Bab tore up Herbert's
letter of explanation without reading it. Tben she
made plans to look for her sister, since Sylvia did
not write where she was stopping. Borrowing some
money, Bab finally arrived at her uncle's in sejvrch

of Sylvia. Then she learned that her sister had de-
serted his sheltered home in order to live a wild
life. Bab collapsed. She did not understand her
sister's waywardness until Uncle Norman explained
that her own father had been a scoundrel and had
deceived his family all these years into belie\'^ing his
brother was guilty of his crimes. Bab remained at

her uncle's and found some solace in charitable

Herbert, in the meantime, when he received no
reply to his letter, returned to Bab's home. There
he learned from a neighbor that his sv.'eetheart re-

garded him as a traitor. Unable to find Bab, Her-
bert took to drink. One night Sylvia discovered
him in a gambling den. Half-intoxicated, he mistook
her for Bab and offered to marry her. Sylvia, always
piqued because Herbert preferred Bab to her, de-
cided to "get even" with the lovers. The ceremony
was performed that evening and the drunken Her-
bert took his bride home. Herbert's mother realized
immediately that her son had made a mistake and
died in grief. The next morning Herbert discovered
he was married to the woman he hated. Hardly
over this shock, he found his mother dead in her
bed. He soon sank lower and lower under his wife's
evil influence.

Four years passed by, and Bab received a letter

from Sylvia saying she was on her deathbed. Ac-
companied by her uncle Norman, Bab hurried to the
address given in the letter. She found her sister
waiting for the end in a repentant mood. Bab
willingly forgave her and also Herbert, when Sylvia
confessed the trickery she had practiced on him.
After her sister's death, Bab adopted the child Sylvia
had borne to Herbert. The following year Uncle Nor-
man saw his adopted daughter married to Herbert,
who had reformed completely after Sylvia'.s death.
Time healed all of Bab's sorrows and she lived hap-
pily with Herbert and her children—Sylvia's boy and
her own little girl.

HER SISTER'S HUSBAND

Mrs. Mary E. Underwood File No. 3140

LOUVINA and Olive wept as they parted for the
first time. Their father's death had left their
mother penniless, and when she, too, died, they

were sheltered by a kind woman in the same tene-
ment who did mending for a living. Olive, the
older sister, delivered her work, and on one such
occasion she was stopped by the stately mistress
of the Orlin mansion because of her resemblance
to a beloved school friend. Questioning brought
forth that Olive was indeed the daughter of this
friend, and Mrs. Orlin immediately made plans for
Olive's future. She offered to take her abroad with
her for six months. Olive said she could not leave
her golden-curled sister Louvina, but Mrs. O'rlin had
no wish to see the sister. It was dark-eyed Olive's
resemblance to her mother that attracted Mrs. Orlin.
When Ohve told Louvina of the offer, the younger
girl insisted that she take advantage of it, willing
to sacrifice herself for her sister, and consoling her-
self with the thought it would be only for six
months. The six months, however, stretched into
two years before Olive returned. Louvina was no
longer at the old address. Olive had changed resi-
dence so often that their letters had gone astray,
and she was unable to find her sister.

Olive did not mourn the loss of her sister as much
as she would have were she not deeply in love with
Mark Orlin. Mrs. Orlin had become devoted to
Olive, and dying, asked Mark to marry her. In a
momentary passion, carried away by Olive's g-entle
beauty, Mark acceded to his mother's request. This
aided her to recover. Olive adored her handsome
husband, but Mark never loved his wife. While the
young -conple were in Italy, Mark deserted her,

returning to America. His mother remembered the

prophecy of a gypsy that her son would be a bride-

groom by a fatal mistake twice during ^is life.

When Mark read in a New York newspaj^er his wife's

name among those drowned in a shipwreck, he
mourned the sweet girl sincerely.

A year later Mark attended a reception with his

best friend, Ray Wheeler. There they met Louvina
Westfall, a lovely widow, and both men fell in love

with her enchanting face immediately. Tliey vied for

her favors, and their long friendship was brought
to an end when Ray sprang for Mark's throat in

a jealous rage. After a battle Ray apologized and
they shook hands, agreeing to be rivals. The cause
of the battle was no other than Olive's little sister.

A few months after Olive had left her, their bene-
factor had died, and Louvina was without a cent.

Starving, she answered a want ad in a dress house.

A wealthy westerner had heard her pleas for a

position, and had fallen in love with her charm.
He had asked her to marry him, and more for the
sake of seeking her sister than for his wealth,, she
had consented. Mr. Westfall had been very kind
to her, and his death had left her sorrowful, although
it did not touch her heart. As a beautiful, wealthy
young widow, she had many suitors, but no inten-

tion of marrying. Ray's suit was refused, but Mark
was more successful. His quiet charm had won
Louvina. Ray went abroad to escape the g-orgeous
wedding Mark and Louvina were planning, but to

Nobody noticed his words to the bride to meet him
alone as soon as possible on a matter of life and
death. Mark was distracted at his lovely bride's

sudden disappearance.
Throwing a dark cloak over her wedding eown.

Louvina had sought Ray. He handed her a 'letter

from her long-lost sister Olive, saying that the man
she had married was Olive's husband! Ray ex-
plained that while he was in England Mrs. OrHn
had sent for him for news of her son. When he had
told her Mark was to be married, she couldn't
beHeve it imtil he showed her a newspaper cHpoing.
Olive, who was living with Mrs. Orlin, recognized
her younger sister and they had all sailed imme-
diately to save Louvina from misery, but were too
late. Ray took Louvina to a hotel to see her sick

sister. All were incensed at Mark, until, when he
was summoned and revealed he had really thought
Olive to be dead, they realized it was a horrible
mistake. Olive forgave this man she loved so well,

and, placing his hand into the sister's whom they
both adored, died peacefully.

MICKIE'S KOSHER LILY

Frank A. Van Denburg File No. 3259

COWBOY LOVE

Jim Gi File No. 3275

AI^ONG time ago when Texas was a new state
and the native longhorns roamed the plains
unmolested, a lad, barely in his_ teens, turned

his speckled pony across the borderline to become
a citizen. He had no money, no friends, and his

horse was a half- sick animal cast off by a band
of robbers. On reaching his goal, Tom Carter picked
up a few odd jobs around the cow camps to obtain
food, but there was never any money in his pockets.
One day as he was standing in a crowd back of a
gambling table watching the game, some money
disappeared. Hot words followed this discovery, with
one player accusing another. Finally someone in the
crowd shouted above the melee that he had seen
Tom take the money. The boy protested, but the
men were hard and yelled for the sheriff. Just
then a stranger who had been sitting by himself
playing solitaire all evening, pushed his chair back
with his legs as he rose up.

"Fellers, I have suckled on good whiskey an' fair

play an' I ain't weaned from neither one yet. That
kid never got youre money, but a sorry, yaller
coward did, an' when he was about to git caught,
he slipped it onto the boy."

In answer to this speech, a big, heavy-set man
roared out that the stranger was defending his child.

The latter replied that he had never seen Tom until

that day and then turned on the big fellow, accusing
him of the theft. When the smoke cleared awav,
Tom was miles from town on the back of his de-
fender's horse. The latter introduced himself as
Buck Scheaffer and gave the boy his start as a
cowboy. Alice Sheaffer never knew how her father
had picked Tom up. She only knew she liked the
friendly Tom and found him a wonderful companion.
Five 3'ears later Tom Carter had a ranch of his
own and was preparing to marry Alice and bring
her there. It was then that Mrs. Sheaffer died and
Buck took to drink. Day and night he spent his
time in the nearest saloon drowning his sorrows in

drink. Intemperance did not improve his disposition
and when his ranch was visited by rustlers, he
brazenly stated in the presence of many that the
owners of the Triple X Ranch were guilty of the
theft. On a night that a cloudburst was breaking
over the Texan plains. Tom received word that the
riders of Triple X were waiting at a local saloon
to wreak their vengeance on Buck. The men at
the Sheaffer home conferred on what course they
should follow as the storm broke overhead and the
rain fell in torrents. Brave as the cowboys were,
they saw only certain death ahead, if they attempted
to reach Buck. Only Tom stood his ground and
quietly announced he was going for Buck, as Alice
wept on his shoulder. Resolutely Tom picked up
his slicker, as his companions tried to discourage
him from going out to find a "whiskey-fogged man."
A streak of lightning flashed through the room as
the door opened suddenly and Buck toppled in sing-
ing a ribald song.
"Well, Tom, you goin' after a doctor ?"

"No, Buck, nobody's hurt. I was just goin' to
take a last look around before I turned in," Tom
answered as Alice pressed a kiss on her sweet-
heart's cheek.

MICKEY MALOXE was sweeping the floor of
Goldstein's second-hand clothing store, as
weeping Lily Goldstein passed. His expression

of sympathy brought out a tale of woe against
Sarah, their housekeeper, who was forever goading
her father against her. Sarah noticed the conversa-
tion of the two young people. To rid the store
of Mickey, she slipped some money into his cap and
when Isaac Goldstein returned accused Mickey of
being a thief. Mickey's own father, Pat Malone, was
called in to arrest him, in spite of Mickey's protesta-
tions of innocence. Because of Lily's pleading with
her father, he pretends a cold for Sarah's benefit and
drops the charges. That night Mickey and Lily meet
accidentaly in the park, an'd Lily confides her troubles.
Sarah, a widow, is determined to marry her wealthy
father and get all his money. To get Lily out of

the way, she has persuaded her father to arrange
Lily's marriage to Jacob Goldblat, a rich man twice
her age. They concoct a plot to kill two birds with
one stone—Lily is to use her ingenuity to arrange a
match between Sarah and Jacob! For this purpose
Lily helps Sarah to dress becomingly and flatters

her. Jacob's parents are giving a masquerade at
which they inten'd to announce his engagement to
Lily. Lily secures a beautiful costume for Sarah,
and Jacob, mistaking Sarah for Lily, elopes with
her. The scene on their return to the masquerade
when he discovers his mistake is hilarious. Sarah's
possession of a small fortune consoles him, however.
Pat Malone has secured his post as policeman

through an old Irish school friend, Mike Sweeney, a

political boss. Mike now finds a splendid position
for Mickey with a Fifth Avenue clothin'g house. In
Sweeney's visits to the Malones he meets a. school
chum of Mickey, pretty Beatrice Finnegan. The little

Irish community is electrified at their marriage.
Mary Malone, Mickey's mother, is sorrowful, because
she believes Mickey loves Beatrice, but his indif-

ference reassures her. Meanwhile Mickey and Lily
have been meeting frequently. They confess their

love, but knowing they would never gain' the consent
of their religious parents to their marriage, they
elope. Mary Malone declares her son is living in

sin with a "haythen" because he was not married
by a Catholic priest, and Solomon Goldstein has
funeral services for the daughter whom he declares
dead to him. The unbending antagonism of their

parents shadows the young couple's happy married
life.

Jimmy Murphy, encouraged by a wife who resents
Mary Malone' s superiority, and driven by a fear

that Patrick Malone will discover and report his

speakeasy and gambling den, arranges to "frame"
Pat. Pat is found drunk on the street during his

hours of duty, with a stolen purse in his pocket.
Sweeney is on his honeymoon' and cannot be reached,
and Mary Malone is frantic for aid for her im-
prisoned husband. She meets Mickey, hurrying to

help his father from trouble, and as they pass
Solomon Goldstein's store, Mickey greets him, call-

ing him -Father Goldstein." The Jewish old man
has heard of their trouble and guessing that finan-

cially they can do n'othing, anonymously sends them
$300, wdth which they hire a smart young lawyer
who exposes the plot ! Pat is freed and the speak -

easy raided. Grieving for her son, but still refusing

to accept his wife, Mary becomes ill. Sweeney, re-

turning, learns the state of affairs and attempts to

bring happiness to this group of people in whom he
is interested. He arranges with Father Fogarty to

have the young couple married in a Catholic ceremony.
Then he persuade lon'ely old Golstein to make prepara-
tions for a Hebrew wedding ceremony. The young
couple accept his plan with pleasure. Mary Malone
is reconciled to her son's marriage when she witnesses
the Catholic blessing, and from there the much-
married couple are reunited with Solomon Goldstein

with the sanction of a Hebrew rabbi. There is a

great contrast in the two weddin'gs, celebrated by
such different groups of people, but all warm-hearted
and gay.
Mary Malone and Solomon Goldstein are proud

grandparents of Mickey's and Lily's twins, for aren't

they named Mary Duffy Malone and Solomon Gold-
stein Malone, and isn't their father an alderman?
As Goldstein says, you can't keep a kosher Irish-

man down

!

CONSTANCE
Hilda Simons File No. 3175

E
IGHTE.EN-year-old Constamt iMurray and Bill

Wade pledged their troth ^jiiag a High School
dance. From that time c ^p" ''yv were together
tantly, utterly immune to^j'''-V'' easing of their

schoolmates. Only dark-eyed .-^^S
their romance with frowning face, for she had selected
Bill for one of her own conquests. She was a fiery,

impulsive girl, spoilt by her father's wealth and in-

dulgence, and little appreciative of the quiet devotion
of Jack Fleming.
Beth took every opportunity to humiliate the fair-

haired, smiling Constance in Bill's presence. One day
as they were sitting on the first landin'g of the
school steps, Beth began talking of cowards, and
stated that timid Constance would not dare jump
even the slight six feet to the ground. Goaded be-
yond endurance, ConstarTce jumped—and broke her
arm. During the six months period of healing, Beth
was penitent, and she and Bill were always at
Constance's side. When Constance was cured, Beth
returned to her previous attitude. Constance, how-
ever, was grateful for Beth's devotion during- her
illness.

Beth invited Constance and Bill to accompany her
and Jack to a dance at a roadbouse. While dancing.
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Constance and Jack noticed that Beth and Bill were
missing, and went in search of them. They saw
them outhn'ed in moonlight near the creek. Beth's

arms were around Bill, and she was pleading for his

love, ^^'hen he repUed he loved Constance, she struck

him with all her strength, and he, already tottering

from the liquor Beth had forced upon him, fell,

striking his head. Constance and Jack ran forward.

Jack grabbed Beth, and in spite of her struggles,

forced the intoxicated girl into her car an'd drove

her home. Constance, meanwhile, wet her handker-

hief at the creek and soon restored a chastened Bill.

Tliev returned home in silence.

The three witnesses of Beth's attempted perfidy

shunned her from that time. A coolness existed be-

tween Con'stance and Bill, and Jack took his bruised

heart to the warmth of Constance's personality. Beth
began running around with a fast crowd, whose leader

was the profligate Ben Winters. She could be seen m
crowded roadsters of drink-stimulated young people,

and at all the speakeasies of questionable repute.

Beth dil not realize the direction in which she was
headed until Ben's advances were unmistakable, and

she gave up her new companions in horror. Deserted

iiv her old friends, she volunteered for social service

ditty at the hospital clinic to occupy her time. Soon

she was absorbed by the small aid she could offer to

suffering fellow-beings.
, , , ^ t-.

Bill showed his jealousy of Jack to Constance, bhe

brought up the moonlit scene she had witnessed when

Beth's arms were around Bill, and Bill realized she

had misinterpreted it. He did not kn'ow that Jack

really loved Beth and had turned to Constance only

to confide the love he dared not offer to a girl of

Beth's present fast tendencies. Bill was determined

his happiness should not be affected by Beth, and

went to her home to compel her to tell Constance

what reallv happened that night. Beth's maid told

him she could he found at the hospital chnic. Bill

was surprised to find a subdued Beth skillfully quieting

a crying baby in her arms, while a doctor examined

it He explained his predicament, and Beth promised

to explain to Constance that night. Constance re-

ceived Beth coolly, but was quickly sympathetic when
Beth weepingly confessed her mistakes and that she

really loved Jack but had lost him forever that night.

Meanwhile in the next room Bill was telling a happy

Tack of the change in Beth and where he had found

iter that alternoon. The boys entered the room, and

each girl entered the oustretched arms meant lor her

THE QUEEN OF LONESOME VALLEY

WilUrd W. Whipple File No. 3205

WHEN Jack Richards learned that a young girl,

Helen Hayden, was left alone to run a ranch

infested bv outlaws who had killed her father,

he decided that the place for him was on that ranch

to help her. He entered the village and stopped to

inquire the way to Lonesome Valley ranch from tlie

har.ceeper. The Sheriff, overhearing, asked Jacks

name Another man became insulting, and only Jacks

liehtning speed on the trigger saved him. At the

hotel that night he was fully prepared for attack—

and it was the Sheriff himself who came to murder

him! Jack's strategy to escape was successful, and he

left for Lonesome Valley in splendid condition. As he

approached the beautiful ranch, a mean horse threw

its rider in front of him. Jack dismounted and te t

the thrown vouth's bones, hut when his cap fell oh

revealing golden curls, he knew that this must be the

owner of Lonesome Valley. They returned to the

ranch together, and Helen offered Jack a job which

he promptly accepted. He was introduced to the other

hands. He immediately liked Tom, another Texan,

and as promptly disliked McCleen, against whose

wickedness he was warned later. McCleen sneeringly

taunted Jack, saying he couldn't ride lllacky, a man-

killer. A remarkable exhibition of horsemanship fol-

lowed, during which Blacky was tamed Weakened

by the exertion, Tack dismounted. McCleen insulted

him and instinctively Jack reached for his guns Real-

izing he had not worn them for ridmg Jack threw

himself on the ground as a bullet from Mctleen s gun

whizzed past. McCleen fired into the lying hgure,

grazing Jack's shoulder and head. Disgusted at Mc-

Cleen's cowardliness and viciousness at firing at an

unarmed man, the other cowboys ran him off the

ranch. Helen tenderly nursed the wounded cowboy

hack to health, and a deep love sprang up between the

two On his recovery. Tack rode into the village tor

mail, stopping at the saloon tor tobacco for Tom.

He was accosted bv a noted gunman hired tor the

purpose, who called him vile names. In the speedy

draw Tack was victorious. Everyone was discussing

the robbery of the stagecoach and the murder of the

driver and the passenger, a banker. It was evidently

the work of the Spider, a deadly outlaw A Ranger

drew Tack aside and told him that they have learned

the Lonesome Valley ranch was to be the Spiders

next victim and that Tack shoull return post-haste

to warn them. The Rangers would follow.

Tack was too late. The ranch had been raiisacked.

Tom approached from the side of the house. The cow^-

bovs had been killed in putting up a fight lo'ihad

been knocked unconscious and left as dead. McCleen

had carried Helen off. The cattle were all gone. Jack

and Tom mounted quickly to pursue the outlaws, J acK

swearing to kill McCleen if he harmed a hair ot

Helen's head. They had not gone far when they

were surprised by bullets. They had forgotten the

outlaws could not travel fast with cattle. Jack and

Tom sprang behind a boulder, but did not see two

men lump them from the cliff above. Jack saw Buz-

zard a huge man. strangling him as he lost conscious-

ness' He "recovered, bound, lying in a cabin. Tom
whispered that he had worked his arras loose as some

outlaws approached. They were in the mood tor some

fun and they arranged a battle between Jack and

Buzzard. Buzzard's unfair tactics soon had the out-

laws in favor of their enemy. With strength and

ingenuity Jack won. A voice s

ended, "Hands up, gentlemen."
with a pair of six-shooters! The
band, began to reach for his guns
"Tom's sudden appearance. He it

cient bonds. The Rangers rode i

seeking revenge because he had b
to die by the Spider. McCleen
at the same instant, killing each
signal tor the bandits to start
battle was wa.ged before they wen
Tom complains tliere's no tun

any more—it's all too peaceful,
is soft now—made so by Helen's

napped as the fight

There was Helen,
Spider, leader of the

, but was stopped by
sered at their inefli-

ip, led by McCleen.
een left on the road
and the Spider shot
other. Tills was e
ring and a bloody

DIVORCE ON TRIAL

Ethel Louise Burton File No. 3347

BUDDY CRANDALL, millionaire Chicago clubman,
wistfully rang the hell of his ex-wife's apartment,
and remained humbly in the halt until the butler

relieved him of his hat. The ex- wife, Joan, making a
careful toilet in her dressing room upstairs, heard that
ring, and her heart skipped a beat. Although Mr. and
Mrs. Crandall were divorced, they were more in love
with each other than they had ever been. Joan had
insisted on a complete divorce because she realized
the wisdom of frightening him into reform by the
threat of absolute separation. To redeem himself in
Joan's eyes. Buddy was about to leave for a six
month sojourn on his Canadian ranch. Buddy had
sentenced himself to the half year of hard labor
to prove to the woman that he loved that he coudi
live without whiskey and cheap amours. Joan hoped
with all her heart that Buddy would return to her
a man at the end of his exile. She was expecting
a child, an'd was doing her best to make the father
of that child a worth wdiile character. On their
last night together in the city they reaffirmed their
love for each other, and parted with heavy hearts.
The strain of Buddy's departure was too much for

Joan in her weakened state. She collapsed upon
her return home, and for weeks hovered between
life and death.
In the meantime. Buddy knew nothing of the trials

besetting his wife. His every energy was con'centrated
upon his redemption. He enlisted the ranch hands
to force him to work, and to knock a whiskey glass
out ot his hands, if he ever even raised one to test
its weight or observe its color. Gradually his muscles
and stamina hardened. His skin tanned, his lean,

pallid face assumed a healthier contour. Near the
close of the six mon'th period, occurred Joan's con-
finement. Buddy had not written to her for some
time because he planned to surprise her, but Joan,
her hysteria augmented by her condition, leaped to
the conclusion that Buddy was back-sliding in an
orgy of wine and women. The nurses tried to argue
witii her, and attempted to spur Joan' to fight tor

the life of her child if not for herself, but the woman
was apathetic. At that moment a telegram arrived
from Canada. Joan opened it with trembling fingers

and read that Buddy, in his mad haste to eat up
the miles between them, had met with a motor ac-
cident which would delay him for some weeks. The
effect ot this telegram on Joan was miraculous. She
put up a gallant fight for her own life and that of

the child, because, the doctor hinted, she was eager
to get the affair over with and run to her husband.
Within five days Joan was well enough to travel by
airplane to -Canada, accompanied by the nurse and
child. In the Canadian hospital lay a morose Buddy,
brooding on Joan's disinterestedness, when the door
opened, and the girl cf his dreams en'tered, followed

by the nurse and baby.
For a moment Buddy and Joan forgot everything in

the ecstatic moment of reconciliation. _ Then Joan,
dramatically pointing to the bundle in its nurse's*

arms, demanded that Buddy marry her immediately.

GIRL CALLED DORA

Frances Louise Creight File No. 3243

ALL her life Dora had lived on a farm. But when
her father died they had to sell it and move to

the city, where Dora went to work tor Judge
Livingstone. Dora loved the woods, and so daily
after her work was done, she would take her dog and
go walking out of the town under the trees. Across
the hall Reginald Arnold had his office. He had
worked on the railroad as an engineer, but had
studied and was now a mining expert. He wanted
badly to meet Dora, and one day out in the woods
his desire was reahzed.
Finding this an excellent opportunity, Richard in-

troduced himself. It was the lieginning of a court-
ship and a short time later they were married.
A little girl came to the family, whom they named

Dorothy. At about that time Reggie, being very suc-
cessful, left for South America on a business trip.

On his return', coming through California, he met a

minister on the train with whom he struck a fine

friendship. There was a wreck on the railroad, and
although the minister escaped injuries, Reggie was
badly hurt. They could find no identification papers,
and finally the minister. Rev. Pren'tiss, took him into
his c^,vn home.
Reggie cannot remember who he is when he re-

covers. He remains by force of circumstance with the
minister, traveling with him everywhere. One day
while on a train, the engineer dies of heart failure,

and Reggie suddenly volunteers to bring the train*

into the station. Tie succeeds, and this sets him
thinking, until he remembers who he is.

In the meantime Dora has been living alone with
her child, Dorothy, certain that Reggie must be dead,
or he would surely have returned to her. Doroth>

has been found to have a good singin'g voice, which
she is cultivating. The old Judge begs Dora to re-
marry, only to care for him and his household in
his old age, and Dora at last succumbs, it being
impossible to conceive that Reggie would still he
alive and staying away from her.
Reggie has heard of his wife's remarriage, and much

as it pains him, decides not to disturb that house-
hold and cause his wife a greater unhappiness yet
than the loss she has suffered.
Through Rev. Pren'tiss and his friend in New York,

Reggie makes arrangements to have Dorothy sent
abroad tor two years' study. It is arranged as if

from an old friend of her father's. At the end of
two years she returns to give her opening perform-
ance in New York. Reggie and the Minister are
there, and the concert is a great success. Dorothy
insists on meeting her benefactor, an'd so her father
is introduced as the "friend." She told him a great
deal of what had happened after her father's death.
Reggie leaves her very happy at having done the
best thing for his family.
Shortly afterwards Judge Livingstone died. The

Minister visits Dora and her daughter, to offer his
condolences, and Dora asks him to bring his friend
who had done so much for Dorothy, an'd who re-

minded her so much of her father. As gently as
possible. Rev. Prentiss broke the news to her, ex-
plaining all that had happened. He goes to bring
Reggie back with him, and once more the happy
family is reunited. Reggie and Dora are remarried,
and all ends well.

LOVELY IMMIGRANT

Arthur B, Broome File No. 3354

WHEN she finds herself alon'e in the world,
Mary De Young, beautiful Danish girl, decides
to sail for America. She has no clue to her

true identity but a locket, which was found about
her neck when her foster-parents discovered the
mysterious baby, sole survivor of a yacht wreck, on
the coast of Denmark. These lowly peasant people
raised Mary as their own, but now that they are
dead, she has no one to turn to but the playmate
of her childhood summers, Winston Mitchell. Mitchell
is the son ot wealthy American's who spend their
summers in Denmark. He writes Mary to come to
the home of his parents in New York. There, he
says, he will find work for her. Mary's heart skips
a beat. She hopes that work will consist ot darning
his socks and all that goes with it.

Mary's attempt to obtain a passport is balked by
the commLsisoner, Henri Riveria, dangerous anar-
chist, who is inflamed with desire for the girl. An
imposing gentleman', the Marquis La Fontaine, ex-
tricates the girl from her predicament and liooks
her pasage on the same ship which is to carry him
to New York. Riveria follows, hounds Mary, and is

soundly thrashed by La Fontaine. Riveria vows
revenge.
At the dock. Mary is met by Mitchell. Their joyous

greeting is interrupted by the compromising action
of Riveria who embraces Mary, and says something
to her indicative of great familiarity. She does not
un'derstaiid. but Mitchell walks away in blind hurt
and anger. Bewildered and deserted. Mary is stranded.
Riveria schemes to bring her in his hands. He
causes Mary's arrest by immigration officials, and
arranges to have his underworld sweetheart, Pauline
Cantil'e, claim Mary and assume responsibility for

her rescue.
In the meantime, repentant Mitchell return's to

look for Mary. He cannot find her, but meets La
Fontaine, who recognizes the description the dis-

traught young man gives him as that which applies
to the immigrant girl. La Fontaine, who is a member
of the secret service, and is now working on' the
case of dangerous conspirators who plan to under-
mine the government of the United States, suspects
Riveria is their head. He joins forces with Mitchell
to kill two birds with one stone—find Mary, and ap-
prehend her captor.
Riveria holds Mary a prisoner in a skyscraper

apartmen't. Once Mary is saved from his bestial

advances by Pauline, who attacks the man, not
from any love by Mary, but for her own jealous pas-
sion for Riveria. Riveria isolates her in a lonely room,
determined to break Mary's morale by solitude and
starvation. Mary digs a hole in the plaster with
bleeding fingers, and overhears seditous plans against

the United States. She climbs on a chair, chips a
bit of glass from the skylight, and scratcnes on her
locket

—"Danger. Top room. Help." She wrapped
the locket in a piece of cloth torn from her petticoat

and dropped it from the window. An officer finds

it and brings it to his chief—La Fontaine. The latter

recognized the bit of cloth as belonging to Mary.
He recognizes the locket, too. and for a moment, this

stron'g man's body turned weak as milk. Then he

summons his forces, and Mitchell, and raids the
building where Mary is incarcerated. The rescuers

storm the roof and point their guns through the
skylight. Pauline attempts to protect Riviera with
her own life and is killed. Mary joyfully greets
Mitchell, but in that moment, realizes she has found
more than a lover- -she has found a father, too. La
Fontaine greets his long-lost daughter, and she leaves

her prison between her new-found father and her hus-
band-to-be.

KING OF THE SMUGGLERS

Martin Wilburger File No. 3293

FOUR boys, returned from the world war. dis-

cussed the prevailing conditions of want and
poverty, and decided they had a right to live

—

though their means of making that living be illegiti-
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mate. One of their number had worked for the

Government as a smuggler, and suggested they start

a smuggling business of their own. The suggestion
was accepted.
The boys organized a band of forty, and chose

two mountain caves as their secret rendezvous.
Hans, the leader, became known as the King of

the Smugglers among the poor, and was loved for

his charity to the poor by the entire country side.

Occasionally he was arrested, but as no proof was
found of his illicit business, he was discharged.
Oti one such occasion' the presiding judge turned
out to be a friend who Hans had saved from death.

The judge became fast friends with Hans. One
night as the crew was loading a boat, they heard
a cry of distress from a young lady who was holding
on to the side of a capsized sail boat. Hans did not

know this woman was daughter of his worst enemy,
Inspector Geippel, head of the Customs officers, who
was then searching for Han's and his band. He told

this woman not to divulge his business. He asked
her permission to call the following Sunday, and
she assented. Hans had had a mild "affair du coeur"
with a girl named, '"Grete." but soon his thoughts
were all of the young woman he had saved. Inspector
Geippel sighted the crew, hut by Hans' strategy the
Inspector did not catch the boat his daughter w^as

on, but an'other which was empty. Before the Sun-
day of his meeting with the girl he had rescued,

Hans was arrested bv Geippel. The latter recognized
Hans as the man who had caused his dishonorable
discharge from the Austrian army for cheating. The
Inspector, for revenge, attempted to frame Hans by
making him angry, although he had no actual proof

of the Smuggler King's guilt. He succeeded in rous-
ing the smuggler's temper, and Hans struck Geippel
kiVocking him against a table. Inspector Geippel was
about to arrest Hans for striking a superior officer,

when Hans' friend, the judge, who was listening in

the door wav, stepped forward and demanded Hans*
release, as he had heard the whole unjust affair.

Hans celebrated his release by going to the circus.

An American cowboy, trying to lasso a pony, acci-

dentally threw the rope around Han's and a friend.

This angered a director of the circus, and he dis-

charged the cowboy. Hans recognized the discharged
performer as a former soldier whom he had captured
in the war. He offered the American a position in

his smuggler crew. Hans and the American became
close pals, and the American proved to be his chief's

right hand man.
On Sunday, Hans met Rosemary and they fell in

love. Soon after 'he proposed marriage to Rose-
mary, but she refused to wed him until he should
stop smuggling. Hans then started a lumber busi-

ness to see if he could secure enough trade to hire

his entire crew, and make for them all an honest
means of existence. The American, now an aviator
in the crew, went with Hans to Munich where they
smuggled a General who was about to be court-
martialed. This officer they spirited to Switzerland
where he was safe from apprehension for his revolu-
tionary activities. He paid the smugglers a huge sum,
and put a period to the story of Hans' career as a

smuggler. The American left for his native land.

Tony, the clown of the company, was stopped and
searched on a previous occasion, and as it is against
the law to open bun^iles in the open, was taken
to the custom house where he handled over his

bundle. It proved to be full of ants which swarmed
over the entire building. Inspector Geippel was
found murdered a short time later, and as Hans was
known to be his enemy, the ex- King was arrested.
Hans had been with Rosemary until two o'clock, the
night of the murder, and after leaving her, he had
tramped the woods un'til dawn. Hans did not reveal
where he had been in the evening, as he would not
compromise Rosemary's reputation.
When her murdered father was brought home. Rose-

mary became hysterical and was confined in a sani-
tarium for two months, during which time she was
ignorant of Hans' arrest. The American learned
of his friend's predicament and returned to search
for the murderer. He found Rosemary in the sanita-
rium, ready to leave for home. He traced and
seized the true murderer who was a member of the
smuggler crew, and who had continued his activities
after the rest of the band decided to live honest
lives. He had killed Inspector Geippel to avoid
arrest following discovery. Rosemary, the American,
and the murderer entered the courtroom as the jury
was abuot to pronounce Hans guiltv. Hans was freed
of the charge. With his wife, Rosemary, and his
good friertd, the American, Hans sailed for a new lif?

in the United States.

lOVE TRIUMPHANT

Rev. W. L. Britt File No. 3316

THIS story takes place when daughters were dutiful
and college hazing was still unforbidden by law

—

in the early '90s.

Eugene Lassiter loved AdoHa Grey with all the
affection of his childhood, the worship of his ado-
lescence, and the desire of his manhood. Though she
returned his love, she would not marry him without
her father's consent. Her father jealously forbade
Lassiter from ever seeing Adolia again, and the lovers
were separated without a last farewell. Eugene enrolled
in a nearby medical school to forget his unhappiness
in hard work, and lived in the meager hope of catch-
ing a glimpse of Adolia as she drove by with her
father in the carriage.
He proved his character and established his popu-

larity in the school by his reaction to hazing. Las-
siter did not betiay fear or show the white feather
when his colleague woke him in the middle of the
night to dangle a skeleton before his eyes. He was
equally self-composed the night his classmates drugged
him, spirited him to the laboratory of "stiffs," or those

corpses purchased for dissection and experimentation

—

and awakened him to a ghoulish vision of headless

bodies, dismembered trunks, and bodiless limbs dancing
in mad frenzy. Eugene realized the uncanny move-
ments of these dea(l were really controlled by some
healthy young sophomore in the next room, who sat

on a stool, chuckhng delightedly and pulling the wires
that activated the fearsome marionettes.

Lassiter rose steadily in his classmates' esteem, and
in his studies. Although he was successful in his work,
his heart still ached for Adolia. He heard that she
had many suitors and that rumor gave him more pain
than all his honorary medals gave him pleasure. He
noticed how thin and pale she was becoming—and that

day could find no pleasure in a hockey game. Many
times Eugene and Adolia wavered on the point of

speaking to one another, and each time something
intervened—either her sense of duty, or the keen,
hawk's eye of her father.

One day Eugene and a classmate discovered they
needed a fresh corpse for an experimentation project.

Late that night they robbed a new-made grave, and
carried the shrouded figure they found there to the

laboratory jn the Medical Building. There they dis-

covered their subject was a young girl. Her face

was still covered with a cloth as Eugene's class-

mate cut off her little finger. The boys noticed that

the cut drew blood. Excitedly puHing the cloth from
the woman's face, Eugene saw—Adolia. Desperately
the two boys worked to revive her. At last, she
opened her eyes, and the first face that she saw after

her rescue from the grave was that of her lover. She
was taken to the rest room of the Medical Building.
In the meantime, Eugene, his heart pounding with
niixed emotions, strode to the Grey house to tell

the father that his daughter lived. At first the old

man thought Eugene was mocking him, and despair-

ingly refused to give any credence to his words. Si-

lently the two men walked to the college. Silently the

father entered the room where Adolia lay, and when
he saw the girl, reclaimed from the tomb, he knelt
beside her bed, overcome with emotion. Then he
realized that Eugene had saved her, that Eugene
was to her as the trellis is to the vine, and calling

the joyous boy, Mr. Grey joined the hands of Eugene
and Adolia and cursed that tongue or hand which,
hereafter, should attempt to separate Eugene from

had rescued from the grave.

CARCASSONNE

Weldon F. Stark File No. 3350

ON HER thirteenth birthday, the Lady Maria had
a rendezvous with the gardner's boy, Pietro.
They planned to spend the day in the woods,

racing, swimming and climbing trees. For days and
weeks the little girl had anticipated the event. Ten
minutes before she was ready to slip away, her uncle
and guardian commanded her dress in her finest clothes
—he had a surprise for her. Maria's surprise was
the meeting with her future betrothed, whose eyes were
too small and whose voice was too thin. Pietro's
surprise was to wait patiently unil the sun had trav-

ersed the lieavens—and see no Maria. At sundown he
returned to his cottage—disconsolately carrying the
package of lunch he had stolen from his mother's
larder. Maria's prince and betrothed was too stupid
to be surprised at anything—even when the little

girl tripped him when her guardian's head was turned.
Maria's thirteenth birthday was prophetic of her life.

The feeling between the Lady and the gardener's
boy ripened into love. Continually their most cher-
ished hours were slashed by the demands of the girl's

position. Royal hunts interfered with the lovers' plans
to wander in the forest or climb the mountains^royal
balls called her away from her balcony window beneath
which Pietro serenaded her. They schemed to run
away and marry before she should be forced into
a union with the despicable Prince. The scheme was
discovered, and Pietro thrown into prison. Maria
walked, with a heavy heart beneath her bridal gown,
to kneel with the groom beneath the hypocritical bless-

ing of the priest. When her child was born she made
up her mind to resignation. She told herself that
her marriage was a sacrifice on the altar of her
country's good—-that she must give up her girlhood
dreams of happiness. The image of Pietro haunted
her. One night, heavily disguised in a flowing black

nt to the prison where Pietro
ted. The arde fell

kissed her hand when she entered. She drew away
in terror, asking him how he had recognized her. The
old man told her he had known for a long time that
she would come—that Pietro talked of her incessantiv
and he (the old man) knew no beautiful lady could
be so hard-hearted as to desert a man who loved her
as did Pietro. The happiest times in this period of
her married life were spent bv Maria in the prison
with the old warden and Pietro. They talked of
their dreams and hopes for the future, and plotted
Pietro's escape. The old man confided that all his
life he had toiled hard, he had had a full life—chil-

dren, home, and wife—he had risen above sorrow when
his dear ones were taken from him—had achieved a

id a faith in God which were his dreams
But one dream he had not fulfilled—to see
sparkling city, Carcassone—fair Carcas-

sonne—the "dream he had when life was young."
Pietro and Maria vowed that he should see Car-

cassone before he died^—-they would all escape there
and live happily ever after. She, too, was eager for
her Carcassonne of love, whose spires had been mirage
to her for many years that she struggled over the
stinging sands of life. It was decided that Pietro
should make his break— with the aid of the old war-
den's kevs—and meet Maria at the city gates. The
old warden, disguised as a leech, should come to
the castle, ostensibly to bear the baby to his home
for treatment, and Maria would follow. Maria's cham-
ber was deserted when the old man arrived. They
whispered and chatted gaily as preparations were

character a
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made for the flight. The Prince overheard and entered
the chamber with drawn sword. Maria hid the old
man, still holding the baby, in her closet, and the
Prince, blind with jealous rage, rammed his poinard
toward the heart of the warden—and murdered his

own child. With the last bit of strength in his
ancient, gnarled hands, the warden turned the sword
into the Prince's heart. This superhuman effort for

an eighty-year-old sapped his last energy, and he col-

lapsed, to die within a few hours. M;
her title as sovereign just long
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CARELESS CORPORAL

Silas Brown File No. 3234

CORPORAL JOHX straightened his coat gayly be-
fore entering the wine shop owned by Narfette's
father in the little French village. "Hello, every-

body." he called, noting with pleasure the flush on
Nanette's cheek. She hurried over to him and in her
charming broken English asked what she could fetch
him. John took her hand. Mischieviously she slipped
her hand from his, and ran around the table teasing
him, while he strained to reach her across the top.
This was too much for Jules, the village bully, and
self-avowed sweetheart of Nanette. He barfged on
his table and loudly called for service. When Nanette
hastened to fill his demands he grabbed her and
pulled her down upon his lap. The Corporal reached
him in one jump. Rough house followed, the Cor-
poral's fellow -soldiers joining for their companion's
defense. Jules, all sense of reason gone, rushed on
Johit, who dealt him a smashing blow that sent him
reeling and caused him to fall, cutting his upper lip.

Jules fumbled in his pocket and, before anyone could
reach him, fired. The Corporal winced as he grabbed
his left shoulder. Nanette shrieked. Both men were
rushed to the hospital.
In the days that followed Nanette faithful trudge,

daily the two miles to the hospital to visit her Cor-
poral. Many times she kissed the raw, ugly welt
where Jules's bullet had torn its way through the
flesh. She whispered to him, "Cheerio, le corporale.
Nannette, she love you." Then came the days of
days. His regiment was starting home. As John's
outfit rounded the bend he saw Nanette on the wine-
shop steps, waving a sprig of fleur-de-lis. She pinned
one on his breast. As oftimes before, he promised to
write—and some day, soon, come back to France.
Corporal John meant to write, and perhaps go back.

As the excitement of his homecoming wore off, he
was caught in the mad whirl of jazz sweeping Amer-
ica, and Nanette was soon forgotten. Seasons came
an'd went, and still, with a young bachelor's care-
lessness, he neglected to wTite to Nanette. Five years
after he had left France a letter came, bearing a
French stamp and foreign postmark. It was address-
ed to Corporal John Burroughs, the United States
Infantry, and was from the old wineshop keeper. He
told of how Nanette, day after day, would watch for
the postman, and how she had grown melancholv
when the years had brought no word from him. One
morning he saw Nanette lying face downward upon
the table where the Corporal was won't to sit A
small empty bottle gave the cause of her silence to
his greeting. Clutched tightly in her hand was the
enclosed letter. The old man had summoned the
doctor, and it was weeks before Nanette was pulled
back wholly to life from the effects of the poison.
Now she was pale and Hstless. interested in* nothing
—would the Corporal kindly write. Perhaps a letter
from him would revive her. John then opened the
letter Nanette had addressed to him when she had
tried to take her own life. His eyes blurred at the
last lines: "Nanette, she love so much. Her heart
is break. Some day, maybe yes, Le Corporale love
Nanette, too late." Unconsciously his hand went to
his neck, the finger tips tenderly caressing the smooth
scar that on'ce had been a raw, ugly welt. John
Burroughs,

.
gay bachelor, was realizing how little

worthy he was of this litt'e French girl's devotion,
but with a new feeling of contentment he phoned for
reservations on the next steamer to France.

Madeline Mil File No. 3314

PATRICA HARDING, Park avenue debutante va-
cationing in the hills, shot a hawk which had
seized a cock pheasant. Kenneth Gray, handsome

young game keeper, saw the pheasant fall at his
feet, but did not see the dead hawk sink into the
thicket. He apprehended Pat for violation of the
game laws, giving her no chance to explain. She
did not understand why he "lied" to the country-
police about her action, but was more interested in
his stern coolness than the reason for his state-
ment. Through her cell window she glimpsed the
attempt of a poacher to bribe Kenneth—and the
latter's quick, contemptuous answer—a blow which
knocked the poacher to the ground. Mentally, and
with accentuated heart-beat. Pat compared his steely,
impenetrable young strength with the Park avenue
cocktail-killers. The balance was all in Gray's favor.
At sun -down the game warden entered her cell to
inform her she would be released on bail. In their

eyes glowed their mutual attraction. Impulsively.
Pat kissed him, and for a moment he held her tight
in a passionate embrace. Then he pushed her away,
coldly stating that the gulf of environment and posi-
tion between them was too great.
Mrs. Gray, the typical sweet -faced, white-haired
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mother of sone: and story, noticed the abstraction
and moodiness of her son. Discovering- his interest
in Patricia, she invited the girl for dinner, and Pat
responded warmly to this simple, large-souled woman
—so different from her own mother of the haennaed
hair, neurotic voice, and countless cheap flirtations.
The young girl and the middle-aged lady became fast
friends. Kenneth, meanwhile, treated Patricia re-
spectfuly and distantly, never again displaying the
warmth he had expressed at sun- down in Pat's cell.

Patricia discovered poetry Mrs. Gray had written,
and prevailed upon the woman to send it to a New
York publisher. Pat wrote to the publisher privately
instructing him^he was her uncle—to send Mrs. Gray
a check for the work and take the money from
Pat's own bank account. Tlie poetry was accepted
on its own merits to be set to music. Kenneth left

for New York to study music. Before he left, he
kissed Pat once—and she realized there would never
lie another man for her. However he did not tell

her he loved her, nor did he write. Soon Kenneth
was singing his mother's songs over the radio to the
joy of the two women in the hills who loved him.
Pat was tried, fined one hundred do.lars, and returned
to New York. The Metropolis bored her with its

pointless social activities. Her mother, continually
embroiled in some cheap afiFair. saddened Pat. Ken-
neth rose quickly to fame, and often Pat sat in the
audience crying, as his poignant song of the Hill

Billie brought back to her all the joyous memories
of mountains, trees, sunsets, and love.

One night she could not sleep. She heard argument
in her mother's room, and saw Jim Blake. Mrs.
Harding's latest gigolo, attempting to force his at-
tentions on the woman. Pat thought she heard her
father's hand on the door, and sprang into Blake's
arms to save her mother, and her father's faith. This
was the scene upon which Kenneth burst. He had
come to tell Pat that he lover her—that he had
established his own position and was ready to marry
her. He left the house in disgust^—giving Pat no
chance to explain. Mrs. Harding realized at last
the extent of her own folly, and her daughter's sacri-
fice. Before Pat left again for the peace of the
hills, and Mrs. Gray, she told her mother every-
thing.
One night Mrs. Harding entered Kenneth's dressing

room and confessed everything to him. That night,
Pat and his mother listening to the radio, heard him
sing his Hill Billie song as he had never sung it

before. The song had variations—and those varia-
tions triumphantly announced he was returning to his
sweetheart, his mother and his hills.

Kenneth and Pat were married and as they rat-
tled away over their hills in their honeymoon ford,

they blessed the hawk which had caused Pat's in-

nocent arrest and subsequent marriage.

FIENDS OF HELL

Carl E. Swanson File No. 3353

IT WAS a queer wedding party which tramped the
wastes of the frozen Northwest Territory—Armida,
the waif; Charles, her bridegroom, and Jack, his

pal. Charles had discovered the enchanting little

French orphan' in the misery of an Indian settlement,
and had promptly married her. Since his marriage
had occurred during the first stage of the annual
trapping expedition, that expedition became also a

However, Armida and Charles planned for a grand-
er honeymoon. As they thawed their frost-bitten
fingers before the camp fire, they figured the wealth
they would glean from the sale of the furs wou'd
fin'ance a trip to the sun warmed sands of Bermuda.
Jack listened to his pal's dreams with an indulgent
smile. Although he sat slightly apart from the lovers
during the evening about the fire, his heart was one
with their dreams of happiness. Charles was Tack's
best friend, and the girl had already won his regard
with her quaint ways. Armida was a charming crea-
ture with an elfish, woodland face, and a faculty for
imitating the calls of animals, which came at her
bidding.
The trio was two hundred miles from civilization.

They had had good luck with their trapping, and
planned to "trek" back the following day. Armida
decided to remain in the shanty while Jack and
Charles went their different ways to gather the traps.
The men parted near the lake, which was a few hun-
dred feet from the shanty. Charles worked hard all

day—the thought of the fire in the shantv, "grub,"
and Armida was very pleasant. He was interrupted
in" his pleasant musing by a blood curdling sound.
Wol'/es! The fiends of hell—famished, ravenous, lick-
ing their lean jowls in anticipation of blood.
Charles realized with a start of horror that Jack

was due to return about this time. He ran to the
shore of the frozen lake and perceived Jack's fleet

outline dashing across the snow and ice, with the
wolves gaining in their relentless pursuit. While
Jac'k fought his way desperately across the lake,
Charles attempted to keep the pack at bay by firing
in'to the hungry horde. Each bullet to'd. but still

the pack did not seem greatly diminished. Jack
was but a hundred yards from shore. The wolves
gained and closed about him. He swung his rifle like
a club, and split their throats with his hunting knife.
A quarter of the pack turned on Charlie's trail, and
he fled up a tree. He could see that Jack was slowly
working his way to shore. Hope sprang in Charles'
heart and he renewed his fire until he ran out of
ammunition. Jack was weakening. His slashing be-

tree. Charles realized he had not the strength to
climb to safety. With a superhuman effort. Charles
jumped from his tree to the one beneath which Jack
swayed. Charles worked his way out on a limb,
seized Jack by the collar, and drew him to safety.
The wolves waited patiently beneath the tr*-e—their
eyes crimson with lust and greed. A fire flared in

front of the shanty. The men saw by its light the
courageous little figure of Armida, advancing toward
them. "Go back, go back." they called. Already a
wolf was startin'g in her direction. Then a call came
from her throat, a clear, stange call which penetrated
the Northern waste.
Charles seized Jack by the wrist. "Look," he cried.

In answer to Armida's call a deer loped across the
snow. The wolves started in pursuit of the animal,
and Jack and Charles descended safely from the tree
to return to Armida, the fire, and their joyous plans
for life on the warm sands of Bermuda.

May Rose Gumming File No. 3323

AT the sound of hoof-beats Mrs. Enderlin rushed
to the door and gazed at her approaching hus-
band. She was astonished to see with him a

beautiful young girl, with dark curly hair, large sad
eyes, and an olive complexion. The Colonel explained
that he had passed an auction sale on his way for
the doctor, and to save this lovely young girl from
the hands of a brute trader, had bought her for a
nurse to their baby, Mrs. EnderHn waited for no
more, but she and Susanna, the new little nurse,
rushed upstairs in answer to a baby's cries. For
several days they tended the dying baby, and it was
Susanna's devotion, which equalled the mother's own,
that finally saved the child. The Colonel and Mrs.
Enderlm were grateful, and treated the girl as a
member of the family. One day Mrs. Enderlin was
surprised to come out on the lawn and see the baby
playing on the grass while his nurse lay .sobbing on
the rustic bench. She gathered Susanna in her arms
and asked the reason for her tears. Susanna gulped
that she was crying for her own little baby. Mrs.
Enderlin was astonished that this little girl should be
a mother, and Susanna told her .story.
Her father was a wealthy plantation owner. Her

mother had died when Susanna was a baby, but her
father took the place of both parents to her. They
were inseparable companions, and would daily visit
her mother's grave together. Her father was a musi-
cian, and carefully developed Susanna's naturally
lovely voice. Susanna would wander around the plan-
tation, singing. One day a handsome young, man,
attracted by her voice, approached her. He called
Susanna his dream girl. Susanna brought him home
with her, and her father invited him to dinner. Her
father's nephew was also there. He was scarcely civil
to the stranger, Julius Mullento, son of a famous
opera singer, who was visiting a neighboring planta-
tion. Her cousin had planned to marry Susanna, and
inherit her father's wealth. When Susanna married
Julius, her cousin swore vengeance. Susanna was
about to become a mother when Julius was summoned
north to his father's death-bed. Susanna could not
acccnipany him. The night her baby w^s born, her
father died. The double strain was almost too much
for Susanna, and she lay unconscious for days. She
awoke in the hut of one of the plantation negroes.
While she lay ill. her cousin had proven falsely^ she
knew not how, that she was not really the daughter
of her father, and since a will was not found, had
inherited the property and turned her out. He sold all

the faithful negroes who might resent his usurpation,
and among them Susanna. He insisted she was his
property to sell. She was torn from her baby. Before
she could be forced on a Mississippi steamboat to be
taken to New Orleans, she escaped, and closely fol-

lowed by some guards, ran swiftly to a cave. Stum-
bling and falling through that perilous passage, with
the guards almost upon her, Susanna attempted to
reach her baby through an opposite exit. One of the
guards fell into the bottomless pit at the cave's cen-
ter, into eternity. Susanna crossed this pit on a light
plank, and kicked it into the chasm, thinking herself
safe. As .she emerged, however, her wrist was caught
in a handcuff, and she was dragged back among the
negrces. For two days she suffered agonies on the
boat among their sweating bodies, until Colonel
Enderlin had rescued her.

Mrs. Enderlin was weeping, also, and immediately
summoned the Colonel to put an advertisement in the
papers for Susanna's lost husband and baby. It was
some weeks before Colonel Enderlin, entering the
village post-office, overheard a handsome young man
carrying a lovely baby girl, inquiring for him. He
introduced himself to Julius Mullento. On the way
home Julius told the Colonel how he had become
alarmed at hearing nothing from Susanna, and had
returned to the plantation immediately after his father's

death, to find it occupied by strangers ! One of the
negroes had directed him to the hut. where his little

daughter was being taken care of. Julius had in

his possession the will of Susanna's father, proving her
to be his child and leaving all his possessions to her.
While he had regained the property and placed her
scoundrel cousin in prison, he had been searching
for Susanna, and just the day before had seen the
Colonel's advertisement. It was a happv
and little did either family think they would be uni
some day through the marriage of the two childr

PRIVATE BUDDY—SOLDIER OF SOCIETY

Charles Pi+chcock File No. 3194

BUDDY, starving waif, whose artist parents had
died, leaving him homeless, penniless and starv-
ing, accosts a gangster on a city street and begs

him for a dime. Derby Bill, the gunman, kicks the
child into the gutter instead of giving hira the dime.
Merle Brandley. district attorney, rescues Buddy,
after administering a sound thrashing to Derby Bill,

nd takes the child to his bachelor apartment to live.

first square meal in r

c-imaxing with his su'

meeting with Janet Mo
fulfill his parents hope;
youngster drawing his
violin. Merle loves th
Buddy reciproates the
home, the deep affecti*

lonths at Merle's table, and
:cess as a violinist and his
iley. Merle raises the boy to
when Buddy was a chubby

irst musical strains from the
2 lad as his own son, and
feeling. Kindness, a good

n of an understanding man,
an exquisite girl fill Buddy's

cup of happiness to overflowing. He te Is Janet of
the joyous contrast which his present life affords to
the suffering and sordid misery which he has ex-
perienced, and she vows to him that she will con-
tinue to make him happy as his wife.
They meet Derby Bill in a restaurant and the

gangster addresses Buddy pleasantlv. mentioning that
at the time of his attack on the lad he was half-
crazed with worries and did not know what he was
doing. Buddy tells Merle of the encounter, and they
decide that Derby Bill has forgotten his old grudge.
Subsequent encounters ensue, and Derby Bill's jovial-
ity makes them suspicious. They sense a hypocrisy
in his geniality,
Janet and Buddy go to a night club to celebrate

engagement. The air is heavy with perfume.
jazz orchestra syncopates joyously, men drink.

1 the light tinkle of women's laughter mingles with
:
chnk of glasses. In the midst of this gay scene

dreadful premonition passes over Buddy. Jartet
xtraordinarily sensitive because
nd has often had psychic intui-
panic stricken to see him so
hat disturbs him. He tel s her
of Death—that in the shadows

on the wall he saw Death's long, bony fingers sink-
ing in'to the throat of an innocent lad. She insists
that they leave the club immediately, but Buddy
tells her there is no escape from the ubiquitious
scythe of the reaper. They declare their love more
passionately than they have ever admitted it to each
other before, and Buddy determines to live and to
save the women he loves from every unhappiness.
He notices a gangster sitting at a nearby table—and
purloins a gun from the desperado's pocket. At that
moment, substantiating Buddy's "hurfch." armed,
masked men enter the room and C(

rymakers to "stick 'em up!" One
man is immediately murdered wi
through the temple. Buddy recogniz
Derby Bill. The young man becom
against these vultures of humanity. He draws the
gun which he "lifted" from the desperado, covers the
robber band and shoots. He kills almost all of them
before Derby Bill sends a bullet through Buddy's
brave heart. Janet seizes her lover's revo.ver. which
has one bullet left, and kills Derby Bill. Then she
faints across Buddy's body. Merle is summoned and
leads the girl away.
Some weeks later they attend an unveiling of a

monument dedicated by the city to the valiant lad
who waged his own war against modern vice and
lawless saughter. As the well-dressed ladies in the
crowd reverently bow their heads at the speaker's
prayer, three gun-men creep upon them and rifle their
jewels before the last words of the speaker's eulogv
has died on the quiet air.

their

that
of his artistic soul,
tions. She become;
pale and asks him
that he has a visio

nd the
refuses, and the

th a clean shot
es the assassin as
es mad with hate

Louis Cinabro File No. 3351

Derby Bill

Follow happy yea
nge
for Buddy, be ith hi:

IN the reveling crowd at the Carnival of Venice,
the Goletta, spy of the Council of Ten. and sworn
enemy of Stradella, makes an appointment with

a desperado for Stradella's assassination. Idol of
feminine hearts, god of the devil-may-care, delight
of mi^sic-lovers. and high priest of Venus. Stradella
has incurred the enmity of Contarini, attorney of
the Venetian republic. From the august attorney,
as well as from numerous other princes and paupers,
Stradella has stolen the heart of his mistress. Con-
tarini and th^ Goletta visit the desperado's haunt and
order the killing of Stradella. Stradella is acc'aimed
in the carnival crowd from which he early escapes
to meet his servant. Frigassin. At the "Black Owl"
inn. servant and master meet friends who have
promised to render aid in Stradella's elopement with
the attorney's mistress, Ortensia. The friends are
attacked by a party of soldiers led by the Goletta.
They escape and carry Ortensia away from the
palace of Contarini.

The lovers escape to Nap'es where they are dis-
covered by Contarini's emissaries. A boy who over-
hears the conversation of the hired assassins at the
inn, warns Ortensia of her lover's danger. Stradella
plans to go to Rome to marry Ortensia there. His
servant. Frigassin, an appealing parody of Stradella,
plans to marry Charlotte, Ortensia's faithful maid.
Deep as his Icve is for Ortensia. Stradella is never

safe from his unruly passions. He narrowly escapes
being unfaithful to her when a duchess he meets in
Rome makes love to him. A duke tries to win Ot-
ten,sia, but the girl has eyes for none but Stradella.
Contarini himself comes to Rome and delegates two
of the most efficient bravos to kill Stradella as he
leaves St. John in Lateran, where his celebrated
oratoria, "St. John the Baptist." has been very suc-
cessful. The bravos hear Stradella sing, and such
is the power of his voice that they are unable to
carry out Contarini's orders.* The penitent
bravos inform Stradella of his emminent danger. Or-
tensia. while praying in church, notices the figure
of Contarini. Again the lovers leave Rome to flee
for Turin.

Stradel'a is given reception in the court of Victor
Amedeus II, Duke of Savoy, and first king of Sar-
dinia. By order of Contarini. the duchess Jeanne de
Nemours compels Stradella to marry Ortensia. Sev-
eral noble ladies make love to Stradella. They come
to his home, senarately. to meet collectively, and
the disgrutled would-be sinners leave in a polite
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Ijoily, atscussing p'ans for a new hospital for tlic

vvoiiniled. Stvadella. In ilisprust, deteiminos lo leave

iMui.iir ari<l its false, liyiiocritical conventions fnn-
taino srn,ls assassins to Turin. Ain,,ni; 111, in is

inlrnsij', St, p- father. The bravus all.i.k Mi.i.lilla

• in.l Ins s<r\ant, consider them (lea.l, .tin! lra\e

'I'urin. carrying Ortensia back to Venice.

A year later at carnival time in Venice, plans are

made under Contarini's influence to kill Stradella,

who is known to be in Venice once more. The three
l.onu'llini brothers, whose sister Stradel'a has se-

ilnccd. join the bravos in their efforts to kill Stra-
della. Onee again the singer is hailed by the

crowd. Attacked by the Goletta, he cscapos from the

soldiers and visits his wife, who has In, n isol.ii,,! hi

a palace by Contarini. There he is .iii.nk..! In ilu-

bravos and the Lomellini brothers finalK sn.rc.d .1.

.issassinating hint. His friends arrive too late to

liiid br.tb lovers tlea.l. lor Driensia. insane wilb grief,

lias ki led Iterself

•Note; This occurrence has historical substantiation.

THE HOTEL TRAINER MYSTERY

Stephen Italiano File No. 3381

"THE MARIhlES HAVE LANDED"

Milton McCoy Craig File No. 3326

I Dedicated to the heroes of the U. .'^. Marine Corps
who fell in the assault on Quilali. Nicaragua.)

JACK PENDLETON was one of the most prom-
ising young men in that most rigidly military of

bodies, the Marine Corps. At Quantico, Virginia,
be h.ad alrcadv established his reputation as leader of

Company B,' winner of the Riflemen's Medal, and
siiiglehtinded captor of two deserters, attempting to

blow the safe in the Post Exchange. lack h.id also
won the interest of the Colonel's daiinhler, Marion,
to snrh :iii extent that at the ollirel 's l.:ill. given by
lii-i iMiriiis 111 her honor, slie liml cses only for

h.in.ls e. xoniig Pendleton, her l.itlui's ..iderly. Al-
tln.in h inniiies were not allowed lo danec .it the ball,

.M;oi.ii loll,, wed the Orderly to the verandah and
leiii|,i,,l linn to dance. Lieutenant Holt, jealously
ill 1,,M Willi .\Larion, ordered Jack to the barracks,
foi Ins di»ul,cdience, but Colonel Hunt manoeuvered his

release.

Jack and Marion became increasingly interested in

each other. Jack dreamed of the time when he could
come to Marion with an oflicei's s\\,,i,l .it bis si.le,

and stripes on his shoulders. Mini, ,11 ,lie;iiiie,l ,1 ili,

time when she could sew those siiii,,s ,,n l.uks inn

form. He studied bard, and .li,l biilli.inlK in liis ,x

amination for a e,.iiiiiiissi, ,11. M.on.ii ;,ii,l lack were
confident that lb, .,|,|.li,-,,i i,,n w,,iil,l be granted at

the Marine Hea,l,|n.o 1,1 s .,1 W .islunKloii.

The descTters vli,, w.i, ,.:iiiliv ,,1 iilbiin the Post
Exchange safe. is,mi„,,I ,in,l ,1 1

1

,11,1,1 ,-,1 I,, ki,liiap

Mar l:i,l

in her l,e,li , „,iil, liiIihl; Iw,, li.,|,|„-,l .111,1 ,l,si„,,,,te

men. J.-iek w.is piiblieli b,,ii,,ie,l. an, I Lieutenant
Holt's iealousv was inflamed to greater intensity. As
a slafl' oflicer, he usually opened the oflicial m.ail,

so when Jack's commission fell into his hands, be
cached it, and allowed Pendleton to believe be bad
failed in his commission. The liculenanl e.mld not

bear the thought of another triumph e iiik to Jack.
The command was transferred to .Xiear.imia bet,, re

Jack could make further investigation in lemml t,. Ins

commission. Company B, headed by Li< ui, n.ml llolt.

was directed by Colonel Hunt to ambusli ih, m.n ;iii.l, r.

Sandino, and capture him, dead or ali\,. .Sainiin,,

and bis ally, Ricardo, bad killed several iu,irine.s sent

to escort Marion to the camp at Quilali, and abducteii
the girl after she had succeeded, herself, in shooting
several of the bandit's crew.

."^iiiiiliii,, an, I bis ban, I planne.l a ,'le( ei trap f.ir

til,, M:,,iii,s, •nu^ i,l.,.il,-,l ilin.inilt,, n, li,,l,-s ,-,,v

'<! 1, 1,1 !,;

p.-itli ,,l 111., .M.irnie's eli.aiKe, In llie seven- ll^bt that

ensued, l''irst Sergeant Patrick .Sullivan, bcloveil task

master, firm friend and comrade of Jack, was killeil.

Holt was fatally wounded. Endowefl with super

human energy by their hate for the killers of their

pals, the Marines made a notable stand. Jack, in-

flamed by the death of Sullivan, routed some of the
most dangerous bandits. By a miracle, the dynamite
plant (lid not go off wdien Sandino pressed the switch,
and the Marines pressecl onward to victory. Marion,
locked in a dugout underground the fort, noted the
fighting had become hand-to-band with the bayonet
freely used, heard the drone of the motors and ex-

plosions of aerial liombs as the machine gun fire

ceased. She pried olT door lock with a .slat from
her bunk an<l ran out. She noted Sandino, with
the heavy gold epaulets on his uiliforni. dash madly
for the cover of il,,- inni.:li,, Maiioii |,i,k,,l np llu

rifle of a dead .M.iiiii,- ule. !.,> at 1„ i i,,i. ,•,,>, i<-,l

the back of the ne,iim .s
,

.01,1 iii,-,l ll„- l,.in,lii

chief slid headloiiK ,111, 1 laj still, Tli,- lenoi ,,i llie

bill country had made bis last raid. Marion dropped
her rifle and threw herself into the arms of Pendleton.

Realizing he had but a little while fo live. Holt
confessed he had hidden Jack's commission and ree

ominended him for Congressional Mi, lit ,,f II,iii,m,

His last sight on this earth wis ib, sin s],:,nele,l

banner hoisted over the ruined, sniokini; nut, '1.

who am about to riie, salute you,' said Holt, mus-
tering his final energy, and died.

An impressive, and solemn military funeral cere-

mony took place. Tl-.e Chaplain read the QOth Psalm
and as the flag-draped caskets were lowered into the

ground, no sound was beard save the slow beat of

muffled drums and massed bands softly playing
"Nearer My God to Thee." A word of command,
and three volle\s rang sharply on tli,' siilti\ ,nr.

Colonel Hunt took the bugle from th<, neiil.n bneler

and bandeil it to Marion, saying, "nankin, 1 . v lav

render final honors t.. these men who ,lie,l f,.r 1,111."

Marion accepted and blew taps for the dead.

FAINT rumors of the Hotel Trainer's unsavory past
did not alTecl its present prosperity and eminent
respectability. In the late '90s it was a notor-

ious gambling den, and old timers faintly recall the
mysterious murder of Ted Croft, for which his partner,
Trainer, founder of the hotel, was suspected but
never proved guilty. From time to time a suicide
or murder occurs in the hotel, but since such occur-
rences are not uncommon even in the best host.cries,
the list of names on the hotel register suffers no
liiniiiintion In l)e,-eniber, IWl, the night clerk is

pi'in-ifnlh ,1,,/iiiK b.liiii,! bis desk, when he is awaken-
e.l bv i«,, sih.ls, slialoring the stillness of the night.
rile alaiin lalls llie «n,,sts out of their rooms, and
p,)lie, l,i,:ik ml,, .\| i.i

i I iiniit J(, on the fourth floor
from «li,i,- 111,, sli,,i ,,,iiie rii.-v find the door locked
from the iiishl,,, .111,1 .1 in. 11 iir.lercd not by a bullet,
but bv a .laggei «. 11111,1, While they search for

clues, shots ring out :ii;aiii, S.ini ami lilii, police-
men, httrrv to the liisl ll,,,,r, .111, 1 tlieri- tliey find
the night clerk- miirdere,!. The mark of a dagger
stains his breast. Terrorized guests by this lime are
pourin'g out of the hotel. Soon the Trainer is de-
serted except for the police and the corpses. Again
shots are heard on the fourth floor, and Sam and
Jim, returning to the scene of the first crime, find
that the corpse had been spiritcl away. In bis place
is suspended a human skeleton, and to one bony
finger is tied a note which reads: "Jerry. Ohio; Feb.
27, 1898; Dear Folks—Sorry to have caused you so
much trouble, but I've been deceived by the partn'er.
See you in the land of misery. Remember me.
(signed) Ted. P. S.—May my folks seek revenge."
The police can see no connection between this note

and the recent murders. They return to the dark-
ened lobby anil there see a skeleton dancing an' un-
canny measure in time to an invisible refain. An
owl hoots. A fain sound of voices comes to the ears
of Sam and Jim and they listen carefully. The voices
seem to come from the heat register. They bear a
man sing to the accompaniment of an organ. Tlien
they discern a inan's voice and a woman's. The
woman says she is comfortable, "hut oh, how I long
for the sight or the touch of you." The man's voice
tells her to keep her spirits up—that he will dis-
cover some way to freedom. The policemen then re-
call that when the Hotel Trainer was a gambling
den it was noted for its secret passages and rooms.
Before they can Incrite these, however, the building
IS slnikeiv b\- ;i t renienilous explosion, and they are
iie;,rl, liiiiie.l alive iiiiibT the debris. By dawn they
manage I,, I lee I lleinsel ves from the weights which
Jim them down. Suddenly Saiu whistles softly to Jim
for silence. An old man is poking in the ruins. He
finds a cellar door, and Sam and Jim follow him into
the secret room. A young, unshaven man* rises, and
stares at bis iiii,,x|i,el,d visitors. Jim stumbles on
a bidden bilili, |,;iill.\ ,\iiosed by the explosion—he
lifts it, opens ill,, ,1 antl a dazzling young girl

emerges, "l!,,!.." sli, erics. "Ruth," cries the un-
shaven young man, and they rush into each other's

"Wait, my dears, "I have something to show you,"
mutters the old man, but Sam and Jim pin' him
securely between them. He begins to cackle, "You've
got me now—but not before T did everything I set
out to do-avenged Ted, killed Trainer, ruined bis

and fiancee ." The old
mself of the police-
pocket. The lovers

but_ the old man weeps.
1- like my pretty
dagger into his

breast, and goes to meet his sou, Ted, in "the

mprisoned his

iggles like a cat, fr,

?"rip, and reaches into hi;

n'eedn't fear, my de
He turns the poise
and goes to meet 1-

SHINING LIGHT
W. F. Parrv File No. 3389

THE market crash leaves Mr. Hathaway penniless.
He shoots himself, and his daughter, Stella, is

left alone and unprotected in the world. She
leaves her home town of Neville, scene of the trag-
edy, and wanders to a nearby city in search of work.
Without practical ability or business education, she
makes no headway, and February finds her destitute,
stumbHug through the sleet of a cold night—hungr.\
and thinly clad. A violent storm rages that night
and. half-dazed by her condition, she sees one patch
of yellow light flooding the walk before a comfortable
old house. Ted Glenham had forgotten to turn off
the light in the vestibule, and it was this accident
which biueht the half unconscious girl to bis door.
Sli, ki,,„ks «,;ikly and Ted, sitting before his blazing
lii,|,ki,-,. be, OS the sound. pie opens the door and
IiihU h-,, ,,,ll:i|,s,.,l on the threshold. His housekeeper
is oiil ,,l i,,wii, s,, -|\.,1 d,ies what he can for the girl.

She 111, nil,, lis Unit sli,- l,fl Neville months before, that
she li.is siill,i,,l s,, inneh since that time that she
only Willis t,, ,lie, ll>, regards her, not as a woman,
but as ;, biiman being in distress. She makes a move
to le;t\e the house, but is too weak to do so. He
gives her the guest room for the night. The next
day .\init Patty, the housekeeper, returns and her
heart is touched by Stella's plight. The girl con-
tracts pneumonia and Ted and Aunt Patty nurse her
through a long siege. When she is convalescing,
Ted realizes that she is beautiful. Stella's gratitude
to Te,l li.is iiiined into a passionate adoration, but
from Ills (\i(M,,r she judges his feeling for her is

mcriL kiinlmss, Ted, on the other band, is afraid
to deelai,, bis love for fear Stella will think he is col-

lecting payment for bis care, T, , renew liei interest
in life and set her mind al usi, lu- i,lls li,i lie has
secured a» job for her. II, pus .Mme, li-.mnettc,

proprietrels of an exclusive Inmerie sli,,].. 1,1 hire Stella.

Stella moves to a rooming h, use.

Stella is happier than she has ever been in her life.

Ted and she are together constantly throughout the
summer. The only flaw in her contentment is the
attitude of Mme. Jeannette. The woman continually
makes veiled remarks and innuendos concerning Stella's
fortune in her good "friend," Ted.
One day Stella overhears Jeannette tell another girl

in the shop that Ted is paying Stella's salary. She
mentions the fact that his fiancee is returning from
a year abroad, and surmises there will be trouble
when the two women meet. In the meantime, I'ed,
who has bought a lovely Spanish shawl at an auction,
calls up Stella. He wants to give her the shawl

—

his first gift—and declare his love. The landlady tells

him Stella has left with a suitcase. Ted rushes to
the rooming house with a vague, desperate hope of
finding some clue. He meets a friend, who tells

him Stella left on the New Yof-k train. Although
usually a ratio.nal man, Ted does not stop to figure
out the impossibility of finding a girl in New York.
He boards the next train. He is half-dozing when
he bears the conductor say—"Neville—Neville—All
out for Neville." Nobody moves. Neville? Where
has he beard the name before? Suddenly Ted seizes
his hat and leaps from the train. The station master
mentions, in answer to his question, that the Hatha-
way girl has returned. Ted finds her at the Tavern.
She tells him what Jeannette said, and be apologizes
for his deception, saying he did so because be loves
her. He explains that the "fiancee" is returning with
a husband, a Duke—that he nevei- loved her as he
loves Stella. Stella says ; "As long as you've known
me, you've given and given, until I'm overwhelmed."
Ted asks her to repay him with herself, and she
replies that he is still the giver.

THE ADVENTURESS

Ann Withers File No. 3366

RITA CO'RTEZ is forced by her father into
a loveless marriage with Douglas Fern,
an e.derly man, and holder of vast minmg

interests in a small Mexican town. Al-
though her husband loves her devotedly and
she bears him a daughter, Doris, Rita is rest-
less, unhappy, and craves adventure. Often she
leaves Doris with her nurse, and rides away on two-
day jaunts into the country. One day she slips off
the stately garments she wears as Mrs. Douglas
Fern, and dressed iji brilliant Mexican costume rides
away in search of adventure. In a cabaret she meets
Bert Brent, who is intrigued by the beautiful girl
from nowhere. She gives him her name as Ina
Bautista, and tells him she ran away from the strict
supervision of her duenna. The dancer in the cabaret
is jealous of Bert's interest in the strange girl, and
Pedro, the dancer's jealous admirer, intercepts her
attempt lo knife Rita. Bert tells Rita that he is

a ranger in search of two bandits who have been
penetrating bold robberies in the coiumunity. Rita
begs the handsome ranger to be allowed to ride
away with him that night. Thev are attacked by
bandits in a canvon and Bert's horse is killed. Rita
is delighted with this whiff ,,f "adventure." Rita
and Bert, both on the birmer's horse, canter into
the village where thev obtain odging for the night.
Bert intro.bices Rita as his sister. He cannot fall

asleep that night, thinking she is the most pic|uant
girl he has ever known. The next day they scout
for a deserted shack which the landlord mentions,
and which they suspect is the hideout of the
bandits. Concealed beneath a trap door of the shack,
they overhear the desperados' plans, and leani that
Pedro, admirer of the dancehall girl, is their tool.

Bert escorts Rita to the Inn and then returns to the
spot where the holdup is to be staged. He shoots
the bandits, and returns in triumph to Rita. That
night each tells the other somewdiat of their p ans
and ideals, but little of their pasts. The next morn-
ing they leave the Iim. Rita does not know where
she is going—she is content to follow Bert. A train
is derailed and ,a gruesome sight meets their eyes

—

bodies mangled beyond recognition—dead, dying,
fatally disfigured. Rita works bravely among the
unfoi-tunate victims, doing her best to bring relief.

She slips some of her personal effects in the purse of
a dea,l. nm , e,,^iii/able woman. The next day her
busban.l leeeiies Hold of the death of his wife in

a railroad acci.lent.

In the ine:intime the girl, now in truth Ina Bau-
tista, with her old self dead—to all appearances—rides
on with Bert Brent. She gives herself to him. and
he jiromises to return and marry her. For months
slie w.iiis 111 the little town of Salinas for his leturn.

I he nnsiiess of the house where she is quartered
is kin, I .IS ;i mother to her, and cheers her during
the trying time of pregnancy, telling her "The Ameri-
can will return" Ina bears a little b,,v. and while
she is still eoin,iles,iin:. It.-i 1 returns, lie too. hail

been married, lliounh sep.iialed from bis wife, when
he met Ina. He left Ina determined to obtain a
divorce and the custody of his small son. However
he found his wife dying of fever, which be too con-
tracted, and for months was too ill to remember any-
thing of his past. Although convalescent, his memory
had not returned. One night he had a vivid dream
which brought back to him niemory of the sweet-
heart in Salinas. The lovers are reunited, and mar-
ried, and Mother Francia Falanzo rejoices .greatly.

In the meantime, Doris grows up to beautiful wo-
manhood under the doting care of her father Mr.
Fern, who still grieves for bis beautiful young wife.

Because Doris reminds him so much of her mother,
he can refuse her nothing. She goes abroad, and
while Doris is visiting friends in England, her fathei
dies, bearing to his grave the unsullied memory of

his be'oved Rita. On the way home, Doris meets a
handsome young man with whom she falls in love.

Their shipboard romance grows into something deeper,
and Bert Brent, Jr. brings a wife borne to his
father and stepmother. Bert Brent. Sr. sees the
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hraulitul
1 son cnli-rs, anil lliinks luT llu- lll..^(

tatnn; liis eves have ever locked upon.
]n:i c.niies down the stairs, and wlu-n slie sees the

girl, her heart stands still. ."^Iie recognizes her own
daUKhter. for whom her heart has so often ached,

ami Rnth Cortex Fern begs forgiveness of Doris.

"n I HI,

THE IRREPRESSIBLE MR. SMITH

Madeleine Sheehan File No. 3365

FROM the start, Marcia dislil<ed the nrepressible
Mr. Smith. He walked into the President's office

—where Marcia was doing all the presidential

work while the high niognl swore at his mashie on
some distant green—and inipiulintK iii\ilid Marci.i lo

go out to dinner and a show «iih hnn. lie ilidiTl

even remove his hat. Mareia leih loM hnn thai she

occupied the mahog.anv to trans, a l laisunss; not lo

make dates. At closing time, !..• « as „,,,in,e onisaU'

the office for her in his bright, ean.n x ,oloir,l lo.alsi,, .

He tooted his horn gailv, hut .M.neia walke.l l.> wuli

her nose in the air. She saw the voung man watting
outside her rooming house when she left for work
in the morning, and at the office curb when she left

work ill tlie late afternoon. Everywhere she went
she was I.. II,, wed l,v the e.aiiarv -e,,l,,i e,l i., a, Islet, .Mareia

]ir,,b,al,lv e,,iii,l n,,l have l,el,l ,,,it ,,e,ui,sl sneli per

her aunt, Julia. On the train sat a voung man
behind a newspaper. He lowered the newspaper for

a breath of air, and Marcia saw—the ubiiiuitous and
omnipresent Mr. Smith. For one moment a fury of

indignation passed o\er her. The next in<,nuiU she
smiled. Hut bv tliat next iii,,iii,nl. .\li, Siiiith ha.l

returue.l to his newspaper. Then ,\laui,i «as triply

indignant. The impialeiit i-m,! II.- w,,s n:,„., ,ny her;

How dared he! ,\llei sh,,,l,,« i,,i: 1, ,:,;,, Ih i,,r

seven days, he ha, I ili,- ni,|„,ii,ie hsi, -,,,,! lur

presence in the T\\<,n,,il; (,i,intN 1
,,,iii,,!' \l,i,iia

suifTed. Mr. Smith inrai.l s,
, hllle 1,. he, s,

,
,ns,g-

nificant was he in her scheme of things -that she

wanild have gladly stamped up to him and pounded
his chest with her tiny fists.

Aunt Julia welcomed Marcia rovallv. She intro-

.llieecl her 1,, he, liiisl,an,rs nie,'e, lanel. anil the

iw., Kills ha,i , ^,,l.l, lnn,s i,„;,il,,,. I Janees and
\l.

dances and ,lllliieis ii], l„,l,l,e,l .M , ,
Snnll,, One week

before she was sche.luled to reliiiii I,, the ,,lli,e, M,,reia

received a telegram staling that her l„,ss l,,„l ,iie,l.

She was undecideil whether or ii,,l 1,, lelmn inn,,,

dialely, but when she heard thai .Mr. Smith w.is le

turning to New York that day, she immediately
voted to remain to the end of the week.

Tanned, resteil, but slightly angrv for some iin-ad-

mittcd reason, .M.areia retiirne.l In

.\li, Siinlh.

1,1 saw,
,iil,l i,.,l

explained to her thai Janet, Aunl Julia's meee, « as

his sister. Aunt Julia had shown him pictures of

Marcia and. told him so much about her, that he im-

meiliatelv decided she was the girl he was going to

marrv. 'lie came to \cw York for two reas,ms to

meet' M.irei.a, ali,l I,, hecnie a,a|ii.iiiile,l with the

business he kiieu lie w,,ul,l s , ,l,,^ lall heir I,,.

He apol,.eize,l 1,, .Mareia lor his one, ,in eiiti, aial li.al

ment, hut .said he had h,„l smh ai, ,ni,,>al,l, ,,,,nl

ship that the oulv filtiiiH ,hii,,,N «,,- ,,,, ii,,,,,,-,l,.,i,'

marriage. Well, could Mai,.,i ,,,l,„ \I n-i n,a a

good secretary accept her siipei ,, ,, s ,le, isi, ,i,s - .Mai,i,i

never claimed to know more than her boss, s,, with

great i>leasiire she prepared l,i carry out hi,s recni-

MODERN ADAM AND EVE

Maude Shuey File No. 3356

T lie

nmg i.d

longed for excitement. Suddenly a lirilliani i,lea Hash-

ed across his flat head. He wriggled ,,ver to Eve
and suavely asked her how she would like to take

a little trip to 1931, Eve thought it an excellent plan,

esliccially since Adam was becoming a bit too in-

terested in that Lilith woman. Eve was all ready to

start as soon as she had gathered a few new fig

leaves. She wanted to leave immediately before Adam
or God would put a "hitch" in her p.ans. The Lord
or Adam were always telling her what to do or not
to do. Upon this ocrasion. .Adam. loo. voted a little

vacation to 19,11 a iii,,sl eharniniK Hi,.; bill the l,,,r,l

Ican'ed out of the sk^ ;,i,,l si,i-,,K i,,l,l the young
couple if they saile,! l,. I'l.il. .lire pninshinents w,,ill<l

fall upon their Ilea, Is. However, Adam and Eve
shrugged nonchalant v and decided to take their fun.

The serpent provided them with modern clothes,

m,}ney, and a se'f-piloting airplane.

Upon their arrival in New York, 1931, Adam and
Eve solemnly shook hands, con'gratulating each other

on their daring. They decided 1931 was an iiUriguing

era. Like two children they wandered from shops to

theatres to restaurants to the "t;ilki.-," theatre, and
burlesque shows. Eve saw that in i(ini,\ing Adam
from the orififinal Lilith, she ha.l le.l him into a

veritable hot-bed of the original's 1"..!, .types. And
Adam realized there were other males who caught
Eve's eye. Nostalgia seized him for the peaceful

garden v\.here he was king—one man' among two
women. Eve. however, refused to leave. She was
attached to the lovely raiment a woman would buy,
with the serpent's advance, in 1931.

Twilight came, and still none of the punishment
that the Lord has called down upon thein, were
wreaked upon Adam and Eve, They passed a church,
dec.rateil for a wedding, and saw the guests inside

Adam and Eve casually walked down the aisle and
were married in the place of the delayed couple.

And still none of the punishments the Lord had
promised came upon Adam and Eve. They began
light hou.sckeei.iiig in a three-room apartment. Eve
bought h..over aprons and was soon busy from morn-
ing until night, tending baby Cain, cooking and wash-
ing. One (lav, looking through her lucmory box of

souvenirs from Eden days, she came upon the bg
leaves that she had taken with her in her emigra-
tion from the Garden. She remembered the punish
ments the Lord had promised. She looked about her

tin'y apartment, at her gingham apron, thought of

Adam, who was now a respectable Kotan.>u with a

growing waistline, and realized—as she took a long
breath of smake-ladcn air—that without their con-
scious realization, the fulfillment of the Lord's words
li;i.l crept up- on Adam and Eve.

THE FATE OF A RUSTLER

Doniel Antrom File No. 3368

IN ANSWER to the S. O. S. ..f lien Hale, foreinan

of the l!..x S Ranch, Dick Xelsou, a cool-hcade.l,

L.tij; l.-e,i;i-.l Tes.,11, ,-,„l.- 1,, \i-w Mexico to help
Ins e,.usi,,, 11,11, .,,nn.l ii|. III.- rustlers who ravaged
the |,i,,p,>i. ,,1 H,.y S. .\i living in St, Augustine,
lliek met the- sheiill ;,n.l w;,s ,liiected to the Box S.

where he arrived safely after a r.ace with a pack of

coyotes. At the Box S he met Hetty, daughter .if

Lee Wilson, owner of the Box S, and was instantly
intrigued bv the girl's beauty and siiirit. I.'.vi.leutly,

Beltv. I...,,' was slriiek l.\ the ban, Is, .me Texan, f..i-

ihal'eM-nlne sh, s,,ne iii,,i'e I.e,, ill .1 iillx Ih.iii her lather

ha, I CM-i lie:iiil h.-i sine I.eioi.- Wilson mentioneil l.i

.\'els.in iIkiI Ih, eii I iiie;inl li,-i soiies l,.r the Texan.
Th.Tt night, ,\.-ls,,n, i,,ii-,-,l ii,,ii, ,,,> nn.-asy slumber
by a bad .In, on, sp^me p, l,,s uiii,l,.w and now,
fully awake, s],,,,! ;, sii,,;ikiiiL; ins, I,-, slipjiing a note
under the Wilson ,l,„.r, SIi.,,I,,wiiik the rustler into

the mountains, up a Lost Trail, be found the secret

hide, ml ,,f the gang. He was capturcil and Bartcn,
the i-iiigle;i(ler, decreed at sundown Nelson should be
stniuK u,. I.N the Ihumbs. The wary Nelson, how-
evi-r. in;iiiaKe.l to esea|ie an, I return to the Box S
with tin- |-|isll,-,s 111 li,,l pnisiiil.

The outlaws snii,.iiii.l,-,l lli,- i,iiieh and covered the
h..iis,- with 111. -II l,^,,K,,s. l_',,wpunchers Hale, Nel-
s,,ii, \\,ls,,i,. 111.- , k, ;iiul Betty opened fire .111

111,- e,,iie .111,1 .1 ,1,-1, .1:11, battle ensued. Ammuniti.ni
i,,n !,,« in ll,, i,in, l,h,.iise and Bctty volunteere.l lo

lir.ive the lnill,!-, .l.ish lor her horse,' and call the

sheriff. Altlioo.-h li- , t.iiher ami Nelson would have
dissu.aded her. si,, m,,,!,, the attempt. Barten spurred
after her, eapiun.l ih, eirl, ;iiiil drew her on his

bc-binil Ha

.hew it ..111. ,111,1 hit the insllel over the In, ill,

knocking him oil the horse. With all possible speed,

she r.aced into St. Augustine and rounded up the

sherifT and his posse.
In the meantime, the outlaws were gaining in their

as.sault on the ranrlihnuse. Two eowimnchers hati

;,lre.i.lv I.ei-n kille.l wli.ii both si,l.-s r;iii out ,if ,-iiii-

mnnilion. Tin- lliieii- slorin.-.l Hi,- h,,iise, swarinine
lip the st;ii|-,-ase. an. I a li.i ,-,- li.iliil P, hallil li;illle

l,.ll,,iM,l, lion I'edro, Mexu.,11 ,|,-s,,.-, ;i,l,,, whirled his

kiiip- ,11,. I , limed .straight fi.i Xils.ai's heart. Nelson
.,i,„,l.-,i the gleaming weap ih, mehc of time,

si,l,-si,-ppin,,. The knife slashe,! Ins shirt and grazed
Ins skill, ,\elM,n hit the Mexican between the eyes

with his ,1,1 revolver, and the bandit fell down the

stairs, brcikiiiK his neck. The sherifT and his posse
arrived in lime to vanquish the last of the robber

band. A mob of men Kallni.-.l -ibonl 11:|H.-11, .leinanil

ing a lynching. \Vils,„, ,,ii.l \,ls,„, „,-,, p,,w,-,l,ss

to stop the mob ma.lii.--s li «,is suns. 1 «li,-i, li,,ii.ii

was hung by the a\-<-ii,eeis ih, \ ,1 > tin,.- s.-i l,\ ih,

rustler for Nelson's execution. "Ilie late ,.( a ins

tier," commented the sheriff. "He met the do,iin

he planned for others."

Betty stepped up to Nelson and aske,l hnn what

he had meant to tell her as she .lash. . I ,1 the

beseiged house to make her run i..i il.. ii.nii, "1

was going to tell yuh I love yuli." sml \,ls :miiI

Betty commented it was an ami, ,1111. in, .111 thai she

had been contemplating making herself.

Peter Ribot File No. 3373

SI IA.\,\0.\ slumped in the cold drizzle of a city night
on a iiark bench, absorbed in a dull misery of hi-

trospeclion. The rumble of passing cars, the un-
ceasing turmoil of voices, the sharp persilstent yip-

yip of a newsbov's cab, scarcely penetrated his numb
agony. One cigarette—and then he wouUl walk care-

lessly out on the pier—walk until his feet left the
solidity of the ietty—wavered for a moment in mid-
air—and then struck the icy blackness of the river

which would close over him—bringing him oblivion.

"No," Shannon said sharply to the newsboy, whii

interrupted his ilark musings, "No, for the fifth and
last tirne, I don't want to buy a paper,"
Huddled on the park bench, he recalled his ear'y

boyhood in the stmalor of the East Side—his love for

Katie—and his determination to rise above the deso-

lation of his life, carrying her with him. He thought
of his early jobs, each one of which seemed to

bring him nearer 10 bis goal <if Live and emancipa-
tion. Once M, I M.I, ,1-1, I, ill, ,-, 111, L.-l gang, had
passed an ii 1, i-,, -1, i.ii,-' , 'i,-iractcr, and
Shannon kiio.l,-! m, ,11,11 ,,-,t ililini-h McGouiglc
was ten poiiinis |.,,i,i, ,, ,,,,.1 ,- p, ,,,,,, ,,l in every trick

of rough-and-lumbh- fightine, -Miei this fight, Bar-
ney, ex-prize-fighter, who had fallen from bis high

g,. I,,.,, ll,. P,i/e.figbl game. Barney pi-..nilse,l him
l;,n„ ,i,i,i 1,1 tune, but .Sliann,.n's ambiti,,ns were
liiehei he was bent upon e.bie;itl. .11. Afler leaving

the steel gang he drove triuks .,,,1 ,,ii,,„l,,l mghi
school. He had swtated, plugi;, 1

,, ,1, ,,ii,l linally

received his diploma from e^, >,,,,, h.l, s,h,,.,l. At
the sontheni University he alt. n, I,, I, h, sp.od high

in his class. There he won the eollegiale tight-heavy

ehampionship and his football letter. The goal be-

fore him all this time was achievement in his chosen
lielil ami Kalic
".\o," Shannon snapped at the persistent newsboy

who again interrupted his thoughts, "Tm not buying
a paper. Run along."
He graduated and was an engineer at last, admired,

respected, and loved. .Moderate success came to

him on sma.l jobs and finally his big chance. To
him it meant the culmination ,if bis dreams financial

independence and his marriage to Katie. She had
l.,-e..iiie ill and he took a brief leave from his work
p. lisit her. During his absence, a shipment of

snl.siitnte steel arrived, cheap metal ordered by a
, k,,l eonstrni'tion boss. The bridge collapsed, and
.SI, ,11111, 111 \\,,s 1, 1,111.-, I. Steve Blasco, the Slav con-
st,, uii.n ]•'-• 1, ,,! laken good care to plant his evi-

ileiiee ..ii.liilK. Shannons future was ruined. He
o.uld nol l,e..r to l.iee Katie, dragging her down with

him in bis disgrace. He remembered cuts from his

friends, the open contcmiit of bis fellow engineers.

At the club. Van Patten had remarked. "If I built a

bridge that collapsed, 1 would be ashamed to show
my face in a gentleman's club." Even now. Shannon
derived fnmi satisfaction from the memory of the

Ihud of his knuckles which cracked Van Patten's

Shannon shrugged, took a final puff on his ciga-

rette, and walked toward the pier. The newsboy fol-

lowed him, "Pnyper, Mister?" "Oh, for God's sake,"

e.vclaimed Shannon impatiently, and lo rid himself of

the boy, gave him his last bill, five dollars, and the

boy thrust the paiicr under Shannon's nose. Beneath
the arc light that hung over Ihe pier headl.nes

caught his eye: "Fatal Accident on New Hyler
Building; Dyinp Construction Foreman Confesses
Trickery in Bndge Collapse; Shannon Vindicated."

ONE MAN'S Vv'OMAN

Bert While File No. 3403

Tl
la, k W ,,,,1 ih,- 1,.,,,,, 1, I

,,i ll,, 1»,,, ,,,,,1 l-ieil

i ,,.|„-,, s,,, p., line, l„-i pi,-l, -,,,„-.-, IS s,-,-i,-ll> p, lions.

1,1, i p,,
I

P, Li, la ami is ae.-eple.l. A party is

,- ., I ,. k's home ami Kre.l is iueiled. In the
il - '1- inerryniakiug Fre.l -badly inloxieated- -

,,, i.hs, ,,1,1 .s. then hugs and kisses Lida. Jack de-

mands an .'ipology, I-'rcd refuses, and a quarrel en-
sues during which Fred is thrown from the apartment
by Jack.
The next morn'ing Fred frames Jack and causes

liiiii to lose his position. Jack is aware of the frame-
11 p and is intent on revenge, Lida maintains that she
still loves Jack, alone, and persuades him not to kill

Fred.
A month has elapsed and Jack is stiil out of work,

which causes him to lose his buoyant spirits. Lida
does her best to cheer him. .She urges him to attend
singing el.-tsses in the Idju- ..f a theatrical engage-
meiVt. Li.l-i s.-,-„,,-s a l.,-lt,-,- p..sili,,n l,,r heis.-ll with

a promin.-iil l.,iM,-i aihl phi l.oil In , .pist ,
11,,,- ,lay

Hele
rts that slu

Iw, years have gone by and Jack has completed
his e,,urse afler hartlship and struggle. He is given
llie ebance to appear in a fashion.able iVight club and
there wins the enthusiastic applause of the audience.
Shortly after he signs a contract at five thousand

Li, la

page
lit of his coming iiiarr

erial. Fre.I r.'a.ls ih,- .,,,-, .iiiiis in

is eonsumcl with Ins ,,',1 |,-.,I, ,iisv.

The iVight before the wedding Freil is ,,ii Ins « ,n lo

the hotel and is followed by two thugs. He is at-

tacked as he enters his oflice. The thugs order him
lo hand over the company's money or the combina-
tion to the safe. He refuses, attempts to outwit them,
ami is sli..l. The thugs make their get-away, and
Ire. I. h.lli .lebilolis. is taken to the hospital. He
moans. -'Lnk shot in.- I.u-k Ward—he threatened to

.1., it iw.i \eais ago an. I he's got me now."
Jack is iinable I,, prove an alibi and is arri-sled.

The doctors tell F.ida thai Fre.I eannol last until .lawiv.

She kneels by his bed, iiraying him to clear Jack
before he dies. Lida's prayer iienelratcs Fred's dazed
brain, and he scrawls a confession—also admitling he
frtimed Jack two years ago. Evans, the manager, is

ashamed of the harsh treatment he has accorded
.Tack, and apologizes. Jack is a bit skeptical of ac-

cepting the apology, but is assured of Evans' good
will when the latter introduces him to one of the
biggest producers on' Broadway and aids him to ob-

tain an engagement which augments his fame tre-

THE SUN GOD
d H, Baldwin File No. 3357

E.\ir.-\,\ l„,,,l,-, p,,l,,,l ,1 111, I,„l,,,nt

M''^
\,
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horse shies and the greater part of the precious

liquid is spilled. Nate scans the country for the

cause of his horse's fright, and sees a cloud of dust
in the distance. Adjusting his glasses, he spies an
American, hatless, coatless. weaponless, chnging to

a jaded cayuse. fleeing a band of evil-looking Yaquis,
who are shooting their arrows and brandishing hatch-

ets at their quarry. Nate spurs his horse with all

speed to the rescue, but before he can reach the man,
an arrow strikes the latter in the back. Nate shoots

all his ammunition into the pack of Yaquis and seizes

one as his prisoner. He leans over the injured man
and is horrified to recognize Jimmy, brother of the

g-irl he loves. Jimmy gasps. "Vaqui, Sun God,
Ramon," and dies. Nate vows vengeance. He brings

the dead body of his friend, and his prisoner, to head-
quarters. There he sees Marion, Jimmy's sister, prac-

tising archery with Ramon Nicholis, Nate's sole rival.

For a moment the dead man's message sends a shock
of suspicion and mistrust against Ramon through
Nate. Marion collapses when she sees her murdered
brother, and Ramon leans over her to comfort her.

Nate notices three buttons of Ramon's shirt are

open. Through this aperature in Ramon's apparel,

he glimpses, tattooed on the man's chest—the evil

image of the Sun God

!

The Yaqui prisoner escapes when Ramon is leading

him to the guardhouse. This incident is the final

confirmation of Nate's suspicions. That night he
fastens sound-deadening bags over the hoofs of his

white horse, and saddles the beast in readiness for

chase. Then Nate hides in the shadow, and glimpses

Ramon come to the corral and lead out his horse.

Nate follows Ramon, intent on capture and confident

in his own ability to trip the man. He does not

see the evil, beady eyes of the Yaqui watching his

movements from the bushes. Nate speeds after Ra-
mon, but is tripped by a rope stretched across the

mountain path, and planted there by the Yaqui. He
is stunned by his fall. When he awakes, he is the

prisoner of his Indian prisoner of the afternoon, and
of Ramon Nicholis. The rustlers tie Nate's wrists

behind his back, fasten him to his horse, and blindfold

him that he nught not see the way they take to their

stronghold. Nate works olif the bandage, so he can

see through one eye, and notices they are riding

through a pass flanked by cliffs composed of loose

stones, shale, and boulders. He hears Ramon make
a contemptuous reference to Red Wing, and decides

Red Wing must be an Indian girl whom Ramon has

deceived as he would like to deceive Marion. Nate
is taken to the Indian camp, where he is tortured,

tattooed with the image of the Sun God, and sen-

tenced to grind gold ore for four years. At the ex-

piration of this sentence, he is to be burned on the

altar of the Sun God. Red Wing is the one person in

camp who befriends Nate. She gives the guard a

sleeping "weed," and that night the Indian girl and
the American soldier make a break for freedom. They
hear voices and crouch in the shadow of the shack.

The Yaqui chief and Ramon enter, discussing their

latest "haul." Nate falls upon the chief and Red
Wing stabs Ramcn. Then she laconically tells Nate
to flee—she no longer cares what will happen to

herself for she has revenged herself on Ramon. To-
morrow, she says, she will be burned in sacrifice to

the Sun God. "Like hell, you will," says Nate.

They make a break for the horses. Nate stumbles

and a dog gives the alarm. The tribe awakes and
starts in pursuit. Red Wing and Nate race to the

canyon which Nate remembers he saw when he peered

through his blindfold. The Indians are gammg.
Nate guides his horse up a path that winds to the

summit of the cliff and tugs at a loose boulder,

intending to start a landslide and block the oncoming
Yaquis. He tugs but cannot loose the rock. The
Indians are halfway through the canyon. He makes
a mighty effort

—*the boulder rocks, topples, tumbles

with increasing speed down the mountainside, causing

a landslide which crushes the Yaquis—horses and
riders—like egg shells. Red Wing and Nate return

safely to the American quarters. Marion and Nate
marry and Red Wing is sent to school, where she

finds new happiness and reclamation of her life.

store where he had originally started as a hireling.

The business boomed under his wise handling, but
one bad spot had to be attended to. Old Saunders,
the bookkeeper, was fired because of crooked prac-

tices. He vowed revenge, and later had the occasion
to satisfy this desire.

Margaret has two beautiful children, who serve
to fill her lonesome hours while Harold is frantically

busy piling up the shekels in his business. May
Lucille and Mary Louise love their mother, despite

her frequent impatience with them. Annabel, still

unmarried, and working in Harold's store, sets her
cap for him and arouses suspicion in the town
which Margaret finally affirms by overhearing a

conversation' in the back of the store between her
husband and the vampire. In actual fact Harold
has been making every eiTort to discourage this un-
welcome attention of Annabel's, but she has been
persistent. Old Saunders clicked their picture when
An'nabel had thrown her arms about Harold, and
when he demanded payment to keep it secret, Harold
paid him with a cufF that sent him to the floor.

Harold settled his famiUy in a beautiful Manor,
where Margaret filled her days tending her beautiful

garden. She had grown hard and cold, since she
lost her faith in her husband's love, believing him
to be interested only in making more money. Thus
it happen's that she succumbs for the time to an
artist whom she engages as music teacher, Lucian
Rather. The latter encourages her to get a divorce
and marry him, but when she receives Harold's self-

sacrificing note, offering her her freedom because of

his love, she is at last convinced that Harold is truly
hers. She intercepts him in an attempt at suicide,

and the two finally reveal to each other their over-
whelming love. May Lucile and Mary Louise are
happy to have won their strange mother's sympathy
and kindness.

LOVE AND AMBITION

Theresa Reinholtz File No. 3423

THE new clerk

found
the small town hardware store

the day was over just how
uch he could care for the female of the species

in that quiet place. Margaret Anderson was his

style, and he lost no time in letting her know it.

She and Annabel Custer had been good friends, but
the presence of Harold threaten'ed their relationship.

After a short period of comp'ete bliss, during
which Margaret allowed herself to feel quite properly

engaged to Harold, she woke suddenly to find that

he had gone. His mercantile ambitions had made it

necessary to take a trip without even stopping to

notify Margaret, but she saw his departure a merely
an escape from her love, and became cynical and
depressed. Her friend, Annabel, had been receiving

the attentions of Hugh Lee, but the latter seemed
rather too interested in Margaret at times. Margaret
invited the attentions of Roger King, a buoyant,
good-natured fe'low in the town, and these two with

Annabel and Hugh made an' interesting foursome
which helped pass the time. When Harold returned,

some months later, he was perplexed to find how
chummy Margaret had gotten with Roger, for he

has never ceased to love her. and naively expected to

find her iust as faithful upon his return.

Their first quarrel was quickly patched up by an
explanation of the urgency of the business that had
made it necessary for Harold to leave so suddenly.

But business was the issue upon which they argued
and suffered deep rifts in their love for. years after.

Harold became owner of the Williams Hardware

BROADWAY BOUND

Alton Taylor File No. 3339

SALLY WILLIAMS, lame little mountain girl,

loves Jack Wentworth with all the force of her
loyal, arden soul, but Jack has eyes only for

Dorothy Blake, high school belle. The night of the
senior class play, Dorothy, who has the lead, twits
Sally on her love for Jack. The arrogant amateur
stages an exhibition of temperament behind the high
school stage curtains because "that woodchopper,
Jack," is going to sing opposite her. It so happens
that a Broadway producer, who has come to the
California village of Hiltville for rest and recuperation,
drops into the auditorium for an amused observation
of the Hiltville rendition of his first Broadway hit.

The producer is greatly delighted with Jack's voice
and Sally spies the great man vigorously applaud
her idol. But Jack, thinking the applause is mockery
and that he has made himself ridiculous, runs away
into the hills that night. Sally tells his best friend.

Bert, that the New Yorker was evidently impressed
with Jack. Sally and Bert decide that Jack must go
to the metropolis to win fame. The girl gives Bert
her entire savings, twenty dollars, and tells him to

stake Jack with the money, but not to tell him it was
from her. Bert adds a twenty of his own to the
i:est egg and, with his forty dollar fortune. Jack
hops the freights for the dazzling East. In the daz-
zling East he finds a job as a newsboy, much drizzly

weather and, eventually, pneumonia. A kindly Irish

family take him into their home and nurse him to

health. With the musical daughter. Marge, a cab-
aret singer, he improvises many songs. She obtains
a position for him, singing in a waterfront cafe, and
there he is discovered by an impressario and winged
to Broadway.

When Dorothy Blake, who has come to New York
to win her spurs on the Thespian boards, hears that
the former "woodchopper" is a Broadway success,

she immediately spends her last dollar for a drop of

French perfume, and then runs to his apartment,
throwing herself into his arms, and murmuring that
she has loved and searched for him "so long ; so
long." Because this was a little scene which Jack
had day-dreamed perhaps three million times during
his high school days, he believed her with a ven-
geance. However, Sally "played" him for money,
jobs, "pull" and when she finally realized that she

had no real ability, but was merely pulling Jack
down with her, she showed her spark of decency.
Truthfully, she told Jack that she did not love him.
and therefore would no longer "string him along"-

—

especially as he didn't seem to be getting her any-
where. She told him she was going gold-digging in

richer fields, and would jump the claims of miners
whom she did not like as much as Jack.

Jack, hurtled from his Fool's Paradise, also fell

from his singing form. He went from bad to worse,
sang his famous "Sweetheart Song" on drunken, un-
steady feet, and was finally dropped from the com-
pany. He became a derelict, unwashed, unshaveii,

with too much pride to write to his friends in Cali-

fornia or to seek his good Irish friends for comfort.
One day, as he was shambling out of his dank

hallway he ran into his old school friend, Bert. Bert
said that he had put detectives on Jack's trail to

trace him ; that Sally still loved him, that she had
partly finance 1 his Broadway venture, and was now
in the hospital, convalescing from a successful opera-

tion on her legs. Jack was immeasurably touched
by the story. He went to the hospital and when he
saw the wliite little face, whose eyes glowed with

shame and tenderness. For a long time he sat at

her bedside. Suddenly he looked at his watch. Ten
o'clock. Just time to make the show. He raced back
to the old spotlight and, unshaven, tattered, rough-
looking derelict that he was, sang a "Sweetheart
Song" to melt every heart beneath the white shirt

FRAGILE LADY

Alice T. Jackson File No. 3332

TOM RILEY wanted a sturdy bride—a buxom,
red -cheeked lass with large, capable hands to
help him win through the battle of life. He

chose a woman who lived up to the external quali-
fications, but who led him a wretched existence, and

lly disappeared with their baby. A delicate and
Thomas, had loved Riley de-

it nearly broke her heart to
with the termagant, and her
The shrew died on the streets,

id Catherine Thomas, who had
hereabouts of the baby, adopted the child
ling its identity. In the years that fol-

the quiet

lovely girl, Cath^
votedly for years, s

witness his marriag
subsequent desertion,
Riley took to drink.
traced the
without re

lowed, Catherine suffered insults from those who
cast aspersions of unmarried motherhood upon her,
and she bravely toiled through the long economic
struggle that led to a college education for her
adopted daughter.

Because of her evident refinement and her attitude
that lifted her above the petty things of life, Cath-
erine suffered many rankling slights from the women
who were her co-workers in the dressmaking shop.
They were all huge, ponderous females, with red
veins in their bulbous noses—^^and legs, which for

durability, vied with the Rock of Gibralter. They
resented the slender daintiness of "that suspicious
Thomas woman." All the women in the shop were
fond of two lads who worked there—engaging twenty-
year-olds, named Sam Mills and Ned Nevins. These
women professed their maternal interest in the boys,
but when the boys became involved in money trouble
—when disclosure meant prison-
Catherine Thomas who lent th<

buying their way out of their scrape. She was fond
of Sam Mills, in whom she sensed an invisible bond of
sympathy. Sam and Ned teased her often because
she was such a helpless, ineffectual-appearing little

woman. However, the "helpless" little woman con-
trived to assist Ned's sweetheart when the girl was
in difficulties. Her championship of the girl pro-
voked the censorship of the management, and Cath-
erine Thomas lost her job.
During the long, hard winter that ensued, Catherine

often verged on collapse from cold and starvation.
Her meager savings went to her foster-daughter to
keep her in college, and privation dogged the foot-

steps of the sacrificing woman. At times she toyed
with the idea of suicide and the blessed release such
an act would give her. The one hope that restrained
her was the knowledge that Caroline, her adopted
daughter, would soon graduate, and must not embark
on her tussle with the world saddened by the knowl-
edge of her mother's tragedy. Sam and Ned, too,
lost their jobs, and the future looked dark for Cath-
erine and her friends. At the point when every
circumstance seemed most depressing, Catherine re-

ceived a notice from a moving picture corporation
saying that her scenario had been accepted and plans
were already underway for its production.

Caroline returned with her diploma, not to a stuffy
tenement flat, but to a sunny home in the country,
which Catherine had purchased with her advance
check. The studio overlooked a luxuriant garden.
Sam Mills became a frequent visitor to the little

house and his visits were most acceptable to Caroline.
Soon they announced their engagement and to cele-

brate the happy affair and add the final note of fes-

tivity tf: the occasion, Catherine. Ned and the young
couple attended the opening night of the former's
picture. The four sat in the darkened theatre, and
tears welled in their eyes as the cinema unrolled
the story of Catherine's life. In the back of the
theater sat an old, ragged man, with sunken cheeks
and hopeless outlook. He stared fascinated as the
picture unrolled, and when it ended, waited on the
curb before Catherine's car. Catherine came out
to her car alone. She had sent the young people to

a supper club because this night, of all nights, she
wanted to be alone with her memories. The derelict

revealed himself as Tom Riley and pleaded that she
give him a job. Catherine installed the man as gar-
dener and disclosed his identity to her foster-daughter.
Catherine and Caroline, arms entwined, stood in the
studio window, watching the large, raw-boned hands
of Tom Riley—who, twenty years ago, had demanded
sturdiness in a woman — working with delicate
strength among Catherine's rose petals.

HOME SWEET HOME
Bella Martin MacDonald File No. 3318

THE Maidstone estate meant as much to the
Carrol family as his country means to a patriot.

Maidstone was built by a pioneer, who lovingly
watched that the construction should be such as to
last through the centuries. It was his wish that
the Carrols should possess this home always, through
the oldest son's inheritance. The family lived in opu-
lence and dignity until the Civil War, when their

precious home was threatened by the enemy. They
were given a specified time to leave, prior to destruc-
tion of Maidstone by fire. A few seconds before the
holocaust was scheduled to take place, they received
the news from President Lincoln that ]\Iaidstone
would be saved. The family rejoiced, undid their

packages tied for flight, and resolved that ever after

June 6 should be a fete day for the family, marking
the anniversary of the occasion their home was
restored to them.
The present Carrol, living alone with his three

children, fell in love a second time, and married
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\'irginia, a youny woman about the age of his eldest

daughter. The children resented her intrusion, and
could not understand her Northern democracy. Her
child, Harrison, was raised to appreciate people for

their intrinsic worth—not their family history. In
the meantime, mortgages on the estate came due,

and Virginia generously signed away her own for-

tune to aid her husband in preserving the estate.

She kept no record of this act. Harrison married
Leah, a girl who did not seem a fit match for his

son to the elder Mr. Carrol. The young people were
secretly married on June 6, and Mr. Carrol died of

a heart attack caused by anger.
The will revealed that the eldest son, James, through

entailment, possessed Maidstone, and most of the

remaining wealth. Virginia and Harrison, although
politely invited to stay, left the old house. Virginia

went to the home of Leah and Harrison, living with
them and enjoying the culture and independence of

the humble home. Leah gave birth to a son, whom
she generously named after the Carrol's James. A
surprising turn of events, ten years later, brought
them back to Maidstone. James Carrol, the elder,

was killed m an accident, and Virginia was notified

tiiat her grandson was now the possessor of the proud
old

Peppergreen.
ie]y in the Vv

LOVE FOR SALE

Elmer Wa+kins File No. 3358

THE hard-hearted banker. Mr. Darling, advises

Aunt Lizzie Lovejoy that the mortgage on her

estate, Alcove, is due and he will foreclose im-
mediately. Aunt Lizzie, whose appearance is such
that it has afforded life-long protection to her chas-

tity, indignantly informs the banker that she will

sell her property before he forecloses. She turns to

walk out, followed by her lovely young niece, Mary.
Darling waves the mortgage paper invitingly at Mary
and raises his eyebrows. "You old sinner," snaps
Mary in virtuous anger and throws the inkwell at

Darhng. The banker's wig is ruined, and he vows
revenge. Aunt Lizzie engages a negro to paint a

sign in front of the house: "My Alcove For Sale."

A mischievous small boy and two girls pass the sign.

The small boy is accused of being a mama's angel

and, to prove his manhood, he strikes out the "Ale"'

on the sign, moving the "1" forward so it reads:

''My Love For Sale."
This sign, facing the state highway, provokes

much interest among the passing autoists. A long

line of cars is soon parked in front of the Alcove
estate. As each delightedly prospective purchaser
trips up the walk. Aunt Lizzie asks: "Did you wish
to buy— ?" but before she can finish her sentence,

he topples from disappointment and surprise into a

trick fountain.
Mary asks her aunt if she has yet interviewed

any prospects. The puzzled Lizzie remarks that

several men have stopped, but before she could even
commence transactions, they fell—Mary and her three

pretty young house guests laugh at Lizzie, twitting

her about the "men that fell for her." Aunt Lizzie

explains they did not fall for her, but into the foun-

tain. Just the same, her feelings are hurt, that these

young whippersnappers should consider it ludicrous

that a man might fall for her. She goes into the

young girls' suite where she applies cold cream,
powder, rouge, lipstick, and tries on all their clothes.

When the "For Sale" sign had still read. "My Al-

cove" instead of "My Love," a young couple had
glimpsed it and the girl had insisted the estate would
make a perfect, roomy love nest. The man refused

to consider it. thinking it would be too expensive,

but the girl finally prevailed upon him to return and
price the place. Now Thelma and James return to

Alcove. While Thelma is powdering her nose. James
reads the changed sign. Quickly he turns it about
before Thelma sees it. He swings up the walk, beam-
ing with anticipation, and when he sees Mary, em-
braces her. Mary does not protest, and some hours
later, Thelma getting out of the car to investigate

the whereabouts of her wandering sweetheart, finds

him in a clinch with Mary. A battle ensues between
the two women, and James dodges into the pool.

Mary throws Thelma in after him, and rescues James.
Darhng. the banker, arrives with the sheriff. Thelma
sees the sign. "Love For Sale," and runs after two
policemen and the chairman of the Society for the

Prevention of Vice. She carries the sign as evidence.

Darling announces he has come to foreclose the mort-

gage. Thelma returns with the policeman. Mary
tells Darling he cannot foreclose while the property

is for sale He tells her there is no sign to that

effect on the premises, and Thelma vindictively pro-

duces her bit of evidence. At that moment Aunt
Lizzie comes down the stairs—a transformed Aunt
Lizzie, with red. red lips and a tight, form -fitting

^own. Unbelievingly Darling looks at Lizzie and she

smiles dazzlingly. Darling gaily tears the mortgage
into little bits and throws the pieces in the an-.

OH. DOCTOR!
Cora M. Paul File No. 3388

FOR many years Doctors Wyncoop. Van Buren.
and Spearmint, have enjoyed a thriving practice

in their neurotic little town. Young Wyncoop,
Jr.. has gone through college, three raccoon coats,

and several expensive chorus girl affairs on the pro-

ceeds of Miss Smith's rheumatism, for which his in-

genious father knows many important-sounding names.
Dr. Van Buren's daughter, on the proceeds of Bill

Hart's gout, has had an expensive musical education,

and is now drinking cocktails in the Latin quarter

of Paris, France. As for Dr. Spearmint's wife—her
Lincoln sedan, lovely clothes, and membership in the

Country Club—the envy of her neighbors and poor
relations—can be attributed to the chronic neuritis of

Life flows smoothly and liquor

3S of the three prosperous doc-
tors, when calamity occurs. A new doctor arrives
in town. They see the sign nailed above the bank
on Main street, and watch the truckman cart the
office furniture to the door.

Doctors Van Buren. Wyncoop, and Peppermint meet
to discuss ways and means of running their rival

out of town. Solemnly they pledge themselves to con-
tinue the motto of their long practice

—"None Too
Speedy Recoveries " They gravely consider the ad-
visability of giving the new doctor a hypodermic of

pepper, en emetic of ginger, a massage of vinegar, and
write him a prescription for the quickest way out of

their peaceful village.

They sing, "We're on the inside looking on the
outside," when a knock sounds on the door and the
new doctor enters. She is a remarkable looking woman
with beautiful eyes, and legs which draw the atten-

tion away from the charm of her features, causing
that attention to rest in heavenly contemplation upon
her ankles. She reaches for a cigarette, comments
on the fact that she is among congenial companions,
and remarks that it will be very easy to establish
"our clinic" with so efficient and talented a corps of

doctors she has met that evening. The doctors swell
perceptibly. She remarks that "our clinic" will soon

lity that lingering diseases are anach-
world of progress. The doctors nod

emphatic agreement, only Van Buren giving vent to

one last sot to voice about Miss Smith's lucrative
rheumatism. She gaily tells them her new plans in

the interest of suffering humanity and the hypnotized
medic can only nod agreement. Finally she bids them
each good night with a chuck beneath each respective
chin. "Yes, it is good night," they say mournfully
as they listen to the click of Dr. Flapper's heels down
the hall. All three run to the window to watch her
progress down the street, and arms about each other's

shoulders they sing, "Yes, sir, she's our Baby—no.

sir, we don't mean maybe—yes, sir, she's our Baby,

Hilda Waggoner File No. 3380

LOU WARXER is saddled with a worthless hus-
band. Bill, who gambles all his savings away
while his wife and daughter scrimp on necessities.

He loses the last of Iiis savings, and tells his wife
he wants to move to another town, and start a new
life. Lou visits her sister-in-law. Marie, to tell her
of the proposed change. Marie's husband, and Bill's

brother. Jerry, is an indulgent and hard working
man, sherifT in the town. He has given his wife
a beautiful home, servants, and a nurse for the baby.
Lou often wishes Bill were more like his brother.
Marie offers to treat Lou to a trip, dinner and show
in a neighboring town. Lou accepts enthusiastically,

and enjoys herself to the utmost but for one worry

:

Marie meets a man in Carlton, Ted Cory, with whom
she seems to be having a serious affair. A native
of the girls" home town sees them in Carlton with
Ted Cory, and smacks her lips over the juicy bit

of gossip she has gleaned.
Lou and Bill move to another city where Bill

"plans to start anew." At the end of two years their

situation is as bad as it was at the beginning. Marie
visits Lou and tells her that she is divorcing Jeiry
to marrv Ted Cory. In a raid on a roadhouse Jerry
found her in the arms of Ted. and to avert scandal
or courtroom battles, Marie is leaving her daughter,
Katlileen, with Jerry. Marie laughingly suggests if

Lou is so enthusiastic about Jerry, and thinks he is

such a wonderful man, she should set her own cap
for him.

Lou, unable any longer to bear existence with the
worthless Bill, divorces him. She bon'ows a hundred
dollars from Jerry, and buys a little house, which,
with the aid of her daughter. Jane, she renovates
charmingly. For a while she sews and takes in

boarders to make ends meet. Frederick Knott, wealthy
bachelor, and owner of the house which Lou rents

is interested in her and often takes her out to dine
and dance. Sometimes Lou takes her growing daugh-
ter, Jane, with her to a roadhouse, for she wants
the child to grow up. knowing the good and bad in

life, and able to evaluate her own standards of con-
duct. Jerry treats Lou coldly and she is sure he
disapproves of her.' Kathleen, Jerry's daughter, who
is in Jane's class in high school, tells her father of the
radical ideas that Jane expounds in class, and Jerry's

disapproval grows.
Lou obtains a job on the local newspaper. She

reviews movies, writes fashion notes, and conducts
a column under the nom de plume of "A Nobody."
Soon this column is the chief source of speculation

in tiie town. It vividly presents sound, modern ideas,

and awakens the narrow minds of the townspeople
from their entombed lethargy. Lou, attending a

Country Club dance with Knott, overhears the mem-
bers discussing the column and expressing their ad-

miration for the writer. She returns home, highly

elated, to tell her daughter her pleasure in this in-

cident. Jane and Lou sit up late into the night,

talking and giggling. Jane asks her mother why she
does not "make" the wealthy Knott. Lou replies

tliat he has already proposed and she has refused
him. Lou makes her own clothes, which are by far

the smartest in town. Jerry comes to her to reprove
her, hinting that "people will talk." Lou flares that
people are only too willing to believe the worst in

everyr.ie. Jane meets her uncle and scolds him for

interfering in her mother's affairs. Uncle Jerry re-

plies that Lou interfered in his when she introduced
Marie to Ted Cory. Jane furiously corrects the mis
apprehension Jerry has harbored since his wife's de-

sertion. He takes I-ou out to dinner, and apologizes.

She reveals her identity. "A Nobody." and his re-

spect is increased for this woman whose views are
broadening warped minds. He gives a dinner at

the Countrv Club, and there introduces "A Nobodv"
as the future Mrs. Jerry Warner.

THE MERRY NE'ER-DO-WELL

I. Blanche Kauffman File No. 3370

BEFORE the era of television and the radio, the
community of a small country town in Virginia
received all the news and gossip of the country-

side from George Gleason, reckless son of a respectable
physician. Although George never turned his hand
to an honest day's work, never studied, never made
a plan for his future—to hear him talk about himself
you would think he was an enthusiastic salesman,
selling God's most remarkable creation—George Glea-
son. His family did their best to give him an edu-
cation in spite of himself, and he had some schooling
before running away to the navy—to sail the seas,
returning with an impressive uniform, fascinating tales,

and the government's promise of a small pension for
life. The handsome young sailor hypnotized Nancy
Choens with his glamour, and she eloped with him
in spite of her parents' tearful insistence that he was

When their daughter, Jane, is born, the young hus-
band walks the streets of the town, boasting of
another unique creation the Lord has made in the
image of George Gleason, but makes no effort to
supply adequate support for the baby and her mother.
He fills Nancy's ears with tales of the trips they will

take when his pension comes through, but in the
meantime, her stomach is rather empty. Nancy re-
alizes that there is more braggadacio than backbone in
George's character, but is too proud to return to her
family. In spite of his faults, she loves the ne'er-do-
well. He has a variety of get-rich-quick schemes. He
inaugurates a chicken farm, which soon fails. A
period of hardship follows for the little family, and
George comforts Nancy, telling her that soon he will
receive his pension. One day he returns to his home
as though he were bringing his wife and child a
million dollars each, in gifts—and announces he has
found a position with the sheriff—-helping him round
up evidence on a liquor charge. He charms the
sheriff, who enables George to receive the position
of policeman in a nearby town. For years George
regales his wife with stories of his remarkable prow-
ess and numerous arrests. On the day he is dis-

charged for inefficiency, he comes home to eat his

dinner, play with the baby, and boast of his power as
though nothing had happened. The next day he
dons civilian clothes, and when Nancy questions him,
he casually tells her he is disgusted with civic ineffi-

ciency and management and that he will enter some
field which offers better opportunities. Although
(reorge loses his temper once or twice, when, at Sun-
day dinner, with Nancy's people they make remarks
disparaging to him and favorable to his brother-in-
law, he manages on the whole, to preserve a sunny
disposition. He asserts that he will show all these
in-laws, and Nancy, too, that he is not a ne'er-do-

well—that in truth, he has more brains and genius
than any of the conscientious plodders. By this time,
Nancy with two children and scarcely money enough
for the necessities of life, has become resigned to

her husband's proflagacy. He spends some time on
a scheme for packing house apples and shipping them
to England. The first week he makes a handsome
profit and brings home a victrola that his little girls

might have music to dance to on their thin-soled feet.

The apple scheme fails. He starts a dance hall with
a partner, and at the end of a successful season

—

after settlement with the partner—has less money than
when he started. Popcorn machines, carnival novelty
concession stands, electric burners, and rabbits, all

provide a spurt of enthusiasm to the commercial
activities of the strutting George. His wife and chil-

dren live on oatmeal and hope while the father talks

of his abilities. George's father dies, and George in-

sists on moving to his mother's home to live. Nancy
protests, since her mother-in-law is an unmanageable
old vixen, but George insists, and hardship forces

Nancy to accede to his demand. The mother-in-law
makes life a purgatory for Nancy and the girls. If

Nancy, trying to please her. cleans the house, the
old woman does not comment upon the neatness of

the job, but upon the fact that the rug is not in its

exact, geometric place. WTien Jane turns on the
radio, the old woman turns it off—and in every way
she makes the home a hell of petty spites. Only when
she visits her other children, do Nancy and her daugh-
ters find a heavenly respite. One time she raps
Nancy over the head with her shoe, and a fight ensues
in which George takes his mother's part. Later he
is repentant, and leaves the house to earn a "great
deal" of money selling fresh fruits and vegetables.
Needless to say. he docs not earn much. Six years
elapse of struggle, spite, hopes, dreams, and dis-

couragements. Jane elopes, and George storms furi-

ously, but Nancy is calm, remembering her own elope-
ment. The grandmother dies, leaving house and money
to George. The government at last advises George
that his pension has come through; and Jane returns
with her millionaire husband. Confronting this sudden
vision of wealth and ease, George puffs his chest in

front of his wife, looks at her as though to say,
"I told you so," and remarks with a tolerant, cynical

smile, "And they called me a ne'er-do-well!"

Anna Ross-Clarke File No. 3386

FUN-LOVING Lucille. accustomed to friends,

music, laughter and social activities, marries
Eugene, a silent Canadian. The man is so en-

grossed in his work that he has no time for his young
wife, and she remains alone, night after night, in the
small house, jilaying old college songs and popular
dance melodies of her hanoier days to buoy her spirits.

Eugene's lack of attention to her, even when her
baby is born, becomes unbearable. She returns with
the child to the home of her parents. Her mother
is positive Lucille has left her husband definitely, but
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that the cttuple will ad us

merry, spoiled young

her father is still cui

their difficulties.

Lucille meets Billy
aire of her collegre days, and he falls in love with he
desiring- her more desperately than he has ever wanted
anything in all his pampered life. He asserts she

has the power to make a man of him—to instill

initiative and drive into his character. Lucille is fond
of the light-hearted rogue, and soon this fondness
develops into a deeper feeling, to the chagrin of her
father, and the triumphant satisfaction of her mother.

Lucille regains her girlhood spirits, dancing, driving.

«nd golfing with Billy. He pleads her to divorce
Eugene and marry him. Eugene, not realizing Lu-
cille's visit to her family is significant, and believing

she has merelv left on a visit, sends her a thousand
dollar check, 'with the news that he has received a

substantial raise in salary. He writes that he will

come for her soon.
Returning from a drive with Billy, she meets Gene

on the veranda of her home. She greets him coolly
and makes another appointment with Billy. Gene
leaves the next day for Denver, leaving Lucille to

fight out her problem with herself. She remembers
the expression on her husband's face when she told

him she no longer loved him. At that moment she
felt like a murderess—she felt as though she had
killed his faith and love.

She sees Billy constantly in Eugene's absence. One
minute she trembles on the verge of accepting her
charming young admirer, the next, she envisions her
duty to the father of her child, and the sordid details

of a divorce. Lucille loves her child above every-
thing else in the world. One night she finally de-

cides to return to her husband for the sake of Sonny.
She tells her decision to Billy at luncheon the next
day. He receives the blow gallantly, but once again
Lucille feels like a murderer. Now that her decision
is made, Lucille recalls the sweetness of Eugene's
character. She realizes his neglect was due to the
fact that he was toiling to earn financial independence
for his wife and child. She is impatient to see him,
when her father enters with a letter stating that
Eugene has returned to Canada. A newsboy screeches
his message up and down the streets, and Lucille
learns that Billy has committed suicide. Xever in

his pampered life has he been denied, and now that

the object he desired most w^as lacking, he could
not face existence. Lucille returns to her husband,
determined, that although she may have been guilty
of the death of one man. she will make recompense
by bringing to new life the love and faith of Gene.

Herbert Gordo File No. 3322

CHARLOTTE and Maud were digging vegetables
for dinner, when Maud gave a horrified exclama-
tion. There on their land was a newly-dug grave!

It seemed to be that of a child, and since no child
had recently died in that western Canadian town it had
obviously been murdered ! The two old maids lost all

dignity as they ran to the office of Dr. Black—their
first thought in trouble. He gi-eeted the sisters, and
called the mounties immediately upon hearing their
discovery. The two old maids, bursting with their
news, proceeded to the village corner, where the idlers

and gossipers of the town always gathered. Sirus
was a mischief-loving idler, and at the story, told
the old maids that suspicion would at once fall on
them since the grave was on their land. Their finding
it and informing Dr. Black would be considered as
a blind. He advised them to skip, or to go home
and crawl under the bed. The old maids left in

frightened confusion, and did not hear Sirus' hearty
laugh follow them. One of the men suggested the
body was left by kidnappers, but Sirus said it was
probably just a dog. This was hooted down, as
nobody in that community bothered to bury dogs.

There was a crowd around the grave when the
m.ounties arrive^!, but the old maids were missing.
As they were about to send for the sisters, a taxi drove
up. The driver, when he learned of the afifair, informed
the police that he had just been paid double fare to
drive the women over to a department store in the
next town. This was suspicious—whv should they
flee if they were not guilty? Quickly the poUce en-
tered their car and drove to the railroad station in
the next town. They were told a train headed East
had left ten minutes before, but only two priests had
entered it. They drove to the department store, and
inquired about the old maids. The manager said he
had overheard the salesgirls laughing and speculating
why two elderly women should buy clerical outfits.

At this information the mounties returned to the sta-

tion, and found that the priests had bought tickets
to Montreal. They phoned the police in that city

to meet the train and arrest two elder'.y priests.
Since there was no other train until the following
day. the men drove the hundred and fifty miles to
Montreal. They were disappointed to find no priests
had alighted from the train. They decided they had
earned a good dinner, and proceeded to satisfy the
inner man. Over their cigars they discussed whether
they should retrace their steps to the only other city
at which the express had stopped, as the priests might
have alighted there. They entered the lobbv of the
hotel at which they were eating, and casually, from
force of habit, asked the clerk if anyone had registered
there after the express had arrived. When he re-

plied two old ladies had, the mystery of the non-
appearance of the priests was explained. Armed with
a master key, the mounties knocked on the door
of the specified room. When there was no reply, they
entered. Nobody was there. They looked out of the
window—two old women could never have made that
jump. As they were about to leave, one of them
noticed a movement under the bed—there were the
two old maids, white as sheets ! Seeing thev were
caught, they began to babble that they didn't do
anything but find the grave and inform Dr. Black.
When they told the men, and Sirus said suspicion

would fall on Iheni, they became frightened, and with-
out thinking of the consequences, ran away. 'i he
further they went, the more scared they became. The
mounties assured them they were believed, and told

them to rest until they returned to their village the
next day.
A horrified crowd watched the digging to uncover

the body. When the body revealed was that of Mrs.
Urham's pet dog, the change in their expressions,
and the triumph on Sirus' face, w^ere ludicrous!

Hugh T. Estes

QUIET DELL
File No. 3369

ALTHOUGH fond of his wife and daughter. Ed-
ward Maxwell's deepest passion was for his

fine head of cattle, considered the most remark-
able herd in the little community which nestled along
the foothills of the Blue Ridge mountains m Virginia.
His laborers looked as much alike to him as sardines,
but his heifers were as individual to him as children.
He never noticed the new curtains which his wife
sewed for the windows, but invariably spied the tiniest

markings on his beloved beasts. Fannie's young men,
too, were as indistinguishable to his eyes, as giains
of sand.

Mrs. Maxwell left for Richmond to arrange her
daughter's entrance into college, and Fannie was left

alone in the house, except for her abstracted father.

Most of her time she spent with Roy Gray who
loved her devotedly and for whom she cared deeply.
Her father, absorbed in his live stock, never noticed
what hour of the morning she returned to the house.
About two o'clock one morning Maxwell was sum-
moned by a frightened negro who informed him that
his favorite heifer was dangerously ill. Maxwell hur-
ried to the barn, and there discovered the animal
was ill because the negro had given it the wrong
food. The heifer died, and Maxwell, enraged, beat
the negro severely. Returning from the barn, the
plantation owner was startled to see his daughter
strolling with young Gray. He ordered her to the
house immediately, and forbade the young man to
show his face upon the Maxwell plantation.

Gray, the son of poor parents, had hoped to win
the consent of Fannie's parents to their marriage,
in spite of his family's lack of social standing. Now
those hopes were blasted. Fannie was hurried to col-
lege in disgrace, and commanded to have no communi-
cation with Gray. Fannie wrote a note to her lover di-

recting him to meet her in the college town, from where
they planned to elope. The youngsters were married,
and started for Quiet Dell in fear and trembling to
tell their parents of the union. On the outskirts of

the town, Fannie lost her courage. She returned to
school, and Gray threw himself into the study of the-
ology. Fannie became pregnant, and she knew she
could keep her secret no longei'. She returned to

Quiet Dell with Gray and found a tensely still atmos-
phere, as of death, pervading her home. Her mother
met her weeping, to tell her that the negro whom
Maxwell thrashed had revenged himself by poisoning
all the cattle. Maxwell, numbed by the shock, had
fallen into a state of stupor. He no longer took any
interest in life—refused to eat, drink, or talk. Fannie
found her father sitting like a stone image near the
window, staring vacantly over his fields. She told
him of her marriage and approaching motherhood, and
his anger roused him from his cataleptic state of

mind, restoring his mental health. The anger passed,
but sanitv remained, and eventually Maxwell was
comforted for the loss of his cattle hv the gain of a
grandchild.

LOVE CONQUERS ALL

Lou Etta Ferguson File No. 3379

AS a child, Danny Worthington fears dogs until
his mother tells him the story of Daniel in the
lion's den, and points out to him that love is

stronger than dangers of life. Danny, the adult, pat-
terns his life to this precept of childhood . With his
schoolmate, Wallace, he goes to New York to work
for a brokerage firm. His mother's words arm him
against the lions of jealousy, hate, greed, dishonesty,
sin, and fear. Danny protects Wallace from the lions
of booze and cheap women and in doing so, neglects
Margaret Covington, a girl in whom he is interested.
Margaret is so stonily imsympathetic to Wallace's
plight, so self-engrossed, and vain, that Danny re-
alizes he does not love her. The Wall Street market
crash occurs and a woman attempts to commit suicide.
Danny sees the slim shoulders of a girl leaning over
the would-lie suicide, and hears a sweet voice say,
"You may have lost your money, dear, but you still

have your ability to love, and that's all that counts."
Danny recognizes the stenographer in his ofl^ce, whom
he had previously ignored, totally unaware of her
existence as he was. in his absorption in Margaret
Covington. The stenographer, Mary, is continually
helping others from her meager salary and abundant
heart. She rises early every morning to read the
Bible to a blind old lady across the hall : she be-
friends an acquaintance, Lucille Gray, convicted and
sentenced to sixty days in jail on a charge of em-
bezzlement : she buys can.dy which she distributes to
her "mammies," a group of old colored women in a
l-.ome for the dependent. Upon Mary's entrance in
the asylum the mammies sing a song to her : "Mah
Lovin' Mary."
Danny and his friends lose their positions. Some

of the men attempt to inveigle Danny into becoming
a racketeer. He refuses and one privately vows to
kill Danny if necessary, but to first wring from him
information about the confidential matters of the com-
pany. Shadowing Danny down a dark street, the
crook is knocked down by an automobile as he lifts

his gun to ram it into Danny's back. Forced to
take cheaper quarters, Danny and Wallace move into

the same apartment house which Mary and Lucille

occupy. The young couples become fast friends. One
evening they sing "If I Had Only One Wish" wnen
a young man, representative of the entertainment coni-

mittee of the Legion Post knocks on the door and
offers to put on a song, composed by Mary and Danny,
in his forthcoming production. The Legion representa-

tive lives in the apartment across the court from
Mary's room, and has long admired her sweet voice.

Danny and Mary stay up half the night composing,

"Keep Your Face Toward the Sunshine."
In the meantime, in the little home in Brook Haven.

Danny's mother sings "Memory Brings You Back
to Me," when Danny and Wallace, without work,
return hom.c for a Httle visit. The mother then joy-

fully sings "Dream Babv." and Danny tells her of

his dream girl, Mary.
With renewed spirit for the economic struggle.

Danny and Wallace return to New York. They see

a hundred evidences of the little kindnesses Mary has

done for her neighbors, the Weinsteins, the Mon-
tanis, and many others. Wallace notices that xmder
the influence of her association. Lucille, too, has be-

come very generous, and Wallace scratches his head,

thinks of all the firm friends Danny had won through
his kindnesses and decides there must be something
in it. He vows never again to come home as he

did the previous night, reeking of scotch and singing

"I Feel Like Humpty Dumpty."
Although Danny, Mary, Lucille, and Wallace live

precariously on almost no money, they manage to

provide food and lodging in their little apartment for

their out-of-work friends. As Mary prepares the

dinners she sings, "Love Comes Like a Whisper in

a Dream." As Danny plays the piano in the cozy,

although poor, little room, he sings to Mary, "You've
Been More Like a Fairy." Lucille and Mary come
to the end of their resources. Danny sends them to

his mother's home in Brook Haven. As Danny him-

self contemplates his last dime and wonders whether
to go to the Automat or borrow three cents more and
buy cigarettes, he receives a letter stating that the

song, written by Mary and himself, has been ac-

cepted. He finds a substantial check, and a request

for more songs. Danny buys a new car, and Wallace
and he speeds to the country. There Wallace tells

Lucille of his love, and Danny finds Mary on a hill-

side singing "L-O-V-E Spells All to Me." He tells

her of his love and she consents to marry him. At
the double wedding of Danny, Mary, Lucille, and
Wallace, dance not only the merry relatives, but the

negro mammies, the Weinsteins, the Montanis, and
all the other people, foreigners, Americans, old men.
children, and business associates that the young peo-

ple have befriended during the bad times of the

depression period.

Cla Garyli File No. 3025

WHEN Ann Adams married Jim Stanwood and
left the old dilapidated farm to live in a

cosy bungalow on the outskirts of Lindale. she
expected to "live happily ever after." The first two
years came up to her highest expectations and only
gradually she discovered that Jim was not a perfcet
husband. As time went on. he lost his carefree ways
and was only interested in saving enough money to

buy the garage in which he worked. It was true
that he worked overtime each night to save for her
and little Junior, but Ann had been so cheated of

all pleasure during her childhood on the poverty-
stricken farm that she was avid for amusement. Jim
was too tired when he came home to be companionable
and was developing into a settled, middle-aged man
Then the Smiths moved next door and Ann found

that Zola Smith seemed to have just the things in

life which she herself was seeking. Zola was a
pleasure-mad, flapper wife and her husband an easy-
going spendthrift. Soon Zola was teaching the un-
sophisticated Ann how to go to matinees, teas, and
bridges. It was through Zola that Ann met

_
Dale

Patterson, an automobile salesman. During the intro-

duction Ann noticed Dale's dark, magnetic eyes and
was flattered by the admiration she read in them.
The salesman seemed to have heard all about her
from Zola and at once assumed a protective, yet pos-
sessive air. Other meetings followed. Then Dale
persuaded Jim to buy Ann a used car which he
ofi^eied him at a bargain price. It was during the
afternoons when Dale taught Ann to drive that he
slowly, but efi^ectively, began making love to the
foolish wife. Each time Ann protested that Dale
should not have kissed or embraced her, the pleasure-
loving ;outh told her that she enjoyed his caresses
and that that -ustified them. Her resistance weak-
ened at the hands of an experienced Lothario.

Gossip about his wife eventually reached Jim, but
Ann was by then too infatuated to care for neighbors*
talk or her husband's shame. One night Jim told

Ann she would have to choose between him and her
over. Unwilling to listen to her husband's pleas,

Ann left that ni^t for the city in which Dale was
traveling. Arriving at his hotel, trembling with the
excitement of parting from her child and seeing her
lover again, Ann was informed by the desk clerk that
Mr. Patterson and his wife were out walking. The
Vdow stunned her and she wandered through the
strange city streets frantic wath grief. A few months
later she was working as a chorus girl in the same
city. How she hated the work which had always
.seemed so glamorous ! It was simply a gruelling
round of hard rehearsals, aching muscles, and un-
pleasant attentions from coarse men. Ann kept to
herself and avoided everyone. One morning, as she
was glancing over the paper. Ann saw a "personal"
advertisement inserted by Jim. saying Junior was
sick. She hurried back to Lindale and her baby.
After Junior's recovery, Jim told Ann how he missetl

her and asked her to come back. Then Ann did
"live happily ever after."
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TANGLED THREADS

Adele Henneff File No. 3404

WHEN the old CoUii
Ijought by Mr. Hale, he and his family anti-

cipated a happy and beautiful home. Creole,

an old colored Mammy, was the on y one in the house
when Mr. Hale, his wife, and his daughter Myra
arrived. The old Mammy did not seem at all happy
that thev had bought the house, and %varned them
of the spirits. But the new arrivals only laughed.

That night, Myra. who had taken the room of a

former daughter in the house, was awakened by
strange steps in her room that faded away in 'the

direction of the cellar. Mr. Hale investigated and
found that one of the wooden props in the cellar had
fallen.

The next morning he had the prop firmly put in

place. But again that night they heard the foot-

steps and again the prop had fallen. By this time
.VIr. Hale was sure Creo e knew what the mysterious
sounds were about. Finally, he persuaded her to

tell the story:
It appeared that more than fifty years ago the

mansion and plantations about it belonged to Abram
Collins, an elderly gent'eman whose folks had held
it long before the Civil War. His only child was
Adrienne, a beautiful, vivacious girl. Col.in's was
almost bankrupt and his lands mortgaged to Dale
Lawrence, a wealthy young man. Collins wanted
Adrienne to marry Uale. certain then that his daugh-
ter would be provided for. Adrienne thought she
loved a childhood playmate of hers. Bob. She felt

that Dale was buying her, but finally, for her father's

sake, she married Dale. Dale was really a fine man.
but two vears after their marriage Adrienne still

refused him her love. Abram Col. ins in the mean-
time died. Adrienne, although she would not admit
it, had grown to care a great deal for her husband.
During this time Bob had continued to write to her,

but she had stopped answering his letters. One
night as Adrienne was undressing to go to bed. she
saw in her mirror the reflection' of Bob quietly

entering her room through the window. She tried to

make him go away, but he would not unless she
went with him. Bob embraced her, and as she
struggled to free herself Dale entered the room. The
two men fought until Bob, badly beaten, drew a gun
and shot Dale. Too late now, Adrienne realized

that she loved the man who was dead. Unwilling to

cause more bloodshed, she helped Boy bury his body
in' the cellar, then sent Bob awav. People thought
Dale had deserted Adrienne. because they knew of

her harsh and bitter attitude toward him. Bob
was never again heard of. But ghostly rumors of

her chamber reached the ears of the townspeople

—

rumors of a spot of blood on her bedroom floor that
could not be washed away—and a spirit which nightly
visited this stain and on it prostrated itself there.

Adrienne lived on in the old mansion' with Creole,

but her life was filled with sorrow and regret, until

she became feebleminded. She thought of herself

once more as a child, until she died.

Thus it was that only Creole knew the truth. Mr.
Hale had Dale's body exhumed, and had him properly
buried beside his wife. Thus was he joined in death
with her whom he had not had in life. And the
ghost of Collin's Mansion' disappeared.

SPANISH LOVE

Constance and Charlotte Fleming File No. 3393

ALTHOUGH Ramon loves her devotedly, Mar-
quita is fascinated by the handsome young mil-

lionaire, Don Burton, who is vacationing from
The strain of New York life in Barcelona, Spain. She
spends every available moment with him, to fnc

chagrin of the tortured Ramon. Ramon is a toreador,
and in his most crucial contest in the arena, glimpses
Marquita with her mother and father. The thought
that the girl he loves is watching him, spurs him
on to new effort and he fights gallantly. Looking
up to her box for approval, he sees her throw a rose
to Don Burton, sitting in the tier below. For a

moment, Ramon is sickened with the agony caused
by her indifference, and in that moment, the bull

charges, and he is nearly gored to death. Burton
leaves for America, and Marquita follows him to the

dock. She cannot bear the thought of leaving him,
and hides on the boat as a stowaway.

She manages to "vamp" a steward who brings her
food, and conceals her from the captain. When the

boat nears the Statue of Liberty she is discovered, btrt

50 potent are her charms, that the captain, too, is

taken by her loveliness and the pathos of her story.

He helps her to dock safely in New York.
For a few days Marquita stays in a cheap hotel,

desiring, yet not daring, to go to the Burton home.
She wants to come to Don dressed as an "Americano,"
not in her simple Spanish costume. She obtains work
as a waitress and skimps and saves until she has the
money to buy an atrocious American outfit which
affords a ludicrous contrast to her flashing beauty,
and nearly extinguishes it.

She takes a cab to the Burton mansion, and with
renewed confidence in Don's love, and her own charm,
walks up the broad path to the house. The luxury
and the beauty of her surroundings enthrall her, and
she wanders about the grounds before entering the
house. She hopes that she will see Don in the

garden, and they will greet each other in the romance
of the oak grove. She does see Don—playing tennis

with a handsome blonde. Don is less interested in

the blonde girl's tennis than he is in her kisses. When
Marquita sees Don embrace the girl—worn out as the

little alien is with hunger, and strain—she faints. Don
stumbles on the prostrate figure, carries her into

the house and revives her. Looking at her faithless

lover, XLtrquita understands for the first time the

agony that Ramon went through when she ignored

him for the Americano. "Americano love — —
" she

muses bitterly, and realizes her place is with her
own people, whom she loves and who understand her.

.Marquita wires to Barcelona imploring her parents'

forgiveness, which is granted. She returns to her

old home, and the loyal arms of her Spanish love.

THE RESCUE

File No. 3433

Alic

Jane Whitney

THE brunt of the household work fall

Hunt, illegitimate daughter of the baker's wife

who hates the fifteen-year-old girl, beats her and
pretends not to notice the advances which the baker
makes to his foster-daughter. The woman is so

grateful to the man for marrying her, that she
condones his every action. One time, Henry, the
delivery boy, finds .the baker forcing himself on the

little girl, and attacks the man. Henry loses his

job. Alice's grandmother secretly gives her money
and the child runs away to Albany. The "runaway
girl" case causes much comment in the newspapers.
The baker insists on the recovery of the girl for

his own good reasons, while the mother weeps
crocodile tears for her lost daughter, who has

_
re-

lieved her of so much housework and baby-tending.
The grandmother, dying, cannot go in peace until

she is assured of Alice's future. She tells the story

to her neighbor, who explains the case to Mr. Grant
and his wife, social workers. Because the girl is

not yet sixteen, they arrange to put her under the

protection of the Gary society. Headlines blazon the

discovery of Alice and her return. She is met at

the train by Grant and Miss Kay, his assistant. On
Henry's evidence, the grandmother's story told by
the neighbor, and the welts on Alice's arm, the courts

take her away from her unnatural family and put
her on probation under Miss Kay.
Miss Kay secures a position for the girl in_ the

home of Doctor Ecks. Unknown to her guardians,

the doctor exerts a hypnotic power over Alice. When
Miss Kay and Alice's school teacher at last begin

to suspect something hypocritical in the doctor's

bene\'olent attitude, rhey attempt to take her away.
"The doctor cajoles Miss Kay to allow Alice to stay

a few days longer that she might romplet'^ s^h'^ 1

work in which she is engaged. Miss Kay reluctantly

consents. When she returns to call for Alice the

doctor tells her the girl has fractured her leg. Miss
Kay sees Alice with her leg in splints, Alice remains
at the doctor's home for the remainder of the sum-
mer Finally, the leg is pronounced "healed," and
Miss Kay takes Alice awav to help her in social

work. The girl admits the leg was never broken,

but that the doctor hypnotized her into remaining.

Alice is happy to be removed from the doctor's power.
Henry, the boy who has loved her a long time and
whose evidence saved her from returning to the

home of her mother and foster-father, proposes to her.

She refuses him since her experience with men lias

been so unhappy that career is more inviting to

her than marriage. Alice goes for a walk with Henry,
and the boy, saving her from drowning when they

cross a rickety bridge, is injured. She bandages his

head and in that moment realizes what she wants

to be—a nurse. Alice enters training as a nurse,

and Henry, to make himself worthy of her, goes to

night school and studies medicine.

The doctor follows the girl to the hospital. Miss

Kay and the Grants receive a telegram: "The doctor.

Afraid. Come quick. Alice." Mrs. Grant and Miss

Kay feign illness and obtain rooms adjoining the one

where Ahce is confined because the doctor has pro-

nounced her "seriously ill." Mr. Grant confides the

sinister story to the superintendent of the hospital.

When the doctor is suddenly called away by the

serious illness of his mother, he insists that Ahce is

better and that she must accompany him to nurse

his mother. The superintendent refuses, saying Ahce
is not a graduate nurse. Her friends, ^vlthout the

doctor's knowledge, remove her to a children's hos-

nital. Grant warns the doctor that legal steps will

be taken if he continues his persecution of the girl.

The doctor slinks away. At Alice's graduation he

reappears, but she realizes he no longer has any

power over her. Henry, too, has completed his med-
ical course, and he, as an interne, and she. as a

capable graduate nurse, enter the same hospital to

d find true love in one another.

CHILDREN OF ISRAEL

Lena Henthorn File No. 3378

THE more the Children of Israel were persecuted

and afflicted by the King of Egypt, the more
»hey multiplied until their numbers became so

great that Pharoah was afraid. He commanded the

midwives, when they went to deliver the Hebrew
mothers, that they should kill the boy babies, but

let the girls live. Tlie midwives. fearing God, did

not destroy the male children, but there was always

fear for the lives of these infants. A couple, having

a boy-child, hid him for three months, but when
they could no longer conceal him. they made an

ark of bulrushes, put the child within, and hit it

among the blue flags of the river. The King's

daughter found it and adopted the child. A little

girl, who had been placed in the bushes by the mother
of the babv to report to her the fate of her child,

returned with the news that the King's daughter

found it. The mother was hired as nurse to the

child, and Pharoah's daughter loved him as her own
and called him Moses. In his youth he walked
among his own people. Seeing an Egyptian beating

a Hebre\y, Moses murdered the persecuter and hid

him in the sand. Later he rebuked a Hebrew and

the man said to him: "Who are you to rebuke me?
Do vou intend to kill me as you did the Egyptian?"

Moses, terrorized at this disco\'ery, fled to the land
of Midian.
Near the well he met the daughters of the Priest

of Midian. He aided them to water their sheep, in

spite of the attacks of enmical shepherds. The
Priest was grateful and gave Moses his daughter,
Xipporah, to wife. In the meantime, the Hebrews
were becoming more and more oppressed and their

cries reached Heaven. Moses led the flocks of his

father-in-law into the desert, and there God appeared
before him in a burning bush and told him to deliver

his people. Moses was afraid, unsure of his capa-
bility to free the chosen people, but the Lord told

Moses that He would be with him. He ordered
Moses to cast his cane o'n the ground. Moses did

so and it became a serpent. The Lord ordered him
to pick it up by the tail, and again it became a
cane. The Lord ordered Moses to put his hand in

his bosom. Withdrawing it, Moses saw that it

was leprous. The Lord told him to put it again in

his bosom, and this time, withdrawing it, Moses
saw it was again clean. The Lord told Moses he
would send Aaron to help him and be his spokesman,
since Moses did not speak plainly.

Dubiously convinced. Moses set out for Egypt with
his wife and two sons. In the desert he met Aaron,
and they kissed, and gathered the Elders of the Qiil-

dren of Israel. Moses and Aaron obtained audience
with Pharoah and demanded the release of their

people, in the name of God. "Who is the Lord that
I should obey His voice? I know not the Lord,
neither will I let the people go. Now, get you to

your burdens," replied Pharoah. Moses jeft the
palace to pray, and the Lord encouraged him. He
returned to the palace and again demanded the
release of his people in the name of the Lord. Phar-
oah asked him for a miracle. Moses told Aaron to

cast his rod before Pharoah. Aaron did as he was
commanded, and the rod turned to a serpent. Phar-
oah called his sorcerers—they, too, cast down their

rods and which turned into snakes—but the serpent
of Moses' rod swallowed those of the sorcerer's.
Still Pharoah was not convinced, although with the
help of the Lord, Moses called down upon the Egyp-
tians the warning miracles of bloody waters, frogs,

lice, flies, plague, hail, darkness, boils, and the deaths
of the first-born sons. When Pharoah's best-loved
and oldest son was stricken, he became afraid, and
released the People of Israel. They left for the
wilderness, guided by an angel of the Lord, who
went before them in a cloud of smoke by day and
a pillar of fire by night. The Egyptians pursued
them, and the Children of Israel were frightened.
The angel of the Lord, in a cloud of smoke, removed
from before the Hebrews and went behind them,
so darkness enveloped the Egyptians, but there was
light for the Israelites. Moses stretched his rod
over the Red Sea, and the waters divided, allowing
them to pass safely between the waves. But when
the Egyptians tried to follow, the waves rushed to-

gether again and the enemy was drowned. The
Children of Israel passed over on dry ground, and
on the opposite shore they sang of the horse and
his rider that were lost in the holy sea.

THE MARKED HAND

Mary P. Silva File No. 3413

UP IN the Maine woods Mrs. Winters had taken
her son, Fred, to save what remained of her
broken boy. Fred's father had been a doctor

and Fred had just finished school when the terrible
thing happened. L'nknown to any of them, he had
been fed drugs in his food until he was a wreck.
His father refused to believe his innocence, but on
the night that he ordered him out of his home, he
was visited by a stranger who told him that he
had drugged Fred and would disclose it to the world
unless he were paid. Mr. Winters refused and,
maddened at the blackmailer, tried to stop him from
leaving the house, but was shot dead.
Fred and his mother both saw the blackmailer

escaping, but saw nothing save his left hand, which
had a strange black mark on it. Now, thoroughly
cured, Fred and his mother are soon to go back to
the city. One night during a storm, Fred's dog
conies back with a man's hat. Fred goes out with
him and finds a wounded man lying in the pathway.
He brings him home, extracts the bullet and nurses
him back to health. The stranger identifies himself
as Frank Blake, a lawyer. Blake tells them how
one. James Smith, had courted his daughter, Helen.
One day Blake discovered that Smith had beerf drug-
ging her. and has him thrown out. Smith demands
money or threatens revenge. Blake was detained
in court and on his return home he found his home
wrecked and his servants wounded. Helen had dis-

appeared. Then he received a letter telling him
that Helen was in the mountains in Maine. Blake
rushed off and did not realize until he met a man
in the woods that he had been trapped. This man
had been shot and left for dead.
Fred and his mother recognized Smith as his father's

murderer. He sets out for New York with a letter

from Blake to the Chief of Police. He takes his

dog with him. In New York he visits Blake's home,
gets a picture of Helen, and then visits the Chief of

Pohce. To him Fred relates the story. The Chief
calls in two of his men and they identify Smith as
a criminal, James French. They knoCv French's
hang-out. a gambling hell and dance hall, and plan
an attack.
That night, Fred, his dog, and the detectives sneak

into French's place. Hidden, they watch French as
he tries to force Helen to maro' him, telling her
her father is dead. Helen refuses, and is dragged
out to the dance floor. French threatens to whip
her unless she dances. Helen refuses, and the crowd
warns French to stop. French has Scarface cover
the crowd with a gun and "is about to strike her
when Fred lets loose his dog. The dog dowms Scar-
face and French, and out steps Fred and the detec-
tives. Fred whips the murderers with their owr,
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whip and turns them o\'er

Helen home and cares for 1

fall in love, and then when she
of her father's rescue. Thus, c

mind and body, they go to join thi

happiness.

the police. He takes
until she is well. Tliey
she is well, tells her

TWINS OF THE UTAH TRAIL

File No. 3377George M. Crow

WHEN thev were children. Rex and Joe Roan,
twin brothers, were separated bv Mexican
bandits, who killed Mr. and Mrs. Roan and

carried Joe off with them to raise him in their crim-
inal band. Rex is now right-hand man to Jim
Standfort, owner of the 2 Bar W. Although the

young man's heart is in his work, he is ever on
the lookout for his missing twin. His search for his

brother and his loyalty to Standfort are the two
main passions of his Hfe. Standfort has heard rumors
of a rustler gang in the vicinity and is fearful, for

he plans to ship a herd of cattle soon and wants
no "hitch" in his plans. He needs the money badly
to meet a note assumed for the education of his

daughter, Alice.
Alice is expected home from school the same day

that the cattle are to be rounded. Rex finishes his

work with the cattle and is ^counting them, to make
sure that none are missing, when he sees approaching
on horseback the most beautiful creature his eyes
have yet had the fortune to rest upon. She intro-

duces herself as Alice Standfort, twits him because of

his bashfulness in not coming with the other rangers
to meet her at the train, and soon wins the heart
of the young man. By sunset they are fast friends
and the expression in their eyes at supper is very
pleasing to Mr. Standfort, who loves Rex as his

The cattle are shipped safely and Rex cannot under-
stand why the rustlers have made no attempt to

steal them. Happy days follow, during which Rex
and Alice fall ever more deeply in love. One after-

noon Rex is riding out-of-the-way trails, still search-
ing for his missing brother. Clues which he has
picked up lead him to beHeve that Joe is somewhere
in the vicinity. He sees Alice in the distance, but
when he catches up to her, she wheels off in another
direction. For a while she refuses to speak to him,
but then she accuses him of being an outlaw and of

coldly "cutting" her when she spoke to him in the
postoffice of the town. She spurs her horse and
gallops away before he can explain. Rex realizes

that she must have seen his twin brother.
Rex spends a sleepless night on sand and rocks.

At dawn he is awakened by noise of horses' hoofs.

He spies the Mexican bandit chief who led the attack
on his father and realizes the desperado and his

gang are going to hold up the stage coach which
carried the payment for Standfort's cattle. With
the help of a masked stranger, Rex kills the bandits
and saves the stage coach and its precious freight.

The stranger removes his mask, and Rex sees his

twin. The brothers have a joyous reunion and then
gallop to town to bring the money they have saved
to the sheriff. Joe Roan explains he was kidnapped
when a small boy and forced to become an accomplice
in the robber gang. However, he had always planned
for escape and revenge on the murderers of his

father, and this day is the culmination of his dream.
The sheriff pardons Joe for his past misdemeanors
in view of the service he has rendered. Alice meets
both brothers at the same time and receives full

explanation. Rex and AHce, married, start down
the Utah Trail together.

SHIP OF FATE

Han Conroy File No. 3411

THE story opens aboard the steamer, "Belgaria,'

on its course to the South Seas. The boat is

bucking a heavy sea, and is making very little

headway. On the ship is Robert Thurman, a young
man of moderate means, who is travelling with his

wife, Ellen Crosby. While he is walking on the
deck alone, he meets Margie Ogburn, an old friend,

who he was once engaged to, but she had returned
his ring and they had not seen each other since.

Margie is married to Phillip McConnell. a rough,
burly drunk, and she is very unhappy. They both
are glad to see each other again and, on seeing each
other again, some of their old love returns.
The storm becomes more severe and the captain

receives a wire that a large buoy has broken loose
and is in the path of the steamer. Tt is impossible to

see but a short distance ahead, due to the storm.
About midnight all the passengers have retired, with
the exception of a few men, who remain in the saloon
to drink, Margie becomes nervous as the storm
grows worse and Phillip does not come to the state-

room, so she goes to Robert's stateroom. As she
enters there is a crash and the ship lists. It had
hit the buoy. The passengers rush from their rooms
and dash to the life-boats. Robert hurries Ellen and
Margie to a boat.

The following morning a small boat is seen nearing
a small tropical island. In it is Robert, Ellen, Margie,
Miss Tuttle, who is an old maid, and several other
members of the passengers and crew. They land on
the sandy beach of the island and they make their

camp. There is no trace of the other Hfe-boats, nor
any sign of help. Margie realizes she does not love
Phillip, but loves Robert, who is also falling in love
with hei", but because of Ellen neither express their

feelings. Ellen is unaware of the growing love be-

tween Robert and Margie; to her they are just
friends. Miss Tuttle tries to arouse Ellen's jealousy,
but is unsuccessful.
On a beautiful moonhght night several weeks later

Margie and Robert walk up the beach.. After quite

a while they stop and sit down. Ellen, not knowing

she is following them, goes up the beach and hap-
pens upon the scene just as Robert takes Margie in

his arms and kisses her. They do not see her and
she hurries back to the camp, heartbroken. The next
morning she is very sick with fever. Margie and
Robert do all they can for her, but she seems to

lose ground. When they are alone, Ellen tells

Margie that she knows about their love and that
she is going to die. Margie tries to comfort her and
tells her that Robert really loves her, Ellen. As the
days pass Ellen becomes weaker and weaker.

Suddenlv into the camp comes Phillip and several
men. They had landed on the other side of the
island and had come around. They are all drunk,
and Phillip accuses Robert of taking his wife, and
wants to start trouble. Robert tells him that Ellen
is sick and to be quiet, but he and the men continue
to sing and carouse. Margie goes over to him to
explain and to quiet him, and he pushes her away
roughly. Robert charges him and they fight. Ellen,
hearing the trouble, manages to crawl to the dour
of her hut. The two fight fiercely for several min-
utes; then suddenly someone shouts and points out
into the water. A boat is entering the cove. Robert
instantly releases Phillip and joins the others in

hailing the boat. Phillip rushes over, grabs a knife,

and charges upon Robert, whose back is turned.
Margie sees it and Ellen, also. Margie jumps in

front of the knife and the blade sinks into her
shoulder. A shot is heard and Phillip drops. Ellen
smiles and her head drops to one side. From her
hand a small pistol dangles. She dies. Margie has
only a flesh wound in her shoulder, and she returns
with Robert on the boat.

FORGOTTEN MEN

Ernestine and Hilda Dennis File No. 3443

JOAN was an unconscious coquette. Tt was in

her blood—and she could do nothing about it. At
the brilliant farewell party given in her honor

before she left for Europe, Stanley, her loyal sweet-
heart of childhood days, declared he loved her. Joan
was not positive if she loved him, too. but she kissed
him dreamily and half-promised to return to him. Her
friends warned her not to return with a prince, and
she laughingly scoffed at their prophecies. Stanley
gave her a charm, which had belonged to his mother
as a souvenir to keep her from forgotting him. She
accepted the gift tenderly and waved to him until the
'ship was far out at sea and he was but a dot on
the wharf. While her Mammy Liz unpacked the
luggage. Joan sat in her deck chair reading. Al
Gibbs, attracted by her beauty, introduced himself,
and a shipboard romance started which climaxed
with a fervent kiss as the boat neared the coast
of England. Gibbs implored her not to forget him
and presented her with an emerald ring to remind
her of him.

In London, Joan touched the hearts of many men
and a few caused an acceleration in her own heart-
beat. She was introduced to the Princess Veronica,
who invited Joan to visit her in the kingdom of

Marcelona, and the American girl gladly accepted
the invitation. The morning she left was a sad one
for her admirers, and each one sent her some souvenir
to remind her of his love and hope for her hand in
marriage. Joan accepted each gift with her sweet,
dreamy smile, and left a number of hopeful hearts in

London, weaving dreams of the Romance-girl, Joan.
Political difficulties in Marcelona made it unsafe

for her to ride alone through the castle grounds,
but she prevailed upon the Princess Veronica to allow
her to venture without a guard. On one of her ram-
bles she met Revenal, the most striking man she had
ever seen, wearing the garb of outlaw. He removed
a nail from her horse's hoof and they exchanged a
few words. That night Joan could not sleep for
thinking of him. Each day thereafter they met in

the woods which skirt the palace. Once a wild beast
attacked them. Revenal drew his dagger and Joan
her revolver. The beast was stabbed by Revenal, but
in the confusion and terror, Joan shot Revenal in

the arm. She was afraid to run to the castle for

help, for she suspected he would be arrested. Enlist-
ing the Princess Veronica's aid, they moved him to
the gardener's cottage. The prime minister, who
had persecuted Joan with his attentions, became sus-
picious. She swallowed her distaste and desperately
coquetted with him, finally obtaining a written release
for Revenel. During his convalescence their attrac-
tion for each other ripened into deep love. Rumors
of war and political difficulties in Marcelona could
not shake her happiness. Forgotten were the sou-
venirs her former admirers had given her. She
needed no memories but the realities of Revenel's
kisses. One day she returned so the cottage but
he had disappeared. For weeks she heard no word
from him. An viprising occurred, the prime minister
was killed and Veronica and Joan fled to London.
There Joan—once such a gay coquette—no longer
cared for social activities of any kind. All day she
brooded among her souvenirs of memory. The arrival
of a telegram interrupted her revery. It advised
Joan and Veronica to return immediately to Mar-
celona—that Veronica was to be re-instated upon the
throne. They returned and were greeted by cheering
soldiers and waving banners. The prime minister-
oppressor of the people—was dead. A mysterious dic-
tator efficiently guided the rehabilitation of the coun-
try. As Veronica and Joan breathlessly wended their
way to the hall of state, they saw upon the dais

—

Revenal. He had fled political enemies and thus
had no opportunity to communicate safely with his
sweetheart. Amid great pomp and ceremony, Joan
married her lover—Prince Revenal. Weeks later, as
she was looking through her effects, she discovered
the charm, the emerald ring, and the countless other
souvenirs that men had given her. Together, Revenal
and Joan, destroyed them as the girl, who had once
been the gayest flirt on two continents, confided to
her husband that she wanted no other memories than
the ones created by their love.

THE LAND OF PROMISE

John Flynn File No. 3429

IN A small Irish village lived five young people,
who were anxious to find the Land of Promise.
John Egan was engaged to Eileen O'Brien; his

sister. Mary, loved a man who had gone to America
to seek his fortune, and his brother, James, was
fancy-free, although Ellen Casey had often cast provo-
cative glances in his direction. An old childhood
friend returned to the village on a visit from. America.
His clothes were so fine, his money so plentiful, and
so grandly did he treat all his old friends to free
drinks at the inn. that the imagination of the young
people was fired with eagerness to discover for
themselves the Eldorado from which he came. John
announced to Eileen that he was leaving for the
States, and she declared she would leave with him.
At first their parents demurred, but when memory
brought back to them the vision of their own youth—
their leave-taking of their own parents and homes
for love, they consented. Mary told her brother to
find Tim White upon his arrival in the States and
to sound him on his feeling for her. She still loved
him and if he reciprocated the feeling, she planned
to join him. On the eve of their emigration, John
hired fiddlers and provided free beer for all the
townspeople. They danced and sang and drank latc
into the night. Soon John and Eileen arrived in
America and there, after some hardship and trials,

became comfortably established. They called on Tim
White and learned his heart still belonged to Mary.
Receiving this information, Mary, too, left homeland
and famuy to join the man she loved.
James Egan, the one son who remained at home

pondered wistfully on the fortunes of his brothei
and sister. He envied the adventures they were
having, and one day, he, too, left the village and
embarked on the ship for America. Only his lonely
old parents and the faithful Ellen Casey remained,
of the old group, in the village. Ellen gladly would
have left with James, but he did not want to be
burdened with a woman on his adventures. She
moved to the Egan home, where she cheered the
old people and dreamed dreams with them of their
children's success.
Tim White went into politics, made a fortune, and

lavished Mary with a luxurious home, servants and
clothes. Her wealth to her, however, was as dust
and ashes, for Tim was a notorious philanderer, and
gave Mary everything but his faithfulness. Night
alter night, while he roistered with some woman in
a night club, she would stand before her French
windows overlooking her spacious grounds and muse:
"So this is the Land of Promise." Tears would
course slowly down her cheeks.
Eileen and John moved to the Middle West, where

they barely made their living. But as they looked
at their healthy, merry children, filling the house
with gayety and pranks—as they piled into their
Ford and chugged into the country for a Sunday
afternoon picnic^they would look into each other's
eyes and think: "So this is the Land of Promise.

'

James came to New York and earned a great deal
of money as a singer. He drank, dissipated, and
caroused—until suddenly overcome with the hollovv
travestv of the whole thing—he returned to Ireland.
There, as he saw the welcome on Ellen's face, he
also saw his Land of Promise.

THE "THREE BIRDS"

Jane Whitney File No. 3417

HIS maiden Aunt Ellen's insistence that her
nephew, John, build two cabins on Schuyler
Island, and that they move out there for the

summer, puzzles the boy. He cannot understand
why his- aunt should desire to give up the comforts
of her hotel to undergo camp hfe for three months.
He confides to his sweetheart, Elsy, that he suspects
his aunt of benevolent intentions—he thinks she is

inveigling him into building the cabins, at the same
time planning to turn over the cabins and the island
to him and Elsy for their honeymoon gift. Elsy
admits it is like Aunt Ellen to hatch such a plan
for her beloved nephew. They discuss the rumors
that have been circulated about Schuyler Island as
a bootleggers' "hangout," and John tries to dis-
suade his aunt from her project by retailing to her
hair-raising stories of the liquor sfnugglers on the
Island. She pooh-poohs the tales and shortly after
John and she establish themselves on Schuyler Island.
The first night Tohn wanders to the cove to see if

the boat, the "United B," is safely moored. He
hears voices and, half-hidden in a woodchuck house,
screened by juniper bushes, he overhears men plot-
ting the smuggling of liquor, dope and ahens. They
mention the "Three Birds," planes which will land
on the island the following day with the contra-
band. LTndiscovered, John leaves his hiding place
and returns to the cabin to beg his Aunt Ellen to
attend Cousin Em's party the following day. She
flatly refuses to substitute a stuffy party for a
healthy day outdoors. He tells her of the bootleggers,
and she immediately becomes more interested than
ever in the island. Aunt Ellen then explains to her
nephew that the following day she is keeping a
thirty-year tryst with an old sweetheart. They never
married because at first he was forced to support
his mother and sisters; then the war intervened and
they drifted apart. He has become, in the meantime,
one of the most powerful men in the country—yet
he has not forgotten the tryst made thirty years ago.
Aunt Ellen shows John the letter announcing her
old lover's arrival.

The next morning John leaves for the mainland
to secure the sheriff or the revenue agents. In the
meantime. Aunt Ellen is accosted by three rough-
looking men. She invites them to her larder, schem
ing to lock them in there, when a motorboat arrives
and a crowd of gay young people invite her to go
with them on a three-day pleasure cruise. There
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are officers in the boat ami by a clever ruse. Aunt

Ellen lets them know that the three men she uitro-

duces as her ice-house mechanics, are really outlaws.

Aunt Ellen's wordless protest against remaming on the

island alone is answered by John s fiancee, J:.lsy,

who was in the pleasure craft. Reahzmg they are

outnumbered, the bootleggers sullenly step aboard

the craft. One drops a paper and Aunt Jillen liur-

riedlv steps on it. Elsy and she examme it and

ieavn the plans of the smugglers, tlsy and Aunt

Ellen wail in tense expectation for the arrival ol

the "United B." They sight five more bootleggers

in the quarry. Elsy signals the ' United B wit.i

a towel taken from the clothesline, and the officers

capture the outlaws. Ellen reveals the bootleggers

plan to the deputy sheriff. The men are to signal

the "Three Birds" which will shortly land on the

island The sheriff discovers more spies of the

outlaw gang asleep in the cellar. He seizes them

and when the "Three Birds" fly over the island,

forces them to give the landing signal. The first

plane and its liquor bootleggei- is neatly apprehended

as is also the second, with its bootleg aliens. But

the arrest of the occupants of the third plane strikes

a chill to Aunt Ellen's heart. Her sweetheart of the

thirty-year tryst is being handcuffed as a dope

^"xi^^ d'ignified gentleman finally explains that he

missed his train, found this plane and ran toward

it shouting: "Schuyler Island." The disgruntled pilot

then revealed that "Schuyler Island" was the agreed

password and he took the gentleman for his pas-

senger and partner in dope smuggling The boot-

leggers are taken to the mainland and John looks

at his beaming aunt and her sweetheart. "Oho, he

savs "you wanted me to build these cabins for your

own honeymoon!"
"Don't be ridiculous,

"Why do you think I

lephew," snaps .Aunt Elle

irdered two cabins?"

TREACHERY

A. E. Leslii File No. 3375

CROSSING the Sahara with his companion. Roy
is happily certain that he has one of the best

buddies and truest friends in Africa. Roy does

not realize that his pal, Roger, is a pal only insofar

as their wishes do not conflict. They find an Enghsh
girl lying prostrate in the sand, and learn she has

escaped from an Arab tribe which has murdered her

brother and cousins. The Arabs pursue and Roy
and Roger rescue the girl, killing her enemies. Both

men fall in love with the girl and she tells them

she will marry that one who most distinguishes him-

self durini; the coming year. They return with

her to Bokhar, where she obtains work as a stenog-

rapher, and Roy and Roger strive for her favor.

Roger bribes a disreputable physician and dope addict

to render a decision in his favor in a prize fight

that he enters. Roger knocks out his opponent by

a foul and the doctor pronounces it a fair hit. The
trickster wins great glory and the girl, Mamie, an-

nounces their engagement.
In the meantime, Roy saves a half-crazed native

from drowning. In his dog-like gratitude, the native

shadows Roy and those whom he knows Roy loves--

Mamie and Roger. A gleam of sanity and craft

returns to the madman when he overhears an alter-

cation between the physician and Roger—when the

former reviles Roger for not keeping his part of

the bargain and paying him half the proceeds. Tlie

native scrawls a warning to Mamie, and she breaks

her engagement. For some time the fact has been

dawning upon her that Roger is not the fine char-

acter she was led to believe. She reahzes Roy's sin-

cerity, and flees to him for protection. Mamie warns
Roy that Roger is not a true friend, and '-

ster on a drizzly night with a young whippersnapper
—when she might be sitting in the luxurious comfort

of the Van Horn drawing room with her father—in-

furiates him. Tlierefore, when Murray asks Van
Horn for a loan, the latter very irately thunders,

"No," and returns to his jealous brooding.

The next night Murray returns to make one last

effort for the loan He is desperate, not only because

he faces arrest, but because he feels that Sylvia

is slipping from him. Grant still refuses the loan,

for Sylvia again is out with Jack, and her father

is still nursing his wrath. Murray and Grant argue,

and in the ensuing scuffle. Grant draws a revolver

The younger man attempts to seize the gun, and

Grant is shot through the heart.

Murray disposes the body in a secret panel, known
only to himself (since Van Horn is dead). The pres-

sure on the secret panel releases a spring in the

fireplace— it swings open, and Murray gasps to see

a safe full of money. Furtively he pockets a hundred
thousand and closes the safe. While walking towards

the door, he nervously pulls out his watch and, un-

noticed by him, his handkerchief falls to the floor.

Jack and Sylvia return and the girl promises to

elope with her lover the next day. She enters the

silent house and is oppressed by a sense of fore-

boding. She cannot find her father anywhere, but

sees a revolver on the floor and a handkerchief,

marked "G. M." She calls the police, but they

can oflier no clue. The handkerchief she stuffs into

the pocket of her coat.

Murrav returns to look for the revolver. He plans

to make his getaway on his mortgaged yacht, and

force Sylvia to go with him. Since he has become
a murderer, the man feels that he cannot be thwarted

in any desire. His words arouse suspicion in the

girl. She accuses him of having some connection

With the disappearance of her father. He attempts

to force his attentions upon her. Sylvia screams, and

Tack, who has been cruising round and round the

block, after the fashion of blissful lovers, hears the

call for help. Murray draws his revolver on Jack;

Sylvia tries to shield her sweetheart and ts acci-

dentally wounded by Murray. The latter makes his

getaway on his yacht, but Jack calls the police, who
notify the navy department. A destroyer captures

Murray and his yacht, and he is returned for trial.

He confesses the murder of Van Horn and sur-

renders the money he has stolen.
, . .

After the trial, Sylvia and Jack are also missing.

slander which the latter has told her about his "pal.

Roy sees Roger's half-brother breaking into Roger s

home. He attacks the burglar and, in the scuffle,

the knave is killed. Roger bribes witnesses to swear

that Roy is the man who attempte4 to burglarize his

house and that his half-brother was murdered in

his defense. Roy is convicted on a murder charge

and sent to the French penal island off the coast

of the Guianas.
. .

Mamie sends him money to bribe the jailer and,

with two companions, Roy escapes by canoe to \en-
ezuela. Roger learns, through his spies, that Mamie
plans to join her lover. He speeds to Venezuela

and when Mamie docks, a woman decoy meets her,

saying that Roy has sent her to escort Mamie to

his home. Mamie unsuspectingly follows the woman
and is kidnapped by Roger. Tlie unscrupulous traitor

sends a note to Roy, purported to be from Mamie,
revealing her whereabouts. Roy, oppressed by a

vague sense of foreboding, hurries to the address and

discerns in the gloom a man writhing m fearful

agony. Mamie is gagged and bound to a chair. He
frees the girl and she tells him Roger has acciden-

tally stepped into a trap planted for Roy. Roy can-

not see the man suffer, in spite of the misfortunes

and troubles he has caused. He releases Roger from

the trap and the police administer retribution. Roy
and Mamie are married as a climax to an adventure

which proves to them that "treachery is its own
reward."

James Parsons

MOB LAW"
Walter G. Ragan File No. 3431

File No. 3419

IN THE hope of winning a fortune great enough

to dazzle Sylvia Van Horn, George Murray invests

all his money in a shady, get-rich-quick project,

and faces arrest if he does not obtain one hundred

thousand dollars immediately. On a dismal, rainy

night he calls on Sylvia's wealthy father and asks

him for a loan. Van Horn is in a bad temper he-

cause Sylvia has just defied him when he commanded
her to give up her sweetheart, Jack. The girl has

gone out with Jack into the rain, and the thought

of his recalcitrant child parked in some damp road-

THE vice squad of a large city, Scott, Corda aniJ

Blunt, are in league with a racketeer named
"Machine Gun" Bryant, who directs them in

the lucrative and easy graft of "framing" girls.

Bryant's men seize girls, put them in compromising
situations, and then the vice officers arrest the vic-

tims, thus demonstrating to their superiors that they

are doing their duty and "getting results." Tlie

number of girls arrested on prostitution charges be-

comes so alarming that a girl is afraid to be seen

on the streets without an escort. Wood, editor of

a fearless newspaper, becomes suspicious when his

friend's daughter is arrested. He knows her char-

acter is unimpeachable. He obtains startling evi-

dence, which he plans to publish, when he is shot

in front of his office with a machine gun, and fa-

tally wounded.
. , ^ ,

Wood's daughter, Amelia, while sorting her fath-

er's belongings, finds the evidence he collected. She

determines to continue his work and enlists the aid

of her fiance, Tom Rouston, star reporter. Amelia

becomes police reporter that she might collect first-

hand evidence in order to convict the vice squad

and Bryant. Tom rouses fathers, brothers and

sweethearts of the prosecuted girls to band together

and fight the gangsters. Amelia is recognized by the

vice officer, Corda, and kidnapped. Tom Rouston is

coming out of the office when he sees the girl pulled

into the Corda car. He jumps on the running board

and is pushed off, but not before he recognizes a

henchman of Bryant. He follows in a taxi but loses

them in the traffic. Tom musters his vigilance band,

and in short order six carloads of armed men speed

to Bryant's stronghold. By this time, police arrive,

but are warned not to interfere as the people arc

taking the law into their own hands. A bomb is

exploded and wrecks the front of the Bryant house.

In the confusion, Rouston and his men rush in

ond rescue Amelia. Somebody cries, ' Lynch em,

and the gangsters are seized and dragged into the

street. Rouston rttempts to prevent the lynching,

but to no avail. Gangsters are hung in the street

to telephone and lamp posts. The vice squad is

killed. George Scott, before his death, confesses the

technique of the "frame-ups."
Police refuse to make arrests, and the governor

declares that none of the mob shall be prosecuted

and that all convicted girls shall be freed. Other

gangs in the city, terrified by the fate of Bryant s

men, flee the city like swarms of cockroaches snif-

fing exterminating powder in the air.

Tom and Amelia are married, united not only by
their love, but by the bond of satisfaction resulting

from a piece of work well done.

the growth of the town as a prosperous lumber and
summer resort center. The saloon-keeper, Mike
Brady, and his cronies, attempt to run the town.

They are opposed by Harmon, a fighting minister,

and his two friends—Peter and Bill. Peter is an
athletic, clean-cut man of twenty-eight, with a re-

markable singing voice. His friend. Bill, does not

command quite the respect among the lumberjacks

which Peter receives because of the former s pro-

clivity for doing handsprings, standing on his head,

and demonstrating if he were not such an excellent

business man he would be a success in Rmgling s

circus.
.

Grace, after the termination of an unhappy love

affair in Chicago, when she learns her fiance is

marrying her primarily for her money, comes to

Enterprise to visit her school chum, Harmon's wife.

She hears Peter's voice above all others in chiirch,

and he is attracted by her fairy-hke golden hair.

They meet and become close friends. Tlie "loafers

in Mike's saloon speculate grossly about the strange

young woman in town. Rooney, a burly heavyweight,

vows he will kiss her. He attempts to do so one

night when intoxicated, and Peter knocks him out

with a powerful blow. Rooney is made the laughing

stock of his friends, and vows revenge.
. .

Harmon attacks the saloons and the gang in his

Sunday sermon. He attempts to prevail upon the

newspaper editor to comment editorially on the out-

rage but the editor is afraid of Mike. Bill, Harmon
and Peter plan to buy the paper and send for then-

newspaper friend, Tim Fogarty, to run it.

Mike plans to have his candidates elected by the

voters of the village, and to this end supplies free

drinks during the campaign. The Harmon faction

retaliates with free lunches. Anderson, the mill own-

ers promise that those lumbermen who aid in the

building up of the town, will receive their own
gifts of land as well as their regular salaries. Mike
grumbles that he gives the voters good drinks but

the Andersons give promises. One of the saloon-

keeper's men attacks the minister on election day,

and the parson knocks him out. For this deed his

church is crowded with lumberjacks the next Sunday.

The gang faction is beaten. Grace, Mrs. Harmon
and two school teacher friends—Sylva and Alice—are

jubilant. Sylva is in love with Bill but the latter

is too bashful to propose. He prefers to turn somer-

saults when embarrassed for words. Ahce is an

athlete, who has never gone out with men because

she fears Sylva's teasing. Alice is driven prac-

tically mad by teasing. The girls remark that a

new newspaperman—Tim Fogarty—is coming to town

and will, no doubt, turn out to be her Prince Charm-

ing. She declares furiously that she would die be-

fore assuming the horrible nanie of 'Fogarty.

Tim arrives in town and makes a success ot the

oaper—refusing to be intimidated by Brady's threats.

Alice scrupulously avoids him. Peter is falling in

love with Grace, who has not revealed her identity

and who is now teaching school in Enterprise.

The Brady gang continually seeks revenge on the

law-and-order faction, but is quelled by the football

muscles of Tim, the scientific prizefight methods ol

the Parson, the power of Peter's "right and Bill s

agility. A detective is hired to spy on the Brady

gang which is suspected of causing damage to the

lumber property.
In the meantime, the love affairs of the young

people become complicated. Bill literally stands on

his head, but cannot propose—and Peter, at com-
mencement exercises, sees Grace in expensive gown

and pearls and becomes suspicious. In Alice s class

is a small boy who is exceptionally recalcitrant. He
strikes her in the face when she reproves him, and

she gives him a black eye. His father insults her,

and Tim comes to her rescue. They fall in love-

but she cannot bring herself to marry a man named

P°e^ter 'is challenged to a Fourth of July fight by

the man he knocked out. He disregards the chal-

lenge and Rooney posts bills labelling him a coward.

Peter trounces him privately. Tlie 1-ourth ot July

celebration goes off smoothly. The detective, with

the help of the young people, collects evidence—ana

the Brady "hang-out" is raided. Dynamite stored

there is accidentally ignited during the attack and

the ringleader is killed and his cronies wounded.

Svlva finally proposes to Bill, Alice agrees to be-

come Mrs. Fogarty, and Peter is corrected in his

impression that Grace is a heartless flirt simply

because she has money. A triple wedduig, financed

by Grace's jovial father, takes place in the hotel

of the now-thriving and cleanly httle town of En-

terprise. Each couple receives five thousand from

Grace's father as a wedding gift.

SEXTET OF ENTERPRISE

George H. Moore File No. 3434

THIS is the epic of Enterprise, Michigan, and its

interrelation with the lives and loves of six

young people. The village of Enterprise, at its

inception, is a humble place with unpaved, littered

streets, a church, saloon, hotel and boarding house

for its school teachers. The village is located in a

fifty-thousand-acre lumber tract, owned by the An-
derson brothers. The surrounding country with its

lakes, rivers and wooded islands holds promise for

THE AWAKENING
Dorothy Coons File No. 3401

THE craze for success and power had changed

Frank Darling. Now, on the eve of his appoint-

ment as President of the Company, his home
was brilliantly lighted in preparation for the celebra-

tion of the occasion, Frank, a handsome and well-

built man of about thirty, is standing in the center

of the reception room. He looks proud and happy,

but his eyes and mouth have acquired a hard look

to them. His wife. Beverly, enters the room. She

is beautiful, but the corners of her mouth droop

sadly She has come down to be the first to congratu-

late her husband, but he harshly accuses her of

having no interest except the honor it will give her

as his wife. He makes it plain to Beverly that he

no longer cares for her. since she has borne no heirs

to his " fortune and name, and that the only reason

he tolerates her is because she is a convenient hostess.

That decides Beverly, and although Frank tries, to

make amends that evening and the next morning,

she quietly leaves the house without telling Frank

that she is soon to have a baby.
, ,. •

A little more than a year later finds Beverly living

in another part of the city with her child and her

old maid Fortunately, she had a small income of
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\h-I ..»II, ;ill>l il ^hr IkmI IImI I,,. I, ll.M'|><. ''h' »-''

Ml l,a,l ( fiil.-.l. Ill,,' ,hiv slir u^id ..1 Im;imU',s

Lusiii.-,- f.iil.nc M.s M ri-Biih i.f Ihc sliic-lt ni.-irli.'l

ii.isli, ;ni.l ll.:il l.r li:..s lii-cn ;ic'l'Mse<l o( tile liuinlcr

.,1 (,ii,- ('.til ViMiriK. wilh whijin he li.-iil lieen iliiinK

liiisiiir.,s. (Vrt.iiii llKit Krank wnuiil never sinli

Ih.il lew, slie ileciiles l.i Come lo Ills lliil. Slie

visils tile iKiliee :n\i\ is iicnnitted to »ct- Frank.
I'-raiili is a ehanneil man, He i» overcome at Ik-vcrly's

l;,itliliilMe».s, and when he learns that the liahy is

his, his juy is nnhonmleil. It wives him eonraKi
.,nee more to IlKht. Ileverly llicn visits I'raiik's

lawyer anil they make up a plan (or the day ol the

Irial, On the day i>( the trial, after the dead man's
wife anil secretary testify (hat iMaiik was the last

lierson to have had an' ai)|iointiiienl to e.iiiie that

niKht to see the dead man, Meverly Kets on the

sl,iiid and swears that h'rank had been with her

.Ml the iiiuht of the minder. This is all a triek (..

Kive (r,iiik's lawyer an oi)norHmilv tn liiid the true

mnrdeler. 'nie trick w.nks, ami while Ketch,llll.

Ihe lawyer, is cross-examhiinK all llu- witnesses who
le^tilic-d auainst h'rank, he watches I., (iiid who
ihIkIK have possibly used h'rank's ,aii|ioill(lilent to

.oMi lip. In this way he discovers that .Sheets, the

de.iil man's secretary, had hated his employer (or

sonielhinK he had done, and was in love with 'S'lmnK's

wife. Mrs, Y.ainn tried lo persuade Sheets to kill

her husband so tli,al they conid be (ree for each
"Iher: .Sheets w.is afraid. Mrs. Yomm scornfully

leieets .Sheets, and w,irns him if he is not brave
.iion^h to murder Y.aniR, he cannot have her, S.eiii,.;

bis chance ader h'raiik had left, .Sheets comiiiill.,1

the deed.
Sheets breaks ilown and confesses all. Frank is

(leeil, and leaves with hi,s wife and child to bcKin
all over axain. He lias Icrtvncd his lesson, that

power Is ;ill, lint life is once more worth while,

l,,r he has re^'ained the love .and f.'iilh of his voiitli.

HEARTS OF THE NORTH

Stafford Benson File No. 3379

ON THE shore o( a be.iulidil Like in ii,,rlliwesl

Cannda stood the cabin ol D.oi I'imkhsoh.

Yonn'K, handsome and clean as the air be
bre.ilhed, Dan li,ad lived there akme with only his

Ihree doKs. All the Indians knew him as a friend.

I'lveii (he solitary white (aniily in charRc of lliiiilers

I'osI knew nothniK else about him, <)ne rlay while
on ,1 trip, he was jiiined 1)y two of his Indian friends,

lo,. lee and his wife, .laii'e. After slipi.er, the ohl

Indian lolil Dan nf the arrival of a new t,iclor to the
I'ost, with his wife and danpliter, Dan fell stranKcly
excited; il was live years since he had seen a wliite

The next inorninR he broke cami) to return to his
cabin, resolved on makinR a triii tn the I'ost. Itnt

when he arrived at his cabin he was surprised lo

lliid lint someon'e had broken in and robbed him ol

s..ine .,f his .slippli(-s, D.in is puzzled, because he knows
llie Indians would not do this, and that Ibcrc arc no
wiiile men for miles around, lie linds a chle-(he
iiiiprint of a boat near the shine. I'ackiiiK his

..iiioe, Dan left for the I'ost, His arrival there was
bailed by his Indian friends, who were joined by
I be nVw factor. The new factor is a hue lookiiiK
man, named .lames Taylor, He takes Dan to his

home ,iiid inlrodllces him to his wife and to his

.l.niKhler, liidy, Dan realizes that his hopes ,ire

fiillilled. ludy is Ihe nirl of his dreams. .She had
been born in the wilderness and had lived lli.re wilh
ber li.uellts almost all her life. All Ihe Indians
loved her and called her their Cloldeu-haircd hiieiid.

It docs not take them long- to realize Ihev love
each other, Daif tells ,lndy why he bad come lo

the woods to live. Mis i>arenls had died when be
was <|uitc youiiR. lie bad been put in the care of

friends, who hail Kiveii him a Kood education. lie

had none to work lor a linn of auditors in Monlre.il,
but was never (|iiite liapiiv. lie disliked the con-
buement and Kencral unfrleliilliness of citv life. De-
sides, (here was on'e man, inllnential in his liriu, who
disliked him anil whose dislike Dan relnrned. His
name was Nancy, One dav he caiiKid Kauev insult

iiiK one of the onicc Rirls. Dan thrashed him and
lesiKiied, ileciiliiiK (o leave (he ci(v forever. Several
days later, Dan bids .Imly Koodliye, promisinK to

leluin in three months, before the river freezes,

lie retnrns to his cabin' to hiid that once aKiiin

il had been robbed. This time the thief bad led a

nole siKlied ".1," bcKRiim to be excused, bill |.l.-,ubm;

Ibal he had had to lake some of Dan's provisions
to keel. from slarviiiK.

One dav Dan, while layiiiR out his trap lines, finds
(be trail of the man who had entered his cabin. He
linds ,a boy of sixteen livin'K with his dog, a liig

black, called NiuKcr, Dan Kets the hoy's story. He
bad been left ni charKc of a home hv his father,
who lived .somewhere in the Hudson May district.

Hut (or some time now the father had not come to
see him. In the mcanlimc, the superintendent of

the home had rcnleil the bov, lerry, lo a fiirmer.
.ferry could not abide the' farmer's nu.iimess and

hiially raif awav. He siieiit what lillle iiionev he
li.iil oil an outhi and decided (o look for his fa'ther,

Dan took lerry home with him. Two months later.

Dan and lerrv and Ihe dogs went back to the I'ost

for their winter sui)|ilies. .Duly and Dan are very
hapiiy to be together for the few davs. Then they
set out for the cabin again, D,an iiroiuising to be
back at Christnias time, when the eircuil minister
will have arrived, so that they can' be married,

Tb.' davs go hv and one dav, about a week before
Cbrisliiias, great storm arises. In the midst of
the snow-storm Dan hears a dog-sled inill lip bebne
the door. He and Jerry dash out, and liiid loe, the
ohl Indian, lying in the sleil, almost dead (rom a
gunshot wound. Thev take him into the cabin, Init

m.thing can help In.liau' Joe anymore.
On him Dan liuds a note telling o( the arrival o(

two white men at the I'ost how thev tried to se'l

whisky to the ludi.ois and were slopped by Taylor,

.Old Ibal llirt bad kidnapiied ludv. on,- nl lliem

r'oiiiK .iiie.iil and Ihe other staying behind, lo cover

u|. Ihe trail. It was this secoird one who h,ail killed

Joe. Dan and Jerry set out in the storm wilh their

sleds; Dan to hud the trail of (he kidnaiMier, and
Jerry to the I'osl with Joe's body. Jerry (many
makes the i'ost, after great hanlships. Dan races

on Judy's trail. Dan stops to rest at Indian I'eter s

can. II. I'clcr learns the story and, without telling

Dan, sends his son, a famous warri..r, after Judy,
leltiug Daii s ceil. Teter, himself, traps the second
white man, who has been billowing Dan. Peter's
son brings b,ack liidv and her kidnapper, who turns
,,ul (o be Dan's old enemy, k.aney. It is the lia|i-

l.i, SI Christinas at the I'.ist that ye.ir, when our
inen.ls are all once more uniteil I., see the marriage
.,( Judy and Dan.

ELEVENTH HOUR
Donald Ewing File No. 3-103

U.\|o^'Sl|()'l•sl.^ i!a^.\I'0^'S||()'1•SI.^ llarbai.i has enconraged her
w,-aye abiuit her his

-,s. When she realizes
Ibal Mm- .iH.im bus b.,- - ,:im- -,ide,l anil that John is

ii.il 111 1 iii;iiil ,1 id.-:. I, ..I..- i.i,isl,-rs enrage to tell

hi I li.-i ii,i-.l;il>,-. .\l lii-,l h,- iloes not believe
b.-i. I .lal V r,-.ib/,-s III,- In.pi-l.-ssii.-ss 1,1 lb,- situ-

ation an, I. followini: bis all,-iiial,- aiiibil loii. ,-iilers the
iiiiiiisli-y. A(l,-i- In- is ,,i-,l,iin,-,l, 11,- pi,-(.-rs I,, enter
a mission .1 K ,-.-iili:il /\si.-,lic lrib,-s. The natives
turn against the inissi,.n .iii.l ransack Ibeir belong-
ings, including clotbiiig ,111.1 p,-isoiial clfects. The
nrssionaries cscaiie li.inii, but wilhout extra clothing
thev are birceil I I.iiii iialivc ,lr,-ss. loir some
time lliey are nil ..II I1..111 ,iyib/ali..ii. S.-.ir,li (ails

... ..th. ,'..,'111. bill I.1I-. ..I Ib.-ii |>.-. -,...... I .-ll,',K aic

seen' on ii;ilivi-s ami ..l.-i.l ili. .1 ..s b.- < nri..rs ..1 lb,-

missiiig 1111-11. Tb,-v ,11,- b,-b,-yc-.l I,, b;.v,- l.,-,-ii kill,-,l

l,y III,- la.slib- Irib.-s, 1111,1 vyoi.l I.. Ibal i-tb-.-l is si-nl

I,', h,-a,h|iiarlers. AlU-r Iw,. y,-ars. llu- uiissioiiarics

bii.l lli,-ir w.iv lo ,iyih/ali..ii. |..hii ri-lunis I.. Ihe
Slal,-s an, I is 'iuslalled as minister ,i( a small chiiicb

in his lioiiii- lowii.

VN'b.ii lb,- i,-p,.rl of John's duath reaches Barbara,
sh,- 1,-alizi-s Ibal be is the one man who has soiin,b-,l

ileiillis o[ her soul which no other man has reachcl.
She blames lierscK bir his fate and, recalling the years
,.( Ihi-ir youth together, she knows at last how nnicll

be has meant lo her.

Ntm, two y. - rs l;ii,-r. she vacations with her
inoiher al a sin.,...., .,s...i loliii locates Barbara
but ihies ni.l ,.|.i..i..- b.-. .,1 bis return, (or he has
near, I ,if bi'i -ipi 1, biiir, 111:11 liage. He siieculates
1-11 the .-i-o:,... ulikli l,,r. Is, pi li,-r siiigb- bir Ihe nine
years since he li.is been abs,-iil, ami scarcely ilares

10 lioiH- mat reason is binis.b, II,- walks i.asl her
window li'ight add iiiglil, ami one evi-iiiiig sees
her through the winik.w in the liglil of Ihe lamp—
crying, tt is the night before her weihling. Re-
luriiing to his study, he linds a caller wailing for

linn the groom-to-be, John is asked to perform
the ceremony, ]Ie acce]its the ilnty still hopeful

of a turn of events which will at least s,-l bis iiiiu.l

at rest. The Asialic li:ir.lsliips have cliain;,-.l Ins

ap|.earaiice lo a gr,-at extent. lie is n.. [..iigcr llu-

l.iili- youth ,,( Iwi-ii'ly-onc, but a bronzed man with
,-n:is,-s ..( bar.lsbip and sullcring etched in his erst-

wliib- |. Ill, 1,1 la,-,-.

Ill, 11, si iiioiiiing at eleven, the preparations for

llie w,-,i,liiig ai,- comidele. In an anler,.,..ii, (he

brill, -'s luollu-r ,-oines 1,. c.iisiill lb.- ...i..,-,l,-, .-is lo

Ihe (,.riii of cer,- y and sb,- r,-,-,.,-,i.i/,-, |,.l,ii. Tlie

sll..,-k is Kl-,-al. bill ber joy is khmI'i- I'" sli,- knows
be is the luaii her ilanghler Imly l,.y,-s, II,- |,l.-,l|4,-s

ber lo secrecy, givin'g as his ,-s,-iis,- bis ,iyeisi,.n

I, .wards crealiug a scene. Mrs. \\',-iil w,.i 1 1, prom-
ises reluctantly. He is still uiK-eilaiii ol H.-iibara's

real (eelings. At the altar the girl takes small
notice of tllc c'ergymaii, but as he says; "Do you,
Harbara — — ?" she recognizes an inflection of the
voice, a dicker o( the expression. She clutches his

sli,-i,li,,l b.iiiil, cries "JohnI" and sinks to (he
11,101 ill ., i.iiiii.

H.,1 l...i,is .....ib,-r explain's the situation to the man
wli,, «.i- 1.. bus- been her son-in-law and, aUhough
his r.iiel IS bill.-r, b,- proves lo be ,-1 KallanI loser.

In 111,- nu-aiiliiii,-. in 111,- aiil ,-r, ...lil of Ibe church.
Ilarl.,11,1 an. I

li.l... ,11,- l.ilkiiiK. Slu- lias not yet
rcc,.yi-i,-.l In. Ill lb,- sli,„-k ,,( seeiiiK Ihe man she
has b,-li,-ye,l .U-.,,l, |,.bii I, -lis ber that be had
iiil,-,i,b-,l I,, niiiain ,l,-',i,l 1,, lu-r, nnl il he biim'il au
iinli;i|ipiiK-ss ill li,-r life which be tlunight he might

-,|v, M'.rliai.s y.,11 will ;iliswer a ,|ueslioii 1

was about I,, ask m.u nine years ago'^' he asks.
Sh.- I,i,.ks ,-it him wilh a smile. "Not |ierhaps,

J..bu. I will ami y,iu know it's
—

'yes',"

SINGING RAILS

Dorothy Pobanz File No, 3420

IN Till'', last vear ,.( his nu-.lical cause, Dave
Morgan, a brillian'l y,iung simlent, i.ro|,o.ses to

neverlv Ma.soii. The girl redises him in (avor
o( her young soci,il,)gy in-,ifess,ir Dick Von Marr.
Morgan atlimpts to continue with his medical studies
bill he h.is lost all inlerest in the w,irk. His parents
idan fondly fm- gra, Illation day, when, they will at
last see their beloveil son obtain his degree, but a
week before t'omuicuceiucnt, Dick, walking morosely
aloii'g the railroad tracks, is fascinated by the singing
rails. He "hoiis a freight" and joins the brotherhood
of bittus.

His cronies of the open roatl dub Morgan "Doc,"
for his iiroficiency in easing their aches and pains
and bandaging their frei|iicnt sprains. Morgan soon
accliniates himself lo the nnigh moile of living and
his ambitions ,lie as he barely malVages to live from
dav (,. .lav ,liille,l bv the kindly I.ethe o( booze,
Oiie day ihe (rain in which he is riiliug sirikes
,1 ear. 'rlie iniur,-,l .biver is earricl iiil,. the tr.iiu -

.111.1 M..rKMii recognizes Dick Von Marr, wl i llev-

,ily has, ill the meantime, married. Morg;iii is the
only man in the vicinity who can' a.lminisler lirst

aid. He does his best fcjr Von Marr, The injured
ilian ojiens his eyes, sees Morgan, ami clings to him
pileously, refusing to let him go even \yhen Von
Marr is safely settled in the hospital. He gives
Morgan money to buy clothes and make himself
liresenlalile. Morgan' pulls Von Marr safely through
Ihe ,-i-isis, .'Old Ihe two men become firm friends.
I!,\.il\ :...iv,s I., c-ire for her husband, and joins
Willi 111, Miiiii.-I man in prevailing upon Morgan to
, -..nil. 1,1,- Ills iii,-,ii,-.il course,

I In ..I.I l..ve b. tweeii IJevci'ly and D'ick springs
.ig.iiii into llanie. but neilher has the heart to hurt
kinilly, Irnstin'g Vou Marr.

M,jrgaii reliinis to his studies, graduates with high
honors, and soon is making a brilliant name (or

himself as a piiysician and surgeon, Beverly is con-
fined, and Morgan attends the case. As she is gasp-
ing i^or breath in her greatest iiain, she smiles gal-
lan'tly to her doctor. Th.-u. so low thai be must
bend his head close l,i b,-r lips I,. I..-,-..-, si.,- vyl.isp.-rs:

"It is you I love, Day,- M, .,,;-..." ,\b..i-,,.. .,-;,lizes

thai she will ilie, II,- e.ills \..i. .M;,.. oil., lb,- i-,.,,m,

although his whole desire is lo have these last few
moments of her life alone with her, Beverly dies,
clasping a baud of each of the two men she loves
most in all the wmld. Von Marr will never know
which ban, I r,-eeive,l the mor,- ,1,-sperale pressure.

Morg.-ill s,iv,-s lieverly's bill,- .1.-. ni- 1,1 .-r. and a

year laU-r Morgan ,111, 1 \',.ii M.i.i. uilli bill,- Beverly
betweeir lb, -111, .-mbark for fi -,- 1,. f.,iget their

sorrows in llu- cbil.l they plan I,, bring up together
in nrillaiiy.

THE TRAIL OF THE DRAGON
Murdock PritcheH File No. 3441

T III'', owner of Ihe D.,iible liar ranch, Ji-lf Wils,in
live,l a Dr. lekyll anil Mr. Hvde existence. Ii

his communiiy he was respect'eil as one of tin

but
llu- "fiery Dragon," whose ,-riiii,-s l,-rr,irize,l the
Clllilrysiile. Tlu- a,lj,.ili'ing r.iii,-li. ..w,.,-,l by "Du.le"
leusen'. siilCeri-il llu- l,,ss , ,( many ,-alll,-' through
llie Dragon's manoeuvres. leiisi-u ,li,l n,,t sus]iect

the father of the girl he loved, especially as Wil.son
often ro.'ired his tlireats against the i^rago-n in Jen-
sen's presence.
So serious became the crimes of the mysterious

outlaw that the sherilf's posse w.is mlarged, vigi-

lance doubled, and a twen'i y in ,-
1 b.-ns.inil ikillar

reward was olTcred for his <,i| ,- ,1,1,
1 or alive.

The bank was robbed, the 1,-11,
1 0110,1, i,-,l, anil on

the corpse was brandcl tin- Di;.g..irs m:irk,

JelT ha. I iwo .biughlers. One, Margery, was engaged
to "Dri.le" V\ils,.ii, ,111,1 llu- ollu-r, lane, was in love
with the messenger Tim of Ibe Sealoiiville go',1 mine.
One day, Tim was riding to the bank with Ibirty
thousan'd dollars in gold to deposit in the bank, when
he was accosted by the Dragon, The outlayy rilletl

the messenger and shot him, leaving him f..r ,le;i,l.

Tim was found by Jane, who gall,.p,-,l I.. II..- sberilT

for bell,. Together they carried lb.- i..|..,.-, s to

the town, where he revivcl umler in,-,li,,il ,,,,,-. A
week later, the greater jiart of "limb's" ,-,illl,- was
stolen, The sislers, Margery ami Jane, ,li-teniiine,l

to discover the i.lentity of (be outlaw, tli.it thev
might aid their lovers l,i rid the territory ,if Ihe
thief and munlerer. t'antering on a ilesi-i teil path
Ib.-il w, .1111, 1 ab,.ye a eulley, llu-y glimi.s,-,l, ,.11 the
hillsiil,-. a siisiiii-i.iiis l....kii'i'K man. who was br:iiiil-

iiig eallle. Disuiounl iiig .iiiil ,-re,-piiig closer, Iliey

saw 111,- Di.-ie, Ill's br.ili.l, Ian,- anil Marg,-rv crept
.-,s el, .SI- .-.s p..s^il.',- I,, lb,- ,l,-sp,-i„,l,., riu-ii Margery,
sen-eue.l I., -bin. I 111,- llii.k ,-,.|.s,-. ,-,, ill i, ...sly siialiped
her eaiii.-i-i. Ibe gills i,-hil,-,l llii-ir ,l,-e,i to their

father that iiigbl ,it sll|.per. Margery cre|.t down-
stairs at inidn'ight to meet "Dude," who ha, I been
unable to call on her that evening, and, in conse-
quence, refused to let the day go by without at

least a goodnight kiss. She saw her father destroy-
ing the 'film in the camera. She tried to stop him
and he gave her a stinging blow on the side of the
leinide, Margery accused him of being the Dragon
and he comman,l,',l her t,i shut her month, nearly
choking her will, bis l...; bands. She broke away
and ran for b. i I1--1 , i-- isle to meet "Dude," Her
lover, who had 1., ,n u i.img for her in the shadows
on the vcran.l.ib ,.\ , 1 1.e.ii ,1 the whole scene. He
saw Wilson lire at bis daughter and shoot her horse
fr,nil under her. "Dilile" wrested the gun away
fr,mi Wils,iu, who nearly killeil the young man in

bis dirv. l':.veiitiially, "Diide," single-handed, quellcl
\Vils,.ii'. Iiusscl him, and turned him over to the
slu-iilf. Wilson escaped. After two weeks' diligent

s,-areli. his "bang ,Hit" and that of his gang was
discovered. A terrible battle ensued, in which the
Dragon lost his life. Margery and "Dude" and Jane
and Tim were married and the men did their best
to make the girls forget the tragedies of their

father's crimes.

DANGEROUS ROADS

Rose O'Leary File No. 3372

RAY LEWIS discovers that her husband is ,le-

ceiviug her. She tiles papers for divorce, takes
her baby, and moves to a small mining town,

where she obtain's a position as teacher in a rural
school. I'vvery Sunday night, she is in the habit of

motoring to a roadhouse, where she can enjoy a

solitary cigarette without fear of criticism. There
she notices two handsome policemen—members of

the State Patrgl, One—the dark one—invariably

sits with his hack to her, facing the bar,

while the blonde policeman faces tlie tables,

'They pass witticisms and "wisecracks" for her bene-
fit to the bartender, ami she good-naturedly eirjoys

Ihe fun. Although she has never seen the face of

the dark patroliiian, she is attracted by his broail
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shoulders, well-shaped huad. and nurludious voice,
wliieh is vehicle to an excellent sense oi humor.
Slie returns after these Sunday niphts to discuss
them with her roommate and confide her interest
in the l)lack -haired policeman. Ray l^wis and her
roommate decide to write a play—the plot to be
woven" about two handsome patrolmen, who love a
roadhouse waitress. Then the girls come to the con-
clusion that two men and one fj:irl makes a tragic
triangle stnry -and, since they wdl write their story
with a liappy ending^ they must create another
character—a blonde waitress to fall in love with the
dark man, and a dark waitress to fall in love with
the blonde youth
Ray niakes inquiries and is told that the bruifette's

name is Donald Rafael. Her curiosity to see his
face has grown into a veritable passion ; so, when
the school sponsors a pie social, she invites him to
attend. Don Rafael is not the name of her mys-
terious "amour" of the roadhouse, but of a jiatrol-
man she has never seen. He declines the invitation,
arfd Ray is hurt—believing the refusal a snub from
her patrolman of the roadhouse (whose real name
is Barney). The blonde accepts her roommate's in-
vitation, and the two fall in love. Ray tells her
roommate that, despite the two men and two women
evenly paired in their story, it will have an un-
happy ending.
Her husband makes an attempt to kidnap the baby

arfd Ray flees with the child, steering her car up
perilous, twisting mountain roads. Fright clings
to her even after she has outdistanced her pursuer,
and she continues driving until nightfall. A col-
lision occurs and Ray's car is wrecked. The baby
escapes unhurt, but Ray receives a severe shock to
her spine and cerebral injuries. Vaguely she re-
members a patrolman freeing her from the debris
of the accideitt. His head is bent over her, and she
recognizes the policeman of the roadhouse, whose
name she believes is Donald. Barney tenderly car-
ries her to a nearby house atid watches over her
until help arrives. "Poor little school teacher," she
dimly hears him whisper, and feels his kiss on her
lips.

I'or a long time, Ray lies unconscious in the hos-
pital. Her divorce is practically granted, but she
IS not aware of the fact. Every day llarncy comes
to see her and brings her flowers, but this, also,
she is far too ill to kirow. On the day that her
memory returns, her roommate is sitting beside her.
The girl shows Ray a diamond ring. "From my big,
blonde patrolman," she explains. Kay faintly mur-
murs something about "half a hajjpy ending for our
story." The hospital newsboy puts his head in

the door and queries, "Paper? ' Ray nods and her
roommate gives the lad a dime. He puts the news-
])aper on Ray's bed and she unfolds it with weak
fingers. Headlines strike her eye; "Donald Rafael
Murdered in Bootleg War." "Happy ending, did you
say?" asks Ray as the paper falls from her nerve-
less grasp. At that moment. Patrolman Barney
walks up the corridor. He stops on the threshold
of Ray's room to discuss her condition with the
Sister, and Ray sees through the doorway a beloved
black head and broad, familiar shoulders.

SIGNALS FROM THE SKY

Mrs. Nannie Ray Ford File No. 3294

THE title is vividly portrayed as the "Star of
the East," the Cross and the Crown, ane flashed
upon the screen. In the dim distance, across

the heavens, may be seerf the "Wicket Gate" open,
with angels on guard.
Terah, Abraham's father, leads an imposing caval-

cade out of Ur to Hadrian, where they camp until
the call of God to Abraham to go into Canaan, where
he shall become the "Pather of the Faithful." Tlic
ancient oriental setting, the modes of dress, and
travel by camel, followed by numcrous_ servants,
cattle, mules, sheep, coojjs of turkeys, chickens and
other fowl, presents a dramatic scerfe. We imagine
Abraham rising early as he leaves his tent to go
out under the stars and, after gazing up at the
heavens in adoration, bows in i)rayer to the ground.
God speaks. "Get thee out of thy country into
a land that I will show thee." The immense ret-

inue breaks camp and starts for Shechcm in the
then fertile valley between the mouiTtains, Gerizim
and Ebal. Here an altar is erected.

Moses is not permitted to enter Canaan, but on
a mountainside he gives instructions to Israel: that
six patriarchs should address them from Mt. Gerizim
with promise of blessing if they obey the law, and
that six should address them with promise of God's
curse if thej^ disobey His word. After Moses delivers
his instructions, he makes his lonely way to the
summit of Nebo, where he gazes wistfully into
Canaan" as he shades his eyes from the western sun.
Scriptures record he is buried by "the hand of
the fjsrd in the valley of Moab." As he dies, a
convoy of angels descends from the sky into the
valley, then ascends again into the heavens. TTic
most stirring scene in the saga of Moses is the pic-
ture presented of the assembled hosts of Israel, listen-

ing to the patriarchs from Gerizim and Ebal. Isaiah,
the prophet, utters the prophecy of the Messiah
seven hurfdred years before it is fulfilled. Micah
names Bethlehem as the holy birthplace. The truth
of this fulfilment is further marked in the prophecy
of Ezekiel in regard to Egypt. The pyramids me-
morialize the hardships of Israel as they bent beneath
the yoke of their cruel taskmasters. The pyramids,
now massive ruins and wonders of travel, arc the
symbol of the toil of an oppressed peoi>le.

Because of Egypt's cruelty to God's people, the
destruction foretold by Ezekiel is fulfilled. The de-
scent of Egypt from unparalleled greatness to deca-
dence is illustrated by the modern symlwl of its fall

—in the gypsy camp.
On Mt. Olivet, overlookirfg Jerusalem, Jesus, weep-

ing, utters the prophecy of its destruction by Titus
in A. D. 70. This historic picture is tragic as Rome
employs her conquered nations in the siege. Jesus

travels with his disciples when a wealthy young
man asks: "What shall I do to inherit eternal life?"
Jesus tells him to sell his prop<;rty and "Come, fol-
low me. The young man returns to his iialace,
surveys his stacks of gold, and chooses to hoard
his wealth. Near the Temple the next day he is
met by Dorcas, his betrothed, who asked a contri-
bution' to charity. He tells her angrily that he con-
tributes a tenth. She leaves in disappointment, and
he seeks the solace of the strong room. Palling
asleep, leaning against the sacks of gold, he dreams
of losing Dorcas, and awakens attempting to call
her. He lights a torch which ignites the curtains
as he enters his apartment. He sleeps heavily, but
is awakened by the cries of servants. His first
thought is his gold, artd he rushes to his strong-
room, where, later, his skeleton is found in a frame
of molten gold.

THE BUTTERFLY GIRL
Rene Couch File No. 3410

DIANE, self-centered yet lovable, looked with
impudent, possessive eyes upon the world she
thought her own particular playground. In-

cidentally, the male sex was as puppets in her
hands until she fell madly in love with the clever,
young surgeon. Dr. Karl Dana, who succumbed un-
graciously to her audacious charm, for he wanted
to marry n'o one.
He had no patience with the froth of life and,

after their marriage, made the mistake of subju-
gating his family life to his profession.

Paul Loring. who still recklessly adored Diane,
became her rather constant escort. Too constant in
Dr. Dana's opinion.
One evening, as the Danas were about to start

for an anniversary dinner at "Linger Awhile," ,i

fashionable roadhouse, Diane answered the 'phone.
It was an important call relating to the conilition
of Dr. Brainerd, famous surgeon, who was Innieii-
dously interested in the younger doctor's surgical
accomplishments. Thinking only of her airniver.sary
plans, Diane deliberately "white-lied" to her husband.
At "Linger Awhi.e." Loring held Diane in close

embrace while wailing, overwrought saxophones
sobbed: "One Kiss for Your I^vcr,^' and the doc-
tor, boyishly sulky, looked glaringly on.
When Dr. Dana learned he was too late to op-

erate upoif Dr. Brainerd, he was bitter and Diane
and he engage in a furious scene.
The following night, he was amazed to see a man

leaving by the French door in his wife's room.
Almost immediately, I^oring, covered with mud

from the wet pavement, is brought in by the gard-
ener, evidently run over by a hit-and-run driver.
Dr. Dana has the trying task of brin'ging his rival
l»ack to life. After his accusation to Diane, she
leaves him.
One day at the hospital he was appalled to learn

the number of child-patients who had divorced pa-
rents and his thoughts dwelled on his small son,
Ronncy. He swiftly diagnosed his own case and
the sentiment aroused him to the sudden realization'
of the difficult life Diane had been leading, due to
his profession, and he attempted to patch things up.
Diane then confessed to him what her pride would

not allow her to do . . . that the stranger he had
seen leaving her room was Kent, her rather dis-
.solute brother. His skidding car h,id kmxjked down
Loring and he had frantically entered her room, his
one thought being to shield himself.
The doctor realized that Loring meant nothing

vital in Diane's life and was ca^er to forgive and
be forgiven by her for his sus(>icions. The thought
of Ronney_ sustained him in his courage and, with
changed viewpoint, he resolved to maKe his home
a happy one.

So, with Lorirtg on his way to recovery and blase
Kent as nonchalant as ever, the marital tangle of
the Danas adjusted itself.

vhich it

A VOYAGE TO MARS

Axel Thurston File No. 3392

QUARRELS. Quarrels. Quarrels. That's all

there is in life, decides Alex, throwing his paiitr
down in disgust, and putting his fingers in his

ears so he does not hear his wife's nagging, his
children's arguments, and the squeals of the cat,
whose tail is being pulled by the energetic fingers
of the baby. The shades are drawn in the apartment
across the court, but from the sh.adows reflected
in the window, Alex deduces that his neighbors can
live in bliss and love. Then, why can't he? He
throws himself down on the bed, heartily wishing he
were clear of this earth. Almost immediately, a
strange sensation seizes him, he feels .singularly light-
headed, the bed vanishes and he is drawn up, and
u))—above the roofs, telephone poles, skyscrapers,
clouds—to be whirled with terrific speed through the
astral world. He lands on Mars, where his earthly
form is invisible to all the inhabitants but two -

an inventor .and his wife.
With these Martians, Alex has a delightful visit.

He learns how greatly .advanced is the planet. Mars,
compared to the Earth, and he tells his host artil

hostess many interesting details of Worldly life,

which they have never heard. Alex describes the
reasons that prompted him to wish to leave the
Earth. The inventor and his wife arc sympathetic;
they plan to arrange an entertainment at which Alex
shall be the invisible guest of honor.
The inventor prepares his giant telescope for the

festival. This telescope is to be focused orf every
point of Earth, giving to his guests a comprehensive
travelogue of the little planet. Because Alex is

invisible, he wanders among the guests at will. He
is surprised to see that even Mr. and Mrs. Martian,
when they believe they are alone, quarrel and argue.
Finally, the moment arrives for the entertainment
to begin. The telescope is trained upoiT the World,

:ni,l III ;i s,-ic,ii is t.II.vI,,] that uiioM which
focuses. Ihe 1,1.-, ,,,., i , slowly from cities
plains to mouiil.ini

, il,i,l,iii,. upon every country,
from the Arctic w.. n i., ih, African jungles Every-
where Alex sees 111. 1,1, nil li.is l„.,.,i f.., I,i,|,|cn to
his vision before he sc. , ll„ ,„ii,,i, „|,., ,,,,.|.,l.,wiis
in' llu- lives of his nciglilr.,i il,, ,i ,1,,,^^
iiei^'hb.irs whom he tli.iuKln In. I -

i
. ... . luUv l.i-

gelher. He sees the cuiUiik .hhI u , ,,i S.hiiIi
.Sea Islanders, wealthy society peopl. . Imnill. h,

borers, Negroes, Chinese, Hindus, Caiiri im , .1.,,,,.
chickens, llimalayan yaks, tigers, liii-i- >i

ii im ii , ..

whales, love birds, cockatfMjs, pygmies, .m.l .\ii .1 1 .ili.in

hushmen. He sees this vast sight as ;i giK;iiilic,
sweet and gentle prelude t.i some inighly drama
and he is liyimotized by its |>ageaiitry of dreamy
beaulv. Il<- is rudely awakened from this pleasant
li^o"' l'> .1 . Ii:i"ge on the screen—and observes the
•ii'' 11" I'll 'I iliis gentle tableau—fighting, scratching,
III-, iiii:. . M .iiiiiiig.

All .. ,li,ik, - Ins head mournfully, realizing the whole
L.nih IS wicked and pugnacious. He breathes deep
of the peaceful air of Mars, when a male Martian
emits .1 l.iiid gulTaw :il an IC-irth-lady who is gelling
the worst ..( :i sfiiit.,.|.- uilli Ii.t lii,sl,;,n,| Inn,,,--

of

With his liiiKiif, 111 In:, i.u:,. .Ml ;. i nil., I,, llic t.lge
of the orb and jumijs, down, down, down into his
own bed. He awakes to the nagging sound of his
wife's voice, but across the court, he knows, an-
other gentleman, too, is getting the same treatment,
so Alex resignedly does as his wife bids him, and
slips on his dressing robe to go out in the alley
and separate two fighting cats.

A RICH MAN'S SON
Hal R. Vose File No. 3395

ALL the mothers with cligih'e sons in the town
said of Alice Croy, •llmpli, a millionaire's
daughter! In all her sheltered lite what has

she known of usefulness or work?" However, these
mothers waited up far into the night, very expec-
tantly and hopefully, when their sons were attending
the same Country Club .I.iin.- uli.i. Alice was to be
All the mothers with elirilil. .l.mrlii.rs in the town
said of Alex Tenquah. ' lliii|.li, ,, n.-h man's son.
What does he know of nsi luln. ss, siruggle or ac-
eomiilishment?" Yet, they, too, waited very ex-
liectantly for the return of their daughters on Coun-
try Club dance night.
Alc\ anil Alice were not interested in the other

sons -mkI 'l.iiiKliters of the town—they were only in-
t'l' I'.l li other. The Croy and Tcn<iuah es-
'['<' "Il I. ind the only dividing line between
Ihi- i-i.,|.iii,s u:is a lilac border where the girl and
boy si.inl ni:iiiy happy hours as children, "puppy"
lovers and true sweethearts. They lived an idyllic
existence behiiul the high ir.ni fence which cnclose<l
their httle world, without knowledge or experience
of the greeds and vices of humanity until the murder
of Judge Croy, Alice's father. Judge Croy was mur-
dered by an unknown assailant when Alice was fif-
teen. He was shot with a steel jacket bullet which
drilled a hole through the windi
Judge's head above the right
above the left, went through another window g'ass
on the west side of the room to some unknown des-
tination. For two years. Detective McMayhan and
his "able" force had concentrated their cITorts in a
sweeping investigation, and then the quest for the
murderer was abandoned as vain. Only Alex, sit-
ting in the lilac arbor with Ali. ,

. \m..i,,I ihat he,
"the rich man's son," would fimi n il,, i.lentity
of the man who killed his swi.iIm.mi i.iiL.i. Alex
:iiid Alice had their own suspici.ms ..i li.i.iiive Mc-
Mayhan, bully of the town, wli.ise "inquisition"
room, it was whispered, had sent many an innocent
man to )ail. However, children as they were, they
could do nothing but plan and wait. Not all their
l:ilk dealt with detective work. Youth, the moon-
hghl. and the lilac arbor claimed its good share of
iiUeiilion. Every night they met in the little garden,
Miilil ;it ten o'clock the high voice of the Croy
housekeeper shrilled, "Alice, come in."
Whin they went to separate colleges, people pre-

diiliil that the "pu|ipv" love romance would end.
I hey predicted that Alice and Alex, respectively,
wou d "go wild" at school with too much youth,
health, and money. On the contrary, Alex gradu-
ated with high honors in criminology, and Alice re-
turned with her love intact for her childhood sweet-
heart. Alex opened a detective office in his home
town, across the hall from the McMayhan agency.
McMayhan hated Alex, and attempted to "plant"
evidence on him. Alex, however, had a dictaohonc
planted m his own office, connected with Big Dan's.

K)sition outside her

, ,, . , . - ant, years ago, shot
bullet in the same direction, and saw it passed

through the windows of her home and hit the Ten-
quah house. She thus determincil the prob,ablc lo-
cality of the lost bullet, and with the help of a
servant, found it, imbedded in the west wall of
the Tenquah house. She gave this bullet to Alex
in the arbor and, as usual, said her ten o'clock
goodnight. Alex was overpowered by a dark, burly
figure, and received a scalp wound. The attacker
attempted to wrest the bullet from the boy, but
was unable to do so Iwfore help came, attracted by
the noise of shots. Alex directed the chief of police

'i.'l I

'*" """" ''"'"<•''' "1™ '" hurry to his office.
Weak as he was from loss of blood, "the rich man's
??" .

nurricd to his office and found Big Dan Mc-
Mayhan searching there for incrimirfating eviilencc.
Although the latter attempted to nut up a ftxjlpriK.f
bluff, he was Qjnvictcd on the dictaohonc evi/lencc
and sentenced to the electric chair tm the murder
of Judge Croy.
Alice and Alex were married, to the sorr.jw and dis-

apjwintment of every mother in the town whose
child was of marriageable age.
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PILGRIMS OF ISRAEL

Aurelia Reglna Roger File No. 3440

THE Lord commands Abraham to leave his coun-
tryi kmdred and father's house for a land that

He will show him. God promises to make of

Abraham a great nation; to bess those who bless

him, an'd curse those who curse him. Abraham, his

wife, Sarai, and his nephew. Lot, with their slaves
and cattle start from Ur of the Chaldees for the
Land of Canaan. The name of the promised land
is revealed to Abraham at Shechem by the deity,

who resides in the sacred tree, "the oracle-giving
tcrebnith." Abraham builds an altar to the Lord
at Shechem.
The cavalcade journeys to Egypt in consequence

of famine in Canaan, arid Abraham directs Sarai to

ix>se as his sister that he might not be killed by
jealous Egyptians desirous of her beauty. She is

brought to the harem of Pharoah and there learns

many secrets in the art of loveliness and attraction.

Tlie Pharoah is stricken ill and it is revealed to

him that Sarai is not the sister of Abraham, but his

wife. Fearing the wrath of the God, Pharoah re-

turns her to her husband with all the gifts he has
bestowed upon her. He also gives them safe-con"-

duct to the frontier.

Lot and Abraham sepai-ate. Lot chooses to settle

on the fertile lands near the river Jordan, and is

captured by the four kings who war on the rulers

of Sodom and Gomorah, Sarai, with the blandish-

ments learned in her sojourn in the palace of

Pharoah, fascinates the enemy chief, Chedoriaomer.
and when' he hes on his bed, drunk with wine, she
seizes his fauchion, beheads him, and brings the

head to Abraham. The enemy is terrified, and Abra-
ham, with his three hundred and eighteen servants,
vanquishes them and rescues his nephew.
Abraham is grieved because he has no heir, but

the Lord appears to him and promises him a son.

Sarai is barren, so she gives her maid, Hagar, to

Abraham. Hagar conceives, and shows the con-

tempt of the Eastern' woman for the barren, which
angers Sarai. She drives Hagar into the wilderness,

but an angel of the Lord comforts the woman, telling

her that her son, Ishmael, will he strong as the

wild ass. Hagar returns to Abraham and Sarai. A
miracle occurs, and Sarai, the barren, at ninety-nine
years of age, also bears a son, Isaac.

Abraham entertain's three angels unawares. They
have come to determine the wickedness of Sodom and
Gomorah. Because his nephew sojourns in Sodom,
Abraham intercedes that it be spared. Yaweh prom-
ises to save the city if therein are ten righteous peo-

ple. But that number cannot l>e found in the wicked
popu'ation of the two cities. Lot is allowed to

escape with his wife and daughters from the destruc-

tion. They are warned not to look back, but Lot's

wife disobeys an'd is turned into a pillar of salt.

The Lord commands Abraham to sacrifice his

beloved son, Isaac. But, as he is about to carry
out the command, God's voice stops the sacrifice.

Again, Abraham has proved his complete faith in

God. Isaac matures, and Abraham sends his servant
to his own country to find there a wife for Isaac.

The servant is struck by the beauty and kindliness

of Rebekah, the virgin, whom he meets at the well.

He brings her to Isaac, and they are married, and
two sons are born* to them, Esau and Jacob. Esau,
as Ishmael, symbolizes the warhke type still in

the stage of animal consciousness; while Jacob, as

Isaac, is father to the type characterized by spiritual-

ity, reasoning and a delicately-attuned, highly-devel-

oped consciousness. Jacob, the younger, deceives

his father, and tricks Esau into selling to him his

birthright for a mess of pottage.
Jacob leaves Beersheba for Haran and on the way

he rests overnight under the stars, an'd stones are

his pillows. A vision comes to him of a ladder and
God's angels are ascending and descending it. The
Lord appears to him and says that the land on which
he lies shall be given to him and his seed. Jacob
sets up the stone upon which he rested for a pillar

of God's house. Jacob comes to his mother's land,

and there serves Laban seven' years for his daughter,
Rachel. But Laban gives him the older daughter,
Leah, to wife, also, because Leah is no longer at-

tractive and Laban fears she will not find a hus-
band. Jacob wrestles with an angel, and the angel
tells him his name shall hereafter be Israel, for as

a prince he has power with God and men.
Reconciliation is effected between' E«au and Jacob,

or Israel, as he is hereafter known. Israel returns

to his father's house, Isaac dies, and his sons bury
him. Israel has twelve sons, and his favorite is

Joseph, the youngest.

Joseph, the dreamer, in his coat of many colors,

excites the jealousy of his brothers. They cast him
in a pit in the wilderness and plan to tell their

father he has been eaten by wild beasts. They sight

a band of Ishmeelite mercharttment and retrieve their

young brother from the pit to sell him for twenty
pieces of silver. Joseph is sold unto Egypt, where
he rises to a position of power through his ability

to interpret dreams, and thus to provide against
famine through his gift of divination of coming events.
The wife of the man who befriends him asks him
to lie with her, and when he refuses and runs away,
leaving a piece of his man'y- colored coat in her
hand, she raises an outcry and tells her husband
that Joseph attempted to ravish her. He is thrown
into prison and even there proves his ability to such
an extent that the keeper commits all the affairs

of the jail to Joseph's hand. After a few years,

Joseph is sent for once more and becomes the ruler

in Potiphar's household. Joseph interprets Pharoah's
dream to augur famine. The kingdom provides for

the lean' years, and when hardship comes, there is

grain in their storehouses. His brothers journey to

Egypt in the hope of buying wheat, and come to

Joseph. Joseph recognizes his youngest brother,
Benjamin, and he runs into his room to weep. Then
he washes his face and comes out, sets food before
his brothers, and commands that silver, the price of

the corn, be hidden in the bags of grain" which they
purchase from him. His silver cup is placed in Ben-
jamin's sack. Joseph's ruse includes the discovery
of the cup in Benjamin's bag, and he keeps the lad

prisoner. Judah pleads to be kept as prisoner in his

younger brother's stead, and when Joseph sees that

the hearts of his brothers have become more tender,

he is glad and reveals himself to them. The brothers
return for their father, Israel, and the tribe settles

in Egypt. The father, Israel, died, and with grievmg
hearts the brothers carry the bright painted coffin

of their God-beloved progenitor to its tomb. Thus
ends the history of the lives of Abraham, Isaac, and
Israel^but to this day, the greater epic which they
began, has not yet run its course.

IT HAPPENED IN 1814

Jane WhI+ney File No. 3374

theAN uneventful but halcyon courtship
prelude to the happy marriage of Sophy and
Levi Beadle. He proposed to her as they climbed

the Pocomoon'shine trail. Soon after they were mar-
ried with all the festivity of fiddle and cider that

characterized the early nineteenth century wedding.
By dint of hard work, Levi, a blacksmith, saved
enough money for a cow and a few chickens, and
though his wife and baby, Phoebe, did not live in

luxury, they were comfortable with simple neces-

sities. Rumors of the war in 1812 scarcely affected

the peace of the young couple—but two years later,

Sophy Beadle realized the implications of the war
in all its horror.
Levi has gon'e to town for provisions, and the

mother and baby wait patiently until dusk for his

return. But as the hours pass, and still no Levi,

worry for his fate looms greater than hunger to the

young wife. She remembers he has told her that
"there's like to be fitin'; the British be near." Two
deserters from the British army knock thunderously
on her door, demanding food. To send them as far

away from the house as possible, she tells them
to kill and barbecue one of her few chickens on*

her husband's forge. They rifle the hencoop, drink
the Beadle's winter supply of cider, and build a fire

of fence palings, about which they dance, singing
ribald songs. Sophy, frightened at their threat that
thev will return to kiss her, steals away before

daWn with Phoebe. She finds the cow, Brindle, and
refreshes herself an'd the child with its milk. Then
she stumbles over the paiSture road to her nearest
neighbor's. Continually apprehensive that the de-

serters will follow, and worried about her husband,
she reaches the nearest farmhouse, and finds there

no sign of Hfe. The next house, too, is deserted.

Finally, she reaches the mill and the miller's wife

tells her that all the men have been drafted to drive
and protect supplies to Plattsburgh. The_ miller's

wife advises Sophy to remain, but she insists that

some intuition forces her on. She starts for the
home of her Aunt Debby, a nurse, but Aunt D«bby,
too, has been impressed into service. A note in the
window advises John Gilliland: "If Priscilla's time
comes, ride to Plattsburgh for me. Bring my horse."
Sophy, feeling her own need greater than Priscilla's,

is tempted to take the horse and ride for Debby,
but does not. She continues her tramp to town ari'd

sees a cloud of dust rising before her. She hides in

the woodshed of the schoolhouse and, through a knot-

hole, sees the British driving before them Yankee
booty of cattle and sheep. In hopes of meeting Levi
on a side road, she turns up Hallock Hilt. Again,
she hides behind a juniper bush and sees a wagonload
of women! and children driving past. The driver

remarks to a woman beside him that this is the

last of the refugees from Plattsburgh. and that on
Hallock Hill they will be able to watch the water
battle safely. Somewhat calmed in her fears, Sophy
walks more leisurely, talking to her baby, and pick-

ing' berries, when a horse and rider almost collapse

at her feet. The exhausted rider gives her an im-
portant message to carry to General McComb, some
eighth of a mile, or so. away. She runs, sweat
blinding her eyes, and sees the deserters behind her,

astride Aunt Deblay's horse. The horse throws them,
an'd Sophy reaches the shelter of the woods before

she can be caught. The messenger's half-crazed horse
races after her, and with the child in one arm she

climbs a small tree and swings to safety in a taller

one. Josiah Stout, teamster, hears a woman's voice

and rescues Sophv from the tree as the deserters

advance on them.' She attempts to lash them with
the whip. They overpower her and pull her into

the thicket. Josiah Stout stares unbelievingly at

the spot from which she vanished. The baby begins

to weep and Josiah raises his voice, callin'g Sophy.
Levi, her husband, arrives to the rescue, trusses

the deserters, and ties them to his cart, dragging
them through the dirt like a Roman conqueror.

Sophy and Levi hurry with the message to General
McComb, who compliments her on her service. He
quarters the little family ^safely with a Quaker on

the Hallock Hi'.l road, from which vantage point they

see Commodore MacDonough with his three good
ships, the Eagle, the Prebel, and the Osceola, begin

the historic, victorious battle of Plattsburgh.

TWO AND TWO MAKE THIRTEEN

G. Russel Koehler File No. 3376

ONE summer of his college years, Algy Burns
and his frien'ds spent on a stock ranch in Idaho.

The studious youth was enthralled by the hfe

of the outdoors, by the jovial crudity of the cow-
punchers, and in an expansive moment upon leaving
for the East, handed out his cards to all the cow-
punchers with the fervent invitation: "Come, visit

me if you ever get East." Algy forgot his invitation

as soon as he stepped into the train. The cowboys,

however, thoughtfully tucked his cards into their belts.

Some years later, Algy, now a most respectable
and dignified professor, was entertaining the faculty
and the president of the college at a staid dinner
party, when he received a call from police head-
qua trers. The Chief informed him that he had ar-
rested a tramp who insisted he had come to town
on Algy's invitation and presented on'e of his cards
as confirmation. The Qaief also added that the
tramp and he would be "right down." While the
president of the college was in the midst of a
learned discussion on behaviorism—and at the end
of his demi-tasse—a battered, disreputable, tattered
gorilla of a gentleman tramped into the room and,
with outstretched han'd, cried, "Algy!" With one
huge, hairy hand he crushed the professor's knuckles,
while with the other he whacked him on the back.
Algy recognized him as the cowpuncher on the
ranch he visited so many years ago. After in-

troducing his guest to the company and dismissing
the policeman, he gave the man a clean suit of

clothes and directed him to the bath. Then, after

the guest had washed and changed, he consumed an
immense lunch and told Algy his story.
He had married a half-breed girl, half Indian and

half white—a beautiful girl, he interrupted himself

—

who had always had a bee in her bonnet for the
East. His rival was continually firing her imagina-
tion with stories of subways, theatres, automats, two-
minute photographic studios, taxis, silk hats, and all

the other wonders of the big city. Orfe night the
husband returned to find his wife gone. Thereupon,
he put two and two together and decided that his

rival and his wife had come to New York. Smce
the rival, too, had one of Algy's cards, the deserted
husband concluded the runaway couple would soon
be calling on the jsrofessor. Until that ^time, he was
content to wait patien'tly in the professor's comfortable
quarters.
Days passed, and the runaway couple showed no

intentions of calling on the Burns, nor did their
western guest show any intention of leaving—he ate
heartily, slept well and seemed not un'duly disturbed
by woman's perfidy. Finally, Mrs. Burns, in des-
peration, hired the best detective she could obtain
to locate the runaway couple. Receiving their ad-
dress, she wrote them a warmly enthusiastic note,

begging them to call. The faithless wife and her
lo\er duly presented themselves at the Burns home,
and the irate husband broke his host's priceless
Ming vase and other precious antiques on the head
of his rival. Then he forgave his wife, and announced
to the Burns that with a soul at peace, he and his

wife could now remain for a "real" visit.

WHAT PRICE DIVORCE?

Walter F. Dobbins File No. 3382

tfT-^ HE ladies are just a bunch of trouble all

I dressed up—painted on the outside and rotten
on the inside," was the comment of Bobby

when his best pal, Jim, an'nounced he was soon to

be mai-ried. Jim and Mary lived three happy years
together. But when the second child arrived, Jim
lost some of his gayety and irresponsibility and set-

tled down to hard work that he might provide every
comfort for his family. Mary resented his absorp-
tion in his work and joined a gay young set of the
"wild crowd." Many nights she stumbled into

the nursery with liquor on her breath to hiccough
goodnight to her babies. Jim attempted to reason!

with her, and she turned upon him like a fury,
reviling him because he set his work on a higher
plane than her happiness. Jim learned indirectly

of her affair with John Lee, and in his unhappiness,
called upon his old friend. Bob, for comfort. All

Bob could say was, "I told you so," and attempted
to cheer his friend by takin'g him to a ball game.
At the game, Jim saw his wife with John Ltee and
his suspicions were strengthened.
Before Jim had a chance to mention to Mary the

rumors he had heard of her faithlessness, she an-
nounced that she wanted a divorce. Jim agreed to

give her one if it would make her happy, but said

he would fight for the custody of the babies he
loved. However, Mary won her divorce, alimony and
the custody of the children. Jim, broken-hearted,
dran'k heavily to forget his sorrows, gave up his law
practice, and wandered West, where he lived an
aimless existence, earning only enough to pay Mary's
alimony. His natural initiative soon asserted itself,

however, and after a derelict year, he secured a po-

sition as engineer with an oil company in Oklahoma.
Jim was injured irf an accident while on duty, and for

eight months was flat on his back.
In his delirium he called continually for his wife

and children, and only the cool hands of his pleas-

ant little nurse, Molly, could momentarily soothe

him. Convalescence did not bring complete recovery
and his company serft him to Kansas City to consult

a famous specialist there.

In the meantime, Mary had suffered disillusion-

ment in John Lee, and had bitterly thrown herself

into a reckless whirl from the arms of one man to

another. She was soon regarded as the "scarlet

woman" of her town, and life was made so uncom-
fortable for her that she left for Kansas City with
her children". There she joined a cheap burlesque
company, and embarked upon another unhappy round
of men and liquor. Her children were neglected for

days at a time, and were dependent for care upon
the landlady and kindly neighbors. Mary, in her

sober moments, realized it was really Jim whom she
loved. The knowledge that she had thrown away
the best love of her life—that now she did not even
know the whereabouts of the man she cared for—
drove her from desperation to desperation and her
name was a familiar one on the police register.

One night, driving recklessly with a drunken sales-

man, she struck her own child, Nancy Marie. As
the little girl was being carried irfto the hospital,

Jim, now fully cured, recognized her. Reunion
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ensued between Jim and Mary. Each realized that
their love could not be killed. Mary was a ghost
of her former self—thin, almost ugly, and still John
knew he loved her. She told him that she had
incurable consumption and could not live long, but
that she wanted him to have the children. He in-
sisted that they le-marry. Mary first consulted a
doctor and was told she could not live long. Jim
engaged his old nurse, Molly, and under her care
Mary and the children were driven by Jim to Cal-
ifornia. There another doctor substantiated the Kan-
sas City specialist's verdict on Mary's condition.
Jim renewed his law practice, and the reunited fam-
ily snatched happiness in the face of death. Bob
visited Jim, to drive the latter's family to Colorado
while the lawyer was occupied upon an extremely
important case. Bob promptly fell in love with
Molly. Jim received a telegram from Colorado the
day his case was completed, demanding his imme-
diate presence. He flies by plane to his family and
discovers that Mary's cure is assured by a physician
who promises her complete recovery by the Fall.
The promise comes true and complete happiness is

restored. Bob is forced to *'eat his own words"
he marches up the aisle with Molly.

THE FAMOUS BLACK ROOSTER

Jerry A. Spathis File No. 3432

AS Thanksgiving nears, an atmosphere of gloom
pervades the farmyard. The farmer and his
family lick their lips as they look at the fat

ducks, hens and turkeys^and the fowl huddle to-
gether for protection. Only the bold, black rooster
crows contemptuously in the faces of his captors.
The farmer an'd his wife decide to economize and
have rooster for their Thanksgiving dinner. Tlie
rooster escapes the night before his scheduled execu-
tion, but is seized by a negro on his way to the
farmyard to raid the henhouse. The rooster pecks
at his kidnapper until the latter is grateful to get
rid of him, and the rooster struts proudly up the
road—aHve and free. He is captured by another
farmer, who trusses his legs and sells him to a
restaurant proprietor. Fettered as he is, the rooster
still manages to make love to a hen which is also
awaiting the hatchet and the pot irt the restaurant
kitchen. The cook's sweetheart, who has come to
pay him a visit, becomes very restless as she ob-
serves the bilHng and cooing of the hen and the
rooster. She prevails upon the cook to leave his
job and take her riding for the day.
The restaurant proprietor hires another cook, who

has a greater need for the job than a knowledge of it.

The new cook does not know how to prepare rooster
fare, so he contrives a meal from canlied food, in-
stead—and manages to smoke up the entire estab-
lishment in his effort.

After the dinner hour is over, the employees leave
the restaurant. In the middle of the afternoon cus-
tomers enter and order soup. The proprietor, think-
ing to ladle soup, strikes something solid in the
pot. It is dark in the kitchen. He strikes a match
an'd observes the rooster sleeping peacefully. The
rooster awakens and begins jumping from pot to
pot and the pies. The proprietor takes the soaked,
half-feathered rooster and starts to throw him into
an empty barrel. The man stumbles over a cat which
has been trained by its master to lie on its back
when hungry. He drops the rooster and a meager
bowl of bean soup which he is carrying. The rooster
escapes, and the hungry cat licks the soup before
the proprietor carf salvage more than a third of it.

The proprietor returns to the kitchen, gleaning what
soup he can from that which has boiled over on the
stove. He sniffs the water in the pot where the
rooster has been sleeping, and discovers it has a
good flavor. Combining the bean soup with the hot
water flavored with rooster feathers, he brings it

to his customers, who smack their lips, declaring it

is the best they have yet tasted. Business is so
good that day that the manager plays his mandolin;
betweerf the numbers he plays on the cash register.
The new cook returns, catches the rooster, and

prepares to put him in the oven. The manager en-
ters, an altercation ensues, and the proprietor hits
his cook over the head with the rooster, which runs
away._ The manager runs after the fowl, promising
he will not be killed, but that he merely wants to
keep him for years to flavor his soups. The rooster
listen's to the story with an intelligent expression
in his beady eyes, and then returns to the restaurant
with his partner, the proprietor.

THE SPORTING WIDOW
Eva Wes+lock File No. 3449

ii'TpHEY call her the Sporting Widow," confided

J_
Clancy to his chief, Mark Hughes, while the
latter's fascinated gaze followed the move-

ments of the loveliest blonde at the Country Club
dance. "Why do they call her that?" asked Mark,
quickly, a note of disappointment in his voice. For
to this handsome young million'aire, who was, as
well, one of the cleverest prohibition agents on the
East coast, the woman seemed the epitomy of his
dreams. She did not drink or smoke; she seemed
to exhale an odor of the most intoxicating femininity
instead of alcohol and nicotine fumes. Clancy con-
fided—he had obtained the in^'ormation through her
maid, Maggie, who didn't like "reven-oo" agents,
but seemed to weaken where Clancy was concerned

—

that the Sporting Widow had received her name be-
cause she swam like a fish, flew her own airplane,
drove her own racer, and sailed a boat like a sea-
soned tar.

It seemed unbelievable to Mark as he watched the
dainty bit of Dresden china waltz in the arms of
Craig Kirfg—humorously dubbed the Mystery Man by

the younger set. In that moment Mark took an
unreasoning dislike to Craig King. The feeling was
alleviated when he finally obtained an introduction
and took her willowy figure in his own arms for
the dreamy length of a waltz. He could scarcely
believe that she had been married to an' elderly
man (as Qancy had told him), that the man had
gone bankrupt before his death, and left her with
a child, an estate, but no income. Mark and Pa-
tricia Compton found a great deal in common during
that dance. She told him she was entering the
boat races with her "Black Vulture," which she was
sailing heiself. Mark's admiration- increased. He
spent a lonely week-end when she flew to New York
with her brother. (He was worried about the
"brother.") Bat the following week-end she invited
him to a liouseparty at her home, and he was jubi-
lant. As Mark was taking leave of his father, an
extraordinarily handsome, though shabby youth came
up the walk with two suitcases. He was admitted
by the butler, deposited his burden, and returned
to his taxi with the empty suitcases. Mark's father
winked jovially: "Just a little dinner party tonight,
son. A new way of delivering it." He mentioned
"

' was at the head of the game. The
ed it was time for Mark to make his

train. He left, to spend the most enjoyable week-
end he had ever experienced. He took an immediate
liking to Patricia's brother (really her brother, with
no quotation* marks)—and to the brother's bride.
There was something vaguelv familiar to Mark in
the former's face. As for Patricia, he asked her
to marry him, and though her kisses betrayed her
love, she told him it was impossible. She showed
him every nook of her lovely grounds, introduced
him to her beloved mount, Tony, and put her dogs
through their most impressive tricks for his enter-
tainment.

Patricia distinguished herself the day of the race.
She manoeuvered the "Black Vulture" with such
skill that she carried oflF the honors, and was besieged
by enthusiastic friends, reporters, cameramen*, and^-
naturally—Mark, to whom she had promised a kiss
if she would win. In the midst of her triumph, she
received a call from Maggie, stating that her brother
was arrested in a raid on the "B'ue Heaven." All
her joy was crushed. Fearful of Mark's honor, she

interest in her by telling him
nd all the ramifications that
t of the modern womah. He
of disappointment, and she

r couch and wept. The next
morning, early, she stored the "Black Vulture" with
provisions and sailed out "to the large rum boat in
search of her brother.
Clancy whispered to Mark that in the raid on

the "Blue Heaven" Pat's brother was among the
bootleggers discovered there. Mark arranged for
his freedom. He did not seem particularly shocked
by this discovery but with his friend, Clancy, sailed
out in the Hughes yacht to apprehend the boot-
legger's ship. A storm arose, and the n'ext morning
a sloop was sighted. Apparently it contained only
a heap of canvas. The canvas arose, and beneath
it v/as Pat, desperately heaving kegs overboard.
Mark sternly arrested her. Clancy marched her to
her home—to the anger of Maggie. His orders had
been to "run her in." He "ran her" into her own
home, where she promptly contracted in'fluenza and
pneumonia, but not before she explained to (ITlancy
that she loved Mark ; that she had been forced into
the bootlegging game by Craig King, who held
I. O. U.'s of her brother to an ir

threatened to make trouble for
boy if Patricia did not lend hei

for the bootleggers to dock their

a lorTg time, Patricia's life was in

not recognize Mark and he lived a
tory before she safely passed the

attempted to kill h
she smoked, drank,
went with the condui
left in' a grey dazt

herself upon h

the newly-married
estate as a place

r contraband. For
1 danger. She did

agony of purga-
One '

prepared to leave the estate. She had secured
a small cottage for herself and child. Maggie-^he
Mrs. Clancy -to-be—told her to go into the living
room to meet the new buyer of the estate. Pat
choked—a stranger to ride her mount, Tony, and
put her dogs through their tricks! She walked into

buyer pulled
Thestrong arms

upon their davenport
estate, while Maggie and
and made a diplomatic exit

Mark and Pat down
drawing room of their

Clancy paused, peered.

THE FALL OF BABYLON
A. B. Kalen File No. 3394

THE story opens
splendor—its lu

a view of Babylon in all its

palaces, strong walls, jew-
eled buildings, and lovely gardens. Within the

King's palace, Nebuchadnezzar roisiers in all the pomp
and richness of his power. He commands the presence
of ten youths, whom he has quartered at the palace
that they might learn all the lore and wisdom of
Chaldea, and become the foremost scholars of the
nation. Nine of the youths, at the King's command,
fall to with a will on the dainties and wines which
load his table, but the tenth youth, Darfiel, drinks
only water, and eats vegetables. The queen questions
his odd behavior, and he shows her that his mode of
life has made him stronger and healthier than his
mates^although they eat the finest foods. The queen
is so much impressed by his wisdom that when the
King has a strange dream which no other seer or
prophet in the kingdom can interpret, she suggests
Daniel. Irf the meantime, Daniel has heard that all
the King's sages are to be slaughtered for their in-
abihty to interpret the dream, and he offers his serv-
ices to Nebuchadnezzar. Nebuchadnezzar beheld a ter-
rible image in his sleep—mighty and gleaming, whose
head was gold, breasts and arms silver, belly and
thighs of bronze, legs of iron, an'd feet partly iron
and partly clay. Daniel interprets this dream to in-
terpret the fate of Babylon. Now Nebuchadnezzar is

the golden head. He will be succeeded by another
ruler, less powerful; then a third kingdom of bronze;

a fourth strong and ugly as iron, and finally a fifth,

brittle as iron mixed with clay which will crumble
into the dust.
Nebuchaditezzar is pleased with the interpretation

of the young sage, and the King's vanity waxes great-
er than ever—for he is the "golden head." At the
peak of his vain period another dream comes to him.
He sees a tall tree, "visible from far distance." An
angel comes down from Heaven and calls out "Hew
the tree down, scatter its leaves, let the birds fly

away from its boughs. Leave the stump with its

roots in the earth."
Daniel interprets the tree as the symbol of Ne-

buchadnezzar, even as the tree, shall return to dust
and know humility. The prophecy comes true

—

Nebuchadnezzar is stricken with a malady which
makes him think he is an animal—the mighty king
eats grass like the cattle^his nails grow long as
claws, and his hair as the feathers of an eagle. After
some time, his reason is restored, and he returns,
humbled, to his throne, and filled with a reverence
and fear of the Lord.
His son, Belshassar makes merry with concubines

and consorts at the height of his power, when appears
the awful handwriting on the wall: "Mene, Tekel,
Peres." Daniel interprets this to mean that the days
of the kingdom are numbered; that the King, Bel-
shasser, has been weighed in the scales and fourfd
wanting; and that Babylon shall shortly be divided
among the Medes and Persians. The prophecy is

vindicated, and Cyrus, by his canal-manoeuvre, over-
runs the indomitable city with his armies, and in the
midst of her greatest festival, humbles her to the
dust. '

1

1

There follows the triumph of Cyrus, and step by
step, the inevitable fulfillmen't of Daniel's prophecie*

CROSS AND DOUBLE CROSS

Howard Glawson File No. 3464

THE GREEK, leader of organizations of gunmen,
and bootleggers of dope, booze, and
plants Joe, "fence," '"'hopheiad," and

bird," to kill his partner, Rogers. Rogers,
that his "pal" is doublecrossing him, escapes, and
hurries for the Greek's night club. Police arrive
with information that Joe has been murdered.
Rogers becomes suspcious of the Greek and decides
to leave for the summer—and incidentally to find a
captain who is not "yellow" to man his rum-runners.
The Greek decides to accompany his "pal." He takes
with him Ruth, an entertainer in his night club who
cannot escape because he threatens to "frame her."
The gangsters hire a man named Howard as their

captain. It does not take them long to learn he is

not "yellow -belly. The Greek becomes interested in
Howard's wife. Ruth warns Howard the Greek is

crooked, but the "gangster's code" does not let her
admit the Greek's affair with Mrs. Howard. The
Greek frames one of Rogers vessels, and a number
of his men are caught. The Greek boards Howard's
vessel and attempts another trick, but is quelled by
Howard and pals—Scoop, Gabby, Chick, Red. and
Whitey. Coast guards close in on the rum-runners
in a heavy fog. Again the Greek attempts the
double cross, but intimidated at the point of a gun,
and the threat of being forced to walk the plank.
He escapes and gets back to shore where he con-
tinues his activities.
Rogers is pleased with Howard's work. He gives

the men a "grand" a piece. Howard gives five laun-
dred to Ruth to aid her in escape from the Greek.
He reutrns to his home and finds his wife has dis-
appeared. He suspects Rogers.
Now that his wife has left him, Howard does not

care what becomes of him. He goes into run-run-
ning seriously, and soon becomes one of the most
desperate rum-runners on the coast. His loyal pals
are Scoop, CHiick, Red. Whitey, and Gabby. In close
battles with the Coast Guard, the Howard con-
tingent usually manages to escape with flying colors.
Tliey find increased profits in hijacking, and when
that becomes meager^ turn to the pirating of shell-

latter by
fish and scallops. They
pirate crew and intimidati
them believe the Howard
law. Howard and his men start for the si

of Muskrat to spend their winnings. They
by drinking and attending a dance,

Ho ets

another
making
of the

,11 town
elebrate
There

extraordinarily pretty, and innocent,
He kisses her

ire holding at bay
tip by a jealous
angry that he has

1 he first impressed
however, overrides

girl, Theresa. They fall

the way home—while his
and

_
scattering a gang rounded

admirer of hers. At first she
not proved himself the gentlen
her that he was. His chart
her anger.
Next morning in a cold rain the men returned to

their boat for a two weeks "job." A severe storm
arises, the boat is pummeled, punished and rolled
from side to side by immense waves. They lock
themselves in the cabin, and feel the waves rush over
the deck. Tliey doubt if they will see morning.
The radio plays a waltz tune, and they sing and
drink to keep up their spirits. Suddenly Scoop draws
his re\olver. He can bear the suspense no longer.
He demands, "Let's get started. You guys—if you
don't I'll plug you all where you are. My God, I
can't stand this noise any longer." He is over-
powered and thrown in his bunk.
Tlie next morning the storm has quieted, but the

boat is drifting far out of the ordinary course of
vessels. The "Court" decides Scoop must be shot
because he is yellow. He prays, pleads for his life,
finally begs Howard to give him a minute's grace,
for he has something to tell him. He reveals to
Howard that the Greek, not Rogers, has stolen his
wife. Howard chokes him is his rage. Therf he de-
cides to let him live. Now he has a new purpose.
He will run down the Greek, hi-jack every boat,
and send them to the bottom.
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For weeks they drifted on half rations, never sight-
ing a vessel. At last they see a ship. They draw
alongside, and clamber aboard, with drawn guns. It
is deserted. A member of the Greek's gang is lying
dead on the deck, given the "X Mark" by the
double crossing Greek. They confiscate the liquor

upply of gas, and start for shore. This time
Gabby

apes with the

;red an adver-
the paper by
he is pleased
gives

the Coast Guard gets them. Scoop
killed, Howard is wounded, and esi

others to shore.
In the meantime, Theresa has answ

tisement for pretty girls, inserted ir

the Greek. Wlien he sees Theresa
because he likes them "green." H
taste of glory in his night club, and then sends he
to his cottage. May, an old dope fiend, and Mary,
a mother of an illegitimate child, are Theresa's com-
panions at the cottage. Theresa becomes fearful. She
hears a cry of agony outside. She runs out into the
cold and finds a wounded, unshaven, dirty man under
the porch. It is Howard. She brings him into the
house, renders the best aid she can, but dares not
call a doctor. Whitey, Red, and Chick arrive. They
torture May, by refusing her dope, until she "comes
clean" on the Greek. ITien they wait grimly for the
gangster, planning to kill him.
Howard becomes worse. At the point of a gun

they get a doctor and force him to promise not to
"squeal." Peggy, one of the girls in the Greek's
night club, runs to the cottage with the news that
the Rogers gang has had its revenge on the Greek.
Chick, Whitey and Red are disappointed they did
not have the privilege. A knock sounds on the
window. It is the Greek, whining for Theresa. The
police arrive and capture the Greek. Howard's men
give the police a convincing story of respectability,
saying the Greek broke in on them. They point out
Howard happily holding hands with Theresa, who
blushes like a bride, and Whitey sitting with Mary's
baby on his lap. The police depart convinced, with
their prisoner.
The hearts of \Vhitey, Red, and Chick have been

softened by the sight of Theresa's fight for Howard's
life. Tliey have heard her prayers—and they realize
in the hi-jacking game there is but one end—death.
Tliey steal the Greek's car—and the little company
escapes. Police pursue—they elude them, and Chick
and Red keep guard, while Theresa, Howard, Mary,
the baby, and Whitey escape to a new life where
the "breaks" will not be so inevitably against them.

TAHITA, THE SAVAGE

Mary Costa and
Nathaniel Sharrott File No. 3470

JOSIA HAINES, in a Liverpool waterfront cafe,
protects a little waitress from the drunken ad-
vances of a ruffian. Everett, captain of the "Sea

Rover," signs Haines, "Bully" Fr;.nklin and Morgan
to sail with him. Franklin is one of the boldest
pirates who has ever rifled the New Zealand
coast; Morgan, a silent killer, and Haines, an ad-
venturer, whose great interest is spiritualism.
Franklin is shipped as first mate. He plots mutiny.
Morgan, the silent killer, during a gale, cuts the
foot roped on the yard, dropping sixteen of Everett's
crew into the sea. Franklin forces the remaining
four men of the original crew and the captain into a
small boat stored with food and water, and maroons
them. They are picked up by the "Falcon," -which
IS lost at sea before the story it carries can be told
to civilization.

"Sea Rover" becomes a pirate ship. They dock at
a South Sea Island, and Manolia, beautiful Maori
savage, falls in love with Franklin. She reveals to
him a map of a great treasure, but on that map is
neither longitude nor latitude. They marry and have
one daughter, Tahita. Morgan is murderously jealous
of Franklin because Manolia spurns the former and
loves the latter. He murders Franklin, steals the
map, and betrays the pirate ship, "Sea Rover," to
the English cruisers. All the crew of the bucaneer
ship are hung, except Haines, witness to the murder,
who escapes.

Before Manolia dies she swears her daughter,
Tahita, to revenge. Tahita promises to choke her
father s slayer with a catgut tourniquet according
to Maori tradition. Haines escapes to America
where he obtains a position in the Meredith hotel
under the name of "Jenkins." Tahiti, whom Haines
loves, also comes to America, and happens to obtain
a position as chambermaid in the same hotel, as
Jane Perkins. Haines, with his spiritualistic power,
can control the personality of the girl who is a good
medium. He can change her into Perkins stolid
Cockney maid, or into a mad, beast-like savage.
Morgan has also found sanctuary in a nearby town,
where he resumes respectability and spends all his
time studying maps.
Haines declares his love for Tahita. They vow to

track down Morgan together. Tahita's mother had
given her a token of the killer's whereby she could
get his scent. One day Haines and Tahita are
walking, when she stops short, sniff^s sharply, and
then begins to run. Haines follows. She tracks
Morgan, and in his room strangles him according to
maori tradition. Then she escapes down a rainpipe,
and IS found collapsed from the cold, huddled in her
green wrap in the snow. She is taken to the hospital.

A/in^"'''^''" ""i'^'^"
^^^"^ P°'i<^<=' ^nd the aid of

McAllister, noted psychologist, criminologist and
scientist, is enlisted. He investigates the scene—
and because of his early life among the Maoris, be-
gins to suspect, when he sees that Morgan was not
not strangled by a noose, but by catgut tourniquet
tor which purpose a pipe was used.
McAllister probes Harvey, a suspect, by an asso-

ciation test. For the words "loop" and "pipe" theman evidences no suspicious hesitation. However, he
does not reveal his interest in a Jane Perkins.

McAllister and his three helpers visit the hospital
where Tahita lies and are chilled by her fiendishly
savage expression. She escapes, and when they are
investigating the Morgan murder scene again, re-
turns. She eludes them, climbing out of the window
like a wild beast. McAHister says her hand com-
mitted the murder, but the mind who controlled the
deed he has not yet found. He puts an ad in the
paper to the effect that a green cloak was foundi
and Jane Perkins calls for it. She bears a physical
but not a spiritual resemblance to the wild girl.
McAllister hypnotizes her, and her wild self comes
back.
McAllister and his assistant live at the Meredith.

Jenkins serves them their dinner and is present at
the investigation. McAllister, who has learned much
through his hypnosis of Jarfe Perkins, reminisces
of the South seas, and the pirates, Morgan and
Franklin. He also talks of the treasure. The pulse
and heartbeats of the suspects are recorded in the
psychologic instruments. After Jenkins and Perkins
leave, McAlhster demonstrates his results to his
assistants. Jenkins face had been impassive through-
out the evening. But the instrument recorded the
wild beating of his heart—the pulse-beat of fear,
strain, the steady beat of triumph. The men have
no doubt but that Jenkins or "Haines" is the master
mind. They discover the map, which they have
secreted from the Morgan effects, is missing.

McAllister puts Jane Perkins in a hypnotic sleep
and she emerges, the savage creature. He gives her
a shoe of Haines to sniff, and like a beast, she trails
him through the deserted streets of the city through
the ice and sleet, to the train. There will be no
other train that night. The scientists, and men of
the law. hire a car and follow Haines to the suburban
town where the Morgan crime was committed. They
are not aware that the driver is Scott, of Scotland
vard. While they investigate the house, they leave
Tahita in the car. A strange change is coming
over her. The personalities of the Creature, and of
Perkins seem to be fusing into her old self. Haines
escapes, jumps into the car belonging to his pur-
suers, finds Tahita, and joyfully embarks with her
for England. Scott follows. Haines saves the de-
tective from drowning. Scott is in a quandary—he
IS grateful, yet his duty must be done. He gets
Haines drunk and learns all he wants to know from
him. He tells him the American law can no longer
touch him—for a hypnotic murder of a pirate is
scarcely enough for conviction—but that English
law may convict him for piracy. He promises to
use his influence to arrange the freedom of the
lovers. Scott obtains—unknown to Haines—his
precious map.
At the dock in England, Scott's wife recognizes

Haines as the man who saved her years ago, when
she was a waitress in a Liverpool waterfront dive.
She expresses her gratitude, and Scott is doubly
eager to save his friend. Mrs. Scott has won the
love of an infl'uential Lord NordclifTe. who loved her
mother but was prevented from marrying the woman.
With his influence, and that of Scott. Tahita and
Haines are acquitted. They turn over the secret of
the treasure map to the government, and the courts
make them Consul and Consul-ess of the island in the
South Seas where their romance began. With true
Maori fire. Tahita quells the savage uprising there
which had been worrying the English. Josia and
Tahita, abandoning their mad oassions of revenge,
and greed, and dabbling with the unearthly, live a
happy life, an^ bring civilization to the natives of
the island.

FROM WOMAN TO WOMAN
Mrs. J. K. Holladay File No. 3428

THE new secrtary, John Kenton, arrives at the
Reid mansion in Brandyburg, Kentucky. He
becomes so absorbed in a volume of Spinoza

that he does not note the entrance of his employer,
Reid, and his partner. Penny Scott. They begin to
quarrel and are launched on their argument before
Kenton has the chance—with any tact—to reveal
himself. As he sits behind the bookshelf, he learns
volumes about the characters of the two men. Penny
Scott is a miser. Terror to him is spelled in the
five letters—b-r-o-k-e. He wants the Jackson farm
to add to his mining interest. If he can distort the
will, cheat the rightful heir out of his inheritance,
and obtain possession of the land, his conscience
will not hurt him. Anything to avoid his five letter
purgatory. Reid, on the other hand, is a kindly,
honorable humanitarian. Penny tries to frighten him
with visions of povertv for his beautiful wife and
spendthrift daughter. Reid smokes a cigarette and
savs nothing.
The beautiful wife, in the meantime, is excellingm her usual forte of afternoon bridge. A slight

rivalry exists between Mrs. Reid and her elfin, en-
chanting daughter. Eve. Eve is a whirlwind and a
spitfire. "Goldie" James, divorcee, envies the young
girl. Mildred, Penny Scott's daughter, is merely
nuzzled and unhappy because of Eve's popularity.
She cannot understand why—though her oivn face is
prettier—men should find Eve more attractive. Eve's
"oep" at the party that night is the explanation.
She drinks, dances, smokes, does an interpretation
of the fig leaf, the lion skin, and the bustle-age
girl. The men like her because she is a good sport,
a clean one, and a pretty one. "Goldie" attempts to
arouse her jealousy by telling her of the "divine"
kisses she experienced in Florida—the kisses of
Terry Jackson, heir to the Jackson farm—coveted
by Penny.
Eve comes home drunk and is met by her father.

Reid cannot thunder at his daughter when she
caresses him gently, although her tender breath is
scented with highballs. Reid has hired Kenton, the
secretary, m hopes that Eve will fall in love with
him. He believes Kenton has the makings of a great
man. At breakfast the next morning. Eve decides

Kenton is more interested in her mother than in
herself—but she does not greatly care.
In the meantime, Terry Jackson, in his Florida

home, is bidding a brusque goodby to Victoria. He
is tired of the girl who still—as do all women once
they have known his love-making—clings to him like
a leech. Victoria is the choice of his mother for his
wife—but his light heart is no longer attached to
the girl. Victoria, unknown to her friends, is the
"bootlegger queen" of Florida. Only a few people
know—and among these are not the. Jacksons. Terry
leaves for Kentucky to visit Goldie and investigate
his inheritance. His mother and father watch him
fondly as he leaves. Mrs. Jackson is keeper of the
boarding house and a shrew—Mr. Jackson a drunk-
ard—their one bond is their love for Terry. Mr.
Jackson, Sr., was inveigled into the marriage with
the woman through passion and the machinations of
the father of the girl he really loved—the father of
Mrs. Margaret Reid, Eve's mother. Although
Margaret and Jackson really loved they were sepa-
rated by parents.
Back in Brandyburg, Penny Scott and his blind

lawyer, a man like a snake, who tap, taps con-
tinually with his sinister cane, are negotiating with
a drunkard, Mexican Arnold, to get possession of
the farm. Arnold is minor heir to the farm. The
old man Jackson bought the farm from his foster-
mother. But the lawyer and Penny plan to dis-
cover a technicality in the will whereby the farm
can be said to belong to Mexican. All will be well
for the tricksters if it can be proved that the so-
called heir, Mexican Arnold, has a clean record.
Terry comes to town and is "shown off" by

"Goldie." Eve knows all is fair in love or war, and
captures Terry. He falls in love with her imme-
diately, but still he hasn't lost his proclivity for
kissing, a pretty face. So when Mildred Scott, Who
has stolen forty dollars from her miser father to
purchase an enchanting new outfit, gives him the
opportunity in her home—he takes it like a true
Epicurean. Penny walks in on the scene, and orders
the gay young man from the house. The miser
notices the new gown on his daughter. She fears
the strap, and confesses she took his money. He
sentences her to pay it back by working in the
kitchen—at three dollars a week. Outwardly meek,
she does as she is told, but she nurses a life-long
resentment.
Terry and Eve are surprised. So this is love.

Suddenly it has come upon them. They are deeply
happy. Eve joyfully informs her father, but he is
not pleased. He fears for her happiness—and too

—

he experiences the regulation father-jealousy. She
tells her mother, but Mrs. Reid, too, absorbs this
story of young love upon the background of mature
tragedy. All day long the mother has been ill.

Visions of kings, queens, clubs, jacks, spades, hearts,
her lost lover, her outwardly rich, inwardly miserable
hfe, torture her. She has a certain affection for her
kind husband, and begs Eve not to break his heart.
Eve declares Terry's people shall be her people, and
where he goes, she will follow. "In case of death,
call me," she says flippantly, and runs away to
elope with her lover. Mr. and Mrs. Terry Jackson,
the next day, are joyous. They have won fat purses
on the derby. They feel sorry for the oil station
man and the ice cream cone vender, because these
unfortunates are not in love. The hotel clerks grin
when they enter. Then Eve receives the telegram
that her mother is dying. Mrs. Reid dies before she
can tell her daughter how much she loves her, how
sincerely she wants to shield her from pain. Terry
and Eve arrive too late. No longer can the daughter
tell her mother that she loves her.
Terry and Eve go to Florida. Eve leaves two

lonely, heart-broken men behind her—her father and
Kenton. The latter loves the girl, but the only time
he kissed her was when he found her, unconscious
at the deathbed of her mother.
Terry's mother makes life miserable for the young

bride. Terry's father confides to Eve, that he loved
her mother, and the girl understands the dead woman
with a deeper comprehension. Eve is pregnant. The
passion between Terry and herself no longer pre-
vents quarrels. She is skeptical of his relations with
Victoria—with whom she sees him more and more
often. Eve thinks if he wants his freedom, she
loves him enough to give it to him. He leaves for
Miami with Victoria. The latter, disappointed in her
love, has vowed revenge. She has inveigled Terry
into easy money—via bootlegging—and plans to
'frame" him with the police. Terry's sole interest
IS making money to give Eve the luxuries to which
she has been accustomed. He repulses Victoria's
advances. Larry, a boy whose actions are governed
by "the principle of the thing," learns of Victoria's
ruse. He has met Eve and admires her game, loyal
spirit. Larry follows Terry and Victoria by airplane.
He finds Terry, beats him up, and drags him back
to his own car, ordering him to return to his wife
and explain everything. Terry returns, but Eve has
gone home.
At home in Brandyburg. the miners have gone on

a strike. Poverty and want prevail. With the vague
idea of sometime "showing" her mother-in-law, Eve
learns to cook and take care of the house. Kenton
interests her in the destitute miners' families, and
she washes their babies, brings beauty to their
gardens, and order to their homes.
The miners, led by an unknown man, organize the

"possum hunt." Their banner is dipped in red
paint to represent blood. Penny shivers in his
cellar. He has been the oppressor. Kenton captures
the unknown leader. It is Mexican Arnold. His
record is spoiled—automatically he has ruined his
title to the mine, so Penny has lost his chance to
buy it. Penny rushes out to see who the leader is.
He leaves his strong box in the cellar. When he
returns his money is stolen. His daughter had not
brooded in vain.
About the same time, people on the Kentucky-bound

train were wondering whether the handsome young
man was John Gilbert or Ronald Colman, and why
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ale passenger
ely

lie wore two pair of susiJender-

asked him, and he repHed, he \\

gas station operator. His station used to be a real

estate office. And as -for the two pair of suspenders—
they were a precautionary measure—he was speeding
to see his wife who had borne him a son. "In case

one bursts, I'll have another to use in an emergency,"
he said.

THE DEATH HOUR
Lee

MARCpLINE, her fiance. Dick, Percy, the

effeminate, and Aunt Agnes, embark on a

treasure hunt in the haunted house of Marce-
line'^s deceased uncle. The girl dismisses her servants

for the evening, and with her three alUes, starts for

the wierd mansion.
It is a dark, windy night. A storm comes up,

Hghtnmg flashes, and the sinister rumble of the
thunder changes the tenor of the party from a ]ark

to strained uneasiness. A tree felled by the lightning,

spans the road, and Percy and Dick are forced to

get out of the car, and pull the tree to the side of.

the road. Percy wails for his shoe shine which is

completely covered with mud, and his new suit

which has met the same treatment.
In .the meantime, the maid, "a melancholy clown,"

has been telling fortunes with cards. She sees

danger to her mistress in the clubs and rushes to

her confidante, the chauffeur, who is perfectly wiUing
to listen to her on a dark night—b:ut not when his

'

eyes mu^st rest upon lier visage. They follow

Marceline to the old house. On the way, a bjack
cat crosses their path, and TilUe clings with fear to

the chauffeur. He is not susceptible to her touch.
They narrowly miss the felled tree. The car stalls,

and they have no choice but to walk. Tillie rushes
after the chauffeur but he does not bother to be her
Sir Raleigh when she stumbles, time after -cime, in

the mud.
They rush into the pitch dark house. ' Tillie and

the chauffeur think Marceline and lusr party are

burglars and vice versa. Terror ensues. Aunt Agnes
locks herself in a closet and cannot ^et it open.
Dick rescues her. They look for Marceline and hear
a faint cry. They find her with her arins wrapped
around a pillar. Someone, she explains, grabbed her
leg. She screamed, stumbled down the stairs, and
seized the first 'support. They see a man's feet
dangling in the fireplace and faint calls of distress
reach their ears from the chimney. The shoes look
faintly familiar because of their extraordinary size—
they pull, and the chauffeur tumbles oji the grate..
He had crawled up the chimney in his first fright.

Tillie is in mortal combat with a suit of armour
which she claims pricked her when her Ijack is

turned. The little party is reunite.' Jind explanations
are in order. Agnes remembers Percy. They look
in vain. A screech sounds in their ears. They follow
the noise, and as the clock strikes the death hour of

twelve, .they sight Percy, hanging to the chandelier.
At the same moment, the chandelier gives way—and
the treasure—a fortune in jewels—is revealed.
Rejoicing follows. Dick and Marceline embrace

with great fervour; Agnes and Percy with almost as-

great fervour^and even the chauffeur does not w^ave
Tillie away as she purses her mouth for a kiss.

Gently he draws her to him, and before his lips meet
hers, he covers his eyes with his hand.

THE ARM OF JUSTICE
Leo Lee

THE District Attorney had built up his reputation
on the number of his convictions. Whether or
not the accused merited sentence was none uf

the District Attorney's affair. His business was to
convict, and he managed his business efticiently.

Jimmy's innocent face, the holy faith of his little

white haired mother who held his liand as he stood
before the tribunal which accused him of the murder
of a little child, should have been proof enough to the
jury of his guiltlessness. But the District Attorney's
words were much more powerful than Jimmy's
demeanor or his own vague, cheap lawyer.
An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, said

the law. and Jimmy was sentenced to life imprison-
ment on circumstantial evidence. Hearing the sen-
tence, he fainted at his mother's feet. She attempted
to remain strong for his sake, and even managed a
smile the day that Jimmy's name was taken from
him and a number substituted. Every week for ten
years his mother visited him in the prison. Then
she came no more. Two months passed, and Jimmy
received no word from her. One day the prisoner
received an order permitting him to go home—under
guard—to visit his mother. As Jimmy breathed deep
of the air outside the prison walls, rebellion surged
through him. This was his—by right—freedom was
his. He pondered the advisability of escape. But
the thought of a hunted life appealed to him no
more than life behind the bars.
The car stopped before his home, and a lump arose

in his throat as his eves swept over each dear
familiar thing. His mother's voice called. "Jimmy. I

want my Jimmy." and her choked sob echoed in his
ears. In another moment he was beside her bed, and
before she died, she again pillowed his head upon
her breast.
With her death, all the injustice of Jimmy's life

broke into a mad desire for revenge. A tooth for a
tooth, an eye for an eye—he. too—would take hi;

for

put
life. In the

t in his pocket and broke fr

volv He
the

Maybe the death of Jimmy's mother was that
answer. Or maybe there was no answer—and it was
just an accident, that at that moment Jimmy entered
the District. Attorney's ofiice, and shot him through
the head. The guards "got" Jimmy and he found
release from prison bars under the little gravestone
that stood next to his mother's.

In another part of the city, a girl and a boy knew
the bliss of new hope—given to them by one whose
life was wrecked by the arm of justice.

DICK BRANDON'S RETURN

John F. Casey File No. 3472

AGAINST the wishes of her father, the Earl of

Davan, his eldest daughter ran away with a
ne'er-do-well army captain. After his death

she was received again by her father, but she did
not live long to enjoy his forgiveness. The Earl was
left with her small son, Percy, upon whom he
poured all the indulgence, and affection of his kind.y
nature. His youngest daughter married Lord Bran-
don, and this couple had one son, Dick, a lovable
little "nipper" as Michael, the caretaker termed
him, and as different fron\, his spoiled, selfish cousin,
Percy, as the day is from the night. Dick grew up
beloved on the estate by the townspeople. His best
friend was the daughter of the caretaker, Lillian

O'Grady. Upon his gala return from college, Dick
realized that Lillian was no longer his childhood
*pal." He declared his love for her, and she con-
fessed she loved him. The friends became sweet-
hearts to the delight of Lord and Lady Brandon,
who loved the gentle Lillian.
A great banquet was held in honor of Dick's re-

turn from school. Percy and the Earl of Davan
arrived for a two week visit. Dick and Lillian
stole out into the garden during the dance, and Dick
warned her against Percy. The cousin, eavesdrop-
ping was filled with hate for Dick, and inflamed
with the desire for Lillian. His underworld com-
panion, Jim Black, and he—to secure funds for his
gambling debts—plotted to rob the Brandon safe.

TJiat night, when the dance was over and the house-
hold was sleeping. Jim rushed to Percy with a face
of horror and whispered that he had murdered the
old Earl in his bed. He threatened if the assailant
was discovered that Percy would share his noose.
Jealousy and fright combined in Percy to plant the
stolen jewels in Dick's room where Jim also planted
a revolver with initials. N. B.
The murder was discovered, Percy triumphantly

discovered the evidence in his cousin's room, a
cliambermaid—^former sweetheart of Black—substan-
iated the evil statements, and Lord Brandon turned
his son out of the house. Lady Brandon asserted
her faith in his innocence, but she was powerless to
convince her husband. The doctor pronounced the
old man's death, "heart disea'se," so it was never
brought into court.
In his bathrobe and pajamas, as he had been

turned from the house, Dick stumbled through the
night. He changed clothes with a scarecrow, slept
in hay piles, was befriended by kind-hearted farmers,
and finallv. after a siege of illness, became hired man
for the Dillons. In the paper he read of Jim Black's
dariiig jewci robbery in the city and probable escape
to America. Dick determined to follow to secure
exoneration for his name, and for his love of his
mother and Lillian. He went to the city where he
sold papers, intimately learned that side of life which
a Lord's son sees usually only through the windows
of his car, and was befriended by a kind-hearted ex-
crook who gave him' passage money to America. In
the meantime, Lord Brandon had repented of his
rashness and hired detectives to trace his son and
urge him to come home. As Dick was embarking
the detective found him and gave him his father's
message. Dick did not turn back.
In the Brandon home, through their common love

and suffering for Dick, Lord and Lady Brandon and
Lillian were drawn closely together. Percy revealed
himself in his true colors when he attempted to fore-
close a mortgage on the estate if Lillian would not
marry him. She begged the Brandons not to stop
her in her intentions—willingly she would eacrifice
herself for them. The chambermaid—ex- sweetheart
of Black—could bear this no longer^she revealed the
true story of the murder to the Brandons. At this
moment a telegram arrived stating that the Lord's
mines in Africa had not failed, as previous report had
led him to believe.
Percy escaped to the city. In a barroom there he

discovered a drunken gentleman whom he exactly
resembled. He rifled the pockets of the wealthy
inebriate, and installed himself, by aid of his creden-
tials, in his hotel. The next morning he drew a
substantial amount of money on the man's account,
and escaped to America, where he played the races
and eventually returned to Ireland with a com-
fortable sum.
Through his daring rescue of a child, Dick, in New

York, became acquainted with the detective who was
looking for the little wanderer. Dick and Benson
became fast friends— and the bond between them
strengthened when they realized they were both
looking for the same man—Jim Black. In a night
club raid. Black was finally discovered, and in a war
on the gunmen. Dick was shot. Doctors doubted
that he would live, and his shooting and his bravery
were blazoned over the front pages of newspapers of

nts.

evidence. The I)ny at that moment was sitthig wit
his head in his hands on his cell bunk, while hi
sweetheart was praying to God for intervention.

Lord Brandon, as the papers also announced, had
come to America to look for his son. He came to
Dick's bedside as the boy had just passed his crisis
and a happy reconciliation took place. Lady Bran-
dun in the meantime had read of Dick's shooting,
and became seriuuslv ill. Benson foUowed Jim
Mlack traced him frum li..tel to hotel-and finally
cornered him. Black, rather than face capture,
jumped out of the window and was killed. Thus
Dick's vengeance and exoneration were compliite.

Black dead, his name cleared, his faithful sweetheart
and mother waiting for him—life again seemed to iron
itself out for the lad who in the past two years had
suffered a lifetime of sorrows. - - -

Lord Brandon told Dick of the birthday gift Lil-
lian received from Michael O'Grady on her twenty-
first anniversary—the announcement that she was
really Lady Lillian Stamford and could now assume
her title. Her dying father, twenty years before,
had committed his helpless, motherless little girl to
the kind care of the O'Grady's and they had loved
her as their own

In Lord Brandon's absence, Percy returned to the
Brandon estate to torment Dick's mother and Lillian.

Again he attempted to cajole and threaten Lillian

into marriage with him. He hid those papers which
bore testimony of Dick's convalescence, arrd allowed
the anxious mother to believe her son was dead.
Finally Lillian discovered the papers, brought them
to Lady Brandon, and with the aid of the faithful

Michael, frightened Percy from the estate.
Now the sweetheart and the mother expected the

return of the Lord and his son. Happiness and peace
at last seemed to shine upon them. Lady Brandon
recovered in direct proportion to the approach of
Dick's arrival. But Percy planned disaster. With
a crony he kidnapped Lillian, chloroformed her and
whisked her into his car. The kidnapping was dis-

covered and the servants gave chase. Percy drove
madly, the car was wrecked, Lillian injured and he

—

invalided for life. Lillian was not expected to live.

Dick Brandon and his father purchased an air-

plane and made a daring trans -Atlantic flight in

the "Adventure." They arrived just as the last bit

of life was fading from Lillian's body. The sound
of her lover's voice, his almost superhuman daunt-
lessness in rushing to her side, flying over the
wastes of the Atlantic and through the clouds

—

caused her to rally.

This time peace and happiness came with no more
reservations to the junior and senior Brandons.
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"THE STRENGTH OF LOVE"
Leonard Olson File m, 3416

I IRLS are too easy to make and too hard to
[get rid of," is the philosophy qf Edmund
Rand, based on twenty -four years of light-

hearted experiences. The son of a lumber king, he
has roistered his time away, without ever putting
his hand to any honest effort. In college he achieved
a splendid athletic record, but his marks were the
type most emphatica.ly not to w
His father loses all his money in

and commits suicide. Rand, Jr.,

double shock of death and poverty leaves lor

North Woods to work in lumber camps as a comi
laborer. Here charming little-half-breed French
Indian maidens make love to him, but he - is

pervious to their charms. His physique, aire

developed by polo, football, and swimming, now,
hardened and strengthened by the rough life of the

lumber camps, assumes almost superhiintan pro-
portions. The biggest and most awesome bullies in

the territory are knocked out by his unerring
knuckles. He beats up a foreman wloo has the
reputation of administering a knockout blow with
the pay check he gives to any man who quits.

Rand cures the ferocious foreman of this habit.
For four years he lives the blustering life of a

lumberman. In his twenty -eighth year, however,
nostalgia seizes him for city ways. He rides a
freight to New York and arrives there—unshaven,
unwashed, looking like a veritable desperado. Un-
aware that his old college chum has left for Europe
and sub- leased his home. Rand knocks on the door
of an exclusive apartment, confidently certain of

a warm welcome, bath, and shave. A beautiful girl

opens the door, and when Rand sees her. he is

dazzled by her blonde loveliness after the swarthy
charms of the Northland maids. Thinking she is a
guest of his chum's, he proceeds into the drawing
room, where he suddenly realizes that every face
there is strange to him. He makes a leap for the
fire escape, but the ma'.e guests, believing him a
burglar, catch him, truss him. and call the police.
The girl testifies against Rand in court. He is

ashamed to call on one of the few people he knows
in New York because he feels he has made a fool of

himself. He is tried under an assumed name, and
before he knows it—is sentenced to six months in
jail.

Whether because he felt the girl. Helen", pitied
him, or laughed at him, or because he believed her
the cause of his incarceration, all Rand's anger^
during his si.x months behind the bars—eenters on
Helen. He determines to "show her" when he is

free. Having earned a hundred and fifty dollars, or
so, in prison, Rand emerges, shaven, dressed in" new
clothes, and prosperous looking. His college chum
has by this time returned from the Continent, and
is overjoyed to have Rand live with him. Rand
meets the girl. Helen, at a party and pays her
assiduous attention She falls in love with him be-
fore the evening is over—aird soon they are engaged.
Two weeks before the wedding. Rand deserts her to
return to the North. As the train bears him farther
and farther from her, he suddenly realizes that he
is not "showing her" any more than himself. For
a paltry revenge, he is throwing away his chance
of happiness.
In the meantime Helen has read his mysterious

note, an'd is heartbroken. She cannot believe he does
not truly love her. .She hurries to his apartment and
finds it locked. Then the fact dawns upon her that
Rand is gone. She sits down on the top stair of
the hall leading to his apartment, and weeps bit-

terly. When a penitent Rand returns late that night,
he sees a little huddled figure asleep before his door.
He raises the girl's head and strikes a match. By
its flickering light he sees Helen's beloved, tear-
stained lace.
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UNDER THE HARVEST MOON
Bertie L Tompkins File No. 3414

NEAR the foot of the Blue RidKC mountains in

Viij;ini:i, Fred Goodman had brought his bride

to Hve with him. Their neighbors were the

Parkers. .Mary Parker, the daughter, became a

close friend of the Goodmans and thev both loved

her. Life was sweet and kind, until one day Fred's

wife became ill and in spite of all their efforts to

save her she died. Fred was like a ship that had lost

its sails in a storm, and it was Mary Parker's kind-

ness and help that made him slowly come back to

his senses. Quite naturally Fred came to love this

girl who was so much like what his dead wife had
been. Mary too confessed her love, and finally Fred
went to her parents to ask their consent to the mar-
riage. Mary's mother was happy, but her father, a
(luiet and stern man, objected and ordered them not

to meet again. But the lovers did not lose courage
and through the aid of a friendly neighbor, Mrs.
.Smith, sent notes to each other and arranged an
elopement.

Early one morning Fred met Mary. He had a
horse and carriage waiting and a license in his pocket.
But through some manner, Mr. Parker had learnt
of the issued marriage license, and riding after the
couple, forced them to turn back at the point of a
giui. For a moment Fred felt like thrashing him,
hut for Mary's sake did nothing. Then he dis-

covered why Mr. Parker opposed the marriage.
Saul Meeker, a wealthy and bullying young man

in the district, wanted Mary. Mr. Parker trusted
Meeker—they were both trustees of the country
hoard. Meeker had told him all sorts of lies about
Fred. It was he who had given Mr. Parker the
tip when Fred and Mary were eloping. When Fred
learned this he set about to get the goods on
.Meeker. He discovered that Meeker had been los-

ing heavily in the cotton market. Wondering where
all the money had come from he discovered also
that Meeker had been using funds that came into
his possession as a county trustee.
Mary, in the meantime, was kept under close

watch, but Mrs. Smith finally managed to get a
note to her arranging for the lovers to meet. That
night, when the hour for retiring came, Mary
slipped her nightgown over her dress and crept
quickly into her bed, where she lay counting the
minutes and waiting for her sister to fall asleep.
When the clock struck midnight, she crept out of

her bed and picking up some things that she had
prepared, crept out of the house. Fred was wait-
ing for her in the orchard. They met Mrs. Smith
and her husband, and quickly boarding a boat
rowed down river. At the next village they met,
as had been arranged, the minister. "To avoid any
interruption, Fred had asked the minister to per-
form the ceremony outside of his home. There,
under the harvest moon, they became man and
wife. When her father discovered the next morn-
ing what had taken place, he set out for Fred's
house with anger in his heart. When he arrived
there he found not only Fred, but the sheriff and
Meeker under guard. It did not take long to ex-
plain matters, and Parker, realizing his mistake,
begged his daughter and Fred to forgive him. So
ended hapily the lover's story.

Jack Sonne No. 3475

IN OFFICES, on the subways, at bridge parties,
and in the clubs, tongues wagged, exalting Slade,
and vituperating Roan, condemned to die for the

murder of the eulogized gentlemen. Suddenly Slade,
with six feet of sod heaped over him, became a very
estimable character. His contributions to the Christ-
mas charity funds were recalled, and the local paper
ran a feature article on his contribution as a leading
citizen to the welfare of the community. As for the
man who now sat in the death cell, the tongues
asserted they had always predicted, even when he
was a child, that he would come to a bad end.
The girl who loved the prisoner, and who had

hated Slade, whose lascivious hands had made her
life a misery, sat at the side of her crippled younger
brother. The two of them listened to the tick tick

of the clock, marking the hours and the minutes that
vet remained of life to the prison'er. "Don't, Buddy,"
said the girl. "Don't take it so hard." The cripple's

face was contorted with fear. Her own heart was
sick with horror, but even now her instinct was to

protect the younger brother. The past unrolled Ije-

fore her, and she saw again her first meeting with
Bi'.l. She was a waitress at the time. The broad-
shouldered six-footer had ordered the cheapest sand-
wich on the menu and then asked her if coffee were
a nickel or a dime. So she brought him the special

chicken dinner, and on his check wrote—"Tomato
Lettuce Sandwich—.15." He hadn't eaten for two
days, and she guessed it. That same day he found
a job. Then began their happy times—swimming,
boating, going to the movies, discovering the love

they bore for one another. She told him she was
saving her money for her brother's operation, and
he insisted on contributing to her little hoard. Slade

knew that she needed money, too. The day the

doctor had told her that Buddy must have his opera-

tion immediately or it would be too late, Slade again

"propositioned" her. Tliat night he came to the

little apartment she shared with Buddy. Buddy hated

the man. Slade tried to take her in his arms and
kiss her. She screamed and struggled. The next

thing she remembered was Buddy's face m the door-

way, the noiseless approach of his wheel chair—the

face of her lover twisted with rage—and a shot. Then
she fainted. When she came back to consciousness it

was to realize that her lover was no longer a free

man. Luckily, he received an inheritance about this

time^enough to defray the expenses of the trial

and to provide the operation for Buddy.

The jury found him guilty and the judge sentenced
him to death. Whether or not Buddy would recover,

the girl did not yet know. She felt that her feelings

were dead—another blow could but land orT numbed
faculties.

Now the girl and the cripple listened to the tick

tick of the cock which checked off the moments of

life which yet remained to the prisoner. The doctor

entered and made the examination of Buddy which
was to determine whether the operation was a success
or a failure. "Young man," said the doctor, "in six

months vou will be like other boys. You will walk
on your own two stout legs." The clock chimed.
Execution hour. Buddy screamed. "Oh, I wanted
to live to walk," he cried, "but I can't keep on. 1

did it, Sis. 1 killed Slade."
Tlie confession came too late. But in offices, on

the subways, at bridge parties, and in the^ clubs,

tongues wagged, vituperating "stupid justice," eulo-

gizing the executed man, condemning Slade.

SELFISH PARENTS

Florence Lou Popp File No. 3495

WHEN Davie, Junior, was born his parents de-

cided he should become a priest. To this end
they raised him on the theory that if he

never knew the worldly pleasures of everyday life

it would be no task for him to renounce them. At
the age of seven he was sent to parochial school, and
his spare time was strictly regulated by his mother
and father. Davie passed adolescence and reached his

twentieth birthday without ever having kissed a girl,

or indulged in a cigarette, drink, or highly-spiced
novel.
During his last year of college, as he was preparing

for the seminary. Father Yaie became interested in

the lad. The priest engaged the boy in conversation,

and from the latter's prosaic account of his life, the
priest perceived tragic implications. He told Davis
that before entering the priesthood Davie should go
out into the world for a year and learn the life

he was prepared to renounce so glibly. So jubilant

had his parents been as the fruition of their plans
approached, that Davie was afraid to tell them of

the priest's decision. Their disappointment was great
at his announcement, but tempered somewhat by
Father Yale's letter of explanation which arrived

the morning after Davie's return. The boy found
a job with a Brooklyn telephone company, and there

also he found a friend, George. George was invited

to Davie's home and the latter's parents con'sidered

him a fine friend for their son. But as Davie's
visits to George's home increased in frequency —
prompted by the presence of George's pretty eighteerr-

year-old sister, Nancy—Davie's mother began finding

a hundred faults with her son's friend.

Nancy was the first girl Davie had ever knows
Although she fell in' love with him at first sigh),

he did not know her feelings, and consequently passed
through months of lovesickness to the despair and
worry of his mother.

Tlie end of the year approached and Davie's mother
began packing his shirts and socks, preparatory to

his return to the seminary. The night before he was
to leave, she insisted, since it was his last night at

home, they should have a quiet evening in the living

room with the relatives. Rebellion surged up in

Davie. He wanted to see Nancy that night, and
without explanation to his mother, left the house.

"Hadn't the priest told him to learn life during his

vcar in the world?" Davie asked himself. But he
iiad still bound himself to his parents' wishes. To-
night, he determined, he would take Nancy to a

dance. When he saw her sitting under the lamp-
light, waiting for him, her lips soft with smi'.es for

his presence, her eyes sad with the thought of his

leaving, he forgot the dance, his mother, the sem-
inary. He kissed her.

It was upon the fifteenth kiss that his mother
entered. She had flung a wrap around her shoulders

and marched to George's house, determined to tear

her son away from such dangerous associates. To
his own surprise, Davie did not cringe. He told his

mother that he had the same right to life and love

as his parents had and he was going to take that

chance. The mother wept, stormed, asserted her

heart was broken, and her pride and dreams crushed
by the son's ingratitude. The lovers were married
by Father Yale. A year later a child was born to

them, and thev were forgiven by the lonesome parents.

In the new grandchi d. Davie's mother and father

found more pride and pleasure than they had ever

found in their dreams of their son's priestly robes.

Isador. Mc File No. 3452

OX the enormous block of porphyry the two pros-

pectors found an arrow deeply carved, pointing

West. "Look along the arrow. Jack," said Jim
Watson, "and see if you can sight the two tall pines

in line." Jack found the pines, as described in Hank
Wilder's map, and the prospectors continued on their

search for the lost mine. Twenty paces from the
pine, they located the boulder with three notches on
the upper end. After three days' hard work, the two
men succeeded in removing the rock and exposing
the opening of the tunnel, and also the mummy -like

remains of an Indian warrior who had been shot
through the head and placed in the tunn'el for con-
cealment. The tunnel led to a small, natural park,
entirely enclosed by towering rocks, with no other
exit than the secret passageway. After disposing of

the Indian's remains, the prospectors investigated the
tunnel, and discovered the mine which Hank Wilder
had willed them on his death bed. It was richly

mineralized as was shown by the free gold visible

to the naked eye. They returned to the nearest small
town for supplies, and then came back to work the

mine and build for themselves a little house in the
secret park. Their work was shadowed by a vague
sense of foreboding. Once Jack was sure that he saw
eyes watching him from the bushes but when he
investigated, found no one. Another time Jim awoke
in the middle of the night, swearing that a human
cry had reached his ears, but Jack impatiently told

him to go back to sleep. For some time events
progressed favorably, progress was made in the mine,
the ore was increasing in value, and reports of assays
made in San Francisco cheered the prospectors with
promise of immense wealth. One night, after work,
thev were sitting in front of their house, smoking and
talking, when the crack of a rifle was heard, and Jim
tumbled to the ground. Jack bathed the scalp wound
of his pal, and both men determined to double their

precautions.
The next day, climbing the mountain trail, they saw

a Spaniard and a very beautiful young girl. The man
introduced his daughter, Anita, and so impressed were
Jack and Jim with the father's intelligence and the

daughter's charm, that they invited them to come to

their cabin. The Spaniard told them of a mad miner
who wandered in the district, and warned them to be-

ware of him, for in his periods of madness a wild beast
was less dangerous. A few days after this conversa-
tion, Anita came to their cabin in' great agitation,

crving that her father had been shot. Jack and Jim
foflowed her to her camp, and found that the mad
miner had indeed wounded her father fata'.ly. The
man begged his friends to take care of his daughter,
and they promised. Anita came to live with them in

the secret park, and as her grief faded, she colored

their lives with gayety. Jack grew to love her as he
rode with her over the hills, taught her markmanship,
and sat talking to her during the long summer eve-

nings
He p'anned to ask her to marry him as soon as he

received his first substantial returns from the mine.
A carload of ore was shipped and soon they received

a check for a sum beyond their wildest dreams. The
mine was now run on a large scale. Activity in-

creased and also returns. On his way home from town
one night, Jack decided to speak to Anita that very

evening. He noticed her standing in the door, lean-

ing on' her rifle and watching for him. He heard a

noise, turned, and was felled by a sharp blow on the

head. When he regained consciousness, Anita was
holding his head in her lap. "Senor! Senor! Speak
to me," she cried. The tears were pouring down her

face. She pointed to an unkempt, lifeless body on the

ground. "I killed him," she said. "He killed my
father, and now he tried to kill you."
Jack and Anita were married, and Jim gave the

bride awav. The mine became one of the most
famous producers in the West, but Jack insisted his

greatest treasure was found in the heart of Anita.

OH MOTHER
Mary Delaney File No. 3471

LIZBETH and Niam each wrote a letter to her

respective mother, telling her how much daughter
desired mother's presence at Graduation Week.

Mrs. Holbrook took her daughter's words seriously, and
Mr. Holbrook declared the general store could and
would finance Mrs. Holbrook during her week's stay
in the college town, so, the mother departed to see her

child. In her bag she carried a new dress for Niam
and her four years' old black silk for herself. Niam
was a bit disgruntled when she received a wire stating

her mother was actually arriving. Niam could enjoy
herself much better without her maternal ancestor.
Mrs. Holbrook arrived earlier than Niam expected.

The girls were playing the Ravard boys in a tennis

tournament. Mrs. Holbrook observed Niam's short,

shame. ess costume, and shook her head in disap-
proval, attempting to catch the girl's eye. But Niam
was taking an opportunity to whisper to Rob Stew-
art : "I'm wearing a prin'cess costume at the ball

tonight." Tlien Niam glimpsed her mother and her
heart sank in shame—her mother looked so dowdy.
Beside Mrs. Holbrook sat Alea and Mrs. Penny.
Mrs. Penny offered her daughter a cigarette—slapped
her on the back and called her "kiddo." In Niam's
greeting, Mrs. Holbrook could sense the girl's dis-

comfort. She allowed herself to be taken to a beauty
parlor. Niam left, and the beauty parlor operator
massaged, marcelled and tinted Mrs. Holbrook until

the woman's beauty actually caused the operator to

gasp. "The operator prevailed on Mrs. Holbrook to

rent a costume for the fancy dress ball that night

—

and Mrs. Holbrook chose a princess costume.
Alea Penny, who had overheard Niam tell Rob

her costume, also secured a princess disguise in hopes
of interesting the very eligible young man. For
Xiam, there was no costume left but a peasant dress,

.^t the ball, Mrs. Holbrook charmed the stag hue
with her grace and beauty. Rob monopolized her
time and dances in spite of the anxious protests of

tliose who wanted to "cut in." In the garden he
proposed to her—telling her that never had she
looked so beautiful, and begging her to unmask and
kiss him. Mrs. Holbrook avoided the issue. Rob
said he'd come to her thouah he must swim, when she

said "yes." She left the ball before the unmask-
ing—and Rob continued in* his wooing with Alea.

who also wore the princess dress, thinking it to be
Niam. Niam, in peasant garb, was very unhappy.
She returned to her mother's room, but that lady
was already in bed, her boudoir cap concealing her
nair. Rob proposed again to Alea and she gladly

accepted him—then unmasked. Poor Rob was thunder-
struck and ran' to his doctor for a psychological ex-

amination fearing an insane delusion coming on.

The Pennys made a determined "play" for Rob.
Mrs. Ho'brook at the festivities of Commencement
Week, continued to prove_ her emancipation. She
played a fast game of tennis in middy and "shorts"'

and distinguished herself among the oddly shaped
ladies there. The boat cruise was one of the enter-

tainment features for alumni and guests. The Pennys
insisted Rob accompany them. He first went to his
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doctor, asking the M. D. to reserve room for him
at a sanitarium. Roh believed Alea would n'ot want
him if she discovered he v/as going to the sanitarium.
Then he embarked on the boat with Alea and her
high'y-colored mother. Niam and Mrs. Holbrook
arrived just as the boat was Hfting anchor. Rob
waved despairingly. Mrs. Holbrook hurriedly assured
her daughter of Rob's proposal, which was meant
for Niam, and told her of his remark, "When you
say 'yes,' I'll come to you though I have to swim
to' you." Niam seized a megaphone and blared,

"yes." Rob tore from the grasp of the Pennys,
jumped overboard and swam to Niam. Full explana-

tions of his "delusional insanitv" followed frr,"

Mother Holbrook.

THE LOVE PIRATE

Ernest Roy Whiteway File No, 3418

o N THAT unending and weary train ride Don took

to the city where he was going to call for his

sister, EVelvn, was born his distrust of people.

Evelyn, his beloved Httle sister, had been betrayed

by a man who had promised to marry her, and now
Don was about to bring her home, all her hopes

and youthful dreams broken. Some time later, he

met an'd married Muriel. Much as he loved and
adored his wife, he was gnawed by jealous fears, and
often tortured himself, wondering what she had known
of love before she met him. Returning from work
one evening he found a note from her telling him
she had gone for the evening to her cousin, and
directing him to feed the kitten, Don suspected she

had gone to the masked ball at the Pirate Den. He
rented a costume and recognized his wife's figure

dancing in the arms of a masked pirate, leader of

the orchestra. Eavesdropping, he heard her tell the

man that she was nervous, and that her husband,

Don, would be furious were she discovered in the

night club. When she came home that night, her

husband greeted her somberly. "You better feed

kitty," he said, "She's probably hungry. Muriel

recognized a hidden anger. Don accused her of hav-

ing an afTair with the unknown man. Muriel pleaded

with him to trust her for a few days. He commanded
her to tell everything about the matter immediately.

When she asserted that it was impossible and again

pleaded for his faith, he slammed out of the house.

The next day, he accepted the firm's offer to manage
the business contracts in the South Seas, and left.

A month later, he received a letter from Muriel,

stating that she was obtaining a divorce, and that

the love pirate was now making his sister, Evelyn,

very happy. A letter from his business partner. Bill,

confirmed 'his realization of the rash judgment he

had made in his unjust jealousy.
, -^>

Don became a derelict without ambition and with-

out hope. Aloma, daughter of a white mother and

native father, took care of the man when he became

i'l with fever. Upon his recovery he decided to

return' and make one last plea for Muriel's forgive-

ness Because Aloma had often expressed the desire

to see her mother's people, he took her with hlin.

Don's dreams were of Muriel, but Aloma s heart

and all her thoughts of the future belonged to Don.

A storm arose at sea and during the night life-

boats were lowered to rescue passengers of a ship

in distress which had sent out its SOS. Aloina hud-

dled close to Don, and confessed to him of her one

previous love—with an American musician, who had

come to the island orfe year. He had promised to

marry her but deserted her for another woman. ' He
managed an orchestra called the Love Pirates,

,
she

said. But before Don could ask her more questions,

screams shattered the air. One of the women res-

cued from the doomed ship had again been swept

overboard. Aloma, strong swimmer that she was,

dived into the raging sea, and rescued the woman
and her baby. The little native girl fainted with

exhaustion before she heard Don' ejaculate as he

looked at the woman and baby "Muriel!

Muriel explained that her letters had been re-

turned, and that Evelyn, her husband, and she and

the baby had decided to embark for the island to

find Don and inform him of his paternity. Aloma

recovered and saw the happiness m the faces ol

Dort and Muriel. She saw Evelyn s husband, and

paled. Don realized that the man had betrayed this

girl also and was now remorseful for the unhappi-

ness he had caused He promised Aloma that she

should have a good home in the States with them,

and the girl nodded, smiling, whde tears filled her

eyes That night, while the ship sailed over a calm

sea and Eve'yn and Muriel nestled in the embraces

of their husbands. Aloma silently lowered a life boat

and rowed alone berteath the tropic moon to her

island home.

WHAT A COUSIN!

Harold Lee Kelley File No. 2506

DOLLY BANNON is disgusted with dates, men,

and the city. She remembers the peace she

knew in her childhood days when she visited

the country home of her Aunt Rose Bannon, and

played the're with her little cousin, Lee. Recalling

the" sweet wholesome pleasures of her childhood, she

suddenly determines to return to the Bann'ons for a

visit. On the train she reminisces pleasantly over

little Lee's freckled nose and skinned knees, on his

habit of scalping her dolls and burning them at

the stake. At the station she buys a box of lollipops

for her cousin artd takes a cab to the Bannon home.

She rings the doorbell and is admitted by a hand-

some, six-foot tall youn'g man. "But, where is Aunt

Rose, and where is little Lee? she asks in conster-

nation. The young man replies m surprise: I am
Lee, and Aunt Rose has gone to the city to visit

her niece."
, t. ^i

Lee and Dolly stare at each other, each breath-

lessly remarking how the other has changed. Through

the cipen windows comes a flower-scented breeze, the
moon is full and round, and the sea murmurs gently
that this is a night for lovers. Ordinarily Dolly can
tell a moon, a flower-scented breeze, and, insinu-

ating sea that she is not in the market—but tonight-
Lee is the handsomest, most magnetic man she has
ever seen. And to Lee, Dolly is as tempting as the

lawn with the "Keep Off the Grass" signs to the

hare feet of a small boy.
She is weary from her long journey and decides

to go to bed. Lee escorts her to the door of hei

loom and attempts to take her in his arms. She
eludes his grasp and slams the door in his face. Dis-
consolately, Lee turns towards the livin'g room. The
bedroom door opens, and her smiling head emerges.
"Goodnight." she says. Lee attempts to read the
newspaper. As he raises his head he sees Dolly
standing in the doorway in an intriguing blue chemise.
She moves to the kitchen for a drink of water. Lee
follows her, grasps her wrist, and wheels her around
to him. The moon, the spring night, and Lee have
their way.
The next morning at breakfast there is no smile on

Dolly's face. Lee kneels beside her: "Dolly, I really

meant what I said last night. I love you. Will you
marry me?"
"You're my cousin," she says, miserably. "How

can I?" Then Lee explains to her that lie is not
Lee Bannon, but a college chum who is using the
house while the Ban^ons are out of town. And as
Dolly turns her ecstatic face to Lee, not a little of

her happiness is due to the fact that she need never
confuse the image of her Hero and Ideal with that

of a freckled nosed small boy.

THE GERM OF DEATH

Anne Shilson File No. 3476

MONEY, Money, Money. It has been such an
all-important thing in the life of David Gar-
rick, that his wife and daughter. Madge, can

scarce'y understand his new iitterest in occultism,.

Materialism rather than spiritualism has been the
forte of Mr. Garrick. The Garrick family goes
abroad and on shipboard they meet two people who
are to influence their lives. Madge meets the bril-

liant young detective. Alleyn Rayne, to whom she
'oecomes engaged before the ship touches Liverpool.
Mr. Garrick meets the noted hypnotist. Professor
Rossiter, and much of their time they spend closeted
in the latter's stateroom.
Garrick, who has rioted through his wife's fortune,

robs oiTe of the guests at the hotel, where he is

staying with his family and Rayne. Rayne saves
him from discovery and disgrace.
On their return to the states, Madge becomes des-

perately ill. Doctors Rosslawn and Banks, brain
specialists, are puzzled by the deathlike coma into
which the girl has fallen. They are nonplussed by
the ineffectuality of all treatments which they give
her. Finally, Banks asserts to his colleague that in

his opinion the girl has been hypnotized, W'^orkingon
this assumption, they try counter-hypnosis and bring
Madge back to normal. The doctors hold a consulta-
tion with Rayne, and the latter can discover no
motive for Garrick's treatment of his daughter—and
he strongly suspects it is Garrick's work. The man
has heavily insured his wife, but there is no life

insurance orf Madge,
The Garricks give a party in honor of Madge's

approaching nuptia's, and Professor Rossiter is in-

vited to entertain the guests—as the feature enter-
tainment of the evening—with a seance. At tlie

seance, Madge again becomes ill, and falls into the
old coma.
Again* the doctors are summoned and this time

they take Rayne aside, and tell him if he would
insure his sweetheart's life, he should marry her
immediately. Madge recovers, none the worse for

her experience, and shortly after becomes Mrs. Alleyn
Rayne. Before leaving on her honeymoon cruise
abroad, she clings to her mother, oppressed with a
superstitious foreboding.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrick follow the honeymoon couple

abroad, although Mrs. Garrick questions her husband
if they can' afford it. At Monte Carlo. Garrick loses

huge sums at roulette, and to' cover his debts, steals

a diamond from one of the hotel guests. Because
the diamond is priceless, and a belonging of an official

important in the affairs of state, Scotland Yard
pleads with Rayne to take the case despite the fact

that he is supposed to be taking his vacation. Rayne
discovers the jewel secreted under the eye of Gar-
rick's snake ring. This time the detective can no
longer sacrifice duty to love. Garrick is arrested
and sentenced to three years in prison. Mrs. Gar-
rick becomes ill and fails steadily while her husband
is serving his sentence. The day that he is dis-

charged, she is pronounced dead by the family doctor,
Rossiter and Banks put two and two together and
their suspicions are strengthened that Mrs, Garrick's
is no natural death. They call Rayne and the three
men do a little investigating. They secrete themselves
in the insurance office, and when Garrick calls to get
his money, he sees his wife before him. As the
doctors had revived the daughter from her hypnotic
slumber, so they had done to the mother. Garrick
takes poison, but before he dies, confesses he had
been experimenting on Madge from time to time
that he might accomplish the perfect murder of his

wife.

THE DANCER
Sophie Rogers File No. 348!

MARY overhears two members of the chorus
remark in the dressing room that she is a
"flat tire." She never goes anywhere, they

=ay. She refuses partv invitations. She is continually
study in gf and practicing—and has nothing to show
for it. As a dancer, she lacks "it." Mary, angered,
redoubles her practice and her study, but is never

rewarded with more than a tepid patter of app.aiise
from the night club audien'ce. One evening she re-
turns home with a bouquet of fresh cut roses that
she has bought from a street corner vendor. She
plans to surprise her mother with the little gift.

She sees her mother, eyes closed, hands folded, sit-
ting in the rocker. Quietly, so as not to awaken
her. Mary washes the supper dishes, tidies the
kitchen, puts the flowers in a vase, and places them
on a table near her mother. She leans over to kiss
her mother's lips. They are cold.

The next night she is doing her turn at the club.
"Look at that painted doll with the wooden smile on
her lips," giggles Cara Rogers to her escort, Eddie
Green, as they watch Mary. "Vacuum behind her
eyes, all right." "Oh, I don't know about that,"
protests Eddie, not because he admires Mary's work,
but because he wants to disagree with Cara, who has
become an irritating burden lately, more difficult Jo

shake from his shoulders than Sinbad's old man of
the sea.
Mary, in the lonely months that follow, often

watches Cara and Eddie enviously as Cara nestles
up to the handsome young man, proprietarily. More
and more she watches other happy young couples rid-

ing in cars, holding hands as they wuidowshop. or
stroll up the streets. The lonelier she becomes, the
more automatic is her work. Yet, she prefers soli-

tude to accepting the invitations of the general run
of stage-door Johnnies, who frequent the place. One
night she looks straight into the eyes of Eddie Green',
and his eyebrows form a question. There is some-
thing clean and decent in his gaze, so different from
the usual flirtation, that her lips quirk in a soft

little smile. Then she realizes that he is with Cara
continually—perhaps the woman is his wife^and Mary
ignores his glance. He sends a n'ote backstage with
the usher, and Mary decides to go with him. Cara
discovers the intentions of Eddie as far as she is

concerned for the rest of the evening—and cal's Mary
a cheap, second-rate little shuffler, who belongs in

a twenty-five-cent burlesque. Eddie quarrels with
Cara, but she becomes frantic at the thought of

losing him—^and calls him up so marfy times at his

home that he is forced to have his phone discon-
nected. In the meantime, Mary and Ed see each
other more and more often. She is no longer lonely

but radiantly happy and her joyous spirit is reflected

in her dancing. Cara flirts with the manager of

the night club irf the attempt to cajole him into

firing Mary. But Mary—thanks to the power of love
—has become such an expressive little dancer that
the manager reluctantly says: "Business is busi-
ness, and even for a little charmer like you, Cara,
I can't hre my best drawing card."
Eddie gives a party in honor of his brother's re-

turning from college, and invites Mary an'd her
friends to attend after the show. When Mary walks
out the stage door, expecting to see Eddie, she sees
merely the chauffeur, who tells her "Mistah Green
sent me foah you." Mary is hurt, believing she is

not wanted or Eddie would have come for her him-
self. She goes home to cry. In an hour a rap sounds
on her door. It is Eddie. He explains that he has
been busy, "Gettin'g rid of Cara." It took him an
hour and three-quarters to convince her that he and
Mary were married. "Now you won't make a liar

of me?" he asks. So, Mary hastens with him to

the justice of the peace—to redeem his honesty

—

and change her name.

Addie A. Sweet File No. 3270

MORE than a century ago a white woman gave
gifts of corn to the people of Blazing Sun'
when they were starving in" a period of fam-

ine. The chief saved her life and that of her family
when warriors would have scalped then>. "For," the
chief said, remembering the charity jf her whom
he called the "good woman," "an Indiaii never for-
gets an insult, nor does he ever forget one who does
him a good deed." Tliis is the story that Miss
Boneta, pretty white school teacher on the Indian
reservation', and great -great- granddaughter of her
whom Blazing Sun called the "good woman," tells

to her sixteen-year-old pupil, Glendora HighHght,
descendant of Blazing Sun,
To Miss Boneta's credit as a teacher, the Indians

have chalked many marks of approval. She did not
cut her work at the beginning and end of the day
that she might spen'd more time making herself
lieautiful for the superintendent, who was in love with
her. Neither did she day-dream, or tat and crochet
away the hours to pay-day as do many of the teach-
ers. When the parents of the school children ne-
glected to send fuel, she did not dismiss school as
the parents expected, but took the children, went out
into the woods with them, and gathered a two-day
supply. The parents grunted approval and hereafter
supplied her. Glendora, mischievous ring- leader, put
the new teacher through a severe in'itiation and
found her "all right." Glendora expressed her hatred
of Blackheels. a half-breed, who ogled Miss Boneta.
with such vehemence that the school teacher decided
it was time to inject a more Christian spirit of meicy
in the girl, Glendora's mother was a teacher and
it was the girl's ambition* to be one, also. Miss
Bonita tutored her for the examinations and then
sent her to Professor Nowd for further training.
The professor aroused Glendora's undying hatred
by his petty efforts to spoil her chance for a cer-
tificate and by his favoritism to a pupil. Miss Zritz,

with whom he was having an affair. His persecu-
tion of Glendora was fruitless, for Miss Boneta, to

whose words the superinten'dent listened with the
respect he accorded Gospel, whispered to him Nowd'.*;
attempts and Glendora's merits. The Indian girl

passed her examination and received a school. Mis?
Zritz failed, but she, too, finally received a school
which was empty the greater part of the time. Her
pupils did not care to come. Glendora and Miss
Boneta, visiting Miss Zritz's school one afternoon
found her charges on the roof, whoopin'g war songs,
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while the teacher tatted before a vista of empty

In Glendora's classes was a handsome Indian older
than herself, with whom she fell in love. She taught
him all she knew, and then sent him to Miss Boneta
that he might pass examinations preparatory to a
niglier education and become a professor. Glendora
and her lover invariably escorted Miss Boneta home
from school, for fear the lurkingr Blackheels might
attack her. Professor Novvd extended his persecu-
tion of Glendora to her lover. The Indian girl's anger
knew no bounds. Miss Boneta to.d her the Lord
would punish him, but Glendora, remembering the
Bilile preaching that the Lord helps him who helps
himself, took matters in her own hands. Miss Zritz,
sitting in' her schoolroom waiting for Nowd to take
her home, was informed by a small Indian lad that
the professor had sent him to tell her he was not
coming. After her disgruntled departure for her
hoarding house, the same small messenger informed
the professor that Miss Zritz did not want to see
him. On his solitary way home to his wife and farm,
.Vovvd was captured by Indians in full reijalia and
",-ir pain't, who frightened him, ducked him "in water,
rolled him in burrs, gave him a sound talk on his
inadequacy in his profession and sent him home to
his .vife. Then the chief of the Indians washed oft
her war paint and put on her decorous schoolteacher's
dress to keep her gentle rendezvous with her pupil
and c'assmate.
Miss Boneta an*d the superintendent, and Glendora

and her lover-pupil attended the Indian Fair, where
both men proposed to his respective school teacher.
The girls declared they would base their acceptances
on the outcome of the various contests during the
afternoon. They lost on the horse-races, and on the
outcome of the LaCrosse game, so the men won.
Walking home one afteritoon, Miss Boneta was

pleasantly musing on the beauty of the woods and
her happy times among the Indians. She saw the
figure of B ackheels before her, and for a moment
was frightened, remembering Glendora's warnings.
Then, tossing her head, she repeated her old phrase

:

"I'm not afraid of Irtdians." But Blackheels over-
powered her—although she tore his shirt, scratching
his face, and pulled his hair—and carried her, utter-
ing unearthly moans and wails and calls for help,
to a deserted shack. In the meantime, G endora
became worried, hearing rumors that Blackheels had
returned to the neighborhood, and not finding Miss
Bon'eta at her boarding house. The girl ran to the
woods, found Miss Boneta's overturned lunch pail,

and heard the weird sounds which she, herself, had
taught her school teacher. In Glendora's dress was
an old revolver she had taken from her father's
riDom. Tracing Blackheels to the shack, she men-
aced him with the weapon, and he s'unk away, cowed
by the ferocity of the two school teachers. Miss
Boneta had refused to allow Glendora to have him
arrested, for she said there was some good in him,
due, no doubt, to his strairf of Indian blood. For, if

there had been no decency in him, he could not have
borne the unearthly noises she uttered in his ears
without murdering her. Flipping the empty revolver,
Glendora gaily escorted her beloved teacher to the
town.
At the re'igious festival. Miss Boneta was accepted

as a sister in the tribe—Jar-wend-ond-dee. The
superinten'dent surprised many of his friends in New
York when he wrote them his wife was Tar-wend-
ond-dee.

JUST AROUND THE CORNER

Bertha M. Browne File No. 250!

WHEN Mike Mulligan returns home late with
the odor of whiskey on his breath, and his
wife asks him where he has been, he remarks

nonchalantly: "Oh, just around the corner." "God
bless you," says ^laggie. When her eldest son,
Tommy, begins spending less an'd less time at home
as he spends more of his leisure time with the pretty
maid he met at Kelly's dance hall, his mother asks
him where he keeps himself. "Oh, just around the
corner." "God bless you, my son. It is just around
the corner that daughter, Agnes, meets her sweet-
heart; that Freckles breaks his cart, and that the
Grays live."

The Grays are the wealthiest people in the town.
Often Mrs. Gray and her little daughter, 'Violet, stop
at the Mulligans to bring Maggie some washing.
Freckles stares with awe at little Violet, six years
his jun'ior, who seems to him the most exquisite little

fairy-tale creature in the world. As Freckles grows
older his slave-like devotion to Violet grows, too,

but she merely tosses her head and points her nose
in the air. Freckles teases her out\yardly, but in his
heart he carries a memory of the time when he was
eighteen and she was twelve and he saved the little

girl from drowning. At that time, he covered the
unconscious Httle face with kisses.

Freckles graduates from high school with highest
honors and goes to college to study law._ Violet, in

the meantime, is burn'ing her life away in reckless-
ness. Tom is hired as her chauffeur, and often the
kind-hearted Irish boy takes the girl into a by-road
after a party that she might sleep off the effect of

a "jag" before going home. Smoking, drinking, and
wild parties are Violet's anodyne to some secret
sorrow which she hints at to Tom, whom she makes
somewhat of her confidante. Sometimes she cuddles
up to him, feeling he is her one stable friend, an'd

at one of these times, Tom's sweetheart sees them,
and a terrifiic quarrel ensues. Tom manages to con-
vince her, however, that Violet means no more to

him than an unhappy friend.

Agnes obtains a position as lady's maid to Violet,
and learn's that the life of an heiress is not all

happy. Mrs. Gray confides that Violet is to marry
a Count whom she met on her trip to Europe, and
often Agnes sees Violet staring at a picture of the
baldheaded, be-whiskered Count with hate and de-
spair in her eyes. Agnes can scarcely restrain a
laugh when she sees the Count, whom Mrs. Gray

worships as a "royal catch." He may not have
u'

1.,°^^"^"^^ Agnes, but he has a family tree, and
all Mrs. Gray wartts is that Violet should hang on
one of Its branches. Violet tells her maid she would
rather die than marry the old fraud, who bought her
"ig?gement ring on the money he borrowed from

nothe
Freckles, now James Mu'.ligan, graduates from

law school with high honors and is admitted to the
best law firm m the town, where he soon is slated
for the junior partnership. The Count demands a
settlement before the marriage and the case is putm the hands of James' firm. Mr. Gray is bitterly
opposed to the marriage, asserting that an American
son-in-law is good enough for him, but Mrs Giav
IS shrewishly determined on the title and makes life
miserable for her daughter and husband until they
accede to her wishes.
Once, through his office window, James sees Violet

pass. Beneath her fashionable hat, her face is tear-
stained, an'd James longs to take her in his arms
.ind kiss her hurt away. The senior member of the
firm calls hini into the private office to consult with
him on the Gray case. Violet has asked the firm
to help her find a husband-in-name-only, whom she
wants to marry before her scheduled wedding with
the Count and divorce immediately after her dis-
appointed suitor leaves for the continent.

Violet asks Tommy to marry her for a year, butlommy fears his sweetheart's wrath, an'd does not
care to sham a marriage.

Tlie senior partner has ordered James to have a
solution for the Gray problem by the time he re
turns from a business trip. James calls Violet on
the phone and offers to marry her. She promises
to meet him that evening, and in answer to her
mother's insistent inquiries, says it is the Count
with whom she has a date. The Count drops irt for
his usual free dinner, and afterwards Violet takes
him and Tommy for a "ride." She says she must
go on an errand "just around the corner" and will
be back soon. Five hours later she returns, Mrs.
James Mu.hgan. They have gone to another state
to be married. James goes home to think of his
dream girl, and Violet returns with the Courtt. The
wedding day arrives, and Violet has not vet told
of her marriage. When the preacher says, "If any
man can show just cause—" a policeman, informed
by James, interrupts with the announcement; "This
girl IS already married."
After this scene, the atmosphere of the Gray home

IS strained. Violet does not speak to her mother,
an'd the termagent vents her spleen upon her hus-
band, who ages rapidly under the unpleasantness.
Her father is the sole tie which keeps Vio.et from
leaving home. One day, when Violet is alone at
home, she receives a call from the hospital—her
father has been injured and wants to see his daughter
and her husband before he dies. An expression of
peace comes over Mr. Gray's face when he sees
Violet at his bedside with her stalwart husband. Mrs.
Gray has a tarrtrum—her washerwoman's son' As
for Maggie Mulligan, when she hears the great news
which the small neighbor boy has overheard "just
around the corner," she folds her toil-worn arms
and stands proudly erect. "God bless them," she

AFTER THE STORM
Mrs. E. S. Robinson File No. 2502

plaTHE gayest event that has
Greycoat Arms plantation in many years, is the
wedding of the son and heir, Roy, to Lillie Rose.

"Beautiful, healthy, and wealthy," observe the guests
from distinguished judges to Mammy Sue and her
numerous progeny. "How happy they shouid be—
and how fortunate their children." In the meantime,
Lillie Rose, dancing the Virginia Reel with her hand-
some young doctor-husband, whispers; "I think I
would die without you, dear." "And I could not live
without you, dear heart," says Roy, seriously Only
the minister. Dr. Hart, looks thoughtfully at the
young couple arid remarks to his wife: "They have
so much. There is almost injustice in their happy
thoughtlessness."

Lillie Rose and Roy insist that the latter's widowed
mother accompany them on their wedding cruise,
and it is a happy party which embarks on the "Isa-
lella^ Sprunt" after a touching farewell with the
bride s parents, friends, relatives, and a delegation
of the loyal negro friends, who live on the planta-
tion. A terrific storm comes up at sea and the boat
IS sunk. Roy is hit on the head by a falling beam,
washed away from the rest of his party by a giant

ally picked up by the "Le
1, Jack Payne, proves to be an old friend
For many weeks Roy lies unconscious.
onvalesceiTce the memory of the tragedy
me back to him immediately. But wheii
:alization is twice as bitter. Between
Roy springs up a David and Jonathan

unhappy

The captai
of Roy's.
After his
does not c

it does,
Payne anc
friendship. The forme
widower and attempts to give him the strength ol"

wisdom. Jack Payne and Roy return for a short
time to the home of Mr. an'd Mrs. Rose, Lillie's
people, and then Roy accompanies Jack on his ex
ploring tour in the "Le Grande."
Seven people have been saved from the wreck

of the "Isabella Sprunt" and washed up on a small
southern island, a United States possession, which
is visited but once a year by a ship. Tliey are;
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, the very proper and elderly
Mr. Updycke, prim Miss Steel, for whom Updycke
has an amorous sentiment; her niece, Priscilla, hoy-
den with a royal heart; Lillie Rose, and her mother-
in-law, Mrs. Gray. Despite the fact that on her
wedding day, Lillie had said she could not live
without Roy, she is now doing her best to forget
her own tragedy by absorption in the native chil-
dren. She helps the islarfd missionary in his work,
and teaches the children the English language'
The day before the Fourth of July, 'she drills them

they .;n'!!'''''/1l' "I j"" '°>', "America," which
sing at the Independence Day celebration^uL CMOL night, when her work is done I illiXweeps, and Priscilla comforts her The neit davin. the midst of the Fourth of July celebratioif aship IS sighted. It is the "Le Grande" R?v' iunited with his bride and mother and PrLl

auntrj^dr/ve^'^
P^^ne, whom,' yekrs'telo^ ^ '^aunt had driven away because his sornl ,,;.=;/;„was not equal to hers. Happy as they are in eirreunion, the lovers realize after so m,f * i

as they have had that they can nev,r"'\„ u^

te^' on ?b"^l^
absorption in'each other. Ti.S"vcarslater on the broad verandah of the Grevcoat Arm =

ook with"f„n^"-
Updycke, Payne and Gray Th"y

romping^n™the'Tawn"°but°'aI ?b
"/"^ °-" childr:?;

Gre°vc''T \" '^^P a"-^d^be-tif If^fnue^^-irt:Gieycoat -^rms-the orphan asylum.
'° ''"^

JOCK
Mrs. Bella Stevens

File No. 350C

NO PASSERBY who received To,.I.'= ' i,

refused to buy a p^pe^'f^^m-'^htm' H't's^'atli™

under,."ofirished™"om^?,-';;i^ o w'n'^'^life
'' "^"^^'^ ^"""

tm^r Cs="e?cl/e°d°l^hf ^™'1, ^V^r"^ ^Oy"
rolls and^^mll^'tom Ih^ ^dots^'^o^M^^o^ra'^: 'It

n^ iS aLam's'-t^ .t'l.^'"t^^ ^^^^^

C™a':;^r"an"'"offi™' sL\ ^-"'^<=" 4^' TlJe'mSlher
from oveTwo?*"nd"lack °oTTare"'Th'

'' ^T ,

^''"=.^

fhrt/s°t '"b-^
.trapg°'scho"i-, w\te"i

;°°
vo^^r^:";^

dischari'e irom\Ctrr\ '™^ ">""°'' After hd

but Jock did not fos;er"aTove'"aft"ir '''He'st;ir\'"''

camp in Got'^tinger Hanov ?:
'
The?e'\"e '°wo',kS" i"

a" aTtenipt"to Tt"' V"^"^"' '°°^ o^cS^l^s'.'^ ^
friend sem I fm fT' »

''if
*'^'' "''°' ''^ "« 'eg. A

of the K=i-„
a Seotch paper corttaining cartoo.is

lashed. and"'threafe°n"'ed'' wit'h"d°e"ath' tmjn' l"""".
^^'

fense. Wounded Prisoners arrived wt'hout cessation"

and talked to them i?uffl/'"=
"^•'''= operating taSe

and making ThemTtlmmld To'Tf '^7^"''""^

iec^rck?;e™^Se''nTr;':5^=him-'fk^A=^-
'^"

promised .the^ Yankee""[o'='ge't™wo,'d\ °
tbet ''s

"'''

incarceration to his influential parents wLlalofficial connection's in Germany. An order rriv^H

stretcher and ft. 1
•"' P"' '"™ on a

lines He r=,bl.^
*' jY^s carried back to his own

See"£^-ie'nt''tlir mtrg^J S fe^rF.lT'^
'"^ '''^

lust in timp M^ i''<iiidscu lo retrieve their son

'nd-r' t?l'""=^- btn"i'r™J™ci^^Vr^n?sTce c^mT
mu'laS\j;''l^oer:;hi,e°^ it''L^7„

^^'^^'' ^^
"™-

whi:;"^t,''°^^ -^'T '- '™"d'a Toh'lTS\AlblTy'
hi'r'rvo'u'nded'irg °' sriLTXr±''°r ?^7"
^^f^%S;a4yt\S«H
'i^irirr-;^A,ffi:'^^rr^sS

fhT£H^J?- -'^e ^or%'cl- aJd-'^e^^t?
r,^,\:„

German surgeon who had been Jock's

Jock"ask°ed X'Tttle^'^'
.fP-'-'ion was 'a fauSre!

affection for h;„! "'^'''
"''K^^' '"^^ ''ad a great

?he o^T 1 , •
'° ,"'"*^ a letter to his nntherthe only love he ever knew. "Tell her [ am gett^nff

soon"*' he^^^'d
^'''™''"' ""^ "= "•'" !>' t,|e hef

CRACKERJACK HEART
George Carroll

p,,^ ^o. 3480

1^1 ^ l''u?'''^,
'°"','" of his tenement home a smallboy fights his battle with death. He has bee

cnly"to''h'ave"l tl^ drunken father, aifd "recover

^Jllte'Z\%e''^rZ. at a'nThifSeL'h "VTedoctor IS summoned and his mother an.WJv nsSDo you think he will recover?" "I don't knAt''-pl.es the doctor gravely,, "he's a pretty sick Viy,
a cackerjack." John is somewhat

development by the blow his father
t'h r»"'i,

"1"' mother sends the boy to the saloonsth her husband in hopes the man will corie I-nm^•'
•"' •h'^ child,. but John is allowed to fini his

continues his all-

but his heart
retarded

-while his father
way hom_ ___
night drunks. John is amused oy the Urowl-^r sane—but IS scarcely an m'teera nart r,f if t Til i^^ ?
?rade he is taken out^of sdrool and sent t'o w,:rkas a messenger boy. Once a 'adv m,.:t„. i ^
dmner because the messenge? \f/r':i^;Z tr Shei own son. but John politely refuses. After eTvinir

Ste.'°'a' f{?.''"wfek^'-?e"?te"!S' ^.L^^^^^J^^^^
the
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man tells his mother, "He can't work fast enough.
After much vain search, John finally finds work in

a Jewish clothing store. He falls iii love with a

beautiful brunette employee—a girl eight years his

senior. For three years he loves her secretly, yet

has never even he'd her hand. One day he ciils her

aside and attempts to tell her what she means to

him. He declares she must never think oi him agam.
He leaves his job in order to get away from her,

which is too much for him. He calls on her at her

home, and she drives him away in' a rage—perhaps
angry because she misunderstood his statement: ''Vqu

must never think of me again." He finds work m
a bowling alley. His father becomes ill irom too

much drinking. His mother fai'-s ill tf overwork
and dies peacefuUv. Tohn does chor'^s tor Mrs Brown
and daughter, Bessie. The latter's mmd is a;1ecied

as the result of an unhappy love aitair.

John' obtains piece work in a factory and emerges
successiullv from a quarrel with a bullying Italian

For the second time, he falls in love with a bejiititul

brunette. She disregards his admiring stares. Alter

a few days, she leaves. One day John returns from

work and finds his brother, Bob, dead, his lip drawn
back to form a snicker. After the funeral the re-

mainder of the family breaks up to board with a

relative. Tlie other brother, Dave, is killed at his

work. At the funeral a young girl says 1o her

mother; "We will never, go to the mo/ies agam.

On'e day, John sees a girl walking with a clubtoot

m.an She resembles his second sweetheart. Jlonths

later, she sits next to him in a street car—although

there is plenty of vacant space—and nudges him

softly. He does not stir, but he is in ecstacy. For

the third time he is in love. He finally obtains a

iob after months of enforced idleness, and works

f?om five a m. until dusk every day at $12.50 a

week. He pays his hundred dollar debt, his current

living expenses, and saves money for his bank ac-

count. He narrowly avoids death m an elevator

accident, but escapes without serious injury, due.

the doctor tells him, to his crackerjack heart.

One day. while John is fishing in a tug, he sees

a pleasure boat catches fire, and its one bewildered

occupant, panic-stricken', does not know how to

escape. John rescues him. The man proves to be

a prosperous tailor, who gives John a job. John

puts into effect some of his ideas on advertising,

becomes a living model in the tailors shop wuido,v,

and improves the profits with his plan. H's nniia

grows more alert as his success increases. Agoin

he sees his second love, and obtains work for her

with his firm. Agnes proves to be a competent

worker John tries to make love to her. JJon t

get fresh with me because you got me this job,

Jhe says. "It's not fresh. It's love, he replies

On a Sunday afternoon they go for a stioU in

the country. Her gangster friend attempts f". '^^n™'^

John out, but the latter keeps Nick busy with his

agile sparring. In the meantime, Nick s pal. Doc,

has shoved Agnes into the car. John is beginning

to get the belt of Nick in the battle. Doc jumps

out of the car to help his pal Agnes starts the

car then jumps out and kicks Doc. The gangsteis,

seeing their car disappear, give chase, ihey stum-

b'e in their haste, and are too disgruntled and, tired

to continue the battle. Agnes and Jack laiigh

heartily at the plight of the two men, and then

thev seal their love with a kiss.

D

policemen. He dropped the liquor at a deserted
house without mishap. Bill told Cherry it marie no
difference to him what her father was—he loved her.

They went to the theater and all through the play

Cherry's mind was busy with plans for proving to

her lover that, despite her paternity, her character
was strong. She wrote a song and conceiv:?d a dance
that night after the show—"The Drunkard's Song."
This she demonstrated to Bill the next morning, and
he was highly pleased, promising to try out the

number in his n'ext show. Before her first appear-
ance. Bill proposed to her. She accepted and, rqdiant

with joy, put so much personality into her song and
dance that the house went wild with enthusiasm.
Only Peter Kingston in the audience was silent.

From his miserable failures, his daughter haJ carved
her success. Nausea overcame him when he thought
of takin'g another drink, and from that time he was
a drunkard no longer.
Having achieved her success. Cherry was no longer

interested in it. She derived much more happiness
from her home, husband and babies.

THE DRUNKARD'S DAUGHTER

Mrs. Raymond N. Giles File No. 3502

,
RUXKARD, drunkard, drunkard.

'm the daughter of a drunkard. sang

^.lerrv Kingston unhappily to herselt as she

sat before the window, chin cupped in the palm ot

1-er hand Her mother had died m giving birth to

her vounger brother. Bob, and hen'ceforth life w-as

but one Ixittle alter another to Pete Kingston. Al-

though her father's weakness was the sorest spct

in Cherry's life, and had caused her much humiliation

in her schooldays, it did not now affect her social

position, thanks to the kindly care of her friend,

lane Porter and Mrs. Porter. Tlie telephone rang

"and Mrs Porter invited Cherry and Bob to a dance

at her home that night. Cherry gladly accepted lor

herself and brother, and at the dance she met J>ill

Douglas who was the flesh-and-blood embodiment

of all her dreams and ideals. Wealthy, socially prom-

inent, successful in his own right as a play oil-ector

Bill was Cherry's idol. He was interested in the

lovely, sad-eyed little girl, arfd insisted upon taking

her home that night. As they approached the front

porch. Cherry's sharp eys discerned a figure reelm.j

UP the walk. She bade Bill an abrupt goodby ana

r^n away from him. No girl had ever treated the

eligible Mr. Douglas in such manner before. His

interest quickened, and soon he became her constant

escort. There was but one barrier to their lo\e

and that was the secret she guarded ot her lattiei s

"irtdiVidual success, happiness, .home, and babies

seemed to Cherry to be unattamable to her. She

came home smiling and dimpling oyer Bill s first

kiss on- day when she saw her father returning—

sober. A worried expression darkened his .ace^

Confessing his troubles to his . beloved uaugh,er, he

revealed he had been drawn into a gang ol boot-

leggers who had threatened to frame him it hi,

did not allow them to cache their liquor in' their

barn. Now he had displeased the chiet, ne w»s cer-

tain that the gangster leader had already given

him away, and any minute he expected the jiolice

to discover the contraband.
, , i

Cherry realized her father was not. only a drunkard

but, in the eyes of the, law, a crimmal. lh?y?jas

no sense fighting against her heritage. Wearily

=he telephoned Bill-told him all-^and begged him to

Mp he? father. Bill arrived, with a closed truck,

nonchalantly piled the I'q""-- ,'^'° .'' /"-i^^f-lf^^lf":^;"

the main street, nodding to his friends and saluting

THE DEAD-LINE

Hugh D. Carhil File No. 3477

THE first ten minutes of his return to the old

home town, Larry completely forgot that all

during the long train ride he had been' antici-

pating his meeting with his father, Sam Kent. The
reason was Evelyn Larsen. This daughter of Cal

Larsen, bitterest bootlegging rival of Sam Kent,
had b'ossomed from a gawky adolescent into a most
striking young won.an. Their eyes met, and her's

looking past him to the bank, suddenly dilated with

terror. It was a hot day, but outside the bank
stood a sinister b'ack car with curtains tightly drawn.
"Lookout, Dad," screamed Evelyn as her portly

father emerged through the bank doors. The bandits

in the car opened fire—Larry, in his attempt to pull

Evelyn out of the range of bullets, stopped a stray

with his own shouder—while Cal Larsen ducked
behind a pillar. Larsen jerked out his automatic
aiid opened up a steady fire, an'd the big black car

whizzed awav.
Evelyn knelt at Larry's side. She pleaded with

her father to hurry as he had never hurried before

to bring Larry to medical aid. When the boy awoke
in the hospital some hours later, he saw Evelyn's

sweet face beside him. Evelyn refused to listen to

words of love while the deadline existed between
their two fathers. She explained that both the Lar-

sen and Kent contingents had threatened to shoot

any member of the opposite gang who was found on

the wrong side of the deadline. Sam and Cal each

suspected the other of hi-jacking, but Evelyn con-

fided she was sure there was a third, unknown gang
which was operating un'known to the two rival

leaders of the town..
During his convalescence, Larry did some detec-

tive work in the pool rooms, the drug stores, and
on the street corners. He learned enough to make
him suspicious of his father's henchman. Hop, a man
with the face of a gorilla and the nature of a wild

bull. , .

One night Eve'yn and Larry, on the basis of in-

formation the latter had glean'ed concerning a hi-

jacking "job" scheduled for the following evening,

perfected their plans. The next night Evelyn invited

her father out for a little "joy ride." The "joy ride"

whizzed so fast to the Kent home, that Cal was too

dizzv in the back seat of the car to know where he

was. Evelyn rushed into the house and cal'ed for

Sam Kent;' she was convincingly panting that his

son was in danger. Sam needed no other words. He
sped to the car, tumbled on the back seat, and the

car was well under way at a speed of sixty per, be-

fore Sam and Cal reahzed they were in spitting dis-

tance of each other. Cal wrapped on the window, roar-

ing to his daughter that he wanted to get out of the

poisoned atmosphere. She stopped the car, admin-
istered to the two a scolding that neither had had
since their cooky-stealin'g days, and continued on

her course. She was following a trail of flour that

wound toward the warehouse. The flour trail stopped

before one warehouse. Evelyn entered with the two
fathers. A scream rushed from her lips. There stood

Larry bound, with his back to the wall. While Hop,
his finger on the trigger, aimed for Larry's heart.

The scream distracted the latter's attention, the boy
freed himself and jumped on the traitor. Sam shot

and killed Hop, and when his followers saw their

leader dead, they were cowed.
Larry and his girl explained their interest iit elim-

inating the deadline between the two fainilies. and
the fathers bowed their heads to the inevitable, and
descended to the Kent cellar to drink their chi'dren's

hethrothal in rare old wine.

PEHY PRISONS

E
,a Dorsey File No. 3486

VEN when she was a little girl. Anna dreamed of

the day when' she would live in the city. As she
grew older, she was courted by many boys, but

those who interested her the most were the two who
were going to college. To link her life with on'e of

these, she felt, would release her from the petty prison

of country life. Dorsey was the favored one, and his

happiness was great when she promised to be true to

him until his erraduation an'd their wedding. Hers was
not a calculating choice for she truly loved Dorsey.
He was called home from school the early part of

his sophomore year by the illness of his father who
wanted the boy to be near him during his last days.
Anna was bitterly disappointed. Anna and Dorsey
were married and lived on the farm with the latter's

peop'e. Although she still longed for the city, she

retained her cheerful smile and did rtot complain un-

duly. After two years, Dorsey's father died. Dorsey
was happy in the farm life and insisted it was his
best means of making a comfortable living. Anna
once cried out it was like a prison, but her husband
did not understand. After five years a son was born
to them, and Dorsey built a fin'e home and bought a
car for his family. Their prosperity caused much
envy among the farm people, although Anna and
Dorsey were well hked among the more intelligent

element. Across the road from their farm was the
Wilkins' land. Dorsey's father and the senior Witkins
had quarrelled bitterly, but the sons were on good
terms. From the Wilkins home, however, emanated
the most en'vious slights against the Dorsey s. The
Wilkins were a clannish group, and the most worth-
less of their relatives was a preacher who drank and
roistered in private and was the old fashioned thunder-
ing evangelist in public. He was not an accredited
preacher—his reputation was somew-hat smirched by
association with the lower element of the commu-
nity—loafers, drunkards, and those involved in shadv
deals.

One day two members of the Wilkins clan were dis-

covered murdered. An ax, bloodstained, with bits of

human brain, hair and skin clinging to it, was fount.l

nearby. Dorsey was accused of the murder by the
preacher who recalled the old feud betw^een the Wil-
kins and the Dorsey s as the motivation. Although
there was insufficient evidence to cause an arrest,
the Wilkins clan threatened to lynch Dorsey them-
selves if the sheriff, his friend, did not arrest him.
Tliey procured a half-wit, or publicity hungry boy,
to testify against Dorsey.
The man was transferred to a jail some distance

from his community because it was feared the Wil-
kins mob would lynch him. When Anna came to visit

her husband he told her of the wearin'ess of his in-

carceration—how he longed to be outside again with
his wife and child. "That's the way I have felt for
eleven year* on the farm," she told him. After ninety
days he was released on bail.

The clamorous testimony of the Wilkins. the at-
tacks of the mother-in-law on Anna—when it was
lier husband who was being tried as the judge sharply
told the old woman'—made Dorsey's innocence so obvi-
ous to the court that the trial was farcical. Crowning
blow to the Wilkins' side was the testimony of their
own witness—the preacher—who swore the night be-
fore the murder he dreamt Dorsey cut the legs off the
Wilkins' little boy—symbol of his murder of the two

The jury was not out long before it returned with
the verdict, "Not Guilty." True friends of the Dor-
sey s and business men of the town where the tria:

took place, gave them their support. Dorseys' lawyers
remjn-ked that thes old neighborhood was no place for

a man" of his type—and Dorsey^recalling the narrow,
petty minds of his superstitious neighbors, came to

the same conclusion. He built his home in the city

which had seen his trial and exoneration, accepted a
partnership as a building contractor, and discovered
happiness with his wife and child in the broader life

of the city.

GANGSTER LOVE

Paul Blanden Pile No. 3465

AT home on the farm of Mr. and Mrs. Micklin
there was nothing more exciting for a young man
to do with his evenings than to go to bed before

ten. So their son, Eddie, came to Chicago in search of

adventure. He stopped with his married sister, arfd

listened with the same interest that he would hear
a tale of bandits in Manchuria, to her stories of gang-
sters and racketeers in Chicago. It seemed like a
story book to Eddie, but scarcely real life. He went
for a walk and found a dan'ce hall "'plugger" on the
sidewalk. Going to this dance he found it was at-
tended by young "toughs" of two gangs whose rival
leaders were Tony and "Skinny" Joe. Margie, Tony's
girl fell in love at first sight with Ed. and he recip-
rocated. He won the undying enmity of Torty, who
led his men in an attack on Ed. The police extricated
the boy, but Tony and his henchmen followed him
home, and hit him over the head with a milk bottle.

(Ed had first, however, managed to give Tony a
black eye.)
Although he bears a huge bump on his head the next

day, he makes an appointmen't with Margie to meet
her on a street corner. Her girl friend tells Tony
that Margie plans to give him "a stand-up." Tony
plants his men on all four corners of the intersection
where Ed is waiting. The latter makes a break and
takes a runnin'g jump onto the streetcar. Margie, ap-
proaching, witnesses the scene from a "gangway" and
turns about and goes home. Ed calls for her that night
and they attend a neighborhood movie. She explains
she could not free herself of the gang since she has
grown up with it—and that Torfy has been her "boy
friend" but will be no longer. Tony and his pals wait
outside Margie's home for Ed, planning to kidnap him
when he leaves her. However, she invites him into
the house, her mother spreads a gay little supper for

them, and then Ed and Margie sit on the davenport.
discussiiTg their love until the wee hours. She sus-
pects treachery, and lets him out the back door, while
Tonv and his pals crouch wearily outside the front
door until the milkman makes his rounds.
Ed obtains a job as a painter on the railroad. The

love between him and Margie ripens. They spend all

their time together^even doing their shopping to-

gether on Saturday afternoon's. One day Margie is

hurrying home alone from the drug store when she
sees a crowd on the street. Eddie has been knocked
through a plate glass window by a man who came
towards him carrying a bag of "pop corn." Margie
helps him to his sister's house and remains with his

family until midnight—to the anxiety of her mother.
Tony told Margie he would cease persecuting her
sweetheart if she would do on'e more "job" for him.
Margie promises. Tony anonymously conveys to Ed
the information that his girl is "pulling off a job"
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that night, and directs him where to watch. Ed sees

her pull a "sob sister act" on a man who is robbed
by three of the gang—one dressed as a thug, and two
as policemen. The latter come to the rescue of the

victim—feel in his pockets for weapons—and in the

meantime lifts his wallet. Ed sees the whole pro-

cedure—and leaves, convinced that Margie has re-

turned to Tony. They ride home on the same street

car—but he does not speak to her. She goes to bed
that night weeping, and her eyes are swollen for many
days after. Tony prevails upon her to return to the

gang.
While Ed is standing on a ladder, pam'ting,

a stranger tells him he will pay him to vent an oid

grudge on his enemy, Tony. The stranger is a

"plant," Ed hurries to the appointed place of meet-
ing, and is kidnapped. Tony has taken out a fake

insurance on' Ed's life and announces he will keep Ed
a prisoner until the life insurance comes due. Then
he will kill him. The car is wrecked and a passing
motorist rescues the bound and gagged Ed. He
realizes Tony's ruse and that the man also "framed"
iVIargie.

Ed goes into partnership with "Skinny" Joe, rival

gang leader of Ton'y. They hi-jack Tony's trucks and
ruin his business. Tony is doublv bitter—that Ed
should first win his girl—and then his business. Pros-

perity shines on Ed, he buys a new Nash, and calls

on Margie. Her happiness and that of her mother is

restored. Agairf Ed and Margie utilize the davenport
until the wee hours. She helps him on with his over-

coat—and feels a gun in his pocket. He admits he has
turned gangster to win her—and that he must carry

the gun because it is either his life or Tony's. She
hears shooting outside the house when he leaves, and
running to the window—witnesses the get-away of

her lover from Ton'y's men—made possible by the

intervention of Ed's good pal. "Skinny" Joe.

Margie and Etl plan to leave the dangers and wor-
ries of the gang behind them and start a new life in

New York. They joyously hold hands through the

"gangster" movie at the neighborhood theater. When
they come out, the fu.l moon is shimng. "Wonder
how 'Skin'ny' is enjoying his hot date tonight under
that moon," says Ed idly. At that moment, "Skinny"
Joe is lying dead in his car—shot by the rival gang-
ster's bullets. When Ed hears of his pal's death he
refuses to leave the city until he has obtained ven-
geance upon' Ton}—whom he knows is responsible.

Ed takes another pal—Natt—to assist him in his

plans. Tony agrees with an old customer of his to

"frame" Natt and Ed. When the latter came to the

customer's place to deliver—per order—a gallon of

alcohol, they are captured by Tony and his men, and
thrown into a cellar. There Tony tells Ed to "come
across" with information on his boot-leg activities.

Ed refuses. Ton'y brings down a hammer on each of

Ed's toes each time he says "no." Natt cannot see

him suffer and reveals the secrets. Tony tells them
they will be imprisoned until the insurance comes due
—twenty days. He allows them a c'ock and a cal-

endar, Vic—the guard—old pal of Nat's—helps them
to escape. For her sweetheart's sake—although he
leaves her in anger for her announcement—Margie
squeals to the police on Ton'y's gang. 0'i=ficers clean

up the gang—but at that time Tony and three pals

are robbing a photographer. Tony's skull is fractured.

The men escape with their leader to his apartment.

The ne.Kt morning two "pals" have disappeared. The
third comes up the stairs with breakfast provisions

and fresh bandages for his leader, but Tony is dead.

Margie and Ed need no longer fear the shot in' the

hack. They are married and leave for Hawaii on
tlieir honeymoon.

THE BLACK HAND

Jens .P. Rasmussen File No. 3463

In the home of Mrs. Clymer-FIopp are three valu-

able possessions—her monkey, Oscar, her diamond
necklace, and her niece, Ethel. Tlie necklace is

stolen, and on the dressing table is left the mark of

a black hand. The girl, with the handsome chauffeur,

Joe, attempts to do some detective work—but falls in

love, instead—and the monkey, Oscar, eternally humil-
iates Mrs. Qymer-Flopp by pulling off her wig in

front of the despised chauffeur. So Mrs. Clymer-Flopp
gleans only trouble from her three treasures.

Mrs. Clymer-Flopp asserts that she is afraid to sleep

alone—when she awakes one mornin'g to see the

dreaded mark of the blackhand on her counterpaae.
Every day thefts are discovered—and the sinister

marks of the robber. Finally the distraught mistress
of the house sends for two detectives. Flim and .i'lum.

The two detectives have an imposing record -f dan-
gerous crooks which they "almost caught." Toe r.nd

Ethel go to meet them at the station, and Aurft
Clymer-Flopp watching her enamoured charge cuddle
up to the driver, decides that the love affair must be
terminated. Joe and Ethel return with sparse,

shriveled, Flim—and ponderous, beefy Flum—both
armed to the teeth with revolvers, knives, shotguns,
and billy-clubs. That night the detectives are too

tired to begin work so they go to bed—one to awaken
the ne.xt morning with the imprint of the black haitd

on his cheek. The next day they ascertain that the
necklace was stolen, and the third day they enter upon
a tour of investigation. By midnight they have
reached the attic—and are clinging to Mrs. Clymer-
Flopp's skirts. They are preceded by Joe and Ethel.

An' owl hoots and each detective jumps into a trunk,

to emerge a few minutes later and call tlie other,

"coward." They reach the workroom, an da flash

of lightning reveals an uncanny, unearthly arm reach-
ing down from the trap door above their heads. The
women scream, and the detectives jump out the win-
dow, slide down the pipe, and crouch in the rain

barrel. Mrs. Qymer-Flopp promises Joe he Cdr^ have
anything* in the house if he will but conduct her safely

downstairs.
Joe nudges Ethel in the darkness. He conducts the

remainder of the party to safety, and then returns to

the attic to investigate the traj; door. Noiselessly he
climbs into the cubby-hole. Wicked little eyes glare

at him through the darkness. Joe springs—expects a
battle, and feels a warm furry little body cuddle
against him. Oscar, the mon'key, does not want to

fight. Beside the barrel of tar found in the monkey's
cache, are a'so found the missing- jewels. The mystery
of the blackhand and the midnight prowler is solved.

Joe claims Ethel as his own, and Flim and Flum re-

turn to the city to tell their associates of the man-
eating gorilla that they "almost caught.''

builders and mechanics who should create the homes
of the newlyweds and build a new civilization on the
island. It was called "Why Island" because the
young people felt the mysterious questioning force that
had drawn them together. Why had Allen embarked
on the cruise? Why was the Isabelle built? Their
happiness on

_
the island, and the arrival of Allen,

junior, and little Consuella was a satisfactory and
happy answer to the question.

ISLAND OF WHY
Capt. 'W. F. Trombly File No. 3425

WHEN his partner's ship was lost in the West
Indies, Captain Lyle made every effort to locate
him, without success. Captain Wayne, his wife

and daughter, Isabell—dear friends of Captain and Mrs.
Lyle—had disappeared leaving no trace. They left

with the Lyies, their infant son, Ralph, whom the
Lyles loved as their own son. On his eighteenth
birthday Ralph was told by Captain Lyle of his true
parentage, and the loyal man equipped two ships to
aid his foster-son in search for his family.
The youn'g and handsome Captain Allen had been

told by a fortune teller in a Barcelona port to trans-
fer to a new ship which would lead him to a beautiful

bride. Tlie picture of this dream girl became vivid

as a living being in the young man's mind, so when
he was offered command of Captain Lyle's ships, he
took the change as the first step in the fulfillment of

the oracle. Ralph and Allen were to sail o» the new
ship—the Isabell. Lyle could not leave home, but he
directed the adventurers to spare no expense. The
ships were luxuriously equipped, the crew was stout

and courageous, an adequate store of firearms was on
hand, and even a wardrobe was prepared for the miss-
ing Waynes. It was a hitrh-hearted comoany that

sailed on their search to the West Indies. Lyle had
hired entertainers to amuse the officers an'd crew, a

chaplain was on board to supply moral comfort and
muscle too, if need be (he was that kind of a chap-
lain) and a doctor and nurses, were also on board to

provide medical care should the missing people be in

need of it when found.
From natives on little-frequen'ted islands the search-

ers learned that an old man, answering to Captain
Wayne's description, had been held in h.-morable cap-

tivity by a band of islanders for the past fifteen jears

—and that on another islartd was a young and beauti-

ful girl—regarded as a goddess by the natives—who
luled over them. She was accompanied by an older

ladv, her mother.
Further clues were gathered as the company sailed

from island to island in the southern seas. Fractious

natives were quickly cowed by their all-powerful

machine guns. LTpon one island they were tcld lived

a white man and his daughter. After a skirmish with

a pirate kin'g and his band, the man, Don Salvador,

and his daughter were rescued. The man revea'ed to

them that he was the best friend of Captain Wayne
and aided them in locating effects which the captive

had cached in the hope that friends might trace him.

Don Salvador's daughter, Consuela, was the most
beautiful girl Ralph had ever seen. In the tvening
thev entertained the ship's company with music, an'd

Coiisuela's love songs were meant for Ralph alone. So
sweet and lovable was the girl, that she won all hearts

on board, including that of the two entertainers—Julie

and Georgia. Soon Consuela's and Ralph's engage-
ment was announced, and their happiness enlivened

the entire ship. Allen confided to Consuela and Ralph
his own dream of Isabell and his hope of rescuing her

and making her his wife.

In Salvador's chests were clues to Wayne's where-

abouts, and the Spaniard led Allen and his men to

Islands where treasure was cached. Although it was
often n'ecessarv to fire upon the natives in their

voyages, the creed of the Isabell's crew was humanity,
and even to the most hardened pirates and ravagers
of women that they encountered, they extended jus-

tice tempered with mercy.
Eventually they reached the island where Captain

Wayne was held prisoner, and after cowing the sav-

ages, the old man was rescued, Consuella greeted

him as her father, and as the old man, weak and
trembling with dazed joy was led to his stateroom
she followed him as might his own daughter. For
thirtv-six hours he slept, and for thirty-six hours she

watched over him while Ra'ph exulted in his new-found
father and in the lovely bride-to-be who seemed to

have fallen into his life as a gift from heaven.
After several days more of sailing, the island was

located which was said to be ruled bv the "white
goddess." Friendly b'acks aided them in their hat-

tie with the fierce men who lived there. When Isa-

bell saw a white man approach her, she was fright-

ened. She had always known in her heart that her

man would someday rescue her, but this sailor was
not the man of her dreams. The man merely told her,

however, that he was ordered bv Captain Allen to

bring her and her mother to him, and when Isa-

be'l and Allen first looked into each other's eyes they

knew that their dreams had not lied. Before leaving

the island Allen was wounded. Consuella and Isabell

watched many weary days and nights over his bed.

hut he did not rally. A wireless was sent to Lv'e and
he sped to the Isabell. A touching reconciliation en-

sued between the Lyles and the Waynes. Lyle had
brought with him additional doctors and nurses, but

still Allen did n'ot improve. Isabe'l went ashore to

find the witch doctor whom she suspected had cursed

him. Her American sailor-escorts forced the old

wizard to prepare healing herbs, and to drink some
of the concoction himself to prove it was not poison.

When Allen first opened his eyes he looked into Isa-

bell's. Her love for him helped him to rallv. Soon
there was a double wedding—and it was decided the

vnung couples would live on the island from which
Mrs. Wayne and Isabell had been rescued. Lyle went

back to the states and returned with a shipload of

HER FIRST MONTH
George M. Lewis File No. 3493

SUAVE citizen of the world, D'Arno, invites Win-
ters, Counsellor at Law to lunch with him. Over
his coffee and cigarettes, D'Arno leans over the

table and asks Winter's advice about a love affair.
"Is the woman married?" asks Winters. "Yes," re-
poses D'Arno, "She is your wife."

Wiiiters has often feared he could not hold the
affections of his beautiful young wife, Margaret. Now
that the blow has fallen', the desire for his wife's hap-
piness—even at the e-xpense of his own—is uppermost.
He makes an agreement with D'Arno that the latter
and Margaret shall live for a year at Winter's moun-
tain camp. If at the end of the year Margaret still

loves D'Arno her husband will give her a divorce.
If not, he will takei her back. 'Flie only stipulation
is that she remain true to him during her year with
the Italian. Winters returns home to suggest to his
wife that she take a brief vacation at the camp. Igno-
rant of the agreement between her husband and lover,
she complies. During the train ride to the North
Carolinas she dreams wistfully of the enjoyment that
would be hers if the vacation could be spent with
D'Arno. She is met at the station by Abe, a gnarled
mountaineer, who helps her into an asthmatic Ford.
They stop on their way at the home of a mountain
woman who serves them a crude Itmch of bacon and
fresh baked bread. Flavored with a mountain appetite,
Margaret's lunch is more delicious to her than a din-
ner at the Ritz. The hostess' numerous brood gaze
with awe at Margaret's genteel handling of her fork.
At the cabin she is greeted by D'Arno. Margaret

opens her husband's letter and reads his stipulations.
At first the lovers are joyously happy, roaming the
woods, exploring mountains, breathing the cool, crisp
air, "These peregrinations whet their appetites. Abe,
carrying out instructions, has refused to cook for
them. Hunger is a jealous Goddess, and they do full

justice to their first meal. During their first evening
before the firelight. D'Ai-no tells Margaret of queer
romantic spots in Rome, Venice, Naples. Finally she
falls asleep, her head on his shoulder. Tenderly he
carries her to her bunk, and makes his own bed on
the floor before the dying fire. D'Arno awakes raven-
ous the next morning. His hunger is sharpened by a
cold dip and an hour spent chopping wood. They be-
gin their breakfast with kisses. Margaret has scorched
the bacon and made the coffee too weak. D'Arno
partakes scantily. After breakfast they climb the
mountain. The lunch is poor, D'Arno becomes moody,
and Margaret is puzzled over the change in her lover.

Days pass and poor food and lack of comfort in-

crease D'Arno's irascibility. His manner grows quiet
and distant, he seldom speaks of love, and Margaret
begins to doubt it. She does not know he would
mortgage his soul for one good luncheon in a luxur-
ious hotel.

Spring approaches, flowers bud, birds mate, Margar-
et's cooking improves, and also D'Arno's temper.
Once again he is her charming lover. He gathers
honeysuckle and azalea which he throws in her lap,

places in her hair, and strews on the floor. Ihey
kiss, they tease one another, they romp over the
clearing. They are brought back to earth 'oy the loar
of an approaching car. Abe Payne waves a ytllow
telegram. Margaret gives a little cry when she reads
the wire. The color drains from her cheks, and the
message flutters to the ground. Her husband is crit-

ically ill with pneumonia. The doctors and nurse
advise that she come at once. D'Arno follows
Margaret, as with tears running down her face, she
packs her bag. He attempts to comfort her, and she
turns upon him in a fury. "Shut up and leave me
alone. I never want to see you again. If it hadn't
been for you, t never would have left Jasper, and he
would not have gotten sick. I would have made him
put his rubbers on. Get out. I hate you." She
catches the first train home, arrives at the hospital

when Jasper has safely passed his crisis, and vows at

his bedside that she has returned forever. The vow
is true.

HEART OF DOLORES

Ralph Waldorf File No. 3473

ALONG a dusty road that winds through the vast
Hill Country, trudges Arthur Eaton. He is hungry
and stops to catch some fish for his supper. Hailed

before the judge for catching fish that are under legal

size, the kindly magistrate decides to treat the lad
tolerantly, and calls the owner of the ranch on which
Arthur poached. The owner, Mr. Allen, is favorably
impressed with the bearing and manner of the young
man and hires him to be his chauffeur and care for

his lovely estate. Sunset Hall.

Allen has a daughter, Dolores, for whose hand three
suitors compete—an English nobleman, a French
count, and a German baron. Since they are cease-
lessly arguing about the merits of their respective
countries, a meet is arranged to settle, for once and
all, their individual merits. In the races, the German,
on his steed, Bismarck, beats the Frenchman on Persh-

ing, and the Englishman on Ajax. The Count wins
in the hurdle, and the Englishman in the archery
contest. Dolores' favors are as equal as her suitors'

prowess. The Baron proposes to her, and she
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equiirocates. Screened behind the vines which over-
grrow the verandah, she hears the Count, and Kelton,
the Englishman—respectively, promise bonbons and a
devil's food cake to her girl friends, Cicily and
Arlene, should they make a report to each one on
Dolores' feelings. Dolores is relieved when her suit-

ors leave the house for the night—she wishes to be
alone and muse on her last meeting with Arthur.
To him she has gone for advice-questioning if a girl

should marry for money or position—and his answer
co-incided with her own beliefs—a girl should marry
only in obedience to the dictates of her heart.
Arthur drives Mr. Allen to the small town of Hill-

dale for a director's meeting. The employer leaves
with Arthur a strong box of securities, which he
warns the chauffeur to guard with his life. Through
the open windows of the office building the directors'

angry voices are audible, an'd Arthur gleans that Mr.
Allen is in financial difficulties due to "frozen stock."

Tim a village loafer, lounges up to the car, looks at

the strong box and asks Arthur if it contains hooch.
Another lad, emp oyee of Mr. Allen, stops to chat
with Arthur and mentions that the Baron is a crook,
out to marry Dolores for her money.
Dolores and the Coun't ride through the beautiful

autumnal countryside to Sylvan Lake. The Count
proposes to the girl, and he attracts her strongly, but
she tells him there is "another." Arthur, later, con-
fides to her what he has overheard concernmg the
Baron in the vil.age. Great agitation ruffles the peace
of Sunset Hall. Tlie contents of the strong box have
been rifled. Suspicion is pointed to the Baron who
has disappeared—although Mr. Allen has some slight

doubt of Arthur. The rest of his household staunchly
defends the lad, who cannot abide the suspicion, and
leaves, first penning a note to Dolores. Lord Kelton
pursues his courtship of Dolores but she is too dis-

traught with recent events to listen to him. Arthur
sends her a message, requesting her to meet him in

the woods and she gladly complies. He reveals that
he is doin'g detective work "on his own," and dis-

appears as mysteriously as he came.
Arthur is now working for Captain Dowling in the

beautiful Cherry Val.ey. The lad, "kind of a doctor"
because he does not charge a fee nor resort to med-
ical books, has cured the retired Captain's wife, and
the ex-mariner gratefully offers him a home and work.
Dolores determines to find Arthur and bring him back
to the estate. Once in a conversation* with the young
man she had questioned him on the advisability of a

woman admitting her love to a man, and he had
cautioned her to bide her time. So "bringing him
back to the estate" is a good excuse for the lovely

lady. Her mount bolts, and she is rescued by Arthur
who takes her to the Dowiing home to recover. Tliere

«he maneuvers to stay—even after her convalescence
—for she wishes to hear Arthur's declaration of love.

She refuses the Lord's proposal of marriage, Arthur
reahzes "only the brave deserve the fair" and that love

"levels all ranks and lays the shepherd's crook beside

the scepter." So they are married amid the salvos of

well-wishers, while the Baron and his accomplice, Tim,
apprehended and convicted, read the account of the

wedding in their prison cells.

brain. He was rounding a bluff wherf he was hit over
the head, and rendered unconscious. He woke up,
bound and gagged in Snagtooth's hang-out. Snag
Tooth planned to torture him^but Billy taunted him
into a contest with guns. Two exposion's followed
simultaneously. Snag Tooth was killed—Billy
wounded. But before Billy fainted, he directed his
last bullet into Morgan's heart. Then he fainted,
"Paid in full," formed his lips.

Anna and Williams found him. and brought him
back to the ranch. Wiliams' announcement that
Billy was getting a five thousand dollar reward didn't
thrill him until Anna's eyes signified she would spend
it with him.

THE RIDER OF JUSTICE

Eldon Gwin File No. 3487

THE six worst outlaws in Arizon'a, headed by
Snag Tooth Hampton, had old Tex Rich bound and
gagged on the Circle R Ranch. They had rustled

his cattle, and now, having driven his hired hands
away, were attempting to force him to sign the
ranch over to them. Tex refused, and Juan, the Mex-
ican, knifed him. Then* the gang disappeared to its

hide-out—Snag Tooth, Juan, Pistol Ike, Jud Morgan,
Lefty Rice, and the ha^f breed. Crazy Horse.

Billy Rich, returning home after an absence of

some months, found his father, stabbed, lying on the
floor. The old man managed to whisper to his son
the names of his slayers and their description" before
he died. There were six bullets in Billy's shooter.

Standing beside his father's grave, he vowed that
each one of those bullets should find its mark in his

father's slayers. He did not see the crafty eyes of

Crazy Horse watching him. as he took his vow.
Because of his pro'onged absence, Billy was not

well known in the community. He found himself a

job with Tim Williams whom he met in the Blue Steer
saloort. Lefty Rice attempted to start a fight with the
two men, but was soon quelled by Billy. At Wiriam's
ranch, the Triangle T, Billy met Anna, William's
daughter, and for a moment, her prettiness nearly
drove all thoughts of revenge from his mind. The
next morning, Billy, riding in a box canyon, heard
voices. He tied his horse to a scrub cedar an'd crept

to concealment. He overheard Jud, Pistol, and Crazy
Horse, discussing the murder of Tex Rich, and
realized the identity of his father's slayers.

Crazy Horse was left on guard, and Billy shot him
through the forehead. Beside the body he left a

note "Five skunks left. Signed, The Rider of Jus-
tice."
The half breed's corpse and the note was found by

other members of the gang, and a conference was
called with the chief. "Lefty" revealed what the
half breed had told him about the stranger startding

beside Rich's grave, and revealed, also, that he had
had a disagreement wdth such a man in the Blue
Steer.
Against Anna's tearful protests, Billy went to the

Blue Steer that night to shoot some more bullets-
marked "reserved"—out of his gun. He "got" Pistol

and Lefty, and beside their bodies left his little note.

The next day he found a note pinned to his gate—
"Rider of Justice, leave this country, or come and get

me in Devil's Canyon—Snag Tooth Hampton."
As Billy rode away, Williams told his daughter they

wou'd ride after him if he did not return in an hour.

On his way to Devil's Gulch, he was attacked by the
Mexican who wounded him in the arm—but Billy

expended his fourth bullet—with fatal results—in Juan's

THE INCOMPARABLE
Dick Shelfon File No. 2526

BRILLIANT success is Duke Dunbar's as he directs
his band to fame in the Ambassador. Hollywood,
amidst the enthusiastic acclaim of the country's

greatest celebrities, millionaires, and social lights.
The popular co'ored orhestra of Dick Shelton warmly
welcomes the arrival of the band and director to the
dazzling top rung of the ladder. Madame Rose Water-
man, who procured this chance for Duke Dunbar, con-
gratulates him warmly, and she is followed by the
heiress, Grace Bishop, while her father, and so-called
fiance. Count De Money, glare inimically at the
handsome director. Flowers, telegrams, love, and
adulation arrive on this night of triumph. Duke is

congratulated by Mary Pickford an'd countless other
screen stars. At the conclusion of the ball the exits
are packed with lovely ladies waiting to see the great-
est ladies' man since Valentino. But Duke, is not as
interested in these pleasing, though superficial tri-

umphs, as he is in Grace Bishop. The Count jeal-
ously hires gangsters to attack Duke Dunbar—at
which gesture the Duke and his police escort have a
hearty laugh. Rose Waterman, whom Mr. Bishop
plan's to marry, aids the lovers in their romance.
The time comes for the return of the financier and

his party to New York. The train is in the station,
and Bishop and the Count search irritably and fran-
tically for Grace, who at that moment is looking into
the Duke's eyes as they He on the warm sands of
Malibu Beach. The conductor forewarns Mrs. Water-
man' of this joke, then tells the Count and Bishop that
Grace is already on the train. While they search the
cars for her he starts the train, the Count is furious,
and a battle ensues to the delight of the passengers.
Grace remembers she is to be a bridesmaid at the

wedding of her friend Ruth Oierry to Dr. Brown, and
that her father is carelessly carrying in his pocket
Ruth's seven thousand dollar present—wrist watch.
Grace threatens to kill herself if Duke does not ac-
company her part ways, they take a plan'e, and over-
take her father's car in Omaha, where Duke finds the
wrist watch in the Count's pocket. Grace arrives in
time to be bridesmaid at the wedding. She calls on
Ziegfeld, who has often expressed a desire to have
the "Golden Girl" in his show; secures an engage-
ment for herself and Duke—glad if the attendant pub-
licity will anger her father. Openin'g night Duke and
Grace secure the greatest ovation any New York audi-
ence has ever accorded. Grace shows a talent whih
rocks the house from Jimmy Walker in the fourth
row, orchestra, to the millionaires sitting in the
hundred dollar seats in the second balcony. Sobel,
dramatic critic, dubs Duke Dunbar "THE INCOM-
PARABLE" and so is his name blared in the evenin'g
editions.

The Count and Bishop plot to change the Incomi-
parable into the "Unbearable." The Count, incognito,
atten'ds a banquet for the press, given by Grace and
the Duke, and hires Kay Sobel to compromise Duke.
Kay receives ten' thousand dollars, and a thrill-
Duke's picture in the vampire's arms is flashed in

the papers, Grace has a nervous breakdown, and Duke
loses his contract with Ziegfeld. Bishop bribes the
musician's union and Duke's own orchestra to boycott
him.
Mme. Waterman convinces Grace that Duke has

been framed—but in the meantime, he has disappeared
and cann'ot be located. Penniless, Duke consents to
become dancing instructor with Kay Sobel at the
Roseland. Kay. as a result of the scandal, is divorced
by Sobel. They light a cigarette with Bishop's ten
thousand. Musicians at the Roseland refuse to play
for them, Duke wishes to see no more of Kay, and
becomes "Kid" Murphy selling papers outside a fight
club near Tenth Ave. At the last minute one of the
scheduled fighters fails to show up for a bout, so "Kid"
Murphy takes on the Devel. Ziegfeld, the Count, and
the Bishop are at the fight which promises to be a
good one. "Kid" puts up a whirlwind fight, but is

finally knocked out by the Devel, The manager dis-
appears with his moneys"Kid" refuses offers to be-
come a prizefighter—and disappears again—"to drift

along." Bishop and the Count go to a Harlem night
club, indulging in an orgy of celebration to the swing
of Dick Shelton's syncopation and the colored dancing
girl's hips. In the midst of revelry a telegram comes
that Grace is dying of a broken heart. Bishop fails

to locate Duke, the Count boards the yacht upon
which is Grace, and sends her a note which says
Duke is at the bottom of the sea. She rises as in

a trance, thinks she hears corroboration* of his mes-
sage, walks out on deck, and jumps overboard.

majestic as the moon—but he said, "You big stip,"
instead of "stiff," so his friends laughed. He took
an apartment. One day Mack and Juan, in their
grandest Spanish manner, introduced Peter to Tyra,
He^en, and Gladys. Peter had been cautioned pre-
viously that they were "co-eds." Although all three
girls seemed dazzlingly beautiful to him at first, he
soon* focused upon Gladys as the loveliest. After
dinner he discovered her standing before the living
room window—tears ro ling down her cheeks. She
confided that now she was out of school, working on
a meager salary, she could not support her grand-
mother and make ends meet. Peter offered to help
her, extended to her the hospitality of his quarters.
They lived together as friends but not as sweethearts.

On'e day, Peter overheard Juan twitting Gladys
because she—an educated girl—^associated with the
dumb bell. Gladys contemptuously remarked that those
who attacked him showed their lack of realization
of the sounder values. A fist- fight ensued among
the men, and Gladys left, apologizing that she had
been the cause of soi much trouble. Some days later
as Peter was returning from work, he saw her on
the street. She told him she was now living with
Tyra and Helen. They went to a chop suey house
to dine an'd dance, and as Peter looked into her eyes
across the table he knew that he had discovered love.
He called on her the next night and took her and

her friends to the movies. Again, he took them
riding along the lake highway to Jackson Park.
Gladys sat on his lap and sang: "Under a Texas
Moon," and in the melody an'd her sweet voice was
epitomized the awakening beauty of Peter's new
knowledge.
One day, after working the whole preceding night,

he awakened to see Gladys sitting on his bed. At
first he thought it a dream, but she dispelled his
doubts, bringing him something to eat, and chatting
with him. The n'ext day, also, she was at his side
when he awoke. This time they kissed. Gladys
confessed her love for him and thus started the
happiest time of their lives. But their joy was short-
lived—economic difficulties, the impossibility of an
immediate marriage and a home, the wagging tongues
of their acquaintances served to create friction be-
tween them. Mack telephoned to Peter one day and
told him that Gladys was going to be gone all night.
On his return* from work Peter called her apartment
at half-hour intervals regularly—from nine P. M. to
three in the morning. Each time Helen or Tyra
said that Gladys was out to dinner, at the drugstore,
out for a walk, or in bed. The next day, Gladys
came, as usual, to Peter's room. They began to
play casino, and during the game Peter trapped an
admission from his sweetheart that she had not
been' home all night. She asked him to marry her if

he wanted to command her movements. He began
to explain the financial impossibility, and crying,
"Dumb bell," she left his room in anger.
Peter tried to forget in hard work. Gladys became

ill and cried aloud for Peter in her misery. One day,
Peter, from the depths of his loneliness, went to a
party at the apartment of Mack an'd Juan. Lorette,
an enchanting flirt, was using her most provocative
art on the boy, when Gladys entered. At sight of

Peter, she faiiited. Later, as they sat together in

the garden, she told him how she hopelessly attended
parties on the chance of meeting him—how her heart
leaped when she thought she saw his face in a crowd
—only to approach and realize her mistake. Peter
and Gladys saw their love rise phoenix-like again from
its old ashes, and these two, also, realized the truth
of the axiom that first love is the deep and inerad-
icable love.

BENIGHTED FIRST LOVE

E. P. Esquebil File No. 3485

FROM the mountains of Spain, Peter emigrated to
Chicago, where he found much to delight him in

the rich life of the teeming city. Because he
could not handle his slang with the fluency of those
friends who preceded him to this country, they called
him "dumb bell." Peter knew poetry, and sensed the
dign-ity of human life—futile as the autumn leaf.

THE VALLEY OF CONTENT

Mildred Pinkerton File No. 350r

DON promises his dying mother to care for Betty^
his little sister. Betty marries a man whont
Don does not like and the brother senses she

is growing away from him. He is visiting her house
one day when he looks through the window and
n'otices his fine horse. Eagle, has disappeared. Two
hours later, Betty's husband returns with the dust
and lather-covered horse. Don is too angry to think
of much but Eagle. The next morning he is met by
a friend who tells him the trail of his horse was
found after the robbery of the stage-coach and the
shooting of the driver. Don heads for the mountains-
with a posse on his heels. He leads them a merry
chase, and finally, wadin'g upstream, crosses the
canyon above the falls and heads back east. He
spends the night in his cabin in the mountains, again
eludes the posse, and rides into the rough country
beyond Laurel Pass, where pursuit is practically im-
possible. There he discovers a deserted valley, the
most beautiful spot he has ever seen, a game paradise
and a sarfctuary. As he is cooking his breakfast
the next morning, a girl approaches him, riding a
horse that is a match for Eagle. He invites her to

have coffee with him, and thus their friendship begins.
Don learns that her father is a recluse, and that he
has barricaded himself against all human contacts.
Martha warns Don against ever allowing her father
to fin'd him. The girl brings provisions to him from
town, and he builds a cabin. During their months-
of comraderie he learns to love her deeply, but can-
not confess his love because of the shadow on his

One day Don asks casually: "What would you do.
Martha, if you found out I was a bandit whom
people were hunting. The girl reaches into her shirt

pocket an'd hands him a notice bearing his picture-

and announcement of reward for his capture. She
has known it since the day she went to town for
provisions. Tenderly he kisses her, and in that mo-
ment realizes the depth of her love for him. Martha
does not believe Don guilty and asks him the true-

account of the robbery, so he tells her about Betty
and the husband who means so much to her. "I
love you more than ever now. and believe you, every
word," says Martha when he finishes. They are!
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happy, but still Don cannot ask her to be his wife.
The winter passes slowly, since the trails are drifted
with snow and Martha can come to him only on skis
—on rare occasions.
In the early spring, Don' is standing in his door-

way watching—as is his habit—the trail for Martha,
when he sees her galloping toward him at full speed.
She gasps that her father has been hurt and asks him
to lielp. Don cares for the sick man while Martha
rides for the doctor. Her father tells Don in case
of the former's death, to locate the steel tiling case
behind the sixth rock on the left hand side of the
fireplace. The doctor arrives with Martha and an-
nounces the patient will improve within a short time.
He watches Don as he talks, and finally hands a
paper to Martha. Her heart nearly stops as she sees
Don's picture. She reads farther and utters a sharp
exclamation. Betty and her husband have been
killed in an accident. Before his death, the latter
confessed.
Time tempers Don's grief over the loss of his

sister. Martha's father reveals his reason for sol-

itude—he had foun'd gold and did not want the beauty
of the valley to be marred by greedy prospectors.
One small pocket of the metal contains enough for
all of them to live in comfort without disfiguring the
beauty of the Valley of Content which shelters the
love of Don and Martha.

THE WHITE ROSE
R. Jensen File No. 3043

IX HIS first year at theological seminary, Fred
Johnson was called home by the illness of his
father. Mr. Johnson died before his son arrived,

willing him all his property. Fred was now utterly
alone in the world except for his boyhood chum, Clare
Kelly. Fred and Ke.ly became inseparable after the
death of the former's father. One day, while in a
restaurant, thev met the pretty daughters of the town
banker. Fred fell in love with Bessie, and Qare with
Mary. After a halcyon' double courtship, their en-
gagements were announced, and the date set for a
double wedding. Clare was jealous of Fred, since
the former scarcely had enough money to start a
home. He suggested to Fred that they form a real
estate partnership. Having utter confidence in his
friend, Fred signed over one piece of property after

ther to him. Soon Fred was pen'niless, while
CI rich
Fred confessed to Bessie what had happened. She

twined her arms about his neck, asserting that she
loved him—not his finances—and that she was sure
her father would help them. Banker Elden, entering
on these words, thundered that he would not give a
penliy to a man who could be such a dupe as Fred.
He forbade that his daughter marry so gullible a
fool, and ordered him from the house.
A few days later, Clare and Mary were married.

Theirs was an elaborate wedding, and after an ex-
pensive honeymoon they moved into one of the
town's finest residences. The banker told his daughter
that Clare was the type of man she should marry.
"I wouldn't become the wife of a crook," retorted
Bessie. She fell i.\, and the doctor warned her
father: "She will die unless the man she loves
returns to her." In the meantime, Fred had become
a tramp, unshaven, uncaring, drinking his coflee
from tin cans, and sleeping in freight cars. Broodmg
on the wreckage which Clare had made of his life,

Fred determined to return and kill him.
Qare's wife made careful preparation's for the cele-

bration of Christinas day. With the tinsel, gifts, pop-
corn, and oranges, she brought home, too, a bouquet
of white roses. Her little girl queried: "Why did
you buy all white ones?" Mary replied that white
roses are a sign of a pure heart. "And if you pray
and asks Jesus to keep you pure, I will give you
one tomorrow."
On Christmas Fve, Fred returned to the town of

his birth, his romance, and his disillusionment. Pass-
ing a beautiful house he glimpsed a gay tree and
laughin'g guests. He learned it was the home of
a wealthy realtor, Clare Kelly. When the last guest
departed, Fred emerged from his hiding place and
crept through the back door into the house.

Tlie little girl said her prayers and went to bed
as her mother had asked her to do. When the lights
were out, she decided to go downstairs and get a
rose. Picking a flower from the boquet, she looked
up and saw Fred with a gun in his hand. "Is that
you, Daddy?" she asked. "No," replied Fred, "I
am a wicked man," "If we pray to Jesus we will
have a pure heart." said the little girl. "Won't
you please pray, for tomorrow is Jesus' birthday.
There isn't anything more ori the Christinas tree, but
I will give you this rose so you will have a pure
heart."
Fred kneeled and asked God's forgiveness. The

child ran to inform her parents of the strange man.
AVhen Clare saw the kneeling figure he begged for-
giveness of Fred and promised to repay what he
had stolen. Fred blessed the child and the white
rose which had saved his soul and Care's life. All
wen't to see Bessie, who was still bed-ridden. Fred
tenderly placed the I'ose beside her, kissed her lips,

and murmured that the flower might fade—but not
their love. The father admitted his blindness in
placing money above love. From now on, Bessie
improved rapidly. White roses made up her bridal
bouquet, and with this symbol imprinted upon the
hearts of both, they entered upon their happy,
married life.

BLACK PHANTOM
Donald Ewlng File No. 2505

A MIDDLE western city has been alarmed by two
unsolved murders, each preceeded by a howlirfg,
as that of a hound. At the scene of the sec-

ond crime, a cloaked figure with wide -brimmed hat

and mask is seen, known since as the Black Phan-
tom. A patrolman, Jim Stockwe'.l, passing an unoc-
cupied house, hears the howl of a dog from that
direction. Recalling the two murders preceeded by
a similar sound, he beats the walk with his stick,
and is joined by a fellow patrolman'. Bill Hagadorn.
The two creep stealthi'y toward the house. A darkly-
cloaked figure approaches them. Stopping a few feet
away, the face becomes visible revealing a skull.
Its jaws moving hideously, the creature speaks:
"Do not enter that house; when the black hound
bays, it means .... death!" The figure backs
away, disappearing behind the house. The men stand
aghast. A few moments later a piercing scream comes
from the house. Stockwell sends his companion for
more men. Drawin'g a revolver, he creeps toward
the house, attracted by a flickering light from a
cellar window. Approaching the window, he is star-
tled by the scene within. One the floor, which is

covered with blood, Hes a man's body, face down-
ward. The distant howl of the dog attracts Stock-
well's attention, and draws him to the rear yard.
Attempting to open the door, he is aware that it is

I'cing held from the other side. Backing from the
door, he hears voices, but is relieved to see Haga-
dorn, with two detectives an'd a physician. They
succeed in opening the front door, and an examina-
tion of the first floor finds no traces in the dust.
Descending to the cellar, where the candle is still

burning, the detectives make a weird discovery. The
floor, of cement, and marked off in' well defined
squares, is stained with blood under and before the
body, hut immediately behind the body, they cease
abruptly, as though stopped by something. The phy-
sician. Dr. Woodsley, examining the body and floor,
exclaims that when the cry was heard thirty min-
utes ago. the man had been dead an hour. A, draft
is felt through the room and wildly flickering, the
candle goes out. The doctor relights it. as a detec-
tive dashes upstairs, to fin'd that the door has not
been touched. The walls and ceilings reveal no
source of the draft. The howling of a dog in the
yard beside the house sends all five men upstairs
and into the yard. A search of the grounds reveals
no trace of the creature, who is heard howling as
before, in the distance. They return to the rear
door, to find it closed and locked. Rushing to the
cellar window, they find the room in darkness. Cast-
ing their lights around, the detectives notice nothing
changed, but Dr. Woodsley exclaims : "Do you see
it . . . ? That is' not the body I examined ten
minutes ago." Re-entering the house through the
front door, they return to the cellar. Dr. Woodsley
relights the candle, watching the body intently. Re-
turnin'g to the others, he exclaims that the body is

alive. A rush of wind is heard, and the cand'e is

blown out again. Dr. Woodsley has just relit the
candle when a sound echoes down through the house.
The two patrolmen, Stockwell and Hagadorn, volun-
teer to investigate with one of the detectives, Dick
Purton, leaving Dr. Woodsley with the other detec-
tive. Jim CaldweU, in the cellar. The three inves-
tigators locate the upper corridor, and discover a
man's footprint, close to the wall and pointing toward
it, with no other foot in evidence. Burton puts his
ear to the wall, becomes excited and bids his com-
panions put their flashlights out. They sink into a
corner formed by the stairway and, without further
warnin'g, an opening appears before them, through
which is visible the hideous face of the Phantom, peer-
ing in all directions. Burton springs forward ....
too late. The creature disappears into the opening
and it closes. Pulling with his finger tips at the
panelling. Burton is rewarded, and the wall swings
toward him. As he steps forward, he cries, springin'g
backward, noticing a steep stairway. The three
detect a strange odor and cry in unison . . . "Ether."
It becomes dangerously strong; as Burton sends the
door toward its latch, a cry comes uo through the
passage, the voice of the Phantom. Dashing down-
stairs, to find the cellar stairs in darkness, they arc
stopped there by Dr. Woodsley and Caldwell. The
former points into the room, where the Moonlight
streams through the window. The Phantom bends
over the body, something gleaming in his hand. The
doctor dashes toward him, springing from behind,
and knocks the knife to the floor. The five soon
overpower the Phantom, and he is handcuffed. Light-
ing a candle, a human' face is revealed, showing that
the ghastly skull face was produced by cleverly

-

applied luminous oaint. A sound is heard uoon the
floor above, a draft is felt, the candle flickering
wi'dly. The Phantom raises his voice in a cry,
staring at the ceiling. The men are horrified to

see the face of the dead man. After a moment's
suspense, they realize the Phantom had stood the
corpse on its feet to give a gruesome fright to the
ones who entered that room. The figure on the
floor has returned to consciousness. He relates how.
three years before, his brother, who is the murdered
man. and two others saved a girl from the clutches
of the Phantom, who swore vengeance against them
all. The other two had been the victims in the
previous murders credited^ to^ the Phantom. The
speaker, engaged to the girl, is now free to return
to her. safe from the Phantom.

OUR HERO

Ewald Anderson Evert File No. 2541

AT AN early age. husky Charlie Savage is the
acknowledged champion of every playgrouitd
fight. He b'acks the eve of a bully, who attacks

a boy younger than himself, and from that time the
habit of blacking eyes becomes a pernicious one with
Charlie. Uoon his graduation from high school he
decides to be a lawyer, but after four fistic years
at college his onlv knowledge consists of Russian and
Hebrew. His father becomes disgusted, and removes
him from school to put him to work in a orint shop.
After a short apprenticeship. Charlie decides to be-

come a sailor. He joms the navv. but the life on
the ocean wave palls and he quits. After a long
rest, he obtains a position through a friend in New
York as private tutor to a rich man's son. Charlie
gives a highly colored account of his new job to
his friends in the saloon and pool rooms. He starts
for his new place of employment in a noisy and
decrepit Ford, stops in Boston, where he rests for
four days, takes another rest in Rhode Island while
his vehicle's tire is repaired, and eventually arrives
at the Bassett estate. The Ford is parked in front
of the mansion door, to the discouragement of the
servant. The latter hesitates about showing Charlie
into the house. Our Hero throws his suitcases at
the man and removes his doubts with several well-
aimed kicks. In' Charlie's room the tutor pitches the
servant out of the window for impertinence. Then
the former undresses and goes to bed. Bassett orders
the unsightly "Lizzie" to be removed to the junk
heap. The next morning, Charlie awakens parched.
Poking his head through the window, he orders a
young lady on the lawn—whom he takes for a maid-
to bring him a herrin'g and a pitcher of water, imme-
diately. Tlie "maid" is Miss Bassett. Charlie finds
an icy atmosphere emanating towards him at break-
fast, but the icy weather doesn't hurt his appetite.
He teaches his charge isuch weighty bits of higher

education as: "The rich people are lazy, the poor
people are lazy." Bassett enters when Junior is
obediently reciting this lesson.
Giarlie rules his charge with "hot squirrel" or

spankings forcibly applied. Teacher and pupil leave
their books early to go fishing, and Charlie makes
the young scion' put the worms on the hooks, and
carry the catch home. "Now tell you ma to fry
"em with plenty of butter for dinner," orders Charlie,
and Junior—bedraggled and muddy—departs to his
mother, who faints at this spectacle of her beloved
son. Charlie rests until dinner, and then descends
to a temperature several degrees lower than that
at breakfast. No one pays any attention' to him.
He begins throwing bread balls, and then attempts
ventriloquism. "Tliere is no fish because the lady
of the house doesn't know how to fry it," says his
voice from under the table. Bassett orders Charhe
from the house immediately. Charlie insists he must
first have his night's rest. The next morning, if

Bassett's private car and chauffeur wait for him, and
if he is paid his full salary, he will leave. The mil-
lion'aire is compelled to accede to this ultimatum.
Charlie finds another job as overseer of an estate

and gives his men so many black eyes that they are
soon the hardest working crew in the community.
Two years later, he marries a wealthy widow and
settles down to a business of his own. He consents
to teach a young minister Hebrew, but. one raiu^
day, loses his temper, lays his ecclesiastical pupil
across his knes, and spanks him so roundly that
the minister is forced to go to the hospital. After
a court suit, in which the Law whips pugnacious
Charlie, his pernicious habit fades and he ceases to
give black eyes.

OLD VIRGINIA

Anna L Stiles File No. 2543

THE wastrel son of the Lee household, Tom, is

the idol of his father's and sister's heart, in spite
of his wasted youth—his gambling, drinking, and

ntimerous debts. Mr. Lee is forced to sell his daugh-
ter's maid, Sallie, to settle his son's debts. Maude,
the daughter, inadvertently comes upon the farewell
of Sallie and her sweetheart, Mose, and so touched
is the young mistress of the house by this pitiful
scene that she promises the lovers that she will buy
Sallie back. Perhaps Maud is thinking of her own
sweetheart, Mark, when she makes this promise.
Tom betrays Mary, a girl from the neighboring

plantation, and leaves her. Mary's parents turn
her out, an'd she goes with her baby to the Lees
for aid. Mr. Lee and Maude furnish a cottage for
the girl, where she lives with her child. Tom returns,
and Maude, after dressing Mary in lovely new
clothes, and combing her hair in the latest fashion,
introduces her ta Tom as her school chum. He does
not recognize her, and promptly falls in love with
her, pleading that she marry him. Mose is shot
while protecting Mr. Lee. When he is out of daitger,
Maude pawns her rubies to buy Sallie back.
Mark proposes to Maude, but so enmeshed is she

in family difficulties that she cannot give ear to his
requests. She promises that she will marry him
when he locates Sallie.

Mark traces Sallie from buyer to buyer and lo-

cates her just in time to save her from the unwel-
come advances of her owner. He pays the man for
the girl with the money which Maude has entrusted
to him for the purpose. Returning to the city to
buy Sallie a trousseau for her approaching union
with Mose. he sees rubies in a pawnshop window
which look to him. strangely familiar. Realizing
they belong to Maude, he buys the jewels back
from the pawn shop, and also a diamond ring.

A gala wedding is held at the plantation to honor
th-; faithful Mose and Sallie. White and colored
folk alike make merry. Tom apologizes to his

father for all the trouble he has caused, and declares
he will make a man of himself. The boy proves
his word, and makes Mary his wife.

Now that the personal problems of those she loves
have been solved. Maude turns to Mark with a sigh
of relief. He surprises her with a packet which
contains her rubies—which she believes she has for-

feited long ago. He also produces the diamond ring
—and Maude accepts it. A huge gathering is pres-
ent at her wedding. At the wedding supper. Maude,
slim and beautiful in her white satin gown, arises
to annouifce that all her colored people are free.

This official emancipation does not apply to Mose and
Sallie, however, for they are bound forever to their
mistress by the unbreakable chains of love and
gratitude.
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WANTED: A WIFE

George E. Sommerville No. 2516

THE three friends, Dave, Ned and Jack, played
post-office, forfeits, and other Ivissing games at

the party, an'd felt, despite their fifteen or six-

teen years, that they were comporting themselves as
men of the world. Dave noticed a sixteen-year-old
girl, who attracted him immediately. He would have
given his entire savings of the summer—earned pick-
ing cherries—to take this girl home. However, the
three friends came in a body, and it was their un-
written law to leave in a body. So. another boy took
the lovely Nora home. Dave did not see her again
until the circus came to her town. Then he glimpsed
her watching the parade. A group of the youn,^ folks

attended the circus, and still Dave did not h.ive

the courage to ask her to go with him alone.

Two years later, the three friends decided to take
dancing lessons. Nora was Dave's teacher, and al-

though in his nervousness he often stepped on her
toes, she encouraged him until he bee inic an excel-

lent dancer, Dave attended dances only m the hope
of seeing Nora, and if she were absent his evening
would be ruined. In spite of the number of tunes

they danced together. Dave could not ask to see

her home. One evening, keyed up to put the ques-

tion to her, he became panic-stricken and hurriedly

asked another girl. With this substitute, Mary, he

"contin'ued, in desperation to go out. His heart sank
-ivhen he saw Nora with another man. For a year

I)ave went out with the substitute, Mary. One day
he heard that Nora was no longer "keeping company."
Pave decided to take the plunge. Ned wagered he

was afraid—and Ned lost.

Dave and Nora were waltzing to the strams of

"Home, Sweet Home." "Can I take you home? l:e

asked. "If you want to," she replied, not realizing

he wan'ted to more than anything else in his liie.

The happiest moment of Dave's life came to hnn

as he clasped her hand in goodby at the gate.

In the meantime. Mary, the substitute gul with

whom Dave had gone for a year, heard ihat he

took Nora home. Since she felt there was an

"understanding" between herself and Dave, her anger

was tantamount to that of an outraged wife. Dave

enlisted the aid of his friends, Ned and Jack, who
began paying Mary assiduous court. Ine girl be-

came so haughty over her new attentioas that she

began treating Dave like a humble slave, w.iich

offered him an excellent excuse to brea-< up with her.

Walking down the main street of Nora;s town,

Dave met her on the avenue, and she invited him

to come home with her. They sat on' the pi:rcn.

talking until late, and sealed their compact _ to go

steady" with a kiss. Accentuated and glorihed, the

feeling Dave had when he first took Nora home,

came back to him. Her parents were cordial to him,

and Nora consented to be his wife. She accepted

him in the fall and decided upon a June wedding.

But one cozy winter evening, as they sat Ijefoi-e a

leaping fire, Dave said :^ "Why wait until J

Let's toast our shf

Nora consented, and by the time the Jur.e^ rose:

bloomed, she had been a happy bride .

Only the peace of Dave's good fr:

Jack was ruffled, fo)
^'^— —

fireplace.

Ned aiM
ted with each

sh'e¥ad an'^'understanding." 'However, when they

saw how happy were Dave and Nora, they decided

that to effect such bliss was well worth tneir minor

irritation.

GIRL DECEIVED

Carrie J. Rudolph File No. 2515

CAROLINE'S was a romance of love at first sight.

With her friend, Theresa Tracey, she went to

a county festival one resplendent summer eye-

ning. Tbe two girls soon proved their popularity

at the fete, and were besieged with offers of moon-

light walks, ice cream, cake, soda pop, and merry-

go-round rides. Carelessly they singled out two

young men for their especial favor, and were sitting

with them, enjoying the breeze and the refreshments

when' a cakewalk was organized. The girls entered

the contest with their escorts. Theresa and Caroline

were dressed in white, so they raised their skirts

that their ruffles and laces might not be soiled—

to the delight of the male observers.

Carohne won the contest, and was awarded a huge
chocolate cake. "Cut it and give us a piece, clam-

ored her friends, and she did so, not wishing to take

it home selfishly. Her escort helped her cut the

cake and she gave out the pieces impartially, iiiitil

it came the turn of a handsome youn'g rnan. 'You

have been a lucky winner," he saiiL '.Have you

ever been in a cakewalk before?" Caroline replied

in the negative and he remarked that sh.i had done

well. Tlie young man attracted her—so charming

he was and well groomed. When he asked her per-

mission to take her home that night—she did n'ot

refuse.
The next day he called again, and Carolyn was

proud of his attentions, and her girl friend s envious

comments on the handsome "catch." That evening

he asked her if he could come to see her reguiarly.

and she consented. He said: "You have had the

pleasure of winYiing the cakes, and I hope J will

have the pleasure of winning you."

He took her to many places of amusements, and

entertained her. showing her a very nice time, and

Carolyn became very interested in him. lo her

he was wonderful—honest and upright in every way.

One night he proposed to her. She !o,'ed him and

gave him her promise. Everything continued smc<!thly

as the time drew close to her wedding day. With
many dreams she prepared for the event as she

thought of the good husband and home which was

soon to be hers. „ j ,A few weeks before the marriage ne called on her.

and drawing his handkerchief from his pocket, a
letter fell to the floor. Carolyn saw it but said

nothing. She stood on it, as he kissed her good-
night an'd left for his home. She picked up' tlie letter,

read it, and saw it was from another that he loved.

She cou!d not believe he was in love with another
woman—and she to become his wife in two weeks.
He realized he had lost his letter in her home, and
did not come back to see her. Carolyn clearly saw
how she had been deceived, and broke her engage-
ment.
The wedding dream had brokeiT—she had failed.

Sometimes Carolyn wonders now if she_ did right.

She had been deceived—yes. But would it not Uiive

been better to accept the half-loaf—rather than no
loaf at all?

Helen Mastronardi No. 2537

EVEN during their grammar school days Rita
and Carl are always together. Carl will not
stop with the boys to play baseball after school

if he can have the greater pleasure of walking home
with Rita. The girl will not sew doll clothes with
her little friends in the evening if she carf steal

the sweeter pastime of an hour with Carl,

On graduation day. Carl falls heir to a large sum
of money and prepares to attend college. Rita is poor
and cannot emulate her sweetheart. Before ne leaves,
however, he promises to return to her and make
her his wife. This is the happy dream which paints
her long, dreary working days with a rosy glow,
and keeps her true to him durin'g the years he is

away. Four years after his promise to her, she
reads in the paper of the engagement of Carl to

a wealthy debutante. A ball is to be given in their

honor. Rita is heart-broken, but her desire to see

once more her childhood sweetheart overrules btr
pride and sorrow. She obtains a position as maid
in Virginia Updyke's home. Mrs. Updyke, mother
of the engaged girl, is struck with Rita's beauty and
gives the girl a costume to wear when she serves

at the ball—which enhantes her loveliness and draws
more than one pair of eyes to the petite charm of

the little serving maid.
C?rl recognizes her and draws her out to a secluded

spot into the garden. Old memories are revived and
he tries to renew their love. Virginia chances upon
them, grows furious with jealousy .and discharges

Rita. A quarrel ensues between the man and Vir-
ginia, an'd he breaks their engagement.
Carl then bends every energy to find Rita but

cannot trace her. He becomes so distraught with
worry that his old friends scarcely recognize him.

His college chums go into conference as to what
should be done for him and decide it is a case of

"cherchez la femm.e." They hire private detectives

and organize their own detective activiKes in a

hunt for Rita. They fin'ally locate her, very ill

from the effects of poison she had taken to end
her life. Carl is called immediately and she rallies

at the sight of him. When she recovers they are

married and are happy in the fulfillment of a love

whose promise they felt even in their childhood days.

Virginia turns for sympathy to an elderly Count,
who is extremely wealthy. She marries him to spite

Carl, who feels no such emotion at the news of her
action. Virginia soon tires of her old husband and
divorces him for a young, penniless artist. This
marriage—a union for love and not for spite or for

wealth—is successful.^ Virginia is as happy in her

marriage as is Rita in hers.

MY MOTHER'S LIFE

Mary A. Dexter File No. 2535

HELEN is weeping on her bed when her mother
walks into the room. The girl tells her mother
that she has refused Fred's proposal. "I can't

marry him, mother. He won't change his career

to suit my wishes—and I am n'ot going Lo change
my mode of life and my ambitions to follow him to

China. Let him associate with another company
that won't require such travels of him." The motlicr

tells her daughter that it is the woman's duty to

follow her man. "Old-fashioned idea," sniffs Helen.
"Mother, you are arguing from the experience of a

dead generation. What do you really know of life

as it is?" The woman smiles and disappears. A
few min'utes later she re-appears with an old diary

which she gives to Helen. As the girl reads, a rich

past unrolls before her. Her mother is no longer
merely "mother," but the gentle young bride, Emma,
who weds David in 1856. David is a sea captain,

commissioned to go to Texas and bring a barkentine
to New York. Adventurously. Emma accompanies
her husband on the dangerous undertaking. It is

winter, and the boat plows perilously through No-
vember seas. A shark follows the ship, the saiiors

fix a noose, inadvertently Emma's shadow causes
the shark to turn in such a way that the nnnse
catches. The sailors and David proclaim her cap-
turer of the shark. It is killed and its fm hung
before the wind for good luck.

A terrible gale arises. Emma dreams she is in a

cottage in which women' go to and fro with candles.

Her husband laughs at this tale when she tells it

to him. The boat narrowly avoids wreckage. Fi-

nally, it rests on a coral reef. The sailors rig a

tackle with a pulley and chair. The first to g(; is

the cabin bov. and the second is Fmma, who laints

as she is nulled ashore.
When she regains consciousness, she is ^n the

cottage of her dream with David at her side. The
inhabitants speak only Spanish, which she does not
understand, and she fears them withovit rea.son,

esoeciaUy when David leaves on a fifty-mile business

trio to Havana. Eventually, her husband leturns

and takes her back to Havana with him. In the

hotel she saves him from attack by thieves, who
knov/ he carries gold in his mon'ey belt.

They have a pleasant journey back to New York,
and return to Emma's home for a brief visit. There
her brother—who longs that they should be boy and
girl again—takes her on a sleigh ride. Thus ends
her first experience away from home.
After the birth of the first child, David receives

a position on the Great Lakes, so ihe litt c family
moves west. Emma takes her .sister. Jane, with
her that she might not be lonely, I'or D^-vid is p ne
a great share of the time. Travis City, n'ear Silver
Lake, at this time is little better than a wilderness.
They buy a log house from an unfortunate young
widow, whose husband has been captured by the
Indians and never found. Emma lives in ijreat fear
of the Indians—but her neighbor tells her to hang a
c'oth from her window should they molest her. Whert
the savages invade her home, Emma does so, and
the neighbor lady drives them away with a broom.
Jane becomes acquainted with young people of the
small community, and Emma does not have much
of her company. Many times she sits alone with her
babies and feels the peering eyes of a savage through
the window. David buys a tract of land which is

so lonely that Emma sits down on* a log and cries.

"Don't worry," he says, "if you feel that way
about it, we won't build here." Frightened though
she may be. Emma in her loneliness is resourceful.
One night, when David is gone, a knock sounds on
the door. She has a cold, so with hoarse, menacing
tones, she assumes manlin'ess and frightens the in-

truders away with threat of a gun. The family
finally moves to East Boston, where the wife raises
a large family, while the father sails on various trips

to the West Indies, Buenos Aires, and Florida.
After eighteen years, he retires.

With a broader comprehension, Helen closes the
diary containing her mother's story. And not many
weeks later, Helen', like another bride of 1856, starts
out with her husband upon the adventure of life.

Audor Repashy
STEP BY STEP

File No. 2524

COUNT HIRSCH, influential, wealthy, happily
married to a beautiful wife, has a passion for

gambling. Since the birth of his youngest daugh-
ter, he believes he has overcome his weakness, and
holds it under control.
Friends talk of large sums of money wen on the

Bourse. The Count is pressed for money—but, havirtg
just sworn off gambling after losing to his friend,

Von Biethen, at cards, he hesitates. Eventually, how-
ever, he weakens, and entrusts his all to his friend,
Schmidt t. Von Biethen shakes his head anxiously
and confides his worry to his wife. Otto, eldest son
of the Count, is also worried about his father's specu-
lations. He unburdens himself to his friend, Schroeder,
a wealthy clubman, whom he introduces to his sister,

Elsa. So interested is Otto, as an observer, and Elsa
and Schroeder in the romance which the former
has incepted, that they do not notice their father's
growing panic. Within three weeks, Elsa and
Schroeder are betrothed. At the same time. SchmJdtt
speculates an'd loses the Count's entire fortune. His
estates are sacrificed to cover his obligations, and tlie

Hirsch family bids a sad farewell to their ancestral
homestead. Through the influence of Von Biethen,
Hirsch obtains a diplomatic position, and once again
the family lives in luxury. His patron invites Hirsch
and his family to his Monte Carlo estate. Here the
gambling passion again' masters the Count. Von
Biethen urges him to leave the roulette tables, and
in his fury, Hirsch strikes his patron, and is chal-
lenged to a duel in which Von Biethen is wounded.
Deprived of his friend's influence, Hirsch loses his

position. Again the family is in humble str.nits.

Tliey lodge in two shabby rooms, and the Countess
prepares a meager supper. She notices there is no
milk, and the Count gives her his last coin. Von
Biethen and his wife, riding in their limousine,
glimpse the shabby woman, who was once the dash-
ing and resplendent society light—Countess Hirsch.
In' compassion, Von Biethen drives the woman to

her home, and secretly obtains a position in a bank
for the Count.
The Count rises rapidly in his new position. He

meets his friends at the club, and again the gam-
bling fever seizes him. He loses at cards, steals
money from the bank with which to make up his

losses, forfeits the stolen money, also—an'd is dis-

covered. He is sent to prison. During his term, the
Countess is helped by friends, and upon his release
they set him up in business. Hirsch and his wife
and daughters are fairly happy in the small shop.
The Count goes to Paris to buy goods, gambles the
money, and the store is seized by creditors. Down
an'd out, Hirsch is too ashamed to return to his fam-
ily in answer to their "personal" in the newspaper.
He decides he must first mak& a man of himself.
Instead, he increasee his drunkenness and is at last

found dying in the streets by Schroeder, who takes
him to the hospital. His family is sent for, and
Hirsch dies in his wife's arms, victim of his ruling
passion'. Elsa finds some alleviation to her grief

in the arms of Schroeder, whom she marries soon
after.

Nancy L. Byrd

DISILLUSION
File No. 2525

BRILLIANT and handsome Irene William Willard
is the envy of her friends, who often wonder how
so "cold and quiet" a woman can command such

unswerving devotion and adoration from her husband.
They do rtot realize that with her husband Irene is

neither cold nor quiet, and that her veneer of cool

reserve is merely her social armor. Irene picks up
her bedside phone, answering it. since she believes
her husband has left for the oftice She overhears
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his conversation with a woman—and suddenly Irene

realizes why once a week for nine years he has had

to go "to the mills" overn'ight. Sick and shaken,

Irene muses on the note of tenderness in her hus-

band's voice when he spoke to the strange woman—
a note which she, herself, has not heard for many

That afternoon, she dresses in white, calls for her

car and drives to the hotel, where the woman has

mentioned she is staying. "Mae Blair and son,"

reveals the register. Irene is shown to Mae Blair s

suite, and is admitted by Mae, who immediately rec-

ognizes the quiet-faced woman confronting her.

Neither is there surprise in Irene's superior gaze.

She had expected to find just this—a fluffy haired,

blue-eyed weak and pretty creature. Irene coolly

admits that she comes from curiosity. The tiny

woman is speechless with fright. Irene offers her

money to go away forever—and for the first time,

looking into Mae's hurt eyes, she is ashamed. Mae re-

veals that' she has been William's mistress for nine

years and asks why things cannot go on as they have

in the past. Pity for Mae, and fury, grip Irene. "I

will go away, Mrs. Willard," says Mae. "If you

won't make it hard for Bill." "To San—so he can

come to you Thursday," says Irene scornfully, but

Mae an'swers simply that she will go away from

William forever—she had always intended to do so

in the event of Irene's discovery. Irene comments

that she is glad the other woman is taking the mat-

ter so sensibly for, "I suppose you love him in a

way " "In a way—" Mae laughs shrilly, and again

Irene is ashamed. She asks questions about the

baby, who is sleeping in the adjoinin'g room. Irene

otTers to adopt the child, but Mae asserts she will

never give up her baby. Irene promises she would

be good to the child, who need never know Mae
replies if Irene leaves at four, she will call her at

five giving her time to call for the baby before

the six o'clock train leaves—if the mother decides

to give him up.
. ixr-n-

The opening of the door interrupts, and William

Willard enters. He places a protective arm about

Mae, and quietly tells Irene she had no right to

come to the woman'—she should have corne to him.

William suffers as much as his wife or his mistress

in the situation. He loves Irene, admires her, meds
l,er—she has been, in most respects, the perfjct wife

to him. But his pitying loyalty, tenderness, and

another kind of love go to Mae. William sinks into

his chair calling himself a damnable cur, turning

to his wife for the answer. Triumph surges withm'

her that he has turned to her. He cries that he

cannot give her up. But neither can_^ ,:e give up

Mae "I am willing to adopt your boy, says Irene.

Mae Blair crumples to the floor in a faint and in-

stantly William is bending tenderly over her. We 11

stick it out together, honey," he soothes his mistress.

Irene refuses to divorce him. She turns or* her

husband asking him what Mae has ever done for

him William replies that Mae has given him a

child-which Irene refused to do. "I don't want to

hurt you, William," says Irene. ''I think 111 go

now." Mae observes the depths of Irene s love, and

admires her fineness. Suddenly the chi.d toddles

into the room. He embraces his father with happy

little chuckles. The two women watch. Iren'e lights

her battle. "He is a lovely baby," she says hna ly

••William will you take me home now? M"_ Bmir

wants to catch the evening tram. i am coming

for the baby at five."

DREAM COME TRUE

M I Rvrrl File No. 2525
Nancy L. Byra

DISGUSTED with Maude Devlin and her Green-

wich Vniage crowd, Duncan shakes the dust

of New YOTk's giA-stained carpets from Ins

feet and returns to his estate on Long Is and, Fine

Grove Farm Rose Elizabeth Vincent, strolling along

Z ^tuS^linn-^l^^^^Tte^f^^eSnS.

"rorcio'urg^l % hi shore'Xere ^e
iJ "Is h|

Duncan °sst?uck by her fragile beauty which sweeps

from his mind all memory of New \ork

Duncan becomes a frequent visitor at the. little cot-

tage shared by Rose and her sister. He brings bo-.ks

to the invalid, and showers both girls «'th =."entions^

One moonlight night, he proposes t° K'^^f-
f'^^

accepts promptly, but makes it clear fo ,^™ .*''^'

she is merely marrying him for the '^°'"%'°
'^^f^L

wife h! naine only. She promises to try her best

to love him-although she loves anothei-she
_

will

p?ay fair. "I do not doubt it," replies Du"can .^1-

fhough this might be a case for *^^ =°?'»' J ^e"'
who might call it by a name you

™°"''J,^!'°*, 't he
However he is so madly in love with her that ne

is willinir to gamble on the marriage. Duncan does

not hu?r^y Role, her sister receives the best o care

and luxury, but Rose never responds with -^ ;>':'-"

of emotion to Duncans ardor. ine on> ,"",,,
sees the lovelight in her eyes is "'"snJ «

'^^^^
to her lover, George Meredith, who is ''-avinS -' O"

to go abroad. Tlie ceremony uniting Uun-.an ana

Rosftakes place, and as they are seated a^t the nup-

tial lunch, the sister dies of a hemorrhage i;or

weeks Rose sinks into a mental torpor She leturns

with Duncan to New York, where her beauty is

admired by his friends. However, she does not

emerge from mourning to mingle with his com-

S^^L^rh^sTa"ch°rJ;Tay^"'^lI^ud^e^De^lin:atn:;?s

to "make" him, and he responds with aiJ innociious

love "ffair, rem'aining true .to Rose. Maud's friend.

Max Willard fonus a^J;'™dship v, h th <imet,

[^runiing ''For hL°"she'k"eeps her bodv "nass.ailed.

khe h^s^' pawned it, but still retains the ticket

She visits Meredith at his apartment,, b"' '"^ '°«
^'°J

her is dead. He asks her to remain

with his fiancee. Trembling with emotion, she stops
at a hotel to calm herself, and there meets Dun'can
and Maud having tea. They notice '^ntl wonder at
her perturbation. She drops a slip of paper with
Meredith's address upon it, and Maude unobtrusively
pockets it. Duncan escorts Rose to a taxi, and re-

turns to Maude, who hands him the address with
an innuendo. He is furious with Mauds artd his

disgust for her makes him resolve to cut short their

meetings.
After dinner, Duncan hands Rose the card she

dropped. Her confusion further arouses his suspicions.
She is too humiliated to tell him the truth. Deeply
hurt, Duncan abandoned his quixotic fidelity. An
affair with a night club dartcer resulted in a para-
dise for a month. At the close of that month, Dun-
can found himself broken in health, finances, and
illusion. Rose returns to the Pine Grove estate. Fc.r

the first time in a year, she is content. Work,
household and farm duties, gives a purpos' to her
days. Her beauty matures and deeperts. Dining her
long days alone, she reflects on her actions and
realizes her self-absorbed selfishness which has indi-

rectly wrecked Duncan's life. Max Will.ird, before

leaving for the war, calls on Rose. He tells her
frankly that she has been hard and selfish to her
husband; that Duncan is n'ow ill and needs her care.

Rose writes to Duncan to come to Pine Grove. The
happy days that follow build up a camaraderie between
them. Duncan regains his health. However, his love

for Rose seems dead, and his indifference piques

her. Duncan asks Rose to accompany him on a trip

to Cuba. Tliey sit in the moonlight orf the deck.

Each realizes their own love lives. Duncan retires to

his cabin. Rose retires to hers, where she sits for

a while and thinks. Then, slipping into a negligee,

she taps softly on the door of her husband's state-

room. She opens the door, and sees him sitting

dejectedly, his head in his hands. He looks up, and
as she advances to him, he realizes his dream has

come true.

Von Lor:
sha

and Von Verden that their chil-

THE PRICE OF A PARENT'S MISTAKE

Florence Lou Popp File No. 2520

ALTHOUGH he is a quick-tempered Dutchman
with very Httle ambition, Karl Hartman is a

good husband and father—indulgent to his two-
year-old daughter, Judy, and to his wife. His neigh-

bor, Paul Roger, loses his position, and Hartman
feels sorry for the man. He finds a job for him
in the Mock Iron Works Co., Brooklyn, where he
(Hartman) has worked for three years. After eight

months, Rogers receives his first promotion which
angers Hartman, who has received no advancement
in his years with the company. A year later, Rogers
is promoted again—this time to supervisor—a position

which places him over Hartman. When Rogers re-

proves Hartman for some laxity in his work, the

dammed-up anger of the Dutchman' breaks. A quarrel

ensues and Rogers delivers a blow which sends
Hartman to the floor. The latter picks up a huge
piece of solid iron and hits Rogers over the head.
Rogers is rushed to the hospital, but dies soon

after.

Mrs. Rogers, widowed mother of two sons, hates

the Hartman family and determines to make them
pay. Mrs. Hartman, for her part, hates the Rogers,

who have brought her so much grief. She puts up
a courageous fight to get her husband's sentence

commuted to life imprisonment instead of the electric

chair. Then' she moves to California with her infant

daughter, to start life over. Judy grows up ignorant
of her unhappy past. She becomes a famous dancer,

and her contract requires her to return to New \(,rk.

At a dance Judy meets a rather interesting young
man, who introduces her to his best friend—Paul
Rogers. Jr. Judy and Paul fall in love. The girl

tells her mother of the charming boy she has met—
but calls him by his nickname, Lolly. When' Paul

spieaks to his mother of the girl who has stolen

his heart, he uses only her first name. Judy intro-

duces her mother to her fiance by his full name.
Mrs. Hartman pales. Later she tel's Judy the mar-
riage can never be. Judy thinks her mother very
unreasonable and one day elopes with Paul. Mrs.
Rogers is fon'd of her daughter-in-law, whom she
knows only as "Judy." Mrs. Hartman returns to

California, while Tudy lives for a year with Mrs.
Rogers. When Judy moves into her own home,
the two mothers meet there accidentally. A bitter

quarrel ensues. Mrs. Rogers, Sr., tells her son he
has married the daughter of his father's murderer.
Paul accuses the innocent Judy of deceit. Believing

she knew the story of their parents before she mar-
ried him. he leaves her in anger.
The World War breaks out an'd Paul enlists. After

two years of action, he is wounded in the '.eg and
is shipped home. His mother is called because Paul
is not expected to live. In his delirium he ca'ls

for Judy. "For whom is he calling?" asks the
nurse. l\Trs. Rogers tells the whole storv and fin-

ishes, "Therefore, I think it best for his wife to

stay awav from my son." The nurse in no uncer-
tain terms, tells Mrs. Rogers that her narrow "buU-
headedness" would cost Pan' his life. Parfic-stricken,

Mrs. Rogers telegraphs to Tudv, who arrives imme-
diately. Paul is immeasurably happy to see his wife,

and also to see his mother again amenable with Juily.

Their joy is complete when the nurse enters, leading

a two-year-old boy: "'Sonny' refuses to stay with
me any longer; he wants his mother," says the nurse,

as Judy lifts the hoy in'to his father's arms.

JUDGES OF FATE

The friendship between the two famili<

to hate on Von Loraine's part when his only son,
Hans, is carried home, dead, from a hunting trip. Axel
has shot him by mistake, be.ieving^ his jacKct the
fell of a stag. Hans' niother dies of the shock. B:\ron
Von Loraine forbids liis daughter to see Axel a^ain.
Rita secretly meets Axel and reaffirms her love for

him, although the chances for their happiiYess seem nil.

Liane, Baroness Von Goltz, is a guest at Axel's
home. Of humble origin, she has married for posi-
tion and money, striking love from her scheme of
things. For the first time in her life she desires
a man with all her being. That man is Axel, who
treats her advances with amused indifference. One
day Liane glimpses a meetin'g of Axel a-id Kila.
Knowing the bitter grudge the Baron \'on Lor?. ine
holds against the V^erdens, she visits him and tells

him of Rita's affair with Axel. The result is a bitter

argument between father and daughter, in spite of

Rita's refusal, the Baron announces the engagement
of his daughter to the Coun't Von Wren, who has
long been a suitor for her hand. An elaborate party
is held and the date for the wedding set. Rita is

closely watched, making her meetings with Axel
impossible.
In the meantime, Liane, maddened by Axel's indif-

ference, goes to the desperate extreme of confessing
her love for him. His polite refusal to take her seri-

ously turns her love to hate. Tlie evening before
Rita's weddin'g, the one dominating thought in the
giri's mind is her lover. She bribes the maid v.ho
guards her to bring a message to Axel, in which
she discloses Liane's treachery, and her own horror
of the coming day. The Baroness waylays Lisette,
the maid escapes—but not before the Baroness has
learned the contents of the message. She realizes
her fate is hopeless, and determines to make the
lovers suffer. She will not kill Axel outright, for
she wants him to think of her all his unhappy life.

By his tragedy she will ruin Rita's life. So, when
the Baroness points her revolver at Axel, she aims
not at the heart, but at the knees. An hour later

she is found, killed by her own hand, in her boudoir.
The affair creates such a scandal that the Baron

sees himself forced to allow Rita to marry her lover.

He stipulates, however, that she shall never see
her father again.
Two years elapse. Axel is not a hopeless cripple

as Lianne had hoped, but the bullet has permanen'tly
lamed one knee. In the Verden castle is welcomed
the heir of the junior Von Verdens. Rita is almost
happy except for her father's adamancy. She tele-

graphs him, begging him to forgive her and to come
and see his grandchild.
The Baron receives the message in a melancholy

mood. In spite of his an'ger, he misses his daughter
constantly. The last two years have madj him an
old and broken man. Desperate loneliness grips his
soul. He reads his daughter's message and the ice

of hate melts. He goes to see the moth'ir and cliild.

For the first time since the tragic death of his son
and wife, he realizes the event was but a cruel blow
of fate—neither planned nor willed, an'd tlierelore

outside the sphere of human judgment.

Anita Plank File No. 2517

HANS VON LORAINE and Axel Von Verden.
heirs to the two greatest families in Bavaria,
arc childhood friends. Axel is in love with

Hans' sister, Rita, and it is the secret hope of both

RUBBER TIRED RUSTLERS

C. A. Huckins File No. 3484

FOR three years Johnny Moore has been riding
line on four thousand heads of cattle for Old
Ed McKinsey, and he has made his home in a

camp high in the mountains, where climate, hunting
and fishing are ideal. He sees no one but McKinsey.
who comes twice a month with provisions, and the
cowboys, when they arrive early in July to brand
the cattle. So, he is surprised one day to see a
camp pitched near his on the mountain, A girl laps
on* his door and asks to borrow some salt, Johnny
learns that she has not the price of a divorce, so
she has left her husband and seeks some privacy in

the mountains. Johnny likes the girl—she is gay,
vivacious, and a good sport.

Johnny is riding one day, uneasily thinking that
the branding should be don'e in a hurry, when he
sees tire tracks on the old road. He is puzzled as
to what a truck can be doing in this vicinity.

Hearing someone chop wood in a grove of pole tim-
ber in a bend on the creek, he reins his horse in that
direction. There he sees a man chopping poles and
loadin'g them in his truck. Johnny's bewilderment
grows. He invites 'Axe stranger to eat and rest at
his cabin, but the man refuses. The next morning
Johnny is up at sun-up and discovers seventeen
cows bellowing for lost calves. He speculates on the
mysterious wood-chopper, but dismisses the idea.

"First, he couldn't haul 'em in that truck, and,
an'yway, he couldn't catch 'em without a horse,

he ruminates. The next day he rides from sunrise
to sundown looking for a clue, and returns home
disappointed and chagrined. McKinsey was tnere
on his return. Johnny's neighbor, the girl, prepares
supper, and McKinsey offers a thousan'd dollars

reward for the apprehension of the rustlers. Johnny
wants the reward badly because he wants the girl to
get her divorce—and he would pay for it from selfish

motives. At sundown the next day he is tibout to

return home, when his horse. Joker, suspiciously
throws up his head. Johnny again hears the ^-.hirr

of a motor. He conceals himself in the pole thicket,

an'd spies on the rustlers. A nearby creek makes
a bend, forming a horseshoe that leaves five acres
in the bend with steep cut banks on the sides and
a grove of dense timber that grows across the nar-
row neck. Into this natural corral the catt'e are
driven, roped, hog- tied, and dragged into the truck.

Johnny has no gun. He hides himself irf an extra gas
tank—empty—under the truck, and thus rides from
Wyoming to the rustlers' "hang-out" over the state-

line in Nebraska. Some he recognizes as former men
of McKinsey's. He escapes from the garage, where
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(he 1K„I<C-.I.

He
information which _ _ _ . ..

tlc-r's plan to tnal<e a last haul llu ir.M.,«im I Hcsciay
r.isht on the same horseshoe con.tl, I In r:ittle arc
successfully herded into the truck anil as the thieves
speed over the road, they see a loff across their
path which indicates, "detour." They wet out of

the truck to investigate, and Johnny confronts them
Willi a guir. He marches them to the sheritif, and
the law finds all the cvidenee it needs when they
pee the mother cows greet their stolen calves. The
thousand-do lar reward, Johnny linds. pays not only
f.ir his fair neighhor's divorce, but finances his mar-
riage with her.

B. Co File No. 2523

171ROM Indianapolis two cars wend their way to
1 Portage Point, Michigan. Iir the first—a Pierce
Arrow—arc Mr. and Mrs. Franklin, their eighteen-

year-old daughter, Patricia, and the chauffeur. In
the second—a Ford Sedan— sit the negro cook and
the gardener. Through the heautiful countryside the
ears speed to the Fr.inklin sumiiier home. To Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin this home is a paradise because
of the invigorating air, the scenic beauty, and the
quiel. To I*a1rieia. in adilition to these advantages,
it is .1 piiiadisc. for here she again sees her summer
coinM.Mii.ii, h,t\id. Although he is some years older
tliaii 111 (inl ilieady ini his last year in college—
Willi' III- I I'l to enter. There is a warm bond
ticiwnii iliiin iminded on a firmer base than com-
jianiiiiislnp, 'Jhey pl;in the swiinmin'g, horseback rid-

ing, huating, and surf-riding with which they will

Mr.
vhich

th<

and Mr
loo-bi el hi

They
Elaborate
the yoiinp people of th

flappers in vain liy to

young men as fruiiN^^'s

After a gay swiiiinniiv
1

she ami David re:illN Im

summer goes like a singl

David declares
Mr. and M

aration. Patri
Mr. Frank m
Pl

Fr.'iiiklin disapprove of the romance
blooming between the two young people.

I*atricia too young for marriage.
s are given at the big house for

itmiier eolon'y, and the
:ik, " liaviil, while the
iiil>i I erest Patricia.

. I'liiiriii realizes that
.i.h iilliii. The happy
lay. Uefore they part,

his love for Patricia,

s. Franltlin are relieved at the ,sep-

Ma is sent awav to school in Virginia.
silU Ins MiiliiK.in summer home aiYd

III, .,1 1 hill. 1 MIS. Mrs. Franklin dies

ihi.i I ,, I I- for tlie sunrmer, it

itnialiiilii III a family which leaves

's sadness is overcome by the beaitty
He wanders out on the terrace with
and in the bay she sights a graceful
Is her the yacht is her surprise, antl

she sha'l christen it herself.

The gala day arrives. Patricia receives a box
of American lieautieSi without a card, and she as-

sumes they are from her young friends of the sum-
mer colony. With beaming face and unusual poise,

she steps forward, is handed the bottle of cham-
pagne, and as she raises it, exclaiming, "I christen

thee Pa - ", her face pales, she loses her balance, and
topples into the bay.
Two life guards rescue he

with warm robes in whieh ti

—but with deterniiiiiliiii In

and when \\,

is a sad lillli

on their annu
Mr. Franklii

of the place,
his daughter.

of champagne aL;;iin 1

christen thee, Patiui.i.

comes to her. She ei

glimpsed him. He begs her to marry h

cannot leave her lonely father. Patr
David on the maiden cruise of th

of twenty-four is going. Mr. Fr,

rows when' he sees David, bul I',

him to the company as her il.i

David and Patricia realize Ihi ii

readied one another Ikv.mis, m1 ,.

That night, wl

ush to her
y her to the house
strikes the bottle
and exclaims, "I

le is in bed, David
fainted when she

him, but she
invites

iklii

chidii

111 .1 I III' company, in-

„ Mr. Franklin, .ur ml. .mim inl with cock-
Pal anil David slciil l.i tlir sinn' of the boat
lir ili.ius Inn :i iiMiinini' license. .She pleads

III iiilni 11,1.1., In I, I. Ill liei- love foreshadows a
I'm, nil.. II. I i.iilni I .liunk. She realizes he

linvnl's Inl). ns hiII :is her own. The boat
.IS at llarbnr I'oint. tliey po ashore and arc
ed. She telegraphs; "David and I married.
gone back bv plane to Charlevoix, where we

greet you all 'in 'Paradise'."

COLLEGE MAID

K. Garlin File No. 2510

of feTllK ikiiiiliesi bit

magnetizes the eye of T.

in the train' which is spenliiu
junior year at Philadelphia. I'.m

up her bag, bundles, and a boN .

and starts for the next ear. S.

in her study of Tommy's hands..

m

not see his foot sprawled carelessl.

trips and his apologies are altji. 1

retrieve her fal'cn belongings. Sli.

his apology, but refuses his in\il,i

the diner, he stops aside to allmv
pass, knocks her elbow, and cms.
cotTee and ice cream. He jumps
and lands on her delicate foot. :

dropping her bag; thev both bend
their heads collide. He leaves 1

station, the charming brunette fresl

old sweetheart, Eddie Tiuvkes, wh
Tommy, thinking Eddie has stole

to pull them away, and is wither!
Barbara.
Barbara goes to the home of ht

UV <'-.- 1.1 is she
llli'lllc

, -.he does
11 lilt' iiisle. She

1
-. lie li.liis her

I.MU' 111 1 l\ iiccents
11 (11 Ininnl'. In
.11 r< 1 '1 Lilian to
In 1

1. v|iill her
11 Cnll slernation.
c nsf:s m pain.
pick it up, an'd

ncdly. At the
an IS met by an
takes her bags.
them. attempts

IrKik from

aunt and uncle.

will) iivvii an nltl-fashioned apothecary store. Tommy
applies there for his old job, and although Barbara
at first treats him codly, she is eventually frien'dUer

handsome clerk,

esults between E^ldie and
. Eddie has some advan-
iian, but Tommy's com-

I make Barbara jealous,
blonde, "baby doll," Judy
i Barbara's finger nails

Eddie

A neck
Tommy for l{ailiaia\ lavm
tage, being ;t n ,iti i mi \

nensation is In .iImIiIv i

The eager aticinimi m1 ilu-

Forbes, to Tijmmy cause
to dig deep into her palm
At a glamorous college

ofTers to sue;gest Tommy's admission into the
ternity. J'^ddic gloatingly imagines tlu- "hazing''" tn

which he will put Tommy. Hccaust- tlic latifi wislus
to give Barbara a fraternity pin, he itlrtJKis. Aitn
a halcyon day at the beach, Tommy and Barbara
return to the drugstore. She receives a call which
makes her be'ieve Tommy is a thief. Not kaowing
the call is a part of his hell week," she treats him
coldly. In retaliation, he takes Judy to the game.
She goes alone to cheer Eddie, who is on the team,
but she is jealous. The fraternity decides Tommy
should decoy Barbara to a muddy street corn'er and
splash her immaculate clothes. Luckily, when Bar-
liara comes to the aiipointed place, a truck beats
Tommy to the trick, absolving him in Barbara's eyes,
and deceiving his watching fraternity brothers.
Tonmiy takes his "Bubbles" to the dance honoring

his initiation, to the anger of Judy Forbes. Judy
clings to Tommy, but Barbara cleverly wins him

uncle to fore-away. Judy threatens to force her
close cin the mortgat'f ' he holds riR

uncle's store. Toinmv .111.1 ll.irl.iirii

a fake telegr;im infinn iiif.. hliii llnic

his out
they n
purteii;

of- tow n lot. Ill

n- the si.

Thn il.i

..1,1 phai,

'l',',ivmg"'b

absence,
ap-

the
but

. to have the "new-
lie says he does not
old his lot.

auty contest, the win-
~ f the

fangleil jiiiik" III his si.

need the money since lie

The fraternity conducts
ner to be dubbed, "Betty Co-ed, Qu
Campus," and to be given the lead in the |<ussian

burlesque, ".Sweeping the Steppes." Eddie aiTd

Tommy rush at top speed to inform Barbara she has
been selected one of the "Big Ten" in the semi-final.

At the dance, when the winner is to be selected, Bar-
bara cavorts with Eddie. Tommy is unable to attend
for he must rid the store of the new appliances.
Barbara is selected queen to the jubilance of Tommy,
who has mjinaged to come to the dance in' time for

the aiiiii.iinrcnunl. Judy shows a newspaper clipping,

proving 1;, 111. .11.1 was in a play in Youngstown, Ohio,
and the km. I is 1 ukd out as a "pro." Judy, runner-
up, reL'ei\rs till' title, the lead, and chooses Tommy
as her leading man. Barbara is somewhat com-
forted by a letter Tommy drops which she reads.

It is a missive to his mother declarin'g his love for

Barbara. Two d.iys before the play, Barbara dis-

appe
for till' ikii

before III..

from >' .mn
formanee .-ii

part—which
chagrin and lor
been out of tow

not
rbar.

On el Lite

'ith proof
efit pe,«ii that the play wa

she is an amateur. She is given the

he has memorized—to Judy's angiy
rommv's ecstacy. Because Eddie had

the team. Tommy leaped to

the conclusion that Barbara and his rival eloped.

IS'ow, his fears alleviated. Tommy gives a close-up

kiss to Barbara which is a marvel of realism. Uncle
decides Tommy may put back the "new-fangled"
appurtenances in the store, and not long af'er,

Tommy's ring glitters on the dainty finger which
poises a spoon above her pharmacist uncle's "Extra-
fancy Contemporary Thrill Sun'dae."

THE HUSBAND-THIEF

Mrs. A. J. Cd

B
the

llU'l

she his p;il. tell

File No. 2509

(leu pal and
s, the more

1 son. Keith,
iIu' h;ibil of

"staying late at the office to work," m "LLkniL; ;i

buyer out to dinner." One morn'ini;, Uciiy. in ilu-

market overheard two women say: "Keally. it's a

shame the way that Mr. Hale rides around ail week
and leaves her alone so much. He doesn't need to

be out all the time with his lady friend."

With tears streaming from her eyes, Betty goes
home to prepare dinner. "Tt can't be true." she
tells herself as she makes Don's favorite dishes. At
seven o'clock he tells her that he will not be home
for he has an important ''prospect" to in'lerview.

Little Keith and Betty have their dinner. Then
Keith is bathed and put to bed, after which Betty
sits by the fireside planning to retrieve the love

and peace of her home. The next morning she calls

her mother and confides her plan for wiunin'g Do
offe take

Betty

she please

back. The older
Keith for the mou
That evening, al

may visit her aunt for a month. Ih-

to be rid of his wife, that he gives li

dollars (or the trip with an expn-
it looks as though he were rcceiv

instead of giving it.

He tolls her she can stay as long
and hc'ps her pack her bags. Although Betty
she is deeply hurt.

, , , . ,

,

Bottv secures a room in a fashionable seaside

resort.' She visits the beauty parlor in the hotel,

is shampooed, massaged, and given a faciul. She
iniys a wig and an elaborate wardrobe. She then
rents a small vacant cottage on the shor*", which
she later shares with a Titian haired beauty, Lola

Parker. Thev become fast friends since Lola is a

liveV girl, ^diose vivaciousness revives Betty's own.
In the lollby of the hotel. Bettv sees Don. She

vanishes before he sees her. On her return to the

cottage Lola enlists her aid in baking and cleaning,
for, .she says, her friend, Bob Cavendish, is coming
to dinner tomorrow, an'd he is bringing with him
a delightful friend, Don Hale. Betty starts, and
Lola questions her. Betty tells Lola her plan and
Lola is whole-heartedly interested. Tliey he awake
late that night planning to give Don "a trolley-
ride to the end of the line."

Tile next day a dashing roadster draws up to the
cottage. Betty, in a blon'de wig, and "niitre" chitltes

such as she has never worn lx:fore, is iiiinri-Kni/alile.

Don shakes Bob's hand, telling him ibai Ins blnul
date is a "pippin." Mr. and Mrs. Hale eaiiy on
.1 M'.ii IdiiiK dinner conversation, and Don becomes
nioit .Old iMoii.- fascinated with his charming i)artner.
I lapps da \ s lollow, and Betty can scarcely realize
hci ".sciilLii" husband has so much of the small boy
in him. She leads him a merry chase from the
diving pier, to the amusement park, to the dance
hall, to mountain clim.bing.

One evening, returning from a pavillion dance. Don
makes love to Betty—whom he knows as Sheila
O'Neil. Un'der the love spell of the moon, he takes
her in his arms and sings a love song. He declares
his love for her, but Betty equivocates, telling him
she must return to work the following day, since
her holiday is over. Don is downcast and bids her
goodby. He leaves his address with her and begs
her to write to him.
Later, Lola, entering the cottage, finds Betty in

tears. Vainly she tries to comfort her. She vows
vengeance on' Don for the trouble he has caused
her beloved Betty. Realizing they are about to part,

they talk until morning. Lola confesses that she
is engaged to Bob, and says from Betty's life she
has learned her lesson—never to lose the gayety of
her courtship days.

It is a downcast Betty who stops to see her mother,
retrieve hre baby, and re'jurn to her husband. She
feels that Sheila O'Neil has disappeared and the
new-bom love is prematurely dead. The feeling is

accentuated by Don's greeting, which is morose. So
much does he love Sheila that his natural affection
for his wife is clouded.
For a week after Betty's return, the calm life of

the Hale household continues in its uninterrupted
routine. Finally, Betty writes a note to Don telling

him Sheila will meet him at the hotel that after-
noon'. If Betty had not been the author of that
letter, she might have wondered at Don's gayety at

lunch. As it is, she watches with rather sad amuse-
ment, his exuberant passes at the baby and herself.

Three hours later, Betty, dressed as Sheila, meets
Don at the hotel. Tliey drive into the country, and
Don stops the car on a side road. He takes Betty in

bvit says
pla game fairly for he has a wife and

ber. Tears iiome into his eyes, and
iway. Betty, unable to stand

'
lifts her face to Don.
ad scheme to win him
ire won me back," says
I loved She

"

ill. liK head
pnlis .iff her wig, a
she tells him of her
"Betty, old pal, you
"Perhap

back.
Don.
her resemblance to you before we started quarreling.

But now you will never have to masquerade again,
for I love you all over again," Happy in their

new found love, they drive home—again pals and
sweethearts as well as husband an'd wife.

LONESOME VALLEY

John L Sinclair File No. 3474

OLD MAN PIERCE, threatened to make faces

and hurl nasty names at the homesteaders who
squatted in his Yellow Lake pasture, but when

the Rorsons filed on the section covering the finest

prairie hay meadow on his ranch, he vowed he would
drag them ofl" by the neck at the end of his lariat
rope. However, no one took the threats of the old
man seriously for his laryn'x was known to be a
bag of wind—and his heart—of go'.d. "I told you
so," said his son, Vernie, who had often advised his
father to allow him to file a section of the land
before nesters appropriated it. But his father had
exploded against the idea that a son of his should
be iTLllcd a homesteader. Father and son disagreed
on many subjects, but they were united in their
(lisiriist of the nester, Otto Hoffmeyer. To Vernie,
(he korson's, of Indiana, appeared most interesting

—

especially the eighteen- year-old daughter, Fern.
When Vcrn informed his father of the Rorsons'

settlement in the Yellow Lake pasture. Pierce thrust
a rifle under the young man's nose and commanded
him to shoot them ofif the land. Vernie laconically
retorted : "Do it yourself," adding that he was busy
on the windmill that morning. Instead of visiting
the windmill, he called on the Rorsons, introduced
Fern to his horse. Conejo (meaning "rabbit," because
of the equine's long ears), and learned from Mr.
Rorson that Bud Deacon had recommended this site

to the invalid. When the Old Man Pierce heard
the latter revelation', his ire arose strong against

faithless Bud. but Vernie thought tenderly of
the fai

hi

vhich Bud had
d Fe

sly rendered to
gav her hij

black
faf Iloffn

nd whock.

patches
s so stingy he
utomoliile tire.shoes

Hoffmeyer. to get the
"little one"—aged twenty; weight, two hundred and
fifty; 1. Q., about ten—killed a calf, and planted
evidence near the dead beast to make it appear
Rorson's work. Vernie, galloping to a tryst with
Fern, heard a mother cow bewailing her dead calf.

Nearby, he found a bit of automobile tire cut in

the shai.e of a sole.
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ilolTnieycr travcicd to Old Man Pierce with evi-

dence af^'ainst the Ror.sons. Vernie was unable to
convince his father to the coittrary. J^ust before
leaving for xupihi Ruard duty, Vernie received a dis-

couraged little note from Fern, bidding him goodby.
"It's all up." she wrote. About the same time, the
Hoflfmeyer "little one" was hurrying to Vernie with
a grievance. ItofTmeyer, senior, had objected to
the "little one's" music on the harmonica, and crushed
the instrument un'der his big foot. Tiic son knew
but one method of retaliation. He hurried to Vernie
with his story. Vernie put him iu his own bed with
a pal to watch "little one." Then lie galloped out
on his watch. Fern, after writing the little goodby
note, decided to add a postscript in person. One
minute the cowboy who was on duty with Verrfie
saw the figures of a man and woman on horseback;
a little later he saw riderless horses, and heard a
soft murmur from the ground. "When? Now?"
At third glance, Vernie and Fern were ajalloping

towards the town and the Justice of the Peace.
'ITie case of Hoffmeyer, Rorson, and Pierce was

taken to court. auH Hoffmeyer proved guilt v. Some
lime later. Old Man Pierce, placidly smoking his

cigar, avowed that he had always contended the
Rorsons were first calibre people—and as tor the
girl
—
"the man who married her would be lucky."

Pierce smoked for a while iu silence and then said

to Vernie: "Why in hell did you fight like a moun-
tain lion in court for the Rorsons?"

"Well when the girl happens to be niy wife—

"

Vernie explairsd with a wave of the hand.
A little later, Old Man Pierce ambled over to

Mr. Rorson's to ask that gentleman if he would like

to borrow the Picice team and mower for the Rorson
hay harvest.

THE WHIP IN HAND

Mrs. Francenia Hamilton File No. 2508

TATTERED and tcirii and olil, though scarcely
lifly. he sat hudd'ed hi a miscvablc heap on one
of the benches in the public park. Starting sud-

denly as he caught the ripple of a familiar laugh,
his head jerked up an'd his bent shoulders were
thrown back with a touch of the old-time defiance.
A car passed in which there was a beautiful woman,
and beside her a fine and distinguished-looking man.
Tom closed his eyes and looked upon scenes of the
glad days of long ago.

It was the night of his Junior Prom. Kathleen
was laughing into his eyes, hummin'g, "I love you!
1 love you!" as they danced across the floor of the
gym. The announcement of their engagement fol-

lowed immediately after Tom's graduation. Not a
sliadow to mar their glorious love and happiness

—

until .... Kathleen had been right. He knew it

now, but then he was proud and defian't. AM the
boys got tight at stag alTairs, why should Kathleen
pick on him? He had known all along that Kathleen
did not like him to drink, but it was the first time
she had mentioned it to him, and it was the occasion
of a bitter quarrel, made even more serious by her
holding up of Ned, his rival, as an example. They
made up, however, with promises never to quarrel
again'.

Two months before their wedding, at a reception in

their honor, Tom had becorne tight again. Kathleen
said nothing, but her accusing eyes goaded Tom to

more and more wrecklcss behaviour. When Kathleeri
declared he was in no condition to escort her home,
and turned to Ned, Tom had wound up in a ques-
tionable night club, with Dixie, a dancer, on his knee.
His conduct forced Kathleen to return Tom's engage-
ment rin'g. Now. indeed began the downhill ride for

Tom. By the time Kathleen's engagement to Ned
was announced, half Tom's inheritance was already
squandered. Tom didn't even like Dixie, but her
constant vivacity and demands on his attentions
made him temporarily forget that he had lost Kath-
leen, an^l he was unable to be long without the bold
little dancer. When his money was all gone, Dixie,

also, deserted him. Conditions went from bad to

worse, until Tom was now the occupant of a park
Jiencli.

Was it mental telepathy? As the old man was
reviewing the past, Kathleen, passing in the auto-
mobile, turned to Ned, beside her, and mentioned:
"1 wonder what became of Tom." Her hu.sband did
not notice with what wistfulness Kathleen said these
words. .Success had dulled Ned's perceptions of her
moods.
The glimpse of Kathleen aroused new hope in

Tom's heart. He was not too old to conquer the
world and, perhaps, win Kathleen again! As his
eyes brightened, a hand was laid on' his shoulder,
and Tom was ordered to move on. The light passed,
and black despair again fell on Tom as he shuffled
away.

INDIAN MOON
Eligio Barberis File No. 2519

THIS story takes place in 1850. Steve Booth,
disappointed in his suit for the hand of Vera
.Scott, enlists the aid of his two brothers to

ruin the Scott family, and the Merricks, who are
two—Herbert, Vera's fiance, and his mother. The
Booth boys wreak dissension in the ranks of their
ctreniics' labor, burn their crops, and ravage their
barns. O'd Francis, Vera's father, will not allow
his two sons to revenge themselves upon the Booths.
The old man's word is law. Herbert's fortune de-
creases, he no longer has the money to pay his
servants. An Indian couple, whose child Herbert
saved from drowning, beg him to allow them to
serve him without pay. So earnestly do they plead
that he relents. To escape the''* persecutors, and
itV the hope of new fortune, the Scotts and the Mer-

ricks join the g.il.l rush caravans. Tlicy are clia-
gnncd to find the Booths in the same party.
Along the road the Booths make themselves objec-

tionable to the travelers. And yet when Steve is
missed from the party, old Francis, at the tearful
behest of Steve's sister, sends his sons to search
lor him. They rescue the man from a pack of
wolves but receive no thanks for their bravery.
When Steve's sister is bitten by a rattlesnake, Her-
bert insists the Indian' save the woman with his
secret herbs. The Indian complies, although he
would gladly exterminate the entire Booth tribe.
When the Booths run out of water, Francis replen-
ishes their supply from his own store. The Indian
sights a plant which grows only near water. The
entire train, with the- exception of the Booths, dig
for wat.r, Wlun ihe sprin'g at length gushes, the
rest .It ih. |,:,,ii i.iii on their knees and thank Cod.
The 11... ,11,. I ,.,, barrels.
The I, I, mil, s ,,,i,ve at their dcslinatinn. TIi.- In-

dian tr;iiii.s his dog to warn Heil,. , i ul,,,, Si.v
annoys Vera with his advances. I in ,, I,,

forgiveness. The Merricks and .S. , 1 1 !. n
I

,,,

old Iifdian woman, who, on her dr: „,l , ,M l,, ,

grandfather b;i.l r:,,!,,,! ,,n ii.nncnsc .imoum .il gold
At the point ,.l ,[r,,il,, I,, 1,:,,| i,,|,icsted to be buried
at the tomb <.i In h. ,

f.,il,, , s ,,n i,,p of the mountain.
Go pray on my I,, ml. uh.ii llu- moon is full. The

dog that barks at the rising nm.m will have gold
in his throat." The old woman dies repeating her
sire s words, "Throat of the dog, gold. Ihe full moon."
Old Francis and the Indiart are the only ones who
do not think the old woman insane. In the mean-
time, the Scotts and Merricks have spent their last
penny. The manager of the bank accepts a note
from them. Francis disappears to the iiiount,iin tomb
of the lifdians. It is a clear, autumn night. The
full moon rises. He raises his voice in prayer, then
suddenly cries: "The dog! The dogi" and runs
away.
The Booths poison the Merrick and Scott horses.

They are caught. The penalty is death, but old
Francis persuades their captors to free them, ,-incl

they escape. Francis disappears more often. He
seems exalted by a strange inspiration. The note
falls due, but instead of a foreclosure, the debtors
find money deposited to their accourtt and the note
paid. The negro servant tastes the milk and honey
of plenty in the form of limitless fowl and flour and
tobacco. The Booth boys rob the bank and "plant"
the evidence on Francis. He is about to be hung.
Steve's sister, who had been saved from the rattle-
snake bite, caifnot see the execution of an innocent
man. She tells all to her uncle, who is a priest,
and he rescues the calm, resigned Francis at the
scaffold. He denounces his own nephews, and terri-
fied, they gallop way. Before Francis dies, he tells
his children to bury him on the topi of the mountain
where they will find gold aplenty in the throat of
the dog barking at the full moon'. At the lir^t full

moon, the Indian and Herbert go In llir himuiiIiiii
top. The shadow of the rocks on llu sm h Im,,i.

like the head of a barking dog. Williin ihr 'll ii"
thus formed, they find a fortune in gold dusl. I liev
buy the bank to save the kind manager from bank-
ruptcy, and absolve the Booth boys from the crime.
Steve's sister, dying, requests that her brothers
give themselves up. X'pon the mouiflriiii suniiiiil (bey

le upon the Scotts, Merricks and llu- i.M in
is twilight. Silently the Scotts and M,
proach the Booths and embrace llunii.

brothers cry, "Pardon." From the tomb
flashes a cross and a light which forms
"Peace on earth to men of good will."

111!

ap-

FORSAKEN YOUTH
Theresa Magaldl File No. 2538

THE death of Henry Allen's father made it nec-
essary for him to leave school to support his
lovely, delicate mother. For two years they

lived modestly, while Henry's con.scientiousness had
.nttracted the attention of his middle-aged employer,
Mr. Calsin'. One day, Mr. Calsin told Henry he
would like to talk over some business with him
that night, and invited him to have dinner with
bim at a neighboring restaurant. The older man's
obvious loneliness and desire for i-..mpMni™ish!p
touched Henry. He told his empl.ivn lli.u h, ,Hs-
liked leaving his mother to eat rilnn,, :iiiJ imiicl
Mr. Calsiit to dine with them. W.-nm,! I.i In, lile-
phonc call, Mrs. Allen had a delicious luu.il pmiared
for the two men. After meeting Mrs. Allen, Mr.
Calsin declared he was well able to understand
Henry's devotion to her. That summer Mr. Calsin
often drove the Aliens to the seashore for a day,
delighted with their company. On one such day,
Henry had accepted a swimming challenge from
Grace, a pretty young girl to whom Mr. Calsin' had
just introduced them, and the older man and woman
left the surf to rest on the beach. James Calsin
proposed to lovely Irene Allen, who happily ac-
cepted him.
The fol'owing two years were far dilTercnt from

the previous ones. Henry's mother was now mis-
tress of James Calsin's large home. Henry had
returned to school, although his mother laughingly
accused him of neplectirtg his studies for Grace.
The happiness of this household was marred l-.y the
return of James' twin brother, William. Wil'iam
was fascinated by Irene's charm, and tried to force
his attentions upon her. Disliking to reveal to her
husband how great a cad his brother was, Irene
said nothing of this annoyance to her men folk.
One even'ing James was detained at his oflice, and
Irene had dinner with Henry and William. After-
wards, Henry went up to his r(Kjm to study, while
Irene entered the drawing room to read. There Wil-
liam followed her, and began to make ardent love
to her. As she struggled in his arms she heard
a shot, and William fell at her feet. Irene's relict
turned to horror as she saw Henry at the door with

|iuk,,|

Irll iin,

and
tcp-

wliik-. Ill- iiwil Ills iih.lb.i li:,,l kill,., I Willi-,
llnuwM the iMslol away, as it was Ihe one hi
talhcr keiJt in a drawer in the adjoining
Janus returned to an uproar in his home. In the
cxeilement of Henry's arrest, and the summoring of
a physician for Irene, James' agitation passeil un-
noticed. Henry would not speak at the trial to
shield his mother, and she, believing him guilty, died
from heart atl.ick when a life sentence was pro-
nounced on her son.

Henry was aloife in prison, without a single visitor.
His mother was dead, and his step-father never
came to sec him. Grace, loo, seiini-d uiiirlv to have
deserted him, not haviiu- Im,m |i, ,, 111 ,\,ii at the
Iri.il. lie became billci i nm, ,, i (t,r the
|iliil"s,,|iby of his evil 1- \K . r.ni ,,ll his hard-
m:ss iii.dled' when, one yen l,iti:i, (,i.,ci; visited him,
mil c s|il,iined her absence. To keep her away from
I III

I
nlilicity of the trial, Grace's family had taken

was to visit Henry's stepfather to beg for further
investigation, feeling certain that Henry was inno-
cent. Mr. Calsin had seemed much moved by her
plea, and had consented. As they spoke, the warden
eame with a letter for Henry. It was from Jamea,
confessing the crime. He h.ad returned home that
fatal night early, and sceiifg his brother's actions
through the window, had shot him on impulse. He
had not dared confess before, but was doing so now

THE LAST LAUGH
Jack Sonne

I TII

File No. 2566

w
her to
pair
the golden-I
by the Hick

1 ironic flip of her last coin, the girl
ercd the theatre. The lights outside pro-
imed, "Let Us Be Gay " and a last laugh
better than a meal, thought she. Again
r luckless spirit of adventure which led
is bit of extravagance. More thart one

f eyes followed the_ trim, slender figure with
Soon the girl was absorbed
sheet before her, and her

momentarily'. Her new light-
u-,-iri,ilii,s. In.iuHht forth an frresistible .._

laiiL;!,, mil ii.iKiilul of her surroundings, her laugh
caiiK iiiiili s|„,Tiir, neons and free. It spoke of flying,
llultering Ihliins. .in, I ciiiil green woods, and tumbling
brooks. Aim,, si sinuill.iiK sly another laugh joined
hers, a big, b.iimiing kiiiKli lliat sounded strange in
the crowilcd Ihc.itre aiifl seemed to belong to the
Ki'-il |'l"ii .I'lri's. The girl turned startled eyes in
III! Ill, Ill's liii.-ciion, and saw a c'ean strong face
'I'll I'liiiliiil ibe laugh, a pair of teasing gray eyes
i"|i|ir,l by Innivn un'ruly hair. And the boy, he had
always known she would look like this; white
pointed face, soft dark eyes and hair like old bur-
nished gold. The girl was first to recover herself,
and dropped her eyes in quick confusion. Fearing
his clo.sc scrutiny would make her disappear, he
forced himself to remove his gaze. Somewhere in the
front of the theatre a tongue of fire darted out of
the darkness. Screams rent the air and pandc-
"ii'iiiuin iiii.iinl. Someone pushed roughly by the
K"l 11, Inn III reeling. She made a frantic effort
' ini li,

I t, Kiting and failed. Someone came to
l'>; .1,1 I. nil, :,iid as if in a dream she felt herself
beim; lificl in strong arms, carried through the
.scrambling mob—her blurred vision cleared and she
found herself half-reclinin'g in a swanky little road-
ster at the curb. 'Ilie owner of the laugh was bend-
ing over her, his gray eyes serious. When she was
feeling better he asked her name, but decided to
call her, "Princess." He told her the first time he
saw her she was a little lost princess in a story
book, next it was in an art gallery at college, and
the last was when he thought he was dying in a
dugout in France, she came iit a dream and smiled
at him. Caught in the spell of his sincerity, the girl
consented to go with him to a wayside inn.

On their way, he asked her why she had gone lo
see the picture that night. She replied that siic
was tired and wanted to laugh. He said he had
wanted to lauijh because he was afraid. Tomorrow
they were going to operate on his eyes— it was
just one chance in a hundred. "I may never see
you again and when I think of being bin,!. Cnl!
1 would rather die," his voice broke. As sli, « i',li,,l

the strong brown hands at the wheel. ,iiiil lli. i un
line of his jaw, she suddenly saw liiin blind .ih.

horrible! Sweetly she reassured him. Ai I lie mn,
perfect in its homelike hospitality, the temptiirg loot!
made the girl cat with delicate ferocity. "I have had
a g'orious time," she told him as they drove back
to the city. It was with tears in her voice that
she promised to come to his little white room at
the hospital the next day and every day after that
to read to him. When he parted with' tne words:
"Dear litl'le Princess, I am not afraid now," her
face was glorified.

She hurried to her room and lifted a tiny revolver
from the dresser drawer, emptying it of shells. A
newsboy's cry drew her attention the next morning
as she walked a!ong the street. Obeying a strange
intuition she motioned to him. The world reeled
around her as his face looked up at her from the
front page. He had been killed instantly, a drunken
motorist had crashed into his ear. She failed to
notice the headlines, "Millionaire Sportsman Meets
Death," for she was thinking of a white hospital
room and the books she would have read to him.
She wondered dully where she had put the shells
from the revolver

Suddenly near her someone laughed, a big, booming
soun'd. Her clear rippling laugh fo'lowed, for was
she not to hear his laugh in some other world shortly?
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DOUBLE FORTUNE

Louis Brooks File No. 2527

WHY is her lover pale and shaken ? Mabel
Marmon has disappeared into the ranchhouse
but for a short interval, and upon her return

she finds this change in Mack. She does not realize

that during her brief absence he has read a letter

she had dropped. "Girl, your limit is two days,"
he read. "Put that map where you agreed to.

(Signed) The Blue Masked Demons."
Mack's blood runs cold, but he does n'ot broach

the subject to Mabel, hoping she will open it herself.

The days pass and he keeps an all -encompassing
watch over her. On the third day Mack stops at
the Box M ranch, but Mabel, her sister informs
him, has gone to town. Mack is invited to stay
at the Box M overnight. In Mabel's sitting room,
he notices papers of every description on her desk.
Among them he firrds an old map, dated sixty-three
years back. It is a map of an unknown canyon
secieting the legendary "Fortune Loot," which Ma-
bel's grandfather had given her, warning her to

choose a husband who should have the backbone to

discover this treasure. Mabel returns, looking wor-
ried, and they go outside to their favorite seat

beneath the apple tree. Sudden'ly a rope swirls

through the air, lassoing Mabel, and at the same
moment. Mack receives a terrific blow on the head.
When he regains consciousness, Mabel has disap-

peared. He saddles Nick, his black horse, and seizes

his two Colts. Over plains and mountains he gal-

lops, and eventuaby through his field glasses, he
glimpses the kidn'appers. He plunges down the

mountain, fords the stream, and notices that it comes
from the canyon. By dusk of the next day, his trail

leads him to a cabin. Peering through the window,
he ^ees two red bearded men. Tliey seize him, and
truss him. Imprisoned in the cellar, he looks for

means of escape. On a sharp stone he rubs the
ropes which bind his wrists, until the bonds give

way. Sighting a trapdoor, he crawls into inky
darkness, through mud and slime, past the snakes
which crawl there. Finally he sees a light, and
reaches another trapdoor. There he takes the guns
of a red-bearded member of the gang, who is lying
in a semi-stupor, ill. Mack outwits the man, beats
him to a rifle which is lying on a rock ledge, and
induces him to talk. Tlie man reveals that he
is tired of his association* with the Blue Masked
Demons, that he was formerly a suitor of Mabel,
and that she told him of the map. He offers to lead

Mack to the girl, if Mack will arrange his freedom,
and aid him in escaping his associates, for he plans

to start anew in France.
iVIack consents, and the man leads the rescuer to

the girl. She is asleep and Mack stands before her
bed. contemplating if he should or should not awakerf
her. She opens her eyes, and her joy is tinctured

with fear that they will both be killed. The remainder
of the gang, says Mack's guide, is drunk. The
ex-bandit aids the young man in vanquishing his

enemies. Each of the four remaining Blue Masks
gets a lusty blow to sober him, and in less tharf

twenty minutes, they are all on their feet, heading
for the mouth of the cave. At the opening they
are confronted by the Sheriff and Mabel's Grandpa
Marmon. The Demons, with the exception of the

one who aided Mack, are handed over to justice.

Mack receives a twenty thousand dollar reward, as

well as full rights to the "Fortune Load" an'd Mabe!
as his wife. "Double Fortune," chuckles Grandpa
as he watches the lovers ride over the hills, hand-
in-hand in the moonlight.

KIDNAPPED

W. J. Byron File No. 2521

THIS is a story of the plains of North Dakota
in the early days when the Indians still roamed
as plentiful as the white settlers. Mr. and

Mrs. Thom, two sons, aged ten and twelve, and a

little girl of six, comprised the happy family. One
day Mr. an'd Mrs. Thom left the homestead for a

day to go to town, and warned the boys to take
good care of one another and their little sister. Tlie

boys, of course, promptly forgot the warning and
ran into the fields to play, while the little sister,

Rita, fell asleep in the house. A band of Indians

stopped for a pail of water. Seeing no one home,
one entered the house. In' a short time he emerged
again, had a whispered conference with his chief,

and returned to the house to come out with the

child wrapped in a blanket.
When Mr. and Mrs. Thom returned they saw

nothing of their children, but did not worry for

they believed all were playing together. But when
the two boys came home and the sister was not

to be foun'd, they were panic-stricken. Immediately
searching parties were organized, but in vain. Search
was fruitless and the parents mourned the girl as

dead.
In the meantime, Rita, because of her superior

intelligence and beauty, occupied the position of

a little princess in the camp. She quickly learned

the Indian tongue and manners. The chief's son,

Elagle Feather, with whom she grew up, loved her
more than a sister, and as she matured into young
womanhood, she returned the feeling.

One day, Mr. Tliom and his two sons were on

a hunting trip in the woods about forty miles from
their homestead. Tliis was about ten years after

the disappearance of little Rita. They were captured
by In'dians and saved from death by a lovely white
girl, whose word seemed to be law. Mr. Thorn's
heart told him this was his daughter. The Indians
bound the white men to a post in a tepee and set

a guard over them. In the middle of the night the

girl liberates her father and brothers. They return

to the homestead filled with the determination to

rescue Rita. With the help of the sheriff and the

village doctor, they perfect a plan. Laden with
chloroform in perfume bottles, glass beads, and red
caHcocs, they start for the Indian camp. The sheriff,

police, and the doctor arrive in' the camp, ostensibly
to trade their goods for furs, which pleases the
Indians. As they all sit around the campfire the
doctor passes the perfumed chloroform bottles to the
Indians. They all inhale deeply and are soon asleep.

The sheriff and the police pick up the sleeping Rita
and carry her to the buggy in which her father is

waiting. The Thom family is overjoyed to have
their lost Rita back. She cannot talk English but
soon learns under the tutelage of her kin' and the
teacher of the village school. The young school-

master pays assiduous court to Rita—to the grati-

fication of Mr. and Mrs. Thorn—but she often seems
dreamy and distraught.
One night, Eagle Feather kidnaps Rita—with her

full consent—and carries her back for an Indian cere-

mony. Rita begs the chief that her parents, too.

might witness it, an'd between the Thoms and the
Indians accord reigns as the pipe of peace is smoked
at the union of their children.

Rita becomes the white angel of the Indian tribes,

bringing to them the teachings and the civilization

of the white race.

SWEET REVENGE

John T. Isabella File No. 2548

LOVE'S PREDICAMENT

H. Elliott Emmens File No. 2564

AS JUNE, MATHERS, the beautiful movie star,

and Herbert Withers, banker, were married
in the Little Church Around the Corner, there

was no wish for their happiness in the heart of Grace
Darmond. For Grace loved Herbert, and did not
consider herself defeated in her determination to

win him even by his marriage. When the young
couple had returned to the city after a gorgeous
honeymoon in Bermuda, Grace, as an old frien'd,

did all she could to foster Herbert's objections to

June's continuance of her career. As June had
struggled hard to reach the top, and as no mention
of her dropping the talkies had been made before
her marriage, she felt herself justified in going on
with her work. That Herbert was being seen* fre-

quently with Grace troubled her, but did not make
her change her mind. June felt she could not refuse
the opportunity to star in a super-feature which
would establish her beyond question, even though it

required her presence in Hollywood. Herbert objected,
goaded by Grace's constant accusations that June
had married him merely for the publicity. June
asserted that her husband would n'ot be lonely in

her absence, as he was already seeing Grace so
frequently. A visit from Grace to say farewell, dur-
ing which she confesses her love for Herbert, does
not pour oil on the troubled waters.
The picture was a huge success, with flattering

tributes to its star, June Mathers. One of her ad-
mirers, whom this picture cultivated, was Robert
Adams, a college athlete, who had just entered the
renowned law firm of his father. In June he saw
his dream girl. He wrote an interesting letter to

the star, request in'g her picture in a certain gown
and pose that were used in the talkie. The charming
style of this missive attracted more than usual at-

tention from June, and she took pains to accede to

the request and answer, personally. Tlie correspon-
dence that ensued fan'ned the flame of Robert's ad-
miration, until he had a happy thought for tribute
to his ideal. The "Qub Extravaganza" was born,
with June as its inspiration. Her portrait, copied
by a famous painter from Robert's photog^raph,
adorned the lobby. The theme song, "Built Just for

You," contained the feelings Robert was longing to

express for June. The expensiveness and beauty of

this night club, as well as the prominence of its

sponsor, created a lot of publicity. As Robert was
abroad at the time of June's marriage to Herbert,
he did not know of it until the husband, a fellow

club-member, mentioned the fact. As June was on
her way east for the gala opening, curious to meet
the young inan who offered so expensive a tribute
to her without having even met her, it was too
late for Robert to call off his dedication. June ar-
rived just in time to go straight to the Club at its

opening, looking entrancing. She was piqued when
its sponsor did not come forth to greet her. Hurry-
ing to a small oflice, she saw Robert, head in hand,
looking despairin'gly at her picture. As she noticed
how good-looking Robert was, she thought, "Herbert
is seen so much with Grace, why can't this boy and
I be friends ? " A perfect evening, which was an
ovation for June, followed.
Poisoned by Grace's assertions that the night club

was another publicity stunt and that June would
throw him over for Robert, Herbert greeted June
with vile insin'uations when she returned home that
night. He would not believe that June and Robert
had not met before. Next day at the club Robert
attempted to explain, but Herbert would not believe
him. Robert was forced to knock the older man out
to stop his base remarks. Her love for Herbert quickly
ebbing because of his conduct, June sought Richard in
his oflice to bring suit for her divorce. Richard now
declares his love, which is returned by June. That
night, Herbert is found murdered, an'd June, in the
room with a revolver. Grace bribes the maid to
tell of June's quarrel with Herbert about Richard,
and to say she saw June fire the shot, as Grace is

still vindictive. The testimony of the maid and the
jealous woman brand June guilty, and drag the
honored name of Richard Adams, her lawyer for
the defense, through the mud. It is Richard's elo-

quent plea, however, that changes the sentence from
the electric chair to life imprisonmen't. For two
years, while June leads the dreary life of a prison
inmate, Richard and famed detectives try to clear
her. But it is not until Australian Mack, a lone
burglar, shot by the police and dying, confesses to
the murder while attempting to rob Herbert's home,
that June is freed to take up life anew with Richard.

THOMAS MILLER eagerly awaited the commg
of his guests to his first ball at his country es-
tate. When he left the orphanage at the age

of sixteen, his dearest dreams did n'ot encompass his
rapid rise to success, millions, and his early retire-
ment to the country estate of his desire. Now he
was giving this ball to celebrate his retirement, and
was looking forward to the opportunity to become
friendly with his neighbors. So busy had he been
amassing his fortune, that friends and romance had
had no place in his life so far.

Amon'g the first guests to enter was a charming
young girl, daughter of the owner of the adjoining
estate. Her fresh pleasure in inspecting his new
home captivated Tom, and his rapid courtship was
followed by a huge wedding. When Dora presented
Tom with a smiling baby boy, his happiness was
complete. For eighteen blissful years there was no
shadow to mar their happiness. Tommie, the hand-
some athletic son of which they were so proud, was
returnin'g from college, and his parents were pre-
paring a huge party in his honor. It was in the
same house, but the changing fashions of eighteen
years gave a far different effect to this affair, though
it could be no happier than the one at which Tom
met Dora.
How Killer Kane ever at'tended this party nobody

knew. Perhaps he had seen an opportunity for loot.

However, he forgot about every thirfg but Dora once
he was there. Introducing himself as Richard Web-
ster, he urged his hostess to show him the gardens.
Once out of sight, he crushed Dora in his arms, and
kissing her, declared his love. For a moment, she
struggled, biit overcome by the strong physical at-

traction of this handsome man, she returned his
kisses. It was a new sensation for Dora, and she
could not resist this man's pleading to meet him
again" in the garden late that night. When the house-
hold had gone to bed, Dora rejoined Kane. Now she
was stronger, and told the man that in spite of

his momentary attraction, she loved him and wanted
a divorce, Kane forced her to consent to receive
him as a guest at the house for the week-end.

Kane eagerly accepted his host's invitation to visit

the famous falls with him. As they stood on the
mountain', overlooking the raging torrent beneath,
an overpowering impulse made Kane push his com-
panion over. Now he could have Dora! Meanwhile,
at home, Tommie suddenly recalled where he had
seen Kane's face before. He had been pointed out
to him at a speakeasy as a killer! His father's

danger lent speed to his legs as he ran the two
miles to the falls. He arrived too late, but in time
to see the horrible sight. As soon as Kane saw he
had a witness, he did not hesitate to rid himself

of the dan'ger to his safety. He returned to the

Miller home, and telling Dora he had been called

back to the city while her husband preferred to

stay out until evening, he left. When neither her
husband nor son returned, Dora became alarmed,
and called the police. They searched the vicinity

of the falls, and found Thomas's body, caught on
a rock! When they brought him in, Dora died of

the shock.

The butler's testimony convinced the police that
the mysterious guest was the murderer, but they
had no way of determining his identity. They are

further baffled when they can find no trace of Tom-
mie's body. But that is not to be wondered at,

since Tommy, at that moment, was just gaining
consciousness, and was almost completely covered
with ban'dages. He opened his eyes on a poorly-fur-

nished but spotless room, to find a blue-eyed old

man anxiously bending over him. The man explained

that his daughter, Mary, while horseback riding,

had seen his body floating in the water, and had
jumped in and rescued him. It was with great dif-

ficulty she tied Tommie to the saddle^ and walked
the horse home. In spite of the doctor's pessimism,
Mary's nursing had saved Tommie's life. The old

man did n'ot add that she had given her heart to

him at the same time. Tommie permitted them
to think their theory of attempted suicide the true

one. When Mary entered the room, carrying the

past week's newspapers, Tommie immediately fell

in love with her golden, gladsome beauty. Joy
v/ent out of his heart when he read of his father's

murder and his mother's consequent death. He swore
revenge. As soon as he could leave, promising to

come back for Mary, he went to the city to haunt
the speakeasy for the Killer. He was rewarded by
a sight of the murderer, whom he forced into a

taxi at the point of a gun, and had driven to the

spot from which he had pushed his father. There
he offered the man a chance to fight for his life.

It was a bitter struggle before the murderer was
overpowered, but as Tommie was about to hurl him
into the falls, Mary and some policemen stopped him.

As the poHce led away the murderer, Mary com-
forted Tommie.

MY MOTHER'S OTHER HUSBAND

Mrs. Loretie T. Daniel File No. 255!

4j»-r^HIS is your new father, dear," says Mary
I 10 her ten-year-old daughter. Ruth, who can

look at a person for the first time, and tell

if she will like him three months later, gazes once

into the eyes of her stepfather, Jim Brown, and puts

her hand behind her back. Then and there the

child resolves she shall never call the man' "papa."
She misses her mother's all-encompassing .love, and

the comraderie, in the days that follow. Mary now
shares her attentions with her new husband. Ruth
avoids the man as much as possible—seeing him only

at meal times. When she learns his daughter, Lucy,

is to come to live with them, Ruth determines to
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try her best to love the girl—for she has always
longed for a sister. However, her first impression

of Lucy convinces her this is impossible. Lucy, two
years Ruth's seitior, is too much like her father.

She is a spoiled, beautiful child, who calls Ruth's
faithful mammy, "nigger"—and demands a maid of

lier own. Ruth is lonely for her childhood pal, Roy,
five years her senior, who is now abroad.

Jim Brown, who married the pretty young widow
for her money, is greatly disappointed when he learns

the entire estate is in Ruth's name. He dissipates

as much money as he can grasp in gambling, artd

attempts to borrow more from Mary. She realize.^

then that he does not love her, and that her little

daughter was right when she first voiced her prem-
onition—"He will bring us trouble." Between hus-

band and wife some rivalry or jealousy springs up
over their respective daughters, although Mary treats

Lucy as fairly as is in her power, and does her best

to win the child's love.

On Ruth's eleventh birthday, she is given a party.

She invites—in spite of Lucy's contempt and scorn—
a poor little girl whom she loves as her second self-

Edna. Lucy invites only one guest—although the

girls are given equal privileges—her cousin, Jim
Brown. This day engenders in the boy the desire

to some day have Ruth as his wife. His uncle ap-

proves of the desire, for he hopes to share in his

rfephew's fortune.

Years pass, and in her sixteenth year, Ruth pre-

pares for Commencement Day. She receives two
letters—one from Roy, and one from young Jim.

Both boys write they have never forgotten her and
hope to return to win her to wife. Guests m the

audience at the graduation exercises comment upon
Lucy's beauty and speculate on" Mrs. Brown's feel-

ings in having so beautiful a stepdaughter to rival

her own. But when Ruth steps out on the stage to

make her valedictory, they understand she has noth-

ing to fear from Lucy. Ruth is more beautiful than

a white rose. Roy, in the audience, sends her flowers

at the conclusion of her speech—which makes Lucy
jealous. Lucy falls in love at first sight with Roy.
The childhood romance of Ruth and Roy matures,

arfd one morning he asks her to be his wife. She
consents if her mother is agreeable, and her mother
is pleased with the match, but decrees

_
she must

yet go two years to school. Lucy's cousin, Jim, is

chagrined at the turn of events and vows to kill

himself if Ruth does not marry him. Lucy and her

father plot murderously against Ruth and her mother.

Jim withdraws from the race—as he does not want
to b« involved in crime. Edna, financed by Ruth, and
the latter, go away '-o college. Lucy and her father

confiscate all the girl's letters home in the hope that

Mary will pine away an'd die. Lucy, to aid the

matter, puts a weakening powder in Mrs. Brown's
tea every morning. Lucy forges a letter she shows
to Roy, in which Ruth presumably states she is no
longer in love with him and is going to marry Jim.
At school, the girls receive forged letters command-
ing them not to come home for the summer vaca-

tion. They suspect deviltry. E^dna finally manages
to get a letter to her mother, who brings it to Mrs.
Brown. While in -the dining room, Edna's mother
spies Lucy putting a white powder in her step-

mother's tea. Roy hurries to Ruth with the forged
letter, marries her, and with this right over her,

returns to order Brown and his daughter from the

house. Mrs. Brown's eyes are now fully open to

their perfidy; she, too, bids them go, refusing to

call the police, but declaring their sins will find

them out.

THE GARGOTO
M. H. Nxhoson File No. 2570

TIRING of city life, Jack Keil left his sweetheart
and join'ed the Canadian Northwest Fur Trading
Company. He was assigned to one of the larger

posts, and enjoyed the healthy outdoor life very
much. One day. when he was the only man left

at the post to guard it, a cable came that Alice, his

sweetheart, was at the point of death and calling for

him. Thinking only of her. and forgetting his duty,
Jack hastily packed and caught the first train leav-
in'g for the coast so he could return to London. Two
days after his arrival, Alice passed the crisis, and
her convalescence was rapid. They began to be
caught in the old social whirl again. Realizing where
he was heading. Jack returned to his employers and
asked them to take him back. Jack had proved
himself a good man at his first assignment, but his

sudden desertion had made them wary of his sta-
bility. They told him they would assign to him
their most northerly post, where he would be alone
with his Indian guide, on' a year's trial Feeling
he could not take Alice to this post beyond civili-

zation, Jack had to postpone his wedding for a year.
On the last boat taking him to his destination,

Jack learned that his post was haunted and that
two men had already gone crazy there. Jack laughed
at what he termed an idle tale. His Indian guide
met him at the post with a dog-sled to contirfue

their journey. The Indians came but four times a

year to the post to trade furs, and Keil soon be-

came frightfully lonely. The one letter he was able
to send to Alice was pitiful. One night in the midst
of a snowstorm. Jack heard a weird, strange sound
between a cry and a howl. A half-hour later, the
noise came again. "The Gargoto," his frightened
Irtdian guide murmured. Next morning Jack searched
the ground thoroughly, but could find nothing. That
night the sound came again. Tliis time Jack grabbed
his rifle and followed the direction of the sound. He
could find nothing, but in the morning there were
tracks around the post, half-way between those of

a human being and an animal. A cache where he
had some meat buried in the snow had been robbed
and the bones were lying around, the meat eaten by
some animal. For a few weeks Jack heard nothing
more. One night he heard the sound faintly in his

sleep, then something was in* the room! Before he
could rise something hairy and warm, smelling of

raw meat, was on too of him. Jack's strength availed
him little against this powerful creature, which hurled
him to the side of the room. The next night he was
prepared. As soon as he heard the howl he followed
its direction, rifle in hand. A human, female cry
unexpectedly met his ears. He found a dog team,
with an Indian guide—an'd Alice! His lonesome letter

had made her feel her place was beside Jack, so she
had followed him to his post. They had lost their

way in the snowstorm, and if Jack had not heard
her screams, she would never have reached him!
During the following day Jack trailed the "Gar-

gotto" for hours. As the light began to wane he
found himself on the rim of a basin formed by rocks.
In the basin were a group of deer that seemed sadly
frightened. Suddenly something leaped from a tree
an'd landed on the largest deer. The deer fought des-
perately for its life, and finally dislodged its enemy
from its throat and tramped it to death. Jack has-
tened to the spot, his quest ended. Tlie "Gargoto"
which had terrorized the countryside for the past five

years was an Indian guide, who had become crazy
and reverted to animal instincts ! Jack's solving of

the mystery won him an important position at a
more civilized post, where he lived happily with Alice.

THE FOUR ROSES

Charles F. Harrison File No. 2536

THE twins. May an'd June, are born with beautiful
birthmarks—each has the imprint of a large
monthly rose upon the left shoulder. They are

preparing for their first day at scliool, when their
father is brought home dead from an explosion at
the powder works. Their mother dies soon after, and
the twins are given out for adoption. May is adopted
by the wealthy Judge Taylor, while June is given
over to Dan Carter, a truck gardener. The little

girls weep as they are parted—May to roll away in

the Judge's limousine, while June is deposited upon!
a box in an old truck wagon which jolts bleakly over
the cobble stones to her new home.
Eighteen years later, May is betrothed to George

Smith, a wealthy and promising young lawyer. Smith
is elected city attorney in spite of Samuel Brown's
money and efforts to obtain the post for his son,

Harry. The Browns advertise for a housemaid, and
June escapes from her brutal stepfather to apply for

the position. The elder Mr. Brown is not home when
she calls, but Harry is immediately interested in

the pretty girl, followed by her faithful dog. He
engages her on six months' trial, despite the anger
of his father.
Six months later, Samuel Brown is married to a

socially prominent widow. May is married to George
Smith, and June marries Harry. Brown, the elder.

is speechless with anger when he learns of his sort's

union. The United States enters the World War,
and Samuel Brown, hoping to wreck the marriage,
prevails upon his son to enlist.

Harry is wounded—the right side of his face blown
away. He remains in a hospital two years and
finally is sent back to the States. Samuel Brown,
in the meantime, has intercepted all Harry's letters

to his wife. June's baby is born in an almshouse
and adopted by Brown—unknown to June. Nor
does Brown know it is his own grandchild. Jackie,

June's little girl, is also bornl with the print of a
rose on her shoulder. At the same time. May gives

birth to her daughter, who also bears the birthmark
of the rose. May hires June as nurse to her baby,
and June verges on collapse when she sees the mark
on May's baby. She believes it to be her own baby.
After four years of suffering, Harry is released

from the hospital—disfigured. He comes to Phila-

delphia on the bare chance of seeing his wife, although
he would not want to be seen by her. One time he
glimpses a woman who resembles her, walking with

a lovely child. Harry's plastic surgery operation* is

a success, and he emerges again a handsome man.
One day June takes little Blanche to the park to

play. The child is joined by Jackie, and June notices

the marked similaritv. She learns Jackie is the

adopted daughter of Brown, and realizes the child

is her own. Harry and June meet on the street.

Etach relates the sufferings of the past six years.

Jun'e goes to live with Harry in his apartment. His
wartime buddies aid him to kidnap Jackie and the

child is reunited to her parents. B'anche is planted
in Jackie's place in the Brown household. Brown
is arrested for kidnapping by the irate and distracted

Smiths. June relates her story from beginning to

end, and shows her birthmark. May Smith also

reveals hers. Harry Brown relates his plan' to clear

the whole matter up, and Brown is freed. Blanche
and Jackie calmly continue their play, father and
son bury their hatchet, and May and June know the
happiness of reunion as sisters.

THE STAMPEDE
E. J. Beacom File No. 3491

AS President Haller gave his stirring address to

the Senate, Gertrude Bronson turned to young
Paul Wade, the reporter beside her. with the

pungent comment : "Bunk !" She would have reit-

erated her remark could she have seen the President.

two days later, seated before the fire in his lodge
with Senator Moser. leader of the Senate, and Pat
Mulgrew and Wm. J. Athertorf, the businessmen who
controlled the Senator's party. It was in this lodge

that the real issues of the nation were sett'ed. Pres-

ident Haller's heart was heavy. He sensed the peo-

ple's dissatisfaction with the administration he was
forced to follow, being powerless in the hands of

the party leaders. He put up a gallant fight to

make the terms of the tariff bill more fair, but the

threats of Mulgrew brought him to silence. The
President had long since learned his office was but
a figure-head. The discussiort of the four men led
to the attitude of Senators McDade and Jamison
towards the tariff bill. The President was instructed
to invite them to dinner at the White House, and
with the aid of Senator Moser, gain their support.
They did not reckon on the flat opposition they
received from McDade and Jamison, in spite of their
threats. Senator Moser's impatience made the break
a final one, while the President silently admired these
men's independence. To his only real confidante, his
wife, the President confessed the load on his soul
and his fears for the coming election.
The President was right concerning the people's dis-

satisfaction. The following day prominent men from
all walks of life, not usually connected with politics,
quietly entered Washington to attend a meeting.
There the iniquity behind the party administrations
were laid bare, and Senators McDade and Jamison
were appointed a committee to request Byron* T.
Wade, former Governor of Pennsylvania, a man whose
integrity and honor were unquestioned in office, to
accept the nomination for the presidency on an in-
dependent ticket. They found this noble man con-
tent in his retirement on his country estate, and
surprised at the offer they brought. He asked for
some time during which to decide, with the aid of
his wife and son, whether he should sacrifice his
peace for his people.
Paul Wade, on his way to meet his fellow-reporter,

Gertrude, bumped into Ted Griffith, a school chum
and junior clerk in Senator Moser's office. Through
him Paul learns of the break between the President
and Moser again'st McDade and Jamison, and the
former's p'ans to break their opponents' political
careers. When he tells this story to his father,
while home for the week-end, Wade decides it is

time the people received true representation, and
consents to the nomination.
The announcement of the plans for a new partv

set Moser an'd Mulgrew on the warpath. They call

upon Janet Livermore, a daughter of Washington
society, who has inherited her father's political acu-
men which she turns into money to run her lavish
establishment. She plots with them to stir up min-
isters and women's clubs on the subject of prohibition
so that the public's attention will be called from
the tariff. Her first step is to call a newspaper for
an interview, and it is Gertrude who is sent on
the assignment. Janet asks the girl reporter her
views on prohibition, which are distinctly against
its effect on the people. Janet, however, declares
for publication that' prohibition must be strictly en-
forced. Returning by automobile from a conference
in Pennsylvania with Wade, Senators McDade and
Jamison are delayed by a blowout. They accidentally
discover a case of liquor in their car, about which they
had known nothing. Realizing it is a plot, they
destroy the liquor. Their suspicions are confirmed
when they are stopped by motorcycle police, who
are puzzled to find the car empty. Moser and Mul-
grew have been busy again!
The growing stampede of public opinion' against the

present administration makes Mulgrew and Atherton,
like rats leaving a sinking ship, seek a secret alli-

ance with S toner, the candidate for the opposition
party. There is a huge convention for the new
party. Wade's sincere speech arouses the enthusiasm
of people who had never before been concerned in

politics. It means a new era in government admin-
istration! President Haller sympathized with the
new^ party, but none but his wife suspected this.

During his father's campaign, Paul is made secretary,
and Gertrude is on the newspaper staff. While they
are touring the country, their romance develops,
and the two youn'g people become engaged.
On the eve of election the entire country is sitting

beside radios to hear the President's last message.
The man's real bigness is proven when he speaks,
not for his party or his owni election, but for the
people's independence and freedom from party fetters.

Moser and his cohorts are in consternation, while
Wade and his followers are lost in admiration. The
election is a landslide for Wade, elected by the spirit

of the people for political independence. President
Haller invites the President-elect and his wife to

his lodge, and for the first time during his office

entertains there with genuine pleasure. Wade offers

Haller the office of Attorney General with no strings

attached, as a position for a big man. Haller accepts.

Immediately after the inauguration, the first social

affair of the new administration is the wedding of

Paul and Gertrude!

CROCODILE ALLEY

Sydney Morien No. 2503

IN A wretched tenement of Crocodile Alley lives

Big Mike Morrison, his bed-ridden wife, Nance,
and his reputed daughter, Ruth. Big Mike is a

drunkard whose wife has been incapacitated by his

own brutality. Ruth is known as "The Blessing" in

Crocodile Alley, because of her sunny disposition and
her never-failing kindliness. Even "Sheeney" Mosey,
the hunchbacked antique dealer, has been warmed by
her smile. Although the children of the Alley fear

the hunchback and look upon him as a "bogey"
or a goblin. "Sheeney's" humanity is evident in the

music which he draws from his violin which is his

only confidante. The hunchback treasures a dande-
lion plant which "The Blessing" had given him one
spring morning. Ruth works in a factory owned by
Murchester's most prominent citizen", the Honorable
Geoffrev Coombes, senator and multimillionaire.

The Honorable Coombes is a self-made man, and
his son, Howard, shares his father's serious outlook

on life. The daughter, Angela, is a butterfly creature

whose masculine conquests have thus far been her

most gratifying pleasures of life. Lawrence Hope, a

young lawyer, and friend of Howard, is the only

mart who has proven impervious to her coquetteries—
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a fact which causes Angela great disatisfaction. Tlie
superintendent of Coombes' mill is "Holy Abe" Han-
son, ostensibly a pillar of the church, but in reality,

a Ubertinc, gambler, and cheat When Ruth repulses
his advances, his desire for her changes to hate.
Howard Coombes goes to the mills for inspection.

Sal, a child worker, is injured, and instantly Ruth
is at her side, n'ursinp: and soothing her, despite
"Holy Abe's" griff command to "get to work."
Howard and Ruth, in the former's car, drive the
little girl back to her cellar home for which disre-

gard of his commands, "Holy Abe' discharges Ruth.
Howard is impressed with the beauty and the sweet-
ness of this girl, whose innate refinement has not
been touched by slum life. He is horrified at the
squallor of her home. When Big Mike sees Ruth
return with the "foine gintleman" he flies into a

rage and forbids that she ever see him again. Howard
visits little Sal in" her cellar, where he brings gifts

to her and to her pal, Slinky, and his dog. Jinks.

There he meets Ruth and each meeting makes his

love for her deeper. He sends Angela to help the
girl and the debutante's heart is touched by a side

of life she has never known. The two girls become
great friends. Howard prevails upon Ruth to allow
him to take her and Nance to Angela's camp, where
the sick woman can gain' her strength. Angela
leaves early in the morning. Howard. Ruth, and
her mother are to come in the afternoon.
By dint of gifts and subtle questions, "Holy

Abe" has learned from Sal of Ruth and Howard's
meetings. He has told Big Mike of the girl's love

affair, and made sinister arrangements with Dutchy,
"Sheeney's" mysterious lodger. As An'gela is serenely

reading in her camp, awaiting Ruth's arrival, her
dog, Klaus, is clubbed, and she is kidnapped. Klaus
limps back to the Coombe home, where, by his

frantic actions, he convinces Lawrence and Howard
that something is amiss. Geoffrey Coombes receives

a ransom note, requiring Howard to deliver five

thousand dollars to a stated address.
In the meantime, the small boy. Slinky, has in*-

formed Ruth that a strange girl is locked in the

room of Dutchy, "Sheeney's" strange lodger. Ruth
follows Slinky and discovers Angela. She is im-
prisoned by Dutchy with the kidnapped girl. At
the risk of his own life, the hunchback decides to

free them. Howard has come to retrieve his sister

and finds "Holy Abe," Big Mike and Dutchy. They
gag and tie him, and he is thrown into a dirty hole

under a barge. Bijj Mike stumbles into "Sheeney's"
place, "Sheeney" plies him with drink and questions,

and learns that Mike is the disowned half-brother

of Nancy Coombes, and Ruth an adopted daughter-
child of Geoffrey's cousin. Mike falls into a drunken
stupor, "Sheeney" steals his keys and opens the

door for the girls. A fire starts, Ruth and Angela
are rescued by Lawrence, and their last glimpse of

"Sheeney" is flame licking about a hunchbacked
figure which clasps a faded dandelion. Police, led

by Lawrence, arrest "Holy Abe" and Dutchy. and
release Howard. Mike, in an attempt to escape, is

drowned in. the m.uddy waters of the can-al. "The
Blessing" realizes her name a hundredfold as Mrs.
Coombes. while Angela, as Mrs. Lawrence Hope,
shares the title with her sister-in-law in Crocodile

Alley.

THE MODERN JOB

Cynthia McCarlie Slone File No. 3328

THE Biblical trials of Job were visited again
upon George McElroy, who lived in the middle
of the nineteenth century in a small Mississippi

community. Like Job, he emerged with his faith

in God unshaken*. George was the youngest son of

the widow. McElroy. who, after her husband's death,

supported her family by taking care of a pauper's
institution. Her two older children, John and Fannie,
assisted their mother, while George supplied the fam-
ily larder with wild game which he shot in the forest.

The McElroys lived in the midst of a large clan of

people who were related by blood or marriage—so

they were, in a sense, aliens, and resented by the

clan. Mrs. McElroy gave up her job iit the insti-

tution and took up sewing. One day a woman of the

clan came to the McElroy home to have a dress
fitted. Mrs. McElroy had placed a half-frozen lamb
near the kitchen stove. When it revived, it bleated
faintly, and the woman, hearing it, spread the story
that Fannie McElroy had a baby—that was the

reason she had not been seen anywhere lately. The
truth of the matter was that Fannie had been remain-
ing at home to sew her trousseau in view of her
approaching marriage. Mrs. McElroy forced the
woman to come and see the basis of her story—

a

lamb.
George started a small store, and in spite of the

ridicule of his neighbors, it prospered. He possessed
the Midas touch and soon won" for himself a pros-
perous farm, cotton gin, and saw mill. He married
a college gild, who bore him a child, and the future
looked rosy to the McElroys.

In ancient times, Satan said to the Lord. "Hast
thou not made anj hedge about him and about his

house Thou has blessed the work of his hands
and his substance has increased in the land. But put
forth thy han'd now and touch all that he hath and
he ill curse thee to thy face." And the Lord said,

"All that he hath is in thy power. Only upon him-
self put not forth thine hand."
Like another Satan, the leader of the clan plotted.

The siege of destruction was begun by burning the
cotton gin, for the clan was jealous of George's pros-
perity. They worried his farm and his labor, and
finally set fire to his house—fruit of the lifelon'g

labors of himself and his wife. During this trying
time it was only George's family and music which
preserved his sanity.

As Job of old, George cried: "Oh, that my grief

were thoroughly weighed and my calamity laid in

the balance together. For now it would be heavier
than the sands of the sea." Still the McElroys would

not be driven from their property. The Devil again
stood behind the clan, who plotted how to drive
George away without spilling his blood. One of their
men'. Dr. Binn. owed George five dollars in excess
of a doctor bill which George owed to him. The
former tried to make the man pay, and when he
refused, struck him. A duel was declared, but when
the time arrived for the contest, and the c'an saw
that George's cousin was there—a crack marksman

—

they feared for their lives and attempted compro-
mise. As a result, George received his payment
from the doctor.
George was stricken with rheumatisrn which

_
swelled

his ankles so that each step caused him a pain more
excruciating than he could bear. Still he prayed
for his enemies during his sickness. The curse was
lifted and he was freed from the test. He continued
his work as merchant and farmer. His substance
multiplied to twice that which it had been before.

Within three years his home was blessed with two
more children. Peace, plenty, and happiness were
the lot of the McElroys to the end of their long
lives.

THE DARLING WHO WAS SO DIFFERENT

Mrs. K. Marbroolce Sweeney File No. 2542

MR. BUGLE'S bathroom looks like a saloon
fire-sale. However. hair tonic and not
whiskey is contained in the myriad bottles

which line his shelves. Mr. Bugle rubs his billiard-
ball pate with the contents of the sixty-seventh rem-
edy which he has tried. In vain. The pate retains
its pristine hairlessness. "I'd give anything I possess
to find a remedy," the despairing Bugle tells his
valet, Egbert. Downstairs, Mrs. Bugle, holding Junior
by the hand, is awaiting her husband. "Any luck,
hubby?" "Dttn't make me laugh," replies Mr. Bugle
bitterly.

Mrs. Bugle sends Junior outside to play, and then!
confides in worried, wifely tones to her husband that
their daughter, Elinor, whom they have steered safely
past the shoals of the dancing teacher and the riding
master—is now in love with the chauffeur. First,
Mr. Bugle threatens to club the chauffeur, but he
is forced to discard that plan since Mrs. Bugle must?
be driven to her one o'clock bridge club. Bugle
then comes to the conclusion that he will wed Elinor
to a fine fellow he met at the University—a Mr.
Chumpington. That Chumpington was sitting on the
back steps of the U, with a broom between his knees,
is beside the point. In the meantime, EMnor is

having her amour with the chaufl"eur, who is as
handsome as he should be under the circumstances.
That night Daddy Bugle brin'gs Chumpington to the
house. The father's choice is fat, forty, and pudgy.
Bugle tells him to make himself at home, and
Chumpington graciously throws his hat across the
room and cuts himself a huge slice of cake. Mrs.
Bugle emits a piercing call for Elinor which reaches
her in the garage and forces her to tear herself from
the chauffeur's arms and kisses.

In spite of the Bugles' beaming encouragement of

Elinor's match with Chumpington, she isn't impressed.
While he warbles a love ditty (mama and daddy have
tiptoed away to give the lovebirds a chance to coo'),

Elinor tiptoes out of the room and in the opposite
direction—the garage. Tlie pudgy suitor leisurely

takes another piece of cake, six apples, a toothpick
and the pennies from Junior's bank, and leaves. Mr.
and Mrs. Bugle discover Elinor in the chauffeur's
arms and discharge him.
The next morning Mrs. Bugle announces she has

hired a new cook—French and "so different." Junior
leaves to look at him and pours a bottle of murky
looking oil into an empty can marked SALAD OIL.
The cook enters with the toast. Behind the chairs
of Mr. and Mrs. Bugle he winks at Elinor and lifts

a corn'er of his mustache. It is the chauffeur. Tlie

Bugles admit the coffee, eggs, and cereal are not
that to which they are accustomed. The breakfast
is--"so different.**

The Bugles give a dinner party that their guests
might taste the unique cooking of their new chef.

They plan to serve roast duck with an excellent

sauce, in the making of which the cook excels. Look-
ing at the butter pats, carved in intricate design,
sipping the rain water, which the chef has substi-

tuted for the ice water, Mr. FIopp observes to his

host: "With such a wonderful chef all your troubles
should be over." Mr. Bugle shakes his head mourn-
fully and points to his bald head.
The host and hostess ask the chef to prepare the

duck sauce at the table that the guests might observe
how it is done. Vigorously he stirs, beats, pounds,
and churns the mixture compounded of vinegar, mus-
tard, oepper, and the contents of the can marked
"Salad Oil." The cook finally throws it up out of

the bowl like a flap-jack. It lands on Mr. Bugle's head,
where it acts as a hair restorer. The grateful Bugle
keeps his promise that the one who restores his

hair may ask for anything he own's-and grants the
chauffeur Elinor. The chauffeur reveals he works
in the summer when he does not attend the LTniver-

sity, and greets Chumpington. who is the janitor at

the college. Junior wanders into the room looking
for his snaketail oil, but no one pays attention' to

him. for they are admiring the "DARLING-WHO-IS-
SO-DTFFERENT.'*

year, nearly Christmas, was the annual check that
Whitmer, up to three years before, had been accus-
tomed to sending. To Nellie Wheedle, daughter of
the minister, and school teacher, as well as young
Whitmer's sweetheart. Bob confessed his disappoint-
ment in his father as the two made their way to
the school-house on Christmas Eve for the annual
program. The check had not been received, accord-
ing to Thorpe. Bob could not understand his father's
attitude. But he gave Nellie her gift—a sparkling
large solitaire.

At the school-house, during the program, there was
a general air of unrest. Audible above the voice of
the minister even, were snatches of conversation' con-
cerning the possibility of a check arriving this year,
Tlie children were restless in anticipation of their
gift from Whitmer. During the sermon, the door of
the auditorium opened and the shabby figure of a
tramp, who had been hanging about the mill town
all day. shuffled to the pot-bellied stove near the

nter front of the place. The eyes of the audience
sted hii

Just at this point, Thorpe, also church deacon,
arose to announce whether the check had arrived.
Very silently the mill community awaited his words,
and when he proclaimed that no check had been sent,
the crowd's disappointment was obvious. Then Thorpe
sermonized. He pointed to the tramp and spoke on'

shiftlessness. The people should consider themselves
fortunate to have work to do. Drink, no doubt, was
the cause of that fellow's downfall, he reminded the
people. The old tramp looked at the speaker with
what could be detected as a humorous glint in his

eyes.
A defense for the tramp was made by the widow,

Bayne. It was generally known that Thorpe had re-

fused him food that day. Mrs. Bayne, with all the
goodness of her heart, had fed the man, who, in' turn,

offered to chop wood. She lauded his honesty, saying
that a five-dollar bill was found on the table near
where he had been sitting and he could easily have
taken it. To this, Tliorpe very insinuatingly re-

torted that Mrs. Bayne, as a widow living alone,

should not entertain every stran'ger who came along,

A merry jingle of sleigh-bells was heard outside.

The door burst open and Santa Claus, followed by
six men. carried bulging knap-sacks. The crowd
became happy. Christmas carols were sung as Santy
distributed gifts. To the amazement of the crowd.
Santy announced that Mr. Whitmer would give
Thorpe his present. Where was Mr. Whitmer? The
crowd looked about, then to the amazement of all,

the tramp shed his shabby coat, removed a false

beard, arfd revealed the personage of the great lum-
ber king. Whitmer briefly, amid ringing cheers
and applause, told the mill workers that he had sent

his checks annually but that Thorpe had not turned
them over to the people. He discharged Tliorpe and,

turning to his amazed but delighted son. appointed
him superintendent. Then, to the radiant Nellie,

playing his last trump, the lumber kiifg informed her
that a house on the hill would be furnished as a

wedding gift.

THE TRAMP'S TRUMP

Walter Decker File No. 2546

PINE RUN. a saw-mill town, was under the des-
potic rule of Bill Thorpe, superintendent. The
place was owned by James Whitmer. financial

magnate, whose only son. Bob, was assistant to
Thorpe. Young Whitmer was kindn'ess itself to the
men who. chafed under Tliorpe's tvrannv. The topic
of conversation at Pint Run at that time of the

WAS SHE RIGHT

Philip Carlson File No. 2522

<4"V T O. BOB, I can't marry you." says Joan
l^y Marsh, although she really loves the impe-

cunious, carefree young artist. But Joan
Marsh wants to prove her woman's intelligence in

the man's game of business, and she has already
so efficiently arranged her life, that she plans for

success first, an'd love and marriage second.

Bob finds an understanding and sympathetic ear in

Anny Peters, whose highest aim is love and romance.
They marry and Bob proves to be a worse provider
than a lover. Anny obtains a position in Joan's
ofifice, and the latter so manoeuvres that Anny's
bonus provides, for Bob's birthday gift, and for the

second installment on the house. Sometimes Joan
visits t'hem after the baby comes, and witnesses
Ann's happiness in spite of poverty. Returning to

her apartment after these visits. Joan often sits until

the wee hours of the morn'ing before the fire, won-
dering if she were right in scorning love. But, on
the whole, she does not allow herself to be wistful.

She focuses all her interest and energy on her work
in which she is successful. Her employer offers her
partnership in the firm and in his life. She accepts,

seeing the practical advantages of such a marriage.
But now that she has reached her goal, and is head
of a large business firm, she n'o longer has anything
to strive for. In her loneliness she longs for ro-

mance. Often she thinks of Bob, but she never sees

him any more, since Ann and he have changed their

address several times.
At an artist's benefit ball, Joan learns the bene-

ficiary is Bob. He has beerf ill. and is slowly recov-

ering' in a health resort in Arizona. She also learns

that Ann has divorced him. Joan's husband is on

a business trip. She hurries to Arizona, where she

finds Bob in the sanatorium. He is pitifully happy
to see her, and tells her Ann moved back to her
parents when he became ill—that her parents had
persuaded her to obtain a divorce.

The romance of Joan and Bob began anew. Under
Joan's tender nursing. Bob recovers rapidly;. Joan
applies for divorce. One day she rushes into the

lobby of the sanatorium. This is her day of days.

She has obtained her decree and hurries with the

good news to Bob. In' the lobby she stops short.

Ann confronts her with a still, hurt stare. "My
parents made me divorce him." she says, "but I

still love him. I can't live without him. She begs
loan to give him up. but Joan is deaf to the voice

of mercy. She is the old Joan, fighting for what
she wants the most in the world. "I'll never ^ive

him up. Ann," she says. Ann sinks weepin'g mlo
a chair, while Joan hurries to the terrace to meet
Bob. She ca'ls to him, and he I'uns across the lawn.

Without noticing her, he brushes past, carrying a
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.ilher and small sun. Then she moves slowly back
„ the ten-ace. Her head is lient.

Joan beckons to Aniiy, and iioints to the

lirella An luir

^ at the top o( the

her face. Her ex-hnsl..-

the terrace—an

th( vhile

beside

he you do
haiipiness? You know, lie.ii. one can i lie happy by
t.ikint; haiipine.ss but by Rivinit it."

With a new knowleilge an'd human sympathy richer

by lar than any stock market "clean-up' these two
"big-business" wizards descend hand-in-hand down
the terrace steps.

THE BANDIT'S BABY

Bea L Morgan Rio No. 2544

lend her to col-

some wealthy
liKh Nehool girl,

ClUISrilNt; her parents' plans I

lege and eventually marry he

and e igible suitor—Kuth Owci
falls nia.lly in love with Hob l.an.-, .i ilmih ,..iiii

, young
ne'er-do-well. Ruth's parents p. i |..,|,le hi

Texas are heart-broken over llicii .LmiliOi
,
elope-

ment, hour years pass and no ii:,,. mi li, r ran be
found.

In the meantime Kuth has been happy m the love

of her huslrand and baby, despite the fact that Bob's
fortunes are as uncertain as the weather, and one
ilay the iillle family dines at the finest hotel—while

next they iiiiisi go to a Woolworth lunch counter.

Kulh's hapiiiiiess is also marred beeause ot her
hiisb: tilar

les she fear and ,\,-v>-'' Tiiii, d

vidual whom Dob Im. I rlo

ne night she is Miiint', ;ii ln.ni.
,

\i. .,,

,

. baby Jack when hei hii.dMiHl, .oid 1

le house followed by Tim's gang. 1 hey
id their eyes are those of a cornered 1

nround the house—the men lire—ami .i"
id liob

"K
rder

Inll;, Mllging
iiu 1 iisli into
are panting,

least. Pohee
battle ensue

vhich one iKiliceman is killed, and liob i^ wounded.
escapes, and Kuth is taki-n iiHi <n,l.,dy with
baby, but later released. Tli' in v. ii.i i" i s and
o blare the news of the Ijik b^nik lohbeiy at

tings and the bandit battle. Ruths picture and
of her cild are printed in the paper. They arc Joyce Winters

igiiized by her parents who take their daughte-
uraiidchild back into their home,

ob believed he slinl ;,,id Ullrd I I,. |.-,li. . ,,,;,ii. H,
lonvicled and senlr,,,,, li, . l; .uses lie

hundred dollars from the sherifT, and the latter forces
Bedford to forge the note to five thousand. He then
threatens to arrest Grey and turn him out of Jiis

home if the young man does not give him Mary.
The young coujile assert to one another that no mis-
fortune can bow them as long as they have each
other.
Mary's maid is passionately fond of her kind young

mistress who gives the girl advice in her love alTair

with George, and writes her love lettens for her.

George at present is completing a three month's
sojourn in jail where lie was sentenced for too much
youthful ebullience.
Bedford refuses to do the sheriiT's bidding, and the

latter, in a fit of anger, shoots and kills his com-
panion. Terrified, the murderer gallops away to the
saloon where he trios to wasli away the memory of

the bloorl he has shed in, whisky. George, on the
way lo ',' 111. ,«.,iIh,mI ,iI llie Grey home, sees
Ihe lit. 1. ,

li.id', 'ii I'll dh, id, .iiid picks up the Bun
whieli ilii :,! I I,,, di.,].|,rd riiiuUing, "So this is

ihe Willi iM I," Criiirr I ir-, lo Ills sweetheart and
Willi liri III bis arms forgels all about the sight he
li;is wiiiie,.rd. They go for a sunset stroll, and the
11 w.ixrs. and wanes, and still they do not return
lo Ihr ) .e,

Grev |M • . llriMoid' , llod^, lr,niM over it with a

pityniK . . I II, .Hid I ,1,1, l,,l by the Hheriir.

The l:iM, , i-,,l.l ,'iil againsl Grey,
and friidiliii. li'iii wdh llii,,,l ,.l lynching if be does
command bis wife lo give herself to the man she
hates. Grey refuses. The maid return,s late, and
finds her mistress downstairs, weeping. George,
grateful for Mary's kindness to his sweetheart,
merely understands that the master is hi jail. He
helps Grey es<:.'ipe and Ihey return to the ranch
where the sherilf again apinehends his victim. Light
suddenly dawns on (ieorge's mind when the angry
mob gathers before tlie house shouting for ven-
geance on Bedford's slayer. He displays the gun
which he has found near the de.ad body, and it is

recognized as the sherifT's,
^
Also at (be iime (b-ori/e

passed the body. Grey's alibi was ini.i'i, i,,i In u,, ,

still in town. The mob lynches the I, i.,i,l .,i

Grey;. Among Bedford's effects is :, I, im ,i,M,, ,,,l

to his daughter in which he explains liei i,lriiiii> ;inil

informs her of her inheritance of his estate. .\1r. and
Mr. Grey share their new wealth with t'he maid
and her lover.

HEARTS ARE TRUMP

File No. 2580

III!

', lli, ll

he do
Jack

not beli.

he
|,,ill,.l 111,

lind ll„

up

who
wasfather's life by his

n.il really bad but had been l.ini.l,,l i., ,leal in

order to give Kuth luxuries. Young Jack, dressed

as a hobo, and sometimes as a society man, hunts
high and low for his man. Three years pass. Jack
has fallen in love with a girl he met in his former
disguise, but will not marry her until he has con-
summated his vow.
One day. Jack, dressed as a hobo, becomes lost in

the wo.xis. He takes refuge with an old man in a
hut. The ancient is ill and Jack nurses him tenderly

for weeks, but knows his services arc futile for the

man cannot live. The hermit asks Jack what is his

business, and Jack reveals his story. Then the old

man becomes excited, and reveals himself as 'Tim,

ex-convict. He confesses that he killed the police-

man, and Jack takes down the confession. "Get
notary," gasps Tim. "1 can't leave you like this,"

says Jack. "Go, or your father will never be par-
doned," cries Tim. Jack speeds through the forest,

through water, over fences, and finally falls ex-

hausted at a camp where several men from the city

are vacationing. One is a lawyer. They return with
Jack to hear Tim's story before he dies. Tim leaves
property in Oklahoma to Jack where he later strikes

oil. Bob and Kuth and Jack and his sweetheart have
a haii|iy reunion.

THE CONVICT SHERIFF

Joseph McNalls File No. 3478

JOHN BEDFORD is framed for a murder of which
he is wholly innocent and sentenced to Sing Sing
for life. He leaves his motherless little daughter,

Mary, in the care of Mrs. O'ffagan, who raises the
girl as her own. in prison, Bedford becomes ac-
quainted with the bully and desperado. Mulligan, and
the two escape to Canada. There they establish
themselves, and Mulligan is eieeted sheriff. His
position on the sunny side of the law which he has
always feared makes him more of a bully than ever,
and he blackmails liedford into shady deals under
the threat of again framing the man and returning
him to Sing J.ling.

In the meantime, Mary has grown to lovely woman-
hood. She falls in love with the handsome rancher
nephew of Mrs. O'Hagan who visits them in New
York, 'Mrs. O'Hagan reveals to the girl that she
is not Mary's mother. Mary is wed to Grey and the
young coup'e return to his ranch in Canada, where,
at the dance celebrating their arrival, she is intro-
duced to her own fat'her. He recognizes, immediately
by her resemblance to her mother, and is happy,
that although he cannot nektiowU-iIfo- ber, be may
frequently see her and ob , ,

,,
, In r li:ii,|.iii, Mul-

ligan is inflamed with de^ii, (,,, ili, 1,, ,i,i i ij ,il young
bride and attempts to bolM.,/, H,.|i.,i,| mio the
ruin ..f her husband. Grey iiiiiocciitly ijonows five

CHEKRY as the a|,a, Inicnl v

of Jerry, Jeanni, ,ii,l < ,

so bright. All II,,,, oil • ,,
, , , ,,,,11 ,,ii,|

worked in the same d, |,,,,, ,,, \\l,,l, |,,,i,,,i,

and (.'ynt'hia were viv.i, ,
|,ii,,'', ,|,ii'l i,-<iv,- li;,,l

a charm all its own, Cyiilliia calm- home one night
bubblhig over with joy- she had been made a buyer
that day and had been sent lr> I'alm Beach to study
fashions for the e,,iiiiiit.r smnnier! |.:iiiiiie',s blond Iiaby

face brighteneil ',1,. , ,|;,iii,.,l 1,, li:,,l her.n waiting
for Cynthia i,, ,,[,i",,, i, i, II il,, i 1 i,,,,vs 'jhat she
was to accoiiij , il,, i,, ,', l,,i,,, ',,,,ili :iiid here it

was Cynthia! In tin u wloil ,.i ],,,[,,,,, n for depar-
ture, nei'-iher noticed the wi,silul,,' ,t I- , i y's counten-
ance—somehow good times p:, ,,| I,,, I,, The three
weeks that follow are so full ,,l . •

, ii, iiient for the
two girls th,'i( lb'",- iiefdecl io wiile t.i lonesome
Jerry. Jeanni, L i I, ,,11 'rushed" by IJick. a wealthy
chap whose ,,,,1 n, , iniilly in love with Cynthia.
Cynthia, how.v,,, it;ii,.i. , him, for she is interested
in Bob, a, buyer m the i'alm Beach branch of lier

store. With the end of the season all return lo

New York.
To Jerry it seemed that the hal-py eveiiiugs when

the Hire, |,;,1., w,,ill,l !„ l,,M,lli, > w,>,- oiei, Kiclil

after ,,111,1,, ,, |, .,ii.,i, ,,,, -,•,!,, I ,,l .,,,, I,, li,, I m
his sm: ,,,! I. I

,
,,i,,| ( : ,, l„ r,,,, i- -I,,

fully I,, I H, ,!,,
, ,: I inllii.i'

,
I,,., ,1,1 lli;,l

"three's a crowd" s.-ii.l-, Jerry to ll,, i,,,,,i,
, ,,l,

As she was leaving Bob entered, lb 11 11,1 help
biut compare Cynthia's ultra-sniiii t, ,|,l,i 1 1, ,tl ii^
with Jerry's wistful loveliness. Hi, |,r. ,„ , ,i|,,ii i,,ii at
the theatre that night piques Cyntlii;i. On Jerry's
return she sees the light is still in tiic living room
window, and sits on the outside steps to wait. There
she dozes, until Bob, passing out, almost stumbles
against her.
The next day Jerry is summonetl to the manager's

office. He asks her to appear at the opera that night
with a young man, wearing a costume from the
store. They do not wish to have a professional model,
and have selected Jerry. She is delighted at the
opportunity, and the girls are equally pleased as she
dons her lovely outfit that night. Tney speculate
upon her esairt, but Jerry never expected to find it

to be Bobl Was she in love with her best friend's
sweetheart? The evening is perfect!
The following day Bob cancelled a luncheon en-

gagement with Cynthia to take Jerry to lunch, at
the same lime arranging for an evening date. When
Bob also breaks his evening engagement, Cynthia
goes out with Eddie. TTie Country Club to which
Bob takes Jerry causes her to marvel at its beauty.
How could a mere buyer afford to take her to no
splendid a place? Cynthia opens her eyes wide as
she sees Jerry entering the r|,K,r ,i(h H.,1,, ,-ind miirh
to her own surprise finds li>i , If ,n ,-,,, m;, |.Mi,'
proposal in the affirmative. l-.,l,[i, l,,],|,,n, , ,11,1

her heart ami she realizes I,, I,,, i,,,,,l, i,,, 1,11 i:,l,,.

That night Brjb eonfe.;,,-^ I„ 1, , (,„ Jerry, but she
will not give him ,-, -I,!,,,,,, ,,Mswer because of
Cynthia. When Cyi,il,i,i ,1,1 ,'s her engagement
to Eddie the next ni..inini, ;,i l,r. ,, kf.ist, Jerry cannot
wait to get to the store 10 led Hob the good news.
He, in turn, announces that he is Bob Hunter, son
of the store's owner, who had entered his position
under an assumed name in order to get along rm his
own merits. That morning his father had tol.l him

that he was ready to become an associated owner!
The office boy wlio entered with the morninflr mail
b.acked out as he saw his boss so busily "In con-
ference."

THE WARDROBE OF GUSTAVUS AOOLPHUS

Jano Whitney File No. 345!

Or.AF'S mother wanted him to marry a girl with
money. Olat was by far the tallest, blondest,
and most eligible Swede in Wilmington. Fain

would he have bestowcil all this blonile and manly
beauty mioji little Olga, the seamstress, but his
mother frowned upon this "mesalianee" with the
grandaughter of a poor and crippleil old laily.

Such was the state of affairs between' Oga and
Olaf when Prince Guslavus Adolphus of Sweden
arrived in Wilmington to visit the famous ohi Swed-
ish church there. Olaf was official guard at the
churchyard, statirjiied there to keep all but the royal
|i;irty from entering the church—and Olat was con-
scientious. Olga's "gram" was perhaps the most
excited soul in Wilmington. She was eoMlincI lo her
chair with rheumatism, but she orilei.,1 I,,, ,11,m,

I

d;iiigliter to obtain—by hook or by ciool 1,1 ,11

fioiu the I'rin'cc. She felt she deserve,! ,1,1, ,|,, , i,,l

piivil.K,,, f,„- ,|„. had cared tor His lludi.i. , , wlieu
h, w,i

,
;, l,,,l,v in Sweden. fn a.l.litioii, her iallicr

an,
I

11,,,
I io iniH.iihcr fought tor King Oscar who was

lb, J,, III, I ,11 ol (Justavus. Therefore the old woman
felt lui MgliL, very keenly, and Ulga was determined
not to dihapiioinl her.
The fact that Olat was Olga's lover was no help to

her in her undertaking 4or as has bcert mentioned
above -he was very conscientious. The girl hurried
down the streets gay with old Sweilish fiags and new
Stars and Striiies until she came to the churchyard
wall. There she crouched, biding her time, A eliihl

l,'in,|,,l in the middle of Hie |iaveiiieiit under llie .uidl-
,<,,,,, ,11,1 Olaf ran lowards the child, lifted him in his
,,,,,,, ,,iiil looked aboiil l,,r Hie molliei, Olgi, s|,H,pe,|

!,,«, ,,ii,l scurried behiii'd Olaf's back into the sacred
lireeiiiel.

She Uidoerl behind Olaf as he marched to the door
to unlock it, Siirldenly his gift to her, a br.acelet,

slipped off her arm, and tell with a clatter on the
stone walk. He whirle.l about and beraC.-d )ier

soundly but she warned liiiii that if li,- di,l iiol „e,:rel,.

her, he, himself, would get into trouble. He dire, i,-d

her lo sloop low, ami rioi ii|. lb.- sl.-ps, SIk' hi, I in

|
I,,

,,|,liy

;i ,',,,,1 ,,i,,, ,,l I ,,1,1,, III li,,iii III, I„,||.

I,,-, ,1 j.,iilneli(. She eliuekled sileiilly .1 In

,, |,l,;iHed her "gram" would be lo ;i,lil ll

I', 1„ , jiicture ot the I'rince in bis dm ,1,.,

II,,: rriiice and his jiarty descended, and oIk.i slailcl
to follow, but_ Olaf growled to her to go down more
cautiously, "sittin' from one step to the jiext." The
stairs were cold, rough, and jagged, and tore her
underwear. Angrily, she gave Olat's leg a sharp
pinch.

In' the meantime, the Prince had stepped into the
light, and the Master Of The Wardrobe utlererl a cry
of surprise when he saw ibe roynl j'ro-fiieiit He
pondered why there slionM I,,' n,il, m , t,,,,, -Imi-h,
and asked a local atendimi il,, ,-, ,i„,,,i ,,i ,, , ,,.,d

seamstress. The man djp.,i.,l l.n, di',, I'. 1. , .,n.

The royal party entered tji.oii,s liome, .md Olga
hurriedly secreted the bit of broadcloth over which
i^lie ami her grandmother had been rejoicing. The
girl made an excellent rialcli oir the Prince's garment,
and be, ill Ihe no ml im,

,

,,, li.iving a delightful chat
Willi Kr.-inny wl , ,l,d n, liim that she bail held
liini when be w,,i, ,1,,, i,,,,,,K robes. Before Ihe old

w,,iii;ui or III.' I'ol ,1 ,,, 1.-st, he li,ad left them a

gr.-i whi van
Id friend-

,- I.I,, I
',,,-,,,11,11 ...mniunily of Wilming-

,11, 111 fuel so gr.-ally .li.l their social stock im-
rove, that when the nuptials of Olga an.l Olat were
nnounced, his mother went aiming her friends with
haughty expression on her face, and her upl linked

ose said, "What a grand match my son is niakingl"

THE ONE MAN POSSE

William Smith Filo No, 3450

TTEU lo the liil.di 1,-iek ,,l the K.iiiger Station was
a blue roan l,-illier.-.l (i.,m h.iurs ot hard riding.
Buck Monlgoinery s.-iise.l li-.,iible. He entered

the slalioii, an.l Ihe Ranger ca|ilain annouirccd that
Ir.iiili'.- ,.-.,,, I, I. wing "down Mesa Canyon way." 'I'wo
>,-,,, ,!,,, Ill, cattle rustler had been caught by
Sli, nil ,\l,i ,.n, Sloan, the rustler, vowed to "get''
the :di.:iin ,0, soon as he was free. Now he had
broken from prison and was "laying" for Ilis enemy.
The Ranger eaptairt commanded Buck to capture the
outlaw. A reward of five thousand dollars was offered
for him.

f,ate the next aftern.ion Buck arrived in tlic ShcrifT'B
office. 'ITiere he found only a ^oung girl who was
sobbing bitterly. She accused him of being a mem-
b.r ,.f til.- S'.,riTi p-.-ini'. When Hii.l- cmvinecd her of
In I ,11,, I, ,,, 1., I, i„ , i,',l,l, , iii/.-ns she told him
I,, , i,,il ,,d l„ , :t 1 i,|,,,,|,|„,| ,,ii,| taken to the
iii,,iiiii,,iir, I,,; ',l.,,o, i;,i, I Ml.nily advised her
not to w.n-ry—that he woiil.l gel her father back to

her some way.
He did. Buck found the outlaw camp. A sleepy

guard was i..»ste'l over the firisrMier. The guard cx-
p.-. l.,i „., l,.„.bl.- an.l embarked on forty winks. Buck
l,ii l,i ., III.- bea.l with his gun, freed the sheriff,

li.l,..,! I,,i,, -ll lo .me ot Ihe outlaw's horses, gave
\1,, ,,,, 1,1 ,, I, in., lint, an.l s.i.jn the two were hitting
llie ir.iil for .'Viesa Cairyjn.
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Finally, in spite of her parents' disapproval, she
entered training, and under the guardianship of Dr.
Whitticr, who had been impressed by her ability

and personality, she sailed to France with him for

hospital duty. On the ship she met David, an
artist in khaki, and before the ship landed, they
had declared their love for each other.
In her hospital. Loyola received the title of

"Sweetheart of No Man's Land." Dave was
wounded and given a three month's leave of ab-
sence. Loyola was jubilant—she arranged to meet
him for a celebration in the Cafe Reine. Detained
on a serious case, she arrived late, and saw Dave
drunk in the arms of Joan, the most notorious
French flirt of the community. Heartsick. Loyola
fled, to attempt to kill her dreams of love in hard

nadly infatuated
Loyola becaine but a dim figure in his inind. Night
after nipht he returned to Joan's :room , until the
end of his furlough put an end to thf;ir paradise
of pass;ion. At the front, David r ecei^t'ed a note
from Joan saymg :;he was about to become a
mother. le n minutes1 later, David, bv .jrders from
headquairters . was stumbhng across the most dan-
gerous section of No-Man's land m,'ith a message
to the seneTal. He became lost ii]1 hi.

attempt to dodge th(? heavy firing. and for hours
lay faint V>-ith hunger, panting w ith thirst. In
these hours It was not the vision ot Joan, but
Loyola':; face which moved like a hvi!ig creature
through the darkness that knifed his eyeballs,
arose, attempted to stumble on, and heard the
whistle of an exploding shell.

When he next awoke, he was in the hospital and
Loyola was bending over him. His pain was in-
tense, and she did her best to soothe him. He
asked of Joan, but Loyola mearly shook her head
and put her fingers to her Hps. One day David
asked her why he could not move his legs. One
look at her face and he knew—the price he had
paid for the War. With both his legs gone, David
wanted to kill himself. Loyola brought him a
bundle—David. Jr.—and told him he must hve for
the baby. Joan had died in childbirth. Loyola
encouraged David to continue with his art. A
famous master of painting was also lying wounded
in the hospital, and to him Lovola wheeled David
for his daily lesson. David threw his soul into his
work—a portrait of Loyola which he called, "Sweet-
heart of ISlo- Man's Land." His master was proud
of his pupil and complimented him highly.
The picture was sold for a sum of money that

would provide a comfortable existence for three
people should none of them do any more work for
ten years. But David intended to do a great deal
rnore work. Loyola became very impatient with
him—for in spite of his energy—he was a laggard
in love. She proposed to him herself—and when
he realized the depths of her love, David—though
crippled—was happier than he had ever been m
his life. A vision came to him which was shortly
to be fulfilled—a vision of Loyola in her wedding
gown, and bridal veil, standing beside his wheel
chair.

THE LOVE PILOT

J. W. Huston File No. 3342

THE lovely and mysterious Mrs. Brennon had
caused much gossip and speculation in River-
ton. The wife of a railroad engineer, she yet

had the bearing of one who has not been a
stranger to Rolls-Royces. There was also an ex-
pression of sadness on her sweet face which puz-
zled the busy-bodies of the town.
In the meantime, Mrs. Brennon lay face down-

ward on her bed in the cottage. She was sobbing
bitterly when her husband, Tom Brennon, entered.
His face was wasted with the ravages of illness.
"I'll be all right, Lilhan," he comforted. "Don't
worry."

"I do worry," she flared. "It's all my fault.
You don't get the proper care. The baby is un-
dernourished. And it is all my fault—my pride
and cowardice. I should beg father for help. If 1
were not such a coward—if that last smash- up had
not killed my nerve and given me an eternal horror
of machines, I would again take up racing. There's
money in it." Her husband patted her hand gently
and told her while he lived she need never touch
a machine^nor humble herself before her father.
At that moment one of the firemen tramped into
the house with a doleful tale of woe. A special
train was to be run that night for some of the
company officials, and there was no other pilot, be-
sides Tom, available. Tom, knowing he had taken
sick leave to the limit, and that his job depended
upon this run tonight, decided to engineer the run.
He collapsed from weakness, however, as he was
donning his overalls. Then Lillian made her deci-
sion. She knew that she could never ask her
father for aid. but she could prove the Brennon
independence, though to do so she would have to
do the one thing in the world she most feared-
again drive a machine. "I'll make that run for
you, Tom," she said, and he was too weak to
protest. She put on the overalls, and drew a cap
low over her terrorized, determined eyes.
The officials in the private car were in an irrit-

able mood because the start had been delayed.
They did not realize the agony which gripped the
little engineer as she released the brakes and
reached for the throttle. In her mind's eye she
saw a thousand catastrophes. She saw the train
derailed, hurtling down the mountain. She saw a
head-on collision. Then she saw the faces of her
husband and baby—visuahzed their satisfaction if

she should triumph over this monster of coal and
steel. With a defiant laugh she released the throttle,
and as the train gathered speed her feeling of ex-
altation and power mounted. The officials, in the
stodgy comfort of their smoky compartment, com-

mented to the conductor on the excellent time the
train had made. When the train pulled into the
station the conductor revealed that their pilot had
been a woman, and summoned Lillian, coal-streaked
and grimy, to introduce her to the passengers. One
advanced with extended hand, stopped for a sec-
ond, hesitated, then gasped. "Lillian!"

^^
"Yes, Daddy," she said with a wry little smile.

"Your runaway daughter in person." The man
confessed that his anger over the marriage of his
game little daughter and a penniless engineer had
cooled long ago. Father and daughter put their
pride in their respective pockets and enjoyed a
happy reconciliation. Later the father reached into
his pocket with a great deal of gusto to procure
for Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brennon, and daughter,
every luxury that money could buy.

R. Jone

THE NIGHT AIR MAIL
File No. 3455

HER friends often pitied Irene and sighed it

was a shame that so young and so pretty a
girl should have devoted her life to the care

of her younger brother. Irene had given her
brother a better schooling than she herself had
ever had, and now she was wearing her last year's
clothes to finance her brother's aviation education.
Irene didn't feel a bit sorry for herself, because
she loved Carl as his own mother would have
loved him had she lived. Everything she did for
her brother was done through love, not duty.
Irene came often to the airport to watch her

brother fly and not a few of the aviators fell in
love with her. Fred and Ted, however, were most
seriously interested in her. Fred had charge of the
mail at the airport, and Ted, who flew the night
mail between Chicago and New York, stopped at
the local airport each evening. During his leisure
hours, Fred would lounge in the corner poolroom,
and when his tongue was loosened by gin he
would tell his cronies, "I'll shove Ted out of the
picture. It's simple." When Fred received word
from headquarters that a large sum of money
was going out the next evening, he "decided his
opportunity had come. He explained to his cronies
that he had a job for them—they were to rob Ted's
plane the next evening. Three of the men were to
take their cars and go to a "field," half a mile
from the nearest house, and half way between the
second and third beacon light. When they heard
Ted's plane they were to turn on their headlights
so Ted should think he saw the "field." The
fourth man was to stay at the airport and when
Ted's plane started to take off, he was to slip on
board. When the plane was in the air he would
then, at the point of a gun, force Ted to land
his plane on the "field."
The pals were to rob the plane and then kidnap

Ted. They would hold him for two days, until au-
thorities would be certain Ted had robbed his own
plane.
The robbery was staged, the bandits stole the

money, and spirited Ted to another city where he
was prisoned for two days and then freed. In the
meantime, the young man's plane was found, but
he himself was missing. Ted hadn't long been
away from the robbers, when he was arrested for
robbing the mail. Failing to prove his innocence,
he was sentenced to the penitentiary from ten to
twenty years. Carl Carwin told Irene that Fred
had more to do with the robbery than had Ted.
Irene tearfully demanded how that could be proved
before the law. She was convinced of Ted's inno-
cence, and in his misfortune she realized she loved
him. But she could not free him on the testimony
of her emotions. Carl determined to shadow Fred
and exonerate the lover of his beloved sister. Carl
overheard Fred and his pals plotting to rob the
plane the next evening. The boy told the police,
and the police plotted to allow them to stage the
robbery. The next night, the thieves were "on
the job" but so were the police. Fred and his
cronies were give the same sentence that had
been meted to Ted, but Ted was freed.
A deeper love grew between Irene and the young

pilot, and a year later, when their happy home
was established, their most hieloved guest, was
young brother, Carl.

DOG SENSE
Mr L. A. He File No. 3450

THE mother of twin babies, Janet and Easter,
left her husband, and took Janet with her.
Easter's father died, and the little girl went

to live with her maiden aunt in a house adjoining
the Thunderbolt estate. Thunderbolt was a miser
who lived in poverty, although in his safe were
jewels and heirlooms worth a fortune, Easter was
in love with Carlton, Thunderbolt's nephew, but
the old man was vehemently opposed to the mar-
riage. A lover's quarrel arose between the two
young people, and in her anger, Easter married
Harold, an apparently wealthy middle aged gen-
tleman who was vacationing in the country. Easter
returned with him to New York.
Harold had first become interested in Easter be-

cause she was the image of what his mistress,
Janet, had been before the years had hardened her.
Janet, after her mother's death, had become an
entertainer in a night club where she first met
Harold. Although she still loved him passionately,
his jaded senses demanded a fresher, unspoiled
girl. Easter was his choice.

Bitter quarrels arose between Janet and Harold
when she heard that he had married. She at-
tempted to win him away from his wife, and many
nights, she succeeded. Harold lost a great deal of

his money. Although he preferred earning his in-
come as a card sharper, the undertaking of bur-
glarizing Tliunderbolt's safe for his jewels, seemed
like an excellent idea to him. He attempted to
enveigle Easter into the burglary, but she became
so angry, that he accused her of being in love
with Thunderbolt's nephew, and then he dashed
from the house.
Janet promised to help him in the robbery. He

vowed he would take her away on the proceeds if

she succeeded. She mistrusted his glibness. They
quarreled, and she stabbed him. Janet dashed to
her car, and rode to the Thunderbolt estate. A few
turns of her clever fingers, on the dial, and the
safe door swung open. Carlton, hearing a suspicious
noise, entered the room with a flashlight. By the
eerie light, he thought he saw his sweetheart.
"Easter," he gasped. Janet kept silent. The old
man. Thunderbolt, stamped into the room and tele-
phoned for the police. Janet was taken away be-
fore Carlton could speak with her. She was held
on charges of burglary and robbery. Easter's ser-
vants identified her as Harold's wife, and said the
two had quarreled on the day of the murder.
Easter, terrified by the turn events had taken,

hid in her room. Janet sent her a note, pleading
with her to visit her in prison. Easter entered the
cell, Janet pricked her arm with a hypodermic,
rendering the girl unconscious, and escaped in Eas-
ter's clothes.

'The days of the trial passed in grotesque con-
fusion. Easter could not make them believe her
grotesque story. Tire jm-y was filing out to ponder
the verdict, when Easter's lawyer said he had new
evidence to bring into court. Janet was brought
in. She had been caught rifling Harold's safe.
Judge and jury were in a quandary. Carlton came
on the witness stand. He swore that Easter, the
girl he had known all his life—had a dog called
"Skip." The dog was fond of his mistress, and
always answered her call with bouncing eagerness.
The dog was brought into the court. "One, two
three." "Skip," called both women. The dog
rushed to Easter, and she was vindicated.

A QUEEN'S RANSOM
Cli Pla+ise File No. 3415

WHEN his sister died, Ralph came east to
take charge of his nephews, Mike and Fred.
He had wanted them both to continue with

their education, but although Fred decided to go to
college, Mike preferred to go back to Mexico with
Ralph, where the latter owned great oil fields. Sev-
eral years later Mike and Ralph went east again
to be at Fred's graduation. One day, wandering
about alone, Mike came across an aviation field.
By the time they were ready to return to Mexico
he could fly the ship, and Ralph bought a large
monoplane in which they returned home. Mike
and Fred were both fine boys, and pals with their
uncle, so that life was one happy round.
While out on a little flying cruise, the hoys dis-

cover one of Ralph's old friends, a prospector,
named Taylor. He was dying of exposure and noth-
iiig could help him. Before his death, he tells of
his discovery of a lost city where he had been held
captive. He had escaped in order to bring help
for Annetta, the princess of the city, who was the
child of an American scientist who had died there,
and a princess of the tribe.
The city is rich in jewels and gold, and a rival

chief is forcing Annetta to marry him. By means
of the plane the boys find the city, and going back
for Ralph, they arrive on the temple grounds of
the lost city. Their arrival is just in time to save
an old man from the wild animals. He is the
chief priest, and Annetta's friend. On their way
to the village they are surrounded by the natives
who insist on holding them captive to be sacrificed
in place of Taylor.
They meet Annetta, who speaks English, and all

are struck by her great beauty. Ralph notices that
both boys are in love with her and wonders which
will win. One day the rival chief makes a raid on
the city and captures Annetta, but the tribesmen,
led by Mike, Fred and Ralph, overtake them, and
in the fight, rescue her. Annetta now realizes she
IS in love with Jlike, but he thinks it must be his
much handsomer brother.

^
Things are coming to a head, and the only thing

in
_
their minds is to escape. The priest sees a

vision in his magic globe, and they decide to make
a break for liberty the night before the sacrifice.
That night the priest stupefies the tribesmen with

wine and they make a dash for the plane. They
are discovered just as they are about to take off,
and the priest refusing to go with them, he dies
as he guards their retreat. They return to the oil
fields and then make a trip to San Francisco,
where Annetta is fitted out in civilized clothes.
One day Mike asks her to marry him. Annetta

happily agrees, and they elope. But Fred and
Ralph have been expecting it, and on their return
are there to greet them with hearty congratulations.

LOVE AND REVENGE

William N. Dorn File No. 3422

THE. famous Shakespearean tale of Hamlet is ever
revived in some form by our modern cinema,
because of the remarkable human interest and

chan'ces of character portrayal. Here we have the
tortured youth, George Romanceer, the son of an
unfaithful mother, who is responsible for the death
of her own husband. Uncle John now becomes George's
stepfather, but George feels no bond of love for him,
especially since his friend, Jack, has produced evi-
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dence to the effect that John had poisoned his father
in order to be able to marry his mother. While
George is contemplating- reven'ge, we are carried to
the Darvin home.
Here Ramon is about to take leave of his beautiful

sister, Ophelia, whom he urges not to marry George
Romanceer. He takes his departure for Mexico.
Ophelia continues to see George in secret. The youth
has a fresh sorrow, for his step-father has repeated
the trick of putting cyanide in a cup of coffee that
was meant for George, and his own mother drank it.

He is now motherless, and his only solace is the
steadfast loyalty of Ophelia, while he vows revenge
upon' John. John Romanceer has left for Mexico City,
and George and his friend, Jack, pursue him thither.

In the fast town, people with passionate Spaniards
and Mexicans, George is comforted by the friend-
ship of the pert little Juanita, a dancing girl. In the
meantime, Ramon has learned that his sister has
promised to marry the wealthy Joseph Pierce, in
order to prevent the loss of the estate to John
Romanceer, who is threatening to sign it away un'ess
the Darvins come to terms with him. When John
appears at the night club where Spanish dancers are
entertaining George, Jack, Ramon, Pete, and a few
Mexicans, he fires his gun at George. Juanita inter-

cepts, an'd the shot hits Ramon. Before the latter

dies he informs George that Ophelia may be forced
to marry Pierce. In the ensuing brawl John is shot
by Pete, and George escapes, to rescue Ophelia.
George is amazed to discover that Juanita has pur-

sued him on the Pullman. She insists that he must
marry her now, and he realizes that this step will be
necessary, although he has not by any means recon-
ciled himself to allowing Ophelia to marry Pierce.
Back at home, with Ophelia under his protecting

eye. they all meet at a yachtin'g party which is in
striking contrast to the life and scenery of the pre-
ceding episode. The yacht capsizes off the coast of
California, and the only passengers saved are George
and Ophelia. The latter has been married to Joseph
Pierce, thus recovering the Darvin claims to their
luxurious estate. Arid now, with a home, and her
only lover, she plans to face life anew.
The last scene shows a graveyard in" which side by

side rest Ramon and John with their graves marked.
On Ramon's grows flowers; on John's, a cactus plant.
The Romanceers add a third party to their blissful

union, in the form of a new-born babe.

SLEEPY CAT'S HIDDEN TREASURE

Mrs. Carl Proctor File No. 3412

OF all the people who knew him. only the King
family were friendly to old Miser Bert. One
day he told King's two sons, Slim and Ed. that

he had buried his fortune on Sleeping Cat, a moun-
tain thirty miles away. Shortly after that Bert died
in a fall in the mountains. Years later when the boys
grow up they remembered the old miser's story and
planned to make a search sometime. Their sister
Irene was being courted by two men. Shorty and
Todd, but she loved Todd. When Shorty learned of
this he p.anned to find some way of getting Irene away
from him. In the meantime Ed married. Todd and
Slim became close friends, and when Todd told him
that he wanted to make enough money to marry
Irene, Slim answered that he too was in love with a
girl. Slim told Todd of the miser's hidden fortune
and they decided to make a search for it. They bid
goodbye and after many hardships reached the top
of Sleeping Cat.
At the top of the mountain' stood an old, broken-

down lookout tower. It had been used as a viewpoint
over the entire country, and tourists used to sign a
registry book that was there. In this book the boys
found Bert's name written as well, but no clue to the
treasure. Out of curiosity, Todd took the old book
back to their camp with them. For days they dug
around arid searched in likely hiding places, but
found nothing. Owe night, tired and discouraged,
they went to bed. In the middle of the night they
were awakened by a young bear that had wandered
mto the tent. In the excitement that followed, the
bear ripped up everything in its way. The next
mornmg, cleaning up the mess, Todd fouttd the old
registry book with a page torn out. Looking closely,
he found that there were two pages glued together.
Quickly they steamed it open, and there lay the
directions to the treasure! Directly beneath their
own tent!
They dug away, and at last found what they were

searching for. It was a soldered tin can, and when
they opened it they found $25,000. Elated at their
success, they broke up camp and set out for home
and sweethearts.
They made their first stop at Ed's home to tell

him the good news and give him his share. In the
meantime Shorty, watching Irene, noticed that each
day she rode up the trail in hopes of meeting Todd
and her brother. He stopped her one day to ask her
once more to marry him. Irene refused as kindly as
possible. Shorty planned to force her to marry him.
The next day on the trail he lassoed her from her
horse arrd took hei- to a deserted cabin, threatening
to ki'l Todd on his way home, from Sleeping Cat.
Irene's father, alarmed when her horse returned

alone, set out in search. Night overtook him without
any success, and he set off to get the boys. When
he arrived at Ed's house he found them there. Todd
immediately suspected Shorty. Off they went, for
home, and as soon as it was light enough to sec
they set o.T to find Irene's trail. They traced it to
the spot where she had been lassoed, and there found
the mark of Shorty's horse. On they trailed these
marks, until they lost them on the harder stone-
covered ground. Foiled by the lost trail, they de-
cided to sp'it up the party, when suddenly they
heard a distant pounding. Riding in the direction
of the sound, Todd came upon the cabin. T

they found Irene alone. She had worked out of her
ropes and had been baiJging on the door with a piece
of wood.

Shorty, on his way back to the cabin with sup-
plies, recoognized the horses. Turning tail, he sneaked
away, never to be heard of again.
Reunited, the others all rode home to a happy

future.

FORBIDDEN COMPANY
Victoria V. Pawllcki File No. 3445

c
,OLD dashed on Janet's wild enthusiasm
over her new job by her cousin, Arthur. Pretty,
red-haired Janet has been e.xcitedly telling her

d aunt what she will do with the twenty-five
pects to earn in the Taylodollars a week

office. She will take the burden of support off the
shoulders of her cousin, Arthur; she will hire a maid
for her fragile aunt; she will pay her room and
board, and there will still be money left over for
clothes. Arthur hears that Janet is to work for the
Taylors and commands her not to take the job. He
begins to tell her a sinister story connected with
Taylor and her beautiful mother who is only a
memory to Janet. But Arthur has not the heart to
tell her the story, an'd breaks in the middle of it

to prepare for his "date." He goes to the home
of Terence and Theresa, young people of the wealthy
set, whom Arthur likes in spite of their money. He
is more than a little interested in Theresa.
Janet is bitterly disappointed to have her high

hopes dashed. She is not angry at Arthur, because
since she came to live at his house with her uncle
and aunt, Arthur has treated her with more love and
tenderness than a brother. He has always tried to
give her the best of everything, and has ever re-
served second-best for himself. Janet becomes fev-
erish, she thinks she sees a ghostly vision of her
mother. She slips a coat over her pajamas and
stumbles out into the rose garden. There the
vision brushes her again—she screams and faints.
Jack Barring, handsomest, wealthiest, and in all

ways, most eligible young bachelor in town, passes
at that moment, and sees Janet fall. He picks her up
and carries her into the deserted house. (Her aunt
and uncle are away on a visit). He notices her dainty
room, the pictures of her handsome mother and
father, and another young man. Jealousy seizes him.
She is so pretty he wants to kiss her. She awakens,
and they sit silently for a lorTg time watching the cat
in the sewing basket. Arthur comes home and is

furiously angry. She had promised Janet's mother
to take care of her—now he fears, like her mother,
she is becoming a reckless coquette. He is very rude
to Jack, and by the time Janet explains. Jack is gone.
He leaves her a note saying he will meet her in the
rose garden. Arthur obtains a job as waitress in a
tea-room for Janet, arrd Jack "breaks" with his old
sweethearts. He is interested in no one but the
charming red head. Janet meets him in the rose
garden that night, Arthur finds them, and Janet
fears he will shoot.
Jack courts Janet openly. Tlie proprietress of the

tea room tells Janet she is Jack's aunt, and can no
lorrger keep the girl because of her shameless con-
duct in "running after" a Barring. All Janet's
haired temper flames. She tells the woman what she
thinks of the whole Barring tribe. She stamps on
her uniform, and leaves. Jack overhears the scene,
and quarrels with his aunt. Janet rushes home to
pack. She cannot remain" another moment in this
town of unhappy memories. She goes to Jac'K's house
to leave him a note, and in the next room hears
Taylor mention something about her mother and
father. She confronts him. and at the point of a
gun (unloaded) Taylor reveals he has kept her
mother and father prison'ers. Jack returns and they
plan to marry on the day that she again sees her
mother and father. Arthur makes the same arrange-
ment with Theresa, and Jack's sister. Carmen, makes
it a triple occasion by announcing her betrothal to
Theresa's brother, Terence.

JONES LOOKS FOR WORK
Russel G. Hilyard File No. 3424

THE alarm clock points to nine A. M. but Jones
slumbers peacefully orf. His wife leaves her
breakfast preparations to call him impatiently

several times. Finally she makes a determined climb
up the stairs. As she reaches the top, the doorbell
rings and she hurries down again, expectantly smooth-
ing her hair—to confront an insurance salesman. By
the time she has despatched agents for Fuller brus'nes,
magazines, and "What Every Yourtg Wife Should
Know" books, Jones has jumped into his clothes,
slid down the_ bannisters, and is now eating break-
fast with a virtuous expression on his face. Maggie
tells him to hurry because he must find work. The
mailman calls and leaves a sheaf of bills. Jones re-
bukes her for extravagance, she throws a plate at
his head, and a quarrel ertsues. However, by the
time he backs his Baby Austin out of the garage,
she has forgotten her anger and is blowing him
goodby kisses. The Austin collides with a traffic

cop who is standing in a traffic bo.x on wheels, and
crashes the policeman through a fruit stand. He
speeds after an Austin, intending to lock up Jones,
but when* he opens the door, sees two pair of col-
ored newlyweds.
Jones trudges from place to place for work—each

time emerging much faster than he enters. He
finally obtains a job in a bakery but is fired after
ten minutes' service. Dejectedly he leaves the place
anfd almost steps into a cRild's toy automobile be-
fore he awakes with a start and locates his Austin.
He stops to buy a paper and a steam roller passes

over the Austin, leaving it as flat as a sheet of
metal. Jones returns home after a fruitless day. He
reads m the want ads that cobblers are wanted in a
nearby city. They must provide their own tools and
clotnes. He leaves by bus the next morning and his
suitcase spills. A haughty young lady laughs at him
as she steps m cool dignity from the bus—his collar
and neckties wrapped around her ankle. Jones arrives
at the shoe factory and finds firemen extinguishin'c
the last blaze of its ruins. He applies from place to
place and is speedily thrown out. Bouncing down
the steps of one establishment he reads, as he sprawls
on the sidewalk-"Turkish Bath—For Ladies Only."
He enters a restaurant which advertises juicy steaks
but IS forced to attack his portion with his cobbler
tools. I-inally he gives up in disgust. Then he
smiles as an idea occurs to him—and he soles his
shoe with the steak. As he leaves the cafe, hordes of
dogs follow him. He slips on a banana peel, and the
dogs are on him, tugging at his foot. He rises, is
knocked down by a car, and picked up by a kindly
motorist who pulls the shoe from Jone's foot and fires
It into a milk wagon. The wagon collapses, the dogs
are after the shoe, a mob of cats appear and attacks
the cream, while crows circle above the decrepit,
prostrate horse.

Jones finally finds work iti a garage whose pro-
prietor charges ten dollars a gallon for gas and
whose customers pump the "gas" down their own
throats instead of in the car. Police, after sampling
the novel gas," arrest the owner, I. Cheatham, who
suspects Jones of being a stool pigeon. Mrs. Jones
arrives, looking for her husband. When she sees him
she shakes him like a rag doll aifd flings him into a
garbage can only to pick him up again and forgive
him. She promises to meet him that night at the
Duck Pond. Jones hurries at dusk to an actual

duck pond, while Maggie waits at the "Duck Pond"
Cafe. I. Oeatham has escaped and is hiding in a
nearby still. Dressed as a devil, he attacks Jones,
with his cronies, and dresses him in the Mephistolian
garb. Then he buries Jon'es in the ground. A crowd
of colored lads, carrying watermelons, see a pitch-
fork prick up from the earth, followed by a devil's
horns. He is pursued by I. Cheatham and his gang.
Jones seizes an umberlla, and a strong gale lifts him
mto the air. He drops into the midst of an unem-
ployment not, quelling it by his diabolic appearance.
Ihe next day he goes hunting for another job. Cheat-
harn and his gang pursue. Jones whispers to an
engineer of a dirt car, and the engineer scoops up
the moonshiners in the big shovel and deposits them
in the police station. Jones receives a ten thousand
dollar reward, and soon Maggie is riding happily in
a full size Packard, happily regarding a sheaf of
bills marked paid."

THE MYSTERIOUS FLEET

Robert R. CPuillen File No. 3421

EVEN as the luxury-numbed inhabitants of Baby-
lon and decadent Greece, the reckless modern
world roistered and made merry. Youth drank

and danced mrtil it sank from exhaustion, middle age
concentrated every effort on making more and more
money, while old age shook its head and shivered.
(Jfficials of governments throughout the world stamped
their seals of approval on grafts; buildings with daz-
zling domes and spires that pricked the sky, reared
proud heads above insecure foundations; and the
paunch of big business, fed on juicy tenderloins of
"rackets," swelled to enormous proportions. There
dwelt in India, in Africa, CHiina and America, a few
souls untouched by the spiritual devastation of the
century. The Philosopher lived in India, the Friend
in China, the Boy in America, and the Girl in Africa.
It was in this century that the Mysterious Fleet
sailed into the trade paths of civilization. This fleet
was more dazzhngly beautiful than any that had yet
been seen, but no one knew to what country it be-
longed. No banners recognized by man flew from its
masts. Day or night the largest ship had the effect
of two large, luminous eyes looking squarely irrto the
watchers' own—no matter from what point of the
compass it was viewed. On. the dav that the fleet
was sighted from the shores of the largest, richest
country, a huge multitude assembled to watch it come
in. As the Mysterious Fleet glided into port, war-
ships, merchant ships, and steamers of every descrip-
tion disappeared from the harbor to the horizon as
though drawn by a mysterious hand.
The Mysterious Fleet, like legendary monster amphi-

bians, drew itself from the ooze and slime of the
harbor and advanced on the land. The strange eyes of
the ship projected rays of light which were more like
luminous liquids—upon the city. Many colored lights
began to play and to fall with unerring aim upon the
tall buildings, and everywhere that the light flashed,
buildings crumbled. In a few moments only wind-
blown dust was left of the city. Numerous forms,
human in shape and size with brilliairt countenances,
emerged from the ships. Wherever their piercing
glance fell, the person upon whom they looked turned
to stone. The harbor presented a strange tableau of
images carved into symbol* of fear, cringing cow-
ardice, greed, lust, and i.gnorance.

Silently the fleet traveled over the earth, bringing
to waste the proud palaces of modern Belshassars,
humbling pompous, shallow "great" men to the dust,
crumbling the temples of big business, and the puny
shrines of government. When the unearthly judges
confronted those whom power had e'evated, and
dubious dealings rather than accomplishment had
continued in the high seats—these cowering execu-
tives shrank under the piercing gaze of their ac-
cusers. Smaller and smaller they grew until they
shriveled to the size of their souls.
In a short time the world took on the appearance

of thousands of years dissolution and decay. Only the
fearless Philosopher, the Friend, and the Boy and the
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Finally, in spite of her parents' disapproval, she

entered trainingr. and under the guardianship ot Dr.

Whitticr. who had been impressed by her ability

and personality, she sailed to France with him for

hospital dutv. On the ship she met David, an

artist in khaki, and before the ship landed, they

had declared their love for each other.

In her hospital. Loyola received the title of

"Sweetheart of No Man's Land." Dave was
wounded and given a three month s leave of ab-

sence Loyola was jubilant—she arranged to meet

him for a celebration in the Cafe Reine. Detained

on a serious case, she arrived late, and saw Dave

drunk in the arms of Joan, the most notorious

French flirt of the community. Heartsick, Loyola

fled, to attempt to kill her dreams of love in hard

work. -IT A
Dave became madly infatuated with Joan, and

Loyola became but a dim figure m his mind. Night

after night he returned to Joan's room, until the

end of his furlough put an end to their paradise

of passion. At the front, David received a note

from Joan, saying she was about to become a

mother. Ten minutes later, David, by orders from

headquarters, was stumbling across the most dan-

gerous section of No- Man's land with a message

to the general. He became lost in his circuitous

attempt ~to dodge the heavy firing, and for hours

lay faint with hunger, panting with thirst. In

these hours it was not the vision of Joan, but

Loyola's face which moved like a living creature

through the darkness that knifed his eyeballs. He
arose, attempted to stumble on, and heard the

whistle of an exploding shell.
, . ,

When he next awoke, he was m the hospital and

Loyola was bending over him. His pain was in-

tense, and she did her best to soothe him. He
asked of Joan, but Loyola mearly shook her head

and put her fingers to her lips. One day David
asked her why he could not move his legs. One
look at her face and he knew—the price he had
paid for the War. With both his legs gone, David
wanted to kill himself. Loyola brought him a

bundle—David. Jr.—and told him he must hve for

the baby. loan had died in childbirth. Loyola

encouraged David to continue with his art. A
famous master of painting was also lying wounded
in the hospital, and to him Loyola wheeled David
for his daily lesson. David threw his soul into his

^vork—a portrait of Loyola which he called, "Sweet-

heart of r^o-Man's Land." His master was proud

of his pupil and complimented him highly.

The picture was sold for a sum of money that

would provide a comfortable existence for three

people should none of them do any more work for

ten years. But David intended to do a great deal

more work. Loyola became very impatient with

him—for in spite of his energy—he was a laggard

in love. She proposed to hiui herself—and when
he realized the depths of her love, David—though
crippled—was happier than he had ever been in

his life. A vision came to him which was shortly

to be fulfilled-a vision of Loyola in her wedding
gown, and bridal veil, standing beside his wheel
chair.

THE LOVE PILOT

J. W. Huston File No. 3342

THE lovely and mysterious Mrs. Brennon had
caused much gossip and speculation in River-

ton. The wife of a railroad engineer, she yet

had the bearing of one who has not been a

stranger to Rolls-Royces. There was also an ex-

pression of sadness on her sweet face which puz-

zled the busy-bodies of the town.
In the meantime, Mrs. Brennon lay face down-

ward on her bed in the cottage. She was sobbing

bitterly when her husband, Tom Brennon, entered.

His face was wasted with the ravages of illness.

"I'll be all right, LilHan," he comforted. "Don't
worry."

"I do worry," she flared. "It's all my fault.

You don't get the proper care. The baby is un-
dernourished. And it is all my fault—my pride

and cowardice. I should beg father for help. If 1

were not such a coward—if that last smash- up had
not killed my nerve and given me an eternal horror

of machines, I would again take up racing. There's
money in it." Her husband patted her hand gently

and told her while he lived she need never touch

a machine—nor humble herself before her father.

At that moment one of the firemen tramped into

the house with a doleful tale of woe. A special

train was to be run that night for some of the

company officials, and there was no other pilot, be-

sides Tom, available. Tom, knowing: he had taken
sick leave to the limit, and that his job depended
upon this run tonight, decided to engineer the run.

He collapsed from weakness, however, as he was
donning his overalls. Then Lillian made her deci-

sion. She knew that she could never ask her
father for aid. but she could prove the Brennon
independence, though to do so she would have to

do the one thing in the world she most feared-

again drive a machine. "I'll make that run for

you, Tom," she said, and he was too weak to

protest. She put on the overalls, and drew a cap
low over her terrorized, determined eyes.

The ofiicials in the private car were in an irrit-

able mood because the start had been delayed.

They did not realize the agony which gripped the

little engineer as she released the braikes and
reached for the throttle. In her mind's eye she

saw a thousand catastrophes. She saw the train

derailed, hurtling down the mountain. She saw a
head-on collision. Then she saw the faces of her
husband and baby—visualized their satisfaction if

she should triumph over this monster of coal and
steel. With a defiant laugh she released the throttle,

and as the train gathered speed her feeling of ex-
altation and power mounted. The officials, in the

stodgy comfort of their smoky compartment, com-

mented to the conductor on the excellent time the

train had made. When the train pulled into the

station the conductor revealed that their pilot had
been a woman, and summoned Lillian, coal-streaked

and grimy, to introduce her to the passengers. One
advanced with e-xtended hand, stopped for a sec-

ond, hesitated, then gasped, "Lillian!"

"Yes, Daddy," she said with a wry little smile.

"Your runaway daughter in person."
_
The man

confessed that his anger over the marriage of his

game little daughter and a penniless engineer had
cooled long ago. Father and daughter put their

pride in their respective pockets and enjoyed a

happy reconciliation. Later the father reached into

his pocket with a great deal of gusto to procure
for Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brennon, and daughter,
every luxury that money could buy.

R. Jone

THE NIGHT AIR MAIL
File No. 3455

HER friends often pitied Irene and sighed it

was a shame that so young and so pretty a

girl should have devoted her life to the care

of her younger brother. Irene had given her
brother a better schooling than she herself had
ever had, and now she was wearing her last year's

clothes to finance her brother's aviation education.

Irene didn't feel a bit sorry for herself, because
she loved Carl as his own mother would have
loved him had she lived. Everything she did for

her brother was done through love, not duty.
Irene came often to the airport to watch her

brother fly and not a few of the aviators fell in

love with her. Fred and Ted, however, were most
seriously interested in her. Fred had charge of the

mail at the airport, and Ted, who flew the night

mail between Chicago and New York, stopped at

the local airport each evening. During his leisure

hours, Fred would lounge in the corner poolroom,
and when his tongue was loosened by gin he
would tell his cronies, "I'll shove Ted out of the

picture. It's simple." When Fred received word
from headquarters that a large sum of money
was going out the next evening, he "decided his

opportunity had come. He explained to his cronies

that he had a job for them—they were to rob Ted's
plane the next evening. Three of the men were to

take their cars and go to a "field," half a mile
from the nearest house, and half way between the
second and third beacon light. When they heard
Ted's plane they were to turn on their headlights
so Ted should think he saw the "field." The
fourth man was to stay at the airport and when
Ted's plane started to take off, he was to slip on
board. 'When the plane was in the air he would
then, at the point of a gun, force Ted to land
his plane on the "field."

The pals were to rob the plane and then kidnap
Ted. They would hold him for two days, until au-
thorities would be certain Ted had robbed his own
plane.
The robbery was staged, the bandits stole the

money, and spirited Ted to another city where he
was prisoned for two days and then freed. In the
meantime, the young man's plane was found, but
he himself was missing. Ted hadn't long been
away from the robbers, when he was arrested for

robbing the mail. Failing to prove his innocence,
he was sentenced to the penitentiary from ten to

twenty years. Carl Carwin told Irene that Fred
had more to do with the robbery than had 'Ted.

Irene tearfully demanded how that could be proved
before the law. She was convinced of Ted's inno-
cence, and in his misfortune she realized she loved
him. But she could not free him on the testimony
of her emotions. Carl determined to shadow Fred
and exonerate the lover of his beloved sister. Carl
overheard Fred and his pals plotting to rob the
plane the next evening. The boy told the police,

and the police plotted to allow them to stage the

robbery. The next night, the thieves were "on
the job" but so were the police. Fred and his

cronies were give the same sentence that had
been meted to Ted, but Ted was freed.

A deeper love grew between Irene and the young
pilot, and a year later, when their happy home
was established, their most bieloved guest, was
young brother, Carl.

his money. Although he preferred earning his in-

come as a card sharper, the undertaking of bur-

glarizing Thunderbolt's safe for his jewels, seemed
like an excellent idea to him. He attempted to

enveigle Easter into the burglary, but she became
so angry, that he accused her of being in love

with Thunderbolt's nephew, and then he dashed
from the house.
Janet promised to help him in the robbery. He

vowed he would take her away on the proceeds if

she succeeded. She mistrusted his glibness. They
quarreled, and she stabbed him. Janet dashed to

her car, and rode to the Thunderbolt estate. A few
turns of her clever fingers, on the dial, and the

safe door swung open. Carlton, hearing a suspicious

noise, entered the room with a flashlight. By the

eerie light, he thought he saw his sweetheart.

"Easter," he gasped. Janet kept silent. The old

man. Thunderbolt, stamped into the room and tele-

phoned for the police. Janet was taken away be-

fore Carlton could speak with her. She was held

on charges of burglary and robbery. Easter's ser-

vants identified her as Harold's wife, and said the

two had quarreled on the day of the murder.
Easter, terrified by the turn events had taken,

hid in her room. Janet sent her a note, pleading

with her to visit her in prison. Easter entered the

cell, Janet pricked her arm with a hypodermic,
rendering the girl unconscious, and escaped in Eas-
ter's clothes.
The days of the trial passed in grotesque con-

fusion. Easter could not make them believe her
grotesque story. Tlie jmy was filing out to ponder
the verdict, when Easter's lawyer said he had new
evidence to bring into court. Janet was brought
in. She had been caught rifling Harold's safe.

Judge and jury were in a quandary. Carlton came
on the witness stand. He swore that Easter, the

girl he had known all his life—had a dog called

"Skip." 'The dog was fond of his mistress, and
always answered her call with bouncing eagerness.

The dog was brought into the court. "One, two
three." "Skip," called both women. The dog
rushed to Easter, and she was vindicated.

DOG SENSE

Mrs. L. A. Hes$on File No. 3450

THE mother of twin babies, Janet and Easter,
left her husband, and took Janet with her.

Easter's father died, and the little girl went
to live with her maiden aunt in a house adjoining
the Thunderbolt estate. Thunderbolt was a miser
who lived in poverty, although in his safe were
jewels and heirlooms worth a fortune. Easter was
in love with Carlton, Thunderbolt's nephew, but
the old man was vehemently opposed to the mar-
riage. A lover's quarrel arose between the two
young people, and in her anger, Easter married
Harold, an apparently wealthy middle aged gen-
tleman who was vacationing in the country, Easter
returned with him to New York,
Harold had first become interested in Easter be-

cause she was the image of what his mistress,

Janet, had been before the years had hardened her.

Janet, after her mother's death, had become an
entertainer in a night club where she first met
Harold. Although she still loved him passionately,
his jaded senses demanded a fresher, unspoiled
girl. Easter was his choice.

Bitter quarrels arose between Janet and Harold
when she heard that he had married. She at-

tempted to win him away from his wife, and many
nights, she succeeded. Harold lost a great deal of

A QUEEN'S RANSOM

Cli Pla+ise File No. 3415

WHEN his sister died, Ralph came east to

take charge of his nephews, Mike and Fred.

He had wanted them both to continue with
their education, but although Fred decided to go to

college, Mike preferred to go back to Mexico with
Ralph, where the latter owned great oil fields. Sev-

eral years later Mike and Ralph went east agam
to be at Fred's graduation. One day, \yandering

about alone, Mike came across an aviation field.

By the time they were ready to return to Mexico
he could fly the ship, and Ralph bought a large

monoplane in which they returned home. Mike
and Fred were both fine boys, and pals with their

uncle, so that life was one happy round.
While out on a little flying cruise, the boys dis-

cover one of Ralph's old friends, a prospector,

named Taylor. He was dying of exposure and noth-

ing could help him. Before his death, he tells of

his discovery of a lost city where he had been held

captive. He had escaped in order to bring help

for Annetta, the princess of the city, who was the

child of an American scientist who had died there,

and a princess of the tribe.

The city is rich in jewels and gold, and a rival

chief is forcing Annetta to marry him. By means
of the plane the boys find the city, and going back
for Ralph, they arrive on the temple grounds of

the lost city. Their arrival is just in time to save
an old man from the wild animals. He is the

chief priest, and Annetta's friend. On their way
to the village they are surrounded by the natives

who insist on holding them captive to be sacrificed

in place of Taylor.
They meet Annetta, who speaks English, and all

are struck by her great beauty. Ralph notices that

both boys are in love with her and wonders which
will win. One day the rival chief makes a raid on
the city and captures Annetta, but the tribesmen,
led by Mike, Fred and Ralph, overtake them, and
in the fight, rescue her. Annetta now realizes she
is in love with Mike, but he thinks it must be his

much handsomer brother.
Things are coming to a head, and the only thing

in their minds is to escape. The priest sees a
vision in his magic globe, and they decide to make
a bi-eak for liberty the night before the sacrifice.

That night the priest stupefies the tribesmen with
wine and they make a dash for the plane. They
are discovered just as they are about to take off,

and the priest refusing to go with them, he dies

as he guards their retreat. They return to the oil

fields and then make a trip to San Francisco,
where Annetta is fitted out in civilized clothes.

One day Mike asks her to marry him. Annetta
happily agrees, and they elope. But Fred and
Ralph have been expecting it, and on their retui'n

are there to greet them with hearty congratulations.

LOVE AND REVENGE

William N. Dorn File No. 3422

THE. famous Sliakespearean tale of Hamlet is ever
revived in some form by our modern cinema,
because of the remarkable human interest and

clian'ces of character portrayal. Here we have the

tortured youth, George Romanceer, the son of an
unfaithful mother, who is responsible for the death

of her own husband. Uncle John now becomes George's

stepfather, but George feels no bond of love for him,

especially since his friend, Jack, has produced evi-
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dence to the effect that John had poisoned his father
in order to be able to marry his mother. While
George is contemplating- reven'ge, we are carried to
the Darvin home.
Here Ramon is about to take leave of Bis beautiful

sister, Ophelia, whom he urges not to marry George
.Romanceer. He takes his departure for Mexicc.
Ophelia continues to see George in secret. The youth
has a fresh sorrow, for his step- father has repeated
the trick of putting cyanide in a cup of coffee that
was meant for George, and his own mother drank it.

He is now motherless, and his only solace is the
steadfast loyalty of Ophelia, while he vows revenge
upon' John. John Romanceer has left for Mexico City,
and George and his friend, Jack, pursue him thither.
In the fast town, people with passionate Spaniards

and Mexicans, George is comforted by the friend-
ship of the pert little Juanita, a dancing girl. In the
meantime, Ramon has learned that his sister has
promised to marry the wealthy Joseph Pierce, in
order to prevent the loss of the estate to John
Komanceer, who is threatening to sign it away unless
the Darvins come to terms with him. When John
appears at the night club where Spanish dancers are
entertaining George, Jack, Ramon, Pete, and a few
Mexicans, he fires his gun at George. Juanita inter-
cepts, and the shot hits Ramon. Before the latter

dies he informs George that Ophelia may be forced
to marry Pierce. In the ensuing brawl John is shot
by Pete, and George escapes, to rescue Ophelia,
George is amazed to discover that Juanita has pur-

sued him on the Pullman. She insists that he must
marry her now, and he realizes that this step will be
necessary, although he has not by any means recon-
ciled himself to allowing Ophelia to marry Pierce.
Back at home, with Ophelia under his protecting

eye, they all meet at a yachtin'g party which is in
striking contrast to the life and scenery of the pre-
ceding episode. The yacht capsizes off the coast of
California, and the only passengers saved are George
and Ophelia. The latter has been married to Joseph
Pierce, thus recovering the Darvin claims to their
luxurious estate. Arid now. with a home, and her
only lover, she plans to face life anew.
The last scene shows a graveyard iri which side by

side rest Ramon and John with their graves marked.
On Ramon's grows flowers; on John's, a cactus plant.

The Romanceers add a third party to their blissful

union, in the form of a new-born babe.

SLEEPY CATS HIDDEN TREASURE

Mrs. Carl Proctor File No. 3412

OF all the people who knew him, only the King
family were friendly to old Miser Bert. One
day he told King's two sons, Slim and Ed, that

he had buried his fortune on Sleeping Cat, a moun-
tain thirty miles away. Shortly after that Bert died
in a fall in the mountains. Years later when the lx)ys
grow up they remembered the old miser's story and
planned to make a search sometime. Their sister
Irene was being courted by two men, Shorty and
Todd, but she loved Todd. When Shorty learned of
this he p'anned to find some way of getting Irene away
from him. In the meantime Ed married. Todd and
Slim became close friends, and when Todd told him
that he wanted to make enough money to marry
Irene, Slim answered that he too was in love with a
girl. Slim told Todd of the miser's hidden fortune
and they decided to make a search for it. They bid
goodbye and after many hardships reached the top
of Sleeping Cat.
At the top of the mountain' stood an old, broken-

down lookout tower. It had been used as a viewpoint
over the entire country, and tourists used to sign a
registry book that was there. In this book the boys
found Bert's name written as well, but no clue to the
treasure. Out of curiosity, Todd took the old book
back to their camp with them. For days they dug
around and searched in likely hiding places, but
found nothing. Orre night, tired and discouraged,
they went to bed. In the middle of the night they
were awakened by a young bear that had wandered
into the tent. In the excitement that followed, the
bear ripped uP' everything in its way. The next
morning, cleaning up the mess, Todd fouitd the old
registry book with a page torn out. Looking closely,
he found that there were two pages glued together.
Quickly they steamed it open, and there lay the
directions to the treasure! Directly beneath their
own tent!
They dug away, and at last found what they were

searching for. It was a soldered tin can, and when
they opened it they found $25,000. Elated at their
success, they broke up camp and set out for home
and sweethearts.
They made their first stop at Ed's home to tell

him the good news and give him his share. In the
meantime Shorty, watching Irene, noticed that each
day she rode up the trail in hopes of meeting 'Todd
and her brother. He stopped her one day to ask her
once_ more to marry him. Irene refused as kindly as
possible. Shorty planned to force her to marry him.
The next day on the trail he lassoed her from her
horse and took her to a deserted cabin, threatening
to ki'l Todd on his way home, from Sleeping Cat.
Irene's father, alarmed when her horse returned

alone, set out in search. Night overtook him without
any success, and he set off to get the bovs. When
he arrived at Ed's house he found them there. Todd
immediately suspected Shorty. Off they went, for
home, and as soon as it was light enough to see
they set 0.7 to find Irene's trail. They traced it to
the spot where she had been lassoed, and there found
the mark of Shorty's horse. Ort they trailed these
marks, until they lost them on the harder stone-
covered ground. Foiled by the lost trail, they de-
cided to sp'it up the party, when suddenly they
heard a distant pounding. Riding in the direction
of the sound, Todd came upon the cabin. There

they found Irene alone. She had worked out of her
ropes and had been baifging on the door with a piece
of wood.

Shorty, on his way back to the cabin with sup-
plies, recoognized the horses. Turning tail, he sneaked
away, never to be heard of again.
Reunited, the others all rode home to a happy

future.

FORBIDDEN COMPANY
Victoria V. Pawlicki File No. 3445

COLD water is dashed on Janet's wild enthusiasm
over her new job by her cousin, Arthur. Pretty,
red-haired Janet has been e-xcitedly telling her

ur.cle and aunt what she will do with the twenty-five
dollars a week she expects to earn in the Taylor
office. She will take the burden of support off the
shoulders of her cousin, Arthur; she will hire a maid
for her fragile aunt; she will pay her room and
board, and there will still be money left over for
clothes. Arthur hears that Janet is to work for the
Taylors and commands her not to take the job. He
begins to tell her a sinister story connected with
Taylor and her beautiful mother who is only a
memory to Janet. But Arthur has not the heart to
tell her the story, an'd breaks in the middle of it

to prepare for his "date." He goes to the home
of 'Terence and Theresa, young people of the wealthy
set, whom Arthur likes in spite of their money. He
is more than a little interested in Theresa.
Janet is bitterly disappointed to have her high

hopes dashed. She is not angry at Arthur, because
since she came to live at his house with her uncle
and aunt, Arthur has treated her with more love and
tenderness than a brother. He has always tried to
give her the best of everything, and has ever re-
served second-best for himself. Janet becomes fev-
erish, she thinks she sees a ghostly vision of her
mother. She slips a coat over her pajamas and
stumbles out into the rose garden. There the
vision brushes her again—she screams and faints.
Jack Barring, handsomest, wealthiest, and in all

ways, most eligible young bachelor in town, passes
at that moment, and sees Janet fall. He picks her up
and carries her into the deserted house. {Her aunt
and uncle are away on a visit) . He notices her dainty
room, the pictures of her handsome mother and
father, and another young man. Jealousy seizes him.
She is so pretty he wants to kiss her. She awakens,
and they sit silently for a lon"g time watching the cat
in the sewing basket. Arthur comes home and is

furiously angry. She had promised Janet's mother
to take care of her—now he fears, like her mother,
she is becoming a reckless coquette. He is very rude
to Jack, and by the time Janet explains. Jack is gone.
He leaves her a note saying he will meet her in the
rose garden. Arthur obtains a job as waitress in a
tea-room for Janet, arrd Jack "breaks" with his old
sweethearts. He is interested in no one but the
charming red head. Janet meets him in the rose
garden that night, Arthur finds them, and Janet
fears he will shoot.
Jack courts Janet openly. The proprietress of the

tea room tells Janet she is Jack's aunt, and can no
lorrger keep the girl because of her shameless con-
duct in "running after" a Barring. All Janet's
haired temper flames. She tells the woman what she
thinks of the whole Barring tribe. She stamps on
her uniform, and leaves. Jack overhears the scene,
and quarrels with his aunt. Janet rushes home to
pack. She cannot remaiit another moment in this

town of unhappy memories. She goes to Jack's house
to leave him a note, and in the next room hears
Taylor mention something about her mother and
father. She confronts him, and at the point of a
gun (unloaded) Taylor reveals he has kept her
mother and father prison'ers. Jack returns and they
plan to marry on the day that she again sees her
mother and father. Arthur makes the same arrange-
ment with Theresa, and Jack's sister, Carmen, makes
it a triple occasion by announcing her betrothal to
Theresa's brother, Terence.

JONES LOOKS FOR WORK
Russel G. Hilyard File No. 3424

THE alarm clock points to nine A. M. but Jones
slumbers peacefully ort. His wife leaves her
breakfast preparations to call him impatiently

several times. Finally she makes a determined climb
up the stairs. As she reaches the top, the doorbell
rings and she hurries down again, expectantly smooth-
ing her hair—to confront an insurance salesman. By
the time she has despatched agents for Fuller bruslies,
magazines, and "What Every Youitg Wife Should
Know" books, Jones has jumped into his clothes,
slid down the bannisters, and is now eating break-
fast with a virtuous expression on his face. Maggie
tells him to hurry because he must find work. The
mailman calls and leaves a sheaf of bills. Jones re-
bukes her for extravagance, she throws a plate at
his head, and a quarrel erTsues. However, by the
time he backs his Baby Austin out of the garage,
she has forgotten her anger and is blowing him
goodby kisses. The Austin collides with a traffic

cop who is standing in a traffic box on wheels, and
crashes the policeman through a fruit stand. He
speeds after an Austin, intending to lock up Jones,
but wheit he opens the door, sees two pair of col-

ored newlyweds.
Jones trudges from place to place for work—each

time emerging much faster than he enters. He
finally obtains a job in a bakery but is fired after
ten minutes' service. Dejectedly he leaves the place
anfd almost steps into a cKild's toy automobile be-
fore he awakes with a start and locates his Austin.
He stops to buy a paper and a steam roller passes

over the Austm, leavmg it as fiat as a sheet of
metal. Jones returns home after a fruitless day. He
reads m' the want ads that cobblers are wanted in a
nearby city. They must provide their own tools and
clothes. He leaves by bus the next morning, and his
suitcase spills. A haughty young lady laughs at him
as she steps in cool dignity from the bus—his collar
and neckties wrapped around her ankle. Jones arrives
at the shoe factory and finds firemen extinguishing
the last blaze of its ruins. He applies from place to
place and is speedily thrown out. Bouncing down
the steps of one establishment he reads, as he sprawls
on the sidewalk—"Turkish Bath—For Ladies Only."
He enters a restaurant which advertises juicy steaks,
but IS forced to attack his portion with his cobbler
tools. Finally he gives up in disgust. Then he
smiles as aff idea occurs to him—and he soles his
shoe with the steak. As he leaves the cafe, hordes of
dogs follow him. He slips on a banana peel, and the
dogs are on hini, tugging at his foot. He rises, is
knocked down by a car, and picked up by a kindly
motorist who pulls the shoe from Jone's foot and fires
it into a milk wagon. The wagon collapses, the dogs
are after the shoe, a mob of cats appear and attacks
the cream, while crows circle above the decrepit,
prostrate horse.

Jones finally finds work irr a garage whose pro-
prietor charges ten dollars a gallon for gas and
whose customers pump the "gas" down their own
throats instead of in the car. Police, after sampling
the novel "gas," arrest the owner, I. Cheatham, who
suspects Jones of being a stool pigeon. Mrs. Jones
arrives, looking for her husband. When she sees him
she shakes him like a rag doll an'd flings him into a
garbage can only to pick him up again and forgive
him. She promises to meet him that night at the
"Duck Pond." Jones hurries at dusk to an actual
duck pond, while Maggie waits at the "Duck Pond"
Cafe. I. Qieatham has escaped and is hiding in a
nearby still. Dressed as a devil, he attacks Jones,
with his cronies, and dresses him in the Mephistolian
garb. Then he buries Jon'es in the ground. A crowd
of colored lads, carrying watermelons, see a pitch-
fork prick up from the earth, followed by a devil's
horns. He is pursued by I. Cheatham and his gang.
Jones seizes an umberlla, and a strong gale lifts him
into the air. He drops into the midst of an unem-
ployment riot, quelling it by his diabolic appearance.
The next day he goes hunting for another job. Cheat-
ham and his gang pursue. Jones whispers to an
engineer of a dirt car, and the engineer scoops up
the moonshiners in the big shovel and deposits them
in the police station. Jones receives a ten thousand
dollar reward, and soon Maggie is riding happily in
a full size Packard, happily regarding a sheaf of
bills marked paid."

THE MYSTERIOUS FLEET

Robert R. Quillen File No. 3421

EVEN as the lu.xury-numbed inhabitants of Baby-
lon and decadent Greece, the reckless modern
world roistered and made merry. Youth drank

and danced until it sank from exhaustion, middle age
concentrated every effort on making more and more
money, while old age shook its head and shivered.
Officials of governments throughout the world stamped
their seals of approval on grafts; buildings with daz-
zling domes and spires that pricked the sky, reared
proud heads above insecure foundations; and the
paunch of big business, fed on juicy tenderloins of
"rackets," swelled to enormous proportions. There
dwelt in India, in Africa, Qiina and America, a few
souls untouched by the spiritual devastation of the
century. The Philosopher lived in India, the Friend
in China, the Boy in America, and the Girl in Africa.
It was in this century that the Mysterious Fleet
sailed into the trade paths of civilization. This fleet
was more dazzlingly beautiful than any that had yet
been seen, but no one knew to what country it be-
longed. No banners recognized by man flew from its
masts. Day or night the largest ship had the effect
of two large, luminous eyes looking squarely into the
watchers' own—no matter from what point of the
compass it was viewed. On the day that the fleet
was sighted from the shores of the largest, richest
country, a huge multitude assembled to watch it come
in. As the Mysterious Fleet glided into port, war-
ships, merchant ships, and steamers of every descrip-
tion disappeared from the harbor to the horizon as
though drawn by a mysterious hand.
The Mysterious Fleet, like legendary monster amphi-

bians, drew itself from the ooze and slime of the
harbor and advanced on the land. The strange eyes of
the ship projected rays of light which were more like
luminous liquids—upon the city. Many colored lights
began to play and to fall with unerring aim upon the
tall buildings, and everywhere that the light flashed,
buildings crumbled. In a few moments only wind-
blown dust was left of the city. Numerous forms,
human in shape and size with brilliant countenances,
emerged from the ships. Wherever their piercing
glance fell, the person upon whom they looked turned
to stone. The harbor presented a strange tableau of
images carved into symbols of fear, cringing cow-
ardice, greed, lust, and ignorance.

Silently the fleet traveled over the earth, bringing
to waste the proud palaces of modern Belshassars,
humbling pompous, shallow "great" men to the dust,
crumbling the temples of big business, and the puny
shrines of government. When the unearthly judges
confronted those whom power had e'evated, and
dubious dealings rather than accomplishment had
continued in the high seats—these cowering execu-
tives shrank under the piercing gaze of their ac-
cusers. Smaller and smaller they grew until they
shriveled to the size of their souls.
In a short time the world took on the appearance

of thousands of years dissolution and decay. Only the
fearless Philosopher, the Friend, and the Boy and the
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Girl were left upon :he devastated earth. Theirs
was the responsibility of buildirtg the new world, and
these the Mysterious Fleet united, before vanishing
swiftly and silently into the unknown from where it

came.

THE MOUNTAIN ANGEL

Ruby I. Emery File No. 3442

A RAILROAD wreck in the Kentucky mountains
kils Jasper Lamont and his young wife. Their
golden-haired baby is found by an old moun-

taineer, Silas Brooks, and he takes the child home
with him. His life saddened by marriage with a

childless shrew, Sarah, orte of the hardest moonshiners
in the district, is lightened now by the presence of

the little girl. He names her Angel, and lavishes all

the love ot his starved heart upon her. However, he
is a shiftless creature, and when his wife orders him
to lown on errands, she takes the rawhide whip to

Angel, whom she hates. One day, when Angel is

nearly nineteen, her stepmother finds her in a grove,

her long, bright hair flying in the wind, her blue eyes
sparkling, a huge white collie hugged to her breast.

Sarah raises the rawhide and flays Angel into semi-
unconsciousness. It is thus that Wayne Delroy, New
York millionaire masquerading as the gypsy lad,

Conrad, f^nds the girl.

Wayne is charmed by her refreshin'g naivete and
simplicity. He aids her to escape at dawn the next
morning. She kisses the sleeping Si'as goodby, and
leaves the place which had been her home for seven-
teen years. Wayne finds work for them both at a

farmhouse in the valley. He is engaged as hired
man and Angel helps take care of the babies. In the
evening he hears her lessons and intersperses his

pedagogy with kisses. They are supremely happy.
Mrs. Celroy locates her son and wires him to re-

turn to her for a visit. She is very lonely. Wayne
reveals his identity to Angel and she is panic-stricken,
believing that a union between a humble mountain
girl and a millionaire is impossible. She refuses to
accompany him to New York.

Mrs. Delroy has invited a charming guest to her
home—whom, she hopes, will win her son away from
his unconventional ideas to a respectably brilliant

marriage. Wayne looks at the guest apreciatively

as he would look at a lovely statue—and pours out
to his mother his love for the mountain girl. Diana,
Mrs. Delroy 's choice for her daughter-in-law, has
beeen doing private detective work since her father's

fortunes crashed. Now Mrs. Delroy delegates Diana
to discover enough of Angel's past to discourage her
son' from marriage with the "nobody." Diana inves-

tigates—and discovers that Angel's true name is Clare
Lamont, and that she is heiress to a fortune which
her physician father has left to her. Diana is a good
lo£er. She loves Wayne, but she knows Wayne loves
Angel. She reveals her discovery, and with a lump
in her throat, witnesses the reunion of the lovers-
Wayne Delroy and Clare Lamont—ex-Angel.

UNDER COYER
File No. 3405

and

Evelyn Lowry

AFTER days of blind circling above the sno\
wastes of the Antarctic, the Pilot and Na
tor land on an ice floe, wrecking their plane

and their tempers. The Pilot blames the Navigator,
and the Navigator blames the Pilot for their plight.
The six-months-of-darkness period covers the land,
but through the gloom the aviators discern a small
shack which they enter. The Navigator finds the
cabin colder than the outer atmosphere, and he re-

turns to crouch in the shattered plane, for the advan-
tages of shelter and absence from the Pilot's com-
pany. Against the background of a weird Neon light,

the Pilot sees a mysterious disk. Suddenly he screams
aloud', for reflected in that disk, he sees the face of

a lon'g-lost buddy, an aviator who, even now, is

mourned and eulogized in the States. The long-lost
buddy makes blood -curdiing gr*maces in the disk—
but the Pilot cannot believe it is a communication
from Hell—for as the picture becomes clearer, he sees
that the scene is an igloo, and the "dead" aviator
is roistering with Eskimo women, eating tallow
candles and whale blubber with great gusto.
The Pilot can stand the un'canny sight no longer

—he raises a chair to smash the infernal machine,
when, through a trap door in the cabin, creeps a
demoniac looking gentleman, with wild, disheveled
hair, and long whiskers like a goat. The strange
gentleman, a mad inventor, captures the pi ot,

trusses him to a chair, and announces he will kill

him as a spy who has come to steal his precious
television invention. In vain the pilot struggles,
calls for help, and tries to exp'ain that he is merely
a stranded aviator with no deeper designs and in-

trigues in his mind than those fostered by a desire
for a square meal and a fire. The inventor laughs
at the word "fire." "Come," he says, "I will give you
plenty of heat downstairs." The Navigator, attracted
by the voices and sounds of struggle, re-enters the
shack, and he. too, is overpowered by the madman.
The inventor begins making elaborate preparations
for a little experiment—for which the lost aviators
will be subjects. They look with horror at many
evil instruments he lines in a neat row on the table.

The Pilot tries to soften the madman's
sob story—he speaks of hi
how, perhaps that very n
a prayer for his safety. T
impressed. On the contrar;
make him more eager th;

The Navigator, in heart-rei
little girl who is waiting for him at home—the little

girl who has vowed eternal faithfulness and prom-
ised to meet him with flowers and kisses on his re-

turn. The inventor relents to the extent of allowing

d little chi d—of
t. they are offering
t^entor is not greatly
'. argument seems to
^er for the murder,

f the

each man to "tune in" on the television and see his

sweetheart that night. The Pilot "tunes in" on his

faithful wife—and finds her in the arms of another
man; the Navigator "tunes in" on the "true little

girl back home" and finds her at a wild cocktail

party, ginning, jazzing, and petting with his rival.

"Kill us," say both men in unison, "we don't care
to live any longer." But the inventor breaks into

tears. He shakes their hands calling them his

"brothers under the skin," and tells them that
_
it

was such a denouement, years ago, which drove him
mad. The Pi-ot, the Navigator, and the Mad Inven-
tor, united by a common bond—the faithlessness of

women—sit up far into the night, their heads cocked
together, their arms about each other's shoulders,

singing "Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here," and empty-
ing the wassail bowl.

WHO STOLE THE DIAMONDS?

Ned A. McElroy File No. 3371

MONEY' is the barrier in the path of the true-
loves, Adela White and Tom Jackson. Adela's
father has means, but Tom is poor as a church-

mouse in Russia. Old Mr. White looks with some
disdain on Tom and tells him that a man who has
not the grey matter to earn some money by the
time he is twenty-five, certainly does not deserve
his sacred daughter, Adela. The lovers are sitting

on the White davenport, downcast, when Mr. White
enters with an' anxious expression on his face. He
announces that he has been robbed of his diamonds
—which constituted his entire fortune, since he had
converted ad his ready cash, stocks, and bonds into

the jewels.
Tom, Adela, and her father exit to phone the police,

and while they are gone. Bull, a, pear-shape-headed
desperado, peers through the curtain, measuring the
windows lor a chance of escape. Adela and Tom re-

turn—Tom spies Bull, and points his pistol at the
marauder. Bull makes a dash for the French win-
dow and leaps through, splintering the glass, with
Tom after him in hot pursuit. They clinch on the
lawn, and Bull is bending over Tom, choking him in

an attempt to wrest the pistol from his hands, when
Adela leaps into her runabout—which was parked
on the driveway—and backs it with a vengeance into

Bull, knocking him out. Bull is tied and locked into

the butler's pantry to await the arrival of the police.

Tom le-enters the room where he caught Bull, and
glimpses a strange smile on the face of Hong Lee,
White's servant for fifteen years. Tom is still

searching for the jewels, since he did not find them
on Bull's person, and that bullet-headed gunman
vo-\vs and protests through the crack in the pantry
door that he has net seen the "sparklers."
Tom immediately sniiTs a darkie in the woodpile

and a Chinaman in the jewel theft. Tom and Adela
hide behind a curtain. They see Hong Lee lift a
cushion from a morris chair and a slip a pouch of

jewels into his pocket. Adela gasps in amazement

—

unwil-ing to beHeve the faithful servant a thief.
_
Tom

points his pistol at the impervious-faced Oriental,

when Mr. White enters and calls a halt to the scene.

He explains that a crook, whom he once aided, and
whom Bull double-crossed, wrote him a letter advis-

ing him that Bull was planning to steal the diamonds.
Mr. White delegated Hong Lee to steal the stones

before Bull should get a chance at them, and Bull

was outwitted. Hong L^ee left with the diamonds for

the safety vault at the bank, and Tom, too, started

to leave, when White remarked that a great sura of

money was coining to the boy. Tom raises his hand
in protest. "Don't mention my bit of help, sir," he
says. "I want nothing for it." As the police patrol

draws up before the house, White explains that Tom
will receive a reward for the capture of Bull—an
escaped inurderer. White suggests that Tom now has

the means to support a wife. As the father leaves

the room, Tom's chest swells. Adela inquires the

reason, and Tom explains that any man who is smart
enough to outwit a dangerous crook is certainly

smart enough to pick out the best of husbands for

his daughter.

SALLY OF OLD KENTUCKY

Sally Roane WIckliffe File No. 3324

OLD Mose scraped the floor with his foot as he
tried to express to his mistress his thanks for

his freedom She rephed that he deserved it,

and like al of the Roane negroes, had been freed as
soon as his earnings from being hired out paid for

his value. She further promised that as soon as
Sally, her baby, was grown, she would free Belle,

Mose's daughter and the child's nurse. When Mose
left, Mrs. Hunt turned to her husband and made
him promise that after her death he would continue
her father's policy with the Roane negroes he had
given her. She further insisted that no Roane negro
was ever to be sold. Patrick Henry, her o'dest son,
interrupted the talk to ask for money to make a trip

to Europe with a friend and two negro servants.
His father objected to so extravagant a trip, de-
claring one servant sufficient. After a heated argu-
ment the boy flung off in' a rage, and mortgaged his
share of his mother's estate with an unscrupulous
money-lender to make the trip as he wished. Pat
was still abroad when Mrs. Hunt died. The money-
lender seized this opportunity to get possession of
some Roane negroes, valuable because they were
all educated. Knowing that it wou'd be months to
report and receive a reply from Pat, and since he
did not want to be repaid in money, anyway, he
insisted upon an immediate sale for the debt, in-

tending to buy the slaves in himself. Mr. Hunt was
frightfully distressed to be forced to hold this auction.

remembering his promises to his wife. The man
indicated Mammy Belle, who cried that she belonged
to the baby Saily clinging to her. Mr. Hunt was
forced to wave her to the block. Sally clung to her
nurse so that she could not be pried away, and was
carried by Mammy Belle on the block. The auc-
tioneer intoned "offered for sale this woman and
the child in her arms." A man protested in horror
to Mr. Hunt that he was selling his own chid. But
the father had arranged for a friend to buy back all

his negroes for him. They fell at his feet in grati-
tude when they found he was their new master.

-Sally was the bought-and-paid-for property of her
own father.
Five years later the war broke out. Mr. Hunt

and Pat joined opposite camps. Sally lived with her
grandparents. Frightened by war rumors. Mammy
Bele again feared the auction block, and fled with
Sally. She became stewardess aboard a New Orleans
boat, and Sally was pet of the passengers. In that
city she look the baby to childless friends of the
family who lavished all their care and affection on
her. After the war she is reunited with her family.
She is educated in a convent and deve'ops into an
enchanting young woman. Jack, a handsome young
cavalier, scion of one of the noblest families in the
old South, determines to win Sally against his many
rivals. As they canter in the shadows of the majestic
oaks and beeches, he tells her of his love. Mammy
Belle, who is eavesdropping behind the trees, grins
broadly, for she is fond of Jack for her Sally. Sally's
father wishes to take her on a two-year trip abroad.
On the occasion of her debut party, the night before
Custer's band was massacred in the historic Indian
raid, Jack arrived at Sally's party and drew her
away from the men clamoring for her dances.
They go for a short wa.k in the moonlight, and he
produces a marriage license from his pocket. "Sally
you promised to marry me. If you don't I leave
tonight to join Custer. It must be now or never."
Sally is undecided. She loves him—but she loves
her girlhood, too. Mammy Belle's broad face peers
through the shadow. "Go on, honey," she says,
"do it now." Sally and Jack are married, and she
returns for her father's blessing—the beautiful bride
of the scion of a noble family. When she hears^
the next day—of the fearful massacre perpetrated by
the Indians on Custer's band, when she learns that
of this gallant group but one lived to tell the story-
she is indeed grateful to Mammy Belle who said,
"Do it now."

SIN REVEALED
Hazel Huffman File No. 2550

PEGGY was startled as she was taking her twi-
light walk along the river by a handsome young
man, who literally rose out of the river in her

path. He had been .swimming until he caught sight ot

Peggy, but her beauty made him desert the water.
His city eloquence would ordinarily have overwhelmed
the country girl, but she flung at him: "I hate all

men and their flatering talk," and turned to go
The man asked her to meet him at the same spot
that night, but Peggy declared he could come to her
home if he wished to see her. and gave him her
name. His name was Ermine Hildebrand.
Peggy Davis' mother's favorite remark was "Your

sins will find you out." She told her mother about
Ermine, but her mother warned her against strange
city felloW'S. As Peggy was reading beside the river
the following day Ermine again appeared, and per-
suaded her to take a walk with him and point out
the beauties of the countryside. From that time on
they met daily. Peggy knew her parents would never
consent to her marriage with Ermine. He insisted
that she elope with him. At midnight, satchel in
hand, Peggy stole from her home. On her way to
meet her sweetheart the train wheels seemed to beat
her mother's refrain over and over, "Your sins will
find you out."
In the city Ermine took Peggy to a lodging house.

For two week's Peggy kept asking Ermine when
they would be married, while he became less and
less devoted. He finally told her she could return
home or wait until he was ready. As she was
ashamed to face her parents, Peggy was forced to
wait three months for the ceremony, which, un-
known to her, was a false one. For six years Peggy
drudged for Ermine and bore him a son and a
daughter. His growing cruelty forced her to try to
reach her parents, but they had moved, heartbroken
at their daughter's desertion. One night Ermine
brought home a pretty young girl, and ordered Peggy
out with the chi.dren, telling her they had never
really been married. Had it not been for the chil-
dren she would have been glad to be free. With
John, three years old, and Stella, only eighteen
months, she trod the weary distance to a children's
horne. Begging for rides, she finally reached a neigh-
boring large city, and fortunately secured a position
as nurse to little Sue Lakeman. For ten years she
was very happy in her new home, and saved her
wages carefully. When Sue was grown up, Mr. Lake-
man invested Peggy's money in a small apartment
house, which she ran herself. Five years later Peggy
married Mr. Rochester, a prominent business man.
Although she wanted to tell him about her past, she
lacked the courage. She could still recall her mother's
words.

One of Peggy's tenants was pretty Stella Lan-
caster. After her marriage, the friendship between
the older woman and the young girl continued.
Stella told Peggy that she had been adopted by the
Lancasters when she was two years old, but it was
not until she said her name had been Hildebrand
that Peggy realized Stella was her daughter. She
said nothing for several months, until Stella brought
her fiancee, John Lane, to meet her. Peggy seemed
to inspire confidence, and John revealed to her he

had been brought from a home by the Lanes at the
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of three. His real name was John Clark—the
: Peggy had given her son! The shock was too

for Peggy's weak heart, and she fainted. All

she ht^vered hetween life and death, and to-

morning asked to speak to John and Stella

. She told them they could not marry, as they
brother and sister. Tears rolled down their

:s as her dismal story was told, and her last

tes were made happy by the devotion of her
en. Profiting by their mother's experience, the

en married within a year, wisely and happily.

THE BLACK HAWK
C. Stewart Hess File No. 2568

IN tlie mountain of the Moon, along the Zambezi
River in South Africa, just at dusk of every day
a black mystery plane flies toward the mountains

and circles to make a landing, on a dangerously small

space on top of the highest mountain. The pilot

wears a black headgear and goggles. White skulls
of the

of great
the

and crOSS -bones are painted on ei'ther sidf

cockpit. Diamon d m.mes, oi-vned by a mlan

wealth. Gordon Nelfwn of Mi;ami. 1-lor Ida,

United States, contmnallv repoited great los

the the ft was so clev eriv made that )ne

blamed.
Nelson decided on a trip to the mint!S £

i, but
i.d be

and took
lovely young dauuhter, Betty Lou.

They were met at the boat by Jed Barker, superin-
tendent of the mines. Barker had been working for

Nelson for many years and held a position of great
trust. He admired' the youthful Betty Lou and paid
her much attention. He took Mr. Nelson and Betty
Lou through the mines, pointing out the various
means of drilling for the gems. Wen were working
with only trousers on. Bodies were shining witn
I'erspiraticn. The faces of the men were hard, hag-
gard. Standing bossing a group was a young chap
whom Betty Lou recognized as Jack Norman, who
had attended the same university she had. They
were both delighted at seeting each other, to the
furious envy of the superintendent.
Barker immediately planned to throw suspicion on

young Norman, and he decided that he would not
let Norman be in his way as far as the young Nelson
heiress was concerned. Barker and Ne son held a
conference, with Betty Lou present, and the super-
intendent intimated that he suspected Norman of the
robbery. Betty Lou gallantly denied the truth of

this, bhe begged her father to say or do nothing
to Norman for another day or two, as she was sure
he was mnocent and someone else was the criminal.
She told Norman that he was suspected,
sured her that he was not the thief, b
was on the robber's trail.

Norman watched Barker walk over to his plane
that esening. This had been going on for months
at the same hour. Barker would fly away for two
hours. Jack decided to follow him, but having no
plane, he went in the same direction on his horse.
It took him hours to get to the mountain on which
the plane landed. He hid near the space used as a
landing for the plane and waited mor Barker, who
soon landed, climbed out of the cockpit and went to

an opening between two huge rocks. Barker remained
inside for a few minutes, then climbed back into
the plane and flew off. Norman went through the
aperture and found himself going down stone steps
into a cavern filled with skulls. Looking around the
darkened chamber, Norman came across a huge chest,
which upon opening it, he found sparkling in the
darkness, the missing diamonds. Elated, he lugged
the chest to his horse, made his w^ay back to the
house occupied by the Nelsons, and reported his
discovery. A trap was set for Barker, who went to
his hiding place the very next day. He was met by
officers of the law as well as the owner of the mine,
his daughter and his future son-in-law—Jack Norman,
who was appointed superintendent of the mines, fol-

lowing the conviction of Jed Barker.

that

KENTUCKY WAY
Mrs. Leo Droll File No. 257!

THE scene was in Kentucky, on the farm of the
-More's. Mary was known in the countryside as
the beautiful but unfortunate daughter of a

worthless bootlegger, Mr. More, who spent most of
his spare time drinking away the money the family
could earn.

*.)ne uAy the monotony of Mary's existence was
broken by the arrival of Jack Mine, a handsome
youth from the city who was anxious to stop in

some quiet place for a much-needed rest and vaca-
tion. It was a case of love at first sight, but neithc-r
dared acknowledge more than a polite interest. Mary
feared for her reputation, because of her father, al-
though her gentle mother made the place a welcome
home for Jack, by her hospitality and good nature.
Jack saw where Mary had gotten her sweet dis-
position.

When Mr. More gave parties for the delectation
of his customers Mary was forced to be the featured
dancer of the evening. She hated these affairs, but
Hke a dutiful daughter, considered herse.f obliged to
carry out her father's wishes. Jack was annoyed
by the scene of his beloved dancing in public for the
riff-raff of the countryside, and urged her to run
away with him. At this point, the King of the Boot-
leggers made his spectacular entrance and was hailed
and cheered by the crowd of young fathers, who
rightfully belonged at home with their good wives
and children.
Dick Leen, the man in question, recognized that

Mary was a rare girl, and considered himself w^orthy
of her. He had a private confab with Mr. "More,
^ho took it upon himself to make some negotiation

whereby his daughter would be the capital of a
profitable business trade. While they were engaged
in drunken conversation, Mr. More fell to the floor,

blind. The doctor said it was the rum whiskey which
had cost him his eyesight, and Mary kindly nursed
and tended him in his misery. He began to realize,
during his quiet convalescence, that his daughter was
in love with Jack, and that she deserved a happier
and more considerate man than he knew Dick could
ever be. One day, when he awoke and found that
his sight had returned to him, he called his wife and
Mary and Jack, and promised to start life over
again, with the marriage of his daughter. The boot-
legging game was a thing of the past, now that God
had seen fit to take away his punishment.

Mrs. Cor

SINS OF OUR PARENTS

Gee File No. 2572

THE maid in the wealthy Jewish home found her-
self irresistible to her master's son, and finally
allowed herself to be wooed and loved by him in

secret. When her child was born, lest the parents of
the Jewish young man should discover what had
been taking place, both culprits decided to keep it

secret. The young man married a woman of his
own race, and the maid, a dark girl of Spanish and
Portuguese origin, kept her child in the dark, a
secret from all but its father.
For nine years the child was kept away from the

sunlight, often with cotton stuffed in its mouth to
keep it quiet. Soon her father's wife, becoming aware
of the existence of this pretty child in her mother-
in-law's house, offered to adopt it. As soon as the
little girl was exposed to the sun'ight her skin dark-
ened considerably, her hair became kinky, and it

was obvious that she was no product of a pure white
breed. All Alabama raged with the insult. The
girl's mother had to hide in a swamp, and the child
was stolen and. kept by a man who was supposed to
send her to her mother. This man committed rape,
and ruined the girl's whole outlook on virtue and
morality.
Father and mother then were married, but when

the former maid was ahout to have another child,
her own husban'd performed the abortion which killed
her. The girl was adopted by a minister, who proved
to be no Ijetter than the other men she had had con-
tact with. He left her penniless and when she could
not work enough to suit him forced her to get out.
By this time poor Ada had learned that there was

always one means whereby a girl could acquire money
for her needs. Four four years she lived with a
man, before he married her, and because of his dis-
respect for her. and the intervention of his family,
this marriage was no more successful than anything
else Ada had undertaken. He was falsely accused,
and while he was in jail, Ada again escaped. She
managed to reach Philadelphia, using for the neces-
sary funds for her trip, the cash that her body
could always gain by its fascination and allure. In
Philadelphia she worked and was loved by dozen?
of men, so that types were to her no secret. One
man in particular struck her fancy, a detective in
the court to which she had been forced to go. They
might have been happy together, if it were not for
the fact that a strange longing had by now so thor-
oughly obsessed the girl that even good fortune was
not suflicient to keep her anchored to one place. She
escaped to a dance, and was picked up by a charm-
ing, slick-haired Jew. He took her home, but as
with the rest, she had to work for them both. She
had not yet found the perfect matcli, a man who
would seem to her to be entirely compatible with
her nature, and capable of taking proper care of
her. In the meantime, she was eager for what Httle
life offered, and lost no time to reap the benefits of
l:er beautiful body. When a man finally turned up
whom she seemed to fancy, he deserted her.

Finally. Ada decided to straighten out what was
left of her life. She married an old-fashioned re-
ligious man, who seemed good and true, but also too
good. He placed little store on her good looks, and
neglected her attractive figure, although he had been
able at least to give her peace and quiet and a home-

A DREAM IN SOLITUDE

Anna E. West-Lyon File No. 2587

SITTING alone m his beautiful apartment, George
Northam realized sadly that his wealth had not
brought him happiness. Alone in the world,

thirty-six years old, no wife or children to love and
cherish him. Nothing but the memory of one whom
he had once loved, but could not win. Marianne De
Velta. Disturbed by the thoughts of the evening,
he was unable to fall asleep, and finally in an at-
tempt to find ease he took a small dose of morphine.

It seemed to him as though he had just closed his
eyes when he heard a knock on his door. He arose
to see who it was, and found himself face to face
with an old friend of his. one whom he knew had
died several years ago. But he did not at once realize
this. He invited his friend" to enter, and then recalled
his visitor's name as Perry Headle. a verv wealthy
artist. Perry told George he knew of the crisis that
had arisen in his life, and begging him to listen
carefully. Perry told him why he had come.

It appeared that almost a dozen years ago. Perry,
then a young and promising artist, received a note
from a friend telling him that he was sending a new
model and warnuig Perry to treat her with great
consideration. That model was none other than
Marianne De Velta, a most beautiful and accom-
plished young woman. Perry fel' deeply in love with
her and, remembering his friend's warning, begged
her to return the next day to pose again, ilarianne
answered by inviting him to her home for the next

day. When Perry arrived there the following day
he was overwhelmed by the richness of his new
model's surroundings. He learned that she was a
Countess in reality. Her husband was dead, and she
had been forced to become an actress to earn her
liveHhood. At the present time she had no engage-
ment and her money was gone; she had pawned her
jewels and now was forced to pose. Perry declared
his love, but she warned him that he must never
speak of his. He prevailed upon her to accept his
financial aid, and also secured the return of her
jewels. The following day Perry called again at her
home to find that she had sailed for Paris with a
theatrical group. It was with despair that he re-
turned lo his studies to finish his painting of the
lovely Marianne.
For three years he never heard of her. and then

suddenly he received a letter from Paris telling him
of her poverty and begging him to aid her once
again. He immediately sailed for Paris, and arriving
there found her living with her cousin, Eugenia.
Again Perry redeemed her beloved jewels for her
and paid her debts, begging her to return to America
with him, where he could care for her. He was
gently and sadly refused. Eugenia was somewhat
youriger than her cousin, and looked very much like
Marianne, so that Perry began to wonder whom it

was he loved. After spending a few days with
them, he called, one morning to find them gone.
Resigned to his fate, and realizing that there was
something Marianne could not tell him about which
stood between them, he returned home. Several years
passed before Perry, while travehng in Europe, heard
of her again; she was appearing on the stage in
California. Quickly he set out to meet her, but on
his arrival he was rebuffed and again returned home
alone. Then one summer's night, while away in the
mountains on a vacation, he was awakened by some-
one at the door. Tliere, older but still beautiful,
stood Marianne. She begged him to take from the
jewels he had so often saved for her the opals.
These opals had come from the man who had de-
stroyed her happiness by causing her husband's death.
She begged Perry to take these now and return them
for her, and her reward would be to marry him upon
his return. Gladly he took the commission. He
sailed for Rome and delivered the jewels, but the
man to whom they were returned, in hate and jeal-
ousy, stabbed Perry to death.
This was the story that he now told to George,

begging him to go to Europe and marry and care
for Marianne. George rose from his chair and as
he did so, awoke. Realizing it had been a dream
and yet half convinced, he verified his spiritual mes-
sage, and then set sail for England. He found
Marianne, somewhat changed, but still lovely. He
begged her to marry him and was accepted. The
next day he went to France to arrange for the pur-
chase of the Countess 'Marianne's estate. While
there he learned that Marianne had been killed by a
jealous lover several years ago, and that her cousin
Eugenia was masquerading as Marianne. Over-
whelmed. George returned to England to confront the
false woman. That night he dreamed that Marianne
appeared to him and begged him not to disclose the
deception. All was well with them now. and Eugenia
was really his beloved. Convinced and filled with
gladness. George returned to his bride, their happi-
ness well earned.

M. T.

THE BOND OF TRUE LOVE
File Nc 2549

MARIE'S pretty brown hair, blue eves, ami
charming manner made her the belle of her
small country town. Lightheartedly, she at-

tended dances with one swain or another, liking
them all. Frank it was who rushed her the most
and was always the gayest man present, ft was
probably his very exuberance that made her notice
the contrast of his brother, Jack, who watched her.
with ardent eyes, but never uttered a word of his
feelings. One moonlight evening. Marie was strolling
slowly to meet a group of girls. She suddenly
awakened from her reverie to realize that subcon-
sciously she had noticed a car passing back and
forth along the curb. She became alarmed and started
to run, but recognizing Jack's voice, she stopped.
Furious because he frightened her. she refused his
invitation to drive her to her destination, saying she
preferred to walk. Jack was hurt, and almost passed
by Tom. When he e-xplained his preoccupation to
his friend, Tom suggested that they follow the girls
and tease them into joining them. On Main Street
they found Marie and five other girls, and the boys
called to her and to Sally. They coaxed the girls to
consent to a drive, but promised to take all the
others home first. It was a bevy of beauty that
drove out of town in Jack's car.
That night was the beginning of many more ex-

cursions. In the fall Tom and Sally were married,
and Jack and JIarie were still good pals. While
Jack went away on a short business trip, llarie at-
tended a movie with Frank. It was only Marie's
charm which overcame Jack's jealous rage. A busi-
ness opportunity in the South called Jack away
again, this time for a longer period, ilarie promised
to wait for him, but since his letters were becoming
more and more infrequent, she was inclined to accept
Frank's invitations, and tell herself that Jack's love
was dying. She did not know that Jack was courtin.g
another girl at the same time, until Larry, a friend
who had accompanied him South, returned and told
her of the other girl. Meanwhile, Jack had begun to
realize that the novelty of the new girl was wearing
off, and that Marie was the one for whom he really
cared. He returned home immediatelv. only to find
himself coldly received. As Marie had really loved
Jack, she melted towards him when she learned he
had completely dropped her rival. However, she
would not marry him on this trip, but insisted he re-
turn South and test his love first.
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Half-way to liis destination, Jack's car collided

with another, and he was taken to the hospital un-
conscious. In his delirium he called continually for

Marie. His nurse finally found the girl's address in

his pocket and hastily wired her to come at once.

It was a pale, trembling girl who appeared at the
hospital next day, shortly before the crisis was ex-

pected, but when Jack saw 'Marie he turned over on
a side and murmured something to the nurse about
an hallucination and a mirage in the desert. Marie's
endearing words convinced him it was really she, and
with her hand in his, he fell into a perfectly natural
sleep, which assured the doctor that Marie had spelled

life for him.

Joseph Banker File No. 2547

QUIETLY the gang were looting the large New
York bank when the police entered the scene.

When the smoke of battle cleared, all the thieves
had either fled or been killed. All, that is. but their

leaden Ben Tinly. Though slightly wounded, he had
succeeded in hiding with the spoils until the bank
was emptied. Hurrying to the street, he stumblerf
into the first car he saw and compelled the young
chap at the wheel to drive him away. Joseph Mern,
thinking the man was severely wounded, insisted

that Ben go to his home for first aid. Over the
bandages the two boys became fast friends. Ben tells

that he had joined Dominic's gang for a girl's sake,

and had led' the robbery thinking that was the only
way he could secure the money to return it. Both
boys decide that it would be too risky to return the
money at present. Joseph, in his turn, enlists Ben's
aid in finging a girl whom he has seen just twice,

and with whom he has fallen in love. Joe takes Ben
downstairs to meet his mother and sister, introducing
him as a college chum. Joe has some narrow escapes
in concealing from his family parts of the newspapers
which publish Ben's picture and offer rewards for

his capture.
With his wound (received' in an "auto accident")

as an excuse, Ben is able to remain inside, with
Alice as his charming nurse. Joe attends a dance,
and there meets the girl whom he has been seeking.
He brings her home. Sally and Ben recognize each
other—it was for her sake that Ben had joined Dom-
inic's gang! Sally was the younger sister of a chum
of Ben's who had gone wrong. Ben had promised
this boy as he lay dying of a gun wound that he
would extricate Sally from the gang into which the

dying" boy had landed himself, Sally, not knowing
that Ben 'was not in earnest about the robbery, tells

Dominic of Ben's whereabouts. Dominic immediately
goes to Ben to demand the money. Sally arrives
during the scene, and hears Ben deny he has the
money and assert he has quit the gang. Nobody
notices Alice's head in the doorway, which quickly
disappears. Dominic threatens Ben and pulls a gun.
The two men struggle, while Sally watches horri-

fied. A shot is heard, and' Dominic crumples. At-
tracted bv the shot, Joe and Mrs. Mern run to the
scene. Sally runs sobbing to Joe's arms. Mrs. Mern
has just discovered the identity of her guests and
orders her son out of the house with them. When
the police enter Ben is certain it is to arrest him for

murder. Realizing from Mrs. Mern's attitude he can-
not hope to win Alice, he turns to go with them
quietlv. He is surprised to see Alice with them.
While' Ben and Dominic argued, Alice had' secured
the money and herself returned it, demanding im-
munity and the reward for Ben! As the police bend
over the body, Sally testifies that it was Dominic
himself who pulled the trigger and shot himself!
The police say the city is well rid of Dominic, and
as they leave with the bod'y, Alice walks to her
rightful place in Ben's arms.

FRONTIER DAYS

John Alexander Lockwood File No. 2578

THE raw recruit stood on the bluff overlooking
the "Father of Waters." It was the year 1884
and he stood there contemplating the scene of

his first camp, Jefferson Barracks, the starting point
of men like Grant and Lee. Frank Dimond vowed
as he stood there that he would make his career in

the army a successful one.
Several weeks later he was sent with his regiment

to Fort Custer, but not before he had incurred the
enmity of Quartermaster- Sergeant Camp, a bully and
disreputable character. Although he had mad'e an
enemy of Camp, he quickly made good friends by his

fortunate rescue of his colonel's daughter, Grace
Drum, from a wandering group of Indians.

Just before this happened, the garrison was sur-
prised by the appearance of a new lieutenant, who
is none other than Sargeant Camp's twin brother,
but as good as the Sergeant was rotten. The Lieu-
tenant and Grace were in love with each other. The
Colonel, too, took an especial interest in Frank and
had him transferred' to the Quartermaster's depart-
ment. L"nfortunately he was now under the direct
command of Sergeant Camp.
Frank realized that the Sergeant was taking bribes

to throw contract jobs to one Ward. The Sergeant
felt that Frank would disclose the crooked deal, and
he arranged to have the blame fall on Frank, who
was arrested. Now Ward d'ouble-crossed the Sergeant
and demanded his bribes back, or would tell all at
the trial. While in this quandary the Sergeant met
his brother on his way to the Post to send some
money. He rode with him and, coming to the river,
persuaded him to let his horse, an old veteran, carry
the bags of silver. The Lieutenant is kicked' by his
horse, and the Sergeant leaves him for dead. As
the result of a chance word, the S'ergeant decides
to impersonate his brother, and does so. But the

Lieutenant did not die—an operation saved' his life,

and when he insisted he was the real Lieutenant
they thought him insane and' sent him to Washing-
ton.
Before the trial could proceed the entire garrison

was ordered out, including Frank, against an Indian
uprising. The false Lieutenant attempted to have
Frank killed, in vain. Frank distinguished himself
by gallant service, and the Indians were beaten.
As a result of his action, Frank is promoted to

Lieutenant, and Camp against maa'e Sergeant. Both
Grace and Frank suspect the truth of the masquerade
and thiough their efforts the real Lieutenant is

brought back from Washington to take his rightful

place in his regiment and in the heart of Grace.
Frank persuades Sergeant Camp that the best thing
he can do is to disappear and he does so, to the gen-
eral satisfaction and happiness of all.

THE CURLYCUE SALESMAN

File No. 2563

bust.

Alfred Sevigny

AS a curling iron salesman, Sam Hill
In ten years he had not made one sale. One
bright morning he awoke certain that the d'ay

was his lucky one. In the excitement and confusion
of getting out of his wife's way he puts his collar
on backwards, so that he looked like a minister. As
he rushed out he tripped and fell with a crash that
brought everyone to the windows. On the level of
the street a door opened and Lil Hopkins, a maid in

the house, seeing a "minister" lying on the ground,
hastened to his aid. Sam convinced Lil that he
was selling curling irons, and Lil told him that her
mistress, the wealthy Myrilyn Hardnut, was wild
about curly hair. Together they entered the house,
and Myrilyn, fascinated by this curly -haired "min-
ister," who claimed he was a salesman of curling
irons, fell for his line. But ilpon opening his bag
Sam finds that his kids had taken out his samples
and' in place there was the family's supply of frank-
furters and his house cat with her six kittens. Myri-
lyn relieves him of his embarassment by accepting
a hot dog and adopting the cat family. Sam promises
to return with one of his famous irons,

Sam stops to get his bicycle and while riding along
his bag opens sufficiently to allow some of the hot
dogs to escape. The next thing he knows he finds

himself being followed by a huge pack of dogs. A
policeman tries to stop him, but the pack carries
them both away. Finally the cop lands on poor Sam.
He opens the bag and finds a suspicious -looking
bottle. He takes a deep smell and passes out ; the
bottle contained ether, not liquor! Sam comes to and
makes his getaway.
As he is walking away he finds his curling iron

in his pocket. He raves about it and is about to
return to Myrilyn's house, but he meets an old man
who thinks Sam is a minister. The old fellow, Bill

Dryden, begs him to come and see his son, who he
thinks is dying. Sam cannot get out of it, so off

they rush to Bill's home. When they arrived upon
the scene they saw smoke pouring out of the win-
dows, but it was only Bill's wife fumigating the
house. They hasten to the son Jackie's bedside. Left
alone with Jackie, Sam learns that he is in love with
JMyrilyn, but she won't have Jackie because is hair
is straight. Sam promises to fix that with his curling
iron. Then Sam confesses that he must first have
money to patent his invention. Together they hatch
a plot. Jackie is to kid'nap Sam and get Sam's wife
Bertha to put up a reward for his rescue. Bertha
has the money but is too miserly to help Sam. Then
Jackie will save Sam and get the reward.
In the meanwhile Bertha, having heard nothing

from her missing man, is storming around the house.
In the midst of her tantrums, in walks the cat and
her six kittens. Bertha gets one of the colored boys
from the Jazzbo Gang to take them away in a sack
and drop them into some garbage can. The rest of

the gang think he has something precious, and chase
him, but after several exciting scares he gets away
from the gang and finishes his errand.
Bertha gets a note demand'ing the reward for Sam.

She enlists Jazzbo's gang to help her get her man,
but her plot fails and when Jackie is attacked by
the gang he gets away, although the package sup-
posed to contain the reward is filled with junk.
Meantime Sam reads in the paper of the disap-

pearance of 'Myrilyn's cat and kittens, for which she
offers a reward. Away he goes to find the garbage
can that they had been placed into. Jazzbo and his

gang have learned' of the reward. Myrilyn gives
him his check and they laughingly straighten out
the entire affair of the "minister," Myrilyn, seeing
Jackie's new crop of curly hair, falls into his arms.
Everyone being now happy and contented, Sam sets

out for home.
His reception at home is the usual one—a grand

scrap in which poor Sam was getting the dirty end
when he dragged the check out of his pocket and
waved it before Bertha's eyes. With a cry of joy

she now kissed and embraced him, begging for for-

giveness, Sam grandly grants it, anc? as he com-
forts the weeping Bertha the door opens and in

march the cat and her kittens, to join in the cele-

bration.

STOLEN STOCKINGS

Kate C. Halbert File No. 2582

<j\tOU'VE got a long way to go for your girl

Y friend, buddy," said Dick to Ferdie, What
* did Ferdie care? Wouldn't he give Sally the

moon if she wished? Sally is a rad'iant vision as she
joins the boys for the dance in Ferdie's town. They
drive the fifty miles back, and as Sally is descend-
ing from Ferdie's none- too -magnificent Ford, she

screamed in dismay. There is a huge blot of grease
on her stockings! Ferdie volunteers to drive to his
home and get her a pair from one of his sisters.
Fero'ie enters the house stealthily, as everyone is

sleeping. With the aid of a flashlight he gropes
about his oldest sister's room. He stumbles against
a chair, and when she screams, hides in the closet.
The family are appeased by her explanation she must
have dreamt, and the house is again quiet. This time
Ferdie tries another sister's room. He wastes no
time in this attempt, but grabs a bunch of hose he
finds hanging on a towel rod and hurries to the car.
He finds that the hose he has in his hands are
merely unmatched ana' torn ones to be used in a
rug his sister intends to make!
He dares not awaken his family again, for his

father might order him to bed—the humiliation with
Sally outside! He decides to try the neighboring
house. Here every board creaks, and seems to thun-
der, while every shadow is someone waiting to
pounce on him to his distendea' eyes. He reaches a
bedroom and starts searching in the drawers of the
dresser, but a he-man's snore makes him realize he
will find no silk stockings there. A gleam of light-
colored silk at the head of a bed in another room
causes him to grab—what a scream! He has yanked
an old maid's curl papers ! Feru'ie dashes under the
bed, as the family enter and turn on the light.

Ferdie trembles as a deep voice says: "I suppose
there's a man under your bed." Fortunately, this re-
mark is followed by a laugh, and no attempt is made
to search in that spot. Again there is quiet. Stealth-
ily Ferdie tiptoes from the room. He had heard
young girls' voices, though, so there must be silk
stockings in the house ! He is on a quest for his
lad'y, and must not fail! He is lucky enough to grab
a bunch of stockings from a chair in the next room
he enters. It is a heartbreaking journey down the
steps and to the car. As soon as he reaches the car
Sally, with a whoop, tears off her own stockings and
throws them into the street. But when she examines
the ones Ferdie has brought, she finds them in

wrose condition than his sister's, but is forced to

put on a pair, one of which has a huge hole beneath
the knee.
At the dance Sally feels all eyes upon the hole in

her stocking. When questioned by a wise-cracking
boy friend, Ferdie boldly exclaims that that is the
latest styie, but the girls in his town are too slow
to know about it yet! Surreptitiously he manages in
one way or another to give most of the girls at the
dance a hole below the knees of their stockings,
while he proudly points out to the boys that all the
girls are following Sally's example!

SUNSHINE CASTS SHADOW
W. M. Elwood File No. 3355

BUSINESS school wa^s a happy time for Katie
Allison, for there she met and became engaged
to Dick Parker. For two years the lovers saved

their money and finally managed to accumulate five

hundred dollars with which to make a first instad-
ment on a cottage, and additional money wherewith
to furnish it. All this time, Ronnie Schwartz, an-
other business school classmate, persecuted Katie
with his attentions. She hated and fearea' liim and
believed she was safely rid of him when she married
Dick.
Katie and Dick both worked and managed to make

steady payments on the little house, and to put
some money in the bank as well. When the baby,
Bessie, was born, Dick independently paid the ex-
penses and added to the little savings account. Katie,
happily wheeling her baby down tlie Main street,
would collide with Ronnie Schwartz an'd almost laughed
in his face—she felt supremely safe and contented.
At first, rumors of the economic depression scarce-

ly caused a ripple in the Parker household. The
strain became more acute, as one by one, Dick's
associates were "laid off" their jobs. Finally the
blow fell on the Parkers—Dick, too, lost his position.
For a time the family lived on their savings, which

dwindled rapid'ly. Dick left for other states, thinking
to earn money there with which to support his wife
and child, but found conditions equady black through-
out the country. The payment on the house fell due,
and because Katie could not pay, the house was
taken from her. The "kind-hearted" company agent
secured for her as compensation, two dingy rooms
in a house without steam heat. For the first time
in her life, Katie and? the baby went hungry. The
distracted mother was afraid to write to her husband
about the loss of their home, but she mentioned, in a
pitiful letter that coal was scarce, and that she had
been forced to glean bits of fuel near the railroad
tracks. Dick was frantic, but could send her noth-
ing more substantial than the advice to "keep up
her spirits."

Ronnie Schwartz continued his attentions, and one
night Katie consented' to go out to dinner with him,
simply because she was hungry and he had promised
to buy food for both her and the baby. Katie vowed
never to repeat the experience when she returned
home that night. She decided it was better to starve
than to accept the slightest favor from Ronnie, who
expected supreme payment for every morsel that went
into Bessie's mouth or to her's.

Katie wrote frantic letters to Dick, which because
of his travels, were often not delivered to him for
weeks. He was concentrating every energy on his

search for work; driven by the agony he sufferecT

in envisioning the privation of his family, he went
into partnership with a boot'egger.
In the meantime, Katie was destitute. There was

neither fuel nor food in the house. She remembered
that tulip bulbs are edible and went into the garden,
digging up the bulbs from the frozen ground with
her fingers. Ronnie passed at that moment and
asked if he might call that night. Katie was desper-
ate. She was ready to go to any lengths to obtain
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food" for her child, so she assented. That night Kon-
nie called with packages of provisions. On his face

was an expectant leer. He took Katie into his arms.
She did not protest, although her whole soul revolt-

ed. Steps sounded on the stair, and suddenly Dick
entered. He took in the situation at a glance, and
ordered Ronnie Irom the house. Katie cowered, ex-

pecting him to heap her with recriminations, but he
took her gently into his arms. Need', he said, had
forced them both to paths abhorrent to their char-
acters. It had nearly forced her to sell her body,
and him it had made a temporary bootiegger. Katie
and Dick agreed that while society forced them to

hunger, it was better to live on the proceeds of

Dick's outlawry than that of Kate's.

THE MINIATURE GOLF MURDER

Peggy Richards File No. 2586

THE craze for miniature golf that hit the coun-
try-side d'id not miss Dover, town of two thou-
sand, and all over the place, next to the town

well, the cemetery, and jail, fancy courses are seen
built. The handsomest course is run by Buddy Green,
nice-looking young chap. It has a small club house
which the young-er set visits day and night. The
course is played on by all types—from Farmer Brown
in his overads and large straw hat to Mr. Wade,
president of the bank, who played early in the
morning before the bank opens. One morning he
is seen u'ashing away from the course, muttering
angrily about something.
Later in the morning, two of the town's most fa-

mous gossipers and spinsters, very primly occupy
two chairs on the small club veranda. They over-
hear the caretaker talking excitedly to Buddy Green.
They catch only a few words about someone having
been killed on the course, the head having been
found crushed. This gave them an excuse to attract
the attention of a party of six youngi people who
jumped out of a large car an'd made their way for

the Imks. The group are amazed at Bud'dy Green
ignoring them and walking past them with the care-
taker without even speaking. This was the cue for

the two spinsters, who related that a murder fas
committed on the golf course. Going to Jake, the
caretaker, the young group, headed by the pretty
blonde Opal, who went with Buddy, demanded to
know what is going on. Jake, looking very amused,
points out to a gunny- sack in the corner of the
room, and tells them to look at the murdered object.
The spinsters, bringing up the rear of the group of
young people, are horrified. One almost faints, but
no one pays any attention to her. The audacious
Opal opens the bag and shows it to the group. It

is a rooster—Farmer Brown's prize rooster, the pet
of the golf enthusiasts.
Jake explains the situation. Mr. Wade was play-

ing that morning and his game was fierce. He was
swinging wildly with the putter and knocked several
balls out of bonds. The rooster was following him
around and incautiously got on a green mound under
which a ball was to roll. Instead, the ball was hit
with such strength by the bank presid'ent that it

knocked the rooster on the head. This made Wade
even more furious with his game, so he went off in a
huff. Tlie rooster died, of course, and that explains
the excitement of the mystery of the murder.
The next morning President Wade is on the course

as usual. He meets Farmer Brown, gives him a
check for the value of the rooster, and he plays an-
other wild game of golf. On one of his swings a
ball sails through

_
the air and hits a weather-vane

on Farmer Brown's house. Wade gives up playing
miniature golf.

Mrs. Julia La Barre File No. 3483

A'MERICA was the realization of a different dream
to each of the steerage passengers on Elsa's
ship. To her it meant love and Otho, as she

kissed his letter. Tlie only shadow in this missive
was the news that Zinkel, her rejected suitor whom
she hated and feared, had a large farm but a day's
journey from her lover's school. This shadow passed
as she expressed her joy at the coming meeting in
her play with the mischievous children of the Schultz
family, Elsa's sweetness gained the d'evotion of the
entire family. They were by her side as the boat
docked, and watched the eagerness on her face turn
to dismay when there was no Otho to meet her.
Elsa shrank as Zinkel approached, saying that Otho,
who was ill, had sent Zinkel to meet his betrothed.
Elsa suspected the falseness of the letter he pro-
duced as proof, but thoughts of Otho, sick and
alone, made her refuse the Schultz's aid in her haste
to reach her sweetheart. Elsa protested when Zinkel
registered them at the hotel as man and wife. He
informed her that Otho was dead. When Elsa re-
covered from her faint into which the news had
shocked her, she found herself in her room. Zinkel
informed her it was against the American law to
be in a hotel room with a man unless the couple
were married. He further pointed out that Elsa
has no money with which to return home, and if she
d'id, her mother would not receive her as she had
always wanted Elsa to marry the rich Zinkel.
Stunned by his arguments. Elsa asked for time to
think, and wandered into the lobbv. In the seat be-
side her was a young mother with a baby. The
mfant, attracted by Elsa's sweet face, stretched out
its arms to her. The kindness of the mother's face
brought the lonely girl to the telling of her tragic
story. The woman told her that she. too, had mar-
ried an older man whom she d'id not love at her
father's request—but she had her baby, a precious
gift that made up for everything. The thought of a

baby of her own made Elsa consent to marry Zinkel.
When Mr. Schultz learned that Otho was dead and
that Zinkel had bed at the dock, fearing Elsa would
return to the ship, he tried to take Elsa und'er his
wing, but the ceremony had already been performed.
The weary journey west in the small con'fines of

the day coach sapped what little strength Elsa had
left. At least when she reached Linn she wou.d
see the place where Otho had tried to make a home
for her! She wondered at the mad fury that shook
Zinkel whenever she mentioned' Otho's name. She
was surprised when they got off the train at a
station two days' journey from Zinkel's land. He
sullenly explained that he had some trading to do
in that town and had had his wagon and horses
driven to meet him there. The young bride's wan
face aroused the pity of her hostess in Norfolk, who,
with one glance at Zinkel, shrewd'ly guessed the
trouble. Seemingly without intent, she arranged for
Elsa to sleep with her, while Zinkel s.ept in the
wagon. A letter to her "neighbor" at the next
night's stop, brought the same results. Elsa was
grateful for these pioneer women's kindness and
thoughtfulness.
When they finally reached Zinkel's farm, Elsa was

thrilled by the beauty of his lands, and by the rich-
ness of his barns and sheds. The mean little cabin
which Zinkel called home was therefore the greater
disappointment. Zinkel roughly called her from her
reverie as he demanded' that she bake bread imme-
diately. The tired girl could barely stand. As she
did not heed his command right away, Zinkel seized
her roughly, bringing down her hair whose red-gold
gleam framed' her face. This loosened the passion ho
had been holding in check so long, and he covered
her face and neck with burning kisses. Her Hmp
body offered no protest. Wlien he had gone, Elsa set
about baking. The little sheet iron box with pipe
attached was evidently what she was to use—but
how? An impudent whistle revealed a fourteen-year-
old boy, who aided' her in her cooking preparations.
He was the son of a neighbor, who had tended tiie

farm in Zinkel's absence.
Her husband's constant driving, of her m work

and his stinginess were Hke a bad dream to Elsa.
From this she received release one day as she was
working in her garden. She was going to have a
baby! Her transhgured face maa'e ker husband ques-
tion her, and he was puzzled ^y a spiritual shield
she_ now had against his brutality. For Elsa had
decided the baby was to be her very own, and she
would tell Zinkel nothing about it. Her only con-
fidant was Mrs. Carpenter, her kind neighbor, who
aided her to purchase garments for the baby by
buying from Elsa food from the garden, unknown
to Zinkel. Elsa's happiness further increased by the
sudden appearance of Otho. Zinkel, hearing that
Otho was going to meet Elsa at the dock, had forced
poison down the la tier's throat. A stomach pump
had saved Otho, but it was weeks before he was
able to_ trace Elsa to Zinkel's farm. Elsa remains
with Zinkel for the sake of her baby, but is com-
forted by Otho's purchase of the adjoining farm.
Otho's knowled'ge of his attempt at murder forces
Zinkel to accept his neighbor without open pro-
test.

The outbreak of a prairie fire makes Zinkel com-
mand Elsa to fill every available article with water
to aid in the fight. Mr. Carpenter, Otho and Zinkel
succeed in destroying it, but the work makes Elsa
give premature birth to her baby girl, after she has
sent Zinkel for Mrs. Carpenter's aid. With the
threat that Zinkel will have to hire an expensive
nurse from the city, Mrs. Carpenter gains his consent
to talking Elsa to her home. Otho came to help
Zinkel in Elsa's absence. A vile insinuation from
Zinkel makes the slight Otho beat the burly brute.
This, coupled with his present lonesomeness, lead
Zinkel to brood on Otho as his enemy. That night,
as he attempts to set fire to Otho's dwelling, Zin-
kel's clumsiness pours the oil on himself, and he
is caught in his own trap. His dying, words are,
"Tell Elsa I haf paid."
The rich young wid'ow has embarked for Germany

with her baby, to spend a year with her parents.
When she returns, it will be Otho who waits for her
at the dock!

SPEAKEASY LOVE

Mark Francis Greisen File No. 2581

HAILING from a small town, the bright city
lights held a fascination for Jim Calloway, ana'
it was easy for him to break the barriers of a

strict and puritanical upbringing. Jim made the
acquaintance of some suspected gangsters, and be-
coming

_
discont-ented with the small money made as

taxi driver, he consented to take part in a stick-up
job of an exclusive jewelry store. Just as he was
leaving the shop to get into the waiting automobile
after a successful haul, the policeman familiar on
the beat tried to stop him. Taking no changes at
being caught, Jim pulled his gun and shot the of-

ficer, making, his get-away. He was sitting in a
speak-easy a few nights later and, eying the cigar-
ette girl, decided he liked her looks. He asked to be
allowed to take her home, and found himself capti-
vated by her wistful charm. She was a nice girl, ton
nice to be in the iniquitous type of place like the
speak-easy. Some time after meeting her in the
speak-easy and escorting her home, he confided to
her about the robbery and murder.
The girl, Jane, was aghast to learn that Jim was

the murd'erer sought by the police. She had found
that she cared for him a great deal. She liked his
eyes. They were not like the gleaming animal stares
she had to contend with. Just friendly, affectionate
eyes. Feeling uneasy for his safety, Jane advised
him to leave the city for a while. Jim asked her to
wait for him—that he would return soon and they
would be married. But at the railroad station, he

was arrested as being und'er suspicion for knowledge
of the crime. One of the gangsters turned state's
evidence, and confessed that Jim was the murderer.
Jane was at the trial. She wept bitterly wherr the
jury gave a verdict of guilty and the judge sen-
tenced Jim to life imprisonment.
Jim was a model prisoner, and some time later

was made trusty. He was very fonci' of the war-
den's little ten-year-old daughter and often whittled
toys for her. Cleaning the warden's office one day,
Jim sniffed the air. Smoke! lie thought it was prob-
ably from the kitchens located nearby, but soon iie
saw flames bursting in the hall. His first thought
was the floor upstairs where the warden lived with
his family. This was the hour when the litt e child
haa' her nap. Jim threw his arms up to shield his
face and dashed through the smoke and fire up the
stairs and into the child's room. Both she and her
mother were lying, in an embrace, unaware of the
danger. Quickly Jim awakened them, threw blankets
around the two, and picking up the child, he made
his way back again through the burning house. The
blankets haa' saved the warden's wife and the little
girl from being burned severely, but Jim lingered in
tiie hospital for a month with death hovering over
him. Jane was his constant visitor, as was the little
child he was so devoted to and for whose life he
was willing to save and sacrifice his own.
Tiiere was an appeal to mitigate Jim's sentence by

the warden, and he was given only five years to
serve, due to his courage and good behavior. The
five years passeu'. Jim and Jane were married and
lived in a small cottage. Jim now found content-
ment in' driving his taxi cab, because of the faith
and love he had found in Jane and a little girl.

HIS STOLEN YOUTH
Joe Balcy File No. 2588

THE time when a convict has completed his term
and stands before the open prison doors, resolved
to turn over a new leaf, is the most heart-rending

scene to a fine warden like Jim Wilson. Jack Sterling
had spent seven years under his custody, and when he
left, they were friends. Jim had secretly put fifty
dollars into Jack's pocket, and when' the latter dis-
covered It he resolved to use it so well that he could
soon repay him.
Neglecting the old haunts of vice and crime, he

looked up his father's prosperous lumber yards and
mills. At the Les Lolan mansion he learned that his
old father had died and that his two brothers had
taken over the establishment, leaving him no share in
the business. He was now penniless and without sym-
pathetic family connections. He decided not to force
his claim but left town, accompanied by Robert JMew-
man, a fellow traveler who turned out to be a great
pal.

In a little town in West Florida, where the two boys
thought it might be worth while to stay a few days,
they attracted the attention of Ed Tanton, and the
proprietor of a drinking place, Mike Collins. Ed
drunkenly raised a row, which made an enemy of
Jack for years to come. This was even strengthened
by the fact that El Tanton was hoping to win Betty,
a pretty girl, and ultimately to make her his wife.
Betty was attracted both by Bob and Jack, but Jack
being the greater go-getter, managed to get most of
the attention. Tanton furiously plotted how to get
rid of his rival and at the same time serve his own
ends. He was the leader in a secret narcotic trade,
and when the police authorities arrived in town eager
to capture the culprit, he had Jack arrested.
This was a bitter blow, for Jack had bv now entered

upon a decent, respectable business career, with tiie
help of his friend Bob. He had built a beautiful home
for Betty, who was his young bride at the time of the
arrest. Jim Wilson, the owner of the property that
Jack had wished to purchase for their home, gave him
the land gratis, delighted that Jack was doing so well.
Life was just opening up for the young man, after a
hard struggle, first to keep on the straight and narrow
path, then to face the shame and difficulties that beset
an ex-convict, to say nothing of the disgrace of being
ignored by one's immediate family.
There seemed no way of preventing the arrest. Jack

was sentenced to fifteen years. It seemed that fate
had assigned his abode to be the prison. He went, un-
complaining, but consumed with curiosity as to who
was responsible for his trouble. Poor Betty found the
house suddenly cold and empty, and so mourned her
husband's misfortune that she became ill.

The years in prison were tolerated patiently, while
Jack's wife pined her health away and finally died.
Jack, now weary of the effort to be good, looked
about for a means of escape, for only the idea of
revenge gave him the incentive to carry on. After
about eight years of his term were over, he managed
to escape one day when the prisoners were being
changed over into another building. Instantly he made
his way to the town where Tanton still reigned, and
with a 38 revolver shot Ed Tanton while he was at the
bar, talking to a girl. Nobody knew the mair who had
committed the crime, but even before Jack arrived at
the prison, to give himself up before Jim Wilson, old
Mr. Tanton guessed the murderer of his son and
dared not complain.

LONE TRAIL

Mrs. Maud Smith File No. 2539

IT
was only through hardship and toil that the back-
woods of our country were won for us. Ever the
railroads quickly followed the pioneers to help ex-

tend the bounds of civilization. Thus it came about
that Fred Coutu, son of a railroad man, was born in
a box car in the new North country. In the heart of
the vi'ilderness he learned at an early age the serious-
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ness of life. Laving was not a gay round of parties,
but an earnest effort to wrest food and clothing I'rom
nature's resources. When in 1907 there came an oppor-
tunity to find a fortune in the gold rush in the Porcu-
pine Country. Fred and several other men quickly
followed. Life in the mining country was rough and
full of danger.
After many adventures Fred decided to rejoin his

father who was still working with the railroad pushing
farther and farther west. The builders fought on'

through the wilderness, living like woodsmen, even
forced to fight the wild beasts that surrounded the
camps.
When the job was done and the rest of the men

getting ready to go on to a new job, Fred decided to
try some trapping. Furs were selling at good prices.
He set out with a companion for the hunting grounds
aroun'd Lake Superior. For several years he remained
there, sometimes with a companion, more often living
alone with nothing for company save the wilderness
and its inhabitants. There were wolves and bears that
had to be fought away from the camp. Once, while
crossing an ice-covered creek he suddenly began to
sink with the snow. He tried to kick himself free
of his sn'owshoes, but could not. Quickly he threw
himself back on the snow. He attempted to throw off
the pack from his back, but that too would not come
off. His feet, caked with snow and ice, were rapidly
becoming frozen to the creek. With the resignation
born of the woods, he gave himself up as dead, but
these people possess an obstinate strength, and he
fought for life until suddenly his shouts brought a
passing hunter to his aid. Saved from death, yet he
quietly dismissed the incident as to be expected. Only
the strong, such as these, could survive the hardships.

It was at about this time that America entered the
war, and Fred, like so many of his brothers, came
down out of the hills and woods in answer to his
country's call. The war over, he quietly returned to
his woods and trapping grounds, each year going fur-
ther north away from civilization. Many were the
dangers en'countered and to be overcome, not only of
nature, but of marauding Indians.

One year Fred took with him a companion who had
begged to go along. For several months they had a
fine catch with prospects of a good year. But mis-
fortune followed. Paddling up the river in a storm to
secure some traps, they suddenly found themselves in

the midst of a maelstrom, caused by the overflow of
the lakes. Their canoe was upset, and Fred's com-
panion was carried over the falls. Fred pulled himself
out and returned sadly to camp, seeming still to hear
his friend calling him. Silently he packed his belong-
ings and returned home.
Nature is grand in her beauty and abundance, but

st^r

THE PATH OF LIFE

Mrs. Hannah Paul File No. 2617

SEATED by the open fireplace of his luxurious
Canadian cabin Carl Bunner, noted financier,
realizes that this talk about a well-earned rest

is plain poppycock. A grown son whose hunting and
dancing are hard to equal, and a daughter whose love
for adventure is unbalanced could hardly be called ap-
propriate companions for a rest cure. And so Bunn'er,
thoroughly convinced of the futility of protest, rides
and hikes, fishes and hunts, with his children and
their guests, keeping the pace, not a half step be-

Riding through the Canadian woods on horseback,
the Bunner party con'sisting of Carl Bunner, Senior;
Carl Bunner, Junior; Viola Bunner, Robb Robins, her
fiance; and several othei young men and women,
comes upon the entrance to an Indian reservation',
and is met by a handsome young Indian who asks if

the party needs a guide. Bunner, thoroughly familiar
with the territory, waves him away, but Viola urges
him to take the young man's services for the sake of
the rest who are making a first trip into the wilder-
ness. Riding alon'gside of the girl, the young Indian,
Fred, questions her about the opportunities open to an
inexperienced youth new to a big city, and slowly
Viola exchanges, for the story of his life, a vivid
description of the life she leads as the daughter of
a millionaire. But the story is not concluded in one
day. for each day the guide calls at the cabin and ac-
companies the party through the surroun'ding country.
And each day, Viola becomes more and more fas-
cinated by this naive dark-skinned Apollo.
Shortly following Viola's confession to her brother

of her love for the guide, Robb leaves for the city.

Free from his watchfulness Viola speaks to Fred of

the beauty of their love, and teaches him the ways of

the civilized world in matters of the heart. Sure her
father will accept this union because of the great love
he bears her, Viola confesses her intrigue to him and
begs for help for herself and the ambitious guide.
Shocked and enraged at the thought of his only
daughter engaging herself in an intrigue with an In-
dian guide, Bunner demands they leave at once for

New York, to prepare for the wedding with Robb. In
order to avoid suspicion, Viola agrees, but slips off

after dark and goes to the mountain home of her
Indiart lover, where she is married the next day, with
his kindly old mother as the only witness.
Flushed with happiness, Viola communicates with

her father, assured of the fact that he will offer his
blessing, but contrary to her expectations, he sends
her brother and fiance to bring her back. Cordially,

but unafraid, she invites them to leave her and return
to the world with the message that Viola Bunner has
chosen her own" destiny and will face her friends at

the side of her first real love, Fred. Several years
elapse before Viola faces her city friends and family,

but this encounter does occur five years later when
she and Fred and their two boys leave for the city

to seek the golden opportunity.
Away from her own world for so long a time, Viola

falls very easily into her old ways, and is soon hitting

the high spots, abandoning her husband an'd children to
a life of loneliness in a dismal part of the city.
Fascinated by the flattering attentions of her friends
and former fiance, her hours with Fred seem duller
and duller, and she advises him to return to the
people and life he understands. Fearin'g he has lost
her. permanently, he takes their sons and returns to
the mountain home. Viola, intoxicated by the whirl
she has grown to love once more, returns to her
father who plans for an immediate divorce and
marriage to Robb. But Viola soon' tires of her idle
associates and longs for the sons she has abandoned
so heartlessly. In an impulsive moment, she per-
suades Robb to accompany her to the cabin in the
woods, intent upon returning with the children.
Crossing dangerous trails and paths familiar to

Viola, alon'e, Robb implores her to turn back and in-
sist upon Fred's conveying the boys to her home.
But Viola leads him on, and Robb unused to the
backwoods trail, tumbles with his horse into a steep
ravine. Viola risks her life to rescue him. but realiz-
ing the improbability of her success, sends up a flam-
ing signal to Fred, who rushes to her side in time
to save her, Robb dies of injuries. Coming up from
New York to be present at his daughter's bedside in
the Indian mountain home, Bunner recognizes the ex-
treme valor and courage of the man to whom he had
denied a previous chance, and their happiness is

brought to a rising climax.

PRAIRIE FLOWER

Mrs. George W. Oliver File No. 2573

oUT on the wide and beautiful piauie t\

growing up imbued with the
chil-

and harmony of the soil. Rosalie ,.._ _. .
dauirhter. and Houston was a herdsman's son. In
childhood the two loved each other, and their love
grew through youth as they rode carefree and full
of dreams over the fields together. Rosalie was
called the 'Prairie Flower."
The first break came when Rosalie left for the

E->=:t. pfter she finished school, promising to return
when they were old enough to have each other. But
in the East the "Prairie Flower" found a handsome
man whose polish and dign'ity she naturally admired.
Only the memory of her promises to Houston kept
her from marrying this youth. She was true to her
first love, but he had not written for a long time,
dreaming of her as one who was lost to him and whom
lie dare not molest with too ardent attentions. The
girl became anxious, but circumstances finally ofifered
her an opportunity to locate him.
The Califorrfia gold rush had begun. People from

all over the country were scrambling to the new
state to acquire some of the wealth of its soil. Surely
Houston, whom she had always known to be an eager,
enterprising youth, would be there where all the ag-
gressive youths of his day were going. She started
for California, full of longing and hope. When she
did not immediately locate him, she made a contract
with a photoplay company, for her wild clean beauty
was a type which the producers were always looking
for. She remembered Houstorf's sweet name for her—
"Prairie Flower"—and enacted scenes about her girl-
hood that were a replica of those sweet days. The
director of the company, whom she had not yet met.
was reputed to be a wealthy youth whose fortunes had
been made during the gold rush, although he came
from plain, middle-class stock in the middle West.
Rumor even had it that he had been but a cowboy
in his youth, and Rosalie's interest was curiously
aroused.
At last her show was on. It was written entirely

around her own' recollections of her friendship with
Houston, and embellished with the scenery and stage
effects that a financial corporation could afford, the
story had an appeal that was instantly successful.
The director heard of the play, and himself came to
witness it. This calm, even-tempered man suffered a
shock of terror and joy when he realized it was his
own lost "Prairie Flower" who was the talk of San
Francisco, an'd that he was himself the true hero of
the little plays. He heard with gratitude how Rosalie
had been true to him, even when the attractions of
the Prince of the East might have conquered a weaker
girl, and their love was renewed with more faith and

They would not always remain young and fresh,
these two knew, but they sang together. "It is *-he

fragrance of the flower which lives after the leaves

LOVE LIFE OF ALOYSIUS

Jack Morgan File No. 2589

IT started in Uncle Jerry's garage, out in' Wiscon-
sm. Uncle had brought an old bus and Aloysius
and Fritz, having had a drink or two, decided

to try it out. Replenishing their stock of liquid
nourishment, they drove off. There, Aloysius later
felt, fate played a dirty trick on him by putting
August Schneider in their path, for August persuaded
them that the proper way to celebrate was to get
themselves girls. They quickly found one girl, but
it took diligent searching to get a second. A third
was out of the question, but Aloysius decided that
with a bottle for company he wouFd be glad to act
as chauffer. The night was a huge success, but sev-
eral weeks later Alopsius was driving past a house
that looked vaguely familiar. Recognizing it as the
domicile of the famous evening's second "pickup," he
decided to see what the girl looked like, having been
too far gone on the previous evening to notice. Tlie
young lady turned out to be a red-haired damsel of
a sociable sort. Maggie Healy was no beauty, but she
made up with vivaciousn'ess and Aloysius himself was
no beauty. That was the beginning of a grand sum-

mer lor our hero, but Maggie left for Milwaukee.
They corresponded for a while, but he learned that
Maggie had fallen for a slick automobile salesman, and
he got the air. It was the occasion for a good
month's drunk, poor Aloyisus cursing the day he met
August.
Just about then someone started a fight in Europe.

Aloysius immediately sailed for France and joined the
Foreign Legion. He had the good fortune to meet one
O'Leary, an ex-gunman from Boston, who had a
capacity for imbibing liquor almost equal to Aloysius.
After several affairs, both at the front and the bar,

our friends were permitted to join up with the air
squadron. Aloysius might have done well but drink-
ing and flying did not go well together. One day
while in his usual condition, he brought down an
enemy plane and his own as well. One of the occu-
pants of the plane was August Schneider, and so
Aloysius had the pleasure of settling the score. Hav-
ing at the same time had a little mixup with the
M.P.'s, he was put on the crew that brought the
new planes to the field.

One day while flying a new plane he decided to fly
a little higher to clear his head before his superior
officers saw him. By the time he had recovered sui^-
ciently to know where he was he found himself look-
ing down upon three German planes about to go into
action. Aloysius joined the party in great glee. Its
finish saw the German planes down and our hero
awoke to learn this in one of the hospital beds. TTiat
would have been allright, but bending over him, wear-
ing a nurse's uniform, was none other than his old
pal, Maggie!
The finish would certainly have been a wedding, but

O'Leary landed in the hospital only slightly upset, and
both friends had a rather intimate talk about a cer-
tain mademoiselle while their hearts were gay and
carefree over their liquor. The bells rang ineff-
ectively the next day, for the good friends were leav-
ing Maggie—for Paris.

SAINTED SINNERS

Gladys Allthe Ray File No. 2569

THE Reverend of Glensdale had wrought wonders
with the little village, for it had become a model
of kindness and virtue under his gentle guidance.

But he felt that he could n'ot have done this alone,
if it had not been for the harmonious assistance of
his able little wife, Rebecca Carroll. They had been
married for twenty years, and were still as much in
love with each other as ever. The repentant Mrs.
Xesbit, and the wayward Jed Jenkins had profited by
their contact with the Rev. Wayland Carroll. Jen-
kins was not an easy character to conquer and set
upon a righteous path, but the Reverend had steadily
helped the orphan boy whom nobody else seemed to

One day news came of the delegations of ministers
gathering for a meeting in Hillsboro, a nearby town.
Carroll attended this time without Rebecca, for she
was not feeling strong enough to take the trip, and
remained behind in the care of Aunt Nancy. Jody,
the faithful horse, carried the Reverend to these meet-
ings. But this time an unusual occurrence changed
the trip considerably, for Jody was frightened by the
sound of a train and threw his master, running home
as fast as he could. Rebecca could see that something
had happened to her husband, by the horse's agitation,
and when he did not appear for a full month, she
realized that the train must have ridden over his
body.
The new Reverend Percival was a different sort

of religious leader in Glensdale, who believed in stern
discipline and constant reminder of the evils of hell.
The calm people did not enjoy this sort of religion,
and Rebecca sadly saw their interest wane. She had
other cause for grievance, in the fact that the towns-
people had begun to gossip about her friendship with
James and Elena, her neighbors. James liked her.
and this aroused suspicion. An'drew Quickie, the
new pastor, actually had to warn her to so conduct
herself as to be beyond suspicion. This trouble was
heightened when the two busybodies, Mrs. Peck and
Mrs. Weatherby saw the woman place her arms about
James Collins. Actually, she was merely urging him
to confess that he had stolen some money from his
company in order to pay the expenses of his wife's
illness on the birth of their daughter Gloria. The
gossip so wounded Rebecca's reputation that James
Collins committed suicide, overwhelmed by the trouble
he had been causing his wife, and his sister, Rebecca.
Rebecca, now alone, scorned by all her neighbors

and friends, went back to her old practise of writing
stories. She managed to secure a huge fee for the
story of her sad life, and while the townspeople doubted
her Christianity, she made the donation to the
church. The deacons called to beg her forgiveness
for misjudging her, and to thank her for the money,
but the exertion of the trip through the cold, and
her excitement had been too much for the tired old
woman. She lay now on her bed. with the pictures
of her husband and her brother in her hands, while
her spirit was already on its way to join that of tlie

Reverend Wayland Carroll, in heaven.
Jed Jenkins was converted over her grave, the liv-

ing proof of the old Reverend's excellent work, and
of Rebecca's patient influence.

BLUE NOTES AND BARRELS

Margaret Ann Snell File No. 2614

YOUTH is a term defined by many as that state
of human growth which toes the line of unex-
pected action with uncommon regularity. Thus

the antics of Peggy and Oran were far from sur-
prising to everyone in town except their doting;
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Emmy Hubbard and Marthy Ghetts were so posi-

tive that their children never had any fun, they were
reputed for miles arourtd as being the only old folks

in town who didn't have to resort to herb water to

banish the "silver threads." Peggy and Oran at those

new-fangled "blues" dances? Rote Those children

were too occupied at school work. They even went
to the library holidays! Peggy and Oran courting Hke
the rest of the young ones thereabouts? Bosh!
Brothers and sisters don't court. Oh no! .They
didn't even know how to step about like the sinning

fools of other folks. But this was merely the opinion

of Mrs. Hubbard and Mrs. Ghetts who spent entirely

too much time on porch rockers to really know that

a party was never complete, nor an evening well-spent

without Peggy and Oran. The fact that the towns-
people called them "The Saints" served merely to

strengthen their mothers' belief in their freedom from
sophisticatiort. And all this legendary material woven
about this boy and girl made it difficult for them to

get about, but they managed to attend nearly every
party, and still trade on their spotless reputations at

home. Nevertheless, even fairy tale princes and
princesses encounter the gruesome ogre some day, and
Peggy and Oran were to face theirs!

Packing their fond parents off to a church supper,

one holiday evening, the two fugitives drove to town
to attend a dance in someone's barn. As the evening
grew older, the gayety grew more and more intense,

until someone burst in from outside, madly waving an
EXTRA copy of the late paper: "PEGGY GHETTS
AND ORAN HUBBARD' KIDNAPPED. PARENTS
IX STATE OF COLLAPSE." And the story read:

"I^eaving their homes to attend the library, Peggy
Ghetts and Oran' Hubbard, devoted children of "

Tile paper traveled from hand to hand and was me*
with uproarious laughter along the way. But youth
is quick to aid youth, and immediately, clusters of

boys and girls gathered, searching for a plan of action

whereby the truants might be restored without further

commotion.
One hour later, a truck rumbled down the main

street of the town, and a sheepish-looking pair of

voung men hoisted two barrels to the sidewalk, under
a dim streetlight. Stifled giggles could be heard from
ihe depths of the barrels and the drivers of the vehi-

cle. As the truck disappeared down a back alley, a

laborer was seen to pass the spot the boys elected

for the scene of the crime. As he walked along,

nnunbling to himself about "some people who put
their rubbish in the middle of the street," muffled
groans arose from the barrels. Frightened, the man
ran down the nearest street. The occupants of the

barrels sighed wearily. A second man passed, but un-

like his predecessor, ran' in the direction of the police

chief's office. When the police and searching party
arrived, the occupants of the barrels, Peggy and
Ora, were fast asleep, and upon waking, did not seem
to remember the events .of the night before. For an
entire week, the police hunted for clues to the strange

kidnapping, and the whole town was agog with the

story of the "perfect crime." Some people do say
however, that the culprits have confessed, for Emmy
and Martha are very silent, now, and the chances
are that they have discovered that even blue notes

have their good points. Barrels, too.

MATCHED JEWELS

B. Gardne File No. 2628

PATRONS of resort hotels are reputed to be the
most intuitive matchmakers of any category
of human beings, and the habituees of THE

BEECHES, far from being exceptions to the rule, saw
romance in the union" of William Taylor and May
Wright.
Taylor, who had arrived at The Beeches a full

month ahead of Miss Wright, occupied himself in the
pool and on the golf course, leaving the grounds for

a few hours every afternoon, in his high-powered and
flashy car. Miss Wright, on the other hand, mixed
with all the masculine guests, and entertained them
on long drives about the region' in her Isotta Fra-
schini motor car, driven by a liveried chauffeur. The
two, seemingly people-about-town, had not met until

a week after Miss Wright arrived, but since the
meeting, witnessed by everyone in the dining-room,
they had been seen together, constantly, apparently
very much absorbed in' each other. Swimming,
golf, tennis, and driving occupied a great part
of their day, with dancing at the hotel and nearby
roadhouses filling in and rounding out the evening.
Day by day, their intimacy developed into greater con-
fidences, until one day May confided the fact that
this was her last vacation, boredom with social obli-

gations driving her into business just as it had so
many others of her position. Here, Taylor seized the
golden opportunity, and invited her to join him as
buyer for his high grade jewelry concern in New
Vork. Ejxplaining that he had been looking for a
woman capable of holding an executive position, she
was just the person for the work. May asked for

time iir which to consult her parents, and the subject
veered to a proposed sunrise round of the club golf
links the following morning.

Six-thirty on the morning following the foregoing
conversation. Taylor arrived in the lobby of The
Beeches, and nervously watched the faces of the peo-
ple entering the breakfast room. By eight o'clock.
May had not arrived, so, Taylor iilcjuired at the desk,
only to learn that Miss Wright had had a call late

the night before, and had left for the city at once.
Puzzled, Taylor returned to New York, anxious to

trace his lady of mystery. Going at once to the auto
license bureau, he learned that the Isotta was merely
a hack, the holder of the license being the owner of a
garage in' the 50s. Tlie garage man's only knowledge
of the lady in question was the fact that she hired
the car every once in so often, furnishing her own
chauffeur and enough security to cover. Thus in-

volved. Taylor began a tour of every night rendezvous

in Manhattan. He covered every possible trace, but
each time returned to his home more frustrated than
before. Finally, as a last resort, he consulted Jay
O'Contiell, former smuggler and present owner of one
of the most notorious speakeasies in the city. Taylor
explained the situation and described the girl, only to
be met with mingled amusement and disgust.
"Lay offa them kinda dames, Billie Taylor," said

P'Connell. "Ten to one she's either a real swell look-
ing for excitement or a plain bum out to kid ya. But
do what you want. Stick around here between eleverr
and two and you might run into the dame some night.
If she's swell, she'll come to nose around, and if she
ain't, mebbe someone in her racket'U drag her here.
Strange things happen in this place . . . only last
week . .

." But Taylor was off. Wasting all rriglit

in Jake's place was the bunk, but he'd hang around a
bit and see. She couldn't be anything but a swell.
After all, he'd rubbed elbows with plenty of racketeers
in his travels about town, and he'd never heard the
name "Wright" from any of them.
Three evenings later, at the advice of O'Connell,

Taylor sauntered to the bar and watched the faces
of the people coming in after the theatre. Amateur
night at O'Connell's always attracted the elite along
with the less elite, but Taylor got tired of looking at
Ermine and top hats. He retired to a small booth
near Jay's desk, and was just about to enter into
conversation with a girl from the floor show when he
spied May sitting at a small table with a large party
headed by "Case" McRoy. the Beer Baron. Unsure of

his self "Taylor sent a note to May, and his heart beat
wildly as he watched her get up and move in the
direction of his table. May smiled and seated her-
self opposite him.
"Listen, Bill Taylor," she mumbled, 'I love you

pretty much and I'm going to prove to at least one
man that I can be straight. The reason I came here,
for once and for all is to tell you. . . .

"Wait a minute, May," Taylor interrupted, "I've got
plenty to tell, too, so you'd better let me go first. .

."

"Kid," said May, "Go back to your millions and
your sweet dames and be glad you gut out of this

alive. And my n'aiiie isn't "May," it's Ruby Ruby
Joyce. Ever hear of me?" Taylor gasped and grabbed

"Don't go yet. Ruby," he said huskily. "You've been
smuggling gems for me for four years now, and I

never knew you were you until this minute! But
anyway, I'm pleased to meet the future Mrs. Mall-
ory! "Diamonds" Mallory's the name, kid. Perfectly
matched, aren't we?"
"Do you think youse two could go to Europe on a

honeymoon without bringing back any sparklers in

vour heels?" O'Connell added from behind the desk.

RADIO'S TRIUMPH

Mrs. Mary S. English Hie No. 2608

HA.RD work and earnest application had won for

John Marshall a respected position in the com-
pany of Forbes & Co. At the same time he had

gained the esteem and friendship of his employer, Mr.
Forbes, a liberal man who had himself started at tiie

bottom of the ladder.
John was the only child of a widow an'd he had had

little time to devote to girls. Being very handsome
and a fine character as well, he was admired by
many, but because of his indiffesence he had acquired
the reputation of being a woman hater. This may
have gone on indefinitely if he had not, quite acci-

dently, collided with Mr. Forbes' daughter, Frances.
Mr. Forbes took advantage of the occasion', to intro-

duce the two, and it was the beginning of their love
affair. Learning how they mutually loved one an-
other, and having the whole-hearted consent of the
parents, John and Frances were married.

It was at about this time that John learned from
his father-in-law that there was something serious
troubling him, but it could not be told, for it was a
strictly-kept secret.

In time the happily wedded couple are blessed with
two children, a boy and a girl. Life continued happily
untroubled, until one day Frances met a handsome
stranger. One of her acquaintances saw them to-

gether and heard Frances address him as 'Frank
dear." When' the friend had left her, Frances' ac-
quaintance asked who the handsome boy-friend was,
and laughingly asked to be introduced. Frances
ouickly changed the conversation and returned home.
That evening she begged John always to trust her, no
matter what should come up, and John naturally said

he did an'd would. The next day Frances kept an
appointment she had made with the handsome
stranger and was again seen with him. Soon the
rumor went around among her "friends" that she
had a lover. One day John overheard a conversation
about Frances' so-called affair. He returned home
and asked for an explan-ation, but she could only re-

mind him of his promise to trust her. She did not
deny the fact that she had met this man, and so John
furiously leaves home.
For almost a year no word was heard from John.

Frances had gone to live with her parents, bringing
her children and John's mother with her.

Johir, embittered and hating the people he had lived

with, now lived alone in a little cabin high up in the

wooded mountains near Canada. The only source of

communication he still retained with the civilization

he had left was his radio.

One night sitting in his cabin he suddenly heard a

voice outside shoutirfg for aid. He found a tall, hand-
some stranger who looked vaguely familiar. The
stranger had been lost in the woods. John took him
in and fed him. After supper, sitting and listening

to the radio, it is suddenlv announced that Frances
Marshall is about to sing. This in fact was Frances'

first attempt, an'd that only because a friend had
begged her to do so. The men sat spell-bound as they
listened to her voice, John recognizing the song as

the one she used to sing for him. Suddenly the two
men looked at each other, and hearing the stranger
utter her name, John realized in a ifash that this was
the unknown man'. John is about to attack him when
the stranger explains that he is Frances' twin brother,
Frank.
Frank tells the entire story. He had had a school-

day sweetheart, Rita Chalmers, but while in college
he had become infatuated with a chorus girl whom he
had married, and then left the night of his marriage
when he learned her true nature. She had threatened
to make a terrible scandal, an'd he had therefore been
forcd to stay away from his people and remain in
hiding.
With happiness in their hearts they left the next

day for New York, Frank to go to Europe until he
heard from John, and John to return home. John
was, of course, received with open arms, and beg-
ging Frances' forgiveness, told them all that had be-
fallen'. Everyone's happiness would now be complete,
but for poor Frank's absence.
One day Frank received a cable telling him to return

at once, that his wife had been killed in an accident.
His arrival home was to be equalled only by John's.
Free once more, Frank returned to his childhood
sweetheart, Rita, and shortly after they were married.

Tlie strains of the wedding march on the organ" were
beautiful, but they all smiled with happiness as they
adrnitted that the radio would always come first in
their selection.

CHAPTER FROM LIFE

Gladys Carpenter File No. 2565

TIE handsomest youth in town sat on Anna's porch
strumming a banjo, while the adoring girl watched
the gleam on his smooth brow, and breathed heav-

ily in the tenseness of the momen't. At last he spoke,
telling her of his great love, and urged her to con-
fess that she too was in love with him. Bob was just
out of technical school and had a promising future
ahead of him. The two young newlvweds had a
beautiful time furnishing their simple little cottage,
with dainty dishes just for two, and furniture and
curtains according to their own' designs. Things
might have gone on peacefully, if it were not for a
scandal that occurred in Anne's immediate family.
She had a brother five years her senior who had

grown into the habit of dancing and dining out with
the fast and flippant set of the town. Eddy's main"
weakness was a certain peroxide blonde who, after
getting him securely where she wanted him—her
slavish adorer— demanded a sum of money or threat-
ened to expose him to the family. Eddy was working
in a respectable way as clerk in the town bank, and
was getting along well, but this unpleasant affair
destroyed his power of concentration, in addition to
leading him directly in the way of temptation. He
stole the money from the bank which his mistress
demanded of him, so that his family would not be
informed of the life he was leading. He took then to
gambling, in an attempt to win back enough money
to repay the bank, and was thrust into prison. After
his release, while Anne had tried desperately to keep
the whole matter secret from her husband, Eddy in-
creased her difficulty by calling on her while Bob
was out. He had secured a job, and was saving
his money with her in order to clear himself with
the bank. Bob had returned on several evenings and
found the evidence of some man's presence. His sus-
picions were aroused, and he and his heart-sick wife
lost their old harmony. This worried Anne, and she
became thin and pale. Dr. Gregory was called in,
but he knew it was a mental trouble rather than" a
physical one, which Anne could not reveal.
One day Anne felt so ill that she sent for Dr.

Gregory without Bob's knowing it. When her hus-
band returned the doctor was bending over her in
such a compromising position that Bob instantly
assumed that he was the man that was causing bis
wife's infidelity. Without thinking, he attacked the
doctor, who fell against the brick work of the fire-
place. Gregory was killed instantly, and Bob fled.
Bob remained in hiding for three months. When

Eddy had paid up his debts he resolved to locate him.
By some coincidence he discovered him to be the Jap
in disguise with whom he traded a precious gem. He
had been telling this Jap what a problem he would
have in finding his wife's husband, and Bob realized
from his story how unfair his own suspicions of Anne
had been.
They were reunited just in time, for Anne was about

ready to have her baby boy.

Gladys Hyde File No. 2615

WHEN Marjorie Steadman brought her room-
mate home from college for the summer, all the
seasoned occupants of the Country Oub porch

prophesied a hectic vacation" for the town's bachelors.
Fresh from social and intellectual triumphs at a prom-
inent women's college, and bolstered up by a New
York background, everyone was inclined to agree
that Shirley White would make people step and step
fast. And they weren't far from wrong, for within
two weeks, Shirley's hosts announced her engage-
ment to Dortnie Hall, the most eligible of all the
eligibles in town. Donnie, two years out of Harvard,
where football, basketball, baseball, track, and lacrosse
occupied more of his time than Euclid or Horace, was
firmly ensconced behind a desk in his father's bank

—

on Fridays, when the payroll made its appearance.
Otherwise, and at other times, the bank managed
fairly well without him. This was Shirley's catch!
At a dinner dan'ce given by the Steadmans, in honor

of her engagement, Shirley began to receive a bride's
ovation, which means, in other words, that every
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bachelor and married man present felt called upon lo
surround her and press their attentions upon her. But
Shirley's interest was at a low ebb, for, during the
afternoon spent on' the club beach, Donnie had pre-
sented Gil Pleasant, Donnie's predecessor at college,
and former All-American quarterback for Harvard. It

was quite a shock to Shirley to realize that she had
come to the Middle West solely to meet Gil, after
having- heard, Marjorie speak of him for four solid
years. At this point, Donnie became excess baggage,
her eyes furtively seeking out Gil, whenever he ap-
peared.

Shirley's persistent pursuit of Gil Pleasant did not
remain a secret very long, except to Donnie, who was
still old-fashioned enough in spirit, at least, to believe
the story of Caesar's wife. He suspected nothing, :ior

did he notice Shirley's pallor when he informed her
that Gil would be able to get around with the folks
now, since his wife was returning from the East in a
few days. Plied with questions, Donnie explained that
Gil's wife was from the East, and was a classmate
of Gil's sister. But those were not the worst of

Shirley's complications. Added to the fact that Gil
was married; that his wife was intimately connected
with both Gil's family and her's; and that Shirley
was madly in love with him, what hurt most was the
fact that he was unaware of Shirley's existence, aside
from the general way in which everyone else knew
her. But Shirley was determined to conquer Gil in

the same way she man'aged every other man. Each
club dance found her claiming more of his dances.
Each dinner party found her begging her way to his

side. Her shrewdness and brilliance were becoming
more appealing to him, and the situation was deeply
involved by the time Nada Pleasant returned to town
from the East! Gil's wife had seen other lovesick
girls pursue her husband, but knowing Shirley, she
sensed imminent danger. Despair clutching at her
heart, she went to Donnie, but Donnie was merely
amused. Marjorie Steadman greeted her more seri-

ously, but the shrug of her shoulders as Nada left,

indicated exactly, the state of affairs. Both Donnie
and Marge had agreed that a small town was not
enough to keep a city girl amused, and Nada, agree-
ing in' every particular except that Gil should provide
the amusement, returned to face Gil with studied non-
chalance.

Several months later, divorce proceedings between
Nada and Gil at their expected close. Shirley and Gil

left for New York, preparatory to starting life anew,
but, taking advantage of woman's most recognized
prerogative, Donnie. wiring on' a chance, received that
most welcome answer, *Darn right I do, Donnie. Leave
for New York immediately, and bring Nada and the
baby along to surprise Gil."

CHILDREN OF FORTUNE

Mrs. Martin Dold File No. 2533

PEJIHAPS John Phillips' marriage was a failure,

because he was so much older than his wife; but
when sickness took away his money and death took

all his children save Edith, his life seemed to fall

apart.
They moved to a little town in the hills of

Arkan'sas. Their new home was terrible, being poor
and bare. Edith's only pleasure was in going to
school. Her mother seemed to find some happiness in

the company of a boarder that they took in, named
Dan Campbell. Misfortune soon followed again.
Campbell turned out to be her mother's lover and but
for Edith's sudden appearance one evenin'g would have
killed her father. The following morning Edith foiled

Campbell's attempt to poison her father and at the
point of a gun forced him to leave.

Phillips decided to leave the country. Selling his
home, he packed his few belongings and sent Edith
on ahead with her mother. When the latter arrived at
their new home they foun'd Campbell waiting for them.
A few days later Phillips arrived, and taking Edith,
left his wife to go with her lover.

Campbell and Mrs. Phillips lived together until the
Law took a hand and they were both put in jail.

Edith was now working, having been forced to give
up school to provide for her ailing father. She learned
of her mother's condition and earned enough money to

pay her fin'e and bring her home. But her mother
would not stay, and so bidding her daughter farewell
she disappeared forever.

The scandal caused everyone to look down upon
Edith, but a kindly Mrs. Starr helped her to get a
little more schooling until her father's illness once
more forced her to go to work.
One day she m.et a handsome young man named

Tom Sable. They fell in love with each other and it

was not lon'g before they pledged their troth. Edith's
father, now lying on his death-bed, the young lovers
were married at his bedside so that poor John could
die in peace knowing that his daughter's life would
be a happy one.

At about this time a "cousin" that Edith had heard
of from time to time and whom she knew her father

had longed to see appeared on the scene. It appeared
that he was really Edith's brother, and he and she
were the sole heirs to their father's estate. Edith's
identity is proved through a strange coincidence.

Thus, despite her poverty and friendliness she won
happiness and wealth.

horizon for Qiief Treetop's Comanche graves, fearing
that the Indians would not hesitate to harm them if

they were discovered. They were out to hunt wild
animals in the canyon, but were willing to take
other thrills along the route. Comanche was a
dangerous man to encounter, for at a previous meet-
ing our hero had been caught with his other friend,
Alva Haraway, making away with a supply of pecans
which the Indians were preparing to ship. Bob
Deaton and John' interested the Apaches in them, and
were offered a few Indian girls to take as wives, but
they politely got out of this by saying they did not
deserve such gifts until they could first capture some
game to bring back. They passed the home of the
Quanah Parker, chief of the Comanches, with his six
Indian squaws and one white wife. Past this place
they encountered a white man fleeing past them on a
white horse, and when' they stopped him to ask about
a watering place, he asked them for a suggestion as
to where he could stop for the night. They directed
him to a house below the creek, and when the two
youths were later stopped by six armed men on
horses in search of the white horse, they were able
to give these men an accurate direction to' the rustler.
The latter was captured, and the captors were grateful
to Bob and John. They did the boys a similar good
turn by telling them of the Mexican' gold which must
lie buried somewhere, for the owners were attacked
a long time ago when they were returning from the
mines of Colorado, and the Indians who had captured
the Mexicans never located the gold which the cautious
travelers had buried in some canyon before the battle.
This story added zest to the youths' adventure.

Bob made a mess of his killing of a panther, an'd made
another mistake in leaving his saddle behind in an in-

habited cave when he went with Bob in hiding for
safety. He tried not to have his friend discover that
he had gone after the saddle, which was being pulled
away by another wild animal, but when he was drawn
in his pursuit into the deep recesses of the canyon, he
found, not only his own saddle. "But the saddles and
paraphernalia of numerous dead warriors, with their
bones still lying exposed upon the ground. There too
was the famous Spanish Treasure, and Bob, who later

ioin'ed John, agreed with him that there they would
leave it, in utter safety, so that their wealth was
secure and their trip well repaid.

FLIGHT FROM WEALTH

Fay Anderson File No. 2601

A CULTURED and well educated daughter of a
prominent; millionaire. Irene Le Roy, is weary
of the aimlessness of her life in society. When

she notices how an'other debutante is scorned after the
family wealth has been diminished, she fears for her
own safety, and confides in her father that she was
anxious for a career, so that she would not be for-

gotten if their money should disappear. Her father
wanted her with him, and prevented this until his
death, when a brother of his returns from Japan and
invites Tren'e to live with him in California.
On the train, Irene is surprised to notice hom much

a fellow passenger resembles herself. Muriel Gray is

an orphan who is on her way to live with her aunt.
She is poor, and weary of economic struggle, and this
gives Irene an idea. Tlie girls decide to exchange
identity, and Irene gives up her wealth and social
con*nections to Muriel.
We leave Muriel passing easily as Irene in Cali-

fornia, while Irene is struggling for the first time in

herjifcto make a place for herself. She confides in

a girl friend in the town, who teaches her how to per-
form household tasks and other things, so that her
aunt does not become suspicious. She meets a
mechanic! of a nearby town, and after fallin'g in love
with him. and learning that he is himself a son of a
wealthy Detroit man who is studying his father's in-

dustrv from the bottom up. tells him that she is em-
barking on quite a similar venture. With so much in

common, they are married, and now Irene wonders
what may have happen'ed to Muriel.

Muriel has been devoting herself to studying, bring-
ing forth her latent singing talent. She avoids meet-
ing people from the East, but does have a thrillirfg

romance with a rising young politician and social

leader. Her love for this man receives interfei-ence
bv the girl who seems to have an in'tense dislike for
Muriel. An old rejected suitor of the real Irene meets
this girl at a party to which Muriel attends, and they
both discover Muriel's false identity, denouncing her
to her lover before she has time to explain.
At this time the real Irene, who has been invited

to the same partv. exolains everything. Muriel's
lover tells her he is going to marry her no matter
wh^t she is. Her supposed uncle forgives both girls,

rt'alizing that it was a fin'e spirit which prompted both
nf them to do what they did. Muriel forgives even her
hateful rival, and the party continues, being now a
celebration of the engagements of Muriel and her rival

to their respective lovers.

THE DEN OF SPANISH TREASURE

S. D, Huffman File No. 2574

EARLY in December two adventurous youths, gaunt
and strong eager to try their limbs set out for

the Mexican canyon, and did not hesitate to
traverse the land of the Indian Reservation which they
knew was forbidden to_ the white men. They rode
horseback in the direction of Fort Sil, scanning the

HUSBAND AND WIFE

Frank Vandamme File No. 2585

AGAIN Paul Thomas has to wait an hour before
Mrs. Thomas has dinner ready. He fusses and
fumes, blaming her because she has easv duties.

Throughout the meal the quarrel continues. The baby
cries, the phone rings, a neighbor drops in to borrow
some spoons. Thomas snorts and leaves the table in

disgust. He assures his wife that he could run the
house better. She agrees to let him. on condition' that

he a11nw her to take his job as clerk in the fashion-
able Hotel Tnineriril where the elite stayed.
The husband now has the apron on and the wife

—

the hotel job. She is busy all day long answering in-

qun-ies about trains, rooms, resorts, or listening to
complaints from snobbish women. She notices a tall,
black-haired mart hanging around the lobby, eyeing
her, but pays no attention to him. In the afternoon
she receives a call from Room 42.^ that there is

trouble, for her to come up immediately. She gets no
elevator service as Mrs. Van Styx's Pomeranian re-
fuses to leave the car at the ninth floor, and Mrs.
Van Styx has enlisted the elevator boy and others on
the car to help coax Fifi off. Mrs. Thomas flies up
the four flights of stairs, stumbling on the third
flight. She walks into the room an'd is faced by the
stranger she noted in the lobby. He makes advances,
while she screams and throws furniture at him.
In the meantime, Mr. Thomas was washing the

breakfast dishes, answering the door bell and inform-
ing vacuum cleaner agents, book salesmen and ex-
terminator salesmen* that he did not need their
wares. Tins was wash day and Thomas put the baby
on a mound of linens to play as he turned the washing
machine. Unaware that the baby had crawled under-
neath a heap of clothes, he picks the bundle up and
puts it into the washing machine, but soon discovers
the baby in it. Saying that this coun'ted as its bath,
he tries to change the baby's clothes. The phone
rings and he is told by a feminine voice that the
bridge club was calling at his house that day.
Thomas dusts around and orders sandwiches. He
meets the club members at the door and ushers them
in. He tried to act like a typical hostess. He serves
wrong dishes, spills tea on someone's lap, and inter-
feres with the bridge game. The ladies walk indig-
n'antly out as he begins looking under the tables and
around the ladies' legs for the baby who had crawled
under the lounge. Thomas very wearily sits down but
looks at the clock and sees that it is five and that
he had not started dinner.
Mrs. Thomas, after breaking a chair over the

stranger's head, flew down the steps again, tripping
on the last one and landing into Mrs. Vart Styx who
is muchly put out by this. The manager fires Mrs.
Thomas, who goes home and finds that dinner is not
ready. Mr. Thomas hands over the apron to her
after showing her the burnt chops and his burned
hands. Both agree that their original places were
better, an'd Thomas the next day upon returning from
work, does not scold Mrs. Thomas tor not having
dinner ready, but helps her by cutting the bread, and
silencing the bawling Junior.

Ann Kershek File No. 2624

IN the long ago and far away when gypsies roamed
the prairies and forests of this country, June and
Dan'ny Crosby were whisked away under colorful

woolen shawls, while their sleeping governess dozed
over a spicy novel. Thousands of searchers, far and
wide, relinquished all hope after a number of months
had passed, and the grief-stricken Crosby family was
left with only little Marian, who was fortunate enough
to have been visil;ing with her mother while June
and Dann'y were added to the colorful Caravan of
the gypsy tribe.

Sick with fear, and delirious from the shock, five-

year old June and Baby Danny kept up a steady
stream of protest towards their captors, but after
twelve long years, the children had grown accustomed
to the gypsy ways and had learned to appreciate the
thrill of the open road. Danny had forgotten com-
pletely of his early life at home, but June kept a
watchful eye on him, prepared when the occasion
might arise, to tell him of his parents and to plan with
him a careful escape from the care of these people
he had grown to look upon as his own. Steadily, June
waited for the cherished opportunity. Longingly she
sighed for a sight of the scenes of her childhood, but
her captors were aware of her longing and managed
to remain far from the Crosby home.

When June reached the age of eighteen, her thoughts
of home were blurred by sentimental attachment to-

ward her captors. Dann'y, too, she feared, would never
be happy with ordinary people, and the name Crosby
left a blank wonderment in her mind. Would her
people know her and believe it was she after all these
years of vagabonding over the face of the globe ?

Would she and Danny fit into the social life of

Crosby Cottage, and once in, would they be able to
en'dure the static life of the suburbs, in the home of

a college professor? Then, too, what of their chances
to stand on an equal footing with their childhood play-
mates. Surely, one must learn more in the civilized

and normal world, besides the telling of fortunes! But
even pretty ladies brought up in gypsy camps, and
filled with the romance of youth must succumb to

duty, and June very shortly related thetr hectic his-

tory to young Dan'. Reluctant to l>elieve his sister,

but fired with the injustice of their capture and
slavery for so long a time, Danny promised June she
would be with her mother before long. Two davs
later, June and Danny crept stealthily through the
forest which housed the camp, and made for the
nearest town, but darkness surrounded and closed them
in, and they were forced to Hn'ger at a small shack
whose light had guided them toward it. After pre-

paring a meal with the food contained in huge car-

tons, standing on the floor of the shack, the two
youngsters began a search about the hut for some-
place they might sleep without being discovered by the
occupants of the place, but, before they could get
further into the store closet, the sound of raucous
laughter came to their ears, and through a chink in

the wall they observed the actions of a battd of ruflians

who seemed to be emptying sacks of jewels upon the

floor of the hut. June and Danny were sufficiently

apt in gypsy ways to know just what this meant, but
Danny gave June the sign to be still, explaining in

hushed whispers that the men seemed tired, and that

on'ce asleep, a getaway would be the best thing. Soon
afterwards, the ruffian band had extinguished the
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lights, and one by one, the men threw themselves upon
their coats, snoring before their eyes had even closed.

Danny and June, shivering with fear, by this time,

made their way from the closet and. taking several of

the smaller jewel bags, took up a path through the

woods, guiding themselves by the light of the moon.
Sunvise found the weary pair sleeping in the office

of the county sheriff, after having been rewarded
and duly commended for supplying information lead-

ing to the arrest of daring bandits. But happiness was
not far off, for. once back in the Crosby home, June
and Danny set about learnin'g the ways of real boys

and girls of their age.

GROCERIES AND LOVE

Madeline Stupfel File No. 2584

ALIAS MISS TREVOR

Mary Lewis File No. 2612

CONFRONTED with an unusually clever jewel
robbery committed in a palatial Long Island

home. Chief Detective Blackburn of the New York
otlfice decides that only a girl can track down these

society thieves whose prey :

their extravagant parties
jewels. After a conference with his aide, he sum-
mons his secretary, Sybil Rand, and asks her to

undertake the work. Pleased at the sudden display

of interest on the part of her employers, she accepts

the assignment, and becomes "Sybil Trevor," or

rather, simply "Miss Trevor—of Richmond."

In possession of a letter from Blackburn to his

friend, J. Alan Moore, Sybil arrives at the Long Island

home, unknown to all but the kindly Mr. Moore,
whose wife has just been' robbed of all of her jewels.

Among the guests down for the weekend, Sybil meets
Sir Cecil Alexander, a British peer, and the two are

paired off for tennis. While on the courts, however,
Sybil is introduced to Jerry Stone, whose shrewd
observations and seemingly inner knowledge of the
many guests serve to arouse her suspicions. What
could be simpler to the inexperienced Miss Trevor
than' a link between a society jewel theft and a gen-
tleman burglar? Leaving the puzzled peer to his own
devices, she immediately forms a close friendship with
Jerry, and manages to be with him a great part of

each day. But his questions become troublesome, and
Sybil begins to wonder whether he really suspects

what her mission is.

The Saturday night of this glorious weekend, Mrs.
Moore is the hostess of an elaborate costume ball in

honor of the visiting peer. Dressing for the occasion,

Sybli reaHzes her love for Jerry, an'd is amused at

the thought of falling in love with a common thief.

A nice situation, she assures herself, for an embryo
detective trying to carve a career! With resolve up-
permost in her mind, she descends to the garden,
firmly believing that the solution of a great mystery,
and the birth of a successful "Lady Sherlock Holmes"
are at hand. Dreams of fame soar about her as she
dances in the arms of men of rank, fame, and for-

tun'e! As midnight approaches, she consents to a

stroll in the garden with Sir Cecil, aware that Jerry
has just preceded her through the half-open French
window. Sir Cecil asks her about herself, and relates

many of his experiences in London, but Sybil's eyes

are riveted on the faultlessly -dressed figure of Jerry,
engaged in serious conversation with a tall and grim-
faced gentleman. As she passes on the arm of her
companion, Jerry nods and motions to his accomplice
to follow. The last thing Sybil sees is Jerry disappear-
ing into an arbor, two guns poised in his hands. Be-
fore she can move, a scream is heard coming from
the Moore mansion, and every light in the house dis-

appears. Tearing herself from Sir Cecil, Sybil runs
up the stairs of the terrace in time to meet Mr.
Moore who informs her that his guests have been
robbed of all their money and jewels, the thieves dis-

appearin'g into the night. Sybil rushes to the phone
and calls Blackburn, after which she retires to her
room to form a plan of action. Packing her clothes,

hastily, she' sends word to her hostess that she has
received a call from New York, and will be forced to

leave at once. But as she prepares to step out of her
room, she is confronted by Jerry, who forces her back
and locks the door.

"So, my fair lady," Jerry mocks at her, "You were
going to queer me with Blackburn to save yourself!

Take a look at this, sister! And hand over the goods."
Terry uncovers a badge, pinned to his wallet.

"Oh Jerry." the bewildered Miss Trevor retorts,

"You. a detective! But you don't un'derstand! You
think that I—Oh, how can you? But why didn't you
say something, so I wouldn't have to

"

"Stop stalling. Miss Rand, alias Trevor, and talk.

We know you didn't do it, but it'll be a lot easier for

you if you spill it all, now."
Bewildered Sybil was ready to do as she was

asked, to avoid a scene before the remainder of the
guests who had not retired to their rooms.
"Why don't you ask Mr. Moore about me," she

asks him, wearily. "He can explain better than I

can. You're fun'ny, Jerry, but I suppose you're no
more of a fool than I was, for suspecting you."
But there isn't time for Jerry to act upon her sug-

gestion. A knock at the door is followed by the
command, "Open up, Sybil, Blackburn speaking!"
Jerrv produces the key, glancing amusedly at Sybil.

"Well," roars Blackburn, "A nice pair of ham
detectives you turned out to be. Just like the movies
—chasing each other. You'd better bury Jerry Stone
and Miss Trevor- -of Richmon*d and get regular jobs."

But Sybil and Jerry fit so naturally into each
other's arms, that Blackburn's humor falls on deaf
ears. As the good-humored man is about to shut
the door from the outside, he calls back:
"I don't k'^ow whether it will interest you love boids,

but the Englii^h guy down there just caught the butler

and chrtufieur beating it in his car with the loot.

Inside job, v'see."
' 'The future Mrs. Trevor and I w ill see you in

church, Cap," says Jerry.

THIS story is especially suitable to an artist like

Marie Dressier, an'd with her assistant in the plot
represented by Polly Moran, it would make a

laugh-provoking hit such as the talking picture pro-
ducers are seeking daily.
Polly the assistant, is a widow, small and

cranky, and Marie is the generous and overweight
cousin, her employer. Marie is constantly watching
over her cousin, her inquiring, comic nose sniffing in

the air whenever Polly is deserving of some reproach.
They ai-e together trying to run a grocery store, which
in some respects is astonishingly efficient, having
funny ways' of means of saving mon'ey, space, and
bearing instructive and highly suggestive signs that
brisk up trade. But little catastrophies constantly dis-
rupt their business, and the buxom Marie minds
these less than her more responsible and more worri-

One day a young man' comes to town and opens
a rival grocery store. This starts action in the
comedy. Marie's Irish is aroused by the opposition.
and she considers the newcomer an unforgiveable
enemy for trying to earn a livelihood. To add insult
to injury he has the gumption to make love to her
own daughter, and by his enterprising manner and
sleek aggressiveness, loses no time in winning a re-
sponse. The daughter and the rival grocer are secret-
ly married, and of course the daughter's loyalty to
her mother's interests in business now revert to her
own husband's grocery store. She brings into the
business the many ideas and suggestions that were so
novel in Marie's establishment, copying the funny
signs, with a dash of even greater humor, and pur-
chasing a few new specialties to sell which she knows
her mother never thought of keepin'g in stock.
Polly does not pass out of the picture, for here she

plays the role of the generous and sympathetic con-
fidante, and Marie's daughter seeks out her relative
almost daily, urging her to try to effect a reconcilia-
tion. Polly tries, by being as efficient and obedient
an assistant as she knows how, but accidents occur,
so that Marie is even more furious.
At last peace is restored when the n'ew son-in-law

suggests a merger of the stores with the ambitious
Marie as "Big Business Chief." In her ardor over
the new relationship, she celebrates by allowing her-
self a whipped crea'.n eclair of enormous proportions,
and Polly celebrates by stoically pushing aside her
plate bearing a similar fat-producing dish.

her. She asks Mr .Smith to take her home at once,
and Wilbur, who has chauffeured her thence, hastens
back to inform Sweet. Robert returns home just in
time to save his wife from the unwanted embraces of
Mr. Smith, and they all go back to the club, where
yarton is at last discovered and arrested. Kathleen,
now having a little explaining to do on" her own ac-
count, listens with humility to her husband's and
Betty's story and forgiveness goes the rounds of the
entire party.

DISTRUSTFUL WIVES

Erwin J. Daniels File No. 2600

DR. SWEET'S wife was proud of her husband's
business success, for in a single year he had so
developed his clientele that they could now

afford two servants and a beautiful little home. Wil-
bur, han'dyman and butler, kept watch over the liquor
supply in the lower regions of the house, and often
showed evidences of having imbibed a little too freely.
Dr. Sweet, however, employed him as a trust on

The evening of his fifth anniversary, Kathleen had
a special dinner prepared, when she received word
from the Crosby Hospital that one Ruth Bentley had
been injured and was demanding the attention of Dr.
Sweet. She regretted having to send her husband out
on this case, this night of nights, and she also felt

unhappily suspicious of the woman who insisted on
being treated by him alone.
Arriving at the hospital, Dr. Sweet was surprised to

discover that his patient was none other than, Betty,
Kathleen's flapper sister who had given' a false name
in order that Kathleen should not hear of her trouble.
She explained to her sister's husband that she had
been riding in a handsome grey coupe with one Mr.
Barton, having originally left home to visit her sister
on the occasion of the anniversary as a surprise. There
was an accident in' the car while Barton was dodging
police who were trailing him for some reason, and she
was hurt. She did not know what happened to Barton,
but realizing that Kathleen would only deal out one
of her customary lectures on iast life and taking
chances, she begged Robert Sweet to keep it quiet.
But this, in view of the fact that Kathleen's sus-
picions have already been' aroused, proved to be a
most complicated task.

Tlie police officers, keeping vigil at the hospital, ex-
plained to Sweet that they intended to get Barton who
was sought for stealing a car on weekends and driving
from Albany to New York. Betty's part in the affair

consisted merely of her unfortunate presence on one
of these rides, but after having regain'ed full con-
sciousness, she informed the police of the name of the
night club Barton was in the habit of frequenting, after
which she and the doctor made persistent trips to
this place with the police, in search of the man whose
arrest would insure Betty's release as a material wit-
ness. Naturally. Kathleen hears reports from gossips
who have heard of or seen the doctor in company with
the mysterious young lady, an'd she grows more and
more unhappy and distrustful. She sets Wilbur on
the trail to follow the doctor, but Wilbur gets drunk
and parks his car in front of a fire plug, and is hailed
to court where he meets the doctor and Betty, and
learns of the girl's troubles. Returning home, he in-

forms Kathleen that he lost the doctor in the heavy
traffic. But Kathleen discovered a check made out by
Robert to the Crosby hospital, paying for his patient,
and she could not imagine Robert acting in that
manner. Enlisting the aid of the questionable Mr.
Smith who desires her for himself, and is only too
glad to prove her husband's infidelity to her, and the
two attend the "White Owl" night club belonging to
Barton's brother. Here Kathleen sees her husband
bending over a young woman' whose back is toward

THE GARDEN OF EXPERIENCE

Gay Girlian Meriwether File No. 3083
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opportunities and triumphing
But we must not let pleasure rule us or we shall

wither and be turned over to grief and sorrow. Re-
membering that life is a sacred trust, and that the
same law that gives loveliness to the lily and fra-
grance to the rose, also gives this gift to man, be
he friend or foe. Among the many flowers of man
today, there is always the flower of the flock and so
it shall always be—ruled bv the deadly serpent found
in the "GARDEN OF EDEN." The happiness and
purity of our lives depends much on the choice of our
companions and it is just as necessary for us to keep
friends as to make them. Friendship gives none the
privilege of being disloyal or dishonest.
Sweet William's Garden—In the deadly nightshade

with the Goldenrod—Father Thyme plants irf Mother
Earth, for "Sweet William's Garden," some choicest
seeds. From these seeds some buds spring forth, un.
folding beautiful flowers, each having separate signi-
ficance. The myrtle denotes love, the lily, sweetnes.
The rose breathes jealousy, and the daisy, innocence.
The pansy expresses thought, and the violet's perfume,

life.

The old-fashioned mansion of Sir
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There was one heir to this magnificent mansion—

a

son who is being brought up by Sir William and Lady
Aster, he, belonging to descendants of the crowned
heads of England, and Lady Aster, who was Camelio
Forest, descendant of Scotch aristocrats. Being the
only child, William is the inspiration of their lives and
they spend much of their time trying to please and
amuse him. Wlien just a few weeks old. Poppy
carried Sweet William down to this wonderful Garden
of Flowers, and it was there that this in'fant first

baby face filled with a smile of
day, he asks, "Poppy, when I
will I have a Beautiful Garden

;?" Amused at his boyish inno-
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William grows into a tall hand:
complexion, blue-gray eyes, the
gence of a young prince, but considering life chiefly
for joy and pleasure. Since childhood he has been
under the influence of women, and has formed an
interest in women which haunts him and pursues him.
He is tortured by them, living in a state of madness.
He has been lifted to heaven by women, then dropped
to hell on account of them. Amon'g William's play-
mates was a demure, blue-eved, golden haired, fairy-
like little girl whose name was Jlvrtle Thorne. The
children called her "Old Prickley Thorne" because she
was always in the way, looking out for William's
interests. What really troubled them was that they
were_ jealous because they knew that she could make
William do ,'ust as she wished. Consequently, thev de-
cided to teach her a lesson. The result was that
Myrtle and William were so badly outdone, they never
played any more games with the others. This ended
William's first real experience, an'd began his first

awakening of love and all that was good and pure
burst forth into fresh blossoms of loveliness. It was
during the sudden change wherein the exquisite bud
of adolescence burst into the twilight of youthful love-
liness making a beautiful flower of girlhood that
William learned to love with all his heart. To him.
Myrtle was a saint, and he was entirely under her
magnetic charm. She had given herself completely

to bin ugh

gether, spending much
Garden of Little Wome
One night as William

nd he had promised to
They spent many years to-
of their time in the lovelv
at William's home,

is watching the twinkling of
ine hallucination. Instead of

the delicate features of his "Fairest Flower," he see^
a horrible four-legged creature with the face of Myrtle.
Remembering the day that she had given" herself to
him, he feels that he can no longer allow any intrigue.
Defending himself against this determination, he thinks
of marriage—legitimate marriage. Why should he
give his name to one he cannot trust? Despite the
fact that he knows her to be absolutely true and
faithful, he could never love her again with that
serene and majestic love, but merely as the last

blossom that falls with the dead leaves of late autumn.
From instinctive fear of entreaties to return to her,

he avoids her before leaving to take up a new home
with his aunt.
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At the age of eighteen, William's mother dies and
he takes up the study of law, leaving his father with
a new mistress by the name of Pansy Greenleaf, a
widow, with one daughter, Daisy. Daisy was reared
to beUeve everybody honest and upright and irf her
blindness to loyalty, refuses to be deceived. William's
aunt has recently married a man of great wealth by
the name of Hawthorn Rhododendron who has beauti-
ful twin daughters. Lily and Rose. William is natur-
ally a lover, and as Lily and Rose are deliciously beau-
tiful, he makes love to them both. Since they are ex-
actly alike in appearance, yet entirely different in

character, they are given names which will differentiate

them, Lily being compared to tlie purity and sweetness
of the flower, is irresistible. Her sweet smile is in-

dififerent and seductive, her soft voice seemingly the

musical accompaniment, and her slow penetrating man-
ner surcharged with feminity. She loves her sister

Rose more than' life, and is willing to make any sac-

rifice for her happiness. Rose is the picture of elegant

falseness, charming yet treacherous. She has beauty,
charm, and all that anyone can wish for, yet there is

something lacking. She is representative of two widely
dififerent natui'es, warm and genial, yet imitative and
jealous, always wishing for something she doesn't

possess. On William's arrival at his aun't's home. Rose
is engaged to Johnquil Larkspui", a prominent lawyer,
who has discovered he loves Lily, to, but believing

that Rose loves Johnquil, she refuses to marry him.
Lily is later engaged to William—but he has awakened
a new love in Rose and she becomes miserably jealous,

complicating afifairs. Rose threatens to commit suicide

if Lily doesn't marry Johnquil so Rose may wed
William and Lily agrees to change. William and
Johnquil bein'g unable to tell the difference. After the

wedding, the twins confess their trick, and fate

handles the situations with cruelty. Rose gradually
fades and withers into eternity leaving William deter-

mined never to marry again. He no longer regards
family traditions, and returns to his father's home,
sharing his mistress Pan'sy Greenleaf. Pansy is i

mature venus with olive complexion, big brown eyes,

and much charm as a fascinating talker, capable of

weaving mind, body, and soul into a web of entangle-
ment so fine that one cannot escape. After the death

of Sir William Aster some years later, she reveals

to William that Poppy, as Sir Williams is called, has
willed her the Magnificent Man'sion of his boyhood.
She also tells him of the unborn child whom Poppy
thought was his, but in reaHty is William's. Shocked,
but pleased at the thought of a family, William pro-

poses to Pansy, but she insists that he marry her
daughter, Daisy. Abashed at the thought, but satis-

fied with her promise to keep the secret, he consents.

Pansy writes her daughter that she must come to live

with her and Daisy arrives. Pansy's child dying shortly

before her arrival. Daisy's modesty and innocence
strikes William as being different from anythin'g he

has ever known, and he is enraptured by her presence,

glad to make her his wife.

Although William has suffered much, he receives

inconceivable joy from his wife's innocence. She
never guesses the intimate relationship between her

mother and her husband, and man'y months later when
a little wail is heard in the "Garden of Little

Women." Daisy and William find a new blossom in

their life,—a little fairv daughter whom they call

Violet, meaning new life. Pansy, resting in a sad

garden where God alone is Master and Teacher, looks

back on her life, rememberin'g the words so indicative

of the Garden of Experience, "As ye sow, so shall

ye reap."

GHOST'S PARADE

Mr Georgia B. O'Leary File No. 2636

THE old adage concerning the man who is foolish

enough to bite off his nose to spite his face is

well-illustrated in the story of Richard Martini

who kills himself in order to deprive his young wife

of the material comforts and enjoyments required by
a woman of her station in life.

Attending a costume ball in the garb of a ghost,

Martini meets Marion Pizzelli, a young lady of twenty.

Martini, fifty-five, is anxious to marry her due to the

fact that he is a bachelor with not even a distant rela-

tive to take advantage of any legacy he might care

to leave. Discovering his daughter to be in love with

the ageing millionaire, Pozzelli steps in and arranges

the match, Marion arfd Martini being married withm
a few months. At first the youne bride and her

fatherly groom are extremely happy, but as time

passes. Martini tires of the never-ending round of

social functions, the theatre, and the opera, and sug-

gests to Marion that they lower the pace. Marion,

hurt, refuses, and continues going about alone. Suf-

ferin'g the pangs of a jealous old man who sees his

young wife pursued by younger men. Martini begins

to exhibit jealous and violent traits, and evolves wild

schemes to deprive Marion of the wealth he has be-

stowed upon her. Several months after theiv marriage,

he is found dead in his living room, Mar'-n having
been to the opera all evening. Un-nerved, Marion ac-

cuses Tony, the stable groom, swearing she had seen

him leave the living-room upon returning from the

opera, and that she has often overheard ar';aiinents

between Tony and Martini. Discovering Marrmi's
money and Marion's jewels missing, the police ascribe

the motive of the murder to robbery and Tony is con-

victed and sentenced to a long jail term. After the

trial, Marion, left without funds, returns to the home
of her parents, leaving Martini's home deserted, but

her father suggests that she have it redccor.itod and
try to rent it, so workmen occupy the house and the

continual buzzin'g of saws and hammers is leard about

the neighborhood.
One of the painters. Joseph Beaumonte. finds the

Martini job very distasteful and notifies the f^rsm^n
that he is leaving, not wishing to work in such an
eerie atmosphere, surrounded by murder. The foreman
quizzes him further about his ideas and fin'ally elicits

the information that Beaumonte is under the impres-
sion that he has seen the ghost of what he sup-
poses to be Martini, parading in the garden, but
always stopping to point to a spot under a particular
tree. Living nearby, Beaumonte says he has had
enough of the Martini murder, an'd informs the fore-
man he will not be back on the job next day. The
men laugh uproariously, but Beaumonte returns to his
home and informs his wife and young daughter
Georgia of the hallucination. His wife scolds him
for leaving a good job for such nonsen'se, but Georgia
decides to investigate. The following evening, she de-
parts for the Martini home and carries a few tools.
After a few hours in the garden, she returns to her
home, startled by what she has managed to uncover.
Shortly afterwards, the Beaumont es leave for the

West, Beaumonte being unable to secure work after
his tale of the Martini ghost tale. Georgia, reluctant
to leave, maintain's her secret throughout, but realiz-
ing that her story will not necessarily save her father,
decides to keep it a while longer. For several years,
Beaumonte and his family thrive on the coast, but
Georgia's health is failing and she seems to be ob-
sessed by something which is undermining her health
and sanity. But the solution comes to her one day,
as if by Divine interference. Seated in the movies
with a young man of her age, she sees a gang picture
in which a very young boy is sentenced to death for
a murder he has not committed. His mother dies of
grief, too. Georgia jumps to her feet and shouts,
"He didn't doit. I kn'ow what to do now!" Then
she faints. Thinking her drunk or crazy, the manage-
ment calls in a policeman, and Georgia tells him her
story. She is removed from the theatre to the home
of the District Attorney where she again recites her
experiences and beliefs. Her collapse follows, and she
is removed to her own home and placed under doctor's

The following day the leading papers of the couittry
carry the story of Georgia Beaumonte and her father's
belief in ghosts. The story it prints contains the news
that Georgia, upon her visit to the Martini garden,
had dug up the soil beneath the tree her father had
supposedly seen the ghost, and had found a huge box
containing a great deal of money together with Mrs.
Martini's jewels. Afraid that her father would be
accused of the robbery, Georgia had kept her dis-
covery a secret, reburying the treasure even deeper.
The note accompanying the box had explained that
Martini's death was a suicide and that he had buried
his money and jewels in order to prevent his gadabout
wife from sharing his fortune. The instructions in the
note willed to the finder of the box, its complete corf-

tents. Finding herself wealthy, Georgia restores
Marion's iewels and offers to pay Tony, the innocent
prisoner, for his unjust Imprisonment. But the state
attends to that, and once at large, Tony goes to
Georda an'd informs her that he has fallen in love
with her. Waxing more confident than usual, Georgia
informs Tony that this is one secret she will not bear
for very long without sharing it with the world.

man she truly loved, and suddenly became hateful to
Bob. Mr. and Mrs. Cobb themselves begged Buddy's
forgiveness for their attitude of aloofness, and a-.ked
him to forgive Rose-Etta, who they knew was really
a good girl. He consented to marry her, provided she
return to Mr. Steward all that he had given her. Nat-
urally Bob was more appreciative of his own wife,
after Rose-Etta had made him realize that to her he
had meant only a play-boy, whom she did not love.

THE DECEITFUL FLAPPER

Mrs. D. A. Seaqle File No. 2579

THE strict discipline of the Cobb household palled
on the young girl of seventeen, so that when
Rose-Etta rebelled she did so vigorously, having

an inten'se nature. She defied her parents bv invit-
ing young men, callers to her friends house—Pearl, a
flapper who taught Rose-Etta how to use make-up,
and introduced her to carefree men that she knew
her own parents would never allow into their home.
One day the Cobbs. realizing that their daughter was

becoming wayward, and wisihng not to lose her re-
soect for them, decided to give in to her slightly.
They would get her a parlor suite and outfit a room
where she miffht be proud to receive callers. She
declined the offer, having by now grown accustomed
to the freedom she enjoyed in the more easy-going
home of her friend. Her parents were made unhappy
by her nightly carousals with strangers, and noticed
that she seemed to be losing interest in them, even to
the extent of n'ot taking her meals with them in the
evening but going out with one Bob Steward.
They disapproved of Buddy, although his greatest

virtue was that he loved Rose-Etta sincerelv. There
had been inanv others before, but Rose-Etta went with
him exclusively long enough so that finallv he pro-
posed. She told him he would have to keep it a
secret from her parents, who thought her still too
young for such serious matters, and accepted his
rinp- but did not wear it on her finder.
All might have turned out smoothly, if she had n'ot

met the handsome Bob Steward in the interim. Bob
won her while she was awav from Buddy and attend-
ing school, so that she could easily keen up her con-
nection with Buddy by correspondence, while she drove
to dances and dinners in Bob's car, thrilled by his
mature ways and his handsome figure.

Poor Rose-Etta's defiant innocence brought more
trouble, however, for she discovered by Bob's own con-
fession that he had been married for five years, and
had two children. He was in love with Rose- Etta,
for his own wife was too much concerned about her
household tasks and seemed constantly to be nagging
at her husband to improve himself in some matter.
He wanted the young girl for her sweet, amiable
nature, just as a thing apart from his marriage, and
asked her whether she could still see him on those
terms. She was lured by the secrecy of such an ar-
rangement, and accepted. So for a long time they met
in secret and had good times. At Christmas time
he bouf^ht her a fur coat, although be had bought bis
own wife and children verv little for some time. She
explained to Mrs. Cobb that she had purchased the
coat from her own allowance.
At last Mrs. Steward discovered her husband's in-

fidelitv. and demanded a divorce. When Rose-Etta
realized that the ensuing scandel might prevent her
marriage to Buddy, she admitted that Buddy was li.-e

DANGER IN THE FOREST

Frank Vandamme File No. 2585

THE lumberjack camp was known for miles around
as a tough center where no cities' softies could
thrive. When Dick Mason came to the town,

hoping to harden his muscles in the severe toil, and
to ease his heart from the pain it had just experienced
when his sweetheart jilted him and married his rival,
he was not ready for the sort of handling he was in-
stantly subjected to. However, he was eager to be a
good sport at all costs, knowing that one never got
alon'g with such fellows if one continued to be snobbish.
One evening before the campers were to travel on
"the drive." they decided to celebrate by a wild
party. Dick joins them, and meets one stunning girl

by the name of Helen Berliner. She Is the only nat-
ural blonde in the whole town, and her vivacity and
charm has won' a reputation for her, but she is en-
tirely unsullied, being the daughter of one of the
town's big chiefs, whom nobody would dare offend.
Naturally she singled Dick out instantly as a man of

a different calibre from those with whom she was un-
fortunately in constant contact, and she feared for his
safety in such a tough crowd.
Her fears were confirmed when" the next morning

she heard that Dick had been found in a back alley,

his pockets emptied of cash, while the men had started
off without him. Dick is ashamed to face the girl,

realizing that he must have looked a pretty mess the
evening before when he good-naturedly consented to
standing the men on drinks, and struggled to keep
up with them in their furious thirst. The third day
after the men had left, he discovers that they are
seventy miles ahead of him, and that if he wishes to
catch up, he would have to tramp it through the forest.

Helen could have told him this was impossible, but
he disappeared without a word to her, so that he is

unaware both of the dangers he is about to encounter,
and of Helen's sincere concern over him.
In the forest he is forced on by fear, while fatigue

gnaws at his muscles and retards his progress. At
last he comes to a broken down camp and decides to
spend the night there, when' he Is suddenly roused by
what he thought must be a rat. It turned out to be
the rustling of the forest brush, as Helen approached
on a horse, a troop of her father's men behind her.

They had gone out as a searching party to recover
Dick, when the Employment Agency made known to

Mr. Berliner whither they had sent him. Helen con-
fesses that love prompted her to save him, and he
assures her, as he lifts her on' the horse she brought
for him, that the tortures of those few days was well
worth, it now.

RUM-RUNNER'S LOVE

C. C. Bevan File No. 2613

CONTRARY to the dictates of his own conscience,
but urged on by the love he bears his childhood
sweetheart, Fred Crater leaves the little village

of Seward for the big city, where he becomes a rum.-
runner. Aware of the fact that a family feud and a
favored rival do not go hand in hand with young
love, Fred decides to look into the veracity of the
platitude, "Money talks."
For many weeks Fred pursues the search for an

opportunity or situation of some kind, always keep-
in'g in mind the clear gaze of his lovely lady and
the grim countenance of Brammer, the chief competi-
tor for her hand. But each night he returns to his

room, poorer and more discouraged.
One evening, Fred decides to see something of this

town which has turned such impenetrable barriers to-

ward him. He ends up in a speakeasy and meets
Smith, who invites the boy to share his rooms and
promises to find him work. Fred won'ders how the
man can do so much for him while out of work him-
self, but Smith explains that his work Is seasonal.
Within the next few days, Fred and Smith become

intimate and Smith tells Fred that his business Is

rum-running. He paints for him a glowing- picture
of the fortune that is to be made by an enterprising
young man such as Fred, and leaves him for a few
days, to think it over. Inspired by the obvious suc-
cess of the other man, and fired by youth's impetuous
ardor, Fred accepts Smith's offer and soon is basking
in the luxury of his first ill-begotten thousands.
Several months later, Fred Is sentenced to six

months in jail, where, subdued by his surroundin'gs,

and ashamed of his straits, he writes to Virginia ask-
ing for forgiveness. She replies that her parents
would never understand, and tells him that she and
Brammer are to be married in a year. Fred decides
to forget his past life completely.
After two years of hard work In the machine shop

in a small factory, Fred returns to Seward, richer
and far more wiser, and finds that Virginia and
Brammer are still engaged. He meets them both at
several parties, but months go by before the lovers
can be alone long enough to plan. This occurs at a
c^mmunitv dance. Brammer mocks Fred and taunts
him openly about his tragic experiences as a soldier
of for time, but Fred ignores him, happy in the
knowledge that Virgin-ia still loves him, and deter-
mined to show up Brammer and win the girl.

The endurance of B rammer's taunting serves to
render Fred more thoughtful and he determines to act.
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THE MAN WHO GAMBLED

Margaret E. Beck File No. 2634

ORED with the routine of his successful bond
brokerage, Monty Gordon, fiance of Gwendolyn

ton, daughterof the Beacon City bank presi-
the private casino of Jim
f the Club Royal Cabaret.
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him that everything he h
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overheard a discussion of
that if he is the first to
police, Mr. Straton will
hasten the wedding date
urges him to pay up and wipe out his I O Us if he
isn't looking for trouble. Exuberant at the success in-
dicated in the plans he has worked out for himself,
Monty escorts Gwen to the Club Royal that night,
thinking that Molly and the others will ignore him,
realizing he is in good company and an'xious to make
an impression. Gwen is puzzled at Monty's expression
when Molly sings at his table and all the men greet
him cordially, and asks him how she has managed to
know him for so long a time without ever realizing
he has had friends difTerent from those in' her set.
Monty informs her they are business friends, and
Gwen accepts his e-xplanation. Entering the club from
an upper balcony upon which his gaming casino is
located, Buck sees Monty in the company of a girl
he has been encountering for a week, and Gwen. look-
ing up, recognizes him to be the handsome man she
has often met driving alongside her car in the city.
Buck approaches Monty, asking for an introduction to
Gwen, and Monty, reluctantly, watches them enter
the dance floor. The orchestra plays a lovely waltz,
and Molly rushes over to Monty to inform him that
she intends to put him in bad with the Lewis brothers
for double-crossing her. Disgusted, Monty leaves im-
mediately with Gwen, but only after he has learned
that she Intends to allow Buck to call on her.
Monty excitedly explains that Buck is the owner of
a gambling resort, but Gwen retorts by thanking
Monty for such a pleasant evening in such a delightful
place. Resolved to stop Buck's advances, Monty
plans to inform the police of the bank plot.
Several weeks later, Gwen elopes with Buck, leaving

Monty in the midst of a sea of debts and trouble with
the gang leaders. Buck having sold out to accept a
position in the bank. With the Lewis brothers as the
new owners of the Club Royal, Monty's misfortune
multiplies. an*d he continues to enter into arguments
with Chick, the younger, whose admiration of Molly
incenses Monty. Anxious to rid themselves of him.
Chick one day explains to Molly that he is going to
call at Monty's oi¥ice in the bank building and get him
for all time, explaining that Monty is too well-informed
for just a plain gambler. After he leaves, Molly tele-
phones Buck at the bank oi=fice, and pleads with him
to save Monty. Buck, swayed by his former loyalties,
rushes to Monty's oiKce and reaches it just as Chick
is entering. Spying Chick's gun poised in his pocket.
Buck fires with his o\vn gun and wounds Chick's arm
and shoulders. The resulting scandal and notoriety
arouses the underworld, everyone believin'g Oiick to
be deserting them for the prestige and recognition
helping a member of Gwen's caste will bring. Buck
visits Chick and tries to explain his motive, but fears
he will endanger Molly's life if he tells the whole story.
Duke puts Buck on the spot and Molly, this time, in-
forms Monty, telling him at the same time that she
was the one who informed Buck, and that she intends
to become Chick's wife in order to save everyone
concerned from any further bloodshed. Despaired, and
with no more hope of ever being able to pay his debts
and work up his former reputation, Monty heads for
the office of Buck, pretending he has come to inform
him of Molly's marriage plans. Buck, sensing trouble,
is preparing to questiort Monty, but as he opens his
mouth to speak, one of Duke's henchmen enters, and
Monty stands in Buck's path, receiving a fatal shot.
Shortly afterwards, Molly confesses the real reason for
Buck's protection of Monty, and Buck returns to his
job, assured that he will not be molested again. Monty
has gambled and lost! Buck has always been' a lucky
gambler! Each has gambled for the other, but the
cards have been stacked by the greatest gambler of

GANG FEVER
Wesley W. Dillion File No. 2637
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STARTLED at the news that David
notorious boss of the taxicab racket and
man Jack La Farce have be

Twin City police quiz Alice Dane
La Farce, but schooled in the
gangster's "moll," Alice faints i

their questions, despite the fact that she has beert
aware of her husband's disappearance for three days.
Convinced that she is not involved in either La Farce's
disappearance or the slaying of Raymond Hyde,
"plant" cop, the attempted shooting of Albert Hyde,
policeman, or Grayson's invasion of the cities, Alice
is left in her dressing room with a promise that she
will not be molested again', but also with assurance
of compensation for any information the police might
use. A search for La Farce's car is made, but Gray-
son's is discovered at the bottom of the river, in bad
enough condition to have fallen from or driven of=f the
bridge. No trace of the bodies of either La Farce or
Grayson is discovered, but Billy Danielson, plain-
clothes man and brother of Alice, senses an' uprising
in the taxicab racket and goes to visit his sister whom
he has not seen since her marriage to the racketeer.
La Farce. Hostile to the youngster whose only aim is
to restore her mate, rather than to bring glory to
himself, Alice scorns Billy's entreaties to tell what she
knows, and urges him to keep away from the fever of
the underworld lest he be eventually drawn' into the
net himself. Billy upbraids her for her adherence to
the underworld code of silence, and won over by his
teasing, she informs him of her plan, to become a
waitress in Grayson's night club after the run of
her show, and do a Httle detective work of her own,
following up clues which she has in her possession' but
dares not disclose. Shortly after Billy's visit, a great
deal of gunplay and machine-gun tactics are exhibited
in the region of Grayson's place, "The Purple Dove,"
and Billy suspects that his sister knows far more
than she cares to indicate. He takes up his quarters
at the same place and shadows Grayson's brother, who
has taken over the management of "The Purple
Dove." From his post in the doorway of a neighbor-
ing theatre, Billy witnesses a thrilling battle between
two rival gangs, but cannot attack them singlehanded,
the police arriving at the scene just in time to witness
the death of four men. Alice contin'ues her work as
waitress, learning that La Farce and Grayson have
not been spotted but are in hiding in a nearby city,
giving the appearance of having been killed or held, in
order to be able to furnish an alibi for their non'-
participation in the feverish gang war. Startled, she
sends Billy to Detroit to urge her husband to return
with Grayson, who might be able to put an end to
this incessant warfare among the younger gangsters
and racketeers. Billy leaves at once, glad of a clue,
but in his absen'ce one of the most brutal murders in
the history of the city's crime record is perpetrated.
Already on the inside, Alice learns that the Midway
Gunnysack Murder was planned by the hand of Gray-
son prior to his disappearance. AJice, fearing that
Grayson will force Jack to take the rap if either is

discovered alive, communicates with Billy, informing
him that she will arrive immediately and leave for
Europe with Jack. But she sends her message from
"The Purple Dove," and Grayson's brother, recogn'iz-

nd the identity of Alice and Billy,
to double cross both her hus-

brother can receive credit

the addr
she is plaimagines

band and Grayson so he
from his superiors. Yellow, he calls her, and imprisons
her in the apartment of the absent Grayson, in' charge
of a trusty. Fearing her life is in danger, but willing
to make a final attempt to save herself, her brother,
and her husband, Alice bribes her jailer to communi-
cate with Jack. Frantic at the thought of his wife in
the hands of so unscrupulous a man as Grayson's
brother. Jack breaks away from Detroit with Billy
and saves Alice, both of them fleeing the country for
foreign parts, Billy promising to forsake his duty for
once and report the death of both to his chief and the
informers of the underworld. Once in Europe, Alice
returns to the stage under a different name, and I>a
Farce institutes American taxicab systems and rates in
every import-int foreign city. Pursuing Jack, Grayson
is killed fight with poli<

Mr E. E.

WHEN THERE'S A WILL

Rush File No. 2619

R^
EARED in the traditions of an aristocratic Vir-

family, Elizabeth Marbury forsakes the love
wealthy northerner and is united in holy

matrimony to Joseph Dunn, poor but noble son of
a southern farmer, only to find that he is in debt
to the extent of several hun'dred dollars, a huge sum
back in the days when, milk was a nickel a quart.
Shaken, but proud and determined to set things right,
Elizabeth arranges for the purchase of a small farm
and sets to work doing odd jobs in order to accumu-
late sufificient funds for present use and for paying
off the huge debt her intelligent but ne'erdowell hus-
ban'd has run up in his years of vagabondage prior to
their marriage.
Several years elapse and Elizabeth carries on the

work of the farm, practically singlehanded, manag-
ing, in addition, to send her four daughters to
school, canning, sewing, nursing, and gardening are
only one ten'th of the occupations in which she en-
gages. Joseph, in the interim, accepts occasional
work on the roads and railway building jobs and com-
plicates her life still more by becoming a lifelong
cripple as a result of an accident while working on a
road construction project. Doggedly, Elizabeth nurses
him through illness and discusses what their future
plan's will be, during his convalescence. In accord-
ance with his desire to migrate to a larger city where
he would be enabled to study for entrance into business
or law. Elizabeth moves her belongings to a smaller

cottage, and provides him with the funds necessary
for him to enter the state university. After he leaves,
there is another baby and Elizabeth's work is aug-
mented by music lessons and instruction irt sewing
and cooking to the wealthy young ladies of the
town Finding her debts increasing daily, Elizabeth
swallows her pride, and returns to live with her
family in their plantation home. But her comfort is
short-lived or her father's constant chiding about
her useless husband and her failing health force her
to beg a chance from her only brother, to come with
her children, and live as a caretaker on his extensive
farm. By this time, the debt has swelled into thou-
sands, and her husband returns, dissatisfied with his
studies, but expressing the desire to return to the city
and study for the ministry. Willin'g to get him out of
the way at any cost, she borrows for his tuition, with
the result that her brother sends her away in a rage
and rents her a small farm far from her former home
and family. On her trip to her new farm, she en-
counters the man she rejected for Joseph and he begs
her to allow him to take her away from her trouble.
Horrified at the thought of the possibility of infidelity,
she flees from him and sets to work more determined
than ever to gain a fresh start in life.
After working for so long a time and managing topay off a small part of the enormous debt, Elizabeth

welcomes the chance to settle in a larger town as the
wife of Preacher Dunn. Proud of her accomplishment
with the education of Joseph and the children she
tastes a bit of social life for the first time in many
years, but returns to teaching and sewing before long,
realizing that Joseph's meager salary will not cover

as well as the debt. Before
interests are revived and she
ceding, and poultry-raising to

----., r „. Sadly enough, her children,
I and ready to shift for themselves, leave for the

unsettled West with husbands shy in the presence of
then- Aniazonian mother-in-law and their weak father-
in-law. Slowly she realizes that even her children have
suffered from the constant labor and worry, and there
IS nothing sentimental about their departures.
But such misfortune could not continue much longer

without leaving a mark or taking its toll of life.
Aged and worn at forty. Elizabeth receives news of
her father's death, along with the announcement that
he has left her a wealthy woman. The end of her
abors imminent, Elizabeth settles on the plantation of
her youth, and enjoys the comforts she has missed,
until her husbands tragic death in a church fire
Tender with sympathy for the man who has ruined
her life, she lays him to rest in the sad little church
yard and returns to the lonesome villa, visualizing a
lonesome future. However, unaccustomed to inertia,
she embarks on a tour of the West to visit her
daughters, but encounters her old love while changing
trains at a large city terminal, and the trip becomes
changed to a happy honeymoon.

long, all of her former
adds gardening, dog-br

daily occupations.

RETURN TO THE LOVED

Walter J. Hebert Nc 2599

B I a small stream a lonely trapper had made iiis
home for years, No one would have guessed
what a sophisticated life he had lived, before

he chose this isolation from society. He was fairly
contented, regretting only that he did not have his
son Jimmy with him, for he had gone off to become
an aviator, and Mr. Darwin thought of him always
as one oeset by peril.

r^'\/ *°S;r
"^' ^'- Lo"'^ ™^^ ^ woman of the name

of Mrs. Thornton, whose beauty shop was famous,
tor she was a good business woman and a genteel
person to have any dealings with. She lived with
a daughter, Annie, whose days were brightened by
her friendship with Jimmy Darwin, the voung and
daring aviator. She had a rival in "her friend
Kuth, who always was captivated by this engaging
young man, but Annie won out, and finally she
and Jimmy were about ready to be married. Before
the wedding Jimmy tells her he must keep an old
promise, to visit his father with his prospective
bride, and Annie consents to do this, provided thev
go by aeroplane. 'Hiey leave Ruth Simms, who is
heartbroken over her loss, and set out on their
glorious adventure.
The scene becomes entirely one of brilliant avia-

tion. The plane whirls through space, making turns
and eights and nose-dives, while the brave little
Annie sits enthralled beside her lover. At last they
arrive at the camp of the trapper, Ben Dai

'

IS overjoyed to see his son again, still
hearty, and apparently in a hilarious m
notices with what ease he takes the aerial
and some of his fears are allaved by
courage, and especially by Annie's' fortitude in bear-
ing It all.

Jimmy's big chance at being a real hero was
when he saved Annie from the bite of a poisonous'"" snapping of! his head with a gun. As
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business, but financial reverses set in early and soon
he found himself entirely broke. This was the time
when his new wife showed her true colors by re-
fusing to live with him any longer. She divorced
him, giving him the care of their son, Jimmy.
Ashamed to come home to his first wife thus

disgraced and penniless, he placed his son in ^n
orphanage and started out to find some isolated
place where not one would know him, and that is
how he happened to settle in this trapping camp,
where he remain'ed for years.
Annie knew from her observations of her own

mother, how much Mrs. Thornton still loved her
husband, for she had seen her reject a number of
really desirable suitors in her time. After much
persuasion they succeeded in convincing Ben Darwin
that he would be most welcome to his old wife.
The marriage of sister and brother was prevented
by his confession, and although they regretted their
plans, they realized that their attraction for each
other was one of flesh and blood. Mrs. Thornton
received the news that a big surprise awaited her.
Back in St. Louis, the beauty shop was closed -.or

one full day, while the dear woman tried to recover
her equilibrium in her new-found happiness. Ruth
Simms came in, expecting a wedding, and was told
instead of the n'ew relationship, which left her free
to practice her truly ingenuous arts on the young
and handsome aviator. She lost no time in win-
ning Jimmy, with Annie's blessings and approval,
and a wedding finally did take place, but it was a
<ioub]e one, with Annie's mother and father re-
united, and her brother and friend. The best man
was an old admirer of Annie's who now is seen to be
-urging his love most ardently.

Ralph Scudamore
TEX KING

File No. 2609

THE Holmes Products Company had contracted to
build a railroad through the desert and wilder-
ness from Silver Creek. Texas, to Mexico, and

Tex King was chosen to captain the grim battle!

_
Faced by all the difficulties of the job and the hand-

ling of a tough crew whom the trying conditions often
turrted into mad beasts, Tex had his hands full. To
add to his trials there was Pedro, the outlaw and
liis gang, who hated the "gringos" and their rail-

Mr. Holmes, president of the company, was at his
headquarters in San Angelo. Tliere he was shortlv
rejoined by his daughter, Helen. Helen and Tex had
met before in New York and were already close
friends when Tex had to leave.
Tex arrives at San Angelo the same day with sev-

eral of his men* who were wounded in a fight with
Pedro's men. Tex and Helen are glad to see each
other again and it would be a happy return, but
Mr. Holme; announces that the directors have ordered
Tiim to make new headquarters at Silver Creek. Tex
objects strenuously, but to no avail, and in spite of
-the danger, Mr. Holmes foolishly decides that Helen
is to go with him. Tex arranges a plan with Helen to
set rid of Pedro and rides off.

Upon their arrival at Silver Creek Helen's first

move is to get an introduction to Pedro. She man-
ages this through the landlady at the hotel. Pedro
fhinks he has gained Ruth's affection, so that when
she tells him that she now hates Tex he promises to
Icill him. At the same time he persuades Ruth to get
for him the time when the ne.xt shipment of money
comes through for the company.
The day of the planned hold-up Pedro learits that

there is a posse after him. He rides into Silver Creek,
forces Ruth to get on a horse and follow him, and re-
joins his men. The stage arrives and the Mexicans
attack, but they are met by a volley of shots from
the stage and Tex and his men come pouring out.
The bandits are routed, but in a hand-to-hand be-
tween Tex arfd Pedro, Ruth accidently shoots Tex.
She faints, and Pedro picking her up. escapes. The
following day Ruth finds herself a captive of Pedro's,
"below the border" in Mexico. Suddenly Tex,
wounded and bleeding, appears in the doorway. There
is a short sharp gun fight, and Pedro is killed, but
Tex falls badly wounded. Before the other outlaws
can move, Tex's men arrive.
For man'y weeks Tex lay between life and death,

-until nursed by Ruth and strengthened by her love.
Mr. Holmes is deeply grateful to Tex and apologizes
for not having suflicicent faith in him. He decides
that he will retire, and gives Tex his share in the
company as a wedding gift, knowing that no other
could ever be more deserving or capable.

Novis Ear! Bryant File No. 2514

OX the plain lying in the shadow of the Guada-
loupe mountains, Leo Jackson stumbled and
fell. He lay orf the ground utterly exhausted,

his faithful dog Justice whining anxiously, as he
nosed his master. Finally Leo managed to tell his
dog to go on, pointing to the ranch house that lay
in the distance. The dog understood and came bac'K
with help. When Leo recovered, he told Mr. Corlin
and his daughter Ruth of the latest of Ren Denton's
raids. They had burn'ed down his buildings and
killed most of his men. Leo swears to get the
bandit chief.

One day while in town, Denton's men make a raid
on the town. After a bitter fight they are routed.
Leo starts to follow them, when Justice comes run-
ning in with a bit of cloth from Ruth's dress be-
tween his teeth. Leo returns to the ranch to find

that Denton' has kidnapped her. He gets the Sheriff
and a posse, and track Denton to his hide-out.
There is a fight, and Ruth is rescued while most
of Denton's men are killed.

Corhn buys Leo's ranch, and then makes Leo his
ranch foreman. Leo discovers traitors among his
men, and gets rid of them. He sets out with a herd
of Corlin's cattle, and during a storm Denton's men
stampede them. Leo is hurt. He is helped by one
of Denton's men. Buddy, who is really a decent
chap. Leo vows to get Denton and his gang and
posts a warning to Denton, signing it "The Three
Crows." He sets out on the trail and after a
great fight captures Denton and his men with the
aid of his dog. Justice, and the Sheriff, but is
severely wounded.
Ruth nursed him back to health and as soon as

he recovers he goes after the last of Denton's men.
He gets his man and returns in time for Denton's
trial. Denton is convicted, but one Leonard Mitchell
appears on the scen'e. He claims he is a detective,
with a warrant for Denton and his men who are
wanted in another county. lie is given charge of
them although Leo protests, and sure enough Mit-
chell is found the next day, tied and gagged, claim-
ing that Denton had escaped.
Shortly after that Leo has a falling out with Ruth,

thinking she has been flirting with Mitchell. The
next day he is kidnapped by Denton. Buddy, who is
now Leo's friend, sets out to rescue him. There
is a great fight, our friends coming out as winners.
Buddy and Leo set out for Denton's old hangout
to find the money that the gang had amassed. They
get it and return to their friends. Ruth an'd Leo
straighten out matters between them after Leo dis-
closes that Mitchell is Denton's secret partner.
One day while out riding Leo and Ruth are led

by Justice to a spot in the hills where they dis-
cover gold. Between that and his share of Den-
ton's stolen money and his reward for their capture,
Leo is now very wealthy. He buys out Corlin's
ranch upon condition that Corlin and Ruth are to be
permitted to stay there the rest of their lives. Leo
smiles and agrees, then taking Ruth aside, he asks
her to share his home with him as his wife, and
Ruth, with love in her heart, joins "The Three"—
Justice, his dog, Lonestar, his horse, and Leo, the
hero himself.

LOVE COMES TO ANNE
Robert Lee File No. 2630

ENDURING the fate accorded many homely babies.
Anne Haley sits by and takes pride in joining
the many who spoil her beautiful and vivacious

sister Sue. Always a favorite of her roguish and
handsome father who is caretaker of the estate of
William Page, bachelor, Anne grieves when he re-
turns from town, daily, tipsy with drink and in-
sanely jealous of even the tradesmen who deal with
his lovely wife, Emily. Anne's mother tolerates his
antics with a good-humored indulgence but suffers
ultimately when Robert accuses his young wife of
taking Page as a lover. The Haley family then
leaves for another town, where Robert becomes an
employee for the railroad company. Things run
smoothly for some time afterwards, but darkness de-
scends to the little family when Robert is killed on
the railway tracks en route for the doctor for Emily
who is about to bear another child. Following this
tragedy, events close in' slowly, bringing great
changes to the lives of these helpless victims of
fate.

Hardship upon hardship pile up for Emily and her
brood, despite the few dollars she manages to accu-
mulate from her labors as dresmaker. Anne and
Sue are often cold and hungry, and the newest baby
dies from undernourishment and neglect. But happi-
ness comes to them in the form of Horace Daves, a
fellow boarder. Daves, a bachelor, takes a fan'cy to
the emaciated but still lovely Emily and her two
well-mannered children, and Emily marries him.
They move to a better part of the town and the
children flourish under his loving care, but the chil-
dren of the ill-fated Robert are slated for ill-luck,
for soon, afterwards Daves is arrested on a charge
of bigamy and once more Emily is dependent upon
her own efforts. Daves promises to return but he is

never seen by them again. Emily procures a posi-
tion in a laundry, having now three children to
support and feed, but despite her overpowering labor,
realizes that she will have to appeal to charity for
aid. Anne, now ten, offers to sacrifice her owrf
happiness to enter an orphan home connected with
the poorhouse, but Emily appeals to her estranged
family to take the child even though they have
never forgiven her for her marriage to the flighty
Robert, and her subsequent misfortunes with Daves.
Hopelessly indifferent, Emily's sister arrives, but
Ann'e's backward nature fails to arouse sympathy and
she returns to her home with the fair-haired Betty,
child of Anne and Daves. Sorrowfully, but neverthe-
less willing to sacrifice Anne before Sue, Emily
packs .Anne off to the orphan home in a nearby big
city, and six years elapse before the family is re-
united.
At sixteen Anne

_
is a clever an'd attractive young

woman, schooled in the ways of man and tlie

world of books. She returns to her home prepared to
lift the burden of labor her mother has borne for
so many years. Sue, at fourteen, is a flighty irre-
sponsible creature, but Anne convinces her that the
time is ripe for their mother to retire and Sue and
Ann'e assume the government of the little family.
Soon afterwards. Sue, at sixteen, marries the town
teacher and one more person is added to the roster
of the Haleys. Then, with Sue and her husband
settled in the house to provide companionship for
Emily, Anne announces that she is going to marry
Johnn'ie Weaver, son of the town's department store
owner. Sufticiently spoiled by this time, Emily flies

into a feverish rage and informs Anne that she will

not have both her daughters' husbands support her.
Bewildered but sympathetic towards her mother,
Anne informs Johnnie that she intends to remain

unmarried, and Johnnie meets it with amusement.
for eight years Anne and Johnnie plan and love,

Anne reaching the age of twenty-four with the
same grim reserve she maintained from the time of
her father s tragic death. Resolved to live with his
memory alive in her heart, she succumbs to her
mothers every whim, but refuses to give up Johnnie,
assured of the fact that her father would have taken
him to tus heart, so much was Johnn'ie like Robert!
tout Anne was to realize her mother's selfishness very
shortly. Emily, with only Bettv to account for,
marries her next door neighbor, a young widower
and leaves her children for an extended trip to the
home of her parents. LIpon her return, Anne, sensi-
tive to the presence of a stran'ge father, moves to
a boarding house located near her place of busi-
ness, and life becomes complicated once more by
the presence of Jim Lord, a fellow boarder very muchm love with Anne. Disgusted with her hilarity and
the freedom with which she associated with th»
other inhabitants of the house, Johnnie, in a jealous
rage not unlike those displayed by her own father,
accuses her of infidelity with Jim and others and
denounces the house as a disorderly resort. Shocked
and hurt to the quick, Anne engages in an affair
with Jim, and in order to forget Johnnie offers her-
self to Jim, who willing to have her at any cost,
accepts after having been refused as a husband.
Remorseful but keeping to her word, Ann'e attends
a party in Jim's rooms that night, but Jim ex-
plains that he refuses to consider her as anything
but a wife. Crazy with grief at Johnnie's accusa-
tions and departure, Anne consents and they are
married the next day. Still realizing she loves no orte
but Johnnie, Anne leaves with Jim who has obtained
a post with a sugar company in South America.
After ten years, Anne returns to town and is in-
formed that Johnnie is still unmarried and waiting
for her. but Anne has grown to love the man who
has shown her kindness and consideration for so
long a time, and sadly, Johnnie goes away leaving
her amid the happiness he might have shared.

BROKEN DREAMS

Mrs. W. C. Cobb File No. 2626

WEARY of wasting her charms on the swains
of the village, Madge Alfred arrives at the
Corbins' New Year's Eve Ball, accompanied

by her sisters, realizing as if by instinct, that an
important event is brewing for her. Dancing in the
arms of Clayborn Coluin, man of first rank in the
affections of Madge, she stares into the eyes of a
handsome stranger, and resolves to win his ad-
miration before long. The stranger, moved by the
sight of this lovely girl, approaches his host, and
is soon seated at the side of Madge, whose heart is
pounding sincerely, for the first time. Lxjve at first
sight! The guests are stirred by the sentiment,
and frequent remarks are cast at the two young
people who seem to have reached up and grasped
love out of the air. Everyone seems pleased, and
the gayety reaches a high pitch. But Clayborn has
disappeared, leaving Madge in the care of Robert
A.rrington', the stranger. Arriving at home, Madge,
sighing romentically, is met by her parents at the
door of their room. What is this tale the girls
have brought home of her attraction for that Arrmg-
ton man. Doesn't Madge know of the tales that
have followed him from Texas? What of the many
women whose hearts he has broken, and what of his
intrigue with the Taylor woman in town? And
lastly, what of Clayborn and his lifelong love for
her? Frantically, Madge rushes to her room after
hearing the final sentence that Robert is never to
come inside the Alfred door with any of the
daughters of John H. Alfred! But youth is charged
with hope, and Madge feels sure her father will re-
lent when Robert becomes more settled in town.
Old folks always resent a change! So Madge be-
comes a more frequent visitor at dances and
parties, and Robert is invited wherever she is to be.
Thus their first love deepens into devotion, and
sadly Madge tells him of her father's command in
regard to his attendance upon her. Hearing this,
Robert informs her that he is planning a visit to
her father to ask for her hand. She begs him to
wait, assuring him her father will never corfsent
but he explains that it is his duty to ask, but his
prerogative to take her without consent if he is re-
pulsed. Following her father's refusal and denuncia-
tion of Arrington, Madge suffers a nervous break-
down and sees her lover but once before his de-
parture foi- Texas on business. Grief-stricken at the
state of affairs, she spends her period of con-
valescence awaiting his return, or word from him. At
the close of several weeks. Madge learns from a
friend that Robert is confined to a Texas hospital as
a result of an injury sustained in an automobile
accident

_
while returning to her side. Frantic, she

makes immediate plans to rush to him, but is
stopped when she hears her father inform an associate
of Robert's death in Texas. Weak from the strain
and torture of her thoughts, Madge allows her
family to prepare for her forthcoming marriage to
Clayborn, who has awaited this occasion from child-
hood. Sadly, she leaves her home and accepts Clay-
horn's love in return for mere kindness and gratitude.
Many months elapse before she becomes well enough
to care for her affairs.

Following a garden' party given in her honor by her
devoted sisters, Madge invites most of the young
people in town to a huge costume fete at her estate.
Strolling into the garden to reminisce over the party
at which she met Robert, Madge looks up into the
eyes of none other than Robert, himself. Shocked
and amazed to find him alive and real, she explains
what has happened and they bid each other a tearful
farewell for the last time, and promise each other
never to reveal to anyone the events or details of
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this, their last meeting. With the tragedy of an
unrequited love searing her soul, Madge returns to

Clayborn's side, and the stranger disappears in the
midst of the warm night air.

Reaching the conclusion that she must convince
herself it was only a ghost, and not the real Robert
of old she encountered, Madge bestows a n'ewly found
tenderness on the patient Clayborn.

APPEARANCES

K/iarle Miller McAdams File No. 2596

WHEN Kitty Pat felt good—and misbehaved

—

she was called by that name. When, as at

this present moment, Nolan was squelching

her for some outlandishly young, reckless thing that
had shociced the neighbors, she felt like plain Kath-
ryn Patricia. This was especially exasperating since

of all her numerous admirers, Nolan Fowler was
the only one Ivittv Pat cared for, though she would
rather die than tell him so. To make it worse he
was the onlv one she could not twist around her
little finger, 'and she decided that Nolan must be
"shown"—and appearance be hanged! They parted
angry with each other that night, Kitty having defi-

nitely told him she was through.
The next day returning from a visit to her sister,

Kitty was passing through the park and was almost

run down by a car. One look at the driver and
Kitty felt that her prayer to teach Nolan a lesson

was about to be answered. The occupant was none
other than Dick Caldwell, the town''s bad boy; Dick,
somewhat older than the young men in town, was
somewhat of a mystery because of his secret in-

come, but he was certainly popular with the ladies.

Kitty Pat very cleverly makes a conquest, and
permits Dick to take her home knowing that with
the aid of Mrs. "Newsy" Morrisey it would not

take long for the news to circulate. Nor was she
mistaken—the news spread. Her next step was to

secure the cooperation of her friend. Babe. Babe
loved to throw parties, so it did not take Kitty long
to arrange for her to have a party in honor of Kitty

Pat and Dick. The night of the party Dick called

for her and before they reached Babe's, Kitty Pat
had "gotten her man," at least his proposal, which
was all she ever intended getting. On the porch
they meet Nolan who deliberately cut them and left.

That only served to make her that much more angry
and to show her defiance she announced her engage-
ment to Dick.
Several days later she met Nolan on the street

and while he coldlv informed her she was acting

like a little fool and would never marry Dick, Dick
drove by with a girl sitting beside him. Nolan
laughed and instead of being angry with Dick, Kitty
Pat was incensed with Nolan. When she met Dick
that day they decided on the wedding day, and to

clinch the matter immediately ordered and sent out

the invitations. What she expected to accomplish

by that move Kitty wast iiot certain, but it failed be-

cause Nolan was out of town and was not expected
back until the day of the wedding.
Between that day and the day of the weddirtg

Kitty Pat was in a daze, but she refused to turn
back now. The day of the wedding, and every-
thing about it, was beautiful, but Kitty Pat could

feel no joy. Finally she walked up to the alter

but the moments passed with no sign of Dick.
Kitty Pat hung her head and remembered stories of

Dick's numerous "engagements," but it was too late

then to think of that. Suddenly there was a gasp
and murmur throughout the church. Kitty Pat
raised her eves. There, coming down the aisle was
Nolan, his head held high, followed by Dick looking

very much as if he had been in an accident. Kitty
Pat tried feebly to resist, but her heart was against

her, so that when Nolan said, "Hang appearances.
Marry us!" she could only smile and agree.

ALONG FREEDOM'S PATH

Henrietta R. Knudsen File No. 2639

RETL'RNING from years of studying landscape
gardening in France, J. Addingstone Marshall Jr.,

"Jack." attempts to persuade Ann Cromwell, fel-

low steamer passenger to marry him upon their ar-

rival in New York, but Anil, fearing the consequences
attendant upon marrying out of her caste, refuses, dis-

appearing at the finish of customs inspection. Jack,
accepting this as answer, arrives home drunk, and in-

forms his mother that he will marry Natalie Sabin,
debutante, but will not enter the bankin'g house. Dis-
gusted, his mother and brother, Lloyd, persuade him to

make an attempt, his mother promising an opportunity
for the gardening work after he has proved his in-

ability for a business career to his father. Jack con-
sents and is installed as a clerk in the firm's bond de-

partment, but he cannot endure the confinement long,

and upon his father's departure for a European busi-
ness trip, deserts his desk and returns to his formei:

companions and their erratic notions, paying: particular
court to Dido Oienier. artist's model. Sensuig his de-

parture from the path she has laid, Mrs. Marshall
arranges a party in his honor, the purpose being to

an'nounce his engagement to Natalie, but Jack realizes

this and attends one given by Dido.
But frustration still throws itself across his path, the

new assailant of his freedom being Lloyd who discusses

Jack's case with Francis Scott, a former schoolmate,
recently appointed House Physician at a private sani-

tarium. Scott suggests a rest cure for heavy drink-

ing, unaware of the existing jealousy. Reluctant to

consent, Mrs. Marshall finally is fooled by Lloyd who
having implicated his brother in a forgery plot causing
the firm tremendous losses and Jack leaves for the
sanitarium onlv to learn he has been confined for six

months and that it is not a hotel; that Ann is

Director of Occupational classes, and that she aifd

Dr. Scott are engaged. He therefore decides to accept
the rest, unflinchingly, and attends Ann's classes re-

ligiously, Ann falling more in love with him as time
goes on. But Lloyd is dissatisfied with Jack's free-

dom of movement and suggests to Scott that he be
removed to an asylum specializing in' alcoholic cures.

Bewildered at Lloyd's bitterness, but welcoming the

chance to remove him from Ann, he suggests the

change and Jack finds himself among maniacs. Con-
stantly losing vitality. Jack refuses to eat but con-

structs models from his food and tosses them through
windows in the hopes that Anli will detect his where-
abouts, which she does. Returning to New York for

aid, she encounters Ted, Jack's former attendant and
they plan an escape, successfully accomplishing it.

Returning to his home. Jack informs his mother of

Lloyd's trickery, but learns that his father has been
killed at sea in a shipboard explosion. Intrigued by
Ann's charm, Mrs. Marshall welcomes the news of

their engagement and informs Jack that his father

has willed him a huge sum in the event that his ad-

venture in banking prove unsuccessful.

THE ADULTRESS

Domenick Picciano File No. 2607

THE. poignant drama of a parent's search for a

stolerf child and vengeance against an erring mate
is wrought with sufficient emotional appeal to

bring tears to the eyes of the most hard-boiled police-

man. So it is with the story of Domenick and Adelina.

Patsy Ricci. on pretense of courting Domenick's
sister, Julia, is welcomed into the house of Domenick
and Adelina, where he betrays his host and makes
love to Adelina. The wife, welcoming the flattery of

the ne'er do well barber in contrast to the cold devotion

of her insanely jealous, but unromantic husband, en-

courages his attentions and uses her young daughter,

Assunta, as a foil in her game of betrayal. The child

accompanied her mother to keep trysts with Ricci, all

of whicli clears her of suspicion in the eyes of her

husband and the neighbors. But Domenick senses his

wife's part in the intrigue and follows her for several

days, ultimately confronting her with the tale of what
he has witnessed, only to hear his accusations

vehemently denied. After a scene of violence and dis-

order, Domenick confronts his mother and the mother
of Adelina with a recital of her behavior, and is met
with a sea of mingled indifference and despair. Deter-

mined to save his wife from the toils of this designing

rival. Domenick appeals to her to maintain the integ-

rity of their home. But Adelina has been influenced

by an old woman* in the tenement house, and has

begun to hate Domenick with all the force admissible

in her flexible mind and heart. A chance acquaintance

struck up with a young neighbor, Catherine, gives to

Adelina the confidence she needs and desires, and the

two attractive young wives plot their escape from the

sordid portals of their uneventful domesticity.

When the first young woman runs of? \yithout her

two children, Domenick suspects his own wife, and in-

quires into the circumstances surrounding the entire

affair. He learns from letters received by his own
wife, that the other woman, Catherine, is living n'ot

far from his own home, and that Adelina has visited

her to discuss plans for her own departure and ulti-

mate desertion. Adelina explains that the other

woman is envious of her husband and good name and
is trying to inliuen'ce her, but Domenick knows this

is untrue and calls on the errant wife, who informs

him that the contents of her letters are based upon
fact, and that his wife's departure is inevitable, due

to the encouragement of her lover and her mother.

Domenick returns to his home, only to discover that

his wife and daughter have gone, leaving his young
son, but taking all of his savings. Grief-stricken,

Domenick sets out to bring his daughter back, hopeful

in the thought that the child might attempt to com-
municate with him.
For four weary months, Domenick combs the neigh-

borhood for clues of the whereabouts of his wife and
child, but each new ray of hope is blotted out with

a darker cloud than the one before. His friends are

sympathetic but indifferent. What might Domenick
have expected from a prety woman with too much
freedom? What woman would not get wild ideas,

having a husband who works all days and gambles
half of the night in order to earn enough to keep her

in style, to say nothing of ordinary support! But
Domenick hears nothing of this idle gossip. All he
wants is Assunta "Little Angel," and pretty soon the

accidental words he waits for are brought to his ears

by Louis, barber and hated rival of Patsy's when they

kept barber shops in the same street. Louis, it seems,

has heard that his assistant is a former crony of

Patsy's. Through use of steam, Domenick examines
Patsv's letters to Louis' man, and locates his wife,

living in a small town with Ricci and the child. A
flyhig trip followed by a tragic court session with

daughters pitted against mother almost closes the mat-

ter for Domenick. w^ho carries the child back to a

seethin'gly simtimental group of interested neighbors,

and into the arms of Julia, the loving aunt, Domenick
sadly awaiting the time when his beautiful wife Ade-
lina might miss the possibly unromantic but neverthe-

less lingering love of her abandoned brood.

Leon Hough
AMBUSH

File No. 2602

IT was Tom's last day to live, but he no longer

cared. In fact he was impatiently waiting to be
finished with life. He sat in his cell quickly review-

ing in his mind all the events that had led to i.is

conviction and now to his death.

As boyhood chums he and Bert Dudley had roamed
the bush around the Twins shooting rabbits and snipe.

They were both excellent shots and would bring home
fine bags. The boys would perhaps have remained
chums, but as they began to grow older, Bert, who was
quite handsome, was very popular with the girls. It
seemed to spoil him, and when he tried to interfere

in Tom's only friendship with a girl it caused a bitter

fight. They never forgot that.

The following year Tom went to work on a farm.
At first his friend Helen Armstrong wrote regularly to
him, and suddenly he heard no more. He returned to

the town that winter to learn that she was being
courted by some newcomer from the city. Alan Smith.
He was hurt and jealous, but would have grown out
of it if it had not been for Bert, who suggested that
they ambush and shoot Alan some day, as he came
down the narrow path between the Twins. Tom was
horrified, but as time went by he kept thinking of it

more and more, until one day he decided to do the
deed. On the dreadful day just as he was about to

fire, he saw another rifle take aim at Alan, shoot and
kill him. In his excitement his gun also went off.

Frightened, he turned to run away but Bert, who had
fired the fatal shot, forcetl Tom at the point of his

gun to return to town. There Bert accused Tom of

the murder. Tom beat him almost to death for the lie,

but it did no good. "Tom was sent to prison for four-

teen years.
When his term was up, with a five years' decrease

in the length of sentence for good behavior, Tom was
thirty-six. He returned to his old home. His mother
was dead, and his father, who did not like him, offered

him money to leave the town forever and leave Bert
unharmed. Tom agreed, but on his way to the railroad

yards he met a friend who told him how, several years
ago, Bert had persuaded Helen to marry him. He had
been decent to her at first, but now her life was hell

on earth.
Tom could not resist the impulse to see Helen once

more. He arrived at her home to find Bert standing
over her. drunk, ready to beat her for refusing him
money. Of the lovely girl he had once known nothing
was left : Helen looked like a beaten, starved thing.

Tom rushed at Bert, murder in his heart. Bert threw
an axe at him, but it missed, and killed Helen. With
no thought in his mind now but vengeance Tom seized

the same axe and dealt Bert a deathblow. That was
the end.
Now, in spite of the condemrTation by his fellow-

man, "Tom waits quietly, at peace with himself, certain

of Divine Justice.

Michael McCormIck File No. 2629

SEATED in the club car of the Twentieth Century
Limited, Tom Dandy engages in conversation with
the occupant of the adjoining chair. Attracted by

the vitality of the older man, Tom relates the story that

is uppermost in his mind—that is, the fact that his

brother has disappeared from their New York home,
to join a band of Chicago outlaws. Tom explains that

he is moving to the Windy City to track him down and
carry him back to a grief-stricken mother. Interested

in the earnestness of the boy, Tony Callahan, the eager

listener, offers Tom a place in the special intelligence

unit of which he is chief, adding that while undertaking
his regular work he can attempt his search for his

brother in the underworld channels which provide the

background for secret service work. Fascinated by
this seemingly instant solution to his problems, Tom
thanks "Sergeant Tony" for his interest, and promises

to be on the job the following day.
Some months later finds Tom pluckily fighting his

way to the inside of every racket. His present assign-

ment is the covering of the jewelry store holdup chain

which Chicago police have been unable to break. Tom
applies for a position at an obscure jeweler's and is

taken on as a salesman. Once provided with bait,

Tom Dandy, alias Bill Sullivan, starts a round of the

less fashionable speakeasies, intent upon working a

connection with Lane, suspected leader of the jewelry

racket. Hunting eagerly for Lane and his brother,

as well, Tom haunts the Loop for several days, only

to be rewarded with the receipt of information that

Lane is anxious to meet him. Tom calls on Lane in

his spurious Bond establishment and introduces himself

as Bill Sullivan of San Francisco. Lane informs Tom
that he realizes his job in the jewelry store is a sham
and that whenever Tom is willing to come to terms

Lane will furnish pirotection for any crooked deal.

Seizing his opportunity. Tom arranges for a deal on

the following day, in which he will hand over several

thousands of dollars worth of precious pearls to Lane's

henchman, Abe Cohen. Recognizing Cohen's descrip-

tion as identical with a friend of his brother's, Tom
inquires about a young man named Hal Dandy, Lane
remarks offhand that Abe brought him m from New
York but that he is of little value to the racket. Tom
leaves and rushes to Tony's home, anxious to report

his streak of good fortune. Arriving at Tony's, he is

met by Grace, Tony's daughter, and forgettmg his

mission, he allows her to entertain him until Tony ar-

rives and invites him to remain for the evening. Tony
remarks to Tom, when he is leaving, that Grace has a

peculiar fondness for secret service men, taking after

her father in this particular case.

On the day following. Tom intorms his employer of

his identity, and the holdup comes off perfectly, Tom
handing Cohen a tray of imitation pearls. In the ex-

citement of the getaway, however, Cohen calls back that

Tom will never get near his brother, thus indicating

recognition, SJlightly unnerved, but game nevertheless,

Tom visits Lane's apartment in answer to a brief

phone call, but he remembers to scatter several of

Tony's men around the halls. Entering in the midst of

an excited hand of poker, Tom confronts Lane and

urges him to say his say without delay or postpone-

ment. Sneeringly. Lane explains that Tom will not

escape easily '^vith his deception of the afternoon.

Throwing the paste pearls into his face. Lane threatens

Tom with a gun ai uffle ensues, the lights hav-
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ing ijeeii extinguished in tlie excitement. Tom hears
his brother's voice, as it in an argument in the ad-
joining room. Swiftly he overpowers Lane and the
two roll about the floor. Just as To mgains pos-
session of Lane's gun, the door is thrown open and
Tony enters, followed by a number of his men, who
take charge of the situation. While following the
patrol wagon in Tony's car, his brother crouching
gratefully at his side, 'Tom inquires about Grace.

"Say, Tom," Tony answers, "How would you like
to take Grace back to New York to keep vou and Hal
company? I've just received a transfer t(. the New
York City squad," Tony finishes,"—accidently on pur-
pose, by request."

"Gee, Sergeant," assures Tom, "you're going to be a
swell father-in-law for a bum detective."

ROAD TO HAPPINESS

Nelle del Reo File No. 2618

A PAGAN at heart, Betty Maddock forsakes her
dreams of a rich marriage to wed Dan, God-
fearing and upright aspirant to the ministry.

Dan, in a manner common to. so many lovesick
youths, ignores Betty's uttered disregard of faith in the
powers which guide his own daily life, and marvels at
the courag:e she displays in relinquishing the comforts
of a luxurious home and a good provider in favor of a
poor but devoted slave.
The first few months following the wedding are happy

ones for this oddly-mated pair, but the novelty suflices
to keep Betty busy enough to forget the material at-
tractions of her past life. Dan, proud of the home he
has built and tended, ignores the burned biscuits and
seared steak. But the first rumblings of domestic
quarrels are imminent.

Dan, raised by a foster mother, who found him in
an orphan home at the age of twelve, is growing more
and more sentimental about her, and constantly com-
paring his wife and his benefactors, suggesting always
that Betty follow in the footsteps of the older woman.
The arrival of little Dan carries with it much happi-

ness, along with still more complications. Bored with
her existence as the wife of one as unworldly as Dan,
Betty determines to keep the child from following in
the footsteps of his father. Dan, however, has his
heart set upon raising the boy to enter the church at
an early age. The break comes when Dan and Little
Dan, away in the fields, talking to God anc? the ways of
man, are overtaken by a terrific storm. Betty, sitting
at home, shaking with fear, promises herself that she
will take the boy back to her home, and teach him the
ways of man, first, but her vows are taken too late, for
when Little Dan returns with his dad, both are soaked
to the skin, and the little boy contracts pneumonia from
the exposure, and dies within a few days. Blaming
Dan for the tragedy, Betty leaves their house, and
returns to her old life. Dan turns to his old trade,
carpentry, and manages to save enough to study and
take up his cherished occupation, the ministry.

Preaching in the same old chinch he and his foster
mother. Mrs. Simpson, had attended, he wonders if the
fact that he is now minister, with all his ambitions
realized, his past life and all thoughts of Betty and
Little Dan will pass.

It is several years before Betty and Dan meet again.
Both are richer in experience, but Betty is not wiser.
She coines to Dan to ask for a divorce so she can
marry Jack, middle-aged scion of the wealthiest, but
hardly the most scrupulous family in town. Dan con-
sents to_ the divorce although his old love for his wife
returns in an even stronger degree.

But the wedding never occurs. Jack is shot down b.-

troopers who surround him and his men while in the
act of stealing great hordes of cattle, and the shock
brings Betty the pagan courage of her early days with

After hearing Dan read the service for Jack, Betty
leaves the church, stifling hysterical sobs. Dan, watch-
ing her from his own place, thinks she has come to
mourn for her lover, and he stumbles through the re-
mainder of the service, blindly. But Dan is wrong.
Betty, ashamed and filled with remorse, flings herself
on the bank of the stream where she and Dan were
wont to meet m their v.inlli, ,inil ll.ui, unaware of her
presence, comes to thu viiim pl.uc- for consolation.
Both, surprised by the itir.snir^ mI the other, start out
by maintaining a reserved mIciicc, but the past looms
up. and the old love draws them together again.

JOSEPH'S LIFE

Mrs. F. S. Niswonger File No. 2606

JOSEPH, the youngest son of the patriarch Jacob,
was the favorite child because he was the son of
his old age; and he made him a coat of many

colors. When his brothers saw that their father loved
him best, they hated him. Then Joseph dreamed
strange dreams in which he seemed to reign over his
brothers, and they hated him the more for his dreams.
One day Joseph's father sent him to visit his brothers
who were tending the flock at .Shechem, to see if all

was well with them. When he came to Shechem
they were gone, but a stranger told him they were now
at Dothan.
When his brothers saw him coming they conspired

to kill him. and only Reuben opposed them. "They
boinid Joseph and cast him into a pit, and later,
without Reuben's knowledge, sold him to a band of
Ishmaelites. His coat they dipped in the blood of a
kid to deceive their father. Joseph was brought to
Egypt and there was sold to Potiphar, Captain of
Pharaoh's guards. Joseph found grace in Potiphar's
c>cs and was made overseer of the entire household.
X^nfortunately his master's wife desired him and at-

tempted to gain his love, and when Joseph repulsed
her. she went to her husband and accused Joseph of
mocking her. Joseph was put in prison, but there

he found preferment too. The keeper of the prison
committed to his hand all the prisoners in his charge,
and Joseph proved himself worthy of the trust.

One day two officers of Pharoah's household were
sent to the prison. Both had had dreams which
Joseph mterpreted for them, and it came to pass that
his interpretations were true; one was executed, and
the other, the butler, was raised again to his station.
Several years later Pharaoh dreamed a dream that
troubled him that no one could interpret to his satis-
faction. Then the butler remembered Joseph and spoke
of him to Pharaoh. He was sent for and explained
that the dream meant that there would be seven
years of plenty, then seven more of famine, and told
the Pharoah to store up the plenty for the lean years.
Then Pharaoh set Joseph over all of Egypt as overseer.

Joseph's dream came true, and in time Jacob, hia
father, was forced to send his brothers to Egypt for
grain. Joseph recognized his brothers, but not they
him. He dealt \yith them strangely, and they began
to fear his ntunificence, until Joseph was no longer
able to conceal the truth. Then, in all humility, his
brothers begged for forgiveness, and returned to their
father to tell him all. When Jacob heard them he
went back to Egypt with them to see once more his
son and spend his last days in the land of Pharoah.

He rd Douglas Wyche File No. 2597

THE boys of the Double-C-80 had a d'eep aiTection
l^r the Boss and his wife, so that when young
Bob Tomady learned of the insult to his Boss'

vvife he set out as fast as he could to get Snake Tam.rle.
He found him in Rand's Saloon together with two of
his men. Bob beat hi mto the draw, but as he turned
his back one of Tamale's men shot him in the foot.
It looked like the end for Bob, but for the intercession
of a young stranger. The stranger nurses Bob until
he is once more able to walk and they become close
friends. The newcomer's name is Ted Larson. Ted
sets out for his ranch to get his belongings promising
to join Bob, while Bob sets out for home.
Bob is waylaid and brought back to the Sheriff on a

charge of murdering Tamale. The real reason is that
Bob knew too much about Sheriff Goodwin's associa-
tion with Tamale's gang of rustlers and is glad of a
chance to put Bob out of the way. Ted learns of Bob's
capture. He lures two of the guards away and over-
powers the third. Setting his friend free they head
for the Double C-SO, joining two of Bob's pals who
had helped Ted in his plan to get the guards out of
the way.
When the Sheriff gets word of the escape he orders

all his men out, but the townspeople, who like Bob,
refuse to help. The Sheriff goes to Judge Burbank to
report the escape, and the Judge, who has his own
suspicions, sends a message to Bob to come and see
him. Bob is surprised to get the message and his
friends suspect a trap, but he decides to go. On the
day Bob appears before the Judge. Goodwin walks in
to arrest him but the Judge stops him and suggests
he wait a while. Another door opens and in walk Ted
and a lawyer that the Judge had sent for. Between
the lawyer and Judge Burbank they learn the truth of
the shooting and Bob is set free. The Sheriff is again
about to leave but he is again stopped. Now Bob
gives his evidence and the Judge has learned a few
things too. The Sheriff is found guilty of having been
secretly operating with Tamale and his gang in rustling
cattle. The boys ride home to tell the good news.
They are joined by Jake Franklin, one of the Sheriff's
former men who had been guard over Bob, and later
brought the message from the Judge. He had started
out by being Bob's enemy, but had proved himself a
real friend, even giving information against 'Tamale's
men. Because of that he knew the town would no
longer be safe for him and was bound for another
country, but the boys got him a job with them.

There is a real ripping party in celebration with
the Boss and his wife heading it all. The next
morning Ted and Franklin are dragged out of their
bunks to be baptised in the horse-trough, but decide
that it is worth it to join the happy gang.

MARRIAGE WITHOUT LOVE

E. S+ricklan File No. 2590

MARY and Buster were in lo^•e with each other
when Ernest came along. Ernest knew he did
not love Mary, but thinking she was an easy

good time, craftily and slowly sought to win her away
from Buster. So clever was he in the way he man-
aged it, that before the others realized it Buster was
out of the picture. Mary, thinking that Ernest truly
loved her, pledged herself to him, and Ernest for some
unaccountable reason finally asked her to marry him,
thinking that love would come later.

Ernest was too young to get a license and so he
persuaded his friend to get it for him. Then riding
off quickly they stopped at the first Justice of the Peace
and were married.
The next morning Ernest knew that he had com-

mitted a wrong. He realized he did not love Marr,
but vowed never to let her realize it. Time went by
and two children were born to them, first a girl, then
a boy. Ernest thought that perhaps the children would
bring thtm closer to each other, but he only came to
know more and more that he did not love his wife.
They quan-eled continuously and life beeaine a burden
to them. Ernest, brooding over the tangled skein of
his life finally decided on a way out. He had policies
taken out on his life for the benefit of his children, and
planned the next step.
One day, after a bitter quarrel with Mary, he blurted

out the truth. Poor Mary was struck numb as ErnCit
dashed out of the house. Returning later he found
her waiting for him. Her eyes were red from tears.

but she thanked him fur having finally told the truth.
She asked him wdiat he intended to do, but he would
say notning, only that his children had been provided
for^and that he was going far away.

Ernest had been guilty of a terrible wrong, and
although at first he had been selfish and cruel, he was
now willing to make retribution. Thus it came about
that they found him dead, his body lying in the bot-
tom of a gulch. People thought it was the result of
an accident, but Mary knew it was his attempt to make
her happy, and free to join Buster, the one man who
truly loved her.

THE HATE DOCTOR
Charles W. Roy File No. 3345

AFTER completing his medical college course.
Harry Collins locates in a mid-western town
wdiose rapidly-growing population can no longer

be efficiently administered to by Dr. Cutler, who has
formerly monopolized the practise of the community.
Dr. Cutler is very polite to Harry, but beneath tlie
older man's suave exterior, the young doctor scents
enmity. Collins joins the younger set of the town
in its parties and festivities, and at the Country Club
dance he meets Adelia. Adelia is perhaps the most
beautiful girl he has ever seen, and surely the most
charming. There is a suggestion of mystery about
her which fascinates Collins. Like himself, she is a
stranger in the town. He asks her to dance, and she
accepts gladly. Just as the music starts. Cutler passes,
and gives her a menacing look. She excuses herself
hurriedly, and leaves the puzzled, angry Collins, to join

Collins meets her on the street the next day, and she
talks to him, but there is an uneasiness in her attitude.
Continually, she looks over her shoulder, as though
fearful that someone will see her. When she sees
Cutler come out of his office, she leaves Harry with a
hurried goodby. The young doctor is more determined
than ever to learn the secret of her strange attitude. He
calls her on the phone, asking her to attend the movies
with him that night. She remarks that movies give
her a headache and that the weather is much more
suitable for walking. She tells him to meet her in the
woods behind her house. They meet and spend a de-
lightful evening. Harry believes Adelia loves him, and
he is sure of his own feeling. One night he asks her
to marry him. She is nervous and high strung on this
occasion and speaks sharply to him. Then she bursts
into tears and runs away. Harry receives a call on a
fracture case in the country and as he drives down a
lonely dirt road, he see sa car speed! out of a by-way.
The door opens, and a woman is thrown out. She
runs imploringly after the car, her arms outstretched,
but it leaves her far behind and she collapses in the
dust. Harry recognizes the car as Dr. Cutler's, and
the girl, he sees, is Adelia. He lifts the unconscious
girl into his car, and brings her to his home. As
speedily as is compatible with efliciency he attends to
the fracture case, and then returns to Adelia. She is

raving and screaming as she tosses on the bed. A
chill of horror strikes him as he realizes she is a dope
fiend. He soothes her until she regains a measure of
sanity and calmness. She tells him Dr. Cutler once
treated her for an illness and started her on the dope
habit. She is now so dependent upon the drug that
she follows Cutler like a slave, begging him for it.

He meant to force her to "plant" some dope on Harry
Collins—for Cutler is jealous of the promising new
doctor.

_
She refused and he refused, throwing her

from his car as he laughed, "Never mind, you'll be
back—crawling—for the chance."
Together the lovers, Adelia and Harry, fight the dope

habit in her, and con.iuer. Love wins where expert
medical treatment was powerless, and Adelia is cured.
Cutler's office is raided, evidence is found there of his

nefarious practice, and he is sent to jail for a long
term.

MRS. MURPHY'S CHILDREN

H. J. Meisenhelder ile No. 2647

THE ups and downs of Mrs. Murphy's boarders
were a constant source of amusement and worry
to her, thus drawing them to her for advice and

comfort, and causing the neighbors to nickname them
;'Mrs. Murphy's Children." The various types and
incidents common to boarding house life make this
little comedy particularly fitting for a short comedy.
Widowed at an early age, Mrs. Murphy enters th.e

business of keeping a rooming house, and brings up her
daughter, Anne, as her chief assistant in the work of
c.iring for the house and keeping the boarders happy.
But Anne is too pretty, and in the bloom of youth,
and the succession of people who frequent her mother's
establishment bring more than her share of drama into
her life, causing Harvey Willins. her fiance and favorite
roomer more than one worry every time an advance
is made. Anne, however, realizes the advantage of
keeping him in constant suspense, and flirts with every-
one from Jim Britton, Scotch foreman of a nearby
automobile factory, and the stin.giest of them all, to
Glen Wiley, a young fellow whose name is fittinglv
descriptive of his character. Anne jollies them all

throws one against the other, but always repents and
defends the man who is forced to stand too much teas-
ing at the hands of the others. Most often, this is

Ben Davis, a simple soul, who enjovs practical joking
providing it is not directed toward himself.

Announcing the arrival of a man from his own town.
Wiley asks Mrs. Murphy to prepare a double room for

them lioth. and ur.ges her to display great courtesy in

welcoming his friend, explaining that he is a traveling
mana.ger for an Eastern stage star. Thrilled at the
prospect of welcoming such a celebrity, Mrs. Murphy
and Anne prepare the house as if for a royal visitor.

Annoyed, Harvey proceeds to make Wiley uncom-
fortable, hoping he will remove himself from the house.
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taking liis expected visitor with him. Infuriated with

Harvey's behavior, yet anxious to keep harmony m the

house, Anne ignores Harvev and exerts herself to

please Wiley. Finally the much-heralded friend arrives,

and the entire house rises in uproar at Mrs. iVIurphy's

amusing efforts to make a grand impression. The
newcomer, Fred Kennedy, a man of thirty or there-

abouts, welcomes the attention he receives at the hands

of Anne and Mrs. Murphy, but Harvey, more disgusted

than ever at Anne's fickle nature, urges Ben to play

several practical jokes on Wiley, in order to drive him
from the house. Ben consents and Wiley prepares to

leave, but Fred persuades him to stay, meanwhile in-

forming him that he is merely catering to Anne's van-

ity to please her mother and make the stay pleasant,

but that he is engaged to a young lady from his own
city. Appeased, and convinced that Harvey will soon

cease to trouble him, Wiley is won over by Anne's per-

suasive arguments, and stays, figuring on informing

Mrs. Murphy of the statement made to him by Fred.

But little chance presents itself, Anne pursuing Fred

to such an extent that he decides to leave the house

of his own accord. Throwing herself at his feet,

Anne begs him to stay, but Wiley, tired of seeing Fred

make a fool of this simple child, informs Mrs. Murphy
of the state i>i aff:iir^ ?nd she urges Fred to carry out

his plans of 1i;imiim, Scvcval days after his departure,

Anne, rushin,;; liriMllilrssly in from shopping at the

grocery stove, nihirnis liet mother and the disconsolate

Harvey, that she has seen the much-heralded Fred's pic-

ture on the front page of the daily paper, as being

sought for a major crime committed in a large eastern

city, prior to his departure for the Middle West. Elated

by 'the realization that she has escaped from the

clutches of such a daring person, Anne runs into

Harvey's waiting arms, relieved at the thought of liav-

ing escaped so treacherous an experience. Mrs. Murphy
winks at Harvey, and retires from the room, with a

Iciunving smile spread across her countenance.

THE PATH TO GLORY

File No. 2641

d

Mary F. Hendricks

C.VSTINC. off all thoughts of a prosperous farm a

a sweet country girl, Dick Webster, poor but
telligent tiller of the soil, agrees with Ramon

Duval, scion of a wealthy landowner, that some day
they will forsake the lives which have been planned for

them and follow the path which leads to glory. When
Ramon's father dies, four years later, both youths
leave for New York, where Ramon becomes a known
violinist and Dick, at first a piano teacher and finall.y

a promising young actor. Both boys see_ much of

each other, spending well-earned vacations in strange

lands, togetlier. and managing to keep the fast friend-

ship of the country days. But such an existence is not
destined to last long, for, with war occupying the atten-

tion of everyone, Dick and liamon are not slow in an-

swering the call to arms which leads to greater glory.

In the service, they work hard and still manage to re-

main Damon and Pythias-like withal. They spend their

leaves together. They meet at every spare moment.
Soon, both become ace fliers, and once they even laml

in the hospital togetlier.

After one air raid 1)y the enemy—more deadly than
the rest, Dick and Ramon join the many who are being
driven to the field hospital, both in a semi-conscious
state. _

Several hours after their arrival, Ramon dies

from injuries he has sustained, and Dick remains un-
conscious for several days. Upon his recovery, he is

told of his buddy's death, and realizes that Ramon has
reached the end of the "Path to Glory." He plods on,

working wearily, and when the Armistice news is ser.t

out to the troops, instead of the merry festivities and
joy the other boys are sharing, Dick walks, bare headed,
among the rows on Flanders Field, and when he re-

turns to the United States, an imaginary buddy
marches beside him in the parade.

Taking up the remaining threads of his life, Dick re-

turns to the stage and wins new acclaim as an actor.

He marries a moving picture actress but finds her
temperamental, so. when the annulment is granted, re-

turns to the country and marries the girl he and
Ramon shared in the old days. Then comes the talk-

ing pictures and Dick remembers Ramon's words, "He
can who thinks he can" and follows the westward trail

leading to the land of illusion. For five years he fol-

lows the dictates of moguls of the silver screen and
micropliniu', .-Mid hn.-illv rc.iches the pinnacle of success.

He has inst L.,nii>htcd his greatest picture and milliiv;

mobs .iw.ul il.c M:-:ht of their favorite at the openin;.',

but the yicai star has fallen in to a heap in his apart-
ment, once more eliciting commands from physicians
who urge a cut on night life and over-stimulation.
Disgruntled, the crowds satisfy themselves with other
celebrities and Dick slips to his music room and seats

himself at the piano, striking the mellow chords of

songs of his youth and of the war. Slowly, as the
noise of the city grows dimmer, he lapses into the lilt-

ing tenor of "The Long, Long Trail" and a vision

crosses llis consciousness. As the last note dies upon
the air, his head falls gently forward and a smile
crosses his lips. His path of glory has finally ended.

THAT NEW KIND OF LOVE

Dick Richards File No. 2645

SPENDING the afternoon on the terrace of the golf

club in a Florida town, Bill becomes involved in a

discussion of marriage with the wives of most of

the town's prominent business men. At the approach
of Rica Keys, all eyes are focused on the green and
questions are flung at this happily married leader of
the social set. Although accompanied by a former

Bill Weems, Rica informs them that marriage
great, and goes off, leaving a wealth of gossip

Cantline. town cat.

Several days following this cat party, Jack takes Rica
aside at a party given at their home, and explains that

he has heard niuiMis concci nitm herself and Bill

VVeems. Amused. Ki... |.li,hl- «iil. him to believe he
is a friend and hoIIhhl; im ic, in.r lack goes off satis-

lied. But Joyce Cantlinr .Iocs nnl allow the town
women much rope when their attractive husbands may
be aroused. Shortly afterwards, Rica, heartbroken but
resolved to make the most of it, finds herself minus a
husband. Bill Weems leaves for Paris, sorely grieved
at the Kevs' unlortunate understanding. The older
Bill, who delights in entering the ladies' affairs, in-

herits a fortune from an I'nclc in Atlanta and returns
to Florida, prosperously attired and in possession of a
most elaborate miniature golf course. Interested in

Rica, and sorry to see her despairing, he asks her to
become hostess of his course, and the two take thirty-

six holes of golf and transform the course into a street
on the Riviera with the addition of an import shop,
nurses for children, and a stucco shack for lounging
and refreshments. Slowly, Rica returns to her old self

and after the summer, she and her fri.-.id ll.tiv ;,„

nounce their departure for Europe t'l -m !> H

arts. At the bon voyage party Betty ti'l I'
.

I':i '

if he really wants to capture Grace, tin , :
m i

he has been pursuing for so long a tinu , .ni. i, .u^,

will solve the problem. Bill steps mil uuli r..ii> the

evening before the girls sail, and in a i i llt..ii-r, lack

and Joyce greet them coolly, Joyce's tvr-- IilJiiiml; up
at her possession of a new tale. Howe\ci, as a re-

sult of their visit, Grace promises to marry Big Bill

immediately, and their wedding trip brings them to

Paris, several boats later than the one taken bv l?ica

and Billv. Once in Paris, Big Bill meets Bill Weems
wlh. ml.. mis liim that the first inkling of his love for

Rua siimk liiin upon his arrival in Paris. Bill invites

hini ii]! 1,1 dinner, and Grace is thunderstruck at the
encounter. After dinner, Rica and Betty arrive in an-

swer to a phone call from Big Bill, and the tension is

strengthened by everyone's studied aversion toward dis-

cussing the home town. Bill, the elder, however, tires

of the monotony and sends Grace off to show Betty
her Paris gowns, rushing into the kitchen himself, on
the pretense of mixing fresh drinks. Upon his return,

twenty minutes later, he realizes that his trip to Paris
has been far from a waste for Rica and Bill Weems
are in as tight an embrace as any censor will allow,

and Grace and Betty arrive in time to hear the an-
nouncement of the forthcoming marriage. Rica having
come to Paris for the sole purpose of divorcing Jaclc

and hunting down the elusive Bill Weems. At their

wedding, shortly afterwards, Grace and Big Bill re-

joice in the fact that the
cessfully reached its end.

THE DUBIOUS PAST

Retta Allen File No. 2643

is insl
I

for JoVc

ARRIVING at a small hotel in the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains, Bob and Betty Stewart put up
for the night, explaining that they will leave for

their mountain cabin the following day, for a vacation
spent in hunting and fishing. Aware of the fact that
they are wealthy, Anna Reynolds, hotel keeper, and her
brother. Bill, prepare to work out a plan by which
their niece, Grace, might manage to ensnare the hand-
some brother of Betty. But fate intercedes in the per-
son of Louise Rich, helper about the hotel, with wdiom
Bob falls in love at sight. Realizing there is some-
thing mysterious and intriguing about Louise, Bob in-

vites her to forsake the job and join him and his sister

at their lodge in the woods. Infuriated, Bill and Grace
hear of the plans, and attempt to win over Betty, who
has become attracted to the handsome and winning
brother of the hotel keeper.

The following week, Louise leaves for the cabin
with Bob and Betty, the party having been delayed on
account of evil weather in the mountains. Delighted
with the fact that she has appealed to Bob on her own
account, despite her menial position, Louise makes
herself extremely useful, and wins her way into the
hearts of the sister and brother, whose admiration for

this plucky girl grows daily. W^holly curious regarding
her past life, Betty puts forth many questions, but Bob
silences her, constantly, informing both the young
women that regardless of what might have shaped her
life, he is willing to have her as his wife.

Returning from a tramp in the woods one evening,
Bob and Louise find the cabin in a flurry, and seeing
strange horses grazing outside, realize that visitors from
the hotel have arrived. Foreseeing her doom, Louise
accompanies Bob into the cabin, and assists in the
entertainment of Bill and Grace. Left alone with
them, while Bob rushes into the kitchen to help Eettv,
Louise is informed by Bill that she must run away
from the cabin that night, and return to the hotel, if

she is interested in keeping her past indiscretions with
one Don Moros a secret. Sensing that Bill is also out
to harm. Betty, Louise pretends a headache and keeps
to her room. After supper, puzzled but an.xious to be
polite. Bob escorts Grace on a tour about the neighbor-
ing woods, and Betty and Bill go off together. Pre-
tending a fall, Bob is made to carrv Grace to the
cabin, and Betty offers to ride to the hotel with Bill

to care for his sister Mrs. Reynolds, while Grace is

resting at the cabin. Leaving at once, Betty and Bill

ride slowly down the mountain, little realizing that

Louise has been followdng. They stop at a cabin
which the untrustwerthy Bill has honowed. and Louise
arrives just in time to save her from the identical fate

she has suffered at the hands of Don Moros. Back in

the cabin. Louise confronts Bob with the shaken Betty,

but Grace draws attention away from their story by
hysterically accusing Louise of having a fairly black
past. Realizing that Betty's experience will aid them
in understanding her own story. Louise relates the in-

cident and Bob takes her in his arms, promising to

shelter her forever, Betty coldly hut firmly showing
Grace the cabin door.

DAWN OF LUST
Alois J. Weiss File No. 2686

RIDING the crest of a financial wave, John Sher-
man opens an oflice and peddles "hot" tips to
wealthy friends concerned with stock investments.

Having clear insight and a remarkable head for busi-
nes, John reaches the heights of sticcess and is petted
by the wealthy class with whom he comes into con-
tact. Through a college chum he meets Joan Lorain,
a society siren whose charm and personality mean lit-
tle more to him than just another customer, but Joan
discovers her love for John and decides to wait until
the germ of success so firmly installed in him is re-
duced to smaller proportions. But Joan's wait is not
for long, John losing every cent and much of his
friends' money when the crash sweeps the "Street of
Insecurity"—Wall Street. John leaves immediately,
forsaking New York d\ie to his feeling that he has lost
both friends and fortune, but Joan, whom he does not
count on, waits patiently and visualizes the day she
'

I •! Miri ' John again.
^ I lime after John's phenomenal rise to power and

1 111 fall, Joan invites several of her friends to
'

"''I
' P^rty at her luxurious Long Island home.

During the course of the evening she grows morbid
and reminiscent, and rushes to an arbor where she
muses, alone, only to ovehear a conversation between
two men, sadly under the influence of her excellent
liquor. Hearing one of the men mention the fact that
.lohn IS back m town, and stopping at a small hotel,
she leaves imnicdiately in her car, ami discovers John,
disgracefully diunk, in the company of several dis-
rcpntahh men. at a speakeasy next door to his hotel.
Shoving him into her car, she drives back to her
l-.(ime. and places hiin in a spareroom isolated from the
rest 111 the party, but John, revived by the drive from
the city, yet still unaware of what he is saying, finds
his way to the party and denounces Joan and her
guests, calling them drunkards and other far from
respectable titles. Amused, the crowd leaves and Joan
puts John to bed, waiting for the next morning, wlien
she informs him that she has accumulated a huge sum
wdiich she places at his disposal, anxious to see him
succeed. Remorseful John accepts and sets himself
up m a new business alter settling his debts. After
several months, he accumulates suflicient with which to
repay Joan, but when he calls upon her to repay her
for her loan, he learns that she has left New York and
IS headed for foreign parts. She has left a note stat-
ing that since she has put him on his feet, she is no
longer interested in a man who chooses to accuse her
of drunkenness and lack of respectability before her
friends. John is ashamed, but he rushes around to the
home of her friends and finally discovers that she is
embarking for Spain on a late boat. He loses no timem reaching the ship, arriving in time to discover John
tearfully gazing at the receding sun as it sets over the
.gray towers of Manhattan Bv the time loan recovers
from the shock of having John at her side, the gang
plank is ashore, and the skyline is slowly becoming
obscured, by the darkening sky. Happily, Joan sinks
into John's arms as they sketch a honeymoon tour,
with their lips.

SOULS OF SORROW
Anna B. Kashute File No. 2577

A HEARTBROKEN woman, ill but still young and
beautiful, rel.ates her tale of the wrongs done to
her and her beloved by well meaning and inno-

cent country folk.

She was one of the older daughters in a large house-
hold, where money was always scarce, so that all the
children constantly struggled for economic gain.
She worked hard im the house, during her school days,
having httle time for her one dear school friend
After school was over and her older sister married, she
was left with even a greater burden in the home. Then
her two brothers left town to go to the East, where
they secured good jobs, sending home a little monev
when they could, and so urging their father to give up
his minmg labor and join them that he finally was
persuaded. Gloria was delighted with the chance to
go to the city, hoping there to increase her social life,
but although the factory was a good place for her
brothers, who were married and managed to support
their own families on it, her father found it necessary
to return to the small town for a decent livelihood.
Poor Gloria had to go back with him.
A mininir strike in town caused them to return to

the city. Gloria went to work in a factory, and longed
desperately for the companionship of some young man,
but this her father would not approve of. Moreover,
she was usually too tired after a hard day's work, and
disliked to go out secretly against her lather's wishes.

At last she met the man of her heart, and for a
brief time these two enjoyed a love affair upon whicn
all her later memories dwelled. Things might have
been beautiful between them, if it had not been for
the intervention of the boy's family. They were ambi-
tious for him, and wanted him to give np Gloria and
marry soine wealthy girl. To end her doubts and
weary waiting, Gloria finally married a man whom
she did not love, hoping thus to appease her lover's
family and to leave him free. He was so upset bv the
loss of her that he disappeared and lowered his stand-
ards of morale. He became a no-account, for whom his
family devoted years of anxious search and inquiry,
hoping to be able to win him over when he should
forget Gloria.
The girl could not be happy in her sacrifice, and

developed tuberculosis. Her husband did not know of
it, nor did her family, while she stayed in the vicinity
of the lost youth, hoping that he might some day turn
up for_ a last farewell. She died quietly, voicing no
complaints. Her lover, hearing of it from the news-
paper, kills himself, and his family at last awaken to
the wrong they had done. They bury the lovers side
by side, praying daily for forgiveness, and hoping that
the two will meet happily in heaven.
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THE SENORITA'S SMILE

A. E. Leslie File No. 2635

PLASTERED with bill boards announcing that an
American matador is to try his hand in the arena,
the little town of Sedra is all agog with excite-

ment, and as Bud Jolley, cowboy, read these announce-
ments, certain misgivings about his ability to cope
with an enraged bull arose in his mind. Somehow,
when he had boasted of his skill in the cafe of Don
Pedro, where Mercedes took in the cash and served
delectable concoctions called food, it had not occurred
to him that there were any more rules about bull-

fighting than there are about cattle overseeing on a
western ranch. But he bad taken their challenge, hop-
ing that Mercedes would smile on him as she did on
Rio Janio, matador hero of the last fight, and here it-

was, staring him in the face.

Recovering from his reveries and determined to show
up the sleek-haired Rio Janio. Bud makes his way to

the cafe, which he has avoided for a short period,
wary of the mockery of the amused crowd, and fear-
ing that Mercedes would scorn him altogether. But
Mercedes has managed to think a bit faster than Bud,
for the moment he enters, she calls him aside and
explains that her brother, Pedro, a former matador,
would teach him a few matters of technique. Bud re-

torts by explaining his disgust at having to learn what
he calls *fancy cape-waving," but he hurries ofY to
see Pedro, and by the time Mercedes returns from
the cafe, he is well on his way toward the attainment
of the grace of movement Pedro has convinced him
he must possess in order to succeed with his work
and win the plaudits of the populace at the same time.
Bud continues under the tutelage of Pedro, and the
town becomes more and more interested in the ap-
proaching exhibition.
Two weeks following his drunken boasting, the fight

is scheduled and Bud appears in the arena garbed in

the traditional dress of the matador. Courageous, but
not altogether confident, he glances at the crowd, but
seems to se-e only Mercedes, who waves to him and
tosses a rose in his direction. Grateful for her help,

but bitter at the thought of the idea that she is

causing his death, perhaps, through that red -lipped
smile which drove him frantic almost at the minute
he entered Sedra, Bud turns to see t:^vo bulls entering
through the gateway to the arena. Glancing around
for the sight of another matador, and the others nec-
essary to the fight, Bud sees Janio in Mercedes' box,
and rea.izes that he has been tricked by the other man.
A shout frcm the crowd stirs him to action and he
sizes the cape, advancing toward the bulls with the
movements he has learned from the painstakingly ex-
acting Pedro. Inevitable defeat stares him in the eyes,
and he wonders whether it were possible to anger one
bull at a time, keeping the other in check. Pangs of

pain sweep across his face, and for a moment he hesi-

tates, trying to force himself to flee from the arena to

protest the trickery. But the bulls are charging to-

ward him, and tremendous tumult sounds on all sides.

Side by side the angry bulls advance, their heads bent,
ready for the final thrust. The faces of the crowd
have become white masks of laughing mockery. With
the agility reminiscent of his years on the plains of

the west. Bud springs between them, and as their

heads p.ow the earth in their fury, Bud applies all

his reserve strength and goes mechanically through
the final manoeuvres. Within a few minutes, amid
shouts of "Bravo" from the throng. Bud takes his

place astride the dead beasts, and waves to the crowd
in the manner of a seasoned bull fighter. Suddenly, he
realizes he has not quite finished the fight, and strid-

ing from the arena to the exit where the crowd is

waiting. Bud comes upon Mercedes and Pedro. Eager
for attentions from the hero of the day, Mercedes plies

him with questions about his experiences, but Bud
brushes her aside and makes for the nearby bull pens.
"What will brave Americano do now, my brave

senor" Mercedes asks.

"I'm on my way to bust someone in the nose for

his overwhelming generosity," answers Bud, his eye

WHEN LOVE WROUGHT HAVOC
Abraham Goldberg File No. 2620

PROFESSOR John Ammersley is demonstrating an
electrical invention which will detonate any
known explosive or inflammable liquid, on the

ornamental lake of his Tarrytown home in the presence,
of Major General Aimere, Chief of the Intelligence
Bureau, his daughter, Alecia Ammersley, shortly to
marry Aimere, and his son Robert, Almere's secre-
tary. The demonstration is also witnessed by a
gardner, Wheatley, in the employ of Andrew J. Efler-
ton, head of a band of international crooks. Wheatley
conveys his information to Eflferton via one of his
lierutenants who realize the tremendous possibilities and
engages the assistance of the beautiful adventuress,
Helen Branscomb, who makes a play for Robert and
inveigles him into falling madly in love with her so
that he betrays his trust by placing his father's plans
in her hands. She puts the plans in her safe, inform-
ing Robert that she wants to show them to her father,

also an inventor, but a false burglary occurs and the
plans are removed, Robert realizing that he has been
tricked. He leaves the house and returns shortly with
a member of the secret service, both forcing their way
in and gaining possession of the plan. Helen and the
bogus inventor are arrested, and Robert returns to his

chief. Aimere, with the plans, Aimere placing him
under arrest. He is dishonorably discharged and
stripped of honors and the crooks are sentenced to life

imprisonment and confined to an old fort, EfTerton
makes every effort to locate them, using planes as well

as underworld assistance. Helen uses her beauty and
jewels to convey a message to Efferton. and finally

succeeds after causing several of the guards to lose
their honor and self respect. Using a smoke- screen
advertisement, Efferton tells her to read the Times.

The fleet visits the city and Efferton determines to
steal a submarine. The Army and ]\avy Ball takes
place and Aimere intends to escort his fiancee, Alecia.
Preparing to dress for this occasion, she is decoyed by
a message and is tortured until she sends a message
to Aimere, begging him to come to her immediately.
He does so and is made a prisoner. Another of EfTer-
ton's men impersonates him and they fly to the fort at
once, where the bogus Aimere is received and the
prisoners turned over to him at his request. Free, they
enter the plane and head for the submarine where they
all embark and celebrate.
A small boy peering through Alecia's window ob-

serves Alecia and Aimere bound up. He hastens for

assistance, and once Aimere is untied, he rushes for
the nearest wire.ess sending station and broadcasts a
message to all Army and Navy hangars to watch
for a plane heading seaward. The plane is located
but beats her pursuers to the stolen submarine. Once
aboard, the submarine submerges, and, feeling secure,
the crooks engage in festivities, but Professor Ammers-
ley has approached in a destroyer, equipped with the
detonator and successfullv operated it so as to send
them to the bottom. This menace removed. Alecia
and Major General Aimere are united once again.

Ruth Swingle File No. 2638

DRAWN by the beauty of the Rhine country and
the fascinating story of the maiden who is re-
nowned for having lazily combed her golden hair

while enchanted mariners met a watery death in the
depths of the river, many have traveled the Rhine
and spent idle hours constructing what they deem
is the true story out of the past. So comes this story
fraught with lyrical lovehness.

Lorelei, beautiful and tenderhearted inhabitant of
Bacharach Castle, high upi on a promontory of the
Rhine, gazes intently, a great part of the day, at
the narrow and bottomless river, and sends up her
glorious voice in song to the sevenfold echo. Sailors
in passing boats and mariners of note and achievement,
contend for her charming hand but though their misery
touches her heart, she loves none of them and sends
them away with a song in their ears and a sob in
their throats. At last she falls in love with Kuno, a
knight of Sayn, a neighboring province, but after the
bethrothal of this handsome pair, Kuno sails away to
gain fame and honor, despite the impassioned pleas of
Lorelei.
Seven long years pass but Kuno does not return,

leaving Lorelei sick with dread and lacking all interest
in life. Lovers still crowd their attentions upon her,
but she turns them away, firmer than ever in her
desire to avoid their attentions. Mad with the spell
of her beauty and her voice, several throw themselves
off the rocks where she sits the livelong day, watching
for Kuno, and so the legend arises that she is a
sorceress who attracts by her beauty and destroys
with spells and mcantations. Wretched and alone.
Lorelei begs the hordes of curious folk who surro'und
her castle, to discount the story and cease molesting
her, but local indignation becomes more and more
aroused, and the mothers of many of the unwed maid-
ens in the vicinity storm the prince's castle and de-
mand her trial for witchcraft. Reluctantly, the prince
is forced to consent, and he orders an ecclesiastical
trial under the headship of the Archbishop of Cologrie.
Wearily bidding goodbye to her home, scene of many
happy hours with the lost Kuno, she travels to Cologne
and is tried for witchcraft. Startled by her innocence
and beauty, the judges acquit Lorelei despite her pleas
to be allowed to die. The Archbishop hears of her
unusual request, and sends for her, urging her to re-

count to him the tragic story which has wrecked her
life at such a young age. Lorelei passionately recites
the incidents of her life before and after the coming
and departure of Kuno, and the Archbishop suggests
that she enter a convent to avoid all future worldly
sorrows. Lorelei returns to her home, preparing to
leave at once.
As the cavalcade which is bearing her to the convent

passes near the rock promontory of the sevenfold
echo, Lorelei asks to be allowed to stand once more
on the brink before her home and sing her last song.
Sadly, she sings as she watches the sun set behind
the gloomy turrets of Kuno's castle. Sadly, she chants
their song of farewell which he sang to her seven
long years ago when he promised to return with fame
and fortune as his guides. Suddenly, she catches sight
of a small boat floating down the Rhine in the direction
of the craggy shore, and she cries out pitifully to
Kuno, her lover, whom she has thought to be long
dead. Her exclamation rouses the echoes and as Kuno
gazes upon her once more, she sings from the very
bottom of her overflowing heart. Forgetting all else
in the joy at seeing and hearing her once again, Kuno
loosens his hold on the paddles of the boat, and is

flung into the vortex of the treacherous rapids. Lorelei,
realizing he is in danger, starts forward, but seeing
him caught in the swirling torrents, sHps and throws
herself in to the Rhine to die in the arms of her
beloved.

THE SOUL'S AWAKENING

Mrs. Mary C. Johnson File No. 2616

IT is Christmas Eve. William Grey stands at the
top of a hill before his house looking over the vast
reaches of his land and buildings. The ground is

covered with snow. He is thinking back to the time
when his father has died, leaving him all this land,
which he has since developed. He thinks of his
mother, and how she died soon after. He reflects upon
his wealth, which has brought him nothing. He is

married and in love with his wife, Amy, but they have
no children. They have been traveling with a wealthy,
fast crowd, doing lots of drinking and card playing.

They have drifted away from the church. As he
stands there, a little girl of twelve, half-frozen, ap-
proaches him. She tells him she is Ann, the daughter
of a widow tenant of his, Mrs, Brown. Mrs. Brown
has sent her to beg him • to wait a while longer for
the rent.

Bill feels sorry for the child and takes her into the
house, giving her clothing. He learns that she is the
daughter of an old school friend of his who died several
years ago. The little girl has to wash dishes to earn
some money, and has had to leave school. He oflfers

to give her a place in his home, some money for help-
ing in the house, and delights her heart by the promise
to send her to school. That night he calls for her at
her mother's home. He finds them in prayer, the
mother, Ann, and her twin brothers. He is much
a fTected, and takes Ann out full of eagerness to do
something for the family.
Amy, his wife, receives her coldly, but Bill feels

happy nevertheless. Bill begs Amy to quit the friends
she has been going with, as he has done, but she is

angry and wishes to get rid of this poor little girl.

As they go upstairs to bed. Amy notices a light in
Ann's room. Scornfully she points out to Bill the
late hours that this "good" little protege is keeping.
She opens Ann's door, Ann quickly hides something,
and Amy accuses her of stealing, dragging forth ihe
object, which is a beautiful doily that Ann has been
making on linen with silk and gold thread. She tells

them that she had saved the money since she was
with them to buy the material, and Amy, apparently
moved to admiration by the beauty of this work, which
she is well able to appreciate, ofters to buy it from
her, but Ann ignores the ofifer.

The next day, Christmas morning, Bill and Amy
rise early, Am.ong the gifts they discover the doily,
now finished, in a box addressed to themselves, with
Ann's love, and words of thanks for their kindness to
her. Amy is ashamed of herself, knowing she never
gave Ann or Mrs. Brown, or even the twin brothers
a thing, but Bill tells her that he had given them
things saying that they were sent by Amy. Arny
realizes her selfishness, and feels the urge to change
her bent in life. Both of them swear to give up
liquor and return to the church, which incident is

the soul's awakening to harmony in their marital
state. They go up to Ann's room together, and find
her still asleep. Amy bends over and kisses the little

innocent child, her heart full of love and devotion, as
she promises to make up for all her past unkindness.
The twin brothers are sent to an agricultural school,

and then get good positions on William's estate, so
that their patient mother lives in peace and comfort.
Ann grows up to be a beautiful, nut-brown country
girl, who is being received with genuine admiration
in the circle in which William travels. There are
rumors, serious ones, of how she has been able to
captivate the hitherto unconquerable David Mallory,
a wealthy Englishman who is visiting the Grey's.

Dennis Ewell Stump File No. 2650

SHATTERING the quiet of a peaceful scene,
Nicaragua becomes the vortex of a devastating
earthquake. Thousands are rendered homeless and

the death report swells by the hour. It is to this
wilderness of lost hope that the United States Marines
are sent, ever prepared for the rescue service ahead
of them! Soon they pour into the burning city, warm-
ly received, and acconrpanied by supplies and medical
aid. Tents for rescue and shelter are set up on ail

sides, and the mission of mercy is well under way.
Among- these fearless youths in Lieutenant Lahring,

tall, handsome marine from the western lands of the
States. Depressed by the afternoon's experience of
searching for the dead and interring bodies burned
beyond recognition in a common cemetery, he wanders
into the hospital tent, in search of a young medical
man whose acquaintance he made on the battleship
coming over. Learning his friend is engaged in con-
ference with his Chief of Stafi", Lahring decides to
return to his barracks, but encounters a pretty nurse
and hesitates in order to have a chat, Mi'.dred Otis,
weary from overwork and delighted with the chance
to spend a few moments with a healthy human, returns
his interest and discovers, after he leaves, that the
young marine has earned a place in her heart.
Several days later, news of rebel uprisings in the

woods is broadcast about the decayed city, and the
work of transferring the worldly goods of the people
to a nearby place is interrupted by a call to arms. Air
squadrons are instructed to follow the slowly-winding
caravan, and troups are organized to patrol the city
and outlying districts. Lieutenant Lahring visits
Mildred at the hospital before leaving with his com-
pany, and the girl's farewell is a tearful one. Then
joining the ranks, he sets himself for action. Planes
cover the sky and dot the horizon, soaring higher
and higher, and Lahring realizes that the squadron
has spotted the bandits' camp. After a thrilling bat-
tle, several companies are instructed to return to the
city, Lahring's among them. Arriving at the hospital
once more, Lahring learns that during the raid of the
past night, Mildred and several others have been taken
captive. His company is organized as a rescue party,
instantly, in company with a number of Nicaraguans.
A long climb is commenced, up the mountainsides and
along the lake shore, and just as the company pre-
pares to charge, planes are sighted overhead. Plant-
ing sentinels over the mountain, the marines are
frustrated, the rebels utilizing spies to aid them in
their capture. Waiting for the planes to circle about,.
Lahring manages to gain sight of a fortress, over a
stone wall, and observes an open door closing on the
forms of several tied and bound captives from tlie

city. He recognizes Mildred among these. Return-
ing to camp, he takes possession of a machine gun
and returns, the gun issuing a stream of lead over the
fort. With the aid of the planes, foot soldiers with
rifles, and tear gas bombs, the marines succeed in
capturing the entire encampment, but once inside the-
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building discover no one. Lahring, braver than the
rest, discovers a trap door, and shoots down the wall,

finally locating and rescuing Mildred and the others.

Back at San Dificii, the city, Lahring asks his

chief foi a leave in order to attend an important
wedding back in the States, whereupon the chief

shows him an order, raising his rank and granting
him thirty days leave. He and Mildred sail on the

next ship for a honeymoon far from the beauty and
horrors of Nicaragua.

GOING STRAIGHT

Virgil A. Nelson File No. 2662

ONLY the love of Mary has the power to draw
Jerry Holmes from his career of vice. Meeting
her on his arrival at Chicago from San Francisco,

his own territory, they fall in love at sight, and,
after Jerry promises to give up racketeering, are
married. They go to Jenevia to forget the past, and
start life anew. Jerry secures a position in one of

the leading trading houses of the city, and they be-
come a popular pair in the social life of Jenevia, both
being charming and companionable. However, despite
the efforts of Mary in his behalf, Jerry begins to long
for the cameraderie of the gang and the easy money
when the business depression strikes his output and
intake. Communicating with Breezy Wil.iams, his
former partner in crime and racketeering, he learns
that his return to Chicago will net him a considerable
amount, providing he takes active part in a few jobs
Breezy is putting across in defiance of Buck O'Han-
nah, a rival gang leader. Discovering his intentions
to leave, Mary denounces him and leaves immediately
for her home in a small Illinois town. But she soon
begins to long for the company of her erring mate, and
writes to him in Chicago, only to learn that he has
schooled himself in Breezy 's habit—breezing out in

time to avert suspicion after every job. She learns
from friends that he is back in the racket and is seen
frequeiitly drunk and behaving amorously toward other
women. Leaving for Chicago immediately, Mary is de-
sirous of learning the truth of the situation but is met
by a strong denial on the part of Jerry, only to dis-

cover for herself that he is denying what is really true.

She returns to her home after overhearing a pain
between Jerry and Breezy to operate a bank holdup
in Indiana, but Jerry follows her soon afterwards and
informs her that he intends using force upon any man
who chooses to be her admirer. He warns her to
avoid all of her former suitors who are now cluster-
ing about her, but she meets his display of jealousy
and emotion with indifference. However, her pose is

not long-lived, for she calls him back and expresses
the desire to set up housekeeping with him again. He
agrees, providing she accompany him back to Chicago.
Back in Chicago he enters the real estate business,
firmly convinced that he is on the road to going
straight. But Breezy's gang, convicted after a run-in
with O'Hannah has other plans. Upon their acquittal
they track him down and threaten his life with
machine-gun warfare. When they finally manage to
shoot him down, Mary has him taken to her home in
Illinois for a rest and sets about convincing his com-
rades that he is through with the game with no in-

tentions of back -biting. She calls a conference of
the gang chiefs and courageously lays her plot before
them, threatening to turn informer if their answer is

contrary to what she expects and desires. Heatedly
outlining the chances Jerry has taken in order to pro-
tect them from harm and exposure during many of
Breezy's escapes. Breezy implores them to give his pal
a chance and a.low the brave and fearless girl to live

a life of peace, unmolested. Overjoyed at their de-
cision, Mary leaves and hurries back to Jerry's bed-
side, where, after remaining constantly until his re-
covery, she exhibits a pair of passes for a break to
Europe.

FIGHTING FOR LOVE

Hilda Simons File No. 2610

SEEKING refuge from the turmoil of cosmopolitan
and bustling New York, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Bryan arrive in Bermuda with their two children.

Ruth and Pat. Pat, spoiled by constant protection of
his mother, falls into the hands of an unscrupulous
rum-running- crew from the States. Promising to gain
them entry into a smart coast resort with their cargo
of liquor, Pat receives payment in advance and sets
to work figuring how he can make good his promise.
After a week of gambling and reckless squandering

of his ill-begotten gains, Pat realizes that he is soon
to face the ire of his partners upon their return from
an unsuccessful attempt to land and market the liquor.
He starts to spend his time with disreputable com-
pany in a saloon at a far end of the town.
When the rum-running crew returns, their leader

starts for the home of the Bryans in search of Pat,
and comes upon Ruth in the luxurious terrace outside
the house. She informs him that her brother has been
absent from home for several days, presumably on
business. The leader, immediately taken up with
Ruth, lingers, to question her as to her brother's
habits, and incidentally indicates that he would like
to call.

Frightened by the appearance of her caller, and sens-
ing some connection between the stranger and her
brother, Ruth starts out in search of Pat and way-
lays hi mas he is stealthily approaching the house.
She speaks to him of her visitor of the afternoon,
and tells him he must inform his friend of the fact
that she is engaged to be married to Jack Meyers, a
young New York financier. Pat. realizing that this
attraction for his sister will enable him to forestall
action on the part of his debtors, he informs Ruth that
his friend is a man of standing and not to be spurned.
The reckoning comes that night when Pat encounters

the men he has tricked. They meet at an old ranch
on the shore road, with the outcome that Pat promises
to pay back the money given to him under false pre-
tenses, or take the consequences. ReaUzing that his
sister is involved, Pat asks them for a week's time,
but they are strong in their refusal. Two days to
pay or suffer, is their answer.
Two hours short of two days later, Ruth is seen

hurrying down the Bryan's outer drive in answer to
a summons from her brother. No sooner does she
reach the end of the path when two overpoweringly
strong men throw her into a wagon and carry her to
the ranch on the shore. Pat. aware of what has hap-
pened, waits impatiently at the bar of the saloon. Two
more hours wait for the leader to meet him and learn
of his failure to pay! Two more hours between him
and his reputation for the rest of his life! Two more
hours and he will be forced to confess to his parents
so they can ransom his sister!
In the meantime, Ruth is spending her time at the

ranch, trying in vain to distract the attention of her
captors, so that an alarm may be sent out. Twice
she has freed herself from the heavy rope encircling
her waist and arms, but even the slightest rustlings
are audible to her captors who are seated around a
card table in the adjoining room.
Playing stud poker with the last of his money, Pat

hears the announcement of the weekly lottery returns
as the bartender wields a squeaky piece of chalk over
a dusty blackboard. Suddenly all eyes are upon Pat.
Not realizing the significance of their glances, he im-
mediately sees visions of the motley crew of rum-run-
ners crossing the saloon with grim faces. He buries
his nose in the caids and glances at his watch. Thirty
minutes more ! But a shout goes up in the smoke-
filled room. Turning, he looks into the eyes of his
sister's fiance, Jack.

"So you've won the lottery! You lucky stiff! Nov/
tell me where I can find that elusive sister of yours.
I've just come off the boat and rushed here when I

heard the news!"

But Pat didn't wait to answer. Dazed, he pushed
Jack out ahead of him, and before either was breath-
ing normally again, the crew of the runner, chivalrous
at heart, slipped out the back door of the ranch, and
decided on the way down to the beach that it would
be perfectly all right with them to wait for the money
until they returned from a flying cruise to the States
on important business-

STOWAWAYS
Margaret Frances Daly File No. 2697

SUNSHINE

Nori Clayton Palmer File No. 2646

DETERMINED to punish her husband because of
his contempt for her steady attendance at church
activities, Clementine Harrison, "Tiny" to her

friends, forsakes her religious interests and proceeds
to transform their home into a social hub for the
town's gay younger set. Her husband, Ralph, start-
led by her activities, attempts to fit into the gay
whirl with which she has surrounded herself, but is

forced to sit back and look on at a great many of her
doings.

Arriving at his office one morning, and recalling his
wife's adminition to remember to send a corsage for an
evening engagement, Ralph sends for his young of^ce
boy, Ted, and instructs him to call at the florist and
order a corsage for Mrs. Harrison and a funeral offer-
ing for a wealthy client who has just died. With ad-
miration for a man who is rich enough to send so
many floral offerings to his wife, Ted expresses the
wish that he might some day be famous and able to
send red roses to Sunshine, his young sweetheart.
Ralph calls the florist after he leaves and requests
that Ted be told he may have a free corsage. Choos-
ing orchids for Mrs. Harrison, a small wreath of

gardenias for the funeral, and American beauties for

Sunshine, Ted returns. But the florist's delivery boy,
green to the position, does not realize the significance
of floral offerings, and switches the cards, thus deliv-

ering to Mrs. Harrison, a gardenia girdle wtih the
message, "With Sympathy"; to Sunshine, orchids
bearing a card marked. "Forgive me for forgetting
you," and to the funeral. Atnerican beauty roses
marked, "To Sunshine." Perceiving Mr. Harrison's
card, tlie widow of the deceased was pleased with
the kind thought. Mrs. Harrison remarks that her
husband is not so bad after all. offering sympathy
because of his failure to attend the dinner party she
has been invited to, and Sunshine is so far from
pleased at her mother's insistence upon her returning
the precious blooms, she refuses to see Ted for a
long while.

That night, at the dinner, Mrs. Harrison attracts
the attention of all present by her appearance in a
gardenia girdle, and appears in the papers the follow-
ing day as a style expert. Ralph, bored by the card
game at his club, accepts a dare from a fellow mem-
ber to attend a revival meeting in town the follow-
ing evening. The wager is one hundred dollars if he
sits through and makes a full report the following
day. Ralph attends, and is carried away by the
spirit of the thing. He rushes to collect the bet and
then confronts his wife, begging her forgiveness for

his neglect. She comforts him. and a sentimental
scene ensues, each telling the other of the person he
has forsaken in order to marry. Tiny has jilted a
minister to marry Ralph, her parents' objection sway-
ing her, she intent upon marrying a weatlhy man in

order to be able to contribute to the church. Ralph
has jilted a poor shop girl, his family forcing his

marriage to Tiny in order to make him forget the
other girl. Both decide that though their marriage
has changed many things in their lives and brought
them to respect one another, it would be wiser to

separate and return to the original loves. Remorse-
ful but happy, Ralph leaves the house, his eyes
turned toward the home of Ted, his office bov. At
last his own Sunshine can have a name and Ted a
real father.

THE fog of London blotting out the life about the
streets, Betty Jones finds herself stranded and
hungry, her infant son Fred clutching wi.dly at

her, and her beloved husband lying dead from typhoidm a small furnished room on a back alley street. Ever
since her father and stepmother have turned her fro.m
the house because of her marriage to the poor but
mtelligent Fred, things have been bitter for the help-
less gnl. But it is unnatural for a mother to sit back
and watch her baby starve, and Betty decides that
she will steal if no job is forthcoming. That night,
she leaves her room, stealthily, and fights her way
through the fog to the huge grocerv of Johnson and
Son. There, she cuts a hole in the heavy glass door,
and enters, creeping back to her room with the ten
precious Pounds. Fifty dollars! But still no work is
forthcoming, and Betty cannot bear the sight of the
baby's weakened body, so, reading in a paper that the
thief responsible for the Johnson robbery is a woman,
judging by the fingerprints, she decides to stow away
on a cargo ship and sail in the direction of Florida in
the land of the golden opportunity.
Gathering her courage, and firm in the conviction

that a Divine agent looks after poor unfortunates such
as she, she makes her way to the ship, FREDERICK,
and secretes herself and her child in a large closet in
the engineer's hatch. Fred falls asleep instantly, but
Betty's eyes are wide open the entire night, the
engineer discovering her in the morning, watchful, but
exhausted. Explaining that the ship is manned by a
rough group anxious for fun at a woman's expense,
the engineer. Jack, urges her to allow him to report
his discovery, but her pleading moves him to such a
degree that he promises to allow her to remain in the
hatch, safe from view and hunger until their arrival
in Florida. From that moment on, a beautiful rela-
tionship sprang up between the handsome but sad
young Jack and the beautiful but wistful Betty, nov/
"Mary White" to the youth. Growing fonder of the
helpless girl and her pretty baby, daily. Jack cares
for them and protects them from all the harm which
might befall them if they were discovered. Upon their
arrival in Florida, the pair are loath to part, and they
declare their love for each other as the moonlight falls
across the deserted deck ot fhe liner. Jack promises-
to return at the end of his voyage and make "Mary"
his wife, she is anxious but reluctant to relate her
life story to him. In the interim, she works as serv-
ant in the home of a kindly woman, and by the time
Jack writes that his trip is up. she and her son are
completely restored to health, and far from the
emaciated beings that stowed away under the care of
the youthful engineer. But as the time for his arrival
draws near, she begins to grow fearfully scared, think-
ing about what her lover will say when she confesses
to him her reason for leaving the country of her
birth. She leaves the home of Mrs. Roberts, her kind
madam, and settles in a small boarding house. But
her willpower is low, and she cannot resist going to
the boat to watch for Jack. Hidden as she is, he
seeks her out and takes her in his arms, begging
her to forget everything else in life but their happi"
ness. He expresses admiration rather than disgust at
her tale of her maternal sacrifice, and the two go off,
happy in the discovery of new-found bliss.

DALLIANCE

Madge F. Trow File No. 268?

THUS it chanced that the girl queen noticed the
lad at the roadside and ordered him brought to
her side. "What is your name?", the mellow-

voice queried. "Walter, my Lady," the youth replied,
unable to do aught but stare into her deeply searching
eyes. "Wouldst be my page, Walter, son of Lord
Roland of Dole?" "Forever and a day," he vowed,
and joined her company. And so this beautiful boy
became her page, and the courtiers marked him ever
by her side, the humble child, in awe of the child-
queen! A page who dared to love a queen!
As time passed on and the page grew older, his

thoughts turned from the beautiful woman to the
world outside, and he begged her permission to become
a knight. But the queen merely laughed and pre-
sented hira with a shiny black horse, upon which to
practice courtly arts. By this time, even high-born
ladies cast their eyes upon this lovely lad. but only
one divined the secret of his coldness. "A Narcissus,"
she called him, "never to be ensnared, but left to
take human shape and erstwhile wither on the margin
of a stream!" So Walter moved among them all un-
mindful of their talk and admiration, heeding only the
voice of the dream and conflict within him.
Guided by the evening star, shortly afterwards, a

long train approached the castle, headed by a knight
so proud that watch and steward hastened at his call,
and courtiers withdrew in awe of this godlike speci-
men. The knight approached the queen and prepared
to state his message, but the queen bade him rest
for three days, presenting his message at his leave.
Great was the court paid to the queen by this hand-
some courier, and Walter, observing the delight of
his Lady, pined sadly, and tossed upon his bed with
fever. But the three days passed quickly and the
court assembled to hear the message, which was but
a request from a neighboring king, for the hand of
the lovely girl-queen. Upon her refusal, the knight
stepped forward and ordered his men to attack, an-
nouncing the fact that he was actually the king.
Observing the golden band upon his brow, the queen
quietly urged him to consider his actions, but though
he reca'led his knights, his wrath was proving him
beast-like. Suddenly Walter rushed forward from his
place in the court, and challenged this man of iron to
a duel. Laughingly, the king waved awav the ad-
vances of this lowly boy. but the queen, irate, called
Walter to her and dubbed him a nobleman in full
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\ie\v of all. Sir Walter then arranged for the duel

which took place several hours later in the courtyard,
the queen looking on breathlessly. But just as the

^^tranger prepared for the final thrust, Sir Walter
ed his lance, mightilv, and the royal knight fell

Walt.
I {.Mil 111- y,c\v^\ W.iltrr was called before the

qu,,n, Ik- iiiiiKiiMiiii.L; In- .k'parture from the court

fLirtvLi. I'ui if.iL'hiiiK lui. lire and tears were mingled
as Cu\nd .iiul I'-svclic incL in the immortal fields, and
the queen tells Walter he is her chosen page forever.

Aglow, he feels the cold touch of gleaming metal upon
his brow as the crown settles.

RAULTAMA
Helen Markow File No. 2507

OUTWARD bound for Europe, the steamship
Savoy carried a special passenger, the Captain's
motherless child. Captain Bob had decided to

take her to Europe and leave her at one of the
convent schools. His friend Arnold is with him on
this trip.

One night there is a terrific storm. They are forced

to abandon the ship. Fortunately another ship comes
to their aid. In the excitement the Captain is unable
to go to his daughter until he is himself ready to

leave. In the meantime the little girl, realizing what
happened, began dressing herself, but frightened by
the in-rushing water, dashed outside, so that when
the Captain and Arnold came to look for her she

was gone. The Captain, finding most of her clothes

gone and only one of her little shoes, persuaded him-
self that someone must have already taken her to the

other ship. Actually she had been washed overboard.
Years later, on a small island in the Atlantic set-

tled mostly by Gypsies, a ship lay in t"he harbor.
Before an admiring group of sailors danced a beau-
tiful girl. She wore the gypsy costume, but one look

at her flaming red hair and her blue eyes showed
that she was not one of them. Raultama, they

called her. Finishing her dance she snatched up a

little monkev that one of the sailors had given her

and ran home. She lived with Seena, a lovely woman,
and the widow of the island's first white trader. Seena
scolded htr for taking gifts from the sailors and was
i,.nir i

\^ I'l.irn, onc of thc gypsles and Raultama's
il.i-. I .

M', Pietro is in love with Raultama, but

1 i:>. 1 l!.',MUi; day another ship arrives. Raultama
and I'ltrtru dance "for them, and Raultama sings a

gypsy love song. They are loudly applauded. Pietro

offers to take her fo America, telling her that they

can earn a fortune with their dancing, but again she

repulses him.
That afternoon she sneaks aboard the ship to look

it over. She steals an apple from the pantry shell

and in running away from the cook, runs into a hand-
some vonng chap in officer's uniform. She escapes

from liim, but makes sure to meet him again later

through two friendlv and comical sailors. That night

Raultana and Pietro danced again. After the dance

she and Gene Carlton, the young officer, wander away
from the crowd. Left to themselves it does not take

long to realize their mutual love in mentioning his

captain's name to be "Arnold" Gene stirs some rec-

ollection in her mind, but she cannot place it. They
part, after arranging for Seena and Raultama to come
aboard the ship the next day to return to America.
The next dav when Raultama met Captain Arnold

she said she had seen him before, and the Captain

thinks she is Captain Bob's daughter. When Seena
arrives on board that night the Captain questions her.

and when she produces the one shoe that she had
found on the little girl that had been washed ashore

years ago, he recognizes the final proof.

In the meantime Gene, wondering what is delaying

Raultama, arrives at her cabin just as Pietro is about

to attack her. He thrashes Pietro, and together wiln

his beloved returns to the ship to learn the good news
that Captain Arnold is really Raultama's" uncle, since

the dead Captain Bob had been his brother-in-law.

In the night Pietro and some of his men steal

aboard in an attempt to kidnap Raultama, but are

foiled. Captain Arnold decides to take no more
chances. He orders the ship under way, and they

face homeward. Seena and the Captain look at Gene
and Raultama sitting together on the deck below, and

smilingly they too draw close to follow their ex-

ample.

PRISON BARS

Mark F. Greison File No. 2651

deteRAISED in an orphanage and niirti

tive stories, Jimmy Dunn decides to break loose

and become a real detective, after having been
cruellv beaten by the Matron. Grimly determined, he
runs away and ekes out a living on farms scattered

about the West until he reaches the age necessary for

application to the detective bureau of a big city. Then,
with a flashy diploma from a correspondence school,

he applies for a position and is placed on the force by
the chief of the detective bureau, more from amuse-
ment and pity than anything else.

After diligently pursuing his work under the tutelage

of the older detectives of the force, two years after

his induction into the role of detective Jimmy is set

en the trail of an elusive murderer. Eager to ex-

hibit his skill, Jimmy sets about his work, but after

an unsuccessful attempt, falls in with the head of a

notorious gang leader, Clyde Stone, who uses Jimmy
for the purpose of securing information in regard to

the activities of the police concerning his own man-
oeuvres. Attracted by the huge sums of money paid

to him by the sly Stone, Jimmy maintains his posi-

tion as a member of the force, all the while acting

as inside man for the sake of the lure of gold and
the thrills entailed. Some months after his entrance

into Stone's activities, Ttmmy is informed that he is

to drive a car in which a few of Stone's men will

attempt a train holdup. Having been dismissed from
the force for inefficiency while on duty, Jimmy con-
sents, and the final settlement finds him in possession
of several thousand dollars. Suspecting Stone's influ-

ence, Jimmy's former colleagues investigate his where-
abouts, alarmed at their discovery of his sudden
wealth. Breaking into Stone's apartment, they engage
in a terrific battle, everyone escaping but Jimmy and
Stone, who remains to protect fhis lad he has taken
a fancy to, and also to assure himself that Jimmy
will not talk. But evidence points to both men, and
they are convicted and sent to the death house to

await execution for the murder of one of the train

men. However, a week prior to the scheduled event,

a jail riot saves them and both Jimmy and Stone
break away and leave for points east. Here, Jimmy
strikes up an acquaintance with a ten cent dance
hall hostess, and he spends a great deal of time pro-
viding her with business. Having noticed another
man present at all his rendezvous with the attractive

dancing partner. Jimmy asks her who he is, and is

informed that he is a detective w^ho has explained to

her that his mission in coming to New York is to

shadow an escaped convict. Fearing he will be
trapped. Jimmy tells her the story of his adven-
tures and of his conviction for a crime he has never
committed, and begs to be allowed to hide in her
apartment. Promising to help, she encourages the
attentions of the other man, attempting to di-scover a

plan whereby she can save the man she has grown
to love. Intent upon accomplishing her aim, she gives
up her job in the dance hall, and leaves Jimmy to

take care of her apartment, leaving immediately for

the place in which she discovers Stone is hiding.
Reaching her destination just in time to witness a

display of serious gang war, she comes upon Stone
as the police are carrying him off, seriously injured
as a result of an attack by a rival gangster. Posing
as a relative, she is admitted into his hospital room,
where she elicits a confession of his guilt and Jimmy's
innocence. Overjoyed, she wires Jimmy to leave the
Eastern ctiy at once. Upon his arrival, he is vin-

dicated from his charges but tried for his activities

in the prison riot. Hearing his story and impressed
by the ceaseless efforts of the unintelligent yet sin-

cere dance hall girl, the judge instructs the jury to

acquit the prisoner, and the happy couple leave for an
extended honeymoon in the region of Jimmy's youth.
Settled on a farm, they quite easilv forget the hectic

past.

Emily K. Boyd File No. 2644

BACK at college and facing a hectic winter ol

activity in the sacred portals of the Rho Gamma
fraternity house, Keith stares into the mirror at

his well-clad frame and casually wonders if this is

the same boy who- endured the heat of the valley,
bucking the weight of heavy sacks and bales, in
order to return for his second year at Colbert lack-
ing the homespun appearance of his freshman period.
Opening the door of the wardrobe he shares with a
clothes -wearJ' roommate, he grins with satisfaction at
the prosperous row of new suits and overcoats, and
the glaringly-new tuxedo. Sighing with the burden of

material satisfaction and shaking his head sympathet-
ically over the plight of the less fortunate, he takes
up a textbook and departs hastily for class. But
even the glances of shy freshman coeds do not serve
to deafen his ears to the shrieking of the fire siren.

Soon, every youth on the campus is rushing about
imploring passing students to pitch in and offer help
to fight the flames which are hastily devouring the
dwellings of Fraternity Row. Forgetting the encoun-
ters before the mirror, Keith joins in the attempt to

squelch the merciless flames. In the midst of his

work, Keith remembers the heat of the valley and
the weeks of work necessary for the purchase of
the new tuxedo. Then, quick as a flash he bounds
to his room in the Rho Gamma house, still untouched
by flames, and packs his belongings into a huge
blanket roll. Back on the street, he encounters stu-
dents from everywhere, dashing madly about with
bird cages, pets, brooms, pennants, clothing and
other matter valuable in the eyes of a college youth.
Keith returns to join his comrades in a renewed
effort to save the fraternity house, now in the clutches
of the demon fire, but their efforts are spent in vain
and as night falls, those who have labored since
the afternoon are urged to seek shelter with friends in
the regular dormitories of the college. Heading for
Baker House, Keith encounters Professor Westley who
offers him the use of some attic rooms in his own
home, and Keith accepts, asking permission to bring
along a freshman coed he has just met. Smiling
kindly, the professor consents, and Keith and the
girl go off in search of their possessions, finding them
along with those of many others, on the steps of the
main school building, Dyker Hall. However, much to

Keith's dismay, he learns, upon reaching the home of

the Westley 's, that his tags have been exchanged
with the bundle of a coed, and, his clothes being
ruined by the water and cinders, the possibility of

his dining or leaving the house is well nigh an
impossibility. Accepting what fate has dealt him,
however, he dons what he can from the girl's ward-
robe, and slips out of the window in a foolish-looking
sweater and hat. only to be confronted by the girl

he has befriended, attired in a pair of knickers and
a tuxedo jacket. The Westley family is puzzled by
the fact that both their temporary boarders have sent
messages informing them of similar headaches. The
professor, however, attributing the coincidence to shy-
nes, decides to ignore them and bide the time until

they become really hungry.
Out in the courtyard, Keith and the girl, whose

name he learns is Betty, exchange sweater and jacket,

amused at the appearance of the other. Keith re-

marks on the fact that the tvixedo jacket fits like his

own, and they finally begin to realize that each is in
possession of the other's bundle. Back in their rooms,
each in possession of the precious right bundle, the
two inform each other through adjacent windows that
fire-fighting is conducive to healthy appetites, after
which, they sheepishly descend to the dining-room
of the Westley 's and simultaneously announce their
sudden recovery. Amused, the professor learns the
story and a hearty laugh relieves the tension.

THE WHITE WOLF
Ada B. Greene File No. 2685

RAVI?sJG unconsciously at the moment of her
death, Mrs. Harcourt, mother of Crystal, in-
forms her husband and the servant Guzz, that

she will return as a white wolf to watch over her
unfortunate baby. Upon her death, Harcourt hires
Lenore Bellows, a widow with an infant son, to look
after his daughter and run his household, but after
a few years, he is so impressed with her capability
and love for the child, that he marries her and in-
stalls her as mistress of the estate, learning to lo\;?

her as time goes on. But this domestic tranquility
is marred by the appearance of gypsy rovers who
kidnap Crystal Harcourt upon her fifth birthday and
carry her far away. Guzz, hating Lenore and reaUz-
ing that this is an easy way to become rich, employs
blackmail against her, threatening to tell Harcourt
that Crystal's disappearance was due to her influence
if she does not promise to pay a set sum on certain
dates. Fearing the loss of Harcourt's love, Lenore
agrees to pay, but after a while, assumes that
Harcourt will discount the tale. Receiving nothing,
Guzz relates the tale of Crystal's abduction to Har-
court, placing the blame on Lenore, who becomes so
shocked by Plarcourt's acceptance of this tale, that
she becomes an invahd. But fate is destined to in-

tervene, for Crystal, now called Yula because of her
appearance on Christmas day, has become a nurse and
is loved by Dr. Bellows, Lenore's son, who meets her
at the home of Dr. Alton, her foster-father. Stricken
by her seemingly capable sickroom manner, William
Bellows begs her to come to his home and care for
his mother, Lenore. She consents and arrives, un-
knowingly, at the scene of her childhood. Lenore
thrives under her care, and Harcourt, now reconciled
to his wife, becomes interested in this girl who re-
minds him strangely of his daughter. From Yula, he
learns her story, and realizes that she is really Crystal,
but he is unwilling to make her unhappy. Puzzled,
he asks Guzz for advice, but Guzz breaks down and
confesses that it was he who had Crystal kidnapped
in order to be able to force funds from Lenore. Heart-
broken Harcourt calls Yula and Lenore to him, and
breaks aown in the midst of relating the tragic story
Guzz has caused to be told. Overjoyed, Crystal calls

William to her, and, as Crystal, she and her fiance
embrace the unhappy Harcourt and Lenore. But the
white wolf does not lie forgotten in the memory of
all, for, as Crystal and William renew their vows of

love and joy in their newly-found happiness, the white
-.volf seems to tread lightly over the dewy grass out-
side the window.

MOTHER LOVE

Hilda Grimaldi File No. 2681

STIRRED by her maternal responsibilities at so
early an age, pretty Elaine Traylor vows she will
everlastingly protect the smiling blue-eyed five-

year old Bobby. Never, she tells herself, will he-

suffer brutality nor harm at the hands of anyone.
But Bobby, at fourteen, is totally unfamiliar with
the sacrifices his mother has suffered in his behalf.
He is unaware of her anxiety and watchfulness, mere-
ly dubbing her "nag" because of her attentions.
Heartbroken, Elaine protects him from the irate out-
bursts of his father, and hides him from the realities
of life.

One morning at breakfast, Elaine, anxious to hasten
the service so that her beloved husband and son may
be able to leave on time, spills some heated food on
Bobby's arm, and Bobby, used to her careful ministra-
tions, raises his fist and shouts insults at her.
Shocked, his father, George Traylor, sends him to his
room and instructs Elaine to keep him there without
food for the remainder of the day, but Elaine weakens
and carries trays heaped with special foods and tempt-
ing delicacies. George scolds her, making a special
effort to impress her with her mistake—the mistake of
pampering Bobby and thus robbing him of his right
to will power and a strong character, but Elaine rue-
fully explains to him that mother love conquers all

obstacles and possibiHties. But Bobby's attitude is

one of complete indifference, and Ellaine's hearE
sinks as she realizes this more and more.
Two weeks after this unfortunate occurrence. Bobby

arrives from school several hours earlier than ex-
pected, and. Elaine, convinced he is sick, puts him
to bed and sends for the doctor and George. The
doctor informs themi that Bobby is quite well, but
Elaine refuses to believe this until George reports
that he has received a call from the principal of
Bobby's school, declaring that Bobby has stolen money
from the children's lockers. Aroused, George reaches
for a stout leather belt and starts to enter Bobby's
room, but Elaine throws herself at his feet and begs
him to leave. In his rage. George threatens to make
her suffer if she does not unlock the door, but Elaine
holds her footing and George lashes her across the
body and shoulders with the leather weapon. Suffering
but still intent upon protecting the child, she rushes
to her room and returns with a gun. They struggle,
and Bobby appears in the door just as the gun goes
off accidentally. Bobby receiving serious wounds.
Following the accident and Bobby's removal to the

hospital. Elaine's case comes up for trial, and the
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loiiKues uf si.MMihil !,c.illiiiiKly conilcinn the cruel

jii.jtIiiT. ilui sunn llir U'stinmiiy of imiKirlancc is

hc.ird, ami Elaine is aciiu'""'. Hohljy iinpearitiB in

court with the |>rinci|ial, who testifies that another

child has stolen the moeny. In perfect health, Itoliby

witnesses Elaine's release, after his important testi-

mony in hi-r liehalf. Ueunited once more, the little

family relcniis happily In the scene of the liorrilile

tr.iK-e^ly. muHu-i- l,,ve triumphing over all.

BACK SEAT DRIVER

P. H. Ervay File No. 2703

:ill li'l) IIh

,-lclilii-s^

,1,1

I.'lIk.i

inn ir lami
cil l.,-m-:illi the rrjcky surface, an.i wliilr (.-.I ^ni.

.\lailha f.iuKhl olT the huyers, slill lh.-y ,,:ili/,-.l ii

IV,,uM he best to sell, because .hilling w.ml.l ,:..sl (,i.

l,„, uuich, anyhow. At first sentime.il sliiic.l llienr

:iij«l they weren't anxious to leave the land llu-y loved
lilt after a while, tales of ueiKlihoi's prosperity

ivachcd their ears, and Hiey decided lli.it |i.-ili..ps il

was true that constant claukiiiK of iiiachiiieiy on .-id-

iacent lands w.'is had for ilu-ii well-lK-iiiK.

Before they recovered from the sli.icli ,,f 11

nious [)ri

elv

d fo

ettl. .ililv

hill, I, till III III,

home in li,u n \l ,n l h,, Mn l ,H I II I In I I II 1'.

custom hinisi-ll i,, '.iiliii;-. i',\ii -,)ii,im i,.i ..i i..m

turf a "B.-irdcii." s.i lli<-y slnii.;M,'"l i,.i-'. i li. i
,

.in!

soon became as up-to-date as any .,1 il Im i i-i..

perous (rx-farmers on the street. I'l. , ml, nn,, I,,

gau to drag, and Jed's little veK.-inlil, ^.,,1,1,

as boring; to him as Martha's spare time i.i ln-r. so

thev decided to fill the parage with a shiny nev/

automobile. Great was the excitement attendant upon
buying this new toy, but s,,im llie evenings were
taken up visiting in the Imtlii n.l nii... and Jed's
Sunday mornings speni in i.

li Ihhk "'l repairing it.

Hut those rides soon becani, i . .J a rlomestic
upset, totally uuconimoii 1,. ili, • |mii- While driv-
ing through the beloved coiiiiliy, Je.l woulil become
loo interested in a grain field, and only Martha's
cry could rouse him from a sally into a ditch. "Jed,"
she would cry, "Kf you don't pay more attention to

where yore goin', 1 ain't gonna ride in this gosh-
ding tiling again." And soon everyone was mildly
amused at the strife lietwcen the devoted pair, ev
hibited only during a ride. "Je.l Tompkins," she
would holler, "If you don't stop i/'im ;im,iiii<I ibose
corners an<l nearly runnin' down ih, - . In, I . n . .

."

But the seriousness grew, and ..n.- I.,,, .Martha
refused to ride. "Where are ya gum' iiistiad," Jed
asked. "Wal," Martha retorted, "f'ni a goin to see
Jedge Noble. That's where I'm a-goin'. I heard tell

about them jedges who give you a separation ffo'm

husbands wh.) don't watch out when they drive "

But Jed di.ln't wait 1.) hear the rest. Ife sat in that
front seat an. I steppe. 1 nn the acccleral.ir like never
before. Suiblenly, a lou.l .;rasli was beard, and ten
minutes later he appeare.l at the .l.jor with a horse
and buggy f<»r two. "See li.^w you like this, Marthy,"
he cried, "That dern car ain't never gonna see the in-

side of tliat little barn back there again. Horses is

what a barn needs, and this .ine ain't got no hack
seat, either."

Ernest John Terry File No. 3492

LKATklCK Bf.AIRFAX sat at her typewriter,
daily, and ground out remarkable advice to peo-
ple whose problems were reaching far out of hand.

"Dear Anxious." she w.mld hit out on the keys, "At
your age you should realize that few men are as trust-
worthy as they actually seem. It is only the
adolescent who remains to idealize the representatives
of that totally remarkable, yet thoroughly insincere
sex!" But Terence Waters, musing over the item in

his paper, on the Br.>nx-bound subway, wondered.
What could a dame like that know about real love?
What ki.-!d of a fish wou'd sit behind a desk and deal
out sop like that to norma! beings? Oh bunk, thought
Terence, she's just a sour old maid, and all those
letters are made up by herself! But he couldn't
get the vision from his mind. and. arriving home aii.l

finding supper late, he sat down and wrote a scath-
ing retort to her evening's column. "Dear Miss
Blairfax," he wrote. "Maybe you're okay and maybe
you ain't, but let me tell you, sister, if you . . .",

and pretty much more, until supper was announced.
Terry c^jntinued reading the column, and when his
letter remained unanswered, he felt convinced that
it was all a fake. "It's probably a man," he told
the other accountant in his office. "That stuff is

some butfk, and lookit all the girls who read it

every day! Blah!" But several days later, Terry
picked up the paper, and flushed scarlet to the roots
of his already-red hair. I-eatrice Blairfax had pub-
lished his entire letter, and was fjretty sore about it

all! So Terry kept watching the column and every
time the lady wrote anything that didn't please him',
he merely wrote right in and panned her ideas. Yes
sir! Terry was pretty proud! But soon he noticed
that his opponent's words were growing s^jfter and
her advice to lovesick voung ladies was beoiming
tempered with a great deal of justice. "Hm." thought
Terry, "I guess some guy gave her a break last

night. Suppose it was her married sister's husband's
partner, or something!'' ,Yet. he felt sorry, and pretty
soon Terry hegan writing apologies and letters of
praise for everv stray kind remark that appeared in
the column. Miss Blairfax wasn't even surprised when
she received a love letter and a bottle of expensive
perfume for a Christmas gift. But the truth of the
matter is that "Miss Blairfax" never receive! any-

thing, really, because there never was a "Miss Blair-
fax I" The sweet little laily was a pretty little sten.ig-
rapher in Mr, Lombard's office. She thought Terry
Waters was a pretty swell guy, and she told him
when she saw him, finally, hut Mr. Lombarrl wlio
writes the heartrending advice to lovelorn souls
thinks Terry is just a plain nut, and the fact that
he and Miss Ellis, the cute stenographer, got to-
gether, is just a very opportune relief measure, for
'"I'erry doesn't write any more. lie knew il was a

fake all the timel And anyhow, Mr. I..initi;tr.l

.loesn't like "Nai'cisBUS dc Noel" at all!

BROTHERLY LOVE

Harry W. Robinson File No. 2696

««/^l'l<l'JSITy," said Professor Smu.lge, "has
I , often wr.mghl more havoc than all the other^^ instincts combined", and the Beta Zeta girls

in Psychology .; n.jdiled their beads wi'dly, ga/.ing
stonily at the brothers of I'si Sigma who su.l.lenly

discovered a myriad of interesting .ibjecls .lulsi.le

.jf the window. Hut the professor went on, oblivi.ius
t.i llu- charge h.. Iia.l hiirk-.! int.i Ibe mi.lst .if tbi,
sl..-epy class. "I iiriosily among a.lol.-sceiils is ofl.-ii

•onfine.l l.i lb.; acli.,ns of the .iiipusile sex, an.l 111.-

• III l.-ss iiiiiiiipuil.iiil .Iclails ..f human behavior.
>•. lull •. iiinl ili.ii iii.iiiir.- curiosity is often ..f a

|-i,iiii' '! Iiu. I." What had the po.ir

i.f the lie Zr

i.lded to til.

' I iM „)n and asked t^i

H < II "I .iring efl'ects. Ob-
lli. iwu ;,.,iiiig ladies and the

jce.-.|.r.l li, the room and be-
n their work. Bored, the two
th, leaving the boys to their

the
vn fraternity li-.n ,

*

I Im., i-n . .
. iil -l,i ,

-, n,,

innocent Beta Z.i..: v.ti,; l„ v, il.ki l,I al iht p.s.Uii,

powers possessed by the Psi Signias. everything of
importance being transmitted through the wiring
system so cleverly devised by the two wily seniors.
But the course of science is ever so ronii'li, roi.!. s.,iiii

the troubles were to commence. The jiuini i- ili,,i iju-

Inter-fraternity Basketball Carnival w,i .1,-. ,,i liui.l,

and the Psi Sigmas were living in fen ui ili, l.,ij,pa

Phis who bade fair to win the contest. ( ui,s.;,iu,;iitl>

,

since Winnie, one of the occupants of the "amateur
broadcasting station" dubbed by the boys as "Stati.in
Unconscious," was uppermost in the aftections of the
.niif.'iii! uf the K.-ijjpa Phi team, double duty at tlie

nil, u.pliuii, v/ns . Niiiited upon, and the loudspeaker
,,,1 .Ii,iii,.| inn, :i. live service as well. S.jon, the

it the Psi Sigma aliode began to,.-.|

Ilea I tale

'Don't he funny," laughed the voice of Winnie,
"Hal says the Psis haven't a chance! You'd better
get yourself a Kappa date for the dance after the
game. The Psis are going to be taken care of long
before the games start!"
"Oh yeah," retorted tlie voice of tlie room mate,

Babby. "I got a g(xjd enuff Psi date and I'll wager
on them, kidnapping or no."
But ttie Psi Sigmas didn't wait for any more. Heads

went together and a decision was reached, after mucli
smoking and heavy thinking. The following day.
there was no kidnapping because a heavy guard kept
watch before the Psi Sig liouse the entire night an.!

the following day. But the Kappas won anyhow, Ik--

cause the Psis were too tired from their strenu.ius
vigil. Passing the Psi captain .in her way home in

Kappa's captain's roailster, Winnie gave the clue:
"Say." said she. ogling the defeated crew, "next time
y.iU try a dirty trick on us, you'd better keep your
wind.iws shut. So sorry!"

ON THE QUICK

Harold Rees File No. 2680

DREAMIXG of riches while living in squalor, Ken-
neth Roberts continually appeals to his mother
and sister. Dot, to take him from this rut and

give him a chance to lieconie s.jmebody. Earning a
small salary. Dot pleads with him to cease his nag-
ging because of their mother, but Kenneth cfintinues,
assuring his family that they have enough money to
take the step. But Dot knows better, as does their
mother, who takes in double the amount of wasliing
she has attempted bef'ire.

One fine day, after Kenneth and Dot have received
sulistantial raises in pay, they decide to move tri a
Iietter apartment, and t^ie hunt for new furnishings
begins, .Soon, titey are entertaining new friends and
new ideas, but their happiness is comparatively sliort-

lived. Mrs, Rolierts becoming ill and dying of over-
work and worry. Consequently, with mounting
iloctor's bi'ls and the funeral expenses at hand, Dot
announces that she_ is moving inti> tlie furnished room
of an office companion, Grace. Kenneth announcing his
intention of renting a room in a friend's home. Bu*
tlie brother and sister do not f.irget tlie hours spent
together, and Kenneth visits Dot, only to realize that
it is Grace wlio has attracted him from tlie start.
But Dot does not partici|>ate in Grace's activities.

Dot preferring to remain at home, waiting for her
ideal to appear from out of nowhere.
But once mr>re a dark cl.jud crosses Dot's horiz'>n.

causing her to fear for her lirotller. Arriving at lier

room, one night. Kenneth informs Dot that lie has
fallen in with gangsters, not realizing whom they are.

an.l has been forced into driving a car in a big rob-
bery ihe following evening. Alarnie.l, Grace urges
D.it t.i send Kenneth to nn uncle's farm, and both
give him the money. But he doesn't arrive: the
mobsters overtaking him at the train. Dot waits in
vain for news and, not receiving any, inhirms the
police, who man to anticipate the robbery. Mean-
while, Bud riionias, police reporter, arrives for a
scoop for his paper and he aiirl Dot are immediately
attracted to each other. Dot tells him of her trials,
anri of Kenneth and lier mother am! father, and Hiiil

promises to hunt him down and jirevent his participa-
li.iii ill the job. Bud leaves anil tours the various
rab.-irels of the cily, known In lie gaiigsler bang.juts.
.111.1 in one of tlies.-, ul, i rv, ,i ,,,,i, ,| !,„,! in,.. , l,_.ancut

Do ith

li. Ii,,vs, Bud

' Ted (;.,niiony.

.ms^uilicerii

dancer, Bud
but she shrugs ii.-i -li,,iil,l, i

\'

sits next to Keiiii.'lli .mil :ill.-ii

fessi.in, but Kenneth insists his ii

After too many drinks, and Hii.l's

ing a w.irried sister, etc., Keiiii.

he and Bud leave, Bu.l informing him that h.
lake Ihe wheel .if the stickup car and steer the gang
into the hands .if the p.ilicc. Once safely behin.l bars,
Ihe gang has no terrors bir Keniietb, an.l be an.l Bu.l
gaylj move llieir belongings into the girls' apartm.-nt,
ass ing Ibe captaincy of their home and bearls.

THE HIDDEN TRUTH

Bertha L. Robinson File No. 2675

T ii<i,~ 1
1

ill h.- i.'.l and ;.! fr.

lie, E.lgar iiif.irms her that he
I if she t.i.ik her child and

f.iiiii.l sum, ,,ili,, 1,1,,,, i„ live. "I'm tire.l of your
whining an.l Live, .u,.! I'm tired of that sijuealing
baby," K.lgar adds, "And I've never had a happy day
since I married you because my father coiil.l never
see why I wanted to marry a po.jr girl." But June
refuses lo Inir.len him any Linger, s.i, with her baby
and a triisliiig nurse, she leaves for New York an.l
searches l.,r w.irk in ..r.ler t.i support herself, Soon,
she l,.-,-,,mes .secrelary to the bead .if a large .lancing
I I. Ill envious <,f the dancers who fr.-quent his

ulln, In- leaves and joins his <:l.'isscs, b.-e.iiiiing, in a
li.ii lull.-, a featured dancer in a gil.lc.l night club.

I!.;t.,iiiiiig the vivacious and beautiful June of olil,

the success of the club builds itself about her, and
the place is packed, nightly, with the elite of the
entire city. By this time, Juni.ir is ten years old,
an.l June has pr.imised to take him to see her dance,
upon his tenth birthday.
With Junior installed back of the dressing room cur-

tains, June sal'.ies forth for her most spectacular
ng ju •igic

which has taken place at a s.ilinli.l i.,l,l,
' Kdgar,

arriving with two beautiful wuim n ,,imI ,,i„,ili.-r man
from his own city, is directed lu :i inlil. ,lii.i ily oppo-
site June's dressing r.iom, but suliiciemly hi.lden from
the view .if the diners. As she steps upon the floor,
June .,liserves a hand from behind the curtain dr.ip
a capsule into Edijar's companion's glass, and the
beautiful girl falls limply to the floor. Rushing from
the n.iw-darkened r.iom, June drags Junior back to her
apartment and remains in a stale .if collapse f.ir sev-
eral days. Upon her recovery, she learns that Edgar
is being held for the murder of his c/impani.in, one
of the two sisters accompanying himself and the other
man. June attends the trial, keeping .lut of view of
Edgar and his parents and hears the full testim.illy,
bewildered all the while as to whetlier to sacrifice lier
husband or her child, she being positive that it was
Junior who administered the fatal draught, recignizing
his father in the company of another woman. But
after each session, she questions the lioy who is un-
aware that his fatlier's life is at stake. She learns
nothing from him, except complete denial of the entire
accusati.in, and a mysterious attitu.le f.,r one so
young. But the nurse who has been his . ,,iii|,;iiiiuii lur
so many years is filled with remorse ai ili, i,li^.|ii ,,i

the unfortunate family, and she tells Jiiiii.,i ili,,i ihe
man on trial is his father. When Juii,- i,,,|„.i,. |,,r

her visit to court the next day, tlje boy iil.a.ls with
her to lie taken along, and June consents, suspecting a
turn. Arriving in court. Junior takes the stand and
testifies that the dead woman's sister a.lministered the
li.iis.iii fi.iiii behind the curtain which covered him from
view. This clears I'Mgar, the court being able to
n-aliz,- that the motive was a will left the survivor of
Ihe pair by their father. Ashamed and realizing his
.jl.l love f.ir June, Edgar goes to her with his parents
an.l begs forgiveness^ urging her u> come back witli
the li^iy and begin life anew.

TIIvlBERLAND ECHOES

George H, Moore File No. 26S7

WAY up in tlie lumlier country, tlieie are many
many men who endure the severe weather and
trying conditiinis of the outdoors because their

business is tinilier-estimating and it isn't quite possible
for that work to he done by a man's fireside. Buddy
Morton is a cruiser, and his reasons for following that
work are just that he was always brought up to know
that there are harder things in life and that one thing
is as g<wd as another.
When young in years, Buddy sets out for Kentucky

to estimate and survey a huge tract for an important
Eastern concern. Arriving too late to reach camp.- lie
stops off ill a small town and atten.js a county fair,
little realizing that lie is in the bad part of the
iiptional prohibititm country. Since the fair is held in
the ari'l town, the visitors from other places come
loaded down with corn wliiskey and otiier intoxicating
ilrinks. and feudal war breaks out sliorlly after his
arrival. In the midst of this confusion and unable t,>

turn back on his tracks or travel farther, Bmldy de-
si.lcs lo see it through, and looks about f.ir soine/)nc
he might lie able to assist. S<ion he sees a slip of n
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girl, steeped in mountain beauty, dodge about the edge
of the crowd, an enorthous shotgun raised aloft and
levelled at one of those who has defied the edict of

the countryside. Buddy rushes to her and snatches the
weapon from her hands but she is too quick for him,
and looking up, lie sees the leader of the invaders
lying in a pool of blood on the ground. Startled, he
places the gun under his arm and carries it off to his
lodgings, also the girl. O'nce under his protection, she
explains that this man has been engaged in a feud with
her family since babyhood. She expresses fear that
her father will be killed because of her rash act. Buddy
promises to return and protect her father, but when
he arrives on the scene, her father has already been
killed by the other man's family. Buddy returns sad-
ly, and informs the girl that he will protect her.

After a few days, he realizes that he is in love with
her, and they marry, Buddy going off on his mission
and the girl traveling up to his home in Michigan to

stay with his mother.
Lite goes on smoothly for the cruiser and his bride,

despite the separation, but a dark cloud casts its

shadow accross their path very soon. John Emmerly,
an Eastern boy, travels out to the Kentucky hamlet
and ca Is a meeting of the mountaineers in reference

to a school he wishes to start. About this time.

Buddy's wife. Emma, returns to visit him, he in-

forming her that the feud has been well-controlled.

At the meeting, the mountaineers gather with shot-

guns and Emmerly explains that they are uncivilized

and uneducated and need a school. A schoolhouse is

erected, and Emma attends religiously. Buddy realiz-

ing that it is Emmerley attracting her. He also

realizes she never really loved him, and he gives her
her freedom to marry the bright teacher. When she
becomes settled with her new husband, Buddy turns
to the North again, and returns, sadly, to settle as a

lumber man on his own tract in Michigan. But the
government appoints him to membership on the Tax
Con:mission, and he marries a sweet country girl and
settles far from the scene of his broken heart.

the outside
I't made to
Folks might
lachine like

Mrs. Daisy L Sco+f File No. 2659

THE hardships and suft'erlngs experienced by the

courageous folk who strode forth to settle the
great West will be handed down forever as the

true legendary minstrelsy of the American people.
Trailing caravans wending their weary way across
desert and plain present a true and graphic picture
of the birth of a nation, and there are hundreds upon
hundreds of individual tales and anecdotes of these
hardy settlers and homesteaders. So it is with the
story of Allen.
Losing his father and mother within a week's time

at the hands of the dead.y typhoid, Allen is taken in

by L'ncle Sammy and Aunt Susan, kindly neighbors
who have nursed the unfortunate folk, despite the
fact that they have twelve mouths of their own to teed

and tend. Affectionate and grateful, Allen works con-
stantly on the small low^a tarm., and earns his place
alongside their own children in the affections of Sammy
and Susan. But tales of the great West were begin-
ning to pour in from all sides, and Uncle Sammy,
anxious to provide his boys with a Uvelihood, decides
to join the great caravan which is slowly approaching
the little town. Remorseful and almost ashamed of his

inability to fulfill his obUgations towai'd the orphan,
Sammy informs Allen that it will be impossible for

him to join the wagon caravan, it being too difficult

to provide food, shelter and clothing for another
mouth, especially when the person in question is a

young lad with a growing frame and a healthy appe-
tite. Allen, he tells him, is to remain in Iowa with a
neighbor, Aunt Betty. Disconsolate, but fully accus-
tomed to accepting his fate more or less silently, Allen
listens to Sammy and then rushes off to Kate, one of

Sammy's daughters, to tell her what he has heard.
Tearfully, Kate approaches her father, but is firmly
requested to remain silent on the subject, Sammy re-

iterating his reasons for having to disappoint the boy,
Aunt Susan stiffly gazing through the window, hesi-

tating on the brink of tears. One hundred wagons
leave in a few days for Oregon and Allen sits by.
unable to do anything more than present his new shoes
to Levi, Sammy's son.
Three days after the departure of the caravan, Allen

informs Aunt Betty of his intention to follow the train,

and she, evidencing signs of true wisdom, acquiesces,
but watches him leave, sadly, for he is barefoot, hav-
ing given his shoes away. She wishes him luck in

the region where farms are to be had by merely set-

tling on the land and cultivating it. Five days later,

footsore and hungry, Allen sights the caravan an'd is

greeted with much enthusiasm by Uncle Sammy and
Aunt Susan, who have begun to grow more and more
homesick for the orphaned boy. Kate welcomes him
with open arms, and Allen exhibits his old gratitude
by immediately becoming one of the hardest workers
on the train, working by day and watching by night,
to protect the caravan against the attacks of Indians.
But one noon, while on guard, Allen and Levi are
taking their post on a flat rock, and Allen is killed

by a spear^ flung by a redskin on horseback. In great
grief he is buried by the pioneers. Kate, crazy with
grief tells her father of the wedding they had planned
upon reaching the West, but several years later when
the family is well-established among the early settlers,

she marries a strong young farmer and keeps the
memory of Allen imprinted upon her mind by naming
her oldest son "Allen," and raising him in the realiza-

tion of his likeness to another brave man.

CAMOUFLAGE
Olivia Ventress File No. 2627

"H OW'S things 01

the "Gables" m
taker.

Everything's always all right

thedral asked the ticket

Martin," answered the older man
that's all wrong. Too bad the w
move like it does on that screen in

be different if they was run off
that."'

But Martin was too familiar with the wistful
philosophy of the old attendant, so he filed in with
the crowd and took a seat in a dark corner, prepara-
tory to reviewing this much-heralded drama of Holly-
wood life and intermarriage. Soon his eyes were
riveted on the screen and his thoughts molded into the
usual pattern—dreams of what might be and what
might have been, reaching and grasping to seek an
outlet from their jaded confines. Mr. Martin slid

downward into a comfortable position and wearilv
watched the titles flash by: CAMOUFLAGE, featur-
ing Eleanor Stark and Ross McCray. Slowly the
drama unfolded before the audience tense with ex-
pectation and illusion.

Seated by a window of the Blossom Millinery Com-
pany, busily engaged in fitting a band on a velvet
hat. Charmaine Marcelle concludes an account of her
experiences from the time she left Chicago to enter
the movies until her ultimate failure and association
with the Blossom as a designer and copyist of French
hats. Her audience, a slim blonde girl of twenty,
drinks in each word with abnormal interest, until
Charmaine is interrupted by the entrance of Max,
younger son of Papa Schumann, the boss. Removing
to a remote corner of the room with Charmaine, Max
repeats a standing request for permission to escort
Charmaine to the theatre some evening. Fearing to

encourage him, Charmaine again refuses and assures
him that it would be unwise for her to stir up a
scandal by fraternizing with anyone so important as
the man'ager of her shop. Max informs the girl that
he intends to repeat his request the following day, but
fate removes the opportunity. Charmaine being taken
ill and remaining at home for three weeks. Upon her
recovery, Charmaine decides to put Max out of her
mind. She accepts a position with a small shop, but
cann.ot withstand the temptation to see Max once more.
To do this, she advises the purchase of Blossom Hats
and brings Max to call as representative. He asks to

be al owed to call that evening, but Charmaine informs
him that she is expecting her sister Suzanne to arrive
from Chicago that afternoon. She promises him she
will allow him to visit the very next time he calls.

Following their settlement in a comfortable apart-
ment. Charmaine advises Suzanne of her desire to open
an exclusive millinery establishment in a fashionable
section of the city, and Suzanne reluctantly consents
to back her, after much coaxing and figuring on the
part of Charmaine. "The Marcel.e Sisters" open soon
afterwards and Max becomes a steady callar at the
shop and the apartment. The two girls are contented
with their home and their business, but Suzanne warns
Charmaine upon many occasions, of the inadvisability
of encouraging the ardent Max. Charmaine defends
him and informs her sister that she intends to become
his wife as soon as a certain business proposition is

definitely settled. Aghast at the thought of running
the store singlehanded, Suzanne begs her not to make
any rash or hurried decisions before they have a
chance to handle the affairs of the business. But
Charmaine, with the impetuousness, common to youth
alone, appears the very next day and announces her
impending marriage to Max, prior to his leaving for
Yosemite to manage a Lodge. Max, nervous and up-
set, prepares for Charmaine to visit his people. Char-
maine, ignorant of the fact that his brother, Morris is

married to a gentile, expects severe opposition and is

duly surprised when the kindly Mrs. Schumann wel-
comes her to the fold, with sympathetic advice in the
place of the anticipated harsh words. "Papa" Schu-
mann, too, remembering the litt.e French girl from
the time she was his designer, joins in the good-
humored acceptance of another break from ancestral
traditions.

The success of Max and Charmaine in Yosemite Val-
ley stirs their enthusiasm and whets their appetites
for more material comforts. Hence, they enter into
the millinery business once again, but Max is restless
and ambitious to succeed in a far more impressive
venture—the movies. Always willing to encaur-
age him, Charmaine suggests they move to Holly-
wood, and Max receives an opportunity to handle
some work for one of the executives Charmine meets
on a quest for extra work. Slowly Max climbs to the
pinnacle of power with the help of Charmaine's friend,
Ericsson, who gave him his first start. Unaffected by
the sudden wealth which had swept them off their
feet, Charmaine continues to encourage Max and pro-
vide a comfortable home, happy in everything but
the absence of a child. Max, merely marking time on
the way to his goal, forgets that his wife has traveled
side by side for so long, and joins the ranks of the
many other swelled heads, puffed with pride at the
position someone else has worked to obtain for them.
Disconsolate. Charmaine turns to Oline, the wife of

Max's brother, Morris, and lavishes her affection' upon
Bernie, Oline's baby. Through Oline she learns the
circumstances of their marriage and wonders at her
own impulse which culminated with her becoming the
wife of a Jew. Amused, she contrasts the circum-
stances attendant upon Oline's hasty marriage to
Morris after a hectic weekend at a border resort, and
decides that Oline has perhaps the better bargain in

the person of Morris, modest and brilliant lawyer.
Spending more and more time with Oline, in the ab-
sence of Max, she learns more of the details of the
rocky path which started the climb to the present
happiness and contentment of hei" brother and sister-

in-law. Determined to equal Oline's successful manipu-
lation of so difficult a problem as a mixed marriage,
she faces Max on one of his frequent visits home, and
begs him to resist the forces which are causing his
own degradation and the happiness of both. Annoyed
at the display of sentiment. Max informs her that it is

necessary for him to swim through gallons of liquor
and the promiscuous attentions of women in order to
remain in the strata of officialdom he has attained
through Ericsson. Still grappling in the vortex of

success ^nd flattery, Max suggests that he move to

his club so Charmaine can get a divorce, freeing them
both, but Charmaine still loves him and refuses. How-
ever, shortly afterwards at a party given for the stars
of Max's latest picture, Charmaine witnesses Max in
the arms of Peggy Hoyt, star of the picture, and re-
volted, she realizes that she has succeeded in giving
him everything in the way of polishing necessary for
his success. She has been unable to eradicate every
fault and nasty trait but not his cruel selfishness and
heartless ambition. Max was still the man who would
trample on life itse'.f merely to get ahead. Charmaine
obtains her divorce in a short time and arrives in
Hollywood again prepared to accept what so many
other disillusioned wives are willing to face—greedy
sympathy from other faithless married men and a ruth-
less hardened exterior. Charmaine accepts all of this
but not without a clear notion of what is to follow.
Some months later all Hollywood is gossiping about

Charmaine Marcelle. Schumann's ex-wife, who, it is

rumored, will star in Ericsson's forthcoming picture,
taking the role from Peggy Hoyt and the directorship
from Max. Idle tongues and scandal sheets prate of
Charmaine's constant appearance in public on the arm
of Ericsson, her friendly attitude toward her former
husband, and the fall of the exotic Peggy from the
favorite position in the studio firmament. But Char-
maine is not so easily touched by Max's pleas as she
was in the days of their courtship. Upon each new
insistence that it was all a mistake, Charmaine turns a
deaf ear, realizing that whether a marriage is based
upon harmony of the faith or otherwise, the basis
must be founded on ordinary strength of character
and truth of ideals. Oline and Mrs. Schumann ap-
peal to her in Max's behalf, but she insists that she
will not resume life with a man she has ceased to love,
merely to gratify his cravings and reinstate him in the
popular admiration of the studio and the public. In-
stead, she winds up the enthusiastic preview of her
first successful starring picture by announcing her
marriage to Ericsson and her retirement from the
screen to prepare for the fulfillment of her own am-
biti'jns a simple happy home and a thriving family.

•'Well. Mister Martin." the ticket-taker called as
Martin steupped thoughtfully into the lobby, "How
was the picture?" Martin gazed at him as if in a

"1 guess we oughta continue this film for another
T se side.'

MUST ARTISTS STARVE?

Frances L Farrell File No. 2575

IF there were ever two starving artists, they were
certainly Kate and Jane. Bills due everywhere, no
food in the studio, and thev had not a penny be-

tween them. Suddenly the bell rang. Kate went to
answer it but Jane stopped her. thinking it was a
collector. Then, seeing the postman coming out of
the door, Kate rushed down to receive the mail, re-
turning with nothing but bills and circulars. To add
in'sult to injury, one announced the opening of a new
restaurant. When she came back to the room, she
found Jane cleaning up. and from behind a closet out
rolled five dusty milk bottles. With a whoop of joy
Kate seized them and rushed to the grocery, anticipat-
ing the return of twenty five-cents. But she was met
with disappointment for the bottles were too old and
the storekeeper had begun carrying a new brand. Dis-
gusted at her luck she dropped the bottles into a baby
carriage and returned home, sadly wondering if she
would ever again have the opportunity to marry
James Greene. Her thoughts were the parents of
reality, for upon her arrival home she found James
talking to Jane. He greeted Kate enthusiastically, re-
peating for her benefit, the story of his success in
ISew York. Making arrangements for lunch with the
girls, he left.

In the meantime, the antiquated milk bottles had
gone from hand to hand, finally landing in a cab,
the cab driver carrying them to the same grocers,
again. When James called a cab to take him to
meet the girls the bottles were on the floor next to
his feet. When he arrived at the girls' studio, James
had the cabman bring several packages up for him. the
cabby brmging the bottles as well. When the girls
saw the bottles they were mortified, thinking that
James mu(it have seen Kate peddling them around.
At the dinner table Kate had an opportunity to ask

him, and James, naturally, denied it. This relieved
Kate, but now James demanded to know what it all
meant. Kate was forced to tell the truth, and James
once more begged her to marry him. Kate confessed
that she always loved him, but had been afraid to
marry him sooner, fearful of spoiling his career. Jane
rejoined them to hear the grand news, herself receiving
the promise of assistance. Well, thought the girls,
those milk bottles are certainly going to be the sub-
ject of the greatest masterpiece painted.

D

BOB, THE ADVENTURER

Mrs. Adene Numsen File No. 2648

ISSATISFIED with tl-.e life made possiljle for hiin
in a family of eight children, Robert Michaelson
leaves his home m Marne Holstein, Germany, and

sets out as a sailor at the age of seventeen, leaving
behind, the trusting bhie-eyed Wilhelmina whom he
promises to carry off in two years.
Becoming part of the crew of a cargo boat, ilichael-

son glories in the carefree life asea, and tastes his first
of trouble when he becomes ill of dvsentery and holds
up a voyage. But he continues traveling to the far
ends of the earth, returning home occasionally but
remaining for only a short time, due to the fact' that
his mother continually attempts to convince him that
he IS old enough to enroll in the compulsory military
schools he particularly wishes to evade.
One day he receives the opporhinity of becoming a
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sailor on a ship leaving: for New York. and. thrilled

with the prospect of going to the United States at

last, he welcomes the opportunity and is soon in sight

of the present metropolis of the world. In port, he and
several other youths don several suits of clothing- and
report to the mate for shore leave, but the mate says
nothing, reaHzing that the boys have no intention of

evev returning. From New York Robert procures a

position on a ship sailing for San Francisco, and enjoys

the experience, except for the presence of one Harry
Baker, a cruel, heartless bully who persecutes Robert
until the older men assist him.
At Frisco, an ex-prizefighter and a drunken Swede

board the ship and direct the sailors to a sailors'

rooming house where they all proceed to become
drunk. While exchanging drinks at the bar, several

dancing girls arrive, and the sailors allow themselves

to be entertained, following their sojourn at this house
by a tour of the neighboring saloons, steeping them-
selves in beer and women until the last of the money
vanishes, and meeting queer people from every corner

of the globe. But Bob could not remain in one place

for very long. Soon he leaves for the Galapagos
Islands in the South Seas with a whale-hunting craft,

and arriving at the French Magda!ena Islands, the

crew finds several native women and a few English-

men who turned up from wrecks and decided to re-

main, Robert is attracted to one of the natives, and
spends much of his time in her company. One day,

she invites him to her cabin, and after leaving he is

robbed of much of his clothes by a native man, he still

being unsure of whether this is her husband or not.

When he sails from the island, the sailors tease him
about this first native he must leave behind. Bob re-

morseful but also forgetful. When they continue the

whale-hunt, several whales are captured and "cut in^'

or dressed, the oil being removed, and several months
after Bob's first encounter with a whale, the crew
sights a school of whales and in the flurry, a huge
whale sweeps the deck, and Bob narrowly escapes

death among the remaining beasts, the third mate's

boat arriving just in time to manage the rescue. How-
ever, with several thousands of bottles of whale oil in

tow, the captain heads the ship towards the Arctic

region, but the weather changes, and once rnore the

adventuresome Bob finds himself in a torrid clime, this

time, the Sandwich Islands, where, waiting for a new
mast, the captain sends his crew to anchor in Hilo Bay
where they meet an EngHsh captain in business there.

Toward the end of this lengthy trip, the crew com-
mences to become restless and anxious for a sojourn

on land, and Bob is not one who can watch others

scrap without entering the fray. Hence, when the

same prizefighter and Swede board the boat and dis-

tribute whiskey upon their landing in Frisco again.

Bob is in no fit condition to continue his seaixh for

millions, and when the sailors are paid very little for

their endeavors on' the seventeen -month whaling trip.

Bob decides for once and e\^er to forsake his adven-
tures on the sea and become a landlubber. From San
Francisco, he hoboes his way into the farm country
and works at various odd jobs about the countryside,

living on bread and water when money is scarce.

Here, in one of the towns, his fears of mihtarism are

finally overcome for he is made a citizen by a judge
who is a friend of a small-time poUtician who is run-

ning for sheriff, and his first vote is cast for an
official of his adopted country.

From haying and milking Bob turns to the lumber
country and becomes a logger, sticking at this until

the wanderlust takes possession of him once more.

Then he sets out sight-seeing among the Mormons
in Utah and ends up by entering the mining busi-

ness, only to be met by filthy conditions and an
avalanche, which drives him back to San Francisco,

and Emma, whom he meets on the trip back. But
once more he falls in love with a woman who, con-

vinced he is sincere, promises to wait, and Bob is

sad when he leaves Emma in Frisco, sadly awaiting

his return from the frozen North the lure of which
drives him thither in search of gold. Here Bob finds

new trials awaiting him and still no wealth is forth-

coming. Frozen and hungry a great part of the time,

he falls victim to the dreaded disease, scurvy, and
finally decides to return to San Francisco and settle

down. On his return, he meets a group of Indians

and travels wdth them, saving a young Indian maiden
from a horrible death in the ice wastes. Back in

San Francisco he meets Emma again, and finds she is

in bad straits, but despite the fact that he has come
for her, the lure of the open and the desire for riches

drives him from her again, promising to return soon.

But he never comes back to her again, for on his

next trip North he meets Corrinna, a native Indian

girl of partly Japanese ancestry, and they marry and
settle on one of his land claims. Here Corrinna bears
him two children, the oldest bf.ing Stella, but his poor
wife is not destined to live verv long, and after her
death he takes the only remaining child, Stella and
returns to Dakota where he finds his mother &nd
entire familv. There, Bob stavs a while and returns

each Fall, but after his mother's death, leaves the

States and roams once more, his daughter in the

meantime, becoming a strong wife and mother of

many children. But the adventurer is nearing Ihe

end of the trail and at eighty-three he settles down
with his daughter and his grandchildren, tired but
happy in the reminiscences of so active a life.

MAD DESIRE

T. I6v, File No, 2683

MODERN youth is restless and brim full of mad
desire for entertainment charged with fast and
furious acceleration of mind and body. This

condition forms the background for the storv of Annie,
only child of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Miles of Everyville.

Bewi'.dered by the problems confronting them in

reference to the rearing of their only daughter, Annie,
Mr. and Mrs. Miles hold a conference on her seven-
teenth birthday and decide to face their problem with

fairness to the child as well as themselves. They
agree upon a free outlook and loose reins for this

beautiful girl. Their first move is the purchase of

a snappy sport roadster, and Annie, puzzled by this

new display of indulgence, offers subdued thanks and
drives off about the countryside, wondering what the
meaning is. Her drives take her to nearby towns,
and she falls into the habit of disappearing for long
stretches of time. One day, on a drive with her
dearest friend, she discovers a flat tire, and is grati-
fied at the approach of a handsome and fine-looking
youth who asks if he can be of service. Annie enlists

his help and he winds up by inviting the girl and her
companion to his home for refreshing beverages. Upon
her return home, Annie informs her mother concerning
the afternoon's adventure, and her mother encourages
the boy's attentions, realizing that he is the son of

Marvin Merwin, Sr., wealthy banker. But Marvin's
attentions soon begin to pall on the restless girl, and
she turns her glances toward Tom Daley, another
member of the fast and furious younger set in Mar-
vin's town. Tom, encouraged by the vivacious Annie,
becomes her virtual bodyguard, much to the distress

of the Miles' who have become fond of Marvin. Mar-
vin is worried because he knows Tom to be an un-
scrupulous character where women are concerned.
But Annie is well on the way to attaining unnatural
sophistication, and she accepts her position as Tom's
sweetheart, proudly, little realizing that her drinking,
and attendance in night clubs which are constantly
being raided is playing havoc with her reputation-

After several visits to Tom's apartment with other
young- people in search of thrills, Annie is arrested
one night after having been accused of drunkenness
and disorderly conduct in Tom's parked car. Broken-
hearted, her mother and father decide to send her to

a boarding school, preparatory for college entrance.
Annie is annoyed at the childish treatment her parents
have adopted, but is secretly elated at the thought of

the distant school, visualizing the moving- picture type
of institution and little realizing that her father has
chosen one of the most puritanical of places. Upon
her arrivel, she sulks for an almost indefinite period,

but soon becomes friendly with the other girls :ind is

happv, except for her longing for her parents. After
she has remained there for six months, receiving fre-

quent visits from home, she receives a telegram stat-

ing that her father is seriously ill. She leaves imme-
diately, and learns that her behavior has been the
cause of her father's falling into disreinite and ulti-

mate collapse. Stunned, she sits by him as h- slowly
passes into death, but her last promise is that she will

avoid mad desires in the future. Grief- stricken, she
falls into the arms of Marvin, and the two youngsters,
tears clouding their vision, pledge their eternal troth

beside the still fox'm.

himself to ruin, and Marian sails, convinced she will
never set eyes on the griru towers of the island again,
but assured that neither she nor her baby's father will

remain without vindication. On the rail of the boat,
she clutches a package, containing the briefs written
bv herself, proving that she and Richard have been
convicted unlawfully.

Ray Keller

THE PENAL CITY
File No. 2649

IN visualizing this story which might be place<\

about fifty years hence, the reader will not have
to stretch the imagination to a very strong degree

to observe evidences of our scientific and sociological
development.
Richard Donohoe, a young boy of nineteen, suffers

from his position as fifth child in a family of fourteen;
and leaves his home to seek whatever fate and fortune
might throw his way. However, lacking in education
and culture, he falls into the hands of unscrupulous
racketeers and is sentenced for life to the island
prison, Penalia, belonging to the United States gov-
ernment, and maintained for violators of the Baumes
Law. Realizing that this means interment for life,

Richard bids famiyl and friends farewell, and leaves
for his fate, happy-go-lucky as ever, and hopeful of

what the future might bring. On the prison boat, he
meets a young girl of education and fine a^jiearance,
formerly a millionaire's daughter, but thrown to her
own devices after the death of a father who chose to

leave his children penniless and his mistress rich. She.
too, has been influenced by unscrupulous people, and
has been left to accept punishment just as Richard
has done. Aside from his apparent lack of culture,

the studied indifference of the boy appeals to the girl,

Marian, and she decides to accept him as a friend and
teach him the many things he has missed in his child-

hood and adolescence. Upon their arrival, Richard en-
ters the construction business, and Marian becomes
a teacher of economic and industrial subjects in the
community school at night, working during the day on
the staff of the sanitation and health relief committee.
Two years later, Richard, close to the heights of

his industrial ambition, is prevailed upon by Marian
to study law with her, she having given up the teach-
ing to become chief executive of her civic department.
Madly in love with her, and filled with gratitude, he
accepts, and they marry shortly afterwards. But their
happiness is marred before long by Richard's attitude
toward his success. Having become a minor magis-
trate, as the result of Marian's constant teaching and
guidance, he proceeds to neglect the girl, seeking new
fields to conquer. Fascinated by his new frien'ds, he
becomes infatuated with a flashy young woman who
has been confined to Penalia for repeated infractions
of the vice -code, and brought before him for the same
reason. Despondent, Marian tries to cure him of his

desire for low company, but he refuses to heed, and
returns to her only when the girl runs off with a
lower person than herself. Repentent, Richard and
Marian are happy for a year, but soon this bliss is

marred by the appearance of ah old flame of Richard's,
an ex-burlesque actress, also convicted for vice deal-
ings and narcotic addiction. Observing his actions in

regard to Pandra. the new girl, Marian realizes that
this is his first real love, devoid of gratitude and sym-
pathy, but, realizing that she is facing approaching
motherhood, thereby committing Penalia's most serious
offense, birth control being strictly insisted upon and
enforced, she pleads with Richard to help her escape.
Dazed. Richard arranges a daring getawav for her.
fully aware that he is breaking his trust and exposing

Wil

THE POWER UNKNOWN
jce File No. 2700

INDISTINGUISHABLE from one another by even
their own father, Colonel Stanbridge, Keith a.-id

Barry face the world, alike as the two proverbial
peas in a pod, physically, but totally unlike, mentally.
Keith, having inherited half of the Stanbridge fortune,
spends his time away from the Ottawa home, gambling
and speculating, in an atempt to swell the inheritance
to even larger proportions. Barry, on the other hand,
interests himself in scientific forces, and is on the
brink of a discovery to conserve electric energy.
With his share of the fortune, he maintains a secret
plant in the suburbs.
Assuming that Blair Duval does not return his love,

Barry plans a voyage to England to place his inven-
tion before British experts, but Blair confesses her
love and he is forced to explain his mission prior to
his departure. In the meantime, Keith returns from
a sojourn abraod and he and Barry share the apart-
ment. Barry teils Keith of his betrothal and of his
trip, and informs Keith that he is to remove a certain
paper from Barry's vault in the event that any harm
befalls him on his journey. On the steamer, Barry
meets several interesting people, among whom is

Stearns Westland, son of a Member of Parliament.
The youths are mutually attracted, and the founda-
tion of a life -long friendship is formed. Upon his

arrival in England, Barry pays a visit to the West-
lands, and through Stearns' father. Sir Garth, he
manages to procure an interview with the Minister
of Defense. Back in Canada, Keith escorts Blair to
many functions, and the night before her departure
for London for a holiday abroad with her family, he
takes her to the opera where he encounters Juan
Zanka, Soviet spy, to whom he owes ten thousand
pounds as the result of an evening of gaming in

Monte Carlo. Zanka calls on Keith the following
day, and insists upon immediate payment, whereupon
Keith, recalling Barry's instructions concerning the
vault, and pressed for money, impersonates his
brother at the bank and appropriates Barry's funds,
carrying off, also, the seak i paper which contains the
plans for the invention. Zanka calls for the money
the following day, and goes off with the plans, Keith
having been called to the phone. Keith departs for

London immediately.
In England. Barry is preparing for the test of his

Reteneolector which the government is to test ovei-

his estate, with planes, but Keith, arriving in London,
searches for Zanka, but is unsuccessful until he en-
counters Ta'ka Damita, former accomplice of Zanka,
who gives Keith the spy's whereabouts. Seated in a
secluded part of the hotel lounge, Keith observes
Blair watching him, and Blair, thinking it Barry with
another woman, returns his ring at once. In the
meantime, Keith trails Zanka an'd ultimately succeeds
in overhearing a plot to ruin Barry's future. But
Zanka discovers Keith watching him, and Keith is

abducted, being left in a car outside of Barry's
estate, bound and gagged. Slowly, Keith extricates
himself from his bonds, and arrives in the house in

time to prevent Zanka and his aides from stealing the
original plans. Keith is wounded and returns to the
hospital at Dover. U^pon Barry's return that night,
he is informed that he has been in a fight and is in a
hospital. Laughingly, Barry assures the servants that
it must have been a mistake, but proceeds to think it

over. The following day, the experiment takes place,
and being successful, the government offers a huge
sum for it. Barry informs the officials that he wishes
to present the plans to the government, however, hop-
ing it will further the outlawry of war, that being
his own pet theory. Joyously, he return home, only to
discover Blair's ring. He then hastens to the hospital
and learns the entire story from Keith, who promises
to rearch for Blair while Barry supervises the gov-
ernment factories which are turning out his Reteneo-
lector. Keith promptly follows the Duvals, Blair's
family, to Paris and finally Calcutta, arriving the day
Blair is kidnapped by desert outlaws in the service of
the Maharajah. But in a Calcutta hotel, he meets
Takla, again, and she promises lo locate Blair, after
they realize that their love has brought them to-
gether through some unknown force.

But war breaks out in Europe, a more deadly war
than ever before, and Barry's invention is given first

rank. Finally, Barry, distraught at Blair's disappear-
ance, of which Keith has informed him, leaves for
Calcutta by plane, meeting Keith on the way. As
they approach the city, Keith and the pilot sight
a gun battle on a road far below, and Keith realizes
it is Takla, shooting it out with the Maharajah's men,
by whom Blair has been kidnapped. An aerial attack
follows, and the two women are rescued by the plane's
occupants.
Back in England, Barry is knighted, and the Duvals,

overjoyed by Blair's rescue, take Takla as their own
daughter, and the Stanbridge twins settle down with
the women for whom they have struggled, Barry for-

giving, and Keith joyous at his ability to play so
important a role in the dram.a.

EASY MONEY
Pocahontas Stau'^er File No. 2656

A SIMPLE girl from a small town had the notion,
which so many good girls entertain, that New
York is the place where one can get good jobs.

good clothes, and rare and enjoyable times for less of
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a struggle than in some small town. Marv Miller left

her home for this illusion, and began to work in the

big. hard city. She soon realized that all she earned

was needed for the bare necessities of life, and that

the luxuries she dreamed of possessing were still only

a dream. At last some reward seemed to come to

her in the person of Bob Davis, an apparently well-

to-do voung man, who treated her with respect and
interest, and drove around m his big car to take her

to the places she had always wanted to visit. She
did not question him at first, but when she became
curious as to how he earned his money, she began to

ask him when he worked, and how.

Bob then told Marv that his motto has always been,

"Easy Monev." and that he was a member of a gang
with "the sanie ideas. They were constantly on the

lookout for pilfering jobs of a worthwhile size, and
even his love for Mary cou'.d not influence him to

change his mode of existence. He promised her all her

heart desired, if she only refused to concern herself

about the unethical nature of his trade, and would
consent to live with him. She does so, and gradually
becomes so enthusiastic for the adventures of these big

deals, that she even helps to discover them, and to

lay out the plans. One day they hear of the famous
Stanton diamond necklace, and propose to get it as

their next job. Coincidentally. i\Irs. Stanton has ad-

vertised for a companion-maid, and Bob decides that

Mary would fill the bill perfectly, for she had the

appearance and the poise for such a type. The boys
got together to give the girl full instructions, and, re-

solved to discover for them the whereabouts of the

necklace in the Stanton household, she kisses Bob
and goes out to apply for the position.

Mrs. Stanton takes an instant liking to Mary, and
she is hired. She finds the position such a gratifying

one that the hoys do not hear from her for weeks.
She is slowlv making up her mind to turn over a new
leaf, and work for herself. Especially, she is inuu-

enced by her love for Jean Stanton, the son of her

mistress, who has admitted his love for her. When
Bob gets in touch with her she tells him he need not

threaten to disclose her identity to Jean, for she is

going to give him up herself, and go out to get an-

other job. She does so, becoming a waitress, and is

now without eitehr Bob or Jean. But Jean, who has
read her note of confession, seeks her daily, and dis-

covers her one dav when he is out buying flowers. He
kisses her in public, and takes her home with him,
telling her how much he loves her, and how grateful

he i"^ for her admirable fortitude in making the break
she did. relieving his family from the tragedy of a

stolen heirloom, as well as dismissing the man who
had been her support. She finds her ample reward in

the marriage to jean Stanton.

GUILTY FACES

Joseph Vrabel File No. 2704

SONG OF THE WHEELS

Claude L. Christman File No. 2701

CLAUDIXESS CHRISTORY'S mother's aversion to

motorcycles was just as strong as Claudie's desire

for one, so, after having heard too much about
the terrors attendant upon riding an "iron pony."
Chris became disgusted and bought one. This ou'e

didn"t have a side car, but the town girls didn't mind
riding it, anyhow. But Mrs. Christory was pretty

much annoyed when she saw her son speed down the

street with a "chippie" behind him, so she took the

motorcycle and had her oldest son sell it for whatever
it might bring. Annoyed, Chris left home and cavorted
to his heart's content, on another cycle, until the war
came along and interrupted all his fun. Chris joined

the army, and was shipped to France immediately, be-

ing assigned to a motorcycle division. But somehow
or other, the roads were not so good in France, and
Chris forgot about Violet, his home-town motorcyclu
passenger, in favor of a pretty Httle dark-eyed
mamsel.e.

Frittering away his time on the other side, in the

search for excitement, Chris finally comes into his

own. for an important despatch is carried by him
across the fields, rendering him a hero within a very
short time, he having lost a finger in the attempt to

protect himself, a dog, a motorcycle, and a message.
But his return home was filled with disappointment
and discouragement, for, instead of the usual blare of

brass and celebration, he found his brother married to

the charming Violet and the townspeople laughing at

his heroism by passing it off as a good joke concern-
ing "Crazy Chris and his iron pony." Disgruntled,
the hero became a business man, renting motor-
cycles, repairing them, and keeping a trucking serv-

ice. Luck came to him one day when Mr. Gould,
owner of the peppermint leaf farm where peppermint
was grown and made into oil, called him and sent for

a repair job. Chris rushed to the farm, and imme-
diately fell in love with Gould's daughter, but Gould
discouraged him at once. Some time later, however,
Chris took a notion to take a daredevil ride on his

motorcycle, through Devil's Hollow, deserted section.

During' this ride, he passes a cabin, having silenced his

motor, and discovers that Gould's foreman. Moran, has
stolen large quantities of oil, secreting it in the cabin,

and has also kidnapped the daughter. Silently, he
watches the actions of Moran and his aids, and finally

sees them leaving, without the girl. Instantly, he
rushes into the cabin and carries the unconscious
young woman back to her home, but everyone is re-

luctant to beHeve his story. Chris, however, tracks

down Moran and forces him to act in such a way that
his thieving and dishonest behavior is obvious. Con-
vinced bv his honesty and the story of his daughter,
Gould has Moran prosecuted and convicted, and the
offer to. step into Moran's place is accepted by Chris
with alacrity. Soon, realizing that Chris is no ordinary
young man, Gould consents to the marriage of his

daughter and the motorcycle mad boy, and Mrs.
Christory agrees that motorcycles are not so bad.

Thus Chris's Song of the Wheels reaches a lotty

crescendo.

FATHERS of marriageable daughters have been
accused of more fau-ts than one by the young
men seeking the hands of the fair maidens, but

Jim Stark's only criticism of Jean's father is his con-
stant reference to that unwieldy platitude, "Nothing
succeeds like success." Jim, you see, is a writer,

and Jean's fatber is anxious to see results, prior to

giving over his dependent and prized child. So Jim
leaves Daley ville and heads for New York, feeling

confident that hfe in the Big Town will furnish him
with sufficient inspiration for that great American
novel.
Trudging the streets for weeks, in search of ad-

venture in this great metropolis, Jim finds that his

notions of city life are distorted in nature. Hence, he
accepts a job as bank clerk, and writes to Jean, ex-
plaining that he is still rounding out his experience
for the story. But each evening, regardless of how
tiring the day's work has been, he manages to attend
at least one pleasure palace, scrutinizing faces and
types, and listening to conversation on all sides.

Still, nothing inspires him. until he happens, one
night, to enter a smoky little coffee house, flanked on
all sides by sinister faces and hollow eyes. Preparing
to leave, after an hour's time, he discovers that the

place has been raided, the police bundling him into

the wagon along with the rest. When he reaches the
station house he attempts to explain his plight to the
sergeant, but realizes there is a misunderstanding, due
to the amused glances of the policemen, who nudge
each other and silently push him into a cell.

Following several weeks of silence from her beloved
Jim, Jean decides there is something wrong, and takes
a trip to New York, on pretense of visiting a college

chum. Restlessly she searches for Jim, but is met
by disappointment on all sides. However, after a few
days, she walks along the street, quite close to the
bank, and notices a black sedan pull up, Jim occupy-
ing the rear seat with two other men. Amazed at the

fact that he shows no signs of recognition, she crosses

the street, and stares fixedly at the car, realizing only

too late that Jim's search for inspiration has merely
resulted in his becoming an arch crook. Several
moments later, he and two others leave the bank,
frantically waving their arms and shooting their way
to the ominous sedan. But the police, having been ap-
prised of the holdup iii advance, arrive on the scene,

and Jim drops to the pavement, a bullet through his

heart, before Jean has a chance to reach his side.

Wildly hysterical, she clasps Ms still form to her
breast, until a policeman tears her from him, carrying
her off to the station' house as an accomplice. But
just as she prepares to tell her story, she looks up
into the eyes of Jim, who laughingly hands her a
newspaper. The headline reads: "Bank robber's double
released by police. Young writer sells stirring story
he writes behind the bars while being held for crimes
he has never committed! James Stark's resemblance
to bank robber killed today called phenomenal!"
"Say kid," says the captain, interrupting an em-

brace, "Y'oughta come in here again' sometime so's

you can write another tale. Nothing succeeds like

success, y'know." But Jim didn't even get angry be-
cause he seemed to look as though he believed it

himself.

THE PASTOR'S BRIDE

Mrs. Fannie L. Dennis File No. 2695

LOXGIXG to be different, Mary Milton persuades
her lather, the town physician, to send her away
to college so she can taste the rare fruits of in-

tellect and culture. Yet she returns from her vaca-
tions filled with stoical indifference toward her former
companions who avoid her and gossip about her affairs.

But Mary has long since realized she must face
many changed situations, and she welcomes the at-

tentions of Philip North, nephew of the pastor, be-
cause he is handsome and lovable, and because she
knows he understands and shares her feelings and
ideas. Their whirlwin'd courtship winds up with a

simple wedding and Mary slips into the role of

pastor's bride with fear clutching at her heart. How
easy it was to be Phil's beloved! How splendid the
moment's of happiness, when, on his arm. she defied
the environs and bitter glances of her childhood
Iriends! But this was different! No longer was the
obscurity of being just Dr. Milton's daughter with the
crazy college ideas at hand. But Phil is kind and
synipathetic, an'd his aid in encouraging Mary to take
an active hand in congregational affairs inspires her
to untold heights within her mind. Still, she realizes

that while Phil is attaining the heights of his pro-
fession and reputation, she is lagging behind because
of her shyness and inability to donate her very soul
to the people for whom Philip ten'ders his.

Time passes on, and Mary becomes accustomed to

remaining in the circle outside of Phil's profession,
but her tranquility reaches a crashing finale, one
evening, when she attends one of his lectures and
unobserved, overhears several of the town's matrons
discussing her.
"Handsome, isn't he—that North fellow," one re-

marks.
"Ves. and he's sure smarter than that dumb dora

wife of his! Too bad she doesn't get on! AH she
seems to have learned in college is matrimonial de-
sires, and now she has her man, she's a bit stuck.
Poor Dr. North. He needs a smarter one than that
to get him ahead!"
Sick at heart, Mary returns to her home and avoids

all conversation for several days. At meals, she ap-
pears silent and red-eyed, and the bewildered Phil be-
comes even' more startled when she glumly asks per-
mission to go to the city for a visit with a college
chum. He consents readily, and she leaves, but on her
return, a new Mary is apparent. She is radiant and
enthusiastic, filled with questions about ihe children

and the neighbors, and more talkative than ever before.

Her wardrobe replenished and her mann'er evasive, she
pitches into church work with an unusual abandon,
and soon heads every organization, grimly satisfied by
the stupefaction exhibited by her critics. Pretty soon,
Phil receives a call for a pastorate in a larger city,

the scene of her college, but Mary does some calling,

too, before leaving. She calls on every matron in' town
and impresses her with the fact that the wife of a
pastor is above criticism, and warns them to avoid any
attack upon her successor. Triumphant, she leaves
with Phil, both of them more deeply in love than be-

fore, and Mary secretly happy because she has found
happiness in work, beside her man.

W. O. Smith File No. 2676

UNNERVED at the discovery of a large speck of

dirt in her baby's eye, Maude George calls out
to her husband, Tom, to hasten to the medicirre

chest and bring her some eye-lotion. Tom, worried,
snatches up a bottle of acid and hurries toward his

wife, tripping on a turned-over carpet and letting the
bottle fly out of his hands. Tbe baby is seriously in-

jured and bears a scar on his temple which lasts

throughout life. This accident also causes a domestic
strain in the George home, despite Tom's repentan'ce.

A year after this tragic event, Tom and Maude
attend a dance, and Tom surprises Maude in the arms
of a former suitor. Sick at heart, Tom leaves imme-
diately, and embarks shortly afterwards on a tramp
steamer from London to South America, landing at
Cayenne on the island of French Guiana, in an en-
deavor to forget the faithless wife and the unfortunate
boy he has injured. During his nightly round of

cabarets, he meets Mar got, a pretty French dancer,
who hears his story and begs him to marry her so
she can make him happy, once again. Thinking hin)-

self still married to Maude he refuses and leaves for

Canada where he joins the Northwest Mounted Police
and receives a post in the Yukon.
But Maude has not pined for the miserable Tom,

having divorced him and married the old suitor, who,
disliking the boy, has him placed in an orphanage
where he grows to manhood, hating the man for
whom his mother has betrayed another dearer one.
Roaming about, the boy lartds in the Yukon terri-

tory and becomes a miner in a town where Margot
has become owner of a cabaret much the same as the
one in which she had met Tom. Seeing the boy,
Ralph, she recognizes the name and the scar, and
remembers the man she loved twenty years ago. He
falls in love with iMargot and becomes a steady patron
at the resort, Margot allowing him to remain in" order
to watch out for him. But in a land where men are
free and strong and given to indulging in drink as
both a necessity and a pastime, Ralph becomes the
victim of cruel fate, being accused of a murder he has
not committed. A man has been killed in Margot's
place, an'd the older men, jealous of the lad's place in

Margot's affections and anxious to be rid of him, fix

him as the guilty party. Since the real murderer has
escaped and Margot realizes the boy's case is weak,
she hides him in her mountain cabin and puts up a
bold front toward the false accusers. But fate in-

tervenes again, Tom being instructed to track down
the murderer and hold him for judgment. When n'oti-

fied. Tom is sitting in his quarters, dreaming of his
old dancer and the fact that his time of service will

soon be up. Arriving in Dawson City to get his man,
he wanders into the dance hall and recognizes Margot,
but withdraws immediately since he has learned she
is shieldin'g the murderer. Grieved, he follows her to
her cabin and is startled when she recognizes him and
informs him that the boy is his son, masquerading
under an assumed name. But he must carry out his
orders, so he returns to the city with the fugitive, only
to be informed that the real murderer has been found
dead under a snowbank, a written con'fession scrawled
upon a paper in his hand. Jubilantly, Tom marries
Margot under the smiling eyes of his admiring son.

ON THE CHIN

Eva V/estiock File No. 2702

«r^OMEBODY go git Ma!" Dan Casey bellowed,^ as he continued wiping glasses at the bar of
^^ the Three Oakes cafe which he and Ma Casey

owned and managed. Everybody crowded about the
Indian who has just rushed in with the bundle of
pink and white infanthood. Ma, entering from the
rear of the saloon, wiping her powerful hands on a

soiled apron, gathered the child into her strong arms
and rocked it gently, the child, who was shortly to
become known as Buddy Casey, ceasing its screeching

"It's God's will, Danny." she whispered softly, ignor-
ing the crowd which was now disbanding, slowly, "We
was meant to have a mite like this, and here it is

come as if from Divine Providence."
About a year later, the Kirbys moved into town, and

Buddy grew up with Dick Kirby, always hating, how-
ever, the conniving father of Dick. Kirby had made
things unpleasant for the Caseys the moment he ar-
rived, and it was in'deed difficult for them to manage.
On Buddy's eighteenth birthday, the pretty Marsland
widow moved to the vicinity of the Three Oakes, and.
her charming young daughter, Doree, caused a slight
rift between the two boys. However, Doree's stay in
Daleyville was short, for her remarkable singing voice
was brought to the attention of some visiting east-
erners who carried her off to New York, where her
success on the operatic and concert stage was unusual
for orfe so young.
One day. Mr. Kirby shot at the Indian who had dis-

covered Buddy, the boy. Buddy trudging wearily
through the woods, heard the shot and rushed to the
side of Ihe dying redskin. There, the Indian gave him
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a locket and informed him that he had been entrusted

with Buddy by some strange men who ordered him to

kill the child, but fearful, he took him to the Caseys.

The locket, the Indian gasped, was around his neck

at the time, ami the gold, which served as Kirby s

reason for wanting to kill him, was for Buddy. Sor-

rowfully, Buddy carried him to his squaw and faced

Kirby immediately, paying off the Caseys' debts and

turning him over to the sheriff.
, , ^

Meanwhile, Doree invites her mother and the Caseys

to attend her debut in opera, but only Buddy and

Mrs. Marsland go, the Caseys proffering their regrets.

In New York, after her successful debut. Buddy pre-

sents Doree with his locket, an'd, Doree places it

around her charming neck. At a party at the home
of Judge Landsay, later Mrs. Landsay observes the

token and asks Doree who has given it to her. When
Doree shyly points to Buddy. Mrs. Landsay famts.

claiming Buddy as her child, whereupon Buddy hears

Judge Landsay tell the story of the kidnapping per-

petrated by gangsters after their friend was executed

at the judge's command. But Buddy returned to the

Caseys, preparing to return to New York with them.

Upon his arrival, he learned of the death of Kirby.

who has confessed that he was Buddy's kidnapper.

Clear Water, the squaw, was his murderer. The
reunion between the Landsay's and Buddy was clouded

a bit by the refusal of the Caseys to travel East, bul

Doree and Buddy planned several trips to the West,

to celebrate the event of their fortunate meetiiVg.

THE LONG RIDE

Alys M. Gi^ltie No. 2663

IX a great city in the West, George Stalworth is

recognized for his great philanthropic work among
the boys. Although comparatively a new comer to

the city, he is known to be enormously wealthy and a

fit suitor for Dorothy Ashton. a wealthy young orphan.

One day while dining with Dorothy, George meets
two men- whom he hurriedly avoids. Tliey are mem-
bers of Renard's gang, and they return immediately
to their chief to tell him of their discovery. George
apparently had been a member of Renard's gang but
had left them years ago. They try, but fail to keep
the news from Renard's mistress. Sadie, who had
loved George but had been repulsed by him. Renard
warns Sadie to leave George alone, because the gang
intend using him. That night he visits George aitd

warns him that he is to help the gang make a clean-

up in the city, or suffer the consequences, but George
refuses. That same night he is visited by Dorothy,
who comes to warn him that she had seen him fol-

lowed by one of the men whom he had met at the

restaurant. George quiets her fears and sends her
home.
The next day the body of a man is discovered m

the bay. His face is unrecognizable, but by the

clothing it is identified as George. Dorothy swears
to find his murderers, and receives an unexpected offer

.of help from Renard who claims to be George's friend.

He assured her of the necessity of stealing a box from
the home of one of her acquaintances to secure the
"evidence." Too late she realizes she has stolen her
hostess' jewels, but she substitutes her own. Rerfard

then arranges for her to accompany him to another
house, but a new maid in Dorothy's home, who has
been carefully keeping watch over her actions, foils

the plot. The night of the appointment she chloro-

forms Dorothy and carries her off to a yacht. She
puts Dorothy into a berth and goes to another cabin

to change. It is n'one other than George! He orders

the ship to sea and returning to see Dorothy he finds

a stowaway whom he recognizes as Sadie, though she

is disguised as a man.
That night the ship runs into a terrible storm.

Dorothy has by this time recovered, but George is too

busy to explain. Tlie ship is wrecked, but with Sadie's

aid George saves Dorothy. He returns to save Sadie,

and finally gets her to shore, but she dies as a result

of injuries. Dorothy and George alone survive the

disaster.

Alone now on this uninhabited island, George tells

Dorothy how as a young man, his parents dead, he
had gone travelling to Africa, and then through some
unfortunate mistake, to Europe. While in the south-

ern part of France he had met Renard. Renard had
cleverly involved him in some shady deals and when!
George discovered it he immediately quit the gan?.
Later, learning of his uncle's death, George returns
home to secure his inheritance and take his rightful

place in society. Dorothy is happy to learn the truth,

and then confesses her love for him. While the lovers

are talking, they hear the drone of an" airplane. They
manage to signal the plane, which lands and returns
them in safety to the mainland, where they imme-
diately phone their home and friends. In the mean-
while George's friend, a lawyer, has called in the police

to clear the situation' and make it safe for George's
return, but Renard clears the way himself.

Renard has become embroiled in an argument with
cue of his gang and murders him. He escapes, but
the police get the rest of the gang. Renard is traced,

and when cornered he commits suicide.

THE BLACK KNIGHT
Helen Harlng File No. 2603

THE largest ranch in California was own'ed by
Colonel Rossiter. They were busy now making
preparations for the homecoming of the Colonel's

daughter, Mabel. Mabel had been away to school in

the East, and having just been graduated, she was
rejoining her father, thrilled at the idea of being on the
ranch or the possibility of meeting the n*otorious bandit
known as the Black Knight.
She was to meet him sooner than she expected, for

the stage coach is held up by none other than the
Black Knight. He forces them all to surrender their

money and jewels, even a poor Spanish woman who
is searching for her son who had disappeared.
Angered at his cruelty, Mabel shoots an'd hits the

bandit's hand, but he quickly takes her gun away.
While removing his glove on the wounded hand, Mabel
notices a strange ring. Mabel arrives at the ranc'n

with the Spanish woman in her charge, Conchita, as

her servant. When they learn of the hold-up the

cowboys ride out to see if they can trail the ban'dit,

but are not successful.
Some time later Mabel and her father attend a

fiesta at a nearby Spanish town. She is introduced to

the town's most influential politician, Hernandez, but
recognizes him through his ring as the Black Knight
She says nothing, and Hern-andez is very attentive to

her. arousing the anger and jealousy of Tom Mason,
a wealthy ranch owner who has fallen in love with her.

She, to make Tom more jealous, apparently encour-
ages Hernandez. One night, when the ranch is prac-
tically deserted because of the season's roun'd-up, the
Black Knight and his men sweep down on the ranch.

Conchita awakens Mabel and together they escape to

a nearby convent. The Mother-Superior gives them
Sanctuary, but the Black Knight follows them. His
men break in and he demands Mabel. The Mother-
Superior offers him the church silver to leave her
alone, but he refuses. He orders his men* to search

the convent. Just as he discovers Mabel, the cow-
boys, led by the Colonel and Tom, come to the rescue,

having been warned by one of their men of the attack.

Hernandez is killed in the fight by Tom, and the

bandits are captured. Among them Conchita finds her
long" lost son, who had been forced to join Hernandez'
men, while Mabel finds her love in Tom.

HIS FATHER'S WIFE

Irene Scott File No. 2658

BEFORE Colonel Lawrence had died he had secured
his daughter Jane s promise to marry his old

friend, Sir John Morgan. Educated away from
home, her mother dead, Jane had not dared to with-
stand his commands. After his death Jane delayed her
marriage as long as possible, but finally decided to

get it over with, for she would not break her promise.
Sir John' had two children by a former wife, Robin

and Malcolm, both of them older than Jane. With
doubt in her heart Jane met them, but she quickly
became fast friends with Robin. Mac, however, coldly

treated her as a fortune-hunter. Jane was hurt, and
contemptuously told him what she thought of his un-
fair judgment, and the two rarely spoke to each other.

Shortly after her marriage to him. Sir John became
severely ill and suffered a stroke. The end was ap-
parently n'ear, and night and day Jane, despite Robm's
entreaties and Mac's commands, refused to leave her
husband's side. Sir John died leaving half of his for-

tune to Jane and the other half to his children. As
soon as she was able to. Jane quietly packed her
things and left the house, leaving a note to Robin
telling her that she could never have been' happy
using the money that Robin and Mac were entitletl

to. Mac knows then that he loves Jane, but they fail

to locate her.
Several years after we find Jane working as a nurse

in a hospital in the middle west. She is a favorite of

all her fellow workers, but keeps to herself with the
exception of her roommate, Helen. She usually gets
the most difficult cases, and is now assigned to a new-

arrival, the victim of an automobile crash. The patient

is Mac, who thinks he recognizes the voice but can-
not see because his eyes ar^ bandaged. Jane sends a

telegram to Robin, but fearing discovery, she resigns
and decides to leave, although she loves Mac. That
night, when she meets Helen, she tells her all, and
after securing Helert's promise to write frequently and
report Mac's recovery, she leaves for New York.
Helen keeps her word, and Jane learns of Mac's dis-

charge from the hospital. Jane is happy to learn it.

but it makes her feel only that much more her need
for him.
Months pass by. and one evening as Jane leaves

the hotel where she had been working after a hard
day, she faints while crossing the street. When she
regain's consciousness she finds herself in bed. a doctor
bending anxiously over her. Slowly she looks about
her, still dazed, and recognizes Mac and Robin— it

was in the path of Mac's car that she had stepped

!

Still unstrung by the accident, she cries and begs him
to leave her, but Mac begs her to forgive him. Under
Mac's loving care she quickly recovers, and when
Helen and her newly-wedded husband arrive, it is in*

time to be present at Jane's wedding.

THE NIGHT RIDER

Emmett G. Rountrse File No. 2692

COMMEN'CING his eventful career in a Texas
village schoolroom where his mother is the
teacher. Chester Tunnell leads his class both in-

tellectually and in athletics. At seventeen, while still

the unassuming and naive boy, he holds the director-

ship of the glee club which accompan'ies the teams on
their various engagements with those of other high
schools. But his naivete lasts only as far as Dallas,
for upon the conclusion of the evening's concert, he

fron eddlii

much older than himself, and accepts her invitation

to ride out into the country with her. On" this ride,

besides learning much of people, Chester's mind be-

comes fil'ed with notions of wealth and luxury, placed
there by this amused woman of the world.
With the perfume of the woman's luxury still cling-

ing to him, Chester leaves for college, returning in

four years, ready to teach in his mother's place, but
teaching does not interest him for long. Several
months later finds him settled with the local oil pipe
'ine construction gang, enthusiastically interested in

learning the business in order to interest some com-

pany in drilling on his father's farm, where a tramp
geologist claimed there was oil, several years back.
Soon Chester's job is at an end, but he meets Ranch-
man" Woodrow Williams' son and becomes his sister's
tutor for the remainder of the summer. Lucille is an
apt and charming pupil, and the tutor falls madly in
love with her, but returns home without declaring him-
self, due to the fact that he is poor and she is the
daughter of a millionaire. But the tears in her eyes
when he departs tell him that he does not love in vain,
and new hope in the oil on the farm is stirred in" him.
Lucille returns to the East to attend school, touring
Europe with her parents upon her graduation. Chester
starts work on the oil drilling.

Sfjending a great deal of time at the ranch with
Lucille's brother, Billy, Chester manages to save the
Williams' from loss by keeping an eye on their cattle
an'd looking to the general behavior of the ranchers.
One day. Billy informs him that the Williams family
is returning to the ranch, but Chester decid'es to return
to his home until they have arrived. When they do
arrive, he learns, through the men, that the family has
been accompanied by Weston Young, son of a prom-
inent New York manufacturer, who has intention's of
becoming a cowboy in order to further his suit with
Lucille. By this time, Chester has succeeded in dis-
covering what proves to be the greatest known oil

field, but he keeps this knowledge from Lucille who
admits she loves him, before returning to New York
with her family and Westan, in order to make her
debut. During her stay she corresponds with ChestiJr
an'd at Christmastide awaits his visit, her father,
meanwhile losing his money in Wall Street and be-
coming confined to a hospital. Weston receives en-
couragement because of the financial plight of the
family, added to the fact that she thinks Chester has
forgotten. But she soon learns that he has redeemed
the mortgage on the ranch, and ort the way to New
York has been critically injured in a railroad wreck.
A trying period follows in which Weston's family be-
comes reduced to poor circumstances, and Lucille's
mother falls ill in St. Louis where they have gone to
visit Chester. Meanwhile the Williams' are advised
to avoid the ranch because of the condition of their
father.
Weston, in an" attempt to remove himself from his

former surroundings, leaves for the West and become.^
a cowboy on a ranch next to Williams'. Chester work-
ing on oil drilling at the same place. One dawn,
Chester, waiting at the oil camp for supper, hears a
noise and imagines it is coyotes. He takes up his gun
and rushes in to the thicket, returning with the casual
remark, "Missed it!" The next day. the body of
Weston is found at the place Chester fired the shot,
and he is accused of the murder, strong public senti-
m.ent being aroused against Jiim. On the stand, the
men working for this "oil king," reluctantly testily
as to what they have seen and there seems to be
no hope for acquittal. But the peace of the courtroom
is interrupted by the appearance of a young aviator
who brings a document from Weston's father, stating
that Weston has left letters showing definitely that it

was his intention to commit suicide. With this testi-
mony and the letters produced, Sam Wadsworth. ranch
owner and bitter enemy of Chester's, breaks down and
explains how he has found Weston"'s dead body in his
room and removed it to the place where Chester fired
the innocent shot. After his acquittal. Chester sees
the body of the aviator hunch up and drop, and
rushing over, he takes the limp body of Lucille in
his arms.

THE FATEFUL CRUISE

Walter J. Hebert File No. 2678

IN this world of constant progress, it is the man
who see? wisdom in progression who reaps the
greatest gifts fortune bestows. Combining water

and electricity, the governtnent is now realizing the
ideas of the progressive-niinded and building huge
dams wherever there is a hint of power. Gone are the
days of the Gold Rush, and gone are the days of in-
stantaneous wealth in California, but all will agree
that many rich men would be poor today were it not
for the money to be made in California at one time.
Today oil is the open sesame to wealth, but some day,
the government will gather up this industry and
harness it to^ use just as it has done in the case cf
electricity. The days of exploration and discovery are
for the most part over, and we are arriving at a prac-
tical am." utilitarian age of civilization.

Douglas Thorne is one of the luckier people whose
immense fortune dates back to the Gold Rush and the
davs of the Forty-Niners. With his wife, brother, and
three lovely children, Ann, Willis, and Fred, he is

living in luxury in a beautiful mansion, a veritable
heaven on earth. As their guest, at present, is Ralph
Terrell, prominent young engineer and suitor for the
hand of Ann. But Thorne is ambitious for his chil-

dren, just as he has been personally, and he refuses
to hear of the match unless Ralph proves ability by
accomplishing something noteworthy and capable of

recognition by Thorne. To strengthen his remarks.
Thorne announces his intentions of embarking upon a
world cruise with bis family, ujion their private yacht.
Ralph bids Ann a sad farewell and promises to ac-
complish great things for her. entrusting her with the
secret of his appointment as consulting engineer for
a huge dam to be built in Colorado. Ann promises to
wait for him., always.
Leaving San Francisco Bay in the Thorne vacht, the

first few days are difficult for Ann who can think
(if nobody but Ralph, but upon their arrival in
Hawaii, the Thornes make new friends and Ann's
wound begins to heal, her heart, however, assuring
her that Ralph will make good. From Hawaii, they
travel to South America. Africa, Europe an'd Australia,
where they remain for some time, with dear friends
of Mrs. Thorne. But the months of adventure and
new sights have begun to tell on the party, and
Thorne orders his commander to start homewards.
Enjoying the calm of the tropical seas, the Thornes
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become absorbed in anticipation, particularly Anii,

«ho lias heard news from Ralph regarding his phe-

nomenal success as engineer of the dam. But sud-

denly the party becomes discouraged and alarmed when
the yacht strikes a dense fog and the compass re-

fuses' to function. Soon thev find themselves aground

on a reef, and their onlv salvation seems to be that

of other shipwrecked crews, a nearby island, unmhab-
ited but luxuriously fertile. The ship is beyond re-

pair, but soon the intervention of the outside world is

brought into play, for aware of the date of their

arrival, Thome's brother and Ralph become alarme.l

at their failure to put in an appearance. News of the

Thornes' disappearance is broadcast the vvorld over,

and newspaper paragraphs in every part of the globe

arouse undue interest. But Ann has read of ship-

wrecks and devices, and through her, the family

combs the beach for bottles, inserting messages and

casting them upon the waters. After several months,

a bottle is washed up on the shore of Australia, and

Mrs. Thome's friends organize a rescue party, notify-

ing Ralph immediately. Ralph starts at once lu a

chartered ship, and reaches the island in tmie to save

them all from death from starvation and exposure. In

the grateful frame of mind which comes upon Mr.

Thorne, he forgets to inquire as to Ralph's success,

but urges the lovers to be married at once by the

ship's captain. With Ann in his arms, Ralph wires

his chief to find another engineer, stating that he has

found another and far more important job. And the

fateful cruise brings to Mr. Thorne the realization that

character stands far above accomplishment, money be-

ing a minor force in the progress of the world.

SEA TRAGEDY

Guillemo Kloreno Fiie No. 2677

IX
Oneida, a small town of Kentucky, two families

with much virtue but little money grew up side

bv side. Naturally Charles, son of the Dugan s,

fell 'in love with Helen, daughter of the Muller s.

When the children were of age, Charles courted Helerf

prettily each Sunday, and she was proud of him, fin-

he was the violinist at church, and she sang m lull-

throated devotion as he played.
• , ,

When the time came for them to be married the

parents decided there was not sufficient money lor

such a venture. Helen proposed to her father to set

the boy up in a candy store with him, and this might

have worked out successfully, but for the intervention

of a distant friend of Charles', who arrived from one

of his many trips seaward, boasting ot success and

the glory ot his adventures. Charles, willing and

eager to work and marry Helen, allowed himself to

be persuaded to join his friend on one of these proht-

able sea trips, leaving the little town where his mother

and his sweetheart mourned for him daily. Whert the

youths arrived in New York they got a job on a ship

that sailed for South America. Charles mother, un-

able to stand the separation, died of a broken heart,

but Helen spiritedly and hopefully scanned the papers

every day for news of this sea trip. The ship wa,?

reported to have sunk, and all its passengers drowned,

whereupon Helen assumed that Charles was dead. As
it happened, he had Ijeen' badly hurt and was taken

off the ship a few days before the catastrophe, being

brought to a hospital where he was finally cured B ,

the time he was well enough to look up his beloved,

she had already dieu and when Charles returned to

Oneida he was' greeted by the double tragedy of two

deaths on his account. He had brought with him a

beautiful wedding dress for his bride, which he now
insisted' must be p aced upon her dead body.

From then on he drank in order to forget, and each

night he could be seett at the cemetery, crying at

Helen's grave, until one night, tortured by his de-

sire again to see his bride, he discovered the grave

digger^s tools, and furiously destroyed the tomb. He
found the skeleton of his sweetheart, and dressed it

up in the wedding clothes, with the ring on its finger.

The next day he was found sprawled upon the un-

covered ground, dead. Charles had gone to rejoin

Helen in another world.

THE MYSTERIOUS VISITOR

Precious F. Levy File No. 2699

WHILE entertaining as a violinist in a diminutive

cafe in a tiny French village, Geraldine Goniez.

"Jerry," orphan survivor of a line of musician's

and composers, meets Raymonds Hammond, Jr..

wealthy and handsome son of a New York financier,

and they fall madly in love. But Ray s visit is cut

short by a message from home, stating that his lather

is ill After Ray's return to New York, Jerry receives

an offer to play in a Paris theatre, and convinced that

it might be wise to test her love for Ray, leaves,

without furnishing any traces. However, upon reach-

ing Paris she discovers from Florence, a fellow player

with whom she lives, that Natilee Monrovia, star of

the piece, is really Ray's fiancee. Grieved she treats

him lightly upon his return to Pans, but finally suc-

cumbs to his charm and the two pledge their troth.

Rav being released by Natilee. who really loves Mon-

tag'ue, the theatre manager. But Ray is called to New
York again, and after his departure. Natilee. ruemg
her withdrawal, intercepts all mail between the lovers

and persuades Montague to dismiss the girl from the

theatre. However, anxious to succeed. Jerry bids

Florence farewell, Florence being honeymoon-bounrl.

and obtains a position in a curio shop.
, ^ ,, ,

About this time, Jerry begins to realize that all her

actions since her arrival in Paris, have been shad-

owed by a mysterious individual, but, thinking him

to be"an admirer from her theatre days, she ignores

him, but is gratified when he saves her from a hor-

rible death at the hands of a girl from the shoo, who
maliciously imprisons her in the huge safe. Following

this, Jerry becomes a night club entertainer, but her-.

too, she encounters danger in the shape of one Morello,
the owner, who is really a white slaver. But the

stranger saves her again. Tortured by thoughts of

Rav and her constant danger. Jerrv decides to leave

for' New York, the stranger advancing and furnishing
her with a loan. Upon her arrival, she realizes that he
aii'd Montague have been on the boat, but she does
not hesitate, going directly to Florence's apartment.
From Florence, she learns that Ray, having given her
up as married, has allowed Natilee to inveigle him into

another romance, and their nuptials are in the near
future. But one afternoon, Jerry receives a call from
the mystery man, and. taking her leave of Florence,
she meets him and accompanies him, reiiictantly, to

Ray's office, where she finds Natilee, Ray, and Monta-
gue assembled to greet her. Alarmed and embarrassed",

she prepares to leave, but the stranger points to Nat-
ilee who tells of her treachery, urged on by jealousy.

"The stranger also informs her that he is Gordon
Gomez, her own uncle. A tearful reconciliation is

effected between Ray and Jerry, and Montague and
Natilee leave arm in arm. Soon, the stranger admits
that he is Florence's father, Florence having been ab-

ducted during her youth. Thus the long arm of coin-

cid'ence and a rocky path of sorrow, unite a happy
family and carry joy to hungry hearts.

HIS SHIP COMES IN

Raymond Nunn File No. 2688

TUJED of peddling flour and pickles to the women
of Anton village. Paul AUen informs his employer.

Mr. Can, that he has been harboring a desire to

enter the First National Bank as an employee. Mr.
Can appears sorry to have to part with so valued a

clerk, but Paul informs him that Mr. Holt, the bank
president has been thinking it over a long while, and
Paul is doubtful as to the outcome. Som.e time after

this interview, Paul is leaving the store after dark,

when he observes a youth and a girl standing on the

comer with their arms aloft. Sensing this to be a

holdup, Paul creeps along stealthily, and surprises the

robber from behind, not escaping, however, himself.

Just as Paul arrives, throwing the blackjack from his

han'd, the thief's gun goes off, and Paul receives a

wound in his side. Several hours later, he wakes up
and looks into the eyes of l-ois Holt, daughter of the

bank president. She informs him of the fact that he

has saved the lives of both herself and her fiance.

Glenn James. Lois returns daily, bearing delicacies

and books for the youth, to lessen the strain of the

sickroom. One afternoon, Lois arrives with her father,

who informs Paul that there is a position' in the bank
open for him upon his recovery.
When Paul arrives at the bank for his place, a sud-

den realization strikes him. He becomes aware of

the fact that Lois means more to him than merely
a sickroom angel. He determines to make good at

the bank, and becomes the proudest youth in Anton,
especially when Ixjis stops to chat with him on her

numerous visits to her father.

After Paul has served faithfully for several months,
Mr. Holt in'forms him that his work has proved to

be high in character, and that he will promote liiin

to a worthwhile position if he continues to make good
by the end of the year. But an unfortunate occurrence

bars the smooth path of success for him, a robbery

at the bank placing suspicion in his path, a director

of the bank stating that on the evening of the theft

Paul was the last to enter the vault. But Lois is not

to be convinced that Paul is a thief, so, enlisting the

aid of her father, detectives are placed on the case,

and Paul is vindicated, another bank employee having
been discovered with the stolen notes on' his person and
in his home. Rejoicing, Lois encourages Paul to de-

clare his love, and Mr, Holt promotes his ambitious

prospective son-in-law to a position of importance and
trust.

THE CIRCLE-S FRAME UP

George Beck File No. 2698

THE lone rider following the sandy road until he
came to a sign post marked Ciicle-S Jiauch.

Here he turned in an'd rode up the path to the

ranch house, inquiring of a pretty girl, the name of

the owner. After she disappeared into the house, a

tall middle-aged man came out and made the rider

welcome, the rider informing him that his name was
Jim Elson and that he would like to get the job as

hand, which the sign post said he needed. The rancher
explained that the job was dangerous, but Jim Elson
retorted that he was a detective, and that hunting
cattle rustlers wa.sn't so bad for him. The rancher,

Tim Miller, led him inside the house and introduced
him to the other men and also to the girl, Jean.

Several days after his arrival, Jim set out on his

quest for the cattle thieves, who, in reality, were two
of Tim's men who were working with a gang of

brigands whose headquarters was a cabin toward the

North. Heavily armed and alert on' his watch, Jim
managed to shoot down one of the most daring of the

rustlers, carrying his body back to Tim's ranch. But
Sam and Tom, Tim's cowboys who were working the

game, were anxious to see the fellow whom they
cMled "The Dude Detective," Jim, removed and out
of their way. Slowly, it was dawning on them that

Jim was no more of a dude than they were, and that

his management of the guns was far from amateurish.
So they plotted again'st him, figuring that it wouldn't
be so hard to frame a gent who was so earnest, and
above all, in their way.
The next time Jim started out on a rustling hunt,

he asked Jean to meet him in the space behind the

mess hall, but Jean had been on an errand for her
father, and Jim decided to overtake her on her way
hack from town. But. as he reached her. thev heard
several shots coming from the North, in' the direction

of the outlaw cabin. Leaving Jean abruptly, Jim

started in pursuit, and arrived just in time to see
Slim, one of Tim's men, lying dead in the roadway.
Sam and Tom arrived on the scene and accused Jim,
carrying the word back to Tim. But Jim didn't get
a chance to speak, for immediately after the shooting,
one of the outlaws overtook him an'd carried him back
to the cabin, locking him up for a period of a week.
At the end of the week, he was released, and he made
his way to Tim's cabin at once. Arriving there, Tim
had: the sheriff take him into custody, and a trial

was arranged. But Chuck, his pal at the ranch, was
convinced that Jim was not the guilty one, and he set

about getting evidence to substantiate his belie:.

Sooir the trial was held, and things looked pretty dark
for Jim, until Chuck brought forth Jean as an eye-
witness. She had been with Jim during the shooting
and had heard the plot between Tom and Sam dis

cussed. Once free, Jim becomes a partner of Tim's
in both the business and the possession of the prett.v

daughter.

DEPTHS OF LOVE

Mrs. Henry H. Afkisson FileNo.2664

NO one would have thought that so much beauty
and peace of aspect wKlch the fertile Arizona
an'd Mexico mountain region boasted could have

harbored so hard-boiled a band of outlaws as that
which infested the Woods ranch. When this story
opens, poor Elvira Woods has been made the victim
of Pedro Amador, whose letter is even now crumpled'
in her trembling fingers.

"Farrell." she appealed to the handsome ranch hand
at her side, "They have captured father, and are now
threatening to take me, unless we give up the Woods
fortune. What can' I do?"

Farrell considered himself the person attacked, for
Elvira was his dearly beloved, and it would hurt him
if Pedro so much as scratched her little finger. Hear-
ing that Woods was being held, and that a gang of
bandits infested the region, he summoned his wits and
his courage to fight them alone. When he secured
Elvira's promise to marry him, his fortitude was
doubly enforced. Hester, the colored cook, enlisted her
interest in the Woods fortune and in the integrity of

Elvira, promising to shied her in case of an onslaught
of the rough and ready men. At home she found a
note from her father, directing her to Butte Hills,

where he says he is being kept. Farrell suspects that
this letter was dictated by the Pedro Amador crowd,
and puts no store by it. Instead, he goes home and
disguises himself, with mustache and rough clothing,
as the blackest of heroes, and goes out to join the
gan'g. He meets Spud on the way, and pretends that
he is fleeing from the otiFicers, and begs for his sup-
jiort. Spud promises to protect him if he will join
their gang, which is of course just the opportunity
Farrell has been looking for. He hears how the gang
is planning to capture a girl for their unanimous delec-
tation, and resolves to rescue Elvira at all costs.
He is elected to take the girl in his arms at the time

that the other bandits enter the Woods ranch. He
hurries home that evening to tell Elvira, after he has
revealed his identity to Mr. Woods, in the gang's
headquarters.
When the time comes, the officers of the law have

been advised by Farrell as to the whereabouts of

Pedro's headquarters, and they enter it and set Woods
free. In the meantime. Pedro hands Elvira over to
Farrell to carry, while they ride back to their own
hangout. In full confidence they leave their gun's out-
side and enter the place unarmed, full of hilarious
anticipation over their capture of female pulchritude.
To their astonishment they are greeted by the figure
of Mr. Woods wdth a gun, untrammeled, and a line-up
of arm'd olfice s. The game is up; the gang is

captured, and Farrell's reward enables him to marry
Elvira in financial security, for he buys the ranch
next to the one which he has just saved from
perdition.

Frank Malinowski File No. 2611

Michael Stefanski

CONXTNCED that a crook who goes straight is

Ijetter behind bars, Jim London's gang turns
State's evidence, in order to get him a long prison

term. Jim, with twenty years in the Big House
ahead of him, vows vengeance on his former pals, and
joins forces with young Bill Moore, who is also bitter
toward the men who double-crossed him and made him
take the rap for another man. Through the interfer-
ence of Bill's underworld sweetheart, a jail break is

arranged, and Bill and Jim leave the prison walls in
garbage cans, amidst the shrieking of sirens and the
pursuing patrols. Once, far enough away from the
grim gray fortress, the two men assume control of the
refuse truck, but anxious to make their way into Ch>
cagp, the problem of clothing arises. Stopping off at
a deserted farm. Jim and Bill come face to face with
a charming and beautiful farmhand who gives Jim
lengthy directions to the nearest town while Bill enters
the house and steals two suits of clothing. Abandon-
ing the truck at the next bit of open road, they catch
a late freight and hit out for the Middle West.
Taking up quarters at an obscure speakeasy where

they are unknown. Bill and Jim learn the whereabouts
of their former associates in gangland'. They learn,
too, that their clever escape has been widely an-
nounced, much to their obvious amusement. A'ong
with other information, passed on by careless gun-
men, under the influence of cheap gin, Jim hears that
his successor to the role of Chief in his gang is none
other than Ben Locus, originator of the plot to get
rid of him and his former notions of honesty. From
circulars in the Post Offices, Jim finds that he and
Bill are valuable to the State, dead or alive, and also

that Ben Locus' head is worth twenty-five thousand
f'ollars to the person who can turn over evidence, con-
victing him of any felony, committed in the past or
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present. Between them, the fugitives from justice
evolve a plan to lay their hands upon the money, and
escape with their own freedom at the same time.

Two days following- their discovery, Jim and Bill put
in an appearance at a speakeasy they know to be
the rendezvous of the Ben Locus outfit. Jim, remain-
ing in the background, gives final instructions to Bill

who approaches Locus for a hand m the forthcoming
bank holdup the underworld grapevine has been broad-
casting. Locus, unfamiliar with Bill and unaware of

his connection with Jim at the present time, takes him
on, proud to have been approached by one of the
perpetrators of so clever a jailbreak. Once on the in-

side, Bill becomes famiUar with the layout, and re-

ports every detail to Jim London, who is figuring on
a clean sweep for the entire crowd. But. absorbed in

his planning to so great an extent, Jim forgets he
is himself a fugitive, and through carelessness finu*3

himself in the hands of the police, facing a life sen-
tence. Mercilessly, the police grill him for informa-
tion, connecting him with the forthcoming bank holdup
on the basis of information which has come to them
surreptitiously. Risking his life against heavy odds,
Jim offers to furnish mformation sufficient to hang
every man in the Locus gang, providing he and Bill

get a break. The police refuse to promise anything,
but Jim outlines a plan for them whereby every man
in the bank job can be nabbed, and, after proving he
is seeking more than mere vengeance, that is, the
chance to go straight, he is promised clemency, pend-
ing the rounding-up of Locus.

Several days following the bank cleanup, Bill anif
Tim are heading for a farm pretty close to the Big
House, but instead of handcufts and barred windows,
they are carrying enough compensation from the State
to live regally for a few years, and a couple of fresh
releases from any further servitude.

"Say, Jim," says Bill, "D'ye think that dame'lt
remember ya, after all ya gone through?"

"Sure thing," answers Jim, pulling up his flashy
roadster by the side of the road, "I been up by here
often enough, ain't I?"

"Say, Jim," Bill calls after him, "Ask her how
about a goil friena't"

THE TIGER

Percy Cohen File No. 2724

WEEK-ENDS are heavenly to Jim Eagan's
sciioolboy son, Jimraie, for his fatlier is home
from the roaa'. But there is another love in

Jiramie's life—blonde little Edna Brooks, who recip-
rocates Jimmie's feelings. At Mrs. Eagan's death he
is taken into the Brooks home. Mr. Eagan travels
for longer intervals now.

Young Jim is almost a man when the father con-
fesses he is a New York and Chicago racketeer
greatly feared in the underworld. Old Jim wants his
son to be straight and determines to see him no
more. Jimmie is an upstanding, friendly youth, in-
terested in all classes of people. As a cub reporter
he is acquaintea' in gang.and and has earned the un-
flagging devotion of the Chinaman San Foo and Ah
Woo. Jimmie and Edna, accompanied by Foo and
Woo, come to New York seeking old Jim. In a news
extra one afternoon they read of the killing of Jim
Eagan in his West 12th Street apartment. His hand
on the Bible, Jimmie swears he will get the murder-
ers. Brave little Edna backs him and the vow is

sealed with a kiss. Jimmie, Foo ancf Woo know
enough of gangland to choose Tiger Ferro, Louis the
Kox, Luigi and Flash as the probable plotters. Police
Captain Haskins, after a similar conclusion, visits
Ferro, hoping for a clue, but only amuses the
gangster.

The basis of Jimmie's plans is a poisonous needle
Foo had invented. A card bearing the comphments
of the Tiger, Jimmie's assumed name, is pinned on
each victim. The results are immediate and the
gang terrified. The leaders call a conference in
Feno's night club. Before the conference Tiger,
greeting the guests in his club, notices an exquisite
maia'en in a shimmering green frock at a table with
a Chinaman. Ferro stops at their table and becomes
friendly. Foo asks directions to the rest room and
soon after his return remarks a commotion in the
rear, Ferro finds two henchmen dead, with the usual
cards pinned on them. The gangsters arrive, but the
conlerence is a failure. Hardly has Ferro rejoined
the gorgeous Edna when Louie returns to tell him
the mysterious Tiger is the son of Jim Eagan and
IS aid'ed by two "Chinks." Ferro remembers Foo,
rushes to the door and looks into the eyes of a man
leveling an automatic at him. It is Jimmie. who
announces he is the Tiger and riddles both with his
vevolvei. When he leaves Edna and Foo hurry into
their car. Edna, who is driving, picks up Jimmie
at the corner and calls for Woo, who directs her to
a warehouse where the remainder of the gang is

assembled. Armed' with guns and axes they approach.
The ]o9kout gagged, Jimmie enters first, makes his
dramatic announcement and the fight is on. Bullets
fly and men fall. Jim.mie sinks to the floor. Opening
his eyes, his head is on Edna's lap and she is crying.
The police are entering, but Edna will not leave her
Jim. Edna gives him a long and loving kiss and
Jiramie passes away.

MEN OF VALOR

B. J. Gerdes File No, 2718

THE medieval castle in Holland' is alive with
laughter and life as resplendent ladies and hand-
some gallants make merry at the festive boards

of Albrecht Beilinck. They are celebrating the over-
wbelmmg victory of their forces in a battle with

their rivals. Albrecht rises and they listen in silent
admiration as he praises his men.
Albrecht Beilinck is a captain in the Kabeljouwen

or Codfish party, so called because of their silvery
harness which glitters in the sun. The rival party
is the Hoekschen or Hooks, since they try to catch
the Codfish, The leader of the Hooks is the Countess
Jacoba van Beieren, hawklike in heart as well as in
politics. The country is not long at peace before
the forces of the Countess are again d*irected against
the Codfish. Albrecht and one hundred of his fol-
lowers are surrounded in his castle, the seige lasting
six weeks. As soon as he realizes the food supply
is nearly exhausted, Albrecht surrenders himself un-
conditionally with the proviso that his men may go
unharmed. He is brought to the Countess Jacoba,
but arrives as she and her men, carrying falcons, are
going hunting. The sport can not be interrupted, so
Albrecht is thrown into a a'ungeon to await the re-
turn of his judges. Summonded to the august pres-
ence, Jacoba quickly condemns him to be buried
alive but, according to custom, will grant one last
wish. Albrecht asks for one month to bid farewell
to his beautiful young wife, giving his word of honor
to return. Honor means as Httle as pity to the
Countess, but Albrecht is respected even by the
enemy, so the request is conceded. After a few happy
days Albrecht is called in council by the lead*ers of
his party and plans are laid lor a mighty battle.
Again the Codfish are gloriously successful and

again all their friends are invited to the Castle of
Beilinck. Great is the rejoicing, for the Hooks have
been too weakened to recover soon from the blow
and there will be time to cultivate the land. Never
have the spirits been so high—never has his wife
looked so beautiful, as on this evening when Al-
brecht is with them for the last time, Slowly and
sadly he rises. All eyes are turned towards their
valiant leader, all sounds cease. Albrecht blesses
them, voices hope for their future peace and content-
ment, and tells them he is about to die. After the
startling announcement there is a hush and then all

protest at once—all save one, whose eyes have been
drinking in the beauty of Wilhelmina Beihnck. Al-
brecht listens with a quiet smile on his strong and
noble countenance and his friends realize they have
lost. A guard of honor is formed by the men and
the journey begins. Only once o'oes he look back
as Wilhelmina stands at the outside gate watching
the beloved figure fade and disappear. Ten of his
men accompany him to the border, whence he con-
tinues alone. A grave has been dug and all is in
readiness for the ceremony. The wicked Countess
greets her victim and it is made clear to him that
she might remit the d'eath sentence for other con-
siderations from her captive. By way of answer the
Captain jumps into the waiting earth where death
will overtake him within several hours. As Al-
brecht's blanket of dirt is being thrown over him,
the Countess Jacoba van Beieren turns, with a shrug
of her gaunt shoulders, to give orders for a hunting
trip.

SUNSHINE BOY

Marlin Kent File No. 2672

IN opposite boxes of the Falsean Theatre sat three
young men watching the performance. Two were
really interested in nothing but the movements

of the star, Charline LaDele. One man was Jim
Meldon, a young author in love with Charline; the
others were Alan Moran and Monte Raignon, both
of them rivals of Jim.

While at supper with Jim, after the performance,
Charline told him something about her life—how
while at school she had been greatly befriended by
a girl who had since been killed together _

with her
husband in an automobile accident. Her friend's dy-
ing request was that Charline should have the care
of her only child, who bad a great affection for

Charline. Unforunately, the child's relatives had re-
fused to give him to her, and had secretly sent the
boy to someone else. Jim promises to take her to
his home and to see his adopted son, promising that
his boy will compensate her for ber loss. Unknown
to either of them, it is the same chilo,', Jimmy.
The next day J:m, needing a murder scene for his

story, visits a lawyer friend of his, Mr. Bruce, who
suggests that Jim plot the crime as if he himself were
about to commit it. Enthused at the suggestion
he returns home, and going up to the attic outlines
the plot. That evening he finds a gun in the street.
When he meets Charline on the same evening he
tells her about it, and also about the plot for his
story, but Monte overhears it and returning home
he writes two notes. One note he writes to Jim,
telling him to return the gun to the Police Depart-
ment, signing, the Captain's name, the other he sends
to Alan begging him to rescue her from Jim's home,
signed Charline.

That night he has the letter delivered to Jim. In
spite of the storm, Jimes leaves the house to obey,
and' is struck down from ambush by Monte. The
gun is removed from his pocket. When Alan arrives
in answer to his letter he climbs the vines to the
attic and is followed by Monte, who shoots and kills

him, laying the gun on the floor, but the entire af-

fair is seen by Jim's boy, who had been hiding
after a raid on the jam closet. Monte hears him and
shoots him with another gun. Seeing a red mark
on the boy's forehead he leaves quickly.
Jim is accused of the crime, but the police suspect

his innocence because of the gun, which is found
with only one empty shell. They question the police-
man, who is Monte's accomplice, and trace his phonc
calls. They get what they want and* trap Monte in

an attempt to finish his work on Jimmy, who had
not been killed. The mark on his forehead had been
the jam! Jim is set free and, going to little jimmy's
bedside, he is met by Charline. She recognizes the
child Jimmy, and gets bim at last, by marrying Jim.

STAGE COACH GOLD

J. Francis King File No. 2684

FURNACE was one of the first cow-towns in
Arizona and it was twenty-eight miles from the
Mountain Glen Mine. Why was it called Fur-

nace? Because at the lower end of the arroya in
which it was located it came together, just leaving
room enough between the rocks to allow a stream
thirty feet wide to run through. The opening in this
solid wall of rock resembled the open door of a
furnace, l^ut the name wasn't the only thing worthy
of explanation. There were the three old men called
"Old Impossible" Marcum; Hiram "It might uv been
worse" Merrick; and *'Sound Judgment" Jones, the
saloon sage. They rarely deserted the Evergreen,
the town's liveliest spot, nor did the sheriiif. Meeker,
who found it necessary to keep tabs on all those
coming and going by the stagecoach which passed
the Evergreen on its way to the mines.
When the fashionably-dressed stranger stalkecP into

the Evergreen that fair day, all eyes turned his
way, and the rougher ones tapped their holsters lov-
ingly, giad of an opportunity to annoy a new face.
Even the discussion of the shooting of four of Meek-
er's men by one daring highwayman was interrupted
as the stranger asked the barkeeper when the next
stage was expected. They were even more surprised
at the fact that he smokeu' countless cigarettes to
pass the time, instead of hanging on the bar raii.
But soon the stranger rose and rushed out, everyone
lollownig him but the bartender. As the stage drew
up tlicy noticed one passanger, a charming ami beau-
tiful young Jady. Opening the door, the stranger
lifted her out and requested the stage driver to go
on. The two strangers then hove out of sight on
horseback.
Several d'ays later, at a Fourth o£ July celebration,

several of the Evergreen bulHes attempted to shoot
It out with this new man, who was reported to be
the mining engineer, but he proved quick on the
draw, and their lesson of the day was sufficient. But
despair clouded the festivities of the day, the great-
est stagecoach robbery being reported. Several thou-
sands of dollars of gola' from the mine had been
robbed from the vehicle, and gathered in a group,
the citizens decided that something, must be done.
On the ride back Helen Truax, the beautiful stranger
and daughter of the mine owner, begged Gilbert Jen-
nings, the young engineer, to promise he would* not
mterfere in the town afTairs, allowing his marksman-
ship to serve him for better purposes. But Gil ex-
plained that the mine's welfare was at stake, due
to the overwhelmingly large number of robberies
committed and, just as might be expected, Gilbert
joined the posse the next dav to track down the
daring brigands. But he preferred to travel alone,
and soon enough he discoverea' several men advanc-
ing as the stage coach came along. With the aid
of a carefully-timed silencer he managed to shoot
down and capture the entire group of bandits, but
not the leader. However, Sheriff Meeker attended to
him in town and, with the rich reward in his pocket.
Gilbert went off happily, visions of Helen ancT a pro-
longed sojourn at the mine dancing gayly before him.

SPECIAL CALL

FOR

MATERIAL
One of the New York pro-

ducers has called upon us with a

request for material suitable to

CHARLES RAY, in his well-

known country boy character.

Within the next six months, a

series of six two-reel pictures

featuring him will be in work.

Stories are to run about twenty

minutes in playing length and the

writers have full leeway with re-

spect to characterizations, scenes,

and situations. Such stories

should be submitted by special

mail to DANIEL O'MALLEY
CO., INC.. and marked for

Charles Ray.
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NEW YORK PRODUCERS /

The story for which you are looking wiU be

found in the work of our clients, many of whom
are professional writers. Their work appears in

published book form and in the leading maga-

zines, etc. Detailed history of any author upon

request.

Detailed synopses are available for each story

Usted herein. A telephone call will bring them

to your office immediately.

Many producers prefer the quiet of our offi-

ces for perusal of manuscripts and you are free

to call upon us without obtigation.

As always, we are ready to co-operate with

you in every way in furthering the interests of

our clients and yourselves.

DANIEL O'MALLEY CO. INC.

1776 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ROBERT L. RIPLEY, curious creator of "BELIEVE IT OR NOT" car-

toons and screen short subjects for Vitaphone, photographed in Morocco
on his recent trip to North Africa and Palestine in search of more
"queeriosities." He is shown here as a barber, shaving the head of a

native—leaving a tuft of hair by which the devout Mohammedan can
be yanked into Heaven.
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TO OUR PRODUCER AND WRITER-FRIENDS

THROUGHOUT UNITED STATES AND
FOREIGN COUNTRIES

EW YORK CITY negotiates by far the majority of all

stories utilized in Talking Pictures today, and our new de-

partment thus enables adequate representation in this field.

We maintain a staff of experts who are second to none.

Whether it be work of synopses, technical working continuity, crit-

icism, revision or typing, you may rely upon work of integrity at

all times.

The necessity for legal protection through copyright is very

evident. Proof of this is demonstrated almost daily in newspapers

throughout the country. The Library of Congress at Washington

is maintained for that purpose. Reliance upon the common law is

unwise. No honorable author or producer desires to become involved

in burdensome litigation, and copyright protection is protective in-

surance, by registration, against that substantial expense. The pro-

ducer is thus protected against any unfounded claims of authorship,

as well as the author himself.

TALKING PICTURE MAGAZINE reaches only the producers

and our clients. It is not on public sale. No advertisements are ac-

cepted, it being our purpose to keep it a strictly professional magazine.

Our offices are available for those producers who do not depend

upon staff continuity writers. Our rates for this work are reason-

able and are subject to contract.

In addition to synopses herein printed, complete script is sub-

mitted to suitable producers where in our judgment such submission

is advisable.

Free copy of publication is sent to each author whose story

appears herein.

Producers will find it extremely useful to retain TALKING
PICTURE MAGAZINE in their files for a future emergency, in

event that their present needs are supplied.
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Talking Picture Magazine is not available to the general public. Daniel O'Malley Co., Inc., 1776 Broadway, New York,

Publishers; Daniel S. Margolies, General Ma.mger; Associate Editors, R. Z. Meren, Clmrlotte Brenner. The entire contents

of this magazine are protected by copyright and must not be utilised without permission.
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THE KNIGHTS OF VENUS

Harry H. Haase File No. 2723

THERE seems to be no job for Al, victim of the

unemployment situation, but his wife will not

let him despair. Since he is mechanically

inclined, Elsie urg-es him to perfect one of his devices

and try to sell it. After working several weeks Al
sends away the prints but gets no answer. One
beautiful, peaceful twilight they stroll and rest under

a cherry tree, where Al falls asleep.

Al dreams Elsie is murdered by a man whom he

has seen leaving the house but who is not found.

Having nothing to live for, Al invents a rocket to

visit the moon and gain fame. He stocks it with

food and oxygen to last for a year and together with

Bill, a workman who is down and out. is to sail,

after taking flowers to Elsie's grave. He meets the

-murderer at the cemetery, subdues him and drags

him to the rocket. Al miscalculates and they go past

the moon, soaring ever higher until, through his tele-

scope Al finds they are near Venus. Hopes of reach-

ing there before the food and oxygen are gone seem
blasted when, suddenly, they lose their balance and
are pulled towards the ceiling. Al says this is due
to the difference in gravity on Venus and they must
be somewhere over the planet. They crash but no
one is hurt. While Al inspects the plane the pris-

oner sneaks up with a knife but his hand is stopped
in mid-air. A crowd of little men appear and carry
him oft\ yet Al and Bill can ifot see them go. Tlie

thirsty travelers look for a stream but the drink
proves to be wine. Bill would take more but. as

he bends, the stream goes dry. Hungrily they pluck
fruit which, to their astonishment, is replaced

instantly. They then see girl dancers in the distance,

who melt away at their approach. Of a sudden, a

group of men are before them, bowing, with an
invitation to explore heaven. After a reception in

the throne room Al is allowed to speak with his

wife but she may not be touched. Next, the earthly
visitors are taken to view the criminals: one in a
room with strips of hot plate, one in a room floored

with hot plate, one with fire up to his neck, and
the murderer in flames with wild animals leaping at

him. The guests must leave now but they are
escorted to the rocket by the entire free population
and Elsie waves good-bye as they take off. The
rocket descends rapidly and lands in an ocean.
While an eel snaps at his nose Al's leg is caught by
a monster who licks his lips as he says "What a
good meal I'll have tonight."

But it isn't a monster—it is Elsie waking him to

come to supper, where they find a telegram from the
Consolidated Steel Corporation accepting the patent
for $50,000. Of such stuff are dreams made!

MY SUNSHINE BOY

lln Kent File No. 2736

Not long ago he called me "Daddy,"
Not long ago he loved' me, too.

Will he be taken from me,
Far away from Daddy,
Where he'll be alone, again ?

My Sunshine Boy, I love you (I really do!)
My Sunshine Boy please say you love me, too.

Say you do

!

Two litt'e ears that do not hear.
Two little eyes that see not, e'er,

One little mind that does not know
His Daddy's calling, "Sunshine Boy!"

THE SECRET

Amos Kirby Smith File No. 2725

IN 1895 Harry Jones leaves the farm for college,

determined his parents will be proud of him.
After meeting Helen Thornton Harry builds

castles in the air which are smashed when his father's
speculations fail. Stunned, he enhsts in the army
and is sent to Houston. Texas. Here he learns to
swear, smoke and gamble besides his regular duties
but, with it all, is lonely. Strolling along the beach
one day thinking of Helen, Harry watches a girl in
a boat and chats with her when she steps ashore.
He is grateful for the companionship of Margaret
Tuttle and overjoyed to have access to her humble
home, but still loves Helen. Learning, however, that
Margaret loves him Harry will not hurt her and they
are married. Margaret's happiness is complete when
she finds she will have a child, but she dies in child-
birth. The grandmother adores the little boy so
Harry leaves him with her when he is discharged
from the service. Before he goes Mrs. Tuttle con-
fesses Margaret is an illegitimate child by a soldier
named Ray Potter.

On his return to the farm Harry confides his
marriage to his father but fears Helen would not
marry him if she knew. After Helen's graduation
they wed and live a happy life although Harry is
forever tortured by his secret. In 1917 Harry Jones
receives a commission as First Lieutenant and is
assigned to a training school. Losing patience with
a lad who constantly neglects instructions, the Lieu-
tenant asks what kind of training his parents gave
him. The boy. Bill Clark, replies that his mother
died at his birth in Houston his father having left
him soon afterwards. The Lieutenant is shocked and
asks Bill to visit him Sunday. Bill doesn't arrive
for he is in the hospital, unconscious after several
convulsions. The Colonel hears Jones's story and.
looking up the people who have adopted Bill, finds he
IS Harry's son. While Harry is with the Colonel a

telegram telling of his father's dying condition

arrives. He rushes to the bedside and Mr. Jones
relates the story of his life. While in the army he
had met a girl in whom he thought he was inter-

ested. Realizing that he would never love anyone
but the present Mrs. Jones, he ran away but has
always had on his conscience the girl whom he, as

Ray Potter, seduced. Harry is almost crazed as he
understands that his marriage to his sister is the
reason his son is insane. He turns to find Helen
behind him. She has heard all and prevents Harry
from committing a suicide which would ruin the lives

of their children. Helen and the children try to

bring some sunshine into young Bill's wasted life,

and Harry is at peace with himself at last.

SON'S MISTAKE

Marion Hill Jones File No. 2719

MR. WILSON while walking down the street col-

lides with an inebriated youth. Observing him
carefully as the young man apologizes, Mr.

Wilson takes his arm and in a few minutes they are

at Wilson's home drinking black coffee. Mr. Wilson
breaks the silence with this story.

"I'm afraid I was very selfish but I did not want
my children to leave me. Despite my disapproval my
daughter married but I did not worry about my
husky son, Bill, for he did not bother with girls.

This fact I related to my friend Jack Britz when we
were discussing our boys and their futures. Bill

obtained a job and helped me financially. His
employer thought well of him but, due to his boot-
legging, was a very poor influence upon the young-
ster. They would transport liquor to the employer's
brother in a nearby town. One day Bill drew his

savings against my advice and bought an old Ford.
I had to borrow from the bank and from my son-in-

law but Bill did not help me. During the boom
houses were built near our farm. Into one moved a
family with two pretty daughters and Bill started
courting Beth, the younger. He soon announced they
were to be married, despite his youth. I forbade it

but Bill was firm. I tried unsuccessfully to stop
them and finally took to drink. One night Bill

showed a marriage license. We argued and I lost.

They loved each other and would work and save
together. Mother went to the wedding; I again got
drunk, for I felt I had lost my boy. My friend Jack
Britz came to scold me. Then he handed me a

crumpled letter from the girl he himself had loved.

Jack's experiences served to open my eyes. He had
obeyed his father and, after giving up the girl he
loved, had married another. The letter from his

former sweetheart told of her dying condition and
the death of their son who never knew his father.

I was lucky to have my son honorably married.

"Bill came as Jack left. Beth was going to have a
child. Beth never did regain her strength after Bill

Junior came. I was so glad when Beth and the boy
left for her parents in Tennessee to recuperate
because Bill would be mine again. This was not to
be for long. Pretty Flora Wallace came to town.
Bill went to occasional parties where he met Flora
and it was not long before they were steadv friends.

Bill drank more and more and he would rage when
reminded of his wife by his parents. We wrote Beth
to come home when Bill began to stay out nights.
After their return Bill managed to stay home. His
friendship with Flora, however, continued during the
daytime.

"One night there was a knock on mv door and I

found Beth. She asked me to move Bill's car out of
the road as he was dead-drunk. Beth was loyal to
her husband and shielded him from his family and
friends who were disgusted with his actions. About
that time Beth's father became ill and asked Bill and
his family to live with him. I was going to lose my
boy but I was glad now, for he would be away from
his old associates and particularly his employer. He
was not cured immediately, but several months later
he wrote his mother he would never take another
drink for he had seen a drunkard lose control of his
car and cause the injury of many bystanders. Little
Bill was playing so near the spot he, too. might have
been hurt. Poor Flora married a worthless scamp
and disappeared but Beth struggled and made a man
of Bill. Bill worked and rose steadily. Be became
the most respected citizen in his town and his father
no longer has to work the old farm."

THE HOUSE PARTY

Annie Walston File No. 2712

of Stanley, HelenAfter weeks with nc
forced to believe he ^

Her childhood sweetheart, Anthony Phillips, a
well-known artist, returned, and Anthony became the
rival of Walter Hyland but Walter was the success-
ful suitor. At news of this, the persistent Gloria
informed her doting father of her love for Walter
and the manner in which he was treating her devo-
tion. Enraged, Gloria's father, a power in Wall
Street, vowed the financial ruin of Walter Hyland.

All were in feverish preparation for the wedding of

Walter and Helen. At times, however, the groom
seemed over- interested in the stock reports, but wa=
not seriously worried since his money was in more
than one enterprise. Walter had forgotten both Stan-
ley and Gloria, but Gloria had not forgotten Walter.
She would not give up hope until the wedding was
over, and decided to see Helen if her last attempt to

rouse Walter should fail. Gloria arrived at Walter's
home in time to note a familiar figure about to enter
through one of the verandah windows. Terror gave
place to action and in a moment Gloria entered the
drawing room, breathless, to warn Walter of his dan-
ger. But she was too late to warn him, arriving,
however, in time for a quick leap in front of him.
Gloria was in front of Walter as the bullet was fired

from the gun of Stanley Moore. At last Walter
appreciated the magnitude of her love. Frantically,
he carried her to a couch and bent over her uncon-
scious form, repentant, yet fearing the worst. Gloria
was not dead and smiled happily at the words of
a flection which Walter poured into her willing ears.
She was not going to die! The bullet had grazed
her shoulder, the doctor informed him. and she was
weakened by the fright and nerve strain, but both
Gloria and Walter were much stronger now than they
had ever been, secure in each other's love. Helen,
entering in the commotion, reeled in the arms of her
husband, after standing as though rooted to the spot.
Helen could only stare at Stanley, unable to realize
that her devoted husband was alive. Walter
explained to Helen he had had Stanley kidnapped,
knowing that Helen would never yield to him other-
wise. Into this group of reconciliated lovers came
the telephoned news that, true to his word, Gloria's
father had accomplished the financial ruin of Walter
Hyland. Sportsmanlike, Walter accepted the punish-
ment he felt to be deserved.

Gloria and the repentant Walter did not have long
to live in poverty for Gloria's father was as doting
as the father of a charming young woman can usually
be. and amused by the turn of affairs, Dorothy
Grey decided to give another house party.

WALTER HYLAND hung up the receiver with
a bang, for once again Gloria had been beg-
ging him to marry her. Walter, sportsman

and independent speculator, wanted Helen, happily
married to Stanley Moore, a young lawyer. All were
guests that evening at Dorothy Grey's house party,
where Walter courted Helen with all his fascination.

During the dancing they walked in the garden and
were confronted by the jealous husband as Walter
proposed an elopement. Later, Helen missed Stan-
ley. Returning to the gardens, she recognized Har-
old Rodney, a neighbor, who answered Helen's excited
queries by remarking that he had seen Stanley near
the railroad tracks. Helen, being superstitious, was
startled at sight of a hearse which passed in the
night. Knowing now that she could never love any-
one else Helen feared she might have lost Stanley.
Rushing towards the house, she noticed a man carry-
ing what she supposed were Stanley's clothes. Har-
old bore her off to her Mother's home in a faint.

INDIAN LOVE

Ann Kershek No. 2716

STAGGERING up the stairs of the Maryville Hos-
pital, Marian Lauder throws herself into the
arms of a departing physician and falls into a

dead faint before he realizes what has happened. An
hour later, Marian bears a girl baby, and dies in

childbirth, leaving still more complications to the
hospital's lot. But identification soon follows, and
Marian's parents claim the helpless baby, aware of

the fact that the mite need not suffer for the sins

of her parent.

Years go by, and the Landers have exhausted every
means of discovering the child's father, Marian hav-
ing left no indications as to his identity. By this

time, the little girl, named Marian after her erring
mother, has grown to a healthy and happy adolescent,
beautiful in a swarthy way. Her skin is dark and
her hair is blue -black. Her figure is exquisite, and
her teeth, pearl -like. The Lauder s make every
attempt to protect Marian from her mother's fate,

her mother having possessed the same healthy
beauty, but Marian is determined to lead her own
life, and after graduating from high school, leaves
what she asumes are her parents for a large Eastern
city, where she takes up the study of fine arts in a
recognized and expensive academy. Here she meets
John Blown, a handsome Indian model, and try as
she might, she cannot resist his fascination. Infat-

uated, but frightened at the thought of facing her
foster parents, she leaves school hastily, and travels

to her home to inform the Landers of her love, and
face their taunts. On the journey homewards, she is

obsessed by thoughts of John.—her "Juan." After a
s'eepless night, she telegraphs to him to follow her
to her home, assuring him that the Landers will

Arriving at the Lauders' luxurious small-town
mansion, she explains the reason for her hasty depar-
ture from the school, in which she was attaining

successful heights. A heavy silence meets her con-
fession, followed by a recital of her mother's life

story. Bewildered and shocked by the revelations of

her grandparents whom she has supposed were her
own father and mother, she leaves the house and
visits Juan in his hotel room. There, she tells him
of what she has heard, and he urges her to return to

the home of the people who have sacrificed their own
lives and good name for her happiness. But Marian
is dejected, and that night, she steals out. leaving a

note: "Am gone to marry Juan. I couldn't forget

him because I love him so. There must be some of

my mother's desire in me to prompt me to hurt you
this way, but forgive. Marian."

Travelling to Juan's home up North. Marian and
her new husband encounter an Indian tribe, and
Juan requests shelter from them. During their stay,

Marian meets a handsome middle-aged Indian who
inquires regarding her home and people. Thinking
him antagonistic. Marian ignores him, but learns

from him later that he is her own father, her mother
having loved an Indian, too. Rejoicing at what has
come to pass, Marian and Juan greet the sunset with
upturned faces, brimming with happiness.
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John P. Halcin File No. 2661

THE college man in love with pretty Helen Busch,
daughter of a real estate dealer, would never
have dared approach her with a proposal of mar-

riage had it not been for the finding of a treasure
chest on the hills of the small estate left to him in

his father's will. He summons Helen to see his

fortune, and then asks for her hand in marriage. She
accepts, naturally, as who can resist the double lure

of an ardent wooer and a chest of treasure?
But a band of five desperadoes living close by, in

the mountains, have heard of the fortune of this

civilized creature, and resolve by the arts of their
savagery to make away with his fortune, if not with
his bride. First comes Jack Skipper, who tells

Simon, the college youth with an ambitious wit,
that if he can beat him in running, he can keep his
treasure; otherwise it will be confiscated. Simon
jumps on liis horse and gallops away, and Jack turns
homeward in disgtist. Bruce Siren, the champion
whistler, then makes Simon the offer that if he can
out-whistle this wild man, he can keep his treasure.
Simon knows that civilization has not reached these
mountain desperadoes, and after letting Bruce whistle
his head off, turns on the steam engine whistle which
sends out a blast that causes the terrified Bruce to
rush back to his comrades for safety.
Nathan Wolfe says he will try his luck at jumping

fences with Simon, he being the good jumper of the
crew. But Simon gets on his fox hunting pony and
takes the fences with grace and agility. In vain does
Nathan explain that this is not a fair match, Simon
pays no attention, refuses to give up his treasure,
and Nathan goes back, defeated.
Ignace Scrapper listens eagei-ly to Nathan, and then

sets out to fight a hand to hand battle with the
invincible college man. But Simon calls out his pet
bear for assistance, and Ignace learns that it is

impossible for human hands to fight a bear. He
leaves, more anxious to save his own life than to
wrestle for treasure.
George Hurdler then tells them he will match

Simon in throwing the enormous camp key, he being
the champion thrower. He meets Simon and throws
it a huge distance, and Simon, picking it up, shows
him his friend the smithy out yonder, to whom he
says he will be able to throw it. George, fearing
that the blacksmith will keep the key, takes it away
and departs, without even giving Simon a chance.
The Governor and his officers, then hearing of the

treasure, try to wrest it in the name of the govern-
rnent, it having been located on that territory. But
Simon's personality and wit and knowledge of savage
and ancient craft wins the Governor's admiration,
and he is allowed to keep the treasure and marry his
beloved. He tells, as an example of the courage of
folk-lore giants, as the Legends tells us how they
would be able to eat the ox, or quarter of an ox or
Ram as the story says they did, provided they boiled
it down! So, all their great deeds were nothing but
a bag of tricks, when you boiled them down. (Its
the whole story in nutshell.)

CHILDREN OF SORROW
Anna Mancinell File No. 2694

THE saddest story ever told concerns itself with
the character of the mother who gives her all

for a thoughtless child, and receives nothing hi
return. Such is the story of Sally Wilton and her
daughter Constance.
From the day she learns of an accident which has

proved fatal to her beloved and adoring Dick, Sally
Wilton devotes her strength and courage toward pro-
viding their young daughter, Constance, with a plea-
sant home. Robbed of her devoted husband, she sur-
renders her claim on life to the little girl, unmindful
of the fact that the child can never understand the
emotional background guiding her life and that of
her mother's.
When Constance reaches adolescence, Sally realizes

that her savings are dwindling, but that her child
must go away to school just as her playmates are
going. Heavy-hearted, she smilin'gly joins the group
at the station platform and waves an enthusiastic fare-
well. But her return to the home she and Dick main-
tained holds a different mood. Reluctantly, she watches
the last oi her treasured belongings pass over the
auctioneer's counter, and sadly, she peers into the
eyes of pitying neighbors as she canvasses for house-
work an'd washing. At each mail, she lays aside her
work and trudges to the post office in search of the
infrequent letters from the blossoming Constance,
cringing at the sight of her former associates, who,
pityingly avoid her, but condemn her idea of slaving,
yet pretending to her child that she is leading an idle
existence. Sadly, the mothers of Constance's school-
mates shake their heads over the fact that the lovely
girl visits with their children' in the same town in
which her mother is working her life away, and yet
does not even attempt to see the ageing Sally.
At Constance's graduation, she sends her mother an

invitation together with a request for money, and an-
nounces casually that she intends returnin'g home
with Bob, her betrothed. Sally sends the last of her
savings and assures her daughter that onlv the con-
stant whirl of social events which she must attend is

keeping her from her child's graduation. Immediately,
Sally gives up her washing and housework, and moves
to a new apartment in' the town's finest hotel, con-
vinced that she will swallow her pride and ask a loan
from her husband's former employer. But, steeped in
the gayety of youth and young love, Constance arrives
before she is expected, and finds her mother stretched
across the floor of the old ramshackle home, having
tumbled down the stairs in the midst of carrying out
Connie's crib, an'd Dick's footstool. Realizing that her
mother is seriously injured, and remorseful after hav-
ing heard of her plight from a neighbor, the girl takes
the noble mother in her arms and promises that she
and Bob will take care of her to the end of her days.

DUNES AND DONTS

Louis J. Bilcharz File No. 6013

TWO fellows, obviously out on a joy ride through
the desert, finding that their car is unwilling to

cooperate with them any longer. The thinner and
less-robust of the two hops out to see what is wrong,
discovering a lack of gasoline after having taken the
entire motor apart. Fearing his plump companion whom
he sees examining the machinery strewn over the
sands, he moves to one side, bursting into bitter tears.

When he finally looks up, it is just in time to step out
of the path of an onrushing wrench, thrown by the
irate fat man. After a great deal of senseless bicker-
ing, they come to the conclusion that either one or the
other will have to return to town for gasoline. "Heads
I win, tails you lose" says the wily "heavy.'' The
coin is tossed, and the small fellow trudges off, tear-

fully, discovering after he has gone a few minutes,
that he has been mercilessly misused. He retraces his

steps, but too late—the wrench is coming in his direc-

tion again.
Just as the sun sets over the horizon, the tearful

messenger trudges upon the scene, grinning happily at

the realization that the car is once more in shape.
Over one shoulder rests a bunch of bananas, and in

one hand—a small can of gasoline. Safe on their way
again, a banana feast ensues, the result being that
the next town—a diminutive Western shantyviile—re-
ceives two tired and weary travellers, noticeably nurs-
ing severe pains in the middle region. There is but
one banana left, and the fat man. in pain but greedy
nevertheless, sets it to rest on the top of the bureau.
As the meek slavey of the pair dutifully prepares

the coverlet for his companion, the fat man stands in
a corner of the room, diligently concocting a rather
ominous- appearing chalk -like liquid. It is sleeping
powder, to ease the pain. In a short while, the little

man, resting easy, under an overdose, starts to tug
at the small cover, the night being extremely cold. A
royal battle ensues, the solution being a scissors rest-
ing upon the table. Furiously, the sleepy, pain-racked
fat man slits the blanket in two, giving half to his
oblivious friend, who, unaware of the advantage, con-
tinues to tug away, leaving much of himself exposed
and falling back, exhausted. Suddenly, the fat man
remembers the one remaining banana. His appetite,
however, is merely repulsed by the si^ht of it, so he
takes it from its resting place, slippmg it into the
nightshirt pocket of his partner.
Next morning, walking slowly through the town

street, the sheriff and his deputies spy a familiar fig-

ure. "Two-Gun Pete!", yells the sheriff, causing
everyone in sight to find shelter. The notorious
bravado enters the postoffice, coming out, shortly,
with a sizeable moneybag. Tlie meek traveller, walk-
ing into the street in his sleep, at this moment, steps
into the way of Pete, lifting the moneybag and climb-
ing the telephone pole nearest him. Enraged, Pete
follows, shooting wildly into the air, but. just as the
two reach the top, the sleepwalker discovers the
banana. Tearing off the shells, he causes Pete to
slip, the fall rendering him unconscious. Next day,
the two wanderers are hailed as heroes, but as they
stand in the sheriff's office, ready to accept the re-
ward, a child's cap -pistol goes off. In a moment a
cloud of dust is seen in the distance. The heroes have
fled back to the desert.

the bell rang. "Telegram!'' It was a message from
Mr. Runella announcing that Madge's poppy picture
had been snatched up greedily by the Poppy Hotel
company, for the price of two thousand dollars, with
a desire expressed for more of the sort. "Now,
smartie," she cried softly, "I can not only keep the
coat, but get ready for that baby." "What's that?"
he asked. "Oh, just that Arabella will hang, after
all."

LET 'ER GO
Laura E. Seefloth File No. 2946

MADGE CLEMENTS was what people call "a
good wife"—in fact the most dependable little

woman a man ever had, and Ralph, her Hus-
band, appreciated it. He didn't know, however, that
poor Madge was aching to express herself in clher
ways beside housework. She wanted, for example, to
be an artist, and as it happened, she did have a con-
siderable talent. Only one thing about her annoyed
Ralph. "For goodness sakes," he would say, "why
can't you take a joke, like Marion at the office does?"
Madge looked threatening, "I've heard all I want to
hear, about that old red-head steno!"

At breakfast, one morning, Madge, reading the
paper, screeched suddenly, and read him an item about
an old friend Mr. Runella, who was running an art
exhibit. "I'm going right down to him and submit my
painting of that poppy field in California. Yes, and
I'm going lo call it •Arabella in the Poppv-Ficld"—

a

title that ought to get a buyer quick." "If I were
you." remarked Ralph. "I'd say Henrietta instead of
Arabella. That would surely knock 'em over and
bring home the bacon." Madge was in no mood for
kidding, and a little quarrel ensued, after which Ralph
tried to pacify her by giving her a check to pay the
next instalment on the house. Before leaving, he
called, "The cleaner's man is calling for my suit.
You'll find it in the closet, sweetness." In the suit,
she found a little booklet in which was written
"Flowers for M." "What!" she gasped, "So he's been
playing around with that steno, Marion, leaving me
here to slave for him." After a good cry, she rode to
the Academy to submit her picture, and then went
to the most exclusive department store to ask for
their most expensive coat, paying for it with the in-
stallment money. "I'll show him!" she said as she
rode home, triumphantly.
"What! no supper?" Ralph stared, when he arrived

home. "No," she returned, sweetly, "and how do you
like my new coat.'' He wanted to know where she
got the money. "Money? Why, you left me a check
this morning! My dear man, if you can buy Marion
flowers, I can afford this little luxury." It appeared
from his explanation that the flowers were for the
sweetest creature in the world, Margaret, Madge's
mother. "Oh," she cried, "and the woman at the
store said positively no returns." "See." he said,
"your jealousy has gone and ruined us!" Just then

REMARRIED

William Welton Robinson File No. 2727

w
back

HILE the Channin'g family awaits in Union
Depot, Oakville, the arrival of William Glea-
son, clever and popular young college pro-
who has wooed and woi^ the charming; Louise,
Channing experiences the strange feeling that
being remarried and lets her mind carry her
to the exciting days when she was being

rted.

A vivacious southerrt belle, Alice Burton's heart is

not untouched by the manliness of young Martin
Channing;, struggling with a scanty law practice, but
she must tantalize him with uncertainty before making
him the happiest man in the world, and thereby nearly
loses him. For into her butterfly existen'ce comes
Ralph Courtney, of the Virginia Courtney s, but a
true gentleman only externally. With his swaggering
ways Ralph turns the heads of these unsophisticated
girls during his visit in Oakville and so great Is the
infatuation of one, Lucy Dean, that nothing else mat-
ters to her. Ralph becomes interested in Alice, how-
ever, for her resistance to his attractions is a blow to
his conceit. He decides to m^arry her but realizes
Martin is a very strong rival. Knowing he must
force Martin to appear in a dishonorable light, Ralph
persuades Lucy to confide in Alice that she has been
friendly with Martin, threatening never again tu see
Lucy if she refuses him this. The foolish girl carries
out his plans and Alice, consequently, ignores Martin,
vouchsafing him no explanation. In despair Martin
leaves town and everything favors Ralph until Lucy
realizes what is happening. Sensing too late her own
weakness, and not willing to ruin' another's life, she
bravely betakes herself to Alice and confesses the
truth. Lucy's nobility arouses in Ralph a sense of
shame and he humbly begs her forgiveness and her
hand. Alice then writes Martin a friendly letter tell-

ing of their wedding and is not at all surprised when!
Martin wires that he is returning. Alice is waiting
in Union Depot when his train arrives.
The sound of the train whistles brings Alice Burton

Channing back to the present. Louise jumps out of
the auto and dashes across the platform. When the
Channings, their daughter Bertha, and their son-in-
law Augustus reach her the train is in the station
and she is in' the arms of her fiance. Glad, indeed, are
the parents that they have given their consent. On
the way home Augustus and Bertha reminisce, also,
while William Gleason, the groom to be, hopes Louise
will always be as happy as she is now. They are to
be married immediately since William must return to
the college at the end, of a short holiday period, but
the clerk who issues their marriage license informs
them a delay of several days is necessary according to
the law of the state. Since the guests have been in-
vited a solution must be found so William suggests
that the family, accompanied by the Reverend Jack-
son', motor to the next state where they can obtain
a license and be married. This plan is adopted and
they reach home before the wedding guests assemble
and, amid the good wishes of all, William and Louise,
too, are remarried.

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE

Leona Bryant File No. 2734

WATCHING the dancers at the artists ball swing
past, one's gaze is captivated by the beautiful
figure and the happy face of Jeroldean Parker.

Jeroldean has studied many long years to become an
illustrator and now her dream has come true. Here
she is, dan'cing with the famous Dan McClusky, broad
shouldered, with a ^mile in his eyes and a wave m
his hair. After this dance Jeroldean has a new dream
as she lounges in her cozy little apartment. She is

awakened from it, however, by Bill, a self-appointed
guardian and comrade from her home town. Bill has
not an artistic soul but is selfishly proud of her suc-
cess. He is anxious to marry her, yet desires to do
bO with the understanding that her little artistic
flurry is to en'd, leaving the husband as the support
of the family, and relegating her career to the past.
Jeroldean, naturally, will not deliberately yield her-
self to such a life of boredom.
The vision of Dan McOusky fades with time and

Jeroldean throws herself heart and soul into her most
important undertaking to date, the "Ice Scene." The
pictuie is entered in a contest and Dr. Brown, chair-
man' of the art academy, invites her to attend a small
dinner party to learn the result. Since Jeroldean con-
siders this her supreme test. Bill nervously awaits
their appointment after the dinner realizing that the
outcome will determine her answer to him. It is not
until after dessert has been served that Dr. Brown
announ'ces that Miss Jeroldean Parker is the winner
of the contest. He presents her with a check for
$50,000 and begs permission to present Mr. Dan
McClusky who has been more than favorably im-
pressed with her work. Bill waits in vain for Jeroldean
who, receiving so many compliments on her work
from both Dr. Brown and Dan, begin's to think she
is really dreaming. Dan escorts her home and asks
if he may call the next evening. To Jeroldean the
following day is unending, but at last it is time to
leave the oflice. Never has she dressed with more
care, and the results justify the effort. The bell rings
but it is not Dan. It is a telegram stating that Mr.
Parker, Jeroldean's father, is dyiitg. Hastily calling
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the faithful Bill they make plans to drive home the
next morning. Dan systematically tries to console her
and they pass a quiet evening at home where he tells

the story of his struggles to reach his eminent posi-

tion, his early life having been the sordid and ugly
story of a little boy in the tenements of New York
under the care of a drurfken father and a sickly

mother. As he gi-ew older he had worked at tlic

only jobs open to him, leaving impulsively to go to

oca. L'nder the magic spell of Dan's voice the hours
speed away. Tenderly he kisses her in farewell and
leaves without a word. Teroldean's father dies three
weeks later and Bill's offer to care for her is re-

fused. But Jeroldean is not alone in the world. It is

New Year's Eve when she reaches New York and Dan
is waiting to start the New Year with her. Seeing
which. Bill revises his views on' marriage and finds a

delightful partner.

ALL OUR YESTERDAYS

Alfred Gossett File No. 2652

ARRIVING in New York City, fresh from the
sticks, Danny Gail decides to telcDhone Ouida
Martin, a friend of the girl he has left behin'd

him. He and Ouida have never met, but her voice

on the phone reminds him of beautiful sacred music
and he is determined to know her better. Soon, he is

to meet Ouida and the day is arranged but a chance
meetin'g with an old friend influences his actions and
he joins the marines and leaves for service in Hawaii
the same day. Still thinking of the girl with the

charming voice, he writes to her and a long period
of correspondence between them winds up with Ouida's
promise to wait for his discharge. But Gail is un-
aware of the fact that his mysterious love is merely
a dancer in a small-time burlesque, nor does he
realize that far from the voice which gripped her on
the telephone, she will be unable to remain* faithful to

him for very long. Reproachful of herself at first,

Ouida soon starts to hit a treacherous pace, and con-
vinces herself that it is folly to cheat herself of good
times because of a man she has never met. But
shortly, her mad adventures are brought to a rising

clim.ax at a party she attends with some of her sisters

of the chorus. Drunk and ignorant of what she is

doing, she enters mto an intrigue with a \vealthy man
in search of thrills and several months later she finds

herself the mother of a baby son whom she calls

Gail. But she does not remain at home, fearing that
Gail will return and discover her madness. She leaves
her child with her mother and starts for the Pacific
coast where she secures a position in a well known
night club.
Discouraged at the refusal of Ouida to answer any

of his letters, Gail feels that she has met another
man whom she considers more worthwhile than a

marine whom she has never known by more than a
voice and a handwriting. In disgust, he turns to a
few pals whom he knows to be dangerous underworld
characters, and asks to be admitted into their circle

of gangsters, his enlistment having expired. Glad to

accept the services of so young and cleancut a man,
the men consent, and Gail's first lawless venture is a

bank robbery. Tgld to leave the city, Gail makes his

way to California little realizing that a stool pigeon
has informed the police of his activities, irate at the
huge ^hare Gail has been allotted irf the apportionment
of the spoils. Following him to California, Jim Blake,
the tattler, plans to have him given up. there. On the
coast, Gail falls into drinking and gambling, and con-
tinuous touring of night clubs. Soon, he strikes the
night resort at which Ouida is dancer and entertainer,
and falls in love with this girl who now calls herself
May Bells. Glad of a chance to meet someone from

.,

New York, and attracted by this handsome stranger
calling himself Ed Rand, Ouida allows him to pay
her court, and in a short time the two are hope-
lessly in love, each remorseful over the neg-lectful

attitude of the waiting lover. But the mistaken
identity of the pair is n'ot long-lived due to the
activities of the spying Blake, who calls on Gail and
threatens to inform Ouida of his past, unless a con-
siderable amount of money changes hands. Gail ex-
plains his intention to enter business and quit the
racket, promising to pay him a smaller sum thart

he demands, on the condition that he will forget his

charges, but Blake insists he will go to Ouida at cnce.
Leaving for Ouida's home, Blake realizes that he can
threaten her, too, by exposing her real identity to
Gail, and her past, of which he has heard, but when
he approaches Ouida, she informs him that she in-

tends to straighten things out with Gail, anyhow.
Arriving at Ouida's apartment just as the disgusted
Blake is leaving. Gail enters, and hears Ouida's story
before he has a chance to tell his. but once they dis-

cover the true identity of each other, their ecstasy is

barely overshadowed by the misfortune which follows.
Leaving the apartment, for his room, where he in-

tends to pack in order to leave for New York with
Ouida, he is arrested by two New York detectives, and
under Ouida's advice. leaves for New York imme-
diately where he goes on trial but is released after

promising to restore his share, Ouida furnishing the
money to her future husband.

THE SCHEMER

Ethel G. Gardner File No. 2733

THE dormitory of St. Elizabeth's school in North
Carolina is practically deserted when Marie
Gordon, pretty brunette, answers the phone. The

message is for a friend who is out but the attractive

voice on the other end suggests that Marie might
take her place. Finally, Marid agrees to go for a
drive that afternoon with the young man, providing
she knows him when he arrives. Soori none other than
Robert Morgan appears. The friendship progresses
until Marie feels she is beginning to like Robert too
well. With the aid of her friends she dodges him

sfully several times, only to encounter him in
the street and resume friendship once more. While
enjoying Robert's companionship, fear lurkin'g in her
heart determines Marie, and packing a few belongings
she steals out one night and catches the train for
New York where she can fulfill her childhood desire
by becoming a nurse. Marie is duly admittul to the
Nurses' Training School and rapidly becomes one of
the most popular iturses. Robert follows her and she
contents him with the promise that when her career
is assured she will consider becoming Mrs. Morgan.
Through her work in the hospital Marie makes the
acquaintance of Jack Coleman, a young society man
who assumes an important place in her life. Lost in
the social whirl, she nearly forgets Robert, but not
altogether for when Jack proposes she recalls her
promise and is undecided. Fond as she is of f^'ibert,

she knows him to be as unswerving in ennucy as in
friendship. As for Jack, she realizes he is not alto-
gether disdainful of other pretty girls. A young lady
in love with two men at the same time must ex-
tricate herself from this predicament somehow, so
Marie enlists the aid of her friend, Sally, and still

the solution to the probleni is not forthcoming. It
is late when' Marie arrives at her apartment, but she
is happy for an idea has occurred on cl.e way. De-
lightedly she plans the details.

Sally is sleeping soundly ne.xt morning when the
telephone rings but what she hears seems so unusual
that she is fully awake shortly. She telegrai>lis in-
stantly from the phone at her bedsid;^, to Jack and
Robert, both of whom are out of town, to rush back
at once to rescue Marie who has bcL-n mist-iken for
Joait Duvano, criminal. Both have reason to be able
to prove identity without doubt and secure her re-
lease from jail, but Jack informs Sally that much as
he would like to help, he cannot become involved in
scandal. Robert, however, flies to the city at once,
and soon he and Marie are in each other's arms at
her apartment.
"But Darling," says Robert, "How come you were

"Another scheme. Dear," she answers, "iust to be
sure you love me! Oh. I knew you'd come. Bobbie!"
"Adorable little schemer!" he retorted, between

RACING LUCK

Jesse A. Dennis File No. 2545

OLD Man Daley, veteran owner of race horses,
stood with his son Jack near the grand stand o:

an Omaha race course, watching his entry. Mid-
night, ridden by jockey Edwards. The horse, a favor-
ite, took the lead in a six-furlong dash, but on the
home stretch, the stirrup leather broke and the horse
finished third. The judge suspected crookedness but
could not prove the jockey guilty. The defeat was a
disappointment to. Daley, an honest track man, beaten
time and again by crooked, manoeuvers. Daley was
approached the next day at the races by a well-
dressed man who offered a scheme to foil the
gamblers. Robert Dunlop, an executive in the West-
ern L'niorf offices, was on the trail of a leak concern-
ing race tips inspired by the gamblers who tried to
get inside information, and he suggested to Daley that
fake telegrams be sent all over the country advising
fictitious people to place bets on Little Blat. Jack
was consulted and agreed to the plan. While writing
tbese messages he was attracted to the blue-eyed
operator whose bright smile made his heart pound.
But the smile changed to scorn when she saw tliat

he advised for bets to be placed not on the Daley
horse but on Little Blat. She suspected him of being
a race fixer and Jack, finding in her beauty his life's

love, sorrowfully had to allow her to think of him as
such.
The gamblers had the last race of the season fixed.

Midnight was to be crowded out and Little Blat
pulled to win. Kirk Brady, notorious gambler, prom-
ised the jockeys in on the deal a big share of the
winnings. The assistant starter was assign'ed to lead
Midnight into a bad start. Riding Midnight the
diminutive Toney, faithful stable boy, found himself
pocketed from taking the inside track, and was forced
by the fixed riders to take the outside fence. Mid-
night gave his best, but could not overcome the lead
held by Little Blat. He finished second. Although he
had lost five thousand dollars on' Midnight, Dunlop felt

satisfied that he had succeeded in cutting down the
winner's price, to the anger of the gamblers, as a re-
sult of the fake messages. Expecting Little Blat to
pay twenty-five to one, to their chagrin he paid only
three to one. Daley thought his racing days were
over, but Dunlop had another plan. He cffsred to
finance him through the winter to train" Midnight for
long-distancing running. He also paid for Jack's last
year at college, but Jack, apart from being class
valedictorian, was winner in an oratorical contest
which gave him a thousand dollar award thus en-
abling him to repay Dunlop. All win-ter long little

Toney gave the black stallion long gallops, in com -

pany with the distance plater, Firebrand, purchased
by Dunlop. To Dunlop this was an investment, and
he anticipated a large return to cover his former
losses on Midnight. He made a wise investment.
Again the race track scene with the milling crowds

and gambling machines. Toney rode Midnight. The
crowds expected the fast-stepping Midnight to set the
pace and then drop back, but Toney held the horse
back in a steady pace, allowing others to swing by,
until the stretch turn. Little Blat. excellent long dis-
tance runner was trailed, but when Toney whispered
to Midnight to go—the home stretch was covered by
both horses giving their best. Midnight was winner!
Great even-t for the Daleys and Dunlop. Old Man
Daley's racing luck had changed at last. Only Jack
was a trifle down-hearted, for he had tried to locate
the blue-eyed telegraph operator and failed.

Dunlop. the benefactor, gave a dinner in honor of
the victory. Jack met his daughter and she was the
cirl with the blue eyes. She had been a Western
Union operator only to help her father trace the leak
and had forgiven Jack when she foutiti out from her

father about the fake messages. Confessing their love
for each other Jack asked Dunlop for his daughter's
hand. With his blessing, Dunlop appoin-ted Jack
manager of an office in Denver. He warned him not
to gamble on the ponies but rather to invest in
Western L^nion stocks, while the blue-eyed girl prom-
ised to see that he would do so.

STOLEN HEARTS
R. W. Meekly File No. 2693

Ir
is in a shirt factory in 1910 that Jones finds his

dream girl, Anna Malloy, and at a company picnic
she accepts him. With this inspiration, John tries

to advance, and by the time war comes, the Jones
family is comfortably settled. John registers at once,
but is rejected so he can support his children—all
girls. John wonderingly observes the long queues of
khaki-clad figures, embarking on" trucks, trains, and
boats. He observes the white-uniformed Red Cross
nurses, and the dim-clad Salvation Army lasses—all
busily engrossed in the horrible, yet noble business of
war. Soon, few men remain in" factories, shops, stores,
and other places where they were wont to labor.
Women are taking their places, women, shorn of
tresses and scantily clad; women with trousers, over-
alls,^ and other masculine garments, worn because
man's work must be free from flimsiness and gaiety.
Salaries begin to rise, sky-high, an-d soon John is
working on a railroad job because of the high wages.
He gives up his foremanship to do this, but is dis-
charged after the armistice, the company being desir-
ous of employing veterans. Illness of the girls re-
duce the Jones" savings and John finds no steady work
until the time when a new amusement park opens, he
becoming caretaker and hot-dog man. But the park
fails, so John and Anna enter the candy business,
making their own goods and being successful until
the lean days come, customers then being unable to
meet credit extended. At this time, their youngest
child develops diphtheria and despite the wonderful
care, she passes away. As John* stands at her grave,
shaken with grief, he vows he will make good. Leav-
ing his famdy, he sets out for a Western factory town
and

^
once again is succeeding, when called to his

wife s side because of a broken jaw she has sustained
as the result of a fall. When she is stronger, John re-
turns to work, weakened by constant vigil and huge
doctor's bills. He soon receives another letter from
his oldest daughter explaining that his wife has left
home. John rushes East and finds Anna at her sis-
ter's, disgusted by her constant struggle against pov-
erty, and dissipated from her adventures away from
her children. She agrees to return home with John,
but this arrangement becomes strained for both feign
contentment, yet John is anxious to make good at the
factory he has left, and Ajina spends a great deal of
time with other men who can provide good times.
Ashamed to face his children, and yet determined to
be a good father, John stays home with his oldest

Lighter, cooking and dusting, Anna being too ex-

revolver, but does not

hausted from her noctur__
One day John' purchas

use it on himself or Anna, she still meaning more
than life to him. He is now a hollow shell of his
former self, no longer interested or ambitious. Deep
in grief, he regards his wife's actions, too weak to
interfere. The phone rings at all hours, and Anna
leaves iit answer to these summonses, indifferent and
brazen. But one day John is more disgusted than
usual, so he dresses himself in a new suit, faces her,
both looking handsomer than they have seen each
other in years, and he tells her a coward's death is
the only way out for him—suicide. Shocked, and
hardly realizing he would make such a sacrifice for
her, she pleads with him to come to his senses as she
has. in that moment. Assured, now, of her love, for
all time, he takes Aifna in his arms and tells her
they will all move West and face the future bravely
and

SUNSHINE LADY

George H. Esenhuih. Jr. File No. 2744

BACK in the days when the name of Robert Strong
was a byword along the brilliantly lighted artery
called Broadway, Harry Matthews shared a littre

of his fame by being his Stage Manager. Strong,
alone in the world with his motherless soit. Robert
junior, found solace in the company of Matthews and
his wife and their little daughter, Ila, but the domestic
bliss of the Matthews' family and Robert .Strong's
comradeship was broken, as if by a spell, Harry be-
ing killed one day. by a heavy truck, on his way
home from the theatre. Solemnly. Robert vows to
protect Mrs. Matthews and the little girl, Ila, but
Mrs. Rfatthews is too proud, and shortly after Harry's
death she disappears, taking up her residence in a
small New England town, an'd making sewing her
livelihood.

In the quiet of New England, Ila grows up and be-
comes more beautiful daily, also being gifted with her
father's cleverness and showmanship. Every amateur
theatrical claims her for the lead, and soon, dissatis-
fied with her lot and the hardships her mother is

forced to suffer, decides to move to New York, her
birthplace. Reluctantly, Mrs. Matthews consents and
the two arrive, but the girl is forbidden to see Mr.
Strong, to gain" an opportunity, Disgnmtled, and
realizing that funds are low, Ila accepts a position in
the hosiery department of a small shop in the theat-
rical district, but soon this comes to an end, the girl
tearing an expensive pair of hose desired by a wealthy
musical comedy actress, so wade-eyed is she at the
thought of witnessing real talent. This actress is ac-
companied by Robert Strong. Junior, but Ila has no
eyes for him, being unable to recognize him.
Upon her dismissal from the shop. Ila takes a

position in a night club, as premier danseuse, and
there meets Slim Dugan. notorious gang leader. One
evening, as she is leaving the floor for a costume
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chang^e, Slim grabs her arm, but is swiftly knocked
out by Robert, who happens to be in the place.
Thanking him, Ila learns who he is, arfd Robert is

equally surprised at this chance encounter with the
girl he promised to care for while yet a baby. Ex-
plaining that his father has died, Robert gives Ila the
lead in his show, he naming it "Sunshine Lady," after

an inspiration given him by Mrs. Matthews' reference
to Ila by that name. But Marie Demaree. original
leadirtg lady, becomes angered, and urges Slim, her
lover, to kidnap Robert. Slim does so, but Ila learns

of this from a newspaper boy who worked with her
in the night club. Calling on the police, she rescues
Robert, who arrives at the theatre with her just in

time to see her become the sensation of Broadway in

"Sunshine Lady." Moved by her beauty and charm,
and her simplicity, Robert begs her to marry him,
and so, the two families who started to tread the
rocky path to the heights, side by side, are joined in

lasting bliss.

THE COLLEGE RAMBLERS

A. Garafano File No. 2775

WHEN Bill Harley noticed his room-mate Jim's
sad face at Trimore College Spring Dance, he
knew something was wrong, and it didn't take

him long to find out. Back in their room, Jim
showed his last letter from home. No more pretty

girls to walk back from classes! No more Ann
Dixon! No more parking in "Clowny's" old Lizzie!

This letter meant work for Jim, and home! Bill

was miserable. Only till Autumn, Jim reminded him.
He'd manage to earn enough to return with I

Jim Phillips left amid forlorn farewells next day,
the most forlorn coming from his three pals, Bill,

Clownv, and Jackie Terry. What would happen to

"The College Ramblers" now? What a quartet they
had, and what a band! And what an assorted lot

they were! Clowny (Bib Keller) was the funny one.

Bill Harley the wealthy one, Jim the very poorest,

and Jackie just right! Jim's generosity was as huge
as his wealth, as was Clowny's, but Jim made up
in independence what he lacked in dollars. Ann
didn't say goodbye. She didn't understand, because
Jim hadn't told her why! She was thinking oi"

football

!

Two weeks later found Jim at work in his home
town, not far from college. The shovel he lifted was
a heavy one, and Jim was getting to be a rugged
fellow. Tired and sweaty he would jump from his

bath to his bed, after work, lying long and studying
hard, determined to keep up with the others, and
show that temperish Ann a few things! There had
been no word from the boys, but one Saturday
afternoon, Jim heard Clowny's Lizzie outside, and be-
fore he realized, he was back at school, preparing to

play for the fraternity's part in the Trimore Summer
Fiesta. Besides, as Clowny informed him, Ann
needed someone, even if she had to spend her time by
his side during the dances! Jim soon forgot his

shovel in the excitement attendant upon his visit, and
best of all. Ann was a jewel. She understood things
better now. and Clowny's proud glances seemed to

indicate a reason for her change.
Sunday morning, Clowny summoned the four and

presented a plan. Why should Jim dig and they
loaf? Couldn't they all use cash? Anxious for this

latest idea, they listened, and what they heard was
music, in more than one way! The following week.
a flaming banner appeared outside a huge movie
palace in the city nearby. the college ramblers,
it read, in tremendous letters. The act was a
howling success, thanks to Parker, the stage
manager, and the dancing of Ann Dixon. All
summer the shekels rolled in, and the end of the
summer found these boys undecided as to whether
stage or college came first. Jim held out for col-

lege, but Clowny was lazy, anyhow, and wanted the
stage. The solution was forthcoming, however, for

Parker handed them notice a week before school,
blaming it on his chief, the owner. Bewildered, they
returned sheepishly, less concerned than they might
have been, but at the last football game of the
senior year. Ann took Captain Jim aside and con-
fessed. Her father was president of that theatre cor-
poration, and she and Clowny had planned it all.

Would Jim want to play again this summer? Not
without his wife, he insisted, strenuously!

TRAIL'S END

Emily J. Bowers File No. 2752

MRS. HENRY FORTESCUE, as Margaret Cham-
berlain, had been very popular among the
young men of London, but she chose Fortescue,

a young Montreal lawyer, because he showed most
promise of being able to afford the luxuries in life

that she craved. Today, at the age of forty -nine,

she is still beautiful as she was in those early days,
and still as calculating, her manoeuvering being
done, now, for her pretty nineteen year old daughter,
Ann, who despite her mother's efforts, persists in

emulating her father's ways, refusing to be the
society* butterfly her mother wishes to make of

her. So, after a Spring and Winter of disappoint-
ment for Margaret, she decides to visit her friends
in London and the continent for the summer season,
slowly reconciling herself to the fact that Ann will

not only spend, but also enjoy the summer spent
with her father at their Canadian lake cabin. Trail's
End, and the following winter in New York among
hordes of artists striving for the elusive fame. Yet.
reconciled or no. Margaret has visions of Ann's
tiring of New York and returning to Montreal en-
gaged to the unwelcome New York suitor her mother
bas chosen for her.
During the month preceding their departure, there

is much excitement in the house on Sherbrooke
Street, Margaret having left for New York to do
some shopping for her trip abroad. But Ann and
Fortescue have no such ideas. They gleefully col-

lect old clothes and fishing rods, and pack canvas
bags, having no thoughts of changes of attire or
gilded luggage or accommodations. As the last day
arrives, Ann stands on the dock waving to her
lovely mother, who, in spite of her forty -nine years,

looks almost as young as her daughter. The same
day, as the sun is setting, Henry and Ann, ac-

companied by their two favorite Irish setters, arrive

at Trail's End. Soon after their arrival. Mr. For-
tescue appears at the cabin with a handsome man in

his early thirties, whom he introduces as Bob Endi-
cott. a neighbor. Immediately. Bob and Ann find a

great deal in common, and together with Fortescue
take advantage of all the delights of the lake and the

woods, but Ann notices that something is bothering
him. continuously, and when'ever he seems to be
letting himself go, he checks his actions and con-
versations and becomes distrustful and morose. Soon
Ann realizes that this consuming passion is ruining

her summer, and for the first time, she actually

wishes she could leave Trail's End. But the end of

the summer arrives in due time, and Bob leaves
sly, leaving no indication of a desire to

§;ain before the following summer.
wntown apartment in New York the fol-

nter, Ann hears of Bob for the first time
3nths from Dick Winthrop. wealthy

heir to the fortune of the Park Avenue Winthrops.
Ann has stayed with them occasionally during her
weeks in New York, Mrs. Winthrop being a school-

mate of Margaret's. Many are the pl'easant people
An'n meets through them, but her one sorrow is

that j^oung Dick is pressing a persistent suit for

her hand, Ann not wishing to marry him. and
Margaret urging, from Montreal, that Ann accept

this opportunity of a life time. When Dick arrives
home one day. and finds Ann at the dinner table

next to his sister, Babs, he mentions casually that

Bob has mentioned the fact that he is acquainted
with Ann. Ann pales, and Dick realizes at once
the reason for Ann's treatment of him. Babs tells

her later that Frances Marvin, attractive widow of

an old man, was engaged to Bob, deserting him for

the Marvin fortune. Ann senses immediately why
Bob has acted so queerly. and hates Frances just

a little more for treating him so badly.
For many weeks Ann buries herself in her draw-

ing and the work for a publishing house, obtained for

her by the Winthrops. but just before Easter, wel-
comes Mrs. Winthrop's invitation to spend Easter
week at her Long Island home. Dick calls for her
and drives her out. telling her on the way that Bob
has asked to be invited. When Ann sees Bob with
Frances, she maintains a studied indifference, but
after a day or two, when Bob invites her for a ride

into the country, she is thrilled to accept. But
Dick and Frances come along, and their words are

limited. However, fate intercedes, for Ann falls off

her horse, the beast being a bit wild, and comes
to in the arms of Bob

_
who vows never to let her

go away from him again.

ys), six, seven, and the seventh chime
tolled with a heavy thud of the hammer. On the
streets men uncovered their heads. They knew. It

had been done before. Gordon Banks had joined his

wife in eternity. Seven chimes forever.

SEVEN CHIMES FOREVER

Mary B. Dillon File No. 2756

DEEP in the rolling hills of the Berkshires where
the grass is as green as God's own hand can
make it. and the skies blue as the eyes of a

beautiful child, Diane and Gordon Banks wiled away
Slimmer days, drinking in the beauties of the glori-

ous mountains and breeze-blown fields. Each day
brought them new happiness, and their cup of joy was
filled to the very brim, but apparently every lovely

landscape is destined to suffer days of cloudiness,

and these began for Gordon and Diane when Stephen
Harkness observed Diane in the midst of a closely

-

contested tennis match which took place on the
courts of the town's most imposing hotel. After
that. Stephen sought out Diane at every dance, and
in the garden of the cottage Gordon had provided
for her pleasure, and soon a ripe friendship blossomed
forth between them, bursting into full bloom of love

upon Gordon's departure for the city on pressing
business. Then it was that Stephen would hold Diane
to his heart and whisper little meaningless words
that somehow attained definite meanings. Then it

was that she confided to him that she had never
really loved Gordon half as much. Then truly, did the

sufifocating beauty of the hills breathe new ro-

mance to the bewildered Diane, impetuous and beau-
tiful wife of the most sincere of husbands. One
evening, at tea, Stephen pleaded with Diane to leave

the dull background of her domestic life, and sail

with him to far otif places, to become a wanderer
like himself, and, fraught with the calm and beauty
of the glowing sunset, Diane consented to depart

the following day, little realizing that Gordon had
just arrived from the city, hearing the entire con-

versation from the simple foyer. Swiftly, but un-
relenting, Gordon' went quickly to his bedroom, re-

turning with an old revolver—a relic of his early

days as Diane's husband, when he lived in constant

fear someone would harm her beautiful self. Swiftly

and blindly he entered the room and fired five shots

at the romantic engineer, and the errant wife. Then,
just as blindly, he dashed madly from the house and
made his way down along many streets and paths,

heedless of passing friends and passersby, untd he
reached man's dearest sanctuary—the village church.

Gordon hesitated, but pushed his way unheedmgly,
to the bell tower, clinging fearlessly and hysterically

to the rope attached to the melodious bell. Opening
his eyes wide, he glanced out of the window and
observed the crowds gathered about his dear cot-

tage, and the people rushed toward the church in

hot pursuit. But now! The chimes were beginiiing

to toll—one, two, three, four, five (Gordon sank into

SMOKE OF DESIRE

Carroll W. Sheets File No. 2760

IN the rear room of a small building in Chinatown,
Li Sing, tall and powerfully built Chinaman, dis-

cusses the various oriental philosophies of ex-
istence with Marguerite Mercer, society woman and
newspaper reporter, until the glowing sunset deepens
into twilight. Then the girl reaches over to the
tea table, removes a small packet, and hurries
away, bidding the fascinating dealer in poppy seeds
and jade, bon voyage, he in turn assuring her that
her package will be delivered at the same tirne

and place by Young Mow, his assistant during Li's

trip to China* for a short visit. Marguerite nervously
calls an approaching cab and is inside of her apart-
ment within a short while, languidly drinking in

the effects of the drug she has purchased. Mar-
guerite reviews her life, in this state, realizes that
Tom Parker will never marry her if he finds out,

but assuring herself that if he knew she had
drifted into the dread habit as a result of an acci-

dent while ill, he might help. Sadly she drifts into

a deep sleep, not awaking until the phone from the
hall foyer assures her that Tom is on his way up
to the apartment. Quickly she flings open the win-
dows and slips into a negligee, just as Tom's knock
is heard. Tom rushes to Marguerite's side and takes
her into his arms, pleading for the fourth or fifth

time, that she marry him at once, but just as
mysteriously as ever, she begs him not to urge
her to explain. He tells her of his talks with his

father and mother, but nothing moves her. Worse
vet, she thinks, to marry into the family of Dr.
Parker, renowned physician! But Tom_ had been
persistent for many weeks, and his persistence con-

tinued for many more. Finally worn out from
nervous strain, and pitifully broken by love for Tom,
she tells him the entire story of her dooe-fien'd ex-

istence, and how the beginning resulted from cocaine

taken to alleviate the pains following an operation.

Broken. Tom pales at the shock, but finally declares

his love more fervently than before, and carries her
off to his father for a cure. Dr. Parker, fond of

Marguerite and moved by her plight, is won over,

and the cure starts.

Two months later Marguerite receives a telegram
from Li Sing begging her to come at once, life and
death hanging in the balance. Fearing the sly Young
Mow has harmed him, she rushes there, supposedly
for the last time, but Yong Mow attempts a brutal

attack and the girl struggles violently against him.
However. Tom has read the telegram and traced

her to the shop. Furiously, he enlists police at the

sounds of his beloved's screams, and entering with
them, Yong Mow is overcome. Tom takes the now
fully-cured Marguerite back to his home and shortly

after, they are married, the cursed evil gone.

THE LAST LEAP

Kermit Raybur File No. 2540

THE barrel-chested announcer bawled forth the

news that State had won the annual skiing

meet from Hawkins, and the social death knell

tolled for Jimmy Marsten, whose refusal to enter

had caused unlimited excitement about Hawkins. The
first incident which struck the boy most keenly was
Jane's refusal to have anything to do with him,
but stubborn and heacfstrong, he refused to explain his

reason, this being the tragic feeling of misplaced
confidence which had possessed him after witnessing
fatal casualties in a New York meet. Jimmy felt

badly, for he was considered the best ski jumper
in the state as had been his father before him, and
it was for the cup his father offered annually that

Hawkins was fighting. Mourning the loss of Jane's
respect. Jimmy made his way to little Tommy
Perkins' hous^Tommy being his star pupil anj
Jane's pet. and it wasn't long after his arrival that

Jane arrived with Ned Fuller, his rival, in time to

see Jimmie rescue Tommie from under the wheels
of a snow tractor. Dismissing Ned, Jane began to

realize that her remarks concerning Jimmy's lack

of courage had been far-fetched. Tlien it was that

Jimmy knew he had won Jane, and soon afterwards,
holding her in his arms, he explained all, and' told

her sadly of his intended departure for New York
to visit his mother who was convalescing in a hos-

pital, following a miraculous operation which had
restored her sight, lost two years previous in an
accident in their home.
Back from New York next winter, Jimmy wa.s

training for his entrance into the meet again which
was to decide the cup award permanently. His prob-

lem was d'ifficult. for Brown -and -Montgomery of

State were good men. After training one day he made
his way to Tommy's, arriviiig just in time to see Ned
Fuller and the ?tate ski men who had been scoutmg
him,' speed down the snowy highway in Ned's car.

Though Ned saw Tommy, he could not stop and
cruelly he ran over the chiliJ. driving off immediately.

Jimmv rushed the child to the house, leaving at

once to fetch a doctor, the nearest being five miles

off. Blindly. Jim rushed in the direction of Coward's
Leap, a steep and treacherous cliff, which cut_ off

half the distance between him and town, and within a

moment he jumped off—a d'aring and well nigh im-

possible feat. Within a short time the doctor arrived,

and Tommy, recovering, was unaware of his big

friend's sacrifice for him. But Jane knew, and so did

Brown of State, for the next day at the meet he
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rooted for Jim and expressed his intentions of going
over to Hawkins the next year to be near the
champion, after Jimmy had* won for Hawkins and
broken the record in his last leap. Jane showed her
admiration—to say nothing of her love for Jim
by promising to marry him ere the next meet was
scheduled.

SUITORS THREE

Mrs. Mary K. Willian File No. 2761

BEING a rich and beautiful young widow with a
tremena'ous fortlH e at her finger tips held the
usual advantages for Clara Stevens, but also

some obvious disadvantages. All the rcfinerftents of

life were hers, it is true, but the three most out-
standing disadvantages were becoming greater nuis-
ances daily. They were, of course, her three suitors,

Tony Gal.ant, effeminate and beautiful artist; San-
ford Merrill, vigorous yet fawning engineer; and Ezra
Burton, imcommonly sane yet terrifically ambitious
architect. All three, it will be understood, were poor
as the most humble church mice. But let it not be
supposed they were affecteu' by this phenomenon!
Each young man was pursuing his cause with the
greatest display of ingenuity he could conjure up.
Tony flattered Clara by incessantly painting beautiful
portraits of her lovely face and figure. Merrill urged
her to accompany hini on engineering prospects,
gravely seeking her opinion on already carefully
wrought plans which were completely foreign to her!
Ezra, however, always the cleverest, submitted plans
for the complete redecoration of her villa, furnishing
both costly labor and healthy bills, realizing all the
while the inherent truth of the old bird in the hand
adage! But still Clara remained unconvinced that
either of the three were exactly her heart's desire.
However, she was a slightly world-weary person, not
at all like the usual a'ert young widow freshly out of
her weeds, and ready for fun. Besides, she possessed
that mighty weapon, a sense of humor, so every issue
of her existence was fairly clean cut, however ab-
sorbing. So she accepted the attention of the three,
relegating their shelving to the day the real suc-
cessor to Stevens came along. Until then, she was
contented to be merely amused, and she kept the
youths in tow just as though they were so many
trained^ bears in a circus cage.

One day, after a strenuous round of golf with Mel-
vin Hampstead, prosperous young broker and crack
athlete, Clara returned to the villa just in time to
receive Tony for tea. Tony was flustered, for he
had heard rumors of Melvin's place on Clara's hori-
zon, and his gift of flowers, reposing on the hall
table, was a sure sign of his uneasiness. Tony faced
Clara doggedly. Turning to take up the flowers,
though, he grasped the handle of a feather duster
instead, placed there by Clara's confederate, the hall
maid. He thrust this into Clara's face, absent-mind-
edly, proposing eloquently. Amused, Clara called his
attention to the error, but informed him she would
marry him only upon condition that he sleep in a
coffin in her living room an entire night, never mov-
ing an inch. One step closer to the fortune, Tony
left hurriedly, agreeing wholeheartedly, but Sanford
was soon to appear. As with Tony, Clara accepted
his gift, supposedly of candy, but was surprised to
discover sorne of her most precious flatware. San-
ford's resulting proposal was met with the request to
substitute for Watkins, the butler, recently deceased.
Pooh-poohing such a chance to exhibit true heroism,
Sanford left, assured of his success, and visualizing
his powerful form in morning wedd*ing attire. Ezra's
entrance shortly afterwards was nothing short of
superb, for having an expensive bracelet in his pocket,
the rest seemed easy. Ezra, it will be noted, was
always the cleverest. But his gift box, when opened,
displayed merely a greasy doughnut, flattened con-
siderably, and, only after a mess of wrangling, was
the hall maid induced" to produce the bracelet. As an
answer to his fervent proposal, Ezra was flabber-
gasted to think he must play ghost an entire night, to
exhibit his bravery and fearlessness!
That night, Mclvin Hampstead arrived shortly after

the corpse, butler and watchman were installed, in
answer to a summons from Clara. Stifling gurgling
laughter and loud guffaws, Melvin and Clara crept
about, watching the amused proceedings. Tony, stiff
ancT achmg in the casket, longed to lunge at San-
ford, who was gazing out of the window, stonily,
while imbibing plenty of ice water and imported
cigarettes, but Tony remained in his petrified posi-
tion. Soon Ezra appeared and, desiring to be more
than ordinarily amusing, flitted about the room, en-
cased in slightly cream-co'ored sheets and" pillow
slips. But Tony and the watchman were not prepared
for this, so, shrieking, they darted from the room,
out into the yard, with the ghost at their heels, all
tumbling in a heap before Clara's roadster which came
roaring down the drive. Shaking with laughter, but
assuming mock gravity. Clara stepped from the car
and faced the squirming pile.
"Well, boys," she said, good-naturedly, however,

cruel, "now that you've had your fun, meet my hus-
band, M- Hampstead."

Jean De^osf File No. 2762

PRACTICALLY everyone who entered the office of
the National' Insurance Company noticed the con-
trast between Vivian C'inton, quiet and indus-

trious secretary to the president, Mr. Jones, and Dot
Dixon, plain outer oflice stenographer and social but-
terfly. Whert placed side by side each was equally
beautiful, but Vivian's beauty was the beauty of
freshness and inn'ocence, and Dot's dissipation! This
was the thought which occurred to Theodore Mason,
young business executive from Winnipeg, Dot's home

town, when he saw each at her work. Mason had
come to the company to take charge of an important
branch during the absence of Sampson, the usual
man, who was away on an extended vacation, and
while Vivian tried in every way to avoid his ao'-
vances. Dot, totally different, flirted and encouraged
all the attention she could attract. Soon Vivian re-
reived an invitation to dance at the club with Mason,
and this being one of her highest ambitions, accepted,
after much coaxing and advice from Dot. Following
this evening, many other invitations were showereu'
upon her, she refusing many because of her lack of
suitable apparel, her moderate salary going weekly
to her family's coffers. But Mason was persistent,
and not being from the town, he knew nothing of her
attachment for young Tommy Carr, Vivian's child-
hood sweetheart, then in South America with his
wealthy father's company. Tommy had promised to
come back to Vivian some day, and she was still

waiting faithfully. That was why her interest in
dancing and the theatre and other young people
was far less intense than Dot's. Few and far be-
tween were the letters she had received from Tom
in the space of several years, anu' they were less
personal as time went by. Still Vivian wasn't inter-
ested in fun! So Dot stepped about with Mason and
his crowd, proud to be seen with them, and madly
jealous when Vivian was along.

One evening after a long time spent in dancing
and dining at the country club. Mason took Vivian
out to the terraced piazza of the club, and told her
of his love. ReaHzing that his stay in town with
the company was coming to a close, Vivian u'id not
protest at his love making, but inwardly she smiled.
However, when he proposed and pleaded with her to
return to Winnipeg with him, she grew exceedingly
restless and embarrassed, and left him alone, refrain-
ing from woro's until he was ready to take her home.
At the offlce nothing was said of the matter, but two
weeks after the incident occurred Vivian received a
letter from Mason front the train. He apologized
and told her how sorry he was to have imposed. He
further explained that Dot had told him the entire
story. He addea" that he and Dot were to be mar-
lied shortly after his return! Unmoved, Vivian con-
tinued about Tier work, efficiently and coolly as ever.
But one day Dot mentioned casually that she had
heard Tom Carr had been in town for a week. Vivian
wondered why he had'n't tried to find her, but her
problem was solved that afternoon for, as she walked
out of the office, there stood Tom, nervously twisting
his hat. After a few moments of excited patter, he
informed her he had heard she was engaged to the
rich and handsome Theodore Mason, Relieved', Vivian
bore him off to her home and there explained all, in-
cluding her torturous years of waiting. A cry of
unrestrained joy and a vigorous hug were only part
of Tom's answer!

gold for the government and claimed the reward.
Beaten, Tom prepares to leave, just as the rain falls
in torrents. Pointing to MoUie and Tex in each
other's arms, Jake laughingly chides Tom for not
being a Justice of the Peace.

TEX' SACK OF GOLD
Jim em File No. 2768

JAKE HEATON and his daughter Mollie Hve to-
gether on a ranch on the plains of Texas. Tom
Clarke, their next door neighbor, and owner of

the extensive Cross Bar ranch, holds the mortgage
and is madly in love with Mollie, but Mollie is in
love with Tex, Jake's handsome cowpuncher! To
add to these complications which already exist, the
country is suffering from a terrific drought, and
Jake is on the verge of being completely wiped out.
But Jake is an understanding parent, he having
raised Mollie from babyhood, always assuring her
she will marry the man she loves, so, he does not
encourage Tom's suit, nor yet Tex', for he has al-
ways cherished dreams of Tex' becoming more than
a cowpuncher! He has always seen good material in
Tex, and despite the fact that in his loyalty Tex
stays on without pay, Jake remains unmoved and
silent in regard to both of Mollie's suitors.

As the time draws near for Jake to pay the mort-
gage, Tom realizes he will not be able to meet his
obhgations, and presses his request for Mollie's hand
more than ever. But the girl does not waver. She
listens politely to all his taunts in regard to Tex,
and all his good-humored observations, but remains
unmoved. Tom explains that he is moving his cattle
when the water gives out, and suggests to Jake that
his cattle should go, too. Little realizing Tom's in-
sinuations, Jake explains that he cannot afford this,
and Tom glances at Mollie, significantlv. But Mollie
hears Tex strumming on a guitar outside, and her
kindliness leaves her as she rushes out to tell him
the bad news, Tex returns to find Jake seated on
the porch, deep in the throes of despair. Tom has
granted him the customary three days to pay, but
Jake cannot see how even ten days would help. But
Tex bids them goodbye and takes his leave. He re-
mains away over night, and Jake and the girl sit up
worrying and trying to figure their way out. Jake
suggests that Tex has left in search of another more
paymg job, but Mollie disagrees, believing implicitly
in her beloved Tex. The day the money is due, Tom
appears bright and early, and apologetical'y explains
that in times of drought one cannot afford to be
lenient even with one's own friends'. After due plan-
ning, Jake agrees, and prepares to hand over the
deed he has been crushing in his hands. He tells
Tom that the ranch might thrive under the head of
such an enterprising fellow, and Tom explains that
he intends to ship the cattle of both ranches, now
that both are his. Overjoyed at the thought that
things might pick up, Jake converses enthusiastically
with Tom, but Mollie's attention is elsewhere. Way
down the road she sees a lone horseman and knows
it is Tex. When he finally rides up to the porch,
sombrero in hand, he thrusts a roll of greenbacks
into Tom's hand and grabs the deed, explaining he
is the silent partner and wishes to pay. Amazed,
Mollie accuses him of robbery, but he explains that
he has not held up a train, but rescued a sack of

DUKE MESSES ROUND
Edith M. Scott File No. 2766

DUKE JOHNSON drove up to the curb outside of
Bonnie's on Beale Street, and cavalier-fashion
helped Glorious Dexter alight. Glorious was only

one of Duke's admirers. She was the most glamo-
rous, but Pansy—Miss Pan'sy, was the staunch runner-
up for the honored position in the front seat of
Duke's scarlet bit of roadster. Duke and Glorious
proceeded into Bonnie's, and all eyes focused on the
vivid Glorious, but soon Duke was bored with her
drunken boisterousness and promiscuity with the
eager-to-dance dark youths, and he sauntered out to
the curb to make the scarlet streak ready for a
quick exit. But the carburetor was missing, and
Duke soon found it in Don Oakley's car, but by the
time he had set the piece and explained his actions
to all the spectators. Glorious was gone, with Don
Oakley, Bonnie informed him. Back on the street,
Duke looked up to find Miss Pansy standing with her
hand on the door of the car. "Hello Elegantest
beauty!" Duke chuckled. "Don't mess round, big
boy," Pansy replied, "You just carry me home. Ah
done seen you all take Glorious, and I done seen her
tun you down!" Duke suddenly began to hate all
women, for Pansy blew a kiss to "Dancing Dogs,"
another Beale Street sheik and he dropped the pro-
testing girl at her house, most unceremoniously, re-
turning to the saloon to join an exciting game of
Stud. As the winner, Duke returned to his board-
ing house with a few dollars and a police dog, which
he promptly chained to the scarlet streak! Next day
he and the dog called at court for jury duty, and
before he kn^w it, Duke was in the jury box, with
ten dollars extra in his pocket as protection for his
vote. Bewildered, Duke followed the unscrupulous
lawyer's instructions, thinking the procedure cus-
tomary and lawful. But after the verdict he found
himself facing sixty days hard labor as punishment
for bribery. Sixty days solved the problem of Glo-
rious and Pansy for a while, and Duke thought the
matter over, awarding Pansy the car and the dog
during his sojourn, her offenses being the least of-
fending. Duke visualized Beale Street in his ab-
sence! His idea of beauty was unsurpassed by vi-
sions of this colorful spectacle! Pansy in his grand
car with the scrawny dog! The sixty days passed
quickly, Duke being unaccustomed to work. The
novelty of it amused him and the summer was in
full swing when he got out. His next appearance on
Beale Street was not lacking in the glamour of old!
"Duke's out!" rang from one end of the street to
the other, and every pretty girl appeared at Bonnie's
during the afternoon, casting furtive glances at the
hero! The yellow hat and shoes and polka dot tie
were not missing! But where was the scarlet car?
He found out, for down the street rushed Glorious
in the flaming chariot. Pansy? She was doing time
for a crack she had gotten from the jealous Glorious.
Who fixed it' Don, of course. Duke took the
w;heel, and grinned as he not so gently pushed Glo-
rious from the seat. Gayly, he waved to her as he
and the dog made their way to the jail.

THE SILENT WARNING
Edith M. Scott File No. 2743

PAUL ROCHET, drunken husband of Ana. chooses
Hal Burton, gambler and owner of a disreputable
saloon, for his daughter's husband, but Molly

Rochet is in love with Jean Dore, a young business
man from her own town, now making his head-
quarters_ Chicago. Thinking that Jean has deserted
her, Mo'Ay takes a job as waitress in Burton's res-
taurant, back of the saloon, anxious to reform her
father, who is a steady customer. Burton becomes
very amiable in Molly's presence, and she is almost
convinced that he is not as bad as painted, but just
when Paul forces her to decide upon a wedding in
the near future, Jean returns to town, prosperous,
and still in love with Molly, and between them, with
the aid of Mrs. Rochet, they plan a secret marriage,
Molly becoming Mrs. Dore. But Paul and Burton
are far from satisfied, and Paul drives Molly away
from the house, determined to keep her unhappy and
away from her mother. Burton, on the other hand,
realizes that only force will bring Mollv back to him,
so he enlists the aid of The Nibbler, a dangerous
killer, and the two decide to bide their time until
an appropriate loophole arises. "To be sure, this is

not long off, for after several months of married life

in a delightful cottage, Jean informs Mollv he must
leave her and return to Chicago for a short while,
in answer to a summons from the main oflice of his
firm. Sadly Molly and her mother watch him depart,
but he promises to write every day, and return in
time to be present at the arrival of a new addition
to the Dore family. But Burton has other plans, for
he intercepts all mail, and communicates with the
Nibbler, in Chicago, who -writes Burton a letter,
uti'izing a feminine scrawl, explaining that a coarse
harlot, formerly of the town, is living with Jean,
Burton comes to Molly, and. supposedly as a peni-
tent friend, exhibits the letter, and makes a play for
her favor. Disgtisted, Molly throws him out, and
leaves the following day. anxious to get away from
the scene of her misery. In her wanderings, she visits
many places, trying to forget, Jean meanwhile,
crazy with the thought that she has left him in this

for apparently no reason. Paul penitent, and
illy missing Molly whom he loves deeply, moves
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with Ana to Molly's home, and aids in the search.
But Molly, passing through a small town on her way
West, observes a store with the name Dore, and
stops in to visit the owner. He turns out to be a
kindly old man with an immense fortune, and he
takes a fancy to this sad young woman, inviting her
to his home for the period of her confinement. When
little Jean is born, Dore communicates with Jean,
who rushes to Molly's side, and, there, beside the
bed of the new mother, Jean and Mr. Dore discover
they are father and son, Jean's mother having run
away from his father years before. Burton receives
a silent warning in the form of a noose, when the
news of his treachery spreads about town, and soon
after the return of the Dore family, in toto, Burton'
is run out of town.

EGGSACKLY RIGHT

Edith M. Scott File No. 2766

MOSES JONES big feet slapped across the floor

of Bundy's restaurant as two customers seated
themselves at a table near the window. Lan-

guidly, he wrote down orders and disappeared through
the swinging door to the kitchen. While waitin'g
for the order, he peered through the plate glass oval
of the door, only his two white eyeballs visible from
outside. Soon, he flew through the doors again
and was beside the table. This time, he did not
come into the kitchen lazily. He rushed through and
faced the colored chef, puzzled.
"See hyeah." he cried, "Bofe dem genelmen dere

done auder dem ham 'n' aigs, and den when ah
comes out dey tells me to liminate de aigs. Whut's
dey look lahk anyhow ? Wheah ah done wukked
befoah, ah never done see no aigs like dat!"
Tlie chef seemed just as bewildered as Moses, but

he wouldn't let an ordinary waiter in on the secret
so he laughed indulgently and patted Moses' shoulder,
e:xplaining that the best way to do was to go into

the dining room again and tell the customers the
"Hminater" was broken. "Listen' hyeah. Nigger,"
he remarked, "Ef you-all was really a waitah, which
you ain't, you'd know what dem is. Wheah ah been
in Paris, we ate liminated aigs every day, but go
'long, and tend your business." But Moses wasn't
convinced and the two argued for fully half an hour,
I he patrons nervously tapping and seeming to look
more and more gaunt from hunger. However, Moses
was finally convinced by the adroit remarks of the
chef whom he worshipped, notwithstanding, so off
he went, placing the two orders of ham and eggs
gracefully before the irate gentlemen.
"See here, waiter," one of the men shouted, "Didn't

we tell you to eliminate the eggs?"
"Yassah, yassah," answered Moses, abashed, "Ah

knows you did, but ah just want to tell you all

dat de cook done bust de Hminater, and we cain't
fix him nohow!" By this time Moses was growing
warmer and warmer, as the men laughed louder
and louder, but he managed to get through the rest
of the meal with nothing less than a twisted tic

and a falling garter, to say nothing of the fact that
his dickey was suspended perpendicular to his suit.

When he finally backed into the kitchen, bowing
in apology to his patrons, he was met with in-

terest on the part of the chef and the other waiter.
who had been continuing the argument all along.
"When you-all wuk in Paris," a young mulatto

asked, "how come you-all serve eggs what ain't?"
Seeing Moses back, the cook shifted his weight un-
easily. "Yeah," Moses added, "he am one of dese
yere fellers whut knows it all. Paris, hmph! You
ain't never gonna see Paris aigs no more, cause
I'se gonna liminate you. Fum now on, you'se is

one of dese yere what ain't! And, so saying, an
entire basket of eggs crashed down on the chef.

"Dat, ma boy, was eggsackly right!" the young
mulatto called from the yard as he made room for

Moses in the crap game.

THE SHOW MUST GO ON
Kathryn J. Washlnge File No. 2782

BECAUSE of her loyalty to a helpless girl. Marilyn
Moore relinquished every bit of happiness life

had to offer. Marilyn was the toast of Broad-
way, a singer and dancer of note. But her violin
playing was what stirred audiences most. The girl

she befriended was Bobby, insignificant but beautiful
show girl who was suffering serious lung trouble. It

was on the day that a specialist ordered her to
an expensive resort sanitarium that Marilyn decided
to put off Stanley Thorne, her persistent fiance,
and it was on that day that she signed another
long-run contract in order to be able to send
Bobby, but Stan wouldn't listen, and in a huff,

he returned to his home and law practice in Boston.
assuring himself that it was Marilyn's fear of quiet
New England and love for the stage that was at the
bottom of this apparent altruism.

Sadly, Marilyn went on, giving her best to hungry
audiences and sharing her all with Bobby, but the
emotional strain was too great, and after two years
of that ^ife the breaking point came. Six months
complete rest, far from Broadway! How was she to
meet this condition and maintain Bobby, too? It
was at this point that she wrote Bobby and ex-
plained her real reason for rejecting Stanley in the
first place. It was then that she told Bobby why it

was necessary to accept Roger Hornsby's continued
proposal I But Bobby ignored this display of noble
sacrifice, and, cured temporarily, rushed to Boston
and managed to elope with Stanley after a long
recital regarding Marilyn's supposed deceit! But
Roger didrr't live very long, and after his death.
Marilyn decided to recoup some of her lost happi-
ness. Traveling to Boston, she sought out Stanley

and managed to relive their lost hopes, after having
explained the entire story, Bobby refused to divorce
her meal ticket, so they blended their lives, regard-
less, Stan maintaining a luxurious establishment for
his rightful love. When Marilyn's son was born, her
happiness was well nigh complete, but he was taken
away from her through Bobby, who threatened to

expose them and ruin Stan's career. Brokenly, Mari-
lyn returned to New York and decided to work in

order to forget. With the Hornsby fortune, she
opened a night club, finding consolation in her
work, but in all the years she never touched the
violin, her last concert having been for her baby.
However, happiness caressed her again when young
Stan wandered into her club quite by accident.
Meeting him, she showed no signs of recognition
but played her violin as never before. Absorbed by
her beauty and personality, the boy made her his
confidante, and soon became enamored of her adopted
daughter, Joy, upon whom she had lavished her ma-
ternal instinct all these years. Secretly, she arranged
for him to develop the talent he had inherited from
her. But her anonymity was not long-lived, _ for

Stanley, bereft of Bobby due to her tragic suicide
upon realization of the recurrence of the dread dis-

ease, came to the city to meet his son's benefactor
and mother-in-law to be. Overjoyed, he begged Marilyn
to marry him, but she refused, unwilling to mar the
happiness of the young people who were ignorant
of the entire past. But Stanley promised to keep
her secret, and parents and children were united, the
youngsters were overjoyed at having been the instru-
ments of such a perfect match!

PAID IN FULL

Charles W. Adams File No. 2784

HAVING once walked twelve miles in order to
pay a dime to a miller he had dealt with. John
Adams became known as Honest John. Adams

was a Tennessee farmer, well liked by all but pos-
sessed of the most uncanny streak of hard luck.

Regardless of what evil swept the countryside, it

would be the Adams' who were affected most! So
when Baby Ann' was bitten by a copperhead snake,
dying almost immediately, the neighbors shook their

heads and bewailed Mary Adams' misfortunes. But
John kept his eyes dry and assured his family that
man's fate was pronounced by God. who always
knew best! He went about with his broad smile
v.'ider than ever and soon his wife and children
cheered up. little realizing that underneath, his heart
was breaking. But Honest John told himself that
a day would come on which he would be paid in

full for all his past sorrows. Wlio would pay on
that eventful day never occurred to him.
The years passed on and little change was wrought

in John's luck or fortunes. He was still beloved
by all. and still the same—kindly to whoever was
kind, and relentless to his enemies. He never bickered
with neighbors over trivialities. He always gave the
other man right, but when a man took mean ad-
vantage, he fought, so well that his opponent never
forgot to acknowledge his undeniable rights.

As th? years came and went, trouble and mis-
fortune piled higher and higher, for new problems
were facing him. Earlier, John had sworn that his

children would be educated as well as those of any
other farmer about, and now the reckoning had
arrived for with Alice, beautiful and eighteen, at

an expensive seminary with Emily Barker, only child

of the county's richest farmer, and John Jr., "Jack,"
away at college, nearing graduation at twenty-one,
John needed plenty of money, and his farm was
mortgaged to the last inch. But the smile always
met the children at vacation time, as did Mary's, for

this was when John and she were genuinely happy,
after a lonely Winter and Spring, But thev saw
little of the youngsters even then, for Alice scampered
about with the youths of neighboring towns, and
young Jack was practically engaged to Emily Barker,
daughter of John's old crony of school days. But
even this bit of happiness was destined to fade, for

when the children returned to school John received
a hasty wire informing him and Mary that Alice
had been killed by a train while alighting at the

school station. Sadly, they buried this once-lovely
creature by Baby Ann's side, and turned all their

hopes toward Jack. Yet that reckoning John had
planned came sooner than he expected, for in a very
few years after his graduation from college. Jack
returned from the city up North where he had
settled in search of a fortune, and. after making
Emily his proud wife, took his aging mother and
father back to the big city to help share the im-
mense fortune he had accumulated as the result of

his becoming a prominent author. Happily John and
Mary beamed on life from the windows of a sky-
scraper penthouse, artd only a faint shadow of two
httle graves crossed John's smile as he whispered
aloud "Paid in full!"

THE DRIFTER

Marie A. Podpechan File No. 2732

HANNAH STRUYCKER runs away from her
home in a little Austrian village in 1913 when
she 'i9 twelve years old, for the child can no

longer endure her stepmother's cruelty, and is work-
ing on a farm when the war is iJeclared. Her brothers
are killed early in the war, but Hannah still has
one friend, Hans, a farm lad. Before his departure
for the front in 1916 Hans confesses his love and
Hannah promises to wait for him. but Hans, too, is

quickly claimed by death. It is Hannah's turn now
to help her country and she volunteers at the near-
est hospital. Burying her sadness, Hannah plays the

role of angel to the unfortunates who are confined

there. A shell -shocked American who cannot recall
his name has been taken prisoner and. happy to
have some companionship while here, he teaches his
language to Hannah. When the war is over Hannah
decia'es to make use of this knowledge and go to
the land of opportunity, but money is scarce. She
sends an "ad" to a New York newspaper, offering
her services free in return for passage money and re-
ceives an answer. So Hannah comes to America.
Adapting herself quickly, Hannah makes many ac-

quaintances, including a young bond salesman, John
Sweeney, whom she meets at a party and with whom
she becomes friendly. John persuades Hannah to
invest her savings in his bonds and then a'isappears.
Young, pretty, lonely and "broke." Hannah wants to
return to her native land, but how can she earn the
money quickly ? Wandering through the streets, she
passes a moving picture house at which a much-
talked- about war movie is being played. The great
idea comes to her a few days after seeing this pic-
ture. The success of the short articles on war ex-
periences which she contributes to the newspapers
encourages Hannah to develop a longer story, which
she sends to the Metropolitan Magazine. The story
interests Henry Stoddarci'. the young editor, and an
interview is arranged. Hannah enters the office and
beholds the shell-shocked soldier whom she had be-
friended in the hospital. Henry finds it necessary to
have frequent interviews with Hannah to perfect the
story, which becomes a sensational success. Hannah
is now sought by the best people and Henry is very
lonely as he watches her drifting away from him.
He decides to take the vacatiorf which he had hoped
Hannah would share with him and goes to say good-
bye, but he can not conceal his feelings and takes
her in his arms, while Hannah upturns a radiant
face towards his. And so they are drifting together
on board an ocean liner.

Hannah often thinks with gratitude of the young
rascal, John Sweeney, who indirectly brought this
happy couple together, but manlike, Henry always
expresses his desire to thrash him for his dastardly
action, whenever the subject comes up. And so the
drifter attains ultimate happiness in the loving arms
of one who has shown her the pathway to peace and
contentment, and the floating phantom finds its haven
at last.

Lenora Bernal File No. 2726

SOMETIMES even those who think that they can
have everything they desire are wrong, for there
are some things that have no price. So Florence

Harris realized when she found out she was in love
with the gardener of the palatial Harris estate, Basas,
a Spaniard.
After many clandestine meetings with Ba

his final dismissal fror

Florence travels to j!

who is now a populai
Broadway Rendezvous
cozy apartment and
refusal of the Harrise
Florence bears Albertc
family pick up steadily.

the roster of Ha
w York and marries Basas,
night club singer in Benson's
Florence and Basas take a

re quite happily, despite the
to welcome them back. Soon
and the fortunes of the Basas

of trouble out-
shii

form of

tliis glow of prosperity and happii
bos; club. Fl

the

clubto do evenings, drops
occasionally, and' Benson falls madly in love with her,
much to her disgust, Basas, hating the man to
begin with, becomes insanely jealous, and informs
Florence that she must not appear at the club again.
But Benson tells her that Basas is also carrying on
affairs with several rich patrons. Florence re-
fuses to believe his stories. Within a short time
Basas buys Benson out and becomes owner of the
Broadway Rendezvous, as well as leader of an un-
scrupulous gang of bootleggers. Florence becomes
accustomed to his late hours, spending her time play-
ing with her child, but one night ' Basas does not re-

turn at all. Frantic, she phones the police, and learns
his body has been found on a lonesome road in

suburban Long Island. Madly she repeats the words,
"Taken for a ride!" and refuses to believe she is

left alone with the five-year-old Alberto. But her
plan of revenge is not far from origination and dog-
gedly Florence takes over the management of the
club, hopefully intent on tracking d'own the mur-
derer. From inside sources she learns many thing's,

an'd soon comes to suspect Benson, who fulfills her
wishes and appears one night at the club with an
invitation for Florence's pleasure. Florence cultivates
him, and finally promises to marry him after he
buys back the club from her for a huge sum. They
ga for a drive to celebrate, an'd Florence insists he
drive to where Basas was murdered. Shaking ner-
vously, Benson refuses, but Florence takes the wheel
and arrives there in a hysterical condition. There
she murders him in cold blood and returns home.
After her acquittal Florence takes her child to

Cuba to visit Basas' people, promising her penitent
family she will some day return. She has procured
her revenge, and is now at peace with the world.

LADY'S SLIPPER

Henrietta O'Kill Saxton File No. 2735

THE child is its own philosopher and sage, and
many things we hide from it, it knows, in a
much wiser and saner outlook than is possessed

by ourseWes. The child's world" is a superior one,
for it sees things in a crystal clear light. It is a
world closed to us, for we have forgotten the combin-
ation of its lock as we grow older. So the boots in

the cobbler's shop, heard with misty eyes, the story
of Petey, told by the Lady's Slipper, because the little

brown boot had grumbled over his lot.

Petey was a delightful, romping Httle boy, much
beloved by the Mother, Daddy and" Grandpa who
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lived in the big" house with him. Petey loved Mother
best—vfith all his heart, because she was so kind

and pretty, but she was always busy and had so

little time to play with him. Daddy wanted so badly

to romp, but business and Mother's dinner parties

usually kept him busy. But Grandpa was always
fun. and it was he who helped Petey set up the sol-

diers, and it was he who smoothed the small head
on the pillow at his side each night.

One evening Mother's dinner party was in full sway,

and GrandEa and Petey sat by the fire in the big

warm library. Petey was so tired, and' soon his head

nodded on Grandpa's shoulder and he was fast asleep.

It was not long before he reached the Land of Nod,
where a kindly old man showed him many things,

inckufing his baby brother and himself, several years

ahead. Petey was thrilled, but soon he . was made
very unhappy, for in one of the rooms of his life

he saw a fleeting image of his mother, and she was
pale and thin, and after that she wasn't in any of

the pictures or scenes. Petey cried out with terror,

and awoke suddenly to find himself in his own little

bed. Grandpa and' Mother and Daddy keeping watch.

Mother laughed next day and told Petey to call at

the cobbler's to take his shoe to be fixed, for it had
fallen off into the fire the night before while Petey
was dreaming. Petey took it, and also Mother's
dainty slipper, but they weren't called for in a long

time, the reason being that too much excitement was
going on in the big house for anyone to remember
poor Petey's most comfortable shoe. Mother had
hao" a new little boy, and Daddy was so happy, and
Grandpa was so happy that nobody noticed Petey
much at all. But sadness came all too soon, for iust

a few short days alter the baby arjived Petey heard
a noise in' the hall and he heard Grandpa get up,

mumbling. Petey tiptoed down the hall just in time

to hear the doctor tell Dad'dy that Mother wasn't

ever coming back. Petey heard, and he knew, but he
tiptoed silently back, and cried into the pil ow. When
Grandpa told him next day that angel people had
taken Mother away. Petey just nodded, and" said,

"Thank you tor telling me. Dear." But he knew.
And off at the cobbler's the slippers wept tears of

leather for the lady slipper story was sad, and Petey
was such a delightful child.

THE MUSICIAN
Anna E. Denny File No. 2739

SUFFERING with her mother at the hands of a

cruel stepfather and an indifferent family, Jane
leaves for her old home with her mother, and

nurses her until her premature death. Only six, Jane
is taken in by an aunt and uncle who are wealthy,
but soon trouble appears, aitd she is legally adopted
by another wealthy uncle, this one being nothing short

of brutal, however. At fifteen, Jane's aunt and tjncle

being divorced, she enters the millinery business

with her aunt, realizing at once, that this is to. be
her chosen vocation. But the tyrannical uncle is dis-

satisfied, and attempts to remove her to his farm.

Jane, however, runs away and returns to the city to

become head milliner in a prosperous shop. Soon she
marries, becoming poor but contented, and after the

birth of her son, she is deserted by the husband who
prefers drink to the advantages of a pleasant home.
Starting irr business again, Jane expends all her

efforts toward instructing her son, and educating him
to be the musician his ability indicates. She ignores
the attentions of other men, refusing to divorce her
husband, because of religious grounds, she having been
converted to Catholicism because of him. Troubles pile

up, but the climax is reached when Jackie, her child,

is kidnapped on his way to the music cottservatory.
Jane begins a long search, giving up after ten years,
when she returns to the city and opens a high class

gown shop. Soon she leaves for Paris on a buying
trip, and tries to forget her boy. who is now almost
a grown man, but her happiness is somewhat aug-
meirted when she hears a violin playing outside the
window of her hotel room. Crazy with fright, she
dashes madly into the street, prepared to beg the
musician to go away, but instead she finds it is her
own son. Joyously, she takes him back to New York,
and she and her husband take up housekeeping once
more, she agreeing for the child's sake. She opens a
small music conservatory for him, and they live to-

gether blissfully, until the son elopes, one day, with a
low woman. Grieved, Jan*e parts_ from her husband,
who also breaks her heart by taking up with another
woman, and flaunting it in her face. Back in business
once more, she finds comfort in labor, and attendmg
concerts given by her hoy, unknown* to him. But the
final shadow casts its black mantle when her husband
dies outside her door in a drunken stupor. Shortly
afterward, her son's wife dies, and the two are left

alone. Sadly, but filled with gratitude, the boy re-
turns, and they spend the rest of their days happily
and lovingly.

AIN'T LOVE GRAND?
Margaret L. Igleslas File No. 2660

THE dainty little itewlywed sat before her vanity
with a charminpT smile on her pretty face, as
she dolled up in order to meet her husband down-

town for luncheon at twelve o'clock. She had been
married only a month, and was still excitedly happy,
especially because Teddy was such an ambitious young
man whose business activities were resulting in mak-
ing joyful times for Molly. She finally was readv,
realizinR: that she had left herself very little time to
make the appointment with her busy real estate hus-
band, but at least she was satisfied that she had in-
deed made herself look beautiful.
Four blocks away from the place of appointment,

while unwittingly^ she stepped on the gas, she was
•topped by a police officer right on the fancy thor-

oughfare of Sunset Boulevard. He immediately ad-
dressed her as "Molly," and recognizing Dicky, she
was angry and frightened, for she kn'ew the unplea-
sant circumstances this might all lead to. She at-

tempted to placate him, but had to go to see the
judge, Mr. Gregor, whom her husband knew per-
sonally. Dicky insisted on his familiarity with her,

although she tried to seem ignorant of the years they
had spent together. Judge Gregor proved to be a man
who was not so easily susceptible to her charms, but
knowing her husband he kept her there while he
sent for him. Molly was scared, for she did not waitL

Teddy to discover this ignorant and ordinary police-

man who was on such intimate terms with her. It

happened that they had once been married, but she
had divorced him due to non-support, and her mothf;r
had helped the girl to land Teddy, the promising
voung business man whose station seemed far above
her own and her former husband's. Teddy had had
much difficulty in trying to tame Molly, who could
not be kept from addressing familiarly people with
whom he did not wish her to associate, but her natu-
ral bent was to be interested in ordinary things and
ordinary people, an'd she was finding it difficult to

keep up the affectation.
Teddy, to punish her for her conduct, took away

her darling roadster and gave her a dignified limou-
sine. At home, after a horrible luncheon during
which he had insisted on lecturing her. she sat. still

upset about the matter of her former husband's pro'^-

imity. Teddy had been led to believe that the man
she had formerly married was some multi-millionairf

.

an'd she felt that the time had come when the truth
would be disclosed.
In her home, Dicky calls upon her, trying to dis-

suade her from living with "a common crook and boot-
legger" which it turns cut that Teddy is. He is a

bigamist, and his marriage to Molly has no validity,

so while he is at last discovered bv the law in the
person of Dicky, she learns that the enduring love
rf humble folk, like Dicky the cop. is worth more
than the crooked gold that men like Teddy could pro-
vide. She remarries her former husband, relieved that

she need no lorfger to pretend this highbrow stuff.

KING AMINOG
A. Curran File No. 2679

THE Palace of Gorth teemed with the kingdom's
greatest men and women. They waited the ar-

rival of King Aminog who was returning from
the Great Hall of Tara where he. together with the

other kings of Erin, had convened to gain wisdom.
As Aminog enters he is ereeted with a mighty roar

of welcome an'd acclaim. His old friend and comrade-
in-arms. Hue, gives him the report of how things had
fared in the kingdom during his absence. He tells

him that the land was prosperous and all was well

except for a raid that had been conducted by some of

the men of Bealchu. King of Connacht. Hue now
expects Aminog to retaliate, but is surprised and
angered when Amirtog tells him that in his trip to

Tara he has seen and learned the evil wrought by the

fighting among the different kingdoms andhas vowed
that upon his return he will ever protect his land and
subjects but never lead the offense. He warns his

penple that a day will come when a strange rfation

will come to fight them, and fighting among them-
selves will dissipate their strength. In this he is

confirmed by Dinrigh. a priestess, who loves and is

beloved by Aminog. but Hue and Chief Brehon. the

head of the Druid law-givers, demand vengeance.
The company is startled by the appearance of a

woman, orte of the Danaan race, known for their

power of communion with the Spirits. She too. tells

Aminog that if he can bring peace among the different

kingdoms of Erin he will be saving the land. Hue
will not be persuaded. He had made an oath years
ago to challenge to combat all who despised the

ancient law of the land, and despite his love for

Amin'og he challenges him.
The next day all are g-athered at the place of com-

bat. Tlie duel between Hue and Aminog begins. Thev
fight, but neither can conquer the other, until sud-
denly a vision appears. It is the Danaan woman. No
one appears to notice her save Aminog. Hue seizes

his advantage an'd mortally wounds Aminog. Too late

Hue realizes what he has done. He kneels to aid his

friend, but Aminog dies.

Dinrigh learns of the outcome of the combat. She
retires to the innermost shrine and crouches in silent

prayer. Suddenly the spirit of Aminog appears be-
fore her. Gently he reproaches her for having doubted
him and thought him a coward. Dinrigh krfows now
liow foolish and wrong she had been, but is comforted
by Aminog's assurance that they shall meet again and
again in their lives to come, to remember together the

days of Erin's greatness and freedom.

Harry Clements File No. 2737

FIRED by ambition of an unusual magnitude. Bill

Ferguson, night foreman in a steel works, perfects

a machine to simplify certain pprocesses, thereby
becoming wealthy, and closer to the woman of his

choice and desire. This is Josephine McCutcheon.
daughter of a wealthy colonel, whose car he has once
lifted from the mud. giving him an opportunity to

speak with the beautiful and desirous young woman.
Several years following this incident, and the perfec-

tion of his device. Bill, now "Big Bill Ferguson," lends
McCutcheon a huge sum of money, Josephine marry-
ing him in return, in order to save the family from
instantaneous ruin. She becomes a wife in name only,

but Bill is happy, just to see her at his side. He
works harder than ever at the steel foundry, while she
idles her time away, with her dilettante friends and
her former fiance. George Banks, worthless scion of

the town's richest but most parsimonious family.

After several months of this stranger-like existence

in" the big house he has built. Bill decides to go away
with Josephine for a vacation, thinking she might
perhaps learn to care more for him, were they alone.
He purchases a beautiful cabin in the woods, and they
depart from the city, but, fearing she will be bored
with this husband she has never learned to know.
Josephine invites George to come as a house guest.
He is delighted, and just one day following their
arrival at the new cabin, George arrives in state.

Furious at the fact that Josephine will not even g^ive

him a fair chance, Bill leaves his wife with this shal-
low idler, and takes to the woods with some neighbor-
ing men who are camping in the region. In the
evening, he takes his pipe an'd his dog, and sits out
in a pine grove, thinking over his past life and his
life with his indifferent wife. Loving her more and
more, he wonders whether she really hates him, or is

mistrustful. But soon George announces his intention
to depart, the real reason being that _Tosephine has re-
quested it, he being too amorously inclined. On the
day he departs. Josephine impetuously decides to ac-
company him. Bill thereby thinking that they are run-
ning off together. Grieved, he remains at the cabin,
but soon Josephine returns, explaining that her love
for him. would not permit her to board the train" with
George. Together they return to the city and live
happily for a while, but soon Bill becomes over-busv.
and alone. Josephine seeks comfort from her fast
friends. After a quarrel, she leaves, and meets with
a train wreck on her way to Chicago. Bill is grieved
but sure she is alive. After a year, he discovers her
as a hospital nurse. She has lost her memory, pos-
ing as Mary Moore. He takes her home and watches
her until she is cured, after a successful operation.
Then, when her memory returns, they launch upon
happy years, both having suffered pangs of heart-
ship and separation.

THE LAST CHARGE
Mrs. Althea Car'^on File No. 2786

JERRY and Conrad had always been side by side.
Through school they had studied out of the same
books and desired the same things. They had

tramped together with the Boy Scouts as they grew
older, each bearing identical ideals and ambitions.
In business, they sat side by side irt the ofl^ces of
their law firm. The only thing they had never man-
a.E:ed to share was a best girl. Jerry's beloved was
his afiianced bride, Lita, beautiful young woman in
the flower of her youth. She had cried and sobbed
over Jerry, and had even shed tears over the indif-
ferent Conrad—indifferent to all women except his
lovely sacrificing mother who was his best girl!
The two meir were side by side, again, here, as thev

waited for the command to start on the last charge.
With a strong clasp of the hand, they gripped each
other's palms and shoulders, realizing that instant that
they might never meet again on this earth. Myriads
of vividly colorful pictures danced through their
heads. Blonde and blue-eyed Jerry though of Lita and
his future by her side, protecting her and caring for
her always. Cottrad, the swarthier of the two, won-
dered what his mother would do if—but what was the
difference. In the dusk and the gloom, they sat
there, talking, thinking, and smoking nervously.
They were anxious to get started. It seemed as
though a mystic veil had been suspended above them.
These were no mere mortals. They were spiritually
removed from the grime and sordid world surround-
ing them. Suddenly, Jerry turned to his Buddy with
a wan, vacant smile. "Conflie," he pleaded, "Maybe
I'm wrong to ask it of you at a time like this, but
look at this picture I carry on my breast. You know
it's Lita, don't you? She's all I have in this world
besides you. Connie, if you have to ride back alone,
bring this to her and tell her I died with a smile on
my lips—a smile, because her name was on them. Tell
her where they have put me. and that some day we
will meet." Sobbing drily, Conrad pocketed the pic-
ture, but not before he had looked a long time at it.

Presently, he removed from his own pocket, his
mother's picture. "Jerry," he whispered hoarsley,
"you can do the same for me. This beloved creature
has given more than one dear one to her country and
there is no reason I should live. If you ride back
alone, be kind to her as though she were yours and
see her heart does not break from sadness."
Just then the charge came to go and after a brief

clasp of hands they smiled assurance at each other.
They rode together to the top of the hill, rebel shots
pouring in from all sides. Shots rartg out and cries
of anguish mingled with the roar of ammunition.
Side by side they plunged forward and were soon lost
in the confusion. Suddenly a great moan was heard,
and that was all.

When the mere husks of those whom cruel death
had spared returned, slowly, two were missing—among
the dead. One was a harfdsome blonde vouth. the
other a more swarthy lad. No one will ever know
those last fond thoughts. Back home, two women
wait for those men.

_
The only reminder is a glaring

line of print in a city newspaper. How misunder-
standing and cruel is fate!

HOME SWEET HOME
Nellie E. Wilson Price File No. 2788

IT is Springtime in old Virginia. May is here ir*

her most beautiful flowery garb, and the blue hills
which line up in the distance are overhung with

the bluest of clouds which bathe the rosy dawn with
a mellow sunrise. Drops of dew are dripping from
bush and tree, sparkling with a diamond-like gleam.
The feathered choristers are singing their morning
melodies, and the busy bee is sallying forth, drawr<
by the sweet incense of the earthly blossoms. A
musical brook cascades over rocks and stones, leaving
in its path the sweet smellinsf bank and the old red
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mill whose slow-turning wheel is beginning its daily

work. Here, amidst all this beauty is the lovely cot-

tage of the Rolands. A young and beautiful mother
is waving a cheerful farewell to her brood of three,

Edward. Tom, and little Nancy Lee, who are tripping

gailv to the little red schoolhouse by the side of the

road. The quaint httle town of Suffolk is happily

peaceful. Mother Roland cannot help singing, as she

tends the golden-haired baby in the tiny cradle, while

ga/ing through the little window toward her husband
who is working with his men among the new-mown
hay. "Be it ever so humble, there's no place like

home," she sin'gs, and it is apparent that she would
not trade this tiny paradise for a king's castle!

At eventide, as the children are preparing to rest,

the cattle make their homeward way, lowing as they

go, and the sun's last rays play hide and seek with

the moonbeams. The children are happy for Father
is home, and he reechoes the happy chant of his

lovely wife, "Tliere's no place like home!" Soorr the

lessons are over, and quiet rests in the house as

Mother and Father sit peacefully together.

The years pass, and the Httle white cottage appears
the same. Father and mother are alone now, and the

vellow hair is sprinkled with silver. Nancy Lee is

beneath the sod of the garden, and Baby John has
gone to England to seek his fortune. Edward is a

prosperous merchant, and Tom is a minister. The
moon' floods the room, and in its soothing beams.
Mother feels sure that her family is thinking tonight

of the humble home. Surer, she is, when Father hums
snatches of that dear old song.

A few more years and the vine-covered cottage is

empty. Father' and Mother are beside Nancy in the

garden, and the story the little home tells speaks of

desertion. Over in England, there is a man, well on
in years, who is thinking of this scene, but imagining
it in the light of days gone by. He does not see the

moss-covered mill or the deserted cabin. He sees

beauty and care and tenderness. His own wife has
been called to the Eternal Home and he, too, is alone,

but he cannot visualize loneliness in Suffolk. As he
thinks of bygone days, a radio calls from his side, and
the song goes on, "Mid pleasures and palaces though
we may roam ." They find him later, his silver

head resting as in sleep. Peace is on his face, and
understanding. Baby John has gone to join his loved

ones in the Eternal Heavenly Home.

Mrs. Dennis W. Taylor File No. 2778

IF Kathleen had not persuaded her parents to take

a cottage in the New England fishing village

fashionable society was flocking to, nothing would
have happerted. and she might have saved herself

a lot of anxiety, but Kathleen was the only child oi

wealthy parents, and her whims were easily satisfied.

It was in this little village that Frank proposed, and
Kathleen accepted him, knowing he was poor. But his

thick and wavy brown hair and his deep brown eyes

more than made up for the financial lack, and his

perfect manners and carefree ways touched the

hearts of her charming parents. Kathleen agreed

with them, this once, when they suggested she

wait a year before marrying, so that she might
come to him with some semblance of an education.

Sadly, she bore her loneliness, being almost too busy
with preparations for college to realize that his letters

were becoming scarcer and scarcer. But soon ' they

dropped off entirely, after six weeks, and Kathleen
went off to school, regretting that she would be
unable to spend the winter with her beloved mother
and dad in their luxurious New York apartment,
where it would be easy to forget!

Away at college, Kathleen was given to brooding,
and it was with faint delight that she accepted the

commissary's proposal to move from the hectic

dormitory to a private boarding house. Her first day
with her new landlady was packed with delight, for

the youthful Anne Miller was a jewel of a companion,
happy as Kathleen for intelligent comradeship. Mrs.
Miller's husband was an instructor at the uliiversity,

it seemed, newly appointed to the law division. He
was away, when Kathleen moved in, doing some
research work for Anne's father. Dean of the Law
School. Happy with Anne, Kathleen dreaded the

return of Don Miller, but only after his arrival did

she realize how much, for Don was none other than
Frank Jamieson, her betrothed! The poor girl

learned slowly that Don had appeared to her under
another name for his own reasons—his father having
gone bankrupt with a huge debt to Kathleen's
father. What bitter circumstances surrounded that
little house for days! Kathleen did her best to

maintain her composure before Anne but it was
difficult. Hostile toward sororities, she even ac-

cepted Kappa Phi's bid hoping she would be able

to move into their house, but unfortunately she was
informed that freshmen were expected to live out
the first year. But the day of reckoning was near,

and one afternoon, after four torturous months, Don
explained everything, thinking Anne away visiting.

His father had gone bankrupt, it seemed, and his

suicide was a shock, leaving the bov penniless. Rather
than face Kathleen in the guise of a fortune hunter,

he had accepted Professor Garth's offer to teach,

but felt obligated to marry the lovely Anne who
was madly in love with him. He had never loved her

but took the line of least resistance, thinking it

would come in *'-ne.

Anne overheard the entire story and had also

heard Kathleen refuse to run off with Don. Bravely,

she came forth and explained that she, too, had
realized her love to be mere infatuation. She bewailed

her life with what she called a selfish husband, and
admitted that the love of her life was a young pro-

fessor with whom she had been in love since child-

hood, marrying Don merely to stimulate him to

action!

apparent wretchedness came to an end
ards, when Don, happily divorced, as

tied to the welcoming arms of Kathleen
standing parents.

FIGURE THAT OUT

Bernard J. Boyle File No. 2787

PHILIP LARRY'S countenance was crossed by a

broad grin as he observed a sign on a restaurant

window. WAITER WANTED, APPLY WITHIN,
it said, and he did just that despite the fact that

waiting on tables was slightly out of his line.

Leisurely he strolled to the cigar counter and ad-

dressed the pretty girl back of it. Since he, him-
self, was faultlessly dressed, she smiled her sweetest

smile and directed a volley of sales talk his way.
"Oh Boy," Phil answered, "That sure was one swell

speech but I'm not in the cigar mood today. Would
you show me the boss. Beautiful?" The girl eyed
him casually and inquired further into his business.

"My calling card is here," said Philip, and with
that displayed the sign he had carried inside under
his coat. In one minute he was face to face with

a human gorilla, more formally known as the boss.

"What's the complaint?" this lieutenant of industry

bawled, glancing askance at Phil. "Shhh—it's a

secret," he whiskered, "this card says you need a

waiter and that's me. 'God's gift to the restaurant
business.' " But the manager refused to laugh
despite the fact that Phil did so, heartily enough,
and soon Phil was put to work, after having been
handed a badly-fitting white coat by "Beautiful,"
with the admonition that one misstep meant fare-

well. Tllis was from the gorilla. In five minutes
Phil was scurrying: about to the call of "Waiter!"
But his position in the kitchen seemed far from
secure for his orders to the cook were amusing, to

say the least. Instead of the usual "Beans for

two," Philip woiild regale the cook with a history

of each customer's individual biography and desires.

The entire lunch hour Philip and the cook wrangled
over each order, each possessing far from a bad
hold on the weapon, repartee. Cracks flew fast and
furiously and finally the cook gave in. "Wliat, you
aga-n?" he bellowed, after Phil had scrambled an
order of sunnyside.-iips. "Now listen. Bo. I'rp

gonna give you one more chance before I throw
you out. Savvy? You just give your order, 'Ham
and eggs for two' and I'll figure it out some way."
This was only the hundredth time he had repeated
this lesson in the art of cryptic speech and it always
ended with "I'll figure it out some way." The next
man in wanted to know how the chicken broth and
lamb was. "Well," replied Phil, "the lamb was a
little peeved but that's all right now." The cus-

tomer, bewildered, followed Phil's trim form with
startled eyes. "Oh Chef," commanded Phil, "Come
out here and get this one!" "\'eh, what now?" asked
the wearied gentleman. "MAAA—aaa—CLUCK—
cluck," yelled Phil, wiggling his outstretched fingers

beneath his chin. "O—O—," screamed the harassed
cook, "Speak—English—anything!" "Ha," laughed
Phil, "Figure that out some way. A lamb says
Maa, wise guy!"
Emerging hastily the cook grabbed Phil s unsus-

pecting collar and the seat of his pants. By way of

the bum's rush he found himself on the sidewalk.

"Good-bye, Beautiful," he called, "I'll always re-

member you." Phil spoke half aloud, from his place

on the curb. "No job, eh? "YOU figure THAT one
out," yelled the cook.

ONE MAN
Mrs. John E. Hermenet, Jr. File No. 2774

PERCHED upon a huge expanse of rolling meadow
land stood Wallington Mansion, home of Major
Wallington and his beautiful daughter, Ruth.

Acres of woodland suggested peace, but the road in

front spoke of quiet and freedom from motor traffic.

The mansion was seldom visited, and the two lived

in happv seclusion, the major finding solace in his

library Ruth findiifg occupation directing household
affairs, never having known the beautiful mother the

major yearned for so sadly.

One afternoon, Ruth set out on horseback, taking
the usual route, beautiful, but uneventful. This
day, however, she had not gone far when a man's
figure lying in the road attracted her attention.

She called for help, and with the aid of her father

and a servant, got the man into the house, his

mount having scampered off. His name, they dis-

covered, was George Turner, and he hailed from
New York. Smitten by the charms of this hand-
some and apparently wealthy young man Ruth was
not sorry to learn he would stay a fortnight to re-

cuperate. Turner was not sorry, either, for he was
beginning to love this thoroughly naive little lady.

So he remained even longer, at the invitation of

the Major, who was delighted to find so fine a yoiing

man in love with his beloved Ruth.
When Ruth's birthday came, an entirely new at-

mosphere pervaded the house, and even the major
was thrilled at the idea of the approaching festivities.

Among the visiting young folks was Rose, Ruth's
schoolmate, who was beginning to like George a bit

too much. The climax came one day when Ruth
discovered Rose and George in the garden. Rose
leaning heavily on George, whose arm was about her
waist. Ruth rushed to the stable, mounting her

favorite horse, and riding off. Slie reached the hills

as a terrific storm blew ulL and by nightfall. Wall-
ington Mansion was in an uproar, George and the

major organizing a searching party at once. After

many weary hours, they found her in a cabin, weak
and sick from her experience. Home, she recovered
slowly, George in constant attendance at her bedside.

When she was well enough for him to propose, she
refused to marry him, despite the fact that Rose
had merely sprained her ankle in the garden that
day, George being chivalrous by request. Somehow,
Ruth felt she did not trust him, for despite his sincere
pleadings, he seemed to be corresponding with Rose
daily, the envelopes of his letters corresponding
identically with Ruth's letters from Rose. Tlie day
following the final refusal. George announced his

plan of traveling to South America. The major
winked at him when Ruth gasped, and there, before
her father, she confronted him with her accusation
regarding his infidelity as a lover. Laughingly, he
showed the letters, which were from his sister, the
duplication being an odd coincidence. Ruth sank
into his arms, ecstatically, begging him to believe
she really had- faith in love at first sight. Major
Wallington was a trifle lonely when they left for

South America, but he looked forward greedily to
their return, anxiously awaiting the bright future
ahead of them all.

IT TAKES A FRIEND

Ada Willey File No. 2777

IT is very often that the things we ourselves can-
not see are brought to our attention by friends
very dear to us. Often we are ashamed of the

things we should necessarily be proud of, and proud
oi the things we should hide! So it is with Alice,

beautiful daughter of the widowed Mrs. Simms.
Despite the fact that Mrs. Simms has sacrificed so

much in order to send Alice east to college and
provide her with a lovely home, Alice returns from
New York cowering with fear and shame lest her
friends decide to visit her. - They cannot, she feels,

meet her old-fashioned mother and still maintain
their respect for her. Not that there is much wrong
with the poor little wornout shadow, but that is

Alice's way, and accustomed to having her ideas
treated with wholehearted respect, she feels she is

right. Besides, how can Mother have ever learned,
living in a small town all her days! And so Alice
cleverly manoeuvres all self-invited guests to the
town's best hotel, and weary of that, too, soon sug-
gests that she; will move to the city, altogether, to
enter business there. Silent as always, Mrs. Simms
raises no objections, and Alice makes careful plans.
But before the summer is over, the great awakening
comes in the form of a gay crowd of young ladies,

Alice's schoolmates, who stop in on their way back
to New York after an extended motor tour, to in-

quire as to whether or not they can't help Alice with
some of her baggage. They arrive while Alice is

out, and Mrs. Simms makes them comfortable, enter-
taining them in her quietly restrained, yet utterly
refined manner, until her return. When Alice arrives
back home, she is furious and embarrassed. What
annoys her above all is that Muriel Winton is among
the gr^oup—Muriel, whose brother Billy forms the
background of all Alice's cherished hopes ! At her
wit's end. Alice sends her mother to the kitchen to
prepare drinks and sandwiches, admonishing her to
remain out of the Hying room for a while, the girls

wishing to relate secrets to each other. Good-
humoredly Mrs. Simms leaves, taking herself to a
neighbor's after she has prepared the food. The
young people are bewildered when they leave, won-
dering what has become of Alice's dear mother, but
Alice apologizes for her, and after their departure,
fury breaks loose, Alice explaining in rough tones
that she alone finds it necessary to entertain her
intimates. Her mother is deeply hurt, but leaves
Alice nursing; her ire. For an entire week, Alice does
not speak, but at the end of the week, when she is

supposed to leave, Mrs. Simms grows desperately
ill, and the doctor suggests a short trip for her
rehabilitation. G/rudgingly, Alice writes to Billy

Winton, informing him of her plan, but giving
another excuse. In a few hours Billy arrives with
Muriel, and there, in the presence of her mother,
Billy explains that Muriel has told him of her
actions, and also of the wonderfiil mother she is

forcing to bear all this misery. He goes on to say
that did he not realize she was fine, despite her
indiscreet and selfish ways, and did he not love
h.er dearly, he would never have come. Together,
beautifully, reconciled, they all go on a happy tour,

and then return to New York to prepare for the
wedding of a noble youth and a girl who woke up
almost too late.

MAN PROPOSES

Frank E. Thompson File No. 2742

ALICE SHURTZ, young and pretty wife of Carl
Shurtz, former rancher now turned preacher,
invites her bosom friend Stella Von Mackenson

to attend to her home while she hastens to the

depot to meet her brother, Jack McClintock, who is

coming for a visit after seven year's absence, with
his best friend and partner in the Abyssinian De-
velopment Corporation, Major Patrick Augustus
O'Grady,—"Paddy." While Alice is away, Paddy pre-

cedes Tack to the house and encounters Stella in

the drawing room. Both, being sharp-witted and
nimble-tongued, take a fancy to one another, and
discover that the more or less advanced ideas of

the other are in harmony.
Soon Alice returns, and alone with her brother

him that her husband Carl, formerly a
man, has turned preacher because of

n visit from the Messiah, as it were,

d fanatically absorbed in the
rtaken to spread. Jack is amazed

refuses to believe her until he actually sees Carl,

whereupon he and Paddy plot secretly, to cure him.

by substituting more absorbing occupation—the at:

Jack, informs
lively young

faith he has

I
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tt-ntions to an alluring woman. Jack suggests Marcia
Markley, a movie actress Jack has helped to attain
fame, but the two worry as to how they will man-
age with Alice in the way. However, fate intercedes
and Alice leaves by plane for the home of her aunt
in answer to an urgent telegram. Marcia arrives
at the Shurtz home, and is reluctant to perform
what is requested, but consents, ujtimately. Her
manoeuvres amuse Stella, but she is perturbed,
nevertheless, and attempts to banter frothy speeches
with Paddy, to get him to tell her the secret of

Marcia's presence. Carl is fascinated but un-
moved. Marcia does not produce the desired effect,

and Jack corners her one day informing her that
he is down in the depths, unwilling to see Marcia
go on with the mockery because of liis love for her.
She consents to marry him, and Paddy, overhearing
the proposal, drinks to their health.

Several hours pass, and Marcia has delivered her
attentions over to her beloved Jack, Paddy and
Stella still bandying words in clever succession, talk-

ing of many things of mutual interest. Walking
into the house to seek out Marcia. Carl receives a
telegram handed to him by a servant, and falls un-
conscious. Paddy takes the yellow sheet and reads
it, refusing to allow anyone else to do likewise.
But in the midst of the excitement Alice walks in

and everyone is relieved, the telegram having come
from the airways company informing the family of

Alice's death in a plane in which she has chartered
reservations. Rushing to Carl, Alice learns from
the doctor that Carl's memory has taken a relapse,

the shock damaging his brain and mind. He sug-
gests that Jack take Alice and Carl to Abyssinia, Carl
recalling nothing since his ranch days. The doctor
claims this will cure him. Jack rejoices, as does
Alice, and Paddy announces that he and his wife
will make the number of the party six. Alarmed.
Stella questions him. but Paddy explains that soon
Stella will be his wife. Thus did Providence achieve
in a short space of time what Man had attempted
after much plotting.

SECRET MARRIAGE

Mrs. J. A. Schembre File No. 2751

CLUSTERS of Spring blossoms were bursting forth

in the pretty little village as the Garland family

came to the important decision which carried

them, shortly afterwards, to the large city of Galves-
ton, the city by the sea. Myrtle, particularly, was
enthralled by what she saw, and each new object
pointing to the rising civilization for all peoples, took
on huge proportions to this wide-eyed fourteen year
old girl. But soon she became accustomed to trolley

cars and whizzing automobiles, and even the movies
were becoming a daily habit to her and the many
friends she made in the public school. But Pa Gar-
land wasn't doing as well as he had expected in

this city of opportunity—the playground of the
Southwest, so at fifteen. Myrtle left school and
procured a position as cashier in Holland's Grocery
Store, in the heart of the town. Work was some-
thing new to Myrtle, who might have felt more
comfortable if there had been farm people to wait
on and make change for, but here, with wealthy
customers and haughty maids, it proved a bit hard,

but Sonny Holland, the boss's son, was the order
clerk, and his help and friendship made the routine
of the cash register somewhat pleasanter. Soon, the
girl and boy were seeking each other's company
outside of the store, and Sonny's romantic stories

about the moonlit sea and the golden sands of the

Gulf of Mexico stirred Myrtle's emotions to the
quick. Hente, it was no surprise when Sonny made
the important proposal, but Myrtle shook her head,
sadly, knowing full well that her family would never
consent to her marrying at so young an age.

Arriving home, Ma and Pa Garland turned her con-

jecture into a reality. "Besides," said Pa. "His
family— those fancy Hollands who own a grocery

store and mingle with the swells—they wouldn't never
consent to such a marriage, and you'd only be
miserable, daughter." Mrs. Garland objected only

on the grounds of Myrtle's youth. Sixteen, and
wanting to 'oe responsible for a home! Yet Sonny
was persistent, and soon Myrtle agreed to marry him
secretly, both returning home after the solemn rites

were administered. But things cannot and did not
run smoothly in such an affair, for Myrtle, frightened
that someone would guess her secret, flirted with
more young men than before, in ajjd out of the
store, causing Sonny many unhappy and uncon-
trollably jealous moments. Myrtle's parents, on the
other hand, were beginning to object to her constant
association with Sonny, despite the flirting, and
filially insisted one day, that Myrtle give up her

Sb and refrain from seeing Sonny HoUan'd. Frantic,
yrtle protested, but Ma and Pa Garland remained

unmoved, and insisted upon holding her prisoner.

Distraught, Myrtle sought relief from her sisters,

confiding the whole story. Enraged at
^
her

parents' treatment of young Myrtle, the oldest sister.

Jane, ran off to the store to inform Sonny of his

wife's confinement. Sonny, impetuous and filled

with terror, ran off and placed the whole story
before the Garlands, who sought an annulment
immediately, but by that time. Myrtle was above
legal age, and the lawyer informed her parents that
it would cost a great deal of money to fight such
a case. So they decided to let the matter lie,

but still insisted that Sonny be barred from the
house. However, Myrtle's one married sister, Ethel,

her favorite, provided for this harsh command by
allowing the juvenile lovers to meet in her home, on
the outside of the town, but the Garland's found
this out, too, and soon Myrtle was hardly allowed
to leave the house unaccompanied. But by this

time, the Hollands had gotten wind of the entire
romance, and old Mr. Holland, being fond of Myrtje
in his own way, advanced Sonny to a managership

and furnished him with a handsome apartment. So
Myrtle flung everything dear to her to the winds
and left to live with her beloved Sonny, sure that she
would never be received again. Time heals many
wounds, and the Garlands, realizing that true love
had conquered once more, let down their barriers
of hatred and prejudice, and opened their arms to the
frightened but happy children.

Nancy Ann Redding File No. 2780

SUPPOSIXG that his fascination for beautiful
women would come lo a permanent close when
she pledged her troth to this charming and hand-

somely boyish youth, Millicent waved a happy fave-
v/ell to Julian Rogers as he stepped on the train leav-
ing for sunny Southern California where he wks
headed to build the love nest they were to occupy in'

their wedded bliss. But Millicent was wrong, for
only two weeks after his departure, she was annoyed
by the constant attention from Daisy Harford, an old
flame of Julian's. Daisy insisted upon telling Millicent
of her affair with Julian not long before, and it was
only after heated urging on the part of her lover
that Millicent consented to take back his ring and
accept him as her betrothed once again. He had
never loved Daisy, he averred, and to prove his point,
he sent for her immediately and they were married
quietly at the home of Millicent's aunt, in the West.
The next day they left for the little bungalow, and
for several years afterwards, their happiness was
complete, for Millicent was positive of his faithfuln'ess
and devotion. But this sweet taste of conjugal felicity

was marred after three years by the appearance of
some fi-iends from the East, who, anxious to see Cali-
fornia, made theii home with Julian and Millicent and
their lovely baby son. Among this little cluster of
people was the beautiful Myrtle Spears, well known
newspaper writer, and old friend of Julian's. Myrtle
fascin'ated Millicent, who had always wanted to carve
a career for herself, and the two became fast friends,
but Myrtle had queer ways, and her frequent moodi-
ness and tears when the baby was present impressed
Millicent with the fact that perhaps Myrtle's trip had
not been altogether for sight-seeing and enjoyment of
the climate. She also noticed that Julian was
strangely moved by the presence of this exquisite
creature, who demanded the experfding of much energy
for entertainment. Millicent withheld her emotions,
trying to assure herself that her beloved husband
was merely playing the gracious host, but her heart
told her otherwise. Julian, however, went along, try-
ing his utmost to keep head and shoulders above the
predicament into which he was forced. Things ran
about as smoothly as they could for some time, but
one day, Myrtle suggested a tramp through the
woods, and Millicent innocently agreed, Julian being
away at the time. As they reached a pretty spot.
Myrtle crossed a stream and remained there a moment,
drawing out a gun, unceremoniously. Panic-stricken,
Millicent cried out, but too late, for Myrtle aimed the
gun. the bullet grazing Millicent's forehead and rest-
ing on a tree over her head. Screaming, Millicent
rushed back to the house where Julian, over-
wrought, ordered the other woman" from the house,
explaming that the girl had never been more than a
family friend. Nothing was heard of Myrtle for a
time, but when they received announcement of her
wedding to a childhood sweetheart, they knew that
her fling of romance was at an end. and their happi-
ness was to be uiTbroken forever after.

ARISTOCRATIC COOKS
Lorena Rehms File No. 2674

WITH the exception of the three policemen she
entertains nightly, Elsa Moriarity is just about
the best cook and maid the Boyds have ever

had, but. annoyed by her brazen sallies, and the hasty
disappearance of any and all dainties which grace the
pantry, after the departure of the three sturdy officers
of the law. Mrs. Boyd treats Elsa to a week's vaca-
tion, planning to hire a itew girl in the interim be-
tween her departure and return. She applies at one
of the town's best agencies, and soon, together with
her mother, the lively Mrs. Clayton, she proceeds to
entertain the applicants.

The first caller is an Englishwoman of high type.
She appeals to both Mrs. Boyd and Mrs. Clayton", but
the disdainful servant refuses to consider their offer-
at all. explaining that she has come from homes many
times the size of the Boyd menage, and refuses to
entertain thoughts of working for peofie like the
Boyds, who have fourteen rooms, two cars, but no
stables or other luxurious equipment. Disgusted, Mrs.
Boyd shows her the door, and sinks into the sofa,
worn out from worry, and the work she has been'
doing in place of Elsa.
The next applicant is a young Chinaman, Chu Lee.

At sight of him. Mrs. Clayton smiles, amusedly, but
the harrassed Mrs. Boyd explains politely that she
has no accommodations for a male servant, Tlie
young man pleads with her, and explains that he is

not one tenth as flighty as a young woman might be,
Mrs, .Clayton is charmed by his dialect, and urges her
daughter to hire the boy, but, more embarrassed than
ever, Mrs. Boyd manages to see him to the door. His
departure is followed by the appearance of a tall
young w^oman with an intellectual cast of countenance.
Mrs. Boyd is frightened by her elegant manner and
speech, but Mrs. Clayton draws her out arrd they
learn she is a college girl, anxious to work over the
vacation. When asked if she can cook, make beds,
and care for children, she is shocked, and confi-
dentially informs Mrs. Boyd that base labor is outside
of her line, but that she will prepare spiritual food
for the household, feeding the soul instead of the
body. By this time, Mrs, Boyd is worn out, and it

is Mrs. Clayton who ushers the young woman to the
door, hardly able to contain herself, so hysterical has
she become during the course of this last lecture.
The last visitor of the afternoon is a huge and dirty
Irish woman, sloppy but goodnatured. At last, thinks
Mrs. Boyd, here is a jewel! Despite the cleaning up
that she needs, she at least looks the part to begin
with, but alas and alack, this simple soul is a pure
vegetarian and refuses absolutely to handle anything
but the foods which are covered by her creed.
When Mr, Boyd returns, Mrs, Boyd is too weak

even to relate her troubles, so Mrs, Claytort takes
the helm and relates the entire tale. Laughing up-
roariously, Boyd suggests a boarding house, but Mrs.
Boyd fails to see his humor. He then pacifies her by
suggesting an excursion with Mrs. Clayton and the
children, to a good restaurant. He scurries from the
room and the women retire to dress. Upon their
return they discover him irf the kitchen, rearranging
the furniture and decorating the room in festive array.
Questioned, he explains he is making it more com-
fortable for Elsa's cops!

KNOW YOUR MULE

Laura E. Seeflofh File No. 2738

COXSIDERLXG himself one of the world's foremost
landscape gardeners, John Schultz faces America
from the deck of an ocean liner, and sees at once

that tall buildings are far more important than
garden's, in this country. But he soon finds his way
out of New York City, and establishes himself in a
tiny Ohio town, peddling his own, grown vegetables,
from the yard of his little gray house, and this
really amounts to the same thing, for a garden is a
garden, he guesses. Still, John is lonely, and he
realizes that someone is needed in that little gray
house, to welcome him when he comes in, after follow-
ing a plow or a wagon about all day. Hence the addi-
tion of Minnie, the mule, for there was not enough
money coming in to support a wife!
Sunday is John's day of rest, and he spends it in

town, watching the traffic policeman. How fascinat-
ing it is to watch the policeman blow his whistle
when smart alecks bearing Missouri license plates
refuse to stay on the proper side of the road! How
exciting when a "Toot! toot!" from the officer brings
the boldest drivers to the side of the street, while
the revered gentleman walks to the car quite leisurely
and important-like! John tells himself he will never
live to wear a badge, carry a whistle, or be able to
marry. But watching his idol, an inspiration appears,
and he rushes to the Chief of Police, recalling an in-
cident of his early Ohio days, wherT he, John, rescued
the Chief's daughter from the teeth of a mad dog.
How sincerely he had been urged to appeal for help
when he needed it!

Once inside the Chief's house, John fidgets rest-
lessly, but finally places his request before Chief
Stanley, Soon afterwards, he receives the coveted
appointment and is assigned to a beat on the out-
skirts of the town, but John takes his job seriously,
and soon the residen'ts compliment him upon his rid-
ding their neighborhood of prowlers. However, one
night, just as he is leaving for his beat, he receives
a summons to attend to some new prowlers. Confi-
dent, he rushes to the spot, and hunts down the
offender, only to realize, after a long tussle, that the
culprit is a mule! Enraged, he leads the protesting
animal to the dog-catcher, having no other place for
it to go. Wearily, he returns home, and creeps into
bed, tired out from the long trudge from the outskirts
of the town to the town hall which harbors the dog
catcher. The next morning he heads for the barn to
feed his mule, but Minnie isn't there. Slowly he
realizes that he himself has arrested her the night
before! Disgused, he heads for town, and walks back
with her. the sun beating down mercilessly. John
vows he will take a wife he can recognize, even if

the rain and wind do betv

THE UNKNOWN
Harry Watkin Phillips File No. 2801

PEACEFULLY plugging along in a New England
town in 1849, John and Ed Montgomery hear
tales of yellow luster an'd riches. They are

swept off their feet by the gold fever, and soon both
are headed across the continent, bidding their
widowed mother and baby sister farewell. Nevada!
Arriving in a small town they stock up with supplies
and start off with a lone burro. Months pass and
luck seems to leave them out in the cold. Supplies
and money gone, they are nearing starvation but are
unwilling to give up. Each night they spread out
their blankets and tie up their burro and look toward
the next day with renewed hope.
One night, weakened by hunger and cold, John

awakes with a start, hearing Ed cry out. The
burro, who has been pawing the ground in search of
food, has turrred up clods heavily laden with bright
specks! Gold, at last, but wearily, both lads jump
up as a stranger approaches on a pack mule. He
has witnessed all, and a fierce fight ensues. Weak-
ened to so great an extent, neither John nor Ed can
fight, so when Ed is overpowered, the stranger
turns fiercely on John, ordering him to get a drink
of water, and to return^ to talk business. When John
starts off. the stranger explains that Ed has been
killed or died of exhaustion, and when John returns,
neither is in sight. Rushing off to seek the man
who has cruelly disposed of the dead body of his
brother. John falls by the wayside and awakes some
time later in the cabin of Prospector Moore and his
preety daughter Doris. Positive that Ed is not alive,
John decides to go to work for Moore, an'd together
they discover gold and set up a mine, called "Doris,"
after the girl John has learned to worship. Mean-
while, the villainous stranger, Jake Black, has be-
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come a wealthy miner, owner of the *'Bipr Find"
mirte, rightfully the property of the Montgomeries. But
Ed, alive, is his slave, Ed never having regained his

reason since the blows on that fateful flight. Ed is

called "Tlie Unknown" by everyone about, he being
the object of ridicule to everyone except a cabaret
girl, who watches over him, realizing that something
is wrong, but keeps her love secret because of her
fear of Jake, who also owns the Star Saloon, dance
hall and gambling house. The little burro, long dead,
has the place of honor in the saloon, back of the bar,

his skin displayed there, with a false but graphic
picture telling how Jake discovered gold.

Back in New England. Mrs. Montgomery and little

Nancy prepare to leave for Nevada for John's wed-
ding, also to live with him. now he has become rich.

John is blissfully happy with Doris, his only dark
moments coming with his thoughts of Ed. However.
John wanders into the salooir one day, while waiting
for Doris to finish shopping, and startled, he recog-
nizes Ed. A terrfific fight ensues, during the course
of which Jake tries to kill Ed. but Jake's blow re-
stores Ed's senses, and Jake is killed by someone else.

No longer "The Unknown," Ed and the carabet
girl return with John, to be present at their double
weddiitg, and happily thankful to chance. Ed assumes
the rightful ownership of "Big Find" mine. John
running the "Doris."

THE WARDEN'S WIFE

Harry Wa+kin Phillips File No. 2801

HAVING completed an invention which promises
to make him a millionaire. John Sloan is found
murdered in his shop. Anxious to aid the police

in tracking down the crimirfal. John's daughter,
Janice, meets a rising young criminologist and they
are married. One of two men in Sloan's employ is

arrested, he having been discovered with valuable
blue prints in his possession, but Janice believes him
imiocen't despite the fact that he has been sentenced
to die. When Daniel Kennedy, her husband, is ap-
pointed prison warden, Janice urges him to accept,

and both leave for the prison, the public having al-

ready forgotten about the doomed man occupying a
death house cell. Though reared among cultured
folk, Janice quickly accustoms herself to the life as
wife of the warden, arfd the comfortable quarters
overlooking the prison and prison workshop. Al-
ways believing in the convicted man's innocence she
determines to seek out the real killer, assured that
he is the other worker formerly employed by her
father. What a coincidence when she learns he has
been jailed for forgery! How convenien't to have
both objects of her study at her very doorstep!
Janice's plan is a simple one. simple because she is

not the first woman to use beauty and charm to lure

a man to his eventual ruin! While at work in the
shop, Janice would gaze at the man and draw him
on with coquetry. Amazed at this sudden attention,
he was swept off his feet, for back in* Sloan's shop
his attempts to attract the girl never succeeded.
Soon, the fellow is well under the illusion that Janice
is madly in love with him, and when she provides
means for escape, he is positive of his conquest.
The night of the escape she meets him in her car,
outside the gates, he little realizing what she has in

store for him. Hearing the alarm Janice knows
Daniel has received her enigmatic letter, and takirfg
life in her hands, she drives the car madly, giving
the pursuing car a wild ride, and heading for a de-
serted cabin. Once inside Janice sees the man is

shaken with fear and badly wounded, so. carrying
the illusion to the last she coaxes from him the con-
fessiorf, making him sign, he dying in her arms.
The police are puzzled to discover the inert form of
their victim slumped beside the likewise inert body
of Kennedy's wife! But the signed confession is in

hand!

afterwards Janice this prison ho
*

life.

cent man! But Daniel has misunderstood, and think-
ing her in love with the criminal found in her arms,
has headed for the mountains, alone. When she
finally finds him, he is but a shadow of his old self,

but humbly repentant, he vows he will start anew,
happy in the sweetness of reunion.

DOCTOR'S ORDERS

Harry Watkin Phillips File No. 2801

STUDYING at the same umversity and interested
in mostly similar things, Alvin Coles and Terry
Danzig fall in love with the same girl—the

daughter of the minister in the college town. Alvin
is a medical student, and Terry a law student, and
both being charming, as well as intelligent, Maida.
the young lady canrtot choose. She humors both,
but Terry is entirely too quick-tempered to endure
such nonsense, and he pleads with his father a phy-
sician, to advise Alvin to go West for his health.
An admirer of the older man. and alarmed at this
news, Alvin falls into the trap and leaves town for
the summer, only to discover that Maida and Terry
are married, upon* his return. Swearing revenge,
and assured that it was he whom Maida really loved,
he goes to another town and sets up a practice there
upon his becoming a doctor. Twenty years elapse.
When the story is resumed. Alvin is married to a
wealthy girl, and is the father of a beautiful daugh-
ter of college age. Terry and Maida are the parents
of a brilliant son. who is anxious to take up the
study of law. Thus, he comes to the town where
Alvin has a large practice in medicine, the town in*

which the college he has chosen is located, and life

goes on. all unaware . of the renewal of the drama
present in their lives again. Alvin's beloved daugh-
ter Griselda is still popular in her set at the college.

and losing his loyal wife, Alvin devotes his entire
existence to making the girl happy.
Upon' returning home one evening, Alvin discovers

there has been an auto accident outside his home,
and stepping inside, he sees Griselda dressing the
wounds of a handsome young man. Questioning him,
Alvin discovers he is the son of Terry and Maida,
but despite his shock, Alvin says nothing to the boy
ov girl. Slowly. Alvin realizes that Griselda and
Terry's boy are in love, and his bitterest thoughts
of revenge occur to him again. Several times he com-
mences to plan supreme revenge, but he stops, under-
standing it will ruin his daughter's life as well as
the boy's. But one day, at his bitterest, he calls the
boy to him and informs him he is run down from
overwork and suggests he be allowed to prescribe a
remedy. Gladly, the boy consents, and soon he is

in the clutches of the dreaded Morphine, which Alvin
has prescribed in one guise or another in large quan-
tities. Terry, hearing of the boy's plight, sends for
him at once, and at his refusal, rushes to him.
Seeing whom the doctor is, he breaks down, yet
Alvin does not relent. However, one evening, upon
arriving home, Alvin hears Griselda begging her
fiance to leave off the drug, and hearing the boy's
answer, which is composed of complete faith in him,
Alvin relents and promises both to cure him. When
his cure is finally effected completely, the young
lovers bring their fauiilies together, and in the dusk
of their years, they are united into the triumvirate
as of old!

BURTON'S WOMEN
Eddie J. Bourqu File No. 2750

JOE BURTON was young, handsome, and fond of
two women at the same time. Cora Bertin held
his attention because of her beanty and comeli-

ness, and Bella Harfirf held his attention because of
her good looks and her intellect. But Cora was
jealous and Bella was not, so after two long years of
indecision. Joe married Bella and both moved far
from the withering glances of Cora. But fate does
funny things to people who want to beat her, and one
fine day. Cora and Joe came face to face in" a city
both were visiting. Cora suggested luncheon and
Joe, ever the dandy, was pleased, realizing there was
still a woman lurking in the shadows, waiting for an
opportunity to reach out and grab him and his love.
But Bella was having luncheon in the same place
that day, with her tin'y son, Oscar, and she refused
to understand Joe's reason for acting so coyly in the
presence of so beautiful a woman. Seeing Bella,
Cora beckoned to her. and curtlv informed her that
Joe had never loved her. Bewildered, Joe excused
himself and left the women to fight it out. but the
first thing he did that night was to put himself and
his family on a train bound for their home towtt.
Annoyed. Cora decided to wreak vengeance on the
lover who jilted her, but meanwhile, remained where
she was, the number of eligible bachelors being an
appealing number at the time.
Some two or three years later, Cora began to re-

member that Joe was probably happy, yet, where-
upon she embarked on the next train for his town",
but was waylaid by a handsome man, who turned
out to be Charlie Prudence, Joe's partner. Amused
at the turn of things, Charlie and Cora decided they
were in love, and when both reached their destina-
tion. Joe and Bella were instructed to prepare for
the wedding. AiTd so the bewildered couple toasted
and feasted this erstwhile venemous vampire who
had suddenly become the most demure of hostesses,
and several years later, Marcella came to grace the
Prudence household. But Marcella was made of
pretty much the same stuff as her mother, and when
Oscar Burton came to call, she became coy and
elusive, raving with jealously if he looked at another
girl. But this time, Cora and Burton smiled at each
other knowingly when Bella and Charlie shook their
head over the proceedings, and havirfg experienced
something of the sort, the two decided to put an end
to Marcella's ridiculous behavior. Soon, Marcella
and Oscar were married, and the two most prominent
and happiest families of the entire town joined over
pungent wine and wedding cake.

ALL FOR LOVE
Louise Lungrun File No. 2792

TIRED of having all that mon*ey can buy. in-
cluding the young men who pursued her. per-
sistently, Mary Lou Roberts announced that she

was going out into the world and seek her fortune
on her own personal merits, living within the means
she should earn as a working girl. Protesting at
first, her parents soon came to realize that she was
to be admired for her courage and convictions, and
so Mary Lou left for the city where she becomes
plain Betty Johnson, cloak model, and inhabitant of
Mrs. Murphy's rooming house. Through Mrs. Mur-
phy, who is extremely fond of her, she meets the
O'Hare's. and Mary Lou falls in love with Donald,
only child of the Widow O'Hare, because of whom he
has rrever married. Donald is many years older than
Mary I^u, but it is a case of mutual attraction,
immediately, and the two fall madly in love. Donald
explains, as time goes on, that he has never wanted
to marry, because his mother has wanted him to
marry a wealthy girl, and not one he loves. Mary
tries to bring him to the point of proposing, but
realizes it is a harder job than she expected. He
begs her to wait for him, until the time when he can
convince his mother that she is the one he really
loves, but, in a huff. Mary Lou tells him she cannot
see him. During the short interim, when Donald
stays away, Mary makes friends with some of the
other models and wild parties follow, Mary I-ou

-

having the best time, she being the most beautiful

and popular. However, it is difficult for her to re-
main unrecognized because of her wealth and promi-
nent position in' society, and when Donald weakens
and calls her, she goes back willingly. Realizing
that one of the wealthier playboys she has met has
come to mean more than a little to Mary Lou,
Donald insists that if he is to be assured of her
faithfulness, she must allow him to set her up in an
apartment worthy of herself. Mary Lou broods
over this step for a time, thinking first, to be sure
it is really Donald, and secondly, of how she can" ex-
plain her move to her parents, with whom she main-
tains constant touch. But things work out them-
selves, and Mary is made head of the Import De-
partment at her store, thus increasing her salary by
many dollars. With this as an excuse, she becomes
Donald's mistress, he promising marriage as soon
as his mother can be persuaded to understand. For
two years. Mary and Donald maintain their relation-
ship, Mary Lou happier than ever because she has
found independence and true love at last, on her own.
But at the end of this time, she protests, growing
somewhat tired of partial satisfaction. When they
are hurrying to obtain a licen'se, Mary tells Donald
her real identity, and though startled, he explains
he is only pleased for his mother's sake. Back at
home, the Roberts' rejoice over Mary's happiness,
and the happy pair resume the life of ease Mary has
abandoned in search of true love without material
glamour.

AMERICANO
Mary B. Dillon File No. 2791

QUARRIES were at their best in 1922, and there
was plenty of work for many Italians, ready to
leave their native shores for the land of Golden

Opportunities. Plenty of work and money! Thus had
the Cirillo family gradually worked its way to the
great Americano, land of liberty and plenty! First
came Big John, and then father Angelo and mother
Maria, followed by aunts and cousins galore. But
last of all came Amelio, young and strong and hand-
some, and welcomed by all, for he was the darling
of the Cirillos. romantic, affectionate, and unspoiled.
Ah, how many maids had mourned his exodus from
the land of olives and sunny places, but Amelio found
romance anywhere, and here, in the quarries, coming
home at night to bowls of Maria's spaghetti and
mugs of Angelo's wine, Amelio was happy! He
went to work each day with a smile, and his motto
was, "Lavare, Salvare, Molto Amare," work, save,
and love a-plenty. Soon, Amelio was rich, for
wasn't he earning as high as forty -two fifty a week,
aside from overtime? Each week, with affectionate
embraces and kind words he would put it into
Maria's hands, sealing the bargain with a hug about
her huge waist and a loudly-smacking kiss. Soon,
it would be time to love, too. But just as Amelio
was ready. Big John got into trouble, placing the
burden upon the shoulders of the yourtger brother.
More work! Big John had substituted "spend" for
"save," and his honest gains had gotten him into bad
company. Now he must serve a term in the Big
Grey House, the ultimate product of the quarry!
And now. Amelio saved less, but his wealth was
slowly increasing.

In one of Amelio's visits to the bank, the teller

eyed him shrewdly. The olive skinrted Apollo to
Angelo and Maria, he was merely another Italian
who couldn't speak or understand, to the teller.

"Want stock, Cirillo?" he queried one day. "Si, si,

bene, bene," answered the youth, and having handled
his kind before, the teller knew this meant "O.K."
And so the money went in to grow, and soon Angelo
knew his time had come to love, but it was difficult

to begin now, after having worked so hard for so
long, with only the love of Angelo and Maria. Still,

there was the dashing Antoinette. Amelio knew she
cared a bit, and gaily he set about winning her.
New clothes. Moving pictures. Trinkets. Antoirfette.
But one day a stranger sat back of the cage in the
bank. Slips of paper. No more money. He couldn't
understand. The market. Crash. Where was it all?
A light snapped in his head. Never would he under-
stand Atnericp any more. At twelve each night he
would slip down the back stairs away from the
grieved Angelo and Maria and the pompous John.
He would walk along the darkened streets. And
none but the moon knew or really understood the
shame and longing of a disgraced Amelio, robbed of
the sweetness of love—and Antoinette.

OUTLAWED WIFE
Mar+in Trevor File No. 2797

LIGHT of step, and flushed of face. Gale Carlton
entered the office of her guardian", Tom Will-
oughby, young lawyer, and son of her late

father's best friend. Amused at Tom's sudden digni-
fied attitude, since assuming her guardianship. Gale
proceeded to tease him into a good humor before
stating her business. Half an hour later. Gale left

the office, happy at heart because Tom had given
her permission to marry a childhood sweetheart, yet
remorseful because of the means she had used to
coax him into it. Though Tom was fairly n'ear her
age. he was a smart lawyer, and his objection to the
husband Gale had picked was based on Tom's shrewd
judgment of men, together with the fact that Abner
Holden. the man, was many years older than Gale.
Several months following her marriage, the gay

whirl of newlywedded bliss died down, and Gale
realized what a mistake she had made. How right
Tommy had been in his sizing up of this man" she had
thought she knew so well! Married to a bully! How-
ever, Abner had his kind streaks, and during one of
these, he took Gale to a dance in town, to which
both had been invited, and there. Gale, for the first
time, met real love face to face. Leonard Enright, a

I
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young engineer, seemed to feel this surgin'e' attrac-

tion, too, for not long afterwards, their affair was
well on the way. Leonard had been far away working
on a project, and as they grew more and more at-

tached, he confessed to Gale, his marriage, explain-

ing that he had lived with Mrs. Enright for only a
short time. One day he left to interview his wife,

regarding a divorce, and promised to return shortly.

In the interim between his departure and return,

Abner, taken to drinking and gambling, gets killed,

and Gale is faced by her own freedom, but not that

of Leonard, for his wife had refused to divorce him.
Facing the problem squarely, they decide to go away
together, leaving everything behind. Tliis step is

serious, and Tom protests agaiirst it because of the
blaming attitude the town has taken toward Gale
since her husband's death, but Gale is of age and re-

fuses to accept Tom's counsel, placing love above all

things. Together, they go oi=f, and for several years,

happiness reigns in the place of despair. They travel

here and there, wherever Leonard's work takes him,

and soon they have two children, as a result of their

union. However, in one of the engineering camps in

the West, an epidemic breaks out, and Gale loses her

lover and one of her children. Grief-striken, she

returns to her old home, feeling that pemaps she

will be taken back into society despite her indis-

cretions and unconventional behavior. But she is

wrong, for regardless of her plight, Tom is the only

persort who will have a thing to do with her, and
Tom, coming into his own at last, pleads with her to

become his wife. She refuses, unwilling to wreck his

highly successful career, and leaves town without

his knowledge. But Tom's love has ripened, with
sympathy, and soon after her departure, he follows

her, opening an office in another town. Gale con-

sentirtg when she realizes she, too, can find comfort

in this new Tommy who has loved her all along.

SWEET JULIET

James Llberatore File No. 2815

HOW many times Juan Fernandez gazed longing-

ly at sweet Juliet Gomez! How often he wished

he might know her perhaps a bit better so

that the feeling of love surging in his breast might

be heard by herself! But it was almost well-nigh

impossible, for the garden parties and balls at which
they met were always too well-chaperoned and con-

ventional for any lovemaking or familiarity on

the part of one such as he. Was he not merely the

son of a prominent landowner, unfamiliar with the

surrounding neighbors because of his long absence

in search of fame and fortune? And she? Ah,
Juliet was the belle of the town and the most popu-

lar senorita at all the balls! A rich papa's darling,

and an educated girl! But Juan's brother, Frederico,

had been home all of the time, and his acquaintance

with the beautiful Juliet was encouraging to Juan.

What a flurry of excitement swept the Fernandez
mansion when Juan was permitted to call! And
how proudly he carried himself when she told him of

her love for him, promising to ask her father to

grant him an interview for her hand! For days

Juan gazed at nothing but this girl, for whatever
he looked at reflected only her sweet face. Sweet
Juliet! Soon "Papa" Senor Gomez spoke to Juan,
and graciously gave him permission to marry the

precious daughter. Juan, he had heard, had made a
fortune in developing the new lands, irrigating and
utilizing water power, and this type of citizen was
what Gomez desired for a son-in-law. Unlimited
wealth and mental power! With the echo of Juliet's

song on his lips, Juan exhibited the famous Gomez
troth ring to his family, and the countryside went
wild with rejoicing over the union of this handsome
pair. But soon shadows of misapprehension clouded

Juan's vision of happiness, for he felt something to

be wrong. Juliet was no longer the gay, sweet girl

of old, as the wedding drew near. She seemed
jumpy and disturbed, and jealously, Juan began to

cast wary glances upon the American stranger ar-

rived f^om New York, to consult with Gomez
concerning the disposition of some mineral resources
he owned. Senor Jimmy Ryan was a handsome boy,

familiar to Juliet, the girl having met him during
her school days in the United States. Jimmy being
related to her American aunt. Disturbed, Juan
spoke to Juliet of his mistrust, reminding her that

Spanish senoritas were famous for their strong sense
of honor, but Juliet swore she loved Juan best of all,

and believing her, he presented her with the Fer-
nandez crested ring, the final seal of their happiness.
Still, Juan was troubled. Why was Juliet weak and
indisposed to conversing with him, and yet vivacious
and frivolously inclined to Jimmy? "Papa" Gomez
sensed disaster, too, and swiftly he closed his busi-

ness with the bovj refraining from asking him to
partake of the Gomez hospitality any longer, in

fact, intimating he might return to New York at
once to settle up.

Two days before the wedding, Juan rose early, in-

tent upon seeing Gomez. Before he arrived, he was
met bv the senor, who carried an open note. Juan
read it through. "Honor is beautiful, but love is

lasting. Juliet." Shamefacedly, Gomez turned and
walked slowly away. Somewhere on a boat, Mrs.
Jimmy Ryan was happy with her husband's devo-
tion and her father's blessing!

HIS HIDDEN BEAUTY

Mildred Reed Doggett File No. 2776

THINKING they are referring to him, Conrad
Chilton. Beau Brummel of Ferncliff, hears mem-
bers of a barber's convention discussing baldness,

in a Pullman. He takes their advice, intended for

another, and shaves off his hair to ward off baldness.
But Tootsie "Tomboy" Tuttle, mischievous sub-deb.

does not allow this little experiment to
noticed. Unfortunately lor Conrad, she is at the
barber's when his valet is having the wigs curled.
After a wedding rehearsal, during which Conrad as

best man has paid special attention to pretty, peevish
Estelle Morris, the debutante crowd, of which Toot-
sie's sister Doris is a member, gathers at the Tuttle's.
They discuss Conrad's beauty and his promise to
share a secret with Estelle next day. Estelle teases
Tootsie, who is cavorting with Ted Semour. Tootsie's
youthful friend next door, and Tootsie, angry at her
malice, remarks that perhaps Conrad's secret will be

At the wedding, Tootsie gains entry, secretly, and
beckons Conrad to the library, where she snatches
his wig, promising to return it if he will feign love
for her the rest of the week, to aid her in making
a social splash. Enraged at her hoydenish behavior,
he refuses and telephones his valet for his wig.
Tootsie follows the valet back to the apartment, and
after app'-opriating the engagement ring intended for
Estelle, falls asleep in Conrad's wardrobe. But because
of her nightmare, Conrad discovers her, retrieves the
ring, and returns her to her home. As Conrad bids
her adieu, Tootsie snatches off his other wig, and
refuses to return either until he sends over the
ring. Host at a picnic next day, Conrad is forced
to acquiesce, and Tootsie's family is dumbfounded
at sight of the engagement ring. But the picnic is

miserable as the wedding, for 'Tootsie persists in an-
nouncing their engagement and tormenting Connie
about the wig. Returning in Connie's launch, a
storm blows up. vindicating Tootsie, for she shows
her grit by helping man the boat, in contrast to
Estelle's shivering with fear. The boat races next
day cause even more furore, for Tootsie and Estelle
are in the canroe race, Estelle upsetting both boats
to prevent Tootsie's victory. The crowd and Con-
rad suspect Tootsie, and, disgusted with Connie
for misunderstanding her efforts to straighten his
wig after his dive to assist Estelle, she publicly re-
turns his ring, unaware that her understanding father
has substituted a fake one for the real. Upon her
arrival home, everyone but her father chides her
for her actions. But Mr. Tuttle insists upon handling
the situation. He bids her dress up in her best
finery. Then he bears her off to the country club
to face Conrad with the ring and apology. Conrad is

there, but minus the wig. for he is ashamed of his
cowardice and determines to free hmiself from Toot-
sie's power. He is stunned by her beauty and when
she drives him off. fearing he will be discovered
without the wig, he takes the wheel and steers her
straight to the minister, making her Mrs. Conrad
Chilton, and meaning it, too.

MOUNTAIN BOY
John J. Lock File No. 2770

ti /^^ ET out of the mountains, my son," were theIj last audible words of the elder Lock, Swiss
peasant farmer of Tennessee, to his son.

John, who was then left with none on earth to
care for him. Father Lock had meant well. He
had tried to provide for his boy's future by en-
trusting his education to the parish priest and his
upbringing to neighboring farmers, to whom he
loaned his land for the purpose, but neither the priest
nor the farmer had done his share, and so, at the age
of nine, John went still further into the mountains,
working in the mines nine miles away, walking back
and forth from work, and living the life of a sea-
soned laborer, all the while being robbed of his
opportunities on every hand. But John followed the
path cut out for him by this heartless farmer only
for a short while, oustirtg the imposing farmer from
his land, by showing papers signed by the man and his
father. Then, after burning the house and barn, and
selling the stock, he set out for Buffalo, the only
other city in the country concerning which he had
heard—and this he had heard from a daughter of
a mine man who had come from Buffalo originally.
Once in Buffalo, John presented an amusing front,

for with his Tennessee ways, his constant finger on
the trigger, and his appalling youth, he got about re-
markably well! How those trim young women about
town admired this^ swaggering youth from the back-
woods! Yes, John's first social contacts began, other
than work, in the arms—and it is no small wonder,
of the daughter of his employer, the head of the
market in which he worked. But this man was high
and mighty, and his ideas of a suitable mate for his
daughter were far from the pattern of the mountain
boy, and so, with a solemn promise to return, John
went on to New York City, anxious to begin life
anew in a big town. loaded to the brim with op-
portunities and openly warmhearted to a stranger.
Here in New York, John found several odd jobs,
such as waiting on table and acting as butler for
a rich family who lived in a brownstone house, and
acting as street car conductor on a Brooklyn train.
But his early taste of independence and sureness got
tangled up with his good intentions, and his methods
were somewhat annoying to his employers. Hence,
filled with longing for the blue-eyed Buffalo ladv,
and sick at heart with loneliness, he impulsively
strode up to a recruiting station and joined the
United States Cavalry at the ripe old age of six-
teen! John was quite a favorite with the men,
and with his flowing mustache and iron-like muscles,
he made a brave soldier and a dashing cavalier, tak-
ing part in Indian campaigns bv day and trying
hard to forget the Buffalo girl by night.
When the five years of strenuous fighting were up,

John had forgotten completely about little Gemma
from Buffalo, and so he made his way to Chicago,
working in a hardware store, but still hungry for
that elusive gift of man—education. Thus he
haunted the medical centers, and with the kindly in-
terest of a few older men who recognized true am-
bition, became so proficient in the dissecting line, and
so capable a man about the hospital that it was his
earnest desire to become a nurse. Here, again, in

the hospital, a new love came to John, but this was
more difficult than the last, for his powers of ex-
pression were not as developed as they might be, and
soon he

_
learned that this lovely girl working in

the hospital had run off and married a storekeeper,
so tired was she of waiting for John to speak. And
so off he went to fight again, when news of the
Spanish American War was broadcast from mouth
to mouth, and his adventures in the cavalry and as
a despatch carrier were almost thrilling enough to
absorb every last bit of his attention. But John re-
turned to New York somewhat wealthier, and richer
in experiences, but his recollections of the horrors
of the war, and the deaths and suffering from dis-
ease rather than actual warfare were hard to erase.
His first attempt to work in the Navy Yard failed,
but gaining satisfaction through politics he realized
that he had better return to the hospital. Here, in
Roosevelt Hospital in New York, he met his old
love, but she was different somehow, and, hearing
of a corps going to China, he was glad to enlist
in the medical division, ready to attempt anything
to be relieved of his horrible disillusionment. Then
followed many long years of fighting and protecting,
but to John they weren't so very long because he
made many good friends arid learned a great deal
about the human body, both inside and out. Upon
receiving his honorable discharge, he return'ed to
New York—to Bronxville, where he had taken up his
abode years ago, after his discharge from the Spanish-
American War. Here, in this beautiful little town,
great joy was to be his, for here he met once more
his beautiful love from Bufl^alo—the girl he had
never forgotten, no matter how hectic his life had
been. Their marriage was a period of happiness, but
v/ith the coming of the World War John began to
grow restless again, and his nursing days began to
pall, and so he begged Gemma to let him leave her
and the two little boys, for medical service to his
country. Gemma fretted and stewed, but John man-
aged to return to his beloved service—the thrill of
adventure stirring his blood once again! How he
longed to be sent to the battlefields across the
seas again! But alas, he was getting on in years,
despite his remarkable vitality, and the superior
officers kept him on this side of the ocean, acquitting
himself nobly in his work. After the armistice, he
returned to the bewildered and lonely wife and child-
ren he had left, this time, the drifting ship anchor-
ing in port for the last time. As his boys attain
manhood, John sometimes wonders whether he would
want them to live the life he has, but with every
display of adventurous tendency, his heart warms
within him, and goes out to these children who are
following emotionally if not actually in his foot-
steps.
But only once in all the years did John return to

the mountains, and that was after his marriage
He took Gemma and the boys to visit the mountains
and Shanty Town, about the mines. He wanted
them to know the beginnings just as well as they
know the end!

DE DEBIL IN DE GRAVEYARD
Ina McLeod File No. 2793

FARMER BROWN'S apple orchard was a great
strain on the neighborhood youngsters, for his
apples were just about the best little boys could

find thereabouts, and it took a great deal of will
power for Johnnie and Bobby, especially, to keep
from sharing in the harvest, when this stem farmer
began barrelling this luscious fruit. All summer
and fall they h^d restrained their appetites, but this
was too much! All those red juicy apples going off
to strange places in barrels! No sir! So the two
boys met behind the orchard fence in the moonlight
one night and waited until the light in Hub Brown's
kitchen window went out. Then they crossed the
fence and filled caps, pockets, and overalls with these
ripest, reddest, and most delicious things. 'Then
each stopped for a moment to laugh, behind discreet
hands! Now for a place to count the spoil and divide
the loot! The cemetery was about the only secluded
place about, and so in they went and emptied all the
apples behind a large monument near the gates.
Apple for apple they counted them out, "You take
this one, and I'll take that one. You take this
one .

' On and on they went.

Doctor Emery's negro boy was returning from de-
livering a bottle of medicine, and hearing voices in
the cemetery, his eyes grew saucer-like in size, and
his tongue dried in his mouth. He didn't wait to
hear much of this steady drawl. He ran as fast
as he could up the hill, meeting the Parson. "Par-
son," he shouted, "De Lawd and de debil is in de
graveyard and dey is sorting out de dead, sure's
ah live!" The Parson suggested that the boy run
home and ask the doctor for a remedy, but the boy
shook with fear, and the Parson wished to disprove
this idea. Walking to the cemetery, he heard the
same thing, and soon, everyone in town had gathered
round the gates, Johnnie and Bobby still obliviously
counting, "You take this one. " and so on. The
women were horror-stricken, and the men puzzled,
for in ordinary cases a rifle would help these
things, but who can shoot at God and the Devil!
Finally, the Sheriff arrived, and he, lacking in piety
or sentimentality took two shots, which whizzed by
the two boys, who thinking it Farmer Brown,
scampered over the fence and lie flat in George La-
Flammes' pasture. Soon, George's white horse came
along, curious as the others, and here the boys grew
alarmed. "A bear!" screamed Johnnie and Bobby
together, and with a startled impulse, off they went,
soon mingling with the crowd outside the gates. "A
bear!" Rifles and shots appeared, but little Mary
Lou, unn*oticed and afraid was the main sufferer.
Leading a stuffed Teddy Bear on wheels, she
rushed fOT safety beneath her mother's apron, staring
in astonishment at the big brave men who were so
earnestly firing shot after shot into the toy!
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WHITE BLACKBIRDS

Robert W. Harned File No. 2798

376 W. Malacca St., Akron. Ohio

ACHIEVING success as a racketeer, Ray Nars
established himself in hifjh society, his marriag:e

to Milda Hemingway capping- his eminently
successful career. Milda. a debutante, supposes Ray
to be a manufacturer, and they are married, leaving:

immediately for "Eaprles Nest," Ray's cotmtry home.
Upon his arrival at the house, Ray is informed that
his rival, Amazio. is in town, and Ray is startled to

discover that Amazio is a childhood sweetheart of

Milda's, she having- known him as Larry Stone,

before his supposed death in the war.
When Amazio demands money from Ray. he under-

stands the man's Rame, and pays, to avoid a rift

with Milda, but Amazio requests five thousand upon
the opening of Rav's new club, Tlie Circle Crown,
is met with a determined attitude. Tlie niffht

_
of

the opening, Ray excuses himself at home, explaining
to Milda that he must attend a Director's meeting
and dinner. Amazio. meanwhile, has stationed his

men about the club, planning to extort the five thou-
sand, usfiig his acquaintance with Milda as a tool.

He informs the gang that should Ray refuse to pay,
he will leave the office "smoking," that is, Ray is

to be taken for a ride by Amazio' s gang, among
whom is Gus, Ray's chauffeur. Then, bringing Milda
to the club, after exposing Ray. a signal will inform
the men that the upper gambling room is to be looted
as well as the safe in Ray's office.

The Circle Crown open? in all its splendor, and
as expected. Ray refuses to pay the money. Hence,
as he is leaving the building. Amazio's mob sets upon
him, and they ride off, no amount of bargaining on
Ray's part tempting them. Lonely, at home, Milda
is pleased to hear Amazio's voice, Larry Stone's to
her, and she accompanies him to the club where he
promises to prove his statements concerning Ray,
whom he supposes dead, by this time. But Ray has
had a bit of morbid luck, the car in which he is

riding- colliding with the Pan American at a dangerous
crossing, and everyone being killed but Ray. Milda
is still having the time of her life at the Circle
Crown, but from the excitement, Amazio's cough
becomes worse, this being the result of a war in-

jury. Unwittingly, he gives the signal the boys
know from instructions, while attempting to cover
his mouth during a cough, and soon the entire
Circle Crown is near wi'eckage. But Ray has rushed
into the city in a taxi, followed by the police, and
leaping daringly up the fire escape, he manages to
reach his office. To the cops, Ray pleads innocence,
his enemies being completely wiped out, including
Amazio, who has died from his cough because of
overstimulation. At headquarters, Ray speaks only
to save Milda, who is held and dubbed a "White
Blackbird" by the police. Ray is vindicated from
the charge but is sentenced for selling liquor and
running a gambling house. One year later. Ray
is released, anxious to become a useful citizen,
lawful and honest. At the gates he is met by Milda
and an infant which looks a powerful lot like his
father.

THE GREAT ROMANCER
Arnold Kendall File No. 2809

DESPITE the fact that he is a mere waiter,
Dolly Rickens. proprietor of the Hudson Hotel,
looks to Al Bianda for advice. Al is a former

actor, married and divorced four times, and although
his wife is staying at the hotel, he is in love with
Edna Hale,_ "Vanities" beauty and noted divorcee.
Sam Sondheim. unscrupulous real estate agent, wants
Dolly to sell the hotel through him, but Al suspects
dirty work and begs her not to. She heeds him,
even though her fiance. James Hennedy, actor and
owner of half of Hoosick Falls, begs her to sell so
she can marry him and end her business career.
Sam treats Al with murderous contempt since his
advice to Dollv, and attempts more than ever to
cut Al out where Edna is concerned. But Edna loves
Al and her heart breaks when Sam causes trouble
by tipping off Mrs. Bianda each time Edna and
Al are engaged in some intrigue. One evening, after
Sam and Mrs. Biandi have surprised the lovers, Mrs.
Bianda insists Al get a new job. but Al refuses,
until Hennedy introduces him to Rolin Lucas, pro-
ducer, who offers Al and Edna leading roles in a
new play, "The Great Romancer." Both accept de-
spite Mrs. Biandi. Sam and the enraged wife de-
cide to get even. On the night of the premiere, Mrs.
Bianda shoots Edna at the close of the play, as
she is stepping into the wings after her last curtain
call. Weak from aggravation and strain, the wife
falls in a faint, and when she and Edna are removed
to a hospital, Al perceives, weakly, that both women
are dvine:. He comforts each, and faints when Mrs.
Riandi dies in his arms, confessing infidelity with
Sam. When he awakes he is greeted with news
that the play has received excellent notices. When
Al asks about Edna, Dollv and Hennedy tell him
to rest. He. interpreting his to mean she is dead,
suffers a relapse and calls for Sam. who has been
arrested as an accessory. When he is well, and
Sam released, Al beats up Sam, and leaves for
Hoosick Falls, to visit Dolly and Hennedy. Sam
trails Al. but is killed in an accident on the way
up because of his reckless driving and drunkenness.
Convalescing at Hoosick and Hudson, Al swears he
has seen Edna passing through the garden and in
the halls and the ball room, but Dolly and Hennedy
tell him he must be mistaken. When Al awakes
one morning and finds an envelope pinned to his
pillow, he gasps, and expects it is perhaps something
left him by Edna and passed on by kindly Dolly, but
when he opens it he learns merely that Dolly and
Hennedy have run off to Hoosick on their honey-
moon leaving him the Hudson as a gift, including
Edna s suite and whatever he finds in it Over-

ioyed to be allowed to keep her last possessions and
room intact, he rushes to the suite and throws open
the door. Edna is waiting for him inside, paler, but
more beautiful than ever.

SHACKLES

Thein <all5 File No. 2767

THE troupe of chorus girls was leaving the stage,
after another long afternoon of rehearsing and
attention to the caustic remarks of the stage

manager. Every girl looked gray and worn, and an
air of disgust filled the long dressing room occupieti
by the dancing damsels. But Nadine and Nanette
merely laughed. These Parrot sisters had been in

show business long enough to know it was only the,

impending opening night that got on everyone's nerves.
They couldn't stand the constant nagging any more
than anyone else, but they bore up cheerfully and
tried to spread their smiles to others.
On the way downtown to their apartment, Nadine

unfolded a plan to her sister. Her idea was to break
away from the lines and form an act. "The Gold
Dust Twins!" Weren't they both beautiful and
blonde and shapely, and couldn't they bqth dance and
sing like nothing else ?

After the closing of "Hot Feet," the show then in

rehearsal, a strange billing was seen about .town. "The
Gold Dust Twins!" Every vaudeville' house in the
city was virtually mobbed when this sign appeared
outsidL, and inside, within a golden circle on a black
draped stage, two heavenly blondes danced and sang to

the music of popular airs. Quite different from the
usual thing was the act planned by Jj^adine Parrot.
For many weeks the sisters were more than usually
happy, and all went well until the appearance of Ivan
Randolph, playboy and noted heart wrecker. His car
waited for Nanette at the stage door each night and
Nadine begged her not to take it seriously, but Nan
ignored lier wise advice, and soon realized her sister

was right. Ivan, having his fill, disappeared, leaving
Nan pale and downhearted. Nadine tr;e<l her best to

comfort her sister, but nothing helped. The final blow
was when Nadine observed Nan taking a powder,
which, of course, turned out to be dope. Together
they fought this evil, and just as Nan was recovering.
Bill Trelawney came on the scene. Bill had met
Nadine at a party. Bill pleading to meet Nan. See-
ing distraction for Nan, Nadine brought Bill home,
knowing all along that she had loved him at first

sight. But she disregarded her own feelings, aware
of the fact that Bill and Nanette were on the verge of

a serious step. Soon the announcement came, of their

impending marriage, and Nadine feigned surprise,

though she didn't feel any emotion at all.

The night before the wedding, Nadine arrived from
the theatre tired, but ready to settle all final arrange-
ments. Wistfully, she arranged the flowers before
deciding to wake Nan, but soon she became alarmed
for Nan was gone, leaving a note explaining that she
had eloped with a Russian pianist from the theatre.

Distraught, Nadine planned to face Bill, fearing his

ire. But she was surprised, for when she told him
he merely took her in his arms and explained that it

had been her all along, he only sticking loyally to Nan
for Nadine's sake. And so they had the wedding and
the wedding dinner alone!

Stanley Brodie File No. 2763

IT was by the side of the creek which ran by her
house and Fred's that Mary first realized her love

for Fred, this boy with whom she had grown up.
Fred had never seemed romantic in school or at

church parties, but somehow or other, the bubbling
and rippling of the waters in the moonlight, touched
the entire country about with an aura of loveliness

and romance. Mary and Fred. Their troth was
pledged, there, by the creek, with none but the moon
and stars to see. But Rosie and John Wilkins had
other ideas for their daughter. What, John would
have hked to know, was wrong with Mack, the

wealthy wanderer with the fancy cottage yonder?
Every time he came to town he simply begged for

Mary's hand! Rosie didn't know. She might have
wanted Mary to marry someone she really loved, but
Rosie had never passed an opinion without John's sanc-

tion, and her ideas, even now, were rather withheld.
Soon after pledging their troth, Fred left on a pros-

pecting trip to the North with a neighbor, Joe,

anxious to seek his fortune so Mary could be his with
little ado. Little did Fred suspect that Joe and Mack
had bargained for his life. Joe ultimately receiving ten

thousand dollars for a promise to kill Fred (luring the
trip. During the trip, the Wilkinses decided that the

time was now ripe to force Mary's marriage to Mack,
no news being received from Fred. But Mary had
pledged herself to remain faithful to the end, so she

set out, pretending to fetch some water at the creek,

took a last look at the ever-bubbling memento of hev

love, and ran off to the city, leaving word that she

would never marry the deceitful Mack. In the city,

working in a cafe kitchen, she hardly realized that

Mack had fooled her^ too, by offering a reward of

five thousand dollars for her return. And in the

meantime, Joe was working his treachery aw Fred.
Waiting patiently for his opportunity, and cowardly, r

too, he managed to cut a rope tied about Fred while
descending a cliff. Fred rolled over jagged rocks, in-

juring himself, but did not meet death, whereupon Joe
took up his revolver and aimed, but ..merely grazed
Fred's left arm. Then, Joe left stealthily with all

the packs and provisions, intent upon becoming even
more than the ten thousand had made him. But he
came to his death upon meeting some bandits who
were merely lying in wait for some rich prospector.

Fred was discovered near death by some kind old

prospectors and rushed to the hospital, where aftei

bus
he rejoined his the ling

Mary, still in the cafe, was becoming popular among
the employees, and soon she was made a waitress out-
side where the customers favored her, too. But her
safety was not long-lived, for one of her customers
was a detective, McNash, and he recognized her from
pictures. Protestingly, Mary arrived at her home with
him. and arrangements for her wedding to Mack were
made immediately, Fred's death being erroneously re-

ported by him. But Fred had sensed this wrong to
his beloved, and, reaching the town, just as Mary was
walking to the altar with the cunning Mack, a fight
ensued. Mack pulling a gun. But Fred was quicker
and angrier, and so he justifiably shot Mack down,
demanding that the wedding go on with him as sub-
stitute

!

'"

DARK HORSE

Franchelle Watson Link File No. 2773

IT was Thanksgiving Day and the Adams Stadium
was filled to the brim with color and enthusiasm.
Ed had come a hundred miles to see his brother,

Tom, play on his old team. Ed's mind was filled

with dreams of his own days on the team of Russell
Prep. Runs! Write-ups! Fame! Dreams of college
and All-American ! And then he had had to leave to
go to work' But not Tom. Tom was on the field

now, and the blood shot through Ed's body like
lightning ! He wanted to play football ! Tom was
built like Ed, and often even the coach called him
"Ed." Russell Prep had come south to defeat Adams
and the cheer leaders marched ahead of the band, carry-
ing brown and gold megaphones aloft—their weapons
of excitement and action ! The Adams band blared on.
The whistle blew and the game started. Adams re-

ceived the ball, and the end of the first quarter the
score was a nothing to nothing tie ! Russell was
playing poorlv and Ed was fidgeting nervously about.
He turned to his fiancee, Jean. "Russell never did well
fi.rst quarter," he explained, "but Tom's doing fine

!"

Jean nodded. "They ought to do better than this,"
he went on, "Honey, I can't stand it up here. If I
could only play." The second quarter was worse and
Adams made the first touchdown. At the end of
the half, Ed turned to Jean. "I'm sorry. Honey" he
said, "I've got to go with the boys. I hate to leave
you, but you understand." After a stolen kiss and a
sigh, she watched him work his way through the stands
to the field. The cheer leaders were going wild. Rus-
sell hadn't lost a game to Adams in five years! Jean
watched for Ed but he did not appear, and when she
saw Tom moving upward in the crowd a panicky feel-

ing swept over her. He was pale and frightened when
he reached her, and she understood. "I wish I hadn't
let him," Tom whispered hoarsely. "If he ever gets
caught. They need him. Jean!" The tide turned in
the third quarter and Russell held the ball throughout.
The crowd yelled madly for 19, and Jean clutched
Tom's arm, tightly. Tears stained her pretty face,
and she insisted softly that Ed was putting his honor
ixt stake. Tom heard nothing. He followed h-is mar-
velous brother avidly. That was the way! Thank God
for making them look alike! Honor, nothing. The
love of the game was the reason for Ed's drastic step.
He hated to see a bunch of ham players mess .up a
perfectly good attack. But Russell couldn't .win.
Though Ed ran interference for the quarterback Russell
scored and tied, making the final score 7-7! The third
quarter was over, and the crowd went wild for Russell
and 19. In the first five minutes of the last quarter,
Aidams scored a touchdown but Ed blocked the kick,
and they failed to make the extra point. A minute to
play! Ed held the ball on the ten yard line. The
crowd rose, and grew half-hysterical as he shot down
the field like lightning. Wild with joy, he kicked the
point and the pistol was fired as the ball shot grace-
fully over the goal post. Russell had won 13-12!
And Tom Russell became the hero of the Prep-school
football field. The coach winked musingly at Ed as
he left the field. Honor? No sir! Love of the
game! But the secret never came out. Ed had played,
but Tom was hero !

HER SON-IN-LAW

Emma Miller File No. 2790

IN thf.' days of flounces and dashing gallants, before
the Civil War cut in on the honey smoothness of
southern life, Widow Metcalfe and her beautiful

daughter Christiana maintained their little household
alone. Daniel Michel was only one of the many
beaus whose lots were cast for the favors of the fair
Christiana, but unfortunately this robust and soldierly
youth was least desirable according to Mrs. Metcalfe.
He was a Yankee, and despite his fine qualities, his
presence was obnoxious due to rumblings of secession
which were in the wind. But Daniel knew that
Christiana's indifference was studied, because of tier
mother's influence, and he decided that humoring the
mother was the only way out of his dilemma. Soon
Mrs. Metcalfe fell victim to his charms but her con-
science told her to discourage this persistent boy, and
she forbade him the house in no uncertain terms. But
woman is ever mysterious and only her mother's dis-
like for the gay Daniel encouraged the girl's devo-
tion to him. Attentively she drank in every word
and humorous remark. She gloated secretly in his
blustering, "I says, says I," and his glamorous tales
of Washington and Lincoln, the latter gained first

hand. Soon his visits grew more and more numerous
to the : exclusion of the other swains, and Mrs. Met-
calfe set upon a new course of action. Impatient as
she was with his conversation, she imagined that her
persistent presence would discourage him, but sensing
the situation he adopted a skilful technique of address,
teasing the self-appointed vigil-keeper and coaxing her
into a halfway amiable mood. War interfered dis-
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astrously with this rapidly advancing courtship.
Christiana protested when Daniel left to join his

Northern regiment but his pleas of loyalty and devo-
tion to the cause moved her. She bid him an affec-

tionate and tearful farewell, sensing she had seen the
last of him. Time went on, and the attendant cir-

cumstances moved Christiana, but not beyond caring
for her Yankee lover. Mrs. Metcalfe went about,
secretly rejoicing, but worried over her daughter's in-

difference to young men fresh from gory battlefields.

Christiana remained faithful and adamant in her con-
tempt for the hardened lads who spoke of Northerners
with mingled awe and disgust.
One evening, after several years had elapsed, the

Metcalfes were preparing to retire, after having dis-

cussed for the hundredth time, the fact that Chris-
tiana's beauty was being wasted on a "Northern idiot

from Lincoln's bosom," in the words of Mrs. Metcalfe.
Christiana smiled sweetly at that, for it suggested
the gaiety and utter joy of Daniel, who was indeed
like this amazingly human Lincoln she had heard
about, from Northern schoolmates. Suddenly, the door
flew open, and Daniel stood on the threshold with an-
other man. He looked more rugged and determined
than ever, but the grimly humorous smile was still

there. "You're coming North, Lassies," he said,

simply, "Chris and I'll be married by this here man,
en the way up." Startled, Mrs. Metcalfe argued and
attempted to eject this young giant by force, but sev-

eral years later, established as the mother-in-law of

one of the most prominent builders of American
democracy, she admitted that the small satisfaction of

beating Daniel was not a bit worth the effort

!

THE AMETHYST NECKLACE

M. B. Dees File No. 2799

DR. WALKER'S pretty little wife insisted that
the departure of herself and her husband, for
Egypt, where he would practice medicine, would

ruin all their chances of ever becoming wealth v.

Never would she have any luxuries, and never would
that amethyst necklace she craved be hers ! But the
doctor assured her that they would always be happy,
and so they were, from the moment they stepped on
the boat until the moment they set up housekeeping in

Egypt, and from then on, too. Dr. Walker was fast

becoming famous, the world over, for his marvellous
treatments and cures, and after a spectacular demon-
stration of his surgical prowess upon a noble of high
standing, he was summoned to the bedside of the king,
who was also afflicted at the time. The poor doctor
heard, with faint misgivings, the words that if the
king died under the knife, he, Doctor Walker, would
pay with his own life. "I hold the knife," he told

his wife, "but God directs!" When the king rallied

after the operation, the doctor prepared to return
home, realizing that his wife's childbirth was also an
important event in his life^ but the royal members said

stay, and stay he did, leaving with a troubled mind
iind an exquisite and precious amethyst necklace—.i

gift from the hand of the king himself. When he
reached home, he noticed queer response from the
nurse he had brought with him from the States. She
had refused to talk much, and upon investigation, the
good doctor discovered that his wife had borne a wee
daughter, and was dying from lack of strength and
stamina. Dr. Walker rushed to her, placing the gift

necklace about her neck, but she died in his arms,
after pleading with him and the nurse to watch out
for the little girl, Inness.
Several years later, Inness, living in America with

an aunt, is beginning to long for her dear father who
is still in Egypt, but she is sent to a convent to study
to become a grand lady, so as to inherit her aunt's
fortune. But she is dissatisfied, and soon she plans
to return to Egypt. Once back with her father, she
is entertained by the highest circles, her father having
also attained a position of note. At a party she meers
a handsome young man, with whom she falls in love,

he reciprocating. Their courtship is a beautiful one.
and soon the betrothal is prepared for. But the
youth remains a man of mystery, Inness only knowing
that he is a member of royalty. After the betrothal,
she resigns herself to accepting him for whatever he
is, but when the old nurse places the amethyst neck-
lace of her mother's about Inness' neck, the young
man withdraws to another room with her, and in-

forms her of his identity. He removes a tiny key from
his pocket and opens the lock on the necklace. Inside
is the picture of his mother—the queen ! At the
glorious wedding ceremony, the king blesses, with joy,

the child of the man who once saved his life !

CUPID'S ARROW
Josephine Brooks File No. 2812

DA\'ID KEARNEY was just another struggling
young novelist haunting and being haunted by
New York Citv, in search of an inspiration, but

there was something' lovable about the youth, and his

indulgent landlady decided he would not be a losing
proposition. So, on he stayed, despite his failure to
keep up with his rent. Soon, he realized that his in-

spiration had arrived ! A picture of a lovely girl, in

the rotogravure section beat about his brain, and he
was determined to seek her out. Calling at the house
in search of work he learned that a chauffeur was
needed, and the thought occurred to hirn that by
accepting this position he would be near the girl and
also hear much conversation which might Le of use
in his book, which was to be an expose of New York
society life. In uniform, David was even more hand-
some than ordinarily, and Daphne Earl found herself
wondering about him more and more. Her social hfe
stifling her, Daphne started to cultivate D^vid's friend-

ship merely for the thrill of doing something different,

David being aware of this all the time, but soon mere
conventionality and self-control were out of 'he ques-
tion for the two young people seemed thrown together

at every turn of the road, and, loving one another so
dearly, David had not the heart to disillusion the girl

concerning his antecedents or purposes. Daily, he built

up a myth about himself, attempting to convince her
that he was merely a poor boy. lacking in the oppor-
tunity to advance, but soon, under the full realization
of Daphn'e's love, he confessed all, hurting and disap-
pointing Daphne, who was sure his attentions were
merely curiosity and research. But David was crazed
by her refusal to see him, and one night, surprising
her in the garden, he carried her off in his own car, to
a mountain cabin, owned by him and maintained for
writing. Here, David proceeded to change the girl from
a butterfly to a useful human being, and he made her
cook, clean, and work side by side with him. Daphne
pretending she was being persecuted, although she
loved every minute of it. Soon, David had a friend
come up and marry them, this friend being a clergy-
man, and after that, the girl rebelled strenuously, but
David tested her by pretending to fall from a tree and
become unconscious. His wife's pleas to him in those
minutes assured him of her happiness and love, but
when he tried to get up. he discovered that he was
actually injured. Daphne took the car and dashed
madly for town to procure a physician, but this appear-
ance spoile.; the happiness lor a while because she
was spol^ted and trailed. It was difficult for her to
convince Ker father of her love, for David, and he was
lar irom indulgent toward the runaway daughter aiid

her obsciire author than was Mrs. Earl, wtiose heart
had been set upon a nobleman or at least a plain, ordi-
nary millionaire. But with the publicity attendant
upon this exciting romance, an interesting story con-
cerning David came to hand. His mother, h steiiied,

had also been the daughter of a millionaire, who had
married a poor author, for love. Her father, David's
grandfather, had sent her from the house, disinhericmg
her. But she had held to her original love, and both
she and David's romantic father had died in the
struggle against starvation and exposure, leaving
David, as an infant, in the care of Nurse Kearney, his
mother's only friend—her own childhood governess.
David had come to know her as an aunt. And so,
rejoicing in the fact that he might g-ve hi^ grandson
what his daughter had been denied, the old man wel-
comed David with open arms, and together with the
blessings of the Earls, both were inspired to deeper
love and loyal devotion.

UNSEEING EYES

Mary B. Dillon File No. 2814

THE OLIVE BRANCH

Kathryn Kingsley File No. 2813

NESTLED in the country about Seneca Lake was
the home built by Milton Maynard for his beau-
tiful bride, Connie, who was dazzled and awe

strickeu upon her first view of Blue Goose Manor.
Milton and Connie arrived there, after their much-
heralded wedding, and after stepping oft the plane
piloted by Lieutenant John J. Ronnon, were welcomed
by a house full of guests, mostly Milton's schoolmates
and close friends, with their wives. Connie was thrilled
at the ovation she received, and revelled in the constant
excitement of this post-honeymoon house ^.arty. She
was sorry to see them all depart, but it was paradise
roaming about these spacious grounds with her belovjri
husband and listening to his tales of the world of sport.
He had been a letter man at college, and his stables,
even at Blue Goose Manor were far-famed and valu-
able. Generations and generations had thrilled to the
spirit and beauty of the Maynard race horses I

Several weeks after their arrival, Guy Cr.ivviVtr.l, un-
dergraduate manager of the college boat races, and a
fraternity brother of Milton's arrived, and after a talk
with Connie, he went away delighted, as she had pi-om-
ised to get Milton's permission to have the boat races
on their grounds. Connie couldn't wait for the ap-
pointed day, and when it arrived and Milton's college
came out victorious, she was wild with pride and iuy !

After all. Maynard would always be associated with
the crew, and its winning the race on Maynard
grounds was all the more romantic. That night, de-
spite her happiness, Connie faced Milton in the huge
living room, after the departure of the last guest, and
explained that she had something of great importance
to tell him, but Maynard, positive that Connie, too,
had heard Eddie Haviland. a college luiend an \ book-
maker at Belmont Park, frame the coming race with
another man, involving Milton's loyal jockey, M.iynard
shooed Connie to bed. asking her to tell him next day.
Connie did broach this subject next morning, at break-
fast, having gleaned the information from her maid,
and a long argument ensued, Connie becoming hurt at
Milton's apparent disregard for any of her advice or
interest. When Milton left, that afternoon, for the
city, to be at the track, Connie felt less longing in
her heart than she might have had ordinarily. In this
neglected state of mind, she almost welcomed the
usually unwelcome attentions of Lt. Ronnon, who had
come by plane that afternoon to inform her of the
developments, she having confided in him to better
bear Milton's rebuff. Leaving for New York next
day, Connie made the trip down the Hudson "i Com-
modore McKoy's yacht, at Ronnon's advice, McKoy
being an old friend of her father's, with pomes vieing
with the Maynard steeds, in the race. Milton mis-
understood her reason for this nip, but unheeding.
Connie absorbed what she could, on tlie boat and at
the track, and befo'-e leaving for her iiiother's hume,
she rushed up to Milton and explained all she had
heard.' Soon afterwards, the report spread that May-
nard's jockey was ill and unable to run. This was
true, and Milton was in despair, but the stableman's
daughter, Tillie Look wise rushed up to Milton and
asked to be allowed to ride "Step Lively." Positive
that his own jockey was doped, Milton ,^'ave in. if

only to see his horse run. The race was exciting, and
Tillie rode that horse to victory to the d::^^1.ty jf the
plotters and McKoy. L'pon returning home to seek his
wife, Milton was shocked at her disappearance, but
soon he located her at her mother's, and learned that
her most important secret was the he'-aldin^ of an-
other generation of Maynards! After strife. tlii3 re-

union was beautifully touching.

LONG ago, someone named a little girl Love, anu
then disappeared, leaving a tiny mite in a huge
house, surrounded by a huge garden. And so

Love grew up in the lap of luxury, nev.^r knowing
anyone of her own, except an old man, blind as a bat,
who often came to sit in the garden, asking to be
called just, "Granny." But Love was -ilmost always
alone, and she loved to sit by the side of the miniature
lake, hour after hour, watching the beautiful vUiite
swans glide by. Sitting by the water one day, Love
heard a gay singing voice in the distance, ;uid scon a
handsome little boy stood in front of her, demanding to
know her name. After a few .'-hy moments, Love
learned that his name was Leaf, and they laughed long
over the fact that they must have been rieant for each
other, because Love told Leaf she had 'jeen named
Love after a flower of a mother whom God wanted
most. And so the two children, the loneliest in the
world, apparently, spent days and days playing to-

gether while G.anny and the nurse lOoked on, but
soon Leaf disappeared, and though Love waited, she
knew that the unkind mother he had spoken ot must
have discovered his happiness and somehow pieventcd
his coming.

Years went by and Love became a beautiful girl,

many admirers bidding for her hand, but she always
wondered about the unhappy little boy with the golden
voice, and what he would be like as a man. By this

time, she had learned that Granny was really her
grandfather, a man who had been unkind in his yjuth
to a lovely daughter who had married a potn- pnet.

He had scorned her until her death, and then, tn re-

morse, he had attempted to care and provide for the
little girl they had left behind them. Love had also
learned that Granny's blindness was teigned, lor he
felt that no one would be kind unless he was afflicted,

because of his cruel treatment of the fairest flower.
But Love forgave the remorseful old man, and because
of her sweetness Granny determined tc make her life

happier than her mother's had been. Sadly, he bid
her adieu, one day, and set off on a mysterious quest.
Life forces are strong, and the way of man unique,
and soon the mellowing old man was back in the
garden, his features relaxed into a peaceful smile.

Seated in an arbor with Granny one day. Love heard
a strange purring sound, and looking up, she saw a
plane, circling round and round about the garden near
the swan lake. When the plane made a beautiful land-
ing in her field. Love was dumbfounded, but with a
shriek she flew into Leaf's arms. Soon, the world was
a misty cloud to this girl and boy, and only the surg-
ing hearts within them took on any meaning, as long-
ing, love, and happiness merged into one beautiful
whole.

THE RIGHT HAND
X. Y. Z. File No. 2825

ALWAYS carrying the desire to delve into the
mysteries of science. David Muir pursued such
studies as would aid him along that line, and

formed, in his senior year at medical college, the ac-
quaintance of several eminent phvsicians and surgeon.^,
David attracting the attention of these men by his
eagerness to learn and his utter sincerity and love
for the scientific aspects of his work. Fortune had
favored David by bestowing upon him ample means,
and sufftcien't leisure time. So, scientifically minded,
he spurned neither, knowing both would help him im
measurably. After his graduation, David's friendships
became of great help, for through these eminent
friends. David managed to secure a place under the
famous Doctors M and Y. who. the rumor had it. were
conducting vital and exhausting experiments on the
subject of death, and their present job was the at-

tempt to give new life to a composite arrangement of
organs and tissues culled from special sources. The
two gentlemen welcomed David cordially, and he soon
took up his part of the work in the laboratory. The
work which was going on fascinated him, and he
recorded observation of that structure minutely, but
the thing about it that struck him most was the
right hand and forearm. IMuii.* \va>; something strong
and unusual about it, and |ia\i<l alwavs felt as though
it was watching him. csiMriallN tlir thumb of the hand.
Its presence haunted hi.T.. and hiially, David secured
permission from the doctors to allow him to take the
parts into his own room, which joined the laboratory,
to examine them further. For some reason, David saw
that hand and arm move, and every time he had food
brought up to him. he noticed that either a roll or

a potato would be missing ! The doctors were amused
at David's story, and suggested less night work, more
exercise, and less slaving in the laboratory. But they
did tell him that that hand and arm belonged to Harry
the Strangler, before he was executed for murder and
robberv, and new theories and ideas cropped up in

David's mind. One night, David came home from a
partv, weary and tired. His thoughts rested upon tlic

beautiful Linda Nf, daughter of the doctor, and also
upon the experiment he had given off observing for the
evening. Once in bed, he slept soundly, but was
startled in the middle of the night to feef a iiand on
his throat, upon which lie had spread ointment, feeling

a sore throat coming on as a result of the clammy
weather. The fingers closed about David's neck, tor-

turing him for quite a while before he decided to
throw off the dreaded hand and thumb. Jumping to
his feet he switched on the light, but nothing was
unusual in the room. For the rest of the night he
kept awake, and reported his finds to the doctors next
morning. Eagerly-, they examined the laboratory pic-

tures he had taken of the thumb imprint on the oint-

ment, and evinced some interest, but they suggested a
short vacation to the exasperated youth. Soon the time
to iniect consciousness to the form came, and David
would not leave the laboratory night or day. This was
accomplished by a series of electrical and magnetic
brushes. Since it stormed that night, David re-
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mained awake in his darkened room, and in the

flashes of lightning he watched this form come to life

and stalk into the room to attack him, as if in re-

venge. As it moved a shivering fear came over him,

and soon, after a crash of glass over his bed,—the
window, he felt that hand and thumb on his throat

again. The next morning, when the doctors arrived,

they found David unconscious and the body still on

the table, but there was a bruise on David's throat

and a speck of blood on that thumb ! But David
could never remember what had happened during

that night of terrors and prancing demons

!

ALL FOR THE LOVE OF MARY

Mrs. M. Gordon File No. 2810

THE mortgage being due on his home in fifteen

days, Dr. John Ellis tries to reason with the pres-

ident of Moore & Company, William Moore,
holder of the mortgage. But Moore, in love -with

Ellis' lovely daughter Mary and aware that she is

engaged to Allen Spencer, young attorney, insists upon
prompt payment. Moore appeals to his younger
brother Joe for aid, and Joe gladly assists his favorite

brother. All seems well fixed, but, waiting for the

receipt of payment, in Moore's office. Dr. Ellis drops

dead of heart failure, and with his usual cunning,

Moore withholds the receipt, pretending it has never

been paid. Unfortunately, Allen finds it necessary to

leave town on important business, and Mrs. Ellis and
Mary are left at Moore's mercy. When he demands
payment from Mrs. Ellis, she is dumbfounded, believing

this paid. She promises to try her best to pay,, but

Moore, knowing she cannot, informs her that Mary
as his wife will do instead. Shocked, Mrs. Ellis tries

to hide the matter from Mary, but finally tells her.

Mary promising that her Uncle Joe, who is coming to

visit, or Allen, will help them. When Moore calls for

his answer, Rfary tells him how impossible his plan

all seems, but he laughs at her talk concerning Allen,

informing her that he is married to a young woman in

Texas, that being the place he is visiting at present.

Not hearing from Allen, Mary begins to brood over

Moore's remarks, and next time Moore calls, she

greets him with hope. Ten days elapse, and she does

not hear from Allen, the reason being unknown to her.

Allen has met with an accident in the train upon which
he is homeward bound with news from Joe Ellis, con-

cerning the money. He is at present in the hospital

suffering from serious injuries sustained. Distraught,

and believing Moore implicitly, now, she informs him
that she will marry him, but that he must consider it

a business prooosition and nothing more. But Spencer

learns through Moore's confidential secretary, Dunham,
of Moore's treachery and the approaching marriage,

and he leaves the hospital when he is somewhat bet-

ter, arriving at Mary's home just in time to prevent

the horrible wedding. Moore holds his own, and

the shock of Allen's expose does not go across. They
refuse to believe Allen and the minister plans to go

on. But Uncle Joe Ellis arrives soon afterwards, in

answer to Allen's hasty summons to hurry, and be-

tween the uncle and the sweetheart of the girl, Moore
is conclusively exposed ! In the excitement, Allen ex-

plains that his business out of town was merely a

conference with Joe Ellis concerning the payment of

the mortgage by the late Doctor Ellis, and blushingly,

he steps before the minister and asks him to go on.

After the ceremony, Allen takes his bride in his arms,,

and they face a future of happiness together.

BABY WANTED

Mrs. E. A. Turrentine File No. 2802

ENAMORED with the handsome policeman detailed

to Park duty. Nurses Mincer and Cobald neglect

their infant charges to make plays for his favor.

But the pohceman, wise in the ways of women, pat-

ronizes both to their utter distraction, the two girls

leaving the babies to fight the thing out finally. Since

both babies are not unlike in their features, and since

both carriages are identical, two small boys sense fun

in changing about the squealing charges of the in-

fatuated young women. Soon afterwards, they leave

for home, unaware of the change which has been made.
Mrs. de Trevers is the first to discover the mistake,

her child, a girl, possessing a glaring birthmark on her

leg. Alarmed, she calls her husband frantically, he

sending for the doctor, imagining his wife to have
gone insane. In the general melee which ensues, the

stupid nurse, thinking only of the handsome cop, leaves

for the evening, allowing the poor parents to do all

the fretting and stev,'ing. But it does not take long

to convince Mr. de Trevers, and soon he is chasing

from taxi to taxi, train to train, and police station to

police station, only incurring the amusement of police-

men and cliauffeurs, because of the fact that his in-

coherent answers and questions lead them to believe

he is chasing a girl—his sweetheart, perhaps ! Soon,

exhausted, he arrives at the city newspaper office, and
is almost driven insane by the apparent lethargy of the

employees who confront him to take the ad he wishes

to run. At last, they take it. and it appears next day.

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS REWARD FOR
ONE LOST BABY. NO QUESTIONS ASKED.
But the trouble only starts here, for soon dozens of

bedraggled babies are carried in and out of his house,

in answer to' the ad!

At the home of the Bradstreet's a similar experience

is encountered, Mrs. Biadstreet fainting away hys-

terically when she discovers a girl baby with a huge
bruise on her leg. Immediately she scolds the nurse
for allowing the child to fall down, but when she dis-

covers it to be a girl, she collapses at once. After sev-

eral hours of uncontrolled weeping and fretting, the

Bradstreet's hit upon a plan which is even smarter

than that of the de Trevers'. Reahzing that an ad
would attract adventurers and money mad folk. Brad-

street advises his wife to visit the park next day with

the nurse, whose plea of innocence is nothing short of

amusing. There, he informs her, there is a possibility

of meeting up with another distraught woman in an
identical fix. Hopping into her car, Mrs. Bradstreet
starts toward the park, having herself driven around it

five times, but unfortunately, Mrs. de Trevers has done
identically the same thing, except that Mrs. de Trever
and Mrs. Bradstreet, have been riding around side by
side, each looking out of opposite windows ! However,
tired from the search, Mrs. Bradstreet decides to take

to a bench to rest, and when she does, there is Mrs.
de Trevers at the other end, deep in conference with
her nurse whom she has surprised in the arms of the

policeman. Suddenly, both women see each other and
the babies, and a hearty reunion follows

!

his recovery, his only thought was Rose. Ater months
of weary searching, after his recovery, which was
brought about by shock, he finally managed to locate

Rose, through the night club.

Ted, overjoyed at this reunion, thanked Mrs. Gris-

wold, and went off, happily, with his much-beloved
and newly-found happiness.

THE MIDNIGHT CALL

F. A. Francisco File No. 2779

THE sharp jangle of a telephone rent the silence

of the night, a moment after midnight. Thomas
Nelson, millionaire manufacturer, came out of his

sleep with a start and grasped the instrument at his

bedside. "Hello," he shouted, "Hello!" but instead of

anything he might have expected, a cool, throaty fem-

inine voice engaged him in conversation of an unusual
type.
"Thomas Nelson," she said, softly, "We are at your

business office. If I should hght the match in my
hand, setting ot¥ a particular nearby fuse, there'd be a

terrific explosion, due to some powder you have around.

Isn't that so?" Tom's answers were submissive and
monosyllabic. He gasped, at the final click but gave
no answer. Yet. a second after he hung up the re-

ceiver he realized two things. The first was that he'd

have to be at the office in seven minutes, to open the

safe for this scandalously brazen bandit. The second
was that he must get in touch with the police at once.

Dazed, he threw a heavy coat over his pajamas and
was at the office in a jiffy, having little time to even
wonder whether the switchboard operator at the apart-

ment house had gotten the message straight. Ob-
viously, she had. for when Tom arrived, the police were
already there, but instead of facing a gun girl and gun
muzzle, he observed that the safe door was blown off,

money and valuables missing in huge quantities. Tom
and the Chief talked it all over and were amazed to

realize that all this had been done in approximately

seven minutes. As they stood there, the phone jangled

again, but this time Tom was prepared for the worst.

Grasping the phone, he was greeted by the same voice,

only it was sweeter this time.
"Tom, old boy." she purred, "We're calling from

your bedside. You fell for that line smoothly and did

vour part well. Just a little trick of ours to remove
you for a while. And say—if there's one thing I adore

it's a tnan who sips absinthe in bed and smokes
Murads." The click told Tom he was stuck again,

but in more ways than one. That voice had smitten

his bachelor heart as none before it. Facing his looted

apartment savagely, he thanked God for vaults and
dreamed of a throaty voice—and absinthe

!

Several months after his experience. Tom was at his

country club, recuperating on the veranda after a stiff

eighteen holes. Near him. but surrounded by males ci

all tvpes and bank rolls, sat an amazingly beautiful

woman with a husky, delicious voice ! Tom brought a

flush to her face as he approached the group, but not

because she recognized him. It was his handsome face

and vital bearing ! It was Tom's bandit of course, and
their introduction was tinged with satire, but do you
really think he let her go this time? He made her

pay back the humiliation she had caused him by hear-

"ng stories about phone calls and voices the rest of he^

life- Mr
the smile" !

Thomas Nelson, formerly "The with

THE INTERRUPTED HONEYMOON
Helen Mastronardi File No. 2827

TED LIVINGSTON and Rose Vance smiled at

each other shyly, in the taxi which was carry-
ing them to the railroad depot where they would

embark on the first lap of their honeymoon. Happiness
was ahead of them, and soon they would be idling

beautiful summer days in a lovely hotel somewhere in

the mountains. The time seemed to fly, and soon,
one month had gone by, since the day they an-

swered with solemn "I dos." The next day would be
the start of a leisurely journey home, which meant the

beginning of Rose's life in the beautiful Livingston
mansion. It seemed a tale out of a fairy book to

her! But trouble was in store for this happy pair, and
it wasn't far off. for the night before they were to

start for home, Ted stepped out for a walk, waiting
for Rose to finish packing, and did not return, though
Rose waited more than a week. Worried, Rose became
a shadow of herself, but to no avail, for it was ap-

parent, his being victimized by evil forces !

Returning to the Livingston home, she received no
sympathy, for they held her at fault for their son's

disappearance, and she was forced to find work to keen
from starving, and also to prepare for and protect the
little life which was stirring within her. Accepting a

job as night club hostess, she was met with hard luck
on every side, for the work was strenuous, and she
was expected to accept all the advances of drunken
and degenerate patrons. Fired, finally, she found her-

self on the brink of suicide, but was rescued by a

kindly old woman living near her boarding house. In
this woman's home, little Ted was born, and his re-

semblance to Ted, Sr., buoyed her spirits somewhat.
However, her complete collapse came, one afternoon,
when Mrs. Griswold. her benefactress, brought Ted to
her. Hysterical from the shock, she collapsed in his

arms, discoverine:. upon her recovery, that Ted had
had a serious fall, the night of his disappearance, re-

sulting in the loss of his memory. But he, too, was
fortunate in being cared for by kind people, and upon

BORN TO BE GOOD
Mrs. J. A. Smith File No. 2783

REVERBERATING like the cry from ten thou-
sand tortured souls, the wind howled that

October night, and beat against the panes like

so many impatient, angry fingers, but Mrs. Helen
James sat in her cozy fiving room glad of the warmth
and shelter, and glad that her only beloved one left

was right beside her. Busily absorbed in her book, she
was resting her hand on her husband's arm, and he
was staring olT into the fire, thinking of other times
and other days. Suddenly, Helen put down her book
and pricked up her ears, at the sound of the doorbell.

Two moments later she heard the gruff voice of the
maid trying to urge someone from the doorstep.
Alarmed, she rushed to the door and found herself face

to face with a lovely frail young creature, shabbily
dressed, and soaked to the skin. Moved by pity, Helen
dismissed the servant and ushered the young girl to

her own bedroom, with the help of Tom. There, she
took the drenched garments and substituted warm
robes, putting the girl into the bed once occupied by
a youngster of her own. The tired eyes closed in

sleep at once, and tears coursed down the cheeks of

the kindly people as they glimpsed the haggardness
and hopeless demeanor of the beautiful face on the
pillow.
Several hours later, a baby was born to the stranger,

she dying in the arms of the weeping Helen. But a
smile was across the thin face of the unfortunate, for

Mrs. James had promised to care for the boy and keep
him from harm. And so, Tommy the Third grew up
in the home of these wonderfully warm-hearted people,
never knowing his own history nor even suspecting
that Helen and Tom were anything but his own
people.
The years sped by and soon Tommy was a grown

man, graduating college with many honors, besides be-
ing the handsomest and most popular senior. Born to
be bad, he had, without a doubt, shattered every foun-
dation of his heredity. Soon, new happiness was to
come to Helen and Tom, for the boy, a successful
lawyer, was to be married shortly to Merna Hays,
the town's wealthiest and most beautiful girl. This
forthcoming wedding was causing more excitement at
the James house than even the coming of Tommy him-
self had done. But the wedding brought a chain of

queer happenings for in the early morning, a bedraggled
creature appeared at the door and insisted upon speak-
ing to Helen. After being ushered into the large
room, the two women were closeted for over an hour,
and both appeared red-eyed after the session. The
stranger, it appeared was Tommy's other grandmother,
the mother of the beautiful derelict who had borne
her child in their home. But wonder of wonders was
that Tommy was their own grandchild, for it had been
that beautiful child who had caused their owrt son's
leaving home at sixteen, never to appear again. Both
young people were long since dead. Hysterical with
grief and joy, the two mothers sat side by side,

silently clutching one another in great happiness for

the Hfe that had remained in their keeping.

RICH BOY'S OATS
John J. Smith File No. 2847

THE wild oats Charles is sowing becoming too
much for his father to bear, Mr. Green decides t6
send his son West to a ranch upon which he has

spent some of the best years of his youth. Charles,
thinking this will be amusing, if nothing else, bids
his fiancee, Alice Clifford, farewell, and leaves, only
to return shortly, in disgust, deploring the manner in
which tenderfoots are treated by the cowpunchers.
Enraged, and losing the Httle hope he has, Mr. Green
informs Charles that he will attempt to curb his uit-

ruly ways by cutting his allowance by one half. Mrs.
Green intercedes for the boy, but to no avail. For
several weeks, Charles manages to endure this cut,

but the feeling of injustice rises within him and
swells to great heights, and in a fit of rage and re-

venge, he steals from his father's account, forging a
check, and reverting to his wild heights immediately
afterwards. Green, sorely grieved, realizes at once,
where guilt lies, but is unwilling at first to prosecute
his own son. Charles, trading on this principle, is

assured that not only will this theft go unnoticed, but
also as many in the future as he desires. However,
Green makes up his mind that he niust teach the boy
a lesson for once and always, and in a few da^-s,

Charles finds himself behind the bars for ten years,
after a quiet trial. Startled, Charles goes off, but he
finds it haixi to forget his playboy self, and his be-
havior in the prison makes him a problem for the
authorities, who fear him because of his wealth and
position. After a year, he receives a letter from Alice,

his fiancee, in which she deplores his actions, concern-
ing which she has inquired. She goes on to say she
still loves him and will always wait, believing that

under his ugly veneer, there remains elements of an
upright and intelligent man. This letter touches
Charles deeply, and he decides that he owes a better
showing to the two women who are standing by him,
Alice and his mother. At once, he becomes a model
prisoner, and in two years, he is paroled for good be-

havior. Proud but backwardly, he returns home and
informs his father that he is leaving for another city.

He asks for enough funds to carry him over, and his

father's consent to assume the name, Charles Arthur,
so as to start anew, without having to live down his

past.
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Two years later, Charles has worked himself up in

a bank, becoming- indispensable enough to be made a
vice-president. When the firm honors him with a
dinner, he asks to be allowed to invite some guests.
Given permission, he invites Mr. and Mrs. Green and
Alice, and when he is called upon to speak, he startles

the assemblage by telling the true story of his life,

emphasizing his points and narrative by calling- upon
his mother and father and fiancee to rise, so others
may be as proud of them as he is. Then, when the
bank president embraces his father, who is an old
business associate, tears come to the eyes of everyone,
and Charles, overcome with emotion and proud of his

success despite earlier odds, slips away quietly with
Alice, joyfully bound for the very first Justice of the

THE SCORPION

Carrie B. Cransfon File No. 2819

BOUND for Cuba, to forget his troubles and enter
a profitable business, Mr. Lang of New York
finds himself sharing a stateroom with the Mar-

quis de Buena de Vista, who is travelling with his

wife and two daughters, the Misses Monte. Lang is

disgusted with the actions of the other Americans on
board, he being temperate, himself, and also finds it

quite embarrassing when Sylvia Monte attempts to

flirt with him, arranging secret meetings and inform-
ing- him of her affairs, in deep confidence. She is

telling him, one day, that she is unhappy because of

her engagement to a man of sixty, and Lang expresses
sympathy, but her father overhears the conversation,
thereby confining her to her stateroom the remainder
of the journey. When he upbraids her, privately, she
informs the Marquis that she is in love with Lang.

Getting off the boat at Antilla, Lang heads for

Imajo, the American colony headed by a Mr. Lewis,
and upon his arrival, enters business immediately,
hiring Miss Crane, the boarding- house keeper's
daughter, as secretary. While at work, she discovers

a letter from his American attorney stating that his

wife, thinking him in Europe, is on her way to Cuba
with another man, Forbes. Soon, Lang encounters her
in the boarding: house and the atmosphere is tense and
strained despite the fact that no one but Lewis under-
stands. Mrs. Lang fears exposure and a break with
Forbes, and is unnerved completely, the least thing
upsetting her entirely. Forbes, to help her, asks Lang
to rent him rooms at his ranch, in order to quiet Mrs.
Lang, and this alarms her more than the rest of the
afifair. To solve her problem, she attempts to shoot
Lang, but unfortunately, for her, the gun is not loaded,

and she fails. Returning to her room, she confronts
Forbes in a scared manner, and states she is going
to bed, but as she disrobes, two huge scorpions at-

tack her, and her screams and hysterical conduct at-

tract the attention of the entire section, everyone
unable to understand what has made this apparently
sophisticated and well- poised woman so cowed, and
scared of her shadow. The next day, as a result of

the notoriety, Forbes is arrested by American detec-

tives, for murder and robbery, in the States, but com-
mits suicide in a closet in his room while the detec-

tives are waiting to take him away. Seriously ill as a
final result of her ordeal, Mrs. Lang requests Miss
Crane to ask Lang to visit her, but he refuses to leave
his ranch, saying he has given many chances to

reform, he having: pleaded with her, before his trip to

Cuba, to give up for ever, her notorious affairs and
drug-taking. But his conscience cannot allow him to

remain and he prepares to go to her. Just as he reaches
her room, she dies in his arms from a poisonous com-
bination of food she has eaten in the nurse's absence.
After the funeral, Lang- becomes absorbed in business
with a renewed vigor, to forget, but his orgy of con-
stant labor is interrupted by the Marquis, who has
come on business to Imajo. After the deal is closed,

the Marquis invites Lang and Lewis to visit him in

Santiago, to surprise Sylvia, who' has never forgotten
the handsome American, but Lang cannot understand.
However, the Marquis intimates his attitude and
Sylvia's, and, free from all bonds, Lang^ leaves for the
city wherein waits the first real love of his life, and
soon afterwards, proud and happy, the Marquis an-
nounces the engagement of this ideal couple at a

sumptious dinner in their honor.

YOUR CHILDREN AND MINE

Norman Frederick File No. 2828

WHILE his stepchildren, Ruth and Carl Morley,
do a man's work in the fields and pastures

of the farm his wife has signed over to him,

John Small's own daughter, Grace, leads the life

of a social butterfly, flitting back and forth from
the farm to college, wearing exquisite clothes, and
expending time, money, and energy in attempting
to ensnare a wealthy mart, she being unattractive
because of her bad nature.
At dinner, one night, after a trying time, due to

John's utter disregard of and cruelty toward his

stepchildren, Grace announces that she intends en-

tertaining a beau. Arthur Brooks, the sort of a New
York banker, and gives out orders as to how he is

to be received. Tliough Arthur is an ill-humored and
cocky person, Grace indicates there is a possibility of

her marrying him. The affair lasts the summer,
and in the Fall, she returns ta college, for her last

year.
Though Ruth has never been allowed friends, John

believing it will interfere with her work, she is

allowed to cultivate Rita Russwood, a wealthy girl

in a nearby town, and three years after the start

of Grace's affair with Arthur, we see Ruth leaving
for Rita's in her first really pretty clothes, to at-

tend a party. There she meets Jack Worth, the guest
of honor, and they fall in love at sight. Jack,
living in New York, pleads with Ruth to run off

with him to New York, but she refuses because of

her mother, whom she has promised never to leave.
But Jack is not satisfied with this answer, and sev-
eral days later he returns from New York and
kidnaps Ruth, who reluctant at first, soon finds
happiness. She is delighted with his treatment of
her, and with the clothes he buys, but her greatest
joy comes when he informs her that he has brought
her to New York to help get her on the stage. After
several days of traveling from one hotel to another
to avoid the police John has put on their trail, Ruth
and Jack finally decide to surrender, and Jack is

tried for kidnapping the girl, but Mrs. Small arrives
in court just in time to testify against John. Free,
Ruth and Jack remain in New York. Jack procuring
a leading role in a musical show for Ruth soon
afterwards, due to his influence, he being a stage
star of note. Wealthy, Ruth decides she will have
nothing to do with John' who is attempting to speak
to her, and he, angered, decides to get even. Soon
after her two year contract is at an end. Ruth
marries Jack and they settle down, she retiring from
the stage. But John is determined to break up
her home, and he sets Frank King, liquor baron, on
Jack's trail. At a party to which King invites Jack,
the affair becomes serious. Jack drunkenly proposing
to Mary Jackson, a woman of low repute. When he
arrives home drunk ne-xt morning, Ruth scolds him,
and he decides to leave her. He writes, soon after-
wards, telling her he will provide support but will
not return. Even her pleas at the birth of her
son do not move him. but Mary throws him out.
ReturnirTg from town, John is killed, after having

made a will leaving his property to Ruth's mother.
After his death, Ruth returns home, arriving in
time to see Grace come home, pleading with Mrs.
Small for comfort and forgiveness, after having dis-
sipated her life. Ruth happily plans for her brother's
marriage to Cora, a neighborhood girl, and as they
sit down to the wedding supper. Jack returns, after
years of wandering. Happily, they face the future
with new interest arfd

CAPTAIN GRANT AND HIS SON
Vincent Joseph Klus File No. 2835

IN 1812, in the beautiful month of May, a dark
cloud crossed France, for rumblings of war be-
tween England and the United States were plac-

ing her in a precarious position. But America's navy
was poor, and brave men were bein'g forced into
action, to make up for what the country lacked in
men, ships and experience. Among these was Captain
HuRh Grant, and his success brought him fame,
earning for him an official position as American
Envoy to France, after the war. With him, to France,
went White Eagle, a young Indian he had saved
from death at the hands of a bear, and the captain
was more than anxious to see his French wife, in
Foix, because the news of the birth of his son
had just reached him.
Arriving at his villa, the captain received a wild

ovation from the villagers who were proud of their
American neighbor and hero. Marie, his lovely wife,
expressed the desire that he should never leave again,
and so the happy family remain for more than a
year, and Captain Hugh bent his efforts to working,
and also educating White Eagle. Grateful to Grant,
the Indian dedicated his life to the Grant family,
and when he saved Hugh Jr. from death by the
claws of a mourrtain eagle who wished to carrv
him away, White Eagle became the official com'-
panion and bodyguard of the Grants. Hence, when
Captain Hugh was summoned aboaiAd ship to rid
the seas of some plundering pirates. White Eagle
went, too. as did Marie and Baby Hugh, whom the
Captain could not bear to leave behind. But im-
pending trouble hung about them, for, while Grant
and White Eagle went off to effect the rescue of a
smaller craft, the crew, bent on mutiny, sent off
Marie and the baby in a rowboat with two seamen.
After many days, they landed on an island, but
without water. The woman and child became ill.

and the seamen, crazed, were given to constant
fighting. Near death, they were found by Grant and
White Eagle, and all returned to France, hearing
that Grant's enemies had reported him dead. Thus,
during the welcoming ceremony. White Eagle picked
out the traitors in the crowd, and a thrilling battle
followed. When it was over. Grant once more was
declared a national hero, and in air impressive cere-
mony, he was decorated by the French President.
Soon afterwards. Grant and White Eagle began to

feel homesick for America, and all sailed. Grant
being heralded as a great man. After a sojourn in
Virginia, White Eagle begart to appear sad, and soon
Grant learned he was pining for a French girl from
Foix, having feared to propose to her. on account
of his race. But Grant was merely amused at his
protegee's timidity, and during a vacation, they re-
turned to Foix once more. White Eagle happily
claiming his bride, under the tutelage of Grant. But
American official business

_
claimed the captain, now

an eminent man, and trips to France were mere
vacation journeys, now. for the sake of visiting former
haunts of youthful happiness, and the happy family
of White Eagle and his lovely bride.

GREATER ACHIEVEMENTS

Wanda E. Hale File No. 2830

STEPPING off the gangplank upon her returr(
from Europe, Virginia Stern was surprised to see
McLelland Emerson, in place of her father, James

E. Stern, the steel magnate. At dinner that night.
Virginia noticed that her father had aged since her
departure, three months back, and that his secre-
tary, Emerson, looked slightly perturbed, too. How-
ever, she decided to be amusiitg rather than queru-
lous, and soon Stern was plying her with questions

and laughing at her stories. Virginia was his most
precious belonging, since his wife's death, years back,
and in the years intervening he had made every
effort to place her in the best circles. But Virginia
preferred gaddirfg about Europe, engaged in socio-
logical research, rather than acting as a decoration
against her beautiful home background.
At Stern's usual welcoming reception to his

daughter, Emerson proposed for the fifth time, but
though Virginia was fond of this youth who had
been her father's right hand since his early youth,
she could rtot love him, despite the fact that she
knew

_
Stern would be more than pleased to welcome

him into the family. And so the garden seemed
bleak, one more, and the silvery moonlight gray, to
Emerson, as the young people returned to the
house. Bidding her last guests farewell. Virginia re-
tired for the night, only to be awakened by the
frightened butler who brought the horrible news
that Stern' had been murdered in the garden. But
the police and family doctor deemed it suicide, Vir-
ginia learning from Emerson that her father had
ruined himself in the stock market.
After the final settlement, Virginia set out to

find work, she being reduced to near-pauperism by
her father's last act. Her ambition was to write
up her European observations, but soon after her
debut into the workaday world, she met Victor
Burton, and both knew that fate had claimed their
futures. The courtship that followed was whirlwind,
but as it approached a climax, Victor lost his posi-
tion, explaining that his chances for success were
always barely achieved by someone else. Remem-
bering Emerson's promise of help, Virginia went to
him, and soon Victor was heading for the Argentine.
Just about this time. Virginia's work was beginrring to
pay, and unable to bear the separation, she used
her first check to pay her fare to South America.
Though overjoyed, Victor soon realized that his fi-

ancee's presence was producing a demoralizing effect
upon the men, and as their efficiency decreased, the
job was failing. This brought Virginia to herself, and
soon she was back irt New York, achieving fame
with her writing. But her heartaches came to an
end after six weary months, for the newspapers
told her Victor Burton was a success—an outstanding
engineer! At the dedication, Virginia stood in the
thick of the crowd, but when Victor made his ad-
dress, his last words were, "In everyone's life is a
reason' for success or failure. Mine is a woman I"

STRAY MISSIVE

Margaret Frances Daly File No. 2fiRA

CONTENTED to live in a small cabin in the
Newfoundland woods, with his dogs. Bell and
Sailor, Jim Haley is nevertheless glad of a

chance to make room for a more unfortunate fellov.--

man, and gladly he provides comfort for Daniel
Greyson, whom his dogs discover lying in the snow,
weak and unconscious from hunger and exposure.
When found, Dan is clad in evening dress, and the
only clev/ Jim can find is a letter, addressed to Dan,
and coming from a woman who has written to in-
form him she will have to break their engagement
to marry her father's choice, Harry Freedham. bairk
president. When Jim finally revives Dan, the two
become fast friends, and in two years, Dan is no
longer a pampered city slicker. He has become
healthy and hardy, and also more interested in
the finer things of life, Jim having been a great
student of Sociology, arrd a college graduate of the
first rank. Everything goes along smoothly in the
little cabin, until, one day, upon Jim's going off in
search of game he meets a half-breed friend who
shows him a baby girl which has been abandoned in
the cold, probably by some kidnapping wretches.
Startled, Jim hurriedly carries the baby home, intent
upon taking it into the city next day, to find its
home and family. Dan remarks that the infant looks
somewhat like his lost love, Jeraldine, and upon
further examination the men are taken aback by the
discovery of a tiny bracelet with the name. "JeraldiiTe
Freedham." Realizing this must be Jeraldine's child,
Dan prepares to take it back to the city. He lavishes
a father's care on the little girl, in the dog sled, on the
way to the station, but just as he is boarding the
train, he is arrested by detectives who accuse him
of the crime. When Jeraldine receives her baby from
the hands of the law, she is overjoyed, but when
she hears that Dan is being held for the crime sh'e
shudders, begging the police to believe he is an
intiocent man. who would not bear her malice, despite
the fact of his being a rejected suitor. But the police
are intent upon convicting Daniel, and finally, unable
to bear it any longer, Jeraldine goes to visit him
in jail, informing him she will do all in her power.
She explains that she was forced to marry Freed-
ham, to keep her father from dying of heart trouble,
attd also that Freedham and her father were both
killed in an automobile accident several months back.
With implicit faith in her story, Dan informs her
of Jim's deeds and his whereabouts, and she starts
out with two detectives to get him as a witness.
Arriving at the cabin, she is charmed by Jim's
manner and intelligent conversation, and from him
she learns the story of Dan's rescue, the baby's
rescue, and something of his own life story. He
tells her of a woman he has loved, and who died just
before the wedding, and when she tells him a story,
based on her own case, he smilirTgly expresses his
wish for the happiness of Dan and this beautiful and
fascinating woman. With Jim, the detectives cap-
ture the kidnappers, and return to the city at once.
Jim and Jeraldine return to act as witnesses, but
they are met by Dan who has been freed. Jeraldiire
returns to the city so D.in and Jim can build the
honeymoon cabin, and to this, they come every
summer, to be with Jim. But one late summer,
sorrow clouds their bhss, for Jim is killed by the
kidnappers who have escaped from prison. When
he dies in the arms of his friends, he whispers that
Love to Eternity awaits him.
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THE SHADOW OF DEATH

Jerry Capozzi File No. 2840

BACK in 1915, Morano's pool-room was the scene

of activities for all the gambling and social

rendezvous of all the voung men in the neigh-

borhood where Tony and Frank Tato lived. Tony
was older than Frank, and though he was tough,

he did not bother with gambling, but Frank managed
to be mixed up in every crooked card game in

Morano's, unaware for a long time that he was
being cheated by the more hard-boiled among the

lot. Tony, annoved with his brother's ignorance,

made up his mind one day that he was gomg to

settle for once an'd all time, with the men cheatmg
his brother, and after a scrap, Morano vowed to

get Tony some day.
, ^ ,

When America entered the war, Tony and J? rank
found themselves among the first of the draft.

In the front lines, waiting to go over the top, Tony
made Frank promise he would lead a decent life,

should he survive, and the farewell was touchin'g as

the command to go was heard, but each managed to

remain alive, Tony, however, being reported as

dead because of a gas attack which caused him to

lose his memory completely. Frankie, wounded but
sane, tried in vain to trace Tony, but Tony was
using a different name, and it was well nigh im-
possible. However, he never forgot his last promise,

artd in a fit of reform he joined the police force, being
assigned to the beat wherein Morano was then

running a speakeasy and a racket. Amused at the

sudden reform, Morano tipped off his gang about
Frank, but Frank had learned a thing or two in

France, and he faced the mob fearlessly. Tony, in-

the meantime, had gravitated back to old neigh-

borhood, but with his lapse of memory he had be-

come an altogether different person, and it wasn't

long before he had become a member of Mike
Lotello's gang, Mike being Morano's rival in the

beer racket. Soon Tony became Mike's right hand
man, an'd it wasn't long before he was a gangland
Big Shot. Mary Lee, Mike's cashier, was his chief

admirer, and soon their mild flirtation turned into

deeper love. When Morano's gang killed Mike. Tony
slipped very naturally into his place, but on the

occasion of his being injured in an accident, his

memory returned, and he made up his mind to steer

clear of the gang. But that wasn't as easy as he
supposed, and the situation was only intensified when
Frank was killed on duty by Morano's crowd, which
thought he knew too much for a cop. During the
weddmg preparations, Tony noticed a writeup of the

event in the n'ewspaper. and recognizing his brother,

he went straight to Morano, after making sure it was
he was responsible for this unnecessary slaughter.

But Tony's fate was etched out for him as was that

of his brother, and he died at the hands of Morano's
henchman who was quicker at the trigger than Tony,
who was weak yet from his illness. And so the

Tatos met their fate, unsun'g and mourned by none,
but the stark tragedy of the tale lives on in the
minds of those who remember the balmy days of

1915.

TO THE SUMMIT

R. Corkhil File No. 2720

GRIEVED by the death of her youngest child,

Lillian, Mrs. M'Gregor. Argentine, married to

the Scotsman, M'Gregor, who has died on a

trip to his homeland, dies of grief, leaving only Daisy
and Walter as survivors of this ideal family. Never
had a cross word been uttered among the children,

and never had" the mother or father found it

necessary to scold! Thus, their happiness blasted
by sorrow, Walter and Daisy face an indifferent

world, helplessly, and wonder what will become of

them, until they are invited to live with some
cousins of their mother's in Buenos Aires. Arriving
at the home of the kindly Mrs. Diaz-Ortiz, Walter
and Daisy find the youn'g people, Romulo, Guiller-

mina. ("Mina") and Maria Louisa, quite charming,
but quite quarrelsome among themselves. Daisy and
Mina strike up a friendship at once, and Walter and
Romulo find much in common, but Maria Louisa, the
older and beautiful daughter of the Diaz Ortiz, draws
their admiration but not their comradeship.
After a reason'able sojourn with his cousins, Walter

decides to earn his living as manager of a farm,
"Los Alamos." He leaves, informing Daisy that he
cannot take her since the owner will not tolerate

women about. In the bustle of his departure,
he and his sister discover that Mina and Walter
are madly in love with each other. Lonely, Daisy
decides to work as governess, an'd consults her
cousin, Mrs. Diaz-Ortiz, who refuses to allow it

at first, but consents after a while, realizing in-

wardly that it will mean the removal of Maria's only
rival, Daisy being prim but pretty. In the event
of her leaving, Daisy learns that Romulo loves her,
and after a short sojourn at her employer's, she
returns for a visit, to be met by Romulo, who pleads
his love in no uncertain' terms. Next day. Daisy
receives a written proposal from him, but refuses,
explaining that her love for him is filial. He pursues
the proposal further, but Daisy does not respond,
due to the death of one of her charges. Clemente.
After his death, Daisy fears she has contracted con-
sumption from- him, but decides to fight it off for
Walter's sake. ' She remains at her job until one day
when she reads in the paper of Walter's convictiori
and sentence to the penitentiary for five years for
the murder of a peon at Los Alamos. She leaves for
Laprida immediately, and poses as a young widow
in search of work. Making inquires, she learns
little, but accepts a position as servant on a farm,
assuming the n'ame "Doiia Marcelina." Here she
works for Dona Maria, a kindly woman with two
grown daughters, one of whom is betrothed to Rod-
riguez, against her will, she loving another. Daisy
works faithfully for the family, and soon becomes

beloved by all the neighboring peasants as well.

However, fear comes upon her as she notices an
illuminated object outside her window each night.

Suspectin'g it is a German peon who is trying to

scare her away from the neighborhood of the
murder, she determines to remain, but one day she
finds a note attached to a post, and reading it, dis-

covers the German is friendly, he leaving a note with
the words, "Miss M'Gregor. The Guitar Man!" Re-
alizing then that the murderer is Rodiguez, she sets

out to trap him, and notices that he becomes ill at
ease at the mention of the murdered man's name.
Soon she is given the opportunity to visit Rodriguez's
ranch, and while there notices the sheath from
Walter's knife, convincing her beyond doubt that this

guitar-trumming scoundrel is the culprit. Returning,
she parades as a ghost, and frightens him into con-
fessing his part in the horrible murder, and after

his breakdown, she leaves for Laprida to join Walter.
Soon they return to Buenos Aires to attend Maria's
wedding, and return to Los Alamos, later, where
Daisy meets Luciano Percy ra, own'er of the farm.
They fall deeply in love, each concealing his feelings

from the other. When a cousin of Luciano's in-

forms Daisy she is a fortune-hunter, Daisy returns
to her cousins' home, and becomes a governess again.

Soon afterwards Walter and Mina are married an'd

Daisy learns that Pereyra has gone down in a ship-

wreck on his way to Europe. Grief-stricken, Daisy
leaves for her old home to see Mina's new baby.
There, she befriends the gardener, who strangely
enough reminds her of Luciano. She confides in him
an'd soon learns that he is Luciano in disguise, Luci-
ano having cancelled his trip to Europe to remain
at the farm with Walter and Mina, in order to be
near Daisy upon her frequent visits. Overjoyed, they
find comfort in each other's arms, as Walter and
Mina look on, contentedly.

Mrs. Mary Agnes CurMs File No. 2833

BEING the caretaker of a small flat, Mrs. Donohoe
feels concern'ed about her brood of tenants, she
being a kind person to begin with. But her in-

terest is focused, particularly, upon one family oc-
cupying the apartment opposite. These people are
young and seemingly poor—Benny and Rosie Cohen,
and their four months old baby seems a helpless little

thin'g. AH she knows about them is that the hus-
band works long hours each day, returning at night
with a small bag of groceries. They rarely go out.

One afternoon, the hysterical squeals of the baby
attract her, and she becomes alarmed, he being an
unusually quiet child. But the cries grow worse and
worse, and finally she enters with her pass key,
only to find the frail young mother lyin'g dead on her
bed, of heart failure. When the young father arrives
home, the scene is pitiful, and he is stunned by
the blow, but Mrs. Donohoe quiets him, and soon the
girl's mother arrives in answer to a wire—sour-faced
and tearless. She is utterly unmoved at the sight
of her child, and ignores the husband. After the
fun'eral services, a grim affair, she takes the baby
and tells Benny to come into the apartment, though
he is loathe to leave Mrs. Donohoe, who tries in

every way to lighten his grief. Nothing is heard
from the apartment that night, but next day Mrs.
Donohoe becomes uneasy, and inquiring, she learns

that Benny has been brought home dead, having
committed suicide on the street. Rosie' s mother
refuses to provide for the funeral, so the neighbors
raise the nroney, but she attends, as grimly as she
has attended the daughter's. Returning from the
cemetery, she attempts to persuade Mrs. Donohoe
to adopt the baby, but Mrs. Donohoe tearfully ex-
plains she cannot because of the difficulty in carin'g

for her own brood. So the woman stays on, becom-
ing friendly, spasmodically, and explaining in these
periods that she is ashamed to take the baby home,
because of her belief that her daughter was un-
married and living a life of shame. Mrs. Donohoe
almost convinces her that she is wron'g, but after
two months, the unfortunate infant dies, and the
woman goes off, refusing to leave her address behind.
In the months which follow, Mrs. Donohoe takes
care" of the apartment once occupied by these poor
wretches, the place being hard to rent, and more thaii

once she makes a thorough search in an attempt to
locate the stray marriage certificate not found among
the eflfects of the dead. But she is unsuccesful, and
the place merely haunts her more and more, par-
ticularly a picture, cheap and simple, a magazine
illustration framed. This begins to obsess her, and
her husband fears she is growin'g ill from it, for
she dreams of it, and cries out in her sleep about it.

Fantastic visions of it begin to gnaw into her very
soul, and as she dusts it, she can almost feel life

stirring. But one day the mystery is solved, for as
she is dusting it, it comes apart, and reveals, be-
tween the frame and the picture, the marriage cer-
tificate, somewhat dustv. In a frenzy of satisfaction
she sen'ds it to the) cruel-hearted woman, feeling that
her life's obligation is paid at last.

HERE COMES THE BRIDE

Bernard Weber File No. 2834

EARLY in June, when most of the colleges were
turning out their yearly hordes of hopefuls,
dear old Siwash issued diplomas to two rare

specimens.—Jimmy James and Jack Johns. These
boys were plenty rare, because you'd rarely find
others like them, but unfortunately they were a
bit lacking in grey matter. Added to this, they
had no vocation, nor even the desire to work. Another
thing they had in common was Betty Anderson, and
she was a sweet little thing, aside from the fact
that both craved her for a wife.

Now Jim was a fine fellow, and full of pep—the
college athlete. Jack was a handsome boy, also full

of what they call vim and vigor, to say nothing of the
gift of gab, and he had been the cheer leader. Be-
tween' them, they had argued over Betty for four
years, being roommates, but they had never gotten
beyond taking her on alternate dates, and both to-

gether on prom nights. And so, when each tossed
restlessly about the pillow the night after graduation,
the other knew who was causing the tossing, Con-
sequen'tly, when both met in front of Betty's next
morning, intent upon the same mission, they de-
cided to call a truce for once and all. They started
by tossing a coin—more tossing! Jack won the toss

and despite the fact that Mr. Anderson emerged from
the wrong side of the bed, Jack's oratory stirred him.
But when he called for a statement of assets an'd lia-

bilities. Jack slinked out, more or less, silent and
remorseful. With knees shaking, Jimmy faced the
irate Anderson, and received the same reception
after his recital and embarrassed financial statement.
Outside, the hoys shook hands and set out to

startle the world and Mr. An'derson. They tried

washing dishes, radio singing, and other jobs reputed
to be fairly restful as well as highly profitable. Then
came the bright ideas ! Jimmy invented a pair of

glasses for wear while manipulating grapefruit, and
Jack set out to fly the Atlantic in a ghder! Sure
moneymakers ! But both efforts were not only
failures but also the butt of much ridicule. Soon
they became roommates again, but the room they
shared this time was at the State In'sane Asylum..
So the world thought them cuckoos! They'd show
'em! Poor Jimmy and Jack and Betty. The pub-
licity wasn't so good for her Professor father, nor
his student daughter, either, and many there were
who had fun at the poor girl's expense.
Waiting for relief. Jim and Jack decided to catch

up on their college days and make the best of

it. Soon they began to collect material, and by the
time they managed to convin'ce their families that
their confinement was serious, they had written a
valuable book on lunatics. With the fortune from
the royalties, they went into a sane business, and
merely grinned when they read that Betty and an
aged professor, well on in years and fund's, had

Mary Ellen Walter File No. 2823

THE "Fitz-Ritz" Miniature Golf Course opens with
a bang and more ridiculous hazards than any
other in the neighborhood. Pa Fitz is his own

manager, and daughter Mabel an able cashier, until
the arrival of a handsome and talkative insurance
agent who tries hard to explain* just why insurance
is needed at once. Pa Fitz glances around at his cus-
tomers and decides they can take care of them-
selves. The middle aged "youths," the giggling
woman, the fat man, and the haughty woman who
plays with a lorgnette all seem self-sufficient and
old enough to Fitz. Mabel urges her father to buy
a policy, but Fitz instructs her to attend to busi-
ness, an'd soon the agent is on his way. richer by
only a sweet smile from the disappointed girl.

As soon as Timmy, the agent, is out of sight, all

sorts of things begin to happen on the Fitz-Ritz
course. Balls whiz back and forth, damaging win-
dows, hats, glasses and teeth, and soon Fitz begins
to yearn for a good old-fashioned policy. Mabel jumps
into her car to follow Timmy, and has several
n'arrow escapes in her haste. Soon she spots him
in traffic, but an old car comes between them and
rattles so that she cannot blow her horn. Frantically,
she drives from side to side and finally attracts
Timmy's attention. He is delighted at her business
proposition and invites her to hop into his car,
but she refuses, explaimng she cannot leave hers
in the middle of the street. Between them, they
attempt to arrange things, and finally decide to tie

her car on back. Thrilled with the brilHant idea,
they set out to search for a rope, but find it neces-
sary to drive into the suburbs to find one, a cow tied
to a stake furnishing the desired bond. As they
ride into town, happy in each other's compan'y, the
rope wears away gradually and finally splits as they
cross some tracks on an incline. Ignorant of what
has happened, they ride some time before they dis-
cover it, and when they do, they appropriate some
rope from a moving van to retie the cars, the en-
tire truck unloading as the driver starts it up,
after their departure.
Back at the course, thin'gs are growing worse by

the minute. A darky helper has his false teeth
knocked out and broken, and many other laughable
incidents occur, but the daughter is still away and
no insurance is forthcoming. In his excitement, Fitz
forgets to place someone at the ticket window in
Mabel's place, and soort the course is overrun with
non-paying customers, Fitz thinking this is his
lucky day. The last straw - is broken, as it were,
when the cash drawer is robbed, and Fitz tries to
quiet evervone, but just as the crooks are running
out, backwards. Timmy and Mabel stumble into them.,
policy in hand, and scared, thev drop the cash and
run' for their lives. After signing the policy, Fitz
slumps into a chair and admits he needs protection.
Mabel smiles sweetly at Timmy and says, "So do I.''

TWO TIME MOLL

Madeline Fairbanks File No. 2764

THE gang was at work again. This time the job
was worth one hundred grand in raw silks,

_
stolen under cover of darkness the night before.

Police were concentrating their attention on hunting
down Nan, charming and notorious leader of the
worst gang they had ever encountered.
While this search was going on, Bob Charlsey, de-
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bonair State Trouper, famous for his bravery, was
spending the evening at the home of his sweetheart,

Molly. Bob was again* pleading with Molly to

marry him, and she was once more explaining that

though she loved him it was impossible for many
reasons, the main one being her mother. After this

final refusal, Bob, disgruntled as always, picked up
the evening paper and answered Molly's eager ques-

tions concerning the bandit, Nan. Bob laughmgly
told his sweetheart that she had better watch out

when in town because Nan was reputed to look

like her.
. .

Very late that night, at a bright lights rendez-

vous, in a private room, Nan sat smoking a yellow-

ing cigarette, at the head of a huge oaken table,

surrounded by a group of the underworld's most
feared bravados. Grimly she was explainmg that

any one of them who laid a hand on Bob Charlsey

would discover his life to be in danger. At their

protest, she sneeringly reminded them of the fact

that it was she who had planned their futures for

them—she who had made them all rich. Now it

was their turn to do something for her. After her

haughty exit from the room, the men discussed it be-

tween them but finally came to the conclusion that

it would be best to abide by the decisions of this

"finest gun' moll."
At her office next day, Molly read the account

of a raid on the "Blue Grotto" cafe with mingled dis-

dain and admiration. That night, seeing Bob, she

chided him about the failure of the police to get

Nan, again, and he sheepishly told her of the woman's
elusive ways. He explained that the police knew
definitely she had been there fifteen mintUes before

their arrival. After their discussion, Molly d'emanded

to be taken to the cafe for a thrill, and Bob pro-

tested, horrified, but she won out, ultimately. Upon
their arrival, Molly led him to a room upstairs in the

apartment the police had been shadowing for Nan.
There she told him of her true identity. His MoUy
was Nan! But he loved her deeply, and begged her

to marry him to escape her dual life. She would
always be Molly! Just as . their lips met, a, shot

rang out. and despite her swift harfdling of con-

cealed guns. Molly fell, dying in Bob's arms. Bob,
vowing* to avenge this death, so unwarranted, rose

and faced the man leering from the door. Eloquently

he spoke of Molly, Two Time Moll, but in a moment
his body fell across hers, as their souls united in

eternal harmony.

JOHNNY McBROWN SCORES!

Harold Gorski File No. 2837

TO the fan's at the Philips High School football

stadium, the last minute to play meant only one
thing. Though Ensley was winning, 6—0, Johnny

McBrown w^as in the lineup, and he just had to

save the day. He could do it, and he did, Phillips

triumphing over Ensley. 7—6, thanks to John'ny's
strategy and pretty kick. Hear the crowd cheer!

What warmth it brought to Johnny's heart, but best

of all was the open admiration in lovely Janie Love-
lace's eyes as she grasped his hand, after the hard-
fought game. Johnny was the hero of the team,
the captain and most popular fellow in school, and
it was always Johnny whom they called on" to

snatch victory from defeat. But Johnny's day was
clouded with defeat of another kind that day. Glumly
he told the coach that his football days were over.

Glumly he explained that his afternoon would have
to be work-filled, in a department store—Lovelace's.
His mother was a widow and she needed the few
extra dollars Johnny could help out with. And so

William Hendrix came into his own', winning both the

captaincy and the gtrl, Janie. William was a con-
ceited idiot—wealthy and affluent, with a powerfully
good understanding of football—though not so good
as Johnny's, and a powerful love for Janie. who rather
gravitated to the more popular Johnny.
John Lovelace was in'terested in young Johnny, and

despite the fact that as a part time worker he
could not command a first class job. Johnny managed
to get into a deoartment which pointed the way to

steady advancement. The boy worked with a whole
heart, anxious to succeed, but nevertheless, his school
work was not neglected, and he was still on top,

despite his carrying the double burden. As the term
wore on. Hendrix' success interested him. but he
was not as jealous as Hendrix. for Janie often went
out of her way to see him and speak to him, despite
her interest in the then-popular Bill Hendrix. When
the Spring came, tryouts for the National Oratorical
Contest were held, and while Johnny was discouraged
at first, he soon fought his way to the top, and
before lon'g was sent to Washington to represent
the Southern district. Mrs. McBrown accompanied"
her boy. and was more than proud of him when he
spoke before the President and other ofiicials, without
embarrassment or any self- consciousness. It was
hardly a surprise when Johnny was chosen the Na-
tional Champion! The news of John'ny's triumph was
flashed over the country, and his home town went
wild. The reception that greeted him was enough
to make visiting royalty stand up, and Johnny ac-
cepted it with his accustomed modesty. It was at
the graduation exercises that the boy's beautiful
mother triumphed, in more ways than one. Not since
the time she was ill artd Mr. Lovelace provided
medical care and attention had she dreams to weave!
That night, with shining eyes, she sat beside Janie's
father, as both watched their children carry off the
honors of the school, and how girlishly thrilling it

was when she and her boy were invited to attend
Janie's graduation partv! Neither slept a wink that
night, but at the party both were blissfully happy!
Walkiirg hand in hand in the garden. Janie and
Johnny saw two figures merge in the dusk, and their
happiness was in full bloom. Brother and sister

to be? Yes, for a while, but after that? Never!

WHAT'S IN A NAME
Blanche Jones File No. 2839

FRESH from business school and imbued with
hopes of success and handsome employers, Arietta
West arrives at the office of Scully's Interior

Decorating Studios in answer to an advertisement for

a stenographer. Impressed, Mr. Scully Sr. tells her
to return the following morning at nine, to take
up her duties. At home that evening Arlette informs
her family of her good fortune, and is warned by
her mother that she had better be careful of her deal-
ings with men of the higher classes, with whom
Scully deals. But her good-natured and drunken
father intercedes in her behalf, saying Arlette has
more brains than her sister Betty, and Robert, her
brother, both older than herself. The next morning,
bright and early, Arlette appears in Mr. Scully's
office, attractively attired for business, whereupon
Scully informs her that she is to be secretary to his

son, Harvey. When Harvey arrives, Arlette is

rendered breathless, for he is a handsome young
man with charming and sophisticated manners. Time
goes on and Harvey and Arlette are seen together
a great deal, the wealthy youn'g man escorting his

pretty secretary to many impressive functions and
teaching her the more aristocratic games, as for

instance, tennis, golf and backgammon. In a short
time Arlette is a well-poised and still more attractive
young lady, this being proved conclusively when Mrs.
Van Court, an old schoolmate of her mother's, takes
an' active interest in her, advising her upon the
death of Mr. West, and the marriage of Betty, also
Robert, to go into business for herself. Arlette re-

fuses, not wanting to leave Harvey, but she takes
Mrs. Van Court's advice to play the races, thereby
losing a great deal of money on streak, the current
favorite.
Hearing of his son's infatuation for the pretty

stenographer, Mr. Scully fires Arlette, and the girl

attempts to find a job. being highly un'successful. But
Mrs. Van Court comes to the fore this tirne, and
adopts Arlette, making her her heiress. With her
mother and Mrs. Van Court, Arlette leaves Detroit
and' goes to New York, where she plays about in

society for about a year, deciding then, to open
her own decorating business. Shortly afterwards,
Mrs. Van Court dies, leaving Arlette over three mil-

lion dollars an'd a fine estate. The West^Van Court
Interior Decorating Studios prosper for quite a while,

when one day, Arlette receives an unexpected visitor.

Not recognizing the name, Harvey has come for

a job. Arlette gasps upon seeing him. but he ex-
plains that his father's bankruptcy, shortly after her
dismissal, forced him to commit suicide. Arlette
gives him a job, and rejoices at finding him. Sooif

her second anniversary in business arrives, and
Harvey is invited to her party. After the guests
have departed, she ofTers him a partnership, ex-
plaining that the business has advanced since his

entrance. He refuses on the grounds that it is merely
sympathy, so, impatiently, she tells him she loves

him, and all ceremony is forgotten as their lips meet
in greater love and understanding.

DOORSTEP MURDER

Nathaniel S. Cole File No, 2869

AS the low mournful tooting of the five o'clock
whittle bore in on T. Jonathan Wheeler, as
he sat twiddling his thumbs in his spaci9us

office, a sense of uneasiness swept over him. Being
high up in the skyscraper wh'ch housed" his enter-
prises, he could feel the violence of the wind which
was causing the trees way down in the street to

creak and snap. Jonathan arose nervously and hastily
donned his hat and coat. Moving past the desk his

secretary had vacated", he glanced at the headline
of the evening paper. RICH MAN MURDERED BY
GANGSTER ON OWN DOORSTEP. Jonathan
stopped short and shuddered. He seemed to shrink
in size, and clammy drops of perspiration stood out
on his forehead. Just then the telephone clamored
wildly, and" Jonathan reached for it with a shaking
hand. "Jonathan Wheeler speaking," he called
sharply. Relief came to him in a flash, for it was his
wife on the other end. "Jonathan," she said, softly.

"Hello, Jonathan. Don't come home " And then
a crash severed the connection, leaving the man
staring into the mouthpiece btanklv. "Hello!
HELLO!" he cried, but all was still. With a help-
less gesture, he slumped into his chair as the operator
informed him she was unable to make contact with
his residence. What could Nellie have wanted to
warn him about? Someone had cut that wire, he
told himself, glancing from the phone to the news-
paper. After an instant he rose quickly, and
snatched a revolver from his top drawer. Out on
the street it was raining, and the wind was howling
on its way as it carried the huge drops against his

flimsy suit. But Jonathan was unmindful of the ele-

ments. Stumbling, he made for his home, turning
abruptly into the driveway which ran between his

home and the Bradway's. Sulking along the heci'ge, he
peered at his home. Tliere. standing out against the
darkness, was the famifiar light in the living room,
but it looked sinister. In front of the house, on the
doorstep, was a dark object. This, no doubt, was his

waiting assassin! Shudders of relief passed over him,
as he thought of his wife, who had saved* him from
the most horrible of fates. Jonathan thought a mo-
ment, and then made his way to the kitchen window,
crawling on hands and knees through the mud. His
breath was coming in short gasps as he crawled
through the rooms, gun in hand, toward the crack
of light coming from under the living room door.
Sudd'enly. an unearthlv scream rent the air. He must
let Nellie know that he was here! Then he could go
to the front door and catch his assassin red-handed.
A light flooded the room. He had stepped on the

cat, but more important than all, there was Nellie,

to see him.
"Shhh." cautioned Jonathan, at Nellie's frighteneu

cries, "It's Jonathan. He'll hear you." "Who," Nellie

shouted. "The man you warned me about on the
phone," Jonathan answereo" in reply. "Oh, Jonathan,
you nut," she answered, and the tears came stream-
ing down, through her laughter. "There wasn't any
man. A large limb of the tree by the front porch
was falling, and I warned you not to come home,
for fear it might hit you. Then, it fell and broke
the wire." But Jonathan didn't hear all. He
fell limply over the table, and the rain beat
steadily on.

CONSPIRATORS ALL

Glen Colclasure File No. 2731

D ANISE JORDAN, a woman of wealth and social

position, informs her son, Louis, twenty, that
he must head for Mexico before his twenty-first

birthday, in ord'er to escape the draft. Louis' sweet-
heart, Betty Simth, laughs at him when he informs
her that his mother's reason is the fact that the
soldiers are common and uncouth, and in a short
time he finds himself in Tia Juana, safe and sound,
and in possession of Betty's engagement ring. In
Tia Juana, Louis meets a young fellow named Langly,
unaware of the fact that he is actually Baron Von
Dun, a German Imperial Intelligence Agent, and soon
Louis falls completely into his hands, winding up
by behig arrested and jailed because of the possession
of papers Langly has planted on him. However, to

make his plan work thoroughly, Langly gets Louis
out of jail, explaining that as pay, he would like

Louis to track down an enemy of hts. Harper
_
(an

American Secret Service man), and kill him at sight.

At Louis' refusal, Langly ^swears to turn him over to

the authorities, so Louis goes off to the gambling
house frequented by Harper. Here, though Harper
is in a drunken daze. Louis takes a liking to the
man, and at the first indication of soberness, Louis
tells Harper his troubles, and between them they
plan to gel Langly, When Louis carries out his

end, that is, luring Langly into baccarat, to gamble
to see who is to kill Harper, Langly becomes enraged
and shoots at Louis, but the youth is barely wounded.
Soon afterwards. Harper informs Louis of Langly's

identity, and between them they attempt to frustrate

the 'Spy's plan to destroy Kelly Field, at San An-
tonio. Harper leaves for the field", Langly following,

; but Louis brings up the rear. He is captured, how-
ever, by Langly's men, and taken along with Langly.
As they near the field, an aerial battle ensues, and
despite the fact that the spies are defeated, Louis is

forced to accompany the escaping Langly, who heads
for the Mexican woods. Shortly Louis awakes to

find himself lying in the woods unconscious, Langly
having disappeared", but he is rescued by a band
of revolutionary outlaws, and accompanies them on
their journey to Tia Juana, where they are planning
to blow up the city, to overthrow the government.
As they near the city, Louis rushes ahead and warns
the people, saving them, but when he finds Harper,
he learns that Betty has arrived in Tia Juana, and
has taken up with Langly, ignorant of his identity.

Langly tells Betty many lies concerning Louis, in-

tending to kidnap the girl and use her for his own
ends, as a spy, but Harper foils this attempt, too,

and implores Betty to believe him, that not only
is Louis upright and? honest, but also brave, for h^
has done more for the Secret Service than any other
single man. Joyously, Betty forgives and is for-

given, and Langly is taken prisoner through the ef-

forts of Louis and Harper, his new companion.

SINNER'S PUNISHMENT
Raymond Miller File No. 2853

GIVING final vent to his eccentric tendencies,

Jackson Pogg, prominent and wealthy Park
Avenue clubman, decides to read his will to his

beneficiaries, just to see what they will do with their

knowledge. The only two included in the will are his

daughter, Eloise, who is to inherit the bulk of the
fortune, and his nephew. Briar, whose share is to

be just enough to set him up in business and keep
him going for a while. Briar becomes crazed with
the idea of Eloise's cutting him off from the entire

fortune, and he decides to act at once. Slyly, he
effects an affectionate demeanor toward

_
his fair

cousin, and soon he manages to gain his uncle's

permission to take her with him on a trip to Eng-
land. Once in England, Briar takes Eloise to the

home of friend's, and after drugging her. has her
taken in an aeroplane to Arabia, where she is held
captive in an Arabian's house, and drugged so

steadily that her memory becomes faulty, and finally

disappears almost entirely. But Divine Providence
saves her from this Arabian by presenting a worse
fate, temporarily. While the Arab is out one day,
bandits enter the house, kidnapping Eloise, and carry-
ing her off, preparatory to shipping her as a white
slave. But on the way to its destination the boat is

stoppeti* by an English ship, the crew suspecting
that the Arabian ship is not as it should be. The
Arabs attempt to frustrate the attack of the Eng-
lish by throwing one of the girls off, and it works,
for the English bend all their efforts toward" saving
the girl overboard. When they rescue her. the men
are amazed to find the victim a white girl of

beauty and breeding. This girl, of course, is Eloise,

and as the officers and surgeon bring her out of the
drugged state, grad'ually. her memory returns and
she falls madly in love with one of the ship's officers.

Back in England, the scoundrel Briar is preparing
to warn his uncle of his cousin's death, and in

order to achieve his purpose he bribes a woman bury-
ine- her daughter, killed in an accident, to allow
him to pretend the girl is his cousin. Pogg arrives
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in Europe grief stricken but wary, and before long
he learns of his nephew's cunning. With this in-

formation he calls at Scotland Yard, asking them to

locate his daughter, who incidentally is on her way to

England on the ship which has rescued her. When
the detectives send Mr. Pogg a letter asking him
to call at the Yard in preparation for boarding a boat
to identify his daughter, Briar intercepts it and
boards the boat himself, attempting to bribe the

captain into allowing him to substitute another girl

for his cousin whom he wished sent back to Arabia.
But Eloise is too well-likec? on board and the men
too honorable, so they turn him over to police at

once.
Reunited with his daughter and plea'sed with his

new English son-in-law, Pogg swears revenge upon
Briar, but Eloise, warm-hearted and kind, makes him
promise to continue the boy's allowance, after his

release from the English prison to which he has been
confined for a long term.

Janet Scott File No. 2861

EVERY time the living room door flew open,
violently, Mrs. Tanner was positive Tom had
something on his mind. Tom, usually out in

the street somewhere, was accustomed to enter the
house by the back door, d'ue to his frequently muddy
boots and disheveled appearance, but in times of

stress or strain, he knew he could find his mother
in the living room, and so in the front door he would
come, heading straight for the door, and when he
positively banked open the living room d'oor, Mrs.
Tanner was sure or serious news or trouble. This
clear day, the door flew open, and Mrs. Tanner looked
up with a start! When she noticed a rather ragged
little boy with Tom, she was prepared for the very
worst.
"Mother," said Tom quietly, "This is Jerry Lane.

He lives around on Ross Street with a lady who
doesn't want him. He has no mother at all!" The
tears welled up in Tom's eyes, as he told* his simple
'Story, and Mrs. Tanner felt far from happy at the
moment. Little Jerry stood in the center of the
room, shifting from one foot to another, until moved
by his forlorn appearance, Mrs. Tanner took him
into her arms, causing him to join the weeping party.
Several moments later, Tom went out to find his

dog, while Mrs. Tanner and Jerry disappeared into

the upper portion of the house. In half an hour down
they came. Jerry looking as clean and well-groomed
as the meticulous Tommy himself. There was some-
thing refined-looking about Jerry, anJ in the years
that the boy stayed and became Jerry Tanner, Mrs.
Tanner often wondered about his antecedents. But
Jerry was happy with Tommy, and in the years
between their boyhood and adolescence, they shared
good and ill together, Mrs. Tanner always "Mother,''
and* the good fairy and mediating force between them.
As the time passed on, Mother found her pride
swelling just as muph when Jerry did well in

school or in football or baseball, as when Tommy
did. and having lost her husband, the kind, vivacious
Bob Tanner, long before Jerry's appearance, these
two boys were slowly growing up and filling his place

as her companions.
One afternoon, the d'ay before the high school

commencement exercises, at which. Tommy and Jerry
were to be singled" out for special honor, Mrs. Tanner
was preparing some cakes and ices which she in-

tended serving to the young tolks who would na-
turally stop in after the graduation, to start their

tour, as they did at the end of every term. It was
each mother's duty to entertain the children after

school was out. Suddenly she heard the front cToor-

bell ring violently, and her mind went back to

the days when Tom used to use the front door to

warn her of approaching trouble. She rushed to

the door, fear clutching at her heart, but the sight
which greeted" her was amusing. There, between
Tommy and Jerry, both battered, stood a tall hand-
some man, faintly familiar. "Baseball coach. Mother,"
said the boys, but Enid Tanner knew diflferently.

Jackie Lane ! Her first sweetheart ! The brawny
school athlete she was not allowed to marry because
he was poorl Sensing the unusual, the boys went
off. "He's my boy—that Jerry, Enid!" "Oh, Jackie,"
she cried, "After waiting so long!"

OUR DADDIES

Amedee Gauff File No. 2846

IN a quaint New Orleans city, Alcee Veron settled

down with his bride, Marie, after their marriage
in New York Alcee, a young Frenchman, had

come from France at an early age. Alcee and Marie
found friends in the South, and were very happy,
but soon after the birth of little Alcee, "Alj," Marie
became very ill, and despite the fact that Alcee
moved to the country with her, she died, leaving a
heartbroken husband and a sad boy.
As Alj grew older he became more anif more at-

tached to his lonely father, and went out of his
way to please him. Hence Kis excellence in school
was a special effort, as was progres on the violin, but
his athletic prowess and social charm^ were the re-

sult of his ability and personality. Alj sped through
high school under the care of Alcee and Marie's
sister, "Aunt Vivian," and soon he was ready for
college, in New Orleans. Here he met Leroy Jones,
all around athlete, excellent scholar, and scion of a
family of wealth and position. A great friendship
arose between the two youths until Alj met Helen
Brown, daughter of a local military man, soon after
war was declared. Since Alcee had returned to
France to join the French forces, becoming Lieutenant,
Alj had made a special effort to please his father,
but it was difficult sailing, for Leroy's friendship had

turned to bitter hate, his attempts to run Alj being
frustrated, however, at every turn.
When America enteretf the war. Major Brown was

called across, and the youngsters, who loved one
another though they would not confes it, were brouglit
even closer together by the heroism of Veron, who
saved Major Brown from death on the battlefiekf.
After the two came out of the hospital, they were
excused from further active duty, and

_
Alcee was

given leave to travel over France, he being anxious
to seek out his ancestral home, having learned that
his parents had d'ied wealthy. But he did not want
his mission known, so he disappeared, his family per-
turbed at not hearing from him. Finally, Alcee
turned up in Paris. Major Brown meeting him acci-

dentally, after searching, and both men returned
on the same transport, anxious to surprise their

families with their presence, as well as the fact that
their business relations in the future would be joined.

The day they arrived in New Orleans was graduation
d'ay at the) college, and Leroy, jealous at Alj's being
named Valedictorian, had hired a brute to kidnap him.
However, just as the car swept down the road, Alcee's
new car came along and was chartered by detectives
to follow the kidnap car. Alj's startled eyes looked
into those of his daddy and Helen's, upon his re-

covery, and he was rushed to school in time for
graduation! Leroy was frustrated, again, and his

next move was to attempt the kidnap of Helen,
but this time Alj and! scome friends caught him.
Soon afterwards, Helen and Alj were married, and
in honor of the occasion, their beloved d'addies pre-
sented them with the first store of the new Vernon-
Brown chain!

FLAMING PURSUIT
Floyd Sabers File No. 2818

WHEN Martha Cuthbert was found murdered
in her California home, close to the edge of

the desert, her relatives were grieved but far
from surprised, for they had explained more than once
that an old lady as wealthy as Martha had no chance
at all living in such a large house in such a peculiar
place all alone. Martha had been murdered for her
money and jewels, but 'SO far neither had turned up,
and many were the band'its and adventurers who
joined in the search about the house and vicinity of

this eerie house, now owned by the beautiful Stella
Cuthbert. Martha's granddaughter.
Detective Charles Smith had met Stella in the

police station the first time she appeared to protect
the number of cranks molesting her in regard to

the buried fortune. With her perfume still lingering
about him, he made up his mind to find the mur-
d'erer and that fortune, and so he_ set out, working
hard, and progressing slowly. His first big

_
clew

was information regarding a visit to be paid to

Cuthbert House by Lucy Everett and Bob Billings,

desperadoes of the first order. Charles trailed them
to the house, and took up his place in the chimney.
When they started to dig in the dark cellar, he
waited* until the sound of the pick was at its height,
and then sneaked down, concealing himself in the
various closets and bins. But Lucy suspected some-
one in the chimney, and after much urging, Bob
agreed to set up a fire in the fireplace, in order to

rid the place of whomever it was. Up went the
fire, and soon they left, disgusted because of their
fruitless labor, but on the way. Smith at their heels,

Lucy dropped" a candle amid the shavings Bob pre-
pared for the fire, and the house went up in flames

,

just as the tipped-off police arrived. Back at the sta-

tion house, Lucy and Bob were accused of Smith's
murder, he being missing from the house, the fire-

men swearing no human perished in the fire. But
Smith knew his business. It was . he who soaked
thos'e shavings with kerosene, and tipped Lucy's
candle, for he knew that if the money was secreted"

on the scene, the real murderer and thief would
arrive on the scene and try to salvage all or part,
at least. Patiently he waited in the cellar, which had
not been touched by the flames, and sure enough,
in walked the man he suspected all along. Billy But-
ton, former servant of Martha'.s and confederate of

Lucy anc? Bob, both of whom had come to the house
in an attempt to doublecross him, appeared, and pro-
ceeded to remove his jewels and stolen wealth. But
Charles was on him in a minute, and soon he joined
his friends behind the bars. Coming to see Smith
to pay him a substantial reward, Stella Cuthbert
discovered he was a man of means antP intelligence,

and so she changed her mind, and just stayed on, to

share the winnings permanently.

HER FIRST LOVE
Leon Bertrar File No. 2771

REARED by an aunt who is the proud possessor
of an overworked New England conscience,
Muriel Gray's heart is starved for romance and"

she finds love with Ted Romano, son of the town's
richest storekeeper. All goes well with the secret
romance until Ted leaves for college. Then, heart-

broken. Muriel finds comfort in the places they used
to visit together. At the river side, she meets Sydney
Games, middle-aged millionaire, who takes a fancy
to her. lliinking he is but a kindly man» Muriel
holds conversations with him as often as he is in

town from New York, and soon he becomes her sole

confidante. When she hears rumors of Ted's en-

gagement to a wealthy girl, it is Games who re-

ceives the information from her lips, and it is this

{fay, when 'she is weeping on his shoulder that Aunt
Hezekiah Hopkins discovers her and sends her away
from the house. Games is glad to hear this bit of

news, but feigning sympathy he takes her to New
York with him and sets her up in his apartment
as his foster child, slyly thinking of the future.

Upon Ted's graduation from college he returns to

town to find" out what has happened. Immediately

he sets out for New York, to his father's disgust,
intent upon becoming a detective. He joins a private
agency and becomes very successful. Meanwhile,
Muriel meets Edwin Benskin, nephew of a theatrical
producer, and he falls madly in love with her. He
rescues her from an attack by Games, after a
drunken party, and soon afterwards procures a star-
ring lead for her in one of his uncle's productions.
Famous, now, Ted actually meets her in a restaurant
in New York after she has been with the object of
his search for so long a time, but she is with EdSvin
and he refuses to let her exfflain. Irate, he turns
on his heel and cuts her, stalking out of the restau-
rant in a rag€.
One night, after the performance. Edwin is pre-

paring to take Muriel to her apartment, but a
telegram from his ex-mistress reaches him, and he
excuses himself, ordering the cab driver to take her
home. .He reaches his mistress' home and she
shoots him in a jealous rage, but in the meantime,
Muriel finds herself in a taxi with Ling Chu, Games'
Chinese manservant. Terror-stricken, she is taken
to Games' home. Games making his last attempt to
attack her, but just as he is becoming most violent,
Ted arrives with a squad of men who have come to
raid the house because of liquor and drug manoeuvres.
He hears a girl scream, and! rushes up just in time
to save Muriel. Happy in each other's arms, they
plan the wedding for the next day, Muriel to remain
with the show only until its run is over, which
is expected any day, the summer coming on soon.
After the wedding, Ted and his beautiful wife

return to their town where they forgive and are for-
given by Hezekiah and Ted's parent. Happily they
remain for a while and then return to New York
with Hezekiah, where Ted" is made an important
official in the agency, becoming a partner of his
employer, who is childless.

SHIP'S NURSE
Jean Morton File No. 2871

REGARDLESS of the heat of the tropical sun or
the intensity of the illness, Mary Norton, the lit-

tle ship's nurse, of the Austral, went about
her duties effiicently, and enterHiained the crew in

her spare time. But best of all, she liked Richard
Carleton. Richard was a young gentleman^an
officer on the boat, who had been in love with
Mary for a while, but her constant refusal to marry
him because of his reluctance tot accept her father's
wealth unflinchingly, was keeping them both on the
ship longer than necessary. The romance between
Mary and Richard was no dark secret aboard the
Austral, but much as she thought she loved this
hand'some man, her heart became just so much
dough in the hands of "Red" Hogan, the fireman,
who happened to meet her when his buddy was con-
fined to the hospital because of injuries. Though
Hogan was a first class engineer, he was working
as fireman for some reason, and in order to prevent
Mary knowing about his rightful profession, he al-

lowed her to instruct him from engineering books
borrowed by her from men on board. But Hogan
spoke too soon, or perhaps at the right time, and
just as they reached* London, Mary flew from the
ship to avoid both Hogan, who had attempted to
make love to her in the hospital, and Carleton,
who intended to marry her before the return journey
to Australia which was Mary's home.
Just before the ship docked at Australia—Sydney, a

man on board became ill, and ru'shing to her room to
get Mary, Hogan remained, both being discovered" by
Carleton, and dismissed from service. But they were
married prior to the boat's docking, yet. Mary, snob-
bishly, ignored her new husband in the presence of
the relatives who had come to meet her. Enraged,
he shipped at once for America—to Brooklyn, his
home town. Then came months of anguish and re-
morse for Mary, whose father had refused to recog-
nize her act. But it wasn't long before she was
pursuing him across the ocean. Back in Brooklyn,
Mary found hundreds of Hogans, and ere many
months were out, she was hungry, tired and broke.
In close to tatters, she ventured to the docks one
day, asking of sailors concerning Red's ship. By a
wild coincidence. Red d'iscovered her there, but she
was in an accident, and only in the hospital, while
she was unconscious, did he really fathom her love.
There, she learned that her father had died leaving
her his fortune.
Upon Red's return from his last voyage, Mary was

out of the hospital, out of the boarding house, and
on her way, with her nurse, as a missionary to a
leper settlement in India. Hogan searched, but to
no avail. When he reached his boat, there she was,
and he, Chief Engineer. She refused to start over
with him, but after a prolonged stay in the mis-
sion, her colleagues bade her prepare for the new
engineer and his bride. Diligently, she worked. Red.
of course, was the engineer, ancf she the bride T

Then the first flush of real happiness came over them.

ONE WOMAN'S WAY
Mrs. Eugene Butler File No. 2842

WATCHING her husband anxiously from behind
the churn she was working industriously. Sue
told herself that he certainly was a handsome

fellow. Leaning back against a post tn the back
porch. John was complacently contemplating his ex-
tensive farm and his brand new shiny black seven-
passenger automobile. She listened tensely as he
boasted of this and that about the farm, but she
was far from sympathetic or proud of this husband
of hers whose mind was clouded with his money and
means of getting more. His barns were models of
perfection. His equipment was the most up-to-date
in the neighborhood and his car the best the country-
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side over. But Sue was far from joyous, for her
problems were piling up daily. In the barns her
work was simplified greatly, but her house was old-

fashioned and falling apart. She had managed to

wheciile a piano from John for their oldest daughter,
Amy, and her son was to attend school all summer,
now, but what she wanted more than anything was
for John to assert himself where the children were
concerned, so that Amy might come in at reasonable
hours and keep far away from Cliff Braddock, the bully

son of a bully. Harry, the oldest son, too, was
beginning to cavort about too much for his good,

but John refused to lend a hand. Let them sow
Iheir wild* oats, he ordered, but Sue knew this was
mere subterfuge! Sue had tried on numerous occa-
sions, to force John to church, for two reasons, the
most important jjeing that his influence on the
children might then be greater, and secondly because
of a promise to his dying mother, but John had
always maintained that the aged parson put him to

sleep. However, the children running wild, with Amy
almost engaged to the uncouth Cliff Bradcfbck, Sue
made up her mind to assert herself for once and
always. On the very next Sunday she cooked an
exceptionally fine dinner. The meal ran from de-

licious soup, through turkey, ending up with thick

coffee and excellent ice cream. The table was loaded
to capacity. That week. Sue had announced the
arrival of a new preacher, young and city bred, en-
thusiastic and vivacious, but John had refused just

the same. But here he was rewarded with this

perfect feast ! Don' t think Sue had no reasons \

After Sunday, her stove went out. Not a thing
would she cook, and breakfast, dinner and supper held?

the isame cold food for John and the children! This
procedure kept up for a week. John was weak and
unable to work, and the children were plain dis-

gusted*. But Sue stuck to her guns. Finally the

following Sunu'ay, John came to Sue, penitent and by
far more subdued than was the John accustomed
to boasting about his farm and his money, ignoring
his family. Appreciating the new minister, he soon
became a steady churchgoer and a staunch friend of

young Parson Williams. Cliff Braddock got an awful
shock that next winter when he learned that Amy
was the new parson's bride.

THE ANONYMOUS LETTER

J. H. Garand File No. 2866

ACTING as head* of a large department for the
Canadian government was enough of trial for

George Adams, since the very essence of tact

and diplomacy was necessary at all times, he having
over three hundred girls in his charge, but, when his

wife began to turn colder and colder to him, his

mind became wholly confused, and his position ant?

domestic affairs seemed to whirl about in his brain,

rendering! him totally incompetent. His decision to

face things squarely, then, was no surprise, and
when he learned from his charming wife that the

reason for her cool demeanor was his own infidelity,

he was completely baffled, never having looked' at
another woman since their marriage several years
back. Her charge was based upon anonymous let-

ters, and it wasn't long before his detective agency
was on the jol). John Jefferson, the star detective,

was assigned to the job, and his first move was
to seek out the motive. Was there someone in

Adams' employ who wished him ill? Ebme woman
lie had fired or refused to grant promotion, to? His
search took him to many places, and the clues w;ere

amusing. This was, indeed not a professional job,

and Jefferson was most amused at the case. One
mornmg, the jovial detective requested Adams to

produce the letters, and though Mrs. Adams was
loath to part with them, they were soon in his

possession. For several hours, the great detective
poured over them, antf that afternoon found him in

the omce of Graham and Company, one of Canada's
foremost department stores. Before long, a hand-
some and refined youth was close teil in the ofHce
with Jefferson. Strangely enough, he was takmg
dictation, preparatory to typing a letter, and Jeffer-
son was eyeing him shrewdly, much to his discom-
fort. The next d'ay that lx»y confessed his com-
plicity in the) writing of the letters! But the ex-
I)lanation? His wife and mother-in-law, much to his

regret, were employees of Adams. Both indolent and
far from ambitious, they had never risen far in either
prominence or salary, and so. in order to complicate
matters, they had ordered this boy to send the let-

ters. The wife had an excellent reason. Being madly
in love with a fellow worker of her hushiind's, she
had planned both to ruin Adams' domestic Iif% as well
as her own. She did not want the earnest youth
any more. She wanted his flashier co-worker, as did
her mother, and so it was easy to ruin her husband",
forcing him into disgrace, then divorcing him. But
unfortunately, the youth had used a typewriter with
faulty letters, together with a stamp, perforated by
the post office for the company. How easily Jef-
ferson had traced him, but how ingeniously he had
made his observations! Both women, of course,
lost their jobs, but the youth, Henry Barclay, was
given the chance of his life by Adams, and several
years after his entering the service of the govern-
ment. AcFams was proud to have him as a son-in-
law, Barclay having married Adams' daughter, Betty.

THE DESERTER

Mrs. Ben Buchanan File No. 2838

REALIZING that being the husliantl of a wealthy
widow was preferable to remaining an in&urance
ag«nt, George Taylor decided to marry Lois

Word, and Lois, thinlcing only of _her_ son, Hugh,
married this scoundrel after a whirlwinfT courtship.

George was uneasy for months, due to his mainten-
ance of both his wife and his mistress, Ada, but in

characteristic manner^, he kidnapped Ada's baby
and carried her off, leaving the trusting mistress to
her own devices. As time went on, Lois realized
how big a fool she had" been for surrendering to
George, but she found it well nigh impossible to
keep him from gambling away her fortune, although
she did send Hugh to his uncle's, in order to save
him from the cruelty and evil influence of his step-
father. After the birth of little Vera, George had
reached the end of his rope, and aware of this, ht
merely walked out, leaving Lois to handle the
auctioneers. But her brother came forward once
again ancf purchased a home, with the provision that
she maintain it herself. This angered George, for
he did not want to see her happy, so he kidnapped
Vera, taking her to join little Ada. Upon the death
of his mother, his main business was to rid himself
of the two children, and so he returned Vera to Mrs.
Word.
As time pas.sed. Hugh still remained at his uncle's.

Vera, a young lady, possessed the cruel tempera-
ment of her father. The death of Hugh's guardian
brought the famdy to live with Hugh, in Kentucky,
and' here many strange things occurred. In the
first place a woman appeared one day, strangely re-
sembling Vera, but her name was Mrs. Williams.
Hugh had taken her in out of the storm one night,
with her son, and she had continued to live with
them, Mrs. Word being fond of her. During that
period. Vera inherited some money from a friend of
Lois's and insisted' upon returnins' to New York, to
ensnare a wealthy husband. With Mrs. Word .she
arrived in the city with an entourage of maids, and
before long, she had attracted Guy Williamson, also
a fortune hunter. Upon the news of Hugh's illness,
Mrs. Word rushed back to Kentucky, Vera remaining
to conclude her affair with Williamson. When she
arrived, Mrs. Word discovered Alice Johnson there,
Hugh being d'esperately in love with the lovely gill.
Upon his recovery preparation for Vera's wedding was
made, but at the psychological moment George Taylor
appeared in town, pointing out to all and sundrv
that Alice's maid. Ada, was liis old mistress; that
Vera was really Ada's daughter; that Mrs. Williams
was the real Vera, Lois' daughter, ancf that Guy
Williamson was the real Vera's husband. Tlien he
went on his way, leaving, happiness behind, for once,
Ada going olT with her daughter; Guy and Vera
finding new love; Hugh discovering bliss in Alice's
arms, and Lois contented, in the general happiness
of all I

orence Bond! File No. 2862

FOLf.OWfNG a shipwreck. Jack Stephenson finds
himself in a beach hut, unaware of the fact that
he has been saved by Rosamond Benham,

daughter of a cruel miser who is forcing her to
marry an aged count. Rosamond and Jack learn to
love one another, but their love is suspected by the
count, who calls Benham's attention to the lovers,
in each other's arms on the beach outside the hut,
nn the English coast. Benham denounces his daughter
and the poor sailor, and* sends them away. Jack and
Rosamond marry next day, but Jack is a wanderer
at_ heart and soon reverts to his drunken ways,
bringing his actions to a climax one day when, in a
druTlken rage,

_
he informs Rosamond, who is with

child, that their marriage ceremony was false. He
leaves her, she refusing to return to Benham, and
when her son is born she names him just David*, dis-
regarding her husband and father. l-'oi- years she
continues to live in the hut with David. When he is

nineteen, a letter arrives, saying Jack has been
living on St. Michael's Island all, these years with
another woman and their son. This kills Rosamond,
and David promises he will sail the seven seas to
hunt down the father who has brought them such
hardship and misery,^ Immed'iately after the funeral,
David ships for the island, .Tack, during these years,
ha« followed the least line of resistance by marrying
a foul woman to avoid labor and capture by the
ship he has deserted. At first his son, Robin, means
nothing to him, but upon the woman's suicide he
cares for the child, but loving him, pleacfs with the
governor, Roger Courtney, to bring Robin up. Years
later, Robin has come to love Roger's daughter, Vir-
ginia, and when Jack sends him to England to seek
Rosamond and David, Robin goes reluctantly, Vir-
ginia promising to wait. As Robin sails, David
comes -into

_
port, just in time to save Jack from

drowning, little realizing the man he has saved is

the man he has come to kill. For a long while, they
t\o> not know, but as Jack comes out of his (felirium,
David attempts to tell him. Jack wills David the
money Robin would not accept, because of the
foul means Jack used to get it. But David knows
nothing of it. and, wealthy, lives indolentl/.
Because of his kindness in helping his subjects,

Roger becomes poor, and is repulsed by his wife.
Then it is that he leaves Virginia with David, and
returns to England, The Courtneys are anxious for
Virginia to marry David hut she has promised her-
self to Robin and refuses David until she is positive
Robin has forgotten her. After Mrs, Courtney's death
Virginia is alone, and almost accepts David, but as
she gives way, Robin's letter comes, telling of his
cruel treatment by Benham, with whom he has
lived, of his appointment to the governorship of the
island, and of his intention of returning soon. She
breaks Davi.Fs heart when she tells him. He set?
sail for England to meet Robin, and there gets a
highly erroneous report of Robin's character. He
returns to the island in time for the wedding, and
soon afterwards Virginia has him sent to the penal
co'ony—Copper Mines, for threatening to kill Robin.
But Robin .soon learns of Virginia's part in the
affair

^
and pardons David, announcing, however, his

intention of resigning as governor, Denmark, having
taken over the island, makes Benham governor, and

Benham's first act is to senif Robin to the Mines,
When Roger returns from England where he has
been seeking Robin, he lands at the mines by acci-
dent, and sees both brothers, David's pardon having
been held by Benham. Amazed, he returns thought-
fully to town, meeting Virginia, who is on licr way
to work in the prison hospital with her son Robin,
Strangely enough, Robin and David do not know
one another, but when they finally meet, IJavid, the
stronger, protects the weak and* tortured Robin
against cruelties being inflicted at Benham's orders.
Soon, to punish them, they arc chained together,
neither knowing the other, but loving the other
dearly. After an attempt to kill both in an explosion,
David and Robin escape to town, where Benham and
the judges fight about theoi. Robin has become blind.
Benham banishes him to aft island where he is kept by
a priest. Virginia becomes the priest's housekeeper,
Robin unware of this. But years afterward, David
learns Robin is to be_ executed'. He takes his brother's
place, sending. Robin away with Virginia. Long
afterwards, back in England, with Roger and Vir-
ginia, and his sons, Robin and David, Robin, his sight
restored, often stops to think of the noble brother
whose own life seemed va-lueless compared with that
of his brother and the woman he loved I

SINISTER HOUSE

Ella Morgan File No. 2864

ONE of the most amazing things in this worW is

the fact that highly unimaginative people very
often turn out the most vividly imaginative

legends. Every country town or village has its

favorite legend concerning some person, house or
landmark, and one can often hear the most artistically
wrought tale from the lips of a most prosaic in-
dividual. .% it is with the story of Sinister House-
that lovely, overrun cottage, nestled in the beautiful
hill location, and surrounded by the most exquisite
flowers, the most morbid-lookinjf clumps of trees and
bushes, and' the most sinister air. Inside are empty
rooms and inches upon inches of dust. The only
visible piece of furniture is a grand piano of excellent
make, whose notes give out an uncanny and weird
tone, when struck. Outsiu'e there is a huge col-
lection of farm implements, seemingly untouched, yet
coated with years of rust, llicre is a fascinating
tale about Sinister House, told by thi; natives of this
beautiful region.
Several years ago it seems a young man and woman

came to live in Sinister House, The man was
handsome, and the woman was beautiful, but she
looked' unspeakably lonesome. In time the neigh-
bors learned that though farm implement upon farm
implenicnt came from the village store, never was
anything used, and the cleaning woman of the
village claimed that Mr. Hodge was as bad a farmer
as his beautiful wife a housekeeper. Soon it was
noticed that an exquisite piano was carried in. 'The
woman was very lonesome, everyone explained, and
before long, ecstatic, singing melodies were heard
coming from the farm cottage of the Hocfge's. But
as time wore on, even the piano began to pall, and
the loneliness of the charming woman irked her
more and more. Perhaps they might visit,

, the
neighbors thought, but one visit was enough, for
there was an eerie quality in the voices of those
two when they talked to one another. It was ro-
mantic, yet strange. This woman's soul was longing
for something unattainable! And her piano playing
was enough to bring chills to the most hardened
farmer! And so they lived on alone, but one day
the woman appeared in the village, happy, and
like any other woman who ha.s received* good news,
she talked at great length to the other women about.
She had received a legacy of quite a sum, and she
was going to town to get the money, Mayl)e her
hualljand would take her out of the woods for
all time! But he never did, for next day she dis-
appeared—forever—and' many months later, the hand-
some young man was found hanging on a rope—

m

a doorway, dead and haggard. And now nothing
is left but the house with the piano inside and the
tools outside. Many have wanted that piano, and
the house, and the tools, but there is someone watch-
ing over those things, and never has anyone touched
them without getting cold shivers.
A nice story? Ant? yet, that isn't the end. Let

the villagers go on enjoying their quaint and wistful
legend! The police blotter speaks for itself! Tile
handsome young man was a dupe for a society crook
and his beautiful accomplice. The legacy was the
payoff, but the foolish girl had fallen in love with the
man, much to her partner's consternation, and it

was her own suicide which furnished the clue to
the police and the impetus to the self-hanging, of
the handsome young man.

NURSE MARTIN

Georglana C. Yarbrough File No. 2820

GAfL MARTIN, lovely nurse, unspoiled by worl.ily
ways, rooms at the hospital dormitory with
Gene Patrick and Faye Delaney, two other

nurses. One day. in their room they arc di.scussing
the new doctor from Canada, whom Gail laughingly
dubs "Doctor Ice," Since Gail has been most fa-
vored by him. Gene and Faye bet her that she
wouldn't kiss him, and she accepts the bet, rueing her
rashness, later. When the appointetf day arrives,
Gail carries out the bet. to the amusement of the
other nurses and Dr. Wright, but she is ashamed,
and in her room the girls insist she is an old-
fashioned prude. Gene continues to taunt her, but
Faye takes her part, as usual. Back in his office,
Wright muses on the incident and realizes that
Gail has meant more to him than just one of the
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He sees only her loveliness and her
frightened eyes.
In the ward that day Wright gives up a patient

as hopeless, explaining to the heat? nurse, Miss
Blair, that his chances are small and that to live

he would need the special care of a capable person,

which seems impossible, since the nurses are already

overtaxed. Gail hears of it. and offers her free

hours to the case, finally persuading Wright and
Miss Blair to allow her to try it. Happily she sets

about her work, refusing Gene's invitation to a

party, explaining that work means more than drink-

ing and smoking and the advances of men who raise

their eyebrows and smirk at the word "nurse."

Though Gene accuses her of doing it to please

Wright, she ignores the remark and works all

night on the young man, Frank Reed, Wright mar-
velling in the morning at her success in saving the

youth's life. Enraged at her progress with the doc-

tor. Gene sets out to trick Gail, and her first step

is attempting to plant cigarettes on her, knowing that

the authorities are hunting for the nurse who is

breaking down smoking rules. This, of course, is

Gene, but when Gail is trapped and about to be dis-

missed', Faye interferes, and saves her with an alibi.

After this incident, Frank Reed, convalescing, at-

tempts to express his gratitude, but realizes it is

Wright Gail loves. However, he proves instrumental

in rescuing her when Gene and her friend Irene

Burton attempt to ruin her definitely with the help

of Jack Stevens, an ally whom Gail despises. They
force her to attend a partv at a notorious roadhouse,
Irene informing Wright beforehand that Gail will be

there. He, having declared his love for Gail anu'

learned she loves him, previously, arrives at the

place and discovers her there, leaving disgustedly, just

before the police raid the place. But Frank rescues

her from the hiding place she has hidden in, back
of a piano, and she returns to the hospital to Faye,

who has been apprised" of the plot through Frank,
who loves her. Since Gene has been arrested, she is

dismissed, but Gail leaves of her own accord, Wright's
indifference and failure to understand breaking her

heart. Both have avoided each other from pride, but

each has a smouldering heart, inside.

Away in the country, and lonely, Gail is attracted

to a child in a nearby house, the boy being crippled.

She learns from his mother, Mrs. Burns, that he is

awaiting the arrival of her brother, his uncle, a

doctor, who intends operating to cure him, so he
can walk. Gail explains she is a nurse and cares

for him, this taking her mind off Wright. The day
Tommy's uncle is to arrive, Gail is obsessed' witli

strange premonitions, and when he arrives, :t is

none other than Wright, who takes her into his

arms, he having learned' at last from Frank that Gail

has been framed. Following the example of Faye
and Frank, they plan for an imj>ortant wedding.

ey became absorbed in the beauty of the house
the river and decided to remain. But always at

dlight a vision in Admiral's full dress tread lightly
er the lawn, gazing intently into the silent waters.

THE ADMIRAL

Mary Elliot Suerard File No. 2843

ON the beautiful banks of the river May is a

three- story mansion built by a loving couple,

many years ago, to shelter them in their de-
clining years. The home stands like a sentinel,

guarding the banks of the winding river, and the

location is picturesque and secluded. There is some
remind'er of an old castle about it, especially at

twilight, when the departing sunset envelopes it in

glorious flames. It was in this house that a retired

Admiral and his wife lived for several years, after

they had traveled for many years about the world.

There, in the house by the stream, they settled,

with their dogs and curios brought from the ends
of the earth. China and" India were well repre-

sented in their collection, and the entire stock was
cared for carefully by the young Japanese whom the

Admiral had seen fit to bring home with him. The
couple was contented and happy. From thoughts of

the world at large, they narrowed down to the
little world they were creating in the lovely mansion,
and everything went along beautifully until one
o'ay news of the Admiral's death was spread abroad
by his wife. There was homage and honor at his

bier, but his poor wife was still alone and lonely.

The mansion was empty in his death, but just as

beautiful, but the Admiral's wife was destined to fol-

low her mate in fair or foul circumstances, and she
died soon after, leaving no one but the two Japanese
youths who had stayed until the end.

A dreary heaviness hung over the Admiral's house,
after the passing of this quaint couple, and no one
was left to occupy its rooms, for there was no im-
mediate heir. In the Admiral's will, ample provision

had been made for the Japanese servants, but it

was only after a time that a distant relative was dis-

covered. This person was a young girl, a distant
cousin of the Admiral's wife, and she, unaware of

the great value of the property or the charm of

the environment, ignored her legacy for a still longer
time. Since she was a beautiful woman, heavily en-

grossed" in worldly affairs, it did not occur to her
to live in this house, filled with "crazy curiosities,"

as she termed the Admiral's priceless possessions, so

the flowers grew more profuse, and the ivy covered
even more of the spaces on the outside of doors and
windows. Finally after several years she decided that
perhaps there, was something in her lawyer's acPvice to

sell out. Wi'th him, she traveled to the South
_
to

take inventory of the interior, preparatory to hiring
an antique studio appraiser, and purchase the furnish-

ings. After their work was done, they notified a
large concern, which immediately detailed one of its

young women to inspect and appraise the property.

But the young woman never got there, for. just as

she was preparing to go, a vision came to her in a

dream. She seemed to see a figure in full Admiral's
regalia. There was a warning note in his attitude!

But her failure to appear was thrusting Divine Provi-
dence before the young heiress and the lawyer, for

MARIA'S WEDDING

Mrs. Nancy Roblou Dallam File No. 2867

WAY back in the early Civil War days, the rela-

tionship between master and slave was beauti-
ful in many cases, especially in the case of

Master and* Mistress Stanton, and their family of

four. Should a census taker call, any of the children
would just as leave say without hesitation that there
were nine in the family, as six, for the slaves
formed an integral part of the little circle, per-
forming their just share of the household duties,

and occupying a just share of love in the hearts
of their people. S'o it was with Maria. Though
the two other young slaves were cared for and
cherished by the Stantons, still Maria, the cook,
was the outstanding, favorite. There was something
fascinating about Maria, besides her good" looks. She
was sweet and as clean as a Spring day. Her crisp
cotton dresses were ever immaculate and starched,
and her aprons were billows of whiteness. But most
important was her little cabin back of the house.
This was exquisitely cool and lovely, and not even
the new fallen snow could compete with the white-
ness of her linens! But best of all was Maria's
cooking! Oh, those spiced cookies whose aroma
could intrigue the child'ren for miles around! And
that fresh bread! Was it any small wonder that the
Stanton children loved her with brimming hearts?
The fact that Maria had a beau. Will, was of

great interest to the children of the family. Though
his nocturnal visits were witnessed by nobody, the
children never failed to line up outside the cabin
to watch Will make his formal Sund'ay afternoon
call. But Mrs. Stanton wa.s grieved when Maria told
her of the forthcoming wedding. First, she did not
want to lose the capable girl, and secondly, she
warned Maria against marrying a man whose repu-
tation among the town's whites and negroes was far
from spotless! But Maria knew he would be all

right, and so the plans were maJe. The children
insisted that Maria have a satin gown, and Mrs.
Stanton complied by donating the satin. What fun
it was for them to peep through the windows and
watch the dusky dressmaker fit this ravishing gar-
ment. With her savings, Maria purchased white
gloves, shoes, stockings and a heavy valise. Her
son, Ashby, was coming from his grandmother's for

the wed'ding, and although the children wondered
just how the son had preceded the wedding, they
welcomed him with gaiety and joy! But what of
the veil? Anxiously the children scraped pennies,
and soon an orange blossom wreath was reconditioned
for the occasion, A lace curtain, profusely d'arned,
provided the veil. What of Will? He never appeared
in that flower-bowered little church ! Poor Maria

!

Was she sad? Indeed, no, for when Will failed to
arrive. Papa DuPuy faced the audience of colored
young blood's. Were they going to let Maria leave
that church unwed? Jake Peters, the town beau,
rose among titters. Maria hesitated a moment, but
then motioned to Pappy to proceed. Reaching- the
end of the aisle, later, Peters suggested a buggy to
Maria's cabin. "I ain't got no use for you. Jake, I

got all I want now." Crestfallen. Jake turnedaway.
Next morning, breakfast was on time and Maria was
singing about her work. After returning Ashby to
his Grandma, she had her picture taken in her
dress, and had" the license framed. Each occupied its

place of honor on the dresser—the envy of every
the neighborhood.

Mary B. Dillon File No. 2875

BACK in the days when virtue was a necessary
social asset, Marion Galloway lived in Shropshire,
England, with her aged parents. Marion was in

advance of her time, morally speaking, and her ideas
of feminine freedom and independ'ence were shock-
ing to her elders as well as to the young people of
the community. But her fiance, Frank, loved her en-
tirely too much to scold, and that is where the
trouble lie. Despite his indulgence, Frank was con-
tinually begging her to name the wedding day, but
she prattled iffly of careers, freedom and such things,
realization of her fruitless idealism confronting only
when it was too late—when Frank died of pneumonia,
leaving her to anticipate the birth of their child!
What a shock her condition was to the Godfearing
and upright people, and how they rose against her
\vhen her brief- stricken parents died within a short
time after the scandal haJ become common knowledge.
And what a start in life was given this fair infant,
Marion

!_
Soon after her downfall, Marion left the

Shropshire country for London, where a schoolmate,
sympathetic and childless, begged to be allowed to
adopt the little girl. Relieved. Marion consented, but
the condition which nearly broke her heart was the
fact that the chilcfs history was to be sealed forever.
It was this which sent Marion off to a sanitarium,
wrecked mentally and physically. But she soon re-
turned, presenting a pitiful sight as she visited the
Johnsons.

^
Little Marion soon came to hate her, for

the look in her eyes was haunting and half- crazed.
After several years, when her daughter was in

her teens, Mrs. Johnson brought dire tragedy to
her home, for 'she took ill and died sud'denly. Though
Marion grieved, she could not but think this might
bring her daughter c'oser to her. It didn't, for the
child adored her father—the only one she had known.
Yet, the awakening was not far off. Going over her
mother's effects, one tfay, Marion came across the
tell-tale secret document, and in a flash everything!

became clear to her. Marion, her mother! Hate
swept over her in a rush, 'frhd when she learned
that Marion and Johnson ? vtei^C'to marry, Johnson
desiring to give Marion her -first chance at the
right fate had snatched, sh^r ^protested, rushing to
America, and making her horrie in Lenox, in the
heart of the exquisite Berkshires, when her father
fulfilled his plan. But time and experience softenecf
her, and though she refused to forget what she
termed her mother's stain, she became remorseful,
taking Marion to her bosom after the death of her
dear father. On the older woman, she showered the
love she had so starved for, for years. But though
she has forgiven, she cannot realize love is nsver
sin. She has never married, and* never wanted l>ve,
for love to her, is merely the road to shame!

OVERDOSE

Lillian Murphy, R. N. File No. 2832

LEAVING boarding school after putting in the
finishing touches on her education Colleen O'Don-
nell accompanies her aunt, Catherine O'Keefe,

to Chicago, where the older woman encourages her
niece to enter the L'niversity of Michigan to train in
order to become a registered nurse. The new life is

thrilling to Colleen, and she becomes thoroughly ab-
sorbed in the medical end of the training period', put-
ting forth her utmost energy to succeed. At the
close of the course, she has become so proficient and
fascinated by the work that she expresses the de-
sire to stay and is taken on as an instructress
at the University hospital. Here she falls pas-
sionately in love with a senior medical student, who
reciprocates her affection and shares her enjoyment
of the long summer days that follow, both being
thoroughly absorbed in each other and the work they
share in common. But their romance is marred by
the views of Bob's mother and Colleen's aunt, both
of whom refuse to acknowledge the union because
of the religious difference involved. However, the
pair bide their time, and decide to throw religion to
the four winds and marry just as soon as Bob gradu-
ates.

Mary Schaffer is not satisfied* with her son's ready
acceptance of her dictum, and begins to suspect his
intentions, so she enlists Ed Stanwood, a former
school mate of Bob's, to convince Bob that Col-
leen is not as unsullied as he thinks, the two plotters
cooking up a hectic past for the innocent girl. But
Bob does not believe Ed's tales, and he faces Colleen
with what he has heard. To prove her innocence, she
offers to spend a weekend with her lover at a small
tourist's hotel near the university. More in love than
ever, the courtship continues with even greater fer-
vor, and* both are extremely happy, until the horizon
is overcast with the inevitable shadow. It so happeng
that Mrs. Schaffer is a chronic diabetes sufferer, and
Bob finds on one of his visits home that her con-
dition is growing extremely serious. Forgetting Col-
leen for the time, he rushes her to the hospital at
the university and puts her case into the hands
of a specialist who recommends immediate opera-
tion. Alarmed, Bob begs Colleen to forget all ani-
mosity between them, and she becomes nurse to
the suffering woman, whose legs the specialist find's

necessary to amputate. Moved by pity, Colleen
watches over her doggedly, undermining her own
health in the attempt to save the older woman, who
is now remorseful at the way she has treated her
son's beloved* fiancee; Though she refuses to admit
her regrets to Colleen, the capable nurse and
sympathetic girl senses her attitude, and a peculiar cold
relationship springs up between the two women. But
Mrs. Schaffer's sufferings are kiUing Bob and tearing
at Colleen's heart, and, one day, the girl decides to
take the matter into her own hand's. AJone in the
sickroom, she administers an overdose of saline in

the insulin administered to the patient and prescribed
by the doctor. Tears streaming down her face, she
remains with the sufferer and sees her pa&s from
a coma into death. Knowing an autopsy will not be
performed, she consoles Bob, and* marries him soon
afterwards, knowing in her heart she has ended the
mother's suffering and brought greater happiness to
the son than he will ever realize.

THE ADULTERER
Leon Mawson File No. 2841

SPRINGTIME had come to bathe the world in

beauty and happiness, but Edward Thain, on the
eve of his college graduation, was hardly aware

of any change. He sat on the edge of his bed,
stonily contemplating a yellow piece of paper before
him. His mother. Dead. Graduation came and went,
but Edward went through the procedure woodenly.
All alone in the world, except for a few kindly
servants and an old lawyer. It was just these people
whom Edward met when he arrived at his ancestral
home, but their sincere grief and genuine warmth
cheered him up somewhat, and when Gertrude Fan-
worth called to express sympathy, he was more
than glad" to hear from her. Gertrude was a wealthy
young heiress, Edward's age, and she was literally

bathing in millions since the death of her father
and the suicide of her mother. Gertrude had always
been in love with Edward, but it was only in highly
emotional moments such as this that she could man-
age to stir him at all. He was more than foncP of

her, but never in love with her. And so on the oc-
casion of his homecoming. Edward entertained Ger-
trude at tea, and let his feelings run away with him
a trifle, she being clever enough to apply her
sympathy and beauty wisely.^ Tliat night, Edward
invited her out—a rare occasion, and next morning
he founiJ himself in his own room, fully dressed,

but faintly aware of the fact that he had been
virtually seduced the night before. In disgust Edward
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stepped into his car and headed for New York City,

but Fate played a d'ouble hind, and in the height
of the traffic he ran down a ^vely young girl. Much
to the consternation of Gertrude, Edward's days, fol-

lowing the accident, were taken up with visits to

young Avery Fairdale. After two years, she became
the mistress of the Thain hqusehold, and for ten long
years Edward' was happy with his beautiful and in-

telligent wife, and his young son, Edward Jr. But
Gbrtrude was unaccustomed to frustration in her life,

and she was merely biding her turn to avenge herself
upon this man she had so warmly counted on. Her
turn was destinec? to come, and it did one day, when
Edward was arrested in her presence for embezzling
varied ^sums from the bank in which he had been
working. Grasping the opportunity, Gertrude paid the
money he had stolen, but her intent was far from
charitable, for shortly afterwards she managed to dVag
Edward to the level she had always wanted him to
reach, and Avery and her child upheld the integrity
and honor of the Thain mansion alone. The years
dragged on for Avery, but soon her boy was to
come back from college—a graduate. But no mild
boy returned. Young Edward flew into the house,
lion-like in demeanor, and swore to avenge his

mother for his father'* shame, degradation, and in-

sults, but before he had a chance he was farced to

witness Gertrude's murder by his father in her home
where he had gone to seek out his erring parent,
Edward Sr., grown cowardly, managed to escape to
Europe, and Junior, because of his mother, pleaded
guilty and' *vas sentenced to die. But before he faced
death, Avery passed
electrocution, Edwa:
paper at a table wh(
drown all thoughts
himself.

faint, and, after the
reading the item in a foreign
he had been drinking heavily to

rushed to his room and kilied

PRIMITIVE WOMAN
Mrs. W. N. Scroggins File No. 2865

MOVING from Texas to the new state of Okla-
homa at the age of eleven, the Black family
expected' that affairs would take a totally

diiferent turn. Pioneers were becoming wealthy in

this new state, and Gary Black set out to provide
the luxuries for his children, especially Leta, the oldest
girl, that he had never dreamed of on the Texas
farm. But Leta's lot was far from happy. After
earlier years of laboring on the farm, midst snatches
of schooling, Leta looked forward to her first ro-

mance, never having had an ad^nirer, but all that
turned up for her was the drunken and uncouth
John Gary. Gary refused to believe Leta's story con-
cerning Gary's real ways, thinking Leta wanted to
marry the handsome" young man she had met at

a church supper, in Gary's company. This he
would never let Leta do. It wasn't decent. Hadn't
Leta appeared' at church many times with John?
Then she would marry him, if he asked, and not
disgrace the family by going ofif with another youth
who struck her fancy. And so Leta married the
triumphant John, whose eye was upon her father's

anticipated fortune rather than upon her beauty, and
they went to live in a house provided by Gary, a

mile from his own. But soon Gary was made to

see that he had been wrong in sizing up what he
thought was Gary's honesty and* integrity, and when
Leta came to him barefoot, in the snow one night, he
decided to give the wretch one moxe chance. Gary
promised, but begged to be allowed to take Leta to

Texas. In Texas, instead of the better life she an-
ticipated, Leta was made to run a boarding house,
working at all hours, and entertaining Gary's low
friends ancT foul women. Every cent she earned he
squandered on drink and shady ladies. But the course
of fate is queer, and one day her savior came to her
in the form of a handsome youth with bright blue
eyes. Despite Leta's worn out appearance he could
see her beauty beneath, and" in many ways he im-
plied that he would protect her against her brutish
husband. Tilings went along unevenly for a while, but
the stranger managed to keep out of trouble for

many months. Hovever, one day things reached a
breaking point. Gary and his drunken friends taunting
Leta to distraction. Then, with the help of his sturdy
blue eyes and* his stout-barreled revolver, the stranger
struck, and within a day, Gary Blabk was headed
towards Oklahoma, with his miserable daughter in

tow. There Leta rested until the divorce, often
thinking of the man she knew only as blue eyes.
But Gary was determined to make up for what he di<?

in the past, and one fine day a car drew up to
the d'oor. Wild-eyed with joy, Leta saw the stranger
step out of it. and in that heavenly moment she
knew that happiness could never elude her then!

RENASCENCE
John Sorenson File No. 2817

WHEN Czar Nicholas II sent Marie Saranoff to

Siberia on the false claim that she had mur-
dered the father of her once-illegitimate child,

Joseph, she attempted to explain that she and the
child's father were marrieii", and that her jealous
lover had done the horrible deed, but to no avail.
Ofif to Siberia she went, and at one month, her infant
son, Joseph Kowski, was placed in an orphanage, so
as to be of as-sistance to the state, rather than to
rot in Siberia with his mother.
At the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war, Joseph

is nineteen and is forced to join the army in defense
of_ his country, but when the Czar orders him to
jail for a ridiculous offense, he decides he is through
with royalist torture. When he is released, to rejoin
his regiment, he deserts and makes his way to
America through Finland, encountering many diffi-

culties along the way because of his ignorance of
any language except Russian, and the pecuHar con-
dition of the Mercantile Marine laws and operations

at the time. Once in the United States, Joseph at-
tempts to make his way to New York City, but on
the way up he injures his leg trying to board a
box car, and by the time he regains consciousness
the foot has been amputated" to below his knee. Thus,
morbidly, he continues on his way to New York, but
still afflicted with his language difficulty, he ends
up in the office of the Russian Consul, who explains
he must be deported. Alarmed, and unwilling to re-
linquish his freedom to this sinister shadow which
seems to be trailing him, Joseph flees to the suburbs,
where he makes friends with some Russians, who
help him consid'erably. Within a short time he is

in possession of many clothes, a new wooden leg,
some funds, and a job, and at the age of thirty-one,
ten years later, he has learned English perfectly, has
become a citizen, and has been working steadily at the
electrical trade his friends started him with, but his
mental and physical instability is appalling, d'ue to
his physical handicap. During the war years Joseph
travels from one job to another, attending night
school and trying to advance, but his morbidity over-
takes him at every turn. Lonely, and anxious for
friends, he is taken in by moi-e than one shark, and
divested of niany d'ollars through his naive eager-
ness. But this same eagerness brings luck his way
after a while for, heading for Cleveland, on a wild
goose chase, to find work he has seen extravagantly
advertised, he begins to see prosperity looEning
ahead, and

,
before long, journeys here and there

over the West, working in various places, and* finally
landing California, a place which pleases him more
than anything else before. Here his optimism comes
in a rush -when his maimed leg is ignored by his
employers, but once more he is tricked out of his
life savings by a real estate shark. At this point,
the high spot of his career is beckoning from the
horizon. Travelling to Los Angeles, he becomes an
automobile salesman, at the same time working on
the perfecting of an artificial limb he is attempting
to patent. So engrossed in his success as a sales-
man does he become that he forgets his leg. Con-
sequently, when he receives an ofler of twenty-five
thousand dollars and royalties for his patent, he is

overcome. For the first time in his life Joseph's
joy is absolutely unconfined.
With his new wealth Joseph sets out for Russia to

seek his mother, Marie, crossing the United States
in a beautiful road's ter. every inch the sport. His
former companions .-"long the way are amazed*! In
Russia he takes up quarters in Leningrad, and after
many weary months he finally locates Marie through
one of her sister-scrubbing women. Emotionally over-
come, he proceeds to make a fine lady of her, and
after he and she visit his birthplace, he decides to
marry Anna Petrosk, a young peasant servant whom
Marie has been mothering. But he keeps it a secret
from Marie, and when they reach America she
is happy but faintly wistful and sad" over the girl.

Back on the coast after having shown Marie the
United States, Joseph immediately proceeds secretly to
send for Anna and after a short period he takes time
off from his successful position—still as an auto
salesman, to call for Anna, back in New York
where she is to land. Together they tour the
country on an impromptu honeymoon after the
marriage in New York, and when they return to
California. Marie receives the shock of her hfe when
she greets her new daughter-in-law.
Thus, amidst the beauties of the land* where there

is always sunshine, and the loving care of his
mother, wife, and infant daughter, Joseph enjoys
the happiness he has waited so long. for. Hail Re-
nascence! Reborn at forty-five!

THORNS OF PLENTY

Luella Armacost File No. 2863

ALTHOUGH Betty Carly was a simple country
girl, she was possessed of a beautiful face and
a lovely voice. During her early childhood and

girlhood her mother took excellent care of her, en-
couraging her to keep herself free from any influences
which might either ruin her great singing gift or mar
her chances of being a lad'y. But Betty's mother died
when she was a young, girl, and her stepmother
was not inclined to continuing her own mothers en-
couragement. Thus Betty's only regret upon leaving
for New York at the request of a relative, was the
fact that she would miss her grandmother and her
childhood sweetheart, Tom. But in New York Betty's
good fortune made up for her loss. There she se-
cured a place with a wealthy widow, Mrs. Boiling.
who became so fascinated with this lovely girl that
she became her guard'ian and benefactor, supplying
her with luxurious surroundings, musical training, and
a wealthy young suitor, Amato Diloreti, whom Betty
could not love, despite the fact that he was enormously
wealthy and a favorite of the gracious Mrs. BolHng.
Amato attempted to turn Betty's head with his at-
tentions and handsome gifts, but Betty's heart be-
longed to Tom, and Amato's pleas fell on deaf ears.
though Mrs. BolHng was his staunch ally.

Immed'iately after Betty notified Tom that she and
Mrs. Boiling and Amato were leaving for Europe,
where Betty was to receive some extra training, ad-
vised by the manager of the opera, who had given
her an audition, Tom decided to come to New York
to see her before her departure. But Amato learned
of Betty's love for Tom and in a rage he attempted
to murd'er the boy. Betty driving, however, dis-

covered Tom at the point of death, and through
her efforts his life was saved. Though he never be-
lieved she would come back to him, she promised
faithfully to be his some day.
In Europe, Betty's music is advancing in leaps and

bounds, her only regret being that the Diloreti's
shower entirely too much attention upon her. She
is surprised at hearing she cannot meet Amato's
father, little suspecting that one of the reason's
for his illness lies in Amato's refusal to marry the
woman he has chosen for his son. But Mrs. Diloreti

IS pleasea with Betty and encourages what she be-
heves to be the romance between them. In the
various musical centers of Europe. Betty receives the
chance of her lifetime. £'he is hired by several com-
panies for important operatic roles, but her happiness
IS still clouded, for Amato follows her about the
contment constantly. Upon their return to the
United States. Betty learns that Tom has become a
well-known architect, and secretly she meets him,
planning for the future all the time. When Mrs.
Boiling meets Tom, in the capacity of an architect,
she beconjes fond of him, but her fondness turns to
rage when she discovers Betty is planning to marry
him. With Amato she insists upon the forthcoming
marriage to the young Italian, but fate intercedes in
the form of a kidnapping. After Betty is kidnapped,
Mrs. Bollmg reaUzes her fond'ness for the girl, and
when she discovers that Amato has gambled away
the ransom money, and Tom is the one who has
saved Betty in a thrilling aerial rescue, she becomes
resigned, and joyfully accepts Tom as Betty's true

AISLE TO ETERNITY
O. E. Cecil File No. 2765

BETTY and David DeRouen seemed to be the
happiest couple in their set, and they were

.
really, for Betty knew nothing of David's affair

with Janet Darling, wife of Jerry Darling, star news
reporter on TJic Graph. Janet wasn't in love with
David, but his money appealed* greatly, and when
he suggested a trip, she was willing, calmly assured
that Jerry wouldn't miss her anyhow. But Jerry
was worried about his mate those days, and some-
thing possessed him to arrive home just as she
was leaving. Jerry, thinking her en route to her
mother s, offered to accompany her, but her actions
were suspicious and he began to ask questions. Janet
broke down and confessed', and Jerry headed for
DeRouen s, angered beyond sensibility. As DeRouen
stood in the doorway kissing. Betty goodbye, Jerry
shot—once, twice, and DeRouen fell—dead. Suffering
a breakdown, Betty was rushed to the hospital learn-
ing the name of David"s slayer, but never seeing

Several months after the murder of her husband
and conviction of Jerry, Betty realized her funds were
sinking. Since it had always been her desire to
write, she set to work on the story of her life,
canvassing publishers, at its completion, but a
thought came to her, and she decided to try moving
picture men. When, several weeks afterward, she was
notifiea' that her story would be produced immediately,
she left for Hollywood, selling all but her car.
Along a road near Hollywood. Betty sighted a

young man, ragged and worn. Stopping the car she
offered him food and a hft the rest of the way.
Little did she know it was her husband's murderer,
recently broken out of jail. Soon after their arrival,
a warm friendship rose between them, ripening into
love, and when, to her surprise, Betty was given the
feature role m her own picture, she asked that
Jerry be given a screen test for the part of leading
man. In terror Jerry attempted to prevent this
from occurring, but when Betty begged him to
do this and accept the role, he realized it wouliJ
be his only chance to make up for the unhappiness
he had caused her. Resolved, he went through the
part, but when shots were made in prison, Jerry
confessed. Crushed, Betty picked up a cane and
beat him across the eyes. Injured, he was removecT,
but after his departure Betty realized she loved him
^t^p'- all. and upon his refusal to divulge the real

^.. for shooting DeRouen, she returned East and
ed Janet through mutual friends and Jerry's prison

record. From Janet, Betty learned* the true story,
but in a drunken rage, Janet refused to testify, though
Betty pleaded. Irate. Betty shot and killed the other
woman, returning to prison in time to discover Jerrv
had become blind from her blows. Betty begged tha't
her trial be rushed and* ^he be sentenced to die with
Jerry. Betty and Jerry walk down the Aisle to
Eternity. Jerry totally unaware of what had hap-
pened, thinking only that she has come to see bhn
die. After the last farewell kiss, Jerry hearcP
directions given for Betty's electrocution. Excitedly
he asked the reason, but no one answered, for Betty's
last move was a signal for silence.

WOMAN HATER
Louis E. Quinze File No. 2844

THERE is nothing which pleases Alice so much as
teasing her woman-hater brother. With ma-
licious grins, she reads off the weci'ding. and

engagement announcements in the papers daily, point-
ing out hosts of his friends and acquaintances who
seem to Ije taking the fatal plunge, but he remains
unmoved and unimpreb=ed. Ed is a confirmed hater

^y ,.)^'°"^^"' ^"d many more people than Alice
would like to know the reason why! But one evening
after dinner, while the family is awav busily playin^-
Brid-ge. Alice's taunts become too much for Ed.
She has been scolding him for being impolite and
nasty to her girl friends, and he decides once and for
all to tell her something of his biography. Alice is
delighted, for she has often desired to know just
what forced Ed'die to leave home, nine years back,
remaining away for five whole years without com-
municating with a soul. Eddie starts the narrative.
He and several friends, it seems, had gone for their
vacation to the summer home of a schoolmate, in
Wisconsin. There Ed had met this fellow's sistc,
Alvera Trahey, and had fallen madly in love with
her. At the time, he was sure she was madly in
love with him, too, but after he returned" from the
vacation of a month her letters fell off, and he
heard no more of her. Lovesick, he managed to wire
and call her, but it was a long time, even, until he
actually received her letter saying that her sweetheart
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had returned, thereby making: it impossible for her

to continue with Eddie any longer. She had been
engaged to another man all along 1 Edd'ie starts to

wind up the narrative, and Alice was interested, for

now he was coming to the part about his long ab-

sence from home, but the doorbell interrupts the

conversation, and in walks Alice's friend, Rosette, who
is extremely fond of Ed. Ed prepared' to retire, leav-

ing the story for some other evening, but Rosette

has just been held up and robbed, and is drenched
to the skin, so Alice gets her into d"ry clothes and
insists that Ed go on with the story, if only for the

sake of forcing Rosette to appreciate just why Ed
pays no attention to her. The story continues, Ed
explaining that after Alvera had broken his heart,

he joined the army and was sent to the Philippines,

where his experiences with the fever epidemic made
it seem as though he were going through a living

Hell. For four years he was in the service, slavmg
and lonely, except for two buddies in similar cir-

cumstances, but when they died* of fever, Ed was
only more sick at heart.

Alice and Rosette clutched at each other, during
the horrible last part of Ed's tale, and despite the

fact that their sympathy went out to him, they were
plotters at heart, and both suggested that it would
be nice of Ed to take Rosette home. Grudgingly, he

got his car out, but, unnerved" by reminiscences

brought up by the story, together with Rosette's

pursuit, be began a siege of reckless driving. But
Rosette took the opportunity of holding him tightly,

and when the crash came, she was in his arms.
Several days later Ed was dismissed from the hos-

pital, weak but remorseful. His every conscious

thought since the accident had been of Rosette. So
his first trip was to see the girl. There, against

the white hospital background, she looked beautiful,

and in his arms, Rosette knew her happiness had"

come, at last. Next time Alice picked up the news-
paper, she had nothing, to tease about, for theie

was the "big" news in black and white!

THE YELLOW GLEAM

Lulu L. Coleman File No. 2868

ENXHANTED by the promises of greater wealth
which fairly rolled from the tongue of the agent
sent by the Mina de Oro, a California mine, John

Drew decided to sell out and organize a caravan.

Westward, to the gold* fields. In short order, ar-

rangements were made, and Drew set out accompanied
by a few of the more courageous young men of the

town, together with his wife, hi'S son, Joe, and his

beautiful daughter, Isadore. Jack Hutchins, scion of

an almost extinct house, joined the party with his

trusty servant Sambo, because of his love for the

charming Isadore. But their plans to marry in

San Francisco were frustrated, after several pleasant

days with the caravan d'uring which time Jack and
Isadore maintained a tactful distance apart, for in

the treacherous paths of the Davis Mountains the

caravan was stopped by lurking bands, who murdered
all in view, concentrating their attention only upon
Isadore, whom they desired to capture and" sell as a

slave to a wealthy Mexican Spaniard, Manuel Gon-
zales, who was known to pay huge sums for beautiful

additions to his famous harem in Mexico City. Isa-

dore is captured, despite her pleas for mercy, unaware
of the fact that her brother Joe has been rescued by
Jack and Sambo, who have also survived the tragedj*.

After a fruitless search for the girl, they decide to

return to San Antonio, their home. While Isadore'

is undergoing the extreme humihation of witness-
ing her barter between Gonzales and the bandits, Jack
and Joe are back in San Antonio being comforted by
the mourning townspeople and Jack's kind* aunt, Ann.
In addition to Jack's longing for Isadore, he learns

from his aunt of her poor health. He learns that her
days are numbered, and his apprehensions grow as

the days drag on, Ann dying after a month of weak-
ness. Then Jack insists that Joe come to Hve with
him, to share his wealth and comforts.
In Mexico, Isad'ore becomes Gonzales slave and

favorite for five hundred dollars, which he has paid

to her parents' murderers. Though she is afraid and
filled with disgust at the transaction, she finds that
Gonzales is actually a highly intelligent and interesting

man, and after antagonizing him for a time, she
begins to ponder on the advisability of accepting, his

offer of marriage and continued luxury. She feels

that he is, after all, a protector, while home she
has no one, the girl convincing herself all along
that Jack and Joe, as well as the Drews, have been
murdered. When Gonzales has a fiesta in her honor,
prior to the occasion of her supposed assent to the
nuptials, she virtually crosses the threshold of re-

sistance, for, after his friend Romero attempts to

make violent love to her, she seeks refuge in her
master's arms, becoming at that moment, utterly

dependent upon his protection. But back of her
mind, an inner voice is telling her to wait, and she
makes no definite statement regarding her future

status in the Gonzales household.
Three years elapse, and Isadore is still captive in

Mexico, although the time has softened her opinion
of the handsome and educated Gonzales, who has
fed the girl on luxury and knowledge. Through
his own efforts lie has managed to educate her con-
siderably, and sensibly enough, he has reaUzed that
unlike the other women in his harem, she is American,
and requires, diversion and interests. These he pro-

vides, enhancing her charm and poise, and making
her a fine woman. But captivity is always linked

with tyranny, and despite the efforts of her benefactor,

to gradually stir her interest and love for him, Isa-

dore takes advantage of her one opportunity to escape
when part of the mansion goes up in smoke, dis-

tracting the attention of the gate keeper, posted to

prevent her escape. Then, Isadore takes her
life in hand and makes a break for freedom, escap-
ing and seeking refuge in the cabin of a Spanish
family, greatly in sympathy with her after she un-

folds her almost fantastic tale. Heading for San
Antonio themselves, to visit their children, they
promise to keep her in hiding until they are ready
to leave. She helps them out by allowing them lo

market her d*iamonds. Soon the journey is on, and
after several days of journeying over wastelands,
they arrive in Texas, Isadore being wildly acclaimed
by all. When she learns that her brother and Jack
have been alive all the time, she collapses in her

sweetheart's arms, and Jack joyfully bids all present

to attend the wedding fiesta that night.

THE HIDDEN LOVE

Estella Kahn File No. 2807

THOUGH Eddie Collins is a refined, well-educated
and brilliant young writer, Nellie White realizes

she is married to an entirely different person
from the Eddie she has come to know as a lover.

Then Eddie was gay and vivacious, with no thoughts
for anyone but her. Now he is a bookworm and
bore, spending precious moments with his books and
his writing and' leaving her at the mercy of the
servants' cruel tongues, encased in luxury, yet lone-

some, childless and discouraged. Positive of his

love, is Nellie, yet she cannot endure his ladk of

affection and attention. And so it is with enthusiasm
and childish expectancy that Nellie looks forward
to a visit from Jack Stone, college chum and child-

hood* pal of Eddie's. It is Jack who sees Nellie's plight

at a glance, much as he admires Eddie, and it is

he who persuades Eddie to allow him to treat Nellie

to the social pleasures 'she is missing while her hus-
band becomes more and more absorbed in his work.
Soon the trust Eddie has placed^ in his friend proves
to be but a mere instrument in throwing these two
gay and alive young people together, and the affair

is culminated one evening after Jack has taken Nellie

to the Opera. Knowing all along that love has been
swelling and reaching immense proportions in their

breasts. Jack and Nellie declare their love for one
another. Jack denouncing Eddie's neglect of his

beautiful wife in clear and certain terms, and* Nellie

surrendering to her fate with just a bit of remorse
concerning the man she would like to be faithful

to, if he might understand her better.

A few days after the opera incident, Jack and
Nellie leave for the Middle West together, and within
a short time Nellie procures a divorce from Ed'die

and marries Jack. Although her new husband can-
not provide the luxuries of the first, they live

comfortably, and within five years two children bless

their greater romance. But Nellie has peculiar long-
ings for the reserved and studious Eddie, and when
he sets asid'e an alienation suit because of her
pregnancy, Nellie ' feels sure he has never stopped
loving her.
Along near their sixth anniversary. Nellie and Jack

are invited on a yachting party and they accept,

little suspecting Eddie will be on board. But he is.

and with a young girl, and NeUie becomes shaken
when she meets him. But she pretends to be at

ease, and* everything runs smootlily until a storm
comes up, damaging the boat. In the melee, Nellie

calls for Jack who is trying to locate her to be
with her in either life or death as it may be, but
she is sent off, and later, when Eddie comes to in-

form her of Jack's death in the accident, she is horri-

fied. But after a long courtship and gentle per-

suasion and' proof he loves her, Nellie remarries
Eddie, realizing that though she cannot forget Jack,
this is after all the really true love of her life, out
of hid'ing at last.

WHAT A MAN
Mrs. E. A. Barry File No. 2759

DESPITE the fact that Dorris Deane was beauti-

ful and yet free from sophistication. Jerry Dunn
saw little in her except the foundation for a

comfortable home for himself. Of all the women
he knew he chose Dorris, and she entered the mar-
riage hoping against hope that this handsome man
she adored would' perhaps some day understand the

meaning of love and the light in her eyes. The Dunn
home wa.s a fine place, and Dorris an excellent house-
keeper, but something was lacking. The presence of

their two children, Jerry Jr. and Margot, was not
even enough to give to the home that zest that

usually accompanies contentment and satisfaction.

Jerry merely exchanged the material comforts of life,

and a rather vague companionship, for Dorris's min-
istrations and spiritual bolstering. This went on for

c!ose to five years, and each was happy in his

own way, Dorris's craving for Jerry's love still un-
d'ying, however. But after all this time the break
Dorris had' been anticipating arrived. Jerry became
morose and silent and went about the house with little

regard for even the comfort he had once craved. He
spurned the children and fidgeted impatiently, and
Dorris knew the symptoms, despite the fact that he

was becoming more and more wealthy, and showering
more and more comforts upon her and her two tots.

One day Dorris made up her mind to bring the thing

to a head. Bargain or no bargain, she had had
enough, and since the marriage had never worked out
as she anticipated*, there was nothing, to keep her.

The children? She would break her own heart, but
she must sacrifice them. And so she set out to

discover the force that was driving Jerry to such
bitter straits. It did not take long. Sue Pollard,

darling of the footlights, was the woman who was
driving him crazy. Rendezvous in the office, at her
apartment and at notorious night clubs were what
was causing the gossip sheet rumblings, and
Dorris, now far less lovely than once before, realized

that Sue was indeed a welcome relief to the do-

mestic fanaticism Jerry had once possessed. But it

was too late to change, and Dorris merely die? the

next best thing. She took what was coming to
her, and slipped away without a scene or a fuss,

Jerry had a hard time with the children at first,

but as soon as they were settled in a country villa

of his, relief obsessed him, and soon he was settled
down with Sue, Dorris having quietly divorced him.
Several years later, attempting to effect a prim

demeanor after years of butterfiying in the capitals
of Europe, Dorris. having followed the progress of

her children, called at Jerry's country home in answer
to an ad for a governess and tutor. Stricken by
her simple beauty, the housekeeper gave her the
position, explaining tearfully that the children's
mother had died' the week before. Entirely changed,
the children did not recognize their mother and
Dorris's heart was near to breaking, but she had
changed and they had grown. However, when Jerry
returned from an extended trip six months later, he
came straight to the villa and recognized her at
once. Then, within the shelter of his arms, she lis-

tened to the words and thoughts she had* so longed
for in years gone by. At last—love came to Jerry!

FACE TO FACE

Mrs. Rose Venturini File No. 2717

A GYPSY fortune teller, pausing on the steps of

the Jones house, informed Mrs. Jones that young
Gilbert, then busily engaged in kicking his

satiny heels up from the covers in the wicker baby
carriage, was born to suffer. Shuddering, Mrs. Jones
pushed the woman aside and carried Gilbert into the
house, but superstition hung over his head the re-

mainder of his days at home with his family. At
eighteen, he felt forced to leave to avoid the constant
references '.o the words of the interfering gypsy. But
before long, Gilbert was beginning to believe the pre-

diction, and his life seemed marked by evil conse-

At the age of twenty-one, Gilbert, a young stock
broker, mildly interested in beautiful things, is in-

vited to attend the opening" exhibition of a prominent
artist, and while basking in the beauty reflected from
these lovely water colors and oils, he meets Rose Ross,
the artist's daughter, both falling deeply in love at
first sight. Soon, Gilbert is a steady caller at the
Ross studio, where Rose and her father live, and the
lovers pledge their troth under the light of a muddy
skylight window in a corner of the studio. But Gilbert
is not constituted to welcome happiness so easily!

Born to suffer! How many times Gilbert has alter-

nately cursed and raged at that interfering gypsy

!

But how often her prophesy has manifested itself

into actuality ! Gilbert's actual suffering begins when
he opens the door of the studio, one afternoon, earlier

than usual, and finds Rose posing partly un'draped, on
the dais of the studio, her father's pupil, Bob, copy-
ing her likeness on a huge expanse of canvass.
Amazed. Gilbert leaves the room in a jealous rage,
and returns for dinner, only to follow the girl to her
room and choke her brutally, denouncing her for her
promiscuity. Rose attempts to explain, but Gilbert
irrforms her that he is aware of the fact that she has
been carrying on with Bob all the time. He tells her
he is disgusted with himself for thinking her too fine

for him. all along. Choking with rage, he leaves the
house and boards the next train for the Middle West,
taking up his residence with his brother, who is

married to one of Rose's schoolmates. For nine miser-
able years, Gilbert remains with his brother, in the
city, wasting his health and torturin'g his soul, yet
too proud to return to the girl who has inspired his
insane jealousy. Slowly, he breaks down in health and
is confined to bed with severe anemia and sheer ex-
haustion. But apparently, the illness has broken the
charm somewhat. As he lies, tossing deliriously, he
seems to hear a familiar voice. In the mist of the
chaos, he sees a familiar face, made even more beau-
tiful from years of trial and suffering. Rose, whose
father has taken up a residence in Rome, has come
from across the ocean, and is standing by Gilbert's
bedside! Gilbert becomes well slowly under her care,
but as he convalesces, he becomes more and more
ashamed of himself, and though he wants to get well,
remorse tugs at his very heart and soul. The pain
grows even worse, in his heart, when Rose explains
her modelling for Bob—the thing which in'spired the
fiery Gilbert to treat her with such ruthless abandon.
In the early days of her father's recognition as a suc-
cessful artist,—those were the days of the exhibition,
the first big one, at which Gilbert and Rose met. they
were poor. Rose modelled merely so they could save
money, Bob being her father's pupil and partner in

the studio. But Rose had not been her father's and
Bob's confidante so man'y years for nothing. Although
she had walked, like Gilbert, through Hell for nine
years, she understood the ways of man, and the man
she loved, above all. Sweetly, and tenderly, she takes
Gilbert to her heart. She forgives him for his harsh
treatment and the years of longing and misery he has
caused her to suffer. Gilbert vows he will be her slave
for life, meeting punishment face to face for the
cruelty he has inflicted by ruinirfg so many years of
happiness of such a lovely little flower.

THUNDER VALLEY

Anthony J. Heffron File No. 2878

HAVING no choice in the matter, Claire Lamont,
orphaned at four, stayed with his uncle, Oliver
Brown, on a Tennessee plantation. But Oliver

was a man of mean disposition, and so he ran away,
at the age of eighteen, an'd became a member of

Captain Britt's crew, on a river steamer. Then, Claire
was happy, because he had discovered the joy of
freedom.
While Claire was going through this stage. Rex
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Eennington and Jim Elliot, two older men from St.

ouis, were heading for the West, to Northern
Arizona, where tliey had heard reports of good cattle

business. There, in Arizona, they became the owners
of over a hundred tliousand acres of laitd in a region
known as Thunder Valley, and, after settling the man-
agement, they left for the East, again, with two of

their favorite hands, Phil and "Duster," two men who
would lay down their lives for their employers. Back
in St. Louis, Phil and Duster were welcomed to Rex's
house. There, they learned to know Rex's daughter,

and Jim's, and became almost art integral part of the

family. When the time came for them to return to

the West, the entire family went—Jim and his

daughter, Goldie, and Rex's wife and daughter, Tessie.

The trip was long and treacherous, and before they
reached Arizona, Goldie was taken captive by Indians

who attacked the caravan. ' The entire train became
morbid and troubled, but it was Phil arfd Duster who
went in search of her. Tliey were too late, however,
for Claire, riding Westward, alone, in search of n

ranching proposition, was the man Who rescued her, in

a brave approach to the Indian camp. Claire had also

been heading Westward to track down Jules Burton,

a well known cattle rustler, for whose head was a

price ot ten thousand. But alter the rescue, Claire was
bent on returning Goldie back to her father. On the

trail, they met Duster, who, glad to see Goldie, headed
them for the Arkansas River ford, where they met
Phil, and finally the rest. What a scene of joy came
over that caravan at the return of Jim's beloved
daughter! What a hero Claire presented! Then it

was that Claire became a member of the caravan and
a future ranch helper.
When the train reached the huge ranch, it was found

to be in a deplorable condition. Most of the cattle

was missing, and the two trusted men who were there
were strangely silent in regard to Brown, the foreman.
Immediately, Phil, Duster, and Claire sprang into

action, and a war against rustlers was declared. Goldie
tried to restrain" Claire from entering, but he refused
to heed. Ilowever, the incident served to show both,

that love was hovering somewhere about. As they
started out. Red Brown asked to resign, but Rex
convinced him to hang on a while. Each of the men
go their ways, and before long, the ever-vigilant and
quick Claire captured Brown redhanded, proving to

Rex and Jim that he was accepting huge sums for

the transfer of cattle to Jules Burton*. Learning that

Brown was a relative of his uncle's, Claire didn'l

grieve when he wasn't imprisoned, but immediately,
Claire set out to solve a brutal murder at one of

Rex's adjoining ranches. After working on it for a

while, he caught the murderer, and aided considerably
in cleaning up the rustling abuses in the Neighborhood.
Then, filled with more confidence, he returned to
Thunder Valley. Though his heart was lost to the
lovely Goldie Elliot, he announced his intentions of

travelling on, but she. ever careful of allowing the

reticent Claire to elude her, coitvinced him that the
West was a lovely place, and particularly Thunder
Valley.

EASTERN FRONT

Walter N. Zeller File No. 2879

WHEN Heinrich Velden kissed his sweetheart, the

beautiful Vera Ivanovna, goodbye, and put her

on the train bound for the farm of her father,

the great Russian landowner, Semyon Ivanovna, he

,I)oped to see her after the short spring vacation. But
within four weeks Germaxty had declared war on

Russia, and Heinrich found himself in the front lines

advancing against Vera's countrymen. In a desperate

attack upon the Rusisans Heinrich mortally wounds
a Russian officer and is then himself knocked down by

an exploding shell nearby. When he recovers he finds

the German forces have been pushed back, but due

to the gratitude of the dying Russian officer to whom
he had given water, his life is spared and he becomes

a prisoner of war.
Behind the Russian lines, in the filthy prison camp.

Heirtrich grasps at a chance to escape, by taking the

place of a dead prisoner, one of the fifty chosen to

Work on a Russian farm. Meanwhile, Semyon Ivan-

ovna, who, like all Russian men of high rank, was an

officer irt the Imperial Army, had left for the front,

leaving his daughter. Vera, in charge of the farm.

Alexey the slv overseer of the Ivanovna farm,

secretly in love with Vera, welcomes the prisoners who
have come to work, kindly at first, but when he dis-

covers that Heinrich knows and loves Vera, his whole

manner changes and he threatens to kill this new rival,

If he makes himself known to Vera. That night,

however, hearing a cry of distress, Heinrich rushes for-

ward and comes upon Alexey holding the unconscious

Vera, who has fainted after attempting to fight him
off. Heinrich throws himself upon the overseer, and

beats him until he appears Hfeless. He then carries

Vera to the house. Upon regaining consciousness, she

is overjoyed at seeing him there.
.

The next day, while the two are listening to the

singing of the prisoners, Heinrich fin'ds himself staring

frozenly and mute at a picture on the wall—the pic-

ture of the Russian officer whose dying words had

saved his life-the picture of Vera's father. Forced to

answer Vera's searching questions and to tell her her

father is dead, he arouses in her an unnatural hatred

for Germany, and maddened by grief she shoots Heirt-

rich, thinking thus to avenge her father. She is in-

stantly overcome with remorse, and orders him taken

to the hospital.
Meanwhile, the Russian Revolution has broken out,

and Alexey, one of the ring-leaders of the brutal mob.
immediately comes to avenge his humiliation at the

hands of Heinrich. Vera escapes through a window,

and from a distance sadly watches her home go up in

flames She then rushes to Heinrich at the hospital

and begs his forgiveness which he readily grants.

But their happiness is for but one brief moment as

Alexey with the blood-thirsty mob at his heels ha?

pursued Vera to the hospital. She tries to escape with

Heinrich but is seized bv the frenzied people and

Alexey orders that the two be placed in a dungeon to
await their executioit at midnight. Drunk with tri-

umph, Ale.xey stands outside their cell taunting them.
This gives Heinrich the opportunity to swing a table
leg he has found in the cell, through the bars upon
Alexey's head. He and Vera then rob the unconscious
overseer of his revolver and keys and make their
escape.
For two anxious weeks Heinrich and Vera stealthily

seek an outlet from Russia. Then orfe evening, while
passing through a thick woods, they hear singing,
which Heinrich quickly recognizes as that of his
countrymen. Heinrich makes himself known and as
the Russian Revolution has put an end to the war
with Germany, he and Vera are sent home to Heirt-
lich's native land with the German soldiers wishing
them happiness.

MR. NE'ERDOWELL

Arthur Lewis Kemler File No. 2888

WHEN Arthur Hunt's family intimated that it

might he wise for him to find shelter else-
where, his idleness having^ become a source of

annoyance to everyone but his mother, Arthur left,

but not without malice, for he had been trying very
hard to land something, and he knew that if it were
not for the fact that his brother was so jealous—he had
been, since Arthur could remember, nothing would
have happened. But perhaps this move was a blessing
in disguise, as it were. Arthur's very stride was more
determined as he strode away from the house that
night. A friend at a counter of the amusement park
near his home looked up questioningly as Arthur
strode over, a paper under his arm. Arthur said a
few words. The boy behind the counter realized he
meant busirfess. Arthur showed him an ad in the
Evening Flash : "Man wanted to accompany
truck load of silk to Philadelphia. Apply Wilson Silk
Mills," and it gave the address. In a short time
Arthur was at the mills. Strange that they wanted
applications for the job at night, but he thought no
further and knocked on the office door. Instead of
meeting Mr. Wilson, he found himself face to face
with a well dressed man who cautiorfed him to "Stick
'em up" at once. In a flash, Arthur jumped at the
man. He was entirely too angry with the world to
let a rotten trick like that go by. A job, eh? But
soon he heard a laugh. The man he had pinned be-
neath him was Mr. Wilson, and the holdup a trick to
test the new guard. Arthur was hired at once, and
told to prepare for the ride. "Three- fingered" Mike
was the man supposedly at the bottom of this silk
running, and the reward on his head was monstrous
in proportion, more money, ia fact, than Arthur had
ever dreamed of. Soon the truck set out, all the sym-
pathy on Arthur's side, but when it drove back into
town the next day, victory was declared! Arthur
had delivered the truck safely, with the aid of a hired
crew. He had scared off Mike, and had captured one
of his men for information purposes. Then it was that
Arthur was hailed as a hero by Wilson and his
daughter, Nanty, to say nothing of the men about the
plant, but Nancy's admiration was most encouraging.
In a short time, Arthur discovered that Nancy's love
for him was as strong as his for her, despite their
short acquaintance, and, the evening before he was
to set out on an actual man-hunt for Mike, he pre-
sented Nancy with an exquisite riifg, paid for, as
were the dinner clothes in which he had dined at the
Wilsons', from the five hundred dollars received from
his employer for having delivered the first few truck-
loads all right.

It was on this night that Nancy fell into a small but
rapid stream. Then, Arthur carried her to his grand-
mother's old cottage and dried her clothes. Then,
they realized how very much they meant to each
other, and at the same time, Narfcy declared Arthur
would not go after Mike without her. The next
day they set out in Nancy's car, Nancy, Arthur, and
the naptive member of Mike's gang. Then ensued a
thrilling battle in a mine, the secret openings of which
v/ere pointed out by the captive. Singlehanded, Arthur
got Mike and his right-hand man*, but only after the
captive was killed and Arthur pinned under some
heavy beams and shafts. But Nancy, on the outside,
had sensed his danger, and soon, with a group of uni-
formed men, she was at his side. Some small leg
injuries healed. Arthur returned with Nancy, to find
himself wealthy, from the rewards, and acclaimed a
hero. When' he married Nancy, his mother and father
attended the wedding, proud of the erstwhile ne'erdo-
well.

PRISON WIDOW
June Hewett File No. 2953

ALTHOUGH the rear of a tailor shop is not pre-
cisely the place to breed love and beauty. Made-
line and Richard managed to discover light ia

dark places. Thev had just been married and wert
starting together, and though their days were un-
eventful, their eyes were focused on a higher goal

—

a successful business and a happy home. Everything
ran smoothly for a brief sparf, and before long, through
their earnestness and honesty, Richard and Madeline
moved into a charming little house, a cherub-like in-
fant coming to share their joys, after two years.
Baby Richard. Ir.. was a delight to his mother and

father, but soon after his birth, his father began to
act slightly queer and unbalanced. In the midst of
an apparently logical conversation, he would go off
on a tangent, running into irrelevance and incoherency.
Madeline was frankly troubled and, having nobody to
advise her. she turned to their only friend, Joseph
Hortort. a former employer of Richard's, retired,
wealthy, and very kindly. Horton had always liked
Richard, and had treated him like a son. and now
that he was welcome in Richard's home, he did

likewise for Madeline, who, like Richard, was an
orphan.
But Horton's advice to Madeline cost him his life

and her, her happiness, for when Richard entered his
home one day, and saw Madeline arfd Horton in serious
conference, he became crazed, and attacked the older
man, whom he accused of stealing Madeline's love.
Horton died, on the way to the hospital, from Rich-
ard's blows, and Richard was sent to an insane
asylum, the alienists having discovered that he had
inherited a strain of irfsanity prevalent throughout his
family, then extinct. Although Richard had been aware
of this affliction at the time of the marriage, he had
kept it from the woman he loved so deeply—Madeline.
And so Madeline was left to shift for herself. With

the little money gleaned from the house and business,
she took her boy and started a boarding house. Many
were the admirers who came and went, smitten by
her beauty aifd charm. Madeline was still lovely to
look at, but somewhat careworn. She was believed
to be a widow, and Httle did anyone suspect she was
a prison widow! As the years passed, a wealthy man,
slightly older than herself, numbered himself among
her boarders, and as her memories of Richard faded
into bitterness, she came to reaHze that this man was
offering a type of love Richard was not even familiar
with—protecting, honest love, but she would not
divorce Richard, because of the principles of her re-
ligion' and her pity for the man she had loved so
dearly. Still, time accomplishes many things, and as
young Richard grew older, she realized there were
things she could never provide for him. Reluctant to
forfeit her trust, but loving Edward Clay, she began
to give and take from him to provide luxuries for
the boy. Before long, he convinced her she needed
him for herself, too, and she realized her love for him,
despite the fact that she was considered by the more
respectable as a worthless woman. On the verge ol
divorce, in defiance of everythin'g, she received word
of Richard's death in the asylum prison, and despite

AN EYE FOR AN EYE

Chrisilan Reitan File No. 2923

CAPTAIN Blake was the Big Shot of Lockport,
owner of five steamboats, the Lockport Salvage
and Diving Corporation, and the meanest char-

acter in town, Mrs. Butts and her daughter Marian
hated him more than anyone else for while it had
beert Blake who encouraged the late Mr. Butts when
he came to I-,ockport to become a druggist and ex-
periment with deadly gases, it had also been Blake
who had offered to take the discovery to Washington.
This move had been the beginning of the end tor
Butts, because Blake, as leading citizen and wealthiest
man of Lockport, had seen a simple means of gaining
possession of the precious chemicals. He merely ruined
Butts firtancially, and caused him to succumb to a
heart attack as a result of the shock. After the
funeral, Mrs. Butts became a dry-eyed, close-lipped
woman, but utterly crushed, so it was Marian who
displayed her business acumen and tenderness of heart
by opening a rooming house and caring for her van-
quished mother. In the meantime, rumbling of trouble
was covering Lockport, since the insurance company
announced its intention of salvaging two ships of
Blake's which had gone down, the sole survivor being,
both times, Jerry, a water front derelict. Blake had
not worried over these two brutal accidents in which
life was lost, wholesale. The Company attempted to
call in a salvage company, from New York, but
Blake's company bid so low it was accepted. The
proposition seemed shady, but the work went oif,

smoothly, until one day, Jerry, at the air pump,
noticed the diver's signal for ascent. When brought
up, he was dead, a ghastly expression on his face.
The coroner pronounced it heart failure. The same
thing happened to the next diver.
At this time, Jerry moved into the Butts' place, and

ihey were glad, for both women were trying to keep
him straight, arfd away from Blake's influence. The
next diver was a young giant, handsome, daring, and
in love with Marian at once. Storms held up the
divmg and threw him and Marian together. The dav
Jack went down for the last time, Marian had had
strange premonitions when thev had said farewell iri

each others' arms. He died in the same manner, but
this time Marian decided to act. Her love had been
snatched from her, cruelly, and in a flash the thing
came to her. Blake had been using Jerry to kill
the divers with the gas her father had made, to pre-
vent his ships' salvaging. The evidence was in Jerry's
room. Tlie demure girl became a tigress as she took
her father's gun to get Blake. He saved her the
trouble by killiirg himself, quoting the Scriptures,
"An eye for an eye--." Marian was Lockport's hero-
me for dehvermg it from its tyrant. Jerry dropped
dead before the verdict at his trial, and Marian faced
life, bitterly, looking forward only to the day upon
vhich she lit JO Tack.

LT. MAC FARLANE OF THE NAVY

Christian Reitan File No. 2923

IN the time of the famous American
there was a sign outside a house in
painted in gold letters on blue." It i

Mac Farlanc. Shipoivncr. In his office sat
brooding over the fact that his son, Tom
to become an officer in the navy, going
Mac Farlanc. SInpozimer. In his office sat
this was a great misfortune, but not ;

Mac Farlane. who was proud of Tom. he
ing been a captain in" the British Navy
Before Tom left for Annapolis, the

steward, Abraham Washington Penny, a
("Penny") joined with, the rest of the fan

Clipperships,
Broadstreet,

ead. Thnmax
Mac Farlane,
, had decided
to Annanolis
Mac Farlane,
o with Mrs.
r father hav-

Mac Farlane
giant ne^o,
lily in trying
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to cheer the head of the house. "He'll he aaawright.
Captain," drawled Penn'y, "Don't you-all worry 'cause
Massa Tom gonna come out topside up. Yes sah!"
When they took Tom to the raih-oad station. Joseph
Brown and his daughter. Ceha, were there. Brown, a
shipowner Hke Mac Farlane, was fond of Tom, as was
Celia. but the girl was disappointed at the move her
sweetheart was taking. "I'd rather see you be a real

sailor. Tom," she said, and the older folks were
amused to see them fight it out together. Soon Tom
was on the train. "If you don't like Cn'cle Sam come
back to Uncle Joe." Brown shouted after him, and
they all laughed and sighed together.
After a year had elapsed, Tom was back for three

weeks, on leave, but the immaculate uniform and erect
carriage did not appeal strongly to Celia, as they
walked the docks. Two years, and three years went
by, and even Mac Farlane was proud of him, now.
He seemed to know so much about boats an'd things.

"What a Captain he would have made," cried Mac
Farlane when the newspapers printed the story about
his becoming heavyweight champion of the Navy!
There was rejoicing in that home when Tom came
back a lieutenant!
Soon after his arrival, Tom asked his father about

the ship Goldcnrod. Tom had received permission to

sail for a year in the Mercantile Marine! How de-

lighted they were at this! But those were the good
old shan'ghaiing days, and when Torn, at the advice of

old Thomson, went into a sailor's lodging to learn

some he-man language, he was shanghaiied aboard
the Goldenrod, but it didn't take Tom long to get the

situation well under control. His father had not sent
him off to study with boxing gloves for nothing. On'

the voyage going, Tom was obedient and silent about
his identity, warning Penny, who was on board, to

keep it dark. Soon, however, on the return voyage,
the officers were revelling in debauchery, so Tom,
with the aid of his boxing training fought one and
all, and managed to return to port in command of

.the ship. Mac Farlane's heart went out to the boy,
and the crew was amazed when they learned this lad

was Tommy Mac Farlane, "Mac's" son. and champion
of the Navy. "Yes sah," said Penny, "Didn't ah tell

you he come out topside up?," and Ceha beamed with
happin'ess at the man she was to marry in a month!

WHITE BIRCHES

Mudie Aurora Knudson File No. 2919

IN the small hamlet of Trolleholm, a peaceful spot

sheltered between the mountains, and looking like

a picture set in a frame, stands Orkildshouse, an
old castle, inhabited by the last of a noble family,

Orkild, a youth of twenty-five, and his sister, Gunda.
Gunda, many years older than Orkild, had been like

a mother since the passing of the last Ofkilds to

"Walhalla." so, when* Orkild announced that he in-

tended circling the world, Gunda laughed, not be-

lieving. For five long years Gunda waited patiently

for her brother to return to settle down with a

worthy woman, but her years of loneliness were hardly

rewarded, for Orkild brought home an impetuous and
selfish Italian girl, beautiful, but a constant source of

constern'ation to Gunda and the neighboring landowners
and peasants who were unwilling to reahze Orkild
would marry out of his line. Gilda and Gunda were
far apart as the poles, and soon Gunda left for

Stockholm to marry an old suitor, a tradesrnan, whom
she had repulsed these many years for Orkild's sake.

When Gilda took the reigns, things grew dark for she

was not fond of the North and her extravagances were
slowlv causing the Orkild fortunes tO' descend lower

and lower. She travelled much, and paid little atten-

tion to her thi-ee children, Swante, Erick, and Inge-

borg. She was particularly annoyed by Ingeborg,
Orkild's pet, who was true Scandinavian an'd an
Orkild in appearance and spirit.

For several years the household continued to move
in his chaotic spirit, and during one of her mother's
visits to her native land, Ingeborg and her constant

companion', Swante, met Esbjorn, grandson of Thori-
ten, the wood carver. Ingeborg loved Esbjorn but

knew what Gilda would say to the match. However,
she learned from Thorsten, one day, that Esbjorn was
the son of Prince Norr-Blanda, a fine, warm, gentle-

man, who had married the wood carver's daughter,

after meeting her on a hunting trip, and died soon

after her death. Esbjorn w^as going to be a famous
artist some day, and when of age, he was to inherit

the Norr-Blanda fortunes and title. But Gilda believed

nothing and interrupted this little idyll with the news
that since the Orkilds were penniless, Ingeborg would
marry a rich old Italian count to save the family.

Between them, Ingeborg and Swante made a plan,

and Ingeborg submitted to her mother's wishes, but
as she walked into the church to get married, Esbjorn,
dressed in his princely robes charged past on a steed,

hke a "Valkyrie." and swept her off to Stockholm to

her aunt Gunda's. Arriving there some days later,

Gilda seemed a changed woman, and the faithful

Gunda decided to help. So. with happiness spread
about, they all returned to spend only happy days in

the shadow of the white birches of Orkild's house.

WOUNDED
Mudle Aurora Knudson File No. 2919

fc-^NTERlKG her forties, reluctant though beautiful.

1^ \\'i:(Me Dubois Saunders has begun to_ realize that
lltrh.Ll-'^ she has-been too sacrificing for her emi-

lunt iT'i!' ~-'ir and scientist husband, Teddy. For this

rc;t~'.ni. sii'.' refuses to accompany hun on his latest

trip to Africa, and he. hurt by her attitude toward his

trips, and her final confession of supreme discomfort
about them, informs her that a woman of forty, re-

gardless of how attractive she may be, is hopelessly

lost in a world wherein men want youth above all.

When the boat sails from the pier, carrying Teddy to

the Dark Continent, he begins to realize that per-
haps he has been wrong, after all, for as the ship
heads for the bay, he notices that Valerie is greeting
Baron Herloff. an old suitor of her's, and his face
carries the same expression of the old days when
Saunders beat him at the game of winning the lovely
and artistic Valerie Dubois. Valerie, too, seems de-
lighted at the encounter, and Saunders' trip com-
mences with stran'ge misgivings.
For the weeks following her husband's departure,

Valerie tastes of the joy she has not had in years.
Having sacrificed her career as an artist to become
Mrs. Theodore Saunders, she opens her small country
house and builds a new studio. Her days in the
country are heavenly, and Herloff is by no means bor-
ing compan'y. Each time he visits he brings a more
prominent connoisseur, and his encouragement of her
work keeps her happier than her beloved Teddy's let-

ters. But all this is destined to pass, for Herloff is

called to his native Scandinavia to be at his father's
bedside. Alone, Valerie tires of the country and leaves
for Paris with her secretary. From her studio in the
Latin Quarter, she writes to Herloff, asking his advice
about visitin'g the North, which she wants very mujh
to see. Soon afterwards, Herloff's mother welcomes
the only woman her son has ever loved. By the
time, she has become quite a well known artist, and
in her social intercourse with the famous people known
by the Herloffs, she meets a critic and old master who
advises her to enter one of her pictures in a Stockholm
exhibition. This painting is called, "Wounded," and
though the subject is merely a woman sitting in a
garden with a wounded bird, the professor senses this

to be Valerie's life story and dubs it a masterpiece.
"Wounded" takes prizes at the exhibition and Valerie
comes into her own as an internationally known artist.

Her joy, however, is marred by news from her old
housekeeper, that Teddy has returned from Africa and
is seriously ill from the poison of a tropical insect bite.

Forgetting everything, she rushes back to the United
States and surprises the man she loves, though he has
despaired of ever seeing her. Together, they w^ork to
restore his health, and she takes him to an Indiarf
medicine man in Colorado, who, through his quaint
environment and unusual herbs, cures Teddy, scientist
though he is. There, in that garden, peace and under-
standing comes to these two turbulent souls, and
they face the future happy in the serene beauty suffer-
ing has brought to each.

STOLEN VIRTUE

Etta Palmer File No. 2887

HATTIE who was nineteen and a striking blond
ran the elevator in the Gorham Department
Store. "Main floor," she called. "Main floor.

All out." The car emptied, except for one tall figure.
"Main floor," said Hattie again. The figure stepped
up. "That's very interesting," he said, "but my
name's Joe White. What's yours?" Hattie, who liked
the handsome young man, laughed, and told him. And
that was how the romance started. They went out to
the park and to the movies many times after that, and
finally Hattie decided to ask Joe to her house.
Hattie's father didn't like Joe because he talked too
nuch and
that Hnttie

Hatti<
spending the

clothes that
uld not see Jo
nt to meet Jo

too loud,

again. So hi

He

at the

eforth,
he told her folks she
Girls Athletic Club.
gh the meal, HattieOne night, after rushing thr

grabbed her coat, called, "Going tor a swim down at
the club," and ran out. Joe was waiting to drive her
to the country, where they parked on a lonely road.
Tomorrow Joe would leave for Chicago, and this was
their last night together. Time seemed to speed by
f,o that it was pitch black when they turned to leave,
and it was four when Hattie arrived. The next morn-
in'g her father was furious. He said he didn't believe
a word about the Girls Athletic Club, and he wanted
to know if it was Joe who kept her out until four
in the morning. Hattie finally broke down and con-
fessed, and her father drove her out for good.
Some months later, Hattie who was on duty calling

out floors nionotonously, caught sight of a familiar
figure getting on. "Joe!" she cried, graspm'g his
arm, her face lighting up. Joe was sheepish, "Er

—

meet my wife," he said turning to the woman beside
him. "Tliis is an old acquaintance—Hattie. How are
you Hattie, old thing? Nice to see you again. Well,
so long." He stepped off and the elevator passed on.
In the days that followed Hattie became so dreamy
and so inefficient that she was fired, and began to
wander the streets alone.
One night Joe was walking through the park by

himself. He saw the figure of a young girl dragging
herself along the edge of the lake. He followed her
for a time, but when he saw that she was ready to
leap in, he ran forward and caught her. She was
bedraggled, and as she pulled herself away, she said,
"Ah, nobodv, would care, and nobodv would miss me. '

"Hattie." cried Joe, "Joe would." He told her how
his wife had left him, and how miserably lonely he
was. As they walked through the park they ex-
plained and cleared matters up, and at the end of the
evening they were beaming with joy. After their
marriage their happiness was complete when they
found that Hattie's father forgave them and welcomed
them both back home.

CLAWS OF FATE

Ben Herzog File No. 2893

FISHERMAN Parsons drank too much, and used
to do queer things when drunk. One day, after
an orgy, he decided to have his poor work-worn

wife, his little daughter, and his two small sons
tatooed with the same brand. "In case." he said, "they
get lost." Some months afterward. Parson's took the
boys. Jack and Ted out on a fishing trip, When a

storm came up. the boat capsized, and although the-

fisherman sank in a sudden high wave, the boys were
picked up by a rescue vessel. Captain Richards of the
schooner liked Jack, and decided to adopt and educate
the boy.- Ted simply drifted away. Nobody could say
exactly what became of him.
, With Parsons and the boys gone, Mary and her
mother found themselves reduced to ran'k poverty,
and continued to live in such circumstances until a
wealthy man, passing through the town, discovered
that Marv had a beautiful voice, and offered to
finance her through a music course in New York. In
the years that followed Mary was rapidly making a
name for herself. One evenin'g, after a particularly
beautiful performance by Mary at the Opera, an old
friend. Dr. Richards stepped around back stage wit]i

Mr. Reynolds, the famous criminal lawyer and in-

troduced him to Mary, Before long Reynolds and
Mary were madly in love. Returning from the
jewelers' a few months later, Mary and her mother
were gettin'g settled when suddenly they found them-
selves facing a gang of hold-up men who had evi-

dently shadowed them from the store. Mrs. Parsons-
became hysterical and was slugged on the head with
a pistol butt, as the gang made a get-a-way. At
the hospital she was treated by Dr. Richards, who
noticed her tatoo. "Strange,'' he was saying, "that
my own should be so similar, so very

—
" Just thep

he v^as called away.
It was a certain Ted Blake who had attacked Mrs.

Parsons, and now this same Ted was involved in a
Lon'g Island rum-running scheme. Some one squealed,
and as Ted rode up in one of his trucks, a policeman
"got him." At the hospital, with a bullet in the base
of his brain, Ted foun'd himself being attended to by
Dr. Richards, who with fine skill and delicate care,
saw him safely through. During Ted's convalescence,
the doctor dropped in for a friendly visit, and in the
course of the conversation', he noticed the tatoo in

Ted's arm. After a few eager questions on Ted's
life history, the doctor sprang up and embraced him.
He told him how he had found a mother in Mrs.
Parsons, and a sister in Mary, by means of the tatoo,
and how now, by the same token, he had discovered
a brother in Ted. Upon receiving Ted's solemn prom-
ise to reform, the doctor arranged with attoritey
Reynolds to have all charges against him dismissed.
Dr. Richards had planned a surprise party for his

mother and sister on Christmas day, but he had
never counted on being able to present a genuine, liv-

ing surprise. "Here, mother," he called, "here is

some one as dear to me as you and Mary. Here is

your other son!" The reunion' was one of tremendous
joy for the whole family. Of course, Reynolds, who

arry Mary, belonged to them and shared
the joy.

THE RIVER BOYS

Paul R. Dunlap File No. 2876

i^'-r-^HERE goes that handsome River boy I told

I you about, Marv," a voice "behind Fred ex-

claimed, in girlish tones. Amused, Fred wheeled
about, to face Ellen Smith and the newest neighbor in

town. Mary Standish. So this was the new girl he
had heard about, thought Fred. She was lovely, and
Fred, knowing Ellen as well as he did, immediately
had her introduce him to the beauteous Mary. From
the girls, he gleaned the news that Mary and his hated
rival for any pretty girl, Richard Grig, have been see-

ing one another. Immediately he became deter-

mined to have her for himself. That made two goals
for him, for he was also determined that one of his

brothers, Sam, half of a twin, should win Ellen, who
was four years younger than Fred.
Fred was excited, the following week, by his invi-

tation to Mary's birthday party, but he was even
more excited by something Ellen's brother had told

him. Roy Smith, it seems, had a friend, Jake Miller,

who was coming in fi'om New York with a map of

buried treasure. Roy, Jake, and Fred would snare
it! So, it was slight wonder that Fred's excellertt

spirits and glowing countenance at Mary's party
caused the girl to dec'are that she did not understand
what she had ever seen in Richard Grigs. For her,

now, there was no on'e but Fred. Ellen spi'ang a sur-

prise, too, for she calmly displayed an engagement
rin'g, and announced to all and sundry that her wed-
ding would take place in four years from that night
to Sam. Fred's only misfortune was that Ellen w^s
secretive, and there were all of six Sams at the
party!
Soon Jake Miller appeared in town, and besides the

buried treasure map, he brought a fine biplane. The
boys had a wonderful time learning how to fly the
plane, and although Fred had one n'ear-crash which
damaged Mary's car, slightly, causing her to cease
holding conversation with him, they went about each
day, busily planning the long flight for the treasure.

What an exciting flight that was. in the Thunder
Bolt ! What adventures the boys encountered! Not
only was the actual flying of the plane exciting, but
they really rescued a white man from death at the
hands of a band of blood-thirsty cannibals. As part
of their original flight, they started out to find the
Rivers' yacht, which was stolen. As they departed in

the plane, Fred, Roy. and Jake were inside, with
Fred's twin brothers, Sam and Henry on the wings.
When they did locate the yacht, they didn't return' at

once and that is how they sighted the cannibals pre-
paring to burn McCary. But a thrilling battle with
these savages subdued the black men, and made the

rest of their way safe. Then came the exciting
moment. A cave, and a huge pile of precious goods!
Fred and Roy stepped into the cave, guns poised.

"Stick 'em up," they heard, but knowing it was Jake,
they just laughed. Then, when they returned to their

homes, Fred moved the fastest. He was at a jeweler's
in double quick time, after he had seen his moth(;r, and
then--ah then, the moment he had waited for arrived.
Mary Standish promised to marry him, and, sure
enough, just four years from the night of the mem-
orable party—Ellen and Sam Rivers followed.
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LOVE FINDS A WAY
Mrs. Rose Olive Douglas File No. 278!

ALONG time before the beginning of this story,

two youths an'd their wives came to the moun-
tains to settle down and run a mine. But only

one mode good. That was Johnson. Bush, the other,

settled on a corner of his partner's land. But they
were happy, and their children, Harvey Johnson and
Jene T.ush were brought up side by side, the parents
hoping they would marry some day. But soon the

Johnson folk died, and Harvey sold out his ranch to

Jack Downing, city lad, out of college a short time.

With his aunt, Jack took possession of the ranch,

spending all his vacations and weekends in the beauty
of the mountains. On'e day. he discovered the Bush
family. Jene having just been graduated from the
town high school. Jack was captivated by the girl's

beauty, and overjoyed at the thought of his aunt's
having companionship, but he refused to admit his

love to the girl, fearing to marry her because of the
strain of hereditary drunkenness in his family. Soon
the Bush family and Jack an'd his aunt became as one,

and Jack gave up his fine city position to earn his

livelihood from the land, and. from the mine, which
he intended setting up once more. But Jene was sad,

for she loved Jack and he acted as though she were
merely an insignificant child. She explained that youn'g

, Harvey Bush had turned bad and had been pestering
her to marry him, always waxingf amorous when no-
one was about. Jack vowed to warn him against such
actions, and Aunt Rachel was very much ann'oyed at

anyone wishing to harm such a sweet girl, but still

Jack maintained his impersonal air. despite the fact

that he had heard in the city that Harvey was
married to a girl from another town and was the
father of a daughter.
One day. Jack returned from his mining operations,

enthusiastically prepared to inform his aunt that they
would be rich, the mine having been started again, but
he was met with grim faces, for Mr. Bush had been
seriously injured at his work. On his deathbed, he
made Jack promise to look after his family, and Jack
found the new responsibility a pleasure. But Mrs,
Bush began to grow weak, and Aunt Rachel and Jene
kept a steady vigil at her bedside. Jack found these
days trying, for Jene was begin'ning to need him more
and more 'and he to love her more and more. He
realized at last that the girl was almost wasting away
for love of him, and one night when Mrs. Bush was
worse than ever before, he told her of his love, instead
of doing the usual comforting and she begged him to

man-y her before her mother's death, explaining that
his fear of becoming a drunkard was foolish. Mrs.
Bush died soon' after the ceremony, but her death was
a contented one. Realizing he had caused unhappiness.
and sympathizing with his childhood playmate, Harvey
made a peace call and wished them well, happiness
gradually blotting out the remaining vestiges of

tragedy.

A SACRED PROMISE

Mr3. S. B. Leo File No. 2877

OL'T of the city, where hands do the laboring, a
voung man was engaged in the timber irTdustry.

He lived in a small cabin with his young wife
and their infant daughter. Xell. Still, the wife was
too beautiful, if that is possible, and a rich and
powerful overseer, John Scott, took a fancy to her, be-
coming crazed with the desire for possession. The
young wife was faithful to the young husband she
loved, an'd the rich man repulsed her. but he was
accustomed to having his own way. always, and so
he attempted many means of ensnaring the girl. One
afternoon, the situation became unbearable, so half-

crazed with fear and disgust, the woman shot the
villain dead. Those were chivalrous days, and so her
husband accepted the blame, and the wife could n'ot

convince the court, through any means, that she was
the guilty party. The rich man interfered, forever,
with the happiness of that couple, it seemed, and the
young man was sent to prison for life. In their cabin,
meanwhile, the wife was still trying to convince her
neighbors of her husband's innocence, and in her
great grief, she died of brain fever. The husband
died, soon afterwards, in prison, and the child was
taken to live with old friends who had ntine but
a little boy of their own. There Xell grew up to
resemble her mother, beautiful and fine, strong and
useful. She was the joy of the household, and never
knew that these kind people were anything but her
own. When death took the sweet woman who had
been her mother, she elicited a sacred promise from
Ned, her son. n'ever to divulge Nell's identity, after
telling the story and- entrusting the girl to his care.
For years, Ned faced the world, loving Nell and yet
being choked with this promise to his mother. His
father, at this time, was ill, and old, and Nell cared
for him as none else could. He knew well that the
children were lovesick, neither understanding the
forces they were contending with, but he, too, was
choked with this promise, that he had given when
Nell was first left alone in the world. Soon, Nell
began to thin'k of romance, but in a different manner
from that of most young people. Refusing to return
to college, because of her fathers' health, she in-
formed Ned she was going to marry George McRay. a
wealthy city youth. Ned's heart sank within him.
How could he stand bv and see the love of his hfe
wed another. But soon she told him. i^ie was
marrying George so that she could have money to
have Dad treated by good specialists. This aroused
Ned. For a while, he bided his time, hut, suddenly
Dad felt death creeping over him, and he called the
children to him. He did not go back on" his promise,
but Ned understood what he meant by saying. "Only
you. Ned. will take the best care of Nell. See that you
do. when I am gone." Then. Ned told her. and sev-
eral days later they were married. Somehow, love
cannot be cheated. Its hold on life is gigantic.

JEALOUS SISTER

Calherine Kershaw File No. 2931

NO house in the neighborhood harbored such ani-
mosity between sisters as did the Roadger man-
sion*. The reason was Charlotta. who always

dressed most carefully when her sister was expecting

When Mr. John Roadger died, leaving three orphan
daughters, his will specified that they make their
abode within his home when the oldest reached
maturity. At that time. Charlotta was ten; Kay four;
and Betty, one. They moved from an uncle's on
Charlotta's twenty-first birthday, and now, at twenty-
five, she was the acknowledged mistress. Not that
Charlotta was overworked or homely. She was beau-
tiful an'd usually idle, so excellent were the servants,
but deep in her nature, she was jealous, and, since Kay
was not fond of youths, her beaus always seemed just
right for Charlotta.
One evening, Kay left the house, suddenly, despite

the fact that her latest. Jack, was having dinner with
them. Kay explained, simply, to Charlotta, that she
did not care to interfere with a single opportunity.
Within ten' minutes she was seated on her favorite
park bench, beside a handsome stranger. The evening
was beautiful. Consequently, she and the man were
friends, before long. Dick Ridgway, Kay learned, was
an artist, lonely but rich, due to the legacy of a kind
patron of the arts. He was an orphan, too, Kay's
lively chatter amused him, an'd he was more than
delighted to come to dinner, next night. Kay could
hardly wait, nor did Charlotta lose time preparing
for Dick's visit. She found Dick a fascinating sort,
and at the first opportunity, hastened to inform him
of her sister's youth and unsettled disposition. Kay
was proud, and when she saw that Charlotta had
scored, she withdrew, assured that there would be
others like Dick. The affair dragged on for over six
months, and while Kay was happy to see Oiarlotta
occupied, she loved Dick and wanted him.
When Kay was invited to a Masque, along with

Charlotta and Dick, at the Country Club, she jumped
at the chance. This time she was the one with plans.
Leaving in a cab before Charlotta, she found a dark
corner of the club veranda and waited. Before long.
Dick sauntered out. Thinkin'g her to be Charlotta
(the costumes were identical), he proposed. Kay ac-
cepted, realizing that Charlotta was staring down at
them. That incident taught Dick a lesson, for Char-
lotta insulted Kay in no uncertain terms and left, in
a hutT, with Kay's escort, showing Dick her real
nature and Kay's love. Happily. Kay told him of her
sufFerin'g, and before long, he confessed that he had
suffered, too, deciding, in a quandary, to take Char-
lotta. Though the announcement shocked Charlotta,
strangely enough, she made a most gracious wedding
hostess!

Etia Beverly File No. 2933

WHERE THE TRAIL ENDS

Elizabsth Marie Newel! File No. 290!

AS Edwin Collins was helping some children' over
the gangplank, one day, in preparation for the
May day excursion, his foot slipped, and he fell

into the river. He was going down for the third time,
when Tom Witt, a total stranger, jumped in to rescue
him. At Edwin's home, in the confusion' and excite-
ment of the boy's resuscitation, Tom slipped away
before anybody could learn his name or give him a
just reward. Some years afterward, Edwin came to
the office of New & Co., Lumber dealers, for work.
Mary New was in at the time. She ran in tol her
father's office, quickly. "Oh, he's simply wonderful,
father. You lutist take him!" Her father laughed,
but as it turned out, he, too, liked Edwin, and offered
him a job as shipping clerk. In a short time, Ed Jbe-
came his most valuable employee.

On'e morning there was a grand commotion at New
& Co. Mr. New called in Edwin and told him that a
check for $10,000 had been forged with Mr. New's
name, and that at the same time a truckman named
Tom Witt, who had been .with the company for sev-
eral months, had disappeared suddenly. Without
doubt, there was some connection between the two
events. "Wait a minute," said Ed. "You know my
father? Buck Collins, you know. Well, he's the best
detective in ten counties, and if he doesn't get vour
man. no one will!" So Edwin and his father Buck
Collins were off on Tom Witt's trail. After a long
train ridi*. Witt stopped at the Simpson' farm. "I'm
a poor man. out of work." he mumbled. "All I want
is a shelter for the night." The next morning, when
the family went out to hoe, Witt, stole a loaf of break
in the kitchen, and a chunk of meat, and was off down
the country road. A few hours later, Ed and his father
stopped at the Simpson place an'd learned about Witt,
By nightfall, *'iey were riding along close behind the
fugitive, who was resting under a near-by clump of
trees. It was too dark by this time to see who his
pursuers were, but Witt could hear their footsteps.
He was so terrified, that he rushed on ahead, in the
darkness, and before many minutes, he was tumbling
down a steep precipice. His fall was stopped miracu-
lously by a curious platform upon which he landed ab-
solutely unhurt. There, by means of a secret passage-
way, he found himself at the other end of the country-
side. But Buck Collins was clever, and when Witt
came out, he found them waiting. Frantic, the man
ran over a neighboritig bridge, and jumped into the
river. But Buck, who was determined to get his man
and brin'g him to justice jumped in and rescued Witt,
who told how he. too. once rescued a boy named Edwin
Collins. At last Ed's benefactor was found!
Buck decided to free Witt and reward him by pay-

ing Mr. New the amount of the check. New agreed
when he heard the whole story, and he also con-
sented joyfully when Edwin asked to marry Mary.
After their wedding, the couple left on their hoiTey-
moon. with Witt as chauffeur.

H\PPY in the thought that her father had loved
her enough to keep her at home with him. after
her mother's death, instead of sending her to

board with relatives or work for neighbors as he
had done with the other children, Juanita Page, at
fifteen, set out for the city with a song on her lips
and hope in her heart. For the past two years, she
had been living with her father, caring for him, and
managing to sandwich in enough school between her
work, to avoid becoming the totally ignorant product
usually turned out by her community.

In the city. Juanita foun'd comfortable lodgings in
a boarding house. The place was cheap and the at-
mosphere homelike, but Juanita mourned secretly, be-
cause the landlady, knowing she was young, refused
to interfere or become her confidante, leaving Juanita
to contirTue facing life, ignorant of men and affairs
and the pitfalls it seems every youngster must en-
counter when guidance is lacking. Her first job was
as waitress in a branch of a large chain of restaurants,
Juanita was popular with the other girls, and along
with them, she would play up to customers whose
interest in' the white-clad girls who served them went
beyond the menu and the check. Parties developed
from these simple flirtations, and before long, though
only fifteen, Juanita had met her Prince Charming.

Forest Heaton w^as a handsome youth, unaware that
Juanita's bravado and coquettry at parties was merely
a^ defense mechanism. He sized her up as a "Hot
Number." Inexperienced an'd thrilled, Juanita found
herself in the midst of a precarious affair. The night
Forest proposed, she didn't sleep, but he went away
before the wedding, supposedly on business, leaving
Juanita with broken dreams and approaching mother-
hood. The other waitresses learned things quickly,
and soon after Forest's departure, Juanita was an
outcast, left with mere memories. Forest was not
poor, though, and in answer to her pleas for aid, he
sent it—money to cover her expenses until after the
baby's arrival. When Forest Jr. was two, Juanita
decided to see a lawyer. The same day, however, she
received word from Forest to come to his hotel at
once. Rushing there, she was soon to learn it was
nothing but a frame-up. In her room was a ruffian.
Upon Forest's entrance she knew her baby would be
his. But Forest went still further, an'd sent her to
reform school.
Years later, married to a fine man, Juanita found

happiness, for he understood. Their son helped heal
the wound left when she learned that her love child
and Forest were killed in a train wreck, after the
hotel incident.

THE STRANGE VOICE
Mrs. N. E. Schofield File No. 2898

WHEN Reuben Sharp took up the study of
Ventriloquy, he didn't realize it would get his
widowed cousin, Letty Sharp, a husband.

That's just w^hat it did, though!
Letty Sharp was penniless, but pretty, considering

that she had been working for her bread for so many
years. She had taken rooms in Reuben's house, at his
suggestion, since they were cheap, but the landlad'y
was a horrible task mistress, where debts were cori-
cerned, and Letty found it difficult sailing to pay her
rent on the meager returns of her dressmaking busi-
ness, Reuben iiad grown up with Letty, and he felt
sorry to see his once- vivacious cousin becoming so
drab and sorrowful. He vowed, after hearing one of
the landlady's harangues, to help her in' some way.
Several weeks later, the opportunity presented it-

self. Picking up the daily paper, printed in the city,
but circulated, really, about the rural routes. Reuben
glanced at an ad. He read, avidly. "Elderly man, well
able to support a wife, wants to correspond with lady
who is lonely and without a home. Object matrimony.
Address Sammie Wakefield, Sawdust Hill." Reuben
got busy. The next day, Wakefield received a scented
rtote, in as girlish a handwriting as Reuben could pro-
duce at such short notice. The older man was thrilled,
and the return Reuben received was a delight to his
heart. But how would he break the news to Letty'
That was the move which required skill, and Wake-
field was expected next day! Silentlv, Reuben stole
down to Letty's room, that night. The door was open
and the light lit, so he walked in, and engaged in
conversation' with Letty. Although her mind was far
from what Reuben was saying, she did hear him say
that some good old-time religion would be helpful in
her state. "If you don't get the breaks, pray, sister,
pray!" "You need more than that to pay rent,
Reuben darling," Letty answered, but as she crawled
into bed that night, hot tears gushed down her cheeks,
and she cried aloud, to comfort herself.' 'Dear God,
please do something, because I'm at the end. To-
morrow, if it isn't ended, it'll be the river or poison
for me. Even Reuben's amusing ways are not a com-
fort to me, any more." Suddenly she heard a low
voice. Rushing to the door, she peeked out, but no-
body was there. She listened again. The voice re-
peated its phrases. Dimly she heard it tell her that
God was going to send someone to rescue her—a hus-
band, perhaps, with a wonderful farm and plenty of
money. Letty laughed and shivered, alternately, but
jumped into bed. The next day she was radiant when
Reuben appeared at her door with Wakefield. The
strange voice had spoken true! Reuben did not
snicker when she told of her experience of the night.
Ventriloquy was fine, but he wished he could make
as much use of it to get him stage booking. Wake-
field was a fine man. somew^hat old, but intelligent and
handsome, and an ideal mate for Letty. After an ex-
citing tour of the city, with Reuben, whose voice
tricks were now known to the amused Wakefield, but
not however, to Letty, the bridal couple went on a
short trip. Alter settling down, thev sent for
Reuben. The happin'ess he had brought them. Wake-
field thought, entitled him to a little more than a
dingy hall room and a music hall career.
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GOLDEN DREAMS

Mrs. Emma F. Helsten File No. 2907

rOLLY!" cried Joe, rushing in, and hugging
"Molly, we're goin' to be rich!

..^ .^,^ off his hat and sat down. "Why it's

as simple as pie," he remarked, spreading a map of

Florida before her. According to Joe, the boom m
Florida had been made for him. Durmg supper they

discussed the exact piece of land they would buy.

'*That," saitf Joe. "is where the railroad company is

sure to lay their tracks, arfd then—boy, oh boy,

won't we be rich I" They spent that night building

up dreams of new golf suits, fur coats and a gorgeous

home. With their whole fortune of three hundred

dollars, the couple planned to leave for Florida the

next week, to begin to accumulate money. At the

office Joe's attitude changed. He paraded himself be-

fore the boys, saying, "Oh, I won't be seeing" you

much longer. I have a little proposition that s bouifd

to yield a small fortune. Tell you more about it

later." They all laughed when Joe turned away. He
sure is cracked." declared Charlie, "and I bet he 11 be

back in a couple of months, begging for a crust.

Meanwhile, Joe, his independence growing steadily,

stepped into the boss's office. "Mr. Matthews, Im
afraid you're not paying me enough and I must_ be

leavirtg " He explained about the fortune that waited

for him in Florida. "All right,'' said Mr. Matthews,

who liked Joe's spirit. "I'll give you a raise. Say,

ten dollars more." Joe gasped at first. Then, alter

some consideration, he shook his head. "Very well,

Joe," the boss patted his back, "but if you ever need

work, I'll be glad to take you back."

On the train, going south, Molly and Joe spent

lavishly. After all, they were going to be rich, so

why not spend. They got the best seats, the most
expensive meals, and managed, besides, to have hvc

porters wait on them. Whenever they got the chan-ce

they bestowed big tips. When they finally reached

Florida, they were cordially received by stout, smiling

real estate man, who was glad to accept their two
hundred dollars as the first payment on a small lot

"You have a splendid prospect," he said, as he slapped

Joe on the back. For six months Joe and Molly waited

for something to turn up, supporting themselves mean-
while as they could. Molly sold hosiery, and Joe be-

came a bell-hop. Then on-e day, Joe's patience gave

out. He went to the real estate man to demand his

money. "You said the tracks would be laid in six

weeks," he yelled. "Tracks." laughed the man," why
there ain't goin' to be no tracks, and besides, I might

as well tell you, the land's a swamp almost drowned

in water." Joe wanted to shoot the man, but Molly

held him back.
. , ,

Of course the dream was over. After they tramped
back to New York, Joe got his old job, and decided

he'd rather stay poor.

THE MYSTERY RING

Mrs. James Gafhergood File No. 2890

SEATED in his office in a fairly large suburban
town, Jason Doyle, prominent and wealthy busi-

ness man, becomes convinced that the agent seated

opposite, tryirfg to sell shares in an oil proposition, is

on the level. Impulsively, Jason invests a huge sum
of money in the proposition, convincing himself that

in days such as this, it is no more than wise to look

toward the future. Should he receive returns on his

investment, his wife and daughter, Mary would be in

even greater luxury the rest of their lives. Mrs.
Doyle has misgivirfgs concerning Jason's rash act.

She would have Hked him to have consulted her, but,

oh well, Jason was like that! When the news of the

oil well reached Jason, after several months, he knew
the end was at hand. Wiped out! Why hadn't he,

Jason Doyle, Napoleon of Business, seen through the

slickness of that young man? For several days Jason
brooded. At the end of the week, the heart attack

his wife feared, came, aifd proved fatal. Now Mary
and her mother were practically penniless, and worse
than that—helpless, for Jason had always had money
enough to keep them well.

Mrs. Doyle had seen poverty in her youth, and she
was a wise woman. Rather than see Mary sit about,

sulking or dangling helplessly, she scraped whatever
she could together, moved to a small flat in the city,

and immediately proceeded to get in touch with former
frien-ds, who might be interested in the handiwork and
dressmaking she and her daughter were capable of

doing. Soon, thev had a fairly large clientele, yet

Mrs. Doyle kept her head high. But fortunes change,
and often they were left with nothing but the peculiar

ring—a lion's head motif—Jason had left Mary. They
would never sell this, and Mary always carried it for

luck.
One day, calling at the Brandoit's, a recommended

customer, Mary happened to meet Leonard Brandon,
home from college. Mrs. Brandon had called in

Leonard to see the garment Mary delivered, and he
was amazed at the lovely creature his mother called

her seamstress. Mary's heart sank as she returned
home to the cold flat. A real Prince Charming! She
felt like Cinderella, for days, and won'dered when some-
thing would happen to end all this. In the mean-
time, Mrs. Doyle was growing weak. Sewing until

late hours was doing no good to her back or eyes,
and still they were poor! How delighted they were
one afternoon' when a wealthy recommended customer
ordered an expen*sive wrap, in a hurry! That meant
lots of money and a rich customer's business. When
Mary delivered the finished product, it was a success,
but Mary looked troubled, for on this woman's dresser
was an exact replica of her father's ring! Mary rushed
home. Tlie ring was there. The woman had one
identically the same! But that same day, the
woman's maid s.'ole the one Mary had seen, and Mary,
of course, was accused, the police finding hers in her
room, and she being the last to be in the room with

the woman. At the trial, Leonard Brandon was at her
side, he having read her story in the papers, but even
his help could not prove her innocence. However, toy-

ing with the ring, as evidence, the Judge noticed a

sprin'g. Fingering it, something snapped and Jason's
picture fell to the floor. On the way home from
court, Leonard kissed Mary, under Mrs. Doyle's fond
eyes, and the dream of Prince Charming came to life

for Cinderella!

MOUNTAIN OUTLAWS

Barnie Breen File No. 2892

WHEN Dannv was born, his mother had to hide

him, because the 'father. Ed, had said he didn't

want any children to support. So poor Nell put

her son in a basket and concealed him amorfg the lilac

bushes. She stood by as the wealthy Lady May ap-

proached to open the basket. The Lady fell in love

with Danny and askfed^ Nell if she would care to be
the child's nurse. Of course, she jumped at the
chance, and so it was that Nell brought up her own
child. Even as a boy, he would wander off far from
home to shoot birds, and fight with anything that

came in his way. "With his stren-gth and fire," his

mother told neighbors, "the boy'll have mighty ad-

ventures in life!" And sure en'ough, at twenty he left

home to tramp a near-by desert. He rescued a group
of gipsy girls from men who were attacking them, but
when their father offered to reward him by presenting
one of his daughters to Danny, the boy reolied, laugh-
ing, "Ah, no. Marriage is not for me!" an'd with
that he was off. Wandering on, he came upon a

bunch of thieves, and after pretending friendship, he
attacked them, riding off on one of their trusty camels.
After killing a hermit who had attacked him. Danny
tramped for days by the side of his camel in a rtearly

famished condition. At last he saw a tent in the dis-

tance. Running forward as swiftly as his weak legs

could manage, he was about to enter the tent when
he was shot down.
On regaining consciousness. he_ fourfd himself in a

tent with Jan and his beautiful wife Dora. "So sorry,

so sorry," Jan was murmuring. Thought you be-

longed to that marauding" band. Had to shoot."
After living peacefully with them in the tent for some
weeks. Danny became well and stroitg again. He began
to look about and enjoy life, and before he could nuite

figure the thing out. he was in love with Dora. Find
ing that he simply had to have her. Danny set about
looking for an excuse to fight Jan. Hiding his money,
he accused Jan of stealing^ it. Jarf's denials had no
effect. Danny attacked him, and in the course of

strugcrle, Jan was killed. Dora was heartbroken, but
Dan tempted her with his mass of gold, building
gorgeous dreams about their future home, until Dora
was appeased and left the desert with him.
As they sailed out on their little sailboat, they were

attacked by pirates, who plundered the ship and took
off with Dora, leaving Danny bound to a driftirfg raft.

A passing- ship picked him up, and because of his

strength, made him overseer. With the passing
years. Danny became a changed man—firm and up-
right in character, but he did not forget that he had
one important task to perform. Then one day his

chan'ce came. He helned capture a band of -urates
who turned out to be the same men that had attacked
him years before. From them he learned Dora's where-
abouts, and losing no time, Danny searched and found
her. In a short time they had settled down toi a

happy, peaceful life.

THE FORBIDDEN KISS

Mrs. S. B. Coble File No. 2880

BEING the most popular girl in her town—a mill

town, was not particularly difficult for Jammie
Byrd because she was a social creature and a

coquette by nature. At the various parties given in

town Jammie was always known to terrorize the other
belles, when it came to a matter of stealing beaux, but
she was so pretty, sweet, and good-natured that even
the girls, themselves, could not grow very angry at

her. Jammie was always on the alert for new faces,

especially those of youths who might come to town
to work in the mills and join the younger set. an'd

so. no one was surprised to see that the very newest.
Bert Keeth, was a constant source of interest to

When Keeth first came to town, the attraction was
mutual, for Jammie was, oddly enough, the first girl

he iioticed as he drove into town in his Ford. But
Jammie was not as con'descending as she might have
been, considering the man appealed to her, and so Bert
snent a great deal of time with another girl, Jem, one
of Jammie's best friends. Affairs moved along smooth-
ly for a time, Jammie making no headway, but one
evening, near Christmas, when Jammie and her
brother. Jack, stepped out for a brisk walk to the post
office, they met Jem, who was on* her way to meet
Bert. Although Jammie protested against accompany-
ing Jem, Jack saw nothing against it, nor did he see
anvthing wrong in their accompanying Jem, Keeth,
and some of the others for a ride.

Several weeks later found Jammie and Bert deep in

the throes of love. What a thrill it was for Jammie
to be in love at last, after having coquetted for so
lon'g, with every eligible youth, in an attempt to make
no her mind. The Byrd family was very fond of
Bert, and though they kept a discreet silence, Jammie
knew they were pleased and expectant. It was after
Christmas that Jammie felt the first pangs of anxietv
which clouded the romance. That was when Bert ex-
plained that he must leave town for New Year's to
visit hi", familv. How he begged her for one parting
kiss, but Jammie knew, in her heart, that this was
the forbidden kiss she had heard about. Dad had told
her, long ago, that the more on'e held off the loved
one, the more intense his love and longing. And so

Jammie refused to grant Bert!^ request. New Year's
dawned very black to the young lady in love, and
when no word came from Bert, she was plainly wor-
ried. What could have happened, and why hadn't she
grarfted his parting wish. Then it was that her
coquettish manner returned, and an affair with one of
the town boys followed. But Bert returned, and each
was so delighted with the presence of the other, after
the seemingly endless separation that Jammie no
longer allowed any interference by the other young
bloods who were so fond of her. "Jammie and
Bert!" Those were the words that rang in Jammie's
ears as she listened to her friends talk. All seemed
to be looking into the future, and, indeed, she too
looked forward to the actual welding of her life with
Bert's. But oite day, when their love seemed to
brim over, in their happiness, Bert made a confession
which touched Jammie to the heart. In the silvery
moonlight of the bay, he confessed a former mar-
riage—that is, a trick someone had played, making
him think he was married when he was not. Bult
Jammie, ever-loving and devoted, accepted his con-
fession with a full heart, promising to be his and
awardin'g the forbidden kiss as the final seal of
their troth.

A BUNDLE OF POSSIBILITIES

J. Q. Clarke File No. 2870

ONCE, in the past, a stranger spent his vacation
in the far West, in a little hamlet on the banks
of Hanging Rock River, a naturally picturesque

spot. Arising one morning, a waft of air came through
the window, bearing a touch of Autumn, prompting
the stran'ger to stroll down the river road, leading to

the foot hills. Soon he came to a unique cottage on
a branch of the road leading to the valley below, and
stepping upon the vine-covered porch, he rapped upon
the door. Inside, someone bade him enter and enjoy
the home, and, as he stepped inside, he saw, in a
coriter, a crib, under whose cover lie a "Bundle of

Possibilities" with flaxen hair and a pair of blue eyes.

From that day, the name stuck to the Httle girl who
was called. "Mary Bundle."
Mary was a cheerful child, brimming with possibil-

ities, and after she had been to school for a while, she
was selected to recite "Angie's Husband." But this
was Friday the Thirteenth, and a bad omen controlled
the way home, overturning the wagon. "It was some
thrill, all right," Mary said, "I thought we would be
killed."

Soon after this, Mary's father died, and Mary rari

the house, providing for four younger children, but
this taxed her strength and caused some spectacular
episodes, one being an amusing milking incident
wherein a pig running under the milking stool caused
her to sprawl full len'gth along the ground, milk
spilling on all sides. Since the farm did not show
possibilities Mary moved to the city to secure a job
in a department store. Everything ran smoothly on
the trip but the wagon borrowed from a farmer, which
overturned in a ditch.

It wasn't long before Mary was leading saleswoman
of the city department store, and the types of cus-
tomers with whom she dealt varied widely, short, tall,

lean, an'd fat. They would try on garments by
dozens and then go off. more unsettled as to choice
than ever. One day, a short fat woman of five
hundred pounds asked for a ready made coat ! She
always came to town in a farm wagort, and used
a plank, placed from the wagon to the ground for
a runway. She could reach higher, in her pantry,
lying down, than standing up! She must have been
nine feet about her waist ! Such was the routine
of a saleslady, with new freaks daily

!

Mary was too occupied at home, for romance, but
there was a widower who called, so Mary invited him
to the store picnic which she managed, after having
been elected Chairman in honor of her six years
service! A pleasant day was had by all, and Mary
Bundle entertained the widower in style. After a walk
down Lover's Lane, she wanted to show him a place
where all lovers come to confirm their love for each
other. He was to jump from a shallow and pre-
cipitous cliff, catchiitg his true heart as she leaped
after him. "Now. show my friends you are a hero,
Hezekiah," she cried, and the widower lifted his arms,
calling her to follow him, Mary turned to her
friends. "Here I go," she said, and leaped into his
arms, but the thrill of the leap stampeded him on the
run, and Mary landed in the mud, unconscious. Her
friends rushed to her with a stimulant and soon she
came to, saying, "I made the leap all right but I
lost my mait." Such are the possibilities that came
to Mary Bundle.

Jack Candia File No. 2891

Ir
is New Year's Eve in a little French town, where

the narrow streets are filled with merry crowds that
sing and shout as the snow falls. But up the

street in a bare artists' studio, Aiphonso and Peppo
sit huddled by the fire, listening to the rattle of the
window panes, and longing for Carlo to return with
good thin'gs to eat. For days they have tasted
nothing, sitting about in cold and misery. But now
Carlo has parted with his best loved painting and
has gone to buy a princely meal. His arms loaded
with packages, his face beaming. Carlo runs swiftly
through the crowds, leaps up the stairs of the stoop,
and is there confronted by the tattered, drooping fig-
ure of a sad faced girl. "You are hungry!" he says.
She shakes her head, but Carlo sees that she is

weak and dizzy with hunger. Gently, he leads
Angelina in to Aiphonso and Peppo, and spreads be-
fore them all, a feast of wine and fruit and tender
meat. Aiphonso and Peppo eat heartily, but grumble
about an extra mouth to feed, while Carlo sits watch-
ing Angelina, eating nothiitg.
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Weeks pass, and Angelina is still with them, tidy-

ing- the house and preparing meals. One day, after

finding that they are absolutely penniless, she goes
out to pawn her ring. She returns with food, mon'ey
and a new dress for herself. Coming before them
with the folds clinging to her, she asks, "You like

it" The artists gasp, for she is ravishingly beauti-

ful and tliey simply must paint her. So the lovely

Angelina becomes the model for all three, but it is

Carlo whom she favors. Carlo who paints her most
exquisitely, and Carlo whom she loves. Life is

tranquil and happy, until one day the wealthy Mr.
Lawsorf passes by and sees Angelina stooping among
the flowers. He enters the studio and pretends to

be deeply interested in the paintings while looking
constantly at Angelina. He buys paintings and pays
well. Then he comes again and buvs more paintings,

still looking at Angelina. Carlo doesn't like it. One
day when Mr. Lawson asks Angelina to a banquet,
Carlo growls, "No!", but when the artists hold him
back, murmuring, "Carlo! Carlo! He is paying us
good money," Carlo consertts.

At the affair, Angelina is captivating, but when
Lawson takes her in his arms and declares his love,

she shrinks away. "Carlo—it is Carlo I love."
Why if you marry me I will make

will buy his pictures for your sake,
le, he will die in jKiverty. Do you
ti—spoil his chances?" Angelina de-

cides to give Carlo his chance, and consents to meet
Lawson* in his deserted woodland cabin the next day.
In the morning when the artists have left to attend
an exhibition of their paintings, Angelina steals away.
In the cabin Lawson, drunk and beastly tries to at-

tack her, and confesses, with a loud guffaw, that he
never meant to marry her anyway. Angelina man-
ages to escape, and wandering back, she arrives at

the studio worn and bedraggled, to find that Carlo
has taken first prize with a painting of j her, but
that, desperate at finding her gone, he lias taken to

drink. She discovers him in a stupor J outside a
pub, and faints at his feet. Mad with joy at seeing
her, he lifts An'gclina and stumbles back home with
her. Both are revived to health and happiness, and
in time, to a merry wedding day.

"Carlo Carlo.
Carlo rich! I

If you refuse r

want to kill hii

IMMIGRANT
Charles Yannelli File No. 2897

FINDING himself in love with the boss' daughter
does not frighten Charles YannelU, despite the
fact that he is only a mere factory hand. But

Magdeline Battolett loves him more than she does
her rich suitor, Mason, and soon Charles finds him-
self foreman. Still, the Battoletts are not anxious
for a match, and when Mason' shoots at Charles,
because of Magdeline, they make no move to help,

though they know that the sentence of eighteen
months, to be served by Charles is unjust, due to the

fact that he has shot in self defence. But Charles'
mother is unwilUng for him to go to jail, and so she
helps him escape to Halifax, North America, from
whence he makes his way to Pittsburgh, where he
works as a cook and is happy, except for thoughts
of his family and Magdeline. Irt Pittsburgh, he meets
Frank, a friend from Italy, and just before they
leave, together, for New York, Charles receives news
of Magdeline's death, from grief.

In New York, Charles and his friend accept posi-

tions as waiters in an exclusive hotel owned by a
Mr. Crown, and although he has been burned once,

by gallivanting about with bosses' daughters, Charles
falls in love with Crown's youngest daughter. Mabel,
whom he meets at a dance to which he has been
invited by a patron of the hotel. Mabel falls in

love with the handsome Latin, and they plan to

marry, but this time Charles is taking no chances. He
insists upon an elopement, but whert he and his bride

return, her father is overjoyed, yet disappointed that
they were not married at home. Crown immediately
turns the hotel management over to Charles as a

wedding gift, and Charles makes it even more suc-
cessful than it has been to begin with. But the
youth is a marked man, and Masorf, his old rival,

has tracked him down and finally located him. In-

stead of reporting Charles, Mason tricks him, making
him a gambler and a rotter, through indirect means.
Soon, the hotel begins to miss the old efficient man-
agement, and Crown artd Mabel plead with the boy
to reform. As his answer, Charles goes to Pitts-

burgh, working in the Sheet Mills for a time. ]\Iahel

locates him after a while and brings him back to

New York. This time, he is actually reformed and
grateful to his wife and father-in-law, but Crown
is not satisfied. Maliciously, he has Charles arrested
and extradited. In Italy, Charles is freed, thanks to

the help of his wife's father, who has hired com-
petent lawyers.
After a visit to his old mother, Charles returns to

the United States, a free arfd successful man.

MYSTERIES OF THE NIGHT

Howard T. Turner File No. 2905

AT fifty-three, Sol was an old drunk whose wife
was forced to support him by bending over
neighbors' washtubs. During the week, he would

wander about the countryside, or spend his 'days sleep-
ing in the wAods. but on. Saturday nights, Sol really
lived, for that was when he join'ed his gang in its

weekly drinking bout. One Saturday night as usual,
he saddled his old mare, cursed his wife, and was off
down the road which led by the ancient cemetery.
When he finally reached the little hut deep in the
Woods, he found the rest already there, drinking
merrily. "Hi," said Sol, slapping his flask down and
beginning to pour his gin. "Mighty funny night.
Was sorta sure I seen a devil, comin' over. Veh,
mighty funny night.'' As he lifted the cup to

drink, a man sitting by his side, tipped Sol's elbow
so that the liquor splashed right up into Sol's face.
"Hey. you!" cried Sol. springing up. In no time,
the two men were involved in a tough struggle,
when, suddenly. Sol's gun went off. and the other
man dropped away. Of course, the gang, which
was sworn to secrecy, could be trusted not to tell.

For some time, Sol fidgeted about and mumbled to
himself, and finally, feeling queer and uncomfortable,
he picked up and left.

In the darkness, on the road home, he was sure he
could feel goblins pinching him, and he could almost
see green-eyed monsters jeering at him and dancing
in the distance. Sol decided to stay away from the
old cabin for good. "The place is haunted, sure,"
he said to himself. For weeks he had nightmares and
bad dreams in which the dead man haunted him.
Every day he read in the papers about the murderer
who was bein'g hunted by the whole countryside, until
Sol. broken and nervous with guilt, decided to give
himself up. On his way over to the sheriff, he was
thrown from his mare and knocked unconscious.
While he was in the hospital in a deep coma, another
man was being tried for the murder in the hut. His
wife came daily with newspapers, and reports of the
trials proceedings, telling him that the jury would
convene for a decision the following Monday. That
day, as the jury was about to pronounce its verdict,
Sol ran in, delirious, and shouted his confession. Be-
fore he died, a few days later, he asked God's for-
giveness for his sins.

THE BELLE OF YAZOO

Sylces C. Butler File No. 2687

EMMA SEALEY, a dashing, fascinating blonde—
the "Belle of Yazoo," was left motherless at
thirteen. Although she had two sisters, one

older and one younger, she was her father's favor-
ite. In order to give her the best in' these trying,
motherless years, he sent her to boarding school.
She would always come back to Yazoo County for
her vacations, and was always welcomed by her
father. One year, however, she returned to find a
young, frivolous woman in her mother's place. Tliis
woman, thought Emma, and this was the opinion of
the others, was unfit for a stepmother. Chaos
reigned in the Sealey home urttil Sealey finally de-
cided to move to Texas with his bride. At this time,
Emma was a grown girl, and beautiful, and her
suitors were numerous, but from them all. she chose
a man called Capps. a railroad agent from the next
town. When Sealey went to Texas, he left Fmma
with her aunt, Emma's oldest sister having married.
Emma took to her new abode, joyfully, for her aunt
was understanding arfd modern, though not frivolous.
As the wedding approached. Emma began to ex-

perience strange misgivings concerning Capps. She
had only pr(>mised to marry him because he had
caught her off her guard, so she consulted her aunr.
who didn't like Capps anyhow, and the two evolved
a plan whereby Emma would not have to marry
the dull station" agent. The first -move was to
secure a refund on the furniture Sealey had ordered
for his daughter, as a wedding gift. With the
money, she went off to Texas, free, happy, and ready
for another romance on the cattle ranges, concerning
which Emma cherished romantic notions. Emma
arrived at her father's, on her supposed weddin'g day,
and while he was surprised, he was also glad, for
he had not approved of Capps. The girl soon be-
came the belle of the town and the envy of the
other girls. At the home of her married sister, who
lived nearby, she met a relation, John J. Sealey, tb?
sheriff of the county, who promised to introduce her
to the best catch in the county—Charley Bee, son of
the wealthiest cattle man and landowner. Colonel
Bee. Laughingly, Emma departs for a sojourn at
John's home, finding herself swamped with invita-
tions, upon her arrival. She accepts most, but does
rot encounter Charley Bee until several weeks after
her arrival. When she finally meets him, she recog-
nizes him as oite of the more persistent customers of
the department store for which she works in her own
town. Smilingly, they acknowledge the introduction,
both aware they have fallen in love at sight!
Several weeks later, Emma flountes into her

father's house and announces her engagement to
Charley, and her father urges the match to avoid a
change of heart upon the part of his fickle daughter.
Emma and Charley are blissfully happy until the
arrival of Capps mars this a little. He announces to
Emma that he has come to Texas to collect a sub-
stantial sum from Emma, prior to her marriage to
the wealthy cattle man. Emma refuses to hear of
it, so he threatens to see the colonel. Un-happily,
Emma tells Charley, who, with Sheriff Sealey's aid,
turns him out of town. Oiarley and the beautiful
belle are married at once. Says Charley: "Our
marriage license was the lucky ticket that won the
capital prize in the matrimonial lottery!" Savs
Emma- "It must have been a lucky star for me!"

LOVE CALL

Mrs. Annie Hu+cherson File No. 2896

ROBERTA, who worked in a department store,
came home one night, flung herself on the
couch, crying, "Work. work, work! Nothirtg

hut work! Things don't happen any more!" But
the next day something did. She was tidying the
glove counter, when a deep, pleasant voice called out,
"Gloves, please." Glancing up quickly, Roberta found
soft brown eyes twinkling at her. Her own violet
orfes gazed straight at the handsome young man, as
she answered promptly, "Yes, sir!" "Gloves for my
sister, please. She's your size. Yes," he paused,
"but not nearly as pretty." For the rest of the day.
after he was gone, Roberta dreamed about him. The
next day, as she was returning from lunch, Cora

who attended the silk counter next to her, ran for-
ward, waving a letter in great excitement. "You'll
never guess, never guess. Why, that brown-eyed
prin'ce charming was around, asking for you. He left

this letter." The letter ran: "My little blue-eyed
beauty, I'd love to meet you tonight, but business
calls me elsewhere. However, you'll find my sub-
stitute at your home at eight. Treat him nicely.
Yours, The Glove Man."
At eight exactly, the bell rang, and a messenger

delivered a silky, sad -eyed poodle. The next week
flowers came, and a few days later, candy, and so
on for about a month, until Roberta remarked that
although it was pleasant to receive gifts, it would
be more enjoyable to meet the giver. Orfe night
particularly, when she was feeling that she would
never really see Mr. Glove Man, Roberta received
a call from cousin Dick, asking her to come for
a boatride over the week-end. "Gladly, gladly, for
diversion," she said laughing. "And would it be
all right if Cora comes along?" "Fine,'' replied
Dick. "I was about to suggest it, because there will
be another young man—a new friend. I suspect
you'll hke him."
On' Saturday, the men were waiting at the pier,

when Roberta and Cora rushed up, all out of breath.
"So very sorry," they said, "it was the trolley's
fault, really." "Oh, never mind,'' remarked Dick,
"but meet my friend, just back from a couple of
weeks in the Indies." "Wha-a-t!" gasped Roberta,
when she saw her own Glove Man. "The name is

Roy, if you please," his eyes twinkled at her. "De-
lighted. And you know how much Cinderella appre-
ciates the gifts of Father Bountiful." It was a mag-
nificent trip, extending over into Sunday evening.
They exchanged life histories and deepened their ac-
quaintance, so that by Sunday, as the sun was set-
ting out on deck, Roy asked Roberta to marry him.
She sighed her consent, utterly happy. He was
about to kiss her, when Cora rushed up in her usual
breathless way, announcing her engagement to Dick.
And as the sun sank, all four strolled off the boat
toward town. When Roberta entered a department
store, after that, it was to buy gloves, not to sell
them.

HERMIT'S LEGACY
Caslmir BurbuJ File No. 2928

OCT on the Bolton ranch, Jim's father was saying
to him, "Here now, boy, you gotta go out and
care for Ann and her ma. They're all alone

on that ranch and what they need is protection.
You've never seen them, that's true, but they are
distant relations, and it's your bounden duty to
go!" That afternoon, when Jim saw his friend Dick.
he galloped up to him. "Say, Dicky boy, I ain't
takin*' care of no dames! What say we go off on a
little tramp of our own for a couple of days?" "I'm
on!" cried Dick. The next morning, their colts were
dancing peacefully, along a far off prairie, when
three resounding cracks of a shotgun broke the still-
ness. They rushed ahead immediately, in a mad
gallop, to find an old cowboy bleeding on the grourtd.
and pointing to the horizon. While Dick stayed to
tend to the man's wounds, Jim rode off, firing after
some fleeing bandits, and getting one of them in the
right arm. Back in" his cabin, with the two boys
standing by, the dying cowboy gasped his tale. Years
ago, a certain Blackie Lawson had taken him prisoner,
and forged a will which made Blackie heir to an im-
mense estate, instead of his wife and daughter, now
living, alone, in poverty. "I vowed to get him. boys,
but now I'm going. Listen'—write what I tell you—
I give my ranch and full estate to you both, tf \ou
(let Blackie Lazusoti! Here, let me sign." His sig'na-
ture ended, the pen dropped away, and then came the
last gasp.

It was in a pub. over in Coyote town that Jim
met Blackie Lawson. "Heard vou got some cattle
to sell," remarked Jim. "and I "hear as you're readv
to take cash." They were fast friends in art hour,
and that afternoon found Blackie with his man, and
Jim and Dick out on the ranch surveying the cattle.
As Blackie turned aside. Jim whipped out his gun.
[|Hi. there." he yelled, facing Blackie and his man,
"hold 'em up. fellers!" Dick was covering them
from behind, when by some wild chance. Blackie
tripped him, and in the course of the excitement that
followed. Jim was shot, and left on the ground for
dead, while Dick was pulled away, and shoved into
their hut. a prisoner.
Jim came to in a strange, clean room, where a

kindly woman and a lovely young girl were rushing
about, tendirtg to him. When he told them his story,
he found that they were the wife and daughter of the
dymg man. "Now, we must get poor Dick out of
there. That guy Lawson is liable to knock him off,
any day. and besides, Dick has the will!" Jim
couldn't wait until he was well, so that when he found
his knees behaving fairly decently, he was off, with
the sheriff and his band, for a grartd attack on
Blackie's cabin, and after a stiff fight, Lawson found
himself in handcuffs, while Jim discovered himself
embracing Dick. Handing the beautiful young girl
the will. Jim said shyly. "Well. I'll have to be goin'
to find my relatives Ann and her ma. Dad is aching
for me to take care of them." The two womerf
looked at each other and shouted with laughter. "You
silly boy, Jim don't you know that I'm the Ann you're
looking for?" Of course Jim was delighted to stay,
and when after a short week, he and Ann wei'e
married, nobody was surprised.

Joe Balcy

GRAVEYARD JEWELS

File No. 2924

JOE, one of the big guys in the Chicago under-
world, was sitting at home with his sweetheart,
June Angelo. It was the day before the stunt

Joe and his friend Steve were planning to pull.
"Now, I want you to go right ahead to New York,
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kiddo." he said, '*and deposit this here monej". Lay
low, and before you know it. I'll be joinin' you.
Sweet !" The following morning, he kissed her off.

on the train, promising to marry her when they met
again in Xew York. As the watchman of Lafittes
Jewelry Company walked across the street, after lock-
ing up the store, that night, he found something
sticking in his ribs. "Hold 'em up. big boy." cried
"Joe, disguised in a mustache and goggles, "and come
back to the pretty jewels with me. That's a nice
man!" The headlines in the monring paper called
it the most daring, the coolest hold-up in years.
**Great stuffl" laughed Steve, spreading himself over
a comfortable chair in Joe's rcom. "Xow you can
go to Xew York, and get your money_ from that
dame. I don't trust no dames—not me.'" "Go on,"
returned Joe. "I'm not leavin' you yet, Steve. Gotta
puil a few more stunts, first."

MearAvhile, in X'ew York, June had taken up with
Mug Baron. Before long, ^lug had possession of all

the money Joe had given her, and besides, complete
control over June's life. She was laughing and
smoking with ^lug and his gang up in her apart-
ment, when Minnie, the maid, announced somebody.
"The lady June's not in:" called Mug. but a minute
later, Steve burst into the room. Joe was in jail

and needed money for bail, and Steve said it was up
to June to hand over some of Joe's bankroll. "She
ain't got it. see," said Mug. "What ya goin' to do
about it? Steve left, calling June a four-flusher,
and vowing to square himself with Mug. The day Joe
heard about it, he was working with the other pris-
oners, smelting iron. "I'd rather die than live in

this living belli" he told some of them, and sure
enough, at about noon, they saw a body dropping
into the furnace from above, and locking at Joe's
usual place, they found him gon'e. Reading about
his death, in the papers, Mug said it was swell to
be rid of such a tough bird, but June cried when
he wasn't looking.
Mug and his gang, hearing that a certain rich man

had buried his wife with all her jewels, planned to
loot the grave. At midnight, they shot the watch-
man, opened the grave and were about to run off

with the treasure, wherl they were held up. Raving
mad. Mug rushed to June's rooms, the next day.
and accusing her of double crossing him. was about
to choke her, when Joe. life-size, stepped from be-
hind the curtain, gun in one hand, jewel-box in the
other. "God bless Minnie," he cried, "she gave us
the tip!" With Mug safely in jail, June and Joe
were married, artd left for Chicago, but a year later,

meeting them on a bridge, at night. Mug shot June
and began to grapple with Joe. Before the hour was
out, Mug was over the bridge, sinking in the quick-
sand of the river below, and Joe was crying over
June's cold body. It was a terrible lesson to him,
because afterward, the thought of June made hira shy
away from crooked deals.

DARK NIGHTS

Mrs. Ellen Howe File No. 2935

AS John Ferris sat at his office desk, late in
August. 3 tall, brown-haired mart arrived to sell

him what he called "a can't be beat life in-
surance policy." John, busy with his legal matters,
waved the man away. "X'othing doing today, boy."
he said, as the door opened, and a petite, brown-eyed
blonde stepped in. "Oh, John, I thought you were
alone!" she cried. "He will be in a moment," re-
marked the insurance agent, turning to leave, and
smiling meaningfully at her. When he was gone,
John rose, looking at her in disgust, "What! You
again? Listen, baby. I told you I was through, and
that means absolutely throuoh." "You're not getting
off so easy, big boy," she returned, extending her
palm. After making her promise to keep her mouth
shut, and to stay away for good, he closed her palm
over a roll of bills and told her to get out. When,
like a lithe, grecian goddess, his wife Margaret de-
scended to supper that evening, John consulted her
on the wisdom of investing in life insurance. She
considered it so good a plan, that when the agent,
David Xewton called again, in the morning, John
startled him by demanding a fifty thousand dollar
policy.
About a week later, the whole town was buzzing

with news of the mysterious murder of a well-dressed
young man who had been abamioned in the under
brush along a country road. Urged by the man's
weeping mother, to make legal mquiries. and. in God's
name to find some clue. John set out in his car,
one evening, to talk to the neighboriirg farmers. Be
fore lea\-ing. he kissed Margaret good-bye. saving.
"I'll be just a few hours, dear." John Ferris did not
come home that night, nor any night of the week that
followed, and pretty soon, the town found itself with
a new mystery on its hartds. With the cause un-
known. Margaret's life was miserable enough, but
when the charred body of her husband was discovered
at the bottom of a cliff, near the wreckage of his
car. she fainted away, and was brought to bed in a
deep fever.
About this time, David Xewton. the insurance

agent met Polly, John's blond, on the street, in^-ited
himself up to her apartment, and, there, laid before
her a plan for securing the fifty thousand dollars
that Margaret was about to receive. In accordance
with the scheme. Polly, dressed as a demure little
maid, badly in need of work, got herself a job at
the Ferris home, gaining, in a short time, the com-
plete trust and affection of Margaret. As Mrs.
Ferris was tuckirfg the insurance check awav in the
safe, Polly made careful note of the combination,
and when the whole house was asleep that night, she
crept down to admit the waiting Xewton. and to open
the safe. They were about to make their get-a-way
when the electric snapped on. revealing Mr. John
Ferns, himseh! The first thing John did was to
larfd a fierce uppercut to Xewton's jaw, and as
Margaret came rushing down, he quieted her screams

and explained that this same Xeuton had imprisoned
him and burned the murdered man's bodv and called
it Ferris', after toppling it over the cliff. With
Polly and Xewton raving safely behind prison bars.
John and Margaret were off for a lorrg, carefree tour
of the world.

T
August, 1931

FIRST LOVE

Mrs. Frances Weldin File No. 2934

A.MOXG the very first to enlist, back in 1917, was
John Shagrin, dapper young man, who was now
strutting down the street, followed by a troup of

wide-eyed youngsters, "Yoo-hoo, ^lary I" he called,
stopping in front of a tenement. "Coming to the
Strand?" Mary was down in no time. "Oh, John,
in a uniform and everything," she cried. "Yes
siree,'' John smiled, as he cocked his hat. "down to
Georgia to train for a spell. Then straight for gay
paree!" At the end of the evening, he kissed her
good-bye, making her promise she would wait for
him. "Unless.'' he ad'ded, "You find my name gently
recalled among the obituaries!" Mary put her
hand on" his mouth. "Stop! Y'ou know I'll wait," she
said, "eternally

"

When John first came to the training camp, he
wrote Mary daily letters, which, in time, turned into
weekly messages of one sentence, and which finally
stopped coming, at all. From reliable sources. Mary
heard that he was running arounVi with all sorts
of women, squandering his monthly allowance. Al-
though not believing such reports altogether, she
was convinced of John's indifference to her, and turn-
ing to her work-a-day life at the office, she decided
to forget him, too. That, however, was iTot so easy,
when Helerf and Jane, and all the other young girls
about her, talked of dates and letters from their
sweeties, and the "dear boys who'd be home soon.-^'

That was why, when Georgie, with the squint, asked
her for the tv.entieth time to be his wife, she said,
wearily, yes.

It was about a month or so after the Armistice,
when the boys were beginning to find their way
home, that Mary, out to do a Uttle shoppiiTg for
her trousseau, bumped into a tall doughbov. It was
none other than John, and before she could think,
he had bent down to kiss her. "Well, kiddo. I'm
coming to see you tonight." When she stopped to
object, he cried, "Xone of that. I'm coming—like it

or not!" At home, Mary grabbed her mother's arm,
in terrific excitement, kissed her madly, and told her
the story, "I'm crazy about him, mother. Gee! I

never realized I cared so much!" When George
called, she coldlv told him she had changed her mind.
ySorry," she said, "but it's all off." Riding back
:n John's car, after an evening of merry-making,
Mary noticed, for the first time that his face was
care-worn. "I know there's something on your mind.
Speak up." she said. TTien he confessed that he
had married a certain Xairette, while drunk in Paris,
and that a baby was coming on. who would have to
be imported along with its mother, by the same
John Shagrin. "But I'm mad about you, Mary,
honest!"
Ten years later, while teaching in a rural school,

Mary was debating with herself whether to enter a
convent or not. Sitting alone iit her cottage, deep in
thought, she failed to hear the knock on the door,
and when she did look up, she almost fainted with
the shock of seeing John standing before her.
X'anette had run off with some one else, years ago.
after the baby had died. "I've been free for years,
n^Dw. looking everywhere for you. You know how I

love you. Xow. will you marry me?" When Mary
could stop her heaving sobs, she bent her head, and
said "Yes."

THE LOST MINES

Charles J. Pa+ion File No. 2930

WHEX Ted came out to Kevstone, South
Dakota, to do surveying for the "Old Etta
Tin Mine," he expected it to be purely a

business proposition. As it turned out. however, he
arrived to find Madeline, daughter of Superintendent
Powell, seated in the main office, and promptly tell

in love with her, madly, deeply and irrevocably.' Re-
turning from a walk with her, one day, Ted found the
whole general staff gathered for a friendly discussion.
"By gosh!" spoke up Powell sudyenlv. ''Did I ever
mention the Al Gay mine? Well, for years there's
been lots of talk about a lost gold mine in the
Xeedies country. Men have been up there, recon-
noitering from time to time, but I have good reason
to suspect there's something doing around the Rush-
inore Peak section." Loud excitement followed, and
finally it was agreed that the party would start
up the countryside on a little tour of inspection, the
next day. When they were starting off, Madeline
clirTging to Ted, with tears in her eyes, cried, "Watch
out for the bears, up there. Ted. They're real
dangerous!" He laughed. "Bears or not—I'll be
zoming back to my little sweetheart with pockets
bulging, you'll see!"
After two days of camping out. and searching end-

lessly, they came upon a hermit's cabin, in the deep
valley. Getting settled, they sat down to wait for the
owner, and it was not long before a hairy, slinkiirg
creature swung into the doorway, and stood there
gaping in surprise. "Lo there." called Ted. "Just
stopped in for a drink. We've been camping out
this way." That night, as they all played cards, and
made merry, they learned that Jerry—as the hermit
called himself—was out in the mouirtains to lead a
religious life, and their respect and confidence in him
increasing, the party hinted about the lost mine.
When, during the week that followed, the folks back
at Keystone, got no word from the party, Madeline
became terrified, got in touch with the Sheriff, and
demanded that he sertl a party to search the moun-

tains-^mmediately ! Herman, the Sheriff laughed at
first, and said her fears Wei's absolutely unfounded,
but when she stamped her feet, and threatened to set
out herself, he changed his tnind and was off with

A day out, and down by the river to water their
horses, the Sheriff's party came across Ted, drag-
ging himself through the underbrush, tattered, and
itearly dead with hunger. His wild tale of the
monster Jerry, and sleeping potions, and men tied to
their beds, brought the Sheriff's band racing to the
hut. After freeing the men. and capturing Jerry,
they got his confession of having discovered the Al
Gay mine and of guarding it frantically against in-
truders. The mine was theirs! Back in town,' poor
Jerrj'. ex-convict found himself in prison again, while
Ted and Madeline found themselves in each other's
arms, and shorth- afterward, under a canopy, happily
married.

THE BLACK BOX

Mrs. M. Elizabeth Felts File No. 2932

AS far as back as he could remember. Fraifkie
knew that he had no folks, and that it was his
business to stand on the corner, crying. '"Shoes

shined. Shine, mister?" Experience taught Frank
to take the corner near the Foster Bank as the one
spot in town promising a good supply of customers.
Kneeling down, one morning, polishing an old gentle-
man's shoes, the boy lifted his eyes for a moment, to
see a little girl running across the street alone, while
a truck sped down the avemie, descending upon her
rapidly. Dropping his polish and rags. Frank rushed
out to catch the terrified child as the truck swished
past, leaving her safe, but fainting in Frank's arms.
After the child was revived in the ofl^ce of Mr.
Foster, president of the bank. Frankie was about to
leave quietly, when he was stopped by a gentle baud
on his shoulder. "One moment, son." said Mr. Foster,
"you are deserving of the finest reward for this!
When he heard that Frank lived alone, he cried.
"Splendid. Xow, I can make a double offer. You
can live with me. and work here at the bank. Do
you like my proposition?" "Like it!" poor Frankie
choked over the words. "Why sir—I—I. well, I'm
going to make good, that's all!"

Life with Mr. Foster and his family was happy
and peaceful enough for ten years, during which
Frank rose to a position of trust at the bank. Then,
one day, the ordinarily calm Mr. Foster rushed home
in great agitation. His smallest daughter. Xellie,
had been kidnapped, leaving absolutely no clew be-
hind. The house was in a turmoil, and Frank, fiirtl-

ing he needed real quiet for some calm thinking, de-
cided to take a stroll along the neighboring water
front. Walking along, he caught sight of two
strange men hurrying ahead with a wailing child be
tween them, and soon racing up the gang-plank of a
waiting ship. Suspicious. Frank ran up after them,
just before the boat heaved out. On board, the men
kept close to their cabin, and Frank caught no
glimpse of the child until, on a certain day. a pas-
senger was reported overboard, and every one. curious,
ran out en deck to discover the victim. Passing aloiTg
the cabins, Frank heard a familiar voice, and sure
enough, he soon found the little lost Xellie crying and
telling her story in the lap of a strange nurse, whose
lovely, calnt face made Frank stop a while and gasp,
even iir his excitement. In a few hours, the kid-
nappers, with the Captain's aid, were behind the bars,
and Frank was stopping at the next landing to carry
the delighted Xellie home, but not before he had ob-
tained the name and address of that captivating nurse.
"I'll be seein' vou soon. Lucv," he told her wherf he
left.

W hen he kept his promise a week later, he found
Lucy living with an uncle. Colonel Pielle, who did
not appear very cordial to Frank. In fact the old
gentleman made it clear to his niece that she was
to marry the heir to the Lamport estate, a young man
who had disappeared at an earlv age, but who was
believed to be living. Everv time Frank arrived,
the Colonel sent him away, until finally, Lucy ar-
ranged to meet Frank elsewhere. By chance. Colonel
Pielle discovered them one day, and henceforth . kept
Lucy under strict and constant surveillance. Frank
was miserable, of course, and even his promotion to
first vice-president of the bank couldn't do much to
raise his spirits. One day. after being called on to
help solve the mystery of a forged check, he dis-
covered the very same Colonel Pielle to be the cul-
prit. The old gentleman, duly locked up. began to
storm behind the bars, while Frank tripped over to
pay his respects to Lucy,
When, after their marriage, a month later, he was

holding Lucy in his arms, she said. "Thank God! I
escaped that horrid Lamport heir." Frank roared with
laughter. "You don't say! Well, it happens that you
have just married him. Yes'm. I'm that horrid heir,
and my name's Lamport, and my family has dis-
covered me at last!" They settled down in the Lam-
port Castle, to a peaceful and happy life, but Frank
never failed, as he passed a corner, to have his shoes
blacked by the little fellow who called, "Shine,
mister?"

EYES OF GREEN

Mrs. Vivian Lanious File No. 2914

GORDOX and Marcella -^vere madly in love with
each other, so that when Gordon heard how sick
his uncle was, and how much the old gentle-

mart needed Gordon out on the ranch, the boy was
heartbroken. The evening before leaving, he was
sitting on the lawn, in the moonhght, with Marcella,
"It wouldn't be so bad leaving." he told her. "onl>3_
how can I tell you won't be running off with that

—

that—oh well, that guy Jimmy ? " "X'ow you look
here, Gordon Corfdon. you know as well as I do that
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I don't give a snap for him. If you keep on
that, I'll hate you foi-ever." she remarked, as he ki;

her,
few

Gordo
nths

off.

ailed.

'ith

his
"Pr

you answer all my lette

swung down the road.

Marcella's sister Ruth, also in love with Gordon,

had hung about the garden listenin'g carefully to the

conversation. Determined to interfere, Ruth destroyed

every letter that came to Marcella from Gordon, be-

fore her sister could see them. Thus, while Mar-
cella declined, steadily, from anxiety and sufifermg.

Ruth wrote long, tender letters to Gordon, describing

Marcella's good times with Jimmy, and telling of her

own" great love for Gordon. Gordon, although he could

not believe it at first, finally stopped writing to Mar-
cella. and addressed his letters to Ruth, instead.

Meanw^hile, Marcella, tired of thinking of Gordon who
had sent her no word, decided to seek diversion in Jim-
my, and before the year was out. she had married him.
feeling sure that Gordon had forgotten all about her.

On the day that Ruth heard of Gordon''s fall from
a horse, she rushed out west to care for him. Her
careful nursing and tender watchfulness brought him
quickly back to health. He was so grateful that in a

few months, he begged her to be his wife. Ruth, of

course, assented eagerly, and in the years that came,
she was particularly careful to keep Gordon out of

Marcella's way.
On a boat trip across the Channel, one night.

Gordon was stan'ding alone, while Ruth rested down
in her cabin, with a terrific headache. As his eyes
wandered over the deck, he saw a lovely woman in

black, with a black veil sweeping her face. Upon
closer inspection he discovered it to be Marcella. She
was now a widow, it appeared, and on further com-
paring of notes, they both brought Ruth's treachery
to light. Angry and disgusted, Gordon did n'ot lose

much time in divorcing Ruth to marry the beautilul

and long-suffering Marcella.

THE MASK

Gaston PierTon File No. 2921

SLAVING in his laboratory, in the interest of

science and his beautiful wife, Genevieve, for

whom he has opened the doors of society through
his accompUshments, Gilbert Stephenson is perfecting
experiments to discover two chemicals which will be
of infinite use to the government. One is a power-
ful explosive, the other a deadly acid. Gilbert, havinjr

slaved for years, is now at the point of perfecting his

work. Genevieve, who has waited, long, and rather
impatiently, is reaching a point at which her disgust

is evident. She feels she has been neglected too lorfg,

by her scientist husband, and is tired of running about
at the mercy of her friends.

One night, when Genevieve goes to a Ball, at a

friend's, alone, she meets John Shelman. a millionaire

sportsman who has plenty of time for her. An affair

follows, unknown to Gilbert. But one evening every-
thing precious to the Stephenson goes up in smoke,
figuratively and literally. While Gen'evieve is at

Shelman's apartment in his arms, Gilbert, in his

laboratory, is seriously injured, he having performed
a dangerous experiment, leaving off the mask he
was accustomed to don to attack his explosive
san*iples. When Genevieve returns to the house, she
is shocked. Gilbert, she learns, may possibly be-
come blind, and his face will always be distorted and
urtrecognizable. When, two months after the ex-
plosion, the bandages are removed from Gilbert's
horrible face, Shelman is with Genevieve, for a visit,

and it is to him that Genevieve turns for comfort.
Gilbert's scientific days are at an end. He will have

to wear a mask, always to hide his horrible face.

Slowly, he becomes more and more morbid, realiz-

ing that he is being shunned by people who v/or-

shipped him when he was in health, handsome, an'd

successful. Among these people is Genevieve. The
climax comes when he hears Genevieve and her
lover plotting his death. Shelman will drive Gilbert

into the country, and push him into a treacherous
place on the coast called, "Hell's Hole." Shelman
is hesitating, but Gilbert appears, an'd he cannot
back out at the sight of Gilbert in his heavy black
mask. The two men start out, Genevieve beHeving
Gilbert unaware of the fate awaiting him. She has
instructed Shelman to return in the mask to avert
suspicion, but Gilbert outwits the nervous lover. He
sends Shelman to his death and then returns, to
Gen'evieve. At first, believing it to be Shelman, she
is overjoyed, and exchanges sweet words with Gil-

bert, but soon she realizes, by the eyes of the man,
what has happened.
In jail, Gilbert, blind, is expecting the death penalty.

He sends for Genevieve, and though she is reluctant to

come, she finally drags herself there. Then Gilbert
plays his last card. From his pocket, he takes a
vial of his deadly acid and throws it over Genevieve,
After terrific pain, she passes away at his feet, arfd

Gilbert, now insane, shrieks madly over the body of

the woman who has deserted and tortured him.

LOVE IN FLANDERS

Alfred D'Amore File No. 2808

JUST as the White farm is beginning to pick up,
after the death of Mr. White, rumbhngs of war
are starting to be heard over village and city,

and John White Jr., who has taken over the man-
agement of the farm for his mother, is one of the first

to be called. With mirfgled grief and pride, Mrs.
White sends her boy into the country's service, and
John, young and eager, goes off with enthusiasm.
Although Mrs. White finds it necessary to shoulder
the entire burden of the farm, alone, she is proud of
her fighting son", and John, away at camp, often

wonders how his mother will get along. Before very
long, John finds himself on a huge transport, along
with thousands of other eager American soldiers.
maTiy from farms, too. but he makes friends with
Harry and Al. two boys from New York, and al-

though the combination is an odd on'e, the three boys
stick together through thick and thin. On the way
over. John is melancholy, wondering about his mother.
but thanks to one of these moods, which keeps him
on deck at night, he is responsible for the salvatio:i

of the many lives on board, for it is he who sights
the beginning of a submarine attack, and upon land-
ing salely in France, he is the first of his detach-
ment to receive a decoration for distinguished service.
Once in France. John's detachment is sent to the

front at once, and on the journey thither, the three
hoys find themselves billeted at the home of a French-
man, Pierre D'Arue. who has two particularly valu-
able attributes. Tlie first, luckily for the boys, is

that he speaks a fluent English, and the secnod, luck-
ily for John, is his daughter Marie, whom all the
boys like, but who favors John, generously. Finding
himself in love with the lovely Marie. John is loath
to go off with his company, to fight in the snow-
covered battle fields, but he follows the regiment,
brave to the last. There is sadness upon* their re-

turn, however, for Al is the first to go. Dying in a
field hospital, he begs the boys to remember him to
his mother, and to try to convince her he isn't dead.
Sadly, they break the news to Marie. Then, for a
short period, they stay with the D'Arues, again.
But the call of battle is heard again, and when John
wakes up in a German prison camp, he remembers
faintly, that he was captured in action, while clutch-
ing to iiim, the dead body of his last remaining buddy,
Harry. Sadly, he broods in the confines of the camp,
being rendered all the more sad because his attempts
to communicate with Marie and his mother are cut
off by his captors. But after a long period of brood-
ing and forming new, though weaker friendships,
Armistice is declared, and John return's to Paris, older
and more subdued than was the John who left White
Farm eager and enthusiastic. His earlier sentiments
of war being "swell" had turned into vague mut-
terings of war being "hell," but after he had found
Marie, all the torture and sadness was forgotten.
Gaining Marie's promise of marriage, and learning of
her eagerness to return to America with him, John
now attempts to oersuade Pierre to join them. This,
John finds, is not very difficult, and after a simple
little ceremony, the three leave at once for the small
town in Pennsylvania. Mrs. White, having imagined
John to be dead, greeted them with tears of joy, and
as time passed, the horrors of war were forgotten,
the final stroke of happiness coming when Mrs.
White and Pierre D'Arue followed their children, cast-
ing their joyful lot together.

returned the girls to their pcuzionc, but Lillian was
delighted. "You're not such a good picker of escorts,
Michael, old darling," she chided, but do you think
you can get me quick transportation to Lake Como?"

NEOPOLITAN KNIGHTS

Mrs. Dorothy W. Burns File No. 2937

WHILE Xrarion Bradley drank in tlie pleasures
o£ Italv, her old friend and college chum.
Lillian Blackwell, attempted to share her

pleasures through descriptions of the Italian country-
side written up in Mason's 5/>W/ of Italy. Marion, on
sabbatical leave after years of teaching, was indeed
making up for all the punishment she had taken in

classrooms, between glorious vacations, spent with
Lillian, whose son, Donald, was usually at camp, try-

ing to forget the expensive Prep School his mother
had chosen, after due deliberation. "You owe it to

yourself, Lil," Mariorf's letter read, near the bot-
tom, "And Michael will introduce you to some charm-
ing Italian so we can have a jolly foursome!" Michael
was the amusing Irishman Marion had met on the

boat, going across,
"So lucky to be unattached," thought Lillian, who

had been married and widoived at so young an age.

How she would have loved to run over to Italy for

a few weeks ! There was Donald, though, a sixteen'

year old boy who insisted upon working for the

summer, preparatory to his entrance to Columbia, for

which the Prep School had been designed to prepare
him. Lillian had balked at Donald's job, but the

youth refused to hear. "Don't you think self-reliance

is a good thing to have, Mom?" he asked her, and she
wondered if that were not true perhaps she had
made him selfish, inflictin'g martyrdom upon herself,

fanatically, to provide luxury for him!
Closing Mason s. one nasty morning. Lillian

jumped up to supervise the iceman, who was filling

the box, in Don's absence. Before he left, she had
learned all about his family and proposed trip to

Italy, to see his mother. Would this exodus never
cease? Don scolded her when she told him a little

of her restlessness. "After all," she thought, watch-
ing him, "He's a man, now, and there's no reason
why I can't go."
Near the railing on the boat bound for Italy, Lillian

found companionship of an ideal sort, in Samuel Cohen,
headed for the Sorbonne—also a teacher. He had
known she was meant for him the moment he had
heard her murmur, "A great adventure!", never realiz-

ing she was being heard. A wonderful shipboard
companionship had growir from this little incident,

but Lillian was too full of life's sheer joy to realize

what he was to mean to her. At the dock, chatting
gaily with Marion and Michael, she ignored Samuel

—

intentionally, but he understood, going on to Lake
Como, assured that Lillian would probably refer to

his address sooner or later. "If you need me, I

shall come to you," he had told her.

Signor Giovaimi Gasparino, handsome and fault-

lessly dressed, made Lillian an enchanting companion,
the next few days, but his face constantly obsessed
her. Where had she met him, previously? He had
been to America, but she could not place him. A
visit to his exquisite villa solved all. "Jo-Jo," his

peasant-mother had called. It clicked. Gasparirto
was Lillian's iceman! Michael was grieved when he

MA-MA'S HORSE STRENGTH

Carrie Elizabeth Marston File No. 2682

WHEN the Landon family moved from their
home on the banks of the Wisconsin River
to seek their fortune in the pine woods of

central Michigan, Ma-ma knew she would do all the
settling there was to be done, and not "Dad," her
indolent husband. And don't think for a moment
that Ma-ma was wrong!
When Ma-ma and Dad and the three boys, Klebar,

Hughie, and Clarence, reached the new settlement,
it was Ma-ma who overseered the camping until the
wood could be cut for the building of the house she
had planned. Despite the fact that Dad was a
carpenter, and had built almost every house in town,
back in Wisconsin, he suddenly decided that the Michi-
gan air was not conducive to building. Daily, he
would leave the house, informing Ma-ma that he was
overseeing a gang of timber cutters, but Ma-ma
would shake her head sadly, realizing that he was
doing ordinary carpentering work on the other side
of the wood, denving it so he would not have to
build Ma-ma a house. But Ma-ma carried on, and
having the supreme gift—a sense of humor, she would
treat him in the manner of a society woman catering
to a young executive. This went on for weeks, and.
Ma-ma was finishing up her work on the building of
the iiew home, working by herself most often, but
occasionally being assisted by the three boys. In her
spare time, Ma-ma sewed for Dad and the boys, and
cooked for the family as well as the friends Dad
brought home.
When the new cabin was finished. Ma-ma informed

Dad that he had better pack up and move in, and
just as dryly, he refrained from complimenting her,
moving in, and remarking, simply, that good horse
strength was more important than horse sense in a
wife. After they had been there several weeks.
Ma-ma began to work on an extra wing, informing
Dad and the boys that Granrfy was coming, being
anxious to spend the remainder of her days with her
favorite son. Dad.
Several months after the arrival of Granny, Dad

informed Ma-ma that he was going to build a pine
hoard fence around the home as his contribution to
the domestic setting, and Grartny, smoking her pipe
in the shade of the huge pine tree that sheltered the
cabin, prophesied that if she knew her son, that pine
fence would never reach the point of recognition.
Several days following Dad's erection of the first

boards. Ma-ma stepped into the yard to shut the
doors because of an approaching storm. Lookiirg up,
she noticed that the forest was ablaze, and soon, the
huge pine tree burst into flames, burning to the
ground -a brilliant sight. Doggedly, she made her way
to that fence, and with a mighty heave, lifted it
clear up and carried it into the house. Dad. working
across the forest, did not appear for several days,
but when he did. Grartny greeted him with lusty
guffaws, for. in a conspicuous corner of the house,
stood that fence, bearing the legend, inscribed by
Ma-ma, "Here lies the last work of a lazy carpenter!"

Ruth Barton

BONDAGE
File No. 2899

LILLIAN was a beautiful young girl, but she was
big, and although her men friends would love
her and enjoy her company, she was always

"Big Lillian" to them and could never conveniently
be called "little wife." Oh," she told her mother,
"they're willing enough to accept unmarried love.
But the trouble is I'm not willing to give it!" She
did. however, one night, when she was out with
Charles. She thought he was mad about her. but
when she mentioned marriage, the next day, he
laughed. "Why, I never dreamed of it! You're pos-
itively old-fashioned." Thoroughly disgusted, Lillian
decided to take a business course and leave for New
York to work and study and forget about men. For
six months she stuck by her resolution not to think of
love. Then one day Ray Huyler stepped in to wait
for Mr. Somers. her boss. Lillian was shocked into
love and she could feel the old intense need for affec-
tion coniinB back. He was tall, broad, masterful.
For him surely, she could be "Little Lillian!" That
evening she met him coming down. Outside, he
helped her through the rain and later went up to
visit her apartment. There he told her how deeply
he loved her, how much regard he had for her.
From his tenderness and gentle kisses, she knew he
meant it.

The day Ray told her quite frankly that he was
married, but that his wife was mentally sick, he began
also to tell her about his sister and brother. But
Lillian would hear no more. It was the end for
them. "Good-bye, Ray," she said gently. During
the next few weeks, she tried, but she found it im-
possible to live without him. She called, and when
he came she told him of her affair with Charles, back
home. "Oh. but

_
I love you so, Ray," she cried.

Ray listened pensively a while. Then he sprang for-
ward, and slipping a ring on her finger, he mur-
mured, "Lillian, I love you because you are you.
If ever we can. we will marry." For a year they
lived together in a delightful apartment in the sub-
urbs. 'Their love now was more intense than ever,
and Ray who had to leave town on business at reg-
ular intervals, would always return with costly, color-
ful gifts.

One time Ray failed to return. Months went by and
there was no word, no call, no message. Lillian was
frantic. Desperate and fagged with worry, she plodded
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into a nearby church for consolation". Casually lift-

ing her eyes from prayer, she encountered a familiar

face. It was Roy—ye.';, Roy in priests' robes! Deceit,

heartlessness, hypocrisy, her mind screamed as she
rushed out. She was determined to forget and call-

ing Ben, an old friend, she asked to go to the tough-
est place in town. Ben was delighted. Meanwhile Ray
had returned, learned their whereabouts from the

landlady, and followed them. "You!" said Lillian,

"What are you doing here." Ray drove her back

and showed her how the letter he had sent explaining

his absence had slipped under the rug, and then,

driving up to the church, he made clear how Roy
his twin* brother was the priest there. Then he told

her his wife was dead. "Now you little fool, will you
be my little wife?" I'll always be little Lillian to

you, won't I," she murmured as he pressed her
close.

DUST OF THE ROAD

Captain G. Blackstone Field

I O that's

I eh Andri
at Blake

File No. 2749

he kind of rat you've developed into,

,vs?" .Tohn Cardon flung this remark
Andrews, racketeer, as the two men

faced each other across the dimly-lighted study in

Cardon's home. Each was trying to justify his own
life. Cardon slightly in the lead with his holding of

a Setfatorship. Both had fought side by side in the

Enropean conflict, and were now fighting on the
opposite sides of the fence, Andrews attempting to

force Cardon's hand in accepting bribery for pro-

tection. But Cardon's problem is the more difficult.

His son. Jack, has joined Andrews' gang in its

operations, seeking greater thrills than being the son

of one of the most honest of all politicians. The two
men continue the discussion, Andrews accusing Cardon
of deserting his boy for the lure of the limelight, artd

insinuating that the boy has been implicated in an un-

solved killing of the rival gang. Andrews threatens

to make young Jack take the rap, and Cardon,
amazed, weakens a bit, almost prepared to accept the

bribe for the sake of the boy. Horror stricken, he
plunges out into the street, shaking convulsively at

the realization of what the future holds. As he
walks along, a car pas.ses, shades drawn, and Cardon
recognizes it to be Heinie Miller, rival racketeer of

the Andrews crowd. Sensing immediately that Miller

is after Andrews' scalp. Cardon thinks back to the

hen he and his buddy stood shoulder to
, receiving the Croix. Weakly, he recon-

many wartime incidents he and Blake had
But suddenly he turns to recognize the voice

"Good-night Congressman," Andrews says,

but Cardon doesn't notice. "Night Blakie,'

he answers. Andrews walks on, and a smile passes

Cardon's face as he decides, finally, that he will

accept the bribe to save the boy, the Beer Barons

profitirtg at the hands of Reform, anyhow. But the

past looms up before him. The woods. The
trenches. That night air raid, long ago! "O; K.

John," he hears, as though it were yesterday. O. K.

Blake," was always the answer. Suddenly, rousmg
himself from the subconscious he cries, "Blake ;
BLAKE! Heinie Miller! The car. Oh—-—
Soon the street is a mass of oaths and flymg bullets,

John and Blake fighting their last battle on the same
line. Swiftly and surely Cardon's own gun answers

the attack made by the machine gun poised to kill

his own buddy. He forgets all, and the fight goes

on furiously. He is no longer the eminent Congres-

man Cardon, but plain John, with the fervi

returned.
The hospital room is very still next da

Andrews slips slowly to eternity. There v.

rumbling of noise and that comes
are wailing the news
buddy. Andrews stirs,

to smear the pape

shoulde
structs
shared,
of old.

of combat

y as Soldier
but a faint

wsboys who
of Cardon's fight to save his

"Different from what I wanted
vith, John. I couldn't do it.

Better for all, John,'' he murmurs. But John wants

to say, too, that he has tracked some mud about, toe,

because of his willingness to sacrifice his principles

for Jack's safety. "No, John—'' the dying man mur-
murs. "Only a dusty road. You'll never know real

mud as I have, but I couldn't—help—it. You—just

have touched—the dust, John." And, telling John that

his son is absolutely free of all the insinuating accu-

sations artd guilt, Blake Andrews, brave soldier, turns

over and smilingly answers the final taps.

THE LIVING DEATH

D. Martini File No. 2922

WARNED bv her folks to keep away from the
disreputable Jean, lovely Mary Walters is

rushing through the streets, in an attempt to

avoid him. As she is turning the corner, she is

accosted by him. Maddened by her snubbing, he grabs
hold of Mary, by the arms, Mary attempting to dis-

engage herself at once. Hearirtg a cry of help, a

young man passing by rushes up to them, putting the

cowardly Jean to flight after a brief struggle. On
their way to Mary's office, the handsome youth ui-

troduces himself as Robert Manly, and asks the plea-

sure of Mary's com,.any at lunch, the same day.

Mary sits dreaming and floating on clouds for the

rest of the morning, absolutely thrilled by the pros-

pect of dining with Robert.
Jean, however, is not to be put off so lightly. When

he sees Macy and Robert lunching in a neighborhood
Tea Room, lie decides to avenge himself at once.

Slipping in to the restaurant, he manages to slip

o'ff with a woman's purse, dropping it into Mary's
coat on his way out, the result being Mary's arrest,

with the probability of a prison term for b-ick of

proof—the thought of which makes Jean tremendously
happy. Gloating over Mary's hard luck, Jean attends

the trial the following week, but so instinctive a

pickpocket is he, that even in court he forgets to

stop. He is caught redhanded, picking a gentlemart's

pocket, whereupon he confesses to both his own as well
as Mary's supposed guilt. With unspeakable jo>

,

Mary falls into Robert's arms, free from the strain
of crime and thieverv.
As the months roll by, Mary and Robert fall more

and more madlv in love, planning for their marriage.
When the summer comes around, the heat becoming
unbearable, they decide to take a vacation together,
and remembering the standing invitation extended by
some friends of Robert's father, head for that place,

meeting, however, a terrific storm on the way. This
forces them to seek shelter, so they withdraw to a

small deserted cabin—the only place in sight—where
they spend the night alon'e. The storm having
stopped, Robert tells Mary, tenderly, that they will

marry upon their return to the city. Their vacation
is cut short, however, by a telegram from Robert's
family, instructing him to return home at once, to be
at the bedside of his dying father. There, he receives

a sealed letter, not to be opened until some time
hence. Martly's dying request is that Robert leave

for the West where a friend of the family will help

him out. Robert plans to go, sending a telegram
to Mary before his departure. Unfortunately, the

message goes astray, and, Mary, desperate at Robert's
desertion, leaves town, afraid to face her family in

her present condition.
Out West, Robert has entered into a warm friend-

ship with the man to whom his father has sent him.
While with his friend, a prospector discovers gold in

the hills, and as if by magic, practically the entire

population removes itself thither, including Robert
and his partner. "Square Deal" Bill. While digging

their claim, Robert is injured in a blast. Regaining
consciousness, he is found to have lost his senses,

an affhction which leaves him mentally immature.
For years, Robert goes about this way, living, virtu-

ally, a living death.
While all this has been transpiring, Mary has borne

a son, now grown. Unable to care for him properly,

she has turned him over to an institution while work-
ing for a wealthy woman named Montague. However,
before long, she is notified by the institution that her

boy is missing, no traces of him having been dis-

covered. With the help of the police, an alarm is

spread throughout the country, but to no avail.

Broken-hearted, Mary is also enduring a living

death, her baby gone, her family gone, and no hus-

band to comfort her in her grief. Mrs. Montague is

touched by the grief of this gentle girl, so, haying

become fond of her, anyhow, she suggests that they

tour the world, assured that this will force Mary to

forget her troubles.

As time passes, Robert regains his senses, the

shock of the kick back of a gun which he has set

off accidentally, setting him right once more. Once
more normal, he listens to his story, from his part-

ner Bill begging him afterwards, to accompany him

to New York in -search of Mary, so he can right the

wrong he has caused.
Mary is back in New York with Mrs. Montague,

from the world tour. Mrs. Montague having become

interested in a gigantic financial corporation. In-
known to either, Robert is to meet Mary at a dinner

at Mrs. Montague's, following his arrival in New
York, his and Bill's gold mine having connections

with her firm. Fate intercedes, however, in a pecU-

liai' fashiort, for, driving out on an errand, the after-

noon of the dinner party, Mary crashes into a build-

ing, in an effort to avoid running down two young
men who are crossing the street. From the inside

of the ambulance which carries her off to a hospital,

Mary peers into the eyes of the crowd about her.

Instantly, she recognizes one of the two boys talk-

ing to the policemen as her own son. 1 rantically, she

calls to him, but the ambulance drives off.

Hearing of the accident, and Mary's story of crash-

ing to avoid killing her own boy, Mrs. Montague ap-

peals to the police to produce the youth. Irt Mrs.

Montague's presence, a touching reunion is effected

between mother and son, the older woman's guests,

meanwhile, awaiting her, in hunger, at her home.

Arriving at home again, Mrs. Montague tells her

guests of the accident aird the unfortunate circum-

stances. Through sheer sympathy, they decide to ac-

company Mrs. Montague to the hospital to visit her

ward. They are ushered at once, to Mary s room.

Seeing the strangers, Mary recognizes Robert at

once
" Bewildered but joyful, he rushes to her, clasp-

ing her to him. kissing her madly. Joyfully, M.ary

points to their son-a dark-skinned boy standing

shyly irt a corner of the room. The others leave the

room, Mrs. Montague sobbing audibly.
. , ,. .

When Mary gets well, the lovers are married, hving

as happily as their lives were sorrowful, alone.

LEAD FEET
File No. 2908Fin Botany and

Roland C. Avers

TEDDY WELLS, a young news reporter, meets

Marjory Stewart while driving to work one

morning in his roadster. Although unac-

quainted, Teddy soon finds out that she is the tele-

phone operator for his owrt newspaper. They soon

get quite chummy and Teddy promises to drive

Marjory to and from work in the future.

Marjory questions Teddy about the coming Press-

man's Ball, which is to be held in the near future,

and Teddy replies that he does not dance but will

learn for Marjory's sake. Teddy tries to learn but
finds his feet too heavy to glide across the dance

floor. In desperation he gives Marjory his tickets

and tells her that he cannot make the dance on ac-

count of business reasons.
. .

The City Ea'itor finds that Teddy has been slipping

up on some assignments, and gives Teddy the Ball

to cover, as a last chance. Teddy quickly informs

Marjory and offers no objection to her dancing at

the Ball.
, . „ ,

At the Ball, Teddy appears friendly, but soon

loses his temper when a rival reporter becomes too

with Marjory. A fight ensues and' Teddy
gets Marjory and her sister out of the dance hall
shortly before the arrival of the police. Teddy is

reprimanded by Marjory for his actions. To save
himself at the office, he calls up and tells the City
Editor he has been called out of town on account
of the death of a relative. He goes fishing to forget
his troubles.
Upon Teddy's return to work, he shows more

action and is forgiven for his pranks by the City
Editor, who has noticed an improvement, since his
return. Teddy avoids Marjory.
Teddy has made friends with the firemen at a

local fire-house. One evening he relieves a fireman
whose wife is sick, at home. During the early eve-
ning, the en'gines are called to a dance hall fire.

Teddy misses the engine and follows in his roadster.
Arriving at the scene he is mistaken for a fireman and
informed that some people have not come out of the
building. Teddy enters and finds Marjory, overcome.
He carries her out. Marjory revives and tells Teddy
her sifter is in the building. Teddy returns. The
building crumbles. Marjory's sister appears.
Marjory becomes delirious and is rushed to a hos-
pital. All hope for Teddy is given up, since the
firemen are unable to find him. A front page story

of Teddy's sacrifice appears in the morning edition.

The next morning Teddy climbs out of the ruins

alive and unnoticed. Marjory is shown the news
reports. Teddy returns to his office and is bawled
out for spoiling a good story, although he receives a
vacation. He visits Marjory, who quickly recovers.

Teddy masters dancing. He explains everything to

Marjory, and every reporter in town gets on friendly

terms, again, to cover the wedding of a great fire-

hero . arfd temperamental reporter.

:Harry H. Haase File No. 299!

IT was in the nineties, in a little village in Ger-
many, between the Elbe and Weser rivers, that
Shoemaker Hansen and his wife, Anna, raised their

children, Peter and Martin.
Shoemaker Hansen, unlike his neighbor, Bollmann,

was a Prussian militarist, at heart. He was not soriy
when Peter became of age for the army. He was
proud, unlike Bollmann, who had sent his .son to
America, to avoid army service! Before leaving on
the train, to join his regiment, Peter and Marie
Bollmann pledged their troth, secretly, they being
unable to announce it because of the animosity present

in the relationship between their parents.
It was mostly accident that threw Martin and

Marie together, after Peter's departure. However,
Martin grew to love the girl whose all was promised
to his brother, and Marie, herself, began to grow
fairly fond of Martin, too. However, when Peter re-

turned home on a furlough, Marie foUov/ed him,
shortly afterwards, finding work in a town quite near
where he was garrisoned. They were married secretly,

after a time.
When her pet, Martin, was called into active serv-

ice, following declaration of war, Mrs. Hansen be-

came- ill, and, there being no orte else, Marie con-
fessed all to her own mother and father, and Peter s,

was forgiven, and welcomed into the Hansen's, where
she cared for her husband's ailing mother. All this

time, Hansen had been serving in the army, too,

arfd strangely enough, he was the first in the family

to give his life for the Fatherland—Peter going next!

When the news came to Anna Hansen that all last

sons were to be taken from action, she was delighted,

but unfortunately, before the government reached
Martin, he was called to a cossack raid, artd, grab-

bing the wrong coat, he fought. The man wearing
Martin's coat was killed, and Martin reported

"Killed In Action." Hearing from Martin's comrade
ot this error, Anna and Marie's hopes were again

raised. When the other soldiers artd prisoners le-

turned, without Martin, Mis. Hansen was sure her

boy was killed in prison.

By the time Martin finally managed to escape from
the prison camp, he returned to Germany, only to

find out from Bollmann that his mother artd Marie
had gone to America, to cast their lots v/ith John
BoUman, Marie's brother, who owned a delicatessen

store in Richmond Hill, New York. While John was
visiting his people in Germany, Marie and Anna Hart-

sen were nursing their sorrow, caring for the store

for him. But one day, a letter from the Fatherland
brough joy to them. Martin icas coming to Amer-
ica -with John! John could hardly understand Martin's

lack of curiosity for the high buildings and city

streets, on the way to Richmond Hill. "What a

disinterested fellow," he thought. "It must be the

war.'' But Martin was alive and interested in some-
thing else. Tearfully, he and Anna clung to orte

another, back of the store, and then, with an arm
about Anna, still, he embraced Marie and placed a

passionate kiss upon her lips. Hadn't they leally

always been meant for orte another?
"Marie," called John from the store, "How much

for butter, now?" Always protecting Martin, Anna
answered, "Forty-nine!"

THE LOVE .RACE

Mrs. Louella Marie Roberts File No. 2889

AT the outset of the World War, two brothers
enlisted in the air forces, much to the pride

of their young sons, Paul and Harvey, fifteen

and fourteen, who, imbued with the spirit of the

times, insisted upon learning to fly, themselves. By
the time the war was over, the boys were proficient

pilots, ready to study for their licenses, but the
war had taken its toll from their brave fathers.

Paul's father had been sent home, a weak and tor-

tured person, as a result of the fighting, and Har-
vey's father Tiad paid the supreme sacrifice after art
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air raid in which he had brought down two "iiemy
planes and a balloon. So the boys buried iheir

bickering as to whose father was bravest, acceDting
their fate as cheerfully as possible, to care for +heir

mothers.
Upon reaching the proper age, Paul and Harvey

were licensed pilots, and appointed as U. S. Mail
pilots, and then came the career which was to re-

sult in the most thrilling Love Race of modern'
times. During their months of training in the school

of aviation, a fine family moved into town, and
Diana Lee attracted the boys from the first, despite

the fact that her sister Kitty was almost equally

lovely and charming. It was absolutely impossible

for Diana to say which boy she liked best. Both
were anxious to marry this beautiful gitl, and the

good humor each maintained during this dual court-

ship was amusing to everyone not directly concerned.

Even the beautiful mother of Diana was unable to

help, so fine were both boys. There was only one
outstanding difference between Paul and Harvey, and
that was the difference irf personality. Paul was re-

served and rather reflective, and Harvey was im-

pulsive and charged with animation. Mrs. Lee often

smiled to herself at Harvey's antics, and wondered
why it was that he had never become attached to

Kitty, who was so much more like him. But the

race! One afternoon, when both of them had come
to call at one time.

' Harvey thought up a plan, as

they were about to leave. Both boys being such
excellent pilots, they would have a race, from ocean

to ocean. Reluctantly, but anxious for any relief

from the strain, Paul agreed, and soon thev were off,

Harvey giving the entire story to the newspapers, de-

spite the fact that he had promised not to.

The Evans Love Race smashed the front page.

Radioed reports sang out over wires all over the

country, and crowds hummed with amazement and
amusement as Paul's "Eyes of the World" and
Harvey's "Love Pirate" whirred across the nation.

But they didn't have to reach their goal for Diana
to decide. Harvey won, Paul having crashed m
the Arizona mountains, but the results meant nothing

lo Diana Lee. Paul was the man meant for her all

the time and she knew it, arfd. at Paul's bedside in

an Arizona hospital, to wliich she and Paul's mother
had flown, she told him so. Harvey was broken-

hearted but he accepted his fate like a man—the "way

he had faced the world after the death of his beloved

father. But when thev all returned for the weddmg.
he couldn't face the music—of the wedding. He stole

away, causing Diana an'd Paul many unsteady
moments. It was a sad story for she loved both boys,

but each was a different love. Still, time is a great

healer, and long afterwards, when Paul and Diana

and Kitty and Harvey would think back to the Love
Race which stirred the nation, they would laugh, for

the happiness of all of them was so utterly echpsmg.

THROUGH WITH MEN

Adda B. Davis File No. 2938

JOYCE, who had just had a disagreeable love

affair in the city, wrote Mrs. Frank that she
was comin'g up to their farm for a complete rest,

and "if the angels be good, a long absence from
men!" When she arrived, she found that the two
Frank nephews, just out of agricultural college, were
down for the summer for a little farm practice.

"Hew!" said Jimmy when lie saw her, "Some
beauty!'' Joyce, however, was not so happy when
she saw him and Bob. In fact, she packed right up
again, and demanded that she be driven' to the sta-

tion^ at once. "Yes'm." said Jimmy, as he helped her

into the old Ford and took the wheel. About half

wav over, timing himself nicely, poor Jimmy had a

blow-out. "So sorry," he murmured, as they

tramped back to the farm house. The next day it

rained in torrents, and Mrs. Frank became so ill

that Mr. Frank begged Joyce to stay a while to do
the cooking and thin'gs. In spite of herself, Joyce
unpacked and got busy.
For the next week or two, Joyce cooked meals and

served them in silence. Tlien she would go up to

Mrs. Frank or take a stroll by herself. Although
she was highly amused by the boys' remarks at

meal times, she maintained an attitude of stony in-

difference with such success that Jimmy and Bob
were about to give her up as a hopeless case. Tlien,

orfe day after a heavv dinner. Joyce decided to take

a little row out on the lake. As she was trailmg her

hand gently in the water, she leaned over too far.

and the boat capsized. "Help, help!" she screamed
to anybody who happened to be on shore. Jimmy, re-

turning from the garden with a handful of radishes,

heard her, jumped in, and swam toward the boat.

An hour later, Joyce was warming her feet at the

fireplace, and laughthg at Jimmy's jokes. In the

course of the next w,eek, she learned many things

about the boys' history. Among other things, she

discovered that Bob was an artist, and immediately,

Joyce developed a tremendous interest in artists.

She could see, through the corner of her eye, that

Jimmy became annoyed when she gave her attention

to Bob. and of course, she proceeded to pay her

exclusive attention to Bob, and thus succeeded in

enraging Jimmy.
Whenever Jimmy asked her out, she discovered she

was sufl^ering with a severe headache. Yet, with Bob
—he could barely finish inviting her, before she ac-

cepted, and was tripping down the road with him.

For a month, Jimmy went about glumly, and he \yas

not too happy, when Joyce announced, on-e evening
that she was getting married. Out on the porch he
met her, and extending his hand, he said. "Great
happiness to vou. And now I'll go to see Bob." As
he turned to leave, she caught his arm. Jimmy simply

stared at her. "I—I—" but before he could say any-

thing more. Joyce went up an'd kissed him. You're
more exciting than a hundred artists!" she told him.

"And besides, don't you think I've proved myself a

wonderful cook? You just ought to want me!"

THE STORY WHICH I SPARE

Annie Wells File No. 2854

FARMING on the rough and rocky border of

Kentucky, the Wells family worked in the fields

all day, Mr. Wells hoeing tobacco, and the girls
making maple sugar in a sugar camp. At home, the
house was full of little ones, a new baby coming on.
and scarcely enough food to go around. When the
workers got home at night, they found' the table set
with sour milk and corn bread, and after gorging
themselves in silence, dropped wearily to sleep. Annie,
fourteen, was the only one of the children who dared
show discontent. On Sunday, when pie was the
special treat, her father always managed to get
the better three-quarters for himself, but one par-
ticular Sunday, Annie flared* up, losing all control.
"You know you're usin' us instead o' hired men.
You know Frances and me's doin' a real man's work.
Whyn't you treat us proper, instead o' starvin' us?"
He told her to hold her tongue and" go out for some

That autumn, when the children came dowa with
typhoid', and Mrs. Wells had the new baby, Frances
went off to marry William Basshamelton. Annie,
then, had more than she could stand of farin work,
and in a few months, she came down with an illness
that left her temporarily blind. As she was recover-
ing her sight, the doctor warned them all to let her
have a good lest. For the first time in her life,

Annie found herself free to wander over the fields,

picking sweet williams with her cousin, Tishie.
rishie said she was getting married, and Annie cried,
^'Why Tishie! You're not even fifteen!" "Go on,
Annie," Tishie retorted. 'It's plenty old enough, and
I met a swell fellow for you, too." Annie blushed.
"I ain't goin' to be seen with no sweetheart!" The
next weekend, however. Tishie and her mother came
over for a visit, bringing along a certain Crawford
CuUan to be Annie's sweetheart. When he was gone,
Annie cried, and said she wouldn't hear of marrying
him. "He has a long nose and a d'irty- looking face,
and I won't have him !" Mr. Wells happened to
know that Crawford's folks were well off, though, and
when he saw Annie sinking, he told her she'd either
consent to marry liim or get out. At the end of
the week, Annie packed up and set forth for Frances'
farm.

Tim, Frances' hired man, tall and gentle, stood out
as ad'orable in Annie's mind, but when Frances told
her he was married, she kept her distance. After
months of more or less success in avoiding him, Tim
cornered her one day. "Say, do I look Tike I have
a disease or somethin?", he asked. "No sense foolin'

with married folks," Annie replied, cooly. "Married
nothin' ", Tim told her. 'Frances wanted' some 'un
steady, and if I was single, she -wouldn't uv nired
me. I ain't married, Annie, but I wouldn't mind
bein'. You willin' ?" Ajinie certainly was. and the
next Sunda}' proved a happy one for 'joth as they
walked d'own the aisle to the altar, with Frances and
Will looking on, fondly.

DESERTED WIVES

Ida Bowen Clark File No. 2824

IX the rich and formal dining room of the Judge
Hammond home, Helen' and Murray Black are
discussing divorce. Murray, who has come to his

political and financial prominence through the late

Judge Hammond and Helen, has become tired of the
beautiful wife he has made drab by his constant dic-
tates concerning fashion and behavior. His in-

tention of marrying a vulgar divorcee are known to
Helen. Calmly, she agrees to his divorcing her, but
says he must announce it publicly, after their tenth
anniversary party, and with as much pomp as he
insisted upon for the wedding. The Hon. Murrav
Black departs for his club, where he will live until
the divorce, and Helen, strained to the extreme, falls

limply into a chair and faints, her younger sister
Peggy finding her there upon her return to the
house for the night. Helen remains in bed for sev-
eral days, deathly ill from the strain, but unwilling
to exert effort to get well. Peggy, learning the story
little by little, buys her beautiful clothes and insists

she get well to wear them, and become her old
self again.

Several weeks later finds Helen back in her prime
—the center of attraction" at country club and dance
floor, and the most attractive and intelligent woman
in her set. Besides becoming president of the
women's club, a thing Black would never have coun-
tenanced, she accepts the attention of Black's old
rival. Major Estes. As the day draws near for the
party. Black has become more an'd more uncom-
fortable, but Helen and Peggy, and the Major, are
having a . glorious time, playing. Finally, the party
is at hand, and Black receives an engraved invita-
tion just as so many of his friends and Helen's have.
Arriving there, he finds Heleit more beautiful than
ever, and surrounded by admirers. He also finds
his more shady men and women friends, and is highiy
embarrassed, for he has just lost out in an election.

After the party, at which he has tried to speak to
Helen, his friends begin to twit him about the wife
who has beat him at his own game, and more re-

morseful than- ever, he tries to see Helen, but can
vaylay her without her being accompanied by
and Estes. IMstraught, he loses weight and
nany sleepless nights mulling over what a fool

he has been. Finally, one evening, he can stand it

no longer, so without the usual formality of trying to
make an" appointment with Helen, he lets himself into
the house. When Helen comes home, he is near
collapse, and with her usual tact and devotion, she
takes him back and forgives him wholeheartedly, ex-
plaining that Estes and Peggy are to be married, and
not she.

BANDIT SLAIN

Charles R. Marvin File No, 2948

(jqANDIT Slain." shrieked the newsboys as
11 ^^^y stood about the entrance to the laundry

in which Nellie Preston" worked as forelady,
but the woman shrugged her shoulders indifferently
as she brushed them aside, anxious to get home to
her flat to Laura and Floydie. Such news was com-
mon to the front page, and all Nellie could think of
was the fact that her daughter was to be chosen
Forward on the company team, while Floyd was mak-
ing a success of his hotel clerk position. Weary, she
made her way in and out of the grocery store, uif-
aware of the significance behind the clerk's remarks
to her. What if Laura was not chosen to play on
the first team? She would, though, for she was
a good girl, and would have made a grand athlete
at high school had Nellie been able to keep her there.
And FJoyd—what a quarterback he had made for
Banton! Funny, thought Nellie, how much easier
she had felt when he was driving the laun-dry's effi-
cient-looking truck! Maybe it wasn't a "ritzy" job,
yet he used to come home for supper, and nights,
more often. Now, all she had was the money he
gave her, weekly, the gifts to her and Laura, and
the knowledge that he got plenty of rest afternoons,
at iiome. Her baby—Floydie! He would leave a
note each day, telliitg her how delicious the sand-
wiches for lunch were, and how he loved her!
The table was set when Nellie reached the flat.

"Mother!" cried Laura, kissing her. "Look, mother,
I've made it! The first team! Isn't it grand?"
Nellie gazed lovingly at pretty Laura, and gloated
inwardly as she read aloud her write-up in the paper.
Leaning over the stove, Nellie watched her devouring
the printed page. ."Hungry, kid?" Nellie asked.
"Not yet. Mums," answered the girl, "Where's Floyd?
Lonesome rfow, isn't it?" Laura didn't wait for an
answer but skipped off to her room to dress for
evening practice at the gym, downtown. "Be right
in. Mums," she called, gayly. The answer was a
piercing scream and a heavy thud. Outside, newsboys
bellowed "Extra! Bandit Slain!" Inside, Nellie Pres-
ton lay on the floor in a faint, her forehead bleedin-g
profusely, where she had injured it, falling against
the radio—Floyd's latest gift. Laura rushed to call
the neighbors ,and soon Mrs. Williams from next
door had Nellie in bed, the doctor in attendance and
administering stimulants to quiet the hysterical
woman. Laura looked bewildered; the others grieved
and sympathetic. The girl could stand the suspense
no longer. With a rush, she flung herself at her
mother. "Mums," she screamed, "Mums! What
IS it. Floyd'? Oh I know it's bee" The figure on
the bed sobbed louder. Grimly, the doctor rose, pull-
ing Laura away. Silently, he handed her the blood-
stained paper. "Take it easy, for her sake, dear
Laura," he murmured. Laura fell across the bed in

a faint. The slain ban'dit was Floyd Preston,
Mother's boy. Murderer unknown.

A GIRL KNOWS HOW
W. Howie Wylle File No. 2906

SLY Joseph Croxford of London, moneylender and
organizer of many daring robberies, has with-
drawn to the quiet of Bodmin Moor to plan his

blackmail schemes more craftily. Now he hears that
a certain Felbourne has died an'd left a huge fortune
in the hands of Trustees, with the provision that
James Felbourne, his only son will inherit the money
at the age of twenty-five. Should James, however,
show any lack of responsibility, the money will be
withheld indefinitely. Croxford gets in touch with
beautiful, notorious Non'a Dane and presents his
proposition, Nona is to meet and entice the young
Felbourne and obtain from him a check for three
hundred pounds made out to Nona Dane. "And if

you get it," says Croxford, "I'll pay you ten times
that amount in hard cash!" Nona g;oes to Lon'don,
captivates Felbourne, and in a short time obtains the
check, which she promptly hands over to Croxford.
Meanwhile Jim Felbourne has become passionately-

interested in flying. He is connected with the Man-
nin'gbridge Flying Oub where he meets Pauline
Dween, a beautiful American girl and one of the
most daring and accomplished members. One day,
about a month before his twenty-fifth birthday, Jim
is rushing through breakfast to keep his engagement
with Pauline, when he receives a letter from Crox-
ford. "I have a check for three hundred pounds,'
runs the letter, "signed by you and made payable to
Nona Dane, a notorious woman connected with a
dope peddling scandal. If you wish to keep this check
from the trustees, come immediately and let us dis-
cuss business." Jim is disgusted, but he decides
it is wiser to go. He sends a message explaining the
situation to Pauline, but the message is destroyed by
his rival Coppin, before it reaches her. Pauline, of

course, is furious with Jim for apparen'tly giving her
a stand up.
At Bodmin Moor Jim learns that Croxford is will-

ing to part with the check if Jim offers in return a
promissory note for one hundred thousand pounds
payable on his twenty- fifth birthday. "I'll be damned
if I sign this, you dirty blackmailer,'' cries Jim,
ready to spring on Croxford. But Croxford's body
guards shoulder Jim and drag him back, an'd Crox-
ford as he sits back and smiles, offers Jim a twenty-
eight day period of grace. On his way back to town,
Jim meets Bodger. an escaped convict, who helps
him construct a plan for breaking into Croxford's
place. The plan falls through, and Bodger is cap-
tured. Miserably unhappy Jim goes back to the club
and tells his story to Pauline, who quickly invents
a plan" to rid him of his difficulties. Painting her
little monoplane red, and calling it California,
she pretends to be Estelle Mason, the trans-atlantic
flyer due in England the next evening. Pauline man-
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ages to land right outside the Croxford estate. Crox-
ford rushes out and welcomes her heartily to his

home. Mean-while, Jim who has been hiding in the
plane, creeps out and lurks about the house, and when
Pauline finds the opportunity, she lets him in. To-
gether they overwhelm Croxford and his two men, and
burn the check discovered in the safe. Tliey escape,

and as they taxi over the ground, several shots are

fired dangerously near, but in a short while they
are soarin'g far up above the clouds. On his twenty

-

fifth birthday Jim marries Pauline.

OLD TIMES SAKE

Mrs. Ida C. Suloff File No. 2947

THE first few years of their married life were
very happy for Roger and Ruby Yewham, but
now things are changed. With four grown chil-

dren, a big house and two servants to support, Roger
finds himself short of funds, with business falling

down, rapidly. He begins to worry endlessly, and
breaking down* under the strain, he tries to bury his

troubles in drink. Instead of coming home with
flowers, as he once did, he enters the house with
curses for the children who run to gieet him, and
blows for Ruby when she does not obey his com-
mands quickly enough. One night, however, Roger
comes in with a smiling, pleasan't manner, hugs his

wife, and showers the children with gifts. "Hurrah!"'
he cries, "business is better—much, much better!" It

does not take long to discover that Roger is dead
drunk, but Ruby, convinced that he has only become
drunk with joy at the improvement of business, puts
him to bed, and soothes him gently to sleep. Early
the next morning, Roger steals -^ut of the house and
is not heard from for several months.

During that time. Ruby comes crying to Dr.
King, who has been treating her for some years, and
who was once her sweetheart. "Ruby." he tells

her, "I can see what you've been through with that
brute. He's gone, now, and heaven alone kn'ows what
he's up to. Marry me. I'll care for the children and
make you happy-" When Ruby gets home, she finds
the police waiting for her, with a story that Roger
has committed burglary and shot a man who came
to collect some bills. For weeks. Dr. King sends
over food for the children and money for Ruby, and
wheit one day, the newspapers announce that the body
of Roger Yewham has been found, drowned, Ruby
marries the doctor.

For three years the whole family is happy, trying
to forget the old, hard times, but one night, the
oldest child runs in to tell his mother that there is a
man prowling about. A moment later, Roger himself
slips through the door and confronts Ruby and the
boy. Put yer hands up, or I shoot," he cries. "No
you don't," says Dr. King, comirfg in right behind
him, and knocking the gun from his hand. In the
ensuing battle. Dr. King has to shoot in pure self-

defense, his witnesses being Ruby and the boy.
After that, there is no interruption" in their happi-

ness, the couple living to see all their children marry.

THE VICTOR

Winifred L. Lawrance File No. 2958

PAYING one of his son's various debts, for a
change. Lord Randell decided to present a clear
issue of fact to his only child and son. Bob, less

familiarly known as the Hon. Robert Randell. "I'm
warnirfg you. Bob," Randell stormed, "You bring
any dance -mad women into my house, and I'll cut
you off, but you're nearly twenty -four, and I want
you married,—soon, and to a good, clean, honest

-

to-God girl. I want an heir, and I've plenty to ofifer

an*y woman in exchange!" One look at Lord Randell's
face, and Bob knew this was the last threat. Randell
was in earnest this trip.

"What's up. Bob?" asked Lord Freddy Roth, Bob's
severest pal and critic. "Won't it blow over, to-

morrow ? " he inquired, after hearing Bob's story.
"No," Bob returned, sullenly. "And by George, I'm

going to marry the first woman who'll have me, out
of society, long as she's got looks!"
Bob's wish was answered, as though from heaven,

for, his eye peeled for a woman, he happen'ed to
notice the little under housemaid kissing his pyjamas
and pillow as she tidied his room. Bob stared, wide-
eyed. Here was a pretty little thing, probably from
out of a respectable middle class family. The very
thing! Within fifteen minutes the bargain was made.
Joan Gray promising to take care of him in the face
of everyone else's scorn. Lord Randell was delighted,
much to Bob's surprise, as well as Joan's, for he
well realized that Joan', of all the servants, was the
most concerned about his comfort and happiness. He
had noticed her often, marking her beauty and her
utter refinement. "I am proud to feel that you have
honored us, Joan," he said, when Bob brought the
frightened girl before him. Bob cast a bewildered
glance across the room at his pal, Freddv, who, with
his sister, Mary Roth, had come in to meet the future
Lady Randell. Mary had come in an'swer to Lord
Randell's invitation. Though Randell had refused to
hear of a match between Bob and Mary, because of

Mary's adherence to the customs of the fast set oi

which her wild brother was a part, still, he wa*;
quite willing for Mary to take Joan in hand to make
a •la4y- of her.-- In fact, Randell promised Mary the
most beautiful diamond tiara in the country, should
she succeed. Mary was to accomparfy Joan to Paris
and the continent, for perhaps two years, sparing no
expense with her education. "I wager Bob will love
her when she returns," he said. "I know it's only
spite, right now! You can make a lady of any good
girl!"

By the day of the wedding. Bob was thoroughly

infatuated with the future, Lady Randell, an'd grieved
at the idea of her leaving with Mary, immediately
after the ceremony, on a lone honeymoon. But the
plans were carried out, as usual, according to Lord
Randell's instructions, and Bob returned to Freddy's
wing, carousing and makiifg merry in the absence oi

any responsibility.

Two years after the t'alked-of wedding, Mary sent
word to Randell that she was on her way to London.
"Don't tell Bob." she said, "He's in for a shock!"
Randell chuckled, and informed his son that Mary was
returnin'g with a friend—a Diana Gray, cousin of

Joan's, Joan desiring to remain in Paris a while
longer. When Joan returned (she was the mysterious
Diana, of course. Bob was amazed at the results,

but amused, he pretended not to recognize her. This
time, he courted her, warmly, Joan assuring herself
that her Lord and Master having forgotterf her, was
being shamefully brazen. The girl grew fonder and
fonder of her husband, and Bob let her play the
game Mary had taught her. One day, he burst forth,

unable to contain himself any longer. Next morning,
Mary got that tiara!

THE NEIGHBORS

Dr. M. Markiey File No. 2962

IT would , have, been hard to fin'd, any where in

the world, more friendly, devoted neighbors than
Mr. Vincent and Mr. Bertram, until the war came

along. Before many weeks had passed, the two once-
gentle men were at swords' points, as to how the old
war should be carried on. The time arrived, in fact,

when the gentlemen' in question couldn't look at each
other's houses, without swearing inwardly. Things
came to a head when Mr. Bertram, in an effort to
establish a patriotic garden to help his country's
cause, cast a few stray bits of rubbish over into the
Vincent yard. "I'll show him," cried Vincent, in a
huff, as he threw back the rubbish and added a few
more pieces for good measure. "He can't treat me
like this," yelled Bertram, the n'ext morning, and
gathering all the junk, he managed, also, to send
over several additions. Vincent, the more irascible

of the two, and by far the more elo<iuent, gave his
neighbor a piece of his mind, as he again cast over
all the rubbish, and announced that he was filing a
complaint and pressing a suit, immediately .'

"Oh, Delia, what'll we do," cried Mrs. Bertram as
she and Mrs, Vincent sat talking. "This quarrel is

silly child's business, but if I don't testify that that
rubbish belongs to you, my husband will have my
life, and if- I don't tell the Lord's honest truth that
half belongs to you, and half to me, I'll be guilty of
perjury." Lulu Vincent came to their aid, just then.
"Don't do a thin'g," she said, "leave it to mc!"
Forthwith, the beautiful young Lulu got in touch with
Hal' Bertram, who was away at Law School, and gave
him the details of the situation. He wrote back with-
out delay, "This thing has got to stop, and if I

don't stop it, I'm a dead failure as a law student,
and a burning, shameful disgrace to my school.
Watch me! I'll be home right away."
Late one Sunday, when both families were at some

church affair. Lulu and Hal crept through the dark
to examine the refuse heaps in both garden's. "Yes,"
said Hal, scratching his chin, "it can be managed."
Calling town, he asked his best chum to come around
with his father's truck ,and resurrecting some old
shovels, the boys soon cleared out both yards, and
dumped the dirt several miles off. Leaning over his
fence, the following mornin'g, Bertram glanced at
the spotlessly clean Vincent yard. "Too bad," he
snid. "that your witnesses are all gone, all gone."
"You mean the rubbish?" asked his neighbor. "Well
behold your own little fortress." Bertram blinked
when he saw the emptiness. "Who the divil—" And
suddenly, they both had a heartv laugh. Just then
Hal came alortg with Lulu. "Well, you old savages,"
he said, "you two can't fight any more. You're eter-
nally bound—for. allow me to present my wife!'*

At the wedding celebration, Vincent and Bertram
talked away pleasantly until the subject came to
war. Then, as men who see danger in the distance,
they steered clear, and chan'ged the topic, hastily.

BACHELOR APARTMENT

Mrs. Ann Gibson Phelps File No. 2960

BURIED in cushions on her divan in an exclusive Los
Angeles hotel, Barbara was glancing through
the Apartments to Rent ads. Suddenly she

jumped up. "Whoopee! What an idea. Here now.
Lolly," she said to her maid, "Green suit, vagabond
hat, etcetera, etcetera, and—speed!" Established in
her roadster, she drove over to the Bachelor Garden
Apartments. At the renting office, the boy blinked
when he saw her, and, his voice shaking as he be-
held such beauty, he said, "Oh, Mr. Doddy is terrible
busy, but I'll just ask him." "Get out. you young
fool," yelled Doddy from inside, "Even Cleopatra
wouldn't get a glance from me now." "My dear
Mr. Doddy," said Barbara, walking in by herself,
smiling enchant ingly. "I was just wondering if you
wouldn''t let me have a moment with you." For a
second, Doddy didn't believe his eyes. Then he
shoved the boy through the door, ran to get a chair
for her, and finally sat down with his face stretched
out in a wide, cordial smtle. When he heard her
request, he stopped smiling. He couldn't think of

allowing a woman in the house. Why, she would
ruin his business—it was ridiculous, out of the
question, but Barbara who had rfever yet had to
forego anything she wanted, talked soothingly for
another fifteen minutes, at the end of which time
poor Doddy found himself signing a lease.

At si.x. the following evening, Philip Melville was
undressing while he sang gaily, "I miss you because
I love you." Barbara, who lived a flower-box away^
retorted with a musical, "I love you too.'' Philip
cocked his head. "I must be crazy. I thought I
heard a lady's voice." "Me too," cried the valet,"
but I was sure it was on'ly that ol' fever comin'
back." Philip laughed. "We're both crazy I guess."
But when the next moment, a woman's shriek came
to them, long and piercing, they were sure they
weren't crazy. Rushing into the neighboring apart-
ment. Phil saw a tiny mouse squeaking in one cor-
ner, an'd the usual languid Barbara standing on a
chair, all tense. With Barbara in his arms, he
chased the tiny creature, just to demonstrate that
it was really afraid of her, and as he was thus
carrying her to her divan, other bachelor neighbors
came flocking to her door. "Meet the wife," said
Phil saving himself, herself and the reputation of
the house. As the men hastened to congratulate them,
both she and he kissed and smiled merrily. Whert
the last man was gone. Barbara turned to him. "What
a nice mess!" she said. "Oh, I just had to, for your
sake," he replied, limply. "Back in his own rooms-
however, he sang to himself, as he shaved, "The
nicest mess,—the most gorgeous mess a man was

To keep up appearances, the two had to go out
together often. Brute, she called him, and many
other unpleasant n'ames. Once, he told her that their
neighbors, who also worked with him at the office,

wanted to know why his wife never came around.
She simply had to come, and when she arrived, he
kissed her again and again, but as she was leaving,
he stuck his head out of the door to kiss her for

the last time, receiving in return a good resounding
slap. After a month of rough treatment, Phil began
to play indifferent. Immediately. Barbara discovered
how lonesome she was, and how much she wanted
him. Finally, after several unsuccessful attempts to
get Phil on the wire, she curled up for a good cry.

She heard the floor creak, but she was too busy
crying to care. It creaked again, followed this time
by a smooth voice belonging to some one who was
gathering her in his arms. "I wonder," said Phil
"whether my little make-believe wife cares an iota

about her neighbor, Mr. Melville." Cares en'ough,''

answered the bogus "little woman," "to change into

an honest-to-goodness one!"

THE MIDNIGHT SUN

Mrs. Henry Anderson File No. 2945

IN central Sweden, long ago, two handsome children
pledged their love, but their hearts told them this

pledge was of little avail since their parents, un-
able to agree among themselves, forbade the boy
an'd girl to speak to one another. In school. Draga
sat with the girls at recess, pretending to ignore
Orval. who sat with the boys and did likewise. The
reason for these actions was the fact that Draga's
older brothers always kept a watchful eye on the
actions of their little sister while Orval was in sight.

After school, though, Draga was unafraid of her
brothers' vigilance for they spent the long afternoons
working about the yard, thus leaving Draga and
Orval plen'ty of time to play together in the glori-

ously beautiful Northern woods.

When Draga ard Orval grew somewhat older with
the passing of time, the early pledge became a cold
reality, tragedy creeping into their hearts at the
thought that it could never be fulfilled. As they sat
under overhanging trees, discussing love, life and the
Midnight Sun which seemed to express a world of

beauty to them, they realized that the time had come
for Orval to go to sea with his father, leaving Draga
in the hands of her revengeful brothers, in' whom her
mother and father had placed the choice of a husband.
Then it was that Orval asked Draga to accompany
him. one night, to Mount Kinnekulla, a high moun-
tain from which the Midnight Sun could best be
viewed. There they would bid each other farewell,

and settle down to the lon'g years of waiting. How
exquisite the flaming red and violet mass of burning
heat looked from Kinnekulla, that night! Draga and
Orval lingered long, drinking in the sight of this

lovely sight of the sun and its radiant beams, but
all that . lovelin'ess was soon submerged in a sea of

tragedy, for on their way home. Draga's brothers,

suspicious because of their long absence, overtook the
two lovers,—no longer children, and dragged the girl

back, forcing her to marry Ring, an aged Northern
monarch, at once. Ring treated Draga kindly, sorry

to see her mourning for Orval, who had become a

plundering Robin Hood of the sea. in his grief, instead
of following his father as an honorable sailor.

Many years after the strange wedding of Ring and
Draga, Orval returned home, one Christmas, calling

at Ring's castle in the guise of an old man. Ring,
however, pretendin'g not to recognize him, implored
him to remove the disguise and to remain as a guest.
Orval accepted and remained at the castle well into

the Spring, he and Draga becoming more and more
enchanted by the presence of each other. Ring, aware
of the intrigue, said nothing because he was glad to

see Draga happy!

On a hunt one day. Ring fell asleep, only to be
awakened suddenly by Orval's impassioned muttering.
Seeing Orval eyeing him. Ring pretended to sleep,

watching the youth who. after duly considering his

weapons, decided, aloud, that he could not kill this

kindly old man, rival or no. After the hunt, Rin'g.

failing in health, took to his bed. His strength at'

a low ebb, he called Draga and Orval to him, and, in

the presence of his councillors, crowned Orval his

successor to the throne. After he had been set

afloat on a burning ship—the last rites of a Vikin-g,

Orval married Draga. and, as Ring's spirit shined on
them from Valhalla, the happy lovers became the be-

loved rulers of the kingdom, just as Ring had been.
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BETWEEN ONE AND TWO
LInwina Err File No. 2969

JOHN looked at Mary suspiciously—and she was
aware of it. Perhaps for the first time in his
married life, which was only one happy year,

John lost his temper. Bitter words passed between
them, an'd Mary's sole defense against John^^s accusa-
tions, was the lament, "you don't trust me." And
John didn't ! A spasm of jealousy had seized him,
and he dramatically hurled the argument that he,

as her lord and master, "had the right to know
what outlandish thing she did every day between
one and two' o'clock.'' For a gigantic mystery had
pervaded John's life. When, he had first proposed,
marriage with humble worship, Mary had smiled"

ten'derly, and consented with one stipulation—that she
be permitted to spend in absolute privacy the hour
between one and two. John hadn't objected then, but
as gossiping neighbors hissed and prattled about
Mary's whims, which usually caused her to lock

herself in her room, or miraculously disappear at that
hour, he fretted and worried. Things came to a cli-

max on this one day, when John, returning unex-
pectedly from his office at one-thirty, saw with hor-
ror, a man totally imfamiliar to him, coming out of

his house. In great indignation, tempered with
alarm, John stalked into the house. In an outburst
of passion, he demanded the rfame of the man. Mary
refused to tell. Inquisitive neighbors simultaneously
poked their heads out of their windows, as the argu-
ment grew hotter and louder. The outcome was that

Mary refused to confess what she did between one
and two, and refused to reveal the identity of the
man. Outraged, John rushed angrily to the door,

slamming it furiously behin'd him.

The next day, as John gloomily sat in his offtce,

attempting to concentrate on -his work, the phone
rang meaningly. He rushed to answer it, and his

face paled perceptibly as he listened. It was one 9f

the neighbors, who reported that his wife was evi-

dently ill, in'asmuch as she was trying to suppress
sounds that seemed very like sobs. John instinctively

looked at his watch. It was the awesome hour be-

tween one and two. He hesitated and then marched
grimly home. There, upon the bed. he found his

wife distraught, and face down, sobbing. Forgetting

all his past suspicions, he gathered her in his arms,
an'd Mary yielding with a smile through her tears,

clung to him. Then as the button in John's sleeve

became entangled in Mary's hair, he saw that some-
thing was unusual about Mary. For Mary was wear-
ing hair curlers ! Her shamefaced confession that

crimping her hair was her sole occupation during that

mysterious hour, and that she merely sought to con-

ceal the process from her husbatfd, to make him be-

lieve that her curls were natural, brought a gust of

laughter to John's lips. In addition, she explained,

the strange man coming from the house the day that

John saw him, was only the . beauty-parlor owner,

who brought over some curling irons at her reque^.

The mystery solved, their reconciliation was perfect.

IN THE DARK
Arthur C. S. Reid File No. 2926

WHOLESALE CRIMES

Wash Hudson File No. 2710

THE Sterling; Wholesale Grocery business, with

Louis Sterling as its head was doing so nicely,

that Louis soon found himself with more money
than he could spend. Discovering at the same time
that he was dreadftilly lonesome, he decided it was
lime to look about for a wife. He was fortunate

enough to fin'd her managing the switchboard in his

own warehouse. \Vlien Louis asked Estelle if she

would, she dem.urely answered, yes. In Louis' office,

the stenographer, Margie, and the bookkeeper, Law-
rence, were very fond of each other, but on their fre-

quent trips out together, they did not confine their

talk to love, for they were planning to rid* Louis of

some of his money. On'e day, by special arrangement
with Red Earle and his gang, they had one of the

Sterling trucks held up and robbed as it was making
a delivery. Louis had been under a strain for some
time, but when the robbery was reported to him—and
it meant a loss of some thousands of dollars—he col-

lapsed, and was brought to the hospital for "a rest,

with no nonsen'se" as the doctor said, while Estelle

assumed lordship at the office.

The money brought by the stolen goods being
shared, spent, and fully enjoyed. Red. Margie and
Lawrence were soon ready for a new plot. About
this time, Estelle, whose eyes were always wide open,

began to suspect that all was not well. She notice'?

that Margie came to work with expensive n'ew dresses,

daily, and once she was sure she saw Lawrence con-

ferring with a rowdy -looking, bearded fellow, who
slipped away when he noticed her. To guard against

further hold-ups, Estelle arranged to have the truck

drivers fully armed, and so Red E;.rle and Lawrence
had to think of • some other method of robbing Louis'

business. They finally hit upon" a straight out and
out burglary of the safe at night, and, Marj and Law-
rence being intimate with the office details, could make
all the proper arrangements. That night, they were
to meet Red at -the warehouse, Red was racing along
in his car, when he hit a bus. He cursed the driver

and the drived cursed back, until Red. in fury whipped
out his gun' and shot the man. Red was taken to

prison, wbile the man. Mr. Brown, was carried to

Louis' ward at the hospital, where he and Louis were
soon fast friends. Meanwhile, the two at the wa-re-

house, impatient with waiting, pulled the job alone.

When they were through, Estelle's policemen were
waiting, ready to lead them to the station house.

"Poor Brown," said Estelle at the hospital the next
morning, "I told him to block Red's car on' the road,

and he went and got shot." She turned to Louis.
"How" did I know about the plot? Ah. eyes that see

and ears that hear!" and she kissed him.

GLOWERING, with his lips set tight, Mark Han-
non came to the breakfast table, where John, his

son was already waiting for him. "This thing
has got to stop," cried Mark as his fist descended on
the table. "The police keep on promising to appre-
hend the thief. TTiey promise—that seems all. Mean-
while my money arid valuables are disappearing!"
John raised his eyes for a moment, and then lowered
them quickly. "Don't be agnry, dad, the police are
doing their best." The door-bell rang shortly and the
maid entered, ushering in Sergeant Lowry. After a
long search of Mark's rooms, the three men settled
down for a conference. "I'll have to be going," said
John. "Sorry, but it's important." When he v^as
gone, the Sergeant frowned. "Mighty queer to me,
Mr, Hannon. Yes, it certainly is strange. You don't
by any chance think that John^" "Sergeant Lowry!"
Mark rose quickly. "My son is my most valuable
possession. Of all people in the world, I trust him!"
Springing up the steps of the Club Hawaii, John

rushed into the arms of Tina, waiting there. "Sweet
'un," he murmured as he kissed her. "Let's have a
spin, and then—oh, I haven't forgotten—we must tod-
dle over to the big fashion show to get little 'un a
thing or two!" Coming away with a mink coat, and
a new filmy silk frock, they were rolling along, when
Tina snuggled up to him. "Big Boy, couldn't you let

me have a hundred. I need it dreadfully important."
For a moment John was taken aback. Then rallying,
he said, "Well, I haven't it handy, but of course, you'll
have it by tomorrow."
At supper, that night, Mark turned to John. "Well,

son, how was business, to-day i*" "Fine," replied John,
stretching. "Sure tires a fellow—all this rushing
about. Well, I think I'll turn in for a little rest."
When he had left. Sergeant Lowry was announced.
"Just turned up, Mr. Hannon, to ask a little favor of

you. I'd like to spend the night in your room, and
study the situation a bit more thoroughly." "Very
well," smiled Mark, 'but it seems to me you've already
examined every inch of that situation." Somewhat
past midnight, the Sergeant, stationed behind a cur-
tain, saw a shadow race up to the safe, and a moment
later another shadow follow. There was a shot and
a scream, and the light switched on disclosing a strange
man bleeding on the floor, with John standing over
him.

"I was determined to get your man," laughed John
at the breakfast table, next morning. "By the way,
dad, I've been cleaning up a bit on the stock market,
and that reminds me I must rush that hundred to
Tina, right away!"

HANDS ACROSS SORROW
Mrs. Owen Miller File No. 2936

FOR years, Elsa refused to marry Jack, but when
Joe, who had captivated her from the first by his
tall, wiry handsomeness, asked the same question,

she promptly said yes. Too pioneering in spirit to
stay at home to settle on a mere twenty acres that
Elsa's father was kin'dly offering, Joe decided that his
fortune lay out west. So, inviting Jack and his newly
acquired wife to join them, they got a covered wagon,
and began to forge westward. After fording rivers,
with the aid of friendly Indians and after escaping
serious accidents in lightnin'g storms, with the aid of
the good Lord, the two couples finally settled in the
present Bellefourche region. Joe began to plant wheat,
and when a few more families set up their huts in the
neighborhood, Elsa opened a little school house for
the children. It seemed to them that happiness was
certainly theirs, with real prosperity shinin'g in the

As Elsa was leaving for the school house, one morn
ing, she noticed that Emily, Jack's wife was, deathly
pale, and on further pressing her, she learned that a
baby was coming. "You poor dear," cried Elsa, "you
stay right in bed. and I'll rush out of school imme-
diately and come back to care for you. That's the
girl." As it happened, however, the famous snow
storm of '88 began' that day. Watching the steady
fall of snow, and the immense piles that were gradu-
ally shutting the light from the windows, Elsa realized
that the situation was no usual one. Absolutely
marooned for a week, with a classroom of children,
she did her best to keep them fed with hot tea, and
some black bread, dug up from the schoolroom cup-
board. When finally, it was possible to get away,
Elsa rushed into the cabin, to find Jack crying like
a child, and Joe walking about, pale and thin as a
ghost, and to discover that poor Emily had died in
childbirth. "Don't worry, little boy," she consoled
Jack. "Fll care for the child, like my own."

In the spring, while Jack worked in the fields. Joe,
her husband would often go ofif for a day or so without
telling her where. Once, when in a fit of temper, she
demanded that as his wife, she had the right to know
where he speii't his time, he tried to strike her, but
Jack interceded, with a threatening face. "Keep your
hands ofT, brother!" Late one night. Toe slipped into
the hut. with a bullet in his hand. 'Crying, as she
bathed and bandaged the wound. Elsa asked how and
where it happen'eed. "Oh. just a little accident," said
Joe. "And if any one comes around. I was home
yisterday—get me?" When the Sheriff came early
the next morning, Joe kept his hands in his pockets,
smiling pleasantly. "We're lookin' for a man as was
shot last evenin'," he said. "No strangers in these
parts. Sheriff. Have a drirfk?" "No, no, gotta find
my man!"
The next time Joe went off, he stayed away for

about three weeks, during which time, Jack remained
with Elsa, protecting and comforting her, and making
her realize for the first time, how really good and
gentle he was. Late one evening, the door swung back
with a bang, to admit the Sheriff, and his two merf,
carrying something moaning. It was Joe. shot in

the head. He had been caught red-handed branding
other men's cattle, with his own mark. "Yop," re-

nic.rked the Sheriff, "just plain cattle stealin'. Sorry
ma'am, but I guess my man got him proper." He was
right, for that very night, Joe died. In a few months
Elsa and Jack were married, and in a few years they
were getting rich on wheat and bringing up Emily's
child in health and comfort.

GET THAT MAN!
Jack Norcott File No. 2949

EVER since Jack was hit on the head, in that
famous varsity football game, he was never quite
right in the head. His sweetheart, finding him

becoming horribly timid and absent-minded, tried a
good razzing to wake him up, but n'othing seemed to
do any good, and she just had to drop him. At school,
he was failing so badly that they asked him to leave.
Immediately afterward. Jack tried banking, but it was
absolutely no use—the poor fellow didn't know what
he was doing, and in desperation, he hit on farming
as a cure. "At least," he said proudly, on the train,
"I can use my han'ds. if not my head."
The first thing he did upon his arrival was to trip

over the front door- step, banging the door in the
farmer's face. The next day, after a bitter struggle
to milk the cow, he turned over the pail, and later,

in an effort to feed Maud, the mule, he found himself
being kicked through the barn wall. Without any urg-
ing on the part of the farmer. Jack left for town" the
next day. Having no better place to spend his time
or money, he hired a suit and plunged in for a swim
at a neighborhood pool, where a certain Lolita was
engaged in fancy diving tricks. Viewing him from, a
distance, I,olita was attracted to his tall brown" figure.
When she walked up to talk to him, however, and he
looked at her blankly, she attributed his silence to a
certain strength that she admired in men, and invited
him to her house.
Lolita turned out to be a first rate singer, who even

performed over the radio. About a month after the
first meeting she called Jack on the phone. "You
simply must come to the studio ton'ight. It is my
great moment, and if you disappoint me, little boy,
Lolita will be nothing but a pretty name to you.''

Jack ran out of the house immediately, and up the
street to the corner, where he arrived just in time to
see a thief emerge from the bushes to snatch the
wealthy Mrs. Hemingway's jewelry-laden purse, and
dash away. The old spirit of the varsity star tackier
was up in Jack, sending him madly after the robber,
and landing him in a fierce tussle, during which the
thief hit him on the head.
He came to in Mrs. Hemingway's house, with Lolita

at his side, and all his senses restored. It seemed
that the thief's blow had righted everything that had
been wrong in his head. "You got my jewels," re-

marked the portly Mrs. Hemingway, "and now I'm
going to get you a job." She got him placed in Mr.
Hemingway's office at a princely salary, on which he
an'd Lolita, in their married state, could live luxuri-
ously.

B. M. Terry
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File No. 2963

a time when the babyhood rhyme
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at a church gathering, within earshot
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right. While Betty slaved in the city,

pormg over heavy, dry volumes, Helen Darwin, her
supposed chum, arrayed herself prettily, waylaying
Tom at every step, trying to pretend he was the pur-
suer. Tom usually eyed her stoically— resigned. It
was nice to talk to someone who knew Betty, though.
(Mr. Grainger fell asleep). But why did this little fool

imagine that disparaging remarks would aid her
cause? "She's seeing life—our Betty, isn't she, Tom?"
Heltn would say, "I can imagine the fuss a single
woman causes, among all those men. You'll have to
step up when she gets back !" Tom ignored these
remarks, but they set him thinking. Maybe Betty
would think him flat, in comparison to the boys at
school now! But Helen planned cleverly. Tom's let-

ters from Betty became scarcer and scarcer. Helen
had written of Tom's love for^ her. and his wooing
technique. "That doesn't seem like my Tom." thought
Betty—"Even if he is lonesome-Helen. Why Helen?"
She stopped writing entirely. Helen showed what was
apparently Betty's last letter, to Tom. It spoke of the
city's allure and good times. Tom was disgusted, but
something prompted him to doubt this plotting vixen.
Just as Betty sat down" to write her farewell letter

to Tom^—on her birthday—Tom's phone call came.
"You're crying. Dear," he said. "And I'm coming
richt up from downtown to clear the bunk away!
We've been framed. Honey, but say—do you think
you'd like a desk in your husband's office next year?"
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THE BEHER MAN
R. I. Rutherford-Graty File No. 2944

WHILE Pearl Whitley's love is for nobody
but Jim, she is forced to wed his cousin.

Henry, Earl of Dunhill, in' order to please

her ambitious father. Sir Charles Whitney. Unfortu-
nately for Pearl, however, Henry is by no means the

better man, his drinking and gambling, being a source

of repulsion to this well-reared young woman. Prior

to the wedding, Jim makes the greatest sacrifice of

his life for Pearl, the womart he loves, leaving the

country to protect Henry, who has become involved

in what would ultimately cause disgrace and shame
to the house of Dunhill and his indulgent mother.

In charge of a charity fund for his regiment of

Hussars, Henry has appropriated this amount of

money to cover speculations of his with what turns out
to be a fraudulent company. Distraught, he turns to

-his mother for aid, she in turn, depending upon Jim,
Thinking only of Pearl, Jim decides to shoulder the
blame, he being, at the same time. Secretary of Ihe

fund committee. Before accepting the blame, however,
he places stringent conditions before Henry, explainirig

that should Henry in any way resort to his infamous
behavior again, Jim is to expose him, Jim being in

the possession of a signed confession of Henry's pir-
ticipatiort in the theft of the fund. Henry agrees,
weakly, and Jim bids his adieu to Pearl, who is un-
aware of what is transpiring.
Several years later, Jim, known as Jim Castell to

his associates, has become the owner of a tremendous
ranch in North America—the United States. Although
he cannot erase Pearl's memory from his mind, he is

fairly satisfied, except for occasional trouble with
Snake Ellis, the town desperado, whose cattle-thievery
and gen'eral antagonism is directed at Jim, particularly.

Having a run-in in the town drinking emporium with
Snake, one day, Jim is surprised at the sudden ap-
pearance of Pearl. Sir Whitney, and his aunt, Henry's
mother. Denying his identity to Sir Whitley, who
attempts to expose him before the ruffians in the
place, Jim makes no attempt to fool Pearl, whose
presence is due to the fact that a train, carrying her
and the rest of the party has encountered trouble in

Jim's particular town.
The same day. Jim and Snake have it out concerning

Snake's treatment of the Indian Chieftain with whom
both trade. In the melee, prior to a gun duel between
the men, the chief's daughter, Wanita, shoots Snake,
puzzling the Sheriff and the others, none of whom are
able to trace the assassin.

_
Gratefully, yet fairly con-

tented, Jim marries Wanita who bears him a son.
Hal.
Several years following the death of Snake, Jim

has become a respected, yet far from prosperous
ranchman. Although his men are happy with him, they
refuse to work without pay. Just as Jim decides to
pay them ofT with some of the precious belongings he
has brought with him from England, the old Dunhill
family lawyer arrives at the ranch, informinij Jim that
he is heir to the Dunhill title and fortune, left owner-
less by Henry's death. Jim refuses because of Wanita.
His refusal precedes strange happenings. Ifaving
tracked Snake's murderer, finally, the sheriff arrives
to arrest Wanita just as Pearl and a party arrive at
the ranch. Overhearing all, and observin'i? the beau-
teous Pearl's .effect upon Jim, Wanita kills herself
rather than bring shame to her husband and son.

Sadly, Jim notes the passing of his faithful wife. Time
heals, however, and before long, he leaves for England
with Pearl and his son', vindicated of Henry's charj^e
and happy in the life facing him—the better man, after
all!

RETRIBUTION

Ceatta Rennington Oliver File No. 2974

A SUDDEN metamorphosis occurred! Just one
moment before, all eyes had been directed to the
shapely form of Ella, slender in a white lace

gown, dancing with the sleek-looking host on the
ballroom floor. Now, too, all eyes gazed, but this
time \\ ith terror, for smouldering flames had enveloped
Ella irr a choking embrace, when an ignited match
caught on to her dress. Her partner, St. Clare, lost

his suave bearing. His face blanched and he stood
terrified and helpless. There was a buzz of a con-
fusion for a moment, a cry of pain, and suddenly from
the other side of the room a man seemed to leap.
Without a word his face set and grim, he beat out
the flames with his naked hands, tore the blazing coat
from her shoulders, and carried her iitto the next room
to administer the necessary treatments. The hero of
the night was Dr. Morrison, an ardent suitor of Ella
who had formerly preferred the attention of the urban
St, Clare. To Ella the blaze of that night was the
revelation of two things: one, the realization that the
sleek exterior of St. Clare was the blind for his cow-
ardly interior; that for her, the fire of that night set
a halo around Dr, Morrison's head! St. Clare sent
flowers to her and profuse regrets concerning her
slight burns. Ella was icy to him, and doubled her
attentions to Dr. Morrison. St. Clare continued to act
ostentatiously as a sincere friend to both Dr. Morrisoif
and Ella. Suddenly however, queer things happened in
succession to the former. One day, he was assaulted
by an unknown antagonist. The itext day, unsuspect-
ingly he took some water in a jug on his desk and
drank it. Five minutes later, when Judge Keeling
and St. Clare came in to pay him a visit, they found
him drunk. .The rumor of Dr. Morrison''s inebriety
spread, and visiting clients decreased as a result.
Ella, perhaps, was the only person who had confidence
in his protestations of innocence. A week later
counterfeit moitey, that had been travelling around
town, was discovered in Dr. Mqrrison's house, after
Judge Keeling received an insinuating note to the
eflrect. He was brought to trial. On the day of the
court proceedings, Ella was confronted at her home
by a man, who told her that her father was ill at

court and wanted her. Ella hastened and was dViven
by him in an opposite direction from the court. When
she became terrified, he roughly told her to be quiet.
Despite her fear, Ella cautiously threw out at each
corner, some one thing of her belongings to serve as
a clue for searchers. She was finally abducted to a
little shack, where she was received with extreme
courtesy by a pale youth, who was left to guard her.
He finally confessed that this was the "gang" of St.
Oare, and because of fear that he might be "bumped
ofT" he didn't dare betray him. By dint of tears and
pleas, she begged him to notify her father of her
safety. He agreed. Just then, St. Clare, smiling bale-
fully, entered, but not before Ella gave the youth an-
other beeseeching glance. Meanwhile Judge Keeling
found that his daughter had been called away on false
pretenses, news which the maid supplied. With Dr.
Morrison and the police, he started a search, imme-
diately after an' unknown voice assured him over the
phone of his daughter's safety, although it refused to
give the address of her captivity. Dr. Morrison, with
Judge Keeling in his car, drove at a mad pace. Sud-
denly they spied a white glove, then another, and arti-
cles stre\yed at each corner, which served as clues to
Ella's prison. Finally, a scream reached their ears
and they discovered the shack. Entering they found
Ella struggling with St. Clare. Dr. Morrison, rushing
in', freed Ella and knocked St. Clare down. Meanwhill
Judge Keeling questioned the youth who had' called. f-Ie
confessed that he was of the retinue of St. Clare, who
was revealed as a gambler and counterfeiter. St.
Clare, collared, and yellow with anxiety, admitted his
crimes and particularly the tricks that he played on
Dr. Morrison. He was dragged back to jail, while Ella
and Dr. Morrison were left in blissful beatitude.
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BASEBALL JAKE'S DEBUT
Jake Forbis File No. 2983

AT six, Jake knew his baseball from the proverbial
A to the proverbial Z! The ability which seemed
most latent where his Primer was concerned,

exhibited itself at its best when" the sporting page
was brought into full view. Jake was determined to
be a baseball player! He ate, drank, and slept base-

The first day of school was filled with fun for Jake
and the other pupils, but only gloom showed on the
countenance of the teacher. Jake was not to be
diverted from his beloved game. Each rule the teacher
set before her new scholars was thoughtlessly broken
by Jake. In desperation, the teacher explained her
demerit system, used, usually, only for the upper
grade classes. "Fifteen' demerits means a fifty per
cent reduction in the term's grades, you know,
Jake," she. told him. Jake didn't know what that
meant, but as the black marks appeared next to his
name, in rapid succession, he knew he had been pen-
alized for something. "Fifteen and out, teacher?"
asked Jake. "That's right," said Miss Kelly. Jake's
oldest brother Harold ran a marathon', that day, from
his room to Jake's, but to no avail. All Harold could
tell Miss Kelly was that Jake and baseball were in-
separable.
When Jake arrived home for lunch with his brothers,

he didn't wait for the scolding he knew his mother
would administer. On his way out to the yard, with
ball and glove, he was waylaid. "How's school,
Jake?" his mother asked. "I got thirteen spots," an-
swered Jake, as he sped off, "And I'm tryin' hard for
the other two!"
That afternoon, Miss Kelly was at her wit's en'd.

Realizing the school was unhandy for his game, Jake
pulled a fast one by bringing a card game about base-
ball to class, for the recess. This recess lasted well
into the afternoon, with Jake and the children around
him, because the game was exciting and took a while
to play. The thirteen demerits swelled into fifteen^--
his limit for the term. A cuff on the ear sent Jake
almost into oblivion, as he quarreled with the sissy
across the aisle. Jake looked up into the face of his
irate father. "You'll get your baseball bat, all right,
Jake," he shouted, "on the seat of your pants—" and
soon Jake was home, resting in his bed, with swollen
cheeks and a heavy heart. "Maybe they're right,'' he
told himself. "What a record! Phew! Fifteen black
spots, but I'll show em—I will! Some day when I'm
a Major Leaguer—" Jake dropped off to sleep, thor-
oughly exhausted. Miss Kelly's trouble was reduced to
a shallow minimum; n'ext day. That bat still hurt
where his father had placed it!

THE CHASM
Jack Phefer File No. 2989

IN the simple and careless manner of youth, Ruth
Rand ignores her mother's cautious warning and
enters into a whirlwind affair with Wallece Terry,

Thinking herself to be in love with the handsome
yoljth, she gives herself to him without abandon,
realizing, when the reckoning comes, that although she
might bear his child she could never love him enough
to marry him. Her mother and father and Wallace
plead with her to renounce her notions of having a
good time, but Ruth refuses to listen, leaving for the
city, at once, to see life at closer quarters. Within a
short while she is back in town, imploring he*- mother
to raise young Jackie as her own. The child is n'ever
to know that Ruth is his mother! Protesting some-
what, Mrs. Rand consents, and as the years go by,
Jackie IS totally unaware of the fact that this madcap
sister of his is anything but what she seems
Hearing rumors of Ruth's wild days, Wallace returns

to see his son after a space of ten years, and, smitten
with the child's sincerity and good' looks, pleads with
Ruth once again to allow him to give his son a name
Ruth laughs at him, pointing out that she should have
been a drudge at the age of fifteen had she listened to

listen. Tired of attempting to make her see that
everything was not entirely his fault, Wallace went
on, but not before warning her of his intention to kid-
nap Jackie. He never carried out his threat, however,
for Mr. Rand now inseparably attached to the child
warned him that he would shoot to kill should he make
any such attempt, Wallace left, griel-st.icken, and
hating the womart he had once loved so df-arly
When Jackie was nineteen, Ruth was still "living

"<=' own life." She had forgotten her first promise to
Wallace, in regard to Jackie, She had promised to
care for him, despite the fact that she would not
marry his father! Jackie had become the idol of the
Rands, never realizing the wrong his mother was do-
ing him. He looked on Ruth, tolerantly, often boast-
in'g with pride of the sister who was all-beautiful and
important in his life. She would settle down some day
perhaps, with an older man. What if she was thirty-
four? She hardly looked twenty-five, and she was
making out so well in the city, in whatever business
she was in—Jackie didn't even know a fourth of it all
Things have a way of asserting their significance,

however. Like the old phrase, "Murder will out,"
•Jackie was to learn of his ancestry in a very short
time. JTie meaty details, as it were, were told him
by a schoolmate who had learned the facts from his
older brother. Jackie was crushed, and disillusioned!
His sister Ruth was his mother! Brokenly, he re-
turned home, but only long enough to gain a con-
firmation of the facts. In childish an'ger, he condemned
Ruth and his grandparents, leaving at once to find
his father. After many months, finding Wallace in a
nearby town, Jackie was happy for the first time in
his life Wallace, without shame or backwardness,
had called him "My son,"

THE PROMISE
Fred Paulsen File No. 2990

THREE riders of the United States Cavalry, among
six hundred others, rode homewards, glad of the
fact that the last shot against Setting Bull's

Indian tribe had been fired, forcing the chief and his
men into the mountains of Tdaho, from which they
would never return, to rise iri warfare again. These
men were Nate Crandfield, Alex Crandall, and Fred'
Smack. To the North, the ominous Bad Lands loomed
up, and to the Southeast, a vast flat desert. Tlie
column of horses whipped up a curtain of alkaline
dust which spread for miles, appearing like a fog in
the sky. The heat was terrific
Upon nearing the end of the journey, which, to the

three, was Minneapolis, they Commenced a coitversa-
tion concerning the future. All agreed that city life
was out of the question. Elbow room was what they
craved and needed. For many years after that pre-
hmmary introduction, CrandfieU, always a leader or-
ganized a bank in Austin, a town which had pros-
pered considerably since his arrival. Across the
street, Crandall, too, opened a bank, but they were
not competitors—merely friendly neighbors, both mar-
ried and prosperous. Smack did not possess in'stinc-
tive leadership. He Worked for Crandfield for manv
years, accumulating a healthy nest egg. Then, after
several years, he and his wife—they were childless-
left for Mayville to start a bank, too. Tlie farming
country made all three prosperous.
During their years in Austin? Cranfield and' Crandall

'"'' "ised hearty families. W*at pleased them most
daughter, Jean', and Crandfield's
It' the brink of uniting the two
:. Jean was in charge of her
ount Department, in addition to
cretary, and George was Teller
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paratively smoothly
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February fourth. Jean had overheard th^ ..„.
wondering at her father's ready acquiescence. What
it Smack could not pay? The fourth was when Mor-
gan, the Bank Inspector usually came, Jearf hated
him because he forced his attentions upon her, and

mean, in general, gloating outwardly at the dis-
the banks in his region,
ar. Smack saw that payment was
He was relyin'g on the farmers'

Desperate,
to George, begging him to

promised, but as

covery of troubl
As the day drew

well nigh impossibl
aid, and this was slow
Jean confided her troubl
keep it secret from his father
the day drew near, they evolved a plan. If the money
was to arrive, it would come by express, around noon

/ appeared at Crandfield's at nine, com-
Jean's father's place. George would
- --^leasing him only when Jean sent

iger. It -was fairly diflicult

iplace two
He did,
saw thi
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clearing checks by
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FLAT TIRE MEETING
Mrs, Louise S. Midden File No. 2982

EDITH was in the throes of changing a tire on her
Aunt s Ford which she had borrowed for the day.
bhe looked doubtingly upon the white hid glove

that enveloped her hand, and gingerly touched the
spare tire. With a sigh of resignation, she lifted the
tire, when a hearty laugh close to her made her glance
up indignantly, Tliere she saw a young man \?ith a
very pleasant smile, irt the act of rolling up his' sleeves"Now watch me," he boasted. Taking the tire from'
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her unresisting hands, he masterfuUv adjusted it to

the vheel. He emerged from under the car lookmg
grimy and besmirched. It was now Edith's turn to

laugh. He joined in good-naturedly, and introduced

himself as Mr. Helper. Edith turned away disdainfully

and extracting a dollar from her pocket, offered it to

him. At first he drew back as if struck, then on

second thought, he gracefully accepted and pocketed

it As he did so. she swiftly drove away and he fol-

lowed the car with his eyes ruefully. Then he went

into the general store and asked the name of the

young lady. The manager, a loquacious man, pro-

ceeded to inform him that she was Edith Boank, who
was earning her own living in a department store, and

was dependent for luxuries on the whims of her aunt.

The next dav, Edith was astonished to see Mr. Helper,

leaning on the fur counter of the department store in

which she worked.
Determined as Edith was to be attracted by no man

save the one who had riches, she could not withstand

his gay twinkling eyes. Finally she yielded to an ap-

pointment with him, although immediately after she

blamed herself for going out with a man who earned

his living by tips.

Edith continued seeing Mr. Helper, and try as sne

could, she could not help but fall in love with him.

When he asked her td marry him, she sorrowfully

shook her head, and told him the philosophy she had
adopted—that of marrying a man with money only.

He pleaded with her in desperation, but in vain.

Finally he told her that he was going far away, in an
attempt to become wealthy for her sake. She con-

sented sadly. But one half hour before he was to catch

his train, he received a hurried phone call from Edith,

who begged him to come over at once to her house.

He did. Then Eo'ith asked him to stay for her sake,

s tying that because of love, she would sacrifice even
money. He smiled tenderly. Taking out of his pocket

a crumpled one dollar bill, he handed it to her, mur-
muring that he had last received the true reward for

fi.;ing the flat tire, and that no longer did he want the

bill that he had saved so long. She clung happily to

him. But it was not until they were married for a

whole day, that he told her the truth—that he really

was a millionaire just posing, for her love.

adopted before her birth, her mother having expected
to be childless. Tlien, in great love and happiness,

Dick and Sally were married, with the blessings of

their people, those who had suffered for them those

many years.

PACKAGE PARTY

Mrs. Earl Zierke File No. 2943

A PACKAGE party, more or less, started off Sally

and Dick on the road to happiness, Dick having
met Sally on a Chicago bus when she was carry-

ing too many packages to manage, comfortably. After

seeing her home, to the dreadfully poor neighborhood
in which she resided with her mother, Dick decided to

stay, to join in the hearty meal of corned-beef and
cabbage. That was the beginning, and after two long
years, Sally and Dick were still casting longing glances
across the table at each other, while partaking heartily

of the same dish which marked their first meal to-

gether.
Sally loved Dick dearly, despite his exasperating

habit of calling and calling, without mentioning any-
thing about marriage. "If anything is exasperating,"
she thought, "It is this habit of men, to be sure you
are taking things for granted, as they are. "When
Dick left, on a business trip, Sally learned wdiat long-

ing really meant, and her mother's queer attitude to-

ward the boy added considerably to her unhappiness.
Although he corresponded with her. regularly, she
was not at ease, until a letter finally assured her of

his return. The preparations for his homecoming, as
it were, thrilled Sally, but the evening of his appear-
ance changed her whole life. In his last communica-
tion, Dick had intimated that soon they would have
one another for always. However, his actions at sup-
per were puzzling. In veiled phrases, he intimated
the business which had taken him away. Sally's

mother grew more and more uncomfortable under his

gaze. The dishes cleared, the tension finally broke.
With pained and torturous words, Dick explained that
he was a detective—something Sally had never known.
While she had always noticed that he was well dressed
and groomed, Sally had often speculated concerning her
handsome sweetheart's business, but this was a blow.
'Tlie moments seemed overhung and heavy. Finally,

Sally became aware of the significance of it all. Dick
had gone away because of something he had suspected.
He had managed to acquaint himself with Sally,

originally, to track down his case against her mother.
Hysterically, and with an unreal tone, the mother told

her story. .She was not Sally's mother! Years back,
she had been in love with Sally's real father—

a

British. military ofiicer. There, in England, she had
grown jealous of his attentions to another girl in the
town—a beautiful and well-born young woman whose
beauty was greater than her own. When Sally's

father announced his intention of marrying this ot'ier

girl, she had tried to disfigure the officer's love, but
had not succeeded because though the acid had ruined
her face, the ofiicer, loving her for more than her
beauty, had married her, anyway, taking her to emi-
nent surgeons to have the thing cured.

_
Sally's foster

mother had never been discovered, but in later years,
accepting the position as governess to the officer's tv/o

children—a boy and a girl, she had kidnapped the
daughter, taking her to America, and bringing her up
in squalor. Dick was the brother! Bewildered and
disillusioned, Sally turned against the woman who had
brought her up.
When the officer came to call for his daughter, he

faced the woman who had loved him with such
venomous devotion, puzzled. Seeing him, she dropped
dead from shock, never having had a strong heart,
anvhow.
Grieved, Sally left with Dick and her real father, to

visit her mother, who was in a sanitarium—practically
insane from her years of torturous longing for her
child. At her bedside. Sally realized that her return
would mean new life to this frail woman, but, better
than all, she learned that Dick was an adopted son,—

PRODIGAL HUSBAND

Mrs. Maggie Hull File No. 2959

ALTHOUGH Artie was a great help to them on

the farm, her father and mother were anxious

to see her married. Artie, however, had other

ideas on the subject. Instead of treating her young
suitors from the village with the proper respect, she

said she would have none of them, absolutely, deter-

mined to devote her life to religion. So her poor

parents were forced to see their blossoming daughter

shut herself away from the world. However, when
young Ralph came up from the city to work for

Artie's father, as hired man, things began to change.

The fact was, that despite all she could do, Artie found

herself falling madly in love with him. He seemed
strangely cold and quiet, at first, but Artie generois'y

attributed that to his intense shyness. On Sundays,
when there was nothing better to do, Ralph would go

out walking with her, and before many months had
passed, he was openly professing his love. One ught,

out by the lake, he looked at her strangely as he
said, "Artie, will you believe me if I say I love you.'"

And will you promise that no matter what comes be-

tween us, you will be faithful?" Devotion lighting

her eyes, Artie answered, "Yes." The next day Ralph
disappeared ,and immediately afterward the Sheriff

came up to announce that the authorities from the

city were in search of a certain young m in, Ralph
Bannon, who had deserted his wife there.

Sick with the thought of Ralph's disappearance and
the news just brought from the Sheriff, Artie shut

hersel faway in earnest, determined, more than ever,

to lose herself in rehgious study. At this point, Artie's

parents revolted at seeing such a lovely young girl

shut from the world, and demanded that she enter-

tain Farmer Winsted's son, Harold, a nice younj .uian

with considerable wealth. Within a month they were
married and living the miserable kind of hum-drum
life that Artie so much detested. About a year later,

as she was walking, alone along the country road,

Artie was stopped by a stranger who turned out to

be Ralph, lately released from prison, authorities hav-

ing discovered that his city wife had blackmailed him
into marriage. He kissed her madly, and declared

that he always knew she would remain faitliful to

him, just as she had promised. Artie did not ttll

him about her marriage, at all.

What was there to do, she thought, as she \valked

home. For days she went about, asking herself tiie

same question. At last she made her decision. There
was only one thing left: suicide. One day, when
Harold was down to the village for supplies, she got

his revolver, toyed with it for a while, then placed it

by her temple. She was about to shoot, when a hand
grabbed hers. The gun went off, and her husband
slumped to the ground. Although accused of murder,
and tried, Artie was acquitted when her whole touch-

ing story was told. Tired and bewild'ered, Artie shut

herself away again, thinking she could live without

Ralph, but when he came around to ask her to be

his wife, she discovered she wanted him too much to

refuse. As he embraced her, she said, "I never
could make myselB care for anyone else. Guess you
were just made for me." Their happy marriage proved
that she was right.

YOUTHFUL HEARTS
Mrs. Ed Fartis File No. 2925

MARY lived in perfect happiness on the farm with

her delightful father and religious mother until

she reached the age of twenty. Then she began
to think of the city, and all the good times she was
probably missing. As she thought about the city, the

life she was living seemed all the more lonely, and at

last she told her mother and dad that she simply must
leave. Mother, of course, feared of what might befall

Mary, but father wisely said it might do her good.

For five years, the girl stayed away, earning her hy-
ing as she could, and sending them an occasional let-

ter. Finally, as they were sitting on the porch one
evening, the old couple saw some one corning up the

path, and the next moment Mary was in mother's
arms "Don't cry, baby," said mother, soothing her.

Father, beside himself with joy, cried, "Come in for

a bite, child." Thus, the desire for adventure alto-

gether satisfied, Mary was home as she said, "to

stay put."
She began to look about her with new eyes. Every

morning dad went about his work on the farm v^ith

that calm, peaceful, happy look that told of honest,

pure living. Out in the orchard, Mary would often

help him pick fruit, while she laughed at his sly

humor. Many days, all three used to go out to hoe

tobacco, returning to relish a hearty meal and then

rest in the cool shade of the porch. At such times,

mother would recite portions of the Bible, as Mary's
eyes filled to think of the beautiful times she missed
here, with her beloved parents, while she slaved away
in the grime and filth and noise of a city factory.

"Honor thy father and thy mother," recited mother,
and in her heart, Mary vowed that she would never,

never leave them. Just then Si came up the steps, ap-
proaching her, shyly. Mother and father nodded to

each other and tip-toed into the house. Si's tongue
loosened. "Er-er, made up yer mind, yet, Mary?"
.She shocked him by her prompt reply, "Yes, Si, I'm
willin'." He hugger her in ecstasy, and a' week later

thev had their ceremony.
The two lived with Mary's mother and dad in such

joy. that Mary felt it was too beautiful to last. One
n, she looked around to find dad off the field.

Feeling that something was wrong, she rushed back
to the house and up to his room*><The dear old man
had' passed away. Tliey lived on together in a sad-
dened house, after that, until mother, overcome with
grief at dad's death, did not awake from her sleep,

about a month afterward. In later years. Si and she
looked back upon the happy times, with one dominat-
ing phrase running through their minds, "Honor thy
father and (hy mother."

Thomas J. Floersch File No. 2981

WHEN John Kingsley lost faith in the only man
he had ever trusted—his partner in the broker-

age business, he decided to close himself from
the world of gaiety and happiness he had hitherto

known. His, partner had been a poor ]vyy. He had
started with John and risen to the top. When he got

there, he stole in order to have still more.
John built a tremendously heavy iron fence about

his grounds. Althou.gh he attended his office, regu-

larly, he said little, and his family was not permitted
to leave the spacious grounds of his estate. All his

money went into what lay behind that fence, and his

young son, John Jr., was reared in luxury and defiance

of the world which might starve or sweat outside the

gate. Children passing by stared in awe and terror at

the child who peered longingly and yet proudly from
behind the fence. We're not allowed to play with
you," they told him, "Your father is a crazy man or

something, my mother says." John never told his

father about those things. He had seen his father sad,

sometimes, and maybe he would cry or something. It

would surely make his mother cry, he knew. So John
played by himself, with the toys provided for his

pleasure, watching the romping of the other tots and
feeling alone and miserable. But there was one little

girl who came, in defiance of all the others. "Come
out and play with me," she said, "I don't think you
have a crazy Dad, and I like you." She was finally

induced to come inside the fence to play, and Johnny
tasted his first of real happiness, but the elder John,
becoming apprised of this, forbade any more such non-
sense. Tliere was plenty to play with, he advised his

son, apart from little girls and ambitious dishonest
paupers.
Many years passed since Johnny had played with the

only happy human being he knew—Alice Anderson.
His father could not ever succeed with such behavior,
and so it was not long before he had lost almost every
cent. Down went the iron fence, and away went pride
and hatred. Bewailing the loss of power, but weak
from suffering, John Kingsley died, begging forgiveness
of his wife and son. He was little-mourned or under-
stood, but Johnny and his mother knew one thing.

They were going to open their arms to the world
ill a tireless search for happiness. Before long, they
had adjusted their ways of life to the station in which
John had left them—poor but respectable, ft came
hard at first, but they managed, and then came the
final happy chord. In the hospital where she was
employed by a women's charitable association of

which she had once been a leading member, she met a
rather handsome and fine man. He was a doctor—

a

widower with one lovely daughter. John's wife and
the handsome doctor fell in love at sight, and, when
their children met, just before the wedding, the cele-

bration was complete. John's wife and chihi had
found real happiness after all these '.'ears! The
daughter was the same lovely person whom iron fences
could never bar!

HORSEY HANK

Edwin S. Po File No. 2912

RIGHT after the terrific cyclone in Kansas, Mr.
Schmidt sat at his desk, marked Chief, Cyclone
Insurance Department, and yelled at Hank,

perched on the edge of a chair. "Dumkcpf! Now
we're ruined. Great, how you sold cyclone insurance
just before the storm. Like selling fire insurance in

Hades. Get out—before I run wild*!" Poor Hank
wandered down to the railroad station, and the next
morning, when the train arrived, he rose, brushed
himself, and stepped lazily out of the freight car. "A
man passing by, reading the want-ads, was presently
joined' by Hank, who began to read the same paper.
Wlien his eye lit on "Valet wanted. References re-

quired. No. SO Glenmore Street." Hank stopped to
think for a brief moment, after which, he ran into
a neighboring hotel lobby to write himself a couple
of references, in which no praise was stinted. Then
glancing through the hotel register, he calmly signed
two of the prettiest names to his documents.
In his gorgeous suite, Mr. Hancock sat and ex-

amined Hank's references. "Ha!." he cried, "I see

where you've served my dear pal Raymond. I lovei?

Raymond, and I'm going to hire you." It was not
lonff before Hank found he was hired to a sleep-

walker and p. haunted house. "The thought of them,"
said Hancock, "chills me." "Now." added his new-

boss. "It's up to you to stay up and pinch me until

I wake and return to bed, and besides, it's your
duty, at about dawn, to help me chase the ghosts!"
Although Hank gulped, he remembered he neca'ed

money, and took the job. It was a terrible n'ght, for

when Hancock was pinched, he began to pinch Kick,

and when the ghosts became angry at bein.j chased,

they began to chase Hank all around the house. "I'm
going," said Hank trembhng. as the sun rose the

next morning. "You're not!" cried Hancock, locking

the door. "I have a strange premonition that there

will be a robbery in this house tomorrow and you
must stay!"
Nevertheless, by some manipulation. Hank managed

to escape to the street, where he fell in with a
sweet httle hlond'e creature, who with coy glances,
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and smooth talk, in a few hours had enticed him into

a job that was coming off that night. In the thick

blackness of night. Hank chmbed into a certain win-

dow, opened a certain safe, and was about to fly,

when a certain hand descended on him. Kncoking.
something on the head, and switchin;j on the light,

he saw Hancock on the floor! "That was some cor-

rect premonition you had, mister," he called waving
his roll of hills. "And now I have a hunch that

wedding bells are waiting to ring for me." Before

marrying the little blond, however, he ran to get

some cyclone insurance, and when the cyclone arose,

right after the wedding. Hank was a rich man.

LUCKY BREAKS

William E. Carpenter File No. 3003

THE young, man, Merrill, with the confident smile

and firm expression, faced' the owner of the

theatre. Impatience and irritability shone in the

face of the latter. Merrill looked undaunted though his

heart sank when the owner told him to "get out and
stay out," and that he would not bill Merrill's orches-

tra. Merrill jauntily walked out but his pace lost

its rapidity as he contemplated the id'ea of breaikng
the nc-xs to the boys that their orchestra could not

he placed in the city. He suddenly stopped short as

he caught sight of a graceful green roadster, which
had evidently stalled, and was consequently hcld'ing

up traffic. The policeman growled. Merrill's gal-

lantry sprang to the driver's rescue, for t'le person

at the wheel was a young, girl, whose appealmg gray

eyes seemed directed at Merrill. Jump-.ng mto the

car, after a consenting nod from the i.-'e,3 he quickly

started the car, escaping the policeman's wrathful

gaze in quick time. Once out of traffic, the girl

smiled her thanks, and besought him to continue at

the wheel, as her nerves were unstrung by tiie near-

mishap previously. Introducing herself simply as

Lucy, she accepted his courteous oiTer to drive her

to her destination—the music store. rh::;-e, she pur-

chased a popular sheet of music, which Merrill often

directed his orchetsra to play. Sitting at tlie piano

to try the piece out, she sang in a clear soprano
voice, and Merrill, recognizing the piece, reined in,

his deep voice harmonizing with hers. Lucy pleased'

with the rendition, asked Merrill whether lie was a

musician, and Merrill, before he jcnew it, poured forth

the entire story of his attempts to bill his orchestra

in New York City, and his subsequent i.tilure with
the owner of the theatrei whom he had just inter-

viewed. Lucy seemed intensely interested an<l siailed*

sympathetically. When Merrill had driven her home
to a handsome mansion, he promised to accept her
invitation to dine at her home the next evening. The
hours, to Merrill, seemed to stagger along slowly.

Finally the evening did' arrive, and an amazing vision

in white, Lucy, greeted him, after the preliminary

exchange of greetings, Lucy accompanied Merrill into

the library to meet her father. Merrill gasped! For
Lucy's father was the owner of the theatre, who had
so brusquely refused to grant Merrill's plea for a

hearing! But the father, stepping forth in a friendly

manner, thanked him cordially for helping his

d'aughter. As the course of the evening passed, Mer-
rill enchanted by the charms of Lucy and astonished

at the fact that this imposing man was her father,

felt less and less resentment at his misfortune -in

the way of his orchestra. The next day, Merrill re-

ceived a phone call from Lucy, saying that her

father was now ready to grant a hearing to his

orchestra. I^ucy's father seemed satisfied with the

result after the orchestra had performed for him, and
at once billecJ Merrill for the following week at the

theatre. After the great event, the succeeding week,
when Merrill's brilliant conducting had brought vol-

umes of applause fro mthe audience, Merrill's happi-

ness was complete—not only because of his success,

but becuse of Lucy's shy "yes" to his whispered
c|uestion.

Alton S. Penny File No. 2994

in the direction of the cry and fired recklessly as

he saw Jane struggling in the arms of Cabizo. The
two men met in angry combat, as Jane stood by
terrified and astonished. Cabizo finally rode away,
after Delaney had wounded him slightly on his leg,

but not before he fired' a last shot at Uelaney's
right arm, causing him to drop the gun. Jane ruslied

forward to his side and without speaking at all led

him to a neighboring well, where she dipped her
handkerchief in the water and applied it to his wound.
Jane then made her explanations, that she had come
to the west to join her father who was in Cabizo's

camp, with the secret aim to see Lawrence, whose
pardon she came to beg for hurting him by her
whims, and to whom she offered all her love. Law-
rence, with his good left hand, encircled her waist, and'

lioth sat silently under the waning sun, reunited.

THE grim moody face of the tall young man m
cowboy costume had aroused jeering speculations

from his associates. They "figgered that the

high-fiutin' dandy musta-had a lost love case on his

hano's an' thet's why he came west." They v, ere

quite right. But in three years time, they found out

that Lawrence Delaney was not a mere "dandy."
Though a smile was scarcely ever seen in his eyes,

he drank like a trooper, swore and fought like the

best of them. The meticulous cleanliness, a product

of Harvard and his former life, never deserted him.

He showed his '''stuff" when he as a leader of few
men, routea' Cabizo and his gang, cattle thieves, pur-

suing them on his swift horse and firing relentlessly.

The incident was the birth of a new nickname for him,

"Speed." Cabizo and Speed became mortal enemies.

Despite his many victories over Cabizo and the ad-

miring praises of his own followers, Delaney was un-
triumphant. feeling that life was all over for him
now. One day as he was lounging around the rail-

road station, a dark frown on his clean-cut face,

he turned' ghastly as he caught sight of a young gin

stepping down from the railroad. He made a swift

retreat, but from his hiding place he saw a man of

familiar build going to meet her. and he watched both
disappear. "Delaney trembled, for the girl was Jane,

his Jane who had refused to marry him, and the

man was Cabizo. Weeks after this incidlent, he
avoided any encounter with Cabizo, although more
fresh attacks and insults seemed to come from his

camp than ever. "Was he gettin' yeller?" his friends

wanted to know.
One day as Delaney was aimlessly wandering, far

away from his camp, stroking his horse's mane, he
heard a girl's pained cry. This was followed by a

scream! Delaney mounted his horse, d'ashed madly

FORTUNATE BARTER

Theresa Huesser File No. 6001

IT is the woman who pays! Jane McGrew did pay
to obtain the man she wanted, but the outcome
was a blow to her expectation. Jane proposed to

Bobby LaMann a thousand times with her eyes, her
lips, her actions, and' her expensive clothes. But girl

proposes and man disposes. For Bobby was blind to

her feminine wiles and balked, or if he did notice

them, he conveniently ignored them. Bobby had
fallen in love with a night club dancer, Lily, al-

though she did not know him well. Jane, in collab-

oration with her mother u'esperately figured all kinds

of means of obtaining her man. Finally they struck
upon a plan! Tliey would buy Bobby. So, visiting

the night club one evening, Jane and her mother
asked Lily to grant them a few minutes of private

conversation with her. Lily gracefully assented. Tlie

interview was pleasing to the three of them. Lily

consented to accept one hundred; dollars, if she "led'

Bobby on, yielding to him, and then sudd'enly showing
herself hard and callous when he became serious.

Then, thought Mrs. McGrew, if Lily disappears from
his life, can Jane be far behind One week later.

Bobby was pleasantly astonished that Lily was no
longer cold to his invitations and presence, but in fact

seemed desperately to want him. For three weelcs,

the attachment between Bobby and Jane flourished

and Bobby was more madly in love than formerly.

Lily felt herself in a predicament! For she realized

her affection for Bobby, too—and yet she was paid
for being hard and callous. Finally, when Bobby
in the heat of his passion, asked her to marry him,
forgetting her obligations and promises, she accepted.
The next day, the news that Bobby and' Lily were
definitely engaged, came to the ears of Jane. Paling,

angrily, she marched to the night club where she
learned she could find them and confronted Bobby
and Lily sitting in a seclud'ed corner. Hurling a
hundred dollar bill in Lily's face, she than'Ked her
for "leading Bobby on." Bobby started up indig-

nantly. Jane explained that Lily was being paid to

accept Bobby's invitations. Bobby looked from the

sweetly smiling Jane, whose malicious eyes betrayed
her, to the startled' Lily. Sternly demanding an ex-
planation from Lily, the latter confessed all, but
amended her statement with "I love you, Bolihy."
Then Bobby, handing back the bill to Jane, folded

Lily in his arms and kissed her in Jane's presence.

WINDOW PANES

Mrs. L. R. Becker File No. 2995

THE wind shrieked, beating a frenzied tattoo

against the window panes of the Httle house that

sheltered' the cozy family of three, Rosella, her
husband. Dr. Stanley, and their one month old baby.

Yet within, Rosella was vaguely uneasy, despite the

cheery fireplace around which she and Dr. Stanley sat,

holding the sleeping child in her arms. Her thoujrhts

turned for the thousandth time to Ardella, her sister,

who had run away from the little town with the

suave Harvey Brown, just one year ago. Where was
she--how was she? Sudd'enly, Rosella started ner-

vously ; there was a face at the window. 'J hen a

timid' knock at the door succeeded tiie apparition.

Dr. Stanley started for the door, opened it wid-: and
with a gust of wind and rain, a young girl, cFrcnched

to the skin, staggered in clutching to a bundle at the

same time. "Delia!" the smothered exclamation burst

from Rosella's trembling lips, as she walked forward,

as if in a trance, to embrace the long lost sister.

Without a word, Ardella held forth the bundle with

mute beseeching eyes, and fainted' in Dr. Stanley's

arms. He caught her as she fell. Rosella, tense

with anxiety, glanced at the bundle. It was a baby.
The next morning, when Ardella had awakened, her

tired eyes refreshened by sleep, she was ready to tell

her story.
When Harvey Brown first came to the town, m

which Rosella, exercising a mother's care over her
younger sister Ardella, lived, he fell in love with
the golden haireij Ardella. Rosella, who had per-

sistently refused to marry Dr. Stanley for the sole

reason of guarding Ardella, was disturbed. Her pre-

monitions were verified by facts. One night, a letter

was left for Rosella, informing her that Ardella was
madly in love with Harvey and had eloped with him
to the citv. Rosella. terrified', sought comfort Irom
Dr. Stanle'y. married him and became the mother of

a boy. Only one letter, three months after her

elopement, arrived from Ardella, effervescing so much
happiness that Rosella was troubled, knowing that it

must be forced. Ardella, meanwhile, lived with

Harvey in an apartment in the city, without benefit

of clergy. Though Ardella's only plea was that of a

marriage certificate, Harvey was adamant. His sole

excuse was the fact that his present employer s atti-

tude seemed! to hold forth prospects of promotion and

d salary, so long as he remained unman led

and evinced signs of wishing to marry '.he d.iughter
of the employer. Harvey, knowing the intimate
dealings his employer had with marriage certificates

avoided any sort of d'iscovery by refusing Ardella's
request. For three months, their life went on
smoothly, since Ardella was content with Harvey's
protest of never-dying love. Afterwards, however,
he ceased his lover-like caresses, stayed out late :t

night under the pretext of business, and was irritable

when Ardella questioned his whereabouts. One night,
since Harvey was not at home, Ard'ella dined at a
restaurant alone, where she caught sight of Harvey
bending very intimately over a woman, who smiled
up at him tenderly. Rushing madly home, Ardella
hastily packed, left the apartment with a note lor

Harvey and took a room in a hotel. Eight months
later, she was delivered of a child, under the care of

a motherly woman to whom Ard'ella confided her
story. Then, one day, unhappy and wearied, she was
possessed of a longing to see her sister, Rosella, once
more. Staggering under the weight of her burden,
she finally reached Rosella's house, wretched and
humble. Rosella's wrath and pity knew no boui ds
when Ardella finished her story. Leaving Ardella and
her baby under her husband's care, she went to the
city, finally found the place where Harvey was liviiig.

and came before him. He jumped up with eager-iess
when he saw her, his face grown haggard and white
with searching for Ardella. Rosella with grun stern-

ness, informed him that he was the father of a baby.
Harvey finally confessed that he had lost his job
when he refused to marry the d'aughter of bis em-
ployer at the latter's request, and had found another
position. His longing for Ardella was intense. When
he was at last permitted to see Ardella at Rosella's
home, his eyes dimmed. His suffering had made him
stronger. Having obtained' forgiveness, he married
.!\r(,'ella at this rather belated hour, and settled down
to the reality of being a solicitious nusbaiid and
proud father.

LOVE AND PATIENCE

Flora R. Keyes File No. 6002

SEVERAL things interfere with making Nell's life

the smooth path that she desires. Among the
annoyances, she numbers a mother-in-law, an-

other woman, and her husband's lack of emotional
warmth. Bofj was never over-passionate and' warm

;

he didn't fall on his knees to propose or threaten to

commit suicide if Nell did:

templtaing these things aft

aggrieved. Bob, after* his
upon living with his mothe
is the proverbial one; she
lectures her

t marry him. Nell, con-
a year of marriage, feels

larriage with Nell, insists

, who as a mother-in-law,
terferes with Nell's plans,

husband, and
Nell's hfe for her. When Bob learns of Nell's dis-

satisfaction, he grows very irritable and mood^. Bob's
mother, in addition, had always wanted Bob to

marry Mary, a blond haired, sturdy girl of the sub-
missive qualities which mother-in-laws like. Mary
is a continual visitor at Nell's house, and Nell is

quite sure that this friendliness is not directed at

her—but rather at her husbanc?, with her rnother-in-
law's approval. However, Nell's extreme naivete pre-
vents her from any open suspicions. When a baby is

born to Nell, she is chilled at her husband's indif-

ference. Again war breaks out between Bob's mother
and herself, in regard to care of the haby. One day,
the climax occurs, when in the presence of Mary._ Bob
and his mother, Nell accidentally drops one of the

ntemptu

in-la

pieces. A furious
by her mother-in
taking her baby,
of indignation, warding o:

band's very feeble protest
After Nell's exit, chaos reigns in

.Vlarv's slurs against Nell with his

secofiding of them, awakens Bob's s

After a week elapses, he realizes hi^

and he feels lonely and depressed. In
anger, he turns upon them sudd'enly

them as malicious gossips. Mary w:
ndignation, and Bob'

dishes and crashes
;curs in which Nell is called

iny obnoxious epithets. Nell,

out of the hous
hus-

the household,
mother's open
nse of justice,

love for Nell,

a sudden fit of

and deuount es
Iks out of the
other becomes

frightened at Bob's sudden change. Bob finally seeks
Nell at the boarding house in which she is staying
and begs her to come home. She refuses. Bob's
mother, loving her son with an intense passion and
worried over his depression, visits Nell,

pardo
fus othe

band is gigantic.

home again. When Nell re-

LW actually weeps in prayer.
masterfully kissing Nell, asKs
Nell, whose love for her hus-

idition, that they
for the-- - separate apartr

but near enough to visit her. All thr

happy by this arrangement and peace <

other -in -law.

LOVE'S TRIUMPHS

Mrs. Mary King File No. 6003

CONSCIOUS of the fact that her life of ease and
luxury as a rich man's daughter was not bring-

ing her any closer to love, Edna Taylor leads an
erratic existence, seeking it in dark corners. Noticjng
an ad'vertisement in a newspaper one day, requesting
the services of a society woman to act as hostess at

a charity bazaar and dance, Edna answers, unaware
that the fulfillment of her duties is going- to change
the entire course of her life.

Arrayed in a flamboyant costume to enhance her
dark beauty, Edna carries out her job well and cheer-

fully, without the knowledge of her parents. Poised

at the edge of the dance floor one evening, she meets
John Hayville, ano^ they fall in love with each other

at sight. When the time comes to go home, Edna
parts with John reluctantly, thinking his interest to
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be merely transitory. She is delighted when he asks

to call, and they arrange a date for the following

evening. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are anxious to meet
this youth who has captured Edna, where all others

have failed, and they become very fond of John in

time. Planning to marry, Edna informs her parents

of the truth—John's poverty and" thdiv first meeting.
In response, she is warned to stop seeing him or

leave the house. Edna endures two torturous weeks,

and finally decides to follow love. With John, she
finds a place to live, settling down to wait until

John manages to save enough for them to marry.
The ensuing weeks are a constant source of delight

to Edna, who has never known so much freedom from
restraint before—freedom from restraint of conventions,
customs, and' other affectations common to life in the

upper court. However, before long. Edna begins to

feel a peculiar uneasiness coming over her. Little by
little John becomes morose and moody, insisting upon
her meeting him ui odd places, and frequenting many
out-of-the-way rendezvous. In answer to her ques-
tions, he tells her he is protecting her against the
gossip and disgrace which will be her lot. ultimately,

should their capering be discovered. Wond'ering why
he doesn't suggest marriage as a solution, yet want-
ing badly to trust him, Edna experiences strange mis-
givings when she notices, with increasing frequency,

the stares of an ostentatiously-gowned and vulgar-

looking woman who seems to choose the same places

to come to as do John and Edna. The climax strikes

a crescendo note when the woman approaches her,

cne evening, in a theatre lobby. "How d'are you
take my husband~you little fool—," the woman
shrieks, "Can't you get enough in your own class?"
This sounds the death knell of the Httle romance -

or grande passion, perhaps, and Edna takes a position,

wearily, anxious to do anything to forget. To avoid
clumsy explanations, she moves from her boarding-
house, 'Still too proud to return to her parents. She
becomes salesgirl in a department store.

Picking, up an old newspaper bundle left on her
counter, one day. Edna sees an item glaring at her

from the sheet uppermost. John has secured a divorce

from "the fainted lady".' Positive he must have
searched for her, Edna rushes to his lodgings, choked
with joy. Several weeks, later, when they venture into

Edna's home, to lell Mr. and' Mrs. Taylor of John's
promotion to the Vice-presidency of his company, the

rejoicing is beyond description!

PLAYBOY'S WOMAN
Germaine Aubert File No. 2968

DESPITE the family pride which prompted Nelson
McGi-egor'? family in all its acts, the youth sent
tradition to the four winds by seeking the love of

Sox-el Gareth, revue beauty and mistress of a seasoned
playboy millionaire. When Serel finally promised to

marry Nelson, she assured him tl'ere would' be on more
playbo;—ever. She would zvorh tor her comfort, now,
until that day when she should become Mrs. Nelson
McGregor.
The elder McGregor did not feel drawn to Sorel from

the first. Other young women in Nelson's set had im-
pressed him, but not Sorel. There was something cheap
and tawdry about the girl, in his eyes, and' his attitude

suggested trouble. There zvas trouble, for. McGregor's
first rrove was a tremendous birthday party for his

son. Sorel, unused to society in places other than the
stage door, felt ill-at-ease and used coarseness to cover
her embarrassment. The father was elated, but the

son was disgusted. Half the following night, they
argued*, Nelson insisting that his father had framed
him and Sorel unfairly. But McGregor refused to allow
his boy to suffer, when the novelty of wealth should
wear off to Sorel. S'lowly, he began collecting informa-
tion concerning this playboys' woman, and before long,

it was brought to his attention that Sorel. despite her
promises, was still living in her lover's apartment. In
desperation. McGregor, himself, went to Sorel's rooms,
realizing, wisely, that any information furnished Nelson
would be discounted at once. But McGregor had not
counted on meeting Nelson there. Gently, he plead'ed

with Sorel to abandon her plan. Her amused titter as
Nelson let himself it, facing his father, rendered the
situation horrible and without decency. Looking from
one to another. Nelson immediately accused his father
of being the man supporting Sorel. McGregor blanched
at this accusation but decided' to accept the nomina-
tion. Sorel having corroborated Nelson's accusation
to wreak revenge for the party, to save his son.

Disillusioned and disgusted. Nelson left the apart-
ment for the last time. Although McGregor knew
he had lost his son, he was hapny in the thought
that he haa' saved his boy from one of those hfe-rum-
ing mistakes. He, Nelson McGregor, II, the keeper ol

that vixen! What a ghastly jest!
After years of making his own way in the world

which had so d'isillusioned him, Nelson trod Fate's
own toe. one day, by running over Sorel with his
car, accidentally. Dying in a hospital, she did the
one decent thing of her life. Confessing her trickery
and hatred, she told Nelson of the false charge against
his father. Nelson left the hospital a sadder but
wiser man. The tears streaming from his eyes, he
stepped into his car and* sped toward his old home.

BRIDAL BOUQUET

Ruby Jim She File No. 2976

£~1 dark, passionate-eyed Venita, pulling viciously
at the red-gold hair of her antagonist. Razelle.

"Oh yeah?" the latter hurls back." he's mine." A
pancratium ensues, teeth, nails, feet and pillows being
used as weapons. Razelle. with a final glare at
Venita. picks up her already packed suitcase, and
marches to the door of the room, which they had"
been sharing for over a year. After a convincing
bang of the door assures her that Razelle left, Venita
shakes her rebellious head and bites her lips resolutely.

Razelle-will-not-marry-Horace-Lance. is the grim de-
termination written in her face. She runs out of the
house, half ashamed of her physical combat with
Razelle. and wanders aimlessly about the neighborhood.
Then turning a corner, a slight collision occurs be-
tween her and a tall man, who was coming the other
way. Both beg pardon simultaneously. Despite her
troubles. Venita notes admiringly the hand'some stature
and evident sincerity of the stranger. She continues
on her way, but cannot resist turning back to look
again at his retreating figure. To her chagrin, as
she turns back, he too, glances behind him at her.

Both smile in embarrassment, but walk on their re-

spective ways. That same evening, while Venita was
dining in a safe close to her home, she sees the same
individual there. His appealing smile elicits one from
her and an acquaintance is struck. He tells her that
his name is Waldo Vails, but before she can volunteer
to present her own. he addresses her by the name.
Miss Danton. Surprised at his knowled'ge she ques-
tions him, and he gallantly replies that surely every-
one must have heard of the lovely Venita Danton.
Her friendship with Waldo lightens her annoyance at

not hearing from Horace, and the sickening intuition

which tells her that Razelle after all must have won
the argument. One night, Waldo invites Venita to a

party at his home. She accepts, and is amazed at

the elaborate arrangement of the rooms, the expensive
and beautiful ornaments, and the number of friends

that Wald'o seemed to have. Dancing merrily with
Waldo and his friends, she is suddenly aware of the

entrance of a new couple,—Razelle and Horace.
Venita stands aghast ! When Waldo carefully leads

her to the garden, fearing that she might be ill, she
complies as though in a daze. Then Waldo proposes.
offering unmeasured' quantities of love. She refuses,

her mind still occupied with Razelle's conquest and
Horace's desertion of herself. In a sudden spasm of

misery and anger, she leaves Waldo brusquely and
marches over to Razelle and Horace. But Razelle

averts any scene by smiling affectionately, and in-

forming Venita, that she and Horace had' been married
for already two weeks. Though Venita feels that her
once consuming passion for Horace faded with his de-

sertion, she angrily calls him a heart breaker, and
walks away. She begins dancing giddily, and drink-

ing indiscriminately to the hurt amazement of Wald'o.

Suddenly an insolent intoxicated man, Toga, seizes

Venita around the waist, and plants a sticky kiss upon
her lips. In an instant, the place is in confusion, for

Waldo, jumping up, knocks Toga down. Peace is

finally restored after a lengthy brawl, in which
Venita, terrified for Waldo's sake, realizes her love

for this man who was so solicitous for her welfare.

Out on the porch, fifteen minutes later, it is

Venita with a penitent, face, who proposes to Waldo.
After a rather prolonged* embrace. Waldo sighs hap-
pily, "And I owe this all to Razelle!" Venita jumps
out of his arms with a fiery expression in her eyes.

He finally explains that Razelle is his cousin and
that it was she who brought to his attention the at-

traction of Venita—for the simple reason of diverting

her mind from Horace, so that Razelle could have
him without competition.

GREEN VALLEY

Mr Hat+ie Pusel File No. 2975

MYRTLE, a young, fiery -spirited girl comes 'o

Green Valley to serve as a waitress in tht-

Dixon Hotel, a resort for railroad men on their

various trips. Here only three other girls and Mrs.
Dixon, who is scarcely seen, are inhabitants of the

hotel. An atmosphere of mystery seems to pervade
the place, and Myrtle's bewilderment increases when
she observes that Mrs. Dixon is never seen by day,

but is said* to wandor about all night. Emma, one

of the serving-girls, who is the only one of them to

occupy a rcom by herself, seems to assume manage-
ment of the hotel as well as of Mr. Dixon. One
night, when Myrtle was trying to fall asleep, she

hears footsteps outside her room; jumping out of bed,

she goes out to find Mrs. Dixon, a Uttle worn pale

woman pacing the floor. In response to Myrtle's

startled inquiry, Mrs. Dixon pathetically asks her to

help her feed her cats. Myrtle assents, and then in-

sists that Mrs. Dixon have some tea. The latter is

very grateful and informs Myrtle that she was never
treated kindly by anyone before. Myrtle is frankly

curious, and asks her why rumor has spread to the

effect that she never sleeps by night. Mrs. Dixon
explains that every day Emma adVninisters a potent

that causes uneasiness and a desire to sleep by day
and to roam about by night. Myrtle is righteously

indignant, and after exacting a promise from her that

she would not take any more drugs again, she leaves.

The next morning. Myrtle consults one of the girls

and discovers that Emma is in love with Mr. Dixon
and d'rugs Mrs. Dixon daily.

At that time. Myrtle meets a handsome railroad

man. Nick Plier. who falls in love with her. Myrtle,
whose major interest is concerned with the troubles ct

Mrs. Dixon, is not responsive to his proposals of

marriage. She finally tells him her concern. Nick
is sympathetic, but jealous that Myrtle's interest is

concerned with anything but himself. He finally con-
ceives the idea of making Myrtle jealous of him, and
at the same time rendering her and Mrs. Dixon a

service. He flirts with Emma, thus drawing her
away from Mr. Dixon. Myrtle is furious, but pre-
tending indifference, goes about her task of helping
Mrs. Dixon. She franklv informs the latter that when
Emma gave her a potent, she (ttd it to blind Mrs.
Dixon tc the fact that she and :\Ir. Dixon are in love
with each other—not under doctor's orders as Emma
had led her to believe. Myrtle infuses Mrs. Dixon
with new life, dressing her hair in a new way.— teach-
ing her the use of cosmetics. Mrs. Dixon becomes
a changed person. From a dowdy, uninteresting one,

she becomes almost pretty. Myrtle inveigles her to

come down to meals. Mr. Dixon is amazed at the
metamorphosis. Emma is compelled* to relinquish her

seat bj- his side, though not unwillingly for she is

convinced that Nick will soon propose. Mrs. Dixon
reasserts herself and Mr. Dixon once more plays the
role of lover to his wife. They are reconciled. Mean-
while Emma boasts that she has won Nick away from
Myrtle. Nick comes to plead with Myrtle and con-
fesses the real reason (that of doing service) for

flirting with Emma. At first Myrtle maintains a stern
resolution not to forgive, but as Emma's taunts be-
come unbearable, she breaks her resolution and al-

though entirely in love with Nick, she feels a keen
satisfaction in marrying Nick to avoid the obnoxiou.s
sneers of Emma.

W. H. Righter File No. 2929

WHEN Andy Morris left Bayview and the fickle

Kathleen, he meant to forget women, but the
lather bare and lovely Lolita dancing in a

New Orleans cafe took his breath away. And'y had
stumbled into the Club Hispano quite by accident,
while waiting to embark on the Siila, for Belize.
South America. When he left, Lolita went along with
him, her lemon-tinted loveliness and shiny black hair
causing his heart to pound faster than Kathleen could
ever make it go. T too am leaving on the steamer
S'lila. with you." Lolita told Andy, who was puzzled,
having forgotten that he had' spoken of the twenty

-

five hundred dollars in his possession. When he got
on the boat, Andy was far from sorry the girl had
come along. She certainly was a lovely thing, and
she made an efficient nurse during his continuous sea-
sickness. In Belize, the girl was even more solicitous.

Andy must rest in his room for a few days before
sightseeing. Lolita gave him a sleeping potion to
help him.

When Andy awoke, late the next day, Lolita was
gone and' so was his money! One hundred dollars
and a note remained. One hundred dollars so he
could return to sweet Kathleen ! Andy's hazy mind
turned over thoughts of this strange girl. She had
wanted him and his money for a revolution. That
ominous -looking Spaniard' who had shadowed him
when he was with her was General Aguilar of the
revolutionary forces ! Strongly tempted to kick him -

self, Andy told his story to General Sanchez. The
general was frankly and openly interested. He plied

Andy with questions concerning statements made by
Lolita concerning herself as well as Aguilar. "I
think I can help you," he told Andy.

That is the story of how Andy became Captain
Andy Morris. Next d'ay. he stopped off at San Al-
fonso with a sinking heart. Being this kind of

soldier was no picnic. By this time, Andy realized he
was in the midst of a revolutionary battle. He knew,
too, that Lolita and Aguilar were something of im-
portance in the revolutionary forces. Dangerous
rebels, they were ! Andy walked about mechanically
until, one twilight, he noticed two shadowy figures
standing near a ramshackle hut. Women! One of

them stopped' to light a cigarette. In the soft glow
of the match, Andy saw a face—Lolita's ! His head
was in a whirl. His mind commenced to act. If

this was Lolita, Aguilar was nearby. Within a
short while. Andy became the hero of a thrilling

battle with desperadoes.—an involuntary hero. "The
Republic is your eternal debtor. Captain Morris."
said the general, after the daring capture of Aguilar
by Andy's .'strategy. Andy was mad'e a general, and.
after collecting the tremendously huge reward paid
him by the government for the capture of Aguilar anrl

the restoration of stolen valuables, and after snap-
ping his fingers at the furious LoHta, Andy was off

to Bayview to marry that sweet little girl, Kathleen.

MODERN MOONSHINE

Chas. W. Adams File No. 2913

CLAL'DE was a stranger in Garyville. on the
Cumberland plateau. He was sitting and laugh-
ing with the gay Mona, on the porch of her

father's hotel, when Bozo drove up, yelling, "Order
from the Perkins grocery!" Mona's d'ad came out
"What have you got?" he asked. "Fifty-fifty,"

called back Bozo. "O. K. Bring 'em on." '"Very in-

teresting," remarked Claude as the men marched past
with sacks on their shoulders. What have they
there?" "01; some cotton-seed hulls," answered
Mona. Yet Claude thought it mighty queer that cot-

ton seed should smell so strong. He sniffed, anJ
smiled to himself. On Sunday. Claude met Mr. Per-
kins and Bozo coming out of church, with their

bibles tucked piously under their arms. "How's busi-

ness?" asked Claude, after greeting them. "Not so

good," said' Mr. Perkins, sadly, "people aren't eating

Hs much in these summer months." "No." agreed
Claude, "it's too hot to do anything but drink, you
know " His eves twinkled. When he was gone Bozo
scowled. "I don't like the looks of that guy!"

Claude had a good hunch that Bozo operated a still

somewhere, financed' by Mr. Perkins. Garyville's

grocery man. He often saw Bozo wandering about
town with a bunch of yegs who could, in one day,

grow beards that would frighten any man. An
occasional hint from Mona confirmed his suspicion,

and pretty soon. Claude was sure he was hot on

their trail. Mona and he were sitting on the porch
one dav, when an old sow came tottering up to them.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Mona's d'ad, "the other day, a

fox got her litter of little pigsies, and now the old

dame has gone off and gotten herself soused!" They
all had a good laugh, including Claude, but that

afternoon, he managed to follow the sow's tracks

back to a neighboring ravine. There at the mouth of

a half-hidd'en cave, he could see Bozo and a few of

his bearded yegs sitting, smoking. Rushing back t,i

town, he got himself a few private strong men, and
returned immediately.
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Bozo was busy working the still, when Claude made
his surprise attack, and, disliking to be thus inter-

rupted, the whole gang put up a stiiT fight. Claude s

men were killed' outright. Claude was shot and left

on the ground for dead. Without wasting any time.

Bozo and his men moved on to a distant ravine, in

the other side of the country. At night Claude

dragged himself to the hotel where he got treatment
and plenty of love from Mona. When he was well

enough. Claude got in touch with Fed'eral authorities

who descended on the gang with another surprise

attack. This time they were successful, and wnile

Bozo and Mr. Perkins were growling in jail, Claude

married Mona. "It'll he fifty-fifty again, laughed

Claude, "but :vitliout hooze this time!"

DR. BILPE VAN RUNDT

Bessie Arvis Potter File No. 2829

IN
a far Western city, a beautiful woman gave birth

to a diminutive and d'eformed child. Her death, the

husband learned, was due to the child's deformi-

ties, and so the father nursed a hatred of the infant,

so strong, that even its name reeked of bitterness.

The elder Van Rund't nad known two horrible char-

acters in his life, a Bill and a Pete, and so the un-

fortunate infant faced life with the name, Bilpe, a

combination of both these names.
After two years of ignoring the baby who had

caused the death of his lovely wife, Mr. Van Rundt
began to experience pangs of remorse. After all,

he told himself, hadn't he been warned, back in his

youth somewhere, that the disease he had' contracted

as a boy was going to bring exactly the results it

did? Hadn't he been warned against marriage? What
an infamous act he had committed against his wife,

and yet he hadn't wanted his millions to fall to

anyone but his own flesh and blood. He had' staked

his' wife's life against fate, and fate had won! From
that time on, Uttle Bilpe was his father's idol, and
when he became a physician, having sailed through
medical school, brilliantly. Van Rundt was actually

proud. But Bilpe was not interested in the profes-

sion. His diminutive stature, his enormous head', and

the ugly hump on his back would scare his patients

rather than reheve them! And so he plunged whole-

heartedly into the study of chemistry, and won, again,

the highest honors.
Bilpe was thirty when his father died, leaving an

immense fortune, but the youth was so engrossed in

his laboratory that he could not spare time for busi-

ness, and he turned' the entire management over to

his father's trusted friend and attorney. But Bilpe

did find time for social pleasures. However, though

he was welcomed everywhere, his heart was well nigh

broken when lovely Katherine Morhous, with whom
he fell madly in love, not only refused to share his

fortune, but also hurt him profoundly by denouncing

him and' curtly informing him that he would be the

last of the Van Rundts. Then it was that Bilpe de-

cided to show the world his advancement in chemistry

and his disdain for such talk. With the aid of much
research and a famous surgeon, he dopted' a young
man, providing him with luxury and the opportunity

to further his chemical study, in exchange for the

privilege of having blood transfused from Bilpe's

body to his. Professor Will was a joy to Bilpe, and

after his marriage, Bilpe settled everything upon his

young grandson. But all this time he and Will had
been working on a theory of the doctor's, a formula

to restore broken hearts, such as Bilpe had suffered

from Katherine. After many years of research, every-

thing was in readiness for the first patient. This was
the young son of a millionaire—a Mr. Geary. On an

exquisite island in the Pacific belonging to Bilpe. the

experiment was performed. It was an overwhelming
success and Billy was heralded as a geniuse But the

greatest thrill of all came when, after so many years,

Bilpe received an impassioned' letter from Katherine

!

^ihe had waited these many years, trying to put him
out of her mind, but without success. She would
never love anyone but the diminutive Dr. Bilpe Van
Rundt, and so, with this pecuhar. yet exquisite

romance and marriage, the consummation of Bilpe's

happiness, begun with Will's adoption, crashed into

a joyous, blaring crescend'o!

LOVE'S AWAKENING

Mrs. L. M. Tracy File No. 2916

althyRICHARD CURTISS, now a famous
engineer, is returning to New York, after an

absence of ten years in South America. He
thinks of the beautiful Ann Hunter who was always
too rich to consider him during their childhood.

Now, however, he believes, Ann will be glad to re-

ceive so wealthy and influential a suitor. At a house
party, one night, Richard sees Ann in the company
of John Orville, whose construction firm is in com-
petition with Richard's. "May I have this dance?'

asks Richard gaylv. Ann is absolutely cola'. "So
sorry," she says, "but Mr. Orville will engage me
for the rest of the evening." Richard, who feels that

he has really lost her, is miserable. However, Ann's
folks have been losing money steadily, and they in-

sist that she marry Richard. "Why John is nothing
but a pauper," they say. Of course, in time Ann
has to consent, and she and Richard are married.

While Richard works hard at the office, Ann spends

her time entertaining lavishly at home. Many callers

come, and' among the most persistent is John Orville.

In his fiery love making, he convinces Ann that his

life means nothing without her, and then she, too,

confesses that she loves him dearly. One night he

says, "Well, dear, if your love is true, you will do

me the kindest favor in heaven and earth. You will

get me the plans Richard is working on for his

firm." Although horrified at first, Ann yields under

his warm insistence. Meanwhile, Richard has acci-

dentally overheard' the request. "I will watch to-

night to see where he keeps them," whispers Ann,
"and I will bring them to you tomorrow." That
night Richard puts an envelope in to his desk drawer,
pretending not to notice that Ann is slyly watching
him.
Ann is to meet John in a cottage on a distant

shore. When she arrives, he is walking up and back
in great impatience. "Ah, there you are," he cries

as she drives up, and taking the envelope which she

has brought, he tears it quickly open, only to find it

stuffed with blank sheets. "You little fool," he cries,

"what a nice mess!" Then he tells her frankly that

it is the plans he wants and' that as for herself—

why, he doesn't give a rap! Ashamed to return

home, Ann leaves for a different part of the city,

where she begins to earn her living as a designer

of dresses. In time Ann has a son, who is knocked
down, one day, by a car while playing in the street.

The driver, who turns out to be Richard, picks up
the child and carries him into the house, to find' that

the mother is Ann. Of course they are re-united, and

find new happiness in their married life.

MARY ALICE

Lena Htmlin Andrews File No. 3000

THE piercing sweetness of the violin filled the vast

auditorium. The audience leaned forward, its

eyes intent upon the young looking figure of the

violinist. Joseph Urbane. But there was one in the

audience, whose gaze was not fixed upon him—nor
did he even seem to hear the music. This person

was Donald Richardson; his eyes stared intently to

the box seat opposite him in which an ethereal,

white-gowned' girl sat, her eyes, dimmed with happi

ness as she wa'.ci'ied the player. Could this lithe

creature be his wife, Alice, whom he, Donald, had

left in the country two years ago, while he had gone

to New York? The concerto ended. Donald's escort,

Elaine touched his sleeve impatiently. They arose

and went to greet the violinist who was being over-

whelmed with congratulations. Donald found' himself

before Alice—was it Alice—Joseph Urbane, and his

wife Margery. The violinist presented the girl as

Mary Urbane, his sister. Mary looked up at Donald;
there was no sign of recognition in her face. Of
course, thi.s wasn't Alice—impossible—but yet—.

Donald went home that night, his mind whirhng with

recollections, and anticipation, for he had made an
appointment to dine at the Urbane's house the next

night. It was Alice, although Donald felt doubt.

When Donald was about six years old, a Httle

flaxen haired girl, escaping a fire in which, (authorities

said) her brother and her parents perished, was
adopted into his family. They called her Alice, for

her dazed terror at the age of three, completely
obliterated all recollection of her real name. Donaht
and Alice grew up together. When the former was
twenty one and the latter eighteen, they felt then-

love for each other and married. Two months after

a blissful time, Donald was summoned to New Yoik
in an advanced position, to do business there. He
rejoiced, and promised' to send for Alice as soon as

he could earn sufficient to support her. But New
York proved a dangerous place for Alice, althougn

.she was not there. Donald became fascinated by the

brilliant daughter of the president of the firm, and his

letters to Alice became less and less frequent. At
home Alice was heart-broken, but told Donald' that

she gave him free permission to be at liberty, al-

though no divorce was attempted. One day Alice

was called to a lawyer's oiifice and there she was in-

formed that she had a surviving brother, Joseph
Urbane. After tearful embraces were exchanged be-

tween the two, Joseph told his story. He had been

adopted' by a wealthy family who had been residing

in the country at that time. There he grew up with

Margery, his faster sister, whome he had just married.

With the money and encouragement of his adoptive

family, he had continued his study of violin and was
invited to play at New York concerts. Alice, eagerly

accepted by her sister-in-law, le'ft her foster parents

and accompanied her new found relatives to New
York. She made no mention of her unhappy marriage

to Donald, and assumed the name that her brother

told her was hers. Mary Urbane. When Alice saw
her husband at the concert, she again felt love flood-

nd, but pretended not to know
ler the next evening, she and
nto the garden, Donald being
;as his wife, but she continued
ly as Mary Urbane. Weeks
laid wooed his wdte; at every

begged forgiveness for his former be-

havior, while she protested that she was not Alice.

But one night, when they had d'riven out of the

city, they were craught in a thunder storm, and took

refuge in an empty shack. Since there were no

means of obtaining any help, they realized that they

would have to stay there that night. Alice wickedly

claimed that she would be compromised, but Donald
pleadingly answered, "Can a man comprimise hi
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HIS CLAIM

Elizabeth R. V^allwork File No. 2973

SCRUBBING the stone steps before a tenement in

the slums, Jane Garrett is frightened by the shrill

sound of an automobile horn. Looking up. she

sees a tall, handsome youth rush out of a flashy

roadster and hurry up the steps. "Show me the

phone and make it fast," he told her, "Accident—
on the corner!" Jane pointed out the way to the

hall phone, and watched his disappearing form.

When he came out she was back at the scrubbing,

but he ci^idn't go. Watshing her, he noticed she was
shabby and dirty, but beautiful. His efforts at con-

versation were met with brief replies. Finally, out
of patience, he picked her up, took off the apron,
and pushed her into the car. "The air'll do you
good," he said, "Bet you've never been away trom
here!"
Within the space of two short weeks, Jane had

been riding with this youth almost nightly, never
really knowing his real name or anything about him.
He was, actually, Johnny Keefe, son of a tin-plate

millionaire. Jane was madly in love with Johnny,
who did'n't mind her, either, but the sons of the rich

must be cautious. Johnny was—very. After two
weeks with this orphan scrubwoman.he disappeared,
leaving her grief-stricken and alone. After four

vears, she realized he would never come back to see

either herself or his son. Funny thing—Fate! He
didn't even know he had a son, though he might
have suspected it. Johnny had been to college these

years, and upon his grad'uation, he had married
Georgia Kane, an exquisite and graceful society

debutante chosen by his parents a long way back.

Johnny often wished Georgia was a beautiful scrub-

woman with hair of burnished gold. 'This was when
she flitted about, coarsely, sometimes, in their luxuri-

ous modernistic apartment, during one of her incessant

and highly boisterous parties. When Johnny's money
slipped through his fing:ers, during the crash, on tills

given by one of Georgia's brothers, the eld'er Keeie
refused to supply any more. Johnny knew, then, that

he had always been right about Georgia. She up and
left him, securing a divorce at once, to marry one of

the vacant young gentlemen whose attendance at her

parties was rather steady. Johnny was annoyed rather

than heartbroken. He wondered wdiat had become of

the unfortunate victim of his more frivolous days-
Jane.

Crossing the avenue, one day. Johnny noticed' a

small boy, handsomely built, selling papers. J[ohnny
sauntered over and purchased several. The child did

not have change, so he sped away, but in the middle
of the avenue, he fell down, right in the path of an
onrushing truck. Within ten minutes. Johnny hari

him in the hospital, and in less than five, his mother
was at his side. Johnny gasped at the drab, poverty-

stricken creature kneeling by the hoy's bed. "Jane!"
he cried, "Jane! Our son! Is he?" Jane nodded,
sadly, looking up with tear-filled eyes. "You never
came back, Johnny," she whispered. But Johnny
was back to stay. After little John came out of the

hospital, weak, and' barely escaping being crippled

for life, Tohnny and Jane learned for the first time,

what life' really meant, and the boy, bewildered at

finding his handsome and kind daddy, himself, lead!

the path to greater glory as the first rush of happi-

ness closed in on them.

BALMY DAYS

Ethel M. Allen File No. 3001

W' HEN the Suflfragettes went out on parade or

staged an enthusiastic demonstration, Suzanne
Moorehead was not only among them, but in

the first rank. She, d'espite her marriage to Tom
Moorehead, millionaire roue, came out staunchly in

favor of Prohibition and \'otes for Women. People
discussed Sue very often. Those who wished to be
exceedingly cruel—her enemies, usually (and she had
a lot of them)—would say "Sue has gotten that way
from experience. With a husband like Tommy, prac-
tically any woman would make a spectacle of her-
self for Prohibition!" This would usually bring a

mingled' response of disgust and agreement. Sue and
Tom had as many enemies as they did friends.

After the two amendments were passed—the Pro-
hibition amendment and the one enfranchising women
—Sue settled down peacefully, ready to bring up her
children and' abandon the pohtical career looming
brilhantly ahead of her. ^Tommy was delighted. He
was fond of the children" and annoyed at having an
"occasional" wife. "We got plenty of money, Sue,"
he told her, "And this politics for women is the bunk
for you!" 'I once worked in a factory, Tom, you
know," Sue answered. 'When you asked' me to

marry you, I did because I loved' you, but I vowed
then and there, to use some of your millions to swing
Prohibition and Industrial Legislation!" But Tom,
Jr., and Bette were raised by their mother, just the

When the two children of Tom and Sue were rea<ly

for college, Sue went back to politics— this time with

Tom's full consent. After all, what she was fighting

for, now, was rigid enforcement of the Volstead Act.

Tom didn't worry. His speakeasy and bootlegger
were quite handy, and he knew they would be—as

long as they were wanted. "Sbch a nice girl—my
wife," Tom told the boys at the club, "I wond'er who
put that li'l bee in her bonnet. She's got it bad!"
Tom Jr., and Bette welcomed a chance to come home

from college. As Tom put it, "Between an evange-
listic mother and a drunkard father— it's some fun,

eh kid?" The boy delighted in the hours spent with

his father at the club. Coming home tipsy at four in

the morning, filled to the brim, with Sue out of town
on a lecture tour, the kid was seeing life—he thought
so! Bette, on the other hand, having no one to watch
her, travelled with a fast set, whose supreme delight

was going from speakeasy to speakeasy, listening to

dissipated ex-bartenders sing deadening lyrics on the

"Hearts and Flowers" and "Heart of a Fool" type.

Strange to say, her mother was shocked—as were
Big Tom and Young Tom—when Bette came home
married, d'runk, and approaching motherhood, one

night. Tom swore, roundly, but in

it had been Warner Barnes. He w
and this would sober him. Tom
them, gladly. Perhaps this would s

how. and' make Sue see light.

With Bette settled, Tom and Sue tried to work out

their problem. Everything was cut short however,

when they were awakened one night by
sound. Rushing downstair
the police breaking

glad

Bette, some-

crashin.g

they discovered it to be
Tom Moorehead Jr., along
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with two other youths in his set, had killed a State
Trooper who attempted to stop them from d'riving
while drunk I

Tom was acquitted, as rich boys so often are, but
that wasn't the important part. Sobered by experi-
evice. Sue became sane and domestic. The Mooreheads

dearned about happiness at last I

o

THE CAT AND THE COFFIN

F. J. Kilgallen File No. 6026

F all the people under the Big Toj) Bartholomew
jDiablo, ''The Resurrection Man" is the favorite
,of the crowds attending the Cord'oba Circus. His

act brings chills to the spines of his fascinated audi-
ence ! "The Devil, himself 1" cry many women, but
Bartholomew goes on sticking pins into himself,
falling in a dead faint, and allowing his assistants to
bury him in a glass-faced cotiftn during, the two hours
left to the performance, after his act. When the
coffin is finally dug up, "The Resurrection Man" rises

to take his bow to the stirring strains of the raucous
band. music the brasses are playing, as a fit conclu-
sion to the "greatest show on earth."
While Diablo is bowing, Creto, the lion-tamer sulks,

as usual, to the little trapeze performer, Marie, "Some
act,"' says Creto, "Let me see him tame lionsl'*

"Could you d'o his act?" Marie asks. Diablo walks
over .to where they are standing. He sm iles at the
Httle .Spanish trapeze artist and takes her arm as
CretO; frowns. "One wife isn't enough for these
'artists,' you know," Creto tells Diablo's assistant,
Michael, later, as they sit eating in the dining tent.

"Why don't Diablo take his wife back? She's pretty,
willing to work, and crazy about him! I used to

like her, too, Michael—before she left the circus for

Diablo, Nozo, where is she? Back under the tent,

working for Benito in a carnival!" Michael was all

ears, but not very sympathetic. He loved Marie, too,

and he was more anxious to get Creto out of the
way than Diablo, the fact that Diablo was playing
while Creto was serious being very obvious to him.
When Diablo's wife's carnival played in a nearby

town, Diablo went to see her, begging her to come
back to him. This aroused Marie's ire. Merely play-
ing with Diablo, before, she now found" herself madly
in love with him. That was the reason for Creto's
challenge to Diablo to change places. Unafraid, Diablo
was tempted to accept the offer, but no longer caring
for Marie, he saw no reason for Creto's willingness
to sacrifice himself. Diablo's act was even harder
than it appeared! Creto raged about when Diablo in-

formed him he was the only man who could do the
resurrection act. That night, Diablo tossed in his

tent, unconscious. Creto was determined to -go

through with it. When he regained consciousness,
Diablo realized' the show was nearly over. Dashing
to Marie, he told her of the situation, explaining that
this meant sure suffocation for Creto. Marie, at that
moment, realized her love for the man now dead.
Diablo ordered the coffin dug up at once. When the
shattered glass was removed, there lay Michael-
dead. Creto sat in his tent, bound and' gagged. To
Elay for Marie's love, Michael had done what Creto
ad planned, and, panic-stricken, he had suffocated

after having tried to get himself out.

Bringing this needless nonsense and" bickering to an
end, Marie and Creto were married at once, becoming
lifelong friends of the flirtatious Bartholomew Diablo
and his now -happy wife.

THE DEVIL'S OWN
Charles Lutter File No. 6024

THE little cow- town became prophetic. Those
brothers, Bob and Jack Reynolds, would go
wrong! They were a pair of dare-devils whose

main sports consisted* of reckless riding, "fancy shoot-

ing," and practical joking. As a result, the "Devils
Own," as they were called, were the terror of all, m-
cluding the sheriff, whose chief lament was that he
could never find sufficient grounds for arresting them.
Driving around aimlessly, one day, they caught sight

of Hank, town bully, bargaining with the tenderfoot

who had entered town only that morning. They heard
Hank u'emanding an outrageous sum for a horse who
could have been bought for less. Their sense of

justice being aroused, the boys went to the aid of

the "dude." Hank, annoyed with the interference,

began to fight, but was soon routed. The dude in-

troduced himself as John Canner. He wanted to buy
a ranch on which to live with his mother and" sister,

so the boys brought him home to their father who was
a shrewd business man. After the interview, they
drove him to his hotel. Near a dark lane, they sud-
denly heard a shriek. Bob, with Jack at his heels,

jumped from the car. They found a young girl strug-

gling in Hank's arms. Hank was defeated agam.
After a murmur of thanks, the ^irl ran into the arms
of John, who explamed she was his sister, Doris. The
next day John bought a ranch, the brothers being
constant visitors, after that. One u^ay, Doris and lier

mother returned to their home in Aridero to settle

some affairs before residing permanently, on the
ranch. John remained behind on the ranch. Two
weeks later, a frantic telegram arrived from Mrs.
Canmer. Doris had been kidnapped! The brothers,

reacPy for vengeance and adventure, implored John to

remain behind while they started oft' to the rescue.

In a cafe in Andero, they sat near six vicious-looking

men who were amusing themselves at the boys' ex-

pense. As the dancing girl passed, one of the six-

pulled her down and kissed her. The girl's mother,
the wi«Jowed owner of the cafe, protested, but the

leader. Velez, struck her violently. This aroused the

buys who managed to eiect the six after a furious

fight. Juanita and her mother smiled grateful thank.^.

and soon the boys learned that the six were a

notorious kidnapping- gang. After each kidnapping,

they left a card saying, "Compliments of Senor X."
The boys grasped at the straw. Perhaps it was these
men who had abu'ucted Doris! At Mrs. Cranmer's
hotel, they found she had been kidnapped, too, On
the floor, in the center of the room, was the card they
expected to see

—"Compliments of Senor X." With
little delay, the boys trailed the vicious sLx to their
hideout. The next day, they captured the bantfit?
with the aid of soldiers. Doris and her mother were
discovered and soon freed. When captured and iJeuti-
fied, Velez proved to be a government official who was
playing a double game. He had learned of Doris
through Hank—a co-worker who wanted revenge. The
brothers received' the reward for the capture of the
gang, but passed it on to Juanita's mother. With
this money, she opened a modern cafe which she
called "Tlie Devil's Table," in honor of the boys.
Bob and Jack were hailed as heroes, blasting the
prophesy of the cow-town.
When Bob and Doris rode up the street in a

carriage, during, the celebration, they embraced in a
kiss. Following them, Jack and Juanita ditf likewise.

LOTTERY TICKET

Rosella Hadaller File No. 2993

SALLY O'DAY, in an ecstatic moment, capers
around the room, grabs her nonchalant sister Pat
with her, and finally is exhausted from her ex-

cessive gust of enthusiasm. Winning a lottery prize
of ten thousand dollars justifies her exhilaration.
Sally contemplates excitedly taking a six months leave
of absence from her office and visiting her aunt in
California. She finds it difficult to say good-bye to
her employer, who loves her, and who feels his love
is not returned in the same way with such intensity.
It is true that £?ally's conception of love is based on
movies and thrilling true stories, in which a con-
tinual throbbing pulse and sleepless nights indicate
love. She finally departs after her employer, Mr.
Winters, promises to visit her for a month on his
vacation. In Los Angeles a little while later, new
clothes, new activities, new men obliterated even
the thought of Mr. Winters. Love, or what Sally
interpreted as love comes with the appearance of
Harry Morgan whom she meets on a week-end trip
up the mountains. In the picturesque background of
the mountains, Harry presents the most romantic
figure in his vagabond attire. Sally's sleepless nights
and throbbing pulse at last come to her. Harry con-
fesses his love for her, and* they are nmtually happy;
marriage however is avoided by Harry. It is only
when he is pressed by Sally that he tells her his
inability to support her was his main source of

grief. Sally off'ers, with her usual generosity, to
present him with five thousand dollars to start in

business. He agrees finally, after emphatic pleas on
Sally's part. While Sally is visioning. the future,
crowned with a rosy halo, Mr. Winters very unex-
pectedly appears on his promised visit. When Sally
regretfully tells him that she has consented to marry
Harry, he is depressed, but with forced gallantry he
asks her to intiod'uce him to Harry. She does so.

l\Xr. Winters violently dislikes Harry, and when Sally
senses his disfavor, she becomes annoyed and tells

him that he is extremely jealous. Sally then gives
a check of five thousand dollars to Harry, whose
grateful love touches her. When Mr. Winters warns
her not to be so hasty in her decision, she is defiant,
and a scene occurs, in which Mr. Winters becomes
very angry and u'ecides to leave California. Just
when he is about to start from his hotel to his train,

a tired dejected expression on his countenance, he sees
a white-faced, tearful Sally, holding out a white
paper to him speechlessly. Mr. Winter's face does not
have the "I-told-you-so" look when he finishes read-
ing, but a tender, pitying expression crosses it as he
folds Sally in his arms, while she sobs happlessly.
For Harry has written thanking her for the **easy
money" and" hoping that he finds another girl just
like her—one who has won a lottery ticket.

TEA LEAVES

Engueda Yohanncs File No. 6015

A COUNTRY gentleman, in search of a thrill and
money, decides to go wandering in the most
deserted part of the country. His sole money

consists of ten dollars in coins. Consulting a fortune-
teller, who mysteriously gazes at a tea leaf, he is

finally told that his whole trip spells trouble, but in

any case, that he should keep going eastward. Leav-
ing her, he sets out on his donkey after a tender
farewell to his wife, to whom he promises to return,
laJen with money. On the way, he meets a man,
who warns him that six bandits are coming his way.
Mindful of the fortune teller's advice to keep east,

the gentleman, fearing for his life and money, forces
his precious coins into the donkey's stomach, and
proceeds on the animal's back. The robbers waylay
him, but finding no money, threaten to kill him. The
man, terrified, promises to give them his donkey, a
magic one, if they were to let him free. The robbers
are most cynical and demand* that he prove the won-
ders of his donkey. Taking a huge stick, the man
beats the animal, until it releases a few coins. The
robbers marevl and begin arguing among the six of
them as to who was to keep the donkey. It is agreed
at last, that the donkey have a stay at each one's
house for a short time a piece. This done, the man is

permitted to go free, but not before the bandits have
taken his adtVress, which they find in his address book.
The man. meanwhile travels homeward, destitute of

funds, and is comforted by his wife. Meanwhile the
donkey releases ten dollars and refuses to issue any
more, however hard the robbers beat. The following
week, the country gentleman hears that six bandits
5.re on the road to his home, and* again he consults

the fortune - teller, who in turn consults the tea -

leaves. When the robbers arrive, he is very cour-
teous and begs that before they kill him, they should
have dinner at his house. Meanwhile he kills a lamb,
rills the bladder of the animal with blood ,and ties it

around the neck of his wife, who, of course, is in the
plot. In front of the bandits, the gentleman pretends
to beat his wife for disobed'ience, ostentatiously cuts
her throat, and the blood gushes forth. This time the
robbers are horrified, but the gentleman smiles know-
ingly, and taking a stick, waves it over his wife, who
then is once more restored to consciousness. The
bandits, awed, offer to let the man go free, if he
should provide them with such wands. He consents I

They try it, but with unsuccessful effects. Frenzied,
the sLx of them arrive at his house within the next
two weeks, but the gentleman, who has alread'y con-
sulted the fortune teller, pleads that he be permitted
to choose his own mode of death. According to his
request, he is put in a barrel and rolled eastward to
a precipice, over which they are to hurl him.
Leaving the barrel in charge of a man outside the
inn, in which they stopped, the robbers caution him to
keep his eyes upon it carefully. The caretaker, curi-
ous, opens the barrel and the country gentleman steps
forth, and explains his procedure by the fact that this
is a new mode of travelling. Then he hastily flees.
The caretaker takes his place in it and the robbers
hurl the barrel over the cliff. When next they meet
the country gentleman, the robbers gasp. He ex-
plains that he had landed into a valley filled with
gold, and advises the robbers to do likewis:e. 'They
do—and the country gentleman is at last free, thanks
to tea-leaves.

FIERY TORRENTS

Mrs. Elizabeth Yockey File No. 2917

WHEuN, after a wearying and hazardous journey
across to the west, back in the eighteen hun-
dreds, William and his wife stopped on the top

of a cliff to watch the mad, tumultuous dashing of the
Colorado River, William unharnessed his horses and
loosened* his pack. "Mary, this is where we stay.
Water like that, under control some day, perhaps,
means a mighty land." He mused a while. 'Yes—

1

can almost see the rushing people—the vast industries.
Mary, this is our destination. This beautiful wild
country is our home!" For a quarter of a century,
the couple, settled on their ranch, lived a peaceful,
healthy life, bringing up their son, Richard, with an
intense love of the country. *'Boy," William used" to
say, tottering to a chair, "That old Colorado has the
strength of a million horses in 'er, and it's up to yon
'n yourn pals to see 'em harnessed! Why, all me life

I been seein' in me mind bustlin' crowds and busy
smoke stacks on this 'ere place." As a boy Richard
always told his little sweetheart, Dorette, "You 'n
me'll be married after I dam that old Colorado."
With the passing years, however, Mary and William

died, and Richard drifted away to sea, and into bad
company. Falsely accused of manslaughter, through
the trick of a former pal, Richard was sentenced to
twenty years of forced labor, but managed to escape
after five were over. Tramping the country under
the name of Don Dugan, he found himself one day
drifting into his home town. Sitting at the pub, he
could hear the men talking in groups, with loucf.
excited voices. "What's up?" Richard asked" som.e-
one. "Hi, stranger can't ya see the town comin'
aUve and spreadin' ? Why. the old Colorado is bein'
dammed, and the ranches aroun' are goin' to ooze
riches."
After getting a job with Dorette's father, on bis

ranch, Richard resumed his acquaintance with Dor-
ette herself. She knew him only as Don, and as Don
she began to love him. Together, they would walk
to the Colorado by moonlight, and standing on the
cliff, they surveyed the magnificence of the scene.
"If I had the money," he said. "I would buy some o'

this land for you." When Richard inquired about the
old" ranch of his father, he found that a couple of
disreputable characters had settled there, and imme-
diately, he set out to investigate. "Why, man," said
the tough-bearded, sly-eyed* creature he found there,
"my ol' father and mother settled this 'ere ranch
afore your grandfather was born." "Oh, yeah!" was
all that Richard could say as he left. Although he had
the deed proving his ownership, he could hardly as
an escaped convict, press his claim, but on the day
the whole country published news that the real culprit
in his case had been found Richard proclaimed his
identity, got his ranch, and* called on Dorette for some
important business.
That evening, as the laborers were leaving their

work on the dam's construction, Richard and Dorette,
standing on the cliff kissed and pledged themselves to
each other, and looking out into space, they saw
visions of the busy city that was rising' around the
dam, and standing as proof of old Colorado's power.
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A Little Life Mary Ann Clarl; 37_

Her Confession Mrs. Edna M. Emery 37

One Awful Hour Joseph lj\ Small 37

The Day Is Dawning Leon Panasyezi'ski 37

Burn Everything Miss Lenore R. Fcrgosone . . 38

At The Threshold of

Judgment Mildred Helmke 38

The Last Card Annie Hastille 39

Secret Lover Edith Hart 39

The First Son Mrs. S. B. McMath 39
The Gridiron Wins

(College) Charles J. As 39

Please Stand By D. Westhrook Shelton 39
Cablegram Thee Pitts 40
Who Was The Man Mrs. Lydia Gibson 40
Idle Singer Zillah M. Sherman 40
The Way Of The Cross Lillian Duprcc 41

Green Fires Mrs. Alice Green 41

Protection Money Emma Cardio 41

Lucy Remembers Mrs. M. V. Britton 41

Spring Rhoda Joyal 41

Dawn" Of Life Mrs. Cora Martin 41

New Freedom Carlotta Benedict 42
Milestones Of Fate Irene M. De-a'ciu 42
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Ebony Zillah M. Sherman 21
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The Chase George Long 23

Royal Four-Flusher Doris Drake 26
Hasty Marriage H. A. Albert 28
The Glorification Of
Mary Wray Elinor Maxivell 30

The Sketch George JJ'. Frear 35
The Magnate Of Pitts-

burgh Zillah M. Sherman 36
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The Mayflower Mine Arthur Coleman 6
Revenge H. Hite and A. Whitehaus. . 16

Double Hitch Annette Dorris Clark 19

Out Of The Sky Victoria B. Hendricks 22
Bat Ci-osby, Wagon Master. L. 5'. Horton 23
Hell's Tavern David Perry 29
Blue Mood F. E. O'Boyles 31

The Foreman Of O'Man's
Ranch Elsie Lee Mannello 34

Rancho Violet Shirk 35
Texan Vengeance Estelle Montalbano 38
Start Shooting Lonnie Jones 42
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James Fax.
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All Turns On Green Thomas McKean 6
The Maid And The
Plumber Ralph Hubert Ferris 9

The High Cost Of Lights .. A/r.f. M. R. Johnson 13

The Perfect Secretary Byron N. Martin 14

Never Fall In Love Anna Kearns 18
Airing A Grudge John Ellard 21

Mice Theo Pitts 40
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CONTINENTALE

Annie Cherno+a File No. 6226

(if^ori\> llciivens -that voice:" Tlie siglitless

I -v eyes oi the young ijaron involuntarily moved
^-^ in the direction of the new maid, reading

poetry in a cultured husky voice. The vision of his

divorced wife, Olga, floated across his benumbed
senses. Although newly blind in a physical sense,

Paul coald visualize her touching beauty as clearly

as ever. As the voice continued, dreamily, a vague
sense of depression routed all thoughts from his

brain, save only his past life—and wife. He recollected
vividly his impetuous courtship of Olg'a Bielska,
daughter of a poor man, and his impassioned proposal
for her to marry him —the noble son of a baron.
Paul's father had protested apoplectically and Paul
had been disinherited following the union. Reared m
luxury. Paul struggled heroically with the aid of

the loving Olga. Despite the poverty that faced
them they were supremely happy, substituting a rich

love for a poor pantry. When two children finally

came—Stephen and Sophie—their spiritual happiness
was complete, but even love must subsist on sub-
stantial victuals. Paul was becoming desperate since
neither a job nor hope were apparent. Then, striving

to hide his pessimism from Olga, he decided he would
appeal to his father. As Paul hesitantly drew near
the castle, his pride urged a retreat, but the butler's

voice beckoned him. The man's usual suavity was
missing. Andrew, the faithful soul, gasped the news
of the baron's dying state. Paul hurried to his father,

begging forgiveness. At the castle, Paul met Sedonia,
a prepossessing young woman acting as nurse.
Sedonia by means of subtle questions, insinuated
that Olga was having a clandestine affair with Leon
Woletsky. Under the skillful manoeuvering of

Sedonia, who openly confessed her love for Paul, and
her consequent solicitude for his welfare, Paul was
informed Woletsky had been seen jumping from
Olga's bedroom window. Shocked by his father s

death and these new calamities, Paul hastened home,
only to lind Leon Woletsky enfolding a struggling
Olga in his arms, Paul's jealousy prevented him
from hearing Olga's pleas of innocence, so after

challenging Woletsky to a duel, he filed suit against
Olga. Paul was awarded custody of the two children
after Sedonia and Woletsky testified against his wife.

At the castle, Sedonia was retained as a governess
for the children and rumor whispered she was the
future wife of Paul Dembsky, the new baron. iVIean-

while Olga, bereft of her husband, children, and
money, sought in vain for a position. The story of

Paul's catastrophe reached her ears through one of

the agencies where she app'ied for a job. Just before
the proposed duel with Woletsky, Paul had taken a
cigarette from his desk. A sudden gust of smoke
and smarting of Paul's eyes followed. Then a fren-

zied cry for help. Paul was blind! Olga, hearing
that Sedonia was requiring a new maid, donned a
black wig over her blonde hair, received references
from a kindly friend who allowed her to use her
daughter's name, and applied for the position. Olga's
beauty won her friends at the castle. The love her
own children bore her annoyed Sedonia particularly.

It was only Olga's longing for them and for Paul
which kept her under Sedonia's tyranny. Commanded
to read to Paul, Olga obeyed, trembling, and whisper-
ing a poem she herself had composed. Paul, greatly
affected by the familiar voice, demanded this new
maid be his constant companion. Through this move,
his heart gradually softened toward his wife and he
began to wonder wdtether he hadn't wronged her.

Olga, during this period, was gathering evidence
from scraps of conversation between Sedonia and
Woletsky. The situation unravelled itself slowly.
Woletsky was to receive the financial gain from
Sedonia's marriage to Paul. Then, Paul sent for

Olga, one day, anxious to hear her story so she might
clear herself. Sedonia and Woletsky were too quick,
the latter, disguising his voice, read letters to Paul,
supposedly from Olga to her lover—Woletsky posing
as his own valet. Paul became still further embit-
tered, the result being Olga's removal as companion.
When Paul was operated upon, he returned to the

castle joyfully, anxious to see all he had missed.
He came upon Olga in the black wig and recognized
her immediately. Unfortunately, however, the false

attacks against her and her inability to prove her
innocence had hardened him. He asked her to leave
since he was about to marry Sedonia. Bidding her
children farewell, Olga left, wandering about aimlessly
until she won the friendship of Agnes Stronsky, whose
mccc was engaged to Paul's cousin. Sedonia and
Paid married but were far from happy, Sedonia being
faithless and cruel. She confessed her evil doings,
including the blinding of Paul with the cigarette,

Paul left the castle for Leipzig to find Olga. The
children escaped, too. to find their mother. Olga
found them in a circus, playing small bits. Soon
Paul found them all, hut this time, he clung hungrily
to the only woman in the world for him.

CINDERELLA OUT OF THE WEST

Jvlrs. Jane R. Davenport File No. 6045

THIS little Cinderella didn't have coaches made
of pumpkins. She didn't have gow^ns wrought
by sweeps of a wand. She had gowns and

jewels, a Rolls Royce, and a fairy godfather, in-

stead! She didn't come from Main Street or Pauper's
Lane, She hailed from the west—the mid-west, and
local waGis ni the big city to which she came dubbett
her Cinderella-out-of-the west! The folks back home
told her that the fairy godfather should have been a
mother, but Cinderella didn't understand because she
didn't see how she could give up the comfort of that
Rolls and the beauty of that apartment and those
gowns. So she sent wonderful gifts back home, and
they dried their tears. On the mantle in the drab
little house in the West, Cinderella's latest portrait

stood. It's outstanding feature was a great rope
of pearls. Even the picture revealed the fact that
they were real!
Cinderella went to the ball—to many balls. She

almost went to the devil, too, but just then, the fairy
prince came along. She was sitting at a little table
in a very gay place, trying to remember things way
back before the godfather took her in hand. "Hello
Cinderella!" Dick—why, Dick! Of all people, When
did you come to New York, Dick Trask?" The
modern Cinderella's small fingers tapped the cloth,
nervously, as she looked up at the handsome youth,
who slipped into the seat beside her. She asked him
about his work—writing musicals. He asked her
about her musical comedy and dancing aspirations.
Neither had gotten anywhere—much. He asked to
see her. Her answer made his face fall. "Can't I

just come out like I used to?" he asked. "Tliis is

New York," she told him, "And you have to wait
until your turn comes!" she laughed, but he didn't,
at all. The fairy godfather was watching the pro-
cedure, frankly annoyed. Dick watched her roll
away in her huge limousine. The chimes in a nearby
steeple registered midnight. Dick's heart stood at

The next evening Cinderella crept into her satin-
covered bed after having waited long hours for
Dick. The next evening he came like he used to.

"You can't stay—really you can't, Dick," she told
him. The incense from an insipid Buddha smote his
nostrils. The luxury was revolting—and the sensu-
ousness. Out on the balcony, where there was air.
they watched the kaleidoscopic lights of red, blue,
and golden Manhattan. Dick told her why the god-
father was not coming, that night, for his pound of
flesh. He wasn't Sir Henry TopUff, as Cinderella
had supposed, but Tracy Duncan, racketeer and ordi-
nary thief. The very pearls around Cinderella's
throat were stolen—from Dick's mother the night she
sailed for Europe. Duncan was in prison, charged
with several thefts and crimes. Perhaps he v.'as
sorry—for Cinderella, then, but had he seen her, he
wouldn't have been, a bit. With Dick's arms about
her. she was really happy for the first time in
months. "The pearls are yours, now, darling," he
told her. "And you're mine. I'm the godfather,
now ! I've sold my show to a producer. I'm rich,
and you're the star." So said the prince to
Cinderella!

INQUISITIVE GIRL

B. S. Gamble File No. 6068

THE SECRET OF KHUFU

Amy Margaret Kiser File No. 6117

IT was in September, and the wind had arisen after-
a sweltering heat during the entire day. The
sun had just gone to rest over the horizon of the

desert when Mehement Ali, a young Aralj of twenty-
two, neared his tent a few miles distant from the
Nile. His day's journey over the desert had weak-
ened him. A dark object came into view as he
approached the threshold of the tent. Mehemet Ali
saw that it was a dark-headed youth holding a
beautiful infant in his arms, Mehemen Ali placed
the youth tenderly, on a couch of skins, thinking
.him to be dead. "He has been stoned!", thought
Ali, "Can this be the bloody work of my tribe?"
The boy turned his head slowly and opened his eyes.
-411 set about cleansing the wounds. The boy tried
to speak but fell back in a deep stupor. After a
light but wholesome meal, Ali coa.xed the boy's
story from him. Could this be Khufu, father of an
illegitimate child .Ali had heard about? Yes, it was.
The punishment was stoning and the boy had suf-
fered. .-Mi smiled grimly. He could be stoned, too,
for taking the offender into his home. Ali listened
lo the rest of the story. Khufu's father was a
Christian. He died when the youth was ten. A
friend took Kh.ufu in and he set to work earning his
living by weaving baskets and selling them at the
Nile's banks. Then he met the beautiful daughter of
a fisherman—Beri. Visiting her. one day, Khufu
overheard her begging someone not to leave her. A
stalwart officer emerged and disappeared in a boat.
Khufu attempted to comfort the girl but she re-
fused to allow him to remain. A few weeks later,
Beri brought the baby Khufu was carrying. He
accepted it and said little. Because he had showed
kindness, he was accused of being the child's father.
Mehement Ali had been listening attentively, his heart
heavy with pity. Then he told Khufu of his belief
in the youth's innocence. "Though I'd be under
sentence of death the rest of my life," he said, "I'd
be willing lo care for you and make you strong and
happy again." Khufu responded with tears in his
eyes. No he was not going to live, but he was
trusting AH to care for the baby, and above all, to
keep Khufu's secret after his death. "Wrap me in
a robe, and cover me with the beautiful sand of
the desert," he pleaded. Mehement Ali mourned
Khufu's dath as if he were a child. That same day
he fulfilled his promise, leaving only his face uncov-
ered so that AM might look on it wdiile it was yet
beautiful in its eternal sleep.
Before returning to the grave next dav. Ali at-

tended services. Before the meeting closed, Abba
Khafra called the tribe together. "To stop the dread
disease threatening us," he said, "We must find
Khufu and secure the crucifix from his bosom." Ali
shivered. His confession was near at hand. Then he
told them the whole story of the preceding day. "If
you will brinsr the crucifix, you will he pardoned."
Khafra said. Ali took them to the grave. All
stood as though turned to stone except Ali, who fell

into a dead faint. Khufu was a girl! Her real
secret had been revealed by the grave. She wasn't
dead, but warm and alive! Khafra suflfered when
he realized he had forced her to labor, thinking her
a boy! But Khufu forgave. At a feast given in her
honor, after the recovery, Ali sat at the feet of the
one he adored. "I love you better than the wliole
world," he said, "T have revealed your secret but
I have not feared death!"

Da ck which Xi

I dog. Bluebird. Nina cried pitifully because she* had trained Bluebird for theannual field trials
of the Black Belt Trials Club. George Barnes merely
scratched his head in wonderment, because hetrie'd
to set aside the thought that this might be only
another of Dan's moves to thwart Nina's success and
happiness. Alan Ridgely, New York surgeon, didn't
understand what it was all about until George ex-
plained the thing, partially. Nina Rudolf's mother
had been a talented violinist. She had died soon
after her husband. She had never known that
Barnes was Nina's sole support during those last
years. Now Nina's hope was gone, too. With a
little help from Barnes she had been

the
for the field trials

Nil

He to

fam
the slim dark
dog had beer
At thirty-one,
in starched v
many years,
chord in him
done that afte

"I want vol

Rudolf
he ade

uld go North to study,
ler had craved. Ridgely thought about
girl. Her grief over the loss of her

I pathetic—yet wistful and charming.
the man had had his chances. Nurses
niforms had been ogling at him for
Never h,id one of them touched a
as this sincere eighteen-year-old had

rnoon. "George," Ridgley told Barnes,
[ to give Inquisitive Girl to Mi.-js

food in the old man's eyes after

ugh

field

sly.

the doctor was not fooling,
moved deeply by Alan's generosity. Ge(
aged to arouse her sporting instinct (

alleviate a little of the grief over Bluebii _.

Nothing ever happened at Pineville but t|-

trials, so it was no wonder the little village
a panic over preparations for the event. Ah
thrilled because Nina was handling Inquisitii
by herself. The dog was coming along fai

He followed the dog's progress in the trial
pride and admiration. Nina rode hard and became
a shadow of herself while Inquisitive Girl was endur-
ing the tests. Alan was frankly worried and alarmed.
The other dogs that were set up against Nina's and
-Alan's "Karma" were the very finest. It was a
hard fight, and many times, it looked as though fate
was against them, but Inqtiisitivc Girl won, and so
did Karma! Nina's dream had come true! The
championship, New York, and a brilliant career
around the corner. Before they reached Alan'.s
lodge, Nina crumpled into a heap at his feet com-
pletely worn out! Lifeless, she lay against Alan's
rough rjding coat. Barnes opened the door in a

stood near the fire, lookinjj down at her.
vliole iiety 1(1 pride

she's iiol

dead!"
When Alan saw t

hungry heart would n
arm went about her
lips rested against he
ment, her breath refu
fainted before, and sh
returned. For an in

eyes. "I love you,"
her, tenderly, again. "How about your career,
Honey?" he asked, laughingly. "Oh Alan—I'm my
mother's daughter I'll take love—eh. Uncle

hat Nina was nevivir his
ot be deni(ed any His
and he held her close. His
rs. sc> firnaly that ^

;ed t<J coirle. Nim1 hail1 11 evc"
e lav still when c nesi
stant she looked into Al all's

she murmured. He kissed

HUSKS OF WISDOM
Edward Grattan Doyen File No. 2915

THE wisdom of Solomon exhibited itself at an
early age when he chose Abishag, a daughter cf
Benjamin, as his only love, the girl having

come to King David, Solomon's father, to nurse him
during his declining days.
Solomon became king, upon David's death— this

kingship having been promised his mother, Bathsheba.
favorite wife of David. IJathsheba was a wise
woman, for, in the days of David's decline, she
warned Solomon against women. "Take whom you
will to wife for purposes of State, my son," she
told him, "But do not permit thvself to love im-
wisely. for thou knowest love is fatal to a king."
Solomon was by no means a military king. Livi:is

up to his reputed wisdom, he attempted jjy other
than violent means, to gain the friendship of those
who would be enemies. His fairness and fame
brought miLwy friends, and as time passed, he saw
that Bathsheba's prediction was coming true. Hi.-;

harem was becoming tremendous, many score of
women beckoning to him from all sides. Tender
love missives describing his neglect of the many
wives came to him at all times, but the most diffi-

cult of all was she whom he was disposed to call
the queen—the daughter of Pharaoh. This wife
among the others was demanding. She did not hnd
it necessary to wait, patiently, for the troubled
Solomon. It was she who made advances, realizing,
to her sorrow, that she was not beloved by her lord.
In due time, this daughler of Egypt was set up in

an exquisite palace, upon her own land, and given ;i

governor, Jeroboam, who governed wisely, for this
highstrung queen. Abishag, meanwhile, dwelt hi the
Garden of Spices, a magnificent, \et simple home,
built as a retreat, for herself. Solomon, and their
beloved daughter. Miriam. Sohimon was divinely
happy in Abishag's garden, his caution and wisdom
taking full flight during his sojourns with his beau-
tiful but lowly mistress. But the daughter of Egypt
was unwilling to sit back and witness such behavior.
Although she knew Solomon loved Ahishag as he
would never love anyone else, she threatened Iiini.

jealously, and swooped down upon Abishag in the
manner of a vulture, the times Abishag was alloweil
to sit in booths, secretly, at Solomon's feasts.

Only one woman, of all Solomon's horde, caused any
anguish in the heart of the devoted Abishag. and this
one was the queen of Sheba, mother of one of
Solomon's wives, who, hearing tales of Jerusalem '.s

beauty and luxury, desired to visit. Arrayed like a
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ALL TURNS ON GREEN
Thomas McKean File No. 6134

A CROWD of disappointed swains are left in the
wake of Aurelia Wavue. acknowledged belle of
the town. follo\\ing her promise to wed the

debonair Steiihen Green. iMost bitter of all is Maurice
Scott who vows vengeance openly, "ff she won't
marry me." he snarls, to a friend close enough to
refrain from doubting his sanity, "She'll not marry
that haiuUome fathead!" Then comes the big day
at the old brick church-Clavville's outstanding so-
cial event 01 the season. Envious maidens gatht-
with their still more envious mothers to witness tl.c

ultimate triumph of Stephen Green—the wedding. "J
wonder how it feels to be rich, beautiful, and popu-
lar!", a prettv girl lisps to her mother. "Boy, she's
stunning!', the male chorus scattered about the
church litters, as if motivated by a leader. Most ol
the iijtcud suitors were trving to be good sports.
X..t. h.iucvcr. Maurice Scott! His bitterness carried

after gi'

it ted

Stephen opened his wardro
self the cleanest shave of his life

hoarse groan. The carefully tailored and pr
ding outfit was gone! Nothing remained but a one-
piece sun suit and a pair of sneakers, soiled and worn.
The hour lor the wedding drew nearer and nearer.
Stephen \\ as frantic as he glanced at the church

The wedding guests began to fidget in the hot
church. -Maurice sat quietly beside his mother and
younger sister. The organ played a voluntary but the
grojni did not appear. The clergyman peered down
the aisle. The organist imagining he saw the signal,
struck up the wedding inarch in loud, sonorous chords.
Aurelia entered on the arm oi her father, looking
most divuiL- in ivory satin and lace. She hesitated at
lli- -.'i. : I .d and turned her head ever so slowly.
II' :ilted her arm and smiled, mechanically.

I
. . liiiU peered this wav and that, in con-

st. :imm-; .Shuffling of feet was heard throughout
the cluirch. I'at women perspired and fanned them-
selves alternately, clacking their tongues. Their
daught.n-s made futile attempts to suppress giggles
Maurice remained unmoved. Suddenly a dishevellcj
figure in a bathing suit and top hat ran up the aisle.
A roar of laughter greeted his panting elforts. Maurice
Scott grew deadlv pale. Stephen Green had come to
be married. Aurelia's colored maid threw a colorful
hailirol.c ah.. ill Hk- youth's shoulders. The clergyman

'1 t\o" was loud and confident.
-Ma

to In

the
Stephen's story and

console .UnxtKi aii.t tier parents. "I woilldn't've be-
lieved -...ill. ^.111," -Mr. Wavne said, "li -Maurice hadn't
bolted as N..iii tiinie.i to go!" Old liiihraim Biggeis,
the town wai;. whisiiered to hi.s wife, who was' deal,
"All turns on green!"

A SOUL'S SURRENDER

Roy L. Burns File No. 2909

FATHER KIKl'AN, a priest, came from an old
family of religions men. and- he was determineil
to make a priest of little Peter, bis nephew. To

this end, lie miided I'eler's development with tender
care until the hoy, ripening into manhood, found him-
self fullv readv for priesthood. flowever. Father
Kirpaii could not guess that Peter had met the lovelv.
wanii-e>ed l!arl,ar:i. wli..in lie loved as the only g.iy
ami betiutiful thing in his life of austere study.' The
nitibt fielore I'eter was to be ordained, he told the
Father, with bowed head, about Barbara, and the
baby that she was to have. The priest, beside him-
self with furv. waited until Peter ascended the pulpit
to deliver his sermon and shot him in the heart.
Barbara, crying over his bo^y, vowed to bring up
their child in religion and goodness.
Ivan O'f.eskv. a dashing young Russian belonging

to the revolutionary partv. had been courting Barbara
for a lorn-' time, despite her steady refusals. Now
ll. I...U.II .^.t.i t.. i.ress his suit, threatening to incite
ll. .

. . gainst Barbara's aristocratic fam-
ih .- I..1 him: "You tire a heathen."
cii,.l l;,:' ., . .! I cannot live with a man who

dopp
. [....mplly l..,,k them ,.,-,s.;mers. By
ne .11 the rear guards. Barbara man-
rifle into her father's hand. "Stand
as the surprised soldiers turned swiftly
lised. In a short while, the family was
with the guards pursuing. Barbara's

Barbara and her mother settled in a near village,
wliere several months later her son was born. As she
had promised his father, BaiTOra brought the little
David up to a liie of religion and goodness. At twelve,
he was already painting madonnas of sucii beauty tiiat
the townspeople came around to marvel, ana' predict
great things for the little fellow. About this time
David had a dream about a man in uniform wno came
to their house, and seeing a picture of Christ that
David had painted, ran a knife through the heart,
until it bled. Furious, David snot the man. Having
neard the dream, Barbara langheu' and patted David's
head. ''Don't think of it any more, sonny boy. It
is only a dream."
Yet it happened that while David was out hunting

one day, Ivan O'Lesky wandered into the citv in a
destitute condition, ana' found his way to Barbara's
home. Home from the hunt. David was about to
enter the nouse when be saw Ivan running a knife
through a head of Christ hanging on the wall. With-
out tmnking. David lifted his rifle and shot him.
Uuring the months in which he was recovering Ivan
liegan to see light. He could see that David's paintings
were really beautiful, and one night, he told' Barbara
tlitit he wanted religion. Some months later, he and
hlarliara were married, while David, under the care of
such lo\ iug giKirdians u'eveloped into a great artist.

THE MAYFLOWER MINE

Arthur Coleman File No. 6034

FOR a garrulous person, Sanders was remarkably
silent and glum wdien he learned that Coley had
broken that taboo of crossing a miner's funeral.

Coley good-naturedlv laugheu' and called it all super-
stition, guail, Coley's friend from New York, who
had come wdth him to join Sanders and his daughter,
Betty, in an attempt to pick up a rich mine in Mon-
tana in ISyS, merely shrugged his shoulders. Coley,
however, was start ed in the change in' Betty, when
her father told her the news. She actually blanched;
her high spirits, causeu' by the permission of her
father to allow her to accompany them on the expedi-
tion for a mine, seemed to fall. Coley was amazed,
for his faith in Betty's practicality he felt, was going
to lead to a marriage proposal on his part some day.
Now it was different; she seemed to think that the
trip would end in failure, and evidently she blamei?
it on Coley. The latter sighed hopelessly. Approach-
ing dusk of the ne.xt day found the four of them
m a cave on a hill, where they camped for the night.
Bubbling good temper was once more Betty's, and
she enliveneu' the little group of men with her ex-
clamations of 'Oh, it's fun." In the dead of the night
a scream came from Betty's quarters. Coley, shaken
and fully aroused, dashed into the other compartment
of the cave. Betty was terror-stricken, and pointed
wdldly to some mountain rats that had invaded the
camp. Quail and Coley finally routed them, although
the same incident occurred again and again during the
iiiglit. JJespite Sander's experience with mountain
rats, he could not resist mentioning the fact that the
crossing of the miner's funeral was the cause of theii
misfortune. As for Betty, she was convinced" of it,

and her superstition as well as resentment against
Coley for breaking the taboo increased, particularly
when some night hawks startled her. Several other
things occurred to strengthen Betty's unnatural super-
stition as well as Stmder's. as when the group missed
their canteens with reserve water, and particularly
when a rattlesnake, three feet long, crept near Betty.
It was Coley who rushed forth to her rescue, by
shooting the snake, and comforting her tenderly.
But the superstition of Betty almost caused disrup-
tion of love between her and Coley. Continuing on
their way. several misfortunes happened, such as ill-

ness by Coley from drinking bad whiskey; this was
cured by the discovery of a spring of cool drinking
water, which Betty hastily administered. Despite her
concern, there existed that same "I -told'- you -so"
look. After filing a claim for the Triparte Mine, which
did not seem to hold forth any hope of gold, tired
and discouragetl, they started for home. Betty and
Saiui'ers repeating pessimistically their prophecies.
Coley suddenly decided that he wanted to return by
means of a trail to Butte, instead of a river. It was
agreed, but when Coley enthusiastically picked up
some quartz, Sanders was cynical, saying that it was
no good'. Coley finally yielded to Betty's plea to
hurry on, her mind still occupied with the misfortunes
that were bound to hajapen. A breach was then made
between Betty and Coley, wdio was becoming im-
patient with her superstition. But when, later, it was
discovered that the mine, which Colev was eager to
claim, and which Sanders and Betty sc.irned. was the
rich "-Mayflower Mine." famous lo'r its production oi
flour-golu'. Colev was depressed, but one happiness
was his. Betty, repentant, suddenly lost her super-
stition, feeling herself and her father responsible for
the loss of the mine. She once more became herself;
the breach was healed, one thing that comforted
Coley anyway.

File No. 6021
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Litocrat, " a blustering alderman and theat
ate; Wilv Uuible. editor of the Yellow Trumpet
ewspaper, an underhand, crooked fellow; Whelp
/ilbiiorce. a continually wbeezing. sneezing weakling,
lanager of the Grabytan Keepitol Couipany; and
locum Scrabble, a pompous patrolman. Skuggy
ummle and his partner, Lh-sula Vandal, pickpockets,
;ap the rewards of the crowd's unguarded situation.

Cai ufla vho
different costumes to stealthily put up the warnings
he is left ignored. All vow with important gusto to
catch that lerret. who causes much havoc by advo-
cating justice. Keen Raynard, a quiet unassuniing
detective is a bit skeptical in his attitude when he is

urged to track the ferret. A superstitious nervousuess
come upon the people, and they tremble at this seem-
ing necromancy, particularly when the building does
fall later, and warnings do come true. Meanwhile
Whelp, the unprincipled roue, plots with Despot to
kidnap Bertha Going, daughter of a wealthy cattle
king in Chicago; Whelp confides that she is the be-
trothed of Able Starr, renowned actor in Despot's
theatre. Therefore when Whelp, having enlisted the
aid of Skuggy for five hundred dollars, sends a wire
to Bertha, with the painful news that her lover.
Able, is very ill in the city, Bertha hastily bids fare-
well to her father, and arrives at the Union Station.
Here she is received by the plotters in an automobile,
v.'ho promptly drive her to Un-Hung-Lia's Cafe in
Chinatown, wdiere she is held for ransom. The scene
shifts to Daniel Probit's office; he is a well-groomed
lawyer, whose attitude as well as his motto in his
office says, "be just." Whelp is announced;; as he en-
ters, he stops short as he spies Ruth Radiance, a
charming stenographer in Probit's office. Hemming
and hawing, he addresses Ruth as "dear" "sweet
heart," and other names which Ruth resents, but
which makes Probit suspect that they are lovers.
But when Ruth refuses to be courteous to Whelp,
Probit, irritated, inasmuch as he is secretly in love
with Ruth, demands that she either do so as she is

told, or leave. Ruth leaves. W'help, puffing unpleas-
antly, presents the case of the ferret before Probit,
asking him, as an efficient lawyer, to undertake the
case. Ouible enters after a while and argues the point
also, saying that the people in the Trumpet Building
are striking because of their superstitious fear. "Whelp
and Quible display their own superstition, but the
vulgarity of the two offend Probit's fastidiousness,
and his sense of justice makes him decline the case.
At that moment. Able Starr, who has an appoint-
ment with Probit, enters, leading Ruth, who is sob-
bing. Starr clears 'Ruth's jeopardy, liv explaining
to Probit that Ruth has never known Whelp, save on
one occasion, wdien he attacked her in the park; for
tunately Starr rescued her. Probit, outraged, forces
Whelp to his Uness before Ruth; he finally gulps
forth an apology, and exits after Quible, who has
left formerly in a towering rage. Starr is about to
discuss the city's rampant thievery, when Mr. Going,
Ruth's father, and his prosiiective father-in-law en-
ters, followed by the patrolman. Slocuni. Mr. Going
indignantly protests that he has just been logged,
and has been obliged to bribe Slocum to aid him.
Suddenly he sees Able in the room. He demands the
whereabouts of his daughter. Able swears that he has
not sent any message of illness to Bertha. Both real-
ize in consternation that she must have been kid-
napped. The detective, Raynard, is summoned by
Probit. and asked to search for Bertha. Despot en-
ters, antagonistic to Probit for refusing to find the
ferret, but when he is told that the visitor is Mr.
Going, he recognizes that this is the father of the
girl, who has been kidnapped. He grows perceptibly
pale, for he too is in the plot. An argument occurs,
when Starr mentions that Despot owes him a debt
wdiich he has consistently refused to pay. Despot's
agitation increases when he recognizes the slogan on
the door, "Be Tust," for his superstitious fear is

aroused by the memory of the ferret. Despite the
intervension of the sluggish Slocum. who tries to ar-
rest Mr. Going and Starr, thev walk bv contemp-
tuously, to find Bertha with Raynard's aid.

Two days later. Able Starr disappears quietly. Mr.
Going oflers a reward ot five thousand dollars for

his discovery. Skuggy. kidnapper of Bertha, reasons
that Starr of course must have been captured in his

search for Bertha. He inlists the aid of Chick Weed,
a typical dope fiend, with a kizy counteiKiiice and a
lisping tongue. Both decide to enter the den of Cii-

Hung-Lia. where the captives, they feel sure, are
held. Meanwhile, Whelp employs Lia to kidnap Ruth
Radiance, who is at the moment in the park. Probit
overhears Ruth complaining that she has bought a
new outfit, but that she has to carry it around with
her, as she visits the Museum. Sli'e finally places,
with the newsboy's aid, the package in the waste-
paper basket for safe keeping, and deptirts. Probit
then learns of the plot to capture Ruth. In desperate
an-xiety for her sake, he digs up the paclcage of
clothes and dresses himself up in them ; when the
chinaman arrives with a large two-wheel cart, he
seizes Probit, pointed out by Whelp as Ruth, aiitl

gagging him, brings him to his den. Jleanwhile,
Skuggy. Ursula, and Weed are planning the rescue
of Starr. Whelp comes along jauntily; Ursula blan-
ches visibly, for as she confesses later, she is his

cast ofT wife; skuggy, indignant because lie has never
been paid for kidnapping Bertha, hurls Whelp to the
ground, and as he does so, a Chinese idol drops from
his pocket. Skuggy hands the trinket to Chick, and
they depart, leaving Whelp lying there. Ruth passes
by, and despite her hatred for Whelp, she helps him.
.Tust then, the chinaman, Lia, runs excitedly to them,
for he has discovered that the person kidnapped is

not Ruth, but a "clazy fool, diess like her." Whelp
is dragged away by Lia, and Ruth thoughtfully goes
to the water-receptacle to recover her belongings.

To her terrified astonishment, she sees Probit's cloth-

ing there instead of her own. Seeking out Lia, her
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suspicions are aroused, she fiiuls herself in his under-

ground resort, with the leering Lia next to her. Here
she finds Weed, sleepy and dizzy with drugs; Lia
points out to her, in the magnificent resort, adorned
with idols and statues. Probit, chained. Opening
another secret door, he shows her Despot, who clam-

ors for freedom. The evident drugged state of Weed
seems to make him harmless, and so Lia leaves him
peacefully. Though Ruth's repulsion is aroused at

Weed's indolent. lisping speech and his olmoxious
manner, she is surprised to find that he knows secret

doors, and that he can manage the guards, who bow
low. when he presents the Chinese idol that fell from
Whelp's pocket. Weed asks Ruth to put faith in him,

but she is skeptical, though astonished at his strength

beneath his weak body. Mr. Going and Raynard
enter, and upon seeing Ruth held there, they promptly
handcuff Lia. Chick Weed reveals his knowledge of

the secret trap doors and buttons by leading them, by
means of wily manipulation of the Mandarin, to

Probit, who is at once freed. Skuggy and Ursula
join them in their efforts to find traps and snares,

which Ihev do. by turning the dragon on the mantel
and pressing unknown buttons. It is Weed's initia-

tive that wins the day, however. Whelp is contemp-
tuously found, chained to a table: however he dies of

heart failure, while the rest, hearing of his cre-

mation from Probit. shudder; Ursula reveals then

her relationship to Whelp, and clings to Skuggy, v/ho

comforts her. The only one who is yet undiscovered

is Bertha and Able Starr; Lia stammers that Bertha

has been taken to the Bleecker Street Hospital with a

nei-vous breakdown. It is then that Raynard, the

detective reveals Weed as the ferret. Though he
assumes still his lisping tone, he straightens up, as

all in astonishment, congratulate him, and as Despot
whimpers. But when he finally discards his accent,

the company gasps—for Weed, doped and stuttering
' Weed, is Able Starr, the actor. Before turning to fin-i

Bertha at the hospital however, Ursula rushing to

the fountain, turns the wrong dragon to close the

death trap forever. The wall at the left swmgs in

and in an iron cage is seated Bertha Going, chained.

Starr hastily opens the bonds, and Mr. Going catches

her as she faints. The scene closes with Starr, the

ferret, bending over his beloved, who recovers from
her faint, and Probit looking lovingly at Ruth
Radiance.

THE WAY OF LIFE

Hedwig Weiss File No. 6011

WITH THIS RING

Louise Hagar File No. 6152

THE Xewtown Gazetccr carried a wealth of in-

teresting articles the day Rev. Billings and Dr.
Warden pledged the troth of their son and daugh-

ter. "A wonderful idea," read the front page, *'Such
cementing of friendship between two of the town's
greatest minds and leading citizens is the type of

thing which will make Newtown history!"' Through-
out school, however, the two children suffered m-
tensely. "It's beyond me. Hal." a college friend of

Harold Warden's remarked during a bull session, one
night, "What's the girl like, anyway?" "Shirley's

all right." Harold answered, "She is one of these

beautiful people who runs sophisticated but is quite

virtuous. Nothing like Helen Malcolm, though!"
"Better take another look at her. Hal!", the other

remarked. "Vou might change your mind. Think I'll

run home with you, Easter."

Easter brought Hal Warden and SJm Telson to

Newtown. Sim gasped when he saw Shirley. Hal
was a bit surprised, too. "She's a peach!", Sim re-

marked late that night, "You're a fool, Hal! Why not
try and pretend your dad never did such a darn fool

trick." Harold began to see light himself, although
he was loath to admit his former mistake. By the
time Easter was over, Hal returned to school with
Shirley's promise to marry him in three months—
the very next day after graduation. Sim cursed him-
self and Hal. Why had he gone to Newtown? He
would never forget that girl!

A short time before graduation, Hal's uncle arrived

in the country from his plantations in South America.
Hal, his godson and heir traveled to the city to visit

him because the old man was too ill to arrive safely

in Newtown. It was at this point that Hal's letters

to Shirley grew frigid. Hal having discovered his

uncle to be sojourning at the same hotel as that mad-
cap Helen Malcolm—Sim's cousin, recently out of

Finishing School. When the uncle died, Harold re-

turned to Newtown, a young millionaire and a trifle

remorseful. Mrs. Billings mentioned wedding prep-
arations might be in order, after the mourning period.

It was then that Shirley handed Harold the ring he

had given her. She would not listen to anyone's ar-

guments. "I have been humiliated too long with this

atrocious promise!" she told them all. Harold re-

turned to the city and college while Shirley went off

to her grandmother's country estate. The engage-
ment to Helen Malcolm was announced shortly. The
Newtown people were shocked. Sim tried to see

Shirley but learned she was extremely ill from ner-

vous disorders and in a run down condition. He
pleaded to see her, but to no avail. Then the day cf

the wedding arrived. "With this ring I thee wed,"
the minister droned. Harold's eyes became glassy

and he sank to the floor. Sim took charge at once

and bundled him off to Shirley's grandmother's. Dr.

Warden, meeting them on the way, steered Harold

to his own home, and explained a few things to Sim.

Shirley's sudden death had come that afternoon.

Harold must have had a mental picture—the Wardens
were gifted that way. Harold sensed his brother's

death—years ago.

On Harold's plantation in South America, he and
Sim were living on memories. "I'll never marry!",

Harold told Sim. but years later, on a visit to the

States, he met Helen—recently divorced. "She's won-
derful, Sim!", Hal said, but Sim could only thmk.

He didn't want to hear.

CLARENCE RUTHERFORD, young journalist
on the New York Times, peered through the
lens of his camera, as the passengers descended

from the big liner. He suddenly saw two luminous
eyes looking up imp.'jringly at a burly man, who
seemed to be the inspector. As Rutherford started
to snap the picture, for a good story, a little crowd
gathered and blocked his sight. Pie strode im-
patiently to the scene of action. A young girl,

whose clothes and face as well as her accent in-

dicated her Russian nationality, was pleading with
the oflicial that she had missed a valuable necklace,
which before had sei ved as sufficient guarantee
for her landing in America. With her jewel gone,
the pompous authority was relegating her to the
Immigration Bureau, as the proper place for one
without money or friends. Rutherford felt his heart
contract with a sudden compassion for the girl,

Sonia Alexandrovna, who clung to the hand of her
little brother, Fedor. A bald-headed merchant, evi-

dently in great hurry thrust a card into the girl's

hand, with a statement that if she needed employ-
ment, she should see him. Rutherford pushed him-
self to the front, and in a clear voice, ignoring the
merchant, offered to identify the girl as a friend of
his. The matter was settled. Sonia and Fedor were
free to depart. The bewildered face of the girl
turned to Clarence and in rich accents, she thanked
him simply. Rutherford, introducing himself to her,
led her to the Neighborhood House in lower New
York, where Mrs. Hartwell. the matron welcomed
her kindly. Sonia then unfolded her difficulties, how
the necklace was an heirloom of her mother's, and
how she desired to cultivate Fedor's passion for
the violin. Rutherford, attracted by brother and
sister, called often, and placed Fedor in a good vio-
lin school. A week elapsed, and Sonia applied at
Louis Bergman's office for a job. He greeted her
cordially recognizing her as the distressed girl on the
the boat, and placed her as a model at once. Feel-
ing the need for cheaper apartments, she then
moved to the east side, without letting Rutherford
know, upon whose kindness she was reluctant to
impose. Sonia' s foreign beauty was a source cf
great attraction—particularly to Maurice Descamp,
whose urbanity impressed Sonia. As a continual
customer, he pressed his attentions upon her, which
she was obliged to accept, on her employer' s re -

quest. But when Maurice, one night, suddenly lost
rationahty and kissed her passionately, Sonia left

her job. One day, destitute, she decided to pawn her
one piece of jewelry, a brooch. As she walked into
the shop, a tall dark man walked out—someone
whom she vaguely identified as a fellow-passenger.
In the store Sonia gasped, for on the counter was
lying her precious necklace! Seizing it, and declar-
ing it to be hers, she walked to the door with it.

She suddenly felt herself in the grasp of policemen.
Before the skeptical judge, she explained her case,
while the proprietor heatedly protested that he had
just bought the jewel from a dark man whose name
was Karsoff. Suddenly Sonia looked up to see Clar-
ence gazing at her. He was covering the case m
the role of journalist. Again he rescued her, by
guaranteeing her veracity. The judge dismissed ihe
case, until further investigations could be made,
for lack of sufficient evidence. Out of court, Clar-
ence expressed his relieved happiness to see her
again, for he had been trudging the streets for her.
Going to her apartment, she explained her situation 1o
him; after a little while, Fedor showed him a family
album of pictures. Qarence stealthily tore a picture
of Sonia's mother out, for the lady was wearing a
necklace identical with the lost one! A week later,
Sonia was reduced to desperation, for her finances
had shrunken to a minimum. She was obHged to
strain her dehcate back laundering, a position Mrs.
Hartwell supplied. She was astonished to see an
official, who held out her coveted jewel to her, ex-
plaining that Karsoff had been traced, and new evi-
dence found. Through Rutherford's intervention, a
character of notoriety was brought to justice! In
addition, Rutherford had made a scoop for his paper.
When he came the next day, with the happy news
that he had been promoted to assistant editor, Sonia's
happiness was complete. And when he finally intro-
duced her to his mother as his future wife, the
Russian richness of expression once more flooded
Sonia's face.

THE HOUSE OF O'HARA

Mrs. J. O. Fergusson-Morfon File No. 6147

THE women ambulance drivers of the "Night
Hawk Convoy" of the Macedonian front were
glumly observing Christmas, 1917, in their tent.

Phyllis O^Deil, their leader, was outside, arguing
with spunky "Pat" (Eileen) O'Hara about Pat's de-
sire to visit her Uncle Dennis. Base Commandant,
in No. 10, just added to the force in place of the No.
10 in which Mary Jordan had met her death by
shells. Pat was just another rich and titled young-
ster in Phyllis' company. Pat pushed her own idea—
that of hving from day to day. Phil had hved, even
though she was twenty -eight. There was her
dau.ghtcr. Diana. 10. Even so, Phil would not «ee
Pat's point. "Why, even Jordan—", Pat said. Phil
was shocked, but everyone else seemed to know
about it. The young officer would grieve.
Phyllis stopped her company before the base next

night. "Better tell the fellow," PhyUis said, glumly.
Dennis O'Hara soon had the girls inside drinking
wine and eating cake. By the end of the hour,
Phylhs was in love with Dennis and in harmonv
with P"at. After that, it was the easiest thing in
the world to get over to see Dennis—with the rest.

Phyllis soon became ex-leader, with a stern middle-
aged affair in her place. Then, when Spring set in,

she didn't see Dennis for months. Armistice on the

Balkan front brought hints of World peace. On to
Turkey with the Army of Occupation! Dennis, too.
Then came New Year's. 1919, in the Village Lee,

Serbia. How lucky Phil was to get her axel
broken ! It meant staying behind—near Dennis. Pat
was left, too. Phyllis would never forget Lee! The
day for repairs turned to a week. Pat, sensing the
reason, was shocked. Her uncle! "If it was any
other man, Phil, you should be made to marry
him I" An O'Hara, however, could not marry a
commoner! Pat was shipped for demobilization
soon after through "strings," leaving Phil, alone,
to face the ire of the commandant. Then Dennis
left, planning to rejoin his regiment in India follow-
ing

In the Spring of '19, in Constantinople, Phyllis,
expecting Dennis' child, received news of his mar-
riage—for money—for his son's sake! In '.30, twelve
years after seeing Dennis for the last time, Phil,

still beautiful, is kn"own as the notorious owner
of the "Club Dennis"—a rendezvous for the elite.

Her son, Lee, is being raised in a luxurious apart-
ment. Diana, the daughter, at school in England,
is expected home with her fiance. He must never
know of the club, thinks Phil, now 40. Phyllis is

shocked to learn Diana's fiance is none other than
Dennis O'Hara, Junior! T'tiU more shocked is she
when she hears the older Dennis' story—his wretch-
edness and disappearance. The final shock is Dennis
himself, brought into her house from the street
where he has collapsed. He hovers between life and
death for days, but he and Phil are happily married.
Then, slowly, he comes back to health, proud o£
Phyllis, Diana, Dennis Jr., who has become Phyl-
lis' manager, and the boy. Lee whom Dennis sends
to West Point as the present O'Hara serving his
country as the O'Hara's have always done!

BEASTS OF TODAY

Gordon R. Todd File No. 3004

IN all the years that she had been living among
natives m the South beas, Ethel Mannuig never
allowed her sou, John, to forget he was a while

man. i:.tliel and her husoand, John, had been ship-
wrecked, years back, and they might have perished
along witn the others on the ship had it not been
for John's fearless resolution to stick to the ship.
When the natives came to get them, a white man
was along. He, too, had been shipwrecKed and
brought to hve with the tribe, but he. too. had been
brave. Ethel had educated her child, there, in the
wilderness, and when Ethel and John died during a
native uprising—a battle with another tribe, her
boy had promised to go to the country, some day,
of which she had spoken.
Several years after the brave deaths of his mother

and father, John heard the call to come to the aid of
the tribe whicn had reared him. Little Rock, the
chief's son, had been captured by the only other
tribe on the island- ^a menacing crew. John, hav-
ing been reared with Little Rock as a brother, prac-
tically, promised to rule the tribe until sufficient
strength could be mustered to rescue Little Rock.
The chief died peacefully, hearing this promise, just
as Ethel had died, knowing her boy would return
to his people some day.
While John was ruling wisely and attempting to

devise some plan whereby he and his men might
manage to scale the walls of the native village where-
in Little Rock was being held captive, a strange
thing happened to him. For many years he had
been watching for a boat—a white man's boat. Sud-
denly, he saw not only the boat, but also two white
men and a ravishing blonde girl. Realizing he was :i

white man, they introduced themselves. The older
man was Bill Duncan, owner of the yacht. The
younger was Jim Dare, a friendly sort, who became
mterested in John immediately. The girl's name was
Lucille Stanton, and John knew, as soon as he had
looked into her eyes, that his heart would never beat
the same again. Within a few hours, John found
himself on the yacht, dressed in Jim's clothing. He
made a handsome picture. Duncan, he realized at
once, was not friendly nor particularly anxious to
have him, but Jim took him in hand, taught him the
niceties of civilization, and advised him concerning
the bonds and currency in the iron box his mother
and father had given him. John, now "Jack," found
that he was a millionaire, and that he was madly in
love with Lucille! Jim warned him. Lucille v/as
a peculiar type. She had never loved anyone, but
had tortured many.
In New York, Jack found life interesting and ad-

venturous. With Duncan's yacht—he had purchased
that at once—an expensive roadster, handsome
clothes, and a luxurious apartment with Jim, the
only thing lacking, in his eyes, was Lucille. She
seemed to be playing the same game with Jack, just
as Jim had warned him ! The boy stood the capri-
cious gestures of this cold woman for a time. Finally,
he decided to settle it forever, if Lucille would marry
him, she and he and Jim would go back to the
island for a spell, long enough for him to free Little
Rock. But Lucille wanted to play. Jack and Duncan
were to play at cards for her. The stakes would
be high. Two hundred thousand dollars and Lucille!
The fight was bitter, and Jack was positively cheated,
but he coidd not prove it. Lucille and Duncan were
married the next day, but Jack had too much of the
savage in him to bear this. Clioking Duncan into
what he thought was death, in Lucille's apart-
ment, after Duncan's attempt to force Lucille to
live with him as his wife. Jack carried the girl off

to his yacht. In a few days, they were at the island
for a year's stay. Lucille fought desperately at
first, but soon she came to realize what a fine man
John Manning was! When he set out to find Little

Rock, after having trained the natives in warfare,
Lucille suffered pangs of fear. She could not bear
the thought of his being killed, so she followed him,
the result being that both she and Little Rock were
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rescued together by Jack. She still tried to force

his remorse, though, but one day, when Duncan ar-

rived on the island ready to kill Jack, she spoke-
all the longing in her soul coming forth. Duncan
was killed bv Little Rock, and Lucille and Jack were
brought together by Fate—the same force which had
caused their encounter in the beginning!

LOVER'S LOOT

Beulah L Post File No. 6104

THE CoUcdc Special sped into town bearing its

annual load of boisterous youth. Diana Hewlett
waved to the crowd at the station and hopped

in beside her brother who was reading the evening
paper in his shabby Ford. "Who's the new arrival

in town, sis?" he asked. "Oh honey," she an-
swered, "Don't you recognize Hal Holcombe, our one-
time football man from Balcher ? He's a lawyer,
now, and the Cardons've taken a fancy to him. He
came down for homecoming and Dennis brought him
back for a spell. He's grand!" she added, in con-
clusion. Her brother remained fairly quiet. "Some-
thing's up," thought Diana," And if Jimmy doesn't
even want to tell me, it must be pretty bad!" The
Hewlett cottage hove in view.
The evening meal w^as a strained affair, that eve-

ning, and Diana was far from sorrv she had to rush
off to the country club with Hal. "No dates to-

morrow evening, daughter!". Mr. Hewlett warned,
in front of Hal. Diana confided her fears to the
grand but poor young man. "I'll just have to inherit
a million" or so," he said, "to take you away !"

The following evening came all too soon. Diana,
rushing in from tennis at the club with Hal and
Dennis found herself face to face with a middle-aged
stranger. "Count Brocolli, Diana," her mother
gushed. So that was it! Tlie Hewletts had caught
a fish. Jimmy flushed to his ears. The evening was
perfect boredom for Diana, but she managed to slip

out at eleven. The Count was an early retirer.

Diana faced the crowd hysterically, but the silly

things he had said and done far from^ impressed either
Hal or the others. A long consultation was held
but no ideas were forthcoming. Suddenly Dennis
spoke up and his phrases smote the air for the en-
suing half hour. Diana's thumb w^ent inadvertently
to her nose as she passed the Count's room at
four that morning.
A week after the Count's arrival, the Hewletts re-

cei\'ed a thrilling letter from Aunt Betsy, their
wealthiest relative. "And in return for this priceless
necklace I am sending Di, all I ask is that you keep
my help for the summer while I am on tour. I

always employ college help, you know, and I hate
to disappoint the youngsters when I am so well able

to help them out!" The Hewlett house was turned
into a veritable summer colony. Two girls who had
come to Keyville for the tennis matches were en-
listed, since thev w^ere Diana's sorority sisters, and
three fraternity ' brothers of Dennis and Hal. The
stage was set. Thev would steal the priceless pearls
and Hal would be the hero. The news of Diana's
gift spread with great rapidity and magnitude.
The Count was particularly affectionate and Diana
encouraged his advances much to the bewilderment
of the Hewletts who expected to have to wage a
fight in order to make the girl see the wisdom of

marrying for money and luxury.
The day of the gem theft dawned brightly. The

only frustration was the arrival of the Count's valet
the sajne day. "Aaah, he might want to be the
hero—that greasy Count," Jimmy, who had long since
joined the conspirators suggested, that morning,
while they swam. The young people fidgeted until

the very last rays of sun disappeared. The moon
shone brightly as Dennis assisted his fraternity
brothers over the ledge of Diana's room. The count
and his valet threw up their hands in an accustomed
manner. Dennis shouted with joy. The others took
up the shout. A car skidded along the drive.
"Auntie!" Diana and Jimmy shouted, at once. Aunt
Betsy's companion stared at Hal. "My son," she
called, "You've done dizzy things in your life, but
I think Betsy's right. Kiss your mother-in-la\y,
Diana," she said, smiling broadly, "A wedding will

pep us up, eh. Betsy?"

GANGSTER WIFE

Barnie Breen File No. 6129

THE City Meat Market hummed with the con-
fusion of closing as Tom Warwick strode up
for his check. "No more work Monday," says

the boss. The quiet of his apartment is of little use
to Tom's throbbing inner self. Unemployment and
a letter from his father informing him he has been
disinherited are of no use, either. On his last legs,

Tom decides to end it all. Fortunately for him,
however, May Milroe. notorious racketeeress has
broken in with a skeleton key. She cuts the rope
just as Tom imagines he is passing into oblivion.
Tom looks up at the girl who has drawn him back
from the shadow. She is quite pretty, albeit hard.
Moved for the first time in her career of crime, May
smiles down at Tom. "That's tough, buddy—the
stuff in the letter from your old man !", she says.
"But I'll stand by you." Tom pushes her away,
with the strength remaining. Her kisses and em-
braces havQ little effect. Tom sits up and looks
her straight in the eye, "Nix. kid," he says, weakly.
"You're the kind of girl I might love a lot,—low but
regular. You need money to keep a woman, though,
and I'm hungry right now." May laughs. "I'll

show you a thing or two Big Boy," she retorts.

"Get into bed and wait. I'll be back in an hour."
One hour later, May woke Tom from a deep sleep.

"All I seem to be doin is gettin' you out of fogs

today," she tells him. Tom blinks his eyes
_
at

the quantit\ of bills she flings on the bed beside him.
Realization comes at once. So this is May Milroe!
"Thirty grand. Feller!" she confesses, following her
statement by a vivid account ot her invasion of the
apartment of Jack Hardy, millionaire and sportsman,
r.s well as the apartments of other notables Tom has
heard of via the Press. Jack is too tired and weak
to care. In fact, he rather admires this girl who
can take misfortune on the chin and fight her way
out in a far-from-original vet convenient enough
fashion. Tom has his first square meal that night.
The ensuing days are spent in revelry by the two.
"Funny nothing was in the paper, Honey," Tom
tells May. one evening. Wasn't there?", she an-
swers. "You know I never read the paper when I

pull a job. I can't afford to worry or lose sleep!"
The very ne.xt morning Tom and May arise to the
sound of a ne\vsboy's Extra. Jack Hardy has been
found murdered in his apartme
turn from a vacation tour. His

approximately twenty thous
ing ! The police suspect
seems to have fled the coi

Tommy!" jMay remarks,
man probablv accused her
killed him to shut him r
for the first time in davs.

fe has been looted
i in cash is miss-

current mistress who
rv. "There's a woman,
differently. "The old
robbing hun, and she
Tom breathed easily

erfond of

this precarious existence, however comfortable and
well fed he might feel. May sensed his thoughts.
"I know, Tom." she said. "Let's get away and for-

get the rest. I promise to lay off the chiseling if

you'll come where we can live in peace and luxury

—

some French town, maybe." Tom turned to the
letter May had handed him a moment back. "What
is it?", the girl cried. Tom pulled May into a
dance. "You said it—you're through. We'll be mar-
ried at once and hotfoot it for home—-then Paris-
Mrs. Warwick to be! Your father-in-law says he's
sorry

!"

MY VIVID IMAGINATION

Leafea Anderson File No. 2980

THE spectacle of a young, wide-eyed girl, gather-
ing apples in an orchard down South, attracts
the attention of Joe Grant, who is motoring down

there. Both fall in love with each other, and' Nan-
ette, after a tender farewell to the old colonel, her
father, who loves her with a passionate affection, and
her tearful mammy, she leaves home to become mar-
ried. Joe, however, neglects to tell Nanette his

business, which is concerned with selling worthless
stock. He represents himself as a broker, and under
the pretext of liking country life, buys a home out
of town, so that rumors of his illegal work might not
reach Nanette. Six happy year|& elapse, and Nanette,
her beauty merely glorified hf her motherhood, is

too absorbed' in her two children to note that the
much-mentioned talk of investigation always excites
her husband to a near-frenzy. Nevertheless, Nanette
is soon confronted by the fact that her husband is

having financial reverses. She is sympathetic, and
sends her children to her father for a rest, while
she and Joe sell their large house and rent an
apartment. Meanwhile Joe's conscience bothers him.
He is imdecid'ed whether to confess all to Nanette,
and start a new life, or to continue with his present
life until the authorities expose him. He is held to

the latter course by another confidence man, who leads

him, being the stronger of the two. Consequently he
grows harsh and irritable; he takes drugs and one
day, after a furious argument with Nanette, he
staggers drunkenly to the Chinese haven of Hop Loo,
a wily Chinaman who is in love with Nanette,
whom he had' seen once. After feeding drugs to Joe,

he craftily offers to buy the desirable Nanette for

a huge sum. Joe's drugged consciousness is attracted

by the sound of money, and he nods sleepily. That
afternoon, Nanette is hastily summoned to the Chinese
place by a Chinese girl, who tells her that her hus-
band is very ill. When, white-faced', she arrives, she
is struck, and loses consciousness. Awakening two
hours later, she finds herself dressed in Chinese cos-

tume, and locked in a room facing the leering Hop
Loo. Joe, meanwhile, arouses himself, and reaUzmg
his harsh behavior to his wife, rushes home to beg
forgiveness and confess all. He finds that Nanette
has gone. His brain cleared, he calls the police, but
no results are satisfactory. In frightened haste, he
goes to the South, where he greets his two child'ren

and tells the terror-stricken old colonel the whole
story. After a year of anxious seeking, not a trace

of Nanette can be found' by baffled authorieies. Joe
mourns her as dead, and settles down on his father-
in-law's estate, as the colonel's assistant. One day,
while Joe is playing with his children in the orchard,
where he first met Nanette, a woman in Chinese
clothes appears, tears running down a soiled* face.

The first to recognize her as the long lost Nanette
is the old mammy who recognizes the birth mark on
her shoulder. Nanette faints in her arms. But it is

in Joe's arms that she awakes, and once more they
are united. To an anxious household, Nanette then
tells her adventures; Hop Loo, tiring of her persistent
grief, sold her to an old sea captain, Nanette, escap-
ing him by wile, jumped into a car, which fortunately
had its engine running, and* drove, by feminine in-

tuition, straight to her old home. Sobbing hysterically

as she finishes her tale, Nanette clings to Joe, whose
lined face expresses the fierce determination, that no
one—nothing, can ever seize her from his arms again.

NUMBER PLEASE

Edith T. Howard File No. 6004

ji'TT^HAT makes three times I^'have connected your
I darling Harris with another girl, Ruth!" Jane

Bennett remarked to the operator sitting by
her side, at the switchboard. "Aren't you paid to

connect numbers. Jane?" Ruth Ward* answered,
sweetly, but underneath, her heart was throbbing
wildly. Harris Black was manager of a nearby chain
store, and Ruth's fiance. How could she meet him
at the end of her shift, as she always did, when he
seemed to be behaving in so strange a manner. Harris
had never looked at a girl from the day he had met
her, Ruth thought, and Jane had tried awfully hard!
Resting in the relief room, Ruth thought the mat-

ter over. She refused to believe Jane, really, but
maybe the girl zcas telling the truth! Jane's voice
woice her from her reveries. "Blues, Ruthie?" she
called. "Find yourself another sweetie, and better
luck next time!" In three minutes the rest period
would be over. Ruth had promised to call Harris to

tell him when she would be through to go to the
dance. She picked up the phone slowly, every fiber

of her body taut with expectation. Harris answered*,
pleasantly, as alwaj's. "In a hurry—Harris—meet me
at nine." Ruth banged the receiver and hurried back
to work. When she finally met Harris, she was
calmly composed. A plan \vas forming in her troubled
mind. "Do we dance or not?" Harris queried, puzzled.
"We 0*0," Ruth answered, curtly. "But take me home
first!"
Ruth chatted pleasantly, all the way to the dance.

*You're beautiful tonight, Ruthie." Harris told her,

but she did not answer. So the bunch had forgotten
her—wouldn't be able to take her, without Harris

—

she'd show 'em—and that cat, Jane!" Harris could not
even imagine the turbulence of Ruth's mind. He was
frankly bewildered' about her actions and desire to be
so coyly alluring to other men. Jane was particu-
larly gay at the dance, but not so gay as Ruth, who
flitted about, from partner to partner, practically

throwing Harris at Jane all evening. "Nice girl"

thought Harris of Jane, "but she rubs you the wrong
way sometimes." That is what Ruth thought, too, as

Jane and Harris disappeared into an anteroom. Ruth
hadn't counted on Harris' acting that way at all.

She didn't know Jane had* practically dragged him
away from the dance-floor!
Back Home, Harris pleaded for an explanation.

Ruth was silent about it all, but promised to ac-
company him to the movies next night. "Saw
Charlie today," Harris told Ruth, at the movies,
"Mabel wants us over Thursday night." "I'd love to

go." Ruth said, but she wondered* why he didn't re-

member Thursday was her birthday!
Thursday was a delightful day. Everything seemed

all right with Harris. Jane was off for the day, and
it was Ruth's birthday. That night, when Harris
came for her, Ruth looked ravishing. In the car,

Harris handed her a package—an exquisite ring. She
was still admiring it as they stood on Mabel's porch.
"Will I play bridge tonight!" she exclaimed. Mabel
kissed her and ushered her into the darkened bed-
room. "Surprise!" shouted a crowd of girls—and
the lights went up. All the girls from the office—ex-
cept Jane. Harris and Charlie went to the movies.
"You would have died, Ruthie," Mabel said, 'if you
had known I spoke to Harris three times—the other
day, to make arrangements for this!"

COUNTRY GIRL

Virgil Harris File No. 3005

HAVING endured farm life long enough, accord-
ing to her own word's, Elizabeth Moran leaves
for New York where she intends going to col-

lege, preparatory to launching upon a dramatic career.

Beautiful and talented, Elizabeth has little trouble
getting through her studies at the college of her
choice, for despite her lack of ambition where studies
are concerned, her charming personality and grace
wins over many a professor whose inclinations would
be disastrous were she anyone else. Constant
struggle marks her pursuit of edVication, however,
although she confides in no one. Her education, it

appears, has been gained on borrowed rnoney, and
Elizabeth wastes no time in sentimentalities, after

graduation, going at once to a talkie studio to apply
for a screen test.

The results of the test are a shock to Elizabeth.
a curt note explaining her failure appearing in her
mail box in a short time. With a classmate, she sets

herself up in a delightful apartment, attending a
dramatic college and" acting with a small theatre
group, at the same time earning her living as a model
in a huge studio. At this studio, one afternoon,
Elizabeth meets her employer's father, owner of a
small motion picture company. Attracted by her
freshness, the producer, Blayne, makes her an offer

—

small, but packed with opportunities for advancement.
Elizabeth accepts, and becomes a successful star in

a short time. Her only regret is the fact that she
has lost the artist's respect—humoring his father
having been part and parcel of the original contract.
Elizabeth had not loved the artist, true, but he had
loved her deeply, and she felt sorry her assumption of

sophistication was not understandable to him.
Within a short while after having reached the pin-

nacle of success with Blayne's company, Elizabeth
forgot about the man's son, having been snatched"
away from Blayne by a large company. Going from
stardom to minor roles was a shakedown for Eliza-
beth, but she did not mind because her faith in her-
self had reached huge proportions. She was rewarded
for her courage when the prevailing matinee idol of

the day, Gil Morrison, chose her as lead'ing lady for

his latest picture. In the sweep of fame which this

brought, Elizabeth assented readily to his proposal
of marriage. What a rise, she thought, reflecting
upon her farm days.
After the wedding. Elizabeth began to realize the

strain of being an idol's wife. She w*as more alone,

married, that she had been before. Her parents began
to make long visits to her in Hollywood, and while
she entertained them cordially, Gil expressed disfavor
at having "a lot of damn farmers around." One day
he sent them off to a hotel. Domestic scenes ensued,
filled the newspapers, and played havoc with Eliza-
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sheIjcth's career, hut she got through this sci .

had done others. An extended world tour freshened

the outlook of both herself and Gil. and when they

came back, the ladder of fame did not present so

steep a climb.

INTRIGUE

Mrs. Geneva Chambers File No. 6012

BLUE smiling eyes and' a mass of blond wavy hair

created a sweet torture in Billie's yoimg breast.

When she was formally introduced to Larry
Avers, Billie knew decisively that she could not love

anyone but him. Even though stricken damsels
whispered in her ear that Larry was an "awful

flirt." Billie was undaunted. Both confessed their

love only a short time after meeting, and already

the whole town gossiped" about the coming engage-
n<ent. One person, however, was not satisfied with

the outcome of events. This was Keil Edwards, whose
bitter complaint that "BilHe would not give him a

tumble" was aggravated by Larry's evident favorit-

ism. One day while Billie and Larry were sittmg m
a little tea room near town, looking very happy, Neil

Edwards and a group of menacing-looking men
watched them from an alcove. Neil, in his resentment
against Larrv. was infuriated' and vowed that Billie

would not marrv Larry, even if this would not effect

any further liking on Billie's part for himself. Neil

plotted to inveigle Larry into his "gang" so that

Billie's anger at her lover's faihng and association

with such a notorious company, might cause her

voluntary refusal to marry Larry. The next evening,

Larry was accosted by a friendly youth. Bill, who,
though a member of Neil's company, was tolerably

well liked bv Larry. Taking him into a speakeasie.

Bill refilled Larry's glass again and again w'lth in-

toxicating liquors and proposed drinking to his fiancee.

Larry waved his glass in drunken approval, and when
Bill finally extended an invitation to join his "crowd"
in a robbery the next day. Larry, dazed from the

drinks, muttered a sleepy consent. Larry, however,

was to be brought back to normal again before the

formal initiation into Neil's crowd. For that very

night, Larry, stumbling along the street, was arrested

for intoxication. News spread of Larry's disgrace,

and Bilhe. hearing the news, became ghastly pale

and fainted. When Larry was released, he humbly
came to Billlie. and told her the truth. Billie, though
her love for him was still intact, sadly shook her

head, and consented to receive him again with the

stipulation that he prove himself worthy of her. Larry
promised that he would come back, a nobler i>erson,

and both parted. Billie. white-faced and beseeching,

Larrv. grim and determined. Two weeks later, the

newspapers were full of the news that Neil Edwards
and five of his men were detected in a bank robbery

bv the courage of one man, Larry Avers, who was
badly injured in the struggle. It was Larry, who
overhead the plot, and on the very night that the

deed was to be done, he stationed himself before the

bank; then when the thieves had' arrived, he hastily

called up the police. In the mean time he was dis-

covered by Neil, and Larry in self protection fought
valiantly.
The same morning that the news reached the

rest of the town, Larry, lying wearily in a hospital,

his head bandaged, heard a soft voice call his name.
.\s he painfully lifted his head his eyes brightened',

for he saw before him the tear-dimmed eyes of

Billie.

nervously through the mass of wavy hair. Nancy,
daughter of Old Bill Hawkins, fell straightway m
love with the handsome Adonis. Nothing helped to

make the lad courageous—not even tiie encouraging
looks of Nancy. Then Bill Hawkins s»vc him some
of his home-made brew. In a little while he becime
a different person—a man He, very much ashamed
of his cowardice, looked' at Nancy strangely, pressed

her hand warmly and said that he was goins; ctt to

General Jackson to confess his weakness. He prom-
ised to come back. He did, but not alotie. Andrew-
Jackson was there, too. to obtain some .f th.-.t mngic
liquor for his men. Bill Hawkins proudly exhibited

his treasure and supplied the brew. Anu'rew Jackson,

after that Battle of New Orleans, declared that Bill

Hawkins' liquor won the war. The young man cai.ie

home, strong and handsome, and married Nancy.
.\nd Jackson—Old Hickory, danced at the wed'ding an 1

drank the liquor, too. Even after he became presi-

dent of the United States he sent for Bill Hawkins'
liquor to cheer the country up.

President Wilson—a great man? He might be, but

look at Jackson, too. Bill Hawkins ends proudly,

strutting like a peacock.

OLD HICKORY

W. A. Broolc File No. 6010

4 £-r 1 xILSON—the best President of the United

VV States? Yer all wet! I says Jackson is!"
' "^

.\ little agile gentleman around seventy-
five years old. in a broad-brimmed hat that indicates

that he conies from the mountains of Tennessee, glares

at his opponent, a dignified long-bearded old man.
The grandstand spectators howl in glee, some shaking
fists at each other, some leaning forward' with intense

enjoyment. The little tow-n of Tamps often have male
gossiping parties on its grandstand, and practically

everything from the sins of Adam to Prohibition is

discussed. Tlie Jackson defendant. Bill Hawkins, is

a newcomer to Tamps; his audacity in speaking up
to a fellow-citizen like that is outrageous, the other

old Wilsonites declare. The whole argument startecT

from the question of prohibition in the first place.

Bill Hawkins declares he is the best liquor maker in

the L'nited States—yes. sir. and his son is learning

right fine. too. yes. sir—and the customers that he's

got most often down at his place in Tennessee are

the revenue officers themselves—and they don't say
a word against it either—no. sir. Prohibition? Why.
it d'oesn't exist as far as Bill Hawkins is concerned

—

good profit an' evervthin'. Now. Jackson, the best

president of the L'nited States—wazat? Wilson, the

best? Ha. Ha; ha! Bill Hawkins kin prove that

Jackson was the swellest president—though his great-

grandfather, and his grandfather, too. Bill Hawkins
then tells his tale. His great-grandfather, also Bill

Hawkins, lived in Tennessee then, when Andrea* Jack-
son was showing those British where they got off

about this here ^lississippi business. Old Bill minded
his own affairs, living with his wife, his daughter and
his liouor. Well—things looked in a bad way. One
night It was pouring outside—you know—it was only a

few davs before the Battle of New Orleans, and Jack-
son was in the neighborhood trying to get recruits.

Suddenly there came a knock at the door at one
o'clock in the morning. Mrs. Hawkins answered'^ the

door. Lank 57akes—a pale young man, shiverin' to

beat the band, stood out there, water running from
his clothes. She pulled him into the house, while the

other Hawkins stood and gaped. Well, the young
man finally confessed that he was terrified of the

war. that 'he had run away from it. He was so

pitifully young; his chin quivered, and he ran his ban ?

THE FIREMEN'S BALL

Mrs. George Carney File No. 3002

NO word more fitting than "adequate" can be

found' to describe the buxom, pretty Irish

"girrul." Katy McGuire—particularly her sta-

ture. Hers is a fascinating temperament, a continual,

laughing gay one; she holds no resentment against

derogatory slurs against her statuesque build, ampUfied
bv the clothes worn in the nineties. Tonight, Ma Mc-
Guire is all agitated, fussing busily over the frilled

dress of Katv. for the big occasion has come. The
Firemen's bail is tonight! Katy, whose popul.trity is

as large as herself, arrives with a crowd amid great

merriment at the ball. Her heart sud.den'.y palpitates,

an'd her rosy cheeks blush as she beholds a little man
gazing dreamily at her. It is love at first sight for

the both of them. He, the hero of her dreams
(though not quite as big) is introduced to her as Pat
Casey. As the skeptics see them dancing, the micro-

scopic Pat making a daring attempt to hold the splen-

did Katv in his arms, a spontaneous laugh even
drowns out the music. But Katy is oblivious to it

all, for her tenderness is consuming her, and' even as

she dances a protective arm envelops him. After ti:is

evening, many are the jokes that are heard alout the

lion and the mouse, alias Katy and Pat. In their

courtship, many amusing events occur. It is Ka'.y who
does the wooing, but Pat submits like a larnb, ;tnd her

strong arms about him mean everything, m his hie.

Pa McGuire is not so enthusiastic about Pat, but one

day something happens, which unites them. Naughty
Tommy, Katy's brother, spills his mother', scft soap

on the floor, and watches the fun. I'at. held in an
ardent embrace by Katy. kisses her souudly ana'

backing up to say "good-bye" at a distance, slides

backward to the door, and falls m the arms of Pa,

who is entering. Katy and Pat finally get married.

Even at the ceremony, the incongruity letween Ksly's
and Pat's height causes confusion. The minister over-

looks the bria'egroom, cranes his neck to see tlie bride,

but finally marries them. The honeymoon ;s a con-

tinual error, for everybody flirts with Katy, Isclievinj

that Pat is a little brother or a son. Both, hjwever,

are blissfully happy, and Pat has his sunreme Miss,

when he is being rocked in the ample arms of Katy.
But after a while, Pat begins to protest 'eebly at the

fact that he is always being mistaken for Katy's
child; his strong, he-man instinct :s belittled. He -'s

discontent, until Katy too feels a vague unhappiiiess.

But one day Pat realizes his power! The bill col-

lector comes, but how to get money? Pat finaily

thinks of a plan. When the collector comes. Katy
pretends that her husband is nr;t at home, and I'irts

with the visitor. Pat, pretending to be a httle brother,

threatens to tell Katy's iiusband', who, according to

Pat, is seven feet high, with brawny muscles. The
collector, frightened, turns to flee, but not I-efore Pat
collects ten dollars, and promises not to tell. \\'ncn

another collector comes the same thing happens.
Pat's ego is finally satisfied, and iie feels that in

littleness there is strength. When P.T one day is told

that he is a happy father—of no', one, but four infants,

his heart swells with power, thougli his purse

her guitar. After promising to call again, she is ac-

companied home by the suave George Ward, a notor

ious racketeer. She finds herself in his arms and .she

struggles helplessly. Suddenly she is released, and
she looks up to find Carl furiously fighting with her
assailer. who finally d'isappears in the distance, after

hurling an ugly sneer at Carl. Sylvia thanks him
simply and both ride home in silence. Two days
later news spread that Carl, after visiting a patient

in North Creek, is held in jail for killing Tom O'Uay.
Jim's brother. Sylvia, trusting Carl implicitly, casts

her suspicions on George Ward. Hiring a young gay
detective, Treg, she rides up to North Creek on the

pretense of a visit. Treg here plays the p^-rt of .i

country lout. Sylvia flirts with George Ward. ancT

shows him her imitation pearls brightly polished for

the occasion, which she boasts to him are heirlooms.
He becomes tender, and while she is seeming-v un-
aware, slips the pearls from her nee!.-. Treg. who is

hiding behind, springs up, no :ong^r the artless youth
but a stern-faced man, and puts handculYs on him.
Brought to "jail, a watch engraved with Carl's initia's,

is discovered. After questioning. V.'ar'i" admits that he
killed Tom O'Dav himself in a drunken brawl; he then
called up Carl to examine him, kiiorked bini down,
hurled liquor in his face, and called the authorities in

to witness that Carl killed Tom when drunk. War^?
had kept Carl's valuables. Carl, releti.scd. declares his

love for Sylvia. She is amazed, and angrily tells him
that he is untrue to May; he is now astonished.
Things are finally set to rights the following week,
when ilay, with Treg's arm around her, shyly in-

forms Sylvia of her love for Treg. Sylvi.i's happiness
is complete, when her father, humbled seeks forgive-

ness from her mother. The three couples, in their new
love, then make plans for an elaborate honeymoon.

THE FORSAKEN CHILD

Oney Raines File No. 3010

FORS.AKEN by her father when a child, forsaken
bv love now. Sylvia Bevans, in a spasm of bitter-

ness, bewails her misfortune. Her father, a weak,
sensual man, continually deserts his wife, who loves

him with blind d'evotion, leaving her and two daugh-
ters in poverty. Despite the vivacious beauty of

Sylvia, and the sweetness of her sister May, both are
virtually outcasts in the little town oi Ckley, because
of their low social status. A new force enters Sylv.a's
life when Dr. Carl Preston appears, with whom she
promptly falls in love. One day she sees !May and
Carl smiling confidentially at each other. Sylvia's

imagination leads her to a revelation. May and Carl
love each other! Her first impulse of jealousy is

stifled by her intense devotion to May, and she re-

solves to sacrifice her own desires for her. One day,
while dreamily playing her guitar uiid^^r a tree, she
sees a little boy wistfully gazing at her. She t":s-

covers that this is the son of Jim C'Day, an outlaw,
who had wandered away from North ('reek and was
lost. CTomforting him, Sylvia borrows a horse, mounts
it. and fearlessly rides into the camp of the outlaws.
Tim O'Dav and his wife are profuse in their thanks
Svlvia is i'nvitetf to spend the evening with them, and
then, she enchants a friedly company of outlaws with

SPENDTHRIFT WIVES

Mrs. E. J. Ebacic File No. 2999

JOHN BAKER'S mildness and general gootJ-will
toward his fellow-men, particularly to ids first

wife and child, was the cause of all his unhappi-
ness. His first wife. Helen, dominated him, spending his
money selfishly to her own ends. He always meekly
acquiesced. When !Mamie, who was to be the par-
ticular thorn in John Baker's road, was norn, he was
almost reduced' to poverty. Helen sir^hed at her pov-
erty but continued spending the little money that did
come in. Further, Mamie, whose inclination in the
matter of spending money w'as quite simila.- to her
mother's, was quickly but efificiently spoiled by her
mother's partiality to her and her father's weakness.
One day when ^Ir. Baker wearily announced that he
had lost his job. Mamie flared up .luu declaica that
she was going to earn money. To ^Ir. Baker's alai'm,
although she never did find a conventional position,
^Mamie was always well supplied with mine/. Her
practices became known to her family when she an-
nounced unhappily one day that she was about to
have a baby. Helen died of the shock about one
month later. Mr. Baker, aged with sorrDy.'. moved to
Newark with ^Mamie, obtained' a job there and always
presented ilamie as a widow. Fortunately the thild
died. But her misfortune served to make Mamie
callous and indifferent in life. At th's time, Mr.
Baker married a young widow, Alice. She. Mr. Baker
often sighed, was the antithesis of Helen. It was
Mamie who caused Alice's unh;ip;jincss. Resentful of
having a step-mother only 'ive years elder than her-
self,

_
she reverted to her old life, this time

inviting guests for wild parties up to .Alice's clean
house, where all the furniture was practically ruined.
When appealed to ;Mr. Baker refused to gratify Alice's
demand that these outrages stop. Anotnor argument
with Mamie he was afraid to consider. Alice's gentle
temper was violently aroused and a liitt;r antagonism
sprang up between the two. At th.^t tune. Mamie was
introduced to a young man. Tom Webb. F< r the iirst
time in her life, she fell in love. To Tom she icp-
resented herself as a chaste, innocent creature, but
whenever Tom visited at her home, he noted the de-
spising, cold glances of Alice and the ashamed glances
of his future father-in-law. Mamie one day announced
to her father that she and Tom were id iie nirriei?.
and inasmuch as she and Tom. were hopelessly poor,
they would take up their home m .Alici's house. .Mr.
Baker, relieved that his daughter was going to become
a ''respectable girl" granted per.mission ^vithont con-
sulting .Mice. Mamie's triumph kne.y no iounds an.1
she continually boasterf that in the future she, too,
would be mistress of her father's house. .\lice. in a
gust of anger, informed Tom of 'he true character of
his fiancee. When Tom asked for verification from
Mamie herself, she first indignantly denied it. and then
bursting into tears, confessed the truth. His love,
though his faith was shattered, was cciistr.nt. De-
spite her lascivious previous character, he again pro-
po.sed', with the strict stipulation that they live in a
secluded si)Ot in the country .vhere Tom was ciTeied
a humble job as ploughman. She conscnte I. leaving
Alice and Mr. Baker joyous.

THE MAID AND THE PLUMBER

Ralph Hubert Ferris File No. 6025

AXE.AT little maid in uniform answered the
plumber's knock. She stared at his smiling
countenance with a hostile e,xpression in her eyes,

"Wnat do you want?" she asked' him. "Something's
wrong in your bathroom and your boss phoned ine to
come. Don't you think you'd better let me in?"
The plumber stepped into the kitchen ahead of the
maid, the latter arguing all along that ic was yve 11

nigh impossible to call her mistress from a bridge
game for a plumber.
In the midst of this colloquy, an arrogant figure

robed in elaborate lounging pajamas stepped into the
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kitclien, a cigarette clasped in her lingers. "Have you
tlie cracked ice, Minnie?" she asked, ignoring the
pUimber. "What can I do for you, Ma'am?" asked
tlie plumber, but the answer was not forthcoming.
The madam went back to her bridge again, sounds of

clinking glasses and' hilarity seeping through the door.

"Yon ought to be in there—y'know," the plumber said

to the maid after he had forced her to understand
she had no cause to high-hat him. "I don't drink or
smoke." she replied, smiling. An immediate cani-

eraderie was set up between these two. each explainnig

to the other his pet theory of life, after having con-

sumed somewhat less than a bottle of whiskey be-
tween them. What was most amusing was that the

theory of each was somewhat temperate and moral.
Neither was drvmk—just talkative, and little by little,

the pet subjects of each was being brought forth.

Somehow, dancing came into the conversation. "Oh,
do voir dance?" asked the girl wistfully. "I think

you are awful nice—for a plumber." Laughing at this,

the plumber picked up the bottle and marched into

the living room where he was greeted by the sight of

a pretty girl, dancing on the table with little on. The
oa'or of cigarettes and liquor was intense. At his

entry, the excitement rose, the dancer dashing up the
stairs in a mad rush. Several of the guests, in their

tipsy mood, stopped to bandy words with the genial

plumber who gave them word for word. Finally,

after wasting two hours in conversation with the maid,
the hostess and the guests, the plumber walked up-
stairs, wearily. As he reached' the bathroom, he
noticed that though the door was ajar, someone wa.s

sitting inside on the edge of the bathtub. It was the
prettv dancer. The man attempted to start his work,
but to no avail. The girl hisisted upon telling him
her life story. Her experiences with men were
pathetic to hear, and soon the plumber unburdened
himself to her. too. He had been to France with
the army, it seemed, ana' he was disillusioned, upon
his return, to find the country in so horrible a state—
morallv. mentally, and hi other ways. The girl be-

came more interested. "Look here," she said, ''sup-

pose vou drop around to mv home some evening

—

since 'vou know I'm not married. I'd like to talk to

you!"" The plumber thanked her, but got out of com-
ing soon, gracefully. Back in the kitchen, the job

finished, he looked into the blue eyes of the maid.
"Through?" she asked. "Yop!" was his answer.

'Guess 1 won't be seein' ya again," she said. "Nope.
Not until seven tonight, Minnie—we're goin' to a

dance."

PARTS UNKNOWN
Nellie Leonhart File No. 6009

HAVING accumulated enougli wealth, during his

hietime, to support tht entire Russian army for

an indefinite period. Dodge Jamison, multi-

millionaire, took a great deal of pleasure in attempting
to spend it all on his pretty u'aughter, Sally Susan.
Poor bally had practically every tning, and if there

was something she didn't have, it was because she had
not thought of it. Best of all, however, she took pride

in her stables and kennels—famed throughout the

bouth. Jemison might wonder, sometimes, despite his

indulgent nature ana' tremendous wealth, why Sally

bougnt this, that, or the other thing, but he never
quesii^ned even himself about the stables. His daugh-
ter was regular. That the girl was over-indulged or
unbridied never occurred to him.
One bright Spring morning, Sally Sue started out

from the stables on SparKle—a new horse—unbroken

!

'Ihe groom, a former jockey, begged her to take the
horse sne was accustomed to ride, but Sally scola'ed

him, mercilessly. Uuuge came along, laughing, for he
had heard the argument Irom the garage. "Leave h'^r

alone, Henderson,' he said, "Sally can handle those
horses—1 guess you want Koyal Uhornton jealous this

morning, eh f-'c-i r " Saiiy laughed and rode off, her
favorite dog, r^hep, tagging at the horse's heels.

Royal was her nance—a wealthy, young' ana' hand-
some stockbroker. Lvery morning Sally rode down
the road to meet hiin as he starced for the city in

his car.

Royal did not show up that moi'ning. Sally waited
restlessly. Then, angered, she headed for the road
back, taking a longer route and passing the railroad
trestle. In the tiistance a thick black cloud was form-
ing. Shep Ijarked at the oncoming train, and Sparkle
jumped, nervoas.y- Suddenly, as the train passed
them, full speed. Sparkle charged, frightened. Sally
hit the ground with a thud.
Awakening in a hospital bed, Sally asked the nurse

what had Happened. "You sure are lucky," the
efficient personage told her. "Not only were you
rescued in the nick of time—but you should see the
handsome fellow!" "liow do you know he's hand-
some?" Sally asked. "Well," repUed the nurse,
*hc s my patient, too—iii the next room. Your o'og

sure made a mess of him while he was trying to save
you. since you'll ask, anyhow, she continued, "his
name's Neil Reynolds. He's a lawyer, and he's been,

wanting to meet you for ages, he told me." Sally
laughed weakly.
Before the week was up, the City Hospital's private

pavillion resembled a hotel corridor. Neil and Sally
were enjoying their confinement. It was great fun
playing bridge in Sally's huge room. As a third and
fourth, they had Royal Thornton, who had been re-

moved thither the night before Sally's accident

—

his appendi.x, he told them—and Kathryn Blake, Sally's
best friend, who decided to have her tonsils removed
while she had' company at the hospital, "Buy you a
hospital, Sally?" Dodge haa' asked his daughter, on a
visit. "No, Daddy." she told him, "Buy me Neil.

He's so afraid well all think him a fortune-hunter!
You're going to adore him, dear," she said. Dodge
was frankly puzzled. She had sworn to him and Neil
that Royal was merely being chivalrous at a party she
gave, after they all came out of the hospital. He had*
been at her side all night—but she was sure he and

Kathrya were wildly in love with each other, Neil
staved" late, after the party, to bid Sally farewell.
"Parts unknown is where I'll be heading, for. I love
you too much, Dear, to stay." Sally did not sleep
that night, and neither did Neil. Toward morning, he
made his way to Jemison Park—the Jemison estate.
Entering through the back, to sit on a bench dear
to himself and Sally, he took off his hat and sobbed.
Suddenly he felt a tap on his shoulder. "Neil!" cried
Sally, "Neil!" 'How did you know, Darling?" Neil
cried, taking her into his arms. This time. Shep
rcallv helped me," she answered, "He brought me
your' hat. Oh, Neil!"

THE POWER OF THE PRESS

Roger S. Tourtellot

<<r> ROAD-MINDE
File No. 6284

ROAD-MINDEp Bob" was what they called
of women was unrestricted.
the possessor of some re-

deeming feature—was his philosophy. A good many
of the fellows were envious, especially because of the
favoritism showered upon him by Florence White—
the town's most impressive debutante.
Stopping; in at Florence's one evening, Bob learned

that his sister was to be visited by Florence's mother
that very night. "We're too intimate, Mother says,"
Florence confided, "And if you want me, you'll have
to go easy on the waitresses and chorus girls," Mrs.
White was amazed to learn of Bob's eany life. He
had preferred lectures and books to college and a
degree. In a week, he would become of age, Fifty
thousand—the trust fund left for him—would enable
him to live in comfort and take that trip through
the Rockies he had always longed for.

Upon the receipt of his inheritance. Bob pulled
one of his usual surprises. "No Rockies," he told
his sister, "But a community kitchen!" An instructor-
friend had suggested it. Cook good food and sell

nothing but good food. Oh yes, they would laugh
at first, but welcome it later on. "Fiddlesticks'"
said Miss Armstrong, but Bob was loyal to his idea.
The public was terrifically opposed at first. Agitation
waxed and flourished. "Broad-minded Bob" became
"Soviet Bob." At a meeting of the woman's club,
Virginia Lawson was elected secretary and press
representative. "We will combat this ridiculous non-
sense through the newspapers!" The girl was at a
loss. What could she possibly write? This was un-
principled—a boycott^but she'd have to fulfil her
end. Then she met Florence White, the talkative
one. 'Oh yes," F-orence said, "Bob and I are good
friends, and I shall talk him out of this nonsense
when he returns from his Western trip! Oh yes,
they call him broad-minded because of the wom-in
he pursues." When Bob returned, he came to
Florence as a true friend, but learned later that
she was anything but—and in fact, a replica of

her snobbish mother. The next morning, the papers
blazened forth sizzling paragraphs. PERPETRATOR
OF COMMUNITY'' KITCHEN VACATIONS IN
MEXICO WITH DENVER MAID. Florence had re-
layed the story to Virginia. Bob in truth, had
taken a ride in Mexico with an old friend from
Denver, unaware of the curfew closing of the border.
He had been unable to return, so the two had had
to remain in Mexico. "Call up when it all blowi
over," Florence told him, sweetly. Ugh.
The community kitchen opened with a bang and

hordes of curious housewives. After a month, trade
grew brisk and regular at the kitchen. Even the
restaurants patronized Bob's place. Words of praise
fell on all sides. One morning a Mr. Wright ap-
peared. "Now is your time to fight Miss LawS'On,"
he said. "The power of the press is aUvavs en-
listed with the victor!" "I know," Bob said, "But
I'm broad-minded about things other than women.
The papers are with me now." Tlien he issued a
statement actually defending Virginia's stand, ad-
mitting his knowledge of the fact that someone else
was the driving force—Mrs. White, perhaps. Bob
next encountered Virginia at Florence's—a pre-
arranged meeting. It was not long before their
friendship melted into perfect love and understanding-,
"Because our minds have met, we can love!" Bob
said, knowingly.

MAGNIFICENT GESTURE

Piercy Fox File No. 6257

^|-» HEY were staging a drama, these two hopelessly
I antithetical peop.e. across the breakfast table.

John Hollingside, the intellectual aristocrat, was
bandying words with Laura, his young wife. Divoice
was in the air. Marriage might have been delightful
adventure for these two, but Laura of the middle

-

west ... oil and water . . , was too much alone.
This morning John was leaving early. "Engagement
with Peter Hadley !" he said. Laura waxed uncom-
municative. Was he aware? Then she had better
tell him . . . now. Verv simply, John said: "Then
I shall kill Had.ey!" Laura attempted to convince
her husband of the other's superiority. John's re-
sponse was a dry, grim and harsh chuckle. "By God,
you shall have him!" he exclaimed.
The whole world is familiar with the shooting

of Peter Hadley by Holling-side in the lobby of a
New York hotel. John had fired his five shots mto
stillness followed by pandemonium after Peter's men-
tion of divorce and being the better man. The
trial was a scinti'lating legal battle, the object beirg
to discover whether John was justified under the
evidence submitted. He was acquitted.
Twenty years of farm drudgery brought Laura

Eldmyer no forgetfulness. Married to a dull farmer
who had wed out of sympathy for her and Peter's
son, Lincoln, she was rearing her boy to hate his
father's murderer . . . Vendetta. When the boy
finally left for the city, his mother's counsel bore

a sanguine flavor. "Kill with intelligence . . . yet
safely !" she cautioned. The bov arrived at Holling-
side House in New York, wherein the anchoretic John
and his adopted daughter. Flora, lived. One day, of

a sudden, John rang for his man and asked to have
Lincoln ushered in. "I have covered your mother's
Lvery move," John remarked to the astonished boy,
"and I know not only who you are, but why yc-u

are here^—in my house!" John Ho lingside ignored
the youth's accusations. He proceeded to write at

great length on a huge parchment. Then he placed it

into a hidden safe. He regarded the boy. "What.
if by some miracle, this was was his son?" And
the boy had threatened to kill him instantly if he
spoke lightly of that scoundrel, Hadley ! That night,
the youth wrote to his mother. "Hollingside is only
an old nut," he said, "and intelligent people don't
murder lunatics!" Laura answered vehemently:
"Coward and traitor: Nothing but fear of your own
skin restrains you! Strike! Or must I, a woman—
your mother? You shall not hang. Tlie proud do
not so choose."

It was two a.m. when Linco'n crept stealthily into

the old man's study. The dcor was ajar. He knew
it was John's habit to sit up late. A sash cord
hung limply from the boy's hand. It was deathly si-

lent and the old man's head hung upon his chest,

barely touching the desk. Under the thick rug,
the floor creaked. Some sixth sense directed the
vouth to the old fellow. Lincoln placed his hand
on John's cheek. It was cold as death. John Hol-
lingside's own hard heart had saved him a bloody
deed! John PloUingside was dead. Lincoln glanced
over the paper under John's hand. It was the wii]

he had so carefully drawn the day before ... or
several days back. "This is my last will and
testament. I, John Gascoigne Hollingside do hereby
bequeath and will ..." Lincoln had inherited every-
thing, provided he marry the adopted child. Flora.
Lincoln made his way to his room. "Done with in-

telligence," we wrote to Laura. "I scared him to

death!" Laura was calm. Flora, her son said,

was not half bad. "Don't mope," Laura's gaping hus-
band said. "Get your fiddle and p.ay off some-
thing ... a mazurka."

ARTIST OF THE WORLD

Winitred N. Baker File No. 6252

FEMININITY whispered malignantly that Kaye
i'brrest's so-called charm lay in her total in-

difteience and even merciless attitude to at-

tractive males. Her beauty and grace was grudg-
ingly admitted with reservations, of course, but the
world of men accepted her whole-heartedly, although
most of them were reputed to stagger broken-
heartedly out of her life, after flirtations which were
received with encouragement. Even Kaye admitted
the truth hnaily, that her charm lay in her cruelty;
hers was the utilitarian attitude of receiving favors,
and granting none, save a temporary smile of thanks.
At a very tender age, Kaye ted desperately in love,

and flung precautions to the wind, when at the
same time she flung herself into the very inviting
arms of Philip Conaway, a societv dandy. To the
horror of Alan, Kaye's brother, an intolerant Pres-
byterian devotee, she announced that she was soon
to give birth. It was only through Alan's stern
injunction that Philip and she were married. Scandal,
despite all of Alans subtle attempts to squelch it,

reached its height, when a child, Beatrice, was born
exactly four months after Kaye's marriage. The
couple with their child, fortunately took up residence
in London, where Philip worked in the interests of
his brother-in-law's company. A new life was now
opened to Kaye. Her aftection for her husband
waned, her so.icitude in her child absented itself, as
she devoted herselt almost entirely to painting, .-ind

meaningless love aflairs, which were effected by her
now ripened beauty, and exotic sophistication. Cona-
\\'ay ooliterated his misery by an intense devotion
to Bee, his little daughter, and flirtations with wo-
men, among whom he promt ply was hailed as an
idol. After restless wanderings throughout the world,
Phiiip and Kaye once more resumed the role of

ardent lovers, but the Utopia reached a tragic end
when Kaye, intoxicated by her lame as an artist,

once mere adopted the philosophy of "the more men,
the merrier." in a dramatic moment, Phil left, whi.e
Kaye nonchalantly smoking, shrugged an indifferent
shoulder. Even the tact that Bee was taken by uer
husband caused her no regretful pangs. She dis-

appeared from the public, living a Bohemian lite,

adopted temperamental outbursts, painted and wrote
love-lyrics, and grew older in years, while her face
and figure maintained the same magnificence of

old. Despite the frenzied pleas of her brother, Alan,
to return to a normal, respectable life, she con-
tinued her picturesque wanderings, thinking only at
times of Phi ip. hearing only occasionally of Bee. It

was with a shock that she realized one day, that
she was forty, and that her daughter was now an
intellectual young woman, serving at a diplomatic
post in Geneva. Their meeting, which was accidental,
was dramatic. Bee was bitcer, aware of the fact
that her lather's loneliness and sadness, skilfully

concealed in England, was due to Kaye. For the
first time in her life, Kaye felt the instinctive urge
of maternity, when she discovered that the man
whom Bee lOved was one of her many lovers. For
the first time Kaye felt the utter tutility of her
existence; a heart- toheart talk with Bee ensued,
in which passionate outbursts on the part of Bee,
and remorseful entreaties from her mother wer-:;

stifl ed finally in mutual embraces and reconciliation.
Bee, through her mother's intervention, was united
with her lover, and departed on a honeymoon, a
link of sympathy binding Kaye and her daughter.
Kaye again resumed her painting, but with only half-

hearted interest, for the picture of Phil was omni-
present in her heart. When she learned of the death
of Alan, a throb of emotion pierced her; an emp:i-
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lies lip her With
•riiilip" in her mind, she attempted sui-

cide in her Cliclsea studio. Her delirium con-
sisted uf feverish cries of "Phil—Bee—forgive ."

Awakening one day. after a restless drugged sleep,

she seemed to see a mirage—Phil. But no—not a
mirage, for fearfully holding out her still beautiful
hand, she touched the face of Phil, an older, g'aunt

Phil, whose lips twisted into a smile, while tears

liung shamelessly on his eyes. When she died the

next day, the tortured expression on her face gave
way to a peaceful smile, as she lay inert in Phil's

tender arms, and her body at sixty resumed its

girlish grace, only this time a restful, peaceful happy
grace.

REPENT AT LEISURE

John C. Crowe File No. 2961

WHEN Rod Warner refused to introduce Bob
Ingram to the beautiful blonde who had so
intrigued him as he watched her from the

window of a college classroom. Bob decided it v.'as

merely Rod's jealousy back of the refusal. Al-
though Rod was much more popular with the stu-

dents. Bob usually had more success with girls,

finding it unnecessary to make woman -chasing a

fetish as did his best friend. Ben Harris. The blonde
in question was Virginia Powell, and not only did
Bob mtet her, ultimately, but also marry her, ihe

latter event being hastened along because of the
indiscretion of these youngsters, so in love were they.

As a salesman for his uncle, who traded in used
cars, Bob made out fairly well, the little home which
he and Virginia maintained being most comfortable
and happy. However, after three years of skimp-
ing and slaving for her man, Virginia could not turn
a deaf ear to Rod, who had sought her out, to beg
her to leave Bob for the luxuries he was so well able
to provide. Virginia would not have entertained his
proposition at all had it not been for her aunt Lucy's
infernal gossiping. Each morning, after Bob had
left the house, Lucy would call Virginia to inform
her that several doors away from her home lived

a woman for whom Bob called each morning, on his

way downtown. Brokenly. Virginia accused Bob of

his indiscretions, but he merely looked at her in a
bewildered manner, laughing the thing ofif lightly.

After repeated arguments on the subject, Lucy's
calls were just as regular, so Virginia left with Rod,
leaving her young son home alone.
When Bob called at Lucy's next morning, in

search of Virginia, she was on the phone, and Lucy
really wanted Bob to speak to her since in that mo-
ment she had discovered her mistake. Seeing Bob's
car outside, and one identical to it a few doors down,
she was frantic at the trouble she had caused, but
before she was able to explain. Bob was out and
away. Virginia was not impressed with Lucy's story.
From her luxurious hotel suite, Bob's latest con-
tracts and dishwashing had no appeal.
For many months Bob continued to live at the

cottage with his son, leaving him at Lucy's only dur-
ing the day. while his mother cavorted about with
her millionaire lover, giving little and receiving all.

It did not take Rod a long time to tire of her-
she was another's, after all. and thoughts of her
baby were beginning to obsess her mind all the time.
Rod's offers and advances were becoming irksome,
and to top it all. she learned he was mixed up In

more than one shady deal. A grim resolve came
over her. After a stormy scene, one day, she packed
rapidly and left. In a very short time she was m
Aunt Lucy's arms. Both women had acted in haste
and were repenting at leisure, so the reunion was ex-
tremely touching. Bob had been brave and honoi -

able and fine, while Rod had been kind only in a
cruel way. Why had she and Lucv not seen this
before? Where was little Jay—for whom she
hungered, and her beloved and mistreated Bob?
Virginia flew to the phone. It was the psychological

moment for just as the phone rang. Bob had held an
automatic to his temple. Frightened, he dropped it

and listened. "Mama." he heard little Jay
—"Mama."

In a few moments Virginia was there, clinging to
her husband and baby—the happiest moment in her
life!

YOLANDA

Mrs. Parma Cardinal File No. 6046

IN the early years before the great turmoil trans-
formed Europe into a mass of seething ruins.
Count Alberto Strozzi and his beautiful wife lived

together, happily, in Italy. Then came the great
influx of American tourists, during the "silk-shirt"
years, after the war. Roy Manners was among
these, and his interest in the Countess' operatic ambi-
tions gave impetus to the tragedy which overtook
the Strozzis. Count Alberto had not wanted his
lovely wife to sing for profit. Little Yolanda and tne
home were so much more important, he felt, but the
Countess refused to remain content. Off to America
she went, with Manners, and before long, her suc-
cess as a prima donna was heralded throughout
the musical world. The Count was far from proud.
Sadly, he reared the lovely daughter his wife had
deserted, along with him. Only when Alberto re-
ceived a tragic cablegram did he really realize how
much he had loved his wife. He sped to America
to be at her deathbed, and brought her body back
to He among the other Strozzis. She had never
been unfaithful, he had learned! Young Yolanda in-
herited a sizeable fortune.
When Yolanda was eighteen, Alberto became

alarmed. For many months she had been in love
with a dashing voung American, Richard Landis.
"He is a gambler and fortune-hunter," Alberto
cautioned, but Yolanda smiled at him. teasingly.

-Padre Mio." she would tell him. ''I cannot be un-
civil to Richard. I do not seek him. myself, but he
is so often at the same places with me at the same
time!" For quite a while, Alberto cculd not under-
stand the import of these remarks. "Yolanda will

be good." he told himself. "I have shown her every
care and consideration." Alberto was shocked when
he entered the house, one evening, after a business
trip. Richard and Yolanda were seated in his study,
obviously nervous. Alberto stormed. "But she is

my wife, now!" Richard kept repeating. Befoi^e
twenty-four hours were past, they were gone, Alberto
had refused to have anything of them.
In the days to come. Yolanda discovered that

her father and his friends were right. Richard was
nothing but a gambler and fortune-hunter! He had
married Yolanda to provide himself with a source
of revenue for future and past operations and obliga-
tions. Yolanda gave freely of her inheritance at
first, but soon ceased. The day Richard beat her for
refusing to go to her father for money. Yolanda
found the first real happiness of her life. \''ounff
Dr. Canleigh and his mother, her neighbors, had
overheard. When Richard left, they came to her.
"What a charming Httle mother you'll make!" Mrs.
Canleigh told Yolanda, "and won't you and the baby
have a heavenly time in America, with us!" When
Angela was born, Yolanda was divinelv happy. She
had David instead of Richard, and she was going to
America to study voice culture for the opera—Hkc
her faincus mother! flie wanted Alberto, though,
so when Angela was a few months old. she made
the trip to her old home. The sad Count almost
weakened, but changed his mind. Yolanda and
Angela sat, in the rain, on the steps of Alberto's
home. The infant died, soon afterwards, from ex-
posure.
Over in America, with David Canleigh and his

charming mother. Yolanda was happy once more.
"Yolanda, dear, you know how much I love you,"
David told her. "When will you divorce that
scoundrel ?" "Soon," Yolanda told him. "He won't
ever come back!" The very next day Richard was
shot and killed by David's butler. The servant had
taken him to be a thief, since he had attempted to

break into Yolanda's room. Dving, he begged
Yolanda's forgiveness. Y^olanda could not wait to

tell Alberto about David. Mrs. Canleigh had sum-
nionecl him from Italy for the wedding, but oddly
enoutrh, he became fond of Americans very sud-
denlf. After Yolanda and David were married, Al-
berto and David's mother went off-to sunny Italy

for their honeymoon

!

FAST DRIVING

Mildred B. Baily File No. 6143

THE drone of Connie Traymore's twelve-cylinder
motor was a symphony of power and speed as
she tore up the Albany Saratoga road at a 75

mile clip in her underslung, high-powered brick -red
roadster. The shrill blast of a police whistle brought
the judge's last warning to her ears. "Young lady,
T will revoke your license the next time you j.re

brought before me!" he had cautioned. 80 . . . 85 . . .

90 . . . The speedometer registered 94! The officer
was slowly inching ahead. Connie was forced to
bring the machine to a halt as the of^cer swerved
in front of the car—either that or kill him in cold
blood. Connie chose the former and assumed a
submissive attitude, a ready excuse on the tip of her
tongue. The cop on wdieels was an unusually well-
built youth and the hair which showed from beneath
the jaunty cap was curly and reddish brown. After
a quarter cf an hour of stalling. Connie confessed
her predicament, offering the man a bribe "for the
benefit of the wife and kiddies." Connie drove
off with a friendly wave, hitting 75 once more.
"You've fallen in love with a cheat!" ConViie thought
as she arrived at White Birch, her summer home, to
which guests came and left at their own pleasure.
"A man who could be bought with one hundred
dollars!" There were six girls at White Birch to
greet the hostess. Excitement prevailed. The cabin,
half a mile above Connie's rambling house, had been
rented to an unknown youth, and men were at a
premium at White Birch! Saturday morning, two
of the male weekend guests paddled to the cabin to
invite the stranger for lunch. Connie gasped when
she realized it was that motorcycle cop! Loren
Scott! Connie adored his name. As the days rolled
on. Connie wondered iust whv he had accepted that
bribe. Here was a man with high ideals who de-
manded the best of everything and everybody!
Connie was amazed at Paula's congratulations. "Loren
says you've promised to marry him!" Connie sped
to the youth's cabin after a good cry. So—he
wanted to blackmail her—would expect her! She
turned back, wrathfully. The next morning found
the girl back on the road in her powerful car. Jim
Carruthers drew up alongside. "Don't take up your
pad. Jim." she smiled. "Tliis was the only way I

could find you to tell you something of importance lo
you." The man grinned. Connie poured forth the
story of Loren and the bribe. White Birch was
deserted when Connie returned, three days later.
Loren was at the wharf. "Marry me," he pleaded.
Connie, in her clothes, hit the waters of Lake George
and swam out just as a storm blew up. She got
back to shore without being seen by Loren, who.
taking her speedboat, set out to find her in the toss-
ing storm. Only one quart of gas in that boat! Cer-
tain death \vould face this vcuth who was willing to
sacrifice his life to find the woman he loved. Conni;-
felt stung and shaken with remorse. In the launch.
Connie's hopes of findinc Loren were ebbing fast.
Then, there he was. clinging to a narrow slab
Skillful manoeuvering on the part of Connie and he
was in the launch, scolding her for braving the storm
which had now abated.
Carruthers arrived that night as they were having

dinner at White Birch. "Do you really love me?"
Coimie asked Loren before seeing Carruthers. Car-
ruthers ignored the girl and paid I>oren some money.
Loren's explanation was a long story. He and Jim-
buddies in France—air service—bet that motorist
bribe cops as first resort—Connie first victim. "I
forgot to tell you I'm a civil engineer!" he remarked.
Loren's eyes danced, and the firelight brought out
the red in his hair. He was Connie's now forever
and ever!

Mrs. Lambros File No. 6133

MARIAN and Jude Van were no longer the en-
vied pair of their early married days. It was
the Old story. The worldly and sophisticated

bachelor girl lured the faithful husband. Jude's
remorse came in spurts. Then he would rush home
to avoid this ripe and beautiful woman. No matter.
Her pursuit never ceased. Jude's telephone would
fairly sizzle. Marian was unaware of her husband's
affair, even after he left home, to escape the pursuit
of this mad love affair. Then, because a neighbor
sympathized with Marian and her sick infant, she told
the entire story—one which was well known to most
of the community's husbands and wives. So Jennifer
Gardiner had broken up her home—Jennifer, who
was not even ashamed of the son she had borne Judc!
Then Marian discovered Jennifer hanging about her
home, looking for Jude. "Jennifer Gardiner." Marian
said, "You're no good, but you don't know Jude and
I've been married nine years. That's the only thing
in your favor!" The girl was amazed but indiflFerent
toward Marian's dramatics. She became a steady
caller, hoping for news of Jude. "I love him." she
would say, wildly but evenly and without bitter-
ness, "And I'll marry him—he'll have to marry me
if I ever find him !" Marian sought consolation in
her sickly four year old son, Jude. Junior.
One day, Marian received good news. A friend of

Jude's had located him and informed him of Baby
Jude's illness. Jude was coming back! Jennifer
arrived at the apartment immediately following his
return. A horrible scene ensued. Jude being threat-
ened by a pistol. Marian ordered the girl from the
house. Jude's heart went out to his maltreated mate.
For a long while Jennifer did not return, and Jude.
thoroughly humbled, lived happily with Marian and
the baby, whom they had to send to the hospital,
ultimately. Then Jennifer returned, and so did other
women, all of whom Marian had to accept because
of her love for Jude and her desire to keep him,
even if she only received leftover emotion. Suddenly,
in a burst of remorse, Jude suggested a move to
another state. Just before the arrangements were
completed, Jennifer swore she was seeing Jude for
the last time. In her own peculiar way, she grew
remorseful and attempted to poison Marian. Judc
was wild. Jennifer hauled him to court. "You are
not an infant. Miss Gardiner." the judge said, before
the court, "The plaintiff will pay costs. Case dis-
missed." Marian was delighted with the Jersey home
but Jennifer discovered the address and annoyed Jude
some more. Finally, unable to stand it any longer.
Marian attempted to take her own life and that of
her son. This brought Jude to his feet. Acting
with backbone for the first time in his life he im-
pressed Jennifer that he was through—washed up.
Marian sighed and shed tears of remorse when Jen-
nifer threw herself olf a ferry, next day, but the
Vans were saved at last and tranquility cast a dim
shadow over the hatred Jude would always bear him-
self.

DANGEROUS FREEDOM

Julia Marquez File No. 6130

AT twenty, Isobelle Neville is naive as she was at
five. Her years in convents have not brought
the world to her attention. How could she

surmise, when her father came. that, haviim lost
his money, he was bringing her back Im L,>n,|u,i m
marrv the tremendously wealthy Lord GmI,c1. his hi,v-

hood chum. Isobelle had wanted to enter tiic cluirch.
"Tsk. Isk," Neville exclaimed, "Hide that beauty in
a nunnery:^" As Lady Gobel, Isobelle tliouglit' the
world delightful. Luxurious furs and sparkling
jewelry served to obliterate thoughts of the convent.
When Neville died, after the marriage. Isobelle
learned for the first time, of his bankruptcy. She
was no longer a sad-faced child. She w^as an ex-
otically beautiful woman, fond of gayety. vivacious
companions, and luxurious surroundings. Lord Gobe.'s
death, following a paralytic attack gave flight to the
girl's heretofore clipped wings. For a year she had
not left his bedside at their mountain retreat. Widov.'-
hood brought with it that dangerous freedom—un-
restrained and unbridled. Lady Stanley, another
wealthy widow, joined forces with the beauteous
Isobelle. "Now is your chance to be gay. darling."
she said, one evening. "You've fulfilled your obliga-
tions perfectly, and you're ready for love!" Isobelle
believed this, too, so when Count Gaston Sonfront,
social dilettante, pressed his attentions upon her. she
did not resist—much. Noblemen began to dog her
heels. "Your money!". Ladv Stanley twitted, and
Isobelle agreed, laughingly. Then came the Count's
invitation for dinner on the yacht. Isobelle pleaded
for a i>arty but the Count demanded a serious tete-
a-tete. The next morning. Isobelle found herself in
the Count's cabin, suffering from nightmares and a
horrible hangover. She laughed bitterly at the
Count's offer of marriage. 'No, Gaston."' she said,
"You've been a beast, hut I won't take the line
of least resistance." Sonfront left for Italy—frus-
trated. Isobelle joined a friend in Fontainebleau after
Lady Stanley returned to London for the Winter
season. There, amid charming surroundings, she met
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Pierre Lecourte. Isobelle hardly slept after her
hostess' son introduced them. "'To think," she said

in her bath, one night. 'That I should have found
young love, at last!" She told Pierre, and he
laughed. Tliey would be married when he (graduated

.\a\-al Acadrmy. but not until his uncle
The cle ved
Italy. The Count, of course! Isobelle fore

plans of revenge. Pierre Believed every word Sou-
front uttered! And she had thought to confess
wdiatever past there was to this "old uncle" who
would understand what Pierre might not! The girl

started for England in a state of collapse. Pierre
took her in his arms just after the boat started. Tl;e
Count had told him the truth—after that wretchedly
miserable scene of the afternoon. "He said I should
be proud. Darling!", Pierre concluded, with a kiss on
Isobtlle's quivering lips.

DISILLUSIONED

Jean Arnol File No. 2987

T HE rebellious girl, with the vivid coloring, who
had run away from the farm to come to the
city and live with her sisters, appealed to Teil,

the moment Bob had introduced her to him. Helen
in collaboration with her sisters, earned her living

by dress-making", and consequently was independent,
and self-reliant. Ted's admiration quickly turned to
love, and in a short time, Helen consented to marry
him Perhaps the only thing that marred Ted's hap-
piness was Helen's over- independence, a thing that
made her cling to the dress-making profession, and
avoid the bearing of any children. After a while,
during which Ted obtained a good position at a fac-

tory, Bob again very suddenly appeared on Ted's
horizon, this time with a wife, Lois. The four soon
became very intimate, Lois and Helen chatting gaily
about clothes and fashions. Bob and Ted talking about
their schooldays, or playing poker. When Lois gave
birth to a child, Jean, of whom Ted became very
fond, he himself wished that Helen would want one.
But she didn't, for though she insisted upon buying
a car, she felt as though they could not afford' a
baby. Bob and Lois continued their visits, al-

though Lois now complained of heart attacks. One
d.ay, Jean, now five years old, was persistent in

asking some of her youthful questions, when Bob irri-

tated, struck her. Lois, snatching Jean away, com-
plained bitterly of Bob's "spite -work." Bob looked
meaningly at Helen. Ted caught the look and he
vaguely wondered what it was all about; when this
was followed by a sneering exchange of glances be-
tween Lois and Helen, Ted turned white. Little by
little, the situation was unrolling itself before his
bewildered eyes. The realization sprang upon hiu^,
like a sudden shower, that Bob and Helen loved each
other! This supposition was verified by the gradual
change in Helen toward himself; she was always cen-
sorious, biting and e\'en unfriendly. Ted, who loved
Helen with his whole heart, was stricken by this so
obvious truth. He grew depressed, and it was only
his sister Jane, who prevented him from committing
suicide, by her rational talk. It happened that Helen
was suffering from a tumor. An operation caused a
temporary reconciliation between the two. Helen was
sent back to the farm to recuperate. Then the news
came from Bob that his wife, Lois had died. After
Helen returned, Bob continued visiting daily, while
the estrangement between Ted and Helen increased.
Ted finally left home quietly and took an apartment.
Helen remained at her own apartment, but with the
departure of Ted, Bob. too, ceased his visits, evi-
dently regretting his disloyalty to Ted, too late.

Helen was despondent. One day Ted was hastily
called to Helen's bedside. She had committed suicide
by gas. When Ted saw Helen lying there so pale
and wan. all the old love flooded his heart, and
it was his presence that brought Helen back to life.

Aft^r the recovery. Ted took her home, and lived a
while- once more happy. Then Helen become morbid;
Ted even fancied that she looked at him with hate
in her heart. He worried and suffered. On advice
from Dr. McCormac, the family doctor, Ted visited
Bob, and asked him to marry Helen to save her
from depression. Bob, ashamed and bowed before
Ted. nodded a silent yes. while Ted left brusquely
to tell Helen that Bob loved her and would marry
her, if Ted would get a divorce. He walked out of
their lives, smiling sadly, but the name, Helen, Helen,
was ever present in his heart.

THE SOUL RETURNS

Annette Bromfield File No. 6052

THE smart set flocked, nightly, to the Cabaret
Antoiiic, to hear Bonnie Clark sing torch songs.
Jim Higgins, cloakroom boy, had procured the

job for her, after having encountered the girl at
the lunch counter of a local five and ten, munching
a sandwicii and thinking thoughts of the old home
in the South.
Bonnie smiled her prettiest for Frederick Ttonely,

the night he walked into the club, and incidental^
into her life. Mabel Colby, with Frederick, laughed
at Fred's cavalier-like move in sending, by Higgin?-
a note and corsage to Bonnie. Drives, dinners, and
countless otJier engageaicnts during the ensuing
weeks cemented the affair in the eyes of the Broad-
way cokimnists. leading, ultimately, to a proposal.
Bonnie's approaching motherhood brought the first
pang of fear to Fred. "Vou go away. Darling," he
said, "And Fll get father's permission. It's all my
fault." The elder Stonely raged until he was purple.
"I'll not have a cabaret singer!", he repeated over

of the way hospital. A month later, Bonnie was
back at Antoine's. "I simplv couldn't abandon you.
darling, Bonnie told the baby, "Even to marry your
bad and darting daddy!" One day Frederick returned,
but Bonnie cut him dead and appealed to Antoine
for protection. Frederick left in a frenzy because
Bonnie would not leave with him. His ire brought
him into a serious automobile smash, and the police
carried him home—delirious. Frederick saw himself
sitting at the base of a large tree in the Black Forest,
garbed in evening clothes. Horrible- looking people
held hands to their heads and informed him he was
in Hell! Then a dead pal passed. "Fred, what are
you doing here ? ", the corpse shrieked. Frederick
could only cry for Bonnie and the baby. "You'll
have to get the girl!", the Stonelys' doctor told them.
Bonnie faced the elder Stonely with her jaw squared.
It was pleasurable to see him beg for her indul-
gence. "He has cried for
Bonnie—you and my grands
to forgive—for both your sal

Bonnie choked a sob at
practically depended upon h
to keep him cheerful," the doctor had remarked. B
nie went, with the baby, and she sang songs to
Frederick. The handsome youth opened his eyes.
The doctor felt his pulse and gasped. Mrs. Stonely
took the baby into her arms. Bonnie's arms flew
about the man she loved and had actually brought
back to life! The Stonelys mopped their tears un-
ashamed. "I'm positive you won't need me any
more today," the doctor whispered huskily before
slipping through the door behind which family his-
tory was being made.

every minute, er

—

Won't you allow us
md for the baby's?"
ing Frederick's life

presence. "We've got

Allan B. Speare File No. 6091

'T-^HE fellows at the mill persisted in twitting
I Carl Von Beck about his ancestry. "Heinie,"
•^ they jeered—all except Bob Smith. What they
hated most was the fact that Heinie's father was a
German war general at the time. One day, Carl could
not face the chiding any longer. He left, but Bob
Smith went right after him. Soon they found them-
selves in an army camp, side by side. The call to
the front came soon. Those days in the dugout were
hell on earth for the two friends. Bob, in particu-
lar, could not see how Carl could fight against his
own father. "I was born in America, Bob." he
said, "And I want it to be proud of me. Besides, I
want to show those mill fellows some day, just as
I've shown my parents that I can get along with-
out their wealth!" It was arm in arm that they
went on their first leave to Paris.
"French Gertie" was the terror of the American

soldiers, but Bob refused to believe Carl. "She's a
wow, Carl!" he said, but Carl merely shook his
head. "For you, maybe, he retorted, "Not for any-
one with sense. I've heard about her ability to lake
men over, and you're her meat! She hkes 'em tall,

dark, and handsome!" The next morning. Bob showed
up at the Y. M. C. A., minus his money and valu-
ables but with a broad grin. "What a gal," he said,
"What a gal!" Carl put him to bed. "You're
drun'k," he said, "And you haven't a dime!" Bob
laughed. "Im not drunk—just tired." he said,
"That's why I'm in bed. Carl, old boy, I'm goin^
to be a married man when this war's over—and slv-

didn't take anything. I gave it to her. She gets my
insurance, too." Carl went sadly to Gertie's. N-»
amount of talking could change her plans. Bob walked
in as Carl was eluding her grasp. "He beat me,'"
Gertie said, tearing off her blouse. Bob refused to
see light. When they were back in action, he re-
mained silent despite Carl's protests. Then the call
to go over came. Bob abandoned Carl on a field of
blood and mire. "Pal my eve." he said. Carl found
his way to the German lines. He was taken to his
father who finally sent him home after he had re-
fused to give information concerning the Allied
Forces. Mrs. Von Beck was overjoved. Back in the
American lines. Bob hovered near insanity. He had
sent his pal to death over a gal who was false and
low—Gertie had sent a letter of explanation.
Ten years later. Bob was walking the streets of

New York—a derelict, down and out. Carl was
living in luxury in California with his sister, ]\Iarian,

and contemplating a trip east to the American Legion
Convention. Bob wondered as he read announcements
of the affair in the papers he found in the subways
i-.nd libraries. The day of the convention opening
drew near. Bob was given a singing act toward the
end to get rid of him. Carl walked into a box with
Marian and his fiancee, Joan, just as Bob reached
the middle of his song, My Pal. He collapsed upon
sighting Carl, but not before a movie magnate had
managed to hear that marvelous tenor voice.
At the opening of Bob's first starring picture,

Marian sat close beside him. Tears coursed down
Carl's cheeks. The story of their friendship un-
veiled itself before their eyes. Joan and Carl Von
Beck slipped into their house while Bob and Marian
were still in the car, outside Carl's luxurious home.
"Even with the baby, we'll have room for them,
won't ^ve, precious Carl?", Joan asked, softly.

Frederick ju as bo lid lux

^ THE BURNING PASSION

Sara Buftice File No. 6114

THE one burning passion in Philip's life was that

of fatherhood. He had met Elizabeth Grandly
in July, at a college prom. They were en-

gaged before the leaves fell the following Autumn.
Philip found it difficult to understand why Bess
persisted in putting off the marriage. "How can I

ask her," he thought, "abooit families." The girl

who shared Bess' apartment spoke up one evening.

"Phil," Grace said, "Why don't you take Bess to
the new art musuem—as long as you two are saving
money ?" Bess blushed but said she thought it a
grand idea. One hour later, they stood before the
latest offerings of the moderns. One picture, in par-
ticular, interested Phil. He stood before it with
bated breath. "Complete Happiness," it was called!
"What a charming family!". Philip said, aloud. He
noticed a tear in Bess' eyes. When they got home
that night, Bess did not read her latest brain children
to Phil—a strange occurrence, inasmuch as Phil,
;.s the fiance of an author, was used to hearing each
story or article prior to submission. Instead, Bess
put a heavy letter into his hand and sent him off.

"Read it when you reach home, Phil," she cried.
Philip arrived at his rooms in agony. Inside the
envelope was Bess' engagement ring, a quantity of
blank paper, and a brief but fervent note. Phi!
wept, despite his apparent manliness and strength.
The following week, Bess received her answer. Grace
comforted the sobbing girl. "You were right to tell

him/' she whispered, "But I thought Phil would be
different. Adopted babies can win your heart some-
times, too." Bess grew weaker and less interested in
life as the days wore on. Then came the day that
she shocked Grace with the startling announcement
that she was leaving for India with the Reverend
and Mrs. Gouldy! "You'll be married, anyhow," Bess
said, "And educating the heathen might take my
mind off things."
After two years in India, Bess became more stoical

and calm. Mrs. Gouldy had succumbed to a tropical
fever, and the Reverend was becoming a bore. Bess
could not see herself stepping into the meek Mrs.
Gouldy's place. Each time she visited the Reverend
for news, she received a proposal. By the time three
years were up. startling things had occurred back
home. Grace's husband had made a young fortune.
Phil had married the charrrang Alissa Grey and was
the father of a beautiful baby daughter. Bess sailed
for home, happily. Grace had thought of her when
she and Jack built the Scarsdale mansion. Grace
greeted Bess with open arms. There were so many
things to say, after three years! "I would have come
after you, Honey," Grace whispered, "if you ever
tried to marry that old walrus ! Imagine you in
India, wearing flat heels and a smile of mercy!" At
dinner, the first evening, Bess felt at home for the
first time in three years. "Gosh, this evening gown
feels funny. I feel as though I'd better cover up my
shoulders!" After dinner, guests arrived for Bridge
Bess tried hard to compose herself when Phil walked
across to where she stood. Remorse and suffering
stood upon his face. "You'll have to come and see
my daughter, Marian," he said, after the last rubber.
Bess, feeling gay again, followed him to his car. She
tiptoed through his house after him. expecting to
meet Marian's mother any minute. Then she saw
Marian. "You're being horrid to that child's mother,
bringing me here." she told Phil. Philip saw day-
light, "Bess, you didn't know Alissa died over a
year ago?", he asked. Marian stirred. "Muvver,"
she called, seeing Bess, "Yes darling,' Phil an-
swered. "You're right, but how did you guess?" The
baby drifted into a peaceful sleep.

OUR WONDERFUL MOTHERS

L. Elmer Fitts File No. 6123

HAVING only been married three months, Alice
was tinding Sunday dinner difficult once again.
It was Saturday. Alice usually began then.

This time she had hardly taken the turkey from the
icebox when Dick's mother was at the door, "Ob
Mrs. Carson!", Alice cried, "I'm so glad you've
come!" Inside, though, the girl wondered how Dick's
youn,? sister Edith would like it, Edith usually had
secrets for her sister-in-law, Mrs, Carson was headed
for the guest room when Edith arrived, "Oh Al,"
she cried, "I can't wait. Ned and I are engaged!"
Mrs. Carson turned back. "Hello Mother," Edith
called, nonchalantly. Mrs. Carson laughed and sat
beside the girls. "I hope you'll be happy. Edith,"
she said, "I didn't marry while / was in Prep School,
but there are lots and lots I didn't know, then."
Edith and Alice listened intently to the story of Mrs.
Carson's newlywed days. How plucky of her to for-

get when she discovered father in an affair with the
Dooley girl at the college in which he taught. "1

wouldn't have, Mother!", Edith said. "Vou wouldn't
be understanding men as Mother does." Alice re-

marked.
When Dick arrived for dinner, he came upon Edith

and Mrs. Carson back of a portiere, hiding. Alice
beamed. "Your mother is so wonderful, Dear," she
told him.
Ned Brackett pulled up at the Carson's after miss-

ing Edith at school. Mr. Carson invited him in.

"Say Ned," Carson asked, "Wanta drive to Dick's?

Edith's most likely there, and I'm tired of dishes,"

The two arrived at Alice's during dinner. "Tickled

you've come, Father!", Alice laughed, "How do,

Ned." Dick and Alice liked Ned at once. Dick
urged him to stay the weekend. "You seem pretty

full, daughter," Carson said, "But I don't budge
without Ma, eh Ned?" Edith and Ned went for a

spin in Ned's Marmon. This was just the darhng-

est way you could have met them all, Ned!', Edith

said, happily. Then they noticed a . dusty car pull

up. "Who's zat? More Carsons?". Ned asked.

Edith became hysterical? It was Alice's oldest sister

from the coast with her husband and five children.

Alice stood in the door trying to look cheerful.

Howard Nichols pulled Dick out immediately on a

search for milk for the kids. "Let's follow," Edith

said ""This Nichols is a riot!" Dick almost doubled

with laughter all the way out. Nichols took Ned for

a highwayman. "We got robbed in the Rockies!",

he confided, caressing his huge gun. When they all

arrived home. Dick was pale, Ned and Edith had
escaped in time. Mrs. Carson arranged sleeping
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quarte and prepared for two days. "^lother s won-

derful!", tliev all aijreed.

The following Saturday, when Ned and Edith were

married, the Nichols twins were flower girls and their

hrother the page. Those are the things that can

happen. The Carsons are like that!

CHEATED

Miss Stamp File No. 6115

TED Vaughan's twisted little body was repulsive

to Valla, daughter of the General. In addi-

tion, she would have nothing to do with an

overseer's son. Kitty, the housekeeper's child, scolded

\'alla unmercifully. "You mean little snob, you," she

cried, stamping her dainty foot, "I hate you! When
Ted is a famous surgeon, some day, you'll be proud

to know him!" Valla answered by tossing her golden

curls in a saucy manner. Kitty March struck out,

irate in her protest against the child who refused

to spare affection for crippled Ted Vaughan. Valla

touched her burning cheeks and vowed to avenge
herself against Kittv at some later date.

The day Ted left for Switzerland to become the

w^ard of a famous SViss surgeon who promised the

general he could cure the child, Kitty sobbed, bit-

terly. The General was not so happy, either. It

had cost him twenty thousand dollars for the over-

seer's permission to send the boy away! The ensu-

inn- veirs were filled with interesting things, but

nevertheless lonely for Ted at the kindly surgeon's

home. Two years later, Ted's strength was be-

ginning to climb upwards. No longer was his body
distorted and uglv. Now he could do as other boys
did. It was about this time that the doctor received

a letter from the General, telling him that Ted's
father had died, leaving Ted in the General's care.

The faithful housekeeper had passed to the Beyond,
too. Kitty also became a ward of the former mih-
tary hero.
Twenty years passed and Ted was still in Europe

with the doctor, who, many years back, had urged
the General to allow the boy to study the subject

of his heart's desire—surgery. When death called

the surgeon, Ted made his way to America. Ted's
reputation as a skilled man reached from coast to

coast in a very short time. Then came the day
the General sent for him. A beautiful girl answered
the sound of the ponderous brass knocker. Ted stared.

Kitty! The old love flared forth into renascence,

but the words of Kitty were to come true, in the

case of the proud Valla, whose passionate desire

for Ted was consuming her bitter self as she watched
him keep tryst after tryst with Kitty. Then came
the night she interrupted a tender love scene—Ted
and Kitty planning for the thousandth tirne their

life together. Valla sent Kitty away. In his arms,
Ted felt the feverish passion of the girl. He could

not resist. "I love you. Valla," Kitty had over-
heard him say. Valla lost no time in telling her
dying father that Ted would marry her. The Gen-
eral sighed. Alone with Ted. he confessed his sin.

He had taken Valla, the housekeeper's child, when
she and Ted were infants, because Ted's body was
reoulsive and twisted. "I'm glad you're marrying,
led, because you'll get the fortune due you!" He
died before Te"d could explain. But Valla had heard
all. She. an overseer's daughter. Ted strolled out
to think things over. Before he could reach her,

he saw ^'alla, golden hair streaming and violet eyes
flashing, leap into the river's frothing waters. Ted
inherited his rightful fortune and married Kitty, both
setthng down in the old home with Ted assuming
one of the noblest of roles—that of country doctor.

THE CITY DAME

Ann Nichols

OU'LL do nothing of the kind!

File No. 6059

ther

Y tolfl h""- after Tie h.id announced his inten

himself in jail overnight more than once. It won t

do you any good to fight," Bob would explain, "She's

in with every cop, magistrate, and politician in the

district!" When Bert finally managed to divorce

her, he found himself worse off than before. Making
one hundred a week, at the time, the aUmony was
put at fifty, but the depression was coming on.

With wage cut after wage cut, he could not meet
his payments. A sojourn in jail faced him. Having
given all lor him, including their home. Bert's family

appealed to a wealthy uncle. A prominent lawyer

was engaged. After a long weary fight, during which
his father died, Bert managed to gain custody of

the infant daughter, and immunity from further debt.

Ginger was prosecuted for fraud, blackmail, and sev-

eral other counts proved by Bert's lawyer on the

strength of testimony advanced by irate and cotnpe

tent witnesses. The youth was now a broken, miser-

able shadow of his former self. "I'm afraid we're too

late to save Bert's self-respect and interest in life,"

his uncle explained to the older brother who had
stuck so loyally, "but we'll try very hard!" Bert
found a laboring job in the city. His sister took
care of little Virginia.

Sitting in the park, one evening, after having
slaved through a torturingly hot day, Bert encoun-

tered Marv, Ginger's daughter. He looked the other

way. Mary threw hen arms about him. "I've al-

ways loved you, Bert," she told him, "And I'm
going, to make something of you. Virginia needs a

mother pretty badly!" "Virginia's all right." he

said, glumly, "And she doesn't need you. You're

Ginger's, and I never want to think of her again!"

iSIaiy smiled through huge tears. "The story's got

to end right, Bert. This one does. Ginger was
never my mother. She adopted me because she only

had sons—and you can't get rich from marrying ofT

boys!" Two years later, Bert, a wealthy contractor-
thanks to Mary—looked at his beautiful wife and
their new son. "Even Ginger could make nie smile

now!" he told her.

tion of leaving for the city. "Oh Yeah." Bert
retorted. "\\'h\n"t vou give a guv a chance to make
good? Fiftv ^im-li-Mns every week! Where could I

get that .M.iiniil Ikt.'?" The following week, the
vouth, baruU tivt-mv. arrived in the city with his
friend. Bob. Ik- was thrilled bv the subways. "This
is the nione>:" he told Bob, "And say, you've got
powerful taste in landladies!" Bob was annoyed.
"Don't be a fool," he cautioned, "I've lived there
because it's cheap, but she's out to get Greenhorns
like you. She's rotten to the core and old enough
to be your mother!" "She's wonderful." Bert
breathed, and that night he wrote home about his
increase in wages and the wonderful meals at his
boarding house.
One Sunday. Bob decided to visit Bert's folks.

"He hasn't been home Sundavs in a long while."
Bert's mother told him. "I know," Bob explained,
"Better ask him to spend his vacation home. That
woman is going to ruin his life—or part of it, any-
way! One hundred dollars is a big salary for a
young kid!" Bob left in disgust. Thev blamed him,
of course. A week later. Bert arrived in town for
his vacation. He explained at once that he would
listen to no remarks concerning Ginger, his fiancee.
A day after his return to the city, he and Ginger
were married. Bert was amused to discover she had
been divorced three times. "I am now the father
of a beautiful daughter, eighteen vears old, and a son
of twenty-three!" Bert wrote, 'in a letter to his
brother. The following months were hell. Ginger was
selfish, e-xtravagant, and jealous. A pretty girl on
the bus with Bert, mornings, would throw' her into
a violent rage, causing furniture and bric-a-brac 1o
suffer untold damage. After her daughter, Vir-
ginia, was born, things grew even worse. Bert found

LOVE'S RETREAT

Eva V^ilmof File No. 6087

THE HIGH COST OF LIGHTS

Mrs. M. R. Johnson File No. 6078

THE first day of each month is torture for Isaac

Adams because to him, it is not merely an-
other day. It is bill day! Each time this day

comes around Isaac tries to figure ways to save and
scrimp. Food? Nothing doing. The children? You
can't save on them! Jakie, Willie, Ellie, Dora,

Junie, and little Isaac need plenty, and Isaac cannot

deny their demands.
It is this figuring mood which comes over Isaac

when his wife, Lillie, asks him to send for an elec-

trician to reinstall the chandelier which had to be
removed in order for the paper hanger to work.
"Don't waste time," Lillie tells him. because I'm
giving the kids a party tonight and that thing will

have to be up." A brilliant idea comes over this

harassed man. "Lilhe!", he cries, /'// put up this

hght!" A sense of strange foreboding conies over
the family as Isaac starts a search for his tools.

"Things turn out unfortunately at once. "Jakie—bor-

row a ladder!", he calls, but .Takie finds this to be

a difficult task since there are only a very few lad-

ders in the entire apartment house, and those that

there are are borrowed and reborrowed beyond re-

trieval. Jakie returns after making a searching tour.

The rest of the family is sent scurrying hither and
thither on this and that quest or errand. When
Isaac's tools are finally assembled, the entire family

is close to exhaustion. His first move is to mount
a miniature stool to get near his object. This col-

lapses and Isaac is hurled against the piano, smash-
ing a costly vase. This forces him to use the ladder

after all. But the ladder is far from steady, and
Isaac's fingers are far from firm. The tools start

to fly in all directions. Pretty soon nearly every one
of the children is afflicted in some fashion, and the
doctor, wis'.iing to save time and wear and tear on his

car, parks outside the door in case of emergency.
Isaac's thumb is the most troublesome result of the

chandelier-hanging. Flattened by the hammer, it

bears bandages, salves, liniments, and soothers, the

final bandaging making it appear as large as the
rest of the hand combined. Helping Isaac, after this.

Lillie. his wife, gets a bit of wood in her eye be-

cause of her kindness. The maid, during the excite-

ment, overturns the paste pot the paper hanger has
left, ininring herself to the extent of a broken nose.

While the doctor is there, he suggests that Mrs.
Adams have a poultice placed over her eye—the in-

jured one. Dora proceeds to make it, but in the

midst of her labor, she is scalded by hot water. This
caps the climax. No longer can Isaac stand the

strain! "Cooperation!" he yells, "is nothing to

you people." Lillie smiles sweetly. "When you be-
come an electrician and know what you're doing,''

she says, "then maybe we'll cooperate." In a burst
of anger, Isaac calls in the electrician. The party
must go on! Isaac starts to clean the room of the

mess which has accumulated. His first move halts
all the rest. Seeing the stool he has smashed, Isaac
decides to do away with it. Raising a window, he
throws it into the yard. It hits an old man, and
Tstiac spends an hour or so in jail until he prom-
ises the judge he'll pay all hospital and doctor's
bills. Upon his returri. the little guests are arriv-
ing, but the Adams family is in no condition to

receive. The evening is spent murmuring and groan-
ing over sore spots. A restless night follows. The
following week brings an onrush of bills. The en-
tire family gathers to peruse these

_
written records

of Isaac's brilliance. After the itemized accounts of

the electrician, the doctor, and the hospital are read,

Isaac discovers that the chandelier has cost him well

into the two hundreds! In a very much sulxiued
mangier. Isaac admits to Lillie and the children that
less hot-headedness and willingness to trust trained
workmen would go a long wav toward curing his

"know-it-allness."

VISIONS of endless days and nights filled Kay
Carlston's mind as she read of her appointment
to Greyhurgh's school. A country schoolmarm,

after all! What romance was there left in her life?

It was in her schoolroom, the week after her arrival

that the handsome youth discovered her. The one
bright spot in the room was her golden-brown head
of curls. Kay jumped up in surprise. "Excuse me,"
murmured the young man, "But it's pouring, and
my car's in town." Kay had been weeping. "That's

all right," she said, "We can use mine. You must
be Jack Iry." He laughed. "Kathaleen Carlston. I

believe." He was right, 06 course, and the reason

each had heard of the other was that the girl ha.l

been staying with the Irys, Mr. Iry l>eing County
Superintendent of Schools and an old friend of her

father's.
That night, and for many nights afterward, Kay

lie in bed thinking of Jack Iry. How could he—

a

star reporter on a big city paper—care for her.

The world was at its feet. She didn't realize that

Jack was tossing restlessly and thinking similar

things. At the end of the year, Kay stood in her

room, packing. It had been fun to pack for vaca-
tions, at Normal School. The Carlstons would meet
her at Ireland Lake—their summer place. Dancing
in the pavilion to the mellow tones of Dick Sqmers'
orchestra had been heavenly, just as swimming in the

lake with Dick himself had been. This time it was
miserable. Kay told herself she would miss the

children. No, it wasn't that at all. It was Jack
Iry. His last letter had merely wished her a pleasant

time. Kay snapped the lock on her trunk. A famil-

iar knock .sounded on her door. "Kay!". Jack called,

from the doorway. She was in his arms, and Jack
was telling her how very much he wanted to marry
her. But his eyes looked scared and wistful. There
was a girl—in college. A hasty engagement followed.

The next day, Kay started after Jack in her

roadster. She would surprise him in town and then

carry im off to Ireland Lake. Kay waited breath-

lessly in the hall of the apartment house to which

she iiad followed Jack. Then she heard loud voices-
two men and a girl. Well Jack had told her of this

woman's erratic nature, her many men, and her bril-

liant personality and mind. Hysterical shrieks. Kay
rushed past the door. The bullet meant for Jack
lodged in her soft shoulder! Kay fainted.

It was almost fun to be sick at Ireland Lake.

Jack's tenderness amused Kay. "What would your

City Editor say?", she asked. Jack was not so

hardboiled, he told her. "Not hardboiled. Darling,'

she said, "But oh, so dumb! How come you never
knew Rose was married?" "That shows how much
I've seen of her!", he said. After the summer, Kay
thought this had been the nicest^_ at Ireland

Lake" Oh well, honeymoons always made things in-

teresting! "We're coming back, too," Jack explained

just before they were ready to leave, "I've bought
that house you uked so well. Remember?" "Oh
Darling," Kay laughed, "Shall we call it L<

treat, just for fun?"
^'s Re-

HELLO AMERICA!

Victoria J. Richter File No. 6089

Lucv told her
from

«(/'-> OSH, you're green, ^
,

, .
-

I T sister who had just landed m Ame
^-^ Germany, "And talk Enghsh when we go

outside." Lucy's mistress had given her permission

to keep Anna with her until a suitable place could be

found for her. Mrs. Myers was quite friendly to Anna
and spoke German in order to make the girl feel at

her ease. Soon Anna got a place with Mrs. Bails,

an Enghsh woman who kept house for her hus-

band and p-rown son, Fred. The extent of Anna's

English was "Yes ma'am," a phrase Lucy had

taught her, realizing that with that, she would be

able to get along for a time. In her lonely room
near the kitchen Anna wished Lucy had found some-

one who could speak to her and understand her in

the language to which she was accustomed to use.

When the first Sunday came, Anna wept pro-

fusely despite the sympathetic attitude of her mis-

tress Lucy had not come. In desperation. Mrs.

Bails called Lucy's mistress. Lucy arrived m short

order. "Listen Anna," Lucy told her, "Get used

to living out. Who came to see me when I landed?

"You went with German people," Anna sobbed. Mon-
day brought Anna's first taste of comfort in her new
home. The laundress, "Mrs.", was a German! Anna
learned many things from Mrs. who was far less

clumsy. Anna's days are spent in constant fear and
bewilderment and her nights in weeping.

.

Mrs. Bails might have done well with Anna had it

not been for the chiding of her husband and her son.

"How in the devil can you keepi a dummy about,

JIums'" the amused Fred asked. Anna was well

aware of the fact that she was being laughed at.

Through an opening in the kitchen door she could

see what was going on. How was she to know
Americans liked their bread thin and their floors

mopped instead of scrubbed. And didn't ice pick

sound just like "eisen"—the German word for iron'

Lucv was not much of a help. "Stupid you," she

scol'ded, "Look vour dress. JIust you get your

apron soaking wet with everything you do? Lucy
dressed flashily. "I'd be married to that Fred al-

ready if I had your place." Anna was stunned.

Fred? Why. he never even spoke to her. Even the

time he came to the cellar to show her wdiat wood
was. he just grinned and pretended not to see her

tears. Then she had seen him laughing as he told

the story to his mother and father. And didn't she

see him at Mrs. Bails' party, one night, with such

a beautiful girl. Anna wrote to her people, kindly

at first, extolling Lucy's virtues and praising the
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land of opportunity, little of which she had seen as
yet. After three weeks, however, the letters grew
morbidly pathetic. They told the truth of Lucy's
deceit. She had deceived both Anna and Mrs. Bails
who had not wanted a green and clumsv girl to begin
with. Then one day, Mrs. Bails grew impatient. She
was tired of doing the bulk of the work to keep Anna
from crying. Lucy was summoned and scolded. A
woman from the agency arrived to receive the storv
from Mrs. Bails and attempt to find Anna a nev/
place. Anna shrieked wdien she saw the woman.
"Johanna!", she cried, running, to the arms of the
girl from the agency. All Mrs. Bails heard was a
volley of German conversation. Anna was actually
laughing. Fred rushed in and stood by his mother's
side, to watch the performance. "She'd be pretty
without those clumsv shoes and housemaid's hips!",
he whispered. The caller turned to Mrs. Bails.
"Excuse me, if you will," she said, in perfect Eng-
lish, "But Anna and I were children together years
ago. I am going to make a human being of her!
I realize you are in need of a more apt worker and
one who can speak your language. We will have one
over in the morning." Lucy slipped out, stealthily,
after the woman addressed as Johanna had glared
at her.
For the first time since her landing, Anna was

actually happy. As she sat in Johanna Gottfried's
apartment studying English from the grammar she
had received in night school, she smiled, happily.
The meaning of wood, coal, ice, mop, and clothespins
was coming to her, but luckily, she would never need
them anymore—"Unless you get a husband quick,"
Johanna had remarked.
A year after her sudden good fortune, Anna at-

tended a theatre with Johanna. The girls were en-
joying the show immensely. Anna chatted gayly
during the intermission about her office and the new-
boss they were expecting. Johanna eyed the girl
standing before her garbed in shimmering silk, dainty
shoes, and a smart bob. "Who would -think it was
green Anna!", she exclaimed. "Is Lucy very furi-
ous?",' Anna laughs aloud, showing- her pretty teeth,
"She almost died today when ] told her her Eng-
lish is punk," Anna remarked. "What a thrill to
get even, but I do mean to help her soon as I get
this raise." A youth stepped back of Anna and
touched her .shoulder. Anna gasped. Fred Bails

!

"Pardon me," he asked, politely, "But I'm bursting
with curiosity. Can it be that this ravishingly beau-
tiful and slim person is our one-time clumsy and
tearful Anna?" That v/as the beginning of what
turned out to be a happy ending for both Anna and
lier benefactor. Fred, too, was the new boss and he
seemed to find a great deal for his secretary and her
friend to do after hours. One afternoon, Anna walked
into the apartment. Johanna greeted her, beaming.
Anna kissed her after being shown an exquisite en-
gagement ring. Fred's best pal! "You've all the
luck, Jo!", Anna remarked wistfully. Fred stepped
in from the kitchenette with lovelights in his eyes.
"No darling, / have." he said, "because you and I
are going to be married next month with the kind-
est wishes of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bails!"

PIONEER DAYS

Effle Speedy File No. 6085

<4TTtHY can't we stay where we are, Will?",

W/ Mrs. Malone asked her husband, in re-
sponse to his announcement concerning re-

moval from 5^'outh Carolina to Indiana, "The girls
will be better off here, where they have everything to
their advantage." "Nonsense, my girl," Malone re-
marK-ed, "It is not for poor people to pioneer. We
should go—we who are well off—to settle new lands."
The following week the family set out, and the
Malone children soon became used to the pioneering
life with its dangers as well as its dehghts. When
they finally reached Indiana, the oldest daughter,
Mary, announced her intention of marrying handsome
Hal Bagley, one of the youths who had come on with
them from South Carolina. "I'm sixteen. Father."
Mary said, when her father and mother suggested
they wait, "And Hal is eighteen, and if there's any
pioneering to be done, we want to do it, now, while
we're young!" Soon, the youngsters settled on land
very close to the Malones. After five years, Hal
Bagley had made out well. Though only twenty-five,
he was respected in the small community he and Will
Malone had practically founded. The Bagley's had
money and position—such as it was. Hal was head
of the School Board and one of the early agitators
for a State college. Their children, he told Mary,
were going to learn to read and write before they
were fourteen' There were three charming children

—

all boys. Pioneering life is far from luxurious, hov/-
cver, and illness, even in a thriving community is

hard to combat. After seven years of work and love,

Hal took ill and died because medical attention of the
right type was lacking
Widowed at twentv-three, Mary found life difficult

to face. Still, Hal 'had left her well off, and the
boys would not be neglected. The Civil War, however,
did not bring much comfort to the South, and Mary
suffered during its years because her family seemed
to go one by one, the deaths of her brothers in the
war causing the ultimate passing of her mother and
father. She was alone, now, with nobody to turn to

for comfort and cheer. Mary thought of the possi-
bility of marrying again. "Better for the boys," she
told herself, and when she met Ken Ryan, she was
sure he would make the children a wonderful father.

' She must stop mourning Hal for their sake. Then,
too. Ken was a fine man—so she thought, then.

'The ensuing years were filled with sorrow for poor
Mary who thought, in the beginning, that she had
married a prince of men. Ken had married her for

her money—the Bagley-Malone inheritance ! He took
her to live among the Kentucky poor whites and
dissipated her money on women of ill-repute. He

would even send them to her for money, completing
his degradation! In addition, she had two more chil-
dren on her hands—both girls. Mary found herself
grieving for Hal once again. How could she rid her-
self of this menace—this robber of her self-respect?
How could she have loved this man so dearly at one
time? The poor woman's only comfort was her chil-
dren The oldest boy urged her to leave Ken. She
finally did, and returned back to Indiana where she
lived contentedly in the big Malone home left by her
father.
One day, Mary received a message to come at once

to Kentucky. She smiled grimly, but after fighting
with herself, went. Ken was dying. At his bedside
was a coarse woman—and Mary, but Mary forgave
him before he died and then returned to Indiana to
live out her life far from men and absorbed in her
children—and Hal's.

PAJAMA WIFE

Lenora Bernal File No. 6148

A SMALL town minister, visiting friends in New
\ork, met Julia W;ilson at a tea in his honor.
Rev. Bailey was quite a handsome and charmmg

person, and that is why Julia was tolerant, if not a
little coquettish. Juha's mother was of a more de-
termined frame of mind. "You were a fool to wear
those flashy pajamas to Maude's tea when you knew
Dr. Bailey'd be there," Mrs. Wilson remarked at
breakfast, next morning, "Being a man of God, he
most naturally would not approve!" Julia was
amused at her mother's troublesome demeanor dur-
ing the ensuing weeks, and went right on donning
pajamas for every conceivable function, minister or
no! At the end of his visit, Julia returned to Slate-
vdle with the Rev. Bailey because they had been
married. It had been a hard job for Mrs. Wilson to
convince Julia that ivory satin pajamas would not
do for a wedding dress.
The Reverend's father and grandmother, along with

his old maid aunt were shocked with Bailey's choice
of a bride. Mrs. Bailey was secretly delighted with
the younger woman. "She's a peach, Howard," the
Reverend's mother confided, one day. "She's demor-
ahzmg my congregation," he answered. "You small
town saps are dead and you don't know it!" Julia
shrieked, one morning, when her husband chided ier
for her choice of clothes, cigarette smoking, and ex-
cessive makeup. Mrs. Bailey heard, and smiled up
at the ceihng as she rested in her bed. Julia warned
her husband concerning some girls who were coming
to visit from New York. "If you frown at anything
thfy do—you'll be sorry, Big Fellerl" she cautioned.
This is some dead town," she told her friends, later

Saturday night. Rev. Bailey delivered a pocket ser-

f?™. 2t h'S dinner table, eyeing the four girls coldly.
I his a conventional place, and strange sights or

vulgarity are unheard of." Julia flushed crimson
Sunday morning, Julia and her four friends occupied
the first pew of the church—reserved for Julia al-
ways, garbed in pajamas. The Rev. Bailey had chosen
Morality as the subject for the morning's sermon!
The Bailey house was chaos bv the time the day
was over. The Reverend walked the floor the entire
night. Juha breakfasted alone the next morning.
I he following Sunday, Julia's husband arose verv
early and made his way to the church by a round'-
afjout route. How could he face his people again, not
knowing what Julia would do next? What a shock
he received upon entering the sacred portals. Every
woman in the congregation was in pajamas! And
every man! "What is the meaning of this outrageous
outburst?" the Reverend Bailey bellowed. "God wants
our souls not our clothes", one pious member an-
swered, to Bailey's surprise. The Reverend went home
to seek comfort from his family, after services. When
he saw his mother, grandmother, and maiden aunt in
the infernal pants, he faced his doom squarely,
laughed and dashed madly up to Julia who had been
keeping herself from him all week. "We've all gone
nuts!" he said at dinii*er, appearing in baby blue and

THE ISLE OF MY DREAMS
Theo Pitts File No. 6136

THE millionaire magazine pubhsher leaned back
in his chair as if exhausted. As he watched his
butler, Chang, arrange food before him which he

couldn t touch, his mind reverted to his Beverly Hill
home which, furniture and all, was going to the high-
est bidders. Then he thought of Alice, his wife, who
returned to her aunt's home in Pasadena. "Maybe I
shouldn't blame her," F^rank Morton thought, "Who
can expect a woman to subr.nt to such humiliation?"
Why had he trusted Sims to such an extent? That
last deal was what ruined him. Chang worried at
his master s lack of appetite. Morton gave a start
Shouting in the streets' He heard something about
Shanghai. Chang slipped a paper before him. A doc-
tor had been held at Shanghai for slaying a native
but the Chinese authorities refused to hand him
over to the American Consul. An insurrection was
feared. Frank closed the window and sat steeped in
thought. Chang told Morton how delighted he would
be accompany his master to the homeland. "By way
of Hawan, Chang," Frank called after the boy "To
the isle of my dreams . . ." Frank seemed like him-
self again.
Honolulu at daybreak. The harbor was a mass of

"nquid
^
sunshine. "Aloha" sounded in the distance.

I; rank s garland of jasmine stifled his senses. It was
welcome—on leaving and entering,

other part was calling.

"Aloha"—Ha
Then, at the end of ; .

Yokohama. But what of the lady of *^Frknk"s drean
-Ali<
Alice Morton had suffered loneliness after leaving

Frank, but she had determined to stick it out as per

her agreement. She was not sorry when Marian Lanai
]was forced to give up her missionary post in ChinaV

"I'll go—Mrs. Lang," she told Marian's mother. Thel

;

life was fascinating, and after two years, Alice wrote !

to her aunt, asking whether she ought to sign an-i;
other contract. This was better than pining for

;

Frank. How desolate she had been when Frank dis-
'

appeared, and how she had grieved for the baby whose
|

death at birth had been due to her grief, worry,
v]

and unnatural state. Frank had never known 'l

"Never mention my husband to me!", she hadi
screamed, after that.. Then one day, one of Alice's
charges came back without her. "A man handed hen

i

a note," the child said, "And I tell you I dont' knowvl
where Miss Morton is!" Alice had been kidnapped'
by ^bandits!
Frank bustled Chang into action. "A woman's

being held by bandits," he remarked, "And they've '

gone up the Yangtze." The steamer plodded alongi;
at slow speed. Then, on the shore. Frank saw Alice;,
in the grasp of a brawny bandit. Chang gasped. i'

Frank's efforts were of no avail. A quiet little man: i

who had been traveling first class took the situation:
in hand. Once aboard the steamer, Frank and Alice:
were drawn as if by a magnet. "You're to go, Frank,",

{

Alice said, "But I'm going, too, with you—we twO'

j

together forever—to the Isle of Your Dreams!" He!
crushed her to his heart frantically.

]

THE PERFECT SECRETARY
I

Byron N. Martin File No. 6080lli

"H ONEY, J re precious husband is going tot-'

: lots of fun today ! You'll either getrj
back a millionaire or a cripple!" BobDl!

Moreland's pretty wife looked at him, laughingly.-

1

"Going to see brother Dick today, dear?" she quer-
i

led. I

Dick Moreland was a successful millionaire—sue- ',

eessful because he had made his own millions in a J

legitimate business. Only one thing troubled him.
His kid brother had left home at the ripe old age of
twelve and had not been seen since. Rumor had it"'
that he had become an engineer. Just like that kid to i

make good when everything was against him! Now'j
Bob was back in town and, instead of going straight ii

to the brother who was so anxious to meet him, heicf
was going to play one of his typical practictal jokes.-'
Alice Moreland looked her husband over. "You look

';swell!", she cried, giggling at the false mustache and '

the glasses. "Here's hoping you get the job!" Bobil
picked up the paper and left. He hesitated before hisi!
brother's home—the old Moreland mansion. He shiv- '

|ered as he touched the bell. Te butler startled him. i

"Mr. Moreland usually interviews in his downtown )i

office," the man said, "But I'll take your card in." "IBob fidgeted nervously. "Why, man. my card would 'I

gurn up everything," he thought! "Good old Jenkins!.!
fool you I can fool Dick, too." Bob followed

'i
"ghtly. Dick Moreland jumped up hastily '

strange_r_ standing in the door of his
|

"e shouted, "What.ii
tier

If I

the butl
as he noticed
study. "Jenkins! JENKINS
is this man doing here?" T
for Bob stepped forward. "I'll do the ...

plaining, sir." he said. Dick fumed and fussed fori,
inutes. Bob refused to go. He insisted he was

the man for the job of
in, weakly. "Same old
until you wear him ot

Jenkins was amazed n

new man was funny,
that he wanted his directions
young fellow believed him

!

Dick called. "Righto," ans
letter submitted to Dick w;
least. Not only had Bob tak
also every side remark and
a neat stenographic feat.

Come now," Dick told him

:retary. Dick finally gave
|

k," Bob thought, "A lion 1

1

t.'' Bob started work at once. : I

his master's good humor. The

!

"
Moreland explained 'Ij

followed explicitly, this*
"Dictation, Chalmers!",',
wered Bob. The final if

s amusing, to say the '
i

:n the actual letter, but m

sound Dick had made-
j

Dick laughed heartily. '

j

-illy, exasperated, I,

I

"Let me see a real letter—oh, wait a minute!" Bob f!

glanced at his watch. One minute later he arose. "At 'j

your service, sir," he said. By the end of the after-
noon, Dick was fed up with this exact and meticulous -I

person. "You're fired!", he yelled, "And I'll give you ii

exactly ten minutes to get out! Jenkins!" Bob chat- -i

tered gaily for five minutes, his eye on the desk clock. ,
j

-

"Ten minutes, you know!", he explained. Dick mum-
bled something about people being worse than long-

1

lost relatives. Bob grinned. "Suppose I was a long- 1

lost relation," he asked, "Would you give me at least ':

five more minutes?" "Thank God you're not!", Dick I
'

remarked angrily, "But if you were, I should have to • i

welcome you with open arms." "O. K. Dick!", Bob I

j

said, flippantly. Dick fumed some more. Finally, '

Bob, unable to contain himself longer, ripped off the •
|

'

neat mustache and the glasses. "You nut!", he cried, I,

"Take a look at me. Do I get the open arms or i

not?" Jenkins was surprised to see his master ini'
tears when he came to announce that a woman out-

j

side, claiming to be Mrs. Moreland wanted to come i

"Shall I throw both of these people out, sir?",'
Jenkins asked, ten, "Master Bob!
"Say Jenkins," Dick said, later, "Better take £

week off! Mrs. Moreland is some cook, and Bob's
going to be here a long time, so you won't miss s

thing."

TRAIN TIME

J. D. Scott File No. 6053 i

IT WAS while on duty that Jhn Mcintosh, brake-
man on the Canadian Pacific, first saw Lucia
Spinello, daughter of the pompous section man,

Tony. J'he was sauntering along the track. While the
engine was backing down, Jimmy called to her from
his place behind the tender. "Meet me tomorrow
evening at six, in the station." he said. He was sure
he heard her call, "All right, Mr. Jim."
Night had fallen when Extra West No. 1070 pulled

into the yard at Smith's Falls. Jimmy was more ex-
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citecl than ever. The run had been completed safely

and the youth was ready to leave for Chesterville to

see the princess of his dreams. "Say boy, you must
be in love!" the obliging- crew-clerk exclaimed as

Jimmy reported for leave. "Sure thing!" Jimmy
grinned. He told his mother all about it next morn-
ing, at breakfast. Mrs. Mcintosh was pleased. Jimmy,
she was sure, would choose wisely. His father had
always been known for good judgment, too!

It was just five minutes to six when Jimmy stepped

off No. 36 at Chesterville. After exchanging pleasant-

ries with the telegraph operator, he started out along

the Eastbound track. "Good evening Miss Spinello,"

he called. Lucia turned about to face him. "You see,

I never break a promise," she said, in her low well-

modulated voice, "Although it is unusual for me to

meet strange men!" Jim studied her flashing brown
eyes, her soft mouth, and trim bead.

At Spinello's later, Jim felt completely at home,
Tony was a charming person, and he spoke perfect

English. He looked familiar, but he acted mysteri-

ouslv when Jim questioned. "I love you, Lucia. Will

you "marry me?" Jim asked the girl, that night, after

Tony had retired. "I love you, too, dear," she said,

"But father must consent, and he must also hear

from Italy first." It wasn't long before Jim's new
auto was parked in Chesterville quite often. All win-

ter long, Jim would toot the engine whistle each time

his train passed the Spinello cottage.

Jimmy was called on train 904 one morning. He
was interested because here was the same crew he
had been with the time he had seen Lucia for the

first time. A terrific snow storm was blowing up.

Passing Chesterville. the boys twitted him about not
being able to see Lucia that night. He had had just

settled himself in his cramped position beside the

boiler when he shouted, suddenly, "Hi George, there's

a red light up front!" By the time the engine stopped,

Jimmy had discovered a blood clot near the pilot.

They found a mangled body under the cars. Jim
gasped. It was Tony! The bridge had been smashed
—steel and all, and Tony had given his last and all

to save the train and Jim. His last words were pecul-

iar but Jim heeded them to the letter. He mentioned
an iron box. a letter, and a phrase ending with con-

sent. Sadly, Jimmy conveyed the news to Lucia.

After she had gotten over the shock, they pieced to-

gether the story. The man's courage throughout life

had been as phenomenal as his death. Lucia, they
learned from the letler. was the princess of Savania.

Tony actualiv the king's prime minister, had taken
Lucia away 'to escape the revolution. All of these
years Tony had been guarding her, educating her.

and attempting to recoup her title and fortunes. In

Montreal, when countrymen had recognized Tony,
Jim had rescued him—hence the feeling of familiarity

that first evening—and the mysterious attitude.

Tony had left the young people a fortune in money,
crown jewels and love. It is needless to say that

Jimmy and Lucia Mcintosh returned to Italy for a

honeymoon, wistfully happy, and very proud.

Thomas McKean File No. 6109

FIRED with ambition, and fresh from dramatic
triumphs in college. Tom Morgan comes to New
York with the desire to gather fresh laurels be-

fore the footlights. Here he meets Irene Walter who
teams up with him in a vaudeville skit on the two-a-
day. With the help of his money and talent, they are
given spots in a legitimate production, following their

tremendous success in vaudeville.
Irene's admiration for Tom goes beyond the realms

of grease i^aint, so' she shows him the city's high-
lights and introduces him to Helena, a former dress-
maker's model. It doesn't take Helena very long to

discover that Tom is just the man she has been look-
ing for—rich, handsome, and filled with varied possi-

biUties and talents. They start housekeeping in a
handsome apartment with a negro maid directly fol-

lowing the quiet but tasteful wedding. Helena im-
mediately heads for the social whirl. Tom goes back
to his work on the play with Irene.
The opening of The Flapper Pal, starring Tom

.Morgan and Irene Walters is what critics choose to
call a flop, Tom loses his shirt and decides to warn
Helena to go easy on her expenditures. Helena de-
nounces him as a worthless dreamer and explains
her intention of quitting before she is forced back to
work. "I'm going now," she tells him, "While there's
still kale in the bag!" Stunned, Tom stands by while
she calls her lawyer. Irene arrives on the scene im-
mediately following Helena's desertion. She intro-
duces an old friend, Jac-k Baxter. In glowing terms,
they speak of how the show can be revamped. "You
gotta do it, Tom," Irene says, "You gotta gamble.
It's all or nothing, and if we go over, it means Broad-
way and fame for you!" Tom consents because he
feels he may be able to win Helena again if he suc-
ceeds.

Tlie following week finds Irene, Tom and Jack ens-
conced in a cheap room over a Bowery dive. "We
need atmosphere, the critics said, did they?" Irene
laughs, '"Well, we'll get it here, big boys." Helena
learns of Tom's jaunt into the underworld with Irene.
Although she is bewildered, she follows her lawyer
at the Bowery for evidence of Tom's indiscretions. She
comes upon them in their room just as they are
feverishly rehearsing, a scene from the revamped play.
Irene is in Tom's arms, in the cheap bedroom while
Jack looks on, approvingly. Bert serves his papers
and they leave without waiting for an explanation.
"You ain't got a chance in the world!" Irene flings
after them.
The Flapper Pal, renamed Stickup Kid, and re-

vamped into shape opens on Broadway before an
elaborate audience of ermine and high hats, Irene
occupies a stall with her know-it-all lawyer. The
applause is hearty and prolonged. The scene in the
rooming house is cheered lustily. The critics beam
with appreciation during the intermission. Helena is

among the enthusiastic gathering which crowd's Tom's
dressing after the last curtain call. Irene shoos
everyone out except Helena. Tom removes his grease-
paint pretending to be unaware of her presence in the
room. "I'm trying to revamp you, Tom," she says,
sweetly, but Tom pushes her away playfully though
his heart is thumping wildly. Helena pleads some
more. She has never realized how much she loved
him until the separation^she never really loved him
before. When Irene opens the door to invite Tom to
dinner, she peers in. Then she closes it softly and
tiptoes away with Jack.

VISITING VENUS

S. W. Johnston File No. 6093

SOME time ago, a skeptic named Lamson was
transformed into a devout believer. Tlien it was
that a very precious manuscript concerning inter-

planetary communication was placed into his hands
for transmission to the world at large. In itself, it

records the adventures of a Gene Barnett.
Living ' in Pittsburgh, Gene Bargett was in the

habit of spending a great deal of his time in the
Alleghany mountains. For many years he hunted and
camped, nothing unusual coming his way. One day.
a hermit's hut confronted him. In a short space of
time, he learned that this hermit was no ordinary
recluse. His life, instead, was bound up with the
spirit world. The hermit accepted Gene as a medium,
after giving him seven days in -which to decide. Gene
soon found himself outside a thick bolted door of the
hut, in utter darkness. A spiritual guide came to his
aid, explaining that this was a test of will and belief.

Gene would always be guided! The first stop was a
fearful dungeon inhabited by skeptics and non-
believers. "Should they show faith in the Maker, they
would go on." the guide told Gene, For endless days
they trudged through pitch blackness and semi-
darkness toward the vari-colored glass windows of the
Palace of the Mystic Seven. Gene was brought before
the Circle of Seven. The beauty of the leader, Thelma,
and the rest of her court invited the admiration and
wonder of Gene. Here were beautiful women free
from the ugly ravages of worldly care. Gene's ad-
miration for the beautiful Lilian was noticed at once.
"She is waiting for her lover to return to Earth," he
was told. Gene was sympathic.
After having his material wants cared for, Thelma

ordered Patience to show Gene about the place.

Everything was unusually fine and luxurious. There
were odd things to look at, too, but the most inter-

esting was the Room of Repose. Here it was that
material bodies reclined on couches in sealed glass
cases while their spirits soared to other planets. Gene
and Patience looked at Patience's lover, Marcus. He
was away to the moon. Leon, the beloved of Lilian,

was sleeping soundly. It was not long before Gene
was accepted into the circle. His attitude had shown
his interest and aptitude. His renaming made him
"Galahad."
Soon after Gene's admission to the circle, he was

permitted to watch and hear the apparatus which
made interplanetary communication possible. He
heard Marcus inform Lilian he would be back soon,
and he heard and saw Leon inform Lilian that a
woman would keep him where he was forever and
ever. A friendly spirit informed Lilian that happiness
would not be lone in coming, for her. After that.

Gene was not violating the circle's rules when he
embraced his love. Leon was entirely forgotten as
Lilian worried about Gene's projected trip to Venu.>.

Marcus, returned to Earth, informed Gene that there

was nothing perilous concerning the experience. Be-
fore long. Gene's spirit was floating through space,

and shortly after that, it was received in a material
body prepared for him. Gene's adventures on Venus
were far from dull. "Tliis is like Earth," he told him-
self, "but a httle higher and more elaborate." The
language and customs were different. Gene managed
to see everything-—including an Earth woman whosi;

sole desire Was to return with him. This almost
caused Lilian uneasiness, but Gene proved his worthi-

ness. The great thrill was communicating with Earth.
Then came the message which bade him return—with
Althea. the Earth woman who was, in reality a friend

of Thelma's. When Gene stepped out of the glass

case, he was readv to take full place in the Circle and
also in the heart of Lilian. What's more, his skeo-
ticism bad disappeared forever.

THE GREAT ADVENTURE

Catherine Seanetos File No. 6023

JOE and Mary, with tears almost blinding their

sight, watched with tearful bravado, the departunre
of their three sons, Joe, twenty-one and the twins,

Jean and John, just eighteen. They were on their

'way across the seas to the havoc, which youth called

the great adventure, and which age bitterly named
war. But when four years later, only one of the

youths returned, sad-eyed, weary, but leaning upon
the arm of a pretty woman, his wife, Mary and Joe
made no effort to restrain their tears. After a touch-
ing welcome, Tohn, the surviving one, told his tale

brokenly:
The three boys, learning of the terrors of real war-

fare, clung together, when a German submarine at
tacked the American boat in which they were. There
was a momentary exchange of fearless looks, and
together they plunged into the foaming waves. Jean
and John were captured by the Germans, but their

terror did not prevent them from looking down into

the water, where Joe had been swimming just a mo-
ment ago, and where only a shark swam now. The
German guardian of the prison felt a contemptuous
pitv for the two young boys, and assigned them to

easy tasks, as making bandages for their wounded.
At the German prison they met another lad, Mernt

Johnson, also captured by the Germans. Among
the three of them, a plan was slowly formed to effect
their escape. One night, the German guards
exhilarated by a victory and consequently too much
wine, invited the three to join them, as they were
plowing the field, a task to which they had been
assigned. Seeing their opportunity, the boys kepi
pouring out wine for them, and while they were yet
in a daze, they escaped. Evading the enemy behmd
bushes, shallow water, and in trenches, they caught
sight of some men. lying dead. An idea occurred
to them. Hastily donning the dead men's clothin,:;

and seizing their credentials, they posed as German
soldiers. Entering one German camp stealthily, they
learned that that very evening the General was
going to expose his plan of march against the Ameri-
cans to some other officials. It was Jean who re-
solved to obtain those papers. Concealing himself
deftly behind the generals desk, he heard the gen-
eral . outlining a plan of attack for the very next
evening against the Americans. In the dead of
night, creeping out silently, he joined John and
Merrit, repeated the plans of the Germans to them,
and all escaped in airplanes past the sleepy guards -

man, who seeing German uniforms, merely grunted,
and let them pass. Flying blindly for about four
hours, a sudden whizzing brought them to the re-

alization that they were being pursued. An American
plane was closely following. The boys, forgetting
their German attire, shouted jovously. But at that
moment Jean had fallen back with a moan. The
American plane had now captured them, and Jean
was seriously injured. Gasping out the truth, and
holding forth their American clothing which they
had carried with them, they shouted the plan of

attack. Groaning Jean gave the complete outline

of attack. He was hastily carried to a hospital,

where Jean was ably tended by a pretty red cross
nurse, with whom he fell in love. John, resting

with Jean, since he had obtained a temporary leave

of absence, gazed at Helen the nurse hopelessly,

for he too was struck by her beauty and kindness.

A week later, Jean was free to go forth again and
fight, but only after Helen besought him to take

care of himself. Again in a week's time, Jean was
injured, this time, fatally. As he gasped his last.

he extracted a promise that John go back and
marry Helen, with the pretense that he was Jean,

for as twins, their faces were identical. As John
hesitated, Jean gasped a last sigh and died as John

slowly nodded his head. Tlie Armistice was signed!

John, in the guise of Jean, asked Helen to marry

him It was his great astonishment, when Helen

told him, hiding a twinkle in her eye, that she

loved John only. It was then that John confessed

his own identity, but this was unnecessary, for Helen

had learned of Jean's last request from the faithful

Meritt.

RAINBOW'S END

V. R. McCormlck File No. 6035

HOME, to "Wandering" Joe was merely a place

where men and women gathered together to

watch the embers of romance die and grow
cold Home-cooking and domestic scenes held no

charm for this adventurous youth who preferred t'l

cast his lot in out of the way places, amid strange

sights and even stranger people. Many women had

tried to ensnare this fascinating redhead—from fn^id,

yellow-haired Nordics to warm and glowing Latnis,

but not one ever succeeded. Joe was a modern
Ulysses—unsettled and romantic.
When "Wandering" Joe hit the South Sea Islands,

a feeling of contentment rose within him._ "This,"

he told a fellow-passenger who was curiously in-

terested in him, "Is some place! When the women
look at you, here,—and the men, too—for that matter

—you know your soul is your own. Business or no

business, love or no love—they take you all the

same!" His listener was amused, some weeks later,

to come across Joe, living- in a luxurious hut. with

a nut brown maiden, and trading in the same town.

Toe's business was tobacco—and the girl was an

exquisite thing! The fruit company agent ques-

tioned Joe at dinner, one evening, during his so-

journ at Joe's house. "Fools race Irecause the

moon is white," Joe told him, "I want to fill her

hair with stars and let her walk the earth thinking

she is a burnished queen!" The agent smiled, sadly.

Such lyric expression could not have come from
an ignorant man. What, he wondered, w^as the sad

storv of Joe's life, that it should make him call

this." at last, home ? What was there about this

apparently silent little golden, girl who managed
to keep Joe where others perhaps more fascinating

and companionable had failed?

A year and a half later, the agent returned to

the island upon which Joe had once been so con-

tent. Before attending to anything else, he made
his way to the hut. Joe's burnished queen nas
still there, but she seemed far from happy to see

him. In perfect English, she told him Joe had gone
back to his own country. The agent was amazed
at the change in this ouce-native woman. He talked

with her, and finally managed to impress her with

his sincerity. She invited him onto the porch for

a talk. A beautiful infant looked up at him from
the depths of an American bassinet. "Joe's"—the
native woman told him. Then she broke down and
wept for a long time—a mark of civilization. "Hank,'"

she told him. "Joe is gone, but he'll be back. When
he went away, the poetry which he spoke was not

a farewell. T'll live in memories of your silver

laugh,' he told me, 'It matters not your brown
skin! It is your heart I love!' When I watched
him sail away on the ship, last week, I knew he
was going for a reason—but with his kind— it may
be years before the warmth in him makes him give

in. He has never loved another. He has taught
me to be a real person—and then, he told me I

would never see the land he has made me cherish!"
The agent was frankly puzzled at the stoicism cf
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this lovely creature of whom Joe had made an
ideal companion—only to leave, suddenly. He felt

sorry for her when he returned to the states.
The agent did not return to Joe's town for more

than five years, but when he once more found his
way to the hut, he found Joe,—redheaded and con-
tented as ever. "Sit down, Hank." Joe bellowed.
"Thought I was a bum last time, eh? Just another
Pinkerton? Oh no. The gal's got me. She's real.
I went back to divorce the spineless fool who made
a wanderer out of me! Whyn't you settle down,
fellow?"

BLONDE HAIR

Lucy Wright File No. 6020

CONFLICT almost wrenches Shirley's heart. She
sways unsteadily between two alternatives, as
to whether she should leave her husband, Dick,

whose wealthy parents Ecorn her as a poor, un-
worthy person for their son, or whether she should
remain for her child, Jean's sake. But life with
Mrs. Well's. Dick's mother, becomes unbearable,
and Shirley, after softly kissing her child farewell,
slips away in the dead of night. She is intent upon
becoming a great opera singer. Two years elapse,
and Shirley succeeds in her career. Covering her
wavy golden hair with a sleek black wig, she poses
as Madame Valera. In the interim, at the Wells'
home, Dick makes a half-hearted attempt to seek
his wife, for whom his child, Jean, continually in-

quires. But becoming infatuated with Blanche White,
a society belle, he abandons even his feeble at-
tempts. One night, the opera star, beautiful, black
haired Madame Valera, performs at the opera house.
Looking over the vast audience, she catches sight
of someone, and almost automatically her heart stops
beating. But the appearance of Dick, with the very
attractive Blanche at his side, stimulates her to
such an extent that the audience reaction reaches
its highest pitch. Dick sits enthralled, his heart
filled with a strange feeling; a new familiar love
floods his mind. After the performance, he sends
his card up to Madame Valera's dressing room, and
he receives permission to see her the following eve-
ning. Dick, elated, accompanies Blanche home as
though in a trance. The next evening, Madame
Valera, gazing eagerly over the house, sees Dick,
her beloved daughter, Jean, and her parents-in-law.
An intense desire to speak to Jean surges to her
heart. When Dick reaches her dressing room, she
is again the strange Madame Valera, whose black
wig covers the Shirley underneath it. Dick falls in
love with her—this time with certainty. After a
few meetings, he sadly tells her that lie is married,
but that his wife has run away. He promises to
search for his wife to obtain a divorce if Madame
Valera would consent to marry him. All searches
prove in vain. Madame Valera meets Jean, who
strangely clings to her, as though she recognizes this
woman as her mother. Six months go slowly by, in

which Dick definitely breaks all alliances with
Blanche and courts Madame Valera with fresh
ardor, while his mother watches it all approvingly.
Sometimes Dick feels a vague familiar feeling when
he is in Madame Valera's company, but he never
identifies her with the blonde -haired Shirley. One
night, Madame Valera sits in Dick's garden, saying
good-bye to Dick^ as she has signed a contract to
sing outside the city. Suddenly Mrs. Wells rushes
forth and calling Dick, whispers that Jean is dan-
gerously ill, and is calling "mumsy." The doctor
orders the only prescription that will work — her
mother. Madame Valera, bearing this, turns white,
and rushing up the stairs to Jean's room, she falls
on her knees besides Jean's cot, and gathers her
in her arms. Jean ceases her heavy breathing and
she contentedly sleeps clinging to her mother. As
the nurses gasp with astonishment, Dick enters wild-
ly. As he does, Shirley slowly removes the black
wig and reveals herself. As though in a daze, Dick
moves forward and folds her in an embrace, which
she returns happily.

DANDELION

Shandon Edwards File No. 6027

THE crest of Lord Delion, a lion rampant within
a wreath of dandelions, is the pride of that
Celtic family to which he belongs. It is tiie

time when chivalry is yet young, when tournaments
and banquets held in honVsr of great ladies are the
most noble things that a man can participate in.

The romantic, picturesque castle of the simple, be-
loved Lord Delion is the haven of pleasure for all.

Here, merriment, drinking to the ladies, toasts, danc-
ing, and all sorts of feasting are in order. Lord De-
lion is particularly fond of the class of people that
knows how to shift for itself. Consequently he
watches with interest, the activities of Daniel Delion,
a modest son of a yoeman farmer, remotely related
to him. Daniel does not profit in anyway by the
relationship between Lord Delion and himself, save
that he is always a guest at the castle; his most
ardent wish is to keep the respect of the kind-hearted
Lord Delion. When Daniel joins the knights of

chivalry, to which only those of stainless reputa-
tion can belong. Lord Delion is properly gratified.

Ruth Heather, a radiant, winsome daughter of a
puritan family, holds a tender spot in her heart for
Daniel, who has grown up with her. Together they
share pranks, troubles and fun. The puritanical
strain in Ruth's family does not hinder Ruth from
seeing Daniel, despite the fact that one night, with-
out permission she attends a dance and is locked
out from her house all morning. When the boys
of the neighborhood learn of Ruth's trouble, they at
once lay the blame on Barbara Barberry, a grass
widow, whose jealousy no doubt prompts her to

communicate with 'Ruth's family, when she learns
of her secret plan for the evening. When Ruth is

eighteen she takes a job as a domestic servant m
the busy kitchen of Lionton, while Daniel is at
camp, being trained in sword experience. Neverthe.-
less. he risks his position to steal over, and kiss
Ruth. Many amusing incidents happen, until one
day, Captain Snobby Pugsley, an arrogant son of
a noble family, learns from Barbara Barberry of
the secret visits of Daniel. Captain Pugsley, seeing
Ruth one day at the trysting place, falls' in love
with her, and attempts to make himself agreeable
to her. Daniel, learning of the encounter, confronts
Captain Pugsley and acquaints him with his anger.
From that time on, P'ugsley is intensely disagreeable
to Dan and his friends, furnishing them with poor
horses, making them do menial work and treating
them as slaves. One day, after a heated argument
arises about Ruth, and Pugsley raises his horsewhip
to Dan, the situation reaches its cHmax. Pugsley
spreads the news that Daniel was disobedient to a
superior officer, and that in his insolence, he con-
tinually refuses to give the salute of respect to
Pugsley, a higher authority. When the trial comes
up. Lord Delion is present and his face expresses
the keen disappointment that he feels. Dan loses nis
relative's regard temporarily, although Ruth valiant-
ly stands up for him. But the trial ends triumphantly
for Dan, since witnesses testify that Pugsley's mean-
ness in camp is ever-present. Reconciliation is made
between the good Lord Delion and Dan. Pugsley
is confined to a prison after lie further displays his
arrogance by daring to imitate the splendor of the
king, with his coaches. Ruth and Dan are finally
inaiTied, and through the courtesy of Lord Delion,
Daniel is presented with a castle of far-famed repu-
tation in which to live with Ruth; he is also pro-
moted to commander of the yeomanry, made heir
to Lord Delion's vast estate, and his crowning glory
comes when he acts as chief knight at the brilliant
spectacle of the King's coronation.

RACKETEER SOLDIER

Wilbur Furrer File No. 6075

IT was a pitch black night and the waters were far
from cahn as Jim Melon's rumboat fought with
the coast guard stationed in New York harbor.

As usual, Jim won the fight, a parting shot at the
cutter's flashlight having disabled the boat and pre-
vented it from spotting the rumrunner's yacht. Jim
supervised the unloading and then left for his club
which was situated in the apartment house he owned.
Entrance to this house was attained through a store.
Consequently, the gang members and patrons entering
the club was hardly recognizable from the tenants,
the latter being far from an exclusive set.

As Jim. Melon entered his hangout the evening of
this last spectacular haul he glanced around sus-
piciously. "Where's Irene?" he asked the bartender.
The man jerked his fingers toward a corner in
answer. Jim snarled. "Soldiers in here now, eh?
How come?" The bartender spoke scornfully, in
answer. "Listen Jim," he said, "When Irene asks
to let the guy in, we got a good case refusin'." Jim
took a table and watched Irene closely. She v/as
seated on the lap of the soldier, both drunk as
lords. She waved to Jim unsteadily. This was his
cue. Walking over to the corner, he touched the
fellow's shoulder. "Keep away from my woman,
buddy," he warned, "She's mine—understand ?

Bought and paid for!" Neither Irene nor the soldier
responded or even gave a hint that they were aware
of his presence. Jun repeated his orders several
times. He put his hand on his gun. Irene giggled.
"A hero!" she breathed, "As I live and breathel"
The man laughed. In a moment he was crumpled
up—dead. The band played louder. "You gotta go
to war or face the music, Jim," his henchman re-
marked. "The police been, watching and they seen
a soldier go in ,"

The roar of gunpowder was sickening Jim as he
sat in his dugout with another soldier. "Buddy,
you're not Peterson, are you?" the fellow asked.
"What does it matter now?" Jim answered. The
youth was curious. How could Jim have passed, all

this time, for another man? Jim explained curtly,
saying as little as he could. When he had donned
Peterson's uniform the night of the fight, he had
discovered transfer papers in the man's pockets. The
stupid bore had wanted to go to France in a hurry.
Jim and the youth became fast friends. When
Jim landed in a hospital several weeks later, it was
because he had taken up the youth's cudgels against
the Captain—an unscrupulous gentleman who had
sacrificed the life of a boy in order that a brainless
French mademoiselle might be his. Jim had tried

to save him and had been severely gassed and
blinded in the attempt. The weeks of darkness in

the field hospital were terrific hours of torture, a
bombing raid with its subsequent flames almost
spelling death. Jim returned to the LT. S. a sober-
minded, steady young man. Jim Melon, notorious
racketeer, rumrunner, gambler and thug were no
more. This was a new Jim. rounded out through
contact with fine men. He avoided the club studi-
ously though he often wondered what Irene had
done with it in his absence. How he had loved
that girl. He still did ! He was going to see her
one of these days—blind or otherwise. Meanwhile
he was working at odd jobs provided for him by
men he had met in the army. But he never paid
that friendly visit! One day, near the club, a car
ran him down. He was not injured physically, but
his soul was shattered. It had been Irene and
another man, and they had laughed at him, though
they had not recognized him ! Jim went on, miser-
ably.

When Dr. Gordon picked him off a street corner
and used him as a subject for experimentation, Jim
regained his sight and faith in women because Gor-
don was a good doctor and his daughter Paula a

wonderful girl! Paula urged him to see Irene, after
they were married. "Maybe she'll go straight, Jim.
You put her where she is now." Paula said. Jim
tried and was almost killed in the attempt, the
club being raided just as he was about to leave. The
police got him, but Gordon's money and his own
saved him, and through Paula's love, life took on
new meaning for the ex-racketeer and desperado!

THE ONLY SON
Charles F. Rothermel File No. 6043

«<TpROM grind to social lion!" Dick's friends con-H tinually teased him at college about this sud-
den metamorphosis. But Dick's conscience

teased him even with more irritation, for he had
promised to be true to the faithful girl back home,
Ruth. She and he had grown up together, both play-
ing the leading parts in class plays, both nourishing
the hope that some day they might act together in a
scene

_
called matrimony. For the first year Dick's

behavior at college was exemplary^to such a degree
that he shunned all social affairs, his mind dwelHng
always on Ruth, his parents and his studies. With
the arrival of Marie to the college, life assumed a
different aspect. Dick and Marie were present at
every social function; books lay unopened; thoughts
of Ruth were dimmed; letters sent home were al-
ways those demanding money. But the folks back
home were still proud of him, anticipating success
for Dick. When, in the summer vacation, Marie went
cruising with her wealthy family, wdiile Dick went
home, Ruth and he were friends closely united. If
Ruth ever suspected that Dick's thoughts followed a
girl on a cruise, she never let it be known that she
knew. Dick went back to college, with a loving fare-
well to Ruth, promising in trite but sincei'e language
that she would be the only girl in his life. Once
back, Dick steadily worked, for Marie had not yet
returned from her trip. One month later, she came
back, sought out the reluctant Dick, and again won
him with her charms. Dick was again compelled to
send home for exorbitant sums of money, for Marie
had been raised en luxury. Dick's moral's as well .is

his school marks dwindled, and he was finally ex-
pelled from school. Dick explained in a letter to his
parents and Ruth, that he had been offered a splendid
position, and had left college. Meanwhile he and
Marie were secretly married. More money was de-
manded by Dick from his parents; since he was the
only son, they sent it. Spasmodic visits were made
by Dick home, but every time he was on the point of
telling the truth, he gazed at Ruth's trusting face,
gulped and said nothing. He and Marie finally were
divorced, for her extravagance was ruining Dick's
parents' finance, while she explained that Dick's
miserliness was spoiling her happiness. No news
reached home however. Dick, meanwhile, feeling
utterly ruined, drowned his conscience in drink and
wild parties. He finally met a chorus girl, Eileen
Smith. At a gay New Year Eve' party, obscene
events took place; after the guests had departed,
Eileen and Dick were left to themselves. A shot
rent the air! Tlie police entering Dick's room an
hour later, found a half nude girl, lying dead, and
Dick, in a drunken stupor, a gun held limply in
his hand. The news spread to Dick's parents and
Ruth. All their money was spent on the trial, and
the parents were finally dependent upon the poor
house, while Ruth, heart-broken at Dick's secret life,

obtained a job as screen actress. Dick was sentenced
to life imprisonment; here he wrote his life story,
and gave it to the warden for presentation at a pub-
lishing- house. One day later, Dick was told that he
was free, and that he had a position waiting for him
as leading man in his own story on the screen.
New clues were found; the man who killed Eileen
Smith was her husband, who. cleaning off all finger
prints, had left the gun in Dick's drunken possession.
When Dick in bewilderment reached the screen
studio, he was met by an oldei-, sadder Ruth, who
announced that she was plaving the role of lead-
ing lady in the screen presentation of his life. It
was Ruth, it was further explained, who originated
the idea of trailing Eileen Smith's husband; it was
she who implored her manager to read the manu-
script when it came. Bowing with shame and grati-
tude, Dick allowed his weary head to sink on Ruth's
tender breast in quiet.

REVENGE

H. HHe and A. Whitehaus File No. 6038

MARY creeps stealthily into the little house in
Poudan. Pennsylvania, rushes up to her room,
and falls on the bed, meditating happily. She

has just returned from a tryst with her lover, Jim
Jenkins, and her heart beats rapidly at the thought
of the elopement, which is to take place on the mor-
row. Fearing her father, George Hardin, whose
cruelty more than once served to prostrate her, she
summons his nephew, Pete, hoping to find trust in
l:im. She sends a letter through Pete to Jim, tell-

ing him that her preparations for the flight are made,
and sending him her love. Pete, who secretly loves
Mary, reads the letter, burns it and substitutes a new
cne, severing all bonds between the two. When Jim
reads the letter, he manfully goes to Mary's house,
where the stern George Hardin orders him away.
Meanwhile Pete forges a letter to Mary from Pete, in
which jim supposedly informs her that he loves an-
other. It is Mary's turn to be heart-broken. Jim de-
cides to go West to repair his broken love, and after
confiding his troubles to Curley, his friend, he bids
a final farewell. Jim travels at once, and after
going through the trials and tribulations that all

"tenderfeet" do, he is finally hardened, though his
mind continually dwells on Mary. One day, as he
sadly winds him way into all sorts of intricacies.
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the name ]Mary running- through his mind, he is

struck by a machine, and is picked up by two men.
George Pearson, owner of a large ranch, and Shni
his foreman. Nursed back to health. Jim learns of

the troubles of Pearson from Slim. He confides that

one day Pearson sent to jail a thief, "Big Dan," who
earned his living by cattle-robbery; big Dan, behind
the bars, muttered "reveng-e." After his term ex-

pired, one night he knocked Pearson unconscious,
gagged his wife, and carried off their little daughter
and the deed to the ranch. Since then, neither the
child, Ruth, or the deed or the thief could be traced.

Jim offers his silent sympathy, and is regarded as a

son bv Pearson. One day, while cutting' wood for the
winter, one limb of the tree breaks off, and Jim finds

a yellowed paper, which proves to be the lost deed.

Pearson, grateful, offers Jim a partnership in the
ranch, which Jim accepts. Back in Pennsylvania,
however, Pete, half drunk, boasts of his conquest over
Mary, by means of the forged letters. Curley, over-
hearing this soHloquoy, and slanders against Jim,
knocks Pete down, calls him a scoimdrel, and prompt-
jv telegraphs Jim that Mary is pining away for him
here. Mary is! Meanwhile, her father beats Mary
mercilessly for refusing to marry Pete, whose ad-
vances to her are most repugnant. Jim, accompanied
by Curley and Slim, visits Mary's house, from which
the cries of a woman resound. Jim, rushing in, re-

leases Mary from her father's
_
hands, while Slim

grasping hold of Hardin, gasps in amazement, "Big
Dan!" The latter, overpowered, expresses his chagrin
at his discovery, and admits his identity. Then point-
ing to Mary, he declares that she is the stolen
daughter of George Pearson. Mary, at Slim's bidding,
takes off her stocking, and there on the sole of her
left foot, a birthmark is seen—a sufficient identifica-

tion of Mary as the daughter of Pearson. As "Bi?
Dan" is ushered out by the police, whom Curley has
summoned, Mary, still in a dazed surprise, clings to

Tim. who explains the situation to her. As Jim and
Mai-y set back for the west, they catch sight of Pete,
slinking, away. But Curley takes care of him!

MRS. CLAYTON'S DAUGHTER

Egberf Close File No. 6084

(<T'\'E thoucrht of leaving vou for the last three
I years," Earth's wife, Esther, told him at

breakfast the' morning Lindy neared the coast
of Ireland, "This afternoon I"m going. My mind's
made up and you can't change it." Her tone was
casual. True. Earth never did change it. Not even
the two children they had could keep her back.
Three of her sisters were divorced, too. She had con-
sidered everything and left just the same. Earth
threw himself into the children's lives. Suddenly he
became a wonderful father, but even this dream was
over soon, because it wasn't long after Esther had
tried to divorce him twice and failed that he met
Mae Erownlee. Here was a peach of a girl! She
was a dead ringer for Esther but there was a
difference, undoubtedly. Esther had prodded and
aimed too high. Mae was just a pal, going along
easy and evenly. How Earth thanked Austin for

dragging him out to that party, and how glorious
Barth found freedom to be! Seaboro seemed changed,
somehow, and newer. Mae was a "part-time" wife
with good cause. Her husband had been unfaithful
but she was sticking it out for the children's sake.
She would divorce him, she admitted, for the right
man! Life was pleasant for Barth, now, since Mae
had shown the way. During her absences he found
other women pretty, anxious, and indifferent—to

divorce.
The skies were slightly overcast the evening Barth

met Mrs. Clavton's daughter, Betty Golden. Harlcy
Clayton had insisted that Barth meet his step-
daughter, and Barth had alwavs ignored the invita-
tion. This time, despite the fact that Mae had come
in for the weekend unexpectedly, Barth had to meet
Betty. He fell in love with her at once despite Mae's
warnings. "Don't rob the cradle, Barth." she
cautioned. The man laughed. "Betty's only a year
younger than vou are—twent v- eight—and divorced,"
he said. Mae "was amazed. Kittenish Betty Golden
with the smooth black hair and flashing eyes near-
ing. thirty? Mae resigned, gracefully, as she did
everything else, and Earth's affair took a heated turn.
The Claytons nailed him down at once, moving from
the city to Seaboro. Harley played his part with
noticeable embarrassment, but Mrs. Clayton was :in

old hand, it was obvious. Before Barth could flicker
an eyelash he and Betty were engaged, but he loved
it and her. The wedding would not have dragged
had it not been for Earth's business failure—a little

something for which he afterwards might have been
grateful to Esther. Betty stuck. She "was really
deeply m love with Barth, and even her mother's sel-

fish disappointment at his failures could not tear her
from his side when he needed her so. It was then
that Betty and her sweetheart realized they needed
each other and wanted each other more than any-
thing. Trips out of town, especially to New York
followed. The first one puzzled Barth. Despite this
being a sort of pre- honeymoon affair, Betty insisted
upon covering the same ground she had on her first

honeymoon—hotel, Hofbrau, Amsterdam, Chinaland,
and "that reasonable French restaurant." But the
clouds were constantly gathering. It was Betty's
best friend who wanted to see the affair blasted. She
managed well, by taking Betty to cheap dance halls,
where Earth discovered her bv accident. In his rage,
his letters to the girl, to Betty, and to Mrs. Clayton
were far from excusable. Having been forbidden the
house, he confessed the details of the affair to Mr.s.
Clayton, thinking Bettv's babying davs would then
be over. The tragedy was that he and Betty still

loved one another. The following weeks and months
witnessed his struggle but it was to no avail. Then
Barth displayed a restored sense of values by linking
with his divorce action a successful suit for the legal
custody of his children. That decisive act marked

the end of a vacillating course concerning them and
promised compensation for the "half-a-loaf" future he
knew he must face. The week following his divorce
and news of Betty's marriage to another, Mae and
Barth left for New York. Mae teased him about
his "Cook's tour" attitude. "Oh yeah ?", Barth re-

torted, "It happens to be a criminal returning to the
scene of his crime—only your hotel was much nicer."

SOILED

Winifred L Lawrance File No, 6132

THE Xczv York Times, opened to the Second
News Section, rested on Vincent Rohn, Jr.'s

hreakfast tray. "Father!", the youth shouted,
"Open your paper and look at Lillian's and my
engagement notice! June wedding and European
honeymoon ! Ain't dat sumpin' ?" Showers and
bachelor dinners stifled the happy pair night and
day following the appearance of the announcement.
Then came Vince's Fraternity Bachelor Smoker. The
boys were delighted with Tom Royce's offer of his

rooms. "Just the old gang, though!", Tom warned.
The evening progressed happily and noisily as ever
until Delmar Kent, Tom's show girl mistress ap-
peared on the scene with a crowd of gaudy beauties
in tow. Vince took one look at Delmar's platinum
blonde crown and got up to go. A vivacious red-

head pulled at his sleeve. "Does the little man have
to ii^o?". she cooed. Tom shoved Delmar into a chair.

•\'ince's wedding comes off in June, Del!", he said,

significantly, but the redhead girl continued, stirring

conversation concerning the "spoil-sport." Vince
looked up. Lil'd understand if she knew. He'd show
these bovs and girls what was a spoil sport! "Some
hot music!", Vince shouted, throwing off his jacket
and pulling the redhead to him. At three o'clock

the next morning Vince stumbled into the girl's

apartment. "There. Honey." the sensuous Miss cooed,
lucking him in, "Lily'll never know!" Several week.c

later Vince began to feci run down. He thought a

tonic might counteract sleepless nights of festivity.

The family doctor looked shocked but unsympathetic.
"I said eighteen months, Vincent Rohn!", ^he
cautioned, "And you should have thought of that be-

fore you engaged in your cheap lovemaking!" Vin-
cent whimpered and tried to explain. He cried out
against his penalty. Why should the girl go free- -

arid at large? Dr. S't. John had heard all that before.

At the end of six months Vince was back in town.
feeling fit as a fiddle and spreading the news that

the "breakdown" was all over. Lillian scolded her-

self for allowing him to work so hard that they
might have so extravagant a honeymoon. They
were wedded quietly and started for Europe at once.

Upon their return, Vince gloated in Lil's happiness.

He'd shown that St. John, and now he was gomg to

be a father. Lil's baby was born dead. St. John
pushed Vince into the elaborate nursery in which
the body lay. The doctor's scalding words poured
in upon speechless Vince as he gazed at the twisted
body and glassy sightless eyes of what might have
been his daughter. Finishing his harangue, St. John
gasped. Lil had been standing in the doorway! From
that day on. the vivacious girl turned from a normal
being to an imbecile, tied down to an expensive
sanitarium where she spent her time clutching a rag
doll. Vince's visits, each week meant little, for Lil

didn't recognize him! No other woman ever entere<i

his life, but his punishment was that of the damned
and the soiled who have refused to heed the laws of

human decency and God!

SATAN'S MISTRESS

Winifred L. Lawrance File No. 6132

THE second daughter of the Rev. John Barnes was
thinking, aloud as she trudged the lane to town.
"Envy not thy neighbor. Give half to the poor.

Never say damn, and the generous result will be
last year's suit—dyed!" The Squire's daughter had
just whizzed by in a high-powered roadster. "I'd

give my body and soul to be in Betty's boots,"
she concluded. "I wonder if you would, Fay
Barnes," a voice at her elbow remarked. Fav soon
learned this was Professor Zuro, mind reader ex-
traordinaire. "Give me one night of every m." he
told her, among other things. "And you'll have
more than Betty Knowles." A week later. Fay left

town with Betty for a long sojourn in France as
Betty's companion. An expensive wardrobe and huge
allowance accompanied her. Fay sw-ept European
circles with her natural poise and charm, set off so
well by her exquisite clothes. Three months of

gayety passed with only an occasional warning, from
Zuro. "The professor's first demand upon her time
startled Fay into submission and she fussed over her
ensemble before leaving with him for the theatre and
dinner. Zuro demanded no more than Fay's com-
pany, showering her with flowers, diamonds, and cash
besides. When Betty returned home to England, Fay
remained in Paris with a new friend—the Countess
Offenbach, a war widow. The Countess, expecting
a Count iRocheford as 'nouse guest, invited Fay to re-
main to entertain him. Fay's marriage to the
debonair Philip Rocheford followed in a year, a smart
wedding to be followed by a South African honey-
moon. Fay was hardly swept ofif her feet by her
husband, but the security appealed tremendously.
When Philip became disgustingly drunk on their
wedding night. Zuro appeared in his place. He ex-
plained the awkwardness of a wedding night with-
out a groom and persuaded Fay to go for a drive,
after insisting she loved him as much as he did her.
The journey to the south of Africa was uneventful,
the ensuing months interesting but hardly pleasur-
able. Then came the night of the Governor's annual
ball. Fay was the cynosure of all eyes. Then Prince
Zuro was announced. Fay had not heard of him

since her wedding night when he had frightened her
into admission of love, and submission, and then dis-

appeared, as ever, a perfect gentleman! This time,

however. Fay protested. Zuro must take her away
some place. The following day. Fay found herself

face to face with a beautiful girl—the other occupant
of Zuro's yacht—Thela. Fay disregarded the girl and
was divinely liappv in that she had won Zuro's

love at last. Vixen -like, Thela became jealous. A
while-hot passion rose within her and after spying
Zuro coming out of Fav's cabin for the last time

she could bear, she attacked her rival, spoiling Fay's

beauty with vitriol. At the end of a torturous week,

Fay looked at herself in a mirror and then thrtv,f

herself into the ocean. The crew of the boat re-

mained grimly silent. They had witnessed the end
of more than two beautiful women—on this very boat.

Zuro displayed no emotion.

upon

stood

LOVE COMES SUDDENLY

C. H. C. Huntington File No. 613!

THE Sinclair cottage loomed up against the black

before Marion Billings who had travelled some
distance to visit with her cousins. Marion

rested her vahses on the side porch. "Just like

Bart." she thought, "To lock the doors so 1 have to

stand on mv ear to wake him." The girl's eye hit

le pebbles at her feet. She hurled a few at

•ite cousin's window. A faint light flickered

r. A tall handsome man in a dressing gown
the doorway. "This is the Sinclairs.

'

vhispered, looking up. The man nodded and
picked up the heavv bags. In the small hght given

off by the kitchen lamp. Marion told herself that this

man' was the best she'd ever seen. What w^s he

doing at Aunt Addie's? "My name's
Howard," he said, "And yours i" Oh yes!

Marion Billings." The girl smiled sweetly c

rim of her glass, containing coffeed milk.

you the man who's Bart's room-mate at co

she asked. "Right-o!" he laughed, "And •-

given me orders to entertain you i

night. He says you adore walking
I was afraid you'd be frightened of me." Nooo-o. I

think you're grander than Bart says, even," she an-

swered. Dennis iaughed. "You're not so unlovely

You'i

pal's
place to-

dark roads.

elf, either
came to the door,
weeks later, aft.^r

"And I knew you'd
not vour kind and

ed the

"I loved you the minute
Dennie." Marion confessed,
Dennis asked her to marry h
ask me this—but I can't.

I've never been to the city, either!" "I I

pebbles you threw even before I laid an eye on
you!", Dennis lied. "And you've simply got to marry
me so Bart and I can have decent meals at college

our last year!" The next morning Marion vanished

just as she had come—in the dark an'd alone. "If I

know Marion." Bart told Dennis. "She'll be back on

the next train. She must have something to decide,

has she? She likes to do that on trains!" Dennis
moved his belongings to the woodshed spare room.

He finished just before Marion returned. "The
telegram's for me. Den," Bart announced, ' That
means she's coming to see you! Play hard-to-get,

pal-o'mine!" Marfon's face fell when Bart said

Dennis had returned to the city. Phe affected an
unnaturally gay mood. When she discovered Dennis

at dinner—silent and disinterested, she gasped and
fumed. The rest of the summer would have been
amusing had her father not needed hands in the

mill until after the harvest.
The following Fall, Bart divided his time between

entertaining co-eds in his apartment and consoling

Dennis who raved each time he found new evidences

of femininity in the place. "N'o more thrill—this

campus!". Dennis would exclaim. One afternoon,

Dennis encountered the back of a tousled head next
to Bart's, on the divan. Dennis headed for the bed-
room and proceeded to pack. "Goin' home back
East," he yelled, angrily, colliding with what seemed
to be Marion, on his way to the kitchen. "Honey,"
Marion shouted. "I'm just dyin' to see the East—
but next summer. Can I move in, right now?"

BEHIND THE LAW
Mrs. Homer E. Hoffman File No. 6022

BESIDES carrying mail from town to the T)0st-

mistress, Minty Moore, Bob Alcorn also carries

all the news, and although he might relish

a chat with Violet. Minty's daughter, the old men
seated about the square rarely give him a chance.
This particular day. Bob has big news. Ray

Kirk, moonshiner, has been placed behind bars, de-

spite the protection he has been getting from Dave
Symonds, Mayor and chief drunk of the town. Minty
does not enter into the crowd's sympathy. She
delivers a lengthy speech concerning lawbreakers and
the fine example the Mavor sets. The old men smile

indifferently.
Next morning, Zeke Gibbons, one of the oldest men

in town, sets out to see Ray Kirk, intent upon mak-
ing a deal with him. When he returns, he goes to

see Bob. who. in a fit of recklessness, agrees to do
the hauling in the liquor business Zeke has taken
over. To his surprise, the business pays beyond his

wildest hopes, and he gets plenty of thrills dodging
federal officers. All seems well until he is caught,
one day. but. the la\v behind him. he escapes, be-
coming a lawful fugitive. Minty_ forbids his calling

on Violet, but relents, later, thinking perhaps she
has blamed him too much, and, when she overhears
officers planning to raid the still, rushes to warn Bob
and Zeke.
When Sheriff Benton is elected, he declares war on

lawlessness, but his life terminates shortly after his
election, political power reputed to be behind his
assassination. When he is gone, the liquor men ar-d
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their hackers rest easy, but not for long, Lynn
Damon, a stranger in town, informing' them that he
lias \\ itnessed the shooting and knows plenty about
it. Damon is ci'afty, and the ring, fearing him, is

forcfrd to let him in on the still. In a shoiH time,
he assumes entire control of the business, Bob being
the only one to complain. Being drunk most of the
lime, the mayor is unaware of this usurper of his
power— the liquor ring running the town.
When Damon, who is admired by most women,

plans to elope with Violet, after having won even
flinty to his side. Bob sets out to get him, somehow.
While searching for something to hold against him.,

he meets Tim O'Mallon, a stranger in search of a
job. A storm blows up while Bob is taking Tim
to Minty's. so Bob takes him to Zeke's cabin. In
the heat of his ire. Bob blurts the entire story to

Tim, who seems sympathetic, and Tim asks to be
laken to Damon's cabin. When they reach there,

they find Damon dying, having been stabbed by an
Indian. O'Mallon takes charge, revealing himself as
a Canadian otricer in search of Damon, wanted for

jnurder of an Indian princess. He has other
charges, too.

Bob surprises the Moore's next day by announcing
his intention of leaving for Canada with Tim, at onc.=.

Minty tells him that as a body can get drunk in

Canada without making liars or crooks out of their

friends, she's going with Bob and Tim, who seems
fond of her anyhow. She sends Bob out to tell

Violet the news, while she glances at Tim, amused,
but tenderly.

NEVER FALL IN LOVE

Anna Kearns File No. 6036

DESPITE her eighty-two years, Bridget Mattera
was hale and hearty, and ready for love. Four
husbands had preceeded her to the grave, but

Bridget lived on, always mindful of the lirst hand-
some young man came her way. It was Louis
Tannen's misfortune to be one of these youths From
her chair en the front porch of her home, Bridget
had watched Louie make his way to the home of

Anna, Bridget's pretty seventeen-year-old neighbor,
every tvenmg. for several months. *'Ah," thought
Bridget, "Too bad for poor Anna! Little does she
know that that handsome lad is yearning for a

word or caress from me!" But Louie went on, un-
aware of any romance from Bridget's quarters. "What
a peppy old lady," Louie thought. "She certainly

has a kind smile. If Anna is like that when she is

old, I sure will be happy!" Bridget seemed to sense

his thoughts. "Old lady, he thinks I

u!d to herself. "But I can see he loves

One day. Bridget grew tired of her vigil. Dressing
up in her Sunday best, she made her way, slowly,

to Anna's, intent upon having a word with Louie.
When Anna introduced them, she clung to his hand,
lovingly. After that, it was easy for her to stop him
on his way past her house. "Why don't you tell me
you love me, Louis?" she would ask the bewildered
youth. "Xo use keeping it a secret!" Louie was re-

spectful. Had Bridget been younger, he would have
told her a thing or two. To her, he said, "Mebbe—
some day^Bridget."
After a passionate scene which caused Louie a

great deal of embarrassment, the boy found a new
way of reaching Anna's house. Bridget was
thunderstruck. "Dear boy," she thought, "I, too,

once found stimulation in a lover's quarrel." She
never suspected Anna's part in the matter; but one
evening, when Louie did not appear, she walked ovtr
to Anna's house. Louie was sitting inside, content-
edlv holding Anna's hand, in full view of her mother.
"Louie!" Bridget shrieked, "LOUIE! Come out
here to mc. where you belong." Anna's mother
laughed. "Bridget,' she chuckled, "Can't you see

you're too old for Louie. He's only twenty-five!"
Bridget grabbed Louie by the arm. "We're going to

be married at once." she told him. "Just one month
more, Bridget," Louie answered, and Bridget was
impatient but contented.
One month from that evening, Bridget walked over

to Anna'. "How do I look?" she asked. "Splendid!"
Anna answered, not realizing the significance of the
question. "We're to be married tomorrow!" Bridget
informed her, quietly. "Do you really think Louie
loves me as much as I love him ?" Anna walked
inside and slammed the door. Bridget went to the
priest to arrange for the ceremony. "Go home and
prepare for God," the pious man told her, "and leave
Louie alone. "We'll elope then," said Bridget, "I'm
going to live a long time, yet."
Louies mother, forty-five, was not particularly happy

to receive a visit from Bridget that day. "Hello
Mother." Bridget said. Mrs. Tannen smiled. "Come
in, child," she answered, sweetly.
When Bridget returned home that night, she found

half a dozen swains waiting for her—Louie's friends.
With them, they had a shabby hired man from the
neighborhood. They had cleaned him up and made
him presentable. "Jimmie, here," they told her,
"is dying for love of you, Bridget—(An'd hunger,
too, they added, quietly) so, since Louie and Anna
just eloped, you ought to make him very happy."
Bridget sighed and threw her arms around the
puzzled fellow. "Jimmie!" she cried—"Alone at
last!'

CIRCUMSTANCE
Cardi. File No. 6076

came a cashier in a night club. There was a taxicab
company which maintained a stand in front of the
club, and Noel, lonely and work-weary, found a
great deal of comfort in talking to the cab drivers
who were a peculiar assortment of men of all walks
of life and experience. But Frank Rogers was her
favorite. Frank was a handsome lad. and Noel
knew by looking into his face that something in life

had dealt hard with him, causing him to forsake the
path someone had carefully beaten for him. Noel.
too, was the first decent woman Frank had spoken
to in years—outside of Mrs. Reynolds, the chief of

women help in the club—a motherly woman, fond
of Noel and Frank.
After the wedding, Noel continued at her job. She

found it fun to go to work at ten each night, with
Frank, watch him through the window, and then ride
home with him at six in the morning. "I honestly
wouldn't stay home alone without you, honey," she
told him, "I do love you so!" Things went along
smoothly for the many months, the only thing
bothering Noel being the fact they were living in a
hotel suite instead of a cosy apartment. "For the
money we pay for this dump, we can get a nice
flat," she told him. but Frank refused to listen. £'oon
afterwards, when Noel learned he had been drinking
and carrying, on with women, she understood his in-

difference a little better. Frank did not even come
near the hospital the first week after Dolores was
born. Then he came, repentant and sweet. He
would give up drink and women, he said, hugging-
the infant despite the nurse's scowls. He never
did, though, despite the attempted interference by
his boss. Noel l>egged for an apartment more than
ever. Frank put her off some more. When the
baby became dangerously ill. due to improper feed-
ing facilities of the hotel, Frank went to live with
another woman. Noel got her old job and attempted
to make ends meet. At the end of a few weeks, she,

too. was in the hospital,—a charity patient. The
nurses and doctors seemed queer. Then she learned
that she was being managed by Frank's mistress

—

a coarse and vulgar woman. Noel appealed to Mrs.
Reynolds, but she was spirited away and railroaded
to an insane asylum before Mrs. Reynolds had a
chance to come for her. The doctor Frank's para-
mour had ordered had made somewhat of a drug
addict of her. but the asylum was heaven in com-
parison to the hospital. Built in health and near
Dolores, Noel came back to herself and finally proved
her sanity to the doctors. Mrs. Reynolds came to
get her, with the intention of giving the girl a

home. Noel refused flatly. She went, instead, as :.

housekeeper, to the home of one of the club's

wealthier bachelor-playboys, and, after the death of

Frank—a sordid death due to drink and dissipation —
she married her employer, learning, after years of

misery, how true happiness can bring new life to an
unfortunate victim of circumstance.

w HEN loneliness for her mother and father
made the country unbearable for Noel Canby,
sne took a parting look at their graves, shed

tears, and left for the Big City where she be-

AL AND AVIATION

Gerard Camirand File No. 6058

AT the annual meeting of the Portland Aero Club.
Al Brunswick, a wealthy farmer, stands in tnc
field, forgetting, all else but aviation. The

stunting and racing continues far into the night, and
Al, thrilled, remains crouched in the grass, far from
his coach and horses. When the coachman finally

finds him, his dreams of aviation are well advanced.
By noon of the next day, Al Brlinswick, the man
who never even purchased an auto, is sitting in his

reading room, surrounded by works on aviation. His
secretary is kept on the jump purchasing magazines,
pamphlets, and books. When Al gets his fill, he
puts in a call to the president of the Portland Aero
Club. "Teach me how to fly!" Al tells him, ex-
citedly. "I'll be right over, sir," the man replies,

puzzled.
When Stanton Green arrives at the Brunswick

home, he finds plenty to tell the boys at the avia-
tion field. "Some house," he reports. "That guy is

loony! You should see it! Every room has a name

—

Dog Department. Cat Department, Reading Depart-
ment, several others, and the latest—Aviation De-
partment! That one is empty, yet. The whole barn-
yard walks around on the inside of the place. It's

a farm turned inside out!" The pilots refused to
instruct Al. Gerry Geoghan, however, accepted the

job. "Nothing ventured is nothing gained" he told

them. Within a few weeks, Al was flying solo, and
the pilots were still discussing his house. "That
place has more mechanical contraptions than I ever
did see," Gerry said, laughingly. "Say—if you want
to sneeze, you gotta press down a button to do it!"

One afternoon, Gerry suggested that Al attempt a
parachute jump. It'll give you the feeling," he ex-

plained. Al made the jump, but the prehminary tug
of the chute shook him up too much. He set down
at once to invent a new kind of parachute. For one
solid week, Al did not appear at the airport. Then,
he came, one day, ready to exhibit a new Tri-Motor
plane and a new type of chute. The toughened pilots

laughed, but when Al went up they laughed louder.

"Listen here, Al," Gerrv told him, after pulling him
from the side of the plane, once, "We're up 5,000

feet, and 1 don't intend to drag you inside again.

Is that thing gonna push you out or ain't it?" Al
was mad. He tried again. This time he made a
perfect landing. The pilots hailed the new chute
made from one strap, a pair of inflated pants, and a

chute top. But the police interrupted the celebra-

tion. "Is Al Brunswick here?" Al called Gerry asid;.-.

it must be renorters or something, to congratiilate

me. "Come with us, Mr. Brunswick." they con-
tinued, "For stealing a lady's pants. A huge negress
stepped out of the car. "You're secretary done rob
me, Boss! Ah wants mah pants!" Fortified with
cash, she left the field, satisfied. The secretary got
the air.

invites them for a ride in the Tri-Motor "Aviation
Department." but, alas, the wire loosened. Every -

one was obliged to jump. The spectacle was amus-
ing and profitable. Al grew sad as he watched the
plane he called "P'al" crash on a hill, but, looking
at the specks in "Brunswick Pants Parachutes," he
knew he was wedded to Aviation for life!

OCTOPUS

Henry Patrick Pigo+f File No. 6042

THE insidious snare of political capitalism, which
catches so many innocents and drags them down!

into notoriety, entraps John Patrick. As the
judge issues the verdict, in the presence of wife and
child, the innocent man slumps to the groun'd. He
is dead! The Octopus, the manager of these "inside

jobs" escapes unnoticed. John Patrick's memory,
slurred and slandered, is gossip for the newspapers.
His wife and child retreat to Ireland. Here the child,

John, grows up, and in' response to his ceaseless

questions concerning his father, he is informed of his

father's misfortunes in America. The boy grits his

teeth, and vows that someday the Octopus would pay
for this misery. John consequently arrives in

America, all his heart devoted to one thing—the ex-

posin'g of these political framers. He obtains a job

doing odd plumbing tasks. But John doesn't account
for one thing—love. It comes into his life with the
presence of a young girl, daughter of a judge. John's
blue eyes, their gaiety intermingled with stern pur-
pose, cannot be overlooked by the girl, despite the
difference in their social status. Loving he
distract him from his
sorrow does distract h,

covers that this is the
at the court's feet, wl
his father. When John
who believed the eldei
horror-stricken, and one
his face,

he, after ;

but unfortunately, his
from love. For Rosa dib

n of John Patrick, who died
n her own father convicted
;arns that it is Rosa's father

John Patrick guilty, he is

, and once more stern resolution enters
-will—expose—the Octopus! Rosa and
aarrel in which the subject of fathers
iscussed heatedly, part, Rosa with tears

in her eyes, and John with dauntless hope in his.

Chance comes to John in' the guise of a plumbing
job, which consists of fixing a few leaks, in the
headquarters of that political monster—the Octopus.
It chances that John, hammering away at a fixture

in the bathroom, sees the Octopus enter, hurl a
sparkling something down the bowd, flush it and
walk cut. John in'vestigates with his departure the
nature of the bowl. He finds that the bowl is

arranged in such a way that the valuables might
easily be redeemed. That same day, he overhears the
fact that the Octopus is going to call a meeting of his

"inside men" for the purpose of appointing one of

them to his place, as he is to take a vacation. John
hastily calls the police. Tlie latter, skeptical but
amused, surround the headquarters the next day,
while reporters an'd moving picture cameras peek
into the room where the reports are being given.
Each man within aiming for the position, gives his

reports on his services in "framing" innocents. Out-
side reporters look aghast as they busily copy down
words verbatim; moving picture cameras silently

click, takin'g both sound and pictures. The pompous
man reciting finally the case of John Patrick, senior,

boasts of the easy conquest of the framers over the
judges. John, junior, hearing his father's name,
grows ghastly, and makes an attempt to burst
through the door. He is only prevented by the squad
outside. The meeting practically over, the Octopus
is about to appoint the succeeding man to his place,

when nonchalantly reporters, and detectives enter,

and stroll over to the astounded politicians. They
are brought to court, where they are asked to re-

main until the trial comes up. Their astonishment
knows no bounds when they hear it is to be held in

a neighboring movie house. John, too, attends this

movie, with Rosa, who only consents with disdain,

because of John's pleas. In the movies, the exposi-

tion of the Octopus takes place, by means of the

talking picture. When the part wherein' John's
iather is concerned, arrives, Rosa presses John's hand
with a repentent squeeze. The pressure is returned
with interest.

Mrs. R. H. Smith File No. 6041

DESPITE the fact that Lisa's heart and mind
are concentrated on Don, the man' to whom she
is going to be married within the next week,

she cannot help but note the handsome stature of the
pilot, Jerry Martin, to whom her cousin Anne has
just introduced her. But this reflection' and admira-
tion is momentary, for as soon as she is alone in

the privacy of her room in the great Price Plantation
in Virginia, she opens a precious letter, and reads it.

Her heart beats rapidly as she reads the contents
telling her to join' him at once in New York for
their marriage, instead of waiting a whole year, as
has been planned. Mrs. Price, her mother enters the
room and is greeted affectionately. Elsa pours out
the news of Don's letter, and watches the gravity of

Mrs. Price's face wdth alarm. Mrs. Price never did
approve of Don; even the shin'y, black-faced servants
shook their heads in disapproval when Don used to
come around to the estate and show preference to
Elsa. Despite the fact that the Price Plantation with
its servants, is the home of Mrs. Price and her
daughter, nevertheless Mrs. Price is essentially poor,
for after the death of her husband, fin'ancial reverses
set in, and the faithful servants remained on the
estate, gratis. Elsa uses her own little savings for a
simple trousseau, and after a touching farewell to her
people, she joins Don in New York. Don is all intent
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upon Elsa's happiness when she arrives; the devo-
tion of a newly-made husband is showered upon her.

Later, however, Elsa's alarm grows as she notes
that Don spends time ostensibly overworking at the

bank, that he becomes irritable and sometimes ugly.

Most of all, Elsa realizes desperately her need for

money; for Don. who heretofore supplied her with a
liberal allowance, ceases on the grounds that he is

•'l.'roke." One dav, she obtains a position as copyist

in a .\ew York office. Hoping to surprise Don'
jileasantly, she arrays herself most becomingly, pre-
pares a delicious meal for him and waits for his

arrival. When Don finally dogs arrive, it is in the
«ee sma" hours, his tell-tale breath indicating his
into.xicated condition. The ne.xt morn'ing, Don is

still cross and moody, and announces his intention
of entering the automobile races. Elsa pleads that
he remain at home, but Don' brusquely pushes her
aside and sets out with his friend. That same day,
Elsa receives word that Don has been killed. With-
out money or friends. Elsa after refusing the kindly
help of Don's aunt and uncle, assumes her new po-
sition, wdiere the memory of Don' is gradually effaced.
One day, a young man enters the office, and stares
with amazement at her. Elsa recognizes him at
once as the handsome pilot, Jerry Martin, a figure
that haj never become totally obliterated from her
mind. A fast bond is created between them, an'd

when Elsa returns to her Virginian home, Jerry
accompanies her in his plane. At home with her
beloved ones, Elsa gains peace of mind, and when
Jerry proposes, she accepts. Whenever Jerry as an
aviator takes one of his trips, he always sends her a
message by one of his pigeons. Dick or Dirk, who
have been given to him bv a friend in the mountains.
Meanwhile Elsa herseU learns aviation from a
crippled aviator, close friend of Jerry. Then at on'e

time, the pigeon Dick arrived with a message from
Jerry that his plane is demolished and that he is

wrecked in the mountains. Together with the
crippled aviator, Elsa flies, her heart beating pain-
fully, to her husband, ,and they find him unconscious.
Tlrey finally bring him to a mountain cabin, where
the kindly master of the cabin recognizes the invalid
as his friend, to whom he had once given Dick and
Dirk. Under his care, Jerry becomes well, while
Elsa, happy in' her reunion, cheers them up with her
singing and accompaniments to the Master's violin,
from which infinite sorrow is wont to issue. A happy
event occurs when the crippled aviator to whom the
Master seems to extend a great affection, discovers
that he, the Master, is his long lost father; as the
Master compares the picture of his young wife, whom
he has lost, with the picture of the aviator's mother,
he trembles violently, and Elsa and Jerry catches
him as he sinks on his chair. The reunion of the
Master and his crippled son, and Elsa and Jerry,
presents a lovely tableau as the four, with unbeliev-
ing happiness in their eyes, sit silently.

"FRENCHIE" GOES BUTLER

Lucian Langlois File No. 6074

ANTOINE Duval, shoemaker, is having a great
deal of fun' in his shop, trying to learn English
with a mouth full of tacks. He is rugged and

handsome and fond of working at his late father's
trade. Elise Lemay, a sweet young thing, walks
into the shop. Elise's father owns a huge house
bearing an impressive sign. "Tourist Accommoda-
tions." the sign reads, an'd the Lemay House is

known to a great many Americans stopping in

Montreal for what is generally known as a good
time. Elise loves Antoine, but the youth is un'aware
of this pent-up passion of hers. "Hello Antoine!,"
the girl calls, "How about some English?" "Sure!,"
Antoine answers, laughing. Elise chooses the subject
matter of her lesson with care. "And how do you
say 'Je t'aime'?" "I love you!," Antoine answers.
"Donne-moi un baiser?," the girl asks, "Oui, answers
the youth, "Kiss me!" Elise is very obliging and so
they kiss, but Antoine does not share the maid's
ecstasy. Now Elise is coming to the point of her
visit. "Why don't you come and work for my
father?," she asks him, "The work isn't hard and
you will be paid well." The following week finds
Antoine installed as First Porter at the Lemay House.
This brings him farther away from Elise if anything,
though, because the tete-a-tetes at the shop are no
more. Worse yet, Antoine is foolish enough to fall

in love with a guest—a Miss Jane Morgan of Bostort.
Jane, traveling with her mother and Jake, the Morgan
chauffeur, is impressed bv the appearance of this
handsome fellow—"Frenchie," as he is called. "What
a gorgeous butler he'd make. Mother!," she tells

Mrs. Morgan. All this is overheard by Jake, the
chauffeur. "You've made a hit, Frenchie!," he tells

Antoine, that evening, "The gal's in love with you!
Butler—that's an excuse for taking you to Boston!"
Antoine is delighted, and he imagines Elise is be-
coming a bore because she refuses to wax en-
thusiastic.
Installed in' the luxurious Morgan home in Boston,

Antoine is proud and fascinated. He has never seen
one tenth of all this luxury before. His blue uniform
fairly glistens, as do his black curls. "Do you really
think she loves me. Jake?," he asks. Jake assures
him. adding that if he really wants to prove it to
himself, there is a way. Antoin'e is all ears. Jake
gives him an amorous speech. That night, on the
terrace, Antoine recites the carefully-memorized lines.

"Jane dearest," he starts, and the girl listens,

—

terrified. "You! A butler!" she screams. Antoine
finds himself broke, homeless, and jobless. He isn't

even' angry at Jake, whom he knows has tricked him.
He is merely disgusted with all women. Such is the
lot of a naive youth! Jake decides to lend a hand.
Before long. Antoine is losing himself in the strong
drink and loose women of Boston's less exclusive

neighborhoods. Elise, in' the meantime, is frantic

with worry and remorse at having urged Antoine to

quit his shop, in the first place. Wearily, she finds

her way to Boston. Wandering about the subway,
she meets Madame Beaumont. "Ah, a French-
woman!," thinks Elise. Soon the kindly woman hears
the entire tale of woe. "Get off here, dear, for the
Morgans." she tells her, "And if you don't find the
boyfriend, call on me—I'll give you work." After
learning Antoine's fate at the Morgan's, Elise reaches
the Beaumont house, sadly. "A chambermaid, eh?,"
one of the gaudy trollops remarks. "She'll learn

—

don't rush her!," another shouts. Elise sees the
light when Jake stumbles into her room that night.

Her screams attract Antoine, who is seated down-
stairs. Antoine is back tapping at shoes. A con-
tented Elise sits by his side holding a robust French
baby. The Duvals often laugh over the experiences
of "Frenchie" who is no more!

jjqp HE gnl who
I my wife!,"

SAILOR'S eiRL

Gerald Belknap File No. 6079

AX FRANCISCO looked far more enticmg to the

crew of the U. S. S. Arkansas than did Shanghai.

Leave was granted at six o'clock and Harold

on was among the group headed for uncertairtf

ts. His buddy. Bill Jones, took in the situation

a glance. "I know a swell girl you'd ." Dixon
him short. "Not for me!," he cautioned. Bill

and be a great pal, but Harold
heard of a gob
Harold didn't
was regular!
ily difference

s Helen Dale

cut
might live

wanted to forget women. "Who
turning down a date?." Bill queried.

actually want to explain, but then, Bi

Bill listened to a familiar story, the

being that this time the girl's name v

instead of the usual Sally, Irene, or Mary. ane
had married money instead of love. Harold waxed
lachrymose while Bill grew bored. Sympathy was
forthcoming because it was expected. "O.K., Hal,

'

Bill said, "Don't come if von don't care to, but take

my address and stay with me tonight. If I'm not

there, Mother'U know who you are."

Harold came out on a crowded street. So this was
Frisco! Skyscrapers and speed. Traffic. Harold was
watching a moving sign atop a huge building when
his foot slipped. A slim and pretty dark-haired girl

caught him before he could fall. "Hello, sailor boy!,

she said, gayly. "Nerts," thought Dixon. San
Francisco was a \vonderful city and it would have
been great without this girl. Dixon meant to walk
on, but he decided to teach this flirtatious flapper a

lesson, even if she was interested in the Arkansas.

Soon the sailor and the girl were seated in a cafeteria.

Harold carried the trays and chatted amiably. •

When they were almost finished, he rose to get

some water. That was his excuse. What he really

did was pay his own check and slip out, leaving the

girl with her check. He sought shelter in the

At ii:30 that night Dixon stepped out of a cab in

front of the Jones'. "Some place!," he thought.

Bill answered the doorbell, grinning. "Alice." he
said to a girl seated on the sofa, "This is Hal Dixon'.

Mv sister, Hal!" Tt was the airl from the cafeteria!

Alice looked puzzled but as embarrassed as Harold.
"Harold Di.xon's different," Bill had explained, pre-

viously, "He sure hates women, though!" Alice was
willing to forget the incident and become friends.

Harold stuck to his guns. Obviously crazy about
Bill, he avoided Alice studiously.
The first afternoon after their leave, the boys took

Alice's roadster to the city. That evening wheif

Mr. Jones arrived at home, he discovered Alice pre-

paring for a surprise party in their honor. Alice

was shocked at her father's intimations during the

course of a discussion concerning Harold. She finally

learned that the boy was being accused of steaHng
twenty- five dollars from Jones' desk!
When her step-cousin, Lester Baugham, arrived,

Alice smelled a rat. She hated him. and he was
aware of Harold's presence in the house. Lester
always stopped at the Jones' office before coming to

the house! Through a ruse, Alice managed to force

a confession. Later, however, in the presence of

Bill and Jones, Lester accused Harold. Alice was
mortified and enraged. Alice, overhearing the dis-

cussion, proved beyond doubt that the culprit was
Lester, whereupon the latter received first hand in-

formation on his way out concerning the consequences
of calling a gob "rat." But Hal refused to show
gratitude to Alice for his vindication.

Before the boys left for the ship, Harold promised
to return for another visit, soon. Alice decided to

bide her time and play hard-to-get. Perhaps he would
miss her! But no. Several months later Bill re-

turned alone and for good. Alice grew cynical and
morbid. Bill knew of no solution", though Mr. and
Mrs. Jones asked for his help. When Harold showed
up unexpectedly the following Spring, Alice rejoiced.

Partly won—this victory—," she thought. She was
to accompany her father. Bill, and Harold on a
campin'g trip to Oregon! Harold kept his distance
throughout the trip. Bill and Jones were somewhat
puzzled even after they had reached the cabin. Alice
was heartbroken. When she \vas wandering about
moping one day. she was kidnapped. It was Harold
who rescued her from the clutches of Lester Baug-
ham, and he who came to a realization that Alice's

love was dilTerent from Helen Dale's selfishness and
vanity. The evening of their return, after the thrill-

ing rescue. Bill and Jones were seated near the cabin
discussing this and that about the sea. Suddenly
Bill looked up. He saw two heads merge, in the
moonlight, and Alice's soft throaty laugh. "Think
we can sit back of the house awhile. Dad?." he
whispered. "No, son," Jones retorted, "We'd better
get some sleep—fast!"

THE GREATER SIN

J. L Breeden, Jr. File No. 6073

my fraternity pin will be
I my wife!," Robert Priestly, Jr. told his

friends, and that is why everyone knew
Robert and the beautiful Norma Dean would marry,
sooner or later. That is also why Bob couldn't un-
derstand her letters sen't to him at the army camp
in which he had been quartered. True, a seventeen-
year-old young lady need not remain in seclusion
because her man is at war, but why did Norma
really find the company of so many youn'g men neces-
sary while Bob was far from her? The end of the
war settled Bob's mind in regard to Norma, or so he
thought at the time. They were quietly married
because Norma's mother had died.

Bob and Norma were almost ready to move into

the house they had built when little Margaret came
along. She was far fr(.vni strong, and Norma was far

from an attentive mother. She was young, after all,

and she had explained to Bob. previous to their

marriage, that she would not like to have babies for

some time. Bob's mother practically raised little

Margaret because she thought her son had married
a fool! Though Bob loved the girl with all his
heart, he rather agreed sometimes, so extravagant
and carefree was his wife, even after her three chil-

dren were born. On her twenty-third birthday, she
was still a flapper. Bob told himself she would
never settle down. She wanted to have a good time
while he placed all his energy into his business in'

order to build up a future for himself. During
these years, his mother had died, leaving Norma's
father. Dr. Dean, as the only one with even a slight

bit of influence upon her. Even Dean, however, who
was unusually fond of his son-in-law, could not
make Norma see that raising her children was more
important than breeding Chilhuahua dogs.
About this time, a subscription proposition swept

the neighborhood. A car and sundry other prizes
were offered to the one getting the most subscrip-
tions to a local newspaper. Norma en'tered at once,
with Bob's consent, glad of an opportunity to be
useful. After she had exhausted her salestalk on
neighbors and friends, however, she decided to travel

to nearby towns in search of customers. Bob felt

sorry, for the children's sake, but was glad to see

her on the go in' a wholesome manner. But was it

wholesome? Bob's suspicions were first aroused by
a series of long distance calls from one of the towns
Norma was in the habit of visiting for days at a

strtch. Bob did not interfere until he began to grow
distraught. Then, one day, he listened in from his

store. "Tommie," a youthful male voice called

Norma, and asked, "Is he in?" Norma was frightened,

realizing Bob might be on the phone. "Tliis is Mrs.
Priestly talking!" she said, but Bob let the youth
know a thing or two. It was after this that Bob
put his affairs into the hands of his brother and his

lawyer. Norma had done nothing, actually, on her
trips, except give a wrong impression. Bob was
disgusted but he bore her presence. Shortly after-

wards, Norma stopped traveling. Instead, she began
to entertain at home while Bob was off at business

or political meetings, the latter absorbing a good
deal of his time. It was to James Priestly. Bob's
youthful cousin' that Norma turned for romance. She
had a way of fascinating people and James was duly
fascinated. It was Bob himself who got the evidence

for the divorce by spying about the house after he
was supposed to have gone to a meeting. In his

own house—Norma and a lover! This seemed too

much! The divorce was a difiicult thing all around.
Bob's State granted no divorce at all on any grounds!
Because of this decadent situation. Bob found it

necessary to establish a residence in a state nearby,
losing business and peace of mind through his ex-

perience. The truth was that he still loved Norma
though he hardly respected her! The girl denied his

charges, but n'ot in court because he promised Dr.
Dean to attempt to get the divorce on cruelty

grounds. Norma bid a tearful farewell to her chil-

dren and went to New York. She had always wanted
a fling at the city and here was her chance! She
found a certain delight in studying, there, to be a

nurse, although her heart ached plenty for the chil-

dren despite the fact that they corresponded regularly.

For a long time, Bob refused to read or answer
Norma's letters to himself, although he encouraged
the children to write and to remember her. Then
he weakened. Their letters were an interesting

study, for while both knew conciliation was impos-

sible, each wrote with longing—longing for what had

once been happy davs. When Norma came home.
Bob managed to keen out of her way. although she

saw plenty of the children. Tlie divorce made a new
man of Bob. He was now filled with a desire for

the company of young people and good times. Women
occupied more of his attention than ever before, but

he never forgot Norma completely. Throughout sev-

eral trips to New York and Montreal—hectic ones

for a man who has been married and left with three

ng through his head. The
ounters in New York were tense and s

11. one dav Bob settled down. A new
le into his life—different from Norma, yet

in herself. Bob's children would not mind
"Mother," and perhaps he might not mind
many more sweet things, either, if she ca

1 forget and live happily once again!

DOUBLE HITCH

Annette Dorris Clark File No. 6103

HE prosperous owner of Roadside Ranch. Jake
Coleman, is amused by his daughter's tales of

their new millionaire neighbor, Dodson. "He's

g to buv the cattle, too, father," Betty tells him
T
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while Aunt Betsy looks on. hopefully. Jake brags
of his daughter's conquest to every other parent in

town. "That guy pays spot cash, too," Jake told
them, concerning the sale of the cattle. Aunt Betsy
lulls herself to sleep with visions of an elaborate
wedding in the near future. Tlie following week
Rust Meadows, the sheriff, calls at the house while
Dodson is entertaining Jake, Betty and Betsy with
tales of the Big Citv. "I reckon you got to go with
us Jake." Rusty told Coleman, sorrowfully, "Some
counterfeit bills've been traced to you, though Lord
knows you're as straight a man as ever there was!"
Jake followed them in silence, Dodson, Betty and
Aunt Betsy going along for company. The following
week Xeal Keltner arrived in town to investigate

the affair, complaints from the citizens of the town
having been received by federal officials. Neal is

stirred by Betty's beauty. She inspires him to vin-

dicate Jake, but the attempt seems fruitless. The
dav of the hearing, Betsy comes to court with her
aunt and Dodson. Neal manages to get the hearing
postponed. On the way home, he quizzes Betty con-
cerning Dodson. the latter having remained in town.
In her naive way. Betty gives him the story, adding,
also, the fact that Dodson got his cattle from Jake.
Neal's suspicions are aroused at once.

The follow'ing day, a swaggering young woman
arrives at the Nite Delite. She is Violet Wray, they
learn, a society girl in search of adventure. Dodson
falls into the trap at once. Neal finds it difficult

to manage being both Violet and himself without
slipping, hut he succeeds, and is soon in Dodson's
confidence. The time is fast approaching for Jake's
trial. Dodson is managing Violet and Betty with an
interesting technique. Betty bewails Neal's inatten-

tion, and failure to do anything about Jake's im-
prisonment. He assures her he has never missed up
in all his years of e-xperience. Dodson presses Violet

for an answer to his proposal and she finally consents.

An elaborate party is to be held in honor of the
engagement. Betty is crushed but realizes that she
has loved Neal all this time, after all. The party
comes off in fine style. Violet, having already
gathered enough evidence to hang Dodson and his

"farm hands." manages to get her lover good and
drunk. "Take me to my room and tuck me in,

Honev." he tells Violet. She accomodates him and
throw's in a bottle of chloroform besides. As soon

as Dodson is asleep, Violet makes a thorough search

of the room but finds nothing. Just as she is about

to give up, her foot goes down a hole under the
vanity. She raises the curtain. The vanity is merely
the head of a staircase to a dim room. Violet de-

scends and finds herself in a complete counterfeit

den! Violet returns to the Nite Delite and notifies

the authorities. "We're going to be married at the

courthouse, Wednesday." says Neal. "A double-hitch.

Honey?." she asks, "With Violet and Dodson?"
Xeal nods, amused.
Wednesday morning dawned brightly. Dodson ar-

rived at the courthouse to find Neal and Betty
married. Jake leered, from his place beside the bride

and groom. "It was worth more than ten thousand
shekels to catch you, Dodson," Neal told him after

the officers had applied the handcuffs, "Your love-

making is a riot! Don't you know your Violet?"

WINGS OF DESTINY

Emily E. Rask File No. 6086

A LETTER which Marian Bennett held
hand as she sat on the edge of her bed

her

to hold the solution to her tearfulness
from her uncle and he was asking her to live witli

him and his family because her mother's death had
left her alone in the big house. Marian jumped up
and ran ne.xt door to see !Mrs. Benson. Arnold, a
youngster Mrs. Benson had taken from an orphan
home, on trial, greeted her. "Gee Marian. I'm sorry
you're crying, but look at me. Here I am, thinking
I got a home, and now I ain't got anything."
Marian forgot her own troubles. Mrs. Benson, the
boy told her, found it too difficult to keep Arnold.
He would go back the following week, perhaps.
Marian rushed inside. Mrs. Benson read the letter

in alarm. "There's your opportunity. Marian," the
woman said, "Your uncle's a millionaire you know.
Career? Bosh." Marian looked at her neighbor.
She didn't understand, either, why Marian didn't want
lu.xury in preference to a caieer. Well. Uncle prob-
ably wouldn't understand either. She'd go, but not
until she had visited Ellen Lind, in the country, for

a few weeks. Marian stared out of the window at

Arnold, who was waving from the lawn. An idea

struck her. In a few minutes, she skipped back to

her home with Mrs. Benson's permission to take
Arnold to the country for a month, prior to the de-

parture for the city where her uncle lived. Arnold
himself mailed the letters Marian wrote to Ellen

and to her uncle. Then they waited patiently for

The day before Marian and Arnold were to leave, a
call came from Ellen Lind. Marian told Arnold they
would go out by car—a friend of Ellen's. Dr. Norman
Gilbert driving them out. Marian packed hurriedly
because they were to leave that day. At five that
evening, Marian heard noise in front of the door.

Arnold came rushing in. "Marian! MARIAN!" he
shouted. "A man's here to take us to the country

—

Dr. Gilbert." .Marian, embarrassed, sent him off to

sav goodbye to Mrs. Benson. In a few hours, they
arrived at Ellen's home. Arnold and the doctor were
close pals by' this time, and Marion was convinced
that it would be all right for Arnold to stay at

Gilbert's during his entire stay. "You'll wish you
were Arnold before the month's over," Ellen con-

fided. "Matchmaker!", Marian accused. "Whyn't you
tell a fellow he's a bachelor." Ellen told Marian
part of his story during the days following—the part

she knew. He was not practising because of his

health. His home was spacious and beautiful and his

parties elegant. Rich? Millions, Ellen imagined, an.l
the reason for the solitude had something to do with
a girl.

With the aid of Arnold, Marian and Gilbert were
thrown together by Ellen constantly in the days
which followed. Arnold, being a smart child and
loving both, realized that what they needed was
company and cheer—both of them. Toward the end
of the visit, Marian was sad and Gilbert in a miser-
able temper. Marian confided in Ellen that Gilbert
wanted to marry her immediately, in order to give
both herself and Arnold a home. "Silly!", Ellen
laughed, "He loves you. Even if you have written
your uncle, and even if he has cancelled a trip to
Europe on your account, he'll understand." Marian
had a readj' answer but she never said it because
she looked up to see Gilbert and Arnold standin.g
in the door, sheepishly. Ellen looked at Arnold and
followed him outside on some fool prtence. "Yes,
Silly," Norman Gilbert remarked, holding her close,
"Your guy does love you as much as vou love him.
See? And Arnold never did mail that letter to
Uncle because he was afraid you wouldn't be allowed
to go to the country." "The Darling.'' ilarian
murmured.

WAS IT LOVE?

Jesse Van Arsdale File No. 6116

EVEN when she was a tiny tot, Alva Davis
would try in every way to embarrass Jesse into
asserting himself. "I'm Jesse's girl!", she would

crow, to the older girls. This embarrassed the shv
boy, but he found it in him to deny the statement
vehemently. "Ain't not," he'd grumble. Years
afterward, though he and his aunt were living in a
different town, Jesse still thought of the pretty little
girl who had always thought him nice but too shv.
Jesse's aunt sat across from him at the table a few
evenings before the boy w^as ' to leave for college.
"I been to Satartia, today, boy," she said, "And
that there Alva's been asking for you.' "She's goin'
to page this Fall, you know, and thought maybe
you'd come down for the parties." Jesse grumbled.
"Ain't you sending me to learn some farming?", he
said, "Or must I carry Alva Davis about, dancin'?"
Aunt Helen laughed and pointed a bent finger at her
nephew. "Jesse," she said, "You know as how vou
and that girl've been loving each other for years.
You'd better learn to quit bein' shy, in college!"
Jesse wrote to Alva at once, giving her his college
address. "To please Auntie," he told himself.
Installed in his dormitory, Jesse kept away from

the girls his friends cherished so dearly on their
evenings out. "This is swell," he said, "It's a man's
place!" But the letter from Alva, inviting him to the
Year-Round Party at Sage gave hi ma peculiar thrill.
Jesse sat in the front row of the auditorium for the
Glee Club program in which Alva was to sing a
solo. She smiled. Jesse left after her number and
returned to his rooms at the hotel where some of
the boys were holding a gala card party. The phone
rang at e.xactlv seven. Jesse answered monosyllabic-
ally. Then he took up his jacket and was off. He
walked up and down before the girls' dormitory ten
times before he gathered the courage to enter. Alva
was furious but indulgent. Jesse w-as polite because
of what he thought Alva might tell his aunt should
he act the way he really desired to. Easter Sunday
Jesse made up his mind to settle the thing for once
and all. With a hired car and another fellow, he
made his way to Sage. They called for the other
girl first. Then Jesse took the longest way round
to reach Alva's dormitory. As he rolled up to the
door, he saw Alva step into a flashy roadster with
another girl and three citified collegians of sophisti-
cated mien. Alva w^aved and smiled sweetly. Jesse
returned in the evening. "Just passing by," he told
her. Her letters following that incident grew^ less and
less. "She won't be bothered with a shy boy,"
thought Jesse. Then came the weekend that the
Sage Glee Club was to sing at Jesse's school. Al-
though it nearly killed him, Jesse invited one of the
local girls down for the dance. Alva tried to appear
gay with one of Jesse's friends. Jesse tried hard to
give the impression that he had been to everv dance
that year. This, of course, was his first. After a
time, the other boy sensed the situation and deftly
switched partners. Alva and Jesse gossiping gailv
while the latter forgot his shyness. Alva promised
to write regularly, but she never did answer the
letter Jesse wrote until commencement. Jesse went
down to Sage and sat up front again during the
ceremonies. Then, at the dance afterwards, he told
Alva sweet little things because he knew he was
no longer shy. Was it love?

HIS MOUNTAIN QOEEN
Ruth Marie Campbell File No. 6125

OUTSIDE the Grey's home in the Kentucky moun-
tains, all is golden and charged with the beauty
of summer. Inside, Lewis Grey is dying, his

beautiful daughter Ella clinging to his hand and
listening to his tragic life story—the storv of a man
who has been accused of a robbery made by someone
too closely related for him to have squealed. Ella's
sobs are heard as the sun sinks in the West. Her
tired brain throbs with the promise she has made to
the man now dead. Several weeks later, in Brook-
lyn, New York, Ella stands on the train platform
wondering what ne.xt. Suddenly she darts before an
onrushlng train and drags a child from its path. The
child s father rushes to her side. "Come five with
us," he begs, after thanking her and hearing part
of her hfe story. Ella thanks him kindly and moves
on. An ad in the paper brings her to" a beautiful
Brooklyn mansion. The lady of the house, a Mrs
Dean, employs her at once, despite her youth. Theii

Ella sees Zola Dean, the child she has saved. "You'll
be no governess, Ella!", cries Mrs. Dean. "We want
you to live with us as our daughter. Zola needs a
big sister like you!" Ella's life in the Dean house-
hold is pleasant. The Deans seem to be the nicest
people she has ever known. Then Edward Hammond,
j\tr. Dean's nephew, arrives for a short stay. "Isn's
Ella beeyootiful, Eddie?", Zola queries, innocently.
Edward realizes that himself, for before three weeks
are up, he and Ella are engaged. "Please keep it

secret, Eddie," Ella asks, "Until I manage to ful-
fill a certain promise I've made!" Then Captain
Burnsley comes into iheir lives. Jealous of Edward
wdio trusts him, innocently, he frames both, sending
Ella and Ed letters breaking their engagement and
purporting to be written by each. Ella collapses
and rushes ofl' to New Hampshire to fulfill her prom-
ise to her father. Edward, receiving the letter upon
his arrival in Liverpool, to which he has travelled on
business, alone, Ella having refused to marry him
before righting her life, returns on the first boat he
can catch. Ellen Green, a siren in love with Edward,
has delivered the information to Burnsley for re-
venge, also. Heartbroken, Ella arrives in Concord
where she manages to force her uncle to confess the
fact that he, not Ella's father, was responsible for
the bank robbery. No names are mentioned in the
papers, because Ella becomes fond of this old uncle.
With him, she returns to Kentucky to her home, plan-
ning to care for him and forget Edward. But Edwaid
learns from Mrs. Dean that the Captain and the
Green woman are most probably responsible for the
outrage. He makes a frantic search for Ella. From
Brooklyn to Concord to Kentucky he tears, like a
madman. Then, when lie finds her .explanations
are difficult but sweet. Though far from Brooklyn
and his people, Edward looks into the eyes of his
"Mountain Queen" and is assured he will be happy
forever.

THE DEFENDER OF SAN XAVIER DEL BAG

Joseph Ulric Flaubert File No. 6124

REFUSING to follow a group of Spaniards who
are planning to drive the Jesuits from San
Xavier del Bac in Tucson, Arizona, Jacinto

Corteze realizes he is in for a hard time due to the
fact that his stepfather is at the head of the group.
The friendly Jesuits accept Jacinto with open arms,
listening quietly to his idea of preaching among the
Papago Indians who have been transformed to Chris-
tianity some two hundred years. "When my good
grandfather settled here many years ago." Jacinto
tells them, "He did not mean for men of God to be
driven away!" As a scholar of the holy men, the
youth thrived. Translating the words of the Jesuits
into the Papago tongue was no easy job, but Jacinto
managed to accomplish this and prepare for Iris re-

ligious invasion into the redskins' midst.
A short time prior to Jacinto's departure from the

mission, his stepfather, enraged by the boy's actions,
arrives on the scene. In a feigned humbleness of
manner, he confides to the Christian fathers that
Jacinto is merely a spy—a tool in the hands of the
invaders of San Xavier. The mission rises into a
turmoil. Then the fathers, unable to doubt the
word of him who appears to be so venerable a citi-

zen, expel Jacinto, reluctantly but firmly. Grieved,
the boy carries his tale of woe to S'enorita Dolores
Gomez, his fiancee, the daughter of a widower. "I
am leaving for a convent retreat in Tubac, Dolores,"
he tells her. Her reception is cool. In Tubac. Jacinto
goes on with his work with the Indians. Then one
day he learns of the impending expulsion of all mis-
sionaries from Tucson. San Xavier del Bac has been
abandoned in the greater struggle. Jacinto returns
to his people. To his sorrow he learns that Dolores
is about to marry his own half-brother. Jacinto
appeals to his Indian friends for aid against the per-
petrators of the missionary cruelty. The offenders
are punished. Jacinto's stepfather and cunning half-
brother are driven from Arizona. San Xavier del
Bac. restored once again, to the Jesuits who bow-
in shame for having thought harshly of Jacinto.
Dolores has been quite forgotten in the excitement

of Jacinto's triumphs and just deeds. Then, one day,
she appears at the mission with delicacies for the
fathers. Jacinto, preparing for a journey of God,
again, sees her. She is ravishingly beautiful in a
simple travelling dress. In Jacinto's arms, the beau-
tiful girl sobs remorsefully. "When the holy
fathers have misjudged you, dear Jacinto," she mur-
murs, 'Can as wretched a creature as I be blamed,
too?" There was warmth in Jacinto's voice as iie
asked her a question she had answered by her
visit. "You will come with me. my flower?", he
breathed, happily.

This

WANTED: MY OWN FOLKS

Nora Fitch File No. 6044

ACCUSED of doping Maber Gee and bringing
shame to her. Bob Darnall is looked upon as thi
black sheep of the aristocratic Darnall family.

s is the story Velma Darnall learns, years later',
she goes through an old album left to her and

her husband Rob Darnall, along with the rest of the
Darnall possessions. Velma is amazed at the story
Rob tells her. concerning this seemingly fine man, so
she questions him further. LTncle Bob, Rob tells
her, has been penalized for bootlegging several times
Maber married George Graftin, Uncle Bob's old rivali
the day after she was doped bv Bob—George having
offered his services very chivalrously. Vilma is
amazed. "I have a hunch L'ncle Bob is innocent,"
she tells her husband, "And I mean to find out at
once!" Rcb laughs at her, but she tells him that if
he doesn't send for him at once, she will go to him
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ncre Maber's
never lived with Geoi
Velma asked. Bob
allowing men and w
straight, in his place
George had duped.
\'elma felt vindi

at the poolroom, where, it is reputed, he sells liquor

and niaintains rooms for "soiled doves." Rob, angry
at the charming Velma, for the first time, phones
for Bob.
When Velma learns Uncle Bob's story, she is just

as assured as she is amazed. She believes in him,
implicitly. George Graftin, it appears, owned a drug
store at the time of Maber's supposed downfall. It

was during a Iirawl. started when someone attempted
to be fresh with Nettie Ross, a victim of George's,

that iNlaber and Bob happened to be in the store.

During the fracas, dope was placed in the sodas of

Maber and Bob—the result being a sojourn in a

nearby park until dawn. Disgusted with Bob, Maber
had not wanted to bear his child. She had been
adopted, therefore, by a man named Hall, his own
ivife's baby having been stillborn. JMaber was given

to understand her own child had died, and Bob had
protected Maber and the little girl all these years, by
maintaining the services of Frank Balamy, his con-
fidante. George and Maber's father had been plant-

in p- liquor in Bob's rooms, all these years, in order
supposed downfall. Mabel had
;e. "What of the soiled doves?"
nformed her that he had been

I'omen. poor but anxious to keep
?. Nettie Ross, the woman -whom
was his housekeeper,
ated. despite the fact that Rob

insisted she was wasting time. After Bob's de-

parture, she sent for the daughter of Maber—Vera,
who had been advertising for her family, her foster

father, Mr. Hall, having explained the circumstances
surrounding her adoption after the death of Mrs.
Hall, who had never known Vera was anything but
her own child. At Velma's, Vera learned her identity,

and, going through the same album in which Velma
had discovered Bob's picture, the girl discovered

letters to Bob from his father and mother, express-

ing their faith in him. Vera insisted upon setting

out at once.
Upon their arrival in Tulsa, Vera and Velma dis-

covered a great many new things, and plenty of

excitement. Maber's father having died, George was
having a hard time. Sam Bentley, an old friend and
tool, was attempting to blackmail him, Sam having
witnessed George's doping of Bob and Maber. George
was at the end of the rope—hence his attempt to kill

Bob and also Vera whom he thought was Maber.
With George dead, and all the favorable evidence

in the bag—Sam Bentley's confession, too,—Velma set

about putting things to right. With Rob, now proud,
at her side, she brought Maber and Uncle Bob to-

gether, but only after having spoken her mind to

I\Iaber for not having even wanted to hear Bob's
story. Nettie Ross and Frank ioined forces, too.

Then, with Vera, Maber, and B"ob happy—to say
nothing of herself and Rob, \'elma took them all

back with her to live in the Darnall home town, free

front the bondage of shame and false pride forever.

FOR THE LOVE OF PETE

Leon T. Clute File No. 6154

ON six mornings of every week, Janey Kent's
voice intruded upon her husband's slumbers,
calling him to the daily grind. For this, Pete

thought lumself misused. Janey always called him
an hour earlier than usual, and because Janey was
not in sympathy with his desire to live the life of

Reilly, she nagged him continually, always fearful

that he would do something rash in the interest of

laziness. That is just what Pete did, too, the mo-
ment he got a chance.
One of Pete's pet occupations was anchoring him-

self to a tall building in town. From this point,
he could see everything and everyone of any im-
portance and interest. Other people, rushing by,
seemed so much busier than he! It was here that
he first met Aubrey. "Give up your job tomorrow,"
the fellow had remarked, "'And I'll help you make a
cold ten thousand in less than a month !" Pete
poured out the story of Janey's nightly scoldings and
the nagging which had been going on these years.
"What a soft guy!," Aubrey remarked, '"Go home
and tell her now, and meet me here tomorrow.
We'll go to the circus." Pete, speculating as to just
what this job might be, started home—no longer the
dejected and listless browbeaten husband of Janey
Kent. A spring in his step, and his head thrown
back gave the air of a battler going to the fray.
Janey was sitting in a foyer chair caressing a roll-

ing pin when Pete arrived. Tlie docile husband lit a
cigarette with the utmost nonchalance. Within half
an hour, Pete had reinstated himself as lord of the
manse. Janey was up long after midnight sweeping
away loosened plaster and picking up evidences of

the fray. Bathing herself to get clean of the ashes
and soot she had encountered in a dive into the fire-

place, her thoughts of Pete glowed. The next morn-
ing, at the crack of dawn, Pete was gone. Janey's
fears grew- as the days went by. She might have
had good cause for fear, had she been able to see
Pete out at Dandy Danny Holt's place, calmly assur-
ing a band of ruffians that he w-ould not be a

party to the Masterson Vault Box robbery they
were contemplating. She might have been amazed
had she heard Pete warn Danny—Aubrey had been a
fake—that Bronson, the hotel detective and former
winner on the New York police force had seen them
go off. After Danny sped into town. Tlie Rat ex-
plained the plot to Pete

blue touring car drove up. Danny and Pete entered
the bank, followed by Tommy. Curly, and the Rat.
Janey followed McConnell inside. Pete, running to
give the alarm, during the fray, staggered. Shot!
Janev held his blood v head in her lap. Police thirty

-

eights barked sharply. The place was a shambles.
Torn and broken bodies lay in pools of blood.
People hurried about, scared and shaken. Stretchers
held the fallen. Through all this. Janey had re-
mained on the floor unmindful of anything but Pete's
head, in her lap. Janey waited at the hospital the
following day and night. Then a nurse told her
he would be all right. "I never knew till I was
taken away—how I loved you!," he had said. "Pete
better get well quick," Bronson told her. the same
day, "There's a neat sum waiting for him—for
solving that business and rounding up the crooks!"
Janey went off happily, and Bronson, looking at his

bandaged hand, thought it was worth it all.

THE GENTLE QUEEN

E. Montgomery Mungeer File No. 6149

A colorful procession wound its way through paths
leading to the Shushan. Guests were arriving'
at the palace of Ahasurerus for a sumptuous

feast to which the king had invited them—supposedly
for their advice. They did not know they would
leave lacking in a slice of their riches—something the
king needed to continue war which his own father
had started. During the one hundred eighty days the
feast continued, the ambitious fools polluted them-
selves mentally and morally for the king's drunken
favor, making, thereby, the king's vanity swell to
stupendous proportions. It was during this horrible
orgy that the king sent for his most beautiful and
favorite wife, Vashti. "Now you shall see exquisite
fairness!," he told the fools, drunkenly unaware that
he was violating Persia's teriets concerning the sacred-
ness of women. Vashti would not attend. The
w'hisperers urged she be turned out. fearing her
influence upon their own women. Soon the land
heard Ahasuerus' decree for a new wife—the fairest

in all the land, Mordecai, a young Jew, listened to
the decree with interest. Why should not his young,
beautiful, and gentle cousin, Esther, fill this role?
Human affection must become secondary to the
dominion of the spirit ! The first and fairest fruits

must then be sacrificed in order to blaze the trail

of freedom for the great race! Esther heeded her
beloved cousin obediently and willingly. "Do not
reveal your race before hand," Mordecai warned,
"Lest you be denied admittance." Ahasuerus made
Esther his queen w^ithout hesitation. As gatekeeper,
Mordecai saved the life of the king by apprising
Esther of a plot. The noble deed was written in

the Book of Chronicles before the king. Soon a new
minister came to the palace—one Haman, and every-
one bowed in reverence to him except Mordecai.

A short time after Haman's arrival, he informed
the king of Mordecai's ambitions and background.
The king w^as pleased at Haman's desire to rid the
kingdom of enemies, so he decreed that every Jew
in every province be killed. Mordecai learned of

this while mingling with the shepherds. Immediately,
the youth donned sackcloth and ashes, warning others
to do likewise, yet still refraining from doing homage
to Haman! Esther was un'aware of the new decree's

perpetration, but Mordecai soon apprised her of the

horrible state of affairs, and the guilty one's part.

It was then Esther's responsibility to deliver her
people. For three days she fasted and sacrified in

her chambers, her handmaidens doing likewise. Then,
adorning herself regally, she approached the king,

asking that Haman be invited to a feast made by
her own hands. The vain Haman declared himself

her favorite. Wild with annoyance at Mordecai's
persistence, he bad his men erect a huge gallows for

Mordecai's end. Then one night Ahasuerus called

for his Chronicles. He demanded to know whether
Mordecai had been rewarded. Not knowing of whom
he spoke, Haman suggested such a hero be carried

through the streets. The king delegated this to

Ramon who emerged, humiliated to the core.

When the feast was finally prepared, Esther, in

Haman's presence, complained that her people were
being perscuted under a villain's hand. Ahasuerus,
wiser then, bade Haman be hanged on the scaffold

erected for Mordecai. Esther had delivered her
people! The edicts were reversd and spread through-

out the land by Mordecai! Then, on the days follow-

ing the time during which the Jews were to be wiped
out by the hand's of Haman's men. Esther bade her
people celebrate their deliverance, and, watching them
through dim tears, Esther and Mordecai, with the

blessings of the kindly king, imagined that temples

and walls were rising again in the City of Jerusalem
from which the Jews had been led away—captives!

Two weeks following Pete's di;

went to McConnell, the chief, ar
picture in her hand. They were
illness and worry. Janey, thin ag
once more. _ Yes. Bronson had set

days following brought no results,

went to cash a check in the bank,
lingered for a chat with Bronson

;appearance.

One day. Janey
Coming out. she

id McConnell. A

EBONY

Zlllah M. Sherman File No. 6153

MIRIAM ARLING'S alliance with philanthropy
was in the intense stage of the honeymoon, as
one fresh morning in May she started out to

seek a publisher. Her manuscript. Altniism. exploited
humanitarian ideals in a diction in whose heel the
keen steel of Rhetoric would discover vulnerabilitv

—

with difficulty. Miriam had faith just as the Spring
air seemed to have it. After all, no publisher would
dare resist a graduate student of the uitirersity!

The elevator in the publishing house came in answer
to Miriam's frantic ring. "Slap mah tooth!," the
negro in control thought, staring wide-e>-ed, "Ain't
dat somepin"!" Miriam lifted hex nose and entered.

"Do you run this lift every day?," she queried.
"Cep Sundays," the black boy retorted. Miriam's
sense of justice surged forward, "Fortunate they
give you one day for recreation !" The boy relaxed
and went off into a pleasant conversation with this

old-looking young person who seemed so philanthropi-
cally inclined toward himself. When the elevator at
last reached the publisher's stronghold in the sky-
scraper, Miriam emerged with a smile. "Come up
and see me some time," she urged. "Saucer- like"
could not adequately describe the appearance and
dimension of the boy's eyes.
The man sitting at the desk didn't rise to greet her,

and literary feeling did not seem to mark that brow.
But she was still in the embryonic stage, not having
learned that publishing houses do not profess to be
academic annexes to universities, "I've never heard
of you," was the essence of the man's discussion of

Altruism. He ignored Miriam's retorts silently, and
with no shadow of courtesy. In the hall, turbulence
swept her completely. 'T wouldn't let that Philistine

publish my book if he begged on bended knees!," she
said. Back in the elevator, the lanky darky smiled
in a friendly manner. "Cyant we make the date
tonight?." he pleaded. Miriam had forgotten the
invitation. The boy seemed over-anxious. The prob-
lem, in Miriam's mind, was emerging from abstract
humanitarianism to intimate concreteness. But she
rose to the ideal again. "I live at Sutherland Hall,

the University." she said, "And I guess we can meet
for a while this evening!" I'he boy executed a choice

step. "Ain't dat jes' an accident, now?," he shouted,

"Mah lady frien', Pearl Jackson work there!" Pearl
happened to be Miriam's own waitress—at the grad-
uate students' table. "I'll sho' meet you'," he
assured her, in the lower hall.

At table, that evening, Miriam recounted the after-

noon's experience with the publisher and with the

ebony sheik. The girls were amazed. "I trust you
will enjoy the evening!," a haughty Southern girl

hissed, leaving early. Miriam suddenly became a

champion of the entire race. The girls had been
cutting, in the dining room. "I shall do everything
in my power to make that boy feel at home, this

evening," she told herself. Then the fellow was an-
nounced—sardonically enough, by the same Pearl
Jackson. Miriam found the "image of God in ebony"
revolving on the piano stool. Pearl watched the
pair contemptuously as they engaged in humdrum
conversation.
The housemistress appeared in the doorway some-

where near ten-thirty—regally garbed in the full

sable dignity of her academic canonicals—to inform

Miriam the hall was closed to visitors—a planet of

irony lodging the term. "Tain't so vehy gay up hea.

but still I'se had a lubly time. Yas, yo' needs jollyin'

up. Git away from dem seru's books." At this

moment Miss Pearl Jackson appeared to turn off the

lights in the reception room, which function com-
pleted, she vanished with the college girl's caller into

the Spring night. Miriam sighed relief, and started,

slowly, to feed Altruism to the slow fire which was
burning in the grate.

AIRING A GRUDGE

John Ellard File No. 6151

THE station announcer at WWX collared Moe
Levy, department store magnate, in the cor-
ridor. Moe was talking rapidly and waving his

arms frantically. "Mister Hennessy," shouted Moe.
"Dunt tell me if I talk to det mouse trapper on a
stick Sadie and all de competitors vill hear it. I

dunt bilieve it!" Hennessy pushed Moe through the
studio door. "Talk natural, Moe," he whispered,
"Don't yell! Siegel will hear you just the same!"
"Oi," sighed Moe, ''An opportunity I'm vaiting
twenty years ulready. 01, Siegel. He kent even
raise yet de Ifttle finger oder give me an argument!"
Hennessy gestured wildly at Moe. The controls, were
set. Moe advanced nervously, slowly crumbling the
sheet he had mulled over half the night.

"Hel/a. everybody!," Moe remarked, happily draw-
ing himself up while the station officials did what
they could to suppress their amusement, "Moe Levy
spikking—fun Levy's on Tenth Street. Sadie Hoo-
hoo Sadie, dis is your husband—Moe! I'm on de
radio, Sadie. Call quick Mrs. Rosenthal she should
see how proud you are!" Excuse me, mine friends,

I vas tukking to mine vife. Heh, heh, fellers, she
kent enswer beck.
You know, everybody, de menager fun de station

esked me I should come on de radio and tukk true it

which is de best vay to get success. Veil, der first

idea is to hev a healthy check book ! Heh. heh.
Veil mine friends, if you vant to know de best vay
to get it sucess, I think what you should follow de
rules fun success. Listen! Vun, save nine dollars
if you make ten. Second, if you vant something for

fife dollars try to get it for four, but don't pay
fife even if it cust four ninety-eight! Toid, if you
are in business and you got it a competitor like I

got it—Siegel, dot low lifer—end listen, Siegel—

I

vill bet you a dollar dem stockings you bought lest

veek a qvudder a perr vill shrink—^like a brudder
I'm telling you. Siegel. Gypper you! For _ tventy
yirrs I vaited fur soch a chence. Oi, excuse me,
folks, but I couldn't miss dot chence for de world.
Is Siegel biting his finger nails?" Hennessy looked
at Moe, wildeyed. Moe flushed happily. "Veil, eny-
vay, if you got it a competitor like I got it, and
if he sells for two dollars, sell for a dollar nonety-
eiglit. even if it hoits. Veil. Hennessy is looking at

me doity looks, so I'll ciss, ha Hennessy? Goodbye,
Sadie! I vont be home for supper. A pinochle game
I got. Heh. she kent enswer me beck. Goodbye
mine folks and don't try de department stores for

-Oi, hello Siegel!—vait—I'll be home, Sadie
embulance maybe yet!"
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OUT OF THE SKY

Victoria B. Hendricks File No. 6108

IF there had not been a storm, Vivian Manning
might still be a country schoolmarm, the rhythm
of the Rio Grande setting: her pace. Just before

the storm, she was rescued from death by an en-

raged bull by Esteban, handsome Mexican from the

Diamond X. Vivian had recounted her experience

to Aunt Sue, who, with Unc'e Ab, had reared her

since babyhood. Aunt Sue smiled at the girl's

starry expression.
That night, a storm blew up. Aunt Sue stirred in

her chair, restlessly, wondering what could have be-

come of Uncle Ab. "Must've stopped for shelter,"

she told Vivian, who was absorbed in a new book.

Two hours later, Vivian, still reading, was disturbed

by a horse's clatter. "Uncle Ab!" she thought, but
with a sinking heart, she discovered it to be merely
his horse, bullet holes in the saddle. Without wak-
ing Aunt Sue, Vivian spread the news among the

cowpunchers. Vivian sped off before they coulu

follow. In a short time, she had come across the

so-called "greasers." but instead of finding Uncl_
Ab, she discovered herself to be in the clutches of

Pancho—a dangerous outlaw leader. Pancho's eyes
narrowed when he discovered it was a woman he had
captured. After a parching ride, the girl found
herself in a charming Spanish cottage, under the:

surveillance of Juana, Pancho's mother. The old

woman was kind but annoyed at her son's latest

caprice. Vivian was left to think over a repulsive

marriage proposition. If she refused^ there was
the precipice.

In the meantime, the cowpunchers' search result-

ing in the finding of Ab. Fighting against the Mexi-
cans was useless, however. Sue and Ab were dis-

traught with worry. Then came the day Esteban,
the vaquero of Diamond X, offered his plan. Pancho,
the bandit, was his stepbrother! He would relish

an opportunity to rescue Vivian, since he might, at

the same time, be able to take Juana away from
the evil surroundings. Because of his unusual plea,

the Mannings felt called upon to accept his offer of

aid.

Not long after her imprisonment, Vivian over-
heard Juana discussing her with a man. Before she
was aware of the conversation's significance, she
found herself face to face with Esteban. She was
moved at once to the cottage's roof garden wher
sundry written messages in'dicated an attempt to

rescue her was under way. Vivian kept her eyes
and ears open for developments. When a plane
circled over the house, the Mexican outlaws gre\.

excited, but Vivian only watched, bewildered but
not alarmed. Then came the voice of Luke, Ab's
foreman. Without apparent fear, the girl oTseyed
instructions and mounted to the cockpit of a flimsy
rope ladder. Only after Luke and Esteban hauled
her in did she faint.

Back at the ranch, a celebration marked Vivian's
homecoming, and though Esteban remained in the
background, modestly, a light in Vivian's eyes indi-

cated it would not be for long.

HAPPINESS AHEAD

Louis G. Henningsen File No. 6110

THE letter attached to John Brown's yearly report
from college was unmistakably true. A failure

at the end of his third year ! June Marie
Morton tried in vain to comfort him. "You'll get
back, next yeai"," she consoled him. "And what
makes you think the shock will kill your mother, if

you don't?" John made up his mind in a hurry.
"Listen Jttne," he said, "I'm not going home. I'm
getting off here, and I'll work all summer.' June
could not stop her determined sweetheart. The
Browns accepted the news in surprise, but nothing
out of the ordinary occurred to them. If their boy
wanted to work on the railroad in Chicago, he
could, but why had he forgotten to stop off to see
his mother and dad? "Boys will be boys!", laughed
Mrs. Brown, trying very hard to maintain her com-
posure.
John found his plans difficult. The Crown Hotel

simply would not keep him until he got a job. Jobs
were scarce. "You couldn't do such heavy work,"
the men at the railroad office explained. Then
came the day John found himself locked out of his

room, minus his bags and baggage. Hoboing was
the last resort. John grew gaunt and indifferent.

Then he met Buddie, a happy youth, despite his ai)-

parent lack of means. "They took away my job be-
cause 1 was drunk," he told John, after giving the
boy a meal, "I guess an engineer's got to be
sober!" John took a liking to this cynical fellow.
It wasn't long before they teamed up and started
holjoing together. iNIrs. Brown grew ill worrying
about her son. Mr. Brown attempted to quiet her
fears, but he too realized something must be wrong.
June explained the mystery, but made Mr. Brown
promise to keep it secret from his wife. John and
Buddie travelled on.
In the train yard of a small town in the West,

John and Buddie stopped hunting for food long
enough to listen to a conductor and an official talk-

ing to a crowd. A reward was being offered to the
man who would take an engine and ride through a
forest fire to rescue several of the company's offi-

cials. Buddie accepted the job, John trotting along.
The bravery exhibited by these boys was amazing
and quite wonderful. When it was nearly over, the
train skipped the burning tracks, just outside the
danger 'ine of the fire. Buddie escaped unhurt. John
was seriously injtned. Buddie made a record trip to
New York in order for John to get to a hospital and
under the care of specialists. Losing consciousness,
the boy who considered himself a failure called for

June constantly. Mr. Brown came on the run, on
pretense of coming East on business. With some-
one to help, Buddie rested, Vivian Rohen. a charm-
ing nurse, caring for him. Mr. Brown kept up a con-
stant vigil. John's memory was bad. The doctors
found it necessary to send for June. When John
saw the girl, everything came back to him.
Through an official Buddie and John rescued, John

was readmitted to college—an exceptional case. Jure
was proud of her fiance that last year at the Uni-
versity. Then, at graduation, John carried off

honors—in addition to the huge check awarded him by
the railroad company. When John accepted his, he
thought of Buddie. "He's been taken care of," Mr.
Brown said, and he's bought a lot next the one we've
bought for you and June!" "Will Buddie and Vivian
be married with us?", June asked. "That's a great
idea," said Johnnie.

A MODERN MIRACLE

W. H. Crosby File No. 6146

BREAKFASTING serenely in their Toronto home,
the Morgan family learns that young John is

leaving for the Morgan lumber camp in order to
train for the coming hockey season, John being a
hockey star, and, incidentally, a noted amateur
boxer. After a week in the open, John leaves for
New York to defend the Canadians in a game
against the New York Americans. It is at this game
that Natalie Howard. Park Avenue debutante, meets
John ihrough her brother, Tom. For a month,
Natalie and John correspond and enjoy each others
company, but Natalie leaves soon afterwards for the
Howard lodge in the Adirondacks, Mr. Howard, a
millionaire corporation lawyer requiring a rest fol-

lowing the winning of a tremendously important case
through which his sinking fortune as a result of the
market crash has been recouped.
The overseer at the lodge is a peculiar fellow.

Howard tells Natalie the man is obviously the pos-
sessor of a mysterious past. Then the even tenor
of events is broken by the fact that he makes love
to Natalie after having saved her from possible
death on a runaway horse. The Howards do not
know, however, that Strong is a member of a notori-
cus bootlegging ring, the former leader of which has
been sentenced for a long term on a conviction
secured by Howard. Strong does not last long at
the lodge, his attentions to Natalie becoming too
obnoxious to both the girl as well as her father.
One evening, after bedtime, the Howards are

awakened by a crackling sound. Howard's prediction
has been fulfilled—a treacherous forest fire closing
in on the house ! Almost insane from the terrific

heat, father and daughter, together with two ser-

vants rush from one side of the house to the other,
landing, finally, on the roof. But fate brings John
Morgan most opportunely, in his new autogiro

!

Just as the four pile in, the flames cover the lodge.
Clear of head, John speeds to his cabin boathouse en
a nearby lake. The men comfort Natalie and the
maid before going off to the boat. On the way, how-
ever, the party runs into another party of six

sinister- appearing men. "Strong!", Natalie screams,
but John catches him just as he is about to at-

tack. To and fro the battle rages in a manner
reminiscent of the battles of Jeffries, Corbett and
Fitzsimmons, and both men are powerful, although
Morgan is the more clever and faster on his feet.

Then, after fifteen minutes of terrific milling.

Strong goes down for a long count! Natalie rushes
to John's side just as a dozen mounted police arrive.

They have been tipped off by Strong's maltreated
H'ife, and are delighted to be the ones to capture this

dangerous bootlegging ring.

While the police tie Strong and the others in

preparation to removing them, John speaks softly to
Natalie. Had it not been for a dream before his fire-

place and a burning- desire to see her, he might not
have come in time. "Am I foolish to think perhaps
you might really have missed me?," he asks.
Howard snorts, pats him on the back and goes off.

"But you zvUl live in New York, darling?", Natalie
asks, softly.

MEN OF WEALTH

Blanche Gray File No. 6055

CONSTANTLY surrounded by men of wealth and
culture, Barbara Borden shocks her family by
choosing Peter Harmon, poor but intelligent

bank employee to share her immense fortune. Bar-
bara had not wanted the luxuries her home was
so well able to provide. After her graduation from
an Eastern college, she had wanted to train for a
nurse, but her proud mother would hear nothing
of this. "Your brothers." she told Barbara, "Seem
very willing to endure the life of ease good for-

tune has provided. Why must yon insist upon mak-
ing a spectacle of yourself?" "My brothers," Barbara
had replied. "Will be sorry some day. They would
make perfect jellyfish!" But the handsome men of
wealth still came for Barbara. They took her to
the theatre and the opera. They danced with her.
They golfed with her. They swam with her, but
never once did she see one of them without having
Pet^r within earshot. "I'll have Peter," she
screamed, one day, over Mrs. Borden's protests. "If
1 have to wait until fifty-nine for him!" Mrs.
Borden had informed Barbara that she would have
to wait until she became of age to marry anyone
the Bordens didn't approve of. Barbara was
twenty, but she didn't wait because Mr. Borden was
prouder of his daughter than most fathers. "She's
all rieht, Gale," he told Mrs. Borden, one day,
after Barbara had threatened to five with Peter until

her twenty -first birthday, "And I'd trust her judg-
ment. Peter seems like a fine fellow to me. The
boys knew him at college, didn't they?"

The Borden-Harmon nuptials swept the society
pages with elegance. An invitation to Barbara's
wedding was as good as admittance to the Social
Register. Borden sent them to Hawaii for their
honeymoon. "No more fancy gifts, now. Dad!" Peter
warned him. when they got back. Barbara is going
to live on the Harmon income and like it—until the
Harmon income grows on its own merits! Their
apartment was far from luxurious.
When war was declared, Peter was one of the

first to respond. "You do understand, don't you
darling?" he asked Barbara. She didn't, very well,
but she smiled bravely, and refused to tell him of
the heir who was expected. When Peter Harmon
3rd was born, Barbara nicknamed him "Cappie" be-
cause his father had just been promoted to a Cap-
taincy. Cappie looked like Peter, and when those
blue eyes looked at Barbara, she wept, because they
were so like Peter's.
Several months after Cappie was born, Barbara's

letters from P'eter fell off. With a sinking heart, she
read, one day, that he had been wounded in action.
With the money she had inherited from her grand-
parents, she went into war relief work, A tre-
mendous amount went into a convalescent home built
from a summer cottage left to her in the will. It

was impossible to get any details of Peter. Bar-
bara bore up. but looked upon herself as a widow.
Months and months passed by. One night, while
she was entertaining the soldiers at the cottage, she
looked up into the eyes of a soldier who was holding
Cappie on his shoulders. Peter! She flew into his
arms. "You're not missing anything!" she cried,

tears streaming. "It was shell shock," he told her,
"And we're going to be swell people, too. One of
the Privates in my company has a factory man-
agership for a smart guy." "You're it!" Barbara
cried, exultantly.

f-rances rare File No. 6164

CHAOS prevailed in the Swrra Tavern's upper
regions. The olive-skinned dancer, Clella Maduro,
had just borne a daughter. Below, music and

laughter were at the usual pitch. "They miss me, I
betcha!" Clella murmured, glaring at the infant, "But
they never know. Tomorrow I go back mebbe!" The
fat proprietor stroked Clella's shoulder. "Tell me the
guy and I'll make him take the brat!" he said. "Rich,
ain't he? what poor guy ever got near you?" Clella
laughed as heartily as possible. "You think I wan*-?"
she_ asked. "No. But father none of your business!"
Five years later, Clella's daughter was still in the

orphan home, and still hating it. The rich women
who came to look over the waifs always passed her
up. They would find her too pretty, too Spanish, or
too something else. She was delighted when the or-
phanage burned to the ground. "Your old man's
comin' for you, Iris!" the matron smirked, one after-
noon, "Pack up!" the little girl packed but remained
puzzled. "Who's my old man?" she asked, "I thought
I was an orphan!" Jim Saunders laughed when the
matron repeated Iris' remark. I'm your daddy,
dear," he said, "And maybe some day we'll talk sense
into that mother of yours! Imagine waiting for a fire
before she told!" He mumbled the last to himself.
Iris was completely happy in the Saunders mansion.
Even Grandpa Saunders was sweet, though he used
to mumble some horrible things about a "Spanish
lunatic who didn't know nuthin' but smokin', drinkin'.
and dancin' all night!"
When Iris was fourteen, a woman came to the

house one day, with two dirty-looking men. Iris
knew her mother at once. Clella packed the child
into a car while the men held Jim back. Iris wept,
but soon became intrigued by her beautiful mother's
Hfe and admirers. "Fat." still at the Sieyya, billed
Iris at once as Clella's sister. Jim and his father, wild
with rage at the spectacle, hauled Clella into court.
After a severe reprimanding by the judge, Clella
handed her daughter to Jim. "I'll get her yet!" she
hissed. Now it was Clella who was willing to give
her hfe for child she had abandoned! The following
week, Clella became a waitress in a respectable hotel,
going from there to a model's position in a department
store, in town. Jim pleaded with his father to sanc-
tion the marriage. Clella pleaded, and Iris. Not until
Iris was nineteen did they marry ! Jim's father had
left no condition in his will to the contrary. Happy
in her parent's happiness, and so relieved, Iris went
off with "Chuckie" Conrad, a young lawyer fresh
from college. "Who's your old man, now ? " Chuckie
grinned after the wedding. "I'm so glad daddy told
you about it—darling 1" Iris said, "Like they write
in books, isn't it, dear?"

THE TWINS

Frances Edna Canton File No. 6069

NO objection was raised by the Sanger family
When their beautiful twin daughters forsook the
sheltered luxury of the Sanger Mansion in New

Orleans for the stage. What objections could there
be. '-Such beauty,' as Ed Hillman. producer of
girl shows, explained, "Was not meant to waste
away, unheard of and unsung!" Mrs. Sanger agreed,
shyly. "Yes," she said, "Barbara and Bulah are
lovely and t want them to be successful and famous
if you wish it. They arc so diflferent, though. You
ifiV/ look after them'" Ed Hillman laughed at this,

just as "Babs" and "Billie" bounced into the room.
The twins stopped sliort at the sight of this hand-
-some young man with the piercing eyes and curly
black hair. Billie spoke first. "So you're the
menacing manager who's going to look after our
career! Can we trust him. Mother?" Mrs. Sanger
lauged, nervously. Billie was so forward ! Hillman
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"We the ning.

he said, Your run at the Maxwell in town is over

tonight. Leslie Davis and Gordon Mann of your

show are on mv books, too." Bab's face fell.

"That's swell!", Billie cried.

Hillman slept very little that night. Barbara
Sanger was the loveliest thing he had ever seen!

Billie, he naused. was a fool. There was something
different—Mrs. Sanger had said so. hadn't she?

Several months later, while the show was enjoying,

success in Spokane. Hillman realized this all the

more. Why couldn't Billie see that he and Barbara
loved each other? Why did she persist in waylaying
him? Hillman thought of Leslie and Gordon, the

song and dance troupe he had brought with the

girls from the South. Good troupers, they were, but
he didn't like them any more than he did Billie!

When Barbara disappeared the night after their

engagement party, Hillman was in a daze. Babs, he
knew, had not walked out on him or his show.
She wouldn't! Then, too, Billie was here. The
papers put forth several theories. Kidnap? No!
There were no ransom demands. Dead? Perhaps.
But thev were all wrong. The moment Billie had
seen Ed" Hillman, she had wanted him, despite the
fact that he and Babs had loved at practically

the first sight. Because Leslie Davis loved BilHe,

and because she was that type of woman, he offered

to help. For three months, Billie kept Babs as
prisoner in a suburban home. Babs didn't grieve be-

cause Hillman was going to marry Billie—thinking
Babs dead, of course. She grieved because she had
never known of Billie's familiarity with vice and evil

before. But Babs escaped one night, and she went
straight to the theatre to Hillman. Life began to

hum again, as usual. Babs refused to name her cap-
tors or whereabouts. They were to be married at
once, but Billie was aroused more now than ever
before. She had been so near her goal! The second
time Babs was kidnapped, things were much harder.

She began to see Billie in her full valuue, then. A
cheap woman of the streets might hold her sister in

contempt, so low had she gone! Hillman was not be
fooled this time. With the help of his sister, he set

out to find Babs. This time, he actually suspected
Billie! An attempt to trail Leslie's car was frustrated

and .lean Hillman was captured and imprisoned with
Babs! Hillman solved his problem by chartering an
air fleet. In a day, he had rescued the girls! Billie

and her charming friends were jailed immediately
over Bab's protest. But, back in the South the next
winter, during the wedding preparations, Billie showed
up one day—tired and worn. Babs forgave her with
open arms, and soon was just as happy with the re-

formed Leslie as Babs was with Ed!

flu and a breakdown as a result of night life. One
day, in her apartment, she looked up into Allen';

eyes. 'Jt^s for good !" he whispered, noting her peace-
ful and happy smile.

THE CHARMING WIDOW
Etta Palmer File No. 6160

AHAA'DSOME youth, in town for the night,

stepped before 10 Garrett Place, and studied the
sii;n. Rooms To Let—Jane Morgan. Allen hurried

up the stairs and touched the bell. A young girl came
to the door, asked Allen to have a seat, and ran off in

search of Mrs. Morgan. A rather beautiful woman
in mourning strode into the sitting room. "How do
you do' Mr. Wells," she said, in the most exquisitely

resonant voice Allen had ever heard, "I have a
charming room in our tower apartment, for twenty
the week and service galore. 1 am Jane Morgan—
Jannie to you!" She smiled and led the bewildered
Allen off. By Jove, he'd stay a week if this was the

landlady. At dinner, Allen noticed that Jack Stanley
was most attentive to the charming Jane—Jannie to

Jack, too, but she accepted Allen's invitation for a

ride after dinner. Jane was sincere. "Frankly, I like

you Allen," she told him, "Jack has merely helped
fill in the gap—he's been with me the longest—since
I began—after Dickie died!" Two days later. Jack
was on his way, but Allen had not declared himself.

Instead, he persistently got Jannie's advice concerning,

himself and Cappie Parker—a girl from his town who
was in love with someone else. "She doesn't love you,

Allen," Jannie said, one evening after Allen had been
there three weeks, "And you'll find others who will.

Why not be happy and allow her her happiness?"
Allen and Jannie became engaged the following day,

anel Allen wrote, triumphantly, to Cappie. "I'm not
one whit in love with you anymore," he explaineel,

But I adore Jane!" Woman-like, Cappie arrived in

town soon afterwards and set herself up in an apart-

ment near Jane's. "My cousin lives with me, Allen,"
she said over the phone. "Come up and have a drink
with us sometime." Allen grasped the first oppor-
tunity he could get away from Jane to accept.

Huh!" he thought, "The woman's crawhng, now."
But Allen found himself face to face with Jack Stan-

ley. "Mv cousin. Tack," Cappie said sweetly. Jack
grasped Allen's hand heartily. 'All is forgiven, old

man," he said heartily. All might have been forgiven

but all wa5 not so well. In a short time, leaving the

heartbroken Jannie, Allen moved into Cappie's apart-

ment to care for it and keep Jack company while

Cappie went to the city for her trousseau. Allen had
engaged himself to Cappie and advanced five bundled
for the trouseau. When he awoke next morning- with

a rent bill, and no sign of Cappie or Jack he knew
he had been duped. Jannie forgave him and they

were married at once.
For a considerable time, Jane and Allen prospered

and were happy, but Allen, never the type to fit into

routine, became disgusted with life at home and at

the office he had opened in town. 'What if I am
going to search for Cappie!" he flung at the amazed
lane, a vear and a half after their marriage. She's

got pep. that kid. and all I'd have to do is snap my
fingers. Jack be darned! You should have married

him. anyhow. What good am I to you.'" Jannie s

heart grew cold to men. A debonair bootlegger

started a speakeasy for her in the old boarding house.

It read Jane Morgan. The Wells Club, now. Just

after the federal men got her, Jane contracted "die

FISHING TRIP

Ralph Lewis File No. 6106

H U.MAN machines have been known to require
overhauling- in the same manner as steel. "You'd
better give Robei-t Lewis a vacation. Chief!"

the company doctor v/arned the head of the New-
foundland Paper Company. Robert called his pals on
the phone. "The fishing trip, at last!" he told them,
After four months of waiting;—and a month, at that!"
The following week, the fishing party headed towards
Blowmedown Brook in the small speedboat. Pitching
camp, they started a round of glorious days. There
was fishing in the morning, and lazy afternoons spent
in idling, swimming, or reading. Robert was divinely
happy, anel his health was picking up in leaps and
bounds. 'Whoopee!" one of the boys cried, one
evening, "Let's go to town for a drink! Can you
stand it. Bob?" In an hour, they were seated about
a table at the Sharkspur Inn. There was no fishing
next morning. The boys idled about the camp, tired

"Is this a hangover, or do I actually see a
yonder," yelled Bob, as the rest of the fellows made
a rush for the tents to hide their suntanned physiques.
A beautiful girl made her way to Bob's side, slowly.

"Are you Robert Lewis?,, she asked, in an exquisitely

throaty voice. Bob stooci gazing at her silently. The
girl repeated her question. Finally, angry with tne

lack of response, she flared up. "I know you're

Robert Lewis!", she exclaimed. "My name is

Margrette, and I've come from town to give you this

monev and wallet you left on the table in the

Sharkspur last night." Bob gasped. His wallet with
five hundred dollars intact. The other boys crawled
out, sheepishly to have a better look at the girl. Bob
steppeei toward her as she turned to leave. "Won't
you sit down and have dinner or tea?", he smiled,

after thanking her profusely with the help of his pals.

Margrette's presence at the camp was nothing un-

usual, after that. The boys twitted Bob consistently

about being, in love. They were glad when he spoke
of his coming marriage to Margrette. "Although you
didn't have to come so far to find a nice girl," they

told him, "That kid, Margrette; is about the most
regular we've seen in a very long time." Bob was
puffed with pride and anticipation. No longer did he

frequent the Sharkspur. 'Not for me, boys.^ I 11 be

a married man soon, and I'm on the wagon."
One evening, the boys had a mean thirst. Boo

urged them to go on without him. An hour alter

their departure, he heard footsteps approaching camp
Margrette, he told himself, was working. He looked

up into the muzzle of a heavy gun. "Stick-em-up,

a gruff voice ordered. Robert refused to surrender

without a struggle. Soon he found himself being

rowed out into the ocean. "Jump off or i II plug,

you full of lead," the man ordered, "I want Margrette,

and not you or your money!" Robert hedged for a

long while, then, feeling he was meeting his fate face

to face, he jumped. The previous struggle had weak-

him However, finding some timber which had

floated from his own paper mills, he clung to it.

The next morning he found himself on an island

beach. It was three or four days before a ship rescued

li'm Margrette was near collapse when she saw him.

Bob told his story. Joe Gibbons, she tells him, and

I never did care for him, dear.' After they were

married. Bob met this Joe on the street. It was al-

most a sad day for Joe. but Bob s own happiness

restrained him ' from acting harshly. Instead, he

shook hands and received the best wishes of the

rejected suitor.

George Long File No. 6145

Nursing boilers in a laundry was profitable for Jake

Straw until he told the boss the boiler was going to

burst. Because it did, next day, Jake was fired along

with most of the other employees. "Some fireman--

you are!", the boss had said. At the end of a week,

Take's landlady would listen to r.o more reason. 'Get

out!", she told him, hugging the baggage. A small

'ign attracted Take in a short time. 'Chet wanted,

it said In half an hour Take had convinced the hotel

m?nager he was an expert chef. By the end of six

months, he might have nailed any chef's job in the

entire city.

The summer Jake became a chef in the country, he

did some of the silliest things. Never taking this

new profession seriously, anyhow, Jake preferred the

easy comeraderie of the resort's hotel kitchen to the

almost-military routine of the city. Even the second

cook was a buffoon. He bought up evil-smellin.^

liquor and tried to sell it. giving it away after dis-

covering none would buy it. Everyone in the kitchen

would pretend to be doing him a favor by drinking

it It was at that point that Jake would try out his

hypnotism. The help would egg Jake on—becoming
particularly amused at Jake's abiHty to hypnotize

himself. "Hypnotize, my eye," the housekeeper would
say. "He's a'lways in a fog—."
At the summer's close, Jake took a room over a

speakeasy in New York. It was in this rooming
house that he first encountered Anita, too. She had
rushed into his room one day. pleading to be rescued

from the brute she called her husband. Jake had seen

the brute so he tried to get her out. Slie was on
her way when the brute's voice was heard in the hall.

Anita flew into a closet and then into the bathroom.
Take remarked about the weather to the brute. Then
Jaki saw Anita hurry down with wet stockings and
a piece of soap. A moment later, he heard her shriek.

The brute was choking her lor a change. But Anita
returned time and again when the brute was at work
or in the speakeasy. Jake pleaded with the girl to

be on her way, but she refused, and Jake liked her
anyhow. Then he began to meet the brute every-

where he went. The brute eyed Jake as though he
knew, too. But Jake had a plan—ah, the hypnotism.
Whenever they came face to face, Jake employed
his art, and the brute was an excellent subject! Anita,

elelighted at what she imagined to be Jake's strength,

made him run away with her to her home. The girl's

mother took to him at once. Jake moved in and
settled down. Then, Jake and Anita wheeled their

swarthy infant to the market, one day. Tliey noticed

a familiar figure—the brute. Vegetables flew over the

sidewalk but Jake won—with hypnotism. The chase

was over. He anel Anita hurried home, with laughter

on their lips.

DOUBLE-CROSSED

John ancj EeJward Busch Fil No. 6066

Prior to the death of his beloved
was a stolid business man of no
With his wife and daughte
and comfortably, and was a
However, the death of his

The daughter who looked so

ther was a problem, so Pete

nd Mr

the other,
good hands

Pete Morgan
of no mean reputation.

r.Clara, he lived quietly

highly respected citizen,

vife left him unsteady,
very much like her mo-
sent her off to live with
3ne year, Pete travelled

back and forth from Chicago to New York to visit

Clara. However, he was a young man, and young
men do not seem to. be able to bear 1.

sorrow long. A pretty widow became the

Pete Morgan. Clara, meeting the woman
aurant, despised her at once, but Pete igno:

antagonism. Realizing it must be
he chose his wife, realizing. Clara
with her aunt.
The new Mrs. Morgan had been a gangster's wife.

Her previous mate had been killed in a duel with
a policeman. "Don't be a fool, Pete," she told him,
"Go see George Loran in New York. He'll put you
wise, and I sure know the racket." Pete was reluc-

tant at first. He had never been a daring individual,

but this wife fortified him. He soon became Loran's
bodyguard. While Clara was going through college,

unaware of her father's whereabouts, Pete was work-
ing, his way to the top of a treachorous game. The
gang was in his blood! Before long, he engaged in a

feud with Loran and became, after Loran's death, the

undisputed leader of the mob.
After Pete's meteoric rise, he put his racketeering

on a business basis. Tony, a smart young fellow, was
lis henchmjn and confidante, but Tony did not ha.-e

sense enough to be loyal. After he had been double-
crossed by Tony, and Tony had received his due—on
the SDot. of course—Pete's ambition soared still

more. "This time, he would trust none. He was nick-

named the "Witty Devil" since he lived by his wits
and his nerve. Pete journeyed to New Y'ork. He
went, at once, to the night club frequented by Her-
man Rucker, leader of a notorious New York mob.
"Well, well," Rucker remarked, after they had met,
"Chicago Pete, in the flesh! Out for trouble, Pete, or

just being friendly?" Pete put his business before
him. Two-hundred thousand for Rucker to quit the
racket and acknowledge Pete, or—remember Tony!"
Rucker refused flatly. Pete's manner convinced him
to think it over. Pete turned from the conference to

the floor show. Clara! Pete left at once. He had
heard Clara was being featured at smart clubs since

graduation from college, but he didn't know she was
working for Rucker. She was married, too he mused
—he had heard about her marriage to Hal Muller—

a

former racketeer—white guy—gone straight now.
Well. Clara would get a lot of monev when Pete was
bumped off. Rucker's henchmen chided him. "Don't
be stubborn or proud." they said, 'Take the money
and do as vou like!" Rucker thought it over and did

just that, but he didn't tell his mob. Pete had him
watched, however. Rucker grew nervous and un-
steady. Like the weak fool he was, he put his business

in a woman's hand—Roberta's—his moll. Roberta
was to lure Pete. Then Rucker was to kill for med-
dling. A love crime gets off easy." he explained.

When Pete came to meet Rucker. Roberta did her
her best, but she couldn't help screaming when Pete
was within firing range. "He was like a kid we had
dancin' here," she told a friend, 'And he was^always
wantin' to hear about her, too—funn>--like." Pete
was dead, and so was Rucker, but Clara never knew
how her father had died. She was never told because
Chicago Pete had wanted it that way.

BAT CROSBY, WAGON MASTER

L. S. Horton File No. 6083

SIDNEY, Nebraska owed its apology for existence

to the fact that it was conspicuous on the time
card of the LInion Pacific Railroad. It was also a

distributing town to points south, southwest, and
north to the Black Hills, which, at present, held the

interest of the continent because of gold discoveries.

Sidnev was a wide open town, it's keynote being
"Everything Goes!" and then from West con-

gregated here or passed through some time
or other. Not to have lived in Sidney was not

to have lived at all! Any pilgrims who could boast

a year in Sidney, however, was hailed as a great

man in any other town. Sidney was a bright spot

in the Western firmament in the '70s.

It was here in Sidney that Bat Crosby, wagon
master, discovered Lida Curtis who was driving the

wagon her father and the family were using on
their journey to the hills and Deadwood. Bat admired
the plucky girl and told her to hitch up with his

train. On the trail, Happy and Silent Cusan joined

on as cooks—two quiet boys. However, after a
prairie fire, Bat discovered Susan was a girl—a beau-
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tiful one, too, headed in search of a rat named
Soliday who had ruined her father, years back. Silent
Susan was her brother, Joe. Eat took a Hkin^ to this
girl at once. She was the pluckiest individual he
had e\'er known in all his years of pioneering, and
he was glad for the fire, after all.

Back at the Silver Dollar saloon in Sidney, a royal
intrigue was going on. Tony, the German owner,
was cheating at two ends. For one, he was carrying
on an affair with the butcher's buxom wife. Second-
ly, he was using his monstrous icebox as a hideo'.it

for hunted criminals, receiving huge fees for his

The Crosby wagon train plodded through the wildi.

At Deadwood, Lida left to find work despite Bat's
warnings. Happy, in man's garb, was indiiYercnt

to Deadwood's dangers. She and Silent made a
complete round of the place, managing, finally, to

discover Soliday out in the open, drinking and par-
taking of Madame Moustache's hospitaUty. Silent

would have killed him right off had the Madame
not prevented the encounter. The wagons retraced
their way back to Sidney, leaving the Curtises and
Bates' behind—except Lida whom Silent decided to

marry. Before they left, Happy discovered a citified-

looking gentleman. Recognizing him to be some sort

of government official, she laid her case before him,
only to discover he himself was on Soliday's track,

the" latter being wanted for murder in Cheyenne.
^^^len they reached the Madame's, holiday had
cleared out.
Back in Sidney, Tony was being asked for the

use of his icebox by a sly-looking swarthy individual.

Tony refused and held out foi- a big price, knowing
the m.an was desperate. (He would need plenty to

go back to Germany with the butcher's frau!) The
JIarshal arrived, followed by Happy. Silent, and Bat.
In short order, the Marshal got on to the icebox

which had never been used for ice. and with the

aid of Silent, Soliday was overpowered and locked
up. Happy and Silent felt rewarded. Bat was
amazed, once again, at the pluck of the beautiful

Happy. "Reckon we'll get married," he said. She
was willing, so they joined Lida and Silent. Travel-
ing on the same train with the marshal and Soliday

was Tony and the frau, but she was not tigtiring

on a trip to Germany. After paying plenty for his

freedom, Tony went back to his own frau, a lucky

and far wiser man.

ESTHER'S VISIT

Treloar File No. 2942

WHENEVER Esther's father called her "Ettie,"

the girl grew scornful, realizing some huge
sacrifice was to be demanded of her. Once

a term of endearment, "Ettie" was now something to

be despised. Father said "Ettie" when Esther saved
money from her teaching to visit Nancy and Will,

her pioneer sister and brother-in-law who had settled

along the Santa Fe trail. Esther dutifully sent Nancy
the money to come East, but at the end of six

months, Esther had saved again and was determined
to return West with Nancy. It was thrilling travel-

ing across the new West. The Indians, heading for

Oklahoma, the government's new territory, straggled
along, just as colorful and interesting as Will had
said they would be. Then Will and Fred Tyree met
the women at the point where it was necessary to

go on the stage coach. Fred Tyree, Esther dis-

covered, was Nancy's and Will's choice for her.

"How old he is!", E,sther thought, but treated him
graciously. She had been thrilled at his conversation
on the stage coach. He knew^ so much about In-

dians and the like! Esther was delighted with her
sister's present cabin abode and the home she was
building. The grandeur of the flowing water and
heavily wooded bank carried her away. A giant oak
tree enveloped the cabin-symbolic of Will's and
Nancy's strength and courage, Esther thought. The
young couple was quite popular with the settlers and
because of this, Esther's every minute was taken up
with visits and the like. Nancy's nearest neighbors
were the Jobes—a real frontier family. Poppy Jobes
and Esther became attached. The Jobes were always
wanted at dances—to play and call off the figures in

the square dance. Esther went with Nifty to the

first one since her arrival. Wholehearted warmth
was obvious among these folk, and their lively feet

hopped and skipped over the puncheon floors.

"Balance to your partner, and swing 'em round ....
Bird in a cage. . .

." Nitty was a fine dancer, but
who were those strangers yonder? Poppy sup-

plied the information readily. Pratt and Pudden, they
were, cattle men. Esther was in love with Neale
Pratt before she could wink an eye. His proximity
going home from the dance, and his appearance on
Will's land to help with the building—gave Esther
no end of pleasure. One afternoon, Neale told Esther
he would be gone for supplies. Esther promised to be
true, little realizing Nifty and Tyree might want to

interfere. Nifty was first to cause trouble. FiUing
his pockets from a barrel of apples purchased for

Esther bv Neale, he went through town, remarking,
"He buys' the apples, but I eat 'em!" The story grew
in detail and proportion by the time Neale returned.
The mm was cool next time he encountered Esther,
who. naturally, knew nothing of the story. When
she heard Neale and Poppy capering about, evenings,
she was heartbroken. Fred stepped in. ready to heal
the hurt. Everything he did simply rubbed Esther
the wrong way. much to the annoyance of Nancy
and Will. Finally Esther said she would have none
of him because" be was an unprincipled man. Esther
was delighted when Tom Prudden offered to ac-
company her home on his way for supplies. Although
Neale had begged her to make up, her pride had
forced her to turn him away. Back home. Esther
fell into her father's arms. She didn't even mind
the "Ettie"! Weekly she told them of the new
West and Will and Nancy. Her mother continually
brought up the subject of Fred. Esther knew he had

written them for her hand. A year of loneliness went
by for Esther. Then one day Tom Prudden ap-
peared. "This is my friend," Esther said. Her father
felt sorry. "You needn't marry anyone you don't
care for, Ettie," he said, before the embarrassed
Prudden. "I'll be back," said Tom. When he re-

turned, Neale was behind him. Esther, too, was
going to help build the West.

MISTRESS OR MATE?

Thomas McKean File No. 6172

THE old gentleman, a patrician and enormously
i-ich, was training- his son to succeed him at the
head of the respected Van Dyne banking insti-

tution. "Father," young Peter told Augustus, one
afternoon, ''Your efforts in behalf of Sylvia Schermer-
horn are simply wasted energy. Can't you see I
mean to marry Alice Wilson even thought she is only
your private secretary!" The old man grew furious
and threatened to disinherit the boy.
Detectives employed by Augustus scoured Nev/

York during the following weeks, but were unable
to find Peter, who was living in obscure lodgings
under an assumed name. Only Alice was aware of
his whereabouts. "We'll be married, darling"; he as-
sured the girl, "But not until I'm able to support you
without any strings attached to the money." It was
Alice who had informed him of Sylvia's plight. Her
worldly Aunt Alicia had taken the gii'l to Europe,
determined to sell her to the first highest bidder.
Now Peter read of Sylvia's engagement to a rich
Polish count. Peter, sitting in a cheap restaurant,
found himself staring into the eyes of a beautiful
but jaded girl just as he had put the paper down.
She was a foreigner. Peter, warned by her manner,

iifidential. and told her, among other things.
his She
plenishing her fast -ebbing coffers. Peter would be
easy to lead on, in his present state. Then she would
appeal to Augustus and he would pay her in order
to save his son from degradation. Elsa turned the
pages of the paper idly. Peter, staring into space.
failed to see her start at the item which told of

Sylvia's betrothal. So her brother Oscar was goi.ig

to marry Sylvia Schermerhorn ! Ah, Oscar would
come across, too, if she threatened to reveal him

!

She slipped a powder into Peter's coffee. _ Then it

was easy to steer him to her room. Alice, entering
as they were leaving, found herself powerless to in-

terfere. Learning the girl's name, however, she wrote
at once to the Pohsh Consul. She would fight, if

necessary, for supremacy over this common pros-
titute.

Under Elsa's tutelage, Peter soon fell addict to
opium, and finally to cocaine and heroin. One eve-
ning, Alice found Peter in Chinatown. She begged
help from the police. "Help me get my husband
home," she pleaded. Doctors informed Alice Peter's
resurrection would be a long, uphill fight. "You'll
have to fight with him more than once!", they
cautioned. It was wearing but Alice stuck and
fought. It was only her great love that sustained
her. Then one day the answer came from Wash-
ington. Alice read it feverishly. Elsa was a common
adventuress with a powerful past! She opened the
door with her latch key and entered.^ Elsa! The girl

stared and laughed harshly at Alice's accusations,
but knew she was beaten. "I'm through!", she cried,

"But I've bled him white!" She swung out of the
room and out of their lives forever.
When Augustus finally received news of Peter's

whereabouts, Alice was gone and Peter was in good
health again, but Augustus, wiser from his ex-
perience, suspected the source of his blessings. When
he had found Alice, Peter realized just what she
had done. "My dear," Augustus asked Alice, "Do
you think you'll hate looking after the old and the
young Van Dyne fools—very much ?

"

HALF-BREED GIRL

Gladys P. Humphries File No. 6135

NESTLED among the hills of northern Mexico is

th'^ Lopez sheep rancho, home of Maria Lopez,
maiden lady, and her beautiful niece, Uosita,

half-breed child of a Mexican mother and Irish father.
Despite hei golden curls and becoming swarthy
skin, Rosita is ignored by both the young Mexicans
and the American youths of the community. The
only happiness in her life is brought to her by the
harsh but kindly Maria and a young Mexican, Carlos
Cabriel, whose great love for the girl overcomes all
other obstacles. "You will do well with Carlos,"
Maria tells Rosita, day after day, "He is a strong
fellow withi a big heart. You should not think so
much of love." Rosita's promise is almost gained.
Then comes the day upon which she encounters John,
Wesley—blonde and handsome oil prospector from
the States. Maria urges Carlos to propose, that eve-
ning, as they sit on the patio listening to music
and waiting for Rosita. "She is full of this American
who rescued her from that fall," Maria tells him,
"But stie will get over it. There are two people in
Rosita—struggling and fighting with each other.
Your Mexican ardor should appeal to the Latin in
her." That night, in Carlos strong arms, Rosita
responds warmly and promises to be his bride, but
her mind is on John Wesley and her promise to meet
him the following night. She fancies that he is

caressing her and speaking of the future. Maria is

too busy framing plans for the wedding to notice
Rosita's apparent unhappiness. next day. "Your
mother would be so happy, child," she tells the girl,

"See what a white man did to her! You don't want
these careless dogs!" Rosita dismisses Carlos early
that evening. "There is so much to think about,"
she tells him. John Wcstley is waiting impatiently
by the brook, unaware of the fact that Carlos is

lurking in the thick bushes. Rosita comes to him
with tears in her eyes. Sadly, she tells him her
story. "Yes. I love some other man," Rosita answers,
when he questions her, "But the man doesn't know-
maybe doesn't care!" Tlie magnetic embrace stirs

Carlos' wrath. With gritted teeth he listens to them
plan an escape to the States. The next morning,
John and Rosita leave John's hotel, happily, Carlos
backs them to their room at the point of a gun.
Rosita pleads for the man she loves. They will \ e
married on the ship which leaves in halt an hour.
"If you ever treat her bad," Carlos mutters, realiz-
ing his defeat, "You will not live to see another
sunset!"
In New York, Rosita is not particularly annoyed

by the Wesley s' cool reception—^not that of John's
circle, either. Only Martin. John's older brother, is

fond of the new sister-in-law. The end of the year
brings more sorrow than ever. Helen Long, whom
John's parents have thrown in John's way, finishes

the job, dutifully. Coming upon Helen in John's
arms, Rosita cannot abide the torture longer. Mrs.
Wesley provides her with passage. "We'll be happier
all around, don't you think, dear?", she asks the
sobbing girl. John accepts Martin's justified wrath
meekly. "But Helen never meant a thing!", he re-

torted. "If you don't follow that girl, I will!", Martin
shritked. Back in Mexico. John wept bitterly after

Rosita i-escued him from Carlos' flogging. "I'm glad
your family doesn't want you, Johnny," Rosita told

her mangled husband. " 'Cause Maria needs you al-

most as much as I do!"

WANDA EARL

Lillian Bane File No. 6057

A GREAT many people often wondered just \A\y
it was that Mrs. Earl was so partial to her

daughter, Anna, a petulant girl, when Wanda,
her other girl was so charming- in disposition and ap-
pearance. Wanda cried herself to sleep more than
once about this very thing. Her father had al-

ways been so kind, and her mother—what was the

use, after all, of trying to change the natui^e of so
cruel a woman? The time Anna, Wanda, and an
admirer—Reginald Thorn—were lost in a cave they
wanted to explore, Mrs. Earl was frantic. But it was
Anna whom she missed. Wandr was scolded roundly
for endangering the precious Anna's life!

When one of h^r schoolmates was being surprised
with a party. Wanda received an invitation. "Yen
shall not go!", Mrs. Earl informed her, "Anna will

go." Wanda was heartbroken, but she bore up.
Although she wanted Mrs. Earl to love her, nothing
ever came of it. She would not lose Anna's love,

however, by protesting too strongly. Mr. Earl was
disturbed. "Wanda should go," he said, "She never
gets about." Mrs. Earl's tantrums quieted him m-
stantly. But as the night of the party loomed near,
Airs. Reed, a housekeeper who was always anxious
to aid and protect Wanda, assured the girl that she
would go, and become the belle of the ball, too.

"Oh Darling," Wanda cried, "You are even Isetter

than Cinderella's fairy godmother! Why do you do
these things for me?" Mrs. Reed smiled, cheer-
fully. "Some day £:oon, you'll know!", she said.

The most unusual part of the outfit Mrs. Reed pro-
vided for Wanda was an exquisite pearl necklace with
a locket. Mrs. Earl collapsed at the sight of this.

and Mr. Earl paled. The girls were frankly puzzled
as Mrs. Earl murmured something about a fortune
in response to Mrs. Reed's defence. Wanda was in-

deed the belle of the ball.

Several weeks following the party, Mr. Earl come
home ill, one day. He called for Wanda incessantly.
There was something he wanted to say, but each
time he got ready to say it. Mrs. Earl would interfere.

Just before he died, he explained that the picture
in the locket was Wanda's mother. "I have done
her a great wrong," he said, "Go to her now, and
tell her I died begging her forgiveness. This woman
lured me from her, and I have not had a happy
day since. Wanda, my child, devote your life to
clean and helpful living." ]\Irs. Reed took control
of the situation at once. Within a week, Wanda
was at her real mother's side. For the first time in
her life she was loving and being loved. Mrs. Reed,
she learned, was her old nurse, urged to stay with
her by Mr. Earl, who laid claim to Wanda's custody
at the time of his desertion. The Earls were rich.

Wanda was now being smothered in luxury. There
was but one thing she desired—a meeting with Regi-
nald Thorn, and perhaps Anna, too. But Mrs. Earl
begged her to forget everything connected with her
past life. "You will live anew and love anew!", she
told this beautiful child of hers. Then Wanda met
Rex—^a strong, clean man, successful and honest. He
was deeply moved after hearing Wanda's story, and
sharing her troubles, he grew to love her more and
more. In time they were married, and Wanda felt

that she had never known such utter happiness before.
Her life seemed rounded and complete, but one day
sorrow came to hei". Passing in the street, she
noticed Anna

—

bfhid. Taking the girl home, they
learned the unhappiness and tragedv of her last years
with her mother. Remembering her father's words.
Wanda, with Rex and Anna,went about, using their
wealth to help the poor. Anna died shortly after they
had found her, but she died peacefully—as Wanda

FOUR DAUGHTERS

Emily Clark File No. 6050

THE state of North Dakota was practically virgin
territory when Pierre and Louise La Dean, com-
ing from Eastern Canada, staked their claim.

By the time their three sons
^
and four daughters

were grown up, there were evidences of prosperity
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and life on the land. While the crops were fairly

unsteady and the railroad long in coming, the paaent
people had waited patiently. Before long, they were
rewarded by the one guarantee to American settlers.

They did not starve though perhaps they were far
from affluent.

four daughters, Laura m
est nd the fav
Lou
afterwards.
lihood. and
with things

rite,

attend school,
teache

nd it

the young-
I Pierre and
Laura who,

iding both herself and her parents
might never have gotten otherwise,

. The other three daughters became
farmers' \vi\-es, destined to slave and drudge—

a

thankless job at best! Laura's oldest sister was
the only one to revolt. Disgusted, at twenty-three,
with the beast chosen as husband for her, she had
run away— far away—to Chicago. The girls knew,
well, that she had become an actress—a good one,
too—but Pierre never allowed them to discuss her.

She had left her man and disgraced her father.

Teaching, at eighteen, was fascinating work for
Laura, for a time, but she soon began to realize that
life held other things, too. Through her friend, Grace.
she managed to meet several ehgible young farmers,
but she didn't like any of them. The only youth
who appealed to her was Grace's brother, Normand.
head of Grace's family, older than Laura, and not

11 like the other farmers—her sisters' husbands,
for i

and
stance. No ith La too.

difificult for the lovers to
boarding at Normand's farm, in order to be

chool. When
Louise that she was going to
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heavy drinker and
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East, and has queer ideas.

ay tr Stic bondage.'
ed and sulked, alternately.

mained resolute. "He is adventurous—not a
man!", he reiterated. At the end of two years, Nor-
mand and Laura eloped. Laura was promoted to

head teacher of the small school, and a younger girl

was appointed as her assistant. Normand continued
with his farm work, but he was not thriving. There
w-ere too many mouths to feed on his farm, and the
drought was ruining the crops. After a year, iie

ioined a group of liquor traders operating between
"Canada and North Dakota. In a short time, Nor-
mand became their leader. This made it necessary
for him to travel a great deal. Laura pleaded with
him to give up his work. "Come to Chicago if you
must get away from farming." she told him, "Sis
wants to help us. She's! ^ very
laughed. "So

e had b.

to see Pierre's prophes
new wife, looked on, v

After her divorce-ui
tions to a low
lor the far We;

ith he:

had not li'ight ! Louis
)rk out. Pierre, with his

but sympathetic.
on by Normand's atten-
town, Laura left Dakota

t, but she returned to Qiicago to re-

sister. There she lived in luxury for

but she still loved Normand. Waiting at the
the-itre, one day, for her sister, Laura spied Normand,
in the crowd. He had been looking for her, he said,

and wanted her back. Although he had become rich
through illegitimate sources, he was now willing to
settle down in business, in Chicago. Laura was
happy. "I never want my baby to see North
Dakota!" she said.

MISSION BELLS

Mrs. Myrta Morris File No. 6102

i(\ /f
^' child," the young sea captain told his youth-

IYI ful daughter, Mary. "You are only a little
-^ gn-l now and your air castles are mighty

flimsy. Some day you will build them firmly, of
material which is not so perishable! Build them high,
strong, and steady. Storms are sure to come, but
then, a calm is only appreciated after a storm, you
know !" Ten years later, the captain sailed away,
never to return, but Mary had heard him chant that
lesson over and over.
At eighteen. Mary was ready to face the storms

of life alone, but she was far from lonely. Her man-
ner was charming and her face beautiful. Many
friends were about her. A banker's son, Donals Hew-
ing, wanted to marry Mary and the temptation was
very great, despite the fact that the girl did not love
him. :Mary recalled her father's words. "These
castles are not firm enough," she thought, "I should
prefer to marry for love, even if all my love has is

beautiful eyes!" In Chicago, shortly afterwards,
Mary met and fell in love with a handsome physician
—Alfred Wheatley. She thought she had hit ground
for a strong foundation, but alas, she found out just
in time. She could not and would not marry a
man whose nature was even a tiny bit mean. Alfred
had wanted her to care for his dying father in defiance
of his stepmother's wishes. "You couldn't love me
and ask me to do this," she told him. "You'll never
find anyone who loves you as I do, even if you
travel the world over," Alfred answered, in reply.

In Cahfornia, Mary married a sea captain who re

minded her of her father. John Weldon's ideals were
strong and he w^as honest and sincere as her father

had been. Together they Hved happily and grew
wealthy because Mary persuaded her beloved Jack
to forsake the sea. How many times their children

heard the story of the air castles! Then- marriages
were based on the same principle and they were all

happv. At fifty. John left for the east on business,

Mary listened to the bells of the Dolores Mission and
wept, quietlv. Their sound seemed similar to the

bells she had heard the night her father had gone
off forever. Next morning, she met a telegraph boy
dry-eyed. John had perished in an airplane disaster!

The next few months Mary searched for places In

which to lay foundations. Widowed at forty-five and

alone! Perhaps she had loved unwisely and perhaps
not. Her work would be her love now. Her summer
home in the Vera Cruz mountains was immediately
transformed into a convalescent home, and Mary
made a chtrming manager. However, she longed to
hear from old acquaintances. She sent a brief note
to Alfred. No answer was forthcoming. An old
friend informed her he had married a French girl

from a Parisian revue—a charming person who had
been the toast of Paris. The old conflict rose. Had
Alfred done the right thing? Had she? Did ohc
honestly want to see himi merely, or did she still love
him even with his faults?
One afternoon, a tired party arrived in San Fran-

cisco, composed of a very old lady, a young girl,

and a middle-aged man of handsome features and
clothes of English cut. They inquired for a suitable
rest cure. Mary's place was recommended and she
was out front to receive them as they approached.
"Alfred." she cried, thickly, "I knew you'd come !"

She was in his arms. She glanced at the young
woman, noticeably French. "No" Alfred laughed,
"Mimi has deserted me for France. This is not she.

"I've come for good, Mary," he said, softly, and the
bells sang out lustily.

THE HOUSE ON THE HILL

Roland E. White File No. 6203

A HOUSE on an isolated hill- top sheltered Marie
Atkins and her two small children while her
husband, John, worked as a brokei-'s secretary

in the cool and shaded village below. John was
totally unaware of the unhappiness he was causing
]\Iarie through the isolation he was imposing upon her.

Marie burst forth all the pent-up misery one evening,
pleading with him to take her to town to live. Puzzled
and remorseful, John advertised secretly next day,
offering the house on the hill for sale. The first to

answer, and the ultimate purchaser, was an attractive

and wealthy young lady. "I want the house for my
elderly mother," she said, "But I must ask you to

dinner at my home tonight so that she can sign *he

contract, too." At five, they drove off in her
limousine, Betty, John's stenographer, becoming sus-

picious at once. John intended to surprise his wife,

therefore kept this entire affair a secret.

Betty got busy at once. Calling her sweetheart,

Ed, a taxi driver, she told him to ride up the hill to

inform Mrs. Atkins of her husband's suspicious actions.

Torn by shame and jealousy, together with the misery
of her loneliness, Mrs. Atkins packed up and oi'dercd

the driver to take them all to her mother's.
John closed the deal about ten, after enjoying a

pleasant evening wdth the mother and daughter.
_
An-

ticipating his wife's surprise, John hired a taxi and
speeded towards the hill, little realizing the taxi driver
had shattered his happiness already. The taxi over-
turned rounding a sharp curve. John was rushed to

the hospitah Mrs. Atkins, consumed by jealousy
towards this other woman, determined to kill her rival.

Returning that night to the village she peered through
the side windows of the other woman's house, whercLn
an old woman and a pretty blonde girl were moving
about. A shot rang out! The old woman fell for-

ward! Knowing she had not fired the shot, Marie
lushed toward the front of the house, colliding with a

young girl, also brandishing a revolver. Dumb-
founded, the two were turned over to police by neigh-

bors. The young girl had been Betty.

John was ignorant of all this. Early the next day,

he transacted for the purchase of a new home in the

village for his wife, still wondering why she had never
come to visit him. The nurses and doctors feared to

tell him of his wife's arrest because of his condition.

The entii-e village looked upon John as a deserter

and a scoundrel.
Visiting the jail, Ed, the cabbie, learned Betty s

motive for her part in the crime. It was all the fauU

of her morbid interest in the Atkins' affairs and her

remorse for having started everything. Ed bailed her

out. I^etty rushed to the hospital and confessed to

Mr. Atkins.
. . , . ,

In the meantime investigations revealed the old

woman had died of heart failure! Both women were
released.

.

All involved gathered at Mr. Atkin's bedside in the

hospital and listened attentively to Betty's confession.

Mrs. Atkins joined Betty in begging John's forgive-

deness Then John, his old cheerful self, sprang the

long-delayed surprise. Mrs. Atkins wept for joy.

Ed inquired as to whether^ the Atkins' would take

a bride and a groom as tenants.—"Yes," John said,

smiling happily, "Just so long as you never buy
Betty a house on a hill!"

WEDDING DAY

Arline Richards File No. 6056

THE same old domestic triangle enveloped Gladys
Blaine when Jane McCarthy popped up the very
day she and George Blaine were married.

Gladys should have reahzed George's fiirtatiousness

would go on, even if the other woman was married
and a mother. Tune McCarthy was the sister-in-law

of Gladv's cousin, Martin, and they all lived in

the same house. What a bugaboo the first year of

marriage was! Despite the young wife's fondness for

her cousin Martin, she despised visiting his home be-

cause the McCarthys were always there. Then
Martin and Ethel. Jane's sister, moved to Chicago.
Gladvs was delighted for this meant they would not
have to see the McCarthys. George and Tom Mc-
Carthy were not fond of one another! "Dangerous
Tane" was almost forgotten by the time Martin and
Ethel urged the Blaines to move to Chicago.

Gladys was pleased to get back to work again, but
as Hotel Manager she w^as providing George w'ith

new hunting grounds—for women. In the hotel lie

could meet the type of woman he enjoyed. Nothing
serious occurred until Jane blew into town one day,
to live with Martin and Ethel—without Tom or the
baby. Life was different until Tom came to take Jane
hack to Minneapolis. Gladys developed tuberculosis
shortly afterwards, forcing the Blaines to Texas. For
the first time since their courtship the Blaines were
really happy. Returning to Minneapolis to visit
Gladys' parents, however, the reformed George went
on "the loose." Then he disappeared. Three months
later, Gladys returned to Chicago. It was only
natural for her to accept Martin's and Ethel's invl-

vitation to live with them, but the moment she en-
tered their home, a chill of premonition crept over
her. George and Jane had been living in that apart-
ment together! How could Martin and Ethel be
such hypocrites! Gladys left in disgust, watched
the affair from a distance, procured a hasty divorce,
and harbored revenge in her heart.
For two years, she struggled with life, aware that

her husband and Jane were married, but she made
new contacts and, after the preliminary repulsion
wore off. found the new circle far gayer than the
old. Other divorcees taught her dress and make-
up—never possible with George. Then, one evening,
all Gladys' unhappiness burst forth in a blare of
satisfaction. Attending a fashionable night club
with a handsome and distinguished attorney, the
fascinating Gladvs Blaine ran into George and Jane
by "accident." They could do nothing but invite iier

to join the party after she had deliberately greeted
them effusively. Her heart throbbed wildly but she
chatted gayly. Jane was drinking the bitter dregs
now, as the tables turned, for her cruelty toward
Gladys, who was winding tentacles about George's
head. Gladys knew George would crawl, but she had
planned to repulse his advances and throw his love
into his face as he had hers. But the woman in

Gladys wa'^ powerless to resist. After their secoufl

marriage, Gladys was as good a wife as ever, but
still the elusive siren of her divorcee days

!

Mary Rossetfe File No. 6187

A HAPPY-GO-LUCKY lazy man called "Tramp"
decides to marry the widow Brown whose four
children shoulder the bills cheerfully. Mrs. Brown

repulses this one-time suitor.
One afternoon when the Brown family is at work

about the house. Tramp arrives, drunk, and brandish-
ing a gun which he places on the table. Alice, the
oldest daughter, loads it. in the pantry, with some
old dusty shells, her brother looking on. She thrusta
it into a pocket when Tramp enters. After the ex-
citement, the family discovers sixteen -year old Dot
missing. Tim, the oldest brother, sees her mount a
coal car, Alice right back of him. Alice sends Jim
back to work, Jeclaring she will catch Dot when the
train rounds the bend. Tlie girls huddle in the hav
train, being unable to alight until the train travels
almost one hundred miles! At the Salvation Army,
the girls are given money to return home, and a
bed for the night. In their room, Alice explains that
their mother never intended to disgrace them by
marrying Tramp. She also warns Dot concerning the
ways of city men toward runaway girls. An army
lassie overhears. "I would rather shoot you dead
than sec you fall prev to men!" she hears Alice re-

mark. Dot awakes suddenly at the sound of noises
in the room. £^ie recognizes Tramp who has followed
them. He goes toward the money. Dot jumps up and
grapples witli him. He seizes Alice's gun and shoots
Dot, killing her! Alice wakes up too late to recognize
him. The" police refuse to believe her story after
hearing the lassie's testimony. The girl is given a
life-sentence—causing the family fortunes and repu-
tation to take a sudden drop. They wander from
town to town, the reputation following, thanks to
Tramp who is still on their trail! Then Harry is

sent to Reform School due to bad company his misery
has forced him into. Jim's fiancee breaks the en-
gagement—terminating the Brown's last hold on re-

spectability and honor. Jim, unable to find work,
opens a hot dog stand in a nearby summer colony.
Tramp demands tribute so Jim can remain unmo-
lested, and assures Mrs. Brown she should be honored
to marry him, now. Then, one day, Jim pays a visit

to a friend who has become the bartender of a
fashionable speakeasy in the colony. He discovers
Tramp at the bar in a drunken stupor. The fool is

boasting to another tramp of how he has baffled the
police and outwitted everyone bv committing a per-

fect crime—the murder of Dot Brown. Jim informs the
police who close in on Tramp from all sides, despite

his wily evasion. When they return, hours later,

without Tramp, Mrs. Brown collapses but learns he
has met death in a horrible way, the chase having
forced him to leap into an area being blasted by
workmen. The authorities pay the Browns hand-
somely for having retained the innocent Alice, and
also Harry, who has been framed bv an unscrpulous
and youthful band. Jim's wedding tops^ off the
family's happy reunion, the only sad note in the air

being' the irretrievable presence of Dot whose prema-
tui'e death was brought on by her incurable desire to

rescue her mother and family from the clutches of

the unscrupulous Tramp.

STRICTLY PROFESSIONAL

C. Trueblood Chase File No. 6167

j^-j-'VE told you a huitdred times that Dr. Dunham
I

will see nobody—especially reporters." the
A guardian of the entrance to the Eastern Refining

Company's laboratories said, kindly, but neverthe-
less firmly, despite the fact that he was outnum-
bered fourteen to one.

_
"The pubHc is entitled to know

of discoveries for their benefit." an annoyed woman
shouted, above the others. Then came the grand
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:usli. Diuiham saw lie was cornered, but not out-
witted. When the reporters emerged from his cfifice,

tliey knew less than they had known prior to their en-
trance. Dunham's new refining process would make
gasoline cheaper. How should he know if the state
would raise the ta.\ in that event?
The rocky coastline stretched away on either side

as far as the eye could see. The monotonous surging
of the surf was broken only by resounding crashes
of white spray on the rocks. Summer sails drifted
sleepily in the distance. George Dunham walked
leisurely along the shore road, no definite objective in
view. He was enjoying a needed vacation from his
New York work, and had vowed to murder the first
reporter who came into view. The sound of a motor
m the distance reached his ears. The driver of the
car was a woman, partially concealed beneath a wide-
brimmed leghorn. "I beg your pardon." she began,
"But can von direct me? I've been trying to find
Clark's Cnvc." She looked harmless. Dunham thought,
anr rather pretty, so he agreed to drive her over,
after attempting, ineffectually, to point out the way.
George was hardly at ease. The confines of the lab
had robbed him of a certain amount of savoir fairt
he once possessed. She had come from New York! He
must be careful, but no, what interest would chem-
ical research have for this girl. "Do you live here?"
she asked. Heavens, did he look like a native?
"I'm Charlotte Hall," she told him. "My name is—
Jack Robbins." he said, wondering whether she ever
read the papers. He accepted her dinner invitation
wanly. "\ ou know, you look like an interesting per-
son who does things!" she said, afterwards. He main-
tained an uncommunicative backfire of monosyllables.
Then an auto whizzed by. "Autos have changed our
whole life, haven't they?" she asked. Because he
didn't seem responsive, she went on to tell him about
a young scientist she had read about. He was going
to make gas loads cheaper, she thought. George
thought he would enjjoy the girl's company if she
didn't persist in asking questions. Women and '.e-

porters were neck and neck on that point. Charlotte
mformed Jack she was going to a dance after dinner.
Walking along the beach near the Casino while they
waited for the orchestra to start. George admitted
to his being a scientist. He might have discussed
his discovery, too, had the orchestra not begun, "Let's
dance!" Charlotte said. He remembered more about
dancing than he thought he would. He wanted to see
mm-e of her. so he asked her questions now. Dr.
Charlotte Hall, Nerve Specialist, "Haven't I helped
you?" she asked, soothingly. Then George confessed
his real identity. After more walking, Qiarlotte left
him on the road where she had found him. She would
have to be back in town. She had promised to adhere
to strictly professional ethics and not tell. "But the
profession is not medical!" she laughed, to herself
as she sped into a telegraph office, and if I hurry,
my story'll make the front page of Sunday's edition I"

FALSE LOVER

Gene Brunelle File No. 6198

CLUTCHING both her children in a sordid and
dirty room, Ruth watches the kerosene lamp die
out as her drunkard husband staggers in, frenzied

by drink. He beats the tots brutally and throws over
the lamp, setting fire to the furniture. Just as Fred
IS about to beat his terrified wife, Harold, Fred's ral
and runner-up for Ruth enters. Attempting to quiet
Fred, Harold lets himself in for a struggle in the
midst of which a shot rings out. felling Fred and
placing Ruth and Harold in the light of murderers.
Officer McGrath who has known both since childhood,
finds it hard to arrest them, but no other course is
open inasmuch as neither seems to know where the
shot came from. The hard but dutiful neighbors take
the children home.

In court. Ruth is disconcerted by the appearance of
her neighbors whose shrill comments and gossip
drown out most of the proceedings. Ruth tells her
story m a straightforward manner, but the testimony
of the malignant neighbors casts a heavy shadow of
doubt. Officer McGrath testifies in the girl's favot—
and in Harold's. Ruth collapses at the sight of the
gun. It is Fred's, yet she persists she is ignorant of
all that happened. The lawyer suggests finger-
printing. A child's marks are taken from the weapon.
Shocked, Ruth insists her daughter is not guilty of
the murder. The judge assures her that fingerprints
do not he. Produced in court, the child tells a mud-
dled story. Yes. the gun is the one she was playing
with. Her mother dropped it from her lap as Fred
walked into the house. Her father? He was going
to beat her mother, and because the child was scared,
she put the gun on the table. "I didn't shoot mv
daddy," she says, "But I think my Mama did!" The
grim satisfaction of her neighbors causes Ruth to
shudder. Harold is next on the stand. His story is
coherent and logical from the spectators' point of
view. This brings the case and the evidence to a
standstill, hinging on Lucille's testimony. Suddenly,
a little old lady makes her way quietly to the stana,
and sits in the witness chair anxiously waiting for
the court to quiet down. Ruth rushes forward to
protect her mother. The prosecuting attorney begins
his usual grilling but is interrupted by the judge,
who, tired of all the dramatics, suggests the woman
be allowed to tell her story unmolested. Slowly, but
with feeling, Ruth's mother unfolds the story of how
she has killed Fred because of his beastliness and
cruelty. She explains how she has followed Fred 'ay
after day to the farmyard slut. Then, when he was
ready to murder her daughter, she took the initia-
tive, killing him 'with her own husband's gun which
closely resembled Fred's. The jury's verdict can be
nothing but "Not Guilty." One cannot condemn a
woman of years ready to make so magnificent a sac-
rifice for her child's life and happiness

!

Some months later, a new Ruth steps off a train
the depot of a big city, accompanied by an old woman
and three children. She rushes into a new and citified
Harold's arms, ready to take up the threads of a

BRUTE PASSION

Eveyln Ellrod File No. 6183

PAST PAYMENT
A! George File No. 6207

** A ^^'BODY can back out—anybody !" Al Bentlev^ muttered, his mind in a daze. Was he any-
„ , .

"°.'^y' though? Al had dreams of coming to
the big city for a chance. "It's a great investment
and Im sure you 11 profit by it," Ryan had assured
him, taking Al s last five hundred dollars. Al had
gloated. He could live luxuriously on the income
Then the market slumped and Al was left a ruined
man.

^
He directed vengeance in the direction ofRyan s widow—a widow of the crash—but her money

had come after Ryan's death—from an uncle Al
sought eagerly to pin something on Mrs Rvan '

The
papers had it that she had sailed for China 'to drown
her sorrow. Bentley took a cub job with the Evenimi
Daily, and soon gained an enviable reputation as a
writer of excellent editorials. In search of material,
one day, Al made his way to Chinatown. Mrs Ryan
passed him in a motor car. Al hailed a cab and fol-
lowed. She entered, with ease, a dive into which Al
had to force his way with the aid of straegy. Al,
always in possession of a camera, caught her as she
l.ay in a stupor, inhaling opium in a luxuriously stuffy
chamber. Several days later, Al made his way to the
Kyan home. "I ye come to beg your permission to
allow me to publish a story concerning yourself, Mrs.
Ryan, Al said ma voice as soft as silk. "I'm hon-
ored, she said. Al produced an enlargement of 'us
snapshot in answer to her queries. Al permitted the
widow to buy him oft—"For the present." he said.
Life seemed sadder and more useless than ever when
Al left. A thousand dollars would not last very long
and blackmail would not go on forever. Crossing the
street, Al was almost run down by a car in his at-
tempt to retrieve some papers dropped by a pretty
woman. "Joan Lola." they read. He would return
them. At eight- thiirty. Al was admitted to the sittin.?
room of a modern apartment. Soon, Al was telliu'^.
Joan Lola all about himself, and how her papers had
caught him back from the brink of suicide She was
unusually interested. "Meet your new publicity agent,
Al Bentley^" she said to him. "We'll go see Louis,
'.'',^, ""^V ^J''"^ V'" '^^ responsible for your success."'
Al hardly had the chance to think how deeply in lov-
with Joan he was. the following morning, after they
had seen Louis, or any other morning for the next
few weeks after that. He was too busy at work on
the musical Louis had hired him to write. A demon

great help,

THE longer Joan Hughes remained in Donald
Franklin s company, just that much more will
power did he hold over her. He would tell her

of beautiful things on moonlit nights, and carry her
m his arms over lonely hill paths. Close to him,
Joan let her pride go the four winds—that inborn
Hughes pride. What good was it against love? Don's
brute passion bound her to him with iron bonds. Tl-.en
the lovers were discovered. Joan found herself facing
a term in Reform S'chool-an incorrigible girl! The
matrons and inmates found it difficult to believe the
guilt of this lovely and well born girl. Just before
Joan's daughter was born, Donald appeared at the
hospital to announce that he would marry Joan )/
her child was white. Hatred filled the heart of the
girl who had believed in this boy so implicitly. Only
seyenteen, she preferred to suffer alone. When little
Mildred was born, Joan's people took their daughter
and grandchi.d home, heads hanging heavy with
shame. The law seemed the only avenue to justice.
Joan appealed to the state for a trial and an attorney,
both of which she was granted. Donald walked out ot
court a free man! It was always the woman who
was doomed in these unfair battles of wit and legal
strategy wherein phrasologv is more important than
veracity. How little Joan realized that Don's heart
was breaking to come to her and break free of his
own family.
One day. after two years, Donald appeared at the

front door of the Hughes' home. "You can't stop me
from seeing Joan and the baby!" he cried, to Mr.
Hughes. "We didn't want to stop you two years
ago! he was told. "It was you who held out and
crushed our daughter and her helpless and nameless
mfant

!
Donald kneeled bv Joan. "You've got to

come out and be alone with me, Joan," he said, "I
must talk to you." He suggested a short excursion
so that they might settle it alone. Joan agreed, real-
izing her love for him was still strong. In Meadville,
they were both arrested as suspicious characters.
Donald was held for white slaving, although the ac-
cusation was never proved. After a few weeks, Joan
was carried home—seriously ill from the new shock.
Now her baby had a mother and father both facing
prison walls! Prison conquered Donald's mind and
body. Although it crushed him, somewhat, it showed
him what suffering really was. He nearly turned in-
sane with remorse for his treatment of Joan When
his term was up, he pleaded to marry the girl he had
so wronged. Mr. Hughes greeted him with kindly
words. "If you and Joan really love one another,
Donald," he said, "Marry, by all means, live your
own lives, and raise your children to be fine men and
women." In the shadow of the trees which had shel-
tered the first blush of their love, the youngsters
were married. Then they went off to another state
to start anew among, people whose opinions were un-
formed and unbiased. In a year, Joan sent for her
family. "I want you to be with me. Mother and
Dad," she wrote, "When the baby is born, but most
of all, we want to repay you with happiness, security,
and peace, for your own years of suffering and

had popped into his brain, Joan
too.

The night of Louis' and Al's opening, Toan and Al
threw a party in their apartment—it was" theirs now.
Joan," Al said, after everyone had gone, "There's

only one thing I'm going to keep from you—but I
think you know you know I'll be clear with the world
if

I settle a past account of one thousand dollars !"

"1 think you owe that to the world, darling!" she

B

WARREN'S UNCLE
Mrs. Antoinette Schneider File No. 6206

FCAUSE working on his own had settled him so
completely, Warren Foley was positive that
domesticity would do the same for Regina, the

vivacious and beautiful girl he had married. For a short
time, the young bride was deliriously happy. Then
Warren s night work began to annoy her. "I know it
must be lonesome for you. dear," he told her "That's
just why I think it would be fine if Uncle Jim came to
live with us. He's young and single, and he would
be some kind of company for you " Jim Dreja was
keenly interested in his nephew's wife. He went out
?»rt.

"'^'' '° please her and show her a gay time.
Whenever they went places, he would point out young
husbands and wives -together. "Too bad Warren
cant entertain you properly," he would remark
When the boy does make his first million, you'll

both be too old to enjoy it." For a time Regina
would argue in Warren's behalf. Tlien Tim's propa-
ganda began to make an impression. Why shouldn't
she have good times while she was voung—only
seventeen? And why was it necessary 'to drag an
uncle around? One afternoon, while ' Warren was
sleeping and Jim was at work, Regina met a former
schoolmate and attended a matinee with him They
had drinks in his apartment after the show. It was a
lovely place and George Cash was charming "I'll see
you Monday, baby," George had remarked. The ex-
cited girl confided in Jim who promptly reported to
Warren, unkown to Regina. The girl faced her hus-
band defiantly. At Jim's suggestion, she cleared out
—to get a divorce so she could marry Cash, but Cash
was willing to have her anxious in fact—without
the divorce. For a year, Regina lived in luxury,
then her capnciousness asserted itself again To
pay her in kind, George began to take up with an-
other woman. The break was inevitable. At the be-
ginning of her third year with George, Regina went
back to a furnished room, but found herself unable
to work and weak from aggravation. Ordered to a
hospital, she had no alternative but to beg for help
Refused by everyone else, she turned to Warren wdio
gave her what he had, despite his lack of a job The
girl appealed to the "good Samaritan," Jim, for more
Jim leered and told her he'd pay the hospital bill
providing she would get the divorce and marry him.
lou fool, he cried, "Didn't you know that was

what I was after all the time?" Regina was stunned.
Ihat was it! And she had never even given Warren
the chance to fight! With the aid of local friends,
Regina managed to pay the hospital bill. Then she
got a job, wanting Warren but fearing to face him.
He finally came himself. When she confessed her
entire story, both realized what each needed more
than anything was the other. Both very young and
growing stronger, they worked side by si'de until thev
were able to build up what each had broken down.
Happiness was inevitable because the ground had
been broken once and for all for perfect understanding.

ROYAL FOUR-FLUSHER

Doris Drake File No. 6051

ARLENE McNEIL. finding the country common-
place, arrives at her wealthy aunt's, becoming a
popular member of the smart set The aunt

Lucy Barnes, is particularly amused by Arlene's love
for gambling. "It's in the blood," she tells her hus
band, "Her father was that way!" Dick Richard, a
young gambler, becomes interested in Arlene's au-
dacity and beauty, but disgusted bv her excessive
Iritteruig at the gaming tables. His most earnest desire
IS to break her unusual luck. They engage in a card
game. Dick cheats—possibly to be sure of breaking
her. However, the girl detects this and displays her
tricks. Dick calls her cards, angering the girl who
exposes him and flings the deck into his face. Dis-

f«"/-^!-
• ^'"'<^"^ accepts a position as stenographer to

William IJunning, a prominent young attorney. WUI's
love for the girl is met with weak response. "I mav
be a cheat at cards." she tells herself. Dick's fac'e
flashing before her, "But I won't cheat at love!"
...Df^anding excitement, one evening, Arlene allows
Will to steer her in the direction of a gambling club
j-ie IS amazed when Arlene's comrades greet her en
all sides, .and still more amazed when she sits down
at a game and starts cleaning up everyone's money,
including his own. Then a shadow appears over her
left shoulder,—ill luck for a gambler. Dick ! Those
having witnessed the first memorable game between
the two gape breathlessly while Dick waits for Ar-
lene s reply to: "May I sit in the game?" Arlene
vouchsafes no reply but deals with indift'erent eyes
and a thumping heart. She continues winning until
everyone is out of the game except Dick. Slowly,
her luck changes. She faces Dick. "There will be
no cheating in this game!" she savs. Dick's eyes
meet hers steadily. He nods curtlv. "^"es." he says.
Dick wins every hand. They play the limit, and he
wins this, too. Arlene rises with white lips and
staring eyes. "You won fairly," she savs, "And I
may add that you are the best player I've ever en-
countered

—

zvheii you flay the game straicihtl" Dick
attempts to bandy words. Arlene turns on her heel
and walks out with Will who informs her, later, that
'^''-k is the son of a milHonaire oil man! Arlene's
bitterness reaces the heights. A millionaire, and he
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nocked her the of her specting

Arlene returns home shortly after the hectic evening
described. One long year passes, the girl missing"
the clubs, parties, and gambling! A combined invita-
tion and pl.ea from Lucy brings her to the city on
the run. The welcoming reception starts off with a
surprise luncheon. Two guests, both men, Arlene is

informed, and one is interested in her! Arlene does
not see the guests until one speaks softly over her
left shoulder. "Are you still lucky in cards, or will

you lose to me again," Dick murmurs for her ears
alone. As he greets her loudly and conveniently,
afterwards, she understands Lucy's vagueness. Arlene
starts, at the table, as she realizes how proud of

Dick she is. and how very much in love she is!

"Dick is here every summer, on his vacation,
Arlene, and I want you to be friends," Lucy says,
leaving the two alone , after lunch, "Arlene," Dick
says, fervently, "I want to be lucky in love! Am I?"
Arlene lifts her eyes to meet his searching ones.
"I lost in cards to you," she says, softly, "I want
to win in love from you!"

THE SON OF A QUITTER

Manford A. Lisle File No. 6168

A PROMISING young fighter who is forced to
choose between the heavyweight crown and his
wife is in a sorry predicament. Such was tlie

lot of John Warren. The wife won, so the Warrens
moved to the city and proceeded to break into society.
History repeats itself, however, and before long,
young S'teve was trying hard to convince his mother
that he was a boi-n pugihst. This time, however,
noone but Mrs. Warren was in his way. As a mat-
ter of fact, Barbara Alden, Steve's fiancee, and the
daughtei of the town's society leader, took a keen
interest in all of Steve's ring activities. To her,

Steve Warren, the college boxing champ, was a here!
Upon his graduation from college, Steve entered

the professional ring at once. Before long, his name
could be found, consistently, on every sporting page.
This time, John Warren took matters in hand, know-
ing his wife's aversion to boxing. His first move was
to buy off Steve's managers, who, sufficiently

"oiled," did everything possible to dissuade the
youth Ircni continuing his training for the heavy-
weight title bout. The newspapers, ever the "coid
press," launched a campaign against the boy.
"Steve \\'arren," a prominent sports writer com-
mented. "The son of a quitter, is now also displaying
the famed Warren white feather." This alone dis-

couraged backers and promoters. Barbara Alden
raged at this new insult. "You've got to help him,
father!", she told Rockney Alden, that night. Alden
was a lover of the ring and no fool. Steve found
himself surrounded by managers and trainers.

"You've got to keep my name out of it!", he warned
Barbara. John Warren's protests proved ineffectual,

nor could he buv off these men. The night of the
fight Rockney Alden was at the ringside. His wife
and the Warrens learned of his and Barbara's pres-
ence from a radio announcer. Warren edged nearer
to the set. Then a wit, at the party, in a wave of

humor, mentioned the one-time Warren who was
yellow. The fool hit the floor—a sorry victim of the
equally-famed Warren left. Alden gasped as his wife
and the Warrens entered Steve's dressing room.
"We're making a night of this. Champ!", John said,

to his son. "And mother's happy, too. John behaved
miserably at the night club they attended, but noonc
seemed to mind except the bouncer who threw them
all out. Later in the evening, the Aldens and the
Warrens st<:jod on the steps of a country justice's,

watching Steve and Barbara drive off on their honey-
moon. Mrs. Warren clung to John. "You'll forgive.

Tohn?", she asked, timidly. "For those foohsh years?"
John bi-ushed the back of his hand across his eyes.

"It's good noone's around, Rockney !", he called to

Alden, "Because I'm. going to make an awful fool

n—right now."

LIFE IS LIKE THAT

Theodora Gray File No. 6222

<Jj^ UGHT I be so unhappy if I am really in

yj love?", RosaHe Dunn asks herself. It is a
most trying affair^this being engaged to a

wealthy and handsome fellow who is perfect in every
way except one. Bert Gary simply cannot tolerate
the attachment between Rosalie and her mother.
"You've got to choose one or the other!", he warns.
The wedding is a sumptuous affair, in June. When
the minister, rushing off to another wedding, drinks
the pair's health in water, a foohsh girl cries "Hard
luck!" A perfect honeymoon is spent at the moun-
tain retreat of the Dunns', the family scampering off
to Europe after the wedding. By the time they le-
turn, Rosalie and Bert have gone off to the West
where Bert has become interested in orchards.
Though delighted at Bert's interest in his work, the
girl is heartbroken because he will not allow her to
return to the East to visit her parents for some tim*^.

Then a land drawing leaves him with a stretch of
l?arren land covered with sand and sage brush.
Leaving Rosalie in a hotel nearby, Bert goes off. Tc
pass the time, the girl makes friends with a druggist
nd his wife and accepts a position as soda jerker.
He "Fo ety

:ow town." Bert is annoyed with her grow-
ing hatred tor the West. He dislikes her friends and
makes it obvious. "I'll build you a bungalow on my
land, dear," he tells her, carrying her off to the sand
valley.
Conditions are miserable for Rosalie the next few

months. Her only comfort is a Chinese cook who
takes perfect care of the girl. The Dunns arrive a
short time before Rosalie's baby is expected. They

are shocked to find her in such misery, and she re-
turns with them after hearing the cook's story of her
existence. "She'll not stay here one more minute.
Bert Caryl" Mr. Dunn bellows. A son is born soon
after their arrival in New York. Though Bert pleads
with her. coming East to fetch her, she refuses to
move West again. When the baby is six months old,
Rosalie goes back to Bert once more. This time he
has purchased a new ranch in California. A cousin
accompanies Rosalie, to care for her and the baby.
The widow of a doctor, this woman informs Rosalie
her husband has been becoming a drug addict. Rosalie
does not protest when he tells her to go about with
his friends. She is flattered by their attentions hut
unresponsive. Slowly, the last of Bert's once-tre-
mendous fortune slips through his fingers. When v/a?-

is declared, he enUsts, delighted with the chance to
get away. The Dunns plead with Rosalie to i-eturn.
but she had been putting up a brave front, insisting
that her life in California has been perfect. To sup-
port her child, she sells children's books and en-
cyclopedias. Then, in the course of her labors, she
meets Stei-ling lialliday. an old beau and golf partner
from New York. He is kind and affectionate, and
Rosahe knows that she cares. Then Bert is re-
ported "Killed in Action." Rosalie displays no emo-
tion. Sterling, learning of Bert's end, proposes.
"You have a wife and child, ^'terling," she tells

him, "Are you going to be like the rest? I should
never have let you start at all!" She tries to hold
him off but finds the answer to all her longing in his
arms. "Darling girl," Sterhng answers, soothingly,
"I was lonely after you married without giving me
a thought, so I up and adopted a little girl who
belonged to my sister." Each of the lovers is filled

with pent-up longing. The glamour of the West re-

turns as Rosalie views Cahfornia on her way out.

"The West is a glorious place—from the train!",
she tells her new husband.

THE LONESOME TRAIL

Eveyin Ellrod File No. 6219

HER early life having been a mass of torture and
struggling, Alice became a drudge with a laugh-
ing tace and a sorrowful heart. She had never

had a father. He had deserted Alice's sickly mother
right after the child had been born. As a result,

Alice had been reared amid an aroma of soapsuds
and steaming linens together with constant refer-

ences to aching bones and tired bodies. The neighbors
had always been sympathetic but never friendly.

Alice's friendships never lasted beyond the confines of

the schoolroom. The other girls shied away from
her as they neared their own honies. She knew why.
They would be scolded for associating with the wash-
erwoman's daughter, despite the fact that she was
more beautiful and far more intelligent than they.

When Alice was eighteen, a new family moved into

town. The oldest son, Billy Taylor, was a gay yputb
with yellow hair and laughing blue eyes. Alice's
nother said, "Better wait, daughter, until you

lothingof him. There
alone afterwards—lik

boy took her into
until she could speak

than being left

told Billy, but the
strong arms and held her

I more. "The people in this

fools," "he told her, "We'll be out of it in

two years. We'll take mother, too!" Bill's people
acted stiffly at the wedding, but Bill took Al.ce
and her mother home to the house he had bought,
r.nd they didn't seem to be missing a thing. Things
grew a bit difficult after Alice's son was born. Work
was not as good in the steel mills, and Alice was
weak. Her mother went back, sadly, to her wash-
ing. Great grief shook the house when the infant

died. Then one day Bill came home from work look-

ing like a skeleton. The doctor quarantines the
house immediately. Smallpox 1 For a few short weeks
Bill lingered on. and then died. AHce and her
mother tried to pick up the threads of their life.

"This is what I meant by the lonesome trail,"

Alice's mother told the girl whose leisure hours-
there were ^'ery few—were spent in grieving. In dire

straits, Alice entertained the proposal offered her by
"Swede" Jensen, foreman of the glass factory in

which she" worked. The giant-like Nordic attracted
l.cr. and stirred her, at times, but he was not an
adequate substitute for Bill. The mother took a dis-

like to him from the start. "Life repeats itself,"

Alice remarked, after Swede deserted them, leaving

Alice with an infant daughter, Anna. "This girl

will never live by the wayside of the lonesome trail,

while I'm alive!" Anna had her mother's beauty but
her father's power and build. Alice and her mother
worked their fingers to the bone so that Anna mig.'it

go off to school. The child was cold and unaffec-

tionate. Her grandmother remarked often about it.

"I've struggled to make it that way." Ahce said,

"I don't ever want her to feel bound to anyone or

anything. The more independent and hard she is.

the more people will flock about her." When Anna
was in the first year of college—working her way
through, and visiting only occasionally, Alice died,

with only her mother by her side. In later life, when
Anna Jensen's name appeared in the index of every

rth. sh
storv—a story of a wo
Anna know that Alici

trying to ease things

he wrote her mother's life

she had never known. Did
I sacrificed her life's blood
other people.'

E. P. Cn File No. 6185

T was just another beautiful moonUt night in

California. Couples were gliding over a tiled tr.r-

race to the sound of a dreamy waltz played by a
lellow orchestra. Gay lanterns swung over the heads
everyone. A handsome, swarthy man dancing with
striking blonde girl caught the vision of a beauti-

accusing Criswell of having spotted

ful face as the lanterns' light rested on the face of an
exquisite brunette. Marie Allen, dancing with her
husband. Johnny, had smiled at James Criswell, the
dark youth leading the blonde. Outside on the ter-
race, after the dance, John Allen was trying hard to

on his wife's conversation. No doubt,
ahuring, but he had given up his adven-
exploration too long. The sea and the

e stirring his blood, more, perhaps, tlian
the strikii

bldnde -
- -

new fla

By the end of the following week, James CrisweU
had wormed his way into the confidence of Johnny
Allen. It was evident that both men were interested in

similar activities—unless Criswell was putting up a
front to become better acquainted with Marie. He was,
of course, and the blonde was relegated to occasional
evenings at the bar of Vinsinso's a dive owned by
bti Italian racketeer acquaintance of Criswell's.

By the time a few weeks had rolled by, Johnny
would have trusted Criswell with his skin. Johnny
was that way. Marie liked the man, too. because
he was entertaining company in Johnny's absence on
fishing trips and other excursions of interest to him.-

se'.f. Criswell started to work his plan at the psy-
chological moment. Learning from Vinsinso of a yacht

hin afte ards

ater:

t be
he

the wi
while

anaged
kidnap Johnny,

"Allen
IX hin

that stuff," Criswell said. The plan worked
out wonderfully. Johnn's unexplained absence—the
telegram stating he had gone away on a short trip

was ineffectual—brought Marie closer to the charming
Criswell. After hours of torturous deliberation, Marie
faced him submissively. "I'll go to South America
with you!", she said, "I'm sure you're right. Johnny
doesn't care!" Enchanted by Vinsinso's talk of other
places and experiences Johnny fell into the trap set

by the crafty CrisweU. For a week he stayed away.
Then, upon his return, his whole life seemed to crash
about his ears. Marie and that rotten scoundrel!
Both of the Aliens had been duped! The earth seemed
to have swallowed the others up, too, for Johnny
could find no traces. Then, the blonde appeared, one
day. She would sell information concerning Marie's
whereabouts for a new hold on life. She and Cris-
well were wanted for larceny, murder, and a few
ether things, but she had not been an active partici-

pant. Johnny complied and then set out to track
CrisweU—by far the most adventurous thing in the
youth's life so far! He found them both quite by
accident just as CrisweU was preparing to take his
due from Marie whom he had not molested previously,

Johnny from killing Criswell, alias. Jack
doped and terrified, broke down.

ly darling," Johnny said. "We've all

ugh. I promise never to leave you or

Alton.
home.

WHAT! NO NEWS?

Bernard DICicco File No. 6199

WHILE suffering through his last semester at
Wesley, Paul Duane is summoned to Spang-

ville by his late uncle Timothy's lawyer. The
Spangville daily paper. The Banner, is now Paul's,
"icoop" Brown and "Shm" Jones, Paul's cronies at
college, and an idiotic pair of wisecrackers, send him
off with mock speeches and glycerine tears.

Tlic Banner is in terrible shape. How could this
cow town possibly have any news? To boot, Fred
Silas, the town Shylock, holds a mortgage on the
building equipment, and everything else in sight.
Paul sends for Scoop and Slim, informing them, at
the same time, that he is intrigued by his manager
and reporter combined—Mary West, Spangville's
prettiest girl—an alumna of Wesley! They promise
to come in two weeks, \yhen the semester ends. Paul
searches for news in vain, Silas becoming a greater
nuisance all the time. Something within Paul senses
relief when Scoop and Slim arrive in mock pompous-
ness. That, alone, is front page news for him. but
hardly stimulating to the circulation. They come back
in disgust following their first assignment. "Did you
have to have a mortgage, too?", they ask. Amused,
and quite fond of her employer, Mary offers her sav-
ings to pay oft' the mortgage. In conference, Paul and
his cronies refuse the ofter flat, but pretty and charm-
ing, Mary wins out. With Silas off his hands, and
Mary a part owner of the paper, Paul turns his at-
tention to the girl and the quest for news. Taking
up the girl, first, he addressed her through ihe
"heart" column she conducts herself. She answers
by inviting him to dinner at her home. Thus encour-
aged, he ships Scoon and Z'Vim on an assignment,
warning them that if they find nothing, it might be
far safer for them to do some shooting themselves.
The two take up revolvers with shaking fingers and
set forth on the quest.
At the West home, Paul is entertained royally, the

Wests having been Timothy's best friends. Tlius em-
boldened, he asks Mary to marry him. and she con-
sents, providing he makes a go of the paper. Tust
as Mary is in Paul's arms, Shm bursts into the
room, camera in hand. After getting a scoop on his
boss. Slim settles down and pours forth an un-
heralded tale. He and Scoop, it seems, had gone
forth to do Paul's bidding—get news or shoot! Choos-
ing a cow as their victim after hearing that a cow
killing had boosted circulation in a nearby town, they
had leveled their guns, only to be greeted by the
:--ound of heavy shooting coming towards them. Two
cars drew up, the occupants of each shooting at one
another. The chase had been between bank robbers
of Marengo, a city fifty miles off. So hectic a
shooting party had it been, the sheriff of SpangviUe
had rounded them up—what was left of them, and
turned them over to the Marengo police. Mrs. Shan-
ley's house in town had been transformed into a
veritable hospital for the wounded toughs, and the
young Mrs. Bartlett had borne a son in the excite-
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menti Paul, Mary, Slim, ami Scoop got out an Extra
Night Edition and a real morning issue with editor-

ials and everything. Somehow or other Paul and
his cronies never worried about circulation difficulties

after that. Tin- P.nnirr "just RmwU-d" like rnpsv!
And Mary had loads of fun in later .vc:irs. descri!)-

ing that hectic ninht to the wives Slim and Scoop
brought hack to SpangviUe to keep her com]iaiiy.

STUBBORN DADDY

Lloyd Sager

IN the mountains of the West, '

daughter Plazel lived in a small_ ca
est neighbors being other cabin

tered about the mountains. A small v;

the base of these. Hazel could ride

shoot with the best of them. The fai

fear of anyone except Hank Carter, :

wli.ini P.I had chosen

File No. 6163

dwellers scat-
llage stood at

11,1 ith
iitli. w.is (Ktcrmined never to ni.-Lr

whose own mother was interested in the mat
to rid herself of him. The day Hank atte

kiss Hazel, she decided^ to do something-
Sydney could olTer '

-at

fathe
he said. "So unless you'll

with me— there's no use." Plazel preferred to bide her
time. Although she was not happy with the secret
nicilincs in (he woods, she felt she would be still

ni. M iiiiti.ir- !l -lir rnn ..IT and left her father.
.'[..'..Ill i, .;.!'., Ii.' im1i.|:i he, but there were al-

«,i . ..,1,1,.,,. l,,n. ..M-r. One day, a neighbor
sp,, I --..I,,.. ,,11.1 ll,i/rl i.,i..riher. Pa went after the
youth Kith a gun. t'or days Hazel was locked in the
cabin, but she managed to get out to Sydney. They
started off toward the village, but just as they got
to the font of the pass, a poor nran in pain called
...11 I., til. Ill Tt was Bill Tackson. They carried him
li.,,,,< I. ,,,.•. he had almost chopped off his foot.

11,. ,1 ,,r,,l N.liiey remained to nurse him because his
will- \\:,s ill and his daughter about to become the
mother nt an illegitimate child, the father of whom
she would not name. But Pa met Hazel in the
woods one day, and dragged her home. For days,
she paced her room in the cabin, steadily refusing
to see Hank. Sydney, remaining at Bill's, ^yas

becoming frantic. One day. Hank went out, returning
with a leering smirk. "You'll never be troubled by
that village rat again!," he said. Sydney, having
seen the barrel of Hank's gun, had ducked feigning
death. That very night. Hazel escaped and went
straight for Bill's where she fell into a faint at seeing
her lover alive! Tlie lovers took Bill into their con-
fidence. Th, iRxl day. he went away for a few
hours. \\ 1,1 1, lu' .ll.ln'l return, thev went to search
and foun.l linn ,11 I'a's, He had been in search of

Hank, ll.'./vl ,iinl S>(lney decided to stay and have
it out with Pa. Hill's wife and daughter having
come with him, the frightened women came forward.
"Hank is my baby's father!". Bill's daughter said,

simply and ashamed. Sue, Hank's mother, put her
hungry arms about the girl and her baby. "I'm
dern jealous," Pa said, "But I guess these young
Halls here kin do as good as Hat"
Sydney?"

iank and May, eh

SOLD!

Mrs. Myrta Mor File No. 6156

a f '\'E lived here for forty years, sat on this porch
I all the time, and never seen no gold in them" hills," Josh Turner remarked to the stranger

who had inquired about the hills. A week later, an
enterprising, old woman had a well dug and a cot-

tage haiilt. She had come back to the hills after

twenty-five years, still insistent upon finding gold.

Her well turned the trick and a thriving mine shot
up in no time. Josh Turner watched the proceeding
with inter^-st and no little embarrassment. Hannah
Smith had turned a ramshackle mountain valley into

a tluiving conuiiunity. setting up, besides, a rest

colr.iiv for sick folks, children, starving artists, and
aln^ost anyone who might care to come. Iler own
niece. Lucy, was one of the first to heed the call

of the wild. Joe Carter, in town when Lucy ar-

rived, drove her to the mine. "There's plenty of

Smiths up there," he told her, "The old lady's—er
I^Iiss Smith's partial to 'em!" Lucy liked Joe at

once and soon spent a great deal of time with him,

in the evenings, watching the moon and counting the

stars. Aunt Hannah chided the girl in her own
brusque way. "Lucy girl." she would say. "You came
for a rest—an artist, eh? Why not pamt instead of

courting with Joe Carter and Jake Smith—different
if vou could make up your mind!" Jake Smith wds
Joe's rival. Both were from the city and both good
company from Lucv's angle, except that Jake was
yearning, always, for the bright lights, whde Joe
was finding contentment and peace m the hills.

The end of a few months found Joe and J'ake.

formerly pals, at swords' points. "How's your wile.

Toe?" Jake asked one dav, in Lucy's hearing. Joe
flushed hotly. "Yeah," Jake continued.^ "My sister

tells me she's been looking, for you—" Joe won-
dered where the sister came in. Jake had once in-

formed Toe that besides himself and a twin brother,

noone else h;u! uracc.l his family hearth, "I won't
believe l:ikf wcr. Auntit-." Lucv told the old

woman, fatcr,- -'I i\'>u\ hall blame vou, child!" Aunt
Lucy said, "l kr.nw tlu^ Carters 'well." But Joe
didn't show up that evening, nor for the rest of the
week. Lucy pleaded headaches and duties to Jake,
spending her evenings in the gardens with Molly, her
aunt's secretary. One night, quite late, the girls sat
in the arbor, exchanging stories of life in the city.

The heaviness of a man's footsteps crashed upon their

ears as someone made his way to the mine. Lucy

pulled .Molly as she tiptoed after him. "Curses," they
heard him say, 'I'm getting nervous as a woman!"
At the mine, they saw him shake the timbers md
dig up till- snil. "So long Joe," he yelled, finishing
i)if r\ il wuik. "It was Jake!", Lucy whispered,
'\\'<.''\. LMPi (m tell Joe!" In a few minutes, the
^ii Is w I'n- ill Jijt's cabin, where he was entertaining
a visil'.ir trum Oklahoma. Lucy told her story
breathlessly. Toe bustled the girls off. Neither of
the men slept a wink. At the crack of dawn thev
were at the mine. True. Jake Iirul loosened the
planks, well aware Joe was ahvnvs first man in.

loe's friend remained to warn thf mm while Joe
sped into town. Just as Jake aiM>n',i,'licil ilu' mine,
feigning surprise. Toe arrived wiih ihi- slirrilT who
arrested Jake. "So you're Atkins!". Lhc slieriff said,
"Wanted in four states—thanks Joe!"
Lucy and Joe married soon afterwards, the happy

bri{le inheriting her aunt's property and fortune.
They never left the hills for the city came to them—
they built it and watched it prosper—with gold!

DRIFTWOOD

Mathilde Dagge+t File No. 6077

EVERYONE in Areta knew of the love affair be-
tween Gilbert Parkinson and Sabina Lorraine.
True, Gilbert had a wife living, but she had been

found insane by the lunacy commission, years before.
It had been the old story. An irrascible ill-tem-
pered woman had allowed cheap gossip and liquor to
absorb the place of her husband and child—a girl
now in her teens. When the man, Gilbert, had ex-
plained that everything was over between them, the
foolish woman had gone into a violent rage—the result
being her incarceration in the asylum. Gilbert had
cared tenderly for the lovely girl. Suzanne.
One morning, without notice, Sabina Lorraine ap-

peared at Gilbert's office for a position. She was
taken on at once, despite the fact that Gilbert did
not need another solitary person around the place.
Something wistful in those blue eyes and glorious hair
had made him want to have her there. She sensed
a feeling of attraction, too, but Gilbert was un-
accustomed to women other than Mary, his efficient

housekeeper, and the girls in the office. It took him
six whole months to get up the courage to ask her
out. After that, the affair surged and rose. Gilbert
weaving a veritable whirlwind of love about this
wistful girl who adored him. Then came the day upon
which Gilbert suffered! How in the world could he
tell Sabina of his past life so that she would imder-
stand? He had spoken to his lawyer during Sabina's
days at the office. It was to be a Nevada divorce,
because the State of California would not grant
divorces to those poor unfortunate mates of the in-

sane. Gilbert tossed and turned. He was so afraid
that Sabina would vanish into oblivion again, after
she heard his story! But Sabina understood. "Some-
one'd think this happened to you every day, Dar-
ling!", Gilbert told her. "No," Sabina said, laugh-
ingly, but I've known about your private affairs for
a long time. This is a small town, you know!" Gil-
bert felt like a new-born babe. Even £'abina's mother
—a seemingly prim httle woman—understood. Sabina
cried. To get his divorce. Gilbert would have to go
away for several months—maybe it would only be
weeks.
The afternoon Gilbert left, there were three people

at the train to see him off. Suzanne was there. The
old housekeeper was there. Sabina was there. Gilbert
spoke with Mary and Suzanne and then bustled them
off. The last minutes with Sabina were precious to
him. Sobs racked the girl's small frame. "Oh Gil-
bert," she cried, "I feel as though this was the last
of everything!" Mrs. Lorraine put the girl to bed
at once upon her return from the depot. It had been
years since she had had to nurse Sabina through so
intense a fever as this. The girl wavered all night
between coma and consciousness. Mrs. Lorraine at-
tributed it to a r.ervous state, but Sabina insisted,
something horrible was looming. Daylight brought
the confirmation. Newsboys shrieked their sanguine
messages, anxious for pennies. Mrs. Lorraine shud-
dered as she read "Seventy Lives Lost in Head-on
Train Collision! Extra! Sabina's mother ktiew her
daughter's premonition had been more than a figment
of overwrought nerves. "If it had not been for that
misfit law, they'd be together, now!", she said.

HASTY MARRIAGE

H. A. Albert File No. 6155

ACOM^fCNITY came into existence during the
war because men who had been gassed found the
deserts of the Southwest a haven of rest and cure.

Tlie settlers were a unique collection of men of all

trades and professions, but they laid these accom-
plishments aside and preferred to follow small flocks
of sheep and gosts over the hot. dry sands.
John Craddock, a physician who had been "over

there," a war ace, and a gassed lawyer stood beside
the doctor's spacious tent one morning watching a
circling plane making ready to land. Reaching
ground gracefully, it taxied to a stop and a man
stepped out. "Doctor Craddock?". he asked. The
doctor stepped forward. The fiier had a patient in his
plane whom W. P. Morris, multi-millionaire had sent
from his summer camp. "Me said vou would be
interested!", the flier remarked. "And told me to
give you this money to pay both of you off. Crad-
dock paled as he peered into the plane. "Nellie!",
he shouted. The woman, a pretty little thing, fea-
tures distorted from crying, clung to the doctor and
whispered in his ear, at least fifteen minutes. Crad-
dock turned to the flier. "I'm not practising any
more, but I'll take this case. It's a dear friend," he
remarked for the benefit of the others. With their
help Nellie was carried into the tent. The flier turned
to go. Craddock jumped behind him and with the

aid of others, tied him down to a chair. "You'll
be here for a few hours," Craddock said. "So you'd
b.etter feel at home. My friend's going in your plane
for Morris and he'll hog- tie him if he doesn't come
peacefully."
When Morris arrived. Craddock had him gagged so

he would be sure to listen. "You'll marry Nelhe in
twenty minutes—and like it—you dog!", Craddock
said. Then he went on, telling of Morris' penchant
for young girls' virtue. "Resist. Morris, and you'll
not look at another woman again—I'm itching to
perform delicate surgical feats again—I've been out
of practise so long!", laughed Craddock, The lawyer,
a notary, performed the ceremony. Not long after-
wards. Nellie gave birth to a pair of beautiful twins.
Morris made to go, after looking at his sous. "No,
Morris, now that you've legalized your children and
wife, you must provide.", Craddock said, launching
into some more of the story of how Morris had been
exempted from the draft and how he had intercepted
mail from Nellie and himself. Nellie had imagined
she was married to Morris until he had sent her
olT in the plane, to rot in the desert or depend upon
Craddock.
The papers were drawn up at once. A settlement

of three milhon was arranged for Nellie and the
children, to be paid before the divorce—proceeding fcr
which were to start at once? "I do not anticipate
trouble," Craddock said, in parting. "We are a clan-
nish community and these men will swear what we
have done today has been free from duress. And
should you ever lay a hand on the future Mrs.
Craddock again, she will not need a divorce! Nellie
will be a widow!'

CEASELESS LOVE

Helen A. Spafford File No. 6144

CORDELIA MEREDITH is in India with her
niece, Barbara, for instruction in Hindu ritual.
Barbara, meeting Robert Terril. also an Amer-

ican, becomes engaged. While the couple are in a
jewelry booth in the bazaar, a handsome young
Hindu stares compelHngTy at Barbara, who drops a
trinket._ He restores it to her. saying, meaningly,
"This is not the first time I have placed jewels in

your hand." The Hindu. Abanada, cultured and
dominating, schemes acquaintance with the aunt to
instruct her in Hinduism. His open court to Barbara
intrigues her. At Cordelia's suggestion, she invites
him to America.
Abanada tells of the doctrine of reincarnation, and

of having lived many lives, himself. He admits he is

adept in
^ Eastern Occultism and gives a demonstra-

tion of his power, finding Barbara's passport^ost on
hotel grounds. He explains his power by "faith pre-
vaihng against all things, and not prevailed against."
Barbara adopts a mocking manner to hide her in-
creasing interest in Abanada.
Robert has coinplete faith in Barbara, yet the girl

realizes Abanada's power over her and fascination for
her. He draws her from the ballroom to the terrace,
one evening and gives another example of occultism
by having roses descend from the air to Barbara
while she is on the ship, homeward bound. She throws
them overboard, retaining one. Roljert leaves on a
trip when they arrive home, and Abanada arrives to
resume the instruction, Barabara avoids him, alarmed
at her inner response. The Hindu, waylaying her,

tells her she will soon admit her love. At two
a.m. Barbara awakens, convinced someone is calling
her. Next morning, Abanada urges her to attend
her aunt's instructions, at ten. Barbara, deriding
Hinduism, leaves the breakfast table, Abanada assur-
ing her she will attend.
At ten. Barbara, moving toward her aunt's room,

fights against a coercive dominance. Succumbing,
she enters the chamber to hear Abanada tell of re-
curring life. The girl accepts his words rapturously
until the clamor of arriving guests brings sanity.
The girl defies Abanada's command that she stay, and
laughs at his boast that she will admit her love
before the next dav.
After a dance marking Robert's return, the lovers

sit on Barbara's balcony. At two, Barbara hears
someone calling, and again feels Abanada's dominance.
S'he leaves Robert abruptly, hurrying to the drawing
room. He follows, only to see her go to the end of
the room and sink to her knees before Abanada.
Ignormg Robert, he folds the girl in his arms tell-
ing her he has loved her in many lives with a cease-
less love, and that she has loved him again and again.
Resting willingly in his arms, she admits her love.
Robert tears the girl from the Hindu, asserting his
complete faith in her and challenging the other. The
Hindu regrets, sadly, he cannot accept the challenge
because of his inabihty to combat Robert's faith.
Departing, Abanada tells Barbara she has been his in
other lives and will be his again when Nirvana
claims them in everlasting embrace. "Eastern stuff,"
Robert says, scornfully. "You are safe with me."
Barbar.i. watching the departure of Abanada, says,
slowly, "Yes—for now."

YOUNG MILLIONAIRE

Ernest L Miles File No. 6205

A SHADY past preceded Bob Ellison's college en-
trance, but he managed to become Corvard's out-
standing student. It had been LTncle Lem's fault.

As the boy's administrator. Chicle Lem had not been
able to understand why he needed a guardian and far
less than two hundred a month while yet in high
school. Fast company had ruined Bob. ' In college.
he kept his millions a secret, unlike Rembert Lansou,
his room-mate, who gloated in flaunting his money
and dissipation. Bob soon grew disgusted witii
Rembert and decided to teach him the lesson Bcb
himself had learned. In the short space of a few
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months Rem had become a replica of Bob—excelling
in both studies and athletics and happy, too. Bob spe-
cialized in football while Rem was sent out for track
and denied a right to defend Coward's pigskin. For
some time, neither found interest in women. Then
Rosaline Laudson returned from Europe \yhere she
had been studying music. Bob became a willing vic-

tim to her beauty and charm. So she was the girl

whose horses he and Rem had borrowed that morn-
ing the coach had penalized them with a run of

twenty miles for appearing late at practice! She
was the girl whose father owned the golf course
those horses had ruined, too! Rosaline Laudson—tlie

Steel heiress. Only after Bol) had played his last

game for Corvard did he discover how very much
Rosaline loved him. How she had clung to him in

the mud, there, telling him how it was with her.

After college. Bob and Rem went their separate
ways, and Rosaline, too, because Mrs. Laudson, after

exerting pressure against the "pauper football idol"

sent her otT to Europe again. Then Bob came into

bis money. He met Rem soon afterwards in town.
Rem was engaged to a wealthy girl—and a sweet one,

and working at real estate. '"I'd never be where I

am if not for vou. pal." Rem told Bob, "Can't I

do something for von. now?" "Yes," Bob said, "Sell

me the Hamsden ' estate with horses and all before
the Laudsons get a chance at it. I know they
want it." Rem simply gaped when Rob turned over
the huge sum to hmi in payment.
Mrs. Laurson, seeing Bob out of the way, and un-

aware nf the fact that he was lord and master of the
suniptiiMiH 1I;miis,1,-m rstate, sent for Rosaline. It was

Ro
ip i,> \i-.ii ill- lKtin-(k*ns, not having learned of the

iale. She and Bub made the visit permanent, and
ihere was room for Rem's wife, too, because Bob
wouldn't think of running that estate alone!

THE BUSINESS WIFE

Mary L Callahan File No. 6019

THOMAS BROWN let his eyes rove over every
girl that passed him, as he sat in contemplation
on the park bench. At every other interval, he

would shake his head with a decisive "no" and look
discouraged. The trouble with Tom at this time, was
that he was looking for a wife—not that he wanted
her. Heaven forbid! But Mr. Hamilton, president
of the firm in which Tom worked, oft"ered to give him
an executive position in Chicago, if he would, marry
and settle down. According to Mr. Hamilton, there
was nothing like a wife to enhance business relati9n-
ships, by being a gracious hostess, and entertaining
business friends. Tom arose wearily and wandered
about aimlessly, sadly wondering where he could
find a wife, who w^ould be strictly business. At the
bridge, he saw a young sad-eyed girl, balancing her-
self perilously. She evidently was a would-be suicide.

Tom grasped her arm and lead her gently away. As
she told him of her misfortunes, of her penniless state,

of her inability to find a job since she was oixt of

college, Tom was amazed at her cultured voice ami
refined bearing. An idea seized him! Would she be-
come his wife—on strictly business terms only, each
leading their personal lives separately, although they
live together.—platonically of course. Sylvia agreed.
That very afternoon, they were married, and on that
same afternoon, Tom and his bride went to Chicago
to settle down to business. No endearing word
passed his Hps as Tom lead his wife into their home;
no affectionate smile was exchanged as they retired

that night to their individual rooms. Sylvia proved
to be the most successful business wife! All Tom's
associates were well entertained and reported their
enthusiasm over the lovely girl that he had chosen
as wife. Tom himself was grimly satisfied, but Sylvia
felt unbapoy, for no word of praise ever came from
Tom. Truly, she was receiving an ample sum for her
services, but even an employee is accustomed to
praise from a boss, thought she. In fact, Sylvia was
beginning to feel the pangs of unrequited love, and
she vented her devotion upon a neighbor's child,

Betty, whom she yearned to have for her own, Tom,
ifOticing her happiness when playing with the child,

said nothing. Sylvia still played the part of business
^\'ife, efficiently superintending Tom's packing, when
he announced in a peremptory voice that he was
going to take a business trip. One day, as Tom was
returning from one of his usual trips, feeling that he
missed Sylvia's efficiency, he casually read in the
paper that a street car had collided, and that many
were injured. At home, he called Sylvia in v,un.
Feeling a slight irritation at her absence, he waited

—

and yet no word came from her. Suddenly lie re-

membered the headlines of the collision. Opening
the paper in sudden panic, he saw her name, Mrs.
Thomas Brown, staring at him from a list of names.
He rushed to the hospital. There lay S'yivia moan-
ing, and calling him by the title of dear Tom sweet-
heart—and other things were said about private lives
— . Then Tom realized his panicky feeling was really

love, and as she awoke into consciousness, she felt

herself in the arms of a new tender Tom, who mur-
mured endearing nothings.

JUNIOR PARTNER

George Kirby

UAfMER hung

File No. 6173

the Canadian prairie town of

^ Barton, reflecting contentment. Even the d'
^^ tachment of Royal Northwest Mounted Police
seemed particularly idle. To find excitement, Pansy
Price was leaving in a few days for Chicago. It was
during one of her shopping tours for the proposed
trip that Harold Dixon came into her life. Pansy
and Harold had been in each other's company sev-
eral times, and Pansy had admired this young radio
salesman who had become junior partner of the Riley-

Dixon Radio Shop in so short a time, but the affair
had never clicked, as it were, until this afternoon.
Mrs. Price sat sewing on the veranda as the two
approached the house in Harold's car. "I knov/
your partner quite well, Mr. Dixon," Pansy's mother
said. Harold was grieved to hear of Pansy's pro-
posed trip. "Just when I've gotten to know you!"',
he sulked. Less than a week later, Harold drove
Pansy to the train. Just as she was about to leave,
Caroline Smith, target for the town "cats," stepped
off. Spying Harold, she sauntered up to him and
proceeded to engage in cov conversation, ignoring
Pansy. Harold was a trifle ill-at-easc, but consented
to drive her home. Pansy's train journey was far

from peaceful. Here was excitement, not far from
the type she has been seekini^' 1 \'es. Caroline must
have been the girl in Harold's car the night of the
accident. He had refused to reveal her name!
When Pansy arrived back in town, she picked up

her old routine v/ith alacrity. She had had a fair

time, but she was glad to be home. Harold sped
over the moment he heard of her return. "Hello
there!", he shouted, bringing his roadster to a stop
in front of the porch, "How's Cliicago, and how
would you like to golf this afternoon?" Pansy de-
clined the invitation in a cool manner. She'd show
him, if he could tear up town with Caroline during
her absence and then expect her to be at his beck
and call now! Harold left the Price home puzzled,
but defiant. His partner was amused to see hirn
back at the shop. "Say," Harold asked, "Isn't that
Bachelor Club stag on' for tonight?"
With a drink inside of him and a flask on liis hip,

Harold sped towards the Bachelor Club that night.
Even the pouring rain could not dampen his deter-
mination or ardor. Even a phone call fi'om the
seductive Caroline could not deter him. Then, in the
road ahead of him, he saw a thug beat a man sense-
less with a tremendous club. Harold sped after the
thug who was escaping but only succeeded in over-
turning his own car ai'trr skidding. Waking up in

the hospital the ti(_-xi il;i\ . i!ic youth found himself
accused with hit and run inunk-r ! Pansy appeared
at his bedside, filled with remorse. They would be
married after Harold's release, if he could prove his
point. On the brink of lieing convicted, a long term
ahead of him. Corporal Williams approached the judge
with a release and proof that Wilcox, the Bachelor
Club president, was murdered by a thug. Once again,
the Northwestern Mounted got its man, and Pansy
Price had not done so badly, either!

THE WILL OF THE WORLD

Roger S. Tour+ellof File No. 6204

AS a tot, it had been difficult for Alice Rogers
to understand why the women of her social-

leader mother's set found it necessary to bar
Bessie Winslow from their children's company. At
nineteen, it was a simple matter. Bessie came from
a line of immora Ipeople—unconventional, at any rate.

Even Phillip Peters, AHce's fiance was quite strong
on the subject. His younger brother Henry was not
quite so bitter toward Bessie as he was toward
Philip. "You should know, Phil," he would say,
"But you won't admit it. How many times have you
forced Bess to go out with you, and then made her
walk back from Wildwood Park?" Phillip's denials
were stupid nhrases to Henry who loved Bess and
believed her." It was Mary Crossley, the elder

Peters' new secretary who set off the bomb which
began another Rogers-Winslow war. Mary, a college
graduate, and in love with Henry, couldn't under-
stand the workings of the New England mind. "Why
on earth can't Bessie Winslow fill that stenographer
vacancy?", she demanded of Peters. Henry's father.

The intelligent Peters explained. "I know she's all

right, and I know my son goes out with her—both
of them, in fact, but with Phil engaged to Alice, and
Alice right here with us in the office, it would be
hell, and the Rogers' would never get over it. Can't
you see my hands are tied, Mary?", he concluded.
Alice faced her family in fux-y. "You've got to speak
to Mr. Peters about Mary Crossley, mother!", ohe
commanded. "She actually snubbed me when I told

her about Bessie!" Mrs. Rogers waylaid P'eters at
the club. No, he couldn't fire Mary and he didn't

think her so inefficient. She was a good worker, and
people might think it was because of Henry.
The following Winter, Bessie Winslow was not seen

in town much, Henry lost weight and was ailing,

and it was rumored that sheer desperation and
hunger had driven the girl into a time-worn business.
Mary cried out against the cruel force which was
ruining a sweet and fine girl's life. In defiance of

everyone, she went after Bessie and brought her back
to her own apartment to live. Clothed and fed,

Bessie was a new girl. Then Mary petitioned Peters
for a job for her, but Phillip and Alice had recently
been married, so Peters was bound even more firmly

to the wishes of the snobbish Rogers family. "They're
ignorant!" Mary cried to Henry. "Are you telling

me?", he asked, "My brother's married to one. I

ought to know." Bessie finally found work in the
hotel in town, so she moved where her

_
work was.

It was then that Alice became the sacrificing cru-
sader. She had it all figured. Rather than become
Bessie Winslow's sister-in-law. she would effect a
match between Mary and Henry. But Henry didn't
love Mary, despite the fact that the girl would have
laid her soul down for him to trample. To humor
Alice, Henry would be attentive to Mary whom he
admired for her courage and intellect, little realizing
bow he was hurting her. One evening, at Alice's,

the subject of Bessie came up again. Stuffed to

the gills with the subject, and still angry from the
effects of an intimation from Bessie that the man-
agers and customers of the hotel were beginning to
be fresh. Henry told Alice what he thought of her in

no uncertain terms. Then he told her of the fact that
he and Bessie had been secretly married for two
weeks. The next morning, Mary Crossley turned in

her notice. Peters was secretly proud of his son.

"Better take her out West where conversation is

about the weather, son," he urged, "You can open
our new office in Frisco!"

Elhet M. Becker
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File No. 6233
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Vivian will learn to love him as soon as she accus-
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„ _.. __ _ jity, Vivian finds herself a small

room while she walks the street daily in search of

work. After her daughter. Nancy, is born, the money
and jewels filter through her fingers rapidly—food
being necessary. But the source of it cannot last

forever. It is then that Vivian's very soul passes

through flames of torturous sacrifice for her child.

Kather than turn to Stephen for aid, the girl de-

cides that the street is her only salvation. Dres
ing herself in the last
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ing her daughter in Richard's hands. "Never tell

Stephen!", she urged, till the last.

Nancv flowered into beautiful womanhood, her be-

loved benefactor constantly at her side. Then one
day, the girl turned to Richard. She was so like her
mother. "1 know you love me. Richard", she said,

"Won't you—I love you I" All the years of loneliness

were wiped out in a second. It was true. He loved
Vivian's daughter, and how could time be a barrier

when two hearts were at stake?

File No. 6231

New

HELL'S TAVERN

David Perry

TWENTY years after leaving the We
York, Frank Proctor died, a rich

daughter Helen, looking over her father's effects
observed his instructions that she leave for the West
at once to find her father's brother, George Proctor,
mine owner. Helen reached Palrico within a short
time. Entering a saloon known as Hell's Tavern.
she asked for her uncle, but noone seemed at all

familiar with the name. Suddenly. Coyote, a greaser
chief stalked up to the rirl. Yes, he knew Pn.etor,
but would sell his inf..nnatMii lor ki.^es. Helen knew
he was lieing. In iiii--uer i.. liei Mniere-, (le-iige

Dalton, wealthy miner, .ojd lo^ :olo|,uM ^on. W liiic

Eagle, entered Coyote Wius out of llie Uivei.l in

a short ,, i .1 nine, threatening revenge along the

way. I), ill ill ti I the girl to stay at him home
until lieu- i.i I'Liior could be had. "You can be
a comp.unoii lo my wife," Dalton said, "She sure
needs one!" Helen discovered that Mrs. Danton was
also a New Yorker, and a charming girl, too. Her
three year old son was a constant source of delight

to the girl.

Leaving the house one morning, on horseback,
Helen heard, in a nearby path, the moaning of a man
in pain. Helen dismounted only to discover it was
all a trick. She soon found herself bound to a
chair in Coyote's cabin, but White Eagle was too
fond of the girl to let her go this far. In short
order, he bad Helen back home, a daring rescue
to his credit. But El Coyote was not one to sur-
render easily. "If we can't have the girl." he said,
"We'll get the baby!" It took him a few days to
manoetivcr it, but be finally kidnapped the child.

Mrs. Dnltin eollr,,,«erl utterly, and Helen had all she
could it 1 1

11 1 lier. .Mr. Dalton was frantic but
methi.ili. Ill !i 1 arch. It was White Eagle, how-
ever, ul -1 i.-i.il El Coyote climbing a clilT with
the child. li > either the girl or the baby!", ae
chattered. The Daltons wrung their hands. Then
Helen shut her eyes, jammed her lips tight, and
spoke, after a second. "I'll go to him—save that m-
fant—his life is worth more than my sacrifice." Mrs.
Dalton clung to the girl tearfully. Dalton, ready to
give the signal, was halted by White Eagle. "I thinic

I can save both," he said, "Give me time, and if I

succeed I have something- wonderful to relate!"
Coyote threw the child—utterly indifferent, but While
Eagle, in the bushes, scaled up a tall tree and caught
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fiim. both coming out of the experience with bruises

—

and herely that! Dalton had shot El Coyote the
moment he had tossed tlie boy. Back home. White
Eagle faced them all. His first item was the news
that George P'roctor had been found—in the city--
San Francisco. Then he said, shvlv. "'My records
have been found, and I'm not a half breek but full

white—and vour brother's son—dear father Dalton!
That's why I am left with you." Helen rushed to

^Vhite Eagle and crushed his hands to her lips. The
voutli took her into his arms. They didn't have to

speak. Each had felt all until that moment when it

seemed that dreams were coming true!

SILVER WATERS

Adolph Bienek File No. 6202
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OSH," Dorothy said. "Do

Betty out on a da
We're shy one girl, and s

to take." Mary looked dubiou
pretty strict. Dot," she answered
could go and find out." Bettv referred the n-

over to her mother. "Betty has no business
boys." Mrs. Ward said, brusquely. Betty pi
to no avail. Mrs. Ward remained adamant. "Have
a good time, girls!", Betty called. "We always do!',

Dorothy called back, venomously, yet not meaning to

hurt Betty. The girl displayed a sullen countenance
to her father, that evening, as the family packed to
accompany him on a fishing trip. "Mother wouldn't
let her go on a date with Dorothy and Mary," Irene,

the kid sister, explained, "so she's mad." Daddy
tried to be comforting, but he only made it worse.
"You have plenty of time to go dating and gadding
about, dear", he said.

The family reached the river just before dark.
The fun of pitching camp was lost for Betty. "I'll

be back about midnight," Daddy said, going off for

his catch. When the moon came up, Betty walked
down to the river bank, unable to sleep as Irene and
jNIrs. Ward were doing. The river was moving
slowly, and it looked like silver upon the water—the
moon's reflection. Suddenly the

_
girl heard a

_
sof h,

croonincT voice, and the accompaniment of a guitar

—

"Moonlight on the Colorado " A boat was coming
toward her. bearing a handsome youth and his dog,
the latter barking as he spotted Betty. Tlie youth
wasn't at all shv. He hitched his boat to the shore
and sat beside Betty on a log. His name was Rich-
ard Klines. Before long Betty was in his arms.
"Am I dreaming?", she asked. The dog's barking
interrupted them. "I won't go away, Betty," Rich-
ard said. "Because I'm honest!" The girl was fran-

tic; her mother furious. Mr. Ward vacillated to

Betty's side. "You were once a girl. Mamma," he
remarked, wistfully. Richard took himself off to

camp nearby on a bluff.

The next morning, Irene went for a stroll while
Betty and her mother prepared breakfast. Buddy.
Richard's doe. spotted her. and barked for all he
was worth. The child tripped and fell. Betty and
Mrs. Ward screamed, but Ward was busy in the

woods gathering kindling for the fire. In a mo-
ment. Richard was in and then out, with the little

girl nestled safely in his strong arms. After she had
calmed the hysterical Irene, Mrs. Ward turned to
Richard to apologize for her behavior of the previous
evening. "Won't you stay to breakfast?", she
asked, cordially. Mr. Ward made the invitation

even more emphatic. Betty merely beamed happily.
Later on, Richard took Betty off to the river, and

they sat on the same log which had been lit by
moonlight the evening before. The youth took Betty
in his arms. "You know. Betty." he said, "I had
a date last night, with some boys and girls who
were supposed to get a Betty for me. I got my own
Betty, though, and I'm going to keep her. That
other Betty couldn't come!" "Oh yes she could!",
Betty cried. "Here she is, and she's going to stay
if vou'U have her!"

Ceatta Rennington Oliver File No. 6186

throuch
theTHE setting sun shot long golden arrows

the tree tops and beneath the branche
gathering twilight, as Harry and Jennie walked

arm in arm. "Meet me tomorrow at dusk," he was
pleading. "We'll be married at the minister's. Your
father will forgive you when he learns you are my
wife." But it was just another case of the city

slicker and the trusting young country girl to whom
life appeared to be worthy of more than church
suppers. Harry's letters from the West were fre-

quent, for a time. Then the irate father ordered his

erring daughter from the house—a long time after

thev had ceased. The mother sobbed her belief in

the child's innocence to no avail. Jennie made her
way to New York, frightened and alone. Trudging
wearily through the most hectic town she had ever
seen, Tennie felt a hand on her shoulder. She dare
not look. Then the man spoke. He was a kindly

Irish policeman with a warm heart. "Here Tim,"
he calkd to what was obviously an acquaintancf.
"Take this gurril o'er t' Bridg't Maloney's an till

h'r t' give her good care 'r I'll be o'er in th' mornin'
with mc club!" Bridget Maloney was a large woman
with a broad bosom and a warm heart. She took to

Jennie at once. "Poor little lam' in th' city—th"
weddin' ring on her hand. Where th' divvil's th'

man?" The next morning, Bridget piloted Jennie into

a cab, and after what seemed like endless hours of

bucking traffic, they landed before an office marked
THOMPSON & SON. Jennie's heart thumped, but
all they could learn was that Harry had been West
for months. For twenty-four hours, Jennie lie in a

daze. Then she prepared to leave. Bridget would

not hear of it. The girl would find work in her
house—if she must work. That night, Jennie slipped
out. but Bridget followed and dragged her back from
death in the river. Weeks passed, and the wistful
girl thrived under Bridget's motherly care. Then
she passed through the shadows and emerged the
mother of a beautiful son.
Harry Thompson, in the West, had suffered untold

agony because of Jennie. Why hadn't he heard?
When he finally made his way to the farm. Farmer
Wilson, Jennie's father, met him with a shotgun in

hand. Then he recoiled at sight of the marriage
certificate. Had Bridget Maloney not been too busy
to read the papers, she would have reaped the large
reward offered for Jennie by Harry's father. War
came. Jennie enrolled as a nurse and was among
the first to reach the other side. She knew her
baby was safe with Bridget. One day Harry was
brought to her as a special patient. In his delirious
state he called for her. The girl protected him as her
very life. Bridget Maloney was on the pier with
young Harry wlien they returned. Harry's father
was there, too. Bridget wailed. How could she leave
her charges. While Harry and Jennie crowed over
their son, Mr. Thompson whispered something m
Bridget's ear which caused her smile to widen.
Fifth Avenue, after all, was better than Third! And
she would have a sitting room right off the kitchen
to herself!

THE WAY OUT

Rosefta Stewart Vaughn File No. 6170

THE unlimited freedom of the check book was no
better for Maude Baxter than it had been for
others before her. The daughter of one

millionaire and the wife of another, moderation had
never occurred to her. Though she had promised to
take Howard Baxter for better or worse, the phrase,
to her, and the sentiment, was nothing better than
an anachronism. Playing bridge for high stakes was
only one of Maude's weaknesses. Paris gowns repre-
sented a small outlay for her. Howard Baxter was
unusually' patient and most generous. He had known
he was marrying a woman coddled in luxury. He
had never expected her to wax thrifty upon her
marriage to him, but neither had he expected business
to take so disastrous a turn.
While Howard was sweating at a directors' meet-

ing, one afternoon, the firm verging on bankruptcy,
Maude was at a Bridge, with her best friend, Anita
Green. Their children were at home, supposedly
under the eye of Maude's maid, Lizzie. The six year
old Jennie Baxter was too wise in the ways of Lizzie
to allow this afternoon to go to waste. "Lizzie's boy-
friend's in the kitchen," she told Lulu Green, "And
they never do come after me when Mother's out.
Let's play grownup ladies, huh Lulu?" The child
being questioned was delighted. Mrs. Baxter's gowns
were beeyootiful, and just look at the jars and bot-
tles of red and white stuff she had. By the time
their mothers had arrived home that evening, both
children were horribly frightened. It had been
fascinating to play "lady," but the mess which had
accrued from the game was unspeakable—and no
doubt uncleanable! Howard Baxter Hew off into tan-
trums of rage that night, before the Baxters re-
tired. Why under the sun couldn't his wife stay home
sometimes to look after her house? Having un-
burdned himself, he apologized, "It's the business,
dear," he explained. The very next day Maude lost
five hundred dollars at Bridge, in her own home.
She paid by check—as usual. It was that night that
Howard spilled the news of his bankruptcy. No, the
check wouldn't go through. He had hung on until
the last but it was very impossible. He showed her
how they hadn't more than two or three hundred
left. They w^ere mortgaged to the ears, Maude
pouted. Then, picking her ears up. she listened
to Howard discuss suicide. She would have his
insurance, then, at least, and Jennie would be
secure. It was as if a shutter in Maude's brain
exploded. "Howie!", she cried, "Do vou think—for
one minute—oh. oh," she went on, "I've' been selfish I"
Howard was happier than he had been in months.
Something had occurred to him. He had known.
('.espite all else, that Maude would stick. She had!
But Anita Green had been the only one of her
friends to bear with her. The plucky Maude had sold
jewels, gowns, and other of her valuables to pay
interest and to pay that debt. Incidentally, it was
that very debt that cured her from gambling forever
—for high stakes, anyhow.
Like poor people starting out on a gay -adventure,

Howard and Maude started, the wife teaching music
and art to the children of her former cronies. Howard
was beaten^somewhat—yet proud. In a very shoit
time—three years, exactly, the Baxters were back-
on their feet, thanks to Maude who had developed a
heretofore -undiscovered parsimonious trait. Jennie,
the child who escaped a worthless unbringin.'i
through a stroke of fate, grew into a sensible girl
with economical and intelligent ideas. Although she
attended the same schools as Lulu Green, there was
something rooted in her—something of her father, it

was assumed, which kept her from extravagant ways.
Like her father and mother, the way out—for her—

BEYOND THE SHORE

Kathleen Haddock File No. 6090

HILE, her mother and father lived and :ite
fish, Beth Brewton's refined stomach rebelled
even as she shared. Beth had always been
rman's daughter, yet she had always craved

thing^—a few of which were provided by
"

'
" ^ ' becoming secretary

w

to the sophisticated Fenley in his spotless office had
been Beth's golden opportunity.
At her desk in Fenley's office, Beth mused on her

life. Why did she persist in loving her father's
partner, Norman (Wainwright? ) when Fenley was

to provide her with luxury? Fisli'

Br vton ted affait still

she knew he and Norman hated Finley.
they among the few remaining fishermen outside of
Fenley's control? She knew they suspected him of
something. Yes. those cables and letters she ofien
typed were mighty queer and hardly "fishy," They
seemed to be in code.
The afternoon Beth was to attend a matinee in town

with Fenley seemed long and dragging. Why had
Norman looked at her disgustedly when she had
spoken of the date? There was no matinee for
Beth, though, because Fenley was called away sud-
denly. The message had come while Beth had been
submitting to Fenley's caresses as usual, in order thai
she might not lose the job with the salary which
was going to get the Brewtons oft' the river bank
some day. Before Fenley left, he escorted Beth
home. Norman sitting at the table felt that Beth's
employer was starting that quarrel between father
and daughter on purpose. Norman rushed out. In
a few seconds he was on the boat. Silas followed.
A federal man boarded the Beth after conversing
with Fenley. Enraged, Silas knocked him down,
Fenley immediately rushing the agent on board liis

boat and pronouncing him dead. Frightened and
panic-stricken. Silas left immediately at Fenley's
suggestion, but Norman would not be fooled so
easily. Jumping aboard his boat again, he started to
follow, little realizing Beth was concealed among the
nets. Half way, he discovered her. She demanded
;in account of his mysterious actions concerning, a
packet he had discovered on the boat. It was dope,
planted by Fenley, but the latter had intimated to
Beth that Norman and Silas were peddlers! A
terrific fight ensued at Otis Island where Norman
overpowered Fenlej' and his men in order to free
Silas, despite the fact that Beth had disarmed him,
thinking him to be what Fenley had accused. Vic-
tory had swayed from one side to another until
Beth had stolen Fenley's gun, cleverly, to replace
Norman's which she had tossed overboard. At last,

after what seemed hours, Norman got command.
Then he brought them all back, turning Fenley ovdr
to the authorities. After Fenley's conviction, on
several counts, Norman received a huge reward from
the government. Silas, of course, had not murdered
the agmt—nierely knocked him out. With Norman's
and Beth's money combined, the young people left

for the city to live—but not until they had estab-
lished the Brewtons on a comfortable houseboat where
the sea and leisure went hand in hand.

her employer, Stanfield Fenley.

THE GLORIFICATION OF MARY WRAY
Elinor Maxwell File No. 6159

SHEILA hadn't been in Keokuk three days before
Mary Wray's wasted years in Anderson's book
shop began to obsess her. For ten years Mary

had been there while Sheila had been twice married
and divorced and three times to Europe! The fas-
cinating- Sheila Barton's obsession drove her to An-
derson's, and within an hour, she had Mary talked
into a plot. "You've got to get out of Keokuk, and
you've got to get a husband!" Sheila insisted, know-
ing full well that Earl Harms, the Keokuk boy who
had made good in New York would always be in

Mary's mind and heart. Sheila thought him a bore.
Park Avenue or no!
Mary was less surprised than Sheila to find her-

self in the 49th Street apartment, three days later.
Sheila had expected resistance from Mary. Beauty
parlors and shopping occupied the first week. Mary
never forgot them or the Sunday afternoon tea
for which Sheila had collected every eligible male
in New York, including the Harms gentleman,
now "Horton Harms." "We'll try Europe if New
York's barren," Sheila had said, before the party.
New York u-as barren as far as virgins of thirty
went. Although Mary had been modishly gowned
and groomed, she had not cHcked. "Now or
Europe!" Sheila said, after a few weeks of it, care-
fully explaining her idea of a fake marriage as bait
should a real one fail to transpire! Horton Harms
would be on their boat. "He'll sav things on ship-
board that he'd nevei- dare on land!" Sheila laughed,
by way of explanation.
The first four days at sea were wretched for Mary

who sat by indifferently while Sheila managed to
engage the disinterested Harms in Contract, daily,
"to keep him in the familv!" Mary knew Harms
was smitten by Sheila. Then Mary met Angus
McDonald, a writer occupying the adjoining steamer
chair. For the first time since her departure from
Keokuk, Mary let loose about her work and love
for books. Angus was a charming companion, and
Mary could now face Harms and Sheila defiantly!
Four weeks of gayety in Paris and Marv was still

a problem. Much less enthusiastically. Sheila sug-
gested it was time for the fake marriage announce-
ment, despite Mary's reluctance to do any such
thing. Mary Wray's marriage to Anthony McDougall
t.ppeai-ed in the Paris Times and the Keokuk papers.
Mary had chosen the mythical name herself. Sheila
mentioned casually her own engagement to Harms.
The Wrays demanded details. Who was this writer?
Writer? Was there an Anthony :McDougall? Then
Angus came one day. to the Brussel's pension. In
his brusque Scotch way, he asked many question?.
Mary, feeling wretched, blurted out the entire story.
Angus laughed heartily. It was sitch a relief and so
thrilling to know be was Anthony McDougall—it was
his pen name, anyhow, and it must have been in
Mary's subconscious mind l>ecause she loved his
books so! "You're going to marry mc, my darling!"
Angus told her, then. "And I don't care what that
scheming devil of a Sheila thinks, either'"
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BLUE MOOD
F. E. O'Boyles File No. 6181

AT a dinner party in the luxiuious Davis mansion,
Patricia Davis and Delbert Montgomery—
"Monty"—turn beaming faces to Pat's father v.s

he announces their betrothal to the young people
assembled to hail Tanta Claus. The exquisite, blonde
Patsv and the handsome Monty discuss plans for .-n

immediate marriage soon after the last guest has de-

parted. Pat demands a few weeks for preparation.

Twa weeks later, the elder Montg9mery is ruined in

business, retaining nothing of his former wealth.

Pat's jnotlier is annoyed at the loyalty of her hus-
band and of Pat. She insists that Pa.t break the en-

gagement since JNIonty can no longer live according
to the proper levels for a Davis. Pat not only re-

fuses but promises Monty, also, to wait a year for

liim while he is in the West trying to turn an idle

ranch into a paving proposition. She agrees to come
out the following Christmas as Mrs. Delbert Mont-

" At the Double-M ranch, the former society "catch"
of every season finds matters highly incomprehen-
sible at first, but before long, under the tutelage of

Jim McCarthy, overseer, becomes proficient in the

art of tunning the place and keeping a watchful eye
and a ready horse upon rustlers. A girl from a

nearby ranch attracts Monty in a strange manner.
Hardly in love with anyone but Pat, Monty is

moved by the unusual courage of Betty Boyd, wiiose

sten-father, he hears, is a rustler and a cruel master
to his wife's two children. Wise in the ways of man
and beast, and pretty as any city girl, Betty joms
Monty in many jaunts over the areas surroundmg.
both their ranches.
Learning from his men that calves have been

stolen, Montv makes his way to the Boyd ranch one

afternoon arriving in time to find both the animals
and also Bovd himself beating Betty's brother, Benny.
Annoj 'd at seeing Betty take the boy's lashings,

Montj intercedes. Just as Boyd auns to kill Monty,
Betty pushes the gim from his hand, but in the

struggle. Boyd himself is killed by his own weapon.
Soon after this occurrence, the Montgomerys arrive

with Pat, for a visit. Contrary to Monty's expec-

tations, the girl has a wretched time during her stay

at the Double-M. She is particularly annoyed at the

way in which he has adapted himself to the bfe.

Thinking himself boring, Monty brings Betty over to

keep Pat company, but the visit is a flop and the

three return to New York shortly after their arnva'.

Mority sinks into a still bluer mood than, the one

which gripped him in his early days on the ranch

when thoughts of Pat were obsessing him. Trac-

ing his way to the Boyd ranch, Monty only discovers

that Betty is leaving for a short term at the Nor-
mal school. She promises to be back in time to help

him prepare the Christmas wedding feast. The day
of her departure Monty receives a letter from his

mother hinting at something between Pat and a

haiidsonie Armv man—wealthy, too. Monty is not

surnrised when" Pat's letter follows, explaining her

reason for breaking the engagement by informing him
she could never learn to rough it. Monty merely an-

swers by informing his family that he has fulfilled

their expectations, the ranch having become a pay-

ing proposition free from debts. He allows Betty to

prepare the wedding when she returns, but surprises

her Christmas day by informing her she is to be the

bride

!

REDEEMED IN PARADISE

Fred W. Beclcley, Jr. File No. 6054

NEATH the canopy of Hawaii's famous azure skies,

a smart motor car swerved from the main boule-

vard toward the portals of the Royal Hawaiian
Hotel, bearing Gloria Marsh and he mother. Gloria

was thrilled with every bit of Hawaii she could pos-

sibly see. Mrs. Marsh was still noticeably seasick.

It was early afternoon when they stood at the door
of the hotel. The country lay bright and sunny and
fragrant liefore them. Suddenly, Gloria looked down at

her hand. "Mother!" she shrieked, "Dad's Hawaiian
soUtaire is gone." Mrs. Marsh was frantic with worry.
Gloria was not to wear it in the islands, Mrs. Marsh
repeated for the hundreth time, at least! Why had
Gloria taken it from the valise? A thorough search
was made of the taxi, at once. Tbe ring, it appeared,
had been given to Gloria's father, years back, in

gratitude for service rendered Hawaiian royalty. The
doorman urged Mrs. Marsh to allow hotel sleuths to

work on the case, should she and her daughter fail

to discover the ring in their luggage. When the

Marshes went to register, Gloria caught sight of a

fascinating man she had noticed on board the ship.

From the register, she learned his name was Mordant
—Regal Mordant. Gloria turned to her mother, and
explained that he was the man who had asked her
dance on the Malolo, coming over. The ring was quite

forgotttn for a time.
The davs that followed proved hectic for Gloria.

While practically all of Hawaii was upset over the

lost Marsh ring. Gloria was upset over Regal Mor-
dant. In every way she could think of, she attempted
to make bis acquanttance. Her ill luck

_
was phen-

omenal. Each time she would attempt to join in some
activity with which he was engaged, she would
meet frustration. It seemed hopeless. The girl had
been near enough of him. however, to overhear his

conversation with some of the boat boys on the
Waikiki beach concerning a diamond which he had sold

since his arrival. This made Gloria all the more anx-
ious to meet him. Exasperated, one day. Gloria re-

marked to Kimo, a boat boy, that she would appre-
ciate a trip out to the waves. Mordant was with her
in the boat. His conversation was pleasant but im-
personal and unenthusiastic. She did learn, however,
a little more about the diamond. Gloria assured her-

self that she was on the culprit's trail. Some way
out, the boat capsized. Apoligizing for his lack of

skill, and wishing to be agreeable, Kimo invited
Gloria and Mordant to his home for dinner. Both
accepted, Gloria notifying the hotel sleuths at once.
At Kimo's. that night, Jlordant, speaking of his

diamond, was surprised by a posse of detectives.
Gloria had given the signal. Kimo's people, however,
insisted they partake of the meal prior to leaving.
Mordant attacked his fish nonchantly. but with much
gusto. Gloria was amazed when he drew her father's

ring from his fish! The sleuths snorted and left.

Mordant presented the ring to Gloria, graciously.
Obviously, he knew iwthliia of the search if/nr/i tt'as

r/oiiiri on! To him. the gift was real! Gloria received
it, happily. She didn't care. now. how she got it! "I
watched you all the way from Frisco, on that ship,

Gloria Marsh," he said later, on the beach, "And I

love you whether you like it or not!" Gloria dreamt
of diamon'd men from Kimberley, that night, and
voyages to Africa!

THE RUBY RING

Anna Mae Norman File No. 6208

SIX years of study at the university had put a
serious expression on Alex Kholaff's face. Soon
he would be returning home to Arabia—a full-

fledged M. D. In love with the daughter of the
wealthy Carsons—Betty Ann, the youth knew her
family would object to him on the grounds of his

being a foreigner.
A dull late afternoon found Betty and Alex in the

librar.y. In the last mad rush of late semester ac-
tivities, the girl was steep in work. She pleaded.
Willinglv, Alex agreed to help. He told her the
storv of" the Ruby Ring to fulfill an English assign-

ment. Four Arab chiefs had all had this ring. It

had brought them wealth, happiness, riches, and love.

In the hands of the fifth, it was idle—bringing

nothing. Betty thought the story cute. Alex pleaded
its truth. Betty gasped when Alex produced the

very ring. Chills traversed her spine when he placed
it on her finger. "I'll wear it tonight," she said,

"At the masque I'm having. Please, won't you
Come?" Alex said he didn't belong. Betty pleaded.

"You can mansque. Nobody will know, and father

wants to meet you—really!"

The brilliantly lighted house and happy guests

made no impression on the youthful Arab chief. He
sought refuge in the garden. Thinking him to be

her cousin, Betty Ann joined him. Alex took the

opportunity to speak of himself—attempting to dis-

courage the girl. Betty Ann defended Alex loyally.

Later, he encountered Betty in the garden, both

being attired in conventional evening raiment. "Some-
one has taken your ring from my dressing table,"

Betty cried, miserably, "And how can I suspect my
friends''" "Did you think much of the ring, Betty

Ann?" Alex asked. Betty Ann led the youth to her

father's study. It was decided that a detective

agenqy be put on the job. No clue was discovered.

Six weeks passed.
Standing in his study, Alex was greeted by the

hall boy wdio entered with several packages and a

letter Alex tore at one with an Arabian post marK
feverishly. His father! What was this? With sor-

row, the man was writing of Alex's real ancestry.

The' boy's parents had gone dowp in a shipwreck.

Alex and the Arabian chief had been among the few

survivors! "You are an American with a large trust

in your name, which is Alice Royce!" the letter read,

nearing conclusion. An accompanying package en-

closed the ruby ring which had been carried back

to Arabia and traced.
, .

,

,

With the ruby ring in his pocket, Alex started

for Betty's where, a few minutes later, he replaced

the ring on her finger. The ruby's wicked gleam

changed to a smile making it seem as though even

it was happy to be the bearer of luck once again.

LOVE DENIED

Mrs. Roxle Cox File No. 6189

Orphaned at fourteen, Betty was denied many of

the things others enjoyed, Don Brown and Betty

were lovers from the first, and Don's eyes were as

iilue as summer skies. Despite Betty's brothers'

and sisters' aversion to Don, the pair of lovers mar-
ried and settled down to happy years together. A
daughter Swan, soon arrived to share this sheer joy

of youth. When S'wan was still an infant. Don de-

cided they 'would never get rich just tending the land

upon which they lived. A job on the state roads

turned out to be far more profitable, but the work
kept him distances off and away overnight. ' \\ hen

we're out of debt," Don would say, "I 11 never leave

the farm—my darling." But Don's companions on

the road proved fatal. To be what is termed a

regular guy," Don would accompany his co-workers

to house of ill fame and other lowly haunts. The
young husband's attitude began to change when he

arrived home Wednesdays and Saturdays. One Sun-

day Don disappeared for the day in their car. He
reeked of liquor upon his return. Another Sunday,

he went off with his clothes, and returned to camp
Sunday night instead of Monday morning. Betty had

been accepting this in the resigned and watchful

manner of the proverbial strong woman. It was
difficult for her to imagine, even, what Don was
doing and thinking. Then the day came, when,

after a pleasant picnic, Don faced Betty squarely.

"We had beettr part." he said, "You take every-

thing we've got—and Swan!" "Have you gone

crazy. Don Brown?" Betty wailed, piteously.^ "I've

gott'en in bad with a mean woman, and you're too

good for me, Betty," Don confessed. Betty pleaded

with him to stay and begin again. All to no avail.

Don admitted his love was dead, despite her renewed

ardor for him. A wicked and covetous woman ac-

customed to lust can do many things to a man.

Having no place else to go, Betty left for Don's
old home. Then she sold her land and farm to pay
off their debts. Don's family, on the lookout, dis-

covered Don and brought him back, but he would
not have Betty. Then one day he came to his senses

and took her into his arms. Betty's heart throbbed
wildly when he said, "I love you so. Betty," in the

old way. But the lure of the road came back to

Don in"a short while. Pain and anxiety tore Betty's

heart. What was he doing now. during his nights

away from lier? Soon business trips began to oc-

cupy Don's time. If it were only business trips,

Betty thought, and not the Blake woman again!

Then Don arrived home, one evening, and accused
Betty of infidelity. She, the most upright and pa-

tient of wives! But once more she convinced him to

stay. Once more she listened to his excuses tor

being awav nights and days. Sick workmen, busi-

ness trips, and other tales Betty knew were lies!

The neighbors' gossip tore at Betty's heart—espe-
cially the time Don and a woman were arrested in

town for disorderly conduct. The woman had paid

the fine to keep them both from jail! Back to Don';
parents they went again, and then Betty worked in

town until her husband begged her to come hack
again. Back and forth the girl went, at the beck
and call of her man. whose beastliness was more
offending each time. Then sickness drove her to the

hospital. It was at her bedside—near death—that

Doii woke up. A woman's wailing and a little girl's

tears brought back all the yearning and obliterated

the horrible sins of the past evil which had almost
obliterated that deeper love he had denied.

FLIP FLOP WINNIE

Rose Scioe File No. 61

BOARDING a train to Cleveland to follow his team
which is scheduled for a football encounter there.

Bob Kane finds himself next to Ambose Glumph,
a pleasant lad with a wide smile. The hardboiied
conductor hardly gives him a chance to speak. "I
know ya," he sneers, "I seen ya in the last car, and
if you didn't have the fare then, you ain't got it

now." The sympathetic Bob listens to the faint-

voiced Ambrose's tale. Well, if Ambrose has a job
hi Cleveland, he can at least advance the fare. By
the time the train stops for a ten-minute stopover,

the two youths are pals. "Let's stretch our legs,"

Ambrose suggests. At the end of an hour, they
discover that the train is gone. The next will be
along in the morning. Bob refuses to listen to

.Ambrose's apologies. 'Then they spot a pretty blond
fi.xing a flat on a sport car. Ambrose advances to

help. Bob pitches in, and the car is soon ready to

start. Plostile at first, the girl finally warms up to

Ambrose and drives them back to Cleveland with her
—her home town, anyhow. Bob invites Ambrose to

visit in the luxurious hotel suite he has enga.ged.

The more Ambrose sees of Bob. the more his job-

lessness annoys him. The big; game is scheduled for

the next day. Ambrose, having been told to make
himself at home in Bob's suite, has taken the other
literally. Cigars, liquor, and a sleeping couch fall

easy victims to the Glumph boy's delight. Bob is

disgusted and yet amused. The following day, Am-
brose is in the stands as Bob's team prances out,

proudly, but Ambrose is in white and in charge of

a huge basket of peanuts. Suddenly he sees the
pretty blond<^Flip Flop Winnie, and her sister

Loretta. "Oh boy!" he shouts, throwing his cap and
apron into the air. He greets the girls with the
peanuts—his little gift. By the time Bob has scored

the last and winning touchdown, there are a bushel

of peanut shells at the feet of Ambrose and Winnie.
Loretta is thrilled by the showing Bob has made.
Back at the hotel, Ambrose, in his characteris-

tically shy manner, attempts to introduce Loretta to

Bob. but is surprised when the girl falls into the

hero's arms. Alter dinner at the hotel that nighc,

Loretta and Bob leave in Flip-Floo's car for a tryst.

Loretta returns to the hotel assured that Bob loves

her. Flip Flop is scornful, "Yeah." she say.. "I got

a millionaire, too—what in thunder is that Ambrose's
gair.e. anyway?" Then Loretta doesn't hear from
her "catch" for three days. She grieves, but cannot
imagine the reason. Flip Flop is at her wit's end.

One day. Bob calls to invite the girls to Ambrose's
party—I've been training, silly one," he says, "Out
of town, and Ambrose has inherited a fortune from
a sympathetic une'e, so you two'd belter come!" "No
more Flip Flop—what is this anyhow?" Ambrose
says later. "You're my Winnie. Waaaaah !" But
Loretta and Bob don't hear or care, either, so Win-
nie goes right on with the cruel work!

THE WORKS OF FATE

Dllla Elizabeth Irwin File No. 6165

SEVENTEEN years of Guinevere's hfe had passed,

mostly in the shadows. Fate had been unkind.
In the prime of his life, her father, P. M.

Roeland. had committed suicide, assured that Fate
would be kinder to his wife and baby than it had
been to him. Hal Stewart, Guinevere's stepfather,

denounced the unfortunate vouth and cursed his

child assuring all concerned that she would have to

shift for herself. His own child, Estell. was neither

as good looking or as charming as Guinevere.

John Curtis Sullivan, M. D. discovered Guinevere
while touring the countryside. The girl, working in

her garden, was incensed by the brazenness of this

youth, wdio. having known of her father, dared to

criticize his last act. A noted surgeon and son of a

millionaire. Sullivan soon subdued Stewart who had
come forward to defend the stepdaughter, and went
off with a dinner invitation. After a sleepness night

—sleepness for having been occupied with thoughts
of Guinevere, the doctor arrived at

_
the_ Stewarts',

only to discover Estell Stewart at his side, Guine-
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vere hnvinp been relegated to the kitchen with her
mother Sulhvan's persistent queries finally hroiiKht
her (jul. Neither the youth nt>r the girl slept much
th.it T.ii'lii S-p'iii iln Si(\v:iris were preparing for a
wi'Miii" Si.lin- iiippi.l I liiinevere's heart as she
ih-.n^'lK ..1 I.Miii- hri itM.iiirr, but it was aimisiiiK
l<, ir, I'-hir- iii'l Si.u.ufh wry {aces.

The lii-i \lis. John Curtis Sullivan was an
enchanliiir .

i

t- > (nr both the girl and youth
until ICirl I, lilni.i came along. "Married!" she
cried. "\\ lim :iiii I tuning to meet my rival and suc-
cessor—the ailorecl bride?" Jesse Kendal, John's
schoolniatc and .Sullivan's best friend was at tea
that afternoon, when Evelyn arrived. Guinevere, at-

tracted by the ihishiui,' Kvelvn, fell a ready victim
to her trap. V.--.. linin.Mrc would ride with Kendal
while Sullivan io"l. IwImi ii. .i show Guinevere had
seen with the llmlir i hil,, "She's adorablel"
Evelyn said, ".Sh. ' mni n.,llv l,,m\ r,f (esse. Ihout'h."

John gasped. "<'l > in . ,..u 1....I'" -1m Ininrd.

"Whom do you -;i|'ii- - K-mI mm Ii llm. Ilii '.: . \ .

now?" John's n I
> -hi ..11 l"-.lMi U h-i I'mi

he returned _h..ni, n-pi, ,..im ,mmI -I, mh-i,.! II,. .1 !,,

ci.l:.fi.,Ti .1,, iM.'lvir- I, \..<, .MM. I. .In,," she
.s;ii.l. 111 Ins ..lliMM, Ml!,. .|;n. ^ ..ni uiIm', Hying tO

fli-Mi.lM iiliMil.Mi liMi liiil.v IS |. 1' <' 1" vours Or

Km, III,,!'.:" I. .Ill, IV. IS iiiM.iisM.I ,ii il,. MjiT, audacity
liul liM Imslle.l Ikjuil- iii a rUKC .ImiikumIiiik .1 divorce.

Guinevere's aunt took the girl to her heart, but be-
cause she was poor, Guinevere had to leave for

John's parents' place in the country. There, she was
cared for. Evelyn moved into her place to keep
house. The idea, of course, was that Guinevere had
left John for another man. Evelyn told him so! "I'll

try to forget her!" John promised his mistress.

One morning John threw Evelyn out. Something
told him she was living a lie. Guinevere's mother
died from the grief accompanying John's letter in-

forming her of her daughter's faithlessness. Guin-
evere, with the Sulliv.ans as a maid, gave herself

away by calling for her husband. John's mother
took the girl to her heart, watching her night and
day, and welcoming with her, the daugter she bore.

Guinevere's fear of death was no worse than John's.

Tlie youth pulled his innocent and suffering wife

from the brink of death. Tlie crises were over.

Kathryn Mansell File No. 6105

IRENE MEREDITH was the most promising violin

student in the conservatory and a great career

had been predicted for her. Then she met Philip

Graham. handsome, poised, sophisticated. Irene
loved at first sigbt; Pliilip coveted. He wooed her
through her love for music, enthusing over concerts
whicli bored him, and going off into rapturous
ecsrasies over her own performances. "Love will

make vour music even more wonderful," he told her.

when she had hesitated to marry. They were married
soon afterwards.

It did not take Irene long to discover Philip's

actual nature. She knew in a month that her
career and all else was lost. She tried to go on, by
herself, but the baby that was coming hindered her
and made her lose her pluck. She prayed that she
and the child would die. But they both lived—in
stjualor, too, for the first five years. Irene always
promised her baby that she would make a musician
of her.

In the park, one day, a \yhite-haired man with
sad eyes passed, playing a violin. He came niany
days, and soon he began to talk to Irene. Little

Irene began to like him. Then, before shew knew
it, she was on the boat with her mother and this

man and they were going away! By the time Irene

was fifteen, she remembered little of New York.
She seemed always to have lived in this funny
Vienna house. The frail mother had long since died,

hut not before she had taught Irene over and over,

"You are to be the violinist I wanted to be. but you
must not love." Even at fifteen Irene played witl;

exceptional fervor. Franz Hoffman who had cared

for her as a daughter after the hurried departure
from New York, was her teacher, and he taught
Irene more than technique. Though she had never
been awav from Vienna, she had seen the world
through Franz's eyes. Franz watched closely the

men who noticed Irene's beauty, repeating the words
her mother had said, frequently. On her eighteenth

birthday he bequeathed her his own precious Amata
violin. At twenty, he arranged for her a tour of

lliM riiiii.l .Sintes for concerts.

In ,. .,iv n, the mid-west, Janet Wentworth and
1,,, I,;. .11,., r.il sat at a concert, Ted having come
vmIii. l.inlU l.iil ill I'o.j,! humor. Instead of being
bored he' was i;. . ,,,.,1

. I l.nl when he went back-

stage to meet I,... I.. ,^ comforting Franz who
seemed to be bi, .'

1
i-l- A month later, Irene

encountered Tel .1 .
,m ,1 hotel, and her conflict

with love was even greater than her mother s had
been, she having her mother's experience and re-

mem'lirances of her cruel father's treatment before

her eves, ,\ year later they were married, the viohn
1 , n.i;' iicl. , 1...I on the honeymoon—at Ted's request,

I,.,. ,!..., In iself into her concert work much to

'I.. I
. ,,, ,..,,., lion. He longed for a child !

The old

c, ,,il,. 1 .. . ..11. Not being able to stand it, one
morning. Irene left to get some air in her ear. Shr;

was brought a hopeless invalid, paralyzed on one

side. Medical' aid was of no avail, but Ted's love

for this girl soared. The I^oudre faith cure of France

was suggested. Irene went, with Janet. It worked,

but upon her return the Amata was gone! Stolen, Ted
said, hut he had really sold it to cover losses and
expenditures sustained during Irene's illness. Irene

was heartbroken. Ted hastened to make amends.

Tire banker who had bought it, informed Ted that

his daughter had grown tired of the fiddle. Ted
sold his car and bought a racer. Irene watched

him as he competed for the purse. The violin he
humbly presented after his victory made her ashamed.
His life had seemed so precious, there, and lie so
willing to sacrifice it for her! "Ted," she said,

'This song is for you—and the conflict is over until

the next generation." The song was a lullaby.

A DIFFICULT SITUATION

Betty H. Bliss File No. 6158

LEAVING an eligible and handsome youth in a
difiicult situation was only another of Uncle
Howard's pranks, but this one was, unfortun-

ately, his last. "You see," Jim Weldon, the victim
and nephew of Uncle Howard explained, to a friend,

"Uncle Howard never wanted me to remain a bache-
lor, but just exactly whom can I find to marry be-
fore the will is read?" Jim might have been excited,
but he was still particular. Lucille had turned him
down. Others in her set had hesitated about taking
him up, their mothers having discussed, more than
once, the matter of Uncle I-Ioward's money. Would
he leave it all to Jim or would he give it all to
charity as he had often threatened? Jim's friend.

Bud, had a hunch. "You'll get it, old man," he re-
marked, "Or why would he make that request? He
didn't want you to squander it. Why not marry
someone you don't know, with an understanding?
You can pay her off—get a divorce—and you're where
you started from! That's my advice." Jim put an
ad in the paper the same day. Early the next morn-
ing. Carolyn Weymore was at the door. The butler
smiled inwardly as he informed her that his young
master was not yet awake, "What does a pretty
girl like that want with such an offer?" he thought,
knowing for what she had come. With an hour or

two to waste, Carolyn decided to get some breakfast.
Crossing the street, she was knocked down by a car
and carried back to the Weldon home. ".She must
not be moved," the doctor said, "Quiet and rest will

be needed,"
Jim interviewed Carolyn, bandages and all. He mar-

ried her because he adored the sound of her cultured

voice, and besides, Rooney had said that she was beau-
tiful. On their wedding night, Jim handed Carolyn
fifty thousand dollars and went off for two months
of fun with Bud. Carolyn sailed for Europe, upon her
recovery, delighted she could now have her voice
trained. Jim had never asked for a divorce.

In the intervening years, Carolyn became one of the

drawing, cards of the Continental concert stage. As
Jeanine La Reine she was gathering laurels far and
wide, all the while preparing for her American debut.

It was no shock to her teacher when Carolyn was
offered a huge sum for operatic work in New York.
Fashionable society turned her into a veritable fettish

—a fad. Matrons hid their head in shame if they had
not had the honor of Jeanine La Reine to dinner,

luncheon, or tea. When Carolyn met Jim at a Junior

League tea dance, she did not reveal her identity—

especially v/hen he sat by her side, pleading with her

for a bit of her time. Soon afterwards, the girl left

with Jim and a huge party for a yachting cruise.

Ricardo Rendez, a Spaniard, is hopelessly attracted to

the girl, despite the arch glances of his jealous and
fiery ex-wife, Carlotta.
After her return from the cruise, Carolyn joins a

summer company. After a performance one evening,

she finds Ricardo in her dressing room instead of Jim.
An anonymous warning letter she has received flashes

across her mind, Ricardo's advances are repulsive tc

the girl. Freightened, she threatens him with a re-

volver. While she is warning him, a shot rings out
and Ricardo falls dead at her feet. Jim swears he has
done the shooting. Then the maid finds a gun back of

Carolyn's dressing room screen. Upon information, the

police question Carlotta who confesses when informed
the gun in Carolyn's hand was unlike the bullet in

Ricardo's brain. After Jim's release, he confesses his

story to Carolyn, beg.dng her to wait until he can
find his wife and get the divorce, "Come on home with
Daddy, you vixen!" Jim says, after recovering from
the .shock of Carolyn's revelations.

BUNNY BOY

Joan Ward File No. 6150

AS AN infant Bunny Boy is his mother's pet in

addition to being her greatest worry. Neither his
oldest sister nor his baby brother manage to get

into quite as much mischief as this 1.iv,-i1i1m lil..ndc boy.
Twice, in the .space of a few monlh- l,,s ncihir finds

it necessary to carry him off t.. il,. I..,, I.
,

s fi,r a

close clip because one of his favonu nnks ,- Imishing
paint into his hair! Again, how wruuKlit u]. Uaddy is

when Bunny Boy threatens the adored baby with a

toy axe

!

When Bunny Boy's mischievous days are drawing to
a close, stark tragedy falls upon the little family,

^
The

best beloved Daddy becomes paralyzed. For quite a
while the mother does not realize just how badly off

they are financially, so she continues sending the chil-

dren off to school each day, hardly thinking of what
their expenses are to cost her in worry later. Bunny

twelve, reahzes a little of his responsibility
oh-
At

Even the mother decides to take boarders afte

serving The concerned attitude of her childr,

fourteen. Bunny Boy is established as messenger
with the local railroad, but his brightness and lovable
personality are brought to the attention of the com-
pany officials who place him in the office at a sub-
stantial salary. At nineteen, he is secretly married
to a young woman with whom he has been going,
but the youth hates to tell his mother, fearing- to

In 1917, Bunny Boy enlists in the Oklahoma-Texas
regiment, remaining in camp until 1918, when he is

S'ven leave to attend his invalid-father's funeral,
uring later ycrns. in l-'rance, he never forgets his

mother, writini-. , mciiIm I y. When he returns, he goes
right home, h.i|,i.> t.. I.m with his little family once
again. Laying r.sidc his uniform. Bunny Boy returns
to Oklahoma to work. His wife, agreeing that they
had married while too young, is willing to separate.
,She procures a divorce, so Bunny Boy returns home
top work in his own town aj?ain. Then he marries
again and his mother is delighted with the match
because Bunny's new wife, Irene, is a thoroughly
lovable person. "Do you, Leonard, take Irene whom
you now hold by the hand to be your lawfully wed-
ded wife, and do you promise in the presence of God
and these witnesses to be a faithful, loving, and de-
voted husband so long as you both shall live?" "Yes,
Leonard—Bunny Boy had promised. "I love you.
Bunny Boy," his iron-grey haired mother of fifty

had whispered, after the ceremony. But the lure of

a blonde siren—his stenographer—finally touches that
mischievous spot his mother thought to be buried a
long time back. With this new flame, he leaves town
Christmas eve and manages to cover every trace.

}-Iis brother makes a thorough and diligent search
to no avail. His wife becomes seriously ill, despite
the mother's assurance that "Bunny Boy will come
back some day. He always does!" For five long
years they wait and pray and pray and wait. Then,
one Christmas, the door opens and Bunny Boy holds
Irene to his breast—tight. There is no need to scold
or cry. She knows, by his expression, that his trav-
els and wanderings are at an end.

BLACK ©OLD
Elizabeth Hiestand File No. 6190

WHEN a young French officer. Captain Latour-
ette, met and married Louise Chesney after
a whirlwind courtship, Louise, a former

.Southern belle, sent for Daphne, a faithful colored
servant, to accompany the couple to France. Years
later, after the birth of Louise and Charley, the
captain is wounded in the Revolution, and even his
generalship offers little consolation for his broken
health which causes them to move to a plantation
in the West Indies. ?

The Latourette children become as accustomed to
the absence of both parents as the Lindbergh baby
appears to be, since their parents are always on the
go in search of favorable resorts for the general's
health. The children despise their French governess
but adore Daffy at whose kitchen door they love to
play. Daphne returns this love with intensity, caus-
ing Louise perfect trust in her, "I know you will

guard my darlings with your life. Daffy dear!" she
says, one day, leaving for the mountains with
General Latourette. It is at this time that the na-
tives, suffering, a wave of reaction from the French
Revolution, decide to overthrow authority. It was a
well known massacre and few whites escaped. Plan-
tation negroes were meeting for weeks before, con-
sulting charms and voodoos. Daphne, however, is

taken into their confidence, these blood-crazed people
assured her "heart is as black as her face!" "To

insure her own life and those of her charges, the girl

pretends enthusiasm in the cause, but she cannot get
word to Latourette! Daphne doesn't hesitate. Pack-
ing the youngsters whom she has doped, and a fev/

personal treasures into a clothes basket, the brave
girl marches, her burden on her head, to the wharf
where she gets entry to a Yankee schooner. The
captain hears her story and is impressed by Daphne's
honest face and the beauty of the children. He
promises to care for them, despite his scruples and
the fact he might be kidnapping the tots. The child-

ren become the ship's pets, and Daphne and the cap-
tain work hand in and to protect them against cold,

hunger, and illness. At New York, the girl leaves

the ship, confident that Mrs. Latourette's friends

will lend a hand. The captain gives Daphne a purse
of gold, after warnin^^ her not to attempt the sale of

Mrs. Latourette's trinkets. He regrets her refusal

to go to his mother in Boston.
Negroes being uncommon in New York at the

time. Daphne, brightly dressed, the children tagging
behind, presents a curious picture. For four years,

the three board at the home of a sea-captain's widow.
Daphne's struggles, courage, and unjust arrest for

possessing the Latourette jewels are only part and
parcel of her attempt to maintain the children in

comfort. The girl finally becomes a baker to support

herself and the boy and girl.

Setting out, one day, her basket perched atop her

head, Daphne suddenly leaps into the air. "Is I in

a blessed dream?" she cries. Frosted cakes and
warm loaves tumble to the sidewalk but Daphne
doesn't care. She falls at the feet of the startled

Latourettes crying: "I'se got dem safe!" A crowd
gathers to watch what they surmise is a lunatic,

but the astonished parents lift Daphne to her feet and

speed after her on winged feet. Until Daphne's
natural and poignantly sad death, the family cher-

ishes her—a real heroine worthy of a place in history!

How the
couple comes to live with Bunny's mother, prior to

leaving for Oklahoma, where Bunny Boy is trans-

ferred by the railroad company.

THE OLD MAN
Mrs. Julia Genico File No. 6240

IT
WAS a cold December night of a year never to

be forgotten. Paris. People hurrying home to

their loved ones for Christmas. Homes without

cares forgot the poor strugling to keep warm and
fed. They forgot people like Marie Morgan up m ner

attic room trying to keep her sick mother from
freezing. It would be a pity for her to be orphaned
at eighteen—orphaned because of a father whom she

bad never known. Mrs. Morgan turned to her
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daughter, asking her to call the neighburs—Mr, Day
and Johnny. "Take Marie to my father in Paris—"
she pleaded, and the Days promised. Then she told
her story—a story of a girl from a rich home—a girl

who had studied voice under an eminent Viennese
teacher, and who had become an opera singer, Tlien,
famous, she had fallen madly in love with Prince
Michael de Romana, and he with her, but it was
impossible for them to marry, the Prince_ being ob-
ligated to marry an ugly but powerful princess of a
neighboring country to save his own people from
starving. There had been a trysting_ place, and the
singer, Evelyn, had married the prince under dis-

guised circumstances. The love nest he had built

was the trysling place, and it was there that the
two spent every precious moment, away from the
world's cares. They name they had married under
was Michael Morgan! Marie's father! But Michael
never lived long enough to see Marie. A terrifying
plague took him along with many of his unfortunate
subjects. The singer lost her vwce, and was forced

to leave her father's home. Mr. Day had been only
one of a number who had been kind to this mysteri-
ous "widow Morgan" and her beautiful daughter.
Just one week later, Marie arrived at her grand-

father's door. The old man, Mr. Conley, cried out
when he laid eyes on Marie. "Evelyn!" he criea,

"Evelyn!" His 'entire frame shook with heavy and
uncontrollable sobs, until Marie stood by him and
stroked his head, speaking softly. "Grandfather,"
she whispered, "I have a letter from Evelyn—my
mother." Mr. Day handed Evelyn's letter and other
papers to the old man who read it while tears

streamed down his nose. He looked up with a

childlike expression. "I never had a thing against
her," he said, softly, "Why didn't she come to me—
all these ^ears?"
Marie, in time, became an even greater singer

than her mother had Ijeen, and Mr. Day became a

perfect companion for her grandfather. It seemed
as though the two men were made for one another.
Marie never knew any of the hardships her mother
had suffered. Johnny Day saw to that. "When you
are on the stage, dear." he told Marie, "You are
way above me—and a great woman. But here, in

grandfather's house, you are just my wife—Mrs.
Johnny Day—and the lovely charming mother of our
precious young ones." Marie was glad. Evelyn
Morgan would have wanted that.

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING

Loota File No. 2992

SOLD FOR TWELVE HUNDRED

Alta Mil Young File No. 3202

WH,\T, one often wonders, goes on in the minds
of ijarents when they face the world after

having peddled a child in order to lighten a
fiebtr How can such barter leave one with con-
science clear and upright bearing? But such things
do happen, and this story of Marion bears it out!
Marion came from a poor farm family, she being

the third oldest in a family of twelve. Having five

grown girls and only seven small boys, it was neces-
sary for Marion's father to keep a hired man, so,

not having anything to do at home. Marion left for a

small town nearby, to teach schfxil. Here she lived

with a young couple, the Haverleys, the town's so-

cial leaders, and it was through Edna Haverly that
Marion met Tom Benson, handsome cousin of the
Wilsons, another leading family in town. Tom's
courtship of -Marion was slow, but Marion knew he
loved her as well as she loved him, and when vaca-
tion time came, he tofjk her in his buggy to her
home, she proud to introduce him to her large family.

But somehow Marion thought it odd that her father
was not overjoyed, despite the fact he thought Tom
a fine fellow. After Tom's departure, she asked,
and he told her that he was heavily in debt to John
Andrews, his farm hand, whose advances toward
Marion and malicious treatment of Tom were begin-
ning to upset the girl to a great degree. But Tom
kept visiting, every chance he got, and John (l<m-

tinued annoving him. rushing to everyplace Tom and
Marion went, in the hopes that something might
provide an opportunity to strike Tom outright. This
happened more than once, but Tom, always con-
siderate of Marion, fought it out, and would refuse

to prosecute this evil soul. Vet the climax to this

triangular affair was not far off, for orfe day, several
weeks after the beginning <ii Marion's long summer
vacation, her father and mother called her in and
informed her that the crops had failed again, that the
money she had been sending home was not sufficient,

and that not even the interest on the debt to John
of twelve hundred dollars could be paid. Marion
wondered what was to follow, and she was shocked
but not altogether surjjrised when her father in-

formed her she was to marry John in the Fall.

Heartbroken, Marion protested, but she realized it

was no use. and. adopting the bitterness of cheated
youth, she faced her fate resigned. When the wed-
ding day came, she was tempted to run off, but couM
not bear the thought of leaving people she loved,

regardless of their cruelty. .She stood up and mar-
ried John, and they settled in a cottage not far fro-u

her father's home, and about half way to Tom's
town. Here, in his own cottage, John did little

work, allowing everythinng to run over and grow
recklessly, and Marion's two surviving daughters
were far from well fed and dressed. As time went
on, John became meaner and lazier, and his taunts
regarding Tom, whom they saw occasionally in town,
were far from agreeable. When John died prema-
turely, from a lingering illness, Marion was not alto-

gether grief- stricken, although she had become used
to this peculiar man, and their days had not been
wholly miserable. But Tom was living nearby, and by
this time he knew the whole story, so, happy in

their reunion, the two lovers of old joined hearts and
hands, rejoicing that this time, it would be love,

"Paid In Full,' and not a shabby note.

LOVE, sighs Blanche and Stanley, can thrive on
a home-made breakfast, even when the coffee
is burnt, the eggs arc temperamental, and there

is no butter in the hou.se. Hut fathers and father-
in-laws? Heaven forbid! .N'o! .Stanley Waterman—
a gay young Don Juan, announces to his father that
he wants to get married desperately—to Blanche, of
course. Now, his father is a wealthj; skeptic. "Pooii-
hoo," he derides, "you better wait until you can
earn your own living first." But .Stanley is per-
sistent, and when his father threatens to cut him
off without the proverbial red cent, he is in no
way daunted. According to him. the idea of getting
married is a "swell idea—and besides," he reasons,
"Blanche, sweet kid. can learn how to cook. Grand!"
So while the elder Mr. Waterman frets and fumes,
pulling theatrically at his bald pate, Blanche and
Stanley blissfully elojjc, and like young optimists,
start a life on thirty dollars a week and a cook-
book. For two months, no storm strikes the new
little household, except, of course, weak coffee, which
weakens Stanley's digestion, but strengthens his en-
durance. Their love is so intense that its bulk
fattens even on empty stdiiachs. But it is only
human for even lovers to lose their tempers, when
.Stanley breaks eggs at least one morning a week,
forgets the butter and spills the cream; while the
martyred Blanche cannot — simply cannot — make
coffee. After a certain time, when light housekeeping
routs a good deal of that love, Stanley thinks that
it would be a great idea to cfjnciliate his father.
Blanche and he pat their heads together and hit

upon a scheme. They invite Mr. Waterman to their
house for a week, to show how blissful life can be
without money—hoping that Mr. Waterman will

soften and bestow some heritage upon them—not be-
cause they need it not much. Before he comes,
Blanche assiduously practices crxjking for a whole
week—and even .Stanley is pleased. But on the very
first morning of Mr, Waterman's stay, the coffee

again misbehaves, despite the practice and Stanley
again loses his temper despite his resolution. Con-
fusion occurs—and Blanche finally, in the presence of

the austere graybeard, weeps, Stanley cries aloud
to heaven to witness his unlortunate life, anrl dreads
the triumph of his father. Mr. Waterman stalks

out of the house in great wrath. Such treatment!
Blanche and Stanley gaze mournfully at each other
and their looks say— it's all over now. The next day,
a thunderbolt claps in the young Waterman family
by means of a letter from the elder Mr. Waterman.
Even the words, damn ffxils. sprinkled throughout
could not dampen the readers' spirits. For in pure
black and white letters, Mr. Waterman claims that

he cannot stand misery within his own family and
that Stanley should go to sec his father at once.

Reconciliation and peace at last!

TWICE WEDDED WIFE

Mayme Thompson File No. 6107

THE snow curled itself about the windows of Dr.
Bowman's car as he sat outside his home, trying
to start the motor. Inside the Bowman home, a

New Year's Eve Ball was at its gayest pitch. A
.soft moan brought the doctor to a start. In the
back of his car, a beautiful yellow-haired girl lay

huddled beneath his blankets. The doctor received

no answer to his questions. "I-«t mc die." she mur-
mured, over and over. Dr. Bowman bundled her
up and went on his way. "After this call," he
shouted. "I'm taking you home!" For three weeks,
the girl tossed on Mrs. Bowman's bed, in a coma.
"Brain fever," her son remarked. "She's had a shfjck

but she'll be all right." "I hope so," Mrs. Bowman
retorted. "You need an office girl, and I need a
companion," The doctor smiled. His mother always
understfXKJ

!

Exactly one year later. Dr. Bowman married Jane
Grey, his mother's companion—the girl he had res-

cued from the snowstorm. Mrs. Bowman had taken
quite a fancy to Jane, particularly after hearing her
story of the drudgery and torture inflicted by a

harsh father and cruel stepmother. But happiness
was still far off. Fred Bowman's former sweetheart,

Tessic Foster, had entirely different plans. In her
presence, Jane's manners were always the center

of attraction. "I can't stand it any longer, Fred,"

Jane said one day, soon after the birth of Little

Kex. "You must see that she dwsn't mean to help

me at all." "Nonsense," retorted Bowman, "She's
been the making of you, Tes>:ie was a debutante
while you were still carrying »lrji> for your step-

mother," Jane was hurt to the quick. A spirited

argument ensued. Having no one to defend her,

Jane announced her intention of leaving. Pacing the
lilrt-ary that night. Bowman had no idea that his

wife had meant to carry out her threat. At three
in the morning Jane embarked for California, Mrs,
Bowman grew frantic, and l>ed remorseful, Tcssie
was saccharinely consoling. After a vain search.

Bowman offered a reward. He learned soon after-

wards that Jane had been killed in a train wreck.
He buried her outside his window. Tessie became
the second -Mrs. Bowman because Fred felt she
would be a kind mother for Kex. In a short tim<-,

he learned how right Jane had been. Tessie's
.•hrewishness was unbearable. When she asked for

a plane for a i)rojected trip to California, Fred was
more than willing. Her death was reiiorled soon
afterwards. Her flight was typical of her— thrjught-
Icss and impulsive. After Tessie's death, Kex I}ccame
deathly ill. The Bowman household took on the
semblance of a tomb. Kex cried day and night
for Jane. Then a trained nurse came, absr^rbing a
great deal of attention. She was a dark-haired lass,

beautiful in face and figure, Kex became attacherl

to her at once. Convalescing, the child demanded

Bowniaii keep her on. One day the doctor iliscovered
;i locket about her neck. Jane's! The girl removcti
her wig and other di.sguises. J,-ine! She had
stumbled into this case unknowingly. Fred was
overjoyed. Kex came along on the second honey-
moon. Jane was a twice-wedded wife, but this was
for all time, now!

LADIES' SECRETS

Melvin E. Tate File No. 283!

SWEL1.IN(; with his own pi i.lc and iiii|iorlaiicc,

Josejjh Watson, prominent broker, makes the
huge mistake of placing his tips l>efore John

Bayton, young upstart, who has come to him for
advice. Bayton represents himself as a poor boy,
anxious to speculate, so Watson gives him the entire
lowdown on the wheat market. When Bayton opens
a brokerage and cleans up on wheat, Watson's name
is smeared over the front page in headlines which
show him up as being nothing short of ridiculous.
He is angered at Bayton's cunning, but most
troubled because of his sixteen year old daughter,
Carvetta. Attending a conference with two broken*
who have gone into the flour business as a result
of the wheat upset, Watson meets Martha Craw-
ford, niece of one of the men, She begs Watson to
take her on as private secretary so '^h*- 'Tin b'-l]i

him ruin Bayton, whc^ on sundry '-.-rri.ti h.-i-

humiliated her by taking up with otii. i ;iii ,hiii

declaring his interest and love for her. I). |.ii. hi,
bewilderment, Watson consents, and the b.iuli. is on.
Finding himself faced by a braver man than lie

supposed Watson to be, Bayton is anxious to declare
a truce, but Watson merely laughs off his proposal
of partnersliip bv -nt'tr'-sting a pact more treacherous.
Two yeat^ i iIm Innit he sets before Bayton. If

Bayton v. ill .I-' I out in two years, Watson
will not III; I Mini, 111. with him, but will also work
as his a.s.si,,i.,iii. I lie same holds true for Bayton.
Bayton leaves Wat.son's office, trembled, and restless
because of Martha's action, t(x>.

The end of the two years finds Bayton putting
up a courageous fight, but the older man, backed
by experience and reputation, seems to be forging
far ahead. In addition to his business worries. Bay-
ton ha.s let himself into the messy liusiness of having
both Martha and Carvetta in love with him. Re-
specting her father's ctjnfidential and trusted em-
ployee, Carvetta steers clear of Bayton, but after
a time her demeanor worries Watson, and he in-
forms her that what is must be. He gives her his
blessing, saying Martha can look out for herself.
As the two years' settlement is about to be made,

Bayton's chauffeur, thinking he is aiding his em-
ployer, runs Watson down, killing him. He is

aware of the antagonism between the men, and
when he hears Bayton make the remark that lie

would like "to crush Watson," the chauffeur takes
him literally. After the mangled remains of Watson
are buried, Martha and Bayton take over the man-
agement of Carvetta's affairs, Bayton deceiving
Martha into thinking he loves her, to keep her
at his fingertips for business reasons. The trial
looms up in a short time, and both women testify
as to Bayton's innocence, against the chauffeur's
word, the mainspring of the defense being that Bav-
ton, in love with Carvetta, would not have desired
to have Watson killed. He is acquitted, whereupon
the problem of what to do with Martha and Carvetta
grows more intense. Just as the women settle it

between themselves—Carvetta, heartbroken, backing
out in deference to Martha, Bayton shows his metal
and places his case truthfully before the latter. Lov-
ing him deeply in a noble way, Martha goes away,
leaving them to marry. Just before the wedding,
Watson, alive, comes home. That which they buried
was not he, he explains, but a Ixxly substituted by
thc^ hospital at_ his request so he might observe the
actions of all in his absence. With pride he gives
his daughter in marriage to Bayton.

SISTERS IN LOVE

Byrd File No. 6188

PACKING the Shearer sisters into their car. Bill
Croft took a last longing l<x»k at .Marge. ".Sec
here, rascal," he s&ildcd, "I'm tickled you and

your big sister arc going to the shore for a va-
cation, but I'm a bit wary of you—even now. Be
a g<xjd girl, Margie!" Ruth smiled. Hadn't she
been a mother to Marge all these years? .She
wouldn't figure Bill. He should have asked Marge
to marry him long ago! Didn't he love her or
was he just dumb? Well, the girls bad always
considered him in the light of a big brother. I'cr-
haps love never occurred to him.
Ensconced in their hotel suite at the shore-the

one the Shearers had been using Urr years, Kulh
spoke to Marge in a motherly fashion about Bill.
"I love to see you have a gi»x\ time, darling," she
said, "But don't forget about poor old Bill!"
"Nuts!" Marge .said, "Bill's brotherly. Even if I

did have someone else, he'd always be there. Some-
times I really think I love him, and sometimes he
makes me mad—he's so c^iol!"

On the Ix-ach, several days later, the girls were
introduced to Roy Kabh. "He's ducky!" Marge said,
at home, later, while dressing. "Take it easy, sis,"
Ruth cautioned, but Ruth was thinking of her own
encounter with Tommy Garrett, that boy she had
so admired in schrjol and had never gotten to know.
Marge sensed her thoughts. "f'm thinking my
sister's not so icy about Tommy, either!" Ruth
flushed.
During the following days. Tommy Garrett could

have kicked himself more than once. So this was
Ruth Shearer, the girl he had avoided so studiously
in school. Tommy told Ruth about it because he
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thought it funny. He had thought her a piude. but
now, he couldn't suggest near enough dates for a
big event. "When could we possibly make it?" he
would plead. No. Ruth could not leave Marge, and
it was senseless to look forward to married life lor

three—with an irresponsible kid sister to look after.

Roy Rabb took Marge up with a bang. Marge
was thrilled to be rushed off her feet by such a
sophisticated youth. Why, he never gave advice or
caulicned, in the manner of Bill Croft, and it was
fun to see him tote a flask and drive that car
of Marge's on two wheels when he got tight. Ruth
was at her wit's end. Seeing her sister come home
drunk several times a week, and letting- her go off

with Roy was no picnic, but Marge was at a very
stubborn age where she resented advice and criticism.

"Roy's handsome, adorable, and rich I" she would
boast. "And he's showing me lifel" Ruth thought
of sending for Bill, biU there was no use hurting
him. It might make things worse. She couldn't con-
fide in Tommy—yet, but she felt he sensed the situa-
tion and that was consoling, at any rate. One
afternoon, Ruth came home from the beach unex-
pectedly, and found the house a mass of liquor and
cigarettes. Marge was sprawled in Roy's arms. Ruth
dragged her sister to bed, and threw Roy out the
front door, cautioning him to do a complete dis-

appearing act. When Marge came to herself, she
took herself off to Roy's and they set off on a
round of drinking again. Ruth called for Bill and
Tommv. For hours they searched and finally found
Ruth—in a hospital with injuries resulting from an
accident in the car. For days and days, the girl

hovered between Hfe and death, but when she came
back from oblivion, she looked into Bill's anxious
eyes—and Ruth's and Tommy's—and they knew she
was back with them to stay.

THE FOREMAN OF O'MAN'S RANCH
Elsie Lee Mannello File No. 6197

FOLLOWING some cattle tracks over the plains,
Fred noticed a rider coming toward him in the
distance. Spurring his horse, the youth headed

for the oncoming figure, gun in hand and rope poised.
"Do you work on O'Man's ranch?" the stranger
queried, in a natural tone. Fred answered that he
did. "I'd like to see Mr. O'Man," the stranger
went on, "I'm Charles Hadley of Pueblo. Colorado."
Hadley, Fred noticed, was a broad-shouldered and
handsome fellow of approximately twenty-four. Fred
asked the fellow to follow him.
Francis O'Man was a man of sixtv-odd. He lived

with his daughter, Betty, in La Gunta, Colorado, and
was reputed to have great wealth. Fred and Had-
ley soon reached the ranch house, a three story
building surrounded by bunkhouses and containing
a huge mess hall for the cowpunchers. Closeted with
O'Man, Hadley settled down to listen. "Well,"
O'Man began, "We've lost a powerful lot of cattle
lately, and I'd like for you to work as a spy for a
while. You can help some with the cattle, but
mostly watch my foreman. I have a slight idea . . .

*'

He could not finish since the foreman strode into
the office at that moment. The foreman, Chester,
eyed Hadley carefully, while calling a cordial
"Howdy" to O'Man. After the introduction, Hadley
left with Chester, and was soon introduced to Betty
O'Man. "She sure is a beauty," he said to Chester.
"Yeah, well don't you go and tret stuck on her,"
Chester said, "I like her a little mvselfl" Hadlcv
talked with Fred a while before turning in. The
next morning he was up and at work. After being
at the ranch a week, it occurred to Hadley that
Chester and Betty were in love, but Betty seemed
glad to accompany him to the dance one night.
During a number, Chester, arrayed in a handsome
outfit, walked up to Hadley. "I'd like to speak to
vou a minute, Charles," he said. The two men
went out. The foreman warned his rival concerning
the latter's attentions to Betty, threatening him with
a gun. Hadley 's defiance called forth a fight, but
Chester was easily beaten by the iron -like stranger
from Pueblo. Hearing Chester's story, Betty turned
an icy demeanor toward Charles Hadley. "I hate
you !" she breathed.
The next morning O'Man and Hadley held another

conference. Still infuriated, Hadley decided to track
Chester that very morning. It was dark when he
returned but he had seen all he wanted. Chester was
assuring O'Man of how impossible it was to trace
the lost cattle. "Well, I can," Charles said, heavy
of heart, because of Betty's refusal to greet him.

upon his return. Chester whipped out his gun, but
Charles was too fast. Chester fell, dead. Charles
accepted the foremanship and then headed for the
corral to put his horse away.

^
Betty's arms were

about his neck. She kissed him squarely on the
mouth. "1 love you," she said.

THE SECOND IN

Mrs. J. T. Ferguson File No. 6209

HI there. Speckle! Redhead, gingerbread stole

a piece of co'n bread!" The object of de-
rision was a diminutive freckle-faced boy,

Crandon Adams, who had stood beside his dying
mother only three weeks previously promising to helo
Dad take care of the two little ones. Cran had been
willing but not Dad. who had placed the younger
ones and sent Cran off to an orphan home. The
first admonition from the matron was "Don't fight.

Tell the house mother if you are grieviously
wronged." Cran didn't fight when they called him
"Speckle." He merely answered with a handful of

mud and ran for dear life. All of seven, he would
have been delighted to run away, but the cops would
catch him and carry him back.
One night Cran escaped down a rose trellis and

hid in an abandoned shack, putting on an e.xtra suit.
and eating nothing but a cookie he had saved from
supper until the next morning. At dawn, the child
picked up a shovel and swung along the road. At:
old flivver chugged by. "No use walkin' when ye
kin ride," the driver said. Cran slipped into the
seat beside the gruf=f fellow. The man started to
talk, and it was an hour before he realized, for
one, that his passenger was a mere child, and sec-
ondly, that he had taken this child far afield. He
had been speaking of mining plans. "I'm goin'
West to help clean up," he had said, then "Tumpin'
gee-ho's-ee-fats!" The Ford careened. Cran sobbed.
'I ain't goin' no place, mister," he said, and as
he told his tale of woe. the pent-up grief broke
out anew. "All right. Cran." the fellow said. "I'll
be yer Uncle Hank!" The following days were
crammed with excitement, including near-recognition
by a cop. the finding of a crippled dog. and an ex-
citmg chase! Bill Dawson was surprised to see a
kid with Hank when both arrived in Deadwood. The
rough mining camp added considerable experiences to
Cran's already eventful life. Uncle Hank dashed a
glass of whiskey a drunken miner offered to Cran.
"Don't take the first drink, Cran," he had cautioned.
When Cran turned seventeen, Hank's mine had

already made them rich. Then a horrible mine ac-
cident occurred. Hank Stark was brought home-
crushed' and mangled. Stunned, Cran gave way to
the relatives who laid claim to the Stark mining
fortune, throwing him out. Cran found comfort at the
town boarding house, where Barbara, the landlady's
daughter, was kind to him, but her cousin, a
vicious tormenter, served as an excuse for Cran's
departure, after the tormenter had been served with
a pan of dishwater—in his face. Taking Hank's old
rickety Ford, Cran sped Northward, and spent time
working at odd jobbs along the line, one worse than
the next. At last he arrived at a farmhouse. The
farmer's wife was kind. Superstitiously enough, on
his eighteenth birthday, Cran deposited a few dol-
lars in the bank, imagining he would do all the year
what he had done on that day. A.fter that, he
started \vork in a garage. Tinkering with the flivver
had taught him something of mechanics. In two
years, Cran approached Deadwood again—in a shinv
roadster this time. He had staked a claim, years
back—at Hank's suggestion. Barbara was the first to
spy him. Hank's old pal. Bill, scolded him roundly.
"Wliere you been, Cran. Adams?" he asked. "See
you later. Bill!" Hank flashed as he smilingly helped
Barbara into his car and sped down the road.

HAPPINESS TRAIL

Mrs. Olive Swingle File No. 6005

AT the age of twenty-sLx, Ruth actually felt that
the trail she had followed to happiness, was a
long, long one. She, now, had reached her

goal. Her past experiences floated across her mind
with a dizzying rapidity:
As a child, she had been a most unhappy one, since

her mother bore children practically every year, -ind
Ruth acted as pseudo-mother in her care for her
brothers and sisters. At the age of fourteen. Ruth's
black wavy hair, and fair skin attracted the at-
tention of Bill Davis, a worker in the egg factory,
in which she, too, was working. Their friendship
continued for three years, and at the tender age
of seventeen, Ruth and Bill were married. Complica-
tions arose soon afterward; although Ruth's parents
were aware of her marriage. Bill had not yet in-
formed his mother and father of the news. It was
with justified trepidation that Ruth, entering the
house with the confident Bill, faced Mr. and IMrs.
Davis. They, in turn, listened to the news stonily,
and completely ignored her loving embraces. "To
live with her parents-in-law, Ruth found intolerable.
So, after a short sojourn at Bill's brother's house,
Ruth returned to her mother's, where she gave
birth to a little girl, Jeraldean. It was then that
Bill's parents invited Ruth to live with them. Ruth
did, but she soon found that it was the child and
not herself who was wanted. Unhappy, she re-
mained for a short time only after the conjolings
of her husband, then finally his orders, and uglv
threats. One day after Bill struck her, she left
honie for her mother's house, where she and her
child were welcomed. Ruth became very ill, for her
indispositions at her mother-in-law's house were always
overlooked. After her health was restored. Bill im-
plored her to return to him. She did, temporarily, but
Bill again became sinister, and his afiair with Tela,
a young woman, started. This time, Ruth and her
child left, and the former filed a suit for divorce.
The husband and his parents demanded custody of the
child, filing a plea that Ruth was an unfit mother.
The trial was delayed and Jeraldean was awarded
temporarily to the custody of her mother. Mean-
while Ruth obtained a position as clerk in a depart-
ment store. There she met Lloyd Swanson, whom
she continually met at the place. After accepting a
few invitations, she became conscience stricken, as
he knew nothing of her life—or so she thought.
It was to her great astonishment, when he, in
parrot-like fashion related the story of her marriage-
failure to her. He further confessed his love and
it was arranged that they marry as soon as the
divorce was granted. Ruth loved Lloyd passionately,
and when, three months after her agreement with
him, the court definitely awarded her child to her
care, her happiness was complete. They decided to
postpone the marriage when Lloyd was obliged to
leave town for Oklahoma to enter business with his
father. After tender farewells, he left, promising
to visit her and bring her back with him. Ruth
was lonely and dejected after her lover left. But
when she finally met Albert Hanson one night, she
was flattered with his attentions, and the memory
of Lloyd dimmed somewhat. One night, as Ruth and
Albert were sitting in affectionate pro-ximity hi
the "Sugar Bowl Inn" Lloyd, white-faced and grim,

burst upon their privacy. Calling Albert aside, he
whispered a few words to him. Albert perceptibly
paled, but smiled a bit foolishly. It was Lloyd, who
escorted her home that night, but there was a gulf
between them. Llovd went away the next day,
after a stern assurance to Ruth that he would re-
turn to her only if she sent for him—not before.
Ruth's longing for Lloyd reached its pitch when
after a few months, she discovered Alfred's weak-
nesses—particularly for other women. She persis-
tently refused to recall Lloyd because of her shamsd
feeling, until one week, Jeraldean was kidnapped
by her parents-in-law. It was then that she rushed
into his anxious arms. Even after a second trial
awarded her child for two months of the year to
her former husband, the presence of Lloyd calmed
her misery into peace.

THE MENDERS

B. J. Murdock File No. 6157

A 'WIDE shelf of rock overlooking a salmon pool
harbored three people. A fat man, loudly at-
tired and chewing on a black cigar, wa.s

angling in a far from adept manner. His portly
wife was following his movements eagerly. Matt
Phelan, a guide, stood off, regarding a letter. It
was from Frank Allen, his Lieutenant in the war—
a brave fellow—and it seemed Allen was interested
in finding both himself and refuge to tide him over
until after his mental illness—a result of the war-
should disappear again. Frank had amassed a small
fortune in business to which he had resorted to stave
off mental depression.
Once in Montreal, Frank ran across Joseph Dunn,

mender of bric-a-brac and other matters. Joseph, an
old buddy—sixty, now—had been glad for Frank to
join him. Frank was beginning to sleep for the first
time in years. It was delightful to confide in Joseph,
who even assured him he would marry some day,
in answer to Frank's complaints concerning women
who gave him up because of his ills. How different
this youth was from the once-vivacious platoon com-
mander. It was during a jaunt through the ex-
quisite country, alone, that Frank met Larry Kane,
running away from a construction camp and a scrape
with the boasting foreman whose pipe Larry had shot
from his mouth. Larry joined the mender's camp as
cookee, on a salary from Frank, and fitted in ex-
ceptionally well. The mender became fond of the
youth, and it was to him he confided his plans con-
cerning Frank. Larry thought it would be a difficult
feat to get Frank interested in a woman, but worked
well enough with Joseph to introduce Frank to
Edith "Warren. It was only after the three ar-
rived at the place of a priest—the mender's friend -

that things began to happen. While Joseph set
about mending a statue, Frank drove off to town
for mosquito oil. It was with horrible groans that
Frank was forced into running down a little girl.
His soul writhed in torture at the hospital, as he
^yaited. Tlie woman who had relieved him of the
little girl at the door—she had been dressed to go

The caravan had moved on when Frank returned,
but Larry had waited behind. On the way to the
mender, Larry interrupted Frank's thoughts with
news of his arrest and scheduled trial, Frank as-
sured him of the uselessness of worrying. A good
lawyer would embarrass that foreman! Somehow,
Frank's nervousness was returning. Frank and t'ne

mender laughed the day the court acquitted the
frightened Larry. It was on that day, too, that
Frank met a party of friends from Ireland.
A new member joined the party along the road--

George Haley. He was starved wdien they found
him. Frank decided to help. It did not take him
long to discover the boy was attempting to earn a
precarious tradesman's living to provide himself with
tuition and board. Frank would take that responsi-
bility. How happy he made that boy! Many happy
fishing excursions with the portager as company,
too, followed the exciting days of the trial and
the accident. There was a girl—in the fishing party
of the Irish friends—with red hair and a snreness of
manner. Frank liked her until she beamed with
satisfaction when his catch got away and remained
languorously indifferent when her own stayed. Her
fascinating coldness drove him to crave the early
peaceful days alone with the mender. When the
caravan broke up, for a time, Frank remained in

the portager's camp along the water. He was keenly
interested in the man's tales. He joined Father Hall's
party, however, when the priest came along with
George Haley and Matt Phelan. Then Frank made
his way to Camp Lake to see Doc Noble—the man he
had first looked up at, from the stretcher—those
years back. Doc was at Camp Lake on a case.
The nurse from the hospital was there, too, but
Frank was unaware of this. He did know, ho\v-
ever, that Larry was one of the cooks. Miss Spencer
was glad enough to see Frank. Larry was de-
lighted—thinking his and the mender's plot was
well on the way! Frank spoke occasionally with
Nurse Haley, after dinner. While he was there, the
mender was welcoming another youth from the bat-
talion to camp with him—a youth who had beaten
up Larry's foreman that very day. Frank met a
new doctor at the camp after Noble left. "You
are not living in this age," this medico said. Frank
gaped. "Yes," he continued, "Your mind is living
in the war. You've got to break the tension!"
Nurse Haley, with Miss Spencer, was glad Frank
came to get them, that day, during a storm, but
gladder to hear of his encounter with the doctor.
Joined by the portager. they ate. For the first

time in years, Frank noticed he was talking about
war as if he had little interest and it was of no
account The company was amazed. Nurse Haley
accused him of giving the wrong impression. In the
days afterward, and after he had left for the mender's
again, Frank realized how near he was approaching
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God. Autumn was comiuR: on. Many times Frank
revizualized Nurse Haley standing to speak for him

—

at the portager's camp, when he had berated him-
se'.f. Frank was becoming free—free from five years
of strain and obsession of fight—fight—fight. Then,
he went back to Marv Haley. The mender and
Larry were amazed. They had thought it to be
the girl with red hair, but they stayed for the wed-
ding anyhow.

THE LOST BABY

Nellie Dolesha File No. 6224

DESPITE old Roy Masters' disapproval of his

daughter's marriage to a poor man, his will

proved his heart to be warmer than one might
suspect. It left everything to Marie, whose marriage
io John Webster had brought such grief to the
old man. Soon after Marie's arrival at her home, a
daughter was born to the now-wealthy young pair.

-She'll be safe with the nurse, darling," John told

Marie, i»ricr to their departure for a short vacation
a few months after the baby's birth. Ike and Cinda
Johnson, however, two old recluse neighbors, had
other plans. Why, they wanted to know, should
Marie Webster have money and happiness, too?
They would take the babv. Johnson's plans were
effected with silken smoothness thanks to chloroform.
'I'he baby's nurse got the first dose. Then the baby
got it, and remained under the influence of the drug
until the police and a posse of neighbors had com-
pleted a thorough search of the neighborhood. Who
would suspect the decrepit Johnsons? When Marie
returned to the rancho from her vacation, something
snapped. She didn't turn crazy, but there was some-
thing wrong after that. Spells of dizziness came
often. John suggested the adoption of a son, and
Marie agreed. He wouMn't fill Nellie's place, but
it would be something to occupy and divert them.
Sixteen years later, Nellie, raised by the Johnsons,

presented a sorry sight. While her captors had
taught her to read and write, they had never helped
her care for herself. It was Nellie's job to attend
to the chores and the stock. But the Websters'
adopted son has become the pride and joy of their
lives. As overseer and foreman of the ranch, the
boy is a genius. His re.ationship with the men
under him is nothing short of miraculous for one
so young. In the bargain, he is handsome and well
built. When Mike—this Ijoy—is nineteen, they tell

hiiu about their lost baby. "If you ever see a girl

of about eighteen with a cherry-like scar on her
shoulder, don't let her go for anything in the world,"
Marie tells him. At an imaginative age, the Johnson
house began to appeal to Mike. Why should these
people persist in living back of a huge board fence?
The youth's dreams combined the story of the lost
baby and the Johnson house. He actuaKy dreamt of
seeing a beautiful black-haired maiden in the win-
dow! It was odd, too, because at this time, Nellie
was given a room in the attic—one which looked
over the board fence out into a world she had never
seen. For hours, late at night, she would stare
off into the moonlight-covered m.eadows. But de-
spite the fact that Mike saw a beautiful girl m
his dreams, he never associated her with the lost
baby. He found out that a beautiful girl actually did
live in the Johnson house, and discovered a way
to woo her. Ebch night, he climbed to the attic
porch, and finally he planned to take her away
with him. The simple girl was amazed at the
wonders her lover enfolded before her eyes. Beauti-
ful clothes and jewels such as Nellie had never
heard cf. Dressing her in a hotel, the maid Mike
engaged cannot get over her beauty. That same
night, Mike had the ceremonv performed, making
Nellie Marie Webster and Mike Webster man and
wife, but Mike only knew the girl as "Babe" Johnson.
After it was all over, Mike put Nellie into his car
and started for the ranch. Marie and John were
thril ed by their son's beautiful wife. For the first
time in her life, Nellie appreciated a mother's af-
fection. She was drawn to Marie at once. Marie
inquired as to why her son's wife was called "Babe."
"I never had a name," Nellie said, simply. "My
people always called me just plain 'Babe.' " "Then
I shall call you "Nellie Marie," Marie said, "And
some day I' 1 tell you why." Back at the hotel,
for a wedding supper. Nellie Marie displayed in-
herent intelligence which made her husband feel
quite proud. Never having sat down to a reg\ilar
meal before, the girl imitated Marie and the others
perfectly, no one suspecting, in the least, her green-
ness or inexperience. Later that night, Mike, helping
his flustered wife off with her dress, discovered the
cherry-like scar on the shoulder. How he managed
to last through the night was always a mystery to
all concerned. The next morning, Marie collapsed
when she was tod. "I sensed it," she cried, "My
baby— my little girl)" The Johnsons faced a sterii
court sheepishly. "Since you are so fond of se-
clusion," the judge said, "you can be alone the
rest of your natural lives—in jail—for a dastardly
act—to both mother and child:" The Webster family
returned home gloriously happy and all together-
for the first time in almost twenty years!

Violet Shir File No. 617!

THIS year. Spring was affecting Sonia Kent more
than ever. Why, in all the world, were the
Stovers going West when she liked most to be

with Craig? Craig Stover explained to his promised
bride the reason. His mother and father, both in
poor health, had been advised bv the doctor to go
West for a change of climate. The San Luis Rey
ranch in Southern California would take the place
of their Massachusetts estate. The girl promised

to wait for Craig vmtil he should send for her to
become mistress of the rancho.
Branding time had come late at San Luis Rey.

"Dude" Craig Stover, one of the best tenderfoot
ranch foremen in the West had gone to Frisco on
business. "We'll brand when I return," he had said.

But Don Ricardo, the star cowpuncher, had other
ideas. With Dude Stover about, his greaser friends
from across the border would neither be hired nor
given the chance to rustle. Nor was it possible for

him to talk anything into Dude's father while the
yoitth was away. Don rode out to see his con-
freres. For days and nights they thought up some
plan to brand. Bucky Mallory, cowpuncher and
favorite of the Stovers, was suspicious of Don. He
was sure of his suspicions when Craig did not return
from Frisco after a week. Then a letter came,
instructing Stover to hire the greasers and go on
with the branding. Though no one was aware of

it, Craig had been kidnapped by Ricardo's mob.
When the greasers arrived, Bucky kept a watchful
eye on their activities, drawling repartee with them,
but listening in on every conversation. Then one
day he overheard Ricardo and his henchman talking
over rustling and shipping plans. Buckv was rather
sorry after he had accosted Ricardo, throwing his

eavesdropping into the other's face, but it was
done. Just as Stover arrived on the scene. Bucky
fell—dead—shot by Ricardo's and the other's guns.
The desperadoes threw the gun at Stover's feet.

Meanwhile, in a filthy room in La Ronto—a road-
house across the border, Craig was held captive.
Thoughts of the rancho, of Sonia whom he was lo

marry in a few weeks, and his parents came to

him. Late the night of Mallory's murder, a lovely

Spanish girl slipped into his room. She would save
nim that night! He was to watch for her road-

ster outside of his window at twelve! Craig was
puzzled until he learned this was no trick, but
merely Buck Mallory's girl bent on revenge. Tlie

plot came off smooth as silk. First Ranrona had
drugged Craig's watchman. Now she was at the
window. "Your father is being tried for Bucky's
murder tomorrow," she said. By ten the next
morning they were in court. The girl testified with
great emotional strain. Then a shot rang out.

The moment Ricardo and Claro, his accomplice, were
sentenced, she committed suicide—to follow her be-

loved Bucky. The Stovers, highly upset, settled down
for a long period of quiet. They had not recovered
much cattle, but the court had ordered the greasers

to pay. Tlien Craig took a trip back East—alone.
The rancho, now his, was badly in need of a mis-
tress. Sonia was delighted. A year had been a long

time to wait, but it was well worth it, she said.

Craig never told her , of the excitement because be
was so positive that happiness lay just ahead for

San Luis Rey!

THE GIRL MILLIONAIRE

OIlie Felps File No. 6216

THE Greys lived in a poor little home at the

edge of a village—Sue and her father. Freedom
and gayety among youth were unkn'own in that

place so no one thought any the worse of Grey for

restricting his daughter—except Dick Kent, a hand-

some lad, who loved her. Those were precious mo-
ments, after Grey popped off to sleep. Sue would

quiver in Dick's arms and listen to his promises.

It made her sad to hear him speak of saving his

money to go to New York. She knew he woula

go. He did, having no one to detain him. A year

later, a show came to town—the first to ever hit that

vidage. Sue drank in every word, line, and aspect

of the three performances she attended. She shivered

with fear and apprehension when, after the show,

the manager offered a contract. The greasepaint and

repartee between the chorines intirgued her. Her
father! A show girl approached the bewildered girl.

Sue liked Betty at once, told her her story, and

then crawled through the window after her, that

night, leaving Grey to sulk it cut by himself. Was
the village worth anything, anyhow, without Dick?

Grey was furious, but it did no good. In New
York, Sue became "Gloria Grace" to avoid any

embarrassment Grey might care to offer. The rise

of the two girls was meteoric. As for Sue she be-

came known as Broadway's most beautiful show
girl. One night, she accompanied Betty to H

party given by "swells" to a new star in the firma-

ment of the amusement world—a young singer—he

was a mil.ionairc, too. Wise in the ways of Broad-

way Sue and Betty dressed with the coveted plum
in mind. He had just returned from foreign capitals.

"From the back of his head, he looks okey, but

his fiancee looks like a phoney!" Sue gurgled, before

Betty nudged her to hush and forget her Broad-

way jargon. Then the singer spotted Sue. "Gloria

Grace?" he asked a male companion. The introduc-

tion followed swiftly. Dick began to rush Sue oif

her feet. Ignoring his own fiancee, Marion. \Micn

the latter finally broke the engagement, leaving for

Europe in search of new meat, Dick came through

and begged Sue to marry him, explaining how he

had come to love her. A girl back home—and she

had looked like Sue. Each day, Sue's secret was
becoming harder to bear, but she wanted to be sure

of him. first. Then, one night, she told him. Dick
gasped. "Susie!" he cried, "Oh Sue. I was even
willing to take a substitute who looked like you!

I've missed jou so. I don't deserve this!" Sue
was angry at Betty for having gone off for the

weekend. She would have nobody to confide in. now!
She pushed open her door gayly. On the floor was
the body of a man—shot ! Sue's flexible—a gift from
Dick—was missing. Sue picked up the pistol and
stared at it and the man as neighbors rushed in.

"Tliis man is my father!" the tabloids captioned the

pictures on the front page, next day. Grey! In

Sue's apartment. Dick rushed down, to jail to

visit Sue next day. "He's not dead. Sweetheart,
though God knows the old buzzard was mean

enough—you've got to stand trial. I know you
didn't shoot him, dear," he concluded. When Grey
became- conscious, he sent for the police and his
daughter. He had overheard some thugs on a train

plotting to loot an apartment. He had fo'lowed and
been shot. Sue was gloriously happy. She would
never let go of her men, now

!

THE MAN IN WAITING

Al George File No. 6267

SATURDAY night at Parker Prep. The one night
ofl^ the campus. Eddie Shearer was sauntering
down the gravel path to the dorms. Something,

no doubt, had happened. Chuck Wilson came bolting
out of the main entrance. "What's wrong, Ed?"
lie asked, quietly, before takin.g a few wild guesses.
Eddie was sulky, but he finally confessed it was
Betty Crawford. "Come on," Chuck urged, "Grab
some togs and we'll see you at the dance tonight,
eh feller?"

It was seven-thirty when Eddie arrived at Betty
Crawford's and eight by the time he had parked her
car in a dark road nearby. The girl was aware of

her escort's restlessness. Finally he spoke. It was
no use. He had tried to be a pal, but it didn't
work. He loved her, and now that he only had two
more weeks at Parker, he wanted her promise. "I'm
sorry, Ed," she answered, "You would dig up that
old horse again. You've meant much, but I don't
really love you." "It's all right. Bet," he said, "but
I'll always be waiting—always."
Ten years passed before Dr. Edward Shearer en-

countered Betty Crawford again. She was married.
Britts Lenard had come back. A well known sur-
geon, Ed returned to Parker for homecoming week.
The gang was tickled to see him—the gang—in-

cluding Betty and Britts. That night, at the dance,
Betty drew E<1 aside. She had been trying to get
him off all evening. Finally he met her, under the
boathouse, later. She had always loved him, she
said, and now more than ever. Eddie suggested she
leave this Britts who was too engrossed in business
to be affectionate. "No, Ed," Betty said, "he's been
too straight, and too kind, but I want you!" They
had each other, there, in the moonlight, that night

—

a never-to-be-forgotten night to either. Then Betty
passed out of Eddie's life once more.

It was several months later that Ed, in the hos-
pital on a case, was handed a telegram. It was
from Britts! The doctors had given up Betty.
Would Eiddie come? She had been calling for

him! Eddie sped to Larmont at once. It would be
a delicate operation, but perhaps it would save the
little life breathing within Betty as well as Betty's.
Eddie's associate thought him crazy, but once more
the skill of the surgeon in Eddie asserted itself.

Betty I'ulled through and Eddie spent happy days
with her. attending her convalescence. When she
was nearly recovered, Eddie prepared to slip off

one day. but Britts discovered him. "I've been
selfish, old man," Britts said. "Betty loves you
and you love her. Take her and be good to her.

I'm going on a trip to straighten up an old ac-
count I o\\e!" A few weeks later, a delightfully

happy couple boarded a train for New York. Too
bad the third little life was absent, but then, it

had wed fulfilled his mission in this world. 'Do you
mind if I dig up an old horse, Bet?" Eddie asked,
beaming. "1 love you—you know!"

THE SKETCH

George W. Frear File No. 6269

GORDON'S usual air of uncertainty was missing.
Still despite the fact that a nice check for the

personality sketch was in his wallet, it was
no easy job to be a young writer. Gordon smiled
wryly. ' Arlene Benson threatened to sue if she
didn t approve. "H'ni." thought Gordon, "Nothing
she shouldn't like, and besides—she's awfully par-
ticular since she became a lawyer!" Nevertheless,
Gordon had the galleys in his hand, and he was on
his way to the apartment Arlene shared with another
girl—in his house. He would show her the sketch
and see if she objected. Suddenly Gordon wheeled
around and took a comfortable seat near a window.
His affair with Arlene had been upsetting. Why
start again? Hadn't Arlene gone out with some fel-

low, Arthur, in the publishing game? What was
the use of starting with a girl who was overfond of

adoration—or so Gordon thought. Let her have
publishers, lawyers, or even policemen. Gordon
lapsed into suUenness. In his fingers the proofs of

the sketch crackled. He shot out the door and
knocked at the other apartment. Arlene was alone.

"Where have you been lately?" she asked. "I haven't
seen you in ages!" She removed a letter from the
table she was clearing. Better not talk about the
sketch, Gordon thought, because a mood was a mood.
Gordon was enthralled. He wanted the friendship
of this reserved and fine woman, yet he courted
her love—dreamed of it. Then he broached the sub-
ject of the sketch. Arlene was willing to bet that
the SMART SET would not publish the piece.

Gordon winced, and thought she had something up
her sleeve, but after all. he had the check! The best
was his, of course! "Forty-five dohars if I lose,"

she said, "and a kiss if I win!" She looked at
Gordon and added: "And a kiss either way. Fair?"
He would show her. Gordon told her he would be
back shortly. Y'es. he meant to kiss her, but he
had the right, too. "I'll have to tell Hazel about
this," Arlene laughed, as Gordon slammed the door.

She picked up the letter previously cleared from the
table. So Arthur had thought to be smart! Sus-
pecting Arlene's interest in him was for Gordon's
benefit, he had thought to prevent the sketch from
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passing the editmial desk of the SMART SE,r.
"The SMART SET was most favorable toward it, but
having another similar one were much overstocked."
Yes? "I have a surprise for you, Arlene!" Gordon
cried, bursting into the room, the check aloft—his hat
on. Arlene took the check while Gordon busied him-
self reading Arthur's letter. "Oh vou honey!" Gordon
cried. "You were trying to market the draft I sent
you—thinking Arthur was charitable—I did it my-
self, see? Mine was the other similar one—and it

got there first!" Arlene smiled. Gordon continued.
"Lawyer turns editor, eh? But mine was better!"
Arlene finished rougeing her lips for the first tim,,

in the months since that last dance with Gordon.
So he had bought a car, too. Perhaps he would kiss
her anyhow. Vou bet she would never be able to
manage him again!

Thomas McManus File No. 6258

THE blind man stood on the subway steps jingling
his tin cup to attract attention. Pennies and
nickels fell into the cup as the rush of hurrying

footsteps and the odor of cheap perfume smote the
beggar. Later, it would be expensive cigars and the
occasional click of a dime or a quarter.
John Wilkins himself had swung into the subway

eight years ago with the best of them. He recalled
vividly the consultations with specialists, the darkened
glasses, the hospital sojourn, and the removal of
one eye to save the other. Then the second eye
had dimmed. Each day thoughts of suicide surged
and subsided. He had gone to shops where the
blind are taught to weave, but the slow plodding
did not appeal. John Wilkins had done sufficient
collecting this morning. He made his way unerringly
up the stairway to his tenement rooms. After assur-
ing himself no one was about he proceeded to count
his money. Once he had saved to marrv, but con-
sultations and delicate operations had been costly.
He had wished Mary Carroll's release in response to
his request had not been so prompt, then. Apart
from all this, the world was not such a bad place.
He always had board and meals, and people were
kind and sympathetic. Often he thought he recog-
nized Mary's voice in crowds.
Wilkins started for the subway in the late after-

noon to catch the crowd homeward bound. This was
the most profitable time of day since people were in
a generous mood in anticipation of well-cooked din-
ners and quiet or lively evenings. Often, John heard
the word, "racket" applied to him. The crowd was
thinning as Wilkins' ear caught hurried footsteps
and quick talking. "We were spotted all right," a
hard voice said, "Lucky we caught that cab and
ducked into the subway. Where can we plant the
stuff?" "What about this punk?" one said, meaning
Wilkins. The man gaped when the darkened glasses
pulled from John's face revealed empty sockets,
"Too bad," he said, "but we gotta use you!" A
friend would pick up the dope in an hour. Everything
occurred so quickly that Wilkins hardly grasped the
true meaning. His first impulse was to hurl the
package away. Then someone tapped him on the
shoulder. "Hello old timer," John heard, "How you
making out?" John knew this was a policeman.
"Hear anyone rushing through here?" another voice
asked abruptly. (A detective, probably). Someone
tapped his pocket. "You dirty rotten double-crosser

—

rat you snow peddler!" Come on!" the policeman
said.

In a waterfront poolroom two furtive figures lay
reading a dirty newspaper. "Looks as if the blind
guy's going to take the rap for us," one said.

"Yeah," the other sneered. "It won't make no
dilTerence. He'll never know what the Big House
looks like."

THE MAGNATE OF PITTSBURGH

Zlllah M. Sherman File No. 6259

STRANGE interludes are of varying texture.
Nothing short of a miracle could have visioned
this monumental drive from Edinburgh to Lon-

don. But then Leda Nevins rarely did anything less

unexpected and impressive. It was this way. Antici-
pating a slow tram ride from Edinburgh to London,
Leda had gone forth to purchase tickets while her
traveling companion, Lorethe Garnett stayed in the
room to pretty herself some more. Leda returned,
beaming. After throwing herself and her clothes
about the room like a wild Indian, she spoke. "We're
going to London, Lorry darling, in a gor-geous car

—

we'll look like movie stars or royalty — and a
chauffeur ." Lorethe was both amused and de-
lighted "What have you been up to since I saw
you last. Miss Nevins?" she asked, laughingly. Leda
started off again. "It's a magnate from Pittsburgh
of all places—wouldn't go on with his trip because
there were no tiled bathrooms and showers up here!
The company in London wants the car back, so
we can have it at tram rates—for as long as we'd like

it—well for a week, anyhow!" Lorethe grinned. "You
would discover a thing like that," she said. "I can
imagine the magnate—what a man!"
Because the girls had not the moral courage to

expose the raggedness of their exchequer, they left

everything to the generalship of the chauffeur. The
second day 'out Leda discovered he had a sense of

humor, a handsome face, and blue eyes, to say
nothing of a nose for liquor and quaint inns. This
perfectly priceless Ronny knew both comforts and
beauties. It was he who pointed out all the land-
marks and all the scenic wonderments—he who knew
the inns wherein water flowed freely and_ food
tempted the palate. Leda, with his aid, christened
the deluxe equipage "Juggernaut." Lorethe was be-
ginning to assume a typically "West-of-New-York"

attitude toward the affair. "You'll probably get
chummv with the elevator man when we get back
to New York," she observed sarcastically. Leda
laughed at this. "Ronny's a peach," she said, "and
chauffeur or no chauffeur he'il do, only I wish he'd
tell me more of himself—and that darned inagnate
from Pittsburgh. Ronny says he was ill-humored,
old, and fat!" "I'd prefer that—with the money—to
this adventuresome—too adventuresome for a chauf-
etu-—Ronny with no money!"
The remainder of the trip was spent hunt-

ing a bottle of Scotch donated by an hospitable
Scotch doctor as part of a prescription for Lorethe,
who stepped in on him for a consultation, to make
things exciting. Ronny was hurrying back. Someone
in Paris wanted him, he said. In London, the girls
bid their guide farewell, Leda just a bit sadly. That
night, they were surprised by visitors at the boarding
house they had chosen. Ronny and another hand-
some youth in dinner clothes! Both were grinning
and delightfully tight. The other fellow—Martin-
was the magnate from Pittsburgh. The tiled bath-
room story had been a fake! Having seen Lorethe
and Leda in London, he and Ronny had decided
to make their acquaintance by hook or crook. It

had been crook—and the juggernaut!

Ruby F. Winter File No. 6263

AS tots, Will Anthony and Bob Melvin always had
to fight each others battles because they looked
so very much alike. Side by side, they went

along, inseparable until Will left for South America
in quest of a fortune. It was a sad parting for the
two hfelong buddies, but each had his own ideas
of life. Bob remained at home and set himself up
in business. Then he married the beautiful Mary
Carroll who bore him an equally beautiful child,
Louise, Bob never forgot Wid, and often spoke of
him to his wife and daughter. Tlie child, as a baby,
would call Will's picture "Daddy," so alike did the
two men look.
The year Louise graduated from high school. Bob

received a tragic note from Will—someone had
written it. All alone, and far from being a millionaire.
Will had taken ill with a horrible fever, there, in the
South. Would Bob come to say goodbye? Despite
the pleas of his wife and child. Bob went off, ar-
riving in time to procure good doctors and see his
pal through. Wiiile Will was convalescing. Bob told
him innumerable stories of home—and about Mary
and Louise. The loyalty of old was lacking. Deepm his mind. Will had plotted a wav of getting rid
of Bob so he could return and claim Mary His
plots were unnecessary. Bob took ill with the
dreaded fever, and the doctors gave him up as gone.
Will bid his buddy a fervent farewell. Then he
headed straight for Bob's home. There, he posed
as his buddy, explaining to Bob's wife that he had
changed from the illness that took him as well as
Will, who had died. Taking up a new life like that
was difficult—especially in his business, but people
forgave him for his errors, chalking it up to grief
and the remains of the fever. For years the double

Mary and Louise simply feeling they
of old through his ownhad lost the compa

One day, an old man and a handsome youth en-
tered the office. The old man was seeking a posi-
tion. "I know this business through and through,"
he said, but Will, despite the poor state of the
business, refused him. For days, the man and the
youth returned, to no avail. Will was growing un-
easy, so he followed them home to their shack on
the outskirts of the town, one day. He could glean
little from neighbors. Tlie youth was janitor of
the bank in which Will was interested. In fact.
Will was an-xious to effect a match between Louise
and the bank president's son.
At a dance one evenipg, Louise flitted about on

the arms of a handsome youth. Closer inspection
showed Will it was the old man's companion. He
ordered Louise to stop seeing him at once! Then,
shortly afterwards, the leak in Will's business funds
occurred. /( -.ms traced to the old man. Will had
him arrested, but at the station, everyone concerned
received a big shock. It was Bob, and he hadn't
died after all! Mary and Louise were overcome.
Will disappeared into space, it seemed, and Bob
slipped back into his place with no prosecution or
further comment. The youth, who had saved Bob
from dying, neglected, was married to Louise, thereby
welding the happy group solidly again.

HARD TO STARBOARD

Mrs. Myrta Morris File No, 622!

MfT THAT'S the matter with your compass, kid?,"

YV the surly sea captain remarked, addressing a
battered lad staggering along the dock. The

boy muttered something, the only phrase of which
the captain heard was "Ay, ay. Skipper." There was
something about that voice though, and the captain
grasped the boy's arm. The compass the captain
had referred to was the boy's nose—a rotten mass
of blood-. All night, the captain paced his cabin.
Was he getting soft? He had done his duty and
seen the boy to a hospital. What was it about
this soft-spoken Enghsh lad that was getting him?
Early the next morning the captain appeared at
the hospital. The boy was much relieved and cheer-
ful. Would the captain take him along? George
Bunker questioned the lad in an attempt to be stern,
but in the end he promised. The mate was given
charge of David—the boy, the mate having studied
medicine in the dim years of his past—years he was
probably attempting to crowd out. TTien, just as

the huge nose bandage was reduced to a minute
strip, David was put to work. As a result of his
courage, he took a tumble. "There's no use, Skip-
per," the mate remarked, unemotionally but tact-
fully, "No use to bother." Captain Bunker was un-
wihing to concede. "Put him on my bunk," he
said, curtly, "and unlose his riggings!" For a long
while, the captain stood over this unfortunate lad.
Tears came to the eyes of the hardened veteran when
the boy finally came to. "My son!" he cried.
The mate looked up in amazement. Bunker explained.
"The picture he had around his neck is my wife's!"
The mate fingered this likeness of a pretty and
plump woman of approximately forty. After a day
or two, when the boy could take nourishment and
move about a bit, he told his story. His mot'ner
had wanted him in military academv. "I can't have
you go to sea. Skipper," she had 'said. David had
shied off. While his mother travelled back and
forth from England to America, teaching in the
Winter and tutoring in the Summer, the lad hatl
learned the rudiments, but at seventeen, he had ex-
pressed an ardent desire to go to sea. His mother
had consented, but cried because her little Skipper's
own father had been lost at sea years back. George
exchanged words with his own son for the first
time. He told of how he had travelled from Eng-
land to America, to Australia, and other places,
searching and searching, never thinking Rose wou'd
go back to live with her parents, but she had.
By the time, George's ship entered the harbor of

the Golden Gate, his boy was well, and the crew
had become reconciled to the entire set of circum-
stances. As a matter of fact, the hardened men
were enthusiastic about the boy, and delighted in
teaching him every possible detail about ships and
the sea. Rose, seeing her husband and boy for
the first time eogether, almost collapsed when they
arrived at the home of her cousins. Then George told
his own story—a story of the old Gouldsborouoh
tragedy—the wreck, the rescue, and the incarcera-
tion in a Chinese hospital where a patient and skilled
Chinese physician had restored his memory through
clever means. Rose found it difficult to let her two
Skippers go, but was willing her husband should
put out to sea again only, however, until David
was of age and able to take command at the helm.
Years later, when the captain and his wife—two

contented land-loving old people—entertained their
Skipper son, his beautiful wife, and their lovely
children, it was Skipper's delight to tell the story
of his son's discovery—the battered nose—and his
own motto for success—"Hard to starboard!"

THE MONEY GAME
Elizabeth Mays File No. 6067

'W HY not wait, Gladys?" Lo
her sister, "Maybe father __, ._
you and Jim marrying later on." "I want

to—really I do," Glarys told her, "But you knov/
Jirn, and I do love him so." A week later, Gladys
and Jim eloped. Louise cried during the ceremony
as she leaned on her husband's arm. "Write to me,

^r?!?' r"""'
darhng?" she asked the radiant Gladys,

I 11 take care of you if anything goes wrong." "Does
she expect me to murder you?" Jim asked Gladys, that
"'gnt. "I won't, you know, because I love you to.-i

much! Gladys laughed and wrote a letter to Louise.
"See," she said, "He didn't want money at all, and
he's perfectly darling! We have the sweetest apart-
ment and a heavenly car." Jack, Louise's husband,
read the letter and smiled. "I told you to not to
worry, Horey," he said, "Those kids are live wires,
and besides, anyone who marries a Kennedy, expect-
ing to get an open hand—no less money—is crazy.
Now you just concentrate all your attention on that
tough son of ours, or else he'll have wrinkles on
his forehead when he's born!" Louise did worry,
though, and months later, when she still hadn't
heard from_ Gladys, a nervous breakdown seemed
imminent. "Glad was always a madcap, but she was
thoughtful—especially of me." Louise said, "She must
be in troube, and is too proud to write." "Yeah,"
Jack answered, "And maybe she's rich and ritzy!"
Louise gasped. "Not Gladdie—never ! She must know
about father!" Daniel Kennedy had died, soon after
Louise's confinement. He had left a miniature fortune
to Louise and Jack—and Gladys, in the event of Jim's
death or separation from her, permanently.
The year Jackie Garrett was old enough to attend

kindergarten, Louise was still worried about Gladys
She found it difficult to concentrate upon big and
little Jack, and the baby that was coming. She was
listless. "She's not worth your worries, Lou" Jack
remarked, "And I sure hate to see you suffer with
this baby on account of her. Jim's O. K. but head-
strong, and Gladdie was always a fool about men."
At Easter, Louise promised Jackie a party-just like
Mother and Aunt Gladys used to have—with things
left by the Easter Bunny. Easter eve, Louise and Jack
discovered a note pinned to the kitchen table cloth.
"Dere Bunny," it said, 'Bring things girls like be-
cause Louise is coming and she'« ver\ poor!" So
had the maid transcribed Jackie's dictation. Easter
morning, Louise spoke to her son. "Let's go sec
Louise," she said. Jackie led the way proudly. "Daddy
ran away before I was borned," the tot told them,
"Because Mumsy is poor," Louise and Jackie waited
several hours, Jackie having a fine time with the
child, left with neighbors ne.xt door. They were stiil
waiting when Jack came to fetch Louise for dinner.
As he sat, attempting to persuade Louise to go home,
they heard Jackie's playmate screech, happily.
"Mumsy! Company! Easter Bunny people! I'm going
to a party!" Louise wept, joyously. "So is Mumsy,
honey!—Oh Gladdie—why didn't you ever write or
come to me?" "I did—so many times," Gladys
sobbed—"I thought you didn't want—Oh, it must
have been Jim. Oh father! You did know! The
money game!"
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DISGRACE

Gertrude Nadel Fenster File No. 6256

or bring further misfortune to the twc
the two Anna Kennerlys whose Uves we
space, at least.

H Eli drunken luisband and selfish family prove
too much for Catherine Powell. She is not sorry

when the husband walks out after a squabble.
Wearily, Catherine returns to the Powells' winR
wiling to endure her flapper sister's insults in pref-

erence to her husband's beatings. The sister, Margy,
is too interested in men to be willing to consider

Riding on a street car, one day, Catherine en-

counters Walter Caine, a handsome youth, who per-

sists in conversing with her after rescuing her trans-

fer from the breeze. She consents to having him call,

but confesses the details of her marriage, hoping he
will take to Margy. Walter, a wealthy fellow, is not
the least attracted to Margy who tries to flirt with
him, but falls madly in love with Catherine, despite

the fact that se is older than he. The following winter,

he showers her with e-xpensive gifts, and takes her to
manv places where gayety prevails. When, at the

end of a year, he asks her to share his estates with
him, she is shocked, but realizes that is all he can
do, inasmuch as her own husband has disappeared
completely. Margy is up in arms, mainly because
she is jealous, but strangely enough, the apparently
conservative Powells sanction the idea, and in fact,

urge the match. "Catherine," her mother says, "Go
with Walter. The world owes you happiness and I

know you love him!"
At Caine House, Westchester, Catherine, known to

all as Mrs. Caine, finds all the happiness life has
robbed her of previously. She is a respected matron,
and Walter's love more than repays her own moral
sacrifice. Each day she sallies forth, bedecked with
the Caine family jewels and garbed in furs. Then
one day she catches a slim heel in the stair carpet
and falls badly. The x-ray machine reveals a serious

spine injury which will make her a semi-invalul

for months—perhaps years. Walter is grieved.

He provides everything for her personal comfort
and devotes every m.oment to her that he would
otherwise. Then her beauty begins to fade, since

after ail, she is a girl no more, and illness has
made extra care and attention impossible. Walter's
attendance at the bedside and in the house become
more and more infrequent as Catherine waxes home-
lier. One day he moves out for good, providing for

her well, but visiting only at long intervals. Catherine
hears he is in constant attendance upon a beautiful

young woman, and this causes her to become irra-

tional. She is removed to a sanitarium. There,
throughout her old age, Walter provides and visits—
when he can spare time from his social-butterfly

wife, yet the feeling prevailed. Josephine was a good
example of a woman who was perhaps fortunate,

but far from happy.

LOVE'S WIDOWS
Eveyin Ellrod File No. 6266

THE Kennerly family lived in a log cabin, but
there was always plenty for all to do. Anna,
however, worked the hardest, at the knitting,

sewing, milking, and nursing. Someone was almost
always ill in the house, and half a dozen of the child-

ren had passed away before Anna's eighteenth birth-

day. Diphtheria had taken its toll of the Kennerlys.
When Anna turned eighteen, a young coal miner

from a nearby village started to visit with her. Mr.
Kennerly ridiculed Anna's announcement of her com-
ing marriage. The youth was too old and Anna was
too young! Besides, he was poor—and then again,
they needed Anna at home. But Anna married never-
theless, and Kennerly softened considerably. But
Anna's dreams of happiness were not quite fulfilled.

After the birth of her daughter, Alice, she returned
home, sorely disappointed and lacking in confidence.
Leaving her daughter with old Mrs. Kennerly, she
set off to work as a domestic in a nearby town. For
several years she remained there and finally mar-
ried a steamboat captain who adored her. She never
loved him, however, and felt nothing but an empty
feeling when he perished. All this time Alice had been
with her grandmother. Anna returned and took the
girl away, determined to raise her to be a lady.

The life of a washerwoman's daughter, however, was
far from enchanting, so Alice grew up in the ordin-
ary way and married a local swain while quite young,
bearing him a daughter after a year. But Alice's love
life was more unfortunate than her mother's. Anna,
at least, was a stoic. Alice was a gay romantic thing,
and John's death from the black plague caused her .i

great deal of suffering, particularly because she gave
birth to a son shortly after the funeral!
Back to sewing and washing the mother and

daughter went, joined, this time, by old Anna Ken-
nerly, Alice's grandmother. The two children brought
a great deal of sunshine into the life of the three
widows, but they, too, were destined for typical Ken-
nerly fate. Both died within a short time of each
other, leaving an irreplacable spot in the hearts of

their mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother.
For a long time, Alice was sad, but she knew this

made her mother unhappy so she tried to go about
with young folks. The result was another marriage
and another child, but this husband was a ne'erdowell,

so Alice returned to the house of women. It was
now Alice's burden—that house—and she worked
hard for men's wages in order to succeed. In a

short time, they were comfortably off, but misfor-

tune courted them again with her sinister ways.
Alice's death from poisonous particles from her work
followed closely upon her mother's. Another Anna,
Alice's daughter, grew to womanhood and married,

supporting, all the time, great-great grandmother
Kennerly whose strength ripened as she aged, but

alas the young Anna was soon left another widow-
never to marry again and never to be disappointed

A LITTLE LIFE

Mary Ann Clark File No. 6244

CHERISHING the precepts and broad-mnded ad-
vice of her mother, Eloise earnestly devotes her-
self to the nursing profession, in which her

sympathetic outlook is a boon to many patients. Her
altruism, effected by the help of her mother, is the
cause of many of her difticulties, which she cheer-
fully scorns. Consequently when Barbara Ellis, a
shamed outcast, is recovered from her operation,
E'oise. to erase the memory of past unhappiness from
the girl's mind, sends her to convalesce in her
mother's house in the country ; in addition, when
Anna, her sister, marries Jack, a tubercular victim,

it is she who helps them financially; at the deathbed
of her mother, whom Eloise loves with almost in-

spired fervour, she promises the dying woman, that
if Jack should die, she would help Anna care for the
two children. Eventually the premonition proves true,

and Eloise assumes the role of guardian to the child-

ren. But she cannot prevent love from entering her
life in the form of Ned Davis, whose admiration of

her dauntless courage leads to a marriage proposal,
despite the lack of funds to support a family. Com-
plications ensue, and they finally marry, undergoing
the sacrifice of lu.xuries. However Anna finally mar-
ries, thus settling the fate of her children. Eloise

feels richly rewarded when Barbara, her protegee,
joins the Red Cross in the war. Post-war problems
play a great part in Eloise's and Ned's hfe; living

conditions being intolerable, they are forced to take
in boarders. Despite the hardships, their married life

would have been perfect, were it not for the fact that

they have no children of their own. Eloise is deeply
troubled, and consults doctors concerning her ability

to bear children. Meanwhile Ned gi-ows more and
more restless, aching passionately for a child; he
meets some new friends, Mr. and Mrs. White and
visits them often, while Eloise remains home to help

Anna with the children. Ned's attitude becomes more
and more frightening to Eloise; although both are

convinced of their great love for each other, Ned
develops a jealous rage against the boarder, and de-

mands that he be sent away. Eloise, with her usual
tact and understanding accedes gently, but not until

later does she understand the psychological reason
behind it. One day, Eloise is astonished to find a

visitor at her home. Hazel Winters, a young girl,

whom she has met long ago, when in company with
Ned. The girl confides hysterically that she is soon

to have a child—Ned's child. Stunned at the new.=,

Eloise quickly recovers her poise, acquired in the

nursing profession, calms the girl, and makes an
appointment with her for the following day. When
Ned arrives home, Eloise concealing her agitation, as

well as the fact that Hazel is to have a baby, merely
questions him about his relations with Hazel. He
admits his philandering brokenly, and resolves to

leave the house, despite Eloise's gentle plea to remain.

The next day, she consults Dr. Peters, a faithful

friend, who reveals a new plan, inasmuch as Eloise

herself is incapable of bearing children. Eloise re-

solves to follow it out, realizing that the only way to

keep Ned's love is to have a child. With Dr. Peter 5

help, she bribes Hazel to say nothing about the

child, and sends her to a private sanitarium. Then
she openly pardons Ned, who vows eternal love for

her, and whispers that she is to have a baby soon.

Ned's face glows! Seeking a pretext for sending Ned
awav for a few months. Eloise pretends that she soon

will give birth, buys httle clothes, and finds herself

almost believing the hoax. W'hen the final news ar-

rives that Hazel has a little child, which she willingly

relinquishes for money, she wires Ned, who rushes

home and finds Eloise in bed clasping a httle boy in

her arms. He is completely deceived, particularly by
the smell of ether purposely sprinkled in the room

—

but happy in the deception. Perhaps Eloise is not

able to restrain a smile when he says, "he's the

image of his mother."

HER CONFESSION

Mrs. Edna M. Emery File No. 6217

FEARING her son's aspirations to become a novel-

ist will bring him in contact with people below
his class, the proud and wealthy Mrs. Warren

strenuously opposes his idea. Her daughter, Blanche,

a replica of her mother, expresses the same idea.

Harold, however, wins his father over and sets out

for the country. In the small village of his choice,

he meets Edith Adams, a farmer's daughter with

an exquistite voice and a beautiful face. When the

Warrens urge him to return, Harold is loath to

leave Edith. Impulsively, he decides not to leave

her at all. Why not take her along as his wife?

Anticipating warm-hearted people and a hearty

welcome. Edith is hurt at the attitude of the Warren
women. Even the cordiality of Harold's father, and
brother, Dick, cannot erase the snubs of Mrs. Warren
and Blanche! Harold, oblivious to the undercurrent

of the antagonism existing, imagined Edith to be
supersensitive. It was torture for the poor girl

when Harold found it necessary to leave in search

of material, for it was during these times that Mrs.
Warren and Blanche plotted to effect a separation.

Because the time hung heavily on poor Edith's hands,
she often sought Dicky's company. Dicky could think

of nothing more delightful than entertaining his

charming sister-in-law, but Edith's awe regarding his

college pals and drinking companions held the girl

from agreeing too often. She cautioned him as a

mother. He would get into trouble some day!

During a walk, one afternuon, Edith met Helen
Day, a neighbor, about her own age. She would
have liked to entertain Helen at home, but was
informed that the Warren home was not a sanctuary
for beggars. But Edith found comfort at the Days.
They were real people, she thought. Then one day.
Mrs. Warren decided to sacrifice one child for another.
In a sincere manner, she warned Harold. He had
better speak to his wife and to Dicky. "Tlie poor
boy should not be subjected to the wiles of so
influential a creature. Dicky is young yet!" Harold
refused to believe such rot, but he did speak to

Edith, after thinking it over. Mr. Warren put
Dicky into his business. That kept Dicky and Edith
apart somewhat, but Edith would not have spent
time with the youth, at any rate. Then Helen be-

came very iil. One night they sent for Edith. Dicky
offered to take her over without having the family
know about it. The doctor asked that Edith stay.

Dicky said he would, too. Edith soon managed to

spend all her time with her sick friend. The day
after she had gone to Helen's with Dicky, the War-
ren home seemed filled with depression. "They've
discovered." Edith thought, but could not dis-

cover the 'rouble. Was it Harold? Dickv? Then
Harold came. Dicky, she learned, had been arrested

on a charge of Post Oflice robberv. Tliin-js looked
bad. It had occurred the night he had been at the

Days with Edith. Dicky would make no statement
—give no alibi. It was a simple matter for Edith to

prove—the least she could do for the only Warren
who had cared. Quietly, in court, her confession fell

upon the Warrens' ears Hke a thunderclap. Before
they could reach her, Edith was on a train for

home—but the Warrens soon followed this country
girl who had taught them a great lesson—humility.

ONE AWFUL HOUR
Joseph W. Small File No. 6235

LO\'E, thwarted by parental intervention, proves
almost fatal to Walter Pierce's equilibrium of

mind and happiness. The golden hair, blue
eyes, and loving smile of Marie Anderson captivates
him entirely, one night, as he arrives home for-

tunately on a vacation from the farm on which he
works. The image of her perpetually obliterating
all the other trivialities, Walter visits her con-
stantly and confesses his consuming love for her.

They become secretly engaged, for Marie, fearful

of her tyrannical parents who insist upon her mar-
riage to the millionaire, Tom Jackson, cannot openly
proclaim her attachment to Walter. One day. Marie's
mother hears gossip from some friends, pertaining
to her daughter's clandestine affairs. She denounces
Walter as a worthless gambler and idler, and for-

bids the presence of him in her home. Marie, ter-

rorized by her parents' attitude, confides her troubles
to Walter, and makes arrangements to hold their
meetings in the heme of Mr. Jones, a friend. They
continue to meet secretly, but Marie is constantly un-
happy, inasmuch as her parents announce that very
soon she is to marry Jackson. One day, as Marie
and Walter are sitting in Mr. Jones' parlor, the
former fondling the engagement ring, Walter's gift to
her, the door opens suddenly, and there is the sud-
den apparition of Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, with Jack-
son following closely behind. While Mrs. Anderson,
in apoplectic anger, threatens Walter with dire

punishment should he be seen in Marie's company
again. Walter, angered, retorts warmly, but is de-
feated in his protests. Months elapse, in which
Walter has to content himself with scanty letters

from Marie, which are dictated by her mother to
the effect that she will never see him again, since

she is to marry Tackson. The P.S. on these notes,
however, assure him of undying love. The final blow
arrives, when the newspapers announce that Marie
is to marry Jackson the following week. Walter, in

despair, grasps at one final straw—the hope of find-

ing a flaw in Jackson's character, so that Marie's
family may be diverted from their persistent desire.

Consequently, he looks up Jackson's record, finds

that he is already married to another woman, Eloise,
and is being sought by the police as a rum-runner.
Walter, in great eagerness to reveal his knowledge,
accompanies officers to Marie's house, in the hop2
of exposing Jackson to them. As he draws near,

I-.e hears a woman's cry of terror piercing the fir:

Rushing in, he is confronted by Jackson, who in

a drunken frenzy, points a gun at him. Walter
knocks him down, while the officers assist, and carry
him to court. Meanwhile Marie sobs brokenly that
in her parents' absence, Jackson had entered, and
made an attack upon her, as her ripped clothes in-

dicate. Tust then Mr. and Mrs. Anderson er.ter.

order Walter out of thp house, and hurry their

hysterical daughter to her room. The next day, how-
ever, clarifies Jackson's character. The newspapers
publish his intention of committing bigamy, and his
illegitimate means of gaining wealth. That same
afternoon, while Walter broods in his room, a timid
knock at his door sounds, followed by the appearance
of Marie, whose pale face proclaims the sorrows she
has suffered. Once more reunited, they find complete
bliss, when Mr. and Mrs. Anderson beg forgiveness
and give their consent to an immediate marriage.

THE DAY IS DAWNING

Leon Panasyewski File No. 6241

THE clear crystal tones filled the room with a
sweetness which only Rosalind knew how to
produce. W^ith her soft luminous eyes directed

toward Richard Simon, young Catholic priest, and
brother of the young woman in whose honor the
present party was being held, she sang softly:
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"The morning light is breaking.
Darkness fades beneath its gleams;
The whole world will soon be waking.
From its sweetest dreams.
I'm still shedding tears.

Friends: companions have forgotten me;
And all seems dark and stormy
Out there upon life's sea.

CHORUS
"Yet I hear a voice of sweetness

—

It sings a morning song that swells;

A voice that's full of tender longing
And the music of the bells.

I hear it calhng:
•Come to me, I love you so strong and so true

I've lived and smiled for you alone;

Come to me, for I need you
More than grass needs the rain, or flowers the dew.

Let me hear these words again, that you love

me too.'
''

The voice ceased, while the rapt audience smiled

its appreciation. Suddently, Rosalind's lithe body
dropped into a faint, while Richard's arms sprang

out to support her. The young priest, rushing upon
the stage to catch her as she fell, carried her off into

the conservatory, where she revived in a surprisingly

short time, and snuggled against him. Before Richard
realized it, he was pouring out confessions of love

to her, although he had met her for the first time

that day, acting as entertainer at his sister's party.

His infatuation increased as she confessed that she

purposelv swooned, hoping that he would confess

the love'that shone in his eyes that whole day. After

that event, the priest, forgetful of his monastery
vows, broke them completely when he gave free

rein to his passions. Despite the protests of his

mother, and the clergy's obvious horror, Richard for-

got that he was meant to be a priest and re-

membered that he was only a lover. They eloped,

and led a gay life, happy with each other, until one

day, Rosalind observed to Richard that shades oi

unhappiness crossed his face at times. The young
priest, in fact, had suddenly realized that he had
broken his vows to God, that his religion was slip-

ping, and that his intellect was in a drunken stupor

from over-into.xication of love. Torment came upon
him, paiticularlv when he learned that he was held

in disdain by his convent fellows. He tried earnestly

to pray, but found that his heart was empty and
dry of true sincerity. Rosalind could not understand

Richard's fits of depression, and hurt, she flitted

around aimlessly. Richard was torn between two
thoughts, whether he should continue to be faithful

to Rosalind, or whether he should do penance and
return to his former worship of religion. One day,

Rosalind was afflicted with pneumonia, and one da>

in a wild delirium, she sang snatches of "The Day
is Dawning" which she had sung when Richard

had first confessed his love for her. Hearing this,

Richard made his final decision—to divorce religion

and marry Rosalind. His heart was not devoted any
longer to worship of God, but to the feverish de-

sire that Rosalind become well. While Rosalind lay

tossing, and doctors sadly declared that she would
die, Richard knelt and prayed for her. Rosalind

died, at the dawn of dav, but with peace for it was
Richard who prayed and read the Bible to her.

Despite the great loneliness that clung to him like

a gaunt shadow, Richard felt a vague ca.m and
a resolution, that to him the only thing left in

life was to dedicate himself to God, since it was He
who took her.

TEXAN VENGEANCE

Astelle Mon+albano File No. 6261

THE lone rider came over the prairie to Prine-
ville where he hitched his horse before the
Coivboy's Rest. He was a handsome fellow—the

type who could be loved and yet feared. Inside the
saloon, an ugly scarred bully was forcing an old

man to dance—the stranger learned this had been
continuing half an hour. The stranger's guns in

the scar-faced one's back and pointed at the crowd
brought the music to an end. Then the scarred
one danced! The stranger was Dane Halter, known
as "Rootirf'-Tootin'-Shootin'-Fool"; the best shot
roundabout. When the bully and his henchmen de-

parted, Dane learned that the old man, Shannon,
was his murdered father's partner. Dane explained
his mission. For months he had been hunting down
Shag, the murderer of old Mr. Halter.
Dane was soon an active member of the Shannon

household and Ruth Shannon's idol. So Shannon's
cattle was being rustled right and left? Dane decided
it could be none other than Scar Belcher—the bully.

If so, however, where were the tracks? There was no
doubt the rustlers went by water, but how? With
a young fellow from another ranch—arrived recently—
Dane set out each night on watch. For some nights
he could see no traces of rustling, yet heads were
missinii. The best shot of the countryside was puz-
zled. Then one night, as he rode about the banks .if

the river, thinking- of Ruth, he heard sounds. The
rustlers! He followed them downstream and into the
pasture. Then he turned back and informed Shannon
who suggested they start out at once with tne

entire ranch forces. Ruth, fearing harm might be-

fall the man she knew she loved, begged Dane to

take care of himself. Bidding her goodbye, Dane
was amazed to notice his younger brother advancing
toward him. The boy informed Dane their mother
had died and their sister had married. In their

father's effects he had discovered news to the effect

that the murderer—Shag—was scarred—in fact his

description fitted Scar Belcher. This gave impetus
to the coming frav. Tlie posse rode out, following
.'-tream and pasture. They caught the three rustlers

in the act of branding the stock. One was gored by
;ni animal gone mad. Shannon took the other, but

Scar was left to Rootin'-Tootin'. Just as Scar had
killed his father, Dane faced Scar—told him he knew
all about everything—and killed him. They brought
Dane back near death from loss of blood, Scar
having attempted to defend himself, but under
Ruth's loving care he came through—to learn thai
as Ruth's husband and Shannon's old partner's son,

he would run the ranch and eventually own it

!

Shannon could see no one more capable or worthy
of receiving both his daughter and his rancho!

Janice Dubbs File No. 6227

WHEX a brown-eyed secretary to a famous pub-
lisher, and a hopeful would-be author meet
on a ship, sailing to Bermuda, both are at-

tracted to each other. Jnle Vernon, the girl in the
case, who is sailing on a vacation, after saving
all her money for the purpose, does not disillusion

Parker Ryan, when he hazards a guess that she is

an heiress in outburst of temperament sailing alon *.

But when Parker sacredly handles some typewritten
sheets, fondling them, Jule's interest is immediately
aroused. It is true, she asserts, that business is

business according to platitudes, but where a young
Gallahad is concerned, business becomes a pleasure.

She resolves to obtain hold of his "brain-child" and
have her employer read it secretly. As far as
Parker is concerned, Jule is a jewel to him, since
she provides the inspiration, as well as the hope
that since she is a rich heiress, she might be able
to help him financially. However, he is reticent about
permitting Jule to read the book, fibbers, for al-

though he pretends that he is an experienced writer,
in reality he is a novice at the art. When they
land, Parker boards at a quiet cottage, not far
from Jule, in order to have all the peace desirable
for his concentration. He and Jule meet practically

every day, but unfortunately Pai'ker is in love witli

Jule—and love, they say, is a disquieting state of

mind and heart for a writer. He finds that he cannot
continue, but Jule is resolved that his novel prove
a success, particularly after she wires her employer,
Harry Hanscom secretiv that she has found a
"find." She hires, with her last few dollars, a quiet
bungalow for him, a gesture which strengtens his

conviction that she is a millionairess. He humbly
confesses to her that he is not the polished versatile

writer that he has heretofore pi-etended; she is

amused, and announces that she, too, is a "hard-
woiking goil" out on a spree. At this admission,
Parker's heart sinks. What help would she be now?
He quickly decides that it is best for the health
of his book, to get out of love as soon as pos-
sible. He meets Dot Hanscom, a real heiress, and
niece of Jule's employer, who denounces her famous
uncle as a "nut on books" too. Parker is encouraged
and strives to forget the hurt looks of Jule, while
he concentrates entirely upon Dot, who is frankly in-

different to his book. One day, at a beach, at
which Jule too is attending, unnoticed by Parker,
the latter brings forth his precious manuscript and
offers it to Dot for inspection. She shrugs and
urges him to go for a swim. He reluctantly ac-

quiesces, leaving Fibbers lying on the beach. Jule
seizes her opportunity', as well as the book and
hurries away. She sails for New York the next
day. Meanwhile Parker is terrified over the loss

of his novel, and believes that Dot has played
a joke on him. When he receives a wire from Dot's
uncle announcing that his book is accepted, his

jubilance overflows and he is convinced that Dot
is the means, although she emphatically denies it.

In an interview with Mr. Hanscom. he mentions
that Dot is the angel to whom he will always be
eternally grateful for her altruism. Mr. Hanscom
laughs scornfully, informing him that Dot, a

scatter-brained creature is not the author of his
fortune but the person within the next oflice, his

trusted secretary. Opening the door, Parker looks
in and beholds Jule, banging furiously at a type-
writer. When Parker with that same love-hght as
formerly steps in, the noise of the typewriter for

some peculiar reason ceases.

Carl F. Mayer File No. 6262

A FINE morning; a balmy breeze; a little island;
and a quiet ocean. The South Sea presented
a romantic picture but an odd stillness pre-

vailed. One man among the others stood out. He
was white, bearded, and appeared powerful. Chiliki.

A gray battleship coming closer was the object of

concentration. Chiliki's nefarious past spread before
him. There had been other ships and other massa-
cres. On the ship, later, Chiliki looked into the eyes
of a white woman. He addressed her in German.
Elsie Hamborsen stared with curiosity at this un-
usual cannibal. She had a fiance at home, she said.

Yes, she had loved before—an unruly person, but he
had gone off. "I shall send you home to your
fiance!" Chilild said. Each time a new ship landed,
and each time his islanders massacred its crew,
the powerful Chiliki told himself he would send Elsie

home some other time. Then the first mishap oc-

curred! After all this time, one ship's crew proved
master. Several of the men escaped and Chiliki

knew he was doomed, but his peaceful manner
averted suspicion.

Elsie Hamborsen was keenly interested in her
host, and actually took pleasure in this stoic can-
nibal's company. His soft words of love were not
wholly repulsive. Looking at the girl, Chiliki re-

lived other years. Once, at Naval School, she had
waltzed serenely in his arms, and he had kissed
her. She had imagined her charms would stay him
from sailing to America, "Do not desert—for my

sake. Rudolph!" he had commanded—pleaded. One
day, sitting beside Elsie, Chiliki spotted a light
cruiser. One hundred and fifty men—but his number
was double that! The island answered the call to

arms, but the German sailors advanced heedlessly.
They had been warned and were well armed. Chiliki
and his henchman were there, but the natives were
fleeing toward the interior. A deck-officer advanced.
"Erich!" Shi iki shouted as his henchman, Lomila,
sprang forward. Lead entered Lomila' s head from
Chiliki's weapon! He had murdered his bravest
subject to save his former friend and countryman,
Erich Sanders. Elsie and Erich met with fervent
words and embraces. The girl could not understand.
Then Erich turned to his prisoner—and savior. The
ship's barber made short work of Chiliki's beard.
Erich moved forward expectantly. A scar on the
browned white man's face told the story. Rudolph
Knause ! Elsie pleaded for a kind word. "Too late,

Elsie," the vanquished pirate said, "my days are
numbei'ed." The captain of the vessel frowned.
Tragedy was stalking here, he realized. This edu-
cated and intelligent man was a victim of his own
character and caprice. The captain sent a personal
wiresless to his chief, while Elsie and Erich warmly
addressed the prisoner whom they knew to be a
murderer. The answer to the wireless w^as a grim
one. The captain himself would have to mete out the
punishment—death. Chiliki chose the firing squad,
but begged leave, first, to be allowed to send a
message to his father in Germany. Elsie kissed him
farewell and departed. As the sailors leveled, to fire,

the prisoner made a dexterous dash into the warm
Pacific. A pool of blood appeared, and the swish of

a shark's tail. Ail was quiet.

BURN EVERYTHING

Miss Lenore R. Fergozone File No. 6272

THE Sun Insurance Company's star salesman,
Barry Betune, had a way with him. He
knew when to keep still when talking to a

customer! Little acts of friendship, also, formed an
important portion of his daily routine. Nearing forty,
Harry was muscular, tall, and clean cut, but un-
married, and his only serious failing was going on
a spree now and then.
Lately, Harry was taking to drinking in a big

way. The upshot was dismissal by his company.
Down the slide he went, from one drink to another,
and from one selling proposition to another until

finally little was left in either drink, reputation, or
money. The once -independent star- salesman was a
derelict in every sense, his only friend being' Mrs.
Martha Good, his mother's old friend, who would not
turn him out under any circumstances despite the
fact that she had relagated him to the attic.

One cold April night, Harry's thoughts turned
toward the river. When memory burned up and
seared one's very soul, the river could quench long-
ing, no doubt. On his way to execute the last splash,
Harry wandered into a gayly lighted pub.ic hall.

It was warm inside, and a cheery buzz of conversa-
tion spread soothingly. Someone urged Harry inside.

For a long time he sat in his seat, sleeping peacefully,
when suddenly a voice thundered out: "Burn every-
thing!" it said, "Burn your bridges behind you
so you can't turn back; burn out every last bad
habit. Make a clean sweep, and get a new grip
on life." Through force of habit, Harry made
his way back to the attic. "Burn, burn, burn!" sped
through his mind. Harry made his way to the
cellar and stuffed everything into the furnace—the

man had even said to burn old clothes. Martha
found him in bed next afternoon, wrapped in a
sheet. Her harangue was of no avail. Perfectly

sober, he told her of the lecture. The woman softened
and hope seemed to be revived. In the evening,
when the other boys came home—the boarders—Mrs.
Good told them Harry's story. Each pledged a help-

ing hand, donating shoes, shirts, a hat, and finally

the money for a new suit. Arriving down-town.
Harry bunked flush into Bob Smith of the Sun.
The Big Chief, Harry learned, had missed him. On
the water-wagon? That was splendid. "Gee, you
look like a mihion dollars!" Bob remarked, sincerely.

That night, the urge to drink touched Harry's in-

sides again, but he refused to give in. Straight to

the lecture he went, again. It was a lady lecturer,

Ann Haller. The next day the Sun put Harry in

a brand new district. Then he signed up for Miss
Haller's course. One evening at dinner, the boys at

Martha's found uniform packages at their places.

Harry was paying back his debt, and on top of

each package, containing shirts and handkerchiefs,

was an announcement. "Thanks boys—from Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Betune (nee Ann HailerJ. We'll see you
at dinner tonight." And they did.

AT THE THRESHOLD OF JUDGMENT

Mildred Helmke File No. 2988

CLIMBING roses and vines, shading a little wood-
land cottage, indicate the peace and quiet that
is characteristic of the inhabitants. A little,

grey-haired woman, whom sophistication would at

once dub "old-fashioned," appears from behind a

bush, carrying a handful of roses. In a gentle voice,

she calls "Gordon." The birds answer her, but
finally after a repetition of her sweet call, a de-

pressed sound reaches her ears, "here." She runs
in the direction of the voice, and winds her arms
around a tall, slim figure, her son. Peering anxiously
into his face, she asks the cause of his evident de-

pression. The boy confesses that it's on'y love, that
there is only one thing that is required to effect

his happiness—Millie, the charming, large-eyed,

spiritual creature. Gorden's mother looks startled for

a moment, but forbidding herself any jealousy, she
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smiles sympathetically, ami admits that she would
love to have a daughter in her home. The son,

cheering- a trifle, hut still in a dreamy state, escorts

his mother to church, where his whole heart is con-

centrated on Millie, singing up there in the choir.

After the services, Gorden, his arm around Millie's

waist, presents her to his mother, who_ straightway,
opens her heart to her. Despite the joyousness in

Mi lie's eves, Gorden's mother sees a little solemnity
unrlcrueath. Gorden's mother feels a pang of fear, as

she realizes that she is going to lose her boy to a

yuunar itirl. who, despite her youth, seems to peer

with her very soul into the mystery of life. Biit

perhaps it is only her old imagination, thinks Gorden's
mother, shaking herself again. Millie then invites

both of them to meet her parents at dinner. Gorden
boyishly picks the most lovely flowers to present to

Millie's mother. Millie's parents greet Gorden's
mother courteously, but she feels a sort of chill

existing in the atmosphere. While the old people
talk on the porch, Millie and Gorden sport, visiting

some friends, eating ice-cream, driving in Gorden's
little car. and Gorden is happv once more for the

light in Millie's eyes is once more really girlish.

But Gorden is again puzzled, a little later, when he
mentions love to her, and Miliie falls back, agam
the solemn spiritual feeling in her eyes. In the

evening, in Gorden's garden, where Millie and he
are strolling, Gorden with a frightened look, asks
her imploringly why the barrier between them should
e.xist at all. In a sudden gust of love, he kisses

her and asks her to be his wife. She suddenly faces

him, with intense earnestness, and tells him that she

is going to put him at the thresho'd of judgment.
Again the solemnity is on her face. She asks him
to swear that "his heart be as faithful^ to her as

the stars, and his soul as pure as heaven." Terrified

at her adolescent seriousness, he nods, while she
explains that just as the sweetness of a rose fades,

so does love. At the threshold of judgment, Gorden
protests. Kissing her madly, he implores her to

be her sweet self again, and not the spiritual Miliy

that she is now. With tears in her eyes, she con-
fesses her story, that though her life is outwardly
serene, her mother and father have proved that love
is un-lasting; that her father leads a dual life de-

serting his wife and beating his chid, when he is

intoxicated . Millie finished her tale by saying that
she has vowed never to marry, or to put her lover

on the threshold of judgment when she does. The
earnest embrace of Gorden, finished all doubt,
though.

THE LAST CARD

Annie Hastille File No. 6253

WHEN Edward first became acquainted with the
Mitchell household, he was astounded at the
continual conflict and brawling that charac-

terized it. If it wasn't Mr. Mitchell, who drunkenly
ordered his step -children about, it was the eternal
strife between Jean, his own chid, and Sehna, his
step-child that caused chaotic erruptions. It v;as

unanimously agreed among the step-children, Selma
and Felix, and his own daughter Jean with her two
younger brothers, that Mr. Mitchell was the cause
of all the trouble. Edward, who was the son of

Mr. Mitchell's old friend, was at once attracted to

the uncommon culture and refinement of Selma, al-

though many times his eyes dwelt longingly upon
the flippant beauty of Jean. The latter, an es-

sentially feminine creature, had but one thought ;n

mind—to allure the bewildered Edward to an appre-
ciation of her own charms, as well as to a de-
testation of Selma. Selma's one source of comfort
was her grandfather, Mr. Burnham, a wealthy gentle-

man, to whom she confided her troubles. He how-
ever, had disapproved of his dead daughter's mar-
riage to Mr. Mitchell, nicknamed Dandelion by his

contemptuous children, and consequently visited his

wrath upon her children by refusing to adopt any
of them. However, a bond of sympathy linked Selma
witli her grandfather. One day, Selma, excessively
irritated by her step-father's continual vulgarity, re-

turned home from her grandfather's house only to

hear a loud cry, angry tones, and a crash. Rushing
hastily in, she found her step-father raising a heavy
fist to strike Felix, whose face was flushed with
anger and fear. Selma, desperate, ran into the
kitchen, seized a heavy butcher's knife, and wildly

thrust it at her step-father to prevent any damage
to Felix. Jean at that moment entered, recognized
the situation completely and rushed out to bring
Edward a moment later in with her to witness
Selma's temper. Mr. Mitchell was wounded slightly

in the arm. but Edward felt that his heart was
pierced, after hearing from Jean a slanderous story

against Selma, emphasizing the fact that for no
reason at all, Sema attempted murder. A scene
occurred, after which Mr. Mitchell, his face suffused
with choler, effected Selma's transfer to the house
of corrections. Here she remained for one year.

It was only through her grandfather's intervention,

when he learned the story from Felix, that she was
released. When she returned, she found that Edward
was engaged to Jean, his love for Selma stifled by
Jean's feline gossip against her. Edward, however,
discovered that it was not Jean that he loved but
Selma, despite her temperament; when Selma ex-

plained the true situation to him, he became
righteously indignant, and asked Selma to marry
him. Jean's reception of the news that Edward
loved, and was loved by Se ma. was the^ cause of

great havoc. She poured out upon Selma's sympa-
thetic ears the fact that she was soon to have a

child of whom Edward was the father. Selma, now
an ally of Jean, accosted Edward and broke her

engagement. Edward, bewildered at the turn of

events denied the story, protesting his innocence,

but futilelv. Stalking determinedly to Jean's presence,

an'd masterfully puUing Selma along with him, he

demanded the truth from her. Alter an obstinate

coherence to her story, she finally lost control of

her calm, wept bitterly and confessed the tale that
she told was the age- worn lie, used by dramatic hero-
ines. Ufe then for Selma and Edward assumed a
new halo. They were married, despite the drunken
objections of Dandelion, and hysteria of Jean. Selma s

troubles were settled once for all, when her grand-
father, too, announced that she was to be heiress
of all his property.

SECRET LOVER

Edi+h Hart File No, 6290

THEY were roommates at college—Al and Forrest,
Al the hero of the gridiron and glee club; Forre.-^t

merely a plodder. No one seemed to. notice him
when Al was in sight. Both youths loved Grace
Burger, a junior at the university, but Grace showed
distinct preference for the glamorous and fickle Al,
who had two other sweethearts besides—Leona Mar-
tin, at home, and Caroline Harvey whom he saw
each summer at camp. As much as Al thought
of Grace during the school year, he found it im-
possible to cherish thoughts of her when Leona
was at his side—or Caroline, at camp. Forrest, dis-
liking Leona and not knowing Caroline, remained
quietly in the background.
August came, and with it camp and Caroline.

Lender the spell of her charms, one night, Al pro-
posed. After all, his dad thought Caroline the
best ever! The remainder of the summer passed
like a dream. At last, thought Al, his problem con-
cerning the three girls was solv.ed. But back in

town, home didn't seem like heme without Leona.
Al took her to a dance, persuading himself to be-
heve everything would be all right. She looked far

lovelier than ever that night, so Al proposed and
was accepted once again. Well, the warm friendship
between Leona and his mother would avoid all

mother-in-law trouble. To be sure, Caroline was
the type to attract too many men^that was why
dad had fallen under the spell of her charms, too.

Back at school, Al told Forrest he was engaged to

Leona. "This summer you were engaged to Caro-
line!" the exasperated fellow retorted. W'ell, Al
thought Leona a better choice. Xo-o, he hadn't told

Caroline. Forrest accused him of being a bigger
fool than ever. "You'll ask Grace, too, the first

chance you get I" he shouted. "No, I won't," Al
said, but saying it, he knew it was Grace he had
wanted, all along! For the first time in his life.

Al began to realize his own short-sightedness and
impetUGUsness. What a mess, and what would the

girls do? He kept away from Grace, studiously.

Annoyed, Grace accepted Forrest's invitations, but
Forrest realized he was a poor substitute for Al.

One day. Al settled his affairs by accident. It was
a case of mixed letters. In reply, he received Caro-
line's request for release and Leona 's announcement
of her forthcoming marriage to Shelby McRae. Free
at last. Al's thoughts turned to Grace. He had the

first date in months, but the evening was far from
a success. Grace had become so accustomed to

Forrest's ways that even Al's chivalry seemed
gaudy, now. Back in their room. Al begged Forrest's

forgiveness, but Forrest refused to believe Grace
was in love with him, really. Al suggested a party
to discover the lucky one. Al had been right. "I'd

rather you'd take me home. Forrest," she had said,

confidently, looking up at both boys.
Congratulating Forrest, next day, Al was his old

amusing self. "Say—brother." he said, "Do you
think the weather will be fair in August? By the

way. how'd you and Grace like to spend a few-

weeks in camp with Caroliine and myself?"

THE FIRST SON

Mrs. S. B. McMath File No. 6287

T\\'EXTY- EIGHT, and feeling gloriously alive.

Tim found himself in New York, prepared to

enter medical school. Having already secured
rooms with an o'.d friend, near the school grounds,
the only thing left now was to work hard so that

the home folks might not feel disappointed. But to-

night he was forgetting all care at a dance, at

which silly young ^things crowded about him. eager
to make the acquaintance of the boyishly handsome,
eager lad. Then Xola Davenport hove in sight—gor-
geous Xola, who. at thirty -eight, carried herself

like a chit of nineteen! Dignity and gayety mingled
pleasantly in this social leader whose heart and
soul entered her work as an educator. Tim was
impressed, but thought better of it. Back he went
to the flapper who had c'aimed him from the first.

Weeks passed pleasantly, and Tim still maintained
his aloof air toward women. Then one evening Xola
told him how very much she liked him. The room-
mate. Fred, grew serious. "Cultivate that friend-

ship, Tim," he advised. "She can help you a

lot!" The weeks turned into months and years.

Tim found himself completely dominated by Nola.
who had practically sent him through school, and
endowed him, too. with social position. Though he
had made no promises, the ties seemed to bind.

Each time he made up his mind to threw off the
yoke, he stuck—even harder. Then came his promise'

to marry Xola I Tlie close of his senior year four. I

"Dr. Timothy Phillips" with only one misgiving—
his marriage to a woman ten years his senior.

The people in the small town to which Dr. Phillips

and his wife migrated found them an engaging coupln,

and it was not long before they were well off.

Though Tim respected his wife's managing ability

and beauty, he found it difficult to warm up to her
love. Besides, his unusually strong desire for chil-

dren mere-y resulted in the adoption of a son and
a daughter'. The girls in town, nearer Tim's age,
found him delightful company, thus embittering Xola.
Time passed. As the years sped by, conditions went
from bad to worse. Constant quarreling, made its

mark ow the household, the only interest of either
Xola or Tim being in the children, Harry and Sue.
Tim started drinking to forget.
One day. the now successful physician discovered his

wife and nurse combining forces against him. The
nurse was replaced immediately, the new one. Elita.
being a charming young person. Modesty and gentle
grace startled Tim into love, real love, this timt,
and it was this girl's devotion and sympathy which
eased nim over many a tough situation with Xola.
The crisis came one cod December night, when N-jla
surprised the lovers, having dinner in the olhct
sitting room. An explanation was readily advanced.
"I'm through, Tim," Xola .sobbed, walking out intu
the night. Her tears mingled with the rain as she
prayed to recoup her lust happiness. She had loved
him so!
Tim and EHta married, and Tim tried once more to

adjust himself to his new-found happiness. All oi

Tim's old associates snubbed him, but he was de-
termined to stand his grround. Then Tim and Elita
sailed for Europe on a lielated honeymoon, ieavin ;

their infant son at home. A shipwreck siuitifed ul;.

both their lives but brought magnificent coiitentniLiu
to Xola, who mourned the father, but took the sun
—the first son—to her heart as her very own!

THE GRIDIRON WINS

Charles J. Ax File No. 6281

THIS is the story of a young man who resolved
never to play football again! When Roy Barnes
was graduated from high school, he hoped his

ability as a football player would entitle him to a
college scholarship. However, his dream never ma-
terialized, and Roy realized that if he ever did go to
college, it would never be due to his having been an
outstanding half-back. The youth worked in the
Brockton's steel mills until he was twenty-two! When
he finally entered college, he had one purpose in mind
—to succeed scholastically. He was approached im-
medialety on the subject of football, but having had
his name changed to Jack Xarvel, his refusal caused
little comment, on the score of his earlier record.
Socially, however, Roy was ignored, having refused
to serve Glcndalc.
The second and third years at college were prac-

tically a repetition of the first, except that Davey
Morris, Roy's freshman room-mate, entered into a
profoundly sincere friendship with this serious-minded
Jack Xervel. It was during the early fall of Roy's
semor pear that Davey discovered his friend's real
identity. Some old clippings secreted in a book had
spilled the beans, as it were. Confronted by Davey 's

discovery, Roy confessed, and related the story of his
struggles and his ideals. Davey pledged secrecy.
It happened, however, that Larry Gregg, an old
friend of Roy's, inquired after him while passing
through the town in which G'endale was situated.
Xone seemed to know of any such person. Exas-
perated, Gregg became involved in a conversation
with a reporter of the Campus Clarion. "Gosh,"
Cregg remarked, "Everybory oughta know him.' Yeah,
he rooms with David Morris." The very same day,
the same reporter tracked down Rov and solved the
mystery of Roy Barnes, alias Jack Xarvel. Then,
since the football forecast for the coming season
looked dubious. The Clarion headlined the fact that
G.endale was harboring a much-needed half-back.
Upon publication of this issue. Roy was ridiculed
universally. Thinking Davey had belied his trust,
Jack cornered him in their room and thrashed him
soundly, but Morris was more hurt mentally than
physicaly. He idohzed the man who had so unjustly
mistreated him. Nevertheless, he determined to ad-
her;; lovallv to the friendship in spite of all. It was
to Louise Cressman, the girl Roy had loved, from a
distance, for three years, that Davey went. Despite
the fact that the football captain. Brockie Tyson, was
reputed to be her "sugar," Davev pleaded with the
girl. If she would only talk to Roy! The ensuing
interview was far from pleasant, but Jack was in
togs and a helmet in short order. How comfortable
those sweaty togs and heavy boots felt, even if the
coach had relegated him to the second team ! G endaie
went along, playing slovenly and obtaining medicore
results. The day of the big game loomed ahead.
Glendale was only conceded the chance tor victory
in case of an upset. That is exactly just what did
happen. Glendale's half-back injured, Roy was sent
into the thick of the game.—the third quarter I

After the game. Jack realized how wrong his con-
ception of college spirit had been. On the way to the
station, Roy met Davey, but refused to recognize
him. But Louise had learned the details from the
Clarion reporter. With Davey, she rushed to the
station and after reciting the breathless tae, the three
turned back toward the college. Xeed it be mentioned
that the new Glendale's Hero s name was Barnes?

PLEASE STAND BY

D. Wes+brook Shelton File No. 6245

HE. BILLY, was a radio operator, and she.
Marthaleene. the daughter of an old southern
family. They had been lovers in high school,

but the affair had petered out after Billy's depart-
ure for a nearby city wherein he was to assume a
position in the control room of a broadcasting station.
It started all over again when Billy returned home
to attend his grandmother's funeral, but this time,
it was Marthaleene's father who objected. "But
father." the girl had protested, ""It's not Billv's
fau.t. He had to choose between the job and his
coming home—and you know his grandma reared
him." "That boy has no prospects and is unsteady,"
was the father's answer. Marthaleene dutifully ac-
cepted the attentions of a visiting northerner, Marthi
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His chief sugyeBtcd lie try out for the rositioii of
announcer of the station. A new peculiar blue
in the Ijoy's voice made a hit with the execut
Mr. King, Marthaleene's father, shut off the .-.
each time Billv came on the air. "See?" Martha-
leenc said, quietly, "He -will be someone some day!"
Kin.ET disa.Q;reed. No future in radio. Just a fad! The
girl's weddmg- announcement to Martin thrilled the
town. "Poor Billy!" moaned the younger set. "Lucky
girl!" doting mothers of other beautiful daughters
lisped, enviously.
By the time Marthaleene's wedding day arrived,

Billy had scaled the heights and approached the pin-
nacle as leading announcer on a coast-to-coast net-
work. His melancholy voice touched multitudes of
feminine hearts whether he was announcing a foot-
ball game, an orchestra, or call letters. The day of
the weding, Marthaleene stood before her mirror,
examining the weding g:own which had just arrived.
Her young sister, admiring it, mentioned Martin an,l
the beautiful home they would live in up in New
York. "You might even see Billy," she mused, "And
he's famous, too." The bride-to-be paled. She peered
wistfully through the open casement window leading
to a small staircase. "You'll look grand walking
down that—Aren't you glad it's to be on the lawn?"
the sister babbled on. Through the open window,
Marthaleene heard notes of a radio. Someone was
announcing a song' as the mellow notes of a band
beat on: "I Never Was Blue Till I Fell For You!"
"Isn't Bi:iy handsomer than Martin?" the vounger
girl asked. "Go take your bath!" Marthaleene said,
coolly. As the door slammed, ^Marthaleene dashed
about madly, throwing articles pell mell into a suit-
case. In a moment she was at the wheel of her car--
down the enchanting, stairway which was to frame the
wedding procession. For many weary hours, she hit
the road. New York! The studio staff informed her
that Billy was on his vacation—would leave for France
at midnight! The boat had already gone when Martha-
leene arrived at the pier. She joined a party going otT
in a seaplane—other latecomers. Only one face stood
out in the crowd which gathered about to watch the
seaplane passengers alight. "Bil-ly!" Marthaleene
cried, throwing her arms about the bewildered youth.
When Billy spoke, a vibrant note crept into his
voice. Other passengers smiled at the spectacle of
the lovers and went disci'eetly on their ways.
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INTRIGUE

Mrs. C. D. Craft File No. 6295

WHEX^ the Donnelly girls were tots. Uncle
Jack's money was often a source of wonder-
ment. How nice it must be, they dreamed,

to buy everything you want. Then one day Uncle
Jack brought home Mollie, a beautiful girl. "This is
my wife," he said to Donnelly, his brother. The
girls admired Mollie's auburn hair and sapphire blue
eyes. She seemed the essence of sweetness and good
taste. In the years that followed, Mollie had three
children: two sons and a daughter. Mollie spent a
great deal of time at Jack's office because she was
accustomed to the business world, and loved it. Wben
Jack decided to open a restaurant, Mollie remained in
the store gladly, but this was the rub. Too many
idle tongues wagging in flip mouths bothered to ad-
mire her beauty and charm. Then came the affair
with Tom Broadbeck, debonair salesman several
years Jack's senior. Mollie could chat with him as
though she had known him forever. The affair grew
intense, and finally the gossips managed to capture
Jack's ear. For a long while, the maltreated husband
attempted to ignore the entire thing, and forgive, but
his efforts to reconciliate his lost love were fruitless.
Jack sold his business and returned to the home of
his mother, with the children. Mollie remained in the
big city, unwilling to abandon the gay life. Despite
her dissipation and waywardness. Jack made a com-
fortable settlement upon her, and sat back, hoping
for the best.
Several years after Jack's last plea to Mollie, the

Donnellys reveived a letter from the old Mrs. Don-
nelly. Uncle Jack had married a girl of twenty!
Hardly a soul breathed who could not take to Jennie.
Not half as love'.y as Mollie, yet her personality and
nature were charming because of their difference.
Ihe children adored her. It was with bitter sorrow
that Jack learned of Mollie's death, in her old home.
It was the memories which racked his very soul!
Ihe children would never know! Years later, his
children all married. Jack moved to the city with
Jennie, opening a small but popular hotel. Almost
immediately after the opening. Jack became iil—

a

long lingering illness which added to Jennie's work,
nursing. Between her ailing husband and the hotel,
Jennies lot was far from easy, but she was hapov.
Upon Jack s death, Jennie inherited the hotel and "a
major portion of the estate, but tired out from her
years of work, she did not appreciate the financial in-
dependence she had inherited from this man she had
loved with every living fibre. Franklvn Brown, one
of the roomers—a salesman—sensed the situation at
once. I'orward he marched with sympathetic and
emotional moods. "It's too much for you to run this
Jennie, he said, "You were made for the finer
things. Jack had been too honest, so Jennie trusted
all men implicitly. Every spare cent went to Brown

tmertt.—he was to use his own judgment. In-"
"ge, Jennie merely assumed the title
rs. ^Brown." The warrants started to

absconded with practically

,., ,- T- 1 ---V Jennie turned to her step'-
children Jackie Jr. wrote at once, urging Jennie to

M^tl,
™'

'I
'""'

, .\r '?^,l / ''^'P'"S hand once,
Mother, he wrote, "iNow I'll do my share!" Jennie'sbaby—and Brown's—was born in poverty, but lovewas present, and after all, is not that the most

stead of
and name

every penny. Stranded, J

thing? "I'm glad Jack will i

I've been!" Jennie would say.

CABLEGRAM

File No. 6049

LUCILE'S thoughts wandered restlessly as she
sat before the Chateau, situated at one extrem-

_
ity of Lake Geneva. From the sufferings of

Bonivard they traveled to her own sufferings. A
vague disquietude filled her mind, which roved con-
.stantly to the last unhappy year of her marriage.
Her husband, whose weakness was dominated by
prosperity, had indulged in drinks, wild parties, and
finally was killed as he lost control of his car one
night. Lucile, saddened and wearied, joined her old
school chum, Grace Williams, at Switzerland after
taking a very quiet but meaningful farewell of Fred
Lavyrence, an old lover of hers. Now as she meditated
profoundly, she felt herself in a delemna. Should
she marry the Count who was so ardent in his pro-
posals to her; his answer was due on the morrow
She really didn't love him, she thought, but he was
charming, good-looking and wealthy. In fact, nobody
had ever treated her like that before. Again her
fancies carried her back to the stern-lipped Lawrence
as he bade good-bye to her when veiled in the gar-
ments of widow hood, she sailed for Switzerland.
Lucile went back to her friend, that day, her mind
more uncertain than ever whether to accept the count
or not. Why. she asked herself, did she think of
Lawrence right now? That evening when the count
came over to her house, he asked her for her answer.
At first she was gay in her reply, which she tried
to avoid, then becoming serious, she asked for one
more day s time. Then she retired to her room, where
she took out a letter, a month old. It was from
Lawrence, as usual terse, short, and concise, asking
ner It he might continue to write to her. Her answer
w ''S''"^™ ""^ '°'''" °' => cablegram, "Yes-Do
Write But no answer was forthcoming. Tlie next
day, Lucille in sports clothes, followed the gaze of
the crowd upward. It was the GRAF ZEPPELIN.
She hurriedly snapped a picture of it with her pocket
camera. Following the winding path that led to the
little chalet nestling among the trees, she perceived
a shadow. But was it a shadow? Lawrence was
striding to her. He had just landed with the Graf
Zeppelin! At once she knew that she could notmarry the count: In the arms of Lawrence she
realized that it was he that she loved. Lucile was
brought to reality, when he asked tenderly.

Sweetheart, do you think I would wait to write
after receiving that wonderful cable?"

MICE

Theo. Pitts

DEPOSITING his books on the library table.
George Winters felt contented and at peace
with the world. He had taken his last exam

for the year. "What's up. Mother?" he asked Mrs.
Winters who had just come from the phone looking
slightly troubled. "Grace Livingston's niece is land-
ing on the He de France. I'm to meet her and get
her located. She's only fifteen." "I'll go along,"
IVS.P'^?'^^''- ^,? "'^ chauffeur appeared with the car.
Will she really stay with us?" "Grace Livingston

would do as much for me!", Mrs. Winters answered,
in justihcation.
When a slip of a girl stepped off the gangplank of

the huge steamer, Mrs. Winters recognized Frances
Deveaux, as the child who had escorted Grace and
herself to the Eiffel Tower in Paris two years back.
George, delighted that it was not the blonde siren
ahead, became very attentive all at once. Two days
later, he escorted his mother and the girl to the Ritz
for dinner. Frances was unusually well-poised. Mrs.
Winters inquired of the waiter concerning specials,
desiring to help Frances in her choice. Everything
proceeded smoothly until the vegetable order was at
hand. Suddenly, Frances spoke out in an excited
tone. "Please, Mrs. Winters, will you order mice?"
At last she remembered what it was her cousin had
recommended as being delicious in America. George's
mother flushed prettily. "People do not eat mice in
America. You must have misunderstood"—she said.
Frances burst forth into French to the waiter. He
merely agreed with the Winters'. Three girls at an
adjoining tab'e smiled at George, knowingly. George
kept his eyes averted but wished he might be able
to show the girl a living specimen of what she craved
He was terribly fond of Frances but hated to see his
mother so horribly embarrassed. The dinner pro-
gressed without further reference to mice Mrs
Winters diplomatically managed to steer the conver-
sation into safer channels. Frances described in fair-
ly high tones the scenes and sights aboard ship,
dwelling, particularly upon one incident which
savored of scandalous details. "I always did like
home cooking. Mother," George remarked, when Mrs.
Winters called attention to the unusual amount of
food on his plates. "We will eat home from now on
won't we. Mother?" he added. Mrs. Winters smiled'
anpreciatively, and urged Frances to hurry so that
tliey might not miss the newsreel. Leaving'the table,
Frances stood with her eves glued to the table nearby.A young lady was busily engaged eating the juicy
yellow kernels from an ear of corn.

'7°'^«l''
«^<=laimed Frances, stamping her foot

and sha'Sing her finger at the bewildered waiter,
that garcon told me 'We do not serve mice here'""

WHO WAS THE MAN
Mrs. Lydia Gibson File No. 6128

TIRED of humdrum New Eng'and, John Gibbons
decides that his best move would be to study
engineering in order to rank with the pioneers

ot his day who were building up the West those

othe

all sv

brave pioneers had
Then, having worked hard
contract, John decides to w;
Green, is ready to leave with hir
the mountains for a while. Tom,"
you're ready to go." Tom grii
"John Gibbons," he says, "If I i

gilt for one entire day, I'd

ered and settled,
nmer on a bridge
il his^ buddy, Tom

"I'm taking to
John says, "Until

s at his partner,
ver saw you stay

;, , , ,- - -, -;;-•,-- —".k you were sick.
Good luck, anyhow. Don t forget to come back forme—with a plenty wild and adventurous account of

experiences, too!" For three days, John tramps
woods, pack on back. Daylight

him after sundown,
into the cliffs. One

- with memories and
s. A human body—hardly cold, but dead, never-
'

r>?''"'
"^^ ^'"^ °^ "^'^ flashlight, John investi-

Obviously the man has not been murdered
g by the note in his hand. It requests the
of the body to bury him, telling the exact loca-

tion of a chff cave. "You will be repaid," it states,
t goes on to speajc of the man's daughter.

"A beautiful name for this
too late." The

through the mountau
is dull, and few thrills greet
Then comes the day he venture
black nighl

finde

John,

File No. 6092 ^^ I

and then
"Greda,"
girl whose father says she
next morning, John buries thi
cave for identity. He finds nothing except a "book"
obviously presented to this Greda person years back'"Who IS this Greda?" thinks John

Tlie next train East carries John Gibbons, very
much subdued and far less adventurous. In his valise
rests a small fortune and an identifying book. Tom is
still in the West. Unexpected business carrying me
bast at once," John wires from the train, to Tom.
Bunk. Is It a woman?", Tom answers. At the

station in Bangor, John alights, preparatory to hop-
ping the shuttle for home. Two pretty girls sit hud-
dled in the waiting room. On closer inspection, one
is beautiful. The other girl speaks. "Greda," she
says,_ "Why not wait until tomorrow? You're very
Mte. ' Tears cloud the beautiful girl's eyes. "I know

too late. Martha," she answers, lifelessly. John,
ly his thumping heart indicates, and

cnivairous advances, asking the trouble. The less
beautiful Martha explains that her companion has
missed the VVestern Special to her dying father. John
IS appalled, but still unsure. Tlie girls leave him in
care of their few belongings and rush out for a bite,
preparing to catch the Midnight Special. John hur-
riedly removes the book from his valise, laying it on
the bench. Greda returns shortly. "OH! OH'
Martha!', she cried, "Consider The Lilies.' F'rom fatherto—— Jphn IS at her side in an instant. In a
hushed voice he tells of the mountain happenings
and delivers the fortune.

t
A >=="„ later, Greda, beside John in a train hitting

for the West sighs happily. "I'll be thinking of you,
dear husband, she whispers. "When I look at my
darling s grave. That rugged old soldier of a sur-
veyor would have been so happy il he only could

It darling John Gibbons, Engineer

interested

IDLE SINGER
Zlllah M. Sherman File No. 6255

HER eyes lived! One couldn't dispose of them
with the facile simile of shining like stars.
Ihey had the possibilities of life in them, and

life in addition to being a great advanture, offers, by
the way, interesting, stimulating episodes! ....'.
Ralph, gazing breathlessly at this visionary Aphrodite,
felt the surge of a new poetic creation within him.
To him, indulgently tolerated as a dreaming poet
by his wife Susan of the Vonswanson heritage, effer-
vescence of eloquent phraseology and glittering de-
scriptions seemed platitudinous. In search of an
oriole, Ralph found Margaret under a great spread-
ing elm tree. Even as he sipped the plebian lemonade
offered gayly by her, he wondered if this could be
modern ambrosia; it seemed to be consistent with
her. Even as he bantered with her, introducing him-
self in most usual language to her, discussing the
lyrics of the poet, Catullus, reality sank into obliv-
ion He found himself vague'y contrasting the essen-
tially materialistic beauty of Susan, his wife, with
this newly discovered goddess. The summer resort
became enchanted for him; no longer was it a re-
spite from the city, but an expression of his poetry—
and Margaret. When he left her to meet his wife
after a gay adieu, he felt a freedom of spirit and
happiness that he had never felt before. His greet-
ing to Susan, a practical tjiough exquisite creature,
to whom he was intensely devoted, was a whimsical
one, which she treated with her usual loving asperity
Susan s irritation was aggravated when Ralph re-
marked a longing to live a poem. He shrugged
wearily. Susan couldn't understand! Ralph's friend-
ship with Margaret continued. It was a tru'y cere-
bral, sympathetic bond that linked them. Ralph was
living the poem in a dazed halo (when in company
of Margaret) that he desired; at the same time, his
life with Susan invigorated him with the necessary
strength to enjoy his poem by subjecting him to a
realistic life, thus supplying the basis for contrast.
Ralph s association with Margaret, to him and her a
purely spiritual one, was not regarded with the same
vlevvpoint by Susan. She at once surmised the reason
of Ralph's anxiety to remain at the place at which
he nad once contemptuously railed, when she dis-
covered that the elm tree was the haven of Margaret
and Ralph. Demanding that he return to the city
with her to meet Susan's sister, the duchess, Susan
indicated her jealousy. Ralph was determined to live
in longer contact with Margaret, the personification
of his "poem." An animated scene occurred be-
tween the two, in which Susan, hysterically weeping
denounced her husband for lack of fidelity, a charge
which Ralph met utter stupification. He proceeded
to analyze for the first time, the situation in his own
mind. Did spiritual love really exist, he thought
earnestly? If so, he loved Margaret more than Susan.
If it didn't, then Susan alone was essential to htm
Conflict gnawed, but he assured Susan that his feel-
ing for her was in no way diminished, although his
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explanation of "spiritual contact" with Margaret
brought forth onlv a derisive cry. One day. Mar-
garet, unaware of the tempest assaulting Ralph s

peace, confided that she was to be married soon; at

the same time, she revealed that she too had been

living a poeni, when in company with Ralph. The
latter, left alone with bewildered mind, at last dis-

covered the solution to his problem. This "spiritual

love" was to be relived only in memory, but the

realitv of life must continue. A longing for peace

and Susan overcame him, and rushing madly to

Susan's side, he plaved the part of ardent lover; but

even after she acquiesced, the thought of Margaret
lirushecl across his consciousness, and he quoted

softly, "My heart is like a singing bird."

THE WAY OF THE CROSS

Lillidn Dupree File No. 6268

LIXDEX HOSPITAL was in veritable chaos.

Rooms were fu 1 : wards were overcrowded;
nurses unsmiling. After having planned a vaca-

tion at the seaside for months, the nurses were taken

virtually off the train as the ambulances rushed into

the yard with their moaning loads—the result of an
accident in town. Kitty frowned at the most well-

behaved patient of the lot—Ronald Burk, a handsome
wealthy lad, but it was not long before she and
Ronald were madly in love, Mrs. Burk looking on

approvingly. But when Ronald left the hospital, Kitty

decided to forget him. "It was all right until he

left," she told her mother, "But he's rich and he may
forget, and my heart would simply break!" Ronald
discovered her, though, and it was only a short time

afterwards that the betrothal was announced.
Delighted with her lot, Kitty set about house-

keeping, after the wedding, in the small cottage Ronny
had purchased after she had convinced him the

simple life was all she required. Then, one day, just

as Kitty prepared to tell Ronald good news concern-

ing a "blessed event," Nelly Jo, an old friend,

marched in. Kitty did not tell her husband, that

night. Instead, she prepared to follow him to his

"business conference. Nelly Jo was right. Kitty

took up the trail to the big city where Ronald Jr.

was born. One year passed xineventfully before Kitty

decided to return home. Nelly Jo was one of the

first to greet her. "Say Kitty," she said, "Guess
you didn't hear what your rival done?" Impatiently,

Kitty stared at the girl. She had done Kitty harm,
once. Kitty feared to listen, now, but the girl went
on: "Ronny 's blind, now—can't see blondes any more.

She threw acid at him!" Kitty faced her family

desperately. Why hadn't they told her? Kitty
showed Nelly Jo the door. "If it hadn't been for

you," she shrieked. "I might never have guessed.

Ronny might have gotten over his afifair, and he
certainly would never have had this hapijen!" The
girl sped to her husband, new love shining in her
eyes and giving buoyancy to her step. In his pres-

ence, she spoke stiffly of many things, studiously
avoiding mention of little Ronny, sleeping in her arms,
or his father's blindness. Preparing to leave, Kitty
moved nervously. The infant stirred and then burst

into harsh whelps and hot tears. Ronald rushed for-

ward, to run his hand over the body of what he knew
to be his own son. "Kitty," he sobbed, "Why did

you hide this from me, darling?" Kitty explained
her stand in regard to Ronald's former capriciousness.

Then she told him of how hearing a church organist
play The IVay of the Cross brought her to him.
"But you have been punished enough, dear, and now
your old nurse, Kitty, is going to care for you again."
Back in the hospital. Nurse Kitty stood beside

Ronald Burk's bed once again, as in the old days.
Mrs. Burk stood at the foot of the bed. too, as the

doctor unravelled yards of bandage. Kitty clasped
her patient's hand in a manner most unprofessional
as he looked up into her own moist eyes. "I can
sec your smile iwtv, Kitty," he said, softly. "Tell

me. is my son's so wonderful, too?"

winced, but in John's arms she forgot this strange-
ness. Soon after his return, John received a raise and
a promotion. The bank was proud of him—his new
attitude. Betty looked at his brand new sports car
with amazement. Charley Smith was entirely for-
gotten, except by Mrs. Bly, who made it a practice
to have him in for dinner several times each week^
as her guest. Charley's new mo<lel Ford was in-

significant in comparison to Ji ^Ini'^ cMuipage. Tlie
green fires were kindling— firt s ^t ) ,il, ,n~\

.

Depression came with a sni,i-ii. h.lin was one of
the first to receive a cut. C'liarrv, m \\w electrical
business, did not feel the low wave. Then John lost
his position entirely. "1 got to get out of here,
baby," he told Betty, but the girl didn't mind. She
knew Charley Smith was the more steady of the two.
Depression had come as a gift^to help lier choose.
Mrs. Bly was delighted; John distracted. Despite
his selfishness, he really loved Betty. Picking up
the paper, one morning, after Charley had gone off to
work. Betty glanced at the society page. Staring up
at her was John's face, smiling happily. Next to him
was a bride—the beautiful dark girl of the pier

—

an honest -to- goodness social regis terite! Yes, John
would see London and Paris again—and he would go.

the second time, in the bridal suite, but Charley was
so steady

!

GREEN FIRES

Mrs. Alice Green File No. 6270

SUMMER time and vacation are synonymous, and a
railroad station, from June to September, is a
veritab e mecca for the weary bearers of in-

dustry's burden. John Nugent, a bank teller, after
months of pinching, was not headed for the depot-
Grand Central—this June day. Europe! Betty Bly.
his fiancee stood by his side in a tiny cabin. *'Next
time I go, Betty darlin'." he whispered, holding her
close, "It'll be a palatial suite— the bridal one!"
With the last toot of the tremendous steam whistle.
Betty was back on the pier. Back to the office and
the typewriter. Charley Smith was outside the build-
ing when Betty emerged from the revolving door
that evening. "Well," he laughed, reaching lor her
arm. "Johnny said to take care of you. Like to see
a picture tonight ?" After the picture they danced
at a dimly illuminated Chop Suey palace, on Broad-
way, the vale of glitter. Betty's tearfulness turned
to delighted laughter. That night, her mother
grumbled, discontentedly. "Sure, you fool," she said,
"It's easy to see Charley loves you. and instead of
sitting on your sofa to save money for a vacation to
Europe, he'd spend it on ya!" Betty wondered,

doubt, the type who would not go
nless uld.

PROTECTION MONEY

Emma Cardio File No. 6249

UNDERWORLD mechanisms, closely linked with

political corruption, catch Grace Dillon in a

strong clutch. As the sister-in-law of a

prospective mayor, Grace's contacts include the

friendship of Joe Farrio, an influential politiciaii as

well as bootlegger and gangster. Joe courts Grace
with splendour, dazzling her awed eyes with long-

stemmed roses, and magnificent gifts. One day, after

Grace has remained at her father's house for a few
days, where she has been summoned because of her

mother's death, she sends word that she will arrive

at her sister's house at a specified time. To her
astonishment, she finds Joe, waiting for her in his

car, as she steps down from the train. He drives her

to his residence, where they have dinner. Grace's

naivitee is swiftly replaced by knowledge, when she

finds that Joe's intentions are not strictly honorable,

but believing that her young awe of him is love, she

consents to play the part of his mistress, after a
forced seduction. In her capacity, Grace learns that

Joe runs several speakeasies, gambling joints and
hotels, and pays protection money to officers not to

betray him. One day, before Grace's horrified eyes,

Joe kills an officer, whom he dons as a stool pige,on.

She is repelled and looks at Joe with new eyes. An-
other incident occurs then in Grace's life, which
changes her outlook completely. On New Year's Eve,
Joe leaves Grace at home, while he visits one of his

cabarets. Grace, later, in the hope of excitement,

enters the same cabaret alone. She watches a drama
unfold itself, when Joe, walking over to a singer, de-

mands that she complete her song at his table. Sne
refuses, and Joe strikes her. A young man runs
over, calls Joe a yellow cad and knocks him down.
Before long, the place is in confusion; brawling, over-
turned chairs, crashing glasses add to the havoc.
Joe escapes afterward, and the place is swiftly
emptied save for the young man, who lies wounded
on the floor. Calling a police ambulance, she accom-
panies him to the hospital, where she comforts him,
and visits him daily, joe is acquitted on the grounds
of self-defense, after Grace reveals the story to the
police. Meanwhile the young man is amazed at the
relation between Grace and Joe, for he loves Grace,
but after the latter explains the situation, he. as a
lawyer, determines to save Grace from her present
life. Tlirough his intervention, Joe settles $50,000.

on Grace, and promises to keep away from her^ al-

though he offers to marry her, an ofifer which she
rejects. Joe is finally caught in his illegal practices
through the wiles of a United States marshall. and
after, the latter is killed suddenly in his room, Joe
is held for murder as well as other charges. Grace
is a witness in his disfavor, feeling that she ought to
tell the truth. Joe is convicted, and Grace realizing
her love for the heroic young man who has been
wounded by Joe, begins a new life with marriage.
After Joe is released through the efforts of his at-
torney, he meets with an accident, for his house
burns, and Joe is left helpless and blind. He sum-
mons Grace to his bedside, and a touching scene
fo'lows, in which he wishes her happiness, and asks
forgiveness. Grace grants it, and feeling herself
happy at last, returns to her husband.

the whippoorwill. "Yes," he whispered, kissing her
hand. Lucy never forgot that moment, even when
Mark left for the north and east—the big i ities—to
make good in his chosen land.

During the absence of her fiance, Val turned, natur-
ally to Harold, He accompanied her to dancc.i and
the theatre, in the capacity of an old friend, but
Harold was far from happy, and his sister and
father felt very sorry for him. Val turned to him
with her troubles as she would to another girl.

One day, Harold spoke of Mark, in answer to Val's
tearfulness concerning him. "Why not surprise him
with a visit?" Harold asked. "Lovers should n<it be
separated." Val found Mark in Philadelphia, .m Ihc
verge of starvation. Upon her return to \"\\u. she

met Harold, who informed her of Lucy's illness \ al

paid her friend a visit, and was only too anxi-ius
to discuss what appeared to be of common interest

-

Mark. "How can you want to marry him to help?"
Lucy sobbed, "when Harold loves you so? How can
you do both so deep an injustice?" "Harold is just
a pal," Val countered, and then she realized that the
ailing Lucy was actually betraying her brother's con-
fidence. Soon after begging her release from Mark,
Val became engaged to the rising young Dr. Harold
Babccck. Autumn's red and gold leaves were fall-

ing. Lucy wondered whether Mark ever thought back
to that Spring night in the garden. Sitting by the
glowing fire, one evening, Lucy's mind wandered to
the garden. A noise and then a hush. "Mark," she
cried. He was right before her with Harold. "My
darling." he said, "now my violin will play the
whipporwill's calls—for you!"

John found Betty waiting on the pier the night his
boat docked. "Hello sweet!", he said, with faint
traces of a British accent. Then he excused himself.
Betty watched him from afar as he bade a most
cordially intimate farewe'l to a lovely dark girl, ex-
quisitely groomed. John did not comment as they
stepped into a cab. He spoke of Paris, the Lido, Lon-
don, and Vienna, but his tone was far from the inti-

mate one of old. Yes, he would like to go again. It

was a great lark, this travelling bachelor stuff. Betty

SPRING

Rhoda Joyal File No. 6300

LUCY REMEMBERS

Mrs. M. V. Britten File No. 6260

44^0 Mark Giovanni has beaten you out of your

^ girl!" Lucy Babcock remarked, to her brother
^^ Harold. "Yes," he said, "Today I noticed

the engagement ring. That's why I want them for

dinner." The next evening. Va'dalene Southerland
and her fiance, Mark, the Florentine violinist, were
met at the Babcock gate by Lucy. The Italian youth,
whom the Babcocks were anticipating with disgust,
was a thoroughly charming person. His first reaction
touched Lucy's heart. "Can we not stay in the
garden until dinner?" he asked, "it is so beautiful

!"

After dinner that night, Mark took up his violin

and bow. While he played, Lucy sat opposite, en-
thralled. Giovanni looked into her eyes and played
with an enthusiastic fervor. "You've exceeded your-
self, dear," Val remarked, when he was through,
"you played as though inspired," she said. "I was,"
he answered, his eyes riveted upon Lucy's. Tliat
night, while Harold explained the routine of the last

year of medical school, Mark and Lucy walked into
the garden. Tlie girl bade him listen to the call of

IN the little mountain village of Christiansund.
situated on Norway's southern coast, lived Iver
Nelson, his good wife, Helga, and their two

daughters, Ellen and Maree. It was Spring. The
girls were busy washing and spinning the wool into

yarn; manufacturing cheese from goat milk, in the
Nelson's mountain cabin; and helping Iver care for

his cattle. Sometimes, during the long evenings, the
neighboring young people would gather in the cabins,

to dance and sing.

Living as she did, on the coast, Ellen, who had
learned to row when quite young, would earn a few
cents here and there, rowing English and Americj^n
tourists about the islands. Nothing the glamorous
ladies and gentlemen said or did impressed the girl,

except their frequent remarks and tales of their own
countries or cities. These tales served as a rich

background for Ellen's dream world—that evanescent
some day every girl cherishes. Julia Johnson, Ellen's

bosom companion, shared somewhat in her glamorous
thoughts, but not with quite as much abandon. The
idea obsessed Ellen more and more as she grew older.

Then one day, Iver and Helga gave their consent to

the voyage, sadly. Julia was to go, too, but there
was litt'e doubt that she would have remained had
not Ellen practically forced the issue. How, she
asked, could a friend be so selfish? If Julia stayed,
Ellen would have to, too. Iver and Helga wept bitter

tears, at the boat, but Ellen said: Silly ones. Don't
weep. Some day I will be rich and send for you!"
As the boat steamed into New York harbor, Ellen

and Julia stared with wide-open eyes. "All Christian-
sund would fit into a corner of this!", they laughed,
to the amusement of fellow passengers. In Chicago,
Ellen took a place as cook for a wealthy family.

Julia had returned to Christiansund at once. Ellen's

new job was a good one. but when the father and son
began to quarrel over her, Ellen thought it best to

leave. Ellen's next place was with a cultured Nor-
wegian family — the Petersens — who had a small
daughter at home and an older boy. Olaf. in college.

Ellen often wondered what this Olaf was like. She
had seen his picture, and had heard his mother speak
of him. The girl was as excited about making things
ready for him. Christmas, as was the family. The
day Olaf came home. Ellen, watching him through
the kitchen glass, knew he was all they said of him—
handsome, clever, and polished. Ellen's heart raced,
and her hand shot up to protect it, when Olaf spoke
to her, during dinner! She thanked him for praising
her dinner. That night, Ellen went to sleep thinking
of "her Olaf"; as shel loved to call him. From that
day on, Olaf found excuse upon excuse to come into

the kitchen. When the youth returned to college,
he thought of nothing but his mother's cook. "What
matter?", he asked himself, lifting his pen. Ellen re-

ceived his letters with shaking fingers. Too, they
were in her own language—she could understand love
so much better in Norwegian I

Spring came once again. The impetuous Olaf te'e-

graphed. "Prepare for a wedding. Ellen and I."

Mrs. Petersen was delighted. Her dream world had
fulfilled its promises. Ellen wrote to Iver and Helga
—a fat letter—with plenty of money—her savings,
but the mountain was beautiful in Spring.

DAWN OF LIFE

Mrs. Cora Martin File No. 6254

WHEN May's mother and father offer the usual
objection to her sweetheart, on grounds of
her extreme youth, she and Troy Williams

elope. At the ripe age of seventeen May proudly
calls herself Mrs. Troy Williams. At the house of
her mother-in-law. where she is treated with all the
deference of a beloved daughted. she gives birth a
year later to a boy. She and Troy at this period
enjoy a happy interlude, and decide to buy a house
as a suitable background for their happiness. Several
misfortunes occur in the transaction. Both Troy and
May's uncle contend for the privilege of buying the
residence, and in the skirmish Joe loses his temper,
and fires at Troy, who becomes wounded. Upon re-
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covery, they relinquish the house, and accepting
May's mother's invitation for a prolonged visit, they
take up their abode there. For a time life runs
smoothly; Troy seeks work in a logging camp, where
he meets Arnold, and Lettie, May's brother-in-law
and sister, who were recently married. Even in the

logging camp. Arnold seems to acquire a deep dislike

for Troy, who is ?.ppai-ertly unaware of this antago-
nism. When Tioy returns home to May, she is

astonished to see Lettie and Arnold accompanying
him on a visit. Days elapse, in which Troy and
Lettie spend much of their time together, inasmuch
as May is engaged with the business of administermg
to her children while Arnold is occupied with pressing
business. One night, the barking and howling of the

liouse dog arouses May and Troy froni sleep. As the

agitation increases. Troy decides to dress and dis-

cover the reason for the confusion. Despite May's
frightened pi-otests, he rushes forth, only to find tliat

the barking of the dog leads him to a dense thicket.

He is amazed to find Arnold, a shovel in hand, dig-

ging at the earth, and trying at the same time to

drown the faithful dog's insistent howling. As soon
as Troy approaches. Arnold's face assumes a livid

appearance, and pulling out a gun, he covers Troy.
The latter, bewildered at this sudden gesture, de-

mands an explanation. Arnold growls furiously, and
shouts the accusation that Troy has been slandering
him. As Troy starts to protest, Arnold accuses him
of being in love with his wife, and consequently was
maligning him to Lettie. As Arnold makes these
accusations, May rushes up to him, and throwing her-
self betw^een the two, beseeches Arnold not to shoot
her husband. Arnold throws her roughly aside, and
without further words, fires insanely at Troy, who
drops down lifelessly, while May, horrified sinks to

her knees beside her husband. The shots have at-

tracted neighbors, and in a few moments, the thicket

is crowded with agitated people. The sheriff is sum-
moned, as well as the doctor who- silently comforts
May, as she realizes by his stern countenance that
Troy is dead. Havoc reigns, and May mentally vows
vengeance. At the trial of Arnold. May recounts her
version that she saw him digging in a thicket. Arnold
pleads that he was digging for buried money, and
that Troy, aware of his purpose, attacked him first;

consequently he shot him in self defense. Other wit-
nesses are found, but it is finally revealed that
Arnold has premediated murder out of sheer jealousy,
unbased on any fact, and that no money is buried
there. Arnold is sent to the penitentiary, despite
Let tie's frenzied pleas, while May, mourning at the
death of Troy, feels a fierce joy in vengeance.

START SHOOTING

Lonnie Jones File No. 6236

A HALO of worship crowns Sam, where his little

brother. Bill Blair, is concerned. Sam is the
beloved owner of a huge ranch, a devoted son

to his mother, widowed by the war, and the future
husband of Pauline, whom Bill regards with an awe
almost equivalent to his affection for her. Tlie lean,

handsome figure of Sam Bliar, associated always
with his ever- kind gentle voice, is the personification
of dime- novel heroes to small boys, and a demi-god
to all the employees on the ranch. Bill perhaps will

always remember the day that his galloping horse
collided with another one. whom he was forced to kill

to put out of misery; how a little colt whined piti-

fully, seeing itself destitute of its mother, while Bill

joined in the misery; how Sam, with sure confidence,
striding along, comforted Bill, and nursed the colt on
a milk-bottle. One day. while Pauline, Bill, Sam and
his mother, are on the ranch, Sam opens carelessly
a letter, which Pauline has brought for him from the
mail. To Bill's hungry eyes, and Pauline's solicitous
gaze, it seems that Sam's face pales to almost an
ashy white. A silence occurs, in which Sam tenderly
looks from Pauline, to Bill, and finally to Mrs. Blair,
whose perception of something wrong has just been
awakened. In a very quiet, self-possessed voice,
under which emotion trembles, Sam announces that
he has bean drafted to the army, and that he is to
leave in a few days. The silence becomes even more
strained, as the realization of the significance grows.
Mrs. Blair drops into a faint, and supported by
Pauline and Sam. is brought to her room. The doctor
is summoned, and it is announced that Mrs. Blair
has a heart attack from shock. Sam succeeds in
postponing his departure for a few days, but finally
ordered, he takes leave of his dying mother, gruffly
bids Bill good-by and then goes to Pauline, whose
courage forbids any melodramatic scene from happen-
ing. After his departure, a period of depression
among the ranch hands, set in, particularly after the

death of Mrs. Blair. However, after a while, Pauline
assumes a forced gaiety, and Bill undertakes the
work as master of the ranch. Three years elapse, in

which nothing is heard of Sam. Although the atmos-
phere in the ranch is one of contentment and happi-
ness, the thought of Sam always lingers in Bill's

memory, while a hope in Pauline's eyes betrays her
faith of Sam's return. One day, as the ranch boys
are making their usual wise-sallies, Bill reads a letter

silently. LTnable to speak because of the lump in his
throat, his very face show\s that Sam is coming liome.
A wild gust of enthusiasm rents the air. and all

quickly saddling, mount their horses and ride down
to the train to meet Sam, whose arrival is expected
that same day. Trembling with anticipation. Bill

leads, thinking of the surprise that Pauline would
have that -very night. A man, a little more gaunt,
oldf^v. and sadder, finally appears, but the features

and figure are the same although the expression is

altered. Bill dashing forward, hurls himself in a
fierce embrace upon his brother. Sam turns around,
roughly throws off Bill, and is apparently astonished
when Bill announces that he is welcome home.
Chilled, the men proceed slowly homeward, with Sam
and Bill, who waits in vain for some brotherly com-
ment from Sam. When they arrive home, Sam seems
unfamihar with the place. Even his voice is imlike

his own. gruff and coarse. When Pauline runs out
to meet him breathlessly, he pauses resitantly, and
when Bill tells him of her identity, he kisses her
coldly, while her hurt eyes show her confusion. For
the next few weeks, Sam dominates the ranch, and
to Bill's stunned surprise, is unkind and domineering
to him. Tlie men on the ranch reveal their resent-

ment. Pauline cannot understand the change in Sam,
and her former love turns to fear of him. One day
Sam appears accompanied by someone who is his
exact image. In fact, the first impression that Bill

gets of this man, whom Sam introduces as Spud
Davis, a horse-buyer, is the confused thought that
Spud looks more like Sam than Sam himself. When
Spud speaks, Bill trembles, for the voice certainly is

Sam's. Spud seems to walk about in a daze,
strangely staring at Bill, Pauline and the ranch. Sani
himself interrupts all other conversation, and orders
Bill to "round-up" the horses for sale. As Bill

does so. Sam demands that he include the colt, "which
cued. Bill indignantly objects, and
mind the incident. Sam sneers, and
m to obey. At his scorn. Bill draws
n does likewise. They both start

is quicker and before his horrified
to the ground. Bill, his mind dis-

aught at the deed done to his own brother, rushes
wildly away, taking refuge in a wood, where he is

severely shaken up. Sam, meanwhile is carried to
the ranch, and regaining consciousness calls Spud,
the ranch men. and PatUine to him. He confesses
that he is not Sam Blair, but Spud David, and that
the horse-buyer really is Sam. At this the latter
pales, and recovers as though from a shock, while
his eyes become eager. While on the field of battle,
Spud seeing Sam lying, shell shocked, changes identi-
fication tags with him, thinking that Sam was dead.
He, knowing of Sam's family, substituted for him.
Meanwhile, Sam, with the name. Spud Davis, attached
to him, recovers, but with memory totally impaired.
Going to work on a ranch, he was sent out by his
owner to buy horses. At this, the real Sam starts
up, and recalls his position. Spud dies, and Sam
reunited with PauHne, who recalls old happenings to
him, seeks Bill, who is found in a stupor. Recover-
ing, he learns the truth, and once more, the older
order resumes itself, this time, in a happier, realistic
environment.

he had
recalls to Sam's
roughly orders nil

a gun. and San
shooting, but Bill

stare, Sam drops

NEW FREEDOM

Carlo+fa Benedict File No. 6301

OVER the hills the last gleam of the setting sun
was turning the fresh Jmie green into red and
yellow as Richard Dane and his bride, Jean,

swung down the driveway in Dick's sport roadster.
Jean was chattering about the wedding, stressing
Mathilda, the matron of honor,—victim of an unhappy
match. The honeymoon was gay and amusing, yet
Jean had a penchant for morbid thoughts. How long
would they be happy? Others didn't remain so.

One's own parents . . . Dick was far more cynical,
and far less worried. "What married people need,
is more freedom," he would remark. He and Jean
would always be pals.

The first real misunderstanding occurred when
Jean, returning from a visit to her doctor, announced
that it would be impossible for her to dance, golf,

or attempt the housework. Dick said: "What a
damn fuss and expense a baby is, anyway!" Jean
suggested relinquishing the car or club membership.
Dick stormed. "Selfish, too, are you?" he asked.
They gave up nothing. Saturdays and Sundays
waxed endless for Jean, who had always been active
in sports, and each time Dick remarked about his

score or their old games together, it rankled. Up-
sets became more frequent, and each left its sting.
With the coming of young Richard, Dick grew some-
what softer, but after three years of drudgery as
housekeeper and nurse—a thankless job at best—the
old hurt returned, even stronger than before. When
Jean finally did manage to step out, the crowd
hovered about her as before, but Dick merely grum-
bled. For him, her appeal was gone. While he for-
bade expenditure for new clothes, he condemned the
old, madeover creations. It made Jean heartsick, too,
to learn of Dick's alliance with the glamorous Drew
widow. After that, she grew away from Dick in the
most surprisingly rapid manner. Man-like, he was
proud of her acceptance of the new freedom, hut he
didn't really know that Larry, his old rival, a much
older man, had been pleading with Jean to marry
him—weeks and weeks. He even adored Junior, but
no—not Jean. Soon Spring was at the door aggin.
lean went off with the baby, to visit her familv.
Dick wired. Sick. Jean found Mrs. Drew in Dick's
bedroom, upon her return. Dick came to suddenly,
and pleaded. Jean phoned Larry.

Tliree years afterwards, a beautiful woman and an
elderly man appeared in the dining salon of a fashion-
able hotel. Jean and Larry. Jean was surprised to

see her former husband at a nearby table. Not
since the divorce had he shown his face. (He had
not been able to get away when notified of Junior's
illness and death.) She called him over, and he took
a chair. Did she remember a conversation, long ago,
about domestic solidity? And more flat babble. Jean
raised her water tumbler as Dick walked away. "To
your son (I hope)—and you, my darling husband!",
she whispered, looking deeply into Larry's eyes.

MILESTONES OF FATE

Irene M. Dewein File No. 6286

IS it the irony of fate which frolics forth to lure

a wearied soul, or is it the curse left on a past
generation? This was a question to be considered

in the life of Joe Harley, Jr.. reared on a farm—the
eldest of ten.

As a boy, Joe trudged back and forth from the
farm to school, but soon the farm work; turned con-

queror. Tliere were mouths to be fed, and a farm
to be paid off. As the boy grew older, his responsi-
bilities grew, until at sixteen, he practically ran
things. It was then that Joe's ambition came close
to realization. The farm would soon he paid off!

The Harley s were overjoyed when Joe finally an-
nounced his accomplishment, but alas, Fate's hand
began to play an active part. Returning home from
town, one night, Joe arrived just in time to warn his
family, and save the stock from death in the flames
which demolished the complete place, and a goodly
portion of the timberland. Doggedly Joe and his
brothers set to work again, and soon the place was
well on the way to paying itself off once more. Tliis
time it was a flood which did the damage. Once
more, Joe pitched in with all his might.
These years—had they been the Seven Lean Years?

Joe wondered. He had not even had time for romance
—or any pleasure, for that matter. There had been
but one girl, and she had died at an immature age.
It was during these exceptionally hard years that
Mrs. flarley, Joe's mother, became friendly once
again with an old schoolmate: Mrs, Sloane, widowed,
and forced to support herself and a twelve-year-old
daughter. May, Joe was most agreeable about call-

ing on the Sloanes, when in town, for his mother.
Occasionally, he would bring them home with him for
the weekend. Then the fatal night came, when both
Mrs. Sloanne and her daughter were found murdered
—for no apparent reason—a brutal, clueless slaughter.
Since there was noone else to pin it on, the highly
corrupt police chief of the town elected Joe, who, after
remaining in prison, was sent up for life. For
twenty long years he remained in prison, lonely,
wretched, and with absolutely no hope of getting
out. The biggest lawyers in the state could do
nothing for him. The Harleys were brokenhearted,
but they knew Joe to be innocent. While Joe re-
mained behind bars, several of his brothers passed
away^rom accidental causes, and one, from murder.
Joe was fifty when he came out. He was paroled
into his mother's care, after leaving a spotlessly
clean record behind^ him. Mr. Harley had died dur-
ing Joe's incarceration.
For several years, Joe. Mrs. Harley, and one other

son tried to make a farm go—in another state, and
things progressed well. Soon after Joe's only single
brother married, his mother died,—an accidental death
at the age of eighty-four. With little left, Joe en-
tertained the entreaties of several of his married
brothers to live with them. Tlien he discovered it

was his few insurance policies and the money he had
accumu'ated in jail they wanted. Sorrowfully, after
an ;ittempt to kill him, Joe went to his only sister's

-the only one, after all. who really cared. Because
she lived in the city, she sent him off to someone in

the country—someone else who cared; and there, after
vindicating himself for the Sloane murder, and reach-
ing comfort, Joe passed the last milestone—death, in

an auto accident.

WAX
Mrs. Peggy Kiser File No. 6088

RICHARD DORNE, M.D., youthful and hand-
some, had heard a great deal about the Dem-
mings and Demming Castle. Now he was actu-

ally going there for a visit. He had been invited
by Demming who was a member of the Yale Club.
like himself. Dick found it hard to keep his eyes on
the road as he approached the castle. It was just as
beautiful as people had described it, and there %yas
Demming himself, waiting to greet him. Dick sprang
from the car, and grasped Demming's hand. "It is

all exquisite," he said, "You're something of a
'Burbank', aren't you?" Demming steered Dick to-
ward the house. A beautiful girl of about twenty
came toward them, dressed for riding. "My daughter.
Dome," Demming said. "Jacqueline, this is Dr.
Richard Dome, although I hardly think he'll mind
if you call him Dick." The young people laughed.

During the days that followed, "Jac" was puzzled
by Dick's attitude. He seemed to mock her, though
he was really little older than she herself. Demming
was a tease, though, and people usually joined in
his teasing of her. She decided to avoid him. Tliis,

in turn, puzzled Dick who was actually falling in
love with tiie girl. Demming grew worried. He
wanted Dick and Jac to like each other a great deal!
Tac observed her fahter's consternation. She decided
to be nicer, but now, Dick was avoiding her. Thanks
to their sense of laumor, the young people saw the
ridiculousness of their attitude. It was beside a lily

pool that they made up. It was here that Jac prom-
ised to niarry Dick. Demming was delighted.
The city made Dome feel miserable upon his re-

turn. Jac, too, felt lonely, and her only interest be-
came a rose which she had been growing—a rare
species which even her father had had difficulty in
cultivating. It blossomed right outside her window.
Time passed slowly between weekends.
One afternoon, Jac was feeding her favorite mount

squares of sugar. Suddenly it became frightened and
bolted. Demming carried his daughter's crushed and
unconscious form to her room. Dick arrived in time
to exchange words with the departing physician who
seemed glum. Jac was seriously injured. A con-
sultation of three great specialists was called at once.
Jac came out of lier coma in time to hear that she
would never walk again. Dome and Demming pleaded
with the girl to buck up and show hope. Jac was
stubborn. She- didn't want to live if she was going
to be a cripple. She sobbed at the thought of how
terrible it would be. She grew weaker and weaker.
One day. she pointed to the rose. "When the last
petal falls." she told Dick and Demming, "I am go-
ing to die." Demming watched the rose daily. Two
petals were left. Soon there was one. Demming ex-
amined the flower. "It's a question of hours," he
to'd Dick, who administered a sleeping powder at
once. Demming hopped into his car and sped toward
the city. He shot through traffic and elbowed women
in stores. Within a few hours he was back. Jac
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was asleep and the blind drawn. The petal was off.

Dick gazed at the flower's remains, silently. He was
attempting to attach the last petal. Demming
stepped behind him and grasped his shoulder. In a

few minutes an exquisite wax petal was on that stem
—identical with the salmon-hued original. Jac was
fighting, now, to stay with the petal. When she was
out of danger, Dick asked her to marry him at once.

Because she would not, he announced his plans of

going to China for good. Jac laughed and said she
would, since he really did love her, anyway. After

the wedding, Dick went to get his car, leaving Jac
near the lily pool. Her horse, frightened again, came
charging down. Her dog steering him off, he moved
toward the rose bush. Jac shouted. He must not
touch her rose. She stood up and took a few steps.

Then she sank. Dome and Demming had seen her.

Now she would walk because the specialist had said

so. TTie honeymoon was spent in Gei-many with
specialists. When Jacqueline walked into her home
upon her return, Demming wept, unashamed.

A STRANGE ADVANTAGE

Louis Mavredes File No. 6218

MA SKINNER ran a tourist house which was a

delight to the eye and a pleasure to the palate.

Tourists passing by inevitably succumbed to its

spell and became frequent customers. Ma, herself,

ran the pl^ce alone, having noone else about except
her own four-year old son, Roland. She had been
widowed young. To this house, one day, a Mr. Wil-
son came, with Helen, his own baby daughter, and a

retinue of servants. While his own home, a short
distance away, was being renovated, he remained at
Skinner's. Helen and Roland found delight in each
other's company then, at four; but the most marvel-
ous thing of all came later, when their love flourished

and strengthened. Years later, when they were both
in college, they were still the only ones to each
other. Then Ma Skinner was worried. She spoke
to her son. "You are a poor country boy," she
said, *'And Helen is rich—too rich for you." Mi".

Wilson, whose mind was wrapped up with gold-dig-
ging damsels rather agreed, but the youths did not.

Helen was to be taken away. It was during their

last farewell that Helen slipped down a ravine. The
doctor who happened to be staying at Skinner's
fixed her up, and through this, took an unusually
personal interest in Roland. It was settled, then.
The boy would leave off his study of engineering to
go to the city with Dr. Robinson, under whose
tutelage he would learn medicine and surgery. The
young lovers parted. Years passed.

One day, a pretty but emaciated girl was carried

into the hospital. Doctor Robinson worked over her
for hours before recognizing her. It was Helen, who
had left her father's home rather than marry the
gentleman crook he had so blindly and inadvertently
chosen. Roland was overjoyed. They were married
at once, settling in the suburbs where Ma. Skinner
still maintained her modest hostelry. The Skinners,
in turn, were blessed with a small family, but the
farm did not pay. Water ruined its every chance for

development. Then came the day Roland left for the

city. He had not been on the street a day, when
stark tragedy enveloped him. Through pure acci-

dent, he was arrested with planted evidence on his

person; convicted; and sent up for twenty-five years.
Fearing the ultimate disgrace, he had given his name
as Miller. Helen never answered his letters, and
Roland didn't know she had never received them.
Everything appeared black, and might have remained
so, were it not for the kindliness of the warden, who,
intercepting one of Roland's attempts to write to
Helen, believed his story. But the governor would
not pardon him. Ten years passed. Soon he was in

fifteen. Tlien, one day, the papers announced that
the governor's daughter was seriously ill. If Drs.
Robinson or Skinner could be found, they might save
her, both having studied that disease, Tlie warden
hurried Roland oflf at once. When the girl recovered,
he was pardoned, but it was well nigh impossible for

Roland to find his family. For several lean years, he
wandered about. Then one day he stumbled upon
a portfolio packed with bonds and valuable papers.
Thoi' gh it belonged to the j udge who had sen t him
up, he returned it. The judge, fearing him at first,

later took Roland on as a sort of secretary. For a
while, Roland's life was placid, but unhappy. Then,
one day. through Ma Skinner's old dog, Roland
located his family—mother and all. Celebrating, he
invited the judge to his new home for dinner, and
there, amid all the festivity. Wilson, the judge,
learned this ivas his family! The old man, remorse-
ful and morbid, retired, to shoot himself, but Roland's
old cigar case, in the judge's pocket, saved his life,

much to_ the joy of all, who wanted to begin life

over again, wiser and happier.

SHE HAD TO BE BAD

J. L Crooks File No. 6288

I as your wife," Jimmy Craig's mother
"She might be honest, which is more than any

Craig woman ever has been!" "Gwen is diflferent!"

Jimmy remarked, quietly. Mrs. Craig's answer was
preposterous. "She would die first!", Jimmy cried,

answering his mother's suggestion that he take her
without marriage. Then he went away because it

was of no use arguing. Inheritance be damned. For
three years, Mrs. Craig made a villainous but dogged
attempt to cast suspicion on her son's wife, but
Jimmy was unmoved and unconvinced. Upon occa-
sion, Mrs, Craig would soften because of Owen's baby,
but not for long.
Returning from a visit to her folks, one evening.

Gwen seemed worried. Her young brother was show-
ing signs of wildness. Bad company. Several days
later, Mrs. Craig paid a visit to her son's wife,

accusing her openly of having been unfaithful while
home. During the ensuing scene, a telephone call

broke into the clamor, Gwen's brother—in the hoose-
gow, in trouble, and framed! Gwen, with no explan-
ation, reached for her wraps and left in haste, Mrs,
Craig following at her heels. The older woman was
horrified to observe her daughter-in-law alight from
a taxi in the park and disappear on the ai-m of a
fairly affectionate and flashily-dressed youth, Jimmy
refused to believe the story, but would his mother
really He about such a thing?
Returning home, drawn, and eager for sympathy,

Gwen was faced with fury let loose. She said noth-
ing, but pleaded, hotly, with Jimmy to trust her.
Mrs, Craig burst forth into a usual harangue, "Get
out and stay out!", Gwen cried. Alone with Jimmy,
Gwen found her husband more than willing to trust
in her, but Mrs, Craig's detectives were working
with unceasing ardor, much to Jimmy's disgust.
With head high, he defied anyone to accuse his wife
of wrong-doing. Then one afternoon, Mrs. Craig
bustled her startled son into her car. To the park
they went where Gwen, stepping into a taxi with her
brother, again, was carressing him wildly. Jimmy
followed the taxi blindly over a mountain pass, after
urging his mother to return home to stay with the
baby. A crashing noise broke into the silence as
both cars toppled down the cliiT. DEATH CURVE
BEATS GALLOWS, headlines screeched. Gwen's
brother had beaten the gallows, yes, but Gwen and
Jimmy had perished innocently. "Her brother!",
Mrs. Craig mumbled, for a week, shattered and piti-
fully penitent, and then her heartless heart stopped
beating one day, as Baby Gwen sat at her feet. 'Lhe
child never understood why Grandma's "booh" was
missing, and why her mother and father never came
back from "down-town"—no, not for a long while!

BLOSSOM TIME

Eveyin Ellrod File No. 6247

PROHIBITIONISTS blame it on liquor, novel-
ists on love, morahsts on the crooked and wide
path, but who accuses the inherent wild streak

in one's own nature? No doubt, drink and disrep-

utable company contributed to David's inevitable un-
happiness, but primarily, it was the streak of adventur-
ous blood in his veins that caued excitement wherevex-
he set foot. His was an eclectic life; fate doggedly
insisted that he drive cattle on a farm, inasmuch as

he lived with his mother, sisters and brothers on a

farm in Ohio. The restlessness of his spirit however
tread with determination upon his fate, and with his

usual impetuosity, he ran away one day to Pittsburgh,
where he struggled as a worker for steel mills. His
coal-black hair, brown luminous eyes, and well built

figure was by no means a detriment where the female
sex was concerned. His reputation as a chivalrous
Galahad was enchanced, as he gayly "loved and left

'em." Besides his striking personality, his assets in-

cluded the ability to amuse with clog dancing, and
violin serenades. After a very adventurous period of

philandering, labor in the mills, pool business and
other trades, he at last fell in love. Masterfully
carrying the girl off her feet, he woo'd her ardently,
and married her, but not until he gave her a faith-

ful promise that he would renounce all the abnoxious
traits he possessed. His marriage proved to be a

most successful one temporarily, for he loved his

wife with a complete unselfish devotion, a love that
drowned even his passion for liquor. The wildness
beneath his handsome exterior was subdued ; only
toward the Spring when the blossoms made their an-
nual appearance, did the lurking devil within him
prick him. As a father of two daughters and one son,

he was a proud, and indulgent one. One day, in the
Spring, the innate turmoil within raged. Fhnging all

precautions away, he celebrated in wine and revelry
when he met one of his old chums. Arriving home
intoxicated, and cruel in his drimken state, he turned
savagely upon his wife and children; having broken
his promise to his wife, he almost broke her heart.
The climax came one day, when in a rebellious mood,
he fell asleep in a newly dug grave, clutching a
bottle of moonshine close to his breast. Brought
home to his family, he was_ denounced as shiftless,

drunken and lazy. Leaving his wife in tears of anger,
David strode away from home. A wild Bacchic life

was now opened to him. He tried to drown the memory
of his wife and children in gin, but succeeded merely
in stupefying his sense with excessive alcohol. One
day he. saddened by memories, gulped down quanti-
ties of bad liquor, and became seriously ill. Repent-
ance of his past deeds filled him and he longed to see
his wife and children again. His brother was finally

summoned to his aid. Comforting him, he promised
to bring his wife to his bedside before David died.
In a frenzy of agony, David waited, believing that he
could die happily only if forgiven by his wife. It was
tragic when a kindly nurse announced to David, that
his wife would arrive within ten minutes. David
once more felt peaceful, but just two minutes before
the arrival of his wife, he died, after calling her name.
His wife arrived too late, but the utter calm upon his
countenance assured her that David had been informed
of her forgivetiess.

MEN OF INCHES

Bert Sauber File No. 6169

IT IS claimed that on the outbreak of the Civil

War no difficulty was experienced in" raising a com-
pany of six-footers in the upper Sacramento Valley.

That is because settlements in Northern California

were dominated by men of inches—offsprings of

thousands of eastern and middle-western homes which
had sent their youngest and strongest to dominate and
settle the West.
Bob Stapelton, Illinois lK>rn, found himself, at

twenty, established on a small ranch on the Black-
water which cut through a forbidding canyon of the

Sierras to reach the Sacramento. It was at this time
that the redheaded, freckled and high-cheeked lad met
Syd Moore, handsome sheepman, lover, and Indian
fighter. A most peculiar comradeship sprang up, and
strangely enough, both fell in love with Sue Wilshiie,
a handsome girl with a husky voice who was pleased
to hunt rabbits with a rifle, in the Blackwater. Sue
held off both.
Syd and Bob were the first to reach Fiddle Creek

the night Hopkins' two little girls were murdered,
and of the first to join the posse which set out after

the Blackwater Indians who had committed this das'
tardly act. Bob was the first to discover the Indians,

but he was amazed at the sight of Syd scalping, in a
barbaric manner, the one whom Bob had slain. After
the Friday dance, Sue rode to Fiddle Creek, to help
out. Toby, Syd Moore's Indian boy, accompanied
her. She was interested in him, and in a burst of

confidence, he admitted knowledge of the Fiddle
Creek affair. From that April day, Bob made a
straightforward attack on Sue's heart.
Another Indian outbreak later in the summer

brought Bob and Syd into action again, the subscrip-

tion purse offered being a minor reason. A squad
of six were selected, including two out and out ruffians

who caused considerable trouble along the line. One
of Bob's first feats was to track the traveling Indians
to a cave. There he shot down a brave during a dance
and escaped. The Indians were clever and fled by
another outlet deep into the Sierras. At the end of a
week the trail disappeared into Pit River canyon. Syd
spent eighteen hours picking it up only to find the
redskins had doubled and were headed back to the
foothills. The posse divided into groups next morning.
In the ensuing hours. Bob was almost shot down,
but he was saved by a long shot and a tiger yell from
Syd Moore. Reaching a mill, to treat the wounded
Woolsey, one of the posse, they discovered the ruffian
members had been causing trouble. After convincing
the mill hands of their intentions, they joined together
and set out once more.
At Mayfield's Crossing in the Blackwater, Sue

learned of the ruffians' plot to get Bob and Moore.
Moved, she trailed the rivals, informing them. The
first real stir came when Sue's brother was killed and
herself kidnapped. This was accomplished by the hill-

men, and the rivals whipped into action despite recent
quibbling over Sue whom Bob accused of being mar-
ried to Syd. Bob had also forced Syd to hand over
some money he had forced from the keeper of the
purse. The feelings of the men plus their superior
skill and intelligence enabled them to crush the ab-
ductors quickly. Sue, restored to her father, the
rivals sought toi fight it out, but Toby. Syd's boy,
killed his master and saved further trouble. In Bob's
arms, Sue confessed she loved Bob, but had feared
Syd's actions in the event of her admitting it. Bob
had killed Toby, realizing the boy had wanted Sue
himself!

DIMMED LANTERNS

Lolita de Leon File No. 6303

IN THE sea-girded islands of Japan, among the
slant-eyed orientals, the Christian missionaries labor

patiently, carrying the cross they believe to be the
banner of civilization. It is here that Ohjra Kimoto,
bred in the ways of his fathers, kisses his wife and
baby sons before leaving for San Francisco to study
at the great university.
San Francisco's four hundred, finding the young

student charming and diverting, takes him to its bosom,
the result being an intrigue with Nellie James, beauti-

ful society girl, notorious for her indiscretions. When
Nellie commits suicide, after five months of Kimoto's
lovemaking, the youth, startled out of his oriental

calmness, wanders into The Golden Dragon, a Chop
Suey joint of the dimmed lantern variety, owned by
Ching Lee, whose life appears to be wrapped up in

Lola Rosa, a cheap cabaret entertainer whose dancing
seems like wind blowing over a hly pond. Kimoto,
somewhat buoyd up by his utter conquest of the James
girl, and noticeably hardened, flouts Lee by making
violent love to the girl, who is swept oflF her feet by
the educated Japanese. "No man shall have you if I
can't!" Lee warns, but the girl flirts on, unaware of

Tong power. When she finally disappears, as if from
the face of the earth, it is Lee" who escapes to China,
and not Kimoto, whose loyal wife, Oyola, is still sing-

ing her mournful songs beneath the cherry blossoms,
to her two babes. Kimoto, feeling the James affair

has blown over, returns to his old social life, this time
intrigued by Senorita Dolores Maria Alvarado, a
charming descendant of Indian chieftains, Kimoto,
thoroughly ignoring the girl's fiance, Senor Hose Gracia
Y Fernandez, a Buenos Aires lawyer, remains con-
tinuously at the girl's side. The South American
demands the return of his ring, and goes off in dis-

gust. Remorseful, the girl suggests that Kimoto go
with her to South America. He is delighted with
the beauties of the civilization he beholds, but
Dolores, having been to see her ex- fiance, demands
that he, Kimoto, go to Fernandez, to offer an apology
and a confession of her innocence. When Kimoto
flatly refuses, the girl kills him, leaving no traces,
but grieving because of poor Oyola, concerning w^hom
Kimoto has spoken.
However, Oyola's father has already taken steps

to combat his son-in-law's treachery. A trader, ha\nng
come for pearls and brides, to take back to San Fran-
cisco, receives from him, Oyola's picture, which,
strangely enough, appeals to Hashira Yeddo, an
American Japanese. Sad!y_, the girl, blessed by her
old father, goes to him, with her babies, still mourn-
ing Kimoto, but she is soon to learn the truth about
this man she once trusted so implicitly. Yeddo. hand-
some and educated, tells her the story, first as fiction

;

then as truth, but by that time, the girl loves Yeddo
too much to even feel sorry for Kimoto. Happily,
and with full trust in her eyes, she becomes his bride
amidst the beauty of a quiet mission in California,

the surrounding beauty suggesting a vista of con-
tentment and peace at last.
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THE WARE AFFAIR
R. DeEtt Culter File No. 6393

IN an obscure hotel in Paris, Penelope Ware and
Nicholas Ames were saying goodbye for the last

time. For two years, this girl had followed her
man to the very ends of the earth, but Nick was ex-

plaining now, that it was no use for them to marry
again. The first lime hadn't clicked; and despite the

fact that Penelope had lived with him for two years,

willingly, nothing would come of it. The squawk of

motor horns in the street below only accentuated the

tenseness of the situation. Six years back, in the

same Paris, they had married, but gone, now, were
the youth and health Nick had had. Tossing petul-

antly on the lumpy bed, he felt old and beaten. He
remembered, after Penelope had gone, how she had
come to him, two years ago, to St. Michel Hospital.
"Please don't send me away!" she had pleaded. Pen-
elope's cool fingers on his brow had made him forget
the dull pain in his leg. Suddenly Nick was in a taxi,

and heading for the depot. The gates were already
closed. "But I must get through!" he choked,
"There's someone I must stop from taking the express
to Cherbourg " "Sorry, monsieur, but the train
left ten minutes ago!"
The Eliza de France rode into New York harbor in

the early dawn. Penelope Ware clutched the ship's

railing until her fingers ached. Then, suddenly:
"Brunt Edwards! They say ghosts walk at dawn!"
It was Brunt^good old Brunt— in answer to the girl's

cable. The conversation ran along hectic, sketchy
lines, covering well-worn situations. The Sutton

-

Wares would not be overjoyed to receive this daught-
er who had broken a respectable engagement to Brunt
Edwards to run off to live with a man who was no
longer her husband. Later, at Edward's apartment,
Penelope tried to explain why she had returned. "He
didn't tire of me. I left him." Edwards didn't want
details. "If I thought you wanted it, I would ask
you to marry me again." he said. Penelope, white
of face, answered that the man was making it sound
magnanimous. Neither Penelope nor Edwards was
sure the girl wanted either the man's love or the
marriage, but it was arranged for that night. The
night came in rain—heavy, splashing torrents. The
girl was in another hotel room, combing her hair.

Just one week ago, she had combed her hair in a dingy
room in Paris while a man, limp on a lumpy bed,
had watched. She wondered if it was raining in Lon-
don. The night was so black! The phone. A man's
voice! "A man. Brunt Edwards, said to tell you he
was trying to do what would make you happy that
you should go back " A plane had cracked up,
with Brunt. In St. Francis Hospital, Penelope faced
Brunt's mother. She knew, and the woman's voice
was merciless. "Brunt is dead." He had failed her
as she had Nick. The next night was clear blue.
The liner bearing Penelope to Nick went quietly to sea.

THE ADVENTUROUS HARTLEY
John J. Bamford File No. 6304

This

CRIS, TO YOU
Willis Stocke File No. 632a

THE Willston Wasps were hopelessly floundering
in sixth place in the Minton Circuit—the cellar

rank. Manager Manning was having plenty trou-
ble on this, the eve of his encounter with league lea-

ders; but his pitching force was at its worst. Recent
scores looked like football results! The afternoon of

the Willston-Bolton game, Les Frank, a pal of Man-
ning's ambled into the dugout. His animation was
hardly welcome to Manning. "I got good news, old
scout!" Les shouted. Manning tried to anticipate with
remarks about the team and his troubles. Maybe, he
thought, he was getting fired. "I got a pitcher for

ya!" Manning remained unenthused. He had tried
out six in three weeks! Les returned with a tall

youngster, well built and topped with a shock of white
hair. "What's y'r name, kid?" Manning snapped.
"Christopher Campbell." said the youth. "Cris, to you."
Manning waxed sarcastic. "I c'n show up that bunch
of bums from Bolton any day!" Chis retorted. "Y'r
pitchin', kid.—not yappin' " Manning said, "and if

you don't stop up that mouth of yours, I will!" "Oh
yeah" Cris said, but Les grabbed his shoulder. "Save
it until after, Cris." Les cautioned. Manning went
ofif, chuckling. He was a husky fellow, and had won
plenty after-the-game scraps. He knew the kid would
come back.
Outside on the practise field, a pretty little blonde

was soothing Cris' ire. Manning looked Cris' way and
spat heartily. "Gee, she gonna marry me, Les," Cris
told his benefactor, "if I get goin' out here today."
Les mumbled something about who else would want
her if he didn't, but Cris ambled blissfully out to
practise.

The game was on and Campbell threw four straight

balls to the Bolton leadoff. Every one was at least

two feet wide of the plate. The next man got a sharp
single to the right. Edwards, the first man, went to

second. The Wasps, momentarily cheered by the new
pitcher, relaxed. The lean audience transformed lusty

cheers into boos. Cris went on blundering. Then the

Bolton's great hitter, Carl Busby stalked up to the

plate. This Busby guy wielded a powerful bat and
got his doubles and homers with regularity. Cris

wound up and the umpire called; "One strike!" The
crowd grew tense as Busby struck out, protesting after

each hit. The game ended 0-0. Manning was walk-
ing on air. Cris had allowed ten hits, but he had
kept them scattered and nipped several rallies in the

bud by striking men out! The Wasps sprained their

wrists patting Cris on the back. ^Manning congratu-
lated him. "I got another job to do before I get
married tonight." he said. The men protested, hat-
ing to see the kid beaten up. "It's okey, fellers,"

Cris said, "This guy ain't gonna touch me; and I'll

bean him if he goes near my girl again—I saw ya,

—

ya— !" When Slanning recovered consciousness the

icid was gone. "He fights worse than he pitches!"
the manager groaned, "but it was worth every bit of

it!"

ANOTHER royal refugee arrived in Ai
time it was the Countess Sophia Ludwig.
though a dancer of note, she was eager to earn a

living, so she accepted a position playing popular pieces
in a five and ten cent store, while waiting for word
from a fashionable cafe to which she had applied. When
that answer came, Sophia gave up her position, with-
out hesitation, and made her way to Hop Sing's res-
taurant—the fashionable coast cafe which had adver-
tised. But did they need a dancer? No; not at all.

Hop Sing was a cunning Chinaman. Sophia soon found
herself in his secret den—a luxuriously arrayed room
which reeked of opium and seduction I Sing's cordi -

ality ran to drinks and a smoke. Sophia accepted and
was soon removed to what was meant to be her room
—and possibly Sing's. She had given her name as
Grace Defoe. It was only after constant pleading that
Hop Sing allowed the beautiful Sophia to dance on
the public floor of his cafe, and it was there that she
encountered Vincent Hartley and Basil Townsend, two
handsome lads -about -town who frequented Sing's al-

most nightly. Hartley found the new dancer fascin-
ating, but when he attempted to defend her against a
masher, she coldly requested him to appreciate the
fact that she was well able to manage her own affairs.

But Sophia had not failed to notice that Hartley was
a desirable young man. Nor did she refuse to sit at
his table after her final performance for the evening.
It was after that evening that Hop Sing relegated
Sophia to the regions below, as mistress of the gamb-
ling room, Soo, an old servant and faithful friend
Sophia has made, informs the girl that she has been
trapped. She will never be allowed to leave the place
—ever. After a month, Hartley began to miss the girl.

Basil advised against pursuit. "The tougher the bet-
ter, kid!" Hartley said, "I'll rescue that girl. She's
somewhere. Let's get going to the gambling room."
Hartley and Basil started the treacherous journey

through Hop Sing's cavernous underground resort
with fear and doubt—on Basil's part, anyway, but soon
they were squelching this and that guard in their pro-
gress through this virtual labyrinth of sin. Into the
fray they marched, squarely, felling startled Chinese
right and left; but no Hop Sing and no girl! Knocking
and shouting brought no response from the Countess,
but the youths knew they were on the right track.
Shots flew thick and fast. Then riotous noises which
appeared to come from Sing's respectable street en-
trance assured Hartley the police were on the way.
This would be a raid they had always longed to make!
Then Hartley discovered Hop Sing, and it was soon
all up with this cunning master mind of the yellow
underworld, too. As soon as Hop Sing found himself
against a wall, Hartley turned to behold Soo, who
actually had a note for him; but Basil and Hartley
scoffed at the loyal fellow's protests of allegiance to
his "missie". But Soo's actions came faster than his
words. Soon the two men saw him touch a switch.
Every door opened. Sophia—or Grace, to be exact^
stood before them. The frightened girl pulled both
youths to her. They seemed a mass of blood! "Say
honey", Hartley said, after the police had cleaned up
the debris, "do you or do you not want to move into
my place with this guy here—" (he pointed to Soo)
"—Wouldn't you rather stand over a waffle iron than
a pair of dice ? " "Sure thing", she said, lifting her
face to his!

THE DEVIL'S SPAWN
Eloise Bernhardt File No. 6307

GENE LAPERRIE stiiTened with amazement as he
stood receiving guests with his fiancee, Blanche
Ellington. Here, at his own betrothal festivities,

was the woman with the tiger-tawny eyes, who had.
but an hour past, stolen the costly necklace he had
purchased as his gift to Blanche. The Countess Frois-
sart was beautiful and dangerously young. Gene,
darling of society and crackshot of the army, stood
stuttering over the introduction. "Have we not met

—

under peculiar circumstances?" she asked. The youth
shivered. In that moment, in his den, when he had
handed her the necklace, something had happened to
him and this girl. Gene watched the countess the en-
tire evening. He took her home, later, to avoid the
police, he told her, who had even come to the Elling-
tons to seek her. He had seen that police captain's
gaze rest upon her red hair as Mr. Ellington had elab-
orately explained his trust in his guests.
Stepping into her own rooms, at the hotel, the

Countess Froissart—Nanette—came face to face with
a girl in blue serge and a rakish tarn, curled up in

the divan. "Mona!" the countess cried. The girl ap-
peared to be a replica of the countess. The sisters

talked for hours. The girl in the tarn, with the
tawny -tiger eyes spoke of her mother's betrayer and
her own inferiority complex because of the bastardy
of her existence. The countess was unimpressed. She
spoke nonchalantly of Gene and his eccentric actions.
Too, she had been invited to the Ellingtons for the
weekend. She had not accepted.

The next weekend, at the Ellingtons, at a dinner
in honor of the French ambassador, Mona, announced
as Countess Froissart, entered the room regally.

Gene gasped, along with at least fifty others who
knew. On Mona's neck, the exquisite necklace Blanche
was to have, lay! Blanche ordered the woman from
her home at once. Gene placed the sly girl's hand in

his and accompanied her. On the way to her apart-

ment, Mona. through tears of remorse, told her tragic

story—of her mother's betrayal at the hands of a

Laperrie, and of Nanette's birth, from another father,

into luxury and respectability. Mona had staged this

entire series of scenes to harass Gene and her sister.

Gene secretly pitied Blanche as he took Mona into his

arms. After all, he had pledged his troth. "All this

time " he said, "ever since I handed over the neck-
lace to you I have loved you adored you. I

thought Nanette was you that night she was
familiar and you. Were you not both nurses in a
French field hospital ? " "Yes" Mona said, "Yes my
darling." "Once" Gene said, "I promised myself that
I would marry you—tigress! I never break a promise
—to myself."

SOCIETY'S CHILDREN
Elsie Bloom File No. 6312

SINCE early childhood, after her mother's prema-
ture death, Patricia Bolton has been figuratively

running wild with other reckless youngsters of

the suburban social set. Her adoring and adored fa-

ther, Robert Bolton, member of a huge brokerage firm,

finds that his attempts to subdue her are useless.

Though he warns her, she continues to drink, smoke,
and pet without doing much thinking to accompany
these activities. Although she has never been in love,

she has often thought herself to be hopelessly so—until
some new blade made an appearance on the social

horizon. When Jack Colt came on the scene: hand-
some, gay, and worldly, Pat lost her head completely.
To him she was an amusing plaything with a fortune
at her fingertips. It was only when Jack tried to

trap her, one night, in the private dining room of a
hotel, that Pat realized what she was up against.
Everything came as if in a flash. "My God!" she
cried, flinging a vase at his head, prior to escaping
through a window. And then the panoramic vista of

her life swept before her. The girl rushed madly into

the city. A business course and a respectable job
might redeem her in her own eyes. She did not pity
herself at all. Pat's first position brought her to the of-

fice of Albert Coleman, partner in a construction busi-
ness. Pat's efliciency and inherent refinement made
an excellent impression on Coleman, and she soon be-
came his private secretary. When her employer's
son, Ronnie, returned from Europe, his father set him
up at a desk of his own. Pat liked him at once; and
the bov liked Pat. too. "You know, Pat," he said, at
lunch, one afternoon, "Mother would die if I didn't
marry the richest girl in New York!" Mr. Coleman
was delighted with his son's choice, though he said
nothing before his wife. Then, Ronnie, encouraged by
hs dad, invited Pat to an elaborate party on the Cole-
mans' Long Island estate. Everything went along
beautifully until she found herself face to face with
Jack. Evil forebodings tumbled about the girl's ears
and eyes. Both pretended never to have met; but the
next day, Patricia received curt notice at the office,

and two weeks' salary. In vain the girl pleaded oVer
the phone to Ronnie. "No," he said, "no." Heart-
broken, Pat arrived home. This was not the gay
sophisticate that went away, Robert thought, but a
charming subdued woman, deep in sorrow and lovely
because of it. He didn't ask what it was. For six

months, Pat remained home and ran the huge man-
sion with little effort. She made new contacts but
could not forget. Then, one day, the butler announced
a guest. "No name. Madam", he said. Pat knew.
With a fluttering heart she tore downstairs and into
Ronnie's arms. Ronnie stared at her—ashamed. "Jack
told me—while he was tight!" he said. "I trust you—
always have." Stepping into the room suddenly,
Robert smiled contently—at the lovers.

THE SLAVE KING
Paul Plybo File No. 624S

MONDA CITY lay buried among the hills of

West Virginia—a typical mining town relying
upon transportation via the steamboats which

plied along the Ohio and Kanawha rivers. Workers
of every race and creed were to be found in the mines
and on the boats there—the squarest bunch of fellows

out. This was the heritage John Monda left to his

son, Robert, and his daughter-in-law, Mary—the Mon-
da City Mining and Steamboat Companies—theirs. He
had often said: "All men respond to fair treatment."
For ten years Robert and Mary prospered, and the

workers of the city were considered lucky to be with
this powerful company, but a slump loomed—as John
Monda had prophesied, before his death: "When the

crash comes, put your faith in the men working for

you
!

" he had said. The ultimate crash threatened
financial ruin. Mysterious sinkings and fires were
consuming the boats and barges. Only a fraction of

the once-vast number of boats remained, but Robert
stuck doggedly by his men. The Monda City Dwellers
considered him a king; Mary thought him a slave.

"You do not understand the worth of these rough
men." he would tell her. For a long time, she watched
her husband suffer, but her overwhelming love could

not bear up. One day. she faced him calmly, saying,

"I'm leaving you, Robert. I don't think I under-
stand." In the same silent way he let her go, though
his heart was shattered and his mind chaos. Mary
set to work at once in a nearby city, to find a man
capable of helping Robert—someone who would not
take every other man's personal troubles to heart.

She thought she found that man in John Kelly, up-
right lawyer and banker who promised to visit Monda
City with his small son. Mary was delighted. Kelly

would set Robert to rights. But Kelly's idea was
different. From :Mary's description, he imagined
Robert to be an ideal person to fleece. He would
make a fortune in the impending crash. But some-
thing happened to his entire plans. Inspecting the

mines with his small son, the boy, venturing into

dangerous corners, was caught in an avalanche of

tumbling coal on a barge being loaded. One of the

rough men with big hearts came to the fore—a Swede,
who saved the boy's life while sacrificing his own.
Then, one of the Monda boats sped the child to a hos-
pital. Kelly, on the boat, had his eyes opened. He saw
that the men were oversteaming the boat to hasten his
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boy's rescue. He saw that the men were oversteaming

boats to increase the number of trips. The work of

Robert's venomous competitor became an open book!

The river men were aroused by this new Kelly. That
night, they caught men setting fire to an abandoned
boat they had purposely left for a trap. Kelly's thoughts

of swindling turned from his own selfish aims to open

admiration for these sturdy men. The crew that had
placed itself in danger by oversteaming the boat to

get young Kelly medical care in a hurry had not de-

served to be framed for ten years! The same night,

Kelly and the men forced a confession from one of

the competitor's workers.
Mary came back. Robert was surprised but Kelly

explained how noble she had been. In court, an irate

judge awarded Robert every cent his competitor had
forced him to lose all those years. Once more, Monda
City was back on its feet—but the biggest surprise of

^11 ^ame when Robert's daughter, back from school,

ed Kelly—still a youth despite his widowerhood
elding the two families for all time.

THE UNFORTUNATE PALS

THE WESTFALL FAMILY
William Burton Sheffield File No. 6166

IT was Mrs. Westfall's job to awaken her brood
each morning—the brood consisting of Bill, Carl,

and Nina. Professor Westfall usually arose early

and breakfasted alone. This day, excitement was ram-
pant in the Westfall home. Nina, the pretty and
spoiled baby, was having a birthday party—her
eighteenth, and the successful-business-man brother.

Bill, was chairman of arrangements. Carl, cabinet

maker and jazz hound—successful withal—would just

attend and perhaps add some life to the occasion.

Down at the office. Bill reminded his secretary,

Helen Golf, concerning the big event. Yes, she was
coming. Very well. Bill would call for her. The
young people arrived quite early that night in June,
and Nina was deliriously happy. What other girl

had a brother like Bill? In fact, what other girl had
a family like hers? The Westfalls were noted for

their congeniality and Nora—their most excellent and
faithful cook. Long before Bill and Helen arrived,

the rooms and the garden were strewn with young
people bent on frolic. Bill and Carl arrived about the

same time, but while Bill busied himself with Helen,
Carl went about flirting with, this girl and that, and
finally causing Kitty's dismissal of her fiance, Dick!
Later that evening, Professor Westfall stepped out of

his study in search of Bill, hut found it impossible

to find him. Carl was mobilized into action. "Find
your brother, son," the professor said, "And deliver

this message." Then he gave him a phone number.
"Be sure he calls it—it's important." By the time
Carl found Bill he had forgotten the number. Bill

rushed into the study with Helen at his heels. The
professor told Bill the number and then occupied
himself with Helen. It would be necessary for Bill

to leave. "I'll get my wraps and go along," the duti-

ful secretary remarked, "In case you need me!" Bill

beamed delightedly as the girl closed the door. "Isn't

she wonderful. Dad?" he said. Professor Westfall
waxed enthusiastic. "She certainly is," he said among
other things, "And to think that such a sweet child

has practically brought herself up!" Helen had but
one relative—^a brother who was always in Washing-
ton or some other important place. "Dink" Golf was
a federal detective and officer. Bill rambed on. "I

mean to ask her to marry me," he said, "But I have-
n't the nerve!" Westfall pooh-poohed his son, and
regaled him with stories of his own courtship. In the
car, that night, on the way to his call. Helen ac-

cepted her boss' proposal—of marriage. The West-
fall's were delighted. "We'll ask Dink to be best man,
dear." Bill had said, "He might get his vacation
now. We'll be married the last day of this month."
A few days before the wedding, Dink arrived in

town and was quartered with the Westfalls who in-

sisted upon having him. Though his speech and man-
ners were gruff, he was a lovable sort^—this Dink
Golf. Seeing him for the first time in four years,

Helen was overjoyed.
One week before the wedding, Bill, riding down-

town to his office in his car, was stopped in traffic.

Before he knew what it was all about, a gang of

ruffians were seated in his car and he was headed
for the open country. Nick, one of the men, was
named as his guard, and Bill actually liked the thug.
"Too bad you got into this," Nick said, "But now
Tony's got yon, there'll be a ransom on your head!"
Bill writhed under the bonds that tortured him, but
was brave withal. Then the license number of the car
was flashed in the papers. "Oh I knew it. Dink,"
Helen exclaimed, frantically. Since he had failed to

appear at the office that morning she knew something
must have happened. Dink got to work at once. At
the sheriflf's office they were awed by this Federal
Dick, so the chase was started instantly. Dink trav-

eled from clue to clue with no avail. Then one day,
riding downtown with Carl, they spotted Bill's car.

"I'd know that anywhere!" Carl said, "Because I

made the cabinet on the back—the trunk." The two
men followed the car all the way out into the coun-
try. When they discovered the house wherein Bill was
held captive, they stalled and spoke up to the men.
Dink recognized nearly every one as nationally known
and wanted crooks. The Westfalls were hysterical

with joy that afternoon when they learned Bill's res-

cue was only a matter of hours. With a posse, Dink
and Carl had returned. Such daring on Carl's part
was unbelievable. In the space of an hour, the whole
gang was rounded up and captured. Bill, weak but
happy, landed home with his brother and Dink. Carl
was annoyed' because the radios and papers gave the
credit to the police and didn't even run his picture
that night. "It's okey, kid," Dink assured him,
"They're waiting to snap you at the wedding in your
'soup an' fish'!" They did, and they also got the

bride and groom and the rest of the Westfalls and
Golfs in a mighty happy mood!

File No. 6310

Jim

Joseph Lucas

SEEKING refuge in a park, from the hot s

Hawkins and his pal, Tom, soon found themselves
mixed up in a brutal murder. While seated, they

had heard shots. The victim had been a prominent
jeweler. All the evidence was circumstantial but the

police saw no one else in sight, and besides, Tom,
leaning over to inspect the body, had gotten blood on
his hands. The brass buttons kept mum in response

to all pleas and inquiries. For close to three d:iys the

officers and detectives shot questions at the innocent
culprits but their efforts were fruitless. What could
innocent victims confess to? After some food and rest,

the boys engaged a lawyer for what little money they
possessed.
The trial seemed to be over in a flash. Seated next

to their lawyer, in court, the vouths suffered heart-
sick moments. At last the verdict fell upon the silent

room: Manslaughter; third degree. Once more, justice

had miscarried. Three to seven years at hard
labor! In prison, Jim and Tom worked side by side

constantly. Often 'they would discuss their dilemna,
but there seemed no way of escaping from their fate.

Who would believe what seemed to be such a fantas-
tic tale? Then Tom became ill and weak. In the pri-

son hospital be recuperated while Jim worked on, but
when he came out, it was decided that something
must be done. Putting on heavy thinking caps, the
boys finally decided upon a raid^a break. Several of

the other prisoners were glad to co-operate. When it

was all over, the boys found themselves in a deserted
shack^n stripes; but two ragged suits were hanging
in a mothy closet. When they tossed, Tom found him-
self elected to go out for food. He remained away a

half day, returning with fruit and two suits of clothing
—presents from a rich woman's maid to whom he had
related the entire tragic tale.

Free once again, and back in the city, the boys were
met by some sinister -looking gentlemen. "Want a

inake some ready money, boys?" he asked. That was
just what the boys needed, so weakly, they consented.
Within a week they found themselves mixed up with
one of the most daring mobs in town. They had not
wanted to stay, but something told Jim that this was
the gang responsible for the murder for which they had
taken the rap. After several hold-ups, the chief threw
an elaborate party. The boys were sent to get Mollie,

the chief's "sugar," and the girl came, grudgingly. She
had supposed this to be her night off. Something the
chief did and said enraged the girl.

"—and you know
you murdered that jeweler!" she shrieked. The boys
gasped. "Take the dame for some air." the chief re-

marked, winking at his best men. The boys deter-
mined this girl was not going for a ride. It was a
dizzy chase, but Jim and Tom avenged themselves and
their old friend, the jeweler. After they had helped the
police track the entire mob—and the chief, Tom went
home—to sleep—vindicated. Jim put his arms about
Mollie. Yes, she would marry him, when the best
man woke up!

ROAD'S END
Kenneth R. Pa -ish File No. 6122

WHEN the young auditor of a tremendous New
York bank discovered a shortage of fifty thou-
sand dollars, he was arrested instead of com-

mended. Bobby Lawrence, the auditor confronted his

fiancee's father—Wilson, who controlled the bank.
"You've never wanted me to marry Dorothy," Bobby
said, defiantly, "Never wanted her to dance, dine, rid°,

or fly in my plane as long as I was around. You'd
rather see her hitched to sturdy Davis^your stool

pigeon bookkeeper. Just because I've bought a flashy

car is no reason for you or anyone to think I've robbed
you of fifty grand !

" Bobby made his escape before
they could take him to jail. Dorothy stormed the
night he tried to say goodbve. "Don't ever come
back, Bob!" she said. The youth blanched. "Then
I'll be what you think I am, and I'll be darned if

I'll regret it—or try to remember you!"
Arriving in Chicago after having dodged the police,

Bobby looked up a college chum, Vicky Wyatt. "Mike
Beridina to you!" Vicky confessed, "My college edu-
cation has come in handy in this racket!" Soon Bobby
was known as Louis Zicardo. "So you've been disil-

lusioned, too, eh Louie?" Vicky laughed, "You'll for-

get it—I'm telling you. I did." Lesser thugs were
delighted to team up with this pair of immaculate and
educated master minds. When Bobby walked into a
roadhouse with the intention of pulling a holdup, he
was never suspected and never barred. Superior ininds
know how to baffle police, too. Then came the day
Bobby took Ferdino's debutante girl to the opera.
"Carmen is going to cost you plenty. Bob!" Vicky
said, that night, "Ferdino's going over to Conzatti!"
Conzatti was the rival gang leader. His tactics did
not savor of the campus. Bobby and Vick soon found
themselves being doublecrossed at every turn, yet
they could pin nothing on Ferdino. "I suppose we'd
kill him if we were thugs." Vicky said, "But I draw
the line at murder, old pal. I'm in this game for profit

and entertainment—not blood." Bobby agreed.
One afternoon, Dorothy Wilson arrived in Chicago.

A newspaper photo of Louie Zicardo had caught the
girl's breath. Dorothy took a position at Cardoni's.
"That's the least you can do for me, Zeik!" she told

Cardoni, "I've been adding up your accounts since I

was ten." Conzatti took a fancy to Cardoni's new girl.

"Swell moll, Zeik," he told him over and over. "Mine.
Conzatti—remember!" Cardoni ventured, but Dorothy
learned enough about Conzatti to hang him. Then
came the day, Conzatti was to pull the job and get
Bobby and Vicky who were trying to rob him of some
loot. Dorothy rushed to the proposed scene of the

crime, heavily disguised. Bobby and Vicky, thinking
her a plant, left only after her pleas came short of

driving them crazy. The police pulled up a second

later. The Conzatti mob would not give up without a
fight. Everyone was taken. In hiding, Dorothy re-

ceived a wild bullet wound in her shoulder. At Bobby's
apartment she came too. Bobby had removed the dis-

guise. Vicky smiled, wryly. "No more racket, boy,"
he told Bobby, "I can see by the pluck of this kid that

my girl would do the same for me." Dorothy told

them of how Davis had confessed to the bank robbery.

"I'm not hunted, then!" Bobby cried, almost choking
Dorothy in his embrace. "Yes you are!" she cried,

"You just try and elude me now." "Say, Bob, can
you fit four in that honeymoon plane of yours?"
called Vickv, his hand over the mouthpiece of the
phone, "You bet!" Bobby cried.

THE BIG FINALE
E. Montgomery Mungeer File No. 64S3

BEHIND the scenes, and preparing for the big fin-

ale, twelve girls, beginners, babbled joyously in

the first heat of success, powdered lavishly, and
pouted before their mirrors. Jessica led the dance be-
cause she was so slight and graceful. Bonny told her,

more than once, that the others served only as a
background to her triumph. Bonny was Jessica's
best and only, and Jessica was positive he was one of

her stepping stones to success. Bonny had been tickled

by the girl's assurance when she promised to marry
him, and he was eager for her to be boss from then
on, no matter whither it would lead him! He always
met her directly after the show, that is, when he
was not next on the bill.

That night, the girls had been talking of the future.
Bonny had come on next, so Jessica met him in the
lobby. He didn't think she seemed happy, so he a.sked
her about it. "Bonny dear, we're through " she said.

The youth's face filled with alarm and questioning.
What had he done? "No," Jessica faltered, "I mean
this business—it's bad. Only a few of us can make
the grade up to the top in talking pictures—so we're
going into something else. We're still young." Bon-
ny never twitched an eyelash. A few weeks later

found Jessica established in a small front parlor, and
Bonny just finishing up painting a gold stripe around
the mouldings. "Jessica LaMay, Dancing" graced
the door. For the whole of one month, Jessica plugged
away at her two lone pupils, new enthusiasm rising
in her bosom at each lesson, but the pupils became
too intimate, and two letters of resignation soon
greeted Jessica's eyes. Inquiring, the girl learned
that a correspondence course in dancing was so much
cheaper that it hadn't paid her pupils to remain with
her. That night, Jessica sobbed out her heart to Bon-
ny, explaining that once more she had chosen a los-
ing_ game.
Six months later, practising her shorthand gingerly,

Jessica was not surprised to see her old friend Dorsey.
She had just been thinking of the old gang, too!
"Bonny is getting me a position in his office!" the
girl confided, despite the genuine amusement registered
by the older trouper, who tried to suggest that with
Jessica's looks—and an absence of Bonny—things
would be first-rate. Jessica had punched keys for two
weeks and everything looked very rosy, but the head
manager became a trifle annoyed by Jessica's indif-
ference. His chance came, several weeks afterwards,
when the concern took on a number of dictaphones
and electric typewriters! Jessica was one of the last
to be let off, but there she was, nevertheless, squelched
by progress once again! By the time Bonny was
laid off because of the new-fangled spraying machines,
Jessica had been working as cashier in their favorite
restaurant for a brief period. But Bonny 's dilemna
and predicament brought things to head. Suddenly,
in the chill of their depression, Jessica conceived a
brilliant idea!
Three years later, a flourshing business office, seem-

ingly rushed ofiF its feet, as it were, was discovered to
be presided over by Jessica and Bonny—no less. In-
ventions Purchased. Sold, and Encouraged. We Meet
Your Net?fls. it read. Leading rags carried the story
of the pair's success. As Jessica explained to Dorsey:
"There's a place in this world for everyone, even if

you have to go through Hell to find it!" Hard luck
couldn't reach them now, because they were in the
modern swim for the big finale!

THE BARGAIN
Reginald S. Chapman File No. 6236

IONDON town beckoned strongly in the dreams of

, Promise P. Length—as he liked to call himself.
-^ What did the Orient hold for one bred in China?

He would become a great portrait painter in London^
and hobnob with nobility. The youth's father cau-
tioned him, sadly. "My son," he said, "I have had
no reason to tell this, before—but you are possessed
of a strange faculty. You have the power of cursing
another's life. From this comes my greatest sorrow,
because I know this curse will recoil on your own
head!" Promise had made up his mind to go to Lon-
don. Nothing could stop him now. He had not a
doubt but what he would become England's foremost
painter!
Three days after his arrival in London, the boy met

Marion Mason, a Tilton Club dancer. She had spoken
to him in Sorrows Park just as he had come to the
conclusion that his father was expressing fantastic
fears to keep him at home. "Peter Pow Long is my
name," the youth said, quietly. Yes, he was Chinese;
educated in England and far from oriental in appear-
ance. Peter fell hopelessly in love with the beautiful
dancer. Thinking of her, he remembered a story of

his father's—about Peter's grandmother and grand-
father, who had paid dissatisfaction's huge price be-
cause Peter's grandfather was possessed of this power
of cursing another!
Until they next saw one another, Marion and Peter

spent restless hours; but when Peter finally did meet
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the club.
the girl, it was to take her to wo
he was horrified and disgusted because it was neces-

sary for her to earn her livelihood in tights. On the

way honae, Peter spoke of love. Marion did not an-

swer, but Peter knew. The ensmng wnUer the youth

accompanied his love to the club each night; and re-

mained to take her home. His distaste for the work

grew more intense at each visit until one bitter cold

night in Sorrows Park. Peter held the girl close and

knew she would marry him. In three weeks, they be-

nme man and wife, an extensive honeymoon tour fol-

Sowing the ceremony. For eight .whole months after

their return, the Longs were gloriously happy!

At the Tilton Club, in Marion's absence, her friend,

the extremely stupid and illiterate Mirianna Mlller

was created premier danseuse. She became attached

to a bogus Italian "dook"— a red-headed American

wanted by the police-and was keeping him in hiding

in her apartment. It was after one of Peters dis-

courses on astrological signs, one night that Marion

visited Mirianna. She learned about the duke, and

was chided for marrying a "Chink astrologer" ;
to be-

gin with! The seed of dissatisfaction vvas sown.

Peter tried to ignore the liquor on Marion s breatn

when she returned home. However, several mornings

later, he refused to countenance Marion's drunken be-

havior on her return from a visit to Mirianna. I m
leaving you, anyway!" Marion said. She called him

a "damned flathead" and explained that she saw no

reason for starving because of his foolhardy faith in

planetary influences. Peter handled the situation as

a gentleman, at first. Then his entire demeanor

changed, and Marion trembled, pitifully. Her gaze

shifted It was impossible for her to look at her hus-

band-into his eyes. "You, Marion, are cursed! he

was saying She could not follow the rest. Peter

urged her 'out, gently, however firmly. She could not

change her mind! Marion found her way to Mirian-

na's Then, one night, while Mirianna was working,

the duke proceeded to work on Marion. She would

make him an ideal duchess, because of her culture, in

contrast to Mirianna's ignorant and ill-mannered

self. Cautious at first, JIarion was soon won over.

After all, this would be one way out of her trouble.

The duke was figuring the same way. With Marion

at his side, she would explain to the police that he

was a ilukc-! But then what would he do with her?

The night of the escape, Mirianna left early neither

Marion nor the duke realizing that she herself had an

appointment with one for whom she was considering the

abandonment of royalty. But Mirianna returned to

her apartment for a leftover article, in a short time-

in fact, in time to hear her two guests planning then-

departure. The two went faster then they had hoped.

A policeman intercepted the flight at the corner.

"Dook, me eve!" said the law's agent, "He s wanted!

Marion took" refuge in a garage for the night, with

her suitcases. The next morning she was arrested

for larceny, innocently having picked up other suit-

the darkness of the garage—instead of her
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Thr nths
Peter, in this interim of a few months, had given

up his studio, and taken to drink. On the brink of

suicide, he had been rescued by a dope ring interested

in securing him for a tool. From the verge of death

through starvation, they rebuilt him into a strong

but lifeless creature willing to take orders because

there was nothing else to do. Peter's life was most

over Marion, in prison, longed for Peter, but she

knew it was all over. She might never even see him

again. Her term over, she found Mirianna waiting,

but onlv to snub and not to befriend her. Marion

trudged' the streets for hours, in search of a meal,

going from one restaurant to another in search ot

work; but it was no use, until she happened into the

Chinese restaurant owned bv Peter's bosses and cap-

tors. The girl washed dishes and feasted on dope,

daily, weary of the world. Then one day. she an-

swered an ad and became placed as a lady's maid.

For months she worked and struggled against the

dope obsession. Finally, one day. she ventured back

to the restaurant. At the same time, her mistress s

diamonds were missed. The police followed Marion,

breaking in just as Peter was .about to kill her, in

the presence of the ring-leaders. Attempting to es-

cape through a window, Peter was shot by police-

His body fell to the pavement with a thud. Recover-

ing from the shock, Marion, found something hard and

cold in her pocket! The jewels—planted! This time,

the jail sentence was one year, but Marion faced it

stoically. She did not last the year, but died in Mir-

ianna's arms, in the prison hospital, prating delir-

iously concerning the price of dissatisfaction

!

LOST MEN
Hazel J. Price File No. 643S

hadn't quite forgotten Nan's neglect of him. Lyn
was concentrating on the journey and spending his

time discussing the more technical features with Jack.

Suddenly, the plane nosed toward the earth. Jack,

piloting once more, outlined in hurried tones, the sit-

uation. They were overloaded! Thank God for the

sandy little island below.
It was on the sandy little island that Lynn and

Tack discovered Nan standing beside the plane, on

their return from an exploration tour! Nan flew into

her beloved's arms while Jack looked on, miserably-

He had always loved Nan Parker! Now. he was to

be the involuntary victim of abject torture. For sev-

eral months, the two men and the girl remained on

the island, existing on berries, cocoanuts, fish, and

fruit, after their supplies diminished, and never losing

hope but that some day a ship would sight either

them or the flag they had constructed from Nan s

dress. After one particularly torturous day, when
the fish had been reluctant to bite, and the sun had

been hot. Nan awoke, during the night, to find Jack

at her side. Soon, he was crushing her to him, bru-

tally and passionately! Hardly reafizing what she

was doing. Nan cried Lynn's name. Every day there-

after, Lynn and Jack went about silently, and glaring.

Nan's efforts to efifect a reconciliation were useless.

It was only on the day that Jack collapsed with a

peculiar malady—a fever—that Lynn broke down with

compassion. He and Nan kept constant vigil, but they

knew what the end would be. Jack lapsed into con-

sciousness for a few minutes before his death, and

heard the forgiveness and farewells of his two best

friends- Then he died. Two weeks later. Lynn's
keen eyes sighted a ship far off. Nan waved their

flag frantically while Lynn set up a huge fire. In a

few hours, the two were on board a large freighter,

telling their story over and over for the edification of

the crew. Back home, plans for the wedding were set

immediately, and theirs was a happy wedding except

for the presence of an empty chair—Jack's.

THE OLD FOOLS
Lou L. Leonard FUe No. 6297

awed bv its owner—Madam Marie LeBlanc.
Millionaires have killed themselves over the roulette

wheel and the beautiful hostess. The men and women
who come into contact with this ethereal-looking ad-

venturess realize at once that there is some strong

motive at the bottom of Marie's game. There is. It

is revenge. Henri, however, has not appeared at the

club.

New "^'ear's Eve, while she is doing her turn on the

floor, Marie recognizes Henri D'Orsay. Like the rest,

he falls under her spell and Marie is overioyed at

his having failed to recognize her. Day after day
she receives his costly presents and sees him lose

heavily at the wheel. In a short time he is in her

power—at her beck and call. Then the noble D'Or-
says get wind of the affair. Henri's brother, George,

a captain in the army, is sent to negotiate with Marie

and to free Henri. At first, Marie receives him like

the lady she is—under the surface—but soon steels

herself with tobacco and drink. He leaves in disgust,

mailing her a check next day as the purchase price

for Henri. From that time on, Marie dogs George's

footsteps, little realizing she too is faUing into the

trap she is setting for him. Then George is made a

ma-or. His comrades fete him at Marie's club. He
tells her of his love and they pledge their betrothal.

The war summons is heard the next day. After a

short time Marie follows her lover to France's bat-

tlefields as an entertainer, but they never meet. She
forgives Henri on his deathbed, but there is an air

raid at George's hospital before she can get there.

Marie returns to France much aged and enters a

convent where she takes the vows. George, too,

tal:es his vows. Then the convent and monastery are

called to the poppy fields. Marie-Sister Marie kneels

by what she believes to be George D'Orsay's grave.

She looks up into the eyes of a monk beside her. It

is George! But all they can do, now. is exchange a

last sad farewell and continue in prayer. What is

THE wealthy Nan Parker's jeweled clock chimed

three as the girl flung herself from bed to don

a negligee and smoke a cigarette. It was no use

for her to try to sleep any more. Her Lynn was go-

ing to fly across the Big Pond next day, and she had

just had' a horrible dream of him, nose-diving into

the water. It was almost dawn before Nan crept

back into bed, but thirty minutes was all she remained

there. At dawn, the girl crept silently from her big

house into the garage, where she stepped into her

car after flinging a small travelling bag into the

rumble seat.
. , ^

A huge crowd had come to the airport to watch the

takeoff of the latest pair of transatlantic fliers. From
hangar to cafeteria to plane to hangar they followed

Lvnn Travis and Jack Colman. enthusiastic and fes-

tive. Lvnn was pensive- Nan had promised to see

him off—no reason why she shouldn't. He might
never see her again] As the plane roared over the

crowded beach, Lynn grew silent and ill-humored.

Jack, handling the controls for the time, tried in

every way to spread cheer. "Perhaps the kid over-

slept!" he ventured. "Baloney!" Lynn retorted.

"Slept my eye! When I start across the ocean, she

couldn't have slept!" After several hours, though he

WITH a mother whose mania is writing on a

tinny typewriter, and a father whose hobby is

radio, i't is small wonder that the Smith adol-

escents, Teddy and Jane, are slightly blotto. Con-

stant friction and irritation about them are doing

them little good. Each is nothing but a hollow re-

plica of this modern age at its worst! It does not

take Ned Brown, the next-door neighbor any tune to

size up the situation. He enters the life of the Smith

family at a strategic point—the point at which Mary
and Tom Smith's annoyance with each other is reach-

ing the murderous note! It is not long after his first

meeting with the Smiths that he becomes their boarder,

amusing the youngsters and humoring Tom and Mary.
Each evening, after dinner, Mary clears up, tidies

herself, and sits down to a game of solitaire. Brown
looking on, attempting to banter words. Tom sits by,

occupying himself with his radio. One evening, Mary
decide's to tell Ned's fortune, but he nips this idea in

the bud. telling her various incidents of his life and

adventures. He explains his reasons for abandoning

his own wife. "The devil himself could not live with

her!" he vows. Mary calls this a "man's alibi."

It is on this night that Mary decides to be herself.

Tom, busily tampering with his radio parts, does not

understand her sudden erratic behavior. Her first

move comes the next day when she allows Ned to

make love to her in her own home, and in the park,

in broad davlight. Ned is shocked at the sudden

change in this seemingly demure woman. At home
that night, she starts her typing again, drowning out

the radio. She explains that she is writing a story

concerning how a devil tempted a saint! Tom com-

plains about the noise, but Mary tells him she, too,

was inspired to nobler heights before he got the in-

fernal radio. She is unusnallv sarcastic toward Brown
all evening. Finally, when he retires, Tom says: "If

you don't want him here, Marv, why not tell him so,

or else be nice?" Marv sulks. At last the radio is

fixed. "No more static!" cries Tom, exultantly. Mary
sits on his lap. "You know I love you. Mary" says

Tom. Mary's head nods. The two sophisticates. Jane

and Teddy, entering upon the domestic scene, are

dumbfounded. It has been too long a time since they

have seen such affection shared by their parents!

At a New Year's Eve party at the Smith's. Mary,
whose affection is vacillating bet\veen her husband
and her boarder, realizes for once and always that

it is none other than Tom. She grows furious when
Ned tries to make love to Jane; and he goes, the

next day, at Mary's request. Tom, understanding, as

always, is happy to be in his own family circle once

more. Mary, back at her typwriter, listens to Tom's
radio discourses placidly.

THE BEAUTIFUL NUN
Frederick Ansara File No. 6264

MOTHERING a beautiful little sister of seven-

teen, Marie LeBlanc's pleasures in life are few.

Year by year she struggles on the farm and
saves pennies so that Louise can go to Paris to study

voice. Then a storm comes up one night, and Henri
Dorsay comes into their lives from out of the storm.

He is a nobleman's son. and soon becomes captivated

by the coquettish Louise. Marie allows him to re-

main as a boarder for a week because of the financial

assistance his tenantship lends. The girl is shocked

one evening when she returns to find the house empty.
Back in her bedroom she finds the usual note. Paris.

No news. At last, a letter. Marie opens it with

shaking fingers. It is from the prefect of police.

Louise has been found in the Seine. Will Marie come
to identify the body at once?
Two ye'ars later, Paris is dazzled by the latest sen-

sation in gambling houses—the Club de Frolic. It is

the to
theAs American visitors of the convent e

statue of Sister Marie, they often remark and wonder
why so beautiful a woman took the veil. The Mother
Superior is fond of the story and fond of telling it.

Sister Marie is in many books—a story which touches

the most sensitive heart chords.

THE OFFENDER
Mrs. Mary H. Fishe File No. 6308

WHEN Harriet Fortin died, leaving her artist

husband and Claire, in her teens, friends of the

Fortins waxed troubled. "Gilbert Fortin."

they said, "has little longer in this world. We is a

sick man. What will become of Claire?" LTpon her

father's death. Claire departed for her uncle's house,

anticipating a warm reception. She was horribly lone-

ly. John Clifford, a wealthy broker, appealed to his

beautiful wife, Marjorie. "Treat the girl as though
she was our own," he told her. "It is the least we
can do for poor Harriet's memory." But !Mrs. Clif-

ford had other plans. This girl would be sure to get

in her way. She was entirely too pretty and too

talented. Besides, she was a nuisance with her un-
conventional ways and her messy paintings! Then,
too. Marjorie was a jealous woman, although she had
everything at her command.
When Claire met Tom Maxwell, one of her father's

old friends, at a reception. Marjorie was furious. She
had always been fond of Maxwell, and this snippy girl

would not, if she could help it, interfere. The way
they gallivanted about was not to her liking. "Tom's
painting lessons are a stall. He doesn't mean well."

she told Clifford, who merely laughed. But the climax
came when Claire met linimv Morrison, a rising young
lawyer, through Maxwell. "Morrison has all that you
and I have had to struggle for!" Marjorie fretted. Then
she planned subtle revenge. Claire's engagement party
was to be a gala affair. That night, Marjorie planted
her jewels in Claire's jewel box. When the matter
was brought up, hysterically, during the course of

the party, it was a simple matter. Searching the

house, detectives recovered the part Marjorie had
planted. But where were the rest that she had hid-

den? Only INIariorie knew. Still, the evidence was
circumstantial. Claire was not arrested, but asked,

by her uncle, to leave at once. Maxwell came to the

fore, much to Marjorie's disgust. The girl would
share his lonely studio home, an added advantage be-

ing that he would have unlimited time to instruct her.

and to develop in her the talent she had inherited

from her late father. Mrs. Maxwell was immediately
intrigued with her husband's new ward. "We always
did want a daughter, my dear," she explained. "Please
try to make this your home." Claire thrived and was
grateful. Jimmy Morrison ignored the entire af-

fair, insisting they be married at once, but Claire

begged to be allowed to finish her studies. "I'd ra-

ther you waited." she said, too, "until this mystery
is cleared." Yes, he would wait for the studies but
not for the solution- The thing was preposterous.
-Marjorie had gained little.

During the ensuing year. Claire worked like a tro-

jaii. the result being the acceptance of a portrait of

Jlrs. .Maxwell—by Claire, in the National Academy's
annual exhibit. Claire received first prize and a lot

of publicity! To top it all, she became Mrs. James
Morrison, under the happy sponsorship of the affec-

tionate Maxwells.
The same year, the Wall Street crash cut a huge

piece from the Clifford's bankroll. Left almost pen-
niless. Clifford verged on suicide. Marjorie knew that
only one thing would save him—the hidden jewels of-

fered for sale. Guiltily, but nevertheless loyal, she
confessed. Clifford was amazed. When he recovered
from the terror which obsessed him, he sent her to

Claire, but instead of fuming and threatening, the girl,

happy at last, forgave in her own gracious manner.
"You couldn't really have meant it, Aunt Marjorie,"
she said, "but you will be friends now—please?"
There were tears in the eyes of Jimmy, the Maxwells
and Clifford. This, was nobility.
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THE WEAKLING
J. T. Felton File No. 6313

I
ain't goiii' ta fight James Johnson!" Colman
said, attacking a steak with brutahty. Jim Col-

man was the most promising fighter of the day.

"How do you expect the championship if you don't

push Johnson aside?" Johnny Shelton, his manager
asked, impatiently. Edwards, Johnny's friend, and
owner of the hotel, piped up: "Forty grand for your

end, Jim!" he said. "I won't fight!" Colman re-

peated. "If I sign the papers you'll do it." Johnny
said. "If you sign, you'll fight." Colman retorted,

quietly, attacking the steak again. "He ain't no

Dempsev; he ain't nothin' but a horse-faced dude!"
Jim grOH^led. Colman's own face was a scare itself;

and his idea of a dude was anyone who kept both

shoes on at the same time. "They'll call you yaller,

Tim," said Edwards, "and they'll be right." Edwards
walked oS, much to Jim's annoyance, disgusted. "I

got some customers to tend to" he said. "At's how
1 keep young—sidestepping other folks' squabbles."

"This here Johnson fight is the next step before the

title. What's eating you, Jim?" Shelton asked. _ "T'ell

wit' the public!" Colman said, "I guess we two is got-

ta split."

Oh no we wouldn't, thought Shelton who gave the

youth overnight to think it over. After all, Johnny
had discovered Tim Colman on a moving van; and he

knew little of his biography. Well, he would get Ed-
wards on Jim's heels, and find out a few about that

baby. Tim was a strong kid. Bill Hayes, Johnny's
trainer, 'had plenty of trouble with him. The kid had
been weaned on lunch wagons and nurtured on pianos.

For months, Johnny had kept that left hand tied, at

the punching bag, while Jim worked that right into

a veritable ramrod. He had been funny with those

two phoneys through whom fame had come. The first

had been from England. He had sprained his knee
taking the count. Home cooking got Jim ready for the

next—a Norwegian, who only lasted five rounds while

Jim was ducking more process servers than punchers.

Leaving Colman, Johnny returned to his apartment
and immediately got Edwards on the phone. "Yeah"
Edwards said, "he's confided in me already, okey;

and I got a good plan. It's a dame. Rosa Kelley.

Know 'er?" Did Johnny know her? Well, did a

babv know its own mother? Rosa had gone from
Johnny to others. The rest was simple.

^^
"Say-

Edwards," Johnny said, "Got any ideas?" "Have I

got an idea!" Edwards said, "Listen to this. Give

this Rosa a knockdown to Johnson. Make her vamp
him somehow and then the kid will fight to win the

dame!" Leave it to Edwards. He was great. Johnny
laid plans for a party that same night. Rosa was de-

lighted. "I'll bring the whole ensemble if you want-
Johnny dear!" she said. Johnny dear, my eye. She
would fall into some trap.

Johnson was intrigued with Rosa; and Rosa wasn't

so cold, either. Colman fought—and won; but it

wasn't for the girl, because he had been married to

Rosa for months. Rosa: had allowed him to fight as a

last parting favor for her old pal Johnny—and she'd

let him get the championship for the same

THE BUMS' RUSH
Walter D. Moss File No. 6325

TWO ragged figures emerged from a freight as

it pulled into the yards. "Stubby" Nuts and
"Lanky" Jimmy had arrived in town. A worn

newspaper in the station caught Nuts' eye. "Notice

To Bums," the caption read. Was this another warn.
ing? Wow! Twenty-five grand to the bum who cir-

cled the world, and returned to New York first! Du-
plicate prizes in case of tie! Nuts and Lanky dashed

madly to the sponsor's office: Michael Stone. Booked
and tagged, and ten dollars to the good. Stone told

the boys to beat it. Nuts had annoyed him, anyhow,
with his fancy parlor tricks, such as scratching mat-
ches on a polished desk.

It did not take the boys long to become properly

attired. That was easy. Drunks never knew they

were being undressed! Nattily-togged, they stowed
away in trunks on an ocean liner, but the owner of

the trunks let up a yell when he discovered them,
changing his mind upon the captain's arrival, and
announcing them as nephews. "One grand if you'll do

a job for me in London!" this odd fellow, Caldwell,

offered, "Sold!" retorted the boys, "providing you
pay in advance, and also our passage." (This was
Nuts' head!) In London, both boys finally managed
to lose Caldwell, but were held up three days, in jail,

for attempting to bully a store keeper while intoxi-

cated. Paris was the next stop, but unfortunately,

the boys could not enjoy the Bois nor Montmartre,
considering they were three days behind, and only

six hundred to the good. Nuts was hardly moved.
Yes, he would have enjoyed Paris, but then again.

Lanky was entirely too fond of dames.
Moscow loomed up in all its beauty against the

blue of the Russian skies as the boys checked in two
days ahead of schedule. But Russia wasn't letting

anyone in or out without a specific card, so it had
required skillful manoeuvering. But once in, how was
the departure going to go? Nuts, the brains of the

pair, left Lanky in a gay street cafe with a glamorous
dancer while he and a less attractive but more brainy
madamoiselle strode forth. "Ah" the girl sighed,

"the beeg idea!" She vanished, but appeared in the

hotel early next morning. As a huge wheat train

made its way across Russia, into China, two heads
bobbed up occasionally, for air. Brainy girl? Oh well.

Hong Kong, at last! Here they would relax, since

the others were a week behind, but Lanky would never
learn! The two spent three weeks in jail for insult-

ing a cop. Once again, they were one week behind.

Their last cent went for passage to Frisco. From
Frisco, the boys took oflt in a stolen plane, shattering,

along the way, the cross -continent speed record!
Three minutes ahead of the runner-up. Stubby (Nuts)
and Lanky fainted on the floor at Michael Stone's
feet. Clinging to his chair with laughter, Michael
gazed at the bedraggled pair. He had no doubt the
recital of their antics would rate the fifty grand!

LIFE GOES ON
Mrs. Gertie Reed File No. 6309

FANNY, who had been an orphan since fourteen,
was happy with her young husband, Basil, but
Basil's mother who lived with them was on the

constant lookout for trouble. At first, when Fanny,
very quietly, complained, Basil attempted to comfort
her with soft words, but later on, he was less agree-
able. "There must be something to it, Fanny," he
would caution, sternly. Once, when Fanny rebelled
more than usual, Basil asked his mother to cease
carrying tales. Happiness came, once again, to the
devoted youngsters, and for the next few years they
struggled on, paying ofT their debts on a large farm
Basil purchased and raising their three children as
wisely as two people so young as they could manage.
But the inevitable dark cloud swooped down—to re-
main—it seemed. After a short illness, terrifying to
the young wife, Basil died, leaving Fanny with the
farm and the children.
When the first long spasm of grief wore ofif, Fanny

w^ent to Chicago, against the better judgment of

friends, at the suggestion of Basil's sister. There
she managed a boarding house, her children getting
out of hand because of the tremendous amount of
time Fanny needed to devote to her business. But
she was still an attractive woman, despite the dif-

ference of opinion between her own ideas and those of
her two daughters and one son. "You're so old-
fashioned. Ma," Marie would say. How little the girl

knew, but all this talk enraged Fanny. Now she de-
cided to show them all. Several men who had been
attracted to the plucky woman were surprised to hear
that she was going out, now and then. One was
handsome, gay, and talkative. Fanny adored him.
Somehow, if Basil had had a chance, he might have
been just like this. Fanny let him talk it into her
that marriage was unnecessary. After all, he had
been twice married and was the father of six children.
He had not bothered to divorce his second wife. For
fourteen months, Fanny was everything but his legal
wife. Then, back to the farm she went, where she
had been happy. Peace returned slowly. Basil's
family was kind and helpful, but it had been tough
sailing to win back Marie's respect. When all three
children married, finally, Fanny took an active inter-
est in life once more. Redeemed in the eyes of every-
one, and still attractive, she plunged into social life

with renewed vigour. Her one real friend, Kate, urged
her to many dinners, dances, and parties. One day,
Kate spoke to Fanny about a man of her acquaintance.
"You're pretty, charming, and witty, Fanny!" she
said, "Let's see what you can do for vourself, now."
For three months Bruce Wolcott pursued Fanny. Kate
urging the match and acting as go-between, but Fan-
ny was holding off, despite Bruce's charm and wealth.
Then, one day, Fanny told Bruce her life story. He
listened gravely. He was amused at her almost
childish naivete. "All that only makes you doubly de-
serving of real love and a good home, my darling!"
he said. He never told her he had known the story
for a long time! It had done her heart good to tell it.

So they were married, and with Fanny's grand-
children about his knees, Bruce, as well as his wife,
grew old in peace and contentment. Fanny often
wondered. It was as if Basil had come back.

THE PROPHETESS
Ruby H. Warner File No. 6305

ORPHANED by the Great War, and marooned in

France with no one to care for them, the young
son and daughter of General LaFitte plan to

leave for America to visit and perhaps work. Their
only sorrow at leaving France is Cosette—the broth-
er's fiancee. "There will be no Spring in America!"
Andre tells her, before leaving.
Andre's god-parents, the Duprets, are cordial in

their reception to the lonely young people, Andre and
Madeleine; and a friend, Mr. Hardcastle, a railroad
president, attempts to induce Andre to enter his em-
ploy ; but Andre has his heart set on joining a friend,
in the West, in the operation of a lignite mine. It is

at the Duprets' that a crystal gazer foretells trouble
for Andre but ultimate happiness in America when it

has blown over. She also startles everyone by assur-
ing Madeleine that the visions and dreams of her
childhood and the present are really the manifestations
of occult power which she possesses. This proves to
both the girl and her brother that when she pro-
phesied her father's death the night he died, she was
not altogether hysterical—as had been supposed. Soon
afterwards, Madeleine and Andre leave for the West.

It is not long after they are settled there that Mad-
eleine receives a note from Cosette. Andre reads it

with dismay. Cosette has lost both parents during an
influenza epidemic! But his anxiety is lessened by a
series of mine disasters which Madeleine foresees, but
which Andre is powerless to prevent. He cannot warn
the men, he says, because they will not listen to in-
structions based on his sister's dreams. It is only
through strategy that Madeleine keeps Andre himself
back. It is all over by the time he reaches the mines,
but the newspapers get his name with the rest. It is

this incorrect list which Cosette receives upon her
perusal of an American paper, in Paris.
For many weeks the LaFittes do not hear from

Cosette. Finally, Andre succeeds in getting inform-
ation informing him that the girl has left France for
New York shores. Feverishly the sister and brother

leave for New York; but alas, in New York they dis-

cover that Cosette is married to Hardcastle, the rail-

road man. She has believed Andre dead. The situa-
tion seems utterly tragic. In despair, Andre leaves
for Florida on a commission for Hardcastle. There,
Madeleine foresees a^ hurricane, but has a hard time
convincing people until it is upon them. It is in the
midst of the rescue work that Hardcastle arrives. He
realizes that Cosette and Andre love one another, and
by the time winter has passed, the marriage is an-
nulled, Cosette becoming his adopted daughter. Spring
comes in America for Cosette and Andre, and happi-
ness envelops Hardcastle and jMadeleine, too, because
they come to love each other with a profound af-

fection.

ACROSS THE MEXICAN BORDER
Delphis La Bounty File No. 6283

DARKNESS was enveloping the plains of Mexico
as Lieutenant Morse came riding into Dartz,
a small village. Morse had been sent to Mex-

ico to round up a troublesome gang of rustlers whose
horse -thievery and cattle -marauding had been going
on, fearlessly, for ten years. Tremendous herds had
been led out of Dartz by these dangerous men whose
plan it was to meet in the Red Mthf saloon each night
to discuss the following days activities. This very
night, the lieutenant overheard a neat little scheme.
At midnight. Buck Evans, leader of the marauders,
would lead a herd of horses across the border. Morse
knew he was on the right track. He had, at last,
found what he was looking for. Jumping astride his
horse, the youthful lieutenant hurried off to the village
where he spoke to the villagers. Buck Evans must
be stopped from stampeding the eight hundred horses
of Doris Laughton, owner of the Bar-X ranch—an in-

heritance from her late uncle. As Morse politely in-

formed the girl of Evans' plan, a member of the gang
was crouching outside the window. The lookout gal-
loped back to his chief. Two men were elected to
get this cagey Morse fellow, but, reaching the Laugh

-

ton rancho, they found that Morse had already gone.
The tracks of two horses indicated the answer: Morse
and the girl had gone ofif. The desperadoes followed.
Suddenly, they came upon Morse and the girl. Tied
up, and thrown into a cellar dungeon, there was not
much could be done for either. But Evans had over-
looked a knife in Morse's shoes, while searching him.
After moments of struggling, Morse reached that knife
and soon he and Doris were free. Rushing to the meet-
ing place he had planned for his village men, Morse
found no one. "So." he exclaimed, ''then I'll get Evans
myself!" Traversing a field, the youth spied his meat:
Evans and the mob. He discovered, too, that his
boys had rounded Evans—a thing they had never
dared, before. Morse observed that Evans fled upon
his own entrance onto the field. The lieutenant sped
to the cabin where he and Doris had been imprisoned.
Evans and a crony were preparing to leave, but Morse
backed them into a corner. Just then, however, Morse
was faced by someone who had been in hiding. A man
commanded Morse to drop his guns. As his answer,
Morse kicked the rifle from the man's hand! Morse
was finally tied and imprisoned in a closet. Not much
hope, but Morse was a veritable Houdini, in the face
of danger. Soon he was off. Pursuing Evans, a fight
ensued, Morse emerging the victor. The next day, he
prepared to leave for Texas with his reward, but
somehow, Doris managed to convey the important mes-
sage that she wanted him to stay. He did; and after
they were married he became a permanent fixture at
the ranch. No, Dartz wasn't troubled with more

DULY PAID
Francis W, Nisbet File No. 6327

"W?^
OULDN'T it be just like Kathleen Nelson to

luck?" a neighbor of the Nelsons
sked a tradesman. "Since when is that

"Well,"
rs for it!" And
Kathleen Nelson,

utiful and obliging

luck," he asked, "to be injured?'
woman, "she got two million dolla
that was just what had happened,
at fifteen, was one of the most bea
children in the neighborhood. Hen<
prise that she was injured in an attempt to rescue
Colonel Moore's—the millionaire bachelor visiting
neighbors—hat from the gutter. The Colonel had had
the girl cared for, during her injury ; and afterwards,
on her seventeenth birthday, sent her a message in-
forming her he had designated her as his heir, in the
absence of all other kin! Two million dollars—one of
them to be hers on her eighteenth birthday! The
Nelsons were filled to the gills with excitement—even
Jim, Kathleen's ill-tempered brother who had never
seemed to allow her one happy day. But he was away
to the Phillipines when the colonel sent Kathleen the
famed letter—at the request of his father who, annoyed
to the breaking point with the boy's behavior—sug-
gested the army

!

Soon after the excitement died down, the Nelsons
announced the girl's engagement to the wealthy Frank
Price, a bosom friend of Kathleen's lawyer and trus-
tee. "More luck!" the neighbors grumbled, but little
did they kiiow what a scoundrel Kathleen was going to

had intrigu
ilso, falling

Mrs.
nto the wily

marry! The girl's fortu
Nelson and her husband
fellow's trap.

It was to this set of ci

man handsome U. S. Re
been sent by the government to investigate
cotic smuggling, Luke immediately spotted Pric
desire for action was intensified, too, by his love for
the innocent and duped Kathleen. As the wedding
day neared, Luke grew more anxious. He was among
the attendants at the wedding as Kathleen marched
down the aisle in time with Lohengrin, but ah I a

stances that Luke Free-
Ofiicer came. Having

His
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telegram I Luke's hand, raised, meant but one thing

to the minister. The organ stopped with a thud.

Soon Price was on his way to jail. Luke stepped
into his place nonchalantly. "Go on!" he said. Kath-
leen's eyes were dimmed with tears and rage as she

looked into the face of him who had wrecked her hap-
piness, but then she understood. Back of Luke was
Colonel Moore ready with his blessing. Kathleen
started to speak. "Can't you say it later, dear?"
Luke whispered, "We'll have so much to talk about!

I love you!" Kathleen's once-malicious brother grip-

ped his father's arm. "Dad!" he said, "you're a peach
and so is she for forgiving me. I hope she'll be happy,
though. This is odd.'\ "I know she'll be happy!"
Nelson said, "And nothing's queer about it son. It's

great!"

THE SCAR
Mary Rose Cummiiiss File No. 62Z9

THE scar on Josephine's foot proved to be her
misfortune, as well as her salvation. The young,
starry eyed daughter of Judge Matteson, wealthy

owner of country estates, was a general favorite of all

including Mr. Lawton, her father's friend, servants,
and most of all Kenneth Patterson, the stalwart
youth whose love for Josephine had been cherished
ever since childhood. One day at a party celebrating
Josephine's birthday, at which Kenneth, Mary, his

sister, and Henry, the smug, self-satisfied cousin of

Josephine, were present, Josephine stepped on a rusty
nail, in an effort to catch her frolicsome pup. The
scar afterward remained. Josephine's days passed
happily, until one day however, she was astounded to

hear an impassioned proposal from her cousin Henry,
whom she had always detested as a lazy, shiftless be-
ing, who was supported by her father. Ridiculing his

love, which she believed was essentially materialistic,
since it was based upon the hope of obtaining her
wealth, when Judge Matteson died, she confessed her
own love for Kenneth. The latter proved worthy of

her devotion more than once, after saving her from
various accidents, while Henry stood by and whimpered
with his usual cowardice. After Kenneth left to finish

his year at college, Henry proved more difficult to

avoid than ever, especially after his uncle threatened
to disinherit him for his lethargic lassitude. When
Judge Matteson fell ill, and the doctor announced
that he would recover only if undisturbed by any
shock, Henry, fearing that the man would carry out
his threat of changing his will, resolved to hasten his

death. He succeeded in doing so by using violence,
but to his great chagrin, he discovered that Josephine
was the sole heiress, while Henry was the possessor
of a paltry five thousand dollars. Josephine, deprived
of her father, found comfort in Kenneth's love, but
found no alleviation from the protestations of Henry,
who now particularly desired her for his wife, be-
cause of his own poverty. Finding that Josephine was
adamant in her refusal to consider him as a prospec-
tive husband, he went to his uncle's northern timber
lands to brood and plan. Suddenly he stood aghast,
for he beheld an exact double of Josephine, weeping
and nursing her foot, which had been bitten by a
"pison-bug>," which meant instant death. Henry
brought her home, but after she was buried, a wild
thought leaped across his mind. If Josephine was
dead, all her wealth would be his, as his uncle's will

provided! Employing the services of Dr. Albert, the
unscrupulous superintendent of the Insane Asylum,
he dug up the body of the girl, which was so identical

with Josephine's, and in the dead of night, had Jose-
phine chloroformed and carried to the insane asylum.
The servants, the next day, finding the stranger in
Josephine's clothes dead, became hysterical, buried
her and wired Kenneth of his future wife's death.
Meanwhile, at the sanitarium, Josephine protested
wildly, but nurses were informed that she was the vic-
tim of hallucinations. Despite the rigidity of Dr.
Albert's orders, however, one nurse believed after a
while Josephine's story of her identity. Out for a
walk one day, in company with this nurse, Josephine
beheld Kenneth, who was visiting the grounds, bowed
and attired in mourning. Astounded at beholding ap-
parantly a ghost, Kenneth started as Josephine rushed
forth and explained her identity, by displaying the
scar on her foot. Bribing the nurse, Kenneth escorted
Josephine to ^fr. Lawton, the family lawyer, who im-
mediately recognized her, and investigated the matter.
Henry, a few days later, in his ill-gotten luxury, was
confronted by Mr. Lawton, Kenneth, Josephine, and
menacing policemen. Trembling, he could no longer
conceal the truth, and confessed all. Then as he stag-
gered out between two officers, Kenneth gathered Jos-
ephine in his arms, convinced that this indeed was
fJesh and blood, and not a ghost.

ONE MAN WOMAN
Caroline Bostick File No. 6318

THE Windy City stretched ont a warm hand to
Annie Holmes when she arrived from her own
small southern town; but she soon realized that

life in Chicago was a bit more troublesome than she
had supposed. When the glamour of first impressions
faded, there was Annie, lonely and in need of work.
Odd jobs cropped up here and there to lighten the fin-

ancial burden; but it wasn't until she met Ruth that
things actually seemed brighter. Ruth was warm-
hearted and anxious to make friends with the beauti-
ful southerner. Side by side they labored at this and
that, and Ruth's mother was always delighted to greet
them with warm food and a fire, Annie was fortunate,

indeed, living with such kind people. It was through
them, too, that she met Billy Hill with his aura of

happiness and his load of cares.

The Holmes' were pleased when Annie married Billy.

"If he will make you happy, daughter" Mrs. Holmes

wrote, "I am happy. We trust your choice implicitly

and know you've done well." Annie had done well,

and she was deliriously happy. Billy, a handsome
English youth, adored the very ground she trod.

Their married life was idyllic. Just before Annie left

for a visit to her people, the doctor told Billy the
good news. "So long, little mother," Billy laughed,
"Come home to Papa, soon!" Annie's visit was a
welcome event to the Holmes' and it wasn't long after
her visit that they, too, decided to migrate north-
wards. Betty was born soon after their arrival.

It was with the coming of Billy's mother, from Eng-
land, that things began to happen. Annie had looked
forward to the arrival of Mrs. Hill, but the older
woman was frankly antagonistic and selfish. Billy,

impartial at first, was soon carried over to his mother's
way of thinking. He began to criticize Annie's every
move. Annie's parents were horribly upset, inasmuch
as her second baby was on the way, but there was
little they could do. Perhaps, they thought, she can
fight her way clear. But she couldn't. Things went
from bad to worse, and after the birth of her third
child—a son, Annie packed up and left because Billy,

instigated by his mother, had started suit for divorce.
"Now they'll be happy!" she told her parents, but the
girl was actually terrified. Suppose the Hills should
get custody of her babies? The case came up in due
time. Back to Billy the sensible judge sent the tremb-
ling girl, stipulating, however, that Mrs. Hill, the
elder, was to be provided with separate maintenance.
This worked in a halting fashion for a while, inas-
much as the pair had become too accustomed to fric-

tion to sense happiness, but all thing adjust them-
selves in time, and this time the Holmes' did inter-
cede. It was a comparatively short reconciliation but
it was complete. Back came the happiness of the old
days; and best of all, Mrs. Hill realized, ultimately,
that her daughter-in-law was actually a jewel; that
she adored Billy, and was more than willing to love
her. It was Annie who nursed Billy's mother through
a long siege of illness, and Annie who made Billy
happy. In the face of all, she had remained true to
her man, and willing to concede. No possible obstacle
could bar her happiness now!

LOUD SPEAKER
A. De Graffenried File No. 6330

CENTRAL HEIGHTS towered high above the sur-

rounding area, and on its elevation stood a rare

old colonial homestead which had once been the

seat of grandeur. Now it was a rooming house con-

taining exclusive bachelor suites which were falling

into degeneration inasmuch as hard times had forced
the owners to accept feminine occupants as well.

The first violaters of the stag regime were sisters:

Tinylee, the younger, prettier one; and Miriam, good
to look at but unusually soft-spoken. Young Judkins,
girl shy to an airtight degree, previously, fell in-

stantly for Tinylee and wound up his promising bache-
lorhood by marrying her after a whirlwind romance.
John Loudly, the other confirmed bachelor of "Bache-
lor Hall," a charming fellow, was greatly impressed
by Miriam's quiet, dignified demeanor. Her speech,

rarely louder than a whisper, was intimate and intrig-

uing, at first. John adored Miriam. Soon the girl

began to speak even lower. After all, she thought,
my modulated pitch—so unusual to a modern young
woman—has captivated John. A lower pitch should
capture him, permanently! But John was far from
pleased. In addition to his own difficulties, he found
it necessary to listen to the girl twice as carefully,

inasmuch as her brother—an old friend of his—would
always wait at the end of the run on the road to re-

ceive a message. John was about ready to give up in

disgust when Miriam finally realized her precarious
position with regard to him.
One evening, as John made his weary way to Mir-

iam's apartment with the daily message, he heard a

fairly audible voice. Someone was addressing him!
"Any news?" It was Miriam! "What did my brother

send?" Miriam fairly shrieked. "Unlimited kisses

and a hug with each!" John cried, delightedly. "Par-
cel Post?" Miriam asked, shyly. "No. He trusted

them with me," John said, "Let me hear from you
when you want them!" "Oh John!" Miriam callioped.

She was in his arms in a flash. At dinner, that eve-

ning, the roomers ate very little, all told. Most of the

men stared open-mouthed at ^Miriam and John, while
the women gossiped brazenly. Tinylee, at a far end
of the table, giggled incessantly, much to her hus-
band's embarrassment. Miriam was the cynosure of

every eye. Her tone was mellow and vibrant. She
chatted of this and that in a gay and unsubdued voice.

John could not take his eyes from her face.

The next day. when John arrived home, the brother

of Miriam and Tinylee was at his side—a handsome
youth with a smiling face. "Hi Calliope!" he called,

"Ready for the weddin' ? This man of yours "pears

to be, and I've got to be back on the job tomorrow!"
"Sure thing!" Miriam chirped so that everyone in the

house could hear, "Strike up the band!" "You mean
the loud speaker, Honey!" her future husband cor-

rected.

THE DEVIL LAUGHS
K. Masterson FUe No. 6265

THE Emmard family, usually gay, seemed troubled

on the eve of Albion's twenty-first birthday par-

ty. Lance, the big brother, and Agatha watched
one another, while Constance sat by, unaware of any-

thing amiss. So Albion was taking up with this Cris-

pin loafer—Joe! The party, next afternoon was un-

usually gay—a miniature field day on the estate. But
the Emmards were at their best at the evening's

club dance. Agatha strutted on the arm of her cur-

rent beau, while Constance and her betrothed darted

about among the younger set. Lancelot confined his

attentions to Paula; but Albion remained alone and
impatient, until Joe arrived.
When Agatha finally managed to squeeze in a dance

with Joe, she flirted ruthlessly, rating, finally, an in-

vitation to accompany him that night to the Butter-
fly Club—a notorious rendezvous. Al would be along,
too. The girl declined. Constance's fiance waylaid
Agatha as she made her way to Lance. He, Eugene,
was a lawyer—a criminal attorney. "You're a won-
derful detective!" Eugene said, "I overheard you and
Joe. How'd you like to help me get some evidence
tonight?" Agatha winced until she learned she would
be saving Al, indirectly. Eugene outlined his plan.

On the way to the Butterfly with Joe, Agatha's
heart pounded. Joe was far from the demon the Em-
mards painted him. She could hear Al, in a roadster
behind Joe's, singing drunkenly to an entirely too
glamorous woman from the Butterfly.

In a private dining room with Joe, Agatha forgot

Albion. Eugene, disguised as a waitress, directed ar-

rangements silently, a forthcoming raid to give him
important evidence. Toward the close of the evening,

Al having failed to appear. Agatha pumped Joe for

important information, and he gave it, despite the

fact he knew she was doublecrossing. Eugene covered

Joe while Agatha tied him. Restrained, Joe glanced
at his captor, but Agatha kept her eyes lowered. Joe
explained his position—not at all notorious but merely
small fry for higher ups—a weakling. "Look at me
Agatha!" Joe commanded. Then he was sure of what
he had suspected all evening!

It was during this scene that Lance, distraught be-

cause of Al's and Agatha's absence, decided to hunt
them. On his way toward the Butterfly, he discovered
Albion and the cheap woman pinned under the flashy

roadster. She was dead. Lance rushed Albion to a
hospital and then informed the police who never dis-

covered Al's connection with the affair—the girl hav-
ing been driving! Lance found Agatha in her own
room—hysterical.
Five years later, the same devil whose hearty laugh-

ing and diabolical tricks had almost ruined the Em-
mard happiness, looked on placidly as Agatha and
Toe Crispin busily arranged for one of those old-

fashioned Emmard dinners. All the Emmards would
arrive soon, with their children, husbands, and wives!

"Agatha darling," Joe said, mixing up a salad dress-

ing, "This is one anniversary the Emmards never ex-

pected to look forward to!" The devil pierced unhap-
piness with a sharp fork as the Crispins looked into

one another's eyes!

Kathleen Hadwen File No. 6242

AMONG the countless hordes of individuals af-

fected by the crash of the stock market, Bobbe
Kane's father was one to whom publicity was

particularly lavish. Mr. and Mrs, Kane with their

two daughters, Bobbe and little Betty Lou, accus-

tomed to flattering servility from servants, found
themselves featured in headlines as those who were
now totally without funds. Bowed and shamed, Mr.
Kane without formal farewell to his family, disap-

peared into obscurity without leaving any .address to

anyone. Newspaper gossips and friends promptly
forgot him with usual fickleness, and the deserted

family of three were left alone with microscopic funds,

grief at the departure of Mr. Kane, and little courage.

However, under the sturdy initiative of Bobbe, the

three set forth heroically, a pitiful brood, to seek a

living. Bobbe immediately, with the naive optimism
of a xiovice seized upon a final straw^her talents as

a dancer and singer. Leaving their home town to go
to the city of Huntsville. the three took meagre lodg-

ings at a boarding house, from which Mrs. Kane and
her daughter went every morning hopelessly to apply
for positions. Here Bobbe met Margaret Dow, leading
lady on a well-known vaudeville circuit, and her for-

mer instructor in singing. Although Miss Dow, hear-
ing of Bobbe's misfortune, introduced her to an in-

fluential theatre magnate, Bobbe could find no lucra-

tive position, due to the lack of funds which were es-

sential for special training. Discouraged, Bobbe ar-

rived home to find her mother imbued with new hope
and a new idea, that they travel north to Canada in

the anticipation of learning the whereabouts of Mr.
Kane. This was undertaken at the suggestion of a
spiritualist, whom Mrs. Kane had consulted. Starting
fortla in an old Ford, which Bobbe bought with almost
the last money, the car broke down in Montana, where
they had stopped before their trip to the North. Com-
pelled to remain at a ranch, until the Ford could be
repaired, Bobbe met there, Reginald Philips, a wealthy
tourist. Bobbe and her mother then took positions

in domestic service at a hotel belonging to Mr. Dixon,
to whom Reginald introduced them—in the hope of

gaining necessary funds before continuing on their

way to Canada. Mrs. Kane's personality left a deep
impression upon Mr. Dixon, and he earnestly sought
to aid her in her attempt to find her husband. Mean-
while Reginald fell in love with Bobbe. Although he
implored her to marry him, she was adamant in her
purpose not to accept, despite the mutual love, until

her position was on a level with his. A week later,

Bobbe, her mother and sister started on the trip to

Canada, where they were sorely discouraged to learn

that Mr. Kane had left for South Africa two weeks
prior to their arrival. Bobbe and her mother were
forced again to assume roles as waitresses in a hotel.

Just when Bobbe's misery was keenest, after a few
months had elapsed, she was confronted by a customer,
who spoke her name in a low, gentle whisper. It was
Reginald! Taking her tenderly in his arms, again he
proposed taking her away from the present sordid
circumstances. When Bobbe refused on the same
grounds as formerly, he smiled mysteriously and
gently led her outside the hotel. There in a waiting
limousine sat Mr. Kane, holding on his knees Betty
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fellow he had met, and it was his u

surprising speed that Kish. George
Seated
window,
tribe, ii

It was with
le recovered,

night, George looked out the

imed at the sight of a colorful gypsy
ilight, "What a beautiful maiden!"
St be a stolen girl!" the uncle said,

"She seems so fair," Later, at the gypsy camp,
George spoke to the girl, "I am Vera Sobo!" she

said, George became a steady caller.

The ensuing days spent in his uncle's house were
the most unusual and frightening of George's life.

Nothing appeared to transpire in a normal fashion.

At all hours, it seemed to George that his uncle ap-

peared out of nowhere. For a month, the youth was
to endure this grotesqueness. Then he would go
away—with Vera, One day, Emil, a servant in Kish's

house, told George a few things about this uncle, "He
is a devil—a veritable Satan!" the bewildered Emil
said. When George went away, Emil looked up. The
uncle was standing on a balcony—within earshot. It

was that day that George went to Vera's father, to

ask the girl's hand in marriag:e. The man was re-

luctant, but he consented, telling George that Vera
was the child of a prince and a commoner, the latter

leaving the child with him when the prince broke her
heart, "She doesn't know," he said, "so never tell

her. She is happy, just thinking I am her own father,"

Later that day, a series of wierd happenings befell

George and Vera, First it was Vera, Ensnared in a

horrible dream, with horrible results, her father found
her, only for the two of them to discover George, in

the house of his uncle, lying across a table, as if

dead. Upon recovering, and gaining his wits, George
remembered his horrible dream—induced by his uncle.

He, his mother, father, and uncle, had toasted each
other's health in blood. Then, George had passed off

into a trance. He had discovered that his mother had
been loved by both his father and his uncle, but when
George's father won, the uncle vowed to avenge him-
self. For that reason, he had studied black magic,
but since George was his only living relative—and
his father's son, the uncle decided to make him the
innocent victim! Vera's father and George went into

the uncle's room when the story was finished. He
was lying in his bed—dead—with a bloody silver gob-
let in his hand, and a lavish, unusually liberal will in

his pocket, leaving George and Vera his fortune and
his blessings, A most unusual man, to be sure, or

was he actually a demon?

THE VENTRILOQUIST
Samuel P. Stone File No. 6338

AS a little boy, Danny Martin's ability to throw
his voice into far corners and near objects made
manv friends for him and often got him into a

mess of trouble at school. Mrs. Martin, Danny's moth-
er, worried about her son's ventriloquistic powers; but
Danny's dad thought it was all a huge joke. As far
as Danny was concerned, his talent was profitable; it

sold him many more papers than did the plain shout-
ing of the other newsboys in town. When he wasn't
selling papers, the boy managed to amuse himself by
playing tricks on other people, especially in crowds.
When Danny reached the age of eighteen, he had

not yet managed to establish himself in any way.
Still carefree, and still indifferent to the cares of the
world, he merely slouched about, picking up enough
for his amusement through selling papers, and enough
to contribute to the house without having the family
do too much worrying or complaining. This time it

was Mr. Martin who was concerned. "How can you
be such a ne'er-do-well, Danny?" he would ask the boy.
"Don't you ever feel like working and making a name
for yourself?" Obviously Danny didn't, because he
always remained unmoved after such conferences,
winding up by making his father laugh at some new
trick in ventriloquy ! The boys often asked why he
didn't cash in on his talents. "Naw" Danny would
say, "When this thing helps me, it won't be for the
stage." Danny was right. One afternoon, as the boy
was walking along the avenue, he perceived a poor
girl^—obviously poor because her clothes were nearly
ragged—walking back of a handsome and prosperous-
looking youth. Danny threw his voice, starting what
appeared to be a conversation between them. The girl
was very beautiful., Danny watched them, with pleas-
ure, as they continued down the avenue, arm in arm.
A few days later, the boy was plying his paper trade
in the same spot. It was Christmas. From among
the holiday hordes, he watched the couple come out
of the crowd. The youth came to his side. "Danny,"
he said, "We know it was you who pulled that ven-
triloquy stufif, and we want to thank you. My wife
here thinks you're a fairy godfather." Danny blushed.
The following week, Danny was installed by the rich

young man as superintendent of some huge iron ore
mines in Colorado. It was pretty far from home, but
Danny was making a lot of money and growing very
rich. Before long, he returned home for a visit, and,
at a party, found his dream girl, after saving her from
a tragic situation through his talents. He learned,
later that night, that she was the sister of the rich
young man's wife! For ten years. Danny remained
at the head of the iron mines—with his lovely wife by
his side. Then he returned to his home town in the
South and shelved his talent because it was having a
demoralizing influence on his children!

Clar

THE DEVIL'S GUISE
L. Dabbs File No. 6319

THE Jolinsons were rushing through young Louie's
thirteenth- birthday dinner because the Grews
were expected over for Bridge. "Run ofif, dears!"

Mrs. Johnson told her children, "Play in the Garden
until the Grews come. They'll probably have Lucille
along." Lucille was an adopted child about the same
age as the Johnson's daughter, Dorothy. Mr. Johnson

e of things.

. Grew or-
ng distance

stiffened as the Grews entered the room. He had
never cared for his partner's wife, Jane G
she appeared to be so horribly hard an
pecially to Lucille—and this was a cardin;
eyes of the child -loving Johnson. Grew
fellow, but unimportant in his wife's scher
"Run off with the children. Lucille!" Mi
dered. The child was hardly out of heai
before she opened upon a volley of scathii

and remarks concerning the girl. "She should work!
Play? That's my husband's idea. Fancy a brat like

that from goodness only knows where, playing with
decent children and having such excellent opportunities
as my fool husband insists upon bestowing." The
Bridge game started off tamely enough, until Mrs.
Grew suggested they pool ten dollars each for the win-
ner. Mrs. Johnson mentioned timidly that she was not
fond of gambling—particularly when the children were
within earshot and awake. "Nonsense!" Mrs. Grew
remarked, "You can't just play for points. What's
the percentage and where's the fun?" The Johnsons
acquiesced reluctantly, placing their ten-spots in a

yet so wise. The miners held a wild celebration the
night Edna bore Robert a son. Only good can come
of such ancestry, they believed, regarding the event
as the coming, almost, of another great man!

recept.

Each time Mr:
and, the Johnson
answer the bell.

pany was her tr

"Get out!" she
—now work!" ]\

sympathy. "She

the table

V was dummy, the bell rang,
:1 being off, Mrs. Grew would
first thing to upset the com -

it of a rather sincere beggar.
d, "You wanted your family
V turned to the Johnsons for

;ver like that before we were
; a she-devil." The next ring

of the bell was Grew's parents, who, having arrived in

town on a surprise visit, were directed to the John-
sons'. "Why interrupt a perfectly good game, folks?"
Mrs. Grew^ asked. "You might have waited in our
home, inasmuch as we're going to be honored by your
company for a while, anyway." Mr. Grew, feeling
wretched and embarrassed, saw his people to the door
and into a cab. "Please don't mind her," he en-
treated them. As they commenced another hand, Lu-
cille skipped in to ask for some bread and butter for
herself, the other children, and "that poor beggar
woman you sent back into the garden!" Mrs. Grew
flew into an uncanny rage. Lucille, wracked
tears and sobs, left, after se
child's eyes were dimmed fri

the path of a car she went
told the story. The Johnson
pital, but it was too late! Lucilli

by Grew who acted as though he h
Mrs. Grew was not at the cemetery.

It was after the funeral that the rumor of the Grews'
separation got about, but Mrs. Johnson wondered. Lu-
cille's death had made such a change in Mrs. Grew!
It was over a year later that Mrs. Johnson and her
husband received the Grews again. This time they
were radiant, and Mrs. Grew the essence of sweet-
ness! While Grew was gone, his wife had adopted a
beautiful infant, but Grew came back with one. too,—
the daughter of an old sweetheart who had soothed
Grew's broken heart after the rift, only to die when
she had fulfilled her deed of kindness and true love.

inutes of it. The
ying. Straight into
e screeching brakes
hed her to the hos-

laid to rest
lost an arm.

THE HAND OF FATE
John Smyth File No. 6349

NEVER having been blessed with offspring of their
own, George Wilson, village smithy, and his wife
loved and cherished their orphan niece, Edna,

Only after George's death did Edna find herself home-
less, inasmuch as Mrs, Wilson was taken in by a
younger sister, "God will take care of you," Mrs, Wil-
son told the wretched Edna who was leaving for the
city to find a place as servant. It was on her way that
Edna was injured in a ghastly train wreck. Waking,
she found herself under the care of a beautiful white-
haired woman. The girl's eyes grew starry when she
learned this was Mrs, Murray, fabulously wealthy and
unusually kind. How often uncle George had spoken
of the Hurrays! Once, she had seen Robert Murray
in her uncle's shop. He returned home, several days
after Edna was first taken under Mrs, Murray's wing:
and promptly set about providing for her, Robert, a
charming, travel-mad youth, explained that Edna made
a fine companion for his mother. It was at the first
word of the Boer war that Robert left—to fight for
his country. Edna pleaded to be allowed to find work,
Robert promised that she might do this upon his re-
turn. In the meantime, however, he provided for her
education. It was during this absence of Robert's that
Edna began to reaHze how very badly off he really
was. There he was, she thought, a boy at heart, with
more interest in adventure than in business. His
trusted attorney, Lawton, was managing his estate
fraudulently. He was pitting his own son and daugh-
ter against Edna to attempt to force her out, Edna
stood her ground. When Robert returned, he not only
placed his business in her hands, but also proposed
marriage, Edna was moved, Mrs, Murray was
overjoyed. Between Robert and Edna, the Murray coal
mines, long neglected by Lawton, were placed on a
safe and paying basis. It was Edna's wisdom, too,
which had Robert remain on friendly terms with
Lawton—with the exception of a sharp rebuke to bring
him to his senses, Edna even had the lawyer's daugh-
ter serve as her attendant at the wedding, and it was
the night of the wedding that Marian Lawton met a
military friend of Robert's—a physician—whom she
later married! "Love came to me the day I saw you
in your uncle's blacksmith shop, little beauty!" Robert
told the former penniless Edna Wray—after the mar-
riage, "I'd always loved you too. Bob!" the happy
bride answered.
For many months, the Murrays dwelled happily in

Murray Castle, Robert's wanderings were checked
only by the happy anticipation of an heir, for other-
wise, he delighted in having his wife escort him on
his travels, Mrs, Murray, the elder, was unusually
pleased with her daughter-in-law—so beautiful, and

THE GAY DECEIVER
Mildred Gala File No. 6332

AN adventurous joiu'ney from his home in London
to the United States should have been the occa-
sion for happy anticipation on Ned Stratford's

part; but it wasn't, and the reason was Harriet Horn.
Why couldn't his parents let him go off without be-
coming engaged to this homely heiress. "I don't love
her!" Ned insisted, but his mother and father were
adamant. With his engaging personality and Har-
riet's money, they would go farther. Women marry
for love.

Once in Washington, where several of his friends had
an apartment, Ned felt less restrained. The others
teased him about Harriet—especially Teddy Houston,
Ned's Oxford playmate of old. But Ned lost little

time, "I'm going to burn this place up!" he said,
"Harriet will always be there, I still see no reason
why it was necessary for the engagement," Teddy
laughed, "Burn it up, kid!" he said, "I quite agree.
With all Harriet's money, she won't be over-rushed
or snatched up before you return," Ned's first affair
took in Mabel Ford, a dazzling blonde of Teddy's ac-
quaintance, Mabel was learned in the ways of men
and money. She was a showgirl who knew how to get
99 44/100% of what she wanted. For some weeks, she
had Ned on his ear, but Amapola, the "little red flow-
er of Spain", stopped all that, and how it all happened
is a long story.
Teddy, Ned, and two others sharing their apartment,

set out, Christmas eve. to break into the four hun-
dred, having been made a present of four tickets to a
swanky dance. Ned had Mabel on his arm, and the
other boys got a kick out of entering with them. It
looked distinguished—these four men with one stun-
ning showgirl! Mabel was having a delightful time
until Dr, Shelley arrived with his current success,
Amapola Andra—"Pola", "Steady there, Ned old
boy!" Teddy cried, recognizing a dangerous light in
his friend's eyes, but Ned fell. The irate Dr, Shelley
escorted Mabel home that night, in company with the
other three boys, "I'll fix that young scalawag!" he
threatened, of Ned, Pola found herself swamped with
invitations the following weeks, "I've got to do this,
dear," Ned said, "or everyone else in town will be
sharing you!" Soon Ned moved into Pola's apartment
—that is, after he learned the truth from Dr, Shelley
and Mabel who were simulating villainous roles to
break up the match. But this time, the truth didn't
hurt, "Just forget all about the rest, Ned darlin'!"
Pola told him, "I never knew about them!" Ned
laughed For several more weeks, Ned walked on
an- with his Pola at his side, Teddy warned him, but
he refused to listen. Then one day he told Pola of his
engagement and of his family's reasons for wanting so
badly the match between him and Harriet, "I can
do more for you than she can, I can inspire you!"
Pola said, Ned talked hard and long but the girl was
still unappeased. After a week of alternate bliss and
torture, they were married, the girl practically drag-
gmg Ned before the minister. She might not have
been so insistent had she not wanted to bear Ned's
child! Ned went about, gaunt of face and tortured,
Teddy pleaded with him to wire the family. The
youngsters were miserable until the baby arrived, Ned,
foggy with joy, wired, and then waited for the answer
gloomily. When it came, he beat it hotfoot back to
the hospital with Teddy. "Can't she get out tonight
with my son?" he argued. The amused nurse tried to
suppress her laughter. "Baby!" he cried to the
trembling Pola who stared wanly into his face, "They
want us to come home—right away, O, boy!" "Come
on, pa," Teddy said, "give your family some rest, I
gotta get Mabel, We're going with you!"

THE HONEYMOON PLAYGROUND
Sally Wright File No. 6383

TO Ernestine Simpson, it seemed that no man on
earth could help loving her beautiful younger sis-
ter. Babe, whom she herself had raised from baby-

hood. Yet, Donald Wayne, the man of Babe's dreams,
—a successful young physician in town—was upsetting
the girl with his indifference, Ernestine could see it

all very clearly! "I've got to get away, Ernie!" Babe
had said, that morning, and Ernestine had wondered,
because she knew full well that the money which was
taking Babe to Detroit had been intended for that
Christmas trip to New York, Now Babe was saying
goodbye to Don, Ernestine Hstened, "Hello, This is
Virginia Simpson—Babe, I'm leaving for Detroit in
half an hour, so I thought I'd say goodbye to you,"
Silence, Babe's voice had been so unsteady. The girl
turned to her older sister after the receiver had clicked,
"He thinks I shouldn't go!" she said, Ernestine
thought so, too, but, with her eyes. Babe implored the
older girl to refrain from censure.
Babe found herself sitting quietly on the train which

began to move very slowly, Ernestine was there—on
the platform, smiling a roguish smile, and yet trying
to look very concerned. Babe wondered. Was that
Arnold Kelley, the old flame, to whom Ernestine had
been speaking, before they left for the station? He
might be the cause of the gaiety! Well. Ernie and
Arnie would marry—as soon as Babe did, the girl
thought. Suddenly Babe felt dejected. Then, from
behind, she heard a soft voice. It was Don, thought
Babe! He had come to say how very much he loved
her, and how sorry he was for letting her go! No,
it vvas a sandy-haired fellow with glasses, but the
voice sounded unmistakably like Don's, Babe had
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been weeping on his shoulder. "I'm Larry Moore,"
he said. Babe fainted, but for the rest of the way,
she was glad to have him near her. She felt weak.
Soon, she was telling him all about her love for Don,
and the whys and wherefores of the trip.

That night, in her hotel room. Babe missed her
purse and her money, but she had no time to brood,
after wiring Ernie, because she was going to dine and
dance with Larry—he wasn't so horrible, after all.

There, in the gardens, he held her to him, and kissed
her passionately. "Oh you—I trusted you so!" Babe
cried. "Look at me darling!" Larry said, softly. The
girl looked up through her tears. It was Don! He had
gone along, in disguise, to protect her, and it was he
who had stolen the money so no one else would! "Any
particular place you'd like for a honeymoon, Miss ?

"

Don asked. "New York wouldn't be half bad, darl-
ing." Babe sighed, in his arms.

A MODERN MAGDALEN
Mary Mack File No. 6388

A man who had broken faith within his own self

because of a woman's beauty and glorious gold-

en tresses, looked at these same tresses and the

physical beauty at his feet. "Call it your husband's
child!" he said, peevishly. "He never felt nor feigned

love for me!" the woman answered. She, Barbara
Moss, had forfeited her duty to God by giving herself

unto the keeping of this man of rank whom she adored,
and whom she believed adored her. "Have you no
pity? He will know it is not his." she pleaded.
Blackness gripped her after his departure. Many hours
passed before friends discovered the beautiful creature
whose physical and mental suffering had blotted out
all else. She had craved a fine man's love and a child

of her own flesh and blood. Her husband had offered
nothing except a malicious natvu-e back of a handsome
face and physique. He stood there, by the bedside,

bewildered and displeased, the doctor having informed
him that only one chance out of a hundred would keep
that wife alive, after the birth of the infant. "Do not
send me into eternity starving for kindness, Ken-
neth," Barbara urged, weakly, "I tried so hard to win
your love!" "A rare case." Kenneth Moss muttered,
"You need a physician for your soul." Barbara's
mournful eyes followed her husband as he departed.
Hours passed as the daughter of Eve bore her load of

sorrow and pain. Kenneth returned with he whom he
called his soul doctor. It was Barbara's lover—the
venerable, learned man whose last act in her presence
had been to relinquish claim on the approaching life.

Barbara entered the Valley of Shadows alone, but with
the realization that both her men were within call.

When she emerged, it was alone, too, the mite having
returned to his original haunts in the Valley. Dead.
Kenneth left his wife and her lover alone. Silently,

the lover prayed to God for forgiveness, but outward-
ly, he showed no sign of guilt. The husband still

paced the room. Even his steps belying his reluctance
to forgive. The room grew dark and dense. The only
sound was Barbara's labored breathing and her
mumbled words concerning the glory of death and the
privilege life had accorded her by allowing her to die.

The men stared, with glazed eyes, at the woman's
face, and in that moment, Kenneth's heart went out
to the woman he had obviously never understood

—

this Magdalen. Each man realized she was more
sinned against than a sinner, at heart, and each man
knew of his own complicity. The last sunbeam illuni-

ined Barbara's face. "Oh lovely lost one, with the
sapphire eyes. Forgive ..." Kenneth sobbed, her
hand in his, but his last words were unnecessary.
Barbara had passed into other, sunnier places with a
smile on her lips. Many sins were forgiven her be-

cause she had loved much.

THE COLLINS- FAMILY
Florence Peele File No. 6314

HATRED for the quiet seclusion of the country was
a uniform emotion in the Collins family. Hugh,
the oldest, yearned for adventure; Rose, for the

stage; but David appeared content with his lot, al-

though some people thought his considerate nature was
crowding his desire to be off. Hugh did nothing dras-
tic until his last year in college. He went to Florida
after his mother had convinced his father that wild
oats were made to be sown. Hugh's first big adven-
ture was the rescue of Evangeline Flowers from the

surf. She had laughing, pansy eyes, and a beautiful
face, to say nothing of a desire for nursing, as a
profession. Each day, for a brief spell, the girl and
boy would meet on the beach, to talk and look long-
ingly into one another's eyes; but neither ever knew
the other's name! Evangeline was "Princess", or
"Cinderella", to Hugh; and he was just "Prince", to

the girl. Hugh didn't return home at the start of
school. "Black sheep!" Mr. Collins grumbled. "He's
a wild one—our Hugh!" All this taken together gave
Rose the impetus to follow her brother. An ardent
film fan, she slipped off to New York in her small
Ford, en route to Hollywood, while the Collins' were
away on a short tour.

The third Collins flew the coop when David set out
to find his sister; but he was too late. By the time
he found her, she and Gene Fontaine, a prominent pro-
ducer, had found love. L^pon learning of his sister's

marriage, David returned home and set about plan-
ning his own career—medicine. Rose and Gene came
for a visit, arriving shortly before David left for medi-
cal school.
Summer came to Florida again, and Hugh was still

there, although the princess had disappeared as if in
a fairy tale. Young and sensitive, Hugh was over-
whelmed by the futility of everything. Assuming a
fictitious name, he signed up with a baseball outfit,
deserting them upon their arrival in California. Evan-
geline's prince was now hard, cynical, and broke! All

this time, David, in contrast to his brother, had been
striving for success and happiness, while Evangeline,
now a full-fledged nurse in California, was soon to
meet him.
Training in a New York hospital, Evangeline had

been content but unhappy. Her mother had been un-
reasonable about the prince. Dr. Cameron, interue and
hospital dandy, was far from intriguing. Hence, Cal-
ifornia and the hospital wherein David was interning.
Had she known that Hugh was living the life of a dis-
illusioned derelict—right on the steps of the hospital—
almost—wings would have attached themselves to her
heavy heart! One night, she was called in on a bad
case by the new interne. She gasped. It was David,
whose resemblance to Hugh had always been un-
canny. A warm friendship arose from that gasp be-
cause Evangeline told David her story and heard his.
Neither dreamed it was the same person each longed
for!

Late one evening, Evangeline saw a man run over
in the street. She and David worked over him in the
hospital, before David was called to his mother's bed-
side. This man was Hugh; and he recognized the girl
as soon as his consciousness returned. One day, he
told her. The girl was gloriously happy! Hugh Col-
lins! So he was David's brother, too. The two world-
weary youngsters poured their stories out, in the white
room, and unburdened their hearts. Mrs. Collins didn't
die. "I knew Hughie would settle down—some day,"
she told her husband. Everyone seemed so glad
about it all!

RENEGADES
Jerry Triggs File No. 6289

PIONEERING the Oregon Trail with a small wagon
train, in the 70's, Sam Williams, assured of the
peacability of the Indians, crossed the western

plains of Wyoming through the Alkali Flats, on his
way to the Great Grand Round River Valley where he
intended to settle. With him was a scout, Dick, who
had been in this region before. But the Indians were
not quite so cooperative as Sam had supposed. As a
matter of fact, it was only a short time after his start
that Pauline, his adored infant daughter, was kid-
napped by a colorfully garbed chief, under his wife's
very nose, while Sam and the Scout were camping
out to do some work along the Snake River banks.
The scout disappeared; but returned in three days,
sad, and empty-handed.
In the great valley, Sam staked a claim; and it was

not long before he had developed one of the best stock
ranches in the country. When the rustlers put in an
appearance, Dick, the scout, got to work, and was so
successful, the ranchers banded and elected him sher-
iff. Now prosperous, Sam moved to town, but he had
never quite been able to erase the thought of his
daughter from his mind. The good wife had already
passed on, so only Dick was consolation, and even
Dick doubted if the girl would still be alive! Sam and
Dick had always blamed themselves, and were wont to
talk much about it.

The girl had been stolen by Chief Big Knife, a kind-
ly Indian who had been friendly toward the whites
until his own son—a veritable infant Hercules—had
been killed by white renegades. The theft of Pauline
had been a vengeful act, but the chief had been dis-
appointed at its being a girl. The squaw raised the
girl and a friendly white missionary taught her the
fundamentals of reading and writing. Then one day.
Cut Mouth John, a handsome Indian youth from the
Columbia River region, visiting the chief, saw Pauline
—now Imnoha. "This is no Indian!" he told himself,
staring at the clear eyes and small cheek bones. The
next time he saw Sam, he spoke of the girl. Sam was
on edge. After fourteen years, he would see his baby!
A young woman, she would be!
Dick's young son, who had gone off to Montana in

search of adventure, received a hasty note from his
father, who rarely wrote. He set out immediately.
Yes, he would help his Dad get those rustlers. But
on the way, he stopped off at a cabin, thinking shelter
could be found there. Inside was a pretty squaw and
two white men, one of whom was attempting an at-
tack. Dick rushed within. The girl looked at him
gratefully. Through her torn sleeve, he could see her
arm was white! The men were Hank Vaughn, the
rustler Dick was to get, and his man. Curly. The
girl was Imnoha. Hank and Curly fled, leaving Dick
for dead, and the girl—to be accused of the murder.
But as the girl went out for water, to revive the in-
jured Dick, she encountered Sam and young Dick's
father, the sheriff. Through the torn sleeve, Sam rec-
ognized the birthmark which told him the girl was his
own Pauline. Bewildered, Imnoha trembled in his
arms. Then she pleaded to see her Indian foster par-
ents. Sam understood. Yes, they would even live on
the ranch.
After the roundup of the rustlers by Dick, his son,

and Sam, Sam approached Big Knife, who, trusting
Sam, told his own tragic story. Would he come to
the ranch? Maybe at the next moon. Meanwhile,
the girl, back with her father, was referred to by all
as the Indian Princess—even by Will Moore, an east-
ern physician—a friend of voung Dick's who wooed
and won her, with the blessings of Sam and the lone-
ly Chief Big Knife, who came to the wedding with
his faithful squaw and imbibed much fire water.

THE WONDERFUL THING
Emma Selby File No. 6394

HIGH ideals and burning ambition were the driv-
ing forces back of Allen Forsee's dabbling among
the muses, but he found it difficult to convince

his wife, Sally, that music would ever get them any-
where. Sally would plead for fairness toward their
one-year-old daughter. Rosy Lea, while Allen would
explain his desire to support the family alone, rather

than have his wife support it through her dancing.
One afternoon, while Allen was making his usual
rounds of the publishing places, Sally took Rosy Lea
and headed for New York, where she became a danc-
er of note in a comparatively short time. For a long
period, she missed Allen dreadfully, but the advan-
tages which were making Rosy Lea's life worthwhile
seemed to obliterate sentimental thoughts about him.
Seven years passed, and Sally had reached the heights
of her profession. Allen had long since divorced her,
in Paris, having gone there to study. Time and again
Sally attempted to permit herself to be swept off her
feet by the swains who cluttered up her doorstep and
divan, but it was useless occupation. As Sally Forsee,
she had loved; as Nina Jacinto, her heart was cold.
One morning, at breakfast, the baby's maid called

Sally's attention to an item in the theatrical news
mentioning the fact that Allen Forsee, composer and
tenor at whose feet Europe had grovelled, would make
a debut at Sally's theatre the following month. The
name had attracted the girl. "See, Madam, how he
eez handsome!" she said. Sally's heart grew heavy,
and her mmd clouded, but after Allen came, she fol-
lowed his own behavior. She would ignore him with
twice as much emphasis as he ignored her. His pro-
gram of songs stirred sophisticated New York, but
most of all. Rosy Lea was moved, particularly by the
song, ,Rosy Lea which Allen featured at each show.
Once, the child stopped him in the dressing room cor-
ridor. "If I only had a daddy like you," she told
him, "or if I only had a daddy!" Allen paled when he
heard the girl's name. Had Sally never spoken of
him? Sally, in her own room, wondered that Allen
should not take the child into his arms—and her, too.
Neither had ever stopped loving, even though she had
been perhaps greedy.
After six weeks of these deplorable conditions, Sally

broke down. Allen's presence and his child's adora-
tion of him were playing havoc with Sally. Allen
went through each show nervously while Sally was ill.

One day, he heard rumors about the place that the
danseuse was sinking. OH he sped to the hotel suite
maintained by his ex- wife, and across the bed he fell.
"My Sally!" he cried, "Had you but given me a single
sign, I would have known!" Sally was too weak and
too happy to talk, but with his wife's and his daught-
er's heads on his lap, Allen knew it would never be
any way but this again!

THE UNFORTUNATE HERO
File No. 6285

AFTER having distinguished himself in his home
island by reclaiming a certain treasure from the
sea, Ralph James receives an award and a medal

of honor from General Decasto, in the hospital to which
he IS confined with a broken leg. While convalescing,
the hero is visited daily by his charming sweetheart,
Kosalmd Webb, whose crooning to Ralph attracts the
attention of many, including the general, who vows
he will have her. Regarding the girl as an ideal vic-
tim, he awaits his opportunity which arrives when
Ralph and Rosalind marry. At this time, the general
invites them to his palace for a quiet honeymoon, but
fortunately for them, he is called away to a sister
island before they reach the palace, and is unable to
return for eighteen months. During his absence, a
son is born—Harry.
Four years later, Ralph and Rosalind encounter the

general in a public park. His former passion for her
surges, once more, when he observes she is still the
glamorous beauty of old. As his envy for Ralph
quickens, he evolves a plan. The ne.xt day, the un-
suspicious Ralph goes off on a "government mission"
to the sister island, in a small craft in which Spike
Hankey, a dangerous desperado is secreted. Ralph is
attacked, but overpowers the other man and rescues
him from drowning, thereby gaining a loyal friend.
Starved and hungry they arrive at their destination.
They are immediately imprisoned as spies, but making
a getaway, they put to sea. However, they are cap-
tured, and carried to shore again and granted liberty,
providing they promise never to leave the island.
For fifteen years, Ralph wanders about the island,

suffering innumerable hardships, while his pal. Spike,
remains imprisoned for various charges. It is dur-
ing this time that Rosalind is being cruellv tormented
by the lustful general. When he threatens harm to
her son if she will not submit to him, she acts the
true woman and seeks refuge in the jungle. After
traversing miles of tangled forest, exposing herself
to dangers and privations, she abides in a cave recess
in the root of a huge tree, living on berries for three

One morning, young Harry discovers his mother
cold and stiff. After covering her up with leaves, he
departs, but in crossing a river accidentlv slips into
It, lapsing into unconsciousness from the impact. The
swift current carries him to a beach where he is re-
vived, so, observing a strayed boat, he lies down in-
side of it and falls asleep. The next morning, the
boy finds himself in mid-sea, each wave seeming to
threaten death, but a passing ship rescues him, and
he is adopted by the Captain, Sydney Carey, a tough-
ened sea-farer whose chief pleasure lies in the boy's
education and culture.
Inheriting his mother's vocal accomplishments, Harry

soon gains fame as a tenor, as well as an orchestra
leader. On a musical tour, Harry lands on the island
of his father's captivity. The youth accepts an invita-
tion to perform at General Decasto's palace, but
takes Ralph with him, stowing him away and later
introducing his as Lord Blake. But the general sees
through the disguise and shoots Ralph. Spike, present,
too, IS unable to reach the general before he commits
suicide.

At the request of the people, the maligned Ralph
becomes general of the island, being succeeded by his
son after death carries him to Rosalind.
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CORRUPT MONEY
Baskin File No. 6391

THE RED LLAMA
Sigfmund Lipson File No. 6317 Jackie Nobile

AMBITION was the only thing which was keep-
ing Jim Rollen from marrying Jean Canby.
"Just as soon as I get out of law school, we

get that knot tied!" he would often reassure her, but
Ellen Jones' house party took this very simple situa-

tion and made from it a grossly complicated pickle,

as it were. Roger Van Derro, Ellen's guest from
New York, would pick on Jean as the object of his lav-

ish attentions, and Jean thrilled to the flattery of the

rich and handsome Roger. Tea dates, dinners, dan-
cing, and luncheons made up Roger's campaign pro-

gram, and Jean began to find out that Marwicke had
more places of gaiety than she had ever suspected.

Jim protested vainly. "Even your parents don't

trust him!" Jim charged. "Don't they?" the girl

countered, "and why shouldn't they since I'm plan-
ning to marry him, even though I have refused him
once!" Jim was crushed. "You can always count on
me, Jean," he said, in the time -honored manner of

the spurned.
The elder Canby, Jean's father, threw Van Derro

out, the first time he came to call after Jean had an-
nounced her intentions of marrying him. Secret meet-
ings ensued, and Jean clung valiantly to this grossly
misunderstood youth whose desire to do right by her
was not appreciated. The pair eloped in the midst of

all the excitement. "This is life!" the girl wrote.
It was, after a fashion, since luxury fairly choked the
girl. Her only regret was that Roger's business kept
him away nights. The girl grew tired of hugging the
fireside, and it was no fun partying alone. Jerry Hill

was the most promising candidate on Jean's horizon

—

next to Roger, but it was Jerry who dropped hints
now and then concerning Roger's activities. Jean had
her own suspicions, but she fought not to believe. It

was after her second anniversary that the girl re-

volted. No man, rich or poor, could strike her be-
cause she was going to have a baby ! One evening,
Jean left a hurried note and stepped onto a train.

Jerry Hill discovered her, late that night, in a hospital.

Having gone to her apartment to inform her of Roger's
death, in a bank holdup, Jerry had seen the note and
gotten a clue. Seeing her. so wan and bereft of the
child she had wanted so badly, Jerry changed the

story, making Roger the innocent bystander, but Jean
wondered. When Jean's parents arrived in town to

take their daughter back home, Jerry told the whole
story to the girl, lest she blunder. "No Jerry, I

can't marry you," Jean said, "you're too much en-
tangled in this afTair." It was only with the greatest
persuasion that Jean accepted her legacy—Roger's
corrupt money—a fortune! Back home, Jim was wait-
ing. "Will you marry me for money, love or any-
thing, Tim?" "You might have let me ask you, dar-
ling! Will you?" Jim asked. "Ask me—but hurry!"
Jean retorted, in her real love's arms.

A GIRL KNOWS
Mary T. Sawyer

of

File No. 6375

tepmother brought the firstTHE o ^
notes of discord into the Quinn family's midst
The Quinns had never been lucky, but this, as far

as Quinn's daughter and sons were concerned, was
the payoff. This new mother, who had come to the

house as a housekeeper, at the request of the late

Mrs. Quinn, had been shown every kindness, and had
been kind, too,—before the wedding. As a stepmother,
she was a veritable demon! It was no wonder,
then, that Julia Quinn accepted with alacrity, her
friend's kind invitation to accompany her, her infant
daughter, and her sea-faring husband, to America.
Surely, better fortune would greet Julia in America
than she had been shown in Ireland! But father
Quinn refused to consider the projected journey, the
result being Julia's flight, clandestinely, with the
help of her sympathetic brother! The voyage to San
Francisco was one of the most horrible experiences of

Julia's wretched life since, on board the ship, her
friend's husband was brutally stabbed. The boat put
in port at a South American harbor. For two months,
Julia remained in the tropics, receiving none but
irate letters from her father. When her friend re-

turned to Dublin, Julia stayed on, and married what
seemed to be an ambitious youth from America—Mal-
colm. Somers. Julia wah happy with Mai for a long
while, but all her plans seemed to fail. "Don't ever
bring your husband here," her father wrote, "because
I might forgive you, but never him!" Shortly after-

wards, Quinn died, of a broken heart, Julia learned.
She knew she would never go back now, so she re-

mained content to follow Mai about, despite her bro-

ken health. From one city to the next he fled, Julia

at his heels, his progress stopping only long enougli
for Julia to bear her four children. Then Mai fell into

the mining business, somehow, perhaps because the
drunken life the miners chose to lead appealed to

him. Julia struggled valiantly to make something of

this ne'er-do-well of hers, as she struggled to raise her
children properly, but to no avail. From South Amer-
ica, they travelled northward, to Mexico, and finally

to Texas, Julia and the children often making the trip

alone, and under horribly rough conditions.

It was when Julia's oldest child was thirteen that

Mai returned to Mexico, never to come back. She
knew he had gone in search of Thied, a German whom
he had trusted, and who had robbed them of their

right to their mine and their savings. The telegram,
telling Julia of Mai's death, seemed to close her own
hfe. Struggle cast scarlet blotches over the remain-
ing years. - Under the greatest hardships, the girl

fed, clothed, and educated her children. But her years
of torturous living were repaid, later, when the chil-

dren, old enough to shift for themselves and marry,
made her remaining days as comfortable and free

from strife as was humanly possible. Julia's struggles
had not been in vain.

THE pulse of Paris throbbed with the choas of

war. Men and women rushed through its streets,

keyed to a high pitch. It was this feverishness
which inspired Matondes Falacken, a youthful physi-
cian, to volunteer for active service. Tie forgot every-
thing in his desire to join the ebb and flow of war

—

Paris, his people, his friends, and even his beautiful
fiancee, Falinda. The girl darted about aimlessly
after his departure, but soon found Paris, once a

seething crucible of life, nothing but an empty shell.

Into war work she plunged, emerging a Red Cross
nurse, filled with youthful ardor and passionate hope
that she might be stationed near Matondes. She was
willing to sacrifice almost everything for the country
Matondes was ready to give his life for—even, per-
haps, her honor as a woman. Armistice came and
went. No signs of Matondes greeted Falinda 's weary
eyes. Her soul, tortured within her, did not enter
the mad quest for activity of this gayer Paris. In a
cafe, Falinda encountered a charming American sol-

dier, fond of getting tight, and fond of her. He was
amusing, so she Invited him to her old home which
she had not seen since her entry into nursing. The
soldier continued to be amusing, so Falinda let him
stay on. One evening, the youth, giddy from too
much champagne, stalked Into his hostess' room, after
midnight. Indifferent, and about to surrender, Falinda
drew back, shrieking with horror. Her brother! Iden-
tification was simple because of a prominent birth-
mark. Her father had gone off, when the girl was
eight, leaving her with an aunt and heading for

America where this boy had been raised! The youth
beat his sister brutally, shouting: "Scarlet woman!
Harlot!" at her head. Falinda stared wildly at the
pistol he threw at her crouched form, but she had
not the courage to take this, the only way out of an
unfortunate predicament which might have been still

more horrible. Falinda, downcast, set out to find an
honest means of earning a livelihood after her brother
had gone. The cafes ceased to lure her with their
colorful people and happy tunes. Matondes, maybe,
would come back; and so it would be better for her
to find something. Falinda grew weary of carrying
trays and wearing a set smile during the hours she
toiled as a waitress, but even the attempts of Losllla,

a new acquaintance with whom she lived, could not
make her forget. The girl, Losilia, spent weary hours
in the effort to convince Falinda that all Paris was
filled with the war-weary—like themselves; and that
there were as many thousands of men anxious to en-
tertain them. Falinda would listen politely, but when
Losilia had concluded, she would gesture wildly and
explain that there was something under the surface

of it all—for her!

One warm summer evening, Losilia returned home
from her work in a happy frame of mind. Falinda
watched her suspiciously, but when the girl departed,

earlier than usual. Falinda simply smiled, wistfully.

An early party; Losilia was a genius for living a life

long since over. She, too, had lost a lover in the

war. Half an hour after her departure, Losilia was
back, with another girl and three handsome male
companions. Reluctantly, Falinda donned her best,

and chatted amiably over champagne; but the merry-
making rose to a pitch the girl had not shared in

many moons. "I can't stand it, Losilia!" she cried.

"Will you excuse me?" She tied to her little room.
Suddenly, from her bed, she heard footsteps. One of

the men^—Farmont—stood before her. His laughter
and vulgarity were driving Falinda mad. Did this

fellow imagine himself to be in a house with typical

harlots? Finally, breaking free, Falinda screamed
for Losilia and pleaded with him to understand his

embraces and advances were Ill-placed. Farmont
was ashamed and astonished. He had not stopped,

ever, to think of what the souls of these war-shat-
tered women must be like. He staggered out, drag-
ging his friends after; but in an hour he was back

—

alone—irresistibly drawn toward the girl. Interrupt-
ing one of Losllia's periodic harangues, he sat down
beside Falinda, completely sobered. As their con-
versation developed, the fact unveiled itself that he
was Matondes' younger brother! "Where is he, Far-
mont ? " the hysterical girl cried, pitifully. Farmont
took the sobbing form of Falinda in his arms. "He
is looking everywhere, dear girl," he said. "He's
been to your old home and all over Paris." Then Far-
mont spoke of Falinda's own brother who, it appeared,
was waiting with Matondes and Falinda's aunt, for

her return. "My brother!" Falinda cried, "Moroco

—

he has forgiven ? " Farmont urged the girl to pack
at once. All night they rode on the train which was
carrying them from Paris to a new life. Matondes
and Moroco were hers forever and ever. Only Losilia

was worrying Falinda. Must she go on—always

—

with poignant memories burning into her very core?

When the complete ecstasy of the reunion between
the lovers and the brother and sister was over, Mor-
oco and Matondes brought forth the surprise of the
year. Falinda's father, obviously, had become a

millionaire in America, and he was anxious to reunite

his family. Would Falinda and Matondes come to

him on their honeymoon. Falinda grew sad. "We'll be
back in Paris before long!" Matondes assured the

girl. "It isn't that," Falinda said. The aunt changed
the girl's blue mood to joyous exultation. Farmont,
Moroco, and the aunt would go, too, to say nothing
of Losilia, whom Farmont was to marrj'. These
husks of people—shattered by war; they were going
to be born anew, together, in America, where hope
and faith awaited them all!

File No. 6411

TODAY, Sin Foo, cramped on her mat, watching
the many temples of her section of Tibet, exper-
ienced no thrill, even In Happy Year Hall. Its

blue tile, gold roof, and vermillion columns made no
appeal. Ta-shul, her boy, was going on the sacred
pilgrimage which led beyond those columns, even
though his father, Ching-Lo, had sailed for America
to study in the great university. Twenty years,
alone except for Ta-shui, was long, and It had been
so lonely. Now the boy would go. "But I shall re-

turn " he had been saying. No. The road beyond
the sacred pilgrimage led to the monastery. Sing Foo
was sure of It! The boy had realized, even In his
short life, that the world of desire did not seem to
satisfy. One goal superseded another, constantly.
Sing Foo knew that his Vinaya's words were grip-
ping him closer than she could get to him. "Plea-
sure of the senses is seldom really desirable it does
not satisfy permanently " and more.
In America, Ching Lo, entirely convinced of the

beauty and utilitarian worth of the preachings and
teachings of the great Teacher of Nazareth, argued
with his fellows who ciung to Buddhism and Confu-
cianism, nor could he become convinced that Christian-
ity was merely an arm of Buddhism. Weekly, he wrote
to the patient Sing Foo of this great new religion he
had found, and she, In turn, attempted to turn his
words to the boy, but Ta-shul would not hear. He
was tolerant of his father, but Immobile In his own
beliefs. Sing Foo, herself, grew more and more
shocked as the time passed. She could not tolerate
these denials of her ancestors ! She did not under-
stand her husband, and she did not 'understand her

Ching Lo bowed in anger, one day, as he perused a
letter from Tibet. His friend and chief antagonist,
the follower of Confucius, watched him with interest.
"From the look of disgust, one would think your
family had decided to go on a Buddhist pilgrimage!"
he said. "That's just it!" Ching Lo said. The trip
from New York to San Francisco was not a tedious
one for Ching Lo since he had many things to think
of. From the coast to Tibet, Ching Lo thought back
twenty years. Proximity would strengthen him, he
had thought, but instead, tolerance was creeping over
him. After all, his own Teacher preached tolerance.
Ta-shui, prepared for his father's harangue, answer-

ered with intelligence and reason. As a father, Ching
Lo could ask no more. The youth explained his stand
simply, and yet, with sincerity. "It shall be as you
desire." Ta-shul grew radiant. Ching Lo had been
Impressed and completely won over by his son's emo-
tional appeal. "It shall be as you desire," he had said.
That night, the great doors of the monastery opened

wide as the novices took their places to enter the
sacred walls, and Ta-shui was among them. Ching Lo
stood outside, in the moonlight, peacefully waiting.

SINNER COME HOME
Mr; Elsie Carpenter File No. 6406

THE gushing blackness of Mike Moore's oil well
spelled crashing doom for himself and his wife,
Sadie, as the dollars which rolled in as a result

spelled affluence. Once, a few years back, they had
been so poor that Sadie had gone barefoot and ragged,
despite the fact that she was anticipating the arrival
of an heir for Mike. It was just about the time that
the baby was born that the drought lessened and the
oil was discovered. "We'll call our baby Luckle!"
Sadie said. "He's brought luck with him." It was
not long afterwards that Mike grew tired of the
West. He wanted to go East so they could hit the
high spots. It was in this atmosphere of luxury and
excess that Luckle grew up—rich in worldly goods,
but poorer than the most miserable paupers in atten-
tion and affection. "You can have everything you
want, son," Mike would often say, "because it was
you who brought us luck." Sadie, too, would heap
material advantages on the boy's head. Drink and
dissipation fell to Luckle as the natural outcome of all

this. His eyes grew indifferent to the artificial beauty
and fashion-plate manner of his mother, as well as
they had grown accustomed to his father's greed for
more and more gold. He knew well that he need
never work. Yet, it was to Luckie that one of the
greatest strokes of fate came.
Seated in his study, one evening, thinking back

over the olden days, Mike was brought to his feet by
the crash of glass and furniture. A moment later,
flashes of lightening and peals of thunder rent the air.

Luckie stumbled into the room and sank at his fa-
ther's feet—dead drunk. Mike put the boy to bed
and praised Cod that his family was indoors, in this
storm, regardless of what Its condition was. But
Mike was wrong. Sadie was in, yes, but Luckie had
gone out. In his car he had driven himself to the
country where the storm had knocked him uncon-
scious. Several days later, he found himself in a
strange cottage under the care of a beautiful girl and
her kindly mother—Ruby and Mrs. Lee. Luckie's
memory was gone, so the girl called him Jim Storm.
Luckie remained with the Lee's for several weeks,
and there, his dissipated pallor turned to ruddiness,
but a friend, passing through, discovered him and
carried him off in order to receive the reward Mike
had offered. In a few days, Luckie was completely
restored and back In his olel tracks. It was worse,
though, because he learned that his mother had gone
off with a worthless fellow whose charming manner
promised a gay if not sure future. Matters moved
hectically until Luckie, miserably drunk one day, set
off by himself for the country. This time, fortunately,
like the first time. Ruby was there. She found her
"Jim" and brought him home once again, but this
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time he knew*v>lio she was, and pleaded with her to

wait for him for one year until he returned from his

uncle's ranch in the West. He WMuld i;" there to

rehabilitate himself—body and spirit. .Mike, happy to

hear his son's decision, accompanied I.uckic to his

brother's.
As the year neared its end, Luckie looked up from

his work, one day, to see his mother and father stand-

ing- before him. Sadie wept, unashamed, because

Mike had taken her in and actually trained her hack

into her old. simple ways. "Our wealth is gone, my
son," Mike said, "and the well is gone, but we have

found greater wealth in store for all of us." With
wonderment in his eyes, Luckie drove back to the

Moore's own ranch. There, he found Ruby and Mrs.

Lee. The girl flew into his artns. Tears stood in old

Mike's eyes. "My dream has come," he said, "I've

prayed against that well until I'm weak. Now we
can be happy—sinners—home!"

THE WHITE FOAM
Mr "Victoria Larson File No. 6403

MARTIN and Cynthia met on the boat which was
carrying each, supposedly, to new worlds of

opportunity and endeavor, but the white foam's

spray seemed to inspire and settle things there and
then Cynthia's brother Adolph and his wife, Helen,

clasped INIartin's hand warmly. Helen invited him out

to the house for a while. At first, Martin watched
Cynthia's increasing popularity with amusement and
pride, but when the girl told him, the night of her

twentieth birthday party, that George Bishop, a

wealthy youth in the neighborhood, had proposed,

Martin waxed unhappy until Cynthia assured him she

would wait for him forever. Adolph much preferred

the cpiiet George, but Helen was inclined toward Mar-
tin. The morning Martin called to tell Cynthia that

his firm was sending him to Chicago for a whole year,

Helen frowned at George, in whose firm Martin was
employed. When Martin left, he took Cynthia's
heart with him, but, at his farewell party, which Helen
had given with full intentions of making the neighbors
think just what Adolph didn't want them to, George
proposed again. "No, George," Cynthia said, "Martin
will be back in a year, and I shall marry him."
After a weary year had gone by, Cynthia w^ondered

whether Martin had forgotten. His letters had been
frequent, at the beginning, but soon they had become
scarce. Finally, none at all had come! With a
heavy heart, Cynthia allowed Adolph and Helen to

announce her betrothal to the persistent George, but
the excitement of the wedding plans and preparations
animated her a little bit. Two years passed in as

close to perfect happiness as Cynthia and George
Bishop would ever get, but one day, while she was
sitting in her rose arbor with her infant daughter
Helen in a carriage beside her, two strong arms
lifted her to her feet. "Beloved, why didn't you wait?"
Martin cried. His tale was sad. Illness and ill-luck

had trailed him. making him ashamed to report to her!
George sensed disaster when he found his rival in his

house that night, and many nights afterwards. Cyn-
thia's eyes had taken on their old starry quality. One
afternoon, as Cynthia and her lover were bidding one
another their final farewell, George shot Martin, and
when Martin emerged from the hospital, three weeks
later, he slid out of town, quietly. Soon afterwards,
George disappeared. Adolph consoled his sister, as-

suring her the wandering husband would return. Bilt

George did not come back—ever. Cynthia was at his

side, in a hospital, several weeks later, when he died
as the result of an automobde accident. The girl

vowed she would never marry again, but several years
later, when Martin surprised her in the rose bower
again, she changed her mind, and decided that hap-
piness, after all—their happiness—had been etched in

white foam, long ago, and that was the only solution.

THE TOLL
William P. Molnar File No. 6413

BECAUSE he earned his living by beinp a mean
guv. Steve Lancaster had a soft streak in him.
This was very obvious the night he overpowered

two thugs who were beating an ill-clad, hungry-look-
ing youth. "Thanks, mister. You sure can handle
your dukes!" the boy grinned, hero-worship gleaming
in his eyes. Steve smiled modestly. Then, he said,

"How'd you like to live with me, sonny?" "My
name's Jack Elder, and I'd be crazy about it!" Jack
said. "Hop in. Jack." Steve ordered. "Around town,
I'm known as Mr. Lancaster, but you can call me
Steve." Jack gasped. The town's most feared and
respected racketeer and gang leader had interceded
in his behalf and then adopted him, out of the sky!
"Whew!" Jack said, "Geez, but I'm pleased to meet
ya, Steve."
The following weeks found Jack well cared for.

Clothes, food, and shelter did a lot toward making a,

man of this nineteen year old orphan, but Steve had
higher aims. He pleaded and pleaded with Jack to go
to school. "Nope No Sir!" the youth protested.
"Once a teacher sent nie to Reform School. That
finished it off swell." Steve was sympathetic. It had
been the same institution which had started him on

One afternoon, Steve stopped in the park to assist

a beautiful blonde girl who was struggling with a
flat tire. It was Barbara Sutton, daughter of a prom-
inent banker. Steve was smitten wildly enough to

contemplate breaking with his racket, "You'll go out
with me, too, Jackie old boy!" Steve said, "I always
was sorry I dragged vou into it." The gang was fur-

ious with its leader. "Gettin' fancv, Steve?" the lat-

asked. "No, I'm in love." Steve

laughingly remarked. Just after ihe break, Barbara
appealed to Steve. Her father's bank was on the
verge of serious trouble. Steve came to Sutton's as-

sistance with almost his entire fortune. He was
elected a director of the bank at once. Then, one night,
at the old club. Jack, who could not keep away, over-
heard a plot to put his benefactor on the spot ! He
would be shot that night, as he walked from his car
to the door of the Banker's Club, where his firm was
holding an important meeting. Tack, wildly jealous

of Steve because of Barbara, whom he, too, adores,
resolves to let Steve get his. "My future would be
a certainty, then!" he thought—almost aloud.
Steve emerged from his car and stopped a moment,

to chat with an acquaintance. He did not see Jack
crouched in a corner, his coat collar about his face,

an automatic pressed outward in his pocket. Suddenly,
a dark car drew up. The crash of gun warfare re-

sounded about the street, but when it was all over,

Steve was bending over Tack, who had saved him, only
to pay himself—with life. "We're square, ain't we
Steve—now?" Jack whispered. "Yes, boy," Steve
answered, huskily, "we're square."

Anna Sanseverino File No. 6366

ODDLY enough, the same day which brought
Jinimie McPhee into Ann Harper's life also

brought Chippy. Jimmie rescued Ann from
what appeared to be instant death as the victim of a

reckless driver ; Chippy just happened into Ann's life

suddenly. She found him weeping, in the park of her
own town—Niagara Falls. A brute had beaten him.
The young blade whose pleasure it was to escort

Ann about grew furious with Jimmie McPhee. Des-
pite the fact that Ann disliked jerry Cowan, the youth
persisted in advising her affairs of the heart, and
dogging her footsteps. "But Ann," Jerry pleaded,
"Can't you see that this McPhee is a beggar? What
do you want with a measly fellow who ekes out a

precarious living in a law office?" Ann accepted
Jerry's remarks silently. She was thinking of Jimmie's
eyes, and poor little Chippy, whose parents had gone.
That night, dancing with Jerry. Ann was miserable.

Jimmie McPhee was just across the roorn. gazing
dreamily at her. Each time they circled his corner,

Jerry would draw away. Finally, Jimmie made his

way to the girl. Boldly, he set his name beside the
remaining dances on her card. Jerry grew purple
with rage. "There he goes!" Ann laughed, "Jerry
has a violent temper!"

It was a good thing that young Chippy had grown
curious about the pretty lady who had spoken so

caressingly during the afternoon. Down to the hotel

he came, and in the bushes he hid, frankly pleased
that Miss Ann had chosen Jimmie McPhee as her
partner. Jimmie had often stopped to buy a news-
paper and say a kind word to him, while he only
knew Jerry as "Monty," leader of a tough mob. It

was while Chippy was crouched outside of the ball-

room that he heard Jerry arranging with a couple of

thugs to rid the world of Jimmie. Soon, the child

saw that Jimmie was being approached with a fake
message. The police arrived at the falls just a few
minutes before Jimmie was on his way over in a
rowboat. Then Chippy told Ann of what Jerry had
done and what he had done to inform the police. Ann
was amazed that Jerry was actually a hardened gang-
ster, and it was this fact which made her positive that
he was acting with an eye on her fortune!
Several weeks after the attempted murder of Jim-

mie, Chippy was again responsible for the imravelling
of another sinister plot. Jimmie and Ann, it seemed,
were growing fond of one another—constant compan-
ions, but it so happened that Jimmie was called off

to Toronto, on business. "Take care of Ann for me.
Chippy !" Jimmie laughingly warned the child, before
leaving. Chippy did. One day. Jerry appeared at the
house. "Sorry to bother you, Ann," he said, "but
McPhee is at the station, seriously injured. It was
a railroad accident." Ann, trembling all over, left

with the treacherous villain. Despite her struggle
and protests, she was soon locked into a deserted
shack, without food, and rat-infested. For three days,
the girl remained, while Jimmie and Chippy franti-
cally sought clues. Then, on the third day, Chippy
overheard a conversation between Jerry and a cab
driver. That night, Jerry made his way to the shack
in the cab. "Marry me or starve to death!" he told
Ann. "I'll starve," she said, calmly. Then, Jimmie
pounced upon Jerry. "How'd you like your cab dri-

ver. Cowan ? " he asked.
For one week afterwards, Jimmie avoided Ann. Too

poor for her, he told himself. But Ann knew. Post-
haste, she sent for him and laughed at his fears. As
she was in his arms. Chippy burst in, to bury his
golden head in Ann's arms. "I guess we'll need you
to take care of Ann, son!" Jimmie said. "As if you
couldn't—but I'll stay, anyway!" he answered, joy-
ously, through the tears.

THE HOLOCAUST
W. E. Brewste File No. 6410

"S
INGLES, girls?" the red-headed usher of New-
town's cinema cathedral queried to Martha and

:wo friends. "O.K." the girls said, after due
discussion of the matter. Because Jimmy. Martha's
fiance, was busy that night, Martha was spending her
Sunday night in the company of the girls. All three
scattered in different directions, cautioning one anoth-
er to save seats should anyone beside them move. As
the feature was striking a climatic mood, Mary Morris.
one of Martha's companions, leaned over to the third
girl in the row in front and cried: "Look!" Martha

was marching up the aisle on the arm of an elderly
woman. "She must be sick!" Mary cried, as the two
darted after Martha, who paid little or no attention
to them, despite their calls and conversation. "Where
are you going, Martha?" Mary asked, in the lobby.
Martha answered with a blank stare. "Please don't
annoy my niece, girls," the woman remarked, "be-
cause she's taken ill." Martha followed her guide into
a cab. As the girls stood watching the vehicle go
off, Jimmy, Martha's fiance, happened along. "Say,
you two!" he shouted. "I thought Martha was going
with you tonight. What's she doing—out with another
sheik?" Both girls talked rapidly, at once. "Martha
has no aunt!" Jimmy told them, after hearing the
story—"And she hasn't any relatives beside her par-
ents. Say, let's take this cab and chase it after the
one Martha took !" The girls stepped in, gingerly,
their eyes focused on the rapidly disappearing kidnap
car. "Follow that other cab!" Jimmy ordered the
driver, "and five bucks if you don't lose it!" A hec-
tic pursuit followed. Within ten minutes, the cab
was in front of a browns tone dwelling, and Jimmy
and the girls were confronting Martha and her ab-
ductor. "What's the big idea?" Jimmy roared, but,
noticing that Martha was slumping, he grabbed her
by the shoulders and shook her, violently. The older
woman made for the waiting cab. "No you don't!"
the cabbie shouted. "Here's your woman!" A police-
man, attracted by the apparent confusion, sauntered
over to have a look aroimd. Seeing the trapped kidnap-
per, he blew his whistle long and hustily, and then, giv-
ing her into the hands of the two cabbies, darted for the
police box. A squadron of police arrived immediately
and broke into the house. "Hello Maude!" they all

greeted the abductor.
At the night court, Jimmy and the girls learned of

the girl's assailant. She was Maude the Minx, white
slaver, and owner of a horrible den of vice. The pa-
lice surgeon administered antidotes for the narcotic
under whose influence Martha had been placed, and
the police captain entered in his book, the names of
all so that Jimmy and the girls might get their
just rewards for aiding in the capture of the city's
most insidious white slave and narcotic rings.

OUR RECKONINGS
Sondra Copley File No. 6412

TWO hundred dollars and a job were Helen Dale's
only hold on the world and her only possessions,
but the two hundred dollars didn't last very long

and neither did the job. Helen sat in her room and
stared at what was left. "Others have done it," she
said, half aloud, "why shouldn't I? There's enough
for the rent and a healthy meal." The headwaiter of
The Golden Door showed Helen to her old favorite
table—and Bob's. Ironic enough, the girl thought.
Helen's first square meal in weeks tasted good. Sev-
eral cigarettes and a bit of claret in a tea cup brought
things to a warm climax, but, fifteen minutes later,
on the steep bridge, Helen cried aloud, unaware that
a car had stopped just back of her. "I can't I can't.
I won't!" she cried. "God made cowards of us on
purpose," a deep male voice with a pleasant quality
said, right behind her. Helen looked up, bitterly.
The conversation grew animated. Helen was arguing
because she could not understand the man's cause for
interest. He was oiTering her a comfortable apart-
ment and a sizeable allowance. The girl allowed her-
self to be led to what she believed was the real slaught-
er, but it turned out that her saviour, Garry Meyers,
was most sincere. Helen had never had such liveable
rooms nor such wearable clothes, so she remained in
what seemed to be a voluntary coma. "If I wake up,
I'll probably run awav!" she told Garry, often. Soon
the apartment was filled with friends and friends and
more friends—mostly men, but the greatest triumph
of Helen's existence occured the day Bob Chalmers
came—of his own free will. Helen ' didn't play fair
with any of the men who frequented her gay parties,
but she tried hard to do the right thing in regard to
Bob. It was no use. He had been playing her game
too long, and was far more experienced. When Helen
grew deceitful, he accepted every terrible thing handed
to him with graciousness and charm. Trying to hold
him was similar to the attempt to interest a child in
the Einstein theory. Then, one day, Garry told Helen
that he didn't mind her gallivanting, nor did he mind
her neglect of him. "If it were anyone but Bob Chal-
mers, though," he said. Helen's ire mounted. "I'll

play my own game, Mr. Philanthropist!" she said.
The next day, Garry went to England, on business.
Three months later. Garry found a changed Helen-

quiet, pale, and worn. "Why didn't you let me drown
myself?" she pleaded. "You're going to marry me.
now!" Garry said. "Do you care, or is this another
form of charity?" Helen asked. Garry crushed her
form. "Oh Garry. I never thought you loved me at
all!" she said. The next morning, white and drawn,
Garry handed the paper to Helen. The girl gasped.
Bob Chalmers had been killed in an auto accident!
"It was just meant to be, my darling," Helen said,
grimly, "in case I should ever ever change my mind!"

BRINY BANTER
John E. Condon File No. 6347

THE kitchen girl is horribly distressed. The estab-
lishment's cook is unreasonably impudent. "Shut
up!" he says, when she enters, singing. "You're

pretty fresh!" she says. "Not fresh; well preserved!"
he answers. "You ought to be!" the girl remarks,
sarcastically. "You're pickled most of the time!" En-
gaging in conversation, the girl learns that this cook
is an old salt—a sea cookie. She laughs, because she
remarks that all the use he'd be aboard ship is for
ballast when he has a load on. The cook tells her
she could drive him to drink; but she says he doesn't
drink—merely absorbs. "If you're sober," says the
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girl, "prove it by dancing the Phee De Phee!"
SMASH! ! The cook turns over a table of dishes and
sets off into gay conversation to avoid his embarrass-
ment. Soon the cook's sea reputation gets about the
place, and everyone jumps at the opportunity to tease

him. "I've seen you three sheets in the wind, half

seas over, and lashed to starboard at 11 p. m.!" the
housekeeper remarks when he demands more sheets

on his bed. "I'd like to see you mastheaded!" the

cook retorts, hut an old man, about the place, chimes
in with the wish that the cook be made to walk the

plank! "The idea," he says, "of that nice young
lady being sent to the masthead! She might tear her
dress off going through the lubbers' hole and look like

\'enus taking a sun bath!" The housekeeper bets a

hundred dollars she can do it, remarking aside to the

kitchen girl, that she has been in the circus in her
time! "Now I can buy that fur coat!" she says, "and
the cook will keep sober because I've got his money!"
One morning, the kitchen girl enters for breakfast,

angrily. The cook has put some crabs in her bed, but
she is soon quieted when the cook assures her that her
own trick worked—changing his door number with the

housekeepers. ''I saw more of her than I bargained
for!" he says, "and that's a-plenty!" The girl laugh-
ingly assures him that she thinks him a liar. "I

wouldn't trust you with handcuffs on!" she says.

They spend several minutes exchanging conundrums
and amusing rhymes. The cook gets several kisses

on the strength of his guesses of answers.
One night, the cook and the girl attend a movie to-

gether. Because the screen unfolds a romantic drama
before their eyes, the pair becomes irresistibly drawn
together! The girl agrees to elope, and Cookie says
he'll be there, under her window, with a ladder. For
several minutes, the cook looks for a ladder, but noth-

ing like it is in sight except a plank. By the time the

girl is on the ground, the cook's life is in danger. The
plank has nails! The commotion caused by the girl's

slide to romance wakes her father. In addition, the

girl's valise, stuffed with a few fiat-irons knocks him
galley west, when she throws it at him. He tells

himself how lucky he is that it was not a trunk. She
might have wanted to put the stove into it! Late
that night, the pair stands before a country justice,

looking somewhat disheveled but gloriously happy.
Back at work, the help is delighted. Now, they think,

the banter between the cook and his wife will be au-
thentic and spicy! As the cook sits on a hot pie, after

making a brief and humorous speech, the company
drinks to Auld Lang Syne—and happy days to come!

INTERLUDE
Mrs. Margaret Fowler File No. 6378

THE GHOST ORGAN
A. P. Goudey FUe No. 6365

OLD Bailey. Sinithville's hermit, startled his young
friend Alfred Graham into action the day he in-

formed him that timidity never won fair lady.

"If you love anyone, my boy." Old Bailey said, the

day before Alfred was leaving for Boston, to study in

the Music Conservatory, "tell her. You'll never have
to blame y

gone into seclusion concernnig
fronted Blanche Wadleigh m
ever imagined he could be. "S

her, but the girl had laughed,
like a big brother to n

to convince her that h'

ds." So Bailev had
Oman! The boy con-
boldly than he had
he had said he loved
'Why. Alfred, you're

he had said. Alfred tried

for Tom
"You don't love him and he doesn't love you!" Al-
fred accused. No avail. All Smithville came to the

train to bid Alfred Graham, church organist of the

Smithville Methodist Chuch, farewell—even Blanche,
but Alfred had not seen her stare wistfully after the

train.
Boston was new and interesting, but horribly lonely

to the youth who was so intent upon becoming a re-

of Blanche's engagement
Then, one night, Alfred
from one of the choir

ther was dying! Alfred

Old Bailey outside the
attempt to

e more. Al-
but

ed composer,
made the town seem barrel

stared down at a telegra

members from home. His
arrived just too late, but
dead woman's side, he sa

window, shedding bitter tears.

comfort the youth fell on deaf ears. Unce mor
fred spoke of life and love, and Tom's selfishnes

once more he was repulsed in a calm and kind man-
ner, but a firm one. It was very shortly after Al-
fred's enlistment that Blanche and Tom married and
moved to New York. Time passed rapidly. All

Smithville mourned the day Alfred Graham was re-

ported Missing. "That means dead, even if it doesn't

say Killfd in Action. The Americans won that battle.

He couldn't have been taken prisoner."

Five years went by, and Smithville boasted a brand
new church for both Baptists and Methodists. Years
ago, someone had prophesied this would be built—even
if worship was conducted via the turn about method.
The old church stood grimly reminiscent of other days.

Up in New York, Tom was bootlegging cut intoxi-

cants to unfortunate souses. One night, in Smithville,

two youths from town passed the old church, in the

pouring rain. Music was coming from the organ^
sweet, Easter-like melody! The youths hastened to

the sexton's. "Ain't been drinkin', are ye?" he asked.
After he had duly examined the church and explained
that the electric was disconnected, he suggested they
head homewards for a good rest. Some months later,

some negroes wanted to buy the church, but this time,
even the sexton was convinced concerning the ghost-
like music. The church came to be looked on as
haunted.

Several years later, Blanche returned to Smithville

—

a widow—the result of Tom's murder because of his
liquor and racketeering activities. She learned of the
church's ghostly phenomenon.

One stormy night, several men entered the church
with powerful flashlights. Old Bailey and Alfred were
seated on the organ bench, while Blanche, radiant, sat
perched on a step, singing very clearly and sweetly!

FRESH from engineering college, Henry Van Alan
set forth in the direction of Birmingham, ostensibly
to work in a mining camp, but actually to build

the health he had lost studying. There, in the easy-
going atmosphere, Henry read law. to exercise his
mental machinery, as it were, and soon found himself
devouring his new study with even greater enthusiasm
than the old had provoked. At one end of the camp
was the colorful and gay negro settlement; and- at the
other, the Italians—and Rosita, the beloved niece of
the camp's foreman, Toni Da Costa.
Even before Henry saw Rosita, he was intrigued by

her description, biit when he saw her—her lustrous
black eyes; jet hair, and olive skin,—it was as
though fate had swooped down with a rush. After-
wards, long delightful walks to Praco for the mail;
tete-a-tetes by the river bank; and gay hours fol-

lowed. Then came the miners' strike. The once-busy
camp grew at once sleepy and chaotic. It was during
this chaos that Henry and Rosita would withdraw to
the hills where they could look down on the white
bridge with the black water flowing under it; and the
little Italian village. It was there, one moonlit night,
before his departure for the bedside of his dying father,
that Henry asked Rosita to marry him, but the girl,

placing a high value on filial duty, sent him off, pro-
mising to be ready in a month. Henry's father lived
but one day after his son's arrival in New York, leav-
ing his affairs in a miserable tangle. It was while
clearing and untangling things that Henry was thrown
constantly with Madge, the daughter of the elder Van
Alan's closest friend. Old ties crept in to efface
Henry's burning image of Rosita. It was only eight
months later, when Henry was returning from an
European honeymoon with Madge, that stark remorse
smote him. A belated note was placed into his hand.
Toni's scrawl. The contents were heartbreaking.
Rosita was in a New York hospital from which she
and Toni had been trying to reach him. Sick with
misery, Henry reached the hospital fifteen minutes
too late! Rosita had gone on, but her image remained
—in a tiny girl. For months, Henry stumbled on, un-
able to remove thoughts of that helpless mite from
his mind, but time seemed to erase remorse and con-
science. It was years later that the image returned.
Before him—Judge Henry Van Alan—stood a beautiful
seventeen year old girl—waiting for sentence. It was
as though Rosita was peering straight into his eyes.
Henry shuddered. His child! She had faced dark
days since her foundling home ones, and she had
stolen because the family in whose care she had been
was starving. After clearing the girl, Henry ushered
her into his chambers. Madge wept as she signed
adoption papers, but years later, that girl meant
everything in life to her—and to Henry. Strange in-
terlude, that, but so human, wasn't it?

THE CUP OF SORROW
Lewis Levinson File No. 6378

GAIETY! Music! The vibrant rhythm of the
tango! Chattering, laughing people at pavement
tables of well-lighted cafes! Buenos Aires is

truly the Paris of the south, and it is here that Pedro
Jiminez, youthful real estate magnate, works and
plays, the eyes of the young hopefuls ever upon him.
Pedro is, unhke Pablo Ibanez, his friend, indifferent
to the devotion of the fair. Work is his only mistress
until he meets Dora Sanchez, a beautiful stenographer
working in his building. From her, he learns her sad
story—the story of a desperately ill mother and mea-
ger living accommodations, "Let me help you, Dora."
Pedro begs, intrigued for the first time by a woman.
"No," the proud girl answers, but alas, one week
later, Pedro encounters her again. Her face is marked
by hollows and rings about her eyes. Her mother
has passed into the Beyond. It is the force of sym-
pathy which awakens love in Pedro. "This girl," he
tells Pablo, "is different. She is simple and far dif-
ferent from the gay wenches whom you so adore!"
Pablo laughs, but is glad for his comrade's sake.
"All women," he tells Pedro, "are essentially the
same, when you reach the core. They are made of
the same stuff." Dora and Pedro are married, sim-
ply, and for many months, their happiness is the very
envy of all those who jeered at Pedro's choice. But
Dora finds herself with millions at her fingertips, and
luxury about her, everywhere. Night life, a new
thrill for her, opens new channels of thought, desire,
and ambition. Pedro is disgusted. Pablo teases. "I
told you, my friend," he remarks, "that given the
opportunity, woman will rise to the occasion. Con-
fidentially, your Dora is much more delightful this
way than she ever could be as a puritan and plain
Jane!" "Take her if you like!" Pedro answers, "I'll
not have her!" It is with new grievance that Pedro

iiprecedented habit. Nothing that
stop him. Dora, rapidly grow-

Dm she hardly ever
sees, takes on a new admirer daily, and cavorts
shamelessly from engagement to engagement. It is
when Pablo and Pedro are entertaining Pablo's charm,
mg lady love, Cecilie, that Pablo realizes just how
badly Pedro is being hurt. Dora, resplendent in
jewels and admirers, enters the cafe with her latest
lover chngmg to her. That night, Pablo evolves a
plan, with Cecilie's aid. Pablo is to stay away from
the cafe. Cecilie will entertain and amuse Pedro,
gain his confidence, and make him give up his dissipa-
tion. The plan works beautifully, and soon, not only
IS Dora brought to her senses, but Pedro's business
IS no longer neglected. It is with evident jov that
Dora and Pedro become reconciliated, each realizing
that small concessions by the other are what make
for perfect harmony. Pedro shall be a little gayer;
Dora shall be faithful. Happiest of all is Pablo who
has saved his friend and won a wife through his
magnanimity.

to drink-

ing indifferent to this Pedn

THE SOCIAL CLIMBERS
Violet Rogers File No. 6346

THE school days of Lucille and Dot were crammed
with delightful morsels of gossip, hard work, and
wholesome play. The two girls were absolutely

inseparable. Each dreamed of the one hero of her life.

"Mine's gonna have curly black hair like Richard
Dix!" Lucille would say. "Well, mine's gonna be
blonde and very dashing—like Ramon Novarro!" Dot
would retort. When they finally did marry, both
boys were equally handsome, but appearance was
hardly the important thing. Lucille's beloved Ralph
Olson was a common laborer, while Dot's precious
Dick Carlton drew a monthly check of no mean di-

mensions at the town's First National. The parting
of the ways was imminent. "But they live right
across the way, Lou!" Ralph would protest, "and
you can see as well as I that thev aren't sleeping.
They've a houseful!" This was Ralph's usual protest
when his wife attempted to defend the lies of her
friend Dot, whose social climbing was well nigh cut-
ting out the Olsons from her scheme of things. For
several months, Lucille and Dot went on, blindly, try-
ing to make things appear as though they'd never
changed, but it was impossible. After the first year
birthday party held by Dot for her precious Betty, to
which Lucille's son, Vernard, was uninvited, Lucille
stood her ground. Ralph was not displeased. "Some
day," he said, "when I rnanage to save some more
money than I've got now, we'll have a real business,
but until then, I'm just as intelligent, clean, and sen-
sitive as Dick Carlton! What I'm doing is merely the
easiest and quickest way to make money—for a
strong guy."
When the children were five, a horrible wave of

Infantile Paralysis swept the country. Betty and
Vernard were the first two children in town to be
victimized. Dot made no move to get in touch with
Lucille, though Lucille's heart was breaking. She
would call Dot's every day, for a bulletin. "Vernie
was badly afflicted, but Ralph's company doctor, re-
cently returned from a large city hospital where he
had been doing work with paralysis patients, pulled
him through, and the child was left with no after
effects. Betty, with the best doctors in the state in
attendance, rallied, for a while, but surrendered to
an unanticipated relapse. Despite Ralph's scornful
remarks, Lucille was the first to arrive at Dot's after
the tragedy. She had seen the doctors leave! A
mother; she knew. For one solid year, Lucille hardly
left Dot's side. It would delight Dot to play with
Vernie, even though looking at him would bring visions
of organdie and blonde curls to her. At the end of
the year, the day Dot gave birth to Lucille, a second
baby, to take Betty's place, Ralph came home with
an impressive contract. An executive of a tremendous
railroad firm had been impressed by his personality
and ambition. "Young man," he had said, "I'll set
you to work as a part-time foreman in my shops, and
I'll_ make an engineer out of you, on the side!"
Very soon after Dot came home from the hospital

with Lucille, her precious new baby, the boys invited
their wives to an affair; dinner and theatre down-
town. Lucille and Dot gasped at their friendliness.
"You see," Ralph explained, "Dick was thrown out
of the same college I was!"

Alethea Allan File No. 6396

U/^A'Tf
1. his pretty daughter. Kit. "No, father," the

girl answered, "t' tell ya the truth, we warn't
doin' much fishin'. We felt kinda silly today—Helen
Winter, Madgie Burke, and I,—so we wuz puttin' our
names and addresses in bottles 'n sendin' 'em down-
stream. Madgie read about how some girl married
a millionaire who picked up a bottle with her'n."
Hawkins was not impressed. "Don' lemme ketch you
at that agin. Ain't no millionaire agonna marry Lem
Hawkins' datter, I reckin, so better not waste time.
Anyways, I don't like it. Seems as how it's foolish
and flirtatious." Dutifully, Kit informed her friends
of her father's sentiment in the matter of floating
messages, the next time they went fishing. 'S'all-
right. Kit," Madgie, who had been to New York sev-
eral times said, "I'd wager that your pa would throw
a millionaire out if he came in. He don't trust no-
body."

Kit's seventeenth birthday party, two years alter
the bottle episode, was in the nature of a farewell.
Lem, having procured a fine shipping job on a river
steamer, decided it would not do to keep the girl
home alone. With the nest egg he had been saving
for her dowry, he sent her off to New York, to
school. "I'm sendin' ya there to git eddicated and to
be safe," Lem said, "and I figger as how the more I
pay the better they'll take care of you—but don't
bring home no high-falutin' ideas! We ain't got no
space for 'em!"
The first few days of Kit's sojourn as a board-

ing-in student at Polly Flinch'! School for Yoiing Ladies
were miserable. Kit's clothes and speech were out-
landish. Then Billy Bonner, one of Kit's classmates,
took her in hand. Billy's patronage meant even more
than her handling of Kit's clothes budget, speech, and
manners. "When I get you going without any slips,
I ve a charming brother I'd like you to meet." Kit
was an apt pupil, so it wasn't long before she met
the brother. Bailey Bonner was even more wonderful
than the heroes in Madgie's novels. "Kit Hawkins,
Bailey! Billy said with pride. That night, on the
terrace of the Bonner penthouse, Bailey looked into
Kit's eyes. "Do you believe in fairies?" he asked.
"l^ never did, but I do now!" she said, in answer.
"I m glad you do. Kit," Bailey said, because I'm go-
ing to tell you a fairy story. "Two whole months
ago, I was down in Quincy, Illinois, visiting a pal o'
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mine from collegre. He took me down to see the river

—tlie powerful Missouri. Somehow, in the course of

my wanderings, I discovered this—in a bottle. Kit

took the paper and squealed as she read it: "Who-
ever finds this should be on the lookout for Kit Haw-
kins, his future wife who now lives—"; and the ad-

dress followed. "I'm looking, Kit!" Bailey said,

"Will you marry me?" The next morning. Kit re-

ceived 'a wire. Lem Hawkins had been drowned.
"He said he'd never live to see me marry a million-

aire!" Kit said, ruefully.

MILLION DOLLAR BABY
Joaquin Pablos, Jr. File No. 6371

SOCIETY read, with mingled interest and amaze-
ment, the society note concerning the departure

of Mary Roberts for her aunt's ranch, in the West.
"Contrary Mary Roberts off for Arizona " the tab-

loid columnists ballyhooed, "Tired of it all, says

Dame Rumor which includes Fred Norton or are

we too bold?" Fred was Mary's fiance, and Mary
was the wealthiest heiress in town.
The tall forests intrigued Mary from the first, and

symbolized her future life, in her eyes. Freedom! It

was with evident delight that the girl stepped off the

train during- a stop for repairs. Further and further

into the forest she wandered, the far-off train whistle

alarming her one instant and calming her the next.

It was a weary and parched Mary that Tom Anderson,
vouthful rancher, discovered, while tramping through
the dense woods. The girl trusted him from the start.

It was fun camping with this handsome and toughened
Westerner who knew all about everything. The girl

felt secure, and managed to avoid thinking of her
aunt and her father all the time she was with Tom.
It was hardly the idea of self-preservation which in-

stilled fear into Mary when Tom spoke of his enemy,
Jack Haynor. "He'll be through here any hour now!"
Tom told her, "Are you really scared?" Mary shook
her head, but she was. What if Tom should be
killed, she thought, now that she had really begun to

love him? She knew nothing about him—true—but he
was the outcome of all her dreams, she was positive.

The girl refused to leave Tom's side, except for a
short while, all the time Jack Haynor was trailing

Tom, who was out to get Haynor for murdering one
of Tom's pals. When Mary did leave, it was because
Tom gave her a note to take to his mother. It was
because she read it that Mary waited for Tom

—

braving Haynor. Tom loved her! It was only a few
hours after the rounding-up of Haynor and the return
to Tom's ranch that Mary's father, aunt, and Fred
arrived on the scene. "No common cowboy can
marry Mary, hero or no!" Roberts snarled. Mary
returned to New York, sadly, looking forward to her
marriage with Fred with disgust. Tom's mother
gave up trying to comfort her boy. "You'd go after
a snake like Haynor, tooth and nail, but you'd let a
woman slip by so easy, eh son?" she asked.

It was practically the eve of her wedding that Mary,
driving downtown, noticed a clumsily -attired youth
hanging halfway out of a taxi, in his attempt to con-
verse with the driver. Mary's chauffeur pulled up
alongside. "Oh Tom!" Mary shouted, in a most undig-
nified manner, "Tom!" "There she is, driver"; Tom
shouted. "I knew I'd find her if I rode around long
enough!" and so saying he stepped across from the taxi
to Mary's side. "When does the next train for the
West leave, you kidnapper!" Mary asked, when she
got some air, "Penn Station, Bertram!" she told her
chauffeur.

THE VALLEY OF LIFE

Jane Tho File No. 6395

THE snow was falling in soft flakes as Lucy Dar-
nell took her seat beside her own fireplace. Alan,
her boy, had just gone off with several others, to

the college in which he was studying medicine. The
usual loneliness following Alan's departures seemed
to obliterate all of the gayer thoughts Lucy might
have had, until presently, fantastic figures seemed to
dart in out of the fire. Morpheus was taking hold
of the fatigued mother.
Pretty soon, Lucy and Allen were sallying forth on

a tedious journey to a towering summit. As they
looked back, a beautiful valley, resplendent with the
clearness of water and the freshness of growing things
became more and more evident. The mother and son
gazed in awe and amazement. A friendlv guide stepped
up. "That." he said, "is the Valley of Life. Would
you care to look it over?" Alan answered eagerly.
He would. Lucy smiled her eagerness, but the guide
shook his head. It would be impossible, he said, for
Lucy to face life's problems with her boy. any longer!
Alan bid his mother a deeply emotional farewell. "I
shall try to choose wisely, and come back a man, dear
Mother," he said. After the boy had gone, Lucy
watched him for awhile, until her guide spoke words of
comfort. "I will take you," he said, "but it will be
imperative that you remain omniscient. Don this
invisible coat and come with me." From afar, Lucy
followed the boy's every move. She watched him ac-
cept the blessings of worthy influences and deny the
temptations of the unworthy. At times, she came
very near to him, but the guide was always on hand
to remind her of her promise to keep back. Once.
Lucy saw Alan mingle with a group of pleasant-look-
ing people. "Who are they?" she asked, astonished.
"Clean livers and upright thinkers!" the guide ans-
wered. "They have made the most of their talents."
One beautiful girl stood out, in this group, Lucy
watched Alan as he gravitated toward this girl, and
she was glad. Her heart swelled with pride, too. as
she perceived Alan's easy escape from a group of down-

trodden and miserable wretches—the fools whose souls
had been worth nothing to them, in comparison with
riches and pleasure! Soon it was time for Lucy to

return from her travels to the summit. "How long
shall I have to wait?" she asked. There was no ans-
wer. It seemed an eternity as Lucy waited on that
summit for her boy. "If he doesn't come " she
whispered to herself, but the guide was always ready
with an assuring word or sign. One day. Alan came,
leading the beautiful golden girl of the Valley of Life.

"Mother!" he cried, clasping her, joyously. He
didn't even notice Lucy's white hair or bent back

—

bent, perhaps, from carrying the burden of content-
ment and peace—but Lucy was positive he had won!
Alan sang happily, in his deep, rich baritone, all the
way home, the golden girl accompanying him in a
sweet soprano.
Two years passed, following the message of the

flames. Lucy Darnell never told anyone of her
dream vision in the flames, but she believed in its

message implicity. She and her Alan would climb to

that summit—and even further. For two years, Lucy
allowed her son to face his problems alone. Then, one
day, she received a message. "Come up for com-
mencement, dear. Your boy has copped all the hon-
ors in addition to winning the most beautiful girl in

the world. Your loving son. Dr. Alan Darnell." Lucy
went, proudly. Alan walked humbly at her side.

Then she met the girl. It was the same golden girl

of the dream. Lucy knew. All was very well in

the Valley of Life!

THE TRAILSMEN
B. W. Britt File No. 6311

A PAIR of hard grev eyes in a window across

from the Big Choiv saloon took on an even harder
glint as a stranger dismounted and made his

way into the saloon. The stranger ambled to the bar,

took a drink, and disappeared in the direction of the

hotel after surveying the place. He entered a hash
house before putting up. "Any strangers in town?"
he asked the waiter. Yes, and the stranger that had
come in answered his description. So Bill Quinn had
been in Baxter Springs, but was heading west! Maybe.
At anv rate. Bill Quinn couldn't shoot a Walker in

the back and get away with it. At the hotel, the

clerk was impressed. Bud Walker, eh, the notorious
bandit whose ranch at Butte Valley was a master-
piece in pasture, architecture, and good fellowship!
Visiting the Big Chow that night for amusement,

Walker came face to face with Quinn, whose pallor

indicated sudden fear. He was supposed to have
killed this Walker fellow. Walker was confident, his

guns poised. Then a voice behind him spoke doom,
"Put up them guns. Bud Walker!" the voice com-
manded. It was Cigar Warren, with whom Quinn
was allied, for the present. Warren took possession of

Walker's guns while Quinn shot the kid full of holes.
The lanterns flickered and died in the Big Chow. Si-

lence fell, followed by horses' hoofs heading westward.
Baxter Springs never knew such lawlessness as that

which followed the Walker shooting. For six months.
Cigar Warren's outlaws operated from the Crescent
Hills, while bad men filled the saloons and gambling
houses day and night. The county Sheriff's hands
were tied, and the stage coach had to be discontinued
because of the daily raids.

It was early in the morning, six months after the
butchering of Walker that a second stranger, looking
much like a ghost of the first, rode into town, was

ed of the shooting, and registered in the hotel,
the the the

dead man: Bud Walker. In truth, this second visitor
was Bud Walker, his brother Hank having been the
victim of Quinn's earlier folly. Murphy, the marshal!,
had been the first to recognize him. "Onlv Bud Walk-
er himself can ride that horse!" he told the barkeeper
at the Big Chow, "and there'll be trouble because he's
out to get Quinn and Warren long as he knows about
the massacre." That afternoon. Murphy made friends
v/ith Bud, and learned his intention to clean out the
bandits for revenge. "Yep," he said, "not that I'm
gettin* sentimental, but Hank had a girl. too. and it

was her that sent me here after him. Women got a
way of knowin' when things're wrong." Murphy took
a keen liking to this fearless youth. "I won't say I

saw ya, Bud!" he said. "Reckon you'll be doin' me
a favor, too if ya succeed!" That was what the youth
wanted. "I sent for my men already." He said.
That evening. Bud played cards with Murphy while
waiting for his men to arrive, but the youth was im-
patient, so he left half an hour before they were ex-
pected. "Reckon I can hold those bullies for a few
minutes, Murphy!" he said. "Better take this to be
on the safe side," the marshall remarked, handing
Bud a deputy's badge. Bud walked in the direction of
the Big Chow, exultantly. They would most of them
be there. They were. Bud went right at it, and held
them fast until his own men arrived with Murphy, to
rescue him and tend his wounds, and arrest all the
others yet alive. "He sure got 'em!" Murphy said.
The old man wanted Bud to stay in Baxter Springs.
"No—you come to Butte Valley, Chief!" Bud said,
"You can be anything you want, and I guess if Molly
wants to marry me, she'll need you around for pro-
tection, eh?" The marshall picked up the trail and
followed—to Butte Valley,

MAD ROMEO
Josephine Brooks File No. 6392

MOLLA HANSON was the type of widow whose
charm appealed to most men. Her boarders
adored her as much as her own children. Though

comfortably fixed, MoUa preferred her boarding house
in Quiet Dell to life in any big city her suitors sug-
gested. One day, David Powell wandered into Molla's

for a meal, and Molla was instantly attracted to this

gentle fellow with a smooth manner of phrasing his

speech. When he left, Molla sighed, but David became
a fairly constant visitor, and his letters came daily —
passionate epistles whose dime novel phrases suggested
sheer artistry to the simple Molla. One day. Molla
informed the children's nurse that she was to be mar-
ried. "He needs a woman, Nellie," she said, "because
he's been so unfortunate. He was overseas with the

Rainbow Division, and war has hardened his soul and
stolen his health!" Nellie stammered disapproval,

"He's wonderful when you know him!" Molla coun-
tered. That week, she left the children with Nellie and
departed on a prolonged honeymoon—with David. The
following week. Nellie received a letter. "David will

be in for the children on Saturday. He's bringing

them to me, and I'm at his home—divinely happy.
I've sold out, Nellie, through David, so you pack up
and prepare to move. We'll call for you." Nellie

gave David the children with evident mistrust. Her
suspicions were aroused, after two weeks, when no
word came from Molla, but she waited patiently until

she heard rumors of another disappearance in the

neighborhood, of another wealthy widow!

The police searched the Powell house despite David's
insistence that it was a case of mistaken identity. He
wasn't David Powell, but John Ranger. "I ain't

crazy!" Nellie screamed, "you're the man!" Finally,

a cop found the cellar of the garage. What he saw
terrified him. There, in all its horrible aspects, was a

torture chamber which would make the old French
Bluebeard's hair stand on end! Trunks of pictures,

deeds, and clothing were unearthed, too! Through
iron bars, the police learned some of the story. This
mad romeo had entered a drug ring upon his return
from France, but the ring had been broken. He had
escaped. Fleeing New York police, he had maintained
farms, here and there, making a fetish of mail order
romances with wealthy widows. He had killed for

profit, first, only to learn later, that murder bore sen-

suous thrills. His victims, tortured and beaten, would
sign their very lives away, hoping they might be
saved. His own wife—gained through the mail, was a

grim woman who suspected, but feared for her own
life. Her price for life had been living death! On her
own kitchen table, the madman penned his nauseating
epistles to other victims. This hideaway in the hills

of West Virginia had seemed safe—and sure.

The populace of Quiet Dell stormed the jail with
bloody weapons, and it was all the police could do to

put down the riot. The Mad Romeo paid with death,

but does death efface such horrors? .

TORNADO
Jimmie Brown File No. 6418

THE owner of the Bar-M ranch stood by the cor-
rals, gazing at the bronze figure of Tornado, his

prize bucker. "Boy, that boss is sure gonna give
trouble, and plenty of it, to the guy that crawls on
his back in the Maysville rodeo!" "You're right,

boss," Tad Colburn, the Bar-M's foreman ejaculated.
Zack Holman wheeled about. "Tad, I hear that Buddy
Langford, the fellow they call "Ridin' Fool" down
Nevada way's entering the bucking contest. I sure
hope he gets Tornado!"

It was Saturday afternoon, two days before the
rodeo. Zack and most of the punchers were gathered
beside the corrals watching, with their usual interest,
the bucking Tornado. "Boys," Zack bellowed, "if

Langford di'aws Tornado in the rodeo, you're gonna
see the best rider in the world get throwed by the
best boss in the world!" At that moment, Betta Car-
ver, Jane Hohnan's roommate from school, strode
over, and perched herself beside Tad. "I hope this
Langford fellow shows you all up," she said, "because
he's a pretty fine fellow, and you're all taking advan-
tage, behind his back, and before he's had a chance to
show yon. Jane and I roomed with his sister, the
first year at school, and we think the Langfords are
great." Zack winked at Tad. "Yes, we've been hear-
in' how great you think he is—but Tad's worryin'
about that end more'n Tornado, I reckon," The con-
versation was interrupted suddenly by the roaring of

an auto—a blue sport roadster. Tearing up the road,
it came to a sudden stop in front of the ranch house,
A tall youth, well-clad and wearing eye glasses step-
ped up to Zack, "Howdy folks," he said, crawling out
of the car. "Howdy stranger," Zack answered. "Any
chance of gettin' some water?" the stranger asked.
Zack gave directions to the bunk house. "Thanks,"
the stranger answered. Betta grunted and strode off

discontentedly in the direction from which she had
ccme. Starting off toward the water, the stranger
stopped, his eyes on Tornado. "Fine hoss ya got
there," he said. Holman smiled while the others
laughed outright, "Wonder if I can ride him," the
stranger remarked. "Don't make me laugh!" Zack
shouted. The stranger, naively unconcerned, continued
to argue for a trial. "Have 'im ready after I get my
drink!" he called, over his shoulder. "Better take off

the panes, four-eyes!" Tad called after him. "Better
get a doctor ready!" one of the punchers remarked.
Everything was set when the stranger reappeared.
"Let 'er go!" he shouted. The battle began. Tornado
leapt and bucked but the be-spectacled youth remained
decidedly on. Suddenly, Tornado stopped in his tracks
—defeated. "Satisfied?" the stranger asked. "That
was easy!" The men stared, admiration apparent on
their faces. Then Jane, Zack's daughter, and Betta
came strolling into the corral. "Why—Buddy Lang-
ford!" Jane cried, "Betta—you didn't tell me!" "Well.
Bud's been busy riding his father-in-law-to-be's pride
and joy." Betta remarked, slyly, and then—"Still wor-
ried. Tad?" "Make yourself to home, son!" the
startled Zack said, warmly, gripping Buddy's hand.
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WE HAVE LONGED
File No. 6234Mrs. E. H. Rennie

tJXT-OU will never see your baby again!" A fright-

Y ened maid wondered how kidnappers had stolen
her charge from under her nose! And Neal

O'Day had been three that very day. Neither hope
nor the O'Day money were of any use. After all,

Pete Murry. the abductor, figured Sonny was worth
a sight more than the ransom offered. He didn't need
money. He needed an accomplice and a pal!

Years later, Sonny Murrv. hardened gangster, was
always to be found in Pete's place, The Black Cot.
With the lad, Pete's word was law, much to the dis-
gust of Violet Kelly, singer of torch songs, who loved
him. Violet didn't interest Pete. "Get wise to your-
self, kid," he told Sonny. "Go for bigger meat. Mar-
ian Jones is goofv about cha, and there's money in

them hills. All Violet has is ideas!" Pete was al-

ways right. A week later Sonny and Marian became
engaged. The night of their reception, Howard O'Day,
Sonny's father, was elected Governor on a popular
ticket. The same night, Pete had staged a bank rob-
bery with Sonny in a stellar role. Sonny flatly re-
fused to participate. "Yellow, eh ? " Pete taunted.
"I'll show you, Pete Murry!" Sonny said. It was
easy to get by Marian, but not quite as easy to get
out of the Cat and by Violet. "You can't do this,"
she shrilled, "especially on this night of nights. 1

gotta talk to you. Sonny!" she insisted. Sonny found
himself in Violet's apartment. Pete, finishing the
job and not finding the kid home, marched into Vio-
let's. Pete pulled his boy into the next room and
threw him into a chair. Violet heard everv word.
Sonny—Sonny Murry—the Governor's son! "And if

you don't go home to your mother and father," Pete
was saying, "I'll go, but I'll tell them what you are!"
So Pete was washed up. The watchman had recognized
them and had not died after all. Sonny pulled a gun
and murdered Pete there and then! His parents
would never know, and Pete would never tell them.
They would never be ashamed of him, but remember
him as a tot!

Violet came to Sonny in jail. "You were a fool not
to shoot the works in court!" she said. Sonny won-
dered how much she knew. Suddenly, he reaHzed he
loved this fair-haired girl—always had—Marian'd been
Pete's idea! Sonny and Violet faced the chaplain two
days before Sonny was due for the chair. The lad grip-
ped his wife's hands through the bars, tears streak-
ing his face. After the ceremony, Violet paid a visit
to her father-in-law, the Governor. It was at the
eleventh hour that Neal O'Day, alias Sonny Murry,
was pardoned by his father. Mrs. O'Day sobbed at
the sight of her boy and his wife—by her side, again.
"We have longed—so hungrilv^but now, you seem
hke little Neal—our baby." The governor held Vio-
let's tear-stained face in his hands. "You are a won-
derful woman," he said, softly, "I think you were
created to watch over our boy."

HOLD THAT LINE

Arthur A. Mullin File No. 6457

EVER since he was an infant, Arthur's heart
leaped with every football game. When he an-
nounced seriously to his mother that he was go-

ing to study football as a profession, she smiled indul-
gently, and thought it was a child's whim. Arthur
was sent to Grammar School, but the scholastic stud-
ies were only tolerated there because of the football
training that he received. As a thirteen year old
youngster, being five foot three in height and weigh-
ing a hundred forty-five pounds, his enthusiasm for
football was as pronounced as any West -Pointer's.
The first game he won for his team filled him with a
glow and warmth that he always remembered after-
ward. While other friends efifervesced about their
"crushes" on girls, Arthur was frankly indifferent.
Football was his god, the essence of all happiness.
At high school, which he attended only for the hope
of playing football, and preparing there for the college
team, he was renowned in his spectacular activity.
More than once, the "rah-rah's" of cheering crowds
palpitated his heart that for a moment he was unable
to play, but the same result always occurred—it was
he who usually carried his team to victory, although
his generosity insisted upon dividing the praise with
"the other fellow."

One day. there came a thunderbolt into his life, in
the form of a girl, Ann. She was blonde, petite, and
quiet, who appealed to men as one needing a protector
badly. Arthur felt that his world collapsed, when she
one day, informed him that she didn't give a "hang"
for football—and never would. Arthur at the age of
nineteen felt himself growing melancholy. He still

loved his football with a passion, but something of
the entire enthusiasm which he used to put into it,

was lost. He passionately told himself that "Ann
can go hang." but yet he never could reconcile the
fact that the only girl he ever cared for, knew nothing
v/hatsoever about football, and declared it to be a
"rowdyish game." Things went so far, that Ann asked
him to choose between football and herself. In a
moment of, heated anger, he replied scornfully—"Foot-
ball of course." After Ann left him, tossing her head
contemptuously, he tried to convince himself that it

was of no concern to him. It was in his last term of
high school, that the "Big Game" against' a famous
enemy was being played. As captain of his team,
Arthur was relied upon greatly to effect victory. Yet
he was depressed on the great day. Looking about the
huge grandstand, he could see his mother, a sight
which cheered him. But Ann? Where was she? He
consequently fumbled the ball. The tumult of "Hold
that line," tattooed in his ear. Yet Arthur could not
do his best. Suddenly, when the whistle blew for the

hall, he felt a hand upon his elbow, a soft whisper
in his ear—"Do your stuff, dear." Ann! He rushed
upon the field, carrying the ball; he had a half yard
to go for a goal. His knees sank suddenly under him,
and he fainted. Friends rushed to his side, but it was
to Ann that he clung when doctors said that he would
he a cripple for life, never to play again.

FINE FEATHERS
S. Herbert McLemori File No. 6364

IT was before the exquisite Madonna and Child that
Aline Wingate and Sidney Granger first met. In
the autumn of his years, the millionaire bachelor

visualized the beautiful art student as the future Mrs.
Granger. Mary Lee Stewart, Aline's friend, and Mary's
fiance, Tom Old, a young millionaire patron of the
arts, teased the girl about her catch, that afternoon,
as she left them to go oi=f to tea with Granger. That
very hour, Mary Lee was killed as Tom's car skidded
and turned over in loose gravel. Upon his recovery,
Tom had little interest in anything in life save work.
Granger's steady patronage of Aline, both socially

and artistically, gave the girl a taste of wealth she
had not anticipated, but to her it was insufficient. She
must get herself a rich husband who is young and
romantic too! Abe Levy, a loan broker, was inter-
ested in the girl's plan, and familiar with its every as-
pect. "I lend you the money, you should put on a
show for a rich husband," he said, "and you pay in
installments after marriage, eh?" That was it ex-
actly, but the whole thing seemed to crumple the day
Tom saved Aline from a serious accident in her first
extravagance—a flashy roadster. Despite the vows of
each and the respect each held for Mary Lee's mem-
ory, something drew the pair together, despite the
fact that this was but the second time they'd met.
Sidney Granger's millions appeared to minimize in
proportion to Tom's brilliance and charm. Sidney
faced this situation in an irate manner. Always the
gentleman, his plan was to ruin Tom, not Aline. His
method lie through the purchase of a note Tom had
signed over to his bank. It was a simple matter for
Granger to get possession of this scrap, and a plea-
sure for him to hear, definitely, that Tom desired it

renewed. It was Aline who appealed to her former ad-
mirer. "Marry me, and I'll do a great deal for him!"
Sidney said, calmly. Tom fumed, but Aline hurried off
to see Levy. "Send the boy around. Miss Wingate,"
Levy said, "but remember—I don't give presents!"
Granger was in Aline's rooms when Tom returned
from Levy's next day. "She's marrying me—and not
you—if we have to start all over again— jrom the bot-
tom.'" Tom shouted. Aline gaped, pleadingly. When
Sidney left. Tom explained that Levy was thinking
it over. "Oh Tom!" Aline pleaded, "what if he decided
not to!" "Don't worry—he won't. He's too smart.
He knows I have a good proposition," was Tom's
answer. The following morning. Aline and "Tom ap-
peared at Levy's, bright and early. Levy smiled his
acceptance of "Tom's proposition. "And I'm investing,
too!" he said. Then he called Aline aside. "Your
debt is cancelled, for a wedding present, because I
know I'll make money through your Tom—but I'd
tell him, if I were you. Anyway, it wasn't so much,
ha?" Tom laughed when Aline blurted out her tearful
tale: "You're crazy, honey!" he said, "but we'll make
Papa Abe a lot of money to pay him back—as if he
we really could!"

THE MISCHIEFMAKER
Walter Schumann File No. 6414

APART from all the %vorld's traffic, in the quiet
village of Moppelhausen, nestled in the Bavarian
Alps, trouble was brewing. Every man in the

village was in the tavern: Ztim Goldmen Fisch
Lange the baker was there; and Schu, the blacksmith;
Schwaninger, the farmer; and a few other tradesmen
and agriculturalists, but Schwaninger was doing all
the talking since he was most agitated. Down on the
table his fists were beating, as he spoke, several
steins of beer coursing to the stone floor each time he
struck, emphatically. During each intermission which
he took, to drain his own stein, which, miraculously
enough, remained upright, pandemonium broke loose.
"Kill the wretch!" the fat baker would shout. "Mur-
der him!" the brawny blacksmith would shout, even
more lustily—and so forth, until Schwaninger was
ready to continue. Who was the wretch? Why was
he so despised? The wretch was the policeman from
the city, Franz Mahren. Three times in one hour
had he forced Schu to toss back into the water lus-
cious trout! The people wanted William Pretzel back—
their own townsman! What right had Mahren to en-
force the law concerning fishing licenses when all
Moppelhausen really had was fish? There were enough
for all! Why should the honest and hard-working
citizenry be fined for such an offense? Suddenly,
from out of the chaos, someone brought forth a con-
structive program. Why not form a league. "Schwan-
inger must be president!" someone cried. "We will
send a delegation to the city to plead for Mahren!"
someone else shouted. Schwaninger, duly chosen, rose
to his feet as the door opened. A deadly stillness fell
upon the room as Mahren advanced to meet his ma-
jor antagonist. "Is this a union?" he asked. "I
heard it is going on here a club. Well, before you can
have meetings, you must be registered. You should
have sent it in a petition!" Schwaninger grunted as
the policeman laid his well known copy of the sta-
tutes upon the table. "You are the president, Schwan-
inger," Mahren said, "so you'll please take care that
twenty-five Marks should be paid next week—and if

not, fifteen Marks is added." He went on to say that
such uncalled:for remarks such as: "damned wretch";

and even better things call for three Marks e.xtra.
The storm broke. Wildfire swept the tavern as
every man in the house fell upon the officer. There
was not half as much noise as there was action, but
for two days, Franz Mahren was not seen in the
streets. On the third day, several anglers were seen
out on the lake, fishing! That morning, a notice had
been posted on the tavern, which read: "Due to the
illness of Franz Mahren, the able officer of Moppel-
hausen, William Pretzel will arrive to take his place.
The change will be permanent, and it is hoped that
the worthy citizens will receive Mr. Pretzel as hos-
pitably as it has the others." "No-no!" the male cit

happy again!
ledly, but Moppelha

THE PRINCE OF HEROES
Edgar Moncrieffe File No. 63SS

FROM the very beginning, Kavel Rosemonde, Amer-
ican heiress, and Prince Karl Joseff, Russian noble

-

man and sportsman, knew that the Liverpool
Sweepstakes meant a great deal more than the actual
victories each could boast of, but before the smitten
Karl could see Kavel a second time, he was called
back to Russia. The Baroness Tulaskv. whom Karl
was expected to marry, flashed pleased smiles at Karl's
mother and sister, Yona. It was a very short time
after returning to Russia that the Josefls learned of
the war s outbreak. The baroness' uncle, the 'eneral
^ya5 among the first to call. Would Karl take a posi-
tion m the Intelligence Department? No. Karl's fa-
ther and grandfa:her had been in that department, it
was true, but Karl's choice would be a reflection of
changing times. Because he knew the general had
merely offered, to keep Karl in a home office and alive
so the baroness might have her way, Karl adhered to
his original plans of joining the air forces. The hand-
some and fearless prince of heroes was made a com-mandant at once. Then, one day. he went off-alone.
Other officers shook their heads sadly, frankly puzzled
at this youth s reasons for such foolish warfare "If
I in not back by noon," Karl said, "report me as miss-
ing. He did not come back, the reason being that hewas taken prisoner by the Germans. The Russianupper crust was shocked. To lose such a brave manwas horrible but why was he so persistent that he
could win the war single-handed?
Karl was no man to remain in chains long. It did

not take him very long to worm his way into hisguards confidence, and, because he was half-Geiman
he was liked. Karl escaped to the British lines, one
day, reaching the trenches after Christmas and sav-
ing Aavels friend, John Levingstone, on the way.The Joseffs hurried to England, but soon afterwards,

thnt \^r% " ^"^"'^ ."^'"S '=°''P=- '^^ l^^d Earnedthat the Russian Royahst massacre had wiped outevery evidence of respectable living in Russia His
"JJU^'^^'r Ji""?- I-^"^"^

•''= f^""5'' I' ^"s after his
enlistment that Karl went off with a squadron ofplanes to head off an enemy squadron which was com-ing towards Verdun, to aim at hospitals, churches, andother hallowed ground, as well as food and supply
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*^^"",f'

='"^'^ '^='^''"8 virtually safedVerdun! The nurse who pulled him from his burningplane was Kavel, and it was she who kept him alivelater in the hospital. It was she, and not his mother

When K°'T"' '" "'5°'" Karl called, each minute!When Karl recovered, the Armistice was peeping
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fhe ™ '''"' '"'agined her to have been killed inthe massacre. Baroness Tulasky made things mostunpleasant for Karl and Kavel until Karl found 1absolutely necessary to inform her point-blank of h smentions toward Kavel. It was shortly after ths

o'dic^rio" "'^l ^'"^^""^i.
L""-*"" »"="' wild, and

the hp,n r,
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THE BELLS OF ST. MARY'S
Harry Francis Ranach pile No. 6359

MERRIMENT among the village churchgoers was
heard to lessen as St. Mary's came into viewA heavy set man, drunk as a lord, burst through

the crowd with a roar. "Thar' goes Mike McGuire!"
Bridget McCarthy said. " 'Tis a pity someone hasn't
shot him. An' to think it's twins his poor Molly's
JUS borne "im!" Vesper service ended at dusk. The
village quieted; but from out of the silence, a woman
screamed. Bridget McCarthy beat upon the rectory
door. Mike McGuire had beaten his wife to death for
bearing twins! The saddened Father McNeely ap-
proached Ihe McGuire hovel moodily. His background
rendered him helpless in such predicaments, yet he
was expected to act. Mike McGuire was sobered up by
the time he arrived, but the bully darted off in the
direction of the bluff, the priest after him. The plain-
tive sound of the waves assured the holy man that
God had meted His own punishment. Mike McGuire
had not meant to commit suicide!
Three years passed tranquilly for the McGuire twins,

as they thrived at the hands of the gentle convent sis-
ters and Father McNeely. It was with the greatest
sadness that they allowed the warm-hearted Captain
Doyle to adopt Jack. Jean would perhaps forget, after
a while. Fourteen years later, the bells of St. Mary's
were still calling the faithful to prayer, but this day,
they tolled for graduation, and tears stood in the
priest's eyes as he granted Jean permission to pick
flowers on the bluff while the others greeted their
parents. It was while she was so engaged that a
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friendly "Hello!" greeted her. The girl looked up into

the eyes of a handsome lad. He was a sailor, having
been one of the last to leave the ship that very after-

noon, for the same reason Jean was now picking flow-

ers. The sound of the bells had attracted him to the

garden. For hours, the sailor and the beautiful, starry-

eyed girl talked of many things, both seeming to have
so much in common. The following week seemed an
eternity to Jean. She wanted to confide in Father
McNeely, but fear gripped her heart, lest he should
forbid it. At last the day arrived, and as the bells

tolled, Jean hastened toward the bluff. The youth took

her into his arms because she was sobbing unre-
strainedly. He agreed, later, that she had better con-

fess to the Father. The boy watched her disappear

in the dusk.
Father McNeely listened to Jean's breathless tale

with a kindly expression. That night, before vespers,

she met the sailor boy with a gay song on her lips,

and sat with him, there, amongst the beauties of the
garden at twilight, until after the service, when she
lead him to the priest. Jean watched the men face

each other, and then withdrew discreetly. The gentle

priest gasped when he learned the youth's name.
"Jack Doyle!" he repeated, tears coming to his eyes.

"Qh," he stood. "Will you trust me, boy?" he asked,
pleadingly. The youth's startled eyes gave the ans-
wer. "Jean is out there," the Father said. "This is

goodbye. Some day, maybe, you will learn." Jack
took Jean in his arms and kissed her, warmly, ex-
plaining afterwards. "When the bells toll, one year
from now. I will be here!" he said, and was off.

The months elapsed slowly until the day of Jack's
promised return. The girl had implicit faith in her
lover, and many twilights, she would stand upon the
bluff, searching the sea. This night, she reached the
bluff as the chimes were tolHng their last. Stillness
cloaked the night. The girl waited. Father McNeely
found his ward sobbing her heart out, hours later.

"The church needs you," he said by way of comfort,
but Jean protested. What she wanted was Jack, a
home and babies. It took many months for the priest
to convince the girl that worship and service would
alleviate memories and sorrow, but he finally suc-
ceeded. Jean entered the novitiate and prepared, for

four years, to take the final vows. The bells tolled

sadly on the eve of Jean's acceptance of the veil. A
ship had landed in port that evening. Crackling twigs,
there in the twilight, on the bluff, interrupted the
prayers of the kneeling figure. "Jack!" Jean cried,

but the youth stood back, in deference to her garb.
Father McNeely appeared, suddenly. Jack and Jean
followed him to his study, where Jack began his re-

cital. A shipwreck. Jack had been picked up, un-
conscious, but clinging to a bit of rotting timber. His
memory had dimmed, and his body weakened. Father
McNeely told the story of Mike and Molly McGuire,
and Captain Doyle, the latter having elicited a prom-
ise that Jack should not know his ancestry until his
twenty-first birthday. The priest handed Jack a let-

ter from Doyle. "For you to read;" he said. Jack
fingered the envelope; then he read. "God forgive
me!" the preface ran. The original Jack Doyle, hav-
ing died, the captain had adopted another in his place,
fearing the priest! The bells seemed to toll longer
that night, as the lovers remained clasped in each
others' arms.

A STRING OF PEARLS
Fred M. Mitchell File No. 644S

ALTHOUGH Mrs. Kendall continually sighed over
her daughter's mad-cap impulses, she thoroughly
understood them. When X'^irginia, glowing with

happiness, rushed home one day, leading a shy con-
servative young man after her. and announced that
she was in love -oh -so madly in love—and engaged,
Mrs. Kendall was not astonished. But after a few
minutes of confidential "future mother-in-law" talk,

Mrs. Kendall drew a sigh of relief. So her little daugh-
ter Virginia was to settle down at last to a good,
charming business man! In truth, Mrs. Kendall had
always feared that the wild blood inherited from her-
self, would lead Virginia into mischief. Whenever Vir-
ginia's impulses used to lead her into some wild adven-
ture, Mrs. Kendall used to regret horribly that she
could not point an admonishing finger at her, and say
proverbially

:

"Now, when / was a girl." for her conscience hurt
miserably. After all when Mrs. Kendall was a "girl",
she was quite a rogue herself. New York was becom-
ing boring to the newly engaged pair. A romantic
urge stimulated them to be married in Singapore.
They finally inveigled Mrs. Kendall to chaperone them
on a trip, which would end in marriage. A honey-
moon to that outlandish place, thought Mrs. Kendall,
won't do—no—they had to be married there. Secretly,
she was as pleased as they to go. Arriving at Singa-
pore, Virginia and Albert argued vehemently. Virginia
had the craving to wander in strange places, while
Albert, conservative, objected—deciding that the mere
fact that both were together continually, was a Uto-
pia in itself. One day, a stormy protest on Virginia's
part was followed by her disappearance. Albert and
Mrs. Kendall, almost frantic with worry at the pros-
pect of Virginia lost in Singapore, discovered that she
had asked the manager of the hotel the address of a
man, who was renowned as the "hermit" and who was
regarded as a curiosity by visitors. \'irginia, still

tempestuous, decided to satisfy her adventurous de-
sires by viewing this hermit alone—just "to show Al-
bert up." She came to his little hut, conspicuous by
its cleanliness, and anticipated seeing the traditional
long-bearded glittering -eyed hermit, intent upon his
books. She was astonished when a tall thin individual,
with the wretched look of a sufferer in his clear eyes,
and possessing only a Van -Dyke beard, smiled gra-
ciously at her. But she felt his probing orbs upon
her. When Virginia, genuinely liking this odd person,
impulsively demanded the reason for his total seclu-

'ery simply explained that he had loved a
ho was already married, and who returned

his love, but could not leave her children, who were
devoted to their father. Then the hermit gently kissed
Virginia, and sadly staring into her eyes, confessed
that she reminded him of the woman he loved. Oyer
her bewildered head, he flung a string of pearls, which,
he told her, was the only relic reminding him of his
love, since they had belonged to the woman. Virginia,
touched, left the hermit, half pitying, half wondering,
to fall into the arms of Albert, to whom she clung.
She related the story to her mother and lover, dis-

playing the pearls. Her mother whitened and turned
back toward the hermit's cave. As Albert and Vir-
ginia, amazed, followed her, they found Mrs. Kendall
in the embrace of the hermit, reunited with him.

Jennie H. O'Brien File No. 6402

BEATRICE Birdini, though born in wealth and re-
finement, was also born blind and dumb. Young-
est in a large family, she is sorry to learn that

her dearly-beloved father has sailed for America to re-
coup the fortune unscrupulous politicians have robbed
him of. It is just before he sends for the family that
a famed surgeon asks permission to operate on Bea-
trice. Miraculously, her faculties are restored!
In America, Beatrice hated school with a venomous

hatred because she was so much older than her class-
mates, and so new in the use of her faculties. Though
it broke her heart when her father became too ill to
labor any more, the situation had its advantages. All
the children, and Mrs. Birdini were forced to seek
lucrative employment. Beatrice delighted in her own
work as a confectioner's assistant. There, in the pleas-
ant shop, the girl met and mingled with young people,
and it was in that place that she met Gerald Malony.
a lovable dreamer, whom she married not long after
the encounter.
The newlyweds did not go into housekeeping at once

because they had neither the wherewithal nor the in-

clination, so, when Gerald's stepmother died, soon
after the honeymoon was over, the youth suggested
that they leave for the west where his father was
living alone. Beatrice was divinely happy with the
Malonys, for a year, but Gerald grew strangely rest-
less after the flu had taken his father. Beatrice
agreed that he sell the old Malony place, and was even
willing to manage a city ranch while Gerald continued
at his own trade^printing, but the profits were small
and the idea chaotic, so they agreed to give this up,
too, before long. After three years of roving and
struggling, Gerald was happy to settle down for awhile
so his adored Beatrice might have her first baby
qtiietly, but no baby was forthcoming, and Beatrice's
doctor confirmed Beatrice's suspicions that there never
would be. Trembling, Beatrice confessed to Gerald,
but he was not over- perturbed—and for a good rea-
son. After all, Beatrice had confessed the one blot
on her life. He would never confess to his—a hasty
marriage and an even hastier annulment in his youth!
This sharing of tribulations brought the straying loved
ones very close together, but Gerald's love of the open
road soon brought back his old habits. Now and then,
Beatrice would go off to her mother's in Boston, to
rest herself from the weariness and worry, but home
again, she would break down again because of her hus-
band's peculiarities. Beatrice faced the world with a
load of grief, heavily weighed down, the night Gerald
passed away as the result of flu and accumulated
self-neglect. For months and months she fought her
way about, keeping her chin high though the weight
of it appalled her, and her eyes dry, though they
pricked and smarted. Then, when the wound began
to heal, Beatrice turned to her late husband's physician
for solace and comfort. He was a lonely man—divorced
—and Beatrice filled the void in his life. Upon his
death, the girl came into a small fortune! Then,
along the road to easy street, real love came into
Beatrice's life. Out of nowhere, it seemed, Dan Dun-
can, a youthful attorney, brought love. Beatrice mar-
ried him, and found the happiness she had never
dreamed of^jut the cradle remained hopelessly empty!

THE JACKSONS
Joseph Hoffman File No. 6421

JIM and Mary Jackson often looked on their oldest
boy, Jiminie, with as much regret as is possible to
look on one's own child. It was no use; they

knew it was true. Jimmy was a born gangster, and
there was so little they could do—in the narrow straits
they were in themselves. Modern psychology didn't
figure in at all. It was just a question of keeping the
boy out of mischief as much as possible. As a
youth of sixteen, the beating he gave his sister was
crushing to both her, and Jiiumie's parents. "Next
time, I'll kill her!" Jimmie had snarled, and that
night. Mary said to Tim: "If we don't do something,
Jim, he will!" Poor Clara was in the hospital for two
weeks. Three weeks later, the Jacksons received a
letter telling them Jimmie was in jail for the murder
of Thomas Burt, a lawyer. This brutal crime swept
the front pages of the daily newspapers in sanguine
type. Jimmie got life imprisonment although he swore
he did not do the killing, and though the Jacksons
had no money to fight the case, somehow they felt he
had done it.

Ten years went by, and Jimmie hammered at the
stone pile while his poor mother and father went about
in shame, never going to see him because they lacked
the money to travel so far. Through shame, Helen,
anotlier sister, became a cheap gold-digger, while
Clara became a chorine under an assutued name—and
not a very high-class one, at that. Johnny, the other
brother, was the only straight one in the family.

One day, Tim. the elder, dropped dead of grief, but
life went on, with Johnnie studying law and Clara and
Helen going their own ways. Soon. Helen married
her rich man, but while the Jacksons were happy for a
time, it was short-lived because they soon learned that
Helen had died from too much drink! Several months
went by, and soon, several years. Johnnie became the
state's most outstanding lawyer—and finally, the state's
prosecuting attorney. Mary Jackson was proud. But
one day, the Jacksons received a letter from Helen's
husband, summoning Johnnie to come to him where he
was incarcerated for murder. With bowed head, John-
nie went, fearful of the future. There, behind the bars,
this man gave Johnnie all the evidence to free Jimmie
for the murder of Thomas Burt. Jimmie, after all,

was innocent. Johnnie, with the aid of the police,
tracked down his man and soon had him convicted.
Jimmie, free, after fifteen years, returned to his moth-
er's home and followed the straight and narrow for
just one year. Mary was deliriously happy, but her
heart sank, after the year, when Jimmie went on the
rampage again and murdered Johnnie's fiancee, Nancy
Lee, because she would not share Johnnie's attentions
vvith another man! After Jimmie fled, Johnnie re-
signed his post as prosecuting attorney, and went,
with his mother and sister, into seclusion in a far-off
state, where, for the remainder of their lives, the Jack-
sons struggled and grieved because of the shame their
family had brought to them—the innocents. Johnnie
could not send his own brother to the chair, but, years
later, Jimmie paid—by taking his own life—but it was
too late. He had already sent ruin crashing down,
and life held no explanation, nor no reprieve!

THE GIRL OF THE WEST
John File No. 6420

BLUE-eyed Daisy Glenn loved Arthur Daves from
childhood on, but Aunt Jane always stood in the
way. "Daisy Glenn," she would say, firmly, "you

will not marry a poor rancher's son!" At eighteen,
Daisy was sent off to finishing school, supposedly to
become educated, but she knew exactly what it was
all about. "You think I'll forget Arthur, Aunt Jane!"
she said, calmly, "I won't." Daisy wondered what
her father would say to these arrangements. Since
Daisy's mother had died, when Daisy was a tot, Jim
Glenn had not been home much, but he had taken his
sister Jane's word that the girl, Daisy, would never
know anything but kindness and happiness. For three
years, the girl remained away from her home, return-
ing only for an occasional vacation and an occasional
holiday. Arthur always professed his love, ovei' and
over. Three years came to a close with a dramatic
ending! Daisy, returning to town prepared to get her
father's consent to marry Arthur, learned that the
Daves had struck oil and were rich. They had gone
off to New York indefinitely until Arthur should be
graduated from college. Daisy was shocked! She
knew Arthur was away at college—surely. All his
letters had come from there, but he had never writ-
ten about the New York trip. Suddenly, it occurred to
the girl that her aunt must have been implicated, yet,
she felt that Arthur might have made an effort to do
something about it whatever it was. Then. Jim
Glenn, home from abroad, suggested a trip to New
Y'ork. Aunt Jane sulked because she imagined that
Daisy was growing as fond of Robert Wear as he of
her! Two days after their arrival in the Big City,
Daisy, walking along Ffth Avenue, at tea-time, spied
Arthur in a taxi with a beautiful girl about her own
age! Jim Glenn could not understand why his
daughter insisted upon leaving for the West at once.
"She's got your roving spirit!" Aunt lane said.
"Don't pamper her!" Jim tried to listen to" his sister,
but when Daisy grenr ill and wan, he left Jane and hur-
ried Daisy back home. On the way, he coaxed the
story from Daisy. Jim was shocked. "Where are all
those letters Arthur sent you?" Daisy looked blank.
"Letters?" she asked. Jim Glenn swore and fumed
at his meddling sister. Never—no, never—-would she
come back to that ranch of theirs again! In a few
days, Robert Wear came to call, but Daisy announced
for once and all that she would not marry him were
he the last man on earth! Jim laughed. He was fond
of Arthur Daves—always had been! One day, he
picked himself up and went off to New York. "It's
on business, dear," he told Daisv, "but I'll have a
little gift for you when I return maybe." Jim re-
turned three weeks later, with Arthur. The beautiful
girl had been his cousin. Thev were married at once
and set off on a world tour with Tim. Daisy pleaded
in Aunt Jane's behalf, and finally Jim listened, but he
glowered, each time he looked at her. Jim was happy,
though, because he had given his little girl of the
\\'est some of the happiness her mother had never
lived for!

THE SCOTTISH COVENANTERS
Malcolm MacLeod File No. 6345

THE Church of England in Covenanting days was
as unrelenting in its persecution of those who re-
fused to recognize its authority as ever was the

Church of Rome. The list of heroes of the faith whose
names add lustre to Scotland's annals is a long one,
and the name of John Knox stands out, despite the
fact that he was not a covenanter. Like Elijah at
the wicked court of Ahab, he delivered his message
fearlessly to the corrupt court of JIary Queen of Scots.
That Mary lived and died a Catholic is well known,
but it was Knox whose powerful influence checked

It was during the reign of James I that Knox's
daughter, the wife of John Welsh, another fearless
fellow, was granted an audience with this king who
had betrayed his people by denying their covenanting
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WE HAVE LONGED
Mr E. H. Rennie File No. 6234

"Y
OU will never see your haby again!" A fright-

aid wondered how kidnappers had stolen

irge from under her nose! And Neal

O'Day had been three that very day. Neither hope

nor the O'Day money were of any use. After all,

Pete Murry, the abductor, figured Sonny was worth
a sight more than the ransom ofifered. He didn't need
money. He needed an accomplice and a pal!

Years later. Sonny Murrv, hardened gangster, was
always to he found in Pete's place, The Black Cat.

With the lad, Pete's word was law, much to the dis-

gust of \'iolet Kellv, singer of torch songs, who loved

bim. Violet didn't interest Pete. "Get wise to your-

self, kid," he told Sonny. "Go for bigger meat. Mar-
ian Jones is goofy about cha, and there's money in

them hills. All Violet has is ideas!" Pete was al-

ways right. A week later Sonny and Marian became
engaged. The night of their reception, Howard O'Day,
Sonny's father, was elected Governor on a popular

ticket. The same night, Pete had staged a bank rob-

berv with Sonny in a stellar role. Sonny flatly re-

fused to participate. "Yellow, eh?" Pete taunted.

"I'll show you, Pete Murry!" Sonny said. It was
easy to get by Marian, but not quite as easy to get

out of the Cat and by Violet. "You can't do this,"

she shrilled, "especially on this night of nights. 1

gotta talk to you. Sonny!" she insisted. Sonny found

himself in Violet's apartment. Pete, finishing the

job and not finding the kid home, marched into Vio-

let's. Pete pulled his boy into the next room and
threw him into a chair. Violet heard every word.

Sonny-Sonny Murry—the Governor's son! "And it

you don't go home to your mother and father," Pete

was saying, "I'll go, but I'll tell them what you are!"

So Pete was washed up. The watchman had recognized

them and had not died after all. Sonny pulled a gun
and murdered Pete there and then! His parents

would never know, and Pete would never tell them.

They would never be ashamed of him, but remember
him as a tot!

Violet came to Sonny in jail. "You were a fool not

to shoot the works in court!" she said. Sonny won-
dered how much she knew. Suddenly, he realized he

loved this fair-haired girl—always had—Marian'd been

Pete's idea! Sonny and Violet faced the chaplain two
days before Sonny was due for the chair. The lad grip-

ped his wife's hands through the bars, tears streak-

ing his face. After the ceremonv, Violet paid a visit

to her father-in-law, the Governor. It was at the

eleventh hour that Neal O'Day, alias Sonny Murry,
was pardoned by his father. Mrs. O'Day sobbed at

the sight of her boy and his wife—by her side, again.

"We have longed—so hungrily—but now, you seem
hke little Neal—our baby." The governor held Vio-

let's tear-stained face in his hands. "You are a won-
derful woman." he said, softly, "I think you were

created to watch over our boy."

HOLD THAT LINE

Arthur A. MuUin File No. 6457

EVER since he was an infant, Arthur's heart

leaped with every football game. When he an-

nounced seriously to his mother that he was go-

ing to study football as a profession, she smiled indul-

gently, and thought it was a child's whim. Arthur

was sent to Grammar School, but the scholastic stud-

ies were only tolerated there because of the football

training that he received. As a thirteen year old

youngster, being five foot three in height and weigh-

ing a hundred forty -five pounds, his enthusiasm for

football was as pronounced as any West-Pointer's.

The first game he won for his team filled him with a

glow and warmth that he always remembered after-

ward. While other friends effervesced about their

"crushes" on girls, Arthur was frankly indiiTerent.

Football was his god, the essence of all happiness.

At high school, which he attended only for the hope

of playing football, and preparing there for the college

team, he was renowned in his spectacular activity.

More than once, the "rah-rah's" of cheering crowds
palpitated his heart that for a moment he was unable

to play, but the same result always occurred—it was
he who usually carried his team to victory, although

his generosity insisted upon dividing the praise with

"the other fellow."

One day, there came a thunderbolt into his life, in

the form of a girl, Ann. She was blonde, petite, and
quiet, who appealed to men as one needing a protector

badly. Arthur felt that his world collapsed, when she

one day, informed him that she didn't give a "hang"
for football—and never would. Arthur at the age of

nineteen felt himself growing melancholy. He still

loved his football with a passion, but something of

the entire enthusiasm which he used to put into it,

was lost. He passionately told himself that "Ann
can go hang," but yet he never could reconcile the

fact that the only girl he ever cared for, knew nothing
v/hatsoever about football, and declared it to be a

"rowdyish game." Things went so far, that Ann asked
him to choose between football and herself. In a

moment of. heated anger, he replied scornfully
—"Foot-

ball of course." After Ann left him, tossing her head
contemptuously, he tried to convince himself that it

was of no concern to him. It was in his last term of

high school, that the "Big Game" against a famous
enemy was being played. As captain of his team,
Arthur was relied upon greatly to effect victory. Yet
he was depressed on the great day. Looking about the

huge grandstand, he could see his mother, a sight

which cheered him. But Ann? Where was she? He
consequently fumbled the ball. The tumult of "Hold
that line," tattooed in his ear. Yet Arthur could not
do his best. Suddenly, when the whistle blew for the

half, he felt a hand upon his elbow, a soft whisper

in his ear—"Do your stuff, dear." Ann! He rushed
upon the field, carrying the ball; he had a half yard

to go for a goal. His knees sank suddenly under him,

and he fainted. Friends rushed to his side, but it was
to Ann that he clung when doctors said that he would
he a cripple for life, never to play again.

FINE FEATHERS
S. Herbert McLemore File No. 6364

IT
was before the exquisite Madonna and Child that

Aline Wingate and Sidney Granger first met. In

the autumn of his years, the millionaire bachelor

visualized the beautiful art student as the future Mrs.
Granger. Mary Lee Stewart, Aline's friend, and Mary's
fiance, Tom Old, a young millionaire patron of the

arts, teased the girl about her catch, that afternoon,

as she left them to go off to tea with Granger. That
very hour, Mary Lee was killed as Tom's car skidded

and turned over in loose gravel. LTpon his recovery,

Tom had little interest in anything in life save work.
Granger's steady patronage of Aline, both socially

and artistically, gave the girl a taste of wealth she

had not anticipated, but to her it was insufficient. She
must get herself a rich husband who is young and
romantic too! Abe Levy, a loan broker, was inter-

ested in the girl's plan, and familiar with its every as-

pect. "I lend you the money, you should put on a

show for a rich husband," he said, "and you pay in

installments after marriage, eh?" That was it ex-

actly, but the whole thing seemed to crumple the day
Tom saved Aline from a serious accident in her first

extravagance—a flashy roadster. Despite the vows of

each and the respect each held for Mary Lee's mem-
ory, something drew the pair together, despite the

fact that this was but the second time they'd met.

Sidney Granger's millions appeared to minimize in

proportion to Tom's brilliance and charm. Sidney

faced this situation in an irate manner. Always the

gentleman, his plan was to ruin Tom, not Aline. His
method lie through the purchase of a note Tom had
signed over to his bank. It was a simple matter for

Granger to get possession of this scrap, and a plea-

sure for him to hear, definitely, that Tom desired it

renewed. It was Aline who appealed to her former ad-

mirer. "Marry ine, and I'll do a great deal for him!"
Sidney said, calmly. Tom fumed, but Aline hurried off

to see Levy. "Send the boy around. Miss Wingate,']
Levy said, "but remember—I don't give presents!"
Granger was in Aline's rooms when Tom returned
from Levy's next day. "She's marrying me—and not

you—if we have to start all over again— jrom the bot-

tom!" Tom shouted. Aline gaped, pleadingly. When
Sidney left, Tom explained that Levy was thinking

it over. "Oh Tom!" Aline pleaded, "what if he decided

not to!" "Don't worry—he won't. He's too smart.

He knows I have a good proposition," was Tom's
answer. The following morning. Aline and Tom ap-

peared at Levy's, bright and early. Levy smiled his

acceptance of "Tom's proposition. "And I'm investing,

too!" he said. Then he called Abne aside. "Your
debt is cancelled, for a wedding present, because I

know I'll make money through your Tom—but I'd

tell him, if I were you. Anvway, it wasn't so much,
ha?" Tom laughed when Aline blurted out her tearful

tale: "You'i-e crazy, honey!" he said, "but we'll make
Papa Abe a lot of money to pay him back—as if he

we really could!"

THE MISCHIEFMAKER
Walter Schumann File No. 6414

APART from all the world's traftic, in the quiet

village of Moppelhausen, nestled in the Bavarian
Alps, trouble was brewing. Every man in the

village was in the tavern; Zum Goldenen fisch.

Lange the baker was there; and Schu, the blacksmith;
Schwaninger, the farmer; and a few other tradesmen
and agriculturalists, but Schwaninger was doing all

the talking since he was most agitated. Down on the

table his fists were beating, as he spoke, several

steins of beer coursing to the stone floor each time he

struck, emphatically. During each intermission which
he took, to drain his own stein, which, miraculously
enough, remained upright, pandemonium broke loose.

"Kill the wretch!" the fat baker would shout. "Mur-
der him!" the brawny blacksmith would shout, even
more lustily—and so forth, until Schwaninger was
ready to continue. Who was the wretch? Whv was
he so despised? The wretch was the policeman from
the city, Franz Mahren. Three times in one hour
had he forced Schu to toss back into the water lus-

cious trout ! The people wanted William Pretzel back—
their own townsman! What right had Mahren to en-

force the law concerning fishing licenses when all

Moppelhausen really had was fish? There were enough
for all! Why should the honest and hard-working
citizenry be fined for such an offense? Suddenly,
from out of the chaos, someone brought forth a con-
structive program. Why not form a league. "Schwan-
inger must be president!" someone cried. "We will

send a delegation to the city to plead for Mahren!"
someone else shouted. Schwaninger, duly chosen, rose

to his feet as the door opened. A deadly stillness fell

upon the room as Mahren advanced to meet his ma-
jor antagonist. "Is this a union?" he asked. "I

heard it is going on here a club. Well, before you can
have meetings, you must be registered. You should
have sent it in a petition!" Schwaninger grunted as

the policeman laid his well known copy of the sta-

tutes upon the table. "You are the president, Schwan-
inger," Mahren said, "so you'll please take care that

twenty -five Marks should be paid next week—and if

not, fifteen Marks is added." He went on to say that

such uncalled-for remarks such as; "damned wretch";

and even better things call for three Marks extra.

The storm broke. Wildfire swept the tavern as

every man in the house fell upon the officer. There
was not half as much noise as there was action, but
for two days, Franz jMahren was not seen in the

streets. On the third day, several anglers were seen
out on the lake, fishing! That morning, a notice had
been posted on the tavern, which read: "Due to the

illness of Franz Mahren, the able officer of Moppel-
hausen, William Pretzel will arrive to take his place.

The change will be permanent, and it is hoped that

the worthy citizens will receive Mr. Pretzel as hos-
pitably as it has the others." "No-no!" the male cit-

izens murmured, amusedly, but Moppelhausen was
happy again!

THE PRINCE OF HEROES
Edgar Moncrieffe File No. 6353

FROM the very beginning, Kavel Rosemonde, Amer-
ican heiress, and Prince Karl Joseff, Russian noble-
man and sportsman, knew that the Liverpool

Sweepstakes meant a great deal more than the actual
victories each could boast of, but before the smitten
Karl could see Kavel a second time, he was called
back to Russia. The Baroness Tulasky. whom Karl
was expected to marry, flashed pleased smiles at Karl's
mother and sister, Yona. It was a very short time
after returning to Russia that the Joseffs learned of
the war's outbreak. The baroness' uncle, the general,
was among the first to call. Would Karl take a posi-
tion in the Intelligence Department? No. Karl's fa-

ther and grandfather had been in that department, it

was true, but Karl's choice would be a reflection of
changing times. Because he knew the general had
merely ofifered, to keep Karl in a home office, and alive,
so the baroness might have her way, Karl adhered to
his original plans of joining the air forces. The hand-
some and fearless prince of heroes was made a com-
mandant at once. Then, one day. he went off—alone.
Other officers shook their heads sadly, frankly puzzled
at this youth's reasons for such foolish warfare. "If
I'm not back by noon," Karl said, "report me as miss-
ing." He did not come back, the reason being that he
was taken prisoner by the Germans. The Russian
tipper crust was shocked. To lose such a brave man
was horrible, but why was he so persistent that he
could win the war single-handed?
Karl was no man to remain in chains long. It did

not take him very long to worm his way into his
guard's confidence, and, because he was half-Geiman,
he was liked. Karl escaped to the British lines, one
day, reaching the trenches after Christmas and sav-
ing Kavel's friend, John Levingstone, on the way.
The Joseffs hurried to England, but soon afterwards,
Karl joined the British flying corps. He had learned
that the Russian Royalist massacre had wiped out
every evidence of respectable living in Russia. His
own escape had saved his family! It was after his
enlistment that Karl went off with a squadron of
planes to head off an enemv squadron which was com-
ing towards Verdun, to aim at hospitals, churches, and
other hallowed ground, as well as food and supply
bases, etc. It was during this fight that Karl actu-
alK brought down numberless planes and was brought
down himself—in flames, after having virtually saved
\crdun! The nurse who pulled him from his burning
plane was Kavel, and it was she who kept him alive,
later, in the hospital. It was she, and not his mother
or the baroness, for whom Karl called, each minute!
When Karl recovered, the Armistice was peeping

through the clouds, so he was not ordered back to
service, but just as he was about to become engaged
to Kavel, the baroness arrived in town. Karl gasped,
because he had imagined her to have been killed in
the massacre. Baroness Tulasky made things most
unpleasant for Karl and Kavel until Karl found it

absolutely necessary to inform her point-blank of his
intentions toward Kavel. It was shortly after this
that Armistice was declared. London went wild, and
so did the lovers who were the cynosure of every eye—
the hero prince, and his beautiful bride, Kavel!

THE BELLS OF ST. MARY'S
Harry Francis Ranach File No. 6359

MERRI-MENT among the village churchgoers was
heard to lessen as St. Mary's came into view.
A heavy set man, drunk as a lord, burst through

the crowd with a roar. "Thar' goes Mike McGuire!"
Bridget McCarthy said. " 'Tis a pity someone hasn't
shot him. An' to think it's twins his poor Molly's
jus' borne 'im!" X'esper service ended at dusk. The
village quieted; but from out of the silence, a woman
screamed. Bridget McCarthy beat upon the rectory
door. Mike McGuire had beaten his wife to death for

bearing twins! The saddened Father McNeely ap-
proached the McGuire hovel moodily. His background
rendered him helpless in such predicaments, yet he
was expected to act. Mike McGuire was sobered up by
the time he arrived, but the bully darted off in the
direction of the bluff, the priest after him. The plain-
tive sound of the waves assured the holy man that
God had meted His own punishment. Mike McGuire
had not meant to commit suicide!
Three years passed tranquilly for the McGuire twins,

as they thrived at the hands of the gentle convent sis-

ters and Father McNeely. It was with the greatest
sadness that they allowed the warm-hearted Captain
Doyle to adoi)t Jack. Jean would perhaps forget, after
a while. Fourteen years later, the bells of St. Mary's
were still calling the faithful to prayer, but this day,
they tolled for graduation, and tears stood in the
priest's eyes as he granted Jean permission to pick
flowers on the bluff while the others greeted their
parents. It was while she was so engaged that a
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friendly "Hello!" greeted her. The girl looked up into

the eyes of a handsome lad. He was a sailor, having

been one of the last to leave the ship that very after-

noon, for the same reason Jean was now pickmg flow-

ers. The sound of the bells had attracted hmi to the

garden. For hours, the sailor and the beautiful, starry-

eyed girl talked of many things, both seeming to have

so much in common. The following week seemed an

eternity to Jean. She wanted to confide in Father

McNeely, but fear gripped her heart, lest he should

forbid it. At last the day arrived, and as the bells

tolled. Jean hastened toward the bluff. The youth took

her into his arms because she was sobbing unre-

strainedly. He agreed, later, that she had better con-

fess to the Father. The boy watched her disappear

in the dusk.
Father McNeely listened to Jean's breathless tale

with a kindly expression. That night, before vespers,

she met the sailor boy with a gay song on her lips,

and sat with him, there, amongst the beauties of the

garden at twilight, until after the service, when she

lead him to the priest. Jean watched the men face

each other, and then withdrew discreetly. The gentle

priest gasped when he learned the youth's name.
"Jack Doyle 1" he repeated, tears coming to his eyes.

"Oh," he stood. "Will you trust me, boy?" he asked,

pleadingly. The youth's startled eyes gave the ans-

wer. "Jean is out there," the Father said. "This is

goodbye. Some day, maybe, you will learn." Jack
took Jean in his arms and kissed her, warmly, ex-

plaining afterwards. "When the bells toll, one year
from now, I will be here!" he said, and was off.

The months elapsed slowly until the day of Jack's

promised return. The girl had implicit faith in her

lover, and many twilights, she would stand upon the

bluff, searching the sea. This night, she reached the

bluff as the chimes were tolling their last. Stillness

cloaked the night. The girl waited. Father McNeely
found his ward sobbing her heart out, hours later.

"The church needs you." he said by way of comfort,

but Jean protested. What she wanted was Jack, a

home and babies. It took many months for the priest

to convince the girl that worship and service would
alleviate memories and sorrow, but he finally suc-

ceeded. Jean entered the novitiate and prepared, for

four years, to take the f^nal vows. The bells tolled

sadly on the eve of Jean's acceptance of the veil. A
ship had landed in port that evening. Crackling twigs,

there in the twilight, on the bluff, interrupted the

prayers of the kneeling figure. "Jack!" Jean cried,

but the youth stood back, in deference to her garb.

Father McNeely appeared, suddenly. Jack and Jean
followed him to his study, where Jack began his re-

cital. A shipwreck. Jack had been picked up. un-
conscious, but clinging to a bit of rotting timber. His
memory had dimmed, and his body weakened. Father
McNeely told the story of Mike and Molly McGuire,
and Captain Doyle, the latter having elicited a prom-
ise that Jack should not know his ancestry until his

twenty-first birthday. The priest handed Jack a let-

ter from Doyle. "For you to read;" he said. Jack
fingered the envelope; then he read. "God forgive
me!" the preface ran. The original Jack Doyle, hav-
ing died, the captain had adopted another in his place,

fearing the priest! The bells seemed to toll longer
that night, as the lovers remained clasped in each
others' arms.

A STRING OF PEARLS
Fred M. Mitchell File No. 6443

ALTHOUGH Mrs. Kendall continually sighed over
her daughter's mad-cap impulses, she thoroughly
understood them. When Virginia, glowing with

happiness, rushed home one day, leading a shy con-
servative young man after her, and announced that
she was in love-oh-so madly in love—and engaged,
Mrs. Kendall was not astonished. But after a few
minutes of confidential "future mother-in-law" talk,

Mrs. Kendall drew a sigh of reUef. So her little daugh-
ter Virginia was to settle down at last to a good,

charming business man! In truth. Mrs. Kendall had
always feared that the wild blood inherited from her-

self, would lead Virginia into mischief. Whenever Vir-

ginia's impulses used to lead her into some wild adven-
ture. Mrs. Kendall used to regret horribly that she
could not point an admonishing finger at her, and say
proverbially:
"Now, when / was a girl." for her conscience hurt

miserably. After all when Mrs. Kendall was a "girl",

she was quite a rogue herself. New York was becom-
ing boring to the newly engaged pair. A romantic
urge stimulated them to be married in Singapore.
They finally inveigled Mrs. Kendall to chaperone them
on a trip, which would end in marriage. A honey-
moon to that outlandish place, thought Mrs. Kendall,
won't do—no—they had to be married there. Secretly,

she was as pleased as they to go. Arriving at Singa-
pore, Virginia and Albert argued vehemently. Virginia
had the craving to wander in strange places, while

Albert, conservative, objected—deciding that the mere
fact that both were together continually, was a Uto-
pia in itself. One day, a stormy protest on Virginia's

part was followed by her disappearance. Albert and
Mrs. Kendall, almost frantic with worry at the pros-

pect of Virginia lost in Singapore, discovered that she

had asked the manager of the hotel the address of a

man, who was renowned as the "hermit" and who was
regarded as a curiosity by visitors. Virginia, still

tempestuous, decided to satisfy her adventurous de-

sires by viewing this hermit alone—just "to show Al-

bert up." She came to his little hut, conspicuous by
its cleanliness, and anticipated seeing the traditional

long-bearded glittering -eyed hermit, intent upon his

books. She was astonished when a tall thin individual,

with the wretched look of a sufferer in his clear eyes,

and possessing only a Van-Dyke beard, smiled gra-
ciously at her. But she felt his probing orbs upon
her. When Virginia, genuinely liking this odd person,

impulsively demanded the reason for his total seclu-

sion, he very simply explained that he had loved a

woman, who was already married, and who returned
his love, but could not leave her children, who were
devoted to their father. Then the hermit gently kissed

Virginia, and sadly staring into her eyes, confessed
that she reminded him of the woman he loved. Oyer
her bewildered head, he flung a string of pearls, which,
he told her. was the only relic reminding him of his

love, since they had belonged to the woman. Virginia,

touched, left the hermit, half pitying, half wondering,
to fall into the arms of Albert, to whom she clung.
She related the story to her mother and lover, dis-

playing the pearls. Her mother whitened and turned
back toward the hermit's cave. As Albert and Vir-
ginia, amazed, followed her, they found Mrs. Kendall
in the embrace of the hermit, reunited with him.

H. O'Br File No. 6402

BEATRICE Birdini, though born in wealth and re-

finement, was also born blind and dumb. Young-
est in a large family, she is sorry to learn that

her dearly-beloved father has sailed for America to re-

coup the fortune unscrupulous politicians have robbed
him of. It is just before he sends for the family that
a famed surgeon asks permission to operate on Bea-
trice. Miraculously, her faculties are restored!
In America, Beatrice hated school with a venomous

hatred because she was so much older than her class-

mates, and so new in the use of her faculties. Though
it broke her heart when her father became too ill to

labor any more, the situation had its advantages. All

the children, and Mrs. Birdini were forced to seek
lucrative employment. Beatrice delighted in her own
work as a confectioner's assistant. There, in the pleas-

ant shop, the girl met and mingled with young people,

and it was in that place that she met Gerald Malony,
a lovable dreamer, whom she married not long after

The newlyweds did not go into housekeeping at once
because they had neither the wherewithal nor the in-

clination, so, when Gerald's stepmother died, soon
after the honeymoon was over, the youth suggested
that they leave for the west where his father was
living alone. Beatrice was divinely happy with the
Malonys, for a year, but Gerald grew strangely rest-

less after the Hu had taken his father. Beatrice
agreed that he sell the old Malony place, and was even
willing to manage a city ranch while Gerald continued
at his own trade—printing, but the profits were small
and the idea chaotic, so they agreed to give this up,
too, before long. After three years of roving and
struggling, Gerald was happy to settle down for awhile
so his adored Beatrice might have her first baby
quietly, but no baby was forthcoming, and Beatrice's
doctor confirmed Beatrice's suspicions that there never
would be. Trembling, Beatrice confessed to Gerald,
but he was not over -perturbed—and for a good rea-
son. After all. Beatrice had confessed the one blot

on her life. He would never confess to his—a hasty
marriage and an even hastier annulment in his youth!
This sharing of tribulations brought the straying loved
ones very close together, but Gerald's love of the open
road soon brought back his old habits. Now and then,
Beatrice would go off to her mother's in Boston, to

rest herself from the weariness and worry, but home
again, she would break down again because of her hus-
band's peculiarities. Beatrice faced the world with a
load of grief, heavily weighed down, the night Gerald
passed away as the result of f\u and accumulated
self -neglect. For months and months she fought her
way about, keeping her chin high though the weight
of it appalled her, and her eyes dry, though they
pricked and smarted. Then, when the wound began
to heal, Beatrice turned to her late husband's physician
for solace and comfort. He was a lonely man—divorced
—and Beatrice filled the void in his life. Upon his

death, the girl came into a small fortune! Then,
along the road to easy street, real love came into
Beatrice's Hfe. Out of nowhere, it seemed. Dan Dun-
can, a youthful attorney, brought love. Beatrice mar-
ried him, and found the happiness she had never
dreamed of—but the cradle remained hopelessly empty!

THE JACKSONS
Joseph Hodman File No. 6421

JIM and Mary Jackson often looked on their oldest
boy, Jimmie. with as much regret as is possible to
look on one's own child. It was no use; they

knew it was true. Jimmy was a born gangster, and
there was so little they could do—in the narrow straits

they were in themselves. Modern psychology didn't
figure in at all. It was just a question of keeping the
boy out of mischief as much as possible. As a
youth of sixteen, the beating he gave his sister was
crushing to both her, and Jimmie 's parents. "Next
time, I'll kill her!" Jimmie had snarled, and that
night, Mary said to Jim: "If we don't do something,
Jim, he will!" Poor Clara was in the hospital for two
weeks. Three weeks later, the Jacksons received a
letter telling them Jimmie was in jail for the murder
of Thomas Burt, a lawyer. This brutal crime swept
the front pages of the daily newspapers in sanguine
type. Jimmie got life imprisonment although he swore
he did not do the killing, and though the Jacksons
had no money to fight the case, somehow they felt he
had done it.

Ten years went by, and Jimmie hammered at the
stone pile while his poor mother and father went about
in shame, never going to see him because they lacked
the money to travel so far. Through shame. Helen,
another sister, became a cheap gold-digger, while
Clara became a chorine under an assumed name—and
not a very high-class one, at that. Johnny, the other
brother, was the only straight one in the family.

One day, Jim, the elder, dropped dead of grief, but
life went on, with Johnnie studying law and Clara and
Helen going their own ways. Soon, Helen married
her rich man, but while the Jacksons were happy for a

time, it was short-lived because they soon learned that

Helen had died from too much drink! Several months
went by, and soon, several years. Johnnie became the
state's most outstanding lawyer—and finally, the state's

prosecuting attorney. Mary Jackson was proud. But
one day, the Jacksons received a letter from Helen's
husband, summoning Johnnie to come to him where he
was incarcerated for murder. With bowed head, John-
nie went, fearful of the future. There, behind the bars,
this man gave Johnnie all the evidence to free Jimmie
for the murder of Thomas Burt. Jimmie, after all,

was innocent. Johnnie, with the aid of the police,

tracked down his man and soon had him convicted.
Jimmie, free, after fifteen years, returned to his moth-
er's home and followed the straight and narrow for

just one year. Mary was deliriously happy, but her
heart sank, after the year, when Jimmie went on the
rampage again and murdered Johnnie's fiancee, Nancy
Lee, because she would not share Johnnie's attentions
with another man! After Jimmie fled, Johnnie re-

signed his post as prosecuting attorney, and went,
with his mother and sister, into seclusion in a far-off

state, where, for the remainder of their lives, the Jack-
sons struggled and grieved because of the shame their

family had brought to them—the innocents. Johnnie
could not send his own brother to the chair, but, years
later, Jimmie paid—by taking his own life—but it was
too late. He had already sent ruin crashing down,
and life held no explanation, nor no reprieve!

THE GIRL OF THE WEST
Frances Johnson File No. 6420

BLUE-eyed Daisy Glenn loved Arthur Daves from
childhood on, but Aunt Jane always stood in the
way. "Daisy Glenn." she would say, firmly, "you

will not marry a poor rancher's son!" At eighteen,
Daisy was sent off to finishing school, supposedly to
become educated, but she knew exactly what it was
all about. "You think I'll forget Arthur, Aunt Jane!"
she said, calmly, "I won't." Daisy wondered what
her father would say to these arrangements. Since
Daisy's mother had died, when Daisy was a tot, Jim
Glenn had not been home much, but he had taken his
sister Jane's word that the girl, Daisy, would never
know anything but kindness and happiness. For three
years, the girl remained away from her home, return-
ing only for an occasional vacation and an occai-ional
holiday. Arthur always professed his love, over and
over. Three years came to a close with a dramatic
ending! Daisy, returning to town prepared to get her
father's consent to marry Arthur, learned that the
Daves had struck oil and were rich. They had gone
oR to New York indefinitely until Arthur should be
graduated from college. Daisy was shocked! She
knew Arthur was away at college—surely. All his
letters had come from there, but he had never writ-
ten about the New York trip. Suddenly, it occurred to
the girl that her aunt must have been implicated, yet,
she felt that Arthur might have made an effort to do
something about it whatever it was. Then, Jim
Glenn, home from abroad, suggested a trip to New
York. Aunt Jane sulked because she imagined that
Daisy was growing as fond of Robert Wear as he of
her! Two days after their arrival in the Big City,
Daisy, walking along Ffth Avenue, at tea-time, spied
Arthur in a taxi with a beautiful girl about her own
age! Jim Glenn could not understand why his
daughter insisted upon leaving for the West at once.
"She's got your roving spirit!" Aunt Jane said.
"Don't pamper her!" Jim tried to listen to his sister,
but when Daisy grew ill and wan, he left Jane and hur-
ried Daisy back home. On the way, he coaxed the
story from Daisy. Jim was shocked. "Where are all

those letters Arthur sent you?" Daisy looked blank.
"Letters?" she asked. Jim Glenn swore and fumed
at his meddling sister. Never—no, never—would she
come back to that ranch of theirs again! In a few
days, Robert Wear came to call, but Daisy announced
for once and all that she would not marry him were
he the last man on earth! Jim laughed. He was fond
of Arthur Daves—always had been! One day, he
picked himself up and went off to New York. "It's
on business, dear," he told Daisy, "but I'll have a
little gift for you when I return maybe." Jim re-
turned three weeks later, with Arthur. The beautiful
girl had been his cousin. They were married at once
and set off on a world tour with Jim. Daisy pleaded
in Aunt Jane's behalf, and finally Jim listened, but he
glowered, each time he looked at her. Jim was happy,
though, because he had given his little girl of the
West some of the happiness her mother had never
lived for

!

THE SCOTTISH COVENANTERS
Malcolm MacLeod File No. 6345

THE Church of England in Covenanting days was
as unrelenting in its persecution of those who re-
fused to recognize its authority as ever was the

Church of Rome. The list of heroes of the faith whose
names add lustre to Scotland's annals is a long one,
and the name of John Knox stands out, despite the
fact that he was not a covenanter. Like Elijah at
the wicked court of Ahab, he delivered his message
fearlessly to the corrupt court of Mary Queen of Scots.
That Mary lived and died a Catholic is well known,
but it was Knox whose powerful influence checked
abuse.

It was during the reign of James I that Kno,x's
daughter, the wife of John Welsh, another fearless
fellow, was granted an audience with this king who
had betrayed his people by denying their covenanting
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and attempting to force Prelacy into Scotland. The
king gave this woman permission for her husband to

return to his land, but oiTered thanks to God that her

children were daughters. "I should not feel safe, other-

wise!" he said.

Charles I. like his father, also pressed his Prelatic

tendencies on his people, but his acts were so unwise,

open revolt broke out. While events were in progress

which consummated this revolution, Charles lost his

head, but Scotland kept her covenants. The reign of

Cromwell, the "Great Commoner", was interestmg,

though little was done to help the covenanters. Charles

II, in the characteristic manner of the Tudors, also be-

trayed his trust to grant Scotland religious freedom,

despite the fact that the Scotch had crowned him their

king. Ecclesiastical strife came upon the heels of

this betrayal, the only result being that a regular in-

quisitional tribune was set up in Scotland, to mete
out punishment to noncomformists! The grip of Pre-

lacy was tightening. But matters were climbing to a

crisis. Absolute chaos broke out, church and state

fighting it out with all the attendant strife each could

muster. Parishes were deserted because of the depo-

sition of the Presbyterian clergymen.
In 1667, the King's High Commissioner in Scotland,

Lauderdale, unscrupulous and indifferent to all faith,

devised the scheme to grant the Presbyterians liberty

and worship, provided they acknowledge the authority

of the Bishops. In due time, the poor people grew
aware of the trickery behind this evident kindness.

This was a dark page in the history of religion. Civil

war followed closely on the heels of these other atro-

cities. Neither age nor sex was spared. A new mar-
tyr was born each second.
'The landing of William of Orange, on these trouble-

infested and blood-stained shores ushered in a new
era, and signalized the downfall of the despotic Stuarts.

The struggle was marked by grandeur and heroism.

These servants and martyrs shall never disappear

from the pages of Scottish history, so long as the world
lasts.

THE COBRA
Arthur N. Wall File No. 6405

afternoons and Saturdays, and you'll be on Easy
Street by the time I become a teacher!" Alice went to

her best customer, the wealthy Mrs. Trystom. "I

think your daughter's advice is great, Alice!" Mrs.

Trystom said, "I'll give you your first job as my
seamstress!" Alice was thrilled. She was still good
lookmg, and her beautiful Nina inspired her to make
herself as attractive as possible. How much better

and more comfortable the needle and thread were, in

comparison to the washboard! Nina, in her spare

time, took to delivering her mother's work. It wasn't

until her last year in college, though, that she met
Dick Trystom. The girl was flushed when she re-

turned from her errand. Alice smiled knowingly.

"But he's going away to medical school for a number
of years. Nina," Alice said, "and besides, you're only

his mother's seamstress' daughter!" "Mother!"
Nina cried, "I know he wouldn't be that way. He spoke

very nicely to me."
Five vears later, when Nina was finally established

as a teacher, she forced Alice to give up her work.

"I'd go crazy if I was idle!" Alice said, but Nina
laughed that off. Working made Nina happy because

to her it represented freedom and rest for her mother,

and independence for herself. "I'm afraid you'll be an
old maid, Nina!" the girl told herself in the mirror,

one evening. "You're still quite beautiful, but you're

absolutely barren of men friends, and you won't marry
a schoolmaster!" Alice often wondered, too. but know-
ing Nina, and her resemblence to her late husband,
said nothing. One day, Nina bounced into the house
around vacation time. "I've saved up a neat bankroll,

and we're olT to Bermuda for a summer tour. Not
very ritzy, is it Alice, but we'll go!" Alice demurred.
Wouldn't Nina go alone? "Emphatically not!" Nina
cried. "Then I must tell Mrs. Trystom!" Alice said,

hurrying off. Nina was then twenty-six!
One beautiful August afternoon following their ar-

rival, Nina ventured into the surf for one of her long
swims, but her mind was perturbed and her body re-

fused to function as rhythmically as usual. Down Nina
went—once—twice! The third time never came, be-

cause Dick Trystom^Dr. Trystom—swimming near
the shore, heard the call and came! When the girl

regained consciousness, she looked up at him, "You
don't escape me this time!" he said, "I love you too

much, Nina!"

decided. She had been a go
been paid a just reward. It

der any more.

, and she had

SEVEN miles from the coast, Craig halted to watch,
through sun-blinded and fever-stricken eyes, ap-

proaching horsemen—Arabs who would take the

life of the first white man in view. Craig knew he had
been spotted, so he stumbled off into the brush where
he carefully laid the body of his comrade on the ground,
"Craigie," Stephen, the other, groaned, "beat it. I'm

too far gone to keep you from Ufe." Craig patted his

pal's shoulder and muttered incoherent words con-

cerning the uselessness of life. Finishing up. he said:

"Leave the Arab raiders to me." The stricken, un-
conscious Stephen little realized that Craig was even
too exhausted and weak to go off in order to save
himself! The approaching danger, heralded by the

coming of the horsemen, seemed to bolster new strength
in Craig. He'd show 'em, and he'd show Diana Lord
if she could turn him down for a moneybags—Vincent
Garth! He'd come back, and he'd bring Steve, too—
maybe. "Don't stop them, Craigie!" Stephen shouted,
"They won't aid you." As Craig exposed himself to

the tribe, it stopped, in surprise. The leader reined

in his mount a few feet from Craig and stared with a

stony expression. The chieftain recognized two things:

fever, and the fact that this white man was American.
But where, he wondered, was the burden the white
man had been carrying? "Do you speak English?"
Craig asked the chief, who was making ready to go
because he knew this white could not defend himself.

"Perfectly," answered the other. Craig pointed to

Stephen and explained the hardships he and his pal

had been undergoing. Craig had carried Stephen fif-

teen miles across the desert. They had been robbed
of everything but one canteen of water. The Arab
sneered. "What do you expect of me ? " he asked.
"By Allah, I hate your kind, and I am an outlaw!
The city's inhabitants would shoot on sight." "I'm
too weak to fight physically," Craig said, "but I'll

fight anyone at fifteen paces with the one shell I have
left in my gun." The bargain was struck. Should
Craig win, the other must forfeit his horse—and it

would be that horse which would carry Stephen and
Craig to safety. The chief would count to fourteen
in English. Fifteen, in Arabic, would give his man
the signal to shoot. As the fellow counted slowly,
Craig's brain clouded and cleared, but he held. Craig
whirled. His shoulder tinged. The other had hit.

He had missed, but soon he awoke to see the chief

holding a canteen to his—Craig's lips! "Allah is with
you, American! Look!" he said. About the Arab op-
ponent was a huge, writhing cobra—writhing in death.
The Arab was dead! The chief threw Steve across
the saddle. "Go, by the Grace of Allah!" he said.

"And back in London, I'll get Diana, too, by some-
one's grace—even Allah's if I must, Stevie old boy!"
Craig shouted, joyously.

Anna Regler File No. 6425

FOR a brief period, Charley Adams' insurance mon-
ey clothed and fed his widow, Alice, and her young
daughter, Nina, but the day of the lean harvest

shone bright, clear, and early. Alice did not make the
mistake of waiting for the fairy godmother. Washing
and ironing opened the doors for her, so she stepped
through. Nina grew very beautiful in her teens, and.
unlike the fairy tale children, did not scoff at her
mother's occupation. Instead, she said, very soon after
she had graduated from high school: "Why don't you
try sewing, Mother? You've been working hard a long
while, and we've some money saved up. I can work

GOOD WOMAN
Margaret S. Foster File No. 6382

THE love of Frank Henderson was welcome to

Amy after her years of suffering at the hands of

a stepmother, so she married him, and hoped that

some day, affection would come to him^when they
had children, probably, she thought. But Amy was
wrong. "I hate kids!" Frank said, the evening Amy
told him that she was going to have a baby. Amy
collapsed with shock and remained in bed for six

months, losing her baby, and getting up to hate the

man she had hoped to love! The day Amy's dearest
friend, Diana Craig, a governess, told her that young
Irene Hughes was not in Europe studying, but in a

maternity hospital, Amy sensed Diana's message and
offered to take the child. The Hughes parted with
the infant girl tearfully, but Amy knew she would
never be unhappy or in want—never! Frank was
openly hostile to the new addition, but his wife was
totally indifferent to his ideas on the subject. Amy
named the infant after its own mother—Irene H.
Henderson, and held the secret locked within her heart.

Irene grew up under Amy's watchful care and was a
credit to this good woman. At eighteen, she was the

image of the mother who had had to sacrifice her on
the altar of convention. It was then that Frank first

realized her presence. Amy grew colder and colder
toward her husband, and protected Irene doubly when
he was around. However. Amy was called out of

town one day, to supervise a goiter treatment being
given to Mrs. Tracy, the wife of a college professor.
This was Amy's specialty, and she knew it meant ad-
ditional funds, so she went, but not, however, before
she sent for a sister who usually stayed with Irene
in Amy's absence. This time. Amy was not gone two
weeks when she received a message to return at

once. Back home, she was shocked. Frank and Irene
had disappeared! Amy hired a private detective at

once, and was not long in tracking down the fugitives.

She knew then that she had saved her foster child

in the nick of time. The detective ordered Frank
from the district at once! Footloose, for the first

time in years, Amy took Irene back to the Tracy

s

with her, and there, before leaving for the shore on
an extended and much -needed vacation, Irene met
Eugene Tracy—a meeting which was to mean a great
deal in her later life.

It was at the shore that Amy and Irene Hughes—
now Fillmore—came face to face for the first time in

eighteen years. Irene knew her daughter at once,
and so did the girl's grandparents! For weeks. Irene
Fillmore was alternately happy and miserable with
her daughter near her, and though Amy knew the
secret, she still kept it as dark as ever—even to young
Irene, who might have suspected, but never really

discovered the truth. It was when Billie Fillmore,
Irene Fillmore's oldest son fell madly in love with
Irene that the mothers worried, but Eugene Tracy
came down and saved the day. The Hughes family
was more pleased than ever when they learned of the
girl's betrothal to the Tracy heir, and although noth-
ing was said, Amy's allowance was increased sub-
stantially. The nuptials took place in Irene Fillmore's
drawing room! Amy went to live with Eugene and
Irene because they pleaded so sincerely. Then, again,
Frank had passed away in Amy's arms shortly before
the wedding. She had gone to him with Irene because
he was dying.

It often ocgured to Amy to wonder whether a child

of her own would have brought her as much happiness
as this foster-daughter, but, after all, the fates had

YEARS ARE TELLING

Mrs. L. 1. Shockley File No. 6426

TO be a bride, at fifteen, was Ruthy Redmon's lot,

but her husband, Roy, more than made up for

the terror which rode high in her heart. 'While

she maintained her end—the housework—he worked in

the railroad round-house, and they were divinely happy
until, one day, Roy came home with the "good news".
Ruthy wept. She didn't want Roy to become a fire-

man on the trains, but he considered this a great ad-
vancement. The months slipped by fast. Soon, Ruthy
became the mother of one—two—children, Jean, the old-

est, and Junior.
It was shortly before Junior's first birthday, that

Ruthy, asleep with her babies, was awakened by loud
knocking on her door.

,
Roy was away. Terrified,

Ruthy faced Roy's cousin, Eddie, whose pale and
drawn face suggested tragedy, at once. "I know,"
Ruthy said, "It's Roy." Eddie nodded, but thinking
he could lighten her sorrow a bit, he began by telling

her it was simply a broken leg. But Ruthy knew.
Roy was dead. During the following days, the girl

remained in bed, staring at the ceiling. There would
be another baby, the doctor said.

As the years grew on, the memory of Roy grew
dimmer and dimmer for the youthful and handsome

-

looking Ruthy, but she remained true to his memory
by raising her three kiddies without the guidance of

another. Many times, love would seem to come to
her, but she promised herself that she would put off

her emotional life until after the children had decided
upon their own futures. After all, Roy had loved his
tots, and no one else could take his place—for them.
As for herself, she could wait, and work.

It was not long after Roy's death that a new cottage
Ruthy had built burned to the ground. This left no
alternative. It meant work of a different type. The
big city beckoned, and it was hard work finding occupa-
tion, but the girl did, the children being old enough
to remain in school under the care of others. When
the oldest, Jean, was about ten, Ruthy met a young
woman of her age—her first real friend, and when the
other suggested they both go to Oklahoma to take
advantage of the boom, Ruthy thought this an excel-
lent idea. In Oklahoma, jobs were plentiful, as were
prosperous husbands for strong, young, and good-
looking girls. Ruthy's friend married soon after they
reached there, but Ruthy went on, courageously.
Years were passing and telling. Soon the children
were grown, and ready for careers and marriage.
Ruthy saw her boy. Junior, leave for the West with
tears in her eyes, but she knew he must take advan-
tage of his opportunity. Then, Jean married, and
finally, the baby. It was then, when she was alone,
that Ruthy turned to others—and love. Edward Clay,
a particularly eligible young bachelor made the first

bid for her hand. They were married, and for three
months, honeymooned in Texas, Edward was proud
of his bride, but a new problem faced Ruthy when she
went to live in his home. Edward's mother was a
jealous woman, and despite Ruthy's attempts to prove
her sincerity, life was almost unbearable. Soon,
Edward's mother urged Ruthy to get a job, which
she did. As the years advanced, conditions improved,
and Edward's love made up for the darker hours, but
Ruthy still felt as she had in the beginning, that she
was drinking from the very bottom of life's bitter cup.

MOTHER'S DAY
John Kantor File No. 6430

WHEN Warren Steele went across the sea to
war, his wife, sensing possible disaster, trudged
daily between the day nursery in which she us-

ually left young Tommy, and the factory in which
she had procured a job. Time passed, and Tommy
grew more like Warren daily, but Helen Steele
trudged on hstlessly. Warren would never come back
to her! A brief, cold telegram told the story: Killed
in act-ion! It was far from smooth sailing for Helen
to work and raise Tommy, simultaneously, but she
managed, for a time, until Tommy grew too big to be
left with people. It was in the years following the
war, when gang rule set in, that the boy, idle most of
the time, and unguided, fell into the hands of a pow-
erful mob. Tommy was only sixteen, but the glam-
our of the mobsters' activities and implements caught
and held his eye. From gun carrier he rose to a full-
fledged mug, Helen suspected something wrong all the
time, but she was helpless to fight this terrible thing
which was happening to her boy. First, it was the
evidence of Tommy's association with cheap women
that she discovered, and finally, the gun itself! The
tired mother fought it out with herself. If she should
stop work in order to force Tommy to support her,
she vfould make things worse. Then, imbedded as he
was in illegal dealings, he would steal in order to
provide, so long as he didn't have to work. One night,
Helen almost fainted with joy when she heard Tom-
my promise Madge McCann—the block's most respec-
table and prettiest girl—that he would forsake his
friends if she would marry him! But Helen had not
reckoned on the mob! Tommy's pals scoffed openly.
Quit? Oh no he wouldn't! He was a good man and—
maybe he'd squeal. Helen shivered the night she
knew her son was going out to square things—because
she had planned, too. Into Tommy's gun she had
slipped blank cartridges. No matter what he meant
to do, her Tommy could not be held for murder!
Ratlier would she see him killed than become a mur-
derer! Tommy's gang framed him beautifully, don-
ning bullet-proof vests and covering one of their mem-
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bers with blood—a member who had been previously
shot—that very night! Tommy was charged with the
shooting and sentenced for seven years. Helen was
powerless but she stuck by him. The defense of the
blank cartridges was unavailing because of the lack of

at least one witness. For two years, Tommy languished
behind bars while Helen suffered. Then, one day, a
neighbor broke the case into smithereens. He had
seen Helen exchange the bullets and blanks, but had
feared to talk in deference to gang wrath and ven-
geance! The murder and apprehension of several of

the mobsters had unloosed his tongue!

When the prison gates swung open for Tommy
Steele, two women waited—two mothers—his, and the
mother of his own son—Madge McCann! "We were
married, dearest!" Marge told Helen—"The same night
you saved him!"

NAN
File No. 6331

POOR Nan McRae! It wasn't that the McRae's
didn't love her; it was merely that, as the eleventh
child, they believed she would be a burden. Even

the girl's red hair and laughing blue eyes didn't seem
to impress the others, but Nan made good in spite of

all the obstacles in her way. At the age of sixteen,
she qualified for a teaching license and was soon in-

stalled as a teacher, headed, undoubtedly for success.
"I want to go to college, Pa," she said, one day, but
Pa McRae was adamant in his refusal. "Girls don't
go to college, Nan," he said, "and leastways girls

whose families need their earnings!" Nan sat back
and watched her brother, Wynn, go oflf to college, but
she did not complain. Father McRae had delivered
his ultimatum, so Nan would devote her best hours
to being a wonderful teacher, and her leisure time to

aiding her mother with the chores and having a good
time. With her sister, Sarah, and her brother, James,
Nan managed to see a good many happy times, but
something was lacking. It wasn't that Nan was too
good for the farm; it was just that she was extraor-
dinarily ambitious, and anxious to meet the right type
of people. Most of the young bloods of the neighbor-
ing country parked on McRae's front step for either
Nan or Sarah, but none seemed to venture very far.

Sarah was a romantic soul, but none of the youths
who came to call seemed to speak her language. She
didn't want to be regarded as a future dishwasher.
She wanted to be loved and cherished. Nan, on the
other hand, was not over- fond of the romantic boys.
She wanted it to be meeting of minds. And so, on
they went, and the years passed. "It's funny,"
neighboring women would say, "but them McRae girls

have more beaux than anyone else. Why is it they
don't wanta git married?" Others would hint that
maybe no one wanted them, but to this, there was al-
ways a loud and pronounced "Pshaw!" Sarah and
Martin, a neighbor, were quite friendly, and often
rumored to be "keepin' company"; but Sarah was only
amused. On the other hand, Zack Kern, and Will
Curtis, two boys from town, were fond of Nan—nay,
in love with her. For a long while, Zack was persis-
tent, but he gave up hope, leaving the field free for
Will, who, taking advantage, became not only per-
sistent, but a nuisance. "Figgerin' to marry, Nan?"
McRae asked one day. "No, father," Nan said, in a
mock-serious tone, "McRaes and Curtises don't wed!"
That was the end of Will.

One year, shortly before her return from school for
the vacation. Nan learned that Sarah had married a
cousin, Charles McRae. "Oh Sarah darling!" Nan
wrote, "I never did think vou 'loved Charley!"
Neither did anyone else, but Sarah and Charles had
been lovers for ages. This last made Nan very lone-
ly, but she went on, unmindful. Then, one year, when
Nan went into the city for a spell, she met Verne
Keithley, a handsome and well educated youth who
fell in love at first sight, just as Nan had. "This is

just the marriage I've dreamed of!" the girl wrote to
her people, and they were happy because she was!

IMPRUDENCE
File No. 6443

"Y'<
OU'D rather stick around old ladies, and lis-

ten to their moans about rheumatism and sto-
mach trouble," Aletha flung sarcastically at her

sister, as she pirouetted in front of the mirror. Kath,
the discreet older sister, smiled and said nothing else.
Inwardly she vowed that "she washed her hands" of
her younger sister, who went to her work every day
in semi-evening attire, high heeled shoes, and a drug-
store of make-up on. Kath herself was an object of
scorn before Aletha's critical eyes, which denounced
her flat-heeled slippers, her tailored dresses, and
mocked at her job as a clerk in a florist's shop. Des-
pite the arguments that passed furiously between the
two at every possible moment, Kath felt a latent fond-
ness for the flirtatious, impudent slender creature, her
sister. Aletha boasted continually of her conquests
over mankind, and deplored the "horrible sensibility"
of Kath's attitude and clothes. Aletha, too, prided
herself on the fact that vyhatever should happen, there
was always reliable Orville, whose proposals of mar-
riage re-occurred with every engagement; yet, she
did not believe for an instant that she was in love with
him. She merely tolerated him, although she carefully
lied to him that she was always in bed promptly at
nine o'clock, after he left her. Late at work always,
she relied upon her sex appeal to pull her through
difficulties. It never failed her. One day, after re-
fusing an engagement with Orville on the plea of a

headache, she went out with a new friend, whose name,
he informed her, was Comstock. She arrived home in

the early hours of the morning, intoxicated, to Kath's
intense disgust. The next day, Comstock took her
again to lunch, after she had excused herself to Or-
ville on the grounds that she could not leave the of-

fice at the hour set. At an exclusive restaurant, she
beheld at another table, Kath, in a brown and white
linen sport suit, with two other ladies, who had grown
fond of Kath in her capacity of selling flowers to them.
Aletha was chagrined at the meeting, and she care-
fully avoided Kath's eye, for fear that she would have
to introduce this dowdy creature as her sister to this
polished gentleman. Strange enough, his face grew
white as he looked toward the table, and he hurried
her to an exit, while she wondered. That same day,
Aletha, confident of being appointed secretary to the
president of the firm, was fired. Depressed, she went
home to meet Kath, who had just been promoted as
manager of the new florist shop, just opened. Orville
did not call. Suddenly Aletha found herself friendless.
Why on earth didn't Orville call? Then one day, as
she and Kath were dining in a restaurant she saw at
the nearest table to them, Orville in company of Com-
stock. At last she saw the situation clearly. Com-
stock had related to Orville her free, easy relations
with himself. At that moment, Kath's face blanched,
as she saw the two. Suddenly, Aletha saw her in
Comstock's arms! They had met. without Aletha's
knowledge, had a lover's quarrel, and in a restaurant
had been reunited. Orville maintained a dignified
silence, as introductions were made, and Comstock
bowed ironically to Aletha, and explained that he was
interested in her merely as Kath's sister. Tears came
to Aletha's eyes, and she turned away, only to feel a
gentle grip on her arm—and Orville's reproachful, but
forgiving eyes.
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A DESERTED PROFESSION
Frances E. 'Winters File No. 6453

((-TTtELL, even a fat Dutchman will do!" Detra

Y/Y' was sick of being a pedagogue, (a rather
^ modern one. it was true.) in a Seminary.

Frankly, she told herself, she wanted a man! The
horrible monotony of teaching endlessly, the wretched
boredom of making tea for her younger sister, Erma
and her adolescent boy friends, the continual drum-
ming of "I'm thirty-one years old" into her con-

was driving her mad, she confessed to her-
She had recently met a new friend, an older
n, Tuila Kettering, who effervesced KT'i'ly about

her "man". Now, Detra said grimly to herself
—"Go

to it!" And so she screwed her face up into a sweet
smile, as the man opposite her in the Roi Clieve din-
ing room gazed with unaffected admiration at her.
Yes, his name would be Karl! Well! Detra sighed,
it was better than nothing. After all, she admitted, as
she scrutinized him a little more closely—he wasn't so
bad— not exactly corpulent—a trifle too majestic, per-
haps. His enormous Packard, his huge bank roll,

which was always lavishly unrolled where Detra was
concerned, and his own kindness were certainly assets.
For the next; few months, Detra was radiantly happy.
Even the pupils felt the force of her happiness, mani-
festing itself in better psychology. So while Tuila
gushed effusively about her hero, and confided that
she was waiting for the final question, Detra too, with
perfect honesty could vie with her. One day, Tuila
looked depressed, and inviting Detra to her sump-
tuous apartments, she confided, with forced gaiety,
that her "catch" was not quite as much as the Gala-
had that he had been. Detra sympathized, but at the
same time, her eyes fell upon the picture of a rather
kind-looking, sturdy creature—Karl. Her Karl! So!
Despite her first rage, that Karl should have been
playing a double game, she felt like a victorious Tor-
eador. At last she was in ranks of a woman who had
stolen away another's lover, by her charm. Yet. when
Karl proposed marriage that night, Detra's eyes
blazed with indignation as she sent him away, hurling
the epithet, "ladies' man" at him, while he protested.
But she missed Karl, his Packard, his kindness—every-
thing, when he did not appear again. Bitterness en-
veloped her when Tuila, dazzling with happiness an-
nounced that her lover had come back to her. Leaving
the school, despite the principal's urgent plea for her
to remain, she became a social hostess in an exclu-
sive hotel in Florida, and later assistant manager.
Her salary was large, her friends numerous, but
something was lacking—Karl. One night she was
awakened by the announcement that a new guest's
car had been stolen. Down at the oflice. Karl was
strutting the floor impatiently. After the first gasp
of astonishment, Karl impulsively grasped her, and
told her of his search all over the country for her.
When Detra scornfully mentioned Tuila to him, he
explained that he was Tuila's cousin, and that she was
now happily married. Detra's stern managerical as-
pect faded with an "Oh, Karl, dear!"

THE WALLACE MANSION MYSTERY
William P. Moln File No. 6451

NOBODY ever connected the sudden death of young
Timothy Junior, who was found dead one night
with no blemishes on his body, with the sham-

bling grey figure that paced before the garden of the
Wallace Mansion continually. While doctors puzzled,
and Old Timothy Senior turned a little whiter, de-
tectives searched for all clues, but found none. The
queer old man, with the thick glasses outside, was
just an habitual prowler about the gardens, but he
was harmless, all asserted. Timothy Senior won-
dered vaguely whether his daughter's fiance, a poor

cy

ntemplated murder,
half of the estate.
But that too, was
lovable, dependable

heels
love. And with his son's death, old Timothy willed

3 share of the estate to i\Iartin ^'ander, his finan-
il secretary, whom he thought, deserved it for long

Martin seemed happily gratified, although he
conventionally demurred. It was all a mystery, and
Lucy and her father bowed submissively to the in-
evitable—knowing nothing. One day, as Jim was pre-
paring to get dressed for a visit to Lucy's house, Mar-
tin Yander entered the lobby of tBe Y. M. C. A. where
Jim was residing, and informed Jim in undertones
that Lucy had just been bitten by a mad dog and was
calling him. Jim rushed up to his room madly to
complete dressing, which had been interrupted and
down again into the lobby, where he shouted so that
all heard—"I'm going to shoot that dog—now." Ar-
riving at the Wallace Mansion, he entered the library
where Old Tim was drooping, as though asleep over
a book. He was dead! Horrified, Jim started for
the phone, when Martin Yander opened up the door,
and regarded him_ suspiciously. 'The police arrived.

imprisoned
d the young.

The
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him as a murderer of both the old mar
for both had been killed in the sam
wound could not be found. It was th
going to shoot that dog," related by
seemed to corroborate Martin's eloquent plea that
Jim had contemplated the deed to obtain share of the
estate at once, and to gain revenge for not having re-
ceived the other half, which was willed to Martin.
On the last day of the trial, to Jim's immediate re-
lief, Lucy was introduced as a witness. She had been
hypnotized, and consequently could not appear before,
she explained, flashing an encouraging smile at Jim.
She was in the process of relating the story, how en-
tering the library, she saw a queerly dressed man,
with his arm above her father's head, in which he
carried an umbrella,—when a queer looking individual
entered the room, and peering sharply at Lucy, shook
his head slowly. Lucy stopped at though stunned,
and fainted. The man was seized. His thick glasses
were found to be a disguise, as well as the rest of the
clothing. It was unmistakeably Martin Yander. It
was he who was the murderer, who adopted the pro-
fession in hope of gaining the estate. It was he who
hypnotized Lucy. His method of killing involved the
digging of a sharp end of the umbrella, which he car-
ried, into the victim's skull, under a tuft of hair, which

aled the wound. The mystery discovered, Lucy
Jim went home, sorrowed by the tragic event.

THE MAN ON DECK
Mary Torbert Dunton File No. 6455

FROM the very moment Martha Danbury stood
beside Hal Harmon in her father's riding academy,
she knew she would never be happy unless she

could know him better. It was incredible that she
should be jealous of her best pal, Betty Barber, but
she was, because Betty was going to college on the
cruiser, Wasliinston and I.cf. where she would have
Hal Harmon for an instructor, while poor Martha was
headed for Radcliite—in the footsteps of the other Dan-
bury women before her! It was that night that Mau-
rice Danbury grew amazed as his daughter faced him
—her cheeks flaming, but her eyes determined. "Dad!"
she said, "have you a lot of money?" Danbury was sur-
prised but he answered, amused, "Quite a bit, dear,
why?" Martha outlined her plan hastily. For a year
and a half, she had been waiting to get into Radcliffe.
Well she wouldn't go. after all. She would either go
with Betty or she would go to New Y'ork and work!
Danbury was keenly interested in this demonstration
of interest and ambition on the part of his daughter,
but he knew her too well, and he knew better than to
hold her back. Having her travel and study at the
same time would save him money later on, and give
him a little freedom in the interim.
When Betty and Martha arrived at the boat, they

discovered that most of the girls were younger than
themselves—and totally different from what they had
expected. Social prospects loomed dull before them
Martha craned her neck incessantly for a view of Hal
Harmon, but none appeared. Ignoring Betty. Martha
grew downhearted as they remained in their cabin, un-
P?J.king and reading the rules. "Say—" Betty laughed,
'Didja hear those girls from that classy prep school?"
'Do yoii mean the ones talking Latin and French to
each other?" Martha asked. "Yeah!" Bettv said,
"Can you imagine?" The longer the boat remainedm port, the more determined Martha was to escape
and go to Radcliffe after all, but something restrained
her—but only for a while because she proceeded to
pack with lightening speed after Bettv left her, to
take a look at things on deck. Observing some men
students board the boat, Martha placed her packed
bags on the floor and rushed to the captain's cabin.
"Say, Captain, please," she asked, "how soon do we
start?" Five minutes? Taking up her luggage, Mar-
tha darted onto the deck in a mad rush for the gang
plank, but groups of students who had come on prior
seemed to be exercising on every hand. Each valiant
effort to push these people aside resulted in failure
for the hysterical /girhx but no one seemed to pav anv
attention to her. Suddenly, some thing struck her oil
the head and she fell. Awakening, Martha discovered
Jdal Harmon at her side, holding her hand. That
night, on deck, he explained that transferring her status
from that of a student to a professor's wife would be
easy—provided she was willing. "Am I?" Martha
cried happily, "Ask me. Hal!" In the cabin, Betty
w-as amused. She would have had trouble had she not
fiung that shoe at Martha's head!
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COUNT CARLING'S REVENGE
Sidney F. McLaughlin File No. 6454

*<\ /f
^' *^o^—we must have killed him." The cry

\\\ of the girl at the wheel of the speeding car.

quickly roused the other occupants from their
drunken lethargy. Bob, the family chauffeur who had
consented only reluctantly to his employer's grand-
daughter's driving of the car home from a wild party,
quickly took control of the wheel. The count. Janet's
fiance, paled perceptibly, but he too quickly recovered
his poise. The situation was an odd one. Janet,
granddaiighter of Bob Clark's employer, the great
Dr. Watson, had come to visit at his home, and meet-
ing Bob, the chauffeur, chatted gaily and rapidly be-
came acquainted with him. When Janet once announced
to Bob. that her fiance. Count Carling, was arriving,
Bob felt a sudden shock of dismay. Count Carling. a
suave urbane creature, whom Bob detested at once,
regarded suspiciously Janet's friendly familiarity with
Bob. One night a party was being given, and Bob
was hired to drive Janet and her fiance to it. Wild
laughter, merrymaking and noise were heard by Bob
outside the brilliantly lit house, as he waited in the
car to drive them back. Suddenly Janet came out
drunk, and her intoxicated condition was evident when
she kissed Bob. and confessed her love for him. She
finally inveigled him—to join the party which he did
reluctantly. He too was promptly "lit", but did not
seem to notice the antagonistic glare of the count in
his direction, as he talked in low tones with a rough-
looking individual. A suggestion was suddenly made
by him that they drive home, and finish the excite-
ment at the home of Dr. Watson. Janet insisted upon
driving to the protestations of the count, who de-
manded that Bob drive. However, Janet, not dis-
suaded, sped along and suddenly saw a body from the
preceding car hurled out directly in her path. It was
then that she screamed. At Dr. Watson's home, in
the presence of a policeman, it was announced that
the man was dead, while Bob heroically took the
blame. But, it was added, the man had not been
killed by the car, but choked to death before the ac-
cident. A policeman suddenly appeared dragging an
uncouth appearing man with him. It was the man
who had been with the count all that evening. A
confession was finally wrung, to the effect that this
man. Dusty Ryan, had choked an enemy of his, had
flung the body directly before the car, in the hope that
Bob. who was to have been driving it, should be ar-
rested for second degree murder. Inasmuch as the count
was a major member of the plot, because of his jeal-
ousy, he was banished from the United States, and
incidently from Janet's life. Then Janet turned to her
grandfather and pointed out how Bob had assumed
the blame, although she had been driving the car. Dr.
Watson, a broad-minded individual merely smiled in-
dulgently, as the pair one day confronted him with
the knowledge of their love. With a kindly promise to
help Bob establish himself in business, he blessed them
with the traditional, "Bless ye, my children," while
his eyes twinkled at their rapture.

THE MAGNIFICENT DREAMER
Frieda Drumtnond File No. 6355

HAVING trailed this extraoidinarv redheaded wo-
man half across Europe, Haddon Greer and
Barry Weston learned that her name was Janna

Vivion. The younger man, Barry Weston, who aspired
to be a portrait painter rather than become installed
in his millionaire father's oiBce, was half in love with
the girl, and distinctly annoyed because his compan-
ion, Greer, a noted adventurer and traveller, persisted
in the opinion that she was a thief—not a petty crook
—but the pilferer of exactly one million dollars, if you
please. It had been Janna who had made the first ad-
vance, and Janna who had informed the pair of her
forthcoming destination—Seville. She would be charm-
ed, she assured Barry, if he would paint her. Perhaps
she would make him famous. She was not at all non-
plussed by Greer's sinister attitude. "She can't be a
thief!" Barrv had insisted, over and over

Installed in an exquisite house in Seville, Tanna in-
vited the two Americans to dine with her, little reali-
zing the deep impression she had made on both, in
addition to the ardor she had aroused in her young in-
terpreter and youthful Major Domo, as it were: Jose
Sebastiano, the younger of the remaining two Sebas-
tianos of a noble house. Jose had run breathlessly to
the festive fair at which his handsome and gallant
brother, Ramon, sang, for his own amusement and
occupation. It had been shortly after her dinner to
Barry and Greer that Ramon had made her acquain-
tance—and the seeds of love had been sown.
The inspiration Janna Vivion imparted to Barry as

he pamted her was unusual and amazing. Greer pro-
tested. The youth, he knew, was painting because love
was leadmg him on. Why was it Tanna's intention to
twist his heart in two? Janna said that love was the
only thing which could move Barry, though he would
never actually succumb to it. He would always be ill.Why worry so if this portrait made him a little more
so? When fame came, the subject would cease to
torment. That is precisely what happened. After
many weeks of torture and weakness—the torture
arising from seeing Janna and Ramon so deeply in
love—Barry's painting went to Madrid to the exhibi-
tion—with Greer, because Barry was so ill Greer
had snarled at the smiling Janna who was so thrilled
with Its success. Barry arose from his bed with a
new freshness. Soon, a youthful Spanish beauty of
owly estate, who consented to model for him, held
his heart and his' attentions. Janna and Ramon went
blissfully on, with only one rough spot to draw them
apart. Janna had had, as her guests, a famous Ger-
man singer and his party. The singer, who had been
drawing acclaim in Paris at the time, concurred with

Janna in her opinion of Ramon's voice. This was a
voice for the world—not for Seville alone! But Ramon
had held back. He was not of common clay. His was
a noble family. His voice was not for sale! Janna
fretted and kept in seclusion until her adoring lover,
convinced of her sincerity and generosity, consented to
submit to the training. Again, the thoroughbred Se-
villian and the bizarre, exotic American made the
rounds of the clubs and cafes. Janna had a knack of
appearing exotic and exquisitely beautiful though ac-
tually, she was not! Her simple, modish clothes and
her unadorned throat and arms turned the trick. No
jewels and flowers—except perhaps a bizarre pair of
earrings, enhanced her ensembles. Her red hair was
mahogany -like in color, and silken in texture. It fell

about her neck in soft, charming waves—never ring-
lets. Janna

!

It was shortly before her approaching betrothal to the
happy Ramon that Greer called on Janna, one twi-
light. As he walked into the door, and over to where
she was standing, on a balcony, she knew—knew that
he knew. Her great love for Ramon had told the
story of Greer on more than one occasion—but Greer,
too, had been caught in the spell of her fascination.
Janna confessed in the same studied way in which
she did everything else, but underneath, the man felt
her surge of emotion. Poor and of tawdry heritage,
she had dreamed—of these things—of many lands.
When the opportunity had presented itself, she had
clutched at it and never failed. It was a simple story,
but the way Janna told it, it became epic—lyric!
Greer did not want to realize that this was once plain
Jane Vorman. After all Jane Vorman had left "Old
Moneybags" another cool million to toy with. Sud-
denly Janna wept—uncontroUedly. She was married,
too, so she would never marry Ramon because she
wanted him ahyays to be pure—and noble!
Years later, in a New York music hall, a painter

and adventurer, and a literary critic who had just read
the story of Janna—written by the adventurer—sat
in a box. On the stage, Ramon Sebastian was sing-
ing "Celeste Aida"; and in a box sat Dolores, his wife
—a Sevillian. Outside, later, a beautiful redhead was
seen to bid farewell to a young boy—Jose, whom she
had taken to her, as a brother. Greer, watching the
pageant of life with the others, knew that destiny
had not made its final claim. Barry Weston, he was
sure, would follow Dolores to Paris, while Janna would
return to Seville—perhaps to see Jose—but Greer would

outside and alone—with only magnificent
-and locked lips.dreams to venture

THE SUN BRIDE
William Reichert File No. 6363

THE majestic empress of Yucca, strange land of
mystic rites and customs, surveyed her worship-
ping subjects with luminous, satisfied eyes. Her

glorious beauty concealed deftly the cruelty that in-
spired her to kill a husband, and enveigle young lovers
into her Circe -like wiles. Her haughty expression
signified—"I am Auldicque, ruler of the land of the
'great Yum' the great sun-god." Her arrogance neg-
lected to make mention of the fact that Maya, last
offspring of the reigning dynasty of "Yuahacqua," her
lovely grandniece, was the true empress to-be. If
Maya's body had not been held sacred by the grand-
priests, Auldicque would have slain Maya long ago,
for her beauty was attracting the favor of her own
lover and general, Quorroco. Mava, despite the in-
junction of the empress, visited the prophet Mehan-
assi, who was held to be an enemy, for daring to ob-
ject to the barbaric sacrifices of Yucca, particularly
the one that condemned a virgin to die every four
years, as a sacrifice to "Yum," as the sun's bride—
the "sun-bride." Here Maya learned to love him,
his sympathies, and his charming, docile daughter,
Uxia. Mehanassi was a friend of twin brothers. Tec
and Tol, rulers over the Uasis, whose chief purpose
was to obtain a wife for either one of them, as queen
over their country. Good-humouredly, they vied with
eacli other as to who was to win either Maya, or the
austere Auldicque herself. One day, when Auldicque
was holding an annual festival of homage, a queenly
statehness, enhanced by the lustrous jewels that she
wore, the prophet Mehanassi and Tec were seen to
appear. As Tec gallantly laid his arrows before the
queen, as his gifts to her, she oflfered him her foot to
kiss as reward. Tec leaned over and kissed the white
arm of Maya, who was seated beside the empress,
the latter, after Tec had bowed gallantly, appointed
him as general in Quorroco's stead, as a punishment
to the general for falling in love with Maya, who
scorned him. It was then that Mehanassi was ar-
rested for denouncing the superstitions, and wierd
practises of the empress, and substituting instead his
profound belief in a white God, that promised eternal
happiness and freedom. Tec was appointed guardian
of his prison, but Maya persuaded him to allow her
to see him. Tec, whose affection for Mehanassi was
deep, felt his love for Maya growing daily with these
secret meetings. One day, he overheard a plot on
Uuorroco s part to kill Auldicque. He exposed the
plot, and as a reward Auldicque offered her love free-
ly, which he refused, to her intense wrath The peo-
ple at that time were agitating for Mehanassi's re-
lease and leadership. Auldicque in a scornful rage
granted them their wish, but, true to her prophecies^
she was re-instated as empress, when nothing start-
ling, or magical occurred to the superstitious "individ-
uals. He was condemned to die, together with his
daughter, Uxia, who was to be burnt at the stake as
the sun-bnde. Tol. who had come with Tec, aidedMaya to take the place of Uxia to satisfy Yum for-
ever, and to save his beloved. He carried her away,
leaving Maya heavily veiled as a disguise, in her pri-
son, but not before he had pointed out Maya's dan-
ger to Tec. The much waited for day arrived, and all
-aited the sacrifice with awe. As Mehanassi strug-

rithed at his supposed

daughter's approaching torture, an arrow flew into
the room, as though from the skies. The High-
priest was struck by one, and the empress' sneering
smile was quickly efTaced as she dropped, dying with
the sting of another arrow. It was Tec, with his
armed forces, that entered, and pulled the disguise off
Maya! Uxia, in the arms of Tol, was carried over to
the bewildered Mehanassi, and Tec enfolded the faint-
ing Maya, in his arms, as the crowd cried—"Long
live Maya, empress."

GUILTY
J. E. Gillis File No. 6445

THE courtroom, crowded with townspeople, was
tensely silent. Eyes were fixed upon the lawyer,
who was arguing for the freedom of Jimmy Mar-

shall, murderer of a local citizen, William Howard. One
pair of brimming eyes wavered in the direction of the
defendant, who, grimly erect, smiled back at the
owner of the tears. Pat, the girl, courageously con-
trolled her trembling chin, and listened to the lawyer
breathlessly.

Even from his school-days, Jimmy Marshall, and
his two friends, Dick and Tommy, had rebelled
against the narrow social attitude of the smug little
town. The three of them had been branded as out-
casts from the very moment when professors at school
had declared them to be the most excellent students
Others buzzed and whispered resentfully. Conse-
quently other pupils declared a social war against the
"high-hatted Phi Beta Kappas", and in all parties
and affairs, Jimmy, Dick and Tommy were sure to be
excluded. They were bitter, and when they protested
against the unfair attitude, they were informed that
"people who recite geometry at a party" were no as-
sets to it. Yet, the female sex was partial, particu-
larly to Jimmy. Pat, the daughter of one of the most
prominent social leaders, who excluded Jimmy from
aflfairs, because of the express request of other guests,
nevertheless fell in love with Jim. However, because
of hm's lack of prestige and economic resources, she
obeyed her parents' injunction to avoid Jim and cater
to Howard. Jim's wrath grew. He realized too, that
the town was being governed by a "racket", a select
clique which by illegal procedures gained all the pres-
tige m the locality. Later Jim, through his talented
verses, became a well-known, excellently -reimbursed
playwright: his friend, Dick, a short story writer, and
Tommy, a star reporter on the local newspaper. Jim-my was intent upon his purposes of avenging himself
on the crew, particularly Howard, who gloried in his
possession of Pat as a future wife. One day, when
Jimmy's new play was accepted, and critics rang with
his praise, Pat came to his house, and pleaded for-
giveness. Jimmy, outraged at her former treatment,
sent her away indignantly, although he could not
stifle the love that imbued him. The people who were
particularly obnoxious to him, were those who later
became a doctor, dentist and others who illegally ran
the town. Enlisting the aid of Tommy and Dick, the-
doctor was exposed by him for performing an illegal
operation. He left town the next day, to the intense
satisfaction of Jimmy. Tommy, hiding in the den-
tist s office snapped the pictures of him and a girl,
love-making. As a reporter, the newspaper flamed
with the sensational story. The dentist, too. to es-
cape his wife's wrath, promptly left town. Through
the three friends' cooperation, Howard was discovered
to be a grave robber, that is, one who inveigled rela-
tives to bury their dead with their jewels on, since
he proclaimed, it was their express wish. Jimmy
overtook him one day as he was stealing the jewels,
and threatened him with e-xposure at once if he did
not leave town immediately. He refused, and one
night, as Jimmy was at home reading, he entered and
pointed a gun at Jimmy, who quickly kicked his seat
back and avoided him. He missed his balance and
the bullet entered his own heart. Jimmy was taken
to jail a prisoner, an alleged murderer. But Pat
showed herself worthy and remained close to him.When the lawyer had finished the defense, and Timmy
was declared free, Pat and he didn't care a bit" about
the snooping public, as they embraced.

gled at the stake

SICK WITH LOVE
John R. Brickner File No. 6424

THE switchboard of the St. Francis was an unus-
ually busy spot, and Neil Kane was the reason
"Numbah pleyuhz?" she would say, sweetly, and

then remove herself from the wire just in time to
avoid the amorous conversation which was usually di-
rected at her by various salesmen and other idle
boarders. Few molested her, personally, because the
manager, Jake Frane, was, what she told the hotel
manicurist, her steady.
Sam Swelter, a clothing salesman, was the hotel's

star customer, and, what's more, he was terribly in
love with Neil. He hated the manager, as well as
Dr. Fred Killum, the hotel doctor, who, also wasmad y in love with Neil. The girl would toss her
neatly-marcelled head idly at the protestations of all
of these extraneous suitors, and watch Frane with her
hmpid blue eyes. "Wouldn't that Swelter guy slay

?;?"; ,. f^% 7,°"''' ^''^^ "Yeah," he would answer,
'

but he s liable to get slain, and so will that phoney
doctor of yours, if they don't knock of? pesterin' you!"
One morning, Sam, lovesick as usual, looked into

his mirror and noticed that his cheek was swollen.
But, ivhen he opened his mouth, the air came out and
and the swelling went down. It was a good trick,
though, so he blew up the cheek again, and picked up
the phone "Numbah pleyuhz?" Neil asked. "This
!5

me, Neil—Sam, your sweetheart." "Yeahis?" said
Neil. Listen sweetie," Sam answered, "send me up
Dr. Fred. I got a swollen jaw and a heartache!'"
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"Go jump in the bath tub!" Neil flung back. By the
time the Doctor arrived at Sam's suite, he was in the
bathtub, up to his neck. Sam slipped all over the wet
floor to receive him. "Get ready for an extraction!"
Fred told Sam. "Listen, Fred," Sam said, "you bet-
ter do something better for me." "Yes?" the doctor
asked. "Get Neil!" the harrassed Sam suggested.
-WHAT?" Fred retorted. "You heard me!" Sam
remarked, cooly, letting the air from his cheek as he
spoke, "Ain't she my sweetheart?" Wham! Sock!
Bang! Soon Sam and Fred were out of the apartment
door, tussling in the hall, elevator, and finally, the
lobby. "You'll take it and you'll like it!" Fred was
saying. "She's going to marry me!" "Oh yeah?

"

Sam was heard to gasp. "You and who else?" Out
of the lobby door and into the street they went, pedes-
terians, hotel roomers, manicurists, hairdressers, and
finally, the police after them.
That night, sitting side by side in a cell in the

town jail, something unusual was happening to the
boys. Fred was mopping Sam's fevered brow solicit-

ously, while Sam was talking' in gasps. Before them,
on the floor, was a tattered newspaper of the day. It

was particularly smudged about an item which men-
tioned the fact that Neil Kane and the hotel manager
had been wedded for two years. "I've given this to
the press," the beautiful telephone operator said, "to
avoid such embarrassing situations in the future."
Sam and Fred were consoling one another. "Listen
Fred," Sam was saying, "let's forget it. I know
some corking addresses!"

THE LIGHT OF LIFE

File No. 6126James R. Bumpass

BORN on a simple farm, James observed the trials

and tribulations suffered by his mother at the
hands of a drunken father. Many childhood scenes

remained vivid in his mind. Because of his ability to
sense things before they actually happened; more than
once, on the farm, he prophesied weather developments
and sought the Mysterious Teacher for guidance to

many things. He was nearly killed by the same stroke
of lightning that struck their home and killed his

brother and Mother October 30. 1912. James believed
this to be a key point of element and human played
forces, and attached it to his reason for being on the
front at the same time in 1918. His home gone,
James sought medical aid, and the help of inventors
for new ideas he planned, on a visit to Dallas, Texas,
in 1915. When the Naval Board was organized, it

brought great joy and hopes to him. After sending
his electrically propelled observing apparatus idea, a
reply was received while he lay abed with pneumonia
in 1915, telling him that his idea passed all three
boards and was filed on record as a new, good, and
useful idea, and asking for time on it. His second
idea on the same device was filed in the winter of 1917.

In 1918, James expected exemption on physical
grounds for certain services, but hoped to be of ser-
vice. He passed A 1. but went, later, to Hot Springs,
Arkansas, to build up his health.
At the front, James was accused of being a possi-

ble spy, but on November 2nd. in No-Man's land, after
meeting shell at a stump, he feared a drive, and cap-
ture, so he buried the cherished letter he had carried
along with him. Back home he found no record of it,

and with other things to discourage him, he worked
hard and tried to make a success, but his eiTorts
failed and his health, and he spent all his money on
the latter, so he went to the Bureau at Dallas, and
there, they directed him to Ft. Roots where he got the
surprise of his life. He was locked up for the first
time in his life and they started a series of hurtful
things hard to stand or believe. But he endured all
these, silently, hoping for health and freedom. After
reaching the open ward, he met his dream girl, a
nurse, to whom he sent presents and letters tof try to
convey his feelings and desires for her love. It finally
brought complaints from the doctor, but since Tames
felt it a free country with freedom to peacefully pur-
sue one's constitutional rights for love and happiness.
he contended it was the pirl's efforts to stop him if

sh^ objected. A threat from the doctor and James
tested it with another letter and was thrown into the
Lock Ward. Then came greater trials, and finally
threats on his life—twice by directors. Those things,
despite much kindness, revealed unknown powers to
work in many secret ways—threatening to kill.

James reveals all this in more detail and facts, in
his story, and would appreciate any and all interest
m it.

IS THERE JUSTICE?
Russel Spearman File No. 6468

UjS THERE JUSTICE?" the tense group seated

J^
quietly about the table asked earnestly. The
four young people, and two older ones agreed

emphatically there was none. Imagine, they rebelled,
a man arrested for intoxication had been fined $100
while another that same night, discovered in the same
condition was fined only $25. One young girl particu-
larly protested. As a sociology student at college,
Edith was indignant particularly at the laxity of the
courts in some ways, the stupid narrow-mindedness
of them in other ways. For someone, who looked
quite as pretty, as Edith, whose long dark eyelashes
seemed to challenge every male, she was ultra-seri-
ous. Perhaps in her family, this was the outstanding
trait, for the two older folks were quite as earnest
upon the subject, while the other three, one girl and
two men, were not quite as generous in their display
of emotion. When Edith was left alone with Arthur,
the man who was continually proposing marriage to
her, the subject was ended temporarily, for again he
asked her to marry him. "Sorry. Arthur," she told
him, "I'm mad about somebody else." Arthur, a law-
yer, shrugged his shoulders heroically, and admitted

wholeheartedly that there was no justice in the world.
All had agreed though that justice should be equally
cruel to everybody. Arthur deplored at the moment
that it was particularly unpleasant to him. Edith was
about to confide her love for someone else to him.
when a cry of "Hands up" rent the air. Burglars!
Edith's father and mother rushed into the room mad-
ly, while Edith, white faced, submissively raised her
arms. Suddenly, a cry broke forth from her

—"Mar-
tin!" One of the burglars, a young, nervous chap,
looked more closely at her. His face blanched, his
shoulders drooped, and as though in a trance, he pulled
the trigger and a bullet aimlessly landed into Edith's
father's chest. The other thieves, evidently amateurs,
frightened at the disaster, murmured, "Cheese it,"

but Arthur was too quick for them. Wrenching the
gun from the shivering hands of Martin, he pointed at
the other two, who promptly dropped their guns.
Edith had fainted, while her mother swayed helpless-

ly. It was Arthur who phoned the police and the
doctor. Edith's father was dead. At trial, the only
person who pleaded for the bov called Martin was
Edith, who declared that the sight of her had unbal-
anced him temporarily. When asked to explain, she
weakly told how she had met Martin at a party, had
thought she loved him, had secretly become engaged
to him—to find that he was a burglar in her home, to

which he had never been, because of Edith's desire
to keep her affair a secret. Martin was sentenced to

life imprisonment, and Edith, tenderly supported by
Arthur, cried; "There is no justice—not in courts

—

not in life."

THE SILK HANDKERCHIEF
Frank Linker File No. 6415

IN a narrow mountain valley, rich in timber, old
man Daniels owned vast timberlands and owned
a great deal of money. His son, Teddy, was a

pleasant, diligent lad who never let his father's wealth
go to his head. His best pal was Billy Long, the son
of a poor man in the neighborhood. When both youths
were thirteen, Teddy urged his father to take Billy on
as an office boy. The Longs needed any money Billy

might bring in, and Mr. Daniels knew it, so Billy got
the job straightaway. However, instead of getting a
check for the usual paltry sum paid an office boy at
the end of the summer, Billy carried home a sizeable
check—proudly—because the bonus had been paid him
for tracking down a pair of desperate crooks who had
been threatening his employer. If Billy Long had ever
wanted to be a detective—and he always had—this

series of incidents merely strengthened the desire in
his mind. It was during the brief period while Teddy
and his father were off on a trip—after the death of
Mrs. Daniels—that Billy struck out for the Big City to
seek adventure and perhaps become a detective.
The iron mines stretched out their hands to the

youth as frustration in every other field met him.
"Detective?" laughed the chief of police, "you'd bet-
ter take one o' thim correspondence courses

!

" This
opened a new vista for the natural sleuth, however.
While he toiled in the mines for three years, Billy
pored over book after book. At the end of three
years, he faced the chief again, "Well, yer a pest,
so we'll try ya, but if ya don't make out, it'll be just
too bad—just too bad!" the snarling policeman said.
Billy was a trifle nervous, but he set out bravely.
His very first day on the force, he ran down a des-
perate crook, saw through the man's disguise, and
went home with the reward of one thousand dollars
rising and falling with the motions of his heart. Billy's
girl, Margaret was thrilled, but terrified by the dan-
ger Billy would have to face, daily. Soon the iron
mines were nothing more than a memory, and Billv

and Margaret, learning to keep house, were growing
richer than they had ever been in their lives. It was
then that Billy glimpsed an ad in the paper, offer-
ing a reward of twenty-five thousand dollars to the
detective—or layman—who could discover the murderer
of a prominent timber man. The address given was
that of Billy's old home town. Kissing Margaret a
hasty farewell, but an affectionate one, Billy sped olf

in the direction of Danielstown. His heart throbbed
violently even if he was a big detective! What if it

was Mr. Daniels? Perish the thought! But it was
Mr. Daniels! He had been brutally murdered and
robbed in his office, one evening, while Teddy and his
pretty wife, Anna, slept unsuspectingly in the same
house! Despite his grief at the loss of so old a friend
and benefactor, Billy set about his work eiiticiently

and rapidly, preferring the use of disguises in order to
keep his purpose secret. Billv Long succeeded where
a dozen others had failed! Within a week, he had
trapped the guilty one—Bully, the town terror—through
a silk hankerchief which he had remembered seeing in
Mr. Daniels' hand when a bov! Then he made him-
self known to Teddy, who was overjoyed at this re-
union with his childhood comrade! Back to the city
Billy went, picking up a few rewards on the way.
Margaret cried tears of joy when she learned ho"A'

very rich they now were, but Billy could not be kept
in the city any longer. In Danielstown, again, he anrl
Teddy became partners in the lumber business, their
wives becoming inseparable—^as well as their child-
ren. "This detective stutf is a baby game!" Billy
would say when anyone questioned him—"Not for me!"

PERSEVERANCE
Mr Anna C.

DISAPPOINTMENT

File No. 6423

DlSAPPOirs'TMENT was always just around the
corner for Ann. after her graduation from the
convent. The first big obstacle in her way was

religion. Despite the fact that the girl, in convent
days, decided to marry within her own sect, as the
good nuns had advised. Henry Cilley appealed to her
enough for her to break faith with her people and her
church. Henry appealed to her sentimental side, but,

after all, Ann was held in check and obeisance too
long. The rigidity of her earlier training came out in
full in this one test of her life. "No. Henry," she said,
"I must be respectful and obedient." Ann's sister
Irene laughed at the simpler Ann. Irene was neither
obedient nor respectful. Off she would go, night after
night, in search of pleasure and gaiety. "You're a
fool, Ann!" she would say, often. The day that Ann's
father announced that he had been transferred to a
mill project in another state, the family was thrilled

—

except Ann. who suddenly reaHzed that Henry Cilley
meant a great deal more to her than she had realized.
Henry bade his lady fair a fond farewell, but that was
all. She would not remain behind, nor listen to what
he termed as reason—in the matter of an elopement.
The new home was more spacious than the old but

simple withal. Ann took work in an office in town
and was soon surrounded by a host of friends. Best
of all, though, she preferred Alma, who was married
and terribly happy with her Joe. It was Alma who
insisted that Ann meet Joe's brother, Archie, a gay,
debonair sort whose very person suggested that he
was the opposite of Ann; and it was Alma who saw
the romance through to its logical conclusion—mar-
riage. Ann's parents were particularly pleased with
Archie, and Ann was happy, too, but hard luck el-

bowed its way through, starting with the flood which
prevented the newlyweds from going upon their plan-
ned honeymoon journey, and which cut out a great
part of the pre-nuptial and nuptial festivities. How-
ever, for a long while. Ann and Archie were divinely
happy—more happy than Ann had ever, in her wildest
dreams, imagined possible! Then, one day, just before
their infant daughter was born, Archie was taken
down with Infantile Paralysis! Just how deeply Ann
suffered is impossible to fathom. Archie was left in
fair health, but a bit helpless, due to his twisted legs.
For months, the couple lived on accumulated funds,
but this could not go on. Ann attempted canvassing,
after a while, but it was hard on her, what with the
baby and housework, in addition. Finally, the great
idea dawned! Why not make doughnuts for sale to
the town's stores? Archie tried to help in every way
possible, but after two long years, the odor of
doughnut fat, and the sight of the other women in
town in their cars and fine clothes sickened Ann and
made of her a nervous wreck! It was in this type
of humor that Ann sent away some money to an Okla-
homa oil company. Archie ridiculed the idea roundly,
branding it as shameless waste and foolishness. It

was when Ann was very ill and rundown that the cher-
ished letter arrived. They were rich—from oil! This
time, nothing in the world could have stopped that
honeymoon!

THE SEA DEVIL
Wm. R. McMii File No. 6419

JANE Marshfield waited patiently in her garden the
night the two old clippers—the Sea Devil and the
Sir Richard raced into port, but she wasn't think-

ing of either, nor did the fact, that the Sea Devil with
Captain Hawley had won, make any difference in her
life. "John my John " she was sobbing, "come
back to me so I can tell you how sorry I am "

John Barton didn't come that night, nor for many
nights afterwards. Down on the wharf, where he was
nursing his hurts hurts that Jane Marshfield had
bestowed so ungraciously the night before Jensen.
a drunken mate, had appealed to him. "Yes, sailor,"
John Barton was saying, "you can tell your Captain
Bradley I'll ship with him on the Sir Richard tonight!"
Jane Marshfield had scorned his brawn and his man-
liness because he had dared to call Morton Nicholas a
weakling! He hadn't really meant it, but he had
been jealous. "Brawn is not all!" Jane had sneered,
as though there was something more interesting and
worthwhile in Morton.

For the first few days aboard the Sir Richard, John's
mind and body seemed numb. Seasickness tore at
him like a flock of vultures. His mind dwelt on the
tragedy of his love. Yet, there was something about
the sea which was eating into his very fiber. It was
after Captain Bradley took him in hand, with the aid
of sound swearing and the Brandy bottle, that John
became the hero of the boat and a terrifying storm.
It was he who grasped the wheel and practically saved
the ship when Jensen perished with his hands on the
wheel until the last. This terrifying scene and its

outcome made John a firm sailor with an unquenchable
love for the sea! Captain Bradley looked on him
almost as a son, and this, fortunately, swept away
most of John's thoughts of Jane.

It was when the Sir Richard put in at port of Eu-
dora before the Sea Devil that John attracted the at-
tention of the latter's captain Hawley. Tohn had
been at the helm, and he had manoeuvered the ship
beautifully ! It had been in Eudora, too, that lohn
first saw Felice and loved her after a while. Felice
was just a simple native a beautiful one who danced
in the cafe. She rescued some of John's lost faith in
women, but not all. When the ship sailed back to
New Orleans. John remained aboard, afraid, perhaps,
to trust himself to keep away from Jane and her kind!
When he returned to Eudora, Felice was waiting......

always. Jane was waiting, too, but John didn't know,
nor did he want to be told. It was during John's
second visit to Eudora that his heroic rescue of Cap-
tain Hawley from the inn fire brought the captain to
ask John to take his place on a dangerous journey.
Five months later, John returned victorious. Fe-
lice was there but so was Jane and in the tragic
manner of the traditional Butterfly Felice made the
supreme sacrifice. This time, Jane took John for bet-
ter or worse. He had become somewhat ugly from the
salt waves and the flames, but she was happy and
he was too. "He'll come back to me some dayl"
Felice said, watching faithfully, from the shore.
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WHERE THOU GOEST THE GRAND CONDE
Marietta McNamee

.AVID Brazee,

File No. 6463 Josephine Brooks File No. 6461

DAVID iirazee, a trapper, his wife. Ludette, and
their small son. Jules, were unbelievably happy
in their cabin amid the deep forests of Canada,

far from Ludette's native city, Quebec. Then came
the winter when, for some unexplained reason, every
animal left the valley and David was forced to go far
from home in search of food. Ludette, standing on a
stump, held Jules in her arms, and watched him go,
until he bcame a speck in the distance. She was
washing the dishe's when Abner Kennedy, their only
neighbor, came to ask for medicine for one of his
motherless children. "Fadder gone way off to get
big bear!" Jules boasted, and Ludette was frightened
by the look which entered Abner's beady eyes. She
backed against the table where the revolver was hid-
den. "Get out of my house or I'll shoot!" she cried,
when he came toward her. Abner saw the glint in her
eyes and the flash of the gun, and backed out of the
door, realizing that both were dangerous.

That afternoon, Jules fell ill, and though Ludette
tried every remedy she knew, he died in the night.
As she cradled the boy in her arms, the window shook,
and Abner's face peered in. She recalled, suddenly,
his abject fear of the dead, and trembling carried Jules
to the window. Abner fled, terrified. Three days later,
she wrapped the boy in blankets and buried him in
the yard. It was dusk when her task was finished.
When she entered her cabin, Abner was by the fire,

warming himself. "What do you want?" she asked,
defiantly. *'You!" he shouted, "and what I want I

get!" Ludette caught a hunting knife, prepared to
strike, but Abner knocked it from her hand and carried
her to his waiting sledge. He told his staring children
that he had brought them a new "maw''\ "To the
loft, every one of you!" he commanded. Ludette re-
fused a toddy, so Abner struck her. She fell to the
floor, unconscious, while he drank the toddy and was
soon asleep by the door. Ludette regained conscious-
ness and escaped, wandering aimlessly for hours be-
fore she sank down on the snow.

When David opened the door of his cabin, he saw
that something was wrong and became alarmed. Out-
side, he noticed sledge tracks which he had not seen
in his haste to come in. He followed the tracks, which
led to Abner's cabin, where the children told him
their father had brought a new "maw". "Paw's aw-
ful mad," they explained, finishing up about how she
had escaped. Abner met David as he was leaving.
There was a horrible fight, groans and curses filling the
air. Only the thought of the motherless children kept
David from becoming a murderer. Struggling back
through the snow, he tripped over a bundle. It was
Ludette. Carrying her home, he worked over her for
hours before she opened her eyes and cried out. Then
he stopped her faint exclamation with a kiss.

CITY GIRL
Mae Gray File No. 6486

IT was as though a shot had entered old man May-
well's heart when his daughter Marie explained
her reasons for refusing the proposal of their

neighbor, Bill. "Mary!" he bellowed to his wife,
"Did you hear what that gal said? Get into that
house, gal, before I lose my temper, and don't ever
let me hear you mention the city again!" Marie had
said, plainly enough, that she would marry Bill Mar-
tin upon her first return from the city, that is, un-
less some rich city guy beat him to it! Had May-
well consented to listen to reason, then and there, his
daughter might not have become so hopelessly in-
volved with his employer. Captain Black—reputed to
be a mean man. As it was, the girl readily accepted
the old man's attentions because they pointed to a
ticket to New York! That Black did not accompany
her, as he had promised, was no small source of worry
to this girl who had grown to love him devotedly.
Several days later, with a little over eight dollars in
her purse, an unpaid hotel bill, and the assurance
that Black had merely sent her off to rid himself of
her, she was off to a small but respectable rooming
house from whence she wrote the Captain and set out
to seek work of one kind or another.

At the same moment that the Captain's wife was
receiving a check for one thousand dollars as payment
for her silence in regard to the letter Marie had writ-
ten, and which she had intercepted, Marie was facing
Bill Martin over a stack of papers, inasmuch as he
was the manager of the office to which she had gone
to inquire concerning a bookkeeper's place! "Your
mother has been lonesome since your father died,"
Bill told her, "she asked me to look you up. Have
you had your lunch?" "I'm not hungry," Marie said,
doggedly. "All I want is a job." Bill bustled her off
to a restaurant, however, and over the coffee, he
told her, once more, how very much he loved her.
"You won't get away now!" he laughed, joyously.
Mane blurted out the entire tale of Captain Black,
and how she had been forced to work for her land-
lady in order to be able to remain in the house and
share a few meals with the family!

When Marie entered her boarding house on the arm
of Bill Martin that night, the Powells were not only
surprised, but dumbfounded. Mrs. Powell beckoned
the girl to one side and reminded her that the luncheon
and dmner dishes were still waiting. "Oh no they're
not!" Marie gurgled. "This is the boy I've spoken
so much about—Bill Martin—mv future husband. We're
to be married tonight!" "Oh!" Mrs. Powell said,
"Oh." When Bill and Marie Martin sat with Mother
Maywell the next night, the workers of Captain Black
were singing "Down Among the Georgia Pines", just
like old times, and happiness prevailed as of old!

IT was a pretty French chambermaid who bit into the
apple wherein thieves had secreted the famous
Grande Conde pink diamond! Besides being dis-

charged from her job as chambermaid in a very third
class Parisian hotel, Suzanne was threatened by the
Paris equivalent of Scotland Yard—Surete Generale. On
the very same night, the king's son was stepping out,
as it were, in the Parisian cafes, gleefully happy be-
cause his old man, the king, had called him a chip off
the old block! "Don't tell Ma—" his Majesty had cau-
tioned, sagely. And the gendarme to whom Suzanne
had confided the discovery of the Grande Conde went
about for two days with the tremendous pear-shaped
gem in his pocket, fearing to be laughed at bv his
brother officers!

By the time the two tramps who had abandoned the
valise with the apple containing the Grande Conde re-
turned to claim their baggage, Suzanne had already
met the charming French prince—in a bright little

cafe. He had been fascinated by her face as she peered
into the doorway near the bar, so he had invited her
in, only to discover that she was a most delightful
companion. Even though she had come from Luxem-
bourg to the third rate hotel to work for Madame
Demotte, as chambermaid, the prince bought her ex-
quisite clothes, jewels, and an apartment suiting to
a T, her own beauty; "Wouldn't it be amusing," the
prince asked his valet, "if my Suzanne was the prin-
cess of Luxembourg whom His Majesty has offered all

sorts of rewards for? She would be my father's best
friend's child, and the most eligible wife I could pos-
sibly find!" While he was thus speculating, the
tramps were approaching trial for the theft of the
Grand Conde which had been kept in a moated tower,
and was worth two million dollars—approximately

!

The reasons of the thieves were so simple. Cousins,
they were both in love with the beautiful Eugenie
Decurty, but it took so much money for them to keep
her in the grand style which was rightfully the privi-
lege of such beauty. The Grand Conte had repre-
sented at least several more years of Eugenie to the
cousins, who were such amiable rivals, so they had
taken it, neither counting on leaving the shabby suit-
case behind, in default of rent. When the police tried
to connect Suzanne, so as to keep the reward for
themselves, she complained to her prince, whom she
believed to be the son of a count, but he was more
interested, at the time, in a locket she had shown
him, with her parents' pictures, and a letter sup-
posedly from her father!
The day of the trial, Suzanne was ushered to what

she believed was the Royal Palace, instead of the
Tribunal. Maids in waiting dressed her in gold cloth
and pushed her before the king, to whom she com-
plained of the ugly treatment she was receiving. The
king, in turn, ushered her to another room. "There
is your reward, Suzanne!" he said, leaving. 'The
prince stood by the window.

YOUNG MAN IN LOVE
Elis File No. 6476

HIS name was Hjalmar, and he was just out of
agricultural college. Her name was Svea, and
she was a farmer's daughter. Their wedding,

in a few months, would be the result of love at first
sight!

It was a cold and windy January morning that Lar-
der, the old farmer, asked Hjalmar to go to the bank
in the city for him, so, after kissing Svea a hundred
times, and wiping the coffee from his mouth, the
youth pocketed the bank book and was off—slightly
awed by the fact that he was to return with ten thou-
sand dollars! Hjalmar took only a moment or so to
draw the money, but it was thirty minutes before he
managed to choose the heart-shaped box of candy for
Svea. Homeward bound, he placed the money and the
sweets in a drawer under the seat, because it was
blowing up snowy and cold. By the afternoon, Svea
was weeping copiously because Hjalmar was not yet
back, and even Larder was nervous, never having liked
Hjalmar very much. By the next morning. Larder's
men reported that they could find no signs of the
missing Hjalmar. Larder's thoughts turned, after
some weeks, from the man to the money which was
all-important in his scheme of things. The thought
of starting all over again appalled and terrified him!
When Svea saw the men return with a blanket which
appeared to be her lover's, she fainted, after crying
hysterically: "Hjalmar is dead!" Those who had sus-
pected him of rushing off with the money, felt ashamed,
in the face of death.
One Saturday evening, a gaunt, bewhiskered stran-

ger appeared at the farm to ask for scissors and knives
to grind, but Larder told the man that he was too
poor because of a man he had thought to trust. Svea
remonstrated with her father, before the stranger, ex-
plaining that Hjalmar would I'eturn. "I love him
yet!" she cried, defiantly. With the stranger at his
supper table. Larder spoke of the forthcoming sale of
his house and lands—of necessity, because of his
debts. Before the stranger left, he thrust a ring in
Svea's palm—for good luck, so she promised to wear
it, but she put it away and forgot about it. Sum-
mer came, and with it no Hjalmar. The auction was
advertised for October fifteenth! Suddenly the fate-
ful day was at hand. Svea left off her tears for a
while when she discovered the stranger whom they
had dined. Larder hoped he would buy plentifully.
He did; he bought everything—including the house,
despite the fact that someone had shot him to keep
him from bidding on it. When they rushed him to
the hospital, after it was all over, the villagers were
agog. Had Larder done that—to save his property, in-
asmuch as the stranger had been shutting out bidding?
Visiting the hospital, because of a will the stranger

had made, bequeathing all to the Larders, Svea and
Larder recognized their Hjalmar! The cart and the
horse had slipped into the lake—with the money—that
time, so Hjalmar had worked to earn it again, and
had been lucky in buying up what later turned out to
be railroad land! And so the old fires were rekindled
and the f!ames grew bright once more!

AND HE WAS TEMPTED
Will Henery File No. 6461

THE honesty of the Anderson family was as syn-
onymous with Anderson as sturdiness is with Gib-
raltar. Coming from up North somewhere, they

had settled in Florida with their three children, Mary,
John, and Jane, and there they were. The fact that
their children had done so well by them was a partic-
ular source of pride to the old people—and they were
old—if seventy is inclined to be looked upon as such.
Mary and John worked side by side in a huge com-
pany, while Jane managed a whole department in a
large store.

It was into this calm and placidity that Abel Moore
stepped, gingerly, debonair, and knowing. He was
from New York, mind you, and knew a great deal
about business. Marv and John were to go ahead,
while Abel took their place in the office. The Ander-
sons were delighted, and their particular way of show-
ing this was by making Moore welcome to their home
He, after all, had been the motivating force for the
children's rise. Why, they actually managed the entire
accounting department! Jane, however, hated Abel
Moore was an intensity of feeling never heretofore ex-
perienced by an Anderson. Worse than Moore, how-
ever, she despised his friend, Mitchell, who had also
come from New York to become affiliated with anoth-
er business house in town. Jane, it was, who first
grew suspicious of John's frequent absences from home
and his apparent enjoyment of Moore's and Mitchell's
company. "He doesn't go to shows every night!" Jane
said, more than once. "For heaven's sake, Jane, why
don't you mind your business?" Mary would remark,
in defence of John. The Andersons were too trusting
to place any stock in the girl's quibbling. The fact
of the matter was that John was out with his two com-
rades, each nght, at the club, or at their apartment,
learning the so-called thrill of gambhng. Approach-
ing him cautiously, the two—who were out for nothing
else but the money of the company for which John
and Mary served—and for which John had control of
certain moneys—started him off with match sticks,
and allowing him to win consistently. It was John
himself who clamored for higher and higher stakes!
In a comparatively short space of time, John ran
through ten thousand dollars of his concern's wealth.
Mary, finding him in the office, one morning, doped,
faced the facts sadly, but rationally. John insisted
upon leaving for New York at once, after Mitchell.
Reluctantly, Mary bade him farewell, promising to
manage somhow, until his return with the money.
When John returned, Mary saw it in his eyes. She
had read in the papers of Mitchell's murder—a clue-
less one—but John's face told the story. It was not
long afterwards that John was found near their home,
dead from a snakebite. The other Andersons shook
their heads. "And John knew so much about snakesi"
they said. Mary knew. She trailed Moore to Savan-
nah, but to no avail. Another murder was the
only result, but Mary was tried, and the story came
out. Moore and Mitchell were New York crooks, so
Mary was let off, but the honor of the Andersons was
unalterably smeared. Only Jane kept her head high.
It was she who had almost prophesied the results and
she who gave them the Httle happiness they had. Mary
never married. Life slipped by. Some day, perhaps,
Gibraltar may crumble. Who can tell?

ON THE RANGE
Alvin Long Jr File No. 6442

SHOWING his shooting prowess as only a new-
comer to a ranch must do, Jack Crosby put a
hole through the foreman's hat; won the instant

admiration of the cow-punchers: and won his way into
the confidence of Randall, for whom he had come to
hunt rustlers. It was not long before Jack singled
out his suspects. The ranch foreman and another
rancher in the district annoyed him because of their
bullying. It was through Wildcat's bullying methods
that Jack rescued and teamed up with Ted, an apt
youth, who promised to aid Jack in his work.
Several mornings after his arrival. Jack arrived at

the ranch on his usual inspection tour, but Mary Ran-
dall, who had promised to ride with him, not only
looked the other wav, but walked off eockily as Jack
came within talking distance. Randall himself ordered
Jack from the property, after calling him a crook and
a cheap horse-thief! Jack returned to Ted's place
mournful, but rich in ideas. So, that was his oppon-
ent's means of getting out of the way! He'd show
them! That night, Sampson and Wildcat were positive
the coast was clear. By the time Randall had received
news of the rustlers attack, the band was well on its
way with the cows, and Sampson at Randall's elbow.
"Someone stay with Mary while we follow!" Randall
said. "O. K." was Sampson's reply. That was exactly
what he had wanted to do! Soon the noise of cows'
feet and gunshots were heard all over the range.
"We'll get them tonight!" Randall cried, joyfully.
In Ted's place. Jack picked up his ears. "What's
that?" Ted asked. "Shootin' " Jack answered. In
a jiffy both boys were off, and into the direction of
the trouble. Within half an hour. Jack had everyone
of the Wildcat's men lined up with guns far from
them and hands aloft. Randall smiled apologetically,
but before anything could be said, a cowpuncher came
riding breathlessly up to Randall. "Mary's gonel"
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he said. Tack and Randall were off. but the older

man found" it somewhat difficult to keep up with the

younger. Jack came upon Mary and Sampson in a
sequestered' spot. The girl was resisting the brute

with all her force. She lapsed into a faint as Jack
approached. Sampson was soon placed hi the cell ad-

jacent to Wildcat's at the county jail.

Randall's apologetic manner was becoming a source

of great trouble to Jack, who was a modest and for-

giving youth by nature. "Say, Mr. Randall." Jack
remarked one day, "would you feel more comfortable
if I became vour son-in-law and foreman instead of

range dick?"" "You bet, son!" Randall remarked,
while Mary slid into Jack's arms happily.

LAST LAUGH
Ben E. Crosby File No. 6456

ADOLPH Black had one passion—almost a mama!
It was the determination to obtain the "ideal

girl," who according to his conception, was one

who threw back her head with abandon when she

laughed. He collected photographs of eligible young
women, but sighed hopelessly over them. His friends,

amused at his stubborn persistence, winked and thought
up a practical joke. They engaged Agnes, a charming
young woman, who was being amorously pursued by

Joe Lumas, who had business dealing with her father,

for the task. One night at a party, at which Joe es-

corted a reluctant Agnes, who only acquiesced to his

invitations, because of her father's entreaties, Adolph
caught sight of her. Agnes, with a mischievous-twin-
kle in her eyes, abruptly left Joe, and coyly flirted

with Adolph, who disdainfully received her. Suddenly,
Agnes threw back her head and laughted. Fascinated,
Adolph spent the rest of the evening with her, to the

fury of Joe. Both Adolph and Agnes became intoxi-

cated, and through Joe's wiles, the story damaging the

reputation of both the girl and the man spread. The
Brants, Agnes' parents, indignantly brought Adolph
to court, on the grounds that Adolph brought home
their innocent daughter, dishonored, drunk. As the

judge was about to announce his guilt and confine

him to prison, Agnes burst forth in a full confession,

that it was she who had insisted upon the drinks,

hoping to ward off Joe! Outraged, the Brants for-

bade their daughter from seeing Adolph, and allied

with Toe to attempt a marriage between Agnes and
himself. Meanwhile Adolph, his spirit fired with the
hope of revenge, overheard one day, Joe and a man,
who represented himself as Ugo Ugrin, representa-

tive in South American Ports, speaking. Adolph
watched Joe receiving some papers from him, and
the sudden realization that Joe's business was "crook-
ed" and that the Brant's property was in danger,
dawned upon him. He entered Joe's house, opened
the safe cautiously and drew out the betraying sheets.

An invisible camera, which hung concealed, snapped
his picture. The next day news spread that Adolph
was wanted for burglary. Hearing that Joe was off

to Cuba that very day, Adolph in a retreat from
authorities, and hoping to find more information about
Joe. fled on the very same boat, without even a fare-

well to Agnes. On the ship, he met a girl, who
looked strangely familiar, although he could not ex-
actly place the curly blonde hair; to her he confided
his troubles, as he pointed out the picture in the
papers. At that moment, Joe and the authorities ar-

rived, arresting Adolph as the thief. Elder, the girl,

followed Joe to the hotel where Ugo lived, when the
boat had landed, overheard important information and
was caught by Joe, just as she was about to tiptoe
down to phone the police. She screamed loudly, as
he carried her Into the room, but she was rescued by
the hotel employees. The police were summoned;
Adolph produced the stolen papers, and Joe was dis-

covered to be a state-wide offender.
Alone with her, Adolph confessed his love for Elder.

She threw back her head and laughed! The blonde
wig fell off. It was Agnes!

The kids continue merrily until they reach the pond
which is situated in a beautiful grove. Boarding the
raft and reaching the one room shack boat-house,
they discover a negro couple in a two-hundred pound
clinch. Uninvited guests! Stinky Davis then ap-
pears with his gang, hauling a snappy gas launch.
The kids make for shore and explain the situation.
A hasty conference is held. The kids make silently
for the house-boat, and, tying, one end of a tow rope
to the corner of it ; the other end to the launch.
Stinky starts around it at full speed, thus causing the
house-boat to spin. The negro lovers find themselves
on the floor, everything about them whirling topsy-
turvy. A few feet from shore, on a raft, the kids are
weak with laughter. Suddenly the tow rope breaks
and the launch runs wild. The kids run through the
water for their lives, pursued by the negro who, bent
on revenge, and furious, fades out into the distance
after them!

TRAPPED LOVERS
Mary Fedorko File No. 6480

BY and large, John Warren thought, his daughter
Harriet was not being as spoiled as people imag-
ined. Other girls had mothers. Harri was

motherless and often fatherless because it was neces-
sary for John to be away on business very often.

Harri wept with joy when John sprang the surprise
about the trip to Florida on his pal, Joe Miller's

yacht. "You won't be able to run off on any busi-
ness unless you take water wings!" the girl cried,

happily. John had been promising this trip since his

girl was sixteen—three years back. He was glad, too,

and anyhow, it would be a good chance for her to meet
Joe's nephew, Jim, an up and coming youth whom
Joe and John would have liked to fall in love with
Harri!
A few moonlight nights on deck, and hours when

John and Joe remained slyly out of sight in Joe's
cabin, with a bottle and a deck of cards turned the
trick. By the time the yacht put into port. Harri
was itching for the feel of a diamond, and Jim was
beaming proudly. John and Joe hadn't been happier
in many years, and the two acted like fools, going
from place to place in the wobbliest of conditions. It

was just before the wedding—which was to take
place on the yacht—that Harri pleaded with John to

be more careful of his money. "People stare when
you flash such a roll in these times!" she cautioned.
John laughed. "It'll go into the bank tommorrow," he
piomised, "for as long as we're here." Even when he
was drunk, John never forgot how much he adored
his child.

The night before the wedding, Jim did not show up
at the hotel, so Harri waited, miserable and fearful,

with none to comfort her liut Tohn and Joe, who were
already beautifully pickled, as it were. When, at

midnight, a message arrived, asking that Harri come
to a house outside of town, to which Jim had been tak-
en, injured, she went, but a different sight from what
she had expected greeted her. Jim was lying on the
floor, tied and partially gagged, while three thugs,
apparently, watched over him. Harri tried hard to

keep her wits about her. and her efforts paid, because
the moment the men stepped out of the room, to al-

low her to write, asking her father for fifty grand
ransom, she found a hidden telephone and called.

John Warren arrived on the spot, but was unable to

help. It was only after he and two of the men had
left that Gill, the third, set the lovers loose, telling

them of his friendship with John, years back! Harri
and Jim did not find John at the hotel when they ar-
rived, but it did not take Gill long to point out the
thugs' hideout to the police, who granted him im-
munity, inasmuch as the other two were wanted all

over the country! Jim and Harri went abroad for the
honeymoon—with the blessings of their guardians.
When they had gone, John and Joe were lonely, but
oh, so glad!

that anyone couid do! When the appointed day for
the wedding was at hand. Palmer made his way
through unusual weather obstacles, and arrived at the
Lee's, only to be praised and fussed over. Prayers
of thanksgiving went up from the family and Cassan-
dra, who loved her old fiance with every fiber of her
luortal and spiritual being.
When Palmer took his bride back with him to his

own section of Indiana, away from the dearlv beloved
hills of Cassandra, his neighbors smiled grimly at the
May-December romance, but neither Cassandra nor
her husband worried much or paid heed to their jibes.
An old man's darling? Yes. thought Cassandra, that
was just what she was, but he was a darling, too.
For many years, the two lived happily together, build-
ing up as they went along. Three years after the
building of a new home. Palmer died, leaving a grief-
stricken woman behind. Cassandra had loved her
aged consort. She never married again, but lived in
a lonely way, with Eliza, who was a comfort, albeit
far from companionable.

J. A. Wallie File No. 6493

PEOPLE used to call the Fisher girls the two old
maids. Though neither was pretty, each was sin-
gularly charming and what most everyone chose

to call good mixers. Hattie, especially, was vivacious
—much more so than Helen—so it happened that John
Perkins invited her to the Annual Ball of the City
Fireman. After that, it was amusing to see the change
in the household when Tohn—Dashing John—was ex-
pected to call. On nights that he did not come. Hattie
sat about, petulantly and with an unalterable grouch,
but she always brightened when she realized that the
tact of the matter was simply to be found in John's
dogged devotion to his widowed invalid sister and her
two kiddies. "Any time you don't see me." John had
explained, "it's because I've got to mind the sister's
kids—so they wont annoy her." Hattie suggested that
John bring them over some time, but the occasion
was never forthcoming, despite his apparent interest
m the idea.

Many weeks had gone by in what Hattie felt was
perfect bliss before the Tennie Cole incident occurred
Jennie, an old friend of Hattie's and Helen's, dropped
in one evening to pass the time of day, as it were, be-
cause she happened to be in the neighborhood. As
she was about to enter the room in which Hattie and
John were seated, John suddenly remembered an er-
rand he had forgotten. "Who was that man?" Jen-
nie asked, v/hen he had gone. Hattie blushed, but
takmg Jennie's words in a complimentarv light, went
on to extoll the virtues of one Tohn Perkins with
whom she was keeping company. The big disillusion-
ment^ hit Ha_ttie a resounding smack on the senses.
Johns sister, as it were, was his wife! The two
children were his! What's more, Jennie laughed at
Hattie s tale concerning John's nobility, sneeringly.
His wife. It appeared, was failing for no other reason
than that John had never been square with her one
day of their married life! Hattie was loath to beheve
the story, but her sister Helen, irate and determined
proved it inside of one hour, the ne.xt afternoon So!
Hattie, still m a daze, ventured to Jennie's house-
across the street from the Perkins menage From
her perch in the window, she observed her adored
John in all the glory of his family life! The scene
was heartbreaking. When he had gone on his way,
Hattie approached his children with sympathetic words
and two shiny new dimes. "Tell—tell your—fa—ther
that Hattie Fisher gave you these!" she said, as
though her heart would break.
John Perkins has long since married. His wedding

followed not long after his frail little wife's death and
It IS rumored about town that the new wife is a
joy to behold. Charming? Hardly! Her domineer-
ing nature and hard manner is punishing John for
his own years of dominance and cruelty. And the
Wisher girls are still the town's most charming spin-
sters!

NIZE BRATS CASSANDRA
Joseph Kobe File No. 2711 Elizabeth O'Connell File No. 6481

PRIVATE OFFICE

MORNING finds Our Gaiia lost in thought. Its

day's adventure is still in process of thought,
but at someone's suggestion that they fish, ap-

plause rings in the air. While one raids his pa's
fishing tackle, the others raid Farina's ma's bean
yard for poles. The old negress meets them, however,
meat cleaver in hand. In the ensuing confusion the kids
barely escape with their lives, but assembling at the
shack, they adjust themselves for fishing. Boarding
their one-pony-power cart, they are away to their
favorite fish pond on the other side of town.
Coasting merrily down the boulevards, the gang

overtakes a Chinaman hauling a cartful of wash, so
upon passing him, they call out childish insults. At
the same time, Wheezer's dangling hook and line
swings over and picks off a pair of bloomers from the
Chinaman's cart. The Chinaman, hysterical, starts
off after Wheezer and his property in high gear. The
chase continues down the boulevards and into the sub-
way. At last the kids discover the cause of the com-
motion. Easy, they feel, to settle this. Tear off the
hook and return the bloomers. The result is a huge
hole in the seat. The cast off truants from the laun-
dry bundle land at the feet of a traffic oflicer at an
intersection, so the Chinaman, caressing them tenderly,
examines the damage. The pedestrians join in the
hearty laugh which greets these gestures, a fat ladv
offering most of the laughter. Suddenly she recog-
nizes those bloomers. Hers, eh! Down the street
after the poor little laundryman she tears, the police-
man after her, his trousers staying on only through
a miracle.

CASSANDRA Lee often wondered, as a child, how
it was that her parents never tired of boasting of

their ancestry from Francis Scott Key—and Po-
cahontas, on Mrs. Lee's side. "You're lucky, Eliza,"
she would often tell her deaf and dumb sister, "be-
cause you can't hear that business over and over
again!" But Cassandra was far from a disobedient
or impudent daughter. Each time, she listened
intently, remembering to stiffen with pride when it

was all finished. The girl couldn't disobey or behave
badly, because her religious training was too rigid.
Only Eliza had been permitted to grow up like a pagan
—because she couldn't hear the services anyhow, and
she was useful at home during those hours^ Her fa-
ther, the Reverend Lee, had never become reconciled
to his child's afflictions, so Cassandra was the pride of
the house—and the Reverend's pet.

It was when Cassandra was not yet out of her teens
that she attended a revival, one warm, balmy night in
.September. The aged evangelist held her enthralled
throughout his sermon in which he laid convincing
emphasis on the importance of temperance. This was
the Rev. George Palmer, a Civil War veteran, and
great grandson of Lord Palmer of England. Palmer
wore whiskers and walked on crutches, but something
about him sent unprecedented chills through Cassandra,
and the girl realized she was in love—this must be
love, she thought, to herself. Palmer was smitten
with the same thoughts, and he proceeded to pay
Cassandra heavy court, wooing her as ardently as
any young lover might, and pleading for her hand in
the face of all the head-shaking and tongue-clacking

Leia F. Ramsey File No. 6482

SOCIETY'S whirl fell about Vera Love's ears with
a raucous crash the night she realized that as a
result of the stock market decline her butterfly

days were over. Six months later, when Tim Love
died. Vera knew that she was to become one of the
millions of toilers whose very bread is eked out on the
typewriter. It might have been different had it not been
for an invalid mother, but \'era plunged into the
swim of business with a keeh mind and a heavy heart.
Jack Morgan was her first boss, and Vera knew, from
the moment she first heard his soothing mascuHne
voice, that he was hers—hers, and no one else's. It
didn t take Morgan long to discover that he, too,
was in love with the beautiful and charming girl who
guarded the threshold of his private domains. But
there was a Mrs. Morgan already, and Vera would
have gone on her way had it not been for the fact
that Jack pleaded for time. "Maybe my father will
help me. dear, Jack told Vera, the day she gave him
notice. Vera remained, but Edith Morgan still re-
fused to grant the divorce. After all, she explained,
the Morgans had wanted her. Now they would pay—
but not for a divorce. When the elder Morgan backed
her up, Jack left town, promising Vera that he would
write, but admonishing her to keep his whereabouts
from the family. V'era went on with her job leadenlv
The new boss, Jake Heston, did not intrigue her, b^t
he_ did appeal to Edith -Morgan, who had come to the
office to inquire of Jack's whereabouts. When the
affair became serious. Vera wrote to Jack, joyfully,
and Jack returned to town prepared to find anything
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else but what confronted him. Yet, there it was.

Edith and Heston were cavorting about with not a

care in the world. "Go to your people. Jack," Vera
begged, but Jack thought better of her suggestion.

"No," he said, "if we've waited this long, develop-

ments will not be long in coming."
It was on the day that Vera received the terrible

message urging her to come to Jack at once that Mor-
gan Sr. was in the oftice inquiring about his son.

Jack had been injured in another city, where he was
working. "I'll go with you, mv dear," Morgan told

Vera, after he had learned the reason for Vera's

hysterics. In the hospital. Tack looked longingly at

his beloved Vera, and gratefully at his father. Morgan
explained that Edith was, after all, applying for di-

vorce to marrv Jake Heston. For two weeks Vera re-

mained near jack, at the hospital, and then both re-

turned. Edith, however, had changed her mind. "I'll

shake them down for plenty before I get the divorce!"

she told Heston, but the Morgans were through pay-

ing. Had she been clever, she might have forced the

issue, but Edith was far from brainy. On she went,

Jake Heston at her elbow constantly. Private detec-

tives turned the tale into evidence. After the divorce.

Vera and Jack merged, permanently.

COMPENSATION
Mr Ruby Shields File No. 6482

NEYSA Royale was almost twenty-four before she

managed to shake herself loose from a family of

parasites. She was sick and tired of supporting

them and taking orders besides. "I'm twenty three—
almost twenty-four!" she said, when she finally real-

ized what they were doing to her. "The boys can

work, and I guess I ought to have a little fun!" At
one of her parties, Raymond Kent, the town's most
elusive bachelor, proposed.
Two years of marriage and happiness ended for

Neysa with a discordant crash, because Neysa, sym-
pathizing with her cousin Janet, invited her up for a

visit, only to discover that Janet, despite family pres-

sure ot the usual Royale type, was selfish, contriving,

and beautiful. Raymond was more than pleased to

show her about town while Neysa remained at home
with the baby, unable to afiford help, and miserably

tired of working and saving! It was shortly after

Janet's departure for Europe—with the wealthy old

man she had snared—that Neysa's second daughter
was born and the famous call from the lawyer, Steve
Warner, came. Neysa, if you please, had inherited a

small fortune from Jim, her old negro gardener, whom
she had been kind to. Who could have imagined that

old Jim had so much money stowed away! Kent cau-

tioned Neysa to use her funds with moderation. "Nuts,
Raymond Kent!" Neysa said, "it's my money—even
if I didn't earn it—and I intend to have a swell time
for the first time in my life! I'm not thirty, yet."

One thing, however, that Kent would not do was to

give up his job. Neysa thought this amusing. "You'll

live in my house, wear better clothes, and all that
sort of thing, but you think working is keeping you
within the limits of decency and respectability."

"Yes!" Kent answered, "That's just what I think!"
In answer, Neysa took her children off to an exclu-

sive beach resort, and it was there that she met
Haddon Crane, a gay, charming grass widower, who
was only too delighted to fuss over the beautiful Neysa.
The Kent children hardly saw their mother from one
end of the day till the other, for, she slept in the day-
time and caroused in the evenings. It was only when
her oldest daughter became ill that Neysa thought of

Raymond, but Raymond was indifferent to Neysa as
he remained by the child's bedside. After it was all

over, he asked Neysa for a divorce and the custody of

the children, but Neysa was shocked. "You couldn't,
Ray!" she said, "I love you—really—but all those bit-

ter years brought something rotten out of me!" Ray-
mond's, answer was his departure, and the commence-
ment of his action for divorce. Neysa was terrified.

Back to her old home she sped,—the first home they
had shared together—and into it she settled—with the
children. Then she waited patiently. One morning

—

a Sunday—she phoned Kent. In a few minutes he was
there "Explain, Neysa," he said. The girl sobbed
happily as she mumbled something about love com-
pensating for many marriage trials and troubles.

TERROR ISLAND

Harvey R. Hedquist File No. 6429

WHEN Jack Martin refused a date with the little

Mexican waitress in a Mexico City hash house,
he wondered whether he would ever have a

date again. There he was, with his amphibian plane,
heading for the mysterious Walker Islands in the Pa-
cific, in search of a lost buddy. He hadn't left a girl

behind, thank goodness, but his family was pretty im-
portant, and Jack promised himself to be careful, for

their sake, still, who could have imagined that his gas
would give out just as an island came into view in
the midst of the blue Pacific?
His first few days on the island, alone, were thrill-

ing because Jack was a red-blooded American boy, nur-
tured on Robinson Crusoe and Swiss Family Robinson.
With plenty of guns, cartridges, and a menacing ma-
chine gun, secretly stored in his plane by a pal in the
army, Jack wasn't particularly terrified. He could sub-
sist on rabbits, after all, and a little later, when he
learned to make a sort of bread in the clay oven he
had constructed, all was as well as could be expected.
Signs of life were not slow in displaying themselves.
The old hulk of a ship was of interest for awhile, but
more terrifying were the footprints of a giant human.
It was shortly after this tremendous hairy creature
had threatened his life that Jack began to miss the

rabbits in his snares, and other eatables he might
accumulate from time to time. For a long while, all

traps he set were of no avail, but one fine day, after

a terrible scare with a gorilla. Jack found Enid Powers
in his pit—the trap. Enid was the daughter of the
captain of the wreck he had discovered, and she had
been on the island six whoU years ! It was shortly af-

ter he and Enid joined forces that the girl pointed
out the missing plane to him—poor Jim was surely
dead, Jack thought, or the sound of his own plane
would have roused him. For months, the two faced
the loneliness of the life on what Jack had christened
Terror Island, braving the dangers and sharing what-
ever each found. It was only when the gigantic ter-
ror of the footprints stole away with Enid in Jack's
absence that the youth first realized the love he bore
the girl! For two days he searched, wearily, and final-

ly found her, locked into a dark cavern, along with the
skeleton of his dead buddy, and two gorillas he had
slain. The two returned to their camp, happily, but
Jack did not remain so for long. A poison dart was
the only evidence Jack needed to tell him that the
tribe of cannibals Enid had spoken of were close at
hand. That night, Jack killed their spy, but almost
at once, the entire tribe was at hand. It was only
through sheer luck and grit that Jack and Enid, with
the aid of the machine gun, mowed down the whole
crew before the black men were able to realize what
was happening to them. When, shortly afterwards.
Jack got the terrifying giant, it seemed that every-
thing would be placid once more, so the two continued
to hope that help would come from somewhere. But
it didn't, and what's more. Jack was taken down with
a terrific fever which lasted two weeks. He remained
alive only because Enid watched over him so tenderly
and doggedly. His recovery was marked by a fierce
storm which almost swept the plane and the two off
the face of the earth! It was when it was all over
that Jack discovered the thing which ultimately meant
life for them ! A barge, broken loose from its tow
ship, stood there—on that island—filled to the brim
with gas and oil!

It only took the pair a mere couple of days to fly

back to civilization, but they never forgot, in all their
years together, to be thankful to each other and to
Terror Island for the harrowing months, and the
ecstatic escape I

WHEN A WOMAN LOVES
Mrs. Rilla Couture File No. 6469

WHEN Eunice Templeton married the young
lawyer who had run her over with his car,
every woman in town remarked on the ro-

mance of it, but a few felt rather sorry for Richard
Barry, the girl's childhood sweetheart. "But I don't
care for you that way, Richard!" Eunice had said.
"I love Melville Warner!" After telling her the
time-worn story about how he would always be there
in case she needed him, Richard left town, and Eunice
continued to be happy with her adored Melville.

It was shortly after the birth of her second child—
a daughter, that Eunice, feeling weak and run down,
decided to listen to her doctor" and settle away from
the city. "Poor Mel,*' she thought, worrying about
what he would do between weekends, which were the
only possible times he could come home. But Mel-
ville was being entertained royally. A new steno-
grapher, Clara Bedford, knew how to attend to little

things like that! At first, Mel's weekends with his
wife and children were glorious adventures, but their
frequency petered out. "It's an important case, dear,"
Mel would tell his wife, over the phone, "and there's
a lot of preparation to be done." Naturally enough,
Eunice grew lonesome, so her first thought was of
Melville. "I've been a pig!" she told her mother, "I'm
going right back to the city to surprise Mel. I'm
fine, now." Eunice's surprise was in the nature of a
shock! Melville and his stenographer sprang apart as
the wife stood before them! Back to the country went
Eunice, discouraged and hurt to the quick. For months
she remained in seclusion with her children, barely
managing to exist. Her parents were maintaining
her—and not her husband who found it most fit to
spend both time and money on the alluring Clara Bed-
ford.

Mel's most humiliating moment came when Clara
announced her intention to wed a wealthy out-of-
towner.

^
"But Clara—" Mel said, "I thought we—"

"Oh no," Clara said, "it was lovely while it lasted,
but I'm off to a happier hunting ground now." Mel's
attempt ta commit suicide was nipped in the bud by
the police, but the resulting outcome was a sojourn
in the hospital. Eunice rushed to her husband's side
in the noblest fashion, glad she had not listened to
Richard's entreaties in regard to divorcing him. The
cavalier-husband was mighty embarrassed and ashamed
when he found his wife at his bedside, one day, shortly
after his suicidal attempt, but mighty grateful never-
theless. His first request, after kissing her for what
seemed like an age, was for the children. Then, back
in the city apartment, with eyes only for the future,
the Warners started all over again. "It didn't seem
like it could be done!" the gossips said. "That Eu-
nice sure is a wonder!"

HER GUIDING HAND
Clara D. Solberg File No. 6465

THE I son of the Westons, Edward, might
a fine lawyer had it not been for the

fact that Lotta Evans moved into town. It was
at the outset of his law school career that Edward
made up his mind to marry Lotta, who promised to
wait for him, so this added impetus to the youth's de-
sire to make good. The Evanses, however, decided
upon other plans. Ira Brown, a farmer nearby, clos-
ing a deal with Evans, noticed Lotta and made a
play for her, flaunting the fact that he had been a

bachelor so long just to wait for such an opportunity.

Lotta was unimpressed, but the Evanses were secret-

ly joyful. Brown, they knew, had long been a catch
despite his thirty-eight years, in contrast to Lotta's

eighteen. Why wait for Edward Weston? During
the ensuing vacation, Edward was assured that Lotta
would not surrender of her own accord, but he re-

turned to school with misgivings, realizing that his

interest in law was bearing up only because it was
so firmly bolstered by the sacrifice of his family. He
would rather have been home—nearer to Lotta.
Less than a month after his vacation prior to his

last year at school, Edward was greeted with the

news of Lotta's betrothal to Brown. The Evanses had
won out, no doubt, despite the fact that Lotta de-

clared openly—and to him, in a pathetic letter—that

she would never love anyone else but Edward! The
youth left for the city the same day as the wedding,
despite the pleas of his mother and sister Mary.
For him, life's sober hand was an old familiar friend.

Well, he wouldn't be a lawyer, Edward rationalized,

but he would become a great man in some other way

—

to show Lotta and her family! After two years, Ed-
ward was indeed a captain of industry—because he was
a brainy lad—but his prosperous moments and gay
friends had shown him the way to forgetfulness.

Women, drink, and amusement filled his every spare
hour. When the war broke out, Edward was in the
front ranks, but he returned home with never a scratch,

only to depart again, after having disgraced himself
in the eyes of the faniily by returning to the house,
one night, drunk as a lord. Mrs. Weston had gathered
the children in prayer for her black sheep. Edward
left, resolved to be led by her guiding hand, but
realizing this could never be while he was in such
close proximity to Lotta.
The occasion of Edward's next appearance at his

home was his mother's death, and when they brought
the body to the old town for burial, seeing Lotta ag-
gravated the situation intensely. Racked by his grief

and the longing which the girl had inspired, through
her protestations of undying love, Edward drank him-
self into a stupor. This was too much for the family.
Only his sister Mary, hearing his story, understood.
"You will have to get out!" the father bellowed,
despite the fact that his heart was breaking. On the
verge of reentering his old life, because it was so
soothing to his chaotic mind and thoughts, Edward,
visiting old family friends, met Carlotta Forbes, a
charming girl who was leaving the very next day to
become a missionary in far-off lands. Edward realized
at once that she was undergoing some of his own
emotional strain. That night, he had a vivid dream
in which his mother figured prominently. Edward's
mind became set. As the train pulled out the next
day, Carlotta Forbes found Edward beside her. "I
felt, instinctively, that you would be here today, Ed-
ward," she said. "Do you think that we can find

love out there—helping others, Carlotta?" Edward
asked. "Yes," the girl said, ever so softly and
dreamily.

SACRIFICE
Jean LaRu File No. 6447

FASCINATION for a city girl sent Roy Gordon
over the very precipice of decency and self re-
spect. Irene Easton, the girl, had neither to lose,

so she very complacently sat by, watching this clean
youth rob his employers and shatter his widowed
mother's happiness for her. When Roy discovered that
he was being trailed for having robbed the bank in
order to purchase a handsome engagement ring for
Irene, he did what is generally referred to as "light-
ing out". On the same day that the Gordon house
went under the auctioneer's hammer, so that Mrs.
Gordon might pay back her son's debt, Irene Easton
arrived in New York to marry her millionaire fiance
who had been spurred into action by the news of
Irene's betrothal to Roy. Soon after she had cleared
herself, Mrs. Gordon left town, too brokenhearted and
disgraced to face anyone any longer. Only Betty
Tanner, Roy's childhood sweetheart, showed regret.
The others rather believed that Grace Gordon's lot
deserved suiTering for having so wayward a boy.
But Betty Tanner stuck, worrying a great deal the
day Mrs. Gordon finally left. It was not long after-
wards that Betty's father died, leaving his daughter
sufficient money to live on, but no one except a bro-
ther to love her and watch over her welfare. When
the brother informed Betty that he was moving to an-
other town to marry and settle, Betty rebelled. "I'm
going to find Roy or Mrs. Gordon!" she announced.
The brother eyed her with amazement. "They're no
good," he said, dully, but he knew that arguing with
Betty was of little avail.
Six months later, Roy arrived in town. Betty had

been gone but one month, due to the postponement of
her brother's wedding. Roy, coming from the mines
of the West, financially well-fixed, called to see the
man he had robbed, but when he learned of his moth-
er's deed—and of Betty's, he left hurriedly, heading for
the South. It was on a street in New Orleans, one
day, that Roy came face to face with Betty—a more
mature Betty, smartly dressed and well-groomed.
Koy Gordon, ' she said, "I don't know whether to

slap your face or kiss you." Roy paled perceptibly.
You know, Betty remarked, "Irene Easton is intown—you might be interested. She's on her way to

Me.xico to divorce another sucker—and they say he's
settled plenty on her." Roy stood tranfi.xed. Betty—
the meek little demure girl he had never noticed had
become a sophisticated woman! "This is no time
to be sarcastic!" Roy said, and then, pullihg her into
a doorway, he looked down into her eyes "I love
you lor sure—now!" he said, kissing her tenderly.
With her eyes misty, and her hand tightly gripping
Koy s, Betty led him to her home, where his mother
was sitting by the window—as ever—waiting patiently.

K"'=^ y,°" <1, .™,'n<:." she said, "and I knew it
would be like this." Roy wept for the first time inmany years.
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SONG OF THE DESERT
L. Stuart Glass File No. 6459

A POWERFUL male voice, picking up the aria

which Tune Grayson had dropped, brought the

girl and her hosts to their feet. June Grayson,
resting at the Mexican ranch of her friends, the For-
beses, was openly fascinated, but the search at her be-

quest was fruitless. Just a few days later, the ranch
workers broke out into rebellion, fleeing to the hills,

and taking with them, Donald, June's young nephew
who had accompanied his famous aunt from New
York. For the time, the excitement and terror swept
all thoughts of the mysterious singer from the girl's

mind. The only clue was the disappearance of Pedro,
a cripple. "He must have taken Donald!" June said,

"But he was such a kindly fellow."
The Mexico City police sent down a sizeable squad

headed by Senor Roberto Yeltrah, reputed to be the
best guide in that part of the region. June was fas-

cinated by the power of this unusually hard, but un-
deniably considerate man. as he made his way back
and forth from the ranch to the Indian camp in the
hills which he was using as headquarters. It was not
long before Yeltrah, fascinated by the beautiful singer,
expressed his love for her, but June demurred, ex-
plaining that the difference in their lives and posi-
tions, if nothing else, was enough to check any fur-
ther romantic notions either might harbor. Yelthrah
returned to the hills, grieved, but assured of the girl's

love. The first development was the capture of Pedro,
but upon questioning, the man would voiichsafe no
information. Upon returning from another search,
Yeltrah found the crippled Pedro gone and the camp
in ruins, with the Indians in .a furore. With the
chief, Yeltrah made temporary camp, but was awak-
ened by Pedro who cautioned him to follow noiselessly.
Koberto followed his informer to the hiding place of

notorious bandits, assured, only upon his arrival,
that this was not yet another trap. But the boy was
there, and Pedro and Roberto set off joyously toward
the ranch. Nearing it, Yeltrah burst forth into song

—

the same song he had been singing the night June had
been so fascinated, her first night at the ranch. The
girl rushed out into Roberto's arms, confessing her
love in the face of all else, but Pedro uncovered a
startling surprise to off-set what appeared to be a
sacrifice. Yeltrah, he told June, was actually Robert
Hartley, for four years a fugitive from his wealthy
family because of their accusal of him in connection
with a tremendous theft of negotiable securities.
Pedro had been employed as a detective to bring the
youth home, inasmuch as the real thief had been ap-
prehended long since. "Life isn't quite the mess it

seemed to be—a few hours ago!" June laughed. "I'll

say it isn't!" Yeltrah said, employing his best Eng-
lish, "when shall we sail to meet the family?"

A NEW COMMANDMENT
Charles Wentworth File No. 6397

MITCHELL Waring first got religion, as it were,
from a colorful neighborhood preacher who
seemed to open up a new view of heaven with

his worldliness. It was during his experience as a
World War correspondent, however, that the youth
actually became inspired to enter the church, in oi'der
to blast prevailing interpretations of Christianity.
Mitchell plunged into his seminary training with vig-
or inspired by his years of travel and adventure in
Europe, a great deal of his youthful restlessness
having mellowed.

It was while in college that Mitchell met Mabel
Garnett. the daughter of a minister. The girl was
beautiful, gay, and physically devastating, but Mit-
chell could not help but contrast her with Mae Wright,
another vivacious, but sHghtly more intelligent wo-
man who would not have him despite her love for him,
because of her belief in her own disabilities in becom-
ing a preacher's wife. Mabel was thrilled to the mar-
row with IMitchell, unaware that her physical energy
had aided in catching him on the rebound. This was
a delightful romance until Mabel's father gave it its

first thrust onto the rocks by upbraiding Mitchell for

his advanced views and denying the boy's outlook com-
pletely. Mitchell began to see that Mabel was not
the girl to whom he had been betrothed, but an un-
loosened, undignified, and often ordinary person. His
Mabel had been reserved and strong. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that he was a normal fellow, Mitchell
knew that Mabel and he were unsuited—horribly so—
but he knew very little of how to fight free. It was
Mabel herself who showed the way. The girl had been
worried with premonitions of her loss, so she appealed
to Cleo Frohman, her best friend—a young matron
of Evanston's social set, similar in type and temper-
ament to Mabel. Both girls decided that only Mabel's
impulses and physical sacrifice would save her and
Mitchell. After all, Cleo had used the same method
and had come out on top! The memorable event oc-
curred soon after Mitchell's much-heralded address
before the Illinois Council of Youth, in which he had
challenged youth to come forth into the light of truth
and reality. In the blackness of the lake shore, Mabel
cast her lot, but Mitchell retrieved himself from the
brink in a miraculous fashion. That night, after leav-
ing Mabel at her door, Mitchell felt free and unham-
pered because he had conquered himself. It had taken
all night, and the hours had been torturous, but he
would never again be troubled. The pathway to Mae
Wright's heart seemed to fling itself open after that.
For two years, Mitchell made no further alliances, but
Mae was always lurking in the corner of his heart.
It was after he had seen her through a peculiar up-
heavel in which she had sided with a Jewish sorority
sister against a powerful anti-semitic and anti-Cath-
olic secret society, heroically, that Mitchell realized

it all, and asked her again to marry him. This time
[ited, and it was on the night of their realiza-

tion of perfect understanding that Mitchell's mother
died. A memorable evening, however sad!
After that, commencement came, and Mitchell's de-

parture for the South to fill in a summer as minister
while Mae departed for her home in Oregon. Mitchell
and Mae had attained the ultimate goal—perfect un-
ion and understanding, and it was after her visit to

her home, following her mother's death, that Mae
and Mitchell were wed—heaven and earth meeting in

one perfect unity!

MONTANA MOUNTAIN
Mrs. Anna Hammond File No. 6441

AS dawn crept over the mountains of Montana,
Mountain Wisp, the Indian Chief's beautiful
daughter, sat high up on a ridge, moodily strok-

ing her pony's mane while waiting for Black Waters,
her handsome lover. Suddenly, the girl charged for-

ward on her horse, just as a shot rang out in the hills.

The girl had seen too late. One minute sooner, and
she might have prevented the death of Black Waters!
Mountain Wisp clutched his body madly, as her tribe

her, but inside her heart she kept the murderer's se-

cret. She would attend to that personally!
Gaston Roche, the son of the town's richest man,

coveted Mountain Wisp. Secretly, he envied Black
Waters, despite the fact that any of the town belles

would have been more than glad to marry him. It

was he who had murdered the young warrior, and he
whom Mountain Wisp always followed with her eyes
during her brief visits in town. The Chief often
questioned his daughter. Why should she not wed the
white man who so coveted her? She would be rich,

and a grand lady. Mountain Wisp would not answer
this—ever—and so it seemed that in time the chief
came to understand. The day that the bank was
robbed, every Indian in the reservation swore he had
seen Mountain Wisp about all day, when actually, the
Chief had sought his datighter deep into the woods,
and high upon the motmtain sides. When Roche's sis-

ter was kidnapped and discovered days later, half-
starved and brutally tied to her horse, no one could
be found, nor could the girl identify her lone assailant.
In the same manner, Mountain Wisp was exonerated
of the charge of burning the Roche ranch houses and
setting fire to the stock. The girl, the Chief told all

comers, was unusually home-loving, particularly since
the death of her lover, Black Waters. The Roche
ranch soon grew uncared-for and less prosperous, and
the Roche fortune seemed to diminish gradually. Re-
gardless of the improvements or rebuilding the family
did, everything seemed to either burn or become des-
troyed in some other way. It was an unusual mystery,
and while the Indians were suspected, the suspicions
invariably appeared to be ill -grounded. The chief
often watched his calm daughter, as she mounted her
pony for her dawn tryst at the old beloved spot
where she and Black Waters once met. Her utter
immobility and lack of emotional display amazed him.
The strangest coincidence occurred when the girl

planned to marry another warrior and friend of Black
Waters—Red Panther. It was only one hour before
the scheduled wedding ceremony that Gaston Roche
was found dead—a poison dart poised right in his

heart! The girl went through the wedding rites with
glory in her eyes. The villainous one had paid his
price, but it was not her plans that she should pay too
dearly. After work comes the reward. She would be
happy, no doubt, with Red Panther, because she was
a wise woman, and a just one.

SILENCE

Mrs. Julia H. Meeke File No. 6495

COINCIDENTAL, it was. when Anthony Grant
married liis fiancee's daugliter, on a trip to Ju-
jiiy. where he was connected with a man. Most

interesting of all, though^ was the fact that no one
realized the sitnation until the lives of all concerned
had gone far beyond this primary development. Lil-

lian Losto, it seemed, had run away from Robert Man-
nix, her clergyman husband, si.\teen years prior to

the wedding of her daughter. Her escape had been
during this very daughter's christening festivities, and
her brother. Stanley Costo, had aided in the escape,
feeling sure that the entire romance was gone forever.

Lillian had left the infant out of sympathy for its

father, and not once since had she crossed the path of

either—until the day Anthony Grant first spied little

Grace .Manni.x on his grounds. It had been a case of

love at first sight, and happy that Lillian had refused

to answer his proposal, Anthony married Grace and
brought her back to the good old United States with
him.
The country club set was much amused by Grant's

child wife, inasmuch as it was Anthony's habit to

give her a great deal of money and let her loose.

Coming from the country, as she did. it was hard for

her to know just what type of clothing was required
by a millionaire's wife! Stella, Anthony's sister, was
scornful rather than helpful because she was terrific-

ally afraid her own fiance, Stanley Costo—Lillian's
brother—was falling in love with Grace. On the other
hand, Lillian hated Grace because of her own loss of

Anthony through the girl. At the first club dance of

note, however, Grace was well-dressed and as lovely
as Anthony could have wished. Hadn't he hired a
teacher for her? If he had only known, though, that
the teacher had been Stanley Costo, impersonating a
woman, in order to shake Anthony down for a sum!
But that part of the story is relatively unimportant.
It was at this country club affair that Grace tasted
her first drink, under the tutelage of Stanley—as him-
self. How ashamed Anthony was when his wife ca-

vorted about tipsily, but it was of no use for him to

admonish her. She was having a glorious time, and
so was everyone else! Stella it was, too, who dropped
a wee powdery pill in Grace's glass. "I'll teach her
to hang on to Stanley!" she thought, grimly.
The next morning, when it was well nigh impossible

for Grace to stir from her bed, Anthony decided to

send her off to the country for a while. "You've dis-

graced me, you know, dear!" he said. "I had great
hopes for you!" But despite his check and accom-
modations, Grace could not stir. When the maid
found her in a faint and called the house-keeper, Grace
pleaded to be allowed to remain in the house-keeper's
rooms, secretly. Thus it was, then, that when Stella
went to the country, to confess and apologize to her
sister-in-law, Grace had not yet arrived! Stella sped
back to the city in time to witness one of the most
amazing family reunions she had ever dreamt of.

Grace, it appeared, before leaving the housekeeper's
apartment to go off—alone—desired to retrieve her
mother's and father's picture, in her room. Lillian

had already seen the picture that day, though, so when
the girl arrived in the room, only to discover her
mother, father, and every other member of the house-
hold, it was no wonder she fainted away again! An-
thony was wild with joy to have her back! Stella
and Stanley burst into the room, explaining they had
just been married .

On the boat back to South America—to Jujuy

—

Lillian Costo Mannix pleaded for forgiveness from her
husband, Robert. "I have really always loved you!"
she explained, "and now I love you more." And so

THE FAIRY ISLAND
Joseph Cerino File No. 6474

HE was always known as a game pirate, despite
the fact that the merchant cargoes of other
ships served as the basis for his trading activi-

ties on Pacific coasts. This was Captain Scott. He
never made trouble. He was a shrewd trader and a
clever brigand. The Governor's fleet was always just
one jump behind! It was during one of his narrow
escapes, though, that the Captain's vessel became ser-
iously victimized in a storm, wrecking the ship off
an unknown island, and leaving only ten of a crew of
fifty, together with Captain Scott himself.
"The numerous hills of Fairy Island—which the Cap-

tain christened this newly-found Paradise—made ex-
cellent vantage points from which the sailors and
their chief could observe the entire land. "There
must be a tribe inhabiting this place!" the Captain
remarked, the very first day, noticing the abundance
of donkeys, goats, and wild deer. "Naw," the men
replied, "ain't you never heard of these places where
you gotta make yourself at home wit' the nuts and
the animals?" The second day, from a high knoll,
the Captain spied an unusually picturesque village,
in which the huts were made of fine white stone,
adorned with silver. A tremendous mansion on a
hill indicated the fact that there was a ruler, because
it was beautifully wrought of marble and precious
metals. The people, from what the Captain could see,
were but four feet in height! It was a few days be-
fore this tribe—called tairu-s. by Scott—discovered
the invaders'. An astonishing battle ensued, the na-
tives using sling shots and poisoned darts as weapons,
while Scott and his men utilized the revolvers brought
from the ship. When it was all over, only the Cap-
tain remained, so the Emperor and Empress threw
him into prison because he was too brave to kill. The
Princess Bee, fascinated by the prisoner, and natur-
ally sympathetic toward the underdog, demanded his
release. Captain Scott, henceforth, was known as
Courtier Scott, and it wasn't long before he became
High Prince of the island—or, in other words, the
Princess Bee's consort. Yes, he was a smart man,
this old salt of a pirate. The Fairies looked upon him
as a God-given hero—that is, the gift of whatever
gods it was they chose to worship. The life suited
Scott well, the fact of the matter being that neither
work nor ambition had ever appealed to him. The
richness of the palace intrigued him, and the beauty
of his surroundings almost suffocated him. His wife,
too, he told himself, was an unusually good bargain,
all thmgs being taken into consideration. And so the
Pacific Ocean was rid of its most striking menace.
"Poor Scott!" the merchant seamen often remarked,
dolefully, although they were actually jubilant imder
it all. Ha, but if they had only known!

PUPPY LOVE

Paul E. McKinney File No. 6475

ROY' Carson's father lay drunk en the front porch.
His mother lay sick in bed. failing steadily, with
no one but Dora Pars to talk to, Dora being a

kindly neighbor's girl, whose pity attracted her to
the dying woman. Roy worked doggedly, trying to
make a go of this farm in Southern Indiana, which
his father respected only for the money it brought
him for hard liquor. It was a fight over Dora which
finally killed Mrs. Carson who had heard the hubbub
and come to the' door of her room just in time to see
her drunken mate attempt to kiss the girl. Roy had
picked up Dora's cudgels, and Mrs. Carson had suc-
cumbed, where she stood.

It was a bewildered Roy who headed for Oklahoma
to manage Mr. Pars' brother's filling station. He had
sold out the farm, and Pars had been kind enough to
get him the job. All the way out, the train wheels
seemed to grind out words for his own ears—"Dora
loves me. Dora loves me." When Dora cried, .Mr.
Pars had said: "We'll go out there, too, in a few
months. I love Roy myself. He's a fine young fel-
low, Dora!" But Roy forgot his old friends shortly
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after his arrival at Henrv Pars' filling station. Edna
and Robert Anderson, having encountered Roy in

town, prior to his departure for Henry's, recognized

him from his pictures and introduced themselves.

Edna was lovely, and her clothes and car made her

still more attractive, so Roy thought of Pora one
fleeting moment, and then accented every invitation

Edna extended. For a year. Roy corresponded with
Dora, but his letters soon petered out to nothing. It

was shortly after his father's sudden arrival in town
that Roy and Edna became engaged. Carson, thor-

oughly sorry for his past deeds, had come to give

Roy the companionship and guidance he had denied
previously. It had been him who succumbed to Edna's
wealth and beauty, after beginning by boosting Dora

!

Roy listened to Carson's advice, but hoped against

hope that Dora would arrive in town—and Henry
Pars had told him the other Parses were coming—
before the wedding. Each day Roy watched the cars

which presented themselves to be filled. Edna grew
more lovable than ever, but Roy's heart grew more
leaden every hour. "It was puopy love!" Carson
would venture, consolingly. "Yeah?" Roy would say.

The evening before the wedding, Roy looked in on
the station before leaving for Edna's. "Give me a

hand?" Henry asked, indicating a sudden rush.^

"Yeah," said Roy. and then, "pull back, will ya?"
But Roy didn't fill another car that night. Dora
was in the first one. "Dora!" he cried, "I thought
you'd never—" and a kiss finished 'it. Edna, out

looking for her fiance, saw the little drama from her

car and drove off, heading for a telephone booth. She
knew her old sweetheart's number by heart, and it

felt good to be calling it again!

KENTUCKY'S BEST

Grace Sch'wartz File No. 6212

DIVORCE
IT STOP
that Hor;

GRIM SHADOWS

Mi! A. Prudhomme File No. 622S

IN the officers' ward of a large military hospital,

a pretty girl clung to her father's arm as both
watched doctors and nurses attending a motion-

less youth swathed in bandages. The girl, Moira
Sandford. was the picture of despair; her father, the
picture of dismay. Captain Montgomery, it was ap-
parent from the Colonel's conversation with the sur-

geon, had promised his daughter never to ride in a

steeplechase again! The following days, Moira at-

tended her fiance constantly, at peace with the world
because he was convalescent and not dead! But her
father was not as happy. Colonel Brent, the military
medico, had informed him of the sad news he had sus-

pected all along. "He has youth and a good consti-

tution in his favor," the colonel informed Sandford
who had been plying him with questions concerning
young Montgomery. "But I am not quite satisfied

his mind is quite normal yet! He talks rationally, but
I have caught a wandering gaze at times." A year
sped by. Montgomery was still recovering, and Moira
still faithfully watching, waiting, and caring. A few
months after a year had gone by, Montgomery and
his bride, Moira, were enjoying their honeymoon in a
bungalow of a Nundidroog hillside. Each was bub-
bling over with happiness and love for the other.

It was not long after they had settled down that
Moira and Montgomery, entertaining other members
of the Bangalore settlement, set off with their guests
to visit a famous precipice noted for its use during
the Mysore wars. Tippu Sultan had walked some un-
fortunate prisoners over it. Oblivion! Moira hated
this place.

A few weeks later, Moira, speaking to her husband
in- the evening, heard him mention an idea that a
shadow had been following him. Though she tried to
dissuade him from his notion and laugh it off, her
efforts went for nought. It was then that she wrote
to Colonel Brent to come up to take a look at Mont-
gomery. The grim shadows which obsessed him were
worrying her! When the colonel arrived, Moira gave
him explicit instructions. "Don't—please don't let

him know I sent for you!" she begged. Brenb stayed
on pretence of enjoying the shooting, while Mont-
gomery was a trifle resentful. That very night, Stan-
ley Montgomery threatened his wife's life as she lay
in bed, anxious about his health. "Why did that man
come up here ? " he demanded, accusing Moira of

having Brent as her lover. Moira pleaded with him
to take a holiday in Bangalore. "This place is get-
ting on your nerves," she pleaded, secretly praying to

be spared. "No. You are beginning to be bored with
my society, so you sent for him." Montgomery in-

sisted. "I'll kill you now." He raised the knife, poi-

sing it over her. Only fear and death stalking in the

room helped her to escape the final thrust. In a mo-
ment, Montgomery was himself again, pleading for

forgiveness. He clasped Moira in his arms, promis-
ing all the while to leave what was then a hated place
the very next day. The next morning, the Montgom-
ery s were gloriously happy once more, each pretend-
ing to have forgotten completely the preceding night.

It was fun to go about bidding this and that one
goodbye! Then Montgomery went into his office to get
some cigarettes for himself and for Moira. When he
returned, after a long while, Moira was horribly
frightened. "The shadow again," he explained, shak-
ing with terror. The girl was trembling but she at-

tempted to comfort her husband. She suggested a
short walk. The captain agreed, but refused to turn
back when she asked him to. She noticed they were
nearing the precipice. Montgomery shot forward.
Though Moira tried to pull him back he went on and
on. Then, with a leap and a cry, he leaped over
wildly, dragging her along. "I shall never get away
from it! I must kill it!" he had cried, and the girl

followed in pursuit.

THE Morgans live on a Kentucky plantation: Col-

onel Morgan, his daughter. Mary; and Mrs. Bent-

ly. widowed sister. On the verge of financial ruin,

Morgan is entering his horses in the Kentucky Derby,
hoping to return home with the huge purse ofltered.

The Colonel does return with the purse, but he also

brings with him a new wife and step-daughter. Gladys.

The new Mrs. Morgan immediately informs Mary and
her aunt that she is boss. The daughter, Gladys, is

a beautiful girl, but deceitful at her mother's command.
Actually married, she poses as a single girl. The
first thing Mrs. Morgan manaeuvers is the betrothal

of Gladys with Frederick, Mary's fiance. To effect

this, she throws Gladys into Frederick's company,
and blames Mary when Gladys' son is born, despite

the fact that the infant is the legitimate child of

Gladys and her husband, George Blanchard. Fearing
the threats of her stepmother, Mary admits the child

is hers, causing Frederick and her father to turn
against her. The colonel orders his daughter out,

with the baby, but Mrs. Morgan, affecting kindness
and sympathy, asks him to allow the baby to remain,
even though his mother is unfit to be in the company
of gentlewomen such as herself and Gladys.
Mary arrives in New York, weary and tired of life,

but the novelty of being independent and the strange-
ness of the atmosphere soon wins her over. As a tele-

phone operator, she meets Gerry Dawn, an actor, also

in dire straits, so, offering support to each other, the
two fall in love, marry, and begin louring the country
in vaudeville—Mary wearing boys' garb for her part.

The day they decide to play Mary's old town. George
Blanchard, tipped off by someone, arrives at the Mor-
gans and claims Gladvs and the baby. Glad to see
him alive, Gladys falls into his arms while Mrs. Mor-
gan and the colonel stand by, stupified—each for a dif-

ferent reason. Frederick, witnessing the tail end of the
performance, realizes, in a flash, how caddishly he has
treated Mary. The ensuing weeks, Morgan and Fred-
erick try many means of locating Mary, but to no avail.

Then, the day Mary plays the town, she reads of her
father's difficulties. Preparing for the Derby again,
due to financial stress caused by his wife, his jockeys
have been injured. Mary knows this means they are
drunk. Dressed as a youth, she hastens to the stables
with her husband. "Honey," she tells him, "I'm Ike
Dawn, to you, for the next few^ hours!"' The stable
men recognize the girl at once from the way her own
horse eats from her hand. Siht-rstar. too, the Famed
Morgan racer, neighs pleasantly at her approach.
Mary sends the old negro groom to tell the colonel she
will ride Silverstar—"But remember," she cautions,
"Ike Dawn and not Mary is doing the riding!" Dis-
traught, and trusting his negroes, the colonel consents,
merely watching Mary from the window—too high to
be able to recognize his own daughter. The young
negro groom would ride the other horse. As the
horses come into the paddock, the colonel and Gerry
are side by side. Neither can possibly feel more excited
than the other. They're off—faster-faster-faster. Sil-

verstar is in first, with the other Morgan horse right
behind! Gerry, madly excited, retains his wife's con-
fidence, but the negro groom bursts forth, "Don' you
know you' own gal, cun'l?" he asks. "Who else done
could ride dat ho'se no bettah?" The colonel's tears
flowed freely as Mary flew into his arms.

THE WEALTH OF THE WORLD
Z. Patterson File No. 6337

"D'
,
ON'T waste time with David, Ruthie, because

and I could never become reconciled
to that arrangement. We've got to die some-

time, and I'd rather die with you installed in a pent-
house, than seeking love in a cottage." Thus spake
Ruthie Wilman's father. Ruthie was crushed. Why
must she be sacrificed? Couldn't she and David man-
age, somehow, even if he was poor? Life with Horace
Wyman promised nothing but the unlimited freedom of
the cheque book. With David, it would be different.
With only their brains, they would go forth, seeking
adventure and fun. "You'd better write David a
sweet letter, dear. You heard father." This was
Mrs. Wilman interrupting an ecstatic train of thought
—about David Hart, Ruthie's engineer sweetheart, so
poor, but so loveable. Ruthie wrote the letter and
married Horace, who was one of these people who
never read because he had a book. His wife's college
education was plenty for him. Ruthie wore her dia-
monds with ease—cracked ice, she called it, secretly.
Horace's taste ran to large rather than pretty things.
Ruthie never stopped loving David for one minute.
She might have appreciated Horace's finer nature

—

he had a few fine traits—if he was only not so horri-
bly unintelligent and ordinary. Ruthie had heard that
David was in Canada, running some engineering pro-
ject for the Canadian government.
One day, slightly more than a year following the

Wilman-Wyman nuptials. Horace suggested a trip to
the Canadian Rockies. The girl was thrilled, especially
by the fact that she was to travel alone, her husband
having postponed his trip in order to stay in town for
a boxing match. It was while she was speeding
through a small town that Ruthie spied David. For
three days they remained inseparable night and day.
David was on hand when Horace arrived at the hotel.
He explained, and remarked, laughingly, that Horace
might at least pay for the divorce—winners usually
treated—and Horace had won, actually. Ruthie went
away with David when Horace refused. "I'm ncv.T
coming back to you—and tell my parents that, too!''
she cried, when he attempted to reason with her.
But life was not all milk and honey—even with her
love. No one else cared, but it seemed as if David
and Ruthie were always explaining things to them-
selves. Then, one day, Horace wired: GRANTING

'n the li

in <:ompans
mailis'—the
to begin :

Da^,'id laua
guide hers<

STOP ON MY WAY TO PARIS TO GET
LETTER FOLLOWS. The letter explained

had grown siclt of coercing his fancies,

had found a woman who was willing to

ed him. Horace told Ruthie he thought
I most selfish woman he had ever met.
met you, really?" David asked,

e money that David earned—it was little

to Horace's fortune, or that of the Wil-
ir was happy, now. "It was never money
h," Ruthie said, "I loathe the stuff."

ghed. She didn't at all, but she loved to

If by the old couplet:
sum its resources, again and again;
ealth of the world is

'

THE LOVE PIRATE

Julius J. Dziolo File No. 6519

THE Webster Construction Company resembled a

tenement on the outside and a palace on the in-

side. As the workers filed in, this morning, greet-

ing one another, many wondered what was so good
about this morning. After all, wasn't it another day
of drudgery? It was different with Roy Crandall.

The typewriters clicked in his ears Hke music as he

made his way to his desk, from which, as tracer for

the architectural department, he hoped to advance to

architect. The foreman, Johnson, usually jolly, was
glum today, but he sauntered over to discover what
was putting so much pep into Roy. He asked. "Am I

happy?" Roy chirped. "You bet! I'm going to get

married!" Johnson's face fell. "Roy," he said, his

eyes glued to a list in his hand, "I'm afraid I've got

bad news." Roy left in a very few moments, with

the foreman's assurance that he would find another,

—

and perhaps better.—job.

As Roy entered his rooming house, again, that

morning, his kindly Irish landlady fluttered about,

thinking him to be ill. "I'm not sick. Mrs. Callahan.

I was laid off," Roy told her. The widow, too. as-

sured him that another and better job would be forth-

coming. But that night, as Roy made his way to

Joan Randolph's house, determined that depression
would not stand between them, he was to get another
shock. There was Joan, hatless and coatless, in a car
with another man, and Joan was letting him kiss her!

Once more, Roy returned to his rooming house with
the weight of the world on his shoulders. Within
half an hour he was packed and off in the direction of

New York. Mrs. Callahan had told Roy that Joan
had been in early in the evening, but this news had
left him cold. The girl arrived again, just as Roy
was off. "Take me to the station, Joe," Joan told

her escort, in the car.

At the depot, the crowds were milling about the
New York train, but Joan, her eyes blazing, pushed
through doggedly. Rushing through car after car,

she finally reached the club car, and there, in a corner,

she spied Roy! The youth looked up at her, angrily,
as she stepped before him, chiding him for going off

without so much as a goodbye. "Goodbye." Roy
said, stiffly. Joan stared with puzzled, hurt eyes, until

Roy, exasperated, finally confessed his reasons. Joan
laughed hysterically, and just then, Joe himself came
in. Joan watched Roy's glare. "Roy, meet my broth-
er!" Joan laughed. Joe had been away five years,
opening new offices for his company. As they rushed
down the platform, joking and laughing. Roy's old
foreman came along, breathlessly. "Gosh. I'm glad
I found you!" Johnson cried. "They put your name
on the wrong list! It should have gone on the promo-
tion list!" "Oh boy!" Roy cried, sweeping Joan into
his arms, "Oh boy!" Joe and Johnson walked off to-

gether, denouncing the so-called celibate joys.

THE DARK STAR
Mrs. L. P. Betty File No. 6469

INSTEAD of sorrowing over her infant son's blind-
ness, Abbie Winfield lived to see him become a
credit to the community. At the time of John's

marriage to Mary Hawley, the girl who had loved him
from babyhood, he was the state's greatest trial law-
yer! It was Mary who had studied with him and en-
couraged him, and Mary who, after their marriage,
persuaded him to see a prominent oculist who did
great things for the blind. The operation was a tre-
mendous success, the doctor's only caution being that
his patient must live cleanly and avoid dissipation, to
preserve the newly-lighted orbs.
Marjorie Van Ell, a niece of Mary's best friend, was

the first person to threaten the Winfields' happiness,
but Mary's eyes began to see the light before long.
Her years of saci'ifice, after all, had made her some-
what dowdy. John had only known her mind and
soul, heretofore, and not her appearance. Marjorie's
beauty was breath-taking. It was only when she sur-
prised them in each other's arms that Mary forced
herself to face facts. After that, she took the evening
train to Chicago and arrived in the Windy City realiz-
ing that legal knowledge and ambition were her only
assets. Marjorie and John were married soon after the
divorce, and Mary forged ahead, becoming the first

woman juvenile judge within a few seemingly short
years. Her only loves were her work and her adopted
son, Herbert, who adored her because of the way she
had cared for his own mother during a lingering ill-

ness. But a dull, aching heart persisted in accom-
panying her along her way, until Frank Dawson came
across her path. It was when she was on the verge
of marrying Dawson, a prominent businessman, that
Virginia Winfield, John's daughter, came before her
on the stand for the first time. Reckless driving.
John's appearance in court drove Dawson into the
backgroimd. Mary learned that Marjorie was neglect-
ing her daughter and her husband in order to fill in
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more time with her paramours. The girl's second ap-

pearance was in connection with a cabaret raid. By
the time the third charge came before her, Mary was
adamant, despite her father's prominence. Marjorie
and John were to take their choice. It was three

years" with Mary, o:^ the same period in the Reforma-
tory! John celebrated his daughter's good fortune in

Mary's wisdom. He was even more delighted, mouths
later, when the girl became engaged to Mary's son!

But John was faced with still another crisis after he

had pulled out of this one. Marjorie's death follow-

ing an auto ride after a drunken orgy threatened his

life, eyesight, and career menacingly. It was Mary who
sent Virginia to him, with Herbert, so he might have
care and love once again. It was after this that

Frank Dawson pressed his suit again. Mary would
have no worries with hi.n, and no sacrifice. But John,
remorseful and penitient, was urging her to come to

him ! With womanly determination in the face of all

obstacles, Mary fought her love for Frank and re-

turned to John. He needed her more, she told herself,

but the real reason was not in that statement. Some
; like that!

YOUNG LOVE

Mrs. John M. Licitra File No. 6492

THE day that George Miele saw Agnes Smith for

the first time, she was only eleven, but since he

was not much older, he realized it would pay to

wait for her. She was beautiful, and her red curls

were intriguing to this young Italian, who had not

long since reached these shores. Starting by receiving

his mail in Smith's grocery, he wound up by renting

a room back of the store, and practically becoming a

very much-beloved member of the family. As Agnes
grew, she realized that no one in the world was as

handsome or charming as George, but her beauty
caused her a certain fickleness which was most ag-

gravating to her suitors. Aside from George there

was Jim—another fine youth from the town in which
the Smiths had lived previously. If the neighbors and
friends living about had not been in the habit of re-

ferring to George as Agnes' "dago"; the girl might
have married George while she was yet quite young,
but that was how it was. When both George and
Jimmy asked for Agnes' hand, Mr. Smith referred

the decision to his daughter. '"They're both wonder-
ful boys," he said. Agnes put George out of the run-

ning at once, fearing the scorn of her circle, but she

didn't love Jimmy, despite the fact that she consented
to having him call now and then. The Smiths grew
happily anxious. Was Jimmy to be the lucky boy? No,
he wasn't, because Agnes, after allowirig him to call

with gifts for an extended period, asked that ber fa-

ther request him to stay away. George's hopes rose,

and for a time, the girl encouraged him warmly, but
the wedding of a friend once more placed George in

the background. Had George attended Agnes' friend's

wedding, they would not have had to find anyone for

Agnes, but he didn't, because he was angry at her, so

she was once more thrown with a Jimmy—Jim, her
friend's cousin

!

The Smiths grew anxious once more. Jim became
a steadv caller, and there was no doubt but what he
was a fine boy. Would Agnes decide this time? It

was her birthday eve that Jim suggested a little ride.

Agnes went, feeling that this time, she would accept

him, but she came back to George with new interest

and enthusiasm. Jim's kisses were flat, compared to

her beloved George's. It was at the coming New Year's
Eve party that Agnes practically gave her heart away
to George, but it wasn't until a few weeks later that
the girl admitted, in so many words, her desires and
her acceptance. The betrothal was a perfect paradise,

but after a few months, the indecisive Agnes was
upset by a dream of Jim. On the verge of returning
George's gifts, she was stopped by George himself,

who talked reason into her. After that, the girl ad-

mitted that her wisest move would be to settle down
and marry at once. There would never be another
except George, and his sound sense would guide her
away from the paths of indecision.

Anthony C. D File No. 6458

NEW York proffered a cordial hand to Robert
Livesay who slipped into its leading residential

district with his oil millions, his charming wife,

and pretty daughter. But the brimming cup was not
tilted long because his wife's death made Livesay a

pitiful recluse. It was only after Edna's return from
college that the old man managed to muster the cour-
age to look upon the sun. Edna made her big mistake
by mentioning Tom Parker at dinner. Tom never
got the chance to ask for Edna's hand because he was
turned away next morning, after Livesay had said his

say to Edna. Not only would he not approve of Tom
Parker, but for that matter any man whom Edna
chose—to marr\! "I never want to see him again!"
Edna had cried, that morning, and after that, with
Tom in the Orient. Edna tore about town with Jerry
Van Ralston whom Livesay was positive Edna would
never think of marrving. Jerry was too rotten, and
the old man knew Edna was aware of this! As for

the girl, Edna countenanced her friends' reaction to

Jerry because he was a means of escape from the re-

strictions imposed by her selfish father. It was shortly
after Jerry was thrown out for wanting to marry
Edna that the girl, driving with her father one Sun-
day evening, stepped on the gas and changed her
whole life. For weeks afterward. Edna fought death,
unaware that her father had passed on. District At-
torney Taylor—Montgomery 'Taylo'f^with his eye on
the Governor's chair, probed the case thoroughly, be-

but while he was unable to prove

the case as anything more than an accident, he man-
aged to prove that even a D. A. past middle age
could feel youthful pangs of love. Edna listened to
her college chum, Laura, and married Taylor because
he was charming and so terribly in love with her.
The girl's life with her husband was placid at times

and turbulent at others. He was beastly, insanely
jealous, and in possession of a violent temper. The
girl might have gone on. indefinitely, enduring life be-
cause death was too complicated, liad it not been for
the fact that an important case for Taylor and a call
from Laura and two old college friends came on the
same night. Taylor spotted them just as they were
entering a night club he was investigating. "Edna'll
catch it!" Laura muttered. Luckily, Taylor did not
wait to make sure Edna was dead before he killed
himself—in their bedroom. In the hospital and on the
verge of death, again, Edna saw Laura first when
she came too. "Tom Parker's here!" Laura cried.
Edna's wan face broke into her first smile in ages.
"It's like being born again!" she said. "Will you let
him come to my party when he—when I get better?"
Edna turned over and fell asleep. The nurse touched
the motionless Laura lightly. "Don't worry. Miss,"
she said, "this will be her first decent night's sleep
in years. I^ know the signs." Laura crept softly
out, on Tom's arm. They were smiliiyj happily.

THE GAY HEREAFTER
V. E. Gable File No. 6493

THE Gaylord breakfast room resounded with young
Paul's cheerful chatter. He was hurrying through
his meal in order to catch the Collegiate Specal

back to school. "Will Janice be on the train, dear?"
Mrs. Gaylord asked. "Probably," Paul answered, "but
it's no use because she never looks at me." "I hear her
mother's cousin Ira's private secretary," Mrs. Gay-
lord remarked, watching her son's expression "Yes,"
Paul flashed, "so I know, but she's great! I met her
at a house party once." On the other side of town.
Janice Martin was explaining her reasons for avoid-
ing Paul. "They're so rich. Mother. What if I do
fall in love with him? You know darn well that his
people would probably be disappointed." In her heart.
Janice knew it would not be diificult for her to love
Paul Gaylord. After all, there must be a lot in com-
mon between them. Wasn't he the best student and
most popular among the boys, and didn't she hold a
like ranking among the woman students? But a
joint sorority and fraternity dance solved the problem
for both. There was something about the moon that
night that made things click!
Shortly after graduation, the Gaylords invited the

Martins to be their guests at dinner. Stella Martin,
Janice's mother, was not quite as well poised at that
dinner as was her custom. When Janice and Paul
expressed their desire to announce their engagement-
right there—at the table—Stella gasped, and cried out:
"Please—not now—oh please let me think it over!"
Puzzled, the youngsters agreed.
The next afternoon, as Stella sat in John Gaylord's

office, she was unaware of anyone else's presence but
Gaylord's. Paul's mother, however, was seated in the
anteroom, nervously deciding whether to walk in or
not. She decided against it. What could Stella Mar-
tin have to say to her husband, after all? The shock
brought hot tears to her eves. So that was why Stella
gasped so brokenly, at dinner! Janice was John
Gaylord's child — the result of a mad evening of
love. Stella had been gone bv the time John had
called, to ask her to marry him. next day. Eve Gay-
lord hurried home. John would be coming, to confess
his all, but what should she do? Her secret meant
everything to the children, but John-would she lose
him. She pulled at her bell rope with resolve. Tohn
entered her boudoir timidly, and crestfallen. "Tohn,"
she said, bravely, "I was in your oHice this afternoon
while you were talking with Stella JIartin. I heard
everything. The stenographer had gone, so I just
walked in, and couldn't get out quietly enough so as
not to disturb you." Gaylord cried out, but Eve went
on. "Now there's something I'll have to say, and
may God bless you if you forgive me after all these
years. John, the boy is not yours. I was married to
another man one month before our marriage, but he
was killed in a drunken brawd. I married you, then,
not loving you, only to discover you are the most
wonderful man in the world!" "You're so very dear
to me," John said, "that boy couldn't be anything less
than mine. I love you more than ever, my dear," he
said. They were both glad that the children need
never know, and Stella Martin was happy too. With
her own burden gone, she was free to marry her em-
ployer—Ira Gaylord—whom she had always loved.

THE BIG TOWN
Mrs. C. R. Roberts File No. 6490

WHEN the last train roared on its way out of the
village station, a dark-haired boy stood watch-
ing it until the last clouds of black smoke be-

came invisible. He was Phil Everett, and deep in his
heart he knew that life had ceased to be simple for
him. Nina Middleton was off to college—in the Big
Town. Yes, she had professed her love—to the last
minute—but Phil knew well that education would
arouse new desires and ideals in the girl. Too bad he
had never been able to be very scintillating as a stu-
dent.
After two years of college, Nina was back in town,

but not for long. "I want to apply my education to
teaching, Phil dear," Nina said, prior to her departure
for a distant town in which she had been engaged as
schoolmarm. "I'm proud of you, dear Nina," Phil
would write, "because in these times of stress, it is
no small feat to be as well-off as you. Soon, when

things improve, /'// be the one who is on Easy Street,
and you'll he the bright spot in my home." Now
these letters were far from illiterate, but their con-
tents annoyed Nina considerably, the reason being
Kenneth Allison, one of the youths in town. Kenneth,
a dashing blond clerk, loomed up on the horizon as
Phil's most serious rival. He appeared to possess
many of the qualities Nina had always dreamed about.
Kenneth was most anxious to marry Nina at once,
but the girl held off for several reasons, the most im-
portant being that she wanted to he sure he could fit

in with the farm and village folks she was used to.
The girl could not help but compare Kenneth and
Phil constantly, but her mind was well set. It must
be Kenneth, she told herself. He was so well bred
and nicely educated.

It was during the summer vacation that Kenneth
finally called at Nina's for his long-delayed visit.
Everyone was surprised at how well he seemed to fit

himself in, and despite Mr. Middleton's obvious prefer-
ence for Phil, one could easily see that he was charmed
by the city boy. Nina was secretly joyous, although
Phil's morbid countenance gave her many more than
one qualm. The matter came to an unhappy head at
a picnic which the young folks gave in honor* of Ken-
neth. Everything might have worked out smoothly,
had it not been for the fact that Nina's young brother
Tim asked to be taken along. Nina had been firm in
her refusal, but Kenneth had pleaded the child's
case. In the course of the picnic, however, when Nina
found him hanging by almost a thread, over the gap-
ing chasm, it had been Phil who risked his life.
Kenneth had cried out pitifully and cringed, although
he was first on the spot with Nina. When they re-
turned home, Nina found Kenneth packed and ready
to leave. "You needn't take that attitude—heroes are
not always desirable," Nina said, Kenneth explained.
It wasn't that. He simply had realized, in those mo-
ments, that he didn't fit.

When Phil came over to inquire about Tim's
bruises of the afternoon, the long speech Nina had
prepared melted into air as his arms went about her.
"I love you, Phil!" she said.

SECRET LOVE
Verna Wade File No. 64S7

BECAUSE they had gone their separate ways while
she was yet a tot, Jane Nixon never saw her par-
ents after the final division. An aunt, Lou, be-

came the guardian of herself and her younger brother,
but unfortunately, the brother died while visiting rela-
tives. It was just about that time that Jane learned
it was because of her aunt's selfishness that her fa-,
ther was being kept ignorant of her whereabouts.
From the East, where she was born, Jane moved

south with Aunt Lou and Uncle Aubry, and it was
there that she first met Jim, a charming youth, des-
pite the fact that his wife had divorced him. Jane
was madly in love with Jim. and he with her, and his
sister was doing everything in her power to promote
the match, but Jane's aunt and uncle were shamed to
think that their ward should marry a divorced man.
In addition, it is quite possible that Aunt Lou was
much too pleased with Jane's housework to let her
go very easily. It was on the eve of the girl's elope-
ment that Uncle Aubry got wind of what was up!
Jane wept bitterly, but she was fully aware that this
meant the end. She was young, however, so a few
S-n'v;^ u"' "'*'^" "''^ f^™''^ "o^ed further south,
Bill Danbury, a young neighbor, usurped Tim's place in
her heart with no regrets. There had been but one
cloud to blot the romance. Between the time of Jane's
visit to the new town to look it over, and the time
they moved thither, the house burned down and AuntLou perished within its walls. Jane, terrified and
burned, retained scars, but Bill persisted in his love
nevertheless, much to Uncle Aubry's surprise. It
was then, before the marriage, that Tane got in
touch with her father. He was glad to hear from his
little girl, inasmuch as he had been attempting to lo-
cate her all the years he had been separated from her I

Soon after the outbreak of the war. Bill was rushed
into the service, leaving his youthful wife with actually
no one to care for her. Jane procured a position in a
store, through being a soldier's wife, but the grind
proved too arduous, so she was sent to the camp hos-
pital, weary and ill. Luckily for the youngsters. Bill,
preparing to sail just before the armistice, was called
back after the good news had been spread, and he and
Jane went forth again, to face life with courage and
determination. Just before the birth of Jane's child
she had several vivid dreams of her mother. This un-
nerved her so that she saw fit to call upon a sort of
clairvoyant who helped her locate her mother. While
the girl was not wealthy enough to visit her estranged
parents, the tender words on paper seemed to bridge
the lonely void in her life. With parents, Jane thought
life gay adventun

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
Irene B. Hofius File No. 6500

THE spinster of forty who presided over the St.
Croix restaurant was more suspicious than she
had a right to be, that is, as far as Marv, one of

her employees was concerned. "It can't be that John
really loves Mary! she remarked, one day, to another
girl regardmg Mary's fiance. "He likely keeps her
as his mistress. The girl protested. Mary was not
like that, even though the rumors concerning her sis-
ter Anna and Jim Stone were pretty bad, around the
time they were married. On the same day whileMary was in the basement getting coal,' Miss
Clark, the old spinster, pointed out a letter in Marys
pocket to the girl she delighted in discussing Mary's
wellare with. "It s her own handwriting," said the
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vindictive Miss Clark, "and she's trying to palm it

off as John's. Terribly mushy, isn't it?" The other
girl could not help but agree to both statements, but
a comparison of the two handwritings proved nothing.
For several mornings, at the restaurant, two dough-

nuts were missing from the shipment of five dozen
which arrived daily from the Holmes Bakery, and each
morning, in answer to Miss Clark's complaint, the
bakery would replace them, courteously enough. Some-
times Mary counted the doughnuts, and sometimes the
other girl, but irregardless of who did, the two dough-
nuts were gone! This went on for two weeks, until

one day, while washing the dishes, the other girl was
amazed to find Mary slipping a bit of doughnut into

her mouth. Miss Clark counted the holed delicacies

that morning herself, after each girl had sworn her
innocence, but the old telephone argument ensued as
usual. This time, though, the bakery people insisted
that they had counted the five dozen diligently. It

was after this that the other girl turned to Mary.
"Didn't you give me a piece of doughnut this morn-
ing, Mary?" she asked. "I've been taking them every
morning!" Mary answered, standing there, pale and
rigid. Although her pity for the trembling girl held
her, two feet and a conscience dragged the other wait-
ress to Miss Clark, as she stood by the phone. After
all, she told herself, Miss Clark and the Homes Bak-
ery woman were childhood friends. "I'll make good
for all the extra ones we've taken!" Mary heard Miss
Clark say, in a moment. Within a few moments,
Mary was gone^—for good! "That family is low-down
and good-for-nothing. They haven't a penny and they
all steal, too!" Miss Clark shrilled, loudly, so that
Mary, departing, could hear A'ery well. "What's the

diflference?" the other girl asked, "don't you remem-
ber the letter you took from Mary's pocket?" Several
days later, when Mary's picture appeared on the so-

ciety page, as John's bride, the girl explained to Miss
Clark that John's folks were deHghted with his choice.

"You see," she said, "what's the difference, anyhow?"

THE TROUBLING SUM
Mamie Adams File No. 6515

THEj House of Bonner was scheduled to fall under
the auctioneer's hammer that week. Mother Bon-
ner, sitting in her garden with her beloved hus-

band, James, faced the doom without a tremor. She
had known, when her youngest sister Betty married
John Swift, that nothing good could come of it. It had
been a rebound romance, Tom Finley, whom she had
loved for years, having seen fit to hobnob with Carrie
Smith, the town's least-respected wench, after a quar-
rel with Betty, after Betty had sworn not to marry un-
til they could face life free of debt and on the up-
curve, financially. Charley Bonner, James' son, was
in New York on business, and he had invested all of

their savings—twenty-five thousand dollars—in a new
business. Nothing would come out of that for many
months! There was nothing to do but let the house
go. John's debts,^gambling and otherwise,—were tre-

mendous, and they must be paid. Mother Jane Bon-
ner's brothers and sisters had written frantically, urg-
ing her not to sell, but the sale was scheduled and
Jane and James were taking it like soldiers. Betty's
marriage had been tragic enough. Perhaps if Tom
but he had gone away, long since, heartbroken and

The day before the auction v
sister, Mary,—the oldest,—arri^

teen. "We know that nothing
"' rley, now, and Aunt Clara
thing because John
do this," Jane said,
ingly unperturbed,
queried. "Hiding fr

hadn't so muc
use I'd Ic

as gloomy, but Jane's
ed on the eleven -fif-
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ifused to advance any-

place
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city.

wes' her money, too! We had to
Mary smiled mysteriously, seem-
"Where is John today?" she
)m his creditors and the sheriff,

emarked, glumly. "I wish this
I history back of it," Mary said,

to sell out and move to the
I just letting life go past you, way out

gone all afternoon, and various members
?r household reported having come across

places at varied times. When the family
gathered for dinner, she suggested they wait. "Some-
one might come!" she laughed. .Tust as hunger was
playing havoc with the family's humor, the door
swung back and Tom Finley rushed in, to Mary's side.
She shoved him towards Betty, who was already sob-
bing. "Go on now," Mary laughed, "and hurry, be-
cause there'll be packing and unpacking to be done to-
night. There won't be an auction, and there won't be
a John—any more! It'll be Tom! With a little
something Charley sent out, I paid off John and ship-
ped him after a divorce. Betty and Tom are going to
stay in my home in the city—until he gets it, too!
Then they'll be married!" Jane clung to both of her
sisters while James looked on in wonder. Well, his
boy had come through, anyhow! "Say,—Mary, "

he said, quietly, "could you find us a place in the
city, too? Jane would like it, and so would I! It
would be nice if it had a garden, though!"

NIX ON PATSY
Frona Young File No. 6491

SAGAMORE, the Big Boss' house, was sorely in
need of a refined young couple to run it, and
VVilbert and Bernice Cummings wanted that job

like what is familiarly called nobody's business! This
grand little place was on a reef which overlooked the
bay, and it was set in a big garden of grass and
shrubbery. Stewart, the Big Boss, wanted to make it

a home to which he could invite his friends, so. after
much thinking, he told Wilbert that he would like to
try Bernice—by observing how she entertained in her
own place. "Get som.e of my folks—you can rely on

them if you can't do it, honey!" Wilbert had said,
leaving for work one morning. "No. They would
want all the glory. There is nothing to do but at-
tempt it myself," thought Bernice. The next few
days became lost in a flurry of shopping for furnish-
ings, new curtains, and delectable luncheon delicacies.
Bernice told herself that it was not she who needed
the change. Wilbert was tired out and worn. //<•

needed the sea air and the big roomy house, /if.' Yet
Wilbert did not seem the least concerned about the
party. Well, women folks always attended to every-
thing in his home. It was going to be hard. The
Big Boss hated cards, dancing, and other games and
divertissements which filled up the time so marvel-
lously when the house was small and the talent for
entertaining meager. When the day of the big event
dawned, everything was in readiness and Bernice
surveyed her home with warm pride. A telegram
despatched to Patsy Blair, Bernice's cousin, slipped
from Bernice's hands in the heat of panic. If only
Patsy would do what she asked—send another tele-

gram saying Aunt Lizzie was ill! That would mean
a sure getaway at eight ! Jimmy Bradford and his
wife were the first arrivals, and Bernice stuttered
nimbly through the welcoming speech, well aware that
;Mrs. Bradford was glaring murderously, inasmuch
as she had had her eye on Sagamore!

When Bernice faced her crowd, later, she was her-
self as of old. With the exquisite new dress Wilbert
had bought, and his sister Lillian's soft kiss on her
cheek, she was ready for anyone and anything—but
what of the telegram! The games Bernice had thought
of did not seem to click. No one could get interested
in anything at all. As the first pang of failure swept
her, the door opened, and Patsy Blair entered, softly,

and squeezed into Bernice's old silver gown. What
was she doing—oh! Patsy, her shiny black ringlets
and alabaster white teeth aglow, was reciting an
amusing poem. Applause smote the air with a resound-
ing smack! Now Patsy was launching Into a dra-
matic dialogue. Her audience drew their handker-
chiefs and shed tears. Old J. J. Stewart was com-
pletely taken in by the girl. When Patsy plaved the
piano, softly, and sweetlv, Bernice could have cried
with joy, watching J. J. But suddenly, a loud knock-
ing interrupted the joyful atmosphere. Aunt Lizzie

!

And she was just as frazzled, worn, and comical as
ever. Patsy plunged the room in darkness. It took
all of Pat's ingenuity to lead her mother from the
place, although Lizzie had spoken her mind about the
company long since. After the buffet was served,

J. J. prepared to go. Bernice trembled visibly.
"You're a wonder, Mrs. Cummings!" he said, "when
can I get to talk to you about Sagamore? "Oh, Mr.
Stewart," Bernice cried, "Oh!" As the last guest
filed out of the door, Bernice flew into Wilbert's arms
and wept—through sheer joy—and relief!

THE TRANSFORMATION
Anna Potvin File No. 6S2S

ABIDING LOVE
Mrs. Russell Tolleson File No. 6522

THE last few weeks of her husband's interueship
were the hardest for Myra Lindsay to bear. All
the years she had struggled to help him through

medical school were soon going to come to a happy
end, but why, oh why, she asked, must he be in the
hospital night and day, just when she needed him at
home to stay with her and the baby, Betty? It was in
this frame of mind that Myra sallied forth the day
she met Bill Dare, an old schoolmate. She had heard
that he was a bootlegger, but she had once been
crazy about him, and it was hard to say no when
he asked to drive her home. Anyway, the neighbor
who had promised to watch Betty might be angry be-
cause she had stayed downtown so long! Bill didn't
go when they reached the apartment. "I'd love to see
the baby—your baby!" he said, ever so sincerely, so
Myra, filled with maternal pride, led him into the
house

!
He stayed for dinner and for the evening,

and refused to leave without a date for the next day.
"I'll send a nurse around to watch the baby. Don't
you worry!" he told her. The nurse who arrived the
next day, so efficient and obseciuious, was, in reahty,
a secret service agent out after evidence against IBill

Dare! She felt deeply sorry for Myra, but someone
had to be the victim, and she figured to save Myra
as much humiliation as possible. For days after-
ward. Bill and Myra travelled here and there in the
flashy coupe, but each time. Bill would send Myra to
a movie while he conferred with his gang of rum-
runners. They finally nabbed Bill, one night, as he
was acting as advance guard for a truckload of liquid
merchandise. Myra was with him, but the secret ser-
vice woman advised her chiefs to let the girl go until
they might need her as a witness.

When John finally graduated and was through with
the hospital and its regulations, shame hung heavy on
Myra, and she found she must confess to be happy.
Instead of the consolation she had counted on, John
threw her out—without the baby! It was only the
kindness of the woman detective, Jane Smith, which
brought the least bit of hope to the sad young wife.
Jane, it was, who installed her in an apartment and
got her a job as cashier in a fine restaurant. Idly,
Myra watched the wealthy people go in and out, daily,
but the advances of the playboys and scions of millions
only nauseated her! She thought only of Betty and
John, whom she learned was fast becoming a leading
physician^and a specialist in his field.

One day, in the ofifice of her detective agency, three
years after Myra's departure from her home, Jane sat
at her desk and laughed at John. "So you're the one
who was unemotional enough to throw out an innocent
woman!" John was pleading for Myra because Betty
was ill—so very ill. Jane gave him the address, but
no kind words, and Myra was soon at her child's
side. "Please stay here—always," John pleaded, and
this time he was terribly

JOHN Graham and Joshua Gray faced their college
commencement glumly because they knew it would
lead, ultimately, to the parting of the ways. It

did.
_
Friends for years, Joshua now found new interests

in his brand new job in London, but John trudged
the streets hopelessly. Suddenly, with grim deter-
mination on his features and his last few dollars in
his pockets, he sailed for America where success over-
took him in a very short while! The years passed
rapidly, bringing with them joy and plenty. From a
diligent bank clerk, John advanced to Bank President,
also having married the daughter of the president be-
fore him ! Joshua, in England, was merely struggling,
his second wife using him ill and maltreating his
dearest granddaughter—Muriel, the child of his first

wife's daughter, Marcia. This was the state of affairs
when Johanne, the daughter of John, travelled to Lon-
don to see what she might do for her father's oldest
and dearest friend Joshua. Both John and Elaine
having died, Johanne was orphaned and wealthy.
Old Joshua was made extremely happy by the pre-

sence of his old friend's daughter, and the charming
girl did everything in her power to make him com-
fortable and content. One of her first moves was in
regard to young Muriel. Johanne made a companion
of the girl, and freed her from the clutches of Joshua's
tyrannical second wife and her shrew-like daughter,
Sylvia. A most amazing feature of Johanne's visit,

however, was the manner in which the entire Gray
family misinterpreted her every move. Only old Josh-
ua understood her, really, and occasionally Muriel.
Johanne, you see, was madly in love with John,
Jo.shua's oldest son, with his first wife, but John, mis-
interpreting her actions as merely charity—because
she was showering so much on the entire family

—

kept his distance and ignored the fact that she was
so beautiful, intelligent, and charming. "She has the
charm of an Englishwoman, but the forward manners
of an American!" John told Joshua, who quizzed him,
one day, about Johanne. Ralph, another son, made
violent love to Johanne, especially after the girl's
purchase of an imposing mansion for them all to live
in, and a motor car for Joshua. Ralph's advances
were repulsive to Johanne, but she merely teased him
off, in deference to Joshua, whom she called: "Dear
Uncle Josh!" in her characteristic American way.
After the family had moved into Moore Mansion—

Johanne's home, Muriel married the young man who
had sold the estate to Johanne—Malcolm Moore. But
even Muriel's happiness did not lift Johanne's low
spirits. Finally, in desperation, after a hint from
Joshua, Johanne faced John squarely. "Can't I make
von, happy, John?" she asked. The youth was puzzled,
but Johanne didn't give him time to answer. "I love
you, John," she said, "and I always shall, even if I

am rich! Won't you marry me please?" "Oh Jo,"
the boy said, "I'm rich now, too! I never dreamed
you loved me!"

THE KISS DELUXE
E. Winters File No. 6535

CABRYA Vonburr lectured, and her job was a good
one because it helped her to support an invalid
father and a young brother, but she was anxious

for other work so that she might remain with her
family more. This was the situation which brought
her in K. Budden Lyder's clutches. Kae, as Cabrya
called him, was a gay and charming widower of fifty-
one, and connected with a large publishing house.
Cabrya was thrilled when he promised to secure for
her a fine teaching job. He kissed her, that night, in
a dark alley, and Cabrya looked forward to spending
the next day with him as she had never anticipated
an engagement before. She knew he would ask the
vital question! But Dr. Francus, the girl's boss, ap-
peared next day with orders that Cabrya leave at
once to lecture in place of another. Cabrya went, af-
ter protesting, and was doubly overwrought for not
having been able to reach Lyder. After that, new
bookings failed to arrive for her. Cabrya was shocked,
upon questioning Francus, to learn that he, of all
people, had witnessed Cabrya and Kae in each others'
arms that memorable evening! The girl refused to
implicate her escort, even for proof of her innocence,

—

so there was nothing left but immediate resignation
for her. Then followed lean months! Unable to se-
cure a teaching place herself, and convinced that Kae's
influence with school authorities was mere ballyhoo,
she also learned that Kae was not actually as debonair
and charming as she had believed, but callous and a
cad to boot! Besides, he had just been married, and
was disinterested in Cabrya's plight. The girl went
from bad to worse, pawning and scraping, until she
was actually forced to see a lawyer concerning a sum
Francus' organization still owed her. The lawyer,
Taylor Dodds, a wealthy and well-bred man past mid-
dle age, admired Cabrya's courage for keeping the
cowardly pup of the DeLuxe Kiss out of it all, and
respected her for her beauty and intelligence.

It was the morning after she had written a final
letter to Kae, calling him a cad and explaining, in
bitter terms, the price she was paying for his kiss,
that Dodds sent for her. Cabrya was grateful for the
receipt of her check and agreed to accompany Dodds
to a Professional Club dinner. He explained that she
would be the first woman to accompany him since the
death of his wife. There, he explained, they would
meet someone who had a fine position for Cabrya!
The girl was lovely that night, and could hardly wait
to meet her future employer. On the way home, dis-
appointed, Cabrya asked Dodds why the man had not
arrived. "Cabrya," he said, "I am the man and the
position I have to offer you is to become my wife."
That meant so much to both of them, then, that love
actually ignited itself in that moment. To Dodds,
It meant love and sweetness—something he had never
known before; and to Cabrya it meant happiness, re-
spect, and security.
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SUISUN EAS* MAN
Reynolds Howell File No. 6524 George H. Slappey File No. 6501

STRENGTH, power and endurance were evident in

every move the grim, determined figure of Peter
Alton made as he hurried along on his way to

work this windy morning. Suddenly a hat was blown
against his chest, and although he failed to see the

dark blue roadster with a girl at the wheel, his keen
blue eyes recognized that hat. It was Alyce Gurney's,

and Alyce was the one person he was thinking of that

morning—thinking that she was unalterably lost to

himl By the time he looked up, the car and the girl

were gone, so Peter went along, undecided for a time,

but finally in full command of his future actions.

Entering the boss' office, Peter set the blue hat on
his desk, but neither Gurney, much to Peter's sur-

prise, nor anyone else about seemed to know from
whence the thing had come. Alyce Gurney, rushing
in a few moments after the hat had found a place in

the wastebasket, saw it at once and protested jokingly.

She was lovely. Peter thought, with the wind whipped
into her cheeks and a dancing light in her eyes.
George Gurney, the company president, protested
against any knowledge of how the hat arrived in its

place, but Alyce, glimpsing Peter's eyes, knew at once.

On her way out, she remarked to one of the men that
she was off, with her mother, to inspect the newest
ocean liner of the luxurious transatlantic fleet. On
her way Siome, the girl spoke aloud to herself, while
driving. Why did Peter chill her every advance so?
It had not been so before she had gone off to school.

The girl's mother was in a receptive mood at the en-
trance of her daughter. She was sympathetic about
Peter, but assured Alyce that she, too, had changed
since her school days had begun. If Alyce and Peter
once traipsed all through the mountains together and
over her father's territory in a semi-business and
pleasure arrangement, that was gone. "You're dif-

ferent from what you were in those gypsying days !"

Mrs. Gurney explained, but Alyce sobbed on her
shoulders notwithstanding. Suddenly, Mrs. Gurney
remembered that she had made an appointment, over
the phone, to meet her husband in order that they
all might tour the liner together—and Peter, too!
"Hello girls!" was George Gurney's greeting when
they arrived, "come right up. I want to introduce you
to Peter Alton, the new Junior Partner of the Gurney
Steamship Company!" "Oh, I'm so glad, Peter!"
Alyce said, unrestrainedly, looking straight into the
youth's own clear eyes. They then divided into groups
to inspect the finer, and Alyce and Peter were all

alone. In the saloon, which was quite dark, Peter
held Alyce close to him and kissed her passionately.
He asked her if she loved him, although there was
really no need. "You old poker face!" she cried, "you
had me guessing until this morning when I found the
hat!"

ODA
Michaelyn Kapsa File No. 6521

LOOKING down at it from nearby summits, Grom-
ovid Castle appeared to hang on the cliff's side
like a giant goat arrested in its upward climb.

The Black Dunajec flowed peacefully in the forest
depths below. Unbreakable silence remained in su-
preme possession of the surroundings, but inside the
castle life was abundant because Gromovid, King Boles-
las' trusted general, but a month ago brought up
here his bride of marvelous beautj—Oda, to hide her
from the world's gaze and keep her for himself, in
the Tatra mountains.

It was when Gromovid fought himself to keep from
leaving Oda for the fray which was threatening his
king's eastern frontier that gloom fell on the castle.
Finally, his conscience proving victor, Gromovid went
off, leaving the girl bride with her waiting maids and
his trusty, Vartzish. Oda was heartbroken, but ap-
parently the castle life went smoothly and serenely on
until the day Oda, with her maidens, heard the beauti-
ful voice of the solitary Blacktone—a pagan whose
adoption of the Christian mantle had been a move to
avert the wrath of a Christian king. Oda was in-
trigued by stories of this man who was reputed to be
able to conjure visions of loved ones, and commune
with far off friends and dear ones. Slipping stealthilv
to the solitary one's cave, Oda demanded news of
Gromovid. The next night, at twilight, the man
a\owed, she would see her Gromovid, and from her
vision she would know of his whereabouts. The man
scared the anxious bride, but she put aside all thoughls
of his apparent anxiety to possess her, spiritually and
physically. At twilight, the ue.xt day, as Oda, adorned
in her wedding raiments, and with the maiden wreath
atop her shining locks, approached the cave, Gromovid
was crossing the Black Dunajec on his return heme.
As the girl neared the cave, to her amazement and
greater fright, she saw the sorcerer in full pagan-
priest raiments. For many minutes Oda struggled
wjth the man. Could he not do as he had promised
without resorting to these old pagan rites? And
would he not be pleased to go on—quickly? Gromo-
vid appeared on the scene and managed to get at
the man, bodily, just as Oda was clutching frantically
at her maiden wreath—to keep it on. The girl fled
down the mountain, and Gromovid did not lind her
until a time afterwards. For several weeks she fought
for her life, and Gromovid took her to Vienna, upon
her recovery, but alas, he learned, she was mentally
weak—from shock! Shortly afterward, Gromovid was
agam called to war. Upon his return, though, Oda
was nearer to the Oda he had married—and carried,
selfishly, to the mountains. They went to Cracow,
where life was charged with exuberance, and everv
day for a year, as a sign of thanksgiving, Gromovid
changed places with the lowly boy who blew the
trumpet at Angelus time, while Oda stood in the
square and raised her voice in prayer.

ABOUT midway of Hiley's Bottom—the most typi-

cal colored community you ever saw—on a bank
overlooking a curve in the road, is Aunt Clar-

isie's cabin, and it is from her high porch that she
looked down upon a busy scene, this summer morn-
ing. Watchful guards with sawed-off shotguns swore
and bellowed orders to the Macon County Road Gang.
Aunt Clarisie was old and lean from hard work, but
her wizened black face was lighted by bright eyes,

glowing with the unquenchable fire of undying youth.
Those eager eyes' followed the workers this morning,
and the object of her interest was what she was
pleased to call a "sho-nuff man";—Jim Donwoody,
six foot or more, kinky hair, all muscle, and pre-

dominantly African. Day after day Clarisie watched
him and fed him spring water, and Jim called her
"Sister"—sho' nufif! One day, Clarisie found that Jim
could be let oiif for two hundred dollars. He had shot
a woman in the foot and she had died from poisoning.

Clarisie's life savings amounted to just that, but he
was worth it, she told herself.

Not long afterwards; Clarisie viewed the smooth
turnpike with pleasure. The gang had moved on—
but not Mister Jim. What was this Bo Pig grand-
child of hers telling her? "Betty Ross say Mister
Jim done hokus pokus you. Gramma." After the

child was gone, Clarisie fought herself. Jim couldn't

be—wasn't running around with any other woman!
Jim was hers! Didn't he almost kill the young up-
starts who chided him about his "ole 'oman"? He
was content and perfectly satisfied with her fine

treatment and excellent cooking.
Silver Spring" is the hub of Hiley's Bottom, socially.

The women wash in the silver basin and gossip at its

brink. On the third day after Bo Pig's naive com-
ment on Betty Ross's remarks, Clarisie was washing
complacently at the spring when Betty came along,

flashing her dark eyes maliciously. The girl pitched

into her antagonist with little introduction. Didn't

Aunt Clarisie know about Jim and her own girl, Dru-
cilla? Didn't she know about Joe Hitt's gal, either?

Jim found the two women bleeding and torn, rolling

over and over by the spring. Just as he had put Betty
in her place, the girl's man came along—Bull Lang.
Nothing happened because Betty bore off her lovy.
fully aware of the extent of damage Jim's strength
could wreck.

It was in October, several months later, that Clar-

isie worried because Jim did not come home for sup-
per on time one night. Lately he had come home
smelling of whiskey. Clarisie pondered. He had al-

ready paid his two hundred dollars in full, but he
owed his freedom to her, regardless I Suddenly Bo
Pig spoke of seeing Jim on his way to an infair at
Betty's house, where there would be shooting and
drinking before it was over. With the child, Clarisie

made her way to Betty's, but all she heard was a
gurgling laugh by the spring. Then came the blows.

Jim Donwoody and Bull Lang were meeting at last!

But Jim was too strong. The chaingang's demands
had made him hard as granite. Aunt Clarisie gave
her life when she saw Bull pull a revolver. "Vou's
my 'oman, Clarisie!" Jim said, kneeling by her side.

Fifteen years later, as Bo Pig and his w.fe were
watching the gang from the old porch, the same
dominant figure stood out as it had in Clarisie's day.
Bo Pig was relating the story, while the white fore-

man swore even more bitterly at Jim, who had killed

Bull Lang that night with his own pistol!

GIRLS MAKE MISTAKES
Paul J. Clark File No. 6497

IT was a great day for voung James Stanton when
oil was discovered on his father's farm. Only his

pal, Floyd Matthews, a lawyer's son, was dubious.

"You'll have a lot of friends now, Jim, who'll be

friendly—people in town who never cared to bother
with a farmer, before." was what he said. "I like

friends," Jim answered, "and 1 won't be a fall guy."
It was not long afterwards that Jim met Mary Wat-
son—at a party to which she had invited him and
Floyd, whom she knew—and was reputed to be in love

with. Every girl came with explicit instructions to

nail Jim, if humanly possible, but Mary beat them
all to it, and danced every dance with the now-popu-
lar Stanton. Several of the boys ventured to ask
why they had never seen Jim at their parties before.

One, Floyd answered, because he was getting madder
and madder to see these nitwits making a fool of Jim.
"Jim was too busy looking for oil on his farm!" Floyd
had said, and Mary glared hostily. On the way home,
Jim asked Floyd how much there was to the riunored
engagement between himself—Floyd—and Mary. "Well
Jim," Floyd said, "I was in love with her—truthfully—
but for reasons you wouldn't understand—I'm not,

now." Having assured himself, Jim went after Mary
with enthusiasm and heat. They had delightful times
in Jim's flashy roadster and doing all the gay things
Jim's money provided for. Floyd, reduced to bitter-

ness, sat home pondering, and continuing his study of

the law under his father's capable tutelage. Even
sour young men can come through, though, so it wasn't
long before Floyd was all wrapped up in another girl.

He almost thanked Jim, many times, for snapping up
Mary.
Each time Jim had to go to town to get men, or

out of town to observe oil fields within the interest of

his father, he pined for Mary as though he were a
little child. It was during these absences, too, that
Mary watched Floyd and his beloved Helen a little

wistfully. They seemed so happy -and with nothing.
Oh well, Jimmy's money would breed happiness, and
they would be the richest people in town. It was on
one of his trips that Jim, missing Mary so terribly,

was aroused from his lethargies by a grim telegram

from his father: OIL FIELDS DESTROYED BY
FIRE STOP COME HOiME AT ONCE FATHER.
After Jim had consoled his father over the loss—which
was tremendous—despite the money in the bank—he
called up Mary. "Sorry, Jim," she said, "there's
nothing I'd like to talk to you about, just now." She
had sounded so disappointed! A few hours later, they
found him under his car, in a ditch near the railroad
crossing. At the hospital, Mary gripped his hands,
and looked up into Floyd's eyes—as he sat near the

bed. "I do love you, Jim!" she cried, Jim murmured:
"Mary!" and died. Some girls make terrible mistakes.

THROUGH FIRE AND WATER
Geraldine Courtney File No. 6518

DISASTER fell upon the pair making its way in

the peaceful waters of the British Columbia
coast with appalling suddenness. The awful

thing happened when old Mr. Barrett offered Jim
Pickering his lantern in place of the usual torch which
was, as he said, '"busted". The possibilities of danger
accruing from entering the cabin of a launch with a
lantern are well known. There was a deafening re-

port, and after both men discovered that the heat
was cutting them off from every attempt to save the
boat, a log floated into sight in the black waters.
Jim and Barrett clung to it, shouting until they were
hoarse. Jim knew of an island, nearby. It was their

only hope. As he clung there, realizing that Barrett's
breathing was limited to a very few last gasps, he
thought of Rosemary, the one girl of his life, who,
very few days before, had assured him that though
she had once loved him with all her heart, the end
was nigh. She was hopelessly in love with a mar-
ried man! He had begged her only yesterday to marry
him, vowing he would go through fire and water for

her. Now, grimly enough, here was both. And Rose-
mary was losing her moral sense and power and dig-
nity over a scoundrel.
When Jim awoke, he was no longer near the old

gas boat on which he had shipped, out of spite and
distraction. He looked up into the face of a small,

but well- formed individual—a man. He was positive
that somewhere between the gap of consciousness and
coma he had seen Rosemary, and she had been weep-
ing. He was right. Rosemary had been on that is-

land with her scoundrel—Major Reynolds—while Jim
and Barrett were calling for help from the flaming
boat. Rosemary had insisted that someone was in

trouble, but the major had taken a long time to allow
her to convince him. He was too elated in the fact
that this lovely girl had gone off with him to care
for interruption, but here it was. As Jim stretched
lu.xuriously in the bot blankets and sipped hot tea.

Rosemary remaiiied in the kitchen. Th^n the major
suggested that she remain outside until he managed
to ship the young man to Vancouver. The girl,

wretched and ashamed,—her ideal of romance shattered,
—found her way to the shore. Early that morning,
she had suggested that she, too, would go back, but
the major,—her employer,—had laughed, scornfully.
As she stood by the shore, footsteps aroused her from
her aching thoughts. The major, she thought! No,
it was Jim Pickering himself. "So it wasn't a dream!"
he cried. Rosemary poured out, tremulously, the story
of the passion which had gripped her, but which was
now cold. Jim swung around, his eye on the cabin
By the time Rosemary had caught up to him, he and
the major had already had it out. The major was
speaking to her, blandly, trying to cling to the excite-
ment and passion of youth, but Rosemary was thanking
God that Jim had been wrecked just there!

THE RETURN OF THE CARDINAL
Thomson Ken File No. 6516

V\^
ery efficient accountant

alth. it is small wonder that Ann, the old
family servant, and Ted, the old family chauffeur,—
Donald's only existing ties.—grew perturbed. Be-
cause it was difficult, though, to explain to his friends
just why he didn't use the car any more, and just
why he always walked to wherever he had to go,
Donald decided he would retire to his beloved cabin
in the woods—alone. His ailment was merely a ease
of overwrought nerves, but he didn't want to let this
get the best of him. He was rich, no doubt, and an
orphan, but working was what he loved more than
anything else, so if the doctor demanded that he
build up to work, -build up he would. The Irish ser-
vant, Ann,—faithful as ever,—insisted upon accom-
panying Donald to his retreat in the woods. He would
need someone to cook. wash, and tell him when to
put on heavy coats and mufflers!
After a long car ride, a dip into a good book, and a

few minutes to gaze into a roaring fire. Donald ate
heartier than usual, and day after day, his content-
ment and happiness seemed to grow. One afternoon,
during a heavy snowfall. Don discovered something
which made a great impression upon his sensitive self.

It was a little bird, half-frozen and cold. Then and
there. Donald's interest in life took an upward curve.
He became fascinated by the birds of the snow and
tree, and before the winter was over, they cluttered
about him greedily. It was a stormy day that Donald
perceived that smoke was arising from a nearby cabin
which he was accustomed to pass. The next day, the
tinkling of sleigh bells greeted his ears. Donald was
annoyed. He wished to avoid girls, but one in partic-
ular of the group from the other cabin stood out.
She was always garbed in red. and he christened her
the Cardinal! He might never have met her had she
not tumbled in a heap after a skiing escapade. Donald
had rescued her, and after that, they had wandered
the woods together, but the girl would not divulge
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her name. She was "Cardinal"; and Donald was
"Bird Man". That was all. All winter Donald won-

dered, and in the Spring when he found her again, he

knew that she loved him but he couldn't hold her!

When autumn came, she departed, promising to re-

turn in the Spring—with the Cardinal. Again came
the period of longing, and Ann looked on, amused and
interested. When Spring returned, so did the Cardmal,

but this time Donald held her very tightly. "She's

every inch a lady!" Ann told him, after watchmg her

man the tea table. "She's Jacqueline Mason,—another
lonely orphan with too much money," Donald said

"but she's going to marry me just the same." And
Ann was glad.

WHEN DAY IS DONE
Flora Boyd File No. 6520

A DOG, a car and a dusty road had effected the

meeting of Dick Duray and Agnes Ginn when
Dick, handsome, rich, and debonair, had run

down the girl's collie, along the road from Memphis to

Mississippi. From that day on, the youth's presence

at the cottage of the beautiful and intelligent orphan

girl who could cook as well as charm, was a well

known thing. The neighbors looked askance, but Dick

and Agnes were too absorbed in one another to care!

Finally, after explaining to the girl the inexpediency

of attempting to force his parents to acknowledge the

advisabilitv of marriage with her, at that time, Dick

coaxed from her the greatest gift woman can give to

man! Agnes did not mind the scorn of the neighbors,

although the week-ends without Dick were lonesome—
except for Mattie, the little colored girl. But Agnes
felt sure her man would live up to the dictates of his

conscience and heart.

It was on the day Agnes chose to tell Dick of the

forthcoming blessed event,—a year after they had first

met,—that Dick went away, saying he would return

when day was done. Agnes kept her secret glowing

within her, figuring it would be better to teU him
over a warm, well-cooked supper. Dick didn't re-

turn that day or for many following. After weeks of

torture, Agnes left for Memphis, and when she ar-

rived, she went straight to the Duray mansion. Dick

was not at home. "Him and Minnie Todd they's get-

tin' married tonight!" a maid explained. In the home
of Minnie Todd's parents, Agnes witnessed the pre-

liminaries of the wedding—gin -drinking and carousing.

She knew she couldn't tell Dick, now, so she went,

when he sent her, little realizing she had touched his

heart. "I need someone who can be a proper mother
to my children!" he had said.

Three or four years later, Dick was realizing more
than ever that misery is the lot of the betrayer. His
son was the only factor which kept him under the

same roof with Minnie, and he had thought of Agnes
many times. The climax came when the child, burn-

ing with fever, and sobbing and begging for water,

was found in his mother's bedroom,—alone,—while his

mother was away keeping a tryst with her lover!

The baby died, that night, from pneumonia and over-

exposure, and disgrace followed grief when Minnie,

staggering in drunkenly, staggered out again to her

lover's arms and intd the jaws of death via an auto

crash! His grief hanging heavy, Dick went in search

of Agnes, but his efforts were useless. One day, he
located her through his.—and her,—own son, Dick Jr.!

He had been driving through a small town near Agnes'
old house, and the boy had attracted him. "His pard",

the child called Dick, and when the boy invited Dick
to dinner at his home, Dick had gone,—only to behold,

with wonderment, his beloved Agnes! The reunion

was affectionate and tearful. The little boy couldn't

really understand that his pard was his daddy. "Day
is done, now, Agnes!" Dick cried, huskily. "I knew

—

I knew you would," she said.

THE FINAL EXIT

F. C. Tedford File No. 6525

IN the mountains of Kentucky, where moonshiners
and smugglers mingled as one and the same, the

county sheriff. Bill Parlow, and his pretty wife

Alice, whom he idealized, lived, loved, and prospered.

Almost everyone admired the couple and was interested

in them, and the Parlows lived happily and carefree.

Bill's ventures into dangerous frays only pointed to

disaster for his antagonists. Alice was a dutiful wife,

a faithful mate, and a charming companion, and Bill

appreciated these qualities of hers as well as the next

one. That was why, when he returned from one of his

many trips one day, he was amazed to discover un-

mistakable signs of a man's presence—and that man
had departed mighty hastily! Alice avoided Bill's

eyes although she greeted him in her usual loving

way. That night, as he sat by his fireside, and later,

when he stretched restlessly, in his bed, he mulled the

matter over and over in his mind. If he could only

hit upon a way to discover a means of proving his

suspicions to be either right or wrong! The days
dragged, and one day Bill was called away again. But
this time it was only a question of hours. The un-
mistakable odor of tobacco smoke from a pipe greeted

him upon his return! "Anyone been to call. Honey?"
he asked Alice. "No-o, Bill," the girl replied, steadily.

Bill's paradise was shattered, and his romantic illu-

sions gone. His jealousy and disillusionment led him
to every manner of espionage, but though he kept
every faculty on the alert, nothing was forthcoming.

The youthful sheriff grew haggard from worry, while

Alice grew thin from nervousness and the realization

that Bill was aware of whatever deception it was she

was practising. It was when the tension was at a

very high pitch that Bill was called to the county
seat for a conference with his superiors on the best

method to break up a gang of smugglers whose head-

quarters they were positive were in the mountains, in

the region of Bill's vicinity. The final plans included
the formatio'n of a posse which would scour the region
under the leadership of Bill Parlow.
The day came when the search was to begin, and

Alice bade her husband a sad but loving farewell.

"This here's a dangerous task. Bill, I reckon," she
said. Bill smiled grimly and snorted. What did she

care, he thought. He supposed she was merely pray-
ing that the man-hunt might only stretch over a

longer period than was expected! That man—who-
ever he was—would be delighted to know he was gone!
When a week had gone by, and no word from the

searchers at hand, Alice grew frantic but kept up a

cool front in the face of the other women whose men
were in the posse. One night, late. Bill's farniliar tap

was heard on the door, and Alice moaned since even
then, the object of his suspicions was in the house!
There seemed to be no escape, but bravely and silently

Alice led this grizzled man to a rear door and thrust

him out, pointing to the woods. She was too late,

though, for, impatient with waiting at the front door.

Bill darted to the re'ar, turning the corner just in

time to see the hasty exit of the cause of his misery.

A spurt of flame from his gun shot out simultaneously
with a scream from Alice. Bill dragged his wife's

body from his victim. A cry escaped his lips. Alice

had been shielding his own fugitive father!

THE GUILTY ONE

worked on, with Joe's aid, and each night she played
for him. Then, one night, Joe returned home with a
welt in his scalp and an emotional fervor the girl had
never seen. After she had dressed the wound, Joe
asked her to play the Barcarolle when she returned
to her room. During the early hours of the morning,
Joe rose and tiptoed in for the fiddle. As he stirred

even the lowest creature in 38th Street with his ren-
dition of Offenbach's immortal piece, Julie wept, and
realized that unwittingly she had helped Joe free

and conquer himself!
A few days later, an elegantly dressed man alighted

from a cab and ran swiftly to the attic. This was
Strassburger, proprietor and orchestra leader extra-
ordinaire of that Broadway gold mine. Club Philomel,

where melody, not jazz, prevailed. Julie was startled.

Joe! Her world seemed to topple, but Joe had come to

claim her, not to ofTer pity. He had lost his memory,
swimming. The pressure of his attempt to compose a
barcarolle of modern life was overtaxing his brain.

Julie's sympathy and her viohn. he told her, had
cured him, and perhaps, also, the Greek's frying pan!
Julie's happy smile faded as she called Joe: "Mr.
Strassburger". But Joe, after telling her how much
more wonderful she, with her soul, was, in comparison
to the glorious animals that passed for women in his

club, Julie believed him. She alone, he explained, had
rebuilt his own soul in the six weeks he was gone.
Julie was crying hysterically as Joe picked her up
into his arms. "I'm so happy!" she sobbed, woman-
like.

Harry Frantz File No. 6553 LEATHER RED

ALTHOUGH he had liked plenty of girls in his

time, it was the girl whom he had tripped on the

roller coaster, at Coney Island, that Jack Barlowe
married! His best pal. Bill Dunn, had been along that

day, and Bill had made eyes at Sally, too, but after

all, it had been Jack's clumsy foot which brought

about the acquaintance, so Bill was forced to content

himself with Sally's pretty but fairly dumb girl

friend. The very next night Jack made his proposal

and Sally, swept off her feet, too, had said the desired

Bill Dunn was amazed at the venom in his own
heart that made him play the rotten trick which
brought disgrace to Sally and dishonor to Jack, but

he wanted Sally more than anything else in the world!

Both youths worked in a bank, and Bill managed to

get access to the books at which Jack usually worked.

After Jack was sent up for twenty years for creating

a shortage of ten thousand dollars. Bill begged Sally

to get a divorce so that she might marry him who had
remained upright and honest! And Jack had begged
Bill to take care of his Sally! Dazed by disgrace and
worry, Sally complied with the passionate pleas of

this sincere friend who was willing to shield her from
further disgrace and humiliation, and, in prison, Jack
swore to avenge himselt.

For four vears, life was kind to Bill, who, despite a

pricking conscience, was making a name for himself.

Sally, too, gave Jack a fleeting thought now and then,

but particularly did she think of him the day Bill was
made president of the bank! In jail, Jack no longer

wondered. He knew full well how he had gotten there,

but he had no recourse to justice. Then, one day, the

chance he had been counting on for years came—es-

cape! The prisoners were making a break for liberty

at noon, and Jack was one of the men to whom guns
were given! But only Jack escaped, and his craze

for revenge even forced him to kill a guard to get

out. That night, Bill, telling his young son a story,

was aroused by knocking on his door. Jack stood

before him as the door swung open. "My God!" Bill

cried. Tack stood there, in the doorway, half-crazed

with the sight of his betrayer. His shouts attracted

the attention of Bill Jr.. who came, running. At the

sight of the child, who looked so very much hke Sally.

Jack melted and disappeared into the night. After

all, what good would come of his spoiling their hves
as they had his? That night, Bill confessed his com-
plicity in their criminal plot to Sally, but, realizing

her love for. Bill was stronger than it had ever been
for Jack, she pleaded with him to refrain from con-

fessing his wrongs to the police. But Bill sped into

the night, frenzied with guilt. At the station house,

as he stood there, though, he heard the sergeant ex-

plain how he had to kill Jack Barlowe for pulling a

gun! Bill turned and walked slowly home.

Fred Morris File No. 6523

THE SOUL OF JULIE

Arthur J. Mo File No. 6535

A DRIZZLING rain beat a miserable tattoo in

time with the steps of a man who made his way
to the ferry. This man was dirty, rumpled, but

apparently cultured—under the grime. He did not ac-

quire a name until a surly guard in the Hoboken sta-

tion roused him, after midnight, when he became Joe
Barker. Each successive restaurant man for whom
Joe scrubbed dishes, wondered about him. Never had
their glasses, pots, and floors gleamed so—and all for

a few cents, meals, and a place to flop! Joe's only

friends were his attic-mates at the O'Brien place to

which he had graduated, from the vermin-infested
restaurant pantries. They were Paul Weber, a blind

violinist who had once played in a symphony orchestra,

and his daughter, Tulie, a twisted victim of Infantile

Paralysis. Now, Paul was gathering stray nickels by
playing near the Sixth Avenue elevated, while Julie

addressed envelopes which Paul fetched and returned

for her. Joe's pain when music was played interested

the old man who, also, could not fathom this derelict.

The day upon which Joe returned from work to find

a compassionate crowd on O'Brien's steps was the

one, too, upon which his and Julie's souls were unal-

terably welded. Poor Paul had been killed by a truck

as he returned home with Julie's envelopes. Julie

MANAGER Ryan felt a qualm assail his vitals as

Johnny Doyle took the punch which knocked
him out—cold. Ryan had taught Doyle all he

knew, had watched him train in the pink of condi-

tion, but knew, now and then, that something was
amiss. In the dressing room, Ryan put what seemed
like a sarcastic question to JDoyle. "Johnny, do you
dance?" he asked. The kid, perplexed at first, soon
caught on. "Do you mean my footwork's too slow?"
he asked. He didn't dance—no. After a short dis-

cussion in which Doyle insisted he should have re-

mained a truck driver, Ryan got him to agree to do
what he wanted for one year, with contracts after

that, as a sort of reward for anything which might
happen during that year.
The electric sign in front of Danceland proclaimed,

in brilliant flashes, that Marshall and Morgan, dan-
cers, were the featured artists. In the dressing rooms,
Elsie Morgan and Dick Marshall were chatting, hap-
pily exuberant over the results of their debut. Then,
as they walked through the night, arm and arm, they
were happy and silent, but each was thinking—Elsie

of Dick's charm and capacity for love, and Dick of

Elsie's vast patience in having succeeded in finally

teaching him grace and a nifty routine.
On the Sunday following the triumph, at Dance

-

land, Marshall and Morgan indulged in an old-fash-
ioned picnic in wood, stream, and road with Elsie's
lunch and Dick's hired Ford. As they turned, home-
ward bound, they encountered a young fighter who re-

fused a life, but. at the same time, invited them to

the training camp a short distance off. "Let's go!"
Elsie cried. Dick turned to Elsie, wanting to say
something badly, but his words did not come. At the
camp, Elsie was more bored than she thought she
would be, and disgusted with the sparring, which
she considered dangerous, so they left. It was soon
after this incident that a New York manager ap-
peared in Newtown's midst with a startling offer to

star Marshall and Morgan in the big town ! After
three months, the two were as much part of New York
as Times Square, but still three months later, Elsie
noticed a change in Dick. He had become pensive,
morose, and given to disappearing, mornings. One
morning, Dick spilled the beans, as it were, but he
didn't tell all. "You'll have to get a new partner," he
said. "No, it isn't a woman, and I can't tell you
now, but I will—soon." Later, Ryan said to Johnny
Doyle, alias Dick Marshall; "Why didn't you tell her
outright, you fool!" Ryan felt rotten when he heard
how very much Johnny cared, and how much he wanted
to avoid Elsie's knowing that he was a ham fighter,

but he was glad, anyway, that Johnny was now a
surefooted, fast -moving, fighting machine. Ryan as-
sured Johnny that if Elsie fcnew he was a fighter,
she'd even fall for the fight game! Johnny hoped so!
The next morning, a cloud in Elsie's heart disap-
peared as Ryan blurted forth the whole story of the
old Johnny, the bum footwork, and the contract.
Then Elsie conceived a brilliant idea on the spot!
What difference, she asked, whether Ryan was John-
ny's fight manager or any other manager? "We-ell,"
Ryan conceded, after a short, convincing argument

—

mostly on Elsie's part,
—

"let's put it up to him." At
the gym. Johnny was both glad and sheepish when
Elsie and Ryan appeared on the scene. Ryan out-
lined the proposition. "Which is it?" he asked, in
conclusion, "tin ears or bunions?" Johnny thought for
a while, and then announced his decision clearly. He
had to fight that night, due to a contract. "But,"
he said, "it's red leather tonight, but tomorrow, win
or lose, it'll be patent—s'long as you two're my man-
agers!"

THREE KEYS
Mrs. C. R. Gillam File No. 6510

CHARACTERISTIC of youth of all time, Donald
McDonald Jr. turned from his ancestral home in
Scotland,-Glencove,—with little regret and much

anticipation. Don, reared in luxury and educated at
Edinburgh, had seen fit to marry Ellen McWoodrough,
the daughter of an overseer, and so, instead of leaving
for America to study law in an imposing university,
Don faced America with his lovely bride, and a great
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deal of hope. The McDonalds, he knew, would nol

have sanctioned the match to the extent of actually

subsidizing the young people, so Donald had gone,

without bothering to ask for the required funds nec-

essary for the study of law.
, , , ,

No more frightened couple ever landed on our shores

than was this^little Scotch pair, who, stranded m New
York, set about making something of then- lives Don

took a position at once, in a store, but at nights ne

was a transformed individual—deep in his law books.

He would, he vowed, himself read up on the subject

and take the exams independently. Then, possibly,

he and Ellen would be able to leave the big city

which she so detested.
. . ,, , » t-i„

The day of the examination given by the state, Don

was all agog. While his confidence lagged as he

watched the others who had studied in classrooms all

those vears, nevertheless, he went to it wholeheartedly

But, upon his return home, that very day he found

Ellen in bed—ill and weak. The doctor advised im-

mediate removal to a warmer and milder climate.

Luckily for Don, the money he had carried from Scot-

land was still intact, so off they went and the two

youngsters were delighted with both the South and

southern hospitality. When they finally reached Rest-

ville their destination, Ellen and Don were delighted.

It was just as they had planned—and wanted. It was

not long before Don, established in a law office—his

own—was practically the town s leading citizen, and

when he purchased the old Hinston place, for one

thousand dollars, he was looked upon as a respected

citizen—aside from the fact that Hinston place was

reputed to be haunted!
The first few years in this grand old southern man-

sion were filled with happiness for the Scotch young-

sters, and Ellen's health was on the ascendant, but

the coming of little Don 3rd spoiled everything quite

unintentionally. Ellen, considerably weakened, was re-

moved to an inn further up in altitude, and owned by

the Worthingtons who had been so kind to her on her

way down South. It was tuberculosis! Ellen re-

mained there for years while little Don went from the

arms of a kindly nurse through colleg:e—all on his

own' But Don was as courageous in spirit as his fa-

ther had been when he and the little overseers daugh-

ter who reminded him of naught but pink roses, came

to America! This trait was apparent in all his deal-

ings in school, but mostly after his graduation when

he, equipped with only a small box with three keys

went down to Restville and spent a night m the old

home which had been closed almost twenty years!

Don saw the old ghost and everything, but he refused

to believe in it. Sending for his schoolmate, the two

explored together, and Don discovered the ghost to be

Rose, the daughter of an artist whom his father had

befrierided for having painted a very beautiful por-

trait of Ellen. She lived, with her father, in a small

cottage of Hinston place. Like his father before him,

Don found his love in a cottage, too, and when Ellen

and Don .Tr. came down to spend some time with their

son at Hinston place, they went away with memories

of a wedding almost as beautiful as their own. It had

been Rose who showed Don how to enter his liome

with the three keys—and she to whom the three keys

went as a wedding gift.

GEORGIA

J. O. Fuller File No. 6528

SOMEWHERE between Macon and Savannah,
Georgia, the Ocmulgee and the Oconee run to-

gether to form the Altamaha, and about forty

miles northwest of that place. Simon Salter and his

daughter Georgia lived, together with a young negro

bov, Sambo, who was oh so very much in love with

Mary Tane from the next house. Simon had borne

the death of his lovely wife heavily, but he had

brought his child up nobly. The farms along the

Ocmulgee were far from up to the minute affairs, but

Simon did well, and by the time Georgia was out of

high school, she had convinced him that it would be

best for her to go down to Georgia State to become a

teacher. Just about this time, too, rumors of the

fact that rum runners were using the rivers were

abroad. The nearby farmers were out for their necks,

too. And so Georgia, in her own homespun way, had

gone off to college, but the other students had started

out miserably from the first—jeering at her forlorn

figure and snubbing her—all except Gareth Lipton

and Marie Lansing. Lipton, having seen her in the

depot, had protected her, onlv to leave when his train

came, but Marie had taken Georgia under her wing
and started her on a college career which could only

have pointed to success with such sponsorship. Geor-

gia never learned the name of the youth, but always,

when she thought of him, she knew she loved him!
When Georgia returned to the farm, she was far

from the uppity creature her father had supposed she

would be. The girl taught in her school and was gen-

erally adored—even by the negro boy, Sambo, who
appreciated her sympathy when he spoke of Mary
Jane's backwardness in wanting to marry him be-

cause he was not brave enough ! Lipton, meanwhile,
was well established in Macon with a law office and a

detective agency to his name. He occasionally thought
of the beautiful girl of the depot, and wondered about
her, but that was all. He was far too busy at-

tempting, with the aid of his assistant, Upshaw, to

track down the threatening rum-runners who were
using the rivers round about to mean advantage! If

he had only known that this money -loving Upshaw
was handling all his confidential information to the

rum ring for a rake-oi=f! But he didn't, so Bull and
Andre, the two scoundrels, were making game of him!
It was when Lipton, in possession of all the necessary
information, set out ostensibly on a duck-hunting
trip, that Upshaw's confederates decided to put him
on the spot—and there was nothing Upshaw could do
or wanted to do about it. In addition to this latter

move, they had kidnapped a boy of twelve from a fine

family in Savannah to aid them. As Lipton's boat

made headway, Upshaw nervously acted as a Judah,

but in the end, it was the squeal of Georgia, whose
pet rabbit Lipton had killed, that saved him. Up-
shaw was killed instead, but inasmuch as Simon Salter

was roaming the woods heavily armed, and Lipton the

only one about, Simon was held on the murder charge

and Lipton for the kidnapping, though the boy was
nowhere to be seen. It was Sambo who saved the

day. Roaming about sadlv because of Mary's refusal,

he overheard Bull and Andre and followed them for a

week. When he had them trapped, and enough in-

formation to hang them, he called two farmer boys

from the neighborhood. Then, when Simon's sen-

tence was being pronounced. Bull and Andre were

marched into court—and the boy, whom the captors

had discovered. Georgia was delighted over her fa-

ther's vindication, and gay because of Lipton whom
she had once again had sb little time to talk to there

in the woods. When he came on his boat, that week,

to take her on a honeymoon, she was glad—and hap-

pier than she had ever been because she had always

loved Gareth Lipton anyhow!

THE SHEPHERD
Zill Atnaranthe File No. 6517

SOMEWHERE along the eastern Atlantic coast s

mining region, fighting miners off on a pay-day

spree, killed the foreman and kidnapped his

twelve-year old son whom they sold to a South African

gold mining company. Once in Africa, the boy's hard

luck vanished when a horrible fire upset the mining

region, freeing him. The vouth trudged about until

he discovered an abandoned gold mine, and there he

settled with black natives who showed him kindness

and loyalty. When he had grown a little older, he

left the blacks in charge and set out to find his o\yn

people, but realizing upon his return that the dis-

covery of his own would be well nigh impossible, the

youth settled down, in the fashion of a recluse, on a

small farm opposite another owned by a sad-eyed old

farmer, sad, because his only daughter had been kid-

napped as a child while standing at her mother's

grave. The old farmer was unaware of the fact that

his wife's brother had been the kidnapper! If he had
but known that this scoundrel had sent the child to

boarding school where she could not communicate with

her father, and was now attempting to force the at-

tentions of the Governor's son upon her! It was
while she was thus miserable that the girl recalled

her promise to her dying mother—that she would not

forsake the old farmer—her father. This reahzation

brought new life to the young miner, too, for, on the

eve of her engagement to the Governor's son, the

girl packed her things and made a dash for home.
She arrived just in time, next day, to discover her
father lying in his orchard, his leg twisted and broken
from a fall out of a tree. The girl, frantic and re-

morseful, made him as comfortable as possible, and
then darted over to the home of the recluse, borrow-
ing without asking, a horse—in order to reach the

doctor in a hurry. Bridleless and saddleless the girl

raced the horse along the road, and it is quite pro-

bable that she might have been killed had it not been
for the fact that the youth from Africa was out hunt-
ing for his horse as she passed him. The youth set

forth in pursuit in his motor car, and soon overtook
her! Together they went in search of the doctor,

bringing the startled fellow back with them! As the

doctor bandaged the old farmer's legs, the girl and
the boy stood close to one another, arms entwined
and eyes starry, but their bliss was interrupted by the

appearance of the rich uncle who had seen fit to

pursue his niece—his terrible niece—in order that he
might not become embarrassed and shamed in the
eyes of his friend, the Governor. "Who is this pauper
farmer you are hanging on to, now?" the uncle bel-

lowed, seeing the two standing together. The girl

lowered her eyes, but the youth spoke up, quietly,

but with emphasis. "I am merely the owner of an
African gold mine. Sir," he said, "I intend to marry
your niece and start back at once. I find the African
natives are much more polite and considerate than
the American men of prominence!" The old farmer
looked sad, again, but the girl assured him. "We'll
have a pastor in tonight, dear," she said, "tomorrow
morning we'll pack and leave." And that is pre-
cisely what they did, but the old farmer packed, too,

much to his surprise. A few months later, the uncle
arrived at the mine home, happy to be in the company
of his own people and this bright youth.

DREAM HOUSE
Elizabeth Turner Reighard File No. 65)4

he had himself raised, chuckled inwardly, and named
a ridiculously small price. Jim was so lonely, even
with his business and his night clubs! If only but

Tim didn't know women existed, Mary took the key
front John and told him she was going home to think

it over. The next day. as she neared the house, Mary
saw a handsome youth come out and drive off in a

yellow roadster. Oh, she thought, if anyone else has

bought it! Inside, peace and quiet reigned, but it

seemed homey and warm to the girl. At dusk, she
hurried toward the car line, but as she turned the

corner, a yellow roadster's brakes screeched, and
Mary was hurled to the sidewalk. "Great Scott!" the

youth cried, rushing to her side. Several hours later,

Marv regained consciousness in a bright room at the

hospital, and asked the nurse whether the house had
been sold. "No," the answer came, compassionately.

The next day Mary had occasion to scold the youth
whose car had bruised her body and broken her arm.

Jim Graham, of all people! He was sorry, and he came
every day—but not because he was sorry! In Mary,
he had viewed woman and loveliness for the first

time, and he loved her deeply. Even before she was
well, he suggested they buy the house together, but
Mary wanted to go to it with him before she decided

—

to try to fathom lu! dreams.
A short time later, they walked up the brick walk

to the front door and entered, exploring silently.

Their silence was broken by John Graham's cheery
"Good afternoon!" from the doorway. Mary was sur-

prised to learn that Jim and John were nephew and
uncle, and the two men were delighted as babies with
her surprise. Then, solemnly, John handed an official-

looking document to Jim, who, in turn, extended it to

Mary, telling her, with the utmost sincerity, despite

John's presence, how very much he loved her and
wanted to dream in the little house with her! Mary
caressed the stiff paper document, lovingly. It was
the deed. Then, she lifted her wet. but smiling eyes
to Tim and said: "Yes. Jimmy, you may come and live

in 'my little house, and dream with me!" John was
sleeping in his car, when they came out, but his face

was relaxed into a beaming smile.

AS others dream of power and finance. Mary Wilde,
in her tiny Greenwich Village studio, dreamed of

a little house all her own. Early in April she
found it quite by accident, and it wasn't hers, but
it was very much like her dream.
Mary Wilde was an artist. She was beautiful, too.

and this combination was her precious heritage from
a father who had done portraits and a mother who
had done magazine covers, although she might also
have been her own model! The village had changed
since Mary's parents had come, as youngsters, to begin
life together, to live, and to die. Their crowd had
never prated on the subject of penthouses or sky-
scraper apartments because there had been none of

these. Mary stayed on in the studio, for her mem-
ories, but her dreams included the little dream house
persistently. It was in a suburb which friends had
pointed out, and this September day. thinking of noth-
ing else. Mary went to John Graham, the wealthy
agent, to ask the price. This incurable romanticist,
thinking of the orphaned nephew, Jim. Graham, whom

BUSY STREETS
Claire J. Beebe File No, 6547

HE had meant so much to her. and she to him,
until the usual alluring and magnetic blonde
crossed their paths. This was the beginning of

the story of Dell Grimby and Hal Allinson. He had
never said a word concerning the future, but Dell had
guessed, and guessing had spelled hope to her. Then,
one night, when Hal had come to the broadcasting
studios to call for Dell who was doing so well as a
singer, Jane Longhurst had been there, and she was
blonde and lovely. Dell had been glad of the contract
which was sending her to New York because Hal,
entangled in Jane's web, had not seemed to notice.—
or perhaps he hadn't cared.—that Jane was gloating
and strutting him before Dell's bewildered eyes as
though he were just another wrist ornament of no
uncertain glitter.

Dell was fascinated by New York's tinsel-like gla-

mour, and as long as it lasted, her radio work went
over with the proverbial bang, but when it wore off,

and she had settled in a small flat with Mauryce
Lane, a cheap but sincere speakeasy entertainer. Dell's

heart grew heavy again, and it began to affect her
work. With a letter denying further contracts, in

her bag, Dell flatly refusing to join Maury, called at
Macy's, and was content, for a time, to model negligees
for tawdry kept women, but the appearance of Jane
Longhurst, one day, brought her to the realization of

how needless a sacrifice she was making for a man
who hadn't valued her love enough to save her from
humiliation. The following week's floor show at the
speakeasy boasted one lovely Dell Grimby as its main
attraction. Maury, mislead by Dell's gaiety, was
thrilled, and lost no time in giving her protegee an
advanced lesson in the art of downing a broken heart!
Soon, Dell was drinking and keeping late and later

hours with misunderstood husbands and careless play-
boys. Then, one night, as she sat atop her piano,
crooning the latest torch song, she spotted Hal. alone,
in a corner. Maury was amazed at Dell's hysterics
all that night until dawn. She and Hal had agreed
never to see one another again, despite Dell's misery,
—and Hal's, as the husband of an entirely too allur-

ing blonde wife, nee Longhurst! Maury was too un-
sensitive to recognize such martyrdom, and too de-
voted to countenance it. She drew up plans then and
there. After all. she was more capable of fighting
Jane than Dell! Two days later, Hal. making his way
up to Dell's and Maury's inexpensive flat, sensed some-
thing unusual and quickened his pace. As he opened
the door, Dell, shaking hysterically, was climbing to
the window ledge to take the easiest way out. She
had seen him through the same window! As Hal
caught her to him, he looked down into the busy
streets and thanked God for making a woman like

Maury! How she had vamped him and finally dragged
him to Dell by the very ear! But most of all he
thanked God for preserving his Dell just a few more
minutes!

THE MIRACLE
Alice Louise Porter File No. 6541

KI]\I'S earliest memories of home were of a place
in which one ate and slept but never found any
measure of real happiness. For two hours each

day, Kim was allowed to play in the high-walled gar-
den with her beautiful sister Sunya and her two bro-
thers, but the only time the sun really shone down
on the garden was when her father was not there.
Island girls were expected to marry young, but it

was with shock and pity that Kim and her mother re-
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ceived the news from Mr. Wasaki that Sunva was to

be married off to the son of Matsu Kin at the age of

fourteen. Beautiful Sunya wept bitterly, but all

knew her tears were in vain. Sadder still. Wasaki
had remarked on seeing Kim: "She is lamer and
uglier than before." The child watched the elaborate
wedding preparations sorrowfully as Sunya was led

to the slaughter. Then, after her brothers were taken
by their father, Kim and her mother became insepar-

ably attached, their minds converging over the intro-

duction of Christianity into their home by one Miss
Andrews, an American missionary who exerted a keen
influence over the helpless women. When Kim was
thirteen, her father arrived—repeating the charge of

how ugly Kim yet was, but commanding that his

wife prepare her. too, for marriage. The succeeding
months' grief were relieved only by the excitement of

preparation which thrilled Kim only because at heart

she was a normal girl. The bridal robes and the

chest of exquisite infant raiment—every island bride's

promise of obedience—intrigued her. On the day of

the wedding, Kim's mother, brushing the fragrant
wax over her child's eyes, and kissing her foot, said;

"Never care about this. Kim. God must have had
reasons for giving it to you!" The mother had ad-

vised Kim against accepting the dagger her husband
would offer her. according to their marriage custom,
and Miss Andrews had been unable to recommend Kim
for the trip to the States to study with her because
the father's permission was required. But Kim, as

she waited in the bridal chamber, for this husband
she had never seen to come from the feast and take
the wax from her eyes, conceived a plan, and nothing
could hold her back. Attiring herself in dark, sombre
garments, Kim, blinded by the light which shone as

a result of her own unsealing of the wax, sped toward
Miss Andrews' mission, but alas, the good woman had
already left for the boat. But nothing, as it seems,
could deter the girh Soon she was on the boat where
excitement from a minor accident, turned the atten-

tion of the crowd from her. As she lay crouched in

a pile of steamer rugs, she heard her father's voice

—

and his curse. "I pray to my gods," he cried, "that

she be punished with shame, misfortune, and death!
She is no longer my child!" When Kim finally found
her way to Miss Andrews, she was in a sorry condi-

tion, but the kind and understanding missionary
smoothed things at once, and soon Kim was established

in America under her wing. Miss Andrews even had
the ugly foot attended to, relieving it, somewhat.
After several years, as Kim was preparing to grad-

uate from college and marry a man of her own kind—
a minister who had left the islands to study, too

—

a menacing-looking letter came, but it brought good
news from home. Her father, having followed poor
little Mrs. Wasaki in death, had regretted his curse

and left Kim his money. As the girl sped to find Miss
Andrews to inform her of the good news, she looked
down at her foot, and behold! It was just like the

other!

FIRE-EATER
Delmar E. Smith and Homer Barton File No. 6534

SELDOM had the carbide lights of the terminal
yards of the M. K. & W. disclosed such activity!

Bradley Young, atop a box car of section one,

glanced at his watch, sighed, then directed his atten-

tion once again to the thrilling scene. The last per-

formance of the circus was over, and the Big Top
had been dismantled. Men were

_
milling about and

shouting unintelligible orders, while animal protests

smote the air. Incessant cacophony! Incessant mo-
tion! To Brad it seemed difficult to realize that soon
order would result from this chaotic confusion, and it

galled him to have to be a looker-on. Braking al-

lotted him a few hundred miles of monotonus scenery,

but with a circus, anything might happen! Adven-
ture was just around the corner. "For two cents,"
he muttered, "I'd chuck this job and join." Then
Brad broke oiif suddenly, lantern in hand, waiting for

the conductor's signal. A small crash due to a faulty

wheel assured him that his thoughts were true. The
elephants had gotten out and were stampeding. Be-
fore they were in hand again, Brad had wished one
hundred times that he could do something else except
watch!

It was a hot breathless August night and the heat
within the stuffy cab prevented Brad's remaining
there too long. Too many cozy nooks on the train

beckoned; one in particular, the flat, about a dozen
cars back, piled with canvas.
As Brad went rather dreamily about his duties, he

speculated on the beauty of that circus rider who had
promised things to him that no other women had ever
thought of. Here, while he was grumbling over his

lot as a railroad man, she, glamorous and lovely, had
promised, in a year, to give up the tinsel and the saw-
dust for him! Reaching the tarpaulins Brad soon
located a soft spot and stretched out, intending to take
it easy until the next stop. The interminable night
wore on slowly. Then, suddenly, just after Brad had
returned from the cab where he had gone to bathe a
swollen ankle gotten from fidgeting about too much,
he noticed the flames—and the haze prevented him from
signalling either the conductor or engineer! The en-

tire front end was blazing!
How Brad got through that night will always re-

main a mystery to him. Between the licking flames
and the crazed tiger he had accidentally allowed to

escape, it was a job cutting off the head end—the only
way out he could see! What if he should miss the

airhose and wreck the flat car? Brad was crazed with
fright between the animal, the fire, and the pain which
was gripping his arms and legs. How he had forced
that tiger into the cage with a white-hot iron rod!

Miraculous, nearly, although he did not know it!

Later that day, when Brad awoke in the railroad

hospital at Belleville, Clancy, the Western Superin-
tendent and the dancer were at his bed. No more
circus for either—and no more brakes! This fire-

eater was going to be a fireman!

OUT OF THE PAST
Marie Dolly File No. 6557

THE return of his prodigal twin brother, Conrade,
called forth a wealth of joy and affection from
Conroy Castleton, but then, after all, how should

he have known that Conrade was merely back to play
upon his affections and thereby swindle him into pur-
chasing a small shipping corporation for him ? Con-
rade had been entangled in the underworld for five

years—since his flight from home-and his own part in

the procedures of a notorious gang of smugglers headed
by a popular and apparently cultured girl were by no
means small. Yes, Sunny Rae had done well with
Conrade, who called himself Rae, too. and posed as
her brother. It v/as no small wonder that Conroy was
so easily duped. But then, their dying father had
pleaded Conrade's case and begged him to love and
protect him always!
Sunny Rae dropped all else at once to plunge head-

long into their new racket. Each day, at the apart-
ment they shared, their heads would buzz together
over plans. Their system was daring but easy, inas-
much as it consisted of smuggling to mid-ocean ships,
by plane, loads of French cosmetics, and smuggling
them off the ship in the same way. All of the helpers
in this racket were experienced in night work, so it

worked out fine, much to the financial satisfaction of

Sunny and Conrade. But Conrade was still greedy
and still more ambitious. The most diabolical scheme,
however, was the kidnapping of Conroy, and the sub-
stitution of Conrade for him ! His idea was to sell

Conroy out before the abduction should be discovered.
But Conrade had not counted on the presence nor the
quick wits of Jeanne Moirre. a dashing coed whose
sole initiation demands from her sorority had been that
she gain entry to the apartment of and propose to
Conroy Castleton. She had done that daringly enough.
but the act had led to an intimacy she had never
dreamed of. It was Jeanne, then, who first realized
that Conrade's actions were unlike his twin's. She
also discovered a letter from Conrade to Conroy

—

written previously''—asking him to meet at a certain
roadhouse with money. A clue, at last! Jeanne fath-
omed the change at once, but as she picked up the
phone to reach the police, Conrade entered. When
the detectives arrived, only signs of struggle greeted
them— nothing else nor no one. But they found the
letter which she had cleverly slid beneath a blotter!

They rushed from Conroy 's office to Delver's Road-
house where clues existed aplenty! Just as they were
leaving this place which they had raided, Jeanne
rushed into their very arms. After her pursuer was
shot down, she led the detectives to a secret apart-
ment where the twins were, she explained, on the
way. After they had hacked the walls, they found
no one but Conroy, and he was tied to a chair. He
showed the detectives the avenue of his brother's es-
cape, and took Jeanne in his arms before they even
had a chance to get out of the room and on the trail!

singer, passing, heard Benny sing and made him one
of the world's best known and best beloved tenors.
Mr. Oakes, out of prison for good behavior, went
straight for his boy and his brave wife—because they
had nobly sacrificed all for him!

THE SINGING INFIDEL

Lyle Kaatz File No. 6S58

IN the slums of San Francisco, a small slight news-
boy hardly looking his fourteen years stood, each
night, calling his extras and scandalous items to all

who passed the corner which he claimed for himself.
Few knew of the misery which was warping the very
soul of the child, and few cared. Benny, whose sole
ambition in life was to become a great singer, gathered
in every penn^' and squandered not a one because of
the sick mother at home who herself pecked away at

her sewing, awaiting patiently the day on which her
husband might come forth from behind the cold pri-

son bars which stood between them. Jusl as it was
Benny's mother's way to go, each week, to see her
erring mate, so it was Benny's way, after the papers
were sold' each night, to crouch low at the ventilating
outlets of theatres to listen to the singing. Through
imitation, he taught himself things which others had
exchanged small iortunes to learn!
On one of her frequent visits to see her husband,

Benny's mother, Mrs. Oakes. discovered that through
a clever means, her husband and his two ex-pals were
exchanging notes with one another. In reality, they
were swapping ideas as to how Oakes might escape,
but Mrs. Oakes sensed danger. What if the two
trying to frame him in order to keep him in on ac-
count of the two thousand they owed him? By this
time, Benny was sixteen, but still fairly short, al-

though he did boast a girl friend. What was the
good, though, when the other fellows always dated her
because he had to work nights as well as in the day-
time? This was the situation when Mrs. Oakes, wit-
nessing the exchange of notes, followed her man's
old pals : Ben Wilson and Jack Rooky to a speak-
easy. It was only after they had fully discussed their
dastardly plot that they realized Mrs. Oakes had been
listening to their every word! Before they could
touch her, Mrs. Oakes was standing breathlessly be-
fore the District Attorney. "Save my man!" she
cried, "he's had enough! Don't let them get those
ideas into his head because he's gotta go straight!"
With the D. A.'s promise in her mind, Mrs. Oakes
returned home to wait for Benny, but the boy, arriving
earlier than usual, found his mother on the floor

—

shot, but luckily, alive! Benny was not long in get-
ting his mother into the emergency ward of the hos-
pital. Then he hot-footed it for the speakeasy. Jack
and Ben were there, but they didn't see the young-
ster. Benny snatched up a bullet which fell from the
pocket of Ben and inserted it into his father's old
revolver. When Ben was found with two shots in him
—dead—Benny was taken for murder but the testi-

mony of the police and others saved him from a cruel
fate. But Benny had been shot and he, too, was at
the hospital, and that is the story of how he became
a great singer because Professor Rumels, the great

RADIO LOVE
Roy Nelson File No. 6552

IT was a particularly busy day for George Reming-
ton, radio enthusiast, who had been in the game
since the beginning. His position with the Man-

hatten Radio people in Pittsfield had lasted these past
eight years, and George could be found working at sets

day and night in the place and in his rooms, and in-

stalling during his spare moments. Everyone seemed
to want things done at once—captured, as it were, by
the magic in the air, George was certainly busy

—

too busy, even, for Mabel Richards, his heart of hearts,
whose frequent calls he most always answered in the
negative. This night, George's impatient ire had in-

flamed Mabel, too. "I'm going out with the first

good-looking man who comes along in a car and offers
me a ride!" she flung, before hanging up. "Mabel

—

Ma—" but it was too late.

Three months later, an overwrought Mabel ap-
peared at George's rooming house. He had been busy,
but he was always glad to see Mabel, and now she
had come. But Mabel's story was pathetic—to her, at
least. That night—after the call—she had done what
she had threatened, but unfortunately the one who
had caught her on the rebound had been a careless
lover.^one Frank Lambert, a wealthy golf pro,—and
the secluded hazard of the country golf club had been
the scene of hysterical ecstasy—and then regret.
George was shocked. Why did she want to marry
him? They argued. She loved him? "Why not let

me think it over for a week or so?" he asked, and
Mabel had departed sadly, still regretful. The follow-
ing day, George faced his manager in answer to a
proposition for him to go to Buffalo as Chief Control
Operator of a radio station in connection with a new
company store. George's call to Mabel was met with
no results. She was out, and by the time she re-
turned and called George, he had left the city, leaving
no destination! When George reached Buffalo, he
looked at Mabel's picture and called her by long dis-
tance, but she was out—again. The landlady spoke to
him of Mabel's queer actions. Days and months went
by. George was promoted to Chief Announcer, and
he was given a private office. Meanwhile, Mabel, in
an obscure girls' rest home, was listening to each
of George's programs with heartbreak. Then, one
day, she decided to risk it. But before she faced
George, she figured it would be better to get a job
and settle herself. She needed no help nor pity! A
stenographer's job in a radio station attracted her, so
she put her best foot forward to get it. Then, one
morning, the station Director was called away for a
call just as he was about to introduce George to his
new stenographer. George buzzed for his stenographer
and Mabel picked up her book and pencil. For a mo-
ment, both stood rooted to the spot. After many
questions, Mabel said: "It was born dead." Their
tears of joy and sorrow mingled freely as a newly
born love sprang into being.

AMANDA FITZALLEN BLUE
F. S. Ker File No. 6478

NANCY Middleton, asked by the colored cook,
Bella Blue.—a pre-war servant,—to name her
twins and be their godmother, chose Amanda

Fitzallen for the girl, and namtd the boy after Lord
Mortimer, the hero of The CIdldren of the Abbeys
a volume purloined from her Grandmamma. These
names were soon merely Mandie and Mortie.

Nancy, riding through the quarters one morning,
after her return from school up North, heard a child's
screams and found Bella beating Mandie unmercifully.
"Why, Bella?" she asked. "She dropped a lamp she
was holding in de bed whilst I was ketching fleas,

and burned up her twin brother. An now she mos'
choked Napoleon to death wif a splinter in his
sweetened water!" So Nancy, fearing to leave Man-
die, persuaded Bella to send the child to the B:g
House to wait on her. Nancy then strove to initiate
Mandie into the ways of polite society, but before
this was accomplished, the girl made many amusing
mistakes such as ushering Rene Dumartrait into
Grandmamma's room where Nancy was, in deshabille,
and forcing her to take refuge under a bed! One of
her duties was to wave a bunch of peacock feathers
over the table during meals, for the flies, but one
day she fell asleep, allowing the brush to fall on
Grandmamma's cap. Mandie was heartbroken be-
cause she found it so impossible to please "Die Miss",
but Nancy consoled her, and with diligent application,
she soon not only pleased, but became "Ole Miss' "

favorite.

Rene had always been Nancy's devoted cavalier, anl
might have been more to her had it not been for the
fact that her brother Dick's guest and schoolmate.
Dare Armitage, had thought Nancy the most beautiful
and charming girl he had ever seen—at first glance.
Colonel Middleton, Nancy's father, and Grandmamma,
gave him a real Southern welcome and plans were
made at once for his entertainment. Dare's first in-
troduction to the beauty of the stream made famous
by Longfellow, in Evangeline, was at a tea served
on a drawbridge over the bayou. Vivian Gale, a
charming Virginia girl was there, much to Dick's de-
light, and Mimi, Rene's sister, kept Dare entertained
with her vivacity and broken English. After, the
young people went boating in the moonlight, to visit
Evangeline's oak.
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The Spring passed delightfully, with dances, picnics,

and serenades such as the South only knows. After

a dance given at Fairfax, Dare invited Nancy to the

rose garden where he told her of his love, and ex-

pressed sorrow at being forced to leave to join his ill

father. Mandie appeared, then, with a wrap Ole Miss
had sent to Nancy, so Dare whispered, as they parted:

"I will write." An hour later, a note was slipped

under Nancy's door by him, but Mandie intercepted

it since Rene warned her that if Nancy and Dare
married, Dare would not take her North with them.
Rene promised he would always be kind to her! In

the same way, Mandie hid succeeding letters from
Dare, and Nancy had to learn of Dare's trip abroad
on business for his father from her grandmother. Thus
the girl began to droop. In October, at a sugar-

house party of Nancy's, her dress caught fire and only

the daring of Mandie saved her. The child was hor-

ribly burned, and when she found she would not live,

Mandie confessed her guilt in stealing the letters.

Nancy wrote Dare at once and they met by Mandie's
newly-made grave. With Dare's arms tightly about
her, Nancy sobbed for the little girl who had really

taught her her love for Dare!

RIO MONA
John Theo Enszer File No. 6556

THE rich American's son was at the best age for

marriage,—twenty -four,—and there were plenty of

charming society girls in San Antonio from whom
he might have chosen, but the youth cared for none

—

no sir! Not John Theodore Wanigas! Every once
in a while his parents would urge him toward one or

the other, but John Theo remained adamant, and fin-

ally went away, with New York as his destination and
a wife as his incentive. Weeks passed, but John
seemed as annoyed with the anxious belles of the Big
City as he had been with those from his own town.
They were far too coy and altogether too spoiled and
sophisticated. George Camberlin, an aviator who was
preiJaring for a non-stop flight from New York to

Spain, caught John in just this mood. They met at

a dinner, and when John learned that George was
short of money, he grasped his opportunity eagerly.

"I'll back you, George," he said, "but you'll have to

take me along." After thirty-nine hours in the air

they arrived in the romantic village of SanRoque, and
the flight's termination was heralded by much cele-

bration and gay festivities. John and George were
hailed as the air heroes of the day, and they enjoyed
it, too, regardless of how fleeting their fame might be
tomorrow. After two weeks, George booked return
passage but John Theo stayed on. "What's wrong,
Wanigas? Have I got the plague or something?''
George queried, goodnaturedly. "I think it's love!"

John laughed. It was, and John Theo was smitten by
Rio Mona, San Roque's most beautiful belle. The
Wanigas family didn't approve, so they threatened
everything including disinheritance. But the youth
simply chuckled over the notes and clung to Rio Mona
even more tightly. Soon, he found it not only inter-

esting but profitable to make his own way. As a
clerk for the Spanish Consulate, he was doing well,

and the thrill of doing something for himself was ex-

hilarating. Some day, he thought, he would be worthy
of the girl and of his parents, who would then not
only forgive but welcome him. He often thought of

this as he strummed his guitar under Rio Mona's
window, nights. How she loved to hear his song to

her, especially the line; "Rio Mona, I hope my dreams
come true." And so time passed. John Theo was
grieved when his mother wrote of her loneliness fol-

lowing the death of his father, in an accident, but he
would not return since his mother still persisted in

barring his love for the girl. One whole year passed
again, but this time, when the letters came, they said:

"Bring her, son. I have been wrong, but now I'll be

a good mother to you both." So John Theo and Mrs.
Tohn Theo sailed happily for a honeymoon in the good
bid U. S. A.—"and maybe for always—if you like it,

dear," John said.

THE SUPREME MOMENT
Elmer E. Good File No. 6530

ELEANOR Goldwait was far from popular with the

fair sex inasmuch as she was divinely fair and
socially well poised. Her only shortcoming was

her over-ambitious mother who was wont to frown on
youths lacking in blue blood. Is it strange, then, that

this same Mrs. Goldwait was furious when Eleanor
took up Mortimer Standish instead of Jack Winters,
millionaire playboy, or Count Thomas Maurice, a

foreign gentleman of supposed rank? After all, Mor-
timer Standish was merely a college boy who swam
divinely and was handsome enough to eat—almost—
and besides, he was a waiter at this pretentious sum-
mer resort to which they had come. Sensing Eleanor's

feelings for Standish, Mrs. Goldwait took her home at

once and attempted to interest her in preparations for

an impressive function she was giving in honor of

Maurice, at the end of the summer season. "But I

don't care for the Count!" Eleanor insisted, yet, she

had obeyed too long. At the big dinner party for

Maurice, Mortimer was present, but he listened to

Eleanor's stories concerning her mother's match-mak-
ing impatiently. "Please wait, dear," he begged, "If

you reallv loved me—" "But you don't know Mother,
Mort," the girl replied, glumly. And so the Count
kept calling, and also an artist who had been at the

dinner. Eleanor was posing for him because her

mother believed the extra money coming in would
help towards putting up a gaudy enough front for

Maurice. It was just about this time that a rather

neat but poverty-stricken young foreign wornan with
an infant on her arm answered the Goldwait's ad for

a maid. Eleanor and her mother were touched by the

girl's story of how a man, professing to be her lover,

had deserted her for the gayety of London, Paris, and
New York. Eleanor had her placed as a nurse im-
mediately, and the girl was most grateful to her
beautiful benefactor. Shortly after this incident,

Eleanor, during one of her secret meetings with Mor-
timer, displayed a gleaming diamond on her left hand.
Mortimer shivered, but realized that protest was of

no avail. "I know something will set all this right,

Mort," Eleanor sighed. He hoped so, but deep down,
Mortimer doubted whether anyone was powerful
enough to buck Mrs. Goldwait. The ambitious moth-
er's plans for the wedding forged ahead, and the day
was soon at hand. Waiting to be called, Eleanor

paced the floor of her room unsteadily. The music
was beginning. Eleanor could hear the rich tones of

Lohengrin singing forth. Then, footsteps outside.

In her own room at the hospital, the young peasant

was devouring the day's paper avidly. Two pictures

on an inside page held her attention. Eleanor and
Maurice! The girl called at the nursery for her child

and swept oS to the Goldwaits'. Here benefactress

would not be duped. As she arrived. Eleanor was on

her way down the aisle strewn with roses. Just in

time! The family and guests were mortified by the

girl's accusations against Maurice, but Eleanor was
secretly glad she knew it was true! In the days fol-

lowing, Eleanor spent happy hours—but moody ones

—

trailing about the country alone. Then, one day, as

she was seated watching a glorious sunset from the

porch of the simple farmhouse to which she had re-

tired, Mortimer stood by her side. A few hours later,

Mrs. Goldwait received a joyous telegram. Eleanor,

at last, was free, divinely happy—and a Standish, ui

spite of all else!

UNDER THE WESTERN HORIZON

Ben E. Crosby File No. 6533

AS dawn came up over his ten thousand acre

ranch, Walt Snider rode on. He was in fear of

fire, knowing that his heavy timber track was
not safe in that dry spell, with the summer sun

gleaming over the Rockies and the sky clear to be-

yond the Western horizon. "Nice warm day!

greeted Dawson, the ranger. Walt muttered that it

.,..„ . lied far fn

see Dawson, who had come bearing news that he was

on the trail of the murderer of Roy Stewart, at the

Monarch Mine. "The murderer was trailed to this

ridge'" he said. As they remained, speaking of Walt's

dog. Chick, and this and that, a shot rang out and

the ranger after viewing a high lookout station with

his field glasses, was off. Walt looked after him and

then at the station with his own .glasses. He saw a

man leaving hurriedly. "Dose rangers have their

victims spotted!" he mumbled.
Turning to the Centennial Valley, he gazed at the

houses and contented cattle grazing on the southwes-

tern slope. All was quiet. Walt rode on and later

returned to his own house for lunch. While Walt ad-

vanced his own theories concerning the small possi-

bilities of fire breaking out in the underbrush, his

wife stated that the dryness really alarmed her. Sud-

denly Walt asked: "Where's Bert and Jerry?" "Up
to S'ani's place," his wife answered. They had gone

off to mend a fence some of the Snider cattle had

broken through. As she finished. Chick set up a

howl. Something was wrong. The rangers' dogs were

barking and other dogs were hotfooting it for the

mountains. Walt reached for his rifle, leaped on his

horse, and headed for Sam's, on the summit. Much
to his astonishment, he found a dead lion beside the

trail, surrounded by five eager dogs. Sam's little

four year old girl was watching the excitement. As
Walt picked her up, he saw Sam lying dead, in the

road, from shot wounds, and inside the house was
Sam's wife—dead, too. She had passed away. Chick

barked, and as Dawson's husky dog came howling

pitifully, Walt knew it was useless to fight off a

wolf stampede. Walt called all the dogs into the cabin

and used all his cartridges shooting through the win-

dow at the wolves as they poured in from every dir-

ection. Walt had one hope. He let Chick out to start

the wolves fighting among themselves. The dog had
succeeded! Walt looked at Mrs. Ugor's body. "Pro-

bably you died without knowing your husband poi-

soned people to get their roll!" he said. Dawson came
down later, and Walt explained that he wanted to

claim the child.

Fourteen years later, Walt saw the country covered

with wheat fields and a railroad. Mrs. Snider was
gone. Only the girl remained, and as Walt explained,

dog will fight dog, and wolf will fight wolf, but what
chance had a lion when another generation crowded
him out? "Lots!" the girl cried.

THE SECRET

K. Douglas File No. 6540

YOUNG Marjorie. teaching her new kitten to jump
through a hoop, was interrupted by a call from
her best friend. Prudence. "Hello!" Prudence

shouted into the phone excitedly. "Can you come over
to my house? I've the most wonderful secret!" Mar-
jorie could hardly get through her French lesson be-

fore she ran to the corner house. Prudence was all

whispers as she clasped her friend's hand tightly and
climbed with her through a mysterious passage lead-

ing to the roof. "Be careful." Prudence warned as

they edged along the flat housetop and stepped gin-

gerly across a low division of bricks to the next roof.

"There's no door!" Marjorie cried, in dismay, but

Prudence lifted a window sash easily, and both girls

found themselves in the dearest little house, octagonal

in shape, and surrounded by windows. After a while.

Marjorie,—always ready to share her joys with others,

—suggested they ask a few others to share the secret.

"But just Ruth and Natalie," Prudence said, "be-
cause Blanche always tells everything!"
For the next few days, four little girls of approxi-

mately eleven had the most glorious time possible,

and it was pretty nice of Prudence's mother to have
gone Bridgeing. so often because when she did, the

servants appreciated the vacation it afforded them

—

else how would the children ever have been able to

reach the roof without attracting suspicion? Soon,
bits of rug, curtain, and furniture made their ap-

pearance, lending an air of comfort to the place which
the young ladies had scrubbed so thoroughly. Pru-
dence was sure no one lived in the house beneath, so
gay laughter and the usual noise of scrampering feet

accompanied each session.
It was shortly after this club was named, approxi-

mately enough. The Riot,:rs, that Marjorie decided,
for the others, that a play would be fine for the club's

first activity. They could actually give it and raise

money to aid the little boy in the hospital whom Mar-*
jorie's lovely and adored Aunt Leila was always dis-

cussing with such pity in her eyes. Aunt Leila would
surely coach the play, and they could let her in on
the secret with no danger to themselves. They were
industriously studying their parts at the next meet-
ing when suddenly, something unexpected occurred.
Rattling beneath the bit of rug startled them. Re-
moving the rug, the girls watched the trap door as-
cend, and soon a handsome head appeared. It was
evidently someone from the house come to chase them.
But they were wrong to think so. This man had a
pleasant' voice, and if, as he said, he was the Ogre of

the Castle, he was a very nice ogre, to be sure! Mar-
jorie was disappointed to learn that the ogre had no
fairy princess in captivity, but her pity was forgotten
when he suggested that they have a real party the
next time! Why, they could even invite some of the
others from the dancing class, he said!
The children were spellbound when they viewed

their castle the day of the party. The garden of the
roof was all green and growing, and the table was
piled with rare and delectable delicacies. Marjorie
had not wanted Aunt Leila to miss anything, so she
had brought her—along with a choice selection of
saucer-eyed youngsters from the dancing class. But
wonder of wonders! The ogre, seeing her, had said:
"You!" Aunt Leila had said the same, until Mar-
jorie assured her he wasn't rt-aily an ogre! They all

had a jolly tinie, and invitations to come again and
again. Marjorie and Prudence were puzzled. The
ogre had said: "Forgive me, princess?" "What did
Aunt Leila say?" Prudence queried, "I heard him
tell you he had a fairy princess for the castle now.
Did he mean— ?" "She didn't say anything; she just
smiled," Marjorie said, "I wonder—" but the child
lapsed into an understanding silence. Now, she thought,
was the time to wish hard for the prince and princess,
and not to wonder!

THE FAIR CINDERELLA
Quintilla Chapma File No. 6422

NANCY Ross arrived in Detroit near tears and
fearing the worst, but she found in Wally Ford,
of the Social Register, a big brother. Wally,

who had been attracted by her beauty as she boarded
his train, discovered her in tears and carried her off
to Mother Tate, his old nurse, who was glad to have
the company of this lonely, scared girl. The next
morning. Ted Moore, the brother of Wally's fiancee,
Julia, gave the girl a job after nearly disappointing
her. and was surprised to learn that beauty and

Since it was Wally's one desire to make Nancy
happy, he furnished her with a wardrobe and pro-
ceeded to show her off to society via exclusive resorts
and by seeing that she was given a part in a charity
bazaar and ball. At an exclusive club, Nancy met
Ted Moore socially and was thrilled by his open ad-
miration. At the ball, though, where she had made
a hit, Ted professed his love and proposed, suggest-
ing that the wedding follow on the heels of his fickle
wife's Paris divorce. It was just a few weeks after
Wally's wedding to his sister that Ted married Nancy
and carried her off to his lodge for a short honeymoon,
prior to their extended aerial honeymoon to the
South, Nancy often taking the controls, inasmuch as
Ted had instructed her in the art of flying a plane.
They returned to the lodge for Christmas, and their
happiness was brimming and would have remained so
had not Natalie Moore. Ted's ex-wife, made a Christ-
mas Eve call with vulgar friends. Ted was shocked
by her denial of having divorced him, but Nancy,
face to face with Natalie, in the former's room, be-
lieved every word and knew she did not have to be
threatened, as Natalie was doing, for her to leave the
next day at dawn!
When Nancy's plane cracked up on the way to New

''I'ork, next morning, the fall's impact took her mem-
ory. She awoke in a cottage owned by a congenial
young pair who were more than willing to keep this
girl who seemed to have bills in every fold in her
clothing! It was lane Smith—not Nancy Ross—who
bore Ted a son in the home of Alice and Dave. Three
years later, Nancy became a film luminary through
the agency of Dave, who had entered her picture in

a contest, secretly. All three moved to New York
and Nancy faced the Kleigs while Alice cared for the
child, Sunny. It was during the filming of a Western
scene that Nancy's memory returned, but she only
confessed sadness to Alice. Ted Moore,—a widower,
following Natalie's death the night of her Christmas
Eve visit,—was searching the far ends of the earth
for his wife—with the aid of Wally and Julia! It

wasn't until the girl became possessed of the mad de-
sire to spend Christmas with Sunny in Ted's lodge
that they found her. Jane Smith or no, Ted knew
that no one but Nancy would want to relive those
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honeymoon days, and the days they had spent there
before the honeymoon—under Mother Tate's chaperon-
age! After she had wept in Ted's arms, Nancy
learned of NataHe's tragic death the night of her
departure—one of Natalie's companions had been too

drunk to hold the road! The divorce tale had been a

plot by one of Ted's jealous stenographers! Ted
kissed away Nancy's tears while he smoothed her red
hair lovingly. "Can we kiss the bride, too? Wally
and Julia asked, from the door, but Ted and Nancy
didn't hear a word!

THE UNFINISHED PICTURE
Mrs. George Spiegel File No. 6427

AN" unfinished painting, an old-fashioned squa
piano, and letters to an old friend in

and a lawver constituted the widowed and in-

valided Mrs. Lehman's bequest to her little daughter.
Marjorie. She had watched the old family servant
place the fortune in the piano, sadly. After her death,
the servant was run over on his way to the lawyer
with the letter, which was lost in the excitement. So
Marjorie and her piano moved from London to the
suburb of Boston in which her mother's friends, the
Harrises lived. It was on her eighteenth birthday
that the girl first learned about the painting, but the
thrill of it had been dimmed by the appearance of

Paul Bryant, a neighbor. Marjorie and Paul loved
each other dearly, but it was a case of the old story

—

poor boy with a brilliant future but no ready cash!
Mrs. Harris was the first to protest, inasmuch as
Charles Davidson, a wealthy lad, or so they thought,
was clamoring for Marjorie's hand in marriage. Mar-
jorie was delighted when Mrs. Harris sent her ofif to
Boston to complete her music study, but Paul looked
at the thing with misgivings. He was right. Mrs.
Harris' sister was given implicit instructions to burn
every bit of mail before it reached or left Marjorie

—

if Paul was concerned. Months went by and the
two youngsters were in agonizing but healthy quan-
daries over the reasons for the other's failure to write.
The upshot of the thing was that Marjorie returned
to her home shortly after Paul had left for London
with his mother to attend the sickbed of her brother.
Why Paul had gone Marjorie never knew, nor did she

' at Paul's mother had passed on, leaving
free to enter his uncle's law business wherein he

ated a large fortune in a short while. Mar-
jorie, in accord with the wishes of her foster parents,
married Davidson, and bore him several children.
That he was exceedingly poor was hardly a surprise to
Marjorie, who had suspected it from the first. The
Harrises were mortified.
For practically fifteen years, Marjorie went along

with Charles, her husband, trying not to mind the
hardships inflicted. It was only after her son's death,
when Charles sold the unfinished painting to a small
peddler, for about one thousandth of what it was
worth, that Marjorie rebelled openly. Paul, in town
on a visit, recognized her misery but knew that Mar-
jorie was strongly against divorce. Sadly, he re-
turned to London, little realizing that within a few
hours of his own departure, Davidson would also de-
part—never to return to his home again! It was after
Charles' death, out west, that Marjorie's oldest son,
Lyle, saw the ad in a New York paper, offering a
huge price for Marjorie's old piano. When she and
Lyle took the piano apart, to better identify it, they
discovered Marjorie's fortune—between the strings and
the top. No wonder it had never sounded anything
but muffled! Jubilantly, Marjorie took her children
to Boston, and thence to London. It was in London
that the girl's son, Lyle, standing in a collector's, in
front of the unfinished painting, noticed that the
handsome man behind him was crying! "I'm Lyle
Davidson—and that's my grandmother!" he said,
pointing to the picture. Paul grasped Lyle, and they
took it on the run to Marjorie.

THE WAY OUT
Anthony J. Romeo File No. 6S45

YEARS ago, in Baltimore. Clifford Bowen and
Charles Doran were partners in business. On
the verge of failure, they sold out and divided the

money, Bowen heading for Cleveland and Doran for
New York. This was the prologue to what Doran was
telling his wife, his daughter Mildred, and his adopted
son, Wally, this morning. Bowen having been killed
in an accident, his daughter Catherine was headed
for New York and the Dorans. Mr. and Mrs. Doran
were delighted from the start, and Wally fell in love
with the girl at once, but her coming heralded dis-
aster! Doran, assuming his late friend's obligations,
and positive they must be in fit shape, soon discovered
the opposite and was himself forced to the point of
bankruptcy! Catherine was miserable because of the
apparent Jinx she had brought, but the family, with
the exception of Mildred, bore up, sportingly. Every-
thing would have been fine had it not been for the
fact that Albert Stanley, Mildred's fiance,—a fine
youth working his way through law school,—took a
fancy to Catherine Bowen! It was while the family
was in this miserable state that Mr. Doran, taking
his wife for a drive one day. lost consciousness and
caused an accident which crippled Mrs. Doran's spine
and robbed her of muscle power and speech. The doc-
tors attributed Doran's condition to depression.
Shortly after the accident, Mildred poured out her

heart to her brother, who suddenly disappeared, prov-
ing to Mildred" that he, too, had been ruined by Cather-
me! Instead of offering consolation, Albert confessed
his love for Catherine but avowed it was as though
he was her brother! It was during this latter scene
that Catherine, arriving on the scene, finally heard
from Mildred what she had long been anticipating.

All Mildred's hatred poured out as she denounced
Catherine roundly for the harm she had caused the
heretofore happy Dorans. This was all the spark
Catherine needed to set fire to her plans. Rushing to

Mrs. Doran's side, she poured out her heart and ex-
plained that she was going to the railroad crossing to

rid the world of a useless life. She explained that
the $50,000 insurance policy that her father had taken
for her would cover their losses. Mrs. Doran could
neither speak nor lift a finger to stop her!
As Mildred and Albert quarreled, downstairs, Cath-

erine slipped out—a moment before Wally returned
home, and Mr. Doran. As they stood, arguing and
chatting, Mrs. Doran appeared in the door! The
shock of Catherine's actions had restored her muscu-
lar coordination and speech, and as they embraced
her, she told of Catherine's intentions. The boys hur-
ried to the crossing and brought her back at once,
but when they had her safely home, the greatest sur-
prise was uncovered! Wally and Albert, investigating,
had discovered a secret policy of Bowen's which would
make them all rich again! In addition, Albert con-
fessed, sheepishly, that he was actually Albert Bowen,
Catherine's runaway brother! Catherine and Mildred
entwined arms lovingly, Catherine forgiving whole-
heartedly. Four hearts beat as two. Was there a
happy ending?

WANTED: A COWARD
Mildred B. Bail/ File No. 6315

IT
was after Betta Fromly's conversation with her

foreman, Ha-Ha Hawson, that she returned to the
ranch house in an irritable mood. So Ha-Ha

wanted to buy the valley—a small part of her ranch,
the Cross Circle—left by her father three years back.
He would irrigate and make something of it so he
could marry her! Betta wondered whether marrying
Ha-Ha would ease the unrest which was creeping
over her. A magazine at Betta's elbow beckoned the
girl's fingers. Glancing through it, an article's head-
ing loomed large: ll'H.IT Would YOU Do II Yoi,

WANTED SomHiiitis And DIDN'T Know How To
Gt:t It? Betta wanted the companionship of a nor-
mal human being who wouldn't go out singlehanded
to hunt rustlers or jump at the chance to go out and
head off a stampede, unaided! The girl turned to her
portable typewriter. The mechanical clicks and pauses
broke the silence for awhile. She read what she had
typed: WANTED: J Coward. Excellent position for

A-t coztrard. Rights guarded. Good salary and ex-

penses for trip. The envelope was addressed to a New
Vork newspaper.
That night, rustlers invaded Cross Circle, getting

off before the boys could get after them, into the
teeth of the high wind which blew with hurricane
velocity. Betta was disinterested. The morals of
New York men were pitiful, judging by the answers
to her ad. Most of the replies demonstrated the de-
sire for easy money on the part of their writers. The
last that came hit the nail on its proverbial head.
"Are you Gordon Parry?" Betta yelled, through the
driving rain, to a tall youth with broad shoulders.
He was. He didn't have the kind of eyes a coward
should own. Betta explained that he was to be a
paid guest—supposedly an old friend. Ha-Ha was
highly amused with Betta's guest, but polite, never-
theless. Gordon was frightened of rustlers, cattle,
and Sic-Em, the Cross Circle's pet snake. One morn-
ing, Ha-Ha was challenging Gordon to ride Lighten-
ing, a horse he himself was unable to stick to. Bet-
ta pleaded. "Don't do it!" she cried. "Who'll time
me?" Gordon asked. Betta's eyes teared. All her
fault, she thought. Gordon would be killed—maybe.
Betta watched, fascinated, and almost paralyzed with
fear as the mount struggled. When the timekeeper
called time, Gordon fell. "He's dead!" Betta screamed.
"Naw, he ain't!" said Ha-Ha. "Take him inside."
Gordon swore he had learned in a New York riding
school. Betta told Ha-Ha she'd rather keep the ranch
as her Dad bought it. Then Gordon disappeared!
For days, Betta conducted a search, but no one had
seen or heard of him. Aunt Lucy, Betta's house-
keeper, chided the girl for loving him. Betta ignored
this. How could she love a coward? Two months
went by. Ha-Ha asked for a month's vacation. The
work for the time was completed. Betta gave her
consent that he. go to Washington for more informa-
tion of irrigation. Consent, he thought, meant sale.
Betta found Gordon on the plains with a rattler wound,
one morning. He had slashed it himself! A letter
spoiled the reunion. It came from the real Gordon
Parry from whom Betta's visitor, Don Waring, had
purchased impersonation rights! Betta was incensed.

Fall came to Wyoming, "Ha-Ha will make a good
husband," Aunt Lucy said; but he never did because
Don burst into the wedding like a fury, with plenty
of evidence against the sly foreman who had held
him captive those two months because Don knew
that valley land was rich in oil possibilities! The
rattler bite had actually been a slug from Ha-Ha's
gun. After Don finished with the bride-groom-to-be,
he turned to the wedding guests, and the minister.
Betta clung to him. "We're ready, sir," Don said,
quietly. Betta smiled happily, as the minister's voice
droned the nuptial service.

THE SILENT CITY
Mazy Bert File No. 6568

THE tenth wedding anniversary of Ami and Mar-
tm Gregory was to have been a gala event for
Ami s mother and sisters, and Martin's brothers,

but It was EIKe, who always saw things, who realized
first that something was wrong with Ami. The girl
had been joining the fun and gayety until all of a sud-
den something went black. When she came to, the
doctor was by her side and the family stood about

with blanched and drawn faces. Through the dimness.
Ami heard the doctor leaving instructions for her re-
moval to the hospital next day, but when the morning
came, she protested in the manner of a petulant child,

despite the fact that she herself was the mother of
two healthy sons. "St. Eve's?" Ami whimpered, "I
don't want to go to that hospital. They're—it's dif-

ferent!" But Effie and Martin and the doctor ex-
plained that nuns were the kindest of nurses. They
were correct for Ami received marvellously tender
care, but the scheduled six weeks drew out into months,
and after spending a rather dreary Thanksgiving in
the ward. Ami hated the thought of letting Christmas
go by in the same way. "I want to be home with my
family and my boys!" she told the doctor, who pro-
mised to do his best. By Christmas, Ami was forced
to sign a release to go home, but she did it, gladly.
"We'll take care of her, doctor," Effie assured the
dubious medico, and Ami arrived home Christmas Eve,
to remain there for the next six years. But the en-
suing years were' miserable, inasmuch as the poor girl
spent most of her time in bed. Just when Ami had
begun to feel less troubled by what the doctors had
diagnosed as kidney infection. Martin, still lover-
like, took an elderly woman in to help and relieve
Effie, but shortly after her arrival, the woman frac-
tured a knee and had herself to be taken off to the
ailing rooms. Following this excitement. Ami's six
years of misery began. Festering sores covered her
limbs those many years, and Ami could get nothing
from the doctor but words, by way of cure. "Rejoice,
Mrs. Gregory," he would say, "that the poison is

fighting its way from your system!" But Ami had
forgotten how to rejoice. Her sister and husband
w'ere wearing themselves out; her boys were not get-
ting a mother's care; and she herself was a semi-in-

One day, after a course of fruitless treatments by a
specialist. Ami's physician's friend, another medico,
ordered the girl to the Silent City Hospital, to re-
main until he should return from his vacation. Martin
paid in advance but evidently a summer clerk made
an error for Ami found herself in a gruesome ward
popularly called the "Pest House"; and inhabited by
a group of derelict paupers. Here, during the hours
she was forced to remain. Ami learned more about
people than everything else in hfe had taught her.
She saw souls stripped bare. Effie was forced to re-
sort to trickery to get her sister out. inasmuch as the
doctor was on vacation, but by bringing a nun's cos-
tume, she managed. Ami had suffered untold pain dur-
ing those nightmarish days, but she was glad to
breathe fresh air again.

When Dr. Meens returned, his concern over the
error was so keen that he set to work at once to
clear up Ami's condition—and he succeeded. Today,
looking backward on her years of misery. Ami appre-
ciates, for one thing—the courage and the efforts put
forth by the couriers of mercy—the doctors and nurses.
Then, too, she is moved by the fact that Silent City
Hospital no longer need hang its sturdy head in
shame over the Pest House, now gone, in which Ami
learned to see through the soul as well as the flesh
and the creed!

THE ADVENTURES OF ANN
Ann Dean File No. 6546

THE greedy world clutched hungrily at Ann, seven-
teen and attractive, as she stepped into its midst
in the telegraph office which took her on, and

within its busy confines, she was knocked about too
much to think very deeply of the many things life had
robbed her of. Harry Smith's "Will you, Ann?" was
a welcome relief, even though he was nine years her
senior, so Ann said yes, and spent eight years which
were mighty happy considering the two had practically
nothing in common. When Harry died, as the result
of a dangerous operation, Ann was left with a sur-
plus of two thousand dollars after all the bills were
paid; a dog, a house full of furniture, undying love
for Dr. Blake, who had tried hard to pull Harry
through, and a family of venomous, meddling rela-
tives. The doctor, a sort of Daddy Longlegs to Ann,
suggested she go away, shortly after everything was
cleared up. Ann, weary and trusting, sold every-
thing and went off to a small resort where her comings
and goings attained an uncertain air of mystery in-
asmuch as Blake had advised her to speak of herself
and her life as little as possible. It was because of
this that the_ hotel proprietor wrote to her brother.
"Your sister," she wrote, "certainly acts queer, al-
though she's quite popular. Is she a Secret Service
agent, by any chance?" So the family held a pow-
wow. "Queer, is she?" the brother said, "well we'll
show her who's queer! Spending money like that—
in hotels! First thing she'll be dependent upon us!"
When he arrived at the hotel, Ann protested, but he
threatened to notify the sheriff so she went peace-
fully. "Home?" she asked, as they travelled. "Yeah,"
he said, "home." But Ann soon found herself in an
institution which specialized in treatments of nervous
diseases and insanity. Ann was shocked. What could
she have done, she thought—and it cost more at this
place than at the hotel! Each day brought new hor-
rors. Stripped of her street clothes, money, and free-
dom, Ann was in torture. When her food was drugged,
she felt as though' the millenium had arrived. If only
she could get in touch with someone! Ann spent hours
attempting to devise a means of doing away with her-
self ivith the material she had in this ccll-hke room.
Then, one day, she was taken to another institution.
There, no drugs were administered, but all means of
communication with the outside world were denied
her. The girl fought bravely. One day, it occurred
to her that if her own family persisted in being so
heartless, perhaps one of her own invention would be
otherwise, so she chose from the people who had been
kind to her, and worked out a little family all her
own, the most important member being Dr. Blake,
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whom she always referred to as "Daddy , and to

whom she was allowed to write as much as she chose.

If Ann had only known the torturous moments the

poor doctor had suffered because of her letters. Ann
had always believed his love to be friendly and father-

ly—not like her own—but Blake loved her passionately,

and every fiber in his being tingled for her cause.

The doctor was fighting tooth and nail against the

guardianship Ann's family had managed to procure

legally. Then, one day, a political wave swept an old

crony of Blake's into office. On election night itself,

the doctor, drunk with joy, paid an important call.

"But it's a holiday, Blake!" the dazed office-holder

insisted, stifled by victory. "Listen—" Blake said,

and his story made a keen impression. The very first

thing the next morning, Blake, accompanied by an

important-looking official, called at the institution,

and when Ann said yes, this time, her heart felt

warm, like Blake's—and understanding!

WATER PRAIRIE

Walter Stark File No. 654S

FROM the day Nate Harnett settled in the back-

woods on the shore of a Georgia swamp with his

wife and son, Steve, he was never sure he would

come out alive! Nate was a Federal man. and if there

was one thing the neighborhood moonshiners gloated

in killing down, it was a revenue man. Nate was
killed on the very day Steve and his mother were

discussing Ella Davis, daughter of Jake Davis, the

owner of the next cabin. Mrs. Barnett was advismg
Steve to keep away from Ella for various reasons,

the foremost one being the fact that too much mtmiacy
would force Steve to tell the girl of his father's busi-

ness. When Nate arrived home that night, he was
shot from outside. The boy and his mother grieved,

but it was the inevitable. Soon afterwards, however,
Steve and Ella, learning that Jake was determined
upon moving, if that was the only way he could keep
them apart, decided to get married. The judge, in

town, was splendid, and the two yovmg people were
more than glad to receive his invitation to stay the

night._ The next day. when they arrived back home
after a long journey. Ella asked Steve to allow her to

face Jake alone. With a feeling of overhanging mis-

ery, Steve made his way to his mother's home, but,

Mrs. Barnett was dead—a suicide, because of the

grief over her husband's death! She left a note.

"Take care of Ella, my son." it read, and Steve was
glad because once Mrs. Barnett had not been so anx-
ious for him to do that very thing.
Years of wandering followed Steve's gruesome home-

coming, because, when the youth had returned to get

Ella, she too had been gone—Jake's work. Steve had
travelled to the judge's where he had lain ill for weeks
while they buried his mother for him, and then he had
travelled. Then, one day, he met Ella in a town—
with a baby! Steve was thrilled when he learned the

child was his own son. His encounter with Jake was
disastrous, and it had ended by Steve's having to

shoot Jake in self-defense because of the huge knife

Jake was wielding. "My daughter ain't a-gonna go
with no Federal ofticers!" Jake had cried out. Ella

urged her husband to follow the river back home.
"They'll get you and it wasn't your fault, Steve," she
pleaded. But Jake didn't die. and poor Steve ran him-
self ragged through the heavy swamps, contracting
wounds, bites, and a terrific fever. The journey home
seemed endless, and Steve was exhausted and weak
through his far from substantial meals made from
his own picking and catching—to say nothing of

cooking. Weeks later, when Take had been killed by
an unidentified man, after he confessed all to the
sheriff, Ella started for the backwoods after Steve,
but she could not find him. Then, taking her baby,
she proceeded to trace many trails. After several
days, she found him—half dead from fever and near
death from an alligator. After she had him revived.
she brought him to the cabin and told him his father's

death had been avenged—by Jake's killer! "Now,"
Steve said, "it will be worth starting life over to-

gether, won't it?" And Ella agreed.

E. A. Scott File No. 6562

GREGORY, the florist, kept his two assistants des-

pite the annoyance they caused with their inces-

sant wrangling over his daughter, Rosa. But
they were good men, Tony and Pasquale, and Gre-
gory was a florist first and then a father. It was
Rosa's flashing smile and bright red dress which made
Tony drop a heavy plant on Pasquale's foot the day
she entered the greenhouse, but Pasquale was scorn-

ful. Rosa's sympathy and belief that it was inten-

tional, however, influenced Gregory and the result was
that Tony did all the heavy work the next day when
the three men arrived to decorate the Meredith man-
sion for Alice Meredith's betrothal fancy dress ball.

It was shortly after Tony, exhausted by his day's

work, had collapsed behind a tall fern that Alice and
her fiance entered, unaware of his presence. Tony was
impressed with the handsome youth's presentation to

his fiancee of an exquisitely matched string of pearls,

and even more impressed by the way in which Mrs.
Meredith praised him as Alice displayed her gift and
the costume she was to wear. "Marvellous taste

—

and a marvellous boy, my dear!" she had said. On
the way home, Tony stopped off. against his better
judgment, to purchase a string of pearls for Rosa

—

with the ten cents with which he should have aug-
mented his supper of bread and an egg. But Tony
declared he would feast on the visions of the culinary
delights he had seen in the Meredith kitchen!
The youth's arrival home was greeted by a sombre

note, more sombre than that which had been struck

when, entering the greenhouse, he had observed Rosa
and Pasquale cooing too ardently for him to present

his gift! The Scotsman in the next room was blow-

ing enthusiastically upon his bagpipes, and Tony, see-

ing his empty cupboard, knew his egg and bread had
been the bolstering stimulus! As the Scotsman, in

defense, displayed his kilts to impress Tony with his

importance, the youth conceived an idea. He would
appease his hunger at the Merediths, no less! That
night, with the kilts about him and the pearls in his

pocket. Tony had a glorious time until he discovered

a Turk in the conservatory with none other than Alice

herself. The piece out of his shoe gave him away,
though! Tony trod heavily and the Turk squealed in

Italian. Just a moment later, as Tony was about to

leave, Mrs. Meredith faced her company with news
that Alice's pearls were missing! Tony, frantic, slipped

his own down a woman's back and was arrested at

once, but in jail, a laughing jeweler appraised them
gleefully. Tony joined the trail of search for the

thousand dollars reward. Then, overhearing Rosa
and Pasquale plot elopement, Tony rushed detectives

to the spot. With Pasquale in jail and one thousand
dollars in the bank, Tony laughed. "Some Turk!" he
said, but Rosa was coyly repentent. Tony saw through
her pose, however, and as mistrust crept over him, he

slunk away into the night. "With so much money,"
he told himself, "what do I need with a woman any-
how?" That was Tony I

IRONCLAD ALIBI

Frank Marcario File No. 6554

TONY Montallo and Joe Galla were tired of being
small fry in a fast racket. "Joe, I'm disgusted,"
Tony remarked one night, after they had made a

small raid on a gas station, but Tony had plans. Joe's
eyes widened as Tony outlined his plan of purchasing a

waterfront garage for the express purpose of hi-

jacking booze from the boss, Jack Murry. Could Joe
get ten mugs to handle the rods? He sure could!
But Jack Murry was no buttercup either. Patrons of

his night-club who were in the know got a foolish

thrill every time the band blared loudly because they
knew someone,—some rat,—was getting his medicine
for spilling the beans to the cops—or other rats. So
it was with a sense of power that Tony overseered
the first cut into Murry's profits via high-powered
cars and the garage. And he rubbed his hands con-
tentedly as Mary Serratino, the only respectable
woman he knew, admired his executive ability in the

"garage business" and smiled for him when he made
her a present of an apartment with no strings and a
complete wardrobe. But the second haul—no longer
a surprise—was a bit more difficult. Murry had or-

dered his men to shoot to kill. Tony had done the

shooting, however, and the Police Chief listened to

Detective Sullivan's theory concerning this with grave
doubts. "That cheap crook—Montallo ? " he asked,
"that little crook with the ironclad alibis ?"_ Mary,
learning for the first time of Tony's racketeering from
Joe's moll—the first time they were left alone—was
equally surprised. Her Tony! Things, it seemed,
were getting plenty hot for Tony, who, killing Murry's
men off by the score, was getting greedier and greed-
ier. His footing in the booze game was sure, and his

alibis airtight. Was it
.
any wonder, then, that dope

and white slaving appealed to his already deadened
brain? To him, there was no such word as ethical or
moral. It was the profits and the alibi. He had both!
Tannar, Murry's right hand man was willing to go in

with him on the dope. Tony entertained his proposi-
tion eagerly, and when the dope dens were started, it

occurred to Tony that his mug. Dapper Duke, a hand-
some youth who was well versed in rackets of all kinds
and very willing, could bring him a pretty penny by
enticing farmers' daughters to the city by dangling
the promise of stage careers. Tony made short work
of Tannar after the entii-e system of Murry's fell into

Tony's grasp, but Murry was wild. Despite the fact
that Tannar had walked out on him. Murry decided
he had had enough, but had he ? No. Tony's men
got Murry and the remainder of his squad as they
emerged from his place where they had been threaten-
ing him. The police, checking up Tony's presence in-

side the building during the shooting, could do noth-
ing. But every man who thinks he's smart is sure
to make a false move, and Tony made two. The first

boner he pulled was the shooting of a radio man who
had dared to take Mary to the theatre. Joe Galla
was amazed when Tony expressed the desire to get
this suave- tongued merchanic himself, and Joe was
right because the youth lasted long enough to des-
cribe his assassin to Mary before he died! Tony's
next false move was his murder of a prominent poli-

tician on his payroll. O'May, the politician, had come
to offer his resignation, so Tony had fired and then
gone to forget with Mary, but Mary, this time, did
not want to protect him. "No," she told Detective
Sullivan, "if O'May was killed fifteen minutes ago,
Tony did it. He hasn't been here an hour! And he
killed the radio man, too—an innocent boy!" In the
wagon, Detective Sullivan smirked. "Lotta differ-
ence between a woman and an alibi, Tony!" he said.
"Yeah," Tony grunted, "yeah. You said it."

HAPPY LANDINGS
Margaret K. Hawley File No. 6558

IT seemed that everyone at the Universal Flying
Corporation field was delighted over the prospect
of a visit from "Handsome" Bob Armstrong, the

Vice President, except Tom Reeves, the mail pilot.

Eva Muir, the field clerk, was raving, but Tom met
her every praise with sarcasm. As she flounced off to
change her dress for the gala event, life seemed rosy.
What if he did notice her—he, with his philandering
and money?

The roar of a motor that afternoon, at three, set

Eva on edge. "Good afternoon. Any messages for

me, Miss—er
—

" Armstrong stammered. "Muir," Eva
said, "Eva Muir, and there ij a letter." While Tom
growled outside, Eva was telling Handsome about her

flying lessons and he was asking her about her spare

time. When the day of her solo flight arrived, Tom
and Handsome were both on the field, and it was
shortly after Tom had announced, icily, that he did not

care to discuss Eva with Handsome that Eva went
into a tailspin. Tom froze with horror, but after the

plane had righted itself and Eva landed, he tucked her
arm under his and they

_
walked off the field. As they

went, Armstrong conceived a plan which made him
laugh aloud because he knew how much it would hurt

Tom. The next week, Eva met Tom with blazing eyes

as he entered the office, one day. She was waving a let-

ter at him which came from the main office and asked
whether she would be willing to take charge of a de-

partment, there, devoted to the comfort of women
passengers. "I know who originated that idea!" Tom
said, dully. But Eva was both hurt and set. "Don't
go," Tom pleaded, "stay and let's get married. I love

you so."
When Eva arrived in New York, she found things

more difficult than she expected. The staff did not
take kindly to a newcomer promoted over their heads,

Tom had only written once. And so the girl was
more grateful than ever to Handsome Bob who dined
and wined her almost daily. How she scorned Tom's
words as she realized more and more that here was
a man who wanted her for herself alone—with not an
ulterior motive in sight ! But Handsome Bob knew
women, and this one, he reaUzed, must be approached
with care. One weekend, Eva was thrilled. She, of

all people, was invited to a house party by the Vice
President, who, so few months ago, was so far away

—

so remote to a field clerk at the Universal! Eva ar-

rived with Bob, expecting to meet a mob of laughing
and brilliant people culled from the Social Register
and the theatre, but only Wang. Bob's impenetrable
Chinese manservant was about. For hours, Bob put
Eva off regarding the arrival of the guests. Then he
confessed—even the part about his wife! Eva was
stunned, but she kept cool and asked to be excused so
she could fetch a wrap. Then, as Bob sat by the fire,

thinking how easy women were, Eva crept softly to

the silver plane Bob had shown her upon their ar-

rival. Tom Reeves was on duty that night as Eva
stepped out of the silver bird. He could hardly be-

lieve his eyes. Five minutes later, after Eva had pro-
mised to marry him, and actually suggested a honey-
moon in Maria, his own chariot of the skies which
she knew so well, Tom thumbed his nose mentally at

the silver ship, laughed aloud, and patted Eva af-

fectionately on the head as they headed for the old

rooming house.

THE LEGACY
el Joseph si File No. 6594

ON a cliff of the Adirondacks overlooking Saranac
Lake, a prominent young New York broker and
his charming wife lived, together with their

small daughter Dorothv and her French governess,
Fifi Leroy. whose loyalty and charm had made her
quite like one of the family. Three years after Fifi's

arrival, Cynthia was born, and it was just about then
that Fifi received a letter from her old father in

France, asking that she return home to add comfort
to his old age. Fifi prepared to leave the Kellog fam-
ily most reluctantly, inasmuch as she had adored Ar-
thur Kellog during the years she had been with Bella,
and only lately, it had occurred to her that this love
was far from filial, although she kept her burning se-

cret carefully hidden in her own heart. It was shortly
before her scheduled departure that the girl poured
her heart out to Arthur, in his room one afternoon,
while Bella was visiting. Reacting as a father, first,

and trying to soothe her, Arthur soon lost his own
head in the passionate flood whose tides the girl had
unloosed. Months later, in Bordeaux, Fifi bore Arthur
a son, Jean, and Monsieur Leroy did not follow the
traditional paths of paternal anguish because the small
human form seemed to bring new life to him. After
his death, a year later, Fifi found work in a French
restaurant boasting American patronage, and it was
there that Ronny Gregory, manager of Tkf Belgradn.
in New York, discovered her. Fifi accepted his offer
to supervise his hotel dining room because France
was beginning to leave her cold, and Jean was reach-
ing the age where the American education she had
planned must soon begin.
For eight years, Fifi held her Belgrade post and

made a charming name for herself about town as a
hostess. Ronny Gregory adored her more each day.
Then, one day, Arthur Kellog, calling on Ronny,
came face to face with Fifi. In that moment, although
his speech was calm, Arthur decided to make a clean
breast of it to Bella—especially after he had seen
Jean. But he couldn't do it, so he urged Fifi to allow
him to adopt the child. The girl agreed—for Jean's
sake. Bella sensed the situation the moment she
saw Jean! She said nothing—even when Arthur
pitched himself to destruction from their cliff—because
then it was too late. Gregory wouldn't accept the
farewell note Fifi had left him—on his desk—because
the melodramatics, he thought, could never keep him
from the woman he loved. He found her planning to
kill herself, a stone's throw from her boy, so he
picked up both and, with apologies to Bella, carried
them off to new life and renewed happiness!

ICEBOX BLUES
Irene B. Hofius File No. 6571

WITH all the accompanying heart throbs that
any maid might have for any iceman, Ann Ter-
ral stood gazing at the pantry shelf wondering

what to order from the grocer, but nothing except
thoughts concerning the iceman would come. After
all, he had not come to the dance last night, even
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though Ann herself had sold him the tickets. Could
it be he was married, she wondered. Surely he knew
she was in love with him, and then again, hadn't he
shown in a thousand different ways his own affection?

Of course, Ann had many admirers, but the dark,
happy face of John pleased her more than anything
else when he smiled. Now his whistle could be heard
in the distance. For the moment, the proximity of

their meeting wove a spell of enchantment about the

warm kitchen, to be broken only by the voice of Betty,
the nursemaid, who was calling from the back stairs.

"Ann! Oh Ann!" she cried, "here's a letter for the
iceman." Ann took the letter from Betty's hand,
glumly. "Gee. it's fat," she said. "Who could send
his mail here?" But when she looked at it, there was
no address on its face. "I wrote it," Betty said.

"Just put it on top of the icebox and hand it to him
when he comes—if you don't mind." Suddenly. John's
voice came from the doorway. "Hello sunshine!" he
called, "why so blue ? " "I'm disappointed, John,"
Ann said. "About what?" the man countered, lightly.

"Youuuuu!" Ann cried. "So'm I." Betty said. "Whyn't
you come to the dance last night? We both expected
you to dance on our toes." "Oh, I see," John mused,
"well, girls, I haven't been well." Then he set about
his duties at the icebox. "Oh John," Betty said, "I—"
but Ann's glai'ing quieted her. "Here's a letter for

you, John—from Betty," Ann flared. John took the
proffered bit of envelope and hastened to his wagon.
When he reached the vehicle, he ripped open the en-
velope. Both girls, watching him eagerly, saw him
laugh, but Ann was too far away to see. anything
more than what appeared to be a page torn from a
magazine. "What've you been up to now?" Ann asked,
crimsoning to the roots of her hair. "Oh well," Betty
said, "it's an ad, and at the top there's the picture of

a cook and an iceman loving in the kitchen. Below,
it shows the cook in bed, dreaming of becoming an
iceman's bride! I just wrote across it: 'By this time
you ought to know Ann's in love with you!'

"

After that, John was all business whenever he ar-

rived. Ann and Betty, drawn closer than ever by
the past incident, wondered, and advanced many theo-
ries, but all were partly wrong. Then, one day, Betty
came back from a turn in the park with her charges
and told Ann the truth. "I met another girl who
works across the street," she said, "and this girl told

me that John's got a swell wife and a baby. She said
all the maids are goofy over him!" Ann choked back
hot tears. "I should've known better. It's the ice-

men's way, I suppose. Well, I'll have to call Tom.
A cop don't carry slops, anyhow!"

AFTERMATH
Myrtle M. Miller File No. 6602

ONE of the things Allan McDonald didn't know was
that a good model does not always make a good
wife. Sondra Morrow was exquisitely beautiful—

and a valuable model—but instead of urging her artist-

husband on toward the heights, she merely disillusioned
him in many ways. Allan, more than anything else,

desired a child, and when Sondra showed promise of

one, was recklessly joyous, but Sondra grumbled in-

cessantly concerning her figure and her comfort.
When Gloria was finally born, Allan was positive her
coming would change everything, but he was wrong.
Sondra was cold as ever, and the child was hardly
aware of her mother's existence! Dire tragedy befell

the McDonald household when Allan was killed in an
aeroplane crash. Although Sondra grieved for this
man whom she really worshipped, in her own selfish
way, she was no more drawn toward Gloria. Taking
on a new, aloof manner, she left the child in the care
of nurses, and embarked upon a world tour. Among
the men who were attracted to her as to a magnet
was one who suggested she take up voice culture. In
time, Sondra became a great singer, and, during that
time, when Gloria's nurse had notified her that she
was to be married. Sondra had the child placed in an
exclusive school. It had reached the point at which
Sondra worshipped her own appearance and revelled
in her own beauty. Gloria, she thought, would only
detract from her loveliness.

\\'hen Gloria was about to graduate from the finish-
ing school in Paris which Sondra had so carefully cho-
sen, her mother was married to Ralph Parker, a man
ten years her junior. Sondra, who had refused many
men of wealth and title, was fond of Ralph, but was
actually marrying him because of the flattery which
rested in the fact that he, too, had avoided other
women of great beauty and youth. When Gloria ex-
pressed her desire to come to New York, Sondra
grew panicky, but she decided to confess. Ralph was
charmed, and when he saw the lovely, simple Gloria,
he was fascinated. In the short time that Gloria re-
mained with her mother, a great change came over
Sondra, who cursed herself and beat her breast for
neglecting the girl so long. If she had only—but what
was the use. Now, she saw as well as anyone, that
Ralph was madly in love with Gloria as a woman

—

not as a daughter—but thank God the girl had de-
cided to marry Elliot Hale, the scion of a blue -

blooded clan. Gloria, unaware of Ralph's devotion,
heard his confession to a friend, the day of the wed-
ding, and almost broke down herself. After Gloria
and Elliot had gone, then, Ralph took himself to the
summer house which Gloria loved, and when Sondra
missed him, hours later, she made her way there in-
stinctively. Ralph died, several days later, from pneu-
monia contracted by his exposure that day, but he
never, even to the end. mentioned anything to Sondra,
although she icnew. He merely died with love for her
on his lips. And Sondra, her whole life changed, again,
plunged into social service relief work in stricken
areas far fro^m home. She could expect little from
Gloria since she had never taught her love for a
mother, but one day, a letter came. "Come and see
your grandson, Allan, Sondra dear. We want you so!"'
The girl had learned what she had not been taught!
Aftermath.

THE REWARD
M. L. Howard File No. 6593

IT was surprising how William Bergin, the foreman
of the .1/ Ranch,—Roger Mansfield's,—took a fancy
to Dick before he even knew the boy was Roger's

nephew, and funnier how Richard had already learned
a thing or two of ranching and met the fiery Lizzie
Mc Connor before he had even seen his uncle. The
boy was self-conscious at Bergin's reference to him
as "A Easterner" because in Chicago, most everyone
considered themselves more closely welded to the
West, but he was anxious to learn arid everyone soon
forgot that he was anything but an eager, likeable
boy. When Richard returned to the ranch house that
first day, on Black Diamond, Bill Bergin's horse—

a

rare loan on the foreman's part—Roger was there, and
the older man was mighty proud to hear the boy men-
tion something about loving Colorado already. Roger
told him about Lizzie, and how she had come sailing
home from an Eastern college because she thought
Easterners conceited. "Dave McConner's widow hired
a new hand—Mexican Mike," Roger exclaimed, sor-
rowfully, in conclusion, "but I think he's a crook, and
the foreman ain't got enough sense to really look out
for the place." After Dick had been around for a
week, he knew his way about fairly well, and he was
fast becoming adept at all the jobs that were required
on the ranch and range. It annoyed him, each time
he went with Roger to the McConner's, to hear how
their stock was slowly being spirited away, but the
youth felt helpless. Then, one day, as he was riding
the range, alone, Lizzie,—windblown as usual,—swept
by on her oony, barely stopping long enough to explain
'hat .she xas going for the sheriff because of all the
cattle which had been stolen that night. Dick was
alarmed, but later on, as he rode along with Roger,
the two men almost jumped out of their skins when
they found Lizzie's pony—alone and shot through the
head! Roger sent the boy back at once for Indian
Pete, who was an excellent trail-follower, and, when
Dick found him, the two set forth. Mrs. McConner
was frantic. I'd give anything to get her, Dick," she
said, "because I know Liz's been kidnapped. She'd
never go off herself and leave me!" Pete and Dick
covered almost every inch of the trail, and then, they
discovered Mexican Mike—shot. Thinking he was
dying the Mexican directed them to the hideout of
his own gang of rustlers. Pete and the boy made
short work of rescuing Lizzie and then, on the way
back, they picked up Mike. "Phew!" Dick told Roger
later, "we certainly did have to shoot our way out.
I felt Hke Buffalo Bill or something!" Lizzie and
Dick both claimed Mrs. McConner's five thousand
reward, but she kept it herself. "I'll take Lizzie as a
reward when 1 get my own ranch!" Dick said, grin-
ning. "Well, I dunno," Mrs. McConner said slyly,
"but what we could use another man on this ranch
right now!" "When shall I move in, Lizzie?" Dick
laughed.

THE CRAVEN CAD
Mrs. Grace Gentile File No. 6583

ROMANCE which flowered into domestic blessed-
ness was the lot of Jennie and Charles Russo,
the handsomest couple that ever went forth as

one from the picturesque church in the little Italian
village. A year later, when Baby Joseph entered the
scene, even greater happiness was theirs, but one
day, when the boy was almost a year old, Charles
took Jennie on his knee and told her something which
caused her blood to run cold. "In two months, my
darling," he said, "I am leaving for America, but after
two years I shall send for you and the baby." Two
months! America! Two years! Jennie's mind began
to swim in muddled thought. No, he would change
his mind. But two months later, despite all her tears
and pleading, Charles went. "You cannot begin things
with a family. Whatever I make I'll send you, but
you can't come with me." Charles had said at least
one hundred times. Jennie felt almost contented when
he went, but when two years had gone by. she was
growing uneasy. Charles sent little money. He said
nothing whatsoever about sending for her, and the
work she was doing in the olive fields tired her and
meant that the baby had to stay with her there all
day. Her husband's dozen letters a year were brief
and hardly .satisfying to Jennie, but she managed to
exist on his promises. After two years, Jennie never
heard from Charles again, for many years, and when
her sister went to America, she wrote back: "I can-
not find him at the address you gave me. Why
don't you come here yourself? Work is good and
plenty here would marry you." But Jennie waited.
She waited fifteen long years, and then, one day, a
letter came—with money. "The passports will be in
the next letter, my Jennie," it said.
From the day Jennie arrived in America she never

quite understood why Charles had sent for her, except
that it might have been to impress his mistress and
flatter his own ego. Green as she was. it did not take
her long to realize that Charles and the Fioretta wo-
man who owned the boarding house where they stayed
were pretty close. Because she did not want Joseph
to sulfer, she kept quiet, but when she overheard her
husband and the woman plotting to poison her, she
felt that this was the last straw, and something had
to be done, but Charles, fearing her wrath, took an
apartment and gave her some peace for a few months.
When that was over, however, and her body black
and blue from beatings, Jennie took the case to court.
At first, the judge was lenient, but then Charles was
given a sentence. Jennie sensed evil days ahead, but
she never in the world banked on being railroaded to
an insane asylum—which is e-xactly what Charles did—
through his friends and Fioretta. For days, Jennie
stormed in captivity, but then, her sister and son came
to her aid and she was freed. Charles, disgusted by

this repeated frustration, pleaded for a di

Jennie dangled her refusal over him with t

, r ._. _ , but
^w - e,.-.. — refusal over him with evident en-
joyment. But he never came back to her—never

—

and Jennie, living only for her son, was too weary
from waiting to care.

SIN

Fred H. Laulenschlager File No. 6S70

IF anyone ever saw a wild Frenchwoman it was Joe
Engl, the night he told Jeannette Bushee's mother
he was going to marry Jeannette. Joe went home

and faced his drunkard-father, but the elder Engl
agreed with the woman. The War of 1870 would pre-
vent French-German intermarriage for years to come.
Alsace-Lorraine! After that, Joe went on the loose,
determined to show every woman—and Jeannette

—

that he was through! Handsome and blonde, he found
little difficulty collecting women for his daisy chain,
and the more he despoiled, the better he appreciated
himself. Then, one day, Jeannette entered his shop
as though from the air. Joe laughed aloud at her
line. "I know. I'm married and all that," she said,
later, "but we should've run away then—when we
were engaged." Joe let the girl lead the way. but
when he grew tired of her and yet knew she was not
to be shaken, he found solace in a blonde and a red-
head, either of whom drew him into the clutches of
the inevitable for a man of the type he was becoming

—

disease! His foul nature urged him to pass it on to
Jeannette, whose chances of bearing a child were
ruined by it! Then he left town in search of newer
substance. In New York, Joe was overwhelmed by
the sophistication so he moved to New Jersey and
proceeded to do his stuff. The outcome was that
three women, after a time, sobbed mercilessly on his
shoulders for protection against conventional eyes,
and though he managed to dissuade two from the
path to the^ altar, the third. May Brown, was deter-
mined. Joe's only escape lie in a fast train for Mon-
treal, but even there his craving for stimulation led
him to Cecil Bullock who also went the way of all
flesh, as it were. Cecil was somewhat harder to elude
but Joe managed it and took, besides, their joint bank
funds, the better part of which were hers!

Stella Brady, a Boston maid whose anxiety to see
Joe succeed was abnormal might have joined the others
had it not been for the war. Joe was in the first
draft and he remained overseas for fourteen months,
but upon his return, he was as ready for fun as ever.
This time, Joe returned to his home town and re-
mained there long enough to see his drunkard bro-
ther die and his invalid mother fail. too. It was just as
he had reached the settling point after all those hectic
years that a youth called, one day, resembling him-
self. It was May BrowTi's boy—and his—and the
youth had come to get Joe's signature to insurance
policies in which May had named him beneficiary!
With the boy winding up his years of medical school,
and with a daughter-in-law and a grandchild on his
knee, Joe abandoned all that which he had loved to
crow over. After all, it was a pleasure to be called
"Dad", and "Grandpop"!

THE BRAT
Lena K. Vogt File No. 6532

EACH time they ate a meal. Sue Evans would look
questionably from her father to Uncle Tom. The
two men had little to say to one another, and

Evans had practically nothing to say to the girl.

When he did speak, he either bawled her out for
something he didn't like to eat or see her do, or
else it was just that he was venting his wrath on
someone who could not fight back. Uncle Tom was
diiferent. Five years back he had come to Evans for
work as a farmhand, and he had remained, giving no
name other than simply "Uncle Tom". During rush
seasons he had been payed well, but when the men
were layed off, he had refused to go, and Evans, natur-
ally lazy, had let him stay because he was willing to
work hard for next to nothing.

'This particular morning, LTncle Tom said: "I am
going into town today." Sue's eyes widened. He had
never been in, in the whole five years he had been
with them! What was it, now? Evans snorted. He
had given Tom the day off, and promised to drive
him in, too—a rare ofl'er from Evans. The business
of the two men, in town, was ordinary everyday mat-
ter. Tom had stopped into a saloon and the bank,
and Evans had strolled around casually, buying a few
things for the farm and chatting grimly, here and
there, with some townspeople who knew him well
enough to ignore his surliness. Upon their return.
Sue was entertaining Ted Sharpe, a youthful neighbor
who was most anxious to make her his bride. Evans
shouted angrily at Sue for neglecting to put his meal
on the stove, and made it generally apparent that he
wanted Ted to leave. The boy slipped out, reluctantly
and filled with wrath. As Sue came into the room
from the kitchen, bearing supper for Evans and 'Tom,
Evans, alone with his daughter, proceeded to smash
chairs and dishes about the room. As he neared Sue,
however, Tom appeared in the doorway. "If you
touch that girl again, I'll kill you!" Tom shouted.
Sue knew by the look in his eyes that he meant every
word. "So," Evans snarled, "you'll stick up for the
brat, eh?" Evans swung a powerful fist toward the
other man, but Uncle Tom was a good match for him.
They grappled and went to the floor. Over and over
they rolled, as Sue, wringing her hands and weeping,
begged them to stop. Suddenly, Evans got his hand
on a fork, but Sue managed to grab it as it started
to descend on Tom's face. As he shouted at them to
get out, Evans said: "I am tired of keeping someone
else's brat!" Sue was shocked, but the whole story
came out just as Ted Sharpe came into the shadow
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of the doorway. Sue's mother had been Tom s wife,

but Evans, in his typical manner, had lured her

away with rich promises and worked her to death

on his farm. For five years. Uncle Tom had been

watching over his child ready to protect her and

prove his relationship. Now, when he had every right

in the world to practically murder Evans, all he

asked was for his friendship. Gladly, he gave Evans

his hand and Ted his daughter, proving, to the end,

what a big man he really was!

THE VALIANTS

Carl Ruby File No. 6549

THE night telegraph operator for the railroad

peered through his window at the only square of

light on the snow outside. This came from his

own lamp. The worst blizzard in twenty-five years

and no relief in sight! Suddenly, the snow seemed to

take the shape of a girl. It was a girl, and Tony
hauled her in, revived her, and shared his lunch.

Within half an hour, she had proposed marriage!

Tonv listened tolerantly to the story of this beautiful

heiress who had run away from the fiance whom she

had heard plotting her death and her father's in order

to collect the legacy, after the marriage. Would
Tony wed her so she could escape this strange Ned
Huggard she had once loved so passionately? Tony
Woolridge was startled but ready to agree for the

principle of the thing. The next week, therefore,

found him in the city with Sadie Steward, the girl.

She would have had the marriage at once, but Tony
requested a short leave so that he might array him-

self in a more groom-like outfit. As he strode down
an alley, to save time in his travels, two men emerged
from what seemed like nowhere, and delivered a blow

which rendered him senseless! Tony was soon whisked

away in a powerful car while Sadie Steward remained
in her hotel room and worried. Then it dawned upon
her that regardless of what sort of man Tony might

be—and he seemed like a nice youth—he would not

remain so long away from his bride. Sadie's every

impulse breathed action. Calling the police, she de-

manded protection. "Arrest anyone who tries to enter

my room!" she cried. Theff she hurried off, assured

that she was being shadowed. She had read of such

things, so it did not take her long to shake off her

man—that is, if there was one. In an hour, she was
up at the home of Ned Huggard, prowling about the

yard and looking for an entrance into the cellar. She
had overheard some men in the yard as they dis-

cussed poor Tony's pHght. With the aid of a flash-

light and her groping hands, Sadie, her heart pound-
ing furiously, made her way to Tony and untied every
bond. As they made cautiously for the taxi which she

had chartered to wait—a few blocks off—Tony looked

at her in admiration. "You've missed your calling!"

he said. "You should have been a detective!" But
no sooner had they exchanged confidences concerning
their adventures than the cab driver covered them
with revolvers! Sadie realized, then, that this was
not her man. Both were bound and rushed off to a

sombre-looking house in the suburbs and ushered into

different rooms as prisoners. The youth found another
distraught prisoner in his. "Who are you?" he cried.

"Ned Huggard—Edward Huggard!" he cried, "and
who are you?" Tony explained, and then listened to

Ned's own sordid tale. His twin brother, Jim, it

was, who was leading Sadie such a miserable exis-

tence! Ned had never mentioned his brother because
of the disgrace he had brought to the family with his

evil company and ways. In the hours after their mu-
tual exchange of feelings and sympathy, Ned and
"Tony planned their own escape and the rescue of

Sadie. By the skilfully -planned pretense of fighting

with one another, they overpowered the guard and
got to Sadie. Then, off they went at once. Tony
was glad to see Sadie nestling so snugly and happily

in Ned's arms. "What would I've done with so much
money and a beauty like that?" he laughed, to him-
self. But Ned gave him a fine job, after he had testi-

fied at the trial of Jim Huggard, who was sent up for

many years, and soon afterwards Tony settled down
with a wife of his own!

weeks before. It was all as Ken guessed. Noel, over

a bottle and thinking Ken in need of a job, was only

too willing to admit his connections with the Mexicans.
When Ken flashed his revolver, the men were as-

tounded. ,So King was taking on crooks as foremen!
Ken never batted an eyelash, but from that day on

he began to see dayhght. He knew, too, that Weedon
was in with them, too,—and that he was working the

inside. Frustration of a few cattle raids and restora-

tion of the King's stock were only a few of Ken's ac-

complishments during his first week as Chief. Then,
one day, Jacqueline was kidnapped after riding with

Weedon. Her captors would relinquish her for ran-

som. Ken lost no time in making for the Indian reser-

vation from which he made a daring rescue of the

princess. Then, with every nerve fiber taunt, he pro-

ceeded to track Noel, Weedon, and the Mexicanos.
The night he knew they were going to blow the safe

and kidnap Jacqueline, he was on hand with the

sheriff and his ranch hands. It looked good to him
to see Weedon, Noel, Menedez, and Omolog against
the wall, cringing, and sounded good to hear them con-

fess their complicity in his railroading, but best of all

was the reward. "I'm proud to have you for Jackie

—

proud to be rewarded too, son!" King said.

school. Gene, on the other hand, surrounded by
wealth w'hich was being carelessly squandered, learned

nothing of character and honor. With too much money
to spend and a craving for still more, he fell into bad

company and finally left home after a bitter quarrel

with his foster father, never to be seen again by the

latter.
, „

One night during the summer, after Dean had re-

tired, she was startled by the sight of him whom she

supposed to be her fiance standing at her bureau

pocketing her jewels. Dean was too frightened and

mortified to cry out, but in the days which followed,

she spoke in insinuating terms to Joel, with no re-

sults. He refused to give any sign of recognition to

any of her insinuations. Desperate, Dean attempted

to discover whether or not Joel bore the birthmark

she had seen through the mirror as the thief faced it,

his shirt open at the throat, but even this was lacking

in results. Each bathing party or masquerade found

Joel excusing himself with an urgent excuse—always
a patient! As time passed and the wedding drew nigh,

the girl realized she could not go through with it, so

finallv, one day, she told Joel, unhappily, that their

love match was all over. Brokenhearted. Joel said:

"I know your reason and you need embarrass neither

yourself nor me by telling me." He had believed that

Lawrence J. Foley File No. 6572

EARLY' in May, 1929, at an early hour of the morn-
ing, a boy was caught stealing from a road stand

by a New Y'ork State trooper. When his finger-

prints were sent out to other police departments, it

was discovered that he was one of a gang of New
Jersey boys who had been stealing telephone boxes

from railroad stations and also automobiles. He might
have been still languishing in jail were it not for the

fact that his brother-in-law was an old schoolmate

of the Chief of Police. It was he who made a call

with his mother-in-law, the boy's mother, too. "Hello

Chief," he said, "this is my mother-in-law. Her son

is Dane Willman, the fellow you're planning to ex-

tradite and try soon." The Chief was far from de-

lighted to hear this, but he listened attentively. When
his old friend was finished, he felt sorry for the old

mother who was dependent upon this boy for support,

and promised to do something. His first move was
to see the boy, in New York. Dane was somewhat
defiant at first, but melted after a while before the

kindly Chief, who spoke to him of his mother and
reform. The boy, with all the sincerity he could mus-
ter, assured the Chief that should he get through, he

would go straight, and the Chief, although he had
heard this thousands of times, believed this boy. Then
he went straight to the office and called up a personal

friend of the Prosecutor. After he had explained the

plight of the boy's mother, he asked for a suspended
sentence instead of a conviction, outright. The Chief

promised to look out for the boy's doings himself.

But Smith's word from the Prosecutor that the Chief's

wish would be granted only solved New Jersey and
not New York, where he was to be tried for the road

stand theft. The Chief hastened to New Y'ork to

the District Attorney's office, where the staid official

was as impressed by the youthful ardor and enthusiasm
as the others before him had been. "All right," he

finally agreed, "I'll promise to give you a letter to

the Prosecutor, asking for the New York Bench War-
rant, providing the boy will stay out of New York."
Delighted, the Chief returned to his home, contented

and feeling noble in spirit. The next day, Dane Will-

man came to the Chief's home to thank him, and the

Chief's pretty sister. Beryl, remained in the living

room throughout the scene, although it made Dane
slightly uncomfortable. He had come to thank the

Chief. But the next day, Dane appeared again, jubi-

lant. He had a job—a good one. too.—but all he

needed was a car. The Chief's interest in this boy
fascinated Beryl. "I hope you'll come for dinner,

some day, Mr. Willman," she said, as Dane slipped

out.
uth, atlv

THE LURE OF THE WEST
Joe Lowe File No. 6496

THE new foreman of Sunset Valley Ranch was al-

together different, somehow, than any other cow-
boy the ranch had ever seen, but he was better

liked than most, too. Ken Bardin was clean, hand-
some, and straightforward. He could ride like no one

else and his way with the men was firm but sure.

King, the rancher, and his daughter Jacqueline were

at the same time charmed and compelled by his pres-

ence. Had they only known that Ken Bardin had
come from spending a five year stretch in prison for

robbing the same ranch he was now running they

might have attempted rash things and hard words, but

they didn't know. It was apparent that Ken had not ac-

tually stolen ten thousand from the King, isn't it

though? He would never have come back if he had! The
boy had come to the ranch, five years back, to get

away from a cruel stepmother, and Noel, the foreman,

had taken him on while King and the Princess—as Jac-
queline was called,—w^ere in Europe. Immediately, he

had been railroaded off to jail because of planted

evidence. But the ten thousand was never found.

The only person who recognized Ken upon his arrival

was Ben Weedon, the King's secretary, but Ken rode

into town the next day with the express purpose of

meeting Noel whom he suspected of being in with
Jlenedez and Omolog, the Mexican desperadoes who
had been threatening King's cattle and lands con-

tinuously. Noel had been fired for his laxity several

years later, a handsome
fully dressed, stood in the Chief's sitting room, as

Beryl came into the room to call her brother for din-

ner. It was Dane, and he had paid the Chief back the

loan for the car and Hcense' plates. Beryl touched his

arm. "I knew you'd come—for dinner, some day,

Dane Willman," she said. Dane looked quizzically at

the Chief, who laughed. "Come whenever you want,

my boy," he said, warmly, "I rather like the idea!"

THE BIRTHMARK
Mary Major FUe No

adoptic

lack of actual background—his
nd she had believed this to be a confession!

;ars later, upon her return from Europe,

Dean picked up a newspaper and saw Gene's picture.

He, the thief, had been killed in a gang brawl—and
Joel was innocent! There—right on the front page-
was the telHng evidence—a description of the dead

youth's birthmark! Even before she reached her home.

Dean had Joel on the phone—and he had waited for her!

ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE AND WAR
Fli E. Shelby File No. 6515

MEXICO makes war as habitually as China makes
tea. Thus General Gonzales, Carmen's father,

had seen his party in and out of power almost

in the fashion of a kaleidoscopic picture. Carmen's
mother had been an American, so, it was m respect

to her last wish that the girl was sent to a convent

in San Antonio. Carmen and her father laughed often

over what they imagined the good sisters would say if

they but realized the merriment and mad gaiety sur-

rounding the vacations the daughter spent with her

father. Carmen was a little over sixteen when the

general first took her to task. His scolding con-

cerned itself with Captain Carlos Guerra who was, at

the time, fascinating Carmen. The general explained

that his heart would break, surely, if he realized for

one minute that Carmen wanted to marry him! She

did, but, after Carlos came up to the convent for a

visit and mauled her with the ferocity of a mad bull,

during an auto ride, the girl seemed to agree with

her father. She was shocked and disillusioned, and the

next time she arrived in Mexico for a visit, she in-

formed the young captain that any feeling of love

once cherished was gone—unalterably ! It was shortly

after this that word came to Carmen, at the convent,

that her father had been imprisoned following a brand

new revolution. Carlos' next letter bore sweet words

about an elopement to Mexico, but the girl swore, in

a manner which would have delighted the old general,

that she would never surrender. However, as before,

Carlos arrived at the convent, convinced the Mother
Superior that Gonzales was waiting in town to dine

with his daughter, and the next thing Carmen knew
she was back in Mexico and the wretched bride of

Carlos" because he had sworn—and she knew the sin-

cerity of his oaths—that Gonzales should never see

the hght again if his daughter did not become a

Guerra by nightfall! The wedding over, however.

Carmen faced her father who had been freed by Carlos

—now General Guerra—and pretended bravely to adore

this new husband of hers. But Gonzales was too de-

voted a father not to see through her pose. Carmen
shivered as she languished in the bridal bed, that

night—but Carlos never came. She had heard a knock

at their door, which Carlos answered but it seemed as

though none went out or in. The next morning Carlos

was found murdered in an alley, but proof showed that

the ex-General Gonzales had crossed the International

Bridge with Guerra's own warrant that very night!

It was not until Gonzales' death that he confessed that

murder to his daughter—who had guessed it all

along. "All's fair," he had said as he left, the night

of the murder, "in love and war!" But Carmen
never unlocked the secret to the husband of a later

marriage who adored her nor to the tiny grandson

the General had been so loath to leave.

EN ROUTE to New York from their California

ranch, Janet and Jerry Ives and their twin sons

seemed "to be at the bottom of the heap which in-

dicated a train wreck whose death toll would be tre-

mendous. Janet and Jerry being killed instantly, the

twins. Gene and Joel were entered in an orphanage

whose matrons could tell them apart only by the

flaming brithmark which Gene bore on his chest.

Later, Joel was adopted by a well educated and cul-

tured family in Los Angeles while Gene became the

son of a wealthy but fairly ordinary family in Sacra-

mento.
The year Toel graduated from high school his fa-

ther died, leaving him without funds with which to

carry on his desire to become a surgeon, but fortun-

ately for him. Dean Ramsay, the daughter of a

prominent physician in the city was in love with him,

and it was through this that Dr. Ramsey became
interested in the boy and decided to educate him and

give him his chance to make good and pay off his

obligations as well. In time, Joel attained the heights

he sought and won, in addition. Dean, to whom he

became engaged upon his graduation from medical

THE BEGGAR
Nathaniel Rempel File No. 6630

THE violin in the age-worn hands of the thin,

pitifully sad-eyed man trembled, as the last notes

seemed to sob significantly. The few remaining

customers in the restaurant in which the old man
played, leaned forward breathlessly. Here was a gen-

ius^ an artist hidden in the shabby rags of a penny

-

a-piece violinist. Under the pressure of earnest plead-

ing, \asilia Petrowich consented to tell his story.

His voice faltered, but his eyes spoke eloquently.

Twenty -one years ago, he was at the height of his

career, conducting the Moscow Symphony Orchestra

at the Roval Opera House in Moscow. The house was
filled with brilliantly gowned women, among whom
was the Czarine in company with the Czar. A tele-

gram interrupted Vasilia's happy survey of his au-

dience. His wife was dying! He never forgot the

agony of that night. Bravely he conducted his or-

chestra through the program, and caught a special

train back to Kief—only to find that a daughter had
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been born to him—and that his wife had died. The
death of Marianna bereft him of his senses temporarily,
and it was only the thought of his child, and the plea

of Masha, the faithful housekeeper, that prevented an
introspection that might have led his artistic nature
to melancholia. Destitute of inspiration, hope or funds,
he set out for America with his child, Olga, and Masha.
Unable to compose or fo obtain musical work, he was
forced to sell priceless paintings, cherished relics and
other things. Later, despite his aversion to jazz, he
was forced to play it, and finally obtained his present
position in a restaurant. Olga meanwhile had grown
up, taken a position in an office, and one day an-
nounced that the employer's son, Albert Jackson Jr.

was in love with her. Vasilia, happy, gave his con-
sent to the marriage, and one day. when Albert's
inicle arrived from California to pay his nephew a
visit, prepared himself to meet the new future rela-

tion cordially. To his exuberantly joyous surprise,
the much -spoken of uncle proved to be Ivan Gogol,
who was Vasilia's best friend in Russia. While the
young people watched indulgently, the two older men
embraced each other in Russian fashion. Gogol then
turned to Olga, and for some reason, his face quivered
tenderly, and a deep affection seemed to become estab-
lished at once. The weeks whirled by merrily, and
Olga's marriage quickly approached. One day, Vasi-
lia, returning from his work, entered his house in
time to overhear Masha whispering excitedly that it

was about time that he, Vasilia, knew the truth.
Mystified, he demanded an explanation. After much
hesitation, confused embarrassment, Gogol confessed
that Olga, born when Vasilia was in Moscow, was in-

deed his child, not Vasilia's. In a spasm of horror,
and blind emotion, Vasilia staggered out of the house,
into the streets, aimlessly trying to adjust new hap-
penings to an old mental set. For two years, Vasilia
wandered playing intermittently at cheap clubs. Un-
able to stand his new life any longer, he went back
to the old restaurant where he was given back his

job. Now he played only the jazz with the "sob" in

it, so realistically that the music announced his pathos.
Two days after Vasilia had poured out his tale to the
sympathetic listeners, he disappeared from the store.

Upon inquiry, the proprietor related how, Vasilia,
about to depart from the store, suddenly fainted at the
sight of a young couple. The two tenderly lifted him,
and the old man whispered—"Olga." Gogol had de-
parted for California, Olga and Albert were now the
parents of a little girl, and both demanded that Vasi-
lia live with them. They had searched endlessly for
him. When Olga used the final plea, that she loved
only Vasilia as a father despite her real parentage, the
old man wept openly, but the first trace of happiness
was present in his watery eyes, as he consented to
returning home with them.

SHADOWS OF THE MARSHES
Tex Bramiett File No. 6597

THE thoughtful youth who swung from the east-
bound train which was' carrying him to the marshy
regions of the Suwannee River was soon making

his way down the mighty stream in a well- stocked
canoe. As he shoved into the dark waters, Larry
Marshfield became hopelessly lost in their gathering
gloom. Then, the canoe grated on the beach, and,
muttering a weary "What's the use ? " he lit a fire

and proceeded to prepare a meal. Suddenly, a soft

voice queried: "Is that you, Pete?" Larry grumbled.
"No. It's a stranger. Perhaps you can help." In
answer to the girl's questions as to his destination,

Larry poured forth everything which had been cloud-
ing his brain and rendering him so thoughtful. It

was his father whom he was seeking—a father who had
deserted his adored mother years back, but the moth-
er's dying request had been that her son seek John
Marshfield and add companionship to his last lonely
days. The girl had frozen at the mention of Marsh-
field, but when Larry explained his unfamiliarity with
the man, she said: "Stay with Pete and me. I'm
Lola Leeds. Pete is my brother." As weeks went
by, Larry almost forgot his mission. Pete was
friendly, and Lola was fearless, fascinating, and, no
doubt, educated. Larry often wondered just why
they were there, hidden away in the marshes, but he
knew better than to ask.

One day, as they sat at home, musing, while Lola
told, in her own peculiar way, the extent of hatred
the marshites had for her and "Pete, one of the very
attacks she had spoken of occurred. First, a large
flaccid man with a leering face entered and stood
threatening the girl, who, rifle in hand, had pushed
Larry behind a curtain. But Larry, unable to bear the

bully's audacity, fired when he blew a whistle to call

his men, and the rest of his shots marked the others
as well. The man had demanded the girl and a chart.

In the shadows of the marshes, Larry and Lola,

fleeing in a canoe, found Pete. "Y'all right?" Pete
asked, but at the sight of canvas bags in his canoe,
Lola shrieked. "Why Pete! You got it!" The two
canoes wound their way through the marshes toward
the outside world. Lola sighed as she apologized to

Larry for implicating him in the mess, but he merely
bent forward and kissed her. At length, Lola made
clear many things, the first being the fact that the
brute Larry had shot at was his own father! Then
she told of a chart her father had left—a chart lo-

cating a fortune in pirated Spanish gold! The ruf-

fians had been -after that a long time. Forgetting the
world, and gold, and brutish John Marshfield, Larry
held Lola close as their hearts joined in the inseparable
companionship which, bred in the shadows of the
marshesj was to be eternal!

DUSTY ROAD
Fan Ferris File No. 6599

ALONG the dusty roads of Inwood Hill in the
suburbs, of New York, cars passed raising infant
volcanoes of dust, and jeers from the little boys

of the neighborhood. Along one of these roads, a
young woman was wont to walk, one who had won
the confidence of mischievous children, growling old

maids, and men alike. She was generally known to

be an artists' model, one whose lovely face shown
from the covers of illustrated magazines. She was
recognized as a dreamer, who watched sunsets along
the Hudson, dreamily tearing off the petals of a
daisy. Her lips moved invariably—"Lover-come-back-
to -me." She was of extremely restless temperament.
In the dead of night, exhausted from her fruitless ef-

forts to fall asleep, she would hastily dress, summon
a taxi, the driver of which was known to her, and
ride along the Hudson roads, still gazing wistfully
out of the window. Then stopping where the moon
rose the brightest, she would stare aimlessly, and
again her lips moved the formula. One day, a cloud
of dust was raised along the road, prolific with dust,
when a huge Pierce Arrow swiftly passed by. Sud-
denly a noise was heard by inquisitive neighbors and
children, and they beheld the artists' model rushing
out to meet the young driver of the car! Even be-
fore the astonished multitude, a long kiss ensued, and
the young man said

—
"It could only be on a winding

dusty road that I would find you—I knew." To all,

enthralled by romance, the story was an interesting

one. This man, of "blue-blood" origin, was a wealthy
millionaire in love with the little artists' model. Inas-
much as she had never been invited to his home (he
fearing his parents' scorn), she inferred the obvious
results. As a future wife of wealth, she was tmde-
sirable. One day, in a sudden spasm of unhappiness,
she wrote to him, telling of her decision to leave him
alone, inasmuch as rumor had carried the news that
he was secretly engaged to a young society woman.
Alarmed at the message, the man drove to her home.
Was she ill? But the question was never answered,
for although he questioned neighbors and landlady,
he never found out where she had disappeared. Baf-
fled and almost heart-broken, he realized his great
love for her, and diligently searched for traces of her.

Realizing her love for lonely roads, sunsets, and the
moon, he visited every conceivable place seeking end-
lessly. Now he had passed in Inwood Hill, where two
little boys, Bud and Ray, were quarreling about the
superiority of each other's dog. As he sped along he
felt instinctively that here his sweetheart must live.

As he thought vaguely of future happiness upon find-

ing her, he saw her as though in a dream. It was
she running to meet him! Reconciled at last, arm in
arm, they visited the very place where she used to go
every night, dreaming endlessly. Both together ex-
changed confidences too, realizing that their temporary
separation, remedied by a dusty road, merely enhanced
their happiness.

CONQUEST
Mrs. Percy Marshall File No. 6616

44T'm sick to death of powdered noses, frizzy hair,

I and dolled up faces. I want a woman, not an
imitation." Sir John, third husband of the fa -

mous actress, Claire Foster, walked contemptuously
out of the house, leaving his wife, bewildered, and
saddened, within. Why was it, she asked herself

fiercely, that divorced three times, she could never
find a man who really loved her? Why, her pretty
maid, Maisie, had an adorer who sued for her hand
with tears in his eyes! She, Claire, wealthy, beautiful
and renowned as well as notorious, felt a smarting
indignation. Sir John was going to pay for this!

A new resolution re -invigorated her. Packing hastily

a few old clothes, and escaping the notice of prying re-

porters, she sailed unknown to Europe. In England,
posing as an obscure working girl, she obtained a po-
sition as personal maid to a Mrs. Dodd, a generous
kind-hearted individual who became fond of Claire at

first sight. Here, as a recluse Claire first exper-
ienced snatches of happiness. One day, as she was
strolling along the slum district, she heard the sound
of music. A young man, with soulful eyes, and finely-

chiseled features, was playing; his tattered garments
and extended cup indicated that he was a beggar.
Dropping a half-sovereign into the cup, Claire walked
by, strangely affected at the sight of the youth. The
latter protested when he realized the amount of money
she had given him, believing that she had erred. Upon
questioning him, she discovered him to be a cultured
person, ruined by adversity and poverty. Claire, under
an emotional stimulus, rescued him from prison when
he was accused of theft unjustly and obtained a posi-
tion as chautTeur for him at Mrs. Dodd's estate. For
the first time, Claire realized the significance of cere-
bral as well as physical love. They were married,
she still in her humble role. Dale fn ecstasies that
brought tears to his eyes. At last she was loved,
Claire breathed. When Dale expressed a longing to
aid the poor children of the neighborhood as a re-

membrance of his wedding day, Claire pressed a check
into his hands that startled him. Then she confessed
her identity. At first, miserable because of the revel-
ation that his simple happiness was to be laden with
responsibility of luxury, he was depressed. In America
with Claire once more, he resigned himself, although
he felt Claire's keen annoyance when sensational news-
papers ran stories of the famous actress' conquest
over a beggar. Claire held a ball, to which she in-

vited her third husband with the purpose of humiliat-
ing him as he did once to her. In a speech, she an-
nounced, pointing to Sir John that she was "sick of
curled up hair, moth eaten eyebrows and titles with-
out meaning." Dot Stanton, the lovely wife of the ex-
husband, urged on by him, decided to make Claire's

life miserable by flirting with the "beggar-man."
Three children were born to Claire, all of whom died,
but the crowning misery occurred when she saw Dot
one day at her house inquiring for her husband. Mad-
ly scratching Dot's face, she shrieked demoniacally
that she had stolen Dale's love away. Sued for mar-
ring Dot's face, she was put in prison, refusing to
pay a fine, for she believed that life was empty for

her without Dale's love. A few weeks later Dale
appeared with the necessary fine for which he had
labored, and after urgent pleas of faithful love, Claire
was restored to him. Happiness in America was not
accessible, and so in England once more where their
love had sprouted, they began anew.

THE ULTIMATE CAREER
Flora Tabo File No. 6625

IN love with Henry Hazen since high school days,
Alice Jamieson glowed happily when, upon their
graduation from college, the betrothal was an-

nounced. Now she believed that they would live the
dream she had always planned—the life in a large
gray-shingled colonial home with a wide friendly door
of blue, a flagstone walk, and larkspur. But Henry
was a gadabout, and each time Alice spoke of the
future he would seem to tactfully switch the con-
versation. It was on a December evening that the
girl finally pinned him down. Would he or would he
not? No, Henry admitted, he wouldn't, because to

him a town apartment was filled with more inter-
esting prospects! That night Henry Hazen walked out
of Alice Jamieson's life because he was too much of

a good sport and much less of a lover! That Febru-
ary, Alice entered the second term of medical college,

and, sailing through her classes with honors and ser-

ving her interneship with credit, finally became what
seemed most worthwhile of any of the things she might
have set up in Henry Hazen's place. She became a
slum doctor,—more of a social worker, of course,

—

despite the pleas of every doctor of note who had come
in contact with her during her medical student days.
The Murphys, Fischers, and Riccis had come to wor-
ship her, and magazines all over the country spoke in

glowing terms of her work. Alice detested the pub-
licity except for that it might influence and inspire
others. Dr. Jamieson was a hurrying and a flurrying
individual, with little time to brood over Henry Hazen,
now, and the only sentimental memories she carried
were those of the aunt who had raised her orphan
niece to realize the true dignity and value of service
to mankind. Alice had been that niece.

One day, as she was preparing lunch for herself in

a tiny kitchenette in the slum apartment, a knock
sounded on the door. Strange, Alice thought, inas-
much as most people either rang the bell or walked
right in, but she merely called out: "Come in!" be-
cause it was one -thirty, and her appointments began
at two. Suddenly, Henry Hazen stood before her!
Alice gasped, but Henry bridged the awkward first

moments gracefully. He had not changed much, she
noticed. Henry seated himself quietly and spoke of

the trip around the world which had not helped him
to forget, the unsuccessful attempt to reenter the do-
ings of the old country club crowd, and other things.
"Your name hasn't appeared in the social notes for

the past year," Alice said, giving away the tell-tale

statement Henry had come to hear. After that, Alice
agreed to ride with him for half an hour, and, as
they pulled up alongside the house of her dreams,
Alice understood why she had not read Henry's name.
Putting her hands in his, Alice forgot the slum chil-

dren whom, she thought, would have to forget her,

too, very soon

!

THE COSTLY PAINTINGS
Paulita de Sutter File No. 6621

FOR some unknown reason, Gertrude's husband did
much more travelling than his wife's guardian,
Mary, believed necessary in his business. But be-

cause Mary had been Gertrude's mother's best friend,
she stood for Theodore's nonsense and erratic behavior
because she knew how much Gertrude adored him.
However, one day, when a group of costly paintings
Gertrude's artist-father had bequeathed her disap-
peared, Mary grew suspicious at once and informed
the police, secretly, begging them to keep the matter
quiet. Gertrude was amazed when the police arrived
to search Theodore's belongings. "My husband is

not a thief!" she cried, scolding Mary and the detec-
tives she had summoned, and even when the hotel
manager showed queer signs of unrest when called
upon to unlock Theodore's door, Gertrude refused to
believe what was apparent to all. Mary's satisfaction
was intense when Theodore's room revealed replicas
of the stolen paintings, but it took Gertrude a long
time to admit they were replicas—yet, she still felt

that Theodore was being* tricked. The manager and
a porter who had, up until then, been a confederate of
Theodore's, were taken into custody, but the servant
was released at Mary's request. "I'll do what you
tell me after this. Ma'am!" he said, shaking percepti-
bly. He proved an excellent spy! When Theodore ar-
rived home from his trip, all was quiet, but Mary
watched his movements doggedly and had him trailed
every moment. "I'll have to leave soon, my darling,"
she heard him tell Gertrude, soon after his arrival.
"Europe?" Gertrude asked, "why can't I go along?"
When he left for the boat that day, however, Mary
and Jim, the servant, went along with the detectives
for the purpose of identifying the luggage and Theo-
dore. An hour later, Mary returned home. "Quick

—

pack! Hurry!" she told Gertrude, "we're going to
Europe—and Theodore certainly will be surprised!"
On the boat, Theodore stood at the rail fondling his

gay and beautiful mistress, Sisi, soon after the gang-
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plank had been taken in. In the hold, however, de-

tectives were examining his baggage which contained

the precious paintings. In her cabin, Gertrude, mak-
ing herself beautiful, was demanding to be taken to

Theodore. As Mary left her to join the detectives,

she muttered: "He'll get lome surprise—and you, too!

The detectives knew Theodore would come for his

baggage sometime, so they waited—patiently—and
their patience was rewarded. When he came, they sur-

rounded him and confronted him with his guilt. Mary
sent for Gertrude at once, and Gertrude fainted dead

away with the" shock. Sisi and Theodore were sent

back to face trial. In Europe, where Gertrude stayed

for many years, she sold the paintings and met the real

man of her heart's desire whom she married—after
divorcing the pilfering, faithless, Theodore.

THE LITTLE PHANTOM
Sylvia A. De Groate File No. 6618

SEATED on the breeze-swept veranda of the Hill-

crest Tavern, Bob Bradley suddenly fell into a

faint which marked the beginning of a series of

weird incidents for him and his friend. Jack Duncan.

At first. Jack snorted sneeringly when Bob, in his

faint, called out against ghosts, but that night as he

himself saw an ethereal vision of a diamond ring sus-

pended by a hand, over his bed, he was inclined to re-

member that that night, on the porch, Bob had paled

just before he had fainted. The next night, after two
clammy hands reached from the ceiling and kept Jack
suspended three feet from it until his very guts almost

popped out, Jack was somewhat convinced and hor-

ribly frightened. He recalled that on the night he had
seen the ring Bob had wanted to tell him something,

but it had passed, and he had never learned of what
was troubling his friend. A few evenings later. Jack,

seated alone on the porch, thinking of a solution to

this mystery which was upsetting him, saw a_ tall

figure go down the road and approach the bridge.

Jack followed at a rapid pace. It was Bob! There,

in the moonlight. Jack could see that Bob was an-

noyed to find him there, but Jack persisted in fol-

lowing the thing to its end. Neither man spoke—much
—and each knew that the witching hour in which odd
things happened in Hillcrest was at hand—midnight.
Then, moans and groans were heard on all sides as

Jack pleaded with Bob to return to the hotel. But he

wouldn't. Then, suddenly, the form of a beautiful

young woman appeared out of the murkiness as if

in a silver cloud. "Marie!" Bob shrieked hoarsely,

"Marie! Speak to me!" The ensuing conversation
brought chills to Jack's heart. Once, Marie had had
two sweethearts—Bob and another fellow named Jim.
They had been at the tavern in Hillcrest and the
youths were constantly wrangling for the girl. When
their quarrel almost came to blows. Bob stepped out
little realizing it was him whom Marie loved. Jim
caught her as she, in desperation, was planning to go
away, and that night, he murdered her by the bridge,

leaving no clues. The authorities could not convict
him on circumstantial evidence! "Tomorrow's papers
will carry headlines concerning Jimmy's death!" the

little phantom concluded, "and I shall have had my
revenge, because it was through my influence that he
was run over!" Jack seemed to be waking up from a
sound sleep as the girl finished and vanished into

thin air. At breakfast, that morning, it seemed that
both men reached for their papers with leaden hands,
but Bob managed to get his open first. As he looked
at the picture of Jimmy, who had just been killed, he
said: "This is why I have never married. This is

why_ my sleep is disturbed and my waking moments
horrible nightmares!" Jack was shaking like a leaf.

Bob had spoken as through the secret was a thing to

be shared—and he had not explained. Was it possible.

Jack wondered, that they were both there—on that
bridge? Could it be so?

DEPENDENTS
Anthony Califano File No. 6579

THE strong, sturdily built man trembled visibly as
he read the note in his hand with unbelieving
eyes. But the words blazed out at him—"I can't

stand it any longer,—Good-bye forever—Dot." His
wife was gone, leaving the two children sleeping in
bed, leaving him a stricken man! He gasped, and
only the presence of Frank, his best friend, kept him
from sinking, tired and wearied, upon the floor. Tony's
life was a harsh one, struggling to manage a living
for his wife and two children on a measly twenty-five
dollars a week. At his job with the Cleaners and
Dyers of New York, as a chauffeur, he was always
miserable. For some unaccountable reason, Charlie
Miller, assistant to the head, took an intense dislike
to him. Jim, one of the other truck drivers, was al-
ways permitted privileges, which were always denied
to Tony. It was Tony who was called upon to work
overtime without additional pay; it was he who was
blamed in all times of disaster: even the stenographer.
Miss Smith, seemed to regard him belligerently.
Frank, alone, loyal, stood with him. One day Tony
discovered that someone had been trifling with his
truck, another time, he found that his tires were
stolen. Angered and harassed, he stalked into the
president's office, and poured out his story of injus-
tice at the hands of Mr. Miller, and Jim. Mr.
Swartz, the president, listened to his tale sympathe-
tically, and summoned Mr. Miller, whose antagonism
to Tony seemed to increase. After this incident,
there was a rumour that there was to be a general
"lay-off" because of the depression. Instead of firing
Tony, Mr. Swartz, remembering his unfortunate story
of a wife and two children to support, transferred
him to the factory as machine operator, where he was
maltreated by Mr. Miller, who assumed full charge

in the temporary absence of Mr. Swartz. He was
forced to remain overtime at night, to the discontent
of his still pretty wife. One night, as he was curtly
ordered to remain overtime to press some trousers,
he was detained from doing his work by incessant
phone calls from Mr. Miller, who for some reason had
an excuse for calling him. Tony stubbornly refused
to answer the next time the bell rang, even though
the phone throbbed meaningly. It was his wife, who
had received a strange message to the effect that
Tony was not working overtime as he always as-
serted, but that he spent his time with other girls.
Dot, pale with anxiety phoned Tony at once. There
was no answer. When Tony arrived home that night,
he found her morose and accusing. The next day,
he went to Miller and demanded that he vouch for his
presence at the factory. Miller refused, and Tony
aimed a strong fist at him, while Miller became yellow
with fright. Quitting his job, Tony arrived home only
to find the note from his wife. Days of endless search-
ing followed, until a clue was found iii the form of
an old love letter from an old sweetheart to her. It
was signed Dick Smith, brother of the antagonistic
stenographer at the olfice. Rushing to her, with the
aid of Sergeant O'Conner, she was forced to confess
that Dick, aided by Miller and Jim, had kidnapped her,
fulfilling a long-standing threat. Given directions that
they were in the Catskills, Tony drove up madly,
found his wife in a cage, emaciated and guarded by a
dog. Aided by Frank who arrived in an urgent mo-
ment, all were captured, while Tony tenderly brought
his suffering wife home to her children, one of whom
had been dying for want of her mother. The big sur-
prise arrived when the door of the house opened and
Sergeant O'Conner pressed a fifty-thousand dollar
check into his hand, for capturing a dangerous band
of counterfeiters, who had been filling the country
with worthless paper.

THE PROFESSOR'S BABY
James W. Rector File No. 6605

MY God—it was getting embarrassing! The ultra

-

intellectual, eye-glassed professor with the
squirming baby in his arms looked about fur-

tively. Doggone it! Why the Elysian fields didn't his
wife return. Women—bah! Bubbles, his one and only
infant, seemed to take a malicious dehght in pulling
at his austere nose, his dignified head—and shouting
loudly at the same time. People were looking at him,
he noticed frantically, as he walked up and down
beside his car to appease the child. Suppose he
should meet one of his colleagues! Worse—much
worse, there was a student—two of them—mentally
anaemic, grinning at his anguish. His wife, Mrs.
Copeland had cautioned him to keep a strict eye upon
Bubbles while she entered the court to see the judge's
wife for a feminine minute. She had particularly
cautioned him to hold the baby in his arms lest kid-
nappers, prevalent in the neighborhood, snatch the
precious Bubbles, who never failed to make a public
spectacle of her timid father. Professor Copeland sud-
denly noticed amid the amused crowd observing him,
several men, who seemed suspicious looking. They
watched him malignantly, and whispered meaningly
among themselves. Bubbles raised another howl. The
professor tried baby talk, promises of Greek grammar
books—everything, to no avail. Suppose those men
were kidnappers! It was damnably uncomfortable.
Obeying his first impulse, he dashed into the waiting
car, holding the kicking child with determination, and
started the motor. He suddenly heard sounds of
"catch him"; dazedly he saw burly policemen in
another car with the suspicious-looking men. Obey-
ing his frenzied impulse, he started for the main
street, out toward the country, at forty, fifty, seventy
miles, registered on the speedometer. Four sirens
rang out clearly behind him. He drove madly ahead,
while Bubbles clapped her hands in glee. A sound
of flying bullets rent the air. They were shooting at
him! Flustered, befuddled, and wearied. Professor
Copeland was finally daunted by traffic, which
thwarted his frightened escape. As motorcycle cops
drew up beside him, he sank exhausted against the
seat, and meekly submitted to the embrace of hand-
cuffs. His anguished protest that he was not one of
the deadly kidnappers, but an innocent father of an
innocent child was drowned in a volley of derision
from men and righteous indignation from women.
While femininity fondled the playful Bubbles, the pro-
fessor was dragged bodily into the car. Suddenly a
voice pierced through the chaos, and Mrs. Copeland,
pale and worried, rushed to her husband's side, grab-
bed her baby from a full-bosomed matron, and pro-
claimed her identity and that of her husband. She was
promptly stifled by skepticism which denounced her
as a conspirator of the hardened kidnapper, Copeland.
Both, breathing painfully, were carried before the
judge, whose sudden burst of laughter was irresistable
Policemen sheepishly relieved Copeland of his hand-
cuffs, as the judge explained between gusts of amuse-
ment that Copeland was only a respectable professor,
a good husband—and although not exactly a proud
father, a father at that.

PLASTER CAST
Beatrice Quackenbush File No. 6606

THE crack train known as Th; Senator pulled out
of Washington, D. C. on a day than which there
could be no hotter. Chair thirteen was occupied

by a small ner\'ous woman who appeared to be in dis-
tress, but though the conductor kept watching her,
now and then, he took her queer actions in his stride,
without inquiring. A kindly soul across the way,
however, felt differently. "Are you ill?" she asked.
"No," the woman said, "no, it's my cast." The

sympathetic soul's eyes flashed pity, and her conver-
sation proceeded to advance at a rapid and volumin-
ous rate. Efiie Warren, the nervous woman, to quiet
her partner in conversation, launched into her usual
hnc of talk. Oh yes, she was a Boston Warren, and
no doubt, everyone had read of the great General
Joseph Warren whose life had been lost at Bunker
Hill! The other woman listened restlessly but with
only a little envy. After all, she still watched Effie

pityingly while she writhed under the cast's grip and
heat, and she felt it was to her advantage—and she
said so,—that while she had always hated to look for-

ward to spending the rest of her life in her son's
home, it now seemed something to be thankful for.

As the train roared through Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
and Connecticut on its way to the former home of the
aristocratic Warrens, Effie seemed to grow weaker.
As if the heat wasn't uncomfortable for those who
didn't even have to wear plaster casts! At last the
kindly old soul bade Etfie an almost affectionate fare-

well at the end of the journey. "I guess this means
greater comfort for you—the end of the trip," the good
soul said. "It means peace of mind—that's all," Efiie
grumbled, leaving her fellow traveller with nothing
but to wonder.

Effie arrived at her cousins' and everyone greeted
her cordially. Henry had driven fast from the station
in order to hasten tlie reunion of the women. How he
knew those Warrens! Lucretia was all for sitting
Efiie at the tea table at once but Efiie shouted:
"Show me to my room!" Once there. Efiie tore at
her clothes like a tigress. "Lucretia!" she called,
"LUCRETIA!" Her cousin came bounding upstairs.
"What on earth—" she exclaimed, and then: "Efiie
Warren—you sure are carved from the pure stuff. I

can see on your face you're worrying about money!"
"Who wouldn't be out of sorts travelling in a cast
all day?" Etfie asked. Lucretia was stunned. She
had never realized anything was wrong with Effie!
But all Lucretia saw was a porous plaster as her
cousin stripped to the waist. Then Lucretia fell on
the bed, howling hysterically. Effie was not at all

embarrassed. She'd have no pickpockets, she ex-
claimed, so the best place for her money—and there
were hundreds—was in that plaster. "You sure pulled
a f-a-s-t one, Eflie!" Lucretia laughed.

AND SO THEY WERE MARRIED
Mrs. L. B. Harrison File No. 6563

OLD Mr. McLaglen might have left his fortune to
his nephew, Wallace, had it not been for the fact
that the boy, falling violently in love with his

uncle's promised bride, Ann Bancroft, and eloping with
her, met disfavor and incurred the eventual wrath
which led to such a long series of misfortunes. The
old man had urged a match between Wallace and
Ann's sister, Ruth, but Wally had protested. "She's
a shrew!" he exclaimed, and she was, according to
the manner in which she set about blasting the young

rder to procure Wally for herself. And
so, in the traditional manner of youth, because they
felt that everything was against them, Wallace and
Ann eloped to Chicago the eve of Ann's scheduled
marriage to McLaglen. "I'm sure my father will
understand!" Ann sighed, after the ceremony.
Several days later, the old uncle, arriving" in Chi-

cago with Wallace's twin, Daniel, who was always
short of cash and always willing to find means of
earning some, observed Wallace leaving his hotel.
"Break that up for me. boy," McLaglen told Dan,
"and you'll share my fortune with whatever wife I
leave. Revenge is sweet, and Ann won't know you
from Wally now that I've gotten him out of the way!"
So, while Wallace was arguing with a ship's captain
for a tug or rovfljoat to take him back to shore from
the boat upon which he had been stranded, purposely,
by his uncle's confederate, Daniel was entering Ann's
room to inform her that the marriage was a fake
and his love cold! He was offering no defense for
having been seen with beautiful blondes, and Ann was
frantic. This, her Wallace? McLaglen leered as
Dan told of Ann's reaction, but that night, when the
poor girl tried to drown herself, McLaglen played the
part of the good Samaritan and had her sent to a
country house for a rest, the real reason being the
fact that Dan, at McLaglen's request, was suing for
divorce in Wally's name. But Ann managed to es-
cape from captivity and make her way back to the
city. There, roaming about confusedly, the girl, in
her wanderings, saved a small child from death under
an auto, and, noticing her haunted look, the child's
father invited Ann to stay with his family as a guest,
for awhile. Ann accepted his invitation with alacrity',
and It wasn't long before she was her old self again
under the loving care she received. The only rub lie
in the fact that a youth visiting the house—Arthur,
by name—was attracted to Ann, instead of to the
hostess' sister JIary, for whom he was invited This
boy's love for her distracted Ann, and she was almost
happy until, one evening, at a dance, she came face
to face with Wally! It appeared that these people
were old friends of his! And he was to remain as a
house guest, too! The presence of the other, to the
young people, was torture, but Ann held her ground
against this man whom she believed had betrayed her.When she told him of her forthcoming marriage to
Arthur, Wally was heartbroken, but he countered by
making friends with iMary. However, when Mr Ban-
croft, Daniel, McLaglen, and Ann's sister Ruth, his
new wife, arrived for the ceremony, it was Wally
himself who overheard Dan threatening Ruth and
McLaglen exposure should they hold out on his share
of the money any longer. Cornering Ann, Wally
forced them all to confess. He, too, had a confessionHe had had the divorce which had been so craftily
secured, set aside! Ann. went to his arms in a gayinanner—her first in many months. "Oh Wallace!"
she cried 'I m so happy—so very happy! I've never
stopped loving you for a minute!" Then, suddenly,
the world grew rosy once again.
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MOUNTAIN HONEYSUCKLES
Ora Briner File No. 6633

Mrs. Agnes Rudolf File No. 6555

FUNEREAL tolling of a far-off bell lingered about

John Finley's ears as he hurried his mare along

the rough mountain path which led to his circuit.

This May morning, as on others, he stopped to bid

good-morning to Dad Harlan and the twins, Tressie

and Jessie, just as he had before his wife's recent

death. Tressie was elated this morning over the

orange, red, and white honeysuckles on the ridge

back of the cabin, and John smiled wistfully as he

watched her. His Diana had once been blonde and
beautiful like Tressie. too, but nothing was left now
except the mournful bells and these daily glimpses at

Tressie who was so agog with joy and beauty.

Ned Carlson, the handsome engineer whose coming
to the rural district on a railroad project had been ob-

scured by the beloved Diana Finley's funeral, had
seen Tressie too, and thought her lovely, but inas-

much as Ned was somewhat girl-shy, he preferred to

roam the woods instead of taking Tessie's ti'ail along

with the rural swains who gathered on the Harlan
veranda on warm evenings. Thus it was on one of

his lone tramps that Ned encountered Old Buck whose
moonshining was as unworthy of comment to the

neighbors as Finley's circuit riding or any other

man's business. Buck, thinking Ned a revenue agent,
had attempted to shoo him off with wild bullets, but
the youth had managed to remain long enough to con-

vince the old man otherwise. Leaving Old Buck. Ned
followed voices to the river bank where Harry Harlan
and Bill Winks, the town idiot, were discussing him

—

and Tressie. He laughed as Harry assured Bill that
the engineer was sweet on Tressie but "awful shy-
like". As Ned moved on, he could hear Harry cham-
pioning Jessie's cause against Bill's grumbling. Harry
was asserting that his less -popular sister was far

more clever and smarter by far than Tressie, whom
he described as a shrew! That very night, Ned met
the Harlan twins and the widow Johnson's Jenny at
the post office, and it was he who adjusted her horse's
limp by removing a nail from his foot. The next
morning, the countryside was shocked to learn of the
murder of Tressie Harlan on her own back porch
during the night! Old Buck led forces against Ned,
but the gun by Tressie's side bore the initials: J. F.
"Pshaw!" they said, "John Finley couldn't 'n wouldn't
've done it

!

" Ned made short work of the existent
clues despite his unfamiliarity with the district. With
the aid of Harry, he steered the idiot boy to Buck's
where, after a few drinks, the youth confessed the
entire sordid incident. He, of all people, had been in-
sanely jealous of Ned, though Ned had hardly spoken
to Tressie—ever I Several months later, Ned and
Jessie were married, and strangely enough, it had
always been Jessie—for Ned!

THE UNFINISHED VERDICT
Jane Florence Will File No. 6614

4<xDID not kill her! I tell you I didn't kill my
J^

mother!" the half-crazed youth on the witness
stand shouted at the Prosecuting Attorney dur-

ing the cross-examination, but Langlin, for the State,
was weU known as a cutthroat trial lawyer. That
was why he was Prosecuting Attorney today! Insult
after insult he flung at Ralph Forbes, whose mother
had been found in her kitchen—strangled—and yet, the
judge—Judge Reef—smiled kindly at the lad. It was,
however, when Forbes, in his wrath, scored a point or
two against LangHn that the judge laughed and flashed
admiration for the young prisoner. When Forbes'
lawyer, Reems, got up to talk, it seemed time wasted.
Marie Forbes had been loved by her neighbors who
sincerely believed her young son had killed her for
her insurance money! The coroner's testimony capped
the cUmax! Marie had been murdered by someone
with one extremely crooked hand—and Ralph was that
someone—to all appearances! When the jury filed in
with its verdict, the foreman stood rigid. "We find
the defendant guilty of murder in the first—" but
he never finished because just then, a huge yellow
cur which had crawled into court on its belly tore at
Langlin's throat as the Prosecuting Attorney screamed
madly. Forbes, who had been in a lethargy until
then, suddenly awoke and sprang for the dog. "Buddy,"
he cried. "Buddy." Langlin was strugghng, but just
as Ralph reached the dog, he thrust his right hand
up as his left hand clutched his throat. Ralph Forbes
led the furore which swamped the courtroom after
that, and the cloudiness of mind which had been
threatening burst out anew. "Murderer!" he shouted
at Langlin. "Murderer! Beast!" The prison doctor
arrived shortly, but Langlin had already sensed death
and confessed. Marie Forbes was the girl he had be-
trayed and Ralph was his own son! That hand of
his,—Langlin's,—swelled and became the horrible hand
it was whenever he got excited, and it was because of
the hand and his browbeating ways that Ralph had
it, too, because Marie had been so frightened by it

before her son's birth—whenever her lover threatened
her! He, Langlin, had murdered Marie because she
threatened to expose him to his wife and daughters
if he didn't finance Ralph's law education. The only
witness had been the yellow cur who had already
avenged his mistress! After Langlin had expired,
there, in full view of everyone, Ralph was ushered into
the judge's chambers, where sleep came slowly. It

was twilight when he arose, and his embarrassment
at finding himself with Reems and Reef soon vanished.
"My boy," the judge said, "if this fellow here—Joe
Reems—was not so anxious to have you—and not so
sure you loved his daughter Vail. I'd take you and
make a Prosecuting Attorney of you!" Reems laughed
as Ralph bltinched, but, patting him on the back he
assured the boy that he would never allow it. They
would go East so Ralph could study law—after the
wedding! But not even his wife, in later years, would
ever tell him what the unfinished verdict had been!

FIERCE penetrating rain beat about poor Sue as
she made her way along the muddv roads to free-
dom. "Oh God!" she cried, half aloud, "I'm guilty,

but I can't help it!" Then, as she stumbled into the
city where the lights were bright and the air one of

gayety, she found herself enveloped in the arms of

the law. "Come on, girlie," a policeman sneered,
you'd better come with me. So your boy friend made
you walk, eh?" Sue gasped thirstily and the police-
man pushed her on a step as he entered a drug store
to get her a drink. Sue crept softly and cat-like
through an alley and crouched low. As she heard the
policeman go by, swearing, she heaved a quiet sigh
of relief and passed into a faint. The next time she
saw the light it came through a cheerful window into
a charming room, A handsome youth who seemed
familiar stood by the bed. "Well Grace." he said,

"so you finally pulled tjirough!" Sue shot a volley
of questions at him and learned that he had found
her in the alley, and brought her home to be a sister.

She had lain in a fever for several days—unconscious.
"The name's George Gibson," the youth finished,
"and I'm going to call you Grace because I always
wanted a sister by that name!" Mrs. Gibson, George's
mother, was as charming as her son, and it was she
who put forth every effort to make the girl comforta-
ble. "Stay with us always, child—no matter who or
what you are!" she said, after Sue had pleaded to be
allowed to go forth to earn her living. George was
delighted to find that his mother's sentiments coin-
cided with his, and. as the days passed, the two young
people spent glorious hours together. Sue was more
than a sister to the boy, and she, happier than ever
in her life, loved him and his mother dearly. One
day, she told George the story of her childhood and
escape. She had once had a mother to love her—but
that was so long ago that she didn't even remember
what the mother looked like. For the past years, she
had been living with a brutish, uncouth farmer and
his son who was equally as uncouth and brutish. When
the old man had threatened to marry her himself if

the boy didn't. Sue had tumbled through mud and
rain to the city. Somewhere along the line, a young
man had rescued her from suicide and given her a
card which said: "Smile and the world smiles with
you!" George was moved to pity. "It almost seems
as though Mother knew your story, Grace dear,"
George told her, "she's been so strange and sad since
you arrived." That was one day. Another day, Mrs.
Gibson excused herself to Sue after George went off

to work. "I'll be gone all day. Sue," she said, and
she was, and it wasn't until evening came that the
happy pair began to worry. Then, suddenly, she ap-
peared at the door with a handsome middle-aged man.
"I've brought a guest." she said, simply. "He'll be
here a few days with us." Sue and George were
pleased because this fellow, Morton, was the most
genial person they had ever met.

It was only a day after Morton's arrival that Sue
and George became engaged, but after a week, George
protested against Morton's intimacy with his fiancee.
It was then that Mrs. Gibson spoke. She told the
story of how her husband had deserted her rather
than leave her a pauper. He had sent her to the
farm with her daughter, but the farmer had turned
her out, kidnapping the child. When she had seen
Sue, an idea dawned upon her, so she went in search
of Morton. "Then you are realh Dad and Mother?"
They nodded. Mrs. Morton had adopted George and
changed her name. Sue sobbed in George's arms.
"Our children!" the older people breathed, their hands
tightly entwined.

DORA'S ADVENTUROUS STEP
Mrs. H. P. Hook File No. 6578

TAKING liberties with Horace Greeley's noted ad-
vice, Dora, the eldest of a family of twelve,
packed up and went West because the one am-

bition burning inside of her was to own a farm of her
own. The other children protested and fumed, but
Dora knew that with her mother and father in Europe,
this was the most propitious time to fulfill this un-
usual desire. Thus, after a dusty train ride, Dora,
filled to the brim with courage, arrived in BiUings,
Montana, with a keen eye on the surrounding country
which, she knew, would some day be as a sort of
mother to her own bit of earth. Refusing to mount
a broken -in wagon which served as a taxi in those
parts, the girl stepped into the depot to procure sus-
tenance. She was immediately taken aback by the
sight of Hiram—once the catch of her own town at
home! "WeU—" she said, but the joyousness of their
reunion is apparent. After establishing herself in a
local boarding house, however, Dora found that the
gossips didn't understand much of platonic friendships,
so she and Hiram were married, to overcome all ob-
stacles. It was not long afterwards that the oddly-
mated pair was on its way toward the land assigned
by the land office, and Dora was doggedly convincing
her new husband that she would not be afraid to re-
main on the claim six months out of the year for
three years—the required time. Why should Hiram
give up a perfectly good job? So, after a few days,
the youth returned to the city, leaving his wife with
a built-up tent, a pet cat,—Tiger—provisions, and
plenty of fortitude, and for the long months she re-
mained there, alone, with only frequent trips to the
city to see Hiram breaking into her routine, every-
thing went well. Dora took every scare and emer-
gency on the chin, as it were, learning her own meth-
ods of scaring off wolves by rattling dishpans and
heading off rattlers by throwing baskets of eggs into

their faces! The lone grey wolf annoyed he
many a night and day, but she managed to r(

steady and calm withal. In addition to all her man-
agement and activities Dora was somewhat lonesome
for, despite the fact that her marriage had been one
of convenience, she discovered, after a short while,
that she and Hiram really loved each other most de-
votedly. Tt was while Dora was spending the winter
with Hiram in the city after the first six months of
homesteading that neighbors brought word of a fire

started by sparks from the railroad. The little home-
stead had burned to the ground! Although the rail-

road paid well, Dora, somehow, lost all desire to live
at the homestead any more, so the two decided to
finish up fourteen months, which allowed them to
commute.
Shortly after Dora acquired, with Hiram, the clear

title to the land, the prospect of selling it loomed much
more palatable than Dora, back in her old farm days,
would have ever supposed it might be. Hiram said
nothing one way or the other, but Dora, now the
mother of a small girl, looked back on her own farm
years, and decided it would be a far better plan to
stay in the city where Hiram's chances were better,
and her children's chances for education and rearing
more promising. So the transaction was made—a fine
bargain—and so the homesteading adventure was fin-
ished. Dora often wonders whether a taste of adven-
ture or the advent of love made her change her plans.
Most likely it was love, but after all, is not that an
adventure, too?

ANOTHER CHANCE
John Baldwin File No. 6407

TUNVILLE no longer stretched out its lean arms
to Frank Patterson and George Collins, two na-
tive sons whose decisions to return to the old

town disguised as hoboes rendered them declassee and
unrecognized. At first, these two who had so over-
whelmed New York- with their business genius decided
to retire to Tunville for a rest, but George's hobo
idea had been taken up by Frank with alacrity.
"Bums, eh?" the Tunville police chief had remarked,
at the station, after the boys bounced off a freight.
At the city jail, the two looked forward to a dismal
thirty days, despite violent protest.

It was when their term was up that the boys were
again approached, but this time it was a job—so that
the homeward fare might be all the more quickly ac-
cumulated. Frank and George found themselves in
a pretentious mansion wherein their occupation was to
be the bathing of what seemed like hordes of ornate
dogs! It was the chief of police who suggested an ad-
ditional jail term when the two neglected native sons
did a bad job with the dogs who finally darted out,
one and all, for the remotest corners of the town.
Back in jail, it seemed like home, and the first thing
which happened was the formation of an old-fashioned
barber shop quartet and harmonica act by the boys,
with the aid of some fellow prisoners. It was shortly
after this music alliance was on the way that the
police chief made the interesting suggestion that the
boys answer an ad inserted in the daily papers by the
mayor, urging that an old-fashioned band such as
theirs call to perform at an affair. Arriving at the
mayor's home, the boys realized that this was the rest-
mg place of that horde of dogs—the home to which
they had been sent the last time! Frank was in-
trigued by the mayor's daughter, Jean, inasmuch as
the mayor was once the school janitor, and Jean a
very ugly kid! It was Jean who asked, over and
over again, where the boys had learned the song they
were using as a theme song. She had heard it, she
thought, when a child—right there in Tunville.

It was a sorry day that George received an additional
five days in jail for poor behavior, while Frank was
set at large, to waiti for his comrade. "I guess you'll
beat me to Jean, old timer!" George remarked, friend-
ly enough. "I'll ask her to have a friend around for
you when you get out!" Frank assured him. Jean
was waituig, in her car, for Frank, when he walked
out of the jail house. "You're coming home with me,
friend hobo!" Jean said, "you'll have to shave all
those whiskers off, though, and change your suit, so
we can take a look at you!" Frank gasped. "Fa-
ther told me to bring you home—he's the mayor, you
know." Mayor Worth was waiting for Frank when
he descended the stairs after cleaning up. "Son, I
knew it was you, the moment I heard that theme
song of yours!" the mayor said. "It brings back
memories of your dear mother. By the way, they tell
me you've done well in New York—and that other
scamp, George! I remember when you used to fling
chalk through my windows!" That night, on the may-
or s porch, Frank embraced Jean. "J think I can get
a nice friend for^ George," she said, "but she's fat—
a little." "That's fine!" Frank said, "say prunes!"

ISLAND SINNERS

Delia E. Bussell File No. 6499

THE second son of Sir Humphrey Hastings, hav-
ing inherited property in Fiji from an uncle, urged
his fiancee, Jennifer Davies, to marry him at once

and accompany him thither, but the girl's selfish, hy-
pochrondiac mother managed to prevent it, leaving
John with no alternative but to go alone. The wedding,
he was informed, would be postponed one year.
Feelings of mistrust accompanied John's meeting with

his only neighbors, the Warrens, and Mrs. Warren's
sister, Zilla, but since they were the only people about,
aside from missionaries, John felt compelled to be
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polite. He was totally unaware of Warren's indebted-

ness and financial worries. The man looked prosper-

ous! But he was aware that the beautiful and un-

moral Zilla was bein^ thrust at him. Zilla was in-

different. She was deeply involved with a Punjabi,

Againyah Singh, and it was just this knowledge, in

Warren's hands, that forced the marriage between

Zilla and John, after Jennifer's mother had taken

sick, conveniently, the day of Jennifer's supposed de-

parture for Fiji I Threatened, with exposure, Zilla

had caught John most cadgily, on the rebound, but,

after John's money had flowed freely into the Warren
coffers, the girl began to hanker for her Punjabi

again. Charlie, John's overseer—and a member of

the Hastings outfit since birth—his father having held

the position before him—watched the affair, but de-

cided it would be better for him to leave than to ap-

prise John of his wife's degradation. It was when
Charlie informed John of his forthcoming departure

that the youth came to his senses and lifted himself

slightly out of the disgusting degree of lust Zilla had

dragged him into. Arriving at the home of Charlie's

mother, Adi Aniasi, a former Chiefess of the island,

and clairvoyant, John sensed something wrong. Adi
was gone—and the tremendous club she kept by her

chair I He set off at once, in the direction of the

woods.

Going back a way, Zilla had crossed Adi's threshold,

but the old woman had seemed to see right through

her eyes I Zilla fled, cursed and almost beaten, to

Againyah's arms. The woman knew that this crea-

ture had defiled the house of Hastings which she loved 1

Hours later, Charlie, traversing the woods, had heard

his mother's mad chanting. He arrived at the cabin

which was Zilla's retreat, only to find Againyah dead

—

his head crushed—and the club descending on Zilla's

beautiful crown of hairl Charlie moved fast. He
knew John was in the woods. Over the cliff he tossed

the Punjabi's body, but Adi Aniasi, mad and torn with

emotion, pitched herself after it. John looked at Zilla

with pity—and bewilderment. After the funeral he

returned to England, where, after two years, he and
Jennifer were married. His older brother having died,

John came into the title and the estates. When he
and Jennifer returned to Fiji after several years, the

faithful Charlie's son was in command 1

FOR INJURIES SUSTAINED

THE FALL OF GUINEVERE
Sohanlal Kapur File No. 6333

GUINEVERE was standing by the castle wall
when King Arthur first beheld her. Her exceed-
ing beauty smote hira at once; he married her

soon afterwards. Guinevere never understood the na-
ture of her king, until it was too late, for Lancelot,

one of the Round Table heroes, intrigued her, and
brought forth all the passion in her soul. It was to

Lancelot that Guinevere turned for love, solace, and
companionship; Lancelot who really was a husband to

her.

Sir Modred, the king's nephew, was fully aware of

Guinevere's faithlessness to King Arthur. Many
times he vowed that he would expose her since his

hatred for Lancelot knew no bounds, but each time,

Guinevere, by some ruse, would manage to escape
censure. The beautiful but faithless queen, however,
was obsessed by the fear of the scandal she was har-
boring. Finally, she pleaded with Lancelot to go
away. One last farewell, she craved, but after that,

she would face Ufe without him. Lancelot, loath to
leave his love, asked that Guinevere come with him to
hip country. No; she wouldn't. The hour for the last

farewell came quickly, but this time, Modred was un-
aware of what the lovers had come to do. Quick as
a flash he surrounded them with his men. At last,

Guinevere was trapped in the scandal this evil plotter
had been planning all the time. Neither the woman
nor Lancelot dreamed that he, too, was plotting to
usurp Arthur's place I Once more, Lancelot pleaded
with Guinevere to fly with him. Instead, she sent
him back to his own land. Then, she started toward a
sheltered convent where she thought to pass the re-
mainder of her life among the nuns. It was on her
way to Almsbury that Guinevere perceived a raven
in the sky—a raven which told her that Arthur's
lands were in danger and his country at war.

For some time, Guinevere remained at the nunnery,
quiet, and content. One day, however, Arthur came

—

a subdued Arthur. He told her of his love, and of
the pangs he had suffered when he learned of her
faithlessness. Yes, he would take care of her for the
rest of her life, but never would he see her, and never
would he care to have her by his side—never! As
Arthur rode away in the moonlight, Guinevere watched
him, her face and body a mass of torture and despair.

For all time, Guinevere remained with the kindly
nuns, shut within their narrow precincts so that she
might never feel the scorn of the world. After having
been one of them for many years, Guinevere became
Abbess, from which position she passed out of the
noise of this world into the spiritual peace and tran-
quility of other worlds.

Bertha Adams FUe No. 6511

THE courtroom was crowded with people who, for
the most part, were totally disinterested in the
case in session, because this case was most un-

important to the public. No human being was being
tried for an act of social antagonism. No one on the
stand had robbed the city of funds. There was noth-
ing to be excited about, yet the room was hot and
uncomfortable because almost everyone within its
confines was interested and agitated on his own case.
One young attorney, in particular, was agitated. His
was a case in which, preparedness would avail little.

He was representing an insurance company in a neg-
ligence action, and, in the examination before trial he
had learned that the plaintiff was basing the large
amount of damages claimed for partial deafness, due
to the alleged injuries sustained when the plaintiff
fell,—or, as she alleged, was pushed down by the de-
fendant's agent. The insurance company, no doubt,
would have settled reasonably, but the company doc-
tor had grown suspicious. Hence the trial, and the
agitation of a certain youthful attorney. The plaintiff
was well-rehearsed in her deafness act, and it

wpuld be difficult to shatter her evidence! As the
trial progressed, the young lawyer became more cer-
tain of the fraudulent testimony offered, as the plain-
tiff flashed grateful smiles at her witnesses, but what
to do?

When the court reassembled after its recess, Mrs.
Clark, the plaintiff, returned to court on the arm of a
beautiful blonde girl. Owens, the lawyer for the de-
fense, gasped. That girl! He had gotten into what
he believed was a vacant cab, one day, and she had
been inside! Because of her beauty and apparent in-
telligence and charm, he had taken her to luncheons,
dinner, and after-theatre parties. She was Flora Le-
maire, an actress. Was this woman her mother?
Thank God he was not in the habit of discussing his
cases with women! Owens was thinking how he had
planned to ask Flora to marry him when the trial was
resumed. The girl looked longingly at Owens, but the
youth gripped the edge of the counsel's table and stood
unflinchingly before the judge. Then, to the great
amazement of the court, he exploded the Clark evi-
dence ! By cleverly maneuvering a piece of paper
further and further from the witness stand, asking
Mrs. Clark, all the time, whether she could read it,

Owens proved his case to the court. The woman was
not even partially deaf! Flora had gasped and clenched
her fists during Owens' neat bit of strategic baiting,
but her gestures had made no impression upon the
witness

!

As he walked from the courtroom, later, Owens
kept his eyes down, despite that every lawyer in
town,—or so it seemed,—clasped his hand. As he
reached the street, Flora stood by his car with her
mother, Mrs. Clark. The older woman smiled at the
youth, sarcastically, but there was admiration in her
eyes. "Peter, can you forgive?" Flora asked, quietly.
Owens bustled both women into his car, but, as they
drove off, he said: "Will you both allow mr to repay
you for injuries sustained?" "Suits me!" Mrs. Clark
laughed, "I heard that one, young fellow!" "Oh Peter,
you were so wonderful!" Flora laughed, proudly.

SIMPSON NOT SAMSON
H. E. L. MeUersfa and
E. A. E. Fantini

File No. 6404

WILLIAM SIMPSON, a short, dapper clerk is at
loggerheads with his bullying manager over the
Chief's daughter whom both love. Brown, the

manager, contrives to steal some dance tickets which
William has purchased and takes the girl himself. At
the dance, William tries to propose, but Brown inter-
venes each time. Horace, the office boy, helping to
serve drinks, overhears Brown plotting to steal a valu-
able dye formula from the Chief, so he searches in
vain for William who has departed in disgust. Horace
tells the girl instead, and the two reach the factory in
time to substitute a dummy packet in the safe, but
the girl is kidnapped as Brown reaches the factory
before they can escape. Horace, helpless, hides, but
jumps on back of Brown's car as it speeds to a dis-
used farm, from which he walks home. William, mean-
while, arrives home and goes to his gym to spar with
a boxing ball upon which Brown's face is painted!
But it floors him, so, disgusted, he retires, and, be-
fore getting into his bed, prays for strength! During
the night a bright light awakens him and a voice
tells him the God of Strength has heard his prayer
and, for twelve hours, will make him the strongest of
men! When the clock arouses him in the morning,
Simpson reaches to shut it off, but it collapses in his
hands! He grips the iron bedrail but it bends like
soft lead! After a hearty struggle, he dresses—amid
torn clothes and a wrecked room. The stairs crash as
he descends, and an altercation with his irate land-
lady results in her fainting amid the debris! As Wil-
liam jumps on the moving bus, it turns over—smashed.
He runs to the station but the road rocks, a tall chim-
ney crashes, and glasshouses shiver in pieces. He
reaches the depot as the train is leaving, jumps on the
metals, grabs the rear coach, and pulls. The strain is
too much on the engine, so the pipes burst and the
people crowd onto the platform. A car bearing Brown
and the girl passes at this moment. William is des-
perate. He runs along the platform, slips beneath the

engine, grips the open crankshaft and starts pulling.
She s off! All scramble aboard—60, 70, 80 m.p.h,! The
train passes Brown's car at a crossing just in time
and nearly wrecks the depot, arriving.

Simpson sees Brown's car again as he arrives in the
street, but a traffic block confronts him. He pushes
the vehicles about like so many toys, and finally gets
to Brown's car, but his entrance into the auto is
enough to wreck it. Simpson's strength terrifies the
girl as he picks her up. Brown escapes. Simpson
follows him this time and chases him up the frame-
work of a new building but the girders and concrete
collapse under him! William crawls from under the
debris and rushes on after Brown while the police pur-
sue both. As hundreds of toughs summoned by Brown
arrive on the scene, William lays them out by the
score, but now the clock shows one minute to one—
and only Simpson and Brown are left, but Brown's
strength is only a matter of seconds now. The clock
strikes as the two knock each other out!

The girl arrives, taking the unconscious William
home. The next morning the girl, police, nurse. Chief,
and Horace are at the bedside. As the Chief advances
to shake Simpson's hand, the girl stops him, remem-
bermg the strength. The Chief is happy because the
stolen package was a dummy, the real formula having
sold for half a million. He makes William a partner!
llien a draught blows the door open and a light screen
fa Is on the bed. William has not the strength to lift
It! The girl, delighted, throws herself at once into hisarms and the Chief blesses William as his son-in-law
promising, as well, to make Horace a detective some
day.

THE BLUE HAT

Harold Cary File No. 6626

IN search of a blue hat, Helen found-a man. Ofcourse he came with the blue hat. It all startedwhen Helen, resplendent in a new hat, started to
the office, all agitated about the girls' opinions upon
this feminine subject. Drat-that-wind—Helen vicious-
ly thought, as near her ofiice, the little thing perched
jauntily upon her head, leaped away. But on a crowd-
ed street, a hat is a microscopic insignificance. Bare-
headed, and forlorn, Helen returned late to the office
took her seat at her typewriter—and gasped. Her hat
was there right upon her desk. Rubbing her eyes,
Helen, amid the group of gaping girls, searched the
bonnet vehemently for signs of magic. A card was
discovered with the name, Ralph Witherspoon, written
on It. Grateful for the miraculous reappearance of the
flying hat, she called up the gentleman's number, and
demanded an explanation of the feat. He clarified the
situation, when he confessed that he had often seen
her in her office building, and ached for an opportun-
ity to speak with her. The hat, as it flew through the
air, was a delightful pretense. Helen then shyly ac-
cepted an invitation for lunch with him. His appear-
ance was as pleasing as his voice. Helen did love
tall, broad-shouldered men! Over the table, Ralph
told her sweet nothingisms, which she graciously re-
ceived. That day Helen lUw mentally home, to dream
about the new man she had met. Delicious weeks fol-
lowed, and Helen discovered by his own candour that

hlJ""^
a twenty-dollar a week clerk. Would she marryhim on that sum? Helen gasped. She had always

lived in luxury, and had worked merely because her
energy prompted her. She finally yielded, but it was
not until after she said "yes" that she remembered
her father, whose main ambition was that she marry
a wealthy man. "You'll have to ask dad," she smiled
at him. bhe suddenly remembered that her parents
had never met the youth at all, since Helen usually
niet him at the ofiice from which they went to the
theatre or "out" together. At dinner that night, Helen
explained the situation. "What! He can't earn a re-
spectable living!" the father protested excitedly. Dis-
putes arose, and Helen, unhappy in her parents' stub-
bornness, rebelled wildly, and announced that Ralph
would come the very next night to ask for formal con-

^'m,. ^^^•" "^''=" ^"^"^^^^ "" yo" don't give it, I
will! The next night, Helen, nervously awaited
Kalph s arrival, while she looked at her father's firmly
fixed mouth quakingly. The bell rang, and Helen al-
most leaped to answer it. Drawing Ralph into the
living room, she prepared him for the ordeal. "Ralph
whatever my father says, or does, take it like aman At this Ralph seemed to pale perceptibly. He
asked ceaseless questions concerning the height of her
father his weight, and with mock heroic composure
he and Helen sat on either end of the divan to await
the father s entrance. The door of the room opened
and Helen shuddered, ready to fling herself between
batt ing father and lover. Helen's father walked in a
black frown between his eyes. Suddenly his demean-
or changed-"Put it there, Ralph old boy. Whaddye
niean by playing a trick like this on us?" The men
shook hands warmly, and then Ralph, grinning, ex-
plained to the astonished Helen that he was the son
of the wealthy Mr. Vanderslice, a colleague of Helen's
father. It took about twelve kisses and promises of a
new blue hat to effect Helen's smiling forgiveness.
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MEN LOVE OFTEN

Bonila Lane Fi\e No. 6S61

THE cold wind penetrated through Pamela's coat

but she didn't feel it. The ache in her heart had

already numbed her senses despite the fact that

only a few moments ago, her Dan,—the man she was

to marry someday,—had just whizzed by in his

car with another woman—too absorbed in each other

to notice her. Though the girl had been warned of

this very thing before, she still clutched at the last

wisp of faith, making excuses for him as she went

along on her way to the apartment of Ruth—also a

dancer, like Pamela, but actually ten years older

though they looked like sisters. Ruth's greeting was
warm—until she sensed that something more than

cold had penetrated Pamela. She asked. "Nothing-
just cold—have a cigarette?" Pamela retorted, in an-

swer. Then, as she tried to talk to the stony-faced

vision of what was usually a lively girl, Ruth guessed.

"I know something's wrong!" she said, suddenly. "It's

Dan." Pamela agreed, and Ruth argued, in the tra-

ditional manner, that soon he would be forgotten—if

only— . But Pamela clung to woman's oldest retort:

"I love him." "Love and a career don't mix, you fool!''

Ruth continued. But Pamela was stonier than before.

"I'd give up my career for Dan right now!" she

said, wearily. Far into the night they argued, over
their cigarettes, sitting there, by the fire which
glowed scarlet. It was very late when Ruth finally

thrust across the point which changed the pattern of

Pamela's life—even if it did not thoroughly convince
her. She was positive Dan was merely slipping—like

a child who grows rebellious, only to snuggle closer

to the family bosom when his feelings are calmer.
"No, Pamela," Ruth said, "men are distinctly ca-
pricious. Women love once, but men love often!"
Thus, in her own blunt way, she had been able to
convince Pamela that she was just another woman in

Dan's life. "If he's the man he should be, he can
explain. In the meantime, stay here with me." Dan

Months passed before Pamela could get back into

the swing of life, Init Ruth never lost patience. Final-
ly, the picture of Dan and all the illusions she had
built up about him began to fade from the girl's

mind, and her thoughts returned to her dancing. As
she plunged into her work, she grew even more suc-
cessful, and youth clung to her with its delicate golden
sheath of beauty and vitality. For years, men meant
nothing to her, and she knew she could not mix them
with her career, but, later, satisfaction—if nothing
else—came to Pamela, when she began to see
Da.n, grey and pompous, at a ringside table in the
club where she was a stellar light. Ruth had been
right! The lovely lady he had married was apparently
just as unattractive as Dan, now, but women love
once in this strange world of ours, while men seek
the very embers of romance after the first flush is

gone!

themselves in New York and Chicago even a few

weeks earlier than the six months stipulated in the

wager. Morley's sense of humor returned as he told

the story to a group of friends, of which Mason was
one The boys won the bet, and for the first time

in months, ate heartily. To cap the climax, when
Morley next met the two marines, they enthusiastically

slapped him on the back and thanked him for sendmg
them around the world in so short a time. Genumely
fond of them, Morley took them home to meet, for-

mally, his daughters, and not only did they receive

jobs as real ambassadors at large for the world fair,

but Corp even got Peggy, while Sarge acc|uiesced to

Louise.

AMBASSADORS AT LARGE

Frederick R. Gordon File No. S640

ttT'LL wager all I possess in this cold world that

I I can start from Chicago absolutely broke, and
-*• circle the world in six months, without the finan-

cial aid of anyone." Corporal Roberts of the marines
sat back to watch the effect of this boast upon the

company. "Done!" 'Betcha can't Mason' with his

prolific bankroll declared in genuine admiration, while

Sergeant Donnelly also of the marines, best friend

to "Corp" supported him eagerly. So the Sarge and

the Corp, both strong- fibred, back-boned huskies

started off on a world-cruise with scarcely a cent m
their pockets. The first thing they did was to get

jobs on vessels sailing to Shanghai. And so, while

they slaved for third engineers and the like, and
"cussed" good-hunioredly, they saw the world. At
Shanghai they were stranded. A stevedore strike

was on! "Tough luck", they muttered.-^but there

must be a way out for marines with initiative. So
when they beheld two coolie lads fighting over an
imposing looking suitcase, Sarge did the only logical

thing. He grabbed it and ran. Inside, they found

some "high-brow" clothing, and a certificate vouch-
ing for the identity of John E. Morley, retired capi-

talist of Chicago, who, as a member of the planning

Commission of the World Fair, was authorized to un-

dertake a world tour to acquaint and interest—etc.

ad infinitum. Why not grab the chance? Corp, the

idea ran, would pose as Morley himself, and Sarge as

the secretary. Changing into fashionable clothes, they
proceeded to the fashionable Crillon Hotel, and dined

among the "swells",—and charged the dinner to the

account of the Hon. John Morley himself. Among
the society elite. Corp, treated as Morley, burst forth

in praise of Chicago and the world fair elociuently,

while Sarge squirmed uneasily. But the trip had to

go on! So—once more they obtained jobs on ships, so

degrading to their dignity, and in the evening played
the part of the "swells." But on board deck, Peggy
and Louise, daughters of John Morley, happened to be

present. For the occasion, the boys changed their

names, but still posed as bloody capitalist and secre-

tary. More than once during the course of the trip,

were they almost embarrassed. While the S. S. Re-

liable sailed from shore to shore, the two Morley sis-

ters remained in Singapore, but not before Peggy
grew fond of Corp, and Louise of Sarge. But one day,

to their terror, it was discovered that John Morley
was wanted for beating a hotel out of board, bar, and
room bills. Peggy identified the description as that

of Corp. The infuriated Morley, stifling his sense of

humor, effected the boys' arrest, and both were
locked up in prison, and then treated as stowaways
on ships sailing around the world. So they saw the

world through a porthole. Through Peggy's inter-

vention, both were finally released, and they found

THE WIND OF DEATH

A. Marquis Losey File No. 6732

they reached the den, however, the doctor was dead

and the colonel and his wife and daughter saved!

Not long afterwards, Noretha and Annette were to he

married to Terome and Antone, but Antone could not

forget the fiend's last words—"The Wind Of Death—
the ftdl moon!" Impossible, thought Antone, that

such a mind should not leave disaster trailing behind

it. As thev stood there, at the witching hour, for the

wedding, they heard the Wind Of Death. Antone was
right! He got them out in time to avoid being burned
alive in a final explosion, but he had waited for the

faithful servants. They—the colonel and Jerome—got
him out, but the colonel was trapped! Lynch, police

chief, saved the day by proffering his life at the

psychological moment! It was hard for that group to

forget the horrors of the past, but once they reached

London again, the world and their fear-ridden souls

seemed new as if Le Vent de la Mort, wiping out

Castlemansion and its vista, had rendered them clean

LONDON; New York; Los Angeles! The Har-

graves—the colonel, his lady, and their t^vo chil-

dren, Richard and Noretha-moved swiftly to

reach the castle of their old friend. Dr. Douglas Fon-

taine a renowned chemist, in time to celebrate their

tweniy-fifth anniversary. The colonel, known for his

daring exploits in the wilds of Africa, was somehow

ill at ease After all, Douglas had been his best friend,

years ago, at Yale, They had still sworn friendship

after Douglas had divorced the beauteous Florence

Willoughby so the colonel could marry her--but his

mind was not at rest. And he was justified!

The very first evening of their stay at CaMeman-

sion, the colonel pleased the guests--or so he thought

-with his famous tale, Le Vent de la Mort-the Wind

Of Death—the story of his experiences in Africa witn

a hideous tribe, the symbol of which is the sacred

black owl. Immediately after the narration, an ac-

cusing poem blazed before all, as a phantom, together

with other strange phenomena. Ihe next moining.

Lady Hargrave was found dead in her bed, next to

her husband, but no explanation was forthcoming ex-

cept more strange sights and sounds. Strangest ot

all was the disappearance of her body on the way to

the morgue for an autopsy! Following a chain ot

circumstantial evidence, the colonel was jailed at ban

Quentin for the murder. Months went by, duimg

which time Jerome Fontaine, the doctor s son by a

econd wife, and Noretha Hargrave became engaged

The next indication of a full moon and the Wind O
Death" brought the death of Richard Hargrave and

the disappearance of the body, as before! fhe general

theory was that the Madagascan tribe, the Raptores.

was striking at the colonel for his earlier killmg of

the sacred owl—but this had its dr.-iwbacks as a

theory. After many more agonizing instances, tne

doctor's child, Annette,-the eldest,-was granted the

privilege of having her fiance, Antone Gloetzner a

detective of note, on the case. As they go to San

Quentin to prevent Hargrave's execution, they find he

has escaped' During this time, the doctor has lost

control of his mental faculties as the result of an ac-

cident. Gloetzner and Marsholtz, the inspector, wor..

together, but not, however, in harinony, on the case.

The next occurrence of the Wind Of Death brings the

kidnapping of Noretha in full view of all, including

Antone the master detective, who looked on helplessly

as the familiar beast in the shape of an owl went

through its fiendish manoeuvers! Soon afterwards, the

colonel is discovered Incognito in a Los Angeles hos-

pital It is from this time on that he intimates his

famiiiarity with the fiend and his methods, but will do

nothing to aid the inquisitors because he feels they

are trying to frame him. This situation continues un-

til the next full moon, when the colonel is almost

killed, to the accompaniment of strange phenoniena.

Suddenly, all suspicion points to the strange Fon-

taine, whose secret and sealed laboratories, run for the

government, give him protection-hut he. too. is found

dead and his body disappears, also! After this, the

colonel talks, Antone, meanwhile, building his story

piece by piece. Then, one day, after a free for a 1

battle between the two detectives and the colonel,

Antone and the colonel go through the forest in

search of a secret den. Here they received their clue,

and it came in the shape of a group of mammoth
Africans—Raptores—whose build and strength pre-

sented an impassable barrier to the strength and vvits

of the ordinary man in pursuit. It was during tins

episode of the adventure that the colonel was trapped

in the secret den in the castle woods. . Antone, left by

himself turned to Terome who had discovered some

peculiarities of his father's hydraidic elevator to the

laboratory, and other factors, including the fact that

while Lady Hargrave and Noretha vyere yet alive,

the entrapped colonel had just unwittingly killed his

son, Richard, whom he supposed dead; and that a sim-

ilar fate awaited his wife and daughter at eleven!

He also learned that Madame \ argas. the doctor s

housekeeper, was actually his wife and mother of

Annette and Guv, and that he, Jerome, was the kid-

napped son of the Earl of Devonshire! From Madame
Vargas, Antone learned the remainder of the doctor s

fiendish plan to wipe out the Hargraves. to avenge

the betrayal of him by his best friend. Colonel Robert

Hargrave, and his wife. Florence Willoughby. Twenty-

five years of cruel conniving and planning to the last

fraction had perfected this horrible series of crimes

which had worked out to the letter! That night,

Madam Vargas met her death, for talking, the reason

being that though the doctor's death had seemed
real, it, too, was merely another illusion brought

about by science! But the Madame had brought two

significant points to light, the first being that she

had been her husband's accomplice because she had

so promised, when the doctor had married her, to give

Annette a name, after another had betrayed her; and

the second being that if Gloetzner and the police did

not act by eleven, the colonel would be forced to

destroy his family I The police arrived in the nick of

time. Jerome and Antone were struggling to reach

the lower recesses under the Castlemansion. Before

THE MIRACLE OF STROEMME
John Sorenson File No. 6389

DOCTORS were seldom called in that remote part
of the world which lay on the fjord of Toensvik,
near Tromsoe. Hence, when Laurus Johansen's

youngest boy, Stroemme, failed to return from his

sheep-herding with the older children, Laurus, after

eliciting the fact that Stroemme, playing with the

others, had been hurt, went to fetch him. He brought
him home in a limp condition, but his wife attended
to the details of fixing up the cracked hip. When the

pain subsided, the Johansens believed the hip would
go back into place but it didn't ! Then, when it was
too late, they sought the best medical attention—but
nothing helped! A year went by—but no develop-

ments. Stroemme was almost becoming a curse to the

family! The old fishwives' methods were resorted to,

again, but nothing availed. Then, one day, a "witch"
came down from the mountains—the people called

them witches because they lived in close segregation,

but they were much like the American Indians.

Stroemme was about thirteen and the witch spotted

him at once. "Impossible!" Laurus said, when he
heard that the witch had vowed she could cure
Stroemme—for a price—but he finally agreed to work
it on a contingent basis—as was the custom there-

abouts. "Cure Stroemme, and I will pay!" The
next week the witch arrived with an Eskimo dog
which she demanded that Laurus kill. She would ans-

wer no questions! The witch ripped the carcass open
while the dog was yet hot from the shooting, and,
after ordering Laurus to undress Stroemme, placed
the flesh side of the pelt to his skin over the hip

joint! The witch emphasized strongly that this was
not to be removed until the skin was absolutely dead
and fell apart! Laurus and his wife had little con-
fidence in the idea, but they decided it would be all

right because it cost nothing anyhow. Poor Stroemme!
Soon the pelt treatment began to cause offending
odors, so Laurus made special living quarters for the

boy, with an outside entrance. It soon seemed as
though the boy was improving, but the lack of con-

fidence effected a queer attitude and the family took
no stock in its own beliefs. For many long weeks the

pelt remained on, and the odor grew more intense from
the rotting organic matter, but Stroemme bore up
nobly under it. Some time later, the witch returned
and, noticing that the pelt was falling off of itself,

lifted it completely off,—only to expose a perfectly

cured set of limbs! Everyone who witnessed the trans-

formation from skepticism to faith on Laurus' face was
impressed! He paid the witch handsomely, and then
took the boy to all the surgeons who had declared
the affliction to be incurable! They explained it, but
Laurus was hardly interested. The simmering fat of

the pelt concentrated constant heat on the joints, and
so, absorbed the inflammation, allowing the stretched
ligaments to relax to a normal condition! Phenom-
enal ? No, but unusual.

EL SENOR
Albert Meyer File No. 6650

RUMORS and rumblings from Nicaragua sent a

young American newspaper reporter in the dir-

ection of that region as fast as his paper could
possibly manage it, and, since he was among the first,

—if not the first,—to arrive thither, he was affection-

ately referred to as "El Senor" by the natives. It

so happened that El Senor's first attachment in the
strange land was to Rosita Ramirez, daughter of the

legal adviser to the aspirant for the position of Presi-
dent in the new republic. Whether this came about by
accident, or otherwise, is a difticult question, consider-
ing the fact that young reporters are highly secretive

once thev get on to their jobs, but it is of no conse-
quence, really, inasmuch as El Senor and Rosita fell

madly in love with one another almost at sight!
A most amazing feature of El Senor's work was

that it was two-fold. The youth's father, it appears,
was a wealthy banker in the States—most anxious to

establish satisfactory banking connections in Nicar-
agua, which, at the time, was the only Central Amer-
ican republic without a branch of his firm. "Get a
red-hot story!" the youth's City Editor had warned,
therefore, but his father had said: "You'll never re-

gret it if vou manage to attend to my business ef-

ficiently, son!" Thus, from the day of his first meet-
ing with Rosita, El Senor haunted the Ramirez man-
sion day after day, frightening away the native suit-

ors with his sophistication and poise. Without so

much as telling his right name, the boy was gradually
managing to convince Senor Ramirez with the sound-
ness and the saneness of his business proposition, and,
meanwhile, these business chats served as an excuse
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for the qnantitv of code messages he sent to his paper
over the wires—a matter with vI'hich other reporters
were having considerable trouble. Each night. Rosita
would fret as her father and lov(;r discussed financial
topics which were far beyond her comprehension. But
Ramirez was tar from willing" to recognize the fact

that his great opportunity' had arrived. After all, he
was not merely a blood-thirsty politician. He had
attended college in the United States, and had had the
advantage of meeting the finest business heads of the
nation during this course in business administration
and law. Several weeks after El Senor's first call

on Rosita, Ramirez had convinced the aspirant to the
Presidency of his folly, and of the advisability of tak-
ing the reins of this proposed local consolidation.
El Senor wired home joyfully, and his father ar-
rived on the first possible boat!
when he saw Ramirez, "it is yoi
when I got mv boy's letter.

"Just looking at this kid of

Ele;

God!" he said,

;! I thought so
imirez laughed.
was enough for

ctly hke you used to be
,vere at school togethei-—but it took me a
nake sure!" El Senor and Rosita gaped
snuggled into one another's arms. So it

that insurrection and bloodshed were pre-
the mental manoeuvres of a mere boy

!

File No. 665S

j^xtOU surely know enough of life, Ann, to know
Y nien are human." Herbert Wayne was plead-

ing, but Ann Rodman, despite her love for him,
turned deaf ears to the world's oldest argimient.
"Nevertheless," she said, "you'd better marry Irma
King!" While Ann had been visiting New York,
following her graduation from Normal School, Herbert
had been fool enough to seek amusement with Irma.
Ann's ultimatum had followed an abashed confession
from him. Soon afterwards, Ann was back in New
York, and at work at a position procured through an
employment agency, but even in her complete de-
tachment from the sex which Herbert had chosen to
describe as ''human", Ann could find no rest. Her
employer, Jerome Anderson, in his own fat-and-forty
way, was continuously seeking her favor. However,
a private dining room episode had closed that book

—

for a time. After defending herself against Anderson's
advances, Ann had rushed from the place. "Taxi?"
someone had inquired. Ann looked up into the eyes
of a handsome, smiling face. Even in her rage, she
smiled, and soon, seated in a small private car, Ann
was confiding all the details of the near-past to the
debonair stranger as they rode towards a lively night
club which he had suggested as an antidote for the
unpleasant experiences of the early evening. "My
secretary is getting married," Ann's escort remarked
quietly, when Ann had concluded, and, in the days
afterward, Ann found herself irresistibly drawn towards
her new employer as she accompanied him on business
trips from one end of the country to the other. Ann
often recalled her final remarks to Wayne—that she
was through with men, except insofar as they could
be used as stepping stones! She thoroughly under-
stood Plerbert Wayne's idea of "human" now, though!
Ann was paying heavily for Rodney Tremeyne's favor,
and she was almost convinced that he was the only
man until one weekend, during a visit to a friend's,
she met Donald Stone, a radio singer, and they fell

violently in love—until Ann told him the truth about
herself. Herb's "human" rang in her ears as Don
strode ofT and left her—alone. Rodney's presence was
comforting after that—until Ann discovered that he
was Don's uncle—and that his wife was a neurotic
who was permanently installed in a sanitarium. After
Rodney's confession, Ann went away, found another
job, and finally wandered off to Paris—thus topping
off her successful career as a writer of short stories.
With Geoffrey Dale, an English author, as her con-
stant companion, Ann had the ill-luck to encounter
Don at Zelh's bar. She saw him that night. "Marry
me, Ann!" he begged, "I'm sorry, and I understand,
now." But Ann, moved by a song which a crooner
was virtually breathing into a microphone, merely
shook her head. Within two weeks she was back
home. From her mother, the girl learned of Irma
King's death and Herbert's success as a song writer.
That had been his song, in Paris! "To err is' human;
to forgive is divine." In Herbert's arms, Ann realized
this to its fullest

THAT SINFUL GIRL

Roger S. Tourtellot File No. 6536

"G^
I
EORGE Grind" they called him, although his

ras actually Gunn. That was becaus:
it took him twice as long to learn things

which the other fellows at college seemed to know
instinctively. It had not been the love of entertain-
ment or gay companionship that sent him to college,
or, for that matter, any academic leanings. He us-
ually explained it himself, by telling the sordid story
of his late mother's urge to learn and her parents' re-
fusal to send her to college, for financial reasons.
"When she died," he would say "she left this money
for my education—and I'm living up to her ideals.
That's all." And that was just it. On the other hand,
an old schoolmate of his, Alice Doyle, had a love for
learning and a desire for social fluttering. That was
how she and George wound up at the same school, but
Alice was v.ery indifferent to the boy. She was bril-

liant ill every way, and fellows like John Rivers and
Joe Hinkley,—both handsome and accomplished stu-
dents,—appealed to her more. But as they danced and
rode with her, George idolized from afar.
One night, after a fraternity party, the boys were

sitting around swapping the usual stories when all of

a sudden Kid Handley came forth with what seemed
like a fantastic tale concerning a date he had with
Alice. The boys were astonished and fairly impressed
by the fact that the Kid had managed to receive from
Alice the favor which she denied everyone else. Soon
the story spread about the campus like wildfire, and
the Kid was becoming the nearest to a hero that he
would ever see again! John Rivers severed his con-
nections at once, but Joe Hinkley stuck fast, though
disappointed. Alice was desperate and bewildered as
honor societies which she rightfully rated turned her
down, and social activities fell off. George learned of
the tale from one of the Kid's fraternity brothers and
refused to believe it, but his devotion failed to move
Ahce, who was in love with Joe. Then, after com-
mencement, as Alice was riding home with a friend,
happy in the thought that she and Joe were soon to
be married, there was an accident, and Alice was
pinned beneath the wreckage. After several night-
marish weeks in the hospital, the girl learned that
her arm and leg would be paralyzed—probably per-
manently ! Joe Hinkley, who had been devoted all

along, still hung on, but took the first avenue of es-
cape when it presented itself. George, however, for-
got all else but the girl, and Alice grew to love him
deeply after her first flush of disillusionment had
passed. "Marry me, Alice," George pleaded, but
Alice refused. "Go away, dear boy," she said, "be-
cause I don't belong near you. First it's me—that
sinful girl—who ignores you, and now you want to
marry a cripple." George's pleas, continued over a
year, failed to move her. Then, one day, he went
away. "Better to give her time to think it all out
alone," he told his stepmother, and she agreed. After
six months, George returned, having attained some
measure of success. After he asked her again, Alice
began to recover, and soon she was her old self again,
love having conquered once again!

THE GIRL AT THE OFFICE
Reuben Hill File No. 6648

SATURDAY afternoon never varied for the four
youths who had, for several years, been making
the rounds together. It was always cards in

Frank's apartment for Charles, Tames, and Sam, and
the program never varied. This particular Saturday,
repartee was flashier than ever. Charles, who was
perpetually drunk, was egging the other boys on as
they teased Frank about the song he had under con-
sideration at a publishing house. "Well, you're right,
boys," Frank was saying, "I've spent that money a
hundred times over, but I'm still convinced I'm go-
ing to get it, see?" "You mus've got 'at nice li'l

new 'at wit' th' money, didn' yai"' Charles asked.
Frank, sitting in his shirt sleeves, but wearing the
new hat, laughed. "No. Today's payday, my lad,
and don't forget that there are some who do other
things besides spending every cent on that vile stufT
you carry in that measly little flask!" The card
game was going on for several hours when Frank
jumped up, suddenly, from his chair. "Sorry, fel-
lows," he explained, making a bee-line for his bed-
room, "but there's a meeting tonight and I've gotta
be there at seven o'clock—the Young Folks' League."
One of the boys grumbled, but Charles, ahead for the
first time in months, sighed with relief. "We c'n all
go, eh boy?" It was almost seven when Frank fin-
ished dressing, so, without looking first, he dashed out
of the door with Charlie's hat in his hand—unthink-
ingly. The three boys followed. At the meeting, to
which they were a trifle late, they managed to pro-
cure seats in the same row but not, however, adjacent.
Suddenly, during the course of the meeting, Frank
noticed that Charles was wearing his hat. Taking
otf Charlie's, which he had donned, he passed it down
the row, unable to get attention any other way, but
Sani, handling Charlie's chapeau, realized it was su-
perior enough to his own to warrant a quick exchange.
Frank was furious when Sam's hat was returned to
him, so, dropping to his hands and knees, he crawled
toward Charlie. Commotion and chaos ensued, and
the outcome was nothing more than a mild brawl.
But on the way home, Frank, by accident, encountered
a young lady named Marie Taylor. He had knocked
ofiF her hat at the meeting, only to learn it was his
boss' daughter, but the incident soon developed into
love. The affair was at its height when, one day,
stopping in to visit her father, Marie discovered
Frank in the arms of the girl who usually came to
the office to sell sandwiches. If Marie had known that
this girl was a source of menace to the boys, she
might have realized Frank's innocence, but she didn't,
and the youth was fired. Down and out, some months
later, Frank wandered into a cheap speakeasy where
he met Charlie. As they talked, Frank heard his
song over the radio! With money borrowed from the
boys, he sped to New York, and, there, in the pub-
lisher's oftice, sat Marie—weeping and waiting to
forgive and forget!

WHAT! AGAIN?
J. F. Meunier File No. 6595

((fjEY!^ Not so rough up there! That's my neck
r~\ you're stretching!" Mike Shea's quizzical* smile persisted as he protested while one of

a posse secured a rope to a tall tree and tightened
the coil about Shea's neck. Ever since he had been
captured as one of two who had robbed a bank and
killed the cashier, the same warm grin and frank
face marked his attitude. Consequently, now, when he
stood with defiant eyes, the condemning mob stifled
its sympathy. Even the sheriff whose outraged sense
of justice in the interest of public welfare was keen,
was forced to hide his own softness. Besides, this
man was setting up disturbing reverberations in the

sheriiT's. daughter's heart. When Shea had presented
his plea of innocence, the sheriff had issued orders
for his hanging, despite the emotional appeal inspired
by Shea's charm. At the critical moment, however,
when even the unwavering smile of Shea was begin-
ning to assume a quivering expression, a shout was
heard, a shot fired, and the self-styled executioner
in the tree loosed the noose. Jim Kane, Shea's friend,
and Shea held the posse at bay with guns—Kane hav-
ing forced a pair of weapons into his partner's hands
while holding the mob, himself. The pale face of a
boyish-looking girl could be seen, gaping at Shea with
horrified love, while her father, the sheriff, roughly
cast her aside, muttering something about following
posses. Suddenly, Shea flung a kiss to her as he and
Kane departed. Shea flashed a final grin at the
sherifif as the latter moved threateningly toward him.
"I'd like to punch that grin off your face!" the en-
raged officer of the law gritted, exasperated. "Now
we're gonna git that murderer for real!" Shea an-
nounced to Jim as they rode off. leaving the posse be-
wildered and weaponless. "Yeh," Jim laughed, ner-
vously, "ye're far gone on the sheriff's gal, ain't ya,
Mike?" After days of evading officers, and wander-
ing through the surrounding country far from aim-
lessly, they learned that Nick Comstock was the real
culprit. Comstock, captured at his shack, was dif-
ficult to handle, inasmuch as he had been feeling so
secure after learning that Shea was to take his rap,
but the two youths managed to get him to the sheriff'

post haste. On the way, however, they were faced
by a posse similar to the first. Shea played with the
sheriff a long while before explaining that Comstock
was the culprit. The sheriff even tried to wipe the
smile from Shea's face, but received only a black
eye in return. Then, after the explanations were made,
at the point of guns, Comstock was revealed, and the
sheriff gripped Shea's hand warmly, in fnendskip!
The posse, too, offered elaborate apologies. The same
night, when the sheriff's daughter entered their din-
ing room listlessly, as usual, she suddenly stopped
short and gasped. There, at her table, was Shea and
the sheriff, apparently best friends! Nor could she
speak, either, since Shea prevented it while the sheriff
smiled indulgently. The bewildered girl had not heard
of the day's spectacular capture!

UNBIASED HELL
Bessie Lannes Sande File No. 6635

DURING Rhean Morton's college career, her moth-
er had been shot down in the street by an ad-
mirer, but Jack Morton, New Y'ork bank presi-

dent, did everything in his power to withhold the
facts from his daughter. Her mother's death had not
affected Rhean strongly because Lois Morton had
never shown her much affection, but nevertheless,
Morton was determined, and almost every one be-
lieved that it was this, and nothing else, which had
driven him to suicide the night of Rhean's return
from college! Morton had sensed the futility of his
attempt to give his daughter a fighting chance!
For months after the tragedy, Howard Gilchrist, a

brilliant young attorney whom Rhean had met on the
train and brought to her home that fateful night, did
everything in his power to take her mind from her
worries; but little availed. The shock of her mother's
story, together with her father's act, were deep-rooted
obsessions. Though the gay house was plunged into
dire darkness, Gilchrist stuck, and took over the girl's
affairs. But it was soon necessary for him to depart
from New York to take up business elsewhere, so
Rhean was not only alone, but at the mercy of an
unscrupulous lawyer who claimed to be Rhean's
friend. Within a very few months after Gilchrist's
departure, Rhean was wiped out financially and forced
to seek a position. Modeling for an exclusive dress
house was the girl's first occupation, and the fast set
which drew her into its midst, her only outlet. How-
ever, though she frequented hot spot after hot spot
with her apartment-mate and co-worker, Rhoda
Blackwell, she never became the finished gold-digger
and tarnished lady Rhoda was. But hard luck nestled
close to Rhean naturally, and it was little of a surprise
when her friends learned of the horrible auto acci-
dent which had lamed her and made her unfit for
modelling. Waiting on tables in a tearoom offered
the next opportunity, but Rhean soon graduated to
stenography, this last bringing her a position as pri-
vate secretary to the president of a large corporation.
But the dark cloud was forever hovering. Rhean's
employer was insulting, demanding, and loathesome,
and his lovemaking irked her, but she did not com-
plain until the night he attempted to attack her in
his office, claiming the right because of the fact that
a business acquaintance who had recognized her, had
told him the story of Lois, her loves, and her death!
An automatic which Rhean had purchased for pro-
tection did the trick! In jail, Rhean sent for Gil-
christ who defended her, but the facts stood. As
Gilchrist bade her farewell before she left to serve a
life time, all he could do was to cry out against the
unbiased hell enveloping her, and promise to exert
his influence toward gaining a pardon in the very
near future! Perhaps, this time, the dark cloud would
carve a happier pathway away from the sun.

CHECK-MATE
Anderson Morefield File No. 6534

ILLY Kane sat watching his wife preen before
the shimmering mirror in what she chose to call
their boudoir. Joyce was certainly acting queer
week! They were due at Adele Marten's for
er—and late, but judging from Joyce's manner,
evening promised unusual enjoyment. Waxing

; nervous each time Joyce added something else

B
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to the adornment of her glamorous self. Billy soon

voiced his thoughts. Naturally, he was suspicious of

jack- Pilchers, but Joyce assured him for the thou-

sandth time that she and .Tack had been friends for

twenty years. "Hurry dear—for the car!" Joyce

urged as the phone rang, but Billy lingered long

enough in the outside foyer to assure himself that it

was Jack! Joyce flushed when she spoke of it, but

just the same, at the dinner party, she beamed con-

tentedly as Tack claimed her at the first opportune

moment. While Billy writhed and sulked—positive
everyone was aware of the stupid state of things,

lovely Ruth Holz came to claim him, and what with

her divine dancing, her blonde beauty, and her amus-
ing chatter about the Cuckoo Club, to which every-

one in town seemed to belong. Billy managed to have

a fair evening. While Billy was thus frittering away
the evening, Joyce and Jack were having a heated

tete-a-tete, in which Jack was attempting to convince

Joyce to do something which sounded strangely like

a daring proposition, inasmuch as mention of a mink
coat entered the conversation at intervals.

Joyce trembled noticeably, the next day, as she ex-

plained to Billy that, for the first time in their three

years of married life, she would not be home for din-

ner. Billy's suspicions were aroused even more keen-

ly when Kate Quillan called his ottice that afternoon,

asking him to bring some securities to the house that

night, for her husband. "Ruth's for Bridge? The
Denham for dinner? You must have your dates

mi.xed, Billy!" she said, "the Bridge Club meets on

Thursday!" Billy saw red, but he arrived at the

Quillan's even more wrought up. He had seen,—with

his own eyes,—his Joyce and Jack Pilcher entering

Jack's house! It was across from the Quillans!

Kate Quillan looked uneasy.

Joyce was having a wretched time at Jack's, posi-

tive Billy had seen her enter, but the entertainment
seemed even more wretched, when, during the evening,

a flock of police entered and dragged the party ofl in

the Black Maria because of neighbors' complaints.

Joyce shivered in court, but, when the Quillans ap-

peared, dragging a scrawny-looking goat. Tack rushed
for the judge and knocked him from his seat. The
disguise off, Joyce saw that it was Billy—all the time!

Jack laughed as he pushed Joyce into the chair so

that she could view the proceedings comfortably.
Then, that night, as the Kanes were preparing for

bed. Joyce questioned her husband who had been ini-

tiated" into the Cuckoos that very night! He had sus-

pected while at the Quillans, but he had wanted to

join anyway! Billy grumbled happily as Joyce handed
him his checkbook—he had bet her a mink coat he'd

never join!

THE CROOKED GAME
Myrle Howell File No. 6S31

JOHN BROWN

Paul R. Wellman File No. 6601

JOHN Brown—a "horse thief and midnight assas-

sin?" Histories argue incessantly about the point,

but his life was a dramatic one. colored by one
force—a passion for justice. Brought up in a home,
essentially religious, John was imbued with all the

puritanical convictions that paved his future life for

him. His early life was an unhappy one, for a step-

mother, although generous and good, could not take
the place of his first one! Consequently, his greatest

delight was actual adventure, away from domesticity,

shunning books, but dabbling with the materials of-

fered in life per se. One day, an incident happened
to him, to change his entire perspective of situations.

He had made the friendship of a little colored lad,

the property of a United States Marshall. In his pres-

ence, the boy was thrashed brutally for a very minor
offence. John's indignation was boundless. Gracious
and kind of nature, even at a tender age. the slavery

problem was a source of deep contemplation to him.
His lack of education did not prevent him from an in-

telligent surveyal of political and social conditions in

the country. At the age of twenty, he met a young
woman, who sympathized with him in the cause of

abolition. While others marry for love, romantically
exalted. John Brown married for a spiritual relation-

ship, which served as a gigantic influence over him.

His kindness of heart could easily be interpreted from
one of his actions. A runaway slave, in love with a

lovely colored girl belonging to another household,

was saved by John from discovery, by being permitted
to hide in comfort at his house. The slave poured out
the emotional story of his love. Despite John's austere

coldness of nature where romance was concerned, he
bought the comely slave girl, and restored her to the

arms of her lover. John married the year after his

first wife's death, and became the father of twenty
children, all of whom he ruled with an iron hand,
tempered by gentleness. Dedicated to the cause of

freedom for slaves, as an old man. he led a band of

men, including four sons to a settlement on the banks
of Pottawatomie Creek, dragged five men from their

beds, and as biased histories relate, massacred them
in cold blood. Condemned by proslavery men, he
defended his act as the act of God and divine inspira-

tion. In the famous "John Brown's Raid." which he

declared was destined by God to free the slaves of the

South, with only eighteen men he seized the United
States arsenal and forcibly seized some slaves. Before

his aged eyes, two sons died on the battlefield; his

only comfort was the rich sympathy of bewildered ne-

groes who poured out their thanks to him incoherent-

ly. Captured by United States marines, the old man
staggered courageously to the gallows amid hushed
awe, his last gallant action bringing forth many emo-
tions, even from Southern aristocracy, as he bent to

kiss the uplifted face of a colored infant in the arms
of her mother.

FROM early morning until twilight. Joan Hawley
fingered exquisite finery and murmured gracious

compliments to the women who patronized Digby's
exclusive 57th Street shop, but though the customers
were slightly more glamorous than those she might
have seen in Macy's or Saks, each day was like the

one before. But today was filled with a certain spirit

of adventure. First there was the dashing youth who
had purchased a dazzling evening gown while his

eyes sought her own deep brown ones throughout the

sale. One of the girls had said he was Don Rogers,
the shop's designer, but Joan had only thought about
his eyes and the fact that she probablv would never
see him again. But she did see him. That afternoon
—that very afternoon—Mr. Digby had summoned Joan
to his office iri the building's tower. There, instead of

menacing her, as she had expected he would do—or

else fire her, perhaps, for mooning over the fashion
sheik, he offered her four^undred dollars for a vaca-
tion. "Vou really deserve' it. my dear." he said, "be-

cause you've worked hard this year and encouraged a

steady clientele." But he gave her a beautiful silver

locket to wear for one month—the vacation period.

Joan arrived at home bewildered. She had heard of

Digby's idiosyncracies, but this was the limit—and
besides, why was Mr. Rogers hanging about the hall

when she emerged from the tower office? Oh well,

she thought, four hundred dollars was four hundred
dollars, and a vacation a vacation. Joan was so tired

just then that she actually felt she deserved it and
suspected nothing. At dinner, that night, Mrs. Haw-
ley said something which caused Joan's mouth to re-

main open for fully five minutes. "Do you suopose
you'll be getting a vacation this year, dear?" she
asked, "you know, I'd like to have you go to Montreal
to stay with Aunt Joan a while. She wants awfully
to see you and promises you a grand time!" The next
morning, Joan was on the Canadian express, heading
for Aunt Joan's, but her plans were slightly different

from her mother's. With Digby's four hundred, she
was going to stop at the Mount Royal Hotel and as-

sure herself of a good time, before relying solelv on
Aunt Joan! The first night out, the girl stretched
in her luxurious bed lazily, tired from having danced
in the grill all night with a few youths she had met
casually about the place. During the night, however,
the girl was roused by strange footsteps. Stepping
back horrified at the sight of two strange men, Joan
brushed against a button on the wall and fainted.

When she awoke, Don Rogers was bending over her,

eager to explain. Digby's supposed good luck charm
was a locket of infinite value, of his mother's—long
dead. Digby was a notorious crook who operated the
gown shop merely for the police protection it offered.

And Don, having overheard the conversation in the
tower, had followed Joan because he loved her. "Now.
my dear," he said, as soon as they were alone, "on
with the gown you made me buy while I was looking
into your eyes, and we'll both go down and find some-
one to marry us!"

THE GAY WORLD
Octavia La Coste File No. 6609

THE jaunty, debonair, sophistication of Dr. Fre-
nand was concentrated on one thing at present

—

monev. If he couldn't obtain it by patients'

fees-he'd get it by turning rake. The wealthy Mrs.
O'Neal was his goal. Momentarily he forgot that he
was supposed to be in love with Marie Tailor, a lovely

American nurse, who was now traveling in Europe.
With her son, Richard, out of the way. also abroid,
he could win Mrs. O'Neal's love, marry her wealth,

escape with as much as possible, then turn again to

little Marie, who no doubt would be waiting for him.
So, with his very gracious polish, and inveigling smile,

he fascinated Mrs. O'Neal at her dinner table that
night. Her husband had just died, and no adminis-
trator had yet been discovered worthv of taking the

responsibility. So Mrs. O'Neal waited for Richard's
return, when he would be of age to assume the posi-

tion. While "L'affaire de coeur" prospered at Mrs.
O'Neal's house, abroad. Marie and Richard had met.
fallen in love, and were divinely happy. Richard in-

troduced Marie to his uncle George, who, too. was
abroad, acting as sort of companion to Richard, and
when Marie was recalled home to her mother, it was
George who took her home under his wing, he, to

visit his sister, Mrs. O'Neal. A tearful good-bye and
promises of quick reunion took place between the two
voung lovers as they separated. When Marie and
"George returned home, both were shocked by the

same news. Mrs. O'Neal had married Dr. Frenand.
To George, who recognized Dr. Frenand as a squander-
er and money fanatic, the business was preposterous;
to Marie, who suddenly recalled that Dr. Frenand
was her fiance, and now the step-father of her future

husband, the situation was ironical, but a relief.

George determined to expose his new brother-in-law
as a fraud, but circumstances prevented him, when
Mrs. O'Neal was pronounced very ill. Marie, as a

trained nurse, was summoned to her side, where Dr.
Frenand kept regarding her sensuously and meaningly.
Richard, returning home from Europe, estimated the
situation at once, and his suspicion that Marie was
false to him seemed justified, when he saw his step-

father and Marie in close conversation. It was final-

ly explained to him, after his stormy protests, that

Marie had been engaged to Dr. Frenand before their

mutual separation. Richard, resentful of the manner
in which Frenand was squandering his mother's
monev. and worried about his own love affair, became
irritable and nervous. One day Frenand attacked
Marie in an effort to kiss her. Richard then saw
him coming out of her room one evening. The con-

clusions he drew. were bitter ones. The next
day, some officers entered the house forcibly and ac-
cused Marie of stealing a large amount of money from
the safe of the O'Neal household. They had been
summoned by a strange voice, which stated that the

money could he found in Marie's purse. Searched,
it was found there. Then Richard, believing in her in-

nocence, testified that he saw Dr. Frenand coming
out of her room, and that this was merely a ven-
geance for spurned love. Marie's emotion was bound-
less when she heard her lover testify. A confession
was urged from Dr. Frenand, and obtained. Mrs.
O'Neal, recovered from her recent illness, took steps

to divorce the squanderer and philanderer, and Marie
and Richard were reunited, both confident in each
other's faith.

THE TURN OF THE WAY
Reid File No. 6673

AFTER a year of gayety, Colonel Neil Evans, late

of the Union forces during the Civil War. was
prepared to settle down to a quiet routine with

his young wife. Nan of the fun-loving eyes and cop-
pery hair; but Nan's love of gayety was by no means
appeased. After the war. the colonel had retired to

the Grange, restored it to its old beauty, and pro-

ceeded to run a series of house parties to brighten up
the existence of his Southern bride, whose family was
much averse to the principles of the North. But Nan,
even now, was not ready for the monotonous lull which
spells marriage to so many May -December romances
of this kind. It was just about this time, too, that

Fred Evans, a young nephew of the colonel, stopped
off at the Grange. The colonel, as impressed as Nan
was with the boy's tanned handsomeness, was de-

lighted to have him escort the girl to the different

places for which he had no time; but his last thought
was of romance. Women, to him, represented fidelity,

and he could never have understood Fred's feelings

when his time for departure hove in sight. But Nan
did! Up to this time, the young people had held sac-

red the trust Neil Evans had placed in them—thrust
upon them, actually—but the hour of weakening was
near, and each felt it as strongly as the other. The
only way out w^as an elopement and, in all the rush
of youthful ardor. Nan and Fred left a hasty note and
departed for a quiet rooming house in the city. When
the actual day of Fred's departure for a military post
was at hand, however, a full comprehension of their

position smote the pair with a dull thud. Letters
came frequently, for a time, from Fred, but soon they
ceased and Nan, ragged with suspense, took herself

off to another town, where her son was born. Years
later, the girl, living quietly with her son. read of an
accident wherein Neil Evans, her husband, was blinded
during a hunting trip when his gun went off by ac-
cident. Nan, following the way of the transgressor,
returned to the Grange as Nurse Martin, and for years
tended the old man in his helplessness, though each
time he shuddered in recognition of one of her gestures.
Nan shivered with apprehension. After Nan had been
with Neil some time, he divorced her whom he be-
lieved was Nan, and married Nurse ^Martin, adopting
her young son whom he loved most dearly. Torn with
pity and remorse, Nan was at her husband's bedside
when he passed away without knowing the truth.
Then the girl settled down to a life of intense quietude,
but, one day, Fred appeared at the Grange. "I've
searched the wide world for you. Nan!" he told her,

and Nan, looking in his eyes, b.elieved it. "When I

was told of Uncle's death." he continued. "I knew
in my heart. I should find you here!" Old Pete, the
servant, smiled tenderly as Fred and Nan stood in

each other's arms. "I knew. Missy Evans." he said,

"but I couldnt tell for my life 'cause it was all for
the best!"

LOVE AND A STALLION
Thomas Young File No. 6580

THE fact that one girl could not tame him in the
East, did not mean that Don was spoiled for any
other woman. No indeed. You see, it was this

way: Don. misunderstood by his elderly parents and
domineering fiancee, soon left home by request be-

cause of his incessant drinking, but the fact of the

matter was that the only thing which gave him any
comfort at all, was the bottle. That was how he met
Eleanor, the ranchman's daughter. Through drinking?
Hardly. Don, weary of following trails, was taking
the tracks near a cattle ranch. It was there that he
saw a bull attempt to throw the girl from her steed,

so, hardly caring for the future, Don rescued her and
won an invitation to the ranch, where she nursed him
back to health, and procured for him the chance to

make good. But Don spent much of his first pay
on liquor! However, Eleanor's interest was unflag-
ging. Her first step in getting him interested in

something else began with lessons in taming wild
horses. Soon Don was adept at this, and it was not

long before he had tamed, secretly, the stallion from
the plains whom everyone else had given up. Having
tamed the beast for his own, Don proceeded to prac-

tise racing with him, and when the rodeo came to

hand, Don was ready to race him, but Eleanor's fa-

ther insisted that he would go wild. "We'll run the

black horse!" he said, much to Don's disappointment.
On the day of the rodeo races, the black horse was

injured, but Don was unwilling to give in. Hiring a

huge transport plane, he not only brought the stallion

back, despite the fact that enemies had tried to wreck
the plane, but he also rode in the race and won!
Then he administered a sound beating to the crooks'

jockey, who had slashed him with a whip when they
had been neck and neck! Eleanor was proud, and
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sorry to see Don leave with the boys to hunt down
rustlers. Don was" sorry to leave, too. and the boys

often teased him. but he. goodnaturedly. would head

them off with a song:
My Sweet Eleanor

She has a soul that men can see

When she helps me up from the ranch house floor;

When my heart is faint from a bottle spree

She tucks me in bed, sweet Eleanor.

Chorus;
I love her, sweet Eleanor.

She has much that I adore.

It is she who's made me free

From the bottle and the spree.

Ever since the day she gave me chores

And freed my heart from sores.

That's why I adore her

—

My sweet Eleanor.
When Don returned, after a fast gun fight, with

victory in his eyes, Eleanor was delighted, and, at

the dance her father gave, she danced every dance

with him. Then, some time later, when both went

down to inspect the colt which the stallion and Don's

mare had brought forth, Don and Eleanor looked into

one another's eyes and knew the world was theirs!

THE BIRTHMARK
Mamie Peterson File No. 6629

REJECTING the brilliant, but headstrong, young
Doctor Watson to marry Jim Grayson, Mildred

never realized that the smiling young doctor

who had wooed her so ardently, would attempt to

wreak vengeance and wreck her happiness. The first

signs of Watson's venom grew apparent when Jim,

injured in an accident, called the doctor and learned

from him that because of the injury, Mildred would

suffer the rest of her life without bearing a child.

Several months after the doctor's departure, how-

ever, for a post in another city, Mildred bore a daugh-

ter, so Jim wrote Watson telling him about it. The

young doctor arrived in town when Baby June was

but a few davs old. "Well, Grayson," he said, "you re

prettv smart", but look at this." On Watson s chest

was the identical birthmark June bore! Tortured, Jim

set out for the citv, changing his name, even, because

of the shame which obsessed him. Mildred, with June,

also left for the city, but Mildred accepted a position

as a factory hand and spent her days loving the child

of the man who had so grossly misjudged her, and

ignoring the offers of marriage which men of all sorts

showered upon her pretty head.

It was years later that Jim Grayson, a prominent

captain of industry, fell ill, and the doctor who was
summoned was Watson, who had long since married

Doris, his first nurse. Jim recognized his ancient

antagonist at once, but Watson was totally unaware

of his patient's identity. The doctor, becoming at-

tached to his patient, however, told his wretched story

in a burst of confidence inspired by Jim's prodding.

It felt good to get the matter off his chest to some-

one' Jim, however, had grown sage with the years,

so instead of condemning the other man, he merely

set out to find the woman both had wronged. But

Mildred was dead by the time he reached her. Only

June remained to tell him of the lean years they had

struggled through together, Mildred having become a

semi-invalid after a time. June, with her newly-found

father, soon blossomed forth into a radiant creature,

and Jim was happy, too, for the first time in years,

until he perceived Tune, at a dinner, entangled raptur-

ously with Doctor Stevens, alias Watson. June ig-

nored her father's protests, and carried the affair

through, but only after it was over did Jim really

understand. June, true to the promise she had given

her mother, dragged Watson down through drink and

dope until finally, in love herself with Jack Donald-

son, a fine youth, she told Watson the truth, having

promised Doris, anyhow, to return him to her. Wat-
son dropped dead of heart failure urged on by dope,

when he heard the girl's story, but June, steeling her-

self against sentiment, was married the same night

to Jack. It was a sorrv, innocent, and victimized,

Doris who came to live w'ith June after the wedding,

but Jim, lonely too, and attracted by the quiet widow,

set aside his memories and joined her in wedlock.

THE BARNSTEAD CASE

Frank A. Black File No. 6577

nr>HE
journalistic blood in Jack Wells' veins raced

...adly as he was assigned to the task of report-
-* ing on the Barnstead case for the Sentinel. It

was fortunate for him that Morris Kane, the shrewd
sleuth on the trail, was his best friend. Together

they puzzled over the mystery. The body of William
Barnstead was found lifeless in bed one morning, by
his housekeeper. He had just finished perfecting a

great invention for the United States Navy for de-

fence in war. The mechanism was discovered to be

missing, by the household, and the man dead! Gov-
ernmental officials inferred that this was to be an in-

ternational interest, for, according to Lavoire Weir,

the inventor's nephew, a foreign-looking, suspicious

individual was seen prowling about the gates of his

home the very night of the death. Was it possible,

newspapers demanded, that some nation, realizing the

need of a protective invention in case of war, had
stolen it through a private individual? The coroner's

jury had pronounced Barnstead's death a natural one,

since he had died leaving no signs of anything ab-
normal to indicate undue excitement. No signs of

violence had been found on his body! True, Dn_ Hal-

penny, the coroner, had admitted,
subtle questioning, that there wa;

the red corpuscles in the victim's body. Kane and
Wells visited the Barnstead home, interviewed the

housekeeper, who shifted uneasily and informed them
that Barnstead's nephew was also his heir. In the

victim's bedroom, Kane's keen eye spied some round
spots which he carelessly dismissed. Picking up a

garage bill, however, he noticed 7 gallons of gas

charged to Weir who admitted to having driven but
15 miles the night of the murder. When cornered,

he smiled easily and shrugged aside the murder ac-

cusation perfunctorily. When Kane informed him his

uncle's will had left the estate in trust for him until

he was fortv-five, he paled perceptibly. Later, backed
bv police, Kane had Weir arrested and formally ac-

cused, but though the youth denied the accusation

vehemently, Kane was determined to try a psychologi-

cal experiment. Strapping Weir to his uncle's bed.

they closed the door and went back of the house,

where, through a slightly raised window, Kane in-

serted the end of a hose connected with bellows which,

in turn, was drawing a white chemical from a large

can alongside. The bellows were worked in short

belches as the police car engine was raced. As the

room filled with deadly white smoke. Weir's nerves
snapped, and his deadly scream stopped operations.

When they rushed into the room, he was ready to

confess. He explained that he had attached the hose

to the exhaust of his car to product carbon monoxide.
Kane explained modestly, after the trial, that it was
the excessive use of gas which had aroused his sus-

picions since Weir had admitted driving only 15 miles.

Then, he had discovered carbon in the floor spots and
the garden hose. The Navy officials wired that they

had received the precious invention immediately after

the inventor's death, it having been dispatched by
Barnstead himself that night. Wells wrote the scoop

for his paper, dispelling fear of international complicity.

RAN LIKE EVERYTHING
Laura E. Seefloth File No. 6608

THE dog kn
left behind

It was coming. He would be
he was each week, while the

with the bent shoulders and tangled

grey hair went, with gunny sack under his arm,
hiking into the little village for provisions. To the

butcher the old man would confide, as usual, that he

had, in his hideaway in the hills, buried treasure no

man could have, but everyone believed this to be an

illusion of old age, so no one bothered him. During
one of these trips to town, however, two rough-look-

ing fellows overheard the old man's conversation with

the butcher, and followed him. As he unsnapped the

dog's chain, they followed him to the hut, choked the

dog into insensibility, and gagged the old man, after

binding him to a chair. A thorough search revealed

to them an old trunk underneath the flooring, but the

old man had to be tortured to reveal the key which
was hidden away in an old cuckoo clock. Both men
grabbed eagerly at the contents of the trunk but all

it seemed to hold was a quantity of woman's wearing
apparel of an old style, and a letter, which one of the

men read and then, replacing it, ordered his partner,

at the point of a gun, to get out—fast. Surprised at

the turn of events, the partner wasted no time in

letting the gunman know his feelings, but all he re-

ceived in answer was the order to seat himself on a

log. The session was long, but the story of the gun-
man amazing.
Years back, the old man had been Bill Roberts, and

a rich strike in mining ore brought him from Cali-

fornia to Chicago to be married to his young sweet-

heart. Starting West on their honeymoon, with a

trunk containing the bride's trousseau, Roberts stopped

off at a station in Nevada while the train was de-

layed, to see an old friend who ran a saloon in town.

But his visit lasted too long, and though he ran like

everything to catch the train, he missed it, and was
left with only the check to his wife's trunk. By the

time he reached California and the home he had
built for the bride, all he found was a note from her

saying that she had gone with another who was not

so fond of beer! This was months after the train in-

cident, because Roberts, having shot a tough who
tried to prevent him from boarding the train, was
jailed, tried, and finally acquitted on the grounds of

self-defense. By this time, the gunman was almost
blubbering. "What happened," he finished up saying,

"was that Chattie Nichols, a frizzle-blonde and my-
self—I was Handle-bar Smythe (they called me that

on account of my mustache) were on that train on

our way to open a dance hall. We made the girl

come with us, and we made her write the note by

assuring her Roberts never intended to return ! She
died broken-hearted and weary from the life she was
living in the dance hall." The partner was stunned.

"Can't you see," the gunman asked, "why I wanted
to leave this guy alone? Haven't I done him enough
harm? And that note was in the trunk with the old

Bert Wicks File No. 6591

to Kane's
breaking down of

RECEIVING little from the land whicTi had bred
her, Esther Gray was glad enough to leave the

farm for a few days, for a stay in Boston with
the neighborhood teacher who had befriended her. If

anyone had told Esther she was going to find love in

Boston, she would have laughed outright, but she did.

With the teacher, she stayed at a boarding house run
by a kindly woman who asked her to remain as a

helper even after the teacher returned to the farm
community. Esther did, and at twenty met Martin
Clinton, a friend of a roomer, and the scion of one of

Boston's first families. For a long time Martin and

Esther realized they loved one another despite the

difference in station, but, when Martin told his moth-
er, she drew back in horrpr. Separation was of no
avail, however, so Esther and Martin were quietly

married and installed in a simple apartment, before

the harsh letter from Mrs. Clinton arrived, suggest-
ing immediate annulment. Martin wrote back telling

of his great love for his wife, but after that day,
each time a letter from hqine arrived, Martin would
return to the apartment reeking of liquor and staring

with bloodshot eyes. During the intervals between
the letters, they were very happy, and, each time
such as this, Esther would exact a promise from Mar-
tin against future drunkenness. Life for the Clin-

tons, was thus interspersed with sorrow and happiness
until the arrival of Esther's baby daughter. Alas,

the child was born with crippled hands and the star-

ing eyes of an idiot! It was a long time before Mar-
tin wrote of this to his mother, but when he did. she
immediately wired and arrived at once, denouncing
Esther as a tainted mongrel! Blood tests revealed no
signs of a taint in the girl's family, but, after Mrs.
Martin had been with them a while, the baby died,

and it was at the deathbed that Esther saw, in Mar-
tin's eyes, the same blank stare which had character-
ized the baby's waking moments. After several

weeks in the hospital, Esther left for her own home,
bidding Martin farewell forever. For several years
she remained with her people, even the farm being
a paradise, after the torture she had been through,
but, one day, she procured a position as housekeeper
for a young farmer whose wife had passed on, and
shortly afterwards they were married, Martin hav-
ing procured a divorce. Esther was very happy in

her new life, because with Josh Reynolds she real-

ized that she had never actually known love before.

It was of interest to her to hear, in later years, that

Martin had committed suicide shortly after losing his

second wife—an educated and cultured Bostonian

—

after her death as the result of giving birth to an-

other child whose little body showed unmistakable
signs of the tainted Clinton heritage which had been
visited upon him

!

REPAIR CREW
Gerald N. File No. 6610

HE smiled contagiously at the girl at the switch-
board. Such a smile deserved an answer,
Mary mused,—and so the friendship was sealed.

Tom Courtney had come to join the telephone crew,
which worked' day and night to repair damages. In

her companionship with Tom, Mary learned that the

charming smile that Tom possessed was not a free

gift to all; in fact, sometimes she noted that a deep
solemn furrow would spoil the breadth of his intelli-

gent looking brow. Sometimes she teased him about
the intellectual frown that he habitually wore when
meditating. One day, when Tom came to call for her
to keep a theatre engagement, he noted that a man
departed from her house, as he entered. There was
something painfully familiar about the figure of that

person. Without imparting any of his own thoughts
to Mary, he asked her, with elaborate casualty, who
the individual leaving her door was. Mary with a

careless shrug of her shoulder merely announced that

this was an old friend. At the theatre, during the in-

termission, Tom suddenly started up, as he saw a

figure very similar to the one observed previously.

With a hasty word of excuse to Mary, he darted with
a furious expression on his face, toward the man's
direction. To him, that figure signified one thing.

This was Butch Samson,—the man who had caused
Tom's friend's early death,—for whom he had been
seeking for eight years. Butch, seeing him approach,
paled and disappeared. Doubts began to torment Tom.
What relation was Mary to Butch? When he ques-
tioned her, the agitation in his voice, caused it to

assume a peremptory tone which Mary resented. She
refused to divulge any relationship with him, an ob-
stinacy which increased Tom's determination to bring
Butch to justice. The next few weeks were miserable
ones to Tom, for Mary's attitude was cold, and his

own desire to meet Butch, thwarted. One day, Tom,
desiring to be frank, called on Mary and explained that
Butch and his own best friend had an argument about
a girl. Butch, losing, vowed vengeance, and at the
next opportunity, a sudden flash from the power
line struck up and Tom's friend was killed. How this

accident could have happened was not a mystery to

Tom, for Butch at the time had full control of the
power. Then it was Mary's turn to confess that
Butch had proclaimed his love for her, and had slan-

dered Tom in the doing. Mary was always skeptical,

but had resented Tom's dogmatic questions. Soon
they learned that Butch was wanted by the police for

several reasons, and Tom, eager for revenge joined
in the pursuit. Following on his trail with his Ford,
Butch's car in front of him swerved nervously, and
spilled the occupant. As Butch, wounded, was car-
ried to the hospital, he called for Mary. In the pres-
ence of her and Tom. he confessed that the news
that he had spread about Tom was only malicious
slander, and since the "dicks" had caught him any-
how, he might as well tell the truth. Tom, fully sat-

isfied, smiled once more his infectious smile.

DIVORCE
Frank Ruff File No. 6604

DR. Ruff watched the departing figure of the
slight young woman, holding a little boy by the
hand, as she left his office. He sighed wearily.

The biggest unhappiness in the world, he thought,
was caused by the innovation of divorce. If it isn't

alimony, it's usually in-lawism, if not that, it's
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heplain jealousy that causes so many div

itated. Take, for example, the young woman who had

just left. She was a pretty little thing—didn t look

more than nineteen years old. Yet many tunes she

had come to his office for minor ailments, and he had

learned during these professional interviews, much of

her past life. She had married at the age of eighteen,

filled with sophisticated theories about love. Too
young to marry? She scoffed at the idea. Why
there was always divorce. She found traits in her

husband obnoxious to her, with the definite purpose of

divorce. When a child was born to her, she decided

with her parents' approval that this husband was an

unnecessary inconvenience. With the desired alimony,

she could live alone with her child and be happy. Her
plan, however, failed to he effected, for after many
unhappy arguments with her husband, which could

have been avoided if this mania of divorce had not

gripped her, she found a streak of bad luck in her

plans. Her husband was bankrupt, and consequently

she was unable to force alimony. For two years, she

lived on in need of funds, borrowing from her parents,

whose intolerance needed no specific indication to be

noticed. Physical weakness set in, and she often

turned to the physician for advice for which she was
exempt from payment. Now when she came in for a

visit, her mission was for a general examination, in-

asmuch as she was to be married a second time. Ihe

doctor, oleased at this intelligent action, congratulated

her heartily. One year later, again she arrived at his

office, more wan, more pale, though just as prettily

fragile as before. The doctor announced gravely that

she was in a serious condition, and would have to be

operated on for appendicitis at once. The girl burst

into hot tears, while the child clinging to her side

joined in dismayed companionship. She had no funds

again. But her husband, the doctor inquired? She

had none anymore, she frankly confessed. She had
been divorced again, not this time for alimony, but

from the interference of her parents. The doctor has-

tened to call her former husband, whose extreme

solicitude for his divorced wife was so pronounced,

that he insisted that she be sent to the best hospital,

at once, under the best conditions. The doctor was
asked to keep the source of his funds a secret from

her. The story was a usual One: The girl and her

second husband were madly in love with each other.

until her parents came to live with them, in return

for the money they had lent their daughter during her

destitute period. Quarrels resulted between parents-

in-law and son-in-law, biting slander was whispered

about the girl's husband by her mother—until divorce

was inevitable. This time, it was the girl, who re-

fused to take any alimony, realizing her love for her

husband was not a materialistic one. One day after

this story, the doctor dragged the husband to the

girl's bedside. Complete happiness once more reigned.

check into Tom's hands, asking him to "clear out

and leave the field free to him. Tom, in a fury, tori

the check up, and struck Don. Nell, hearing of th<

battle, called Tom a "bully and coward." Tom re

solved to leave, and that night, went to pay a fare

well visit to Nell. He suddenly heard a scream—Nell :

voice! Rushing in, he found Don, evidently intoxi

cated, holding Nell in a strong grip, while she Strug

gled wildly. Don paled at T
departed in haste, but not '

I OWE YOU

Margaret H. Patterson File No. 6589

,,-^17HAT d'ye want to bet that I'll get a niceW old-fashioned girl to show you—one that
^ ' doesn't drink, smoke or swear, as you wise

guys sav all women do." Thomas Dare defiantly

stared at the other five young men in the club room

who were cynically raising eyebrows. The wager ^yas

set and in a flash, six pencils were busily writing

I O U 's for five hundred dollars each, Tom to for-

feit his share, should he lose the wager, and gain all,

should he win. The argument had waxed hotly, Don,

the young rakish millionaire being the most vehement

in his assertions that modern females were all alike.

Tom, the most shy, and poorest of his friends, felt a

surge of resentment at these dogmatic statements.

Determined to win the money, as well as the argument

Tom aimlessly set forth in quest of a girl, embellished

charm, but "unstained by sin.' One
with beating heart, a girl entering

the trolley car, slim, lithe and piquant. Smding in-

fectiously, Tom gallantly arose to give the girl his

seat She refused, objecting to the cigarette smoke,

which the man next to her was exhaling. Tom s

heart thumped again. He was going to win his bet!

Through little courtesies and impersonal remarks,

Tom finally made her acquaintance Although Tom
mentioned nothing to her about the bet he had made,

his enigmatical remarks piqued her. and partly due

to her own curiosity and partly to ^'om s use of men-

tal force, she somehow came into the presence ot the

other five men at the club. All gasped at her pret-

tiness particularly Don. Of all ofl'ers of cigarettes,

drinks !ind wild parties, the girl was frankly con-

temptuous. Outside the room, Tom learned that her

name was Nell Rae, and that she lived with her invalid

brother in poverty. It was then that Tom confessed that

he had brought her before his friends for the wager,

and offered to divide it with her. Nell s face flushed

angrily, and in haughty refusal, she walked aw.y. As

soon as Tom returned, discouraged, to the club, Don
immediately demanded the girl's name. He had sud-

denly recollected that a football player by the name

of Rae at his college, had a sister, who looked like

this girl; for the first time he recalled that this per-

son, too, did not drink or smoke. When Tom trium-

phantly announced that her name was Nell Rae, Don
graciously acquiesced that he had won the wager.

The next day, Tom discovered that Nell and her

brother had gone to a health resort at Colorado.

Desperately in love, he followed her only to find Don

on the same train with the same purpose in mind-
to renew the brother's acquaintance, and of course,

Nell's. Nell, looking very beautiful, even in her sim-

ple, unadorned clothes, recognized Tom, and smiled

graciously, but her eyes danced happily as she saw the

look in Don's. It was to Don that she paid particular

attention, refusing steadily to impart more than a

friendly look upon Tom. One day, Don pressed a

nd

, ,,__ eceiving a thrash-

from Tom. 'Then 'Toin, holding Nell close, kissed

in cave-man fashion, while Nell sobbed tenderly—

DU bully."

MONTEREY

Mrs. Ir Schierstead File No.

r R. Horace Parker,MK. ilorace rarKer, rice importer, wandered about

his conservatory at his lovely Spanish home in

Monterey one night, deep in thought. For once,

his meditations were not concerned with the historic

significance and excellence of rice. For the first time

in years, he was devoting all his concentration upon

his piquant, elusive wife, who despite her mother-

hood over two growing children, was yet infinitely

attractive—particularly to the impressionable sex. He
had noticed on their recent tour to China, that while

he effervesced about the beauty of rice, her in-

difference was unconcealed. Yet, when another

man besides her husband would appear, all her

gaiety and vivacity returned in full glory. He had

not troubled to analyze the situation, snug in his

security of a marriage license and fatherhood. Now,
at the house party in celebration of the Parkers' re-

turn from abroad, a tall handsome stranger, suave

and urbane, occupied the attention of Mrs. Parker, to

the extent that he almost monopolized her attention.

Parker, not a jealous man by nature, was faintly dis-

turbed, although he made no confession of it to him-

self. He was about to brush the entire matter

from his mind impatiently, when he came to a com-

plete halt in his aimless wandering. Two figures in

close proximity in the moonlit garden burst like a

blaring sun upon his vision. He could not mistake

the form of his wife, and the bearing of the stranger.

Before his benumbed senses, the man had taken the

woman in his arms and kissed her. Parker waited no

longer. His emotion could only be indicated by a

philosophic shrug. For the next few days, however,

he retained the role of devoted husband, but with a

reticence that his wife readily recognized. He blindly

shut his eyes to the whole affair. When his wife, a

week later, was stricken with appendicitis, his con-

cern was deep, but he could not misunderstand the

meaningful roses beside his wife's bed every day. One
day, a note addressed to H. Barker, came to him,

with the mysterious message, "Twelve O'clock—4 th

Street." Mystified and suspicious, he arrived promptly

at the set hour, accompanied by a detective, to the

spot, and unnoticed, both watched a barge unloading

bags marked, "H. Parker—rice." Two Chinamen ap-

peared carrying bags with "rice" printed on them.

Parker recognized one immediately as one of the

many servants at his home. Following them secretly,

they watched some masked men unloading the rice

and whispering excitedly among themselves. The
situation was sized up at once. Among the rice there

was dope. With the assistance of officers, the inen

were captured and brought to court. The question

arose—how did dope get in jMr. Parker's possession?

The answer came, when one of the masked men was
revealed as the handsome house guest of Parker, who
had enticed his wife, entered the conspiracy with one

of the servants of the household, another dope fiend,

and attempted to conceal dope in Parker's rice in

an effort to "frame" him. The mysterious note ad-

dressed to Barker, another conspirator, was sent to

Parker by error. Mrs. Parker, informed of the plot,

was horrified. Unaware of the fact that her husband

knew of her "affair" with the stranger, she con-

fessed her fascination for him, and begged forgiveness.

Reconciliation was then effected. Both resumed life,

then, on the "lover's basis."

Nancy who listened to Lita's first hushed whispers

concerning Lita's first love, David Allen.

One day, Lita, flushed of face, told Nancy that

David had proposed, but the next afternoon the two
went to visit an old man in town who had invited

Lita—urgently. Nancy practically carried the girl

home! The old man had solved the Middleton house
mystery for them! Doris, of all people, was the

child ot a negro mother and a white father! From
that day, Lita failed steadily, and the doctors Dick

summoned, seemed helpless. Tired ot guarding her

secret, Nancy was glad wdien Lita arrived on the

scene the same day Dick brought David from New
York, whence he had gone on business for his father,

and to forget that he had been turned away without

a reason by young Lita. The Indian woman, at Lita's

bedside with the rest, wrung the all-important con-

fession from Doris, who, as a child, had made Lita

promise to give her her first child. Even Dick had
never known! So young Lita was Big Lita's child!

"Take her, David," Doris sobbed, when she had got-

ten through her sordid tale, "because she loves you
and she is from a pure race!" Later, Lita told her

child that her father,—an American,—had died before

Lita was born. Young Lita's heart went out to Doris

despite the chaos of the situation, and she implored

the broken Dick, whom she had always known as a

devoted father, to be forgiving also. At the wed-
ding of David and Lita, the Middleton household was
happy, despite all else.

UNDER A CLOUD

Annabelle Hargett File No. 6581

NANCY, who was coming to the Middleton farm

to work, was amazed at the collection of in-

dividuals it contained. First there was Dick

and Doris Middleton, and their child, Baby Lita; and

then there was a beautiful dark woman,—an Indian.—

who was also called Lita. Nancy marvelled at the

affectionate demeanor of the women for one another,

and wondered. Before long, however, Nancy herself

was welded into the pattern, and under her guidance.

Baby Lita grew to be a strong, beautiful girl—the

apple of everyone's eye. When she was sixteen, Lita,

the woman, donned a traveling dress, one day, and

left most unceremoniously. Nancy had heard the two

women engaged in a heated conversation, but all it

revealed to her was that Lita was going away with-

out saying goodbye to Baby Lita. as they still called

her, so as not to upset her. It was hardly a year

afterwards, that young Lita, preparing for a school

event, asked Nancy to dress her hair as Big Lita had
always worn hers. Doris entered the room as the

finishing touches were put to the coiffeur. "Take
that hair down!" Doris shouted, crimsoning, "and

don't ever let me see it like that again!" Lita cried

for hours since this was the first time her mother

had ever scolded her, but Nancy, having noticed

the resemblance of the girl to Big Lita, then, bit her

lips silently. From then on. young Lita made Nancy
her especial confidante, avoiding Doris, and it was

TWO BELLES

Emanuel J. File No. 65S4

IN the tense, quiet, courtroom, two women glared at

each other! Yet the center of attraction in there

was a young, bewildered youth. Reverend Nathan
Wilson. Two charming bits of femininity were fight-

ing for him. He, the earnest preacher of the sanctity

of love and marriage, was now pulled in two direc-

tions, sued by one, Barbara, for alienation of affec-

tion and broken promise of marriage, and reproach-

fully stared at by his present fiancee, Claris. He
sighed wearily. Witnesses were oppressing him.

Where on earth did they all come from? Everything
was in a state of blissful beatitude until now! He
had been formally engaged to Barbara, and he fully

believed himself bound Ijy a spiritual love for her,

despite his disapproval of her bobbed hair. Barbara's

life had been a hard one until she had met Nathan.
Inspired by the fascination of prohibition and the

breaking of it, she had steeled herself to become a

hard drinker. But after hearing Nathan's impas-

sioned plea for sacred love, she abandoned her whims,

and fell in love with him. Their relationship con-

tinued for a while, and so long as Barbara persisted

in her ardent promise to let her hair grow, Nathan
remained in the role of future husband. Yet, to

Barbara's intense dismay, Nathan postponed the mar-

riage continually on the plea that a substantial basis

for future happiness must be established before any
immediate plans. While Barbara protested to this

undue delay. Nathan with his inevitable philosophy,

kissed her doubts away, and persisted in adherence

with former plans. One day, the madcap nature of

Barbara gave vent to rebellion, and after a discus-

sion with Nathan on the possibility of marrying at

once, she disappeared the following day. A week later,

Nathan received a letter from her, in which she flip-

pantly said that her mission in departing was to let

her hair grow, and thus, marry Nathan when it was
full length. Meanwhile Barbara continued to live with

her cousin, and kept her whereabouts a secret. Nor
did she continue her correspondence with Nathan, but

somehow disappeared from his view completely. Mean-
while Nathan, even though a righteous minister, was
impressionable, and wdien the lovely streaming-haired

Claris smiled invitingly to him. he felt the situation

irresistible. He found her his fiancee within sLx months,

and considered himself divinely happy. Even his ser-

mons assumed a more blissful tone. One day, a

shock appeared to him in the form of an outraged

Barbara, whose passionate face denoted thundering

rage. A newspaper held in her hand conveyed the

damning news of his and Claris' engagement. The
gentle minister, bewildered at the sudden turn of

events, was at a loss for an immediate solution. Bar-

bara, still outraged, still scornful of Claris' beauty
and charm, sued him for breach of promise. All sorts

of witnesses appearing from nowhere, it seemed to Na-
than, testified concerning his devotion to Barbara and
lascivious relationships with Claris. The battle raged,

and when Barbara testified, Nathan felt that he could

love nobody but Barbara; but yet when the tearful

face of Claris appeared to him, it seemed that nobody
but Claris ever could win his affection. Can a man
love two women at once? The immediate answer
seemed "no", but the facts remained a mystery to

Nathan. One day, while the battle was still raging

madly at court, Claris and Nathan were strolling lei-

surely along a lonely road, when four men dashed

from behind some bushes and seized Nathan. An hour

later, he found himself in a little house, with some-
one whom he vaguely recognized as Barbara's sister

and someone whom he later found was her cousin,

Viola, a most striking creature. Later Barbara, in a

costume which he recognized as very similar to that

which one of the bandits wore, appeared to him.

So she was the chief rebel! Claris, safely nursed at

home by her mother, wondered what happened to

Nathan. The latter meanwhile, practically forgetting

his profession as a reverend, fell in love with Viola,

whose sympathetic understanding when he had poured
out his love for the two, was infinitely rich. Sud-
denly Barbara withdrew her suit, according to the

pleas of Viola, and before Nathan knew it, he had
quickly eloped with Viola, leaving a much amused
Barbara, and a completely cured Claris behind them.
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THE HEART RUSTLER
Laura E. Duvall File No. 6520

JANE Harding, young spirited owner of a ranch,

hires a very prepossessing young man to be fore-

man of it. after she fires Tim Kelly for brutal

abuse of horses and men. Dick Gilbert and Jane be-

come not only boss and employee, but rather good
friends, too. Lately, rustlers of stock have been an-

noying the ranch, and Jane attributes the fault to

Tim, who with a very satirical grin, demands his job

back. Jane, of course refuses the request. Despite
the fact that the ranch is somewhat disturbed by the

rustlers, there is nothing to prevent the boys and
Jane from their hilarious gaiety, superintended by
John Smith, the fatherly old man who assumes a

protective attitude to Jane since her father's death.

One day, Jane enters the office to obtain money' for

the salaries from the safe. She carelessly picks up a

cigarette case, which she recognizes as Dick's, and
turns to the safe. It is empty. Rushing madly to

Dick, she blurts out the horrible discovery of robbery.
With John Smith and Dick, she returns to the office

to verify suspicions. At that moment Tim Kelly rides

up, saluting with a grin. When questions are asked,
which Tim answers insolently, the suspicion is finally

fastened on Dick, for through his own confession, he
was sleeping as guard before the safe that very night.

Jane feels the ci^garette case in her pocket, and to her
horrified amazement, she doubts Dick also. The
sheriff arrives, and while Jane looks on aghast, and
Tim smiles malignantly, Dick is ushered to prison.

The next day, after a sleepless night, Jane overhears
Tim Kelley planning a lynching for the supposed thief.

In desperation, Jane fixes up a package of necessary
implements and goes to the jail, where the sheriff

refuses to permit her to speak to the prisoner in any
language other than that of abuse. So before the re-

proachful Dick, she rails and shouts vehemently at

him for his disloyalty, but as soon as the sheriff turns
away, she winks eloquently and slips a package and
a note in his hand. Meanwhile, under his prison con-
finement, Dick overhears Kelly planning to kidnap
Jane and force her to sign away the ranch. Knowing
Jane's stubborn temper, and wild desire to fight

whenever a battle is going on, Dick plans to kidnap
her himself, preventing her from exposing herself to

the wiles of Kelly. Breaking from his prison, he is

met by Jane, with food, in a little shack. When Dick,
realizing the tenacity of her stubborn nature, binds
her, she struggles wildly, and believes that Dick is the
thief and rake as Kelly always asserted. Though
Dick's cheerful admonitions continue to warn her, her
temper is aroused when she is forced to remain all

night. The next morning, they hear the voices of the
rustlers outside the shack, and Jane realizes that
what Dick has told her about the kidnapping is true,

but nevertheless, she is annoyed with Dick for pre-
venting her from defending herself. Dick sends a mes-
sage to John Smith with Jane's horse, and together,
they capture Tim Kelly, and his crony. Then still

smiling, Dick displays a badge, revealing his ca-
pacity as federal officer, sent here three years ago
to capture Kelly and his friend for robbery and mur-
der. Left alone with the penitent Jane—^he hears her
whisper "but you'll always be a rustler to me—a heart
rustler." Their marriage and the news that Dick is

to be new "boss" is greeted by acclaim at the ranch.

THE LAST LOAD
Fred H. Lautenschlager File No. 6637

JOE and June Doe, happily married pair, find their

Utopia cramped by one thing—Joe's occupation.

June protests vehemently, at every possible op-

portunity, the fact that Joe is a bootlegger in danger
of the law. while Joe himself realizes that rum is

not really his vocation. One day Joe breezily returns
home with an enthusiastic idea. He was going to

give up rum-running in favor of medicine—if he could
collect sufficient funds for his study at Oxford. June's
reception of this reformation is an encouraging one.

Joe decides that his mission that last night would be
the last load that he would ever carry. He is partic-

ularly anxious to escape the police this evening for

fear that his honorable intentions of studying be
thwarted. As fate destines it, he is on the verge of

capture. Racing madly in his little car, he finally

succeeds in bringing the liquor to the hospital where
it is needed. Overtaken by the police, who are in-

formed that Joe's action in racing with the whisky to

the hospital is an heroic one, Joe not only is saved, but
is earnestly thanked by hospital doctors. With their

advise, Joe is more eagerly spurred on to study med-
icine. He and June set out the following day for the
university, feeling for the first time, almost frisky in

their gaiety. At the college, Joe passes his entrance
examinations, and supplied with just enough funds to

pay for tuition, be begins work. June meanwhile
takes a job as salesgirl in a shop, where her natural
sincerity and vivacity wins many customers. While
Joe sedulously studies, June, left alone for a great
part of the night, becomes the constant companion of

the "fast set" at college, losing money in crap games
and cards. Joe, horribly annoyed at this turn of

events, becomes irritable, and June feels justified in

her desire for more pleasing friends. Joe longs to

shake her. One day, June weeping penitently, an-
nounces that the money which they had saved for

Joe's tuition the following term has been lost in

speculation. A cold anger settles upon Joe, and he
takes odd Jobs in the evening almost ruining his

health in the. effort to support himself. The bridging
gap between Joe and June widens, until June, one
day, announces that she has received an increase in

pay, and would devote it entirely for necessities.

Every day June seems to have more money, and buys
little loving comforts for Joe, whose anger is some-

what appeased. But one night, the president of his

class, draws Joe aside and apologetically explains
that June is the college "gold-digger", and that it is

she who deprives the men of their funds by petting.

Joe. infuriated, confronts his wife. With "I'm going
to commit suicide" June rushes into the bathroom,
but June is too slow for him. As she tempestuously
prepares a dose, Joe bursts in and shakes her vehe-
mently, forgiving her as he does so.

PALE FACED LADY
Margaret Pie File No. 6632

theTHE courtroom, tense and silent as the jury
waited after announcing the defendent guilty, sud-
denly sensed the arrival of two new members in

the audience. A pale, fragile woman, leading a little

boy by the hand, entered, looked about the room,
and suddenly bent to whisper in the child's ear. He,
hesitantly following the gaze of his mother in the

direction of the guilty man, cried in a sweet treble

voice—"Daddy, daddy." The man in the chair started

up, and cried like a person in nightmare—"Joyce"

—

and gathered the woman and child in his arms, as
both ran down the aisle to his side. Confusion and
agitation resulted, even the jurymen had tears in their

eyes as one of the pompous lawyers explained that

this woman was the wife of Tom, whom he was said

to have murdered, and this child was the one that he
had never seen. The case was dismissed, and Tom was
set free, but the story, a unique one, rang for many
days in the ears of the public. Tom and Joyce, newly
married, had gone to the wilds of Canada on a spree.

Snowed in their cabin, they were unable to find the

necessary comforts, and means of rescue. Tom, one
day, leaving Joyce in the cabin, set out, staggering
through the snow in the hope of help. Blinded by
falling flakes, he finally sank helplessly, an inert fig-

ure, upon the ground, where he was found by an In-

dian. Nursed to health again, he tried desperately to

find the lost cabin, which suddenly seemed to have
disappeared. Despite the strategy and keenness of the

Indians, they too could not locate the place where
Joyce was; at last, Tom in frenzy found the cabin,

called loudly for Joyce, but only echoes answered his

call. After one year, he returned to the states, thor-

oughly discouraged and tortured. Here the suspxious
parents of Joyce placed him on trial on the grounds
of luring Joyce away and murdering her, although no
trace of her body could be found in Canada. Motives
were discovered for Tom's desire to kill her, and, im-
prisoned, he felt hopeless of ever regaining his free-

dom—or her. In the meantime, Joyce had waited
vainly for her husband's return, and to her immense
terror, she discovered that she was bearing a child.

Hardly able to drag herself to her feet one morning,
she set a fire by sheer strength of will in the hope of

attracting attention. An old Indian came to tend her,

and to bring her to the home of his squaw, who
nursed her when the little boy was born. The "pale-
face" was extremely unhappy despite the kind friends
who cared for her, and told endless stories to the child

of its father. One day, two detectives from the states
entered the cabin, to find Joyce. After tender fare-

wells to the Indians, Joyce came to New York, with the
thrilling anticipation of seeing her husband whom the
detectives assured her was well. To her terror, she
discovered that Tom was on trial for kidnapping and
murdering her. In a psychological moment, she and
her son entered the courtroom ; an hour later two
happy people with a little child between them emerged
from there, bewildered at such happiness.

HAVOC
Mr Rose Sipala File No. 6647

FIRED with the same urge which drove millions of

emigrants to these shores during the years of

plenty and opportunity in America, John Sileo ar-

rived in New York with high hopes, plenty of ambition,
and the promise he had given his wife and five chil-

dren,—in Italy,—to bring them over when he made
good. By the time John was in a position to do this,

his four eldest children were married, and far from
anxious to join this father they had almost forgotten,
but Rose, the baby, was fifteen, and intrigued with the
idea of sailing for a land where all a young girl did

was enjoy herself and wear beautiful clothes ! For
six months after their arrival. Rose attended school,
but she was entirely too big for the classes she was
assigned, and her inability to speak English was most
embarrassing. Hence, for the following months, the
girl entered a dressmaking establishment as an ap-
prentice, learned English gradually, and discovered
that it was easy to sew fashionable clothes for her-
self by copying her employer's models and technique.
Two years after her arrival in America, however,
John faced his daughter with a drastic ultimatum.
She was to marry Jack Cirillo, a wealthy young Ital-

ian who was supposed to own much farm land. Rose
balked, inasmuch as she adored Tom, one of the boys
from her place of business, but nothing availed.
As Mrs. Cirillo, Rose's life was anything but happy.

Jack's family, with whom Rose was continually thrown,
was clannish, stubborn, and critical. His sisters, who
had married well, made the loveless marriage of Jack
and Rose even more miserable by their constant in-
terference, and worse than everything, Rose realized
that the entire thing had been crass fraud, inasmuch
as Jack was not at all wealthy—his father's farm
and his own position of a minor sort being his only
resources—and the farm still belonged to old Mr.
Cirillo. Rose's mother grieved pitifully over her young
daughter's phght, but John lent a deaf ear to the
pleas of both women—as well as the protesting letters
he received from his children who remained in Italy

but knew the situation from their mother's and sis-

ter's letters. The poor unhappy girl went from the
farm, to Jack's sisters', to her own home, in frenzied
quest for relief, but none was forthcoming, and her
two babies were beginning to require too much care
for her to dart about much, despite the terrors of

her existence. After years of this, John finally soft-

ened and took the girl in under his wing. She was
happy, but there and then, she discovered that she
did love Jack despite all else. John, sensing this,

sent for his son-in-law. After a lengthy conference.
Jack left for the Catskills without much comment ex-
cept that he was going to make a real home for his

wife! Six months later, with money saved from work-
ing, and a substantial gift from John, Rose joined
him, and for the first time, love and happiness came
to break through the havoc of their existence!

SEE, SEE, STRANGER
Edward Porter File No. 6659

SOAKEM-Bv-The-Sea gave off a lazv air this mid-
summer afternoon, as usual. Rolling in from a
great expanse of blue ocean, waves splashed under

the wooden walk, upon which a continuous procession
paraded. Scurrying bathing beauties skirted the
crowd, studiously ignoring the "cover-em -up" law.
The outstanding feature of the panorama was, how-
ever, the figure of a tall and heavy-set chap clad in

unmistakably Western manner and bearing evidence
of long travel—notably a valise that he set down with
a thud, close to the outer rails. The man, evidently
hot and weary, doffed his sombrero, wiped his fore-
head, and, vigorously inhaling the atmosphere, turned
to gaze fixedly out upon the ocean. His pose after a
while became curiously Napoleonic, regardless of the
stares of the passing throng. All at once the bathing
beauties, sun -bathing on the sandy mound adjacent
to the boardwalk, took him up with a mischievous
hue and cry. "What's the big guy lookin' at?" one
shouted, indifferent to the comments she was causing
among the more conservative element on the beach.
"Dunno! Let's find out," another suggested. "Say

—

do you think he's prayin'? Might start 'im preachin'
if you ask!" said a third, laughingly. "He must be
a bootlegger watchin' for a fleet!" someone else ven-
tured. And so the guessing game went on. but the
stranger remained imperturbable. It was not until
a fairly large crowd collected, that the stranger spoke,
and this was only after one of the bathing beauties
had waxed a whit too impudent. "Go back and play
with your dolls!" he snarled. One girl vaulted over
the rail to his right and another to his left. The
crowd tittered but when a youth pulled at the stran-
ger's coat-tails, he issued forth a volley of just the
type of language everyone had been waiting for—the
sharp Western burr. "Out our way we shoot birds
like you before breakfast !" he concluded, dropping
the youth to the sand. A policeman with a Cock-0'-
The-Walk air finally managed to make his way
through the chaos. "Move along—yer blockin' traffic!''

he shouted at the calm stranger. "Say Buttons," the
stranger grinned, "chase yerself to th' next beat-
beat it!" The stranger moved as if to pull a gun.
"Move along, folks," the policeman urged, " 'E's jus'

one of them convention chaps soberin' up." The
stranger guffawed lustily and swayed unsteadily, but
his gaze returned to the horizon as the crowd dis-

persed. The bathing debutantes, however, were un-
squelchable. "What does he see?" they asked, over
and over. "Say Mister!" one shouted, impatiently,
"Will ya tell us what you see so's we can get about
our business? You've got us up in the air!" "T-h-e
s-e-a! THE SEA!" the stranger cried. "The poor
nut!" the girls concurred. "Is tha' all he sees?"
But a beautiful girl came up laughingly. "You've con-
vinced me Gareth!" she exclaimed as they walked
arm in arm toward a luxurious motor car, "Most
folks don't come to the seashore to see the sea!"

BLACK GRANNY
Lenora Bernal File No. 6375

WHEN Nora Tefferson of the bluebloods of the
South died, she called Diana, an old family ser-
vant to her bedside. "Diana." she said, "you've

been in our family now for thirty years. You've
cared for me and for my mother. I'm dying, now,
but I want you to promise to care for my boy, Al.
You may be black on top but you've a white heart!"
The tears rolled down the black woman's face but she
promised her mistress that Al would never suffer or
be unhappy as long as she, Diana, lived. For one
year afterwards, the little family dwelled happily in

the old Jefferson mansion, but when the year was up,
Mr. Jefferson, blushing like a boy, came back from
a trip North with a new bride. Hostile at first, the
servants soon warmed up to her, but Diana guarded
young Al jealously. "You's viy boy!" she would tell

him, and Al was. "Black Granny," he called her,
and she followed him about every minute. Mr. Jeffer-
son and his wife resented the woman's attitude, but
then, deep in their second flush of romance, they rather
appreciated the fact that Al was out of their way
most of the time. The boy would amuse himself with
the colored children on the estate because their sing-
ing and dancing intrigued him, and Granny was de-
lighted with the way he joined in. When Al was
twelve, a barn dance, given for the colored people,
stretched out inviting hands. Granny carried Al
along with her in the dead of night, and it was
he who won the dancing honors. "You's made for

de stage!" Granny told him, and Al, young as he
was, gained, right then, an incentive to work towards
—a goal. On his twentieth birthday, Granny made
the cake with misgivings because she knew this was
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farewell. Al had often said that with the money he

would inherit on this birthday, he would travel to

New York to make his way as a dancer. But Granny s

fears were somewhat quieted when Al, in the midst of

the party, led her in to a seat of honor and danced for

the edification of his white friends. The next week
he left for New York, and it was not long afterwards

that Granny's young cousin who had instructed Al,

showed Granny a newspaper item which scored Al as

the greatest dance success of the current theatrical

season in the big city! Granny was joyful but her

heart seemed too heavy for her to express this joy.

She had gotten but one letter from the boy. Old

Jefferson assured her that he would forget them all

in the flush of his success, but Granny had her sus-

picions concerning what was happening to the letters

she must have gotten, and she was right! Jef=ferson

had destroyed them all! One day. Black Granny,
tired of waiting, travelled to New York despite her

age and against all advice. For days she wan-
dered about in search of Al, but it was he who found
lier~in jail, because she was judged crazy for look-

ing for the great Al Jefferson and calling him "her

hoy". Al took her to his home in a large limousme,

and they arrived just in time for Granny to carry on,

by assisting in the arrival of Al the third!

INTRODUCING TEN GRAND
Rolf Warden File No. 6659

THE Big Game that Saturday afternoon had been

a riot of color and enthusiasm and, inasmuch as

Fred Long, recently elected captain, had led his

team to a brilliant victory, the Annual Football Ban-

quet, this night, was gayer than ever. Dotted about

the tables were several eager alumni, but, outstand-

ing in the crowd was one "Mr. Balony", a popular

young Chicagoan who had left college, by request, in

his third year, for some private hell-raising around

town after a game. Mr. Balony, as he was affection-

ately called, after the shape of his roadster, was a

third-rate sports writer for a Chicago Daily, but he

hadn't missed a game in three years! Popular for

his wit and his songs, iUr. Balony was known to

pass out at dinners, after the meat course, and, this

night, as per schedule, he was out

!

After midnight, the night of the dinner, a shot

which broke the silence of an otherwise quiet night

stirred the university town to action. Mr. Gerald

Winston, a prominent and wealthy sportsman was
found murdered in his library, half an hour after

leaving the banquet! Two secret service men ar-

rived from New York at once, with advance an-

nouncement of a ten thousand dollar reward! Rosa.

Fred's sister, fell deeply in love with one of these

men—and he with her, and it was to him—Emery
Roland—that she told the strange suicide story of her

late sister who, having been betrayed by a man with

an x-scar, had committed suicide, leaving Fred to

avenge the wrong. Mr. Winston was discovered to

have this scar, and, much to the consternation of all,

Fred Long was sentenced to twenty years on pure

circumstantial evidence! Some months later, how-
ever, returning to town to plead for Rosa's indulgence

for the last time, Roland ran into Mr. Balony who
had testified for Fred in vain. He had sworn that,

returning home from the banquet, a man in fighting

mood had knocked him down. Now, meeting Roland,

he displayed a wallet he had procured from his an-

tagonist's pocket—even though he himself had been
drunk! Two days afterwards, a prosperous boot-

legger who went about in the guise of a hack driver

—

Mr. Cramer—was arrested. Balony was, once again,

the star witness, and Fred was at large! Cramer was
convicted and sentenced to the chair for the murder
after a confession which was brought about through
sheer exhaustion. The story he told was apparently
true but nevertheless fantastic. Winston. Cramer, and
Cramer's three partners in the liquor business had
once formed a league and had crosses burned on their

arms. The code held that they were always to help

one another in times of stress. And Winston had
welched though he was fabulously rich, and the others

enormously anxious to get out of the liquor racket!

Roland and Rosa patched it up over the ten grand
reward, but the biggest surprise of the day came
with the introduction of Balony as O'Connor—a secret

service man of first rank from Chicago!

THE ROUGHNECK
Arthur L. Clements File No. 66S&

DURING his first hours alone with Irene Morgan,
Fred Norwood realized that this was the girl,

who, as a lanky blonde child had kissed him
passionately for rescuing her small brother who had
tumbled into the depths of an oil well at which he

was working. But Fred preferred to keep this to

himself. He would win her, of course, through his

own efforts—today—or not at all. Only that after-

noon, he had saved not only her, but a host of others

from instant death in a mine explosion which might
have occurred, had he not recognized the carelessness

of the youth handling the explosive. Seven years

had elapsed since the boy of thirteen, who, having rim
away from the farm for the third time, had rescued
Rodney Morgan and disappeared at once without his

reward because his brother had threatened to send
him home for taking so many risks! Wesley Town-
send, an engineer and Fred's best friend at the wells,

was most anxious to effect a match between Fred and
Irene, but he guarded Fred's secret closely. Wes. an
engineer, admired the driller who was studying en-

gineering after his rise from roughneck,—the lowest

worker on the wells,—and Wes was proud to number
him among his friends! Everyone admired Fred, in

fact, except John Caldwell, a fellow driller who was
aware that Fred was on to his habit of stealing com-
pany supplies to sell to fences, for a price.

It was not very long after a picnic sponsored by
the Townsends, that Fred proposed to Irene and was
accepted. Her father, a czar of the oil fields was
furious. Irene laughed at his threats of disinheri-

tance and his scoffing at her "roughneck". "Fred is

a gentleman!" she reiterated, "and I don't care what
he does!" Morgan Sr. drove to the well that day
in grime- smeared clothes and attempted to bribe in-

formation from Fred—the supreme test of a driller's

honesty. Fred's gruff but sincere response was of in-

terest to Morgan only from the employer's point of

view, so he sent a private detective off at once in

search of at least one smudge on the boy's past.
Irene was planning to move into the Townsend house-
hold to prepare for a quiet wedding. After several
days, the detective returned. Morgan greeted him
with a rush of news. Fred had been arrested for
stealing a quantity of company supplies which had
been discovered in his well! Irene and the Town-
sends had put up his bond and Irene was going to
marry him even before the case came up! The de-
tective grinned. Morgan was amazed with his report.
He, Fred, was "Chick" Norwood, the boy who had
gone head-first into the well to rescue Rodney—and
though Morgan owed him the promised five thousand
dollar reward, the youth had never mentioned the
incident—even to Irene! His past was without a
l)Iemish—a,nd, as far as the stealing business was con-
cerned, the detective had procured enough evidence be-
fore his departure to free Norwood, anyhow, inasmuch
as Caldwell was the guilty party who had merely
done what he thought to be a cagej' bit of framing!
"Get my daughter on the phone for me!" Morgan
bellowed to his secretary. "She's at the Townsend
place. And tell her to bring that young Norwood with
her!" Morgan was grinning as the handsome couple
entered the room fearlessly in half an hour. His arm
went about Fred's shoulder's affectionately. "I guess
you two'd rather get married in the church, wouldn't
you—with flowers and things?" Irene smiled through
fast-gathering tears. After a while, they all under-
stood. And that is how a roughneck eventually be-

THE ETERNAL HILLS

Mayme Van Geldor File No. 6649

OLD Tom's voice reverberated above the rattle of
his ancient wagon and the clatter of horses'
hoofs. "It's quite a ways to Silver Gulch, isn't

it? " the youth at his side was asking, in answer to
Tom's query as to his destination. "Little better'n
fifteen miles!" Tom said. He was delighted when
the boy asked whether Tom could put him up for the
night, and, in his joy, he almost dropped the reins,

the horses bounding into a new burst of speed as a
result. The youth was apologizing for his inability to
help with the reins. An empty sleeve gave the ans-
wer. Tom was touched. "Soldier!" he said, as though
reminiscent of something. As the youth sat on Tom's
porch, at twilight, staring off into God's eternal hills,

he saw Silver Gulch creek before him, like a silver
thread. The hills lay purple and gold in the sunset
hour. Tom, with dinner ready, called his young visi-

tor whose visage betrayed its youth despite the care-
worn expression and the graying hair. After a
plentiful meal, they returned outside. The soft winds
always blowing in Wyoming caressed their faces ten-
derly as the sun hid behind distant hills. The youth,
bolstered by Tom's food, cigarettes, and kindness,
seemed also to catch his warmth and friendliness. To-
gether they talked of the war, but the youth would
not discuss the hardships. Tom laughed heartily at
the amusing accounts, but then, suddenly, he grew
almost morose. Had the youth known, perhaps, Tom's
son? They called him "Blazes" because of his quick
temper and lively temperament. The youth shook his.

head. Then he went on to recount further amusing
incidents of battle. The moon was casting her magic
beams over everything and turning all objects to silver

as the youth asked Tom whose house lights were
shining on the road a ways down. Tom waxed more
garrulous than ever as he told the storv of the Kellys.
Widow Kelly lived there now, but once she and her
husband and boy had lived there—before Tom had
come into the hills to forget Blazes. The boy, Phil
Kelly, had gone to an Eastern college, and, returning
to Wyoming, had had many quarrels with his father
liecause of his advanced ideas. The boy had left home
in despair just before the Draft, and everyone had
accused him of cowardice. Kelly, after years of self-

torture, had died of sorrow, and while Widow Kelly,
today, was stooped but clear of eye", there was unmis-
takable sorrow in her makeup! The youth listened
to his host attentively. When Tom had finished, the
youth told a story of two courageous lads, one of

whom had given his life for his buddv—on the battle-
field. It was Blazes! Tom's tears flowed as he lis-

tened to his son's last words—addressed to himself.
"The other was Philip Kelly—1!" the youth said. Tom
bowed his head, in reverence. The next day, arm in

arm, the two walked blithely to Widow Kelly's—
filled with that deeper iniderstanding which only
youth and age can share at best!

CRAZY SPEED
Mayberry- File No. 6654

?" Pa Allen
rrived at his
from the of-

time to see his wife emerging from their
Ma had just had a lesson in driving, but

t^^-^ETTING quite efHcient, eh M;
f

-J
queried with a laugh.

Sonny appeared exhausted. "Etticient my eye!" Ma
cried, "vou have to be an octopus or centipede or
something to drive a car!" Frank Allen tried to be
as comforting as possible, but he was simply burst-
ing to "onloose" some of the mirth which was gath-
ering inside of him rapidly. Sonny, arriving from the
garage, was unconcerned aljuut the scathing com-
ments his mother was piling upon him as a teacher of

driving. lie explained the situation as one man to

another to the bewildered Frank. "You should have
seen the pick-up the old bus had!" he laughed,
"when I told Ma to put on the brakes, she let all

her weight down on the accelerator, and did u-c ride!

Stop signs, funeral processions, corners, and pedes-
trians mean nothing to Ma! By the time I finally

got the brakes on we were heading for the new bak-
ery!" Pa grew grave. "Well, Ma," he said, "if

you're going to wreck the car, I'll do the teaching.
Maybe I'm a better teacher than Sonny anyhow."
"Well. I can't say I could stand two lessons in one
day," Ma said, but she went anyhow since she well

knew that as soon as her men-folks' fervor had
cooled, there would be no lessons at all.

Pa's sympathy for Sonny increased each minute as
he and Ma sped down the street. "Let out your
clutch easy! Not so fast. Ma. for Pete's sake!" Pa
was yelling, in addition to other admonitions and in-

structions, but Ma was in as much of a fog as ever.

A vegetable wagon, a milk wagon, and a trolley car
almost felt the impact of the Allen flivver, but Pa's
manoeuvering saved each time. At last Pa managed
to stop the car. "Good gosh. Ma!" he yelled, "you'll

tear up the town if I don't get you home! Before
we go to jail, slide over and let me take the wheel."
Ma was obliging enough, but while slipping over to

the other seat, her foot hit the accelerator and when
Pa got control they were on the church steps. "I
never saw anyone your age as crazy about speed las

you are. Ma." Pa shouted, breathlessly, "and if I

get home alive, so help me, I'll never give you an-
other lesson!" Ma sulked angrily. "Don't talk that
way, Frank Allen!" she said, "you haven't given me
a lesson. All you've done is grab things and yell."

As Pa was backing off the church steps, Ma spied the
gas lever on the wheel and pulled it down before ask-
ing : "What's this thing

?
" Unprepared for the sud-

den burst of speed, Pa backed into a moving van, but,

after he had paid the damages, he turned about to

view his wife with a determined expression, "Listen."
he said, "all my life I've sympathized with the fellow
who had to put up with back seat driving, but, so
help me Hannah, that's exactly where you do your
driving from on! Come on, get back there. You can
wind the windows up and down if you must meddle
with every lever!" Ma crept into the back seat
without replying. "Y''es sir!" Pa went on, "the hand
that rocks the cradle wrecks the car—and remember
it, Ma, remember it!"

FORGIVEN
Dorothy Heaton File No. 6651

uburban ho

PROSPEROUS in business and respected by his

family, Will Dalton was a perfect picture of a

successful business man. Years of careful upbring-
ing had taught Jean, Amy, and Dudley Dalton to ap-

preciate their father's greatness; hence, at forty-five.

Will possessed what other parents envied; obedient,

respectful, children—a rarity in this day and age of

adolescent freedom. This, then, was the situation

upon Jean's return from college, and though the girl

had been given a taste of freedom, she knew, the mo-
ment she arrived home, that it was all over. Amy,
on the other hand, was a trifle headstrong. She,
starting off for college right then, had had somewhat
m.-jre of a chance to assert herself than Jean. "I

won't go to stufify Clayton!" she had flounced, but
then decided it was wiser to put it this way ; "Don't
you think. Dad, that as long as I'm slated for varsity
basketball and hockey, I might as well go to State?"
Will agreed, much to the amazement of Jean who had
always wanted to go to State with Dudley but had
never thought to ask! Dudley, deeply enmeshed in

his father's brick business, and with a wife and in-

fant daughter, sympathized with Jean when she ex-

plained to Will that she was in love with a clever
young law student who was a fraternity brother of

Dud's from Stale. She had imagined that her an-
nouncement would have the same effect as Amy's, but
Will fumed and flared for days. The Duncans, he
said, had always been rotten business people, and he
saw no reason why any daughter of his should marry
one of them—especially Larry Duncan! Mrs. Dalton,
who usually maintained discreet silence in the pres-
ence of her husband, looked on approvingly each time
she knew Jean was heading for Dudley's for a meet-
ing with Larry. After all. Will had a way of going
too far, occasionally!

It was shortly after the bickering over Larry that
Will was taken down with Flu. which left him very
weak. "One year abroad—with no worrying over
business, is the only thing!" the Dalton family doc-
tor said, and strangely enough. Will went—with his

wife and Amy, whom he put into a fashionable finish-

ing school over there so she might be near him

—

basketball or no basketball! In the States, Will had
left Dudley in charge, with Parker, his assistant man-
ager, as adviser. Dudley and Jean had pleaded against
this, inasmuch as they had never trusted him, but
Will had not listened. Instead, he had urged a match
between lean and Parker's son, Tohn, but Jean had
been adamant. "Rather be a finicky old maid. Dad!"
she had laughed, hysterical over the thought of John.
It did not take Parker long to fleece his old friend
Will out of every penny, and when Will returned from
Europe, his children saw him mortified for the first

time. However, between them. Dud and Jean man-
aged to get Larry Duncan to go over the facts, and

ne, who managed to re-
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trieve practically his whole fortune for Will. But
when they were married, Jean never felt vindictive

about it all. She was too happy to even tease her

father for forgiving so readily

OUR FATHERS' SINS

Daisy Nees File No. 6658

IN
his utter erief, Sam McKingley, dissatisfied with

the results of the investigations of his wife s mur-

derer to date, rushed into the home of his best

friend and accused Tom Greene of the murder of

Mary McKingley! After all, the doctor was a wit-

ness. Mary whose heart had been weak for years,

had died of shock during the time Sam was out of

town on business. Apparently, a man had entered

their home to rob but had remained to molest the

attractive Marv. "Oh Sam!" Mary had cried, before

her last breath was drawn, "I called Tom and he—
Oh! Oh whv did he do it?" Tom had sworn that

this statement had no bearing upon himself. the

murderer, he vowed, leaving Mary for dead, had hur-

ried out as Tom was passing the McKingley hoine

that day, to inquire concerning Sam's return. But

Sam's hysterical stirring of the tomi's public opinion

resulted in the departure of the Greenes—Tom. his

wife, and their daughter. Sam and his son faced hfe

anew, and, as the boy, Marion, grew older, his know-

ledge of his mother's demise preyed more and more

upon his mind. With his father, he vowed vengeance

upon the killer. The Greenes, on the other hand, set-

tled in Ohio, hard times following them for many
years. Tom's wife stuck by him through all the

lean years, but hard luck clung persistently. When
she finally inherited a sizeable fortune from an aunt,

she died before it was settled.
, , ^ . , , .

Soon after her mother s death, Tom s daughter

Polly went off to college, but had Tom Greene known
that Marion McKingley was to attend the sanie hall

of learning, she never would have gone! Each, for-

getting their vow, earlier in life, to send their chddren

to Yates, had unconsciously lived up to the bargain,

and, the children meeting, fell madly in love and mar-

ried secretly in their sophomore year, absolutely un-

aware of the significance of the other's background in

respect to his own ! For two long years, the two kept

the secret tenderly in their hearts, the reason being a

mere stroke of fate, but, as commencement drew nigh,

each looked forward to the event with joyous antici-

pation. Ah, then their fathers might be told! Sam
McKingley and Tom Greene faced each other on the

campus, the afternoon of commencement with hearts

of stone and eyes of fire! Marion and Polly were as-

tounded as they learned of the connection between

their mothers' deaths and the reputed sins of their

fathers. An annulment followed soon afterwards, and,

for many months, Marion and Polly remained apart

and suffered. Finally, one day, Marion spoke up.

"I've got to see Polly!" he told Sam, who explained

that this would mean disinheritance. Marion went,

and, with Polly, he set forth to make his own way in

the world. Grieved, Sam faced his loneliness thought-

fully. Suddenly an idea came. Hunting up his wife's

old locked diary, he read it through and through. The
last entry said: "A strange man is in this house, Sam
—and I've called Tom—I pray you will return soon!'

Sam rushed to Tom Greene's at once—and their sins

seemed to vanish in the tears they shed!

THE OSAGE BEAUTY
Olive Boswell Thomas File No. 6630

PERHAPS the most fascinating characteristic of

Lucilda Winters was the fact that she was entirely

unconscious of her beauty. The little Osage
beauty, as she was called in the town of Osage, had
serious purposes and distinct ambitions. From the

very beginning, she dedicated herself to school-teach-

ing. Despite the poverty of her family, which was a

closely-knit one, she attended school sedulously; des-

pite her hampered financial conditions, she succeeded
in passing her courses, and was finally appointed as

teacher in a school. Concentrating her entire love

on her parents, sisters and brothers, to her naive

mind, men were of no importance. Perhaps her very
nonchalance piqued them, and made her more in-

triguing than ever. Were she like her sex, she would
have boasted that at the tender age of seventeen, she

received a marriage proposal which she refused sim-
ply. In the first school where she taught, her life

was made miserable by the principal, an enormous,
vulgar man with essentially narrow principles. Her
adaptations of modern psychology, particularly on one
occasion when she took the children for a nature
walk, were received by a rough "humph". In addi-

tion. Lath Blaine, the principal's son, was keenly aware
of her beauty, and attempted to take advantage of it,

in his position of his father's son. Disdained by Lu-
cilda, the principal was in no evident rush to renew
her contract for the following year. One day, while
riding home on her horse, in her haste to avoid
meeting Lath, she almost fell from her saddle,
when the girth broke. A young man, whom she rec-

ognized as a teacher in a neighboring school, gallant-

ly offered assistance, and escorted her home. From
that moment, Blake won the family's hearts. Little

Jane, Lucilda's sister, would gape with admiration at

him whenever he approached, and all of Lucilda's
relatives would slyly poke one another. One day, he
confessed an all-consuming passion for her. Lucilda
shook her head in negation. No, she was convinced,
she wasn't constituted to love any man. But Blake
was not daunted, and Lucilda's friendship with him
ripened into affection—which Blake defined as love.

When Blake left the sc.ool to go to business college,
through his efforts, Lucilda obtained control of his

school. Here she was particularly happy; even nui-

sances like parents failed to ruiifle her calm after a

while. Blake's flying visits to her continued, and
day by day he grew more urgent in his desire that

she marry him. Even though her family sighed, and
her parents wished that he could become their son-in-

law, Lucilda could not determine whether she loved

him sufficiently to marry him. One day in the sum-
mer, Robert, Lucilda's younger, admiring brother, be-

came ill, and he was forced to go to the city to visit

the doctors there. Alarmed, both Lucilda and her
father accompanied him. A fear settled upon the

house, for Robert had always been an invalid; would
he get well, was the vital question. In the city, they

took up lodgings with Mrs. Cochran, a matron con-

nected with the hospital. Upon seeing Lucilda, she

maliciously hinted that her presence here was due to

one thing—Dr. Slim, the city rake, and heart-breaker,

as well as body-healer. At once, Lucilda determined
to hate Dr. Slim. Once seeing him gently handling
her brother, a flood of emotion filled her. One night,

as she dreamily walked along the road, she fainted at

the sight of a machine which seemed to speed right

against her. When she opened her eyes, she felt

herself in someone's arms, and she heard dimly—
"feeling better, my darling?" She was in Dr. Slim's

house. Indignant, she was driven home by him as he
painfully explained that it was his machine that al-

most knocked her down—but that he loved her. The
strange feeling again came to Lucilda. But weeks
later, she realized that she was in love. All her res-

olutions to stay out of that "dire trap" faded. On a

night, when she was particularly joyous, preparing to

go to a dance with Dr. SHm, Mrs. Cochran entered

her room and, elaborately careless, confided that Dr.
Slim was an "awful rake," inasmuch as he always
pretended that he loved a girl, and then proceeded to

inveigle another man to take his place. Chilled by
this information, Lucilda felt a depression, that was
increased when Dr. Slim walked in and tenderly ex-

plained that he had a patient to attend to. Would
another man do? Lucilda merely bowed coldly, but
though her heart pounded whenever a newcomer en-

tered the dance-hall. Dr. Slim never appeared. Never-
theless, she still felt gratitude to him for curing her
brother. When she returned home, she learned that
preparations for the great war were going on. When
the tragedy did occur, Lucilda entered the fray as a

nurse, while Dr. SHm. who felt his heart broken be-
cause Lucilda never answered his explanatory notes,

entered as medical man. One day, Lucilda was called

to attend a wounded man, who cried for Lucilda con-
tinually. In Dr. Slim's delirium, she learned that he
had always loved her, and that his absence that fatal

night was a ruse of Mrs. Cochran's who hated him.
Nursed back to health, he returned after the war,
happy in Lucilda's love. But Lucilda's happiness was
yet to be completed when she learned that Blake was.
actually, to be her brother—for he had fallen in

love with the little Jane, who was now budding into

womanhood.

THE GIRL HAD YOUTH!
Dancey R. Smith File No. 6636

••o
NCE I was like that pretty young girl. Now I

alone!" The emaciated looking, weary
lan sobbed helplessly as she heard a

young girl in the church singing—"All that I am. or all

that I hope to be, I owe to my dear old mother."
Pressed sympathetically for this emotional outburst,

Hilda told her story. Her youthful days were the most
unpleasant of her life, she reminisced. Her father, a

hopelessly domesticated business man was unsuccess-
ful in both marriage and business. A graduate of

college, his one ambition extended to the limit of be-

coming as fine a grocer as his father was. Consequent-
ly, when Henry married the daughter of a wealthy ho-

tel owner, he was intensely unhappy, for his wife, a

termagant shrew, was unable to adapt herself to

Henry's measly circumstances. All that Hilda, one of

the daughters ever heard in her life as
_
a child was

"money, money, money, and more money." Henry was
unsuccessful as a would-be grocer, a harassed hus-

band, and through his wife's interference, a disdained

father. Eternal wrangling and bickering was quickly

souring Hilda's life as she grew older. A faint gleam
of sympathy for her hen-pecked father sometimes
filled her, and thus her mother turned against her,

too, furiously. It was only Hilda's aunt who tended

to make life for Hilda bearable. She had no room
to entertain her men-friends, for those that she could

tolerate were of cultured origin, accustomed to par-

ents devoted to each other and their children. To
subject her friends to a spectacle of a fleeing father

and a pursuing wife was obnoxious to her. When
one day, she left her mother's home in indignation

at a melodramatic outburst, she boarded with her

aunt. There, for the first time, could she entertain

what friends she would. One man, particularly, ap-

pealed to her, and finally, convinced of her love for

him, she became informally engaged. One day, the

girl's lover was astonished to receive a special de-

livery letter from Hilda's mother, which decidedly ob-

jected to future marriage on the grounds that he was
not a successful business man. Then, it was the

man's mother who interfered, declaring that any per-

son who came of such vulgar stock as this letter in-

dicated, was not a worthy match for her son. Hilda

and her fiance too entered the skirmish and their en-

gagement was ruptured. Hilda, seriously affected,

turned cynic. When she was offered a job on the stage,

despite the conventional objections of her parents,

whom she loathed by this time, she accepted. Here
she was successful and busy, wildly hurling herself

into cocktail parties and other informal engagements
that occur among theatrical associates. She felt a

malicious delight in being able to "break a young
man's heart." One day at the height of her success.

which never was able to give her real happiness, she
learned that her father had died. Rushing home, she

found her mother in hysterical tears at the funeral

—

and her former lover, with his wife and two children.

Ironically enough, he had become a successful busi-

ness man, and had met Plenry during the course of

his dealings. More cynical than ever, Hilda re-

turned to the stage, to find that she was unable to

compete with the younger generation. Embittered
she settled down to an ol

"

to be happy.
aid", life- again

THE TRADING POST MYSTERY
Chester J. Miller File No. 6670

THINGS were running smoothly on the Hackert
ranch until young Bob attempted to impress his

father with the fact that he had not studied Law
in the East so he might brand cows for the rest of

his life. "Well son," Hackert had replied, quietly,

"I can see you're too good for Texas. Better clear

out and show us what you can do!" Jane Hackert
pleaded with her father to spare her beloved brother,
but Hackert remained grim and determined. Bob
minded it least of all. Imbued with the spirit of ad-
venture and bolstered with rage, he lit out for the
Northwest where, meeting William "Red" Hartigan.
a schoolmate, his mind was set. Corporal "Fighting"
Bob Hackert was soon a bright star in the Canadian
Royal Mounted's firmament, and Jean Hartigan, Red's
sister, his own star!

It was while Bob was trying to fit the pieces of his
life together, one night, that a message from Mac-
Gregor at headquarters arrived. Jack Blane, the
trading post factor, had been murdered. Bob's sur-
vey of the corpse moved him strangely inasmuch as
the knife in Blane's back was marked "W. H." and
everyone knew that Red and Blane hated one an-
other! Calling at Red's cabin. Bob learned that Red
had been gone all day and would probably be gone the
night. "Better get him, Hackert," MacGregor said,

"even though we both know he couldn't have done
it!" Plowing through blinding snow, Bob, at the end
of one day, had made little headway. Dog tired, he
stopped at a cabin whose light beckoned but re-

mained the entire night with no sign of occupants.
The ne.xt night, however, Bob's fellow-occupant was
a dead man from whom Bob had learned the name
of Blane's murderer—and his own! Light of heart
because of Red's exoneration. Bob trudged on and
soon discovered Red in the middle of a silver fox
hunt—exhausted, frozen, and hungry. Together they
arrived at an inn, that day, and Bob left Red to
rest while he went in search of William Hawkes him-
self. Hawkes had just left the tavern after having
shot a man in a card game! Within two hours. Bob
was back with Hawkes, a terrific battle in the snow
having resulted in the capture.
The night of the "return triumphant" Bob pro-

posed to Jean. Red. entering the cabin unheard and
unseen as Jean said "yes", gripped Bob's hand warm-
ly. When Bob went over to headquarters to tender
his resignation, however, he found unexpected visitors
—his father and Jane! "We've come to tell you how
sorry we are and how proud of you we feel—from
what we've heard and from what this fellow tells us!"
old Hackert said. After the wedding. Red returned
to the States with Jane and Mr. Hackert, but Bob
and Jean remained in the North until they received
invitations from Jane and Red to a "bigger and bet-
ter" wedding. Hackert wrote: "Son, you're all alike.
Better come home and go into Law with Red. He
doesn't seem to relish the branding much, either!"

NO DEFENSE
Eleanor Evans File No. 6686

WHEN the officer Madge Randall phoned for,
arrived in her apartment, he found a tall,

fashionably dressed man lying near the win-
dow. "What happened?" he asked, bluntly. It seems
as though the girl, returning from her office, found
him and reached for the phone at once, thinking him
to be a burglar. "Not so fast, lady. Stick 'em up!"
was what he had said, pulling a gun. They had
grappled and the gun went off, shooting him. "Who
is he?" asked the baffled oflicer. "I never saw him
before!" Madge replied, coldly. The coroner's search
revealed expensive raiment and jewelry, a well- filled
wallet, and other trappings which go with opulence.
The driver's license in his pocket was made out to
Theodore J. Morgan. As the men were leaving,
someone remarked that Madge's hat and coat were in
the bedroom even though she had claimed to have
reached for the phone the moment of her entry into
the house! At headquarters, Madge assumed a stony
and stubborn silence. The lawyer furnished her by
the court was astonished by the fortitude back of the
beautiful features, and though he was every inch a
gentleman, and a most capable person, he could not
break the wall of silence. Madge protested at his
pleas. "I have no defense!" she told him, "all I

want is that the trial be over. I hale notoriety!"
About midnight, the day of the arrest, Dagen, the de-
tective assigned to watch Madge's apartment, re-
ported that her sister had not as yet returned.
"Stay dere, Dagen," the Chief said, "because dese
woiking goyils sometimes get blinded by da lights on
da white way and can't see dere way home!" But
Joyce Randall never returned. Up on Riverside Drive
the Henry Stoddards were planning a reception to an-
nounce their daughter's marriage to Theodore Morgan.
Their shock with the coming of the "tabloid criers"
was horrible to see. But Scott Willard, the lawyer,
was having even greater trials. Even his fervent dec-
laration of love did not sway Madge, so she pleaded
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Guilty and accepted the ten to twenty years \yithout

a murmur. Willard's repeated visits to her in pri-

son were also of no avail, but, one day. the District

Attorney received a wire. In a hospital upstate, he

and Willard saw a girl, about to become a mother,

whom they knew at once to be she whose picture was
in the back of Morgan's watch. They also knew her

to be Joyce Randall! Hers was the old story of the

scorned woman—with amazing variations! Morgan
had been killed by a mysterious Spanish beauty whose
gun had a silencer, and Madge had not been in the

room at all during the argument! The District At-
torney touched Joyce's hand. The Spanish girl was
another older sister of a despoiled girl, and she had
confessed! But her letter of confession had also

been penned on her deathbed—the result of an acci-

dent! When Joyce Randall and her child passed to

the Great Beyond, her sister Madge and brother-in-

law Scott Willard were at her bedside, their hands
linked with her own, and the names of all cleared

beyond a shadow of a doubt!

Thomson Kerr File No. 6662

vas somethingLOU Earl was different. There was
elusive and mysterious about her—the
made friends of men and detested their homage.

The family had learned from experience that Lou's
hunches were the real thing—uncanny, somehow, but
reliable. So it was that when Ted Earl fell heir to

a large house situated on the outskirts of a nearby
city, he went to his family. The owner of the house
was unknown, but it would be necessary for the Earl
family to live in it one year! The difficulty was that
it was reputed to be haunted! Nadine, Ted's wife, re-

fused to advise, inasmuch as she was the type who
did not like standing in the way of peoples' plans.
Amelia and Pamelia.

—"Am" and "Pam", the twins,

—

were always ready for adventure. Harry, usual non-
committal, had little to say, but Tom was most em-
phatic. "Why, of all places, a haunted house?" he
asked, irritated. Everyone awaited Lou's comments
with interest. Somehow, though Lou could not tell

why, she advised this as a good move. She had a
hunch and that was all. The family reluctantly con-
sented to the plan with evil forebodings.
Prior to the removal of the Earls, Lou attended a

Hallowe'en party and the family was amused because
Lou had always had a hunch she would meet her
man, as it were, at one, and he would look over her
shoulder as she gazed into a mirror! Hence each
Hallowe'en, as Lou accepted all invitations, the family
always teased. This night, not a new face appeared
at the party but a handsome face looked over Lou's
shoulder in a mirror and met her gaze unflinchingly.
Lou gave no sign, but all that night they were to-

gether and Lou knew—though they hadn't been in-

troduced !

The Earls arrived at the
night, and, though spooks a
bang of the house was nei

exploring, the next day, ant

piano, and other comforts,
this time, was hard to folio

by, the family
other

lew house on a windy
used them, the rattley-
;-racking. The family,
sighing for their radio,
ondered. Lou's hunch.
As the months rolled

perturbed by the presence of an-
-cigarette stubs and foot-prints in

the snow giving the clue. It did not take the boys
long to discover the annoyances and tricks which
were causing the uncanny noises and other phenom-
ena, but, one day, they also got the "phantom". He
showed credentials—a lawyer* from town, Robert An-
derson—hired to give the Earls their big test of a
year ! At the end of a year, the family had grown
to love the old house, and it was Ted who decided it

would make an excellent broadcasting station with the
children as the performers. Money? Robert ex-
plained that the experimental year was to be followed
by payment of the actual bequest. Ted grinned.
"I've a hunch about you two——" he said to Lou and
Bob. "No hunch, darling," Lou said, "we were mar-
ried last night!" Bob was the "mirror-man", after
all, but Lou had a hunch it would be funnier to let

the family think that particular hunch hadn't worked

THE SIREN
A. R. Dickey File No. 6638

IN
the twilight which overhung a pretty Southern

town, Dick Masters, out for a stroll, caught sight
of a beautiful young woman who appeared to be

struggling with two heavy valises. Without knowing
just why.—except for the fact that she appeared to be
a most fascinating creature.—Dick crossed the street
and relieved her of her burden. She was going up the
hill, and, since the distance and the youth of Dick and
the girl frowned on silence, Dick leaimed that she
was Robbie Mixon—Mrs. "Bob" Mixon—and that her
husband had left her alone with an infant daughter.
From that evening on, Dick and Bob Mixon became
fast friends and ultimately sweethearts. Theatres,
dinners. Bridge, and long walks occupied a great deal
of their time, and the love that each bore for the
other was fresh, first love. Yet, strangely enough,
Bob never spoke of her husband, nor did she ever
mention divorce. Because the relationship was pleas-
ant as it was, Dick, in deference to his own mother,
let it stand. Someday, perhaps, he told himself, he
and Bob would probably marry, but for the present,
they were both voung and times were hard.

It was at a Bridge that Bob first met Dick's old
friend. Bill Reynolds, and from that moment on, Dick
ceased to regard Bob as a casual friend. Competi-
tion enlivened new feelings in the erstwhile compla-
cent Dick, and each time Bob and Bill met, Bill's at-

tempt to carry off the lovely Bob irked him. Things
amtded along in the same way, however, until, one
dav, Dick arrived at Bob's home to find her gone.
The landlady sputtered nervously. Bob, she said, had
gone off to her mother's to visit her baby, who was
ill. Dick paced the streets furiously. Somewhere,
lurking in the shadows, he knew, was Bill. When he
finally saw Bob, after several days, Dick informed
her that he was going off to take a position in an-
other town. Bob pleaded in vain. "If you can't
choose, or can't play straight, I'd better duck out of

the picture," Dick said, but two weeks after his ar-
rival in the new place. Bob arrived with the two
heavy bags. "If you don't come home, I'll stay here
and live with you. darling!" she said, and that was
the arrangement for several months, until, one day,
Dick received a message to come home at once be-
cause of the illness of his mother. Bob arrived on
the next train, but Dick urged that they part because
Bill once more entered the picture while Dick was
busy with his mother. This time, Dick swore that
the end was at hand, despite Bob's tears, but the
argument was ended by the death of Dick's mother.
After the funeral,—weeks afterwards,—Bob came to
Dick. "My baby ^vas ill that time—and Bill was with
me when I went away—but I couldn't get rid of him
until I told him I'd really gone home to get a divorce
to marry you !" she said.

NEW RIVER
Mrs. J. L. McCormick File No. 6660

ORMA was indeed beautiful. She was tall, slender,
yet graceful. Her face was oval and her dark
eyes magnificent. Her hair was black as the

starless night. Her fond parents, proud of their love-
ly daughter, often talked of what a grand marriage
she would make, but Orma was content in her laome
on the softly-flowing New River. As she I'owed on
its waters, she often pictured the lovers who pleaded
for her affections and ofiFered riches. Orma had mere-
ly bade them cold farewells and waited five long years
for her dream man, never doiibting but what he would
come in the moonlight. Long years of travel in for-
eign lands did not avail, but one day, he came! The
Ordendoffs, firm and unrelenting, forbade the girl to
listen to the words she had waited so long to hear.
"He is a villian in disguise!" Papa Ordenloff said.
Phil went away, and Orma pined for many years.
When he returned, Orma's heart throbbed and ached
as she went to him. She followed him impulsively

—

away from the home which had been so dear. On to
the city they went, together, and were married, but
instead of the glorious future Orma had visualized,
heartache came because Phil had married Orma for
the money he thought she would get! The girl was
too proud to ask her father for a penny, so, with a
brave heart, and willing hands which had never
toiled, she tried to live and labor for love alone.
Phil's cruelty and harshness might have gone un-
noticed by his frail, devoted wife, but his brutishness
was crushing. After a year, he left her just as she
was preparing to face woman's most crucial ordeal.
Only a kindly woman's moral and financial aid saved
little Phil from entering the world alone. As time
passed, Orma managed to support her boy despite the
fact that her soul was crushed by the fact that he
had inherited his father's brutish ways. If Orma had
only known that her parents had died of grief and re-
morse after a fruitless search for her! If she had only
known of how their scoundrel lawyer had dissipated
the fortune left to her! On Phil's tenth birthday, his
father's lifeless form was carried to Orma. Phil had
been killed while attempting a bank robbery! Orma
kissed the lifeless lips, shed bitter tears of love, and
managed to bear up through the funeral. On Phil's
eighteenth birthday, /p.v body was brought to Orma.
He, too, had attempted to rob a bank with fearless-
ness reminiscent of his father's! Orma returned to
New River. Foi'ty years had gone by since she first

stepped away from its banks. Majestically poised,
Orma stepped into its fair streams and the deep
waters closed over her as she slept beneath the waves.

THE SECRET CALL
Robert Franklin Ho File No. 6639

AS a father, according to Robert, Mr. Harrison
Brookfield was a "good old skate": as a boss,
he was "just one grand pain." Robert, entering

his father's lumber office as a beginner, was begin-
ning to find that life was not quite as easy as it had
lieen heretofore. For example, when the phone bell
rang suddenly one day. and Robert, annoyed, did
not bother to answer it. it seemed to shout meaningly.
Angrily seizing the o trending receiver, Robert called
a gruff "hello". His countenance changed very sud-
denly however, and his voice became very timid and
feeble, as he heard his father's angry boom on the
Other end of the wire. Robert then set to work in

earnest, realizing that family affection wasn't going
to win him any extra privileges or increase in salary.
In a few months, he had mastered his distaste for
business, and had even earned his father's commen-
dation. Unfortunately, love proved a damning stim-
ulus to Robert's ambitions. He had met Anna Brown
on a skating rink, and now Robert felt himself sink-
ing and slipping into a dreaminess that only love can
effect. As one inexperienced with love, he onlv kissed
Anna after she had raised her cherry lips, and mis-
chievous face to him suggestively. Even though he
discovered that "cherry lips" was a fastidious word
for "lipstick", he found himself involved in a fascina-
tion of the lips. So he dreamed on, until his father,
exasperated, flung bills and unanswered letters be-
fore him eloquently, and told him to "snap out of it"

or "get out". Robert got out! He disappeared com-
pletely, while Anna worried, and Mr. and Mrs.
Brookfield summoned her. blaming his non-appear-
ance upon her. Meanwhile Robert wandered miserably
about from city to city, seeking a job. Nothing mir-
aculous turned up, until he found a position at a very
small salary, temporarily. But Anna was still im-
printed upon his heart. One day he met a man, who
pressed Robert for his confidence. Robert imparted all

that he termed was his trouble, and received bene-
ficent advice—namely that he return at once to his
sweetheart; the stipulation in this agreement was that
he should marry the girl and bring her out west,
where Robert could obtain a job with his sympathetic
friend. Robert, enthused at the proposition, readily
consented, and landed in New York Citv at a specified
time. To his amazement there was Anna with bright
face, and smiling eyes, before him. Impetuously seiz-
ing her, he explained briefly his story, and demanded
that she marry him. To his surprise, Anna agreed,
stating that there was a minister close by who
would be glad to marry them. At the minister's
house, they were greeted charmingly, at which Robert
marvelled a bit, but he was too delirious with joy to
ask questions. Once married, Anna suggested that
before they start for the west, they should visit his
parents. He consented, quakingly, but they entered
the house courageously. Before he could summon
breath, a chorus of "congratulations" reached him.
His father even kissed him! But strangely there was
the sympathetic friend! Anna then explained that it

was a hoax, that this man was a detective, who
planned it all, knowing that Robert would never re-
turn otherwise. To cap his happiness, his father pre-
sented Robert with a key to the office!

THE MYSTIC MURDER CASE
Roy Nelson File No. 6378

PRINCE Maradaba was a mystic by day and an
American citizen by night. Hence, it will not be
surprising to learn that his diurnal fortune telling

supported his nocturnal revels with pretty women!
One of the prince's clients was a Mrs. Durand

—

beautiful, rich, and sophisticated—and the victim of
an arranged marriage. Maradaba fell madly in love
with her the moment she walked into his place for
consultation and advice—despite her skepticism. At
her very next party, Mrs. Durand received with
qualms. The prince was arriving, to point out her
future lover and ply his trade—for a novelty—at the
same time. When Mrs. Durand heard he was bring-
ing his son, she was sure he was the man she was
destined to meet! But the son did not appear while
the prince was at hand for the simple reason that
Maradaba and his son were one! After the disap-
pearance of this fortune teller who had so enthralled
the guests, Mrs. Durand espied a handsome youth in

evening clothes. "Ves. I am Besta, son of my fa-

ther. Prince Maradaba," the youth answered when
she ciuestioned him. In an upper room, Durand was
entertaining another woman—much more fascinating
than his wife, he thought! The next day, Mrs. Dur-
and returned to the prince's to pay him and thank
him—also to get some more advice! Mrs. Durand
explained her own desire to divorce her husband, but
the prince asked that she leave it to him. A few
days later, Mrs. Durand persuaded her husband to
accompany her to the prince's and he did—reluc-
tantly. During the seance he was called to the
phone, but he never returned. The prince, in the
guise of Besta, called upon Mrs. Durand and ex-
pressed the deepest sympathy. Too bad her husband
had been discovered floating near the shore of a
nearby lake! Autopsy showed electrocution, however,
and not drowning. Detectives made a thorough search
of the prince's establishment, and it was only after
days that they discovered a metal plate fastened to
the floor near the phone. Prying it up, they also
found a black mark on it, together with a scorched
spot on the floor. Burned spots about the room
seemed to tell the tale. A search of the room behind
the telephone wall revealed a transformer connected
to the lighting circuit, the secondary stepping up to
a sufficiently high voltage and amperage to kill a
person. But nothing pointed to Besta. Then the de-
tectives found fingerprints in the room, and they
coincided, of course, with Besta's. Mrs. Durand was
dumbfounded when she learned that Besta was both
the prince and his son—to say nothing of being the
murderer of her husband. But Besta could prove,
conclusively, that the phone was used merely in self
defense. He had informed the servants it was not to
be touched except should Durand attack them—which
he did! Mrs. Durand followed Besta to court and
sat with his lawyers, daily. She hadn't suspected
him, but, after all, he had kept his promise and she
was ready to stand bv him till the last because she
did love him.

NAUGHTY WIVES
Arthur D. Parrish, Jr.

- OW dare he be

File No. 6679

nplacent? How dare he
1—1 Ignore^ -*• his wife without putting up a struggle?"

Harriet Van Norton was talking to herself—about
her husband! If she wasn't so sure Richard loved
her she might not have worried—but he did, and yet,
he was being so utterly cruel by ignoring Percy's en-
croachment of his own place in her life. In her de-
butante days, Harriet had been the cynosure of all

eyes wherever she went. She was beautiful, for one
thing, and secondly, she had won Richard \'an Nor-
ton where others failed. The honeymoon had been glor-
ious and the post -honeymoon days ecstatic, but Har-
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riet had not wanted children or as ardent a lover-

husband as Richard was. She wanted to step. How
well she remembered the night she had bent to Rich-
ard's will and stayed at home, but she had left next

day to be gone for six weeks—coming back of her
own accord in the absence of any signs from Richard!
After that, Richard had been able to find places
where there was no room for her. He was able to

stay out much later than she and arise much earlier.

Even Percy hadn't affected him, and yet Harriet had
never stumbled across a single blonde when she did

manage to intrude on his parties! Richard was not
the least bit shocked, either, when Harriet explained
that she was leaving him—for Percy. He simply
moved to his club, closed the house, and bade her
farewell as she left for a tiny and dim artist's studio
with her lover. Harriet was far from happy, knowing,
as she did, that Percy was little more than a shallow
gigolo; that Richard still loved her; that she still

loved Richard; and that her money was slowly peter-

ing through her fingers! Then, one night, after

Percy pleaded with her for a thousand dollars to

clear himself up with a few women and still a few
more gamblers, Richard came, in answer to a note
Percy had forged—supposedly from her. Percy, over-
hearing Harriet deny she had written to ask for the

money, rushed in and informed Richard she was
leaving him for another, as she had done Richard.
Harriet pursued her husband to his club to no avail.

She returned to the studio, but not before she had
stopped off in a shop to purchase a stiletto. She
would kill Percv—she was positive, but how unaware
she was of the fact that Percy had followed her from
the apartment. As Harriet stepped out, later, to

have dinner, Percy rushed in, picked up his belong-
ings and the stiletto, broke into Richard's room at
the club, summoned Harriet by imitating Richard's
voice, and murdered him! Harriet was held for trial

and convicted on circumstantial evidence alone! Percy
was at liberty. Then, suddenly, Harriet stared into
Richard's eyes. He was bending over her as she lay
in bed! "Who lies?" he was asking. "Oh," Harriet
said, "Oh Dickie, it was only a dream!" Richard
smiled. "Do you—isn't today the day you were go-
ing—leaving me with Percy?" he asked. "No!"
Harriet said, weakly, "I'm staying with you forever.
Will you let me. please?" That morning, at the of-

fice, Richard, happier than usual, told his secretary
that he was putting her in charge of a department.
The higher salary made up for the loss of a com-
panion. Percy left for Europe as the guest of a
wealthy screen star. A few days later, everything
was smooth again with the Van Nortons and visions
of storks guarded the quietude!

THE DUDE PROMISE

Vernon Scott File No. 6676

LIFE IS FOR LOVE!
Mrs. Edna Caputo File No. 66S5

GROWX to beautiful young womanhood, the twin
daughters of David Reed, wealthy silk merchant,
surprised even their father who, after on ab-

sence of three years, returned to his home during a
gay party his sister Helen was giving for Rosemary
and Dolly. As usual, both girls rushed to David,
to smother him with hugs and kisses and in-
quire concerning any presents he might have picked
up in far-ofl markets! David laughed, this time, ex-
hibiting, at the same time, Richard Cartwright, a
young executive he had brought with him from Eng-
land. "Sorry I couldn't get two, kids," he chuckled,
"but then, there's not another quite like Diaiu:'
For a long time, Dick couldn't distinguish one twin
from another, but when he could, he took Dolly over
the jumps, as it were, with a whirlwind courtship
and a romantic proposal. David was delighted, and
Dick was horribly impatient while his parents were
crossing, from London, to attend the wedding. When
they finally arrived, he arranged with Dolly to spend
one night showing them New York while she and
Rosemary attended to some last-minute affairs. Tak-
ing the Reed limousine and chauffeur, Dick steered
his happy people from the theatre to the night clubs
but, the pace was too fast for the chauffeur, no
doubt, and, after the last stop, David neglected to
notice that the faithful Oscar was sHghtly tipsy.
The next day, David received a wire which shot
through him like a bolt of lightning. Rushing to
the city hospital, he realized he was not dreaming.
His car had turned over and the Cartwrights were
dead—dead! Richard died the following week. David
went off to South America with Dolly, at once, but
the girl grew lonesome for her sister and aunt. Re-
turning to the States, Dolly rushed into Rosemary's
arms the moment she arrived. Together they went to
their old room, "I'm going to have a baby, Rose,"
Dolly whimpered. Engineered by Rosemary, the two
girls left for the South of France when the time ap-
proached, but, upon their return to the Reed house,
Rosemary accepted the responsibility of young Lor-
raine. David sent her away at once! Later, Rose-
mary read of Dolly's marriage to a prominent New
York society man. The truth, she reaHzed then,
could never be told! When Lorraine was eighteen,
Bruce Wellington, the 7,cplieii< of Dolly and her hus-
band, came into her life. Bruce told DoUj/ that her
mother looked like his aunt, but Rosemary attempted
to avoid the meeting with every last bit of strength
and power. When Dolly and her husband came to
call, Dolly fainted but pleaded with Rosemary not to
divulge her story, yet somehow, through an inadvert-
ent gesture, it all came out. Dolly's husband, instead
of fuming in -characteristic masculine rage, sympath-
ized wholeheartedly, and, after a happy reunion,
marred only by the death of David—from the shock-
Dolly's child and Bruce were married happily attended
by their understanding elders!

SATURDAY night and payday at the Two-0 ranch
meant whoopee in town for everyone. Bill Evans,
the foreman, took it upon himself to warn the

boys—and latest dude arrival, in particular—against

the bullying rascal, Jake McGraw. The Palace was
crammed with boisterous cowboys when the Two-0
bunch arrived, but the notorious McGraw was not in

sight. Bill Evans breathed a sigh of relief but his

comfort was short-lived. Jake's usual handful of

gold coins clattering to the bar announced his pres-

ence to all—including those whose backs were toward
the bar! "Come our everybody!" Jake bellowed, "the

drinks is on me—and Lord pity the one who refuses to

drink the health of Jake McGraw!" The rush for

the bar was interrupted by a sudden stillness. The
dude had remained in his seat—the only one! Jake
swaggered before him menacingly, at first, but when
he learned that the dude did not drink, he jested in

ribald phra.ses as he started dragging the pale-faced

youth toward the bar. "Easy Jake!" Evans shouted,

a gun pointed at McGraw, "I don't mind yuh tearin'

the town loafers apart, but yuh gotta leave my boys
from the Two-0 be!" Before Jake could answer, the

dude had thrust himself between the two. His look

was determined and it was apparent that what the

stupid bully had said was angering him more every
minute. "Mr. McGraw," he said, "I don't want no
trouble with you, but if you don't get out of my way
I'll—I'll jest natcherly have to do something about it."

Jake glared but said nothing, in the face of Evans'
gun. He finally turned on his heel and returned to

the bar. By midnight, Evans rounded up his crew
and had them headed for home, broke, but happy.
After several weeks, the incident in the Palace was
forgotten—by all but Jake! The dude had won the

admiration of all the cowboys by his readiness to

take all the wallops which came with learning ranch-
ing and his sincere grin—even when a half-broken
bronco threw him. One day the dude came face to

face with McGraw while riding over a prairie alone.

Jake had been catching some wildcats, and, to keep
them from escaping while he managed his horse, he
had taken off his pants and thrown them across the
saddle with a kitten in each leg! McGraw, busy
with his horse, hardly noticed the dude who, thinking
it tnight be a Two-0 man, had ridden up close. Sud-
denly, the bully's horse bounded toward town as the

cats and pants rolled oiif into the dust. The dude
went bounding after him as, together, they tore into
town. Riding- before the Palace, a lusty cheer went
up for the dude. Jake and the dude both looked
baffled, but suddenly, the dude grinned. That pay-
day night, at the Palace, the dude had threatened to

run the pants off of Jake if he was not allowed to

remain unmolested! Hence the cheer—despite the
true circumstances. Jake had no proof of the falsity
of the general supposition, so, humiliated into ridic-

ulousness, he left town shortly. In the bunk-house
at the Two-0, however, the boys put up a huge sign

—

over the dude's bed. It said: The Dude prumised to

run the pants oS of Jake McGraw and he done it, b'gosh!

The dude didn't care much about proving otherwise!

THE RED CARNATION
Mrs. Ora E. Marple File No. 66S7

A STENOGRAPHER in Jack Wodd's office chris-

tened him "The Red Carnation" and the name
stuck because it was so apt. Jack, whose hand-

some black curly hair and deep blue eyes inspired
many a girl in his day, was the sort of wealthy
youth who was pleased to distinguish himself from
the mob by a dashing idiosyncrasy. Red carnations
in his lapel, always, and red carnations as the foun-
dation of every corsage he sent to the many women
of his acquaintance filled the bill. Hence, the nick-
name. But contrary to what most people imagined,
Jack was capable of love, and he lavished his affec-

tion on the exquisitely lovely blonde, Lillv May who
was really the only woman who had ever realized that
Jack was a real person and not an artificial humbug.
It was Jack's pleasure to meet Lilly May in the rose
bower of a city park each noon, during her recess
from the exclusive shop wherein she worked as a model.
This day, however, Lilly May did not come because
of a last minute appointment with a buyer who was to
be in town just long enough to view the shop's crea-
tions, place an order, and depart for New York and
then Europe. As Jack was sitting on the usual bench,
Enid Best, a society woman of regal bearing and un-
deniable prominence happened along and entered into
conversation with him. Before he knew it, the wom-
an had her arms about him and was screaming wildly.
Jack was too much of a gentleman to explain, in
court, that Enid Best had merely been seeking to
avenge herself for Jack's neglect of her at the func-
tions at which they had met, so he paid the fine and
incurred the wrath of Enid's husband who really be-
lieved that Enid was far from the philandering and
unfaithful wretch Jack knew her to be! Losing Lillv
May as a result of this incident, Jack left for Paris,
and, though his heart was heavy, he danced about
and gadded about gayly with the same debonair ex-
pression and the same daily red carnation, but Erwin
Best was determined to have his life. It was unbear-
able for lack to have Best trail him across the United
States and through Paris, and many times more than
once, Best upset parties and night clubs with his men-
acing, belligerent ways. Finally, Jack headed for
Colorado again via the air and arrived in his native
city determined to win back Lilly May, but Lilly May
was being escorted about, at the time, by one Daniel
Ransom, a well-liked but unscrupulous young at-
torney. Jack gave a tremendous ball in his carnation-
filled mansion and invited Lilly May, Ransom, and

the Bests—just to be different—and it was at that ball

that Ransom was killed—by a negro in Jack's em-
ploy although no one ever found it out. Jack was
tried but the thing was a farce. Murder it was, but
Jack knew how rotten Ransom was at the core, so
it did not affect his conscience gravely. He was
merely glad for Lilly May and hoped to win her sooner
or later! It was shortly after the trial, however, that
Mrs. Best called to express her sympathy, but Best's
detectives framed her for the divorce which Best was
granted. Jack, much to Best's amazement, turned
witness in his behalf and became his best friend when
Enid married her lover. Dr. Edwards, after the di-

vorce! The following year. Jack and Lilly May stood
together at the altar—beaming with happiness. The
"Best" man stood at Jack's elbow during the cere-
mony, resplendent in tuo red carnations!

FREE AS THE AIR

Lola J. Eachu File No. 6672

WITH seven thousand dollars worth of inheri-
tance, a portion of which had already been
spent on a flashy car, Bailey Duncan was head-

ing West in style—to have a good time while the
money was still going! But the trip was far from
a bachelor's paradise, inasmuch as Bailey's first im-
petuous move was to ask a pretty girl in an Arkan-
sas sweet shop if she'd accompany him—because he
was sorry to hear that she hadn't seen a single cranny
of the world—and was an orphan besides! For the
next few weeks, Bailey and Barbara Watson, the girl,

lived through a veritable fairy paradise. The girl,

transformed by Bailey's magic golden wand into a
smart creature was adorable, and Bailey was de-
lighted with her companionship. Curled up in the
car next to him, ukelele in hand, she drew him further
and further into her web of fascination, but Bailey
stood it like a man. "I'm not the marrying kind.
Baby!" he told her ever so often, and she was a good
sport despite the fact that she, of the two, was aware
that they were both nutty about one another and each
made for the other! When they finally reached Cali-
fornia, Bailey installed the girl in an apartment.
After all, he was entirely too used to bearing her
referred to as "Mrs. Bailey Duncan" to let her slip
through his fingers. Then, a minor climax was ef-
fected the night Bailey left for his mother's winter
home. Barbara bade him a tender goodbye, admon-
ishing him to have a lovely time, but when he re-
turned, supposedly for his key or gloves or some-
thing, he found her face-downward on the bed—weep-
ing as he had pictured she would. And so Barbara
went to visit the Duncans, but they were horribly in-
sulting—excepting Alice, Bailey's sister—and the best
ever! After a few more months of blissful days,
parties, and a general runaround, Bailey's money was
at its bitter end. Both he and Barbara started work
but the penny-counting was too much after the months
of ease. Hence, the end came—suddenly ; but with
finality, and Barbara was positive Bailey was re-
turning home to marry Charl Bennett—the girl to
whom his mother betrothed him, unofficially! Not
the marrying kind, Barbara thought, eh? Though the
ensumg months were horrible for both Barbara and
Bailey, each was too stubborn to give in one iota
Bailey's letters to Barbara in the hospital where she
was workmg—Bailey wouldn't let her try the stage—
remamed unanswered! But, one dav, Bailey reached
the sense mark! After an auto accident which oc-
curred after he had staggered from his brother's of-
fice, havuig been refused transportation West—Bailey
went from the hospital into his car and West—to
Barbara! She had a room and a doctor waiting for
him when he arrived, but she was even too happy to
scold hnn! She knew, this time, that he didn't only
come for fun!

MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Lewis H. Gr. File No. 6702

certainly full of(f-TpHIS old world ._

1 Bob Ferrel exclaimed, from his desk " at the
Acme Advertising Company, "Whew!" Wil-

liam Rogers at the next desk was amused because
It was only the day before when Bob had been growl-mg about the dirty deal he was getting from the
same world! After a short siege of blissful expostu-
lations and e-xpressions on Bob's part, Rogers man-
aged to learn that the sweetest girl in the world had
said the magic yes. Bob dressed with unusual care
that night, sprinkling last year's gift perfume on his
lapel and managing to be through with dinner and
out of the drugstore, too, with a five pound box of
candy at seven—even though the date with the future
Mrs. Ferrel was at eight sharp! Five minutes before
the magic hour. Bob walked briskly up the Welton
steps and rang the doorbell. When there was no
ans\ver. Bob rang again and again, and finally gave
the knob a vicious twist just as someone opened the
door very softly. "Hello Mary. I was beginning to
think youd Jilted me!" Bob cried, but the girl stepped

1 il J .
^® ^'°"'' Pa'^don but I'm not " Bob

laughed. 'I was only fooling, dear," he said, but the
girl went on, "But I'm not " she persisted in
announcing, yet Bob would have nothing of her chat-
ter. He went on to talk of their new home-and
would she pick it out next day. "I'm not thinking
of getting married and you can pick out your own
home. I think you re crazy!" she said, so, after half
an hour. Bob realized something was wrong In a
state of bewilderment. Bob could not figure whether
he or she was crazy. Only last night she had pro-
mised to marry him and now she had forgotten all
about It. "If I ever touched a drop I'd swear I was

he mumbled to himself, as he walkeddead dr
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the deserted streets, alone. The next morning, Rogers

twitted the gloomy bride-groom-to-be mercilessly, but

Bob was not in the mood for fun. Worse than any-

thing was when Bob encountered Mary as he was
leaving for lunch. She was cheery as ever but Bob
grumbled: "I've a right to avoid you after the way
you treated me last night!" Now both were be-

wildered. After a few moments of frantic question-

ing, and puzzled surprise, however. Bob learned that

his date with Mary was the following night. She had

stayed with a friend the night before, and she knew
nothing of her fiance's blank struggling with another

Marv who threatened to call her father if Bob did

not leave at once! Suddenly, Mary laughed heartily.

"Bob Ferrel!" she cried, "were you at the house

last night?" Bob nodded. "I know it wasn't a maid
or anything, Mary " he said, "was it a practical

joke?" "You goose," Marv laughed, taking his arm
and pulling him ofi" to lunch, "I forgot to tell you—
but our courtship has been whirlwind really! 'Mem-
ber I told you about a sister in college? Well she's

a twin of mine!" "Oh!" Bob gasped, "Oh Mary!"

BEHOLD THIS DEMON
Pinkston File No. 6666Mrs. Flo

FROM the time of Bob Walker's childhood until

he was a young man. the monster, .Tealousy, hung
over his head like the famous pendant sword.

Despite the fact that his younger brother, .Timmie,

was treated in exactly the same fashion as himself.

Bob still envied his every move. The Walkers were

distraught with grief. "He'll get over it. Mother,

Mr. Walker would often say, in an attempt to soothe

his troubled spouse, but the kind mother would shake

her head. "It's a bad streak. Fred." she would ans-

wer, "and Bob won't get over it until something hor-

rible shows him how bad it is. Oh Fred, it isn t as

though we didn't give him everything Jimmie gets--

and more!" When the boys were beginning to shift

for themselves, Mr. Walker inherited a bit of money
from an old aunt who was fond of him. "We'll go

to Milbrook, Mother," he exclaimed, "and start a Gen-

eral Store. We can sell outside, too, and the boys

will have something for the future!" With unpre-

cedented joyousness, the Walker family was set up in

Milbrook, but friction was not long in brevving.

Mr. Walker gave the oldest. Bob, the road-selling

job because there was slightly more opportunity to

make money in that, and the youth, after all, was

not only a convincing talker but the oldest son.

Bob protested at once. "Why can't t stay in the

store here, so / can have a good time in town,

too!" he grumbled. Jimmie oi=fered to go on the

road but the Walkers were set against it because of

his youth. When Bob returned from his first trip—

a prosperous one—he demanded to be shown a good

time by his brother. Jimmie faced him squarely.

"There's a girl I want to marry, Bob," he said,

"and her name is Lily. You've been cutting me
out with girls since we were kids—I know—but I

hoped vou would be decent if I told you she was

the real one!" During the following year. Bob
spent all of the time between trips with Lily, little

realizing that her acquiescence to his dates and

kisses was simply part of a plan she and Jimmie
had planned to rid Bob of his jealousy. At the end

of the year, Lily confessed to Bob and explained

that she" and Jimmie were to be married shortly.

Green-eyed more than ever. Bob threatened ven-

geance,
' but Jimmie assured Lily he would never

carry it through. After the wedding, however. Bob s

very heart was torn from him. He actually loved

Lily, so, in a fit of madness, one day, he called

at Timmie's home, and, seeing his brother and his

wife" in a tight embrace, plunged a knife into Jim-
mie's heart and missed his own by a bare inch!

Twenty years behind the bars was the verdict, and,

while he was serving his sentence, his mother and
father died of grief. Only Lily remained to con-

sole him, and years had made her forgiving. When
Bob was released, he, Lily, and Lily's son, Jimm.e.
clung tenaciously together, Lily died just before

she was to marry Bob, who spent the remainder of

his life with Jimmie and his family—cured of the

demon monster but obsessed by wretched memories!

THE CARCAJOU
Alfred Ward File No. 6661

THE usual stiff journey up the Peace River to

the North-west was but a joyous honeymoon
lark for John Calhoun, heir to the tremendous

Calhoun fortune, and his bride, Mary. The folks

back home were surprised, too. when they learned

that the honeymoon seemed to be turning into per-

manent settlement, but approval was the keynote of

the day when Mary wrote that she and John were
returning with their six-months old baby, Jane,

John had balked about taking the baby on so

treacherous a journey, but Mary had insisted upon
the idea for the sake of the child's comfort and
chance for life. L'nfortunately, the rough-hewn boat

constructed by the native guides met opposition by a

log in the current, forcing Baby Jane's crib into the

throblaing stream and sending it down the main
current: Isobel Campbell, the wife of a meek trap-

per, Johnny, had spotted the cradle as it came around
a bend, and, just having buried her own infant, held

Jane to her bosom joyously. In the years that fol-

lowed. Jane grew into a strong and healthy young
womanhood, in direct contrast to what her original

heritage promised. Instead of luxurious coddling, the

girl was taught to shoot, hunt, and trap, and, by the

time she was twenty, was one of the best marksmen
the country over, men included! Her target was a

stretched moose skin Johnny had rigged up, and each

fresh target would soon find itself in ribbons! When
Jane was still young, Sweeney, an unscrupulous trap-

per, came to the settlement. The Breeds called him
"Carcajou" just as the Americans were wont to call

the tricky "Wolverine", The Carcajou love of bru-

tality which he practised on men and women alike

made him unpopular but feared, and in the hard times

which followed the death of Isobel Campbell and her

confession to a priest of Jane's parentage, Johnny fell

a readv prey in his hands. So it was that Jane set

ofT, the day after Christmas, to keep house for the

Carcajou, in exchange for the debts Johnny had piled

up, but the quick-witted girl had as tricky a plan

mapped out as even the Carcajou was capable of

concocting. The girl started the moment she arrived

at the sinister cabin. Trusting her shooting ability,

she held the sly Sweeney at the point of her rifle,

managing him through the nicks which even his

thick skull could not withstand. Having rid the

cabin of all of his own weapons and barred the doors

against his invasion of her territory, Jane kept peace-

ful house with the aid of her host, who feared her
intensely. By the time her period of servitude was
up, the Calhouns arrived in response to a summons
from Isobel's confessional priest, and Mary was hys-

terical when she learned of Jane's location and occu-

pation, Johnny reassured her and John Calhoun.
Holding lip the old moose skin—in tatters—he begged
them to believe Jane could take care of herself, but

John insisted upon starting out at once to fetch her.

As they took the trail, guided by Johnny, an odd pro-

cession came into view. It was the Carcajou, toting a

heavv sled, flanked by Jane who was toting a rifle

lightly over her shoulders. The nicks in the Carcajou's
physiognomy told the tale, and had not the situation

been so tense, with Mary and John hysterically clutch-

ing their child, Tohnny might have laughed! Years af-

ter the Calhouns had returned to civilization with their

daughter and Johnny, who had become attached to

them, too, the story of the Carcajou's taming was
laughingly told about camp fires by virile men, but
it was no longer the story of the Carcajou. They al-

ways finished up with a piece of ragged moose hide
and amusing allusions to "Moose-skin" Sweeney!

A WHITE SOUL
Kathleen Dougla File No. 6683

RETURNING from an ecstatic session at his easel,

Peter Harcourt. vacationing^ in the mountains,
sees the only hotel go up in flames and rushes

to join in the rescue work, during which he suddenly
witnesses the vision of a young girl standing with
arms outstretched in the path of the flames. Her
cottage, incidentally, is not touched! Before many
days have gone by, Peter has become well acquainted
with this girl—]Mary Radcliffe and her grandmother,
and it is he who paints her portrait—a spirituelle

Greuze effect—while she tells him of her old convent
days. At the end of his stay, Peter is sorry to leave,

but ambition calls and after all. he thinks, Mary is a

child. Two years later, installed in a small studio
with a sculptor, Eugene Mumford, and a writer. Jack
Rutherford. Peter is not exactly happy. Something is

lacking in his life or career, he feels, but just what it

is he cannot guess. Suddenly durinj? a wild party at

a Bohemian restaurant, it dawns on him! Mary!
He sees her at a nearby table, changed somehow,
lovelier than ever, but indifferent toward the men
who are crowding her table and kissing her beautiful
hands. By the time he is over the shock, she is

gone. but. the next morning, Peter awakes to find a

still greater shock awaiting him. Being the only one
who is entirely sober, it is he who answers the brass
knocker. Before him stands Mary, waiting to model
for Mumford. But the girl, seeing the sculptor in a
blissful sleep, turns about and leaves before Peter has
a chance to follow. Her grandmother is dead, he has
learned, and modelling is the only way out. Peter
asks Mumford later, and Mumford refusing to give
him her address, also shows him the figure of a sta-

tue he is working on—posed by Mary. From that day
on, Peter's search for Mary is thorough and untiring.
Every studio, restaurant, and boarding house seems
to shake a mythical head in an emphatic no! Ruth-
erford tells Peter that he has learned from Mumford,
that the girl is no longer in town—<;ertainly not in her
former lodging house—and there is no forwarding ad-
dress. One day, however, Peter, at the end of the
rope, rushes out of the old rose-vined cottage with
its torn "To -Let" sign, despairingly, head in hands,
and as he sits on its neglected steps, Mary comes
wistfully and sadly up the walk. The moment she
puts her fingers on his hair. Peter jumps up dazed
with joy. Her story is one of deprivation and sacri-
fice. Granny's death had left her nothing except the
cottage, so, she went from tutoring to companioning
to modelling and in each place another man attempted
to take advantage of her youth and beauty. Peter
already knew that Mumford had been lying about the
statue—that Mary had only been a model for the
head and hands, Together Mary and Peter enter the
cottage and open the door. "To think darling,"
Mary confides breathlessly, "that I almost let the
doors close behind me as a novice!" She had—but
now the rose cottage will resound to happier strains
from the vision who held the crucifix in the path of
the flames.

THE ANONYMOUS LETTER
Esther Murray File No. 6698

ONLY the most intimate circle was present at the
celebration of the first anniversary of Zane Cor-
bett's first encounter with Hope Jackson. Hence,

none was particularly surprised to see a sparkling
diamond on the correct digit of Hope's left hand! As
Zane walked home that night, having missed the last

car, he thought over his mother's reaction to the an-
nouncement, that afternoon. She had informed him
that his brother John's wife, Lydia, was complaining

about John's numerous affairs with other women!
John, a successful bootlegger, was in the habit of as-

suring everyone—including his wife—that she was a

bore, and that he had outgrown her. The iiight after

the betrothal reception. Zane appeared in John's
home, but the older brother was far from cordial.

Zane had hardly opened his mouth when he went
sprawling to the floor! But Zane was never a quit-

ter, so, after a while, John was occupying the floor.

Two weeks later, John cleared out of town with his

family. The wedding was but four months ofi^. Then,
suddenly, all the plans and excitement came to an

abrupt stop, Mrs. Jackson, the instigator, was most
mysterious for a time, but, after a while, it came out.

Hope's mother was the recipient of an anonymous let-

ter which declared that Zane Corbett's marriage to

Hope was an insane project because of an incurable

disease which would cause his demise in six months!
Mr. Jackson, always fond of Zane, attempted to patch

things up. and did, by resorting to the simple expedi-

ent of taking Zane to a trusty physician who would
surely not attempt to muddle things. Three months
having gone by, the wedding was now only four

weeks away, and when it finally came, the only per-

son absent was John Corbett! After the honeymoon,
Zane and Hope were a perfect couple, and for six

years, they lived in absolute bliss together with the

children who sprang from the union. Then, on the

eve of their sixth anniversary, a telegram came:
"Come immediately with Mother Stop Something seri-

ous Lydia". It came to Zane. Hope made all pre-

parations for the trip and went to stay with her moth-
er while Zane was away. Arriving at Lydia's, Zane
and Mrs. Corbett found Lydia and the children ill

and hysterical, but, following a policeman outside to

the garage, they saw John, on the floor—pierced with

bullets. Zane's mind immediately visioned a gang war
such as he had read of, often. But he was wrong. A
note explained the entire matter. "Forgive me, all of

you," it said. "I know I have been a rotter. The
anonymous letter was just an act of revenge on my
part. What I accused my brother Zane of I was
guilty. I had just a few months to live so I thought

I would end it all. John." After the funeral, Lydia
and Mother Corbett consoled one another under the

same roof—with the children—while Hope and Zane
went on being the happiest of mortals, with nothing

in the world to further mar their happiness!

EASY STREET

Mr. Edward Musil File No. 6699

PHILIP KERREN was considered a smart lawyer,

but Clyde Hanley positively idolized him when
Philip managed to procure a seventeen-tnousand

dollar reward for Clyde for the return of some im-

portant legal documents to a large corporation! Philip

took two thousand and went his way, after making
sure Clyde got the money into the bank, but the client

wasn't one hundredth degree as shrewd as his attor-

ney, Clyde, in the typical manner of a struggling

youth who feels gold jingle and paper crackle in his

own pockets for the first time, went out on a bound-
ing spree. First he bought all the luxuries he had
craved a long time—clothes, a tux, a flashy roadster,

and a dazzling watch. He then gave up a perfectly

good job with the chance for advancement. Barbara,
his fiancee, pleaded in vain against Clyde's reckless-

ness, but the youth, instead of accepting the woman's
carefully chosen words of counsel, continued on his

golden path. Then came the night Harry Kreel, an

old friend, introduced him to Marcia Holt, a Broad-
way star of yesteryear whose current occupation was
keeping beautiful for a decrepit millionaire in a luxuri-

ous apartment, Harry and Marcia were accompany-
ing Clyde and Barbara on a round of the supper clubs,

and Marcia's platinum crown of curls, and savoir faire

certainly stood out in sharp contrast to Barbara's re-

luctance to drink and make merry—and her quiet

beauty. Barbara was horrified. She pleaded with
Clyde to realize that his money was slipping through
his fingers like water. For years, they had been sav-

ing to marry—always looking at the future with hope-

lessness—yet now it was rosy, Clyde didn't care!

Clyde appeared at Marcia's, the next day. with an
exquisite time piece she had admired, and, after that,

the gold-digging blonde did not let Clyde out of her

sight. Dressing him in the jazz manner of her stage
associates, she toted him about and showed him how
to rid himself of his fortune—or so she thought, and
Clvde. poor fool, figured that lliis was life—a privilege

—a rare one! Then, one day, another of Marcia's cir-

cle put in an appearance—Horta, another "Keptie" and
her "Heavy Sugar". They spoke glibly of the North-
ern Products Company and stocks and Clyde fell into

the trap even more readily than expected. By the

time another dav had rolled around. Clyde owned a

considerable block of the Northern stock! Then the

crash came—not even the Wall Street fall, either—
but a complete crash of the company. Clyde's broker
was as helpless as himself! Horta had stuck him, too,

but she and her Sugar were safely hidden somewhere
in Chicago with all their money! Clyde was wiped out
completely, and realizing that Barbara had given him
up for Harry long ago, he returned to Marcia whose
lip curled in disdain. "Lost your ail in Northern,
eh?" she laughed, scornfully, "and I thought you had
mdliona!" Clyde, after selling his car and everything

else, went to call on Harry—for a job—but Barbara
was there. "Yeh, Easy Street!" Clyde said.

TIN PAN ALLEY
George Ragan File No. 6717

WITH a Big-City way of doing things. Walter
Frederick swept into town and managed to steal

Lily Roberts from her childhood sweetheart,

Harry White, a small-time musician. The result was
inevitable. Harry, crushed with disillusionment, lit
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out, as it were, for the bright lights of Broadway—to

forget—where, after settHng clown, he composed a song

which Fred Tackson. a phoney publisher, copyrighted

in his own name! Unaware of the manner in which

he had been duped. Harry also fell into the trap of

Kitty Malone. Fred's side-kick, who. under pretense

of calling him to scare away a burglar.—another of

Fred's aides.—held him in her room as Bill, the burg-

lar, escaped, and then turned him over to Jerry, a

policeman bribed by Fred to arrest Harry for a sup-

posed attack on the girl! For one year, Harry lan-

guished in prison while his song made him famous but

coined money for Fred, who held the copyright! Then
came the dav of Harry's release. Renting a cheap

piano and an equally cheap room, he managed to take

hold of himself, his only consolation being the re-

peated rendition of his song with innumerable varia-

tions. One day, however, as he started its plaintive

strains, someone else in the house seemed to be play-

ing the same thing! Harry traced the sound and came
upon another struggling youth. The two struck up an

acquaintance at once which, before long, bordered on

intimacy. Together they wrote a song and submitted

it. fearfully, to the producer of a revue. The reason

for its acceptance was as romantic as the song itself

inasmuch as the star of the show. Dorothy Vaughn,
fell madly in love with Raymond Fisher. Harry's

partner, and urged its purchase for her own use. The
producer was impressed with the eagerness of these

two half-starved youths so he included them m a

sketch wherein both played the piano as an accom-
paniment to Dorothy's starring of the song which ul-

timately turned out to be what is known in the

"white light area" as a smash-hit!
Back home, the debonair Walter was tiring of his

country butterfly, and soon he left once again for the

jaded centers from which he had come. Lily, disillu-

sioned, turned to her first love. His song, ever on

her lips, seemed to guide her path to New York to

seek him out. Consequently, her first attempt resolved

in a seat at the revue, but the girl could not last. As
she roamed the lanes backstage, her ears picked up

talk of a wedding. Convinced that it was Dorothy

and Harry who were being married, she turned to

leave but bumped square into Harry as she stumbled

along, sobbing. Harry's manner was cool because he

knew she would know about the Kitty aiifair, and he

did not trust his emotions—so glad was he, actually,

to see her. But Bill, the one-time fake burglar, came
through, turned stool pigeon, shortly afterwards, and

cleared Harrv's name. It was Dorothy's suggestion

that they hold a double wedding on the stage at a

special performance of the show which was featuring

"I Love You Truly"!

ISLAND OF FATE

Rolf Warden File No. 6722

CAPTAIN COLL, defiant as ever, returned to

Bradburg after his father's death, to claim his

inheritance The Captain had always intrigued

the populace with his swaggering ways-learned from

his associates of the sea, which he had followed since

the age of fifteen. But the fortune was not long-lived.

Coll ran through it in no time and was soon back to

the sea and the seaside bars with the rest of the

moneyless fools. One night, however, as the captain

sat by his usual table in a sailor's pub. a young girl

entered with a dainty basket on her arm. It was not

long before rough jokes and knee-bouncmg practically

spouted forth from the others in the room. Coll

caused a riot by coming to the girl s assistance but

he managed to get her out of the place and home.

The girl's mother was none other than Susan, the

Coils' former maid-servant with whom the captain

had had an affair directly after his return to collect

the legacy! Captain Coll had rescued his own child!

Five years later, the captain was near the top while

his wife. Susan, and his daughter. Ruthy, were close

a,t his heels. Only one obstacle stood in his way. but

he didn't know it! The captain was most anxious to

have Ruthy wed Simcastle, a mysterious new arrival

in town—reputed to be wealthy and well bred. But the

young fisherman whom Ruthy adored had already

planted the seed of future generations in her. Cap-

tain Coll turned the girl out the moment he learned

of this. That night, Jack took Ruthy to his own
mother, but before he was able to marry her, he was
whisked away to prison to stand trial for the murder
of Simcastle whose bloody hat was found floating in

the water near Tack's house—and who had left a note

stating Tack had threatened to kill him! Ruthy's

baby was born while its father was serving a twenty

year sentence! One fruitless attempt at escape had

been enough to convince a jury of his guilt! But

Susan was a constant visitor at the home of her

daughter—the home Tack had just completed before

his arrest. One day Susan told Ruthy that Captain

Coll was -")' her father, but that she had married him
to give the girl a home! Susan explained that she

had been married, after her aiifair with Coll, to a

young farmer! "I cannot help but think the captain

killed Simcastle!" she said. Two years later, a man
dying in a New York hospital confessed to the mur-
der of Joe Hardan for which Roger White, alias Sim-

castle was imprisoned, prior to his escape! A few

days later, the vindicated Simcastle turned up at the

prison in which Jack was serving his time and ex-

plained that he had never been dead but that he had

been injured in a fall from a cliff—and a thrust from

someone. Hunted, however, he had had to get away
and let Jack face the music. Coll had planted the

note which had stood out as evidence. The wedding
of Jack and Ruthy was actually jubilant despite the

peculiar conditions. Simcastle's gift was fifty thou-

sand dollars—but his souvenir of the occasion was a

broken heart! Such was life and love on the Island of

Fate, up North!

THE MASKED JURY
John Dworsky File No. 6716

A GANG of diamond smugglers working along the

L^nited States-Canadian border having proved
too slick for the police of either country, dash-

ing Jimmy Darell was ordered from his post on the

Mexican frontier to Detroit, the bone of contention.
His only regret was the fact that his "pard". Jack
Gorman, had to be left behind. For a considerable
number of months, Jimmy proved too cagey for the

smugglers up North, but every dog has his day

—

they say—and the smugglers celebrated theirs by tak-
ing Jimmy for his last ride and seeing him safely into

the Detroit River with two notes attached to his
clothing—to warn future oflenders of his ilk. "He
knew too much!" said one. while the other threatened:
"This will happen to you if we are stopped again!"
When the news of Jimmy's demise reached Mexco.
the Chief let Jack go simply because he knew there
was no way of holding him! Hopping from plane to

taxi Jack covered Detro't in record time and was soon
in possession of every last requisite detail. The eve-
ning of his first day there, he even managed to take
dinner with his late pal's sister Betty, formerly of

Toledo. They had never met before, and Jack was
impressed by this pretty girl who looked into his

eyes deeply and said: "Jack, I'm not going back to To-
ledo until my brother's murderer is found!" The very
next day Jack took Jimmy's post by the ferry. With
his two operatives. Jack managed to keep tabs on the
first suspicious-looking character who crossed his path
—a youth whose cigars were thick—and probably hol-
low, Jack thought, as he crossed the border ferry.
Had Jack known that one of his operatives was a
spy for this very gang he was trailing, things might
have transpired differently, but as it was. he was be-
coming involved deeper with every step—yet closer
to his man! The day upon which the regular opera-
tive was kidnapped dawned dark for Jack, but fortun-
ately. Betty, returning home from shopping, just han-
pened to witness the entire thing. O'Leary, the kid-
napped man. had been lured into a car containing
five gorillas, by the wiles of Perrula. the gang opera-
tive. Jack, daring as his dead friend had been, made
a valiant attempt to outwit Perrula that day. but the
matter resulted in his own kidnapping. Jack, however,
managed to write a note on a tenspot for the cab
driver who drove them to the gang's lair. The do-
ings in the inner sanctum of Orwyn's mob were crude
but glamorous enough to appeal to the ignorant flesh
Orwyn had to deal with. Men in scarlet caps and
black drapes sat in a sort of tribunal and doors and
moving floors added to the mystery. In a darkened
room with a peep-hole. Jack overheard something of
Jimmie's demise and also of a fiendish plan to kidnap
Betty Darell because of her complicity in Perru'a's
activities. Jack worked fast. Nabbing one of his
guards in a manner he had learned through experience,
Jack managed to change clothes and himself become
a member of the masked jury. Then he conveyed to
O'Leary his presence and rounded up the mob single-
handed as the entire force marched in—tipped off by
the taxi driver who had received the ten dollar bill

marked:"Tack Gorman, Customs Office, Help needed."
With the one hundred thousand dollar reward for cap-
turing the most dangerous band of smugglers ever
handled. Jack and Betty retired to a life of peace and
quiet—together, but the dashing spirit of Jimmy
Darell was always their guide through the happy
paths life placed in their way from then on!

FATE AND AN EMERALD
Miller File No. 6557

MICHAEL AMBROSE, heir to Sir Julian A-n-
brose's titled estates, arrived in London with a
slightly muddled head on his handsome should-

ers. Why, he asked himself, had his dancer-love.
Ouida, declared her love and yet vowed she was not
free? Why was Nicholas Teshmoff, her Russian dance-
partner so enmeshed in her past? Sir Julian greeted
Michael with joy, but Kenneth, his step-brother was
annoyed as ever. Why did Michael need coercion to

marry Madeline Carnegie when he himself was so mad
about her? Ouida's loveliness was too fresh in

Michael's mind for Sir Julian's desire to weld the two
fortunes and titles to register. However, shortly after

Michael's arrival, a shocking occurrence dulled his

keen thoughts, somehow. Realizing that Michael was
off to London to have the famous Ambrose emerald
reset for Sir Julian, Kenneth played the trump c->rd

of his life by forcing Michael into the vortex of dis-

grace by himself stealing the emerald. Shocked by
Sir Julian's implicit faith in Kenneth and restrained
from explaining his own side of the story, Michael
soon turned up on a small South Sea island upon
which he owned a plantation, thanking God that the
inherited fortune of his maternal grandparents would
not necessitate any labor on his part. The inevitable

tropical fever came as a result of too-frequent indul-

gence in liquor and occasional native flesh, and, under
the fever's influence, Michael succumbed, intolerantly
enough, to the care and caresses of Mandia, an ex-
quisite native girl who reminded him of Ouida, but
whom he forced into the arms of another man, with
their daughter, because of his cruelty. Finally, a no-
tice of Sir Julian's death in an English paper, coupled
by the announcement of Kenneth, as his legal bene-
ficiary, (teove Michael to the road as a wanderer, but
he fell exhausted into the arm of a kindly French
mission priest along the way, confessed, and, after his

recovery at the mission, became an ardent worker
about the islands—to redeem his own soul from tor-

ture. One day. on a mission with the priest, Michael
discovered Ouida in an island convent ! Her story was
more wretched than his own! Lender the cover of their

dancing, she and Nicholas were actually agents for a
band of international crooks which had had Ouida in

its grasp since Nicholas had virtually stolen her from

home, as a girl! On her way to Africa with a jewel
Kenneth had sold to her gang and then imagined he
and Sir Julian had redeemed, she had been ship-
wrecked—with Nicholas, who had drowned! Michael
identified the jewel but returned sadly to find his and
Mandia's daughter after Ouida refused to marry him
in preference to taking the veil. Returning, some time
later, with his half-caste daughter, Michael was de-
nied an audience with Ouida, but the flutter of her
kerchief from the window of the convent stirred him
strangely. Throwing the emerald into the sea, Mich-
ael stumbled, himself, on a steep cliff. Ouida re-
mained at his bedside continuously, then, but her lov-
ing care was unavailing. Ouida and his child were
at his side at the end—singing softly the lullaby of
the doomed.

NATIVE RESERVE
Pauline Harold File No. 6639

MR. OSWALD, the Superintendent of Schools, was
waiting for the Wellsley honor student who had
found it impossible to find a job in the East.

Professor Oswald was a typical Westerner and Imogen
enjoyed his warm frankness and sincerity. Heavy
rains had swollen the regions over which they travel-
led toward the village, and the streams were high,
but, as they prepared to cross one, the professor as-
sured the girl that it was perfectly safe. But it

wasn't, and soon Imogen found herself dazed but com-
ing to under the watchful gaze of a handsome strang-
er. Those swelling streams had caused the bus' over-
turning! The village was reached in time for dinner.
School went well under the supervision of the well

disciplined girl from Cape Cod, and a certain lively
air burst forth into the village entertainments which
the school organized. Paul Ellsworth was at every
possible function and Imogen was glad because she
considered him her hero—after he had saved her in the
bus accident. But Paul decided to approach his ter-
ritory carefully before declaring himself. As time
went on Paul grew bolder but Imogen more courte-
ous. After the Christmas festival that year, how-
ever, Paul, who had played Santa Claus, offered his
sled to aid Imogen in transporting her many gifts.
Moonlight, snow, Christmas, and youth were too much
for Imogen so, when she told Paul the ride had been
all too short, she meant it. That night, Paul went
home to dream sweet dreams of this fair girl who was
affecting his heart so strangely, but instead of sleep-
ing, the youth was awakened during the night by the
fire alarm of his volunteer company. Rushing out of
bed into his clothes and thence to the street, Paul saw
at a glance that the fire was on Imogen's block. A
terrific battle with smoke and flame ensued the re-
mainder of the night, and while Imogen was carried
out somewhat overcome, Paul did not give up but
went on fighting for the lives and property of the
townspeople. By the next day. he was exhausted and
sleeping beneath the beams of the house, but when
his company discovered him, he was rushed to the
hospital in a jiffy. Several doctors ventured the
opinion that Paul would be maimed for life—lame-
but the youth bore up bravely. His indulgent doctor,
sensing something unusual, too, sent for Imogen who,
after the first visit, spent a half hour, daily, with
Paul. When both were well, Paul hesitated to ask
Imogen to marry him because of his foot, but when
a famous surgeon from the East assured him that with
the proper exercises everything would be fine, his
heart virtually missed a beat! Then, pretending he
was still hopelessly crippled. Paul invited Imogen to
his ranch along with several others. With crutches
in hand, he proposed to her and she accepted—even
to setting the wedding date. Imogen was genuinely
thrilled, then, when Paul threw down the crutches and
sped toward her. Figuratively, the flames of love had
shattered the native

RATTLESNAKE
Katie Willii File No. 6677

THOUGHTFULLY studying the youth opposite
him in the train, David Crompton who was hieing
himself to his boyhood home in the Ozarks to es-

tablish a land claim for his boy, David, realized that
something in the young man's eyes were amiss. Sud-
denly, it dawned upon him. That youth knew that
the black satchel David had under his arm was a
moneybag, and even the boy's casual exit at the sta-
tion before David's was of no avail. David, clinging
tighter to the bag, went one station too far and had
himself taken out to his old homestead. But the ac-
tual land transaction seemed of minor importance to
him now. How good it was to be back on Rattlesnake
mountain! David placed his money under his coat and
fell fast asleep on a flat rock, but he hadn't been
there more than half an hour when a rifle shot woke
him with a start. David gasped! A young girl with
a gun had saved his life from the rattler which had
been menacing him and preparing to spring as he
slept. But the final thrust of the reptile carried Da-
vid's bag over the cliff! Down the incline he went,
with the girl after him, but David was unsteady from
the shock of losing his son's inheritance so carelessly.
The girl, Sally Hammond, took David to her family's
cottage and the Hammonds were glad to see their old
neighbor, but nothing in the world could bring back
the black satchel which they searched so diligently
for, nor did David ever recover from his fall down the
cliff's side. He died, one year later, grieving for the
money and believing implicitly that the youth on the
train had tracked him and gotten it before he had a
chance to
After his father's death, young David took his sor-

rowful mother and all their worldly possessions and
headed for the old mountain home. He was positive
that his mother would be happy there, and that they
would find the money! Jenny Crompton was worried,
though, about David's friends from the upper strata of
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society. "What will they think of you as a moun-
taineer?" she asked, piteously. David was only too

happy to relinquish the artificialities of life for the

genuine, and he was happier than ever when he, too,

met the famous Sally who rescued him, as she had

his father, by applying her ready gun to a rattler

which was also threatening David, the younger! Mrs.

Crompton was delighted with David's choice—for he

did fall in love with Sally on the spot. "You'll be

happy with a mountain girl, son," she told him, "and

Sally is one of the best— the best!" The ensumg
weeks were gay for the Cromptons and the Hammonds,
and David, in his endless fishing, hunting, and riding

trips with Sally, almost forgot about the money and

the satchel—but not quite. Then, one day, a picmc

was scheduled for the folks of the neighborhood. Da-

vid anticipated this day with eagerness, but he arose

believing that something unusual was predestined to

occur. Jenny was joyous because she knew David was
going to ask a momentous question of Sally, and she

was wise enough to realize that it was not good to

pine for wealth when happiness was at hand! That
day, as David and Sally sat singing on a huge fiat

rock, they were thrown off as the rock cracked. Re-
covering from the shock, Sally tripped over some-
thing. It was the wallet! Tears fell from Jenny's
eyes as she saw the children embrace one another in

the shadow of old David's past!

PARTNERSHIP
Carolyn Sigler Blaii File No. 6592

theAS partners go. Brown and Brer
congenial of fellows. As a matter of fact, they
had been partners so long, in everything, that

they even shared Betty Gayle, the daughter of a re-

tired attorney who had been a great help to them in

their career. It was a matter of impossibility for any-
one to know whether Betty was in love with either,

and if so, which she favored, but everyone seemed
to be aware of the fact that both boys loved Betty.
One day, however, much to everyone's great surprise.

Betty and Brown were married! It was a terrible

shock to Brent but he kept a stiif upper lip. as it were.
However, for one whole year, Breiit did not enter
their home, but at the end of the year, he weakened,
and stopped by, one night, with a gift. Brown, he
learned, had been called out of town on business, but
had been unable to get in touch with Brent to tell

him. Betty's pleas to her husband's partner to keep
her company fell on deaf ears, at first, but Brent
finally succumbed and remained to chat and dance
about in the manner of bygone days, and, by the time
Brent was ready to leave, he was aware of the fact

that he had been double-crossed! Brown, before the
wedding, had informed Betty that Brent was going to

iniddle-aisle it—as Winchell would say—with his pret-
ty private secretary! Brent assured her that it was
completely otherwise, and went away, assured that the
girl, after all, was still not sure which partner she
really loved. After that, Brent called often, and
Betty's mistrust for her own husband grew in volume
and intensity. The climax was reached at a Thanks-
giving dance at the Countrv Club, a vear after the
Browns' wedding. It was on that night that Brent
took Betty in his arms, and both knew the answer.
For a while, Brent avoided the Browns, studiously,
but, one day, when Brown was leaving on business,
he asked Brent to watch out for Betty. Brent fought
inside of himself for two days before he got courage
to go and tell Betty how much he loved her and
wanted her to go away with him, but Betty could not
bring herself to the point of saying "Yes". It was
shortly after this episode that Brent and Jane Brink

-

ley, his secretary, had their engagement announced!
Betty was heartbroken and Brown caught her on the
rebound. The fact was that Brent, drawn toward Jane
whose transatlantic flier-sweetheart had been report-
ed lost, felt they had something in common. Brent,
stopping by to see Betty, received her cold response
stoically. This, he figured, was the time-honored way
of a woman and there was Httle he could do about it.

Still, he was not the only factor in this peculiarly
chaotic mix-up. Fate stepped in and exerted a strong
hand which changed everyone's lives. Firstly, there
was the discovery of Jane's sweetheart, hence the
breaking of her engagement to Brent, but Betty knew
nothing of this, so, when Brent walked solemnly
through her door, one day, to inform her that her
husband. Brown, had been fatally injured in an auto
accident, Betty did not realize the force which had
come to bear. Shortly after the funeral. Brent came
to pay his respects, but his surprise was beyond ex-
pectation when he found a glowing Betty waiting for
him. Jane had been there, to offer sympathy and to
make an offer to rent the house. Actually, Jane knew
of Brent's adoration of his late partner's wife, but
she had been smart enough to intimate rather than to
prate. Betty cried in Brent's arms. "You don't have
to talk, dear," Brent told her, "because I know just
how you feel. It's been this way all the time, hasn't
it?" "Yes," Betty sobbed, "oh y-e-s!"

SECOND COUSIN
Mrs. Clarence Chapman Jr.

is he?" the boy asked, "well, you kids are dumb if

you don't know! My mother says-". But Muriel

and Ronnie didn't want to hear any more. After that,

they managed to walk home from school a different

way, so as to be unmolested, but the seeds of sus-

picion and discontent had been sown ! Several days

afterwards, they came upon Frances and Doug in the

garden of their house. Unseen, the children listened—

and the results were disillusioning and tragic. Doug
was saying something about love—and ending all the

torture—and about his Muriel. When the children

finally took themselves back to the house—after having

witnessed a tender love scene—Muriel cried out hot-

ly: "I'm Jwt his Muriel! I'm Daddy's, and I'll never

be anyone else's." For a time, the unhappy pair of

youngsters despised this mother who had never shown
them anything but affection and kindness despite her

obvious trials, but one day. Daddy came to the house,

walked about foggily, bade Muriel a curt farewell, and
went off—promising to see Ronnie soon. One week
later, Ronnie was dressed and packed off. Muriel

cried for her brother and dad for days, but not even
Mother responded. Then, one day, Frances called the

girl into her room. Muriel, at fifteen, was appalled

by the state of her mother's emotional self. "It's

been on my mind for years, mv child," Frances said,

"but I've never been able to tell it." Muriel wept
copiously as her mother poured forth the story of her

youth. After having met Bert Robbins, she had met
Douglas Marsh, but Bert, jealous as he was, had con-

cocted a horrible scandal concerning Doug—and mak-
ing him more alluring to the youthful Frances, who
had. for no other reason than spite, allowed herself

to be betrayed. Douglas, in a fit of jealous temper,

had refused to marry her, for the time, so Bert had

stepped in—not for love, but merely because of the

power he felt would be his under the circumstances.

Frances had never loved Bert—from the moment of

their marriage because she had sensed his feelings at

once, but Bert, to spite her, had thrust the repentant

Douglas at her head and spitefully gained the confi-

dence of the children to his side! Ronnie, Muriel

learned, was the child of Bert's mistress, but Frances

was unperturbed. There would be a divorce, and Bert

would marry the mistress as she was marrying
Douglas. Poor Muriel, at sixteen, faced life cynically,

but whenever she looked at Douglas, she knew that

the love and affection in him would make her life

happy, some day, when the disillusion had gone!

ALIAS

Leon Edwards File No. 6710

TRAVELLING from. San Francisco to New York
with the express purpose of putting as much dis-

tance as possible between himself and the coast

police, William Rogers, thirty-five and well-groomed
became acquainted with Trevor Manton, the new
manager of the National Hosiery Mills in Maidstone.

Ohio. In the confusion which followed the wreck of

the train near Maidstone. ho\vever, Manton was killed,

but Rogers, as far as the Frisco police knew, was the

victim! Now, armed with Manton's baggage, he

stepped into the harness of the factory with little

trouble. He was completely untroubled except for the

fact that Katherine Grosset, the fiancee of a mill em-
ployee, David Rodney, appealed to him more than

anything else in life. If Rogers had but kno\vn that

Katherine loved him, too, things might have been
simpler instead of involved, as they were. The first

fly in the ointment was that David Rodney, quite a

gambler, got in debt for four thousand dollars and
came to Katherine with his troubles. She, in turn,

went to Rogers, and he, loving her as he did, and wise

as he was to safe-cracking, merely entered the com-
pany's offices at night and robbed the safe to the tune

of four grand! He knew he would put it back, but,

through a trick of fate—or expediency—David Rodney
got the same idea at the same time. The next morn-
ing, when eight thousand was discovered missing,

however, Rogers was stumped. The situation was de-

plorable. David was no crook at heart, he knew, so

he decided to clear things at once—but he, Rogers, had
already given Katherine four thousand of the stolen

eight! Going to Katherine's house once more before

giving himself up, Rogers, alias Manton, was as-

tounded when she rushed into his arms and cried out
her love for him! "But we must clear David!" she

sobbed. The next week, the entire town was shocked
to hear that Rogers had stolen the money, and that

Rogers was on trial! David went about, free, but be-

wildered, and he wouldn't rest until Katherine ex-

plained Rogers' attempt to clear him for her sake ! As
the trial was progressing, a shot was heard outside

of the courtroom. David had shot himself and died

with a written confession in his hands—exonerating
Rogers! But the damage had been wrought, and de-

spite the fact that Rogers' lawyers had him acquitted
following a passionate plea for self-sacrifice, Rogers
was a crook ! Katherine came to him with her head
high—wanting him more than anything in life, and,
when the Frisco officials of the company arrived in

town and learned of the circumstances surrounding the

entire matter, they agreed, unanimously, that William
Rogers deserved a fresh start in life and a chance to

begin over in the job he did so well with and with the

woman who stood by him

!

liride "You know Donald Trevor did not kill your

father!" Chris was saying. Jean was sorry but over-

wrought. Instead of vacationing for three weeks, with

her mother, Jean had worked herself into an even

greater fatigue because she and her mother had seen

fit to send away the servants Trevor had supplied for

them. Chris could not understand the situation and
soon became as panicky as her friend. It had not mat-
tered to Donald Trevor that the wife and daughter of

the man he had supposedly ruined,—Brian Marling,

—

hated him. That, no doubt, was what had irked Jean
from the first, inasmuch as Trevor was hard, but

fascinating. This night was hot, but Jean could not

persuade Chris to sleep on the roof. Chris faltered,

then, of a sudden, the truth fell from her lips in dead
words. Donald Trevor had had a penthouse bu;lt on
the roof! Jean shivered, but finally pulled herself to-

gether and made for the elevator. As she reached the

roof, a pretty woman darted past her—fleeing, no
doubt, after a shot was fired from somewhere. Jean
reeled but came too in time to hear herself accused of

murder! Donald Trevor had been shot, hut not killed,

however, and in the moments which followed, Jean
realized she wanted Trevor to live—that she trusted
him—and perhaps loved him! She realized that most
likely it had been her father's weakness which had
caused the ruin and not Trevor's unscrupulousness.
Trevor was, after all, only a boy with too much
money and no one to love!
The next day, when Jean awoke, following a hasty

blood transfusion during the course of which her own
blood was utilized to save Trevor. Chris was stand-
ing over her, the tears streaking her sweet face. The
doctor was willing that Chris take care of her friend,

but recomnieuded country air and good food—not the
apartment. That night, as they were leaving, Jean
and Chris came face to face with the woman whom
Jean was positive \vas Donald's assailant, but Jean
was too weak to make any move. At the old Marling
home, however, the girl spent many hours telling her
mother, over and over, of Trevor's attributes. As
the days went by, Jean suffered immeasureably though
Chris, spending week-ends W'ith her, tried to spare her
as much as possible. Trevor had gone to Europe to
recover from his experience without so much as hav-
ing called Jean on the phone. Jean passed through a
hell on earth realizing that he probably felt, still, that
slie and not the horrible woman he had been engaged
to had shot him! Summer parsed and Thanksgiving
came. One night, lean dreamed Donald Trevor had
come to Marling House for the holiday, but the only
consolation she received was that he had not married
the woman whose angered, jealous shot had brought
them together. Jean dreamed on, and then, one day,
he came as she was sitting in the firelight. Fools are
proud, but their dreams come true

!

File No. 6671

THE Robbins children. Muriel and Ronald, had al-

ways known that there was something different

about their mother and father. After all, other
people's parents were loving and kind to one another,
but the Robbinses merely existed. Then, one day, a

boy at school ventured a remark that virtually stabbed
into the consciousness. It was something about Doug-
las, Frances Robbins' cousin. The children knew
Douglas well. He was always about the house—even
when Daddy was there—but he was a relation! "Oh

THE HOUSE IN GREENWOOD
Gladys El Troicke File No. 6705

FOOLS ARE PROUD
Mrs. J. P. Fischer File No. 6697

BLUE shadows stood out heavily under Jean's eyes
as she cried out in despair, to her room-mate,
Chris, against the circumstances which were en-

slaving her mother, who, as a housekeeper for Don-
ald Trevor, was doing menial labor in the old home to
ndiich she had come, with Jean's late father, as a

THE senior partner of the construction firm of
Marlowe, Jason, and Marlowe is glad to see
Gary Manners who has just returned from a

bridge-building sojourn in Africa. Gary has done
\vell with the company's contracts and he has earned
an executive desk in the home office. The new job is

directly in line with the youth's plans, too. because
his eccentric old uncle's will names Gary himself as
next in line as the rightful owner of Whilcf\dd House,
the ancestral home. "Good thing for vuu to marry
and settle down after all this travelling and adven-
ture!" Marlowe tells him, but Gary has plans of his
own. A home? Yes! This is one of his greatest am-
bitions—but no wife! That evening, however, on his

way out to Greenwood to inspect the old house and
talk to old Susan, the old family housekeeper, he en-
counters Helen Lee, an old friend he never seemed to
care for. Helen's patronizing air puts Gary into a po-
sition wherein it is extremely difticult to refuse an in-
vitation from that night on. Added to Helen's an-
noyances, however, Gary learns from Susan that the
will of his uncle had one of the famous clauses—a mar-
riage clause with a three months' stipulation! Gary
becomes distraught. For days he wanders about in
a sort of a fog, hardly knowing which way to turn!
Susan's advice seems to hold more weight than any-
one else's, however, and one day, in his office. Gary
proposes to his secretary,—Iris Enders,—having learned
that she is an orphan with no connections. Although
Iris is charming, level-headed, and everything a
woman should be,—according to even his own ideals,

—

Gary slips over the details and makes the proposal
as a strictly business proposition. Susan is charmed
by the manners and appearance of the new mistress of
Witchfield, but little does she know of the white
flames which are lapping at the heart of this seem-
mgly-calm woman! Helen is furious with the thought
that Gary has made a fool of her! She cannot under-
stand his sudden leaning toward the secretary after
she, Helen. h,as driven him to business, called for
hini, invited him to her home, and to parties and
such! It is difiicult for her to understand why Gary
was bored with her attempts to ensnare him' Hence
her determination to avenge herself through Iris!

Despite the fact that he is actually unaware of the
change in himself, Gary is actually in love with his
young wife. During her first weeks at Witchfield
House, Ins has transformed it from a ramshackle
reminder of grandeur to a liveable and charming
household. She has put everything from the cellar to
the attic in perfect running order and design and
Gary is actually charmed. But Helen persists in
sowing the seeds of suspicion and discontentment!
Each time she overtakes Iris on the road during the

about, she calls to in-
yements in an insinuat-
haste and reluctance to

activities. "Be careful,

latti

form Gary of his wil
ing manner! First, it

gossip which
Gary darling!" she chides—"Be careful of these out-Hnnr ,^»„i ^laturally, Iris has been keeping no trysts
door 1
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with outdoor men or any other kind, but Helen's gay
words stick, somehow, even though Gary is fully
aware of her cattiness. As a matter of fact, the sit-
uation is simply one of unusual circumstances. Iris,
in her walks about Greenwood, has discovered a cot-
tage wherein a young girl, unmarried but expecting a
child, looks to her for guidance and svmpathy. Iris
spends a great deal of her time with this Dora, but
sees no reason for reporting to Gary inasmuch as the
original agreement was one which stipulated that
each was to go on as before the marriage—free and
unbound. The night Dora's baby is born, however.
Ins leaves the house with the doctor, in the doctor's
car, because he cannot procure a nurse. This is the
second time she has ridden with the doctor during
Dora s confinement and Helen has reported both
times! This night, however, Gary is waiting for
Ins upon her return, and in spite of the trying eve-
ning she has put in as obstetrical nurse to a deathlv
sick girl whose baby is born dead. Gary accuses her
and then finishes up by attacking her, actually, in the
heat of passion,—after assuring her he has been a fool
for considering her too pure to molest, prior to this
occasion. When Gary recovers his senses, next day,
Ins IS gone For months, the penitent and love-mad
youth searches for her in vain, willing to sacrificeanythmg if she will only forgive him. Then, one day
while she IS waiting on tables in another city. Iris
discovers Dora among her customers! That night, in
Jris hall bedroom, Dora tells Iris of her husband's
repentance and the horrible condition he is in because
of his remorse, love and longing. For many hours.
Iris struggles with her feelings and her pride but inthe end she gives in for the sake of the unborn child-only to learn that it was really the great love betweenthem-previously latent-which guided her back toGreenwood and everlasting peace and happiness!

CHILDREN OF DESIRE
John Saffell File No. 6744

SOCIAL prestige is the chief goal of Mrs. Henry
Dismart's life and she manages to attain a frac-
tion of it despite the fact that Henry's money is

but a recent development. The fact of the matter is

that her conversation concerning her Mayflower an-
cestors is convincing—and loud, above all—a sure
criterion of its being heard! But now Mrs. Dismart
has forgotten all this, the reason being that the de-
pression has struck Henry's bank with a vengeance!
Mrs. Dismart's financial position, no doubt, was in
danger—in very serious danger! Yet it wasn't actu-
ally the money which was troubling Mrs. Dismart. It
was Cynthia, her daughter. Cynthia, she vowed,
would not marry a laborer! And what's more, she
would have Cynthia married before the bank's doors
closed, the following week

!

For three years, Charles Newton and Cynthia had
wanted to marry but Charles' father was cashier of
the bank which was Henry's closest rival, hence the
Newtons and the Dismarts had never mixed. In this
crisis however, Mr. and Mrs. Dismart knew that
Charles was the only one Cynthia would consider so,
before mentioning anything to the girl, Henry pro-
cured positive proof that Newton's bank was weather-
ing the depression. Cynthia was amazed at the
change of heart shown by her parents. They were
right. She was twenty-five, of course—and desper-
ately in love with Charles—but they had never felt
this way before! In another part of the city the
Newtons were sailing towards the same port. Abel
Newton would not last another week. Mrs. Newton
realized just as Mrs. Dismart had that a wedding with-
in a week was the only way out. So Abel got "abso-
ute information on the Dismart bank and reported
avorably to his wife. He figured, too, like Dismart,
that if the children were married the day before the
expected crash, he could borrow enough to tide him
over, from his relations! Suddenly, the Dismarts andNewtons became strangely congenial. The men gotalong beautifully, and the thought of what fools theyhad been occurred to them often. Neither side wished
It to appear as though the marriage was for money
,L n^ *?! ™s.r,™°" engaging. Before dawn on
o hJ ,t r"^ "^fl'

°'.^'"="-t "-"-ote an eloquent message
lo U '^"'r'"'"^ '° him stating the fact that the bankwould not open the next day ! Mr. Newton, however,

would have" bleTI 'lovely weddiig "ay "icept fe therain. two messages arrived the moment the cere-

m.!^''. "i^^ °T- ^""'^ stuttering and shaking, the

S,in„ H 5"?/'' ™"^^se"- ^I Suess we tried the same
left ino.""n-

'*
» -^T'S" ""'''='' "We both got

Then^hpv ?nth ' '^P''^''' S"PPi"g Newton's hand.Ihen they both agreed upon a very significant fact

III
^°""S.P'=?Pl'= would not die from" starting out

tW i'"''^-'? f^ct, it would be good for them! Andthus the social kingdom fell in deference to romance!

THE WAY OF LIFE

Mrs. W. Thomas File No. 6707

THE town of Marmont was disrupted, it seemed,
permanently. Always a highly social place, life
had suddenly gone stale. The reason was shock-

ing. Ralph Sands, a prominent newspaper writer of
the town—always a jolly fellow with the crowd—hav-
ing loved, married, and divorced a phenomenally large
number of women, had committed suicide simply be-
cause life had no fascination for him anymore, the
thought of God, too, having long since vanished. And
Bill Byrnes, an intelligent thinker, had almost mur-
dered his popular wife because, coming home in a
drunken condition, he found an infant daughter beside

her instead of the son he craved! It was one of the
bachelors, however,—John Groody,—who suggested the
social crowd tour the world to discover the way of life

and the means of worship of other people. The idle
smart set responded with alacrity, but, in a short
time, the pleasure motive turned to one of sincere
reverence and curiosities. The fools who had come to
jeer remained to pray—as is always the case—or so it

seems. The first happening of note occurred in
China. Impressed by the very form of worship which
had revolted the others—that of stone and wood—John
turned Buddhist for a period, but soon rejoined the
party on the boat. This was not a living form of
worship, he averred, when explaining his reasons for
abandoning his earher enthusiasms. The boat sailed
on and soon the group found itself in the warmer
European countries. Czecho-Slovakia impressed them
the most. There, simple worship and a virtual adora-
tion of the one God of all Christians prevailed. There,
no men organized in bands for the purpose of des-
truction nor were husbands drunkards and philander-
ers. These once-gay tourists actually found the sol-
idity of the family, in the Latin countries, fascinat-
ing! Only in unusual moments when the world seemed
to dissolve in the joys of seeing others five and wor-
ship properly did a calm gayety pervade the atmos-
phere. In those times, several of the younger matrons
chided John and the men teased him about a girl
back home—Nana Walters. John had been frivolous-
like his friend Ralph. He had loved Nana, but, in a
fit of fickleness, cast her aside for another, forcing
her, thereby, into the arms of Ralph who had caught
her on the rebound!

It was a rather solemn party which returned, once
again, to Marmont. The regular population did not
turn out in welcome. "If they can raise the roofs
without a world tour, they must be mad by now!" al-

most everyone figured, but almost everyone was
wrong. .Suddenly the churches of Marmont began to
take on an air of occupancy. John's marriage to
Nana was the first big event scheduled after the re-
turn! The ladies' circles took on new life, and civic-
religious men's clubs became the order of the day.
Marmont was no longer in a chaotic state. The way
of life of others had restored saneness to these once-
wandering souls!

THE GREYCLIFFE MYSTERY
Lenna Foster Nealon File No. 6592

THE unfathomable mystery of the disappearance

of Evelyn Grayson, an hour after her marriage

to Philip Carter menaces Greycliffe. Only Stan-

ley, her supposed father, seems unperturbed in his

hermit-like solitude. Upon his marriage to Elizabeth,

a beautiful woman. Dr. James Carter, a successful

young physician and life-long friend has stifled a

wounded heart. Stanley, a talented individual, is

devoted to his wife and also his sister, Evelyn—ex-

cept when the latter mentions the fisherman's son

with whom she is deeply in love.

One day, after a severe storm, the youthful fisher-

man is drowned while trying to save the craft and
crew of his father's smack. From that day on, Eve-
lyn's vivaciousness vanishes. Six months later, how-
ever, while Stanley is on an European tour, Evelyn
gives birth to a daughter, but Elizabeth, unaware that

Evelyn has been secretly married, cables Stanley of

the arrival of a baby daughter to herself, following

Evelyn's supposedly sudden death! Stanley's morbid-
ity, upon his return, is excused because of his grief,

but it is difficult to understand why he persists in

ignoring Elizabeth and the baby. Evelyn grows up.
therefore, expecting little more than the curt nods she
receives from her father, but basking in the great
affection of her sad but lovely mother. In her late

teens, she falls in love with Dr. Carter's nephew,
Philip. Stanley refuses to attend the wedding! It is

after the ceremony that the disappearance is effected.
After reading a note, Jeems. Stanley's servant, has
handed her, the girl disappears, and though Jeems,
Philip, and Paul Cameron, a youth she has flirted
with are questioned, nothing is forthcoming. Then
Tommy Johnston, a young detective, comes to Grey-
clifife in the guise of a gardener. Listening to Stan-
ley's uncanny fiddling, he grows suspicious and wa.xes
even more so the night he spies the Greyson pearls
buried on Evelyn's mother's grave! Jeems has placed
them there—yet Evelyn had worn them the night of
the wedding! That night. Tommy over-hears a sum-
mer-house tete-a-tete between Dr. Carter and EHza-
beth and is on the scene when Carter is shot, but not
seriously, as he returns to his home—adjoining Grey-

Later, following Stanley, Tommy trails him to a
secret passage under Greycliffe, but Stanley, aided by
his servant, overpowers the youth and, while binding
him, tells him the entire story of his hatred for Eve-
lyn, of his belief that she is the offspring of Elizabeth
and Carter, and of the revenge he has planned for
years! But soon after Stanley's departure, Jeems
unlooses Tommy, surreptitiously, and urges him to
follow. Tommy obeys, agitatedly, inasmuch as Stan-
ley has informed him that he is going to kill Eve-
lyn, whom lie has kidnapped! Tommy, realizing that
Stanley is mad, rushes to the Carters' and apprizes
them of the situation, urging them to follow—an in-
stinctive but hardly necessary admonition! Suddenly
a shack in flames comes into view as a girl's cries
rend the air. While Philip rescues Evelyn, Dr. Carter
and Tommy hold Stanley.

Two weeks later, Stanley's mind is clear but he is
near death. With Elizabeth and Carter at his bed-
side, and proof of Evelyn's real parentage in his hands.
Stanley dies peacefully—in an insane asylum—but life
goes on at Greycliffe, happiness taking the place of
illusion, secrecy, and mystery.

THE OUTER CRUST
J. D. Tickle File No. 6728

ilarch and it

Despair might have
BARLEY was leaving

middle of February
been the keynote of the W. O. W. rinch had

It not been for the fact that John Mays, the owner's
son, was coming to take charge, and he was bringing
his friend, Tom Black! One bright and sunny morn-
ing, John climbed into his saddle and rode oft into the
woods for game. Game seemed scarce but the youth
managed to get three squirrels. Just as he was pre-
paring to leave, however, he found himself peering
into the barrel of a gun. The outlaw threatening him
was a youth, John knew, despite the mask, and
strangely enough, all he wanted was John's clothes!
Tom laughed a little when John told him of how he
had lost his clothes. John had even given the young
outlaw whose leg, incidentally, was scarred as though
he had been burned, his three squirrels! The coming
Fall and its lower cattle prices, together with the
rustling and the larger ranches which offered so much
competition, resulted in the sale of the W. O. W.
but John and Tom stayed in the West. When they
were leaving the rancho, Tom urged John to take the
overcoat for which he had exchanged his own clothes
with the outlaw, two years back. Reluctant at first

to even look at it, John finally agreed, but the start-
ling thing was the old coat's contents—which the boys
had never thought to examine ! A piece of paper was in

the pocket, marked: "Starting at the forks of the

road, go two miles South up a rocky hollow, then
from two large poplar trees go West four miles to a
large cliff. 'There you will find stair steps that will

lead you to the door." Putting this aside for a

while, the boys took up farming on land of their own.
But the most important outcome of this was John's
love affair with June, from the next farm, and the
girl's story of her kidnapped sister Trixie who was
in love with one of two suitors—the one, of course,
whom her father despised! There was something
about one slipping off without his clothes, too. Soon
after June's narration of the queer story, the flu

broke out in the farming section wherein the boys had
settled and they became two of the most eager relief

workers but the epidemic did not actually affect them
until their neighbor, Johnny, died. John brooded for

many days after the funeral but finally broke down
and confessed his thoughts to Tom. Johnny Squibbs
had had the identical scar of the young outlaw! Ex-
amination of the man's effects brought forth a pic-
ture marked "Trixie" and little information more.
June's parents identified the picture at once. Then,
her father explained that the old map with directions
led to a cave not far from there! John and Tom set
out to find the cave and arrived after a hazardous
trip in the heart of the woods. But their killing of a
bear was inconsequential to the thrills and chills they
experienced upon finding Trixie Hardy, half-starved
and imprisoned in that cave! She identified Johnny,
positively, as her captor and former suitor—Don
Smith, in disguise! For five years they had travelled
about, but for the past years, she had been in and
about the cave constantly! The Hardy's were near
death from the flu when the boys got Trixie back, but
their recovery was miraculous! When they could get
up, a double wedding was the first function they at-
tended—June and Trixie having been won by the young
adventurers!

ON THE MAKE
Roy C. Hablitzel File No. 6742

THE largest branch office of the Henry L. Dona-
hue company is located at Gumming City with
Maurice Ryan as its manager. On this day,

however, a new^ era is in progress with the arrival
of John Rohrcastle, the new manager, and his secre-
tary, Ann Spalding, the old manager having departed
for another branch. In the same branch, Jim Mc-
Neil, who is engaged to Patricia Ames, another em-
ployee, works contentedly until he meets the fascinat-
ing Ann whereupon he falls in love with her despite
her advanced years. A picnic of the Donahue com-
pany brings this attraction to a head when Jim and
Ann are caught in a storm in a rowboat and are
forced to spend the night in a cabin on the river's
bank. From this time on, they are seen together con-
stantly,—and in the open,—and Patricia breaks with
Jim as a result. Then the day arrives upon which
Rohrcastle, Ann's boss, calls her on the carpet for
running around with a mere bov, sixteen years her
junior! Ann explains, simply, that regardless of the
age the love is there. She finishes off by telling John
they are to be married despite the age difference!
An interview with Jim, Rohrcastle finds, much to his
distraction, produces the same effect.

One noon not long after this series of conferences,
Jim and Billy,—one of Jim's cronies of the pre-Ann
era,—are toying with a harmless-looking gun belong-
ing to the company. When it is accidentally dis-
charged, Jim is wounded in the shoulder and faints
away. Rohrcastle and Ann cut his shirt open while
Billy runs to call a doctor. Ann starts back—terri-
fied—when she sees a birthmark on Jim's shoulder
and Rohrcastle holds her up—to keep her from faint-
ing, too. As the doctor enters, they turn from the
room. In Rohrcastle's office, Ann weeps and sobs
hysterically, but John is powerless to restrain her.
He finally suggests that they have old Doctor Mashka
come in to examine the lad. When the doctor arrives,
in one week, Jim, believing he is being examined be-
cause of his wound, which has already healed, sub-
mits to the examination willingly. The doctor con-
firms Ann's suspicions with a nod of his head. Alone
with her and John, Mashka tells Ann Jim is her own
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lioj—adopted, some years back^hy a McN'eil family!

Grief-stricken, Ann turns to Rohrcastle for aid.

"Don't disillusion that boy. Don't ruin his life. Ann
dear," John begs her.. "You must realize that I am
still waiting. I have always loved you Ann more,

much more than that boy thought he did!" It is

not difficult for Ann to break with Jim. inasmuch as

she finds it as easy not to fascinate him as she did

to intrigue him! Jim returns to Patricia with the

eagerness only youth can muster for youth, but
Rohrcastle, always the silent support, sees to it that

all four are wedded in a double
volved in a double honeymoon

!

THE BREAK
Anna Gates File No. 6S58

THE haggard form of

easy steps, the length of

strode, with un-
Vork hotel room.

Jimmy Malone was deep in what seemed to be an
aggrieved soliloquy. "The ol' man miyht have been
reasonable!" he was saying, and then, in his mirror,

he blurted out the rest of the story as though he was
still hearing it himself for the first time. "Married—
the first Friday the thirteenth—ten grand—a red-

headed Irish girl! Whoops!" Late that afternoon,

Jimmy arose from his prolonged lethargy and man-
aged to go down for a cup of cofiFee and a telephone
call. Within an hour. Bill. Jimmy's crony, was in the

chair opposite his friend, looking quizzically from the

drawn white face to the drawn shades and the butt-

littered ash trays. Jimmy was speaking: "I've got ta

marry a redheaded Irish girl on the first Friday the

thirteenth this year or lose ten thousand smackers
left me by my eccentric ol' uncle!" Bill laughed.
"Listen, old dear," he said, "if I didn't happen to

know a cute Irish kid with red hair I might cry
with you, but Billy's gal, Peggy's got a swell room-
mate. We'll go dancing tomorrow night, and if you
like her. pop it ; if you don't—for heaven's sake. I'd

support you if I knew it'd make you stop squawking!"
Jimmy was only slightly relieved. How would he pro-

pose? Bill was exasperated, "The usual procedure
is a silk handkerchief, a pair of knees, and a flowery
speech!"
Jim was blushing recklessly as they started for the

dance next evening. Kitty, to put an end to Bill's

teasing, had avowed that she adored Jimmy—by com-
parison. As they danced, Jimmy's insides seemed to

freeze up, but Kitty rambled on pleasantly enough.
"What's all the stuttering for tonight, Mr. Malone?"
Bill queried, laughingly, but even that did not give
Jimmy a wide enough opening. Several times, dur-
ing the dancing, Jimmy ventured to put his proposal
to Kitty who seemed to grow more adorable every
minute, but he never said what he actually wanted to

until Kitty finally steered him away from his self-

consciousness. When he finally proposed, Kitty al-

most swept him off his feet by setting the wedding
date for Friday the thirteenth. Jimmy didn't see the
amusement in her eyes. All he saw was the end of

what had been tough sailing—this proposal! Sudden-
ly, Bill's hand was on his shoulder. "Congratulations,
ol' top!" Bill boomed, gripping his hand and smiling
down at Kitty. "Gosh, Bill!" Jimmy said, his arm
about Kitty's waist—"Gosh !" Kitty caught Peggy's
eyes and laughed aloud, explaining that she had just
reminded herself of an amusing story. Later that
night, as Jimmy was heading for his hotel—on air, or
so it seemed—Kitty, Peggy, and Bill were sitting on
the steps of the girls' rooming house and stifling
hearty laughter. "Oh Bill." Kitty was saying, "if

I hadn't seen him every day at the office and adored
him—even though he never even so much as looked at
me—I'd never have done it—but I'm real happy, hon-
est! Jimmy Malone was always my ideal and I

think the old man knew it, too!"

SONG'S END
Mrs. Ira Binger File No. 6590

QUARRELS occur even in the best of families,
but the Raymond family, one of New York's
first, was noted for its lack of harmony. Poor

Mrs. Raymond was always wedged half-way between
the quarrels her husband Richard Sr. was continually
carrying on with their son, Dick Jr., but then again,
pick was a trial with his incessant gambling, drink-
ing, and women, so perhaps the quarreling was neces-
sary! This particular morning, however, the Ray-
mond household was a far froin charming replica of
hell broken loose! Dick having left for his nightly
round, the previous evening, much against his mother's
wishes, had wandered into a popular club with his
crowd and broken up some of the furniture and dec-
orations in an attempt to start a Bacchic orgy to
take the place of the boring women with them! Dick
was in jail this morning, having been left there by his
father who refused to get up in the middle of the
night to pay his fine! Dick was not at all repentant
when Raymond Sr. appeared the following morning,
but he fully anticipated the ultimatum which was
forthcoming. That very afternoon, Dick boarded the
Twentieth Century on his way to Denver. "Remem-
ber, Richard," Raymond had said, "this is a business
trip—and not a prolonged vacation. You'd better
stay sober and away from the gaming tables. But
you must get out of New York!" The train ride was
merely of passive interest to Dick, on his way West,
but Denver was a heavenly paradise. In his round
of the better hotels, Dick found more poker players
than he knew, even in Manhattan! By the end of his
third day there. Dick owned all of fifty dollars out of
a possible few thousand he had started with. His fa-
ther refused to forward fare home, and disowned
him besides. So Dick was stranded in Denver—but

not for long. After attempting for two days to buna
a ride back, he met Dale Billings, an old college chum
who owned a ranch nearby. The following day, Dick
wired his mother to the eflfect that he was at the
ranch—and a cowhand to boot! It was shortly after
his arrival, too, that Dick met Marjorie Manning, the
beautiful daughter of a big cattle man. Within six

months, Dick had his own ranch—out of money gath-
ered through his mother's sale of his stocks—and Mar-
jorie, too.

For four years. Dick and Marjorie lived at the
ranch in great happiness, together with their young-
ster. By that time, Mrs. Raymond managed to per-
suade her husband that it was time for him to go West
to see the boy. It was the day of their unexpected ar-
rival that Marjorie rode into town for something for
the baby and was caught in a torrent on the way
back. For hours she clung to a log in the rushing
waters as Dick and his men hunted vainly, but the
girl had been rescued and taken for refuge at the
same cottage in which the Raymonds stopped to
bunk for the night—to get out of the storm. When
the girl regained consciousness and met the Raymonds
she was still weak but crazy to go to Dick and her
baby. Richard Raymond Sr. carried his son's wife into
the house as his wife walked reverently behind, glory-
ing in the reunion she had effected for all of them!

YOUTH'S HOLIDAY
Roy Nelson File No. 6745

THERE is a strange, ominous feeling in the air.
Richard Stanhope is about to reprimand his wife,
AHson, for her "carryings on" which have been

even giddier, of late, than before! Poor Richard—
thirty-six and serious-minded—has just about come to
the realization of what it means to be married to a
flapper of twenty -three whose gaiety is threatening
the ideals of a young son! Twice on the verge of
calling her down, Richard has resisted but finally,
when she mentions her dancing partner of the after-
noon, he cannot contain himself. "You sound just
Hke my father!" is her only reply. Some days later,
Dick realizes that his reprimand has perhaps come too
late! Mustering up enough courage, one evening, Ali-
son faces him across the dinner talsle with a request
for a divorce. It is like a bolt from a clear skv!
"I'm sorry. Richard," AHson tells him, in answer to
his shaky protests, "but I just don't love you any-
more. I love Ben Stevens—and I'm sure—absolutely
sure!" Alison is unperturbed about little Dick, as
she explains with finality, that he is to come with
her, but the interfei'ence of the Stanhopes—Richard's
parents—goes a long way toward robbing Alison of
just a whit of her irritating over-confidence. They
are determined that the child go with the parent most
capable of rearing him best, and naturally, their in-

clination is toward their son. When the Stanhopes in-

timate that they are disgusted with the new devel-
opments in the married life of this capricious girl and
Richard, Alison is determined to show them a thing
or two. For weeks preceding the divorce, she and
Ben spend every hour together at gay parties and
celebrations of the coming event ! When the divorce
is finally granted. Richard, who has counter-claimed,
is awarded the custody of young Dick in the face of
the evidence against his wife! Stunned at first, Ali-
son soon manages to lose herself in the mad whirl of

divorce parties given her by kind friends. One night,
Alison learns that Ben is married! Her amazement
is a source of wonder to the participants of the gay
fiesta. For days, she cannot eat or sleep. Doris
Stevens, too, has refused to divorce Ben ! For the
first time, Alison realizes how up against it she is.

She has lost a valuable life-partner and a square one!
She has lost a son she adores! Then, one dav. after
the failure of Ben's divorce trial, Richard calls her at
her lover's apartment. Dick, deathly ill with pneu-
monia, is in dire need of his mother! In the days
which follow, all of Alison's misery seems to vanish
as she throws herself into the task of nursing Dickie.
She has aged considerably since her golden days as
Mrs. Richard Stanhope! Richard's family realizes,

for the first time, too, the deep-rooted loveliness of

the girl—under the sophisticated veneer, and when
she and Richard remarry, they welcome her back to

the fold with open arms!

WHY BLAME PARENTS?
Mr L. E. Prettyman File No. 6753

Jl'ST as vegetation often betrays the fertility of the
soil, so human life often fails to reflect its origin-

al caste. Illustrating this point, there is the
Pollard family, a family of three—mother, father, and
young son, Fred, a bright youngster fired with am-
bition to become a great man. some day. Living
next door to the Pollards is the Ray family—similar
in tastes, numbers, and outlook. Joey Ray. too, is

the type of child whose eye is fixed on nothing less
than the presidential chair at an early age! But fate
plays the Rays a dirty trick! When Joe and Fred
go off to high school, their paths diverge, somehow,
without apparent reason. While Fred remains at
home pursuing the honorable course. Joe finds his
way to the seamier lanes of his city.—Manhattan,—
and reaps great enjoyment back of a pool table or on
his hands and knees rolling two precarious but en-
gaging white cubes. Fred tries in vain to intercede
for the frantic parents of his friend, but his attempts
are fruitless. No sooner does he promise to cling
more assiduously to the straight and narrow. Joe is

back in the poolroom engaged in pursuits which seem
to grow more precarious each time! It is during the
time that Joe becomes involved with the usual cab-
aret-connected gang of bootleggers and criminals that

Fred meets Alice Darrow, a charming girl who is

learning to fly at the same flying field as he is. His
rapid courtship of Alice prevents him from learning
of Joe's latest move, but he is present the night Joe
returns home with a brand new wife—a cheap cabaret
girl, but not, however, a strumpet. Mrs. Ray wel-
comes them despite the fact that her husband is lying
dead of grief and worry in an upstairs room!
Mrs. Ray and the Pollards are positive that Joe's

marriage will effect a great change, but it has no
effect at all. In order to provide his Kate with the
luxuries Fred's wife. Alice, possesses. Joe becomes
involved in crime only the deeper. After she man-
ages to have him freed, Mrs. Ray is positive, this

time, that her boy will come through for her, his wife,

and the new baby. But no, Joe's character has been
moulded by the wrong people for too long a period.
A moral coward, now. he takes up gambling once
again because he is afraid to admit that he cannot
find a job. This leads to drinking and carousing, how-
ever, and Joe shoots a man dead in a drunken brawl
following a card game in which his lOUs are prom-
inent! Fred, dining out with his wife and parents,
hears the Murder Extra with amazement. While
Joe languishes in jail, indifferent and dulled to the
point at which he cannot realize the stark tragedy in

which he has cloaked his loved ones, Kate and Mrs.
Ray are home, working themselves to the bone in

an attempt to raise enough money to defend the way-
ward one in their midst. Fred does what he can to

help, but the result is inevitable. Joe is convicted and
sentenced to die in the chair. Every plea for mercy
is in vain. Then, the gloom becomes overwhelming
when Mrs. Pollard drops dead while bidding her son
farewell before the execution! Kate and the baby re-

main alone—the last unfortunate victims of the yellow
streak! Fred steps in. as usual, and alleviates the
wrong done by providing for the survivors of the boy
he once loved'. But the question remains. Are the
parents to blame?

PLAYTHINGS OF FATE
Agnes Andrews File No. 6765

THE similarity in the pattern of their lives seemed
to bring Ethel Mason and Shirley Farrow togeth-
er as nothing else could. Working in the same

department store, although in different departments,
they were attracted toward one another. To complete
the harmony, the girls shared an apartment, too.

Shirley, a gay girl of nineteen, listened with interest,

during the day and at night when Ethel talked of

Tom Clinton, one of the executives of the store, "But
what do you two do when you see him?" she would
ask. Ethel's answer perplexed her. Shirley, who
spent her evenings dancing and cavorting about town
under the wing of Fred Moore, a debonair young
broker, could not understand Ethel's glowing tales of
operas, concerts, and country excursions. Then, one
day, Shirley met Tom. The moment the two saw one
another. Ethel and Tom were forgotten. Once, Shir-
ley questioned Ethel. "But vou were in love with
him. darling!" she said, dumbly, as ever. "I never
loved Tom Clinton!" Ethel retorted, hotly. Ethel
went about her work dully after Tom and Shirley
married and moved away to New York. "Tom's got
a grrrand job!" Shirley wrote. Ethel was glad, but
more perplexed than ever. The situation bemg what
it was, it did not take long for complications to set in.

Soon, Tom got to coming to town, suddenly, to deal
personally with his old store—or for a million other
reasons he found easy to think up. Ethel was always
at home to receive his calls and she went with him
and entertained him unhesitatingly. In the same man-
ner, Shirley and Fred took up their old round of
gaiety in New York, where only the scene and not
the feeling was changed. Both Shirley and Tom had
realized their mistake, but neither chose to admit it

to the other. So life went on. Then, one year, Ethel
went on a long vacation—just after she had been pro-
moted to an executive position in the store as a re-
ward for her unprecedented application to her work
following Tom's marriage. Shirley begged her to
visit New York, but Ethel headed for the mountains.
Tom was already installed in a palatial suite when
she arrived. Several months later. Tom visited Ethel
in a hideaway sanitarium in the middle West. She
was dying, but their baby would live on. As a final
act, Ethel wrote to Shirley asking her to take the
boy,—yet not revealing the father's identity,—but
Shirley was confined herself—and also near death, so
the letter went unnoticed and Ethel's child grew up in
foreign surroundings. When he was eighteen, Tom
brought him to New York where he fell in love with
Shirley's daughter. The boy had never seen his fa-
ther! Tom was frantic when the youngsters asked to
have their engagement announced. Unable to under-
stand, Shirley encouraged the pair to elope! Upon
learning the news. Tom broke down and confessed.
Shirley flew to his side. "^ly daughter is not yours,
though, Tom," she said, simply. She too had found
love with Fred ^loore! The reconciliation was beau-
tiful because it had been preceded by suffering. Only
now did Tom and Shirley find peace and perfect un-
derstanding.

FAIR WEATHER
Marie St. Claii File No. 6751

alikeTHE dreams and hopes of a big city c
to Betta Reis and Carol Farmer but
the castles of the future in a different light.

Betta was a nurse of simple means and tastes while
Carol was a rapidly -advancing designer who managed
to draw a substantial salary. Though Betta envied
the other girl her privileges and ability to develop
her tastes and fancies, a warm friendship existed be-
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tween the two girls until Carol eloped with a. wealthy
broker. Betta's heart felt numb. Three years of

study and patience had brought her nothing, while
Carol, with a mere flip of the wrist, had been able

to win clothes and luxuries almost overnight. As
time passed, each seemed to go her own way, and
Carol practically forgot about Betta. but the shabby
little nurse only realized that the neglect and forget-
fulness was merely another unfortunate blow. Had
she been able to present an imposing front, Carol
might have accepted her along with the rest of her
husband's social set

!

One day, Betta married Dr. Al Shane, a struggling
physician who put the interests of his patients ahead
of a fat bank account. Betta adored him as much
as he adored her, and it was a pleasure for her to help

toward that phantom "rainy day" every

-

to cherish so, and also to do some private
ng of her own. oocaionally, to help along the pay-

ment of those inevitable bills which mark married
life as such. Finally, Al was the recipient of an un-
expected opportunity to become connected with the
Guggenheim miming colony in Mexico. Sacrifices
were necessary here, too, but Al and Betta managed
to stand it. Only a serious illness of the young wife's

broke into their happiness. This taxed their resources
to a fraction. Betta wrote frantically to Carol, but
her letters were in vain. Carol wrote back charming
tales of her elaborate life and that was all! After
the panic was somewhat alleviated, Al and Betta began
to save religiously and invest in government securities.

By 1930, they were back in New York, prepared to

look over sites for the new office which had been the
one bright castle in the path of their achievement.
Betta was anxious to see Carol, but after a short
visit, she realized that she was still unable to fill the
bill as a guest at the smart establishment Carol
maintained. With the crash of 1931. Carol's husband
was wiped out, financially! In vain he turned to his
fair weather friends whom he had dined and wined.
Betta attempted to step in to give sympathy, if noth-
ing else, but Carol still held fast to her bluff. Then,
one day, Carol stood at Al Shane's office door. Her
husband had committed suicide, leaving her penniless!
Betta came forward staunchly. Al's now -substantial
bank account helped pay off many debts and bridge
many heartbreaking situations. Al's and Betta's
sympathy and advice went a long way toward rebuild-
ing the shattered hopes and dreams. From that point,
Carol started again, it seemed. This time, the weath-
er was fair, too, but the friends were genuine!

THE SHREW
Mrs. C. Koehler File No. 6745

DAY by day throughout his life, Tom Mulberry,
the livery man of Johnstown was positive that
the strongest force of any was that which found

repose in the so-called "love germ"—according to his

terminology. His prime illustration was the case of

John and Mame. For a long time after their marriage,
John managed to run the farm Mame's parents had
provided with care and some profit, but somehow or
other, it was not long before a latent seed of laziness

cropped up in John and he began to neglect his work.
Mame, adoring him more than ever, simply because
he claimed to be ill, took in boarders without raising
her voice in protest—as others might have done—and
managed to keep going for a while. Her mother,
who helped her occasionally, was furious. "Seems as
how us Stevens women was born to marry no ac-
count husbands!" she would repeat over and over.
"My maw had one; I had one; and now Mame's got
one!" But John went right on, decorating the coun-
ter at the town grocery store, and living up to his
reputation as the best gossip for miles about. This
went on without much particular comment until
Baby Rose was born. Everyone was shocked—in-

cluding Mulberry, who was a lenient sort where John
was concerned—to learn that John had actually to be
sent from the store to see his first born! After this
event. Mame was absolutely unable to manage as she
had done, previously. The house, which had a dirt
roof and shaky structure, was going seedy and Mrs.
Stevens, whom the neighbors referred to as "the
shrew"; could not manage it alone, either. For sev-
eral years this went on—a hopeless situation. John did
not seem to realize the havoc he was causing and Mrs.
Stevens could not make him see light inasmuch as
her daughter defended her ne'er-do-well husband at
every turn! (This, Mulberry would refer to as the
germ in its deadliest state!) But the climax des-
cended like a bang and then rushed forward to its

most crucial heights without hesitation or relief. Rose
became desperate. Dr. Free was helpless in combat-
ing the disease and admitted it—a rare thing. Free
marched in, one day. in the midst of a church meet-
ing, and attempted to raise one hundred fifty dollars
to send for a specialist. The assemblage was far
from cordial to the idea. The final decision was that
the church should advance the money provided Mame
would turn John out until it was paid! Mulberry was
chosen as the ambassador. The doctor accepted this
matter because of the need of the case, but he never
entered the church again! Mame refused the offer
unconditionally, at first, but, when the child gasped
helplessl>% she consented—heartbreak marking her
every word. John left town, that night, just before
the doctor arrived. He caught a freight to Trov and
spent the night mulling over what Mulberry had told
him. Mame had given him five dollars and a love
note as a parting gesture! A few nights later, John
returned with a doll for Rose and practically forced
Mame to break her promise. His babv died in his
arms, that night, but no one ever knew it. Rose did
more in death than she had in life. Mulberry advanced
the hundred fifty, next day, plus somewhat more

—

and le had borrowed it on his horses, too! Did John
pay him back? With interest! As District Man-

ager for the telephone company, later on John
showed the Johnstown cheapskates a thing or two what
with his shiny limousine and his wife's furs and well-
clothed, fed, and educated children. Mulberry had
gambled on the love germ, you see, and won

!

THE TURNING POINT

Ralph L. Clancey File No. 6737

IN the days when New England's winged fleet de-
rived its maintenance from the pursuit of the fish-

ing industry, a movement which involved the

al)olishment of volunteer life savers for the estab-
lishment of regular crews, was started by the powers
that reigned. Consequently, stations for each district

were established at regular intervals along the coast.

These reposed serenely amid the ruggedness of the
rocky shores,—fearless and efficient,—and extended a

welcoming and helpful hand to those in distress. It

was to one of these that Bob Kendall found his way
and started on probation, as it were, under the leader-
ship of Captain Nelson, a tried seaman with an erratic

and domineering personality. From the first. Bob
realized that Nelson was bull -dozing his subordinates
into submission through his singular interpretation of

the laws of the service. While Bob was grateful for

the advice of the older men, he realized that he, some-
how, was the man slated to break down the wall of^

resistance.
It was shortly after the youth's first experience of

sighting a stormbound vessel and witnessing its res-
cue, from the tower watch that he met Elaine Gale,
one of the young women who lived in the town of

Widow. It seemed inevitable that they should fall in

love! Bob went through his work lightly and easily,

looking forward to his hours of freedom—and Elaine.
It was his custom, too, to visit his brother Dick
when he was in town. Dick was an older brother-
firm and typically New England. While they were
friendly, there was a note of unfriendliness under-
lying the relationship—a note of antagonism. This
came to a head the night Bob suggested to Dick the
foolishness of drinking before Dick's children. That
night, in a drunken rage, Dick cut his head in a fall

and had delusions, afterward, fostered by his wife,
that Bob had struck him. Bob returned to the station
determined that he could never enter his brother's
house again. It was shortly after this that Bob's
efforts saved a ship from sinking, in a calm, after
the captain refused to use his power boat because of
his unwillingness to ruin a new paint job! This was
the start of the youth's unsteadiness. The time went
on and onlj'- thoughts of Elaine brightened his troubled
mind. Then, one evening, on patrol, Dick's son Mel-
ville fell into Bob's hands in a drunken condition.
Bob's first impulse was to cause suffering to his
brother, but Elaine's vision halted him. In saving
Mel and his father from disgrace. Bob jeopardized his
own position and soon deserted the station rather than
stand court martial for late patrol return and smell-
ing from liquor^which was just what he did—Mel's
flask having spilled on him in the tussle. Thrusting
the thought of Elaine from him. Bob disappeared into
the world at large and became a wanderer, travelling
from coast to coast and from sea to sea. Nine years
elapsed! Then, one day. Bob, in a tropical hospital,
was advised to go North gradually to rid himself of
the fever. He did. and soon turned up in Widow
again—a different man. For the past three vears he
had been serving the Salvationists. The Kingdom of
God, it seemed, had occurred to him as a safe shelter
after all his years of adventure and wandering as a
result of his sacrifice. The man who had once defied
the fearless Nelson was now quiet and God-fearing.
At a family funeral, Dick extended his hand. After
years of silence, Mel had spoken! Bob dared not
seek out Elaine—fearing her married or dead, perhaps,
but one day, Elaine came to him. She, too, had heard!
The reunion, there, by the same rugged cliffs which had
harbored the early flushes of romance, seemed to out-
shadow all the tears of anguish. The turning point
was at last indicating a course of happiness and the
destiny of nature. Two became as one, and God's
hand was manifest throughout!

STEPMOTHER
Thomas J. Gilbert File No. 6727

SIX months after the death of his wife, Roger Day
married again in order to provide what he be-
lieved to be protection for his seven children.

Actually, the woman was cruel and cold to the chil-
dren, causing them untold suffering—especially the
two oldest boys, Leo and Gene, who, disgusted with
life at an early age, became wage- earners while yet
in their childhood. Roger loved his children, yet he
felt powerless against the woman he had married.
He accepted her harsh words silently, and closed his
eyes to her maltreatment of his off.spring. He might
have interceded, but felt, perhaps, that his own at-
tempts would only bring further suffering under his
roof. Things almost reached a crisis when the step-
mother's daughter, Beth, was scalded to death. For
days, Regina Day stormed about the house, beating the
boys more unmercifully and accusing them of re-
sponsibility for the accident. They had been on the
spot, surely, but only Beth's desire to exhibit her
own self-willedness had caused the thing to happen.
Leo and Gene went on, day after day, working harder
and gaining less from their labors because of their
stepmother's greediness. Turmoil and turbulence
reigned supreme until, one day, a son was born to
Regina. For many months, she eased down on Roger's
family, but when she was strong enough to get about
again, she came out in full force hke a lioness who
has been, caged against her will. The Day family

was forced to bow in absolute deference to the new-
est child. Billy, and Roger, who had become com-
pletely accuston^ed to his wife's manner, exacted al-

most as much. Then, one day. Regina learned through
a friend in town that Leo was keeping company. At
first, she merely taunted him, but later, when Gene
started to accompany the girl's sister about town,
she was furious. To avenge her own selfish feelings,

she went about the stores, charging clothing and
luxuries for herself, Billy, and her brother and his
children—the latter having come to live with the
Days^to Leo's and Gene's account with their com-
pany which extended credit to its employees and
their families ! Roger, taking for granted, at first,

the fact that these items must have been purchased
by his wife, said nothing, but when Leo complained,
he asked. "Who, I?" Regina stormed, "do you think
for one moment, Roger Day, that / would cheapen my-
self to the extent of becoming dependent upon your
horrible brood? " It sounded logical to Roger, so he
believed implicitly her accusation against the boys.
Regina had explained that it was they who were
purchasing clothing and other commodities for their
girl friends! After Roger's beating, the boys left

home. Shortly afterwards, Regina had Roger sign
everything over to her and her own children. Then
they moved out of town. The Day children never saw
them again, but the happiness they experienced in

the relief from suffering, alone, wrought a great
change for the better in the lives of all of them!

THE ECLIPSE

James Georgeff

I't lii hand to

File No. 6743

th forever.

Y kid!" the "Madam" of The Eclipse
to Magnolia, one of the entertainers. Magnolia,

young in years and experience, is working at this dis-

reputable club because of the fact of its pay—and
money is one thing which the nearly-blind father
and invalided mother of the girl need more than any-
thing else. "My family thinks I work in a dry-
goods store," Magnolia sobs, to the Madam,—Clara,

—

"and they think I make enough as is. It's hard to
fool old people!" "Bosh!" Clara remarks, but Mag-
nolia goes on: "Are you happy?" she asks the woman
of experience. Clara's blithe answer in the affirma-
tive does not convince the girl whose chastity, to her,
is precious, and when the proprietor of the Eclipse
urges her not to mistreat his customers, she finds it

difficult. Then, one night, the girl, having just fin-
ished her turn on the fioor, finds herself in an em-
barrassing position. Stuck with a bearded rascal
during the "eclipse",—the total dousing of lights the
club is noted for, she realizes that a handsome youth
has been sitting nearby, amused at the spectacle.
She does not know, however, that the youth is Bob
Bush, son of the rich manufacturer in whose factory
her father has lost his eyesight! Soon afterwards,
Bob is the victinr of a series of strange coincidences.
The first is his encounter with Magnolia's blind fa-
ther who tells him the details of his blindness—broken
machines at the Bush factories! ?v'ot a bit aware that
he has met the famed Magnolia's father, he attends
the Eclipse that night, and, through a ruse, manages
to get Magnolia out in his car where he tells her the
Eclipse is no place for her. The girl struggles but
soon sees the sanity in Bob's request. She takes
him to her home and introduces him. Bob fears the
wrath of Mr. Palmar, but is amazed when the old
man takes him in his arms, joyfully. He remembers
Bob as a child and tells him about the time Bob got
out of the way in time to be saved Palmar's fate

!

Bob pleads leave to aid the family. Bob faces his
father for funds with which to have Palmar's eye-
sight restored but instead, Bush disowns him for
mingling with "low" people and frequenting the
Eclipse to mingle with a "cheap entertainer"! On
his own, Bob has Palmar and his wife attended to
and manages, at the same time, to keep Magnolia
from returning to the disreputable haunt despite the
oi¥ers of the proprietor to take her on at a tremen-
dous increase! One day, after the proprietor has
threatened to dismiss Clara as his "Madam" and mis-
tress if she does not get iMagnolia back for him,
Clara takes a slow poison. She calls at Bush's to get
Magnolia but relents and tells Bush of the girl's
purity and self-sacrifice. Bush is soon discovered in
the hospital at Palmar's bedside, staring, with tears,
into the eyes of his old friend and worker, and en-
circling fondly, his son and daughter-in-law,—Bob
and Magnolia,—as Mrs. Palmar smiles tearfully at
all of them as she realizes, from her pillow, that hap-
pmess has eclipsed the sorrow in the lives of all of
them

!

THE LADY KNOWN AS LOU
Clare Scallon File No. 6730

THE idea of excitement and adventure appeals to
Bob so he ups and is off to Oklahoma to join his
friend Bunk Tyler before the latter can flicker

an eyelash—after having sent Bob the letter inviting
him! Bob is one of these fellows who is sure he
knows all there is to know about women—and mighty
fond of them, too, but when he hits Oklahoma, the
call of the chips is answered first. For five consecu-
tive nights the boys play, and the last three Bob wins,
so the boys refuse to go on. "Say Dunk," says Bob,
after the last session, "t coulda stayed where I was
and played poker. Where's all the e-xcitement I've
been hearin' about?" Dunk isn't feeling any too fit

after dropping his own few dollars into his friend's
pocket, but he steers Bob toward a dance hall to get
a squint at a "dame what's the answer to why men
leave home"! "But you wanta keep your hands on
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that dough!" Dunk offers as a parting: shot. The
dance hall in question is a two-story dilapidated bnild-

ing with the customary bar and rude beamed ceilings

and floor. " 'S a roomin' house upstairs." Dunk ex-

plains. The whole assemblage is made up of rather

grimy oil workers from one source or another—all

gay and reckless. For ten minutes. Dunk leaves Bob
alone, but after that, he returns with a beautiful girl.

She wasn't hard like the rest, and she sure was the

answer to why men leave home, as Dunk had put it!

"Bob, I want you to meet the lady known as Lou!"
Dunk says, and Bob nifties right back with a crack
about Dan McCrew! On the dance floor, Dunk starts

at once to lecture the girl about her job, but the ser-

mon lasts but a moment in the face of the lady's ob-

jections. She's right, anyhow. Coming to be enter-

tained, he is certainly one fool for preaching! Ready
to beat it, the dame calls Bob back and informs him
she knows where drinks are to be had. Upstairs, in

a room with a rat- faced bartender, the two drink
some ratgut followed by a tricky concoction which
puts Bob to sleep. When he comes to, it is four a. ni.

and his head feels like a round house with a dozen
engines going. His first instinct is to feel for his

money, but it is gone—lifted! Getting up to try the
door. Bob finds it unlocked, so, in a few moments,
he is back on the street, breathing fresh air once
again. Dunk, pale of face, is on guard outside the

saloon. "My God. boy, where have yoii been? " he
shouts, in panic. "I've hunted for you for hours!"
Bob grins sheepishly before answering. "Her aunt
musta been the original Lou!" he says, "yeh, I

been with the lady known as Lou, but goldarn it!

How in hell'd she know I had that money?" "Lis-
ten Bob," Dunk laughs, extricating a sizeable and
recognizable roll from his pocket, "if yov; give me
back some o' my losings, I'll tell ya how I came to

get it back. Va see, Bob, I told you to watch the
dough around this here oil boom!" "Jingoes, but she
teas beautiful—you bet!" the unscjuelchable Bob re-

torts.

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
Chi Hi: File No. 6703

BREAKING into the silence suspended between
them, Captain Merrill tells his best friend's
wife, Louise Gould, of his love. Throughout the

period of his visit, Bob and Louise realize that
something is happening to them, but not until Bob's
departure is at hand does either give in to the pas-
sion sweeping both off their feet ! "Ah Louise

!

What might have been!" Bob tells her, "would to

God we could but Hve our lives over again!" Shocked
by this revelation of love, Louise tells Bob of the
prophesy of a crystal gazer she and her husband,
Martin, visited during their honeymoon. The seer
had prophesied that despite her love for her elderly
husband, Louise would, one day, fall madly in love
with a younger friend of his!
In the days which follow Bob's departure for Aus-

tralia, Louise becomes but a shadow of herself.

Once the beautiful toast of the dancehalls of every
country, she is now pale and haggard, having little

enthusiasm for anything—including her adored in-

fant son. Junior I One day, Louise, almost crazed
with longing and discontent, packs her belongings
and leaves her husband and son. She arrives in the
city alone, but somewhat more content than previous-
ly. A few years later, her brown tresses dyed ebony,
Louise, under the name of Leschitzka. is once again
famous as a dancer, but this time she does not travel.
From her rather golden perch at The Golden Slip-petf

she charms the elite with her deft grace and delight-
ful smiles while her heart is heavy and swollen within.
Though Geoffrey Sherwood, one of the biggest thea-
trical men in the country is making a bid for her af-

fections and talent in his levues, Louise's heart is

still torn between Bob and her boy. The deadness
inside of her prevents any decision, however, until
Bob himself comes to the "Slipper" one evening. His
passionate kisses and words, in her dressing room,
after the show, affect her strangely. She does not
respond as the years have made her believe she
would. In fact, when he asks her to divorce Martin,
she knows, in that moment, that she has been labor-
ing under false illusions. The meaning of friendship
and motherhood stand before her in scarlet letters!
It is Martin and Junior she craves—and wants! The
next morning, when Bob comes to her apartment to
hear her plans, Louise seems to see a strange and
new light in his eyes—new to her because she has
never had sense enough to see it there before—the
covetous gleam! "I knew I would get you in the
end!" he cries, crushing her body to his, but Louise
cries out pitifullv: "Leave me alone. Bob. Go away!
It is Martin—Martin!" At the utterance of these
words, the door flies open and Martin Gould stands
in the doorway. Louise rushes into his arms, sob-
bing pitifully. "Oh Martin!" she cries, "what a
fool I've been! Thank God!" Their lips met with
complete forgiveness as Bob hurried noiselessly from
the room!

THE HOMECOMING
Marjorie Dishman Harry File No. 671S

AFFLUENT and diamond bedecked women as well
as music-loving beggars share the golden notes
of the young opera diva's exquisite voice, but

they cannot share the pride and feeling of achieve-
ment of her mother. Little can they realize that a
paltry ten years ago, John Rand, bored to tears with
family life, walked out on his charming wife and
young daughter—never to be seen again. Little can
they appreciate Mary's years of struggle in a small

dress shop so Charlotte could take lessons from the
great Carranza ! But only reminiscence clouds the
grand moment now! Charlotte,—now Jennifer Bar-
rett,—is at the peak of the artistic and social ladder,
and Mary,—Madame Diane Barrett,—has climbed step
by step with her child—always remaining just one
ahead! Motor cars, pleasure trips, and luxurious hap-
piness are now taking the place of the heartache and
years of struggle John has left in his wake! But the
encounter of the two is destined—inevitable! Mary
and Charlotte meet John Rand in the course of their
travels, but all are so changed in name and appear-
ance that recognition is practicallv impossible. John
Rand is now Raymond Hertzel. From the f^rst. how-
ever, he takes a wild fancy to the beauteous Madame
Diane and her daughter—her famous daughter, Jenni-
fer, but the reason never seems to become obvious.
Then, one day, while Charlotte and her fiance. Jack
Benson are out together. Mary and John exchange
stories of their early life. Both are assured that they
have been drawn together by the similarity of their
pasts, but neither seems to catch the clue which could
simplify matters so much. Mary sends John away to

hunt for his family but the search reveals not a
trace! It is just about this time that war is de-
clared. Jack Benson, true to his own type of American
boyhood, enlists at once and is in the first contingent
to go across. Mary pleads with Charlotte to abandon
the idea of serving in the entertainment corps of the
Y.W.C.A., but the girl insists and, after a while they
go, Charlotte, singing in a ward one day, discovers
Jack—recuperating from the results of an operation
which ma}' or may not leave him blind—a thing which
cannot be determined until the bandages are removed!
For a long \:'hile he does not recognize Charlotte, but
then her singing voice gives her away! It is at the
moment wheii the bandages reveal no optical damage
or impairment that Charlotte realizes that no other
than Jack could ever be her husband! All of her
suitors seem to dissolve into one glorified mass which
spells J-a-c-k, and Jack only! But the young people
decide to keep the thing secret liecause Charlotte feels

marriage would leave her mother all alone. For
months after their return to New York. Charlotte and
Jack suffer while Mary and John, in the same way,
are keeping their own love quiet because of Charlotte!
then, one day, on the impulse, Charlotte reveals the
truth. Her mother's secret is not long in coming,
either, but ]Mary keeps the one great secret close in

her heart and mind. She knows that Raymond Hert-
zel, the millionaire playbody and lover is none other
than her own John Rand—and she has known it many
months! After the weddings are over, however, Mary
confides the secret of the past to her new husband
and the young people. Such beautiful forgiveness is

utterly characteristic, they all agree, of Mary Rand,
whose entire life has been beautiful with sacrifice,

toil, and sheer nobility

!

THE HOMESTEADERS
Tamar Huber File No. 6720

TEN CENT LOVE
May Van Tries Strate File No. 6688

BREAKING through the pattern of their lives with
little abandon, Rosebelle Harmon shatters the
warm comradeship that has existed between Jim

and John in the face of all else. Being intimate
friends with synchronous actions and like tastes, it is

little wonder that the girl should appeal to both—and
at the same moment, in the Five and Ten for wh'ch
both are floorwalkers. Each rivals the other in at-

tempts to be of service to the girl, sighing simultan-
eously as she disappears into her dove -gray coupe
after the close of her shopping tour. That evening,
Jim is mortified when he realizes he has been finish-

ing John's work so that the latter might be ready on
time for an excursion beside the fair Rose])elle of the
grey coupe! Made furious by the laughing wave of

farewell from the car, Jim resolves to watch the
street more closely thereafter. The next morning,
Jim's first break, as it were, turns out disastrously!
Instead of the lovely Rosebelle. the indignant ^Irs.

Harmon emerges from the grey coupe! Jina takes the
scolding intended for John, to whom she refers as a

"calf who is turning her daughter's head" and re-

ceives a ripe razzberry from John upon his return to

the store! That night, after John sneaks off again
with Rosebelle, Jim decides to get even. Borrowing
an electrical shock contraption from a friend, he in-

stalls it beneath John's chair in their room! Only the
doorbell saves the first victim.—the landlady—who
comes to prowl after Jim has gone forth for dinner!
The second victim is Airs. Harmon who has come to

drag her child from John's clutches. Waiting in the
room, she chooses the trick chair and flies out the door
in an instant! The landlady, thinking the root of the
trouble to be a mouse, is little concerned until Rose-
belle rushes in to warn John of Jim's murderous state
of mind (she has met "him during dinner hour) and
tears out of the room in evident distress. The land-
lady's second investigating trip is an excuse for some
furniture moving on her part so she changes the
youths' chairs about, unaware of the trouble she is

causing! She is called by the cook just as she is

about to seat herself on John's chair! When Jim re-

turns to the room, to brood^and wait, he sinks into
the chair by his desk but leaps up, bellowing, bounds
from the room and begins a precipitant descent of
the stairs catching John, who is half way up and both
roll to the foot of the stairs where a pair of irate fe-

males in the form of mother and daughter burst in
upon them! The youths sit on the floor and face a
verbal barrage, alternately from mother and daugh-
ter—the one rushing in with choice expletives of her
own when the other becomes exhausted for the mo-
ment. The women fling themselves through the door,
and the boys, from their positions on the floor, look
after them for a moment. Then, turning their eyes
to each other, they shake hands—solemnly—but with
the old sincerity and harmony powerfully apparent!

LIGHTNING flashed; thunder rolled; and the wind
howled through the driving rain as Nellie Hunter
sat frightened before her own fireside. Then, sud-

denly, frantic knocking at her door and the loud cry
of a man's "Hello! llello!" aroused her to action.

Nellie was more astonished than anything else as she
led a dripping and shivering man to her fire. She only
half-heard his pleas for shelter. Who was this man,
she wondered, until finally she calmed down enough
to ask. An almost wanton sigh of relief escaped the

woman after .she learned he was Frank Johnson, the

teacher of the local school. Walking to his home-
stead, earlier in the evening, the storm had overtaken
him. He was drenched to the skin. Nellie knelt be-

side him and helped to remove his shoes. "Haven't
any of your men-folks some old clothes I might bor-
row for the occasion?" he asked, in a charming voice.

Nellie reddened. "I have no men-folk," she ex-

plained. "I myself am a lone teacher—and a home-
steader, too." The man, surprised, suggested that

Nellie might be scared of him. but she assured him.
naively, that she was. as a matter of fact, glad of

company during the terrific storm which had so ter-

rified her but a few minutes back. Frank watched
the woman's quiet movements as she moved about,

after he had, in the privacy of another room, donned
a nightshirt of hers. Her movements were deft.

Soon, Frank was snug and warm under some blan-

kets, and his clothes drying out before the fire. When
she was through with the small tasks required to

make her strange visitor comfortable, Nellie bade him
a short goodnight and then retired to her own room
where she nndressed, slipped into bed, and settled

down—but not before she had placed a small revolver

on her bedside table.

The storm was still raging, next morning, as Nellie

made her way through the bouse to see how her

charge was getting along. She was relieved to hear
him say everything was fine. "I thought there would
be a dead man here this morning!" she laughed, but

he assured her that her kind of care could produce
anything but that. All day Saturday and Sunday, the

man remained. When he finally left, he assured
Nellie he would be back. "Bring your own night-

shirt the next time!" she admonished, gayly. by way
of response. Their laughter was distinctly harmoni-
ous, this time, and Frank did come back—not once,

but many times. Soon there was a quiet wedding in

the Homestead church, the leading characters being
Frank and Nellie, and it brought joy to the neighbors'
hearts to witness the welding of so completely har-
monious a couple. Five years later, the same people
were amazed at the sudden entry into politics of their

former schoolmaster. After five more years, Nellie

and Frank and their two sons arrived in Washington
where Frank's political career, well established, was
really only starting, his homesteading friends and
constituents having elected to the highest honor with-

in their power—that of Representative!

NOT AIR-MINDED
Dr. Frank R. Ruff File No. 6663

OFF for a hunting trip in the high mountains, Dan
Kane was mighty pleased when a neighbor of

his offered him an expensive air mattress for use
during the trip. "Ever used it?" Dan asked, fondling
the thing's surface. "Well no. frankly, Dan, I

haven't." the neighbor answered, "but I'll be off some
day on one of these trips myself, and I sure would
not have paid forty dollars for it if I didn't think it

was good !" "Darn nice of you, Dave,—darn nice of

you!" Dan said, appreciatively, and that night, he
and his wife crowed over it as they tucked it along
with the other things. "You'll be back in a good hu-
mor, anyway, Dan Kane!" the Missus said. "I know
you! Just rob you of your sleep and you're cross as
an infant!"
The first night out, Dan's party got up about eight

thousand feet where the ice was about ready to form.
The wind whistled over that draw at a great pace.
Somehow, the pump to that mattress wouldn't work

!

Dan and his companions tore it to pieces and put it

together again, blew until their faces grew crimson
and their eyes popped, and got mediocre results. When
the mattress had been blown to a size which promised
a good night's sleep for Dan, they laid aside their

labors and supped about the camp fire, but Dan had
earned the nickname: "Air-minded"! Late in the night
when the camp fire began to sink and the cold in-

creased in intensity Dan crawled into his sleeping bag
on top of the air mattress. The air went one way and
then another, and finally just seemed to be going round
and round. After a 'while Dan was close to the
ground with only a few ridges of cold rubber and air
lying along his sides! His teeth chattered until the
fillings almost rolled out. His legs and back pained
from the cramped position he was forced to resort to
for some warmth. As he lay there, stiffly, the entire
night, he thought of his neighbor in the valley below
—warm and comfortable in his bed. Dan was the first

one up next morning. The next night, the party
found itself on an elevation of about ten thousand
feet—colder and higher than the last! At nightfall,
the men attacked "Air-minded's" bed, and once again
Dan spent a wretched night, bucking the contraption.
The next morning, brush, earth, and rocks were up-
rooted for many feet about Dan. who had clawed at
things all night to keep from rolling off! The third
night, Dan dug a hole of even dimensions, put pine
needles and the flat mattress into it, and slept like a
top. When he finally reached home, his ideas of air
mattresses were not fit for publication. His wife met
him at the door. "Dan dear," she said, "you haven't
looked so rested in a month of Sundays! You'd bet-
ter wash up and go right across and thank Dave for
his mattress!" "Yeah—I will." said Dan. but his
mind was harboring sinister plans.
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HAVE YOU BEEN EXAMINED
Dr. Frank R. Ruff File No. 6663

TAKE the case of Mrs. Axtel Graham—the doc-

tors' delight. "You'd honestly be disgraced if you
didn't have an operation to discuss at the Bridge,

wouldn't you dear?" her husband would ask her, fre-

quently. "Don't be silly. A.xtel darling!" Mrs. Gra-

ham would laugh, but take her case nevertheless.

Awaking one morning with a stabbing pain over her

right eve, she immediately called her chauffeur and
had herself driven to the Newfangled Clinic at once.

A neat nurse ushered her into the office of the "big

cheese". Dr. Catchem. "I've been recommended by
several of the players in my Thursday Bridge and
Luncheon Club, Doctor!" she remarked, but before

she knew it, the nurse had steered her through the

offices of eye specialists, dental men, internal exam-
iners, stomach, and ear men. Blood test, Wasserman
test, and every other conceivable torture is conducted
but Mrs. Axtel Graham's mind flutters from the pain

to the Bridge Club the very moment she emerges from
the door! For three successive mornings she arrives

in the laboratory wherein the Roentgenologist takes

x-ray after x-ray. The armor-clad physician who
stands before her with leaded apron and accessories

ceases to scare her, after a while, but the tests go on!

Each day ushers forth a new solution concocted to

dye this or that organ for the machine's convenience
and the doctor's edification. Each day, Mrs, Graham
arrives in the office looking worse. Finally, one day,

when it is near the end. Mrs, Graham is ushered into

the metabolic department. Here, too, she has come
without breakfast, and here, too, she is shown back of

a screen, once again, for the undress process. Here,

as before, she is assured by the doctor that the Fan-
dangle's physicians are unexcelled! But her metabol-
ism is perfect! After another orgy of polished appar-
atus, undressing, spotless nurses, and more enthusi-

astic doctors, heart, skin, and nerve speciaHsts are

consulted, and each seems as much in a quandary as

the last. Finally, the patient finds herself back with
Dr, Catchem, "Are you ready?" he asks, Mrs, Gra-
ham sighs weakly. She is ready for anything now!
The bill is announced bit by bit until it reaches the

staggering amount of $252,11 for the entire examin-
ation. Arriving home and tired in body and soul, Mrs,
Graham practically falls into her soft bed as the maid
stands over her, hysterically. When Mr, Graham ar-

rives, he is startled by the commotion in the house,

but after listening to his wife's story, and after glanc-
ing at the Fandangle's bill and findings, he smiles
grimly and sends for the old reliable Dr, All who
laughs with him, but presents a solemn front to the

patient, "Mary," he says, gravely, "Fve been car-
ing for you for years, and I'm prepared to now! Just
have this prescription filled out and take the capsules
three times daily, I would also recommend social

work three times a week—to occupy your mind!''
Mary sighs weakly and turns over, relieved, but, as
she passes into Morpheus' realms, she clutches the re-

port tightly, her only thoughts being of the following
Thursday's session at the tables. "What beats me is

the eleven cents!" Graham laughed, "What'll you
have, Dr, All?" "Three dollars!" said the kindly
practitioner.

THE GYPSY TRAIL

Constance Harding File No. 6653

THE Golden Gypsy sat bare-headed and bare-
legged in the heat of the noonday sun. Heprim,
the gayest of the gypsy blades, stood by her side,

singing with her as the others grouped about. Every
head in camp swayed with the joyous music! Then,
one by one, they drifted ofif to their tasks leaving
Heprim and Millicent to end their song. Father Jer-
mine tottered up to scold the youth for his idleness.

He was an old white-haired gypsy who long ago had
loved and lost another Millicent. When the beautiful
English girl had turned from him to seek her happi-
ness with another, he had sworn vengeance, and
creeping upon the great house unawares had stolen the
little Millicent from her mother's arms. But he had
made a vow! One day, he declared, the little MiHi-
cent would go back to her people. Right now, the old
man was deeply concerned with the lovelight which
shone in the eyes of Heprim and Millicent. the Golden
One. The girl was seventeen. The time had come for
him to keep his vow. For Millicent, he believed, love
had no place within the gypsy camp. She must go
back to her people and among them find someone to
love. The girl was sad at the thought for she had
known no life save the wild life of the gypsies. But
Jermine would not listen to her plea, hence there came
a day when the fair-haired girl and her lover sang a
sad farewell together, while gypsy voices blended
tremulously and gypsy eyes filled with tears. Milli-

cent's sorrow was touching but deep in her heart she
carried the promise from Heprim that he would bring
her back some day, as the sun burst over the land at
dawn. He had given her a box of blue ribbons to
wear each day until the gypsy caravan moved once
again toward the lights of the city. Upon her hand
she wore the gypsy ring which Murdi. the Wise-One
had given her and which should ward off evil forever.
The tokens of the gypsies were many. Millicent sat
upon her horse by the side of Father Jermine as they
grouped to bid her farewell. But Heprim, the Joyful,
could not sing. He stood with drooping head while
the two white horses moved slowly out of sight. Joe-
lin, his brother, led the people in their songs.
For six years, Millicent's life in the Stonewall man-

sion provided many joys but little happiness. Her
father, Martin Stonewall, almost turned insane with
joy upon her arrival, but his second wife was some-
what antagonistic because of the hours Martin spent
with his child. The first Millicent had died, but be-

cause she had borne Martin a second Millicent, the

Golden Gypsy was called "Birdie"'. After six years.

Birdie had become a proficient singer under the tute-

lage of Conrad Muval, an old friend of Martin's, but

life held little interest for her. It was because of this

that she allowed herself to become engaged to Muval
so that the other Millicent might be free to marry
Bob, her childhood sweetheart. The wedding's ap-

proach brought many qualms to the Golden Gypsy,
and in the days before it, she prayed lustily for Hep-
rim who somewhere was singing his lonely gypsy love

songs along the moonlit trails of the covered wagons.
After a most successful debut in opera, the wedding
was at hand. Beautiful in her wedding attire, Milli-

cent stood before her mirror with the last of the blue

ribbons in her hand, weeping. Someone was singing

a lilting gypsy song! The bride stood listening with

a fast-beating heart. Then, suddenly, the curtains

parted and Heprim stepped into the room !
He had

hardly taken a few steps when a shot rang out. Don-
ald, the girl's step-brother, had shot him whom he

believed to be an intruder. Millicent was clingmg
hysterically to Heprim as Muval and Stonewall en-

tered the room. Her bridal finery was streaked with

blood! The gypsies had said that Heprim would die

for love, but Murdi had given the Golden Gypsy his

Gypsy Ring to ward off misfortune! She took it from
her own hand and slipped it on Heprim's finger. Slow-

ly, as she watched him, his consciousness returned.

The youth breathed quietly and steadily. "I shall live

for you, Golden Gypsy mine," he said.

Into the early morning air rose an exquisite voice,

and Heprim the Joyous One raised his voice along
with it. Hearing the combination of voices, the gypsies

grew wild with joy! Suddenly the whole land was
filled with light—the glorious light of the sunrise. And
Heprim and the Golden Gypsy rode singing into camp
upon a gleaming white horse!

THE PATTERSON CASE

Bertha Adan File No. 6713

JANICE WEATHERBY adores her younger brother
more than anything in the world, yet, strangely
enough, she does not discourage his affection for

Martha Pitt—as some sisters might. Instead, when
Martha and Bert are betrothed, she gives an elaborate

party. A psychic friend of Janice's is among the

guests and it is from this woman whom Bert shrinks
most peculiarly, as the evening progresses. The wom-
an finally tells Bert that he is of titled parents and
that a key to a small red box will point the way to

the discovery of interesting data concerning himself.

Bert scoffs but several days later, searching in the

attic, he comes across just such a box containing his

adoption papers. The boy's adoring foster parents ad-

mit the fact to the harrassed youth who explains that

he will not marry Martha until he himself discovers

his true identity, hence his departure for New York
with sufficient cash and determination. Bert's first

clues lead to a nurse and a Park Avenue doctor who
remember the case but cannot say a word because of

a secrecy oath! All the doctor discloses is that Bert's
parents were a titled Swedish lady and a German
count! Bert is to appear at the office the next day to

meet someone who will tell him,—a friend of the doc-
tor's.—but when he arrives he is overcome by the
shock of the doctor's having dropped dead from apo-
plexy! A blank wall and a clueless case face the boy.
Taking a chance, however, that the nurse will talk in

the face of the doctor's death, Bert visits her and
learns of an uncle of his. This uncle tells him the
story of a twin brother (Bert's father), who, having
been born twenty minutes too late to become heir, de-
veloped a bitter hatred for his older twin. He even
went to the extreme of eloping with the elder's sweet-
heart by convincing her he was the other! After hav-
ing reached America, the woman discovered her mis-
take through a body scar but her desire for freedom
required no struggle inasmuch as her husband de-
parted upon discovering he was being trailed for hav-
ing stolen bonds belonging to his brother. Several
months later, the nurse, having heard the entire story
through the doctor, read of the finding of an infant
in a boarding house, the mother having been killed.

After identifying the babe as the child of the Swedish
lady, the nurse attempted to reach the uncle, but to no
avail. Thus the chain of circumstances leading to
Bert's placement in a foundling home and subsequent
adoption is unfolded by his uncle. Concluding, the
uncle turned the continuation of the narrative to Bert,
who tells it with tenderness and emotion, but he ex-
cuses himself immediately upon finishing so he can
hunt up Martha and set the wedding date. Martha,
however, unable to understand the reason for Bert's
sudden disappearance, has taken the vows of a novice
for a year. Bert catches her at the crucial moment,—
just as she is about to take the veil,—and they are
married under the loving eyes of the Weatherbys and
Bert's real uncle who has made the youth his sole
heir in memory of the lovely Swedish girl whose be-
trayal ruined both their lives!

NESTING TIME
William Ju File No. 6761

HAVING saved and scrimped long enough, Billy
and "Angel" decide to build the long-wanted
house. With limited cash and a lot on the side

of the sand hill, they are all set, Martha, who has
been saving clippings, plan books, and advertisements
for years, thinks she wants an English type house with
plenty of roof surface and peep windows but Bill

would prefer a house with big windows, high ceilings,
and plain lines. From the beginning, Billy's plans are
somewhat inadequate, but he and Martha, strangely

enough, manage to keep their tempers under control
as they progress from the first to the second floor.

They argue over the diagrams more than Congress ar-
gued over the League but finally reach an agreerhenl.
After Billy's den has been compromised down to a
combination linen closet and sewing room in ofif hours,
Martha asserts she would like three familv bedrooms
and a guest room, Billy is amazed, "Three?" he
asks, but all the hubbub ceases when he learns that
a daughter is on the way toward occupying the third
room, some day 1 After working and poring over the
diagram for days on end, Billy visits the contractor.
What a thrill, but, unfortunately, on the way home,
Ed Jenkins quickly disillusions him, "Better see
Hardy, Bill!" Ed suggests, and Ed is a fine fellow
with a few houses of his own! "Yes sir. Better have
Hardy do it on an estimate. Don't work with the
other fellow on cost plus contract or you'll get stuck!"
While the conference with Hardy actually makes Billy

feel nearer to his goal, he realizes he is far from set.

He must see an architect! The plans Bill has made
far exceed what he can pay ! LaRoque, the architect,
far from being an uncontrollable foreigner, is a smart
American businessman who twists the Juniuses about
his thumb like so much pulp. After a few of his ses-
sions with Martha, LaRoque has Bill's den out, and
many other improvements in the interest of shrinkage
—including the oil burner Bill has been doting on!
When the actual building starts, however, all seems
lost. Bill watches the proceedings with qualms, but
by this time, even the fact that the nest is to be of
stucco instead of the brick Bill craved does not feaze
him. Worse than anything, however, is the change in
roof. Bill was angry enough when he learned the roof
was to be slate but now, learning it is to be a cheap
composition, temporarily, until such time as he should
be able to raise more money, he is frantic. Even the
change from a standing shower to the old bathtub type
seems less important by comparison!

Finally, after what seems like a generation, the
house is finished. Poorer but wiser, the Juniuses
move in, "Angel's" first callers are critical but defin-
itely envious. Angel is proud and delighted to show
ofif the trick buttons, switches, and closets. In short
order, life in the manse becomes routinized. Then,
one hot summer evening. Angel and Billy are alone in
the living room and Martha is adjusting the bandage
on Bill's arm which has been injured in a bathtub
shower fall, "Gee, I'm crazy about the place, Billy!"
Angel says, more in self defense, "'i'eah, if we had
the tile shower bath, this wouldn't have happened

—

and if we had the oil burner—and the roof won't stand
a heavy hail storm, but it ought to last, I guess!"
Bill finishes, compassionately. Suddenly Angel goes
to the window, A rattling sound is heard, "What
is it?" Bill bellows. "Hail, darling, big as bird
eggs!" she sighs.

THE PRODIGALS
Mattie Thoma File No. 6762

MAKING the time-honored mistake of mothers,
Jane Smithwick ruined her son's life because
she persisted in shielding rather in training him

promptly from the first, Tim Smithwick was dififer-
ent. While his disciplinary threats had no efTect on
Charles because of Jane, he meant well. The boy was
altogether too fond of drink, women, cards, and late
hours. One day, Charley shot and killed a man during
a card game! Jane and Jim and their brood felt the
disgrace keenly, but the response and reaction was
varied. As for Jane, she became paralyzed from the
shock! Mamie, a sister, wrote to say that while she
would give anything to help, she could not because the
disgrace of having her friends know that her brother
was a murderer would ruin her life and her husband's
business, Frank and John wired sympathy, but be-
tween the lines, it was apparent that they did not in-
tend putting themselves out because they firmly be-
lieved their father's money and influence would turn
the needed trick! Daisy and Kitty, however, returned
to their home to give what comfort and sympathy
they could, and to help Lily care for their invalid
mother.
With the aid of a good lawyer, Charley was saved

the death penalty, Twenty-'five years was what
he drew, but the Smithwicks were wiped out financial-
ly! It was not long, either, before he died. The girls
were left helpless but rich in moral courage, Lily gave
up Roy Gainor without a second thought. After all,
he had not stuck as he should have, Daisy and Kitty
turned to music and teaching but the stigma of Char-
ley s conviction was ever over them. Frank and John
advanced little aid. After five years of sufifering, Mrs,
Smithwick succumbed. For several years after their
mother's death, life went on as well as might be ex-
pected, for the girls, who removed to New York, but
Lily was soon back in town, living in the old cottage
and taking in sewing. When the crash came, how-
ever, the whole family- seemed to go to pieces, Frank
and John died within a week of one another from the
flu, Daisy died of throat cancer due to neglect! Then,
one day, Kitty discovered an old patent plan of Char-'
ley s. The old attorney had it sold so as to give the
girls a small annuity, but just when they had settled,
news of Mamie's death reached them through her hus-
band, Roy Winder, She had provided well for her
sisters, out of remorse, but had left a clause in her
will asking that they move to New York to her
spacious home, and take care of her two young chil-
dren. For the first time in years, the two girls were
divinely happy. One day, Kitty told Lily that she and
Roy planned to marry. Instead of the amazement she
had anticipated, Lily was divinely happy. She was
free, now, she explained, to marry her fiance who had
been waiting since she had broken the engagement on
account of Charley!
One day. Fate took her usual just reward, Charley,

mad as he could be, took his life in the old prison
hospital—uncherished, unwanted, and unloved!
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THE GHOST THAT FAILED

Melford Rose File No. 6714

WITH a shrug of his shoulder. Ralph McDonald
pulled a cheque book from his pocket and wrote
out a cheque for tiftv dollars, payable to Fred

Wilson. Handing this to Clitiford Lane, he smiled en-

gagingly. "Vou birds think you've got me in a hole,

don't you? Well, I'm going to show you up and your
pet ghost with you!" The cheque was Ralph's se-

curity for the bet he and Fred had made. Ralph was
to spend a night in the so-called haunted house, with

no weapons, and emerge, the next day, as calm and
fearless as when he entered! During his walk home,
Ralph went by the house in question. He stopped to

look at its weed-grown yard and gaunt structure, then

he walked on. Part of the bargain was a condition

which prevented, him from examining the inside of the

house prior to his entering it that night. The Lucas
family which had resided in that house had been noted

for its ill-luck. First, their only child had suffered

a broken neck through a fall from an upstairs win-

dow. His mother had turned insane from grief as a

result and had died in an asylum for the mentally de-

fective. Her husband had been found dead, shortly

after, in a pool of blood, somewhere in the upper re-

gions of the house. Suicide! Twice, since, the house
had almost been sold—but after all, the human mind is

strangely impressionable—so, in time, the Lucas house
came to be known as the haunted house.

Ralph's young wife pleaded in vain against the in-

sane plan, that night. Despite his attempts at brav-
ado, however, Ralph's assurance vanished as the even-

ing progressed. When he finally did cross the weed-
grown path leading to the house, he could not repress

a shudder. The inside of the house was even more
bleak. Ralph sat down in a chair and whistled. ''This

is going to be the easiest fifty I ever earned!" he
said, half aloud. Suddenly a pistol shot and resound-
ing thud reechoed through the place. By the time
Ralph had gotten over this, a steady drip aroused
him. His throat was dry to the strangling point--
almost. The dripping soon grew to sound like ham-
mer thuds, but Ralph passed this ofif. too. Then a

hollow and uncanny laugh rang out. "Mrs. Lucas!"
Ralph gasped. It must be she! "Aw," he muttered,
"dead people stay dead." Dragging chains, footsteps,

rustling, groping hands, and other blood-curdling
phenomena of the ghost school occurred, but each
time, Ralph sc[uelched his own interpretations of what
these might be. Finally, he decided to investigate. He
had not searched long before Fred's grinning coun-
tenance appeared, in his mind. He realized, after an
examination of the contraptions, that it must be Fred.
Suddenly all fear vanished. By the time the "ghost"
appeared, Ralph was furious ! Fred took a severe
beating. Clifford laughed heartily when he arrived on
the scene. The three youths vowed to keep mum
about the aiTair, but Ralph went home to his worried
wife, patting his full wallet and singing gayly. "I
wouldn't even mind living there now, old dear!" he
declared.

YOUNG MAN OF THE CITY

Jane Mayhall File No. 6619

'F
DD, " The soft, piquant face

assumed a soleiun expres-
^~^ sion for an instant. "N-no"' Edd's response

came slowly. They were meeting in their secret tryst-
ing place at the foot of the mountains one summer,
when the question was asked. Anne had dared the
wrath of her stern, uncompromising father, whose
disapproval of Edd had its origin when Edd was just
a child, and had run away to see him, since he had
left the city on the specific purpose of visiting her.
Playmates together when just children, young lovers
in their adolescence, they were both now mature in

the earnestness of their love. When Edd had departed
for the city to obtain a job there, Anne received pri-

vate letters through Elizabeth's, her best friend's
kindness, to avert any suspicion on her father's side.

Yet again and again did Edd assert his love for her,
but due to her father's dogmatic command, she was
forced to write a letter to him, breaking off any con-
tract of future marriage. Later, Anne, wretched,
learned from Marjorie that Edd had married a nurse
in the city, Dorothy. Resolved to resign herself to
the inevitable, Anne became depressed, but forced
herself to mingle once more with her old friends.
Suddenly a note from Edd arrived announcing his
presence in the mountains. It was then, after pro-
testations of love from him that Anne put her ques-
tion. Even after Edd had answered, a cold fear
clutched Anne that he was not speaking the truth.
They departed from each other with conciliatory kisses,
Edd promising to prove to Anne that her doubts
were unbased on any facts. A week later, Anne made
the acquaintance of Herbert Elkins, who lived in a
little town a short distance from her home. Perhaps
it was the approval of her father that caused Anne
to feel utterly inditTerent to Herbert's interest in her.
They went for long walks together, sometimes say-
ing nothing to each other, each gazing dreamily into
space thinking. Edd was Anne's sole preoccupation.
One day Herbert broke the silence with an impa-
tient

—"Why on earth do you look so divinely happy
whenever you don't look at me?" Anne laughed and
retorted—"I wouldn't cast aspersions if I were you.
You should see yourself!" Herbert smiled, a sympa-
thetic expression on his face that called for confidence.
Anne confessed her love for someone she doubted:
then Herbert confided his own disappointment in love,
sadly admitting that the woman he thought he loved
was the unmarried mother of two children, whose
father she still continued to live with. A sympathetic
bond sprang up between them. While Anne pressed the
point. Herbert finally (hesitantly) acknowledged that

the name of his thwarted passion was Dorothy Hen-
derson, who lived with the man, Edd Gunnerman.
Astounded, and heart-broken. Anne fled madly from

him, into the house, and penned a hasty note to

Edd, telling him to come to the mountains at once.

He did. "You lied to me!" Anne furiously accused

him. "I didn't," Edd asserted sadly. "I said 1 wasn t

married, but I didn't say that I wasn't a father of

two kids." Weeping helplessly, Anne stalked away
to fall into Herbert's understanding arms where she

confided that his very grief was hers. A week later,

Edd wrote an apologetic note to Anne, announcing

that he had finally married Dorothy, but that his

love was hers eternally. Herbert with a similar let-

ter from Dorothy, without the insistence of everlast-

ing love, silently showed it to Anne. Their mutual

misery was the foundation of a mutual affection.

There was only one thing to do—get married—and

they did.

THE LAST PORT

Frank Ba File No. 6700

A YOUNG Russian immigrant, Paul Russakof.

while spending a lonesome Sunday afternoon in

Battery Park, New York City, meets a beautiful

young woman, Olga Lubowa, also from Russia. Dur-

ing the conversation, Paul learns she is searching for

her childhood sweetheart, Sasha Lisovsky, and, out

of syniuathy he offers his assistance which Olga gladly

accepts'. During the following weeks, they try all

sources of information regarding Sasha's whereabollts,

but all to no avail. About three months later, Paul

confesses his love for Olga and asks her to marry

him. Believing that Sasha is irretrievably lost to

her, Olga gladly consents and they are married ancl

suprenielv happy. About a year later, however, Paul

returns home from work earlier than usual. He finds

his wife and a handsome stranger in his bedroom,

sound asleep, and apparently dead drunk. The shock

of this unexpected discovery and jealousy combined

drives Paul insane for the moment and he is about to

kill them both with a hatchet when sounds of a gun

battle outside his house bring his senses back. The
battle is between gunmen and a policeman. Paul de-

cides to make sure of his escape. The same day, he

procures a position on a horse-boat which is sailing

for Italy. Eight days later, just before the boat

leaves, Paul drives to his house. He finds the stran-

ger there again, with his wife, and tells them that

they have been living under his roof, for the past

eight days, under a sentence of execution. The
stranger pleads with Paul for Olga's life, taking all

the blame upon himself. He also explains that he is

Olga's long lost sweetheart, Sasha, and that after

coming to the United States, he has had to join the

Marines because of the unemployment situation. He
has assumed the name of Henry Dubose, and spent

three years in the Phillipines. All his letters to Olga,

he claims, have been returned undelivered. Paul is

amazed when Sasha tells him that he has attempted

many means of regaining Olga—including dope—but
that the woman has remained faithful to her husband
throughout! Sasha's story changes Paul's mind and

he decides to give them a chance to be happy together

again. He drives to Bay Ridge, overtakes his ship

in a fast motorboat, and manages to get aboard. On
the trip, Paul proves his mettle in a battle with a

submarine which attacks the ship. He also directs

operations to refloat the ship after it has run aground,

and in capturing the gang of spies which has been

poisoning the horses and mules aboard.

In Italy, Paul meets the captain's niece,—an Ameri-
can girl, by birth,—losephine Garibaldiny, or Jose,

for short. During their hours together, Jose confesses

her mad love for Paul and is most disappointed to

learn he is already married. Because of an injury

during the trip, Paul is unable to proceed to Saloniky

to fight the Turks, as was his original intention.

Therefore, he promises Jose that he will return to

the United States to divorce Olga so he can marry her.

Back home, Paul starts divorce proceedings but Olga.

unwilling to lose him. bribes his lawyer to drag the

case indefinitely. Hence, two years pass without

noticeable results. By this time, the United States has

entered the war. so Sasha is drafted into overseas

service. After the la tier's departure, Olga makes sev-

eral fierce attempts to regain Paul but he is un-
yielding. Desperate, she seeks suicide through drown-
ing. Paul becomes remorseful upon learning of this,

and even contributes some of his own blood to save

her life! After this, he takes her back and writes, in

the meantime, a letter to lose, telling her, falsely,

that he has been drafted for service in France. He
tells her it is folly for her to wait any longer for

him! One year later, Olga is taken down with In-

fluenza. During her illness, she is informed by the

war department that Henry Dubose, a first lieutenant

in the United States Marine corps has been killed in

the battle of Chateau Thierry, and that he has named
Madame Olga Russakof as beneficiery to all his

possessions, including ten thousand dollars worth of

government life insurance. Despite all of Paul's sin-

cere efforts to bring Olga back to health, she dies re-

questing that Paul carry out his promise to marry
Jose whom she has long since learned about. After
Olga's death, grief and loneliness nearly drive Paul
insane. For a while, he hesitates, but finally writes to

Jose, confessing everything and asking whether she
still remembers him. Jose replies that she has never
even tried to forget him! They are married, soon af-

terwards, and move to Connecticut where Paul works
in a shipyard. A few weeks later, Jose receives a
horrible blow in the form of a message from the
Italian government, informing her that four brothers
of hers have been killed at the front! To top this,

Paul is drafted, but, being an ex-sailor, he scorns
army life and is quickly transferred to a transport
liner, as convo}-. The ship is attacked by a submar-

ine, in the North Sea, and Paul is wounded and
washefl overboard. Although he is rescued by Bill
Dalton, a comrade, his memory remains blank. Sev-
eral months pass after Jose brings him back to the
L'nited States and tries everything in her power to
restore his memory. Nothing avails until one day, as
he is parking in a car near the amusement park, two
kids, believing him to be drunk, set a fire cracker on
the running hoard of his car to wake him up. The
explosion terrifies Paul and he jumps up, tearing a
hole in the roof of the car! He is wild with joy on
learning, with the return of his memory from this in-
cident, that Jose has borne him a pair of twins. La-
ter on, they buy a farm from Jose's mother and go
to live on it. There, supremely happy once again,
they raise a family and look ahead with happy eyes,
towartl the future, as life in its fullest flowering of
contentment comes to rest on their doorstep.

LEGACY
Dorothy Keppel File No. 6756

THE transition from a gay school-girl in a Pari-
sian finishing school to a young woman was ef-

fected, in the case of Anne Berkeley, almost over-
night. It happened when, on her way back to Amer-
ica, she met Van Sanford Morris, a handsome young
lawyer, the brother of her best friend Christina, and
he proposed marriage the last evening of the voyage.
Though excited and flattered Anne refused because
she felt that life with Van would be dull.

Shortly after her return to New York, Anne was in
her mother's apartment, having tea with two of her
friends. They all decided to visit a popular fortune
teller in Greenwich village. Anne was the last to en-
ter the consulting room. The sorceress, a slim figure
of mystery, was veiled except for her beautiful eyes,
but Anne recognized her. "Mother!" she cried. Cath-
erine Berkeley was almost as shocked as her daugh-
ter, but she explained, simply, that she had been aug-
menting their income in this manner for several years
so that she and Anne might live as they had been ac-
customed before her husband's death. Anne suddenly
became interested in her mother's profession and
watched as Catherine consulted the crystal. "I see
only flames. My eyes must be tired," she said.
Several days later, Catherine gave Anne an old

French manuscript to translate. This she had found
in a Louis XIV dolls' chair which had belonged to
her mother's family. Anne read here the story of a
remote ancestress, Catherine Monvoisin, the world's
greatest sorceress, as told by La Voisin's daughter.
Marguerite, to her own little daughter. Anne saw
unfolding before her eyes, as in a dream, the history
of the woman and her associates, the Magician Lesage
and the dreadful Abbe Guibourg,—their intrigues, poi-
sonings, and Black Jlasses involving even the great
Montespan, the mistress of Louis XIV,—ending with
burning at the stake for La Voisin and a dungeon for
Marguerite, innocent of witchcraft but knowing too
much of royal affairs. As she read, Anne saw the
figure of the witch as that of her mother and it came
over her with a vivid force that this must be the
strain in her mother's blood which even an English
education, background, and husband had not prevented
from reappearing,—nearly three hundred years later.
This, then, is the reason for Anne's old French grand-
mothers' refusal to have Catherine learn French or
visit her native France.
The sound of the door-bell brought Anne back to

the present with a start. It was Van and, suddenly
terrified for her mother, Anne told him the whole
story. Soothing her. he suggested a visit to Cather-
ine in Greenwich Village. Driving clown Fifth Avenue,
they heard fire engines and arrived to find the house
m flames! Catherine was not to be found! The fate
of the modern Catherine, then, was also death by fire.
Several months later Anne was quietly married to
\'an Sanford Morris, whose solid worth now meant
peace and quiet happiness to her.

FLOWER OF THE NIGHT
Millicent Higgin File No. 6754

FOR want of better occupation and because he was
apparently talented, Jimniie Hathaway spent a
great deal of his spare time writing lyrics for

songs which never were published! Life in Hathaway
Place was too utterly stiff for a youth who was
rarin' to go, as it were, and the Hathaways were far
too busy accumulating and spending money! Then,
one night, while he was attempting to draw inspira-
tion from the old mill on the Hathawav land, a girl
.appeared—dark, beautiful, and thoroughly gvpsy-hke.
She was a gypsy, too, jimmy learned, but he could
not help loving her. Night after night she would
meet him and rest in his arms while his lips cluiig to
hers tenderly. She had never known the meaning of
love before Jimmie's heart had gone out to meet hers.
Then, one day, she took him to the camp to visit her
mother of whom she had often spoken. The mother
of Chita surprised Jimniie beyond his wildest expecta-
tions. She was a seemingly educated and refined wom-
an, imposing in appearance and manner. This day,
however, she was icy toward the boy who loved her
daughter so much that he had really come to tell the
girl they must never meet again! But Tim could not
say these things to Chita as he bade her farewell on
the outskirts of the camp. Her eyes were too trust-
ing! That night at dinner, Mrs. Hathaway spoke up
suddenly to her husband. "Jim," she said, ignoring
Jinimie, "I heard the most amusing tale today. Mrs.
Lawford called to tell me she saw some youngster
kissing one of the filthy gypsies over at the encamp-
ment, and she said it looked like Jimmie! Of course
I reassurred her." Jimmie rushed from the table to
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the old mill as soon as he possiblv could. Chita was
there—in tears. Her mother had forbidden her to see
Timmie! "'Please take me away!" she begged. Jim-
mie melted with love and strain. He had a minister
and two witnesses on the scene in a short while.
The next morning, he and Chita entered Hathaway
Place quietly, but -Mrs. Hathaway was on hand at
once. Sending Jimmie away on a fool's errand, she
drove the girl from the house! Jimmie. who had
planned to rest on his bed a few moments, had slept
throughout the day, exhausted. By the time he heard
his mother's trumped up story of Chita's desertion, the
next dav, the gvpsies were gone! For many weary
months, Jimmie searched to no avail. His former
ruddiness was waxing into cold palloi". Summer,
Fall, and Winter went bv. With the coming of Spring,
Mrs. Hathaway waxed ill of a peculiar disease. Be-
fore she died, she begged Jimmie's forgiveness and
he gave it freely, although he did not know quite what
it was for. Then, one evening, as he was dining with
his father, the butler came in to say that he had just
ejected, forcibly, two gypsy women. Jimmie had
Chita and her mother back in the house in a flash.
Calm as ever, the older woman told the story of their
Hves. She had been the queen of a fiery balkan pro-
vince! A revolution which had cost her husband's
life had thrown her, for protection, into the gypsy
camp where she had remained, because of their kind-
ness. Now, through discreet correspondence and in-
telligent management, she had regained her throne!
With hardlv a tremor, she departed, leaving the young
people with the helpless Hathaway. Suddenly, the
bundle in Chita's arms stirred and a wee voice re-
sounded. Jimmie stared at the bundle and at the
tears in his wife's eyes. "Say," old Jim ventured,
"Do you suppose I could hold my grandson while you
two go out and talk over old times?"

A SHOT RANG OUT!
Lucile De Pa File No. 6779

PROUD of the fact that sophisticated John Wilson
prefers her companv to that of Ceha Briggs,
blonde, beautiful, and shallow; Norma Prentiss does

not doubt the sincerity of her admirer. Celia has al-
ways applied herself to the task of making conquests
of Norma's beaux, and men seem to be attracted to
her fluffy prettiness rather than Norma's more sub-
stantial worth with discom fitting regularity. Despite
the devotion of Charles Drake, which she has re-
turned since childhood. Norma yields to John's fer-
vent love-making and secretly marries him. Norma's
father. Elmo Prentiss, dies after telling her how, per-
suaded by a chum of whom his father disapproved,
when a youngster, he had robbed a miser of some
gems as a lark. Norma's grandfather had followed
the boys and was run over by a car driven by the
lad he had warned his son against. Realizing the
enormity of the "lark", Elmo decides to return the
gems, only to find that his accomplice has killed the
miser. Leaving home, Elmo conducts a fruitless
search for descendants of the miser to whom he can
return the treasure, meanwhile prospering and be-
coming a respected member of the community. Norma
promises that she will continue the search for the
rightful heir. She discovers John prowling about the
house suspiciously, and Charles finds that John is a
criminal with a prison record. Learning that Norma
has married him, he manfully conceals the informa-
tion. Celia, closely watched by her own trusted ser-
vant, Martha, who is very fond of Norma, openly
makes love to John. The latter responds to her ad-
vances and Norma realizing that she has loved Charles
all along, manages to hold her head high. John,
realizing that Norma's pride protects him, is abusive
to her. Celia asks her to give John his freedom, to
which she gladly consents. John moves out and Nor-
ma discovers that Martha has moved in, when with-
out previous notice of her intentions, the waddly ser-
vant brings Norma's breakfast to her room in the
morning. She consoles Norma and pleads Charles'
cause. However, Charles disappears for a week and
Norma is frantic. Her anxiety is alleviated when he
returns telling that he has located the only living
descendant of the murdered miser. It is none other
than the faithful Martha! Martha explains that she
has known this all along. For many years she trailed
Norma's father on a clue. Having finally discovered
him where he lived with Norma, her vengeful plans
underwent a change, and she reconciled herself to the
fact that Elmo Prentiss never could have been guilty
of the grave crime. Feeling a great interest in Norma,
she had remained in the town as Celia's servant. She
insists on giving half of the jewels to Norma and
Charles as a wedding present. Meanwhile John is

just as unfaithful to Celia as he was to Norma and
has rapidly run through the fortune for which he
married her. Celia becomes very ill and Norma and
Martha are constantly with her since John has de-
serted her. She needs money for an operation which
they give her. Just as they are returning home they
hear a shot and find that John has killed Celia.
Charles is among the party that apprehends John,
and on his person they find the money that was given
to Celia for the operation.

THE MAN AS BIG AS GOD
Lenore Harvey File No. 6752

"C
chas

I want to live here." The . _

'rds spoken by the pale, slight stranger
to the loiterers standing before Jim Bowers" General
Merchandise Building. They stared. Before half an
hour had gone by, the man had purchased Jim Bowers"
old farm, and he had paid cash! The villagers were
filled with awe and suspicion. "Now you can fill the
cart with groceries," the man said, pushing Jim into
the store. The stimulus for their speculations re-

moved, the villagers turned their attention toward
the cart. In it was a small woman they had not
noticed previously, and she was pregnant. "Pore
thing." Mrs. Townsend said, "and a-goin' out there
whar there ain't no furniture or kilverins." "She
ain't nothin" mor'n a gal!" said another. The wom-
an snuggled up to the man as the cart filled with
fancy groceries went off. Several days later, the sew-
ing circle held a lengthy confab on the subject of the
Murrays—that was their name, apparently. Mrs.
Townsend and the rest of her ilk didn't consider it

right! Folk having all the money they had were
powerfully unsociable, and Mr. Murray went about,
always, in his Sunday best, never doing a stroke of
work, yet never showing up at church! They played
about like children and often went walking about at
night after being in their house all day! Ed Town-
send had seen them wading in a stream and talking
silly -like, one night, too! After the meeting, Mrs.
Townsend's curiosity prompted her to call, and by the
time the Missionary meeting was at hand, she had
many things to report—including the fact that Mrs.
Murray had frozen her out again! She told in detail
of the plain walls, immodest paintings, and loud hang-
ings. "Not even her marriage license framed in
the parlor!" the women exclaimed, suspiciously. Soon
it got about that Mrs. Murray had been delivered.
She hadn't even had a woman in to help her—just
her husband! And so three years passed. Not as
many of the fat letters Murray was in the habit of
sending were coming back, so the Murrays were buy-
ing more high-falutin' furniture and luxuries. One
day, however, Mr. Murray died. Mrs. Townsend was
once more inspired. He had been buried on the farm
and not in the graveyard! Then came the day when
Mrs. Murray went off and left her ten-year old son,
Bvron, locked up and alone, never to return. Mrs.
Townsend took him in with a flourish and he soon
learned the elements of being what she chose to call
a human being rather than a heathen. He became
the town's handyman, and when he received four
thousand for his house and land, he took it and be-
came "God". He would mend things, but if he
couldn't, he would buy new ones in their places!
The children adored "By". Citizens appealed to the
law. One day, two huskies bore him to the state
asylum. The town was relieved at ridding itself of
a lunatic, but the children wept for the man who had
become their God!

NOT GUILTY
A. Po File No. 6759

CHAOS and havoc seemed to come at the heels of
Carlotta's one adventure with life. The horrible
feature of it all was that the poor girl had not

at all invited the adventure! She and her friend
Elena, it appeared, were waiting for a bus, one night,
so they could ride home from their neighborhood
social club without fear of the dark streets. This was
when the girls were fifteen. No bus came. A black
sedan, however, ptdled alongside the curb, and two
dapper young blades stepped out. The girls' gay laugh-
ter chilled on their lips. Before they knew it, they had
been through a veritable hell. Then, as they trudged
back home, each vowed to the other never to tell

what had happened that night ! Five months later,
Carlotta realized that she had gotten more than she
had bargained for! I-Ier parents stormed and raged
for hours before the girl finally blurted out her story.
If she was to become a mother, it was the fault of
these unknown men who had forced her into so bru-
tally crass a situation! Elena was called to corrobor-
ate the child's statements. The poor jsarents were
shocked. Before the child was born, however, Car-
lotta's father died from the shock, his heart having
been weak to begin with, but the girl's mother,

—

poor Mrs. 'Valente,—stuck by her throughout. As
a lucky stroke of fate, the child which was to have
been a girl, was born dead. Still, the damage had
been wrought. The very soul of a child had been
seared by sordidness and misfortune. One day, how-
ever, a bedraggled woman came to the door of the
house which the remaining Valentes were trying so
hard to keep up. Carlotta would have sent her away
at once, but Mrs. Valente invited her in, sensing that
she had not come to gossip. She was a fortune teller,
she said, and she would tell who the man was who
had attacked Carlotta. "His initials," she said, mys-
teriously, "are C. M.!" For two years afterwards,
Carlotta went on her way almost forgetting the wom-

utte
uths

The afte she thr
rge from a drugstore. One of them ,___

youth who had been the father of her child—and his
name was Carl Manning! Carlotta followed him
hour by hour. One day, she shot him—shooting to
kill! But Carl did not die. Mrs. Valante's eyes
never left her child's for one moment of the trial.
The girl told her story clearly, but with shame and
remorse. She told of the night in question and she
told of how she lead Manning on and made him fall

in love with her this last time—after she had seen
him come from the drug store! She had meant to
kill him! But Carlotta was acquitted. The girl went
about dully for days after her acquittal. When Mrs.
Manning came, one day, Mrs. "Valente understood.
"Carl really loves Carlotta!" she said, "the girl loves
him, too, and he wants her, now he is better!" Mrs.
X'alente looked at Carlotta. "Do you?" she asked.
The girl hung her head. Her cheeks were flushed—
but flushed with joy!

THE PASSIONATE FLAME
lice Beck File No. 6764

lARMELITA LAZONA, a Spanish orphan, is be-

I

ing raised by a rich aunt who treats her shame-
fully. Thomas, her aunt's butler, frees her when

aunt, a sophisticated woman whom no one would
; suspect, has her locked in her room. A stranger.

finding her sobbing, helps her and within a short per-
iod of time, the two are married. After sending word
to her aunt and Thomas, they go to Chicago where,
for six months, they are ideally happy. But one day,
Chester, who had been acting very strangely, professes
his undying love for Carmelita, and steals away,
leaving a considerable sum of money for her. Car-
melita is distracted for he knew she was soon to bear
his child and she still loves him dearly. Unable to
remain where she is constantly exposed to queries
about her husband, she departs for Florida. A kind,
old lady helps Carmelita, advising her to forget the
husband who deserted her. The child whom she calls
Chester, only lives a few hours and Carmelita hovers
between life and death for a few weeks. L^nable to
find other work she is offered a stage contract and
enjoys no little success with Blanch Miller, the
Southern Blues Singer. But when the World War
breaks out, Carmelita is overcome by a desire to
serve over-seas as a Red Cross nurse. Her training
in languages is a material advantage to her. Thus
it is that as she is treating the victim of an aviation
accident she finds, in the pocket of his coat, a picture.
The inscription reads "TO MY ONLY BUDDY FROM
CHESTER". The photograph is of her husband. She
grows faint. "Carmelita, are you ill?" the doctor
inquires. "No," she stammers, "just a little tired,
I guess." She returns to her service to her patient,
and after what seemed like months to her he regains
consciousness, destined to be crippled for life. In
response to his queries she tells him what has hap-
pened. In a few days he asks her to write a letter
for him. It is to his brother, Chester who is in a
state prison. The letter begs his brother's forgiveness.
One day as Carmelita is reading to the invalid who
sits in a wheel chair, she asks him about this brother.
Floyd, who has been tortured by a sense of his guilt,
tells her all. Their mother, an invalid, had always
loved Floyd, her youngest son, more than Chester.
She was never to know of her favorite's transgres-
sion for Chester took the blame when his brother
robbed a bank. Mother has died and Chester's sen-
tence is served. Carmelita gives no sign of her iden-
tity although letters from Chester reveal he is search-
ing for her in Chicago. Peace is declared and Ches-
ter, coming to meet his brother, finds Carmelita
wheeling him. The reconciliation is indeed a joyous

A Personal ad recalls Carmehta to her dying aunt
who confesses she is really her unmarried mother,
Thomas the kind butler comes to live with the happy
pair to whom CarmeHta's mother has left her fortune.
So ends the story happily, with two little children to
grace the union.

ANCHORED
Cecil Mercedes John File No. 6771

RESTLESSLY awaiting her graduation from col-
lege, so that she can return to her pleasing po-
sition as belle of her home town, Jane Gordon

takes stock of herself. Her father a missionary, is in
India in the pursuit of his duty. With him is Jane's
stepmother. School finally over, Jane returns home
to live temporarily with an aunt, who cherishes the
ambition of seeing her niece contrive a socially bril-
liant match with one of the more eligible young men
of which the town boasts. The whole community
evinces interest in Jane's choice, knowing, in the in-
fallible way of small towns, the full extent of Mrs.
King's ambition. Into this pretty scene comes Bob, a
sailor, home on a furlough to visit relatives. The two.
meeting at a party, effect many subsequent encounters.
Interest mounts among the neighbors and speculation
runs riot. Mrs. King confronted with the impending
collapse of her fancies, in desperation, details the pro-
gress of events to her husband. Bob, miserable be-
cause he cannot ask Jane to marry him with the cer-
tainty of his long absence on naval duty, awaits the
conclusion of his furlough with mounting trepidation
and dismay. The hour for his departure strikes and
Bob leaves. Back home Mr. King strides up and
down, obviously restless. A messenger arrives bear-
ing an imposing envelope. Galvanized into action.
Jane's ordinarily dignified uncle seizes his hat and
rushes to the street. HaiHng a taxi he reaches the
dock just as the boat is whistling and chugging,
ready to leave. Mr. King hurries up the gangplank
just as it is about to be drawn up. He races along
the decks until bumping into the captain, he pre-
sents him with the release papers of Robert F. Ford!
Mr. King and Bob return together. Jane excitedly
asks if he has missed the boat and Mrs. King stares
at her husband, thoroughly aghast. The two men ex-
change amused glances and Bob, drawing Jane down
beside him on the sofa, begins his explanation. He
is the scion of a wealthy family, who, tired of the
sterile pursuits of shallow society, had enlisted in the
navy. His family still fond of the irrepressible
scapegrace have tried in vain, to obtain his consent
to leave what to them is a shameful profession. Then
his love for Jane had for the first time awakened a
desire in him to remain on land. Taking her uncle
into his confidence, the necessary arrangements had
been effected. Jane cannot resist stealing a glance at
her aunt to see how she has accepted the new informa-
tion. Her aunt says nothing. The others gaily chat
together. No one notices that Mrs. King has left the
room. Without losing any time Bob outlines his
plans for their marriage, to Jane. Time flies by as
Jane considers how best to summon her parents home
for the happy festivities. "But aunt," begins Jane.
Just then, "Come in everybody," Mrs. King calls, and
going they find that she has set the table with the
best family service for the family]
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HOME FIRES

Marie Schmidl File No. 6777

BY the time the ashes of a fire which hail huriied

an entire apartment house to the gromid had

cooled, two human lives were roughly cast from

the original courses of their destiny m a peculiar man-

ner These two were the widow Jordan and her

daughter. Celeste. The carelessness of hospital author-

ities had sent the girl to an orphanage, Mrs. Jordan s

nieinorv having left her to the extent that she could

not identify the child! In later years as the wife of

the socially prominent Theodore Von Lear, Mrs. Joi

-

dan is busily engaged in social activities which her

daughter, now Margery Lawrence, is virliially sti-

fling from the monotony of the orphanage. One eve-

ning, however, the girl escapes and falls into the

hands of the youthful Bill Tracy and his gang un-

aware of the fact that they are bandits! She is drawn

to the rough young Bill who provides her with a place

to sleep and plenty of food and entertainment in ex-

change for her care of his apartment. One day, how-

ever fearful of his serious intentions and of the threats

of his former sweetheart, Dorothy Davis, Margery

leaves and finds a job as personal maid to Mrs. Von

Lear' Soon afterwards, however, Bill's gang having

become involved in a bank holdup. Bill decides to beat

it and accepts work as the Von Lear s chautteur.

At a dance with Dorothy Davis, one evening, Joe

\'on Lear, who knows Dorothy through his practice

of inhabiting cheap dance halls, is intrigued by a Cin-

derella-like creature who arrives alone, remains but

an hour, and disappears at midnight. Heated by de-

sire loe proposes to Dorothy, only to incur his tam-

ily-s wrath. Recognizing the maid, Margery, however,

as a girl he has met at a dance, Joe tells her his

troubles only to realize she has a striking resemblance

to his "Dream Girl". Gloria. This causes worse com-

plications because he promptly falls in love with the

maid who loses her job when Mrs. Von Lear dis-

covers that her son has been courting the girl. Bill

Tracy comes to the rescue once again. Back to the

apartment Margery goes, but she will not remain

when she discovers it is Bill's intention to force her

to aid him in a raid on the Von Lear safe, the com-

bination of which she alone knows. Several days

following Dorothy's appearance at the Von Lear house,

disguised, and holding JNIargery's position, the robbery

is planned, but before the two are able to get near

the safe, a man enters and robs the safe of its entire

contents! It is Margery, but she keeps mum until

after Dorothv and Bill are sentenced to prison tor

pulling the job. Her appearance as a witness brings

out the fact that she had warned Mrs. Von Lear, at

one time, against retaining Bill in her services. It

had also been Margery who had written to Mrs. Von

Lear, warning her of Dorothy's intentions, but they

had ignored her. Back at the orphanage in an execu-

tive capacity, Margery was happy, except for the

gnawing feeling which gripped her heart each time

she thought of Joe Von Lear. One day, however, the

Von Lcars appeared at the orphanage to take the

girl home—to her home, as they now realized their s

was! Margery had given Joe a locket with her moth-

er's picture inside, and an inscription, but she had

asked him to keep it secret. When the girl had dis-

appeared from the house, however, Joe had gotten

seriously ill and it had been during his illness that

Mrs Von Lear saw and recognized that locket as her

own! Margery—Gloria, they preferred calling her,

now was heartbroken when she learned that Joe was

her 'brother, but Mrs. Von Lear explained, with a

laugh, that he was not of her flesh, but a real Von
Lear and an ideal mate for the beautiful daughter of

hers whose sacrifice had been so bitter. The home
fires burned brightly as Gloria Von Lear took her

place against the background of the family hearth!

George Brokaw File No. 673S

living awakening. He learns that his third wife is

attempting to procure a divorce, but he does not

contest it. In time, he meets a woman,—a young one,

but a comfortably friendly and sensible one,—and a

beautiful friendship springs up between them. The
girl, in her own way, has suffered, too. and is pos-

sessed with that rare quality of youthful maturity

and sensitiveness that only suffering can bring. Just

as Frank could understand her, the girl, too, could

truly appreciate the wonder of their reciprocity of re-

spect and love. For a long time, both struggle against

their feelings for each other, having strong convic-

tions concerning the disillusionment of marriage, but

their mutual need for the other effects an impenetra-

ble union between thein. They are married, simply,

and, out of the ruins of two lives, a perfect compan-
ionship is born. Frank and his wife taste, together,

the joys of Spring when real love is at hand—and
happiness!

ush

'SPOOKY"

Catherine McLaughlii File No. 6738

DISCONSOLATELY discussing the approachini;

Christmas holidays, five boys,—Less, Chet, Don,

Pete (colored), and Ting (a little Chinese boy),

stand in a corner of the school yard. The scene is

laid in a small town near Los Angeles and the boys

are ruefully speculating about the various ties that

bind them to a warm climate during the season of

winter sports. Less suggests a solution. If they
. ., ,_ _ ^1— m

Callie had gotten! Mary did everything to

Jack's proposal to Callie, but nothing availed. Callie's

child was born before the wedding, but the girls had
gone to the mountains, together, to await the child's

arrival. When they returned, Mary presented it as

her own son! Jack and Callie were married soon aft-

erwards, and Mary was scorned bv Jack and the Coles

with a dull hatred. Callie would not hear of her mov-
ing, however. Jack and his wife's parents could not

understand Callie. "Why champion her?" Jack would
ask, "it's just another case of 'still waters'!" It was
not many months later, however, that Mary took

Callie's boy and went to Washington to work for a

friend of her late father's. Explaining the true situ-

ation to the man and his wife, Mary was once more
accorded humane treatment. Each holiday, however,
she betook herself back home to visit Callie, ignoring

the snubbing and ridicule which always faced her
when she entered town with the baby! When Mary
had been gone two years, she received a hasty sum-
mons from Jack to come home to Callie's bedside.

Callie was dying! Mary packed up the baby and was
there without delay. Callie clutched eagerly at her

son before passing on to the Beyond. "This is iiii/

boy!" she cried, "my son—not Mary's! Forgive me,
all of you—but Mary most of all. Take care of him,
Mary." The Coles and Jack were penitent, but Mary
returned to Washington with few words. One year
later, however. Jack appeared. .Mary married him in

the face of everything because she had always loved

him!

they

travel at will. They agree to work up
present it before Cal Roath to whom th,

gang might appeal. Deciding to practise on their own
version of a "pitcher", their choice manifested by a

closed ballot turns out to be The Cat Creeps. Fete

evinces some misgivings about their choice, but ar-

rangements continue and they decide (pending the ap-

proval of Don's parents) to hold rehearsals in the little

old shed back of Don's house. Admonished by Less

they fall into their school work with a vigor that sur-

prises and pleases their teachers and parents. At sev-

en that night they meet at the appointed place and

for several nights rehearsals progress. Expansion

being a concomitant of progress, Pete, without the

knowledge of his father, permits them to use "de old

house what stans on de back ob our lot and don' b'long

to nobody no mo' ". Ting recalls that he has left

several important props behind and slips back for the

"valuable necklace" which is in the pocket of his

mandarin coat. He slips the coat on and a huge
grotesque headgear which had frequently been dis-

played in Chinese parades and which now has to serve

as the head of the maniac, is drawn over his head for

easy carrying. Thus arrayed, he terrifies the town

souse who is too freely imbibing in the woodshed

Tearing out wildly, Mr. Riley bowls over his fat spouse

who is further discomfited by the unexpected appear-

ance of Ting. Rehearsals continue until Ting upsets

them with his realistic outfit. Warring cats draw

their attention to a red light emanating from a well.

This is due to an upset lantern placed as a night

warning over the opening. They conceive the idea of

wrapping the blue cloth around their light so as to

cause an eerie illumination. The fighting cats draw

Mandy's horrified attention to the unholy light in the

old house and the demoniacal glow from the well.

Mandy investigates. Realizing they are discovered,

they scramble to escape and unknowingly overturn

the lantern. Pete's form in a sheet appears with the

maniac following. Mandy's screams arouse the neigh-

bors who discover the old house in flames. The dam-

age is sHght and the culprits go undetected. Still am-

bitious, they repair their ruined theatre again and in

the course of the investigations, find a fearsome dog

which turns out to be stuffed. This gives way under

their harsh treatment and a shower of nuggets ^faWs

at their feet. Divided among the di

exclaims, with wonder and joy in 1

w-on't Granny be glad!"

JAZZ BABY
gooder" Lenora Bernal File No. 6798

"Gee,

ALWAYS a hardworking man, Frank marries a

nagging woman who accuses him of frittering

away his time when he works away from home
in order to support her and his four children. Lean

years of struggle and hardships follow, their young-

est child dying in the interim. Just as conditioiis

give promise of improving, she deserts him! His

home broken up, he sadly procures a divorce. Lonely

for companionship, he marries a girl whom he meets

through a matrimonial agency, the wedding following

a brief courtship through the mail. But the girl

proves herself a thoroughly lovable companion and

the only obstacle to their happiness is the ill health

suffered by her. For many years, she is subject to

fainting spells. Frank does everything he can for

her but the doctors are unable to diagnose her disease.

At length, acting upon the advice of a physician, he

sells his business and buys a home in Florida in the

hope of curing his beloved wife. The climate seems

to effect a hopeful change in her condition but, after

a lingering lapse, she dies. Hardships dog Frank's

footsteps for a while. He loses his money in the

Florida land deflation following the famous boom,

for one thing. Marrying again, however, he falls

violently in love ivith the woman who has married

him sokly for the money he has lost, but she leaves

him when he is unable to pay for all her extrava-

gances. He tries hard to reconcile their different in-

terests, but she is a shallow and deceitful woman and

refuses to continue to live with him. He returns to

Oregon, despairing of any possibility for happiness

for himself, henceforth. Sadly, and alone, he starts to

rebuild his fortune and, having no other interest in

the world,—his children having grown to men and

women,—he applies himself with so much diligence

and industry to his work that, after a short while,

he finds his business prospering and his interest in

EVER AFTER

David Dannenhauer Jr. File No. 6795

WHILE the presses revolved at a terrifying

speed, stamping out the news that Senator and

Mrs. Daniel Walters had skidded off a chff,

in their car, on the way home from Washington,

Mary, their daughter, sat on her bed in the room she

and Callie Cole shared at the Pi Delta house at Gar-

ner "I've got a wire right here in my hand, Mary
darling!" Callie was saying. "Mother says you'll just

have to stay with us, and what's more, your telegrani

from your father's lawyer says you've plenty of cash!

It was after the funeral, when she had returned to

school, that Mary and Callie met J.ack Brown, one of

the boys studying to be a lawyer. Liking both. Jack

took out Mary and Callie alternately, little realizing

that -Mary loved him from the bottom of her heart.

"Some peppy kid. that Callie!" he would say. It was
this which decided Mary. "Callie's done enough for

me already," she told herself. "I'll keep away from

Jack, for 'her. Anyhow, they make a nice pair to-

gether.
It was after Christmas, when they had returned

from a hectic round of pleasure, that the girls went

back to school one day ahead of time, in order to catch

up on their studies for an exam which was coming
that week. It was on the night of that extra day that

Callie left Mary to study and went out on a fast

party. Mary, having refused an invitation to the

same party, waited up for Callie and put her to sleep

when she walked in, dead drunk! It was not many
weeks afterward that Mary realized the full signifi-

cance of how wild that party had been, and how drunk

TO others in need of succor and spiritual aid.

Father Joseph, the young priest, was a true mes-
senger of God, but to his sister Josephine, whose

occupation was that of a dancer, he was a joke! But
this situation was merely another peculiarity among
others existing in the daily life of the Anderson fam-
ily. The father, James Anderson, was an upright and
respected lawyer of wealth and position in town. He
had not thought it wise to protest either Joseph's de-

sire for the priesthood or Josephine's for the Big City

or the stage. Frank, the third child, had married a

farmer's daughter against his parents' wishes, but her

love for Frank, her thrift, her ability to manage her

affairs, and her adorable child soon won the Ander-
sons to her side.

With the ultimate moral victory which Loretta,

Frank's wife, had won, the Andersons turned their at-

tention to Josephine who appeared to be causing a

great deal of talk in town, much to the annoyance of

Joseph, the priest, and Frank, the lawyer. In addi-

tion, the girl could not and would not leave off molest-

ing Loretta concerning her ancestry of the soil. One
day, in extreme anger, Mr. Anderson faced this jazz-

mad child of his. "You should be ashamed!" he cried

out, hotly, "you are bringing destruction to our fam-
ily. What will people say?" Josephine sneered,

brazenly. "They will say that this is a hell of a fam-
ily with its jazz baby, priest, and lawyer with a

farmer-wife!" Mr. Anderson slapped her face—the

first time he had ever laid a finger to a child of his!

In consequence, Josephine left for the big city and, un-

able to find work, soon became a taxi dancer in a

cheap hall. The combination of her own hot-blooded-

ness and her rotten friends soon wrought the havoc
which everyone prophesied for her. One night, the

girl fell on the middle of the dance floor, sick, from
the bad whiskey she had been actually feeding on
since her arrival in town. When she regained con-

sciousness, she found herself in St. Peter's hospital

with a nun standing guard over her. Not one of her
seemingly inseparable companions put in an appear-

ance during her entire stay. "Who are you?" Jose-

phine screamed at the nun. "I am a sister of mercy,"
the nun answered, quietly. "You're no sister of mine!
Get out!" the girl raged, and the halls and wards
resounded with the girl's profanities and jazzy shriek-

ing. That day. Father Joseph was passing through
the wards. "There is a woman in here that you must
see. Father," the sister told him. "She is in need of

kind words and salvation." Joseph approached his

sister cautiously. She was blind! After a spiritual

fight which cost him strength and many tears, Joseph
brought the girl around to his side and finally man-
aged to have her sent home without knowing who he

was or where she was going. The Andersons faced

the situation bravely. Josephine was overcome with

emotion and remorse but she died in the arms of her

parents, pure and worthy of absolution, and spiritually

serene.

THE NIGHT OF NIGHTS

Stella Romanic File No. 6802

HAVING lost every penny in a bank failure, Lewis
Swift took his wife, Helen, his daughter, Bette,

and his late partner's son to a cabin off in the

woods, the cabin having once been a part of his vast

estate's hunting lodge! The partner's son, Tom Baird.

was not a child, but having seen the business fail and
his father commit suicide, had begged Lewis to allow

him to go off, too, so disillusioned was he at so young
an age. The years had not been kind to Lewis and
Tom. Despite the fact that they had regained some
of their lost fortunes, neither had the desire to return

to civilization. Instead, both went about, eking a

meager existence from the land, always unshaven, and
always bitter. There was no wonder, then, that Hel-

en Swift protested. "The child need not suffer for

your disillusionment!" she declared, often, and especi-

ally wdien the girl passed her eighteenth birthday. "I

have taught her all I know. She cannot die here!"
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Lewis was hard—even to this woman he adored—the

one person he had never grown bitter towards. "It is

better that she die here, ignorant of the perils civil-

ization has for man than that she should go back
there and perhaps live to see her own kin destroyed by
money and progress again. She can marry Tom, if

you must have her married!" Helen was determined
against this procedure. She did not hate Tom, but
she knew Bette did. with all her heart. Her daughter
had dreams just as she had once had, of handsome
youths with wealth and charm ! With subtlety, then,

Helen proceeded to instil into the girl the desire to

run awav. On the first stormy night of the winter,

the girl 'followed her own impulses and her mother's

teachings and did just that, the reason being that the

Lewises and Baird never retired early except when
there was a bad storm! Pushing her way through

the cutting wind and snow, the girl stopped several

times but pulled on, but her only reward for all this

hardship and suffering was a dull job doing house-

work for an ultra-conventional old maid in a nearby

town. Bette did not need a storm to escape her fate,

this time, however, but, as she moved stealthily down
Main Street on her way out of the town, a handsome
youth accosted her. Looking into his eyes, the girl

knew this was the man she had been dreaming of!

"I'm sorry," he said, "but I've seen you about town
several times. I'd like to know you. I'm Josh Gra-

ham, and I'nt just stopping off here to visit an aunt

on my wav North on a camping trip." Bette broke

down suddenly. She was so badly in need of someone
to talk to that she told him the entire story. One
week later, Mr. Tosh Graham and Mrs. Bette Swift

Graham made their wav to the Swift cabin. Some-
how, Bette knew that Lewis was glad—and Helen,

too! "We're going back with you, too!" Helen con-

fided, gayly!

THE REVELATION
File No. 6S01

she

Lillian Sanfilippo

HAVING been married for two year

never loved, Anne met Jack. She realized, then,

that she was wrong to have married to please

her parents. During her subsequent meetings with

Jack, who was also the victim of a loveless union,

both' deplored the circumstances that were keeping

them from each other. Just as Anne had suffered

from the thoughtless intervention of her parents.

Jack, too, had been caused much discomfort at the

hands of a parent whose desire to do the right thing

merely complicated matters instead of straightening

them 'out. Tack, having taken Lucille, whom he had

known since childhood, to a gay party which lasted

until almost morning, faced the consequences guiltless-

ly. Her mother had refused to listen to any explana-

tions! The next day, Lucille begged Jack to marry
her since her mother was making her life unbearable.

Jack, not loving the girl, told his mother the true

facts, but, sorry for her son as she was, her sense of

honor would not allow her to see Lucille bear the

stigma of Jack's supposed indiscretion. Both lives were

subsequentlv spoiled by this bow to convention. Some
years later, however a son was born to this unhappy
union. So it was when Anne came upon the scene.

One day Anne, who had been avoiding Jack since

she realized she loved him, met him. Their love

swept them into one another's lives again! Shortly

afterwards, however, her husband's business separ-

ated the lovers abruptly, but the husband died in an

automobile accident a few weeks later. Anne sup-

ported herself by dress-making, knowing by that time,

she was to bear Tack's child. In the years which
passed, Anne living just for her son, Billy, reahzed

how much the boy had missed in not having a father's

friendship and guidance, when the boy returned from
a weekend with a college friend singing the praises of

the other fellow's father. At Billy's graduation, Anne
saw Jack and found it was of him that Billy had
spoken so warmly. Billy introduced them but the

two older people concealed their agitation. Driving
Anne to the station, alone. Jack told her of how Lu-
cille had left him a short time after Anne's sudden
departure. He had tried every means of tracing Anne,
but his efforts had been fruitless. Anne explained
that after her husband's death, she had thought it

best to go out of Jack's life. Made happier than
they believed they could be by their sudden meeting,
and despite the fact that they were no longer young.
Jack asked Anne to marry him, but she hesitated be-

cause of her son. If she revealed the deceit she had
practised all these years, she might forfeit his love.

But with the train pulling out, Anne could not re-

fuse Jack who, not realizing that Billy was his own
son, had been anticipating the joy of the boys who
would at last have both father and mother. The wed-
ding was set for the end of the week, but Anne found
her conscience growing more troublesome each hour.
She decided upon the only course open to her. With
Jack and his son beside her, she told Billy she was
going to marry Jack whom she had always loved, and
realizing that he was aware of more than he showed,
she said, "Jack is your father." Billy stared straight

ahead for a moment. Later, however, he kissed her
gently as Jack and his son moved forward to embrace
them both.

BELLS AT EVENING
Harvey J. Hamby File No. 6704

A bachelor broth'
of front-1

with many months
to his credit is no

nder one's very roof, Ann realized. He
had to be cared for in almost an identical manner as
Ann's young son, but Bill was a peach. Of late,

however, he was waxing troublesome. Why did her
latest piano selection, BELLS AT EVENING, throw

him into such a morose frame of mind? One day. Bill
confessed. He had been billeted in a small French
cathedral town after his first wound at the front.
Off on a walk, one afternoon, he had been unable to
return because of his wounded leg. A beautiful
French orphan had taken him in and nursed him until
he was able to return. This was Lanette and she
was an orphan living with an uncle and aunt. Lanette
was a war victim with a vengeance! Her father and
mother had both died from shock not long before the
death of two brothers for the glory of France! Some-
where in America she had a sister who had married
an American and fled with him to avoid the disaster.
Bill and Lanette were madly in love, but Bill, unlike
so many of his comrades, did not have the heart to

speak rashly of the future. Those were the days
when tomorrow never came regularly ! Soon after the
realization of their love, however. Bill was removed
to another hospital, cured, and finally sent back to
the front. His letters to Lanette,—answered for a
time,—finally commenced to be returned undelivered!
Bill grieved, speculated rashly as to the reasons,
cursed his army for moving so much, but waited,
nevertheless. Then came the time for him to sail for

The' folks at home pitied Bill with his cork leg but
soon realized that the old personality was unchanged.
Now Ann understood why the bell selection touched
Bill so profoundly. She tried to visualize the French
girl, the picturesque village, and the romantically
mournful pealing of the bells, but it was hard for
her to realize why a grown up man could never seem
to forget. One afternoon, however, Ann, bridging at
her club, noted the absence of the president and in-
quired. Ann learned that the president's sister had
arrived in town from abroad, that week, and was keep-
ing the president busy escorting her to the usual
round of luncheons, teas, and all the rest. Ann paled
when she heard the visitor's name! It was Lanette!
Surely, their own president must be her American
sister! Bill balked when Ann invited him to lunch-
eon, the next afternoon. "Must you marry me oil?"
he asked, "am I such a nuisance?" Inaudible sobs
choked Ann's throat as she witnessed the reunion of
the lovers through a mirror. She had never seen so
bright a gleam in the eyes of grown people nor had
she ever heard a man sob so tenderly. Its very calm
upset her for days but she knew she had come
through. She had virtually moved oceans together
and mended shattered lives! She had achieved one
of the noblest feats of her thoroughly noble career as
a wife, mother, and sister-in-law!

TWO MEN IN HER LIFE

Elizabeth Henry File No. 6788

Gray,

lifetii for you.'HAT;S okey. I'd i
!" The young n
was either accustomed to waiting for Rita
se he was in love with her. The latter is,

the better guess. Bobby loved the girl
more than anything he could think of or even want
to think of, and Rita thought, as lliey rode along to-
wards her friend's house, how very much she adored
him despite the fact that there were actually Iwo
men in her life—two men who were making her final
decision a diificult matter. At Evelyn's house, Rita
and Bobby were impressed by the ardent glow of
lovelight which still gleamed in the eyes of Evelyn
and John who seemed to have been married ever so
long. "Do you still do that?" Bobby laughed, as
John kissed his wife by the way of greeting. But the
conversation^ did not run along these lines for long.
After all, Rita was to be home from college for but
a week. There were more important things to talk
about, Evelyn, whose love needed no encouragement
to keep it glowing, thought. Rita was thrilled, though,
when she was permitted to putter about the kitchen
and help get John, Jr. to bed.
The ensuing days were tilled with sleighing, dancing,

skating, and more gaiety for Bobby and Rita as the
time for departure drew nearer. It was during Christ-
mas eve, with Bobby, that Rita knew no one else
could quite fill the bill, as it were, like Bobby could.
After Christmas, however, while Rita looked forward
to the hour wherein Bobby should ask her a pertin-
ent question, he told her he would have to be at the
factory late, due to a new rush of orders. But Rita
could not bear to be away from him. Neither her
home nor Evelyn's company held any interest. One
night, Rita slipped out to Bobby's apartment, intend-
ing to keep him company as he worked. What she
saw, upon entering, shocked her to the very roots of
her soul. A handsome woman, older than she or
Bobby, was sipping a cocktail and chatting leisurely
before Bobby's fire! Despite his pleas for her indul-
gence, Rita returned to her home—crushed. "She
can't go back to school in this state, my dear," Mr.
Gray assured his wife, some days later. "It would be
wise, I think, to take her abroad." Within a few
months, Rita was wed, in Europe, to Dr. Paul Livings,
a wealthy American, a trifle older than her usual
run of men. She had not cared a straw for him at
first, but then he had saved her life, and it was he
who was willing to accept her gratitude in place of
what might have been love had it not been for a
handsome lad who had loved and cheated.
Two years passed, uneventfully, and also a trifle

boringly,. it must be understood. Then, one evening
at dinner, Rita glanced at the paper. Staring at her
was the picture of a woman she felt sure she know-
the woman who had been in Bobby's apartment that
night! Accused as an international jewel thief, she
had been acquitted, recently, by a jury! Rita did not

1, but the picture had stirred up
;k later, Robert Rutherford

s admitted to the Livings drawing room. "I've
iply come to explain," he said, "about my sister.
u've probably read the papers. The woman who

about the

was just acquitted—Mildred Le Beteaux—is my sister!"
The explanation was hardly necessary. Rita told
Paul, that night, of Bobby's visit, and of how she had
sent him away. Paul suggested divorce with an earnest
sincerity, but Rita would not hear of it. The next
morning, Paul visited Bobby, and that night, Paul did
not return home. Doom spread over the house. When
Rita learned that her husband's car had been found
wrecked, after an accident at the cliff of Devil's
Curve, she sank into Bobby's arms as he whispered:
"Rita, my love. Rita." Two men, she had had, in
her life, and one had made the supreme sacrifice!

LOVER
Henri Davee File No. 6780

HOVERING between the prospect of social lion-
ization and extinction, the young widow, Mrs.
Newman, chose the former, and invested every

cent of her late husband's insurance toward those
ends. In addition, her young daughter scampered
off to finishing school with the children of social regis-
terites. totally unaware of the true conditions. When
she emerged, at eighteen, she was more beautiful and
charming than ever. It was only when she persisted
in becoming engaged to Henry Locraft, a childhood
sweetheart, that Mrs. Newman told her daughter the
entire story. The girl, somewhat humbled, faced the
prospect of grabbing off a rich husband with repulsion.
The idea grew more and more repugnant until she
actually met her mother's choice, James O'Neil, the
youthful banker. Florence soon forgot about Henry
Locraft and was dismayed, even, when James ex-
plained that Henry, a longstanding friend of his, was
to be best man at the wedding which followed but a
short two months after their meeting! Although
thirty-six, the young Florence experienced no difficulty
in meeting the requirements.
Florence and Jim were divinely happy for two years

after the wedding and Mrs. Newman's joy knew no
bounds as she watched her daughter, jewelled and
furred, mingle with the finest and sail for Europe as
though it actually bored her! Then, one day, Flor-
eiice realized what the young George Robinson they
had met in Cairo on their honeymoon actually meant
in her life. Not having seen him for two years, he
turned up directly following the death of Florence's
first baby—a girl. James, at this time, had suddenly
developed a passion for domesticity. Florence, how-
ever, being unprepared for this as yet, soon began to
appear at functions private and public, alone. "James
is so tired," she would explain, or "My husband is

working late." George Robinson, however, was always
on hand and always willing, and Florence's old hate
for him turned to mad adoration. She reasoned, wom-
an as she was, that when she feared his advances,
Henry encouraged them, claiming George to be a regu-
lar fellow. Well, she would do hkewise. He was a
regular fellow! All was well until Henry found her
in her room, one night, drunk! When he forbade
her to leave the house the next evening, she laughed
in his face as she asserted her defiance and independ-
ence and went to George—permanently ! The lovers
sailed for Cairo where George did most of his busi-
ness, and for two years they were divinely happy in
their illicit love. Florence told George she was to
become a mother with joy in her heart, but he was
disgusted. "Oh," he said, "you like it. but we're
not married, after all, and your dear James refuses
to divorce you! On top of that, you want to ruin
your figure for me!" Florence learned, with bitter-
ness, that George had transferred his attentions to
a young Englishwoman at the main hotel. Horrified
at his brutality, she sent ofl^ word to James at once
and then proceeded to interview her lover's most re-
cent conquest. After an hour's conversation, Florence
was amazed at the girl's decision to leave for her na-
tive England at once! Florence knew George would
kill her if he discovered that she had done this, and
he almost did—but he killed himself first! James
took Florence in hand at once. The baby, of course,
had died. Florence, suiTering from T. B., was grate-
ful to James, but he was merely doing his duty.
Love and the lover were gone!

HUN
S. F. Fix

UN i;

File No. 6763

HL'N is a pup. When he was a little cuddly dog,
he and his sisters and brothers would play
about the barn in the hay, but soon the sisters

and brothers disappeared, one by one, and only Hun
and his mother were left. For a long while, Hun's
mother was sleepy-eyed and irritable, but one day,
Paul and Dick, the sons of the ranch owner took the
two dogs on a bird hunt. Hun's mother perked up
and the pup, too, learned the joys of scenting game
for his master. Then, one night, an oily stranger
came into the barn with the boys. Hun snarled in-
stinctively as the stranger looked him over, but he
hcked Paul's hands and arms and looked up into his
face. Hun heard Paul refuse to sell him. "I couldn't
et you go, Hun," Paul said, afterwards. It was not
ong after this that Paul and Dick came to the barn
for a last farewell. They were dressed alike and they
carried guns. Hun rode on the running board of the
family car into town and saw Paul and Dick go
away, leaving their sister Neva and their mother
weeping. "Take good care of Hun, Neva," Paul had
cautioned. It was hard to become accustomed to the
lonely ranch after that, but Hun managed. One
night, however, the crippled hired man slunk into the
barn with the oily stranger. Hun's growls and snarls
merely resulted in his being beaten into insensi-
bility. The next thing the pup knew he was riding
on a truck and thence onto a boat which went under
and over the water at will. Hun might have been
beaten even worse had not a yellow-haired sailor be-
friended him. For a long while—or so it seemed—
the boat went about causing the destruction of big
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boats full of men. women, and children, but one day,

Hun was on land again and he found himself m the

heat of war. He was trained to go freely about

trench and dugout, warning his masters of the enemy's
approach and helping to sight the injured. He soon

became accustomed to the rumblings of the shells and

to the bloodstained dead and injured. He was glad

of one thing, and that was the absence of the oily

stranger! These men were mighty nice to the pups

of war!
One day, Hun's sense of smell drove hun across

the wastes of No-Man's land impulsively. When he

finally reached the object which had drawn him. he

discovered that it was /'ai./i—wounded and unconscious.

Hun licked his streaked face and dragged, but the

man was too heavy for even the faithful dog! Un-
willing to give up, Hun sought a man with a red

cross on his sleeve and gestured unceasingly until the

man's colleagues took up the scent. Hun stood with-

out the hospital tent attentively but unaware of

just why the men were patting him and examining

his label over and over. One day, however, after a

long trip across land and ocean, with Paul, Hun was
back at the ranch. He stayed in the kitchen, now,
though, because Paul would not let him out of his

sight, Dick's picture always made the family cry

and Hun was sorry he had not thought to hunt fur-

ther afield for the lad who had sacrificed all!

NOT A MINUTE TO SPARE

Aimer J. Mandt File No. 6772

EASE, travel, and college took the place, for young
John McCauley and Edwin Smith, Jr. that strug-

gle had in the lives of their fathers who had
worked side by side in order to become the respected

citizens and esteemed executives they were at the

present time. The boys did not relish entering the

business, however, as their elders might have wished.

Instead, they headed for the West to broaden out, as

it were, the scope of their experiences. But they

never actually took the places at the head of Mc-
Cauley-Smith Company. The West took firm hold

immediately and the timber business in the shape of

a sawmill soon netted each a million dollars—after

but seven years! Hence, with more money than

either knew how to handle, actually, an interestmg

idea for a wager was conceived, the stakes being a

cool quarter of a million! The object was that he

should pay who, at the end of a two-months period,

had not married a girl whom he had not known pre-

vious to the inception of the wager. The hours for

the wedding n.ust be between four and six on August
twenty -ninth, and neither girl was to know, before

two o'clock of the wedding day, the real identity of

her future bridegroom! Most amusing of all, however,

was the stipulation that the two youths were to re-

linquish all claims to the other's friendship, such

acquaintanceship, if desired, to be built up afresh!

Nor could either refer to the past during the period of

the wager!
Before many days had elapsed, both youths were in

Sioux City. Ed, retaining his own name, had become
acquainted with Frances Young, a farmer's daughter,

and it was almost a certainty, from the first, that she

would ultimately be his bride. John, however, who had
assumed the name of Parker Johnson, soon became en-

veloped in a chaotic mass of circumstances. It was
considerably more comfortable for both youths when
they built up a new acquaintanceship and formed a

partnership in business similar to that of their fa-

thers', but inasmuch as neither could speak of the

wager, Parker had to face everything alone. The lat-

ter, having become involved with a girl named Myra
Chase, the bank president's daughter, discovered, af-

ter a few weeks, that she was of an unusually bitter

disposition. It was because of this discovery that the

same Myra attempted to frame Tim Boyd, one of her
father's tellers, and Parker's best friend (next to Ed),

so that Jim's sister Helen could not benefit by Par-
ker's attention to her. The scandal which Myra at-

tempted to create, however, by causing a situation

wherein Jim seemed to be a thief, fell Hat and Myra
committed suicide when the expose was brought out.

Parker knew Frank Miller, an employee he had dis-

charged from the sawmill was responsible, but there

was nothing he could do except show his confidence
in Jim. This latter move drew him closer and closer

to Helen! Finally, on the last day, Parker reahzed,

in a flash, that he loved Helen as he had never
loved anyone, and she promised to marry him that

afternoon! Ed had already departed to wed his Fran-
ces! Helen, however, through the blackmailing Mil-

ler, had discovered Parker's identity and was posi-

tive he was marrying her for the sake of the money,
despite her love for him. After two, when she con-
fronted Parker with the story, but explained that in-

stead of paying the double premium for this violation,

they would be married after six and thus save one
quarter of a million! It just happened, however, that
Ed's old car with the faulty engine had not brought
him to his wedding on time. Hence, both boys lost

;

both were ecstatically happy: and like their dads be-
fore them, their happiness and success rested on the
fact that strength springs from union, and happiness
from strength and love!

FINAL TRANSFER
W. A. Do File No. 6774

IDLE flattery and baseless promises were fast win-
ning investors for Perry, a crafty Chicago lawyer
who was head of a gold mining speculation com-

pany whose mine was located somewhere in Nevada
but whose offices occupied an imposing suite in Chi-
cago. The promotional holdings of the five original

incorporators was 100,000 shares each, issued "for ser-

vices", but unpaid as yet! Dunn, an engineer and ac-

quaintance of Perry's, subscribed to the amount of

$7,000, so Perry destroyed the company form applica-

tion and transferred promotional stock to cover

—

70,000 shares at ten cents each. Ahrens, a mill mana-
ger, invested a small amount. He too was a casual

acquaintance of Perry's, and at the first annual meet-

ing, he held a strong group of proxies. Perry's hold-

ings, now, had been reduced to a mere 8,000 shares

but his nominations for directors were supported by
other votes and his men were elected. In fact, every-

thing went well until Ahrens demanded an audit.

When Dunn read these reports at a session called for

the purpose, the revelations of Perry's activities

placed him in a precarious position—in fact, in no po-

sition at all!

There was another issue at stake, however. Joan
Oliver, Perry's pretty secretary, had long been the

bone of contention in the eyes of Perry and his two
shareholders, Ahrens and Dunn. It so happened that

neither was at all interested in the girl, but Perry

was positive both were madly in love with her. The
girl, too, had stock, and a small amount of her hold-

ings had been transferred, too, but she was inno-

cent of the fraudulence of it all. Hence it was dif-

ficult for her to understand what was going on when,

in, the presence of fifty witnesses,, at a meeting. Perry
yelled: "I'd be justified in getting a gun after a cur

like you, Dunn!" Dunn retained counsel in case of

trouble with Perry, knowing full well that, at one

time, Perry actually had maintained an armed guard
to track down someone he fancied to be an enemy

!

After this meeting, all the original promoters ex-

cept Perry and Miss Oliver surrendered their stock

for cancellation. However, theirs was arbitrarily can-

celled and Perry's position was weakened to the point

where he was powerless and totally without influence.

Seeing what was going on. Miss Perry left the con-

cern to be married to a youth outside the business.

Perry opened a law office in Gary at once. Then, one
afternoon, Ahrens' 'phone rang. It was Dunn and he

had called to announce the fact that Perry had died

suddenly in Gary the previous evening. "He's probably
getting his. now!" Ahrens said, by way of conclusion.

Dunn breathed in confident comfort now that Perry
and his trickery had been effectually eliminated. His
unintended enemy had "transferred his last holdings."

The company quickly suspended inasmuch as the

scheme ultimately proved, as Ahrens and Dunn had
prophesied it would, that Perry's sole object was
fraud inasmuch as the property showed
cial value!

WOMANHOOD
Verna Peters File No. 6784

ALL HANDS ON DECK
N. MacDonald Hoffman File No. 6759

OCCUPYING one of the many deck chairs as-

sembled in a monotonously long row foi" the

benefit of the voyagers, Joyce Kennedy is sud-

denly aroused from her idle vagaries by a middle-

aged man occupying the adjoining chair. He is hand-
some in a rugged way and appears to be a soul who
has seen manv things in many places. Joyce soon

learns he is 'from New York, alone, well-off, and
destined for the same port as the girl and her sister,

Linda, who is, at the same time, resting in their cab-

in as the result of an attack of mal de mer. Feeling

quite independent in her first flirtation, Joyce does not

realize they are being observed in an unusual manner.
During the second day out, however, the gentleman.

John Ruysdall, becomes a devoted admirer to the

supreme disgust of the lone married women and spin-

sters and asks Joyce to help him set them all agog.

In the days which follow, Joyce and John flit about
the boat in a flurry of enjoyment and, being the only

two survivors of a mean storm on board—as far as

health is concerned, the gossips gossip on as they

flaunt their hardiness openly! "He's married—I know
it!" a few of the gossips venture, to Linda, but John
maintains a discreet silence in the presence of this

rumor. On the sixth day out, however. Joyce is con-

fined to her cabin with a touch of neuralgia. She is

impressed by John's note to wish her well. "I am
in my cabin trying to read," he says, "but can not

become interested. Am very, very sorry you are ill.

Perhaps the ladies will think we have jumped over-

board and regret not having been present at the trage-

dy!" Joyce puzzles the entire day over his remarks and
is more disturbed, next day. when he tells her the pre-

ceding day was the dreariest in his life. "That sounds
sentimental for a married man!" she tells him, hope-

fully, but he merely laughs and then waxes literary

much to her wonderment. Nevertheless, the day
passes pleasantly. On the eighth day out, Joyce no-

tices that John's face is drawn and pale. "No. I'm
not ill," he tells her, "merely troubled. It relates

to vou, particularly!" he adds, for emphasis. Then,
unable to restrain himself longer, John Ruysdall tells

Joyce what she realizes, in a moment, she has wanted
to hear all along! He explains he is not and never
has been married, and that he loves her and has
loved her from the first moment he saw her! Think-
ing the age difi^erence might bar him from the run-
ning, he has maintained silence on the marriage ques-
tion so as not to mar her trip! On deck, next morn-
ing, Linda is most favorably impressed with her sis-

ter's betrothed. When they disembark, next day.
Tommy Landors, the man Linda has travelled so far

to marry, is thoroughly impressed when Linda and
Joyce excitedly introduce his future brother-in-law to

him. "Oh yes ? " Tommy laughs, "he might be a
future-brother-in-law to you, Lind, but he's nothing
but a grrrand boss to me!'' At first, the girls can-
not comprehend the situation but then, in a flash,

both realize that Joyce's very "nautical" John is the
employer under whom Tommy has made good—and
incidentally, the "regular fellow" they've been hear-
ing about in all his letters!

REBELLING against her drab existence in the
orphanage in which she has spent the seven years
since her mother's death, Angela Norton, a love-

ly girl whom everyone adores, runs away on her
eighteenth birthday. It is doubtful, that she could
have gotten very far in her ori)hanage outfit, if Don-
ald Winthrop, finding her, had not taken matters into

his own hands. Getting a room for her, he leaves
her wondering why he, a perfect stranger, should have
done so much for her. Her rent paid by Donald, she
manages to secure a position in a department store.

She is able to return the money he has expended for

her, and after a few months he declares his love for

Angela and asks her to marry him. She has been
quite sure of her love for him since their first meet-
ing, but not knowing anything about him, promises
him that she will marry him after she knows him
better. Donald decides to have Angela meet his moth-
er and begs the latter to invite the little orphan to

the next social affair she gives. The only dress An-
gela has is hopelessly out of style, and she goes only
because she doesn't want to disappoint the Winthrops.
Donald calls for her in a beautiful roadster, the first

indication she has that he is wealthy. She dreads
the possibility of his family not approving of her.

She marvels at his beautiful home and hears her-
self announced by the butler. Everyone seems to be
surveying her critically. Donald presents Angela to
his mother, who receives her icily. Her pink dress
evokes unkind if half-concealed merriment, and over-
come with the realization of how ill suited she is to
Donald's environment, Angela pleads a headache.
Donald noticing her pallor offers to take her home,
but his mother interferes, reminding him that it will

be a slight to his guests if he leaves. Thoroughly
miserable, Angela snatches her coat and runs off.

For a long while afterward, she grieves over the inci-

dent, attributing her unhappiness to her general un-
attractiveness. Her modesty blinds her to her own
charm and she sees nothing reprehensible in Donald's
conduct. One day she reads in a newspaper that Mrs.
Winthrop has died after a brief siege of pneumonia,
and her one thought is of Donald's probable unhap-
piness. Soon he comes to Angela and begs her for-

giveness. She recognizes no cause for forgiveness, and
in two weeks they are married. They have a wedding
so beautiful, that it surpasses all Angela's dreams,
and the pair are marvelously happy together. They
have an adorable little baby daughter now, and more
than anything else in the world Donald and Angela
love to sit before the glowing fireplace of their little

home, and watch the tiny one. Angela insists that
the babe looks like her father and points to her dear
big, brown eyes; but Donald pulling his little wife
down on his lap, ruffles her hair and whispers,
"Can't you see, sweet, that she has golden hair like

nobody else but my Angela."

THE IMPETUOUS FLAME
Ina Finstrom File No. 6789

SHE did not seem troubled, Marie, as she stood
there looking out over the fjord, singing softly.

"So you are leaving me next week, Erik," she
said. To him she was another Ingeborg from the
great saga. "I am leaving Norway for your sake,"
Erik said, "they tell me there are opportunities in

America for men who are willing to work hard."
Marie shrugged prettily, unable to understand why
she, of all people, should be the cause of his depar-
ture. "It's written in the Runes," the youth contin-
ued, quietly, "that someday we shall marry—but now,
when you are the daughter of Sheriff Bjornstadt and
I am the son of a poor man, I cannot even try to

win you as things are." Before they parted, Marie
explained that one day she, too, would go to America.
As they watched the beauty of the Nordic night,
they could not help but love their homeland, but
thoughts of the country to the West were stronger,
right then.
Three years later, Marie was happily ensconced in

a fashionable New York mansion as a ladies' maid.
Through her beauty and charm, she had been drawn
into a gay crowd of which she was far from the least
gay. JIany of the youths had proposed marriage but
the girl had denied them all. She did. however, favor
young Roland, a detective who was fascinating com-
pany and an American, above all! Roland had pro-
posed, often, but Marie had heard a considerable num-
ber of stories concerning his many affairs. Further-
more, though Marie would not admit it to herself,
Erik's occasional letters from his lumber camp in the
West sobered her considerably although she always
answered these with more stories of gay times and
dances. But Roland was not to be put off indefinitely
—especially by one as beautiful as Marie. With a
gun, he threatened her, one Saturday night, as they
returned from a downtown movie. Roland called in

a taxi, Thursday, to bear her off. Marie pleaded with
him, quietly, but he was upset and nervous as she.
When they reached their destination, the girl put her-
self forth with a major effort. She had not spoken
a word in many minutes, but then she realized how
useless words were in the face of the impetuous
flames which were causing the youth's blood to boil.

But no, she would not marry him! Erik's last let-

ter—the girl fell in a faint on the steps of the court-
house! Back in her own room at the Fifth Avenue
mansion of her mistress, Marie accepted the congrat-
ulations of her fellows calmly and yet with a certain
joy. When they had gone, the girl packed her bags
blithely, with a song on her lips. The next morning,
the mistress of the house looked up from a book she
was reading into two very beautiful but very misty
blue eyes—the eyes of a lovely Scandinavian maiden
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dressed in the height of fashion. "Oh, Marie," she

said "I'm leaving—this aftei'noon.—now!" the girl

said, breathlessly. "Were you really married yester-

day?" the woman queried. "No!" Marie breathed,

then she explained that she was off to Seattle, then,

to be married. "Isn't your man from New York?"
the woman asked. "No, he was always a lumberjack!"
the girl said, proudly. In two weeks, Marie and

Erik Langdahl were wed, in the West, and with the

money Erik owned, as part owner of the lumber com-
pany, they bought a home as lovely as that of Sheriff

Bjornstadt—but in America, the land they had learned

to love together.

THE MYSTERY HILLS

Lotty Lucy Lane File No. 6739

ABLE to have everything that money could buy,

but suffering from ill health precipitated by

worry over his father's death and an unfortunate

love affair, Clifton Durant decides to recuperate at a

ranch out West. Long embittered by Mona Carrol's

last minute breach of faith, he is surprised to note a

re-awakening of interest inspired by the change of

scenery. Glory Moore who shows him his room ex-

presses surprise that this fine looking man should be

ailing. The rent paid by Clifton in advance helps to

pay the mortgage held by Davis, who wants to marry
Glory. Chff notices how Glory evades the advances

of her elderly admirer and discovers curiously that

he himself feels a growing interest in her. It is

Glory's custom to be kind to the sick guests of the

ranch and thus she and CUfI ride together. That
evening, his appetite regained by the ride. Cliff tries

to buy the spirited horse he had ridden and discovers

that it is Glory's favorite. She will not part with it

and has permitted him to use it only because she was
impressed with him. Glory tells him aljout the Mys-
tery Hills. To them they have lost cattle, and her

nineteen year old brother once rode into them, never

to return. Since the day that her mother, an excel-

lent rider, was a victim of the hills. Glory has been

superstitious about them. Cliff learns about Mr.

Davis, who before the mortgage had been paid off, had
insisted on marrying Glory. Their conversation is

curtailed when G'lory's father insists on going into

the dread hills to recover some cattle recently stolen.

Glory's sorrow over his departure awakens in Cliff

the realization that he loves her. Remembering Mona's
faithlessness he tests her. She proves true and sub-

sequently promises to marry him when her father

fails to return. Misunderstandings separate the pair

and Mona who had rejected Cliff for a wealthier

suitor returns. Glory not realizing that he wishes to

have nothing to do with his former love, rides toward
the Mystery Hills. She meets Davis who pursues her.

He had killed her brother and parents and mad as he

is, intends to kill Glory who will not go with him.

ClilT rescues her, Davis is put in a lunatic asylum
where he belongs, and Chff promises to take Glory

far away from the hated Mystery Hills. So ends the

story with promise of the greatest happiness for

Glory and Cliff.

THE SECOND HUSBAND
Mrs. P. D. Prevett File No. 6775

UNLO'VED and ignored by her father, Elsie Ever-
ett grew up hating most everyone about her
and failing to understand the whys and wherefores

of life. Only her mother did she love, but even that

love vanished when the girl learned the reasons for the

house's strange atmosphere. No wonder that the

mother sent her child forth each time the husband re-

turned to his home, drunk and talkative! The blow
descended with a crash, A letter dropped carelessly

revealed that loan Kiddwell, the pretty but poor
mother of Elsie", had eloped with Albert Everett hut
the pair was never married because of the Everett
family's threat to disinherit Albert should he marry
beneath him! Elsie did not become aware of the sit-

uation until she was seventeen—an age at which the
comprehension of moral values is most difficult. The
girl turned against her mother instinctively and left,

one night, without warning. Wandering about list-

lessly, she was given a lift by a kindly old man who
listened to her story intently and finally took her to

the home of some friends who gave her a position as
governess. Carefree in their ways, these people,—the

Baileys,—hardly realized that they were giving to

this girl her first taste of contentment. It was several
months after she had begun to work for the Baileys
that the family departed for California, taking her
along although they had not planned on this original-

ly. Mr. Bailey's brother, a handsome middle-aged
fellow came along, too, and Elsie knew from the first

that she was destined for Henry Bailey! They were
married less than a year after arriving in California

but Henry turned out to be far from the model hus-
band Elsie had supposed he would be. Elsie, childless

and unhappy once again, was granted a divorce be-
fore much time had gone by. Weary and discouraged,
she sold the property the divorce had entitled her to

and made her way East again. In her heart, she was
crying out for her mother, but her innate pride held
her back. She understood, now, what her mother
must have suffered. She finally settled on a small
farm in a sparse area, and though she had sworn to

live out her life alone, one Guy Black, a bachelor
who moved next to her farm, soon carried her off as
his bride. Together, the two plodded eastward when
the local doctor advised a change because of Guy's
inability to buck the hard winters and harder cli-

matic changes. Jobs back East were difficult to land,
however, so Elsie was glad enough to accept, with her
adored husband, a place in a wealthy home. Elsie

fainted dead away when Guy brought her to inter-

view the prospective employer. "Henry Bailey!" she

shrieked. Guy was amazed, but he listened with in-

terest to the early story of her life which Henry, of

course, knew. Henry pleaded with them to stay and
care for him inasmuch as he had lost both legs in

an accident after inheriting this tremendous fortune.

Strangely, Guy approved, so drawn was he to the

helpless Henry, and, in time to come, they inherited

Henry's fortune. Strange are the ways of man!

James C. Harris File No. 6770

IN
the year 1912, in a small country town named

Asmore, about ten miles from a town called

Grim, there was a great construction job going

on. Paul Bowd, the man for whom the work was be-

ing done, lived in Grim while Frank Walkins, the

contractor, lived in Asmore with a girl called Katie

Jones. Despite the fact that Bowd and Frank had
attended school together, as kids, Frank was any-

thing but loyal to the man who, in memory of their

past association, was giving his friend a chance to

share in his wealth. Gifted with sudden power, Frank
was unable to maintain his equilibrium. It was in

this nasty frame of mind that Frank faced his mis-

tress one evening after he had had an interview with

Bowd, concerning the work. "Listen Katie, my girl,"

he said, "we're going to light out of this town and
hit the high spots." Katie listened attentively, but

a contemptuous sneer was apparent in her make-up.
"The old boy told me today," Frank continued, "that

I was to pay the workingmen five dollars a day in-

stead of four, and what's more, he gave me an ad-

vance expense account and the men's wages for the

next few weeks! We're gonna travel high, wide, and
handsome, Kid," he continued, "and there ain't no
stoppin' this here Frank Walkins and his gal!" Katie

let loose her wrath with full force. "Listen, you
rat," "she told him, "when I first went with you it

was because you said you'd marry me, but I got over
that. Well, I ain't gonna get over this, and I ain't

goin' with you. Old Man Bowd's been mighty white
with you, and you can't double-cross him, see?"
Frank sneered. He was not the least frightened as

a result of the woman's decision or remarks. He had
worked her into submission before and he could do
it again. Leaving her sitting there, he strode out,

slamming the door. "Be ready by midnight!" he
called through the window, then, suddenly, as an af-

terthought, he said, "Yeah, Katie, be ready to scram
outa this town—by yourself! I got another dame on

The other dame, as it were, was Alice Scot, the

pretty blonde daughter of the town's generaL store-

keeper. Alice, who had been off to high school, was
the sweetheart of Carroll Bowd, the old man's son,

and everybody knew it despite the fact that the en-

gagement had not as yet been announced. Knowing
that she tended the store when the Scots left to have
dinner together, Frank headed for the store. It was
not many minutes before he had placed his proposi-

tion before the frightened girl. She would go with
him because he loved her and what's more, wanted
her! She grasped at the figure of Katie as an ex-

cuse but Frank laughed that off heartily. "She ain't

my wife!" he snorted, "but you're gonna be—tonite.

Kid, and we're goin' places!" Alice fought him off

with every ounce of strength she possessed, but it

seemed as though all was lost. Then, at the psy-
chological moment, Carroll Bowd dove through a win-
dow and made short work of overcoming the older

man! "You rotten crook!" Carroll cried, "my fa-

ther didn't want to listen when I told him what I'd

discovered—from your own men, too! He will, now,
I'll tell you, and so will the sheriff!" That night,

Frank started on the long journey he had been craving,
but the destination was totally different. Visions of

grim grey walls took the place of the high-stepping
festive occasions he was to grace—with Alice. The
older Bowd was proud of his boy and also of the

girl Carroll was to marry. The night of her wed-
ding, Katie Jones was adjusting the bridal veil with
studied care. "You'll never leave us, Katie," AUce
cried, "we'll never let you go because it was you,
really, that made all this come true!" Katie shivered.

It was safe, anyhow!

THREE LIVES INSTEAD OF TWO
Fred H. Lautenschlager File No. 6766

LIGHTING out toward Maine and Canada's east-

ern coast with two pals, Joe Graham is pleased

with the quietude of the colder lands and the

lack of social activity. This, he assures the others,

is a rejt man's party—himting and no women! But
Joe is not one to thrive under such conditions. Be-
fore many days have elapsed, he is keenly eyeing the

waitresses and chambermaids along the line. One is

uglier than the next! At night, bulling with the

men, he pretends indifference to the lack of women
and the solitary life but desire is gnawing his vitals.

At Ste. Rose, the final stopping place, the fellows find

a log cabin in the woods and consider themselves
lucky indeed but Joe is unmoved by worldly desires.

His determination finally results in his discovery of

Kit, a pretty, young hermit who threatens him at

first with a sizable revolver only to break down after-

wards and confess it was love at first sight. Joe is

amazed at this woman's hold over him. The men no
longer interest him, but hunting with Kit, for him-
self, and to help her stock up for the winter occupies
his time. The men are satisfied with the game he
brings in but slightly suspicious. Joe is mystified
concerning Kit and this life she has chosen to lead in

the wilderness. He attempts to delve into her life

mentally and physically but she holds him at arm's
length, promising to explain fully on his last day with
her. Joe is amazed when he learns Kit's secret, and
more drawn to her than ever. It is her husband's
suicidal confession which states that when she was
operated upon for appendicitis, he prevailed upon the
physician to remove her vital organs because of his

insane jealousy and determination that she should
never have a child! Touched, Joe seems to blubber
helplessly but Kit, in her calm way, explains that she
expects nothing. If Joe wants to inarry her—if he
really loves her enough—she will expect him back,
alone. Joe's return to the city ends by his selling

his business for a goodly sum, but his mind is not at

rest. Though he realizes his need for Kit, he cannot
decide upon which course to pursue. Then, one day,
he leaves for a hunting trip with a friend, but has no
intention of seeing Kit. However, he arrives in Ste.

Rose hardly knowing what drove him thither and
realizes, seeing Kit, that what is to be must be! They
are married at once in Ste. Rose and return to take
up life in the wilderness. The ensuing months are
torturous, yet somehow happy. Joe and Kit seem to

be waiting for something which can never happen I

One day, however, Kit tells Joe she is pregnant!
Wild with joy, Joe rushes her into Ste. Rose to the
doctor who affirms her contention! Joe is like a
man newly born, and until her time comes, he vir-
tually runs the cabin from the cleaning to the trap-
ping! In due time. Kit bears him a beautiful pair of
twins^iving monuments symbolic of joy for the man
who gambled with love and won!

UNDYING LOVE
Lois H. Conabe File No. 6769

THE Howells are proud and snobbish but despite
their efforts to breed the identical characteristics
into the consciousness of their daughter Lois,

fate deals them a nasty blow when the girl, display-
ing her first show of defiance, returns from college
upon the arm of Ramon Nelson, the handsome son of
a poor seamstress. Frustrated for the time being,
the Howells are near to submission, but the same fate
gathers up the cards and deals them in a new and
fascinating combination which turns out to be rich
in trump pieces for the haughty Howells. Mr, Howell
is confined, by his doctor, to a renowned health re-
sort. Lois, who is powerless to refuse to accompany
her parents, meets the son of her mother's dearest
friend,—the entire matter is arranged with the char-
acteristic determination and precision of Mrs. Howell,—and, through this very powerlessness, marries him!
Bitter against Lois' kin, Ramon haunts the very
habitats of Jack and Lois Blake. At the banks of a
stream alongside of which Lois has often pledged her
love to him, he meets an elderly man who compli-
ments the youth upon his excellent voice. Drawn
toward the man in some unaccountable manner, Ra-
mon pours forth his tragic story, prefacing it with the
story of his short but chaotic life. He tells the man
of his opera-singer father and of how his mother had
to leave him because of his faithlessness. He tells of
his mother's struggles. The man, utterly moved, in-
vites the boy to come to New York as his ward. De-
siring to consult his mother, Ramon takes the man to
his home. There they find Mrs. Nelson dead at her
machine! The sight of the toilworn woman effects a
singular change. Then Ramon's heart goes out to
this stranger who he learns is his own father! The
boy waxes even more sympathetic when he hears
that the man has been searching, years on end, for
his kin, only to find himself balked by the change of
name Mrs. Nelson has effected! Not many years af-
ter their return to New York, Ramon attains his
life's ambition—opera—under the careful nurture of
his beloved father. All over Europe and America
the boy and his father travel in pursuit of this goal-
pals to the last! Then, Lois hears Ramon in Paris,
but his father manages to keep her from seeing his
boy. Not many weeks following her final attempt,
Ramon's father dies as the result of a sudden illness
and, as a result, Ramon's life story creeps into the
daily papers. Reading the account, Lois realizes she
has never loved her husband—that she has never
loved anyone but Ramon. Suddenly, she reahzes what
the proud Howells have done to her! As she is plan-
ning to leave her husband, fate intercedes again.
Jack Blake is killed in a fall during a charity polo
game. When the shock of the moment passes, Lois
makes her way to Ramon's villa in the Parisian sub-
urbs. Sobered by the years, Ramon plans, at first,
to send her away but his innate sense of justice
causes him to hear her story. They are married at
the spot where, long ago, they pledged undying love
forever and ever!

FATE AND FIRST LOVE
William Dudley Russell File No. 6736

GEORGE STANLEY didn't remember the day he
last was idle. It seemed to him as though he
had always worked. Now it was different. In

his old age, George had to quit work,—the work he
had grown to love,—as an engineer for the old road
which had cut through the land when he himself was a
boy. Ill health took its toll grimly when one was
old! Jack the eldest boy, and Mabel were in college
while Pauline was yet in high school. It was this
which made George sicker and sicker—from worry,
but, one day. Jack crept close to his father's side and
explained that he intended to put a stop to the olderman s worrying. George protested against the youth's
leaving school, but Jack was determined. "It's more
important for the girls to go on. Dad," he said.
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"and I'll go back some clay." For four years Jack

labored but his labors were far from fruitless. Up
the ladder of achievement he went until the famdy
was once more back on its feet. George had im-

proved steadily, too, and the railroad company had
rewarded him with light but well-paying jobs in

recognition of his past service.

Just a short time before he was to leave his posi-

tion to return to college. Jack was invited to a din-

ner party by a friend he had known for many years.

Mrs. Stanley was proud of this handsome son of hers!

jack became obsessed with strange and fearful pre-

monitions the moment he encountered, in his friend's

house, a beautiful girl in a lovely gown set otT by an
exquisite string of pearls, an old superstition saying:

"Pearls bring tears." That night. Jack decided def-

initely that he would not finish college, and. after a

whirlwind courtship, he and Marion Phillips were
married. It had been first love as well as love at

first sight!
For many months the young Stanleys got along

splendidly. Then, out of a clear sky. Jack began to

realize that his wife was beautiful—but that was all!

She was a spendthrift and a fool. She took every-
thing and offered nothing in return. The most hor-

rible trick of hers, however, was discovered in due
time. Returning home from work unexpectedly, one
night. Jack found her in the arms of his best friend!

The two men argued and finally a slight scuffle re-

sulted. To cap the climax iVIarion killed the friend

with his own gun! The elder Mrs. Stanley died from
the shock of Jack's twenty-five year prison sen-

tence. Somehow, she felt he had not done the shoot-

ing he confessed to! Two years later, Marion, whose
life had been torturous, was seriously injured in an
auto accident and confessed, on her deathbed, her
guilt—but she explained the ownership of the gun and
admitted she had aimed to save her lover and not her
husband! Grieved by conditions at home without
his mother. Jack did not remain in his house long
but left for Chicago where jobs were few and far

between. Now fate came as first love had. Trudging
along desperately. Jack was almost ready to cash in,

as it were, when screams attracted his attention. His
rescue of Dorothy Moore, the wealthy Dr. Moore's
daughter, made the front page. Soon, as if in a dream,
Jack moved westward to manage the Moores' Nebra-
ska ranch and, the following summer, when his bene-
factors came out to look it over. Jack, with his

arms about Dorothy, realized that second love is

just as sweet—and perhaps more lasting than the first!

ZELMARA
Johnny Moran File No. 6778

DRAWN to Science with stronger ties than those
existing between man and woman, even, Paul
Williamson is occupied with experiments con-

cerning the discovery of elements which go toward
building up a powerful gas akin, only, to the famed
Devil's Pit of the African jungles. This phenomenon of

nature is a seething pool whose waters are red and
fiery and whose gases are strong and mighty! In the
midst of his search, however, Paul, a handsome
American of almost fifty, encounters Zooloo, an Afri-
can jungle savage of unusual intelligence. Putting
aside Science for several years, Paul devotes his time
to the education and civilization of Zooloo who, after

a while, becomes a devoted slave and an able assist-

ant. Time, however, brought yearning for his old
love to the heart of the scientist, and so, one day, he
sets off again toward the pit to examine once more
the conditions. Left alone, Zooloo rents his master's
bungalow to Zelmara, an exquisitely beautiful Egyp-
tian dancer whose mysterious eyes have caused a
youth to commit suicide! Paul is astounded when he
returns. Fearing the wrath of his master. Zoo!oo
apologizes humbly, for renting the house, but Paul
commends him enthusiastically. "She is one woman I

have loved for years, my boy," Paul tells Zooloo,
"but never knew how to approach her!"

It is not long before Paul and the dancer are wed.
Paul teaches his bride everything he himself knows
about scientific pursuits and she is an apt pupil. When
they finally sail for America. Zooloo accompanies
them, but, on the way over, Paul commits suicide by
drowning. His last request is for his wife to continue
with the work he has begun! With Zooloo, she sets

up a laboratory and hires a youth named Larry as her
assistant. Larry is interested and moved by his em-
ployer's mysterious eyes, but does not fall in love
with her. His friend Johnny, however, falls madly in

love with the lovely Zelmara and almost turns insane
when she disappears in her rocket- fitted plane with
Larry and Zooloo. She has actually gone back to the
Devil's Pit for additional experimentation, and in-

tends to return for Johnny, but he doesn't know that
her only reason for leaving him is lack of room in the
plane! Johnny turns from bad to worse, wearing him-
self out and impoverishing himself in an attempt to

find Zelmara but all to no avail. He finally turns up
in Colorado under doctor's orders and is nursed back
to health by a simple farm girl, Marie, with whom he
falls in love. Johnny is set to marry Marie until, one
evening, a rocket-like object passes through the heav-
ens startling the world. Thoughts of Zelmara return
and soon Johnny leaves Marie for Africa to seek the
woman he loves and avenge himself upon Larry, whom
he suspects. Johnny meets Zooloo in Cairo and the
black man leads him to the other two. After almost
killing Larry, Johnny learns the truth. Instead of re-

turning with him, however, Zelmara announces her
intention of going to the moon in her rocket plane
equipped with the new gas discovery! The others
drown out Johnny's protest with their approval. After
many months of longing tor Zelmara and grief over
Larry who had perished from a fever during the long
trek homeward, Johnny headed for Marie's and Col-

orado, with Zooloo, only to learn she was married.

Because he had no one else. Johnny returned to Africa
with Zooloo, but there, in the midst of the jungle.
Zelmara's spirit seemed to grip him and he died cry-
ing out for Zelmara's eyes. Zooloo returned to his

people but he could never become savage again after

his experiences with the immortal soul of man.

ALL ARRANGED
Mary K. Parkhurst File No. 6725

THE crowd at the depot surged forward as the
gates clanged open. The young man who had
just been enduring what appeared to be a touch-

ing parting scene between mother and son was soon
enveloped in its midst. People about the gates had
been amazed by the apparent youth of that mother!
But then, Ann Arnold was the type of woman whose
youth simply had to be perennial! She brooded deep-
ly as she and her partner in the interior decorating
business parted, that evening, after they had had din-
ner in a candle -lighted tearoom. After all, it oc-
curred to her. it might be wrong to think a boy of
twenty-one was unable to control his own destiny;
but no, she thought, she must protect Dick I As Ann
sat alone in her apartment, she thought back over the
span of years few realized she had traversed. Richard
Arnold, her husband, had been a college teacher in a
small Ohio town, but Ann's ideas of progress, coupled
with her brother John's success conversation had
seemed to spur him on to accepting John's advice and
direction. His premature death, during Dick's baby-
hood, had hit Ann with a tragic force, but she man-
aged to find her way to New York and into the in-

terior decorating business. She remembered when she
had apprised Dick of the futility of his college hopes.
The store had to be enlarged and she and Betty had
needed capital! The youth had been silent before her
arguments concerning how much better he would get
along in the clerical work she had picked for him. Ann
wondered why so many scenes in retrospect showed
her battering down someone's resistance. Would
Richard have been alive todav if she had only kept
hands off? Now it was Dick again. Mary Bauer, a
most sensible classmate of his. had been occupying his
evenings! She had always meant to arrange for her
son to meet the right kind of girls, but time had
slipped by—and Mary Bauer was the threatening des-
tiny! That was why Ann had been so glad to send
Dick to her cousin Tom's rancho in the West. Mon-
tana, anyway, was far enough away from Mary Bauer
—and Brooklyn, Dick showed no great pleasure over
the prospect of the Western move, but neither did he
balk. Once more, however, Ann fondled the banner of
victory and felt she had done the right thing. Dick's
first letters were decidedly homesick but Ann's satis-

faction grew as they increased in enthusiasm, week-
ly. Ann wondered, after one month, why Dick did not
mention any change of living quarters. That had been
the agreement. After one comfortable month with
Tom, the youth was to bunk on his own hook. The
answer came in a fat letter. "Dearest Nana," it be-
gan, as always, but Ann gasped as she read of Tom's
treason—of how he had helped the boy get a start for

Mary! Of course, the youngsters were married and
settled. "And you needn't worry about me any more,"
Dick concluded, "for I have things all arranged."

THE GOLD HUNTER
Irene Davis File No. 6729

THE same suave and assured Mary Ann Peters
who fitted into her chair as the prominent execu-
tive of a prosperous department store was ill at

ease, restless, and gauche, socially, despite her charm
and beauty. Joan Morgan, her old college room-mate,
stopping into the store, now and then, to bear Mary
Ann to lunch, could never understand the change. One
evening, however, at a charity theatre party, she
realized something which had never occurred to her
before—even in her wildest dreams. Nick Stuart's
marriage had upset Mary Ann's entire world! Joan
fairly cursed herself for never having sensed the love
which was fairly searing her friend's soul. Several
days later, however, at a charity ball, Mary Ann found
herself face to face with Nick, in the garden, when
the time to unmask was at hand. Joan grinned wise-
ly, that night, as she watched Nick take a place at

Mary's side. It appeared that Nick's wife. Carman,
was rarely seen in the company of her husband, Mary
discovered the reason, ne.xt day, when Nick appeared
at her office. He had gained entrance by presenting
another name but when he once managed to get in to
her, all of Mary Ann's reserve dropped from her
weary shoulders. "I never realized. Mary," he told
her, "what a fool I've been!" Then he told her some
of the facts of his married life—including his wife's
infidelity and his own unhappiness. Mary Ann re-
fused to have dinner with him at a public restaurant
and shunned mention of her own apartment as well.

Nick insisted that she drive out to his suburban
apartment with him that night. "I'll come alone,
Nick," Mary said, "if you insist, but it hardly seems
the right thing under the circumstances."
That evening, as a typical Spring storm raged out-

side, Mary Ann and Nick sat by the fireside, talking
happily. Little by little, each told the other all the
little things—and big ones which had made up their
existence since they had last met. "It's been five years
now, Mary," Nick mused, "that we've been meeting
in public and pretending not to have feelings or
spines!'' "It's just five years since you set up your
own office and married Carman!" Mary reminded
him. (Nick was a physician of note in the surgical
field.) Mary did not return to town that night be-
cause the storm grew worse, it appeared, as the mo-
ments progressed. After an hour in Nick's arms, by

the fireside, she consented to stay over and use his

room while he slept on the living room sofa. At three
in the morning, the bedroom window was shattered to

smithereens by the wind. When Nick had finished

erecting a makeshift, Mary, womanlike, cried out,
pleading with him to stay, but it was not mere pro-
tection she desired any more than it was mere pro-
tection he was prepared to give ! Mary fairly sailed
through her duties the following day! Nick, however,
spent the morning explaining firmly to Carman the
impossibility of their continuance to live together in

the face of her infidelities. Her latest flame, as it

were, was a well known gangster, and she had no
compunctions about posing for the press, by his side,

at racetracks and other notoriously daring places!
Nick said nothing to Mary concerning Carman's re-

solve to divorce him during the next weeks. He was
shocked, however, to read, one morning, in a business
paper, of the resignation of Miss Mary Peters, former
Vice President of NcsCs department store! After the
divorce, Nick went about in a fog. For two years, his

search for her proved fruitless. He knew Joan was
aware of her whereabouts, but Joan always denied
such knowledge sadly. Nick attempted to break down
Joan's resistance but it was useless! He plunged into
his hospital and medical work with unprecedented
zeal. Then, one day. Bob Stuart, Nick's brother, hit
upon the idea of backing Joan against her own bar-
riers. "You fool!" she cried. "I've been praying you'd
do this for two years, now! I couldnt betray Mary
all alone. She doesn't know Nick's divorced and won't
listen!" Bob made his way to Mary's home in the
suburbs and mustered up every last iota of surprise
before entering. Mary's face fell when she saw him
but she welcomed him nevertheless and was soon
rather pleased. Bob's surprise was real when he saw
her baby. It was, as Joan had warned him, the liv-
ing image of Nick! Two days later, on Nick's birth-
day, two things which made it a memorable occasion
occurred. Carman was murdered by her gangster lover
and Mary and Nick were reunited and wed! After
the celebration, the new Mrs. Stuart and her adoring
husband saw Joan and her new husband,—an English
banker of means,—off to London.
Twenty -five years later, a group of happy parents

assembled, on this side of the Atlantic, to witness an
impressive wedding ceremony between the son of Mary
Ann Stuart and the daughter of Joan Morgan James,
whose circle of happiness was nearing completion.

TOP SPEED
Fay Gring Butler File No. 6826

CARRYING a huge suitcase and a parrot in a cage,
Richard Hastings, while coming down the gang-
plank of a boat returning from Africa, infuriates

a woman carrying a child by breaking her mirror when
he seeks chivalrously to help her. As soon as Richard
discovers his grandmother's pretentious residence is

closed, he proceeds immediately to the office of Sam-
uel B. Hardman. lawyer, who is so perturbed by his
entrance that he tries to exclude him. The reason
for the lawyer's distress is that Richard's grandmoth-
er has died, leaving all her property to him on the
condition that he return home, a settled married man,
not later than his birth hour^:59 P.M., June 3, 1932.
Moreover, he must have at least one child. Should
he not fulfill all these conditions, her property is to be
sold at auction, 30 7r of the proceeds going to her
lawyer, the at-present-dismayed Hardman. However,
learning that Richard is not yet married, he breathes
easily, and concealing that part of the will which has
to do with his own profit, should Richard be unable
to comply, he arranges for the holding of the auction
at an earlier hour. Richard learns that if he marries
a widow with a child, the child is legally his. Conse-
quently, he conducts a feverish search for such a per-
son. Every time he seems a woman with a wedding
ring, he demands, to the distress of various loving
spouses: "Are you a widow?" He learns of a young
mother whose husband has died and, since she needs
the money he promises for a wife-in-name-only, she
marries him. Bringing her triumphantly into Hard-
man's office, he almost faints when she cries: "My
husband! I thought you were killed in a wreck!"
Hardman tries to deny the relationship. Richard, by
putting out an Extra, advertises for a widow with a
child. He gets, as a response, a procession of ap-
plicants, most of which are faked. Choosing one, he
finds, at the last moment, that she has even forgot-
ten the name she gave him. In despair, he finds a
weeping French girl who is wheeling a child, and en-
lists her aid. Delayed by the license clerk, who grows
suspicious, it is 3:55 before he can explain. But, it

is 4:55 Daylight Saving time and Richard is using
Standard time! Then, he learns that his wife is

merely the baby's nurse! Impatient of delays, they
borrow a baby from a day nursery and are held for
kidnapping. At the hearing before a magistrate, the
girl reveals she has taken the position of nurse in the
home of her dead husband's sister in order to be near
the child of her husband's first marriage! He had
really left the child to her, but his sister wouldn't let

the second wife, the girl who is now Richard's wife,
have him. Thus, Richard has a legal wife and heir,
and is therefore entitled to the fortune. JNIean while,
Mr. Hardman is arrested on the charge of the wife
whom he has deserted. He claims that he has al-

ready managed the sale of the inheritance because
Richard has not complied with the stipulated provi-
sions. The magistrate, noticing that the sale was
conducted too early, pronounces it void because at
3:55 Eastern Standard time. Richard was married to
the vivacious French girl, and by helping her to get
possession of the child legally hers, has made himself
sole beneficiary of the strange will!
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Floyd Mille File No. 68Z0

HIGH on a rail fence overlooking the South Forty,

Mavsie sat and pondered as she watched the

hired man Old Man Brown had hired hardly a

month ago. go about his work. Of all the things

which wandered through Maysie's mind, the prnnal

one was love—a something in her life which was burn-

ing deep and enriching everything about her. Still,

what was she going to do about it? Could she tie

herself down to a monotonous farm life with an over-

all-clad, straw-hatted farmer lad? No, she couldn't!

Maysie had read; and her school work had been with

honors. Hadn't Lillian Brown gone away to the city

and gotten a fine-sounding office job? And Lilhan

had flunked in her studies! Suddenly, Old Brown's

man, Jim Williams was with her. "What's wrong.

Golden Curls?" he asked. "You seem difierent to-

day." They looked deep into one another's eyes, but

Maysie's seemed troubled. Jim heard her complamt
with sober attention. He promised to give her the

career she craved together with the happiness both

desired, in their love, but Maysie could not interpret

Jim's promises with faith. After all, he was a man
of the soil, and he couldn't understand her feehng

toward the city. Maysie's father was walking about

the barn eveing the rain clouds through the wuidows
as his own hired man entered. "John," the hired man
said, "why grumble? You can't stop the rain any
more'n you can stop the weddin' we're gonna have
here!" Maysie's father was pleased with the man's
report of the lovemaking he had witnessed in South
Forty that day. "That Jim's about the smartest hired

man Fve seen in many years, and I'd be pleased to

have him for a son-in-law!" he said. That evening,

however, Maysie did not come down to supper. She
was worried about her fate with Jim and also about

a conversation she had overheard. So her !ather

thought he could hurry the marriage, did he? Her
father thought he could tell her whom to marry! Not
Maysie! That night, the girl surprised the local sta-

tion master with her demand for a ticket for the New
York Limited, but he promised not to tell until after

she'd gone. John greeted the disappearance of his

daughter, that night, with delight. "See what the

Old Brown's man has to say. They've probably

eloped!" he chuckled. Jim was gone, too, but he had
left a note for Maysie, saying he'd be back when he

met with success—and that would be soon. Where,
then, they wondered, was Maysie, if not with him?
That night, a din rose above the traffic on lower

Broadway. BIG TRAIN ROBBERY WUX-TRA!
NEW YORK LIMITED HELD UP! "One blonde

girl taken as accomplice," the article read. At that

instant,—as the theatre crowds milled about the news-
boy,—Maysie was tossing wildly in a hospital bed, her

body aching and her mind muddled. She hadn't been
an accomplice—or anything. She had just wanted to

get away. The ride in the police car with the thugs
had been harrowing! Suddenly, as she cried for Jim,

the policem.in at her bedside stood up to greet the

doctor. "Darn good thing you were on the train, Doc
Livingston!" he said, "we want to keep these crooks

alive so they can squawk—and they got plenty to

squawk!" "Not this one," Livingston averred, "all

she's gonna squawk is 'yes' at our wedding!" "Jim!"
Maysie cried, and fainted. "You musta had a swell

vacation, Doc," said the chief, departing.

BONDAGE
Mary Taylor Herbert File No. 6807

HAVING been one of six children given away, like

puppies, to sympathetic neighbors, by her fath-

er, a handsome, good-for-nothing Evangelistic
preacher, at the death of her beautiful mother; Mary
Naylor, at the age of ten, is taken by a family which
needs a servant. To preserve appearances she is

forced to call her supposed benefactors. Uncle Jim and
Aunt Mandy. She does all the work for the big
household, and is severely beaten for any deviations
from the harsh discipline imposed. They permit her
to attend the school, but her educational work suffers
from the inhuman obligations demanded of her at

home. She has never been officially adopted, because
the cost of the legal documents is prohibitive, but
Mary dares not run away, out of fear of the conse-
quences if she should be caught. During the Ten-
nessee Centennial Exposition, Mary secures the aid of

a neighbor, who induces Aunt Mandy to let her go.
if she earns her own money by hoeing the neighbor's
field. Mary finds that the neighbor has not acted al-

truistically, but to be relieved of her child on the
trip, by giving it into Mary's hands. Despite this

handicap, this remains the brightest day in her life for

many years. However, after a few years, her father
marries an old maid, and gathers his family together
again. Unfortunately, the children have been separ-
ated for so many years, that they are str.angers to

each other and to the woman they are supposed to

call "mother". After an altercation developing from
Mary's interference when her stepmother tries to beat
one of her little brothers, the unhappy girl calls Un-
cle Jim, and asks if she may come back. She is need-
ed, so she is permitted to return, and she finishes her
high school course. Hurt in an accident, she learns
that she can find a home with a clubwoman, Mrs.
Houston, at whose home she finds that she must work
as hard as ever before. Overwork makes her sus
ceptible to illness, and she succumbs to the mumps.
To her great surprise, she is visited by middle-aged
Mr. Goodrich, a clergyman whose Sunday scho:?l class-
es Mary has attended just twice. He evinces interest
in_ Mary and helps her pass the teacher's examin-
ation, and secure a position as substitute to the prim-
ary teacher. He even induces Mary's father to give
her money to take courses at college, but in a little

while, she learns that her good friend has passed
away. She secures a better position at another
school, and, beginning to Hve after so, many years of

bondage, she meets a jolly politician, a widower.
There follows a delightful courtship, and Mary does
her part in helping to elect him County Judge. Re-
signing her position as school teacher, at his request,

she becomes Mrs. Burton, the wife of the Judge. The
wedding ceremony takes place in the pretty country
church, near her father's home. Mary is unreservedly
accepted by her husband's well-to-do, and socially

prominent family, and. at the side of her husband,
whom she adores, is happy enough to make up for all

the luipleasantness of her youth.

THE CHRISTMAS OF 1776

Bentley Miller File No. 6797

ALTHOUGH she is in love with Gid, an aide to
George Washington, Abby's aunt insists upon the
girl's marriage to the British Lord Badley. Lord

Badley is a scoundrel who, though already married,
sues for Abby's hand because he needs money. Mrs.
Hopkins, the aunt and a Tory, wanting a title for her
niece, promises to announce the engagement on Christ-
mas Eve whether or not she has the consent of her
niece. Badley, sensing he has a rival in Gid, goes into
the woods to shoot him. but Bridget Maloney. a ser-

vant who loves Abby and whose fiance. Pat, is a rebel
spy, follows him and saves Gid by hitting Badley on
the head with a rolling pin. Meanwhile, Abby learns,
from Mr. Hopkins, that, although everyone takes his
Toryism for granted because of his wife, he has been
giving Washington valuable information gleaned from
his wife's British friends. Abby decides to do her
share to capture Trenton, a most necessary measure
for the success for the Americans inasmuch as the
starving and discouraged soldiers are deserting in

alari'ning numbers. With seeming submission to the
ambitions of her aunt, Abby sees to it that the Hes-
sians, who have been invited to Christmas dinner, are
all made drunk on the plentiful supply of hquor pro-
vided for them. Messages are sent to Washington of

the success of their efforts, and he crosses the Dela-
ware, capturing the enemy's supplies. The American
army feasts, then, for the first time in a long while,
on Hessian loot! A Tory sympathizer observes the
movements of Washington, however, and tries to warn
Lord Badley who is too drunk to act upon the in-

formation. Mrs. Hopkins, noticing the stupor of the
bridegroom elect, decides it is high time for the an-
nouncement. Abby despairs as her aunt's speech is

started but, before Mrs. Hopkins mentions the name
of the fiance, the candles are all extinguished by ser-
vants and in the pause, a man's voice finishes: "to Gid
Bentley!" The room fills with armed soldiers who
capture the Hessians, too drunk now to resist. Two
women who have been brought in by Pat fall upon
Badley. He has married both of them at some pre-
vious time ! Badley draws his pistol ! Drunk as he
is, he shoots Mrs. Hopkins through her shoulder!
During her weeks of convalescence. Abby's aunt, to-

gether with many other Tories, turns her sympathies
to the new country which is gaining in power each
day. The story of Abby's aid and the capture of

Trenton is widely circulated. Not the least of the
eagerly repeated reports is the tale of Bridget's as-
sault upon Lord Badley in order to save Gid's life.

Mrs. Hopkins accepts the announcement of Abby's en-
gagement as amended at the dinner, in the dark.
With the blessing of the entire American body, Abby
and Gid are married. The capture of Trenton has been
the turning point in the fortunes of the colonies, for

with the record of this achievement behind them, the
rebels are able to secure, through the services of Ben-
jamin Franklin, credit and aid from France. And the
record of the events of that glorious Christmas of 1776
are now handed down as' history!

Clifford H. Meadors File No. 6760

AS old Abner Buckner sits on the spacious veranda
of his sumptuous home, on the Olympic penin-
sula, his young son is carousing about a road-

house on the Pacific Highway. Abner, an old lumber
man, is at the Autumn of his life. His wife having
passed on less than a year back, Abner's own interest
in living is small, and though he would like to see his
boy, Len, become something of note, perhaps, he has
not the energy to actually do anything about it. It is

shortly after Len gets into a miserable auto accident
which costs Abner a fortune that Abner himself dies.

His passing affects Len strangely, settling him, and
ageing him. For several years the boy goes on, work-
ing and planning. The neighbors are amazed to watch
the development of this new character. Abner's death
and the youth's love for Muriel Dwight have no doubt
been responsible. When Len reaches his majority,
and, incidentally, his fortune, he goes into the ship-
ping business, but misfortune after misfortune follow,
until he is completely ruined. The Dwight family
chalks this up to the boy's headlong adventurousness,
hence, the loss of Muriel forms but another link in the
miserable chain. Near distraction, Len finally hits a
plan which practically saves his reason. For two
years after the disaster, he keeps to himself in a
wooded bit of land,—living in a log cabin,—left him
by his father. Only his dog and a pony serve as com-
pany! At the end of two years, however, Len loses
his dog during a bear hunt, and, returning to his
cabin after several torturous days of wandering, finds
that in ruins and his pony gone! On his way back,
however, he has suffered untold agony. His rescue
has been effected by men working in a lumber camp
who might never have heard him had not his fatigued

fingers clutched his gun trigger which set off his
rifle and brought them to him as he neared complete
exhaustion. On his way, however, he has struck gold
and brought a nugget with him. It is with the money
he receives from this that he makes his way to Alas-
ka, the gold fever having gotten into his blood.

In McCarthy, an Alaskan town filled with prospec-
tors, honest and otherwise, Len, who has taken to

drink in his despair, meets two unscrupulous chaps
who sell him what they believe to be a worthless
mine. Determined to get them, Len watches for a
while, but they have disappeared for ever! In dis-

gust, he starts prospecting about and finally takes to

his mine as a last resort. In its dingy recesses, he
uncovers a vein and sells the mine for a young for-

tune! With his money, he returns to his father's
home and settles down to a life of solitude. But it

does not last a lifetime, as he believes, at first, that
it will! Sylvia, the girl who was with him during
the accident which caused Abner's death, has never
married. Len marries her because she is the only one,
after all the years, whose love and trust has re-

mained unmarred and unshattered!

EVER FAITHFUL
May Booth Seaton File No. 6830

PAPA! PA-PA! I'm promoted! Now will you
buy me the violin ? " Seemingly grudging, but
actually with a feeling of pride. Papa perused the

slightly-rumpled report card of Abie's before showing
it to Mama. Soon Isaac Marks and Abie were back
in the house with the precious instrument. "You see.

Mama," Papa Isaac said, proudly, "nobody could fool

Isaac Marks! Ten dollars he vanted; sefen 'nd a heff
ve settled." The next morning, Abie was out of the
house bright and early to take his first lesson, and in

a few months, he was running far above the average
pupil. Sunday afternoon callers at the Marks house
clacked their tongues and emitted fervent "Ay-yi-yis"
every time the child touched the strings at the com-
mand of his parents. After a few years, Abie was
chosen to compete for a scholarship which, if won,
would entitle him to study with the great Russian
master, Shura Alienekopf ! Mama was broken heart-
ed because they would not hear the tryouts which
would be broadcast, but Papa refused, firmly, to have
a "devil-box" in the house. Abie settled the squabble
by borrowing his friend's crystal set and erected it

for his mother. When Abie came on. a battle ensued
which, by the time it was over, had lasted long enough
for Abie's piece to be over. It had been a battle of
earphones, and Isaac had been won over to radio. The
result made Abie a pupil of the great master! After
two years of study, however, Abie slouched into his
Rosie's father's jewelry shop and told her the sad
news. Alienekopf had told him his life was too happv
and serene for him to become an artist! His playing
was technically good, but it carried no feeling! As
he played, there, for Rosie, a gypsy entered and pur-
chased a fine pair of earrings, commenting, mean-
while, on the playing. Rose was unimpressed, but an
hour later, when Abie reached the street, the girl was
waiting for him in a car! On pretense of having him
show her some street, the girl got Abie in the car and
soon had him in her tent at the gypsy camp. Abie
was smitten and determined to stay, but the girl
seemed uneasy because of her jealous father. During
the course of the evening, the girl finally managed to
drag Abie to a nearby flying field for a hop with some
friends of hers. Bill, an amiable pilot, took them up,
but, when the plane burst into flames, Mona's para-
chute refused to work and she was plunged to her
death! Abie almost went mad at the field, but Bill,

the pilot, enlightened him when the doctor got through.
"The chiefs her husband," Bill told Abie, "and she's
nothing more than a cheap vamp. Every new face is

an adventure for her." Abie returned to Rosie Jn a
penitent mood. "Your mother's nearly crazy, and the
Master's looking for you, Abie," the girl told him. He
had been gone three days! Abie blurted out the whole
story, begging Rosie's forgiveness. The girl caressed
him eagerly and in an understanding manner and then
hurried him home. Alienekopf was in the house when
they arrived. After glimpsing Abie's white face, he
took a violin and handed it to Abie. "Play!" he com-
manded. Abie played as never before, and the next
week, he sailed for London under the Master's ban-
ner. Not long afterwards, the Marks' and Rosie left
for London on an extended vacation so as not to miss
sharing the fame of the boy wonder into whose songs
a sob had crept.

GLITTER
Berkley H. Hill File No. 6828

JOYFULLY bursting into his apartment to tell his
wife about their invitation to the New Year re-
ception and dance, given by Mr. Spencer, the

president of the bank of which he is a teller, Bob Is

surprised to see his wife, Mary, pout on hearing of
the special honor paid them. Mary's expression of
displeasure is occasioned by her lack of a suitable
dress, and rather than see her unhappy. Bob gives her
the money with which he was going to get himself a
much needed overcoat. But with the purchase of a
new gown and slippers, another problem is raised,—
she has no jewelry. Thus, against the advice of her
husband, I\Iary tells her predicament to Betty New-
ton, an old school chum of hers who has married one
of the directors of the bank. When Betty insists that
Mary borrow a beautiful diamond pendant, Mary ex-
acts a promise that, to please Bob, Jim Newton is

not to hear of the loan made by the teller's wife. The
night of the party arrives, and Mary looks lovely in
her new outfit. After the dance, however, because
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she is ashamed of the coat she is wearing, having no
wrap, Mary walks down the street before getting into

a cab with Bob, to prevent being seen by the more
fashionably attired guests. Later, she discovers to

her horror, that she has lost the precious, borrowed
pendant on the street, and no amount of searching
produces the jewel which has fallen from its setting.

Rather than tell Betty of the loss. Mary and Bob de-

cide that they will somehow try to replace it. telling

Betty, meanwhile, that the clasp is being fixed. Bob
finds that the price of a diamond to fit the setting,

is two thousand dollars, and their entire savings only

amount to a few hundred, so. borrowing the additional

money from a usurious money lender, to prevent em-
barrassing questions from being raised at the bank, the

two young people are forced to move to a cheaper
section of the town and practice the most stringent
economies. After returning the pendant to Betty, who
tells her how lovely she looked at the dance, and in-

vites her to wear the jewel any time she wants to.

Bob and Mary deprive themselves of all luxuries for

a year to meet the high interest exacted on their

loan. The only redeeming feature of their virtual re-

tirement from friends and pleasures is that it effects

a closer relationship between husband and wife, and
teaches ilary, whose sense of proportion had been a

little warped, a new tolerance. One day, soon after
the young couple have celebrated the event of their

complete extrication from debt, Mary meets Betty, who
surprised at not having seen her for so long, invites
her to tea. Mary decides to tell of her deception, and
learns to her great astonishment that the jewel she
has lost was a paste reproduction! However, as a
climax to the revelations. Bob is told by the influ-

ential Newtons. that he has been made assistant
cashier, a fine promotion.

THE MAN FROM BURGUNDY
Frances Ce File No. 6S24

ATTIRED in an abbreviated rehearsal costume
which she still retained from her pre-marital
days, Gloria Girod was pivoting gayly about her

small living room as a radio band pounded out the
latest tune. Then, startled out of her ecstacy by a
key turning in the front door lock, the girl threw an
apron over the entire costume and sat primly await-
ing her husband's entrance. Gaston Girod, a hand-
some man, entered hastily and kissed his wife wear-
ily. "Nothing," he said, dully, as though anticipat-
ing her question. Gloria looked up brightly. "Gaston,
do you see any reason why I couldn't go back to my
dancing—just for now—until you do get a job?" Sud-
denly, the apron came off and Gloria flitted about the
living room as though on air while her husband, tired
and wan, sat entranced by her grace as of old. "If
it wasn't so darn dangerous and risky, I know of a
good bootlegger job I could get—easy!" Gaston re-
marked, when his wife sat down breathlessly beside
him. Gloria stormed angrily, forgetting the dancing.
"You try it!" she wailed, "that's all I need! Not bad
enough you lost the last job because that fool friend
fed you liquor, eh?" The next day, Gaston remained
at home to take a much-needed rest while his wife
made a tour of the theatrical agencies \vherein she
was known, before her marriage. The men greeted
her warmly, but few showed any hope. Late that
afternoon, however, a dancer from one of the better
shows tripped and fell down in her bathtub. Gloria
was engaged at once and rehearsed in record time.
When she reached home, however. Gaston was any-
thing but overjoyed. He had been dreaming all after-
noon about the life in Burgundy—his native land—and
about the wine, particularly. He was annoyed because
no supper was ready, so Gloria had to fill her house-
hold duties with the aid of a little girl from down-
stairs, and then rush to the theatre for her first per-
formance! When she arrived home, that night, the
landlady greeted her at the door with a black-bord-
ered letter. "F'r you. Mis' Girod," said the woman.
"I couldn't give it to him because he's been up there
ravnig wit' his friends all night!" Starting up the
stairs, Gloria glanced at the postmark and saw it was
Buryun II. When she arrived in her apartment, how-
ever, she did not speak about that or anything else
until Girod shooed his friends away. "A fine fellow
you are, my husband!" Gloria said, after they were
gone, "and I suppose you supplied the wine, too!"
Several moments later, the two, perusing the letter
together, reacted differently. "Oh my poor uncle!"
Girod was crying, but Gloria ignored this manufac-
tured grief. "Look what he left you," she said, "if
you think for one minute you deserve such good for-
tune—". Gaston proceeded to chatter in rapid phrases
at once. Gloria would leave the stage the next day.
With a wine business, a home, and fifty thousand
francs, why should she work? Gloria protested vigor-
ously at having to leave her beloved New York, but
soon realized that any country was all right so long
as there was money! Besides, in Burgundy, Gaston
would neither get drunk nor sick on bootleg! So it
was, then, the Girod line, once broken, grew together
again, there, in Burgundy!

WINGS OF LOVE
John Theo En File No. 6821

TWENTY-ONE, blonde, and lovely, few wondered
why Irmgard Schubert was so popular. Some
feline-mannered souls suggested that having a

father who was the Saginaw Steel King had something
to do with it, but there were others in her set who
were equally rich and equally beautiful—but they were
neither as simple nor as charming as Irma. This
night, then, at llie social event of the year.—Mrs.
Granville's exclusive costume ball,—IniKi arrived.

knowing that Thomas Ressne, the radio idol would be
present, but she was not therefore, affected and schem-
ing as the other girls present. Ressne was attracted
to Irma at once, and when he sang his Urcun .^o»g

later, the girl looked into his eyes and knew she too

had fallen this time! As the two left Mrs. Granville's,

that evening, arm in arm, a buzz sounded through the

hall. "Another feather in Irma's cap!" the girls cried,

"and with no effort—while we stood there ogling and
coquetting!" But Irma and Tom were driving in the

moonlight, hardly stopping to think of the furore their

departure and dancing had caused. Irma shed tears,

when they finally said good-night, as though she had
known Tom for years. "Must you return to work so

soon?" she pleaded, "just when we've found one an-
other?" But this was only one thing Irma was to

grieve for. The other was the fact that Tom's De-
troit contract was up, that day, and he would have
to be leaving for the Pacific coast before long! When
he finally did go to the coast, Irma wore herself down
to a shadow, pining for him, yet she felt it almost in-

decent to display such grief over one she hardly knew.
Her thoughts led her to her father who heard the

story with a half-smile, and then suggested that she

wait a few days in order to give him time to think it

over. Irma retired to her room in despair. As she

sat there, in her pajamas, she switched on the radio,

positive sleep would not come. Suddenly, an an-
nouncer's voice shattered the quietude of her room.
"We are pleased to present Thomas Ressne, the popu-
lar composer and baritone," he said, "in a^ composi-
tion of his own

—

t rlii it irb h ini,s of Lave." Irma
listened, carried, she imagined, from earth to heaven!
The next morning, the girl sent off a far -from -dis-

creetly worded note. "Dear," it said, "I am waiting

for two little words from your lips—m.m. Y^ou mnni

know what this means!" He did, indeed, but Tom was
proud. He would not ask her to marry him unless he
himself could show enough to support her. He would
not he accused of marrying for money! Tom ans-

wered Irma's letter indulgently, but made no refer-

ence to her remarks. The girl continued to write, but
her tone changed, too. After all. Irma was much in

demand, and as proud as this radio fellow! Schubert,

the Steel King, watched the progress of the affair with
amusement, positive that, as he had long expected, his

daughter would marry some poor fellow so she could
help him. "It might as well be Ressne!" he chuckled,

to himself. Then, one day, Tom received a letter

from his publishers—and a check. "Y'our two songs
sold. $500,000 royalties for you already." Tom caught
the next plane to New Y'ork. He had flown to his

sweetheart with wings of love, and soon they were
happily wed!

SLEEPY-EYE
Clark M. Price File No. 6813

A VERY HARD LIFE

Enrilie Adams File No. 6817

IN a tiny French city, a little girl became known
for her tireless devotion to her ill and widowed
mother. The child, Betty, could be found at all

hours, peddling her flowers to passersby who were
glad, if they could, to help. One day, however, the

little girl cuddled alongside her mother, who was also

ill, and exclaimed that it would be impossible for her

to go to school or with the flowers that day. The two
might have perished there from hunger and illness had
not a schoolmate of Betty's stopped by, on her way
home from school. The little one wasted no time. Off

she went to this doctor and that, but none would
come because no fee was in sight. Dr. Larue, how-
ever, the town's foremost physician, responded gen-

erously and was at the house in a few minutes! He
was attracted magnetically by the little family, the

result being that, during the following week, Betty
and her mother removed to the Doctor's where the

little girl filled a void in the childless hfe of the doc-

tor's spouse, and the mother acted as housekeeper!
For many years, all went well, but, when Betty was
sixteen, her mother died after a lingering illness. The
doctor figured on sending the girl to his sister's, in

America, but the woman wrote back saying she was
busy enough raising her own son and daughter. Betty

remained with her kind friends until, one day, a let-

ter came from her mother's brother in New Y'ork.

"Even if my sister has passed away," he wrote, "send
the girl. She will comfort me in my old age and I

have plenty of money to provide for her comfort and
happiness." When Betty arrived at her uncle's, how-
ever, she was just one day too late! He had died,

but the fortune left her was tremendous! Grieved,

Betty wrote to the doctor, but all the comfort she got

there was the news that his wife had died immedi-
ately after Betty's departure! Betty threw herself

into social life after her mourning period was over,

and fell in love with a French youth, Harry Ronce-
veau, actually the doctor's nephew! The doctor re-

ceived the news with delight but said nothing. When
Betty went to a party in her honor at the Ronce-
veaus', however, the doctor was there to greet her,

with the rest! He had come over to America to pay
a surprise visit! Harry and Betty were married not
long after this party, but Harry did not turn out to

be the model husband Betty had supposed he would
be. Not long after the birth of Harry, Jr., Big Harry
started to gallivant about town with other women

—

particularly Shirley, their maid! Ill and heartbroken,
Betty might have collapsed had not the kind doctor
stepped in once again. This time, he sent her back to
France with her baby—but Betty could not remain
there and be happy. Returning to New Y'ork, Betty's
husband appeared before she got a chance to summon
him. "Darling." he said, "I've been a fool, but do
you think I could learn something in France, alone
w-ith you?" Betty was happy as she, her two Harrys,
and the doctor returned to France to start once again!

LEA'VING his aged mother and father safe in their
little cabin, John Harwood rides across the
prairie into town, to arrange to sell his grain to

stout Mr. Cottle. On opening the oflice door of that
gentleman, however, he discovers that his business
trip is to be a notable one, for he sees and is intro-
duced to' Amy Brooks, Mr. Cottle's niece from New
York. After a long conversation with her, and the
satisfactory sale of his grain, Harwood visits his
friend. Bill Garnet, a lad of much the same nature as
himself, but with more of the western recklessness
about him. Bill tries in vain to persuade Harwood
to come to the harvest dance, to be given that night,
but with the mention that the pretty stranger from
the East will be there, and that Bill intends to make
her his wife, Harwood quietly consents to go. Later,
at the dance, Harwood dances with Amy. and realizes
too, the depth of his feeling for her, but Bill claims
the last dance, and the privilege of escorting her home.
That night, as John Harwood waits for Bill to re-
turn to his home, where the former is sleeping over,
as is his custom, John discards the notion of telling
Bill that he too, loves Amy, and decides to step out
of his friend's path. As he reaches home, he notices
traces of disaster. A prairie fire has swept over his
grounds! Frantically searching, he discovers his par-
ents, who have saved themselves from the ravishing
flames, but who are dazed from their terrible e.xperi-

ence. Tenderly, he effects their transport to Mr.
Cottle's, where he knows the old people will be taken
care of. Through the patient ministration of the en-
tire household. Amy included, the aged couple are,
within a few weeks, restored to health. On Sunday,
Harwood is accustomed to visit them, and Amy finds
that she has grown to anticipate their meetings. One
day, as Harwood is slowly riding through the town to
make his weekly visit, and is turning over the problem
of his friendship for Bill as compared to his love for
Amy, he hears an ominous crash in the "White Owl"
saloon. He rushes in and sees the body of a man on
the floor, and a man, whom he recognizes as Garnet,
standing over it. It is clear that the dispute has
arisen over a gambling controversy. The wounded
man is Cottle! Garnet makes a dash to escape, and
Harwood draws his gun to stop him, but does not fire.
When the town awakens to the matter, Harwood ex-
plains that he could not fire because Bill has been his
friend. After the miserable affair blows over, and
Cottle recovers from the almost fatal wound, while
Garnet is serving as short a term as possible in the
state penitentiary, a wedding takes olace in "Sleepy

-

Eye", at which John and Amy are at last united.

VALUABLE SERVANT
Mrs. C. Koehler File No. 6816

T T ^ITH the rhythmic movements of a young leop-

\/\/ ardess intent upon feeding, Dina Kolier paced
' her gay living room hours after her husband,

Tom. had left for town. Modern in every way pos-
sible, Dina had, in addition to everything else, a fash-
ionably high strung set of nerves. She was. at the
present moment, crying aloud against the injustice of
it all. Why hadn't her maid returned the preceding
night? Why on earth had she paid her before letting
her go on her day off—Sunday? Dina turned a mil-
lion things over in her mind. Well, she would .o(

clean up or wash dishes—and what's more, instead of
cancelling the dinner parties she had on her calendar,
that week, Tom would have to take their guests down-
town to the speakeasy in which they occasionally en-
tertained! Why, after all, should she suffer it all? Dina
had been making telephone calls bv the score, to her
best friend, Alta,—bulletins, as it were,—and it was to
the sympathetic Alta that she was telling all these
things. When Tom arrived home, that night, his wife
met him at the door, her coat in hand. "Get washed,
dear," she said, "so we can hurry downtown again,
to eat." Tom moved through his shower and shave
mechanically. Then, as he emerged in a bathrobe,
a thought occurred to him. "Are you, bv any chance,
a cripple?" he asked, of his wife, "if 'the girl Joes
stay out a few hours extra, can't vou scare up some-
thing?" Dina felt more martvr-like than ever. She
protested violently. The final result was a dinner
ordered in from a nearby restaurant—with service-
but Tom considered his a moral victory! "I hate the
blame girls hanging around anyway!" he told Alta's
husband later, while Alta and Dina retired to Alta's
boudoir to talk it over. "Honestly, if he's going to
be that way, I can see myself facing a life of drud-
gery! I've never had to wash a dish before!" Dina
told Alta, the sympathetic one. Tom did not kiss his
wife, next morning, before going out to the garage to
get the car, nor did he honk the horn three times
for "I love you" as he eased down the driveway.
Dina fretted herself into a nasty temper all morning,
but she finally got over it. somewhat, inasmuch as
Alta had gone out to her Jlother's for the day, and
soon she was making beds and washing dishes in a
semi-cheerful manner. Twice, when the bell rang,
she thought it might be the girl, but no, it wasn't.
Then, about two that afternoon, a policeman came to
call. "Mrs. Kolier?" he asked. Dina blanched as she
listened to his story of the maid's being discovered
drowned in the nearby river—with Dina's old dress
on! Dina could not believe that her circumspect
Millie could have been living in sin and filth with
the horrible man being held by the police for the
murder! Tom was sympathetic but unperturbed. "I
feel for you, dear, but how can you make such a
fuss over it, Di?" he asked, "have you thought
about getting another one?" That night, they took
their guests to town for dinner, and Tom paid for his
lack of sympathy. The next afternoon, Dina heard
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a kev turn in the kitchen lock. "Milhe!" she cried,

in a' shamefullv reheved tone. "My sister, Mis'

KoHer," the girl sobbed. Suddenly, Dina threw her

arms about the girl, in remorse. "We'll take care

of you, dear," she said, "because you're valuable,

but 'go to sleep now; I'll take care of the housework."
Dina never forgot the girl's grateful eyes and Tom's
proud look as he stood listening, in the doorway!

UNEASY LADY
Mrs. C. Koehle File No. 6816

SHE was one of a large class—a familiar type.

It was hard to distinguish her among the other

of those youngish women who. charmingly curved
and smartly dressed pick up bright epigrams after

listening just long enough to quote. Nothing, to

this type, is more tragic than the anticipation of

tissue decay! Theirs is an impudent but pathetic

braverv. With no desire to sin, thev persist in missing
not a thrill! That was Anna Burns, and it was this

quality in her, in addition to her beauty, which first

appealed to Teddy Robb despite the fact that his wife,

Sena, was of Anna's ilk. Anna was younger than
Sena, however, and the fact that Anna loved her
husband and was not bored with him made her all

the more desirable. Frank Burns, however, at thirty,

was too engrossed in keeping his reputation as a

firmly established success because, after his years of

struggling, he considered his two millions, at thirty,

a thing worth cherishing. Anna, at twenty-six, was
still beautiful; well-poised as she had been when they
were poor; and utterly bored with the social existence
she led, alone, because of Frank's activities. That
is why, though Sena was her best friend, that Teddy
Robb fitted into Anna's life quite easily. Teddy had
time—a possession Anna had come to look upon as

most precious. The two spent gay days together
until Frank got wind of the affair. "You're an awful
fool!" he told Anna, "you're just an uneasy lady,

and you'll get in deep, some day, if you don't lay off

that stuff. You don't enjoy it. It's just that you've
got a lot of money and nothing to do with yourself!"

Anna was furious. If Frank had only taken the in-

trigue seriously, she would have renounced Teddy and
loved doing it! But no, he had laughed at Teddy as
he once liked to laugh over Anna's penchant for

finery, when they had first come into their money!
That night, when Teddy called, Anna suggested meet-
ing him in a popular restaurant instead of the usual
hideaway. She was totally unprepared, however, for

what Teddy had to say. "I haven't slept for a week,
Anna," he said, "but my lack of sleep has been worth
something. I've decided to divorce Sena and marry
you, dear!" Suddenly, Anna grew defiant of every-
one and everything. "Being marrtedi," she said
brightly, as she glanced at the red- tipped cigarette
in her hand, "is the result of an early emotional in-

cident! Your plan might not be necessary at all!"

Anna knew, suddenly, that she had not meant a word.
It was the old habit of saying the cleverest thing
possible at the time. But it was too late. Robb
heard her the first time, and, as he drove her home,
late, his old casual and furtive self had given way
to what seemed an older and coarser sensuality. "I
guess this has been going on for centuries!" he
laughed, as he kissed her goodnight. Anna trembled
in Frank's arms that night, and he seemed to under-
stand as he held her tightly. "How about that trip

to Europe, Hon-ey ?" he asked. Anna sighed con-
tentedly, at last!

HAWK-EYE

Frank E. Uhlir File No. 6803

SHE could never understand her son,—Mrs. Taylor,
—as her husband could. There was something
wild and unbridled about young Phil—his love

for hunting and guns, in general. Mrs. Taylor often
looked at Phil's friend Roland Joyce who lived across
the street. Straight as a sheath and tall, Roland was
calm and clear, and despite the fact that his widowed
mother was one of the fastest women and heaviest
drinkers in town, the boy was all right. But Phil-
why was he filled with the urge to get up and stretch
his legs in the world, with men? Why did those
ice -blue eyes of his penetrate so fiercely, like blue
flames? Mrs. Taylor understood even less the night
after Phil's hunting gun went off by accident, in
their parlor, shooting Roland. Phil's disappearance
broke her heart, but the boy, peering through the
dusk from the box car of a train, seemed glad to get
away—glad to be free! Reaching Detroit, the sixteen-
year old Phil looked about in a manner often referred
to as high-hat. "Chicago for me!" he told himself,
and sure enough, that is just where he landed. For
one whole month, the youth trudged about looking
for a job and living on the little money he had saved
at home and brought along with him. As he neared
the end of his resources, however, he was desperate
but detei-mined not to return to his Ohio home! He
was in this frame of mind when Pop -Eye, a sporty
gangster took him in hand. Phil's metamorphosis
from the rural boy to Hawk-Eye was miraculously
rapid! With Pop- Eye out of the way, Phil became
the leader of his gang which was comprised of four
fellows like himself and two toughs, but Hawk-Eye
soon ridded himself of the toughs! In seven years' time
Hawk-Eye had built himself a reputation equal only
to Robin Hood's in grandeur and oddity. No rats or
cringing fools were on the roll of those the Hawk-
Eye bunch undertook to I'id themselves of! From
the rich, only! This was Hawk -Eye's plan and
method. His first big victims,—the jobs which made
him famous as a criminal,—were men who, posing as

wealthy idlers, were actually dope peddlers and rum
leaders. Hawk-Eye arrested their wealth and pro-

gress by a slip of the wrist, and he never left a

clue! Hence, after years of such activities, it is

small wonder that Phil Taylor, alias Hawk-Eye, was
ready to do that which he loved better than anything
else—hunt in Africa and South America! One day,
however, he learned from one of his men that a new
detective was in town, from Cleveland. "Roland
Joyce, his name is," they told him. Phil paled,

having imagined, all this time, that he had been the

murderer of his friend. Roland, however, was com-
pletely baffled by the Hawk-Eye case, but his trip

to New York was not fruitless. Nancy, the police

chief's daughter, promised to marry him very shortly

after his arrival, and listened, with obvious interest,

to his tales of Philip Taylor, the boyhood pal. Then,
one night shortly after Phil had killed Pop-Eye's old

confederates,—the toughs,—Spike and Fritz, Roland
traced a clue right down to Hawk-Eye's lair, but the
latter was too smart once again. Breaking his gang
up in a moment,—a thing he had often promised,

—

he faced Roland as a friend! The two youths were
overjoyed. Then, soon afterwards. Phil realized that
Nancy was infatuated with him because of his ad-
venturous appearance and nature. One day, Roland
surprised the two as Phil and Nancy were in one an-
other's arms, but Phil followed Roland, who prepared
to leave, and explained that he was Hawk-Eye, and
that he and Nancy did not love one another^were
merely attracted through outside forces. Glad that
he did not have to capture Plawk' Eye inasmuch as
the police were not anxious to trap him because of

the service he had done them in tracking down a few
dangerous characters, Roland returned to Nancy,
alone, after he had watched the lone figure of his

friend move off, on his way to his only love—the
jungle

!

AND A LITTLE COW SHALL

LEAD THEM
Kendall Craig File No. (

HAVING passed that tragic cornerstone in her life,

where a woman begins to dread facing life

alone, Mary Lee takes care of her garden,
mends her own fences, and takes care of her own
cow. Every night she looks under her bed to see that
no man is hidden there, and often wonders what she
would do if she should find one there! Today, Mary
is thinking of her Jersey cow, "Stubble", which is

causing trouble with a neighbor, David Saunders, who
except for his annoyance over her cow, has always
ignored her. So too, has Silas Baine, another bachelor
neighbor, xmtil recently, when he has expressed con-
siderable interest in the cow altercation. Just then,
she sees Silas coming over to tell her that Dave,
suffering from rheumatism, is "awful sore" about
"Stubbles' " latest trip to his cornfield, and is insist-
ing that Mary keep her out or sell her. Silas adds
that he has fixed the fence and if the cow gets out
again, Mary is to call him. But weeks pass, and it

seems that "Stubble" has quite forgotten how to
break fences, until one day Dave Saunders angrily
calls from his side of the fence that "her danged
cow" is eating his corn again. She tries to placate
him by telling about Silas' fence and sympathizing
because Silas has told her of Dave's rheumatism.
Indignantly he denies that he has anything of the
sort, and starts for home with an exaggerated swag-
ger. Moreover, he begins to dislike Silas. When he
sees the cow, next morning, peaceably eating his
corn, and notices Silas extricating the "critter" from
his place, he realizes that his neighbor must spend all

his time guarding the bovine, and decides to spend
just a little more time before his mirror. The next
morning Dave decides to go over to Mary's to see
if she needs anything from town. But crossing his
field, he apprehends "Stubble" eating his corn with
desperate industry. lie directs some fervently ex-
pressed words at the intruder, who distressed, plun-
ges over the wires, attracting a penitent Mary to the
scene. "Dave, I'm sorry. Y'ou're too old to be chas-
ing cows, and you not a bit well." "Who says I'm
too old? You don't find many men my age so full

of vigor and pep. Why I'm just a little past the
prime of life." "Silas says you . . . ," Mary begins.
"I don't care a hoot what Silas says, and don't you
dast bring up Silas to me again, You hear, Mary?"
"Yes, Dave," says Mary. Dave continues spiritedly,
"I guess I'll have to marry you. You need a man to
look after you." "And that cow," adds Mary. There
comes a deafening crash of wires. "There goes that
cow again," ventures Mary. "Never mind that cow.
She's all right!" And Stubble looking back upon the
two walking arm in arm to the house, agrees, in a
bovine manner. She is all right!

SAVAGE REAPER
E. A. Thurmond File No. 6805

UNTIL the day that Fate, jealous of their perfect
happiness intruded, little Henry Thomas Hved
blissfully with his mother and stalwart father,

a brakenian on the railroad. Then, his beautiful moth-
er fell ill, and Henry never saw her again. He was
too young to understand what happened, but he missed
her dreadfully. His father, having decided to start
the motherless boy at school, as soon as possible, se-
cured permission to take a day off from "work, and
dressing the little fellow in his best clothes, left him
at school with many instructions. While the boy
was at school, Mr. Thomas went into town to buy
some children's blouses and a pair of shoes for his

youngster. Having made his purchases he was cross-
ing a busy street, when, with a screaming of ineffect-

ual brakes, an automobile knocked him down. Dying
before help could reach him, his only identification
was the tightly clasped child's shoes and the blouses.
That afternoon, Henry waited for a long time for his

father, and. terrified at being left alone for the first

time, was heard sobbing, by a neighbor, Mr. Stevens,
who took the child to his wife for the night. Reading
of the accident to an unidentified man. Stevens
discovered the sad fate that had befallen Mr. Thomas.
At length. Henry had to be told, and the kind Mrs.
Stevens held the boy on her lap for hours, until he
cried himself to sleep. No other recourse being open,
Henry was finally put in an orphanage, where, for

three years he grieved for his parents. One Sunday,
having been refused permission to visit the graves of

his mother and father, he ran off alone. Missing the
boy, the orphanage authorities conducted a search
for him, and found him in the cemetery, where Me
had fallen asleep, exhausted from weeping. When he
was returned to the home, the matron, annoyed with
him for worrying her, scolded him, severely. During
the vacation, some time later, Henry was sent to a
summer camp, where he learned to swim and play
ball. Fie was tremendously happy, but, when it ended,
he could not endure the prospect of returning to the
dismal orphanage, and decided to run away. Walking
until he came to a railroad, he found an empty car
and climbed in. To his joy, the car soon began to
move, and he discovered he was on a through freight.
The next morning, he was rudely awakened by the
conductor who found him, while making his inspec-
tion. Questioned, Henry admitted he didn't know
where he was going, and didn't care if he were
killed. The conductor said he would be forced to turn
Henry back to the orphanage, but Henry begged him
tearfully, to do anything else but that. Nonplussed,
the railroad man questioned the boy further, and
learning that Henry's father worked for the same
company, announced that, indeed, he knew him very
well. He took Henry to his own home—for a little

while anyway—and his wife expressed delight at
Henry's visit. The good people were childless, hav-
ing had a child, who died a few years ago. After a
few days the pair decided to adopt the son of their
former friend, and to Henry's intense happiness, they
informed him of their plans. Henry grew up as their
own son, calling them mother and dad, and for the
first time since the deaths of his own beloved parents,
tasted happiness again.

JACQUELINE

Alfred G. Du File No. 6799

"Wi
HAT'S in that 'Chic' sandwich, Miss?"
Ellerton Drew asked the little French-Cana-
dian waitress for the fourth time that week.

Jacqueline, however, was far from annoyed. There
was something about this customer which set him
apart from the others. Three times already she had
ignored him, but this time it was impossible because
she liked him too well and he might really believe that
she didn't want him to annoy her. Ellerton was
amazed at the girl's invitation to visit her at her
home, right there in Montreal! He had suggested
the movies as a come-on gag, as it were, but she had
actually wanted to talk to him ! Seated in her poor
but simple parlor, the next afternoon, Ellerton knew
at a glance that she was the breadwinner. Her moth-
er, Mrs. Lemessurier, was a charming person, but
very poor. From that afternoon on, however, the once-
debonair and capricious Mr. Drew became a serious
and sober individual—a man in love, and not more
than two months afterwards, Ellerton had become so
confident of the .girl's love that he knew it would
not be difficult to get her consent to a trip. "Tell
your mother you're sleeping with Angle!" he told
Jacqueline, as they stepped into his car when she
emerged from Maloney's Sandwich Shop. On the
road, later, the girl sensed this was not the over-
night excursion Ellerton had pictured. "We're going
North to be married! I love you too much!" he told
her. But the marriage never came off because it

was difficult to get these small country justices to do
the trick. As the winter advanced, Ellerton found it

harder and harder to make ends meet, hence, after a
rather aimless search for gold, up North, they re-
turned to Montreal, broke but hopeful. Leaving Jac-
queline in a small room, Ellerton made his way to
the place where he had once been a station agent,
but instead of trying to re-establish himself, he got
in deeper by robbing a bank shipment. Jacqueline
had never gotten in touch with her mother since her
departure because of her shame and pride—also her
love! Then, one day, as they were riding about town,
a taxi smashup brought the two face to face with
the constable! As he was about to arrest Ellerton,
a gun went off and the officer fell dead. Ellerton
was apprehended and tried, but not until he had sent
to Toronto for his lawyer, John Drury. who, after-
wards, turned out to be his brother! Jacquehne, know-
ing Ellerton always carried a gun in his car of the
calibre of the one which killed the constable, could
say Httle in the way of defense! Despite the judge's
prejudice, Ellerton was sent up for ten years, but not
long after his incarceration, he and Jacqueline were
wed because of the infant she was to bear. Living
with her mother once again, Jacqueline returned to

Maloney's to work. Then, on the day after the big
prison break, a stranger approached her table. "What's
in that 'Chic' sandwich. Miss?" he asked. "ELL-
ERTON!" the girl shouted. Ellerton Drew had been
released through his noble loyalty and aid during the
gaol break!
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THE MASTER
Pauline Harold File No. 6796

SPRING, to Dr. James Travers, merely meant
that he was fifty. Nothing much mattered now.
He had the rambling old homestead,—a small

estate left by his parents,—his practice, Jerry.—

a

dependable family servant,—and Rex, his faithful dog.

The thought came to him of the young man of yes-
terday, the one who had spoken of life insurance.
"An old man?" the youngster had laughed, "why
Doctor! You're just in your prime! No doubt you
will be considering matrimony one of these days."
Travers' meditations brought him down to the life

insurance company for an examination. After careful
checking, he went out minus the policy and filled with
ire concerning the physician's verdict. So his ab-
dominal girth and chest expansion were out of pro-
portion, eh? He's fix them. At the Y. M. C. A.,

Travers expected a real welcome because to these
people, the examination was a mere matter of form.
But he was wrong. "You will not be permitted class
activities, sir," a clerk explained. Travers, accus-
tomed to his shortcomings by this time, merely said
little and enrolled for individual instruction. David
Ellis, his instructor, was a patient fellow very much
interested in the doctor's unusual attitude for his

age. It was David who introduced his pupil to
Pauline Ellis, David's sister, who was the Girl Scout
Leader of the town. Immediately after meeting her,
Travers began to notice the seediness of his clothes
and the smokiness of his linen. By the time Sum-
mer was around, however, all this was corrected and
the little old doctor, as he was formerly known, had
become a debonair and delightfully charming and
well-poised gentleman. It was this newly-born per-
sonage who accepted, with apparent joy, the invitation
extended by Pauline Ellis that he become Camp Phy-
sician at her new Girl Scout camp! Commuting be-
tween the camp and his own patients, Travers had
a better time than he had ever had in his life be-
fore. Each time he set his foot into camp territory,
a rousing shout went up from the ranks. It was he
who had contributed the boats—and he who attended
to this matter and that for the comfort of all! He
knew scouting from A to Z. having studied the move-
ment and methods directly following his first en-
counter with Pauline Ellis I

Now the doctor's mind went back to the young
whipper-snapper who had stimulated all this change.
Where, he wondered, was that insurance agent'
"Well," he declared to himself, "it would be no
crime to ask at the company and perhaps get the in-
surance this time!" Travers grinned broadly when
he was written up by the young fellow who was
amazed at the change in this man who had taken his
sales talk seriously. Pauline Ellis sniffed at the doc-
tor's attempts to effect a match between herself and
the young agent. Then, suddenly, James Travers
woke up fully. "Me?" he asked. "Yes, Jim, speak
for yourself!" she told him, "I've known about this
feeling since you went off to Chi to the medical con-
ference." James Travers had mastered himself and

UNKNOWN THRILLS

File No. 6782Mrs. Robbie Williams

\ T 7 HEN war came to Salisbury. David accepted

YY' the news lightly. His attitude was quite a
contrast to that of the other youths who saw

fit to pack up and head over-seas with the first bat-
talions. No one seemed to understand him. "War,"
David declared, "is a business like anything else.
I want unknown thrills." But this couldn't go on for
long. "Coward! Foolish fellow!" the people of Sahs-
bury called him, so. David, too, soon went ofl^ to
war. "Maybe there is something in it." he told him-
self, "but I doubt it." On the way over, with his
company, David Drawn was detached and apart from
the other youths who were so eager. Then he met
Ralph Meadows. Ralph was too friendly to be frozen
out along with the others. "Drawn," he said, "your
attitude is childish. Take it for the good in it and
the bad, and face it like a man!" The two became
friends—pals through mud, death, and disaster. Soon
David perked up and began to take an interest in
things because of Ralph. Once in France, he found
occupation and interest as well as the others.
One late afternoon, in Paris, David and Ralph wan-

dered into a cafe to drown their troubles in the bub-
bling champagne and effervescent French girls which
stood so ready for the hand of the American dough-
boy which seemed always to be filled with gold. Sud-
denly, David looked up toward the door where a pretty
American nurse was watching, with dismay, the antics
of Ralph who seemed absorbed with an enticing
French damsel. After a while, when he had rescued
the nurse from the clutches of a French poilu and
fought it out, David learned that the girl, Anne,
had been Ralph's fiancee, hack in the states. David
knew that he, too, loved this girl, but he would not
admit it, either by word or sign! The situation was
not long-lived, however, because, that night. Com-
pany 606,—David's and Ralph's,—received the signal
to go on. At the last moment, Ralph backed down.
He would not go! As the boys advanced forward,
however, David soon sensed Ralph's presence next
to him. They did not speak until, after the signal
was given to go over, the corporal of the company
died, leaving David in his place. "We'll never quar-
rel again, Dave!" Ralph cried, fervently. David was
the next to go. Seriously wounded, and in danger
of being blinded, David lay for months in the hospital,
under Anne's care, but his eyes, when the bandages

roved, performed their functions properly,
day, as he lay resting in the darkened room.

David heard Anne and a French nurse who loved him,
discussing a trap the French antagonists of the cafe
had laid, for revenge. Neither Anne nor the girl could
go, but David went, and arrived in time to avenge his
friend's ultimate death. David had risked his life

for his friend, but Ralph had taken the rap! Dying,
Ralph took the hands of his friend's and his fiancee's
in his. Over his warm body, they kissed. Greater
love hath no man

!

OFFICE BOY
Mildred Marjorie Helm File No. 6787

CHOSEN from all the applicants for the position
of stenogi<apher to cranky but likeable Mr.
White, Patricia Ann Hann starts working at her

first job. She pleases her employer with the quality
of her work, and reading a telegram to Mr. White
discovers that the nephew whose picture she has
seen, is returning home from a business trip to
Europe. She learns that he is an orphan, engaged
to be married. While her employer is out to lunch,
Jerry Martin comes in and waits for his uncle. He
engages Pat in conversation and impressed with her
sweetness, confesses that he likes her. At a movie
to which she has gone with Mrs. O'Riley, who adopted
Pat when her mother died and her father deserted
her, Pat squirms on seeing Jerry with another girl.
When Pat refuses to accept Jerry's invitations, out
of regard for his fiancee, he tells her that his mother
left a fortune to him with the condition that he
marry Joan Smith. He is telling her that he can-
not marry for money, when Joan walks in, creates a
disturbance, and the engagement is broken. Pat goes
to a party given by Jerry's friends, radiant in a new
dress and a corsage and ring sent by Jerry. Joan
makes her very unhappy by taking Jerry from her,
but in the subsequent pleasure of dancing with the
man she loves, she forgets the unpleasantness until
time to leave. As Jerry helps her with her wrap,
Mrs. Jloore's jewelry falls from her pocket. Her
hostess insists on pressing charges, and Pat, knowing
that Joan is responsible, spends the night in jail.

Jerry and Mr. White stand bail for her, refusing to
allow the good Mrs. O'Riley to contribute from her
own funds. Pat is acquitted when Joan is forced to
confess, but meanwhile she determines that she will
locate her father who must be living somewhere. Pat
breaks off her engagement to Jerry until she can ac-
complish her purpose. Returning home, she discovers
Mrs. O'Riley, who is eighty years old, dying. The be-
loved old woman tries to explain something to Pat
but death interrupts her. Pat receives many promo-
tions for her excellent work in Mr. White's office, and
one day, while lunching alone, overhears a conversa-
tion between a man and a boy who are planning to
rob her employer. Moreover, she hears enough to
make her suspect that the Pat for whom they are
looking is she. She runs off and waits in the office
for them, having permitted Jerry to leave for Europe
without her. When the boy breaks into the office, she
confronts him and by adroit questioning learns that
he is her brother and the man to whom he had been
speaking is the father that left her. Her father com-
ing in, worried by the delay in their plans, is struck
by Pat's resemblance to his dead wife. He tells her
that the reason he deserted her was that he had been
imprisoned for a crime of which he was innocent.
On his release, embittered, he had drifted into a life
of crime, taking his son with him, and leaving Pat
to his mother. Mrs. O'Riley was Pat's own grand-
mother! At this moment Jerry returns, having found
that he cannot leave Pat behind. She tells him all,
and he repeats his proposal of marriage. Pat's fa-
ther and brother are set up in business by Mr.
White, who has always approved of his little employee.
And the reservations which Jerry has made on the
Leviathan are altered to provide for a gloriously
happy Mrs. Martin.

THE TIME CLOCK GIRL

Arthur Beaumont File No. 6781

HAVING incurred the displeasure of Mv. Stanlev,
the superintendent of help of Warner Brother's
department store when she is unavoidably tardy,

one morning, Marie Burton tactfully calls the' buyer's
attention to the fact that one of the store's wealthiest
patrons is engaged in some shoplifting activities.
Mr. Stdes, the buyer, refuses to believe this and
ends up m an attempt to kiss the girl. When she re-
fuses him, he criticizes her severely for minor errors,
by way of retaliation. While Marie is iu a black
mood over this incident, Anna, another of the girls,
chides her for bringing her lunch from home in order
to save money, and points out the impecunious exist-
ences they lead as contrasted to the great wealth of
George Warner, the owner of the store who will, that
morning, make a tour of inspection with his son, Al-
fred. Marie is waiting on customers when an at-
tractive youth purchases some perfume from her
counter and offers it to her. She refuses, of course,
but is nevertheless impressed. Immediately after Mr.
Warner has passed her floor, after reminding Stiles
that there are supposed to be stools for the sales-
girls, Marie discovers Anna in the act of steahng
some money! Instead of showing gratitude to Marie,
who informs Anna that she will not report the mat-
ter, Anna laughs at her friend's antiquated ideas on
honesty!
After brooding a great deal over the handsome

young customer, Marie is flattered to see him before
her the next morning, but sends him off with violent
instructions to refrain from annoying her. Stiles
warns her concerning the fate of girls who conduct
their affairs in the store, but the youth appears once

apin, introducing himself as Alfred Warner! That
night, he waits for her after hours, but shortly after-

wards, Marie loses her position because she is falsely

accused of dishonesty. Alfred Warner secures her
complete exoneration through a confession from Anna
who has instigated the entire matter. Marie sees to
it that Anna is not prosecuted before Alfred leaves
town on business. Upon his return, Alfred drives
Marie to a roadhouse wherein he gets drunk and at-
tempts to make love to her despite her protest. Un-
able to control her indignation, Marie tells him what
she thinks of him and prepares to leave unescorted, but
Alfred sobers up immediately and apologizes for his
conduct. He tells her he has lost his head because
he loves her and, in expiation, asks her to become his
wife. "My dear Miss Burton," he says, "since busi-
ness in your department is so bad, I shall be forced
to transfer you to another. Henceforth, you shall
be my superior officer—my wife." They are married
soon afterwards, much to the delight of Warner, sen-
ior, who always did admire sensible girls, and Anna,
for whom, in their unselfish happiness, they find an-
other position.

FLAPPER WIVES
> Marks File No. 6785

AS a protest against her young doctor-husband's
obvious neglect, Connie Wayne decides to plunge
into social life alone, if necessary, but her de-

cision is soon altered by the appearance of Ed Jen-
sen at several of the functions she attends. Jensen,
a debonair young bachelor, gives Connie all the at-
tention she craves, but Jim \\'ayne is not long in
discovering his rival. Connie laughs at her husband's
pleas. "If you must, be out at all hours of the day
and night with your operations and emergency calls,

Jim Wayne, I'll have to find someone who can devote
a little time to my pleasure!" Realizing that he is

at fault as far as she is concerned, Jim accepts her
ultimatum silently, but cannot help feeling a bit re-
pulsed by her attitude. After all, he is not neg-
lecting her for his own pleasure. Medicine is his
career, and there are sick people who depend upon
him. No substitutions can be made in the career of
a man who has established a reputation such as his
in the medical and surgical field! The deplorable con-
dition exists for some months, during which time Jim
overhears Jensen making love to his wife, and im-
ploring her to obtain a divorce! Several times, Jim
determines to sacrifice his duty for Connie, but each
time he does, she brushes him aside in favor of other
previous appointments with her crowd. "Then, one
day, after a particularly stormy scene, Connie slips
away to San Francisco to her own people, neglecting
to inform Jim of her whereabouts or of the fact that
she is to bear him a child! The girl elicits, from her
parents, a promise never to inform Jim that she is

with them. They keep it. despite the fact that they
are decidedly out of favor with their daughter's ac-
tions, especially when she takes up with Ed, who has
come to the coast in pursuit of her, immediately after
the birth of her daughter, Darlene. For four years
Connie remains with her parents while Ed hovers
about in her background. Just as she is about to
divorce Jim and marry Ed, however, Ed is arrested
in Frisco as the brains of a menacing gang! Heart-
broken, Connie turns to Darlene for comfort, but she
gets little, inasmuch as the child, learning something
of life, calls continuously for her daddy! The Deans,
Connie's people, plead persistently in Jim's favor, but
Connie remains adamant in her decision to remain
away from him. Then, one day, as she is driving her
young daughter about in the flashy roadster given
her as a gift by her parents, Connie listens to the
child's queries concerning the doctor daddy "who
must be a big brave man". "Yes, dear," Connie
says, "it's about time we gave Jim a break!" In
her impulsive way, Connie decides to leave for New
York at once. Rushing home for her things, Connie
smashes into another car. The next thing she knows
she is in the hospital, her daughter in the next bed!
Jim arrives from New York by plane, anxious to save
his wife and the threatened sight of the child he has
never seen nor heard about. After several weeks,
Connie recovers fully, but Darlene's eyesight is badly
impaired. She weeps continually because she cannot
see the daddy she has longed for. Jim calls many
consultations with doctors from London, Paris, and
Germany, but the girl is not cured for many years.
Connie, thoroughly repentant, however, takes an in-
terest in Jim's work and encourages him as she had
never done before. Then, one day, Jim secures the
services of a great specialist from New York, and
Darlene recovers her sight completely! The flapper
wife's lesson, no doubt, was a bitter one, but she
learned it well and it stood her in good stead for the
remainder of her years.

THE TENDERFOOT FROM ARIZONA
Leelah Mae Eichendorf File No. 6786

LITTLE was known about \an, the Carlos' hand-
some new cowpuncher. He had asked for a job
and gotten it because an extra hand was needed.

He satisfied Juan Carlos, however, and even Rose,
the pretty blonde daughter of the ranch owner thought
him rather ditTerent from the others. Van was asking
Rose to marry him for about the sixth time, the
day Danny King Stewart, Arizona's famed young
sheriff blew into town in search of his dad, Jim
Stewart, who owned the Sleepy Gulch bank. The bar-
tender of the Saloon of Adventure greeted him heav-
ily. "Your father was killed last night, son, in the
bank robbery and shootin'!" he said. Danny was
grieved but determined. "I can see you're a friend,
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Mister," he confided to the baikeep. "so just keep my
name quiet. I'm Danny King, from now on, and I'm

out to get my father's murderers!" He was not in the

place long before the afternoon's goodly crowd gath-

ered. Van was among them. "Tenderfoot, eh?" he

asked Danny, "no guns or liquor I see! Have a^drink

with me." Refusing at first, Danny soon realized

he'd have to frighten these fellows so he could go on

with his work unmolested. Buying two guns and a

bottle, he had a good time impressing the men about,

with his shooting and drinking. Then, followmg Van
and his confederate, the sheriff, from the saloon, he

managed to overhear them discussing the bank rob-

bery and the fact that they were going to rob Carlos

horse to prevent its victory in the race the next day.

Danny followed Van closely and before the day was
up, managed to know where the horse was. The next

day, when the matter came out, Danny sent the Car-

los' who had hired him, to the track. Facing Van
with the accusation, Danny had Van fired. Hence,

when the race came up. Van was riding the .sherifi s

horse, and Danny the Carlos'. Juan's horse. Flash,

Sure of no further trouble for a while, Danny headed

for home, promising to return soon, inasmuch as he

fully intended to resign so that he could return to

Sleepy Gulch and be near Rose, always. But the

folks at home wouldn't hear of Danny's resignation.

"Take a month's vacation if you must get the girl!"

the town mayor said. So Danny went back, but his

friend. Buck, and his friend, George, and sister, Anne,
accompanied him. "It will be a double wedding,

Anne," Danny explained, "after I catch those murder-

ers! Wait'll you see Rose!" They all arrived at the

Carlos ranch soon enough. Rose, having found a pic-

ture of Anne in a suit Danny had left behind, was re-

lieved when she learned that the picture was of

Danny's sister! Buck and George headed for town
where they intended to trap Van and the sheriff in or-

der to help Danny and earn part of the revyard. It was
by no means a job which required more brains or brav-

ery than usual. Van and his pal were stupid crooks.

Van had taken Buck and George on as rustlers at

once! In turn, the boys had pretended to sign up two

loyal cowpunchers as confederates. The night for

the cattle haul was at hand! Marshalling his forces,

the "tenderfoot from Arizona" enmeshed Van and the

sheriff of Sleepy Gulch in a trap which proved im-

possible to break down. The two admitted, before be-

ing strung up, everything from robbing the bank to

attempting to kidnap Anne and Rose! When they were

finally installed behind bars, the two couples were

married, and they all returned to Arizona to live on

Danny's tremendous ranch—even Papa Carlos who
blessed the day he first set eyes on Danny Stewart!

THE FIRST MURDER
I Herron File No. G69S

WITH the election of Jim Allen as sheriff, and
of other astutely chosen pioneers to the few
remaining offices necessary, the law makes its

first appearance in the vast western territory right-

fully designated as No Man's Land. It attains sig-

nificance, for the first time, however, when a man,
breathless from hard riding, bursts into the midst of

the lusty and unscrupulous cattle-dealing inhabitants

who are carousing at the town dance-hall and con-

fesses to the sheriff that he has killed a man. He
demands protection from summary hanging by his

pursuers, hence the first murder trial of No Man's
Land follows. The improvised jury finds the prisoner

guilty but inasmuch as the town lacks a jail, he is re-

leased by nightfall! It is just about this time, how-
ever, that get- rich -quick cattle companies erect a

long drift fence of barbed wire which gives the set-

tlers more to think of than the so-called escape of

their prisoner. As a result of the fence, so many
cattle are frozen that it is possible to walk for

miles along the backs of dead cattle. As many
hides as possible are retrieved but it is a sad
and costly business and, in the meantime, bedlam
has broken loose in No Man's Land. As the result

of one encoimter, Jim, the sheriff, has to take one of

his old friends to Leavenworth prison. On a stop-

over, the prisoner fiddles for a town dance and dances
with the girls who are aware of his destination. The
prisoner is paroled, however, at the suggestion of the

sheriff, but when Jim returns, he is accused of illegal

cattle manipulations! Legal complications follow des-

pite the fact that he manages to free his cowboys.
Jim is offered freedom on condition that he turn

state's evidence, but he stands trial and flees back
to his ranch after the jury finds him guilty. Then
and there, he realizes that the growing cattle as-

sociation is out to get him so he decides to marry
one of the local girls who has shown infinite faith in

him and get out of the country! They go to Payson
for a while but the news of the reward over Jim's
head soon reaches there. The sheriff of the town
helps him to escape! In Mexico, Jim feels safe from
sudden seizure and has an opportunity to view the
notorious Mexican bandits at close range. Seeing
Mexican law administered, however, the Aliens de-

cide to bring their children up in a safer place. As
a result of some trouble with Mexican cattle thieves,

Jim and his family return to the place where, thirty

years back, there had been a warrant for his arrest.

Dining with an old friend, Judge Loofbrough, Jim
learns that the authorities, cognizant of his return,

are about to apprehend him. The judge aids him to

escape by lending his car for the transport and also

riding along to assure complete safety! Jim believes
he can still be absolved by law and resume life, free
and honorable, but the charge against him is con-
tempt of court, and it is unlikely that even the great
lapse of time and the minor transgression of which
he was found guilty by a jury will aid him in escap-
ing the harsh penalty should he be caught. So, des-

pite the promises of various officials and the amount
of influence behind him. Jim escapes to spend the

rest of his days at liberty, without the approval of

the law!

REQUITAL
Laura La Rue Williams File No. 6776

one Abingdon fellow, for Elizabeth's death,—and
no one was sure she really had,—she died as she had
lived—and as she had vowed to die—with the courage

and bravery of a true queen. The bravest of men
sobbed at her execution and scorned the executioner's

upheld trophy of another woman's hatred. Still,

Mary's voice was last. She, of two queens, had
borne a son, and that son. Tames,—a Stuart.—was the

next king of England—a king who gave his mother
fitting honors beside Elizabeth in Westminster Abbey!

THE beloved daughter of the president of the

local bank of Beaumont, Texas, the center of

the world's oil fields, Mary Ellen Hamilton has

every reason to be happy. Tames Waterman loves

Mary Ellen dearly and wants her to marry him, but,

since they are both very young, and her parents

object to James because he is not sufficiently wealthy,

she does not accept his suit. Charles Henderson, sent

from New York by the oil company of which he is

the representative, is invited to Mr. Hamilton's home.
He hears Mary Ellen sing her favorite love song,

and, impressed by her unusually fine voice, expresses

his admiration. Mary Ellen mistakes his sophisticated

attentions for love, and is furious with James for

daring to warn her that Henderson's advances are not

inspired by love. She tells James she never wants
to see him again. He replies that he always will love

her, and leaves. Her father, learning of the quarrel

and that Mary Ellen loves Henderson, encourages
the latter. He asks Mary Ellen to marry him after

he returns from a trip. He never comes back, how-
ever, and she discovers she is bearing his child. Her
father will have nothing more to do with her. She
goes to New York and opens an exclusive singing

school for children after her baby is born. Singing
before a social gathering one night, she sees Charles
Henderson. As she sings the song she sang the night

she met him, she vows that she will avenge herself

at any cost. She re-awakens his interest in her and
without telling him about the child, she invites him
to her apartment where they can be alone. Mary
Ellen instructs the maid always to keep the baby
away from the house while Mr. Henderson is there.

She begins to make extravagant demands of her lover.

She as\s for monev, jewels and furs far in excess

of what she can use. Mr. Henderson pleads with her
to wait for some of the luxuries she demands, but
fearful of losing her he complies at the expense of

his wife and children. He gets deeper and deeper in

debt but Mary Ellen is inexorable in her desire for

revenge. Mr. Henderson's wife finds out about his

infidelity and divorces him. His family and home des-

troyed, he pleads with Mary Ellen to marry him, but
she refuses. She continues with her extravagant de-

mands until, one day, he asks her to sell some of her
jewels to prevent his detection for stealing. She
laughs and tells him her vengeance is now complete.
Telling her maid to pack her things, she prepares to

leave for Europe with her child. The next morning
she receives a call from James Waterman, who hav-
ing followed her to New York, has seen the account
of Henderson's disgrace in the papers and has come
to ask Mary Ellen to marry him. now that her re-

venge has removed her last objection. He loves her
so well that he has forgiven all she has done and
offers to conceal from the child the facts of his par-

entage. Mary Ellen and James Waterman marry
and pursue to the end of their days a blissful existence.

THE FAIR QUEEN
Richard Cu File No. 6740

THE GAY HERITAGE
Mrs. Paul J. Miller File No. 6836

ENGAGING herself in conversation over the phone
with her only son who is in business in the city,

Hattie James urges him to come out to visit her
more often. Dutifully, but reluctant to leave his show-
girl sweetheart, Dan comes, that weekend, and makes
much of displaying aft'ection and interest. When he
leaves however, Nora Dean, the housekeeper, shakes
her head sorrowfully. "Young Danny is changed,
Hattie," she says, "and you can be sure some wom-
an's makin' a fool out of him for him to act that-

away! It's a good thing his father didn't leave him
his money right off!" Hattie ponders over the situa-

tion a long time, but suddenly her thinking is inter-

rupted by a call from her old friend Minerva Lane,
who married into a rich family in a fairly distant

city. "Will you come and help us, Hattie?" Minerva
asks. Demanding no details, Hattie is off at once,

and not long after her arrival, Minerva, widowed and
poverty-stricken, now, dies in her arms, leaving her
guardian of the seventeen year old Barbara. The
girl's return to the old James place effects quite a
change in Hattie and the delighted Nora, but when
Dan, arriving home on a duty call, comes face to

face with Barbara, he sniffs arrogantly and niforms
his mother, later, that the girl is a deadhead and a
flat-tire, as it were. After this, Hattie does not urge
Dan to visit her. In addition, she is annoyed at re-

ports, in a city paper's gossip column, telling of her
son's attachment for Bianca Melo. a siren of the bright
lights. Nora, who has shown this to her, nods sig-

nificantly, as if in reference to a former statement of

hers. Then, one da v. Hattie dies in her sleep-
calmly and peacefully—of her old affliction—her heart.
Her will states that her money is to be divided even-
ly among her three loves—Nora, Dan, and Barbara,
but Dan is not to touch his if he does not first marry
Barbara ! With divorce uppermost in his mind, Dan
faces a preacher with the "flat -tire". He lives with
her, amiably enough, for a while, and then returns to

Bianca who promptly throws him out inasmuch as
she has found better meat, financially. Dan attempts
to turn to his wife, realizing the wrong he has done in

the light of his own experience, but Barbara and Nora
are gone! Five years later, Dan, through sheer de-
termination, has become an industrial executive. Din-
ing with a womaii associate, one evening, at her ex-
clusive women's hotel, Dan hears familiar music. It

is his old favorite song, and his mother had taught
that to Barbara ! Bewildered, Dan inquires. "The
manager, Mrs. Barnes, has us play this very often!"
the band leader replied. Dan sought out the manager
and spoke to her for many moments before he realized
that the beautiful creature was Barbara. Nora, sit-

ting in the room, sneered. "Say Danny," she said,

mimicking his bewildered tone, "if you've learned to

behave, she'll let you look at a mighty handsome
four-year-old kid who has his father's looks but his
mother's nature, thank Heaven !"

BITTER disappointment marked the entry into the
world of the young Mary of Scotland, but the

disappointed father. James V, passed from this

earth six days after the girl-child's coming. Thus
Mary became Queen of Scotland while not yet one
week old! The tumult which raged about her cradle
never ceased. Mary was a menace_ to the crown of

England from her birth, and the danger passed only
with the fall of the axe which ended her tragic life!

Before she was sixteen, Mary was married to the

French Dauphin to whom she had been promised while
yet in her cradle! But the disease -worn prince was
not destined to reign long. Mary grieved for this

youth she had actually grown to love. She returned
to Scotland with a tear in her eye as remembrance
swept her from the happiest days she was ever to

know. Turmoil and unrest now greeted the beauteous
young queen at every turn. Ceaseless friction with
Elizabeth ensued, and never were two more irre-

concilable opponents matched than these. Mary sub-
mitted to but one wish of her people and co- rulers,

but this wish brought more disaster than any other.

Mary must marry, to preserve the succession of her
throne. Elizabeth would have had her wed to Leices-
ter, her own favorite, but Mary scoffed at the idea

and married, instead, Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley. a

mere youth who was next Hneal heir to England's
crown and also claimed succession to the Scottish
throne. From the first, Darnley was a thorn in Mary's
side, but when he instigated the murder of her lover,

a foreign singer whom she made her secretary, Mary
grew more disgusted than ever. It was not long
afterwards that, with the aid of the Earl of Bothwell
and his followers, Mary practically plotted Darnley's
death! Bothwell's trial subsequently was a farce
but it was Mary who suffered because, not long after-

wards, the youth kidnapped her and thereby forced
her into a marriage which shocked the seemingly
shock-proof Scots and gave Elizabeth an opportunity
to achieve her ambition—the destruction of her beau-
tiful rival! Bothwell turned out to be a rotter, but
Elizabeth would know nothing of this. For the ensuing
nineteen years, Mary was moved from place to place
as Elizabeth's prisoner, but she vowed she would die

as befitted a Scottish queen. When Mary was fin-

ally condemned to die on the block for plotting, with

HOT TRAIL
Orien R. John File No. 6851

AN ordinary thirty -two automatic had done the
job, and Sergeant Tom Lawes arrived at the
Station just in time to be present when the men

assigned to the big Brimstein Jewelry murder and
robbery arrived with the two empty shells as the only
evidence. Tom, who had been interested in the study
of firearms since childhood, studied the shells intently
and then set off for the Blue Moon Club where Spike
Brunsetti and his mob could often as not be found.
Yes, Spike and his moll. Nora, to say nothing of the
Brunsetti henchmen, were always there, and always
anticipatory of a visit from Tom whom they called
"Friend"! "He knows his business!" Spike would
tell Nora, often, "But he ain't got nothin' on me,
see baby?" After ordering a drink for Tom, this
particular evening. Spike began to feel him out.
'How's things?" he asked, in one way or another,
and Tom finally told about the gang which had pulled
the Brimstein job, leaving no clue. After a while,
when Spike had agreed that some people were going
too heavy on the "rods", Tom turned to ask Spike's
pal. Smoky, if he could have done a better job. The
Kid, agreed, with Smoky and Spike, that he never
went in for messes of the Brimstein type. Tom re-
ported to the captain, that night, with little addition-
al information, but when two of the men came in,

Tom took them with him in pursuit of a brand new
idea. This time. Tom hid them in a doorway and
started into the Blue Moon alone, getting out just
in time to avoid detection by Spike, and his pals.
Tom followed them, determined upon discovering du-
plicates of the empty shell now in his possession.
By clever figuring and shooting at a blank target, Tom
procured the desired results—and the duplicates! But
that didn't give him a conviction! Tom returned to
the Blue Moon. "You're givin' us quite a play to-
night, ain't you, Tom?" Spike asked. Tom mum-
bled something about a night off and nowheres to
go. After making sure he had given the boys to
understand that he wanted to be a regular fellow, that
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night, Tom asked the way to Rusty Storelli's place-
Spike's rival. "Ain't seen him in ages!" 'Tom ex-

plained. Leaving, however, in a short while, Tom
managed to tell his men to get the drop on anyone
who attempted to follow him and pull them in. Tom
arrived at the Station with Spike and Smoky, in a

few minutes, just in time to see that the Kid had
also been picked up and was squawking callously.

After they were celled, the captain was dubious, des-

pite Tom's evidence. "Leave it to the fancy lawyers
they get!" the captain said. But Tom was deter-

mined to end the gang's activities for all time. Bring-

ing out the Kid whom everyone knew to be a "weak
sister", Tom and the captain questioned him to no
avail. Then, another idea of Tom's sprang into being.

The Kid came clean with a full confession after being
scared into thinking his pals had elected him to

take the rap! Spike and Smoky got theirs and Tom
a good promotion because of his fine record. The Kid
got nothing, but then, no weak sister ever does!

THE RAILROADERS
Reuben Roland File No. 6835

KNOWN to all his fellow railroad employees as
Uncle Tom, Tom Wilson had given a life of ser-

vice to his company, The Central. Now he was
starting- on his last trip, happy because of the fact

that he was leaving his boy Steve in his place, yet
sad because this trip marked a definite close to his
active life. Steve was looking forward to the old
man's retirement because it would mean that he was
to carry on the railroad tradition of the family, and
also because Uncle Tom needed a rest. The rest
that he finally got, however, was not anticipated. It

was death—the result of an accident on the last trip,

caused by an auto full of girls which had gotten
stuck on the tracks before him! Uncle Tom Wilson
had laid down his Hie for his company, the irony of

it being that the car's driver was June Steelman,
niece of the president of the company! It had been in
the Steelman home that Steve first came to. June had
broken the news about Tom's instant death, and
Colonel Steelman himself had been on hand to sym-
pathize and eulogize over the dead man's bravery.
As he recovered, the simple fireman, Steve, realized
that the girl, June, was as much in love with him as
he with her. But one thing, and an important one
stood in their way. This was Frank Hall, the col-
onel's friend—supposedly. June, refusing to marry
Hall and insisting upon announcing her betrothal to
Steve, simply had Steve put on the spot, as it were.
The boy soon found himself discharged from the com-
pany and arrested by the county for carrying liquor

—

a thing he had never done, of course! The colonel
provided his bond and then arranged for him to skip
it and go West. Not long afterwards. Steve picked
up a paper and read of Tune's death! Though life

held no interest for him, he went faithfully about
his railroad job, even though his name was assumed.
Back home, however, big things were doing. In the
first place, Colby Smith, Hall's partner in the owner-
ship of a newspaper, was found mysteriously mur-
dered, but unfortunately for the murderer, O'Day, an
excellent detective, was put on the job. Shortly after.

June read of Steve's death, through an accident

!

Heartbroken, the girl grieved for some time, but
finally, in a fit of total indifference, after her return
from a sojourn abroad, allowed Steelman, who had
been threatened by Hall again, to announce her en-
gagament to the blackguard. They were to be wed
upon the Steelmans" return from a railroad conven-
tion in Los Angeles. Out of courtesy, June invited
the thoroughly rotten Hall to accompany them to the
coast in the colonel's private record-breaking car and
he did, but on the way, the train was delayed forty
minutes. The new engineer, however, ran a thrilling

course with time as his rival, and got the train to

Los Angeles seconds before the original scheduled
time. June hastened to congratulate the engineer

—

an enthusiasm springing from her breeding among
railroad folk. Hall was disgusted with the display of

democracy, but he turned livid when he discovered,
simultaneously with June and Steelman, that the en-

gineer was Steve! O'Day, who had followed Hall
from the East, arrived a moment too late to rescue
the colonel from death froin the miserable Hall's

bullet, but he did identify Hall as Smith's murderer
at once! June and Steve, vindicated and freed, at

last, found happiness in the sympathy and consola-
tion of one another. Steelman, too, it may be said,

found peace and forgiveness, in death.

AMERICAN BOY
Anna Wr^ File No. 6819

AMONG the first to enlist in the World War,
John Carey, long renowned as typifying the
highest type of American youth, finds difficulty

in erasing the horrors of his overseas experiences,
after the Armistice. Meeting the sympathy of his

friends and sister. Jvnie, he rebels and decides to go
away and study medicine. As he is confiding his

ambitions to May, with whom he has always been a

little in love, he carves their initials enclosed by a
heart, in the bark of a big oak. But soon home is

forgotten in the city where he is studying. Having
successfully resisted efforts to draw him into night
life for a long time, he yields, one night, to the invi-

tations of his fellows, and having met Jay Mullens,
the daughter of a banker, he finds himself completely
under her spell, and not a little too fond of the
sparkling water served him. Thus, during one of his

Christmas vacations from the practice he has built

up, he invites most of his gay crowd to his birth-

place. However, the fast -drinking, young people are
not approved of by his family, and his mother, shocked

by the change in her son, becomes ill, after her son
retiJrns to the city, and never fully recovers. May
and John's sister, June, are invited to a party in the
city "in which John lives, a short time later. Tt is

held at a roadhouse. and is so large an affair that
John, who has also been invited, doesn't realize until

late in the evening, that two of the girls who have
been drinking excessively, are his sister and May.
But. having had too much himself, he dares not re-

monstrate, until provoked by their unseemly hilarity,

he begs them to go, refusing to leave himself. The two
girls, subsequently, go hon^e, discouraged by the

failure of their plan to reclaim John from this life.

But. on the way thev meet with an accident, and
John, whose name has been found on their persons.
is summoned. He is filled with remorse when he
realizes that May has lieen badly injured trying to

help him. Tune, fortunately having escaped with a

few bruises. Working ceaselessly back home, where he
proves of invalualile aid during an epidemic, he re-

proaches himself with the thought that May may be
crippled for life. Moreover, his mother dies, asking
him to remain the way he is now, and never go back
to his fateful, reckless ways. Some time later, there-

fore, when Jay, who loves him in her way, comes
for him. he renunciates her, and proposes to May. who
refuses to marry him because she suspects he is mo-
tivated by pity. He is able, however, to perform an
operation upon her which restores the use of her legs

to her. After her recovery is complete, they spend
lots of time together, and one day while they are
skiing in the woods, thej' come to the old oak tree in

which their initials are still carved. With May smil-
ing her adoring approval, John adds a date within
the heart, and takes May into his arms.

TROPICAL LURE
Elizabeth Nelson File No. 6812

SAYING good-bye to one of Helen's friends, the
day before their boat docks at Manila, Marjorie
cannot understand his admonition to go to Helen's

if she should ever need aid. Why should she need
aid? She is to be married tomorrow to Raymond,
whom she loves, and whom she hasn't seen for three
years, having refused his request that they be mar-
ried before he left for Manila to make a quick for-

tune. However, on seeing him, she begins to exper-
ience misgivings for, with little, finely -etched lines

of dissipation on his handsome face, Raymond seems
something of a stranger to her. She is actually re-

pelled when, in his eagerness to see her, he attempts
to make love to her in the room of the hotel he has
chosen for her. Moreover, all through the wedding
ceremony attended by Raymond's gay friends, Mar-
jorie, who has been something of a recluse, teaching
school for the past few years, is beset with doubts.
That night, there is a great celebration! Accom-
panied by her husband's friends, the wedding party
dances wildly from one place to another, drinking
freely in each. Finally at four o'clock someone calls

a halt, but Marjorie, missing her evening bag. leaves
Raymond already half asleep in the car, and returns
to the dressing room. She overhears some of the
women saying that Ray's a rotttr not to tell Marjorie
about the other woman, before marrving her. Thev
add that I\Iarjorie, however, will probably never know.
She turns from the door, and dashes to the car to
find Raymond laughing foolislily, and dangling the
bag which he has found in his pocket. Home, later,

she is prayerfully thankful that Raymond falls into
a drunken stupor, and she fearfully searches for

Helen's address. It is morning when she arrives
there, and Helen, without asking questions, takes
care of her. When Marjorie has recovered from the
excitement of the night, and has told Helen all, she
is surprised to have the blame shifted to her shoulders
because she hadn't married Raymond three years
ago, and come along with him. to this morally-loose
place. When, after finally seeing that there is some
truth in the accusation, she consents to see Raymond,
she learns that he is already on his way. He, soon,
arrives, but before he can apologize, she asks about
the other woman. He tells her about the native girl,

that he. the only white man in a little town, has
lived with. He has intended telling Marjorie, after

living here a little while could have helped her to

understand better. As he tells his story, Marjorie
delects more of the old Raymond, than she has no-

ticed since her arrival. She accepts his pica for for-

giveness, but as he starts to embrace her, she asks

that he wait for one year, until she can forget the

other woman. He agrees, promising, besides, that he

will cut out his excessive drinking. They go in to

breakfast hand in hand, with the complete approval of

Helen, who having stood by. knows that this arrange-

ment will work out.

CITY CALLED HEAVEN
Pearle Webb File No. 6804

O 'DEAREST, freed from the restraint of her life

in a mid- western college, comes to New York
to see life, as it were, but discovers the Big

City holds nothing for one who is of a mind to be
simple in tastes and Christian at heart. She is

about to return to the West when she meets Aurice.
an aesthetic young intellectual. They fall in love,

but because O'Dearest entertains a former college
friend, Aurice grows jealous and lures her to Cen-
tral Park where he kills both himself and her! The
att.r-Iifr fin.U Aurice severed from O'Dearest forever
unit, vt.Tiiitv, he roaming the \"ale of darkness while
she is admitted into Heaven's saintly portals. It is

from this point that the story reaches its full sig-

nificance! "Fare ye well, poor sinner; I've done my

work," sings the chorus of heavenly voices as Aurice,
bloodstained and groaning, sets out upon his wan-
derings in the darkness. O'Dearest, on the other
hand, gropes through the darkness to the golden
ladder entwined with flowers which give off exquisite
perfume as the heavenlv chorus chants the City
Called Heaven and Deep River. The voices swell to

a magnificent crescendo as she sights a golden candle
beam. Then, her deceased loved ones, candles in hand,
form a lane of light which she passes through to cross
the River Jordan! Suddenly, the City called Heaven
emerges from the clouds! O'Dearest walks along
slowly, gazing at the golden streets, the mansions of
gold and jewels, the flowers, and fountains that never
run dry. Showers of flowers and golden beams fall

over her. spray-like, as she follows the procession
of starry -crowned angels. "Aurice!" she cries, sud-
denly. "Aurice!". but the creatures about her have
forgotten the troubles of earth, and Aurice has been
doomed to the \'ale Of Darkness because of his self-

destruction. Through the caverns of eternity he is

doomed to wander—but he hears her cries through
the black. Seeing her vision, there in the golden
light, he knows she will soon drink of the fountain
which will make her forget! But he must go on. tor-
tured and hopeless with longing—never to be for-
given! "Listen to de lambs, all a-crying," the chorus
chants on, but Aurice sobs unheard. St. Peter hushes
them by calling O'Dearest by name. Startled from
her cries, she approaches the throne silently, and
drinks from the pure waters which never run dry as
he writes her name in the Book Of Gold. O'Dearest
cannot hear Aurice's sobs, now, because her birth
into Heaven is being celebrated by a chorus of Halle-
lujahs which fairlv rocks the earth as O'Dearest takes
her place in the City Called Heaven! The golden gate
has swung open, admitting the righteous one by one
to welcome O'Dearest. "And I saw a new Heaven
and a new earth." throbbed through her as the
Hallelujah chorus broke into the beautiful strains of
the City Called Heaven as it dies away in the distance!

BITTER HONEY
! Lee Thomson File No. 6806

AS they are joyously riding toward Wyoming to
spend their honeymoon, the automobile in which
are Lou Ellen and her beloved bridegroom, Dan,

having been tinkered with by a jealous suitor, stalls
on a railroad track. Dan, having gotten out to see
what is wrong, is hurled aside by the oncoming train;
while Lou Ellen is shoved along in the wreckage of
the car. Therefore. Dan is rescued by some travel-
lers, who finding only him. bring him to a hospital.
For three weeks, he is unable to talk, but during
that time. Violette, his nurse, has fallen in love with
him. She finds out who he is, and to avoid losing
hun, tells him that Lou Ellen is dead, and that his
bride's family will never forgive him for the acci-
dent effected by his carelessness. With the aid of
her uncle Dave, whom she has told that she will risk
anything for happiness with Dan, however brief,
Violette, moreover, is able to arouse so much grati-
tude in Dan, that, when a faked telegram from his
people tells him they never want to see him again,
he promises that he will marry Violette. But, griev-
ing for Lou Ellen, as he always has since hearing the
report of her death, he accepts a position as inspector
of one of the mills belonging to Violette's uncle Dave.
The plant is located in the town in which he and
Lou Ellen have planned to spend their honeymoon!
While on the train destined for the town, he exper-
iences an unmistakable feeling of relief. Arrived at
Macon, Wyoming, he finishes his business in three
days, and decides to take the daughter of his employer
to the Thanksgiving Dance at the Rainbow Hotel.
There, to his astonishment, he sees a girl whom he
believes at first to be Lou Ellen. Juna, whom he is

dancing with, however, informs him that she is the
beautiful Agnes Vance who. tomorrow, is to be mar-
ried to Mr. Larkin. He cannot believe that she is

not, indeed, Lou Ellen, but surely his bride would
have recognized him. The next morning, hearing
that the beautiful girl is at the air-port, he goes there.
He watches her plane swoop crazily, and suddenly
crash. Rushing her to the hospital, he is called into
her room. On seeing him she screams, "Dan!"
When she has recovered, she explains that the acci-
dent which has separated them, bereft her of her
memory. Having attracted Mr. Larkin, whom she
despises, he has forced her to agree to marry him.
Then, having overheard the doctor tell Larkin that
only a severe shock could restore her memory, she
decides to try airplane stunt- flying. The crash ef-

fects the restoration, that flying could not accomplish.
A special delivery letter is delivered. \'iolette, loving
Dan, has been unable to proceed with her falsehoods,

and confesses all, wishing him happiness, and suc-

cess in his search for Lou Ellen. They both send
her word of their joyous reunion, and send their af-

fectionate farewells. Lou Ellen begins to giggle,

"Look, Dan," she says, "we've at least honeymooned
in Wyoming." "Even if the honey has been a little

bitter," he rejoins, taking her in his arms.

DOCTORS DECEIVE
Elizabeth Lake File No. 6603

ELSIE DL'RAN, a nurse from one of Chicago's
largest hospitals, comes into the Western min-
ing country. She has just turned down a propo-

sal of marriage from a millionaire patient because
she thought she could not fill the bill of a step-
mother properly, but in the West, she meets a young
physician, Wayne Laswell, who also proposes. She
promises to marry him if he will promise to be honest
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with her in all things. She explains that his love

with her, is a business proposition, and is to be

carried on as such. "If either of us meets someone
else, we will turn in our cards!" she adds, by way
of expanding the idea. While she inakes him promise
to work toward bettering their environment, Elsie

herself attempts to fill her time with hard work be-

cause the only possible associates she can have are

the ignorant miners. At night, Elsie is always alone

because Wayne's work necessitates his being away
evenings. He tells her, often, that he has been to

other camps, but she often discovers him sitting about

the houses of their own camp, and especially at the

home of Elsie's sister who has also become a mem-
ber of the camp. One day, Elsie discovers Wayne
kissing her sister passionately. Although she evmces
httle interest and no surprise, the sister begs her

forgiveness but explains the affair has been going on

for quite a while. Elsie handles the matter dispas-

sionately, announcing that inasmuch as she bears

Wayne no love, the other woman is welcome to his

kisses, but from this time on, Elsie finds her love for

Wayne ebbing, gradually. It is about this time, too.

that a young relative of Elsie's comes to stay with

the Laswells. Wayne is drawn toward the girl who
is eighteen, and pretty, but Elsie appears less con-

cerned than ever when she surprises them, now and
again, kissing, and finally, as participants in a

scene wherein the girl is perched on Wayne's lap

clad only in a thin nightgown! This time, however,
Wayne himself realizes that trouble is on the way
and requests Elsie to send the girl away. Elsie does

so, calmly enough, but the girl returns to point an

accusing finger at Elsie, demanding she be allowed

to remain, inasmuch as she feels it is Elsie and not

Wayne who desires her departure. Elsie tells the

girl to remain, then, until Wayne should decide it

time for her to go. This makes the girl bolder and
she tells Elsie that Wayne has, in fact, begged her

to run off with him to be married. Elsie decides to

bring things to a head, that night, so when Wayne
returns at the close of the day she confronts him
with the girl's story. Wayne vehemently denies the

girl's claim and persists in accusing both women of at-

tempting to frame him. Elsie realizes that the girl is

telling the truth when she goes to him, before Elsie,

and tells him of all he has promised her. Realizing that

she is to have a child, Elsie begs Wayne to get out,

inasmuch as she has nothing but contempt for him,
but he will not go. Immediately prior to Elsie's con-
finement, however, he moves to a nearby town with

her sister and will do nothing to help his wife.

When her time comes, Elsie realizes she is alone and
in danger, so, near exhaustion, she cries for help.

An old neighbor woman brings a physician and the

physician, in turn, is amazed to learn that his pa-

tient is none other than the supposedly fine young
Doctor Laswell's wife. He is shocked to learn that

Wayne has sworn to prevent the child from living.

From the time of her son's birth, however, Elsie

turns the tide of things in general by rearing her

boy to hate his father, and when he grows older, she

explains her reasons for doing as she has done. Still,

with all this, Wayne continues with his intrigues and
affairs with other women, and somehow, Elsie man-
ages to hear about them all from other women.
When the boy is thirteen, Elsie realizes that all her
attempts to spite Wayne have merely ended in her
own martyrdom. Hence, she sallies forth into town
and purchases a flashy car and some styHsh clothes,

the like of which she has never worn before. Elsie,

who is really quite pretty in her own way. creates

somewhat of a splash and Wayne begins to see his

wife in a new light. He makes several attempts at

reconciliation but the girl merely laughs them off.

To carry her game further, Elsie turns to Wayne's
friend, Harold Shelly, who has been living in their

house for years, and not only confides in him but
asks him to accompany her on many jaunts and sallies

into the gayer life which is so new to her. Soon
Elsie realizes that she is madly in love with Shelly,

and this love becomes the absorbing passion of her
life. Harold, however, is cautious, so to try to for-

get this passion, and also to make him jealous,

Elsie throws herself into the gay life. It is at this

time that Wayne makes another fruitless attempt to

regain his wife. He uses the boy as part of his

campaign, but even this does not work. One day,
Elsie becomes seriously ill. The specialist confines

her to her bed and prophesies that her life will not
last much longer inasmuch as she has overtaxed her
brain and heart, but she seeks out Harold and tells

him the real reason for all this—of her love, in other
words—and of how she had used htm, at first, for

spite, but soon grew to love him more than life it-

self! Pressing her to him, to signify his own de-

votion and forgiveness, Harold realizes that Elsie has
gone limp in his arms. She is dead! Facing Wayne
with the dead body of Elsie in his arms, Harold says:
"Wayne, all you ever possessed of her was her body
and that is still yours." Seeing Harold go, sadly,

Wayne turns to his boy. "Son," he says, "I guess
your mother died happy—she died away from home
and from us." Suddenly, all of Elsie's training

shouts forth and tingles in the boy's inner conscious-
ness. "Who drove her to it?" he cries, "you, YOU,
I tell you. You killed every good thing about her—
even to her soul. I hate you! Yes, I hate you of

my own accord, now, because I can see it all clearly!"

In a moment, the boy is gone, and Wayne knows it

forever!

CLEVER TOO LATE
Zoe Lynn File No. 6861

SEATING herself at the breakfast table with a
cheery good morning to her mother, who is pre-
paring breakfast, Joyce Dean arouses a brusque

response from her parent when she announces that
she contemplates having her voice trained. Un-
daunted by the coolness that her manifesto receii'es,

she explains that while she was alone in her office,

singing to herself, her boss came in. Mrs. Dean in-

terrupts, grimly supposing that she was immediately
fired and. therefore, contemplates taking vocal les-

sons to keep herself occupied, but Joyce, with an
amused expression, assures the older woman that she

still has her position. Then blithely continuing her
recital, she x^eports that her employer, expressing
surprise at the quality of her voice, told her that she
sings like a nightingale. At this point, her unsym-
pathetic audience cynically breaks in with the ex-
planation that he undoubtedly meant, like a nightin-

gale being choked. However, as Joyce is about to

make a reply to the uncoinplimentary statement, she

gets side-tracked in a protest against the big helping
of potatoes, which Mrs. Dean is putting on her
plate. Her mother's scathing rebuke to her for pro-
testing against getting fat is that she is now so thin

that if she had a pain midway between, she wouldn't
know whether it was in her stomach or in her back.
Moreover, when Joyce petulantly complains that her
mother feeds her as if she were a little pig, the other
replies with scorn, that if she had a pig as skinny
as Joyce is, she would put it in an incubator. The
young girl seems to have conceded the victory to her
mother, but while Mrs. Dean's broad back is turned,
she mischievously forms a sort of barricade of the
sugar bowl and large milk pitcher, and talking rapidly
meanwhile, she transfers the offending potatoes from
her plate to an empty one, and breakfasts triumphant-
ly on toast and coffee. Returning to the story of her
employer's discovery that she has a voice, Joyce
avers that although he might not have gone so far as
to say she sings like a nightingale, he did remark
that he had some knowledge of music, having studied
himself, and that he readily recognizes that her voice
has quality. With this encouragement, Joyce has
discovered that Lola Norton, a girl whom, incidentally,

Mrs. Dean approves of because she has some meat on
her bones, is singing on the concert stage, now, and
as long as a person like her employer can discern her
talent she is firmly convinced that she can do as
well as Lola. While Joyce is talking, noting that the
toast is too well buttered in the center, she scoops
out the buttered portion, and leaves most of the
toast behind with the potatoes. Appealing to her
with promises of the change to a better neighborhood
should she achieve success, she is able to secure her
support only after rendering a selection; and seizing
the psychological moment when Mrs. Dean's resistance
rs lowered by pride in the performance and another
far-off glow, which hearkens back to the time she gave
up her own musical ambitions to marry Joyce's pro-
mising father, who spoiled everything by taking to
drink, she clinches her victory over her mother by
telling her that in her daughter's success, she can get
all the glory she was deprived of by marriage. Joyce,
having won, leaves, and Mrs. Dean starts humming
reminiscently, until catching sight of the potatoes,
she glares at the door, then smiles indulgently.

IMPATIENCE
Frederic G. Gadbois FUe No. 6855

STRUGGLING through long years of hardship as
a landscape painter, James Buchanan, inspired by
an ineffable appreciation of the beauties of na-

ture, captures on canvas the glory of what he has
seen. His picture is exhibited, gaining public recog-
nition immediately, and with his election to the
Royal Academy, while still in his early thirties, a
brilliant future is predicted for him. However, just
as the realization of all his ambitions seems at hand,
he is visited by a terrible catastrophe—an accident
leaves him with a double cataract, and he is threat-
ened with total blindness. For two years he is forced
to wait in an idleness more torturous than death,
while his surgeon waits for the proper time to operate.
Meanwhile, he finds himself with nothing else that
he can do except watch the implacable approach of
the complete darkening of his vision, his work forced
to be abandoned at the very moment when success
seems most certain. Only the hope that the surgeon
extends to him, keeps him from suicide, again and
again. At length, just as he feels that he can endure
this no more, the doctor tells him that he will pro-
ceed immediately, holding out to him the certainty
that there is but one chance in a thousand of failure.
The operation is performed, and to the restless, fever-
ish, questioning of the patient, the answer comes that
there is no way of determining until the bandages are
removed, whether or not the treatment has been ef-
fective. For days, James Buchanan, his head swathed
in surgical gauze, torments his doctor and nurse
with his impatience. He resolutely refuses to see
anyone whom he knows, until he can meet them with-
out the conviction that their feelings for him are but
inspired by pity. He has received flowers and mes-
sages from many of the people he has known in the
day,s of his poverty, including touching pleas from
Anne Trescott, whom he has tried to put from his
mind in the last two years with scant success, but
to her as to others, he sends brief notes, declining to
be visited. Now his nurse. Miss Morrow, worn out
by her long vigil at his side, tells him that it is

thirty -five minutes past eight, and at nine o'clock,
according to the surgeon's orders, she is to remove
the bandages and sight will be his again. Unnerved,
he reminds her that there is a possibility that he
may be totally bUnd, but reassuring him she leaves
him for a few moments. He recalls the doctor's in-
structions that, as he will be out of town, the nurse
is to remove the dressings, a performance so simple
that the patient himself could do it. The electric
clock chimes nine o'clock, and desperate because Miss
Morrow has not returned, his fingers cautiously steal
to his head and he l^egins loosening the gauze, with
unsteady fingers. There is an electric light on the
table near his elbow, he knows, and catching a glim-
mer of diffused light through the few remaining

he closes his eyes as he peels off the last

layer. Opening them slowly and painfully, he stares
into the blackness, and cries out in anguish. Trusting
in the one chance, that the light is extinguished, he
reaches for the socket only to encounter a hot bulb.

Switching on the light, he realizes to his intense dis-

may, that no bit of light pierces the dread blackness,
and revolting against the prospect of a life of continual
physical dependence, he reaches for the revolver he
has kept handy, and puts a bullet through his brain.

Miss Morrow, returning a few seconds later, pulls

the drapes aside and calling through the darkness,
explains that the janitor is bringing up candles,—the
power failed in the house a few minutes ago.

THIS SIDE OF THE LAW
Harris G. Nu File No. 6834

doomed, and not a soulTHE accus.
packed courtroom would have denied this. The
aged and widowed Mrs. Bernshaw, a benevolent

and respected soul of sixty-seven had been murdered

—

a dagger having been found in her heart. Why ?

Firstly, because she had been trustingly foolish
enough to keep, with her solitary self, a metal safe
containing precious jewels and bonds; and secondly,
because some fiend had been heartless enough to de-
sire these and place them before the most important
thing in the world—human life! Now Jensen Plolmes,
lame, a simple grocer's clerk was on trial for his
life. After all, the community's contention held,
Holmes had been definitely placed as the murderer
by the county and Philip Mervin, a brilliant young
detective who had come to town from the city, for a
rest, yet had worked tirelessly on the case, along
with David Langley, the prosecutor, and incidentally
Mrs. Bernshaw's protegee and heir. But Holmes'
trial was a cut and dried affair despite its thrilling
and breathless moments when justice hung by hairs.
The man, no doubt, could not disprove the evidence,
circumstantial though it was. On the eve of the
trial's close, Langley called Mervin to the stand for
the tenth time, at least. The detective's testimony
caused much tongue -clacking and righteous head-
perking throughout the woman's contingent of court-
room visitors. What a fine fellow, he is, they thought,
and said. Mervin stated his findings. The hilt of
the knife which killed the old lady was handled by
Holmes ! The fountain pen of the prisoner was dis-
covered in the room wherein she was murdered! The
soft clay outside the window indicated that a lame
man wearing Holmes' size shoe had been there!
Holmes, indeed, appeared to be a horrible person!
When the meek man was brought to the stand, how-
ever, a messanger arrived with red roses. The card
was inscribed with a sympathetic paragraph, ending:
"May you find cheer in these roses that are so sym-
bolic of our life ; we bud ; we bloom ; and then we
wither and die!" Jensen swore he had seen the knife
handle, but not on the knife! An old woman, not
Mrs. Bernshaw, however, had brought a cane with
such a handle into the grocery, and he, Holmes, had
held it in his hand to admire it, at her request! After
Langley's summing up, he called Mervin to the stand
once more to identify the knife. Mervin, bland and
smiling, advanced, but Langley gave him no chance
to move. In a moment, the prosecutor had him
dragged to the bar and his own prisoner freed. Lang-
ley, discovering that the imprints supposed to be made
by the lame man, in the soft clay, were not uniform
in pressure, suggesting that they had been faked, had
had Mervin, who wore the same size shoe, shadowed
and traced. He \yas a man of many aliases and dia-
bolically clever disguises. Someone always took the
rap, as it were, for him, and he always sent this
someone the red roses with the maudlin card! The
crowd swarmed about the now-heroic Holmes as
Langley now proved his point conclusively. On the
eve of Mervin's conviction, a huge bouquet with the
time-worn inscription arrived in court for him—from
this side of the law!

THE CALL OF THE PINES
Gladys M. Pruden File No. 6831

FOLLOWING closely the old saying that opposites
attract, Rose Crowthers and Irene Middleton found
a great deal in common. Rose, a sweet -faced

country girl whose father, the old colonel, had raised
her from the time her mother had died in childbirth,
was vastly different from Irene, city bred and sophis-
ticated, yet the two were inseparable! It was shortly
after their graduation from college that Irene de-
cided to go out to Cody to visit her school chum.
Before she went, however, a slight sraashup of her
car brought her face to face with a handsome bronzed
individual who appealed to her as no man before him.
But the stranger was decidedly disinterested in the
vivacious Irene, Telling her kind parents about him
that night, however, Irene made a significant remark.
"I'll find out who he is and make him travel my
way if it takes all summer!" she said. Mr. Middle-
ton laughed. "That was Donald Storrs, the young
architect, my dear," he said, "and he was telling me
about the smashup today, at the club. I hear he's
going out to the Pines in the region where your young
friend Rose lives!" Irene's visit became a glowing
reality, but she did not leave for several days be-
cause of the fact that the accumulation of a suitable
wardrobe was paramount in her campaign. Rose,
however, following her usual peaceful existence with
her dearly beloved father, was spending her days
painting in the pine woods, and was thus occupied
when Don Storrs came into her life. Beginning by ad-
miring her painting, he soon became a steady caller
at her home, a good friend of the colonel's, and an
adored slave of the lovely girl's. By the time Irene
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arrived, surprising everyone. Rose and Donaltl were

practically betrothed, and the colonel was most happy

over this. Irene, however, was not the altruistic

type. .She had seen Donald Storrs first, and she had

vowed to ensnare him. She did not succeed in this,

however, but she did manage to keep Don occupied in

entertaining her, in Rose's behalf, and also in keeping

Rose and Don frotti having any moments alone. Thus,

when the time came for Don to depart for Washing-
ton, again, he could not say the tender farewell words

he had planned on because Irene was at Rose's elbow.

The night before his departure, however, he dis-

patched a note to his love. "Meet at our dear tree

where we pledged our love," it read, but inasmuch as

Rose was ill in bed from pining over Don's abrupt

departure, Irene took it and never brought it to light

after she had read it! Since Rose was failing, daily,

and the colonel's health on the decline, Irene, fed up
with the quiet life, departed for the social life in

Washington which she loved so dearly. The colonel

died shortly after her departure, and Rose buried him
next to her mother, rented the old home, and also

left for Washington to exhibit her finished painting.

The latter took the city by storm, and it was through
this that Donald managed to trace her. The reunion

was effected at a dinner given in Rose's honor by the

artist, Swaffer. and his wife and daughter, Gwen, who
Rose realized was sincere, and vastly different from
Irene. It was on the terrace of the Swaffers' place

that Rose first saw Don. Somehow, seeing one an-

other, neither spoke what was foremost in their minds.

Don. having travelled to Cody to find Rose, knew
what had happened. When he saw her. he under-
stood the rest. "It was the call of the pines which
brought us together priinarily." he said, "and now
it is The Call Of The Pines (Rose's painting) again!"

LOVE WEAKNESS
Lois H. Conabe File No. 6891

FROM the beginning. Nell has felt drawn toward
Billy Lang, but she has known, loo, that he would
never consider marriage with her because of the

fact that she is merely a mill district girl. When
Billy graduates from law school, however, and enters

his father's firm, Nell applies for the position as his

secretary and qualifies. For five years, she plugs

away tirelessly, despite the fact that Billy marries

Leona Stone, the family's choice, and in all this

time. Billy is totally unaware of the beautiful secre-

tary's devotion. One day, however, after Nell has
overheard Billy tell his father how disappointed he is

because Leona has not borne a child, she goes to him
and begs him to allow her to fill that place in his

life! After recovering from the shock. Billy realizes

that there is more to Nell than her faithful work and
mill background. Given impetus, therefore, the affair

develops rapidly and soon Nell bears her lover a

beautiful son. Billy, Jr., but she soon realizes the

folly of her deed—of the unhappiness she has caused
many people—and leaves town without the baby

!

Billy grieves for some time, but the baby, whose
parentage Leona has assumed, makes him forget.

Nell's life, from this point, becomes living torture.

From place to place she wanders, earning her living

in the traditional manner of the woman whose educa-
tion and resources are nil, and following her boy from
place to place, doggedly. After twenty years of this,

Nell meets her son face to face under the shadow of

the red lamp. The boy. startled by the softness hi

her eyes, pleads with Nell to get out of her life

and come to his home as housekeeper and caretaker.
For four years, Nell's life is happy. Still beautiful

at forty-five, she leaves for Calfornia while Bill, her
son, is settling down to married life. He has settled

an income upon her, providing she does not seek other
lovers. In California, however, she meets Bill, her
lover. He begs her to allow him to divorce Leona
and marry him. but Nell refuses, firmly. Finally,
when she can stand it no longer, she confesses her
story. Disgusted. Billy leaves for New York. She
follows, and goes to see her son at once, fearful that
Billy has returned home to tell him everything. One
look at her son's face tells her that his father has
blurted out the entire tale, distrusting her. But a
beautiful gleam enters Nell's eyes as her boy takes
her into his arms. "Mother," he says, for the first

time, and his ^vife. too. weeps hot tears on her neck.
When Billy's daughter is five years old, Nell dies

from pneunionia^under his roof. Her son and his

family are at her bedside until the end. Two years
later,—Christmas,—Billy, Sr. and Leona come to call,

and Leona expresses only kindness and sympathy for

the woman who has borne her child for her. Billy.

Sr., too. is most repentant, but Billy, Jr. is happiest
of all. After all, he has shown appreciation and love^
the most he could give to his mother who starved for

love more than anything else!
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some, intelligent, and poised as well as any of the

other men of Mary's set! Mary was not herself after

her luncheon with Nadine. but her aunt did not think

to ask. The woman's joy in the fact that Mack Grim-
mer had not been around the house for days was self-

evident. It was the next morning, then, after a

sleepless and tearful night, that Mary faced Aunty
across the breakfast table. "Think you can stand
that trip to Europe you wanted so badly, last

Spring?" queried the girl, trembling. Aunty did not
stop to analyze. By the afternoon, she had engaged
passage for both of them and purchased half of her
going- away wardrobe. Mary's note to Mack,—brief

and passionless,—had brought forth no results. Evi-
dently, he wasn't even interested! The voyage to

Europe was somewhat of a relief after the past days
of fierce lovemaking by Frank Wells, an old suitor

Mary had encouraged—to appease her own vanity.
Why. she wondered now, had she gone off wearing
Frank's Zeta Psi pin? Well, it was pretty!

La Verne Rudolph, in Paris, was the first to notice
the pin. "I intend to marry you!" he told Mary,
but suddenly, Mary and Aunty found themselves in

Venice and in the hands of Lorenzo Valez. "Well."
Aunty sulked, "he's better than Mack Grimmer, any-
way!" But Mary grew restless in time and soon they
were in Madrid. Pedro was the nicest thing about
Madrid. Aunty still thought Mary's choice' was su-
perior to Mack, but she was sorely disappointed inas-

much as it was Pedro who turned' out to be a friend
and adviser. Mary had spilled the entire story of

Mack, Nadine, and Frank to him, and he. in turn,
had said: "Go home and marry that boy !" Yes,
Mack had said: "Ashes to ashes and salt to salt; if

you don't get your man it's your own darned fault!",

but what did it get one? After Pedro and finally

Bruce Arlington, in London. Mary and Aunty went
home. Frank called at once to ascertain Mary's ans-
wer which she was supposed to give, upon her re-

turn. "Please wait, Frank," Mary pleaded. There
was a party at the country club the first week after

Mary's return—for Mary. Never in her life had the

girl suffered such torture ! There she was, her gay,
mad self—the person who existed before the advent
of Mack Grimmer—but it was horrible! Everyone,
everywhere, was coupling her name with Frank's.
Would she really take a place, some day, in all this

with him? Mary felt faint as Frank escorted her to

a sequestered corner of the terrace. As Frank went
off to get some water, Mary gasped. Suddenly, she
was in Mack's arms, knowing full well that Nadine
had lied! The dust of the West was still on his

boots, practically

!

THE OPPORTUNIST
Mrs. Bessie M. Dahn File No. 6822

THE DELUSION OF WOMEN
Mrs. B. Laramore File No. 6818

AUDREY ALLEN had been married two years and
was keeping house in a unique apartment on
Chicago's North Side. The envy of all of her

friends because of her husband's wealth and good
looks, Audrey, after two years, was to meet bitter
disillusion. Beth Aiken. Audrey's best friend, was
the indirect cause of the whole matter. Having been
in Europe the whole two years between the time slie

had been Audrey's maid of honor and the time she
was visiting her friend for the first time. Beth was
delighted to accompany Audrey on a drive through
the park before going directly to the Hudson apart-
ment. As they drove through, chatting, Audrey sud-
denly nudged Beth in a startled manner. "Charles!"
she cried, "Look, Beth!" Beth's eyes told her her
friend was not mistaken. There, in a handsome coupe
by the side of the lake, sat Charles, Audrey Allen's
husband, and an exquisite girl—cooing! On the way
home, the two women stopped at Charles' office, but
there he was, his usual smiling and handsome self!

"You certainly move quickly, mv dear!" Audrey re-
marked, coldly. Charles seemed sincerely oblivious
to everything she was intimating, and that night, at
dinner and afterwards, he was the perfect husband
and host. Unable to understand, but unwilling to in-

terfere. Beth left, that night, as much in the dark as
ever. For two days, she went about with nothing
but Audrey on her mind, vet she could not bring her-
self to interfere. On the third day, however, Beth
found herself in Audrey's bedroom. "Audrey!" she
cried, "you're ill!" Audrey sobbed in answer, but,
after many minutes, she told Beth the whole story
of how, ever since her encounter with Charles, in
the park, she had been meeting him all over town
with the girl! "He bought her an expensive diamond
solitaire, todav!" she sobbed, in conclusion. Towards
dinner, Beth left, but only after leaving explicit in-
structions with Audrey's old family servant, Tenny,
a negro, to watch Mrs. Hudson and call her "should
anything transpire. Beth had not been home an
hour when she was summoned. Arriving at the Hud-
son apartment, Beth realized that Auilrev had at-
tempted suicide! Beth set to work reviving her. be-
fore calling the doctor, and after he was gone, she
m;inaged to get her friend back into a fairly cheerful
moud. Seeing this. Beth sped to Charles' office.
There, in his sitting room, was a man almost exactly
like him in appearance! The beautiful girl was there,
too, and a tremendous diamond sparkled on her left
hand. "My brother and sister-in-law to be, Beth,"
Charles remarked, by way of introduction. Beth did
not get a chance to speak. Charles need not know
Audrey had prepared to sacrifice for a condition which
did not exist. That night, Beth was with Audrey as
Charles entered with the young couple. "You '

see,
dear," he said to Audrey, "vour new sister-in-law is
Mrs. Baird's sister from the West. If I confided in
you. you'd spill the beans!" Audrey hardly said a
word. She couldn't. Beth sat by, too. Though
Charles was puzzled, he asked no questions. Such
are the delusions '

HE was a dreamer.—Paul Bryan,—but not moulded
in the thoughtless pattern of most. The young-
est of six, Paul was obsessed with the desire to

lie free and unbabied, but this did not come until all

the sisters and brothers were married. Then, the
youth grew restless there, at home alone with just
his mother. Soon, the ways of fortune carried him
off to town—away from the suburbs. Always music-
loving and ambitious, the youth had taught himself
to fiddle and play the banjo in a uniquely mournful
and melodic way. With the advent of the radio, he
was not long in being discovered. Before he was
twenty-one, Paul became a band leader in a glitter-

ing night club—the usual outcome of radio success, at

the time. The Bryans were distinctly annoyed, but
Paul was intrigued by the life. "That," he told his

mother, "is living! We merely exist, here, in the
suburbs." Mrs. Bryan winced. "Do what you like,

son," she said, "but here is where I stay." Paul,
always willing to please providing his own life was
not concerned particularly, stayed on, but he did
so because his flashy car, tearing through Westchester,
was a brilliant sight, and it was just so much rit-

zier, as it were, to speak of one's suburban home!
When he met Rose, however, he took an apartment
in town. The family was exasperated but curious
about Rose Lombard, but Paul would not act until
he felt certain of what to do. He was positive they
would not approve her painted face and nicotine-
stained fingers, yet he could think of no other way
to present her. Suddenly, an idea came. Arranging
an elaborate dinner in his rooms, he summoned the
family, but even in her own background. Rose couldn't
go over—they were so frozen! One week later, Paul
turned up at his sister Lucilee's, with Rose, and
claimed they had been married. "I knew you liked
Rose, Lou!" Paul said. "Do what you want in town,
Paul," his sister admonished, "but don't try innova-
tions here ! Why the devil don't you get married,
you sap?" Paul and Rose laughed because they had
never thought of it—at least Paul hadn't! He had
been interested in winning over the family. The next
day. the pair turned up at Paul's—with their license
and baggage. Rose protested against living with Mrs.
Bryan, but Paul insisted she try, at least. Before
the first month was up. the Bryans were literally
twisted about Rose's finger, and each and every one
believed her a most charming individual! Rose was
queer, in ways, but lovable. For six months, glor-
ious happiness reigned. Then, one day, Rose's sis-

ter arrived in town for a visit. "Let her stay at
the hotel," Rose urged Paul, "she likes comfort, and
service!" Paul didn't understand until, one day, the
girl called at his office. Rose, of all people, had been
married before, and her husband was hot on her trail.

"We told her he's back—and not dead." the sister
told Paul, "but she won't listen. We thought you
should know!'' When Paul returned home, Rose was
gone! Comforted by his mother, Paul did not wander
again. Rose had returned to the fast life for relief,

breaking Paul's heart and shattering his ideals! But
Paul says he will go in for a music career and try
to make his mother proud of him.

LAWYER KINGSTON'S CASE
Paulii ! E. Hatten File No. 6810

HA\ list, been summoned home from college bv a
telegram from her father telling her he is' in
trouble. Marcia Reinstan finds that her father

has been accused of murder. He tells her that, while
in the woods, he heard two shots and then found the
body of Felix Burton and a man he believes to have
been Alex Goldman, running away. Found by the
dead man's son who has hated him since being pre-
vented from seeing June. Jlarcia's sister. Mr. Rein-
stan is held for murder. Moreover, when Goldman
IS arrested as the owner of the gun, he claims that
Mr. Reinstan borrowed it from him! Goldman hires
the best lawyer in the country, Alfred Kingston, to
defend him. Promising to help her father. Marcia,
wearmg a faded dress, raps, next morning, at the
back door of Alfred Kingston's bachelor apartment,
and. begging for food, is grudgingly admitted by the
cook. Just then. Kingston asks his butler to get a
substitute for his maid, who has been sent off to
his mother's for a few weeks. Approving of her ap-
pearance. Kingston permits Marcia to fill the posi-
tion. Having been given e.xplicit instructions, con-
cerning the work she is to do, Marcia starts in. That
night, there is a party and Marcia notices, with unac-
countable displeasure, that her young employer is
paying considerable attention to a brunette whose
picture she has noticed in his room while dusting it.

As the days pass, however, Kingston brings his work
home more often and finds pleasure in being under the
same roof as his maid. One day. he asks her if
she can type, and offers her a position in his office
while his secretary is on her vacation. When she
accepts, he returns to his office and presents his
secretary with a check, explaining that this should pay
her passage on a trip to Europe for her health! She
remonstrates, reminding him that the Goldman case
is coming up, but yields, wondering. Marcia. in a
new outfit, pleases him, but she discovers that she is
not so anxious to force information from him—even
to clear her father! However, she continues, and
one night, having permitted him to come to her
apartment, sees that he drinks too much champagne.
When he asks her to marry him. she jokingly insists
upon going to the office safe to get the engagement
ring she knows the brunette has returned. Rejoicing
in the success of her plans, Marcia opens the safe
and finds a letter from Goldman telling that he is the
murderer! The letter also contains an offer to King-
ston of ten thousand dollars in the event Goldman is
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freed. Marcia takes the letter and. the next morn-
ing being the day of trial, comes into the otfice look-

ing especially lovely. However, at the courthouse,
considerable confusion ensues because Goldman's law-

yer has not appeared, so Goldman, in desperation,

rushes out to get him. He comes to Kingston's of-

fice in time to hear Marcia explain that she is

Reinstan's daughter. Kingston tells Marcia that, in

that case, he will surely not defend the true murderer.

As the lovers embrace, Goldman, whose mind has be-

come tangled by a series of events too much for him,

walks to the sheriff's and confesses the crime!

THE ERRING WAY
Mrs. Florence Pinkston File No. 6811

ALTHOUGH her father disapproves of Jim Blake,

Bessie Sanders, with the aid of her mother,

continues to see the wealthy stranger. One
night he tries to tell her he loves her, but realizing

that he has been drinking, she tells him that she

never wants to see him again. After a few miserable

months during which he seems to have taken her at

her word, they meet again, and are married. Jim
promises that he will never drink again, but within a

few months he ignores his promise. Bessie's mother,

who has always interceded in her behalf, dies, and
her father refuses to live with her because she is

married to a drunkard. Moreover, despite the fact

that she has a baby, Jim continues to mar their hap-

piness with his alcoholic excesses. Thus, one day
when he strikes her, Bessie, although she still loves

Jim, decides to leave him, taking their three-year-

old daughter, Ruth. She finds a position and leaves

Ruth, while she is working, with kindly Mrs. Blark.

Having invited Jim to see their child whenever he
wants to, she is disappointed that he makes no effort

to call when she is home, but always during the day.

In this way Ruth lives until she is nine years old.

Then, her mother secures a position with an old

couple who have a half-witted son about twenty
years old. Her employers are persuaded to allow

Bessie to keep her child with her. All goes well until

Jack, the feeble-minded boy, begins to direct his

attentions toward Bessie, who finds considerable dif-

ficulty in keeping him in his place. One day, while

the rest of the family are away. Jack rushes in and
demands that Bessie marry him, for he loves her.

When she attempts to put him off, he becomes in-

furiated, and threatens that he will take vengeance.
His parents come in, and by dint of much coaxing,

persuade Bessie to remain. She thinks that the

scolding he has received will curtail any further

malevolent actions toward her. At this time, little

Ruth begins to appear troubled, and begs her mother
to leave. She claims she is discomfitted by Jack's
continual staring at her as she leaves for school.

Before Bessie has time to act upon this information,

a terrible thing happens ! One day, Ruth does not

return from school, and her body is discovered in a

burning, deserted house. Jack, in a demented plan

of revenge, has lured her into this house, and bind-

ing and gagging her, has left her to perish in the

fire he has started. He is caught as he aimlessly

attempts to escape, and though the horrified villagers

try to lynch him, the law provides for his imprison-
ment for life. Meanwhile, Bessie has lost conscious-

ness. The tragedy unnerves her so, that she is bed-
ridden for a long time. But the catastrophe has one
good effect: Jim returns to take her away with him.
Together, they embark on a new life, with all the

misunderstandings of other days forever removed.
In time, they have another child, whom they cherish

and protect from all harm.

CHILDREN OF DESTINY
Joaquin Pablos, Jr File No. 6809

WATCHING with interest the wooing of pretty
Mary Hutton by two of his employees, Stephen
Gaylc(rd considers their chai^acters. Henry

Collins, a gay, warm hearted racing car salesman
has achieved sensational success, but he spends all

he earns; while Robert Gary, a serious minded chap,
has a great future ahead of him as head cashier.
Both are great friends and they agree to abide by
the decision of Mary, who loves Henry, but is dis-

suaded from marrying him by her parents, who dis-

trust his seeming unreliability. After Mary has sig-

nified her choice of Robert, Henry decides to drive
the new Gaylord Special to a sensational victory, not
caring about his life. He amazes the spectators at
the race, and is hurled from the car as it crashes,
unconscious but otherwise unhurt. Henry, subse-
quently acts as Robert's best man, then leaves the
city. At the Indianapolis Speedway, he engages a
battered looking stranger in conversation, and learns
that he is the once famous Speed Sanderson, a racing
driver. In self-defense, in a fight with a friend who
had been deceiving him with Speed's fiancee, the other
man had been killed. Speed has been a fugitive from
justice for ten years. Speed has an invention which
increases the speed of racing cars, at least thirty
per cent, and he asks Henry to try it. It is a great
success. Tiring of the fast living they had been fol-

lowing since their stroke of fortune, how^ever, Henry
offers to introduce Speed to Gaylord who may buy
the invention. Back home, he sees Mary, who tells

him she is worried about Robert, and Henry resolves
to do what he can to help. He speaks to Robert, and
the two concoct a plan to be carried out with great
secrecy. Meanwhile, Gaylord, seeing a demonstra-
tion of the invention, offers to buy it at Speed's price,
fifty thousand dollars! Henry tells Robert of this.

That afternoon Robert comes out of the bank carry-
ing a leather bag. Just then, the driver of a black

car reaches out and snatches the bag. The patrol-

man on the beat, is just passing, and leaping into

action, he bars the bandit's way, with drawn gun.
The bandit fires, killing the officer, and tries to es-

cape. He is caught by a motorcycle policeman, and
he sets fire to the currency in the bag as he is cap-

tured. It is Henry! Saying no word in his own de-

fense, he is sentenced to death for the murder of the

policeman. Both Mary and Robert visit him on the

day of the execution; but he will say nothing about
the crime. Sadly returning home, Robert and Mary
are seated together awaiting the hour of midnight,
when Henry will be hanged. Just as the clock

strikes the hour, Henry's picture falls from the wall,

and Robert breaks down. Too late, he confesses that

Henry did all to save Robert w^hose embezzlement
should have been discovered had he not, as a last

resort, staged a fake hold-up to aid Robert. Had not
the policeman upset their plans, Henry should have
left the country, and Robert should have escaped.

With Henry having given his life for them, Robert
and Mary kneel before his picture and beg his for-

giveness.

THE FRONTIER
Mrs. S. S, C File No. 6773

VANITY, nothing more or less, was the root of

Dorothy McKelvie's hatred for her first-born. An-
drew! Alec, the boy's father, though proud of

his well-formed son, dared not show him any favors,

either! In later years, however, Dorothy, observing
the beauty of other families' intimacy, desired chil-

dren perhaps more than anything else, and she had
them, but poor Andrew never came into favor. The
mother's unhappy recollections of his birth and what
it meant to her always stood in the way. Hence,
when Alec purchased a small piece of land and a

rather large log cabin for Andrew, when the boy was
twenty, the reason was apparent, and though Andrew
grieved at first because of his loneliness, the warmth
of his neighbors, the Olivers, and the exhilarating
feeling of being his own boss soon made up for all the
previous grievances. In his distress, he turned to

Tom Eastwood, an old friend. "Better come and live

with us, Andrew," Tom had suggested, but Andrew,
having grown accustomed to his solitude, would not
hear of this. One day, however, he spoke up to his

friend in no uncertain terms. "What I desire, my
friend," he said, "is a wife. I need someone to love
and to work for and with." Not long afterwards, in

some way, Andrew accompanied young Eastwood to

church. Interested, actually in seeing the Mollie
Majors Tom had his heart so set on, Andrew real-

ized that Saida, Mollie's youngest sister, was the only
girl in the world for him! It might be said, too, that
Saida herself felt the pangs of love at first sight as
she clasped Andrew's hand in greeting, there, in the

church! Andrew accompanied Tom. at the invitation

of the Majors, that afternoon, to visit, and it seemed
that from that very day on, Saida became something
more of a woman than the child she had always been.
It was not a short two months later, however, that

Andrew approached the Majors, in his own inimitably
frank way, and asked for Saida's hand in marriage.
The Majors thought him bold, at first, but then, see-

ing Saida's gleaming eyes and restlessness, together
with the youth's sincerity, they consented to enter-
tain the proposition after suitable references had been
presented. Andrew gathered these together in double-
quick time but, the day he was to present them, Tom
had the accident which ultimately caused his family's
disgrace, his own death, and the kindly Doctor Turn-
er's wife's downfall in the local social world! It had
all been a question of love and liquor! The doctor's
wife, desiring Tom for a son-in-law and husband to

her dimpled daughter Dolly, was determined to get
him away from Mollie Majors, Saida's school-teacher-
sister! She attempted this by by running a party at

which she forced Tom to taste a strong liquor which
merely gave him the desire for much more! This
craving brought him to purchasing the liquid and
drinking it, one day, as he went with Andrew to the

woods. Smashing the bottle's neck instead of opening
it, Tom swallowed a quantity of glass and died from
this! Andrew, bitter because his friend had attempted
to involve him, and positive it was a ruse to keep
him from marrying Saida, incurred the wrath of Mr.
Eastwood, who accused him of the ghastly deed, but
the kindly Mrs. Eastwood learned the true story from
Tom and then went off with her husband to convince
the Majors of Andrew's upright character and desir-

ability as far as Saida was concerned!
It was but a short time afterwards that Saida and

Andrew were married and returned to Andrew's cabin
home. The girl proved a jewel from the start, carry-
ing out, to the letter, the upright life Andrew doted
on for himself and his mate. In keeping with this dis-

ciplined and moral attitude toward life, Saida became
a popular member of the community at once, and
their land and goods grew miraculously. Only one
thing seemed odd to the neighbors and families of the
two. Why did not the young Mrs. McKelvie bear
young ones to carry on her lireed? This, indeed, was
one of the young couple's secrets of success. Not un-
til they could amply provide for more than two would
they have them ! How different they were from the
modern couple of those days, and how like the young-
sters of tot^^y- The most important event that hap-
pened out there, though, is perhaps the little story of

Alec and Dorothy McKelvie and their boy—the re-

conciliation! Soon after Saida's parents had returned
home after a week's visit at their daughter's home,
the McKelvies arrived—more out of curiosity than
anything else! Andrew slumped as if in shock when
he first saw them, but they remained two weeks and
returned home unable to think of enough things to do
and say for their much-maligned son and Saida!
In the years after this reunion, Saida and Andrew,

endearing themselves more and more, daily, to the
folks about them, went their ways, helping one an-
other and those outside of their home. There were
the Goodriches and the Russels, and all of their lives
were brightened just so much more through the beau-
tiful characters of the McKelvies. In time, Saida bore
Andrew five children—five healthy children who grew
up to be as fine as their parents. The first one was
Alec, and Andrew had named this boy after his father
despite the unhappiness of his early life. The reason
for this was merely that Andrew, in his goodness,
realized it was nobler to forgive than to cherish a
hurt. The McKelvie children intermarried with the
good neighbors from right off the soil to which they
had been bred—the good Olivers who had taken An-
drew in when he had been most unhappy; the Rus-
sels who had struggled through the counsel and aid
of the McKelvies and came out on top; and others of

the closely-knit community. When all their children
were wed, the couple, married forty -five years, took
their first journey away from the Canada they loved
and had grown with. They went to England, but not,

however, before stopping off at this place and that to

wish all of their various friends the best of health and
happiness! So it was that Passion, Self, and Sin, the
great enemies of man, found no place in the lives of

Andrew and Saida McKelvie, the true children of love!

THE LITTLE CASTAWAY
Emily R. Haller File No. 6869

NEGLECTED by one of the mechanics who is ab-
sorbed in a reverie contrasting the gaiety on the
ship with his family's poverty, the boiler of the

steamer on which George Lawerll is making a final

expedition before marrying Eliane Gordon, explodes,
and the ship goes down. George is cast up on a des-
ert island in a state of semi-consciousness. As he is

sadly exploring his new home, he is startled at per-
ceiving a young girl dancing, entirely alone. He ad-
vances toward her, and when she flees he pursues
her. Catching her by the arm, he seeks to stay her
flight, but she buries her teeth in his arm and he
frees her. For three days nothing breaks the terrible

solitude of the island, but on the fourth, he finds her
staring at him innocently, from behind a tree. He is

so fearful that she will suddenly run off, that she
starts to laugh. She plays with the sand at his feet,

and starts to talk in a strange, musical tongue, and
he believes that she too must have been cast away
and have grown up a child of nature. When they have
eaten, and he has prepared a place for her to sleep
some distance off. she lies down and is soon fast

asleep. During the night he is horribly awakened to
find himself wrapped in the strangling embrace of a
boa constrictor. He emits a piercing cry, and the
hthe girl jumps up and crushes the head of the huge
snake with a stone. When he recovers, he finds her
eagerly beside
tude. he finds 1

his lips to her
and the girl h(

Cabl

th

nd stroking her hand in grati-
i so close to his, that he presses
long month passes, and George
Lova, are rescued by a passing

et at the
by Eliane, who accepts Lova to lov

child who saved the life of the :

M-, Lova is heartbroken when
she love

George
ishane are married, and cannot quite reconcile herself
to the loss of George, whom she has thought hers,
since the night he kissed her. But giving herself up
to her talent for dancing, she convinces George, who
has suspected her emotion, that she has forgotten.
One night, at a party that she and George have given,
Eliane meets a young Italian diplomat, who dazzles
her by his attentions. Lova, having just refused the
love of a young officer, who has adored her since the
day his ship rescued her from the island, overhears
Eliane being made love to by the diplomat, and to
prevent George from being hurt by the faithlessness
of his wife, tells her to leave, and she throws her arms
about the neck of Eliane's lover as George enters.
George is shocked, but when the Italian tries to fondle
Lova, she threatens to kill him with the dagger she
carries. Then, writing Eliane a note to renounce her
lover for the sake of the happiness of George, she be-
gins the dance she was to perform for the guests,
eorge inadvertently sees the note, and as he is rush-

ing out of the room is seen by Lova, who misunder-
stands, and drawing her dagger, fatally pierces her
side. As he runs to help her, he knows that she
cannot live long, with so deep a wound. She makes
him promise to pardon Eliane, then dies, smiling, with
the young officer beside her.

FREEDOM'S PRICE

Louise Gri File No. 6794

WITH the searing memory of two weeks in

which she had relinquished all that she had
held most sacred, Louise returns to her fam-

ily prepared to continue supporting them. She man-
ages to conceal her true feelings from the prying eyes
of the world, but with the coming of another Spring
and the restlessness that has precipitated the events
of the previous year, the recollection of her experi-
ence again overwhelms her. Bob Gordon, brown eyes
dancing, all gaiety and freedom, had come into her
drab life and offered her release. She had been work-
ing in an office, drearily plodding along, with the pros-
pect of a life which would be just a colorless succes-
sion of eventless days, when he arrived bringing pro-
mises of romance and a complete change of surround-
ings. Her family raised objections to her complete
absorption in the stranger about whose family and
past she knew nothing, but rebelling against the
monotonous routine of her existence, she informed
them of her intention of marrying Bob. Distasteful
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ions followed, and it was with the convic-
tion that she was following a course with which
everyone she knew was in opposition, that she left

home. Bob assured her that their indignation would
be short lived, and the two were married. All seemed
to turn out as Bob had predicted for one member of

the family after the other sent messages of forgive-

ness to Louise for eloping. Mr. Williams, for whom
Bob worked was very kind to them. Louise had met
him many times back home, and she was grateful

for this link to her past. However, during an over-
night visit with Bob. Mr. Williams upset Louise by
trying to force his attentions upon her, and Bob did
not evince the proper indignation. One day, while
Bob was out of the city on a business trip. Mr. Wil-
liams drove her out to his home to visit his wife,

who, he said, had extended an invitation through him.
To her dismay. Louise found herself alone with him
and he attempted to make love to her. She escaped,
and recounting her humiliating experience to Bob on
his return, was overwhelmed when he simply advised
her to stay out of Mr. William's way, and expressed
concern for his position. Then crying out that he
realb' loved her, now, he again begged her to be
wary. She realized the horrible truth. Bob was so
greatly under the influence of his employer that he
had married her to act as a blind for Mr. William's
desire for Louise! A letter came from her brother
and Bob claimed that he lost it. Her suspicions
aroused, Louise made Bob confess that he kept the
message from her because it contained her brother's
warning against Williams. Louise gave Bob money
which he needed and he left for the day, with an-
other protestation of his love. The phone-bell sounded.
It was Williams! She hung up immediately, but was
unable to bear the miserable situation longer. The
arrival of the postman with a letter from her father
telling her that if anything ever turned out differently
from her expectations, she would always be welcome
at home, decided her. She wired that she was coming
home. She surveyed the ruin of all her hopes in the
last two weeks. Bob. despite re-iterated declarations,
—never really loved her and never could, for he was
Bob. She returned home to a family genuinely happy
to see her, despairing of ever finding any joy in life.

It is a year later. Bob has broken with Mr. Wil-
liams. Before going out of her life. Bob signed pa -

pers giving her release. The world is persistent in

its efforts to make her forget. One, in particular,
tries. The telephone rings. She reaches for it. It is

Spring again; one iust can't resist the call of Spring.

Tom Sexson File No. 6S91

A DESERTED town seemed almost impossible in

this day and age, but there it was! Not one of

those innumerable small towns that are built in

a day, this, on the other hand, had been a city of
from 15 to 16 thousand population. Whoever has heard
of a city bordering on skyscraper dimensions being
abandoned? "No drug store in town?" the strangers
usually queried when they stopped at the tumble
down gas station. "Nope!" the answer invariably
came, "ain't been one here in twelve years." This
always aroused the curiosity of the imaginative, and
the garage man could easily be made to talk. He
was somewhat intrigued by his story, himself. Office
buildings of four stories and hotels of eleven—all emp-
ty—served to illustrate his tale. It had all started
in the days when Jim Hays, the boy whose every
move was news, persisted, quite involuntarily, in sup-
plying the town with gossip and general subject mat-
ter. Finally he became very bitter toward the town
as a whole because of the obsessed feeling all this
jabbering caused him. Jim must have gone crazy on
the subject, actually, and on the day he left town
for nowhere in particular, no one seemed horribly
perturbed. That was in 1925. When the depression
of '29 and '30 came along, even the small merchants
in town were backed against the wall. Things were
terrible, so, when a mysterious gentleman of moneys
supposedly from Chicago—purchased the town's lead-
ing hotel, everything seemed rosy—but he closed it

up. Not until he purchased the second leading hotel
and closed that did the Chamber of Commerce begin to
fume. Business seemed to be folding under itself,

anyway, so the mysterious man's offer to purchase
most of the stores was accepted with pleasure! Soon
real estate felt the blow of this Midas' hammer, and.
as he bought property, he raised rents so high that
moving out was inevitable on the part of tenants.
Still more chaos resulted when the bank closed after
paying off depositors and the town paper shut down.
Talk about panic! People who had sold were de-
lighted with the par prices which they would never
have been able to collect, otherwise, while those who
had not sold were hunting the mysterious stranger
with avid enthusiasm. Everyone was in a daze. The
Chamber of Commerce had its hands tied, too, inas-
much as the stranger would have none of its pleas
for conferences, etc! No one knew the stranger, yet
everyone was anxious to meet this wholesale wrecker!
Then, one day, the agent announced that everyone was
invited to a luncheon at the leading hotel to meet the
stranger—the hotel being opened only for that pur-
pose. The seated diners bolted their food as the
crowd back of them milled about. Finally ''^ arrived.
Silence fell on the crowd like a mantle as Jim Hays
stepped forward, smiling sarcastically. Having come
into a tremendous fortune he had given vent to his
hatred for those who had driven him out!

LITTLE NOBODY
F. W. MiUer File No. 6733

A HIT-AND-RUN driver had made Martha Neil-
son the hub of the Neilson household early in
life. The accident which paralyzed her was the

indirect cause of both parents' deaths. The financial
worries that the doctor bills had caused and the grief

and anxiety were these indirect causes. Only Martha
and her twin sister and an elder brother remained, yet
she and Mary aided John in keeping the home to-

gether. They had done themselves proud, for Mary
and John possessed fine jobs and Martha helped by
doing odd homework jobs, even though confined to
her wheel chair.

One particular morning, Mary flounced into her of-

fice. As usual she felt very gay, but instead of the
usual stillness she was greeted by a lusty "Damn!".
The girl looked up into a handsome but flushed mas-
culine face. "Which finger? " Mary asked, knowing
the swinging gates' proclivities toward inflicting in-

juries on unsuspecting persons. After her offer to
aid the injury, the youth trailed her while she pro-
duced a basin, iodine, and bandage. While rendering
the first aid, they conversed and Mary learned that
the youth was Philip Dresson, who had arrived to

take Old Rhea's place while he took his annual vaca-
tion. Phil admitted that he hoped to stay permanently
instead of returning to his Syracuse branch.

It was several months after the meeting that Mar-
tha and John were admitted into the picture of Mary's
happiness. It happened after Mary had been told
some tales about Phil's former affairs, by a former
schoolmate, Jenny McReady. The green demon. Jeal-
ousy, had found ready prey and thus it was that they
became interested in Mary's affair. Mary was per-
turbed and they knew it; and so it was that they had
coaxed the secret from her. Mary admitted her love
for Phil and told them how Jenny had said that he
was notorious for fake love affairs, in Syracuse.
Martha and John smirked. "So you let Jenny make

you unhappy with her ever handy scandal talk!" John
said. "Jenny's diferent, now!" Mary declared, "and
what she said had started me thinking. Phil never
has asked me to marry him. I'd Hke to make sure."
Three heads went together suddenly, and it was Mar-
tha who first hit upon an idea. Mary was doubtful,
yet she trusted their judgment for they had never
seen Phil.

The following week, Phil Dresson received a shock
which nearly threw him off his feet. Simultaneously
engrossed in comparing a telegram with the press
write up of a subway wreck, he made his way hur-
riedly to his car. He was at the Neilson home in a
jiffy and he anxiously pleaded with John, who opened
the door, "Take me to her!" In the dimness of the
bedroom, Phil knelt reverently at the side of the bed,
which supposedly held his precious Mary. "Please,
honey," he begged, "let me take care of you—please!"
For a while they tortured him there in the bottle-
strewn room. Suddenly the girl on the bed laughing
and Mary fully dressed and whole bent over him.
Phil was furious—but John finally managed to ex-
plain inasmuch as he shared in the plot.

Phil was jubilant. "I couldn't understand that girl!"
he told John. "To think she loved me all the time!
I didn't know that she had a family—to say nothing
of a twin sister!" he laughed. Mary clung to him
and at his suggestion went into the next room with
him. As he was trying to clear himself and propose
at the same time, Martha called to them from her
chair in a cheery voice, "Happy Ending!"

W. H. McRae File No. 6827

STEEP cliff had, for many years, barred the de-
velopment of Kanakee beach, on the Pacific coast.
Now, however, a group of resourceful elite had

purchased the narrow strip, built an auto road to the
beach, and, after a year of aristocratic habitation,
boasted a golf course, hotel, casino, and other im-
provements. Pat Montgomery and her fiance, David
Johnson, fitted into this atmosphere with ease—the
result of their wealth and social position, but not so
the stranger who came, daily, in defiance of all

restrictions against the common people of whom he
was a part, to sit on the beach and stare out at the
sea. In contrast to the attitude of the others, Pat
was distinctly intrigued by the curly-haired blonde
stranger. Consequently, daily, she and Dave sat with
him, chatting easily, but learning nothing! One
morning, however, a sudden impulse came over Pat
to get away from his melancholy gaze. Running
through the rough waves into the ocean, the girl
swam for quite a while. The stranger's eyes were on
her continuously! Suddenly, he too was gone! Sever-
al moments later, he was back on the beach with Pat
who was, by that time, practically unconscious. Dave's
haughtiness turned to sheer gratitude. The Mont-
gomerys, however, were perturbed because the youth
had been injured. After a few days, Mr, Montgomery
called at the logging camp, learned that the stranger's
name was Dick Bailey, and persuaded him to go to a
hospital at the Montgomery's expense. Patricia and
her parents were constant callers at the hospital, but
when Dick was discharged, he disappeared, once again.
Dave was distinctly annoyed at this display of de-
mocracy upon the part of the family of his fiancee,
so he took out his ire by escorting another daughter
of wealth about, in defiance of Pat. Somehow. Pat
was hurt but not heartbroken. At first, she told her-
self she was through with all men, but then, her heart
warmed to the prospect of seeing the blonde Dick
once again, and finding out from him the secret of the
waves. He was on the beach next day. Pat advanced
toward him slowly and studiously casual, but the glow
in her eyes gave her away just as his did. Pat sat
down beside him as he told her his tragic storv. One
year back, he had lost his sweetheart—Mary. She had
perished in the sea, just as Pat might have, had he
not rescued her. Rescue, in the case of Mary, had
been impossible. Dick showed Pat the only remaining
souvenir of Mary's existence—her engagement ring
which had been washed up! After this, Pat felt more
and more drawn to the fair-haired boy, but she did
not dare confess her feelings to her parents. One day,

ver, the understanding Mr. Montgomery raised
ssue of his own accord. "How would you like to
your handsome hero over to dinner and bridge,

?" he asked, casually. Pat jumped. When Dick
ed in response to the invitation, the Montgom-
gasped. Smooth -shaven and well-dressed, he

: a fine impression, Pat saw him often, after
with her family's sincere approval. Some weeks

,
the two were betrothed. "The cruel waves,"

said, "have been bitter towards me in the past,
[ believe they've washed up my happiness, now!"
so Kanakee beach laid its own setting for its first

ADVENTURE'S QUEST
Cli Flatis File No. 6529

*I Dick, yc
only go where it is high ami drv,
father would get well and strong."
the words of his mother that oc-

curred to Dick Fargot as being the most significant
he had ever heard. They had been poor, then, but
soon afterwards they had actually moved to Arizona
arid the ranch. Dick had been happy there, too, until
death came to claim his father, first, and then his
mother who died requesting her bov to get in touch
with his uncle Dick, his father's ' brother. It had
been on his way to the city, after selling the ranch,
that Dick met "Shorty" Call, the playmate of his
youth, and a former cowboy for his father. Dick had
received a curt note from his uncle's office, saying,
simply, that the elder Dick Fargot was in China at
the time. Hence, Dick's trip to the city and his en-
counter with Shorty who was going to Mexico as
guide for a party of explorers. Dick needed no persua-
sion to join the party as Shorty's associate guide.
After all, he was adventure-bent, and besides, he was
fonder of Shorty than anyone he could think of. In
fact, he had no one else, now!
The Mexican experience was one which was to

mould the course of Dick's entire life. The scientists
being ill-received. Shorty and Dick went hunting to
get game with which to appease the Indians. It was
on the first trip of this kind that they encountered
Rodney Sinclair who was being pursued by the In-
dians for having stolen some sacred vases in which
costly jewels had been hidden for ages, and his niece,
Mollie. Rodney, it appeared, was an old friend of
Uncle Dick! Thanks to Shorty and Dick, the excavat-
ing party was a success, and besides, they had saved
the famed Sinclair's life. Returning to civilization, as
It were, Dick received news that his uncle was back
in town, so he and Shorty went to him at once.
Dick was impressed with this uncle whom he resembled
to a hair—a red hair! The uncle was pleased to have
the boys with him, too, and was interested in their
encounter with Sinclair. Several hours after their ar-
rival, however, word came from Sinclair himself.
"In serious danger," he wired. The three men started
out as soon as possible, but Uncle Dick was wounded
on the way, supposedly by aides of the Indians. But
Shorty and Dick went on. Arriving at Sinclair's,
they had hardly gotten a chance to renew acquaint-
anceship with Mollie and probe the mvstery when
Smclair was cruelly strangled! Uncle Dick sent two
able detectives at once, and they succeeded not only in
having Sinclair's nephew,—Mollie's brother.—acquitted
(he had been held on the charge because of his es-
trangement from his uncle) but also in tracking the
real murderers—Mexican Indians, of course. The
sacred vases, however, were preserved, so Dick and
Mollie, announcing their betrothal, also announced
that they intended to sell the gems in order to help
the starving tribes in Mexico. The murderers were
merely thieves of the tribes!

FOREVER AFTER
C. B. and W. H. Weime File No. 6833

ALTHOUGH Helen's parents have ahvavs disap-
proved of him because he is poor, when Richard
rescues her from drowning, and they find that he

has just been left entirely alone at the death of his
father, he is taken into their home out of gratitude.
However, as the two grow older, and Helen's parents
see that the two love each other, thev not only send
him from their home, but also cause him to lose the
position he has gotten in the post oflice. Despairing
of finding work in the town, Richard leaves for the
West, and soon finds employment with a gold pros-
pector, an old man. Richard writes of his good for-
tune to Helen, but her father bribes the postman to
keep his letters from the girl, who does not suspect
the reason for his silence. During this time. Helen's
brother, George, has taken to drinking, despite the
disapproval of his family. Moreover, the father has
run heavily into debt, and one day, having raised
some money by mortgaging his house, is followed
home by a thief who sees him put the money in a
concealed safe. Just as the thief is escaping with
the plunder. Helen's father detects him. and happen-
ing upon the desperate criminal, is killed. George,
coming in dead drunk, falls before he can reach his
father, and the murderer puts the gun in the son's
hand. The boy is subsequently convicted of the mur-
der of his father, and Helen and her mother, penniless,
and bowed by the double tragedy, leave for Chicago.
Thus two years pass, and Richard, who is rich through
the successful working of a gold mine, takes the
aged prospector back home with him to find Helen.
However, nobody knows where she is, and the boy is

forced to return without her or any clue to her where-
abouts. Richard buys a cattle ranch in partnership
with his old friend, and in the course of business, he
finds it necessary to go to Chicago to arrange about
the settlement for a shipment of cattle. On entering
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the office where the business is to be transacted, to

his intense surprise and pleasure, he finds Helen,

working as a stenographer. There follows a joyous

reunion and many explanations. As Helen is bringing

Richard to her home to meet her mother, they notice

a newspaper extra has been put out, blazoning the

capture of Helen's father's murderer. The real crmi-

inal has been caught at work on another theft, and

trying to make his escape from a policeman, has been

fatallv shot. Realizing he is about to die. he has

written a full confession, which secures the immediate

release of Helen's brother, who is serving a term of

life imprisonment for the crime of which he is inno-

cent. The happiness of Richard and Helen, as the day

brings forth revelation after revelation, knows no

bounds. They hurry to their rooms and find Helens
mother, who admits her gladness at seeing Richard,

for whom she has known that Helen has been griev-

ing since their separation. They realize that she does

not know of the release of her son. whose disgrace

has slowly been breaking her. Losing no time, they

show her a copy of the extra. Richard takes Helen s

mother and brother with his new wife to his ranch,

where they all live happily, together.

TOGETHER
Annie Mae Epps File No. 6840

DENIED the companionship of the opposite sex

and the recreations usually associated with

youth. Dorothy Carlton grew up longing for just

these things. While other youngsters enjoyed gay
picnics and dances. Dorothy merely experienced the

vicarious thrill of hearing them rehashed for her bene-

fit by her sympathetic friends. When the girl was
fifteen, however, the Carltons decided to allow her

to visit a friend in a nearby town, little realizing that

other children's mothers would not look at youth's de-

sires in a human fashion even if they did not. Hence,

for the first time, Dorothy felt the joy of flattery from
masculine sources and the thrill of real pleasure as

only a woman can see it. But the girl's hostess was
unfortunately gifted with a truth complex. When
Dorothy begged to be allowed to stay another week,

her mother grew suspicious. 'Ts there a young man
in the case?" she wrote, to the friend's mother. Of

course, there was, and his name was Fred Mabrey—
hardly expressive of his charming personality and
divine looks. "You are to return home at once!" the

Carlton's next letter commanded, and Dorothy did.

but through a friend's indulgence, Fred wrote con-

stantly, Dorothy receiving his mail at a chum's house.

The Carltons did not take long to discover the de-

ception, but luckily, when Fred arrived to call, they

were favorably impressed and after some months, the

two were betrothed! For two years after the wedding,
Fred was a devoted husband. Then, when Dorothy's
first arrived,—Joe,—he turned against his wife in a

strange manner. Soon gossipy tell-tales were regaling

Dorothy's ears with stories about his women-friends
and evenings at the pool parlor. When he began to

drink, Dorothy ceased pitting his stories against theirs

and returned to her mother's—but not until she had
convinced Fred that selling the furniture and starting

ofif in a new place would be good for both. Dorothy
waited some time before she and the children were
sent for, but finally, the money came. Life in the new
place was far from a bed of roses, and Dorothy, as

always, saved the day bv accepting boarders! It was
through this channel that she first met Arthur Hen-
derson, a fine young man—honest and attractive. It

did not take the two long to realize their love, but
Dorothy hated to face divorce after ten years. The
night Fred offered her to Arthur for the thirty dollars

he owed him, however, Dorothy walked out, sent the

children back to her mother, and found a job, unfor-

tunately enough, in the same auto factory as the one
in which Fred worked. Fred attempted to torment her
there, too. but Dorothy turned the tables, this time,

by having him fired—although she would have liked

to suppress him without this. Several weeks after

her divorce was granted, Dorothy became Arthur's
bride. For the first time in years, she realized what
freedom and ease meant—to say nothing of happiness!

The children, alwavs having adored Fred, grieved at

his death, but soon learned to love Arthur with a

greater affection than ever. The little family moved
out to the coast, one day, because of the oldest boy's

lung trouble, and there they are, happy as can be,

today. Dorothy often wonders, however, despite her
deep enioyment of life, just who was to blame for it

all? The ne'er-do-well was, no doubt, a trial and a

millstone, but what of the parents? Were they justi-

fied?

OH MOTHER!
Helen Bohaek File No. 6846

THE widow of a man she never loved, Margaret
Holmes, at thirty-four, finds herself betrothed to

David Coldham, a wealthy bachelor to whom she
had been betrothed when yet a girl! "He's too un-
steady and reckless with his money to make a good
husband!" Margaret's parents had declared, so the

girl had approached the altar dutifully with King
Holmes. In this second flush of love and romance,
Margaret feared but one thing, and that was her
daughter Lydia. The girl, set in her ideas, disap-

proved of David, somehow, and resented her mother's
attempt to make up for lost time. In addition, the

girl was betrothed to Jim Doyle, a wealthy youth
who despised Coldham. The matter never became an
issue, however, until one day, before leaving the house
to attend a reception at the home of one of Jim's
sisters, flowers came for Margaret from David. "I

see you're entertaining, Mother," the girl said. Mar-

garet flushed. "Mother," the girl continued, haughtily,

"if you only realized what you are doing to me, David
Coldham would never enter this house!" When David
arrived, Margaret faced him squarely regarding Ly-
dia's distaste for him, but Coldham could offer no

solution, nor could he see any reason. "I know you
love me. David," Margaret told him, _*'but I'll have
to sacrifice you for my child." David winced and
mentioned the fact that their wedding, after the chil-

dren's, should make no obvious difference. "I've been
waiting eighteen years for you!" he said. They sat

before the fire for hours, talking and smoking, untd
the entrance of Lydia and Jim brought them to then-

feet. Jim, apparently having thrashed the matter over

with Lydia and decided upon the proper course, ad-

vanced without any greeting, to David. He explained,

flatly, that he would not-could not marry Lydia if

David and Margaret married! "There is some story

my family tells me—about a law suit which was never

settled by your father, Mr. Coldham, and my father

elicited promises, before his death, that none of his

familv would mingle with any of yours!" David
smiled coldly as Margaret pleaded with the boy. Later,

Lydia took up the strain, but Jim remained adamant.

It was plain but sincere foolishness! The wrangling

continued for three days, with Lydia pining for Jim
whose coldness was appalling! At the end of three

days, Margaret, always the martyr, sent David Cold-

ham away so that the marriage ceremony could be

performed, in peace. Jim and Lydia stared after him,

coldly, as he left. "Is that your decision. Mother?"
Lydia said, sobbing as though the matter was un-

avoidable. "Yes," said Margaret, "I'll be a mother
to you, even though I love David, but my reason is

merely along conventional lines. I am of a mind to

say that you and Jim are stupid, selfish youngsters

who do not deserve respect!" Leaving through the

door, David turned back and smiled sadly at Margaret,

the love of his life. "Don't worry, dear," he called,

"one of these days we're going to prove things to the

Doyles! That's when I'll be back!" Margaret's

heart was heavy, but she was content.

THE STREAM BENEATH
Mrs. Bertie E. Smith File No. 6848

HAVING worried her family by her preoccupied
expression, Yetlve Artigo, the dearly loved
little daughter of Neptino, tells her family

about the strange dream she has had. She has
dreamed that Chester Martin, the son of the closest

friends of the Artigo's was being pursued by some-
one along the decks of a boat, on his face is an ex-

pression of abject terror. Then, in her sleep, she has

seen her brother, Manuel, weeping over the place on

the shore where one day, he has worked her name
in sea shells. When she has finished recounting her
dream, her family scoff at the importance she attaches

to a mere figment of the imagination, and in time the

matter is forgotten. Some years later, however, it

happens that Chester, visiting his friend, Manuel,
falls deeply in love with Yetive, and long after Manuel
has left for college, Chester continues to call, continu-

ing persistently in his efforts to make Yetive his wife.

Knowing that her parents will not consent because the

lovers are too young, Yetive is finally persuaded by
Chester to elope with him. When her family discovers

that she has gone without a word, they are heart-

broken, and make every possible effort to effect her
return, but in vain. Moreover. Mr. Martin discovers

that Chester has run off with all but fifty dollars of

the family savings. And thus, some eighteen months
go by without word from the young pair. But one
day, Cliester's sister is astounded to see a lad, com-
ing off a boat, who resembles Chester so closely that

half in doubt, she speaks to him and learns that the

similarity beween him and a man in Honolulu has
often been noticed. Questioning yields a description

of a man who beats his young wife cruelly, despite

the fact that she has a little baby. However, when
efforts are made to identify the trio, it is discovered
that they have left Honolulu. Meanwhile the fugitives,

for the story has been of them, are on a boat an-
chored off their native coast for a few hours. Chester
refuses to allow Yetive to visit the family she has al-

ways regretted leaving, and when she attempts es-

cape, follows her, and in a struggle, kills her. throw-
ing her body into the sea, where some hours later, it

is discovered by Manuel, together with a wallet that
Chester has dropped in the sand. Manuel, crazed by
his discovery, pursues the murderer of his sister, and
in a fierce struggle on the deck of the boat, ends
Chester's life. When be is tried for the crime, more-
over, he convinces all of the justice of his act. But,
Mr. Martin, Chester's father, seeing that his son's
death is to be unavenged, whips out a revolver and
tries to kill Manuel. There follows a shooting battle

within the crowded court room, the police trying to

prevent any further killing by the frenzied father,

who at length runs out of the hall of justice, and fol-

lowed by the police reaches the water's edge, where,
brandishing his weapon dangerously, he yields to des-

pair, and crying that he will escape the penalty for

having, as he falsely supposes, killed Manuel, he
puts the revolver to his head, and kills himself on
the shore. Manuel recovers from his wound and de-

votes his life to bringing up Yetive's child.

WORLD OF DREAMS
Corinne Cote File No. 6849

mirable philosophy, decides to give up her colorful

dreams of art triumphs, in favor of a more practical

vocation. Studying in a business school, she is able,

within a short time to secure a secretarial position,

trying to convince herself that the more or less rou-

tine work is satisfying. At this time she becomes en-

gaged to Donald Bi-ay, a college student, who is un-
able to marry her until he graduates. The long in-

terim of separation while Donald is studying, proves
to be too strong a test for their love, and after a

long correspondence, the engagement is terminated
by mutual consent. It is not long after, that Irene, in-

spired by her friendship with Dr. Kenneth Hardy,
the cousin of her room mate at finishing school, be-

comes imbued with a desire to be of some service to

humanity instead of spending her life in a business
office, and she enters the City Hospital as a nurse-
in-training. She continues, meanwhile, to see as much
of Kenneth as her long hours permit, and the two
spend many delightful hours exploring the quaint,

httle, out-of-the-way restaurants of New York, and
discussing now heatedly, now humorously, the burn-
ing issues of the day. Kenneth is more than a little

in love with Irene, but she can never see him as more
than a friend. After six months of training, Irene in-

jures herself in the course of her work. Neglecting to

tell anyone, because she thinks that she is needed
at the time, her pain becomes so severe that she

faints while working. She is so gravely ill that her
life is despaired of, but the well-known Dr. An-
drews saves her life. While Irene is convales-
cing, she realizes that gratitude is not the deepest
emotion she feels for the sombre Dr. Andrews, whose
Hfe nobody knows anything about. He, in return,

takes a great interest in his patient, and when Irene
recovers, they frequently work together. Months
pass, and their love for each other deepens, until Dr.
Andrews painfully confesses to Irene that he is

married. She leaves the hospital, unable to continue
working at his side with the_ knowledge of the other

separating them. Kenneth asks Irene to

ry him, but she refuses, and he departs trying to

al his disappointment. Moreover. Irene, feeling

that she cannot live without Bill Andrews, returns
to him after a few months, when she finds that he
has been trying in vain to find her, and has just dis-

covered her whereabouts. But as she starts to tell

Bill, that she doesn't care about his wife, he joyfully

explains that she has given him a divorce, and there
is nothing to prevent their marriage, now.

U^
NTIL the death of her father, a well-to-do pharm-
acist, Irene Condon is a finishing school student
with some rather fervent ambitions of following
rt career. But when it is discovered that her fa-

has left very little in his estate, Irene, with ad-

SILVER DAWN
Marjorie G. McClelland File No. 6850

THE rustlers who killed Jack Dunn, in Deadman's
Gorge, were the cause of it all. Hartley Dunn,
the yellow-haired boy of Jack's, never quite for-

got the scene. He remembered, too, that the killer's

horse had a white streak across its belly—and it was,
no doubt, this same Dan Goodrich who stole Silver
Dawn, the silvery horse belonging to Jack^—^the most
beautiful and human horse a man could ever own!
It had been Dan Goodrich, too, who had wanted to

make an outlaw of young Hartley, after he left the
JD Bar, and Dick Ross, his father's partner, in search
of Silver Dawn, but Sam Currie, a big-hearted rancher
who had lost his own boy, had taken Hartley under
his wing, educated him in the East, and raised him
Hke his own son! Is it any wonder, then, that Currie
balked when Hartley expressed the desire to leave
the ranch to travel North to the JD, in order to be
there when the powerful Silver Dawn arrived (and
Hartley knew he would arrive because of the news
he received that the horse had broken loose from the
corrals wherein Goodrich had installed him for dis-

play, in order to get a good price!)? When Hartley
arrived, however, though he actually was reunited
with Silver Dawn, great consternation had come over
"Uncle" Dick Ross. Goodrich, it appeared, thinking
to get the horse back, had returned to the JD and
posed as Dunn, inasmuch as he looked somewhat like

him, except for the yellow curls. Dick was grieved
that he had allowed himself to be fooled, but Josle,
his niece from the East who was a real cowgirl, if

ever there was one, had recognized the substitution at
once because she had gone to school, years back, with
Hartley, and had been somewhat smitten by his
charms although the boy had never shown anything
more thas a friendly attitude.
Goodrich was not one to succumb to a trap, how-

ever. Before Hartley could even put up for the night,
the outlaw had overcome Dick and escaped with Josie,
whom he coveted! They had recognized his horse's
belly streak, as it were, and identified Jack Dunn's
murderer! Hartley rode off in mad pursuit, but Silver
Dawn could not keep pace with the outlaw's light
mare. In addition, Goodrich's men, some of them,
were posted. After Hartley was wounded. Silver
Dawn did awav with one of them and then ran back
to Dick to have him save Dunn. Hartley and Dick,
on Silver Dawn, rode into Deadman's Gorge in Death
Valley,—Goodrich's hideout,—with determination writ-
ten all over their faces. Josie squealed joyfully when
she saw her uncle Dick whom Hartley sent ahead to
keep them occupied. The battle which ensued was
horrible to behold. Victory vacillated between one
force and then another, with Silver Dawn in the mid-
dle of the fray. Suddenly Sandy and Charlie, two sup-
posed members of Goodrich's mob, opened fire. They
were, it was afterwards learned, detectives out to
get Goodrich—and one of them was Hartley's brother
^the youth who had gone East years back in order
to be a detective rather than a rancher! With their
aid. Hartley advanced and, singlehanded, shot down
Goodrich like the dog he was and like he had shot
down Jack Dunn! Hartley, however, was wounded in

the fight. Back at the JD, with the vengeance and
recovery of Silver Dawn complete, the
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touching. When Hartley was well, however, and we
to Josie, whom he had loved all along:, he returne

to see Sam Currie. "I shore thought you hadn't ii

luck, son," Currie said, proudly appraising the wil

and the horse, "but I^ can see, now, that Sam Cum
was wrong, for once!"

CHANCE ACQUAINTANCE
Mrs. Fielding Sheckels File No. 6S53

THE idolized daughter of the owner of the old

X bar B ranch, Becky, having no mother, is

permitted to do just as she pleases. At seven-
teen, her proficiency in the saddle is widely renowned,
and she knows every place of interest on the great
mountain to the north of her father's ranch. At this

time, her father's cattle stock is suffering a sad de-

pletion at the hands of rustlers who as yet have
eluded all efforts made by Becky's father at detecting

their identity. For several months, this marauding
has continued, and the hypothesis that it is being
aided by some of the ranchmen, has been discarded
as untenable. One day it happens, that while Becky
rides into the mountains to gather laurel, as is her
custom, she meets a stranger standing beside her
favorite stream. Surprised that anyone else knows of

the spot, she restrains her immediate impulse to leave,

and listens to his explanations. He tells her of the

city from which he comes, and unaccustomed to suav-
ity such as he exhibits, she finds herself drawn out,

explaining her love for the laurel, and pointing out
haunts unknown to any others. That afternoon,
Becky finds herself confiding to this utter stranger
thoughts she has never revealed before, and when
she leaves, it is with the promise that she will re-

turn tomorrow. Her father, noticing her high color,

on her return, comments on it supposing that her
ride has benefitted her. Becky learns that the cattle

hustlers are more active than ever now, but her fa-

ther sends her on her way when she asks if she
can't do something to prevent his ruin by the thieves.

Therefore, piqued by his treating her as if she is a
child, she conceals from him her frequent meetings
with the man, whom she meets at the stream. How-
ever, when he begins to make love to her, and ques-
tions her about her home, she begins to grow suspi-

cious of him. One day, she asks him why he never
comes home with her to meet her father, and he
evades the query, telling her that in a few days he
must return to the city, and asking her to come
with him. As he leaves, she finds a letter, which
he has dropped. The address is indistinguishable, but
the contents refer to a prospective stealth of her fa-

ther's cattle. Concealing the manner of her finding

of the letter, she gives it to her father, who immediate-
ly is able to infer who is guilty, and summoning the

sheriff and a group of ranchmen, her father goes to

the place mentioned in the note, and awaits the com-
ing of the raiders. There is a battle, and all but the

leader of the band are caught. Becky, meets her
friend as usual, the next day, and tells him she has
decided to go off with him. He is overjoyed, having
to his own surprise fallen in love with the girl whom
he has continued to see only to further his dishonest
plans. Becky tells the sheriff to meet them as they

pass a certain spot. However, when Becky meets
Carl, he insists on telHng her the whole story which
she already knows, and Becky, realizing that she loves

him, too, confesses in turn, that she has told the
sheriff about him, and begs him to flee. He tells

her that it wall be best to give himself rip, since he
cannot ask her to share his hfe as a fugitive. Telling
her father all, he uses his influence to get Carl a

light sentence, and Becky waits for his release.

MURDERED BY THE LAW
Manuel Souza File No. 6S57

AS Greta Grinnel leaves the guests at her birth-

day party to speak to her father, who has gone
into his study, she hears voices raised in anger,

and entering the room, falls unconscious, having
seen her father stretched out on the floor, clutching
a knife which is stuck up to the hilt in his chest.

The tragedy discovered, two detectives, Richard
and Bill are summoned along with the police. Look-
ing around the study, Bill hypothesizes suicide, but
Richard, a friend of the family is not satisfied with the
explanation, and starts questioning the servants. Just
then, greatly agitated, Bill rushes in to tell Richard
that the knife has been removed from the wound, and
the murdered man's hands have been stretched out
at his side. Leaving his questioning, to investigate,
Richard tells the butler to get some water. Shortly
afterwards, there is the sound of a scuffle, and the
butler is brought in by the police officers who are
surrounding the house, charged with having attempted
to escape. As he is explaining his conduct. Bill

comes in with the bloody knife which he has found
wrapped in a handkerchief. At the sight of the wea-
pon, the butler screams and says he will tell all. As
he begins his story, a shot rings out and the butler
falls, the bullet having pierced the back of his head.
Richard leaps to the window, but sees nobody, so
calling the officers he tells them to guard the house
more carefully. Continuing his investigations, Rich-
ard tells Bill to locate the chauffeur, who is not on
the premises at present, and he goes in to question
Greta, who before fainting has caught a glimpse of a
man leaving the room. Greta, sitting with her back
toward the door leading to the grounds, is directly
opposite Richard as he questions her, and just as
she tells Richard that she thinks she can identify the
murderer, Richard jumps up and pulls the chair she
is seated on, over, so that she falls to the floor. At
the same time two shots ring out, and Greta screams

as Richard drops to the floor. He picks himself up,

and sees the figure of a man vault the outer railing.

Shouting to the police officers to follow the fleeing

person, he turns to Greta wdio has not escaped the

flying bullets. A doctor, already on the premises,
tends her flesh - wound, and points to the blood on
Richard's sleeve, binding the arm that has been
pierced through. At this moment, the two officers

bring in the struggling figure of the chauffeur, who
has been caught leaving the grounds. The man ex-
plains that Grinnel has sent him on an errand, and
returning to find police around the house, he has
tried to escape, not knowing or caring about what
has happened. Bill pins the murder on him when he
finds a revolver with three shots fired, on his person.
but the chauffeur, registering complete surprise says
he has never seen it before. Richard prevents him
from handcuffing the chauffeur, still dissatisfied, and
he thoughtfully walks into the garden, trying to re-

construct the escape. Suddenly stooping, he picks up
a shiny object which he pockets. Smiling, he calls

headquarters, and sends for the chief of police, who
arrives together with the indefatigable Bill who has
a large man in tow. Bill explains that he is a police-

man who patrols the Grinnel estate, but is now in

civilian clothes. Questioning the latest person brought
in, Richard asks if he has seen any suspicious char-
acters, and the policeman accuses the chauffeur, who
denies everything. Again Bill returns, this time with
a bag containing a policeman's uniform. Pulling out
the button which he has found, Richard compares the
number with the uniform belonging to the officer in

civilian clothes, and announces the murderer, who
later confesses he has killed Grinnel for a fancied
slight. Later, Greta expresses greater gratitude than
Richard's service warrants.

SECOND TWENTY
Billie Sands File No. 6860

MINE ALONE
Quinto Talacci File No. 6858

HAVING fallen in love with a lovely girl, a stu-
dent at the normal school in Firenze, who has
stopped to warm herself at his oven, Victor

Grande discovers that she is not unmoved by him,
but is fearful of the consequences that would follow,
should her father realize she is in love. Despite
astute attempts by her parent to prevent meetings of

the lovers, they contrive ingeniously to find different
methods as each successive ruse is discovered. Dis-
covering, however, that Cesira is not at school, but
with Victor, her father forces her to deny the truth
of her protestations of love in a letter which Victor
does not credit. When all else fails, and the lovers
still meet, the girl's father effects the immediate
drafting of Victor for the war which has broken out
in 1917. Moreover, until his group leaves for the
front, Cesira is locked in her room. However, his
love too strong to be denied at least a last sight of
his dear one before his probable death in battle, Vic-
tor climbs the big oak tree in Cesira's garden, and
escaping the surveillance of the watchful father, he
succeeds, after startling Cesira by his presence, in
seeing her, to their intense joy. The two exchange
vows of fidehty and weep bitter tears at the immin-
ence of their parting, and when Victor leaves, to be
packed into the box car with hundreds of other sol-
diers it is with the memory of Cesira's sweet singing
of a song of farewell. Then follows the sad separa-
tion of the soldiers from their families and loved ones
at the station, and the division moves to the front to
replace a company that has been almost completely
wiped out that morning. Months of fighting, terrible
and disheartening, follow, and through it all Victor
manages to write daily, until falling in a rush by the
enemy, he finds himself on a cot in the camp of the
opposing side, when he regains consciousness. Re-
moved to a hospital, he is dismayed by the realiza-

tion of the effect the news of the annihilation of his
company will have on those who are waiting for him.
However, by exchanging his new shoes with an in-

terne who gives him a few francs for the precious,
wearable boots, \'^ictor is able to send telegrams to

his parents and Cesira telling them he is alive but
a prisoner of the enemy. Put to hard labor in the

enemy factories, the prisoners suffer miserably from
lack of proper food and clothing. Throughout the

summer and winter they endure the privations, and
when Chi-istmas comes, they are told that the presents
sent from home will be delivered to them. The re-

juvenating effect of the gifts from home on the half-

alive prisoners is marvelous, but Victor learns to

his incredible disappointment, that he has received no
word from home. Forced to look on as the others re-

joice over the cherished presents, which are un-
shared to make them last longer, he throws himself
on his cot and covers his head with his blanket to

shut out their laughter and his misery. At length,
however, the great joy of the Armistice announcement
precludes all thoughts of unhappiness, and the pri-

soners are released. The men who have just ceased
their attempts to kill each other, shake hands and pat
each other's shoulders in the mutual happiness they
share. Home, Victor is joyously received by his fam-
ily, and is shown the supplies that were to be sent
him. However, he is impatient to see Cesira, from
whom he has not heard all this time, and soon he
learns that she has been sent to a distant city, im-
mediately after the Armistice. Believing, because
she has not heard from him, that \'ictor has died,

she has refused food for so long, that now, in dan-
ger of death, she lies in a hospital, crying for her
lover in her delirium. Refused entree to the dying
girl's room, Victor disguises himself as a physician,
whom he knows is not there, and reveaUng himself,
stays at her side for hours as she struggles through
a crisis. At length, however, she recovers to explain
that her parents, reconciled to Victor because of her
recovery, now, had before kept all word of him from
her, and promising each other that they will never
more be separated, their lips meet.

SHELTERED from the fierce cold and the driving
snow, by the little telegraph office, Dot, even
more beautiful when she is angry, rails against

Les for the drabness of their existence. Promising
her that he will get the long hoped for promotion to

the despatcher's office, he realizes that her love for

him is too strong to be dissipated by anger, and ador-

ing her, he carries her to bed and returns to his

telegraph instrument. With interruptions from the

spasmodically clicking apparatus, he reads his news-
paper, and his interest quickens as he notices that a

train had been held up and an operator badly beaten
farther down the line. Burning the article so that

Dot won't suffer needless apprehensions, he thinks a

fellow must be asleep to permit them to sneak up on
him that way. Hearing the toot of a train whistle,

he slips on his coat and ventures into the freezing

night to flash signals with his lantern, then returns

to put up coffee for the crew, who come in noisily,

grateful for the brief respite. They chatter animatedly
about the recent hold-up and the talk turns upon
Jack Saunders, whom nobody has seen for two years,

and who has achieved a local fame for the way he
handled a gang that tried to hold up a train, despite

his reputation for the kindly way he used to treat

the hoboes caught stealing rides. Later, when the

train has pulled out with the crew aboard, and he

is left alone, he has time to sympathize with Dot for

deploring the loneliness and lack of opportunity. Sud-
denly, Les' feet came down from the desk with a

bang! Outside the door there is an unmistakable
moaning, then a soft thud. Throwing open the door

recklessly, a huddled form falls into the room, and
it is a half hour before the stranger gains complete
consciousness. As the stranger talks Les struggles

to place him, with no success. The telegraph instru-

ment starts clicking, and Les fails to notice the close

attention paid by his guest to the message concern-

ing the valuable cargo carried by the next train.

Then, as Les' instinct warns him of danger, he is

struck a sickening blow. Bound and gagged, he re-

gains consciousness to be offered an alternative of

two grand or a quick finish. They wait alone for an

hour with raw nerves listening for Second Twenty,
when the sound of motor trucks pierces the stillness.

The stranger gets up, and Les struggles up to do

what he can, but is knocked out with a blow. He
comes to. hearing a succession of shots. Too late,

now. His job will be taken from him. He permitted

a hold-up. Suddenly the door swings open, and the

conductor, relieved at seeing him alive, asks him to

send a message. An answer comes back and with it

word that Les is fired. The men express sympathy
for his failure, and dejectedly he wakes Dot. Dot
tries to console him, and suddenly they are aware
that there is a crowd in the office. The Chief Special

Agent tells them that the men, bound, are the train

robbers, and the stranger who has spoiled everything

for Les is— the man who saved Les from death, and
who is to share the reward for the capture of the

criminals with him! Les looks closely and e.xclaims.

It is Jack Saunders! He reminds him that his in-

terference cost Les his job, but from the instrument
comes notice of a promotion.

THE JOY SEEKERS
Wilson E. McAdory, Jr. File No. 6863

RIDING home in a taxi, with the meter recklessly

mounting, Ted Dareel proposes to Pauline. She
pauses just long enough to assure herself that

he is not joking, and then promises that she will

marry him the next day, as he wishes. The next
morning, having slept late because of the late hours
spent at the night club, she tries to remember just

where reality left off and her dream began and it is not
until Ted calls to set two o'clock as the wedding hour,

that she realizes that she has not dreamed that she
is to marry the man she has loved since the moment
she saw him. Leaving the license bureau as Ted's
wife, she learns that her husband is much wealthier
than she had suspected. He lavishes money and
clothes upon her, and tells her that he started as an
office boy, working his way up by dint of hard labor.

He has just been oft'ered another promotion, but his

work will entail travel, away from her. Having noth-
ing to do while Ted is working she calls Edna, an
old friend, and has a hard time convincing her that

she is really married, and that the sumptuous apart-

ment is really hers. They go shopping, and Pauline
buys a beautiful evening outfit for her friend, and
plans to go to a night club with Ted. Edna, and
Frank, the latter's husband. They have a glorious

evening, and many months follow, with Pauline having
nothing to do while Ted works, except spend money.
After the glamor has worn off even trips abroad, Paul-
ine begins to fret because Ted pays too much atten-

tion to his work. She accuses him of neglecting her
and not loving her, and seeks opportunities to prove
her contention. One night at a party, Pauline and
Ted are introduced to a girl who long ago has pro-

mised Ted that if he leaves without marrying her,

she will always continue to search for him. Someone
asks Pauline to dance and when she returns she over-

hears Jerry telling Ted, that although he is married,

he belongs to her. Pauhne confronts the two, and
refuses to listen to any explanations. Then, leaving

the party, when Ted tries to tell her that he has
done nothing, she imitates Jerry's wiles, and they
quarrel. The next morning, he finds a note from
Pauline saying that she has left. All his efforts at

effecting a truce are futile, and when, after a few
months of misery, he asks Pauline to get a legal

separation, she refuses that, too. When Pauline meets
Jeft'rey Vons, the son of a wealthy oil broker, she
becomes infatuated with him, and recklessly consents
to go to his apartment for a cock -tail. Her daring
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disregard of propriety worries Edna. In order to give

his wife evidence for a divorce, Ted goes to a speak-

easy where he knows she will be, with a beautiful,

blonde chorus girl. He invites Pauline and \'on5 to

join his party, but Vons rudely refuses. Edna tells

Pauline, next morning, that the morning papers are

featuring the story of Ted's promotion to the vice-

presidency of the Farwell Motor Company, and Paul-

ine, realizing that Ted can have all the women he

wants now, knows that she has thrown away her

chance for happiness, for despite her restlessness,

Ted is the only man she has ever loved. Edna reaUz-

ing this, calls Ted who takes her out to dinner, and

confesses after much prodding that he still loves

Pauline and would take her back, even now. How-
ever, Pauline having given up in despair, has con-

sented to go to \'ons apartment again, and while he

is trying to make love to her. the radio broadcasts a

dinner given in Ted's honor. She rushes to the night

club, aiid when he sees her, he runs off with her,

sending his regrets to the diners, but that he has

gone to the South seas.

HANDS OF THE MIGHTY

Clarence M. Ducksworth File No. 6870

HAVING won a game almost single-handed for

the college football team of which he is captain,

Antonio El Lopez knocks out Rogers, a team-

mate of his who is trying to force his attentions on

Dolores O'Brien. Later he receives a telegram from

his father, who had disappeared, when Antonio ^yas

very young, asking him to come to Algiers. Booknig

passage immediately, he meets two Arabians on board

who claim to be employees of his father. One a gi-

gantic fellow gives his name as Alhajier, and the

other is called Alhambra. They become friendly and

Antonio asks them to teach him the use of the sabre.

However, while learning he falls, and Alhajier al-

most takes his life. The next day, Antonio falls under

a hypnotic trance induced by Alhambra, and while

under the guidance of the Arab, he strikes the cap-

tain of the boat, so that he loses consciousness. When
Antonio shakes off the influence of the hypnotic spell,

he finds that the two Arabs have slain the sailors

and are killing the captain of the small boat, taking

over the controls themselves. For two weeks they as-

sume command, having told Antonio that the telegram

from his father was faked, and that they are anxious

to use him to get a valuable stone that his father

owned. Carrying Antonio into the desert with them,

the American boy manages to make his escape, and
joins a band of renegades whose leader he soon be-

comes by virtue of his superior strength and brains.

One day, Antonio sees Alhambra in an inn, but is

not recognized by the bandit who has been trying to

find him for two years. However, Alhambra feels a

pair of eyes boring into him, and turning to look

into the face of the shiek-costumed figure, he attempts
unsuccessfully to bring the slightly familiar person

under the spell of his hypnotic eyes, and finds him-
self instead, losing power under the other's glare.

Alhambra's fellows taken completely by surprise, are

attacked by Antonio's men and quickly put to rout.

Antonio takes the drowsy Alhambra with him, and
forces him to admit that he has been keeping Lope;,
a prisoner, to get from him the precious stone. Mak-
ing the Arabian bring him to the dungeon where his

father is being held. Antonio arrives to find that his

father has been starved to death. While kneeling,

broken-hearted, he lets the swarthy villian escape.

Antonio finds a note from his father, giving his tor-

turers the whereabouts of the stone, and he goes
there to find that it is already gone, with his father's

murderers, to the L^nited States. Antonio follows,

and locates them within three months, having mean-
while, met Dolores O'Brien again. The band of

criminals knowing that Antonio is on their trail are
terrorized, and they begin to distrust each other in

theio fear. Antonio learns to his satisfaction, that Al-
hambra has been strangled, and a piece of paper with
the words, "hands of the mighty," has been left near
the body. The police try in vain to get the murderer,
but Antonio finds one of the gang, who confesses that

he has killed Alhambra, who had forced him to do
as he demanded. After Ararat has finished the story
of his crimes, and has given Antonio the precious
jewel, wrested from his father, he suddenly swallows
the contents of a vial of poison and dies. Just as
Antonio is vainly trying to help the poor wretch,
Dolores enters, and says that he was her father,

whom she had always hated since he used to beat her
mother and her to keep from disclosing his illicit

operations. Moreover, Alhajier, is the father of Ro-
gers, Antonio's old teammate, and he is now in the

hands of the police. Antonio begs for his release and
subsequently marries Dolores.

NEVER TOO OLD
Douglas Herman File No. 6871

DISMISSED by the Trustees after having been
president of Blatkwell University for twenty
years, because the school has been a financial

failure for the past two years, Dean Smith walks sad-
ly toward the College Inn, a rendevous frequented by
the more wealthy students who seem never to have
heard of the Eighteenth Amendment. Everyone has
been hilariously singing and dancing until his en-
trance, but a respectful silence greets the entrance of
the dignified gentleman with the mustache and goatee,
who is well liked despite his puritanical conduct.
Moreover, it is an unusual sight to see a member of
the faculty, and especially Prexy, in this gay place.
The Dean starts walking past all the booths occupied

by students, sampling the contents of their glasses,

and murmuring sadly. "I thought so," after each.
All the students are panic-stricken, until a fatuous
grin suddenly spreads over the aged gentleman's face.

He has sampled one drink too many! An abstainer
all his life. Prexy is lost under the influence of the

fiery fluid. Filling the victrola with nickles, he or-

ders everyone to make whoopee. Then, mounting a

chair, he starts a speech that the students will remem-
ber longer than the Gettysburg Address. Enlisting
their sympathy for his dismissal, and providing them
with no little enjoyment because of his condition, he
is resoundingly applauded at the conclusion of each
statement. "As I have said before, my children, I

am optimistic. I let the future take care of itself.

I have never bought any life insurance because I don't
consider it a good policy. The older I get the young-
er I feel. I should like to live a hundred years to be
able to see some of these five year plans work out."
Thus he continues, happily rambling from one topic
to another, until the place is in an uproar. Casting
the last shreds of dignity to the winds, the Dean be-
gins to dance with the pretty co-eds, and soon sur-
rounded by his former students he is as conspicuous
as a pair of brown shoes at a junior prom. Mean-
while, Mrs. Smith worried because her husband has
never been out later than ten o'clock before, rushes
to see the Trustees, who have called a special meeting
and decided to re- instate the president and cut ex-
penses some other way. Learning that Dean Smith
has last been seen going in the direction of the Col-
lege Inn, the Trustees accompany Mrs. Smith, anx-
ious to tell the dismissed gentleman of his re -accep-
tance. As they enter the night club, the din is deaf-
ening, and they are startled into shocked silence at
the sight of the frock -coated gentleman performing
his version of a modern dance in the centre of the
floor, punctuating his performance with spasmodic
shrieks followed by the release of a shower of con-
fetti. Deciding upon a concerted but tactful course of
action, the trustees approach, while the students stop
festivities to worry for their Prexy. However, as the
dignitaries near him. the Dean backs away, and pre-
serving the same distance between himself and his
pursuers, he soon finds himself knocking over chairs
and tables to escape. In and out of doors, and through
windows and closets, aided by the hilarious students,
Prexy eludes the Trustees, until helped by a few of
his pupils he gains safety, by seating himself on a
chandelier suspended from the ceiling. There he swings
like a great ape, while to the accompaniment of boos
from the undergraduates, the Trustees tell him that
his re-instatement has been withdrawn. Just then, a
telegram comes and is read aloud, since Prexy won't
leave his perch to get it. It is from the State Univer-
sity, offering him the presidency. Falling uncere-
moniously from the chandelier, Prexy walks out with
great dignity and half the students enroll at the State
University.

A HERO OF THE DEEP
Vivienne Payne File No. 6872

ASPIRITED, wealthy girl, Joan seems to get into
scrapes at the slightest provocation. On a ship
returning from Italy, where she has just com-

pleted her musical education, she becomes greatly at-
tached to .Tack, who is working his way across as a
ste\yard. Jack is very fond of Joan, but when he
realizes how widely separated their spheres are, he
feels that he cannot live on her money, or ask her
to give up everything for him. Therefore, when the
boat docks, he leaves her without a word, determined
to make good working underseas, salvaging sunken
boats. When Joan learns that Tack has gone, she is

inconsolable. After a few months, she yields to her
father's urging that she get up a party to take a trip
on his pleasure yacht, the Creswick. With two other
girls and three boys, Joan tries to forget Tack, and
persuades herself that she is achieving a fair amount
of success. A few days out at sea. they discern a
small island, and curious at not having heard mention
of it, stop the yacht to explore it. They are gaily
wandering about when, Joan, wanting a pretty purple
flower she sees off somewhere, makes for it, only to
discover to her horror, that she is held fast in the soft
sand. As she tries to extricate herself from the yield-
ing but firmly gripping substance she feels herself
drawn down, and discovers that her feet are fast dis-
appearing in the quicksand. With a cry to the others
to be careful, she helplessly watches their ineffectual
efforts to rescue her. At length, a chain of hands is
made, and she is pulled to safety. Having had quite
enough of this island they make for the yacht, racing
to escape the storm which is about to break. Nobody
suspects that Joan has been left behind, and when
someone asks where she is, everybody believes that
she is up to one of her tricks to show her unconcern
for the near-tragedy. However, still on the island
after the yacht has steamed away, Joan climbs a tree
to look for rescuers. In a few hours, a sailing vessel
makes directly for the island, and a gang of Chinamen
come for some narcotics which they have previously
hidden here. Joan is discovered and is hustled aboard
the brigand's vessel. When those aboard her yacht
finally learn that she is not with them, they set out,
much concerned to find her. However, when they fol-
low the Chinese vessel, the orientals, engaged in il-

licit transactions, suppose that the yacht is an Ameri-
can Coast Guard boat, and open fire. A fierce battle
ensues, and Joan fearful that the yacht will give up
the thought that she is on board the robber's boat, re-
solves that anything is better than being left with the
Chinamen, and she jumps overboard. Joan is a good
swimmer, but the situation is too much for her, and
she starts to sink, not realizing that in this very vic-
inity Jack is directing the salvaging of a ship sunk
by the same pirates into whose hands she has fallen
She is rescued by the divers, and the submarine on

which Jack is, is elevated to lend assistance to the
yacht, which without re-inforcements must surely have
fallen into the hands of the oriental pirates. Jack and
Joan are at last united without regard for the ditificul-

ties which have separated them previously.

SADDLES AND SABRES
William R. Staple File No. 6873

PAY-DAY at Fort D. A. Rus.sell Wyoming, but to
Sergeant Lucas it is just another day to abuse
Richard Harding, called Red, a rookie. The men

receive their monthly stipend, minus deductions for
pension funds or the usurious rates deducted for bor-
rowing against their salaries. Red is walking away
from the paying division, when one of the men invites
him to join a crap game. Because he is particularly
anxious to take Janet, of the adorable curls, out in
high style, he takes the risk of losing his whole
month's salary, and enters the circle of players. He
is running in phenomenal luck and shooting the whole
sum each time, double or nothing, when the unwel-
come figure of Sergeant Lucas enters the basement
to the disgust of the players. Sneering at them all,

he jeers at various players, accusing them of playing
with loaded dice. Then, seeing Red. he contemptu-
ously advises the rookie to stay away from his girl.,

Richard replies that if he is referring to Janet Cros-
by, that young lady has confided that Lucas gives
her a pain in the—neck. As the men start to laugh
the Sergeant calls Red a yellow-backed rookie and
threatens to punch him in the nose. The rookie is

powerless to strike his superior oflicer, but as the
other continues his abuse, one of the other sergeants
suggests that they have it out at the monthly show
given at the Cheyenne Athletic Club. It is arranged,
and all that day and the next, discussions rage about
Red, warning him that Lucas is one of the best light
heavies in the state. When, moreover, he tells Janet
about the coming battle, she asks him not to fight.
He pleads that the insults are too great to be over-
looked, and she draws herself up, and informs him
that if he chooses to be involved in brawls, she can
have nothing further to do with him. That night
every seat in the house is sold for the grudge fight.
and indeed Lucas is an impressive opponent, stripped
to show his splendid muscular development. At the
bell, the two men rush at each other, and hammer
blows upon naked flesh. Red, untutored in boxing,
falls under the powerful uppercuts and body wallops
of the non-com. Pulling himself up again and again,
someone calls that the fight should be stopped, but
each round sees the battered boy charge in determined
to overpower his huge opponent. Taunted by Lucas,
Red opens his defense to put everything he's got into
a wallop, but he is caught and goes down for a count
of nine, only to come up again, and by a fortunate
stroke, catch his enemy, who is floored for the full
count. The crowd rushes into the ring and carries
Red ofif on its shoulders. In his dressing room, he
finds himself with his nose broken, one ear swollen,
and both eyes closed. The next morning at reveille,
the Top Kicker grins at his battered appearance, com-
mends him for the scrap, and excuses him from morn-
ing duty. However, meeting Sergeant Lucas, he is

ordered to report for stable duty, notwithstanding the
previous command. Later that day, a complaint is

registered with Sergeant Jackson, that the soldiers are
not getting the luxuries for which they are contribut-
ing to a mess fund. Sergeant Lucas, the secretary-
treasurer, in charge of offsetting the rigorous rations
served at mess with a tasty dish or two, is called in
to explain his neglect. As a result, Lucas goes to
town, gets drunk on what remains of the mess fund,
and deserts. The next day. Red, having a liberty
pass, goes to town, and seeing Janet, steps aside to
let her pass, but she stops to speak to him. He ex-
plains about the fight and she exclaims that she thinks
he is wonderful! Two years later, Richard Harding's
ambitions are realized; he is a top-sergeant. Having
dismissed his troops for the day, he finds a letter
from his mother telling him that he is forgiven, and
that he is. to come home at the expiration of his en-
listment, in five days. He hurries to Janet, and that
night in the little restaurant where they frequently eat
he tells her that he has changed his mind about mar-
rying her when he is discharged from the army,—he

marry him immediately!asks

FEUD'S END
Ruth I. Runge File No. 6878

A"FURRIN' WOMAN" rides up the valley, and
stopping at the Graham cabin, tells Flora's
mother that she teaches at the Boone school,

bne inquires about Flora, who is fourteen years old,
and learning that the shy little girl who is vainly try-
ing to tuck her bare feet under her skirt, has passed

,';°"^;'j ^^^ '"''^' school with considerable success,
tells Mrs. Graham that she thinks she can get a
scholarship for Flora to continue her schooling. Plead-
ing with her parents to let her go, they consent, of-
iering to pay part of her expenses with eggs and vege-
tables; and at the end of four years she graduates,
a competely changed, modern, young lady. Having
returned to spend the summer with her parents on
Pine Mountain, she decides one afternoon to cross the
mountain, despite the fact that as a child she was

ed that she must never go to the other side,
sting, weary from her long walk, she ob-

serves a young man, whose face and love for trees
she immediately likes, at work marking the different
yaueties. However, she doesn't see him again, and
in September she receives a letter from a Lumber
Company to work as a stenographer, having been rec-
ommended by the school. Applying for the position,

While
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she finds immediate favor with Mr. Hamilton, the

owner of the company, and somethmg very hke dis-

approval from Miss Appleby, a spinster who has

worked for the firm since its opening. That morning

she is surprised to see the young man whom she has

seen on the other side of the mountain, enter the of-

fice to show Mr. Hamilton some diagrams. She

is still more astonished to find herself introduced

to him at the table in the boarding house at which she

is stopping. Moreover, when he has joined her on

one of the walks she takes every evening, they be-

come very friendly. When she tells her father, how-

ever, that she has been seeing Dale Malcolm, he seems

to disapprove. Since he doesn't forbid their meeting,

however, Dale and Flora continue to spend lots of

time together and he tells her about the trees in the

forest, that he loves so. One day, she asks him about

the trouble between the Grahams and the Malcolms,

and he tells her it started when his grandpap jeered

at the patches in the gunny sacks in which her grand-

father was bringing his corn to market. It had almost

ended in gun-play, and the two families agreed never

to set foot on each other's property. Both Dale and

Flora think that the grudge should be overlooked, and

it seems the enmity is one of habit rather than emo-

tion, between their parents. Some time later, her em-
ployer asks Flora to lunch with him, and later they

walk through the woods telling each other about their

past lives. Mr. Hamilton confesses that through

Flora he has discerned what realities really are, and
expressing dissatisfaction with the society he has been

moving in, asks her to marry him. She gently informs

him that she loves Dale, and he asks if he may kiss

her forehead, wishing her happiness and regretting

that that she is not to be for him. The next morning,

while she is taking dictation, she gets a letter which
perturbs her greatly. Mr. Hamilton noticing her anx-

iety, inquires about it, and Flora tells him that Dale

has been hurt. He offers to take her home, but when
she tells her father, he is certain it is just a plot to

get his daughter, arranged by the Malcolms. How-
ever, Flora insists that Dale needs her and she goes,

followed by her father who takes a gun with him. His
parents show her in without question, and she goes to

Dale. When she has terminated her visit, she finds

her father wailing for her. He tells Flora he has

spoken to the Malcolms, and that Flora is right about

the feud being out-moded. A few weeks later, Dale
returns to work, and Mr. Hamilton tells him he will

receive a larger salary henceforth, and compensation
for his injury. Accepted by both families, Flora and
Dale unite the opposing factions.

THE CLASH
Donald H. Brown File No. 6883

UP the steep hillside strides an Indian, tall, broad-

shouldered and steady-eyed. As he surveys the

fine stretch of forest, his handicap—-a limp, can

be noticed. Pondering the reports in circulation that

the white man is encroaching upon Indian land, upon

the very hunting grounds. Limping Bear recalls his

father's experience with the white men, and wonders
why they are hated. Crow Foot used to tell his son

of the time when, seeing a white trapper set a trap

in his country, he had jumped upon the white man's

back. However, the trapper, a wrestler of sorts, had

applied pressure so that the Indian was thrown over

his back. As the Chief arose, the pale fellow crouched

ready for the other's move, and Crow Foot, with knife

drawn had advanced, lusting to kill. As the two
fought, each seeking an advantage, the Indian's foot

caught on a root, and striking his head against a

rock as he fell backwards, his knife fallen from his

hand, Crow Foot had waited for the other to strike a

fatal blow. But the white man, to the other's sur-

prise, waited for his opponent to arise without mo-
lesting him. He had fought only in self-defense! The
two had never seen each other again, but now as

Limping Bear, sent to catch a plundering, cunning

white man, identifiable by the fact that he has lost

half of one ear in a fight, walks alone, he thinks of

the difference between the white man his father owed
his life to, and this scoundrel. Meanwhile, leaving a

saloon, and bidding the dancehall girls farewell, three

white men are bringing in fire-water to exchange for

valuable furs. Their leader, Joe Smith, has a dis-

figured ear. At the last outpost some days later, the

three talk to an aged stranger. Jack Mc Leod. who
tells him of his fight with Crow Foot, and is roundly

jeered for permitting a helpless Indian to escape.

Later, McLeod is drawn, protesting, into a card game.
He loses. Noticing that the aces have been thumb-
nailed, he says nothing. At his deal, he gives cards so

rapidly that the others can't discern his movements.
The playing proceeds, and as Smith bets on his full

house, McLeod slowly discloses that he has dealt him-
self the four aces, cheating the cheater. The game
breaks up, and the men retire. Next morning. Smith
rises early to saddle his horse. The animal, given too

many beatings in the past, darts off followed by the

cursing Smith. Infuriated by the chase which takes

him many miles out, across hills and small streams,

Smith's anger is terrible to behold. At length, the

poor animal is caught fast by his halter catching on
an overhanging tree limb, and his master catches up
to him. Seizing a club, improvised from a stout

branch, the white man rushes upon the trembhng an-

imal, and strikes a blow at the equine's head. Sud-
denly, attracted by the screams of the tortured beast.

Limping Bear leaps at -the heartless fello\y, and pin-

ions his arms to his side. Turning upon his assailant,

Smith kicks and bites in his efforts to free himself
from the vise-like grip. Then, freeing himself for a

moment, he aims two hard kicks at the Indian's stom-
ach, and the lame man slumps to the ground with his

arms still tightly about the man he has been sent to

capture. However, writhing from the intolerable pain

of foully delivered blows, the Indian is caught under

the white man, who sits astride him, drawing a knife

with an evil leer. As he raises it preparatory to

thrusting it into his helpless opponent, a shot rings

out! 'The murderous glint in Joe Smith's eyes glazes

with a death film, and he falls over, dead. McLeod
helps the Indian to his feet, and both turn from the

body of the worst white man to reach Indian country.

McNUTT'S RUNNING IT

E. E. Ball File No. 2713

ALONG the Old Trail from Omaha to the Black
Hills, in the wildest spot known at the time,

stood a roadhouse, Mr. McNutt's. This house
stood at the only place the Nyeberry River could be

crossed, and what with drinks in the house, and toll

from the bridge he had built, McNutt's business was
thriving, thanks to his own idea of coming North
from Iowa, and the help of his husky mate, May. Mc-
Nutt House was an interesting place, because so many
types of people came and went from it, but the Mc-
Nutt's treated white and Indian with like kindness,

and they were becoming rich from fur trading with

the latter, as a sideline. McNutt was a huge man,
giant-like in stature, and over two hundred pounds^ in

weight, and his wife cut a good figure beside him,

being herself over six foot and stockily built. Their
daughter, Brenda, was not a little flower, either, but
the willow-like quality of her build took away con-

siderably from any ungraceful feature she might have
had. Those were the days of stage coaches, and many
were the handsome scouts who gathered in the road-

house, anxious for refreshment as well as a sight of

the lovely Brenda, but McNutt vowed he would never
give her up to these hardy Western men to make her

lead her mother's former life of anxiety and nervous
anticipation when McNutt had been a scout. Nigger
Bill, who watched the toll gate, and Heavy, the bounc-

er at McNutt's were duly instructed to watch for any
sly intrigues of Brenda, who longed for more popu-
lated places and the thrills of life in society.

One fine day, after McNutt's fur trading had
reached stupendous proportions, he accumulating more
skins and hides from the Indians than he knew what
to do with, almost, he received news from an officer

that there were two bandits abroad, following the Old
Trail, robbing mail coaches, and killing drivers. Mc-
Nutt took this implication to mean that he had better

watch his hides and skins, and he immediately asked

for the names and description of these men. Brenda,

being present, blanched when she heard the officers

answer, and McNutt gave her a puzzled glance, never

having heard, himself, of Peter Brown and Rube Hick.

Perhaps, he thought, it was this handsome officer, Bert

Long, who was causing his daughter's pallor, and he

made a mental note, to ask Heavy about it, or per-

haps May could tell him. Several days later, Nigger

gave McNutt the high sign. Two men, he added,

were prowling about the thicket, resembling the pic-

tures of these men for whom the reward was so high.

When two rough fellows entered McNutt's the next

day, for a meal, McNutt rubbed his hands together

and issued orders about. When they attempted to

hold up the place, they found themselves surrounded,

and McNutt was thrilled with the reward brought

down by the officers soon after. But where was Bert

Long? Right then, in answer to Brenda's dehghted
giggles, he was telling her the story of how he had
tracked the men and forced them into the roadhouse,

so that his father-in-law might benefit by the reward

and keep occupied long enough for him to steal his

bride without being murdered by Nigger and Heavy!

HENPECKED

Christine Newhirte FUe No. 6856

HAVING been close friends for years Joe Axtel,

and Ben Dailey, two old bachelors, set the neigh-

bors to speculating how serious are the atten-

tions that each has been paying, of late, to Martha
Anderson, an attractive, thrifty woman of forty-two.

In return for their mending her fences, putting up her

hay, and hauling her hogs to market, she bakes bread

and mends for Ben and Joe, and one day, after Joe

has done her a special service, Martha makes him a

light blue dress shirt, of which he seems very, very,

proud. Ben exhibits annoyance with Joe's self-con-

scious efforts to call attention to his acquisition, and
the next Saturday, he stops at Martha's house and

offers to take her eggs to town. On his way back,

Martha invites him to supper, and as he leaves, gives

him a Devil's Food cake to take home with him. The
next day, Joe comes over, obviously troubled. He asks

Martha to call him by his first name as she doesn t

call Ben, Mr. Dailev. and then adds that he knows
what he'd like to call Ben. Martha is amused until

Joe says that Ben must have been drinking, because

he acts so strangely. It seems that when Joe, assum-
ing that the cake has been given to them both, has
tried to cut it with his knife, Ben grabbed the knife

and pushed his best friend violently out of doors, going

back to stare rapturously at the confection which he
has placed in the glass cupboard. Martha has with
difficulty restrained her mirth throughout, especially

as Joe has been trying in every possible way to call

her attention to the blue shirt, which he has specially

worn for the occasion. However, she doesn't suspect

that Toe has been making mental reservations to re-

sist, what he thinks are her efforts to get herself a

husband. Planning to amuse himself at Ben's expense,

he permits his cows to get into the other's crops, but
the maneuver results in the first fist fight the two
have ever had, and for a week neither of the bache-

lors reveals himself to Martha, who has been burning

with curiosity, meanwhile. However, the following

Sunday evening, Martha sees Joe enter, his jaw still

swollen from his friend's blows. Waiting for Martha
to return from milking her cows, he sees Ben ap-
proach with her, and he conceals himself under her
bed. Martha and Ben are talking when suddenly they
hear a piercing shriek, and Joe dances madly about
the room, holding the seat of his trousers, and yelling

that he has been bitten by a snake and is about to

die. While the victim is shouting imprecations upon
Martha, Ben investigates, and almost drops his lan-

tern as an ominous hissing issues from under the bed.

Suddenly, to Joe's indigation, Martha starts to guf-

faw, and with majestic equanimity, an outraged hen

struts from her place of concealment. Joe stammers,

"You mean, I'm only henpecked?" and as Ben and
Martha break into fresh gales of laughter, he rushes

out exclaiming that he would far rather be henpecked
by one that wears feathers, than by someone who'll

nag him to death, Ben, however, undiscouraged, says

he will take his chance, and asks Martha, who is only

too willing, to marry him. When Ben returns home,
that night, he finds that Joe wishing to take all pre-

cautions, is taking a bath in milk, a snake-bite anti-

dote, and calling, "You're taking your beauty bath
in the wrong place," Joe goes off whistling.

THE DEPORTEE

Houston Boone FUe No. 6879

HAVING considered the business discharged the
previous week, the Attorney-General receives^ an
extraordinary letter from a young, French im-

migrant woman, who having been examined for mental
aberration, has mysteriously disappeared from the boat

on which she was being deported. The Chief Con-
stable agrees with the Attorney-General that the wom-
an, Jeanne Treves, has a cunning if unstable charac-
ter. Her letter admits vaguely that she has received

succor at the home of a fisherman and his wife, hav-
ing managed to swim to shore from the boat on which
she was kept. The ignorant fisherfolk, caught in the

Police drag-net, are brought in, but although every
effort from intimidation to bribery is employed, noth-
ing can be gotten from them except the fact that she
has paid well, in francs, for the help, and that she was
brought back to the city in the fisherman's motor
boat. The Press had scored the Department for neg-
ligence in permitting the supposed death by drowning
of the mental defective, and the Attorney-General is

anxious to avoid further scandal. Now, several di-

visional reports come in, as well, as a small police

photo of Jeanne Treves, and finally a pohce woman,
Marie, comes in with the excited announcement that
she thinks she has found the demented woman. At one
of the Women's Shelters, she has found a discarded
woman's dress with a fifty franc note in the pocket,
and she has connected this with Jeanne Treves, and
has traced it to the home of the French Consul-Gen-
eral. Pursuing her investigations, Marie has learned
that the Consul-General has a daughter who is enter-

taining a guest, Miss Belhardi, a Senator's daughter,
who is incidentally a marathon swimmer well known
in Paris. Setting out immediately for the house of

the Consul-General with Marie, the Chief-Constable
astounds the French official iiy asking if Jeanne
Treves, the deportee who has been reported drowned,
is at his home. The Consul-General is thunderstruck
and explains that he has a guest, a Miss Belhardi,

who is, in every respect, a gentlewoman. However,
he admits the resemblance of his guest to the police

photograph. When the young woman herself comes
in, both the Chief and Marie, expecting to seize the

demented woman, are startled at being confronted by

a very beautiful, complacent, young person of extra-

ordinary personality. She staves off all their queries

until the tell-tale picture is produced, and then Miss

Delhardi confesses that she has known Jeanne Treves,

but, she adds, the woman has since passed away.
Further questions provides the testimony that the

place of the demise was in this house of the Consul-

General. No death certificate can be produced because

Jeanne Treves was not buried; she merely passed

away. With this, the Chief can contain himself no

longer. He orders Marie to be ready to call the police

office, certain at least, that he has a lunatic if not the

lunatic. At this moment, however, the Consul-Gen-

eral's daughter rushes in, throws her arms about Miss

Belhardi's neck, and cries that she alone is to blame,

and that, therefore, she, the Consul-General's daugh-

ter, should take the consequences. Miss Belhardi re-

fuses to permit such a gesture, advising her friend to

take care of her distressed father. Challenged direct-

ly concerning Jeanne Treves, Miss Belhardi offers to

the officer of the law, the immigrant woman's creator.

As the Chief lustily cries that this mad woman shall

be seized, the Consul-General demands an explan-

ation, and his d,-iughter explains that she has chal-

lenged her college friend, an actress, to a display of

histrionic talent and physical prowess, and Miss Bel-

hardi had, consequently, assumed the guise of an im-

migrant woman, and shortly before the arrival of the

boat, had simulated idiocy, with more serious results

than either had anticipated. With the intercession of

the Consul-General. however, the matter is officially

closed with the acceptance of the statement that

Jeanne Treves has, indeed, passed away.
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A
NEW
FIND

George Brent—Warner Bros, new find— gives a

splendid perjornxance in his first picture. Mr-
Brent plays the male lead opposite Ruth Chat'e'''-

ton in "The Rich Are Always With Us"—
A Warner-First National Production.

(Copyright 1932) %
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THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT

Bess Murray O'Malley File No. 6943

FRANCE. 1919! A rain-drenched outfit led by Cap-
lain Jacli, a nickname that adheres to handsome
Duane Farrell all his life, takes shelter in a de-

serted barn and discovers a little French war orphan
in the hay. The girl, terrified but unwhimpering, so

wins the hearts of the rough band that they take

turns carrying her to a village and the child, through
the dispensation of Miriam, Duane's sister, is placed

with nuns at a French convent. Twelve years later,

arrangements are made to bring Corinne Ducharme to

the United States to live with the Farrells. Captain
.Tack, suffering from a peculiar case of paralysis in-

duced by shock, cannot stand or walk unaided al-

though his limbs remain apparently intact. Never
referring to his affliction, the fine-looking six-footer

has refused to permit Natalie Sherwood, to whom he
had been engaged, to "throw her life away for him".
Now, he eagerly awaits the coming of the lovely
French child whose pictures and letters he never tires

looking at. However, prepared as he is, he exper-
iences a curious sensation when the adorable blonde
convent child enters, her English interspersed with
French in her excitement. Shy in spite of themselves,
Corinne assures Duaue that she has always remem-
bered him from that night long ago, and shows him
a locket that she wears with a picture of him in a
war uniform, and another in civilian clothes. In the
days that follow, the Farrell house rings with the
gaiety of the French girl, and Duane finds himself
cursing the fate that ties him to a wheelchair, a help-
less cripple, while exciting preparations are made for
the formal dance that is to present Corinne to society.
Captain Jack groans with the realization that Tony
loves Corinne, and calling his sister, Miriam, he pours
out the agony he endures loving Corinne, as the child,
incredibly innocent snuggles close to the helpless man.
Miriam is shaken by the confession and tries vainly
to find something reassuring to tell this strong man,
whom, to-day, for the first time, she has seen break
down. Dr. Bergin, the family physician has always
held that a shock strong enough will restore the use
of his legs to Duane, but he remains helpless. The
night of Corinne's debut, she is a breath-taking vision
of loveliness, but that night, for once, she does not
come in to say goodnight to Duane, who clenches his
teeth in the throes of his helpless love. Duane sits
up. resisting all attempts made by Cassidy, his war
buddy who never leaves him. to comfort him. Sudden-
ly the door opens and Corinne, very tiny and infinitely
desirable throws herself upon Duane and holding him
tight tells him that Tony has asked her to marry him.
Tryuig to steady his voice, Duane congratulates her,
but she reproves him, adding she refused. His breath
tightens, and she asks if he loves Natalie very much.
He sees how the child hangs on his answer having
heard to-day that he was once engaged to her, and
as he notes the look in her eyes, with a great effort
replies, that once they were very much in love with
each other. Conquering his impulse to press her warm
body to him, he allows her to leave disconsolately.
Mn-iam, seemg how great a strain her brother is
endurmg, gently suggests that she will take Corinne
to the Rainbow Dude Ranch where she can meet people
and perhaps—marry. Duane, although he realizes that
the girl, for all her ignorance of life, loves him, as-
sents to the arrangements without further protest. As
Corinne bids him a tearful farewell, however, she lifts
her face to his, imploringly, and against his own
judgment his lips close on hers. Then, gruffly he
thrusts her from him afraid that he will reveal his
feelings completely. Corinne wanders away from the
crowds at the ranch and unwittingly causes a gang of
riim-runners to suspect her of spying on them. They
kidnap her and her friends missing her send out
alarms which are nation-wide. In a Maine camp, where
he has gone to try to forget, Duane hears a broadcast,
and in his overpowering concern—walks, then, falls
Hut It has happened! He can walk! He crosses the
country and arrives as Corinne walks in—safe! Her
captor was a poverty-stricken war buddy of Captain

seeing the locket, remembers the whole
incident of the finding of the orphan. ...^ u,.,.so
Corinne back and remains for the glorious wedding at
which Duane is married to his Corinne.

THE CENTER WORLD
William C. Van Buskirk File No. 6862

ACNIVEESITY graduate and a brilliant young
chemist, Alexander (Buck) MacKay, discovers in
the frozen north, a marvelous strike of gold.

However, he finds that while stakes have been driven
many years before by Louie Pouquette, Violet L.
Orey, and John Grey, the last a fugitive from the law,
since found innocent, the original discoverers have
never registered their claim. To discover why. Buck
constructs a raft and follows the river which pursues
a subterranean course. Overcome by the vaporous
gases. Buck awakens to find that his raft has drifted
to the center of the world. Curiously he notes strange
flora and fauna, and escapes from savages by shoot-
ing their leader. Drifting on. Buck is picked up by a
Captain Bla, who speaks a strange tongue. Buck
prevents his rescuers from being carried off by gor-
illas by shooting at the animals. Learning that the
people of the Center World have discovered the secret
of perpetual motion, he feels a deeper respect for them.
Later, Buck misses the gold, he has carried with him.
and detects Lieutenant Roe, who has been inimical to

him since his arrival, to be the thief. Surprised, he
learns that two men, a woman and a babe, obviously
the missing prospectors, have come to the Center
World twenty years ago, and that Grey is now Prime
Minister. Lieutenant Roe, having killed a slave, ac-

cuses Buck of the crime, and the stranger from the

outer world is put in a cage and carried to an am-
phitheater where a fierce gorilla is set upon him.

Buck outwits his powerful opponent by dodging its

attacks and letting it smash itself against the stone-

lined sides of the pit. The watching crowd yells its

delight at his manouevers and the Princess Zna drops

her jeweled necklace in tossing him a bouquet. Buck
lightly returns the precious bauble, and is again im-

prisoned in the cage from which he is rescued by a

French Canadian, who kills one of the Lieutenant's

men to aid Buck. When they are safe, the guide dis-

closes that he is Louie Poquette. Meanwhile Lieuten-

ant Roe, the nephew of the king, suspected but never
proved a pirate, has his men abduct the princess Zna.

During this time. Buck, his skin dyed brown, dis-

guised as Louie's slave, goes to Premier Grey's yacht

and hears his host's story. However, the boat is

stopped by Lieutenant Roe, whose cunning has guided

him to the most likely place for the foreigner to be.

A sudden gust of wind blows Buck's wig off, and

knocking down the lieutenant, he dives into the water.

Buck overhears Roe trying to make the Princess his,

and he rescues Zna. Holding off the Lieutenant's

men, he escapes with the member of the royal family

down the catacombed pathways that lead underground

to the city, followed by the desperate abductors who
are in deadly fear of the consequences should the prin-

cess gain safety and tell her story. With twanging

arrows whizzing towards them, Buck judiciously picks

off the most accurate of his pursuers. However, the

Lieutenant has the mouth of the tunnel blocked by

heavy boulders. Planning to kill at least the des-

picable Roe before he is taken. Buck considers that

the men will release the Princess and claim the re-

ward offered for her restoration. However, by chance,

he uncovers a passageway under the rock, and when

the Lieutenant's men arrive, they find that the fugi-

tives have escaped from the apparent cul-de-sac.

Meanwhile, in the bowels of the earth, the man and

woman are fleeing e.xhaustedly. Suffering terrible

privations from thirst and hunger, they puisue the

labyrinthian windings of the cave, narrowly escaping

from underground landslides. Discovered by Priests

who suppose they have been born from the womb of

the cave, they are prepared for sacrifice as propitiary

offerings. In eluding them as well as a repulsive

man-eating tribe of hunchbacks, the Princess sprains

her ankle and begs Buck to seek safety alone. He car-

ries her off and they survive to see their foes carried

to watery graves. They rescue Jalaga, a savage from

being gored by a fierce water-ox, and the grateful

young warrior promises to bring aid. However, in the

interim, the pair are attacked by savages who carry

them off, the Princess to be the bride of their lust-

ful chief, and Buck to be tortured in a unique man-
ner. At the very moment when the warriors are about

to hurl sharpened, flaming torches into the back of

the white man, the cruel torturers are dispersed by

Laska, the dread. Great Yellow Cat. In the excite-

ment, the prisoners are freed by Jalaga, who has kept

his promise and returned with Bovo, who had siic-

cessfully disguised himself in the fear-inspiring skin.

On their way again, the Princess falls into a pit, and

the Queen of a tribe of female warriors plans to sell

Zna and make Buck her consort. She tells him that

she and all her tribe have lived for centuries by vir-

tue of the preservative powers of a stream. Buck
angers her by spurning her proposal that he be the

father of her super-children, and, ordered to the dun-

geon, he escapes only to be re-captured. The Prin-

cess is sold to Jan, one of Lieutenant Roe's henchmen,
and later Buck, handicapped as he is by his disinclina-

tion to fight with women, however bellicose, eludes

his captors by being carried off on the backs of huge

birds. Buck fortuitously reaches a clearing in time

to see Jan's ship weigh anchor, and singlehandedly, he

contrives to gain possession of the ship, aided by the

pilot, who admits that he, Eeuto, has been pressed

into Roe's service unwillingly. The yacht is headed

for the Capitol City, but the succession of adventures

has not yet ceased, for the boat is wrecked in a storm

and recaptured by Jan. After some days, Beuto un-

shackles Buck and joined by Captain Bla, whose re-

moval from power has been effected by the Lieuten-

ant after the disappearance of the King and Queen,

who are later found where they have been confined

by Roe, Buck follows Roe, who fleeing, falls accident-

ally on his sword and dies on the very spot where

he has murdered a slave. A year later. Buck refus-

ing all the titles and honors proffered, receives the

Princess Zna in marriage. Buck remains in the Cen-

ter World, contributing his mundial scientific know-

ledge to the welfare of his adopted land, and writing

a complete account of his adventures sets it upon the

waters that empty as the Gulf Stream, into the At-

lantic Ocean, and there, sealed in a bottle, the amaz-

ing tale is found.

THE LONELY ONE
Frances Simoncelli File No. 6954

FROM the time he is a youngster Jimmie Reed

seems to bear the responsibilities of his family.

His brother, Georgie, seems to have a penchant

for getting himself in trouble, and it is always Jimmie

who extricates him. But despite all his efforts, Geor-

gie retains an admiration for the workings of a gang

of young thieves. As long as Jimmie is around, the

younger fellow stays out of mischief, but then the

war breaks out. One of the pair can claim exemption

on the claim that he must support the family. Al-

though Georgie has never given any money to his

mother he begs Timmie not to let them take him out

to be shot in the war, and after a long internal con-

flict, Jimmie exacts a promise from the family weak-

ling that he will mend his ways and take care of his

mother. Jimmie, bidding a fond goodbye to his child-

hood sweetheart. Alice Brady, leaves for the fn-nt.
For a while, Georgie terrified by his narrow escape
from having to go to war, makes an honest effort to
support his parent, hut soon yields to the temptation
of easy money to be made with the old gang. The
nervous, weak newcomer is used by the gang for
their own ends. They put him on manv dangerous
commissions, at the risk of his life. Finally his moth-
er, who suspects that no honest work is keeping her
son out late, and is accounting for his shifty, furtive
airs, tries to appeal to his sense of decency. He turns
upon her, snarlingly and tells her to mind her own
business. At length she appeals heartbreakingly to

Alice, who takes matters into her own hands. Find-
ing the boy in a disreputable cafe, she demands his

attention. He tries sullenly to avoid her, but she pro-
ceeds in no uncertain terms to point out his dissolu-

tion to him, and to stir him by contrasting him to

Jimmie. Alice does not leave Georgie until she has
gotten his resolution to leave the gang. However,
when he informs them of his determination to part

company, they remind him that once a member of a
gang, always a member, and warn him not to try

anything. The gang leaders, realizing that G;orgie
has outlived his usefulness, coldbloodedly leave him
to be killed by the police, when the commissioner tells

them that the citizens demand a halt to the predatory
activities and a capture. Before Mrs. Reed can re-

cover from the shock of her vounger son's disgrace-

ful death, word comes from one of Jimmie's buddies
that he has been killed. It is too much for the broken
woman and she soon dies. While Alice is grieving

over the tragedies in the family of her fiance, and
his own death, Jimmie is languishing in a German
hospital, suffering from a leg wound. He cannot get

any letters through to assure his loved ones at home
that he is safe, and he chafes under the thought of

their anxiety. Repeated attempts at communication
only bring severe punishment to the prisoner. At
home Alice vainly tries to forget the Jimmie- she loved

so. To occupy her time, she goes to the police and
gives them valuable information concerning the gang
responsible for Georgie's death. At first she gets

small satisfaction, since the police commissioner is

himself in league with the gang, but indignant with

tlie malfunctioning of justice, Alice tells her story to

one of the newspapers w'hich is planning a clean up
campaign against civic abuses. Through her efforts

the gang is broken up. At this time the Armistice is

signed, and Jimmie joyously anticipates the welcome

he will receive at home. To his consternation he

finds the house boarded up. He rushes to Alice's

home. Her mother does not recognize him, he has

changed so, but Alice cries out, "Jimmie!" She

gently breaks to him the occurrences in his iam.ly.

With her aid he gradually recovers from the tragic

happenings, and consents in time to tell her of his

own experiences. In time Alice and Jimmie arc

married, and no greater happiness ever was born

from despair.

T

LITTLE MASTER MIGHTY

E. A. Thurmond File No. 6925

HE ponv little Bobby wants seems very far off.

First there is the mortgage on the house tailing

due, and Mr. Taylor is in despair tr; ing to figure

out how he can raise the money. Now, Bobby s grand-

mother is seized with terrific pain during the night,

and a hurried summons for the doctor brings the re-

assuring information to the terrified family that it is

only indigestion, and a sleeping powder, which she is

not to take unless it is absolutely necessary, is lett.

The next morning while Bobby's father is working on

the farm, engrossed in his mortgage worries, a neigh-

bor rides up breathlessly, telling iNIr, Taylor that the

bank has just been held up! Every adult male in

the vicmitv is required to make up the Possj 'o

search the ' swamps for the dangerous robber. Thus,

leaving Bobbv with detailed instructions not to leave

the grounds, "his father sets off, armed. Bobby, dis-

gruntled because his eager offer to come along has

been scoffed at impatiently, gets a baked potato from

the house and with his upper lip protruding sullenly,

eats it, ruminating on the inconveniences of being too

young. Suddenly he jumps as an unshaven man
speaks hoarsely behind him. Roughly the stranger

tells Bobby that he is a poor man, and asks the boy

for his potato. Bobby relinquishes it, his eyes pop-

ping as he discerns a revolver under the man's coat.

The boy says timidly that he can get another

potato and suggests that the furtive newcomer lodge

in the barn. Gruffly denying that he needs rest, the

fellow decides to stay a few moments for the "kid s

food, when he hears that the child's father is oft

searching for the bank robber. Bobby enters the

house, takes down his grandmother's sleeping powders

and puts them in a cup of coffee. TJien bringing the

potato to the stranger, he adds that he thought he

might like some hot coffee. Telling Bobby to "go on

now, get out!" the unkempt visitor downs the food.

Bobby waits a few moments until the drug functions,

and hearing the heavy breathing, creeps into the barn

and cautiously removes the concealed weapon of the

sleeper. Then, taking down the chains kept in the

barn, he winds them around the supine figure, finish-

ing ills job with padlocks from the shed doors. Not

content, the half-scared little fiellow, winds rope

around the man until he resembles nothing so much as

a mummy. The hardest part of his work is getting

the figure onto his father's wagon. He struggles so

hard that he awakens the drugged man. who protests

blasphemously at the realization of how he has been

trapped. But Bobby, in desperation, throws a strip

of canvass over the bound person, and the victim

yields to the overpowering drowsiness induced by the

sleeping powders. Carefully driving his burden into

town the Taylor boy stops off at the bank and asks
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to see the president. The men laugh at him, but the
little fellow tells them, stoutly. th.at he has come to
sell the bandit of whom everybody is talking. Puzzled,
the bank officials follow the child to the wagon, and
to their amazement find the trussed up figure for

whom the whole countryside is searching. The search-
ing party is recalled, and the astonished president in-

forms the boy that he has earned the reward of five-

thousand dollars for the capture. Bobby manfully
asserts that he knew that, and can he buy a pony
with five thousand dollars? Meanwhile, Mr. Taylor,
annoyed at Bobby's disregard of instructions follows
him into town to find his son the center of an ad-
miring throng. With the approval of the parading
crowd, five thousand more is added to the reward.
Thus is the troublesome mortgage paid off, and Bobby
finally gets that pony

!

THE STAR OF THE SHOW
Max Schott File No. 6308

IMPRESSED bv the reports of the extraordinary
disinterest in men. displayed by Fifi Badolier, the
toast of Paris, George Fnllernos inquires further

about the star from his English friend. Jack Johnson.
That night the young men go to see Fifi whose sing-
ing is received with a tremendous ovation. Although
Fiti refuses to see Eugene Etien, an ardent admirerer,
something in the bearing of the American Fulternos,
as he appears back-stage with gorgeous roses for her,
makes the brilliant young star consent to permit him
to escort her home. When an evening with the girl

proves to Fullernos that she is not only intelligent

and lovely, but that she is truly far above the temp-
tations to which most of the members of the theater
succumb, he falls deeply in love with her and deter-
mines to win her as his wife. One day, Etien, who
has never given up the hope of winning Fifi, persuades
her to come to a party, an invitation which she ac-
cepts only when Fullernos, who is with her at the
time is also included in the invitation. However,
Etien forces unpleasant words to be spoken as he at-

tempts to press his attentions on the actress. That
night, as Fullernos takes her home, Fifi explains that
she has once been quite friendly with Eugene until

she discovered that he had connections with the
Paris underworld. At this time, Fullernos' father
who has been informed that George contemplates
marrying a Parisian actress, writes to his son in

response, absolutely forbidding the alliance. Fifi learns
of his father's disapproval, and because she loves him
too much to be instrumental in causing him to be hurt,
refuses his offer of marriage. That night, after Ful-
lernos has left after vainly trying to change Fifi's

mind about the matter, Fifi is shot by a nocturnal
marauder. The maid, Viola, is questioned, and she
admits that Fullernos was there, and that the two
had argued. The American is able to clear himself,
however, before a charge is actually made against
him. However, having gotten his name in the news-
papers in connection with the case, he is visited by
Charlos VoUery, who loving Viola, confesses that he
has been the tool of Etien, and begs leniency for hav-
ing accidentally shot Fifi Badolier in an attempt to

rob her of her jewels. Acting on this information,
Fullernos is subsequently able to arrest Etien and
rid Paris of a dangerous band of criminals. Mean-
while, Fifi recovering, realizes that she can never be
happy without George, and she gives her consent.
She gives a triumphal farewell performance, and with
all Paris at her feet leaves for New York with George.
However, before they go, they are able to save Alice
Johnson, the sister of George's friend. Jack, from be-
coming involved with that charming rascal, Eugene
Etien. On their arrival in New York, George, turn-
ing producer, presents, after a brilliant blare of pub-
licity, Fifi, his wife, in his show, "HELLO AMER-
ICA". After the first performance Fifi becomes the
idol of the New York theater-going public, and a few
weeks later, after George Fullernos' father has been
persuaded by the unanmiously favorable reports of

his daughter-in-law, he comes to see her, and remains
to capitulate completely before her undoubted charm.
And with all obstacles removed from their path, Mr.
and Mrs. George Fullernos together anticipate a
brilliant future.

Ben E. Lynch File No. 6593

IT
is perfectly ridiculous for Robert to aspire for

the hand of Renee, the moment she drives her big
roadster into the garage where he is working as

a garage mechanic, but he does. And what is more
she offers to drive him home, being the thoroughly un-
conventional daughter of Mr. Strofe, the millionaire
who has not succeeded in getting her to marry
Freddie. One night at a night club, Robert, who has
saved for a long time to be able to take Renee, has
a fight with Freddie, who, drunk, insists on trying
to dance with Renee. Mr. Strofe learns about the
whole matter when he angrily questions Renee about
the newspaper story, an.d when Freddie, who is really
in league with racketeers, kidnaps Renee, Mr. Strofe
immediately accuses Robert. The latter, learning that
the millionaire has sent for the police to arrest him,
escapes and traces Renee himself, slipping her out of
the window in the little shack where she is being
held. Robert then summo.is the police who capture
the whole gang, who playing cards in front ol the
door of the room in which Renee has been held, are
unaware that she has been released. Mr. Strofe apol-
ogizes to Robert who marries Renee. They plan a
honeymoon in the South Sea islands, but whi.e
Robert furthers arrangements, Freddie escapes from

his cell, and shoots him, wounding him slightly in the
shoulder. Robert is taken to a hospital, but because
of some plans which can not be broken, he insists

that Renee go on to Paris without him. and promises
to join her very shortly. She finally yields, but there
is an explosion on the boat on which she is sailing,

and it sinks. She is almost left behind, but escapes
in a lifeboat with one of the mates who had been
sending out an S. O. S. They are cast up on a

desert island. In the hospital, Robert is assuring the
doctor that he is well enough to leave, when through
the open window he hears a newsboy shouting an
extra about the wreck. Sending for a paper, he
learns that all the passengers have been rescued
from the wreck except Renee and the mate. Jump-
ing from his bed, he makes arrangements to charter
a sea-plane to search for her, himself. After every-
one else has given up hope, he detects the mate waving
his shirt in a frantic effort to gain attention, and learns
that worn out by the rigors of the wreck, the ship of-

ficer had lost consciousness and on coming to, had
seen no trace of the woman who was in the boat
with him. Searching frenziedly, the men discover
that Renee has been captured by natives who are
preparing to kill her. Rushing into them, Robert
and the mate free Renee, and while Robert holds off

the savages by various strategic moves, the mate es-

capes to the plane with Renee, and by frightening
the superstitious blacks, manages to rescue Robert.
The plane travels on toward the civilized world, but
Robert and Renee are oblivious to everything ex-

cept each other.

THE STUDENT MURDER
William Billings File No. 6882

WHEN Mary is fourteen years old, her mother,
who has been supporting the family, dies. Edu-
cated as a lawyer, her father, a lazy, shiftless,

fellow has long ago given up his practice to live on
the labor of others on his farm. Mary and her aged
grandfather bear the full burden now. Managmg
somehow to go to school as well as milk the cows,
keep house, and sell what produce the farm provides,
Mary is not permitted by her harsh parent to enjoy
any parties or new clothes. After the restraining in-

fluence of her gentle mother has been removed, her
father resorts to beating her fiercely for no apparent
reason. Mary remonstrates with him in vain but he
claims that she is his child and he has a right to do
with her as he wishes. Abused far worse than any
animal, Mary threatens to leave home, but her in-

human parent vows that he will kill her if she at-

tempts escape or tells anyone her story. Preferring
death to so miserable an existence, the child invites
him to send her to her mother, but hurling her out
of his path, with a curse, he stamps out of the room.
The little girl is sent to Mrs. Slivers to get the milk,
and noticing her red eyes the kindly woman quest, ons
her, but, faithful to some inherent idea of loyalty to
her parent, as well as fearful of the consequences, the
girl maintains an unincriminating silence. However,
when the same performance is repeated, the battered
child promises to tell her neighbor the whole story
during her lunch hour the following day. On her re-
turn home her father questions her closely, suspect-
ing that she has mentioned his cruelty to others, and
when he falls upon her again in a rage, her old
grandfather intercedes in her behalf and incurs the
wrath of her parent. The old man staunchly holds
his ground, threatening to expose his son, himself,
should the heartless performance continue. However
the intervention of the bent old man serves only to
draw the shower of blows upon his own defenceless
head, and Mary is more miserable than before. At
lunch next day, Mary withholds the tale she was to
have told Mrs. Slivers, thinking it best not to draw
her into the matter lest she suffer ill consequences,
but Mrs. Slivers informs Mary that she has just
heard about the matter from the grandfather, who ap-
peared at her house bruised and hurt that morning.
Moreover, that afternoon, Mary becomps ill at school,
from the cruel treatment she has received, and when
the doctor, startled at the discolorations on her body
from blows, asks their cause, Mary relapses into
silence once more. The child has been so badly handled
that she can no more act to save herself, and while
others are conducting investigations, she returns home
to encounter her father in a greater rage than she
has ever seen him before. Before she can move to
help herself, he pours a stream of abuse upon her, and
strikes a blow at her, which kills the none too strong
child. Appalled at the results, the inebriated man
seizes the body and attempts to conceal it, but he
runs straight into the girl's grandfather, who has
been watching for Mary's coming and hoping to fore-
stall her meeting with her father. The old man, seeing
the body of the young girl, tried beyond endurance,
kills the murderer, his own son, before he can harm
the old man who can testify against him. The bro-
ken, doubly bereft man, gives himself up, but is ac-
quitted when the story is made known.

THE SON'S WIFE
Clara Myers File No. 6832

HA\'ING removed her family to a ranch in the
hope that her husband will be cured of his ad-
diction to drinking, /anet Morrow indicates to

him. that if he does not change his ways, the boys
wi.l leave home. Then, when her husband kisses her
and leaves, she accepts his departure as final, in
spite of the repeated attempts he subsequently makes
to return. Through many years of hardship so fierce
that again and again she thinks that she can bear

no more disappointments, Janet manages to wrest,
with the help of those of her children old enough
to contribute some little aid, just enough from the
stubborn earth to feed her youngsters. Then, one
by one. the little ones become independent enough to

shift for themselves, the girls leaving to marry, and
one of the boys enlisting in the Navy. When John
goes to try his luck in Chicago, Janet has only Elmer,
the youngest, still no more than a child with her,
besides Paul, who, now that years of privation have
exacted their toll of Janet, and she can no longer
bear the burden, assumes the responsibility with great
earnestness. However, Paul is not an easy person
to work with. Given to melancholy brooding, and a
passion for overwork, he brooks no weakness in his

fellows. Little Elmer patiently tries to bear the
heavy obligations imposed on him by his huge brother,
and being too much a son of his noble mother to cry
out under the stress of his tasks, is ta.xed more and
more by the morose Paul, who seems entirely un-
conscious of the little one's efforts. Even, when,
crushed by too great a strain, Elmer succumbs to a
fever that wracks his slight frame, Paul shows no
signs of ameliorating conditions. But at length, per-
suaded that the ranch has become sufficiently profit-
able to warrant it, he consents to the hiring of a girl
to help with the work. This luxury is soon greatly
rued, for Anna, the servant, having learned of Paul's
comparative affluence, determines to win him, and by
a series of crafty machinations, gets Paul to ask her
to marry him. Once installed as his wife, moreover,
Anna sets about efTecting the removal of aged Janet
and Elmer. Unable to bear the torments of her
daughter-in-law, who has waited for just this turn
of events. Janet asks Paul to give her half the pro-
fits of her farm, which until the day of her departure
she has been helping to maintain, but Paul, encouraged
by his wife, refuses to give her more than a sixth.
INIoreover, he promises it to her in installments, and
Janet never receives more than the first. Without
any aid from her other children, Janet sends Elmer
to school, and supports herself by taking in boarders
in the city. In time, overwork causes a break-down,
and when she recovers, she is no longer able to keep
house for so many people. She writes to all her
children, at last, and receives some little help from
them, and expressions of indignation that Paul should
have taken what rightfully belongs to her. This,
however, is insufficient to satisfy her needs, and in
despair, she makes a final appeal for glasses which
her doctor has prescribed for her, and other neces-
sities, from her son. He realizes his injustice, know-
ing her poverty, but with the intrusion of his wife
who' has a great hold on him, he makes out a check
for seven dollars. Janet, desperately in need of
money, and knowing that her son is moved to such
cruelty only because of his hateful wife, raises the
check to seventy dollars. Confident that her son will
have set the matter right, she is appalled to learn
that Anna has stopped payment on the check, and
has withdrawn as much money as she could from
Paul's account, to leave him. However, she returns
in three days, and his eyes opened, Paul begs h.s
mother for forgiveness. Prematurely aged by her
hard life, Janet at last finds herself happy in her
old age by the homecoming of her prodigal children.

CARNIVAL

Jack Br File No. 696J

IN a waterfront cafe in Rotterdam, Harold Falk, a
sailor, meets an old friend of his, John Monson,
who, for old times sake, helps Harold get a job as

quartermaster on a ship. The boat is headed for Rio
de Janeiro, and gets there just in time for the Carni-
val. The pair decide to join in the festivities in the
costume of bull fighters.
Meanwhile, in California, wealthy Mr. James Worth-

ingham, his wife and their children, Therese and
James, Jr. are preparing for a trip to South America.
Mr. Worthingham is worried about his daughter's
unconventionality. She has little regard for the two
scions of wealth who sue for her hand, and while on
board ship calls her parents' ire upon her head by
her disgraceful, as they call it, conduct. Arrived in
Rio, "Therese, accompanied by her brother, ventures
forth into the gay Carnival. A short time later, she
finds herself caught up by a trio of negroes, and her
brother nowhere at hand. Terrified, she screams
and John and Harold come to her rescue. After they
have beaten off her would-be attackers, Harold in-
troduces John and himself, and the girl tells them her
name is Therese. John, noting with some surprise the
expressions on the faces of the other two, explains that
he is wanted elsewhere and leaves the two to their
own devices. Wandering through the gay streets and
eating in a cabaret. Harold confesses to Therese that
he has never felt this way before, and she admits the
same phenomenon. When, however, Harold tells her
all about himself, she fears that he will be awestricken
by her wealth, and she tells him that she is a ser-
vant of the Worthinghams. The next day, he calls for
her, by arrangement, and asks her to marry him.
With love brimming in her eyes, she cansents, and
since neither claims any ties, they are married im-
mediately. For three days they are gloriously happy
together. Meanwhile, the Worthinghams are frantic.
Therese's father who had always proclaimed that his
daughter would come to no good end, breaks down,
realizing how dear she is to them. Detectives are
hired and rewards posted. One day, Harold goes out
to get something, and sees in the newspapers pic-
tures of the daughter of the wealthy Worthingham.
As Therese fears, he is too proud to endure the fact
that he, a poor sailor, is married to a wealthy heiress.
He cannot ask her to share his life, or acce,jt money
from her. Saying nothing, he confesses to Therese
that he loves her more than he ever believed possible,
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mid he quiets the misgivings she feels seeing his white

face. At four in the morning, however, he steals

away leaving a note and a copy of the newspaper.

When Thcrese awakes she is disconsolate, but reading

of her parents' anxiety returns home. They are so

happy to see her that they respect her request that

they do not ask her about her absence. For months,

Therese wanders about, ghost like, while her folks

try every possible means of diverting her, but know
nothing of her love for Harold. At last she tells

them and her father immediately tries to locate her

husband and persuade him to come back. Moreover,

Therese is soon to be a mother. All this while, Harold

has been trying to fight down his burning love for

Therese and is convincing himself that he has done

the only manly thing in releasing her

Si.x years later, still a sailor, Harold together with

Tack sign up, unwittingly, on Mr. Worthingham's
yacht. During a fog, Harold sees a little fellow fall

overboard and he jumps into the water to save him.

The yacht is stopped but no trace of either can be

found, and Therese fainting at the loss of her child,

is carried to her cabin. Towards morning, Harold

and the little fellow whom he has discovered to be his

own son, are rescued from the lighthouse rock on

which they have found refuge, and Therese and Harold

are re -united.

DISCONTENTED WIVES

Lottye Rust File No. 6S75

BECOMING discontented because Dick, her hus-

band, is so preoccupied in his efforts to succeed

in business, in order to be able to provide her

and Sonny with the luxuries they are now denied,

Grace wistfully mentions that it is their fourth wed-

ding anniversary. To celebrate. Dick takes her to a

night club, but robs the occasion of all its enchant-

ment by reminding her that they won't be able to

go frequently until he makes more money. However,

meeting a classmate of his, Dick introduces Wade
HoUis an attractive bachelor to Grace, and Grace

is swept off her feet. With the unsuspecting approval

of Dick, Grace sees Wade frequently, and two months

later, she asks Dick to let her divorce him, so that

she can marry Wade. In a choked voice he agrees,

holding her happiness above all other considerations,

and asking if he can see Sonny once in a while. .After

a few months, married to Wade, and living in a

beautiful house in the suburbs, Grace, agonized by

the calls of Sonny, who is delirious from a high fever,

phones Dick, and asks him to come to the child who
wants his "daddy, his daddy". Wade has gone to

the drug store to have a prescription filled, and on

his return, is held up. He attempts to escape, and

is killed by one of the two thieves. Dick, rushing to

his child, knows that something is amiss on the

street, but doesn't suspect that Wade is concerned.

As he enters the house he decides to phone the police,

but the bandits enter, and claiming that they "know
too much", take Grace and Dick and the sick ch.ld,

(at the pleas of its mother) to a small cabin in the

mountains, at the point of a gun. There they are

left with a small supply of groceries, although one of

the murderers protests against treating them so. the

other one forces him to leave, and Grace and Dick

spend days at the side of Sonny, who almost succumbs

to the exposure on the way down. After three days of

hovering about the heart-rendingly still little form,

and mentally reviewing the struggles of their mar-

ried davs, Grace and Dick discover how much they

really love each other. Happily Sonny's condition

takes a turn for the better, and they are discovered

by the police. However, teUing their story, they meet

with the incredulity of their rescuers, and when it is

discovered that Wade has been found shot down on

the street the night they disappeared, they are both

held for his murder. Every one believes them guilty

of the unsavory crime, and it is almost certain that

unless some unexpected piece of evidence turns up,

they will be convicted. The case receives tremendous

pubheity, and finally comes to trial. However, as all

hope seems to be lost, the man who had objected to

leaving them in the shack, makes a complete con-

fession. His partner having shot Wade, the young
fellow who had agreed to hold up a man, had lost his

nerve at the turn of events, and decided to give

himself up. Grace and Dick are freed, and after an

interval, are re-married.

THE WIVES OF ABDUL RAHMAN

Robin Gyan Parkash Patterson File No. 6903

GIVEN one last chance by his father, Mahmood
Khan, to prove his worth, Abdul Rahman is sent

to an American University to study. Impecca-
bly mannered, and handsomely provided for, AbJul
gains many friends, but soon falls in love with Julia

who reciprocates his tender passion. He begs her to

come to India to marry him, but she fears the conse-

quences of so strange an alliance. However, having
no home ties, and realizing that she can never be

happy without him, she promises to come. A splendid

homecoming is planned for Abdul, as well as a mar-
riage to Akhtari. Abdul vainly protests his disin-

clination to marry another, being already married to

Juha, but his tyrranous father reminds him that by
Mohammedan Law, a man is encouraged to have
many wives. The ceremony is performed and the un-
happy groom stands by as Julia is informed that ac-

cording to prescription, her movements are con-
strained within the limits of a parlor, and she may
not go out except with her husband, who can visit

her at any time. Julia, appalled by her position, is,

nevertheless, sufliciently in love with Abdul to en

dure her status. However, Akhtari, einbittered by

her own equivocal position of being married to Abdul
without being his wife, makes things very difficult

for her husband's favorite. A year later, Julia gives

birth to a son, Victor Khan, and he is received with

great rejoicing. However, within the next two years

Julia becomes entirely unreconciled to her serfdom,

and longs for freedom, despite the fact that she still

loves Abdul. Enlisting the aid of Lord Welhngdon,
the governor who has come to confer an honorary de-

gree upon Abdul for the designs he has made for pub-

lic buildings, Julia is aided in her escape to Amer.ca,

since legally her marriage has no grounds there.

She gets a position waiting on tables in a hotel, and

Abdul tries without success to find her. Meanwhile
Akhtari is having a clandestine affair with Nisar

whom she has met before her marriage, and who is

working on Abdul's estate to be near her. One day

they are seen bv Abdul, and their tender words re-

mind him with intolerable longing, of Julia, and en-

trusting the boy, Victor, to the care of Nisar, Abdul

takes a few possessions and works his way on a boat

from Calcutta to America. He can only procure a

student's passport, which permits him to remain only

as long as he attends a University, and when he does,

finally, locate Julia, they are unable to proceed be-

cause of lack of money or opportunity to make any.

At length, Abdul, in despair, writes to his father, for

money, but Mahmood, infuriated by his son s actions

refuses to send him any, throwing the letter in the

waste paper basket, and telling Victor, who is now
nine years old, of his father's disobedience. One day,

in an angrv fury, Mahmood's heart fails, and he dies.

The property belongs rightfully to Abdul, but nobody

knows where he is. Raza Khan, Akhtari's father is

anxious to get the money for himself, and he prevents

aiiv great efforts to trace Abdul from being made.

Akhtari and Nisar are loyal to Abdul and are des-

pairingly discussing the contemplated confiscation ot

Abdul's property by Raza Khaii, when Victor walks

in and questions them as to their serious expressions.

They tell him, and he runs out of the room. In a

moment he returns with the discarded petition Abdul

has sent his father. Receiving a cable, Abdul per-

suades Julia to come to see her son, and going through

the formality of a divorce from Akhtari who marries

Nisar, Abdul re-marries Julia.

TOBIN'S LOSS

Alex Radwanski File No. 6913

JANET, the girl Tobin loves, is captured by a band

of cattle rustlers! Having only the clue that the

leader of the abductors has a curiously crooked

nose, the distracted lover sets off in search of her

In a cowboy hangout on the way, a near not is caused

by the entrance of two tipsy cow hands who calhng

for louder and wilder music, seize the women and

whirl them unwillingly into a dance, whip out their

revolvers and shoot haphazardly at the fixtures, and

otherwise make of themselves unmitigated nuisances.

When they are finally subdued, Tobin gains from

their befogged mumblings enough to point toward the

probability that the girl kept against her wi 1 by an

outlaw gang, is, indeed, Janet. Outwitt.ng the rust-

lers, Tobin, aided only by his friend, Harrison, man-

ages to regain the badly frightened, but otherwise un

harmed Tanet, from the very grasp of her abductors,

and speeds her to a waiting aeroplane. They are

swiftly followed by the rustlers, who having decided

to hold the girl for ransom, are threatened w^th all

manner of terrible consequences if they allow her to

elude the clutches of the bandit chief, who having seen

her has been seized by a desire to make her his own.

The aerial pursuit is exciting if brief, for the followers

are soon lost in the misty clouds. However, the

troubles of Tobin, Harrison, and Janet, are not over

with the eluding of the criminals, for before they can

safely bring the plane down, a sudden storm smashes

it up in mid-air. The trio don parachutes, a neces-

sary accoutrement of every airship, and clear them-

selves from the rapidly falling wreck of their plane.

They land on the side of a mountain, overrun with

heavy, impenetrable shrubbery, more or less bruised

from their fall. Picking themselves up, they specu-

late together on the best plans for providing for their

rescue, and utterly unarmed as they are, are terrified

by the realization that the territory abounds m wild

game at whose mercy nightfall will find them. Walk-

ing hurriedly in the hope that they will find some shel-

ter, they are overjoyed at happening on a small,

trapper's cabin. Investigation proves that the place,

fairly well stocked, has been deserted for the season,

and they take possession. Using the hut as a stop-

ping of! place, they make various excursions into

the environs, shooting game and fishing for sus-

tenance. At length, having constructed a raft from

the timber found in abundance, the three young people

realizing that their only hope lies in moving on, put

off into the river, taking on their improvised craft

only such necessities as are absolutely necessary to

sustain them. Fortunately, before very long, they

are picked up by a boat carrying freight down the

river, and telling their tale are carried to a port

from which they are able to get back home again.

They learn that the aeroplane of the kidnappers has

also been downed by the terrific storm, and the

bodies of the men, long wanted by the law for var-

ious serious crimes, have been found. Back in Tobin's

apartment after the civil wedding ceremony has been

performed, the three talking over the events of the

past few days find it hard to believe that such things

could actually have happened, and especially to them.

Tanet laughingly asserts that Harrison has rightfully

earned the title of best man for herself and Tobin, in

the invaluable services rendered in her rescue.

OLD MAN DEPRESSION
!Cote File No. 6886

MR. JACK PROSPERITY, an investment broker.
is at work in his office solving financial sheets,

which have accumulated for the past few days.
His son, Arthur, conies in enthusiastic about invest-
ment possibilities, but noticing his father's preoccupa-
tion, questions his restlessness. The older man tells

Arthur, who is a junior member of the Investment
Corporation, that he has just received a telegram
from a friend of his, now in Europe, a Mr. Teller,

begging for the loan of a few million dollars to pay
off debts which he has accumulated. Arthur, objects

to withdrawing the money from their funds at the

very moment when the sum, placed in the stock mar-
ket, will assuredly be doubled, but the older man re-

fuses to consider wealth of greater importance than
the need of his friend. However, by the payment ot

a large sum of money by one of the firms biggest
debtors, the Prosperity and Company directors are
able to engage in several speculations with enormous
success. Money rolls into the firm's coffers, and every
investor in the corporation receives his share. Mean-
while, Arthur finds more time for gaiety and meets
Margie Hanson at a country club. At one of the

matches, at which Jack Prosperity is a spectator, he
is approached by a Mr. Archibald Depression, who,
informing Mr. Prosperity that their grandfathers
have been acquainted, invites the president of Pros-
perity and Company to visit him at his office, ex-

pressing the certainty that they will be better ac-

quainted. The next day, Mr. Prosperity is asked to

lend Mr. Depression several million dollars in a man-
ner which the directors of his company find danger-
ous to refuse. For a while afterwards, everything
goes smoothly, and then the market breaks! Pande-
monium reigns! Faithful employees are fired without
notice! Tenants are evicted for inability to pay rent!

Mr. Prosperity hard-pressed for cash, is unable to

collect the loan back from Depression, and leaves to

the accompaniment of mocking laughter from the man
who is responsible for the wide-spread misery. How-
ever, the family of Mr. Depression is not unaffected.

His daughter Nancy loses her excellent position, and
not daring to ask help of her wretched father who
has squandered all he has, she searches ineffectually

for work, finally being given a job by "Hank", pro-

prietor of a cafe. At one of the parties, Nancy is

encouraged to drink too much, and she loses con-

sciousness. When she recovers she goes away hat-

ing "Hank", and refusing his help even when she

bears his child. Starving, she tries to support the

baby, who soon sickens and dies. For a long time

gossip rages about Nancy Depression, but she out-

lives it, and one day, meets Arthur Prosperity.

When his love for her proves strong enough to over-

look the story of her misbehavior, the two see each

other frequently. Nancy forces her father to make
whatever restitution he can to her fiance's father,

who has almost been downed by the calamitous hap-
penings of the past few months. Moreover, just as

the hopes of Prosperity and Company seems blackest,

Mr. Teller, from Europe, sends back the great sum
of money he has borrowed. The restoration is com-
plete and Nancy with pomp, changes her name from
Miss Depression to Mrs. Prosperity.

STRATEGY
Edwin Kukkee File No. 6977

FROM opposite directions two goodlooking cars

near the crossing of Bank and Miles Streets.

Both reach the exact center of the street the same
moment and it looks like a tie for part of the first

blue roadster is on top and wreckage of the buff

coupe jauntily strides the radiator of the other car.

The apprehension of the spectators changes to amuse-
ment as the smoke and dust isettles. From the coupe

a young lady extricates herself. She wears the brim
of a smart hat as a collar, and the spokeless steering

wheel is adorning her elbow, bracelet-fashion. More-
over, the expression on her face is formidable as the

occupant of the other car emerges, one foot care-

fully following the other from the interior of the

wreckage. Before he can undouble his body, the

lady espies him, and enraged proceeds to administer

resounding thuds on the exposed regions of the other's

anatomy with a piece of wreckage. The discomfit of

the partly emerged young man can be imagined as

the crowd cheers the vigorous blows delivered by one

very angry young female. However, at this moment
Officer O'Flynn, having left his beat to set a date

with a very attractive young governess, hurries back
appalled by the accident which he might have pre-

vented. Officiously taking charge, he hfts the young
lady from the waist and holds her off as the occupant

of the other car dives back hurriedly into the wreck-

age. When the seized, dirt-smudged girl ceases her

strugghng, the officer in a kindly tone invites the

badly frightened boy to come forth. Cautiously he

lifts his head and looks forth. Suddenly his expression

changes dangerously. With a cry of. "Release that

girl!" he aims a well directed blow at the middle

button of the coat of the minion of the law who is

roughly holding his assaulter. The policeman more
or less judiciously complies, falling heavily to the

ground thereafter. Immediately the girl rushes into

the boys arms, apologizes profusely and embarrassedly

for the beating she administered to the anonymous
back, and proceeds tearfully to brush the other's

clothes. He gently tries to lift her Lei from her neck,

but the hat-brim must be cut. So leaving it in its

place, the pair take each other's arms and to the

accompaniment of vociferous cheers from the crowd
and a, "I'll be gosh-darned," expression on the face
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of the fallen majesty of the law, the pair having com-
pared the time on their smashed watches, saunter
calmly up the steps of the marriage license bureau, for

which place they were both bound before the accident.
Their gravity no whit disturbed by their ludicrous
appearances, they call a pair of wrecking cars, and
while the crowd happily shouts congratulations, su-
perintend the removal of the wrecked cars. As first

one and then the other of the wrecks is removed from
the scene, the bride and groom oblivious of their au-
dience, get into the blue roadster, which has a novel
accordion pleating effect. Seating themselves in the
front seat, they wrap their arms about each other,
start apart, and dig hurriedly into the rumble seat, no
mean operation since the rumble seat is almost act-
ing as a top for the front seat, so bent is it. As
the bride smiles her adoring approval the groom hops
out, and gravely pins a huge banner on the back of

the car. Then, blissfully returning to the arms of

the girl, they lean back in the smashed roadster, the
wrecking car noisily towing them, and flying from the
back is the colorful, if needless announcement, "Just

FORTUNE IN SMOKE
J. W. Lindsay File No. 6939

DRIVING along at the side of the river in a terri-

fic storm, Jackie and the boy who loves her,
Joe, are swept into the swollen waters of the

river. Joe is washed ashore and sends searching part-
ies out for many days to find Jackie, but they can de-
tect no trace of her. Meanwhile, she has been rescued
by an old man, who cares for the victim of amnesia
induced by the shock of exposure. He is startled by
her resemblance to his deserted wife and realizes that
providence has permitted him to rescue his own
daughter. However, she can tell him nothing of her
past. While she is convalescing he takes her for a
trip on a river steamer, hoping that the sight of the
river towns will restore her memory. On the boat,
they meet Lindsay, a quaint character. He travels as
a tramp, and recites to Jackie in a sonorous voice
beautiful, mystic poetry of his own, composition.
Jackie soon finds that she likes nothing better than
to occupy a deck chair next to him, while he, smok-
ing the cheap cigars he loves, weaves startling,

colorful fortunes for them both out of the blue, curl-
ing smoke. And when, subsequently, Lindsay asks
Jackie to marry him she consents, adoring him for

all his impracticality. Her father builds a little home
for them, and they live happily together. When a

little boy is born to them, Jackie, out of the black-
ness of the past insists unaccountably on naming the
child, Joe.
Meanwhile Joe has been conducting an unbroken

search for Jackie through all these years, certain
with the conviction of a lover that she still lives.

He has been keeping in constant communication with
Jackie's old aunt, who had always approved of Joe
as a husband for her niece and had talked Jackie into

becoming engaged to him long ago. One day, the old
woman dies, leaving all her money to Joe in the be-
lief that her niece has perished in the flood. Joe,
with the sudden acquisition of wealth, travels along
the river with some idea of tracing Jackie. When
he comes to the river town in which Jackie's father

lived when he drew her from the swirling waters, and
in which he has built the home for his daughter, her
husband, and child, Joe sees, to his tremendous joy,

Jackie walking in the street. She has changed but he
recognizes her. Suddenly, he emits one piercing cry,

"Jackie" which rends the veils of obscurity envelop-
ing her memory, and she calls back triumphantly,
"Joe!" They hurry back to her house each telling

the other of the experiences of the last few years.
Jackie, particularly, is anxious to talk with the sud-
den regaining of her memory lost for all these years.
But as she speaks of her life since the tiood, and she
gayly tells Joe of her love for Lindsay, she stops,
embarrassed. What is she saying ? It is Joe she
loves! Torn between her love for Joe resumed at the
point where it was broken oflf when she lost her mem-
ory, and the enduring love for her husband and child

she sways rocked by a tremendous internal conflict.

Just then, Lindsay comes in smoking one of his ci-

gars. She rushes to him knowing that somehow he
can help her. Jackie tells him everything aided by
Joe who is not a little contemptuous of this husband
of Jackie's who looks like nothing so much as a tramp.
Lindsay draws a deep breath then tells his wife slowly
that, of course, he will release her from her marriage,
give her her divorce if she wishes to marry Joe.

Joe jumps up to wring Lindsay's hand, impressed
with the generous offer and certain that Jackie will

immediately accept the release, but she still hesitates.

Now that she is free, she is even less sure that life

will have any meaning for her apart from the im-
practical vagabond. With a gesture of indecision,

Jackie reserves judgment for a while only to realize

finally that it is Lindsay she truly loves. Joe with
his considerable fortune sadly departs. Some time
later at his death, Jackie, her cigar- smoking dreamer,
and her baby, Joe, are left by Joe's will, the augmented
fortune left by Jackie's aunt.

THE FOREST RANGER
Wm. Reuben Roland File No. 6925

HAVING set his heart on "the girl with the
bronze curls" as he has designated her since the
first time he saw her, Dick, a striking figure

in his Forest Ranger garb, misses a heart beat when
he is called upon to help her ])arty select a camping
site in the National Park. He is introduced to her
along with her mother, father, and Professor Yates,
but is unaware, until later, that Alice's mother has

practically forced her to become the betrothed of the
wealthy, pedantic schoolmaster. Then, after having
led her to the most glorious spots of which the park
can boast, and having permitted her to ride his

splendid mount. "Blackie", his discovery that Alice
is engaged keeps him from disclosing his own love for

her. However, it is only with the greatest difficulty

that he forces himself to remove his arm from her
waist, non-committally, after he saves her from step-

ping on a rattle-snake. All summer the two meet
and Dick tells Alice that he has been a Ranger for

five years having come to the park for his health.
He also admits that he is in love but doesn't dis-

close that she is the object of his affection, although
she tries to draw the confession from him, until the
time almost comes for her to leave. Thereafter, the
lovers walk along the trails in the moonlight dreamily
planning their future. One day Alice borrows
"Blackie" and at dawn sets off for a ride alone, des-
pite the objections of her mother who has been com-
plaining ineffectually the long summer. Glorying in

the scenery and thoughts of Dick, Alice is suddenly
startled by the realization that she is lost ! Terror-
stricken she remembers the ranger's advice to get her
bearings from the top of a mountain, but panic-
stricken as she is, Alice breaks down completely
when the way becomes impassable, showing huge
drops froin the jagged cliff on which she stands. How-
ever, with the belated realization that Dick is an ex-
pert trailer, she calms down, only to become impa-
tient again as the hours drag interminably on. Just
before nightfall, "Blackie" emits a piercing neigh of

welcome, and hearing Dick's call in the distance,
Alice joyously runs to meet him only to catch her
foot in a hole and pitch forward over the cliff, break-
ing her fall by catching desperately at an overhang-
ing rock. Dick, meanwhile, having learned that Alice
is missing, rushes out to search for her. Responding
to "Blackie's" neigh, he hurries to the spot. Seeing
no trace of Alice, he looks over the chff, and sees
her hanging. Throwing off his shoes, he proceeds to
lower himself to her, urging her to keep her pre-
carious hold. Her fingers begin to slip and she cries
out. With a superhuman effort he swings his body
around the side and grabs her arm. Then, her entire
weight sustained on his arm, he slowly moves her
along the sheer rock to safety. Mr. Boyd who has
viewed the rescue prayerfully, embraces his daughter
and her rescuer. Later, when Alice has accepted
Dick's proposal of marriage and told her mother, Mrs.
Boyd raises a rumpus claiming that the broken en-
gagement will ruin them socially. Alice reproves her
parent for considering appearances above her daugh-
ter's happiness. Moreover, when the professor hears
of the change in plans he appears mildly surprised
that Alice considers another, and inquires after her
ring—for does she not say she is marrying another?
Just then, Dick enters with an enormous solitaire,

and the confession that he is not a poor Forest Ran-
ger in fact, but five years ago, bored by his luxurious
existence as a millionaire by birth, he has taken this
position, but he has money enough to satisfy any
mother's social ambitions.

LITTLE WITNESS
C. E. Davidson File No. 6897

TWO men, Ewen Grant, an artist, and Pat Sulli-
van, a promising: young lawyer, are in love with
Mrs. Chester. Neither of the pair has met the

other, but one day Pat arrives at the home of the
beautiful young widow_^ and finds her in the arms of
his rival, whom she loves. Stricken with jealousy,
Pat demands that the woman marry him, but Mrs
Chester explains that she can never be anything to
him but a friend, and that she is even now considering
marriage to the struggling artist. Feeling thwarted,
the barrister leaves, but a few days later, returns,
apparently to apologize for his boorish conduct. Sym-
pathetic, Mrs. Chester serves tea, and while she
crosses the room to bring something for him, Pat
drops a strong dose of a sleeping powder in her cup.
They continue their discussion, until the woman suc-
cumbs to the drug. Pat lays her down in such a
way as to create the impression that she has fainted,
and hides behind a heavy curtain. He is not waiting
long, when Ewen enters, having been invited to din-
ner. Thinking the woman he loves has fainted, he
rushes to her side and tries to revive her. As he
bends over her a shot is fired, and Pat comes from
his hiding place, and carefully removing all traces of
finger prints from the gun, places it in Mrs. Ches-
ter's hand. Meanwhile, Jackie, Mrs Chester's little
son, having been awakened by the shot, runs down
stairs just in time to see Pat making his exit. The
child awakens the butler, who laughs at his fears at
first, but realizing something is wrong, sends the boy
to sleep, and summons the police. Mrs. Chester is

accused of the crime on the strength of the circum-
stantial evidence, and Pat Sullivan offers his services
in her defence. She gratefully accepts the help of the
man she considers her friend in the alarming state of
affairs, but can offer no explanation of what has hap-
pened which can clear her of the damaging circum-
stance. No plausible motive can be established by
the state and no alibi can be proffered by the defense.
The case remains deadlocked. Meanwhile, Jackie has
been assured that nothing has happened, but that he
IS to visit some cousins of his for a few weeks. Mrs.
Chester is anxious to remove the child from home,
where the stigma of the dreadful proceedings will be
attached to him. When the boy asks for his mother
he is told that she has received a wire from her sis-'

ter, who is ill, but will soon return to him Thus
Jackie is taken to the country, and all news of the
progress of the investigation is carefully kept from
him. However, one day, one of his little cousins who
was not supposed to know anything about it, tells
Jackie that he read in the papers that today Mrs.

Chester is to be tried. Jackie questions him until he
gets an explanation, and then bursting into tears at
the ostensible lies, he rushes out into the street, and
by the exercise of various methods of persuasion,
finally reaches the courthouse. He dashes in, dis-
heveled from his long journey, and pushing his way
through the crowds, shouts that his mummy didn't
do it. When he has been calmed down a bit, he is

put into the witness bo.x, and explains that he saw
Pat Sullivan, who is caught trying to leave the court
house in the excitement of the new evidence, sneak-
ing out of the house. The truth is confessed and Mrs.
Chester leaves, free, embracing her son.

FEMININE PROTEST
Pearle H. Grant File No. 6895

STORMING into the house, Nancy cries to her
mother that she is sick and tired of being con-
sidered inferior just because she's a girl. In

class. Professor Black had called on her to discuss
the character of Byron, and at the conclusion of her
opinion had vouchsafed the criticism that her recita-
tion had been very interesting,—from a strictly fem-
inine point of view, that is, colored by the emotions
of the female! And if that weren't sufficient, he had
called on Jerry Wade for a more rational statement.
Her mother guilelessly questions Nancy about Jerry
Wade, and learns that he seems to be a conceited,
arrow-collar type of fraternity man. Moreover, Nan-
cy's plans of revenge for the slight, would appear to
be directed against the favored student rather than the
offending professor. However, her mother interrupts
her long tirade to ask her daughter to make a few
purchases for her, and Nancy irately stalks out of the
house and into her run-about, her temper not salved
by having trod on the tale of her kitty, and having
caught her stocking on the steering wheel. When,
moreover, she stalls her car in the middle of the
street and offends a police officer, she finds herself
hailed into court and forced to pay a fine as well as
receive a lecture from the judge, impervious to her
charms. As she is leaving the court, trying to mask
her humiHation, she is greeted by the very last per-
son in the world she wishes to see at that moment,—
the Wade person! She sails by with an air so haughty,
that the disconsolate Mr. Wade steps aside from
sheer amazement. The climax has not yet been reached,
however, for having the groceries wrapped up, she
discovers that she has lost her purse! On the way
home, tempted by the ribbon-Hke stretch of road.
Nancy throws the car into its maximum speed, and
sails joyously along, overtaking a familiar looking
car. She recognizes that the car she has passed is

driven by the Wade pest, and looks in her mirror to
see if he has noticed her. He has, and with an in-
solent honk of his horn he outspeeds her. As the
red Stutz takes advantage of her graceless offer of
the right of way, Nancy mutters unspeakable op-
probia, which increase in vehemence as the other car
proceeds to take the exact center of the road at a
snail's pace. Nancy approaches as near as possible
and screams at him to get out of her way, but he
seems, as she says, to be deaf AND dumb. With a
last desperate effort to show him, the girl tries to
spurt ahead, only to catch her wheel in his. Wailing
that her nose is broken, she suddenly notes that his
car has been overturned, and that Jerry Wade seems
to be pinned under it, quite still. She lifts him none
too gently on her lap, and after no amount of shaking
seems to have any effect, warns him somewhat tear-
fully not to go and die on her. Whereupon, the ir-
repressible Jerry, opening his eyes, which have been
twitching mischievously without being noticed by the
overwrought Nancy, admits that he has been sham-
ming. He invites her to offer him a ride home lest
unsavory publicity follow the action of a cruel co-ed
in causing the son of Senator Wade to suffer broken
arches from walking home. She tells him to get into
the rumble seat, but suffering from another violent
attack of deafness, Jerry gets in beside her and in-
vites her to the Psi Chi dance, and telling her, des-
pite her objections that he will call for her, he per-
mits Nancy to dump him at his door. He calls after
her that he is coming over the next night, but deaf-
ness, scientists notwithstanding, is contagious, and
Nancy dies not object.

LOVE AT SEA
Allen Rickert, Jr File No. 6885

SEATED at the controls of his amateur radio sta-
tion, Jack Allen picks up a newspaper and reads
an advertisement for a Radio Operator on a

pleasure yacht, offering the inducement of seeing the
world without cost. He answers it in person, and
pleases Mr. Delney, a millionaire manufacturer, who
decides to hire him. Jeanette Delney, his new em-
ployer's daughter comes in and is introduced to the
Radio Operator. He wonders at her kindness in offer-
ing to drive him down to the yacht to see it imme-
diately, and as they ride he admires her beauty, and
she his manliness. They speak, and by the time they
have reached the yacht, are great friends. As she is

showing him the boat, a young Englishman arrives
and is introduced as Jeanette's fiance, Reggy. Jack
leaves Jeanette and Reggie, to walk home, and the
pair enter the club house. The next morning. Jack
reports for work on the yacht, and preparations are
made to sail that evening for a Hawaiian cruise.
With many friends of Jeanette and business asso-
ciates of her father aboard, they set sail, the Pacific
flooded with the pale moonlight of a lovely summer
night. Jack and Jeanette have fallen in love with
each other at first sight, and when they realize the
hopelessness of trying to conceal their feelings, the
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licircss comes to Jack's radio shack, alone. He takes

her in his arms and she yields to his seeking lips.

Jack cries out he cannot see her go to Reggie when
he loves her so. Jeanette tells him unhappily, that

her father is determined that she shall marry the

titled Reggie. Just then the cabin door flies open
and the captain "orders Jack to watch his instrument
for the glass is fast dropping, and a storm i? coming
up. Noting for the first time how the yacht is roll-

ing. Jack advises the girl to go to her room for the

decks will soon lie dangerous to pass. A little while

later, a tremendous tremor shakes the ship, followed

by another, and the yacht begins to list. The captain
rushes in to tell Tack to send out an S. O. S. and
make for the lifeboats. Jack sticks at the controls

for many minutes after the last person has left the

boat. The captain, having urged him to leave the
sinking ship in vain, promises to hold one of the life-

boats for him. then goes to see that Reggie, who has
gone berserk at the prospect of death, does not en-
danger the lives of all the other passengers. At the

radio. Jack tries again and again to get a response
to his messages of distress, while the yacht takes
more dangerous lists. After a few more moments of

frantic signalling, knowing that if he fails, the people in

the lifeboats will perish on the open seas, he gets a re-

sponse from the S. S. Havana. Whereupon, he scur-

ries down the ladder, to the lifeboat below, and a few
seconds later, the yacht dives to a watery grave. To
his great joy, Jack finds himself in the same boat
with Jeanette, and within an hour they are safely
aboard the rescuing steamer. The careworn victims
are hurried to comfortable staterooms and the ravages
of the storm are alleviated as far as possible. On
the way back, Mr. Delney impressed with the evi-

dences of Jack's bravery in sticking to his post, and
having seen the worthlessness of Reggie in a crisis,

consents to Jeanette's marriage to Jack, and a color-
ful ceremony is performed by the captain of the S. S.

Havana.

A CLOSE CALL
Edmund Hafner File No. 6907

KILLING memory with heavy Algiers wine, four
legionnaires discuss the last one of their fellows
murdered in the Village Arab, a mile from the

Outskirts of Saida, headquarters of the Second Regi-
ment. The searching party had found the niissing
man. disembowled, salt and pepper pressed into his
wounds before his throat was slit! However, it is not
so much the murder which occasions the discussion,
now,—those things are too common— , but the fact
that this has brought an order from Commandante
that no Legionnaire may enter \'illage Arab, hence-
forth, without special permission. A cut throat or a
knife between the ribs means nothing to a man al-

ready dead, and discontent is plainly mirrored in the
faces of each of the men desperate from the recent
forced desert march and bloody brushes with the
RifFs followed, without an interval of relief, by the
deadly routine of barrack life. Through the barrage
of guttural snarls in the stuffy, low-ceilinged Est-
aminet, comes the drunken mutter, "Orders or no
orders, I'm going." His companions motion him to
be silent, and with some slight misgivings, Paul
realizes that he has been thinking aloud. Next day,
pay day. the ten day stipend of ten sous being spent
immediately, for there is no to-morrow for Legion-
naires, Paul is reminded of his boast, and despite
remonstrances from his few comrades, he decides to
make good his boast. The Legion has its own code!
Besides the almost certain knife to be stuck in his
back. Paul faces the hardly less serious penalty of
punishment for breaking an order of the Legion. From
5:30 a. m. until 5:30 p. m. the Legion drills, and after
supper Paul slips out armed with a bayonet. He dis-
trusts the furtive glances of the Arabs and is dis-
turbed by the thought that they always sneak up
behind their victims to knife them. He enters a salon
where opium, hashish, anisette, and women in Orien-
tal style, are to be procured. Pretending to be drunk,
he can observe more closely. Suddenly, he catches the
signals of some Snippers, and realizes in a flash that
trouble is brewing for him. Emptying his pockets to
niake known that he is broke, he saunters out, feel-

ing that his every movement is being watched. Trying
to find his way out of the alley, knowing that he is

on the brink of destruction, an arm shoots out and
grabbing him by the shoulder, drags him into a dark
hole. It is a woman trying to help him! A moment
later, scuffling sandals indicate that the Snippers are
searching for him, five of them to his one! Remem-
bering that Arab women do cruder things to their
men prisoners than sticking knives in their backs, he
faces the girl, who telling him that she has heard that
the Snippers intended murdering him. offers Paul a
life here with her in the cave, a deserter from the
legion. He escapes when she is asleep stretched
across the entrance to the cave, and runs into two
of the Snippers who are still searching for him. One
runs off to summon the others, and the other whips
out his curved dagger. As it sways over his head,
Paul, desperate, lunges. A few seconds later he is

off pursued by four fierce Snippers yelling like dem-
ons. With a super-human spurt of energy, he gains
the barracks in advance of them, and it being morn-
ing, re-dresses in the company of friends amazed to
see him safe, and prepares for a long day of stren-
uous drill.

PAINTED MISCHIEF
Mrs. Daisy Hendricks File No. 6904

AITHOUGH her mother is averse to Mary's am-
bitions to leave home, her father, who adores
her, intercedes in her behalf and soon she finds

herself on a train speeding eastward. Travelling alone,
she meets Charlie, a fine looking artist, and they find
themselves mutually in love with each other. They

get married and after continuing their tour return

home to Indiana to visit Mary's parents. Some time
later, a baby is born to complete their happiness. One
night at one of the more fashionable cabarets, Charlie
consents to paint the portrait of Vivienne O'Niel, a
voluptuous blonde woman, who is being supported by
Joe Farino. notorious leader of a group of racketeers.
The gangster humors the woman's desire to be painted,
but menacingly threatens Charlie to keep away from
her, claiming to know all about die predilections of

artists for attractive women. Mary begs her husband
to give up the commission fearing sinister conse-
quences, but Charlie reassures her. reminding her how
greatly they need the money. Then, humorously chid-
ing her for thinking that he could possibly admire
that type of woman, he draws her into his arms and
tells her over and over again how much he loves her.

Still not wholly reconciled to the action, Mary sees
Charlie becoming involved with the gangster. Ex-
pecting Charlie home at six o'clock, Mary is frantic
when on the night of the final sitting, Charlie has not
returned by eight -thirty. She calls the studio but
recei\'es no response, and in despair drops into a
chair to wait unnerved for Charlie's coming. The
doorbell rings, and Mary fairly flies to answer it but
it is just one of her friends, Mabel. Again some-
body is outside, and a man with cap pulled down over
his eyes hands Mary a note telling her that in return
for a favor Charlie has once done the anonymous au-
thor, he has tried to warn him against Farino, who
has now taken the artist to a shack. The writer is

going to try to rescue Charlie, and meanwhile Mary
is to send the police after them. Mary faints on read-
ing of her husband's grave danger, and Mabel calls

the police. When they reach the secluded cabin, they
find Charlie bound to the wall, where he is being
kept until the outlaws are ready to take him for a
ride. Buck and Jim, the men who sent Mary the
note, hold off the gangsters until the police arrive, and
the minions of the law efticientlv manage the disarm-
ing of the criminals and their transfer to prison, thus
breaking up a highly dangerous group. However,
Joe Farino is not there at the moment that the po-
lice arrive and when he learns of the capture of his

men, he is more than ever determined to even what
he thinks is his score with the harmless artist, whom
he believes to be responsible for all the trouble. Mary,
terrified with the realization that they are now in-

deed involved in the imbroglios of the underworld, tries

to induce Charlie to leave town, but the hitherto
mild-mannered, impractical artist indignant with the
stupid manner in which the racketeers intimidate the
innocent, insists on remaining to see the thing through.
Meanwhile, Vivienne O'Niel, not content with having
aroused Farino's suspicions in the first place without
cause, craftily determines to use Farino's jealousy of

Charlie as a weapon, and to arouse the gangster, she
comes to Charlie's studio. Farino follows her, and as
she is waiting for Charlie to arrive, he rushes in.

The two struggle, and Vivienne accidentally shoots the
racketeer, removing the menace hanging over the
heads of the artist's family.

BLONDE MENACE
Roy HukiU File No. 6914

SEATED in his office. Bob Camorn is startled at
being called to the telephone by an alluring fem-
inine voice asking to see him that evening. An-

noyed, Bob refuses, and shortly afterwards when Jack
Mann, an old friend of his comes in. Bob tells him
of the occurence. Jack laughs and admits that it wis
he who suggested it to the woman, sympathising with
Bob's faithfulness to his wife even when, as now, she
is out of town. Bob refuses to have anything to do
with the matter but finally allows himself to be per-
suaded that it will, after all, be just a harmless esca-
pade for an evening. Thus when he receives another
call from the girl, he accepts her invitation to go to
the Country Club that night. At eight o'clock a
big limousine calls for him with Jack, Mary and a
friend of Jack's, and they start for the dance. There
is a lot of gin in the party, and Bob. unaccustomed
to drinking, begins to feel giddy. When, after the
first dance, Mary, who is blonde and quite stunning,
suggests that they go out into the moonlight and get
some air. Bob readily acquiesces. It is a glorious
night, and his companion throwing her arms about
his neck, kisses him lingeringly. Between the liquor
and the woman, Bob loses all sense of the existence
of the past or future, until, pressing a gun into Bob's
side, a gruff-voiced man demands to know what Bob
is doing with his wife! Bob struggles to regain pos-
session of his clouded faculties, and amazed, hears
the woman say that he has tricked her into coming
here, despite her unwillingness. Bob tries to protest
but the man informs him that it will take twenty
thousand dollars to clear him of the situation, and
promises to come the next morning to Bob's oflice to
collect the sum. Meanwhile, Myrtle, planning to sur-
prise Bob, returns unexpectedly with little Bobby.
She is extremely worried at not finding him home, but
towards morning Bob staggers in, and as she kisses
him in greeting and relief at finding him safe, she
recoils, realizing that he is drunk. Bob explains that
he has been drinking with an old college chum, and
Myrtle, not wholly satisfied, accepts the explanation.
The next morning, the blackmailer comes to make his
exorbitant demand, and Bob refuses to be coerced.
However, Mjrtle coming to see Bob, enters just in

time to catch the import of the heated discussion,
and she faints. Bob. in desperation, gives the fellow
what he wants and rushes him out. When he arrives
home that night, he finds Myrtle with all her things
and Bobby's packed, and no amount of persuasion or
promising can change her decision, that the spectre
arising between them is too formidable to be over-
looked. Thus, at Jack Mann's entrance some time
later, as if nothing-had happened, Bob bitterly explains

the aftermath of the evening, and lack expressing
surprise, promises to catch tlie blackmailers. For
some time Bob hears nothing from his wife and
child, until a telegram arrives stating that the baby
is desperately ill, and that Bob had better come im-
mediately if he wants to see him. Although they
visit the hospital together, Myrtle shows no signs of

forgiveness. One day, however, as the child safely

passes the crisis and begins to recover, Bob fer-

vently expresses his thankfulness, and Myrtle wear-
iedly agrees. They walk together talking gently, and
Myrtle forgives Bob in the warmth of their common
feeling of gratitude for the child's recovery. Mean-
while Jack has traced the blackmailers and after Bob
has identified them and received the money back,
the incident is considered closed and only happiness
stretches before them.

NEW DESTINY
David F. Hoisingto File No. 6896

UNABLE to pay for the engagement ring already
given to Josephine, because his employer, Saul
lackson, refuses to give him the hundred dollars

due him, Lee Tobin, a \'ermont farm hand, steals
what is rightfully his from Jackson's overstocked
safe, pays for the ring, and flees to Canada. Sad-
dened by the departure and theft, Josephine bears up
bravely, giving music lessons and taking in boarders
to help support her paralytic father. Hearing her
sing, two of the paying guests, wealthy New Yorkers,
urge her to have her voice trained and offer to finance
the instructions.
With the enthusiastic recommendation of her music

teacher, Josephine receives recognition for her truly
fine voice, and is soon a renowned singer. Gradually
the once piercing memory of Lee Tobin fades, and it

is supplanted by a great love for Tom Bishop, whose
activities as a New York broker cloak his under-
world connections. Meanwhile, Bishop, desperately in

love with the singer, is overwhelmed by the poignant
realization that Josephine is too good for him, and
one night, calls at her apartment to confess his illicit

operations and inform her that he can never marry
her for that reason. However, the conversation drifts

to those pleasantries that have occupied lovers from
time immemorial, and though it grows late. Tom has
not told Josephine of his purpose in coming. When
he holds her in his arms, moreover, he completely
loses sight of his resolution, and the pair are caught
in a surge of love and passion. Before Tom leaves,
they decide to be married the next day.
On his way home, Tom curses himself for the ir-

reparable harm done Josephine. Suddenly a black
limousine with drawn curtains slows down and shat-
ters machine gun bullets at a man passing. Bending
over the dead man whose face is shot beyond recogni-
tion. Bishop determines on a strange course of action.
Removing all identifying papers from the corpse, he
substitutes his own possessions and hops a plane for

Montreal, thinking thus, to free Josephine from the
inevitable sorrows of marriage to a criminal. Passing
high above the beautiful landscapes, he is seized with
remorse and determines to go straight. In the little

village of Suncook. he meets Lee Tobin, who per-
suades him to go trapping with him up the river,

having taken an immediate liking to Tom.
Meanwhile at home, Josephine is shocked at the

discovery of the supposed death of Tom and learns of

his gangster activities. Moreover, a thing entirely un-
considered by Bishop, transpires! Josephine discovers
that she is to have a child. She stays at her pro-
fession as long as possible, and one day, broadcast-
ing, is heard over the radio by the two trappers in

the north woods ; but each keeps his own secret.

A few months later, Josephine leaves New York, and
hires a plane to take her to her home in northern
Vermont. A terrific storm blows the plane off its

course and it crashes. The pilot is killed and Joseph-
ine knocked unconscious. The wreck is discovered
by Lee and Tom, who realizing her condition grasp
the need of a doctor. Josephine recognizes them
both, and cries out when she sees Tom whom she loves
but considered dead. At first Tom volunteers to
get medical aid, but when Lee sees that it is the
New Yorker whom Josephine loves, he insists that the
other stay with her in the cabin, and taking the dog
team starts out through the driving storm. The fury
of the gale increases and utterly exhausted. Lee falls,

frozen to death.
Meanwhile in the cabin a boy is born, but Lee does

not return with the doctor. In two days the skies
lift, and Tom and Josephine realize Lee's fate. The
trying experience of the last few days, his life in the
woods with Lee, and his love for Josephine have made
Tom worthy of Josephine, and with a broad under-
standing and a supreme devotion to each other, the
pair face a new life together.

STORMY LOVE
Ernest L. Richards File No. 6950

THE toast of St. Petersburg, Nadia, a dancer is

in love with Yvan Onega, and consequently an-
noyed by the unwelcome attentions of Smokoff,

a prominent middle-aged noble. Y'van repeatedly asks
Nadia to marry him, and finally she consents. As
his fiancee, she is invited to his palatial residence and
is supremely happy with him. However, against the
advice of Yvan, who wishes her to give up her public
life, Nadia consents to appear at a ball. She is

greeted with great acclaim and cannot refuse to
dance with Smokoff, who is present. He asks her to
come out on the balcony as she is faint from having
danced before the assemblage and tired herself from
too many encores. Once alone with Nadia, Smokoff
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seizes her in his arms and kisses her roughly. Nadia
screams, and Yvan, infuriated at the sight, shoots
Smokoff, inflicting a flesh wound. The politically
powerful noble secures an order for the exile of
Yvan to Siberia for the incident. Bitterly remorseful
for her responsibility since she had insisted on com-
ing, Nadia overrides Yvan's objections and insists
that they be married and she accompany him to Siber-
ia. Three years pass, and only their love compensates
for the terrible privations endured on the Steppes.
One day. a neighbor, Leopold, comes in joyously with
news of his release. Yvan exacts a promise from
Leopold that he will safely see Nadia back to civiliza-

tion, and she finally goes on the hope that she can ef-

fect his release, since his exile was procured on such
slight provocation. Yvan and Nadia separate pain-
fully and putting her dog, Tarzan among the others
of the teaiu, Nadia starts out with Leopold. In a
little hut on the way they succor Orel SykofF, who
begs them not to tell anyone they have seen him alive,

since he is a famous outlaw. They travel on with the
gratitude of the outcast, and at nightfall take refuge
in a deserted hut. The next morning, Leopold goes
out to feed the dogs, and Nadia wheels about to

find a stranger in the cabin, who grinningly ad-
vances towards her. Leopold finding the door shut,
shouts to Nadia to open it and as she cries out the
stranger laughs. Forcing the door open, the stranger
and Leopold come together in a terrific hand-to-hand
struggle and Nadia's guardian manages to throw the
other^ over a clifif. However, he is moved by the
other's plight and risks his life to save his enemy,
only to realize that the other has caught him in a
vise-like grip and is trying to plunge him over to
destruction. Nadia comes to Leopold's aid, and the
other falls. They finally reach St. Petersburg safely,

but when Nadia makes her appeal for Yvan, she gets
small attention since war has broken out between
Germany and Russia. Writing Yvan, telling him to

bear up, Nadia goes back to the theater to support
herself. When Smokoff recognizes her, he is over-
come by his old desire for her, and trying in vain, to

arrange a meeting, he has his cohorts kidnap her as
she is walking along the street. Meanwhile Orel
Sykoff, the ban against him removed at the outbreak
of the war on condition that he join the Russian
army, is on leave here. He happens to see Nadia's
face as she is dragged into a sedan, and follows the
kidnapper's car. Nadia is brought into Smokoff 's

mansion, and as her old annoyer enters, Nadia cries in

despair. He offers her money and position as his

mistress, but she scorns them, accusing him of the
responsibility for her husband's banishment. Angered,
Smokoff advances to take her by force, but Sykoff
shoots him, from the window, releasing Nadia. Mean-
while, the peasants rebel against the nobility. Sykoff
has some gold in Siberia, which they get. Nadia is

anxious to tell Yvan that it is now safe for him to

return since the government has been overthrown.
She cannot find him. however and knowing that
Y'van's house in the suburbs of St. Petersburg, has
recently been burned, Nadia encloses a note in his

strong box which she discovers in the ruins telling

him she has gone to Roumania, and if he lives to find

this, he is to follow her. In Roumania. Sykoff begs
Nadia to marry him. but she remains true to Yvan.
One day, a beggar follows Nadia home, and she turns
to recognize Yvan. They embrace each other, in the
Roumanian house, and Sykoff who had come to re-

peat his proposal, discreetly withdraws.

JUST CAUSE
Billie Sands File No. 6940

ONLY Roberta's insistence that Sandy Harris be
invited to dinner in the face of her brother, Jim-
my's arguments that he is just a western for-

tune hunter with a prison record, has caused Jimmy
to accede to the inclusion of Sandy along with Mark
Walters, that night. Roberta resents Mark's clumsy
love-making and even more the obvious disapproval of

Jimmy to Sandy. But when she brings Sandy to the
point of asking her to marry him, she remembers her
brother's warnings, and scornfully refuses his suit.

Sandy, goaded bv her actions, seizes her in his arms
and kisses her against her will. Although Bobby is

not at all as angry as she pretends to be, she allows
Jimmy who has inadvertently happened upon the
scene, to send her to her room as he attempts to
treat the situation. Closing the door, Jimmy address-
es Sandy in such abusive terms, that a fight ensues.
Jimmy resorts to unfair tactics, and Sandy loses his

head. Suddenly, he sees, to his horror, Jimmy lying
dead on the floor, a knife stabbed into his body.
Sandy tries to clear his head but cannot remember
picking up the weapon or using it. He flees. An in-

vestigation is held, the evidence pointing clearly
toward the guilt of the vanished Sandy. Detective
Jack Saunders, however, is not satisfied with the
evidence, the only conflicting clue being a cigarette
of a popular brand found discarded on the balcony
outside the room in which the murder was committed.
He confers with Bobby, who is heart-broken by her
bereavement. Jack learns that Bobby discovered how
truly she loved Sandy when he kissed her that night,
but that she too is convinced of his guilt. Jack in-

stilling hope in her, claiming that he knows that
Sandy was railroaded for a crime of which he was
innocent, once before, enlists her aid. Therefore,
Bobby instead of refusing to see Mark as formerly,
encourages his attentions, and even suggests that he
accompany her to a ranch left to her by her father.

He goes and as she yields to his wooing, he asks her
to marry him. Meanwhile, Sandy, for whom detec-
tives have been searching since the murder, is found
near Bobby's ranch, working a mine. Jack is granted
an unusual request,—the escorting of the prisoner to
the wedding ceremony uniting Bobby to Mark! As
the minister is inquiring if anybody has any objections

to the union, the sheriff voices his to the astonishment
of the guests. He explains that he has a warrant for

the bridegroom's arrest, charging him with the murder
of Jimmy Carlton! With a face grown deathly white,
Mark Walters first denies, then confesses the crime,
and the wedding ceremony proceeds with Sandy in

Mark's place. However, after Mark has congrat-
ulated the couple he falls dead from the poison he
has carried with him constantly since the murder.
To the queries put to Jack, the answer comes that he
noticed that the balcony doors were open, that the
butler who had discovered Sandy standing over Jim -

my's body had maintained that the expression on the

supposed murderer's face was surprise, and that,

finally, the cigarette found, while of a popular brand,
had been snuffed out in a peculiar fashion, which had
been one of Mark's idiosyncracies. Moreover, Sandy
far from lieing a fortune hunter was a wealthy mine
owner, and it was Mark who beset by creditors killed

Jimmy, while he was fighting with Sandy, to get his

rival out of his way, so that he, Mark, could marry
the Carlton wealth, of which Sandy is not thinking
as he holds Bobby in his arms.

BEGGAR'S JOY
Leona Cramer File No. 6941

WITPI desperate energy Nina tried to hold the
tangled threads of her second marriage to-
gether. First there had been Ed. All the

glorious hopes of youth had been bound up in Ed,
and then she reaUzed that he could never be anything
but a drunkard, having inherited tendencies to imbibe
and fight too much from his father. For years she
struggled on beside Ed, in spite of his meddlesome
mother who moved in to defend her unprincipled,
weak-willed son against the heartbreaking efforts of
his slim young wife to make something decent of
him. Then, on the strength of her mother-in-law's
dislike of her, Nina found herself forced to leave her
little boy and girl to her husband's family, and face
the world alone, bewildered and broken. Somehow
months went by. and Harold Kopp, silent and inex-
plicable, was there urging her to marry him. And
Nina recapturing something of her old tremulous
faith, had stood up beside him before the Justice of
the Peace, in the little, dingy room, and made silent
vows that, married to this strong man, who was al-
most a stranger to her, she would make of her mar-
riage something fine,—something beautiful. And he
unsmilingly had taken her into their home. Later,
again and again, Nina had tried despairingly to break
down the implacable barrier between them, wonder-
ing why this uncommunicative person had married
her, wondering what there had been in his past to
erect that bleak wall over which she could not climb
to help him. Tn fact, after the first few weeks in
which he had simulated some semblance of love for
her it was as if they never had been married. When,
after all the sterile months of living beside this stran-
ger who sometimes stayed away for days on end and
came back with a hunted, white face to pick up living,
without any explanation, Nina had, in a last effort to
save their marriage, begged for affection,—he had
laughed! That had been the most biting lash to her
pride, to her self respect. He had laughed! The
discovery that he had loved another woman who ran
off and married somebody else, and the reahzation
that in his terrible hurt he had married her, Nina,
did not help. He had laughed! Unable to bear her
miserable thoughts. Nina decided on the only possible
course of action. She reasoned too, that it would free
Harold, but she knew really that nothing^ she would
do or not do, could have any effect on him. And her
children,—they had been brought up to hate her!
Slipping off alone, Nina walked slowly to the water's
edge, stopping a moment to watch the widening little

circles around the place where the stone she had
dropped in, sank. Then, silently, she threw herself in.

It would be over in a few moments; she couldn't
swim . . . Slowly she opened her eyes. Warm lips
were pressing hers; soft words whispered in her ear.
She closed her water -heavy eyes and opened them
again with a great effort. His arm supporting her,
the peg-legged pencil seller, whose eyes always
seemed to follow her as she passed his corner, mur-
mured a prayer of gratitude that she lived. Loving
her, handicapped as he was. he had seen her set
look as she went by and followed her to the water.
Freed from Harold, she could find happiness with the
poor beggar. He loved her!

NEVER TO PART !

Addle M. Hurd File No. 6932

PEOPLE said Vera Winters couldn't love a man!
Not that she didn't attract the opposite sex, for she
seemed to have a cue of love-sick swains, none

of whom she thought enough of, to devote the rest of
her life to his love, Thus, tired of admiration at
boring parties, she leaves home, travelling across the
country on a train. In a little Wisconsin town, she
discovers that she has lost her purse with all her
money and even her ticket. Dismayed, she is driven
by an old man to the boarding house of Ma Burns,
who tells her not to worry, she can repay her when
money arrives from home. At the supper table that
night. Vera finds herself seated next to Mark Gray,
who tells her that he is alone in the world, and has
come here on the advice of a doctor who saw how
run down he was. Now. however, in these pleasant
surroundings, he has completely recovered. Vera and
Mark become fast friends, and as they walk and go
fishing together, Mark confides to the girl how much
he wants to have enough money to be able to travel

and do the many other things to which only money
is the open sesame. Vera laughs, telling him gayly
that money isn't all, and Mark ruefully takes her in

his arms, not wholly convinced but willing to forget
the impossible. Spending their days together in fan-
cied domesticity, frying the trout they catch over
campfires, Mark realizes how much he loves Vera
and asks her to marry him. She, the indifferent Vera,
happily assents, and the pair start to furnish a little

house on a ranch. They spend all their time painting
the woodwork and hanging dainty curtains, and when
the place is finished, they decide to get married on
the next day. However, on their wedding day, Mark
receives a telegram telling him that an old friend of

his, for whom he once worked, has died, leaving a

considerable fortune to Mark on the condition that he
marry Marnette, the man's daughter. Vera and Mark
are stunned by the unexpected- turn of events, and the
girl turns sympathetically to him, only to realize that
he is actually considering the proposition. He mur-
murs. "Money, enough money to——

". Vera clings to

him, trying to bring him to his senses, but he says,
"But, Vera, you don't, you can't understand." She
turns from him saying in a dead voice, "The house.
Mark, what of that? What of our plans?" But he
is lost to her. Finally, in resignation she requests
that he come, just once more, to their little house.
They walk slowly together, Vera carrying a package
"with something for the house". She disappears for

a moment into another room "to put her bundle
down". Then, deathly pale, returns to sit in front of

the blazing hearth with him. Suddenly she jumps up
crying, "God, what have I done? Rvm, Mark, run!"
He stares at her in amazement, but she screams,
"Run!" Pulling her with him, he dashes from the
house, though she cries, "Leave me, there's nothing
else for me." As they clear the building, there is a

tremendous explosion and they are thrown to the

ground. Later, dazed, he asks her what happened, but
he knows the answer. To prevent his leaving her she
had set off dynamite to blow them both to bits. At
the last moment, she couldn't bear the thought of be-
ing responsible for his death and tried to get him to

leave her in the inferno alone. Mark takes her in his

arms saying, "And you felt that way!" but she ans-
wers nothing, remaining against him, her body torn
with tremendous sobs. He smoothes her hair trying
to calm her, and murmurs softly, "What a rotter

I've been, honey. Can you ever forgive me?" Vera
looks up into his face, "Forgive you, Mark ?" then,

simply, "I love you." With his arm around the wom-
an he loves more than anything else, now that his san-
ity is restored, he telegraphs his lawyer declining the

bequest with the explanation that he is already
And Mark and Vera rebuild their Httle home

MYSTERY MINE

Esther Grier File No. 6877

FOR seventeen years. Madge lives on the farm with
her father. A cadaverous man, given to long
strange silences, her father inspires her with a

terror, which she is at pains to conceal from him.
At every unfamiliar sound, the old man, with the
long hooked nose scampers off to investigate, and one
day, Madge finds that a cave at the end of the woods
stretching behind the farm is used for storing alcohol.

To prevent too inquisitive people from discovering
the cache, her father, in league with bootleggers, has
created a rumor that eerie visitors from another
world frequent the dreary spot. As a result, super-
stitious folk are not apt to be found in the vicinity
after dark. Moreover, about two miles off, there is

an old coal mine, used for the same illicit purposes.
One day, Madge, trying to convince herself that her
father is not, indeed, connected with the contraband
traffic, falls into the mine, into a section which has
been flooded, and she must surely have perished had
not the son of one of the bootleggers happened by
and pulled her from her precarious position by seizing
her long hair as she was sinking. Madge is grateful
to her rescuer, and discovering that he has been
drawn into the illicit work by his father, she exerts
every effort to enable him to break loose from his

evil connections. Having various valuable connec-
tions of her own, made through the admiration of

several influential citizens for her great struggle to
educate herself, despite the hostility of her father to
her ambitions to improve herself, Madge intercedes in

behalf of Frank, the boy who saved her life. Her
earnest attempts misunderstood, she is suspected of

less noble motives, and her reputation seriously suffers.

Spurred to more fervent efforts by the cruel suspic-
ions, she is terribly discouraged, when Frank, him-
self, believes that love for him has made her sacrifice
all her friends. He directs amorous attentions at
her, and she is forced to put him in his place.
However, Frank, has really fallen in love with her,
now, and he threatens to kill her if she doesn't
marry him. She knows that four of his brother's
have met violent ends through their readiness to
handle guns, and she has great difficulty in restrain-
ing him from putting his threat into execution, and
then taking his own Hfe. Holding him off as best she
can, she tries to instil a greater respect in him for

the law. When, therefore, the bootleggers plan a big
raid, Frank refuses to act as an accomplice, and is

dragged along to prevent his betraying the gang.
Madge has received word from Frank of his suspi-
cions, and when he doesn't appear for an appointment,
and she discovers that her father has left without
leaving any message, Madge, in desperation for the
safety of the boy who may suffer through her inter-
ference, summons the police. There is a big fracas
at the mine, and in the desperate fray, all the boot-
leggers are exterminated except Frank, who subse-
quently marries Madge and goes to another town.
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GREEN RANCHES
Mrs. Mirrell Dunn File No. 6916

othe fa-SHORTLY after the death of he
ther begging her to think kindly of hii

what happens, suddenly disappears after a quar-

rel with his brother, leaving Patsv with her Aunt
.Minnie and Uncle Dave. Although he sends candy to

her for a while, his communications suddenly cease
and Patsy is told by her aunt that the boat on which
her father was sailing sank, and that her father was
probably drowned. Patsy works hard on the ranch,

but she is constantly annoyed by Grady Brown, a

hired hand, who wants her to marry him and is an-

gered by her refusal. Some time later, Patsy hears
strange voices in the house, and on entering, her

Uncle Dave introduces her to Bennie Greggs, whom
she instantly likes, and Fannie Lee, both of whom are

to be employed. Although her Aunt Minnie shows
immediate disapproval of Patsy's friendship with Mr,
Greggs, romance blossoms for six months between
the pair, until, her uncle buys another ranch and
sends the. man Patsy loves off to manage it, hoping
to break up the attachment. However, love finds a

way, and one day, after Patsy has learned that her
uncle is in concurrence with Grady's plan to make
Patsy his wife, the girl consents to marry Bennie,
even though their marriage is to be kept a secret.

Long ago. Bennie's grandfather has promised to be-

queath his fortune to him on the condition that he
remain unmarried for a certain length of time. The
eccentric old man, now dying, sends for Bennie, who
urged by the understanding Patsy goes. Moreover,
his departure is hastened by the suspicions of Uncle
Dave, that Bennie is responsible for the theft of his

cattle. And although Patsy has definite evidence that

Grady Brown has shady dealinsis. having overheard
him as he was speaking to some disreputable charac-
ters, on a corner of the ranch one night, as she was
riding back from a rendevous with Bennie, her un-
cle discredits her story and vents liis spleen on Bennie.
Her bridegroom gone. Patsy cannot understand why
he has not written to her, and she grieves until the
day that her Aunt Minnie discovering that Patsy
is going to bear a child, turns her out, telling her,

incidentally, that she has torn up all of Bennie s let-

ters. Thus Patsy is unable to communicate with her
husband who has sent his address so frequently that
he has given up hope of hearing from her. Patsy
finds a home with the Sanders. One day after her
child is born, an old colored lady comes asking for

some laundry work. She turns out to be Patsy's old

nurse, Sarah. The woman tells Patsy that her fa-

ther is still alive, she is sure, but she doesn't know
how to get in touch with him. Meanwhile, Uncle
Dave begs Patsy to come home, because Aunt Minnie
is dying. The old lady tells her niece that she for-

gives her indiscretion and apologizes for her unkind

-

ness, and Patsy, pitying her, admits that she was
married and not disgraced. Aunt Minnie dies happy,
and Patsy returns to the Sanders. On her uncle's
ranch, meanwhile, the cattle rustling activities con-
tinue, and a detective summoned from the city proves
that Grady Brown is responsible. Uncle Dave, peni-

tent for his false accusations of Bennie. is astounded
when the detective attributes all the credit for the

apprehension of the criminal to Bennie, who has re-

turned to clear himself and find Patsy. There follows
a touching reunion, climaxed by the arrival on the
scene of Patsy's father, who has been confined to a
hospital bed, since his felicitous rescue from the sink-
ing ship.

THE DRUNK
Mrs. Bernice D. Pukszta File No. 6905

TIRED of the constant travelling from one city to
another with her parents, so that her schooling
is seriously curtailed and the constant need of

adjusting herself to new environments makes deep
inroads into her development, Clarice rebels, and
when an opportunity to run away and get married
presents itself, she seizes it. Still no more than a
child herself, the young wife finds that she it to be-
come a mother, and not daring to tell her parents
how unfortunately her rash step turned out, Clar ce
bravely tries to dissimulate happiness when her mother
comes to visit her in the barn-like structure in which
she lives with Frank. When, however, her mother in-
stinctively penetrates the gay mask that Clarice has
assumed, and offers the fnghtened child the privilege
of returning home to her family, Clarice accepts. Her
father urges her to get a divorce, since her husband
is unable to support her and the child she is to have,
and the girl allows him to proceed. Meanwhile, her
younger sister, Betty, always an ailing child, becomes
gravely ill and is taken to a hospital. All medical
attention proves ineffectual, but her frequent visits
from a boy, have remarkably helpful results. At first
the family frowns upon the youngster's attentions,
but realizing that they are the only thing in which
the feverish child takes any interest, they withdraw
their objections. Betty recovers, but the boy goes off
to war. Some time after Clarice has had her child,
and her divorce from Frank, whom she tries to forget,
is final, Clarice thinks she is in love with John, but
after she marries him, he drinks himself to death
leaving her with another child. Meanwhile Betty's
sweetheart has returned from the war and the two are
ideally happy in their marriage. Clarice supports
herself by taking in boarders, and her children grow
up. However, after her friends scofT because she
denies herself all pleasures in her application to her
menial work, Clarice determines to live again. Against
the advice of her younger sister and her parents, she
starts going out with George, who marries her for
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red dollars or so, that she has saved,
mhapiiier than ever before, for George
s to excess, but even pays attention to

and spends the money that she makes
11 sordid pleasures. Meanwhile, Betty does not
Clarice's unhappiness, for the woman dares
;s that her sister was right in her condem-
George, who shows no interest in Clarice

n Frank, who conies to see his child, shows
i still in love with the woman whom he had
A\en she was too young to realize that his

Dney did not detract from his worth. George
ne less and less frequently, and finally goes
good. Frank tries nobly, to comfort the de-
man who was once his wife, and a new
friendship springs up between the pair. Af-
of comradeship, Clarice learns that George
how procured a Mexican divorce, leaving
Her children are old enough to urge her
now, and with the approbation of every-
re-marries the father of her first child.

RICH MAN'S AID

Frederick J. Keys File No. 6918

STRL^GGLING ineffectually to support her younger
sisters, Elvira Johnson is too discouraged to re-

fuse the offers of aid made by a middle aged,
married man. Fry. Although at first she had an-
grily repulsed his advances of money, circumstances
drive her to acceptance. Throughout their life to-
gether. Fry gives Elvira all the money she needs for

the happiness of her sisters, but the young girl is

overwhelmed with the realization of her disgrace, and
at the first opportunity, tells her aged lover that she
hates him, and never wants to see him again. How-
ever, shortly afterwards he returns, notwithstanding
the abuse she has heaped upon him, and he offers to

divorce his wife and marry Elvira. The girl refuses
his proffers, but returns to him, when again hard-
pressed to provide for her sisters. Fry discovers that
Elvira wants to become a trained nurse, and provides
for her to study at the Piedmont Hospital. However,
he is insanely jealous of her, and when at a party to

which she has been invited, she dances with James
Anderson, and allows him to take her home, her lover
knocks the boy down. James assumes that Fry is her
husband, but some time later, Elvira explains the
matter to him, and he sympathizes with the girl real-

izing that she is a victim of circumstance. James ex-
presses his contempt for the aged married man who
would take advantage of a young girl in such a man-
ner, but suddenly there is a noise at the window, and
Fry rushes in, an insane gleam in his eyes, brandish-
ing a razor. James knocks the weapon from the man's
hands, and throws him out. Elvira begs Fry to re-

lease her, promising to repay him for every dollar he
has spent for her but the man laughs at her. Fry
writes threatening letters to James, who intends
marrying Elvira, and one day as James is waiting
for Elvira who is dressing for a dance, a shot rings
out, and when the girl rushes down to the parlor, she
finds James lying on the floor,—dead! The police ar-
rest Elvira and Fry, the latter claiming that he has
an alibi. Receiving aid from unexpected sources, El-
vira goes to trial, but on the final day. Fry breaks
down and confesses his guilt. However, Elvira's
name has been dragged through the mire of ugly
publicity, and the girl is forced to leave town by the in-

tolerance of her neighbors. She goes to New York,
soon getting a position as a nurse. One day, for a
dangerous lark, three of the nurses go to a night
club unescorted in search of adventure, and Elvira is

asked to dance by another of the guests. She ac-
cepts and finds herself the cynosure of all eyes as she
moves with consummate grace in the arms of her
partner. At the conclusion of the number, the night
club manager offers her a contract to dance as a
member of the staff, and Elvira accepts. Giving
blase New York a new thrill, Elvira's reputation
spreads and it becomes the custom of the moment for

sophisticated after -theatre crowds to drop in to see
the new star in the metropolitan firmament dance.
On the crest of the wave of popularity, Elvira meets
and marries a young banker, the most persistent and
well liked of ner lefjion of admirers. They move to
his home in Beverly Hills, and Elvira offered a movie
contract, is permitted by her adoring husband to ac-
cept it. Her star is truly in its ascendancy, and El-
vira duplicates her success on the silver sheet. When
she gets a whim to return to her native town, her
husband takes her. To her surprise, the town from
which she had once been driven in disapproval, turns
out to welcome her, proud to have "known her when".

SATAN'S CALL
Mrs. Thelma B. Clay File No. 694S

AGAINST the wishes of her parents, Gloria Daniels
marries Herbert Daniels, whose handsome face
has captivated her. Although he loves her as

much as he, a charming good-for-nothing, is capable
of, Gloria realizes what a terrible mistake she has
made, when Herbert becomes incapable of holding a
position or acting decently through his craving for
drink. After the birth of her children has made no
appreciable difference in his drinking habits, Gloria
goes back home, promising to return if, at the end of
a year, Herbert has given up liciuor. However, she
receives a call for help when fferbert gets into trouble,
having been inebriated at the time. Aiding him,
Gloria determines to get a divorce.
Leaving her children with her mother, who g!ves her

some, but not enough money, Gloria tries to get

work, meanwhile attending school in the evening.
However, she gets sick, and hesitating to draw upon
her over-worked mother, tries to get along without
help, only to require a longer period of time to recover,
and to have to spend all her money for medicine and
doctors. When she is able to seek work again, she
IS hard pressed. At length she gets a position which
pays very little in the nearest city, and boards with
Ethel Ward. Through her, Gloria meets Gerald,
brother of Vance Hughes, with whom Ethel frequently
goes out. Gerald becomes enamoured of Gloria and
asks her to marry him. However, he demands that
she continue to keep her children whom she misses in-
tolerably, with her mother. Gloria finds that she
cannot contemplate a life apart from her babies, and
refuses Gerald. He continues to pay court to her.
asking her to change her mind, but she realizes that
she does not love him, nor Bill, one of the other
boarders who admires her. Meanwhile her mother has
become ill, and needs money to keep herself and little
Harold and Marion, whose shabby clothes break
Gloria's heart. The position she is holding offers no
opportunity for advancement, but it would be sheer
madness to attempt to find another now. At this
time Gloria meets Gertrude and is frequently in-
vited to her well-appointed apartment. She frequently
wonders what the source of Gertrude's income is, for
the girl seems to have everything she wants without
working. One day, Gertrude meets Gloria and asking
why she has not seen her for a long time, notices
her pinched look and realizes that she is starving.
Over a restaurant table, Gloria admits that she has
not eaten for days, sending the few dollars she makes
to her needy mother and children at home. Ger-
trude looks at her hard for a few moments, then
quietly asks if she wants to make some money. Des-
perate, Gloria listens, recoils from Gertrude's sugges-
tion and then, bitterly, agrees. They go out together
and Gertrude shows her how to fiirt with men. Gloria
feels ill at the thought, but her friend asserts that it

is the only way to make money. As Gertrude goes off
with a newly acquired acquaintance a man stops the
bewildered Gloria and asks her if she is with Ihal
woman! Without more ado, the over-wrought girl
bursts into tears and the man, Alton Davidson, takes
her home. She tells him what has happened and he
assures her, in spite of her tearful misgivings, that he
is certain she never would have gone through with it.

Later, he proves his conviction by making her Mrs.
Alton Davidson.

KING OF THE COUNTRY
G. Biscotti File No. 6912

WHEN the Duke of Martina's watchman severe-
ly punished one of the little hired boys of
Angelo Duca, the indignant, prosperous peasant

remonstrated with him and a jumbled account of the
story resulted in the setting of a price on the head
of Angiolillo. Whereupon, the peasant to save his
life joined a band of brigands. Dissatisfied with the
outright thievery of the gang, Angelo Duca formed
his own group romantically given to the occupation
of stealing from the rich to give to the poor. De-
voted to the parish churches, Angelo inspired a love in
his countrymen which was not shared by wealthy
officials who preyed upon the poor. Bishops and Pre-
lates were his particular victims. Many were the
ones he stopped on the road, confiscated their purses,
and with the utmost politeness left them just enough
money to get home, dividing arbitrarily with the for-
mula, "This for you is sufficient: this for nie is neces-
sary for such and such a purpose; and this I and
my band requires." In many a monastery, Jie found
refuge, treating the grateful countryside with sump-
tuous repasts and scattering gold before starving pea-
sants. Once he broke in on a feast given by the
Duke of Marrilli, and extorting a considerable sum,
provided for a feast for the poor.
Once Angiolillo was approached by a lovely young

girl of fifteen who exclaimed in recognition having seen
posters on the countryside. Angelo confessed his
identity and the girl, Clara, confessed she had al-

ways loved him. Laughing down at her, Angelo ac-
cepted the invitation tendered by her flattered parents
to stop over night with them. Graciously he enter-
tained the family with stories, but the next morning
a message came for Angelo to flee, the police were
coming. The mayor tried to learn of the bandit's
whereabouts from the family, but they deceived him
craftily. Later when a wealthy admirer of Clara's
tried to force her into giving up Angelo, he was
seized and ironically held for a high ransom, which
was paid.
Another time, Angelo took revenge on a wealthy

scoundrel who, his attentions scorned by a lovely
married lady, stole and killed her child. Another day
saw Angelo, stopping a weeping young man leading
a donkey on which an older man toppled dangerously
with each step of the animal, ask the trouble. The
sobbing fellow said he was taking his father home to
die. Angelo pressed a purse in the young man's hand,
telling him to get the best doctor in the town and
adding, "Money has the power to cheat Death". The
old man recovered and both of them became ardent
followers of Duca.
When Angelo's cousin was captured by the nephew

of the Duke of Carracclolo, the bandit leader gained
admittance to the palace by disguising himself as the
bearer of an important missive. At the po.nt of his
gun, he urged the royal scion to get into his carriage.
Terrified the young prince offered immunity for An-
gelo's cousin if he were permitted to remain, safe.
The bandit yielded and the next day his cousin was

little vel in Ascoli, Angiolillo found an old
peasant with a bandaged head attended by his wife,
and five children. They were victims of the greedi-
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iiess of the burgess. The old man haJ received his

injuries wlien he had attempted to protest against tlie

abuse of power. Bent on revencre, Anpelo strode into

the office of the burgess with a few of his men. Defy-

ing the feelile attempts of the puldic officer to threaten

them, he demanded 15,000 dncats. The burgess pro-

tested that he was a poor man, and Angelo had his

men smash the deslv and there they found many times

the amount he had asked for, all extorted from the

peasants. The bandits turn almost the whole sum
over to the bewildered, starving countryfolk who were
able to purchase land elsewhere and live comfortably.

Once Angelo escaped from a dungeon, having actual-

ly fallen into the hands of his enemies. By a series

of crafty moves, he escaped with the aid of Giovanni

and his charming daughter Giovanna. His goalers,

believing that there was no possible way of escape,

and hearing calls from the underground passageway
had ascribed the escape to deviltry. Angelo, trading

on the superstition of his former captors satisfied his

ambition to have his deeds recorded for posterity

by writing a letter which he claimed was treated with

incantations to bring destruction on the head of any-

one responsible for its destruction. Thus was the

inanuscript hidden in the safety vaults of the Mayor.
Woe unto tyrants who fell into Angelo's hands.

The baron Orazio Ogeda was obliged by the combined
power of the Bishop and Angelo to put an end to the

atrocities he had been practising with great relish,

such as piercing his victim's tongues and out of

sheer perversity forbidding the immemorial fishmg

rights on which they depended for a livelihood.

Though his life was singularly free of amorous en-

tanglements, it was not uncrossed by lovely ladies

who hearing tales of his bravery and goodness became
enairiored of him and attempted to remain at his side

whatever the hazard. On a miserable night, having

been closely pursued by the troops of the country,

Angelo and his men faced death in a great forest with

the thunder clashing and the lightning felling huge

trees. Wandering, discouraged for once, the brigands

saw no hope of escaping alive. Should they attempt

wandering out to safety they faced certain capture,

and the woods offered no shelter. At length, in a

clearing they discerned a light. Marvelling, so late

was the hour, they cautiously approached and re-

ceived succor at the hands of an old man and his

beautiful daughter. The girl, with a fervent expres-

sion expressed her faith that Angelo was safe, and

explained that the light was always left to guide him.

Wonderingly, the great outlaw disclosed his identity

and the woman fell on her knees before him. Later

in rescuing her, he met his nearest approach to dis-

aster. Wounded in his hand, he was captured and

imprisoned, with Peppe Russo, one of his followers,

after seeking refuge with some priests who were

powerless to prevent his capture when the officers of

the law burn down the doors and threaten to throw

the good fathers into the fire. Setting fire to the

room in which Angiolillo was locked, the crafty fellow

made an opening in the roof with a brand, and at-

tempted to draw the sick Peppe with him. How-
ever. Peppe fell wounded unto death, and Angelo was

forced to leave him, when he was at last certain he

could do no further good. When the police broke in

Peppe told them, weakly, that Angelo had perished in

the flames. While the soldiers vainly searched the

ashes for his remains, Angelo gaily rode off with the

girl who kept the light for him in the forest hut.

EXPENSIVE MOMENTS
Ulysses Fry File No. 6938

IT
is not until the horse which is driving them to a

barn dance shies in a blinding snow storm and

runs away, that Pete realizes how Mary Keener

feels about him. As she sits in the jolting buggy,

that is carrying them to almost certain destruction,

tense and white-lipped, even as he expects the cart

to fall over the cliff they are skirting, Pete feels a

sense of shame as he is exposed to the love that is

revealed in Mary's terrified face. When the horse is

stopped by Mr. Jenkins who has watched another

couple perish in that storm, Pete tries to ignore what
has unconsciously been revealed to him. He reaUzes

that Mary is engaged to marry Joe Wolfe, and when
he finds work in another town he forgets about her.

However, he runs into the old crowd frequently and

one day, Joe Wolfe approaches him and asks Pete,

surprised at the request, to keep away from Mary
because Joe wants to make her his wife. Pete at

first is annoyed by the unnecessary warning, but

startled by the other man's tense expression consents,

half in jest to give Joe three years. At a dance, Mary
sees Pete and maneuvers to change partners so that

she can dance with him. Joe Wolfe, bhnd with jeal-

ousy runs amuck, and gets into a brawl with one of

the other men, who knocks him down and draws

a knife to kill him. Just in time, Pete knocks the

weapon from the stranger's hand and the man dis-

appears in the excitement. However, when Mary
questions Joe as to what happened he tells her that

Pete has been responsible for the incident. The girl

grieves about the incident and rides over to Pete's

house to question him. Moved by the depth of her

unrequited love, he gently chides her for being so in-

discreet as to come to his apartment, and drives her

home in his car. As they enter the house, her father

who has been responsible for Mary's engagement to

the well-to-do Joe Wolfe, accuses Pete of interfering

with Mary's happiness and turns him out. Pete is

genuinely fond of Mary, but he can only pity her,

since he himself is in love with Margaret. Moreover,
he respects his promise to Joe Wolfe, who in spite of

his many faults does love the girl and is anxious to

marry her. Therefore, some time later, Pete is great-

ly relieved when Mary, with averted eyes tells him
that she has decided to marry Joe Wolfe, but he

realizes that she is hurt by the undeniable calm with

wdiich he wishes her every happiness. Reviewing the

circumstances he can remember no action of his cal-

culated to awaken love in Mary, and with his own
affairs to think about he forgets his responsibility in

the impending marriage of a girl to a man she doesn't

love. Soon the war breaks out and Pete leaves for

the front. He gets occasional letters from home and
once he receives the information that Toe Wolfe was
killed in a mine explosion. For a while, he thinks of

little Mary and her white face as she told him she

would try to forget Pete, but in the horror of war,

another tragedy counts for little ... In time even
wars draw to an end and Pete returns home. Many
changes have taken place in the little town and in

time he hears about them all. He has not been home
long, when, unaccountably he is seized with a curios-

ity about little Mary. He asks his aunt, at whose
home he has met her first, and is alarmed when she

drops her eyes. He repeats his query, and sadly the

woman tells him that Mary is —dead. Dismayed, he
hstens as she softly says that Mary had promised to

wed Joe Wolfe, but would never set the day. One
day, she was thrown from a horse, and delirious until

she died, she moaned the tale of her unrequited love

for Pete. Shortly afterwards Joe Wolfe died inex-

plicably in his mine. Years later, Pete recovers from
the shock. Only then, does he marry his Margaret.
But the thought of poor Mary and Joe never leaves

RHINESTONES

Lillian Lawrence Nelson File No. 6917

WHEN Mrs. O'Brien informs Kathleen's mother,

Mrs. O'Shannacy, that the dance hall in which
her daughter works is subject to police raids,

the girl's mother counters that the gambling hall

which her son, Danny's friends frequent is not such

a fine place either. However, the two young people

whose mothers thus discoursed were not at all dis-

turbed bv rumors, being themselves above reproach.

Mrs. O'Shannacy is assured by her daughter that

they will not always live in poverty, for Kathleen is

determined to marry a rich youth. She consistently

refuses Danny's earnest proposals of marriage, cer-

tain that with her rare beauty she can command
a more elaborate and fitting setting. When her mother
perishes in a fire, Danny's mother is relieved to hear

that the O'Shannacy girl will not wed her son, for

she, in the characteristic manner of doting mothers,

thinks no girl good enough for her son. One day, at

the dance hall, a fine looking youth, Jerry O'Day
asks to be introduced to her, and admiring her ob-

vious superiority to the girls about her. he asks

Kathleen to dine with him that night. She accepts

and many other invitations follow. Kathleen finds

herself not only impressed with his cars, and his

position as the scion of one of New York's most
prominent bankers, but also in love with him. Once,
however, as they are motoring alone in the country,

Terry dashes all Kathleen's hopes in a s^igle gesture.

Seizing her, suddenly, in his arms, he attempts to

caress her fervently. Kathleen, appalled by this side

of Jerry which she has never seen before, orders him
to drive her home. Jerry without saying another
word to her does so, feeling, in spite of himself, a

great respect for this dance-hall girl who resists all

temptations. Later he realizes that his respect has
really been conditioned by a deep love for Kathleen,
and he confesses to his sister, Pat, that he wants
to marry her. Pat, on seeing Kathleen, understands
Jerry's feelings and advises him to elope with her
and face the family afterwards. Thanking his sister

warmly, for the encouragement, Jerry persuades Kath-
leen to marry him, and sends a telegram to his moth-
er and father telling them that he will return with
his bride in a week. The O'Days, horrified by the
newspaper publicity attending the marriage of the

banker's only son to a taxi dancer, are calmed down
by Pat, who pleads with them to reserve judgment
until they see the girl. Therefore, after Kathleen
hen been in the O'Day home for a week, the well-

bred aristocrats succumb to the undeniable charm
and grace of their son's bride, and withdraw all their

objections to her. Kathleen happier than she has ever
been before wishes that her mother could see the ful-

fillment of their cherished hopes. Meanwhile, Danny,
recently admitted to the bar, writes Kathleen a tender
little note wishing her every happiness and express-
ing his own joy in seeing her content. Kathleen,
urged by Jerry to whom she has spoken about her
childhood sweetheart, invites Danny to her home, and
Jerry and Danny become fast friends. The banker's
son makes every effort in behalf of the struggling
young lawyer, and the boy, with his own ability and
his friend's help, progresses rapidly. One day, meet-
ing Pat at the O'Day home, he is greatly impressed
with the good-sportsmanship of his friend's sister.

They are frequently together in fbe round of social

activities, and Danny, now a prominent young attor-

ney, finally feels himself sufficiently prosperous to

propose marriage to the girl, whom at first he has
adored from a distance. The wedding superintended
by Jerry and Kathleen is one of the outstanding social

events of the season.

George Berkner File No. 6959

REPEATEDLY teased by pretty June Saunders
for his concern about the entry of the United
States in the World War, Harry Cromwell sus-

pects that the girl's interests are focused in another
direction. Diffidently, he decides to visit Rudy Mor-
ton. As he enters Trudy's house, receiving a hearty
greeting after so many weeks of estrangement, Harry's
eyes narrow. Prominently displayed about his friend's

room are pictures of a girl—and that girl is June!

Bursting into a stream of invective against the abuse
of friendship evident in Rudy's ahenating the affec-

tions of the girl to whom Harry had introduced him,
Harry refuses to listen to explanations. Words fly,

followed by a rapid battering of fists. Rudy is knocked
out, and Harry administering relief, leaves with the

admonition that Rudy keep away from June. Two
weeks later, his temper frazzled by June's refusal to

make a date with him that evening, Harry passes by
her house and sees her sitting close to Rudy with his

arms tightly atpflut her. In a fit of jealousy, Harry,
who loves June, calls at Rudy's house to question

him impertinently. The encounter is saved from a

pugnastic end by the arrival of the postman with a

letter from the war department, informing Rudy that

he has been drafted. His anger quickly dissolved in

a rush of sympathy, Harry begs Rudy's forgiveness,

and learns that his rival, too, is in love with June.
When he arrives home, however, Harry is stunned at

the realization that a draft letter has come for him,
too. He walks over to June's house to say goodbye,
and when she hears of his imminent departure, she

bursts into tears, asks him to kiss her and invites

him to supper the next night, before he leaves. How-
ever, when Harry mentions that Rudy too is leaving,

June seems just as much moved. Being very young,
she does not herself know which of the two boys she

really loves. But offended by her apparent fickleness,

Harry leaves the field entirely clear to his rival, and
is tormenting himself with bitter thoughts when Rudy
comes the next night to fetch him, at June's request.

Harry peevishly resists young Morton's efforts and,

his nerves over-taut, fells the other for the second
time. At the station, saying goodbye to his mother,
a widow, June rushes into his arms and tells him that

she knows now that it is he she loves. A bitter-

sweet parting is all that is vouchsafed him, before

being plunged into the horrors of war. At the front,

bound by their common love for June, Rudy and
Harry fight side by side. Once Harry saves Rudy
from certain destruction when the screaming of a

wounded soldier causes him to go berserk. Another
time led by Harry, a party of six soldiers capture a
machine gun nest. On their return with their pri-

soners, as Rudy and Harry are congratulating each
other, mail arrives from home, and the latter learns

from June that his mother has died. Desperate, Harry
rashly climbs over the top, and Rudy anxiously fol-

lows him. In the glare of an explosive, Rudy sees

Harry fighting two Germans, and is killed as the

other is joyously explaining his escape. Harry awakes
in a hospital, his legs like lead. In his head runs his

cries as he bent over his dead buddy. Harry's nurse
writes to June at his dictation, and with the prospect
of months in the army hospital, June, infinitely

sweet with the maturity that tragedy has brought,
comes fo stay beside hiin.

SUE OF THE SIOUX

Louis James Gray File No. 6924

jg-v jOT Sy-ox, you poor boob, but Soo!" Henry
I^U Sutton, having married a daughter of the
^ Sioux tribe, a true Indian squaw, once hard-

working, now settling back in her obesity, content to
move only when it is absolutely necessary, resents
fiercely any disparagements cast on his wife's people.
From this curious marriage, it happens that a lovely
child is born. Susan is entirely adorable and it is

small wonder that Bill Strohmer has fallen head over
heels in love with her, being a young commercial
artist with an eye for feminine pulchritude. Bill and
Sue come home together to the scrupulously cleaned,
modern looking frame house of the Suttons, in whose
basement kitchen Mrs. Sutton is content to sit, peace-
fully esconced in an easy chair smoking her after-
noon pipe. Truth to tell. Sue is not very much in-

terested in the radio about which Bill is enthusiastic-
ally chattering, but she is happy just watching his

animation as he explains about distance and ground
wires and batteries and what not. However, radio
talk is safe enough, and other things are not. For
instance. Bill has a hard time rewinning the sympa-
thies of Susan's Indian mother, after having lured
one of her eight cats from the house on the premise
that the pesky feline is just a germ-carrier. And
Sue's eyes flash dangerously as Bill inadvertently
makes an illusion to the tabooed word Indian, since
the girl is extremely sensitive to the low regard in

which her mother is held. But with Bill's contrite
apologies for the slip, and engaging pleading for the
continuation of their plans to spend her birthday to-

morrow together, Sue forgives him, with a threat of
the discontinuation of their friendship should the mat-
ter arise again. After a glorious evening listening

to music brought in from far off states by the radio
that Bill has proudly rigged up, and only minor al-

tercations arising from Sue's mother's distrust of the
dratted new-fangled thing, Bill goes home wondering
how a girl like Sue can have a mother who will not
allow her room to be illuminated by anything but
kerosene lamps despite the fact that the rest of the
house is electrified. However, to Sue's intense dis-

may, she finds that her mother has, during her ab-
sence, completely destroyed Bill's set. When, fear-
fully, she tries to explain to the boy that the radio
for which he has denied himself all luxuries and many
necessities for months, is shattered, he refuses to be-
lieve it at first. Confronted with the ruins, he sits

down and cries imprecations upon the "dirty, fat

Sioux". He is completely lost in self-pity when he is

aroused by Sue's icy tones reminding hini that he has
spoken so of her mother, and demanding that he go
immediately and never return. Realizing the useless-
ness of trying to placate her, he leaves town, and
stays for three years until business necessitates his
return. Back home, things have changed! Discuss-
ing matters with a Mr. Browning, he is told of an
impending law suit, and advises strongly that he
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would answer the complainants. "Sue, and be d— to

voui Sue! Sue! which may have seemed a tnHe

strong, but catches the ear of Susan who happens to

be passing, so that she turns and cries happily, Bill!

and he repeats dazedly, "Sue!"

LOVE AGAINST HEREDITY

I S. Kilgore File No. 6946

in infant she
E\'ER since Dotty Rittenhouse wa

proved herself wilful and selfish. Her old nurse,

Martha, the only one who could manage her, pre-

dicted that only love could cure her. When, Dotty

was given a fairy party for her sixth birthday, every-

body exclaimed at the lavish preparations for a child,

but Dotty was occupied in screaming hysterically for

May Lazelle's doll, and she got it! Thus she con-

tinued all the way through school, until it was recog-

nized that she was not a bad child, but an unusual

one. having a touch of genius.

At Dotty's debut in one of New York s largest

hotels, Carl Colbert, a young lawyer became interested

in her, and after a short period of escorting her to

teas and the theater, fell a victim to her charms.

He admitted to her that he recognized her as the

naughty little playmate of the golden curls, who had

remained a symbol to him since the summer many
years ago that he had met her at the shore. He had

screamed as his family insisted on taking him back

to the city before she left. Now he fondly brushed

her tiny tight curls in expiation for the time when,

angered, he had thrown sand in her hair. She pro-

mised to marry him! In the beautiful hills of New
Hampshire they enjoyed a breath-taking honeymoon,

and later went to visit Arelia. Carl was concerned

about Dotty's disinclination to discuss the subject of

children. He could not understand it. To him no-

tions of the sanctity of marriage were bound up with

the pattering of baby feet, and one day. Dotty con-

fessed to him to end all further reference to the sub-

ject, that nobody in her family had ever welcomed

children and that she was not going to let them hap-

pen! At Arelia's house, one night, however, Carl

awoke to the loud cries of his hostess' baby. Dotty

was not in bed. He slipped into his robe and slippers

and in the children's room found her holding the baby

tenderly while Arelia gave it medicine. She looked

beautiful to him in her negligee harmonizing with her

golden curls, and running over, he threw his arms
about her and the baby. Arelia cried out for the

child, but stopped as the baby crowed in glee. They
all laughed heartily, but suddenly Dotty's expression

turned to distaste, and it took all Carl's teasing to

restore her joviality.

After months of acting like happy, loving children,

Carl began to worry about the sudden change to mor-

oseness in Dotty. At length she consulted her family

physician, and as he informed her she was to have

a child, she cried out in horrified protest. The doctor

gravely summoned Carl and told him that with a her-

editary hostiHty toward offspring only the most care-

ful attention could save her from a wrecked mind or

a ruined babe. Dotty was removed to a maternity
hospital and with exquisite sensitivity acclimated to

the thought of being a mother. Her maternal sym-
pathies were awakened by interesting her in the tiny

incubated tots, and by telling her the glorious narra-

tive of the birth of the Christ Child to the Madonna.
Stirred in spite of herself by her proximity to mother-

hood, Dotty's fears and distastes vanished and were
gradually replaced by a desire to present her beloved

Carl with a little boy.
Meanwhile Carl, kept by the doctor from his wife

until she was certain she wanted him, had been en-

during the tortures of the damned, reproaching him-

self with his responsibility for Dotty's unhappiness,

but one day, the doctor called him and asked him to

come immediately to the hospital. Carl's eyes filled

with tears of bliss as he entered to see the smile of

pride and love on the golden hair-crowned face of his

Dotty as she held her child to her breast.

TREASURE CURSE
Mrs. Jean Hastedt

FEARFUL that the silve

because they discoverec
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they can leave with their p
telling the other that a cl

he does not giv_e_ part of the silv'

deserted
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:iedmap does not show the exact location of the bin

treasure, Tom, the step-son, along with two of his

brothers-in-law, goes to Nevada to dig for the bars

of silver. The work takes them more than year, and

as they locate it, together with the body of Joe Haw-
thorne, a stranger comes to town and asks for work
with Tom. As they are telling stories the stranger

tells them, that long ago his father came to Nevada
with Harold Gaines, never to return. Tom. to ease

his conscience tells him that he can show him his

father's grave. But when Hawthorne, Jr. sees the

grave he realizes that it is newly made and questions

Tom. who has said nothing about re-burying the

body or about the silver it had guarded. Hawthorne
is puzzled and one day secretly spies on Tom's activi-

ties and arrives just in time to hear Tom cry exul-

tantly, "Just as I thought four more boxes of the

precious ore!" Hawthorne steps in and quietly asks,

"How much of it belongs to me?" But Tom and his

party deny that he has any claim to it and Haw-
thorne, Jr. is unable to prove anything, and knowing
somehow he has been defrauded he wanders off stop-

ping at the house in which Joe Johnston and Kate

have settled down since their marriage. There he

falls in love with, and marries their daughter, and

many years later, finds among his father-in-law's

possessions, the torn map, kept for sentimental pur-

poses. With the proof of his right to the silver

in his father's hand, he returns to claim his share of

the treasure.

File No. 6947
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In town one Hallowe'en eve. the young folks chal-
lenge each other to stunts, and Kate Ammon pro-
mises to marry Joe Johnston, who loves her, if he
proves brave enough to visit the old mine which is

reputed to be haunted. Joe, despite the warnings of

the others goes, and chased by a bear takes refuge
in the cabin of old Harold Gaines. He is looking at
a map showing the location of the hidden bars of

silver, when the half-mad old miner, throws himself
upon the intruder in an effort to regain the map. In
the scuffle the map is torn and Joe goes off with his
half, not because he knows what it is but to prove to
Kate that he has won the dare.
Gaines, fearful that the police will get him for

burying his partner near the bars of silver, and min-
ing silver found on government property, leaves town
taking as much silver as he can. He goes to Pennsyl-
vania and there marries a widow. On his deathbed,
he tells his stepson whom he loves as if he were his

own, the meaning of the scrap of map and about his
neglected promise to his old partner. Although the

CHILDREN OF DEATH
Mary C. Vaincourt
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Maine family, and the little girl is taki

Alisons. For years Dixie stays with them.
Allen being away at college. Meanwhile Mr. Alison's

business suffers and the family is depressed by the

mounting bills. That night there is a play to be pre-

sented and Dixie is permitted to choose a dress from
Mr. Alison's slow moving stock. Her young loveli-

ness sets ol¥ her clothes to striking advantage and as

she is complimented she credits Mr. Alison's clothes

as being responsible. It is an unusual form of adver-
tising for the small town, and the next day, the

country folk drop in to view curiously the styles on
display. Moreover, Dixie behind the counter per-

suades many of the droppers-in to make purchases
by her winning salesmanship. The unusual volume of

business warrants certain necessary betterments at

home and Mr. Alison advertises for a gardener, Dixie,

happening to be in the store when a shy boy comes
in, in answer to the ad, recommends him to Mr. All-

son, who is ready to accept her advice about anything
since her aid with the store. The next day, the girl

is showing Bill, the gardener, what is expected of him,

when he digs up a box. They set it aside, and later

sitting on it for a moment decide to open it. Bill

knocks the rusty lock with a stone, and they fall

back as it reveals a treasure of currency and jewels.

Calling Mr. Alison, Dixie tells him excitedly about the

find, and he carries it into town. There they discover

that a man has been in prison for fifteen years for

having confiscated it. They immediately arrange for

his release, but when they tell him. he wearily asks
to be permitted to end his days in jail. He explains

that life holds nothing for him since he, an innocent
man, was sent to jail. His wife has died from the

disgrace, and he has no idea what has become of his

children. Mr. Alison sympathetically invites the

freed man. who calls himself Mr. Nash, to stay with
him until he decides on a course of action.

Not long after, Allen comes home, and the Alison's

plan a double celebration since it is Dixie's eight-

eenth birthday. At the party. Bill feels a great ach-

ing in his heart because he is entirely alone in the

world and he decides to search for his sister, the

only relative he has. When he tells the Alisons. Mr.
Nash says that he too is going to try to discover

what happened to his children. It seems as though
everybody at the party is looking for someone and
Dixie sympathetically asserts that she too once had a

brother. 'The parson from Dixie's home town who has

always taken an interest in the orphan is invited to

the party, and when he is introduced to Mr. Nash,
he stares for a long moment but says nothing. Later,

while Dixie and Allen Alison walk alone in the garden,

the parson speaks to Mr. Nash asking him who he is.

in a tremulous voice. As the man hesitates, the par-

son tells him that long ago Dixie and a little brother

were left orphans, to be adopted. Mr. Nash looks

just hke Dixie's father who died about fifteen years

ago. Nash starts and says, "Then Dixie is . .
." But

the parson repeats, her father died before her mother.

Mr, Nash explains that when he was convicted of

the theft, he told his wife to tell the children and
everybody else, that he had died, since he was to

serve a life sentence and the children would be tainted

with the disgrace. They call Dixie, who comes in on

Bill's arm. He had joined Allen and Dixie in the

garden, just as Dixie had accepted Allen's engage-

ment ring. As she had shown him the solitaire. Bill

gasped, having noticed a particular formation of her

hand, like his own. They discovered the relationship

and together with Mr. Nash, really Mr. Ray. receive

the best wishes of the Alisons who thoroughly ap-

c instrument, the girl, bright golden
rushes into the studio in a patter

and breathlessly explains that the

2 court has asked her to pose for

nusician looks askance and his pupil

ids him that he, himself, had com-
on's unusual respectability. As the

giri practises, her remarkable grace and dexterity

speaks of more than long hours of mere finger exer-

cises. Signore Pietro looks at her fondly as she re-

minds him of his own lost Carlotta from out of the

past. Suddenly Jacqueline stops, her ear having
caught the sound of Ramon's footsteps. The Signore

invites the artist, of whom he is very fond, to remain,

but the young fellow apologizes for his haste inform-

ing Pietro that Tacqueline has promised to see his

studio before Mis's Tracey, a woman whose portrait

Ramon is painting, comes. As the pair go off to-

gether, Pietro notes how delightful a contrast her

gold and pink coloring affords against his swarthy
darkness. In the studio, Jacqueline is delighted with

the quaint furnishings. When Ramon asks her to

set as proximate a date as possible to start posing,

lacqueline reminds him that the Spring Exhibit is a

long time off. The arrival of Miss Tracey prevents
further discussion and Jacqueline leaves, pleased by
the demonstration of her ability to pique him. On a

walk through the narrow, gift-shop-Hned streets,

Jacqueline frivolously inquires if she is to sit stiffly

like the Mona Lisa, recline on soft cushions like a

Goya model, or perhaps balance on one foot. Ramon
retorts, "Please. Jacqueline, not that from you."
Jacqueline receives loud huzzahs from the critics at

her concert, and the following day starts her posing.

Ramon's conception is portraying her as a feminine

Narcissus, a startled nymph peering at her image re-

flected in a forest pool. Jacqueline soon grows im-

patient under Ramon's protracted gaze and interrupts

to inquire what price he will take for the picture.

He lays down his brushes and palette and replies

gravely, "The same price that I would take for the

model; but paid in advance." A little while later,

Jacqueline gets up and states that since he has not

started yet, she must go, and besides, Signore Pietro

is waiting. Ramon approaches and takes her in his

arms telling her he will start. Then, as she protests

he presses his lips to hers, setting her head to whirl-

ing. Unable to say more, she lets him carry her to

the deep velvet-cushioned divan. The heavy drawn
curtains create an atmosphere of mystery and charm.
Later, Signore Pietro explains that he had intended

coming to see how the picture progresses, but was
detained by a pupil. The sittings continue, and the

last day, Ramon scolds Jacqueline for coming in the

driving rain. As she is leaving her posing stand, the

studio door flies open from a sudden gust of wind
and Jacqueline's chift'on draped body takes on a

bluish-white pallor from the sharp cold spray of rain

that covers her. As he tries in vain to warm her,

Ramon summons a doctor, who has the chilled girl

put to bed. However, the shock has been too great

and Jacqueline never recovers from the intense chill,

Ramon's painting of the nymph attracts unusual at-

tention at the Spring Exhibit, but when several per-

sons offer to buy it, they receive the response, "It is

not for sale; it was paid for in advance."

prove of the family of their daughte -law-to-be.

N

DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS

Mrs. Jeanette Schnakenberg

"WHEN

File No. 6944

light

PAID IN ADVANCE
File No. 6958

)T in all the long years in which he has been
giving violin instructions has Signore Pietro had
so talented a pupil as Jacqueline, who is soon to

ke her initial bow to the public in Le Petit Thea-
As he waits for her to come in, his fingers

jking the heart -touching strains of the Liebestraum

ere married, dear, I the

the only woman I could ever love, but
well, there's somebody else.*' Desper-

ately anxious not to hurt Betty, Bob Whitmore feels

that she ought to know about Grace Arnold. Betty
sits there, stunned, mentally reviewing her life before

she met Bob. There had been nothing! Left an or-

phan, Betty graduated from school and was working
as a stenographer for Buck, Christy and Co.. when
he had walked in. bringing love at first sight into

both lives. Perhaps it is true that she has grown
dowdy since the birth of the two children, not spent

enough time on herself in her efforts to keep her home
and babies perfect for Bob. Now he is going. Bob
waits for Betty's answer, and repressing all emotion
she asks him when he wants his divorce. Bob is

puzzled by her seeming indifference, feeling almost
that he would have preferred tears to the cold queries

about arrangements. Only when Bob says he will

give her money, does Betty flare up, crying that she
wouldn't take money from another woman's lover.

As for the children, Betty insists on contributing

half for their upkeep, after she gets her former posi-

tion back. That night, Betty insists that Bob sleep in

the guest room, and he appears hurt when she draws
back, angrily, from the breakfast kiss he has given
her every morning since their marriage. He doesn't

seem to realize that he has declared himself for a

definite severance of relations between them. When
Bob comes, a few weeks later to see the children, he
is startled by the change in Betty, experiencing a

pang when he notes that besides her new dress and
trim hair cut, she has gained needed weight and lost

a certain pinched look of worry. Some time later,

he sees Betty at a dance with Donald LeRoy, a for-

mer admirer and catches himself chiding her for corn-

Betty says nothing but casts a mean-
the direction of Grace, then shrugs her

That night, Grace, jealously inquires who
IS that Bob kept staring at, and without

Bob's wife whose divorce decree is not
ses a nasty fuss. The next time Bob

children, Grace follows him. He enters

maid LeRoy is leaving, and seethes as he
high regard with wluch his successor is

1 fo Grace as he is. Bob knows that he
Betty. When he returns home, Grace

confronts him with the information that she has seen

him visit Bettv, and after making many distasteful

ing with hii

ing glance
shoulders,
the girl wa
knowing it

just ;

notes
held.
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s, tells him she is through. Bob manages
al his glee and faces the problem of winning

Betty back. Betty is not so easily rewon, however,
and though she continues to permit him to visit the
children whenever he wishes, she contrives to be ab-
sent as frequently as possible. One night, dropping
in late, since he was unavoidably detained, he hears
sounds of a struggle, and enters to see Betty struggle
against the unwelcome embrace of LeRoy, Rushing
in, blind with furv. he throws the too insistent guest
out, and takes Betty in his arms. She is badly
frightened from her narrow escape, and as he soothes
her confesses that she has never, for one moment.
stopped loving him.

THAT'S DIFFERENT !

Grace Ashe File No. 6955

EVERY Sunday evening, lanky old Hinkle comes to

call on Lois, to sit on the far end of her sofa
that has been handed down by her great grand-

parents. Lois is certain there must be a special de-
pression in the worn cushions from the constant re-

ception of Hinkle as he sits talking about the depres-
sion and other people's operations. Despite the fact
that Lois has sweetly informed him that nobody can
interest her in operations since her tonsils and ap-
pendix were removed in the usual fashion, Hinkle
dryly continues his reporting. What a day ! First
Lois has missed Barry on the subway. She rides
down with him mornings. He is cheerful and teas-
ing, and Lois is furious with herself for being im-
pressed when he informs her that he is getting a new
car and that she will be the first one he will ask to
ride in it. She should have wise-cracked when he
said that, instead of answering with bright eyes,
"That will be heavenly!" Now she hasn't seen him
for two mornings and he probably has his old car, and
is afraid that she will remind him of his promise if

he tells her. Then, continuing the events of the
day, Lois arrives in the office four minutes late, and
Mr. Adams has peered crossly over the tops of his

glasses first at her and then at the clock. More-
over, she gets three letters wrong and has to re-write
them, and on the way home the conductor slams the
door in her face. To cap it all her mother has served
stew for dinner, and she hales stew. It is Wednesday
night, and Lois' mother has gone to the Auxiliary
Meeting. The telephone rings. Every Wednesday
night Hinkle calls to ask Lois if he may see her the
following Sunday and relay the latest illnesses in his
family. As the telephone rings. Lois starts because
it is five minutes to eight and who ever heard of

Hinkle being too late or too early. She decides not
to answer it and revels in her own perversity. How-
ever, the insistent ringing and a sense of Hinkle's dis-

comfort forces her to lift the receiver. She guesses
that it is Hinkle. but is astounded to learn that her
caller is Barry. Confusedly she admits that she missed
him, and expresses considerable surprise to learn that
he has bought a car—a Packard. Lois says that she
is not goings to be busy on Sunday, and that she would
love to go riding with him. When he suggests Clover-
ville, she is pleasantly confused knowmg that his
grandmother lives there, and that the invitation dis-
plays considerable interest. Then comes Barry's apol-
ogy. He has permitted someone else to ride in his
car, despite his promise to her. Lois gaily assures
him that it is of little consequence, but in extenua-
tion he explains that his first passenger was Lois'
mother. He had offered to drop her at the Auxiliary
Meeting. Whereupon Lois retorts that she will for-

give him, or rather, consider the matter. Before he
lets her hang up, Barry insists on reminding her not
to forget Sunday.
Sunday comes, and Barry! Lois tries to conceal

her pride in riding in the handsome car beside Barry.
She notes the impression her friend has made on her
mother, and her eyes sparkle as they start. For a
long time, neither says anything, content just to ride
thus. Finally he turns to her and asks her shortly, to
marry him. She looks at him alarmed, wondering if

he is sober. But insistently his words tumble forth,
explaining that he has never, before, dared ask, feel-
ing certain she would reply with a witticism. But
Lois is quite silent now, her lips otherwise occupied
in the parked Packard.

Mrs. Be

MYSTERY HOUSE
1 B. Bullard File No. 6368

SO evil is the reputation of the Ross boy, that
newcomers to the Ross settlement, are told that
the school will be much better now that he is

going to be sent away to college. Everybody pitied
Mr. Ross, a wealthy man, for having such a son, and
when the boy comes home to spend his summer vaca-
tions in a little hut he bnilds for himself in the
nearby mountains, the townfolks come up in droves
to spy upon him. ' The boy is driven frantic by
reports that he is operating a still, secreting a
dancer, and other unpleasant explanations as well as
constant supervision from the self-appointed spies, so
that, in defense, he nails animal skins on the door,
places skeletons at the windows, and presents a fear-
ful, unshaven appearance on his own. Throughout
his college years he spends every summer in his
"Mystery House", and when he graduates, surprises
everybody by receiving the hand of Betty, a delight-
ful little orphan who kept house for Jack's aunt, in
marriage. The townfolks shake their heads in niis-

givings at the marriage of crazy Jack Ross to the
sweetest little girl of the town and wonder why she
did it. When, moreover, after a few months, Jack
suddenly disappears leaving Betty to the Rosses,
everybody agrees that is was exactly what they ex-
pected, but Betty would say nothing. Meanwhile,
the young girl, always renowned for her sewing, be-

gins to sew for the neighbors, who eagerly bring all

their work to her until the birth of a baby boy halts
her activities. Again the Rosses come to the rescue,
having urged Betty to give up the needless work
since they are well-to-do enough to support her.

Thus four years pass and the country people never
tire in their condemnation of that Ross boy. And
Betty says nothing. One day, however, a telegram
arrives for Betty telling her that Jack is coming
home. As if realizing now, for the first time, that
he has done her an injustice, Betty decides to leave
before he returns. She packs her things, and takes
Jack, Jr. with her. but as she arrives at the station
aided by the neighbor's child, she sees Jack, who
impatiently has seized an earlier train. Her heart
melts at the sight of him, for only she knows how
lovable he is. But, steeling herself against him,
knowing full well that she will capitulate immediately
to any explanation he makes, she boards the train.

As Jack arranges about the delivery of his trunk,
he catches sight of Betty's face at the window of the
train pulling out. Bewildered, he hires a taxi and
offers the man a sum of money if he can beat the
train to the next station. The decrepit cab makes
tremendous speed under the fervent efforts of the
old driver to earn the purse, and since the train is

delayed in the next station, anyway, Jack catches
up. Rushing into the train he seizes Betty in his
arms. She protests, but he persists in explaining.
Settling beside her, he informs her that he couldn't
endure the thought that everybody was laughing at
her for marrying a good-for-nothing, and knowing
that his family would support her better than he
could, he had gone into another town, and working
tremendously hard, he had supported himself while
putting himself through a Medical School. During
his vacations he had gotten practical experience and
continued the experiments he had carried on since
his college days in the Mystery House. Now he has
come home with his M. D. to prove to these people
that Betty has made a decent choice and not dis-

graced herself. Suddenly Betty interrupts to ask
him if he knows he has a son, and he stops. He
had never counted on that in his calculations.
However, Jack was not to find all his troubles

ironed away by his degree. He was not accepted as
a doctor. Only when he had proved himself in an
emergency, did he get any clients. But years later
he reaped the reward, and his son, in partnership
with him becomes a famous surgeon.

REGARDLESS OF DANGER
Ruth L. Eby File No. 6928

THE VALLEY OF LOVE
Jordan I. Carter File No. 6927

ATTACKED by a band of Mexican cut-throats as
they return from the sale of thousands of heads
of cattle, Jimmy Dotson and his father, a

wealthy ranch -owner, fight their way through the
fierce outlaws. They suspect that the Whites, rival
ranch-men, have set the thieves on them, but have
no proof, With their clothes bullet-ridden, they ar-
rive home to be met by an anxious household. Kath-
leen, daughter of a California judge, who entrusted
his daughter to the care of Mr. Dotson, rushes into
Jimmy's arms, thankful that he is safe. Jimmy re-
assures her and later shows what an excellent shot
he is, in rescuing some stray cattle from falling a
prey to wild mountain Hons. However, through the
hateful intervention of Dallas White, Jimmy's father
is thrown from his horse, and dies from his injuries,
without actually being able to hold Dallas responsibly.
Jimmy inherits his father's estate and a hatred for
the Whites. Meanwhile, Bill White has tried un-
successfully to win Kathleen, and being the same
type as his father, resorts to unfair means. When
Kathleen has proven conclusively that she has no use
for him, Bill challenges Jimmy to a shooting duel,
being certain that he can kill his rival and thus
prove himself. At first Jimmy refuses to be involved
in a duel, but Bill forces the issue by spreading the
report that Jimmy is afraid to meet him in a fair
combat. When the insults can be borne no longer.
Jimmy accepts the challenge. They meet and are
told to fire one shot at a given signal. Just before
the signal is given. Bill fires wounding Jimmy in
the shoulder, and as he fearfully tries to shoot
again, Jimmy's gun rings out dropping the coward.
Kathleen agonized by the thought of how close her
beloved was to death, promises to marry him very
soon. Meanwhile, Dallas White, aroused by his son's
death, although self -brought -on. swears vengeance
on Jimmy. Enlisting the aid of John Davison, the
Dotson- stable boss, Dallas learns that one day, while
Jimmy is out on business, Kathleen is to take a
horseback ride with her fiance's sister, Violet. He
has his men capture the girl Jimmy loves, but Violet
escapes to tell Jimmy. Meanwhile, anticipating that
the boy will try to follow them, Dallas has his men
wait in am.bush, and stretch a rope across the road
to unhorse him. When the thoroughbred horse
reaches the trap, however, so well trained is he that
he hurdles the rope, and Jimmy escapes, having put
an end to Davison's treacherous career. Kathleen,
at the mercy of the villanous men hired by Dallas
White is saved from the worst possible fate by an
Indian attack at a propitious moment, but faces
scalping by the red-men. Meanwhile, Jimmy is

speeding towards the spot, and arrives as the In-
dian Braves are surrounding Dallas White's men.
Dallas dragging Kathleen with him for his own pur-
poses is escaping the howling circle of red men,
when Jimmy, who had been planning to risk his life

in a vain attempt to rescue Kathleen, discerns the
pair, Kathleen struggling, preferring death to going
with Dallas, and there follows a hand to hand battle
within earshot of the whooping warriors who do not
suspect their presence. Knocking out the last of the
villianous Whites and leaving him to the Indians,
Jimmy rides oft with Kathleen, safe!

STROLLING through a small village near St.
Louis when the train he is on develops engine
trouble, Richard Lane is astonished to find, drop-

ped inexplicably at his feet, a small paper-wrapped
article. Curiously he unwraps it, and finds it en-
closes a small bluish stone. However, turning the
thing over, he finds that the innermost wrapping bears
the inscription, "ON T. 6—BY X". Puzzled, he looks
about and sees he is standing before an apparently
deserted, weather-beaten old house. As he is wonder-
ing if the package was meant for him, he sees a man,
about the same build as himself hurry to the spot and
wait. However, as if fearful of being seen, the man
soon leaves, annoyed, Richard guesses, at not get-
ting the message. Suspecting illicit implications,
Richard rushes to town, and communicating with the
owner of the deserted house, offers to purchase it.

However, the owner tells him that he gets one thou-
sand dollars a month for rental although nobody uses
it. Convinced that all is not well, Richard returns
to the house and sees unmistakable, if furtive signs,
of activity. The next night, Richard conceals him-
self in an overhanging tree and discovers that al-

though the house isn't being used, there is a trap-
door on the side through which two men and a girl

are passing. Investigating, Richard opens it slight-

ly and bends over to listen. He hears the girl tell

a man whom she calls father, that she is sorry they
ever started, but the man persists that if they succeed
they will make more money than Uncle Sam. Then,
he hears them speculate about the man who got the
messap-e and what they would do to him if, by any
chance, he thwarted their ;_)lans. Richard waits until
they leave, then tries the door, but it is locked.
When he tries it again, however, it swings open,
and startled at the possibility that someone is there,
he holds his breath, only to realize that he has
leaned against the panel, and opened it himself. He
enters the door, descending a flight of stairs and
discovers then, what makin.g more than Uncle Sam
means ! The machinery is for counterfeiting money

!

Discarding hypothesis after hypothesis about the mys-
terious message, Richard arrives at the conclusion
that T. 6 refers to a taxi whose number is 6, but he
cannot do more than hazard the guess that X may
mean at 10 o'clock. However, he goes into St.

Louis and informs the police that he has uncovered
a counterfeiting plot, and accompanied by one of the
greatest detectives, Richard returns to the house to
show his discovery. The detective gasps and informs
him that. the counterfeiters have picked this little towi
to center tremendous activities that would have ruined
the financial state of the United States. When the
criminals are apprehended, a fresh shock awaits
them, for wearing an X on his lapel, and solving
the mystery of the X reference,—is United States
Senator James Conly, a conspirator against his gov-
ernment ! As a reward for his valuable work, Rich-
ard Lane is made a Secret Service detective, and
keeps the bluish stone, the guide to the adventure,
as a good luck token.

NO GREATER LOVE
William Cooper File No. 6983

HAVING struggled against tremendous odds to
put himself through college, Robert Findley,
the night of the dance given by the honorary

fraternity he has made, meets and falls in love with
Jean. Throughout the course of their friendship she
is uncertain of the depth of her love for him. When
Jean is with him she is certain there never can be
anybody else for her, but when her parents meet
Bob at a weekend party at their home, and disapprove
of his unestablished financial and social status, she
wavers, attracted by the bright future they paint
for her. After her graduation her parents take her
to Europe. The night she returns Bob takes her to
the opera, and on their way back, in the taxi, Jean
promises that she will marry Bob on his return from
his business trip in the West. However, her parents
have planned a formal dance for Jean celebrating her
homecoming, and when she meets Charles Fisher,
who is, incidentally, the man her mother wants to
see her married to, Jean becomes infatuated with
him, or, more truthfully, with the money and posi-
tion that would accrue to his wife. When he pro-
poses to her a short time after they have met, she
accepts, resolutely putting the thought of Bob out
of her mind. Under the stimulus of the excitement
attendant upon her capture of the leading catch of
the season, Jean manages to forget Bob with a cel-
erity that is little short of astounding considering the
burning letters of love which Bob, even now, is cher-
ishing. He, his business completed with amazing
success returns with the prospect of an immediate
marriage after his return, as Jean has promised,
lending wings to the hours as the train bearing him
to his loved one speeds eastward. A little disappointed
at not being met by his bride-to-be, he hurries to his
hotel to freshen up before rushing to see her. He
pauses for a moment to glance at a picture in the
morning paper, attracted by some indefinable feeling
of disaster, and to his utter dismay learns that Jean
is, that night, to be married to Charles Fisher. He
sinks into a chair, his face ashen. His Jean! Mar-
ried to another! In his valise are her letters telling
him she can't wait until his return, and now she is

to be married. Hardly knowing what he is doing he
picks up a revolver and rushes to her house. He
forces an entrance into the very room where Jean is

sitting talking to her groom-to-be. Contrite, she looks
into Bob's strained face and her eyes widen as she
sees the revolver he is flourishing. She tries to calm
him, but Fisher, having been warned about Bob by
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Jean's folks, shakily pleads with him to pocket the

gun. Bob requests, agonizedly, an explanation, but

Jean has nothing to say for herself. Fisher attempts

placating Bob, but characteristically picks the wron;;

thing to say. Instead of saying that he loves Jean,

he pleads for Bob's withdrawal on the plea that a

scandal will result from Bob's interference. Con-

temptuously Bob ignores him, asking Jean what it all

means. She says that it is all her fault. She was
carried away by the glamor of marrying the man
every deb wanted for her own, and took her parents'

objections to Bob too seriously. Fisher tries to

break in on the conversation and suggests in a weak
voice that they be married just for form's sake and

she can have her divorce later. But Jean, her sen-

ses regained in time, speaks to him like the mental

child he is. and tells him that once and for all. she

is going to marry the man she loves.—and that man
is Bob I

FRIEND*S CALL

Mazy Bert File No. 6966

HER health broken down by the birth of her
seventh child, Mrs. Sobell informs her husband,
who loves her dearly, that henceforth she will

occupy the guest room of their large house. He is

concerned, but accepts her suggestion. One day the

doorbell rings and a telegram arrives for Mr. Sobell

which he is at pains to conceal, but his wife demands
an explanation. He begs her to let the matter drop

but she persists. Although she has never opened
his mail before, in all the years of their marriage.

Mrs. Sobell reads a letter which is addressed to her

husband and learns that there was another woman!
She has just died. When her husband returns she

flings the letter at him, shouting recnminations
against his faithlessness. Saying no word in his

own defense, Mr. Sobell asks his wife if she wants
him to leave. At length they reach an agreement
that he is to remain, letting no outsider, although
all the children realize what has happened, know,
lest he lose the respect of his men in his factory.

For years an atmosphere of gloom settles about the

household, wherein every glance of Mrs. Sobell is

accusatory. Only Bee and Claude of the children

feel any sympathy for their erring father, and even
they dare not express it openly. Once a gay man,
with an inventive turn of mind. Mr. Sobell loses all

interest in his former hobbies, and slips unobtrusive-
ly about his house, enduring his painful existence for

the sake of his family which needs his financial sup-
port.

One day, as Bee is visiting Greta, a friend who has
been married a few years, she meets Carl, Greta's
brother, and they become very fond of each other.

As they are gaily attending to the bathing of Greta's

baby, they realize that they love each other, and
when Bee returns home. Carl has gotten permission
to call regularly. However, some time later, he con-
fesses that he feels uncomfortable in her house, as if

her mother didn't like him. Bee tries to assure him
that he is mistaken, but the atmosphere of dissen-

sion is unmistakeable. It is like some live thing in

that house where the mother's every gesture is one
of condemnation of the father, for something long
since ended. Her brother, Claude, sympathizes with
her, both dreading the gradual falling off of Carl's

interest in the face of the Sobell spectre. However,
Carl, loving Bee, asks her to marry him. although
he is certain it is he to whom her mother objects.

At length, Bee determines to risk the loss of his love

and tell Carl of the family tragedy. As he hears of

the other woman and the pretense of family solidity

which the Soliells have been practising all these
years as respected members of the community, Carl
kisses Bee's forehead, and says, "But she must be
made to forgive him. No one should suffer so long
for one misstep." Bee's eyes fill with tears at the
evidence of Carl's understanding, but she shakes her
head and sighs, "It's no use, Carl, we've tried every-
thing. She simply won't condone his action." Carl
suggests they proceed with the engagement and have
an engagement party in the Sobell home. There is

some difficulty in obtaining consent to bring gay
festivities into the brooding house, but at length,
the arrangements get under way. At the party, Carl
astounds everybody by his seeming disregard of his

fiancee on the night they are celebrating their be-
trothal, but Bee, with shining eyes realizes what her
Carl is doing. With tremendous effort he gets Mrs.
Sobell to join in the festivities and gradually manip-
ulates arrangements so that she and her husband
are thrown together at every possible opportunity.
Under the influence of the mirthful surroundings
Mrs. Sobell's year-long hostility melts, and when
Carl brings out some of Mr. Sobell's discarded in-

ventions, tears come into her eyes. The other guests
have no way of knowing what the unusual happiness
of the Sobells really means, but when, a while later.
Bee and Carl are married, they look forward to a
union of such perfect understanding and sympathy
as Bee's mother and father have enjoyed since the
engagement party.

THE LOST LOVER
Lulu R. Estes File No. 6955

REARED in a small town in Georgia, Irene Smith
and Franklin Herman have been casual acquain-
tances for years. One day accidentally meet-

ing in the drab, quiet post office their eyes hold in a
Heeting glance and in that moment they suddenly
realize that they are in love. Walking Irene home,
Herman receives her permission to call on her that
evening. An eventful courtship follows. Theatre,
dances, crisp long walks,—their hours spent together

are full of gaiety and romance. Then the unex-

pected happens. Irene's family moves to Florida.

The devoted pair part in a tearful farewell while Her-
man vows to make his fortune in East India and
then to return and claim his happy bride. The fickle

Herman overpowered by the adventure and glamor
of East India soon forgets his promise. Months pass

and Irene receiving no word from Herman, becomes
more and more morbid, until one evening at a gay
party she meets Theodore McVaine, a handsome young
man with whom she falls violently in love. Since

Irene's parents disapprove of "Theodore, the infatu-

ated couple carry on a clandestine love affair. One
day caught in a terrific storm while out on a picnic

together, Irene drenched with rain arrives home after

midnight. Her furious parents unjustly accuse her

of having illicit relations with Ted and threaten to

force her to marry one of her most persistent suitors,

the son of the richest man in town. The girl is

driven to desperation and on the pretense of visitnig

her sisters in Canada, runs off with Theodore. After

two glorious weeks in Canada with her beloved,

Irene returns home to find the long delayed letter

from Franklin saying that he is sailing for America.
Her parents are delighted for they like Franklin and
they know that although Irene loves Ted, she has pro-

mised to marry Franklin and she would never break
her promise to hiiu. Franklin lamely explains his

long silence and Irene, a girl of high honor, feels

bound to keep her word. But their sudden reunion

is short lived. War is declared and both Teddy and
Franklin enlist in the army and go to the front.

Irene's days are somewhat relieved of torUire and
worry bv the cheerful letters she receives from Teddy.
She never hears a word from Franklin, however, 'and
when the war is over, convinced that he is dead, she

consents to marry Teddy. Her wedding day arrives.

In the church tilled with loving relatives and friends,

the solemn strains of the Lohengrin march can hz

heard. Suddenly the church door is violently thrust

open. Franklin rushing down the aisle, stops the

ceremony and declares that Irene having once prom-
ised to marry him is not free to marry anyone else.

Teddy, heartbroken is forced to withdraw and the

wedding proceeds with Franklin as the bridegroom.
After they are married a year, Franklin and Irene

are blessed with a bouncing baby boy whom Irene in-

sists upon naming Teddy. The babv fills Irene's life

and diverts her mind from her true beloved. But her
marriage is not to last long. One day Franklin is

taken seriously ill. Having been shell shocked dur-

ing the war, he suffers a severe relapse and is on
the verge of death. His conscience torments him for

having wrested Irene from the man she loved and
for having married her knowing that he was a sxk
man. So greatly is he tortured that summoning
Teddy to his bed-side, and begging his forgiveness,

he leaves his whole fortune to him and asks him to

marry Irene, the one girl whom Teddy has always

loved. After his death, the couple are niaMed just

as Franklin wished them to be. Teddy acts as a

father to the little one who is named after him and
both he and Irene reserve a special place in their

hearts for Franklin's memory and they always speak

of him with tender love and reverence.

of th(

SETTLEMENT IN FULL
Sadie Bcshore File No. 6919

w ITH a gypsy's prognostications of disaster

ging in her ears, Barbara Crawford enters
her house to discover that her husband, Jimmy,

is entertaining a veritable Beau Brummel. Hastily
introducing Randolph as an old college chum, Jimmy
begs to be excused, advancing the explanat.on that

to further his political campaign, he is to address the

Rotary Club. Left to their own devices, Randolph
escorts Barbara on a merry round of night-clubbing,
theatres and dinners, followed during the ensuing
days by horse-back riding, swimming and golf, until

Barbara has quite lost her head in the gay whirl and,

to still the chidings of her moral sense, has assumed
the guise of a neglected wife. One day. however, as

Barbara makes one of her dashing visits home "to

change her duds", as she perfunctorily explains to

2immy on meeting him, he stays her, gravely re-

questing her to attend the lecture he is giving that

night, since Skid has informed him that people are

beginning to gossip about the candidate's wife. With
a parting phrase about being too modern to be con-

cerned about talk, however, Barbara dashes out to

meet Randolph's party at one of the more darmg
night clubs. Although Jimmy manages to extricate

them from the mess when the place is raided, the

newspapers make much of the implication of the

wife of the political aspirant in a raid, the night her

husband speaks at a benefit. Moreover, with the

characteristic bravado of the conscience-stricken, Bar-

bara glibly asserts that she is tired of having a re-

sponsibility to the voting public to set a noble ex-

ample, she tells him she's through, and proceeds

directly to Randolph's apartment asking to spend

the night there before departing for Reno. The fol-

lowing evening, lonely, Randolph seats himself at the

table of a striking girl in the hotel dining room, and
after an exchange of repartee, and some few subse-

quent meetings, Evelyn occupies an apartment sup-

ported by Randolph. He is faithful to her, in his

way, for months, until Barbara returns exacting a

promise of marriage since she is to have a child.

When Randolph gives Evelyn a check marked,—set-
tlement in full—she raises a nasty fuss, and following

him to Barbara's apartment, kijls him, taking pains

that guilt points its finger at Barbara. Public sen-

timent turns against her, and her trial is a sorry

proceeding, especially since she is soon to have a

child. However, the check is found, and Evelyn
made to confess. Jimmy, it was who had set detec-

tives on the trail of the murderess. Jimmy in spite

fact that he had lost the election because of

isavorv publicity attending the movements of

his wife! And after Barbara ij cleared of all sus-

picions, and cured of her flightiness, Jimmy, who
cannot help loving her however much people mock
his puppy-like faithfulness, it is who suggests that

what they need is a tri|i to Germany.—where s-e-x

still means a half-dozen, and where Barbara's child

can be born and nobody need ever know that Jimmy
Crawford could not have a child of his own.

MADGE GOES FORTH
f De Barre File No. 6861

HAVING made an agreement to meet each other
periodically, Madge and Millie, two former
school chums, see each other for the first

time in two years at the home of the latter, who
has been married recently. After Madge has shed
her wraps, inquired solicitously about the progress
of her friend's matrimonial venture, and commented
enthusiastically about Millie's little home, the two
proceed to impart the various tid-bits they have
gleaned about the doings of their other class-mates.

Gossip flies fast between the two, and in the course
of the conversation, it transpires that Mabel, one of

the more snobbish girls of the old group, has become
engaged to a titled foreigner. Immediately the two
friends begin to chatter animatedly about the advis-
ability of nii-xed marriages, and Madge displays such
vehemence in her condemnation of wedding a con-
tinental, that Millie, surprised by the strange display

of indignation in the usually placid Madge, is pro-

voked to question the experience that Madge has had
with that sort of thing. Madge changes the subject

so rapidly, moreover, that Millie is certain that she

is concealing something. However Madge is not
very anxious to explain, and only does so when moved
to rueful laughter by the other's perturbation. Where-
upon, swearing Millie to secrecy, she begins her dis-

closures with the startling pronouncement that there

have been three foreigners in her life. She tells of

the first; Some time ago, she confesses, while mak-
ing purchases at the vegetable store, the stout, rather

good-looking Italian proprietor, asks if he can carry

her packages home for her. She thanks him for his

proffered offer, but gently refuses the aid. However,
warming to his subject, he bursts forth with a state-

ment of his loneliness, and concludes with the stag-

gering proposal that she marry him. Madge gasps
and points meaningly at a woman in the back of the

store, but he assures her that the lady is his mother.
Nevertheless, Madge leaves the store without prom-
ising to marry her impetuous suitor. Millie grins at

this and asking the man's name, discovers that Madge
never found, out. Millie suggests that she proceed

to the details of her second experience with distin-

guished foreigners, and Madge bravely enters upon
the tale. It happens in a barber shop, where a thin,

wiry Portuguese is trimming her hair. During the

cutting he says very little, but she catches him star-

ing at her in the mirror, and when he finishes, he

asks if her husband will like her hair cut. She tells

him that she has no husband, and he asks where she

lives. She pays him for his work, admits she lives

down the avenue, and leaves. From then on, she sees

him driving up and down the avenue looking for her.

One Sunday, seeing her, he almost wrecks his car,

and she races madly down a side street to escape her

admirer. His name? She never has found out!

Millie nudges Madge, as it seems that the memory
of her foreign contacts is too overwhelming to be told,

but with another remark directed at those girls who
marry titles to be distinguished and envied by their

fellows, she launches on her final episode. This time

it is in a shoe store, where she has stopped 'for rub-

ber heels. She is asked if she is married, if she has

a family, and when she answers negatively, the third

of the foreign suitors proposes to Madge. She still

sees the good-looking Roumanian, whom she calls

her "King Carol", and in reply to Millie's prodding,

admits that she didn't walk out as usual that day
because—she couldn't, he had her shoes!

TWO WEDDINGS
Evelyn Sherman Neill File No. 6910

ON an afternoon In late Autumn, Ruth Sterling
awaits the arrival of the Reverend James Vin-
cent. She is to give him her decision today.

When he makes his appearance. Ruth greets him
with a gracious smile, saying, "I will be your com-
rade and help-mate, sharing your duties among the

mountaineers." A church wedding is performed, and
later, a quiet, dignified reception is held at the home
of John Sterling, father of the bride. Not long after

they are settled in their western home, on their re-

turn from their morning ride on horseback, they are

bid a cheery good morning by a grinning young man
who informs them that he is Bill Higgins, and asks
them to come out to the Perkin's ranch to tie him
to Ruby in the bonds of wedlock. Then taking off

his hat and scratching his head, he remarks, "I'll

tell you, Parson, Ruby's a fine gal, but I don't

know how she'll work in the harness." And mount-
ing his horse, he goes down the road singing. It is a

ten-mile ride to the home of the bride-to-be. Half
a dozen children are waiting at the door when the

Reverent James \'incent and his wife, who has re-

ceived a special invitation, arrive. One of the boys
shouts, "Marm! Marm! here's the preacher and
his woman! Shucks! they ain't nothing but folks!

She's got a man's hat on, by jinks! His nose is just

like Dad's, crooked as a yaller squash!" Marm Per-
kins appears and greets her visitors effusively, in-

viting them to warm their numbed hands by running
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the fingers through Sam's hair, kept long for the

inirpose. Night comes on, and when the parson's

wife expresses a wish to retire she is escorted up a

ladder, warned too late against a shaky board, and

tumbles from the short ladder. The next morning,

the wedding takes place before breakfast. Ruby's

wedding gown is green, as are her stockings, and

a long feather adorns her hair. The bridegroom

smilingly enters in a blue suit with brass buttons,

worn by his grandfather on a similar occasion. The
company gathers about the bride who dives behind a

bed quilt hung across one corner of the room, but

she refuses to come out. and pots and pans follow

attempts to draw her out. The happy couple jom

hands through a hole in the quilt, and the parson is

asked to proceed. "Will you take this woman . . . ?

the parson asks Bill, and down comes the quilt, cover-

ing him and the bridegroom and filling the room with

dust. Sam had managed to cut the strings holding

up the bride's screen! The question is repeated and

elicits the response, "Sure, if you must know. 'What

else did I come here for?" And Ruby adds "Ya-as

"Salute your bride!" says the minister, and Bill looks

nuzzled. However, Ruby suddenly throws her arms

around the parson's neck and kisses him roundly.

Bill thinks he understands, and to the delight of the

company if not the young lady, he makes a dash at

the parson's wife and plants a kiss at the end of her

nose. After receiving two heads of cabbage and a

slab of pork for his services, the minister and his

wife start for home. He inquires of his wife, Are

vou homesick, Ruth?" and she replies, "No, James,

then smiling up into his dear face she explains, "var-

iety, you know, is the spice of life."

SCARRED LOVE

Mrs. S. Kostewicz File No. 6884

THE moment Henry sees Mary he knows that she

is the girl he wants to marry! An orphan, he is

riding with his uncle to the city, when a wheel

band snaps, and Henry is sent to a nearby house to

get a new wheel band. There he meets JS'Iary, and

within six months after they have met again at one

of the country dances, Mary consents to be Henry's

w'fe At first they are perfectly happy together, but

with the birth of two children, and the scant living

they eke out of the farm, something must be done.

Thus, Henry informs Mary that he intends departing

for the city to get a job. He promises that he will

send for her as soon as he makes some money, and

advises her to get her father's help with the farm,

meanwhile. After a tearful parting, Henry arrives in

the citv. rents a cheap room, and starts his search

for a p'osition. Discouraged by the scarcity of open-

ings he passes a Beauty Salon with a sign in the

window inscribed, "Young Man "Wanted". Inter-

viewed by a pretty, black haired girl, Henry is asked

if he is married, and fearful that if he admits it, he

will not be hired, he sets in motion a train of decep-

tions However, he finds the many unusual kindness-

es of his employer very pleasant, and is fascinated

as well as flattered by her attention- Ann invites

him to dine at her house, and although at times his

conscience troubles him at continuing his guise of

sing.eblessedness, he hesitates to give up his com-

forLS to return to the dreary routine of duty. Within

the six months that Henry is in the city, he sends

Mary only one ten dollar bill. Then moving to an-

other part of the town, he tries, despicably, to forget

his w.fe, who, receiving all her letters back un-

opened, decides to come to the city to trace her hus-

band, worried that something terrible may have be-

fallen him. Given the address of the Beauty Salon,

by the landlady of his first rooming house, whose ad-

dress 'ihe has, Mary inquires of Ann if Henry is

still working there. Ann asks who she is, and hears

that Henry has two children. Thereupon, the Beauty

Salon proprietor hides Mary behind a large mirror,

and sends for Henry. The moment Henry sees her

he knows something is amiss, and Ann tells hini that

a woman claiming to be his wife, has called. Henry

laughs, and taking Ann in his arms, assures her

that the woman is mistaken,—he has never been mar-

ried. Whereupon, Mary, her eyes blinded with tears,

rushes out of the place, crying, "You never saw me
before. Oh!" Overcome by contrition, Henry tries to

seek Mary's forgiveness, but she says she wants

never to see him again. Henry, dazed by the con-

sc.ousness of his ill-treatment of Mary, walks aimlessly

through the streets, until coming to a cafe he has

never been in before, he strides to the bar and

drinks until he forgets the matter. While there he

is accosted by a man who breaks him into a lite ol

lawlessness, which Henry follows for sixteen years.

One night, drunk as usual, Henry and three other

men are driving home from a poker game, and the

chauffeur plunges the car into an oncoming tram,

i'or a long time, he wavers between life and death m
a hospital, and when he recovers he finds his face

horribly scarred. Meanwhile he has determined to

find Mary and compensate her for his neglect of her.

He traces her, and on Christmas Eve, remembering

she loves roses, sends her six dozen American Beau-

tics Mary reaches Henry through the florist, and

lelliii" him that she has forgiven him long ago, they

pick up the threads of life where they dropped them.

PEARL LAGOON
Walter John

for which the port is noted, advising them, however,

not to drink too much. Sitting alone at a table.

Captain Tames is approached by Captain Smith, a

villanous "person whom the former has had occasion

to meet before on no very friendly terms. Jeering at

Tames because of his extreme youth. Smith taunts

him into a dice game. At first, James wins and as

the money changes to his side, the other, mfuriatecl,

craftily substitutes a pair of loaded dice. When
Tames notes the dishonest method, he refuses to play

unless the original dice are used. Stung to fury by

his losses as well as the well justified slur on his

reputation. Smith draws a knife on his opponent.

The youthful captain disarms and knocks out his

would-be murderer with one motion of his powerful

right arm. As his men rush to defend him, Captain

James motions them to quiet down. The situation

has been handled adequately! As James starts to

return to his ship he is approached by a Mr. Mason,

who asks if he can book Captain James' boat for a

pearl gathering expedition. Captain James who car-

ries a light cargo which is to be sold at the next

port consents, and Mason comes aboard with his

daughter, Enid. Meanwhile, Smith, reahzing that

iMason has information of unusual value concerning

a pearl source, mans his own ship and pirate fashion

takes possession of James' vessel. Binding the crew

helplessly in the hold. Smith seizes Mason and en-

deavors by torture to wrest from him the location

of the pearl lagoon, but the man resists terrific pam
and keeps his counsel. It is only when the cries ot

his daughter tortured in the same manner, impinge

upon his consciousness that Mason mutters the exact

location. Meanwhile, Captain James, hearing the poig-

nant sounds torn from the lips of the girl he loves,

for during the few days aboard he has learned to

care deeply for her, breaks his bonds and rushes upon

the villains with murderous intent. He is soon over-

come by the superior numbers of his opponents and

with his two passengers and the rest of his crew put

oil in a life-boat to perish on the open sea. Ihe

brave sailors paddle desperately and being much
closer to the lagoon than the ruffians had suspected,

safely touch land. Meanwhile Smith and his gang,

instead of making peaceful negotiations with the na-

tives have attempted to steal the precious pearls and

the natives goaded by a sense of injustice have risen

in fury against the white thieves. When Mason and

his party arrive, therefore, the natives, who have

killed every last membei* of the Smith crew, turn

upon their friends too. However, Mason has one

friend among the infuriated savages, a pearl diver

whom he has saved from death, by shooting a shark.

This fellow recognises Mason when the same feat is

repeated by Captain James, now, months later. The

fellow, in his gratitude helps the white men to escape

along with Mason's daughter, whom James rescues

from a native chief who wishes to make her his queen.

In return for some of the goods which they give him

from their ship, which has been brought hither by

the Smith crew, the young native gives them a

store of pearls sufficient to make them wealthy, and

they depart. Mason's daughter promising to marry

Captain James as soon as they touch the shores ot

the United States.

CHILDREN OF TO-DAY
File No. 6920

ment. Thankful for the outcome of the near tragedy,

the pair are quietly married and leave for a long

honeymoon. Meanwhile, John settles most of his

money on his wife, but says he doesn't want to hear

of her again. In a little lodge on a mountain. John
retires with his son, who subsequently tries to tell

him about a woman who lives nearby, but John won't

listen. However, Jerry's father comes over and forces

John to listen to the facts that his wife has won a

reputation for herself helping girls who go astray.

John forgets his bitterness and takes back his wife

on Christmas day.

File No. 7009

1-TtITH the terrific wind and driving rams bat-

VV' tering her sails the gallant little ship com-
' ' manded by Captain James makes its way into

the port of Singapore. Intending to continue its course

the moment the gale lessens in its fury, the captain

permits his men to repair to the water-front taverns

GENTLY informed by Frank Sterling, his bt

partner, that his wife has been seen frequently

of late in various disreputable roadhouses, John
De Laiicy suffers a severe blow as he reahzes that, as

usual, the husband is the last person to learn of his

wife's misconduct. He recalls their first quarrel

which arose from her insistence on cutting her hair

and smoking, and how when business prevented him

from taking her out more frequently she had resented

it. Arriving home he finds his wife asleep, but when
he bends over her to kiss her for his supposed in-

justice to her, he discovers that it is the maid, who
has been sleeping in her mistress' bed for weeks.

Shocks follow each other when his Uttle son admits

that the boys at school have been casting slurring

remarks on his mother, and when eighte'en year old

Beatrice following her mother's example, comes in

drunk. That week, moreover, his partner's son, Jer-

ry comes into John's office to confide in him. The
two had been good friends ever since Jerry had con-

templated asking Beatrice to marry him. Now, how-
ever, Jerry is miserable. He had quarreled with the

girl and offered her a choice between her jazz-mad

friends and himself, and she, sullenly had chosen to
* retain her drinking crowd. Therefore, feeling that he

would at least try to acclimate himself to her tastes,

he had gone to the same roadhouse last night, and

when Beatrice had studiedly avoided him, had drunk
excessively. When he was too intoxicated to know
what he was doing, he had retired to one of the back

rooms with a girl whose identity he has no other clue

to but the purse she left as she fled. Jerry is re-

morseful, convinced that it was the girl's first ex-

perience. Later, John's son gets sick and his wife

refuses to leave her carrousing friends to come to

him. John rushes to the roadhouse, and knocking

down her escort who seeks unsteadily to stay her,

drags her home with him. The woman sees the boy
through the crisis, but when she attempts to go to

her lover's apartment afterwards, John, infuriated,

tells her not to return. Then, to climax this, Bea-

trice, found sobbing in her room, confesses to her

grieved father that she is in disgrace. John comforts

her asking who the man is, but the girl claims she

doesn't know. Something about her story clicks, and

John summons Jerry, who has been searching for the

girl he wronged. Querying whether the boy would

marrv his victim if he found her, he receives an af-

firma'tive response. He tells Jerry to show Beatrice

the purse left with him, and she cries out in amaze-

THE WOMAN OF FREEDOM
Robin Gyan Parkash Patterson File No. 6988

BEHIND the enclosure in which she is confined by
her brutish husband. Judge Krishna, Kamni
watches the boys from the nearby college in Cal-

cutta play cricket. When Daniel vaults the high

fence to recover a lost ball, he falls in love with

Kamni, who has already singled him out from his

team. Seizing the only possible opportunity to see

his inamorata, he takes a position as a servant in

Kamni's house, pretending to be a hindu. All goes

well until Quazi, who has long been trying to get a

hold on Kamni, pierces the disguise, and subtly in-

stils in Kamni such a fear of the consequences to

her lover, should Quazi disclose the identity of the

servant, that Kamni agrees to run off with her black-

mailer. They go to the National Leaders' Camp, for

Quazi is an official in the East Indian movement for

Independence, and Kamni, changing her name to

Pashi soon leads the women national leaders. More-
over, all her attempts at escape from Quazi are nip-

ped by the threat of Daniel's exposure. Deserted,

Daniel tries to re-enter college, but he has been drop-

ped, as a result of his precipitate departure, and the

boy becomes a member of the police force. While
on duty, he is sent to arrest Quazi, who has been mis-

appropriating the party's funds. When he arrives,

having been made assistant to Colonel Grant, head
of the police department, he is startled to find that

Pashi and Kamni are one, and after having lodged

Quazi in prison, he succumbs to the pleadings of

Kamni, desperate from renewed threats made by Qua-
zi, and applying all his influence, secures the villain's

release. Daniel does not reaUze that Quazi is con-

stantly threatening to inform Kamni's husband of

her whereabouts, and dangerously implicate Daniel,

he only knows that although he is a Christian he
loves the Hindu woman. Meanwhile, Kamni, an ar-

dent worker for the cause of liberating India, has
become widely known as Pashi, and fearing her wide-
spread activities the government seeks to curtail

them by imprisoning her. Quazi coming to visit her,

releases her with sinister intentions, but Colonel

Grant attracted to the scene by a slight noise, enters

and shoots at Quazi missing him but receiving a bullet

through his heart. Kamni has escaped before realiz-

ing that Quazi, having tossed his own gun out the

window while she was still there appalled by the

murder, has pushed her out as Daniel enters hurried-

ly to investigate. Before the startled boy can do

anvthing, Quazi has sworn that Daniel murdered his

superior officer, adding that he, Daniel, has been
Kamni's lover, and has killed the head of his depart-

ment for attempting to stay him when he attempted
to free Kamni. Daniel is tried before Judge Krishna
and is, of course, convicted by the prejudiced jurist.

But Kamni, who has taken the first train out of Cal-

cutta, reads of Daniel's conviction in the newspapers
and returns. Telling her story to Daniel's lawyer, an
appeal is eft'ected and on the strength of the dis-

carded revolver, initialed unmistakably, Quazi is

held and Daniel released. However, no amount of in-

fluence can free Kamni from her prison term for her

activities as a leader of the Independence movement,
and she is returned to her cell. Daniel, heart-broken

at seeing the woman he loves in prison, resigns his

position with the police department and promises

Kamni that he will take up her inspiring work where

she was forced to drop it, and thus they effect a

spiritual union in common dedication to a great cause.

THE BLACK CLOUD
Esther Murray File No. 6899

NOT more than two weeks after Esther has com-
plained about the monotony of her unruffled ex-

istence, something happens to change the en-

tire course of her life,—her mother dies. Working
at her counter at the five-and-ten cent store, the

forelady approaches with a message for Esther to re-

turn home immediately. As she entered the gate,

her sister, Grace, flung herself upon her, crying that

their mother has just succumbed to heart failure.

The period of adjustment is a hard one for the two

girls whose father has died when they were children.

Moreover, their stepfather, always unkind to his

wife's children, now seems to exert himself to make
things difficult for the girls. One day, as Esther is

working late, taking inventory of her stock, a young

man whom she has seen about before, stops her to

inquire for her employer. Esther directs him, and a

few days later, is surprised when he comes directly

to her counter and asks her to have dinner with him.

Spurred on by her feeling of rebelliousness engend-

ered by her harsh treatment at home, Esther, to her

own surprise, hears herself accept the invitation. Jim,

whose countenance is forbidding because of a con-

stant preoccupation with serious problems, belies the

frowning expression of his face, and turns out to b^ a

considerate and pleasing young man whose friend-

ship is a bright spot in Esther's life. However, when
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her stepfather discovers the ripenine: companionship

between the two. he does everything within his power

to discourage the girl's happiness, forbidding her to

go out in the evening. The persecution continues at

home, especially after Esther's stepfather brnigs his

son by a former marriage, home to live with him.

And therefore, when, discovering that Esther still sees

Tim, her stepfather offers her a choice of either giv-

ing him up or leaving his house, both Esther and

Grace pack their few belongings and leave. They
find, after a long search, a room kept by a stout

jolly, good-hearted woman, and then venture forth

to procure employment. However, they are soon in

dire straits, for situations are scarce, and after a

brief respite during the Christmas rush season, they

are again laid off. The landlady, sympathising, per-

mits Grace to help defray the expenses of their board

by aiding in the boarding house. When Esther falls

ill, the girls despair, but fortunately. Grace receives

a call to report for work^^ and they are able to get a

much -needed doctor to attend the ailing Esther.

However, through the jealousy of one of the girls

in her department, Grace loses her position, and Jim,

who has been trying to induce Esther to marry him
all along, finally gets her to promise to wed him, mak-
ing her see that she is not really deserting her sis-

ter, but aiding her. Before the wedding, however,
Esther sprains her ankle and again the meager funds

are pressed to her aid. Tim helps admirably, and

one day, right after he has left, Esther's stepfather,

who has heard of the accident, walks in. The rela-

tions are constrained for a few minutes, but finally

he manages to say that he is sorry for his unjust

conduct, and offers to help them. With this un-

pleasantness smoothed, plans for the wedding proceed,

and years of tranquil harmony follow. Little Marilyn
graces the union of Esther and Jim, who are now
making preparations for Grace's wedding. It is to

be a gay affair, and the forthright and attractive

young bridegroom is a friend of the once inimical

stepfather.

NEW COURAGE
Charles O. Babbit File No. 6894

AS she is leaving the office, Helen overhears two
of her co-workers discussing the necessity of

procuring another girl for a party Saturday.
Dick Mason mentions her name, and May Brown
demurs, asserting that Helen Nelson is too shy and
difficult to approach. However, on the advice of

Dick, who insists that she is very pretty, neverthe-

less, May goes out to extend an invitation, only to

find that Helen has already left for' home. That
night in her room alone, Helen ponders the situation,

but when Dick stops her the next day, and invites

her to join some of the young people of the office

who are going to a place his people have at Fall

Point, she curtly refuses, expressing indignation at

the insult to her in inviting her because no one else

is at hand. Dick, whistles in surprise at her outburst,

then understanding that she has heard the conversa-
tion with May, he laughs, and with a mischievous
compliment for her unusual complexion, holds the

invitation open for her, telling her that Frank Lake,
the shyest boy in the office is to be there. She goes.

Finding herself, to her surprise, seated next to Frank,
both of them are so reserved that they can find no
word to say to each other. However Dick and May
chatter gailv all the way, and when they arrive, in-

sist on taking out canoes and having a race. As they
reach the middle of the river. May's boat, in which
Frank is a passenger, crosses directly in front of

Dick's and Helen's. A crash is inevitable, and the

four young people find themselves in the icy waters.

Helen, an expert swimmer, sees that both Dick and
May are capable of reaching shore, but she sees no
trace of Frank, until seizing a hand which has emer-
ged from the swirling current, she rescues the boy
who was too shy to admit he couldn't swim. May
and Dick, sullen because their clothes are ruined, are

pulled up sharply by Helen, who reminds them they
might have been drowned. The disgruntled party
does indeed look comical in the clothes they have im-
provised from overalls and old suits and dresses, and
Helen makes coffee for them as their own clothes dry.

On the way back, Frank tries to thank Helen for

saving his life, and in the conversation which follows,

Helen boldly tells him that the trouble with him is

that he has an inferiority complex, and that people
will always take him at his own evaluation, which at

present is not very flattering. To give hini some
tangible method of procedure, she suggests that he
ask for a raise. With new courage, he decides to

try, and soon he finds himself waiting with Dick who
has conceived the same plan of action. Frank is dis-

couraged when Dick is refused, receiving the advice
that he ought to live up to his own opinion of him-
self. However, his own petition is accepted, and he
is put in charge of the accounting room. Wanting
to thank Helen, he races after her and catches her
just as she is entering the subway. He asks her to

marry him. She accepts, and he kisses her in full

view of the amused subway passengers.

Ida Louise Williams File No. 6847

BOTH parents having died while Louise McClel-
land is very young, she is brought up by a maid-
en aunt whose efforts at making her ward a gen-

teel, impeccably mannered child, are doomed to failure,
for the girl shows a natural tendency to do exactly
the opposite of what is expected of her. At sixteen,
tired of innumerable attempts to instil a musical
talent where none could grow, Louise leaves school

and gets a position as a steno- typist in an office,

where she remains for three years despite the dis-

comfits she suffers at the hands of a sarcastic em-
ployer. Her business experience stands her in good
stead, however, when after two desperate months of

idleness, she is able to secure a better position. At
this, time she meets Clement Anthony, with whom she
falls in love at first sight. Spending many happy
hours with him, she wonders again and again why,
despite his obvious interest in her. he never men-
tions marriage or attempts to make love to her.

At length, after Louise has noticed a fierce internal
struggle in Clement, he tells her that he can never
marry because he is afflicted with a dread disease,

and he hasn't much longer to live. Refusing to leave
him, Louise insists that they be married so that she
can the easier nurse him. Although he refuses to

hear of her sacrifice, she compels him by telling him
that he will deny her her only real happiness by not
permitting her to know that she has been his wife.

For a few weeks, Louise and Clement are ideally
happy, putting from them the thought of how transi-
tory their felicity is, and when the time for the ebb-
ing out of Clement's life comes, he dies happily.
For a long time thereafter, Louise is inconsolable,
but when, at twenty-seven, she meets Bob, who asks
her to marry him the third time she has seen him,
she consents, because she is so fond of him. Their
marriage is a tranquil, happy partnership, both of

them having the same tastes in literature and amuse-
ments, and in the unruffled course of their mutual
contentment, Louise loses all the stubborn qualities

that have made her such a difficult child to raise.

However, while she is on a visit to her old aunt, she
meets one of her childhood friends, and warmly ex-
tends an invitation to Pamela to visit her when she
gets to New York. Some time later, having almost
forgotten the incident, Pamela writes that she is

availing herself of the privilege, and arrives for an
extended stay. Louise remains blissfully unaware of

the portent of the visit, until a friend calls her at-
tention to the regard that Bob and Pamela are ex-
hibiting for each other. Once noted, the situation

grows intolerable, and when her cook, sympathizing
with her mistress, who is too proud to say anything
to her husband or friend, mentions the matter to her,

Louise leaves a note behind, and abandons the field

to her rival. After a month of misery, however, Bob,
gaunt from unhappiness, returns to beg her forgive-

ness and wisely realizing that the incident is forever

closed, Louise returns as his beloved wife.

THE STOLEN IDEA

Jean Hastedt File No. 689S

WEAVING a story about a piece of old em-
broidery which had belonged to a Count-
ess, Mrs. Heiman submits her synopsis to

CHAINED magazine which is offering $25,000 to the
winner in a contest. In the Gas Station and lunch
room which she and her husband run for tourists,

Mrs. Heiman, protected only by a sweater from the
the blustery March winds, forgets the cold and dis-

comfort in her feverish effort to gain independence
for herself and her husband and an education for her
two daughters. When the winner of the contest is

announced, to the consternation of the Heiman family,

the prize-winning manuscript, "THE DRESSMAKER"
has obviously been suggested by Mrs. Heiman's,
"THE LOST HEIR". Moreover, although two other
stories which she has submitted are returned to her,

"THE LOST HEIR" is kept, and in response to her
queries she is regretfully informed that the contes-
tants were not assured the return of their stories by
the rules of the contest. As matters stand Mrs. Hei-
man is informed that she has insufficient grounds on
which to bring suit. Stirred by the injustice of the
situation, Mrs. Heiman following the actual sequence
of events, writes a scenario, which is bought by one
of the leading moving picture companies. One day,
the author of THE DRESSMAKER is astounded to

see on the screen, certain events which are familiar

to her, in a picture called THE STOLEN IDEA.
Angered by the slur on her reputation, she confers
with the editors of CHAINED magazine, who decide

it will be a good publicity stunt to have the public

vote on the issue. Putting the stories into immediate
production, the pictures are run consecutively at the

same theatre, and the purchasers of tickets at the

box office are permitted to pass judgment upon the
truth of the plagiarism charge. Enthusiastically
the public responds with an affirmative verdict, and
the editors of CHAINED judiciously decide to give
the long deferred contest prize to Airs. Hennan, The
presentation, along with the other details of the pro-
cedure, is all carried out with the attendant publicity
in view, and the newspapers feature the tale of the
receiving of the large sum of money by Mrs. Heiman,
on the stage of one of New York's largest theaters.

However, some denizens of the underworld reading
of the $25,000 that is to change hands decide to get it

at any hazard. As Mrs. Heiman and her two daugh-
ters step into a taxi, after the theater that night, three
thugs, pressing automatics into her side, demand that
the money be handed over to them, and after the

prompt exchange has been effected they ride off.

However, the Heimans are not particularly disturbed
by the loss of the package to the thieves, for a check
had previously been given the vindicated winner, and
after it had been placed in a Savings Bank, Mrs. Hei-
man is presented with stage money in front of the
huge audience. Meanwhile, the thieves enter a speak-
easy and quarrel over the division of the spoils,

each wanting a third of the $25,000. They ask the
big boss who has just come in to give them change
of $5,000, but he pockets the bill and coolly informs
them that that is his share and that if they object
they wdl be taken for a ride. The men had been
drunk before, but now they drink so much that they

become noisy and the l)avtender orders ihcui in
their bill and get out. And when the propr ctor
fuses to accept the counterfeit money which
thieves tender him, the bandits realize that they 1

been duped. Murder blazes in their sotted souh, am
a free-for-all breaks out. They wipe each other ou
to the advantage of the law-abiding citizenry. Mean
while with her money, Mrs. Heiman has enough t'

keep her comfortably for the rest of her life.

the

MOUNTAIN YOUTH
Mrs. E. A. Allen File No. 6905

THE youngest child of a lumber jack wl,o removes
his family to the North Woods, where he can
best take care of his business. Lienor is terrlfie^l

by the dense forests that stretch out directly fro.n

the very door of their cabin, and intolerably lonely
for the companionship of schoolmates. She always
feels that she is unwanted because at her birth her
parents were disappointed, wanting a boy. The most
vivid incident of her lonely youth, is her recollection
of the terror inspired by her contact with a Ivnx at
the outside of their little house. The routine of the
mountaineers is arduous, but soon Elenor is old
enough to go to the dances given in the nearest
towns. Although she is shy, she is popular because
a natural sense of rhythm makes her a good dancer.
At length, she meets Johnie Malonie, whom everyone
likes, but whose family is generally disapproved of.

When Johnie starts paying marked attention to Ele-
nor, his mother voices her open disapproval. After
a year has seen no diminution in their love for each
other, however, Johnie begs Elenor to marry him an.

I

come home to live with his family, certain that h^s

mother's objections will be overcome after tht wetl

ding. Elenor finally consents, and immediately likes

Johnie's father, whom she is surprised to find a gen-
tle, feeble man much older than his disagreeable wife.

After a while, the old man, who seems always to b^
the recipient of his wife's venomous harangues, falls

ill. Mrs. Malonie abuses and scolds the doti.ig har.n-

less invalid, and refusing him the proper food, she
sets herself firmly against consulting a doctor about
his condition. At the time no one realizes it but thj
woman is administering a slow poison to her aged
husband, from which he dies. Pretending to be over-
come by her tragedy, Johnie's mother, who is a
little mad, thinks she has buried her crime with the
body, but Elenor suspects. The daughter-in-hiw dares
not say anything, but shortly afterwards, wnen her
own mother becomes ill, she is glad to seize the op-
portunity to get away from the baleful atmosphere
for a while. Elenor's baby is born, but her mother-
in-law's unpleasantness is not mitigated, and the g.rl

fears the sinister attempts to chill the baby, by open-
ing wide the outer doors. One day after Elenor has
left the table for a moment, her husband w.th a

strange look is his eyes tells her not to eat any mor-.-

of her food, his mother having put something mto it.

When both Elenor and the infant get sick iiinnc. Late-
ly afterwards, from the minute quantity of tlic tainted

food already eaten, Elenor, goes home to her paren.s
with her baby. Mrs. Malonie tries to induce her tJ

return, and failing, fearfully attempts to br.bc th.-

girl into promising never to disclose what reaily ha])-

pened to johnie's father. Meanwhile, John.e, always
too weak to rise to meet an issue, has gone oit w>ui
a girl leaving his brother at home with his mother.
The brother, Fred, too, is powerless before t.ie de-
mented woman's machinations, and despair.ng.v
forces Johnie to return. At length, her madiie-s.^

having spent itself, Mrs. Malonie dies, tended l)y lu-r

two sons. Elenor at her parents' home deputes her-

self to bringing up her child and forgetting tiu n g.i.,-

mare past.

SUCH IS LIFE !

A. W. Werner F le Na. G37;

WHILE awaiting assignment to his tr."j;i l.i

France, John Franklin, a second l.L-,iKiia it i,i

the National guard, meets JacquL-li-.u Kl-u.IIl-.

who promises to wait for his return frum .ii. iiL-.,i.

He is grateful for her correspondence wdh liun. wn^.i
he is at the front. Armistice signed. Jo:in r^tar.i.-.

without having been wounded, although he has lieeii

in the thick of action, to ask Jacqueline tu marry
him. They have many difficulties in getting the con-
sent of her father, but at length, they are united.
Franklin receives orders, within a month, to leave
for the states, and he has to report. However, he is

soon discharged, and they settle down in a new l.ttL-

home in a small town in Colorado. When the tw.ns,
a few years later, fall sick, Jacqueline bccoiues in-

fatuated with the attending physician, and it takes
all of Franklin's pleading to prove to her that ihj
doctor is entirely oblivious of her affect o.i. \Vhj.i

the matter has blown over, everything is peaceful for

a while. Franklin gets positions as subst tu.e car-

rier, and then regular carrier for the pus^-Oi.icj, bui
there are years, when due to the birlh of another
little boy and girl, they endure many harJsh.ps,
being pressed for money. As soon as his saiaiy maKcs
it possible, he buys her everything possible to make
her work lighter, fixes up the house, and g:_ti Jacque-
line a car. However, one day, she tells him tnat ah tn^s

has come too late, she no longer loves him. FranKl.n
discovers that a married merchant has been leadmg
her to believe that he loves her. Franklin goes tu

him, offering to give Jacqueline a divorce if tne mer-
chant will also free himseH to marry Jacqueline. The
man refuses, and when he breaks with Frankl.ns
wife, she tries to commit suicide, but is saved by her
husband's timely intervention. Lessons never see.n

to serve the French woman, for within a short tmie.
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she is aQ:aiii lu-cparini:: tn run nfi with the ianitor at

the soldier's home, whom she beheves to be one ol"

the doctors. However, he g^ets n letter warning him
not to deceive Tacqueline. and when he shows it to

the woman, she falsely accuses Franklin of htving
written it, and threatens to leave home. Inflated with
ideas about what her prettiness can buy for her if

she is free of her familv. she runs avay. For a while
she writes to her children, but iinallv they lose

track of her. Franklin, having remained for a while
longer at the scene of his unhappiness, takes his

children with him to Oregon, where he becomes quite
prosperous. Six years later, on the anniversary of

their wedding—they would have been married for

eighteen years,^-he is meditating upon a photograph
taken when they were just wed. when the servant
announces that there is a lady to see him. His
estranged wife is shown in! She begs him to take
her back, and when he makes no answer, she falls to

her knees, telling him that she has always loved him
and that onlv her false pride has kept h'er from re-

turning immediately. She adds that she was ill and
couldn't write for a while, and when she left the
hospital, she found that Franklin and the children had
left Colorado. John Franklin, still loving her. states
that it is up to the children to decide, for they have
been harmed greatly by being denied a mother's love,

and having to be brought up by paid governesses.
When the children see her. however, they are delight-

ed with her return, but somewhat indignant at the
treatment she has atTorded their beloved father. When
Jacqueline has succeeded in re -ingratiating herself in

their hearts, for she has a charm that has withstood
all her harsh experiences, John leads her to the room
he has always set apart for her return, and in a few
days they are happily re-married.

RICH REWARDS
Wesley A. Fink File No. 6321

CHEATED by professional gamblers, an old man
suspects that dishonest methods have been em-
ployed! Raising an objection, he arouses the

leader to draw a gun, but the shot goes wild when
Rusty, a young fellow who has detected the cards up
the gambler's sleeve, pushes up his arm. Seizing the
gun he recovers the money the old man has lost and
returns it to him. The next morning, Rusty is

startled by the sheriff who comes to arrest him for

having held up the gambler. Rusty protests his in-

nocence but at the trial, all the gambler's cohorts
falsely testify against the innocent boy and he is

sentenced to three months in jail. That night a girl

slips a gun to him, informing him that she is in-

debted to him for saving her father's life. Later that
night. Rusty, at the point of the gun, forces the
deputv sheriff to release him, locking his goaler in his

cell. Then, saddling his
_
horse, he quickly rides out

of town. The next morning he comes to a mine and
discovers that two old prospectors have been caught
in a cave -in. as they were about to retire on their

profits. One is already dead and the other bsgs
Rusty to get his gold and give it to a fellow named
Davis in Red Cloud, then dies. Rusty brings the gold
into Red Cloud and is astounded to find that Davis
is the fellow whose life he has saved in the saloon.

As they are talking, however, the daughter rushes in

to warn them that the sheriff is coming. The grl
takes Rusty upstairs and shows him how he can_es-
cape. Although the Davis family try to convince
the stupid sheriff that Rusty is innocent, he does not
accept their explanation even when they show him that

the supposed thief has brought the gold nobody kne^v

about back to its designated owner. However, the

sheriff goes back to the gambler to see if he can
shake that fellow's testimony, but the wily blac.cgutrd
tells the sheriff that he had better find Rusty or it

will cost him his job. Summoning three of his men,
the gambler then prepares to wrest the gold from
Davis but the man and his daughter refuse to dlsc'o^e

where the gold is hidden even on the threat that they

will burn the girl's face with a red hot roker. How-
ever, the old man finally breaks down before the at

tempted atrocity, and points to the hiding place. At
this moment Rusty comes riding up. and taking in the

situation, shoots at the outlaws, and ends up with
a fierce long hand-to-hand fight with the leader of

the group. Just as he finishes knocking out the

criminal, the sheriff comes in with his posse. Davis
tells him of the attempt to steal the gold and its

frustration by Rusty, and when one of the wounded
men confesses the truth of what happened in the saloon,

and Rusty is released with apologies. Davis is ex-

tremely grateful to Rusty for all that he has done for

them, but asking how he can reward him laughs
as Rustv draws Lois Davis into his arms, all grimy
as he is from his recent scuffle, and says that he is

holding his reward. Later there is a colorful wedding
in Red Cloud, and the bride and groom and the

bride's father, Mr. Davis, leave for the east to visit

Rusty's family. And on the train, Rusty confesses

that he is the son of a New York banker, who had
come West for adventure. Then he smiles happily as

his wife leans forward to kiss him.

MAGNOLIA
Marie Louise Fowler File No. 6915

TO the sleepy, southern town of Spring Vallev,

now tense with pending excitement, — :*t-;..

the sho thr,space of ti

the big city. Two of them. Margaret Graham, young
society bud, and her Aunt Emily alight on the Spring
Valley platform one June morning bent on rest and
quiet. Margaret, engaged to wealthy Sidney Morton.
catch of tiie season, plans to spend a restful summer
before emerging on the whirlwind preparations for

iicr wedding. Hurried shopping, the exciting round
of social events, last minute arrangements, all the
feverish delirium of wedding prei>arations wMI se"ze

her in Ihc fall. Now let quiet repose claim her. Eut
her i^lans are destined to be shattered. In this se-

cluded town she meets John Carter, son of Colonel
Carter, of proud southern blood, who appoints him-
self as Margaret's escort and protector. He is so

charming and so unassuming that she can
_
hardly

refrain from comparing his careless ease with the
dignified pomp of her affianced. Much to the annoy-
ance of Aunt Emily, their friendship grows warmer.
One day John accompanies Margaret to a lovely spot
in the mountains. Here, stimulated by the beauty
and seclusion of the surroundings, he is overcome
with passion and fervently declares his love. Mar-
garet, in tears, tells John that she is promised to

At this time in the unexpected turn of events in

iLargaret's life, the other visitor, Robert Wells, a

forty year old millionaire bachelor arrives. LTnlike

our heroine, he does not seek rest but searches for

romance. In Spring Vallev lives his boyhood sweet-
heart, Ruth Harriman. and he has come to redeem
her. When he was a young man, craving ambition
overpowered his love. His eyes blinded by the lure

of material wealth, he had deserted this sweet, coun-
try girl, but now with millions at his command he
realizes that his is an empty life. He desires nothing
more than to find his southern sweetheart, to re-

new that old love so carelessly thrust aside in youth.
On his arrival at the hotel, the one hotel in town, he
meets Margaret and is startled by her close resem-
blance to the sweetheart he knew nineteen years ago.
Passing it off as an unusual coincidence, he hastens
to his beloved one's home. There he finds her still

faithful to him, still waiting. Their happy reunion
is marred only by his loved one's sad story. When
he left her nineteen years ago, he had unknowingly
left an expectant mother. The distracted girl was
frantic and in despair gave the baby, his baby, to a
wealthy woman who promised to love and care for

the child. Wells immediately recalls Margaret and
her striking resemblance to Rose. He senses the
fact that this girl is Ruth's child, but unwill.ng to

raise false hopes, says nothing. Back at the hotel he
confronts Mrs. Graham, Margaret's mother who has
dejilored her daughter's long visit in Spring Valley
and has come, with Sidney Morton, to take her home.
He grills Mrs. Graham and she breaks down and
confesses that IMargaret is her adopted daughter.
When Sidney hears this, he is aghast. Margaret
realizes that since she is not a wealthy debutante.
but the daughter of a simple southern woman, she
must release Sidney from his promise to marry her.

This one time devoted suitor agrees all too readily
to break the engagement. After a year of travel
with her foster parents. Margaret goes to live with
her natural father and mother in the dear, antiquated
southern town. John Carter comes to her and_ again
expresses his love and this time Margaret is free

to accept him.

THE LIVING DEAD
Dazzia File No. 6892

WHEN Verlin receives word while he is at the
front, that Marv. the girl he has always loved,
has died, he loses all further interest in hfe.

Later, a man whom he detests, offers him a job as
a stone mason, and he accepts because he needs the
money so badly. Then, the events leading up to this,

being hazy, without knowing why he is on this

street or when it happens, he feels a sack drawn
suddenly over his head, and struggling ineffectually
on the deserted, weird street, he is brought into an
amazing room, and finds himself guarded by a troop
of armed gladiators! Pricked on by the innumerable
sharp sword points of the warriors, he is hurried
through room after room in the extraordinary building.
The unholy procession comes to a halt in a dimly lit

room, and curtain after curtain is drawn, until a

prolonged wail informs the captive that a woman is

held there. With a mad bound to her side, he dis-

covers that it is his Mary! Scarcely audible, her words
seem wrenched from her as she remains fastened to

the masonry of a recess. Admonishing him to do ev-
erything he Is told, no matter what, and giving him
instrucTions to escape the fate that many have met
before him, she begs him not to try to help her.

and assures him that much as she wants it they will

not kill her. Then the Jinks, the man who has long
ago hired \'erlin, appears, and with torturous jab-

bings of red hot sword points, he forces Verlin to

build a wall about the helpless girl, to bury her
alive. At each attempt to shirk the horrible task,

both he and Mary are subjected to the tantalizing

sizzling, until they cry out In anguish. Torn by
Mary's cries to finish the work and put her out of

her misery, he sets the last bricks into place as she
welcomes suffocation rather than being burned to

death. Frenzied, he turns upon his tormentors and
knocks down several of the heavily armored demons,
then rushes into a yawning black chasm, foul smell-

ing from decomposed bodies. Slipping and shding
along the filthy paths, he comes face to face with the

living dead, who drift uncomplainingly in oblivion.

He meets a living skeleton who tells him that the

links is Thompson. Verlin's rival for Mary's hand.
who won't kill her. but enjoys torturing men and
watching their reactions to her anguish. Mary has
already been lifted from her tomb, revived and for

the nth time is to be given a chance to suffer for

her Lord and Master. Thompson. Too. Verlin meets
the hippopotomous-like caricature of Jim, an old

friend, and a clanking, wailing apparition, mumbling
unintelligible sophistries. He succumbs to the charms
of the Temptress, only to be told that she is a cal-

culated attraction, and that sound movies have been
taken to show SLary his infidelity. Whirling through

the vanorous darkness, and escaping the pit of poi-

llety, aftei1- a last tumiilt<3US, n fall

ntn di-eadf 111 daiknfss peopled with soilinds
He learns that he has b(;en taken ii 1 by
believe fn3m hi:s irenzied (explanations that
ne, and •iudderilv one of the monstrous
olves himsielt iritn Jim. Mary IS at his

hompson! They ha.ve fouiid hilT1 delir ious
las been v/oi-kine a s a stone ma son Shell
the false report ot Mary's death have pro-
icinations.

SIN AND SACRIFICE
Sadie Barbour File No. G96S

AT the first party he has ever attended Tack
meets Betty Milbourne. Wealthy and spoiled as
she is. Betty is fascinated by his handsome face

and, to her, strange ideas of purity and right. How-
ever, their friendship almost comes to grief, when
Betty Insists that they join her crowd in a disrepu-
table

_
night-club. Disgusted with the drinking and

promiscuity. Jack accepts Betty's challenge to leave
her with her friends, and he goes home brokenly try-
ing to reconcile himself to life without her. But
Betty makes the first overtures of friendship, and
causes Jack to invite her to his home to meet his
mother. Although she is jealous of the fine rela-
tionship between Jack and his mother, Betty accepts
Jack's proposal of marriage, secretly confident that
she can soon win him over to her idea of fun. Mr.
\Iilbourne insists that the young couple accept the
house he has furnished for them and a honeymoon
trip to Europe. With misgivings. Jack assents, but
they have a glorious time until, in a Parisian res-
taurant, he sees Betty exchanging glances with a
handsome American. He asks for the note he sus-
pects she has received, but Betty unnecessarily flares
up. Later, he finds the note in question and reaHzes
that Betty, on her honeymoon, has been finding time
to see another man. She defiantly explains that she
has known Raymond before her marriage, enjoys his
company, and had broken with him only because she
discovered he was already married. They quarrel
about the matter and Betty says some ugly things
about Mrs. Mellon, Jack's mother, which she regrets
when a letter comes from home informing them that
mother Mellon

_
is seriously .ill. They rush home.

Bettv telegraming Raymond that she hopes to meet
him in New York. With Jack's faithful attendance,
mother Mellon recovers but Betty scorns Jack's sug-
gestion that she live with them, even while she objects
to the supporting of two menages. Meanwhile the
Milbournes are decidedly cold to Jack on the strength
of Betty's misinformation about what took place in
Paris. Once, Betty, in open rebellion against Jack's
refusal to drink, goes to a party at May's house and
Jack, repentant, waits below in his car, until all the
guests, including the last, Raymond, have left. Then
he goes upstairs to take Betty back, only to find her
so drunk, that he is forced to leave her with May.
After that, he is especially careful to keep her mind
from the wild life she craves and all goes well until
he is called out of town on a business trip, his salary
having, thereby, been considerably increased, a wel-
come provision from Betty's point of view. However,
during his absence Betty succumbs to the temptation
of seeing Raymond who has just arrived in town. A
wild party is thrown at the Mellon home, the first.

The next morning. Raymond comes over to help
Betty remove the traces, but there are some bottles
about and one drink leads to another. Meanwhile,
mother Mellon, not knowing that Jack is out of

town, decides to visit them, and seeing two heads
together, tiptoes in to surprise Jack and Betty. To
her astonishment, Bettv and Raymond spring apart.
Betty, her thoughts clouded by drink, lets fly the
glass she holds in her hand at the old woman, who
falls, her face bleeding. Jack coming back, says
nothing to his wife but tenderly carries his mother to

a doctor who tells him mother Mellon's sight is

gone. For months Jack stays at her side, and then,
mother Mellon insists that he get Betty, who has
changed completely as a result of the tragedy. Jack
returns to his mother's house with Bettv, who breaks
down at their kindness, and tells them she is soon
to bear Jack a baby.

THE LOVE NET
F. R. Radford File No. 6976

ALTHOUGH thoroughly likeable, young Allen Hen-
derson was well known throughout the university
and town as wild and reckless. Also everyone

observed that although he had never had much use
for the weaker sex until Dorothy Haynes came to

visit in the town, since her arrival he had spent
every spare moment in her company. The night of

the prom, Dorothy patiently waited an hour for Allen,
and was about to retire to her room in despair, when
some friends persuaded her to come along with them.
Although Dorothy was frequently asked to dance,
she refused, worriedly keeping her eyes at the en-
trance. Suddenly, the roar of a high powered car
coming to a quick stop, and the shuffling as the
casing slid along the loose gravel drowned out the
playing of the excellent orchestra newly arrived from
a distant broadcasting company. Three very disrepu-
table looking fellows noisily entered, showing plainly

the effects of having hit the flask too often. With
difficulty Allen navigated to the orchestra and bade
them cease playing until he found someone. Halloo-

ing to Dorothy who was shrinking behind a couple,

he bore down on her, motioning to the band to re-

sume, but Dorothy was off in the arms of a sopho-
more. Allen insistently attempted to cut in, and
roughly seizing the protesting Dorothy he proceeded
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to dance. The other dancers ceased as Dorothys

oriKinal partner grabbed Allen by the collar, and led

hhn outride. A few moments later Allen returned wip-

uig his knuckles on his handkerchief, hut Dorothy coni-

pktelv ignored Allen and went home with the friends

who brought her. Later she wrote a note to hnn

telling him that she was going home and that lie had a

problem he had better solve. The next day a sum-

mons from the dean brought expulsion to Allen as a

result of his misconduct the night before. And as he

was dismally contemplating the effect this would have

on his father, Dorothy's dismissal reached him. He
was about to driixlc to forget, but shamed by Doro-

tiiy's scorn, he poured the stuff out.

In his office Allen's father was worrying about

some land held bv a fisherman who wouldn t sell,

although his company needed the power generated by

the waterfall. Suddenly, Mr. Henderson's brows

beetled as he read the notice of his son's expulsion,

and he snapped at his wife when she called up to

tell him that Allen had gone on a fishing trip with

some friends.
, »> •

Allen and some friends were seated around their

campfire a bit lonely for the city gaiety, when sud-

denly they heard a faint cry and saw a fishing boat

drifting helplessly toward the waterfall. Allen grabbed

a motorboat and" speeded down the river, seizing the

little boat none too soon. Towing it in. he received

the gratitude of the old man, when suddenly a jivl

came rushing to the spot. It was ^Dorothy, who had

left Allen without telling him where she lived. Her
father was the fisherman Allen rescued. The fisher-

folk extended an invitation to the grateful campers

to have dinner with them that evening. Allen realized

that he was truly in love with Dorothy and decides

to marry her even if his father disinherited him for

marrying the daughter of a poor fisherman. However,

after he had won Dorothy's consent to marrying him,

proving that he was no longer a slave of intoxicants,

her father stated with a twinkle in his eye that he

thought Mr. Henderson would be pleased to hear that

the stubborn fisherman had decided to sell the pro-

perty that the father of his daughter's fiance had

wanted so badly. And Mr. Henderson was!

there holding the bandaged hand through its agon-

ized ilnlcliiiij;s. and at length as it stills, they lead

hi 1 .n^:l^ liiil he has been at peace, conscious of a

dniiir i"i^i\rii.-ss at the end.
.M.imnnm. drv-eved, Sarah is comforted by Joe

rampbell who alone has guessed Steve's secret, who
has known it all along and hoped that Sarah would

never suffer from the discovery. Months later, Joe

sits gently holding Sarah's hand . . .

BELOVED OUTLAW

Irene Bull FUe No. 6981

WITH their eves afire with youthful hopes and
ambitions, Sarah and Stephen return from the

little church at which they have just been

made man and wife. For years they live together

on their farm, and then Steve's interest seems to wane.
Sarah patiently endures his unexplained absences,

saying nothing, her eyes following him as he sullenly

leaves for the day. Rebellions at first, that the run-

ning of the farm should be left to the feeble-minded

hired man who would do nothing he hadn't been def-

initely told, Sarah begins to be grateful that his dull

eyes do not torment her with queries about Steve's

whereabouts. Once when Sarah shows too great an

inquisitiveness, Steve turns and strikes her, and his

new brutality cuts deeply into her sensitivity. Wan-
dering alone on the mountainside, one day, picking

berries for Steve's supper, she hears muffled voices

coming from a cave over the side of a gully. Two
men are quarrelling and over all is the consciousness

of a pungent odor. Suddenly she stands tranfixed as

Steve's voice cries out, "Throw it out, quick! For
God's sake, get rid of it! It's going up now sure!"

There is a rending, crashing noise, and the other

man dashes out of the cave, striking at his clothes as

he runs. A cloud of smoke follows him as he scram-

bles up the incline and with one backward glance

runs madly toward the timber and is lost to view.

Still the smoke pours out of that inferno and rush-

ing to help Steve, Sarah sees him come rolling,

writhing, flaming out of the cave hurling an earthen

vessel of burning fluid before him. She tears off her

dress, dips it into the stream nearby and flails

Steve's clothing until the last spark is extinguished.

His face and body are horribly burned. She runs all

the way home, tearing her arms on the brambles
antl thorns, and hastily snatching some unguent and
bandage, she rushes back panting from her effort, to

apply first aid. Steve has relapsed into unconscious-

ness from the terrific pain and Sarah looks about
desperately, realizing now that Steve's absences have
been caused bv his illicit operation of the still which
just exploded. ' He had concealed from her, his wife,

what he was doing and his one companion had de-

serted him in his extremity. Steve's eyes flicker and
Sarah explains that she is destroying the evidence.

She drags some blankets over and sets fire to them
in the cave, so that when help comes no one will

think of exploring the distillery with its damning
evidence. Although his lips are too blistered to say
anything she notes his approval. Again speeding to

her house she calls a neighbor, Joe Campbell, to get

help, and he soon arrives with a doctor and some
other' men who lift the badly burned man to the im-
provised ambulance after a hypodermic has eased
his pain somewhat. Sarah is sent home, told that

she need not come to the hospital until tomorrow,
that she can do no good. She yields, but sleep does
not relieve her from her tortured thoughts. Steve....

operating a still....his brutality to her lately....the ex-

plosion....his face....her infinite pity for a man who for

a long time had been a complete stranger to her....

Steve. Suddenly the jangle of the telephone sends
her rushing to answer it. It is from the hospital.

A summons to come immediately. She goes to the

iloor and Joe Campbell having heard over the party
wire has intercepted her to drive her at an incredible

speed the four miles to the city. She kneels at

Steve's bed, and he recognizing her, begs her in a

hoarse whisper to stay with him, not to leave him.

"I'll never leave vou, Stevie," she says sobbing, and
kisses the pitifully burned lips. All night she stays

MARRY MY DAUGHTER!
Gordon Rowell File No. 6970

WHEN Robert Hale, the attractive young grad-

uate of a Northern University comes to the

South and pays marked attention to Margaret
Campbell, she. flattered, breaks her engagement to

George. George accepts her change of mind with good

grace, but tells Margaret that if she ever wants him
he will be waiting for her. For a moment Margaret
has misgivings as she realizes how dear George really

is to her, but carried away with the thought of

Robert's popularity, position and salary, she decides

to adhere to her determination to change Robert's in-

terest to love. At first she seems to achieve a fair

measure of success, for he spends every free moment
with her and escorts her to all the town's activities

with commendable devotion, but soon Margaret begins

to wonder why, in spite of his seeming absorption, he

makes no mention of marriage. With her mother
smiling her approval and the whole town awaiting

the announcement of the engagement, Margaret be-

gins to feel some embarrassment at Robert's ingen-

ious ways of avoiding any definite statement. When
her mother questions her, anxious to avoid the in-

evitable scandal that would arise if after two years

of seeing one man to the exclusion of everybody else,

no marital culmination resulted, Margaret admits her

helplessness. Subsequently, Mr. Campbell becomes un-

usually friendly with his daughter's friend, but when
he, in a moment of expansiveness, admits that he

fondly contemplates having Robert for a son-in-law,

the latter shows signs of discomfort and murmurs
that his limited income obviates marriage for the

present. Even Mr. Campbell's pungent statement to

the effect that he borrowed a coat in order to be

married, has little effect. Finally, Margaret decides

to take the matter in hand, and telling Robert how
much she loves him, she asks him pleadingly for a

definite statement of his intentions, pointing out her

equivocal position. Robert accuses her of having

been led on by her parents, but claims that he will

commit himself after his return from the Thanks-
giving holidays spent at home. When Robert comes
back, Margaret goes down to meet him at the sta-

tion, and to her consternation sees him alight with

the most beautiful woman she has ever seen, whom he

introduces as his wife. Repressing her ready tears

with a stern exertion of her wilj, she judiciously de-

cides to pretend for the benefit of the inquisitive town
folk that she has known this all along. But once in

the seclusion of her bed room, she grits her teeth

unavailinglv against bitter tears. What a despicable

thing to do, to lead everyone in the small town to

take her betrothal for granted, concealing the fact

that he expected to be married to somebody else! A
few days later, George, who has stayed out of her

way since her choice of Robert, drops in, making no

allusion to the dread affair. In his sympathy and

understanding tacit as it is, Margaret finds conso-

lation. One day, however, her father having had

some punch at a neighbor's party, that unknown to

him has been spiked, becomes uncomfortably loqua-

cious Singling Robert out from the crowd listening

to one of his gay stories, Mr. Campbell familiarly

puts his arm about Robert's shoulder and to the un-

concealed interest of the town's gossips pours out his

disappointment at not having Robert for a son-in-law.

Robert, who has had too much himself, admits that

he has had an awfully good time with Margaret, and

is glad that Mr. Campbell approves. As he notices

the changed expression on the face of Margaret s

father,, he falls, felled by George, wdio, at a decent

interval, stops the gossip by marrying Margaret whom
he loves in spite of everything.

GANG-WAY-LOVE

Rubye Mcllwain Bishop File No. 6973

NOBODY- certainly not his own family—suspects

Mr. Hamilton's affiliations with the Forsyte, the

notorious Forsyte gang! His wife, a pillar of the

church and his son receiving honors at college would

have been horrified at the thought. But Georg.a

Hamilton, his daughter discovers it, for she, good

as she undoubtedly is, falls in love with Wally Tate

whom she meets at a party. Though he refuses, sus-

piciously, she admits to herself, to reveal the sourc:

of his income and seems to be free many times dur-

ing the day when he should be working, she accom-

panies him to the gayest night clubs about town.

Once, however, at the "Silver Slipper," Wally is ap-

proached by, a suave looking fellow who tells him

that he is wanted on important business in an inner

room. As Georgia looks curiously into the room

Wally is entering, she notes to her great astonishment

that her father is one of the men inside. What, she

wonders, can he be doing here, and how does he

know Wally' When he comes out, moreover, and

sees whom his daughter is with, Mr. Hamilton's

face grows very white and he calls Georgia aside,

quietly asking her to come home with him. She in-

dignantly refuses to leave Wally. The next day, Mr.

Hamilton pleads with Georgia to promise him that

she won't see Wally any more. Georgia refuses say-

ing she loves him and asking what he has against

him. With an agonized look in his eyes, her fillier

informs her that Wally is a member of the For.yte
gang and ficorgia whispers hoarsely that she doe-^n't

believe it. Mr. Hamilton begs her to take his w n-d

but she definilely maintains that unless he can pr.i-

duce positive proof she will place no faith in the pre-

posterous statement. When he sees that she w'll

not be convinced, he tells her very slowly th'-t hi
knows because he too is a member. Georgia brokenly
promises that she will not see Wally any more an.l

her father disappears to change his mode of liv n-.i

The Hamiltons make every effort to locate him. bul

Georgia says nothing. Soon, however, the fam' v

falls into financial straits and with the prospect of

Herbert having to leave college just as he is ab-)nt t i

graduate and be awarded a fellowship, Georgia des-

perately gets connected with the Forsyte gang thr .ug!i

Wally who begs her not to. However, when sh'-

flares up and tells him that he is the last person i i

the world to object he takes her in, fearful th- 1 sh

:

will again refuse to see him and he loves her. A
few days after Herbert's graduation, Georgia i;

caught on a technical flaw, and she faces imur!so i

ment. However, Wally confesses the crime an 1

Georgia is freed, although the slip-up is hers, bavin'?

been too sentimental to go through with a carefn'lv

planned scheme. Although Georgia's name is wi'h
held from the newspapers her mother and br th -r

learn of her complicity and turn from her. M -in

while in a far-off city, Mr. Hamilton reads of W ly'.

capture and pieces the true facts together, real ^ t1';

it was a woman's job. He returns and confesses th lI

he is the real culprit, having himself been a Forsv'f--,

It is a bitter pill for the family to swallow but they
accept both Mr. HamiUon and Georgia withou d
mur, realizing that the girl at any rate did it f.i-

them. Wally gets off with a very short term an 1

on his release, he and Georgia are married and .Mr.

Hamilton takes him into the legitimate busine-s be
has established in another city, all of them movi:'g
from the memory-fraught scene.

TICKET FOR HOME
Charles Mu File No. 7D8J

YOUNG, sensitive, Harold is drafted as a m.-nbr
of a United States Infantry outfit in the W(.r 1

War. One of the first things the recruits ar.-

taught is a respect for the necessity of the gas in is ;.

While severe, the introduction to the actual etTects of

poison gas serves to impress more than any kc me
can the blinding results of neglect. The terrified no-

vices get the first sickening taste of battle soon
enough and another graphically horrible lesson reg s-

ters in their seared consciousnesses as one of th:-

frightened soldiers screams out that he is blind, hav-
ing neglected to don his mask. Weeks of fight'.iig

follow and then a brief respite. When their leave ex-

pires, Harold feels a terrible reaction against reenter-

ing the ranks that is even greater than his first

terror. He no:es the assumed detachment of his

buddies and strives through gritted teeth to dow i h'i

sudden flare of cowardice but the consciousness of th ^

futility of the wholesale slaughter turns his resiln

tion to water. With set face he forces himse f lo

enter the ranks, his weakness concealed, and some-

what less concerned than he had expected to be. h

discovers himself unharmed at the cessation of th;

attack. But the ranks are fast thinning out, an 1

new faces are replacing the timid youngsters who ei-

tered with him. His furloughs spent in mad gras i-

ing after what seems in these harried days to be the

substance of life, he is again sent to the front.

Again that battle nausea overtakes him, and a i

added premonition of disaster. But this time then
is no protest, death can only bring release fro n th.-

timeless inferno of war. Over the top they plung ,

bavonets gleaming, and suddenly a shock—and a d.z-

ziiiess and terrific pain in his shoulder. As he tnj;

to crawl to the safety of a shell hole, the heavy, u i

wieldly, gas mask drags torturously. With total d ".

regard of reiterated warnings he leaves the mas. b;-

hind and creeps on, moaning in the pain of his w u i 1

His head almost on the ground, his eye suddenly, ui

accountably, follows the swift flight of the gnats, ni-

mistakable evidence that a gas attack is being

loosed. Only then does he realize the full import .1

his abandoned mask. Wildly he looks about, an I

seizes the mask of a soldier who wdll never gai i

use his, and dons it just in time to escape blindaeii.

then lapses into unconsciousness. Harold recove.s i :

an armv hospital, and learns that his wound, in ti :ie.

will entirely heal. Facing a return to battle, new;
reaches the hospital that the Armistice has 1 ec i

signed. The battle scarred veterans can not at first

reaHze what a cessation of bellicose activities ac u il

Iv means, but finally recognize the complete re easj

given them. Weeks later, Harold is on his way home,

permitted to keep his gas mask and helmet. To him.

the former is his most precious momeilto. The m is :

embodies not only the responsibility for his own s ght,

but the millions of men buried deep in foreign so 1.

Home, his family weeps over him, glorying i:i n

;

safe return. He is harassed with questions aho.it hi

;

experiences but begs leave to forget them for a w.i '..-.

Much later, he consents to regale the stay-at-1 o ne .

with his experiences at the frontj and his mother .i-.-:

if she may invite a new neighbor who mourns ce .s?

lessly the disappearance of her son. Not kno.v.n .'

where he is, living or dead, is far worse than any

certainty. She is called, but when she sees the g i •

mask, she cries out. It is her son's. Harold give!

her his most precious souvenir, and calls daily to

comfort her. It is not long before he falls in lov."

with her daughter, Irene, and in time Harold and

Irene are married. Not only has the soldier who he;

in Flanders Field saved Harold's sight, but he has

led him to the most wonderful girl in the world and

happiness.
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BELOVED WAIF
Violet McKc File No. 7021

WIIKN luM- father .-ni,! in,,lli,r :iir kilkd iii a

tniin wreck. Amu- li-Mv, l>,,u;lilu:, l.ivivc,

and eighteen.-Sells llu n sni.l! i,,,in in ..r.lcr IM

p.iy her father's debts and rMims l.i ihc l.ij; cily in

search of a job, Hving in tlie huinldc apartment of

her cousin and her cousin's husband. Jiin, who hates

to work and intends that Anne shall support them in

return for the privilege of sleeping on a hard sofa

under one blanket in the dead of winter. One day
when she returns, di.scouraged and physically ex-

hausted, from the usual unsuccessful job-hunt, and
sharply criticizes the lazy Jim for spending their

last twenty cents on a movie while his wife lies ill

from working for him, and when he knows they have
just been served notice to vacate the apartment, Jim
tells her to get her clothes and get out. If she

can't get a job—well, she can't live in his house,

and that's that ! So having made a bundle of her few
tattered and shabby belongings, Anne goes out into

the night and walks for hours in the increasmgly

severe snow storm, hungry and weary, and with no
idea what to do or where to go. Feeling that she is

being followed as she passes down a dark alley, she

begins to run frantically, and runs for blocks. Sud-
denly stopping for linalli ni llir middle of a street,

she looks down and sics llial Iilt pursuer is only a

tiny dog, cold and linnni> as sliu, and she stoops to

pick him up,—when she bceomcs conscious of a flash

of lights, the sound of brakes, and enveloping dark-

ness. When she comes to her senses again, an at-

tractive young man, "Ronny" Phillips, is bending over

her. Upon the discovery that neither she nor her

puppy have a home, he insists on taking the girl he

knocked down to his house, where he lives with his

old aunt. Miss Drayton, his aunt, an invalid with a

keen analytical mind and a quick wit, immediately
realizes just what has happened upon Ronny's ar-

rival with Anne, and offers the waif the hospitahty

of her home and a position as corresponding secretary.

Anne is soon able to buy herself new clothes, and

due to this and to her contentment and happiness m
the harmonious surroundings, Ronald begins noticmg

how she becomes more beautiful every day, and be-

fore long the two are violently in love. As they are

about to step into the car after theatre one night,

Jim accosts Anne and in drunken accent makes an in-

sultini; insinuation about her means of support, at

which IJonnv knncks liini down. Ronny then wants

to kn.iw hIkiI llial man means to Anne. After a

hc-Ucd .(iiaricl .\iiiic ..nivinces him of the truth, and

he, coiilnlc. prulc.-,scs hi.s love and asks her to marry
him. Arriving home, they go to tell IVIiss Drayton
their surprise, but her nurse, whom Anne has al-

ways distrusted and felt that she had met some-

where before, refuses to let them enter the old lady s

room. When Ronny starts angrily to pass her, she

whips out a revolver,—and then it is that Anne re-

members where she has seen her face: on posters

hung out in her home town offering reward for m-
formation concerning well-known blackmailer. With
a trick learned from her father. Anne knocks the

gun out of her hand, and Ronny rushes in to his aunt,

whom he finds gagged and bound, and beside her a

will, leaving her entire fortune to her nurse, which

she had been forced to sign along with two checks

for large amounts. And this unscrupulous criminal

discovered in time only because of Anne's quick think-

ing. Then it was that Ronny realized what a bright

wife he was going to have.

THE HALF-BREED

Ed Ruperto File No. 6993

JAMKS BAXTER, an American with high ambi-
tions but never quite enough energy to make him-

self a success, goes to live in the West Indies,

where he marries a beautiful Mexican girl who bears

him a son, "Eddie". Baxter sacrifices everything

in order to educate Eddie and make him the great

man his father meant to be, little dreaming that at

the age of fifteen his son was already one of three

boys who committed daily petty crimes, the rmg
leader of this trio being Carlos Celli. idle and discon-

tented son of the richest man on the island. When
he does discover this, the dreams he has for his only

son seem shattered; brutally he taunts the boy for

showing himself after all merely a half-breed, and
be begins to beat him madly, stopping only when his

wife rises from her sick bed and comes between him
and Eddie. Eddie then forgives his repentant father,

and from that time on refuses to associate further with

the other two bovs. A week later, however, at mid-

night, he is hurriedly sent for a doctor for his dying
mother, and being seen by a policeman running down
the street just as Carlos and his companions rush out

of the home of a man they meant to rob but accidental-

ly murdered, Eddie is the next day arrested on the

charge of accomplice to murder. His mother falls

dead after the officers drag him out of her arms.

Carlos' father employs a clever attorney, bribes the

witnesses and judge, so that Carlos is cleared and
Eddie sentenced to serve a term in a boys Reforma-
tory. Shortly after his son leaves, James Baxter com-
mits suicide; while Eddie hating everybody, rebelling

against the injustice done him with its terrible effect

upon the lives of his adored mother and father, lives

only for revenge upon the world in general and es-

pecially upon the judge. Three years later Eddie is

released from the Reformatory by the Governor of

the Island, who is impressed by the fine tenor voice

he has developed. With his pal. John, a i-romismg
young pianist, also released, Eddit- stt^w s away on a

ship bound for the States. Wh^ii caiiirht. they

work their way as entertainers; ami are turthwith

given a marvelous contract hy a New York producer

on board. ' Eddie is advertised as "Eduardo, Fifteen-

Year-Old Mexican Prodigy," and the two become fa-

1>U1 [K

At
hulir,,.-, hr l.ills III InvL' Willi a l.L-aulilul yuung girl

pl.asliillv kr,],^ hrr last nainc a secret. Their last

ni.Liht t.n the Islanri. Ivldic l.-c-gs the reluctant John
to plant some of his valuable jewels on the body of the

iudge's son so he, Eddie, can show him up a crook
before his father. The plan works; but at the last

moment Eddie clears the boy. saying he gave them to

the boy as a surprise farewell souvenir. For Eddie
has suddenly lost his desire for revenge: he has just

discovered that the girl he loves is the sister of this

boy. He then reveals his true identity to the old

judge, who has often repented his unjust act and who
now gladly gives his daughter to be Eddie's wife.

As the two depart next day, the judge who had three
years ago called Eddie a worthles^s half-breed and
accomplice to murder now tells his own son that
Eddie is the finest boy he has ever met. he hopes his

boy will be just like him.

"MIZPAH"

Margaret Bell File No. 7030

JACK RHODES, visiting a college chum in the

South, falls desperately in love with Margo Lind-
sey, who lives alone with her father on the neigh-

boring plantation, and when she refuses to leave her
ailing parent to go North as his bride, Jack gives her
a ring bearing an inscription "Mizpah." On his re-

turn home, his account of the summer romance meets
with high disapproval by his parents, who wish him
to marry Gloria Manners, a debutante. His father

sends him to manage his factory at Middleton, where
Jack is amused by the obvious infatuation of his

secretary, Leona Lee. for Santell, the assistant man-
ager. Despite the fact that he receives no letters

from Margo, these having been intercepted by his

mother, lack, when he hears through the sister of

his Southern college chum that Margo's father has died
and left her penniless and obliged to sell even the
plantation. Jack goes South and buys Margo's home-
stead, retaining all the darkies who have been so

long in her family. Meanwhile, Margo, who has come
to New York in search of a job, hears of Jack's sup-
posedly impending engagement with Gloria and de-
cides to forget the boy who was apparently trifling

with her atifections. She secures a position as singing
teacher to the two little girls of a young society ma-
tron, and is asked by her employer to sing a few
selections, in costume and masque, at a masquerade
ball she is giving. Jack and Gloria are among the
guests at this affair, where Margo sings as she has
never before, choosing two of Jack's favorite songs,
to which they had danced the evening he proposed.
Jack is immediately interested and seems to sense the
presence of his lost sweetheart although he never sus-

pects she is actually there. Soon after, Margo's em-
ployer goes away for the summer, and Margo obtains
another position as model at a fashionable dress shop.
The owner, Paul Devereaux, becomes interested in

her. recognizes her ability and background, and sends
her to Paris as buyer for his store. On the boat she
meets Jack, whom his parents have sent abroad for a
few months, hoping he will forget Margo and return
to marry Gloria. Jack recognizes Margo when he sees
the ring he has given her and convinces her that she-

is his only love, for whom he has sought everywhere.
They are married in Paris and spend a glorious honey-
moon. Aware of the family's dislike and distrust of

Margo, when she returns to New York Jack's wife,

Santell. who has appropriated a thousand dollars from
his company during Jack's absence from the factory,

persuades the infatuated Leona to enter Jack's home,
wearing Margo's clothes and ring and a mask, and take
a bag of monfey from a secret safe, meanwhile covering
Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes and Jack with a gun. To secure
valuable information, Margo is summoned to a lawyer's
and then kidnapped by Santell. Jack's parents are
positive the robber is Margo, especially because of

the ring; but Jack will not believe it and discovers a

note she has left, mentioning the address of the spur-
ious lawyer. Rushing there, he finds Margo held by
Santell, awaiting the return of Leona.—who in her
haste "has overturned her car and confessed the whole
plot before dying. The money is thus returned, Mar-
go cleared, and the again reunited lovers go to live

on the plantation which was Jack's wedding gift to

his bride.

PRIVATE'S DESIRE

Edwin R. Goodenow File No. 6994

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS in debt, Eddie Gray-
ling, a junior at State University, hesitates to

appeal to his father, a prosperous Chicagoan,
having already drawn three monthly allowances in

advance. Having lost all, gambling, he believes that

his hard luck can't last forever and borrows three

hundred from a fraternity brother on the pretext that

he has to get a girl out of trouble. Placing the

money on a racing tip, he loses it all, and ashamed to

sufieWthe contempt of his fraternity brothers, he sees

men enlisting, attracted by a United States Army
poster. Desperate, he joins, claiming that he is twen-

ty-two although he is two years younger. He sends

a letter home telling his family that he is leaving

school to work with a chemical concern. With Sammy
Friedman and Giacomo Costello. he takes the train

for the army post. It is a fourteen hour trip and on

the way. attempting to replace a suitcase belonging

to a pretty girl, he awkwardly dumps all her intimate

apparel in the aisle. Retrievmg it, he apologizes and

he SI Kill k-arns that she is bound for the same place
h.' IS, li,iiii> the daughter of Lieutenant Colonel Kil-
l.Miul,, in command of Fort Grady. Eddie intro-

<iiii I s liimself as an automobile salesman and sees
liLi Ki'-^^'^ted at the station by a young, handsome, sec-

ond lieutenant, as well as her father. Eddie learns
the army routine and many are the amusing errors

made by the three new recruits. They are taught to

salute and objects are picked out at random. Eddie
is told to go by an empty automobile and salute it as
a superior officer, but as he sees Helen enter with a

friend, he hesitates but is driven on by the bawled
commands of the sergeant. He writhes under Helen's
sudden start of recognition and her subsequent burst
of laughter. That evening Eddie is taking a walk
with Sammy and Giacomo when he is picked up by
Helen's car and she chides him for stating that he was
an automobile salesman. Hearing his story, she con-
fesses that her father wants her to marry Lieutenant
Mayden and she is averse to the nomadic existence
of a soldier's wife, Eddie gallantly exclaims that he
will secure his release from the army immediately, in

that case. The young pair talk for hours and Eddie
not only learns that Helen's father has forbidden her
to be seen with enlisted men, but that the colonel
fears that certain jealous under- officers are trying to

secure his dismissal, and is very much worried at the
moment. As they say good-night, Eddie steals a kiss
from a much astonished Helen. Writing the truth
to his father. Eddie, a few weeks later receives a
letter stating that every effort is being made in

Washington to secure his discharge. Late that after-
noon, by chance, the young recruit overhears a dis-

cussion taking place in the Adjutant's office. Know-
ing that the Adjutant is never in on Saturdays, he
eavesdrops and recognizes the voice of Helen's suitor.

Lieutenant Mayden, along with other officers. He is

about to move on when he hears the name of Colonel
Kilpatrick very cautiously mentioned by Mayden.
Straining to hear what is being said, he learns that
marked cards are to be placed at Colonel Kilpatrick's
and the venerable officer is to be accused of having
cheated his junior officers at cards, a charge so ser-

ious that it will result in a demand for a resignation
from the service. The Colonel's house is difificult of

access to a private and Helen is out. Sending Giaco-
mo to explain to Helen, Eddie and Sammy force an
entrance and arrive just on time to call the Colonel
aside and explain. The plot is revealed and Mayden
and the others are asked to resign. Helen hurries
back just in time to hear the colonel congratulate
Eddie who shows his discharge obtained because he
is under age, and the others withdraw as Helen and
Eddie embrace.

PUSS-IN-BOOTS

Ada Tarver File No. 6980

A FEW dollars in her purse, Essimae Ranfort
comes to New York. Fortunately, she finds lod-
ging at a hoarding house kept by Mrs. Wells, a

kindly widow who takes a personal interest in the
young girl whose lofty ambitions are not immediately
realized in the metropolis. There are about seven
men boarding in the same house and Essimae is

saved from an unpleasant experience by the inter-
vention of one of them, Mr. Smith, who gives the
others clearlv to understand that the girl isn't to be
trifled with. Later, walking in the park, Essimae
sees Mr. Smith while she is playing with some chil-

dren. He joins the game and later as they are walk-
ing home together, he whimsically calls her Puss-
in- Boots, a name which persists for a long time. From
then on their friendship grows warmer and it is ac-
cepted by the other boarders and Mrs. Wells who en-
thusiastically comment upon the progress of the ro-
mance. However, one of them warns Essimae against
Smith, but she ignores his words ascribing his inter-

. ference to jealousy. One night, Smith tells Essimae
that he loves her and asks her to be his wife, but she
refuses not at all certain that it isn't the glamor of

receiving so much attention that is attracting her
rather than love. Smith is confident that he can win
her, and as they are riding home from theater, one
night, Essimae, tired from her long working hours,
falls asleep in Smith's car. When she awakens she
finds that he has not driven her home but out into
the country. She is furious, but he tells her that he
only wants her to promise to marry him. Although
she continues to refuse for a while, she finally yields
to his insistence, when he tells her that he has to go
to I'lorida on business in a week. Everything seems
to happen so fast that Essimae has little time to
think. On arriving in Palm Beach, they are met by
Mr. lohnson to whose office Smith has been trans-
ferred. Essimae wonders how it is that she, a bride,
should be so affected by the long glance which her
husband's new employer fastens on her. But she is

soon to know that marriage to Smith is quite differ-

ent from courtship. Almost immediately his ardor
cools and although they have but recently been mar-
ried, he finds the bonds of matrimony irksome. She
remembers now the warning she ignored, and is

startled by the change in her husband whom she
hardly knows. For a few nights. Smith does not
come home at all, and one day, Mr. Johnson comes
over asking for him. Essimae tries to conceal her own
worry, but he guesses. At length he tells her that

Smith has absconded with five thousand dollars of

the firm's money. She bursts into tears and he tries

to comfort her, as the realization comes to both of

them that Smith has deserted Essimae. As he pats

her head soothingly, almost without his conscious-
ness of what he is saying he tells Essimae that he
has loved her from the moment he saw her. She
looks at him aghast. She has long known that it is

he she loves, but resolutely she puts the thought from
her and begs Johnson to leave. He does, reluctantly.

Essimae's husband sends no word to her and leaves
her penniless. She gets a position and begins to sat-

isfy a life-long ambition of hers to write. Her work
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is accepted and brings her enough to last her for a

while so that she can devote herself entirely to her
newly discovered talent. Meanwhile, Mr. Johnson has
formed the habit of dropping into Essimae's apart-

ment to give her advice and take her to the theater.

All reference to their mutual love is avoided, how-
ever. Meanwhile. Smith is apprehended in Ohio, and
a long record of convictions for previously committed
crimes comes to light. He is wanted on several

charges, tried and sentenced to prison. Essimae pro-

cures her divorce, easily, since not only has he never

told her of his prison record, but be has married her
without mentioning that he had been married before.

All this time, Essimae has been writing and sending
money to her family at home, but now, a successful

playwright, she visits home with Mack Johnson who
promptly wins the hearts of her family. After her

decree is final, she is joined in the bonds of matri-

mony to the only man she has ever truly loved,

gladly giving up her career to be just Mrs. Johnson.

LOST TO LOVE
Isabelle Garey File No. 6975

DR. MANNING thinks that his wife's aversion to

children will be overcome once her baby is born,

but he is mistaken. As soon as she recovers
she plunges herself into a gay social whirl, telling

him she doesn't care what he says from now on. A
telegram calls him back from a medical convention
and he discovers that Ruth has been killed in an
automobile accident. She has started a note to him
in the hospital begging his forgiveness for having,
when she decided to run off with her old lover who
perished in the same crash instantly, given the child

away to an elderly couple with a wild story about
the child being born in sin. The doctor crushed by
the succession of tragedies brought about by his ir-

responsible, fun-loving wife, engages every possible

medium to trace his baby daughter, but the old Bel-

gian couple blithely on their way to California with
the chubby baby, do not read the jjapers or suspect
that the mother's story is untrue. Elizabeth grows
up and discovers, one day. that she is not the real

child of the Russells whose name she is bearing.
She pleads with them to tell her who she is, and
they finally tell her that she had no father. Elizabeth
loves the aged pair and brightens their lives im-
measurably, but at length, they are both taken from
her. Once on a vacation, she goes to a summer re-

sort and falls deeply in love with a young medical
student. He asks'her to marry him, but when she
tells him of her origin, he registers so much conster-
nation that she packs up and impulsively rushes
home without leaving him any address or even a

clue to her whereabouts. Back in the city she meets
a woman who works in the same bank. Although
Afarian is old enough to be her mother, they become
very friendly and finally take an apartment together.

Marian can never understand why Beth, pursued as

she is by men. never seems to be very interested in

any of them. Beth blithely informs Marian that she
is going to be an old maid and in a moment of con-
fidence tells about the romance that was broken by
the discovery of her dubious origin. Marian is cer-

tain that Beth still loves the boy. but Beth main-
tains a forbidding silence about that. Back from
her vacation, Marian astounds Beth with the an-
nouncement that she is to be married to —Dr. Man-
ning, a prominent physician and promises to tell

Beth the widely known story of his tragedy. Beth
hearing a lot about her room mate's fiance is anx-
ious to meet him but doesn't until after the wedding
which, to their disappointment is held out of town,
of necessity. Although Beth feels that nobody is

good enough for Marian she changes her mind when
she sees Dr. Manning, the famous child specialist

whom Marian had known and loved before his mar-
riage to Ruth and had not seen again until this sum-
mer. Beth likes him immediately, and accepts the
cordial invitation both extend to her to have dinner
with them the next evening. Marian tells her that
a protege of her husband's, Gerald Watson, is to be
there too, and as she sees Beth's stricken face knows
that it is Jerry with whom Beth has always been in

love. Beth agrees finally to come anyway and as
soon as Jerry sees her he stares at her as if he can't
believe it is really she, then taking both her hands in

his, he tells her quietly that he has been searching
for her ever since his stupidity drove her from him.
Beth refuses his plea that he marry her, now, but he
claims that he will continue to ask her until she
changes her mind. And soon Beth does. Showing her
baby clothes to Jerry and Marian one night, Beth
takes out a picture with her initials E. A. M. and
a string of beautifully matched pearls. Just then. Dr.
Manning exclaims from the doorway where he has
been listening, that she is his daughter, and he
draws out another picture to prove it. No happier
foursome or handsomer, ever was, than Beth, her new
husband, father and stepmother.

LOVERS IRONY
Albert Leonard File No. 6967

LEAVING the telephone booth. Marlene Dorsan.
a professional dancer, walks toward the park
where she is going to murder a woman. She

has made an appointment with Emmie to meet her in
half an hour, and she is confident that her role in
the crmie will never be known. Terribly in love
with Jnnmie Hayes, although he is younger than her-
self and has, although she won't admit it to herself,
only been infatuated with her. Marlene is not going
to stand by and see Jimmy marry Emmie just be-
cause Emmie is going to have a child. Marlene dare
not let herself dwell on the thought that Jimmie

might be in love with the other woman. When she
arrives, Emmie is not there yet, so she sits on the
deserted park bench and waits. Emmie, coming ui),

says that if Marlene has invited her to come to ask
her to release Jimmy, it's useless because he loves
her and they are going to be married tomorrow.
Desperately, Marlene tries to still the flood of speech,
and suddenly she tightens her fingers about the other's
throat and presses hard. As Emmie's face assumes a
fearful aspect, Marlene snatches her purse and hur-
riedly leaves as footsteps crunch down the walk. She
realizes that she has acted too hurriedly, she should
have inquired if Emmie told anyone she was going to

meet Marlene. On the bus, as she takes out her
fare, she gasps audibly. She has taken Emmie's
purse, left her own behind! The perfect crime has
failed I Too late to return now. Nothing to do but
await developments. Half an hour later she is ready
for her act at the Rivoli. When her cue comes she
steps out on the stage, her body nude, save for a
heavy coating of gold paint. Her dance before a gi-

gantic idol has long been a sensation, and to-night
despite a packed house, is to be the final appearance at
the theater. The blase stage hands comment on her
abandon to-night as she whirls like a mad thing, but
attribute it to the responsive audience and her final

appearance. The music falters. Her four minutes are
up. She has but three minutes in which to leave the
stage and remove the paint without suffering serious
consequences, but Marlene, disregarding frantic sig-
nals dances on motioning to the orchestra to play on.
Uncertainly the musicians perform, but the rhythm is

broken and the other performers are gaping in the
wings. Marlene is to conclude her dance by vanish-
ing in a cloud of steam, but to-night she skilfully
sidesteps her exit, and whirls on in her mad tarantelle.
Nobody thinks of associating Marlene's strange ac-
tions with the fact that Jimmy Hayes is standing in

the wings holding the beaded bag she left on the
park bench. She knows what is in store for her
when she leaves the stage and has preferred her own
dramatic way of ending her life. The audience realiz-
ing something unusual is occurring grows tense, and
the stage manager screams for the lowering of the
curtain. When they reach Marlene it is too late.
She has died, smothered by the gold paint. A few
minutes later one of the men of the stage crew sin-
gles out the manager and hands him the beaded bag,
"Jimmy Hayes just left," he says, "told me to give
this bag to Miss Dorsan. Said that someone tried to
kill his girl in a park on the south end. He got
word of it here a few moments ago over the phone,
she'll pull through, though. He found the purse in
a telephone booth in his office building and stopped to
return it, but he couldn't wait any longer. Yea

—

said he had a terrible cold, too, wanted to know what
was good for it!"

THE SILENT SACRIFICE

Tony Vanderzee File No. 6957

STARTLED by the cough of Alfred Leduc. school-
teacher in a Belgian Mining Town, the inspector
asks the man to submit to an examination. Hav-

ing attributed it to a cold, Alfred is stunned at the
doctor's grave pronouncement that he has tubercu-
losis. L'nable to risk the infection of his pupils, Al-
fred gives up his teaching post and is told that quiet
living, while insufficient to restore his health can
prolong his life. His brain afire with the sudden dis-
solution of all his hopes, Alfred gravely considers
the problem of his fiancee. He knows that Angele
Perrot will never consent to giving him up because of
his poor health and he loves her too dearly to endan-
ger her life. A friend suggests the only way out
of the dilemma,—a counter love affair. At first hor-
rified by the subterfuge. Alfred finally accepts his
role. He invites Yvonne, a girl of ill-repute to his
room, and Angele is informed that Alfred is unfaithful
to her and confronted with the proof. Appalled by the
evidence, Angele tearfully returns his engagement
ring. That night. Marcel Lemaire, a dear friend of
Angele's and Alfred's, who had, however, vainly
loved Angele, comes, as usual, to play checkers with
Perrot, Angele's father. Deeply wounded as she is,

Angele surprises Marcel with her unusual considera-
tion for him. With re-awakened hope. Marcel press-
es his suit, and Angele. torn by the discovery of Al-
fred's supposed faithlessness, seeks the quiet haven of
Marcel's love and consents, in time, to become engaged.
When Alfred hears of the readjustment, he feels only a
vague contentment that Angele is unscathed by his
tragedy. To the Abbe Laventin, however, he confides
his own pain at the unfavorable and untrue light in

which Angele views him.
One morning the town bell rings, and to the rapidly

assembled populace, the announcement is read that
war has broken out between Germany and Belgium.
A squadron of German Cavalry arrives, and to the
terrified mayor the order is given to harbor the enemy
for a few days and be responsible for any offense com-
mitted by the civilians. The next day. Perrot and
Marcel Lemaire are the last to leave the mine, and
by chance, they unwittingly exchange lunch boxes.
After their paths separate, Perrot is approached on
the road by a drunken German soldier who goads
Angele's father into combat. They fight, and sudden-
ly the bun falls over backwards striking his head
against a sharp stone. Perrot flees, but returns for

his lunch box. However it is impossible for him to

regain it because a crowd has gathered about the
dead man. Marcel's name is found in the clue, and
without being given a chance to explain he is

dragged to the Town Hall. Dumbfounded at being
shown his lunch box. he assures them that there has
been some mistake, his is on his table at home.
Meanwhile. Perrot. hearing of Marcel's arrest, dazed-
ly proceeds to the boy's house, and puts the lunch
box with his own name under his coat. On the way
home, he meets Angele who cries that her fiance, in-

nocent, is being held for the crime. Then catching

sight of the concealed lunch box, she horrifiedly asks
her father, who begs her not to betray him. if he is

the murderer, Angele rushes off, not to disclose her
father's guilt, but to consult the Abbe. She tells him
what has happened, and her story is overheard by
Alfred who has gone into the next room when his
visit was interrupted by her arrival. After Angele
has left, Alfred has a confidential conference with the
Abbe, then hurries to the Mayor's oftice and claims
that he is guilty. Marcel, whose lunch box had not
been found for obvious reasons, is released. Angele
is overjoyed when he tells her he has been released, but
he adds that the real murderer has given himself up.
Angele's despair grows as she thinks her father is

caught and then, as she realizes that innocent Alfred,
whose story she hears in'/full, has given his life, be-
fore she can halt the execution. When Angele, clad
in black, is married to Marcel, she places her bridal
bouquet on Alfred's grave.

LOVE RETURNS
Ele; Morelli File No. 6971

WHEN Betty's father died, he left a consider-
able sum behind for her and her mother, but
through the misguided efforts of a supposed

friend of the family, the money was lost in a spec-
ulation, unapproved of by the two women. Forced to
find employment, although she has never worked be-
fore, Betty soon realizes that their position is criti-
cal as she loses the position she finally has secured,
because her employer is cutting down his staff and
she is the latest arrival. Moreover, as she gets em-
ployment at a pittance, her mother becomes ill from
lack of proper food. Heartbroken at the prospect of
leaving the sick woman alone in the tiny room all

day, Betty fortunately finds Joan, a fifteen year old
child, who for a few dollars stays with Mrs. Cronin,
reading to her and keeping her mind off the sad
changf in their station. One day, Joan's brother,
Kenneth, comes to call for his sister, and remains to
capitulate before Betty's charm. Although, for some
indefinable reason, Betty distrusts Kenneth, she says
nothing about it. Arriving home from work late, one
night, Betty notices a long blue roadster at her
door. When she enters her room and bends over to
kiss her mother, who had been laid up in bed for the
last few months, Betty suddenly screams as she
realizes that her mother is dead. A man steps out
of the obscurity of the room, and placing an arm
about her shoulder tries to comfort her. Betty sees
that Joan and Kenneth are also present, and Joan
explains that worried by Mrs. Cronin's illness she
had called in another doctor, Dr. Dick Terry, but he
had arrived too late to do more than make her last
moments comfortable. Betty wearily thanks them
all, and Joan insists that she spend the night with
her. Dr. Terry who had assured Betty that her moth-
er was happier out of her pain, and had been the
only one able to comfort her in her distress continues
to offer Betty his help. She suffers a pang for her
own lost wealth and happiness as she sees his beau-
tiful home, in which he lives alone. In the months
that follow, Kenneth tries vainly to win her love, and
Betty tries resolutely to put the thought of Dr.
Terry out of her mind. One night, in his car, Ken-
neth urges Betty to marry him, and when she refuses
he accuses her of having led him on. She is shocked
as he tells her that she is responsible for anything
that may happen to him, now. When he drops her
off. Betty shakily goes upstairs, only to be upset by
the presence of a man outside her door. As she hes-
itates, he speaks and she realizes it is Dr. Terry.
She opens her door and he comes in. As he sees
her white face, he bursts, without preliminaries, into
the declaration of marriage that he had intended
making. Betty, trying to get hold of herself, stares
straight ahead. Kenneth and now Dick Terry! In
the rush of happiness that surges through her, she
pauses to consider if Kenneth meant what he said.
Terry, misunderstanding her silence, begs her to for-

give him for startling her and rushes out, before
Betty can stop him. Moreover, the next day, when
Betty tries to explain, she learns that he has left

town! Appalled by the suddenness with which things
have happened. Betty waits for a while to see if Terry
will return, and then goes to New York to find em-
ployment. She obtains a splendid position as a com-
panion to a Mrs. Chandler "who treats her as if she
were her own daughter. Finding herself once more
in the social swim, Betty receives lots of attention
from men, but thinks only of Dick Terry. One night
the engine of her car stalls on a lonely road and as
she steps out, she is run over by a car in which
Kenneth, in with a gang, is escaping from the police.

When she regains consciousness. Betty finds Dr.
Terry, summoned by Mrs. Chandler who heard her
story in her delirious mumblings, at her bed-side.

THE TORTURED SOUL
Mrs. Margery Taylo File No. 6948

RAISED in a Welsh home where a tremendous
respect for God and the law is inculcated in her
by her stern but loving parents, Eleanor leaves at

eighteen to earn her living. In the tea shop in which
she works, she meets John Hastings, a married man.
Both struggle desperately against their overpowering
love for each other, but find themselves swept into
each other's arms. Again and again, Eleanor tries to
raise herself from the bottomless pit of horror and
shame into which she has fallen, and tossing tortured-
ly upon her bed, she rails against the fate that set

so strong a love where none could thrive. Time and
again, she and John agree to part only to rush into
the other's arms again, and cry out their desperate
love anew. In the city, the wilting heat contrasting
fearfully against the cool fields at evening in the
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country where she has always h'ved, Eleanor tries to
fiK-ht off her love, and when she returns home fur
her vacation her folks notice the change in her. She
accepts a position in another town, and tries throw-
ing herself into the social whirl. The demon of
resiessness possesses her and she feels she must be
constantly where there are lights and laughter. Af-
ter a time, miaccountably. she finds herself married
to a minister's son, having assured herself that if

she were married to him she couldn't love another
man, and feeling that her father and mother will be
happy to hear that she is married. However, mar-
riage does not bring respite. Her husband, perhaps
in rebellion against his rigid early training, throws
himse f into a succession of drinking, gambling, other
women—until she prays silently to her Lord asking
if she has not been punished enough. All the while,
she is tortured with the memory of John. She tries
being a "good sport" in her husband's circle, drink-
ing, laughing at "witty stories" and passing from one
pair of arms to another, but she is never really ac-
cepted, not ringing true. Even after the baby is

1 orn, her husband squanders the grocery money to
gnmble, and when Billy is old enough he torments
her with queries about his Daddy. Happily, Eleanor
finds an outlet in a story which is accepted. She
longs to tell someone about her writing, but knows
that the money, which she is setting aside toward
Billy's education will be spent. She keeps her se-
cret for two years, writing after all her work is done,
but finally she snaps under the strain and is carried
to a hospital for an operation. Reacting against the
terrific nervous tension she was under, Eleanor con-
valesces very slowly, worrying about Billy and mak-
ing no conscious effort to improve. One day as she
is lying inert, drowsing, dreaming, she opens her
eyes at the sound of a step and looks into the face
she has held in her heart ten long years. The mo-
ment seems to repay her for all her loneliness and
sorrow. After a while they talk. John tells her that
Ada has passed on six months ago. He has searched
for her ever since, tracing her through the last place
for which she worked. The agonizing thought runs
through her mind that if she had only waited, kept
f\ith, she could have him now. But as it is—she
tries to tell him about her baby, about his father,
and John says he knows. He tells her he will be
waiting if she ever needs him, when Eleanor's hus-
limd, still drunk, comes in to cry that he has caught
her I He wouldn't live with her now! He permits
her. indifferently, to take Billy, and she goes to John.

INFLUENCE
B. B. Bachtold File No. 6972

LONESOME LADY

John Shemanski File No. 6995

officialMARTIN HOLLAND, wealthy railroad
and a man without a conscience, falls
with the beautiful wife of Dick Starr, a young

engineer on his road. Dick's wife, Lou Anne, comes
(W\W to meet her husband at the station, often bring-
ing their baby boy with her. One day, Holland has
the road master keep Dick on duty for another shift,
uses this as an e.xcuse for an introduction to Lou
Anne, and insists upon taking her home in his car.
This happens several times, but Lou Anne always
says goodbye the second they reach her door, refus-
ing all his invitations. But Dick is now put on the
night shift and is often obliged to stay away two or
three nights in succession, this due to Holland's or-
ders. Left so much alone, and living a life devoid of
amusements or entertainment, Lou Anne grows rest-
less and discontent. Noticing this one evening before
going to work, Dick suggests that she call a neigh-
bor and see a movie. Lou Anne does so, only they do
not go alone. The neighbor calls two men to es-
cort them—and one of them is Martin Holland. Thus
Lou Anne drifts into a friendship with Martin, who
takes her everywhere, and Dick never suspects her
until one night when he returns unexpectedly because
of a slight accident and finds that the baby's nurse,
whom he had promised the night off before leaving
that evening, had been recalled to stay with the
chdd while its mother went out. Lou Anne, having
determined to cease her deception, had gone on the
party which was to be the last good time, but when
Fhe returns home in the early morning with the in-
toxicated Martin, Dick will not allow her to enter the
house. He tells her to go with her lover, she is no
fit wife or mother, from henceforth her little son
will be taught to believe her dead. In vain are her
appeals for forgiveness, or even a last sight of
her baby,—that night or the next few davs. He de-
mands a divorce and the sole custody of the child,
and in desperation Lou Anne promises to marry Mar-
tin afterward if he will help her secure her baby.
Margin devises a plan, the first step of which is to
have Dick discharged from the company when he
comes in late one morning because of a night spent
at the sick bed of his little boy. Making it impossible
for Dick to get another job, Martin waits until the
VMung father is nearly destitute, and finally one day
tells Lou Anne that he is confident he will have the
child for her before sundown. Accordingly, Martin
calls on Dick who is attempting to care for his sick
baby without the means to provide nurse, doctor, or
even nourishing foods. He feigns sympathy, tells of
his coming marriage with the boy's mother, offers to
take the child and give him background and educa-
tion and every luxurv,—further th^n that, he offers
to pay the father for the surrender of the child to
its mother. Dick is furious, cries that the child's
mother is dead, and that he will take care of the
boy's future himself. Just then, Lou Anne appears
and denounces Martin for his crude, unfeeling, and
cruel speeches which she has overheard. But she is

interrupted by the cry of the baby upstairs who is

calling for its mother. ].ou Anne rushes by the two
men to the nursery, Dick throws Martin out of the
house, and returns to find Lou Anne caring for the
Ijaby. He is glad she is back—to stay.

HER mother dying when she is twelve years old,

Clarice is left to keep house for the family on
a farm. When she is seventeen her father has

her married to a man much older than she, another
farmer, Henry. Never having had anv love for her
husband, at the birth of her two children her indif-

ference turns to hatred. Henry, the victim of heredi-
tary influence falls a victim to melancholy induced by
business worries and lack of understanding at home.
He neglects his wife and children, and finally his

mind goes entirely and the state confines him in an
insane asylum. Clarice, having her two children to
support, has a hard time of it. She gets a position
as a waitress, and one day as she is singing at her
work is stopped by one of the patrons who listens in-

tently to her voice. Calling her, he asks if she has
ever had her voice trained. Clarice shyly admits
that nobody ever noticed it before and the man sug-
gests that she come to his office, he may be able to
get stage work for her. Clarice had never thought very
much of her beauty on her farm, but in the city, sur-
feited as it is with artificial faces, her clear-cut
features attract considerable attention. At last she
decides to see the producer, who recognizes her im-
mediately! He secures a position for her with a
vaudeville team, and meanwhile she has her voice
trained. With her salary from the theater she is

able to send her children to fine schools. All the
while she progi-esses. going from vaudeville to musi-
cal comedy. Always conscious of her husband con-
fined to an insane asylum, Clarice has a gravity
rare among theatrical people. Instead of yielding to
the easy fruits of her success, she keeps herself
aloof. It is this unusual quality that attracts Paul,
a writer. For a long time he admires her from a
distance and finally, being introduced to her gains
her permission to take her to dinner. Thus their
friendship ripens and Clarice is uncommunicative about
her past. When she notes their mutual growing in-

terest, however, she tells him that she has two chil-
dren away at school. The information makes no
difference in his love for her and he asks her to
marry him. Only then does she break down and con-
fess that she is tied to an insane husband. Paul
calms her and promises to help her get her divorce,
but they learn that the law will not release her from
her marriage because of her husband's insanity. The
pair are tormented by their overpowering love, and
finally, in desperation yield to it. Pretending to be
man and wife, Clarice and Paul take an apartment
together. They live so, their happiness marred only
by the thought of their illicit relationship, until
Henry, pronounced cured from his breakdown re-
turns. When he realizes that his coming will bring
disgrace to his wife whom he deeply pities for all

her hatred of him, years ago, he decides to go away
without revealing that he is free. However, lonely,
and penniless, he is too weak to keep his resolution,
and one day, comes back and declares himself. His
children, now grown and married, have long loved
their mother's second husband, but now are con-
fronted with the person of the father they believed
dead, and the knowledge that their mother has been
hving in sin. Feeling an infinite pity for the poor
man who has nowhere to turn, they take turns in-
viting him to stay at their homes, but the arrange-
ment doesn't work. The girl's husbands resent the
melancholy stranger, and Clarice and Paul are in an
equivocal position. At length, they get an apart-
ment for Henry with a companion, but his mind
soon snaps, and he dies. All are victims of a cir-
cumstance over which they have no control. No one
is to blame for the events. But Henry's death re-
leases Clarice, and she is free to be married in the
eyes of man.

ONE LOVE
Lela Dale Crutnal File No. 6933

HAVING been graduated from a college in Cali-
fornia, Linda, called Jean since she left home,
returns home to a small town in Oklahoma, to

teach school. Her room mate at the sorority house
sends fervent letters from the coast which gradually
turn to rapturous encomia of one "perfect man" whom
Lil is going to marry as soon as he returns from a
tour of the United States.
At the inadequate and old-fashioned hotel in Jean's

home town a well-dressed young stranger. Gene
Archer, determines to set off for the next city des-
pite advice that a dangerous storm is blowing up.
When the hotel guests see that he insists on leav-
ing, they urge him to stop at the nearest house for
shelter if the storm gets too fierce. Gene starts, but
in a short time he finds the roads truly impassable
and his life in danger. Bedraggled, he knocks at a
door, and is cheerfully admitted and invited to stay
overnight. Mr. Black introduces his family, and
when Gene sees Jean, he accepts his host's advice to
prepare to remain in this town until the snow lets
up, an indeterminate period. However, he is averse
to stopping at the dingy hotel and asks if he may
remain with the Blacks as a boarder. Gene thor-
oughly ingratiates himself with the family and on
Saturday goes to a party with Jean. Unable to guide
the buggy themselves, they trust the horse's instinct
only to receive a nasty spill, which reveals to the
pair how dear they are to each other, and provides
the countryside with the choice anecdote of finding
Jean sitting squarely in the middle of the overturned
buggy, with a cake in her lap, unharmed. The old-
fashioned party with its charmingly antiquated games
is a great success, and so too are the snow games.
However, when they make a toboggan slide using
heavy sacks for sleds, Jean crashes her head against
a rock, and receives a gash in her forehead. That
night as they sit before the blazing fireplace, Gene,

telling her he can't live without her. asks Jean to
marry him and she consents happily, refusing, how-
ever, to set a marriage date until she can get some-
one to take her place teaching.
In California Lil is packing to come to Oklahoma,

and she murmurs to a man's photograph, Gene's; "I
wish you would hurry and come home. I love you
and I know you love me, though you've never ac-
tually said so."
Jean has chided Gene for being selfish in resenting

the intrusion of a guest on the.ir happiness, and he
has mustered sufficient good grace to greet the school
chum heartily. As Lil alights, however, her face
blanches and she looks bitterly at Jean who has her
arm through Gene's. Later, when she has expressed
her opinion of what a shameful thing she considers
Jean's conduct has been, the bewildered Jean explains
that Lil never wrote the name of her "rave" and
how was she to know that the man passing through
here was the one Lil said was travelling somewhere
in the United States. However, the Californian re-

fuses to be appeased and cherishes a hope that her
prior claim to the decidedly uncomfortable Gene, who
had never thought seriously of Lil, but had con-
sidered her a pretty sporting person to dine and dance
with in California, will serve her in good stead. How-
ever, one day the schoolhouse in which Jean teaches
catches on fire, and the plucky schoolmarm leads all

her children to safety. Missing one, who has not
been in the room when the fire broke out, she dashes
into the burning building not realizing he is safe.

Gene, arriving, rushes in after her and gets her out
safely, at the cost of terrible injuries to himself. All
through his delirium, he calls for Jean, and when
the crisis is past, Lil, with her eyes downcast, asks
if she can take Jean's teaching position after Gene
and Jean a

TROUPERS ALL
Michael Weber File No. 6909

DISTINCTLY annoyed by Jack Morgan's indif-

ference to the advice that he had better stop
seeing attractive Jeanette, first Sergeant Bill

Evans tries to get the ranl^ of his rival reduced, for
being A. W. O. L. However, the Colonel owes a
debt of gratitude to Morgan for saving his life dur-
ing the World War, and getting inebriated on some
fire-water that Morgan has brought, the Colonel
makes Morgan his private secretary so he can get
around when and where he pleases. Miss Witherton,
a most unattractive, waddly spinster is announced,
but the Colonel is not sober enough to see anyone,
so Morgan receives her, pretending that he is the
superior officer. The woman, representing the Red
Cross, enlists the aid of the soldiers in putting on a
show to raise money for her organization. Morgan,
despite Evan's cries that he is nutty, proceeds to
round up women to play the female roles, and having
gotten Jeanette for the leading role, she manages to
get the unwilling support of Evans by threatening
not to see him anymore. However, this does not
prevent Morgan and Evans from getting into one
of their tongue-lashing disputes about a bit of in-
timate feminine apparel, later. The following day,
the ubiquitous Miss Witherton arrives to supervise
the purchase of costumes for the show. However,
there is a clash between the interests of propriety
and box office, and having reached an impasse, the
parties concerned agree to allow the chorus girls to
choose their own dress. There is a near riot as the
show girls taunt the unhappy old maid into display-
ing her bloomers, and matters are not aided by the
fortuitous arrival of Morgan who pretends to be
terribly shocked. Days of strenuous rehearsal and
preparation follow. One day Miss Witherton comes
in anxious to see a rehearsal of the bedroom scene
which Morgan has insisted on writing into his story.
Morgan is only too happy to oblige and Jeanette
feels that that is the only scene in the whole play
that has been rehearsed too frequently. As Morgan,
playing Wood, inakes love to Jeanette, playing Chel-
sea, Miss Witherton shrieks that this is outrageous,
so Morgan has the curtain lowered to proceed with-
out interruption. The night before the show, the
colonel throws a party, at which Miss Witherton
performs the worst vocal rendition, and Evans and
Morgan heap verbiage upon each other. The night
of the show, moreover, Morgan discloses that it was
he who chose the awful costume that Evans has con-
sented to wear for Jeanette's sake. The play goes
on with hilarious episodes written for Abie, a Jewish
soldier, and an orderly. During the course of the
action Abie teaches the orderly how to awaken Wood,
who is pretending to be asleep, by administering a
sound drubbing, and there is a hysterical scene in
which the orderly tries to identify twenty dollars,
which Abie admits having found, by describing the
green and yellow sides of the currency, thus hoping
to prove that those are the bills he has lost. The
orderly has to sing a song written by Morgan, slam-
ming various people whom the author dislikes, and the
audience, previously prompted by Evans, lets fly a
barrage of rotten tomatoes at the singer and Abie,
but the show goes on. Meanwhile, Miss Witherton,
deciding that, after all, the bedroom scene is inde-
cent, places herself in the scene, and the startled
actors are forced to improvise dialogue. However,
the play is a great success due to the fine comic
scenes as well as the arresting plot which ends with
a scene where a spy, arranging with his blonde com-
panion, to shoot Wood when a shot is fired by the
girl as a signal, is himself killed by the witless ex-
plosion caused by Abie, which is misunderstood. When
the applause dies down a stranger asks Evans who
is disgruntedly standing in the wings, who the head
man is and the Sergeant points out the "Punk". The
man offers five thousand dollars for the Movie
rights, and Morgan accepts it, giving two thousand
to the players, and one thousand to Jeanette as a
wedding present. However, the girl accepts it in-

I
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forming Morgan that she was married yesterday, an

thanking him for the present anyway. Evans asU

him what he is going to do with the two thousanc

and Morgan savs, "Get drunk and stay drunk for

three month's furlough. Wanna come?" And arm i

arm Morgan and Evans go out together.

THE MARRYING KIND

Dorothy Hewlett File No. 7006

IN a little corner of a restaurant Bob asks Jeanne
to marry him. She hesitates not entirely certain

that she loves him but accepts his proposition that

if at the end of six months she wants a divorce, he
will give it to her without demurring. Three months
later, Jeanne listens amusedly to Bob's curses as he
struggles into his tuxedo. When she helps him, he
kisses the finger which she playfully puts to his lips

as he exclaims that he's glad he doesn't have to go
to parties like this often, and Jeanne feels a little

shiver of joy run down her spine. Still she is not
certain that she loves him, and at the party receiv-

ing her allotment of admiration she begins to pity

herself because she doesn't get out more often. Later
she astounds Fred, an attractive bachelor by seriously

replying to his bantering suggestion that she is not
the marrying kind. Moreover, Bob is hurt at Jeanne's
insistence that he ask in advance for a dance with his

wife, and when Jeanne in an effort to make amends
offers Bob a dance he is forced to decline because he
has asked some one else. But the end of the eve-
ning finds Jeanne dreamily dancing in the arms of her
husband all anger melted in a wave of tenderness.
The next morning. Jeanne calls Bob at his office and
loses her temper when Bob tells her that business
will keep him late tonight. At lunch with Vivienne.
a debutante, she yields to the arrangements already
made to introduce Jeanne to the new man-about-town,
the night Bob always spends at his club. That night
Bob comes in very late joyously preparing to tell

Jeanne about the promotion his father, the president
of the company, has detained him to discuss. But
thinking her asleep he unselfishly declines to wake her.

However, Jeanne opens her eyes, and before Bob can
say anything she has insinuated that it wasn't busi-
ness that kept him. Her agitated kicking as she en-
joys a tantrum causes Bob to laugh, which does not
help matters, nor does Bob's exasperating calmness
when she accuses him of calhng a little platinum
blonde. The night of Viv's party she looks so lovely,

however, that Bob discards the notion of going to

the club, and tries to kiss her. Disengaging herself
from his embrace, she asks him not to crush her
gown, and when she coolly informs him she is going
to a party, he throws back at her the statement that,

in that case, he will too. All that evening Jeanne is

miserable. She is totally uninterested in the new
man, her partner, and filled with regret about her
stupid conduct. Remorsefully she reaHzes that she
does indeed love Bob and she fears that at the expira-
tion of the six months he will ask for his release ac-
cording to the terms of their marital agreement. Sud-
denly a car drives up to the roadhouse to which her
party has adjourned, and she sees a very intoxicated
Bob get out. As Jeanne descends the stairs she sees a
fluffy, giggling woman, alternately smoking Bob's
cigarette with him. He doesn't seem to be sober
enough to realize what it is all about, and Jeanne
nnmediately runs to him, and after considerable dif-
ficulty gets him away from his crowd and takes him
home. The next morning, when Bob tells her what
a brick she was. she expresses surprise that he re-

nbers anything. Bob's father calls to congratu-
•-n on his promotion and for the first time.

learns what detained him that night. She
reminds him of their arrangement, but he

ler and says that he, for one, loves her more
m when he married her.

late hii

Je

THE PILOT
Clyde P. Page File No. 7047

FLMNG alone in his five cylinder monoplane, Hal
develops motor trouble. Although he knows the
most sensible thing to do is to abandon his plane

and save his life by a parachute jump, he can-
not bring himself to leave his aeroplane and he de-
cides to take his chances on a forced landing. He
manages to bring the Speed Bird safely down, hardly
noticing the figure of a man fleeing. In a few mo'-
ments the engine is ship-shape again and he is
about to take off when he sees the inert body of a
girl lying unconscious on the ground. Taking 'her in
his arms to lift her into his cabin out of the chilly
night air, he sees a piece of paper reading "Put
$20,000 at the foot of lone oak at sunrise an*d spare
no speed in getting away. Tell no one. Take warn-
ing! Carry out instructions and your daughter will
be returned unharmed, disobey, and you will never
see her again!" Hal now knows it was a kidnapper
he frightened away. Suddenly the neighbors attracted
by tlie landed aeroplane, hurry to the spot. Hal
realizes that he will be accused of attempting to kid-
nap the girl. The evidence is all against him and the
unconscious victim will probably not recover to testi-
l.v m his behalf. There is no time to lose. He takes
ott, just escaping the angered mob who react just as
he feared they would. However, he cannot escape with
his passenger. Radio messages will precede him
wherever he attempts to land. Hal is actually con-
sidering abandoning her, when she opens her eves for
a moment and again relapses into unconsciousness.

\ u"* ^v""""
''' values he knows her. She is Rose

Arnold who was graduated in the same class with him
from college. Three hours in the air, and then Rose
regains consciousness. Thanking him for saving her
life, her eyes suddenly widen as she asks where her

little sister is. She explains that it was her sister

who had been kidnapped. Rose had followed scream-
ing for help, and her sister's assailant had felled

Rose with a blow and would have killed her if not for

Hal's timely arrival. The pilot quiets her fears for

her sister's safety assuring her that her father will

find the note and pay the ransom and the young pair

turn back to see if they can't save the $20,000. How-
ever, they have but two and a half hours in which
they must ride on for fifty miles for gas and re-

turn all the way back! Just as dawn is streaking
the skies they espy the lone oak. But down below
the crowd is waiting for Hal's airplane, thinking he
is coming for the money. Hal and Rose see Mr.
Arnold carry a black bag to the oak and hurry away.
Then a masked figure leaves a car and advances.
Swooping down, Hal lands between the kidnapper and
his car. But the mob rushes at Hal as he lands.

Rose screams begging them to cut off the real kid-

napper who is escaping in the confusion. Unbeliev-
ing, oulv one man follows her frenzied directions,

the others coming in just on time to prevent the vil-

lain from strangling the young fanner. Overpowered,
the kidnapper confesses and indicates that Rose's
sister is in the car, where she is found bound and
gagged. Mr. Arnold gives the whole of the ransom
to Hal, happy at the safe return of his daughter whom
the kidnapper had planned to kill in order to insure
his own safe escape with the money. Hal accepts the

ransom money only on the condition that the girl

he lo\-es marry him and share it, and Rose, blushing-

ly consents.

ILLEGITIMATE

Earl Harter File No. 7008

WHEN Mary Nolan, a student nurse, finds she
is going to have an illegitimate child, she goes
to Dr. Iknan of her hospital for assistance, but

she steadily refuses to divulge the name of the baby's
father. After the little boy's birth,^ Mary's friends

and associates, especially one Dr. Neer who assists

Dr. Iknan, ignore or taunt or otherwise embarrass
her, until conditions become unbearable. Mary then
takes her son to Chicago, where he grows up without
ever knowing anything about his father, taking for

granted that he died soon after his marriage to his

mother, who has become a very fine and highly paid
nurse, able even to send her boy to college. Jimmie,
the boy, becomes captain of the football team in his

last year, and after some exceptionally good playing
in the most important game of the season, a Mr.
Hearn, prominent and wealthy banker, enthusiastic
alumnus and football fan of the college, offers Jim-
mie an excellent position in his bank. His daughter,
Dorothy, as blonde and dainty as Jimmie is dark and
husky, is also present at the spectacular victory of

Jimmie's team, and as her father begins inviting him
i'requently to the house, it is not long before a ro-

mance is well under way. Fred Holke, an old and
determined suitor of Dorothy's, looks on with high
displeasure and jealousy while Jimmie takes his place,

and devises a scheme through which Jimmie will be
found at a cheap night club with a beautiful girl in

a very intoxicated condition. He then calls on Doro-
thy, bringing her flowers and candy, telling her Jim-
mie is untrue, and begging her to marry him. She
merely laughs at all he says and gives his gifts to
the servants. Furious, Fred goes to inform Mr.
Hearn of the party, knowing his prejudice against
drinking. He meets the old man outside the bank,
talking with Tony, fruit vender on that corner for

fifteen years. Tony has a badlv infected finger, and
Mr. Hearn asks Fred to drive him to the hospital
for treatment, then bring him back to his stand. It

happens to be the hospital where Mary is nursing.
Always working hard to give her son the best, Mary
was very happy over Mr. Hearn's interest in him, but
her worries were freshly aroused upon meeting Dr.
Neer, who was transferred to the Chicago hospital,

and whom she slapped when he renewed his insulting
manner of old. As Fred waits for Tony, he starts a
conversation with a doctor, inquiring jokingly about
his black eye, whereupon Dr. Neer confides the de-
tails of Mary's story. When Fred later tells Mr.
Hearn not only of Jimmie's drinking but also of his

illegitimacy. Mr. Hearn repeats the accusations to

Jimmie and discharges him. Astounded and humil-
iated, the boy bitterly denounces his mother to her
face, and then goes on a drunk. Finally regaining
his senses when he knocks down a priest who attempts
to reason with him in a speak-easy, Jimmie, ashamed,
rushes out and disappears. Meanwhile, things are
happening fast in the Hearn household. Mr. Hearn
has a violent heart attack. Mary is called in as
nurse, and at her suggestion Dr. Iknan, specialist, is

summoned from the East. His wife is now dead and
he is free to marry Mary and claim their son. Mr.
Hearn becomes fond of both of them. Dorothy dis-

covers Jimmie one day driving a truck for a coal

company and brings him home, where he meets both
his very own father and his father- in-law -to -be.

LOVE LICENSE

Lucile B. Kelley File No. 7005

DICK GRAHAM, the college football hero, had
fallen in love with Ann, a beautiful girl with
straight dark hair and brave blue eyes, in their

sophomore year. Upon their graduation he goes home
with her to ask Mr. Scrooge, her father, a completely
cold and mercenary money lender, for the hand of

his daughter: and being refused because that old

man won't have Ann marry anyone without money
in the bank, Dick goes down to Panama as a con-
struction engineer for the Government's new rail-

road, planning to make enough money to return and
claim Ann as his wife. With this as a goal, Dick

works desperately hard, and for four years in this
hot fever-stricken country where no white woman
could stand it, Dick's only compensation is Ann's let-

ters and protestations of love. Near the end of the
fourth year, however, the note in her writing seems
somehow changed, and feeling he must know the
truth concerning her affections, Dick leaves his post
that summer and goes home as a surprise. The night
of his arrival is the date of the engagement dinner of
Ann Scrooge to one Dr. Brown. Unable to work
without a goal ahead of him, Dick now stays home
and in an effort to crush the ache in his heart be-
gins to accept every invitation and be quite the life

of every party. One night, he meets a young girl
who reminds him of Ann, only she is one of these
souls that know no responsibility but live just for
the joy of the moment. Helen is her name, and Dick
and she carry on a violent affair, although he is

soon sure that it is nothing but infatuation. But
when he has an accident in his roadster one night
and finds that a terrible scar on Helen's face is but
the result of his careless driving, he feels it his duty
to marry her. To him, thus, their marriage is nearly
intolerable. Her every advance inwardly repulses him,
and he only begins really to care for her when it is

too late—when she is dying a year later from inter-
nal injuries received the night of the accident and un-
discovered until the birth of her child, who with its

mother passes away the week after. Dick is filled

with self-reproach about the whole affair and buries
himself in business in an effort to forget. He Hves
alone with his man servant and quickly attains that
degree of success that allows him to be known as
an "eligible bachelor." One day. a friend of his shows
him an account in the paper of the death of Dr.
Brown and urges him to write Ann a note of sympathy.
After a night of reminiscence and internal struggle,
he wires her and is rewarded the next week with a
note of thanks for the understanding message. He
then knows that she remembers and waits eagerly
for another letter. In three months, however, none
comes, although Dick learns through his friend that
she has two adorable children and due- to her hus-
band's death will have to seek a means of support.
How Dick longs to tell her that he can take care of
her, that that is the only thing he has ever really
wanted, but somehow he doesn't dare express himself
—that is, not until the day that he calls an employ-
ment agency for a new secretary when his old one
takes ill. and by some strange coincidence Ann is the
first applicant sent to him. Indeed, he is no more
amazed than she nor any more happy, for in a min-
ute these college sweethea*rts are locked in a tender
embrace and are telling each other how they have
found themselves again.

THIN ICE

R. W. Webb File No. 7000

IN different cities Ann and Brayden frequently
think of their childhood romance with a tenderness
that is not entirely born of distance. Neither sus-

pects that the other remembers, and when the World
War breaks out, Brayden goes off without saying
anything to the girl. When Brayden returns, how-
ever, unharmed, he goes straight to the girl he has
always loved, only to find, to his dismay, that he is

too late—Ann has married Larry, a fine young stock-
broker who has long adored her. The pair gallantly
try to conceal from each other and from themselves
their disappointment and heartbreak, and Brayden
leaves town immediately. Ten years pass. Ann has
a little daughter, and Larry loving her now more than
ever before suggests that they go to Europe on a
second honeymoon tour. Chance steps in, however,
in a playful mood, and sends Brayden across on the
same boat. The pair start at seeing each other and
the whole rush of emotion comes to the fore again,
but politely they acknowledge each other's presence
and pass on after a light exchange of commonplaces.
That night. Ann finds herself tossing and twisting
in a vain effort to drop off into a relieving sleep but
at length she dresses and steps out on the cool decks.
Again shocked she finds that Brayden has been
driven to the same measure and unable to protest
further they are driven into each other's arms. In
vain are their statements that they must not see
each other, that it isn't fair to Larry, to Ann's child!
The love they have denied for so many years is a
real force, not to be denied thus easily. Bravden
gives Ann his address and on their return from Europe,
Ann comes to his apartment. Useless to struggle
against their love! For months, discreetly so that
Larry won't be too hurt, they see each other, not in
public but wdierever they are safe from prying eyes.
Once dining, however, in a more fashionable place,
they are appalled to see Larry come up, a question-
ing look in his eyes. Ann explains, after Brayden
has calmly asked Larry to join them, that she ran
into him and could hardly refuse the invitation of an
old friend. But, when Brayden takes Ann riding in
his new car, Larry happens to pass them, unseen.
That night he curiously asks Ann what she did that
day and he catches her in a lie. He conceals his
knowledge but broods de.iolately. Driven by he
knows not what force, he drives back and forth in
front of Brayden's apartment, and realizes miserably
the truth as he sees Ann enter. With drawn face, he
follows, but does not break forth in a histrionic dis-
play at the evidence of his wife's unfaithfulness, and
she, pitying him, explains her deception. He leaves
Ann and Brayden together and returns home. The
guilty couple are lashed with the consciousness of
Larry's decency, but again their love is too strong
to be discarded for other feelings. When Ann re-
turns and Larry sees that she wants to go through
with it. he brokenly offers her a divorce. Subse-
quently he tries to drown his unhappiness in a giddy
round of drinking, late hours and reckless living.
When the Wall Street crash of nineteen-twenty-nine

2 is entirety unprepared and not only loses
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his own money but feels a keen responsibility for the

losses sustained by his clients, althoiigh he could

have done nothing to prevent them. Ann realizmg
Larry's distress, tells him that if he is willing to take

her back, she will come. Gratefully he kisses her

but suddenly realizes that only pity has prompted
her gesture. Therefore he kills himself, so that the

world will think he is just one of the victims of the

crash, and Ann after a decent interval can marry
Bravden.

BLUE-BIRDS

Mrs. W. F. Cheek File No. 7010

theWHEN Marie Humphrey the bookkeeper
same office in which Billy works leaves to be

married, she scoffs at his insistence that he

has no use for women — and then Nell comes to fill

the vacant position. The minute Nell enters the

office with that little jaunty stride of hers, Billy's

resolutions fade into thin air,—he is in love. And
when Nell shows that she feels much the same way,
and the two spend every spare moment together, the

younger set of the town sits about waiting for a

wedding announcement. But, Nell and Billy have a

spat and neither will give in, having independent
spirits, both of them. And Billy, although he won't
admit it to himself, is so upset about the rift that he
thinks that action on his part will bring Nell around.
Therefore, not considering the full implications of his

conduct he impulsively begins rushing Sue McDowell
to make Nell jealous. For a few days, Nell and
Billy speak to each other only as business demands,
and one day he arrives in the office to find, to his

utter consternation, that Nell has given up her job

and left town without a word. Uow with a two
weeks vacation on his hands and nothing to do with
it, Billy aimlessly sits under a tree cursing his stu-

pidity in losing Nell. He carelessly brushes away a

piece of newspaper which the wind has whipped upon
him, and his eye catches on the bold-faced type an-

nouncing, "You'll find it in the want-ads." Mus-
ingly he runs his eye down the columns and is at-

tracted to an invitation to w^rite to a lonely girl.

Assuming a bravado, he addresses a letter to the

Box indicated and dispatches it before he has a

change of heart. A few moments later, he laughs -at

himself for being such a. fool and thanks Heaven
that at least he had sense enough to assume a false

name. But his loneliness is not dissipated, and when,
astonished at the aftermath to his impulsive action,

he receives a charming and cultured reply, he decides

to avail himself of the invitation extended to visit

the nearby city and see the girl. He writes announc-
ing the hour of his arrival and with some trepida-

tion and more temerity starts out with the resolu-

tion that if she is at all presentable he fully intends

asking her to marry him,—and he'll show Nell how
much her absence means to him! Arrived, he has
some qualms before actually ringing the bell, but
at length he presses his finger against the button
and stands surprised at the fine looking but matronly
gentlewoman who answers the ring. Her eyes twin-

kle at his embarrassment and she explains that Miss
Donaldson is waiting for him. She directs him to the

west porch and as he sits on the colorful chairs and
looks out upon a lovely garden, he wonders what kind
of a girl is this who would advertise for a friend.

Just then, the kindly looking woman appears and in-

troduces him to Miss Donaldson but she pauses as

Billy staggers and calls out, "Nell, it's you," and
Neli falteringly stammers that there must be some
mistake. But Billy does not let Nell go, and he re-

ceives the explanations that Nell advertised because
she was so lonely, and left because she loved him too

well to see him with someone else. And Billy pro-

mises her she never will again have to worry about
another

HIS PLEASANT SURPRISE

L. A. Newton File No. 6974

ALTHOUGH she takes no part in the discussion.

Jim's wife, Margaret, listens intently as Dan, a

business friend urges Jim to buy wheat while it

is low. Saying he has little use for speculation. Jim
remains unmoved as Dan pictures a bright future
reaping profits when the wheat goes up again as it

is bound to. A short time later, after he has com -

plained frequently about the deplorable state of their

finances, and Margaret has had cause to worry about
his discouraged attitude, he is summoned out of

town on a business trip. Margaret stays home earn-
estly trying to devise some means of helping Jim,
and suddenly she jumps as Dan's words, "Buy wheat
while it's low, and make a fortune when the price
rises" come to her mind. Startled by her own daring,
she takes her small savings from its hiding place in

the china tea-pot, and proceeds to the neighborhood
grocery store, buying wheat by the bushel. She has
the bags delivered to her home and each day, with
an air of unconcern lest others get the same inspira-

tion, returns to get more. The store room is soon
overflowing, but in her elation she begins to stock
the other rooms. The grocery clerks, amazed by the

enormous amount they are selling her, begin to think

she is feebleminded and whistle "This Wheat Buy
and Buy" when Margaret comes in, but she is happy
in the thought of Jim's elation when he realizes her
foresight. Discouraged and cross from the failure of

his trip, Jim returns amazed to find bags of wheat
occupying every available inch of space. He questions
Margaret and hears to his consternation exactly what
has motivated her action. Thoroughly disgusted with
her incredible stupidity he says he is through and
leaves, slamming the door. When Margaret's mother

arrives in response to her daughter's telegram, she

savs she doesn't wonder Jim left her but says some-
thing must be done about the matter. While they

are 'talking, Margaret in tears at Jim's desertion, a

couple of pet pigeons hop through the open window
and begin to feast on the spilled contents of one of

the bags of wheat. This gives the two women an
idea—which clicks. They try it out and it is a huge

In a distant city Jim loses his position. Discouraged
and hungry he takes his place on a bread-line. Sud-
denly a messenger boy arrives sent by someone who
heard him inquiring after Jim's whereabouts. As the

apathetic fellows on the sad line look on Tim whistles

in wonder. The telegram from his wife reads, "COME
HOME STOP BIRDS NEED YOU." Thoroughly
mystified he thinks she probably has another bril-

liant idea. Arriving dusty and tired, having hitch-

hiked home, he finds a big sign on his farm. "THE
PIGEON FARM. SQUABS FOR SALE." Margaret
rushes into his arms explaining in words that trip

over each other so fast do they come. Now there is

plenty of work for Jim, plenty of wheat for the birds.

Everybody is happy, and Jim in a new costume sell-

ing squabs over a decorated counter exclaims happily
as he is besieged with demands for the birds, "My
wife ain't so dumb!"

FAITHLESS HUSBAND
Caledonia Ishmon File No. 7041

FACING WEST
Aura Turnbull Welhen File No. 6982

SCRAMBLING eggs, Martha says nothing when
O. P. Mastin blithely informs her, his wife, that
they are going West. It seemed that her fam-

ily was always picking up and moving into unset-
tled territory and she hated pioneering hardships.
But when she enters the little church and hears,
"And whither thou goest I will go", she lifts her head
and accepts. Across the barren plains the covered
wagons move and as they settle on the promised land.
Martha sees the unselfish spirit of the pioneers in
their willingness to share their last bag of wheat with
the newcomers. Plowing the land and building liv-

ing quarters the days fly by, but Martha although her
courage is splendid, suffers pangs of homesickness.
Once while O. P. is away laying in supplies, another
caravan comes across the plains,—neighbors. But
Dan, the second oldest son, fifteen years old, discovers
that it is a girl, Beth, only seventeen, who is to
stay here alone, because she needs this climate for
her weak lungs. Dan offers to help her, but she dis-

plays a splendid courage. The men who have brought
her and Dan build a hut for her and prepare every-
thing as well as they can, then leave her alone.
Martha befriends young Beth and the two spend as
much time as possible talking as only women can.
Then George, Martha's oldest son gets a throat in-
fection and the night that Martha sees a Jack-0'-
Lantern, dread omen of death, dance across the prair-
ie, he dies. Weeks pass before O. P. comes home
and hears of the death of his first born, but they go
on living even though at first it seems life will be
insupportable. Some time later there is a terrific
snow storm and Martha sees Beth's flag of distress
laying. Dan and O. P. make their way across the
dangerously soft drifts, and discover that the lonely
girl's cabin is completely snowed in. It is half a day
before Beth can be dug out of her prison. Summer
comes, scorchingly hot, and for two days a hot wind
blows sand over them, and when it ceases the promis-
ing crops are blighted. On top of that a cyclone rages
and Beth, terrified, seeks shelter with the Mastins
none too soon. The summer ends and in the fall a
little schoolhouse is built and Beth is engaged as
teacher, her health having improved remarkably. Dan
is growing and is Martha's main comfort since
George's death. Dan it is who takes a stand with
Martha against O. P.'s desire to move farther west-
ward now that everything is settled, and it is Dan
who expresses to a Beth with shining eyes the beauty
of the land and a feeling of their responsibility in the
development of a new country out here, cut off from
cities. Again it is Dan who saves Beth when a
dread prairie fire cuts her off. Time passes and Beth
spreads her activities to the estabHshment of a Sun-
day school and the neighbors—now there are many

—

join in the community activities with an enthusiasm
born of their sparse enjoyments. No gayer time was
ever had than around the tree that Christmas. Again
winter shuts them in, and one snowy day the chil-

dren having been driven to the friendly schoolhouse,
wait long hours for their parents who knowing they
are safe, do not dare risk calling for them in the
cutting snow. O. P. goes out to feed the stock and
Martha worried by the length of time it takes him,
opens the door and calls but she cannot hold the door
against the driving snow. However. O. P. staggers
in, a stooping blinded figure explaining that he could
see nothing, but he followed the sound of her voice.

Within the little schoolhouse, Beth entertains the
children with stories and spelling matches. By mid-
night the little ones are asleep but there is no more
fuel. Sending Dan and two of the other boys out
with the warning that they are not to let go each
other's hands Beth rings the bell constantly to guide
the boys, their ears frozen, back. In her anxiety
over his. safety, Beth knows she loves Dan. and in

the Spring when he asks her to marry him, she con-
sents. O. P. is torn with wanderlust and when the

others refuse to go with him, he starts out alone and
is killed in a buggy accident. Forty -five years pass

and Dan one of the wealthiest farmers in the country
is offered a magnificent price for his land, but turning

to look upon Martha, a magnificent figure, prema-
turely grown old, but still imposing, he shakes his

head in refusal. This is their land!

KNOWING that her mother would not approve,
Donia sees Don, a young man of somewhat spot-

ted reputation, in secret. Don has always main-
tained that he has no use for decent girls, but Donia
is different and he soon finds himself begging her to

marry him. Loving her parents as she docs, and
realizing that they will disown her if she marries
against their consent, Donia recklessly plans to be
wed in secret. On the excuse that she is visiting

her aunt, she runs off and elopes. However, her
mother follows her and not suspecting that Donia is

already married, takes her home while Don is out for

a few hours. Donia fears that her bridegroom will

react unfavorably to her disappearance but later he
informs her gently, that on discovering she was gone.
he did what he never believed any woman could make
him do, break down and cry. Thus they continue to

steal happy hours together until Donia discovers that
she is to have a child, and declaring her position to

her horrified parents, she goes off to Chicago with her
husband. Lean years follow, and then, gradually,
Don slips back into the life he abandoned when he
met her. To Donia he confesses his necessity for an
occasional drink, an occasional party which she can-
not endure. At length, in despair, Donia consents
to an arrangement which is predestined to failure,

—

Don is to have three years of semi-freedom and then
is to settle down to domesticity with Donia. While
the young mother suffers in silence, Don earnestly
tries to confine his attentions exclusively to his wife,

and once, he actually tells a woman he knows well,

that he is leaving her to go back to his wife. She
laughs at him, but discovering he is really in earnest,
she tries to dissuade him. Failing, she kills Don and
eight months later, realizing that life must go on.
Donia opens a restaurant of her own. For a while
she thinks that no other man can ever interest her,

but then comes Charlie, a young mechanic, a regular
patron of her place. He calls for her to take her
home each day, and tells her only one thing is needed
for his happiness,—Donia. With an exalted feeling

that her own happiness can only come through an-
other's, Donia thrills to Charlie's speeches. But she
receives a shock when he tells her that although he
is getting a divorce, he is, as yet, still married.
Meanwhile, Charlie's mother comes to see Donia and
tell her that she believes that her son needs the
young girl. Gratified, Donia invites her to come over
whenever she feels lonely, and to her surprise, one
day, she learns that Charlie's mother has told her
son that she is going to live with Donia. The girl

says nothing, her amazement is so great, and she even
consents to employ Charlie's younger brother, the
family scapegrace, whom Donia suspects of stealing
money from the store. Moreover, Donia discovers
that far from being the kindly person she has rep-
resented herself as, it is Charlie's mother who even
while she imposes on Donia's hospitality, is insidious-
ly turning the boy from her. The woman suggests to
Charlie that he will have time enough to settle down
after he marries Donia, and that he should take a
last fling now. All this while, the girl, loving Charlie
dares not risk losing him, by turning his mother out.

She keeps up the farce of wanting the meddlesome
mother of her fiance to stay with her, although the
money she is receiving for her upkeep doesn't nearly
meet her expense.

Finally Donia can bear it no longer, and she asks
the woman to leave. Whereupon, Charlie hears an
utterly fabricated tale which sends him off on a de-
bauch, to drown his sorrow. Penitently, he comes
back, too late, to hear Donia's side of the story, but
a woman is holding him for an indiscretion. Donia,
all forgiveness, helps Charlie to free himself from
Alice's demands, and in time Donia
tened Charlie.

GRECIAN MELODY
Dolores Ji File No. 7024

LEAVING happy Greece and Demetrious, her play-
mate, behind, little Elene goes to Turkey with
her mother, brother, and blind father. Pande-

monium reigns in Turkey as the emmigrants are soon
to discover. Amid shrieking and cries and scattered
bullets, Elene is snatched from the schoolhouse by
her mother and brought to shelter while the streets
run with the blood of Armenians killed by the Turks.
Fear grips the family for the safety of the blind fa-

ther, who to their inexpressible thankfulness comes
in safely from the bloodv streets. Hunted, scarcely
daring to stir out of the shelters they find, Elene,
going to the Church to call for her father, is seized
by a huge Turk and carried, struggling to his quar-
ters. She tries to hurl herself from a high window,
but he cruelly prevents her and adds her to his ex-
tensive harem. Forced to dance for a French guest,
Elene captures the fancy of a Parisian who promises
her captor a high sum for her.

In Paris, Elene escapes from Alexandre and with the
help of the American Red Cross gets a passage to

America, the land of freedom and promise. She
wishes to join a convent but before she takes her
final vows she becomes ill and realizes that the life

is not for her. At length with the money which the
kind nuns have given her to keep her until she gets
a position in New York, Elene finds work. As soon
as she has earned enough to pay her way back to
Turkey, she goes back to try to find her family, but
her hopes are in vain. Turkey is all torn up by the
massacres, and her people are not to be found there
or back in Greece which, too, has changed unrecog-
nizably. Inquiring for Demetrious, wondering if she
can recognize him now, or he her, so greatly has she
changed, she learns that he too is gone. Sadly she
returns to America, and take^ the name of Dolores,
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finds

.w wishing not to be cnllcd by the name
'ith her happier life. On her leturn, she

soiace in learning to play the violm, and

trouble finding a suitable room, she takes

an apartment with four other girls. Through them

she meets a young violinist, whose name, Demetrious

awakens memories of her Greek playmate, but smce

his last name is diiiferent, she never suspects that

here in America she has met and is falling in love with

her childhood friend. Meanwhile he comes to play

for her, and one day, telling her that it is strange

that he knows nothing of her past, he asks her to

marry him. Elene, called Dolores, confesses that

she loves him dearly, but that she must make a last

effort to trace her family. He asks her to marry

him and they can go together, and Elene, in his arms,

tells him all. Astonished he holds her off and says,

"You are Greek? And your name is not really

Dolores? Elene!" Only then does she realize that

this is the Demetrious, his name changed in ac-

cordance with advice he had received from a fellow

passenger on the boat coming over.

Elene and Demetrious are married and return to

Greece. They conduct a long search, and finally

manage to find a clue. Learning that Elene's blind

father and her mother are still alive but suffering

terrific poverty, the pair make every effort to locate

them and at last in a little hut. find them, reduced

to begging for their food. Trying in vain to hold

back the tears of pity, Elene tells them who she

and with Demetrious take to the New World.

THE WARNING
Mrs. Chester Walters File No. 7013

BEWILDERED by the hurrying crowds and tall

buildings, Jean allows herself to be aided by a

tall heavy set man, who introduces himself as

Jim Deal. He recommends her to a boarding house

run by his "sister", Sadie. Sadie asks him what the

big idea of the "sister stuff" is. and Jim explains

that Jean is so innocent in appearance that he can

use her in his business. Sadie, once, threatens to

give away the machinations but Jim manages to

quiet her. Finding that positions are not easily to

be had in New York, Jean, discouraged, finally ac-

cepts Tim's insistent proposals of marriage. They
move to a larger apartment and Jean doesn't under-

stand the purpose of the nocturnal trips on which she

accompanies her husband until one night they are

pursued by state troopers and shoot their way out

with the contraband contents of their automobile,

safe.
. ,

A few days later, Jean confesses to Sadie that she

is going to have a baby and is shocked by the in-

formation that Jim hasn't really married her, he has

iust gone through the form, with a gangster officiat-

ing. Horror-stricken, lean reaUzes now that she had
left all the details of the license to Jim without sus-

pecting his deception. Sadie tells Jean that she is

iust one of Jim's many women, Sadie having
,
been

her predecessor. To spite Sadie, more than for any
other reason. Jim marries Jean before a ' minister.

However, despite her objections, he forces the girl to

continue to act as a blind for his contraband smug-
gling. Once, to throw pursuers off the trail, Jim
despicably throws his wife from the car, depending on
the police to stop to pick her up, while he escapes.

When Jean recovers, having given birth prematurely,
she discovers that the shock has snapped her memory.
There is no clue to her identity. Dr. Gordon becomes
tremendously interested in her case, and falling in

love with her takes her to his aunt's home to re-

cuperate. One night while the doctor is out on a

call, his aunt at the Opera, and Jean alone, she hears
a noise in the library. Opening the door, thinking
it is Dr. Gordon, she sees two men robbing the safe.

The shock restores her memory and she recognizes

her husband, Tim Deal. Suddenly she screams, and
Dr. Gordon, hearing her as he enters, rushes in.

T'im shoots at him, and escapes through the window.
The servants, hearing the scream and the shot come
in and call the police. After a long chase Jim and
his accomplice are captured and taken to jail. At
the trial Jean is called to the witness stand. She
hates Jim who is responsible for the death of their

child, and it is not through his efforts that she is

not dead now, but some inherent idea of loyalty pre-

vents her from testifying against him. She has but
to prove, as she easily can that Jim has killed one
of the men in his gang, and Jean will be free to

marry Dr. Gordon whom she loves, but she says
nothing to incriminate him. The doctor, faced with
the loss of Jean refuses to press charges and Jim is

released. Immediately he demands that Jean return
with him. She refuses and Jim leaves muttering
threats. Jean is panic stricken, but Jim doesn't re-

turn! The morning papers blazon his murder and
the warning sent him, "Gangland never forgets!"

The man Jim killed had been Sadie's latest lover.

However, after her own strength has been built

up, she is seized with a restlessness for the noise of

the city whose rhythms constantly reverberate in her
head, and she returns to Chicago. On the bus, a

young man shows interest in her. Suddenly there

is a jolting crash as a truck runs into the bus. The
young man rushes to assist Jane who has been thrown
from her seat and although nobody is hurt, all the

passengers are detained for a few hours as witnesses.

The unusual situation sets the young people to talk-

ing, and John takes Jane home. A romance follows

and after a brief visit with her family, John and
Tane are married. John has been living with his

two brothers, and realizing that it is expected of her,

the bride offers to keep house for the three men. In

a short while she discovers how impractical this ar-

rangement is, and when she finds that she is going

to have a child she begs John to move away and
find rooms for themselves. He asks her to wait a

year before assuming the greater expense of _a sep-

arate menage. When her child is born, however, and

Jane finds the strain of keeping house for three in-

considerate, quarrelsome men is too much for her and
that she is on the verge of a nervous breakdown,
she brings the matter up again. John flies into a

rage, demanding to know what is wrong with his

brothers. The next morning, for the first time since

they are married, Tohn neglects to kiss her before

he leaves and while Jane is painfully picking up the

scattered debris of three careless males, she tearfully

resolves to take the baby and go home. Her family

receives her heartily and her mother tries to avoid

reminding fane that she had advised her, before her

marriage, that it is always fatal to the happiness of

a young couple to live with in-laws.

Meanwhile, Jack, expecting the usual supper of

delicacies, upon whose variety he never commented
for Jane's pleasure, finds instead, a note telling ot

her departure and telling him it will be useless to

try to find her. For days he broods about his loss,

at length determining to enlist the help of Jane's fam-

ily. To his surprise he finds she is there. He hadn't

expected that somehow, because Jane had threatened

that if she ever left him it would be to go where he

never could find her. Relieved at finding her, John,

nevertheless, manages to antagonize Jane's family by

accusing them of having instigated the runaway.
There is a flare-up, and Jane realizes what a dear

hot-headed boy Tohn is. She intervenes, estabhshes

amicable relations between her husband and family,

and John buys a little home for just Jane, the baby,

and himself.

SHATTERED DREAMS
Gladys Louise Lenihan File No. 7077

a double load. Adams seeing that he is pursued
pushes Betty off. she rolls scratched but otherwise

unharmed to the ground. Bill unhorses Adams and
the two have a fist fight. Meanwhile the sheriff's

men coming for John, arrive at the scene and capture

the murderer who has just been knocked out by Bill.

John is freed and Bill marries, in time, Betty.

ASMALL town girl, Jane Moore goes to Chicago
to lighten the burden of her family. Her father,
hurt in a mine crash, is confined to his home

unable to walk. Jane works all day as a stenogra-
pher and addresses envelopes at night, but soon the
pace begins to tell on her. A doctor recommends rec-

reation, but Jane, unwilling to deprive the family of

any part of the money she has been able to send
home weekly, continues her arduous routine. After
about a year, her health is so broken down, and her
homesickness so intense, that she responds to the in-

vocations of her family to return, her father having,
by this time, fully

COIN' WEST
Zebedee Christij File No. 7032

RIVAL ranchers, Mr. Adams has inveigled Mr.
Clark's son, John, into joining the Adams' gang
of desperadoes. The boy's father can do nothing

with him and hates intensely the man responsible for

John's downfall. Soon John anxious to avoid his fa-

ther's pleas to reform, doesn't come home at all. His

sister, Betty, in desperation, rides over to the dan-

gerous Adams' property in an effort to reclaim her

scapegrace brother. However, he is out, and al-

though she doesn't find out until later, he is holding

up a stage coach with the other members of the

Adams' gang, with the exception of Mr. Adams him-

self, who has decided to strike a last blow at Mr.
Clark,—killing him. However, a stranger passing by,

hears the shots and rides up on time to see Adams
jump out the window. He hurries to the dying man
and tries to aid him, but Mr. Clark dies in his arms.

Betty riding home, discouraged by her failure to

stop her brother, comes in and emits a piercing

shriek as she sees her father lying dead and a stran-

ger in the room. He tries to comfort hr- - --'

She sob-„s-. — —-r - -th hi_

bing, asks Bill, the stranger, to call the sheriff. But
when that gentleman comes in, he insists on arrest-

ing Bill for the crime, holding him on the circum-

stantial evidence. Bill has been about to show the

piece of cloth ripped from a pair of trousers when the

murderer made his hasty exit, but seeing the dull-

ness of the sheriff and affected by Betty's grief, he

decides to do some sleuthing on his own. Therefore,

as the sheriff is about to take him to the town pri-

son, Bill makes his escape. Riding alone. Bill stops at

the Adams' ranch and gets into conversation with

a slow-witted ranch hand, Ed. He learns that Betty s

brother is out with the gang, and he rides out to

try to stop him. However, the Adams' desperadoes

have already tried to execute the hold-up and failed.

They ride off and when John, wounded, falls from his

horse, they leave him to die in the mountains. How-
ever, Bill following the trail left by the fleeing men,
with a practised eye. finds John and brings him to a

little hut to administer first aid. He then calls

Betty who cares for her brother who is dangerously

wounded. Meanwhile, Mr. Adams, realizing that John
has probably told Betty various things incriminating

him, decides to kidnap her and kill the daughter of

his dead rival. Adams finds Betty alone with her sick

brother and carries her off, having first knocked out

Tohn who attempted to stop him. Placing the strug-

gling girl in front of him on his horse, Adams rules

into the hills.

Meanwdiile, Bill has gone back to the Adams
ranch to try to get further information from Ed, and

to his surprise sees the ranch hand wearing the torn

trousers. He accuses the slow-witted fellow of the

murder, but learns that the fellow has found them
where they were discarded by Adams. Realizing that

Adams is the murderer of Betty's father he forces

the fellow to tell him where the ranch owner is.

Trembling with fear, Ed tells him that he saw his

master ride toward the Clark ranch. Without wasting

a moment's time he dashes off toward the girl's ranch

and finds the wounded John writhing on the floor.

Helping him into bed, he races toward the mountains
and overtakes Adams whose horse has been carrying

RETURN OF LOVE

Mamie Pope File No. 6979

WHEN Walter Gibbs, brilliant young man with

an irresistible personality and no creed but

the means of his own pleasure, continues to

adore and pay attentions to the lovely and naive

little girl from the country but insists on disregard-

ing her tale of a coming child,—she poes to court and
has Walter forced to marry her. He is furious and
hurt and tells May she will pay for her deed. He
takes her to live in his own home town, and his

loyal voung wife is so grateful for the name he has
given 'her child, that she works in order to help Wal-
ter go through medical school, as she had promised

to do when she had first asked him to marry her

and he had replied that this would ruin his career.

Four years pass, Walter steadily advancing in his

chosen profession, due primarily to May's help and
inspiration. Walter still adores her more than ever,

but it is a curse of his that he always hurts those

he loves most, and frequently abuse and mistreatment
on his part fill the intervals between his periods of

kindness and love. One night he humiliates her in

front of several guests, including Barbara, a sophis-

ticated high school girl with whom Walter is carry-

ing on a conspicuous affair,—by refusing to let her
go out with the crowd to a party, and bodily forces

her away from the door, flinging back an order to stay

home and take care of the babies. Before he can re-

turn that night. May has packed her things, and with

her two little boys goes to visit her sister in New
York. Here she meets Bill Banks, a fine young man
with none of Walter's surface charms but a heart

of the well-known gold, and May falls desperately in

love with him. But it is a soothing love rather than

the fiery consuming passion that she can't help feel-

ing for Walter. He may wound her irrevocably, but
when his mood changes and he adoringly tells her of

his great repentance and his need of her, she never
can resist the appeal of his fascination. Thus she

leaves the kind and constant Bill and returns home
to Walter. Once there, Walter again makes life

miserable for her by flaunting his newest mistress for

her view, and when he gets hold of one of Bill's

letters professing undying love and devotion, he makes
a terrific scene which ends in his grabbing a razor
and reaching for her throat. May somehow manages
to escape with cuts and bruises on her arms and back,

and has Walter arrested for assault. The morning
that his trial comes up, Walter's lawyer tells him his

only chance to escape two years in prison is to se-

cure the forgiveness of his wife and beg her to with-

draw the charge. Walter, knowing that May is lis-

tening at this moment, makes a charming gesture

and says that he deserves to go to prison, but that

he has repented more than his dear wife will ever
know and he so wishes he could ask her forgiveness

but is too ashamed to even face her. Suddenly May
feels his irresistible charm once more, and not able to

bear the thought of him in a cell, quickly leaves the

court before the case comes up, thus freeing her hus-
band. She determines that she will not completely
forgive this time as always she has before and pre-
pares to go through with her plans to go away with
Bill that night. He arrives that afternoon and they
are about to take a cocktail in her suite at the hotel
that evening when the telephone rings and Walter
is announced downstairs. May knows he has come
to ask her to come back and tell her he needs her in

his old charming way, and for a moment she weakens.
Then a picture of the way he has stamped on and
cheapened the fine love she gave him, flashes through
her mind, and suddenly she slams down the receiver,
having told the clerk that she will not see Mr. Gibbs
now or ever. She lifts her glass and looks at Bill.

"To us!" and she drinks it down.

THE MAN WHO COULDN'T DIE

Otto Gr, File No. 7004

THE strange disappea
and his fia— — *^

of -both Bill's father
the same night, and the dis-

covery of his father's body with a bullet in the
heart next day,—these amazing crimes are laid to a
group of gangsters known as the Red Gang, which un-
derworld organization the police cannot convict of

anything although they know it to be the source of

the current crime wave. Bill, -wild with shock and
grief, immediately returns from college, and certain
his adored sweetheart has met the same fate as his

father, pledges the rest of his life to trapping the
members of the Red Gang, half hoping that some one
of them will murder him too and send him to join

his loved ones. He takes an apartment on the darkest
street of the worst neighborhood of the city and makes
his way into the underworld haunts and "dives", a
prowling figure with hate in his heart, his one pur-
pose in life well-known to all, a boy waiting to die,

challenging death and yet never harmed. One morn-
ing, he finds a letter in his mail box from the kid-

napped girl, his fiancee, saying the Gang is "laying
low" at the moment but plan to hold her until they
dare come forth and demand a ransom from her fam-
ily. She says she doesn't know whether she will ever
be able to mail this letter, but if it should reach him,
please try to do something before it's too late. Ex-
ultantly happy at the knowledge that his sweet-
heart is alive,' Bill rushes out of the apartment. Be-
ing met by a small newsboy calling "Extra"—"All
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Bill buys a paper and because he at last has somethhig
to live for again, he hands the boy a dollar from his

wallet that is always filled with hills, and runs on
down the street. The newsboy, Buddy, who has al-

ways regarded Bill a mysterious figure, one living
on "Gangster Row" itself and in possession of a roll

of new bills, calls a policeman who arrests him as
author of the crime of the night before. The little

boy testifies .against him, and the judge insists that
he be convicted on the "circumstantial evidence."
Then realizing his mistake. Buddy tries to make it

up to his "Pal Bill" in jail and brings him a file to

help him escape. As Bill is stealthily filing the bars
on his window one night, he notices two men disappear
into a subterranean hide-out and believes this to be
the headquarters of the Red Gang, who when pursued
always vanish from sight somewhere around the
jail. Working on the bars all night. Bill manages to
escape by dawn and to enter the secret tunnel. Here
he encounters the leader of the Red Gang, who is re-

vealed as the judge who convicted him. After a
desperate fight. Bill knocks him out and, cleverly
trapping the remaining members of the gang in their
own "strong room", he rescues his fiancee, whose
cries he suddenly detects during the struggle. He
notifies the police of what has happened: and while
they give the reporters details of the heroic capture
of the Red Gang by a lone boy, that same boy and
his recovered sweetheart seek a justice of peace.

Raymond Th

ACHING HEARTS
Mo File No. 6987

and prominent old
good

JOHX PAXTOX. a weal
without any sympathy
times, orders his son Raymond to le^,*^ j..^ ...^...^

forever when the boy persists in spending money free-
ly on parties and girls. Raymond furiously promises
him that he will never see him again and, disregard-
ing the supplications of his mother, departs. He finds
a cheap room in a small boarding house, secures a
fine job as bookkeeper, and proceeds to fall madly in
love with Grace Carter, the girl who has the room
next to his. Every night that he does not have to
work late, he takes her for dinner and a movie. One
Saturday evening when he has been especially look-
ing forward to seeing Grace, he arrives home a little

late to find that she, thinking he was going to stay
at the office as he often must, has gone out with
somebody else. Disappointed and lonely, he seeks
amusement in a cheap night club, where he becomes
friends with a party of rich men, never suspecting
that they are notorious bootleggers. The next day he
is rude to Grace, who is deeply hurt and so refuses to
have dinner with him all that week. But every night
she sees him come home in a car driven by some
tough men and stagger to his room, drunk, and her
unhappiness at what is happening to him wins over
her pride. She begins again to walk to work with him
every morning and meet him for dinner when day is

done. He keeps his promise never to drink or visit
that night club again, and soon after they are mar-
ried. In due time a daughter, June, is born to them.
As Raymond leaves the hospital after seeing his wife
the morning of the child's birth, he determines to ask
his employer for a raise in salary; but instead he
finds upon arriving a notice that he must give up his
job, they are "laying off" help. After appealing in
vain, he sadly starts home. On his way, he meets
one of his old night club associates who insists he
have a drink to cheer him up. and then offers him
a job driving a car at night for some "friends" of
his. Raymond, who is slightly drunk as the gang-
ster had arranged he should be, and desperate for
money for his wife and baby, finally agrees. The
"friends" turn out to be bank robbers; they are
caught just as the car starts to carry them and
their loot off; Raymond, who is driving at a mad
speed with a gun pointed in his back when the of-
ficers appear, is arrested and sent to prison for four
years. Disgraced, he notifies no one, although deep
is his remorse and concern for Grace and their baby.
His father also has repented, and after a four years
search for his son finds him in jail, and has him
released a year sooner. Immediately, they begin
tracing Raymond's wife, who has disappeared—but
without the slightest success. Their detectives tell

them one morning that further investigation is use-
less for they cannot find her. Driving home, desolate
and preoccupied. Raymond who is at the wheel
knocks down a little child. He halts the car and
runs toward the prostrate form, but the child, a beau-
tiful little girl of about three, suddenly stands up un-
harmed. Then it is that Raymond turns from the
child to the young mother who saw the accident and
came running out—and he knows his search is up.
The child that he nearly ran over is June, and he
has found his wife and baby at last.

THE CROSS
WilUam Bredehaft File No. 7001

WITH the few dollars left her at the death of
her husband, Mrs. Garbers puts her son through
a business college. Her whole life is bound

up in her boy, and there isn't anything that he will

not do for his comely mother. But when he gradu-
ates the only position he can get, as a clerk in the
First National Bank, nets him but a few dollars a
week. Bravely trying to conceal from each other
how keenly they feel the pinch of necessity, Mrs.
Garbers takes in washing and gets work mending
clothes at the homes of neighbors. But in spite of
every effort that they both make, Mrs. Garbers is

forced to tak6 a second mortgage on her little house
in order to pay the interest on the first mortgage and

meet the taxes. Living in the hope that Johnny will

soon get a promotion, they are forced to face the fact

that there is little chance of that far the immediate
future and when tlie interest on the second mortgage-
falls due, she is forced to plead for leniency. At
first she is shown every possible consideration, the

holder of the mortgage admiring her pluck and feel-

ing a reluctance to take action. However, when the

second interest falls due, and the third, he finds him-
self the victim of impractical sentiment and warns
her that he will have to foreclose. Johnny tries

every means of borrowing money to meet the crisis,

after it is evident that he can not earn enough no

matter what he offers to do. Reduced to the most
pitiful emplovments. scrubbing barrooms and such,

thev hold fast to the hope that they can keep the

house and all it means to them, and when it is sold

at auction, Mrs. Barbers' ambition seems to snap.

She becomes slovenly and careless. Whereas before

she had dressed immaculately, however cheaply, her

hair is now unkempt and her dress bears spotty evi-

dence of last Sunday's dinner. Day in and day out

she sits complaining about the loss of her house and
the meanness of the world. Johnny broken-heartedly

tries to comfort her, but she is Melancholy's child.

Even the ironic raise of salary seems to come too late

to reclaim her from her brooding about mankind's
harshness. In despair, Johnny spends his salary on

doctors who try in vain to call her mind back to nor-

mal, but she becomes a .sorry person whose only in-

terest is her son. Only his comings and goings can

arouse any interest in her. Johnny lives in the hope

extended to him, that through this ray of light, she

will find herself again: but then the war breaks out.

For a while, Johnny claims exemption on the grounds
that he must support his mother, but before the end-

ing of the war, he is drafted. Mrs. Garber cannot

realize at first the enormity of the call, but even her

clouded consciousness finally divines that her Johnny
is being taken from her. She clings to him and he

to her, but the draft is inexorable and he goes, leav-

ing her weeping and moaning at the station. For a

while she hears from him regularly and she lives

only for the cheery letters he writes, minimizing the

danger and telling her. so that she is almost con-

vinced, that the dangers of war are greatly exag-

gerated. Over and over again he plots for her their

happiness when he returns and they are able to get

their house back; and then, his letters suddenly cease

and a letter comes from the war department telling

her that her son died,—a hero. The anxious commun-
ity expects the widow to die of grief, but with a quiet

resolution she begins caring for her appearance and

finding work with willing neighbors to whom she ex-

plains, that she is making herself worthy of her hero

DE PROFUNDIS

Phil O'Shea File No. 7066

TRUE-BLUE

Rea Gering-M File No. 6999

IT is Tune and the orchard is in bloom—the beauti-

ful orchard where Jack, handsome young son of

the richest man of the countryside, is having a

secret rendezvous with his sweetheart Nell, blue-

eyed daughter of the poor Widow Detton. After he

leaves her at the door of the humble cabin where she

lives with her mother, he meets his father who, fur-

ious because Jack has again disobeyed his parents by
seeing Nell, informs him that he is sending him to

Paris almost immediately to pursue his art studies

and at the same time forget the girl who in station

is not his equal. Jack begins preparing for the trip;

and makes a farewell visit at the nearby home of his

pal, Larry James, where he is showered with favors

by a fascinating Chicago debutante. Jack, neverthe-

less, cannot forget Nell and comes home in time to

spend one last day with her. He paints her portrait

standing in the orchard that he may have at least

her resemblance ever with him; then he gives her a

ring and kisses her goodbye, begging her to remain
"true-blue" till he can return and claim her. An-
other farewell to his parents, his younger sister Marie,
and his police dog. Rex,—and he is off for a year in

Paris. He lives with his uncle, who is a rather famous
artist there, and concentrates on his painting, refus-

ing all his uncle's efforts to interest him in parties or

girls. One dav, his uncle finds the boy looking dream

-

ingly at the 'canvass of Nell that Jack has secretly

cherished all these months, and asks him where he

obtained the fine painting,—who was the artist,—and
who is the extraordinarily beautiful girl. And when
he discovers that it is Jack's own work, his surprise

and pride in his young pupil have no limit. He enters

the picture in an art contest, and one of the most
celebrated masters awards Jack the prize of one thou-

sand dollars for first place. When his family receive

the news, they all write asking for a description of

the prize painting. Jack, however, evades answer-
ing them, knowing well their great prejudice against
Nell. At this point his sweetheart's letters cease to

come to him and Jack, unable to believe that she
would not remain "true-blue", arranges to go home
a few months earlier than his family had planned.

On the first afternoon of his return, his father insists

that he show them all the famous picture. Jack,
who had determined to go in search of Nell who he
had found that morning had moved away from the

little cabin in the woods, reluctantly brings the paint-

ing into the drawing room, fearing that his father will

fly into ^ rage and never allow him to go to Nell.

But at the crucial moment. Tack's sister, Marie, in-

forms them all that Nell is an heiress. Her father^
brother had had a change of heart just before his

death and has left his entire fortune to the daughter
of the brother he had at one time disowned. A large

dance is given that night in celebration of Jack's re-

turn. Marie sees that Nell is invited as a surprise

for her brother, and even their father and mother can-
not deny that she is the most charming and beautiful

young lady there.

MAY O'FARRELL, eighteen year old daughter of

the inn-keeper of Rathvolen, Lough Swilly.
Ireland, is loved by Lieutenant Jack O'Day of

H, ^\. S. "Wanderer". The great war breaks out
and May's parents refuse their consent to her mar-
riage because they fear Jack may be sent away or

killed. Even ?o, the lovers pledge undying affection.

Jack's ship is sent to the North Sea where he serves

two years without leave. On the strength of the rumor
that her lover has been killed in Jutland Battle, her
parents coerce May into marriage with a rich old
friend of theirs. However, Jack has not been killed,

but reported missing, and having been picked up by a
Swedish fishing boat has suffered for six months from
loss of memory. Cured, he returns to his depot, ob-
tains a leave of absence and goes directly to Rath-
volen, where he obtains a marriage license and starts

a search for May. Standing aside to let a funeral
cortege pass, he finds that the wife of Sir Alfred
Grimes (nee May O'Farrell) became ill returning
from her wedding and has died two days ago. Jack
suffers a terrible shock. As waves of anguish, heart-
broken grief, despair and frenzy pass over him, he
forms a mad resolve to see her once more, to look
upon her sweet face one last time. He waits hidden
until midnight, then goes to the cemetery and digs
up the fresh grave.
He uncovers the coffin and gazes with grief-stricken

longing at the cold marble face of his adored one-

Then overcome with passionate despair, he kisses
her lips, her cheeks, her hair; and in an insane en-
ergy of love gone mad, he lifts her in his arms and
she comes hack \Q I'fe.

He puts the lid back on the empty casket, replaces
the earth, and covers up all signs of disturbance.
Carrying her to the lake, he takes the boat across.

Then a'fter various detours and romantic episodes,

they arrive at Portsmouth, England, where a doctor
examines May and finds her in perfect health. He
explains that she has had an attack of catalepsy,

and tells her how lucky she is that it did not happen
in a country where embalming is done.
The couple live happily for three years, then decide

to emigrate to America. In Dublin Hotel. May is

confronted by her former husband, and tries to hide

her face as she flees in a taxi. However, he investi-

gates, finds she is his "dead" wife, and institutes

legal proceedings to get her back. The case brings
out extraordinary legal arguments and romantic
scenes. Three judges decide she must go back to her
former husband. A day is set for her to return.

May prepares to take poison as the moment ap-

proaches, resolving to return to him as she left him

—

a corpse.
But the old husband relents when he sees the tragic

"goodbyes" of the lovers. He sends a message re-

nouncing his claim in spite of the court's decision,

and promises an immediate annulment of his mar-
riage to May. He ends by wishing the lovers a long

and happy life.

TIMELY CONFESSION
Etta M. Joslyn File No. 7015

WHEN Officer Sullivan refuses a drink to remain
on duty, Slim Jim Riley knows he is waiting
to get Dick Saunders. A few moments later,

an old man limps into the building, and throwing off

his disguise, helps Dick to escape in the same cos-

tume. Dick thanks Slim Jim and leaves town.
In a New England town, Henry Matthews, the

head cashier of a bank is given notice to leave, since

the banker's son is covetous of the position. Dis-
mayed, Matthews sees an ad for a cashier in another
city. He is engaged over the telephone and sets out
with recommendations in his pocket. The car which
he is driving crashes into a telephone pole and
Matthews is instantly killed, his head smashed and
cut by the flying glass. Mean\^?^lile, Dick has gotten
off the train moving eastward to stretch, and taking
a walk, he whistles a long low note as he sees the
unrecognizable face. Thinking it expedient, he im-
mediately removes all identificatory traces from the
body and substitutes his own papers. That night the
papers carry news of the death of Richard Saunders,
wanted for many crimes by the police. And to the

bank, with letters of recommendation comes Henry
Matthews, alias Dick Saunders, to work under Robert
Dalton. Attracted to Marion Newton, who also works
in the bank, Dick is annoyed to learn that she is en-
gaged to Robert Dalton. He tries to get the girl to

come out with him, and when she spurns his atten-
tions he decides to get Dalton out of the way, so that
he can have a better chance. At the end of a very
busy day at the bank, a large sum of money is miss-
ing, and a police investigation discovers the bills in

Dalton's possession. Protesting his innocence, Dalton
is sentenced to five years. Dick again tries to press
his attentions on the grief -stricken Marion, but she
believing Dalton's innocence, mistrusts Dick. How-
ever, she can prove nothing. Lizette, an old gypsy
woman whom Marion has befriended, when she was
chased by a policeman for attempting to sell some
herbs, sees Marion, and questions her about her
downheartedness. When she learns the circumstances
she gives Marion a drug which induces a state re-

sembling death. This Marion gives to Dalton, and
when he is discovered apparently dead in his cell,

since there are no relatives to claim him, Marion's
family who have agreed to these extreme measures to
save their daughter's happiness and free the guiltless
boy, beg to be allowed to bury the body. The re-
quest is granted. Marion and Robert escape, and the
casket weighted with stones is buried. Assuming
the name of Robert Lewis, Dalton marries Marion.
Meanwhile, Dick, thwarted, suspects that all is not
as represented, and at a dance steals a letter from
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Marion's father's coat, and from it learns that she

is married to a Robert Lewis. ThinkinR it strange

that she should have married so soon after the death

of her fiance, Dick investigates the grave, and infur-

iated at the deception practised on hml, the great

Saunders, he follows the pair to the address on the

letter. When Marion sees Dick she frantically tries

to think up some way of warning Robert, but just

then he comes in. Realizing that Dick has been an-

noying his wife, Robert hits him. Whde Dick is on

the floor Robert whispers to JIarion to meet him in

San Francisco. By sending her trunk to St. Louis,

and getting oiT there before going on to Frisco and

Robert, Marion outwits Dick, who disgusted decides

it is safe to rejoin Slim Jim. However. Officer Sul-

hvan gets him, and dying, Dick attests to Robert's

innocence. Thus are Robert and Marion welcomed
back to the city they had left so strangely.

CHEATING
Thelma Gillii File No. 7092

ROBERT, a promising young lawyer, is in love with
Linette, who follows him from their home town
to New York, and works with him and for him,

helping him to save and to study, awaiting the day
when he will be able to make her his wife. Success

in one sensational case brings him recognition, and
he is started on the road t'o wealth and fame when
Linette realizes that his sudden popularity and ac-

ceptance in moneyed circles have gone to his head,

and when he begins to break his engagements with

her with business as an excuse, though a rich and
beautifid girl's the reason, Linette tells him she never
wants to see him again. So Robert marries the

"rich and beautiful girl", Eleanor, a judge's daugh-
ter; and Linette becomes the happy wife of Randy,
an ex-gangster but a bov with a much finer heart

and soul than Robert, Linette tells Randy that she

is about to become a mother, and needing some im-
mediate cash, Randy decides to sell a revolver he
used to carry and that one of his gangster friends

wanted to buy from him. He therefore takes the gun
to the meeting place of the gangsters, which is

raided the minute after he enters, and is arrested
and sent to prison as a suspect. Linette is desperate,
without friend or money and physically ill, but finally

succeeds in securing a job as maid in the home of

a young society matron. There she meets one night
an attractive married woman who, when she hears
how Linette must work even though ill, offers to

take her to California with her for several months,
take good care of her, and give her a job for life,

—

all this if she will give_ up her baby. It seems that
this woman's husband wants a child so badly, but
she is afraid to have one, and so desires to make
him think that Linette's is her own. It seems the
only solution to Linette's problems, and besides it

does mean a wonderful home and background for her
child, and so she agrees. When she returns with the
woiuan, as nurse for the baby, she finds that she has
done all this for the wife of Robert, and that she
must work as a servant in Robert's house. Unbear-
able as this seems, Linette persists because she wants
to be near her child, writing Randy in prison that
their baby died. Time goes by, and Robert begins
to make love to Linette behind his wife's back. Fin-
ally one day in a rage, she slaps his face and tells

him never to dare touch her again. He is a cheat

—

first he cheated her and now he's cheating Eleanor.
And suddenly Linette is consumed with a desire to
hurt this man, this cheat whom she has allowed to

become the supposed father of her son. So she tells

him that he is not the onlv cheat, that Eleanor is

too, and that the child belongs to her, her and Randy.
And, taking the baby, she dashes out of the house
and goes to the old boarding house where Randy and
she had lived, to see if the landlady will take her in
for the night. And there she meets Randy, who has
just been released. With relief and joy she realizes
that he has never received her last letter which
told ot the death of their son. Till then, she had
merely been leading up to it. And now as he takes
her in his strong and faithful arms once again, how
happy is she that at least she has not cheated him,
the proof of which is the gurgling bundle of babyhood
which she now presents as "Randy Junior."

SOCIETY CRIMINAL
Jene Sydney Smyth File No. 7031

Ashcr informs tlie store management of the criminal
character of their employee, and Toney is immediately
discharged. Discouraged, he proceeds to an old haunt,
but refuses to come in with the gang on a job. where-
upon Zelfa derisively dubs him "The Angel Kid."

Asher vengefuUy contrives a plot to ruin Margaret
by associating her in a disreputable fashion with the

Blackbird. He disparages the gangster, until Mar-
garet, angered, rises to Toney's defense. Then, craft-

ily, he insinuates that if she thinks so much of him,
she wouldn't hesitate to appear with him in the night
club from which she had him turned out. Margaret
rises to the suggestion and amazes Tony by proposing
that they go to the Carleton Club together. Asher
bribes a waiter to drug Margaret's wine, but before
the pair can be compromised, Toney has gotten Mar-
garet, somehow, home. One evening, at the home of

Christopher Bayne, the guests are robbed of jewelry.
Margaret having lost a cherished heirloom, decides to

ask the Blackbird to help her recover it. Anxious
to do anything for Margaret, Toney hesitates wonder-
ing if she isn't testing him, but convinced of her sin-

cerity and really keen sense of loss of the bauble, he
manages through the help of some of his old pals and
his own superior insight into the methods of criminals,
to lay the robbery at the door of Jack Asher. Mar-
garet refuses to believe it. Toney disguises himself
as a detective and confronts Asher with fingerprints

the police have overlooked; Asher, discovered, tries

to shoot the detective, but Toney whips the gun from
his hand. They grapple and in the struggle Asher
discovers that his adversary is the Blackbird. He
mutters imprecations on the head of his rival, who
wrings from him a confession of his guilt. Asher is

turned over to the police, and Margaret regains her
precious jewelry. Toney confesses that he loves her,

but adds that he cannot expect her to marry a crim-
inal—even a reformed one. And Christopher Bayne,
host to the robbed guests, is so confident of the com-
plete reformation of Toney, that he ofTers him a posi-
tion in his brokerage firm. After a short while,
Toney and Margaret are married.

LITTLE MISTISS

Rosa Talbot Knight File No. 7079

KNOWN to his associates and the police as The
Blackbird, Toney Lige is attracted to a beautiful
debutante, Margaret Bayne, in a New York

night club. He attempts several times to speak to
her, and she permits her escort. Jack Asher, a society
fop who is an.xious to marry Margaret for her money,
to have her annoyer ejected. Strangely enough, later
she repents of her action.

Zelfa, an associate, taunts Toney for enduring the
slight, and he suddenly realizes that he must have
iMargaret for his happiness. Toney, accordingly in-
forms the underworld that he is quitting the racket.
They try to dissuade him, but he is determined to
make himself worthy of Margaret. Lender an as-
sumed name, he procures employment in a department
store, considering that he is most likely to see her
again there. One day, shopping, she recognizes her
salesman as the young man who had spoken to her at
the Club Carleton. When she realizes that the recog-
nition IS mutual, she apologizes for causing him em-
barrassment, but he insists that his own unpardon-
able behavior was responsible for his ejection. How-
ever, Asher, who has met Margaret to take her to
lunch, draws her away and informs her that the man
is the notorious Blackbird, Despite her protests,

WHEN Robert Cameron, handsome and proud
Southern gentleman takes a second wife, he is

shocked by the disrespect shown by Mammy
Hannah. The new wife, who had been a spinster,
sends the old colored woman away, but soon recalls
her finding how necessary she is to the smooth run-
ning of the huge estate. Mammy Hannah has been
with the Camerons since before the Emancipation
Proclamation, and now with great pomp she moves
back with her two sons, Abe and Sambo, the latter
a hunchbaclced, feeble-minded negro who is useful
only for the most menial labor that nobody else will
do. and Little Mistiss, a startling child who looks
white with her fair eomplection and dark, lustrous
eyes. Although the second wife, Mary, does not get
along with Mammy Hannah, she takes a surprising
interest in Little Mistiss and finally allows the child
to be educated with her husband's only son by his
first wife, a boy called Douglass, who freqtientlv
teases Little Mistiss by calling her "ndiite nigger."
A few years pass and suddenly Mary passes awav

from a mysterious attack of heart failure. Although
the doctor is satisfied with the diagnosis, the country-
side suspects foul play. Meanwhile the Colonel sus-
tains heavy losses, and this together with the shock
of the death of his wife, of whom he was really very
fond, causes his own health to suffer. His onlv com-
fort is the books in his library, and when his eye-
sight begins to fail, he compels Little Mistiss to read
to him all day long. The girl chafes under the strain
of the heavy matter which she cannot understand,
but the Colonel is adamant in his demands. Harsh
and overbearing, from age and infirmity, the Colonel
incurs the fury of Mammy Hannah when Little Mis-
tiss comes running out of the room in tears after an
outburst of the Colonel over the mispronouncing of
a scientific name. A few days later. Mammy Hannah
in great excitement screams that she has found Col-
onel Cameron dead. It is discovered that Little Mis-
tiss was the last one with him. Her book is open on
the table and a handkerchief of hers is found near
the body. Gravely suspected, she is carried off to
jail, despite her reiterated protestations of her inno-
cence. Meanwhile, a gang of scalawags and camp
followers, decide to lynch the negress responsible for
her master's death and tying up the sheriff who re-
fuses to give up the prisoner, they take her away to
be hung.

Douglass, seeing Mammy Hannah's distress, and
being himself very fond of the negress, sees to it that
the old woman has no work to do. Nevertheless,
one night, he is summoned bv Abe and is told that
Mammy Hannah is dying. The old freed slave tells

Douglass she has something to tell him. And Little
Mistiss's strange story is narrated. She is the
daughter of the Colonel's sister, Jenny, and a for-
eign soldier who were secretly married during the
Civil War. Knowing that her brother would never
believe her child legitimate, one night during a storm,
Jenny leaves her newly born infant with Mammy
Hannah and goes off to search for her husband. The
ne.xt morning she is found crushed under a tree felletl

by lightning. Mammy Hannah brings the white
child whose dark coloring coming from her father
makes her appear Creole, up as her own. Feeble-
minded Sambo, listening to the story rocks with glee
as he finishes that when he saw the Colonel mistreat
Little Mistiss. he murdered him. Mammy Hannah
dies and Douglass rescues the innocent girl from the
lynchers. Sambo is put in a home for the feeble-
minded and Douglass marries his cousin. Little Mis-
tiss.

THE WAY OUT
Johanna H. Elsenkraft File No. 7070

ENJOYING the delights of a vacation in the

Adirondacks, Alfred Burns, prominent detective,

comes across a ghastly pale man leaning against
a tree, a half-filled basket of berries at his side. In

answer to his queries, he learns that the man has
just found a corpse, her body not yet cold. Startled,

he walks in the direction indicated by a shaking fin-

ger, and discovers a young golden-haired woman,
dressed in an expensive riding habit. Her hands
clutch something tightly and the cause of her death
is evident — she has f'allen from the road winding
close beside a terrifically high precipice. Burns
shivers, but with the promise of a sum of money the

berry-picker agrees to guard the body until his return.

He walks on and comes to a dark red roadster,

and as a young woman with a foreign acent gets into

it, he explains about the accident and asks for a lift

to the nearest telephone. Burns' practised eye notes
that a button is missing from the jacket of her dark
suit, and that a piece of cloth has been torn with it.

As she drops him at a large estate he sees signs of

excitement. He learns that the Countess' horse has
come back without its rider. Guessing that the body
is hers, Burns explains to the Count, a sleek looking
fellow, that he has found a body and asks if the
count wouldn't like to see it before he calls the au-
thorities. Burns writhes as the fellow goes straight
to Mrs. Gerard, the Countess' mother, and before
ascertaining whether the dead woman is actually her
daughter, tells her of the tragedy. The woman faints,

and Janet, her young companion, takes care of her.

After the identification has been made and the hushed
servants have carried the body of their mistress in.

Burns accepts the Count's invitation to have a cock-
tail and is surprised to detect an expression of fear
on the widower's face. Burns receives a summons
to come to see Mrs. Gerard, who immediately dis-

closes the fact that she doesn't think the death acci-

dental. Her daughter had been left a large sum of

money by her grandfather on condition that she did
not let a husband have any of it. Recently, the Count
had made a pact with his wife in which wills were
left leaving all her money to her husband on her
death, and all his to her on his. The Count had
warned his young wife, that she must tell no one but
she had informed her mother. Burns believes Mrs.
Gerard's suspicions groundless, but agrees to exam-
ine the body. As he enters the room, however, he
discovers that the Count is bending over it. Telling
the man that his mother-in-law wants to see him, he
phones to give Mrs. Gerard her cue. Then, to avoid
suspicion, he pretends to have left, receiving aid from
Janet, who tells him that the undertaker is on the
way. He heads off the man to delay proceedings,
and returns to the body, finding traces of twigs and
a button in the dead woman's hands. Turning, he
is icily asked for an explanation by the Count who is

indignant when he hears that Burns is working for

Mrs. Gerard. The Count asks to see the button, but
Burns decides not to relinquish it. Burns calls the
police and discovers that the Countess' horse has a
dagger wound in its flank. In a pouring rain. Burns
sees a woman meet a man. and discovered, is shot
at with a gun equipped with a silencer. He foils an
attempted robbery, and finds that the stolen object is

the button. When, moreover, he is examining the
scene of the crime and reahzes that the Countess'
horse has been stabbed and as her horse reared and
threw her over, the Countess had caught on a tree,

only to be thrown over the clifif by the woman to

whom the button belonged, he is himself pushed over
by the woman, and saved by the same tree. The mur-
deress is the woman who gave him the lift, in league
with the false Count, who has just assumed the title

and is wanted by the Roumanian police to whom he
is returned after the woman has taken a suicide's
way out. The discovery is eiTected through the wom-
an's coat, left to be burned. Burns returns, after the
solution of the murder, for Janet who has helped him
throughout, and a romance springs out of the ashes
of tragedy.

SAUCEBOX
Marionne File No. 7078

AT the awkward stage when a youngster is all

arms and legs, Sally has no use for doll-phy-
ing little girls. Their giggling and preoccupa-

tion with playing house, is unutterably silly to her,
but she isn't always welcomed by the boys. For one
thing, they don't, even at that age. relish being
beaten at their own games by a ^irl. Moreover, this
one has a sharp tongue which has resulted in the
nick -name. Saucebox.
Saucebox is not above administering sound and

thorough trouncings to the young members of the
opposite sex who vex her, and her playmates delight in
turning the tables. Once, she is the object of a youth-
ful conspiracy. On the pretext of teaching her a
new game, they have her back up along the hay-
strewn floor of the barn, until she feels a sharp nick
from a rooster tied directly in her path. Her distress
is hardly less painful than the actual peck of the
angered fowl. One of the boys. Jack, saves her from
further embarrassment at the hands of the others,
but in privacy, sees to it that she doesn't forget the
indignity. However. Jack ' soon leaves to go to
school in the East. He is to study medicine and while
he and Saucebox write to each other for a while,
other matters soon claim their attention. Sally's
family is not very wealthy and she is forced to leave
school to help support the family. She gets employ-
ment as a secretary but loses her position after she
has in no uncertain terms told her employer what
she thinks of his attempts to caress her. Her next
position is also lost by her sharp tongue, when she
insults one of the customers of the department store
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in which she is selling. The management unfortun-

ately does not appreciate the lesson ni deportment

given to one of its hest clients who has over-pre-

sumed. Perky and spirited, however, the girl s fresh

loveliness gets her another position which she man-

ages to hold,—for a while. The town is soon buzzing

with the information that one of the most successful

of its young sons, Dr. Jack NaiJh is commg home for

a visit. Sally hears that he is to be at the dance

given at the country club, Saturday mght, but her

position as an usher in the town's Motion Picture

Palace does not warrant her attendance at the ex-

clusive dance. Saturday night. Jack is lionized, to

his own complete surprise. He doesti t realize that

he constitutes one of the season's major catches and

that every mother has set her heart on having him

married t"o her daughter and every laugher is am

-

Wfinus on her own. While he dances with the de-

butantes, he is constantly on the lookout or =i cer^

tain Dert young person whom he nasn t seen smcc

htschirdho'od,-Sne Saucebox! In the polished exter^

iors of these young sophisticates however, he sees no

nne -insweriug his own conception of a freckletacea

kid with a kfen ^vit. grown older.
.
He inc|mres after

her, and learns that she is workmg '"
''Y, /^L'f"'.

^Je
next night, he goes there lookmg f""- Sally and m the

darkened theater wonders how best to find her with

out inquiring from the management. .Suddenly he

hears a disturbance. One of the ushers is tell ng a too

friendly patron where he can go! Hornhed, the man-

ager fires the girl on the spot, asking her to apolo_

gize for her noise. She indignantly refuses and

with Hast well pointed remark leaves. Jack follows

close behind. "Saucebox!" he taunts. She wheels

about, crying out in recognition. Shortly afterwards,

she becomes a Mrs. Saucebox.

DISCARDED

Leon Edwards File No. 7071

AT the perennial at-home given by Marvin Cum-

mings to the employees of his department store,

Gerald Petrii, a friend of Mr. Cummmg s son

who has dropped in, selects Gertrude p'oyer, and

asks, at the conclusion of the evening, to take ner

home. -With mock sadness at her refusal to kiss

him goodnight he leaves her, but a few nights later

""surprTsed^at the interest displayed by the wealthy

law student, Gertrude soon finds that she has fallen

in love with him. She has an opEOrtumty to know

him well, and discovering that the fast crowd with

which he travels is seriously endangering his chances

of finishing up at school, she begs him to be careful,

but he kisses away her misgivings. One night, how-

ever, when he comes up to see her, she realizes that

something is wrong. Unusually subdued for him, he

tries to pretend that nothing is amiss, but finally con-

fesses that he has squandered the whole of his in-

heritance and will have to leave school. He admits

quite freely that he has been a fool, but that it is

too late to think of that now. Gertrude, having had

such high hopes for Gerald, finds tears welling in her

eyes and Gerald sweeps her into his arms asking her

to marry him. Gertrude declares that she loves him,

but marriage will interfere with his work for the

present. Moreover, he is to take some money which

she has saved and finish school. He refuses but

later capitulates before the glowing future she paints.

Promising to repay her with the first money he earns,

his work progresses smoothly and with his gradua-

tion a few months of? and a promise of a position

with Tames Morris, a well known lawyer, m the ott-

ing, Gerald goes off on a spree, spending all the

money he has left. Gertrude sobers him up, but

when he promises to get a job and pay her back, she

turns her back. He starts to go, but she calls him
back and later, by dint of persuasion, makes him
accept more money. However, she has stolen it, is

caught, and prosecuted! She won't hear of Geralds

sacrificing himself, after it is clear that, in any case,

she must serve a sentence. Gerald comes to see her

regularly, but after a while his visits fall off, and

Gertrude doesn't tell him that she has given birth

to a child. Freed, she is not permitted the custody

of the baby. She goes to see Gerald, now Morris

junior partner, but seeing another woman leave,

runs off. Gaining the confidence of the Home author-

ities, she kidnaps her child. When she finally man-
ages to get a job, she loses it when her prison rec-

ord is revealed. Reduced to abject poverty, she will

not appeal to Gerald, but is arrested when she tries

to shophft something for her child. The case is

given to Mr. Morris, and Gerald seeing Gertrude s

name begs to be allowed to defend her, after as-

certaining it is indeed she, and that she has a baby,—
his, whose kidnapping she is being held for. In court

he tells her story, keeping only the identity of the

student anonymous. As a climax to his case, how-
ever, despite Gertrude's pleas, he reveals himself as

the guilty one. The court frees Gertrude, giving her

back her child, and Gerald, having proven that the

lady whom Gertrude had thought Gerald in love with,

was Mr. Morris' daughter, marries Gertrude.

TWO GENTLEMEN OF LEISURE

Otto Brudy File No. 6996

ON a road in a farm district, two strangers fall

to talking. Tom who has just been fired learns

that Sam is unemployed and broaches a propo-

sition to him. Their stock in trade is one bottle of

finger nail polish to be used as medicine. Presto!
Tom is a Doctor and Sam, a Chiropodist. Thus
titled, the two vagabonds prepare to collect money
from the neighboring farmers for curing all their ills.

Sam suggests that they start immediately since his

empty stomach craves sustenance. They proceed with

dignity until they come upon a farmer hobbling about
his place on a stick. Greeting him courteously, Sam
introduces Dr. Tom and himself, and commenting on
Mr. McKav's sore foot tries to appear professional as

he savs. "H'm, yes, rheumatism; well, Mr. McKay,
I think we may be able to help you." Not too dub-

iously, the farmer invites the two men in, and in-

troduces them to his wife whom he explains is also

sick, she is always suffering from a headache, and
sometimes she gets a stiff neck as well. Dr. Tom,
however, is quite certain that he can cure them both,

but wishes to come to a financial arrangement first.

The charge is to be ten dollars each, including medi-

cine, but the patients must carefully follow instruc-

tions. Accordingly, the farmer gives the rascals the

money, and they begin the cure.

Placing a chair for Mrs. McKay, Tom begins paint-

ing her nails with the polish. Suspiciously she in-

quires what's that for. and in stentorian tones the

good doctor announces, that in an hour, when the

polish is thoroughly dried, her whole sickness will

settle in her nails. Then, all she has to do is cut

them when the nails grow too long, and the sickness

will grow out. Finishing the polishing, Tom turns

the case over to Sam who prescribes tha't Mrs. McKay
look straight in front of her at the wall. Every sec-

ond, she is to stretch one foot forward and draw the

other foot back, at the same time repeating, "I be-

lieve I am getting better." This is to be continued

for one hour. Whereupon, Mrs. McKay starts her

Then, Tom turns to the farmer and asks if he has

some pickled cabbage. The three of them proceed

to the pantry and Tom, by excessive winking in-

forms Sam that it is not yet time to eat. McKay's
instructions are to place the pot of pickled cabbage

on his head. Then rubbing his right hand around the

top of the pot, and the left hand rotating about his

stomach, he is to repeat regularly, "From the bottom

to the top." The excellent doctor then pronounces

that the farmer must stand in the center of the room,

while he and Mr. Sam go into the other room until

the hour is over. Meanwhile, McKay's rheumatism
will be drawn from him into the pot on his head.

Placing the pot on the farmer's head, water dripping

down the earnest patient's face from the pot, they

leave reminding the pair that they can have the

money back if the cure fails. After a while Mr.
McKay cries out, "Oh, I can feel my rheumatism
passing into the pot" and continues rubbing him-

self even more rapidly. Getting excited, Mrs. McKay
resumes her exercises faster. While outside, Sam and

Tom having had a good meal in the kitchen and
paused to fill their pockets, depart. Leaving, Tom
inquires, "Didn't we fix things O. K.?" and Sam re-

plies, "And how!"

THE UNION PATRIOT

Robert Scott Cheney File No. 7044

AT the outbreak of the Civil War, Will Smith,

an English boy. is woi-king in a Pennsylvania
Iron Foundry. He is entirely alone and is con-

templating returning to his native country when, one
day, walking alone on a road, he is stopped by a

carriage. Wondering what the evidently prosperous
occupant can want with him, he receives a surpris-
ing offer. Mr. Mellon has been drafted for the Fed-
eral army. His large business interests, he says, will

suffer if he is called away at this time. Accordingly,
he offers Will a thousand dollars if he will take his

place. Will hesitates for a while but with the prom-
ise of five hundred dollars to spend in a few days and
five hundred dollars on his safe return from battle.

Will decides that it is a sporting proposition for him,
and that he hasn't very much to lose, since his life

doesn't mean very much to anyone. He has come
to the United States to find Su, whom he knew and
loved when they both were youngsters, but by this

time he realizes how ridiculous it is to try to find a
girl who is somewhere in the United States. There-
fore, he goes down to the recruiting office with Mr.
Mellon and having passed the physical examination, is

given the first payment of five hundred dollars. He
has a reckless but thoroughly enjoyable time for a
few crowded days, and then settles down to the war
business. Packed uncomfortably in box cars, the
union troops are met with jeers as they get on rebel-
lion territory. More than once, the soldiers are or-
dered to charge with bayonets at the townspeople who
disregard the quiet order of the captain to cease
their annoyances. A civil war is a sad thing! Drill
is followed by marauding expeditions, in which the
Union soldiers destroy all the farms, warehouses, and
homes of the enemy. The Union troops are on a hill

when they discern a body of Confederate soldiers
marching towards them. The command of fire is not
given until the waiting men can hear the talking
and laughing of the unsuspecting Southerners. Be-
wildered at the sudden stream of fire, they break
rank, and the Secessionists lose about fifty men. How-
ever, it is not to be a Union victory, for the little

group is just the advance troop and the arrival of
re-inforcements gives the advantage to the Rebels.
Will Smith receives a shattered bone in his arm.
Helped from the field by a comrade, he is removed
to the hospital established just back of the lines, and
subsequently he receives his honorary discharge from
the army. Arrived back in the North, Will goes to
a government hospital for treatment. He communi-
cates with Mr. Mellon, who is greatly relieved to
find the boy he had sent to the war, alive. For
many months he had been tortured bv the fear that
Will, who might have been safe in England, might,
because of him, be lying dead, on a battle field. Im-
mediately he gives the boy the five hundred dollars
promised him, and invites him to his own palatial
residence to recuperate. Will goes, and to his amaze-
ment discovers that Mr. Mellon is married to none
other than,—Su, whom Will has come to the United

States to find. He conceals his agitation, but the
first opportunity he gets, he asks his hostess if she
is not the little girl he knew in England. In the
days that follow, the love of Will and Su bursts into
bloom, and fearing that their sense of honor, of in-

debtedness to Mr. Mellon, will fall before the power
of their love. Will goes gack to England, telling Su
he will always be there if she ever needs him.
Meanwhile, Mr. Mellon's business suddenly crashes

as a result of the war, and his health which has never
been too strong fails. Su nurses him for months and
he never realizes that his young wife has been in love
with somebody else. Only, some time after his death.
Will, the business he has built on the five hundred
dollar investment, surprisingly successful, assumes the
debts left by Mr. Mellon, and one beautiful Autumn
dav, Su and Will are married.

THE FUGITIVE

William A. Rego File No. 7103

WHEN his sons, Paul and Phil Barchenean.
reach manhood, Charles tells them that he is

"a fugitive from justice." After he married,
he had moved from his home in Canada to Boston,
sending for two years all the money he saved to his
brother-in-law, George, to invest in his, Charles'
name; but George had kept the investments for
himself. Upon a visit to George, Charles had dis-
covered this, and in the heated quarrel that ensued
knocked George cold by swinging a chair over his
head, and then escaped with his wife to a Vermont
lumber camp, wtiere they have made their home ever
since—escaped before the police could arrive to arrest
him as George's murderer. The day after he tells his
story, one of the men helping him run logs down
the river loses his balance and is drowned, and
Charles, once more being accused of killing a man,
runs away before arrest. He goes to New York.
where he learns through an old friend that George is

still alive, apparently having only been stunned by the
blow of twenty years before, Charles returns to Canada
to claim his valuable property there and offer it for
sale. George somehow discovers the police are after
Charles for the Vermont murder, and threatens to
give him up unless he surrenders to him the deeds
of his property, and Charles again runs off to New
York, not knowing that George follows him with the
idea of stealing the deeds and then turning him over
to the authorities. George gets a room next to
Charles, who hides the deeds elsewhere in the board-
ing house and then, becoming ill, writes to his son,
Paul, telling him that he is dying but will in some
way get the deeds sent to him and Phil, and not men-
tioning his address in New York. But Paul decides
to come and search for his father anyway, and easily
finds him through Miss Sue Morris, a girl whom he
meets on the train and immediately begins to love,
and who, he finds upon calling on her the first night,
lives in the same boarding house as his father. Three
nights later, Charles dies, first telling Paul of the
hiding place of the deeds in the room below. The
landlady's son, a scoundrel of the worst sort, over-
hears Charles' last words, as does also George, wait-
ing patiently with his ear against the wall between
his room and his brother-in-law's. They both make
for the place in question, and Sue, who happens to
be passing a moment later, sees George draw a gun
and shoot dead the boy as he gets to the deeds first.

She goes for the police, and when she returns finds
George gone arid her sweetheart, Paul, who was found
beside the body of the boy as he arrived a few sec-
onds after the murder, arrested. After a speedy
trial, Paul is sentenced to die in the electric chair,
the appeals of his mother and Phil for another trial
haying been refused, and Sue spends day and night
trying to locate George, the real murderer. The
night before Paul is to die, she finds him and follows
him home, entering his room and stealing his gun,
which evidence will prove Paul innocent. George,
however, catches her and locks her in the room,
telling her she can stay there till the next morning
when he is going to take her away with him. Never-
theless, she manages to escape and to reach the jail

just in time to save Paul. George, seeing he is

cornered when arrested, confesses, and Paul and Sue
go to "the little church around the corner." And
they lived happily ever after . . . !

THE WILD RAVEN
Guy Black File No. 7101

JON BLYPOINT, his young brother Reave, and
Issac Walton conspire to obtain the property of
one Mr. Simpson, whom they murder in a way

which leaves no clues. The son of their victim and
Reave, whom Jon doublecrosses and deprives of his
share of the money, plan to corner Jon and retrieve
the property, but are apparently foiled.
Ten years pass. The younger Simpson, who is

butler to Jon, now a very rich man, brings his mas-
ter one night an "extra" which tells about the escape
of a lunatic, a caged "freak" in the current circus.
The same night Issac comes to tell Jon that Simp-
son has discovered who wronged his father, and of-
fers to do away with him the same way as his fa-
ther, for an amount of money. Jon refuses to give
him any. The lights suddenly go out and Issac is
found when they come on again with a silver arrow
through his heart. The detectives arrive and can
prove nothing, although a mysterious black cloaked
figure is seen in a darkened room, but disappears al-
most at once. The next development is the murder
of the maid Sarah, who is also found with an arrow
which was thrown while the lights dimmed. The con-
trol of all the lights is found to be a switch just un-
der Jon's desk, but when he sees this discovered, Jon
presses a button and vanishes behind a panel, Dir-

I
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ected by a note found, and signed "The Raven", they

find Jon lying on the dining room floor ten mniutes

later The doctor, whom Smipson had called lor tne

maid, and who seems rather strange somehow, pro-

nounces him dead. The detectives are more than

ever puzzled. Jon must have killed Issac, they rea-

son, but who killed the maid (Jon was with them

when the girl's scream was heard), and who killed

Jon, and why had Brien, the cleverest man on their

force, suddenly disappeared? Furthermore, there

must be a sensible explanation for the notes signed

by "The Raven" and apparently sent by the weird

and elusive creature in the black cloak. This dis-

cussion is interrupted by an announcement by one of

the men that the dead body of Jon is no longer on

the dining room floor, nor upon searching can the

doctor either be found. As they are standing there,

the detectives notice a note on the table which says:

"You are not safe here. Come to library at once.

The Raven." In the library they are met by the

figure in the black cloak. The Raven, who covers

them with a gun and forces them to listen to a con-

versation carried on in a room behind the wall. From
what they hear, they gather that the speakers are

Simpson and the doctor, and that Simpson killed Jon

for revenge and killed the maid because she knew
too much They now plan to leave the house, certain

that The Raven will take the blame for the murders

since the notes they had sent were all signed as it

by him. The Raven then pushes a button that causes

the bookcase to swing out, revealing the two men,

who are immediately captured by the amazed detec-

tives. In a moment, it is revealed that the doctor

is an imposter, in reality Jon's brother Reave and

the escaped circus freak, who had been waiting ten

years for his chance for revenge. As to The Raven-
he is the missing Brien, the chief's best sleuth.

HIS HONOR, CHIEF RUSTLER

Nels Weed File No. 7043

TWO shots are fired, and before the cow punchers

can get out of their beds in the bunkhouse, the

cook shack of the Double Bar ranch is in flames,

to say nothing of the mysterious disappearance of

the cook and 'whoever fired the shots—all this the

night before the return of June Higgins, who had

taken over the management of the ranch since her

father's death, but who had been vacationing in the

East. Bob and Joe, her assistants, go to the station

to meet her train, accompanied by Mayor Downs,
who has always been attentive to June in spite of her

refusals to marry him. At the very moment that he

is welcoming her home, a clever robbery of the

town's bank and the murder of the cashier an hour

before, is puzzling the sheriff and his posse, who
trailed the criminals to a house where they found

only a note, saying, "You are fools. The Bank Rob-

bers." The next morning, a boy from the East,

called "Happy," comes to visit June, and the boys on

the ranch begin wondering when the marriage will

occur. The Mayor invites all of them, and also Chip

and all the men on his ranch which neighbors June's,

to a dance at Lazyville that night, and while they

are there someone sets fire to Chip's ranch house.

The next day a note is dropped by an airplane flying

over the Double Bar which says; "Your cook is in

the left pasture. He knew too much. The Bank
Robbers." It is now obvious that whoever has the

mortgages on the two ranches is taking this means to

keep the owners from being able to pay them and
thus making it easy to get the ranches cheap. The
rustling that is also going on at this point is pro-

bably a blind. Accordingly, June orders that two in-

stead of one should keep guard of the cattle to catch

rustlers, who probably are a part of the band known
as "The Bank Robbers." Happy insists on taking

a try at it, but two hours later his horse returns

riderless and with a note saying that the Bank Rob-
bers got Blackie, who was with him, and wounded
him so he could not mount his horse. June and the

cow punchers rush to his rescue, and while June
cares for Happy, her men trail the robbers without
success. The following morning June and Happy
take a train bound for New York, leaving the ranch
again in charge of Bob and Toe. One afternoon,

afterwards, a plane flies over the Double Bar and
drops a note signed by June and telling the cow
punchers to call the sheriff and go at once, armed,
to a spot where the cattle are. They arrive just be-

fore the rustlers, arrange a trap, and after a short
fight capture all of the band who were not shot. The
leader of the robbers is thus discovered as Mayor
Downs himself. And just then, the plane appears
again above the Double Bar, only this time it lands,
discharging one passenger, June, and the pilot, Happy.
The latter young man had an idea of how to corner
the robbers and the Mayor, whom he suspected; so
he and June had under the pretense of going to New
York accomplished the feat—and incidentally stopped
to get married before their return.

ENGAGEMENT FOR PROFIT
Gracey McDaniel File No. 7033

THAYER CUNNINGHAM, a Texas ranger with a
handsome face and a soul of the devil, promises
his girl Kate, who has gone to jail to shield him

from a murder charge, that he will somehow contrive
to obtain a large sum of money to have her released
and make it possible for them both to "skip the coun-
try" together. He pretends he has an idea concern-
ing the location of an undiscovered oil well and gains
the confidence of Jim Burdock, thus meeting his
younger sister, Curvie, in whom he suddenly becomes
very interested when he finds that her father, Kerry
Burdock, is an extremely rich man. In a short time,

Curvie, who is swept oflt her feet by Thayer's at-

tentions, loses interest in her long devoted suitor,

Stan Gainfes, a pal of her brother's, and announces her

engagement to the fascinating Thayer. Unaware of

his plan to marry her, rob her of a goodly part of

her fortune, and then run off with his real sweet-

heart Kate,—Curvie tells her trusted fiance of the

truly huge sums of money her father has amassed,

much of which he secretly retains in an iron chest

in the living room of their farmhouse, which is sit-

uated three miles from the next village and their

nearest neighbors. Kate's second trial for murder
comes up, and Thayer, desperate for immediate cash,

feels out his bride-to-be on the subject of a possible

loan and learns that she has nothing in her own right

and will not have until the event of her father s

death. He then remembers the iron chest, and later

that night returns to the Burdock home with the in--

tention of opening it and stealing a few thousand

dollars. Caught in the act by Curvie's father who
instantly recognizes the scoundrel, Thayer after a

terrific struggle shoots the old man in the heart. In

the meantime, Curvie, who was aroused by the

sounds of the fight on the floor below, makes her

way on horseback and with only an old coat over her

night clothes to summon help, being powerless to do

anything herself. When she returns with the police,

to her astounding amazement, Thayer is revealed as

the thief and the slayer of her father. Having had

great trouble in opening the chest, and not knowing
that his presence in tbe house has been detected,

Thayer is captured beside the dead body of Mr. Bur-

dock just as he is hfting the money from its hidden

resting place. Curvie's brother, Jim. who lives in

the village but who has accompanied the agents of

the law, and Stan, who also came with the Sheriff,

demand the right to take the law in their own hands

and revenge the betrayal of Curvie and her father.

Being refused by the Sheriff, they overpower his men
and take Thayer out onto the range and shoot him
dead with his own gun. As they dig a grave for the

corpse, they come upon the rich oil field they had

been searching. Stan leaves Jim to investigate while

he returns to comfort Curvie, whom he now again

dares consider as his bride-to-some-day-be.

WOMAN SPENDS
Nellie S. Miller File No. 7029

NETTIE HOLMES, an intelligent young woman
with a sort of wistful beauty, loves her home
and family dearly, but she inwardly writhes every

time she has to ask Jeff, her husband, for money. Not
realizing that she very often works harder than he,

caring for their home and the two tiny boys, and that

she longs for a little spending money all her own,—

-

Jeff demands an e.xact accounting of every cent, and
at each request for the necessary cash his attitude

seems to scream; "What have you done with what
you had?" After a typical scene such as this Nettie,

who is hurt and unhappy generally but yet will not

assert her rights, writes a short story with herself

as the heroine and secretly sends it off. The next

day, however, all thoughts of her thrilling secret are

substituted by worry over her two small sons, who
come down with whooping cough. Nettie soon catches

it also, and Jeff hires a nurse and deserts the quar-

antined home for the club. But he is apparently not

very lonely after all, for as soon as Nettie begins

convalescing she begins to hear ugly rumors about

her husband and Mrs. Reed, a fascinating divorcee

who is actually not nearly as attractive as Nettie but

who has money to spend on clothes and beauty par-

lors and all those little things that contribute to a

woman's charm—little things that Nettie never dares

buy with Jeff's strictly budgeted allowance. The day
the quarantine is lifted and Jeff is to return to his

own house, Nettie has another caller first, no less a

personage than the president of the publishing com-
pany to whom she had sent her manuscript. He had
somehow gotten hold of her story in passing through
his iDig office and, being impressed by the simple and
convincing style of the realistic story of modern mar-
riage, has come to meet the author and pay her him-
self. Using her writing as an excuse,—for from this

date on, Nettie's stories begin to sell frequently,—
Richard Searle, the publisher, visits Nettie often and
occasionally takes dinner with her and Jeff. Jeff soon

notices that Searle is in love with his wife, but Net.

tie assures him that she has made him promise to be

only her friend. He then realizes that Nettie becomes
more attractive every day, and begins to wonder
where her new clothes and knick-knacks are coming
from, being totally ignorant of her new source of in-

come through writing. Losing all interest in Mrs.
Reed, he begins to think that the loyal and full love

of Nettie is his greatest desire, and both his atten-

tions to her and his jealousy of Richard Searle in-

crease daily. The climax to the situation occurs when
he goes one day to pay an old loan at the bank and
is told by an official that his wife has an account of

her own there and has paid the note in full. Certain

that she must be accepting all this money from Rich-

ard, his rage is mingled with remorse for his own
blindness in letting someone else discover his wife

while he had a cheap affair that meant nothing. Net-

tie understands that he really is sorry and so tells

him of her writing and relieves him of all his doubts,

well knowing that his love will never stray from home
again.

ILLICIT LOVE
Zetha Hicks File No. 6984

THE only child of a doting father. Moiia. engaged
to devoted but unexciting Morgan Turner, per-

suades Elsie Clark, her roommate at College who
thoroughly disapproves of the adventure, to slip over

the border and spend an evening at a Mexican cab-

aret, with her. Intrigued by the interest displayed by

one of the other patrons of the cafe, Mona accepts the

invitation to dance with a handsome, fiery young '

Latin. She introduces Elsie whose distrust is uncon-
cealed to him, and Felipe Hernandez begs to be per-

mitted to take the girls home. Although she refuses

his request, Mona promises to return the next after-

noon. On a flimsy pretext, Mona again crosses the

border and with Elsie's warnings ringing in her ears,

she drives out into the country with Felipe. He cov-

ers her face with his burning kisses and Mona is un-

controllably fascinated by his ardent love making,
so different from Morgan's who is content just to be

near her loveliness. Again and again on her stolen

visits to see Felipe he begs her to allow him to meet
her father, stating that his attentions are honorable,

but Mona, engaged, dares not introduce him at home,
and keeps her excursions secret from everybody.

Morgan is at a loss to account tor Mona's preoccu-

pation as are the other members of the younger set,

but her fiance is patient with her. Meanwhile Felipe

becomes more importunate, begging Mona, who is be-

ginning to tire of his ardor, to marry him. He is

called out of town and when he returns at the end
of two weeks, even more insistent than formerly,

Mona realizes that she is tired of the whole affair,

and as he questions her lack of responsiveness, she

admits that she wishes to stop seeing him. Aghast,
he exclaims that he can't give her up, he loves her.

As Mona makes herself clear, he accuses her of hav-
ing played with his love, arousing it and not satisfy-

ing it, and she heartily wishes she had never started

the business. Telling him that she is going to marry
another, she rides off leaving him with a tortured ex-

pression. A few nights later, she is awakened during
the night by a conviction that someone is in her

room. Her father has left on a business trip, and her

aunt is deaf. Terrified, she is warned to keep quiet

and get into her clothes, packing what she needs for

a long stay. Offering her kidnappers every induce-

ment to let her free, she is taken, protesting, to a car

and driven to a place where Felipe is waiting, his

face drawn and white, beside a plane. Her bribes

are useless and she is overcome with the realization

that no one knows anything of Felipe, and that her
departure with her clothes will appear to have been
an elopement. Tears, recriminations and appeals have
no effect, Felipe insisting that she shall be his bride,

reminding her how she had returned his kisses with
an ardor to match his own, not so long ago. Bitterly

regretting her recklessness, the plane sets out in the

driving storm over the mountains of Mexico. Sud-
denly the airplane swoops down, its wings rent. The
pilot shouts that he will try to stay its fall, but
caught tightly in Felipe's arms, Mona regains con-

sciousness, her head bound by Felipe who is thanking
God that she lives. The pilot has been killed and
Felipe's right hand hangs limply. Waving off her
concern for him, he assures her that they are, for-

tunately, near his estate. They walk many miles, and
Mona faints when they reach his estate. On her re-

covery she discovers that she is being held a prisoner

and that Felipe's broken arm has made him very ill.

For weeks, Felipe beseiges her with requests to drop
her hatred of him,—his love for her being too strong
to let her go. When she bitterly spurns his offers of

marriage, he warns her that he will take her in any
case. One night, his desire too strong to be stayed
by her protests, he enters her room. Subsequently,
while Mona toys with the thought of suicide, he sees

her at his will, leaving her only when business de-

mands his presence elsewhere. While he is gone,
Mona bears a child and her will broken, marries Fe-
lipe on his return. He insists that she introduce him
to her father, and expecting denunciation, Mona is

astounded at the cordiality of her father's reception.

He is happy to see her and proud that she has mar-
ried Felipe, son of his best friend when he was in

Mexico years before.

THE TELL-TALE NAIL

Rubie Estella Driggs File No. 7007

MAJOR DANIAL COOPER, an aristocratic south-
ern gentleman, in the year 1858, introduces his

beautiful brunette daughter to the cream of so-

ciety at a brilliant ball, to which his adopted son,

Thomas, brings a radiant blonde, Nell Blystone, who
has never been seen in these parts before. Discover-
ing that this unknown belle is an orphan. Major and
^Irs. Cooper firmly refuse to allow their son to marry
her as he desires. And so Thomas persuades her to

live with him until he is of age and can do as he will.

He buys her a little cottage on the outskirts of the
town and gets Cloe, an old slave woman on the
Cooper plantation, to go to live in the cottage as
Nell's servant. He then pretends he has a job in New
York and leaves home for a month of happiness with
the girl he loves. His father, however, discovers the

truth of the matter; and both he and his wife be-

lieve that this is only one atTair in the boy's Hfe, and
are relieved to feel that he will never marry the girl

without family or background after all. In the mean-
time, they are planning a large dinner, at which the

Major will announce the engagement of Beatrice, his

popular young daughter, to Major Fillmore, the "best
catch" of Mobile society. On the morning of this

party, Beatrice and her fiance go to have a mani-
cure, the first beauty parlor in Mobile having just

been opened by an eastern woman. But the mani-
curist refuses to dress Beatrice's nails when she dis-

covers dark blue streaks which signify colored blood.

The manager of the salon orders her out, calling her
a "slave-child". The enraged and shocked girl tells

not a word of this to her fiance, only begs him to

take her home. Her astounded mother blames the

tragedy upon her father's youthful indiscretions, but
he denies it and hurries preparations for the approach-
ing marriage of Beatrice and Fillmore. The wedding
takes place, and at the proper moment, the bride and
groom leave the feast to go to the train. It is a
stormy night—the horses become unmanageable and
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run away, throwing over the carriage and injuring
Beatrice and Fillmore, who are carried into the near-
est house to wait for a doctor. This refuge happens
to be Thomas Cooper's "love nest", the cottage he
bought for Nell. As the badly hurt bride is laid on
Nell's bed, Cloe, the slave woman, rushes in and takes
Beatrice in her arms, begging her to open her eyes
and look at her mamma, her very own mamma. Cloe
then explains to Major and Mrs, Cooper, who arrive
at this second, that Beatrice is indeed her daughter,
hers and the Major's. She had been born the same
day as Mrs. Cooper's child, and she, Cloe. feeling the
injustice of the different lots of two children with
the same father, had changed the babies when they
were a few days old and brought up the Cooper child
as an orphan she had found, naming her Nell, Nell
Blystone! Fillmore and Beatrice die from internal
injuries, thus blessed with ignorance of the fact that
that beautiful girl is legally a slave. And Thomas'
foster parents take Nell home with them, never re-
vealing her identity, but giving her a fine wedding
and thus making her the true and acknowledged wife
of their adopted son.

THE GENTLEMAN CROOK
Jeanne Donnell File No. 7011

CAUTIOUSLY, a burglar lets himself into the
spacious living room of Eddie Peabody, and
switches on the light. Opening the door of her

bedroom, Tess clad in a pink negligee, calls in a high-
pitched nervous voice, "That you, Eddie?" "Yeah,"
a masculine voice answers, "but you stay there. I've
got a surprise I don't want you to see until the
morning." "O-oh." she coos, "please, Eddie, let me
come down!" but in response to a startled order to
toddle back to bed, she waits in her darkened room
until he. asking her not to switch on the light be-
cause he has a headache, asks her for the money she
has drawn out of the bank. Telling him that she be-
lieved it would be safer hidden under her pillow, she
gives it to him and draws down his head kissing him
in a rush of emotion because of his unusual consider-
ation in preparing a surprise for her. "Goodnight,
dear," she whispers softly. "Goodnight," he ans-
wers, and steals softly from the room, his fingers
tightly grasped about the wad of money.
Several hours later, Tess awakens with a strange

feeling of apprehension. The ominous stillness is

broken by the hurried tread of slippered feet and the
pleasant sound of water running in Eddie's bath.
Then Eddie Peabody, her husband, clad in his fav-
orite blue striped pajamas, throws open the door of
her bed room, and salutes her gaily, and as she in-

quires solicitously about his head, he replies with a
snort, "Humph! Nothing wrong with my head. The
troubles' in your head, Mrs. Peabody." She giggles
explaining that she is inquiring about his headache,
not his head. He answers tersely that she should
have said so. and adds that nobody said anything
about a headache. "You said you had a headache",
she tells him and averring that he must be crazy she
receives his acquiescence to the indictment followed
a moment or two later with a request for the money
she has withdrawn from the bank. An argument fol-

lows in which Tess claims she gave it to him, and
finally he looks at the pupils of her eyes and con-
tritely apologizes for calling her a liar when she is

obviously ill. She giggles hysterically while he sum-
mons a doctor, pronouncing gravely that the doctor
will think Eddie insane. However, the medical man,
after a thorough examination fails to detect any signs
of fever or other abnormalities and after his departure
Eddie and Tess fall into a violent argument in which
each accuses the other of deceiving. The mutual
calumny does not cease until the lusty call of a news-
boy shouting about a recent robbery sends both scut-
tling down to buy the paper. The next moment Eddie
excitedly bursts in on Tess waving a scrap of white
paper before her eyes. Thrusting the sheet which he
has found on the table, into her hands with the
shouted explanation that he believes he's beginning to
see light, the secret of their misunderstanding is re-
vealed to them as they read: "Dear Lady: I promised
you a surprise; and here it is. You will find your
money under the cover of the living room table. Be-
lieve it or not, I can't take it. I regret very much
that this is all I have to offer you in return for the
kiss you gave me last night. Wishing you much
happiness Sincerely, Eddie O'Neil." As they finish
reading it, Eddie looks at Tess severely, murmuring
"for the kiss!" and then pulls Tess into his arms and
takes the kiss she thought she gave him last night.

THE KEY OF LOVE
Louella Bn File No. 7133

EDWARD GRANT, a promising young musician of
twenty-two years, marries a charming widow
eight years his senior, when she receives a scar

on her face in an auto accident due alone to his care-
less driving. Nancy, his wife, has a younger sister,
Stella, a gay sophisticated modern girl, but one who
adores friends and parties mostly because of her pen-
chant for cheering people up with her happy and lov-
mg personality. After the death of her baby boy, Nancv
begs Stella to give up- her own little apartment and
come live with her and Edward, who, because of his
work must leave her alone much to her own thoughts
and grief. Stella sees how much she can do for her sis-
ter and so, after long hesitation and with the greatest
reluctance, she renounces her free, independent life in
a home of her own and goes to give everything she
has to her adored sister. Edward, relieved from much
worry about Nancy due to her loneliness, and admir-
mg Stella's pluck and sporting spirit, begins to love
this cheerful and beautiful new member of his family,

and_ in fact she is not liked full-heartedly by only Eu-
genia, Edward's sister who comes several times a year
to pay her brother and his wife a visit and who is

bitterly jealous of her brother's affections. In time.
Stella has given up most all the things she used to
love in order to be constantly with Nancy, and when
Nancy falls ill, her self-sacrifice increases. For two
long years, Stella nurses her sister, giving her much
care and love, sometimes working all day to secure
more money with which to pay doctors and buy com-
forts, and then sitting the entire night at the sick
bed. In this time. Edward comes more and more to
love Stella, and although the subject is never men-
tioned between them out of respect for the suffering
Nancy, there is sort of a joyous mutual understand-
ing. Near the end of the second year, Nancy's con-
dition suddenly takes a turn for the worse, and Ed-
ward wires Eugenia who immediately comes on. So
it is that Stella alone is with Nancy when she passes
away, Eugenia having dragged Edward downstairs a
few minutes before, telling him he must not take this
too hard, especially outwardly, because he comes from
a fatnily that prides itself on never showing personal
emotions. Coming down from the room where her sis-

ter now lies dead, Stella hears this cold and brutal
talk of Eugenia's and runs up to her own room where
she cries herself to sleep. Longing to give Edward
the love and companionship she knows he needs and
wants but doesn't quite dare take in front of his
domineering and disapproving sister, Stella, in the
weeks that follow Nancy's departure, grows more and
more unhappy and finds herself constantly quarreling
with the condescending and disagreeable Eugenia.
After one such fight, Stella states her intention of
leaving Edward's house at once and persists in doing
so despite Edward's timid pleas for her to stay. She
pities him and loves him, but she is tired of his utter
lack of independence.
Five years later, Stella, who has resumed her gay

interesting life and is growing younger and prettier
every day, passes Edward on the street one day, and
is touched by his envying glance at the laughing, care-
free group with her. She knows that Edward's in-
vestments have suffered, and that Edward and Eu-
genia are leading a rather miserably poor and lonely
life, and so writes a note to Edward asking if she
may come to see them. "Stella—for God's sake come
to me," is his answer, and upon her arrival, Eugenia
herself opens the door with actual tears in her eyes
and watches Edward's and her long-awaited embrace
without a trace of the old resentful feeling. Through
this woman whom her brother loves, Eugenia has
found life's key of love. And Edward and Stella have
at last found each other.

Edith Bj<

HIS QUEST
File No. 7120

WHEN Richard's mother dies, she leaves behind
the philosophy that, "Nothing is completely
ugly. There is beauty in all things, if you

look for It." The memory of these words keeps him
froni bemg submerged in the realization of the bitter
truths when, at a tender age, he goes to sea as a
cabin boy. Even among the rough seamen, however,
he maintants firm friendships despite the fact that his
mode of living is utterly at variance with theirs. Thus,
keeping always unsmirched his code of beauty, he
works himself up to a captaincy. Once, at sea, having
come to the rescue of a sinking ship, he, himself, saves
a girl. In the days that follow before his ship lands,
he spends all his spare moments with Lila, and she,
young and untouched, confides all her dreams to him.
He awakens her slowly and perfectly until she is his
for the asking. Rejoicing, Richard goes back to his
home town, and on the top of an isolated hill, fash-
ions a house of great beauty.
However, in the interim. Lila is victimized by a

playboy who takes her by storm. Succumbing to the
superficial gaiety extended to her. Lila dances madly
on, all the careful beauty becoming smirched and
ugly. Richard returns, and broken bv the discovery
of Lila's frailty, resolves to rebuild 'the woman he
loves, but Lila only laughs harshly. Making a last
attempt to save Lila from certain pain, Richard tries
to arouse the humanity of Lila's betrayer but is
jeered for his interference. He returns to the house
on the hill but seized with an intolerable misery, he
orders it closed on completion.
A longing for travel overpowers him, and for years

he restlessly wanders from country to country, cloaked
in the consciousness of his disillusion. For all the si-
lence he maintains about his past, he becomes a figure
invested with a certain glamor that e.xerts an irresis-
tible fascination over women. Strolling through one
of the gardens of a gambling casino on the continent,
Richard surprises Helena, an American woman, who
has in a single mad impulse lost all her money on a
spin of a roulette wheel. Desperate, she is contem-
plating ending her life, when gallantly, if apparently
indifferently, Richard aids her. Sardonically he points
out the futility of her gesture, and assures her that
life can have a tremendous attraction. She yields to
his suggestion, and as he drops her at her hotel, ac-
cepts an invitation to dine with him the next evening
Richard finds himself falling in love with her sophis-
tication and womanliness, but remembering too well
the hurt he has suffered, he attempts to hold the af-
fair lightly. Moved too, Helena struggles against the
implacable barrier that Richard whose love she can
sense, has erected between them. And when, in the
magic of a moonlight night, Richard tells her in a
deadly calm voice that marriage is not for him. Hel-
ena decides simply to leave him. since she cannot have
him. and go to France to live with a maiden aunt in
comparative isolation. Feeling her loss keenly, Rich-
ard returns to America and the house on the hill, the
massive memoriam to a deserted dream, only to find
that Helena alone belongs here. With that realiz-
ation, he returns for her and together they find that
the house can, indeed, enclose a great happiness.

ONWARD SOLDIER
John M. Camp File No. 7098

BEFORE a radio broadcasting a story of the Rev-
olutionary war, sits a man. As the loud speaker
spins tales of the hardships and misery experi-

enced by untrained soldiers equipped with ancient
weapons that were a menace to the man shooting as
well as the man shot at, a knock is heard at the door.
The radio listener turns and through the shut door
wisps the figure of an old man in a long white robe,
carrying a scythe. In a low voice he says that he,
Time, will turn the calendar back and show what
George Washington would have done with one sub-
marine and one airplane and ammunition!
The calendar stops its unfolding and it is July 1776.

This small town of the narrow, muddy streets, and
the houses made of logs, is New York. The settlers,
though incredulous of the supposed powers of the air-
plane, agree to keep its presence a secret. Accord-
ingly, it is a complete surprise to the British soldiers
and their hated Hessians hired at thirty-six dollars
per head. Over the heads of the terrified Red Coats
the plane flies, dropping bombs where they can't kill
anybody and. as it nears the huddled troops, open-
ing fire with the machine guns, using explosive tracer
bullets which can clearly be seen. Meanwhile the
American soldiers surround the helpless British
and cover them with their muskets. Thus is the
whole British Army taken without a single shot being
fired directly at them. In the meantime, the British
Fleet anchored oft' Sandy Hook is astounded by the
machinations of the submarine which sinks from sight
when the sailors fire a cannon ball at it. But retri-
bution is swift, and the sub swoops to the surface
again firing one torpedo at the ship with the smoking
gun. It races across the water and strikes a small
sail boat amidships, sending it up in the air in a
mass of debris which well can be used as kindling
wood. A few men can be seen desperately swimming
toward the nearest ship. Almost as if by magic, every
ship in the fleet pulls down its colors and hoists a
white flag. The sailors are ordered by the men aboard
the death-dealing submarine to abandon their ships
and the Americans scurry aboard His Majesty's ships
and strip them of all ammunition and all the food ex-
cept enough for supplies for the sailors for a quick
trip back to England. Some of the boats are then
lashed behind the submarine which tows the prisoners
back to England. It had taken the British about
thirty days to come over, about ten to get back. Near-
ing the enemies' shores, the ships are released with
orders to tell the King just what happened to his
Army and Navy and to warn him that unless a mes-
senger returns in forty -eight hours with an uncon-
ditional surrender, payment for all the damage done in
the colonies, and an assurance to the settlers of peace
and good will from England, that country will be
blown to bits by bombs dropped from an airplane. The
submarine had been an airplane carrier, and to bear
out the message, a few bombs are dropped at the
outskirts of the city. The effect is astounding! Every
ship in the British Navy returns loaded with supplies
for reparations to the Colonies. General Washington
infinitely pleased by the results of the trip, sends
food and supplies to all the colonies and suggests
that they all join in a three day celebration.
Meanwhile, the Indians begin to give trouble and

the airplane is brought out again, dropping tear
bombs. Told that the bird that droits vapor causing
temporary blindness, will be peaceful as long as they
do not molest the white people, they subside. At this
point the dreamer is awakened by the signing off of
the radio whose broadcast had induced the specula-

THE KLEPTOMANIAC
Grace Ashe File No. 7105

BOLTING to a sitting position in his massive an-
tique bed, Gaynor Morrison listens intently for a
repetition of the sound which had awakened him.

The radiolite clock indicates twenty minutes past two
and not a sound is to be heard except a late train
pufling its way from the suburban station a few blocks
a\vay. A sudden gust of wind parts the window cur-
tains, and just as ITorrison prepares to drop oflF to
sleep again he hears a soft tapping begin down the
hall. As a faint cough sounds outside his door, Mor-
rison impatiently wonders how much longer Jane is
going to insist on retaining old Benjamin, once a
good handy man but now a nuisance at seventy years.
He would speak to Jane tomorrow about having Ben-
jamin placed in a Home. Why is Jane so confound-
edly fond of the old codger?
Getting up to help him find the medicine he is prob-

ably looking for, Morrison is astounded to find the
stooped old figure assorting the contents of the jewel
casket in Jane's room. As he pockets an earring,
Morrison shouts from the doorway, "Hey! What the
Hades are you doing in there!" Ben drops a brooch
and wheels around, peering over his steel-rimmed
spectacles at his outraged employer, his jaws sagging
open. As Morrison seizes the old man's lapels and
shakes him until he rocks back and forth, he demands
an explanation. Ben, raising his hands and letting
them fall helplessly at his side, lets his head droop
forward, as he whispers he has none. However, when
Morrison calls his debutante daughter, Ben pleads with
him not to wake her up, she has just gotten in. And
while the little weazened man wrings his hands and
cries softly, and Jane sleeps peacefully on, Morrison
wonders what kind of man is this who barely three
weeks ago had risked his life to rescue Jane's Pek-
ingese dog, perched on an upturned canoe in the bay,
in fact all her life had been quietly, devotedly at-
tempting to comply with her unaccountable, insatiable
whims, and now, is here robbing her of her jewelry!
Suddenly Morrison realizes how unjust he has been to
accuse Jane's friends of carelessness when their cig-
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arrette cases, pen knives, and many other trinkets

had been misplaced or disappeared. Benjamin had
probably been accumulating things so that in his old

age he wouldn't be put in a home. Delivering a

scathing denunciation and after thoroughly searching

the old pilferer, Morrison has him turned out into a

chill November drizzle with a last admonition that

he is lucky not to be turned over to the police.

Bringing a sheaf of references, a young butler suc-

ceeds Ben. He is exemplary, but often Morrison finds

himself missing Ben's doting patronage and some-
times after a particularly alcoholic evening, he fan-

cies he can hear Ben's dragging footsteps in the

hall. Early one morning, Morrison comes home from
a prolonged stag and picks up a miniature, perfumed
change purse, its silken cord severed as if by a sud-

den jerk. He thinks of Benjamin who probably would
have mended it for Jane and accuses himself of having
been too hasty with Ben. Undressing, he is awak-
ened by a shot fired by the new butler, and rushing
out sees Ben dying, whimpering, "Vou just got to

quit it Janey, lamb." All these years he had been
returning the baubles which Janey, a kleptomaniac,
had been steaHng, trying to get her to stop. Even now
his horny, relaxed hand bears Jane's loot of the even-

ing, a thin, initialed watch and a miniature purse with

a broken cord.

WATERFRONT
Mrs. Nellie Walkin File No. 7067

JACK McAllister, well known "play boy", tells

i\Iary Burke, that she is, first of all. too modern
to actually go through with her stated intention

of marrying a poor but fascinating young jockey whom
she has met while wintering in Florida, and who has
asked her to go home with him to his own little

farm in Iowa. Mary is one of the richest girls in

the world, having been left a vast fortune on the
death of her parents when but fourteen years old, and
since leaving finishing school has spent all her time
playing around at the most fashionable summer and
winter seaside resorts. So it is that this girl, whose
secret longing is to have a home, refuses the proposal
of Jack, whose life is nothing but travel and good
times, and goes joyously to become the mistress of

poor Alvin Perry's humble home. But there is a great
difference in Alvin's attitude as time goes by, and an
unbelievable contrast between his treatment of Mary
the first ecstatic week they spend together on the
farm and say—six months later. Her husband be-
comes rude and gruff and reveals all sorts of conven-
tional and old-fashioned ideas about women's obedi-
ence and the "place of a woman only in her home",
and Mary begins to think that she is really Alvin's
servant and not his companion and wife. The climax
occurs when, after a day of particularly hard work at
the house for Mary, Alvin returns late' and in a high-
ly intoxicated condition. He is not only offensive be-
cause of his drinking, but has on one of his worst
varieties of grouches, and between the two conditions
manages to find fault with everything regarding Mary
and her work. For the first time, she talks back to
him, having always refrained for the sake of peace,
and soon a heated scene is in progress. This ends
only when Alvin, in a drunken rage, throws her down
and stamps out slamming the door behind him. Mary
has only that morning received a glowing letter from
her old lover, Jack, begging her to tell him if ever
she should change her mind in reference to his pro-
posal, and again professing his adoration and love.
The letter, full of news of her favorite resorts, had
made her more than ever lonesome for the free happy
life on her adored "waterfront". Her first thought
when Alvin commits what seems to her the last out-
rage and slams the door, is to get away, get back to
the sea and her old life. A week later she is again
in Palm Beach, where she first met her jockey lover
and determined with him to settle down in a home,
and he is again present, buj this time he has followed
her as she fied from that home and is begging her to
come back. "No." she tells him, "I was mistaken. I

thought a house of my own for summer and winter to
share with someone else was a home. But home
means really just this: love, companionship, equality,
—shared!" And leaving him, Mary dashes out onto
the beach where she can again hear the sea roar and
the ocean breeze blows through her hair, and soon in
the moonlight she discerns Jack coming toward her.
"Jack, Fve come back, I've come home," she cries,
and goes to his waiting arms.

THE TRAIL OF LOVE
Paula Harrer File No. 7082

IN Paris, John Ward, a respected member of the
Four Hundred, meets Count von Hohenfels and
accepts the invitation of the Count who had been

a dear friend of his at Heidelberg University, to come
to Bavaria with his daughter, Diana, and spend a few
weeks as the guests of his old school mate. Arrived
in the quaint village, the townspeople give the visit-
ing Americans a hearty and colorful welcome.

Diana, who speaks German fluently, becomes quite
friendly with the village girls and delights in climbing
the glorious Alps with them. The Count learning that
it is Diana's birthday, gives a partv for his young
guest at which she meets Baron von Sektendorf, a well
known habitue of several Monte Carlo Gambling
Clubs, where he has spent half of his father's fortune.
One day, out horseback riding, Diana is accompanied
by the Baron who has a charming manner especially
with women. Realizing that Diana is the only heir
to the Ward millions, the Baron takes her far into
the forest and stops at one of his hunting lodges.
Once inside, the Baron shuts the door and takes the
struggling Diana into his arms thinking she will be
glad enough to marry him afterwards. However, the
terrified girl screams, and Franz Lehmeier, handsome

son of the Burgomaster, who is out hunting, hears her
cries and forces in the door. The Baron, furious at the
interruption, attempts to strike Franz, who with per-
fect ease drops him down the stairs. Franz takes the
badly frightened Diana home and asks her if she
wouldn't like to go to the Kirmas Dance at the tav-
ern Sunday night. Diana's father has been worried
by her long absence, but she doesn't tell him about
the Baron's misconduct. In a Bavarian costume bor-
rowed from one of the maids, Diana, Sunday, finds

herself falling in love with the Alpine lad, who is a

fine musician. The Baron sees her with Franz and
is smitten with jealousy and a desire for revenge for

the indignity imposed by the commoner. Wandering
together in the lovely Alps, Diana finds that she has
completely succumbed to the charm of the village boy,
and he to her. They pledge a troth to each other in

their lovely bower. But the Baron interferes. While
Franz is risking his life to get some Edelweiss, the
lovely Alpine flower that grows only on the tops of

mountains, he is espied by his rival who convinces
Diana that Franz is hunting on Government proper-
ty. No greater disgrace exists for the simple folk

than illegal hunting, and Diana believes the Baron's
lies. In fury she throws the Edelweiss which Franz
has risked his life to get, at his feet. His pride im-
measurably hurt, Franz decides to run off. The old
Burgomaster, missing his son, arouses the country-
side, and when they find Franz's coat, suppose he has
perished in the mountains. However, the Baron's
suit does not prosper, even now, and once in disgust,
he taunts Diana with having sent her innocent lover
to his death.
Never recovering, always hoping that Franz is still

alive, Diana, in New York goes to a concert at Car-
negie Hall, and to her amazement recognizes the Con-
ductor as Franz. Hardly daring to hope for forgive-
ness, she goes backstage, and Franz cries out in joy
at finding her. In her Park Avenue Penthouse, Diana
has her enga.geiiient to Franz Lehmeier announced at
a formal party.

SUSPECTS
W. A. Shufeldt File No. 7D8S

ON her eighteenth birthday, "Jerry", young Jap-
anese girl named after her American father who
had married her Japanese mother while stationed

in Tokio and been accidentally shot two weeks later,
comes to live in Washington with her father's broth-
er, and at once loves everything connected with her
adored father's country—includii^ one 'Tom Holland,
who tells her in confidence that he is a United States
Government Secret Service man who is to be sent
to Japan. It is known by the Cabinet that the Jap-
anese are attempting to overthrow their government
by a fascist movement if successful in their war
against China, and the Secretary oi War enlists the
services of Jerry, who though a typical Japanese is

the daughter of an American army officer and a
staunch American. She is to become intimate with a
Jap called Matsu, who is suspected as the leader of
the Japanese Secret_ Service in the United States, and
Tom sees this man enter Jerry's home three nights
in succession when she has refused to go out with
him. Tom accuses her of no longer loving him, but
she tells him nothing and begs him just to trust her.
Tom's last Sunday before his departure for Japan ar-
rives, and Jerry saves him the day, suggesting that
they drive out to a small town a hundred and fifty
miles from Washington to have dinner with her cousin
there, and then drive back in the moonlight. On the
way back, their car is stopped by three Jap thugs
with loaded guns. They are forced to enter an old
deserted house, where they are met by more Japs,
among these Matsu. They linow that Tom is being
sent to their country, and are determined to make him
tell them the movements and plans that the United
States Government are going to take to protect
American lives and "property in the Manchurian war
zone. Meanwhile, Jerry remembers the job she has
promised to do for her father's country and pretends
great happiness at meeting Matsu, telling him she
had gone out with Tom merely as a Japanese spy. So
when Tom refuses to say anything and continually
denies that he is an American spv, Matsu tells him
that Jerry has already told him that he is, and think-
ing to anger him and thus throw him off his guard,
Matsu manages to have him overhear a love scene
between him and Jerry, who is making herself pretend
attachment for the Jap in order to get from him the
information needed by United States War Department.
Tom's faith in women is gone and his hate of Terry
immeasurable, but still he won't talk, and the Taps
begin to torture him. Jiist then a band of U. S. secret
service men arrive, having had a tip concerning this
Japanese war nest, and Tom immediatelv takes charge,
arresting all the Japs and also having Jerry taken as
a prisoner, refusing to listen to her explanation and
denouncing her in front of his men as the lowest of
spies. He receives orders to hold his prisoners and
wait there for the Secretary of War. who wishes to
question them at once. Upon his arrival, the old man
asks first to see the girl Jerry, who walks up to him
and hands him some papers, saying she got them from
Matsu before the arrest, when the quick Tap had
thrown all other papers on his desk into the fire. The
Secretary praises her highly for her fine work and
proved patriotism, and Tom. who has been looking on,
suddenly understands the reason for her actions. His
plea for her forgiveness is granted, and as soon as
the old man turns away, it is sealed by a kiss.

THE PATH TO PARIS
Merle Guy

tX the Bl

File No. 7093

and protect her and finally wins a thrilling gun battle

with the scoundrel at a dance where he had insisted
in pursuing the unwilling Ruth, who immediately falls

in love with her adoring hero. A couple known as
Mr. and Mrs. Farnum come to Lonesome Hollow and
try to buy the property of both the Kendalls and the
Sheldons for a thousand dollars a piece, knowing these
are lands rich in coal. They stay a week, raising
their price every day, but Mr. Sheldon still won't sell,

and the consent of both parties must be obtained.
So it is that Mrs. Farnum, who was in her youth a
promising young opera star, hears the voice of Ruth
as she sings in church, and knowing it is a real

voice, begs her old mother to let her take the girl

back to New York where she will see that she is

educated and trained. Mr. Farnum encourages his

wife, thinking this may be a way ultimately to force
the country people to sell, in gratitude for the help
to Ruth. So Ruth is rushed to New York, where life

seems a round of singing lessons, language lessons,

tutoring in the manners of society, hairdressers, dress-
makers, and teas and dances such as she never
dreamed could exist. Her singing master one day
says that she has gone as far as she can, and is now
ready for Paris. So they take her to Madame Vaselli,

who gets her a chance to sing in the Paris opera, and
it is arranged that she will make her debut there and
then come back to New York. Meanwhile Ruth sud-
denly stops hearing from Larry, whose simple, poorly
spelt and illiterately written letters were wont to come
every day in New York, and Ruth begins to enjoy
especiallj' the attentions of Vaselli's nephew. Bob
Gustafson. Bob is an exact opposite of Larry in every
way, reflects Ruthj and she wonders which one she
would rather marry, that is, if Bob should ask her.
Bob comes to take her for a drive the afternoon of

her debut at the opera house. She isn't supposed to
go out at all. but sneaks away regardless. He takes
her to his apartment and tells her it is hers, it will

be ready for her when she comes from the opera that
night. Then he slips a string of pearls about her
throat to "bring you luck tonight" and, taking her in

his arms, tells her again and again how much he
loves her. But he never mentions marriage and Ruth
is crushed and hurt. She rushes from him and runs
all the way home, where she throws herself upon the
bed and weeps and sobs. When Vaselli finds her, she
is frantic that Ruth should be so upset just before
her debut, and it is with great concern and worry
that she prepares her for the crucial night of her
career. But Ruth cannot gain interest as the time
approaches, and as she sits in her dressing room
waiting for her cue, she is dull and tired and cold.
Vaselli tries in vain to rouse her, but she sits there
not even hearing what the French woman says, and
it is nearly time for her to go on. Just then a Spec-
ial Delivery letter arrives. Vaselli says Ruth must
not be bothered, but the girl grabs for the missive
and reads it avidly. It is from Larry, who has been
silent all these months because he has been improving
and educating himself so as to keep up with the girl

he loves. Now he is ready to ask her once more to
be his wife. They have sold the land to the Farnums
for fifty thousand dollars and, the letter ends, how
soon can Ruth come to him? At once the girl chang-
es, she knows she has never been in love with Bob
and she is left breathless by the joyous news from
Larry. She walks onto the stage and sings as she
had never before, and her debut is one of the most
acclaimed triumphs of the season. VaselH rushes her
home after the opera, afraid for her voice which will
be ravaged by excess fatigue, and Ruth is not dis-

turbed till she wakes up the next morning. Then she
is greeted by a note from the president of the New
York Metropolitan Opera, who heard her debut and
wishes to give her a contract for the season in New
Y'ork. And so Ruth dashes to send a cablegram to
Larry to say she is coming.

WHAT PRICE POWER
Peter J. Pasholk File No. 7043

Mountain village of Lonesome Hollow.
Jim Dennison is the most worthless and villainous
young man in town, and when he begins to force
attentions upon Ruth Kendall, the village belle,

erstwhile admirer, Larry Sheldon, begins to watch

CARL, King of T in his war upon the neigh-
boring kingdom of R captures the Princess
Rose, whose father is killed in battle, and brings

her back to his castle, waiting till her eighteenth birth-
day before making her his Queen. As the romance
between these two begins to blossom, Bellini. Carl's
favorite minister and the heir to the throne in the
event of Carl's death without issue, pretends to like
the beautiful Rose and encourage her love for Carl,
but in reality is jealous of her power and anxious to
keep the young King from marrying her. He there-
fore has the King kidnapped by some of his men. who
tell Carl that they are doing this as orders from Rose.
The Minister then sets himself up as monarch of the
kingdom and acting ostensibly as the benefactor and
savior of the people, promises to spare no pains in

finding the true king and in the meantime to rule
with the good of the subjects his dearest concern.
Instead, tyranny and cruelty to those who resist in
the slightest prevails, and when Rose discovers that
the Minister is a hypocrite and the one who is actu-
ally responsible for all the misery in T , she leads
the people against the fort just outside the castle
gates, which fort is the stronghold of the Minister and
his followers. Bellini at once releases Carl, leading
him to believe that he alone discovered the kidnappers
and risked his life to save his King, and takes him to
the fort where he points out that Rose has turned
traitor and is leading Carl's own people against him.
The young King believes Bellini, and his first thought
after he and Bellini succeed in driving back and de-
feating those attacking the fort, is to find Rose and
have her killed. Knowing that Carl will hear the
truth about his rule, and being foiled in an attempt
to murder him in his bed. Bellini disappears just after
the victory of the King's men over the rising popu-
lace. Carl pacifies them easily and again they are
ruled by a just, kind, and wise monarch. But Bellini
is not defeated that easily—he returns very soon in
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disguise and secures the post of King's guard. As
such, he finds the missing Rose and brings her to

Carl, who makes himself too busy with plans for in-

vasion of the Kingdom of S and will neither see

or have anv words with the Princess. The masked

Bellini then offers her to the crowd, and after he

charges her falsely with various evil deeds in front of

them, asks that they be the jury and decide her fate.

Thev shout to burn her at the stake, but just as Bel-

lini 'leans over to light the fire under her, his mask
slips, somebody recognizes him, and the King orders

Rose freed. The false Minister escapes in the con-

fusion, taking with him the valuable plans for Carl s

next war campaign. Rose, to prove her love and de-

votion for Carl, goes after him and is captured by

Bellini's men and saved from torture only by the

timely arrival of Carl, who takes her back to his

castle where she will become his Queen.

THE GIRL FROM NOWHERE
Katie La Macchii File No. 7177

A FAT girl with stage ambitions—-ludicrous !
What

matter Mary's face like a lovely cherub or her

voice with its glorious richness, that heavy body

brings derision on its unhappy possessor from every

side. Gently told that she cannot have the role she

has been aching for in the school play, and the wrath

of her impatient father poured on her head for her

silly ambitions, Mary leaves home for the Mecca ot

the unwanted—Hollywood.
If scorn were her portion before, how much more un-

enviable is her position in the city of lovely women.
Mocked at in the casting offices and studios, her

hopes are raised high by a casting director, who
stifling a smile tells her to report for work the next

day. Her savings recklessly spent to get suitable

clothes, Mary comes happily to the gate the next

day, only to discover the cruel joke. Her work is—

scrubbing the corridors. Bitterly accepting the posi-

tion, she walks downstairs her eyes so blinded with

tears that she bumps into John McDonald, Gatta s

leading man. Furious, he looks up and catching

sight of the ridiculous figure that Mary cuts tears

welling in her brown eyes, he forgets his own anger

in having been summarily dismissed by the temper-

mental Gatta. With his manner sympathetic, he

takes her aside and learns the cause of her sorrow.

Then, very seriously, he asks if she will accompany
him to the Mayfair. Mary gasps. The Mayfair with

Jack McDonald! But he is evidently sincere. Won't
Gatta like that! The handsome boy she has been

toting about with her, whom she raised to her lead-

ing man, appearing in public with an ungainly girl!

That night, the polite Mayfair buzzes with the lat-

est scandal. Who is the fat girl with Gatta's lead-

ing man? What does it mean? And Jack, casually

picking up the last phrase Mary has used and turning

it to his own ends introduces his wide-eyed compan-
ion to Paula Rishel, the famous columnist, as the ris-

ing radio star. Mary comes home from her date with

Jack AIcDonald like Cinderella home from the ball,

and with a courtly bow, he leaves her, back on earth

again. But the tabloids are featuring the story and
Gatta is furious. Her rage makes the story even bet-

ter copy and soon Mary is found by reporters, and

—

she is asked to appear for an audition at one of the

leading radio stations, since if she has any sort of a

voice, her name will draw, now. Given an opportunity,

Mary's fine voice with its poignancy and expressive-

ness wins her public favor. Since she has always
been interested in children, she devotes herself to ap-

pearances for orphanage charities and
_
other philan-

thropic work until her name becomes identified with
her splendid work. Meanwhile, her gratitude to Jack
McDonald whom she has loved since that one glamor-
ous night which gave her her start is touching. He,
interested in the development of his impulsive action

comes to see her regularly, and soon becomes so

moved by her beauty of character and face, that with
a total disregard for her handicap, he falls m love.

However, he is held from confessing his love for her
by the difference in their positions, now that Mary is

one of the foremost radio stars, and he is less for-

tunate. At length, though, love conquers reticence,

and in a romantic public ceremony, Mary, who is

the idol of thousands, is united to handsome Jack Mc-
Donald whose love she had never dreamed of being
able to capture.

anese cook, becomes very ill and is taken care of by

Dr. Miller. That afternoon, he is worse, having a

high fever and a skin covered with bright spots, and

that night he dies. After all have gone to bed that

night, Muriel cannot sleep and decides to go for a

stroll around the deck. To her surprise. Miller

seems to have the same idea, and they meet. Muriel

remarks the strange almost crazed look is his eyes,

and when he tries to embrace her runs wildly back to

her cabin. In the middle of the night, the boat stops

for lack of gasoline. It is found that someone has

opened the tanks and let the gasoline run out. The
Captain orders that an S. O. S. be sent by the wire-

less operator at once, but the wireless set is dis-

covered damaged. So the flag of the ship is placed

upside down and flares are burned in the hope that

they will be seen by a passing boat. And to add to

all their calamities, both Bob and Mr. Lacey suddenly

take sick. The crew becomes panic-stricken and,

taking the only two life boats, deserts and takes al-

most all the food and water. The crazed look in

Miller's eyes keeps growing more and more intense,

it seems to Muriel, who refuses to allow him to go

near Bob or her father. But that afternoon, he

catches her off guard when she comes up to the

lonely deck for a breath of fresh air, and again tries

to force his attentions upon her. She can feel his

breath upon her throat as she struggles with him, and

actually frightened, she cries out. In a minute. Bob
has left his bed and comes to her. Completely disre-

garding his pain and weakness, he begins what turns

into a pretty rough fight. Trembling for the health

of her sweetheart, and shuddering to think what will

be her fate if anything happens to him, Muriel

watches them struggle. Just as it seems impossible

that Bob will be able to stand another five minutes,

a call from below is heard. "Muriel, Muriel, a ship,

a ship,—we're saved!" It was her father's voice,

calling from his sick bed. The two men instantly

stop fighting, and all three rush to see the ship. But
before it can cover half the distance, the love-

crazed doctor jumps overboard. His wild scheme to

poison Bob as he had the cook and then have Muriel

alone for himself, had been foiled.

The boat that soon comes up alongside turns out to

be from the home port of the Seabird, and gladly

tows her in. Bob and Muriel come up to watch the

sunset on the water—and decide they shall have a

honeymoon on the sea.

SPOTTED PERIL

W. S. Simpson File No. 7055

BOB STUART, football hero of his college, takes
Muriel Lacey, his "best girl," to the Senior
Prom, where Dr. Miller, a young professor en-

gaged in medical research, proposes to her and meets
with the reply that she loves only Bob. The next

day, Miller sees Mr. Lacey, Muriel's father, and when
the old man asks why he looks so blue, pretends
that it is just because he is so tired from his long
hours in the laboratory in search of the germ that

causes the sub-tropical disease, "Spotted Peril." Mr.
Lacey cautions him against studying too hard, say-

ing it is bad for the mind, and invites him to take
a three-day cruise on the Lacey yacht, the "Seabird,"
mentioning that Muriel and Bob are coming too.

Being very much in love indeed by this time. Bob
and Muriel leave Miller to play chess with Mr. Lacey
the first night on the water, and dance to the tunes
that come over the radio. Then they go out on
deck into the moonlight. As Bob takes her in his

arms, there is a sort of moving shadow, a figure

who has been watching from behind a boat and who
now makes his way to the galley without being no-
ticed by anyone. The next morning, Soto, the Jap-

AN APPLE A MINUTE
Dennis H. O'SulIii File No. 7186

PAVED "WITH GOLD
Jack E. Butts File No. 7215

CROUCHED behind a door, four college lads, shoes

in hand, watch Jim Riley, the red nosed night

watchman of St. Winifred's college, go by. It

is one a. m. and Bill Rawdon, the biggest of the four

has persuaded the others to construct dummies out of

their bed clothes and leave them in their beds while

the bovs sneak out to the neearby apple orchard of

Philip 'Hargrave and raid some of the luscious pip-

pins. Waiting until they are certain that the dis-

agreeable watchman won't suddenly decide to turn

back, the boys proceed in the bright moonlight and
whisperingly contrive to gather apples and place

them in large pillowcases which they have brought

for the purpose. Bill insists on eating his as he goes

to the disgust of his more cautious companions.
When they have each filled their pillow slips they de-

cide to return at intervals five minutes apart in order

to minimize the chances of detection. Bill is not at all

averse to coming in last, as he can devote himself

to fifteen minutes of uninterrupted apple-devouring.

Meanwhile, Jim Riley has taken a sudden notion to

inspect the dormitories, being a suspicious soul. To
the accompaniment of curses and insults. Jim flashes

his searchlight upon each occupant of the dorm. See-

ing a misshapen figure he helpfully proceeds to wake
up the sleeper and advise a more comfortable posi-

tion, only to discover the bed empty and the cover-

ings propped up. Moving about until he has counted
four unoccupied beds, Jim wakes up the headmaster
insisting that the official immediately apprehend the

culprits. Meanwhile in the dorms the boys are rue-

fully speculating about the punishment that is to

overtake the apple-stealing quartette, and fall into

elaborate slumber as the head master, amused at the

loud snores, appears. Meanwhile, outside. John Mar-
shall the first of the four, steps through the doorway
only to be seized by the headmaster and Jim Riley

and ordered to hand over his unsampled apples. As-
tonishment and indignation are followed by interest

as he is told to wait for the others. Thus one after

the other of the offenders meets the same surprising

reception while Bill, unsuspecting, amazes the spec-

tators by the quantity of apples he consumes. With
one rotating movement he seizes an apple -brings it

twice to his mouth for elephantine bites and reaches

for another. Minute after minute goes by and he

seems entirely forgetful of returning while the head-

master, Jim Riley and his three friends gulp at the

elasticity of his capacity. Finally, as they are giving

up hope of his being able to move, he wobbles un-

steadily to the doorway where he too meets with sei-

zure and the promise of a caning on the morrow.
However, Bill, at least, has had some apples for his

pains, the others having turned theirs over untouched.

The next morning. Bill awakes with terrific cramps
from his feast. In the school hospital, the pretty nurse

fixes him up—with a super doze of castor oil! Meet-

ing his forlorn fellow culprits. Bill confides his plan—
if they must be caned, it won't hurt half so much if

they are padded! Accordingly that morning when the

whippings are administered, each bends over for the

whacking, but Bill's bend is disastrous for his over-

stuffed pants rip, and book covers and other padding

materials stream out to the hilarity of the class and

head master. However, in a hand-to-hand encounter,

Jim Riley gets his. Before Bill administers any dam-
age, he relents and forgiving the cockney gains a

friend who subsequently winks at many apple raids.

THE shrill whistle of the tug towing the America

-

bound ship out of the harbor, rudely interrupts

Druery Flaherty's farewell song: "When I get

back to Ireland with my pockets full of gold ..." Tall

and stalwart, his sister, MoUie, at his side, Druery
dreams misty-eyed, of the land of opportunity, America.
On her way to her aunt in America, and traveling

alone, Annie O'Connor soon becomes acquainted with
the Flaherty's. A ripening friendship turns to love for

Annie and Druery. The trip proves too much for the

frail Molhe and in Druery's grief, Annie comforts
him lovingly. Castle Gardens now ElHs Island . . .

Much bewildered by the noisy crowds, the coup]e
manage to pass quarantine. Wild with joy, Annie
greets her aunt, with whom she resides. Naturally
ambitious and rather fortunate, Annie secures a fine

position, a maid for a bank president. Lonesome and
discouraged, no work in sight, Druery follows her.

One evening while secretly dining in Annie's kitchen,

he is surprised by the intrusion of the banker, Mr.
Crane, who angrily demands an explanation. Smiling
cynically at the naive honesty of Druery's

_
tale.

Crane offers to use him in a position as cashier in

his bank. With innocent eagerness, Druery walks
into the trap. Beside banking, Druery has a pet

hobby,—betting on his fighting game cocks, imported
from Ireland. Maliciously, Crane suggests a tourna-

ment. Druery agrees, confident of their fighting

prowess. Subtle hints from Crane . . . and Druery
steals two thousand dollars from the bank for betting

on his birds. As he watches the fight, a cold pers-

piration covers his forehead. His birds are drugged
and his position at the bank is jeopardized by the

missing money. Threatened with exposure, Druery
agrees to steal twenty- five thousand dollars for

Crane, after which he may gallivant in Havana for

a week, followed by arrest and a maximum three

years' sentence. Behind the bars, Druery ponders . . .

he has been charged with stealing three million dol-

lars. Recognizing the banker's trickery, he plans re-

venge with the aid of two others. Still a suspect after

his release from jail, Druery is shadowed by detec-

tives. Unable to catch the banker with this hin-

drance, the three plan a camping trip, obviously to

dig up the stolen money. Fooled by this ruse, the

detectives are led off the trail, and Druery and his

aides are free to work. From the inside, Annie in-

forms them that Crane has moved to San Francisco.

Arrest warrant in hand, Druery strolls nonchalantly

aboard the S. S. San Francisco. Flanked by police-

men, Druery invades the cabin of Crane and orders

his arrest. The conflicting stories of Crane and
Druery are carefully considered by Judge Brennan.
Smiling into the frank honest eyes of Druery, he

awards him the fifteen thousand reward, and harshly

sentences Crane to ten years of servitude. A hur-

ried telegram to Annie summons her to New York.

Starry-eyed she listens to the declarations whispered

in her ear by Druery. They are walking up the

gangplank of the steamer bound for Ireland. Tap-
ping the gold in his pocket, he smiles ... his prom-
ise fulfilled. Blended together in the twilight, two
figures glance back at the land of skyscrapers and op-

portunity.

SHIP'S CREW
Jack E. Butts File No. 7215

THE steamer "Dahomey" lies ready in the wharf,

awaiting the appearance of the purser. Impa-
tiently the captain waves his hand and the ship

slides out. George Barton, second purser, smiles

knowingly. With him out of the way, George may
aspire to the affections of Helen Ray, daughter of a

wealthy diamond mine owner. Much as Mr. Ray and
Helen admire George, he must at least be a purser

before he can think of marriage. Loaded with a

much advertised valuable cargo, the boat is peopled

with thieves and detectives. Anxious to be with

George, Helen is also on board, chaperoned by Alice,

who unknown to her is a detective. Overhearing a

plot to steal the diamond cargo, George, eager to get

in the good graces of Captain Smith, reports to

him. The conspirators are seized and transferred to

a tramp steamer returning to the States. With that

gang out of the way, George and his confederates

plan to sink the boat, first hiding the valuable loot

in the life boats. But all plans are forgotten in the

night of revelry, the masked ball. In the glamorous
moonlight, George dogs Helen's footsteps. She evades

him, becoming more interested in the wholesome
speeches made by the handsome boatswain, who she

learns is working his way on a wager. All her at-

tention is now centered upon Bill Perry. A sudden

rocking of the ship—a tremendous noise—explosions-
Sharp commands from the captain mobilize the crew

into action. Another blast and the lifeboats are

lowered,—women and children first. Helen and Alice

are in the boatswain's launch. Early dawn finds one

boat drifting towards King's Island, uninhabited but

in sight of the ship channel. Landing on the beach.

Bill with the help of the others unloads the boat and

prepares a meal. The smell of boiHng coffee, the

crisp crackling of bacon revive the spirits of the sur-

vivors. George and the captain, the last to leave

the ship, have drifted in another direction. Argu-
ments follow George's refusal to drop the stolen

treasure in the ocean, and in the ensuing battle the

purser is victorious. Carried out by the tide, George

is fortunately picked up by a freighter, aiid returns

to San Francisco where he calls on Mr. Ray. Be-

lieving his daughter dead, Mr. Ray welcomes the

seemingly unhappy George as a suitor for his other

daughter, Grace. They unwittingly plan their fu-

ture. Bill and Helen stroll along the beach, happy in

each others company. The few days on the Island
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have awakened a new-foiuicl love. On one of their

walks, they find the loot buried by some of George's
gang. Realizing Ihe importance of capturing the

men immediately, the Chief Engineer rigs up a wire-

less and communicates for aid. Tired and happy
they steam up the harbor, anxious to be home. Ar-
riving home they discover that Grace and George
have just left to be married. In a speeding taxicab,

Helen and Bill rush into church in the nick of time.

Hastily explaining everything, Helen and Bill finish

the ceremony with a real wedding. While Mr. Ray
looks on approvingly, Bill holds her close, until she

begs for breath, blushing very prettily under his

kisses.

THE GAY FRONTIER
John Harrison File No. 7022

THE frontier town of Ketchen Buttes is famous
for the fuss it makes over weddings. The town's
merchants always present the young couple with

presents and the crowd with good-natured if some-
what ribald fun. But when Eddie House who always
looks as if his shoes pinch him, asks pretty Mildred
Stewart to marry him, he specifies that he wants no-

body to know about the wedding. The bridegroom
is nervous!
The wedding day rolls around, and as the couple

with all due secrecy are standing up before the
preacher, the bridegroom falls over in a faint. The
doctor is summoned, he purses his lips and prescribes
some pink pills. Not satisfied with the matter, how-
ever, Mildred's father questions the doctor who re-

fuses to give any information other than it would be
a good idea to give Ed a jolt to rid him of his timid-

ness. Finally Ed agrees to take another trial, but
again leaves such strict orders about the necessary
secrecy that Mildred begins to wonder what her life

will be like after the marriage. Meanwhile, her fa-

ther has thought it will be a pretty good idea to tell

his friends and get their suggestions. Thus the town's
jokers concoct a plan. Mr. Stewart gets an old

friend of his, Tracy, a Justice of the Peace to agree
to marry them out at his place, and then give the
bridal couple an interesting ride into town in a stage
coach. They'd see about the privacy ! Tracy finally

agrees although he is greatly surprised that blonde
little Mildred is going to marry sour-faced Ed. But
the joke is too good to keep, and one of the men in

the know, indiscreetly taunts Ed with having fainted
at his own wedding. Whereupon, Ed realizes to his
overwhelming fury that the secret has not been' kept.
Rushing to the house of his bride-to-be, he delivers
a long diatribe against her for being a gossip and no
fit woman to be his wife. Then, figuratively foaming
at the mouth, he goes home to congratulate hiiTiself

on having so close an escape. At this time, Bob
Chase, a happy-go-lucky salesman arrives in town
and hears about the marriage about to be performed,—secretly. When he hears the bride is to be Mildred
Stewart, however, his expression changes. Years ago,
he had been her childhood sweetheart, but his folks
had moved away breaking up the incipient romance.
Now, back in Ketchen Buttes, he had hoped to find
her free. But philosophically, he decides to bring
Mildred a wedding present. Arriving with a hand-
some clock, he is astonished to find her eyes red from
weeping. His sympathy leads to a resumption of the
old status, and in a little while. Bob is asking Mil-
dred to marry him, and she is consenting. They
drive off to the Justice of Peace, Tracy, and he, after
recovering from the change in arrangements, marries
them. But they have a marvellous opportunity to
turn the tables on the jokers, and they make arrange-
ments.

In town, Ed appears and is made the butt of much
joking. When he denies that he is going to be
married, however, the men tie him to a lamp post
and proceed to make him thoroughly uncomfortable
with placards hung on his back announcing, "I'm
married now." Just at this moment the stage coach
dashes into town as planned with two men on horse-
back in front and two in the rear shooting off pistols
in the air, to indicate the fierre'. arrival of the young
couple. As the jokers rush forward to hurl rice and
old shoes, as arranged, they are. however, showered
with flour and hay, not to speak of a messy black
substance. When they recover from their surprise,
the marshall tries to arrest them, but he is tied up
and dressed in a wrapper. Then comes Mildred and
Bob in a car decorated with signs stating they're
not ashamed to announce their marriage and inviting
everybody to a party. While the town celebrates all

that night, Ed sneaks ofif to a quieter town, and the
bride and groom look at each other fondly over the
heads of the noisemakers.

FOOTSTEPS
Mabel L. Pray File No. 7102

ALWAYS fascinated by the procession of foot-
steps in the city streets and in the halls of the
hospital, Dr. Maynard, of the Children's CHnic,

questions his assistant, Dr. Seibring, about a certain
girl, with very trim ankles. His assistant looks an-
noyed, but explains she comes to tell stories to the
children. A few days later Dr. Maynard sees her in
the ward and notices her expression change as Dr.
Seibring speaks to her.
In October. Dr. Maynard meets her again on Fifth

Avenue, recognizing her easy gait, and as he watches
her wheeling a baby carriage is startled to see the
hook of a passing truck catch the handle of the car-
nage and carry it down the street. He helps her,
hurrying after the truck in a taxi, but the truck
and baby are soon lost in the traffic. He takes the
girl, Helene, home and is surprised to find she lives

at the same address as his assistant. Realizing he is

in love with her he returns next day and finds she
has moved, leaving no clue. To forget, he stays in a
cabin in the north woods for a while, after he has
been called to the village to perform an operation.
He knew the old trapper living there but when he
reaches the cabin he finds no one. In the evening,
after a good supper, he sits in front of the fire^sud-
denly the trapper comes in. It seems he had once
been a promising lawyer, but accused of not having
saved the Hfe of his oldest child, eight, when their
fishing boat was capsized, his wife left him, taking
the other two children. The trapper leaves that night
for an upper camp, but gives instructions about find-
ing his children, and money deposited for them.
When the doctor leaves the cabin he finds only one
pair of footsteps in the snow—they are his own! The
station agent tells him his old friend has been dead
three weeks. With strange thoughts, the doctor
thinks of the message and on reaching home conducts
a search for the children. Meanwhile he has detec-
tives looking for the lost baby, and though they have
traced it as far as having been carried off by a
woman, all clues are lost. Finally Dr. Maynard de-
cides to tell his assistant about the trapper's story.
To his astonishment it develops that Dr. Seibring and
his sister, Helene, at the death of their mother as-
sumed her maiden name. Their real names are iden-
tical with the trapper's and they are really his lost
children. Moreover, Seibring's sister is the girl for

whom Dr. Maynard is searching. Helene has never
been able to convince her brother of her war mar-
riage in France, not having a certificate, and her
husband dead; also he cannot forgive her for the
child, whom he thinks illegitimate. Dr. Maynard
visits Helene at the sanitarium, where she is suffer-
ing from a nervous breakdown, and learns about the
marriage, and most important, that the baby boy
has birthmarks which will identify him, but in spite
of this new clue the child cannot be found. Dr. May-
nard tells Helene of his love, but nevertheless she
cannot be consoled for the loss of her baby. Later,
called on a case to Connecticut, the doctor is asked
to help with a very ill baby, and discovers the iden-
tification marks on this child. Instead of prosecut-
ing the kidnapper, who is a broken hearted mother,
having lost her own child through a blow delivered
by a brutal father. Dr. MaynarB engages the poor
woman as the baby's nurse.
The following months are filled with joy, for the

doctor marries Helene, whose inheritance he has ob-
tained for her, and legally adopts her little son,
whose footsteps are now of great interest to him.

the sordid details dragged through the newspapers,
Robert, his love tested by fire, returns to Helen, the
onlv woman he can ever love.

SORROWS OF LOVE
R. E. Carroll File No. 7012

ON a vacation from his ranch, Robert falls in

love with Helen. He hardly dares hope that
she can love him since she is 21 and he, although

6 feet tall and well-built, is 36. When she consents
to return with him as his wife, he is deliriously happy
and their friends stage an impromptu party in cele-
bration. Robert adores her and marvels at the capa-
ble manner in which she assumes her responsibilities
as a ranchman's wife. When, one night, seated be-
fore their blazing hearth she tells him that she is to
have a child, his cup of happiness seems to run over.
However, after the birth of Bobbie, their ardent re-
lationship undergoes an imperceptible change, a nat-
ural abatement arising from taking their love too
much for granted in the preoccupation of ranch man-
agement. The years pass, and fate in the person of
Jack Luce, intervenes. Clean-cut, young, handsome,
he applies for work. Instantly liking the fellow, Rob-
ert takes him on, and he proves intelligent and a good
worker. Robert, with the complete approval of Helen,
begins to treat him as a sort of younger brother
trusting and confiding in him; but little Bobby
never seems to take to him. Robert never thinks of
growing suspicious about the fact that he sometimes
finds Helen's hair disarranged and her face strange-
ly flushed when he comes in. One day, however, re-
turning from a business visit to a neighboring ranch,
having taken little Bobbie with him for the ride,
Robert finds instead of the hearty supper he expects,
a house ominously still, and a note propped up on the
bare kitchen table telling him that Helen has gone
off with Jack. Stunned he gropes for a chair, and
as Bobby plaintively interrupts, he goes about pre-
paring supper with a heart heavy with grief. Leaden
days follow, and Bobbie cries ceaselessly for the
mother who deserted him, until one day, Robert is

astounded to find Helen, her arms about a gleeful
Bobby. Tearfully, she answers his sarcastic query
with the simple statement that she has discovered
what a terrible mistake she made. Robert permits
her to remain, but regards her as a stranger, being
excessively polite, a more terrible procedure than re-
criminations. To Robert, however, Helen is unfail-
ingly gentle, and slips quietly about doing Httle kind-
nesses for him which he regards with stoic acceptance.
But his old love for her begins to overcome his hurt
and they are drifting toward a reconciliation, when,
one day, one of Robert's men informs him that Jack
Luce, with a mad light in his eyes, is hiding on the
Rim trail threatening to kill Robert at sight. Goaded
to anger. Robert stalks up the trail, gun in hand, dis-
regarding the warnings of his men and Helen's
alarmed statement that Jack had made all sorts of
threats when she returned to Robert. When, however,
he sees his enemy staring at the ranch, waiting to
kill him, Robert feels he cannot kill a man and calls
out. "Jack". At the sound, Tack whirls and reaches
for his rifle. In self defense. Robert shoots. His
face drawn, Robert walks slowlv down the trail, tells

Helen quietly that he has killed Jack, and although
she implores him not to. he gives himself up. A
trial follows, and with public opinion on his side, he
receives a verdict of justifiable homicide. Freed,

SPOILED CHILD
Mrs. M. D. Mathews File No. 7053

HELEN COLENS, adopted niece of the very
wealthy but humble Dr. Colens, gives a party
on her eighth birthday, where her cousin, Dick

Colens, who has been brought up in a very snobbish
family, refuses to stay when he finds among the little

guests Fred Adams, son of the town's blacksmith. On
"May-Day", Helen walks to school with Fred who has
brought her a red rose, and when the little girl will
not desert him for Dick, who appears with a large
corsage and asks her to ride with him in his pony
cart, Dick steals Fred's homework and hands it to
teacher as his own. When Dick comes home that
night, he hears his father telling his brother. Dr.
Colens, that he has borrowed money from his com-
pany and lost it In gambling, but the doctor im -

mediately gives him a check for the lost amount.
Little Dick, unnoticed by the busy men, helps him-
self as usual to his father's liquor.
Ten years later, Dick is still helping himself to

his father's liquor, but the grade has grown steadily
worse,—for the Colens have lost all their money, and
Dick is the most spineless and dissipated young man
in town. On the other hand, Fred's family have be-
come suddenly very well-to-do, and Fred, who is the
most popular boy both at home and at college, is

still wooing his childhood sweetheart, Helen, who has
grown into a beautiful and charming young girl.

When Dick grabs her and tries to kiss her one day,
Helen denounces him furiously and tells him he
should be more like Fred to whom she is engaged.
The jealous Dick tells Fred that Helen is only giv-
ing him a line, and that when he is away at college
she goes to all the toughest speak-easles with him.
He then works on Helen's sympathies and promises
not to drink If she will go out with him. She does,
and he takes her to a place of questionable reputa-
tion and puts something in her ginger ale, so that
she will anoear highly intoxicated at the moment
when he has arranged for Fred to appear and find
her there. Fred tells Helen that his faith In her Is

gone and will not even wait to hear the true reason
for her going out with Dick, and Helen is so hurt by
his not wanting to learn the truth from her own lips

that she continues to go everywhere with Dick, also
hoping that she can reform him for the sake of his
mother and father. To Fred, this a proof of the
validity of his information, and he thanks Dick, who
is wild with joy at the success of his plot and who
tries to get money from any source so as to take
ffelen out. On the death of Fred's father, Dick
learns from one of the servants of some deeds for val-
uable property hidden in a drawer In the dead man's
room. In the morning. Fred finds they are gone,
and Helen, whose maid had seen the man who climbed
out of the window of the room in question the night
before, comes to tell Fred the Identity of the thief,

who Is her own cousin, Dick. Then Fred realizes. In
Hstening to her apologies for the shameful act of one
of her blood, that she is truly innocent of feeling
anything more than pity for and a desire to help her
scoundrel cousin. At this point Dick comes to re-
turn the stolen property. He can't help overhearing
Helen's conversation, and for the first time in his
life he longs to change himself and be what she con-
siders fine. So he drops the deeds on the table and
goes out, not meaning to see her or Fred again until
he has made good. But Fred spies him' and calls
him back and after giving him the deeds as a re-
ward for his change of heart. Insists he join in a
toast to Helen, Mrs. Fred Adams to be.

LEAVE IT TO FATHER!
Amadeo Leone File No. 7042

LEFT a large fortune by his father, Timothy, a
good natured boy, simultaneously incurs the ani-
mosity of Miss Fulton, the family servant.

Many years ago. Miss Fulton had fallen violently in
love with Timothy's father. When Mr. Stephenson
married somebody else. Miss Fulton had managed to
secure employment with the newlyweds as a maid.
Having again unsuccessfully tried to win Mr. Ste-
phenson when his wife died at Timothy's birth, the
thwarted spinster now plans to undermine the mind
of the heir of the man she has so futilely desired.
By subtle suggestions, she instills in the boy doubts
as to his sanity, and when he comes to her. alarmed
by a strange dream he has had. she recommends him
to an unscrupulous psychologist. Asking Timothy to
get a cyclist on the phone, she tells the bewildered
boy she had said psychologist and laughs raucously at
his distress. Having been coached beforehand. Dr.
Hospitsenburg tells Timothy that the dream shows
that subconsiously he wants to get married. The
doctor has a daughter. Teresa, who is pressed into
'marriage. Billy, the boy who loves her, objects, but
she has been persuaded that her father will soon have
Timothy out of the way. Then, much wealthier, she
can marrv Billv. Accordingly, she responds with the
formula she has been led to follow all her life,

"Leave it to father!" Before Timothy can quite
realize what is happening, he finds himself married
to Teresa. A short time later, Timothy's mind
begins to become actually deranged from the insidious
treatment, and he rushes into a burning house. Be-
lieving himself a hero, he attempts to fight the fire by
throwing chairs, tables, every movable thing he sees,
into the flames. The fireman receive the dubious
explanation that "If the fire is well fed. it will not
want to spread," and they are forced to turn the hose
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on him to ri.l themselves of the self-appointed hero.

Once Teresa finding Tim sleep walking, beats him with

a broom. Subseciuentlv. he rebels against heing

handled like a mental defeetive and submits to a

psychological association test. The doctor calls ofT

words and Timothv responds thus: Dr.: "Water' ;

Tim: "Flowers"; "Fire", "Water", "Bread", "Cake ,

"Me", "Who, vou?" Dr..: "Yes, me"; Tim: "Honest,

doctor, I'd better not answer that one;" "All right

then, next word. "Teresa", "Hate", "Broom ', 'Miss

Fulton." Bv false generalizations about these results,

Timothv is' committed to an insane asylum, although

he is still sane despite the despicable efforts of the

evil Dr. and Miss Fulton. In the asylum, however,

he is considered a lunatic because of, as well as

despite, his vociferous protests. But a pretty nurse

has faith in his sanity and she ultimately manages to

secure his release, aided by Billy and Teresa who for

once have decided that they are not going to leave

it to father! Teresa gets her divorce and marries

Billy, and Timothv gets warrants for the arrest of

the miserable doctor and Miss Fulton who are plan-

ning to wed on the ill-gotten proceeds of Timothy s

inheritance. He charges them with criminally com-

mitting him to an insane asylum, but finally feeling

sorry for them, drops the charges on the condition

that they go off to Europe and marry each other.

And Timothy marries the pretty little nurse who so

materially aided him.

CINDERELLA GIRL

Mrs. Cora Campla File No. 7145

CALLED back from law school. Jack Harper dis-

covers that his home is m a furore since his

sister. Elsie, has run oiT with a circus performer.

His mother dies, begging the boy to find his sister,

but Mr. Harper considers only the disgrace and re-

fuses to have anything more to do with his daughter

whom he has ordered from his house.

In the vears that follow, when Jack married, has

two grown daughters, he is still unsuccessful in his

search for Elsie. One day, Gladys, a pretty girl who,

highly recommended by the orphanage authorities, is

acting as maid to the Harpers, finds a locket con-

taining a picture of Mr. Harper and a woman, whom
Gladys closely resembles. Startled, the maid says

nothing. Meanwhile, Beatrice, Jack's oldest daugh-

ter has met a young doctor, George Long, who m ac-

cordance with the desires of his mother has consented

to marry Ethel Blue, daughter of an old friend of

the family. Ethel is pleased by the appearance of

George, and even more greatly impressed by the

wealth he is accumulating from his extensive prac-

tice However, Beatrice Harper has become enamored

of George, and arranges to arouse Ethel's suspicions.

As a result, Ethel angrily returns the engagement

ring, vowing to take revenge on George's wife.

Visiting Beatrice. George gets a new patient-;-for

Gladys' having whimsically dressed in one of Beatnce s

dresses, has tripped and fallen down the stairs. Bea-

trice is furious because her dress has been ruined and

because of Dr. Long's obvious admiration for the

orphanage girl, and although her father has been

greatly interested in the girl, has her turned out as

a thief. However. George meets Gladys and soon

persuades her to marry him, although Beatrice has

tried to blacken the girl's character. Soon after tire

marriage, however, Ethel tells the doctor that his

wife is unfaithful, and although he doesn't believe it,

at first, he later catches Gladys in a lie, when she

tries to conceal the fact that she has been shopping

for a surprise party for him. Misunderstanding,

George says unpleasant things and Gladys runs away.

Later George hears from Ethel who has been fatal-

ly injured in an accident that his suspicions of Gladys

were entirely unjustified, but he cannot find his run-

away wife.
,

Meanwhile Gladys gets employment but soon finds

she is to have a child. After the child is born, Gladys,

penniless, is evicted from her room, and in despair

she is contemplating hurling herself over a bridge,

when she is taken in by two Salvation Army lassies

She joins their organization, and her voice is called

to the attention of Madame Daplex, a great singer.

When the star comes to hear her as she sings on a

corner she becomes greatly agitated and ultirnately

discovers that Gladys is her own daughter. While

the girl is telling her mother of her experiences since

she left the Orphanage, she mentions the Harpers

and Madame Daplex exclaims in amazement. Jack

Harper is her brother! He too, by this time, has

realized through the locket that Gladys' resemblance

to his missing sister is what had attracted him, but

has been unable to find her. Finally, Gladys decides

to go back to George who receives her with great joy,

and Jack finds his sister again.

Clar.

THE AVENGING SAVIOUR
, Price Fi'e No. 7050

HANDSOME, kindly-faced Tohn Peterson is on

trial for the murder of Jene Young. As the

accused looks upon the proceedings with an ex-

pression of hurt and bewilderment, it is evident that

the sympathies of the crowded court-room are en-

tirely divided.
Prosecuting Attoifney Jim Blake struggles des-

perately to prove that this fifty year old artist with

the benign expression had forced his model, Jene, to

remain the night with him, and in the morning had

killed her with a little poison dropped in the girl's

wine. The deceased girl's family testify to the vir-

tue of their daughter, and for a while Peterson be-

comes the object of loathing that the state's case

makes him. However, as the trial is turned over to

Archibald Topper, attorney for the defense, a change

conies over the courtroom. It sways under the bril-

liant rhetoric of the defense. "Does this man look

like a murderer, a wretch who would seduce an in-

nocent girl? Look at him! You have seen his de-

lightful magazine covers, undoubtedly have admired
them. So too did many little models who longed to

be glorified by the brush of this artist. And within

that crowd of eager girls who begged him to use

their faces as models for his drawings, were a few,

over-ambitious. Good girls they were, but too anx-

ious for fame, too susceptible. Jene was one of these.

Again and again she begged this man to paint her.

and he had been unable to use her. Lovely face

though she undoubtedly had." Thus building upon
the sympathy of the jury for this beautiful child, he

subtly creates an impression of her irresponsibility

and finally winds up by explaining that when John
Peterson, moved by her earnestness, had out of his

great humanitarianism, agreed to paint her, she had

become the victim of a wild passion for him, and m
despair because he would not have her, had pre-

tended to drink a toast with him and so died, poi-

soned by her own hand in the apartment of the man
she loved. And thou.gh Jim Blake tries to shatter

the impression made by his oponent, and the girl's

family sob that the whole story is a lie. Lawyer
Archibald Topper wins for his client a verdict of not

guilty. Congratulating him on his acquittal, and not

realizing how much of the case he, himself, has built

up out of whole cloth for the client whose innocence

he had accepted as true, he goes home, feeling some-

what less elation than he should under the circum-

stances. Hardened bv his work as he is, he cannot

erase from his thoughts the look in the eyes of the

girl's father as he had protested that his daughter

had been betrayed. "Rubbish!" he tells himself and

tries to forget. As he enters his apartment, however,

his valet tells him that Peter Strendon, his best

friend wants to see him. The little Japanese servant

chatters excitedly about the dreadful appearance of

Strendon, and mthout losing a moment, Archibald

hurries to his friend's apartment, wondering if Janet

wants to get married or otherwise threatens to leave

the father who adores her. When he sees his friend,

however, prepared as he is for a shock, he is as-

tounded by the lines of grief etched in Peter's face.

Then it is, that Peter tells Archibald the cause of

In the wee, sma' hours of the next morning, John
Peterson comes into his apartment, uiistead ly, from

too much liquid celebration of his acquittal. His eyes

widen with fear as a man points a gun at him. telling

him his death will be a great benefit to humanity. Pet-

erson had seduced Tanet, and her father's best friend,

the man who had just saved the artist from the

death penalty, Archibald Topper, fires the shot that

ends John Peterson's life of violence.

HEARTH CALL
Prudence Barnhart File No. 701S

THE Widow Langston, who is known as the best

housekeeper and the sweetest kindest woman in

Greenville, lives only for her son Fred, who on
his twenty-first birthday will go to Kansas City to

live with his wealthy "Uncle Henry" and get a

start working in his large shoe factories. Fred is a

handsome boy, tall and broad-shouldered with fiery

eyes and black wavy hair brushed back and a head
held ever proudly, and Fred is in love with Trixie

Lee, the belle of Greenville, a slip of a girl whose big

blue eyes shine with adoration whenever Fred appears.

Widow Langston highly approves the match of these

two, and so when it comes time for Fred to go out

in the world and make his fortune, he promises to

send for both his mother and his sweetheart as soon
as he is able. The three are full of dreams, that last

night of Fred's at home, and when he finally says
goodbye to his old mother after the good farewell

dinner she cooks him, Fred starts walking over the

dark hills to the next village where he must catch the

train. Trixie is waiting for him at the top of one of

the hills, and after he has held her and kissed her

and promised to come back soon and make her his

very ' own. he starts on his way, his last memory
the silhouette of the slender beautiful girl.

At Kansas City, Fred is met by his Uncle, who takes
him to his large castle-like home, one of the show
places of the town. The next day he is started at

the factory as Assistant Manager, and so quickly
does he learn the business that he is soon made Gen-
eral Manager, and is further prepared to assume com-
plete responsibility for the business that will be his

upon the event of his uncle's death. His uncle not
only gives the boy a start in the business world but
also in society. Fred's fine head and proud car-

riage at once make an impression, and it is not long
before he is accepted in the best circles. He begins
to be ashamed of his poor rustic old mother, and
really never intends to send for her. As to his coun-
try sweetheart, Fred decides he should look higher
in life for a wife, and his letters to Trixie cease and
those to his mother become very few and far between.
He soon thinks he is in love with one Beatrice Selman.
a prominent debutante with a cold blonde beauty and
quite as proud as Fred. Her mother, a queenly wom-
an, likes Fred and believes he must come from a very
fine and wealthy family, as suggested by the stories

he tells of his home and childhood. So the engage-
ment is announced at a lavish and sumptuous ball,

and the marriage planned. Fred thinks that Trixie

must have forgotten about him by now and so does
not write her but sends a long letter and some money
to his mother, telling all about the wedding but
never inviting her to come to it. Widow Langston,
however, cannot believe that this is intentional, and
she intends to use the money he sent her to buy her-

self some clothes and go to Kansas City. Arriving
the day of the wedding itself, she goes directly to the

Selman home where, in her little grey silk dress

made by the best Greenville dressmaker, she is mis-
taken for a servant by the butler. She finally makes
herself clear and is shown to Beatrice's boudoir,
where the bride is finishing her dressing. When
Widow Langston tells Lady Selman and her daugh-
ter that she is Fred's mother, they are scandalized
and call Fred to be sure. Seeing that she had done
something terrible and caused trouble to her son, the
Widow starts out the back stairs and runs down the
street. But Fred spies her, and when he sees just
how cold and snobbish Beatrice really is, by the
things she says about the dear old woman with the
home-made clothes, he is suddenly glad that his
mother has come and saved him from this girl who
now refuses to go through with the wedding. He
runs after his mother, and together they go back to

Greenville, where Fred begs forgiveness of Trixie
and makes her his wife.

SKY GODS
Joe Torres File No. 7093

ON the South Eastern coast of Africa, live Jack
and his father who is a trader and exchanges
bright clothes and gawdy jewelry for diamonds

and ivory, of which the natives have immense quan-
tities. Jack has lived here all his life and all he
knows of real civilization is what his father has told
him. He passes his time away usually by swimming,
helping at the mine, or watching the natives. When
he is twenty, his father orders an airplane sent for
him on the boat that lands there every three months,
and the ship's captain reports that the aviator who
was to accompany the plane and teach Jack to fly

had been in a bad crash , and offers to leave his
daughter in his place until his ship will land again.
The girl is typical of modern sophistication, and to

Jack who has never seen a white woman besides his
mother, she is wonderful. She teaches him how to
manage his plane in no time, and every day they fly

together, they fall more in love. One morning,
they set out for the mine, which Jack is anxious to
show Betty. To reach the mine, it is necessary to
fly over an especially barbarous inland tribe, re-
nowned for their treatment of trespassing white
men, and it is just as they are above these people
that Jack and Betty are forced to put on their para-
chutes and jump to save their Hves. The natives
are astonished at these creatures that come out of

the skies and consider them gods, worshipping them
and seating them on thrones in their temple. Terri-
fied, Jack and Betty somehow keep up the bluff.

That night, there is a great celebration in which they
tie a man to a stick which is put over a hole in the
pround filled with leaves and twigs and wood. At
the proper moment, they light a fire under him and
begin a war dance. While they are in the midst of

this horrible affair. Jack and Betty run away. The
natives soon find that they are gone, discover their

tracks, and pursue them, no longer believing them
p^ods. Jack and Betty, who have stopped to rest a
moment confident of their safe escape, suddenly hear
their war cries and begin again to run. In a short time,

it is obvious that the natives will catch up with them
any second. They decide to climb a tree and try to

hide. Jack hoists Betty up, and then seeing the
brown -faces close upon him runs on, not wanting to

attract attention to the hidden Betty. They thus
capture the white boy, and thinking him sufficient,

start back, while the white girl runs on in the other
direction to seek help for her poor lover. In the

same way as the other man, the natives prepare Jack
for the fire, and soon they light the leaves under
him. But a storm is rising and the wind and rain
are rather a deterrent to the barbarians. Finally

Jack again makes an escape, this time pursued from
the start by all of the tribe. But just as he thinks
his legs will not carry him another step before he is

caught, a sound of a plane is heard and in all the

rain and wind, a young girl somehow makes a land-
ing in a clearing there and rescues Jack from the

very hands of the natives. It is Betty, who had
reached the coast finally and there found her father,

whose ship had just landed and brought a new plane.

And when the ship goes the next day, Jack and Betty
are on it. A ship's captain, you know, can always

the duties of a minister!

RUSSIAN LOVE
Albert Bleecke File No. 7115

£<Tf tAR IS DECLARED!" Through the streets

YY of the little Russian village, the word was
spread, bringing dismay to many hearts.

All over the country, men were being drafted for the
war; married men were torn from their families, and
among them was Vladimir Konovaloff. an engineer
and a learned man, who had up till then lived hap-
pily with his wife and daughter and adopted son.

The war brought ruin to the once quiet village. Ko-
novalofF's wife, Rosalie, and their daughter, Anatasia,
became refugees, fleeing from the town. Alexandre,
the adopted son, had become separated from them,
and they mourned him now as dead. Konovaloff, in

the meantime, had been wounded in the war and was
brought to a foreign hospital, mentally and physically
ill. At the first opportunity, he escaped, trying to

find his way back to his home and family, wandering
from village to village dressed in rags, tired and sick.

Years passed and the village in which the Konova-
loffs had lived was now a Russian co-operative farm,
with new houses, big stables, and rich fields. To
celebrate the end of a successful farming season, the
villagers planned a parade, and Alexandre, a hand-
some young man who, through his efforts, had be-
come highly esteemed as a leader, took charge of the
preparations. On the day of the parade, visitors from
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the nearby city came to watch the celebration, and
Alexandre, as one of the officials, made them wel-
come. Dr. Voronoff, and his wife, watching the par-
ade march through the communal square in time to the
music of a phonograph, noticed that their daughter, An-
atasia, had eyes only for young Alexandre, who looked
very gallant in his uniform. They smiled to each
other, pleased. When the parade was over, Alexan-
dre joined Voronoff s and began talking to Anatasia.
It was plain that they were falling in love. After
that, Alexandre did his best to be transferred to the

city so that he could be near Anatasia, and, with
the help of Dr. VoronofT, who was an influential man
in the Soviet regime, this was accomplished. Alex-
andre became the foreman in a rubber factory, mak-
ing rubber inner tubes for tires. He visited the

VoronofT house often, and had long talks with the

doctor, who told Alexandre of the important task
that was his, and of how it was necessary for the
young man to make his factory more efficient and
eliminate the great waste. "For Anatasia's sake

—

and I know you love her—you must prove your worth
in your new job." And so it was that, under the

doctor's tutelage, Alexandre invented a machine that
produced rubber tubes without the waste that had
previously been unavoidable. As a reward, Alexan-
dre was made head of the entire factory. The two
young people immediately began making preparations
for their marriage. Then, one day. Dr. Voronoff
was called to the hospital for consultation on a puzz-
ling case. He looked at the poor tramp, the former
engineer, Vladimir KonovalofT, and saw that he was
dying. The unfortunate man, knowing this, gave to

Voronoff a small diary. When the doctor took it

home, he read in it that his own wife had once been
the wife of Konovaloff and Anatasia was their daugh-
ter. "Once I heard that Rosalie was taken into the

a doctor," the diary read, "but I could
locate her." After the doctor told Anatasia

nd Alexandre, Anatasia said, "From the first, Alex-
ndre's face seemed familiar to me."

HER DEAD HUSBAND
File No. 7131William F. Deuty

JIM BROWN, about to take a short business trip,

.=;ays goodbye to his wife, Mary, and his baby
daughter, and is five days later reported killed

in the New York Central train crash. In truth, Jim
is not dead, but rushed to a hospital, where it is

found he has lost his memory of the past due to

head injuries. When he is better, they release him
as Jim Thompson. This unknown to her, Mary is

meanwhile in search of a job, which she finds with
her "dead husband's" firm. The attentions of other
men do not interest her as her thoughts are still all

for Jim, but one night she is persuaded by another
secretary to go out with Charlie to a country road-
house. On the way home. Charlie tries to take ad-
vantage of her, and in the struggle that ensues in

the speeding car, Mary opens the door and falls out.

roiling down a cliff. Charlie, terrified, drives away
fast, but Mary's body is noticed by an old friend of

her family, who is passing by the next morning and
who rescues her and takes her directly home. Charlie
makes for the woods as a hideout. Jim now out of

the hospital looks for work. He gets a job in a lum-
ber camp, where he is a popular, but extremely quiet
man, really making friends with only one. Jack. One
enemy he has also found—Gene, the bully of the camp,
and when Jack and he see him get up in the middle
of the night and start out of the bunkhouse, they
too quickly dress and follow him. They find he is

going to give the cue to Charlie, whose gang head-
quarters are nearby, for a raid upon the lumber
camp, and with fast thinking and rapid action, the
two lumbermen succeed in capturing many of the
gang and completely breaking up the raid. The next
day is the date of a big celebration in town, and with
the exception of Jim, all the men go in. In the af-

ternoon, Jim notices vague signs of smoke coming
from the woods just back of the cottage built for

Ethel and Dot, daughters of the president of the lum-
ber company, who are here now on vacation. Half-
way there. Jim is met by Dot, who tells him frantic-

ally of the kidnapping of her sister by Charlie and
one of his men, who had escaped from the camp
jail and started that fire in the woods to attract the
attention of anvone who might be in the house, so
they could get Ethel. Jim tells Dot to drive her car
into town at once, find the boys at the dance hall,

and tell them what has happened. The fire might be
serious if not taken care of, and he might need some
help. Himself, he sets out for the cottage where
Charhe's gang hung out the night before, rescues
Ethel after a fight with Charlie, and takes the girl
into town to her sister. Their father is infinitely
grateful, and gives him a job in town, selling lum-
ber. One day he is sent to his old firm and is amazed
when the man seems to recognize him as Jim Brown.
Just then, the man's secretary walks into the room,
and everything suddenly becomes clear in Jim's
mind. For the secretary is no one but Mary, his
wife. All in one minute, he recovers his memory, his
job, and his wife.

REPENTANCE
Mrs. Caroline King Gallop File No. 7137

PETTED by everyone. Madge Caruthers, only
daughter of a bank president, meets at a lawn
party Dick Coleman, recently arrived in town.

Although in her flowered chifTon dress and picture
hat she presents a charming picture and is greatly
sought after, she disappears from the throng to spend
a delightfully whimsical afternoon with Dick playing
a make-believe game of their own devising.

As their romance blossoms in the days that follow,

Madge's father begins to hear rumors of clandestine
meetings in the rose garden, and he decides to send
her away to a convent to break up her infatuation.

However, three months later, her mother dies, and
Madge is recalled to take over the management of

the household. Immediately, the secret meetings are

resumed, until, one night, Madge tells Dick she is

in trouble. Aghast, she sees that he is unmoved, and
he asks if she doesn't know what to do. Her love
turns to hate, and she tells her father she is leaving
town. Guessing the reason, he quietly turns from
her, and Madge in despair returns to the convent.
Received with open arms by Sister Celia, Madge sobs
out her shame, but she is calmed and told to stop
brooding about it. Even with the kindest sympathy
and attention that she receives, she becomes very ill

from a fever and requires careful nursing. When she

has recovered, she reads and plays with the convent
children on the lawn. Every day, Ralph Bridges
passes by just to see her there, and finally he tells

Father O'Leary that he has fallen in love with her
and asks if the Father will not help him to meet the

lovely, pale girl. Even after he has learned her
story, Ralph persists in wanting to know her. There-
fore, the Father arranges to introduce the pair on the

way to Mass. Thereafter, both meet at sunset each
day to walk together to the church, and after some
time, Ralph invites Madge to visit his parents at

home. .She declines stating that she never leaves the

convent except to go to Mass, but Father O'Leary
persuades her to go, insisting that she needs the

walk and the change from her constant devotion to

the school children. At length, she goes and is grac-

iously received by Ralph's lovely mother, who has
heard about the quiet, beautiful girl. The fine, old

estate, and stately surroundings make Madge in-

finitely homesick, but for her. she feels, there can
be nothing like this. Returning to the convent that

night with Ralph, she is more than usually solemn,

and when he asks her to marry him, tears well in

her eyes as she explains she cannot. He tells her

that nothing she has done in the past can make any
difference to his love, but Madge thinking that he

can't know all, refuses his pleas. Meanwhile Mr.
Caruthers has become ill from constant brooding
about his daughter, and finally arrives at the con-

clusion that he has been wrong to send her off with
his condemnation. He has no idea where she has
gone and doesn't suspect that she has gone to the

convent. His inattention to business matters forces

him to resign from active participation, and he re-

mains at home sending out detectives to search for

his daughter. Finally she is traced to the convent and
her father comes up to beg for forgiveness and ask her

to return with her baby. Informing him her baby
has died at birth, Madge goes home with her father.

Later, she writes to Ralph, who immediately conies

up to renew his suit. They are quietly married at

sunset, in the little church near the convent.

THE SIGNET RING

Mary M. March File No. 7108

ChiAMID the ruins of a once prosper
town, an Oriental in military uniform gives

signet ring to his little Chinese sweetheart, and
telling her to find Miss Ellen, an American mission-

ary, bids the girl farewell. Weeping as the soldier

disappears, little Guki is approached by the tall, spare

figure of the American woman, and hurried away a

moment before the spot the girl has been standing
on is reduced by a bomb to debris.

Stumbling along together over mangled bodies,

Guki is suddenly snatched by long thin fingers and
wrenched from the side of her companion before she

can scream. Propelled rapidly over the inert forms,

Guki is thrust along a winding passageway into a

heavilv draped room. Into Guki's eyes opened wide
in terror bore the calm black eyes of Fu Chee.

Shrinkingly, the maiden answers the inexorable ques-

tions put her. Why does she converse with a hated
foreign soldier? Holding her ground staunchly, lit-

tle Guki asserts that she loves him—has loved him
ever since he rescued her from the clutches of one

Yansuki Chlio who had dragged her from her pony
as she rode in the hills. Raising her pointed face,

the child admits she knows nothing of her lover, that

she has noticed he is afraid to be recognized by his

own countrymen as well as hers, but that she asks
nothing more of him than his love. Fu Chee sus-

picious in times of peace is doubly distrustful in times

of war. He has vowed in the temple of his ancestors

to preserve his beloved city from wanton destruction,

and his hatred of the enemy is intensified by the re-

sponsibility he has attributed to them of having
caused the disappearance of his adored son, Fu Long,
pupil of Miss Ellen. But now. as he stares into the

tiny ivory face, he believes the child's innocence of

ulterior plans. Therefore, going out into the street

with her, he helps her find Miss Ellen, who is greatly

relieved to find Guki safe. Fu Chee however, puts

his questions to her, asking her to explain if she is

not, through the Oriental soldier, in league with the

enemy. Miss Ellen queries who he is to question her,

and Fu Chee savs he is the father of her former pu-

pil, Fu Long. Exclaiming. Miss Ellen asks Fu Chee
and Guki to follow her into her room, and there she

reads them a note she has gotten from Fu Long. He
it is who under the guise of one of the enemy, has
won Guki's heart. Leaving school, one day, Fu Long
had heard two evil ones conspiring against his be-

loved country. He became overpowered with a de-_

sire to outwit them, and disguising himself as one of

their own countrymen, he had gone to their country,

worked himself into the confidence of their officials,

and in his present position is able to divert many
calamities from his native land. With the signet

ring he has once taken from his beloved teacher, as

a good-luck token, he entrusts Guki to her care and

asks Miss Ellen to find Fu Chee, his father, and tell

him of his safety. It is long before proud, happy, Fu
Chee bestirs even so much as a muscle, and little

Guki sits weeping at her lover's story. But to-

gether the three rejoice as China again and again
outwits the surprised enemy. When the war is over,
Fu Long, heavily decorated, comes home to the
three who have prayed so long for his safety.

SHE SAID SHE LOVED ME
Margaretta S. Bu File No. 7097

AFTER ten years of happy married life, Joe and
Mary allow a friend of theirs whose job is real
estate brokerage to invest all their savings as

she sees fit, in order that in a comparatively short
time they will have enough to buy outright a small
farm. Doris, the friend, puts all the money in her
name in the bank, reporting transactions to Joe, and
insists that while waiting for results Mary and Joe
and their nine -year-old son, Marvin, go to live on
her own farm. Mary is filled with affection and grat-
itude for this bright woman who is going to all this

trouble, she says, just because of the great love she
has always felt for Mary, whom she continually pets
and pampers and calls "little girl." But Joe is far

from happy about the arrangements. His utter de-
pendence upon Doris, who drives back and forth to

town every few days while he is obliged to sit and wait
and help with the farm duties, riles him; and especial-

ly distasteful to him are her advances to the husband
of a woman she pretends to love so dearly. Again
and again, he begs Mary to leave Doris' home, tell-

ing her that he distrusts and dislikes her, but Mary
is amazed at his ingratitude and undeserved opinions
of the woman who has been so good to them. Thus,
unwilling to tell Mary his most important reason for

desiring to get away from Doris, Joe has to in order
to please his wife continue to put himself in a posi-

tion of being pursued by Doris. One fall night, when
Mary retires very early, Doris' attentions become in-

creasingly persistent, and there ensues quite a scene
between them, in which Joe in very brutal language
makes clear his feelings and thoughts concerning her.

Before he has repulsed her definitely, she admits her
true reason for doing all she did was to have him near
her. The next morning, she leaves for the city and
writes that she won't be back for the rest of the

winter as she must stay where she can guard their

real estate investments, and she promises to send them
money as determined for running expenses on the

farm. No money comes, however,^ only letters tell-

ing that the investments are either faiHng or about to

be closed down upon. Joe hears strange tales from
the neighbors regarding Doris' honesty and finds out
through legal investigation that her use of his money
was entirely without scruple and his holdings were
imnecessarily lost because she used his money to save
her own. Further, what principal remains is still in

her name, and she refuses to refund it and even de-
nies that there is any left. On top of this astounding
revelation, comes the announcement that the house
and farm on which they are living never really be-
longed to Doris, but was loaned to her by the owner
for a year in exchange for keeping it up and trying
to rent it. At this point, Mary becomes ill and is

rushed to her mother in a nearby town where she has
an emergency operation. When she gets out of the
hospital, she finds that Joe is in prison and awaiting
trial. Doris had him arrested in the act of taking her
furniture with him on leaving the farm, meaning to

keep her pieces as security until she settled her debt.

Her little boy. Marvin, was being taken care of by
neighbors, and now Mary sends for him. The morn-
ing before he arrives, she receives word that Joe is

free, has a job almost promised, and is on his way to

her. And as she sits waiting for him the next after-

noon and listens to Marvin's accoimt of the arrest

and the scandalizing tales Doris told everyone around
about her, she looks forward hopefully to a brighter

future, but she can't help looking back too and re-

viewing in prospective the damage to her family
through the lack of conscience of one woman. "And,"
her thoughts conclude, "she said she loved me!"

THREE GENERATIONS
Irene Brooks File No. 7087

JOE and Mary had not been married over a year
when a depression set in, and Joe found that he
could not continue to keep up two households^—

that of his mother's and his own. The only solution,

of course, was to invite Mrs. Brown senior to come
and share the happy little love-nest of her son and
his wife. Mary was filled with all sorts of presenti-

ments and forebodings, but she was determined that
she would cope with anything that should ever stand
in the way of a successful marriage, and so she de-

cided that somehow she would be able to manage
even her mother-in-law, if she should really prove a

problem. And so the mother-in-law arrived! She
was very sweet indeed her first dinner with Joe and
Mary, amusing them greatly by her naive comparisons
of things at home (a small town) and in the big city.

As she went up to bed. she was truly grateful for

her fine "children", and formed noble intentions of

being a great help to Mary. However, she was hurt
indeed to find no comforter on her bed, and after find-

ing it absoiutely impossible to sleep without her ac-

customed "feather tick", she woke up Mary and Joe.
Not having the important article sought, they com-
promised by giving her two extra pillows. The next
morning, sometime before the clock struck even sLx.

the husband and wife were awakened by noises down-
stairs, where "mother" was fixing breakfast. Joe
hurried down and assured her that he never rose be-
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fore seven-thirty and just took a bite on the run,

and went back to bed. "Mother" therefore spent

the next honr looking over all the downstairs rooms
and considering the changes she would suggest. And
so it went—for weeks and then months. "Mother"
had really the very best intentions, but her intended

helpfulness could not be truthfully called anything

but meddling. Everything Mary did was subject to

sharp criticism—constructive and kind criticism of

course!—and anything Joe did was perfect. But even
that was not as bad as the matter of her constant

presence. Joe and his wife were slowly drawing apart

just because they could never be intimately^ alone,

and never did they have guests that "mother" didn't

make some embarrassing faux-pas or else monopo-
lize the conversation with detailed accounts of her

operation or like subjects. And the last straw came
when the old lady tried to tell Mary what she should

or shouldn't do for the baby that was coming. So

Joe's wife went to the hospital with this problem on

her mind, and returned two weeks later with a Joe

junior and a possible solution to the mother-in-law
problem, the possibility of which was increased by the

martyr-like complaints of old Mrs. Brown regarding

her physical condition after the exertion of running
the entire house in Mary's absence. Mary showed
herself more than solicitous. Her concern was touch-

ing, and "mother" could not refuse to have the doctor,

whom Mary was sure to see first. After persuadnig

him that it would actually make for more happiness

for all concerned, he agreed to help her and pro-

nounced Mrs. Brown not able to get out of bed because

of her arthritis which might grow worse. He there-

fore prescribeti complete relaxation with good food

and plenty of sleep. In two weeks, the old lady was
nearly frantic every time the doctor came for fear

he would allow her to get up and end all the atten-

tions and sympathy showered upon her by IMary and

Joe, and years later Mary was still guarding the se-

cret of her happy home!

THE NEIGHBORS the ry :ity, while

i McClaude File No. 7040

LOVE'S ORPHAN
Ma File No. 7117

BORED with the dinner party, Henry Russell,

famed war ace, unwittingly startles his hostess'

social secretary, Neva Birch, who, brought up in

an orphanage, is distinguished by a passionate rever-

ence for family life evidenced in her childhood by the

eagerness with which she used to listen to stories of

happy childhoods, and later by the tales she would

spin for the younger tots. Now, as Neva jumps back

from the unexpected contact, her pearls break, and

Henry gets down on the floor to recover them. As-

suring him that the beads are imitation and practic-

ally worthless, Neva, a few days later is astonished

at Henry's proffer of real pearls. She declines the

gift, but shortly afterwards, although they know
nothing of each other's past, Henry asks her to

marry him. It is a newspaper announcement that

leads to the discovery that Henry has been a widow-

er since 1920, and it is a newspaper announcement
which leads to a telephone call from an excited Audrey
who is certain her father has been captured by a

gold-digger. For the first time in the whirlwind

course of their romance, Neva discovers that at

twenty-three she is the stepmother of a girl of nine-

teen and a boy of twenty -one, both of whom decline

to come home for the holidays to meet her. It casts

a shadow over their joy, and Neva looks wistfully

over the toys of her husband's children.

However, at the country club dance, Alan, Henry s

son, admits that he has come to see what manner of

woman his father has married, and the boy so thor-

oughly capitulates that he induces Audrey to come
home too. However, the girl always remains slightly

resentful. Alan realizes with growing desperation

that he has fallen in love with Neva who is reveling

in the realization of her ideal of a family group.

Utterly unsuspecting of Alan's feelings, Neva goes

into his room one day, when he is desperately ill, to

relieve the nurse for an hour, and Alan, delirious,

seizes her feverishly. To quiet the patient, although

she is terrified, Neva permits him to kiss her, and
aghast at the passionate kiss he presses on her lips,

Neva raises her head to see Audrey looking on, her

face expressionless. Without emotion, in a voice so

detached as to be almost inhuman, Audrey says that

it will be impossible for both Neva and Alan to re-

main in her father's house after tonight, and Neva
distrait at the suddenness of it all, goes leaving a

note behind for Henry, who not knowing the cause

of his wife's departure accu'ses himself of not having

been sufficiently interesting a companion to hold her.

However, he receives a note telling him not to at-

tempt to trace her. Three weeks later, on a rainy

night, Henry, Alan and Audrey are sitting together

in the library. The atmosphere is weighted with the

subconscious queries of each, "Where is Neva,
when Audrey snaps the tension by announcing the

cause of Neva's departure. As Alan flinches, Henry
learns how Alan had forced his unwelcome love on

Neva. Turning in wrath on his son, with whom
Henry had always felt a restraint, he asks that he

leave the house which he had caused Neva to leave

like a thief. Some time later, Henry and Neva meet
again, but she is unwilling to come back since it

means his estrangement from his children.

Months pass and Neva meets Alan wandering about,

drunk, and discouraged. She helps him, and through

his need for her, love awakens in her. Meanwhile,

Henry has been teaching Audrey, to whom he has

drawn very close, to fly. Her comradeship with her

father has a marvellous effect on her. but one day

she is reported lost in a fog. Russell Bies to try to

save her, but learning that Neva and Alan love each

other allows his plane to crash after he has learned

of Audrey's death. With a reverence for Henry's
sacrifice, Alan and Neva are free to find happiness

together.

MARGARET HAWKES' pride in her wealthy
husband should have been tempered somewhat
by the knowledge that she had forced him to

marry her, since she was to have a child. But
throughout the years that follow she feels that her

money makes her superior to her neighbors, and when
her son, Ned, mentions the excellent housekeeping
of Mrs. Smith, w*o lives next door, Mrs. Hawkes
conceives a violent hatred for her.

Accordingly, when four of the neighbors contribute

toward erecting a school nearby, Mrs. Hawkes puts in

a petition to have the school teacher board with her,

although she certainly does not need the money. Im-
meliately, she sets about poisoning the mind of Doris

Hilton, the pretty "school marm" who is uncertain

about what to believe. When, however, Mrs. Hawkes'
brother falls in love with the boarder, she is overcome
with her feehng of superiority and does her best to

discourage the romance, refusing to allow the girl

any place in the house to see him. Without con-

sidering propriety, therefore, Doris permits Roy King
to come to her room, and there they are discovered

by Mr. Hawkes who asks the girl to leave his house.

Tearfully Doris accepts Mrs. Smith's invitation to

stay with her, and in a little while, Doris marries

Roy. However, through the interference of his fam-
ily, Roy becomes inattentive to his despairing young
bride, and one day, he has the courage to come to

Mrs. Smith to borrow some money for Doris to go

home to her own town. Mrs. Smith looks on sadly as

sobs shake Doris' body when with a perfunctory

good-bye, Roy leaves her before the train pulls in,

saving he has some work to do. At this time, Mr.
Hawkes dies leaving a large sum of money to his

wife, who proceeds directly to squander the whole

inheritance, and become more unbearable than ever.

However, when her child. Dot, becomes very ill and
refuses to take medicine, Mrs. Smith, who has been
her Sunday School teacher, comes over and persuades

the child with the promise of a lovely "mama" doll

to take the driigs, which because of her weak heart

could not otherwise have been administered. Bringing

delicacies to the convalescent child who has won Mrs.

Smith's heart, the kindly neighbor, unable to go one

day, persuades her visiting cousin John Holt, to

carry a tray over to the little girl. She never sus-

pects that the widow will attempt to win the young
boy. But attractive as she undoubtedly is, she e.xerts

her wiles and quite turns the head of the youngster
who finds himself drawn to her against his own will.

When Mrs. Smith sees what is happening she u
distraught. At first she cannot prevail upon the boy

to recognize how he is jeopardizing his future, but at

length she manages to point out the dangers. Going
back to say goodbye, however, young John is wheedled

into disclosincr his reason for going, and Mrs. Hawkes
redoubles hei" hatred. Again it is little Dot, however,
who is responsible for a suspension of hostilities. For

when Mrs. Hawkes becomes very ill, and nobody will

help her, it is Dot's plight which is the most pitiful,

and swallowing the sense of the other's injustice to

her, Mrs. Smith tends her hateful neighbor, and get-

ting her to a hospital for an appendicitis operation,

keeps up both houses while Mrs. Hawkes is ill. Upon
her recovery, Mrs. Hawkes' gratitude is touching.

A lovableness which before had seemed to be utterly

lacking comes to the fore, and she is soon immersed
in preparations for her marriage. However, pressed

as she is, she aids Mrs. Smith in a project to re-

unite Doris and Roy, who begin life anew, while Mrs.
Smith and Mrs. Hawkes look on fondly, arm in arm.

THE MONSTER
Guernsey Smirle File No. 7119

TWO adventurers. Reginald Belgeaud and Walter
Genkins, both young and attractive, read an ac-

count in the newspaper about the League of Na-
tions scrapping all war ships and as a new scheme
for abolishing war using the scrap iron to form a

giant ocean going tank to act as sort of "world police-

man." Reginald and Walter secure jobs as riveters

on the steel parts, and are noticed one day by the

inventor, who is watching the work proceed, when
Reginald saves Walter from being crushed by a slid-

ing girder. Mr. Raleigh, the inventor, is to operate

the huge tank when it is completed, and he promises
to give Walter and Reginald positions. The two
men meet his daughter, Sadie, who is with him, and
Reginald falls in love at sight. They are invited to

come to Mr. Raleigh's apartment the next evening,

and here Reginald meets again Joe Land, the co-pilot

to be, with whom he had a fight that morning and
who it now develops is also very fond of the beautiful

Sadie. On their way home later that night, Reginald
and Walter are captured by Joe Land's men, and
taken to a deserted house where Reginald knocks
Joe out when told to stay away from Raleigh and
especially Sadie, and proves himself well able to

cope with the thugs, thus escaping and taking his

pal Walter with him. Upon their telling Raleigh of

Joe's order that they resign, the inventor assures
them that he will need their services, and they move
into their appointed rooms in the mammoth tank.

The evening before it is to start on its test trip.

Mr. Raleigh goes aboard to explain details of the use

of his great mvention. While in the control room,
he and Walter are overpowered by Joe's men and
made prisoners. At the same time, some other of

his men capture Reginald and Sadie and lock then?

up. Joe then assumes complete charge of The Mon-
ster and starts the machine, heading directly foi

London. It crushes all in its road, plowing through
large buildings and burying thousands of people in

its path. The Army and Police are sent to stop the de-

vastor, but with no success. On it goes, tearing

Land looks on with an almost insane delight in his

power. Reginald, who is tied and gagged, cleverly
fools the two men who come to take him to a better

dungeon, and gets away just in time to save Sadie
from Joe Land's clutches. He manages to release

Mr. Raleigh, and together they find the tank jail

and free all the men taken prisoner by Joe. By this

time, the Monster has crossed the Atlantic and is in

the process of wrecking New York as it has just

wrecked London. But under the leadership of Ral-
eigh and Reginald, the giant machine is finally

stopped and Joe Land and his men given over to

American soldiers. Sadie and Reginald find there is

not a suitable church left in New York after the

Monster has destroyed the city, and so after they
succeed in proving their innocence in the disasters

due to wrongful use of the great war tank and Joe
Land and his men are courtmartialled, they go to

Paris to be

RIVAL CANDIDATES
Edward Kerressey File No. 7129

IN the Armistice confusion, two buddies. Walter
Bracken and Jack Harvey separate and lose track
of each other until eleven years later in the Legion-

naire Parade in Boston, they meet again. Bracken
is now a candidate for a high political office in New
York, whereas Harvey, never having been able to

get back into step since the war. has gone ofT the
trail to be a gambler,—a successful one. After the
parade, Bracken meets his fiancee. Doris Reynolds
who has come in from New York with her fifteen

year old brother. Bubby, to see the parade. At dinner
that night. Harvey finds himself developing a strong
affection for the boy, his own life having been very
empty despite the wealth he has acquired.
After the celebration is over they all return to New

York where the campaigns are being prepared for the
coming election. Richard Burnett. Bracken's rival

is anxious to find some private scandal to ruin the
chances of his opponent since the election is to be
a closely contested one. He calls in Barney Willard.
his campaign manager, an unscrupulous blackguard,
and together, they try to determine exactly where
Bracken's vulnerability lies, but can discover noth-
ing to their advantage. However, discovering that
the night before the election the leading newspaper
is to carry the story of Jack Harvey's colorful gamb-
ling career, and having learned that both Harvey and
Bracken are visiting the little flat kept by Doris Rey-
nolds and her young brother. Bracken decides that if

he can get a picture of Harvey and Bracken together,
in an intimate pose^ he can instil suspicions in the
minds of the voting public concerning Bracken's im-
plication in Harvey's gambling career. Accordingly,
since the time is short, Willard arranges to have lit-

tle Bubby, a newsboy snatched into a taxi and thrown
out in front of Bracken's door. Bracken is to be
called to take the boy to a hospital and Harvey sum-
moned by telephone to the hospital by the informa-
tion that Bubby is hurt. When the two men are to-

gether, a photographer is to take the picture. The
elaborate plan almost fails, however, by seizing the
wrong taxi, the other driver having been bribed.
Moreover, Harvey was not at home for the telephone
call. However, the message is delivered and he
rushes down. The picture is taken but Harvey, told

what has happened begins to see through the plot,

and rushes out to see what he can do. Meeting the

taxi driver, he has the story confirmed and rushes to

the address which Willard thinking the taxi driver
is his confederate, has given. Harvey arrives with
two policemen, but as they attempt to arrest Wil-
lard for what he has done to Bubby, Willard by a
surprise move pushes both officers of the law out of

the room and threatens to kill Harvey if the cops
try to break in. So motioning to one of the cops to

guard the fire escape, the other waits for an oppor-
timity to break in. As Willard attempts to leave
via the window, Harvey snaps the gun from his hand,
and the policeman at the door hearing the turmoil
breaks in. Willard fearful of being caught, goes to

the window but in his excitement plunges to his

death. That night the picture of Harvey and Candi-
date Bracken appears with its damaging insinuations.
But a later edition carries the story of the getting

of the picture and Bracken wins the election by an
overpowering majority. And as Bracken marries his

Doris. Harvey is permitted to take Bubby, whom he

adores, to live with him.

FALSE TO LOVE
Samuel Madi£ File No. 7069

MEETING John, a fraternity brother of his in

New York, and learning that he is looking for

a boarding house. Nick insists that the hand-
some fellow come to his. He introduces John to Mrs.
Wilson, the landlady, and to her daughter, Dora, en-
gaged to Nick, without suspecting the complications
which are about to develop.
Terribly in love with Dora, Nick is impatient for the

time when his brother is to return to New York,
since he has been asked to defer the wedding until

Joe can be present. Thus loving Dora more every
day, he is stunned when a friend of his, embarrassed
by the delicate nature of the information, advises
Nick that Dora has been seen in the company of an-
other man. Nick expresses incredulity and even goes
so far as to warn Dora to be careful about appearing
in an equivocal light when she is innocent. Some-
thing about her reply sends ominous tremors through
him, but he manages to conceal his jealousy and dis-

trust. Little Grace, who helps Mrs. Wilson, grieves
over Nick's pallor but she can do nothing, realizing

I
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what the cause is. Once, Nick catches Dora looking

across the table in a curious way at John, and sud-

denly he realizes that it is his fraternity brother who
is alienating her affection. But Nick only redoubles

his attempts to please the woman he loves. When
Dora begs her mother to permit her to get an auto-

mobile, Mrs. Wilson, surprised by so impossible a

request, refuses, but Nick takes a good portion of

his savings and in an effort to regain Dora's love

gets a Uttle run-about for her. Nick is happy m
Dora's renewed protestation of love. One day, how-

ever, waiting for John in his room, Nick is startled

by a letter in Dora's handwriting. He tells himself

that it is none of his business and that he has no

right to read another's mail, but jealousy impels hun
to read the opened letter. To his intense grief, he

learns that Dora has written John telling him that

now that she has a car they can go oif, safe from

prying eyes. As he walks slowly out of the room,

little Grace rushes to him and begs to be told what

the trouble is. He pats her head, and says nothing.

In her own room the girl, only sixteen, weeps because

Nick considers her a child. Dazedly packing his

things, Nick leaves the house and everything that

reminds him of Dora. A few weeks later, he comes
back, somewhat less broken by the loss of the girl

he had thought he loved so intensely, than he ex-

pected himself to be. Greeting a surprised Dora he

renews his offer of marriage, now that the grief of

the discovery has been mitigated somewhat, and he

can think calmly about the matter. But Dora inso-

lently tells him that since he was so ready to believe

rumors,—rumors!—she is not willing to spend the

rest of her life with a suspicious man. Moreover,

she loves John! Wincing, Nick tells her to be very

certain of John's love before taking his marriage for

granted. Angrily, Dora tells him she can manage
her own alfairs, and Nick does not remind her how
closely affiliated his own were with hers. As he is

leaving, he sees Grace sitting on the stairs weeping.

As he sympathetically stops to inquire the cause,

she hastily tries to remove the evidences of her weep-

ing, and as he speaks tenderly to her, she sobs out

her love for him. Amazed, he looks at her for the

first time. She tells him that she is running away,

she can't stand this any longer. At length, Nick
convinces her that she is too young to do anything

rash. She finally promises to stay on, and Nick ac-

quires the habit of calling to find out how she is

progressing. Soon he realizes that he loves her.

When, after two years, he realizes that she still

loves him, moreover, he finally summons up sufficient

assurance to ask her to marry him, which she does.

John, as Dick warns, leaves Dora when he tires of

her, and it is a broken Dora who sees Nick marry
little Grace who has grown into a beautiful woman.

marry him does he remember. And then, indignantly,

he informs her father, that he has changed his mind
about the garage money. And although he has to

borrow a dress from his sister-in-law for his bride

who has only overalls to wear, he takes Jill from
her miserable surroundings. As he takes the curly

-

haired girl into the city with him, to be married, he

discovers that her grandparents have relented and
have settled a sum of money on her, which Mike has
concealed from her, hoping to get it himself. Thwart-
ing his plans, Jill and her husband are able to get

that garage, and in each other's arms find happiness.

LOVE BARGAIN
Emma Sankey Bargerstock File No. 7014

PLOWING her field, Jill stops as her new neigh-

bor speaks to her from his field. He introduces

himself as Carl Hall, and after exchanging pleas-

antries about the weather, tells her that his invaUd
wife and he would love to have her visit them. Re-
gretfully Jill answers that her father doesn't Hke
her to visit.

Jill's mother had married Mike Brandon against

the wishes of her family who consequently disowned
her. Moreover, her husband's brutality had sent her
to an early grave, not before, however, she had given

Jill an education despite her husband's protests. Al-

most immediately after the death of his pretty young
wife, Mike had started paying court to the widow
Perry. Jill laboring in the fields all day also keeps
house for her father and the hired man, and even
were she to the taste of the country bumpkins, which
she is not since she is slim and imaginative, Mike
Brandon would have been sufficient to keep off all

suitors. Therefore Jill looks forward to the few
words she exchanges over the fence daily with Carl,

and when his wife makes some cookies for the shel-

tered girl and Carl gives her some kittens which she
has to hide from her father lest he drown them, her
gratitude knows no bounds. One day, however, Mike
sees Jill speaking to Carl, who having given her
some cool water which he has brought in a thermos
flask, is explaining the workings of the thermos to
her. He orders his daughter in the house and ac-
cusing her of foul things leaves her shivering as he
goes to call on the widow before going to the bank.
As he asks the widow for her answer, she tells him
that she won't marry him while he has a daughter
who is growing into a spinster, while her own daugh-
ter two years younger is already engaged. Mike
goes into town his mind turning on this new problem.
Meanwhile, Carl's brother, Don has called to see his
relatives. While there he has heard about poor Jill

and still incensed by the story, proceeds into tow-n
to ask the bank president to lend him some money
by buy a new garage, taking his old garage as se-
curity. Regretting that he can not do so, the presi-
dent is compelled to refuse and Don walks slowly
out. Mike having heard the conversation, stops Don
and says he thinks he can loan him the five thou-
sand dollars. After seeing both garages iMike makes
his proposition—he will advance the monev if Don
will marry his daughter. Then Don realizes the
daughter is the poor girl his brother was talking
about, and determined to help her if he can, he pre-
tends to consider the proposition.
Arriving, Don is introduced to Jill as she is carry-

ing two heavy pails of water. He helps her and
realizes now what Mike has meant bv saving that the
reason he couldn't marry her off is that she isn't
husky enough for country taste,—the girl is lovely!
Having gotten an opportunity to see a lot of her he
finds himself falling in love with her sweetness, ut-
terly unspoiled, forgetting the proposition of the loan

Only when he determines to ask her to

SUNSHINE HAVEN
aldil ; Jacobs Groff File No. 7080

WHILE John Druxdale, a splendid figure of a

seventy year old man, sits musing before his

fireplace, Richard Carlyle, his nephew and
heir, leans across the piano at the other end of the

room and asks Sunshine to marry him. Hesitantly she

refuses, asserting that she is not certain of her love.

Richard disconsolately goes to bed, and John Drux-
dale asks Sunshine to remain. Telling her that his

physician has informed him that his heart is so weak
he may drop off any moment, the financier tells Sun-
shine that she is not really his daughter. Aghast,
Sunshine listens as he tells her how nineteen years
ago he was sitting on the beach at Lake Michigan
when a young man asked him to hold a baby while
he took a swim. Consenting, John had waited long
hours and after a searching party had been called

in, he had taken the infant home, supposing that the

father had been drowned. But in the baby's^ clothes

had been pinned a note telling him the baby's name
was Sunshine and entrusting the reader with the

bringing up of the child. Sunshine cries out with the

shame of realizing that far from being the daughter
of one of Detroit's most prominent men, she is a

nobody whom John Druxdale had taken in knowing
full well what others would think of the fact that he
suddenly admitted he had a little child. That night,

John Druxdale dies. Richard repeats his proposal
but now Sunshine continues to refuse to marry him,
thinking herself an illegitimate child. The will leaves
fifty thousand dollars and an envelope containing a

locket with the picture of her father and her name
Sunshine Haven to the girl, and most of the rest of

the estate to Richard who tries in vain to dissuade
Sunshine from going to New York, There she has
her voice trained and receives an o.fter to go on the
stage. Becoming infatuated with Louis Talbert, a
wealthy playwright. Sunshine ignores the warnings
of her friend Dixie, who however, does not explain
she has once been infatuated with him herself, and
has grown to hate him through bitter experience.
Once Sunshine is kept waiting by Talbert and through
the efforts of Dixie, the girl discovers that he has
been out with a chorus girl, and is revoltingly drunk.

Dixie seeing the way Sunshine looks at a picture
she has of Richard tries to get her to return to him,
but Sunshine sadly refuses to go now that she is

nameless. Meanwhile, Richard, suffering the pangs of

unrequited love, reading of Sunshine's stage suc-
cess and being too proud to ask her again to marry
him, suffers a nervous breakdown and his plant goes
through bankruptcy proceedings. In the hospital,
Richard calls ceaselessly for Sunshine, and a visiting
doctor from Europe is consulted. As he hears the
call for Sunshine, he starts. Dr. Sanborn orders that
she be sent for immediately.
At home, Dixie reads of the failure of Richard's

plant and his illness attributed to it. Sunshine, im-
mediately goes to him. She hears the doctor sending
a telegram to her as she enters and fearing that

Richard is dead, almost faints. The doctor escorts

her to the patient who is overjoyed at seeing her.

As they clasp each other, the doctor murmurs that
they have a father's blessing, and exnlains that he,

at the death of his wife had left Sunshme with Drux-
dale, having no way to take care of her, being out of

a job, discouraged and broken-hearted over the loss

of his wife. He explains that he worked his way on
the boat to Europe and through great effort and pri-

vation finally completed his medical studies and be-

came famous under an assumed name. And Sun-
shine changes her newly found name, to which she

has a perfect right, to Richard's.

THE FALSE WITNESS
Jess G. Lantz File No. 7048

Robert, causing him to turn over. The policeman who
rushes to the scene of accident, compares Robert's
face with that of a man wanted for murder, and ar-
rests him on the charge. So Charlotte's father is

obliged to prosecute Robert for the murder of a poor
old woman, Catherine Mosley. Robert tries in vain
to explain that he is innocent, but that he has a twin
brother who may be guilty, for meanwhile Lyle has
come out from seclusion and taken his brother's post
at the newspaper oftice, admitting that he is Robert
Garfield and that he has a twin Lyle, who has al-

ways been a scoundrel. And so it is that both twins
claim to be Robert, for every one knows that Robert
could never have done such a thing. At the trial, it

is again a question of which is which, for it is cer-
tain that one is guilty. As a last resort, Charlotte,
Robert's wife is put on the stand and asked to iden-
tify her husband, and great is her embarrassment and
regret, for even she cannot tell them apart. Finally,
after harried weeks, a little urchin with tear-stained
face and ragged clothing, a boy of about ten, makes
his way to the judge's desk and tells him he is Ted
Mosley and he saw his mother's murder. He saw
his mother take a knife and stick it into the man's
stomach so that it must have gone through the cloth-
ing and made a scar on the skin of the murderer.
Then the man grabbed the knife and—Ted ran. Lyle's
lawyers refuse to believe this story and won't have the
two men stripped. They say it is a clever frame-up
and ask the boy why, if this is true, did he wait so
long to help find the man who killed his own mother.
The little boy answers between his suppressed sobs
that he wouldn't tell because he was afraid that it

would convict Robert Garfield and Robert Garfield was
the only man in the world who was ever kind or good
to him, who paid their rent and bought them food and
clothes and gave him a job as errand boy for the
paper. Then he had read that there was a twin
brother, and he knew that the killer must have been
he, and he remembered the knife of his mother and
thought that that would make an identification pos-
sible. "But", asks the doubting attorney, "you don't
mean to say that you care more about Robert Gar-
field than your own mother—that vou would love him
even if he killed your mother?" And the little boy
burst into tears, crying that he does love Robert Gar-
field more, that his ma never did anything but beat
him and use all their money to buy dope, and that he
knows anyway that Robert Garfield couldn't have
done it, and he begs the judge to see if one of them
hasn't a scar on the stomach. The judge grants the
child's request, and Lyle, knowing there is no use in
pretending further, confesses that he killed Mrs. Mos-
ley because a long time ago she had taught his wife
to use dope and he had sworn revenge. But Robert
is released immediately. He goes back to his paper
and Charlotte comes back to him, and they take lit-

tle Ted Mosley to live with them.

ROBERT GARFIELD. Editor of The Morning
Mail and a universally loved and respected man,
allows his twin brother, Lyle, to live in a secret

apartment of his large suburban home. When, how-
ever, he decides to marry Charlotte, daughter of the

District Attorney, he tells his brother he must get
out, Lyle says that he is working on a scientific

experiment which will be finished in a few weeks,
and Robert gives him permission to stay in hiding.
Immediately after their marriage, Charlotte is called

away to see her dying mother in Chicago. Return-
ing unexpectedly soon, she decides to surprise Robert
and goes out to his home. Thus it is that Robert,
coming home from the office very late that night,
finds that his brother has been impersonating him and
that Charlotte never knew the difference. When he
walks into the bedroom now with all his winter out-
door clothes still on. she is amazed, having just

seen Lyle leave the room a moment ago in a smok-
ing jacket. Confused beyond understanding, she dress-
es hurriedly while Robert pursues the escaped Lyle,
and has fled to her father's home when her young
husband returns. Jumping into his car, Robert starts
after her at high speed. The roads are extremely
slippery due to the ice, and another car skids into

TAINTED BLOOD
Louise Sn File No. 7110

SEEING Benita, a lovely young girl selling violets
outside an English dance-hall, Tom Hawkins, a
New York producer desires her. He tries in vain

to gain the girl's confidence, but not until he realizes
that she is ambitious to get on the concert stage
with her truly fine voice, can he approach her. She
does not doubt his sincerity and he thinks that in
gratitude for his promises of a stage career, she will
give herself to him, but Benita is proud. However,
when he pretends that he loves her, he turns Benita's
head and she promises to marry him. Hawkins goes
through a mock ceremony with her, hut when he dis-
covers that she is to bear a child, he decides that the
farce has run long enough, and without a word de-
serts her, and she is left alone at the birth of her
child,

Benita. her hopes dashed, with only a bleak future
beckoning before her, decides to commit suicide, but
on Waterloo bridge discovers a boy about to take the
same desperate course. Forgetting her own inten-
tion, she draws him back, and together thev walk the
foggy streets telling each other their misery. Victor
is a young lawyer who, penniless, has been' jilted by
the girl he loved. Together they try to reclaim their
lost lives. And strangely enough, their fortunes be-
gin to pick up. Benita finds employment singing in
a music hall and she induces an admirer to give Vic-
tor an almost hopeless case, which he wins. Later
they are married and Victor adopts Reed, as his own
son. Meanwhile, Benita becomes a well-known singer
and receives a contract to go to New York to appear
on the metropolitan stages. Taking Reed and Victor
who has become a fairly well-known barrister, with
her, she goes. However, she is recognized by Haw-
kins who begins to blackmail Benita on the threat
that he will expose to her son his illegitimacy. Fear-
ing a disclosure at the moment when Reed is en-
gaged to a charming girl of fine birth. Benita allows
the scoundrel to make demands of her for large sums
of money without telling her husband, fearing that if
Victor learns that Hawkins is bothering her, he will
do
Ho

ethii

ething with jealousy, Hawkins stops
Reed as he is leaving a supper club, and bluntly tells
him that he is not Victor's son, but is illegitimate.
Reed threatens to knock down the drunken fellow,
but something about the way Hawkins advises him
to ask his mother if it isn't true, makes him desist.
That night, he questions Benita, and with a low
moan she tells him the whole story. As she tells of
the false marriage and the desertion. Reed's fists
double, but when she mentions Hawkins' recent per-
secution and his promise to keep his story secret if
well supplied with money. Reed dashes out. He finds
his father and threatens him direlv. if ever he annoys
his mother again, but Hawkins s'till drunk pulls out
a revolver. Reed grabs it, and in the scuffle shoots
his father. He is brought to trial and defended bril-
liantly by his stepfather who secures his acquittal.
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Though the sordid story is dragged througli the news-
papers, Reed's fiancee remains at his side and helps

to comfort Benita and Victor whose love for each

other is truly inspiring.

GETTING EVEN
John P. Collii File No. 7073

AS the jury returns a verdict that Bill, a tramp,
is innocent of the charge for which he is being
held, Prosecuting Attorney Wheeler sullenly as-

sures the defendant that nevertheless he considers
him guilty. Joining his stuttering, unshaven friend,

Herman, Bill says he hates that guy, but what a

swell fellow Neil Hampton, his lawyer, is!

At the clubhouse, the prominent men of the town are

making suggestions about raisin^^ money for the em-
ployment relief fund. NegX)tiations are under way
for the Home Talent Show, which is to be the big

event, but they are all depending on Jimmie Stanton
to stage the show. The chairman of the committee
suggests a way of adding about three hundred dol-

lars to the fund. His sister has a large home which
she will lend them for a dance. They can have thirty

couples at ten dollars a couple. To add some amuse-
ment they decide to play a trick on Neil Hampton,
telling him that it is to be a masquerade with a prize

given for the most amusingly dressed couple. To as-

sure secrecy, everyone coming is told that the dance
is to be a surprise afl'air and secrecy is to be main-
tained to prevent hurting the feelings of the towns-
people not invited. The night of the dance, Neil ar-

rives with Helen and although their ludicrous cos-

tumes standing out among the formally dressed others,

provide the conspirators with much amusement, Helen
and Neil are horribly embarrassed. They take the

joke with a show of good sportsmanship, but Neil is

miserable because of the indignity to which Helen has
been subjected. Both of them vow they'll find some
way of getting even with the practical jokers, whose
wives had sympathized with the girl, and promised
support in any form of retaliatory procedure. The
next day, Jimmie Stanton comes to join them at their

table in a restaurant, and expresses his sympathy
for the indignity, since the whole town is rocking
with the details of the evening. He promises to aid

them, and when he meets a friend of his, a hypnotist,

whom he has met a while ago when they were both
seasick on an ocean liner, he engages the help of the

professor.
The night of the entertainment, Jimmie has promised

that the piece de resistance is to be a surprise. As
the conmiittee is waiting together in a dressing room,
Jimmie has his friend, the hypnotist, come up. He
gets the men excited about hypnotism and submits
to a demonstration. According to a prearranged
plan, Neil expresses the opinion that it is bunk. Jim-
mie pretends to be hurt at the slight to his friend,

and an argument results, in which the committee all

express their faith in the hypnotist. Someone sug-
gests that they all be put under and Jimmie fixes it

so that, although they have misgivings, they don't

dare refuse. The perpetrators of the practical joke

are hypnotised and in this condition led onto the stage.

Before the whole town assembled in the auditorium,
the dignitaries of the town: prosecuting attorney,
banker, department store head, and others, perform
ridiculous antics having been informed that they are

naughty school children. The tables are turned! At
first the wives are horrified, but they are soon brought
around to the opinion that it is a good lesson for

their haughty spouses. As for the prosecuting at-

torney he gets his at the hands of Bill and Herman,
the tramps who, hanging around, are called on the

stage to help.

BLOOD AND WATER
Hilda Barth File No. 7017

TWIN sisters, Nancy and Nelly face their first

separation, now, at eighteen, when the former
goes to Chicago to pursue her interest in avia-

tion, and Nelly goes to an art school. At the birth-

day party given for them the night before they leave,

Nancy sings a duet with Bobby, a very dear friend

of hers. Weeks pass, and one Sunday morning, walk-
ing alone, wondering with an intolerable loneliness

what Nelly is doing, Nancy sees an old woman struck
by a passing car. Pillowing the victim's head on her
lap, Nancy looks up for a taxi, and sees a young man
standing before her asking if he can do anything for

her. For a moment, she forgets where she is, lost

in a sudden wave of feeling, but recovering she re-

quests that he get a cab. Pie assists her and the

woman he supposes is a relative, and reluctantly

goes ofT as Nancy bids him a grateful goodbye. She
assists the woman who has not been hurt although
for a moment she had been stunned, to her home,
and returns to thoughts of the handsome stranger.

For weeks she cannot get the look in his eyes as he
turned to go, out of her mind, and she is confident

that sometime she will see him again. Strangely
enough, she does not write to Nellie about the en-

counter. Four months pass and the Ardens have a

Christmas party celebrating the return of their two
daughters. The son of one of Mr. Arden's friends is

invited, and arriving too early is introduced to Nellie.

The same curious thing that happened to her sister

happens to her, and she returns Randel's stare dazedly.

Randel, meanwhile thinks, happily, that he has found

the girl he has been searching for ever since the

Chicago meeting. When Nellie runs upstairs, she ex-

citedly tells Nancy that Randel Ferry is here, and
that Nejlie thinks, she has fallen in love. Nancy
smiles explaining that she understands, but when she

comes down to dinner and recovers from the shock of

seeing the man here, in her house, and realizes that

this is the Randel whom Nellie loves, she pleads a

headache and retires to her room. Later, determined

not to interfere with her sister's happiness, she is

dancing with Randel when he asks if it is she or her

sister he met. Nancy unconcernedly says it must
have been she, since Nellie wasn't in Chicago, but

pretends she doesn't remember the incident. Randel
is disappointed, having been certain the girl felt the

same way he did that the meeting was significant.

When he tries again, moreover, she accuses him of

being a sentimentalist. All the time that he is a

guest, Nancy avoids him, and derives her consolation

from Nellie's bright eyes as she tells Nancy about

this or that thing that Randel did. Thrown con-

stantly in Nellie's company, Randel finds her a good

sport and likes her a lot. One night, in the moon-
light, he kisses her and her eager response causes

him to ask her to marry him. She consents happily

pouring out her love for him. He doesn't quite real-

ize that it is Nancy he loves until his wedding day,

and then it is too late to withdraw. Every tmie he

kisses his wife, it is Nancy's face he sees, and after a

year, he sees Nancy again and, torn by the realiza-

tion that he has been living a lie, he tells her of his

love. Concealing her tremulousness, Nancy lashes

him with her contempt. He stumbles from the scene,

and returns to Nellie, more attentive than he has

ever been. Nancy plunges into her air pilot's activi-

ties, trying to forget, but when Bobby asks her to

marry him, she refuses. Nellie has two children,

but dies at the birth of her second, asking Nancy
to care for them and for Randel. Long afterwards,

Nancy is singing for the children when Randel bit-

terly interrupts to ask her why she doesn't sing for

a man she loves. Nancy softly admits she just did,

and he questions her incredulously. Some time later

they an

LITTLE HOMESTEADERS
Katie Foster Olson File No. 7019

IN a pouring rain in 1909, the Fosters, mother, dad

and five little ones ranging in age from a year

and a half to ten, move onto their homestead.
Digging wells and dugouts, the necessities, takes so

much of the precious time that they have to move into

a dugout while they make enough money to warrant

the expenditure of time on the construction of more
comfortable living quarters. The children have a

glorious time in their new freedom and wander about

gleefully inspecting the live stock and_ environs. Katie,

aged nine, does not share her mother's aversion to the

dirt floors. To the child it means only a welcome
surcease from sweeping floors, and therefore time to

wash the twenty-seven year old white mule, Jenny.

The ambitious youngsters anticipate the sensation

they will create riding into Sunday school on a milk

white mule, so, ruining their clothes and shouting m
high glee, they remove every last speck of dirt from

the gentle animal's coat. Then proudly running m to

call their overworked mother to see the results of

their afternoon's labor, they discover to their com-
plete dismay, that the mule with a fine disregard for

their efforts has just rolled in the freshly plowed

field. Her still damp coat is now a hideous grey

color and the abashed children, with a resolution

never to bathe Jenny again, drive Tom, the horse, in,

in the customary fashion. About this time, the co-

yotes create so much of a disturbance at night, that

Dad Foster decides to put an end to the howling with

his six shooter. However, as he steps outside in

his bare feet, he does not notice the thorny plum
bush and descends on some of the long thorns.

Whereupon the dignified gentleman makes almost as

much noise as the obnoxious animals. Meanwhile,
the children are having the time of their young lives.

Once Katie insists on riding Jenny although it is

Cyril's turn. The boy as a measure of revenge, turns

Rowdy the dog to chase Jenny and Katie gets a

jolting severe enough to impress upon her the im-

portance of respecting Cyril's turn to ride. Christmas

comes and with it a memorable incident. Katie seats

herself on the hay packed wagon as the cart is driven

to Grandmother's when suddenly, the little girl sees

to her horror a tiny mouse creeping up her coat.

She screams, frightening the horses until Cyril

knocks the wee animal off into a snowdrift. Hay-
rides can, she is certain, be perilous! The school-

house is a mile and a half away, and one day as

the children are passing through a field, a neighbor

who loves a joke as well as any man, shows them
his watch indicating that it is already nine o'clock.

The little ones run all the way and arrive a half hour

too early,—Carl had set his watch ahead to worry
them. That day, while the children are at school,

they grow terribly restless being able to discern

dense clouds of smoke issuing from the direction of

their house. They are terrified by the thought that

their house may be burning, but find, later, that it

was the neighbor's. But near tragedies are soon

forgotten in the excitement of rechristening the cat

which had long been called Dinah, and is now dis-

covered to be Dick. Some new homesteaders arrive

and the Foster children are antagonized by Florence

and Ralph. Consequently a flare-up occurs, and the

feud doesn't come to an end until the school teacher

turns the school room into a miniature tribunal and
the grievances are aired in court. As a result, at

the big Basket Social, Ralph and Katie become great

friends, and despite all the chiding they receive at

the hands of the other children, Ralph walks Katie

home every day across the fields. Thus starts a

great friendship, which is to endure through many

RADIO ROMANCE
George W. Tuttle File No. 7084

Grey, iiopular radio songstress, whom he persuades to

stay with the new station as star performer. Nyma
Gleim, former mistress of Leon Dunclaws, takes a
sudden fancy to Grant, who repulses her advances.
To avenge her hurt pride, the fiery Nyma aids Leon,
who is the lawyer for the new station and Grant's
trusted adviser, to steal the plans for Grant's radic

devices, which he sells as his own to the Maxcor
Radio Corporation. Grant, who has become known aj

a brilliant engineer with besides the success of hij

station the engagement of the lovely Wilma to his

credit, is now sued by the Maxcor for using their

patented devices and forced to leave town by the

Chamber of Commerce and the Radio Commissi
He goes to tell Wilma that the wedding will have
be postponed until he can prove the truth, and not
knowing that her anger and complete change toward
him are caused by a story about him and Nyrna
told her by Leon, believes that she only cared for hi:

money and prestige and is turning him down now
that he is poor and disgraced. Two weeks later, Grant
returns to Midwest, having inherited a fortune from
a heretofore unknown relative, and buys the radio

station, giving each backer just what he had put in

it, but he ignores Wilma, who doesn't know of his

new fortune and tries to make up for her quick tem-
per by paying him especial attention upon his return.

Grant then locks up the station and becomes the

playboy of Midwest, giving wild extravagant parties

for a new girl each night, and Wilma first goes out

with and then accepts the proposal of marriage of

the attentive Leon, all in an effort to forget Grant.
The night that this engagement is announced, Nyma
meets Grant in a speak-easy, where Leon and Wilma
soon appear wifB an elderly couple. Nyma, infuriated

by Leon's choice of Wilma instead of her, decides

for revenge to tefl loud enough for the whole room
to hear the story of her helping Leon steal the plans.

Mr. Wilson, sitting with Leon and president of the

Maxcor, is convinced of the truth of her statement
wfien he finds that Leon cannot answer fundamei
questions about engineering. Grant further proves

he is the true inventor by bringing to light a crude
design of the plans done two years before in college.

The Radio Commission and Chamber of Commerce
apologize; Mr. Wilson takes this clever boy into his

company; and Grant's station again goes on the air,

more successful than ever. Wilma Grey is once more
the star performer, but Grant is still unforgiving ;

ignores her, giving much of his time to Nyma to

whom he will always be grateful. Wilma, finding

his nearness unbearable in light of his coolness,

day disappears from Midwest, and then it is that

Grant regrets his attitude and tries desperately to

locate her. Nyma, who sees that Grant will always
love only Wilma, decides to make good for all her

recent misdoings by bringing the lovers together again.

She finds Wilma in New York and sends a telegram

to Grant signing Wilma's name and address, ami
saying she is ill and to come at once. This he does,

and as they meet in a long-awaited embrace, Nyn
quietly walks out of Wilma's apartment.

GREED
Ernest C. Turner File No. 7039

GRANT UNVOR, young electrical engineer, s

perintends the construction of a radio station

Midwest, incorporating several new but unpa
ted ideas of his, and then falls in love with Wiln

BEFORE Harry Soles passes away, he changes his

will, leaving his estate to Doris and Bob, his

motherless children, and naming his brother,

Stanley Soles, their guardian, to keep each child's

share until its twenty-first birthday. In the event

of the death of either before becoming of a

Stanley is to keep the money as his own. A w(

after his father's death. Bob, 20, a gentle boy
with innocent blue eyes, takes his uncle's adv

'

and ends his relations with Eve, a woman mi
older than he and of whom Harry Soles does not

approve. He soon falls in love with a pretty young
thing of his own age, and the night before his twenty-

first birthday he goes out to her summer home in

•the suburbs and asks her to marry him, telling her of

the inheritance he will receive the next day. Doris

decides to take the roadster and go out and call for

Bob, saving him a train trip, but on her way she

speeds past a light on a country road and is finally

brought home herself by one Jim Dale, which attrac-

tive young man had collided his car with hers, turn-

ing hers on its side but not even scratching Doris

herself. As Jim leaves her at the door, he gives her

his card and tells her he is learning to be a detective,

and if ever she should need any help to please let

him know. Doris joyfully rushes in to tell her un-
cle of her adventure, when she meets in the draw-
ing room the woman her brother had been so crazy

about Eve is determined to wait until Bob comes
in to talk to him, and Doris at last leaves her, join-

ing her uncle in the library. Thus it is that they
hear the scene between the two on Bob's arrival, i

hear the woman say she will kill him if he continues

to ignore her so heartlessly. After she departs, -their

uncle commends the boy for his firm stand against

that woman. He and Doris go up to bed. Bob saying

he will spend an hour or so in the den. as is hii

usual custom. Just before Doris turns out her lights,

she hears her brother scream and calls her uncle in

the adjoining room. Both in their night clothes,

thev rush down to investigate and find Bob on the

den floor, dead. The coroner says he was killed by
an electrical shock—a case of deliberate murder.
After all detectives on the case try vainly for two
weeks to locate the strange killer, Doris suddenly re-

members Jim and his offer, and arranges to invite

him to the house as a guest, telling not even her
uncle that he is really a private detective. His first

move is to visit Lou, Bob's sweetheart in the sub-

urbs, where the butler tells him of a quarrel with a

hot-blooded rival for Lou which took place just after

Bob left the house. But this falls through when Lou
shamefacedly admits that the rival was with her at the

time of the murder. That night Jim takes Doris
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into the garden after dinner, tells her he loves her

and asks her to marry him. She promises to only

after he fiiuls the murderer of her brother. He says

he has a new idea and asks her about the will of her

father. The next day Jim gets Doris to take her un-

cle to town for the day, and in his absence explores

his room where he discovers a trap door leading

down to a cellar room beneath the den. Here Jim
finds an electric switch attached to artificial pieces

of ivy which have been cleverly interwoven with real

ivv on all the walls and windows of the den. The
old man had apparently devised this contraption to

kill Bob and get his share of his father's fortune,

and if successful probably plans to kill Doris in the

same way. To prove his guilt, .lim pretends to go

home the day before Doris' twenty -first birthday,

but actually secludes himself in the underground
room. When her uncle retires, Doris goes to the

den. She takes hold of the ivy to look out of the

window, and her uncle who is watching through a

crack in the floor from below starts to turn on the

electricity. But Jim, who has been hiding and seen

it all stops him with a gun. Doris then sends the

police down to the cellar, as planned beforehand.

"You'll get a big reward for this, Jim." says the

chief to the clever young sleuth. "I've got my re-

ward," replies Jim as he kisses Doris.

Myrtle Button File No. 6385

BOB T-IART. a promising young mining enguieer,

decides to go West to make his fortune, and
introduces his sweetheart, Ann, who is just six-

teen, to his rich young cousin, hoping he will help to

keep her from being too lonely while he is gone. Ned,
the cousin, takes her to a "speakeasy" of question-

able reputation, puts a drug in her drink, and is

caught in the act of carrying her upstairs when the

police break in to raid the place. At court, she final-

ly succeeds in proving her innocence; Ned is sen-

tenced, and she is allowed to return to her Granny,
with whom she lives. But all her friends in high

school shun her. Unable to stand the mean gossip

and whispering about her. she begins playing truant

and, being caught bv the school board, is sent to the

Social Service Home for Girls. Her mother, an act-

ress playing in England, hears of her plight, marries
the producer of her show and returns to make a

home for her daughter. But unknown to her mother,
Ann's step-father soon turns his attentions to her.

Unwilling to disillusion her adored mother, Ann runs
away, intending to work her way out West and meet
Bob, her sweetheart who promised to return and
claim her after two or three years. When she reaches
a small town about two hundred miles from her
home, however, she finds that she is going to have
a child, and ashamed to face Bob now secures a po-

sition there. Two weeks later she is arrested by de-

tectives engaged by her step-father. He claims she

is a delinquent girl and left her home to take up the

life of a prostitute, and she is sentenced to six months
hard labor. When she is released, her mother, who
has been deserted by her second husband, makes it

possible for her to have her baby in peace, and the

girl who has nearly lost faith in trying to be good,
happily seeks to lead a virtuous life because of the

child.
' Branded as an ex-convict, she cannot hold a

job, and finally marries Harold, an attractive young
man whom she inherently distrusts but who promises
to care for her and the baby. Losing his job, he turns
their apartment into a "speakeasy", and makes love

to all the women who come there. One day he
threatens to beat Ann after he hears her furiously
refuse to spend the night with a man who ofTers a

large sum of money, taunting her: "What do you
think I married you for?" Utterlv crushed, she

rushes out and walks hours in the rain. Suddenly
she spies Bob. who has become successful and re-

turned to find her, and starts to run, fearful lest he
recognize her. But he catches her. and after she re-

luctantly tells him her whole story, she happily
consents to run away with him the next afternoon.
Returning to the apartment, she finds the mm who
offered her monev and whom Harold recalled, and
throws him out. The next day, I-faroM, d scovcring
this, jirepares to beat her. At that moment, police
officers appear and arrest Ann for running a "speak-
easy", while Harold escapes with all their money
without being seen. .She has just left when Bob ar-

rives, learns what has happened, and pays Ann's
bail. That evening Harold is caught as he secretly
returns to the apartment. Ann is cleared, and with
Bob and her little girl, leaves for the West.

THE CUT STEEL BUCKLE
William Junii File No. 7020

FROM her wagon. Lucile. disheveled, calls the coun-
try doctor to come immediately,—her husband is

very ill. Dr. Bowden arrives and from the ex-
pression on Dr. Bowden's face as he straightens m
from his examination, Lucile knows that Bert is

dead. Her low moaning awakens the twins who begin
to cry loudly. A few days later, Lucile decides that
for the sake of the two little ones, she had best go
to New York where she believes she can find work.
Peimsylvania Station, and then rushing, unconcerned
New Vork' Leaving the twins at a nursery. Lucile
begins a long tramp for work. Her shabby clothes
hamper her considerably, but she finally manages to
get a position as a waitress, and her white uniform
solves the clothes problem. A middle aged man,
Berrynian. always lunches in the small restaurant.
He asks Lucile to go out with him, and although she
refuses mainly because she hasn't clothes, he con-
tinues to sit at her tables an attempt to win her

consent. One night she goes to the theater with him
and to a supper club afterwards. As her eyes light

up at this life new to her. he asks if she'd like to

work here. She looks at him askance but he as-

sures her that he can get her a job as a cigarette

girl. She doesn't tell him about the twins and allows

him to take her home in his car after work. When
he attempts to kiss her, she dodges good humoredly
and bids him good night. One night, he drinks too

much, and despite Lucile's protests drives a different

course finally stopping the car on a lonely street.

He forces his kisses on her and she strikes him
squarely in the face with her clenched fist as he re-

fuses to be put off. Cursing her, he lunges, but she

escapes down the street, taking a taxi home. D s-

mayed, she is not surprised, when she is shortl>- af-

terwards relieved of her position at the Sans Souci.

Since she owes Berryman twenty -five dollars, she

steps into a night club to see the manager about
work. She addresses the wrong person, assuming that

the man with the iron grey hair who greets her is a

prospective employer and finally liermits herself to

be persuaded to have dinner with him.
At two in the morning, a blue sedan spins around

a corner and crashes into an elevated pillar. A
young woman slips out into the driving rain. The
next morning headlines carry the story of the death
of Henry J.' Morton, prominent financier. A coroner

returns the verdict, "death from natural caiises'',

the man having been found slumped in the driver's

seat, not dead from the crash which only smashed the

wheel and headlights. A five dollar bill is found on

the floor of the car and money in Morton's pockets.

Only a reporter, Carl Redden, suspects more, having
found a cut steel buckle of curious design in the car.

However, all his attempts at tracing the sale of

the buckle or the Cinderella are fruitless.

Several weeks later, Carl eating in a restaurant is

waited on by Lucile and the recognition is instan-

taneous and joyful. He asks about Bert and is ap-
palled to hear of his death. Lucile cannot speak to

him while on duty but invites him to call. A firm
friendship follows, since Carl and Lucile had been
college sweethearts. His journalistic ambitions and
her domestic ones had conflic'-ed, and Lucile had
married Bert who had, however, only reformed his

drinking habits for a few months after the marriage.
Bert had loved Lucile but her life with him had been
none too easy. On the twins' birthday, Carl brings
them a big dump truck and a blue racer. Lucile re-

turns to the room to find a much perturbed Carl.

He has discovered the twins playing with a cut steel

buckle, the mate to the one he has found near Morton.
Lucile confesses later, that Morton had insisted on
taking Lucile home from the night club, that night,

had tried to give her money, which she refused, and
then had slumped in his seat as the car crashed.

Carl draws Lucile close and kisses her worried look

away.

LOVE DRIVEN
Robert Cassell File No. 7083

UNSHA-VEN, penniless, Ralph is listlessly walk-
ing along a dark street when he sees a man
being held up. Creeping up behind the thug,

^vho is covering an old man with a gun, Ralph snaps
the gun out of his hand, and knocks hjm down.
Then, turning to the old gentleman who is looking

on with a strange interest, he suggests that he'd

better get away. As the victim asks his benefactor

to get a cab, he asks him to accompany him home.
Eccentric, wealthy, Walter Payson, questionmg the

seedy looking fellow w'ho has just helped him, decides

to tVv an experiment,—another of his famous ones!

He asks Ralph if he'd like to be introduced to socie-

ty as a man-abont-town. Ralph is to have as much
money as he needs, but, the one condition imposed
bv his eccentric friend, is to be that he must not fall

in love,—that he cannot get married. Ralph laughs

and assures Payson that nothing is more unlikely

than that he should ever want to get married. And
thus starts Ralph's new life. Immaculately groomed,
handsomely tailored, Payson's young friend presents a

.gallant appearance. Evenings at New York's gayest
haimts, theaters, taxis and any number of beautiful

young women to escort about. Ralph grins in the pri-

vacy of his room—old Payson looking on watchfully-
he is not to fall in love. But the assurance comes
that with all these women, how could any man want
to single out one. Funny fellow, his backer, Ralph
muses, heard something about a woman he once
thought a lot of, wanted to marry her, but she ran
off with a wealthier suitor. He had been pretty badly

affected, turned misogynist—and made millions. That's
what love does. And then, Ralph meets Sally.

Granted she is darned attractive, so are lots of

others, and Ralph doesn't see the danger of taking
her out frequently, more frequently than he has any
one other woman, until it is too late, well almost
too late. Love isn't going to make him give up every-

thing. Besides she probably wouldn't have him if

he were penniless. Having come to that conclusion,

Ralph begins to change his attitude toward Sally.

Whereas before he had been the attentive adorer,

now he assumes a fraternal attitude. Sally cannot
understand the change. She, loving him, is certain, or

at any rate iris certain he felt the same way. but
now everything is different. To further his plans,

Ralph even encourages Sally to go out with other

men, and tell him about it. as she would tell a broth-

er. For a long time, the girl cannot believe that

Ralph can have changed so, but finally she begins to

grow suspicious of his brotherly advice. She suspects

that some unusual circumstance is the explanat'on

for his conduct, and depending on the certainty that

he still loves her, she determines to try to arouse his

jealousy. Accordingly, she begins to encourage the

attentions of Fred Darrell, a playboy. And so well

does she adhere to Ralph's advice that she goes out

of her way to ascertain that Ralph is watching as
Fred makes love to her. All this while, Ralph is suf-

fering terrifically. To stand by while Fred kisses the
girl he loves, is too much. Ralph decides to end the
arrangement with Payson. Thus he tells that man he
is through—he has failed. Payson smiles crookedly
and says he knew he would, hands him a check for

one hundred thousand dollars, and bowing deeply
thanks Ralph for being such an interesting subject.

Thus does Ralph win his Sally and the money too.

LOYAL HOBOES
W. A. Do File No. 7051

WITH two hundred dollars between them, Bo
Kylie and Potso Buhr looking like nothing so
much as a pair of hoboes, build a shack in

the hills and pan gold. The location is not only a
profitable one, but the fishing and hunting is excel-

lent. Moreover, the scenery is inspiring and a mile
to the east is the shack of "Big" John and his

daughter, Joyce, who locally schooled, is the peer
of her once famous mother for homemaking.

Isolated as they are, Potso soon becomes quite fond
of the resourceful, dependable mountain girl, and Bo
tries to tell himself that Potso's constant references
to her annoy h'un because they threaten the staunch
friendship existent between him and Potso, but in

reality he is jealous. What he doesn't know is that
Joyce permits Potso to call so regularly to hear him
talk about Bo. John surmises that an unackowledged
rivalry exists between his neighbors but is certain
that it will work itself out through Joyce's choice.
However, an unexpected factor narrows the choice 1

In a sudden rain, Potso, working at the "pool", the
spot where the gold is panned, catches a severe cold,
which despite attention grows so bad that Bo alarmed
carries him sixty miles in the truck to the city hos-
pital. Back, alone, Bo longs to visit Joyce but re-

spects Potso's claim to her love. Each day he takes
the long trip out to the hospital, but at length Potso
dies. Despondent, lonely, Bo decides there is only
one course open to him. Writing a note to the hos-
pital undertaker, he asks that he be buried at Potso's
side. Then, sadly he wanders outside leaving the note
on the table. Meanwhile. John comes over to borrow
Bo's revolver, and finding the note on the table and
not knowing that Potso is dead thinks it a joke.
Laughing at his own twist to the comedy, he substi-
tutes a blank note, carries off Bo's note, and borrows
Bo's pistol. Accordingly, when Bo returns, he sends
off the blank note and without suspecting that the
weapon has been removed from the holster, he puts
on his belt and takes a last look about. Meanwhile,
"Big" John hears an announcement over the local
radio station that Potso has died, and beginning to
realize the import of the note, hastens to the shack
only to find the blank envelope and the belt with the
empty holster gone. Divining that Bo has gone to
the hospital for a last look at his pal, which he has,
"Bi^" John speeds after him. As he sees him en-
tering the building, he sighs in relief, and breathless-
ly asks if he can borrow's Bo's revolver. Bo in sur-
prise, discovers that he hasn't it, and consents to
come home. Meanwhile. Joyce having also learned
of Potso's death has gone to Bo's place to console
him. She is there when Bo and her father come in.

Looking at her. Bo is seized with a great longing
but feels that he is disrespectful to his dead friend.
Joyce goes only when Bo promises to come over for
supper, with her father.

-After the girl has left. "Big" John shows Bo the
note and as a wild light comes into Bo's eyes,
Joyce's father quiets him down. In the days that
follow, Joyce never leaves Bo who struggles against
the notion that he will be cheatin,g on Potso to ask
Joyce to marry him. Tohn realizing the situation
convinces Bo that it is his duty to make the girl Potso
loved happy, and with this feeling. Bo seizes the hap-

xtended to him with Joyce, who has always

MOTHER'S SECRET
I Scroggin File No. 7091

BEFORE she dies, Betty's mother tells her that
the man she calls father is but her mother's
husband. She had been forced to marry a Car-

roll when she was caught trying to elope with the
man she loved, Philip Evans, and had never told
Andrew Carroll that Betty was her lover's child.
Philip had married soon afterward, and Betty grew
up calling "Pat" Evans her best friend, but her sup-
posed father swore revenge on Evans who had dared
to plan to run away with the intended bride of his
family's old, old enemy, the Carrolls. At the age of

eighteen, Pat's engagement to her cousin, Anthony
Evans, is announced, but when Carroll learns that
Betty spent a night in a hunter's lodge with him, he
swears to kill him. Betty has heard that Anthony is

arriving at Pat's the next day and so decides to go
to see her and leave some warning for Anthony that
there are men after his life. To her great surprise,
she finds Anthony already there, and Pat being
called awav, they are left alone a moment. Betty
tries to tell him that her father is out for him, but he
won't listen and interrupts, begging her to run awav
with him, telling her she is the one he truly loves and
that he has promised to marry Pat only to please her
father, who wants an Evans to manage his huge
estate. At this point, Carroll and two men arrive,
and in an effort to save Anthony. Betty throws her-
self upon him and tells her father that they are going
to be married in a few days. Anthony 'thrusts her
aside, telling Carroll that she is doing this only to
save him but that he would rather die than have to
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marrv a Carroll. Infuriated. Carroll determines to

make' him marry a Carroll then and takes him as a

prisoner to his house, where he is to be forced to

stay mitil a wedding can be arranged. Betty tells

Pat that she has done all just to save the Lfe of the

man she, I'at, was going to marry, and tells her to

wait and trust and she will find some way of making
her father, Andrew Carroll, send Anthony back to

Pat. She then goes home and reasons and pleads with

this man she calls father—but in vain. A man is

ordered to guard Anthony and a wedding set for the

next morning. But Betty is wild at the thought of

becoming the bride of some one who doesn't want her,

and her father being taken suddenly ill that mght,

she manages to postpone the wedding till his ex-

pected recovery. Then the next night she gives some

drugged wine to the man standing guard outside An-
thonv's room and unlocks Anthony's door and tells

him 'to go. But Anthony refuses now, he tells her

he could have escaped easily if he had wanted through

the window, but that he wanted to stay and see her.

He begs her to not send him away now but to marry

him the next morning, telling her he has always loved

her but never realized that he just couldn't live with-

out her, and so had agreed to do what seemed his

duty as an Evans, but in truth was very happy to be

made to marry her. Just then, a document for Miss

Betty arrives by messenger. Pat, who has left for

Paris, has sent to Betty a copy of her father's will,

which leaves his whole country estate to his "un-

claimed daughter, Elizabeth." But this which would

have been so important to Anthony tivo days before

does not attract his attention now. His eyes are on

Betty. "I love you," they say.

THE YELLOW STREAK

J. C. Muench File No. 7107

TOM-MY JACOBS, a boy with a punch in his fist

and always a tune on his lips, is persuaded by

another boy to go over to a small club belong-

ing to "Spike" and his gang. That night he is

framed in a boxing match, so that it appears to him

and to all the on-lookers as if he is knocked out by

a rather puny young man with a reputation for

terrible boxing. All the fight and courage is taken

out of Tommy by this, and he becomes a tool of the

gang leader, Spike, who promises not to tell the rest

of the neighborhood of his disgrace as long as Tommy
does exactly as he dictates. He knows that Tommy
has an excellent singing voice and takes him to all

the night clubs, where Tommy and Spike would just

casually drop in each night, and Tommy would get up

and sing some popular songs in his own appealing

wav, and then Spike would pass the hat and a ways

raise quite a pile. Besides tnis, Tommy does all his

errands and is in every way a perfect tool—that is,

until Spike begins making advances at Lottie, Tom-
my's old sweetheart who had almost given him up

when he stopped his singing and whistling and devel-

oped this vellow streak. Now seems his chance to show

her that lie still can fight, but somehow he just can t

do anything and sits by and lets the cad "Spike

steal his girl, or try to. For Tommy knows that

Lottie cares for him and is hoping he will wake up

in time. At this point in his life, Tommy meets "Red
Dalton, who understands and sympathizes with his

storv and urges him to get away from Spike and go

with him out to his father's ranch in Texas. Tommy
goes, and after a month of Western life among the

cow punchers, he is again the boy who sings and whis-

tles, and fights. He has also learned all there is about

a horse and gun and is one of the most popular men.

Red is his best pal, but Red knows that Tommy still

has his yellow streak, although he is confident that he

will get that out of him some way. Mr. Kingford, a big

man from Tommy's native Chicago, visits the ranch,

bringing his daughter, Barbara, with him. Red im-

mediately falls in love with her, and Tommy wor-

ships her. He tells her his story and she seems to

inspire him when she urges him to go back and stand

up for his rights and claim his girl. One night. Red
and Tommy take a party to a wild Mexican night

club just for fun, and when Red leaves the table to

be gone quite a while, he asks Tommy to look after

Barbara. Two moments later, some drunks start a

tight when one trips over the legs of one of their

party, and soon there is a regular free-for-all not.

The old feeling seizes Tommy and he cannot move an

arm—that is, until he sees a tough old Mexican put

hands on Barbara. At that, something breaks inside

of him and he is soon the best fighter there. The
vellow streak is gone for good. So Tommy and Red
leave for Chicago the next day, where after having a

showdown with Spike, Tommy has the whole gang
arrested, catching them with their guns out and
ready to shoot. He then goes to Lottie, tells her

what he has done, and asks her to be his wife.

Meanwhile Red has persuaded Barbara "to go vvest",

and the four leave together after a double wedding.

DESTINY

Mrs. Frances Reil File No. 7086

REPORTS of the vast wealth she is to inherit

brings charming Marjorie, who lives with her
grandmother, Mrs. Clayton Felsrock, two sui-

tors. To the distress of one of them. Hans Marx
she marries the other, Ned Falcome, who has been
her chauffeur. Nor is Ned very happy when Mrs.
Felsrock refuses to have anything to do with her
grand-daughter, until she gives up the husband for

whom Marjorie has bought a little house. But the

young heiress, whose inheritance does not come to her
until her twenty-fifth birthday is happy loving Ned
and receiving the visits of her cousin Frank and her

friend Ann, although she is soon to discover that Ned
does not approve of the pair whose friendship means
so much to her. When Ned appears disgruntled be-

cause Marjorie hasn't the money he thought she has,

she sells her car and gives the whole sum over to

Ned to buy a store. For a while all goes well, Ned
settles down to hard work and it seems that they are

going to get along, but when Marjorie discovers she

is going to have a child, she knows that Ned will

find the added burden discouraging. Accordingly, she

believes Marx when he tells her that her grandmoth-
er wants to buy her jewels, since Mrs. Felsrock thinks

that as soon as the couple run through all the money
Marjorie has available, the girl will leave her worth-
less husband. But Marx gives her only a fraction

of the actual value of the jewels, aifd substitutes

paste replicas when he turns them over to Mrs. Fels-

rock. Twins are born and at the same time Ned be-

gins to have serious busiiiess difficulties. He forms
the habit of playing cards at the "Palace", a gamb-
ling house, and runs heavily into debt. He mortgages
his store and then the home Marjorie is so proud of.

One day he comes home and tells Marjorie he needs a

thousand dollars. She has sold all her jewels to keep
up the house without asking Ned for money, so des-

perately she appeals to Marx for a loan. He gives it

to her without demurring but a few days later she

orders him from the house when he attempts to

make love to her. Again Marx appears threatening

to tell a pretty story about the I. O. U. to Ned if

she refuses his advances. Ned comes in and misun-
derstands Marjorie's resistance. However, he insults

Marx who angrily informs him that he, Marx, is the

owner of the "Palace" and the holder of Ned's mort-
gages and I. O. U.'s. Later, Ned disgusts Marjorie

by suggesting that perhaps she can borrow more
money from Marx, but although it hurts her pride,

she appeals to her grandmother for help, and leaves

empty handed when she hears that she must give

Ned up. Ned, meanwhile, continues to be suspicious

of relations existing between his wife and Marx and
to dislike Frank w*o stands by Marjorie throughout.

About this time. Ned's notes fall due and Marx fore-

closes. Ned and Marjorie have to move to other

quarters and he quickly becomes seedy looking. How-
ever, just as things look blackest, Frank gives Ned
a position and they have a great celebration on Ned's
birthday. When Marx sees Ned looking prosperous

again, he comes in to invite Ned to play cards with a

special set, but Ned refuses curtly. As Marx leaves

he carries ofT, by mistake, one of Ned's gloves. When
he discovers his error, he is about to return it, but
thinks better of it and pockets it. In his office he is

stopped by his watchman who begs him to give him
more money for the sixteen hours a day he works.
Marx, attempting to shove Schultz out, pushes him
over backwards and he falls striking his head on the

edge of a desk. After he has tried in vain to revive

him, Marx hurries out. beads of perspiration standing-

out on his forehead. As he takes out his handker-
chief, Ned's glove falls out of his pocket and he de-

cides to leave it near the body. However, Schultz

revives and having heard Marx talking to himself,

prints on Marx's handkerchief wh'ch he has dropped
that Marx and not Ned is his murderer. Then, at-

tempting to raise the window for some air. he falls-

dead! Marx calls up Ned to get him away from peo-

ple and prevent an alibi, and then returns and finds

Schultz's note. He stuflts the handkerchief into the

lining of a cap and throws it out of the window in-

tending to recover it, but the janitor, having tried

the cap and discovered it too small throws it into the

garbage can. Ned is arrested fgr the murder and
Frank again loyally stands by. Mrs. Felsrock has
given her estate and Marjorie's inheritance into the

dishonest hands of Marx and subsequently suffers a

heart attack and dies. When Marjorie learns that her
inheritance is lost, she is heartbroken but all her
thoughts are centered on freeing Ned. A ragpicker
takes the cap out of the garbage can, but drops it for

a moment. Toto, Marjorie's dog runs off with it, but
Marjorie returns it to the ragpicker little realizing

how significant it is to her. Sold to a papermill, the

cap falls into the hands of a former maid of Marjorie's
who gives it to her shiftless father to turn over to

the police. However, it is sold to Marx by Mary's
father, and stolen immediately afterwards by him.
Mary finding out that the police have not seen the

handkerchief forces her father to tell Marjorie. Ned
is freed and Marx caught before he realizes that he is

not in possession of the tell-tale evidence, but Ned
has a mental breakdown and kills himself, after at-

lempting to shoot his nurse. When Marx makes
restitution to Marjorie and sends back her jewels, she
.gives them to her two daughters, saying, "Take them.
They are yours. I have my jewels," and hugging her
daughters, she adds wistfully^ "Something that money
cannot buy."

THE CHEERFUL FORGERY
John Mason File No. 7099

T\0 HOT CAKE, Nevada, cow town of the 1880s.

les James Sanders and his wife, each garbed
a full dress of self righteousness. The only-

rival in that overdone attribute which either has, is

the other. Certain that perfection lies within them-
selves, this pair is ever in acute search of moral de-
fection in others.
Next door to the Sanders' lives Jacob Stidirer. his

wife and baby. Mrs. Stidger is a mild mannered lit-

tle chatter -box, yet a shrinking midget whose whole
wcrld is Jake and the two year old baby. She comes
to grief in a neighborly gossip with Mrs. Sanders,
who is telling that her husband having acconipanic<l
Bronc Watson to Buckin' Hoss Springs^ had attended
revival services. Bronc has gotten converted. Dur-
ing his exhortations the minister tells them of a wom-
an, who married in the East, has run away with an-
other man, and is living with him at Juniper Rock

—

"OPEN!" Unfortunately Mrs. Stidger rises to pall-

iate, if not defend, the woman, by saying: "Maybe
she had good reason." Horrified righteousness—Mrs.
Sanders—asks: "What reason could they be to just'fy
that?" Mrs. Stidger explains that she once knew
of a case similar to it back in Oklahoma where she
used to live. Among the queries remorsely fired at
her is this: "What'd she look like?" Mrs. Stidger at
first says she was small, but later retracts and says
she was "largish." Increasing confusion results from
Mrs. Sanders rapid fire questions. Mrs. Stidger
explains that the woman's family was poor and sick,

and she being "a perty little thing, a rich cattle
man fell in love with her—no; that wasn't it—he jist

wanted her little body." At every answer Mrs. San-
ders reminds her that the woman is supposed to be
large. In a wild endeavor to hold the floor against
all interruptions, Mrs. Stidger rattles on about how
the girl married him on condition that he give her
family a large sum of money to keep them from star-
vation. Then she began her life with a brutal hus-
band, who whipped her, kicked her and knocked her
down with his fists. She finally left him. Mrs.
Stidger continues: "She tol' me she's goin' ta hunt
up her ol* sweetheart an' ast him ta take her 'way,
fur off. Two years is all she could stan'." "Did he
take her?" is the sharp question of Mrs. Sanders, to
which Mrs. Stidgers answers "Yeh; he took her."
Mrs. Sanders challenges her at every point, wanting
to know how she knows all this if she never saw the
girl again; and when Mrs. Stidger sighs in relief after
saying: "She writ me," her tormentor sniffs and says:
"Quite a story," and is gone. That night James
Sanders and wife have a heart to heart consultation.
They decide to enter the righteousness game on their
own hook. They send an invitation to Dr. Tucker,
a former army surgeon, and Wallace West, a mer-
chant, to visit their home that evening. Each wit-
ness has been informed in a general way, what is

wanted of him. They are to wring a confession from
I\Irs. Stidger. That night they find a panic stricken
Mrs. Stidger when they enter. For once the army
surgeon is subtle. He says he came near being
late, he stopped Buck Rawl^iis from trying to kill a
newcomer who had spoken lightly of a local woman.
West can't understand why Tucker interferred, but
the doctor answers that the stranger got a few
teeth kicked in anyway, and they let him off without
lynching because he was an Easterner, but the town
doesn't allow anybody to make trouble for a woman.
She's always got enough as it is. As he finishes Mr.
West pulls out a letter, purporting to come from the
clergyman who married Jacob and Nancy Stidger.
The party breaks up. As the doctor and West are
passing out of the gate Wally asks if Buck got into
anything serious, but the doctor does not hear him

;

at least he makes no reply. Silence for half a block.
"Are you personally acquainted with the parson who
wrote you that letter," asks the doctor. "Hell, no,"
said Wally, "I had to forge him too."

HE FLOUTED ROMANCE
W. Jerome Chambers File No. 7109

ON HIS WAY to Paris on business, Louis Blake,
a personable young man who scorns romance,
attracts the attention of Bryce. a Scotland Yard

^inspector, who proceeds to interest Louis in a fellow
passenger, Doyle. This man, Bryce suspects, is re-
sponsible for an outbreak of Paris outrages, despite
the fact that as a French Police Officer he is in the
confidence of the government. However, closely
watched as he has been, no contact with the criminal
world can be attributed to him. When Louis leaves
the boat, he has left behind some of his cynicism and
it is with a curious anticipation of adventure that he
enters Paris!
His first surprise is learning that Mrs. Warren,

an old friend of the family, is stopping under the
same roof. She is distressed, it transpires, because
her daughter, Sarah, has eloped with a young man
of whom her mother disapproves. She introduces
Louis to a Mr. Reidel, a friend of hers who later
proves helpful to the young man. On a cool, brisk
day, Louis strides into the street and stops before
a fantastically built hotel, called strangely enough.
The Spider's Web. He enters the dining room and
looking about curiously, is amazed to see Doyle, whom
he recognizes by a curious scar, enter with an elderly
gentleman. Watching the gentleman under the sus-
picion of Scotland Yard, he observes the scarcely vis-
ible passing of a note by Doyle to his bent companion.
Louis realizes his keen desire to read it, when after
reading it the old man cautiously throws it into the
fire, where it remains just out of reach of the flames.
Seizing it with a show of nonchalance he doesn't feel,

Louis reads, "The Englishman comes at ten. Have
Jim prepare tea and watch the girl for tricks."
Puzzled he awaits developments, and sees them when
a beautiful entertainer joins an Englishman. Louis
sees her change the cups of the Englishman and a
woman who soon falls back in a drugged stupor.
However, as the girl prepares to escape, a waiter
shoots her, grazing her arm. Louis realizing the place
is heavily guarded forces the girl who distrusts him,
to accept a hastily managed disguise, and he brings
her to his apartment. There he learns that she has
been forcibly held by Doyle to act as a lure, as to-

night with the Englishman. Startled Louis hears
how she has been given into Doyle's power by her
step -father, Fries, who is in league with Doyle. To
Mrs. Warren who later befriends Liane Fochoe to the
extent of accepting her in her disguise as Shirley
Warren, as her own daughter, and to Bryce and Rei-
del, Liane, now called Shirley tells a tale of horror
which arouses her listeners to fury. Fries, her step-
father, has given her to Doyle to be killed, in order
that he, Fries, can get Liane's inheritance. Instead
cf killing her, however, Doyle had covered her with
mud and sent photographs to prove her body had been
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•.liMfouml in a river. Tlien, he liail by

diabolically used the girl and rc.ln, , ,1 l„ ,
l.. the

position in which Louis had found Iim Alt ii"iii;li no-

bodv has ever dared to give any cii^Klh. ..^liii^i the

fiendish Doyle, Liane proves of nuMluahle aid. How-

ever, ahhough the ordinary police are powerless be-

fore the brilliant criminality o/ Doyle, the Secret ber-

vice who discover that his villainies are international

in character step in. Aided bv the plans Shirley draws

for them, and careful surveillance the criminals are

drawn into the police net. An old trick is played on

Fries He is arrested on a false charge and rescued

by Felix, a Secret Service agent who thus gains

Fries' confidence and receives valuable incriminating

evidence against Doyle, who is promptly arrested and

brought before a Court Martial, an unusual measure

for an unusual criminal. His whole band is captured

and one of the men is induced to testify against the

others by being promised deportation instead ot deatn.

Then with records found in the concealed possession

of Fries, the case against Doyle is perfect However,

Fries, the crafty rascal, is still free of the clutches

of the law, by having arranged always to have others

do the work for him, and free, he is a source of great

peril to his step-daughter. But Doyle turns against

his associates and proves that he had sent him in-

structions to kill Liane which even he, Doyle, had not

been heartless enough to follow, and although fries

denies this, Doyle helps to convict him, doing some

service to his country.
. .

All this while, Louis has been falling in love with

Shirley and she with him. Mrs. Warren has looked

on approvingly and has been a source of greatest com-

fort to her adopted daughter, who calls her Madre.

F'inally, however, Shirley decides to return to her

mother who is now reaping the benefits of her second

husband's villainies. Helplessly, Mrs. Fries has stood

by while her first husband, Liane's father, had been

defrauded of his money by Fries, and died from the

shock, and helplessly she had submitted to marriage

with the rascal. Now, she is amazed as the bank ac-

counts of Fries are given over to her together with

her own property of wTiich he had divested her. But

the final surprise comes when Liane's old nurse re-

veals that Liane is indeed Mrs. Warren s daughter.

That she, the nurse, had been jealous of Mr. Fochee s

wife, and in a fit of passion had switched babies in the

hospital, and had anxiously followed the progress of

the Fochoe child, called Sarah Warren! Thus for a

short space of time Liane enjoys her right to the

\Varren name before changing it to Mrs. Louis Blake!

AWAKENING

Henri Van Dorsten File No. 70S1

WALKING into his house with unaccustomed
slowness, Henry Schenk smiles down at his

son who eagerly queries if he can go to the

movies to see the new' Western, but it is as though

he hasn't heard the child. Not that he is worried,

the fact that he has just lost his job isn't so dread-

ful—jobs are always available for a man of ability

and he is a skilled mechanical engineer, but Margaret,

his young wife is not so unconcerned. To her the loss

of a job is a calamity and when their car is taken

from them and frail Margaret has to do her own
housework and even her own washing, even Henry
begins to lose something ot his overweening confi-

dence in himself. He works hard at an invention

and at a plan to end the depression. When, however,
his child falls ill and there is no money to pay doctor

bills, Henry accepts the aid of Helen Pennington, the

daughter of the town's wealthiest man. Margaret
rebels, accusing Henry of having lost all his pride,

accepting charity! And although he tries to answer
logically, her mind is so distracted over worries that

she can not listen to him.
Meanwhile, Miss Pennington becomes interested in

Henry's theories about thought, and when he shows
her his invention, she promises to bring her father to

look it over. Margaret watches fearfully signs of

growing interest between her husband and the girl

who encourages him to discuss his dreams. The cry-

ing need is for money—not sympathy. But Plelen is

as good as her word, and soon Mr. Pennington is ex-

amining Henry's invention, and what is more, is

lending an attentive ear to Henry's proposed solution

to the great crisis. Before a meeting of the town
worthies, Henry explains his plan. Decrying the

turning over of large contributions to so-called Chari-
table Organizations which keep the greater proportion
of the funds entrusted to them as compensation for

their faulty investigations, Henry proposes that those
in the community who have incomes far in excess of

their needs k-'d the money to the city at IK'J'o inter-

est. This capital will in turn be available at corres-
pondingly low rates to needy people to get them back
on their feet. Thus not only will the capitafists'

money be safe, if not productive of great returns, but
those in temporary distress will not be compelled to
pay usurious rates for money they so desperately need.
At first skeptical, the town's leading capitalists agree

to try the plan, which to their own amazement is

productive of amazing returns. Home owners who had
been losing the houses whose mortagages they were
unable to meet, benefit while the loan sharks and
crooked charitable organizations slink off to other
parts removing a great menace from the overbur-
dened populace. Meanwhile, Henry's invention comes
in for its share of success, and through its acceptance
creates a new demand for workers, relieving the
problem of unemployment. Margaret bursts with
pride as Henry awakens from his impractical dreams
to face reality with renewed fortitude. However,
Helen, coming to claim her share in Henry's success
is startled to find that the very things she admired in
him—that artistic incompetence coupled with a su-
preme self-confidence are fled. She disappointedly

realizes that Henry's feelings of gratitude for her en-

couragement were in no way related to love, and after

bidding him a reluctant farewell, she goes. That night,

Margaret waits happily for her husband, who in his

awakening, embodies that fine American spirit of

the go-getter.

MOON GLORY
W. H. Hammett File No. 7054

WHEN Angle Jackson, old-fashioned Kentucky
mountain housewife, hears that her son. Earl,

is contemplating marriage, she insists that she
and her faithful old henpecked husband, Jerry, and
their younger son, Alvin, start immediately for the

nearby college town where Earl has been sent to

get himself some "larning." Angle, a sturdy and en-

ergetic old soul with decided ideas about everything
and everybody and a way of getting what she wants
in the long run, has never before been to the city, and
great is her excitement as each new sight comes into

view. She has a mania for cleanliness and orders

Jerry to halt the ox cart when they come to a brook
while she sees that all ears and necks are in a pro-

per condition for the approaching reunion. Spying a

squirrel in the park, she takes out the old Winchester
and shoots the animal, which is on a tree's limb just

above two lovers, who are suddenly startled by the

intervention of a dead squirrel falling between them
just as they are about to kiss. Finally, they do
reach the college and are met by Earl, football hero
and campus favorite, who is wearing his class sweater
with his football "letter". Angle, however, cannot be
convinced that the letter is not just a patch and com-
mands that Earl change sweaters with his dad, who
has no end of trouble in wending his way into his

first slip-on garment. Soon they retire to their

boarding house, where after much ado fhe oxen are

unharnessed and put in the garage. Angle finds oc-

cupation until supper by washing the ears of the land-

lady's husband and even tries to lighten the color of

a darky grocery boy. She has never before seen a

negro and thinks their color must be due to dirt.

Alvin meanwhile acquires a "case" on Helen Waters,
the landlady's daughter, a little girl who has waited
all her life for a real he-man to come out of the

mountains iust for her. At dinner. Earl introduces
his intended wife to his family. Henrietta, the girl

in question, is a very modern miss and despite the

whispered warnings and frantic gestures of her young
friends present, she manages to make enough faux-

pas to have herself considered a "fast woman" by the

countrified old lady who has never seen short skirts

or women smokers. So Angle determines to leave for

home immediately and takes Earl by the ear as she

goes into the dark garage to help Jerry harness the

oxen, making sure that the boy won't be left alone

another second with Henrietta. Jerry, with the hal-

ter in his hand as he searches for the neck of the

animal in the dark, bumps into his wife and puts
it on her instead, thus giving Earl a chance to es-

cape and disappear. But eventually everything gets

under control, and the family starts on its homeward
path, that is, all except Earl, and with the addition

of Helen, whom Alvin persuades his mother to let

him take back as his wife. "Stop at the minister's.

Pappy!" says Angle's younger son, and as they do,

they come upon Earl and Henrietta just coming out.

Angie decides to accept it all gracefully—and directs

Jerry to drive through the park that she may shoot

down another squirrel to prepare for the wedding
feast of both her sons.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE
Robert Taylo File No. 706S

HUGH McKEE, a dashing young man from New
York with great attraction for ladies and a well

developed superiority complex in the midst of

small town voung Romeos, comes on business to the
little town of Sillsbury and immediately falls in love
with Barbara Stanley, thus cutting out her erstwhile
sweetheart, Johnnie. Johnnie and Hugh have heated
words upon this subject one day, and meet as bitter

enemies at Barbara's house the next afternoon, when
it is arranged that they shall both enter the well-

known "Haunted House" of the neighborhood that
night, proving to Barbara who has the greater cour-
age of the two—who will dare to stay in the house
the longest. That night, a wind and rain storm
comes up, and Barbara, who has ever since she can
remember heard stories of this dreaded house wh'ch
has been deserted fifty years and in which all the
local boys swear are terrible noises and happenings
every night, begs her rival lovers not to go through
with their bet. But they do, Hugh entering by the
front dcor and Johnnie by the rear, and each promising
to go directly to Barbara's house when they run out.

Hugh enters, and does in truth see and hear strange
things: cries, rattling chains, a cloaked figure that
quickly disappears, and an uncanny sort of green
light. Gritting his teeth, he stands with his back
against a wall and stands it as long as he can. and
when he is certain that Johnnie has left long before
(since he fails to meet him in either of the two
rooms he has started to explore before the ghost ac-
tions begin), he dashes out into the night and makes
for the Stanley home. Still wishing to appear the non-
chalant young man with none of Johnnie's supersti-
tions, he denies the presence of anything queer or
frightening in the Haunted House, but great indeed
is his amazement at not finding Johnnie returned be-
fore him. Johnnie, however, has not returned even
the next morning, and a search is made for the miss-
ing boy, who is found strangled to death in the

Hauntc.l House. Hugh is, naturally, suspected of the

murder, and the whole proposition of entering the

Haunted House is considered a scheme of the not
overly popular Hugh to put his hated rival out of

the way. His trial begins, and Barbara is the only
one in the town who believes him when he swears he
is innocent. After hearing his account of just what
happened while he was in the house that night, she
decides to go there herself the next night and see if

she can't discover something. The house has been
searched fully in the daytime since the murder, but
even Sillsbury police have compunctions of some sort

about visiting there at night. When Barbara enters

the lonely dark old hall, she expects to have the

same experience as described by Hugh, but the

frightened girl sees and hears nothing. After waiting
quietly as long as she can stand it, she starts to leave,

when a door opens and three men seem to come up
through a sort of trap door from what she supposes
is a secret cellar. The second they disappear, she
noiselessly finds the nearest window, jumps to the

ground, and runs madly, never stopping till she reach-

es the police station. The following morning, all the

papers come out with an account of the thrilling cap-
ture of a bootleg gang, whose headquarters were In

the hidden underground chamber of the so-called
Haunted House, where they had contrived to make
weird noises when necessary to frighten visitors away.
Johnnie had met one of the men and been strangled in

the fight that ensued, the gangster not knowing that

he had killed the boy, but finally confessing upon
arrest. The night that Barbara dared trespass, her
presence had been unsuspected,—and therefore the

lack of "ghost business". Anyway, think she and
Hugh the first night after he is freed, it will al-

ways be a good story to tell their grandchildren. That
is, if they get married, and so they "decide to right

then and there.

SILENT LAWYERS

Olive M. Redman File No. 7023

IT was childish to pretend that her name was
Nancy Hood instead of Nancy Allister, but she
was planning to tell Stan her real name when

they had their last breakfast together. Then she had
overslept and when she came to the little Atlantic
City restaurant Stan was gone, and a last minute
dash to his hotel had proved that he had checked out.

Of course she didn't know that he had waited an
hour for her and having to go home, had come back
the next day only to find that there was no Nancy
Hood registered in any hotel. Thus had the make-
believe ended. She had always wanted to take a
real vacation and Harry, Jim's rival for Nancy had
persuaded her to accept the gift of money for the
trip from him, wanting her away while he was plan-
ning to be secretly married to Joy Hammond of whose
child he would be the father. Nancy had met Stan
when they were seated opposite each other in a

restaurant and they had fallen in love with each
other without telling anything of their background.
As soon as Nancy saved enough money, she decided
to go back to Atlantic City and conduct a search for

Stan, but Jim, seeing her suitcase had playfully in-

sisted on taking her where she was going. A terrific

storm blew up, and losing their way, Nancy and Jim,
one of her two childhood beaux, had been forced to

stay overnight at the home of a gentle old lady, who
insisted that Nancy take a pair of her daughter's
shoes and leave her own rain-ruined pair behind,
Nancy would have gone on to Atlantic City, at that,

if she had not heard that Harry was being held for

murder. Harrv who had given her her opportunity to

meet Stan! She returned home and finding that
Harry could not prove an alibi, had concocted one of

her own for him. Knowing that Jim wouldn't do
anything to refute her story, she managed to con-
vince Joy, Harry's wife, Joy's father who was de-
fending Harry, and Harry himself, that the best pos-
sible alibi was stating that it was he, Harry, who had
been with Joy that night. And the old lady would
have the shoe to prove it. She hadn't even noticed
Jim and could easily be persuaded that the man with
Nancy had been Harry. At first, Joy was suspicious,

but Nancy explained that she was grateful to Harry
only because he had been responsible for her meet-
ing with Stan, On the witness stand, Nancy claimed
that she. knowing that Harry was married, had
tricked him into running off with her, and they had
spent the night In the farmhouse together. Nancy
looked straight ahead as she told her incriminating
story and hoped that the prosecuting attorney who
had been called to try the case at the last moment,
wouldn't be able to pick the flaws in her story. But
when he had gotten up to cross -question, Nancy
realized that this suffering young man was,—Stan!
He had practically conceded the case and Harry had
been freed. But Nancy could only accept his thanks
with averted head and hurry home. St,an, after all

this time, here, believing the miserable perjury. He
had recognized the very shoe on which the evidence
was based. It was the one that he had scuffed while
dancing with her, and had had repaired. And she
had sworn she was in love with Harry knowing that
he was married, when all the time her heart was cry-
ing out for Stan whom she never expected to see
again. Then Joy realizing what Nancy had done,
hearing the comments on the poor showing the prose-
cuting attorney had made, remembered that Nancy had
said she loved a Stanley. And having noted the
lawver's strained face, immediately inferred that it

was' this Stanley. Hurriedly she found Stan before he
left town, and with great difficulty managed to con-

vince him that the whole story was a lie to save
Harry who could not otherwise prove his innocence.
And thus did Stanley softly break in on a Nancy
weeping because she would never see him again.
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THE KILLER

Reighard File No. 6721

IT
WAS MAY and the nights were still chilly. Juliii

took in the wood fire, the gay chintz at the win-

dows, the hooks, and the comfortable deep-seated

furnitm-e. Everything spoke for the personality of

the young hostess who had so gracefully welcomed

him in after his unfortunate encounter with the hor-

rible dog who was attacking his sheep. John^s ankle

was causing him great pain. "My name is John

Hary. I live on an adjoining farm," John said. Ihe

girl smiled. "My name is Mildred Myers. Glad to

know vou," she told him. "We are from Boston.

It was" easy to talk to this girl and John quite for-

got the killer as he spoke of being a lawyer and hav-

ing to become a sheep man because of the breakdown

brought on bv hard work in a musty office. Mildred

was interested. When John was finished, however,

her nianiur was officiously friendly—if such an atti-

tude may be visualized. She told him she was a

professional nurse and would he mind showing her

the trnublesdinc ankle. After a thorough examina-

tion, Mildred exclaimed over the fact that no bones

were liruken anil hastily proceeded to bandage the

wounded member. The conversation throughout was

informal and friendly. Then John spoke of his ex-

periences with the sheep and the wild dog. A look

of surprise crossed Mildred's face. Then she told an

amazing story of how she had heard two man dis-

cussing John on the road the evening before—telling

how they would "fix" him with the killer dog of one

of them. The point involved was his price for his

merino wool. John was excited but not surprised.

The two men were Jim Groven and Mike O'Brien,

two man who had hated him from the moment he

moved to the wool country four years back. The

next morning John learned that two more of his

neighbor's sheep had been killed in the night. The
second night after John's return home, he decided to

call on his antagonists. He had to go into their barn

to speak to them, but he stated his i;ase briefly and

clearly. As he spoke, however, his neighbor, Billy

Jenkins rushed in breathlessly, explainins that Mil-

dred's father was in dire need of help—but why, John

did not hear. He turned to the men. "Come with,

me and make reparations for the trouble you have

caused," he urged. Swift as the wind the men gal-

loped o(T. It was the killer. The dog had Mildred

corneredl O'Brien and Grove arrived just as John

succeeded in grabbing the dog by the throat. With-

out a moment's hesitation, O'Brien shot the dog dead.

Mildred told simply of how she has gone to see John,

but. not finding him home, had hastened to the sheep

fold where she had encountered the killer. Only Billy

had heeded her cries. John's heart was full to over-

flowing. "How would you like to help guard sheep

always, dear?" he asked. The question was almost

unnecessary. Mildred held John's shepherd's crook—

a sentimental heirloom—firmly, and walked right into

GANGLAND
Phillip Mussell File No. 7115

WITH fifty thousand dollars taken from the safe

in his possession, Jerry prepares to exit via

the fire escape, only to find himself looking into

the business end of a .44 caliber revolver. Carl, the

butler of the house he has just robbed, questions him,

and on the receipt of the fifty grand and promise of

another sum, lets Jerry escape. When the pol.ce

arrive, however, they find the money in Carl's room.

His story that he had gotten it from Jerry is laughed

at by the police, but Carl's gang, the Black Men,
prepare to get even with Jerry who discreetly removes
his field of activities to the West and engages in the

comparatively safe occupation of cattle rustling until

the affair blows over.

Jerry finds the cattle game profitable but lacking

in' the human interest of New York's underworld.
After pulling one last deal, he returns and in a night

club, looking suave in his dinner clothes, Jerry ques-

tions Pete, his henchman, about the goings on about

town. Pete tells hiin they have had some trouble with

the Black Men, who claim that Jerry, who has been

in the West, is responsible for hijacking their trucks,

and if he doesn't stop, there'll be another death in

the underworld. Jerry muses for a while then says,

"They said that, did they?" and lapses into a specu-

lative silence- Pete pleads with Jerry not to endan-
ger his position with robberies like that last one.

He doesn't have to. He's got brains and his men can

handle all the rough work, but Jerry laughs, pats

Pete on the shoulder, and explains that it's the dan-
ger that appeals to him, and besides he was robbing a

crook! Shortly afterwards, Jerry is walking along

a street when an attractive blonde sprains her ankle

and falls back against him. Helping her home in

the taxi he has called for her, he becomes interested

and arranges I" call her. Soon they are fast friends,

and Jerry is luKinninK til think of settling down on

his profits and ni.irrviiii; the girl, when he notices

that she is dislurbeil .ilicnt s.imcthing. He questions

her lightly and finalK slir Imaks down and tells

him that she is a m. ,i,lu i ..i llie Black Men. She
had purposely pretendnl i" sprain her ankle to stop

him, and her job is to ))ut him on the spot. At first

Jerry is furious with himself for falling into a trap,

and turns angrily on Lila, but realizes that it was
love for him that made her give the plans away.
With her help therefore, he turns the tables on the

Black Men and at the designated time, his men are

at hand to return shot for shot. The Black Men are

pretty well broken up, and Jerry and Lila decide to

ciuit the racket and go ofT to Europe where they can
start life again as respectable, and law-abiding citi-

MARKED MEN
Cecil Je ngsCo File No. 7118

rhvthi Carl
Sl.\

SHOTS rang (jul in st:

l.awson jumped up from his porch chair and ran

down the road. In a half-sitting position, his fa-

ther was leaning against a tree, six bullets through
his breast. Lawson's eyes were growing dim as Carl

knelt down to help him. "Son, it was 'Red' Jor-

dan and the Jay-hawkers," he gasped. "They've got

me." The boy looked down the road and saw the

lawless band, riding swiftly away. But one rider

lagged behind. With cool, dclilierate aim. Carl fired,

saw the man throw up his hands and fall from his

horse, and then he turned back to his father. "You
got one of them, son. That leaves eleven. You know
them all—God bless you—do as yon " His father

was dead. Further down the road, the fallen Jay-
hawker was dying, too. Carl walked over to him,
grimly. "That was a good shot, boy," the man said,

"and maybe I deserved it." Hotly, Carl told him that

there were eleven more who would pay the same
price. The man he had just shot warned him to be

careful, for Jordan, the leader of his father's murder-
ers, was a slippery, dangerous man. Then Carl

learned, from the dying Jayhawker, the reason for

his father's death. Mrs. Jordan, trying to escape
from her drunken husband, with her daughter Betty,

was caught. To save herself, she lied to "Red", say-
ing that she and Betty had been driven away by
Carl's father. As Betty's name was mentioned, Carl

awoke to the realization that Jordan, who was now
his sworn enemy, was the father of the g.rl he loved.

And Betty and her mother were in a cave in north-

ern Arkansas, guarded by Jordan and his ruffians,

afraid to leave for fear of being killed. He became
worried about Betty's safety, but the sight of his fa-

ther's body turned his thoughts back again to re-

venge. With his younger brothers, he carried him into

the house. While neighbors and friends wept over the

dead man, Carl and his uncle held a grim conference
in the back room. Solemnly, they swore to avenge
Lawson's death with the deaths of eleven murderers-
That night they buried the Jayhawker secretly so

that none should know of his murder. Then they set

out to follow their enemies. Riding after them, Carl
thought of Betty. He knew that if he killed her fa-

ther, which was what he planned to do, she would
never forgive him. Sorrowfully he gave up her love.

Through valleys and over mountains Carl and his

uncle followed the Jayhawkers, and on the fifth day
the men reached their destination—a cave in northern
Arkansas. The two who were bent on revenge hid

on a cliff above and watched for their chance. It

came very soon. The men seated themselves around
a fire and, with great care, the two watchers fired at
the group. Taken unawares, five were shot down.
The rest made a dash for the cave. In the midst of

the commotion, Betty and her mother ran in the op-
posite direction from the cave. Carl overtook them,
while his uncle guarded the men in the cave. Betty
reproached him, and begged that he spare her father,

but Carl was unrelenting. Sadly, he helped the
women to leave for home. Then he went back to the
cave. Just before daybreak, the marked men made
a dash for freedom, but the Lawsons were ready for

them, firing steadily at them, and killing all but one.
"Red" Jordan had escaped! Haggard and worn, thev
buried the dead and traveled homeward. But Carl's sad
face changed when he saw Betty waiting for him, ready
to forgive him. It was not till many years after their

marriage that Carl's uncle told him of how he had
set out again to find "Red" Jordan and had come
upon him, hanging from a scaffold, lawfully executed
by the state.

GANGLAND TRAGEDY
George Berkner File No. 7124

IN A CHICAGO DANCEHALL, Freddy Morrow is

da,ncing with Fanny Phillii^s despite his brother's
warnings to leave her alone. It is a tag dance and

as Fanny is whirled away from him, he cuts in on
a girl whose partner frowns forbiddingly. Only then
does he realize how charming the girl is and he
learns that her name is May Watson, before she is

off in the arms of another. Although Fanny asks
him to take her home immediately, he keeps think-
ing of May.
The next morning, Freddy tries to quiet his brother

Koy's fierce resentment at Freddie's admission that he
has seen Fanny again, and later he traces the embar-
rassing loss of fifty dollars to Roy, but says nothing.
Subse()uently he meets May on the street and she
accepts his invitation to dine with him that night, al-

though she will not let him call for her. However,
during the evening May sees the man she was danc-
ing with the night Freddy met her and she runs off.

Astniiishfd. Freddie sees her getting into the man's
car with him. When he arrives home, he finds his
mother and father worried because Roy has not come
home all night, and waiting, Freddie reads of an-
other gang murder. Meanwhile on Maple Avenue.
Tony Valentino comes into May Watson's room and
snarls at her because she is weeping at having been
used as a decoy for Bancusi's murder. When she
cries that she is going to leave the whole rotten bus-
iness, Tony, who a moment before has been talking
about %narriage, beats her into senselessness with a
whip, while his men stand by not daring to risk
Tony's ire. Meanwhile Roy comes in, weary, refus-
ing to answer questions and trying to conceal the
fact that his arm is bleeding. On Maple Avenue,
May with the aid of a gun gets herself out of Tony's
place and whitefaced runs squarely into Freddie, who
takes her to his home as she begins to faint. His
parents receive her graciously and Freddie does not
falter even when she tells him that she is connected
with the Valentino gang. However, Roy comes in

and seeing her rushes out to tell Valentino where May
is. The girl tells Freddie that his brother is one of

tlie gang, the one who has just killed Bancusi, and
proves it by mentioning the fact that he had been
shot in the arm last night. Freddie gets May to his

sister's house but Roy suspecting leads the gangsters
there and they open fire. However, Freddie has the

roadster equipped with machine guns which Roy has
used, and he manages to scare off their pursuers by
shooting directly over their heads. However, Tony
follows them and with all their bullets gone. Freddie
and May, who is protesting that it is no use Freddie
must desert her, try to outrace Tony whose fingers

clutch his machine gun while Roy drives the car,

having himself tried to take his brother's life as he
had been commanded by Tony, whose commands he
dares not disoliey. As the gangsters' car nears them,
Freddie desperately turns a corner and Roy drives
his car directly into a huge truck. Carrying the two
dying gangsters to a hospital, Freddie and May
leave after both have died from the terrific crash.
Consoling his parents, Freddie takes May into his
arms and as he whispers his love, he bends over to

kiss her.

THE IDLER

wn File No. 7123

IN SPITE of his promise to Myra Drew, daughter
of his father's junior partner in the Ashborne-
Drew Mining Co. which operates tin mines in

Bolivia, Leon Ashborne drinks too much at the grd-
iron formal dance held at Belmont University. As a
result, when Myra refuses to dance with him, Leo;i
becomes rowdyish, succeeds in breaking up the dance,
and is consequently expelled from college.
Meanwhile at Patino mine in Bolivia, Rodriguez,

the foreman of the native workers has d.scovered the
drinking proclivities of Donald Wilson, the superin-
tendent of the mine and is capitalizing upon them.
Renato Cappio, a native Bolivian bookkeeper, frail

in body but strong in his faithfulness to the company,
tries in vain to save Wilson from the efforts of Rod-
riguez. One day, having gotten Wilson too drunk to
realize what is happening, Rodriguez compels Cappio,
by force, to give him the combination of the safe, but
the little bookkeeper manages to flee westward to
La Paz and send a cable to Ashborne-Drew Co. in

New York. The message that the mine has b;en
taken over by Rodriguez reaches Milton Ashborne
just as he is having an accounting with his son as a
result of the expulsion. The result is that Leon is

sent to South America to protect the interests of the
firm. He sends a note to Myra, and having believed
her statement that she no longer loves him does not
realize what a shock his danger is to her. Leon ar-
rives as Rodriguez and his henchmen are exerting a
reign of tyranny, having cut the wages of the ignor-
ant Indian laborers, and silenced their protests with
the lash. Leon demands that Rodriguez turn over
the place to him, and craftily realizing that this is no
time for a clash, Rodriguez does so. However, he in-
cites the natives to rebellion by telling them that
Leon is the son of the man responsible for the cut
in their wages, and so the ignorant fellows turn upon
Leon and Cappio who are at work straightening out
the accounts. Leon and Cappio bar the doors but
both receive painful wounds, and are forced to flee

through an underground passageway. Rodriguez and
the mob batter down the doors and are astonished to
find their prey has vanished, but the villain stops
to rifle the safe, and accidentally springing the trap
to the underground outlet, sends his men in pursuit,
not caring to risk his own life. Leon and Cappio
have come to a stream and the former binds up both
their wounds. However, the first of the natives
reach them, and killing two of them. Leon and Cap-
pio find a crude boat as the third runs off for help.
Calling on the president for help, Leon finds his
daughter, Juanita is a charming and very pretty
young lady. Cappio is placed in a hospital and Leon
returns with the president's soldiers who soon take
possession, but Rodriguez escapes. Leon learns what
the trouble is, and not only gives the natives their
former salaries, but makes restitution for the cut^
they had received. However, while things are super-
ficially peaceful, Rodriguez schemes with Correi.
Treasurer of the State and a confederate of his, to
arrange for the sale of the mine for default of taxes
managed while Rodriguez was in possession. Correi,
to impress Juanita, boasts about the plan. Where-
upon, she gets a check from Cappio, past-dated, and
claims that this was given to her on time but she had
neglected to turn it over to the Treasurer. The
President's palace is attacked and Leon sends a radio
message for help. Rodriguez is killed and Leon's fa-
ther, and Myra and her father arrive. Seeing how
greatly Leon and Myra love each other. Juanita
turns to the man who loves her dearly, Cappio.

THE CHAIN OF EVIDENCE
Eleanor Lee Temple File No. 7127

FLOWERS and books arrive for Ruth Capers sent
by the handsome newcomer, Eddie Ballard, a med-
ical student! A romantic fellow, he proves to be,

and Ruth adoringly listens to his tale of what a
lonely beggar he has been before meeting her. An
orphan, like herself, Eddie is being sent through
Medical school by his uncle a successful practitioner.
On her way back from a moonlight picnic, Eddie sur-
prises Ruth by asking her to marry him immediately
—and secretly. His course has four months more to
run and his uncle, an eccentric sort of fellow, has
asked Eddie not to liecome engaged until after his
graduation. Well, being married—even secretly, won't
be becoming engaged I Ruth follows him perfectly, and
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she Inves him .leaily. I)iit :i secret in;irriagc . . .
I'lnal-

Iv however, she lets herself he persuaded and that

Siuidav she and Eddie ride otT to a Justice of the

Peace 'and Ruth suspends her iveddmij band from a

gold chain on her neck.
. ,. •

Neither Eddie nor Ruth see anythniR wrong m their

clandestine meetings over week-ends in a distant

city—they are married, aren't they? But a few days

after Eddie's degree is conferred upon him, he calls

her and tells her over the telephone that he won t be

able to see her for a while, his uncle, the doctor, ;s

very ill and he has been summoned to the bedside.

Ruth is disproportionately apprehensive and when

after a few days she hears no word from Eddie, she

is certain her fears have been justified. Moreover, a

hesitant consultation with an obscure doctor confirrns

her fear that she is going to have a baby. Ruth is

overwhelmed by the realization of what a mess she

is in. Accordingly, she packs her things and slips

out of her aunt's house one night, leaving a note tell-

ing them not to look for her. On a train going West,

she meets Mrs. Moss, a woman entirely alone in the

world, who on hearing Ruth's story that she is a

widow, insists that Ruth stay with her rather than

take a furnished room. Mrs. Moss cares for Ruth

through her confinement and asks her to name the

baby Donald after the child she lost years ago. I'or a

while the trio live happily together in Mrs. Moss
beautiful home. Having lost her husband and a daugh-

ter Ruth's age, two years ago, Mrs. Moss had been

traveling to forget, but after a few months, she gets

an attack of heart trouble and dies. Ruth prepares to

look for employment, when she learns to her surprise,

that -Mrs. Moss having no relatives has left all her

money to Ruth, little Donnie and charity. Com-
fortably provided for, Ruth gets a nurse for Donme,

a frail child. One night, when she has permitted the

nurse to visit relatives, Ruth sleeps with the baby

and rising from a restless sleep, hears the child

whimpering. Worriedly, she calls the family doctor

but learns that he is out of town, and agrees to ac-

cept his assistant. Dr. Brice who has just come to

help IJr. Fletcher. As he finishes his examination ot

the child, Dr. Brice straightens up to catch Ruth
who is swaying. It is Eddie, He explains his uncle

dictl. leaving him his practise and money but insist-

ing his nephew take his name. Eddie had been hurt

in an accident and when he had gone back for Ruth,

had found her fled. Ruth explains that she thought he

had run off, tired of her, and as he takes her m his

arms he learns that the child is his.

THE CRIMSON SHAWL
May O'Shaughnessy File No. 712S

IMPATIENT of the ordinary canvas he is paint-

ing, Stephen strides out of his attic studio into

the Paris street. Cursing his inabiHty to capture
perfection in his work, he finds himself staring into

the provocative, pointed face of Sevilla as she en-

deavors with half-embarrassed, yet reluctant haste to

untangle the crimson fringe of her shawl which a

playful wind has wound tantalizingly around the but-
coat, Somehov
tation to the I

bashed feelings when she
iny room. For hours on
ions—Stephen to pa"
to gain recognitio

gay

xnages to stam-
^ely girl, and conceal
gaily invites him to

id, they talk of their

nasterpiece, and Se-

villa to gain recognition for her dancing. Whereupon,
tep in the limited boundaries

of her room, her shawl, her prized possession, elo-

quent in its ripplings. Looking at her with incred-

ulous wnnder, Stephen begs to be permitted to call

again—and again, and soon he has led the youthful
Spanish danseuse to the Little Church Around the

mself once more to the
Indifferent to the pres-

ile giving himself to his

Married, Stephen sets }

creation of a masterpiece.
ence of his young wife w
painting. Stephen maintains an ascetism which leaves
Sevilla dazed. She makes courageous efforts to con-
ceal the hunger, his neglect awakens in Her. Slipping
about the dark studiu. her vivid personality sub-
merged for him. Sl'\ ilki watches him paint, until ir-

ritably he orders her to stoj) staring at him. Hurt,
with no money to buy food, a commodity entirely un-
considered by the tousled artist, Sevilla winds her
shawl about her gallantly, and proceeds to her old

haunts to search for work. But now, her eyes, burn-
ing with a great light, attract the attention of a
producer and he listens to her request to watch her
dance. Into her whirl she dances, her Viody undulat-
ing with incomparable grace until the theatrical fel-

low, impressed for all his apparent imperturbability,
signs her for an engagement. Sevilla wheels about
happily—to be able to lighten Stephen's burden! She
half runs back to the studio, her arms laden with
delicacies, purchased with the advance salary that
Hopkins has given her. Flinging open the door, her
spirits are dashed by Stephen's rage at her disturb-
ance, and saying nothing about the theatrical en-
tagement, she proceeds quietly to prepare the food,
tephen grows more and more irritable as his paint-

ing remains dull and stodgy, and subsequently Se-
villa feels that her happy announcement can wait
until the contrast of her success and his discourage-
ment will be less striking. That night. Sevilla dances
for Stephen, and he rests watching her, until stirred
from the lethargy of these many weeks, he seizes he
in his arms with the old fir

' "
"

finally, he cries, "I've got it. F
her to rush back to his easel,
ment for telling him that she
star of the new theater, ha
paints on with desperate industry. Rehearsals' get
under way for Sevilla. One day. roaming restlesslv
around the room, Stephen comes across a roll of
bills—what's left of the advance payment, and sus-
picion grows in his mind. Where has she gotten the
money? Why does she disappear for hours, whereas
before she had been content to sit about to his an-

of his courtship. Whe
got it!" and leaves

. Sevilla feels the mo-
: is to be the dancing
passed. And Stephe

noyancer When, hours later, Sevilla comes in tired

rehearsing, Stephen in a cold fury asks
who her lover is? Astounded Sevilla tries to explain

only to falter before his distrust. Wounded, she runs
to the street and takes a cab, but the flowing, fringed

fingers of her shawl, twine themselves with fiendish

glee around the whirling wheels of the car, and as

the folds tighten about her neck, she is carried home
to Stephen, like a gorgeous butterfly dragged in the

dust. When the papers carry news of the accident

to Hopkin's new discovery. Stephen breaks down in the

realization of his injustice. Sevilla recovers, and al-

though she can never dance again, her dance in her

crimson shawl is the subject of the greatest painting

to come out of Paris that year—done by her husband,
Stephen.

RUSTLER LOVE
Earl Miller File No. 7130

WHEN Mrs. Ryan and her children, Dick and
Mary refuse to accept the offer of horse rust-

lers for their ranch. Bill Owen, their foreman,
tries to get Mrs. Ryan to marry him. He might
have succeeded if not for the interference of Dick
who had heard something of Owen's past life. The
foreman suspecting that he has been thwarted by Dick,

steals some horses from the Dicksons, the neighboring
ranchers and leaves evidence behind to incriminate
Dick. Arrested by the sheriff who is a member of

the rustlers' band. Dick is placed for double safe-

guarding in the same cell as a ruffian member of

the band. However, during the night the pair come
to blows, and Dick escapes from the jail.

Determined to place the guilt where it belongs,

Dick finds tracks made by the curious shoe of Owen's
horse along the road where the stolen horses were
led. However, he realizes that it will not help him
to inform the sheriff since it will be no news to him.
Meanwhile, Mr. Dickson's daughter, Ann, returned
from college, has been the childhood sweetheart of

Dick and getting Mary, the two girls decide to ride

into town to visit the prisoner whom neither believes

guilty. As they are about to start, Mary picks up a

small bottle from the ground, and noticing that it

contains knock out drops, she puts it into her pocket
without considering the matter further. However,
learning that a band of Rangers are arriving to clean

up the rustlers they ride back to teli .Mrs. Ryan.
Owens hears the news and decides the best policy will

be to clear out. But as the girls ride to inform the

Dicksons, the rustlers decide to kidnap the two young
women and hold them for ransom. l''orcLrl to prepare
coffee for their kidnappers the girls cunningly pour
in the knock out drops and start to leave only to

fall into the hands of the sheriff who has given up
the search for Dick. When Dick arrives, therefore,

he thinks the sheriff's posse is here, but seeing the

two girls realizes they are not here of their own ac-

cord. Accordingly, he holds the rustlers at the

point of his gun and orders them to permit the girls

to walk safely out. Dick escapes with Mary and Ann
whom he has taken on his own horse, but the scoun-
drels are in hot pursuit. Realizing that his horse is

tired out, and that they cannot expect to gain safety,

Dick stops with Ann at a deserted farmhouse and
sends Mary off for hel|i. The outlaws beseige the

house and are scion jciincd by Ihvens who superin-

tends the work. As night ernes on, Dick realizes that

they cannot hold out inrlefinitcly and he resorts to a

surprise measure. Hiding Ann in the cellar, he con-

trives a dummy and courageously rides right through
the rustlers, who discovering the trick follow him.
Meanwhile Mary has gained safety and having gotten
a posse up, rides back with them. On the way they
overtake those of the rustlers who have been sent
in pursuit of Mary, and as they go on meet Dick
who turns with them and gives battle to his pursuers
who turn their horses and seek refuge in the house
where Ann is hidden. After a long fracas, they are
all killed except Owen who has discovered Ann and
demands the right to ride free of them under pain
of death to Ann. While the discussion is raging, Dick
climbs around the back way and gets the drop on
Owen who surrenders. When the excitement has
calmed down, the townsmen w'aiit to elect Dick the
new sheriff, but he declines suggesting that they
take Ann's father who has long harbored that ambi-
tion. Thus is everybody happy, and Dick and Ann
most of all!

BITTER LOVE
Lucy Marcia Price File No. 7138

MARRIED to a beautiful Southern girl. Milli-

cent. handsome Dick Isaacs, is happv for three
years with his wife and Richard Isaacs, Jr.

Then, he begins to long for high life, for gambbng
and liquor, and soon he is abusing his position of
trust with the county to "borrow" money that passes
through his hands as the County Treasurer, At
length he is discovered, and his young wife bears the
heaviest burden. However, she stands by him faith-
fully, until his lawyer advises him to flee to Mexico
since he will certainly receive a long term in jail.

A fugitive from justice, Dick tramps the streets of
Mexico City, hungry and repentant, but his person-
ality, undeniable even in his trouble wins for him
newspaper work, and soon he is once more on top
of the world. He feels that if iMilly and his son
were here everything would be fine.

Meanwhile Millicent, at first left stranded by her
husband, manages to get a responsible position, and
looks forward anxiously to the letters she receives
from Dick through a friend who encloses all of Dick's
letters in a fresh envelope to prevent the police from
being able to trace the fugitive. However, soon Dick's
letters begin to fall off, and Millicent suspects there
is another woman. Dick on his arrival in Mexico
had changed his name by reversing it to Isaac Rich-

ards. He has an alluring friend in Senora Estelle

Moreno, a Mexican who. divorced from an American
husband, has a daughter, Carlotta. Dick becomes so
infatuated that he decides to free himself of Millicent
and Richard, Jr. and he has a friend send his wife
a telegram sta'ting that he has died, and that due to

the length of time it has taken to reach Millicent via

the intermediary friend, the Mexican authorities have
insisted on immediate burial. Accordingly, Millicent

gets the insurance money and mourns the death of

her husband, while Isaac marries Estelle, and has a
son, Antonio by her. Estelle's two children are both
brought up to regard Isaac as their father and do
not suspect they are only half brother and sister.

Soon Isaac is provoked, frequently justifiably, to

jealousy by Estelle, and during one particular violent

scene, he kills her. As a result he is thrown into a

Mexican prison, and allowed to remain there until

his brain becomes slightly deranged. He suflfers from
an amnesia which causes him to forget all about
Estelle and want to get back to Millicent and Rich-
ard, not knowing that his first wife is dead.
Meanwhile, Carlotta and Antonio decide to come

to the States away from the country where Isaac has
killed their mother. They have grown up. and Carl-
otta as a secretary finds work in the office of Rich-
ard Isaacs. Jr., a lawyer. They mention the similar-

ity about their names, but think nothing more of it,

and soon their love causes them to marry. Mean-
while the depression causes the Mexican authorities

quietly to free Isaac who begs for a few dollars and
wins in a lottery. He pursues his hunt for Milli-

cent and Richard and finally claims the latter is his

son. Carlotta recognizes him as her father and
faints. Richard is committed to an asylum, and
Carlotta and Richard, Jr., believing themselves half-

sister and brother flee to Mexico unwillinij to give
each other up, even though they believe their marriage
cursed. However, they soon discover that Carlotta
is not Richard. Sr.'s child but the child of her
mother's first husband and happiness comes to them
at last.

THE MAGNIFICENT QUEST
Oleta Hoodenpyl File No. 7152

WISE Grandfather sees Madge's interest in the

young man who knocks at his cabin door to

inquire directions for a good camping site.

Realizing that Madge has been starved for compan-
ionship, he invites Steve to stay for supper and sleep
over assuring him the next morning will be a better
time to search for an attractive spot. Thus starts

the fricnrlshii) between Steve and the little country
girl whose freshness and naivete appeals to the hand-
some sophisticate. However, when Madge's grand-
father dies, and he realizes how utterly alone she is,

and how greatly she is depending on him, Steve asks
her to marry him out of pity.

Left an envelope which she is not to open until

her wedding day, Madge discovers that her mother is

not flead but a famous screen actress, Tanya Blue,
who was disowned by her family for disgracing them.
Steve's sister is surprised to find her brother's wife
so entirely untutored in the ways of society, and
learning that the young bride has no suitable dress
to wear to the party she is giving in honor of the
newly-weds. Thelma quietly brings in a dressmaker
to outfit Madge. Madge feels dreadfully out of place,

but she is made thoroughly miserable when Alice,
who has long wished to win Steve, arrives, for the
other womauj with a disdainful glance at Steve's-
bride pursues her amatory technique openly. Feeling
dazed, Madge goes into the library to be alone but
hears Alice tell a friend that Steve has only married
out of pity. Accordingly, Madge stays the rest of

the evening, until the guests depart, and then leaves
with a note to Steve telling him not to attempt, out
of a feeling of duty, to follow her. When Steve dis-

covers that Madge has fled, he is heart-broken, hav-
ing realized this evening that despite the fact that
he has truly married her out of pity, he really loves
her. He tries to trace her at the station but learns
only that a woman fitting her description boarded
the train. The next morning, the newspapers blare
the news of the train wreck and among the dead
passengers is Madge. Steve is disconsolate and travels
to forget. However. Alice is not to be forgotten so
easily and she follows Steve and Thelma. At one
point in Monte Carlo. Steve almost yields to her,
weariedly, and is about to ask her to marry him
when Thelma enters breaking the spell. It is in

Paris that he meets a woman who exerts a curious
attraction over him. He cannot explain what there
is about her that reminds him of the so different lit-

tle girl he married, but finally he asks her to marry
him. telling of the wife he had loved and lost. To
the consternation of Alice she again sees Steve
elude her clutches, won by another woman. How-
ever, Alice still pretends to be Thelma 's best friend,
and the night of the impromptu engagement party
she gets the information she wants. A well dressed
man, obviously not a gentleman, offers Alice for a
sum of money the information that Steve's first wife
is not dead but that her papers and identifications
had been placed close to the body of another woman!
The night Steve and June are married, only a short

time after they have met in Paris, Alice knocks at
the door of the Inn at which Steve and his wife are
staying, and tells Steve that she has proof that his
first wife is living, and that she will remain quiet
about the matter only if Steve gives her enough
money. She says she has .spent time enough trying
to marry his money not to pass up this opportunity.
Then, threatening to tell June who is in the next
room, she falls back as June advises Alice to stop
fussing since she is Steve's first as well as second
wife. Madge had been injured in the accident but
reading of her death, had permitted the error to con-
tinue, while she, in Hollywood, had assumed a new
appearance with her new personality. In Paris she
had immediately recognized Steve whom she has al-
ways love<l and always will.
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Douglas Fairbanks, First National Star

—

scores a tremendous success in his latest

picture— IT'S TOUGH TO BE
FAMOUS.

^Copyright 1932)
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RISKY LIVING

Anne E. Roether File No. 7270

TOO BEAUTIFUL, too gay, to escape the gos-

sipers of her small town. Elaine Martin comes to

New York There under the patronage ot J. A.

Thompson, a wealthy theatrical producer w'ho guesses

the moment she enters the Belmont hotel that she has

stage amotions, Elaine gets a chorus job. Difhcul-

ties are few for her. for everyone backstage recog-

nizes the value of being on good terms with the big

boss' piotegc. and Elaine has few misgivings. Once,

hurrvinir across Broadway, she almost trips Harvey

T raj'nor, and she murmurs an apology. He. looking

after her, is sharply pulled up by his mother, a

dowager of one of Boston's best families, with whom
he is stooping in New York.

The breaks are with Elaine, and Thompson advances

her to leader of the chorus with a specialty number

or two. While the show is playing Boston, Harvey

recognize^ Elaine and attracted, sees the show a few

times before managing a meeting. He invites her to

dine with him after her performance, and blame ac-

cepts since Thompson is abroad at the moment. As
their romance develops, however, Elaine warns her-

self that she is in danger of falling in love with a

man she can never have. She doesn't expect to hear

from him after the three week run in Boston, but to

her astonishment, he comes to her home town as he

promised. There he asks her to marry him, and

silencs licr fears about the reception his family will

extend. But, in Boston, iMrs. Traynor is enjoying

hysterics over her son's disgrace. And vvhen the

\oung couple come home, despite the advice ot her

younger brother. Dr. -Williams, llrs. Traynor is de-

cidedlv cool to her danghter-in-law. Not only does

she consider the girl an upstart, but she has always

wanted to see Harvey married to Helen Judson,

However, it is not until the chance invitation of

Thompson to the Traynor home that matters actually

come to a head. Elaine transparently tries to pretend

she has never seen him before, and he, annoyed

sends a special delivery letter advising her to be a

bit more gracious—and grateful. Unfortunately, the

mailhov gi\es the letter to Harvey on the way to

his law office, and calling Elaine, he tells her about

the letter. Unsuspecting, she asks him to read it to

her over the phone, thinking it is from her parents.

Starting, Harvey says he will give it to her this eve-

ning—it is from Thompson. The revelation of his

wife's former status is too much for the scion, and
after a terrific scene, he leaves the house. Trying
desperately to assure him that he is the only man
she has ever loved, Elaine quietly and resignedly

leaves for New Y'ork where she becomes ill and is

taken to a hospital. While there, she determines to

become a nurse. Jleanwhile in Boston, Harvey's
uncle. Dr. Williams, only a few years older than he.

tries bootlessly to persuade Harvey to be more tol-

erant, and Harvey gets a divorce for desertion, which
Elaine does not contest. In a devil-may-care spirit,

he marries Helen Judson. bickers for six months and
is again divorced. Reckless, dissipated, Harvey rapid-

ly becomes so dissolute that he is asked to resign

from his law practice and he haunts the theaters

looking for Elaine. Once in a card game, he finds

himself losing and cheats. Caught, he is shot anri

left unconscious in a speakeasy. Dying, he is brought
to Elaine's hospital and she sends for Dr. Williams,
who comes bringing the love he has always concealed
and after Harvey's death, his uncle takes Elaine back
to Boston.

the world, he adds as a proviso to the concession that

each woman may take with her all that she can carry

of her most precious possessions. Making it clear

that this decision is final, the Emperor states the day
on which the women are to leave the town. When
the time arrives, the Emperor's men take up their

station before the walls, holding themselves in readi-

ness to begin their work of destruction. The gates

of Weinsberg are thrown open and the Duchess of

Weinsberg appears, bearing on her shoulders, and
trembling beneath his weight, the Duke, her husband.
Emperor Conrad gasps in amazement as the women of

the doomed city pass slowly through the gates, each

bending beneath the weight of her most precious pos-

session, her husband. A cheer arises from the ranks

of the waiting army, and Conrad's amazement turns

to admiration. He decrees that each may keep the

treasure she has borne from the town and learning the

true circumstances surrounding the death of his

brother, he not only spares the men but the entire

town.

PRECIOUS HUSBANDS
Mary M. Lee File No. 7251

THE once magnificent castle of the Count Muen-
chen seethes under the unwelcome visit of Prince
Otto, younger brother of the Emperor Conrad.

Imperiously, Otto demands the hand of the Count's
daughter. Elsa. but she resists since her heart has
been captured by Richard, the Duke of Weinsberg—
and then the Duke arrives. Reassuring the despair-

ing Elsa, who cries that she will die rather than be
given to the dissolute Otto, Richard counsels that each
display a complete indifference to the presence of the

other lest Otto suspect their love.
Accordingly, the next time Otto boasts about his

prowess at arms, the young Duke goads him to rash
assertions and finally inveigles the arrogant Prince
into challenging him to a tourney—with. Elsa as the
stake; Confidently, Otto swaggers into battle and
Richard, fighting with an intensity born of Elsa's
fears, vanquishes him. Chagrined, Otto recovers from
his w-ounds to discover that Elsa has become the

Duchess of Weinsberg and is even now presiding over
her 'husband's menage. With a fine disregard for his

compact, Otto assembles his men and rides to violate

Elsa, who has thus dared to oppose his will. However,
Richard has been anticipating such a move, knowing
well the temper of his antagonist, and when Otto ar-

rives Weinsberg is ready. Through a 'Vuse, however.
Otto alone gets through the garrison and is about to

seize Elsa, who is anxiouslv watching the movements
of her daring husband, when an old retainer kills the

Prince, although he meets death from strangling ere

his opponent falls at his feet. Otto's men flee in dis-

order and carry the news of his brother's death to the
. incensed Emperor Conrad who vows that fire and
sword will sweep the town of Weinsberg from the face

of the earth to avenge his brother's death. Terror
and ilespair reign in the little town and a meeting is

called. A deputation of the most influential citizens

is sent to beg the infuriated Emperor for mercy, but
he is inflexible. The utmost concession he will make
is that since he does not war with women, they may
withdraw in safety from the doomed city. And as he
does not wish to throw the women helplessly upon

MASTER MIND
Frank William Thomas File No. 7111

SITTING on the fifty-yard line. Dot Delaney was
completely absorbed in the football game, for

Lesley Hayes was on the field, and he was the

voung person who occupied all her thoughts and most
of her time. Meanwhile, her father. Chief of Detec-

tives Delaney. was engrossed in discussing with his

friend. Clark Rand, a jeweler, who dabbles in criminal

psychology as a hobby, the activities of the "Master
Mind", tiiat elusive criminal whose crimes were up-

setting the police. No clues of any sort had been left

by the omnipresent burgler or his helpers, and Delaney
was frantically collaring every criminal to whom he

could attach the slightest suspicion.

At the football dance that night, Lesley was called

away from a dance with Dot and she strolled out on

the campus with Clark Rand, who, left a vast inheri-

tance by his uncle, maintains an affectionate but re-

served attitude towards Dot who he realizes does not

reciprocate his love. However, Lesley, missing Dot,

followed her and saw Rand kissing her hand. In-

stantly jealous, he walked up to them, and after

Clark left, he sullenly quarrelled with Dot. Dot
stalked off and Lesley left the dance. The next

morning it was discovered that the football receipts

had been stolen. Suspicion centered on Lesley who
had been seen by the groundkeeper and the watch-
man near the scene of the robbery. Moreover, a fin-

gerprint on the safe corresponded to a fingerprint

made from Lesley's hand. Then occurred another

baflling robbery—the work of the "Master Mmd".
Two million dollars was being transferred from one

bank to another in a city nearby, in an armored car

accompanied by a police escort of two cars. Using
tacks and a detour sign, the robbers diverted the es-

cort cars into one of the winding drives of a wooded
park, a move faciliated by the fact that the park was
not yet open to the public at large. Isolated, the

armored car was stopped at a lonely spot by obstruct-

ing the roads on both sides, and the occupants were
forced out with tear gas bombs. The rest was easy

and the police were once more helpless to prevent the

robbery. In the meantime. Rand was paying steady

court to Dot whose feelings for Lesley had changed
since the quarrel. Although she believed him inno-

cent, she felt she no longer loved him. At the same
time, her affection for Rand grew warmer and one

night she admitted her love to him. While Dot's

father was fond of Clark, enjoyed their talks and
games of chess together, he was so engrossed in

hunting the robbers of the armored car, that he was
unaware of Rand's interest in Dot. At this time, the

chief's detectives had located one of the "Master

Mind's" helpers and found a rubber stamp finger-

print near the armored car. A similar stamp had

been used to implicate Lesley in the robbery of the

football receipts and the one found near the armored

car robbery made the print, on the bank -car, of a

rival gangster of M. M. The police cleared Lesley

and began tracing the man who had used the stamp.

They cornered him in his office just as he was com-

municating with the "Master Mind" by means of a

private wire. The mystery was solved for the wire

led to a jewelry store owned by Clark Rand—and
Clark Rand was the "Master Mind"! Rand fled but

the police were on his trail and followed him to his

country home. Again he attempted to escape—by
seaplane to "Rum-runner's row" but was thwarted

bv a storm. However, outwitting the police again at

tiie end. Rand swallowed poison concealed in his ring,

while he was being questioned. Then, after restitu-

tion had been made to his victims from his own in-

heritance, there was still $100,000, bequeathed to Dot

and Lesley on their wedding day—with the apologies

of Clark Rand.

with Barry to whom she was to be married in a

month. After the dance, in her garden, George reck-
lessly tells her he wants her, on any terms, and his

fervor frightens Jane who promises to give her final

decision the night of the Elsbach violin concert, two
weeks off. Finally Jane decides to marry handsome,
successful—if somewhat ruthless George—although she
experiences some misgivings when her aunt points out
to her the finality of marriage. The night of the Els.

bach Concert, George, having admired her outfit, sug-
gests that they go to a movie instead, and in the
sensuous, false privacy of the theater, Jane feels

George's suppressed excitement. When they reach
the question which has charged the atmosphere be-

tween them all evening, George receives Jane's ac-

ceptance having told her that he understands about
Barry, and with an insinuation cast at his sudden
disappearance, George exiiresses his confidence that

Jane will soon forget him. She is not so certain but
arrangements proceed for a wedding in two weeks.
Meanwhile on the deck of the "Good-Well", Barry

stretches trying to piece together the facts in the

strange case. Having said good-night to Jane in her
garden and promised to return next morning, he left,

only to receive a blow on the back of his head which
robbed him of consciousness until he had discovered
himself, an unwilling stowaway on the "Good-Well".
Poor Jane, what can she have thought of his disap-

pearance! Having worked his way across and now
back on a steamer that doesn't carry wireless, , he is

returning, praying that Jane hasn't married anybody
else,—not George who always envied him. His lips

tighten as he thinks of George. Could he . . . i*

However, in a storm the untrustworthy "Good -Well"
is cast up on a desert island, and the rescue boat is

able to carry all but two of the survivors. Left alone

with the Captain, who dies of exposure before help

comes, Barry frets at the passage of time. At
length, he is rescued and comes back to Jane the

morning before her marriage to George. Fainting at

seeing him, Jane awakens to find him looking down
at her with "intolerable fear that she may, by now,
belong to another. When she tells him, however, he

suggests that they be married that night, and they

elope. When George hears of Barry's return and the

frustration of his plans to marry Jane, he discreetly

seizes the next boat to Europe.

THE SHIPWRECK
Mr . Pauline Lightsey FUe No. 7140

WALKING alone in the moonlit garden, slender,

blonde little Jane McKine, longs for Barry,

who having won her love, suddenly, without a

word, disappeared months ago. At breakfast the next

morning, the doorbell rings and George appears as if

he is going to kiss her. Aunt Mary's invitation to

stay for breakfast, although seconded by Jane is re-

gretfully declined, but he waits breathlessly for her ac-

ceptance of an invitation to a dance.

In the car, Saturdav night, George asks Jane to

marry him. hut she tells him that although he is her

best friend she is not in love with him,—how can she

be, she asks herself, when she is so terribly m love

FAME TAKES ITS TOLL
Charles D. Kay File No. 6978

A POWERFUL infidel tribe of North Africa
threatens the French possessions, defended by
the Foreign Legion. At Paris, the War De-

partment enlists Paul DeCressy. famous air hero and
idol of the nation, who announces he will attempt an
Atlantic non-stop flight, but whose real intention is

to have himself reported lost and then to secretly

discover the Hidden City, the seat of power of the

greedy nomads. Accordingly, he postpones his wed-
ding to Marie, belle of Paris, and begs her to have
faith in spite of all appearances and to wait for him.
Then he makes a spectacular departure midst the

worshipping throngs, and twenty-four hours later is

reported missing. But as Marie receives the news
which to her can only mean that her lover is dead,
Paul makes his way through the sky toward Morocco.
At the outer foot of the stony cliffs that surround the

Hidden City, which the young ace had found quite ac-
cidentally, Paul spends the night with Fontaine, one ot

the commanders of the Foreign Legion. In the morn-
ing, Fontaine flies the plane over the infidel strong-
hold, and Paul lands in a parachute, with the plan
that he will be picked up again in three days. The
landing of the young Frencfiman, now disguised in

barbarian garb, is noted only by Salome, proud and
seductive daughter of Sheik Ben Achmed, the Ter-
rible, ruler of this savage tribe. She immediately
recognizes him as a spy but finds his handsome face

appealing, so orders him captured, and when he re-

mains unmoved by her efforts to seduce him and re-

fuses outright her offers of marriage, she has him
confined in a dungeon. Ben Achmed visits his cell

and. insulted by Paul's derision, commands he be put

to torture by Bomba, a fiendish dwarf. Bomba, Paul
finds, is a French traitor whom Paul had once beaten
in a struggle over Marie, and who now takes his re-

venge. That night, Paul hears the infidels prepare
to attack the most important French outpost; and the

ne.xt morning when Fontaine drops bombs upon the

dungeon, he escapes and is picked up by Fontaine.
Followed by raging warriors, the plane speeds to warn
the French outpost of the coming attack. A fierce

battle ensues in whfch the few French survivors are

saved from massacre w-hen Paul purposely crashes
his plane in the midst of the panic-stricken invaders.
Reinforcements are then sighted, and the African
tribe exterminated.
Months later Paul regains consciousness in a French

armv hospital. Requesting news of the outside world,

he hears of the thrilling death of Paul DeCressy, and
in vain is his insistence that that aviator still lives.

Soon after, he reaches Paris and goes to Marie's
home. The servants do not know him. They tell

him their mistress's lover is dead and she is now
preparing to go to the convent. Paul thrusts them
aside and dashes upstairs, discovering that there is

at least one who still recognizes him—Marie. A
brilliant wedding follows, and a national celebration

in which all France honors the hero.

UNGUARDED
I Maghaki:

Xe York, ntless

File No. 7228

ndlesARRIVIN'G
Marta finds her few dollars oozing through he
fingers with alarming celerity. Position after

position procured because of her beautiful face and
body is lost by her refusal to comply to the demands
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of her employers, until she grows desperate. An-
swering an ad for a model for Paulgrims, Marta is

refused. As she turns to leave, however, Donald
IJlair. a wealthy patron, evinces so much interest in

the girl, that the proprietor thinks it expedient to hire

her.

The first day working. Marta, trying to conceal her
embarrassment under an assumption of indifference

sees Donald looking approvingly at her. Later, he is

introduced to her and asks her to dine and dance with

him that evening. Marta accepts dubiously, not at

all certain that she can go without clothes, but the

proprietor guessing what Hhiir wanted to see her for,

considers it good business to lend his new model a

stunning outfit—in advertisement. Sitting opposite

the sophisticated Donald, his eyes ablaze with admira-
tion for her, Marta feels herself transported to some
fairyland where dreams come true. She shrugs her

shoulders in childish ecstacy. and Donald leans across

the table and covering her hands asks her if she
wouldn't like this every night. Love gleaming in her

eyes, she can only stare at him transfixed. As he
shapes plans for them, Marta inquires, "But Donald,
will your family like me?" and waiting for her lover's

assurance she withdraws, her fingers turning to ice

as hit amused gesture indicates that they will never
know. Only then does she realize that not once has
he mentioned marriage! Marta leaves Paulgrims with

its certainty of meeting Donald, and through Tony,
another patron, gets a job as a chorus girl in his

night-club revue. From the first, Tony begs her to

marry him, and although she throws herself with
reckless abandon into the semblance of gayety, she

refuses. Once, however, Donald comes to Tony's, and
^larta seeing him, assiunes a promiscuity that dis-

gusts Donald. Cursing himself for being sentimental
enough to believe the girl was hurt, he leaves, and
Marta marries Tony!
Although Tony has always insisted that Marta will

learn to love him after they are married, he turns
from her when he realizes that she never will.

Brutally, he urges that at least she help his business-
be more friendly with his patrons. Marta tries to con-

ceal her horror at what her husband is suggesting,
but when one day, he brings some friends of his who
are obviously interested in Tony's beautiful wife,

Marta goes to her room and refuses to entertain her
husband's guests. When they have left, Tony, drunk,
forces his way into Marta's room and proceeds to

prove to her that she can't be rude to his guests.
Bruised, beaten, Marta seizes the gun Tony always
carries with him and kills him. Brought to trial for

the murder of her husband, Marta is apathetically
permitting the state to paint her as an inhuman
murderess. After all, she thinks, why should she Hve?
What has life to hold for her? But Donald suffering
agonies for the woman he loves, decides to throw
everything aside to help her. Realizing that his fam-
ily, his friends will be horrified, he brings his lawyer
to Marta's defense and forces Tony's, friends to testify

to his brutality. The tide turns in Marta's favor and
she is freed by the court. Shortly afterwards, Marta
becomes the bride of an adoring Donald Blair.

REKINDLED LOVE
Ellen Neil File No. 7243

IF
lovely Helen Morley has any doubts concern-

ing her decision to enter the nursing profession,
they are dispelled the moment she sees Dr. Bain,

the interne who works with her on her first case.
Thrilling to his congratulations on her first promo-
tion, and drinking coffee with him in a brief respite
while on ward duty, Helen knows that she can never
love any other man. And Bob Bain swiftly succumbs
to the beauty that has always been an Open Sesame
for her. Even the other nurses seeing Helen, flushed
with excitement, rush downstairs to keep her first

date with the young interne, comment to Helen's
room mate, Mary, about the girl's charm.
The months speed by, and Helen goes home for her

vacation. Only the thought of separation from Bob
causes her a pang, for next year, Bob will have left

the hospital to practice medicine. Settling up his af-

fairs, he is imable to visit her as she hopes, and
Helen, home, finds the old beaux as insistent as ever.

But Bob's arrival, after all, leaves her with the con-
viction that she loves only him. They plan to be
married, and Helen's brother and room mate meeting
at the wedding fall in love too. Glorying in the bliss

of marital happiness, Helen feels she has reached the
acme of joy but soon, with Bob's settling down to

medical duties, Helen realizes that although his love
for her is tacit, his practice occupies first place with
him. Moreover, after the birth and sudden death of

their child, Helen feels tha't Bob has lost interest.

Meanwhile. Bob secure in the belief that Helen will

always be there begins to take her love for granted
and plunges into his work with a vigor which makes
deep inroads into his own health. Attempting to re-

awaken Bob's regard, Helen begins to take pains with
her appearance so that her loveliness always evident,
becomes, now, breathtaking. Then, she accepts Bob's
suggestions that she get around and before long has
set the town gossiping. But Bob doesn't believe that
anything can menace their security and not realizing

that Carl, his lawyer and best friend, is falling in

love with his wife, the over-worked doctor urges him
to take his wife to parties. Helen, hurt, is not
unaware of Carl's growing regard and she encourages
it. Once, however, coming in late, and not too sober,
she realizes that she is endangering their home and
determines to slow her wild pace. Accordingly, the
next day she goes to Bob's office and begs him to

take her out that night, Init turning to Carl who has
been conferring him on legal business, Bob suggests
that the pair go to the theatre. Recklessly, Helen
responds to Carl's quickened feelings, and when she
comes home that night it is with the overwhelming

consciousness that she has betrayed Bob. Loving
him, she feels that she must die if they are ever
separated and yet Carl has a physical hold on her
which awakens her to jealousy when she learns that

he has seen another woman. Sara Banford. But
Carl reassuring her, tells her that he loves Helen and
begs her to get a divorce that they can be married.
Divorce! Helen jumps as she realizes that she has
been shutting her eyes to that possibility and with in-

finite weariness she tells Carl that she has come to

her senses—probably too late. She loves and always
will love Bob. Meanwhile at home, Bob, returning
home from having pulled a child through pneumonia,
suddenly realizes how he has neglected Helen since

the baby's death. But looking about, he realizes that

she is out. Sinking into a chair he gives himself over
to the agony of imagining life without her, blames
himself for his neglect. His face haggard he sighs
in gratitude when she comes in, but betore she yields

to his embrace, she tells him in a tense voice what
she has done. Smoothing her hair slowly, he replies,

"What fools we have been, Helen, what fools!" And
they rebuild their lives.

VINDICATED
L. Lionel Livingsto File No. 7205

DRIVING one of the first horseless carriages St.

Louis has seen, wealthy young Arthur Reynolds
speeding along at the incredible rate of twenty

miles an hour, runs down a child. At the hospital
his terror is mitigated by the information that little

Nelle will entirely recover, and taking her and her
pert little playmate, Ella, home, he promises Nelle's
mother that he will make restitution for his careless-

I'or years he continues to be interested in the child's

family, and he arranges to send Nelle through school,

t; rowing into lovely girlhood, Nelle achieves a pop-
ularity at high school far greater than many of the
girls from Arthur's stratum of society, and her moth-
er, Mrs. McGuire, secretly cherishes the hope that
Nelle will contract a wealthy marriage. However,
Nelle falls in love with Frank Coleman, the football

captain, and since her mother frowns on the unprom-
ising student, Nelle continues to see him secretly.

Meanwhile, Arthur is recovering from the shock
caused by the elopement of Alice, the girl he loves,
to Albert Pearsons. While vacationing at Spruce
Lake, Arthur, observing Nelle's blossoming young
beauty with admiration, informs the gratified Mrs.
McGuire, that he would eventually like to make
Nelle, eighteen years younger than he, his wife.
Having the foresight to reaUze that the McGuire's
social status is somewhat dubious, Arthur convinces
Nelle's mother that the best way to meet that difficul-

ty is to raise the McGuires so that when Nelle has
graduated from college her position in society will

already be assured as befits the wife of a Reynolds. Ac-
cordingly, he arranges to finance Mr. McGuire's busi-
ness so that the expansion soon brings considerable
affluence to Nelle's family. The girl goes on to col-

lege after a tearful farewell with Frank who leaves
for California to go into business.
While Nelle is at college not suspecting that her

mother is increasing her indebtedness to Arthur Rey-
nolds, little Ella, who had been playing with Nelle
the day she was struck down by Arthur's car, has
gone to New York to stay with an aunt at the death
of her mother. A few desultory letters pass between
Nelle and Ella but the correspondence is gradually
broken off. As years roll by, Ella's aunt dies and
young, attractive, Ella loses position after position by
resenting men's advances. Finally, in sorry straits,

Ella faces ejection from her boarding house if she
cannot raise her rent. Desperately she wires for

help to her married brother in St. Louis, while her
sneering landlady points • out how easy it is for an
attractive girl to raise money in New York. Hungry,
miserable, Ella walks along Broadway, shrinking as
she sees girl after girl engaged in conversation with
strangers and going off with them. For one moment
her eyes hold those of a young engineer, but immed-
iately afterwards she is appalled by the "Hello, baby",
of r. leering passer. She hurries home, and is over-
joyed to discover a letter from her brother. However,
her happiness turns to bitterness as she reads that
his sick children require every penny he has—he's so
sorry. The landlady's insistence and her own hun-
ger drive her to desperation, and Ella walks toward
Broadway . . . The engineer is leaving his shift, and
Ella fearfully approaches him. As his eyes narrow,
Ella finds herself desperately imploring him to be-
lieve this is the first time, that she is desperate, that
she will do anything for money. In her room. Ella
shows him her brother's letter and Robert Stone be-
lieves her. Giving her twenty dollars he promises
to buy her a ticket to St. Louis if she will meet him
the next day at the station. The appointment is kept,
and Ella throws her arms about her benefactor and
kisses him. The train pulls out and neither knows
the other's name.

In St. Louis. Nelle receives a letter from Frank
asking her if he may send an engagement ring for
her eighteenth birthday. But impressed with her
debt to Arthur by her mother, Nelle tears up the
lettei of love she has written, and sends off a cool
rejection. How great an effort it is, only she knows.

19171 War! Arthur, too underweight and nervous
is safe, but one day, Frank Coleman, in uniform stops
at Spruce Lake where Nelle is, to bid her goodbye.
He leaves for the other side tomorrow. They take a
Iioat alone on the lake, and Nelle hears herself con-
fessiuK that she loves Frank but must marry Arthur.
When Frank reminds her that she is selling herself.
Nelle breaks down and cries that she cannot let him
go. With the fiery passions of men and women but
the discretion of children. Nelle and Frank lie in each
others arms—and time stands still. Morning, and re-

morse seizes Frank. He begs Nelle to marry him.l
but she says it would break her mother up, andj
Frank— Frank is couA-inced of her love. He goes.
in the days that follow, Arthur again and again tries]

to make love to Nelle, and she motivated by a terrify- J

ing realization leads him to ask her to marry
under any circumstance. Agonized by her love
the father of the child she is bearing, Nelle submits
coldly to Arthur's embraces. In another city, Nelle
faints as she reads of the crash of Frank's plane
her baby is born after Arthur has wrecked the
they are driving in. He thinks the baby is prema-
ture because of the crash and the child is called Fr,

Frank comes home from the war, having recovered
in a German hospital and finds Nelle married to

other. In his disillusionment, he marries Ella whc
carrying the image of a nameless engineer in

heart. Each knows the other has loved another
knows no names. Through a meeting between N
and Ella, the former meets Frank who condemning
her, greets her coldly. Anguished, Nelle finally

ceeds in making Frank understand why she mai
before his boat reached France. It is not long before

Ella suspects that it was Nelle who was the other
woman in her husband's life, and at the same time
the unhappy girl again meets Robert Stone, who ha
ing fallen in love with Ella has come to St. Louis
find her although he doesn't know her name. Fi

unhappy people !—for Arthur is bitterly resentful of

Nelle's ' greater love for her child than for him.
One night the Colemans and Robert Stone had de-

parted ahead of an advancing storm, Arthur returns
home and frantically rushes to his room for his gun,-
saying he believes a prowler to be about the house.

He hastens to the front door and looks outside, the

returns to the kitchen where he fires one shot as
peal of thunder rolls. Returning to the living room
he places the gun in a drawer where unread and for-

gotten, Nelle's letter from her moonlight lover lies.

He reads it, and with a wild look in his eyes, Arthur
raises his gun towards Nelle. A shot rings out
through the house and Nelle faints. Soon after, she

is held on circumstantial evidence for the

her husband. Through Robert, however,
murderer confesses. It is Albert Pearson
discovered Arthur had gone back to the

had jilted him many years ago. Pearson i

the strength of the unwritten law, and Ella and
Frank are divorced. Thus is Ella, free to join her en-

gineer and Nelle marries the only man she has ever

:

loved and can give her son his rightful name. Frank
Coleman! Thus happiness!

rder of

who had
girl who

MONEY LOVE
Rae Finley File No. 7052

IN A THEATER in New York, Christine pinches
Gloria's arm to attract her attention to two hand-
some males who have just entered. A few moments

after Ronald Flint and Harold Proctor have seated
themselves beside the unescorted girls, the four are

engaged in conversation. In different parts of the

theater during intermission, various people comment
on the lovely women with two of New York's greatest

catches, and how Agnes Todd is going to take Harold's
appearance with another woman. And that, by the

way, is what Harold is thinking as he feels himself

irresistibly drawn by Gloria's psychic eyes. Harold
has not the slightest idea whal: the play is about as

he weighs Gloria against Agnes, whose fortune he
has been about to annex. It is that fortune that
worries him~he needs it, he wants it, he has ex-

pected to seize it, and Agnes seems quite content to

give it to him in exchange for the honor of being his

wife. Why then, should he get himself involved with
beautiful Gloria for whom he is even in this short
space of time feeling pangs of love?
As the girls don their wraps, Ronald suggests that

he and Harold take them to a night club and give
them a treat—the poor girls have probably spent all

their money for their clothes and theater tickets.

But in the car, as Christine and Ronald neck in the
rear, Harold has to keep reminding himself that
Gloria holds danger for him—that it's going to be
pretty hard to let her slip out of his life. Accordingly,
after dining and dancing, the boys excuse themselves,
and as Harold questions Ronald and hears his views
on marriage for money being the only practical

course, he admits with a drawn face, that he has fallen

pretty hard for Gloria, Afraid he'll do something
rash, he takes Ronald's suggestion that they pay the

checks and leave—without the girls. Later, feeling a
cad, he rejects Ronald's suggestion that they return
and find out where the girls live, saying he can
never face her again. Meanwhile, the girls realize

they have been left to their own devices and Gloria
leaves a five dollar tip! But she is pretty badly
broken up over Harold's disappearance having been
certain that he felt the same way she did.

However, the even tenor of Harold's way has been
seriously disturbed and his attentions to the moneyed
Agnes begin to become less importunate. It's funny
how he finds it difficult to assume the appearance of

an ardent lover when his mind constantly reverts to

Gloria—wherever she may be now. Listlessly he at-

tends the wedding of Ronald to a wealthy girl, and
himself comes to no understanding with Agnes. One
day, however, he sees a picture in the newspaper of

Gloria and Christine, and the caption reads, "Richest
Girls in America Sail for Europe". After the force
of the shock has been mitigated somewhat, he sets
off for Europe in pursuit of the girl he loves. After
six months, he finds her only to be beset with the
fear that Gloria will refuse him, realizing that he has
come to her seemingly only after learning of her
wealth. But Gloria has thoughts for nothing except
her happiness at having him again. And years after
Ronald's money marriage "has failed, he meets Chris-
tine again in the home of his happy friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Proctor (nee Gloria Bell).

I

il
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LOVE'S DESIGN
1 Szendr( File No. 7248

BENT over his airplane models in his tiny nnpro-

vised workshop, Martin's eyes burn with the

hope of some day coming to America and winning

success with his airship designs. Left alone at the

death of his mother, he sells everythmg he has to

raise money for his passage across to the promised

land, only to discover that he cannot get a visa snice

he has no relatives in the United States. Deter-

mined, nevertheless, he finds his own city insupport-

able, and works his way to France where he hangs

about the shipping oflfices until he is given a job in

the engine room of a trans-Atlantic ship. When the

boat docks, he slips off and finally effects an entrance

into the country of his dreams.
For three years, he works steadily findmg accep-

tance because of his inventive talents. Succeeding

remarkably, he devotes his free hours to the con-

struction of an airplane model which he fondly hopes

will capture new speed records. However, he falls

in love with Antoinette, a beautiful woman, and begs

her to marry him. Staving off his eager queries,

she idly promises to become his wife when his stay

in the TJnited States is legally acceptable, and he in

the flush of his infatuation spends all his money for

her pleasure. Theaters, dinners, flowers, all for the

woman who is interested solely in the entertainment

he provides. And when he realizes that his savings

have slipped through his lavish fingers and that he

must cut down on his expenditures. Antoinette wearies

of him, and annoyed by his insistence, she secures his

deportation for illegal entry into this country. Only

when Martin looks wordlessly at her, all his disillu-

sion, his pain, in his eyes, does she realize what she

has done, and with a cry she rushes out of the

courthouse. Remorse brings her too late the realiza-

tion that the earnest boy with his sublime idealism

has captured the heart she believed to be impregnable.

But Martin is again crossing the Atlantic back to

Europe. Setting to work with feverish activity to

eradicate from his tortured mind recurring thoughts of

Antoinette, Martin completes the plane model he has

put aside for months and he finally interests a wealthy

American whose life he has been instrumental in

saving, in his model. Carter finances the develop-

ment of the invention and, entered in an air race,

Martin's plane wins. Success in his grasp, Martin
manages without difficulty this time, to visit the

country from which he was ejected and he effects the

entry of his sensational airplane in an American con-

test.
. , • ,

Meanwhile, Antoinette knowing nothing of Martin s

success, goes back to her home town finding it im-

possible to forget him. Martin, impelled by a desire

to see her which he thinks is purely for purposes of

revenge, traces Antoinette through a show-girl friend,

back to the small town where she now lives with her

parents. As he drives his car eagerly toward Con-
necticut, Martin plots over and over again how he

shall humble her, never realizing that it is love that

has kept her image so vivid. Stopping in front of

her door, Martin inquires after Antoinette and is in-

vited by her curious parents to sit down and wait

for her—she will be right back. Trembling, discard-

ing cigarette after cigarette, he anticipates what he

will say. but when she enters he can only look at her
hungrily and take her, her eyes dimmed by tears,

into his arms.
At the air race together, Antoinette nestles proudly

against her husband, Martin, as he is lauded as the

inventor of the winning plane.

that Andrea is being rushed by a certain Mr. Sin-

clair, puts Evelyn on her guard. An opportunity

comes, and Evelvn is ready. Belter-looking than her

sister, the wise "Evelyn accepts the attentions of the

Mr. Sinclair, much as she detests him. One night

she surprises him in his love nest on the outskirts of

the Inwii. nelcrmiiu-d to find out the truth and save

Iki sister, she ihii.ilnis him with exposure. Her
\nicc l.iiilv roats with ihc accusations she makes.
Her sisk-r In anollicr r.ioni overhears. At the point

of a gun. he confesses, but as Evelvn looks ofT to one

side he hurls a book at her. The gun is hit. and goes

oft', wounding him in the shoulder. Dr. Hanson is

c-illed in to dress the wound. When he learns who
Wilfred is, his interest in saving his life is gone.

Wilfred, coward-like, can't face the world, so he com-
mits suicide. Andrea thankfully ai.olngizes to Evelyn,

and the whole afl'air is a closed matter.

Evelyn approaches her father one morning with a

pleading glance. Dan. the engineer, is bidding for a

job, a big one that needs lots of pull to get, and Eve-

lvn wants her father to help him through some other

man. Dan must never know! Mr. Barrie agrees in-

dulgently. A splendid girl and she can have anything

she waiits. Her mother complains and calls her The
.Spoiled Beast, but the complacent father knows her to

be a charming, fun-loving, good sport! Excited, Dan
runs up the steps of the Barrie home! Bubbling

over in his enthusiasm he explains to Evelyn that he

has landed that job and now he can ask her to marry
him, .She kisses him for an answer, and he embr.ices

her wildlv. hoping that her father will have no objec-

tions. It is a demure little Evelyn that confesses to

her father that she is in love and is to be married.

Tlir father laughs approvingly, as he hands .her a

check for $2,1(1.0(111 the ninnev she has saved from the

lil.aekinailing Sinclair. Despite the protests of^ Mrs.

Barrie. Dan and Evelvn are married simply, and are

olT for the wedding trip with laughing eyes and happy
hearts.

THE SPOILED BEAST
Ann Touzin File No. 7195

WHIZ—a Packard roadster tears through the

town at breakneck speed! People shake their

heads, with approval and disapproval both . . .

There goes that Barrie girl again! Recently out of

finishing school, Evelyn, the pampered idol of a dot-

ing father and the constant worry of a society ma-
tron, comes home to the fashionable summer home.
Bridges, teas, and fast parties pattern the mode of

living for Mr. and Mrs. Barrie. and the sixteen year
old Andrea. But to the fun-loving Ted and the

spirited Evelyn that life is stilted. Carefree, reck-

less at times, but full of the joy of living, they SDeiul

most of their time out-of-doors. Evelyn proves to

be a Miss Inquisitive, nosing in about the lumber
mills, and the homes of the workers. To the great
delight of her father she discovers lumber thieves at

work, something he has been trying to do for years.
Although at times people raise their hands in horror
at some of her escapades, they love her for her ever
charming personalitv and good-natured wit.

Mrs, Barrie plans a lavish dinner party, and half

an hour .before it, finds Evelyn still attired in her cus-
tomary white ducks and white blouse, a comfortable
and becoming outfit. Mother is furious that Evelyn
does not come to dinner and as a punishment orders
her to stay dressed as is. and gives her over to the
safe -keeping of a certain Dan Lymburner, tall, well-

dressed and very good-looking with soft brown hair
and blue eyes. Being a clever girl, Evelyn' cares little

for flattery of men. Shrewd eyes size up Dan, and
he is accepted, possibly the first man she's ever
thought of twice. Beautiful, with the agility of a cat,

she is nevertheless called "a man-hater". Dan, in

love, dares not press his courtship of the wealthy
Evelyn Barrie until he has made good.
Martha, close school chum of Evelyn's and daugh-

ter of a famous Doctor Hanson, dines with her and
confides her tale of woe. Tearfully and indignantly
she explains that she has been seduced by Wilfred
Sinclair, a debonair play-boy of society, making a liv-

ing by compromising society people and forcing them
to pay blackmail. Evelyn 'sympathizes but it is no
use. She received a hurry call that Martha has
taken poison ... it seems the best way out. Reports

QUEEN ESTHER
Joan Conklin File No. 7162

AT A GREAT FEAST, King Assureus boasts of

the glorv of his kingdom and the greatness of

his power. I-fowever. when he wishes to dis-

play the magnificence of his queen. Vasthi, she re-

fuses to make an appearance and the king, abashed,

accepts the advice of his wise men and deposes her.

Then there is proclaimed throughout the length and
breadth of the kingdom, an invitation for the most
beautiful virgins to assemble that Assureus may
choose a successor to Vasthi. Eagerly adorning
themselves in precious iewels. the maidens strive to

outdo each other in dazzling the potentate, but Esther,

a Jewess, is brought bv her uncle Mardochai. and
placed among the other maidens. When King As-
sureus makes his choice the exceeding fairness of

Esther as she stands poised, her loveliness unadorned
by glittering ornament, captures his fancy, and he
chooses her. Cautioned by Mardochai. Esther do-^s

not tell her husband of her country or her people, and
at the wedding ceremony executed with oriental

grandeur. Assureus is proud of his choice.

A short time later. Mardochai. who stays close to

the King's gate, overhears two eunuchs, Bagatha and
Thares plotting tli# assassination of the King, and
forwarding the information to his niece. Queen Esther
is able to warn the king in Mardochai's name. Both
eunuchs are hanged on the gibbet, and the king's

love for his gentle queen grows. ' About this time.
Assureus advances to power, Aman, not realizing that

it is he who has been the lover of Vasthi and the

cause of Assureus' mortification at the banquet from
which Vasthi stayed awav. Overbearing Aman com-
mands that all servants should bend their knee at

his approach, and this all do save Mardochai. Where-
upon, terrible in his anger, the wicked Aman pre-

vails upon the king to issue a decree to destrov all

the Jews. Great is the mourning among the doomed
people, and great is Esther's consternation when she
hears of this. But in answer to Mardochai's pleas

that she help her people, Esther sends back word that

no man nor woman may enter the king's inner court

unless he is sent for, under pain of immediate death.

And the king has not sent for Esther for thirtv days!
But Mardochai tells her the fate of all the Jews in

the kingdom hangs ujion her intercession, and Esther
donning her roval raiment enters the court of the
king's house. When As,=;ureus looks upon the beauti-

ful Esther, the sight pleases his eyes, and holding
out the roval scepter signifying clemencv. he asks
her what she wills here. Esther then asks that he
and Aman attend a feast she is to give the following
night. Aman swelled with his own importance passes
the unbending Mardochai and his pleasure turns to

hate. That night. Assureus cannot sleep and order-
ing the records to be read to him learns that one
Mardochai has saved his life and has received no re-

ward. Asking Aman how he would honor a hero, he
follows the orders of Aman who thinks he is prescrib-

ing for his own benefit. Aman is dashed at seeing hi*;

enemy raised to glorv. but greater still is his dis-

comfort when the king learns from Queen Esther of

Aman's crueltv. And when the king comes in to

find Aman grovelling at the feet of his queen, he has
him strung up on the eibbet which Aman has pre-

pared for Mardochai. The lifting of the ban against
the Jews is celebrated with a great feast at which
Assureus and Esther proudly preside.

breaks up, and under medical attention Jack, in

V days, completely recovers. An unsuccessful
1 is conducted for Bob and after a few months
orrnwing parents give up hope of ever seeing
agau

Four years later, a young hobo is dodging two rail-

road detectives, and as he nears a half-opened box-
car, he is helped in by another tramp. The detec-

tives keep on running, and the train pulls out with
the fugitive aboard, gasping for breath but grateful to

Tom. a fellow about his own age who had become
a tramp when he lost both parents. Tom and Bob
become fast friends but neither ever tells the other
anything about his past. Fur three weeks Tom
nurses Bob who has become ill from the strain of

escaping the detectives, who would, in accordance with
the laws of that state, have gotten Bob ninety days
in the chain gang for trespassing. Leaving the shanty
in which Bob has been nursed back to health, they
again begin to roam. By chance they jump a freight

that goes by Bob's home. Although he is afraid to

appear because he believes he has killed Tack, Bob is

anxious to know if his folks are alive and well, and
he sends Tom to his own home to beg for food, saying
that he cannot go because the woman had once caught
him kicking the watch dog. Bob hides in the shrub-
berv while Tom, knocking at the back door, is given
food by Bob's mother. The kindly old lady tries to

persuade Tom to give up liis nomadic life and Tom
to escape tells her he is considering it. But when he
goes out to rejoin Bob. he finds that his friend has
taken the train out of town in order not to keep
Tom back. Dismayed. Tom hesitates then decides to

take the woman's advice. Aided by Bob's family, he
is given new clothes and successfully sets to honest
work. All goes well for months and Tom has fallen

in love with Bob's sister. Mary. However, one day
he sees the woman who has been so good to him cry-
ing over a picture and as she tells him that it is her
lost son. Tom recognizes Bob. He immediately leaves
in search of his old friend. Through the fellowship of

the Knights of the Road, he is able in time to locate
Bob, surprised to find Tom still here despite the help
offered by his mother. Tom explains that his accept-
ance was only a ruse to escape, and the buys clasp
each other. Saying nothing about his plan to get
Bob back to his family, Tom manages at a discreet
interval to get on a train going through Bob's home-
town. Bol) doesn't object, but as they reach the sta-

tion. Tom pretends that he has injured his leg. Bob.
concerned, intends leaving Tom at his own doorstep,
to assure him proper treatment, but as he carries
his stricken friend to the threshold, Tom shouts for

help and holds Bob so he cannot get away. Happv
is the reunion, and after Bob has fomid Helen who had
resigned herself to teaching, there is a great double
wedding. Bob to Helen, and Tom to Mary.

KNIGHT OF THE ROAD
Eugene R. Smith File No. 7199

SEEING the girl he loves. Helen, struggle against
the embrace of Jack. Bob knocks down the town
bully. Falling, Jack strikes his head against the

stone steps, and Bob believing he is a miu'derer, runs
off and joins the Knights of the Road, Meanwhile, the

THE DANCE KING
J. K. Phillips File No. 7212

DRIVING along in his roadster, Phil, vaudeville
dancer, runs into Mary Thompson. She is shak-
en up a bit but otherwise unhurt and Phil takes

her home. He offers her passes to his evening per-
formance and Mary after accepting his invitation in-

vites him in to meet her mother. However, when
wealthy, snobbish Mrs. Thompson discovers that Phil
is a dancer she registers disapproval, and after Phil
has left, Marv is asked not to see him again. The
girl resents her mothers' interference and frankly ad-
mits that she intends continuing their friendship.
That night. Mary thrills to the rafter-ringing ap-

plause that greets Phil's act. but when he takes her
home after the show, he finds Mrs. Thompson fur-
iously waiting up for them. Again Mary is asked
to give up her vulgar association, and her defense of
Phil is scorned. The next day when Phil in response
to Mary's invitation calls, the butler refuses to ad-
mit him. and Mary assures him that he will not.
therefore, lose his position. Her social ambitions
crashing, Mrs. Thompson as a final gesture calls
Phil and pretending that she is Mary asks him to call

at eight. Phil begins to answer 'but "Marv" has
hung up. That evening Phil comes up the drive and
a thug hired bv Mrs. Thompson inquires the wav.
Phil directs him. and as he turns receives a nastv
blow with a blackjack. Reeling, he gets home. A
note next day from Mrs. Thompson asking whether
he will stay away from Mary. now. informs him con-
cerning the identity of his assaulter. Amazed that the
mother of the girl he loves should go to such lengths
to keep him from her daughter. Phil discovers that
Mrs. Thompson has planned a match for her daugh-
ter which would lift her to the social prominence that
she, newly rich, so ardently desires. Phil says noth-
ing, hut at his performance the next night, a man in
the audience, turns to his neighbor, and beaming with
pride announces that "he knew the dance king
when ..." Listening sympathetically, the stranger
learns that Phil used to work with the communica-
tive fellow in a Cotton Mill down south. Whereupon
the stranger goes outside and telephones his scoop
on the past of the dance king to his editor—he was
a reporter!
The next dav. the town paper carries the news that

the star dancer used to work in a Cotton Mill. If

Mrs. Thompson was disagreeable before, now she is

xmbearable and without further ado she forces the un-
willing Mary to accompany her to Europe. Phil dis-

consolatelv leaves the theater and breaking his con-
tract, leaving his star billing, he wanders ofi', and
reaching New York, he goes on a drinking jag. For
davs he hangs about in the back room of a speak-
easy drowning his sorrow in drink. Meanwhile, his
manager has been frantically searching for him, and
finally locates him. L^pbraiding his star performer,
the manager gets Phil back to the theater where ke
again rece'ives an ovation. Meanwhile Mary lands in
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Europe only to seize the next boat back to the states
and Phil. Rushing to his dressing room, she flings

herself in his arms and tells him that she doesn't
care what he is, what he has been, she loves Iiim.

Phil laughs, and asks. "Vou mean that my past
would make no difference to vou?" and as Marv
agrees, he informs her that those mills he worked in

were his own. he has left his millions and his place
in society to follow his first love, dancing. And that
he has more money and position than the man Mrs.
Thompson has selected for Mary, but Mary stops
his explanations with a kiss.

LOVE'S ART
Manley Ray Sackett File No. 7191

PAINSTAKINGLY carving a snow -man, young
Billy Coleman is not unconscious of the admira-
tion of the two little girls, Laura Lee James and

Audrey McLean who are watching him. Suddenly
busying herself, Laura Lee announces that snow -men
must have children, and with unskilled fingers she
fashions snow children ludicrously unlike their dis-

tinguished pattern. Audrey glancing disparagingly at

Laura Lee's efforts, expresses her disfavor with a
' vicious kick, which reduces them to shapeless snow,
and while Billy tries to comfort his inconsolable little

imitator, Audrey struts haughtily home.
The children grow up. Billy is still ambitious to

be an artist, and still is adored by demure Laura
Lee, but little Audrey has grown into a sophisticated
beauty who resents the least evidence of Billy's re-

gard for Laura Lee. After graduation, Audrey, who
has always been more affluent than the others, goes
off to Paris to study art, to the great envy of the
others, whose financial conditions do not permit them
to do the same. However, Audrey's absence does one
thing for Laura Lee, it brings her worth to the at-

tention of Billy who under the influence of Audrey's
glamor, had been unconscious of it. All through that
year, Billy sketches with Laura Lee close beside him.
She has entered a nurse's training school where chil-

dren are cared for by the day or week, and influences
Billy who finds work in an art store, to become in-

terested in the drawing of children. One evening,
as Billy is drawing a child, he stops his pencil to

tell Laura Lee he loves her. From then on their

happiness grows, and planning to be married when
Billy has sold his first work, they plunge recklessly

into their love, making plans for their home, for

their work, and even for their children. But Audrey
comes home when Spring has ripened into Summer
and more cultured and charming than ever, holds
Billy spell-bound with her accounts of art school and
art -life. Wise Audrey—she has guessed the relation-
ship between Billy and Laura Lee and knows the one
thing that can make Billy forget that Laura Lee has
a right to most of his leisure hours, is the discussion
of Art—his birthright of which a cruel fate, he feels,

has deprived him. And as summer passes. Billy feels

that he has been mistaken in thinking it was Laura
Lee he loved, and after one day spent with his de-
mure Laura Lee, he confesses that on the morrow
he is sailing for Paris with Audrey who has promised
to become his wife. Concealing her realization that
she has been betrayed, Laura Lee doesn't break down
until Billy has left. Six years in Paris have com-
pleted Billy's art study, but he and Audrey have
never found happiness together. The shadow of mild-
mannered Laura Lee always arises between them.
Once when Billy hears, indirectly, that Laura Lee is

ill, he cables her roses, then wonders if he should
have done so. She has probably forgotten him by
now, he thinks. Meanwhile, Laura Lee has remained
at the children's home, hiding the ache that time has
not mitigated.

The first snow of the season has fallen and Laura
Lee has sent the children out to play. One of the
little fellows is diligently carving a snow-Tnan. Pen-
cil and pad in hand a stranger surveys the child ap-
provingly, then walks slowly away, as the child in-

forms him he is— Billy James Coleman. That after-
noon, Audrey visits Laura Lee to say that she has
failed to win Billy and is getting a divorce. And that
night, Billy calls to say that he has come back. May
he come in? And Laura Lee and little Billy are happy.

A DAUGHTER OF FATE
Eardie Johnson File No. 7222

A symbol of the once famous Maitland hospitality,
stands the Maitland house. Although the family
is now in straightened circumstances, desperate

efforts are made to keep up the old ivy covered man-
sion, and Mrs Maitland, ill and fragile, pins her last
hopes on the marriage of her daughter Lois to a
millionaire. Nor Is her ambition the product of a
mere idle fancy, for Lois is so lovely that it seems
any man would want her. For one, Leo Phillips, a
young writer struggling for recognition, is moved to
Herculean efforts to win the fair Lois, and her as-
pirations reach no higher than Leo, wealth or no
wealth. But Mrs. Maltland's hurt at Lois' choice Is

touching, and with Leo's prospects of a glorious fu-
ture as a renowned author still ringing in her ears,
Lois promises her mother that she will try to con-
tract a more brilliant match—from a materialistic
consideration.

Even with Lois bent on getting her man—any rich
man. It seems that the beautiful telephone operator's
contacts are somewhat limited and somehow million-
aires do not throw their money bags at Lois' feet

—

if only because they don't see her. At last, however,
Lois receives an invitation from wealthy relations to
vacation at their home, and the hope of the Maltlands

goes, husband bent. To her own astonishment, she
meets Lee who has everything—money, suavity, and
appearance. Lois finds that it isn't terribly hard to

imagine herself married to Lee and he has succumbed
to her beauty from the first moment he saw her.
Only one obstacle rears between them—Lee is engaged
to Lois' cousin Marian. It remains purely a question
of the ethical course, for Lee is undoubtedly smitten.
However, Lois does not encourage him, and in return
she receives a bitter harangue for having come be-
tween the affianced couple. Lois shrugs, much as she
should have liked to, the fact is she didn't! According-
ly, Lois returns home, and after her come letters,

candy and books from Lee. The eagerness of her moth-
er and the urgent tone of the letters, make Lois forget
the struggling young author who is feeling terribly
hurt because the girl he loves is no longer Interested
in his excited prospectus of his new novel. And when
Lee writes that he is coming to see the Maitlands,
Lois yields. The old house is redecorated in prepara-
tion, and since Mrs. Maitland takes to her bed as a
result of the excitement, Lois gives up her position to
receive Lee properly. For days, the household is

upset, new debts are incurred, and when Lee leaves
he has not yet proposed although marriage seems
imminent. Suddenly his letters cease, and the next
one comes from Lee's recent bride, Marian! The
Maitlands are crushed by the disappointment, and
Lois' pride suffers severely. Her sacrifice—scorned.
Work is difficult to find and the debts have mounted
disturbingly. In another city Lois finds a position
and a few years later she rescues a child from being
run over only to find it is Lee's child, Marian is

grateful until she finds out that Lois' reappearance
has reawakened Lee's old infatuation.

At this time, Lois receives a telegram from home
and learns that both her mother and father have been
killed in an accident. Too, she loses the Maitland
house, but accepting Leo's proposal of marriage, she
finds that his books have sold and he is the new
owner of the family house.

THE TELEPHONE
Bruce L. Reynolds File No. 7200

DEVIL'S SCRUB WOMAN
George Isbeth File No. 7190

HIS eyes a-twinkle, John Hamilton, Textile Mill
President, amazes his wife and daughter by an-
nouncing that he is to take his first vacation and

go with them to Florida. In explanation, he shows
them a letter telling him he has inherited a fortune.
They stop at the most fashionable hotel. Leela driv-
ing her new roadster, meets by chance, Vincent
Adams, and in a dreamy mood returns to the hotel
and tells her mother she has fallen in love with a
charming stranger.

Meanwhile, Vincent Adams has to be twice re-
minded by his chauffeur that he is home, Paul Gil-
bert, his understanding secretary, finding a girl the
cause of Vincent's pre -occupied mood, predicts pit-
falls ahead for Vincent, who ruthlessly conducts a
Palatial Gambling Casino,—and is called "Devil" be-
cause of his suave cold disdain for those ruined at his
wheels. With wealthy associates, Mr, Hamilton fre-
quents Devil's Casino and loses his money and the
ring given him by his employees. Crazed—he leaves
a note telling his wife and daughter of his loss—but
there is money for their return home—he vanishes,
A dry-eyed quick thinking Leela disregards her moth-
er's plea to return North. Pulling her hair tightly
back and assuming a blank expression—thus disguised
and with a fake reference stating she is a trusty deaf
German servant, Leela is hired as a scrub-woman in
Devil's house. When she discovers Devil is her
dream man, her plans for revenge are almost shat-
tered. Devil glares coldly at the new scrub-woman.
His secretary explains she is deaf and only under-
stands German. Devil disdainfully passes on.

That evening as Leela is leaving the dining hall,
some friends ask her to come along to Devil's. Leela
does not play, but converses with Devil—and trying
to hate him—she is horrified at his lack of compas-
sion for the desperation of a man who has just been
ruined,—and she discovers that Devil is wearing her
father's ring! Devil admits there was but one man
he really felt sorry for and that was—the owner of
the ring. Leela is almost discovered listening, while
scrubbing, the next morning, when she hears Vincent
confessing his love for her, to Paul. That night, Lee-
la fascinated by the game, at the suggestion of Paul,
and the offer of Devil to lend her the money—plays—
and wins. Devil refusing to take the money Leela
borrowed, draws her into his arms. She gently re-
bukes him. The next night Leela plays, and almost
causes a panic _amon^ the guests as she breaks the
bank—and Devil, The guests quickly go leaving
Leela alone with her pile of wealth and her father's
ring, Leela's sensational winning has saved Devil
from death at the hands of the new gardener—Leela's
father. Leela also saves Paul from harm as Devil
bitterly accuses him of being in love with Leela and
showing her the play. Devil crazed by his loss,
roughly grabs Leela to him demanding her love. As
she yields. Devil falls to his knees, sobbing—his
spirit broken. Next morning Leela finds Devil has
fled, and discovers Paul loves her.

Devil finds himself an outcast like the victims he
unmercifully ignored. In a casual way he meets in
with some "weary travelers" who are north bound
via freight, to get work. They tell some sorrowful
tales of losses at Devil's. Devil breathes his first
prayer. "Forgive," Devil gets employment as a labor-
er in the Hamilton Mills. There- Leela discovers him
when he has fainted from hunger. Nursing him back
to health, their smouldering love now aflame, Leela
recalls to him, how he kicked a rose to his scrub-
woman, and reveals that by means of her disguise as
the deaf German, she learned the play of the tables.

PICKING up a newspaper, Inspector Cecil Zander
reads of the fourth robbery at the Wayside Inn,
a hotel near his country home at which he is

vacationing. A few minutes later, he scowlingly ac-
cepts the telephoned request that he come to investi-
gate. Pestering him with a robbery when his fingers
long to tighten on a sensational murder, real work,
not child's play! Sooner or later, he says, thieves make
their fatal mistake—they try to branch out, and that,
he concludes sen tent iously, is always fatal.

The taxi stops at the three story Wayside Inn, and
Madame Fane, agitatedly reports she heard a scuff-
ling sound in the hall, a thud, hurrying footsteps
descending the stairs, and she found the body of a
man slugged but not killed. One thing more, she tells,

the assailant was not seen leaving the building, and
although she is not certain, she thinks she heard a
door close. One clue is found, a scrap of yellow paper
bearing the names of several insurance companies,
and a day of the week beside each. Zander deduces
that the list shows when the insurance company col-
lectors are due, and the thief holds each up when he
comes. However, for eight days the apparently easy
case stretches out with each clue leading to an im-
passe. It is so confoundedly simple, that it defies
detection. However, at noon, the imperative jangling
of the telephone awakens Zander from a nap, and he
is galvanized into action by the report that a murder
has been committed at the Wayside Inn! A speeding
taxi carries the Inspector to the hotel where he learns
that the telephone collector has been robbed of the
nickels taken from the coin boxes and killed by three
bullets shot at close range! The guests of the small
hotel are brought out and questioned. It is in-
stantly obvious that Zander is attracted to Miss Maud
Hopkins who clad in negligee is enhancing her charms
with flirtatious artifice. The other woman, Cather-
ine Reeder Is a heavy, slangy woman, the wife of

Herb, who together with two other rough looking men
comprise the list of guests. Zander gets two differ-
ent versions of the story, one from Miss Hopkins and
the proprietress stating that the murder was com-
mitted at ten-thirty, and the story of the others, that
it happened at eleven. However, it is when the In-
spector asks Catherine If she heard a door slam, that
he detects an almost imperceptible change of expres-
sion even as she denies it. While his brain is con-
sidering the facts in the case. Zander finds himself
pulling himself up as a fool—at thirty-seven to be
thinking of marrying ! But while he seems to be
taking notes on the evidence. Zander writes a note to
Miss Hopkins asking that young lady X£> call at his
house. The announcement that he is to have a female
visitor, causes Zander's valet to cut him while shav-
ing. But Miss Hopkins comes, and in a short while.
Zander has told her he loves her, Maud turns her
head away after she has admitted she loves him, and
finally confesses that she is an accomplice to the
murder. Zander, realizing that this information has
not detracted from the love he feels for her, finally
accepts her plan that she help him get the murderer,
by pretending to make love to Herb Reeder, A week
later. Zander wrings an admission from Catherine
that her husband was the murderer by arousing her
suspicions that Herb is unfaithful. She tells him
that all the guests were members of a gang pledged
to get the telephone collector, closest relative to an
enemy leader. By secret telephone connections, and
the use of the room below, the murderers had averted
suspicion. Zander rounds up the gang although he
has to kill Herb who shoots at him. Shortly after-
wards the Inspector marries Maud Hopkins who had
absolved herself.

CHILD OF MYSTERY
Gomer Lewis File No. 7164

SINGING to himself as he enviously watches the
well-to-do youngsters splashing in the lake, Keith
Jones suddenly dives into the water and rescues

Harold Burk whose cries for help had been treated
jokingly by his companions. As a result, Harold's
father. Professor Burk, discovering the fine musical
talents of Keith, arranges to have him receive a mus-
ical training in the famous Burk Conservatory of
Music, Taking pride in the progress of his protege,
Professor Burk frequently invites young Keith to
visit at his home, and the Professor's daughter. Mil-
dred, falls in love with the handsome music student.
His graduation near, Keith offers to sing and play

the piano at a benefit performance, and he brings
down the house. Price, the owner of a hotel, offers
the boy ten dollars a night to sing for the patrons of
the roof garden, without Interfering with his studies,
Keith is an immediate sensation and his fine tenor
voice brings recognition from the newspapers as well
as an increase in the hotel patronage which permits
Price to give Keith a sizable raise in salary. Mildred
holds Keith's heart despite the wave of idolatry which
he receives from susceptible women, but at the same
time rumors begin to spread, Keith is suflSciently in
the limelight to start curious persons investigating
into his past, and word gets about that nobody has
ever heard of his mother or father. Brought up by a
grandmother with whom he still lives. Keith, himself,
knows nothing of his parentage. However, no as-
persions make any difference in Mildred's love.
His frequent absences from home, and the salary

which justifies it, causes Keith to engage Bessie
Evans, recently come from France, as a companion
for his grandmother. Young, pretty, Keith is fond of
the newcomer whose cheerfulness and extraordinary
care of his grandmother makes her assume the sta-
tus of one of the family. One day he hears her sing,
and recognizing the purity of her tone, Keith offers
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to give her music lessons. Enthusiastic, he goes fur-

ther and plans to train her for a duet to be given at

his graduation exercises. Meanwhile, however, Mil-

dred grows suspicious of the pretty companion of his

grandmother. She tries to hide her misgivings but

at the concert when Keith and Bessie receive the ac-

claim of the large audience and Bessie shyly attri-

butes her training to Keith, Mildred finds it hard to

conceal the bitterness she feels.

After his graduation from the Conservatory, Keith

organizes an orchestra of his classmates and engages

Bessie to aid him in the vocal renditions. The fame

of the outfit grows as Keith's remarkable tenor voice

becomes a nation-wide symbol of romance. However,

driven to despair by her certitude that Keiths interest

in his singer is more personal than he will adrnit,

Mildred terminates their understanding by ordering

him to choose between her and Bessie. Startled by

her false assumption, Keith is, nevertheless, loathe

to dismiss the girl whose personality is a large fac-

tor in the success of his orchestra—besides he feels

a curious sympathy, almost a bond between himself

and the girl who has come from France. When he

regrets that he cannot summarily fire Bessie, Mil-

dred asserts that she is through with him. Impul-

sively, Keith sails for Europe finding Colorado un-

bearable without Mildred. He has time to regret his

sudden decision on the boat, but pride keeps him from

turning back. Soon he is receiving consolation from

Yvonne, a girl who like himself is employed as a

singer. The voyage is considerably lightened by the

attractive Yvonne although a few days out, Keith

feels he is under surveillance. He questions Yvonne
but she makes hght of his uneasiness although she is

at the same time trying to persuade a man that she

is not inclined to rob Keith no matter how prosperous

he appears. However, the last day out, Keith drink-

ing one of the cocktails that Yvonne has taught him
to like, falls over, drugged. When he awakens, he

discovers that his friend has robbed him of his bank
roll which he has been inexperienced enough to be

carrying with him. It is too late to apprehend_ the

criminal, but financially embarrassed as he is, Keith

vows to find her if it's the last thing he does. In a

sidewalk cafe in Paris, Keith is befriended by Jim,
who learning that this penniless fellow is the famous
singer, Keith Jones, persuades the management to

let Keith sing for them some songs of his own com-
position. Again, Keith's star is in its ascendency for

that unusual quality of voice makes as great an_ ap-

peal on the continent as it did at home, and Keith
becomes the American sensation. Through one of his

performances, he meets Professor Franz, one of the

finest Music Masters of Paris who tells Keith his

voice is worthy of better music than the popular
songs he is singing. He ofifers to coach the American
for the National prize, and Keith secretly takes les-

sons from Professor Franz who begins to love the

boy as his own. One day he tells Keith his own son

would have been the same age. His voice breaks as

he narrates how as a young man, so great was his

fame that his wife grew estranged. After a period of

neglect, the young woman could stand it no longer

and taking her son with her she had fled to America.
He had never found her again although he heard she
had died leaving the boy with her mother. As he
speaks Keith grows excited and asks what the maiden
name of the Professor's wife was and learns it was
Jones. Then begins a series of identifications which
proves that Keith is the Professor's son. He finds out
further that he had a younger sister who had run off

from her convent and gone to search for her mother.
It is coincidence which establishes Bessie Evans as his

own sister. She had traced her mother to Colorado
but learning she was dead had never suspected that
Keith was her own brother using her mother's maid-
en name. Staying just long enough in Paris to win
the National prize to his father's intense joy and
pride, Keith and Franz sail for America. Planning
to re-unite Bessie and her father after the girl's per-

formance, Keith accepts the otter of the management
to himself sing the ni^ht of his return. Great pub-
licity is given to the return of Keith Jones and that
night the hotel is crowded to overflowing. However,
one of the guests drops a lighted cigarette and the
room is soon in flames. Everybody is thought to be
safe, when Keith is startled by Professor Burk's
cries, "Where is Mildred!" Keith rushes back into
the blazing building and finds Mildred caught under
an overturned table. He carries her out of the build-
ing and falls, but both are saved. After the explana-
tions are made. Mildred recovering from her burns
penitently explains to Keith that she had tried to
withdraw her stupid ultimatum only to find Keith had
sailed for Europe. Still, she admits shyly, it is com-
forting to know that the attraction Bessie had ex-
erted over the man she loved was that of a sister for

a brother! And Keith need no longer worry about
the legitimacy of the name he is giving Mildred.

THAT WOMAN
Margaret M. T. Miller File No. 7141

ON THE TRAIN from Dallas to New York, Cyn-
thia Arnold, a small town girl with ambitions
of a great future as a dancer, meets Kae Daw-

son, a New York show girl whose play was stranded
in the sticks. Kae invites Cynthia to live at her
apartment also occupied by two other show girls. Al-
though she dances in the Red Lantern night club,
Cynthia finds that Broadway is hard to attain, until
.she is persuaded, over her many protests, to accom-
pany Kae to a week-end party on a yacht. The host,
Randolph Terherne, retired banker and financier of the
show in which Kae is understudy to the lead, takes a
fancy to Cynthia and furthers her career after seeing
her dance in the sumptuous revue which he stages
aboard the yacht for the delectation of his guests.
When Cynthia is brought to its attention, Broad-

way promptly succumbs to her dazzling dancing feet

and gay personality. There follow offers to dance in

London, Paris and Monte Carlo, and each step of her

progress is strewn with orchids and gardenias sent

by Rand. The evening before Cynthia is to leave for

Paris, Rand gives an elaborate roof garden party in

her honor, and as he takes her home in his high-pow-
ered car, he tells Cynthia that it is inevitable that she

will find younger admirers, and that he is leaving for

a fortnight in Africa on a hunting trip. She assures

him of her regard, but he asserts that she will never

return from her continental triumphs the same Cyn-
thia. When she arrives home, Cynthia discovers that

she has left her vanity purse containing her passport

tickets and calling cards in Rand's car. She calls

him, but Wang, the oriental servant tells her that

Mr. Terherne has not yet returned. Morning brings

newspaper headlines screaming the murder of Ran-
dolph Terherne, found shot in his car not far from
his home. Cynthia is arrested on the strength of

her purse, but Kae stands by her throughout the

trial. Meanwhile at a penthouse party, Gil Travis,

notorious gambler, threatens to kill his sweetheart,

Flo Lesant if she doesn't raise fifty grand to pay
his gambling debts. Attempting to resist his efforts

to strip her wrists of their valuable bracelets, Flo

walks back through an open balcony window and
plunges many floors down to another roof. A few
moments before her death she confesses that it was
she who killed Rand Terherne because he refused to

pay certain sums of money. In attempting to escape.

Gil Travis takes to the fire escape but walks into the

hands of the police who subsequently free Cynthia.

Two years later, a slip of a girl dancing in the

chorus of the Parisienne Revue attracts the attention

of the small community on the left bank, but oi=f stage

she is cloaked in mystery—she is Doree Datelle ar-

rived from—nowhere! Each night in her dressing

room she receives notes from an admirer but she

eludes him instructing her maid to say that, "Made-
moiselle has just left for Cairo". Going to fill an oflfer

from London, Doree falls madly in love with Blair

Payson, a dashing young American artist, who re-

veals by questioning if "Mademoiselle is leaving for

Cairo" that he is her Parisian admirer. Blair per-

suades Doree to marry him, despite her warning that

she has a past, but she discovers that Blair's father

is none other than the harsh, domineering district

Attorney who prosecuted her during the trial for the

murder of Randolph Terherne. Oi=fered money for an
annulment, Cynthia refuses but runs ofif, fearing to

spoil Blair's promising future. Months later, how-
ever, Blair and Cynthia find each other in a wine
garden in Vienna.

OUT OF THE PAST

Thomas Kendrick File No. 7257

ACCUSTOMED to every luxury little PhiUip is the

son of eminent Judge Norton who is receiving

newspaper plaudits for his courage in sentencing

to prison a notorious gangster despite dire threats.

The day following the conviction, the Judge is sum-
moned home hurriedly to learn that little Phillip,

scalded by an overturned pot of hot water, has
through prompt and superior medical aid been saved
from death, but will bear a scar on his right arm
throughout his life.

Weeks pass before the burn heals, but one morning
the child's parents are awakened by the terrified

screams of its nurse who discovers that the child has
been kidnapped from his crib. The window is open
and a note wet from the driving rain reads, "You
took our boss from us, we are taking your boy. Think
that over for a while." Despite the clue and frantic ef-

forts to effect the return of the baby, the kidnappers
cannot be located. A note dropped from an aero-

plane demands a twenty thousand dollar ransom, but
although the Nortons eagerly and secretly bring the

money to the secluded spot designated, they suffer the

rude shock of realizing that the kidnappers have
broken faith. For twenty years no word is heard of

the child who is believed to have been killed and
Mrs. Norton grieves over her loss until she becomes
an invalid attached to a wheel chair. Now with the

passing of years, Ann Norton, eighteen, is preparing
to enter one of the leading co-educational colleges of

the country. There she meets Tom Wellington, and
soon is wearing his fraternity pin. The young pair

plan secretly to be married, and when vacation time
comes, they decide to visit the Nortons without dis-

closing their scheme. The Judge and his invalid

wife greet Tom graciously and since he is staying un-
til the next afternoon the Judge suggests that he

come down to the gym before breakfast for a work-
out. However, as Tom lifts a medicine ball, the

Judge asks in a low, excited voice, "Tom, how did you
get that scar?" Embarrassed, the young guest ad-

mits he doesn't know, he's had it as long as he can
remember. In answer to further questions, Tom as-

serts that he has been brought up in Europe, educated
at different continental schools, and supplied with
money from someone he has never met. All efforts

at solving the mvsterv of his support had been in

vain, and rebelling, Tom had run off, worked his way
across and through college. He had adopted another
name feeling that the John Smith was not his right

name. Trembling, the Judge tells Tom that he is

Phillip Norton, the Judge's own son. Phillip starts

as the happy father breaks the news to his wife. Re-
joicing over the restoration, the older people do not

realize the import of the look of horror on the faces

of Ann and Phillip. Brother and sister . . . engaged
to be married and loving each other as man and
woman! Ann rushes out of the room, the revelation

too great to be borne. With a glance at his wife, the

Judge goes after her, and bringing her downstairs,
he gently informs them that their tragedy is not as

great as they imagine. Ann is a child adopted a

year after Phillip's kidnapping, to still somewhat the

heartrending pain of the loss of their own child. Not
willing to take a boy in Phillip's place they had
adopted the tiny gurgling orphan and have brought
her up as their own. With a glad cry, Phillip and
Ann rush into each other's arms and the older people

steal silently from the room.

THE GIFT

Margaret Plyley Murray File No. 7271

IT is at the last dance of the season that Marian
makes her choice. All through the four years at

the little co-ed college, Dave and Julius have
showered her with attention, and now Julius is whis-

peringly confidently in her ear as they dance together

his triumphant prospects for the future. They'd have
everything they could ever want— if she'd say yes . .

but somehow when the evening is over she hasn't.

And then Dave, later, taking her home, looks at her

wistfully and falteringly, adoringly, his words, "Oh,
Marian, I love you so, love you" had tumbled through
his reserve and suddenly she knew. Whatever hap-
pened, she could love only Dave. And they were
married. Julius, trying to mask his disappointment
had said, "Some day, I'm going to be rich, Marian,
and you'll know then you married the wrong man, be-

cause Dave's a dreamer." and he had, shortly after-

wards sailed for South America.

But Marian, in the big house that has passed from
memlser to member of her family, rich in associations

and beauty, knows as she plays the piano in accom-
paniment to Dave's rich baritone, that she hasn't

made a mistake. Happiness is hers. Even when,
trying to conceal from her his anxiety, Dave holds

Marian close, and tells her that the bank to which
he had gone down to withdraw the money due on.

their house, has failed, that they are penniless, have
only the house, Marian knows that she has made the

right choice. What does it matter if they have no
money, they have each other and the house. But in

the weeks that follow, new worries arise. A thousand
needs for money arise. Loans Dave has made fall

due, and finally ' Jfarian knows that there is only one
think to do—sell the Gray House. Strange how bitter

the thought is. The Gray House. Take the pictures

down, disturb the slumbering memories, but with
bright eyes, she had said. "But of course. Then
we'll be free of debt. We can start again, the slate

clean." Arrangements are being made for the sale,

and Marian is packing necessities into wooden boxes.

Everything else is to be sold. Everything. Foot-

steps down the walk ... but not Dave . . . Julius

Beall ... smiling, self-assured! Marian feels panicky,

but she rushes forward to welcome him, asks about
South America. His words come back to her . . .

"the wrong man" . . . but Dave, shabby and haggard
looking comes in, pretends interest in the tale of

Julius' good fortune. Then Julius mentions the house,

sees Marian redden. Tactfully, he broaches his prop-

osition. He'll buy it and they can live there rent

free. It's an investment, he claims. They'll keep
it in shape, and can use the farm. How is that?

Flushing, Dave declines . . . that's charity, but Julius

waves away his objections, take time to consider, he

advises. And after Julius leaves, Marian does not

meet Dave's eyes. "Of course, dear, we'll refuse,"

she says, but that night lying awake, she thinks, they

love each other, certainly. But how long will love

last when Dave comes home dead tired to a shabby
flat and finds her worn and high-strung. And Dave
tells himself he has no right to deny Marian the life

she has been accustomed to. What right has he to

let his pride interfere with her happiness? The next

morning, both are decided. The sale is held. They
go off together. Poverty perhaps, and strained nerves,

but there won't be Julius, there won't be eternal ob-

ligations to a patronizing Babbitt. There'll be only

Marian and Dave . . .

THE BILLION DOLLAR LIMITED

Lionel Potvin File No. 7249

PUTTING up a losing battle against the competi-
tion afforded by the Continental Trucking Co.,

The Canyon Central Railway is further handi-
capped bv the obviously put up job of the wreck of

one of its Limiteds. Riddell, one of the two employees
suspected confesses his guilt claiming both he and
Douglas Howard had been bribed by the rival com-
pany. However, Howard, although he admits drink-

ing, denies his guilt. Soon afterwards, Riddell is

hired by the Trucking Company and Howard dis-

appears.

Two years later, a shabby fellow begs for work on
the Railway, but is recognized to be Howard by Pete
Marlowe, divisional superintendent. However, How-
ard's story of his innocence is finally accepted and
he is re-instated after he has told of some of the dis-

honest methods of the Trucking Co. whose employ he

had left in disgust. At Marlowe's home Howard im-
presses the superintendent's daughter. Barbara, who
has been engaged to Riddell, At this time, the Blue
Rock Mines, wishing shrewdly to get the most for

their money, offer the award of a million dollar con-
tract to the winner of a race to carry gold bullion to

Cedartown, 122 miles away. Great excitement follows

the announcement for the rival companies and Mar-
lowe ofl-'ers Howard the position of engineer for the

race. Meanwhile, Barbara breaks off her engagement
to Riddell who blaming Howard decides, on hearing
that he is to drive the Railway's entrant, to disgrace
his opponent once more. Accordingly, Riddell gets
his henchmen to abduct How-ard and imprison him in

a shack at the bottom of a deserted mine. Howard,
writhing under the impression that Marlowe will
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think he has gone on a drinking bout ag.iin. is, how-
ever, by the skilltul psychological handling of a mad
old hermit released, and he returns on time for the

race. Meanwhile. Marlowe, his faith unshaken in his

protege, has refused to order anyone else to prepare
to ride in the race, although the searchmg parties had
been unsuccessful. \\'ith Barbara rooting for him.
Howard starts. For a while it looks like an even
race but the course is 122 miles long, and the tunnels

and bridges are a constant menace, since Howard
knows that neither Riddell. whose bill-fold is un-
mistakable evidence of complication in the abduction,
nor the company by which he is employed will hesi-

tate to use foul means of winning. Actually, a group
of repairers discover that a trestle has been tampered
with on a bridge, and with feverish energy they seek
to repair it before Howard's train is wrecked, but
the Trucking men are on the spot against just such
a contingency and at the point of guns back the men
away. However, another pair, having gone for water,
come back and fix the part just on time for the train

to go steaming by—safe! Howard comes in first,

and recci\ing the wild congratulations of the towns-
men all of whom have turned out for the strange
contest, he states the facts about his abduction. Mar-
lowe is ail for prosecuting immediately, but Howard
wishes only to be entirely vindicated of this and the

former accusation. Riddell confesses, and Marlowe of-

fers Howard a responsible job, but Howard feels the

call of the open road. However, to his amazement,
he finds Barbara crying because of his proposed de-

parture, and he takes her in his arms. Liking it,

he doesn't leave Brackenton!

FORBIDDEN TO LOVE

John E. Bouk File No. 7209

UNTIL he is twenty -one, Raymond does, not realize

that a wealthy aunt has left a fortune to him.

On his birthday, after the shock of discovering

that he need no longer worry about money has been

survived, Ravniond determines to conceal his new
found wealth 'from his friends lest he be the prey of

money-mad acquaintances. Although, therefore, he

does not deny himself little things he has always
wanted; he succeeds in managing his inheritance with-

out being suspected.
Through an Italian friend of his. named Larry, Ray-

mond is accepted in a club and taught the code of

never giving awav a friend no matter what his crime.

Charmed by the three Musketeer-like motto, Raymond
does not perceive the sinister need which makes nec-

essary the pledge, does not realize that many of the

picturesque members are bootleggers and gangsters.

To him, they are charming fellows adhering to a ro-

mantic code. One night, Larry takes Raymond to a

speakeasy, and as they enter the wealthy young fel-

low catches sight of a girl whose simple beauty
startles him. He wonders what she is doing in the

back room of a disreputable establishment, and hav-

ing noticed a telephone in the room, he claims he has

promised to call a friend. Reaching the girl who he

has noticed has been staring at him. he quietly asks

her if he can see her home. She laughs grimly and
informs Raymond that this is her home, her father

is the proprietor of the speakeasy. Taken aback, the

boy says he must see her alone, will she meet him.
somewhere outside, but whispering that he is to go

—

quickly—she refuses to make an apointment with

him. Raymond leaves her wonderingly, but the girl's

sad eyes and lovely face draw him back again an<l

again." and after he has learned that she cannot see

him since her father has arranged to marry her to a

friend of Ms, Tony, and in accordance with a foreign

custom, she must never go out with another man,
Raymond scoffs and says that he will, himself, sue for

her hand. Terry begs him not to attempt anything
so rash, and he puts the notion aside only after she

has promised to meet him. However. Terry's father

and Tonv find out that Terry has dared to go out
with a man, and Tonv threatens to kill Raymond.
Meanwhile. Ravmond is driven frantic by the close

surveillance under which Terry is held and the hur-

ried preparations made for her wedding to Tony. Ac-
cordingly. Raymond goes to the speakeasy and asks
for permission to marry Terry who has told him again

and again that she loves onlv him. and that if they

force her to marry Tony she will kill herself. Terry's

father is furious and turns Raymond out. Meanwhile,
Tonv is a drunken rage sees Raymond and accuses
him of vile conduct towards his fiancee. Raymond
grits his teeth and Tony becoming more infuriated as

he speaks, draws a knife to kill Raymond. However.
Larry who has been worried about his young friend's

safetV enters at this moment and as Tony prepares

to kill Ravmond. who having been felled by a blow-

is lying on the floor. Larry shoots. Raymond is held

for the murder and a chain of circumstantial evidence

strong enough to convict him is built up. while he.

adhering to the code, says nothing fearing to in-

criminate Larrv. At the last moment, however. Lar-

ry confesses atid Raymond is able with his money to

gain an acquittal for Larry, when Tony's activities

are exposed. Raymond wins Terry, and takes her far

from the miserable environment in which she has
grown up.

THE MIXED HERITAGE
Russo File No. 7224

KNOCKED <lo\vn by a car driven by Tony Mai-
lori, brother of the notorious gangster. Andy
Mallori. Maria is brought to an underworld doc-

tor. When ^[aria recovers, she finds that Tony wants
her as his woman. Terrified, she flees, but threaten-
ing letters and strange warnings of imminent danger
to her loved ones, bring Maria into his power. Scarce-

ly believing that such intimidations can be practiced
in this day and age, Maria tries to conceal her loath-

ing for Tony, and when she falls in love with ?Lirnld,

one of Andy's men. she plans to elope with bim.
How^ever. Tonv learns of their plans and cold-blood-

edlv kilU llarnM. At l!ic iria!. Andv Mallori sits be-

side Mali, I ro.uliinn luT, and aUhm,|;h she longs to

teslitN a,L;ain.sl the UauA muiaicrcr. she dares n()t.

However.' bu adroitlv is the ease handled^ by District

Attorney Lansing, that the jury brings in a verdict

of "(juilty" and Tony is sent to the chair. Andy is

beside himself, but no effort of his can save his

brother and he threatens to take revenge on Lansing.
Maria tries to leave town away from these horrors
but Andy is not through with her, he has her every
movement watched and tells her he has new work
for her to do.

In the anteroom of a maternity hospital, Lansing is

pacing up and down. Andy enters and Lansing ner-

vously greets him, forgetting the hostilities between
them. Lansing is called in first and shown his baby
son. Fortunately, the child's birthmark is on his

shoulder, not on his face. A little while later, Andy
learns that he too is the father of a child but that

his wife has died at the baby's birth. Sorrow -strick-

en as he is, Andy is nevertheless planning revenge on
Lansing, and he orders Maria to gain entrance to the

hospital and put his baby in the Lansing infant's

plaee. Marie i:;ocs but does not carry out her direc-

tions. Anil\ meanwhile plans to train the Lansing
child tw l>e a thief while his own son is brought up in

the lawyer's home.

Years pass, and Maria, married, has a child Anita,
who meets young Donald Lansing at college. Falling
in love, the young people plan to be married. Mean-
while, Andy brooding in his hangout, anticipates the

marriage of his son with joy and plans the grand
moment when he shall tell Lansing, now a Judge,
that his son is a criminal wanted by the police for a

long list of crimes. The ceremony proceeds, color-

fully, and just as charming Anita is throwing her
bridal bouquet to her bridesmaids from the steps of

her father-in-law's house, Joe, Andy's protege, comes
in, and gun in hand orders the startled guests to

"stick up their hands!" Andy comes in laughing, it

is his idea, and before the amazed assemblage reveals
his exchange. Turning to Maria. Andy calls for veri-

fication. Maria goes to the support of the Judge, who
has grown deathly pale, and in a clear voice states

that she never touched the children, proving it by the
birthmark. It is Andy's own son whom he has so
carefully corrupted. With a terrible cry, Andy whips
out his revolver and aims it at Maria, but a plain

clothes detective who had been guarding the costly

wedding gifts, fires first, killing Andy. Joe looks
grimly about, but Judge Lansing s> nipathetically

places his hand on the boy's shoulder and promises
to help him. The young couple proceed with the ar-

rangements for the honeymoon and Maria, accepts
the Judge's gratitude happily.

derstand, then a beatific expression spreads
unitenance and he takes her in his arms,
cts Betty has been holding drop to the
lis shoulder.

A LADY CHOOSES
Adelaide B: File No. 7241

WRITING one of his rare letters to his sister,

James, a writer who lives in a bachelor apart-
ment with his friend, Fred, president of a large

bridsre construction companv, invites Bettv to visit

him iji New York.
.Meanwhile. Betty, owner and president of the Walk-

er Construction Co. which operates mainly in tlie inii!-

west, is on the verge of a nervous breakdown. She
has been ignoring the advice of her secretary and
friend. Frances Clayton, to take a rest, but with the
arrival of her brother's letter, she becomes excited
and hastily wires lames to meet her and Frances at

the station. Arriyed in New York, there is some con-
fusion for Fred has been sent to meet Jan\es' des-
cription of his sister, not too accurate if entirely

brotherly. The two girls take an adjacent apartment
and Fred is led to believe that Betty has no friends
in New York because she never goes out in the eve-
ning. However, he soon learns that she has been
working nights, and assumes that she is an artist.

Nor has Betty been at pains to enligbieu bim. for she
well knows that Fred is a business rival who might
take his attentions off, discovering how very formiil-

able a little woman she is. Once Fred, finding her at
work, says be has a good idea for a bridge, and asks
could she draw it for him. Betty answers that she
is quite sure she could not! Later, Betty begins go-
ing out at night. One night they have planned to S"^
out in a foursome, but Betty pleads another appoint-
ment. Frances makes it easy for Betty, but suddenly
Fred claims that he wishes to stay home and sends
Frances and James off together. Puzzling for hours
over Betty, Fred is surprised to hear her come back
with a man who talks of "contract", "steel", "congrat-
ulations" lor Betty has just been awarded the bid for

a large bridge for which Fred also entered an estimate.
A few moments later, Fred asks her what this is

about a bridge and who is she anyway. With a show
of innocence Betty replies that she is Bettv Walker
of course, and skips lightly out of the room. The
next day Betty is cleaning her apartment and her
brother remarks to Fred about Betty being SO do-
mestic. Fred's response is lost in a glower. He
knows now that she is ///*• B. L. W%alker and Bettv
plans^o take the next train for the West—alone for
Fran<^ has married James. Fred missing her be-
comes frantic for he reahzes he loves her.' He gets
Betty's address from Frances and dashes off in pur-
suit. Rushing into the office of her construction com-
pany, he sees someone with her back towards him.
Inferring that Betty, the feminist, hires only ^vomen.
he inquires in a loud voice, "Are you the manager?"
The woman who happens to be Betty turns around and
smiling at Fred's discomfort replies softly, "No.
but I'm looking for a manager." For a moment Fred

LOVE REDEEMED
T. A. Woody File No. 7239

SECURE in the belief that one day Betty Burke,
his childhood sweetheart, will become his wife,

Johnny Kimbell is distraught at the realization
that Robert James, a young doctor, has won Betty's
heart. Painfully standing by as Betty and Robert
are united in marriage, Johnny decides to leave town.
For two years he dissipates on the continent, but his

love for Betty perversely refuses to be downed and
compelled by his desire he returns to attempt to win
Bettv from her husband.
For two years, meanwhile, Betty and Robert have

been blissfully happy together and their union has
been blessed with a tiny Bobby. Betty greets John-
ny warmly on his return and he conceals his emotions
under the guise of friendship, but renewing his old ac-
quaintances, Johnny challenges Mary Hadley, a cab-
aret dancer to win Robert's atTection. thus, the
guests of the newly -returned Johnny, Robert is in-

troduced to the attractive dancer and shortly after-
wards receives a professional summons from Mary
and although he tries to resist her wiles, he is a man,
and she an unusually attractive woman! All his efforts

to avoid her seem to be thwarted and Johnny is soon
able to arouse Betty's suspicions. When she discovers
that her husband has actually been seen with the cab-
aret dancer, Betty swallows her pride and actually
appeals to Mary, who receives her curtly and chal-
lengingly. Betty leaves despondently and on her re-
turn home on her anniversary, finds that Robert
has been called out, "to treat a sick child". Doubts
do not occur to her, disappointed though she is since
she had made plans for the evening. But Johnny's
subtle insinuations over the telephone create agonies
of apprehension, and Betty accepts Johnny's invita-
tion to accompany him to the cabaret where Mary is

dancing. Betty, plied with the liquor which she reck-
lessly drinks at Johnny's urging, almost, in her misery,
yields to Johnny's attractive offers, but an inborn
decency prompts her to insist that he take her home,
besides Robert is not here—wherever else he may be.
Meanwhile, Robert returns home, having pulled the
desperately ill infant through the crisis, and terribly
tired drives up to his house in a taxi. Suddenly, he
starts—his house is on fire! He pushes his way
through the crowds and the baby's nurse gasps,
"Little Bobby, in there!" Breaking through the ranks
of the firemen who seek to detain him, Robert dashes
into the flaming house and moving through the smoke-
filled rooms, finds the baby crying lustily. Before he
again reappears, however,

,
the roof collapses and

Betty riding up, trying to clear her head from the
alcoholic fumes, sees the house crumble under the
tongues of fire. Inquiring, she learns that her hus-
band is within with her child. Crying out, she falls

to the sidewalk in a dead faint. Johnny takes her
to the hospital as first aid is unavailing. A second
later, Robert, his face scorched staggers from the
house with the baby safe. Eager hands reach for
him as the hushed crowd pays tribute, and he falls.

Carried off to the same hospital as Betty, he calls

over and over again for her. Known at the hospital
where he has worked as an interne, the story of his
heroic rescue of his child is soon widespread. Betty
coming to consciousness, is brought weeping to his

bedside. Everyone else is forgotten in the joy of see-
ing each other safe. As Robert recovers, a letter

is brought in. It is from Johnny who realizing that
his pursuit of Mary is a lost cause has packed and
sailed for South America. Stopping off to pay Mary
Hadley for her help, he had been asked if he wanted,
a companion, and Mary sailed with him. His ex-
planation of his efforts to separate Betty and Robert
is not quite necessary, for they are in each otherls
arms looking fondly at little Bobby peacefully sleep-.

,

ing in the crib.

FLAME OF DESIRE
Mary Louise Rodge File No. 7163

FROM Syria comes Saymus Wohun to visit the
step-daughter of his death brother. He is gracious-
ly received by Maurine's aunt with whom the

young girl has been staying, and the first afternoon
of his stay. Symus invites Maurine to take a horse-
back ride with him. As they reach the outskirts of
the city, Saymus suggests a race, and suddenly he
leans forward and gives his mount a vicious cut with
his quirt. The infuriated animal rears, throwing its

rider, and Maurine's horse, startled becomes unman-
ageable. Galloping off with the girl hanging pre-
cariously from its back, the horse is stopped by Dr.
Wallace Warwick, a physician recently returned from
the Orient. He takes Maurine. who is fortunately
unhurt, home in his car, but when he is introduced
to Saymus, who has walked home, he starts in rec-
ognition although he says nothing. Ho\vever, Maurine
has noticed and later questioning Dr. Warwick, learns
that the doctor was a guest at the last dinner given
by Manriue's step-father in Syria. A gala affair it

was, but during the evening the host fell forward in
his chair—and subsequently he was pronounced dead
from an eastern poison. The suspects had fled from
Syri? and nobojv iunt e\er been prosecuted.
One night .-^li.ntN atierwards, Mrs. Haves-Dalton,

Maurine's aunt ^ues a grand ball, and as Maurine
descends the stair.-;. Sa\ in.us seizes her in his arms
and pressing her in a passionate embrace cries, **I

love you! I adore you!" Maurine, startled, releases
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herself angrily. When Dr. Warwick comes and dances

with Maurine. Saymus makes himself disagreeable.

Warwick asks Maurine to come off the floor with him

and Sayinns, slighted rushes for his hat and runs out

into the rain to cool down. Moving head low. he

bunks into another man, and cursing, stops to wliistle

as he recognizes Hasheesh, a Hindoo who worked for

his deceased brother, .Mauriiie's step-father. The
Hindoo is sneeringly reminding him of their last

meeting, when Saymus cautions him to be still lest

someone overhear him. Then noticing his famished

look, Saymus invites him to have dinner in a nearby

restaurant Hasheesh seems about to retuse but with

a despairing shrug, he follows sullenly. The next

morning, Saymus has persuaded Maurine's aunt to

hire the 'Hindoo as cook. Again Saymus tries to make
love to Maurine and again is rebuffed. Subsequently.

Saymus urges HasheesTi to put Dr. Warwick out of

the way in the same manner in which Maurine's fa-

ther was dispatched. The Hindoo with blazing eyes

refuses and is threatened with being handed over to

the police. Confident that his intimidations have been

successful, Saymus leaves to tell Maurine of a mis-

erable business in which the doctor has been impli-

cated in Syria. Maurine, however, so far discredits

the story that she warns the doctor against her guest.

When she tells Warwick Saymus' story he, assures her

that the thing actually happened—but to somebody

else. Spurred on by the evidence of her trust. War-
wick asks Maurine to marry him and she consents.

That afternoon Warwick walks into an elite club and

finding Saymus questions him as to why he tried to

poison Miss St. Clair's mind by attributing to him

the disgrace of a fellow oflScer. The argument ends

in a fight from which the doctor walks out the victor.

That night there is a heated argument in Hasheesh's

room and when the Hindoo refuses to do away with

the doctor, Saymus draws a dagger. In self defense.

Hasheesh seizes him by the throat and finds to his

horror that he has strangled the Syrian. The ne.Kt

morning, the body is discovered and Hasheesh is held

for the murder. The Hindoo tells how, offered a

great sum of money by Saymus he had poisoned Maur-
ine's step-father. Overcome by remorse he had fled

to this country only to find Saymus again urging

him to kill. In self defense he had killed—the Syrian.

Aghast, the company listens and finally they agree

to set him free if he leaves the country immediately.

That night, in the garden, Dr. Warwick draws

Maurine close and kisses her tenderly.

THE SON OF SIN

Louis Grande File No. 7237

ROBERTO'S mother, the Countess, dies trying to

tell him something, and a few days later, the

boy receives a note from Andrea, the famdy
servant, in which his mother has entrusted to him

the task of caring for little Dino, Roberto's brother,

whom his father has falsely suspected of being ille-

gitimate. Although the Count Girolamo had been

stayed in his desire to kill his youngest child, he had

given it over to a cruel peasant. Martino. Now Rober-

to and faithful Andrea secretly plan to rescue little

Dino, but Martino demands 310,000 for the boy, and

his brother plans to get it. Having made himself

known to his little brother, Roberto returns home
with Andrea, but on the way they see a horse dash-

ing madly toward a precipice. Roberto saves the rider

and discovers that she is Clara, whom he has loved

as a child. Moreover, although he doesn't know it un

til later, Clara's brother Lorenzo is in love with his

sister, Giovanna.

Soon afterwards, Count Girolamo chances to over-

hear Andrea tell Giovanna about her little brother, and
infuriated the Count sends Giacomo. a henchman, to

kill Dino. Frightened the man promises, but Andrea
suspects and tries to stop the atrocity. The Count
is enraged by the servant's interference, and the loud

voices bring Roberto to the spot. He too tries to

convince the Count that Dino is truly his own child,

and the warped Girolamo shoots his son. Realizing

what he has done, the strain is too much for the

dissipated noble, and his heart fails. Roberto serious-

ly wounded is carried tenderly to his room and a doc-

tor is summoned.
Meanwhile, Giovanna and Lorenzo, Clara's brother,

riding together decide to visit the child. "They ar-

rive to find Martino striking him with a whip. Lor-
enzo wrests the lash from the ignorant peasant who
falls, and striking his head against a rock. dies. How-
ever, before they can escape. Ciiacomo comes up.

commissioned to kill the youngster, closely followed

by Andrea who masked and flourishing a gun takes
Dino off with him. Giovanna and Lorenzo, suspect-
ing who the masked abductor is. arrive home only to

learn of the death of the girl's father and the wound
of her brother. They stand impotently at the delir-

ious man's bedside until Clara, having learned of the

injury to her loved one comes rushing into the room
to fling herself upon Roberto and cry for recognition.

Roberto opens heavy eyes and recognizing her, smiles
faintly. Dropping off into peaceful slumber, he suc-

cessfully pulls through the crisis. Through the long
period of his convalescence. Clara is ever at his side,

while Lorenzo and Giovanna set a romantic precept.
Little Dino acclimating himself to the grandeur of

court life romps happily about, glorying in the pos-
session of a pony of his own and tenderly guarded by
the aging Andrea. The latter, playing with the boy,
dons a mask, but Dino playfully tears it from his
face shouting, "I know you, I know you!" and the
delighted Andrea reminds him that be that as U may,
once he fooled them all. As Lorenzo and Giovanna
wave from their horses, Clara nestles close to Rober-
to who with his arms about her, kisses her hair
fondly.

MISJUDGED
Lillian M. Skeggs File No. 7268

AS lacqueline Kristal walks briskly along eagerly

anticipating her first day of work with the law
firm of Anthony Kaincourt, Counsellor- At-Law,

she is rudely dashed aside by a man, as a heavy elec-

tric sign crashes to the street. Dazed, she adjusts

herself, and her rescuer with an engaging grin apolo-

gizes for his roughness—but she would have been ser-

iously injured, had it fallen on her^ Expressing her

gratitude for his assistance, Jacqueline goes on leav-

ing the young man looking after her, with a curious

expression on his face.

Working as secretary, Jacqueline finds her em-
ployer an amiable person, but his wife, Pauline, see-

ing her, one day, is annoyed at the evidence of her

husband's aesthetic eye—for Jacqueline is far too

lovely to convince the jealous woman that her hus-

band hasn't noticed it. However, when she attempts

to disparage his secretary, Anthony Faincourt firmly

asserts that the girl is a good worker and he has no

intention of making a change. Shortly afterwards.

Jacqueline, dining at a supper club with Dr. Phillip

Hartley, an admirer, sees someone faintly familiar

approach. Suddenly she recognizes him as the

voung man who saved her life, and Tony Lane en-

thusiastically greets Phillip, a college friend. Phillip

invites Tony, after introducing him to Jacqueline, to

sit at their table and in the course of the evening,

extends an invitation to both to week-end at his

mother's home on Long Island. There, Tony con-

fesses to Jacqueline that he had fallen in love with her

the first moment he saw her. And Jacqueline re-

sponds happily to his love. Thus starts a delightful

season of dinners and theaters together with the pros-

pect of marriage not too distant. One day. Fain-

court abruptly asks Jacqueline if she will come along

on a yachting party since he has some work that

must be done. He assures her that she will only have
to -work a few hours a day and have the rest of her

time free to sjiend among \is guests. Jacqueline hesi-

tates, dreading the prospect of being separated from

Tony for five long weeks, and Tony is even more re-

bellious, but Faincourt insists. Meanwhile, Pauline,

learning of the inclusion of the attractive secretary

on the boat, is stricken with an intense and unrea-

soning jealousy. And again, her husband is indig-

nant at her attempted interference in his business

matters, reminding his wife that the only way he can

get away at all is under this arrangement. Being
too sophisticated a woman to press her misgivings

further. Pauline attempts to break oflf the matter

bv setting the date ahead. As she had supposed, it

interferes with Jac'iueline's plans, but despite Tony's

pleas that she let her position go rather than leave

him, Jacqueline accepts the new arrangement. One
dav, Pauline waits for her husband in his office while

Jacqueline is out to lunch. Alone, Mrs. Faincourt

looks idly around until' her eyes fasten on a crumpled
piece of paper in Jacqueline's basket, on which

"Tony" is evident. Picking it up, she reads with in-

creasing annovance the letter written to "Dearest

Tony," and signed "Jackie". Certain that the Tony
is her husband, Pauline stalks out in fury, considering

all her suspicions justified. Melodramatically, she

rushes home, seizes a revolver and returns to the

office. Hearing voices in the law library she listens,

and as she catches Jacqueline saying. "But Tony,
darling ..." she throws open the door and fires at

Jacqueline. Anthonv Faincourt hearing the shot

rushes in and sees Jacqueline on the floor shot, while

his wife is sobbing frightenedly. Tony gets his

fiancee to a hospital where it is discovered that the

shot has pierced her shoulder but she will recover.

And soon afterwards, realizing that the silly woman
has been punished enough, Jacqueline and Tony send

a telegram announcing to the happy bride's former

employer and his wife, that they are on their way to

Europe on their honeymoon.

SHATTERED HOPES
George Kay File No. 7072

WOUNDED in battle. Colonel Cote is heroically

rescued bv Captain Douglas, a gallant young
soldier. At the same time a disgraceful thing

happens in the regiment. A helpless old woman fill-

ing her bucket with water, is, in a fit of impatience

pushed into the river by a private, Tom Coleman,
who has been a bailiff on the Swinnerton Estate, on

which Colonel Cote lives at home. As punishment for

his action. Tom Coleman is sentenced to two years at

hard labor, his term expiring about the time the

Armistice is signed. Tom returns home hoping that

nobody has heard of his disgrace and gets his old po-

sition back. He immediately goes back to Hilda

Walton, the innkeepers daughter whom he has always
loved. She thinking him a hero, is more attentive to

his suit than she has ever been before and finally con-

sents to marry him.
Meanwhile. Colonel Cote expects a visitor, the

young Captain Douglas who had saved his life during

the war. He comes by automobile during a storm and
inquires the direction ' from Hilda, who is waiting for

her father to drive her home. Captain Douglas drives

Hilda home after she learns that he is the guest

whose coming the Colonel is looking forward to with

so much pleasure. On a visit to the Inn. Douglas
and Coleman recognize each other, the Captain hav-

ing been present when the other was seized for push-

ing the old woman in; he also knows that the poor

thing died subsequently of exposure as a result. How-
ever, neither shows signs of having seen the other

before. Then, the Captain learns that Hilda is en-

gaged to marry Tom, and when she talks about her

fiance's braver>- in battle, Douglas says quietly

that he knew Tom at the front. Hilda suspects that

he is concealing some unpleasant knowledge and at

length, Arthur Douglas thinks that it is utterly un-
fair to her to permit her to marry him under the im-
pression that he is a hero. Therefore, having exacted a
promise from her to tell no one, he informs Hilda of

Tom's imprisonment and the cause. As a result. Hilda
breaks oft her engagement. Tom. disgusted, plans to

kidnap her. Therefore, finding two starving tramps
he offers them a sum of money "to help him play a

trick on his wife". When Hilda is met at the station

by her father, therefore, a bag is thrown over her
head and she is carried, gently by the pair who do
not suspect what they are really doing, to a deserted

house, and held there, unmolested until Tom arrives.

Meanwhile Tom and Delaney, an old friend of his,

seize the inn -keeper from behind and quietly drop
him over a hedge, disappearing as he raises himself
wonderingly from the ground. Tom proceeds directly

to the Inn, and is there to sympathize with Hilda's

father and note the success of his plans. Satisfied,

he proceeds to where Hilda is kept, preparing to take
her oft" to a safer place.
Meanwhile, Captain Douglas, in love with Hilda

thinks it would be the act of a cad to try to win hei

after having destroyed the chances of a man who
may. since the war, have reformed. He decides to

go home, but on the way his car breaks down, and
he is about to stop for help at a house, when he hears
Delaney demanding payment for his part in the kid-
napping of Hilda. Getting out his armv pistol. Doug-
las breaks in and rescues Hilda who still does not
know who is holding her. or what is to be done with
her. Douglas captures Tom. releases the tramps, and
wins Hilda.

MONEY CLEARS THE WAY
Harold Clute File No. 7144

LABORING hard on the farm which has been in

the family for generations—long before Grand-
father Brown died, a wealthy man. and no trace

of any monev could be found by his survivors—George
Brown, his wife, Sarah, and son, Tom, have all they
can do to keep themselves in food.
One day, Tom drives his horse into town and sees

a pretty girl run down the steps of the bank and
into the street without noticing an automobile bear-
ing down on her. Tom jumps out of his wagon, and
drags her from under the very wheels of the car,
miraculously saving her from injury. Grateful, Jean
invites him to her house for dinner and Tom accepts.
Because of his shabby clothes and lack of funds Tom
has never shown any interest in girls, but Jean is

different. She helps the shy boy create conversation
and drawing him out on the subject of his greatest
interest, reading, soon makes him feel perfectly at
ease. When he leaves. Jearv invites Tom to her party
next week, and Tom ruefully realizes that he can't
appear in his old clothes. However, he says nothing,
but discovering how late it is. and realizing that
George and Sarah are probably worrying over his de-
lay, he tries to hurry the horse. Just as he is al-

most home, a piece of white paper blows out of the
speeding wagon and frightens Maud, who runs amuck.
As the horse proceeds at a terrific pace, Tom grimly
holds fast to the side of the wagon which rocks
crazily from side to side. Turning into the farm
grounds. Maud clears the gate, but one of the wheels
catches on a post and with a crash, the mad flight

is halted, Sarah and George run to the spot and find
Tom lying unconscious on the ground. Tenderly they
carry him in. and as he recovers, he mutters that
he can't go to Jean's party, he can't go! Sarah and
George soothe him. and he drops into restful slumber.
When he has recovered from the shock, he explains to
his parents the events in the town, and Sarah prom-
ises that somehow he will manage to see Jean again.
Meanwhile. George working in his garden digs up
an old earthen jar. which he curiously brings into the
house for inspection. However, he leaves it on the
dining room table to find out how Tom is. and Sarah
finding it, angrily throws it out and brushes the dirt
from her table. When George, surprised at the dis-
appearance of the jar, inquires about it. Sarah be-
tween reprimands for his untidiness points disdain-
fully outside where she has thrown the jar. George
goes out. and to his utter amazement finds the dirty
jug broken and pieces of money spilled on the ground.
Suddenly he realizes what cautious grandfather Brown
had done with his money—buried it on his farm! The
next day. the Browns gleefully drive into town to
deposit their .find in the bank. In conversation
with the banker. Mr. Smith who congratulates them,
they learn that his daughter who has just gone out has
been rescued by a young man \\-ho later disappeared,
George proudly acknowledges that the rescuer was his
son. and as he is escorting Jean's father to the wag-
on in which Tom is seated, they find Tom and Jean
chatting animatedly together.
Subsequently, the Browns sell their farm and move

into town, and some time after Jean's party, she con-
sents to marry Tom who is given a position in his

father-in-law's bank.

LOVERS' REUNION
'. Nunn File No. 7149

AS they stride down the street together, the towns-
folk look approvingly at Oliver Dean and Dick
Wallace, together for the first time since Oliver

left town precipately upon the sudden death of his

father. In answer to Oliver's queries Dick narrates
in a staccato voice the happenings in town of the last

year, winding up with the statement, "And I stole

your girl." Oliver grins as he unconcernedly asks.
"Which one ? " but his smile fades when he looks at
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the picture Dick extends to him. So distracted is he

that he walks squarely into a woman laden with

packages, and with crimson face Oliver helps her re-

cover her equilibrium and scattered belongings.

When thev pass the store owned by his father,

Oliver suddenly cries out, "Why would anyone want

to kill my lather? How can people believe he com-

mitted suicide?" Dick tries to quiet him, but Oliver

in desperation swears that if ever he finds out who
killed his lather, be will kill him. Just then, with a

cry of recognition, Linda rushes up to Oliver ami

asks if he has forgotten her. Oliver, his bitter ex-

pression fled, asks how anyone can forget her, and

as they chatter animatedly, Linda invites Oliver and

Dick who has been standing by silently watching the

faces of the two voung people he thinks more of than

anybody else in the world as they remain absorbed in

each other to the exclusion of anybody else, to a

partv she is giving. That night, Linda coming across

the room to greet OHver as he enters, introduces him
to her pretty cousin, Grace Hanna, who pertly rattles

on in a winning manner that is entirely lost on

Oliver. However, as Grace points toward Dick in an

effort to draw the man at her side into conversation,

and asks if Oliver knows him well, Oliver replies

quietly that Dick is more than a friend—he is a

brother. "Then," chatters Grace, "perhaps you can

tell me if he and Linda are married. Everyone
thinks they are—secretly.'.' Oliver starts at the real-

ization of the close friendship existent between the

pair, but his thoughts are interrupted by Linda's ap-

pearance. The next day, Linda and Oliver go riding,

as they used to, and before they return home, Oliver

has asked her to marry him, and has received her

adoring consent—with the reservation that he speak

to her father. When, however, Oliver stammeringly

asks Mr. Blair, who had been his father's closest

friend, Linda's father becomes very grave, and reminds

Ohver that his father, a year ago, committed suicide.

Oliver, dismaved by the reference stumbles out. Mr.

Blair's words', "He couldn't have been in his right

mind at the time, and vou are his son," ringing in

his ears. Dick coming to see Linda, finds her crying

and realizes she loves Oliver, and he dashes angrily

to confront the friend he thinks has betrayed him.

However, Oliver's expression makes him listen to his

story Hearing that Mr. Blair has refused because

of Mr. Dean's suicide, however, he forgets all thoughts

of himself in his indignation. Ohver has, actually,

to knock him down to prevent Dick from rushing oft

to Mr. Blair. Finally, he calms down and explains

that it was Mr. Blair who murdered Oliver's father,

unintentionally while practicing throwing a knife at a

target. Mr. Dean had gasped out to Dick and Mr.

Blair to leave him—make it appear suicide. It was
to save Linda from ever discovering his culpability

that he had refused Oliver. When Oliver tells him

he knows all, Mr. Blair withdraws his objections, and

Dick conceals his hurt as he officiates as best m.in

for Linda and Oliver.

In his room, Willard muses about the girl who had
fainted. A young lawyer, he had had his taste of

romance—a bitter mouthful. Married to a fiery dark
haired girl, he had come home after a quarrel to find

her gone, a nasty note left behind, and she was off

for an uncontested divorce in Reno! However, Wil-
lard sends a message up to find out how the young
lady is, and later calls. At the end of the summer
they are married. Meanwhile, Verne in his hurt pride

drinks more heavily than ever. Drunk one night, he
seizes a revolver and in a terrific storm sets out to

have his revenge. Yonna sitting at the window fear-

fully, catches a glimpse of him in a streak of Winding
lightning, his expression murderous. But the light-

ning strikes, passing up the steel revolver into his

body. The door flies open, and Willard enters and
clasps Yonna in his arms.

BRIDAL FLIGHT

Cathe Bessie File No. 716S

LOOKING intently after the girl who has just

come out of the renting office of Schmidt and
Moore, Verne Wheeler sees her drop her rent

receipt as she opens her purse. Pocketing it, he

surprises Yonna, who recognizes him as the young
man who had stared at her, by calhng at her house

the pext day. Handsome and suave, he assures her

Ughtly that he is a friend of her landlord's and that

it is perfectly proper for her to permit him to drive

her to her father's office in his car. Thus begins

their friendship.
Waking little Buddy, with a kiss, Yonna reminds

her little brother that it is his seventh birthday and
that she has prepared a birthday cake with icing for

him. With his eyes glowing, he asks, "Oh Yonna,
are you going to stay home with me tonight, like

you used to?" and as she sees the disappointment in

his eyes when she tells him that she is going out with

Verne again, she pats him on the head, and calling up

Verne, whose engagement ring she is wearing, she

tells him that she cannot go out tonight, it is Buddy's
birthday. As a faint, "Damn Buddy" seems to come
back over the wire, she asks sharply, "What did

you say?" but accepts his explanation that he had
said something entirely different. Good old Verne, he

was charming enough, had a seemingly inexhaustible

fund of money, but the crowd he travelled in!. No
amount of suggestion from Yonna could, induce him to

leave the fast-living, drinking crowd. And though
Verne had never gotten staggeringly drunk like some
of the others, Yonna shivers, still he wasn't terribly

attractive even a bit lit. The night before her wed-
ding, Yonna has a ghastly dream—all about Verne
and bottomless pits and a strange hand pulling her

out of inky blackness, and the hand belonged to some-

one she had seen that dav passing by in a crowd-
funny he should figure in a dream! But her wedding
night, the crowd celebrates first in a speakeasy, and
as one of the men, so tight he doesn't realize she is

the bride-to-be, tilts back her head and presses a

kiss on her mouth, with Verne standing by grinning,

Yonna feels a wave of disgust. As soon as she can.

she unobtrusively slips away, and getting out of the

smoke filled place, she dashes into a cab, and seizing

her bags which are packed for her honeymoon, she

rushes to a hotel. As she signs the register, she

looks up into the face of the man of whom she had
dreamed, and the excitement of her flight together

with her over-taut nerves is too much for her and
she sinks limply to the floor. The man, Willard
Rhoades, concernedly helps her as the bell hop gets a

doctor. Later she sends for her father, who at first

shocked that she should have run off just before her
wedding, finally agrees she was wise not to go through
with it.

HAUNTED WOODS
Frank Kolesby File No. 71S3

SHROUDED from view by the great Forest just

out of London is an old mansion occupied by a

mysterious old man. Seldom seen, he inspires

terror by reason of his uncouth appearance and bale-

ful eyes. One night, a boy, fearfully coming through
the forest alone, hears cries for help and low growls
issuing from the mansion, and like a frightened rabbit,

he darts into town to tell the sheriff what he has
heard. The sheriff looks sharply at him, but realiz-

ing the bov is much too frightened to be lying, calls

his men. VVhen they arrive, all is still, and after at-

tempting in vain to call someone to the door, they
break down the door. There on the floor lies the old

man—dead in a pool of blood, a claw-like finger nail

sticking in his throat! The outbreak of the war,
breaks off the investigation of the death of a man
nobody cared about and the matter is forgotten.

Some time after the war, the Whites, and their two
grown children hire the house. The boy, Frank, has
been gassed in the war and the doctor has advised the

air outside London. Marion, the daughter, is in love

with Frank's best friend, Mai, a detective, and the

five occupants of the house begin to bring gaiety in-

to the somber building, so long unoccupied. One eve-
ning, shortly after they have taken possession, Frank.
Marion and Mai, take a trip into London for a ball,

and Mr. and Mrs. White retire. About midnight,
they awaken to hear a low moan, and Mr. White
after listening intently, puts on his dressing gown
and despite the pleading of his wife goes down stairs.

As he reaches the landing, he stares into the gro-
tesque face of a huge gorilla. Mr, White cries out,

and as his wife runs to his rescue she is also en-
closed in the horrible embrace. The animal rushes
off with his prey and once more the house takes on an
ominous stillness. Hours pass, and as the clock
strikes three an automobile pulls up with the three
young people. As Marion fumbles for her key in her
bag, there is a terrible racket back of the house, and
Mai and Frank rush to the spot to investigate. Dis-
covering she has forgotten the key, Marion climbs in

the window to open the door before the boys can
tease her. As she switches on the lights, she sees a

pool of blood on the floor and a tremendous gorilla

making straight towards her. She screams as loudly
as she can and falls into the arms of the gorilla in a

dead faint. The bovs come up, but see only a panel
in the wall sliding into place. They tap the wall,

desperately, until Mai locates a spring which opens
the panel again. As they stare, a gorilla grabs Mai
by the throat but Frank whips out his gun and
shoots it. The two boys enter the long passageway
which leads into a catacombed cellar. Faltering be-
fore the many exits, wondering which to take, they
hear a faint cry. However, the noise comes from
what is apparently a blank wall. Pushing their in-

vestigations further they find it is really a door, and
they enter to see a gruesome sight. Mr. White is on
the floor, his face a bloody mass, Mrs. White is lying
unconscious, while Marion is trying to free herself.

After they have all been attended to and Mr. White
comes to, they learn that the original owner, the old
man, had kept gorillas and in his hatred of mankind,
had taught them to hate humans. But they had
turned on him and killed him, and had lived un-
molested for years. The Whites celebrate their safety
and the engagement of Marion to Mai who had been
in agony at the thought of losing her.

THE SLACKER
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hemselves cap- iB
aw by the lack Vby the police, Sam and his gang find themselves cap

" id from the clutches of the law by the lack

of witnesses, Sam plans to rid himself of his un-

wanted wife. Tearfully she listens to his tale of an
opportunity in another city. Although she pleads

with him, he leaves hastily. Freedom . . . that's what
he wants! Arriving in the new city, Sam meets his

old cronies and they talk of new plans. A few drinks

set them up to tackle their first prospective customers.
Anticipating success, they open up a speakeasy under
cover of an elaborate flower shop. Customers flock

to the shop for posies, remain a while and then stag-

ger out. Sam, acting the role of the handsome waiter,

serves happily, greedy for the money that it will

bring. Suddenly the door bursts open! A crowd of

bluecoats smash their way into the back of the store.

Others rush in from the front! They are trapped and
escape is cut off! The court is crowded. Laura,
sent for by Sam in his extremity, pleads for clemency.

The plea is disregarded and the jury returns with the

verdict "Guilty". As she leaves the court room Sam
tells her he has already secured a divorce. He asks
her forgiveness which she grants. Then he begs her

to wait for him and re-marry him. She shakes her

head; she doesn't want to be married again out of

pity. Just then in rushes John, an old sweetheart of

hers, half dragging, half pushing, an elderly gentle-

man. Excitedly he introduces Dr. Paul Lawrence, a

noted surgeon who believes that he may do something
for her, if she'll but consent to an operation. She
agrees and the day of the big event arrives. John is

all excited! Laura is quite calm and collected. John
rushes here and there, hopes everything is in order.

He waits in the sitting room of the hospital. The
results seem long in coming. Dr. Lawrence comes out,

declares the operation a huge success, and wishes

John all the happiness in the world. Laura, in a

few months time, is able to walk, dance, play, run!

And she does, with the handsome, faithful John by her

side, and health and beauty radiating from her face.

Rachel M. Baturit File No. 7160

NINETEEN SEVENTEEN . . . WAR! Mothers and
sweethearts look on hopelessly as their loved ones
drafted into service march off. Laura, recently

married to Sam Collins despite her paralysis which has
thus far resisted cure, watches anxiously. The cry of

"Slacker!" directed at Sam arouses Laura. She sees
Sam glance towards her helpless legs and half smile.

She starts at the realization brought to her by that
look. Elated at her good fortune that she is wanted
enough by some man who marries her notwithstanding
her helplessness, she has built a high tower of happi-
ness. Now the foundations of that happiness crumble,
and her hopes are dashed to pieces. Tn memory of the
happiness she once knew, she decides to carry on.
Sam the ne'er-do-well becomes enmeshed in a gang
of bootleggers and smugglers. Under the steady
stream of his intoxicated friends who frequent her
house, her love gradually turns to hatred. However
she does not realize the illicit nature of her husband's
work until one day she opens the door to a police in-

spector. A quick search of the house is conducted
and Laura is taken into custody. Meanwhile Sam's
movements are followed. Surprised by a sudden raid

THE FINAL CLUE
John Kinzie File No. 7104

JUMPING to a false conclusion, Morton, a wealthy
capitalist divorces his wife, believing that she has

borne a child of which he is not the father. Many
years later, he realizes that he has been duped and
in an effort to make reparations, discovers only that

his former wife has died. Anxious to find his child,

he resorts to every means including advertising, and
thus it is that when his real son. Fred, arrives, he
finds that an imposter, John, has taken his place, aided

by Lady Austin, who pretends to be Morton's sister-

in-law, and a clever but unscrupulous lawyer, Hug-
gins. Fred takes his place as a servant in his father's

home and falls in love with Laurel, daughter of Mor-
ton's secretary. However, John, who is supposed to

marry Annabel Dahl, a debutante^ is also captivated

by Laurel's loveliness.

Fred manages to convince Morton that he is really

the lost son, but not until after Huggins has gotten
Morton to make a will in favor of John with the stip-

ulation that no changes are to be made therein with-

out the consent of the unscrupulous lawyer. All at-

tempts made by Morton at readjustment fail, and he

is driven to despondency by the equivocal state of

affairs. This is exactly what the conspirators wish,

and when Morton contemplates suicide, they put a gun
within easy reach, hoping the suggestion will take
effect. Meanwhile, Lady Austin has procured Fred's

dismissal when he had overstepped his position by in-

terfering when John had pressed unwelcome atten-

tions on Laurel. Fred goes back to his law school

and finishes the few months more of his law work
interrupted by the appearance of his father's adver-
tisement. At this time, Morton harrassed by the im-
posters and unable to locate his own son, suddenly
realizes why the gun is always near him, and goaded
beyond endurance he seizes it, and instead of shooting
himself inflicts a flesh wound on Huggins. However,
even this is used by Lady Austin, who with her con-
federates has Morton committed to an Insane Asylum,
charged with being a homicidal lunatic. Morton[s
pathetic paroxysm of rage only strengthens the evi-

dence against him. However, Laurel writes Fred of

the new turn of affairs, and though he has just got-

ten out of law school, he manages to get permission
to defend Morton against the charge of insanity.

With the aid of Laurel. Fred procures an important
witness. With a brilliant display of forensic pleading,

Fred tells the court of the circumstances which led

to the blackening of the character of his mother and
of the outrage that has been practised on Morton by
three imposters who even now are quarreling among
themselves since John, having been spurned by Laurel
has turned back 'to Annabel only to find that Hug-
gins has taken her to himself. Having gotten the

sympathy of the court if not its credulity, Fred pro-

duces the witness who is conclusively to prove that

John is not Morton's son. upon which his whole case

depends. With incredible simplicity, therefore, he
produces John's mother, who admits she has never
seen Morton before. Summing up his case, Fred
proves that Morton is perfectly sane, and brings
charges against Lady Austin, Huggins and John.
After his release, Morton welcomes his son to his

rightful place and creates a place for Laurel who
has promised to be Fred's bride.

BEAUTIFUL MAHONE
August Wolff File No. 7046

TENDING his father's blacksmith shop. Bobby
Bowers admires Ruth as she passes. One day,
Ruth's little brother runs by, terror-stricken, cry-

ing that Ruth has been dragged into a barn by three
tramps. Bobby rushes to help her, and by wily
maneuvers manages to knock out the rascally trio.
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In the days that follow, Bobby tells Ruth he loves

her and receives her assurance that the feeling is a

mutual one but doubts creep in because he is twenty

years older than she. When, therefore, Ruth goes

off to college, and returns with a troupe of admirers,

Bobby withdraws from the scene. It is Ruth who
makes the overtures which lead to their ultimate mar-

riage which is hastened by the outbreak of the World
War. It is difficult for Bobby confronted by the

dilemma of the call to arms on one hand, and the

necessity of supporting his parents as well as his

love for Ruth on the other, but he takes the harder

path, the path of less glory, and stays at home, al-

though his very soul calls for the adventure of war.

Able to take a honeymoon for a few days, Bobby
and Ruth go to New York, where the rural visitors

are drawn to the rescue of Martin, a New York pro-

ducer, who is annoyed by a discharged employee.

However, the troublesome fellow, having been ejected

brings charges, claiming he was roughly handled. As
a result. Bobby is brought before a magistrate, who,

on hearing the story discharges him. But Martin,

grateful for the aid, invites Bobby and Ruth to a

sumptuous dinner. The pair are dazzled by the metro-

politan life, but with an invitation to Martin and

some of the other show folk to visit them, they re-

turn to Mahone. Life is resumed at home, but it is

difficult for the sturdy blacksmith to endure the silent

taunts of the villagers, who fired with patriotic fer-

vor, attribute his being home during the war times,

to cowardice. Again and again he chafes under the

strain of his humdrum existence, but says nothing m
his own defense. At length the war ceases, and the

survivors come home. At this time, Martin and his

troupe of actors come to JIahone to give a perform-

ance, and Bobby renewing their friendship arranges

for a delightful barn dance for the benefit of the ex-

service men and the New Yorkers. The countryside

turns out for the affair and a thoroughly enjoyable

time is had. However, when it is all over, again that

feeling of impotence, of having been a slacker, comes
over him, and at length Bobby tells Ruth that he

must leave the town, that he is going north away
from the curious eyes of accusing neighbors. Ruth
begs him to give up his wild idea, telling him the

bravery of his inaction is more significant than the

physical bravery that sends men into battle.

It is in a field that Bobby is digging for Ruth be-

fore leaving, that he digs up an old heavy box. which

on opening proves to be filled with old gold pieces.

And it is with this treasure distributed among the

poor that Bobby determines to remain in Mahone with

Ruth and his parents and dedicate himself to the hap-

piness of others, rather than to rush olf to conceal

an unjustified shame.

THE DRUNKARD
John C. Nusser File No. 7155

BLUE DUSK

Gertrude Smar File No. 709S

STOPPING his swanky yellow roadster in front of

the Benton's house, Edwin hurries out to open the

door for Laurel, who emerges laughingly. A
whispered compliment on her new blue gown sets her

cheeks afire and her eyes a-dancing, receptive to a

gay evening. The Benton's farewell party to Laurel,

sailing on the morrow to Europe, is alive with youth.

Without a doubt the most sought-after girl is Laurel,

and Edwin rushes after her like a faithful dog.

Alone at last, he asks her to marry him, but she

warns him to wait until her return. Maybe she'll be

a changed woman. Morning finds Laurel on deck,

waving a last goodbye to the friends on shore. Through
her tears, she spies Edwin, and smiles. Her emotions
conflict—happy to go yet sorry to leave Edwin . . .

Paris, a land of dreams and spectacles, dazzles

Laurel. Enthusiastic and beautiful on her sightseemg
tours, she starts many a heart a -fluttering. Her
refreshing beauty and naive interest create comment
wherever she goes. Beseiged by invitations, Laurel
has no time to write, and the letters promised home
are forgotten in the whirling social activities. It

becomes a common sight to see the gay Laurel prom-
enading the busy boulevards each day with a, dilTerent

escort. Edwin, unhappy and lonesome, suddenly de-

cides to follow her. Throwing a few clothes together,
he just makes the next boat. Paris papers fairly

scream with the social successes of Laurel, who is

loathe to leave now, the tremendous popularity hav-
ing turned her head. Edwin plans a surprise call and
to his disgust finds Laurel entertaining lavishly a
group of men of doubtful sincerity. Turning to go,

Edwin however accepts her invitation to stay. Im-
mediately dismissing the gay cavaliers, she showers
her attentions on him. Plainly she is glad to see him.
and finds him a relief after' all the fussy playboys.
He notes the change in her personality but realizes

that underneath it all she is still the same Laurel
that he hopes to take back to the States. Pleading
with her, he asks her to give up this play -life and
return. She refuses but he doesn't give up hope.
A. M. Pierre, suave and smooth-looking, invites her
to a very private luncheon at his chateau on the out-
skirts of the city. "A private luncheon" arouses her
curiosity. She wonders what this Frenchman calls

"private". She finds out soon enough: luncheon for

two with unwelcome advances for dessert! Freeing
herself. Laurel rushes out to the balcony right into
the arms of Edwin, who has proven himself a true
life saver! Safe at home again, Laurel wonders how
he knew where she was. Rather shamefacedly Edwin
admits that he has been trailing her. To-day how-
ever, although he does not see her, he spots her dress
as the door of the Pierre's car is opened outside that
sweet shop. And that dress—that is the one she
wore when he proposed to her! He knows it any
place. Happy, entw^ined in each other's arms. Laurel
and Edwin bid goodbye to French soil. As the steamer
slides out of the harbor, two lovers form a single sil-

houette against the setting sun.

BOBBY LAIN and his childhood sweetheart Lee
Kerns were vowing eternal love—and saying good-
bye. It had to be that way because Bobby's

father could not be kept away from the town's
saloon and everyone was of the opinion that Bobby
would end up the same way. After he had proven
his worth he would return and with joy and pride

ask for the hand of his adored Lee. Bobby was about
to face a new world, leaving behind a tearful mother
and an irate father to read the note he left. "Never
mind," cried Mr. Lain, "he'll come hack when he's

hungry." But no Bobby appeared, and Mr. Lain, re-

turning to the bar, was a bit uneasy. Suddenly a
startling vision of Bobby lying asleep with a bag of

tools for a pillow appeared to torment his foggy
brain, and just as quickly did his head clear. Pay-
ing for his unfinished drink he found his way home
to Mrs. Lain and, in his clumsy way. comforted her
and promised to turn over a new leaf. During the

weeks that followed Bobby was given odd jobs to do
in return for food and shelter but one day he passed
by a field in which a farmer and his wife were hav-
ing a great deal of trouble with a huge reaping ma-
chine. He welcomed the opportvinity to lend a help-

ing hand for that night's meal. After having reme-
died the trouble, Bobby found these farm folk to be
very hospitable and accepted their suggestion that
he work with them on the farm. Before many days
had passed, however, he discovered that the two
other farm hands, men older than himself, harbored
a grudge against the farmer, which they took no
pains to conceal. Trouble was in the air. Bobby be-
came more alert as to what was happening about
him and overhearing rough voices in the farmhouse
one day, discovered the men threatening the farmer
whom they had already bound to a chair.. There was
only one thing to do, and rushing into the kitchen
to enlist the aid of the cook, they both dashed in

and surprised the men. Bobby, a husky boy for his

years, leaped upon one and the cook tackled the other.

A struggle ensued in which the hired men were finally

overcome, and were handed over to the Sheriff. The
farmer, an elderly man, was so grateful to Bobby for

having saved him from notorious thieves, that he
offered him part ownership and management of the

farm. Lee Kerns, in the meantime, was not finding

life easy and had become a waitress in a well-known
restaurant in Denver. Bobby, finding it necessary
to go into town one day, found himself seated in the

very restaurant where Lee worked. "Bobby!" "Lee!"
Tingling with excitement, they exchanged news and
Bobby learned that his father had really kept his

promise this time but his mother was sick from worry
over her boy. Bobby, still feeling reluctant about re-

turning home, asked Lee to marry him and live at

the farmhouse a little while longer. Subsequently, a

hunch of Bobby's resulted in the capture of cattle

thieves on a neighboring farm and with the thousand
dollars reward in his pocket, and Lee's coaxing, they
took the trip back home where both families shared
their happiness.

SPEAKEASY LIL

Colleen Rutledge File No. 715S

THE Police Department had long been suspicious
of Jerry La France's dealings but had not yet
been successful in proving anything. Everyone

was of the opinion that LaFrance, a dignified looking
gentleman, was engaged in bootlegging and it seemed
a shame that his attractive, well mannered daughter
should be brought up in such surroundings. A group
of super- ambitious detectives making an informal raid

on his home one day, found a furious Lillian who
knew nothing of her father's dealings. Assuming that

she was playing dumb, they called her "Baby",
"Speakeasy Lil" and passed insinuating remarks.
The incident, however, yielded no evidence and an-
other plan was formed. The following week. Lillian

attended a dance where she met John "Wilson".
John had made it a point to be introduced to the

girl, having trailed her to the dance. It proved to

be a case of love at first sight, however, and John
was torn between desire and duty. Having just re-

turned from College, he was. of course, anxious to

make good on this assignment particularly since his

father was the Judge. LaFrance met and approved of

the young man and Lillian was very happy. Finally,

two of LaFrance's men accosted Jphn and ordered
him into an automobile where he was told in no un-
certain words that since he was so anxious to find

out about LaFrance's dealings, they would show him.
In a secret chamber of LaFrance's cellar John ad-

mitted he was Judge Harding's son and had been as-

signed to get the goods on LaFrance through his

daughter Lillian. LaFrance then told how he and
the Judge were both in love with the same girl years
ago. and when LaFrance won, the Tudge remained
bitter but married a few years later. Time passed
and LaFrance became established as a prominent
broker. Since the Judge invested through his firm,

he felt certain that the old enmity had been forgotten.
It flared up quickly enough, though, when Jerry La-
France's business went on the rocks when the crash
came for the Judge was the first to denounce him as
a swindler. The loss of hi* business, together with the
accusations hurled against him brought on the pre-

mature death of Lillian's mother. And now the

Judge was still on his track, using his son to frame
LaFrance's daughter. John, crushed, knew above all

things he wanted to marry Lillian, and LaFrance
knowing Lillian, too, was as much in love, told the
boy he should not betray Lillian's trust. The follow-
ing da J' John cashed a forged check at his father's

bank and wired the Judge to forgive him and to go
to LaFrance's house to find out what he bought with

the money. LaFrance that night showeid the Judge
his secret chamber and admitted everything but sud-
denly the house was raided. The Judge's presence,
however, queered the raid and after the shrill sound
of the siren had died away they woke to reality and
grabbing their coats rushed out of the house. Sure
thev were in a hurry. Weren't they going to a wed-
dink?

Rita Shattuck File No. 71S7

JILL CRAWFORD was depressed, as any girl might
be who suddenly found herself alone in a big city.

Jill and her brother shared an apartment in New
York where they had gone shortly after the death of

their father nearly a year ago. But something was
gnawing at Jill. She desired adventure and excite-
ment as any other young attractive girl might. But
life apparently held nothing so thrilling for her. And
now Jimmy was going to live in Buffalo in bachelor's
quarters and there was no place for her in his plans.
Lonely and depressed, she fingered with loving hands
Jimmy's few possessions. His chauffer's uniform lay
across the bed, its silver buttons gleaming. He won't
need that anymore, Jill thought, and filled with an
intense curiosity she tried it on. A perfect fit. thanks
to Jimmy's slender body! The door bell brought her
out of her day-dreaming and she wondered who the
visitor could be. "James Crawford ?

*' a good looking
chap with a bit of the dash about him inquired. Jill

was confused. "Why . . . won't you come in?" His
clothes were of excellent quality but had quite ob-
viously seen better days. His hands, broad and capa-
ble, were well kept. "I am Michael Hemingway," he
continued. "I wrote you about accompanying me on
my speed tests in Florida for the Inter-Car Associa-
tion Trophy." Jill, with her straight, black hair cut
in boyish fashion grasped the fact that this man,
Michael Hemingway, no less, mistook her for her
brother. Could it be true that her desire for adven-
ture was about to come true? She had heard a lot

about this man Hemingway from Jimmy. How he
became involved in a notorious scandal and disap-
peared for several years. She knew he had been wan-
dering about the Continent trying to forget the dis-
grace and the wovnan. A week later, two bullet
shaped cars were speeding across the hard -packed
sands of Daytona Beach; one held Jill and Heming-
way and the other another contendent—Roger Stevens.
One night, towards dusk, the three of them met at
Jill's hotel. Roger seemed a bit too interested in

Jill and she avoided him for fear her disguise would
be discovered. Hot with resentment at the snub, he
tampered with Hemingway's car the following morn-
ing only to be discovered by Jill. He tells her he
isn't fooled by her clothes and after kissing her
swiftly, is gone. Hemingway's car breaks down in
the afternoon and Jill is terribly upset over his sud-
den lack of enthusiasm. He seemed so keen on win-
ning the trophy just a few hours ago. "Maybe it's

just as well. It seems I'm not much good at any-
thing," he said grinning through his disappointment
at Jill. That evening Jill met Stevens again and he
tried to make love to her but she repulsed him. En-
raged, Stevens threatened to disclose her secret to
Hemingway. Jill, in turn, calmly said she would
have him disqualified from the final race for tamper-
ing with another contestent's car. Her argument,
however, was of no avail, and with a burning face she
returned to the hotel and confronted Heminkway with
the whole story because she felt he could easily win
if he hadn't been so cruelly flung into despondency.
Hemingway swept her into his arms. "I suspected
your real identity, you know, but I'm a gambler my-
self and I wanted you to have vour fun. It's going
to be that way all the time now and I KNOW I'll

T

THE COWARD
Bozik File No. 71S0

HE whistle blows . . . the steamer slides from
the wharf. Jochann Kernel. Viennese hypnotist,
bids farewell to America as he is returning home

from his studies there. On board, he meets two
Americans, Tony Fantello and Dominic Costella. Tony,
his tongue loosened by too much liquor, boasts of his
business—a fugitive of the law. a notorious dope ped-
dler. Realizing the importance of their secret, Dominic
and Tony, alias Tippy and Dopey, follow Jochann home.
Out of common courtesy, Jochann introduces them to
his people, who are happy to meet two nice Ameri-
cans. That evening Jochann's father takes them to
his cafe, newly remodelled to exquisite beauty. As
they are seated, the lights grow dim . . . A young
dancing girl. Mimi Lustig. springs to the center of
the floor, cheeks flushed, radiating charm and beauty.
Mr. Kemel introduces the men to her. Dopey is

fascinated and becomes a frequent visitor to the cafe,
showering Mimi with gifts of jewels and flowers.
Noting the change in Mimi, Jochann advises Mimi
to give up the friendship, explaining that Dopey is

wanted for dealing in dope. A letter from America
tells Jochann of the intended visit of Adolph and
Franz Dradla. family friends of the Kemels, to study
Chemistry and Music. Mimi hopes thev are interest-
ing. At the cafe one night sit Franz and Adolph.
guests of ^Ir. Kemel. Franz is overwhelmed by her
beauty, and Mimi. too, is attracted to the handsome
young man. Out of the corner of his eye. Dopey notes
the pleasantness of this introduction and a spasm of
jealousy and uneasiness creep over him. L^'pon com-
pletion of his studies. Franz proposes to Mimi. Sud-
denlv Dopey rushes into the room, jealousy written
all over his face. He attacks Franz and draws his
revolver. Franz overpowers him and turns him over
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of itudeto the police. Sentenced to

Dopev broods over a plan of revenge.

Franz and Mimi are married. A year passes, Dopey
calls upon the Dradlas, and effects a happy reunion,

seeming to forget all his ill feelings. His plot prom-

ises to be a success! Dopey and Tippy interest Franz

and Mimi in aviation. Having both been in active

service in the war, Dopev and Tippy appoint them-

selves instructors. Mimi is thrilled at the sight of

her husband's plane skimming the clouds, brilliant in

the sunlight. Fulfilling her wish to photograph it,

two planes mount; one with Franz, alone and the

other with Dopey and Tippy. High up in the clouds.

Dopey pretends to mount a camera, but . . . to his

horror Franz sees spurts of fire emitting from the

supposed camera. A rain of bullets ... the whistling

of the falling plane . . . darkness and Franz knows no

more. Dopey relates the 'accident ditterently. An
unused parachute may have saved Franz in the tail-

spin; why he failed to use it is unknown to Dopey!

A warning to stop drinking is of no use to Dopey.

Intoxicated and talkative. Dopey tells some students

that it's unnecessary to go to war to 'get your

enemv. Tochann overhears and telephones Mimi to

invite' Dopey to visit her the next evening. Dopey,

busy plaving with Tunior, is surprised by the en-

trance of" Adolph and Jochann. Excused for retire-

ment, Mimi leaves the men engaged m a game oi

cards. Hypnotised by Jochann, Dopey talks

is summoned and Dopev confesses

Mimi, as well as his revenge on her nusbanfl. as-

sured of the guilt of Dopey and Tippy, Adolph invites

them to his laboratory to inspect some kind of auto-

mobile oil. Pretending to help them into mechanics

suits, Adolph fastens the garments_ so that the arms

are bound. While the two lie on the floor, helpless.

Adolph explains the whirling use of a propellor seem-

ing to move toward them. With perspiration pouring

down their faces, they beg for mercy. Adolph gives

them the choice of death by their own hands or death

by the roaring propellor. Tippy chooses the revolver.

D'opev attempts to take Adolph's life with his re-

volve'r, but fails. Maddened. Adolph sends Dopey to

the whirling propellor. His cries are lost m the ter-

rific noise as Dopev chooses the dififerent death. Latei,

Adolph. together with Mimi and Franz Dradla, Jr.,

stand on the deck of an American-bound steamer,

waving a fond farewell to Jochann who watches the

ship grow smaller and smaller as it makes its way

to other shores.

great love fo

IN GOD WE TRUST

Orvie Osborne File No. 7169

A KITE coming from across the river disturbs the

reverie of Dixie, a ragged orphan in the employ

of Mrs. McGuire, who pays her with little food

and much abuse. Dixie lies dreamily on a patch of

grass surrounded by dumps, her nearest hope of

heaven. The kite sent as a token of affection by

Eddie Windbloom, (dreamy son of old Harvy Wmd-
bloom, owner of a carpenter shop) is quickly caught

by Dixie. She examines it carefully, but is disap-

pointed to find nothing of interest. Wait—she has

found a silver dollar tied onto the kite. Ah. she

thinks, now I can buy something. But she spies^the

words "In God We Trust". Fond memories cf her

mother and her teachings come back. She will keep

the silver dollar as a token of love. Eddie becomes
quite attached to Dixie, and finally asks her to go out

with him. She demurs, but defies her Mistress Mc-
Guire and accepts. Eddie calls, rings the door bell.

Mrs. McGuire opens the door and quickly slams it in

his face. He tries again with the same result. De-

jected, he turns to go when he hears footsteps behind

him Dixie has managed to elude Mrs. McGuire and

is running fast to catch up with Eddie. "Oh, Eddie,

the old lady's as mad as anything! Come let's hurry

away!" Eddie suits action to the word, and bundles

Dixie into his dilapidated old car, and off they go,

leaving Mrs. McGuire shaking her fist at them. They
ride far into the country and visit Mr. and Mrs.

Claud Phelp, friends of the Windblooms. Dixie is

enraptured with the clean white house, the chickens,

the horses, and especially the rose arch over the en-

trance gate. "Eddie, dear, we must have an arch of

roses just like that. What a beautiful home! I never

knew a home could be so beautiful and clean!"

Dixie says as she admires everything about the

Phelp's house. On the way home, Eddie stops the

car. He must talk to Dixie, but how can he?
"Dixie, dear, I love vou. I want so much to marry
vou but I must wait until I am successful. Will you

wait?" Dixie impulsively kisses him and says: "As
long as you want. I'll wait for you, Eddie." Nestled

in each others arms, they forget the passing of time.

It is now quite late. "Eddie dear, we must be getting

home. Mrs. McGuire will be simply furious with me.
'

"I hope we won't have to worry about her much
longer." Little does he reahze how true his words

are. Creeping in the house stealthily, Dixie managed
to get to bed without rousing asyone. The next

morning she is rudely awakened by the Mistress who
informs her "Get up! Get the kids dressed, make the

breakfast for all of us. Then clean the house and

after that you are fired. See? We don't want the

likes of you around this house!" Hardly awake, Dixie,

however, decides to leave without the preliminary

tasks, packs her few things, and goes. Not knowing
where to go. her footsteps wander towards the city

on the other side of the river, where Eddie lives. A
policeman informs her where Eddie lives, and she calls

there, but thev are all still asleep. When Eddie leaves

the house that morning he finds Dixie all curled up on

his front lawn, fast asleep. Dixie wakes and ex-

plains everything to him. Mrs. Windbloom fixes

Dixie up with some new clothes and Eddie takes her

to town to help her get a job. She becomes a sales-

clerk in a department store, and soon is quite the

best dressed girl in town. Eddie, interested in writ-

ing for the movies, is too busy to see Dixie, save on

Sundays. Dixie, naturally a sociable and ambitioiis

girl, meets several new people, especially one Charlie

Weeks, a dapper young man, with plenty of money and
good looks. Charlie is a frequent visitor at the store

and he and Dixie become fast friends. One Sunday
Dixie makes a date with Charlie, forgetful of Eddie.

A beautiful new car drives up. "Here's Charlie.

And a new car! I guess I don't really care about
Eddie anymore," Dixie says to herself. She runs

out. climbs in and is astonished to see Eddie sitting

behind the wheel. "Why, Eddie! How did this hap-

pen?" "Oh, never mind, come along, we're going
places!" He rushes her to the Parson, and before she

can think—they are married. Eddie takes her to

their home, a little white house, exactly like the

Phelp's house, rose arch and all. "But it's like a

dream, Eddie!" exclaims Dixie. She runs away, gets

a paint brush and some black paint and on the arch-

way she paints "In God We Trust". Eddie catches

her in his arms and gives her a good wholesome kiss

and hug.

DEFENCELESS
W. R. Gaither File No. 7156

JOHN AND JOSEPH BARRY, inseparable twins,

similarly handsome, work together in the bank,
sharing the same desk. Quite nonchalantly, John

whispers in Joe's ear. Joe jumps up, paces up and
down the little office. John, a National Guardsman,
reports his enlistment for service in the World War.
Enthusiastically John pictures, the trip abroad, the

thrill of active service, excitement, thrills! His more
serious-minded twin pauses thoughtfully ... War ! De-
molishing, killing, ruining everything in its path ! He
sees the heartsick leave-taking of loved ones, mind-
ful of the uncertainty of ever coming back! Bright
and early the next morning John is off, whistling

proudly as he marches, a gallant young man! Later

Joe. too, is drafted. After two weeks drilling, a

new recruit, he is sent to the front. With wild

whoops of joy the twins meet, both assigned to the

same regiment. Snappy, proud and sensible, John is

now a full-fledged lieutenant. Realizing the futility

of sending new recruits over the top, aiid his brother
with them, John warns incessantly: keep low—crawl —
never look back—keep smiling!
Twenty four hours and then they go over the top.

Twenty four hours of waiting—the men talk behind
the lines of sweethearts and wives, vainly trying to

keep cheerful before the impending doom. Joe pulls

out a photo. It is of Clarice, their mutual sweet-
heart. Wondering what she's doing, they talk of the

beautiful pal. Sweet and understanding: to both, Clar-

ice hesitates marrying, afraid of hurting either one.

Realizing this, the boys make a pact, without her
knowledge, of course. The one who survives the

next drive with the least injury will be the winner.
The call has come . . . over the boys go . . . creeping,
crawling, moving forward, faintly outlined against the

coming dawn. "Duck!" warns John, as Joe raises his

head ten inches above the sodden ground of the Ar-
gonne forest. Too late. . . . Joe, inexperienced, can-
not believe that the stream of machine gun bullets

whizzing by are so close above his helmet. Half
dragging the limp form into the lines, John collapses.

He has won, but at what a price!

War over! The boys come marching home. Wait-
ing an.xiously at the pier is Clarice happy to see them
again. With a heavy heart John tells her simply that

Joe didn't make the last drive. Sorrows pass with the

passing of time. John and Clarice, very much in love,

inarrv. A few years later finds John and Clarice in

the playroom of their home, training: their two little

boys, ,foe and John, Jr., sturdy little youngsters;
march around, heads up and at a command "Duck!"
from Lieutenant Barry, they fall flat on the floor.

Smiling at each other, Clarice and John pick up the

two boys and kiss, with a promise in their eyes:
their boys shall always be prepared!

BROKEN PROMISE
Lucille Borosky File No. 7213

AS LOU WELLING bends over her sewing ma-
chine in the big factory, she finds it impossible
to concentrate on her work for thoughts of Ray

March's love for her keep popping into her curly
blonde head. Last night he proposed to her again
but she had refused him and now, heartbroken, she
fears that her stepfather will discover the affair and
brutally put an end to it for how could a banker's
son be sincere in his attentions to a poor girl whose
father drank to excess contributing little or nothing
to their drab little flat. Lou in turn feels certain
that Ray's parents will never accept her.

One morning as Lou passes the bulletin board in the
factory she notices an announcement of their annual
picnic and this year, in addition, there is to be the
added attraction of a beauty contest. The day of the
festivities soon arrives and an air of excitement per-
vades the factory. The girls are intensely excited,
particularly those who intend competing for the five

hundred dollar beauty prize sponsored by a large
movilB concern. Coaxed by her chums, Lou finds her-
self on the platform and before long she is singled out
from the other contestants and pronounced the win-
ner. Her heart overflowing with joy. she turns to
the cheering crowd and smiles straight into the eyes
of Ray. They spend the rest of the day together but
that night her step- father overhears them saying
good-night and after dismissing Ray. beats Lou. Sick
of her father's heartlessness. Lou secretly negotiates
with the movie company and soon leaves for Holly-

wood after writing Ray a note professing her love

and promising to be true to him always.
Dazzled by the luxury she finds awaiting her in the

movie colony, together with the admiration of count-
less handsome young men, Lou's activities soon crowd
out thoughts of Ray. Soon she finds herself infat-

uated with Steve Yanik, her Director, to whom she
becomes engaged but as her wedding day approaches
she realizes her heart belongs to Ray. Her only solu-

tion is to leave at once in the hope that Steve will

soon forget her.
Keeping her arrival a secret for several days, she

finally phones Ray and they dine together that eve-

ning at her fashionable hotel. Gladly he accepts.

After dinner, they return to Lou's sitting room and
she tells him about Steve, begging him to forgive her
and swearing she kept her promise to him. A knock
at the door disturbs them. Lou finds her visitor is

Steve and during the heated conversation which fol-

lows between the two men, Steve, crazed with jeal-

ousy, threatens Ray with a gun. Lou darts in front
of her beloved and gets the bullet meant for him.
Steve is arrested for assault and Ray rushes Lou to

the hospital where she recovers in record-breaking
time for with the reconciliation of both families she
finds happiness the best medicine in the world.

FOOLISH MOTHERS
Francis McClaude File No. 7218

AS ROY crosses the floor of the Arcady Country
Club and asks her to dance, Lillian Otis feels
that he is going to be tremendously important

to her. Dancing in a glorious haze, and riding home
over the road which stretches like a silver ribbon be-
fore them, Lillian, nestled happily in Roy's arms con-
fesses that she loves him although they have just
known each other a few hours. Roy looking do\vn on
her eighteen years from the vantage point of his

twenty -one plans importantly for their marriage.
Promising that he will be over the first thing in the"

morning to meet her mother, Roy leaves her with an
affectionate caress.
That night, Lillian cannot sleep. Finally, she slips

into her mother's room and with eyes round with
wonder, explains to her sleepy mother that she is in
love, in love. Her mother kisses her and asks. "With
whom, dear?" and abashed the blushing young girl

admits she hasn't found out his last name. With a
tender shove, her mother sends her off to bed. "Pup-
py-love," she sighs. The next morning over break-
fast Lillian recounts the superhuman endowments of
Roy and Mrs. Otis listens sceptically but benevolently
until the sound of the bell announces the arrival of
the much heralded Roy. However, as Lillian is in-

troducing them and Roy supplies his last name. Dole,
Mrs. Otis drops back in consternation. "Roy Dole,"
she says, "Roy Dole!" Her obvious efforts to m^ke
the boy uncomfortable and have him leave, astt?nish
the two young people, but Mrs. Otis only asks, "Have
you told your mother?" Hurt. Roy leaves and thinks
to discover the cause of Mrs. Otis' strange con-
duct from his mother only to see her change color at
the name, Otis. Roy tries to explain that he is going
to marry Lillian, but his mother's conduct is fear-
some. She has a tantrum which lasts for hours.
With their parental disfavor blighting their happiness.
Roy and Lillian finally conclude that if they run off
and elope, their mothers will drop their foolish objec-
tions. However, after a week of bliss ineffable, they
return to face reality. Married, neither Mrs. Otis
nor Mrs. Dole will admit them. Each offers to take
her child back but the tearful pair refuse to part.
For three weeks, the youngsters struggle along know-
ing want for the first time in their lives, while the
unacceptable overtures are made by their mothers.
In a last desperate effort then, Mrs. Dole determines
to break up the marriage. She hires a pair of kid-
nappers to put Lillian aboard a boat, while she tries

to induce Roy to believe that his bride has deserted
him. However, a delay in the proceedings caused by
Lillian's unexpected resistance to the ruse, leaves
the men with their victim on the dock while the boat
sails. They carry the girl to a house and under the
pretense that she is insane and is being taken by
them to a lunatic asylum, they lock the girl In a
room while they phone Mrs. Dole for further instruc-
tions. Meanwhile, Mrs. Otis has relented, her love
for her child having overcome her hatred for Lillian's

mother-in-law. When she arrives, however, she finds
Roy frantically refusing to believe Mrs. Dole's lies.

The two women face each other, with hate in their
eyes. Roy learns that Mrs. Dole had been in love
v/ith Mr. Otis and when he married Lillian's mother,
Roy's mother had developed a fierce hatred for her
lover's wife and had spared no effort to break up the
home. Under the gaze of Lillian's mother, however,
the wretched woman confesses her plot, but cries that
the girl is Europe-bound. However, the kidnapper';
call informs the unhappy trio that Lillian is here an(

rushing off to rescue his wife, Roy seizes her in hi;

arms while the two mothers, seeing how truly thi

children love each other admit to each other they havi
been a pair of old fools, and Mrs. Otis denies that she
is in a position to accept Mrs. Dole's apologies. She
says, looking at the youngsters, she was as much to
blame.

THE ISLE OF PATMOS
Bessie B. Warwick FUe No. 7182

IN the Queen's Drawing Room in London. Asgard
Von Magogeum, of the long line of the Rus
Magogs, and his friend are awaiting the gracious

reception of Queen Victoria. Suddenly Asgard's eyes
become riveted upon a beautiful, fair-complexionec"
English girl, Imogene, the daughter of Duke Lolanda
It is a case of love at first sight and within a montfc
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they are d in St. Paul's Church, London. Upon
Russia they are re-married according

to the elaborate ancient customs of the Muskovites.

In the huge estate, with an enormous retinue of ser-

vants, Ivan is born, the only son of Asgard and Inio-

gene. Asgard, however, tires of his wife's cool emo-
tion and leaves for wicked escapades over the border.

In their solitary grandeur, mother and son find true

friendship with the Von Brunda family, their next-

door neighbors. The company of the Duke and Duch-
ess Von Brunda, Echlisk, Olga, and the two smaller

boys, supplies them often with cheerful companion-
ship. Much to their regret, however, the Duke, in

government service, is ordered to the United States,

where he and, his family quickly adapt themselves,

and enjoy their freedom from Russian tyranny and
rebellion. A deep friendship with Mrs. Mahohen.
their neighbor, is rudely interrupted by an order for

the Duke to return. Reluctantly, the family make
their dangerous way home, hoping that some day they

shall come back. Due to the many violent uprisings,

they must travel cautiously through Russia. The
train is suddenly stopped, the uprising peasantry
surround the train, armed with deadly weapons. In

an effort to protect his wife and daughter, the Duke
with his sons put up a splendid battle which is

strangely hidden from view by a smoke screen.

When the air clears, unseen forces seem to have
swallowed up Olga and Echlisk. leaving the other
members of the family dead in their wake.
Married life for Imogene does not hold the happiness

she has expected. She endures the wild orgies of her
husband in dignified silence which to a man of his

disposition is the most aggravating attitude she can
assume. His father stationed with the army at Petro-

grad, Ivan is sent to Paris for his education. Being
suddenly summoned home, he finds his mother dying.

She gives him two letters and closes her eyes for the

last time before Asgard arrives. Feeling the need to

ease his conscience Asgard tells his son of his great
love for the beautiful Imogene but the wild Tartar
in his blood rebels at the superiority that her English
lineage brings to his notice. Shortly after Asgard's
return to service, he is slain in action. Ivan is alone,

with only the trusted companionship of his two fol-

lowers, Michael and Joseph, who warn him of the at-

tacks of the peasants brought to view by the death
of the Duke. After carefully stowing away the lam-
ily treasures, Ivan and the two peasants steal away
in the quiet of the night. They sleep by day and
travel by night through the murky darkness, shadows
stalking their footsteps. Instead of returning to col-

lege, they enlist in the French army. Of immense
physique they are marked men to the Germans. Jo-
seph and Michael seem to lead charmed lives, but
Ivan, while carrying a wounded soldier from the bat-
tlefield, is struck. Opening his eyes, he sees Ina
Borot, nurse, bending over him. In her he sees his

fair mother, a halo of auburn hair framing her beauti-
ful face, as she comes to bid him good-night. But he
only sees this fair subject of his delusion once, much
to his sorrow.
The Chinese wall that in the dim centuries past has

been built to keep out the barbarians of the north,
proves a protection for the aristocratic refugees.
Bound for Port Said, a caravan makes its way
through the country selling caviar as it goes. To all

appearances natives, eight Arabs arrive and separate
into groups of two. They seem to be friends of

Madame Lillegoren (the assumed name of Mrs. Ma-
hohen), who is living with her daughter-maid. Celeste.
After six months of service as a war nurse. Olga,
known as Ina Borot, returns to her friends. She finds
Madame Lillegoren very ill, and under the care of

Doctor Don Dolores. Exacting a final promise that
they will go to the land of freedom and construct the
Isle of Patmos, God's Acre, a modern Utopia for

their fellow-men, Madame dies with a peaceful heart,
satisfied her work is done. Eager to be on the way
and anxious to avoid trailers, they sail soon after the
burial. After leaving Havre, the captain invites Don
to play chess with him. This proves to be a cover
for the news that they are being followed by avenging
peasants. Advised by the captain, they change boats
at Cork, the Arab retinue remaining on board the
French ship. Suddenly the report of the mysterious
suicides of the Arabs is made, and the supposed Arabs
garbed in western style, nonchalantly stroll the prom-
enade deck, waiting their chance to disembark. Peo-
ple arrive at the estate of Mr. Wilmo, the former
Don Dolores. It is a grand homecoming to this Balti-
more homestead, the darky servants on tiptoe to run
errands, eager to serve. Ivan and his two compan-
ions are greeted with much joy. Wilmo, turns around
to introduce Ivan to Olga who before the introduction
recognizes him with a cry of delight. In exchanging
confidences, Ivan learns that Olga and Ina, his nurse,
are one and the same. Clasped in each other's arms,
they declare their love, and in the growing dusk,
promise to work together on the development of The

'
"

their Utopia!Isle of Patn

THE ADVENTURING FLYER
Charles O. Babbit File No. 7179

WHEN Pilot Fred Mann takes the best stunt
flier in his squadron for a ride one afternoon,
he never dreams that it wdl have such far-

reachuig effects as a military wedding. The ground
below passes swiftly by dotted here and there with a
tiny speck of white marking a ranch or farmhouse.
The two fliers laugh and joke in good fellowship as
Wdhams trams his field glasses on level grades that
night make good landing ports, but suddenly the
glasses cover a large ranch house which appears to
be surrounded by several rutTians holding shotguns.
Wdhams, filled with the spirit of adventure cries that
he has spied a girl in trouble and fastening his stunt
ladder to the plane, drops it down while Fred circles

the house low enough to allow the ladder to trail. As
they watch the group, fascinated, the girl suddenly
dashes for the ladder, makes it. and climhs up toward
them grasping the rope firmly. What a plucky
youngster! Her hair blowing straight with the wind,
she appears to be no more than seventeen but her
body suggests a maturity developed by hard work
and responsibility.
Back at -the airport. Mary Wilson tells a fantastic

story of how a band of men are plotting to disqualify

her father as a landowner and take over the ranch
for themselves. Williams secures permission for a

few days' leave and accompanies Mary home. On the

way he tells her of his plan to stay in Landsville not
only because he will be available if she needs his

help, but also to investigate the situation.
Williams meets up with the gang in the Lands-

ville Inn and casually overhearing their plot quickly
makes his departure. Arriving back at headquarters,
he discusses his plan with his superiors and they
agree to give him command of four ships and nearly
twenty armed ot^cers. The attack is planned for mid-
night and mechanics are ordered to get their planes
out of the hangars and tune them up.

With Williams in the lead, the four planes speed
through a starless sky and after careful maneuvering,
land safely on the ranch. The luffains, confused by
the ominous roar of the machines turn savage and
after killing Mary's father, advance to attack her.

Just at this point Williams and his officers burst in

and cover their opponents with leveled guns. When
their prisoners are bound, however, Williams and
Mary have disappeared. Suspecting a romance down
by the sycamore tree, the men prepare to depart with-
out him, chuckling something about picking flowers
and pressing uniforms for a mighty fine girl and an
adventurer who turned out to be a flier.

FROZEN TRUTH
Philena Du File No. 7178

IT seems" incredible to James McKenzie that the
bank in which he is a teller suspects him of being
an accomplice in the theft of twenty thousand

dollars from their safe, but since they have no direct

evidence against him, he remains free to co'.ne and go
as he pleases. Feehng, however, that public senti-

ment has been aroused against him, he pulls up stakes
and travels North to the land of his dreams.
Stopping one night in a small Newfoundland settle-

ment, he meets Gloria Morden who, until the recent
arrival of her Uncle Toe, lives with her foster brother.
After a short time Gloria finds herself infatuated with
Tames who has paid her considerable attention, and
in a burst of confidence tells him that her Uncle, a

mean and crafty individual, came North planning to

usurp her interest in the Morden trapping post. She
has never had any confidence in him since the day he
and her father left on a hunting trip—and LTncle Joe
returned alone with a story of having become sep-
arated from her father in a blinding snow storm. For
four years now, Gloria has hated and suspected her
Uncle. James suggests to Gloria that they travel to

the neighboring posts to find out whether or not any-
one has reported the discovery of her father's body.

Joe, surprised at the news of this trip, cannot in

any way discover his niece's purpose. Starting out
several hours later, he finally overtakes them but not
until Gloria finds her father in a hospital trying to

regain his memory. Joe's refusal to visit his brother
seems odd to both the girl and James who insists

upon an explanation. Finding himself caught in a
closing net, Joe plans to push on but realizing he has
no plausible alibi, he agrees to see Morden and prays
that his brother's memory remain in oblivion. L^pon
seeing his brother, however, something snaps in !Mor-
den and he quickly remembers how Joe left him
freezing to death on an ice pack and he wanoered
blindly for days in that great expanse of ice and
snow until at last a passing sled picked him up and
brought him back to civilization. Joe, caught red-
handed, is at his brother's mercy and begs him to

forgive his sin and to keep his secret about the
twenty thousand dollars. James, every nerve alert

at the mention of this particular sum of monev, forces
Joe. to reveal his identity and discovers this is the
man his bank is searching for. The hospital attend -

ants, roused by the sound of violence in Morden's
room, rush in and hold Joe a prisoner until the police
arrive. They recognize him as a notorious crook and
swindler and arrange for his deportation for question-
ing. Gloria, happy beyond words at her father's res-
toration and the knowledge that James is no more
haunted with the bank's suspicion, impetuously kisses
her sweetheart, James, encouraged in such fashion,
proposes and Gloria, under the indescribably beautiful
Northern Lights, promises to be his loyal and devoted
wife for ever and ever.

FINDING LOVE
Betty Burke File No, 7180

DEJECTED. Donald Humphrey throws himself on
the luxurious couch in the living room of the
Humphrey mansion. Five minutes before he

left, a carefree youth wildly enthused over his new
imported car. Her anxiety aroused at the sudden
change, Mrs. Humphrey discovers that he is deeply in

love with a girl he does not know. Thinking to cure
him of this infatuation, the Dr. and Mrs. Humphrey
plan a trip to South America for him. Overhearing
the plot, he runs away, defiant! With the savings
from his allowance, he starts a successful business
selling safes, ever on the lookout for the beautiful
girl he loves. One day she passes by the shop. He

immediately drops everything and follows her home.
Helen Burke, a girl of exceptional beauty finds life

miserable under the supervision of a spiteful step-
mother. Mona. and an equally ill-tempered step-sis-
ter, Flora. Unable to tell her father of this continual
nagging. Helen suffers silently, hoping some day to
get away. Due to the breaking down of the bridge, a
shipment of safes for I)r,iniii"s slnrc is dclaved. In-

spired by the sight of iIksc safts. Mona and Flora hit

upon a plan to remove the licautiful Helen, too at-

tractive to men in the eyes of the jealous schemers.
An invitation to society's Grand Ball stirs the imagin-
ation of all the Humphreys. Helen is told she can not
go. Nevertheless, she must help the others dress.
Helen weeps bitterly as Flora and Mona parade proud-
ly in gorgeous clothes, a veritable diamond and satin
parade! After they leave, Helen determines to go.
A vision, clad in a simple blue gown, a flower in her
golden hair, and radiating charm with her pretty
dimples, enters the grand ballroom of the Ritz. Strain-
ing their eyes and necks to see her, people wonder
who she is. A young man asks her to dance: Don-
nie has recognized his love. Blushing at the compli-
ments whispered in her ear, she refuses to let Don-
nie take her home. The next morning, dashing into
Helen's room with the intention of arousing her envy
by tal^s of the Ball, Flora discovers the blue dress
worn last night by the belle of the Ball. Furious at

her trickery, Flora and her mother take Helen for a
ride . . . Slightly worried about the shipment of safes
Donnie drives there to ease his anxiety. Hush!
What is that? A small whining sound like that of a
cat reaches his ears! One moment to decide and he
leaps lightly to the closed safe. Fumbling a bit with
the combination, he finally opens it. Out tumbles his
fair Helen, wide-eyed with fear. A few moments
more and she would have suffocated! Trembling, she
relates the story: Flora and Mona had secreted her
there and pushed her into the safe and locked it.

Drying her tears, Donnie tells her he loves her and
asks her to marry him. Crushed in his arms. Helen
agrees. A year later finds Donnie hurriedly engag-
ing the services of his Doctor father, and strangely
requesting that the Doctor's wife accompany him.
Mr. Burke also receives an unusual invitation, that
he accepts out of curiosity. Donnie greets his father
and mother with a strange light in his eye. Happily
Helen welcomes her father. A surprise anniversary
party is in store for them. A happy sound—the clink-
ing of glasses raised to toast a glorious reunion and
a smiling well-mated couple.

YOUNG APRIL
Ann H. Gestad File No. 7171)

CHRISTMAS to an orphan like Berit was some-
thing to be enjoyed by only the wealthy people
such as those she worked for, and children who

had real homes with a mother and father. Berit se-
cretly longed to share the Christmas spirit with some-
one ... to sit beneath a softly lighted tree . . . and to
receive some little keepsake from someone who cared
for her. Only twelve years old. she carried her ach-
ing body up to bed every night only to wake to a cold
dawn and another day of washing, scrubbing and
being ordered about by not only her Mistress, but the
other kitchen helpers who were a good deal older than
she. Yes. it was kind of Miss Gunhill to have taken
her out of the orphanage but she worked hard for
her bed and board.

The preparations for Christmas day came to an end.
and gossip had it that Miss Gunhill's Uncle Andrews
would arrive in the morning for the festivities. Even
the cook knew about Uncle Andrews' tragedv; how
his little girl died, and shortly after his wife joined
her in heaven, the earth having been too lonely for
her after her daughter had been taken away. Ex-
citement ran high, and Berit was anxious to get a
glimpse of the gift-laden tree in the large front room,
but try as she might, she could not steal out of the
kitchen for even a minute. As for Uncle Andrews,
there wasn't a chance of her coming within a Imn-
dred feet of him. A man's hearty "Merry Christ-
mas!" boomed through the kitchen and took everyone
unaware, the following morning, and much to Bcrlt's
happiness and surprise there stood Uncle Andrews
with his sister Miss Gunhill. So this is the man.
thought Berit. He smiled at her and she. in turn,
curtesied deeply. Struck by her apparent good man-
ners and decorum, he questioned Miss Gunhill about
her later. "Why she's just an orphan." Miss Gunhill
answered in a tone that suggested a change of sub-
ject. "It may be silly of me." Andrews answered,
"but there's something whimsical about her that re-
minds me of my little girl Mary. Isn't she lonesome
in these surroundings?" Miss Gunhill. thinking he
had evidently become influenced by too much Christ-
mas spirit, assured him that the child was happy.
Miss Gunhill was piqued that her brother preferred
discussing this orphan child rather than news of the
family and seating herself at the piano ran her slen-
der fingers over the keys. Berit. on her way up-
stairs, stopped at the sound of the music. Creeping
slowly downstairs, she listened enraptured outside the
drawn'ng room door. Andrews, abruptly brought out
of his reverie walked restlessly toward the door. Berit.
lost in her dreams, was unconscious of the door open-
ing and Andrews' surprise at finding her there. Lead-
ing the frightened child into the room, he engaged her
in conversation. "I'm going into the village tomor-
row, and I want you to come with me. I'm going to
buy you some pretty clothes," he announced. Berit
was speechless but her eyes shone with love and ad-
miration for Andrews. "And before vou know it

you'll be sailing away to New York." 'Miss Gunhill
stared hard at Andrews. "You mean . . . ," she said.
"I'm afraid you are right," he answered, 'that's just
what I am going to dol"
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GUILTY BOARDERS
William H. Hughe File No. 7202

A MERRY gathering at the Browns surmises Jo-

seph Stover as he idly fingers an invitation.

Dreamveved he reflects: since the death of his

mother, good times have been few. Determinedly he

accepts. There he meets Ann Miller, a pretty and am-
bitious maid. Thrilled at becoming acquainted, they

find themselves falling in love and hurriedly run to

the minister's to be wed. Joe works happily and hard.

Ann smiles as she goes about the house work, blos-

soming under the gentle Joe's affection. But times

change. 'Work is hard to find; discouraged and de-

jected he complains to Ann. Helpfully she suggests

taking in a boarder to help defray house expenses.

Things run along smoothly now. Joe finds odd jobs

to do; with a new light in her eyes, Ann attends to

the house and the little Joanne, who runs and plays

with everything . . . The cheery Joanne interests the

new boarder, Harry Andrews, a suave, smooth. looking

young man. He becomes endeared to the family, and

especially to Ann, who appreciates a new type of af-

fection. Infatuated with each other, they plan to run

away. The monotony of a simple home life proves

boring to both and they start to live recklessly, travel-

ing in fast company. Ann, happy in this new-born
passionate life, plays gayly with her new companion.

One evening they are invited to a smart social at the

merry widow's apartment. Wildly enthusiastic they

accept. When they arrive the party is in full

swing. A popping of corks—the swaying dancers—all

keep time with the wanton playing of a colored orches-

tra The glaring lights blind them to the falsity of

all this manifested happiness. In fact, Harry no longer

sees Ann. An intriguing blonde flirts openly with

him, and flattered by her glances, Harry struts in and

asks her for a dance. Stranded, Ann becomes furious.

With a distinct effort, she curbs her emotions and re-

flects. Reluctantly she reahzes her situation. Harry
wants a companion, anyone will do. In fact the more

the merrier. It hurts Ann to learn that she has been

lovetl just because she is a woman, not because of

herself. She leaves the party, defiant. She'll show
him! The next day she seeks a position, willing to do

anything. Anxiously she waits. An offer comes—
housework for a man living I'n Midvale. That s her

home town! Can she go back and face the people?

Proud she has once been; it's a crushed and humble

Ann who applies for the job in Midvale. Wondering
whether she shall ever meet her husband and child

again, she rings the door-bell. R-r-r-ring! No an-

swer. After three rings, the door opens. A curly

haired little six-year-old girl pokes her head out, and

asks who it is? A start of recognition—Ann sees her

little Joanne! Between kisses and tears, Ann learns

that Joe is working and won't be home until six.

Hopefully Ann works in the kitchen, sets things in

order and soon the room is filled with pleasant odors

of food cooking. "Joanne! Daddy's home!" sings

out the tired voice of Joe, Ann opens the door, and

Joe tired but glad to see her, rejoices, forgiving her

mistake. Reconciled and happy, with Joanne and each

other, Ann and Joe vow that hereafter there will be

just the three of them, no outsiders. A huge three-

fold hug and kiss seal the pact.

are ready. Having been secured secretly, they sur-

prise some people and dismay others. In mute as-

tonishment they listen to the accusation directed at

Frank Drew, the esteemed butler. Dissatisfied with

his wages, he has killed his master in order to gain

possession of the money and valuable securities hid-

den in the clock. With a contented smile, Sullivan

places Drew in the hands of the police, and dismisses

the rest, save Anna whom he asks to stay. Happy
with success he announces his engagement to •Anna.

Having fulfilled his promise to settle the case, Sulli-

van is rewarded with a huge kiss from Anna. lo-

gether they sit in the office, loathe to leave, planning

their wedding trip on the

THE RUSSELL CASE

Edward Kurash File No. 7193

THE huge old fashioned grandfather clock chimes

out eleven o'clock to the occupants of the spa-

cious Russell home. The weary owner trudges

into the hall and mechanically winds up the clock,

precious because it conceals his will and other import-

ant documents. With mixed feelings, Mr. Russell

ponders over his children's futures. His favorite

has always been Anna, gentle and retiring, as a young
girl should be. He worries over the change in the

vivacious quick-tempered Marie since a recent ac-

quaintance with Al de Smith, a Frenchman of whom
he knows nothing. Leanard, his only son, always as-

sertive and quick to anger, has ever been a source of

constant anxiety. The wind howls around the Rus-

sell mansion. A slashing rain storm keeps the family

home on this memorable Friday. It is eleven o'clock

and as is customary, Russell attends personally to the

winding of the clock, being shrewd enough to permit

no one else to do the task. Suddenly a shot rings

out. Russell has seen the prowling figure at his

treasured clock, but before he can say a word, the

secret dies with the entry of the bullet. Awakened
by the noise, the entire household rushes to the

scene. Leanard takes charges but refuses to send for

the police until the following morning. Having re-

ceived the call, the detective bureau sends Edward
Sullivan, Chief, Smiling Joe Smith, his helper and a

finger print expert, Stanley Lack. Unable to under-

stand Leanard's intended delay in calling him, Sul-

livan suspects him, and by a clever ruse manages to

get his finger prints. An intensive grilling of the

family and servants reveals a few details. Apparently

each member has gone to bed early save the butler and

Edward Jones, Russell's cousin. The butler, it seems,

is an intimate friend of the family due to a timely

rescue of the master's life, endangered by a faulty

motorboat. These three men, having played poker

for an hour, bid each other good night. They are the

last people to have seen him alive.

The day for the solution of the mystery dawns bright

and clear. Assembled in a semi-circle in the detec-

tives' quarters, the Russell household waits impa-

tiently, fidgety and nervous. Greeting them all with

a cheery hello, Sullivan sits down at his desk, be-

stowing a special smile of affection upon Anna. Stall-

ing for time while Lack compares the finger prints in

the rear of the room, Sullivan relates each fact of the

crime. A sharp whistle signals that the finger prints

FIELD RIDING

Samuel Madis File No. 7165

TRUDGING along the dusty country road, John

Babbit pauses, tired by the noon-day heat. A
woman's voice calls him, begging his help to

save a woman from drowning in the swift current of

the nearby river. Swimming with superhuman power,

he discovers the woman to be his mother. Loathe

to have her son leave she has followed him and in her

haste to overtake him, tried to wade the river. Re-

turning home safely with his mother, he promises to

return within a year, successful or otherwise. Once
again he starts out to seek his fortune, and on ar-

riving at Farmer Smith's house, he is put up for the

night. Suddenly a noise interrupts his peaceful slum-

ber. Arising stealthily he listens. Two men are

stealing two horses from the barn. Interrupting them,

he frustrates this attempt and is rewarded the next

morning with a beautiful white horse. Happy with

his new possession, John rides merrily on his way.

With field glass in hand, he scans the surrounding

country. His figure stiffens as he spies a speeding

car. With a premonition of danger, he takes a short-

cut through the woods, and swings out directly in

front of the vehicle. He discovers a girl, bound and

gagged being abducted. Easily a match for the ab-

ductor, John is victorious in the ensuing struggle.

Escorting the pretty Mary Breen and her wOy ab-

ductor home to her father, John is offered a foreman s

job on Mr. Bj-een's ranch. Interested in a fortune,

but more intrigued by the beautiful Mary, John ac-

cepts. His job turns out to be a difficult one. A
growing resentment among the workers is aroused by

the new boss. Sensing the unruliness of his men,

John becomes exceedingly watchful. Wandering over

the grounds, he stumbles upon news, a plot to rob his

employer. Too late ... As he rides madly back to the

main house, he meets Mary who informs him that her

father has been robbed. Rushing into the house, he

discovers Mr. Breen tied to a chair, the safe wide

open, its unwanted contents strewn all over the floor.

Four men have taken the ten thousand dollars in

cash. Discouraged by his helplessness, John strolls

over to the barn. Sh! He hears men talking.,.

Now that they have the money, how are they going

to get the girl and get rid of this new boss? Careful

plans are made and John cautiously listens to every

detail. Spurred on by an eager hope, he rides fur-

iously to the village, to secure the help of the sheriff.

He has waited until the schemers have taken the girl

in order to catch them in the act. Having previously

trailed the thieves, John leads the way through the

wild country to a little dilapidated shack where he

is sure Mary is being held captive. Surrounding the

hut, the men attack. Mary, strapped to a chair,

screams with terror as one of the thieves takes aim
at John, With a sigh of relief, she notes that the

gun has refused to act. The 'gang' safely in the

hands of the law, Mary and John ride happily home.
In the midst of their planning for the future, John
suddenly recalls his promise to his mother. To-
gether they seek her before they will marry. Ar-

riving at his old home, John sees no sign of life dis-

turbing the peaceful homestead. Alarmed he swings
wide the door and finds his mother alone, her head
bowed in grief over her son's departure. At the in-

trusion, a happy smile creeps over her worried fea-

tures as she is caught in a quick embrace. Com-
pletely won over by Mary's engaging smile, the moth-
er accompanies them to the Breen homestead where
they plan a gay wedding. A last-minute surprise wed-
ding present, a cozy roadster from Mr. Breen elates

the newlyweds. Waving a fond farewell to their con-

tented parents, John and Mary jump into the road-

ster. A wholesome kiss and a quick embrace , . . they

are off, their hearts singing with the hum of the

THE GAMBLER
Sonia Green File No. 7189

DISREGARDING the huge Private sign, a tall,

clean-cut chap saunters into the office of Presi-

dent Wain, of the Wain and Wheeler Oil Com-
pany. Fresh from college, Johnnie Wain plans a wild

social time, glad to be home again, with his many
friends. Relieved of the burden of caring for his son,

the father becomes lonesome. The urge to do some-
thing leads him to gambling, a vice of the past. At
Pierre's Rendezvous, the society gamblers' haven, he
is charmed to meet Adele Hope, a blonde stage beauty,
disturbingly fascinating to men. His heartbeats
quicken under her attentions and he falls madly in

love, asking her to marry him. Picturing a life of

luxury, trips to Europe, swanky cars and such, Adele
accepts. Sick with the reahzation that Adele is mar-
rying for money, Johnnie leaves home disgusted with
his father's blindness.
Kissing her husband lightly on the forehead, Adele

asks for ten thousand dollars. A gentle refusal and

a kindly hint that she leaves him too much alone

rouses her anger and she tells him she didn't marry
him for company but for money. Shocked beyond be-

lief, Wain shadows her. Griefstricken he awakes one

morning to find her gone, with a check for five

hundred thousand dollars. Breakfasting alone, he

reads in the paper that the once famous Adele Hope
is held for the murder of Rex White, her attentive

lover. Still in love with her. Wain rushes anxiously

to the prison. Broken in spirit and sobbing hysteri-

cally, she relates her story: Rex came home one night

in a drunken rage, demanding money. She refused

to ask Wain again, and in the ensuing struggle. Rex
was shot. On a self-defense plea Adele is acquitted.

Shamed and unable to face Wain, she disappears.

Johnnie, fired with the ambition of youth, settles in

Los Angeles and makes good as a newspaper re-

porter. Through his work he becomes friendly with a

wealthy cattleman, Mr. Barr. Confidently. Barr re-

veals to Johnnie his secret worry. Poisoned food is

gradually killing off all his cattle. Sleuth-like, John-

nie watches. One night he discovers three men tam-
pering with the prepared cattle feed. Responding to

a hurried telephone call, the police rush upon the

scene and capture the men by surprise. Grateful be-

yond words, Barr invites Johnnie to dinner, hoping
that he is the ideal that Mazie, his daughter, is look-

ing for. A vision of blonde loveliness in her pale

yellow dress, Mazie extends her hand in sincere

adoration. Spurning all other would-be suitors, Mazie
becomes engaged to Johnnie. While fondly planning

their future, he tells her he must find his father be-

fore they marry. The search begins. Unable to per-

suade Adele to return. Wain wanders aimlessly, a

broken man. Feeling unwanted, he takes to drinking

and gambling. In his customary pose, one foot on

the brass rail, confiding to the bartender, he barely

sees a bent scrub woman pass him. She hears his ta|e

of woe and starts in recognition. Just then in

breezes Johnnie, asking the bartender if he has seen

his father. Wain fairly falls into his son's arms. Re-
joicing in their happy reunion, they are unmindful of

a shot fired. Crowds rush past them, and aroused by
a slight ,

curiosity, they follow the crowd. Horror
stamps their faces when they see a woman suicide,

Adele. With her last breath she asks forgiveness,

and dies with a smile on her face. Unable to rest

until granted, she has traveled everywhere in search

of her husband. Spirits dampened by this tragedy.

Wain, spruced up in fine new clothes, accompanies
his son to Los Angeles. Trying to restore his fa-

ther's gayety, Johnnie speaks of Mazie, the things

they've done and what they plan to do. Visibly pull-

ing himself together Wain hides his sorrows under a

cover of a jovial cheerfulness. The train pulls in, a

speeding taxicab takes them to the home of the

Barrs. A sociable family gathering this . , . Dinner
is being served for five. Wain and Barr exchange
views on big business. Mrs. Barr, a happy hostess,

smiles at Mazie, holding on to Johnnie. A toast-;-

glasses poised in mid-air, clinked together, and Mazie
and Johnnie receive the best wishes for a happy voy-
age on the sea of matrimony.

THE BROKEN MIRROR
Mrs. Laura E. Prettyman File No. 7181

AN interesting character was Mrs. Clancy's friend
Kate who was as superstitious as an Hindustan
witch doctor in the middle of an operation. Mrs.

Clancy always laughed at Kate's notions, but either

by fate or sheer luck they always seemed to turn out
as prophesized. And Kate took great glee in Mrs.
Clancy's admission that there "must be somethin' in

it!"
The whole thing started with Kate's overturning a

salt shaker. That meant a quarrel. So Kate did the
appropriate thing and threw some of the cursed salt

over her shoulder but surely it wasn't her fault that
the salt landed squarely in Mrs. Clancy's eye! Of
course not! But Mrs. Clancey thought diflferently and
howled with rage and pain and screamed to Kate
never to bring herself or her silly superstitions in her
house again. After that initial experience, life for

Mrs. Clancey was miserable. She wanted to keep
Kate's friendship, but who the dickens could put up
with such nonsense? Thereafter hangs a tale of pre-
monitions, surprises, arguments and many "I told

you so's". When Mrs. Clancey saw no apparent rea-

son for not walking under the ladder propped up
against the grocery store building, the following week,
Kate uttered a tiny scream of horror and before they
realized what had happened, there was her friend, Mrs.
Clancey, drenched with some nice thick, bright yellow-
paint. After several such unlucky incidents, Kate de-

cided to get some f/oorf-luck symbols and made Mrs.
Clancey a present of a shiny gold horseshoe with the
instructions that it be hung over the front door. Mr.
Clancey, having been ordained to perform the cere-
mony, grumbled about being in a hurry to go to a
meetin' and did a careless job for it penetrated his

son's skull when he came bursting into the house a
few hours later. When Kate showed her face the
next day she insisted the horseshoe had been mounted
upside down—which meant bad luck. So Kate put it

up properly. That night, Mrs. Clancey, tired and
weary from her day's household duties, was rushing
through her bedroom and brushed her hand mirror off
the dresser. However disturbed she was about her
loss, she was glad Kate was not there to prolong the
incident. Dabbing some powder on her face, she
joined Mr. Clancey downstairs and they just caught
the last movie. It was an amusing picture but their
joy was short lived, for as they walked in the front
door of their house, a burgler scampered out the back
way. He had accomplished his purpose, for every bit

of jewelry and silverware had disappeared together
with a goodly number of clothes. When Kate put
her face in the house next day, Mrs. Clancey, placing
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her broad hand on her hip, slammed the door. Down
came the horseshoe, skinning her nose. It wasn t

enough that her house had been robbed the night be-

fore. Trouble followed her everywhere since Kate

with her superstitions had come into her lite. Pick-

ing up the horseshoe, she flung it across the room

where it lay among the ruins of a vase. Kate ner-

vously stooped to recover it and noticed a small bun-

dle in the ruins, covered with dust. "What's this?

she cried, tingling with excitement. Why look I

It's a fortune!" And Kate, for once, was right. The

tiny bundle contained ten one-hundred dollar bills

that had long since been forgotten by the man who
hid it there one hundred years ago.

TOO MANY LOVES

Mary Corriere File No. 7229

IT
IS ONLY because the marriage of Mary's friend

Alice to Ralph Hedwig is taking place in the af-

ternoon, that Mary's parents permit her to go.

Wide-eyed, Mary Little blinks at the colorful cere-

mony. It is the first time since leaving school that

she has been surrounded by gaiety and youth. With
their old-fashioned, ideas, the Littles have planned

years of spirit breaking work on their meager farm

for Mary before she has matured sufficiently to be

given as a wife to an approved hard-working farmer.

Meanwhile, the girl is strictly forbidden to associate

with any young people, have any fun, lest she rebel

against the existence selected for her. It isn't cruelty

that causes her parents to starve the girl's life; thus

were they brought up, and thus shall their children

be raised. But the breathless young beauty which

Mary has lately developed makes her stand out among
the other guests despite the shabbiness of her attire,

and her fawn-like glance brings young Joseph Cabot

to her side. As he seeks to engage the shy child in

conversation, he strives to convince himself that such

naivete is genuine. Impossible such beauty coupled

with artlessness! And as she staves his eager in-

quiries with the information that her parents will not

permit her to see any men, he determines to further

their meetings. Taken home by her brother, Mary
glows in the thought of Joseph's interest, then silent-

ly reproves herself for permitting herself to think

about him when she can never see him again. It is

with an effort, then, a few weeks later, that Mary re-

presses her amazement, when, in her own home, Jos-

eph is introduced to her as a friend of her brother's

who has important information concerning the health

of Mr. Little's live stock.. Later, together, Joseph tells

her that he had to see her, and this was the only way.
If they can prevent her family from guessing that Jos-

eph loves her, they can continue to see each other. All

goes well for a while. The young people are blissful in

their snatched, precious moments, until walking slowly
in the orchard back of the house, they are discovered
by Mr. Little. Although they have been entirely in-

nocent of any of the implications his fiery eyes cast
upon them, they are seared by his denunciation.
Sending Mary back to the house. Little orders Joseph
away with the threat of killing him if he ever appears
again. Realizing his powerlessness, since he, a dental
student home on his vacation, is penniless without
the support of his family who would never consent to

such a mesalliance, Joseph sadly leaves to go back to

school. Kept under greater surveillance than ever,
Mary strives to forget her love for Joseph.

Meanwhile, Alice, without realizing that her wed-
ding was the occasion for Mary's meeting with Jo-
seph, has with her young husband felt a great pity

for her former school mate. Winning the confidence
of Mr. Little, Alice invites Mary to visit her. It is

at her home, that Mary meets Tom, who is working
for the Hedwigs for the summer. He falls in love
with Mary who grateful for the respite afforded by
the protection of the Hedwigs, allows him to take her
to the movies and discuss books which he lends her.
However, even these meetings are fraught with the
danger that Mr. Little will discover that it is Alice's
hired man that attracts Mary to the Hedwigs. But
when Tom asks Mary to marry him, she tells him
that she cannot, her father would never permit it—
and she loves another . . . Maddened, Tom leaves the
Hedwigs and finds employment in a disreputable Inn.
The place is raided and since the proprietor has es-
caped, forewarned by a bribed policeman, Tom is

imprisoned. He writes to Alice who gives the letter
to Mary. Although she is not to blame, Mary feels
that the responsibility for Tom's imprisonment is

hers, and realizing how terrible the stigma of a prison
sentence is, in expiation for her guilt in having per-
mitted him to love her, Mary promises to marry Tom
on his release. Through all this time, however, her
love for Joseph remains as strong.

A few days before Tom's release, Mary visits her
dentist and finds that he is on his vacation. An
assistant just arrived is taking his place. Mary al-
most faints when she realizes that it is Joseph. With
one cry she darts into his outstretched arms, and
they breathlessly inform each other how powerful is
their mutual love, how useless to attempt to struggle
against it. Joseph is saying that he is. parents or
no parents, going to marry her. when Mary gravely
releases herself and tells Joseph about Tom. He pro-
tests that she is not to blame but she insists she is
obligated. However, Alice, in touch with Tom in-
forms bim of Joseph's return and the reason for
Mary s change of mind about marrying him. Where-
upon, Tom writes releasing Mary since she can never
love him, and he goes west. At first indignant, the
Littles are placated when they realize their daughter
is married—to a professional man. And through Jo-
seph's sister Estella. Mary is finally received by the
Cabots to live happily with the husband of her choice.

GULL CATCHERS
Mrs. Ed. F. Wiersiff File Ne. 7221

OVERHEARING her uncle, Dick Warner, telling

his men of his plan to use her as a decoy for

rich men, Natalie Freemont, orphan, realizes that
her suspicions of the unscruputousness of the guardian
who has taken her from a convent, are justified. She
also hears a subsequent quarrel in which Red, one of

the blackguards is struck by her uncle. Natalie
meets Allen, an author, but when having fallen in

love with him, she gets married, Dick Warner, in-

furiated cuts her off from her inheritance. Allen be-
comes ill, and Natalie teaches until the coming of a

child leaves the family destitute. Desperately ap-
pealing to Dick Warner for help, he seems to relent

and invites them to his country estate. However,
Warner is planning to put Allen out of the way. and
he forces him to attend a gang meeting. Meanwhile,
Red, harboring a grudge because of the blow he re-

ceived, double-crosses the gang and sends for the
police. That night, the hideaway is raided and War-
ner in an attempt to kill Allen knocks him down.
However, Red gains entrance by an underground
passageway, and carrying Allen off brings him to the
southern headquarters of the International gang.
Threatened with death to himself and his wife and
child, Allen is forced to work with the gang at boot-
legging, smuggling and daring robberies. Tortured by
the realization of Natalie's peril, Allen plans to escape.
Meanwhile, the morning after the raid, Natalie goes

out to search the grounds for Allen's body, since the
police have not got him, but she finds only a leather
bag which she forgets about when she hears her child
cry. At noon, her uncle held by the police sends for

her. He orders her to testify to lies to save him and
blacken the name of Allen whom both suppose dead.
Filled with fear, Natalie promises, but getting a grey
wig, she flees to the west with her son. taking the
name of Mary Dolan. The boy, called Patsy, grad-
uates with honors from high school and brings home
a New York newspaper which a friend has brought.
Natalie, glancing through it, faints as she reads an
advertisement put in the paper by Allen asking for the
whereabouts of his wife and child. Natalie's employ-
er, Hiram Atkins, a banker finds her, and carries her
to the sofa. As he lifts her her grey wig falls, and
he realizes for the first time that she is a young
woman. When Natalie comes to, she takes the banker
into her confidence and tells him everything, including
the fact that the leather bag, which she still has, con-
tains rubies. The banker believes her innocent and
manages the reunion between Allen and his wife.
Allen's joy is indescribable as he embraces the wom-
an he loves and tells of his suffering when accused
by the gang of having concealed the jewels. When
the gang had been broken up after the murder of
Dick Warner by Red who thus carried to a conclu-
sion his plans for revenge. Red had tried to con-
vince the police that the guilty man was Allen. Not
until Natalie turns back the rubies which she Iws been
holding out of fear of the far-reaching power of her
uncle should, she reveal herself by returning them be-
fore, is Allen officially cleared of Police suspicion.
Every member of the gang, guilty of narcotic traffic

as well as other crimes, is prosecuted, and Allen and
Natalie find happiness with their stalwart son, Patsy.

DIVORCED SISTERS

Emilee Ne Bosis File No. 7171

WATCHING his two babies fight about Giggles,
the favorite doll, Deleigh Brown wonders why
Charlotte, his wife, cannot enjoy such homey

scenes. Can the rumors he has been hearing be true?
Confirmation comes with the sight of her. soon after,
lunching at the new Club with Harry Spaddi. At the
divorce proceedings, the court awards Charlotte the
care of Marcia. Little Sheree is given to Deleigh.
For fifteen years, Deleigh devotes himself to the

care of Sheree. At her coming out party, she meets
Waysone Wylitte. Her father wants her to marry
him. Undecided whether or not to accept him, she
meets Daryl Brooks at a night club to which Way-
sone has taken her. Daryl's companion, a boisterous
girl named Marcia Spaddi, admires Sheree's dancing.
"Come and see me at the place where Dal and I are
acting," she says. "Maybe I can get you a place as
dancer." Despite her father's objections, Sheree goes
to the "Yellowest" the next morning. However, the
part is no longer available. Disappointedly returning
home, Sheree is struck down by Daryl's car. While
convalescing, Sheree and Daryl fall in love with one
another. Deleigh forbids the two to see one another.
After a clandestine courtship they elope.
Sheree's new home is a back room in a tenement

house. Poverty is proving too much for her, and she
is ready for a reconciliation with her father, but he
has gone to Europe. After an unusually violent quar-
rel, Dal leaves her. She goes to live with Grand-
mother Brown, a neighbor, until after her baHy is

born. Jolee Day. Mrs. Brown's baby granddaughter,
becomes very dear to Sheree. who learns that she is

Marcia's child. Tolee's father sometimes visits her,
but never Marcia. One day. Sheree learns that Mrs.
Brown is her mother. Soon after, her father returns
from Europe, learns of her ill fortune, and comes to
take her home with him. Sheree refuses to go with-
out her mother. Jolee's father comes in upon the
Browns. Distraught with sorrow he tells them that
he has shot Marcia and Dal because he thought them
lovers. Sheree, in her fear for Daryl, realizes that she
loves him still, and prays for his recovery.
As soon as Daryl is able to walk again, he calls on

Sheree to explain that he had left her because he
had known that her father would take her out of the
poverty to which he had brought her, that he had
had to borrow money from Marcia, but that he had

never loved anyone but Sheree. Realizing that she
can never be happy without him, Sheree puts their

baby in his arms in token of her forgiveness. Mean-
while, Mrs. Brown is telling Deleigh of the misfor-
tunes that she has gone through since she left him.
Harry Spaddi, whom she had married two weeks after

her divorce, had been very cruel. When he was killed,

a year after their marriage, she was glad. She then
devoted herself to Marcia, "But," e.xclaims Charlotte,

"as usual, I made a mess of that too. I couldn't make
her see the unhappiness she was bound for in her way
of living." As Sheree and Dal are about to leave
the house they see Charlotte once more happy in

Deleigh's arms.

SINNERS CONFESS
J. Stanley Ross File No. 7214

AWAKING with a start, Larry Lauson looks at

his watch, and realizes that he has fallen asleep
during his vigil at the bedside of the dying

deacon. Holding tlie lamp over the man, Larry is

shocked to find him dead. What has happened to

Buddy Nelson, his pal, who was to relieve him?
Worried, he reports to the preacher. Shortly after,

Larry is accused of having stolen the church money
which was in the safe -keeping of the deacon. Cir-

cumstantial evidence against him, Larry protests his

innocence and leaves the town, angry and puzzled at

the frame-up. Eager for work he travels to the next
town where, in the tavern, he meets a man looking
for an expert cattle hand. He takes the job, but in

a feverish gold rush, he stakes claims and does some
prospecting. Discovering somie gold dust on his

horse's nose, Larry follows Rex and comes upon a
rich stream. Having lost all contact with home and
trying to forget the girl who would not marry a
'thief, Larry becomes obsessed with the craze for

gold. With adoring eyes, he sifts the gold, a veri-

table Midas in his desire. Working the claim every
day, hoarding his money and bestowing affection on
his beloved Rex, Larry lives a comfortable hermit's
life on a ranch all his own.
Larry's next-door neighbor, however, is extremely

sociable. Many are the parties under his roof. Wil-
son's sons are often in debt and in order to get money,
steal it from the shipment money for their father's
cattle. Henry Wilson, because of his secret marriage,
has to pay his brother 'hush' money for fear that he'll

tell. That would never do since he is engaged to

marry another girl, more to his father's choosing.
Enraged by gambling losses, Andy starts out one
wintry evening, determined to get money. Where
and how, he does not care. He passes near Larry's
home and decides to search for some of the miser's
wealth. Under a loose board in the kitchen, he finds

two bags of gold. Stealthily, money bags in hand,
he creeps to the stable, saddles Rex and rides off into
the blinding snowstorm. Larry enters, arms loaded
with winter supplies. Thinking of Rex. he approaches
the stable and is surprised to find no Rex, Alarmed,
he also discovers the disappearance of his gold. In
deep despair, Larry sits the whole day in front of the
fire, staring into the leaping flames. Suddenly he
hears a familiar whinnying noise . , . Yes . . . Rex re-
turns, wet and cold. After having fed him, Larry
closes the barn door and is aroused by the wailing of

a baby. Rushing out into the storm, Larry finds a
mother and her baby almost covered by a snow-drift.
The mother dies and Larry decides to rear the child.
not realizing that it is the daughter of Henry Wilson
by his s§<:ret marriage. At the funeral, however,
stands Henry pensively. If he recognizes his wife,
it means the end of his engagement to Nancy, whom
he has been courting for two years. He remains si-

lent, glad to know that the child will be taken care
of. Gloria, the orphan, thrives under Larry's father-
ly care. A beautiful golden-haired girl^ she attends
a school where she meets Gary Miller, who lives on
the next ranch. They fall deeply in love and as Larry
sees them ride down the road, it reminds him of his
happy days with Dolly. With downcast heart he
dreams of the lovely home life he may have had,
cheerful with children of his own . . . Hopefully, Gary
asks Gloria to marry him. She promises provided
that her father live with them. He has been so much
to her that she cannot leave him now. As Larry is

gazing through the open door, he hears a noise.
Gary enters with the news that the railroad company
has found, in an old mine shaft, the skeleton of a
man and two leather bags of gold. Larry identifies
the bags, and the mystery of the disappearance of
his gold and of Andy Wilson is solved. With the un-
just accusation of early youth preying on his mind,
Larry leaves the ranch in the care of Gary and re-
turns to his old home town. There he learns that
his 'pal'. Bud Nelson, has confessed his guilt and
committed suicide. His conscience eased, Larry ar-
rives on the ranch only to find Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
eager to see him. After apologizing for his brother's
crime, Henry reveals his secret and offers Gloria a
home with them, continuing her education and en-
tertaining society. With a polite refusal, Gloria de-
cides to remain with the father she has known. It is

a l*-ight and glorious morning when the two lovers,
hand in hand, walk up the rose-bordered path leading
to the Justice of the Peace. Thev pause on the thres-
hold of the cottage, on the threshold of their life, look
into each others eyes, and despite Larry's presence,
are lost in a deep embrace.

LOVE BY REQUEST
Alice Hamilton File No. 7226

CHATTERING excitedly about their sight-seeing
tour of the \'eteran's Hospital, the four young
girls agree that Nurse Manning is quite the most

charming person they have ever seen. It is Ann.
however, who having received an invitation to visit
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the apartment of the wealthy Miss Manning who hves

alone, nearby, gets a truly brilliant inspirat.on.

"You see," she explains gravely to the other girls,

"she looks lonely. She ought to be married instead

of working every day among battle-scarred veterans.

She needs a husband and we're- going to help her

find one." And the romantic, irresponsible quartette

puts its young heads together and sends a letter, in

Miss Manning's name to the "Get Acquainted sec-

tion of a magazine. ,, . , .

A short time later, Helen Manning is amazed to

find a letter from one Sidney Kent stating that he

is writing in reply to her charming letter and asking

how it is that she, obviously an educated and sensi-

tive young woman would write to strangers. Believ-

ing at first that it has somehow come to the wrong

Helen Manning, the young nurse finds no solution to

the matter and lets it rest, although the tone of the

letter almost tempts her to reply. A short time

later, Helen is busy in one of the emergency wards

when a visitor is brought to a patient. Helen starts

as her eye catches the tall grey-eyed newcomer and

is not unaware that he has taken a sharp glance

when an interne greets her by name. But Sidney

Kent assures himself that this Miss Manning cannot

be the one who once wrote to a "Get Acquainted col-

umn. Although Sidney Kent's visits are frequent it

is weeks before he again sees the beautiful young

nurse It is in the Hospital lobby, and Helen com-

ing down late has missed her bus. Waiting for an-

other, she is introduced by another nurse to Sidney

Kent and accepts his ofTer to drive her home. Talk-

ing about her work and how much she loves it,

Helen finds herself growing indignant, telling herself

it is ridiculous to be feeling this way about Sidney

Kent—Sidney Kent—a man who would write letters

to a strange woman! But rationaUzation is power-

less before a predestined love and although Helen re-

fuses to go to dinner and the theater with Kent, she

invites him to her apartment for tea. Her enthusias-

tic comments on Kent's invalid friend, Colonel Drake

who has a sprained knee from being thrown by his

horse, gradually awakens a feeling of jealousy m Sid-

ney which he cannot shake oft. A week later, visit-

ing Drake, more frequently than their friendship ex-

acts, he flushes as he observes the spirited conversa-

tion which he has interrupted between Drake and the

nurse, but she gaily explains that she has been urging

the Colonel not to sell the horse. Leaving the room

with a smile for Kent, Helen becomes the subject of

Sidney's inquiries. Boldly he questions his friend

about' his feelings for the pretty nurse and receives the

response that all her patients are in love with Miss

Manning, but there seems to be another man m her

life. The entrance of an orderly curtails the con-

versation. Meanwhile Helen rereads the letter and

grows more puzzled. A visit from quaking little

Ann, however, reveals the plot to provide the nurse

with a husband, and she laughs away the girl's mis-

givings. But why Sidney Kent?
Drake, meanwhile, has noticed the electrical tension

between the pair and one day tells Sidney that from

the viewpoint of an impartial observer, Kent would

seem to have a fairly good chance with the woman he

loves And this, after Kent's explanation that he

had chanced to see the "Get Acquainted" letter while

acting as editor, seems to be true.

THE CASTE BARRIER

Ruth Hogue File No. 7231

FROM the moment that Jack Bradham sees Ann
Boyd, the hopes of his mother and the Blairs are

doomed to failure, for the young nobleman falls m
love with the poor relation of the Blairs at first sight.

And Ann, seeing Mildred's eyes following .Tack real-

izes that her coming has spoiled her cousin's chances

of winning the man she loves. Knowing only too

well that Jack's mother has always expected her son

to marry Mildred, Ann refuses to bring unhappiness

to so many lives and she declines Jack's proposal of

marriage. When, too, Ann gets a telegram telling

her that her mother is very ill, she leaves without

saying goodbye to Jack, who, blaming his m.other

leaves home and boards the next train for the West.

Home, Ann finds her mother dying and hears a

strange story. Her father had been one of the fabu-

lously wealthy Gladstones but had been disowned for

marrying her mother. As a result he had taken the

name of Boyd and struggled to make a Uving for his

wife and little Ann. The idyllic love had been cur-

tailed by his death, and now Ann is an orphan. With
the few dollars left by her mother Ann searches for

work Irving to forget Jack.
, ,

Meanwhile, Jack has gotten oK the train in an Ari-

zona town, and having tried to drown his love in li-

quor has been robbed and is thrown unconscious on

a deserted road. However, he is rescued by Fred

Gladstone who finds him feverish and delirious. Tended

by Gladstone who is an artist. Jack convalesces slow;-

ly. Although he is reticent about talking about his

past, Jack tells Gladstone who he is, and is advised

to return home. Once, in a sentimental mood, Fred

tells how as a boy, he had become estranged from his

familv for defending his older brother, disowned by

his family for marrying outside the pale. A hot spell

settles, and Jack's fever again rages. Fred is out,

and Jack gets out of bed and soon is wandering
across the desert. He loses his way and manages to

find shelter in a deserted hut. Fred finding him gone

. searches f.ir days, and at last, sadly writes to Lady
Bradham that lier sun .is probably dead.

In .\c-w York. Ann vainly searches for a position,

until a prospective employer seeing her. whistles and
taking out a newspaper shows the astonished girl that

the Gladstones have been conducting a long search

for her. Ann applies to the lawyer and learns that

her mother has written about her before her death,

and the Gladstone wealth, kept tor her, is now hers.

Taking her place in society, Ann invites Mildred, who
is engaged to a Count, having rapidly recovered from

her unrequited love for Jack, and Jack's mother, who
feels a new bond between herself and the girl her

vanished son loved, to a dinner party. While there.

Tack's mother receives Fred Gladstone's telegram

concerning Jack. Ann strives to conceal her anguish,

hut the name Gladstone sets her inquiring and she

learns enough to make her suspect that this is her

uncle. Accordingly she takes a train West to inquire

about Jack. She sends a telegram ahead but it

isn't read because it arrives at the same time as Jack,

who has been found alive in the hut. When Ann
comes, therefore, she meets not only her newly dis-

covered uncle but a very much alive Jack!

JEALOUS MOTHERS
In \ B. Hofius File No. 716S

NEIGHBORS in a suburban town the Pollers and

the Quinns invariably come to an impasse when
the topic of conversation turns upon the compara-

tive merit of children and dogs. To others the an-

swer to that may seem fairly obvious but the Pollers,

with alarming assurance point out that a dog is a

more faithful friend than any man can be—no per-

sonal considerations constrict the extent of his sacri-

fices; and as for children—after accepting everything

their parents can do for them, they grow up and away.

All of which may have grown out of the fact that

while the Quinns have two darling children, the Pol-

lers lavish all their ai=Eection on a red chow, Bonnie.

Thus it was until one day Mr. Poller making a fire

to burn some dead grass, discovers that the wind has

raised the flames out of his control. Cars on the

highway, thinking the woods are on fire come to the

spot, but within an hour or two they are assured that

it is entirely extinguished. The occupant of one of the

cars remains speaking to Mr. Poller for a while, and

leaves his car parked in the middle of the road.

Meanwhile, Mr. Quinn hurrying to the drugstore to

fill a prescription for one of his children, swerves to

avoid the parked car, and a pitiful yelp informs hira

that he has run over Bonnie who had been lying be-

side the car. Concerned he nevertheless waits only

long enough to see the dog limp into the house and
grateful that it is not killed goes on for the medicine.

On the way back, he finds a furious Mr. Poller who
cries after him, that hurting a dog is no different

from hurting a child. Mr. Quinn tries to placate him,

but finally annoyed exclaims, "I'll show you if hurt-

ing a child is the same as hurting a dog!" when his

neighbor threatens to show him how it feels.

Bonnie soon recovers and again rushes at the Pol-

lers with her old sportive gaiety. And again, the

Pollers boast far and wide about their chow. In a

cross fence conversation with Mrs. Quinn, Mrs. Pol-

ler says that if she were left a fortune she would

raise dogs, and Mrs. Quinn pooh-poohs the idea say-

ing it would be far better to take care of orphans

with her imaginary funds. One diiificulty the Pol-

lers have is keeping off Bonnie's admirers. .So ser-

iouslv do the Pollers take their problem, that they ac-

tually shoot the stray dogs who try night after night

to persuade Bonnie to come off with them. On the

score of Bonnie's purity they are ruthless. One day

two hunters followed by a lean striped hound pass

across the field. The dog, catching sight of Bonnie

stops for a chat and his suit evidently having been

successful, Bonnie joins him for a trot into the east

woods. Mrs. Poller excitedly tries to call Bonnie

back, to chase off her suitor, but the canine pair are

quite oblivious and continue along the path. Seizing

her husband's rifle, Mrs. Poller shoots and the hound
utters scream after scream as his leg is broken. Mr.
Poller snatches the gun, and seeing the dogs pitiful

state kills it. That night, the huntsmen search for

their dog and finding it dead bring Mr. Poller to

court. Found guilty^ the Pollers have to pay one

hundred dollars and court charges. Disgruntled, Mr.
Poller turns away, and Mr. Quinn, lighting his pipe,

drawls, "Well, neighbor, it's a light penalty anyhow.
If it had been a child, you'd sho' nuff have got the

BROKEN VOWS
Zygmond Dempsey File No. 7159

WHEN pretty, spoiled Josie Dempsey marries
the handsome Captain John Shara and moves
to Montana, she finds life in the little mining

town devoid of the glamour to which she has been
accustomed in the city. Vivacious and eager for life,

Josie was bound to get into trouble; especially since

John was often away from home until far into the

night. Returning from the mine early one morning,
he discovers the bulb of the bedroom light still

warm. Hurt and wondering, he climbs into bed.

Josie stirs and with a sleepy sigh wafts toward him
the odor of liquor. Hurt, his mind poisoned with sus-

picion, John realizes he cannot watch his wife's actions

but when the incident is repeated and she makes no
effort to avoid his questions, he decides to take her

home where she will be under the influence of her
family.

Josie's flightiness continues, bringing only grief

and utfiiappiness to John. Through her indiscretions

he finds every venture ending in failure. Finally

John decides to buy a ranch and asks his brother and
father to live with him and help with the work.
Everything goes smoothly until Josie starts giving

parties and the boys find themselves morose and run-
ning into debt. Just at this time, they are visited by
friends of Josie's father—a Mr. Dempsey arid his

daughter Stella. Josie resents the girl's presence and
bitterly accuses John of flirting with her. Trouble

seems imminent and Josie, restless and dissatisfied,

leaves the ranch. Felix, her brother, trails her and
discovers she is living with another man. He breaks
into the apartment and after beating the man he finds

there, forces Josie to return with him to the ranch.

josie, furious with her brother for interfering, hurls

a bottle of acid at him temporarily blinding the bo\-.

Upon Felix's return, John sick at heart takes Fe-

lix's advice and takes action for a divorce and plans

to leave the ranch with all its bitter memories.
He and Feli.x traveling about the country meet

Stella Dempsey and before many moons pass John
realizes in Stella all those things he found lacking

in Josie who has become penitent and begs him to

take her back. He refuses her and, frustrated for

the last time in her life, she takes a death ride over

a treacherous cliff. News of the tragedy reaches

Tohn on his wedding day and he feels, more than ever,

"that the hfe ahead of him with Stella will hold all

the love, devotion and happiness that he has been so

far denied.

WILY SLEUTHS
John Griffin File No. 7151

SANDY and Dandy are in their office, and as they
finish counting the day's receipts from their

taxi cab, the latter reads aloud from a newspaper
the caption under the picture of Scarface Haley,
"$10,000 reward for the capture of daring robber!"
Whereupon, Sandy, his eyes popping, excitedly cries

that that's the last fare he had to-day. .Getting into

each other's way in their haste, the pair proceed to

rush to the spot where Sandy left off his passenger.

The Ford begins to snort and rattle, and Dandy drives

behind a big gas truck. The best remedy for a car

out of gas is—gas, and the best gas is—free gas!
Accordingly, Sandy hooks the dragging chain over
the axle of the Ford and passes the hose back to

Dandy who makes a "contact". Gassed, they speed
through traffic, but Dandy soon finds that his brakes

will not hold. Zigzagging until they come to a bridge,

the Ford creeps to the very brink, the front wheels
drop over, and—the car stops! Cautiously getting

out, afraid that at the slightest jar the car will drop

over into the water, Sandy and Dandy eventuaUy
manage to geet their whole car on terra firma again.

At the address at which Scarface had been left off,

they park their cab, and hurry upstairs into a dark
hall. Dandy steps on a small rubber doll which
whistles awakening a big dog which jumps out of a
tub, dragging his sleeping place with him. Sandy
runs downstairs, but Dandy falls into the tub which
bounces noisily and uncomfortably down the steps.

By this time Sandy has rounded the corner and hur-

dled a board fence. The dog goes through a hole in

the fence, and Dandy, unthinkingly is about to follow,

when his tub blocks the way. By this time the ban-
dit has heard the confusion and thinking the police

are upon him, steals the Ford. Not to be outdone,
the boys command a tandem bicycle which is on dis-

play at a nearby store. On a hill, the chain comes off.

The pursuit continues through a narrow alley and
into a street where a delivery truck wedges itself

between the bandit and the boys. The truck parks
and a man carrying a long board on his head talks

to the truck driver. Sandy and Dandy wait impa-
tiently but just then a newspaper whirled by the

wind, flies into Sandy's face and he steers the bicycle

into the end of the board which acts like a child's

teeter-tooter. Meanwhile, before Sandy can clear

himself of the paper he has steered into a team of

horses, which frightened, jerk free of their driver.

However, Dandy retrieves the short lines and he and
Sandy ride between the galloping horses. They come,
thus, upon the Ford, which has stopped at that mo-
ment before a fire hydrant. The bandit, after dis-

covering that the car won't go any farther, prepares
to jump out, but the boys reach him first, and when
he comes to. Dandy is sitting on him in front and
steering the Ford while Sandy astride the engine-
hood, IS driving the team to a police station. The
bandit groans and begins to show signs of belligerency

but when he sees the way the balky Ford is being
moved, he throws up his arms and relapses into un-
consciousness again, it being evidently too much for

him. Nearing the police station. Dandy starts to

brag to Sandy about how brave and strong he is.

Suddenly a tire explodes and when last seen. Dandy
is running at top speed while Sandy is running after

him calling, "Dandy^ the reward, the reward!"

THE BELFRY MURDER
Walter W. Penrose File No. 7194

IN
the twilight dusk, strolling alone through the

park, Allan Anderson emerges in front of the Gill

home. Opening a httle gate he enters a garden
surrounded by shrubs. A low whistle brings Edna
Gill running to the eager arms of Allan. Clasped in

each others arms, they sink down upon the soft grass
beneath the trees. Enslaved by a hasty marriage to

Roy Gill, an ailing invalid, in the last stages of life,

Edna joyfully encourages her lover. The doctors say
that Roy is failing fast and when he is gone she will

he free to marry Allan. Her only worry is that her
beauty may fade before that of Anna Warren, a

beautiful organist, her rival who bears a strange
resemblance to Edna. Standing in the pulpit of the
old Central Church, recently purchased by the Lodge.
George Meredith. Grand Ruler of the Knights of

Python, addresses the throng. A thrilling dedication
—dazzling regalia, banners and flags floating—Seated
at the organ, sending its rich mellow tones echoing
through the chamber, is the beautiful Anna Warren.
As she descends the steps of the old church, Allan,
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hat ill hand, congratulates himself that he is right

on time to escort such a charming maiden home.

A regular session of the Knights of Python—George
Meredith is reading the closing prayer. The members
file out and at the request of Meredith, Anna steps

into the music room to select the music for the next

meeting. Suddenly the lights are snapped off .. .

On the verandah of the Gill home, Edna and Allan

are swinging happily in the hammock, the pale light

of a full moon shining full upon them. Glancing at

his watch, Allan jumps up. It is past two o ctock,

he must go home. Loathe to let him go, Edna says

he may stay until morning, and Allan nestles back

comfortably. Extra! Extra! Screeching headlines

report the disappearance of Anna Warren. A city-

wide search is begun, police, boy scouts are eager to

help. Marching along with his scout troop one day.

Jack Bright has a hunch. As he passes the old Cen-

tral Church, he tries the door and finds it locked.

ITndaunted, he climbs the precarious ledges of the

building, finally reaching the corner of the belfry

tower. Pulling himself up, he peers into the dusty

window. He veils down to the others to break in the
'

door. Anna Warren is found, brutally murdered!

On the testimony of the. janitor who claims he saw,

on that memorable evening Anna accompanied by

Allan walking towards the church, Allan is taken into

custody and tried for murder. Unwilling to compli-

cate Edna, Allan refuses to furnish an alibi or any

proof of his whereabouts that evening. The jury re-

turns with a verdict of 'guilty' and Allan is sen-

tenced to die. Comforted by the hope that Gill s

death will soon free his tongue, Allan seems calm and

collected, to the admiration of the other prisoners.

Another session of the Knights is in order. Meredith

presiding. During the closing prayer, oiTered to the

passing of an exalted member, Roy Gill, the room is

plunged into immediate darkness. Coming from the

organ loft, arm extended rigidly, forefinger pointing

directly at Meredith glides the ghost of Anna Warren.

Terrified to insanity by this phosphorescent apparition,

George Meredith confesses his guilt. Before the

Lodge he describes the assault followed by brutal

murder to conceal his sin. The light switches on.

There stands Mrs. Gill. With the aid of her un-

canny resemblance to the murdered girl, she has

wrung the confession from the guilty party. A .re-

trial frees the innocent Allan and convicts Meredith.

With a happy smile on his face, the warden swings

wide the gates of the penitentiary. With the gates

clanging shut behind them, Allan and Edna stroll

hand in hand on the road to matrimony, stopping for

a kiss, and bidding a final farewell to sorrow.

COLLEGE HERO
Henry Ne File No. 7305

OLDEST son of a poor family, Henry's ambition

has long been to finish his education at State

College. Financial difficulties, however, restrain

him, and while he plods away as a teller in the

local bank, he becomes fired with the notion that if

he doesn't go—soon, he will never be able to. Ac-

cordingly, he plans to leave his position, but his

family protest at being deprived of the support they

have been accustomed to. However, the question is

solved that afternoon for as Henry comes abreast a

foreign-made car whose chauffeur is fixing a tire, the

owner gets in and rides oS dropping a wallet con-

taining legal papers and a considerable sum of money.

Henry tries to stop the car but it has gone ofT, and
realizing that the Mr. Brown will probably be upset

by his loss, Henry rides into town and returns the

valuable contents of the wallet. Brown offers to re-

ward Henry, and as his oiifer is refused becomes in-

terested in the serious lad. When he learns about his

collegiate ambitions, Mr. Brown offers Henry a po-

sition which will enable him to work without inter-

fering with his classes.

Arrived at State, Henry is overwhelmed by the

new life. Handsome, powerful in build, he is ap-

proached by several fraternity scouts, but it soon be-

comes evident to them that the newcomer is not

wealthy and he is quickly dropped. Trying to con-

ceal his hurt at the unsolicited rushing and the rude

manner in which he is left as his financial position

is made clear, Henry goes on to his classes but not

without a backward look at a girl surrounded by a

gay crowd. The next few weeks are busy ones and
then Henry is seen watching the football practice by
the coach. Disgusted with his new material, the

coach looks at Henry, and urges him gruffly to come
out for practice. Henry hesitates but out on the

field, he is grabbed by the coach and almost em-
braced as he cuts across the field for a run. Trained.

Henry becomes the hope of State. After the first few
games, Henry becomes a well-known figure on the

campus but the rigor of training together with the

demands of his position which he retains despite his

other activities, gets the lad out of the social swim.
He is. however, induced to attend the Football formal
and there he meets the girl he has seen and admired
at the station the first day. Dancing with her, and
later, telling her she is different from any girl he has
ever known, Henry incurs the fury of Ted Rane, who,
head of the house that disdained Henry for admission
to their sacred portals, and contender for the same
berth on the football team, is thoroughly disgruntled
by the latest development of having Peggy stolen

from him by the hick. Resorting to a childish stunt,

therefore, Ted has Henry summoned to another town
by a faked telegram supposed to have been sent by
Peggy in distress, and thus it is that Henry is far
away when the whistle blows for the opening of the
biggest football game of the season. The coach swears,
the alums protest and tHe under-graduates are at a
loss, but the star player is nowhere about, and no-
body, well hardly anybody knows where he is. By

hitching, by motorcycling, Henry gets back, but the

infuriated coach almost keeps him out of the game
anyway to punish him, only permitting him to go in,

when State is losing. Henry turns the tide and wins

Peggy 1

THE YACHTING PARTY
F. Stephens File No. 7269

RUSHING back into the office of Conway Farnol.
employer-architect, Ralph Collins declares his

love to Ellen, Farnol's private secretary. Ellen

sits erect, trying to regain her composure after this

sudden proposal. Before she can say a word the buz-

zer summons her to Farnol's desk. Ellen's father

has been an architect and has started Farnol in busi-

ness. Therefore at his death, Farnol, feeling a keen
responsibility for the welfare of Ellen and her mother,
has employed the pretty Ellen. Complimenting her
upon her work, he asks if it will be possible for her

to work with him on his yacht. All the various angles

of this request flash through Ellen's mind. Disre-

garding what people will say, and what Ralph, (who
also is an architect, but in the employ of Farnol) will

say. Ellen mindful of her finances accepts. Ralph
warns her to be careful and to realize that employers
don't usually marry their secretaries.

With the wind blowing through her hair. Ellen

stands on the deck dreaming that the yacht is hers.

She doesn't seem to care that none of the guests
have received her with anything but disdain. Never-
theless, she works hard and keeps aloof. While walk-
ing down the gangway, she overhears Elsa, who has
been trying to occupy all of Farnol's time, say biting-

ly that married men had better not think that they

can leave their wives and play with little beauties

like Ellen. With artful suggestion she mentions to

her bald-headed companion that Ellen's room is right

next to his. Enraged, tears springing to her eyes,

Ellen dashes to her room. Suddenly she hears foot-

steps and before the owner can knock she pulls open
the door and stares into the face of the bald-headed
man. Letting loose a tirade of angry words, Ellen

beats him with her tiny fists. Just then Elsa appears

on the scene and with a knowing smile, observes her
rumpled hair and tearful face. Comprehending the

significance of that smile. Ellen could have slain her

on the spot! She is beginning to love her employer
and hopes that this incident doesn't get to him until

he understands.
Ardently in love. Ralph asks Ellen to wait three

years for him. She hesitates . . . she is thinking of

the nights spent working in the ofiice and the happy
dinners she has enjoyed in the company of her boss.

Vexed by her refusal, Ralph tries to persuade her to

stop working late but to no avail. One day, as Ralph
and Ellen are quarreling violently about the return
of a bag, a gift from Farnol, a caller arrives. Ralph
picks ue_ the bag and hands it to Farnol, cautioning
him not to give such gifts to Ellen again. Flushed
with anger, Farnol takes it sorry to have interfered

with an engaged couple, but denying Ralph's state-

ment that the plans for a certain building were all

his work, and orders him to the office in the morning
with the proofs. Sauntering into the office, Elsa is

surprised to find that Ellen is still in Farnol's em-
ploy. With hopes of having her fired, she reminds
him of the incident on the yacht, which Farnol re-

fuses to believe. Relieved by his confidence, Ellen

ventures an explanation to which he doesn't care to

listen. But someone else does! An outraged figure

stands in the doorway . . . Ralph Collins. With a

sneering insinuation that maybe Farnol has been the

man in the case, he throws the proofs upon the desk.
With the ruthless, stern composure of a business ex-

ecutive, Farnol goes over the plans and accuses Ralph
of changing the date on them, with the written proof

as evidence. Abashed, Ralph listens to the directions

to call for his pay and leave. Feeling sorry for Ralph.
Ellen turns to Conway who with a happy cry draws
her close, confessing his devotion but he had wanted
to show her Ralph's true colors first. Cuddled in his

encircling arms, Ellen raises her lips to his, a true

love born out of a thoughtful friendship.

INTERNE
Norman Hays Menefee File No. 7267

UNMINDFUL of the crowds of people that disturb
the peaceful beauty of the parks on a Sunday af-

ternoon, David clasps the dainty hand of Louise
while he whispers sweet nothings in her ear. With
eager heart he tells his widowed mother of his great
love and his wish to marry the beautiful Louise, the

idol of his dreams. Mrs. Burton, however, has other
plans for him. Despite her failing health, she has
sacrificed everything to give him an education and
wants him to continue at college so that he become a
great doctor. Realizing his mother's fond hopes,
David agrees to forego the idea of marriage until his

career is settled. Gently, his mother tells him that
she has been offered a large sum of money for her
body. Unable to determine the cause of her illness,

a specialist has asked that she submit herself for

the cause of medical science. In this way she will

help other cases of similar affliction. Although David
foresees the benefit of this plan, he stubbornly re-

fuses to let his mother be experimented upon. How-
ever, when David returns for his last year at college,

Mrs. Burton accepts the opportunity witTi the provision
that her son never be told.

A year at Medical School passes very quickly.
David makes the acquaintance of a great specialist.

Dr. Van, who professes much interest in the promis-
ing student and ofTers him summer employment as an

interne. Overjoyed, he writes Tiome and enthusiastic-
ally relates his plans. Only another year of work
and he will he a real doctor. The time draws near for

his final examinations and his final autopsy. In-
wardly nervous, he writes encouraging letters to his
mother and to his sweetheart, and with a final post-
script assures them that he will soon be home. Mrs.
Burton never reads the letter. Three days before its

arrival, she is taken seriously ill and dies. Unaware
of his mother's death, David strides eagerly along the
college campus, making his way to the medical build-
ing. Clad in the white cap and apron, he is ready
ten minutes too early. Weary minutes of waiting prey
on his mind and he hopes that he'll prove successful
in this last autopsy. How happy his mother will be
when she can call her son ... Dr. Burton. His face
relaxes into a smile as he pictures his mother's great
joy. Ready . . . the examining doctors file into the
operating room, internes wheel in the lifeless corpse
on which the autopsy is to be performed. In the
deadly silence, so essential to maintain firm and
steady hands, David hears his name called. Pulling
the sheet down from the face to the waist, David
staggers back with a gasp . . . His mother! In a
flash, he understands how his mother obtained the
money to send him through. He must not lose his
nerve now! Bracing himself, he makes the incision
and attributes the cause of death to leakage of the
heart. L'^nable to stand the torture any longer, David
begs to be excused. In the hall he meets Dr. Van
who remarks upon his pallor but David walks off.

Entering the operating room Dr. Van sees the cause
for David's action, and explains to the doctors that
he had not meant the body for student experimenta-
tion. His head buried in a book. David is interrupted
by the entrance of Dr. Van who explains the situa-
tion and urges him to forge ahead for his mother's
sake. As one of Dr. Van's chief rivals, David con-
siders himself well -enough established to marry and
sends for Louise. With the sun in her heart, Louise
hastens down from the train and rushes right into the
waiting arms of David, who with a quick kiss and a
tight hug, bundles her into the car. They're ofT to
the minister's!

TRIVIAL THINGS
Anita Boisclair File No. 7250

HER face pressed against the train window. Gale
Prentis strains her eyes to catch a last glimpse
of her girl friend. May Thorpe, who has come to

see her off on this wild errand. The previous Sunday,
having read an advertisement for a young woman of
education and refinement, good-looking and tall. Gale
has made an appointment for an interview. Arriving
at the little station in the Connecticut country, she
is met by a chauffered limousine. A short drive and
she is ushered into the study of Donald Mackenson, a
handsome young man with serious grey eves. Stat-
ing the case plainly, he tells her that he wants to
marry her. For the sum of twenty-five thousand dol-
lars she will have to be his wife for two months after
which time he will secure a quiet divorce. Astounded
at this offer. Gale doubts the outcome. But upon be-
ing assured by Donald that she will be his wife in
name only, she agrees. After all she is a poor girl
and must support herself. Dressed in a blue traveling
suit, she makes a timid but beautiful bride as she is
married to Don in the city hall.

To New York on a honeymoon , . . Gale revels in
the thoughts of endless pleasures. They dine at the
fashionable Ritz where Gale, beautiful with excite-
ment, is the center of attraction. Don is proud to
have secured such a charming wife and watches her
with a growing affection. Well-known in the city,
Don introduces several of his wealthy friends to her.
They are extremely delighted and surprised to meet
his wife. At a table near them sit two exquisitely
gowned women, one a gorgeous blonde with flashing
diamond ear-rings. She seems to watch the couple
very intently. They approach the table, and with an
embarrassed flush, Don introduces the blonde as Li-
lieth Dearing. Wondering what the relation is be-
tween them. Gale acknowledges the introduction with
an engaging smile. Later, Lilieth's dark and hand-
some fiance, George Thair, joins the party. The lat-
ter asks Gale to dance and while they are so engaged.
T.ilieth and Don are holding an intimate conversation,
r.earning gradually that she has become his wife to
spite t.ilieth. Gale feels a pang of jealousy. She is

falling in love with her employer-husband.
Their last week-end in New York. They are invited

to Mrs. Armstrong's for a huge party. Don finds
himself vying for his wife's attention, and when he
gets a dance he holds her tightly, loathe to let her
go. With passionate love, George Thair proposes to
(iale, trying to convince her that Don is in love with
the gold-digger. Lilieth. Gale refuses. Realizing that
Lilieth has only been after his money, and when he is

supposed to have lost it, her interest wanes. Don
hopes he can win the love of this charming girl wdio
is known as his wife. Perhaps she loves him a little.

He recalls that one day, after he has been with Lilieth.
he had found her asleep in the big armchair, wet
with tears. Why had she been crying? He considers
that she should be very happ.v wi'th fine clothes, and
well-to-do companions. In the garden of the Arm-
strong mansion. Don listens absently to Lilieth's con-
fession of her love. His mind is absorbed with thoughts
of his wife, and he hurriedly leaves the beauteous Li-
lieth to herself. Finding his wife he asks if it isn't
time to go home now. She agrees and he waits im-
patiently while she goes for her wraps. Leaning back
in the comfortable lu.xury of the softly-riding limou-
sine. Gale closes her eyes in deep appreciation of the
two weeks of happiness that she has enjoyed. \Vith a
tender kiss, Don awakens her from her dreaming, and
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declares his love for her, hoping with all his heart

that she will become his true wife. Her heart beating

rapidlv. her lips saying yes. Gale is crushed in the

arms of a loving sweetheart-husband.

THE WAGER
Jewett B. Goff File No. 7242

TWO more divergent dispositions than Ralph's

and Bill's could hardly be imagined. Brothers,

both had inherited fortunes from their father, but

within a few months, Ralph had squandered his.

Realizing that his mother's health is seriously suffer-

ing from worry over irresponsible Ralph, Bill, steady

and thrifty, having run his share of the inheritance

up to many times its original sum in a short time by

shrewd investments and business methods tries in

every way to get Ralph to settle. But happy-go-

lucky, wil'd-oat-sowing, Ralph has already been some-

what pulled up bv his doctor's information that he

has contracted T. ' B. Ralph's one companion is Jim
who is not unlike Bill's scapegrace brother. One day,

Bill, his face covered by a hot towel in a barber shop,

hears Jim boasting about how much he loves the

woods and a carefree life. Bill gets up and m front

of all Jim's friends offers to wager that Jim can not

remain on a piece of Bill's land for two years. Ralph,

standing by, urges his friend to ask how much his

brother will bet. Bill answers that he will give Jim
two thousand dollars and all expenses if he will for

that length of time stay away from liquor and having

no female visitors, will not, unless in need of medical

attention, leave the circumscribed area. There is only

one further stipulation, he must keep Ralph with him.

And Ralph is, for his part, to receive the plantation

and a sum in excess of two thousand dollars—if he ad-

heres to the contract. With a wink to the assembled

idlers. Bill walks out, leaving Jim and Ralph to the

excited discussions of the interested men. The next

dav, Jim calls at Bill's house to see if he really meant
it 'and whv. Learning that it is just a plan to save

Ralph from his dissipations, he agrees to take it on.

reminding Ralph constantly that his brother does not

believe he is man enough to go through with it. And
thus they start out. Many times Ralph wants to turn

back only to remain at the reminder that he is winning

something from his brother. One night, Ralph doesn't

come back and Tim thinks he has run away, but in-

quiring at the home of his nearest neighbor, Scott,

he learns that one of Scott's daughters thought she

heard cries during the night. Investigating, Jim dis-

covers that Ralph has fallen into a well and would have
perished down there. Pretty Helen Scott, a nurse-in-

training, visiting her father, insists on tending Ralph

and he falls in love with her. All goes well for a

while, until Bill arrives and learning of Ralph's in-

terest in Scott's daughter he raises a fuss, threatening

to break the contract. He had not figured on this.

But for once Jim isn't ready to help him, having fal-

len in love, himself, with Grace, Helen's sister, and

sympathizing deeply with his friend. Besides, what
harm is there in loving Helen even if she is poor?

"Thus Bill discovers that the contract is just as un-

breakable from his side as it is from Ralph's and

Ralph is urged to remain the two years which have

only a few months more to run so that the plantation

will be his. Ralph's health, meanwhile, is entirely im-

proved and at the expiration of the two years, he

marries Helen, and Jim. Grace; besides which they

have won the wager. Although, Bill and his mother
are prepared to reject Helen they soon capitulate and
Ralph inspired by his wile is soon emulating his broth

-

ith Jim as his partner.

THE REVENGE PHANTOM
Jack Miranda File No. 7240

SITTING at his desk busily engaged in writing a

letter, Julio is disturbed by the entrance of Hele-

na. Gently she reminds him that it is time for

his habitual walk with his other lover. Julio becomes
angry at her suggestiveness, but aroused by her ap-

parent jealousy, assures her that she is his only love

that he needs her by his side. Because they are not

married her assurance is doubtful. She realizes that he

is free to leave at any moment. Mario, confidential

friend of both, arrives at the apartment after Julio

has left. Noting a great change in Helena's appear-

ance, he hears the story told by Helena between
hysterical sobs. With a sinking heart she accepts his

advice to remain.
sent for days at a time. He
ise that he must visit with a

his absence, Fernado becomes
ing to comfort Helena in her
exquisite beauty that defies

Julio is frequently
apologizes with the e

doctor friend of his.

a constant visitor, se

loneliness.
tragedy, his sympathy changes gradually to

sionate love. As he is gently saying evil things of

Mario into her ears, she becomes restless, gets up and
walks over to the window overlooking the balcony.

Suddenly she screams ... A phantom appears, throws
a letter on the floor, and before Fernado can see him,
disappears. Hearing footsteps in the hall, she hurries

her caller out another way, and hastens to the front

door. Her pure ideas poisoned by Farnando's words,
she over-rides Julio's excuses with tales of his other

love. Without a word, he picks up Fernando's cigar-

ette case, forgotten in the_ hasty departure, wheels
lief Mario

vent
to his sympathetic ea

, confessing that thu
nando's attentions. An(
lover excites

tempts to attack her. In her struggle

, she sobbingly relates the

far she has not accepted
:her visit from the would-

extent that he at-

is suddenly aware of the protective presence of the

phantom who knifes Fernando, disposes of his body
and mysteriously disappears again.

Unable to forget her, Julio returns. Helena, hop-

ing to win him back, tells him everything. Sternly

he orders her to pack her things and leave, promising

to leave her alone while she packs. Thoughtfully she

begins . . . death will be better than living without

him . . . rushes to the bathroom, empties the contents

of a vial into a glass of water. As she raises the

glass to her lips, a firm hand smashes the glass on

the floor ... It is the phantom, who tells her she can't

commit suicide. To her query as to why he is so in-

terested in her welfare and who he is anyway, he

answers bv whipping off his mask. It is Julio, her

lover, who is her protector. Confessing that this is

all a plot to discover whether she is faithful to him,

he asks her forgiveness for the trickery. Her face

beaming with the newly regained happiness, she ac-

quiesces and sweeping her into his arms, Julio whis-

pers plans of their marriage on the morrow.

DEATH UNSEEN
Robert H. Whittle File No. 7238

HERBERT WHITINGTON does not long enjoy the

portion of his father's estate of which he has de-

frauded his brother, for a terrible tragedy falls

upon his family. One night, a black wolf kept crated

in the cellar for experimental purposes, gets loose

and attacks Herbert's wife who is about to give birth

to a second child. Aroused by his wife's screams, he

rushes to her and finding the creature hovering over

her, having just bitten her body, Herbert shoots the

dread animal. A drop of the dead animal's blood falls

on the unconscious woman and when her child is

born, to the horror of the doctor and its father, it is

a monstrosity. The mother dies before seeing it.

and Herbert decides to put it out of the way. How-
ever, his attempts are all foiled and finally he deter-

mines to hide it in a secret passage of the ancestral

home, keeping its existence a secret from all but the

butler.

^I'ears pass, and Herbert's daughter, Doretta, a

lovely young girl, is totally unaware of the fact that

she has a monster-brother. At a party, that she is

giving, however, the guests are startled by a strange
cry. Herbert pales, and goes into the cellar. When
he returns, Doretta notices a strange bruise on her
father's hand but he assures her it is the bite of

stray hounds who had gotten into the cellar. Again
at dinner one night, the strange. "Bal Hoo" sounds,

and the butler assures them it is the hounds again,

but Doretta is warned by her father to sleep with her

door bolted and the shutters drawn. At this time,

Doretta invites Bruce, whom she loves and whom her
father has asked her not to see, to her home. He
hears the weird cry but refuses to believe it is the

utterance of dogs. Herbert asks him never to see

his daughter again, but that night Herbert is found
by Bruce, dead. Accused of the murder, Bruce proves
that not only did he not shoot Doretta's father, but
that the man had been strangled. Later the butler

is found dead, murdered in the same way. Bruce
offers to help the detectives solve the murder, con-
necting it with the recurrent cries of "Bal Hoo" and
a glare of red eyes. Many times the monster is dis-

cerned as the lights go out, and later it is discovered
that the animal has been working the light switch.

Again and again Bruce escapes the clutching hand and
once Doretta is carried off and saved by the unloosed
dogs which harry the monster but slink off, terrified,

later. To prevent its escape fires are built around the

house, and Bruce and the detectives proceed to the

cellar where the monster lurks, certain at any mo-
ment that the thing will pounce. Bruce follows a

bloodstained trail and coming across the horror grap-
ples with it but the huge terror overpowers him. As
it turns, however, the detectives fire against its

chest and it topples over—dead at last! It is buried

hurriedly, and Bruce and Doretta leave the fateful

house where the thing had been fed and brought up
by her superstitious father and his butler.

TRAVELLING MAN
Sam C. Brissie File No. 7245

WITH a timid little rap on the door, Archibald
Artemus, graduate of the High-Pressure Sales-
manship School, intent on his first attempt,

awaits nervously the answer to his knock. Noting the
imposing diploma in his hand, Annie Hollis, vivacious
daughter of a well-to-do farmer, ushers him reverent-
ly into the parlor. Trying rather shamfacedly to hide
the sensational picture magazine that she has been
reading, Annie wonders if he minds. Sociably she in-

terrupts the deep, solemn silence with various re-

marks about the weather in a vain effort to enter-
tain him until her father arrives. She informs him
that Mr. Hollis didn't expect him until later. The
embarrassing situation is broken by Hiram Hollis'

appearance. Cordially he greets the new preacher,
and asks him his name. Assuring him that he is

only a salesman, Archibald receives a hearty slap on
the shoulder which nearly fells the fragile visitor.

However, the farmer humors him in what he calls a
little joke and asks him what he sells. He listens in-

tently to Archibald's recital of the values of the Dup-
lex burglar alarm, and laughs aloud when he realizes

that he has mistaken a salesman for the new preacher
that he is expecting. Agreeing to the merits of the
article, Hollis pulls out another alarm from his pocket.
He offers the triplex burglar alarm for sale. It has
more comfort, more safety and will go a long way.

especially if put on a houseboat! Archibald sinks

into his seat. Waving the alarm in front of him,
Hollis drops on his knees. In a supplicating voice,

he begs Archibald to consider the purchase as he is

now working his way through college by means of

these alarms. With sympathetic tears in his eyes,

Archibald draws a roll of bills from his pocket and
peels off a couple. The exchange is made and Archi-
bald, weak from his harrowing experience, staggers to

the door.

In the secrecy of his quiet bedroom, he broods over
the incident. An optimistic chum of his breaks the

spell . . . tells him he shouldn't let it get the best of

him. Encouraged, he grits his teeth, determined to

go back and show them! Revolving thoughts of an
impressive attack run wild in his mind. With forced

bravado, he knocks at the farmer's door. To his sur-

prise. Annie again opens the door. Well! He'll try

to sell his alarm to her then, He must regain his

self-respect at any cost! Apologizing for her father's

absence. Annie leads him into the parlor and gracious-

ly offers him a seat on the sofa. Sitting on the edge

he attempts to talk. There . . . Annie interrupts with

a suggestion that they play Little Red Riding Hood.
Sitting down next to him, she remarks upon his eyes,

and pulling him close to hen orders him to make love.

They're moderns so what does it matter if they hold

hands'? Away with the world, they have their own
life to live. He responds with a query as to what
his mother will think. That doesn't phase her but

she gives him a few days to reflect.

Lost ... he has lost to a mere slip of a girl! How
shall he ever attain success questions Archibald of

himself. The counsel of his room-mate is all false:

easily said but not done. Fagged out by the after-

noon's event. Archibald rests comfortably in the pri-

vacy of his room. Heavens, but that girl is foxy . . .

muses he, congratulating himself that he escaped with-

out marrying her. But little does he suspect the

extent of High Pressure Salesmanship, as revealed to

him by the Hollis family. Suddenly the room is in-

vaded by his mischievous tormenter of the afternoon.

Leaping upon him, she begs to know his answer and
before he can answer says she'll be very happy to be

his wife, and kisses him full on the mouth. Aston-
ished but finding keen enjoyment in her caresses,

Archibald forgets his proper breeding and smiles

broadly as he indulges in some more kisses.

MIXED DOUBLES

Mary Ellen Purdy File No. 7247

FOUR men in dinner clothes are sitting before the

blazing fire place of the well-appointed home of

John Francis Whiting, "youngest railroad presi-

dent of the country". John is a confirmed bachelor

and social functions bore him unutterably, but to-

night the talk turns upon a more intimate knowledge
of the unseen forces in business affairs and a better

understanding of the undercurrents. All the men
stand high in their respective professions, and Gibson
thoughtfully ventures that the only way to be ab-

solutely in touch with rumors is to be in the midst
of them, incognito. The discussion becomes involved

until one suggests that each month, one of the four

take a vacation and act as one of his own employees;
then report his findings to the group. Cards are cut

and the host ruefully acknowledges that he is to be,

the first experimenter.

Not far away in a Park Avenue apartment. Loraine
Coddington, educated abroad, wooed by a member of

a foreign nobility, shocks her parents with her pro-

test that she is becoming a stilted little nonenity

—

she is going to learn something about how the other

side lives! Accordingly, she receives the reluctant

consent of her parents to look for a job together with
Elise, an enthusiastic friend.

One tingling cold morning, John Whiting, known
as Peter O'Neill, in his working clothes, on his way
to the train yards, cannot resist an impulse to stand
among the pushing crowds in the station. Suddenly
jjushed against a magazine-candy stand, he knocks
over a candy jar, and reaching instinctively to catch

the glass, his hands collide with those of the girl

behind the counter who has started to do the same
thing. Thus starts Peter's friendship with Molly
Gilligan (Loraine Coddington) and although Peter has
formerly been wary about the possibility of recogni-

tion on his station, now he passes the magazine stand
frequently and in a hired cheap little car he takes

Mollie and her friend, "Aggie", to Playland. The
informality delights the trio to all of whom it is a
novelty and thoughts of the equivocality of each one's

position beset him constantly. Molly, refuses to see

Peter on Sundays since she visits her parents then^
and is visited by a desirable—to all but her—prince.
?Ier mother urges her to give up her silly experiment
and the following week the Coddingtons are giving a

ball in honor of Mrs. Coddington's titled sister from
England. Meanwhile, Peter, his month up, has de-

cided on the next Monday to reveal himself as a

Railroad president to Molly Gilligan. Today, however,
he is forced through business expediency to attend
Mr. Coddington's affair, since the host is one of the

directors of the Railroad. Gritting his teeth and plan-

ning to escape as soon as possible Peter, now John
again, drives up to the Coddington estate. Loraine
impatient with social theatricalities has left her place

in the receiving line and is in the garden wondering
if the difference in their spheres will make any dif-

ference to Peter's pride, when her father comes up
and introduces her to the man she loves—as himself.

To the amazement and amused satisfaction of the

director, his daughter and the president slip off to-

gether.
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THE AWFUL TRUTH

Elizabeth Haber File No. 7161

HEN Patricia Huttoii is orphaned at the ten-

der age of six, she is left in the care of her

mother's dearest friend, Carla Ross. After

completing high school. Pat enters the nursing school

where Carla is Supervisor and at the outbreak of the

war they enlist their services for Foreign Duty. The
Red Cross hospital to which they are assigned, sit-

uated just outside of Paris, is just within earshot of

the distant boom of giant guns. Nothing vanes then-

routine until the day that Pat, disregarding all orders,

remains on the battlefield with a wounded soldier.

Carla, picturing disaster and certain destruction for

her charge anxiously awaits the return of the ambu-
lance from its afternoon trip and, thankful that she

is safe and unharmed, forgets to deliver the repri-

mand she has prepared. "I couldn't leave him there

to die," Pat explained tearfully. After I discovered

he had an internal hemorrhage, I saw he was blind.

He was pretty bad when 1 found him and I knew
that if I waited perhaps there would be a chance of

bringing him back ... and I did!" Carla smiled as

she translated Pat's heroism into terms of love.

As the months pass, Kenneth Worthington slowly

recovers both the use of his body and his eyesight,

largely due to Pat's untiring efforts. Happy in their

love, thev make no attempt to delve into each other's

early life. Carla, however, knows that Kenneth is a

ineniber of that select group of society which marries

within itself, and tries to persuade Pat to hold her

emotions in check. Pat weighs the matter for several

days and finally realizes that Kenneth's parents no

doubt have arranged a marriage for him, and, in any

event, would no doubt resent her intrusion into their

family. A week later, Carla and Pat are transferred

to another hospital.

Hurt and bewildered at Pat's unexplained departure,

Kenneth makes plans to travel the width and breadth

of France to find her but upon his recovery finds he

must report back to duty immediately. Bitterly

courageous he finds his way to the front line trenches

and performs the most dangerous secret missions as-

signed to his Squadron. He'd fix them out there!

He'd give them a fight they'd never forget! At the

close of the war some six months later, he finds no
elation in the honorary citations awarded him for iin-

usual bravery and nothing matters except his re -union

with Pat whose whereabouts are still shrouded in

mystery. Weary and sick at heart, he finally decides

to return to America only to find Pat and Carla have
sailed on the same boat. With frenzied joy he tells

Pat of his love and begs her to marry him. With
her emotions in a turmoil, she agrees and the cere-

mony is performed en route. New York, however, is

not kind to them. The Worthington's refuse to ack-

nowledge Kenneth's marriage to a nurse and he be-

comes estranged from them—until the day he dashes

in front of a speeding truck. An operation on his

spine is the only thing that will save him from life-

long paralysis and Pat, torn between grief and worry,
wires her father-in-law who offers to finance the

operation on the condition that Pat leave her hus-
band. Kenneth's life means more to her than any-
thing else in the world and she sacrifices her happi-

ness lor his. Judge Hamilton, legal adviser of the

Worthington's, arranges for Pat's departure to a

distant city where her son is born.

Back in New York, the Worthingtons find that the

separation of Kenneth and Pat has led their son into

living fast and recklessly, culminating with his arrest

in connection with the murder of a dancer. Pat,

feeling the pangs of homesickness, returns home on
the day of Kenneth's trial. Finding a complete ac-

count of the incident in the newspapers, she rushes to

the courthouse with the real murderer's confession.

"I am a nurse, your Honor," she said, "and I gave
first aid to a seaman this morning who was dying from
having met with an accident on the wharf. There
was no Priest near and he confessed his crime to me.
I never dreamed that I would find my husband here!"
"Case dismissed!" "And now, Kenneth. 1 want you
to meet your son!"

SOLDIER'S SACRIFICE

Ralph Ghisell File No. 7208

THE gambling room of the Hotel Alastor is heavy
with smoke. Loud w^ords are heard, a shot rings
out, and with the deadly revolver still in his

hand, Ralph Rosery, a distinctive young man makes
a hurried exit through the window. He has been ac-

cused of cheating in a game of cards, and in his in-

toxicated condition, he draws his gun on his accuser.
Captain Gilbert Home. His action inexplicable, Ralph
hides in the woods, trying to decide which course to

take . . . shall he give himself up, or shall he try to
escape. Annie, his beloved sister, plans a method of

action. She attempts to see the Captain, who is

hovering between life and death. At the moment that
he is out of danger, she gains admittance to his room
and begs him to save her brother. Touched by her
story, and Annie's appearance as she had said she
would even give herself for the sake of her brother,
the Captain relates a different aspect of the story,
making the entire incident seem an accident. Having
vindicated her brother, Annie, though deeply in love
with a Henry Heartman, becomes affianced to the
Captain. War! Henry, a well-known aviator is enrolled
in a French hangar, just behind the front lines, ready
for service at a minute's notice. The call comes. His
air plane soars above the enemy but too late ... he
is outnumbered and is forced to land within the Ger-
-inan lines where he is taken a prisoner. Languishing
in- jail is not pleasant for Henry who thinks too much

about Annie. He ponders upon a plan ... 'The Cap-

tain is assigned to naval duty as soon as his wound
is sufficiently healed. Suddenly Henry's opportunity

comes. During a little social in the prison, Henry
sneaks out, steals one of the enemy planes and wingi

his way back. The alarm is given, the deafening

roar of motors fills the air . .
. 'i'railed by the Ger-

mans, and flying into the range of the British war-

ships in the enemy plane, Heartman is entrapped and

in avoiding the two fires must land in the North Sea.

There he is picked up by a submarine, which im-

mediately submerges under the fire of the German
aerial attack. The quick submersion has its dire

effects, and it is with indescribable pain that the

commander observes the impossibility of the sub-

tiiarine's ever reaching the surface a.Liaiii. S. O. S.

I'aptain Home hears the signal . . . Suliniarine help-

lessly submerged . . . Henry Heartman, renowned avi-

ator on board ... He stands there mute, motionless.

If he goes to the aid of Henry, he may lose Annie.

Annie pleads with him, again promising to he his

alone, if he will but save the submarine. A diver is

giving orders ... chain here! chain there! Pull!

And the huge submarine is gradually being pulled up.

Captain Home is on board the rescue ship, receiving

congratulations, alongside of Henry, also an acclaimed

hero. The Captain's sacrifice is almost unbelievable

to Henry, who pinches himself, assured that he's

dreaming. But no . . . Through the streets strewn with

flowers, ride the two heroes. Captain and Henry.
Chatting chummily, they hardly seem the same hate-

ful rivals to each other. The Captain is a bit more
serious and thoughtful, a cloud occasionally covering

up the usual sunny countenance. Waving from a

balcony, Annie greets both happily, her eyes filled

with pride for one and love for the other. Her fate

however has been decided long ago. With a hopeless

sigh she turns away. A messenger delivers a note

to Annie. Opening it, a smile gradually grows to a

happy laugh as she reads. The door bell rings . . .

Rushing to open the door, she runs into the arms of

Henry, who doesn't wait for her. Apologizing for his

unintended embrace, Annie happily shakes her head.

No apologies necessary now! And as Henry reads

the little note that the Captain has sent, he mentally

salutes the soldier who sacrificed his love for the

happiness of his beloved. Rejoicing in the new free-

dom, Henry and Annie frolic like two youngsters, and
with a kiss they steal a lifelong pact of service to

each other and the Captain.

DISILLUSIONED

THE MINISTER'S WIFE
William H. Rambo File No. 7203

THE dark, gloomy alley of Pemberton Street in-

vites Frank Pellets to a welcome refuge. Racing
from Mr. Halsgray of the smooth, cultured but

commanding voice, Frank, his chore boy, broods in the

solitude of the filthy alley. Having run away from
home, from an abusive father, a saloon-keeper, Frank
ponders on the fate of his family. Tears roll down
his cheeks as he thinks of his mother and two sisters

being beaten, intimidated slaves of a greedy glutton.

Now he is but a chore boy, menial work, running er-

rands, for his board and room. Midnight seldom finds

him in bed. After the long day's work, hours are

spent bent over books, studying to fulfill a life-long

ambition ... to become a minister of faith. Deliver-

ing a note to a lady, he is thanked and handed the

evening paper, a chronicle of crime, only increasing

his anxiety to reform the editors printing such far

fetched things as tales oF girls parading in the nude,
advertising domino masques as their only costumes.
The morning of the athletic meet dawns clear as crys-

tal .. . Frank, an entry from his school, prays for

success. His scholarship fees and living expenses are

to be the featured prize. If only he can win! The
grandstands are crowded with track enthusiasts . . .

Scanning the faces with eager hope of finding someone
he knows. Frank toes the line. They are off! Fair

play uppermost in his mind, he runs wildly. Elbow-
ing and cutting in on him his rivals win the race.

Dejectedly he starts for the dressing rooms. Wait

—

someone is calHng his number! Judge White taps

him on the shoulder, introduces himself, and com-
mends the boy on his fair play, having chosen jeers

of defeat for honesty's sake. An invitation to dinner

proves to Judge White that he has judged the lad

correctly. He is a square shooter, taking his defeat

bravely, good material for his ideal minister. Lender

the wealthy influence of his benefactor. Frank thrives,

his thirst for knowledge being satisfied. A renowned
minister returns to Pemberton Street, A stifled cry
startles him as he passes the old pig-sty apartments.
A white figure flashes before him. a blow crashes him
to the wall, a mass of hair covers his face and he
hears a pitiful prayer for safety and protection. The
tense form relaxes, and Frank lifts the limp form and
carries it to his old room. There he discovers his

attacker is a scantily clad girl, one of the 'goats' of

the famous Ben Halsgray 's nude frolics. An unwill-

ing enjertainer, Marilyn has fled right into the arms
of Frank who finds his heart desirious of protecting

and sheltering her from the whole world. These oc-

curences are not as far-fetched as they seem. Per-

h.aps the papers are right thinks Frank. He brings

her to the home of his benefactor who welcomes her

with open arms. She, too, has proven her worth,
fighting for her honor, and the philanthropic judge
encourages her interest in music. Eyes misted with
thoughts of a blissful future, Marilyn assents to

Frank's proposal. Sitting on the floor at her feet.

Frank, the successful minister, listens to Marilyn at

the piano, each little trill of her fingers sending a

thrill of ecstasy pulsing through his sensitive being.

She is playing a love song when he softly rises and
plants a reverent kiss upon her lips. She stops play-

ing and with her arms around his neck, she returns
the caress. Happiness smiles from their faces.

Zelda Daly File No. 7230

SEATED before her dressing table, adding the

final touches to her make-up, beautiful Donna
Jean Willis, of the raven-black hair and velvety

brown eyes, hears the sound of a car stopping. As a

boy's clear whistle breaks the stillness of the night,

she bids a cheerful adieu to her mother. Widowed
by an automobile accident, -Mrs. Willis has been a

boon companion to her pretty daughter and she smiles

with pride as the girlish figure skips happily down
the walk. Key Reminington, a very handsome young
man jumps out from behind the wheel of an expen-

sive roadster. As he helps her into the car, he whis-

pers endearing compliments into her ear, causing her

to blusji prettily. Following the suggestion to go to

the beach, they ride along, each thinking of plans for

the future. Half an hour later, they are resting on

the sand, her hat is off and Key is half-sitting, half-

lying close to her. Together they marvel at the mys-
terious beauty of the ocean. The sounds of orchestras,

the smell ot hot-dogs, lure them to enjoy a few dances,

and a bite to eat. But again they return to the

water's edge. As he admires the girl sitting next

to him, Rey pictures her in a little home of their own
and proposes to her. As she acquiesces, he crushes her

slender body to him, covering her face with kisses.

Late as it is when she gets home, Jean awakens
her mother and tells her that she's to be married in

a month, Bravely smiling, her mother congratulates

her. But as soon as the door closes behind Jean,

she gives way to the strain of her emotions. With
hot tears streaming down her face, she recalls the

seven years spent alone with her girl.

At the luxurious home of the Remmington family,

it is another story. Rey's mother, an elegant but
prudish society matron, firmly refuses to agree and
forbids him to go through with it. If she can help

it, her son shall not marrv the dautrhter of such com-
mon folk. Angered by her son's defiance, Mrs. Rem-
mington drives over to Mrs. Willis', and uncompro-
misingly tells Jean that she can never hope to be
his wife, that she has not the proper education and
social breeding to entertain the way Rey's wife should.

Proud and hurt, Jean writes to Rey, explains the

visit and determines to move away to forget. Upon
learning of his mother's interference, Rey packs his

bags and leaves home. He js never heard of for four

years, and his mother has loMg rued her unwise move.
- In the other town, Jean becomes a changed girl.

Wild . . . the neighbors gossiped over the back fences.

It is a common occurance to see Donna Jean come
home at all hours of the night with a none-too-stcady
walk. Lying in bed, smoking a cigarette. Jean informs

her mother that she has been invited by Hal Jones,
one of society's blue-bloods, to a week-end party at

his country home. With a gentle reprimand, her
mother asks her not to go, but with a careless toss

of her head, she replies that the fast life that she's

leading is beginning to ease the ache in her heart
for the boy she has loved. The society clique plan a

trip to the real underground Chinatown of 'Frisco and
despite a premonition, Jean accepts. In the exquisite

surroundings of Chinese splendor, the party becomes
quite hilarious. Puzzled by the watching eyes of a
Chinaman. Jean notices they are blue. The rest of

the party laugh at her, declaring that she's quite

drunk. Excusing herself, she totters to the dressing-
room. Awakening the next day. she is surprised to

find herself the captive of the blue-eyed Chinamam,
who showers her with every attention. One night he
takes her out ... to the ocean's edge and there grows
romantic. L'nable to accept his love, she relates the

whole tale, declaring her love for Rey. Promising
her some new's when they arrive home, Wong disap-
jiears and in a short while Rey enters. Apologizing
for his deception he explains that he is in the gov-
ernment service and wdiile on the lookout for dope
smugglers, he has tested her love for him. With a
sigh of relief she welcomes his love. Cuddled in his

arms she listens contently raising her face in be-
tween phrases for a tender kiss.

SLANDER
Carter D. Hesse File No. 7223

a parlor,
iifiriences.

;. realize

SITTING in the back of the village
Sheila and Jane sip tea and share
Little does Sheila, the village wile

that her worldly statement that many a woman s rep-
utation has been blasted upon circumstantial evidence
will soon apply to her. Raised in a small town affected
with Main-Street Itis, Sheila blossoms out, in spite

of the fostering on resentment and ill-will. Beaut'ful
but cruelly full of mischief, she delights in playing
pranks. This source of amusement gets her suspended
from school, and enrages her intoxicated father who
orders her to leave. Alone, she faces a mental crisis

. . . she is unaccustomed to earning a livelihood. Tired
and hungry, as a last resort, she accepts work in the
village grocery. Insutricient food and cynical remarks
from the storekeeper cause her to leave and she goes
to work for an old lady customer. The bitterness in

her heart is a bit softened by the kindly treatment of

the dear old lady. who. upon the steady increase of

slander, advises her to quit the pestering town and
seek work in the city. Arriving in Chicago, she se-

cures employment in a millinery factory. Here she
falls in love with the manager who is attracted by
her playful remarks. Deep romance develops into
marriage of true love. With their son. the happy
couple live several years in seemingly eternal ador-
ation.
Suddenly, returning from a trip. John, her husband,

bursts open the door in a wild rage. He has heard the
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slander and how she deceived him into thinking she

was pure! Through with her, he leaves taking his son

with him. Realizing the futility of trying to explain,

she attempts to forget, cnltivating all acquaintances.

She meets Mrs. Dugan, the hypocritical wife of a

wealthv man. to whom she relates her life story. Sym-
patheti'callv, Mrs. Dugan answers that right now she

is in love with a man she has met after her marriage.

Expecting a visit from this lover, also married, she

asks Sheila to help her. Reluctantly, harboring no

love for this deception. Sheila agrees. As she sits

in the lobby, Sheila is surprised by the appearance

of Mr. Dugan who is supposed to be away. Hur-
riedly informing Mrs. Dugan of her husband's arnv.al,

she consents to take her place in the company of this

man. Not having seen the unknown lover. Sheila

lounges nonchalantly on the sofa, smoking a cigarette

and awaiting the storming husband. To Dugan's
amazement he doesn't find his wife in the apartment.

He finds Sheila. His astonishment doesn't compare
with that of Sheila when she perceives a man emerge
from the adjoining room. Rising swiftly, head high,

she defies her husband to prove he is better than she.

Dugan, sensing an impending^ storm retires, leaving

the" two former sweethearts to themselves. Apologies

burst forth on both sides both having really missed

each other and having difficulty in finding ways to

forget. Mr. and Mrs. Dugan peer cautiously in .. .

Arms entwined, the reconciled husband and wnfe are

lost in a deep embrace, sorrows forgotten, supplanted

by a beautiful love.

DIVORCING DELIA

Mrs. Frank McCauIey File No. 7211

THE war cloud that has been hanging over the

Lane household for the past several weeks finally

breaks leaving John Lane in the kitchen, and his

wife Delia pushing a plow. A woman in her early

thirties, Delia is industrious and home loving but

Tohn spends all his time in the village store. Now,
"three years after their marriage, Delia finds their

little farm so neglected that weeds have choked out

all other plants, and the chickens have not been fed

the right food essential to the production of market-
able value. Overwhelmed with this disgraceful proof

of her husband's worthlessness, she plans to reverse

their duties knowing full well that John most cer-

tainlv will be stirred to action when he finds the

kitchen deserted as the dinner bell has always acted

as a magnet to his rotund stomach. The first morn-

ing of Delia's experiment has a disastrous start.

Alter having been forced to wake John with a pitcher

of cold water, she hurries out to milk the cows, mak-

ing no attempt at preparing breakfast. John, who

has already acquired a ravenous appetite for his

morning renast, descends to the kitchen where he is

greeted with ice cold water, a hre that stubbornly

refuses to draw, and an ice chest minus milk, cream,

and eggs. Delia is determined to stay out ol he

house until Tohn calls that breaklast is ready. That

meal however, is destined to be delayed by a niattei

of several hours. After burning the bacon to a crisp,

lohn hurls the ruined, red hot pan through the open

window and a passing tramp trudging along bliss-

fully unaware of the missile headed his way howls

with rage and pain as it hits him square on the lieart.

Threatening Tohn with all sorts of trouble, he passes

on, leaving John to discover the coffee has boiled

over onto the cat who, terror stricken, has leaped to

the table leaving a muddy pattern of paws on the

white cloth. Tohn, losing all patience, attempts to

dislodge the cat from the room but is only successful

after breaking two window panes. Delia becomes

faint with hunger and expectantly returns to the

house that is bv this time a sorry mess. Throwing

the nearest plate at her human target, she hitches the

grey mare and rides down to the Squire's house where

she arranges for a separation "with the mutual con-

sent of both parties'"!

Delia now lives in the front half of the house and

Tohn resides in the rear. The animals, too, have like-

Wise been divided between them. But although peace

reigns supreme in the house, neither of them is happy.

Delia, hearing a racking cough in the direction of

John's quarters, is torn with desire to comfort him.

One evening at twilight she slips into his kitchen and
prepares a wonderful supper for him. Surprised and

touched bv her kindness, John begs her forgiveness

and pledges his future loyalty. Their reconciliation

is marked bv a celebration to which all the neighbors

of the countryside are invited. The big moment of

the evening is a mock wedding ceremony after which

Tohn and Delia publiclv burn their separation papers.

Squire Brown, his kindly face wreathed in smiles,

blesses the happy couple so vociferously that their

lives are indeed touched with star dust when, just a

year later, little John, Jr., lifts his tiny voice pro-

claiming his arrival to the world.

MOONSHINE
Lawn ^ Boy File No. 722S

HAND IN HAND, Mary and Paul bound up the

steps of the Hill house, eagerly anticipating the

grand time thev will have at this surprise party.

Card plaving in one room attracts Paul .and he leaves

Mary in' the music room with the rest of the party.

I'ndisfliayeil. Mary plays the piano and responds to

the attentions showered upon her by the handsome
stranger, Roy Banks, who has not failed to note that

Mary is a beautiful and interesting companion. An
intimate conversation takes place between the two,

and at Roy's suggestion, they slip away. Hurt by

Marv's infidelity, Paul is inspired to write a famous
song' "Beneath the Midnight Blue Alone." Having
lost interest in the community's doings, he drives to

the next town where he becomes acquainted with

Tane .\dams. Accompanied by Jane, he attends a

inedicine man show where, with a little urging he

sings his song and wins a gold watch. Reahzing that

Jane is but the gold-digger type, he isn't sorry to

find that she leaves him for another. Bent upon for-

getting women and seeking thrilling adventures, he

becomes enmeshed in a bootlegger's gang. The truck,

under cover of a hearse, pulls up one day in front of

their hangout. Close on its heels come the raiding

police. Hurtling through the windows, running through

the fields, Paul is the only one who makes a clean

get-away. Benefiting by this narrow escape, he seeks

a more wholesome occupation and becomes a ranch-

hand. There under the western skies he thrives.

.\mused bv the kindly cook, Mrs. Hicks, he forgets

his troubl'es. His interest is in stunt-riding and
rodeos, in which he makes great progress considering

that he is- a native easterner.

Suddenly he receives news from home. With sink-

ing heart, he learns that both his mother and father

have been killed in an auto accident. He rushes home
by aeroplane and decides to remain home with his old-

er brother. Mary, he learns, has quarreled with Roy
and is now running around with Earl, whose only in-

teresting point is his ability to go places and do

things. In her loneliness, she finds Earl's company a

comfort. Riding along happily one evening. Earl and
Mary are on their way to a roadhouse. The night is

wet and the car slides' into a ditch. Mary is slightly

injured while Earl escapes without a scratch. 'While

she is convalescing, he becomes acquainted with some-
one else. Putting aside her pride, she writes to Paul,

who upon learning that she is hurt, immediately hur-

ries to see her. After all she has been his first and
only real love. 'With tears in her eyes she begs for

forgiveness which Paul readily grants. Locked in a

deep embrace, he sings his sorig for^ the last time

his happy face shii

gether with Mary.

from the Mayor's box at the time that the crime was

committed. Smiling with his success, Payne attempts

to bid adieu to Bart, who hesitates and then with a

happv light in his eyes admits he is not leaving unti'

he h,is been 'best man' at Nellie and Chick's wedding

he thinks of the futur

DOUBLE-CROSS DE LUXE

J. Sh. Tittle File No. 7207

WHEN THE WEST WAS YOUNG I
Charles W. Kingsto File No. 7220

STEPPING off the 12;10 and swinging his bag into

the arms of a cab driver. Barton Grant stares in

amazement at his home town, Fairfield. Sky-
scrapers, traffic lights, and a public park have changed
the town to a modern city, humming with business,

and Fairfield University is no longer its chief attrac-

tion. With much handshaking and backslapping. Bar-

ton is welcomed by his old college chum. Dexter Payne,
District Attorney. The conversation quickly becomes
serious. Grant, a private investigator, has been de-

tailed to clear up the deplorable state of the city.

Overrun with vice and rackets, Fairfield has lost its

respectability, nearly every one of its public officers

being tied up through graft or intimida'tion. Know-
ing 'that Sol Marshall is the man behind it all, the

]ioIice have been unable to establish any proofs. Cli-

ma-xing these false politics. Payne relates the story of

the murder of Andrew Hempstead, a vigorous cam-
paigner against vice and who through the aid of a

girl reporter has obtained conclusive evidence of Mar-
shall's guilt. Simultaneously with the slaying of Hem-
stead on his wav to a football game, George Slade,

Chief Investigator for the Treasurer's oflice, disap-

pears with several of the City's bonds. Grant walks
around the office, weighing these facts. With sudden
precision he asks for a man who knows the city and
who can get him into Marshall's dives. A moment's
thought, a telephoned message, and Chick Farley
rushes into the office, eager to help. He suggests that

his girl friend. Nellie, relay the reports of their prog-

ress to the district attorney's office. Satisfied with
his success thus far. Grant saunters out. Happening
to pass a theater he enters it, having noticed that a

few hours relaxation stimulated his reasoning powers.
During the showing of a newsreel, he sits erect watch-
ing the ])icture with intent interest- Noon finds Bart
and Chirk nnnchalailtlv sipping synthetic rye in a
spcakeasv. ties and cars busy. Presently a girl, ob-
viously bent on an important errand, dashes past
them. With a knowing nudge. Chick tells Bart she

is Clara Bond, notorious speakeasy hostess. Trailing
her to the Mayor's oilice, they learn of a well-planned
get-away. With a reluctant promise that they will

leave on the dav after tomorrow, the Mavor hastens
awav, unaware 'of his two followers. W'ith his ear
to t'he keyhole, Bart hears another promise of elope-
ment with Hemstead's former secretary who has in

her possession the incriminating evidence.
News travels fast, and as soon as Marshall knows

that a private 'dick' is in town he issues orders to

get rid of him. Speeding on his way to detain the
blonde secretary, Bart is thrown to the floor violently,
as the cab careens wildly into a florist shop. Ducking
just in time to avoid a shower of hot lead, he elbows
through the crowd and hails another cab, arriving at
the station in time to see his train pull out. Order-
ing a plane from the county airport, Bart reaches
Pineville before the train, and promptly arrests the
girl, who is then unable to hand over the evidence to
davton.

.Sil .Marshall, in a bad humor, files into the Clay-
ton home escorted by his 'gang'. In an ominous
tone, Marshall informs Clayton that the double-cross-
ing Mayor is dead, and commands him to open his
safe and hand over the evidence. Twirling the com-
bination as he opens the safe, he wheels around and
Marshall f.-ills dead, lead in his heart. Suddenly Clay-
ton's gun is shot from his hand, as Bart accuses him
of the murder of Hempstead, having previously noted
in the movies that he was the only suspect missing

FACED with the problem of providing suitable

care for his motherless child, Bettie, Roe Hill en-

trusts his daughter to his dead wife's sister and

her husband, George Myers. In gratitude. Hill takes

Myers into his firm in the trusted position of Secre-

tary-treasurer, not realizing that Myers has not for-

gotten the old enmity over their rivalry for Hill's

wife. When Hill won his wife, Myers out of spite

married her younger sister but he had sworn revenge.

On a trusted mission, Myers steals money necessary

for the maintenance of the Hill lumber company and
forces Roe into bankruptcy thereby. Realizing that

the responsibility for his misfortune is Myer's, Hill

gives him a severe beating and steals the money
which he considers rightfully his own from Myer's

safe. With a warrant sworn for his arrest. Hill

does not dare take little Bettie with him, but assum-
ing the disguise of Stephen Roe, Hill buys a ranch

out west with the money. Meanwhile, Bettie's aunt

dies and Myers remarries. His second wife is harsh

toward Bettie and the daughter of her husband's

first wife, Georgia, a girl Bettie's age. At this time,

Bettie Hill falls in love with Earl Richland, youngest

son of the owner of a vast tract of timberland which
Mr. Myers needs. The senior Richland at his death

has left his property to be divided among three sons,

Manuel, Francis, who is away at Law School and

Earl; but the first plans to defraud his brothers of

their inheritance. Bitterly disappointed at his broth-

er's dishonorable handling of the estate. Earl, wear-

ing Bettie's locket about his neck, enlists in the

Spanish-American war after Manuel has promised to

turn over his share of the estate on Earl's safe re-

turn. When Earl comes back he finds that Bettie

and Georgia have fled the cruelties to which they

were subjected at home, disguised as mother and
daughter, and have gone west to try to locate Mr.

Hill. Manuel, meanwhile, by means of Mr. Myer's
stepdaughter. May, has been inveigled into going into

a partnership with Myers and has subsequently been

defrauded out of his father's inheritance. When he

complains he is told that he can hardly expect sym-
pathy since he has acted the same way toward his

brothers, in fact when Earl returned from the war,

Manuel, to discredit his claims, has built up evi-

dence to prove that he returned suffering from a men-
tal ailment which caused his story of having been

defrauded. Therefore Earl has fled to the West
where he has found refuge with Mr. Hill now called

Stephen Roe, although he does not pierce the disguise

of the ranch owner. However, Manuel is furious at

having been duped, but when he strikes Myers he is

lodged in prison where he has time to consider the

wrongs he has done his brothers and he determines

to find them and beg their forgiveness. Aided, he
escapes prison and goes west. Privation, hunger and
thirst have wrought havoc with him, when Earl finds

him burning up with fever. Coldly, Earl brings his

hated brother to Mrs. Lewis, who with Georgia tends

him, but Earl refuses to visit Manuel who in his de-

lirium cries for forgiveness. Roe, however, goes to

see the patient and remains to wonder about Mrs.
Lewis' resemblance to his dead wife. At the same
time, Mrs. Lewis has been puzzled by the fact that

Earl is wearing a locket, and may be the Earl she

once loved except for the fact that she cannot under-
stand why he is so cruel to his brother. However,
events shape themselves to prove that Mrs. Lewis is

Bettie, the daughter of Stephen Roe (the former Roe
Hill) and the beloved of Earl. It is Bettie who
brings about Earl's forgiveness of Manuel and at the

double wedding of Bettie to Earl and Manuel and
Georgia, who have fallen in love, Francis, the brother
of the bridegrooms, explains that he has lodged Geor-
gia's villainous father in jail for his crimes. However,
before long, Georgia feels compassion for her parent
and succeeds in securing his release. But the old

man is not to enjoy his freedom for his heart fails.

Georgia in her sorrow thanks heaven for permitting
her one small act of kindness to her parent, and with
all hardships smoothed, the young couples anticipate

a life of unruffled happiness.

THE BARRIER
(Mrs.) Laura S. Duvall File No. 7192

ANXIOUSLY greeting the mailman, Dan O'Shea
tears open a letter from Ireland. As he reads
the happy smile on his face gradually changes

to a hopeless despair. Unable to stand the bickerings
of a step -mother, Dan leaves for America, promising
to send for his childhood sweetheart, the sweet Mary
Mahoney. as soon as "he makes good. But times are
bad and Dan barely makes a living. To his grief the
letter tells him that Marv will allow him but six

months longer. After all she can't wait all her life

for him. Trusting to fate. Dan travels from many
jobs. Truck-driver, newsboy, and errand boy . . . but
none seem to have a future. Possessed of a naturally
fine voice, Dan lacks the money necessary to culti-

vate it. Intent on an errand, Dan hounds up the steps
of a brown stone house, a song on his lips. A wealthy
gentleman opens the door, and signs for receipt of

the package, remarking upon the marvelous voice
wasted on running errands. A bit abashed, Dan ad-
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mils a lack of money to study music. Rather cou-

science stricken the gentleman, Mr. Dupont, hamls

him a card, instructing him to call at this particular

music studio. Elated, Dan rushes to the school. Re-

fused admission because of his ragged clothes, Uan
quickly shows the card . . . Reluctantly the Professor

Auld admits him. After all the Mr. Dupont is not

a man to be slighted. Eagerly Dan sits down to

the magnificent grand piano, plays softly as his mel-

odious voice floats through the room. People pause

to marvel . . . Professor Auld Hstens intently, an ex-

treme pleasure lighting up his face. Enthralled by

this novice's performance, the Professor decides to

give him a chance. Following a lengthy conversation,

Uan emerges victorious: he is to study at the studio

and be paid besides! Enthused, he buries himself in

his work for two months. Then opportunity knocks.

A sudden illness prevents the star tenor of the Opera

from appearing, but the Opera must go on! Who shall

take his place? Professor Auld suggests Dan, con-

sidering him an efficient substitute. Little does he

realize the appealing power of the boy ! The Opera

is crowded. Fashionable notables and the music

-

loving poor flock to hear the new tenor. An interested

but critical audience is awaiting Dan's appearance.

Mellowed by thoughts of Mary, Dan's golden voice

fills the hall with a captivating enthusiasm. The
performance is over ... it is the third curtain call . . .

the overwhelming applause sends it sliding up again.

Tears in his eyes, happy beyond words, Dan bows,
thrilled yet shy of his huge success. Glancing over

the criticisms in the morning paper, Dan realizes he

has become famous overnight. But the joy is short-

lived when he remembers that as yet he can not send

for Mary. That was only a happy dream last night

and his salary is still forty dollars per month! A
little sadly he enters the studio. But look . . . there

are several people to greet him, shaking his hands,

patting his shoulders, congratulating him on all sides!

Several propositions follow and he is bewildered . . .

Professor Auld comes to the rescue, dismisses all the

well-wishers, and quietly counsels him. A job assured,

Dan telegraphs Mary. It's with a happy face that

Dan watches the beautiful Mary tripping gaily down
the gang-plank- Meeting her halfway, disregarding

the people wishing to pass by, he draws her close to

him and kisses her. Her gentle reminder that they

are not alone is buried in a shower of kisses.

WATERS OF DESTINY

Anna Edgar File No. 7263

MOONLIGHT TRAIL

Bo ; Wanuita Du

RIDING alone along the banks of the Red river,

Jack Blundell sees the white horse of Scarface

Al, notorious cattle rustler. Hearing a splash-

ing in the river, Jack draws back, but when the lithe,

glistening form of a beautiful young girl emerges,
he comes forward curiously. What can she be doing

with the rustler's horse? "Excuse me. Miss,"' he be-

gins, but gets no further for the girl has him covered

with an automatic while she attempts to assume a

formidable expression. Despite the danger, Jack
bursts into laughter and hurt she lowers the gun and
asks him what's so funny. Hostility set aside, she

tells him that she is the daughter of Parkhurst, the

new Ranch owner. Jack looks at her dubiously, then
asks where she got that horse. Surprised, she ex-

plains that it belongs to Scarface Al, a man who had
saved her father from being robbed by card sharks,

and who is visiting them at their ranch as her fa-

ther's guest. Jack whistles and warns Louise that

Scarface Al had probably put his men up to rob her
father, simply so that he could pose as a friendly

rescuer. Louise wrinkles her brow and admits that
they have been losing their cattle in the three days
that Scarface has been there, but it can't be Scarface.
He has been the only person who has shown any
friendliness to the Eastern newcomers. He it was
who had offered Louise his horse when she admired it.

After receiving the girl's promise to meet him the
next day, and the added compact that she would at

least put her father on guard against his guest, Jack
rides sloVvly home certain that Scarface is up to no
good. The next clay. Jack having decided that it is

too dangerous to leave Louise with the bandit, waits
impatiently for the girl. The minutes lengthen, and
Jack is telUng his horse that he is a fool to think
that so beautiful a girl will keep her promise to meet
him. when he looks up, a new thought having come to
him. She may be in danger! He spurs on his horse
and arrives at her ranch to find it deserted, except
for Louise's father who has been left by the bandits
as dead. Louise had come home to warn her father
that they were harboring an outlaw posing as a friend,
oidy to discover that the few hired hands were all in

Scarface's employ, and that her father is being cov-
ered by the villains. Rushing to him, she had been
drawn forcibly aside. When Mr. Parkhurst had per-
ceived that Scarface intended taking Louise with him,
he had tried to help her only to be shot and left as
dead. Taking the wounded man to town for medical
treatment after having administered first-aid, Jack
rides off in search of Louise. Mr. Parkhurst having
told him of the bandit's plans. While a posse is be-
ing collected. Jack rides into the hills, and when his
horse is almost spent comes across the trail of the
abductors. He sees confused prints as the riders
have separated. Suddenly he notices that the fresh
prints all go in one direction save one set which
deeply made indicate tliat a horse carrving a double
burden has just passed here. With renewed effort he
follows and hears Louise's cries issuing from a cabin.
Scarface is assuring her that no one can hear her,
when Jack breaks in. The villain releases Louise
who has been tigerishly lighting Scarface's embrace.
As Scarface whips out his gun, Jack beats him to the
draw and wounds his hand. A few moments later the
posse arrives having captured the other outlaws.
Louise and Jack ride alone along the moonlight trail.

IT is spring 1910. James Drakeford, widower and
prominent hanker with his son, Eugene, aged
twenty, are breakfasting in their New York home.

Gene convalesciTig from pneumonia has been forbidden
by his physician to return to college until fall. Grum-
bling over this prospective boredom, a letter from his

room-mate. Robert Pierson, at home in Philadelphia
following an accident in the Thanksgiving football

game, suggesting a trip to a camp in Maine owned Ijy

an old trapper known to Bob's father, meets with
hearty approval. On his last evening home, Gene, an
accomplished pianist delights his father with his fa-

ite usic.

At camp, the boys tramp, fish and loaf, listening to

the fantastic talcs of Trapper Dave, told in the fire-

light or under the moon. One perfect May day. Gene
paddles his canoe around an unexplored bend in the
lake. Noiselessly rounding a jutting tree-trunk, he
gets a vivid picture of a girl in white leaning against
the tree and gazing skyward. Rosemary Collin, aged
seventeen, slender of figure, tawny hair, soft eyes
with golden lights that flicker and fascinate, is en-
tirely alone, her father having succumbed to a re-

cent illness. Rosemary finds in Gene the rare com-
panionship formerly enjoyed with her father. Bob
again injures his leg and returns home, leaving Rose-
mary and Gene constantly together. June m.iduess
precipitates a secret marriage with only Dorcas Win-
throp, young widow and life -long friend of Rosemary
as confidant.

September fifth Gene is summoned home, his father
having suffered a stroke. Being warned by specialists
that his father must have absolute quiet, Gene relin-

quishes his desire to tell of his marriage and is heart-
sick. Gene studies at Columbia to be near his father,
soothing him for hours with music. A strange note
creeps into Rosemary's letters. She is worried and
disappointed.

February nineteenth Gene's father dies. Worry and
grief undermine Gene's vitality, resulting in pleurisy.
When recuperating, he is horrified to learn of Rose-
mary's death, which occurred ten days earlier. A re-
lapse follows. Later he finds that Dorcas has dis-
appeared and no information can be gained. Six
years later, he adopts Elinor, aged three, orphaned by

pass.

File No. 7204 She tak

Elinor, a lovable daughter, now eight-
?iene to accompany her on a vacation,
to the lake in Maine so poignant with
y are attracted to an educated, well-

mannered young man, known as Rayburn, who acts
as guide. While her father is fishing alone, Elinor
goes hiking with Rayburn. He spies Gene's boat
drifting toward the nearby falls. Shouting a warn-
ing, he plunges in just as Gene is caught in an eddy
and hurled against a rock. Saving him, Rayburn re-
mains with Gene all night. Delirious, Gene tells his
life story and Rayburn listens in amazement. Heart-
broken, Rayburn slips away when Gene is out of dan-
ger. After reading a note prematurely delivered, the
next evening, Gene rushes to Rayburn's home and
comes face to face with Dorcas Winthrop. Dorcas re-
veals that Rayburn is Gene's son. Having realized this
from Gene's story, Rayburn believing Elinor, his
sweetheart, to be his own sister had planned to dis-
appear. Dorcas' story discloses that Rayburn having
thought his father a philanderer has lived as her son.
Rayburn refuses to listen to his father's explanation.
Then begging him to consider Elinor's happiness.
Gene convinces him that Elinor is no blood relation.
Rayburn understands and forgives his father, and he
and Elinor find ultimate joy within sight of the
waters of destiny.

NOT GOOD ENOUGH !

Mildred Toney File No. 7246

IN the Terrace, one of New York's most popular
night clubs. Gene and Luke Anderson, wealthy
brothers, meet Fay and Nancy, attractive, pert

show girls. Although started in the fashion of most
haphazard act|uaintances, the double friendship shows
evidences of becoming serious, and when New York's
most famous columnist writes about it in his column,
Marion Anderson, sister of the two young lawyers,
tries to break off the affairs. However, she is told to
keep out of the matter, they know what they are
doing, and desperately she appeals to the two show
girls. Nancy is all for putting her out, but Fay,
honestly in love with Gene, listens thonghtfullv to
Marion's explanation that her brothers are only amus-
ing themselves—at the expense of their family, and
if they really loved the girls, then, at the end of a
year of absence they'd still want to marry them,
wouldn't they? Accordingly. Fav promises that both
she and Nancy will drop out of sight for a year. If

the boys still want them after that—all the family
objections are to be dropped. At first Nancy shrilly
objects, but accustomed to listening to Fav's advice
she yields and the girls take an a round'- the world
cruise on Marion's invitation. However, in Panama,
a New York newspaper falls into Nancy's hands and
indignantly she shows Fay what a grand plan hers
was! In the same column appears the news that the
Anderson boys are being seen about again in the ab-
sence 'li F.iy and Nancy—apparently as gay as ever.
Fay agrets she was foolish, and they decide to call
off the trip anil f^nd work to pay off Marion Ander-
son for her kind help. But Nancy falls ill from a
jungle malady and Fay dancing in . a Panama night
club is seen bv Tack Maunders, a New York gang-
ster and night club owner. He is attracted to Nancy
and offers her a position in his night club with suf-

hcicut advance payment to enable Fay to get Nancy
out of Panama and back to a New York hospital.
However, Maunders presses Fay for some return
on his bringing her to New York and she needing the
money for Nancy desperately keeps putting him off
without actually indicating that she intends refusing.
Gene, meanwhile, does not realize that Fay is back
in New York and after having quarreled with his
sister on Fay's disappearance, suspecting her of be-
ing responsible, has finally come to terms with her
and agreed to take her and her friend. Faith, to Maun-
ders night club. There to his astonishment, he sees
Fay dancing. Immediately, he goes to her dressing
room to meet her after her act, but hearing voices
he hesitates, and to his horror, overhears Mannders
talking to Fay. He jumps at the conclusion that Fay
is his mistress, and when she comes out joyfully to
meet him, he is leaving. She cries out, "Gene!" but
nodding curtly he goes. Fay is heartbroken, and go-
ing up to see Nancy as is her custom, she strives to
conceal her hurt. That night, she decides to accept
Mannders offers and she is responsive to his ad-
vances. Surprised, pleased, he gives her clothes and
jewels which she accepts bitterly. However, a few
days later, Mannders asks her help in putting a man
on the spot and Fay who hates him, refuses. He
threatens her and proceeds without her. But Fay
tries to prevent him and is in the midst of things
when Mannders, cornered, tries to shoot it out in
his club. Gene, meanwhile, has, deciding that what-
ever Fay is he loves her, come back, and pulls her
out of the range of fire. Mannders is killed and Gene
asks Fay to marry him. Luke brought to Nancy who
is recovering, begins, too, to pick up the threads of
their love and the Andersons are left without fur-
ther objections.

FIDELITY
Charlotte Pfeiffer File No. 7146

H!"•' A '\\ ^^^^ ""^ interrupting exclamation of Harry
/-» Moore, Construction Engineer, to Rose Cole-

man busy in her out-of-door workshop model-
ling clay figures. Fate in the form of a timely res-
cue by Harry cemented a friendship between the back-
woods artist and the engineer from the city, that re-
sulted in marriage. Home-life to Rose Coleman was
lacking in the wilds of Iowa. A doting father and a
nagging stepmother were left behind and the two
started life together in the city. Rose Coleman in the
city seemed vastly different than Rose of the rustic
setting. "\ou'd better go shopping and spruce your-
self up a bit before you meet any of my city friends,"
was the advice of the well-meaning husband. But
It was hke a knife, cutting away the foundations of
her happiness. She contrived to do her best, but of
course she could not equal the style and distinction
of Elinor Grey, a former sweetheart of Harry's. Be-
side the fair Elinor, city-bred and sophisticated. Rose
appeared colorless and dull. Elinor however was kind
to Rose, condescendingly so, and often invited the
Moores to her parties. This gave Elinor the oppor-
tunity to display her virtues as well as be particularly
attentive to Harry. An invitation to one of Elinor's
socials was accepted, rather eagerly by Harry, since
he was tiring of his wife's dullness and preferred the
vivacity of Elinor. Elinor, of course, had planned a
special course of proceedings and at the proper mo-
ment, Rose overheard, "How beautiful you are to-
night, Elinor, lovely enough to turn any man's head'"
Harry was embracing the fair Elinor. "Yes," she
said, "all but yours!" To which came this resoonse

:

-Mine too, if I had not been such a fool!" A stifled
cry from the alcove proved to Elinor that her plan
had worked. The cry also woke Harry from the spell
of enchantment. Rose however emerged smiling from
the alcove, arm in arm with Professor Marstin, an
artist from abroad. The animated conversation on art
had altered Rose's appearance completely. Her eyes
were starry, cheeks flushed with interest. Now she
outshone the beauteous Elinor. Harry made up his
mind to be more attentive to his rustic Rose. Not
wishing to disturb Rose, Harry went off to work the
next morning, intending to beg forgiveness that night.
But upon his return, he was greeted by the landlady,
instead of his wife. A notj left on her dressing
table explained all: "Overheard what you said to
Miss Grey. Will not stand in the way of your happi-
ness." Three years later in the city of St. Louis, a
World Fair was being held including the greatest ex-
hibits of all arts. Harry Moore, whose headquarters
were located in St. Louis, chanced to see the Statue
"Love's Dream" by \'ictoria Milana, an artist of
fame over-night. Somehow it reminded him of Rose
and he decided that he must buy it. as a memorial
of his lost love. He approached the young lady in the
Art Department Ofifice, with a "Pardon me!" At
the sound of his voice, she dropped the paper that
she had been busy reading, unable to say a thing.
Harry, however, cried with a new-found happiness—
"Rose, Rose, my dear, have I really found you again?
Forgive the silly speech that you overheard. I never
loved anyone but you!" Crimson and white by turns,

she returned his passionate caresses, and when she
had time to breathe, asked: "How did you happen
to find me?" '*Just came in to buy the Statue, be-
cause it reminded me of you." "You need not buy
it," she said smilingly, "for I am Victoria Milana.
You see, when I left you, I w.ajidered aimlessly and
became so ill, my mind went blank. When I awoke
in the Hospital Ward Mr. Burglum, the celebrated
sculptor, took care of me and taught me to draw and
model. Through his inspiration the Statue was created.

But enough—I have you now ..." "And. sweetheart,
we shall start life all over again," he added.
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Mrs. Margaret McCarthy Kelly File No. 7259

IN RESPONSE to the ringing of the telephone, An-
nie, the adopted daughter of the Hobarts, sum-
mons Judge Hohart. An urgent message that

some one is in trouble and needs to see him at the
office mystifies the Judge who immediately leaves,
urging his wife and their two guests to go on to the
theater. If possible, he shall meet them there, since
Annie is at home and can take care of three-year-old
Junior. Annie, whose real father is dead, and whose
step-father has disappeared, has been reared in an or-
phan asylum. Upon the advice of the priest, her
mother protects her from the abuse of a drunken step-
father by putting her in the home. Here it is that
the Hobarts, in search of a companion for their

baby son, find her and she proves to be all that they
have expected. Her only real childhood plavmate has
been Warren Jones, a neighbor's boy and she can
still remember the fun they had together.
Alone in the house with Junior, Annie prepares him

for bed. As she is reading to him, sounds of feet
come to their ears. Keen and alert. Junior hears the
footsteps and asks Annie what it means. Warning
him to keep quiet, Annie tiptoes down the stairs and
arrives downstairs just in time to see a man shinnying
up the white pillars of the verandah. Realizing her
physical inability to cope with the situation, Annie
picks up the phone, hurriedly calls the police and
dashes up the stairs, two steps at a time. Screaming
as though his lungs will burst. Junior stands up in

his crib, wild-eyed with fright. There is a man com-
ing in the window ... He has it open about four
inches. With superhuman strength born of terror,
Annie pulls down the window quickly and catches the
man's hands so that he can neither get up nor down.
With horrible oaths, he fumes at the frail girl who has
thus far outwitted him. Suddenly Junior lets out an-
other shriek ... a woman, clad in knickers, is putting
a blanket over him. The man orders her to take care
of Junior while he subdues the hell-cat. In the short
time that Annie's attention has been diverted by the
woman, the man smashes the window, sticks his hand
through the broken glass and grabs Annie. With a
fiendish cry of delight, he half strangles her. Vaguely
Annie sees many people enter the room, and half un-
consciously she tells them to hurry, explaining that the
woman has escaped with Junior but that the man has
fallen from the porch. Trailing the kidnapper's car
by its tracks, the police come upon a dilapidated
shack in the woods. Trapped, the woman has no way
out, and is taken into custody together with a battered
and bruised accomplice.
The court is crowded with people eager to see the

kidnappers get the maximum. As Annie enters, on
the arm of the Tudge, she spies a police sergeant who
looks strangely familiar ... Can it be Warren? He
has become very big and strong since she last saw
him. Smiling into her puzzled face, he congratulates
her, and hopes he may see her again some time. Found
guilty, the criminal proves to be her step-father but
Annie, angered at his former abuse, refuses him len-
iency. With a happy heart she welcomes the frequent
visits of Warren. One fine day, they stroll down the
garden path to the tune of Lohengrin. A beautiful
pair, true happiness shining from their eyes as they
seal the marriage vows with a tender kiss.

HEROES ON PARADE
Sarah I. Manly File No. 7261

ON a furious gallop through the small southern
town, the Yankees, victorious in the last battle,
spread wild havoc in their celebration by taking

or destroying food, clothes and shelter. With its

huge garden of rambling roses. Grandmother Well-
ington's home looks particularly inviting to Lieutenant
Hal North who orders his men to pillage food and
lodging for themselves. With a few officer friends he
bursts open the door and commands dinner to be
served, remarking on the side that he delights in

southern cooking. In trembling acquiescence. Grand-
ma Wellington rushes her negro servants into action,
asking her beautiful grand -daughter. Nellie, to help
serve. Catching sight of this exquisite doll of the
south, Hal orders her to sit down and entertain them.
His familiar advances repulse NelHe, who uncon-
sciously compares this arrogant brute with her ador-
ing sweetheart, George, serving in the southern army.
Pleading a headache, she begs to be excused and re-

tires to her room. Enjoying this hospitality immense-
ly. Hal refuses to move on. The fighting is not much
now and since his soldiers have won every battle, he
feels they deserve a little holiday. Becoming very
much attached to the reserved Nellie, Hal tries more
gentlemanly means of winning her. Accepting his at-

tentions in order to avoid quarreling, Nellie is seen
much in his company and learns to like him. Person-
ally, he is a fine fellow whom the experiences of war
have temporarily hardened. However, she does not
consider him seriously for she is promised to George,
who should return soon.
Truce declared, and the slaves of the south are

freed. Accustomed to getting the food and clothing
necessary for their wants, the negroes do not welcome
the law that says they must receive salaries for their

labor. Free and easy-going, they want to enjoy life

without having to worry about money. They are hap-

py with the white masters, why disturb them? Most
of the plantation owners have lost their wealth during
the war. Mr. and Mrs. Wellington are among the

once- wealthy and now-poor southern aristocrats,

whose colored help refuse to go, lingering on the

cherished homestead. Very much endeared to Nellie,

Hal proposes, pointing out that he has plenty of money

and can help her parents financially. A weighty de-

cision for the southern maid is thrashed out in the

family circle. Unless she truly loves Hal. they warn
her not to sacrifice her happiness for theirs. She has
all of life before her, they have had theirs and can

rest upon sweet memories. As she sits in the garden
deliberating, Nellie is surprised by the silent approach
of George. With a cry of delight she smothers him
with a tirade of questions. Where has he been? What
has he been doing? Why didn't he write? Smiling
gently, he explains that he's been busy making a for-

tune for her, and now that he has made it, he has
come to claim his bride. Gently refusing Hal's pro-

posal, she rejoices in the return of her old love and
finds herself responding to his caresses with unusual
ardor. Hearts beating together, they feel the har-

mony of two minds with the same thoughts. As she

smiles to George, she wonders . . . the north wins
wars,—but the south wins love!

REMORSE
Sollie Harris File No. 7336

A RESPECTED and loved commander of the

French Air Service at twenty-four, daring young
Alberto Lejois meets Julian LeBarneura, a very

beautiful girl who falls in love with him after he has

told her of his love. Alberto facing grave danger
every moment in the air snatches every possible mo-
ment of happiness, but Julian has given her whole

being to the dashing hero. When the girl ruefully

explains that she is about to become a mother, Al-

berto calmly offers her a money settlement. Wincing,

Julian asks that he afford her the protection of mar-
riage, but with a mocking smile and the explanation

that he who is about to die has no right to marry,
Alberto leaves her. Distracted, Julian following a

blind instinct remains close to the man she loves,

but when Alberto's flash discovers her pale face, one

night near the airdrome, he quickly walks away with-

out greeting her and when his squadron leaves for the

front Julian is at hand with unheeded pleas to the

cool, inattentive Alberto. Guido, a friend of Alberto's

tries to comfort Julian whom he has long loved, but

when she tells him she is bearing Alberto's child,

Guido moves brokenly away. Julian's child is born

and Guido, dazed, walks blindly into a revolving pro-

peller and is instantly killed. When Alberto returns

and hears of his friend's death, he realizes that his

sensitive companion had perished robbed of his prec-

ious illusions about Julian of whom he always spoke.

But Alberto is ordered to move on and he does with-

out making any effort to see the mother of his child,

although louder than the roar of German artillery

rings in his ears Julian's pleading words.
Wandering from village to village to escape the pain-

ful lashes of shame. Julian is forced to flee again and
again as gossip pursues her, while Alberto, equipped

with fame and fortune is proclaimed the famous hero

of France. But desperate are his efforts to drown
the pangs of remorse. Famous for his extravagant
parties. Alberto thinks ceaselessly of Julian, of Guido
—of Julian. Julian finds work in a small fishing town
but when her boy is five years old he contracts a

deadly fever and Julian's frantic efforts are unavail-

ing. Terribly alarmed, she rushes for a famous doc-

tor but when, touched, he com»s, the child is already

dead. Julian contemplates suicide, but something
spurs her to live on and she wanders on until she

reaches Paris, Alberto's fame not having reached her

ears. Her shabby appearance gets her arrested on
the charge of being mentally unbalanced but after a

short hearing she is promptly released. On leaving

the police station she hears the newsboys shouting
the name of Lejois but she hasn't the few pennies to

buy a paper and she sits in a sinall amusement park
waiting for somebody to discard a newspaper. Pounc-
ing on one thrown in a waste basket she reads of an
elaborate fancy dress ball to take place in Alberto's

palace! Mad, seeking revenge, she eagerly picks up
a revolver, probably discarded by a nervous criminal

and she reaches Alberto's palace and enters at the

side of an inebriated guest. Her tattered dress

passes unnoticed as a costume, and she furtively moves
about until Alberto suppresses a cry as he sees her.

They retire to a room and Julian wordlessly fires at

him. Blood stains his sleeve, but when the guests
rush in Alberto, having hidden Julian, allays their

concern and sends them out. Then Alberto takes
Julian into the light and tenderly drawing her to him,
he kisses her hair speechlessly.

HEARTS AFLAME
Jeanne Owen File No. 7338

AT the invitation of a Southern business associate,
Mr. Haskell, a Lowell mill-owner, visits Charles-
ton. When he returns, he brings with him his

host's son, Arnold, and daughter, Estelle, who are
anxious to find work in the north. About the same
ages as his own children, Rodney and Alma, the young
Bourdons are graciously received and Arnold is soon
working with Rodney and his father on the problem of

the mill strike. The workers are seething with im-
pracncal demands for short hours and co-operative
management, and an open rift is threatened. So peril-

ous does the situation become, that the workers rise

up one dav. led by a fanatic voung leader and storm
the mill. They find no direction in which to release
their energies, however, until the leader recognizes
pretty Alma Haskell, going to visit her father, and
thinking that capturing her will help their cause, the
mob 'bears down on the helpless girl. She is being
roughly pushed by the rebelling zealots who in their

irresponsibility are capable of anything, when Arnold
Bourdon distinguishes her. He pushes his way
through the milling men and manages with the great-
est difficulty to assure them that this course of action
cannot help their cause. As he starts to speak angry
growls rimible in the throats of the men, but they
soon stand abashed before his eloquence and his prom-
ise to help them. They fall back from Alma and the
badly frightened girl is comforted by Arnold, who sug-
gests a plan to Haskell for the settlement of the
strike. Pointing out that the money lost by present
conditions would far exceed the amount required for

the experiment of giving the workers what they ask,
Arnold induces Alma's father to turn the mill over
to the workers. The suggestion is greeted with cries

of approval by the mill workers but the owners smile
grimly.

At the same time, Estelle has found work as a
dress designer with Sergei Amourovsky, a Russion lo-

cally famous for his affairs with his employees. Es-
telle is advanced to a responsible position, and Amour-
ovsky does not regard her repulsion of his advances
seriously. But Marilyn Saunders, Armourovsky's as-

sistant who has until Estelle's advent been the Rus-
sian's mistress, is roused to jealousy and knowing
Amourovsky 's past well, and the fact that he has a
wife in England, sends for the Russian's spouse pay-
ing all her expenses. Harassed by the involved char-
acter of her position, Estelle is begged by Rodney
Haskell to give up her job and become his wife, -but
Estelle says she can take care of herself, and that

Rodney is only motivated by the sympathy he feels

because she is having a difficult time of it here in

the city. Once inadvertently left alone with her em-
ployer, Estelle is subjected to a humiliating experience.
Only the arrival of Amourovsky 's wife, sent by Mar-
ilyn who suspected Amourovsky 's arrangement to be
alone with the little Southern girl, saves Estelle from
a more unpleasant predicament. Bruised by the en-
counter, hurt, Estelle does not ttW her brother lest

he murder her annoyer, but she prepares to go back
to the South, secure in the belief that as far as busi-

ness is concerned she is a failure. But before she can
go, Rodney has made her promise to be his wife, and
she has consented.

At the mills, the workers have discovered that run-
ning the work themselves is impossible—no one will

extend credit to them. And they come back to the
old regime, while Rodney whose suggestion it was
has discovered he loves the girl he rescued. And
shortly after the wedding of Estelle and Rodney, pre-

parations are made for Arnold and Alma.

THE SIXTH COMMANDMENT
Henry R. Horn File No. 7346

D. L. Farrington

AS a result of a discussion in the Union League
Club between Ed Kelly, and Dr. Vincent, a
noted psychologist, on the importance of wom-

an's influence over man, Kelly gets an address from a

relief station. Pulling up before a dingy tenement
house, Kelly is met at the door by a slovenly woman
who suspiciously allows the wealthy visitor to give
her some money and take her derelict husband, Jim
Houghton, to a hospital to be cared for. As Kelly
suspects, Clara Houghton does not call at the hospi-

tal to find out what has happened to her husband but
having purchased clothes with the money is soon
yielding to the attractions of men's attention.

Two weeks later, Jim Houghton regains his health

under the good food and medical attention he receives

and his questions are answered by Kelly and Vincent.
He tells the story of his life, uncomplainingly, yet it

is evident to the two experimenters that so much of

their thesis is true—through his marriage to Clara, an
immoral, stupid woman, Jim had lost his interest in

Hving. Now Kelly and Vincent wish to prove that

through correct living he can become regenerated.
Discovering that nothing is demanded of him save
that he acccept generous hospitality, Jim stays on
and is asked to entertain Edith Marsh, a friend of the
Doctor's, who cannot himself take the young lady
about town because of the demands of his profession-
al duties. When Kelly confidentally asks the doctor
who Edith :Marsh is, however, Vincent replies that

she is as yet just a name.
The following day, a charming, adventurous young

lady who earns her living by her wits, accepts the

name of Edith Marsh and having heard the story
agrees to become "a nurse -maid, lady beautiful, and
correspondent" to Jim Houghton. Edith goes forth

to meet Jim and in a short time she is in love, has*
made a clean breast of her part in the experiment
and is, with Jim, who now has a responsible positiont|

in a bank, the same type of work he had been doing*
before Clara had caused his discharge—faced with the

problem of what to do now. They are in love with
each other but Jim has a wife. And Clara, short of

funds comes to ask help of her husband. She is not
a brilliant woman but her knowledge of the relations
of th.

sanction of marriage. The thought of Clara, unclean,
crude, is a constant deterrent to happiness. And then
Dr. Vincent and Kelly come—their experiment has
proven immeasurably successful. Jim freed from his'

dissolute wife has made great progress, but they
have a new development to report. Gravely they ex-
plain that Clara has just been shot—dead—in a speak-
easy brawl over a man.

e sexes is highlv developed. Immediately Clara
5 another woman. Though she has;n't the slight-

iterest in her husband she realizes that she has
/ weapon. Tim, in love, is worth nlore than Jim
Clara has a new source of revenue. Divorce

t of the question as far as Clara is concerned.
rried woman has rights I To Tim ;and Edith the
ion becomes intolerable as they long for the
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FORTUNE'S MELODY
Mrs. Erna App File No. 7349

ARRIVING in New York alone with very little

save her violin, Rena finds there is no type o(

work for which she is fitted. She has always
kept house for her parents and at the tragic blow that

took them both off in an automobile accident, the

young, sheltered girl discovers that after the estate

has been wound up, there is nothing left for her.

Despairing of being able to train herself. Rena is re-

duced to accepting a position as a maid. Cultured,

quiet, she convinces the kindly Mrs. Roberts that she

really needs the position and receives a trial.

Adapting herself to her new circumstances, Rena
finds consolation in her violin playing. Untaught ex-

cept by her father who had always maintained she

had talent, Rena has a deep, abiding love for music
and eagerly anticipates the time when she shall have

saved enough money to be able to afford lessons from

a master. But te.iring that she may disturb the

gracious middle-aged couple who have employed her,

the voung girl only plays when she is alone. Often

Mrs.' Roberts wonders why Rena never seems to go

out. and why when her employers return from_ an
evening out, the girl's eyes always seem to be bright

with a new beauty, but Rena keeps her counsel. Once,

walking through the streets at mid-day. Rena sees a

blind man playing squeekily on a violin. Beside him
a little fellow holds out a cap wistfully for contribu-

tions. As Rena approaches, however, a group of hood-

luttis go by and one pushes the child so that his

money is dashed to the sidewalk. The ruffians make
a dash for the coins, but Rena comes up and threaten-

ing them, helps to get the few coins remaining. The
youngster crying, tells her he needs the money so that

his grandfather can have an operation on his eyes.

Rena hesitates a moment, then taking the violin be-

gins playing. Swaying, her music swelling over the

noisy street. Rena soon attracts a wondermg crowd.

Then stopping, she tells of the old man's need. Coins

and bills drop into the hat as Rena resumes and a

car stops. A man asks Rena where she learned to

plav and as the girl explains that she is practically

self-taught, he nods, then giving her his card, he tells

her he is Monsieur Francois, a music professor, he

invites her to come to his studio for lessons. With a

contribution to the little fellow's hat, he leaves Rena
looking after him wonderingly. But she feels that she

cannot accept his invitation without being able to

pay him.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Roberts, puzzled by her maid comes

home early and hears the girl playing in the kitchen.

She sternly asks why Rena never mentioned she

could play, and takes the toy-like instrument which
produces a fine tone. That evening she is to have as

her guest Monsieur Francois, son of an old friend.

She wishes to speak to him about Rena's playing;

it is marvellous. And when Francois comes,. Rena
is asked to play for him. He recognizes her. and she

having carried his face in her inind all day, is abashed
at being asked to play. When she finishes he as-

serts that sTie has extraordinary talent but requires

arduous training to unlearn her playing by ear. Mr.
and Mrs. Roberts ask Rena if she won't take les-

sons at their expense, staying with them as an adopted
daughter. Rena is overjoyed. And thus starts her

music training and the budding of romance between
professor and student.

SINNER'S BURDEN
Wilhelmina Foster Londy File No. 7353

MONA is just another of the pretty little coun-
try girls who comes to New York in search of

fame and fortune, another who learns that one
must pay for one's very existence. Not that she has
given in without a struggle, but hunger is a driving
force, and well coached by another frail sister. Mona
meets John Rappaport, wealthy and considerably older
than she. The little girl proves to be a gay comrade
for the respected blue-blood, but finally Mona con-
fesses softly that she is going to have a child. At
first John refuses to believe that the child is his, but
when it is born he is amazed at the baby's resem-
blance to his sister and he becomes so fond of it that
he has the little girl named Cecelia after his own
mother.

laries. John's wife,

but one sorrow is

omnipresent in their luxurious home. Since the death
of Helena's child, a Httle girl, the doctor has informed
her that she can never have another child. Since
then, life holds nothing for them. Helena has gone
to Paris alone to try to forget, and John, well John has
Mona. Then comes a strange letter from Helena,
probably prompted by ffossip that reaches even abroad.
Helena writes that she is coming home. If John
wishes to adopt a child, anv child, she is willing to
accept it in the place left vacant by her own little

Rose. And John, adoring her for understanding comes
to Mona and offers to bring Cecelia up as his own
child. Mona is torn by the arguments he proffers, her
baby will have a fine home. Nobody will ever know.
But though she realizes how little she has to offer a
child, she cannot bear the thought of giving up her
baby and she tells him to come back in a week for
her answer. Then, swallowing her pride, Mona writes
to her sister Mary, smug in her respectability. But a
few days later, Mona is killed bv a truck, and when
Mary arrives she f^nds only her sister's child. Tak-
ing Ceceha home with her. she brings the child up
as a drudge, beating her and reminding her incessant-
ly_ that she is illegitimate. When Cecilia's uncle
seizes the frightened girl in his arms and presses a
kiss on her shuddering lips, however, the child rebels.

and runs away. Facing the same problem her moth-
er did, years ago, Cecelia creeps into a church, and
there faints. John and Helena arc there, and when
the former lifts the girl, he cries out. The girl looks
exactly as Mona did when he meet her. When she

learning that it really is Cecelia, he explains all to

Helena. And Helena, pain contracting her face for

an instant says, "I know, dear." Cecelia is adopted
by the Rappaports and tutors are engaged to make
up the breach in her education. Reporters are told

that Cecelia is one of the family, and her resemblance
obviates gossip. And fortunately, when Cecelia falls

in love, it is with one who even after learning of her
birth, remains steadfast in his love, and tells her that
no one else must ever know. Thus happiness comes
to Mona's child.

MOONLIGHT MURDER
David L. Schlecht File No. 7344

YOUNG, ambitious, forceful in manner, Jim Powell
strides into the New York Construction Loan
company and gets what he has come for—a posi-

tion. Humble as it is, it is a berth in a large organi-
zation and Jim is soon making himself felt by the
practicality of his suggestions and the effectiveness of

his work. Word of his progress reaches the ears of

the bank president who offers the boy a raise and in-

vites him to his home for dinner, for Mr. March has
ever taken a personal interest in his young employees.
At the March home, Jim is dazzled by Virginia,

daughter of the president, and encouraged by her favor,
manages to stammer a halting invitation for a ride
the next evening. To his surprise she accepts, and
the next dav, Jim walks about on air. Quick to no-
tice the change in Jim, his fellows tease him. all the
way from Moses, the chuckling colored elevator man.
to Lester Jordan, cashier. The latter, in fact, becomes
decidedly disagreeable, having, as Tim is later to find
out. aspired to the hand of Virginia, himself. Mr.
March sees Lester refuse to lunch with Jim today,
and he smiles at Jim's bewilderment. He. for one, is

perfectly satisfied that Virginia should prefer Jim as it

has always been his contention that a self-made man
is to be prized far more than a wealthy idler. That
night, Jim's heart does queer things as the lovely Vir-
ginia gracefully seats herself in Jim's car and directs
him to her favorite nook-—a little hill where the moon
seems to put' on a special beauty. They are, however,
seen by a jealous Lester Jordan, who turns away as
Virginia lifts her face for Jim's kiss.
A few days later, Lester makes himself conspicuous

by his lack of sympathy for the well-loved elevator
man. For many years the colored Moses has endeared
himself to the employees and clients of the bank. In
these days of commercialism. Moses' strong faith and
constant preoccupation with the Bible given him by
the employees, is a curious anamoly. And now, when
his beloved little son. BilHe, is shot by a comrade in

a wild West game, all but Lester visit the stricken
home and send messages of sympathy. A few weeks
later. Moses, back on the job. jumps as he catches
Lester, after hours, stuffing bank notes into his
pocket. The thief whirls, and catching the darkey by
the throat, starts choking him. releasing Moses onlv
on the oath that he will tell no one what he has seen.
Frightened, the colored fellow goes home, and after
a long internal conflict, he decides that he will to-
morrow tell Mr. March. That night he goes to a
revivalist meeting, and is seen bv Lester who is bit-
terly watching Jim and Virginia as they sit. heads
together watching the moon come up. Engaged now.
the young pair spend hours together, scarcely mov-
ing, happy and self-sufficient. Mad with jealousy and
fear that the fool darkey will give him away, Lester
attempts a desperate course. He slips along ahead of
the slowly trudging Moses, and at the bridge, leaps
out of the dark and fires a fatal shot. Seizing Moses'
well-known_ Bible and pocketbook. he waits until Jim
and Virginia, come running to the spot attracted by
the shot. Scarcely believing that anyone could harm
the mild negro, Jim pityingly picks up the revolver,
and thus leaves fingerprints which together with the
Bible and empty pocketbook tossed into the rumble
seat of his car by Lester, serve as a circumstantial
chain of evidence which gets Jim a death sentence and
Virginia imprisonment for Hfe as an accomplice. But
Lester is conscience stricken and having left the bank
is dazedly crossing the street the dav of Tim's elec-
trocution, when he is struck by a car. His delirious
babbling frees the innocent victims, and Tim and Vir-
ginia, safe after their terrible ordeal, are married.

LOVE'S HIGHWAY

MPISHLY perched on a fence. Kitty calls down to
Tommy Jones, dreaming under a shady tree. He
starts up curiously, and she explains that she is

the daughter of an employee discharged, by Tommy's
father. Tommy is sympathetic, and Kitty explains
that he never drank before her mother's death. Sud-
denly, he catches Kitty by the waist and kisses her.
She pretends indignation but soon confesses that she
wanted hiifi to do that. Charmed by her ingenuous-
ness, he goes wading in the creek with her and in

the days that follow they meet regularly and part
with a kiss. One day. Tommy asks her if she loves
him and then announces that he is not goincr back

I

him and then announces that he is not going back
to college, he is going to marry her, but Kitty will
not hear of his sacrificing his career and estranging
his family by marrying the daughter of a drunkard.
And Tommy allows himself to be persuaded only af-

ter they have exchanged promises to wait for each
other.
While Tommy is at school, Kitty's father dies and

she goes to New York to get work. Discouragements
follow fast, but finally she secures a position in a
night club, only to find that to keep it she must be
friendly with Mac, the owner. Despairingly she re-
fuses to submit to his caresses, but hunger soon
breaks down her resistance. Meanwhile, Ted, a young
chap comes to the club every night to hear her sing,
and Kitty frequently accepts his invitation to dine
with him after the performance. Mac's jealousy is

aroused, and one day seeing them together, he calls
Ted into his private office. Kitty worriedly follows
and hears Mac tell Ted to keep away from his woman,
or he'll shoot. Kitty dashes into the room to stop
Mac knowing well that he will carry out his threat.
Surprised af the interruption, he turns but when Ted
steps ti. Kitty's side, Mac becomes infuriated and as
he raises his gun, Kitty instinctively picks up the gun
Mac always keeps in his desk and she fires a second
after Mac. Ted escapes unhurt but Mac falls to the
floor dead. Pushing the innocent cause of all the
trouble out of the room, saying she can manage it

better alone. Kitty tries to escape after Ted. but is

caught. Brought to trial she pleads self-defense and is

convicted for a minimum sentence. When Ted, the
son of socially prominent people attempts to tell his
side of the story, Kitty convinces him it would be a
useless gesture and would hurt his mother terribly.
Meanwhile, Tommy returns from school and inquires

about Kitty, His mother, not suspecting that he loves
the girl asks surprised, if he hasn't heard of her con-
viction. Startled. Tommy prepares to go to New
York and he informs his distracted mother that he
loves Kitty and is going to marry her in spite of
everything. It is all his fault he should never have
left her. When his mother asserts that the girl is

probably a gold digger^ Tommy assures her that she
is wrong, that Kitty refused to accept even the money
he offered her, and after a stormy scene he rushes
out of the house having chosen Kitty rather than his
mother. Immediately investigating. Tommy gets hold
of Ted and gets the story. He convinces the judge
to grant Kitty a new trial and she is freed to join
Tommy who stills her expanations with the statement
that nothing she or anybody else can tell him will
make any difference to him—he loves her. and their
happiness is completed by the arrival of Tommy's
mother who has decided to accept her daughter-in-
law, since her son loves Kitty.

QUICKSAND
John Rudolph Miller File No. 7321

WITH a troubled expression on her heart-shaped
face. Mabel admits to her agitated grandmother
that she is contemplating giving up Billy Wil-

son and his interfering mother to marry Jack 'Smith.
Defiantly .she adds she's not afraid of povertj—and
as for Mrs. Wilson, she can plot somebody else's life,

but not Mabel's. All that night while Mabel is out
with Jack, a millhand whose kisses Mabel says "thrill"
her, her grandmother distractedly weighs the most
effective way of saving the rash young girl. Finally,
she resorts to a desperate measure. When Mabel
comes back, flushed from her date, her grandmother
tells her about her mother, a story always kept from
Mabel.
Mabel's mother, Bette, had been in love with Charles

Watrous, who handsome and well-to-do had not been
without his share of female admiration. But wilful
Bette had flared time and time again into bursts of
jealousy, and when to avoid hurting Helene, a girl
who had admitted her love for him, Charles had
taken her to a place she had boasted he would es-
cort her, Bette had chosen to accept the incident as a
proof that Charles had never really loved her, and
the next morning she had exhibited to public view her
husband, David Moon, one of the town's loafers.
Charles never recovered from the loss of Bette who
soon was bitterly to rue her impetuousitv. .\ short
time later, Charles tried to show his indifference bv
marrying Helene, but the gesture failed. After years
of unhappiness. by chance Bette and Charles met on a
train, and as they looked deep into each other's eves
and saw the suffering within, thev were swept into
each other's arms. From then on they picked up the
threads of their love with an ardor that onlv pain
such as theirs could engender. It was on one of their
excursions that the train was wrecked. Charles was
killed instantly, and Bette never recovered from the
shock of having been preserved from death by the
dead body of her lover protecting her. After the
birth of her baby Mabel, Bette lost all interest in
life. Once wandering down to the river bank as was
her custom, she slipped down an embankment and
was drawn to a horrible death in the treacherous
quicksand below. It was thought she was a suicide,
but her luother knew how Bette had struggled against
the morass which had pulled her deeper and deeper
into the mire since her impulsive tnarriage. It wasn't
of her own will that she had perished so.

Finishing her story, the grandmother looks anxiously
at Mabel. Will she understand? Will her mother's
story save her from the same terrible danger? And
Mabel, her eyes bright with unshed tears says, "And
I too_ was going to marry for spite, because I resented
the interference of a mother who loves her son so
well that she wants to manage everyone who touches
him. And I said I wanted to marry Jack Smith."
the lovely face clouds, "he kissed me tonight ..."
Understandingly. the grandmother draws the shudder-
ing body into the haven of her arms, as the quick-
sands become less and less of a peril. "And I love
Billy so. grandmother," she finishes and drops off
into an untroubled sleep.
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GAMBLER'S PARADISE

Vyolette Parker File No. 7309

A BRILLIANT future was predicted for Dr. Ar-

thur Stanton but through his conviction that he

has lost one of his patients through his own
carelessness, he gives up his practice and begins

drowning his self-condemnation in liquor. Tune and

again, Alice, his wife, tries to awaken his old spirit

but that feeling of guilt arises hke a specter between

him and his life-work and becoming more dissolute

each day. he squanders their savings on gambling

and drink. It is startling how soon the once happy

household is reduced to actual penury and Arthur

begins to play now to try to win enough for food.

Lashed by the contempt of Alice and his daughter.

Marion, Arthur begins to make a hopeless effort to

win just enough to be able to start again, while

Alice tries to conceal from him the weakness of her

heart feeling that in his present state, her ill health

won't affect him at all. Marion tries desperately to

earn enough to get her mother to a lower country

which would be less of a strain on her, and finally

she pulls her father up and faces him squarely with

the necessity of getting Alice to a more healthful cli-

mate Dazed by a realization of his own failure, Arthur

goes out and using the only means he can think of,

he tries to win the money by gambling. And tor tlie

first time luck is with him. Stopping while he is

still ahead he rushes home, happy in the thought that

he can once again help Alice. Climbing the steps of

their little apartment, he bursts gaily into the room

only to discover Marion her face a mask of sorrow

and hatred for him—Alice has died. Broken, he goes

to his wife and weeps bitterly over the way lie has

failed her. But when all has been settled, Marion

leaves him, telling him she has only hate for him.

Alone, deserted by the only person he has left Ar-

thur tramps desperately for work, hoping only for a

chance to redeem himself. Doing the most menial of

tasks, he earns a few dollars and sends it to Marion

to prove that he is trying to reform, but it is returned

to him with a curt note of refusal. For months Ar-

thur works, anything and everything that will earn

him a dollar honestly, is accepted and it is inevitable

that his health breaks under the strain. He collapses

one day while sweeping a shop and is carried to a

hospital ward. . ,

His case history is taken by a young interne who

is aghast as he recognizes in this derelict the once

famous Dr. Stanton. Giving especial attention to

his patient. Dr. Norman Baiiie comes to his bed and

hears him babble ceaselessly for forgiveness from

Marion. At length he gathers enough about the case

to determine to visit Stanton's daughter, himself.

Marion, learning that Baine has come about her fa-

ther expresses her indifference, but stirred to angei

,

Norman asks her who she is to think that she can

judge another's wrong. Finally he manages to con-

vince her of Arthur's struggle to atone and Marion

humbly follows him to her father's side. Arthur s

joy is pitiful and over his head Marion thanks Nor-

man wordlessly for bringing her here, for making

her forgive. And love is born between Norman and

Marion.

MARRY IN HASTE
Rachel M. Baturin F'le No. 7331

IF Ted weren't so insistent about getting the Lane

contract before marrying Minerva, there would

have been no tragedy. But Ted was proud, too

proud to ask the beautiful young musician to give up

everything for him—even if she did say over and over

again that she loved him and money meant nothing to

her. And then Minerva had gotten her idea. Jeal-

ousy! That's what would make Ted see hght She

knew the moment Roily Evans had cut in on her at

the Country Club that he was smitten, and Roily was

handsome enough to turn any girl's head save hers,

already turned for ever and ever towards Ted. So

she let Roily call, and she made dates with hira, and

dallied lightly with the passion she knew she was
arousing. Once or twice, even though she noted with

satisfaction how well her scheme was working, she

had had misgivings. Roily was infatuated, that was

certain Was he going to accept her inevitable de-

cision in favor of Ted hghtly? Roily was dangerous,

she was starting something she might not be able to

stop. So, regretfully, Minerva informed Roily as

they were speeding along in his high powered roadster,

that after to-night she wasn't going to see him any

more. For a moment fear clutched her as she saw his

face redden and his Tfands go white under his fren-

zied clutch at the steering wheel, but he said nothing.

Miles of road whizzed by, and Minerva suggested that

they return, but still maintaining that maddening si-

lence. Roily rode. As they left all the familiar land-

marks behind and careened crazily along uiipaved

roads lined by dense trees, Minerva became terrified.

"Roily," she pleaded, "let's go back!" But he kept

on like a madman, until in a spot so desolute that the

very stillness seemed fraught with danger, he stopped

and drew Minerva, protesting, and weeping into his

arms. She fought savagely, but Roily was strong . . .

Scorning Roily 's pleas that she marry him, Minerva
tried to pick up living. Shuddering with the memory
of that awful night, she felt she couldn't look into

Ted's dear eyes again. Changed, moody, she hung up
the p'hone against Rolly's pleas for forgiveness. It

was love, he said, love. And then Minerva had dis-

covered the awful truth. Thoughts of suicide . . .

what good was anything, now. And Roily, coming
down to renew his offers of marriage. Hating him,

hating herself, Minerva promised to slip off with him.

Marriage with Roily was a nightmare. She tried to

shut her thoughts to Ted, as he, terribly hurt, had

said, "You, Minerva ..." Weeks of marriage and
Roily reahzing belatedly that despite his overpower-

ing love, Minerva belonged in spirit to another, took

to drink. Ugly, loathsome as he staggered in, Roily

caught sight of Minerva and sought to draw her into

his arms. As she held herself rigidly against his kiss,

he began shaking her, cursing her. Minerva whis-

pered, "Roily ... the child" but with an oath he

flung her from him antl she fell back, back and
crashed senselessly against the wall. When she re-

covered the baby was gone, and Roily. Deathly ill,

scarcely caring if she lived or died, Minerva rued

her marriage. Then Ted had come. "Darling, for-

give me. I couldn't stay away. I heard you were
ill," and she had sobbed out the whole shameful
story.
Ted comforting her, asking her why she ever mar-

ried the bounder when there was he . . . And finally a

letter from Roily releasing her, wishing her happiness

and asking for forgiveness. Ted smiling tenderly down
at her. Happiness . . .

SKY JAUNT
Reamond E. Card File No. 731S

ENGINEERING students at the University of

Southern California, Bob and Joe plan to fly

their amphibian biplane to Fort Resolution to

visit Joe's uncle at his trading post there. They
get off to an early start and splendid flying condi-

tions prevail. Since the visit is just an arbitrary

destination for a vacation tour, the boys have a

grand time of it, but when they reach the post, they

find the place in a turmoil. A young girl has disap-

peared and shortly afterwards her brother who had
gone in search of her failed to return. Searching
parties have been sent out but soon a terrific storm
blows up and the men come back shaking their heads
and speculating gravely about what could have hap-
pened. The children of the owner of the biggest
store in those parts, there would seem to be nobody
with any cause for wanting them out of the way. As a

matter of fact Elaine has endeared herself to all the

rough men in these parts by remaining unspoiled in

that country where most of the women are just there

to afford diversion for miners who have struck it rich.

Since facilities are limited for tracing them, and
the mystery of their disappearance is upsetting the

whole town. Bob and Joe volunteer to risk flying

their plane through the violent storm in an effort to

find some clue to their whereabouts. They set off,

their tanks filled, and fly over the dense forests but
after a few hours of straining their eyes to pierce the

inky blackness below, they" realize how useless their

efforts are. Even should a struggle be taking place
directly below them, it would be impossible to discern

it from the air as the visibility is Hmited. Meanwhile,
the velocity of the wind increases and with it the
danger of having a w-ing ripped. Finally the boys de-
cide that further flight is useless and prepare to find

a clearing in which to attempt a landing. Suddenly
Bob cries out, "Look I" and there below smoke tric-

kles from the chimney of a tiny hut. Fearing that it

will be impossible to safely lower the ship with the
rain driving against the sides and the wind slashing.
Bob strains every fiber to guide his plane and they
make it. But as they walk, head low toward the
house they stop amazed. Although smoke is issuing
forth, every window is carefully nailed up and a beam
is nailed across the only door from the outside. In-
vestigating, Bob jumps as he hears a noise from with-
in. Who can be in the boarded up hut, and what can
live without air? Feverishly the boys set to work
prying the boards from the door but they seem to
have been nailed on frenziedly. Not an 'effort has
been spared to seal that house and all along that
feeble knocking sounds within. At length they break
down the door and find Elaine and her brother, the
latter lying badly bruised and suffering acutely from
a twisted ankle. Elaine begs them to get her brother
medical help but the boys look at each other. It is

utter folly to attempt to fly back in this storm. How-
ever, it is evident that the longer they wait the more
grave is the boy's condition, so throwing out every
e.vtra bit of fuel and supplies. Bob and Joe set the
injured boy and his sister in the plane and trust to

Providence to get them safely back. Then they learn
that the mad hermit has somehow gotten the idea of
kidnapping Elaine and holding her for ransom. When
her brother had found them there had been a terrific

battle and, not reahzing they would have died of suf-
focation, he nailed them in the hut. Safely back, the
boy recovers, the madman is found dead at the bot-
tom of a gully into which he had slipped, and a ro-
mance buds between Bob and Elaine.

THE BUCKETEERS
Pemberton Morgan File No. 7314

UNDER the tutelage of Jem Thornton. Janet Cum-
mings, a friendless waif, develops as "Slim Jin-
ny" into a valuable assistant to his safe-break-

ing activities and learns through his rough friendship
the importance of using her head, not her heart. Jem
is finally caught by the law, and Janet is thrown on
her own. She does well for herself lifting stray rings
and Jewels from those who cannot afTord too loud a
squawk, operating first through a beauty shop. Then
as "Jeanette" dealer in lingerie and feminine acces-
ories with a shop in one of the more expensive hotels
in Atlantic City, her predatory activities are more
discreetly devoted to bigger game. Soon she is man-
aging the

^
ladies department of Clement and Co.,

"Securities", a bucket shop. No real stocks are
handled, purchases and sales being cleared through
fictitious New York correspondents. With offices in
the hotel, clients are adroitly relieved of their "in-
vestments".
Among the men customers, Janet notices Stephen

Adams, reserved and indifferent to his losses. "Nerve
but no brain" comments Janet to herself. Punctil-
iously polite to her, once he helps her when she is

carried off her feet by a large breaker in the surf.

but when Janet attempts to be more grateful than
is necessary, he piques her by appearing somewhat
patronizing. However. Janet finds her interest mount-
ing despite herself, and when she sees him drop a
letter she recovers from her first impulse to pocket it

and starts after him. He has disappeared in the
crowd and she amazcdly reads that if he doesn't re-

turn the funds from his aunt's estate, he will be pro-
secuted. The next day. Bridges, the brains behind the
business of Clement and Co. tells Adams of a mining
stock in which he can recover his losses and Adams
brings over the money which is put in the safe since
the bank is closed. That night, Bridges invites Adams
who seems inclined to buy more stock, to his office

and they find Janet taking the money, Adams with-
draws but waits outside, and Jeanette defies Bridges
by exposing that she knows he is "Stocky Pete" Lar-
sen, one of Jem Thornton's old mob. The money, she
asserts, she is going to return to Adams, Bridges
takes her in his arms. She struggles to free herself
and Adams steps out of his hiding place. Bridges
reaches for his gun and is struck down by Adams.
Janet tries to induce Adams to take his money back
but he says he knew the game was crooked; he
thought he could beat it and he's not welching. As-
tonished Janet acccompanies him outside, and he ex-
plains the money was counterfeit, made by him
(Queer Steve), and his aunt's telegram was faked.
She almost falls, so startling is the information, but
when she grabs his arm and says tensely, "Oh Steve,
why don't you go straight?" he answers, "Can't be
done," and they walk ofif together.
Seeing Bridges and Clement in conversation, Adams

suggests they go to the office and settle, as the "lit-

tle lady" wants to quit. As he closes the door he
snaps out a revolver and giving a pair of handcuffs
to Janet asks her to slip them on the pair. Then
Adams explains the bills were marked, and that Janet
almost prevented the capture. He is a secret service
agent, the counterfeiter story was just to test her
character. She understands, and she lifts her face for

his kiss.

THE DEVIL WORKS
File No. 7333Michael Intonte

AS he sees one after another of the friends with
whom he has grown up drift into lives of crime

—

^
the easiest path, Martin determines to keep

within the law and away from the women whom he
has always held responsible for the dissolution of
Victor and Paul. As Victor grows more prosperous,
he tries to induce Martin to join him in the rackets
he claims are "safe" and yielding of enormous profits.
Steadily advancing in his own honest if not too lucra-
tive position, Martin even refuses to go out on the
"swell" dates his friends try to arrange for him.
"Keep away from women and you keep away from
trouble." however, is Martin's belief.
However, when Victor's friends arrange a testi-

mer in his behalf. Martin is invited. At
fuses but convinced that he w
once close friend by his foolish
The testimonial dinner, moreovt
ther wild party at a i

prepares to break away early.
Janet, seated at his right, but h.

tion with

first li

accept
to be

uple
Illy be

sort of

) and Martin
ntroduced to

to be drawn
11 the

ig to be polite,
swers her laconically and when she asks wistfully if

he will dance, he replies that he never has. She as-
sures him it is easy and induces him to try. As he
stumbles about clumsily, she flatters him by remark-
ing upon his inherent grace and despite him.5elf he
finds the gay atmosphere pleasing. When the drinks
are brought out, however, he orders a ginger ale, and
assured that that's what has been given to hira he
drinks. Soon he feels that he has been wasting his
life and a few drinks farther on, he forgets philosophy.
As gay as anyone, Martin accepts Janet's suggestion
that they invite the whole party to Greenwich and
get married. With whoops and cheers, Martin en-
joys the sensation he creates as a bridegroom.
The next morning he wakes up with a splitting

headache and—a wife. Disgusted, he asks Janet how
much she wants for a divorce, but she looks at him
with tears welling in her eyes. Impatiently, Martin
demands her price. "Nothing," she answers in a
low voice. Puzzled he asks her why she is here, and
she explains as she takes up her coat that she was
paid to get him to marry her, told to get him to act
as a blind for the gang. Nobody would doubt his
honesty and the crowd could get away with a lot,

going through with it. Martin's face
al times as he hears her story, then
he asks why she is backing out. Again
speats his query, and finally she replies,
think you're too decent to be hurt."

but Martin's

I

you gomg
Tiuch care.'

job.

s tha
istfuln

"I don't
Only then

ngered her life for

Out of pity and
give her enough

Thank you," is all

id isn't wholly bad,
»s beneath her as-

wnst stays her. "Where are
know," she replies, "I don't
does he realize how she has
him by double-crossing the
gratitude, perhaps, he offer
money until she can get
she says, but Martin reali
that there is a pathetic
sumption of hardness.
Legally married to this stranger, Martin finds he

is sufficiently interested to come around to find out
how she is getting along. He finds her struggling
along as a department store saleslady while she gal-
lantly tries to hide her wea

'

visits continue until these two
so strangely realize that they
their marriage becomes a true
find happiness.

people thrown together
are in love. And soon
one and together they
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AS YE SOW
Lois McMath File No, 7303

ARRIVING home early, Neil Brent finds that his

wife, who despite his wishes insists on working
as a model to help defray expenses, has not yet

returned. Tired as he is, he goes about preparing

supper to surprise her, but when Bonnie arrives,

without noticing Neil's preparations, she flings her-

self on her bed and weeps bitterly. Startled, Neil

tries to comfort her and learning that she is to be

a mother, he happily begins to plan. But Bonnie

turns on him fiercely and says she wishes she were
dead, l^or months Neil has all he can do to prevent

her from killing herself, and only when her little son

is born, does she again take an interest in life. All

goes well, until httle Donald reveals a strange streak.

The child gives way to fits of cruelty that makes him
despised among his school mates. Again and again,

his parents try to cure him of his proclivity to tor-

ture animals. Even when he is older, others have to

prevent him from hurting children and they stand ap-

palled before his demoniacal little laugh. At college,

although one of the handsomest and most popular

boys in his class, he walks alone for hours trying to

conquer that insane desire of his to hurt others. In

love with Laura, who worships him with an adora-
tion that makes him uncomfortable, Donald is clasp-

ing her in his arms one day when that crazy feeUng
comes over him—to hurt someone. Suddenly he finds

himself crushing her, crushing her until she cries out

in alarm. "Forgive me, darling," he pants and leaves

her standing at the gate. That night he breaks

down and his mother confesses to him her torment
believing that her disinclination to have him is re-

sponsible for his ruthless streak. It is the realization

that he must save her from her self-condemnation that

helps him through the months that follow. But then

war breaks out, and with eyes afire, Donald joins.

His first taste of battle sends him over the top glory-

ing in the bloody fray. Again and again he plunges

into the enemy, madly, fearlessly, while his terrified

comrades note his abandon even in the terror of bat-

tle. His life seems charmed and soon he is raised in

rank. Out there he has a buddy whose every thought
he shares. And once after a particularly fierce hand-
to-hand encounter with the enemy, Donald stops his

praise with a confession of the demoniacal feeling that

gains plaudits for him. He expects Jim to turn away
revolted, but instead with a great pity his buddy
swears that somehow he will pull him through and
after the war that crazy lust for blood will be downed.
However, once they are given an order to advance,
and while Donald is fiercely, gayly rushing about deal-

ing death, his exultant feeling dies as he sees Jim
roll over bayonetted. He reaches his side, and as he

prepares to lunge at the man who has killed Jim and
crept off, the desire to kill leaves him. He drops to

the ground beside his dying buddy and orders his men
to go on. Jim smiles up into Donald's face and whis-

pers, "I promised to help you, didn't I?" Life

changes for Donald after Jim's death, mechanically
he goes about the war business, and when the Armis-
tice is signed he is still miraculously unhurt. Home,
he is reluctant to discuss the war, and he gently visits

Jim's family. In her changed son, Bonnie loses that

feeling of guilt she has had ever since his first cruelty,

and Donald, entirely normal, marries little Laura
who has waited for him.

QUEEN OF THE DRAGON
Edwin G. Thompson, Sr. File No. 7318

THE steamer carrying Lady Nancy Whitman and
her little daughter Nan into the interior of China

-

to join Sir Percy Whitman, vice consul, is at-

tacked by river pirates and all the passengers save
Sir Percy's wife and daughter are killed. Soon after

Lady Nancy succumbs to the harsh treatment she is

afforded and dying, places a small locket around the

neck of her child.

However, Nan even at a tender age shows signs of

great beauty and she is carefully brought up so that

her beauty and talents may later be exploited. Bought
by Bey Sin, she becomes an entertainer at the Dragon,
a cabaret which soon draws the most distinguished
white visitors. Bey Sin appreciative of the crowds
Nan draws protects her, and thwarts the infatuated
attentions of Aguando, a lustful half-breed desperado.
Anniversary night at the Dragon, Sir Percy Whit-

man is being teased for his interest in the young en-
tertainer and he explains that she closely resembles
his wife who had been captured by river pirates many
years before. His companions express their sympathy
and Reginald McDonald, a young junior lieutenant
from Sir Percy's ship watches Nan with admiring
eyes. Nan drawn irresistibly, is soon engaged in con-
versation with Reggie. Jealously Aguando watches
then informs Bey Sin who threatens to kill Nan if

she tries to leave him. Realizing that she is menac-
ing Reggie's safety. Nan tries to discourage the Eng-
lishman who, in love with her, attributes his failure

to his inferior position in life. At this time all Can-
ton is excited about the rumor that a large consign-
ment of gold is being transferred from a Canton
Bank to England. Bey Sin and his pirates, at Aguan-
do's suggestion, determine to use Nan to get it, and
when Reggie is commissioned by Sir Percy, he ex-
citedly violates his confidence to induce Nan to marry
him. However, overheard by Aguando, Nan is ac-
cused of treachery although she has embittered Reg-
gie, not daring to accept. The crew of the Tiger,
the treasure carrier, is drugged in a cafe, and pirates
offer themselves and are hired for the trip. Nan
watched by Ab, a Chinese girl who soon proves that
her sympathies are with Nan is put aboard to aid.

.

Every attempt that the distracted white girl makes
to inform Reggie of the presence of the pirates is

frustrated by the spying eyes of Aguando. Almost it

seems that the pirates are to be thwarted when a
British warship escorts them, but Aguando craftily

manages to awaken over-confidence and the escort is

deemed unnecessary. Ao gives Nan a dru^ which
she gives to Reggie while she is performmg her
dance for the company. With a look of reproach he
retires to his room and she locks him in to prevent
his being killed by Aguando when the pirates strike.

The ship is unmanned and Reggie coming to, de-
mands to be released. Trembling, Nan opens the door
and Aguando and Reggie fight with swords until the

former falls, wounded. Reggie and Nan get to the

radio room and Reggie tries to signal for help while
Nan holds off the pirates led by Aguando, who has
killed Ao trying to get Nan. Wounded, Nan re-

turns shot for shot and a moment after Reggie is

shot. Nan falls over him. Help comes, but Nan's
gun has spoken for Aguando. Carried to a hospital
base. Nan is being observed by Sir Percy when he
recognizes the locket which assures him that the girl

is indeed his daughter. Reggie is promoted for his

bravery and he wins the newly-found daughter of his

superior officer as his bride.

THE BIG BOSS

E. Ackeiman File No. 730S

TWO suspects are held for the murder of Dutch
Hyde, gang leader. One, "Reds" Murphy, sworn
enemy of the murdered man, produces an iron-

clad alibi; but police suspicion focuses on Toe Sporak,
pal of the deceased. He swears that from eleven un-
til dawn he was at a night club, and not only the
manager but some of the guests attest to having
seen him there. As for the time before that, Joe as-

serts that he was in his own apartment, and his testi-

mony cannot be shaken or gainsaid. However, when
the sergeant accuses him of lying, since the elevator
boy saw him going up to Dutch's apartment at nine
o'clock, Sporak sit rigidly in his chair and finally sur-

prises his examiner by querying, "Is that all he told

you?" "Why, yes," is the reply, "but is there some-
thing else?" And Sporak asks if he can question the

elevator boy. Suspicious, the sergeant questions Joe
further but all he can get is an excited statement that

he can prove his innocence.
Shaken and scared, John Fisher, the elevator boy.

answers the questions of Sporak, who has regained
his composure. Finally under skillful questioning he
recalls that he took Sporak down about 10:30 and he
heard Dutch say, "Good-night, Joe". Thus Sporak
proves that Dutch was alive when he left him, al-

though the elevator boy is certain that no other visi-

tors were admitted to the dead man's apartment there-

after. Certain that the elevator boy has told the
truth, a detective who had been listening from behind
a screen slowly pronounces that Sporak got out of a
tight place too perfectly! The Sergeant admits he is

baffled but the detective wagers two bits that, never-
theless, Sporak is guilty. A few days later Detective
O'Reilly walks into Joe's apartment and enlists his

aid in catching his pal's murderer. Sporak is not
helpful but O'Reilly says he doesn't believe "Red's"
alibi that he was out of town; couldn't the people who
swore to having seen him have been bribed? And
couldn't Red have used the stairs since the elevator

boy didn't see him? Moreover, O'Reilly has a note
saying that Red has threatened Dutch and if he is

found dead, Red is the murderer. The only difficulty

is establishing that it is really Dutch's handwriting.
Excitedly Sporak says he can prove it is, and with
alacrity he accompanies O'Reilly to the station house.
While Sporak is chattering to the Chief, one of two
detectives comes in with the announcement, "Got
Dutch's killer." Both Sporak and the Sergeant cry,

"what?" simultaneously and the detective sets a small
portable phonograph down and producing a tiny record
he plays it. The only thing it says is. "Good-night,
Joe." Watching the proceedings in a tense, rigid si-

lence, Sporak sweeps the instrument to the floor in a

frenzied gesture as he hears the fatal words, but he is

quickly overpowered. Finally, he quietly confesses
that he killed Dutch because he wanted to be the big

boss and later came back to set the phonograph. His
one error was in not being able to get_ the infernal
phonograph out. The reason his shot "wasn't heard
was because of the heavy electrical storm, but one
thing he asks. "What about the note? I could swear
that this is Dutch's writing." "The best man who
ever copied anyone's haudwriting," says O'Reilly,
"made that for me."

TWO KINDS OF LOVE
Emily Lombard File No. 7332

HOME after a quarrel with her fiance, Ralph Park-
er, for neglecting her in his zeal to succeed as
an architect, Adaline Foster finds her room-

mate is entertaining guests. A few moments later

she is enthusiastically accepting an invitation to join

the others since there is an extra man, the well-

known playboy. David Kent. Adaline is an immed-
iate success with her wealthy friend and she is soon
responding to his fervent caresses and receiving ex-
pen :ifts

David not unaware of the admiring glances that fall

upon Adaline is sufficiently stricken with her breath-
less young beauty to actually regret that having a
wife 'somewhere' prevents him from proposing mar-
riage to her, but deftly he wins her over by his

skilled technique—comphments at exactly the right

,nd everything that can turn her head. How-
ever, one night at a supper club David notices Ada-
line's perturbation as she sees a young man—Ralph,
dining with a business associate' and his winning
daughter. Deciding to play his trump card now,
David suggests to the whole party that they join
him on his yacht for a short coastwise cruise. The
suggestion is greeted with applause and Adaline weighs
the matter. Marriage to David, good-looking, pop-
ular, wealthy ... has its advantages, and when Da-
vid meets her hesitation with the whispered words,
"I have a wonderful surprise for you, dear, when we
get to Florida," Adaline assumes, as he hopes she
will, that he means to ask her to marry him. The
trip is a great success for the others, but it only
makes Adaline realize how much she loves Ralph who
is at the very moment searching all over New York
for her. Late one night, Adaline awakes to see Da-
vid, drunk, coming into her stateroom, aufl as she
tries to order him out, he reveals his intentions.
Strugghng she chides herself for ever thinking she
could marry him, and he suavely assures her that she
won't have to—he has a wife. The fierce struggle is

halted by a terrific jolt. Adaline is thrown upon her
bed, and as she rises she discovers that David's throat
has been slit by the falling glass. She staggers to
the deck and finds to her horror that the yacht is

sinking, the forward part being already submerged.
She jumps into the water just before the boat sinks
and is hauled up into a boat by a sinister looking
man. It is the rum-runner's boat that has crashed
into the yacht. Almost she wishes she had been left

to drown. There is an argument aboard about taking
a woman on, but her rescuer wants her. Suddenly
the boat is bathed in a flood of light. The revenue
officers from whom the brigands were escaping when
they rammed the yacht come up, capture the boat,
and express their astonishment at finding Adaline,
negligee clad, aboard. However, Adaline convinces a
police officer of the truth of her story. All the rest of
her party have drowned, and she is cared for ashore
by the wife of the police officer.

Home again, she goes to her apartment but the
door is locked and thinking to climb through the emp-
ty apartment below, she tries the door. Realizing
that it has been rented she is about to withdraw
when Ralph opens the door and sweeps her into his
arms. He had taken the apartment below hers to be
on hand in case she should return!

REUNION
Teresa Nelson File No. 730Z

AWARE of the sacrifices entailed by her Darents
in putting lier through college, Blanche" Clark
makes splendid grades and is quite popular des-

pite her limited allowance. Her most valued friend-
ship is with the daughter of a socially prominent fam-
ily, Mildred Hall. A few days before graduation,
however, Blanche is stunned by the loss of both par-
ents in an automobile accident. But another shock
follows for a letter has been left tor her telling her
that she is not a Clark at all, but an adopted daugh-
ter. Left destitute. Blanche searches for work un-
successfully until Mildred begs her to come home with
her for a few days until she can take hold of herself.
While with the Halls, Blanche meets James, Mildred's
brother, and he grows quite fond of her, but beset
with the idea that she may be illegitimate, Blanche
runs off without a word, rather than endanger James'
promising legal career.
Again she looks for work and this time accepts a

menial position. She works hard haunted by her love
for James and her irresolution. Suppose she did
marry him—if he ever were put up for office, as is

likely, he would be hindered by his wife. Thus she
decides to keep her whereabouts secret, while James
conducts an unceasing search for her. Mildred is

sympathetic but she knows her friend's pride too
well not to suspect what has caused her disappear-
ance from the scene. One day, months later, Mildred
is visiting a friend in a distant city when she sees
Blancha working as a saleslady in a department store.
Afraid that Blanche may run off if she knows that
her place of concealment has been discovered, Mildred
writes to James who is spending a weekend at the
home of Alfred Frane, a school-mate. The momenta
James receives the information concerning Mildred's
whereabouts, he writes a long letter to her telling her
that he doesn't care if she never had another name but
Blanche, she has been adopted bv the Clarks and he-
sides he loves her. After six or seven unsuccessful
attempts at writing exactly what he wants to sav,
James finishes his letter but before he can mail 'it

he is called away and the letter is blown to the floor
after the maid has opened the window. Alfred's father,
Mr. Frane, coming into the room sees the letter on
the floor and in attempting to replace the letter on
the desk, Frane sees, "Blanche" and "Clark". Sup-
pressing his excitement with difficulty, he excuses
himself to James for his chance reading of another's
mail, but who is Blanche Clark? Then Mr. Frane
tells how on the death of his wife, he had been in des-
pair with two children on his hands and no position.
Finding that the Clarks wanted to adopt a little girl,
he had given his Blanche to their care with the un-
derstanding that he must never attempt to see his
child who is to be l,r,,ught up as a Clark. Manv
times he had cursed llie arrangetnent especially after
havmg become prosperous, but the Clarks had never
made any move to invite the discl.isure of his pater-
nity to Blanche, and his sense of honor was too strong
to reneg on his promise. As a result of this dis-
closure, Blanche is found by her father, and her ob-
jections to marrying James are cleared away. More-
over, she has scarcely become accustomed to having
a brother, Alfred, before he falls in love with Mildred
and there is a double wedding.
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RESTITUTION
Harvey M. Ursem File No. 73ZS

AT the farewell party given him before he leaves
for Florida as secretary to Mr. Burrell, million-
aire. Ken Dillon finds he can resist the love

Billie Hersch, just divorced from the man for whom
she had jilted Ken, now wants to lavish on him.
Unwinding Billie's arms from his neck as he catches
the train, Ken catches a girl looking amusedly at his
embarrassment. That is his first glimpse of Susan
Burrell, his employer's older daughter. Extremely
personable. Ken soon wins over the unfriendly Mrs.
Burrell by his bridge playing as her partner, and as
for Susan and cute Lois, the tomboyish seventeen-
year old, they are immediately attracted to the secre-
tary of whom their brusque father speaks so highly.
On the long train trip from Cleveland to Miami

and later at the hotel. Ken acts as a willing escort
to the two girls and as he teaches Susan how to
dive he realizes what he has suspected from the first

moment he saw her—he is hopelessly in love. And
Susan is not at all averse to spending every available
moment with Ken until Ronald Beckert, the dissolute
scion whom her father wants her to marry, arrives.
Ronald immediately resents Ken and contemptuously
goes about putting the "hired man" in his place in

his own objectionable way. Gritting his teeth, Ken
restrains his angry impulses and is grateful to Susan
for her assurance that Ronald is not to be taken ser-

iously—he's just rotten with rnoney. But he sees
Httle of the girl he loves while Ronald is high-hand-
edly managing things. Then, Susan suggests that
Ken who has flown during the war, and she take an
airplane jaunt. They are gleefully planning their af-

ternoon alone, when Ronald intrudes p.id learning of

their plans, invites himself to accompany them. Help-
less before his effrontery. Susan and Ken see their
plans dissolve.

The next day they fly out to Nassau and as Ken
and Susan take a look aboi.t, Ronnie sullenly remains
near the plane drinking. The pilot has been told he
can have a few hours to himself but when they re-

turn after a long search they find that Ronnie venge-
fully has plied George (the pilot) with liquor. Dis-
gusted, Ken takes the controls, but the delay has
caused them to be over the ocean when a terrific storm
breaks. The plane is battered, and the pilot regains
his sobriety under the stress of the danger. It is

inevitable that they must be forced down but for-

tunately they are within sight of an island when the
plane dives into the ocean. One of the struts gouges
viciously into the pilot's thigh, and Ken pulls him
ashore and then makes a tourniquet and pours Ron-
nie's Scotch on the wound to prevent the almost cer-
tain infection. Only Ronnie cursing them all is in-
sensitive to the poor fellow's agony. While waiting
to be rescued, Susan and Ken tell each other over
and over again of their love, between the prepara-
tion of sleeping quarters and cocoanut gathering for
food. Ronnie demands that Ken fix a bed for him,
and he gets one—with burrs. Fortunately the pilot's

leg seems to mend as the blood clots, and the liquor
carefully concealed from Ronnie acts as a narcotic.
However, there is still one bottle in the wrecked plane
and Ronnie swims out and gets it after getting nasty
about using good Scotch on a wound. The next morn-
ing while Ken is searching for a way of escape, Ron-
nie tries to attack Susan, and George trying to help
her is knocked down and his wounds are re-opened.
Ken, however, comes running and after a terrific

struggle knocks Ronnie out. Finally they are rescued,
but at home Mr. Burrell suspects something of the
love_ between Susan and Ken and objects because of
Ken's impecuniosity. Ken and Susan carry on, en-
couraged by Mrs. Burrell and Lois, but when it

comes to an ultimatum Susan hangs back from be-
ing cut ofif from her family,—even to marry the man
she loves.
Unable to reconcile himself to life without Susan,

Ken is unprepared for a visit from Billie who tells

him she loves him and has come to stay. She is in
his arms, when Susan comes and misunderstanding,
leaves after an outburst that causes Ken to slap her.
Susan goes to Europe while Ken, breaking down ac-
cepts the tender comfort afforded by Billie and drifts,
not caring, into an orgy of parties to forget. Once,
drunk, he gets a marriage license to marry Billie
who tearfully accepts his realization that he cannot
go through with it—he loves Susan. Meanwhile, Su-
san in Europe trying to forget, is forwarded a de-
tective's report on Ken's movements and finally a
letter from Billie who loves Ken enough to explain
the equivocal scene she had interrupted. Billie writes
that Ken still loves Susan who had better come home
if she loves him, as she probably does.
Ken is vyorking as a pilot for a transport company

and Billie is going to fly as a passenger to New York
"for a visit". Since there will be no time for fare-
wells in New York as the plane returns immediately.
Billie pleads for a kiss saying she has a premonition
that their ways are going to be parted. Fond of her
Ken kisses her, and they start ofi. As the plane
leaves the ground it falters and then careens madly
back to earth. Billie's body is found horribly man-
gled and Ken is gravely injured. He is hurried to a
hospital and it is there that Susan and her father,
who has been finally convinced that he almost des-
troyed his daughter's happiness, finds him. As Susan
enters the room. Ken forces from lips drawn in agony,
a tender smile. Susan is back.

GHOST VALLEY
Icyphene McCoy File No. 7291

IN a little picturesque Spanish town, the proprietor
of the hotel announces the expected arrival of an
American detective, and his reporter-friend. The

conversation of the waiting Spaniards becomes very
excited. Perhaps this American will be able to solve

the mystery of Ghost Valley. For years, the little
church at the foot of the mountain range, with its
marauding ghosts has been a terror to the commun-
ity. The pillaging phantoms have deprived the nobles
of much wealth as well as stolen their beautiful wom-
en, creating a white slave ring. Unable to remove
this source of evil, the citizens have sent for aid. The
latest outrage is the kidnapping of the Lord Arlo
Albano's beautiful daughter, Dolores. Arriving in
town, John Belmont and 'his friend Bob Tracy, detec-
tive and reporter respectively, are greeted with shouts
of joy. However John buckles right down to busi-
ness, and upon seeing a photograph of the Lord's
lovely daughter, loses no time in getting started. He
promises to rescue her within a short time, cherish-
ing hopes meanwhile of having the prize for himself.
Ghost Valley has long enjoyed the reputation of be-

ing a place from which no men return. With this
thought uppermost in their minds, the villagers hesi-
tate as volunteers to help John. However, mindful
of the years of unpunished crime, a few men offer
to accompany John. Clad in the long black cloaks
similar to those worn by the inhabitants of Ghost
Valley, the rescue squad, under the leadership of the
American detective, starts out. A drenching rain
only serves to conceal their movements, flashes of
hghtnmg illumine the way. On arriving at the old
church, they happen to see a dim light. Then as they
come closer, they note the flash of a greater light
within. Crawling along in their stocking feet they
come upon two men carrying a heavy chest between
them. Overcoming these two 'ghosts', they discover
the object to contain a fortune in jewels. But intent
upon the recovery of the girl, they proceed cautious-
ly. Feeling their way through a long narrow passage,
they come upon a large well -furnished room wherein
four burly individuals sit around a center table, each
one vying for the favor of a beautiful girl captive.
Languishing in chains in cots that line the sides of
the room, several charming girls are scorned. They,
too, have been kidnapped and made members of a
slave ring. Warning his men to be quiet, John orders
the men against the wall. In the name of the law,
he will shoot if one of them dares to move. With
the bandits thoroughly bound, the girls are freed
Dolores is returned to her doting fath'er, and John is
the hero of the Ghost Valley mystery.
Unable to show his gratitude to John, the Lord begs

him to ask for anything he wants. Not realizing that
the adventure has brought love into the hearts of
John and Dolores, he is much surprised to hear John
ask for his daughter in marriage. However he is
happy to have such a worthy son-in-law. As the
steamer pulls out of the dock, Dolores and John, on
their honeymoon to America, bid adieu to the mem-
ories of Ghost VaUey.

LOOT

LOVE NEVER FAILS
Joseph Burns pile No. 7304

VICTIM of a European custom, Lyda is given in
marriage by her parents to an elderly husband.
Life IS unbearable for her especially after her

brutal husband learns that his young wife bears no
love for him and when her little son is four months
old, Lyda gives him to a friendly couple and runs off
to America. Little Joe's father caring nothing for his
son, determines out of spite to pursue his pretty wife
but before he can locate her, he dies from an injury
and Joe regards his foster parents as his own mother
and father.

However, many years later, Lyda re-marries andhappy with her second husband is seized with an in-
tolerable longing for her child. She writes to her
friends who promise to send the boy to the United
States. At first Joe does not believe that his mother
IS not the kindly woman who has raised him, but an-
other in America, but finally agrees at least to visit
his parent. He sails for America and is startled by
tne profuse caresses showered upon him by a woman
he cannot help regarding as a stranger. However, he
gradually overcomes his shyness, and while saving to
bring his foster parents whom he loves to this land of
opportunity, Joe takes courses at Columbia Univer-
sity. An excellent linguist, he advances steadily and
falls m love with a class mate and neighbor Joan
Morrow. Idyllicly happy, it is from Joan thit Joe
learns what ecstacy can lie in a kiss. However, Lyda
learns of her son's infatuation, and fearing that her
new-found joy in having him with her will be usurped
by a stranger, she tries in every way to prevent loe
from seeing, Joan. Outwardly approving, Lyda incul-
cates insidious doubts in her son's mind, and when he
confides to his mother that he is in love and eon-
templates marriage, Lyda cocks an eyebrow and asks,
"With a woman who sees other men more frequently
than you?" Joe refuses to believe, but when Joan
graduates and gives a party, to which she invites Toe
and his mother, Lyda gleefully points out to her son,
that Joan is in another room speaking animatedly to
a man much older than she. As he leaves, Joe sees
Joan accept a package and kiss the man. Were it
not for his mother, Joe would overlook the matter,
hut under her insinuations, he ceases calling Joan.
Hurt, she sees him dining with another girl and he
greets her coldly. That night, Joan swallows her
pride and comes to Joe's home to inquire the cause
of his conduct. He points disdainfully at her brace-
let and she cries, "Oh, Joe, my uncle gave me that
as a graduation present the night of my party." Not
only is the story true but Lyda knew. Joan forgives
him for doubting her and Lyda tearfully explains that
she has been mad in her desire to keep her son with
her. At the wedding, Lyda humbly shares Joe with
his bride and his foster parents who have been sent for.

Cy Howe File No. 7301

WAITING at the darkened window. Dot opens
the back door of the Grosling house and after
a hurried embrace ushers Dan O'Hara to the

concealed wall safe. A skillful manipulation of sensi-
tive fingers and the safe yields its precious contents.
With a last kiss and a whispered arrangement, Dan
leaves and the maid goes to her room prepared to dis-
claim any knowledge of the robbery.
Back in his room, Dan receives a visit from Larry

Ryan, a fence for hot jewelry, and an ardent if se-
cret admirer of Dan's girl. Larry pays fifteen hun-
dred dollars for Dan's loot and commenting on his
success learns that Dot and Dan plan to be married
and quit the racket. However, Dan admits he con-
templates one last job, and Larry leaves thinking
fast. A few days later, Dot and O'Hara are seated
in a small restaurant together. Suddenly, Dot asks
when they're going to cut out this life and Hve like
people—get married. Dan kisses her fingers and pro-
mises that after the next job they'll quit. He laughs
at her fears, tells her she is a goose when she asks,
"But what if we get caught, Dan, what then?" Rue-
fully she promises to be a good kid and a few days
later, while Larry is in his room. Dot calls up to say
that she has gotten the position as maid in the home
of a banker in Evanstown. The conversation appar-
ently innocent, however, reveals that the same man-
euvers are to be used to rob the house. Larry pre-
tends not to understand the snatches of conversation
he hears, but after he has left, he calls up Mike
Grady and after an exchange of persiflage, asks,
"Will it help your promotion any to make an ar-
rest?" "Sure, and it would," is the answer, "Are
you planning to give yourself up?" But Larry is
serious and Mike thanks him for the tip. To assure
Dot that this is to be their last haul, Dan buys
tickets for a trip abroad for their honeymoon, and is

walking away from the steamship office, when he
rushes forward and pulls a distinguished looking
gentleman from being crushed by a falling load of
baggage. Dan gets hurt a bit but refuses to accept
any reward for his help. That night, as usual, Dan
works the safe, but as he opens the door, he re-
ceives a command to stick up his hands and at the
same time he is shot by Mike, who is acting on Lar-
ry's advice. The shots arouse Dot who rushes in but
tries to act unconcerned as she 6ees Dan lying,
wounded on the floor. It is agony for her to have to
ring for the police, and the next morning Larry calls
to console her. She is infinitely wearv and in an-
swer to Larry's advice that she's foolish to waste
her life waiting for Dan to be freed, she asserts that
nothing else has any meaning for her. Finally, how-
ever, she accepts Larry's invitation to take a bite,
she hasn't eaten all day. Gratefully she goes to a
restaurant with him. and is bitterly telHng what she
would do if she found the guy that framed Dan, when
Mike goes by, thanking Larry for the tip. Suddenly
Dot realizes who is responsible, and Larry seeing her
expression harden flees town.
At the prison. Dot's employer comes to press charges

and discovering that the thief is the boy who saved
his life, drops them after receiving Dan's promise to
lead a straight life. Believing in Dan, he promises
him a job when he returns from his honeymoon.

T

REPENTANT SINNER
Per M. Larson File No. 7167

O the small towm of Denby comes a newcomer,
ly waitress. Rose Brindow. Any newcomer

to Denby can be certain to be strained through
the sieve of popular speculation, but this one is elu-
sive. Impervious to the advances of the young blades.
Miss Brindow remains aloof and business like, and
since she doesn't reveal a past, one or more lurid ones
are created for her by the Denbyites while she is
carefully watched for symptoms of actual misconduct.
A month later, John Mills comes to Denby with a

D. D. S. Proudly his mother arranges that John open
an oflice in the First National Bank Building. Not
that it IS at all strange that Mrs. Mills should pick
that location, for it brings John nearer to the daugh-
ter of the president of the First National Bank, and
Inez, in Mrs. Mills' opinion is the only girl in Denby
worthy of her son. Therefore, it is with some mis-
givings that Mrs. Mills stationed opposite her son's
office the day he opens, sees that one of his first
patients is the waitress. And those misgivings turn
to anger when John having become sufficiently es-
tabhshed to buy a Ford coujje, takes Miss Brindow
for a ride. Mrs. Mills is well aware of the sensa-
tion that courses through the town, but the very idea
of her boy ensnared by such a woman sends her into
a tantrum which astonishes John when he returns
from one of the pleasantest afternoons he has ever
spent with a girl. Never before had he been able to
meet a girl frankly and sexlessly and enjoy so perfect
an understanding, and to have that warm glow dis-
pelled by the rantings of his mother about his having
taken out a woman of the streets, goads him to such
a fury that he strides out of his house and calls Rose.
Seizing her in his arms he tells her he loves her.
but she looks into his eyes and says. "You don't
really, John. It is just that you are afraid that some-
thing may threaten our friendship. It is that, isn't
it?" And John raising the fine head he has been
running feverish fingers through admits wonderingly
that that is so. He knows, she loves someone else.
And after the storm has passed, and John is again
basking in the light of her understanding he hears
her story for the first time, hears it with less re-
sentment against the other fellow than he supposed.
And now it is John who is comforting Rose as she
tells him that she will never marry until she has
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found her mother. Rose doesn't, she says, know
where she was born. She was found on a doorstep in

New York, deserted by her mother. Brought up m
an orphanage, a letter found near her led to the

identification of the handwriting as belonging to a

girl working for a Mr. Clifton. Now, graduated from

college. Rose is picking up the search. "And it has

led you to Denby?" John asks. But beyond that

Rose will not reveal any further speculations. Hours
more of discussion, and home again he finds his

mother inexhaustibly picking up her diatribe against

"that i*oman". l'"utile are his attempts to make her

listen to reason, and when John has locked himself

in his room he actually wonders if his mother is mad.

Thinking of her, he begins to wonder why she should

be so unrelenting in her condemnation and soon as he

realizes that his mother's life before she met his fa-

ther seems always to be clothed in obscurity, he

dashes out to Rose again, tormented by a new sus-

picion. And terrible as it is, in his office. Rose con-

fesses that it is true. Suddenly the door bursts open

and Mrs. Mills is shouting to the Reverend Pinkerton,

accompanying her, "Look at them!" Suddenlv John,

not taking his eyes from her for a moment tells the

biblical story of' the woman who was taken in the

act of sin and was brought before Christ by certam

Pharisees to whom the Master remarked; "Let him
among you who is without sin cast the first stone."

Silence. Then John tells his mother Rose's story,

and under her son's steady glance, Mrs. Mills breaks

into a wracked sobbing. "Rose," she whispers. "Rose."

John hates the thought of losing his new-found sis-

ter, but as Donald clasps his hand heartily, he knows,
and Rose's mother knows they need have no fears . . .

FAMILY HOME
A. D. Terry File No. 7307

BRINGING his bride home to the farm whose last

payment he has just paid off. George does not

suspect how soon his happiness is to be dis-

rupted by Nancy who has once loved him. Living on
the ne.xt farm, Nancy is moved to jealous fury by
the love of George and Edna and from the first lays

plans for the destruction of that bliss. Subtly she im-

pregnates doubts in the mind of George concerning
the fidelity of his wife. However, when he comes
home troubled by the alarming insinuations, a glance

at his adoring young wife assures him that the ac-

cusations are untrue. Edna reaUzing that George is

disturbed about something questions him, and without

a word of explanation he tells her they are moving.
She cries out; it isn't possible that he wants to leave

the farm he has been so happy to have, but George
harshly says his mind is made up. He wants to get

away from Nancy realizing vaguely that it is her

fault that he begins to doubt Edna.
They take another farm in another part of the

state and begin all over again the work of building

it up. Now, however, Edna is constantly aware of

the eyes of her husband following her, distrusting her.

Entirely innocent of even a stray thought, Edna is

harassed by her husband's suspicions, and even the

birth of her children does not entirely remove from
his mind, Nancy's words, "She is a sly one, that

wife of yours." Can it be true, he asks himself again
and again, while Edna goes about her duties tor-

mented. But the farm thrives and when the children

are old enough they too work to make the place a

thing of beauty. ,

Once George visits his old farm to collect a mort-
gage and he meets Nancy again. It's strange how
her apparently innocent words bring back the whole
dormant flood of suspicions. On the way back. George's
horse suddenly shies and as he dashes madly home,
he throws George and injures him badly. All through
his convalescence, he nags and tortures Edna with
his suspicions until she almost goes mad. The chil-

dren sympathize wholly with her but dare not say
anything. Only their common love for the farm, holds

George and Edna together. Then the children one
by one leave to get married and George recovers
sufficiently to get around again. He is now quite

wealthy from the steady produce of the farm and he
makes frequent visits to the former town "to see

about the mortgage". But each time he returns his

contact with Nancy is visible until Edna feels she
can stand it no longer. Once while her son. Joe,_ is

home, George accuses her openly of what his mind
has been secretly harboring all these years and Edna
falls back stunned. So that is it. Reahzing how low
her husband's opinion of her is. she accepts her son's

plea that she come to live with him. It hurts her
to leave George whom she loves in spite of everything,

and the farm she feels is a part of her. That farm
is hke another child of hers and George's, but she
allows her husband to get an uncontested divorce and
the inevitable happens. George, having been urged
on by malicious Nancy marries the woman

_
who has

torn down his happiness. If unrest were his portion

before, now comes misery, for Nancy without a thought
for the lovely old home, orders George to sell it and
live on his proceeds in the city. When he refuses,

she storms at him and calls him an old fool and says
that's why she married him. Only a few months can
this bickering last. They are divorced and George
humbly begs Edna to return. From Nancy's own
lips he has learned the falsity of all his terrible

thoughts. And Edna comes back, because she loves

MURDER AT THE MANSION
Charles Pax File No. 7286

ETTING up lunch for himself, Ronald is sur-
" at the visit of Carl, who lives with his

uid the girl Ronald loves, in the mansion
the hill. Carl says he is worried. He has tried

uncle's door and found it locked and certain that

G

the aged man is within, he has received no response.

As Carl and Ronald near the mansion, they hear a

shot, and rushing in, they find Laughton, the old

man lying on the floor dead . . .

The members of the household are ctuestioned by the
police but the testimony is faltering since each seeks
to shield the others. The three servants of the house
are man. wife, and their daughter, Peggy, and the
only other person besides Carl, is Leatrice, a niece of

the deceased. Carl testifies that he and Ronald were
outside the house when the shot was fired. As the
servants are being questioned, Leatrice faints and
Ronald carries her to her room. When she recovers,
she gives him a package to hold until the matter
blows over and tells him about what has preceded
the shooting. The murdered man had been exceed-
ingly wealthy through mining interests. Coming
back from abroad, he had brought a tremendous dia-
mond which he admired intensely. Every one in

the household is aware of his attachment for the
stone. A few days before the murder, Carl had
quarrelled with his uncle and when, shortly after-
wards, the diamond had disappeared, Laughton, who
had threatened to disinherit his nephew, accuses him
of the theft. Carl subsequently proves his innocence
but the uncle had then found evidence to prove that
Peggy, the maid had stolen it. Laughton had threat-
ened to send the girl to prison if she had it, and her
father, the butler, had stepped in and threatened to
take Laughton's life if he tried. Ronald looks thought-
ful ... "And the diamond?" he asks. Leatrice hesi-
tates, then admits that Peggy had really stolen it,

but realizing that both Laughton and her father were
in earnest about their threats had begged Peggy to
return the stone which is now in Ronald's keeping,
in the package. They come downstairs and the finger-
print expert announces that the case is a simple
one . . . fingerprints have been left. Every person in
the room is examined to discover the murderer, and
as they stand tensely awaiting the verdict, the an-
nouncement is made that they belong to... Carl!
But he was with Ronald when the shot was fired!
Later a shot is found lodged in the wall and the
coroner announces that Laughton was murdered at
least a half hour before the time the shot was re-
ported to be heard. Ronald is thrown under suspi-
cion because of his testimony that Carl, whom the
finger prints would indicate to be the murderer is in-
nocent. This is the more strange since Carl and Ron-
ald had never been particularly friendly. However,
further examination, yields the information that Carl
has killed his uncle, after hearing the threats of Peg-
gy's father and thinking to cast suspicion in his di-
rection. The weapon had been a gun equipped with
a maxim silencer. Another gun had been left in the
locked room, with a time clock arrangement. This
had gone off while Carl was with Ronald. Carl con-
fesses but drinks poison before he can be seized, and
Ronald eventually wins the fair Leatrice.

dience that the winner is his sister. Despite the

fact that she didn't know he was the manager, he will

award a prize to the next best couple as well. This
act of good sportsmanship wins the hearts of the on-
lookers. With a good-natured smile. Bill admits that
he has made quite a bit of money and is now so well-

off that his father can retire. Riding home beside
Ray, Maxine snuggles close and reminds him that
their specialty has been a success. Stopping the car;

he crushes her in his arms and asks her to be his hfe
partner. With a happy smile she nods her head and
with surprising accuracy, Ray plants a kiss right
on her lips.

PLUCKY PARTNER
Marion C. Neidecke File No. 7276

MARITAL OBSTACLES
Mrs. May McCauley File No. 7275

WHIRLING around the room with a pillow, her
imaginary partner, clasped in her arms, Max-
ine Clayton dances to the tune of a radio. A

man's voice interrupts her rhythmic revelry and asks
her to turn down the radio as his sister is very ill

across the hall. Apologizing for her thoughtlessness,
Maxine explains to Ray Mason that she is practising
for a dance marathon although she has not as yet
selected a partner. Offering himself, Ray asks if he
may dance with her once now. She acquiesces and
they glide around the small room in perfect harmony.
After he leaver, Maxine busies herself with prepara-
tions for dinner and when her mother and father ar-
rive, declare dinner ready. Realizing that her par-
ents will object to her plans to enter the contest, she
tries to think of a way to broach the subject. On
the way home from the theater, she tells her plan.
Pointing out that her father needs the money to
clear the debt that he has promised to shoulder for
his son, Bill, Maxine wins her case.
Suddenly the phone rings. Maxine greets the plea-

sant voice of Ray who is anxious to know if she has
selected a partner. When she answers in the nega-
tive, he asks if he may be the lucky person, and she
accepts. They spend many happy hours practising a
specialty number that promises to be successful. The
wholesome friendship is gradually developing into
something deeper and finer. Ray admires the plucky
courage of this girl in entering such a grueling task
and hopes to win her love. Maxine and her brother
have been such pals in their babv days, that she feels
slightly hurt that they haven't heard from him. She
imagines that he would like to see her dance as well
as her parents. But the entertaining company of Ray
smoothes over her feelings and she is ready for the
contest.

Enthusiastically anticipating victory, the dancing
partners speed along the highway. Among the first

to -arrive, they are ushered into a spacious hall where
the contest is to take place. A bell announces the
hour of ten and the beginning of the dance. Sway-
ing with the music the two lovers are almost obliv-
ious to the crowds of onlookers. At four o'clock the
judges select the ten best couples. With breathless
silence the audience cheers when Ray and Maxine are
selected. Hopes rising, they exhibit their specialty
dance. Will it be liked? Their hearts are beating
like trip-hammers! Smiling in the direction of Mr.
and Mrs. Clayton, they hear a thunderous applause,
and the seemingly faint voice of the chairman asks
them to repeat the number, thereby declaring them
the winners. Commanding silence the chairman in-

troduces the manager of the contest. Mr. William
Clayton. Maxine almost faints. Her brother, what
is he doing here? As though from a distance, Max-
ine listens to her brother's explanation to the au-

CURSING his luck, Jimmie Gordon watches the
train, which was to bring him, the best man, at

his friend's wedding, pull out without him. In
another city, Nellie Thomas who is to be Maid of

Honor at the same wedding, looks horror-stricken into
her mirror to discover bright red spots on her face.
A doctor is called and the diagnosis is measles . . .

and the house and its occcupants are irrevocably
quarantined. At this time, Allen Lane, the groom,
arrives at the house of Edith Fisher, his bride-to-be.
and worriedly announces that he doesn't know what
can be keeping the best man. Edith, upset because
Nellie is not coming, stands looking at him blankly
for a few moments, then suggests that they proceed
to the Church without the attendants, hoping they
will show up. The guests all pile into cars and again
wait at the Church. Meanwhile, Jimmie is urging a
speeding car-driver and Nellie is walking up and
down in her bed -room wringing her hands. Finally
substitutes are found and the knot is tied. The wed-
ding party gaily speeds on its way until stopped by
an unsmiling constable who commands the whole
party to proceed him to the town jail. As he attempts
to force one of the women into a cell, however, she
pushes him so that he falls backwards against the
wall. Meanwhile, Jimmy is fast approaching the
town, and as he urges his chauffeur on, he is stopped
by the same constable, who brooking no explanations
lodges him in the same jail as the other members of
the wedding party. Angry explanations are called
for. The prisoners are brought before an old judge
who fines them and dismisses the whole party with
a reprimand. They set out for the Fisher home.
At the Fisher home, the butler has been trying to

propose marriage to the cook as they are seated to-
gether in a swing. He puts his arm about her waist
as a preliminary procedure, but she misunderstanding,
blackens his eye, and is chasing him with a broom
when the wedding party arrive. The bride's father,
furious, fires them but discovers that the table which
has been set for the guests has been cleaned by
tramps. He questions the butler who to re-instate
himself, follows the trail of food dropped by three
tramps who had Hed with the supplies when the wed-
ding party returned. In a clearing, he discovers them
eating peacefully and blissfully. The tramps bolt
when they are detected and a chase follows in which
the constable getting in the way. is forced to plunge
into the overflowing rain barrel, head first. How-
ever, it is the cook who finally captures the three
hoboes with a huge army pistol and the whole party
excitedly march the thieves to jail. The butler man-
ages, meanwhile, to ask the cook to marry him. and
she learning that his intentions were strictly honor-
able accepts. The constable is sent off for a preacher,
and seeing one walking staidly along, Bible under
his arm, he seizes his arm and drags him to the jail

where the clergyman finds the cook and butler wait-
ing to be made man and wife. The ceremony is per-
formed and the butler kisses the cook, while Allen
not to be outdone again embraces his very recent
bride.

NO SWEETER
Helen Ireland File No. 7292

BEING the most popular co-ed on the campus
keeps Miss Patricia Brown busy most of the
time. So it is that at the Tau Alpha Epsilon

house. Patricia, dancing a moonlight waltz with Don
Lindsay, the head of the house, laughingly looks over
his shoulder to greet Mary Lou. Then suddenly she
blinks and her eyes widen as she looks again . . . that
man whom Mary Lou is dancing with . . . divine! And
Patricia is stiil looking, languorously, invitingly,
when Mary Lou's partner raises his eyes and care-
lessly continues, without showing the slightest inter-
est. To a hundred girls on as many dance floors
this might not have been very startling, but nobody,
nobody had ever considered Pat's just another face,

and certainly nobody Pat had tried to interest! Thus
when Mary Lou introduces her partner, Jerry Milton,
frater from Vale. Pat acknowledges the introduction
as mechanically as possible and when Jerry asks for

the next dance she asserts that she is sorry but she
is busy for the next six weeks. Don is thoroughly
delighted thinking he has prompted Pat's remark,
but a few moments later, Pat is off without a qualm
in another pair of arms. As for Jerry. Pat doesn't
even see him until Pat, dizzy from being cut in on
so often finds that her latest partner is one Jerry
Milton who is assuring her that the six weeks have
been intolerably long. They dance beautifully to-

gether and Jerry manages to hold Pat despite the in-

sistence of half a dozen stags. And he has a line

!

Each has told the other about the condition of his

heart before the dance ends and Jerry has received
airy permission to call. And Pat decides that it will

really be a good idea to remain at home just a little
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nuu-e the coining week. Slie really does need the
rest and perhaps Jerry will call. So Monday night
she ttirns down a dance, Tnesday a show date.
Wednesday she had heen invited to a steak try, but
by Thursday she had given up in despair and ac-
cepted a bid to a dinner dance given by Ted's fra-
ternity. Thev have a corner of llu- I'.iiisLiti drill,

and I'at doesn't realize whom she is 1 .mi; i.m until
she sees him, sitting with Marv l...u llu mninj;
as far as she is concerned is compKtilv luinc.i and
Ted's rhapsodies on her forget-me-not blue dress
evoke no response. If she had to fall in love why
must it be with the one man who isti't interested,
lint the next to the last dance, Pat's partner is be-
ing tapi»ed and before he can object .ferry has cut
in. She coldly reminds him that he isn't in her
party, bnt lerry has asked the orchestra leader to
play. "Cirl of My Dreams. I l.ove Von." and Jerry

mperv
thai

her with the assurance tint lu

ning. The next day drags ,vhe

Bob calls to tell her the whole gang is going to
llary's for dinner, Pat impatiently refuses, but by
eight o'clock she has received no call and she can't
concentrate on reading. When the telephone does ring,
and it is Jerry it is to question why she hasn't come
to Mary's, Bob had said he was going to bring her.
Pat cooly replies that she has a date with a ball-play-
er to go to a ball, but Jerry adds that he is coming
for her in ten miiuttes, and he does despite the fact
that Peggy assures him Pat is out. He sits down to
wait and Pat succumbs. At twelve, Pat confesses that
the ball was called on account of—and Jerry with a

kiss finishes—/ore.'

LOVE'S SUICIDE
John Rudolph Miller File No. 7300

AT.THOUl^H she has always felt the deepest pity

for her young, beautiful mother tied to an in-

valid husband who nags and complains con-
tinuously, it is \vith a feeling of horror that Ethel
sees her mother kiss Charles Urhniy, once a hiretl

hand on their farm. Restraining her itnpulse to order
the lad from the place. Ethel waits until she can see
her mother alone. Then, tenderly, she points out her
(ollv. Maude Jlarsh places her head in her daugh-
ter's lai) and .sobs as xuulerstandinnlv. Ethel .soothes

her, stroking her hair and telling her that the few
moments of snatched happiness will not compensate
for the terrible consequences should John put his
constructions on his wife's innocent flirtation. And
then the newspapers bear the news of the snicide of
Charles I'rhmyl
Although the coroner is satisfied with the pro-

nouncement of suicide, it is Harry Gardner, the ris-

ing young journalist who is in love with Ethel Marsh.
who suspects a story. Famed in the small town for

his feature articles, Harry is assured of an interested
followiuii when he writes up a case, and his editor
gives hini free rein. Slowly inicovering the facts,
there begins a series of daily articles featuring the
facts ol the hired boy's suicide. In vain does Ethel
beg him to give up the idea that there is news in
the story: since she cannot tell him why it is so im-
portant that he let the case rest, he refuses to drop
the juicy scandal. At first he goes astray, thinking
to prove that the suicide had stolen a stun of money,
but he soon discovers that this was not the cause.
Even the realization that he must implicate the
Marshes, former employers of Urhmy, does not de-
ter him. Over-zealous when his journalistic in-
stincts are aroused, he doggedly pursues his investi-
gations while .Maude and Ethel cling together in ter-
ror. Finally Ethel asserts that if Harry's love is not
strong enough to grant her the one (avor—to drop his
investigations—she will not see him any more, and
when he terms her objections selfish, thev quarrel and
part. But the relentless articles continue, and now
appears the information that there is a woman in the
case—the only love the shy lad has ever known. No
clues are found to establish her identity but many
people testify that for the last few days the boy. al-
ways bordering on madness, had talked wildly of aji

older woman who had taught him the meaning of love.
Cine day. ordering his wife to read the papers to

him since the exertion is too much for him. John
watching his wife's face with his customary jealous
intentness, breaks in to query. "How would' you like
a nice young man Uke that ? " Although the shot is

meant to be purely malicious, John's eyes blaze as
his_ wife changes color. And imsuspecting her impli-
cation in the suicide, but thinking she Would seize
such an opportunity, John flies into" a rage and shout-
ing in his excitement, he falls hack exhausted and
gasping for breath. The exertion proves too much
for him. and soon a great burden is removed from
Maude Marsh. But it remorse were hers before, how
much more does she suffer now. What matter her
assurance to herself that the limit of her crime was
to kiss the boy once, the double tragedy she feels is

her responsibility. And still the .articles keep up
until one day the case is dropped, suddenly. Harry
has found the hoy's diary and now the reason for
EtheVs inexplicable request is revealed—her mother
w-as involved. Pleading for forgiveness. Harry comes
back to Ethel and together thev try to eradicate
Maude's feeling of guilt.

GIRL WANTED
H. B. Foster File No. 7299

OXE of thirty-two applicants applying for the
position of secretary to George H. Lee. Besse
Brooks gets the job. Not only is she efficient

but apparently lovable, for soon George has con-
tracted a very real affection for her and having

placed an engagement ring on her finger is humoring
lier in her whim of working in his ofiice until May
first when they are to he married. On April first,

however, the mail holds two unusual announcements,
one a telegram from The Texas Oil Company offer-
ing her money for some property of hers which she
has always considered worthless. Wheti she h.is re-

covered from her surprise she reads the fateful other
letter addressed to her employer. Kr<im Alice Hill,

it is. th.anking dearest George for the ring and ex-

ried until the lii^l ol M,i\ Uisve reads it again.
It is addressed uiiquisl io,,,, 1,1 y l.i I Iforge H. Lee and
finally jumping at llu- concliisioii that her fiance has
been secretly intending to marry another woman

—

from his own stratum of society, Besse leaves a' note
and tells him that when he reads it, she will be gone.
As Hes.se leaves the oftice, she is stopped liv a man

who iuquins if there is a man here called I,ee. She
assures hiui that llu-re is and goes. The strauKiT Cil-

lers the uriicc and asks Hesse's emplover il he is

.Mr. Lee, tieorge if. Lee, then adds he iiad met lots

of Georges and lots of H's, not to speak of many
Lee's, but this is the first time he has met another
George H. Lee! However, when the first George
sends for Besse to ask if they have received any
mail belonging to the other Lee, the misunderstand-
ing comes to light. Coincidentally, the other Lee is

also to be married May first, and when Besse learns
through the newspapers of her error she discovers that
her George has not heen able to trace her and is off
on a wild goose chase. Sadly she returns to reap
profits from her oil wells which are gushing but not

""
sole lu

-

On da: she
near her oil fields, she is stopped l.v a disreputable
fellow who holds her up and tries to 'take her money
and jewelry. She is helplessly handing them over
when he grulidy asks for her ring. Refusing, he at-
tempts to wrest it from her and although he is hold-
ing a heavy stick

_
over her head, she screams for

help rather than relinquish George's ring. Her screams
attract a stranger who steals up behind the ruffian
and fells him. Besse offers to take her benefactor
where he is going, and looking long^ upon her he asks
why she wouldn't give up the ring. She admits only
that it is very dear to her. and as he queries, "Is it,

Besse?" she recognizes that this is George, shabby,
bearded, and some fifty pounds lighter. He had left
his position of manager of the great concern to find
her and had gotten hurt in an accident. It is a
happy reunion and although there is another Mrs.
(.ieorge H. Lee, somewhere, it does not make one
happy groom a bigamist I

TWO PIONEERS
Mrs. John W. Head File No. 7283

ACROSS the heads of the people congregated in
a Carolina missionary camp meeting. Peter and
Madge see each other for the first time. Their

marriage seems predestined, and as thev leave the
little quiet ceremony ihat has made them man and
wife, they decide to join a party of six other families
who are going West to settle the new country. In a
strange hush, the little caravan, hopes high, "sets out
for adventures unknown. Six families, among them
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, penniless, and their five year
old son, Billy. For weeks they advance steadily mak-
ing good speed during the day thrinii;h the knee hi.uh
green grass, and stopping at ni,i,;ht' in a coiunuuial
semi-circle. The pioneers are not so serious that
they do not delight in the buddim; romance of \oung
Frank and Janet, who traveling 'in different w'agon's
reveal a charming solicitude for each other. How-
ever, their respective families are of the opinion that
they are too young to be thinking romantically of
e.ach other and the youngsters find a ready defender
in Madge, not much older herself.
Weeks of prairie stretching out interminably, un-

changingly, and then one night, they see a black
cloud. Hurrying along hoping to reach a better spot
before the storm breaks, the pioneers are caught off
their guards by the blizzard which rages about them.
All through the long night, the freezing o.xen stamp
and cry in the bitter cold, while within the covered
wagons held down by strong ropes, the adventurers
huddle together trying to keep warm. An ominous
sound smites the stillness, and in the flashes of
lightning. Peter discerns ravanous wolves stalking.
He fires to keep them off, and recurrently through
the long night, shots ring out from different wagons.
Their surpassing love revealed in their eyes Peter
and Madge comfort each other until a heart-rending
cry pierces the night. Putting on everything that
can possibly provide warmth. Peter and Madge ven-
ture out to the Taylor wagon and find that little
chubby Billy has been found, frozen to death. Mrs.
Taylor is disconsolate as she rocks back and forth
with the body of her child in her arms, and as Madge
goes quietly about helping the tragedy-stricken pair,
the bereaved mother becomes delirious. She rushes
out into the night and is brought back only with the
greatest difficulty, but the exposure has' been too
much. Morning finds her spirit fled to her babv.
Dry-eyed, unsobbing. Mr. Taylor goes about his busi-
ness, and Madge and Peter fearing that he will do
violenqe to himself, insist that he live with them.
Wear^ hard-pressed, it is five days before the bliz-
zard lifts and the pioneers can leave the terrible
place. The oxen are thin and weak and provisions are
low.

_
Late one evening, they make out a fence and

a trickle of smoke and with inexpressible delight
they come across a Dutch settlement of ten or twelve
families. The joy is mutual for new faces are im-
measurably welcome and the pioneers get a tre-
mendous welcome. It is there, however, that Mr.
Taylor, his heart snapped by his tragedies, succumbs
to a fever and passes away after a tragic division of

his meager possessions. There too, Frank and Janet,
with the help of Peter and Madge are married and
there four of the six families ilecide to remain. But
the newlvweds push on with Pilcr ami Madge and
the Sanfords to their original destination. And after
passing through a deluge and nursing Sauford through
an illness, they reach the settlement. Happiness is

theirs, for all har.lships arc forgotten as Peter with
the adoring eyes of iMad^e uiioii him, leads the sparse
congregation of the rude little Church they build, in
a song of thanksgiving.

WATCHING AND WAITING
Emma Klingenstein File No. 7298

IN the cold grey dawn of a January morning,
awakened by the ringing door-bell, Mr. Carlton,
hastily clad in a bathrobe, hurries to open the

door. He receives a telegram addressed to his wife.
Idly fingering it as he ascends the stairs, he wonders
what the message can be. Hurriedly ripping open the
envelope, Mary Carlton reads of her sister's approach-
ing death, and immediately rushes to her bedside.
There Florence relates her experiences. Having married
the family chaufi^eur against her family's wishes, Flor-
ence has been extremely happy with the adoring love
of a thoughtful husband and a charming baby daugh-
ter. But appendicitis has claimed him, and feeling
her end near, she has sent for her sister hoping that
she will bestow a mother's affection on her beloved
Molly. Despite her promise to do so, Mary fails.
Her caresses are showered on her own son and daugh-
ter, Ray and Lois, and Molly feels like ah outsider.
At Lois' engagement dinner, Molly makes the ac-

quaintance of John Stein, a young' attorney. With
well chosen questions, he soon learns her entire life

story, and in spite of his father's warning to keep
away from pretty girls, he feels himself drawn to
her by something stronger than friendship. 'The next
morning, unwittingly, they both go horseback -riding,
and meet in the inner recesses of the woods. To-
gether, with only nature as their witness, they declare
their love for each other. On the eve of Lois' wedding,
war is declared and the well-planned celebration ac-
quires a tinge of sadness as a few realize that their
loved ones will have to go to war. Driving Molly
home from the party, John asks her to wait until
he comes back. He doesn't want her to be burdened
with a cripple of war. Unable to resist her, he prom-
ises to marry her on his furlough from the barracks.
Molly is deeply in love with him and agrees to wait.
Haggard and drawn, they bid farewell, keeping their
troth a secret.
Months pass and nothing is heard from John. Real-

izing that she is about to become a mother, and be-
ing iniable to face her aunt, Molly leaves and visits
Dr. Blackstone, a close friend of the family. With
his help, she engages the services of a Mrs. Gray
who proves to be an amiable companion. After her
Johnny boy is born, Molly relinquishes the hope of
ever hearing from her lover and teaches school. She
has become quite resigned to her fate and lives only
for the happiness of her child. Meanwhile the armis-
tice is signed and the boys are coining back. Scan-
ning the newspapers a few times, and going to the
depot. Molly learns that all the young men she knew
are back and again the faint spark of hope is killed
by no news. John however, has never forgotten her.
Overseas for more than a year, he has been seriously
wounded in the .arm. Having first been detained be-
cause of a possible amputation. John has lost con-
siderable time due to the doctor's solicitousness.
Home again! What a thrill it is to the weary soldier.
But a look of joy changes to sorrow as he notes the
absence of his loved Molly. Upon reaching her aunt's
house, he learns of her disappearance. Tracing her
is of no avail. But upon thinking over her friends'
names, he pauses at Dr. Blackstone's and inquires
there. Bidding good afternoon to her pupils as she
watches them file out. Molly is surprised by the un-
steady approach of a car. Aroused by curiosity she
sees a figure jump out. How strangely familiar that
form is. As though in a dream she stands motion-
less, unable to realize that John has come back and
IS talking to her! With his arms around her, he
gently admonishes her for taking all the disgrace
alone. Had he only known! But now they will en-
joy the well-earned happiness that fate has so long
denied them. With a tender kiss, he bundles her into
the car and drives home, eager to see his son.

RIGHTED
H. Love Stuart File No. 7288

WAKING with a start, Babs listens intently for
a repetition of the slight noise that awakened
her. An usherette in a small theater, Babs is

an incurable romanticist. The scarcely discernible
creaking of the boards indicates that w-hoever it is, is
approaching her bedroom and suddenly she hopes
that the burgler—if it is a burgler, won't pass her
room and go on to Blondie and Bugs, waitress and
department store saleslady, because "thev might not
be so appreciative of an exciting adventure" at four a. m.
She holds her breath as the knob of her door turns,

and in comes not one—but two men with handker-
chief's covering the lower parts of their faces, one
of them carrying a flashlight. Terrified that she will
sneeze or something. Babs holds her breath while the
men rifle her dresser. They take her watch, her
class ring, her pearls . . . what in the name of good-
ness would they want her artificial pearls for . . . the
ones she won at the carnival, she wonders. She
notices that they don't take her ten cent earrings
and bracelets, but why the pearls? Were they ac-
tually dumb enough to think them real? As one of
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the burglers reaches the last drawer, he opens the

jack -in -the box that Blondie had put there because

the top won't stay down, and startled, he jumps back
striking his head against the lamp and cutting him-

self on the rough place where Bugs had tried to fix

it. Blaspheming softly, the burglar whips off his ban-

danna to wipe off the blood and as the other burgler

turns the flash up to see what had happened, Babs
suppresses an exclamation as she notes that the man
is the very image of Ronald Coleman. Feeling this

is too good to keep to herself, she slips out of bed
and seizing a shoulder of each of her two friends she

shakes them vigorously to awaken them, at the same
time cautioning them to silence. Her explanation that

there is the best looking burgler in her room causes

Blondie to duck under her covers and Babs to follow

her. When they get to Bab's room, however, it is

empty. Babs is flabbergasted until a crash in the

kitchen attests to her sanity, until then a bit doubtful.

Looking through the kitchen keyhole, the girls gasp

in turn until Blondie. hearing the surprised exclama-

tions, throws open the door and reveals to the girls,

one of the burglers sprinkling water on the Ronald
Coleman other, who is lying on the floor near an

overturned cabinet- As they appear, the sprinkler

man looks up, then hastily leaps through the window.

Babs and Bugs carry the unconscious Adonis to

the davenport while Blondie quakes, but when the

others suggest calling for the police. Babs objects,

certain that the burgler is a kleptomaniac or some-
thing but not just a common thief, and she sighs

audibly. The others are certain that they are court-

ing danger but after all it is Babs' burgler. Finally

"Coleman" regains consciousness and as he stares

wide-eyed at his three captors Babs explains that she

doesn't believe he is a real burgler because he bothered

to take the fake pearls she won at the carnival. As
she pauses for breath the man grins and explains that

her theory that it was all caused by a blow on the

bead is correct. He was a jeweler's assistant, and
was knocked out by a mug with a blackjack, and
forced to act as a guide to the chief who knew noth-

ing about precious stones. Her pearls are real, and
would they mind letting him telephone his wife and
two kiddies (!) that he is safe?

THE BLACK FALCON
Samuel F. Faligo File No. 7282

Faced with the accusation, he collapses and confesses.

Steadving Gloria with his arm. Regnold leads her

from the gloom-filled room. Riding along a sun-kissed

bighwav, he declares his love again and suggests that

with her father gone, she select him now to fill the

aching void. With a thankful smile, she Hfls her

face as he places a kiss on the two lips that tell him

EXJOYIXG one of those rare starlit London nights,

Regnold Grevling walks briskly along the ave-

nue and greets a patroling constable with a re-

, quest for a light. After due thanks, he thinks of re-

i

tiring and makes his way to his apartment. On
reaching it. he inserts the key in the door, switches
'" the lights and prepares himself to retire. Feeling

>- cigarette, he remembers that they are in the

Suddenly he stumbles over something on the
' of his study. Snapping on the lights he dis-

covers the body of a man, ly'ng face down. Horror-
stricken, he rings for his butler, telling him to call

\ the police. Steeped in a morbid silence, the two sit

and wait for the police. The ringing oi the bell an-
nounces the arrival of Sergeant Donnelly who, upon
seeing the seriousness of the case, sends for medi-
cal help. Wasting no time, Donnelly finds out where
Regnold has been all evening and learns from the

butler that he has had a caller in his absence. This
caller ha s said he will wait for the master in the
study, since he has a very important message for him.
When the medical men adjust the body. Regnold

exclaims aloud that the dead man is his fiancee's fa-

ther and wonders what he has wanted to say to hun.
Accompanied by the Sergeant. Regnold hastens over
to Gloria Wellingham to inform her oi the murder.
Being awakened in the middle of the night to be in-

formed of her father's murder renders Gloria hysteri-

cal and she is in no fit condition for the interview-

that evening- At a loss to even form an opinion of

the case, Donnelly calls upon Inspector McKinney of

Scotland Yard who immediately orders an inquest.

and finger prints of the dead man. as well as the
removal of prints from the surrounding furniture and
windows. For the purpose of a necessary interview.
McKinney and Regnold visit Gloria, who is found
entertaining a few close friends including Dr. Mor-
hng. Captain Morris, her cousin Edgar and Mr. Gor-
don, the late Sir Thomas' attorney. McKinney per-

uses Sir Thomas' collection of rare objects and misses
his black falcon, known as his choicest possession-

A thorough search of Regnold's study reveals the
missing falcon. Evidently Sir Thomas has hidden it

there while waiting for his host. Having learned
from Gloria that both the Captain and Edgar have
been anxiously bidding for this rare object, offering

fabulous sums for it, McKinney hesitates upon a
plan of action. However, the startling news that the

Captain has been murdered, rouses him. He knows
now who did it.

With the utmost formality. McKinney summons all

the close friends of the late Sir Thomas, his attorney.

his (feughter and all those who are interested in the

case. Seated before the semi-circle of listeners, the

Inspector presents the case. Calling the daughter
to the stand, he elicits the information concerning
the desire of certain persons to purchase the black
falcon. Greyling establishes his alibi by word of the

Constable whom he has asked for a light. Edgar is

called to the stand to corroborate Gloria's version of

the would-be falcon purchase. Oosely scrutinizing

the witness' face. McKinney asks him if he knows
that the stuffed bird is filled with diamonds. Panic-
stricken, a guilty flush mounting to his forehead. Ed-
gar stoutly denies any knowledge whatsoever. With
slow deliberation, the Inspector accuses him of mur-

r,
dcring his uncle in order to secure the diamonds to

f pay for a gambling debt, and of murdering the Cap-
' tain so that he couldn't tell tales. Finger prints as
i well as clever ruses have pointed to Edgar's guilt.

MODERATELY MODERN
File No. 72M
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Joan Rowan

ASUDDEN scream pierces the dark;

western night. Grandmother Brown swings

briskly out of her car, and steps upon a rattler.

To her immense reUef, the men from the ranch come
to her aid and in short order the snake is a has-been.

There are no hysterics, however, for Mrs. Brown, who,

because of her husbands physical disabilities, has

learned to manage a ranch. With calm determin-

ation, she puts her car away and saunters to the

house. Dismissing the experience from her mind, she

is greeted with deep concern by the pretty blue-eyed

Janet Lee, an orphan entrusted to the care of Mrs.
Brown. Janet proves a source of sheer joy and help-

fulness, always smiling in readiness to be of service.

Of a rather shv nature, she is surprised to find her-

1 love with Tom Brady, a tall, handsome
with twinkling brown eyes. Unknown to

an assumed name. Tom is really the

Mrs. Brown and is only working on the

.«.,^.. ... order to try and discover who has been rust-

ling the cattle for the past year. Mutually attracted

to each other. Janet and Tom make a handsome pic-

ture as thev ride together in the evening by the still

light oi the moon. Helping her dismount, he leads

her through the woods to a small clearing near a

rushing stream. To the accompaniment of the swish-

ing waters, Tom declares his love and pulls her close

in a tender embrace- Suddenly she utters a startled

crv what is that? Her hand has stroked the cold.

slimv body of a snake. Restoring her courage with

the story that it is only a black snake and will not

harm her. they prepare to nestle down again. Just

then Tom's alert ear catches a sound a disturbed

irregularity of the noisy waters. Sounds of feet.

horses' and cattle's footsteps, bring Tom to his feet,

a sudden realization that the cattle thieves are busy
dawns upon his enamored mind. Stealthily they trail

the rustlers, find the hiding place and return home.
The next day, «-ith the aid of the sheriff, they are

brought to justice.

His incognito of no further use, Tom confesses his

identity to his sweetheart, who is elated to think that

he's more than just a ranch hand. After all she is

pretty and -ambitious and it seems a pity to waste

herself upon iust a ranch hand, even though she loves

him with all her heart. However, saving her thoughts

for herself, she receives the hearty congratulations

from Mrs. Brown, who modern as she may be. wipes

away httle tears of happiness with the corner of her

apron. 'The news travels far and on the day of the

wedding the ranch is crowded with well-wishers. The
bridal car waits in readiness as Tom embraces Mary
and reminds them all that if it hadn't been for the

black snake, he wouldn't have been so attentive to

foreign sounds in the stillness of the night. Amid the

shouts of joy. Mary and Tom speed away to make
their home in the city where both have planned their

happiness.

her father's craze for drink. Arriving home from their

wedding trip, ilaymee is troubled by the wild, haunt-
ing look in her father's eyes. Some of her friends

have told her that on her wedding night, he, sitting

in the garden, has wept bitterly^ declaring that his

standby is now gone. She has left him to fight the
terrible battle alone. One morning Maymee wakes to

bear the birds singing and to feel the warm spring

in the air. To her astonishment she sees a robin

sitting on the foot of her bed. Laughing outright she

goes and picks up the saucy little fellow, perches him
on the palm of her hand and walks toward the win-
dow. Unable to account for the strange premonition
this causes, she forgets in saying goodby to Xed.
Suddenly the phone rings. When assured that she is

Mrs. Jordan, without any hesitancy whatever the

voice tells her that her father has shot and killed him-
self. He has thought Ned the finest boy he has ever

met and would rather l>e dead than have him sec him
intoxicated. The greatest sorrow is in that he has
failed to conquer the demon he has. at first, just

played with. Arms encircling each other. Ned and
Maymee seal a pact with a kiss—the pact being, to

make their children benefit by the father's experience.

WORSE THAN DEATH
Mrs. Geo. H. Harper File No. 7Z79

PLAVING in the yard one bright spring morning,

Maymee. a girl of six years, hears her mother
scream as she stands with the rigid form of Jerry

in her arms. Jerry is a beautiful little fellow with

his red gold hair and big blue eyes, adored by all and
worshiped by his father. Maymee, being a mere girl,

doesn't coimt. Mrs. Wintree puts down the child and
runs wildly for the doctor and her husband. When
Jhey return, Jerry is dead. It is a great tragedy, the

fore-rimner of a more terrible one, for the father s

grief is so deep and lasting that he changes from a

gay and happy man to a bitter, vindictive one. Night
after night he weeps and sobs in the agony of grief

and after months of bitterness complains of being

lonely, seeking company outside of the home. Drink-
ing seems the only solution to his troubles. The ad-
vent of Iraby June interests him temporarily and then

he goes back to the same habit. A boast that he can
quit if he wants to holds for two years.

One night in a drunken stupor, Wintree staggers

into the house and before ilrs. Wintree can reach

him, he falls, tipping a lamp- Only her quick action

saves the house. All this so undermines her mother's
health that ilaymee becomes defiant and determines

to tell all the ' saloon keepers to refuse her father

drinks. Coming home in a towering rage. Haver ac-

cuses his wife of plotting against him and raises his

hand to strike her. At that moment Maymee enters

and pluckilv tells her father that she did it. because
that stuff is killing them all. His heart softened by the

girl's courage to go alone and do this. Haver resolves

to stop. As if in answer to his wish, a brother of his

comes to visit them, and seeing the ravages drink

has made on a once stalwart man. offers to take him
in business with him. Maymee Secures a position,

too. and after moving into a new house, life seems
worth living again.
Through business connections she makes the ac-

quaintance of Ned Jordan. A casual friendship de-

velops into love and Ned asks her to marry him. _With
some misgivings in her heart, she accepts without

telling him about the skeleton in the family closet,

—

GANG EVIDENCE

Wesley 'W. Dillion File No. 7281

ABLACK sedan draws up to the gas pump of

Harry Trent's filling station, and as Trent starts

to fill the tank, he hears an order to put his

hands up. One of the four men is holding him up
while the others are rifling the contents of the cash
register. Seeing the special cop a few feet off. passing
without realizing anything is amiss. Harry calls for

help and as the gangsters speed off, one of them fires

two shots into 'Trent's body. Dolores, Harry's wife,

has come up in her Nash car to call for her husband,
and she sees the face of the murderer. The shock
unnerves her. however, and the doctor orders that no
questions shall be asked her until tomorrow. How-
ever, the gangsters, well-known to the police, fearing

detection should Dolores tell her story, kidnap her.

Therefore, when Big Jim, the son. called home from

college to attend his father's'funeral, arrives, he finds

his mother gone.
.•\nguished. Big Jim swears that he will get bis

father's murderer and mother's kidnapper. He starts

a feverish search and finally leads the police to his

mother's rescue. However, though Dolores is freed,

terribly shaken by her experience, and the three ac-

complices are caught, Dolores testifies that Solly Gen-
try, the leader and the man who killed Harry, has

fled. Dolores begs Big Jim to give up his wild idea

of finding Solly, but the boy is determined to get him.

Hanging out in the lowest of the town's dives. Big

Jim strives untiringly to get word of the whereabouts
of the murderer. For months he is unsuccessful, un-

til, having successfully crashed one of Gentry's rival

gangs. Big Jim hears his "friends" discussing the

fact that someone saw Solly out in Wisconsin. Burn-
ing with the intensity of his desire to get Solly. Big
Tim leaves for the west, and after weeks of pursuit

locates Solly in a speakeasy. The recognition is in-

stantaneous and mutual, and Solly whips out a gun,

but gin-sodden, he misses Big Jim's heart and the

son of the man Solly cold-bloodedly murdered carries

out his revenge. Thrown into jail. Big Jim wavers
between life and death from Solly's shot. Alone, un-

identified, he is to be prosecuted as soon as he re-

covers. But Betty Pearson, the daughter of the

sheriff has fallen in love with the wounded man and
together with her mother nurses him carefully until

he recovers. As soon as he is able to talk, Betty,

certain that Big Jim is no ordinary murderer, finds

out the story of the killing. Triumphantly she tells

her father, who patting her shoulder asks why she

is so anxious that the murderer be freed. Betty
blushes and her father understands. Making inquiries,

moreover. Sheriff Pearson substantiates Big Jim's

story and the boy is able to prove that although he

hadlong meditated the murder, he killed in self-de-

fense. Big Jim is freed, and goes to look for Betty
who fearing tliat he does not reciprocate her love, has
gone off alone into the orchard. Big Jim. finding her.

takes her in his arms, and tells her that the reason

for his coldness has been his disinclination to make
love to her while he was imminently in danger of

being hanged as a murderer, and as he takes her into

his arms. Big Tim anticipates how his mother is going

to love Betty.

'

GRAF ZEPPELIN

Emil £. Homung File No. 7251

SMILING shamefacedly at his superior officer who
orders him to hurry along. Amo, son oi Graf
Hartung drafted into war service, bids adieu to

bis childhood sweetheart, Margrethe. With a fond
embrace, he asks her to wait for him until the war is

over. He'll become famous just for her sake. Fall-

ing into step with other German recruits. Amo
marches merrily along, eager and ready for action.

Little does he realize the wholesale slaughter that

goes on behind the lines. The terrible massacre of

the entire cavalry regiment rouses his ire and
_
he

gloats over a plan to fight with other methods. With
amazing foresight, he shows that cavalry is helpless

in mass attacks and asks if he may spend time in re-

search. During this war of 1870. he prophesies new
developments for the next war. The zeppelin idea is

just the thing. It sweeps the nation like wildfire.

But the ambitious Amo finds diiSculty in having his

inventions considered. His influence, since he comes
from southern Germany, is nil. Nevertheless, on his

own finances he manages to give his creation a trial
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flight. Although termed successful, Arno is not sat-

isfied. He orders the ship taken back and dismantled

so that he may improve upon it. Again a trial flight

and a^ain a complete rebuilding. With his motto that

accuracy is the foundation of success. Arno makes
sure that there will be no errors in his model.

The day of the ofl^cial trial dawns bright and clear.

Margrethe and Arno gayly watch the huge ship being

guided out of the hangar. Kissing her, with a warn-
ing to be ready to get married when he lands suc-

cessfully with his ship, Arno dashes to it and takes

the wheel. The ship glides through the air, the alum-
inum cover shines like silver in the sun's rays. Cir-

cling the city in making its bow to the world, the

giant queen of the air vanishes behind a cloud. Only

a few more hours and the trip will have ended suc-

cessfully. But it looks as though the elements have

sworn to take revenge upon the conquering ship and

his master who dares defy the air. With violent fury,

the winds send out their wrath and in a few minutes

the dirigible encounters a heavy storm, which forces

them to land. With the ship anchored to a nearby

tree, the crew witnes.ses the happening of the unfore-

seen. Attracted by the metal covering, the lightning

strikes the ship. In a few seconds Arno sees before

him his life's long work, ashes a pile of crumpled

steel, representing the last penny he has in the world.

Out of the ashes of that catastrophe grows a feeling

which enables Arno to build another ship. i\loney

pours in from everywhere revealing great faiti m the

demonstration, and Arno continues his work eager to

win approval in the Kaiser's exhibit of mihtary

strategy. The building of the frame and the instal-

lation of the motors is figured exactly, so that gravity

and balance are perfect. A treated canvas cover re-

places the metal one. The ship is a real jewel of

workmanship. ,

Three competing airships start off, each with a

message for the imaginary front. Despite the fog and

a huge rip in one of the wings, the Graf Zeppelin, as

Arno called it. wins and is chosen as the model for

military service. Happy with his success. Arno rush-

es home to Margrethe and tells her to get ready. He

shall not waste another minute. They shall be mar-

ried at once. Dressed in a neat blue traveling suit,

Margrethe is bundled ofif to the church, she thinks......

but no,-they are now outside the city limits. He is

taking her to the hangar With a cry of dehght,

she feels herself lifted from the car to the zeppelin.

There stands the minister ready to unite m marriage

a charming girl and a famous inventor Hearts soar-

ing far above the altitude of the ship, the joyful

couple are lost in a fond embrace as they hear the

words 'til death do them part'.

THE THREE CORNERS

ToUbert Lowe FU^ No. 7227

DUSTY and tired from a long hike in search of a

job, Highlie Browen, a recent graduate of agri-

culture school, arrives in the town of three Cor-

ners. His genteel appearance and his mild request

for work create a general uproar in the rough com-

pany of the Green Tavern. Amid the loud gui=faws he

dejectedly turns to go. Another reception like this

will be his finish. Spurred on by his bookish profes-

sors, Highlie has been a promising student but to his

dismay the cattlemen do not want bookworms, they

want men with real experience. Barely feeling a tap

on his shoulder, he looks up into the kindly face of

James Clayton, cattleman and farmer. He offers him

a job pitching hay, which Highhe accepts, glad of any

opportunity. A good dancer and a fine conversation-

alist he makes more of a success with the women
than' with his job. Apparently clumsy with cattle he

has been tauntingly nicknamed 'Clayton 6 would-be

cowboy'. However he can withstand these names

since he knows that they're jealous of his way with

the women. True, he doesn't really care for any one

of them but after all, he has lots of leisure time to

entertain them. Finally his opportunity comes

Clayton's head rancher, the one experienced in break-

ing in the wild horses, is suddenly called out of town.

Unable to find a substitute, Highlie offers his ser-

vices, reminding the boss that he has proved his

worth in the recent rodeo contest. Pondering but a

few moments he decides to give him the chance, and

sends him out on the ranch. Several of the boys

round up to watch the new broncho rider. Laughing

uproariously they see Highlie breaking his horse into

a hesitant gallop Why he can't even ride a horse

to all appearances! With a sudden swoop, he

lassos the wild animal, pulls it close, and then with

surprising agility mounts the fuming horse. the

laughter, having vanished like a shot, is replaced by

a storming applause. No longer will he be termed

'Clayton's would-be cowboy', the green -horn!

The cattle season is over, and Highlie, having

earned an enviable reputation as the best rancher m
the west, is ready to move on. Satisfied with his suc-

cess, he only grieves to leave Nellie Clayton, the

beautiful daughter of his boss. Realizing that he's

only a cow-hand Nellie doesn't consider his attentions

seriously until he plans to go. Then she recognizes

that the friendship is really love and she can't let hiin

go. Confessing to her father, she begs him to keep
Highlie employed on his ranch. With a sad face,

Clayton replies that the offer has already been made
but that Highlie refused. Suggestively, he hints that

maybe she can make him stay. Determined to find

out if he cares for her, Nellie rides out one night,

trailing him. At an opportune moment \vhen all is

still, she jumps down from her horse, lies down on
the ground and calls for help. Hearing the familiar

cry piercing the moonlit stillness of the dark, he
rushes to her side and believing that she has sprained

her ankle, binds it well. Lifting her in his arms.

intending to place her on the horse, he notices that
she has fainted. Anxiously he puts her down, and be-
gins to fan her fevered brow. Before she comes to, he
kisses her gently unable to resist her tempting near-
ness. Her eyes open wide as she returns the caress.

Together there in the western quiet, they declare their

love and two figures form a single silhouette, out-
lined against the waning moon.

DANGEROUS EXPLOSIVES

Raymond Griffith File No. 72S8

STRIDING along with his former schoohiiate, Clay
Woods, shy and retiring of nature, listens to

George Blair's enthusiastic reminiscences. Ac-
cepting George's invitation to visit his home, Clay
fairly tingles with a strange anticipation. Naturally
bashful, he withdraws immediately upon being intro-

duced to the four Blair sisters. Finally, however, the
girls succeed in making him feel at ease. Becoming
very much interested in Mary Blair, he is a frequent
visitor, ostensibly to see George. The family knows
different, however, and notices the growing intimacy
of their conversations. Bored with the inactivity of

a small town, Mary answers the call of independence
and goes to the city to earn a livelihood. There she
enjoys the pervading glamour of the bright city lights

and deems herself very happy. She receives a letter

from Clay who urges her to come home as her sister

is very ill. Loathe to go, she nevertheless feels

obliged to do her share and returns home. As she
steps down from the train. Clay rushes toward her,

his hungry eyes feasting upon her tempting beauty.
She is surprised to learn that he has a car. Eagerly
he tells her about the fine position he has secured
with the help of his father. Working in a powder
plant, he is the youngest foreman. With his substan-
tial income, he can afford to entertain her in an ef-

fort to cure her blues for the city pleasures.
Brooding since her return, Mary quarrels with Clay,

tells him that she is going to go out with a new
suitor. Hurt and angry. Clay leaves hoping that she
will repent. The next day a sudden explosion rocks
the mill and kills two men. Panic-stricken, the old-

er men are paralyzed with fear. Careless of his own
life since Mary's refusal. Clay re-enters the plant and
shuts off the motors thereby saving any further dam-
age to life and property. He is a lonely hero, having
no one with whom to share his good fortune. Sud-
denly he is surprised by the ringing of the telephone.
It is Mary who asks him to come back and protect

her from a persistent suitor with whom she has a
'date' that night.
Clay spruces up for the reunion with Mary. He

hopes that all their troubles will now be over and
they will enjoy once again their previous happiness.
His heart humming with the motor, he drives over
and arrives before the unwanted lover. Together they
exchange confidences, each delighted in seeing the
other. The loud honking of a horn interrupts their-

talk. Mary informs the driver of the swanky road-
ster that she is no longer interested in him. About
to make some biting reply, he stops with his mouth
half open as he spies the powerful frame of Clay com-
ing after Mary. Hurriedly shifting into gear, he
speeds away without a second look at his lady love.

As they walk up the garden path bordered with
roses. Clay cautions Mary on the dangers of explo-

sives, be they of powder or of passion. At Mary's
encouraging smile, he sweeps her in his arms and
plants a firm kiss upon her lips.

REBELLION
Mary Sinton Leitch File No. 7272

Printed by courtesy of the Irene Leache
Memorial, Norfolk, Va.

ALAD, after being admitted to the office of Insley
Gorman, legal adviser, stands with one bare leg

twisted with astonishing flexibility around the
other as he hands Gormon an envelope more soiled

than his face. The letter, in a clear and dainty hand,
requests a consultation at number five Orchard Lane
at eight that evening, signed Agatha Hepple white.
Some thirty - five years of law practice should have
inured him to the vagaries of his fellow men and
women. Yet with childish impatience, he waits with
his eyes on the town clock. As the bells chime the
hour, Gormon saunters up the gravel path of a house
that he has long been familiar with. Idly he wonders
how the owner, Mr. Hildreth, manager of the textile

mills can afford to keep two gardeners, maids and
fine cars on such a small salary. He has often seen
Mr. and Mrs. Hildreth and their two children, but of

Agatha, his correspondent, he has never seen a trace.
Hardly has he set foot on the path bordered with
large pansies staring demurely into the summer
darkness, when the door quietly opens and a little

lady welcomes him. With a gesture she invites him
to be seated in a comfortable leather arm-chair which
stands in the glow of a shaded lamp. Agatha Hepple-
white bears the traces of many winters gracefully.
With eager heart, she confides her almost insane de-
sire to see Sarah Bernhardt and wants to borrow
enough money to travel to the next town where the
divine Sarah is to give a performance. She has never
seen the great actress and the longing to see her has
now become such an urge that she is prepared to do
anything to achieve her wish. In halting embarrassed
phrases, she tells Gormon far more than she sup-
poses she is telling. It appears that her daughter
and son-in-law, Ellen and Robert Hildreth, have be-
come habituated to the idea that Agatha is of an age
when she requires no amusement of any kind. It

simply does not occur to them that she may wish to

partake in any of their pleasures. Is she not an old
lady who should be content to look on life and its

joys.
Leaving all her financial arrangements in their

hands, she tries to earn a less grudging welcome to
the family circle by busying herself with household
tasks. Her keen desire to see Mme. Bernhardt has
caused gales of laughter from the family. Arriving
at the station with Gormon. Agatha's courage fails

her, but with a little admonishing and cajoling, she is

gone. With buoyant heart, Gormon announces to

Ellen that she has left, turns on his heel and leaves
her with a dozen unanswered questions on her lips.

A note from Agatha with money for her expenses, also
informs Gormon that she shall enjoy telling him about
Sarah and Ellen and John. Gormon calls and is greet-
ed by the family circle, that is Ellen and John. On
frequent visits he plays bridge with these two. One
night however he suggests that Agatha play with
them. This suggestion is met with a laugh of good-
natured derision from Ellen who informs him that you
can't teach an old dog tricks! Nevertheless Agatha
plays, and much to her daughter's consternation, out-
strips them all. One night finds Agatha alone telling
her story to Gormon who notes that the mirth has so
shaken her that her hair is loosened and falls in soft
waves about her face which immediately loses all

semblance of severity. Ordering her to go upstairs,
take off her glasses and put on one of Ellen's stylish
dresses, Gormon waits in blissful anticipation. A light
footstep on the stairs old lady indeed! He reproach-
es himself for having been so blind to true comeli-
ness and grace. With a gasp of delight. Agatha finds
herself listening starry-eyed to the sincere proposal
from the man who helped her rebel. A lover's kiss
opens the gates to romance as Agatha, no longer
alone, acquiesces.

THE WILD GOOSE
Mary Linfield File No. 7287

TRAVELING over the wide rolling prairies,
through the wild timber woods, fording the clear
sparkling waters, the covered wagon of the pion-

eering Flanagans makes its way to the unknown
west. Suddenly as they enter the hill country, a band
of riders gallop over the hill, prepared to attack.
However, noting the lack of defense weapons of the
white men, the Indians merely take what they want,
and kidnap the child, Mary, who is carried to the In-
dian village where she is taken care of. Accompany-
ing the Indians on a hunt, Mary is delightfully sur-
prised by an attack of the soldiers who, with her
brother, rescue her. Arriving back behind the sol-

diers' fines, Mary is termed the little wild goose and
entertains them with a story of her adventures with
the Indians. Finally settling in the prosperous west,
the Flanagans want to educate Mary to be a school
teacher, but much as she likes school and her special
pal, Jonah Tucker, she would much rather get out
into the world and see what she can do.

Suffering from a love affair where she has loved
not wisely but too well, she leaves home, a green
country girl, with a. common school education and
fifty dollars in her purse. Adept with the needle, she
becomes a successful dressmaker. Restless, she
travels all over the country, remaining in one place
only a short time. Finally the wild goose reaches the
Gulf of Mexico where she becomes installed in a fine
hotel, charming in its southern hospitality. Here the
proprietor, anticipating the arrival of some honored
guests, invites her to attend the reception. Surprised,
she renews an old acquaintanceship. Captain Frazier,
an old family friend, who can hardly believe that this
beautiful girl is the same one who has been cap-
tured by the Indians such a long time ago. Confi-
dentially, she relates her experiences, admitting that
her only love is the school-day sweetheart, Jonah
Tucker. The Captain loses no time in locating Jonah
and telling him the wild goose has been found, and
Jonah is just as speedy in proposing to Mary and
planning for a wedding on the morrow, with a honey-
moon trip in a sea plane. Tuck and the Captain are
early abroad overhauling the plane, and fitting it out
for the trip. Next morning, the guests are all as-
sembled in the spacious ball room which has been
converted into a chapel with a beautiful floral altar
at one end. As they walk up the path to the plane,
a flock of wild geese fly overhead. Flying l^w over
the village, Tuck and Mary drop colored paper rib-
bons, symbolizing the rainbow of love and peace. Ac-
companied by the wedding party, the lovers enjoy the
beautiful tropical scenery.

Noting a growing storm, the pilot heads for a ship
in the distance, sending out an S.O.S. at the same
time. Life boats are lowered and Mary is helped into
one, just as the storm in one of its freaks carries boat
and all away. A Mrs. Cox and Tuck are picked up
safely, leaving the Captain and the pilot to stay and
try to save the plane. Morning and there is no sign
o£ the plane, with its two occupants, or Mary and the
sailor-rescuer. Sometime later, a passing steamer at-
tracted by a signal from a tropical island, stops and
picks up the Captain and the pilot. Arriving into the
port of Honolulu, the Captain greets Tuck happily and
asks for Mary. To his surprise, Tnck asks him the
same thing, hoping that she has been with them. As
a last resort to ease the ache caused by the ill-fated
honeymoon trip, Tuck catches a steamer and scours
the tropical islands. A steamer pulls into the harbor

Never has there been a more joyful homecom-
ing Rich, and poor, native and foreign all are a
mass of waving color swaying to the rhythm of Ha-
waiian music. On deck stand Tuck and Mary, once
again united. Clasping her tightly in his arms, de-
claring he will never let her go again. Tuck kisses
her reverently, hoping that he will always have the
cheerful wild goose in his possession.
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DECORUM
Amelia Guiod File No. 7132

CHEERILY greeting the employees in Mr. Cross'
office in which she is the secretary, Connie starts

working. That evening as she is leaving she re-

fuses an invitation for the evening, saying she is

sorry but she has already made one—and to herself

she adds, with the Percy Holmes. Liltingly, she
reahzes that she is in love, and she reassures her
grandmother who expresses misgivings because Con-
nie has never brought her friend to the house. That
night, in Percy's car, as she cries that she doesn't
know what she will do if he ever leaves her, Percy
replies with a formula, but wonders if, after all, he
wouldn't be happier chucking his New York fiancee

and risking disinheritance. However, when, a few
weeks later, Connie asks Percy how soon they can
be married, he hesitates and she realizes for the first

time that overpowering love may not justify every-
thing. Called to the telephone next evening, Connie
faints when Percy tells her that he is being called

back to New York. Only her grandmother learns
that she is to have a child, and with the dear old

woman who has brought her up, Connie goes to an-
other city to work as long as she can.
After her baby is born, Connie gets a position with

Gordon Rowe, whom she instantly likes. In the two
years that follow, Connie grows to value her employ-
er's friendship, although she has never told him about
little Danny. However, when the moment she has
been anticipating with dread comes, and Gordon asks
her to marry him, Connie tells him that she is an un-
wed mother. She is unashamed because she still loves
Percy, but she hates terribly to hurt Gordon. How-
ever, so deeply in love is he. that he begs her to
marry him, pointing out that he can give her son a
name, and she is cruel td deny him that. When Con-
nie protests he says he is confident she will learn to

love him. Two years pass. Gordon loving little Danny
as though he were his own child still feels that he
has not won Connie's love though she tries to pre-
tend. One night, he tells Connie that he has expanded
his business, taken a new partner, whom he has in-

vited for dinner Sunday. On Sunday morning, Gordon
comes in while Connie is busy cooking and the baby
has his face all covered with chocolate. Stilling Con-
nie's protests with the proud statement that she looks
adorable in an apron, he takes her out to meet his

associate, and Connie sees chocolatey Danny offering
a piece of his candy to—Percy Holmes. Only Gor
don's attention to Danny covers the surprise expressed
by the pair. Sending her husband out for sugar,
Connie begs Percy not to say the child is his, lest
Gordon's old wound be reopened. Percv promises and
writhes under the belief that Constance" loves her hus-
band. When, however, they meet each other on the
street, he can not stem the flood of speech which tells

her how two days after he had left her. he realized
what a scoundrel he was and how much he loved her.
But rushing back to her, he had found her gone and
had never been able to trace her. Connie tells him she
is sorry, but he wrings from her a hopeless confession
of her love. Shortly afterwards, Gordon shows his
unhappiness, and when Percy questions him. he ad-
mits that Danny is not his child, and he says he
realizes that Connie has never loved him. However,
when he grows bitter against the rotter who deserted
Connie, Percy tells him he can carry out all his
threats,—he is the man. Stunned, Gordon goes home.
The next evening, Connie calls up the office worried
because Gordon who had left without kissing her, had
not come home. Then they find his note. He had
killed himself to free Connie. She suffers a terrific

shock and falls into a coma from which she is aroused
by the death of Danny, who had been run over by an
automobile and died in Percy's arms. Broken. Connie
finally permits Percy to take her to a western ranch
where she slowly recovers. And months later, having
dismounted to rest, on a horseback ride, Connie lifts

her face for Percy's kiss.

TIMBER ROMANCE
Lucille Westman File No. 7322

EVERYONE expected that the childhood romance
of Jack Roberts and Mary Jones would culmin-
ate in marriage, but offered a governmental posi-

tion in a lumber camp. Jack goes away and remains
for years with only letters to keep alive the old flame.
However, after some years have passed, Mary's uncle
who was also Jack's godfather, died, and his will
contained a strange clause. A large fortune which
otherwise would go to charity was to be given to Jack
and Mary if they would marry on June Fifth. Since
the two young people hadn't seen each other for years
and Jack had a contract which was to keep him un-
til a few days before the expiration of the allotted
time, Mary had many misgivings about marrying a
man who was after all practically a stranger to her,
but in the letters that were exchanged between them.
Jack promised her that if at any time she had any
reason to rue her hasty marriage he would immedi-
ately release her, and besides it would be advisable to
go through the marriage form and obtain the inher-
itance even if they decided to separate immediately
after the ceremony.
As the date for the wedding approaches. Jack ex-

citedly confides in his friend Tom, who has. ever
since Jack arrived at the camp heard so much about
Mary, the girl back home, that he feels he knows her.
After a while it becomes such an obsession to Tom
whom the secluded life in the backwoods has made
somewhat unsteady, that he fancies himself in love
with the girl Jack has painted and he breaks off his

own correspondence with Alice and gives himself over
to morbid dreams of Mary, whom he has never even
seen. A few weeks before the wedding, Jack learns

of some new work that will keep him longer than he

had expected. Despairingly he writes to Mary who
writes that she will meet him in a town nearer the

camp. They can go through the ceremony and then
separate and he can win her as a suitor not a hus-
band. To facilitate matters, Mary sends a picture

and asks for one of Jack. When Tom sees Mary's
picture he becomes certain of his love and does a rash

thing. Offering to mail Jack's letter, he substitutes

his own picture for Jack's and arranges to delay Jack
until June Sixth while he goes through the marriage
ceremony with Mary. When Mary receives the pic-

ture she is disturbed having had a different idea of

Jack, but convincing herself that it won't really mat-
ter, she won't be his wife in actuality, she goes on
with the arrangements. At the hotel, Tom meets her

and Mary is certain that something is wrong, but
Tom has induced the willing Jack to speak of Mary
so frequently that there is nothing about their past

that Tom doesn't know. He eagerly suggests that

they get the ceremony over with, lest Jack arrive,

and goes out to get the minister. In her room Mary
decides that even to gain an inheritance, she is not

guing through with it.

In the camp, Jack is furious with the last minute
delays. However, to his amazement, he finds the

picture of himself that he has sent to Mary and find-

ing Tom gone the whole story is clear. Letting every-
thing slide, he rushes to meet Mary and finds her
waiting to tell "Jack" she is withdrawing. When
they see each other, however, the old love flares, and
the minister marries Mary and Jack. Tom withdraws
and forgetting their marriage. Jack begins his de-

layed wooing of the girl he loves.

ENEMIES IN LOVE
Sophie K. Schardt File No. 7310

IN a French cafe in 1917, Lieutenant Marion Berk-
ley meets Anne, who is there to make men forget
the bitterness of war—and get information for the

German army. When Marion's two weeks are up, he
confides to Tom Jordon that he is coming back to

marry Anne, whom he is leaving with her fifteen

year old sister, Paula. However, the plane carrying
the two officers is shot down by the enemy, and
Marion lives just long enough to write a letter to his

younger brother asking him to find Anne and marry
her if he has to, to save her from disgrace. German
spy though she is, Anne has fallen in love with
Marion and she faints when she learns of his death.
Anne never makes her reports to her country and dies

in an army hospital giving birth to Marion's child.

Entrusting her baby son to her sister, Paula, Anne
begs her to take the child to America, his father's

country, and raise him as he was raised.
Six years later, Paula leaves her "son" in a board-

ing house and is directed by an employment agency
to a large mansion in Springfield where she obtains
employment as the second cook. Mrs. Berkley at
first believes her too young for the work but finally

agrees to take her. telling her that they are prepar-
ing for the home-coming of her son, Richard. The
following evening, Paula is clearing up the rooms,
when her wrist is gripped by a masculine hand and
Richard discovers the new cook. They take a bite in

the kitchen together and talk for hours. When Paula
is supposed to leave, having been hired only for the
week-end. she is retained as a maid. Thus it is that
she discovers a hand-painted portrait of Marion and
learns that the reason Richard went to Europe, was
to find the little French girl whom Marion, his dead
brother, loved. Paula is speechless—this is where her
"son" belongs! Richard, in love with Paula induces
his father to find business employment for her and
she steadily advances. Soon she is engaged to Richard
although she has not told him of Marion whom she
visits at the boy's academy every Sunday. But she
meets Jim. a friend of Richard's there, and the next
evening Richard gently asks her why she never told

him she had a son. Replying that, she was afraid to

terminate his love, she tells him about her sister.

When she finishes, Richard asks her to leave Marion
with his grandparents but Paula refuses to give the
boy up—even if it means losing Richard. That night,
Paula goes. One Sunday afternoon visiting Marion
at the academy she learns that the boy has run away,
explaining that he knows it is he. who is causing her
unhappiness and is taking himself out of her life.

Trembling, Paula rushes to call up Richard for help.

He tells her to stop worrying and dashes to the
academy to get her. Bringing her to his home he
shows her Marion sound asleep on 'a large bed. Paula
explains that she left because she couldn't have re-

fused Richard twice and he. in turn, explains that
when returning hofne he. realized her resemblance to

the "French girl" Marion sent him to find and for the
first time discovered that Paula's "son" was his broth-
er's. As for Marion, he is immensely pleased with
his new father.

STRYCHNINE
Rena P. Weil File No. 7347

DANCING together, Brian Peterson chides himself
for not having suspected that Thalia Jassin would
become so beautiful when she threw away her

pinafores and fleece -lined bloomers. And Thalia proves
she is the same Tom-boy at heart by threatening to

send a baseball right through the parlor window of

Mrs. Matterson whom ThaHa overhears telling an-
other woman that nobody could have that color hair
without using henna. But when Brian leaves to dance
with Mrs. Van Loan's pet niece whom he has been
inveigled into escorting, John Peterson, Brian's sixty

-

five-year-old stepfather annoys Thalia with his at-

tentions. Thalia finally escapes and a week later in

her boudoir listens amusedly to the chatter of the
housekeeper who having been with the Jassins for
years is privileged to discuss the unwelcome roses
sent by John and the superiority of Brian with whom
Thalia is in love. After being refused admittance
many times, John finally manages to see Thalia and is

clearly told that his attentions are undesirable. How-
ever, this does not prevent Thalia from suspecting
that the expensive anonymous gifts she has been re-

ceiving come from Brian's step-father and when she
learns from the messenger boy that it really is he,
she returns the gifts. John, however, takes advan-
tage of the occasion to seize her and press a pas-
sionate kiss on her lips. Realizing now what a friend

meant by warning her against John, saying he was
unbalanced mentally, Thalia threatens to tell Brian.
John was forty before he had ever gone out with a

woman and then, having married Brian's mother, two
years his senior had been responsible for her death
by his crazy excesses. Then, repentent. he had
brought Brian up carefully, having promised the boy's
mother he would, on his death, leave his inheritance
to Brian. Now, however, his stepson stamps in furi-

ougly to remove his things from the house of the
hated man who after killing his mother desires his
fiancee.

John is furious with Thalia and Brian and madly
plans revenge. He considers his stepson an ungrate-
ful puppy and as for Thalia she is the first woman
he has wanted in these last years during which he
had started to live, who had refused him. However, a
sudden attack brings the doctor and with him the an-
nouncement that as a result of the mad pace John
has set himself, he is likely to die at any moment,
The slightest excess will prove fatal. John whimpers.
Having so recently discovered the joys of living, what
is life without pleasure? But the doctor merely
shrugs professionally. Shortly afterwards, Thalia and
Brian receive a note of apology from John. Happy
that the unpleasantness has thus been smoothed,
Thalia invites John to her engagement party, but
Brian shakes his head. This is the first time John
has ever admitted he was at fault. It doesn't seem
quite right to him. And it isn't because shortly after

John has returned home from the engagement party,
he is found dead—killed by strychnine. And in the
medicine chest of Thalia's home is found a half-

empty bottle. Moreover, not only has John's will re-

cently been changed in her favor but charge accounts
in the more exclusive shops reveal that John had sent
Thalia expensive gifts. It seems clear that she has
murdered her fiance's stepfather to conceal their re-

lations. However, the picture of the murdered man in

a newspaper brings in a drug- clerk who recognizes
that John bought the poison himself, and paper cups
bought from a hot -dog stand and found discarded in

the park where John was last seen reveal traces of the
poison. John died, by his own hand, not quite sane in

his desire for revenge. But his plans failed and
Thalia marries Brian.

TANGLED DESTINIES
Henry Hammerer File No. 7361

^5 Everywhere the Germans of the little border
town run for cover, and into the office of the

sheriff strides a huge Russian officer demanding that
the mild man writing out his report fetch the mayor.
A few moments later, the sheriff's little son, Joseph,
comes screaming to his father who finds the Russian
giant attacking his wife. Grief-stricken the sheriff
falls upon the ruffian and receives a sword thrust
through his body. Little Joseph sobs ceaselessly, and
young as he is. when he finds a picture, evidently
dropped, by the Russian who killed his parents, he
vows to kill him on sight. The mayor and his wife
sympathetically take the little waif in, and when a
few years later, Joseph's uncle writes to invite the
orphan to come to them, they send the boy to the
States.
Years pass and Joseph now twenty is frequently

chided for his disinterest in girls. But one day his

uncle gets a new secretary and when Joseph comes
home that night, the tune is changed. Incredibly shy.
the boy can do nothing but stare at the object of his
adoration. Weeks pass before he summons up enough
courage to buy tickets for the opera. But that day
to his great disappointment he doesn't see Miss
Lubitsch and he goes alone. After the first act, he
sees her—with another man, listening intently to what
he is saying. Choking, Joseph leaves without waiting
for the finish of the performance and from then on
he avoids the girl as much as possible. One night he
hears his aunt and uncle discussing the pallor of the
secretary and the next day. daring to raise his eyes
to hers, he clasps her in his arms. Soon he is telling

her of his love and stopping, abashed, hears from her
lips that she loves him. has been suft'ering since his
inexplicable avoidance of her. The man was her
brother! Then starts a glorious courtship aided ma-
terially by Joseph's kind aunt and uncle. But Sonia
will not ever let Joseph come home, and when she
hears the tragedy of his parents, she shudders until
he assures her that he has no grievance against Rus-
sians—only one. One night. Sonia says she is going
to tell her father, but she does not come back for a

few days. When she does she is so ill she cannot
stand and after she has been treated she explains that
her father, hearing about Joseph, has forbidden her
to marry and has raged and stormed. Joseph com-
forts her, reminding her that this is America, but
when next Sonia breaks away from her father, it is

with a tale of incredible cruelty. Her father had
locked her in a room, sold all his belongings and
forced her to accompany him to a boat sailing for

Russia. Beaten, bruised. Sonia had escaped. Joseph
is bitter against the miserable father, and soon, as
they suspect, he is identified as the man whose pic-
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ture the boy has saved all these years. But Joseph's

love is too strong to hold the father's sin against the

cliild and in tlie presence of Sonia's brother and his

own relatives, Joseph marries the beautiful little

Sonia.

A few hours after the wedding, Joseph laughingly

scolds his uncle for not leaving the newlyweds alone

for a moment, but his uncle shows him a newspaper
with the story that "Ivan Lubitsch, former officer of

the Russian army committed suicide by jumping over-

board a ship. The reason is most likely the mysteri-

ous disappearance of his daughter, Sonia. who was
missed as soon as the boat had left New York."

LURID LOVER
Mary J. Bowser File No. 7038

SHE wasn't going to marry him—this girl whose
father hated her because she wasn't a boy, who
made her from the age of ten, dress like a boy

and help him work in the mines, and who on her six-

teenth birthday commanded that she marry his mighty
drunken friend, Thad, his over-boss and drinking

partner. She could not even stand the sight of his

leering face, and so made a habit of slipping away
out into the woods to sleep in an apple tree whenever
he came down the hill to her house to court her. One
night, Thad followed Ann, unbeknownst to her, and
when she fell asleep, he carried her oif to his shack,

where he locked her in a room and kept her for the

night. In the morning, her dog Ted appeared, jumped
through the window, and kept Thad quite well occu-

pied until Ann could escape. Then the dog joined

her, and the two of them ran for miles, coming final-

ly to a beautiful valley where Ronny lived in a Httle

white house. Ronny was the first kind person Ann
ever knew—he was the boy who gave her and her dog
refuge in his humble dwelling when he found they

were running away and had no place to go. Ronny
and Ann were immediately in love—a breathless, ten-

der, beautiful love. One morning, when he had taken

her in his arms and asked her to marry him after she

had told him the whole sordid story of Thad, they

suddenly heard a shot and knew that the searchers

had found Ann at last. It was Thad who first ap-

peared and, seeing the girl he desired in the arms of

another, fired on Ronny. After that all went black,

and the next thing Ann knew was her mother leaning

over her in her own bed. She had fainted when
Ronny fell and her father had brought her home.
Thad was lost, for he had not yet come back for

some strange reason, and Ronny had been thought
dead but was but wounded. This Ann's mother told

her in a whisper so her father would not hear, for

Thad had left the boy only because he thought him
dead. Now, when the old miner heard that the boy
was alive and that Ann was planning to go at once
to nurse her chosen lover, he waxed furious and
swore that if his girl had left the house when
he returned from a hunt organized to find the

missing Thad, she would suiTer dea»ly. Further-
more, if she went to Ronny, she could_ be sure that he,

her father, would follow her and this time see that

he was completely dead. The choice between death
or a life with Thad and her father was easy, but she
could not choose for her lover. Still she could not
bear to think of the one who had cared so well for

her, the one she loved with all her heart and her
soul, alone and dying for lack of attention and the

presence of one he loved. So she called the dog Ted,
and again the two of them set out for the little white
house in the beautiful valley where flowers bloom and
you see the sun rise and set. They found Ronny un-
conscious, just as he had been thrown after they spied

and shot him that morning, and his brow was hot
with fever. All night, Ann worked with him and did

what she could to break up that fever and wake him
to consciousness. She instinctively knew it was a

crisis and he would live if he could get through the
night and break the lever. At dawn, Ted heard a

man approaching, and was on guard, but it was only
Ann's cousin who came to tell her that Thad had
tripped and fallen down into a rocky cavern, and her
father in trying to rescue the body had done like-

wise—they both were no more. Then Ann looked and
saw the sun was beginning to rise. She put her hand
on Ronny's brow and knew that his fever was gone.

Then she looked into his eyes, and he spoke to her.

And Ann knew that in truth a new day had begun.

KEY MURDER
Virginia M. Reelitz File No. 7297

PATROLING his beat in the Griffith neighbor-

hood, Frank Jones, policeman, stops in at Grif-

fith's saloon and pays a social call to Tony, the

owner. Listening to Tony's tale of his easy money,
Frank is tempted to throw up his steady job but his

wife stops him. saying that money does not bring

happiness. With the passing of the eighteenth amend-
ment goes Tony's legal business. With his family ac-

customed to living high, he plays the stock market
and sells bootleg whiskey in order to keep up the

family fortune. In a recent deal in the market. Tony
and his two henchmen, Mike and Charlie, lose almost

all their wealth. Hoping to earn it back for them,
Tony plans another market scoop, investing his last

cent. But the inevitable crash wipes out everything.

The three schemers, as a last resort, plot a kidnapping
of the greatest banker in the south, William Stone.

Mike will do the trailing, Charlie the slugging and
Tony the supervising.
As Tony sits in his comfortable arm chair one

evening, he is surprised by a visit from Frank Jones,

his old chum, who has come to comfort Tony in his

financial reverses. Captain of his precinct, Jones now
is the one to be envied. How happy he is to have
listened to his wife's advice. Cross and irritable be-

cause of business failure. Tony is no fit company for

his family. Radiantly his wile informs him that their

daughter, Ellen, is deeply in love with Ted Jones, the

]Jolice captain's sun. To her astonishment, Tony flares

up and stoutly refuses to hear of such a thing.
^
His

daughter can not marry a policeman! His conscience
is bothering him He does not relish this kidnapping
affair. However the crime progresses. Stone is cap-

tured and secreted in a shack deep in the woods. With
the cunning of a maniac, Mike electrifies the door.

If anyone attempts to open the door with the key
that is automatically dropped at the ringing of the

bell, that person will be electrocuted. Mike swears
Charlie to secrecy so that Tony knows nothing of it.

Stone escapes, and in an attempt to re-enter the

house, is electrocuted. The body is dropped into the

Ellen confides to her father that Ted has a secret

job to find the Stone kidnappers. Terrified by her
father's outburst at this news, she notifies Ted who
tells his father. Jones visits Tony and tells him they
know who the leader is. Tony collapses and confesses

but claims he does not know how Stone has been
slain, that he has had nothing to do with it. Believ-

ing him, Jones accompanies him to the shack in the

woods where Tony rings the bell, picks up the key
and upon inserting it into the key-hole, he tumbles
over, dead. With Tony vindicated by death, the other

two accomplices are captured and sentenced. Proud
of her father who, according to the story, died as a

hero in capturing two bandits, Ellen promises to marry
Ted. With tears in his eyes, the Captain sees the two
embrace, happy because another suffered for them.
Hoping that he will be as successful as his Dad, Ted
sweeps her in his arms as he whispers those endear-
ing words of love.

DARK DISASTER

Marietta Mori File No. 7100

Edna Lind Cole File No. 7037

THE morning stillness in the Texas Ranger's
headquarters is shattered by the sharp ringing of

the telephone. Guy Holt, ranger captain reaches
for the instrument and listens alertly as the instru-

ment conveys Cy Walton's challenge. Around two
thirty, the desperado is to make his customary flashy,

brief appearance, riding through the town in his ar-

mored shiny blue roadster. Let the rangers try to

capture him and get the fifteen thousand dollars of-

fered for his body dead or alive!

Galvanized into activity, the rangers set every
available bit of machinery in motion. Sinton Hills, a

thriving oil town has recently been terrorized by
Walton's gang, and the governor has put the rangers
on the trail, declaring martial law. Cy Walton for

all his love of the spectacular has thus far eluded cap-
ture. It is miraculous that he is unharmed since he
follows an invariable procedure of speeding through
the town he is about to clean out, in a car. How -

ever, he carries the protection of a machine gun
which deals certain death to any who attempt to pur-
sue. Only trickery can meet the contingency, open
force is fatal. Holt has only a few hours in which
to work on the material at hand. One fact he knows,

—

Eve Gormon is in town. Eve had once walked out on
Cy and he had never forgiven her or ceased wonder-
ing how any girl could tire of him, but she was
adamant. Holt suspects that Eve is the cause, or at

least one of the causes, since the town is also un-
doubtedly rich, for Cy being here. He also suspects
that Walton's dramatic and unprecedented challenge
to the rangers stating the exact hour for his appear-
ance is a gesture in Eve's direction. It follows then,
that Eve may be able to help them. But how to se-

cure her aid? She is a dancer at the local cafe, un-
likely to take any steps hazardous to hers.elf merely
to aid the side of law and order, being herself not too

securely on this side of the law. But Holt sets to

work. He appears at the dancer's apartment and is

greeted with some surprise and not a little fear. The
law seems to be not too welcome here ! Holt seats
himself at her indifferent invitation and asks if she
knows Cy is in town. He watches her closely as her
eyes narrow and she obviously lies as she replies

studiedly. "Why, no. How should I?" Holt sees
that that line is out so he coolly reminds her that
Sporty hangs next week. A shudder passes through
her and she demands to know why he has come here.
Holt smiles and tells her that now she is speaking
sensibly. Then asks if she'd like to see Sporty free

in a few vears instead of dead. "My God. yes!
What's up?" And Holt tells her.

At two thirty that afternoon, Cy Walton's flashy
roads'ter passes through the town, stopping for a split

second to pick up a girl, and continuing its mad
flight. On and on it rides, twisting deviously over

twisted trails while the machine guns are in readi-

ness, prepared to pick ofif pursuers. In the car, Cy
smiles fatuously at Eve. He stares at her for a long

while. "So," he says, "you came. No woman ever
turned down Cy Walton. And you're not ever going
to again. By tomorrow morning, my dear, there will

be no more Eve Gormon. Thought you could get

away wfth it?" Eve thanks her lucky stars that her

appeal for him is strong enough to preserve her life

for a few hours. The .car stops at the hermit's hut.

and as Cy steps out. Holt appears and captures him
before he can defend himself. The hermit had stocked

in dainties for a lady, and been followed here. Holt
thanks Eve and keeps his word about Sporty. Cy
Walton's career is ended by a lady he expected to en-

tertaiH for one night—her last!

WHEN Enid Mendosa, the brilliant girl with
fiery black eyes and red, red lips, falls in love

with the fair young son of the President of

the mines who comes in the summer to learn his

father's business, Joe, the boy Enid's pa favors, tells

her she is a fool and taunts her about her mixed
blood—for in this Httle mining town all nations,

tribes, and colors are represented and have amalga-
mated for scores of years. Carter, however, never
seems to care that dark blood flows in her veins, and
before he leaves in the fall to return to his Eastern
college, he asks her to "wait for him." Through the
long winter that follows, the Mendosas, who are sure
that no good- will come of Enid marrying above her
station, try to force her to accept the dark haired
slimy Joe, but Enid remains true to Carter, whose
every letter is filled with love and dreams of the
future. When college closes, he returns again, and.

this time his family come also to spend the summer.
It is obvious that they do not want their son to

marry Enid, as soon as they see that dark olive skin,

and so the boy persuades her to consent to a secret
marriage, not to be announced until he finishes his

one more year at college, and will then be free to do
as he wishes. The last day she is there. Carter's
mother asks Enid to go for a walk, and tries to

make her see how impossible marriage with her son
would be, because of the great difference in their

past lives, education, and background. Still Enid
does not tell her that they are already married, nor
does she tell Carter that night, that she will soon be
a mother, fearing lest this might keep him from re-

turning and finishing his last year at college. As
the winter goes on, Enid continually refrains from
mentioning her condition to her young husband,
wanting him free of worry, and finally when she has
to answer the increasingly angry and suspicious ques-
tions of her father, she does tefl them of the secret
marriage. Even though she produces her marriage
certificate, they will not believe that she is married,
but are quick to believe that Carter is at least the
father of the coming child. Thus thinking to save
her from disgrace in the community, they beg Joe to

marry her, and he consents eagerly, Enid's father
locks her in her room so she can't run away as
threatened before the day set for her union with Joe.
The girl is wild with rage and grief, and the com-
bination of her mental and physical condition brings
about a complete breakdown, in which she loses all

spark of sanity. There ensue months of oblivion,

then of agony, and finally the vague memory of a
little baby boy. with blond hair and fair white skin.

Then a house which, in her lucid moments, she real-

izes is an institution for those who have lost their

minds—a house where a lot of women all wore the
same clothes and ate the same food and life was a
hell except for the rare times when a blond boy that
she seemed to remember as some one she loved would
come to visit her and bring with him that fair baby,
only each time it is a little bigger. Then one day
the boy comes and takes her in his arms and she is

very happy, for he takes her with him in a fast

moving car to the house of her parents, who are
changed and tender and repentant. Then for some
reason, he says goodbye to her and brings the babj'
for her to kiss, and promises to return to see her
soon. But he is very sad and disappointed and she
feels she has failed him and caused him this grief.

She rushes out into the garden after he goes. There
she meets Joe, who comes up to her and tells her
that her husband has run out on her again and she
had better give in to him. His brutal laugh seems
to stir something in her mind, and as he tries to

force his embraces, she suddenly remembers every

-

knows she has come completely to he
right
rem embers Carter
the little streets

ban d and baby an
the docto having
gaming s inity an

t last she is well. Then she
parting and she runs madly down
d to the station, where her hus-
nurse are waiting for their train,

aid that Enid had no hope of re-

nust not be moved. But now she
deed,—and joyous is the union of their

5 and their tiny son.

HAPPINESS INSURED
May Bell File No. 7320

SHY despite her dainty beauty, Dolores' parents
believe the invitation extended through a friend
of her father's for a weekend cruise on a yacht,

will be good for her and they urge her to accept.
However, on board. Dolores finds her interest in the
ever changing sea surpasses the prospect of dancing
with the other guests. Thus, she attracts the at-

tention of Thomas, a talented young artist and soon
the two young people have fallen in love.
However, Thomas is penniless and he has arranged

to take a course in Paris. Rather than ask Dolores
to share his poverty, he goes on to Paris and prom-
ises to write regularly. However, after a while, his

letters fall off and for five years Dolores hears no
word from him. Her mother, meanwhile, having been
left a widow, is anxious to see her secure and urges
her to accept John, a young merchant, who loves her.
After months of refusal, Dolores consents to an en-
gagement although she desperately refuses to set a
wedding date in the hope that she will hear from
Thomas. Soon she receives a cablegram, as gay and
hopeful as if they had seen each other last week.
And with the news that his painting has been ac-
cepted for hanging in the Grand Central Palace ex-
hibition, Thomas swoops down on Dolores to ask her
to marry him. Impulsively he seizes her in his arms,
and as she cries, "Oh, Tommy, why didn't you write,
why didn't you let me know . , .

?" he notices her
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engagement ring. With his customary abruptness
he asks curtly, "Is he rich?" and then as she nods,
he thinks he understands, and the next morning he

is gone. Realizing that she can never be happy with
anybody but Tommy. Dolores asks John to release
her from her betrothal and she goes to New York.
^ [canwhile, Thomas' picture wins first prize and
Liivered with glory and with painting offers that will

relieve him from his fear of poverty. Tommy imiiet-
iii.Hisly seizes the next boat back to Dolores.

In New York, Dolores tramps ceaselessly in search
nf work and finally is forced to swallow her pride
,-uirl wire home for money. However, when it comes
1 inlores has gone. For, alone, hungry, she had
.Impped into a church and there had fainted. When
she recovered consciousness, she found herself cared
for by a Mother Superior. And looking into the calm,
beautiful face, Dolores seeks surcease from her mad
love, by preparing to take the veil. For months she
remains happy during the period of her novit'ate
and then she writes to her mother that in a few
weeks she is going to retire for ever from the world.
However, her mother communicates with Thomas
who gains admittance to the sanctuary under the
plea that he is Dolores" brother. When she comes
into the room they can only stare at each other
speechlessly, and Dolores realizes that Thomas' need
for her is as great as the desire for a retired life.

Besides her own love is too strong. And with a cry
of thankfulness that Thomas has come before it is

too late. Dolores moves into Tommy's outstretched
arms. The Mother Superior entering, realizes what
has taken place and with kindness and tenderness she
reminds Dolores that she. is still free to leave.

A child is born of the marriage, but Dolores and
Thomas have waited too long for their happiness and
they pass on. However, it is his parents' story that
saves young Thomas, seventeen years later, from mis-
sing his own happiness. And when he discloses to

the uncle who has brought him up that the girl of his

choice is his uncle's adopted niece, Elsie, his father's

brother places his arms about the shoulders of

Elsie and Thomas and thanks heaven that happiness
is insured for these two young people.

DECEIT

Mrs. Addie T. Lightsey File No. 7337

AN invalid for months, old C^p seems to take a
turn for the worse when he learns of the infat-
uation of his son, Tom, for a roadhouse" hostess.

But even the death of the father who had adored him,
leaves Tom as greatly under the influence of the
woman. Martha, his sister, unsuspecting of the pre-
cipitating cause of her father's death, feels a closer
bond between herself and her handsome brother and
when James Waring, an insurance company mana-
ger, of whom Martha is more than a little fond,
dares to suggest that her brother is not to be en-
tirely trusted in managing the division of the estate,
Martha turns from him, hurt by his distrust. And
James' insistence that he is only thinking of her
brings a wearied protest that he go away, leave her
alone, from the over-w^rought girl.

But Tames' words come back to Martha in the days
that follow for Tom proceeds with unseemly haste
to attend to the settling of the division. He has it

all worked out. The beautiful old family house is to
be his, and for her share Martha is to get another
piece of property, practically abandoned by the fam-
ily. It isn't so much the" unfairness of the settle-
ment that grieves Martha, it is the realization that
her brother means to exclude her from the family
home, and offer it for sale! Dazed. Martha is left

with her allotment of stocks and bonds and a feehng
that she is not wanted in "her brother's home."
She goes back to gather her belongings but Tom has
already left with the briefest farewell to her, to tour
the country with Vivian, the roadhouse hostess. Ex-
posed to the curiositv of neighbors, Martha who has
all her life been sheltered from all reaHties by her
father, works, with trembling fingers to take her
things out of the memory-fraught house, and comes
across a reference to an insurance policy drawn by
her father for two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
Martha stares at it. No mention of a policy had
been made by Tom. Could he have overlooked it?
She writes to the company to get particulars and
learns that her brother has already collected part of
the money. Only then does she realize that Tom
has defrauded her of the money. That was why Cap
seemed to have left less than was expected. And then
James had come, although she had told him she never
wanted to see him again. Tactfully, he tries to pre-
pare her for the fact that the company is trying to
locate Tom for fraudulent procedure. Martha shud-
ders and James promises to help her. When Martha
receives a notice from the company that they have
caught Tom when he came to draw the rest of the
money. James allays her fears. He understands her
dismclmations to punish the brother who had tried
to deceive her, but on rushing to New York they
find a wild-eyed Tom. Vivian had led him into
orgies and finally had inveigled him into gambling
away the whole of his share and signing ^a check
which he expected to cover with the rest of the in-
surance money. Groveling in his shame, Tom begs
Martha to help him. Repressing her vexation with
her brother, Martha arranges to meet the money
needed by Tom, and through the efforts of James, Tom
escapes prosecution. Cured of his folly, aware now
that Vivian has only been interested in his money,
he starts working, and Martha accepts the protection
that James says she needs—as Mrs. Waring.

LOVE NEVER DIES

Dora Clayto File No. 7342

AS Marion is walking with her fiance, Tom, they
stop for a moment to speak to Dick, whom
Tom has met through business. Annoyed by the

prolonged look Dick casts upon Marion, however, her
fiance hurries her on. From then on, Marion receives
numerous calls from Dick but she refuses to see him.
About two weeks later, Dick drives by with a g.rl
whom he introduces as his sister and Marion finally
consents to go riding with them.
Her head aching intblerably, Marion finds herself

alone in a room with Dick and as he whispers words
of love to her, she starts back. Dick draws out a
marriage license and assures her it is all quite legal

—

she is his wife. Gasping, Marion remembers having
taken a drink of "ginger ale" given her by Dick's
"sister". Such things can't happen; she cries; but
she is married. Once she tries running off to Tom
but Dick informs her that if she ever does, he will
ruin Tom's legal career with the story of his adultery.
Then pleading, he asks her to try to think kindly of
him—he loves her. And Marion tormented by the
realization that she is bearing Dick, her husband, a
child remains. Showering her with gifts, Dick tries
to erase from her thoughts the memory of how he
married her, but Marion's hate only changes to a
detached pity for the man who is drinking to forget
his unrequited love. Soon she is accepting his crowd,
finding solace in the mad whirl. Drinking, slipping
from one pair of arms to another, Marion discovers
there is a fascination in making men pay for her
ruined happiness by encouraging them to love her
and slipping elusiveiy out of their arms before she
satisfies the desire she has aroused. More than once
her practice of "taking all, giving nothing" is en-
dangered by men she has driven too far. but she es-
capes to mock them with her derisive laughter. Dick
is maddened by his love for her and her promiscuous
conduct but when he attempts to remonstrate, she
only reminds him with a look, of the dupery he had
practiced. However, it is inevitable that something
must change. She cannot continue this way and it is

the death of her father that brings her back to a
consciousness of the barren existence she has been
leading. Home in the terribly silent rooms of the
family house, Marion weeps bitterly and the hard-
ness of the past few months drops from her. When
Tom comes to console her in her bereavement she
realizes again the old love. And as they speak
quietly together, Marion knows that all the rest has
been tawdry, ugly—in this man's arms alone she can
find happiness, but Tom looking gravely down upon
her tells her he is no longer free. He has a wife now
and a baby. Bitter to have the cup lifted to one's lips

and then dashed away! But Marion and Tom decide
to snatch the joy they feel life owes them. Tom
promises to tell his wife he loves another and as for
Marion she feels that it is hardly necessary to in-
form Dick she is through. He has long known it.

Only she feels a pang at depriving him of their child
whom Dick loves as devotedly as she. Not once does
Marion consider that it is she who is renigging and
that she has no right to take the little girl. Gayly
planning their life together, Marion and Tom pre-
pare to take a cruise far from responsibilities and re-
minders of their past. However, Tom's wife humbly
comes to plead with Marion not to take her husband
from her. She brings her year-old baby, and although
j\Iarion believes she has become hardened enough to
withstand anything endangering her own happiness.
she sends Tom's wife away with the promise that
Tom will remain. The poignancy of her separation
from the man she loves makes Marion realize how
greatly she has made Dick suffer, and for his sake
and for their little child Marion goes back to her hus-
band, telling him that the past is forgotten, that life

is to start anew for them. And in Dick's glowing
eyes, Marion finds her happiness.

A DESTROYING CIVILIZATION

Ellen M. Rourke File No. 73S0

MANY, many moons ago the Great Spirit made
his red children and placed them in a beautiful
hunting grounds. After many moons of hap-

piness, however, the red children began quarrelling
among themselves and the Great Spirit was sorrow-
ful to see so many of his children come to him before
their time. Accordingly he called to him the great-
est chief of all his red children, Nekumonta, and said
that peace would come to the hunting grounds of his
people if Nekumonta sent his daughter, Oniata, to the
Great Spirit. Nekumonta was grieved but Oniata was
glad. And placed on a beautiful white canoe, the
Indian maid was wafted by the gentle waves into the
land of Great Mystery. Then the Great Spirit told
Nekumonta to prepare a peace home for soon Onia-
ta's spirit would return earthward to enter into the
body of some maiden. Moon after moon passed, and
aK%'ays the spirit of Oniata breathed into the soul of
a red maiden whose wise decisions kept all the hunt-
ing grounds at peace. But the Whispering Wind
breathed a prophecy that some time a maiden of the
peace home would, herself, destroy the great peace
and bring about the destruction of the red children.
Once affliction comes to the peace house of Gene-

taska, fever strikes down her maidens. But Quarara.
the Healer, is sent by the Great Spirit to teach Gen-
etaska the use of herbs. Before he goes, however,
Quarara warns Genetaska to beware of the visitors
that come from the forest. And gentle Genetaska long
puzzles over the cryptic advice of the Healer until
one day there is a great noise and two young chief's
approach dragging between them a buffalo which
each is trying to take from the other. When they
discover they are before the peace house, they agree

to let Genetaska decide which of them shoots his
arrow more accurately, the winner to get the buffalo.
But the Onendaga's arrow strikes the mark on the
tree, and the arrow of the Oneida splits the arrow
of the Onendaga. After a repast, the warriors abide
by Genetaska 's decision to divide the animal equally
and then, first the Onendaga and then the Oneida
begs the lovely Genetaska to share his wigwam
henceforth, but she gently declines reminding them
that the Peace -maker can be mate to no man. And
as she watches the warriors depart, Genetaska is sad
for the form of the Oneida is in her eyes. Time
passes, and through the clearing comes the low but
distinct call of a bird. Genetaska stirs; her maidens
all sleep. The words of the Healer come to her, and
she looks up to see the Oneida softly and slowly ap-
proaching. Again and again, Genetaska refuses the
Oneida's plea saying that her heart is heavy with the
burdens of the red children, and that Oniata's spirit
lodges within her breast. But at lengith says she will
go and with a happy cry, the Oneida springs for-
ward and throws around her the blanket. Fierce
cries come from the forest and suddenly the Onendaga
bursts upon them. A battle is fought between the
two chiefs and finally the Oneida is down. The Onen-
daga knife is above his head and he begins his death
chant. But as the Oneida drops his knife and the
awakened maidens shrink in fear, Genetaska, the
Peace-maiden seizes the weapon and plunges it into
the back of the Onendaga. The maidens flee, but
Genetaska's first fear is for the Oneida who rises
from the ground. They both look at the Onendaga
and realize the enormity of what has happened.
Softly they steal ofif together but then comes the
horror of Onondagas fighting against Oneidas and
soon the red-men waste away before the pale-face.
The peace of Oniata is broken but the name of the
red-men still echoes in the hills and the valleys and
rivers and lakes of their beautiful hunting grounds.

THE TENDER BOND
Althea Crockett File No. 7351

EACH night after his work in the wheel shop is

done, Bob Stanton, gaunt, bearded, dons his
slouch hat. and taking his violin down, sits in

front of his shop playing dreamily. Unmindful of
the curious passers-by, Bob keeps the story of his
past to himself, but once he becomes philosophical
and lest the townsfolk believe that he committed a
murder or something before he came here, three
years ago, he tells Rex Williams, his only friend, of
his life.

When Bob's mother died, she begged him to be good
to his brother Jack, eight years younger than he,
and if ever Bob had a home of his own to take Jack
with him. While Bob stays with the Mathews, Jack
goes off to an aunt in Kansas City. Years pass, and
when Doris Mathews, a niece, comes to visit, Bob
falls in love with her. After they are married, Mr.
Mathews rents his shop to Bob who immediately sends
for his younger brother. Bob works hard to make
a go of his wheel shop and encourages Jack and
Doris who are the same age, to have a good time
together, but one night he comes back early and dis-

covers his wife and brother in each other's arms.
Stunned, Bob doubles his fists and rushes at Jack
only to remember his mother's words and slump into
a chair. Jack rushes out of the house, and Doris
crying, "Jack, Jack!" follows. Sitting for hours
waiting for them to return, Bob gathers his few be-
longings, and leaving a note saying, "Yours and
Jack's happiness is all that counts—I guess. Good-
bye. Bob." He leaves town.
As he finishes his story. Bob plays a plaintive tune

on his instrument and at the finish, lays his violin on
his knees, buries his face in his hands and sobs.
Rex pats his shoulder sympathetically and leaves.
One evening soon after. Rex whistling, his hat on
the back of his head insists that Bob come to the
birthday dinner his wife is giving him. Bob's re-
fusals are over-ridden and two hours before dinner
Rex calls for Bob to make certain that he is coming.
To his surprise. Bob has gotten a haircut and a clean
shave for the first time in three years. Suppressing
his excitement with difficulty, Rex seats Bob in a
chair and then brings out a handsome friend. It is

Jack ! The brothers greet each other without any
trace of resentment. A few days ago a stranger had
inquired about the bewhiskered wheel-shop violinist,

and had turned out to be a friend of the two brothers.
After tin interval. Bob reluctantly asks the question
Jack dreads. "And Doris?" Tack tells how for
days he and Doris searched for Bob. Then Jack had
tried to run the shop for his brother but as fast
as he made a dollar, Doris spent it. Then they lost
the shop to creditors and Doris began going out
with another man. Some fellow blew into town with
a few dollars to spend and Doris helped him; later
she left town with him. That was the last Jack saw
of her. He leaves the room for a moment returning
with one arm around a blond girl and in the other
arm a baby. "This," says Tack, "is Helen, my wife,
and Robert, the baby. We named him after you."
Bob tries to speak but can only stammer and Helen
clasping his hand says, "We want you to come home
with us." And Bob does.

THE FAR CALL
Ralph Urcioli File No. 7352

A PENNILESS voung author, Stephen, falls in
love with the fluffy prettiness of Ethel, as dis-
couraged as he because she can't get a job in

New York. Looking down at her fragile blondness,
Stephen had proclaimed, "No wonder, child, nobody
would believe you could do any work," and she ador-
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ing him had just snuggled closer. And so they were
married, and Stephen important in the belief that he

has written the Great American Novel begins to find

after a while, a lack in this child-like person he has

married. That is, he discovers it after he meets

Louise Barton, wife of the publisher.

Sophisticated, perfectly groomed, Louise considers

Stephen a new protege. And Stephen along with al-

most everybody else in New York knows what that

means, help from Barton, the right sort of help. Soon

Steohen's book is being published and he is baskmg
in the light of publicity arranged by his publisher,

and not thinking too much about the fact that this

same publisher's wife is his mistress. And returning

from rendezvous with Louise, Stephen is a little con-

temptuous of the uncomplaining love that Ethel has

for him. Why, he asks himself, did he ever marry

her? What had she to offer? And man-hke he dis-

counts the happy hours together, the hours that had

sent him, gleefully writing down his happiness, writ-

ing his novel, the one that New York is beginning

to find refreshing, new. vibrant with young love.

Now Stephen is planning another book, about Louise

this time. And as he thinks of Louise he stiffens.

Stephen has been stiffening lots lately. And that s

how Ethel finds herself bundled off to the mountains,

"so vou won't be bothering me when I write my new
novel." And with that incredibly child-like hurt

look, Ethel had gone. "Doesn't suspect anything,"

Stephen sums up.
Louise's laugh rings across the hotel dming room.

"Divorce? My dear, you're just too silly and sweet!

Wally and I don't want a divorce. He supports me—,
and roguishly, hurting him deliberately, "and you.

Calls our marriage a convenience. While I'm his

wife no fool woman can drag him to the altar. Oh,

stupid, you want me all to yourself. Of course, I'm

all yours. Wally and I don't life together, Stephen,
'

again that trill, "I do believe you're a monagomist
at heart. How thrilling!" And Stephen hurt by her

laughter, jealous of every moment she spends away
from him, and they are many, begs her not to laugh

at him. He loves her.

"Hello, Stephen?" It is Ethel. Stephen is impa-

tient. Why should she call now. "How is the novel?"

"The novel..." vaguely, "It's getting along." It

wasn't, how could he write wondering where Louise

was? Again that plaintive voice, "Stephen, I'm com-
ing home," rushing on in spite of his protests. "Don't

do anything until I get there. Stephen, I need you."

and she was gone leaving him wondering what the

devil she meant. Then, impatiently he had picked up
the paper the boy left. "God!" There in headlines,

BARTON SHOOTS WIFE AND LOVER. And the

whole sordid story. He had finally rebelled, shot the

pair in the Atlantic Hotel ... that's where Ethel is!

Louise had been going there all the time she said she

loved only him. And Barton had shot the other man,
not him. Little Ethel knowing all along. Thinking
only how Stephen would be hurt. Calling him lest he

do something rash. What a fool . . . And then Ethel

had come flying in. Eyes red, and flinging herself

into his arms had cried, "Stephen. Stephen, my dear.
'

UNOFFICIAL JUSTICE

Robert Alexander Kelly File No. 7357

AFTER all the question before the jury is whether
or not Gregory Milwood shot his wife, and the
fact that the jurvmen suspect that the testimony

of his now recovered wife and Phil Drake seems
trumped up has nothing to do with it. Gregory con-
fessed, and they find him guilty but recommend clem-
ency. Thus Gregory goes to the pen and leaves his

wife who had. he thinks, so bravely tried to spare
him even if she was a rotten actress, and had easily

had her story disproven, a considerable sum of money.
The jury, however, would have been startled to hear

Sylvia Milwood and Phil Drake discuss the case
later. Sylvia is rueful. "It's such a beastly thing.
Phil, to make him believe we were for him when we
knew nobody would believe our story." And Phil
had patiently explained that she was coming to the
old story again, choosing between her husband and
him. And because Sylvia loves Phil she agrees to

get her divorce from Greg and accept the settlement
Greg made.
A few weeks later in a cheap speakeasy, Phil

Drake is assuring Spike Haley that he isn't going to
welch. Spike, however, says he's sure that Phil has
fallen for the dame. It was all, he reminds Phil, his
idea. Spike knew that Sylvia married Milwood, many
years older than she, because she was starving. And
he knew that she would fall for any sympathetic,
good-looking guy. And all the rest, after Greg had
tried to shoot him had been his idea. Phil was to get
the money and divide it with Spike, and Heaven help
Phil if he tries any tricks. But Phil was evidently
trusting to Heaven's help, for at the very moment
he is promising Spike to share Sylvia's money with
him, he has that very sum tucked under his belt and
is preparing to skip town. And he does. He goes to
a little hideout where a few months later he gets a
telegram from a hospital telling him Sylvia is dying
and wants to see him. Drawing a sharp breath, Phil
stares at the telegram. Sylvia dying! She can't be,
he loves her. has been trying to keep the knowledge
from himself, wanting to believe it was only her
money he wanted. And, although he knows the risk
he is taking should Spike discover his whereabouts.
Phil comes out of hiding and arrives at Sylvia's bed-
side in time to comfort her before she dies, and to be
entrusted with Iheir baby girl. Phil's eyes fill with
tears as the doctor tells him that he had repeatedly
warned Sylvia that child-bearing would be fatal for
her, and Sylvia had died bringing Phil's child into
the world.
With the little golden haired Sylvia in his care.

Phil Drake tries to make amends for his ill-treatment

of her mother. Soon this man who has been guilty

of every possible transgression, is lavishing upon
a baby all the love that has been thwarted for

so long. Strange how a man can change in so short

a while. But two thoughts harass the tranquility of

Drake's existence, one is Gregory Milwood in prison.

There is nothing Phil can do about that, and Mil-

wood is to be released any day now. The other
thought is more sinister. It is inevitable that Spike
Haley ferret him out. And then what? And what is

to happen to little Sylvia then? But the revenge
Spike takes is as unexpected as it is heart-rending.
He kidnaps the child! And Phil coming home dis-

tracted, not daring to call the police, walks head
bowed into his living room to see Gregory Milwood
pointing his gun at him. A shot, and Phil drops to

the floor. Gasping, his hand clasped to his wound,
Phil whispers, "You always were a rotten shot, Mil-

wood. Get out before the police get here." Phil re-

covers, and it is, strangely enough. Milwood who
helps him get his child back, a Gregory Milwood who
finds all his carefully nurtured plans of revenge dis-

solved. And out of the ashes of the past, a curious
friendship develops between these two beaten men,
both of whom had, in his way, loved Sylvia. And it

is to the bringing up of her child, that they devote
themselves.

HEALER OF ILLS

Mrs. A. A. Hesse

^HE

File No. 7358

THK son ot an aristocratic British family living

in America, Douglas is educated as a surgeon.
But overstudy of Nietsche and Yogi philosophy

breeds unrest, and tormented, he flees to the con-
tinent where in the perfumed breath and long linger-

ing caresses of women he finds temporary surcease
from mental disquiet.
Travelling from city to city, he is watching a tourn-

ament in Dresden, and is lost in admiration of a
wonderfully prepossessing woman riding a black stal-

lion. Suddenly the beast shies and the woman is

thrown. Douglas rushes to the side of the imcon-
scious Minna, and soon his visits to her home take
on a social as well as professional significance. That
old desire for a perfect love still haunts hini, but in

Minna he sees a splendid physique and his medical
eye tells him what a splendid mother she would make.
Not once does Douglas say he loves her, but they
are married and she proves an amiable companion.
However, when their first child is born. Douglas is

plunged into misery by his puny off- spring who
scarcely draws breath before he sickens and dies.

Resentfully, Douglas blames Minna, and when the
next child proves likewise tainted, the surgeon loses

all interest in his wife. Patient, uncomplaining. Min-
na silently goes about her own business, and once,
playing the piano wistfully in her old manner, she
stirs something in Douglas and he again takes her
into his arms. Soon they have a daughter, Elza,
and Douglas watches her development with a pas-
sionate intensity. Training the child's mind from in-

fancy, Douglas takes the keen minded child with
him on his professional visits and is happy in the
realization of the ever- sought -for perfect, selfless

love—for little Elza. But Fate is a jealous creature.
and with a mocking laugh she snatches the frail

Elza from her father. Then does Douglas' sorrow
become frenzied. And ever his companion, Minna
administers solace and asks for nothing. In his sur-
gery, Douglas finds some outlet for his stress and
through his practice he is called to the little rose
covered cottage to heal the dying Rosa. Small hope
is extended for her, but in this child the same age as
his own departed Elza. Douglas sees that same spark
and wresting with the superhuman forces that are
drawing the child to themselves. Douglas brings life

back to her. Recovered, little Rosa takes the place
of his Elza, and soon she too is enjoying his rich li-

brary and companionship. The child grows older and
only then does Minna, ever in the background, remind
him tonelessly that Rosa is growing into woman-
hood, that their friendship is not seemly. And Doug-
las storming at his wife whom he has long ceased to
husband, realizes that his love for Rosa is not entirely
of the spirit, he wants her, madly, possessively.
Shamed, he takes an ocean trip, but soon he is flying
back to the little rose garden and drawing Rosa into
his arms and crying, "Rosa, Rosa. I have come to

Minna receives Douglas' request for a divorce
quietly. It is long since they were husband and wife.
And if Douglas wishes to marry Rosa . . , But when
the doctor goes to the rose garden he finds only an
ominous stillness. Rosa discovering she was to have
a child has leaped into the river. Stumbling home,
Douglas goes into his laboratory, but as he lifts a
vial to his lips, it is brushed away by Minna, her
face drawn. And sobbing against her breast, Douglas
rediscovers the woman who of all

AND HAPPINESS
Earl Harter File No. 7359

VERY little satisfaction, Bob finds, can be gained
from rebelling against the stern dictates of his
father, the parsimonious president of a Boston

bank. But when it comes to having his wife selected
for him. that's going tod far. And his father has
dictated that Bob shall marry Louise Carruthers,
daughter of the bank's vice-president. As. a matter
of fact, it is while Bob is yielding to having to es-
cort Louise to a dance given at the EHte Country
club that he meets Amelia West. And Louise's ill-

tempered version of what happened when Bob tended
to Amelia's sprained ankle is but one of the precipi-

tating causes of his final break from his father dur-
ing his twenty first birthday party. With only the
few dollars that his mother presses into his hand,
Bob finds Amelia and marries her. He gets a hum-
ble position as a shoe clerk, but the salary is suf-
ficient for his and Amelia's needs and even for little

Bobby, Jr. when he comes. That is, it is until the
depression causes Bob to lose his job. It's a hard
blow especially since Bob has just spent his accum-
ulated earnings pulling the little fellow through a
seige of ilness, but Amelia is brave and Bob is not
yet discouraged. Not with officer McCann, Bob's
good friend, to help them along, even taking
care of Amelia and Bobby while Bob finds work
with a construction gang. But his hands blis'^er

so badly that Bob is fired, and when he does
get work with a Mr. McCabe and works himself up
from a few dollars a week to pulling off the develop-
ment of a golf course and selling it for a huge pro-
fit, he finds that Mr. McCabe who has been so ill

that he has left the whole matter to Bob, has died,
and his brother defrauds Bob out of his commission
since it was just a verbal agreement. Bob, penniless
and frenzied by this last blow, is about to commit
suicide when the thought of Amelia and Bobby deters
him, and two fellows come along, give him food and
clothes and ask if he wants to make some money.
Does he? But it turns out that they are hired by
Carruthers and they need a third fellow to put over
a quarter of a million dollar swindle on Mr. White-
hall (Bob's father) by selling a worthless hotel. Bob
accepts and is on hand to prevent his father from be-
ing outdone by his trusted Carruthers, but by in-
sisting that the two fellows who helped him get their
split anyway. Bob manages to embitter his father as
much as before. Not that he expects any better
treatment and besides, the shoe company is taking
him on again.
Bob goes back to selling shoes leaving Whitehall

to take out his ire on Carruthers. But that doesn't
help the banker's temper. His son refused to marry
the girl picked for him, married a nobody, instead.
That's the trouble. But Whitehall manages to hear
a lot about men who try to ruin the lives of their
children, and what's more, now that Carruthers is

out, Whitehall begins to learn things about the
saintly Louise, even about that illegal operation her
father paid for. That's the girl Bob wouldn't marry.
For once the president admits he's wrong and when
reporters come he informs them that the next vice-
president of the bank will be his son, Bob. And Bob
looking up from his shoe selling, discovers his father
extending a Boston paper to him. Astounded by
what he reads there. Bob comes back with his fa-

ther. And so too do AmeHa and little Bobby who
has cheerfully been selling papers. And even Mc-
Cann, the kindly policeman is not forgotten in the
new happiness.

THE TEXAS KID

Arthur R. Woodson File No. 7362

PEACE reigns in Hope City until the coming of
Tom Kelly who with a grand flourish opens a
gambling hall. Some of the more respectable

citizens headed by John Marshall, prosperous rancher,
protest, but they are powerless, and more and more
disreputable fellows pour into the town. About the
same time John Marshal] reports the loss of his cat-
tle. Again the citizens convene and with John Gale
leading them they elect John Marshall sheriff. As a
token of his authority he is given two pearl-handled
forty-fours aiid a badge, but despite all his attempts
at keeping order, Kelly and his men come riding
down the main street shooting off their guns and
shouting in derision.

Once. Lois McBride, who is being brought up by
Marshall Since the time when he found her the lone
survivor of a stage-coach hold-up, overhears some
men discuss a contemplated holdup of the town's
bank. Bravely Lois remains within earshot until
she hears the details and then she informs the sheriff
who stations his men on guard. At the appointed
hour the bandits appear but when the sheriff's men
start shooting they escape leaving only one of their
number to the police. Wounded he is taken in cus-
tody, but the fellow refuses to disclose the other
members of his band. At the same time. Sheriff
Marshall receives a warning to release the prisoner
and leave town, but although he suspects that Kelly
is at the bottom of the outlawry, Marshall cannot
prove it. Writing his son, Robert, who is in Texas,
to come home, Marshall remains. When Robert
comes back, therefore, he finds his father shot dead.
Taking the two pistols, Robert swears to get his fa-
ther's murderer, and when Lois asks him who he is,

he answers slowly, "They call me the Texas Kid."
Robert has some difficulty inducing the citizens to
let him take over his father's post, but finally he
posts on the bulletin board a notice warning all

outlaws to leave town. Banditry laughs, but the Kid
marches into Kelly's to clean up the place. He sees
he is being covered. Without blinking an eyelash he
gives Kelly twenty-four hours to clear out. and the
next day saunters down the street. He sees Kelly's
men waiting for him at windows and behind barrels.
Suddenly he falls to the ground and shoots it out
singlehanded. His aim is remarkable and the sud-
denness of the move finds the bandits unprepared.
A few try to make a dash for it, but Robert coolly
picks oft' one and the others surrender. However,
Kelly has escaped, and it is Kelly that Robert is

sure is his father's murderer.
Meanwhile, Kelly has ridden to the Marshall ranch,

kidnapped Lois and is riding with her in his saddle
for protection. He barricades himself and Lois in a
hut, and when Robert orders him to come out, he an-
swers, "Shoot and you kill the girl." Whereupon,
Robert rolls a barrel down a board and as it crashes
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against the door, he shoots the gun out of Kelly's

hand from the window. Lois grabs it from the floor

and the Kid and Kelly have a fierce hand to hand
battle. The outlaw is downed and the Kid marches
him into town. A cheering crowd greets them. Kelly

starts to run and is killed by John Gale. Suddenly
the Kid disappears. Lois finds him packing to go

back to Texas. "I'm going with you," she says.

FAME'S TRUMPERY
Edward H. Pudwill File No. 7364

INNOCENT, Bob Ayres is accused of having stolen

three hundred dollars from his firm and is given

twenty-four hours in which to return the money
or stand trial. Frantically he tries to borrow the

money, but he discovers that he is generally believed

guilty. Whereupon he enters a poker game and by
morning has won a few hundred dollars and is thor-

oughly drunk. Thus he returns home and when Flor-

ence, the wife he adores, sees him she becomes thor-

oughly disgusted. First a thief and now a drunkard!
Hurt, he replies and words lead Florence to leave his

hou -for.

Life without Florence is misery and Bob accepts
the invitation of a fraternity brother to come to New
York. There he is given employment in Raymond's
firm and is soon mixing with his friend's crowd—

a

gay one. At a dance, Bob meets Marlene. and a
strong friendship grows between them. But Marlene
is the type who always has admirers and Clyde Mel-
ton is a jealous one. For two years Clyde has un-
successfully been trying to get Marlene to marry him.
and Bob seems to be an insurmountable obstacle.

Three months later, at a dinner dance. Bob is think-
ing miserably of Florence, and through Marlene's sug-
gestion the crowd insists on hearing Bob sing. He
does and into the song, "Yearning" he pours all his

longing for his estranged wife. As a result he re-

ceives an invitation from the manager of the New
York night club to appear for an audition. And Bob
gets the job, and becomes famous under the name
his manager had chosen for him. James Drummond.
Florence, meanwhile, has been unhappy without Bob,

and finally she too comes to New York where she
meets Clyde Melton. Clyde is infuriated because
Marlene has refused his ' invitation to a masked ball

and says she is going with somebody else—James
Drummond. and not suspecting that Florence is Drum-
mond's wife, Clyde escorts Florence. When Bob ar-

rives he notices another man is wearing the same
costume, and taking off his coat he drops his pen
knife, a gift from his admirer, with the name James
Drummond inlaid on the handle. Clyde, who watches
Bob, jealously picks it up. An hour later. Bob sees

the man costumed as he, go into the g^arden, and he
follows curiously. His departure is noticed by Clyde
who follows a short time later, intent on picking a
quarrel, but Clyde seizes the wrong man, and in the
course of the struggle, kills him. Horrified, he drops
the knife and hurries inside to get Florence and de-
part. Meanwhile. Florence has gone into the garden
for a moment and she had seen Clyde struggling with
another man, but anxious to avoid the fight "had hur-
ried inside and was just in time to see Bob come in.

She doesn't recognize him masked, but later learns
that the man was James Drummond, the singer,
Clyde finds her, and white -faced insists on leaving.
And thus Florence goes never suspecting the fatal re-

sult of the quarrel. On the way home Clyde is so
upset by the realization that he is a murderer that he
drives the car into a pillar and both he and Flor-
ence are taken to a hospital, badly hurt. Meanwhile
circumstantial evidence points to Bob and he is again
accused of a crime of which he is innocent. The
jury brings in a verdict of guilty and he is facing the
court awaiting the sentence, when Florence who had
seen his picture in a paper to-day for the first time,
bursts into court crying that she had seen Clyde
struggling with the murdered man, and at the same
time had seen Drummond coming in from the garden.
A death-bed confession from CJyde corroborates her
story and Bob is freed. Tenderlv he draws Florence
into his arms.

THE MUG

Mario Di Ce File No. 7367

THE popularity of Joe, football quarterback, is

evident at the Tau Epsilon Alpha fraternity

house party, but Mug, one of the fraternity men
doesn't share the general enthusiasm. Everybody but

Joe himself seems to be aware of Mug's hostility, and
they rightfully attribute it to Mug's fear that Joe is

going to cut him out with Helen. But it takes Mug
to think up the particular form of revenge that sug-

gests to the girls that Joe has been boasting about

his conquests. It doesn't require a course in psychol-

ogy to know that every girl that hears that is going

to cut the offender. And Saturday when Marathon
defeats Brayell 19-0 largely through the spectacular

football playing of Joe the applause of the girls is

conspicuously reserved for the other players. When
Clara suggests that it may be possible that Mug is

a liar, she is jeered and told if she doesn't care why
doesn't she go with Joe. But Clara is too discreet.

That night. Mug invites the crowd to the Cabin to

celebrate the football victory, and Joe's absence makes
everybody uncomfortable. What's a football celebra-

tion without Joe? 'The party is so dull that couples

start trickhng out slowly. Clara and Gigolo are just

getting into their Ford, "Hot-cha" when Joe comes
up. his arm in a sling. Gigolo greets him warmly
and asks how come Joe didn't come to the Cabin,
Mug was standing treat. Surprised, Joe reveals that

he wasn't told anything about it. It's the first time
Joe was ever cut and his look of puzzlement prompts
Clara to inquire if Toe really has been talking about
his women. His disgusted and amazed denial is an-

swer enough. That week there is to be a series of

bouts in the gym for the unemployment fund, and
when Joe comes in with his arm still bandaged be-
cause of the injury sustained in the footliall game
Saturday, Mug manages to insinuate that the foot-

ball hero feels that boxing isn't his sport. As a re-

sult Joe gets into the ring with Mug and using only
one hand, is badly beaten up. He doesn't attempt
an ahbi, but the little blonde Joan, newcomer, must,
he feels, think him a chump. However, she doesn't
seem to, and permits him to take her home. As for

the girls, Clara has told them that the rumor about
Joe was maliciously circulated by Mug and is utterly
unfounded. Moreover, there is to be another fight,

next week, and the gym coach has agreed to let

Joe and Mug have a return battle. Little Joan's
sympathy is entirely agreeable to Joe and her con-
cern over the next fight is adorable. As for the
crowd, it is obvious that Joe has a new flame. They
don't realize how hadly smitten Joe is. for less than
a week after they have met for the first time. Joe
is telling Joan he loves her and she is responding in

kind.
The night of the bouts the gym is packed. Joe and

Mug are on last and everyone has a pretty good
idea that this is going to be a grudge fight. The
bell sounds and Mug takes a bad beating. The crowd
cheers but Joe goes over to Mug in the dressing
room and extending his hand says, "Great fight. Mug.
Will you join us later?" And Mug shamefacedly
says, "Sure thing, Joe. I've been pretty much of a
dub." And packed close in Gigolo's chariot. Mug
pokes Joe and tells Helen seated on his lap what a
great guy Joe is, but neither Joe nor Joan are lis-

tening to talk.

path

YOUNG REBELS
Mrs. Elizabeth Richardson File No. 7368

SLIPPING into the dark living room of her home,
Dora, eighteen, jumps as Johnny, two years
younger than she, whispers, "Don't — -i-- --

much noise. Father and mother are on the
again." Dora's chin goes up, rebelliously.
her sick, she says, always suspecting her of things.
Even Johnny's admonition that three in the morning
is hardly a discreet time to come back from a swim-
ming party does not alter Dora's opinion that she
has a right to do what she wants. And Johnny's in-
formation that father has threatened to send her
away and mother has wept copiously do not help.
If their parents weren't so confoundedly oldfashioned,
the youngsters agree, everything would be all right.
They really are decent sorts, these parents of theirs,
but, ruefully from Johnny, father just doesn't under-
stand that Johnny doesn't smash up the car on pur-
pose. Suddenly footsteps are heard. Johnny rolls
behind the davenport, and after a moment of taunt-
ing him for not having nerve enough to speak to his
folks, Dora hesitates then dashes behind a curtain.
Father and mother in dressing gowns and slippers

come in resuming an argument which has lasted
since early in the evening. Now Johnny is gone, fa-
ther exclaims, in cahoots with Dora. Yes, he con-
tinues, and so is mother. No wonder he can't en-
force his ideas with everybody banded against him.
Besides the children don't respect their parents and
it is all mother's fault. Where is Dora now, that's
what they both want to know. Then the argument
starts afresh as mother reminds father that he isn't
doing so well managing Johnny and she suspects the
reason for it is that father wants the bov to be less
wild than he was. Father, in fact, admits it. He
sowed wild oats, but did they do him any good?
Even mother remembers all the boys she kissed, but
father angrily says but they have automobiles now,
and it's more dangerous. Besides mother is exag-
gerating. A moment later under mother's judicious
recollections father admits that it's all true. Mother
asks if father knew how things would turn out
whether he would have married her twenty years
ago, and turning on her furiously he says, he is not
to blame if she can't bring up her children, she's a
failure. Suddenly mother shrieks as she sees Dora's
bathing bag. "She's here, she's here." They rush to
look for Dora and the two youngsters ruefully step
from their hiding places. If anybody ever knew
about their home life! And to hear" their confessions!
Just then, father and mother come back. Father
starts storming but the children whither them with
scorn. They think they can give advice when for

hours they have been fighting, recriminating each
other. They talk of love. And before the astonished
parents can defend themselves the children have come
to the conclusion that they ought to throw off their

hypocrisy, get a divorce. Shocked, father and mother
listen to the tirade and when Dora, her voice break-
ing, leaves, Johnny follows. The older people sink
into chairs. Silence after the storm.

A few moments later, Johnny and Dora come back.

They think happiness is still possible for all if every-

one will be sensible. And the four agree fervently

that there will be a great change, and together they

go in to breakfast.

TWO SIDES
Paula Harrer

>XCITEDLY Alex wa

File No. 7369

E.\.l„lllLUl-i >\lex waits in the Coblenz station.

There he is! There is his twin brother, Carl,

who has since the death of their mother when
they were ten, been brought up by an aunt in Amer-
ica. The boys embrace, frankly, happily. Never was
there such a reunion. The whole town turns out to

see the boy from America. How Carl and Alex laugh
as Marie, the housekeeper runs through the streets
wearing the negligee that Carl has brought her!
She thinks it is a beautiful dress. And later in the
beergarten. Carl meets Lore, Alex' little sweetheart.
It is a long gay night and the police have to keep
the boys quiet and Alex gaily carries his brother, who
is unused to such heavy drinking, home on his should-
ers. One day, Alex takes his brother to the aero-
plane factory where he works and Carl is so enthu-
siastic over Alex' ship the l.orclci that he determines
that he too will take a flying course when he gets
home. A week or so later, Carl meets Lore on the
street and she consents to come for a boat-ride with
him up the Rhine. Alex seeing them is stricken with
jealousy but he suddenly realizes his love for his
brother is too great to let anything interfere with it-
even Lore. But soon Carl has to go home, promising
to return as soon as possible.

1914-1918. War! Lore clinging to Alex, cries hys-
terically, but despite her fears she tries to heed Alex'
plea to keep her chin up, when he returns thev will
have a grand wedding. And Carl waiting behind the
hues wonders, wonders about Alex. Jimmy is telling
fortunes, but Carl moves away impatiently as Jimmy
pronounces gravely, "The cards sav a death in your
family, Carl." It's all nonsense! Carl goes aloft, a
member of the Flying Corps. Five enemy planes are
sighted, but for once there is an Ally triumph in the
air. Suddenly Carl sees another German plane headed
for them. He shoots. The German's guns cease and
the plane falls. Thinking it a fine opportunity to
capture a prisoner, Carl heads down after it, only
to see to his incredible horror that the name of the
plane is Lorelei. Crying out, he sees with thanks-
glvmg that the German plane is going to fall into a
lake, and soon he is dragging Alex from the water.
Alex smiles feebly as he sees his brother weeping
over him, and as if there were nothing unusual in
this strange meeting, makes great plans for the fu-
ture. But Carl seeing the bullet holes in his brother's
shoulder knows too well these things can never be.
Tenderly he carries Alex to the hospital, and certain
that the boy will receive the best care, he does not re-
veal to any but the nurse, that the patient is his
brother. With a stab of pain he stands pale and im-
mobile while a medal is pinned on his chest. A medal,
for this! But when he hurries to Alex' side, he
learns the German has died.
There are months more of fighting, months of

numb exposure to danger, but Death is not yet ready
for Carl. He must live. Live and try to forget. He
has to be sent to his own Coblenz with the Army of
Occupation. Donning civilian clothes, Cai^l walks up
the street where last he strolled with Alex. Lost in

sorry thoughts, he hears a cry, "Alex! They said you
were ... Oh!" It is little Lore. Now she is weeping.
Soon Carl is to tell the whole story to Lore, and she.
little madchen, is to be the one to comfort Carl . . .

THE UNKNOWN DEFENSE
Charles N. Warner File No. 7373

HtS eyes bright with plans for the future, Norris
[ells Sarah that he is going to America to make
?ood as an aviator—and when he does he will send

for her and they can be married. And soon alter
Sarah is coming across the Atlantic as Norris had
planned.
Married to the stalwart young aviator, Sarah's cup

of happiness seems to run over, but Norris is fast
falling a victim to the charms of Rita, a slender
blonde show girl, who shows a decided preference for

fearless heroes. And when Sarah confides proudly to

her husband that she is going to have a child, she
is aghast at the realization that Norris doesn't share
her joy, that he seems to feel somehow trapped.
.Sarah is too honest, too fine to overlook this new dis-

covery of hers and soon she is learning from Norris
that much as he respects her. yes. much as he loves
her, there is another woman, the thought of whom
gives him no rest. Dry-eyed, Sarah takes what few
of her things are indispensable and she runs from the
home in which she has been so happy. But she dis-

covers that it is not easy to support herself, and
after the baby is born and she has gotten heavily into

debt, she places the child in a day nursery only to
find that even day nurseries require money at stipu-
lated intervals. Discouraged, hungry, heart-broken,
Sarah decides to commit suicide and after moments of

indecision on the liridge she jumps into the murky
waters from which she is rescued bv the chaufTeur of

Frank Ward, a dissolute middle-aged millionaire. Al-
though Ward is not sober when Sarah opens her eyes,
he is not so drunk that he doesn't realize she is very
beautiful and extremely desirable. And when he hears
her story, he ofi"ers to let her keep her baby at his
home, give the child the best bringing up—if Sarah
will live with him. And Sarah realizing that if she
refuses, will be in the same straits as before, comes
to live with this man who when drunk is a despicable

Meanwhile, Norris has discovered how sordid a thing

is his infatuation for Rita, and in disgust has turned
to Sarah only to find her gone. Stricken by the

thought that she is going to have a child he had
searched endlessly for her until one day at the club

house to which he has come to draw up a contract
to pilot a millionaire's plane in a race, he hears
Ward boasting of how he found his current mistress,

and how she has tried in vain to flee. The revolting

tale sickens Norris, but hearing—Sarah—Norris fol-

lows Ward home, a strange expression in his eyes.

That night. Ward comes home drunk and seeing
Sarah holding her child, he seizes her and tells her
to put the brat down. She wheels around, away from
him and he strikes her, hurting the child. As Sarah
is weeping over the babv a shot rings out and the
butler finds her beside the dead man. Brought to
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trial, Sarah is held for Ward's murder. The papers

blare the unsavory details, and Norris, preparing to

make the flight, smokes cigarette after cigarette until

he decides to throw up the race. Dashing down to

the court he confesses that he killed Ward, and he

gives his reasons, not sparing himself. His sentence

IS as light as is possible. And Sarah holding her

child. thSir child, promises to wait for Norris, to begin

life anew.

THE AVERTED CATASTROPHE

Vera D. Belyea File No. 7376

FEARING the growing restlessness of his unpaid

army Don Pedro de Garvanga, president of Santa

Delmonica, accedes to the of=fer of vvealthy Don

Jose to give one million dollars for the hand of the

president's daughter, Carmelita, in marriage. How-

ever the bright eyed Carmelita dressing for the

Fiesta to be given in honor of her birthday has dif-

ferent ideas about choosing a husband. Greasy, bushy

bearded old men, she storms, hold no attraction lor

her, and her duenna Rose who has been trying to rec-

oncile her to her father's choice flees from the room

in terror of another outburst.

The Fiesta is merrily in swing when Don Jose hay-

ing conferred with the revolutionist Fernando, ad
urged the impatient young zealot to hold up all plans

foi a while, goes toward Carmelita She tries to

avoid him. but at length he seizes her m liis aims

lldH pressing a kiss upon the unwillmg g";! jhen
u t' nt;pe; him to release her ine ciowci is

Sed'^bourthe landing of an aeroplane, Out steps

the oil magnate George McDona d, a"d his pei sonable

aviator Ben Baker, followed closely by bow-legged

Joshua "deck hand". McDonald is impatient of the

delay he has come to South America to negotiate for

new'iil wells. But there is no help for it they mus

remain overnight. Carmelita is immediately attracted

to Ben who blinks unbelievingly at the sight of such

spirited loveliness. Accepting the hospitality of the

president, McDonald goes inside for a drink while Ben

takes a walk with Carmelita. Meanwhile, Joshua

comically exploring the place overhears Fernando, the

malcontent, telling his men that Don Jose after en-

couraging them is getting cold feet and now is the

time to strike. Whereupon they lay plans for the dy-

namiting of the water works and seizing the country.

One of the conspirators is to go disguised in a beard.

Excitedly Toshua gets Ben, tells him of the plot un-

derfoot and when they see the bearded Don Jose, they

fall on him and valiantly but futilely try to divest him

of his hirsute adornment. His cries bring the mar-

ines who lodge Ben and Joshua in jail. Their pleas

that there is danger afoot are ignored. Carmelita,

meanwhile, having heard of their incarceration comes

to the jaii and through the bars weeps to Ben that

she will have to marry Don Jose to save her father,

unless she can raise a million dollars. Suddenly, he

interrupts her, to tell her that the revolutionists are

already at work. There is a terrific explosion. When
the smoke clears everyone rushes to the dynamited

water works. A cry. "Oil!" and George McDonald

is eagerly examining the sticky fluid released by the

explosive. "Oil!" Enough of it to pay the whole

army and then some, and McDonald is on hand to

swing the deal. Ben need carry him no farther into

the interior. Carmelita need not worry about having

to marry Don lose who has been struck and is tem-

porarily knocked unconscious by flying debris. And
as for Carmelita and Ben who has been released when
the whole story transpires, they aren't thinking of

anything but each other.

THE SINGING MADONNA
Alfredo M. Punsala File No. 7377

SEATED in her theater box with John Bangs,

Sylvia Dare knows that Tom Lander, the sensa-

tional popular singer is addressing his song, "Al-

ways and Only You", directly to her, and as she

smiles down at him. she hears Bangs exclaim. Con-

found the impudence of that fellow."

Later, slipping out of her house to meet lom as

usual Sylvia is unusually pensive. She answers lom s

question by saying that her uncle wants her to

marrv John Bangs whom she hates, but Tom does

not say" anything about marriage. And when Bangs

comes to her house and says he wants their engage-

ment announced when he returns from a trip, and

Sylvia realizes that her uncle really intends giving

her in marriage despite her protests, she luns to

Tom's dressing room and begs hini to many nei

since he says he loves her. But there is ?"e -reason

why Tom cannot marry Sylvia and that is that he

alreadv has a wife. Although she realizes the gravity

of the step, Sylvia goes off with Tom. For a few

weeks Sylvia and Tom try to forget everything else

in the happiness of being together, but Tom's wife.

Mary, finally locates them and with the false claim

that she is going to have a child, she induces Sylvia

to give Tom up. And Tom goes back to the wife he

has married out of respect to a vow made to her

mother. Time passes and Sylvia discovers that she

is going to have a child. Helplessly she turns to her

uncle for aid but he refuses to acknowledge that he

has ever been her guardian. She got into this mess,

let her fine singer get her out. Reduced to starva-

tion, Sylvia is aided by Mae and Maude, two night

club entertainers who know well what it means to

despair. They insist that she live with them, and as

she regains her strength and her beauty, they give

her some pointers on how best to use her fine voice.

Soon Sylvia is a feature at the "Wick-Wicked" club

under cleverly managed publicity as the masked sing-

er, Diana Heffingway. And it happens that Tom
Landers wdin has retired from the stage since he

had been unable to find Sylvia after his wife died, is

induced hv a friend to hear the new sensation whose

voice tricks are curiously reminiscent of his once

famous song delivery. Tom goes and as he stares

fascinated at the masked Diana, she trembles as she

recognizes him. Back in her room, she tells Mae
and Maude that she will leave with them for Broad-

way, and that the father of little Tommy is Tom
Landers. The girls are startled. Why hasn't Sylvia

ever told them? Does she kno'w that he made a

fortune on the stock market and is a millionaire?

And Tommy, what about Tommy? Is she going to

bring him up around stages, spoil the fine youngster's

life by denying him an education? Finally Sylvia

agrees to send Tommy to his father,—the father he

is always asking for, but Tommy is not to tell any-
thing about Sylvia. Thus Maude takes Tommy to

Tom and tells a story about Sylvia having died. De-
lighted with the youngster who resembles him so

closely, Tom questions him but learns from the boy
that he knows nothing about his mother. Tommy
can't understand why his mother wants him to say
that, but he follows her orders.
However, .Sylvia wishing to see the house her son

is going to live in before she leaves him, accepts the

offer to sing for Tom's guests—masked. And. Tom-
my hearing his mother's voice rushes to her. and
thus Tom finds the one woman—who had been be-

lieving he didn't love her!

HERITAGE

Gladys Bookha File No. 7379

A PATRON is shot at the notorious night club,

"The White Star" and the police squad is in-

structed bv headquarters to fry to get the "Lit-

tle Leopard" if possible. When the raiders come they

find Dona Lee. nicknamed because of her variety of

gorgeous leopard coats, hilariously entertaining some
guests. Although Dona claims that the liquor has

been brought from outside, she is hailed into court

and subsenuently bailed by Bill Daley, the proprietor

of "The White Star" who has for many months been

paving all Dona's bills. Although the crime is at-

tributed to Lefty Lewis, the district attorney is anx-
ious to incriminate Dona as an accomnlice, and she is

defended by her half-brother. Jimmy Brown, who just

graduated from law school, knows nothing of his sis-

ter's activities save that she is extremely talented

and has. he believes, made a great deal of money
lately through her profession. Jimmy only knows
that Dona has supported him through school and he

is certain she is falsely accused.

Black as the evidence of the state is. Jimmy gets up

,-ind makes a touchingly sincere if Inexperienced de-

fence. He tells that Dona whose real name is Mae
Gerald, has had a tragic life, one of great sacnfiee-

The fact that she was discovered in the comoany of

criminals does not prove that she is guiltv of wrong
doing. Then going back to 1905. he tells of Mae's
mother, Louise Gerald, a famous actress who gave
un her career to marry a promising young attorney.

Although the voung lawyer knew Louise had had a

child, his family had never forgiven the girl. Soon
Louise was neglected by her husband whose love

gradually became undermined by the unyielding op-

position of his family and when the husband re-

turned after an absence of months to fiild that

Louise had again returned to her stage acquaintances,
he had been unreasonably infuriated, accusing her of

infidelity. When the harrassed girl discovered she

was going to have a child she knew her husband
would never believe it was his, and Louise had left.

Soon she had two children to support, Mae and little

Timmy, and when the former was sixteen, Louise died

leaving the burden of support to Mae. Leaving her

half-brother with kindly neighbors, Mae had gone to

New York and soon was making enough money sing-

ing and dancing to send Jimmy not only through col-

lege but to law school. It was for her brother that

Dona remained in the contaminated atmosphere of

"The White Star". Naive as the boy's defense is,

there is one person in the court moved by it—Judge
Brown. And when the jury brings in a verdict of

guilty, so light is the sentence he passes that there

is nil amazed murmur in the court room. Two years

probation, ridiculous! But that night while Jimmy
and Dona are discussing the trial the Judge knocks
at the door and breaking down he confesses that

Timmy is his own son whom he had never seen or

even 'heard of before to-day. The resemblance is

conclusive proof. He tells that he had searched vain-

ly for Louise, and until Jimmy's plea had never
really known what became of her. Now he wants to

retire from the bench and make restitution to the

children for the wav he had treated their mother.

He invites them to Christmas dinner at his house

and although thev promise to come, when Dona looks

in through the window and sees the Judge with his

arm around his son, she goes back to "The White
Star" and calling Jimmy says she's sorry she wasn't

cut out for a life of virtue. But when Bill Daley

puts his arm around her shoulder and asks why the

glum expression, she explains that she had no right

to intrude in the happiness of Jimmv and his father.

Nqbody else need ever know why Judge Brown re-

lealed the Littile Leopard.

MOTHER'S MASQUE
Katherine Kalinowski File No. 7381

DAILY comparing notes on their youngsters, the

telephone conversation of Rosemary Armstrong
and her sister Helen is interrupted by the for-

mer's husband calling her into the library. Looking
at Tudd's excited expression, Rosemary inquires if

anything is wrong, but she is stunned by his words.

"So you're Tripoli Venus! You are the woman whosi

name was on the lips of every soldier oversea:

What a fool I was to believe in you, not to recogni

you!" "Judd!" Rosemary cries, "Judd, you don
know what you're saying." But ruthlessly, Jud^
hands her a faded snapshot, and as she

speechlessly, he continues saying she is no fit mothi
er for little Rosemary and that she is

divorce immediately. So much he will gr

can get the divorce. "Thank you." she says bitterly

and slowly she tears the picture into a thousand
pieces and with a shudder watches the pieces burn.

Restlessly Rosemary travels across the continent,

but the thought of her child in the care of strangers

gives her no rest. At length she sails for New York.

On the boat she looks for her deck chair and sees

one marked Judd Armstrong, and next to it, Elissa

Cleaver. Elissa! What is she doing here? And
Judd! Tearing her card from her chair, Rosemary
retires to her cabin and doesn't appear in the dining

room or on deck for the whole length of the voyage.
Once the captain comes to her room to ask if there

is something he- can do, is she ill? But Rosemary
thanks him for his concern and stays in her room.

In New York. Rosemary gets a position as a tutor

in a fashionable children's school, and ironically she

cares for little Rosemary Armstrong and Dickie

Cleaver. Every child in the school adores Miss Lins-

ville, and when Dickie gets pneumonia he cries cease-

lessly for her until the doctor says it is imperative
' '

be found. Rosemary
her hands fly to her

tree days Rosemary
until he safely passes the

out of the sickroom, wan
! hears the unmistakable
:e. But when she tries to

but
y that the

n Elissa s

atches beside the
isis, and as she

Fo:

and haggard looking, sh

tones of her husband's voi

pass unnoticed, Elissa calls her. "Rosemary!" Elis-

sa 's voice breaks. "I'm not asking you to forgive

me, but I loved Judd long, long before you. I wanted

to marry him and when he fell in love with you, 1

married out of spite. You'll never know the torture,

the misery of a loveless marriage—and I blamed you.

Then, when I found your sister's picture among my
husband's war souvenirs, I told Judd v"" were Tri-

poli Venus. I knew you wouldn't defend yourself

and break up Helen's home. I knew Judd would be

maddened at the thought of having shared you, but

I didn't know he could never love me—and now—
Dickie—" "Don't, Elissa, I know what it is to love."

As Rosemary walks toward the door, Judd gently

puts his hand on her shoulder. "Rosemary," he says,

"I've been such a fool, such a fool. I've loved you
so. Will you take me back?" "And little Rosemary,
Judd?" And Judd kissing her hand again and again

can only say, "Oh my dear, my dear."

GALLANT LITTLE WIFE
Dickson Dowling File No. 7382 :

ador-QITICKLY eating his breakfast opposite
able Babs, Darrell Figgis decides that the world
isn't half bad. Even Babs' little pout as she says

that she thinks it a dirty shame that they didn't

raise her Darrell instead of that fat Jim Stuart is so

entirely engaging that he agrees that soon she won't
have to work in this stuffy old kitchen—this dainty
cream and blue coolness stuffy!—he'll get that in-

crease, he'll ask for it. And Darrell tries not to look

self-conscious as he kisses his Babs at the station.

Gosh he loves the kid more now than he did when
he married her a year ago. She's right about his

salar_j'. Fifty dollars per is a pittance.

But on the train Darrell meets Jim Stuart and

learns about Tommy. Poor chap, the Big Boss is

sending him to Clarksville and giving him a cut in

salary. And he was so happy when he said last

week he was going to marry that flip little Chad-
wick kid. 'Stough. The whole factory is buzzing

about Tommy's trouble, little Doris Chadwick has

said she won't marry Tommy if he goes, and Darrell

is stoutly asserting that he thinks it a darn shame.

Not that he's blaming the girl, why even his Babs
wouldn't go down there. No sir, not to Clarksville,

not to that swamp. And besides, Darrell is betting

that that big noise Jim Stuart had something to do

with it; since they made him Treasurer there's no
being around him. But George LTpshaw to whom
Darrell has been declaiming, nervously advises Dar-
rell to keep still, there's no telling who might be

listening. And as Darrell keeps on George reminds
him that even he is liable to be sent. Whereupon
Darrell asserts let them try it, that's all, let them.
And as Darrell goes about his work reminding this

fellow that he hasn't been putting out as much as he

should, and thinking that he'll get a new job for him-
self that's what, he learns that Tommy has quit-
flat. Darrell thinks Tommy was right. He too would
have taken the girl and chucked the joti—and then he

gets a call from the boss. Wonder why, he thinks.

Maybe this'll be a good time to ask for that raise.

But the boss doesn't give him time. The shrewd

eyes are appraising Figgis as Willson says. "You
heard about McLeod. Failed to carry out orders. No
longer with us. You're slated for Clarksville, Figgis.

Salary ten per cent less. Be ready to go on Mon-
day. If things pick up we'll take care of you. The
rest depends on you. Good-day, Figgis." Dazed.

Darrell walks out of the office. Stuart is sympathetic,

but Darrell walks out to the station, mopping his

brow. Babs'll be sore as the devil. Still he'd only

have one boss there. Babs'll be a good sport. Still

he wanted a few moments to think it over. He walks

down to the pool, watches the kids swimming, sleeps

until sundown, and then slowly walks around the

block several times before he forces himself to come
home. He even stops to fix the garage door and

there he is seen by Babs who asks him why he didn't

come straight in, she's prepared cool lemonade for
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him. Why so early? Finally haltingly, he tells her,
and angry tears come to her eyes as she says, "That
place, Darrell, why did you say you would go?" He
reasons with her, then firmly asserts that he'll tell

them he's not going. Whereupon her chin shoots up
and she says, "Why Darrell Figgis, whatever a e

you thinking of? Whatever kind
, of a wife do you

think you married?" Blinking back a tear, "And
I'll bet you'll be super down there most before you
know it."

THUS DO I LOVE THEE
Joseph Elmo Bage File No. 7383

RATHER than permit his sister, Jessie, to borrow
money from a man for the operation his mother
so desperately needs, young Arthur Starr robs

a gasoline station. Returned with the monev, Arthur
finds his mother already dead, and crazed with grief
the boy tries to return the stolen money only to be
caught and sentenced to prison. Jessie tries to carry
on, but the children's society learn that she is trying
to bring up her baby sister and they take little

Gloria away.
In her determination to get both her sister and

brother back, Jessie refuses the proposal of marriage
of Robert Curry, a shipping clerk, realizing that his
meager salary will never be of help. Then she loses
her own job when her factory is closed down and
just as she has almost given up hope of ever finding
{mother, she meets Robert, returned from a long trip.

He takes her to lunch, .gets her a position, makes
otTers, but now Jessie discovers, he is married, and it

is not marriage he is offering this time. Discouraged
as Jessie is, she feels hopeful in the new knowledge
that she can have little Gloria providing she can sup-
port her properly, and that Arthur can be paroled to
a responsible person. An opportunity presents itself
when Stuart Hyland, a wealthy middle-aged bachelor
becomes interested in Jessie, but she cannot bring
herself to accept his favors. Meanwhile. Stuart dis-
covers that he really loves the girl and since he can-
not have her any other wav he proposes marriage.
And when Jessie frankly teils him she doesn't love
him, he says that he is confident that she will learn
to. that he will do every possible thing to make her
happy. Stuart's influence wins for Jesste her brother's
parole and her sister again with her. But kind and
generous as her husband is, Jessie cannot give her-
self to him as she would if' she loved him. And
though Stuart is patient, secure in the belief that
love will come to her, Jessie is convinced that a
reckoning is inevitable. One day, Stuart finds it

necessary to leave his home for two weeks and as
Jessie kisses him goodbye, he is happy in this slight
show of afl'ection. While Jessie is writing a letter
to Arthur, little Gloria, now seven years old, wan-
ders oft' the estate and across the road to the near-
by lake where Richard Taylor, a successful young
engineer, is camping on a two weeks vacation. While
pitching his tent. Richard sees the little girl lose

her footing, and he rescues her from drowning in the
lake. Having revived her, he inquires where she lives

and carries her home to an alarmed Jessie. Assur-
ing herself that her sister is all right, Jessie turns
to Richard and there is a curious reaction as if they
are somehow drawn together. Jessie tries to induce
Richard to change to dry clothing, but he accepts only
a blanket. The next day. Jessie purposely takes
Gloria for a walk across the road so she can meet
Richard and in the next few days, Jessie is forget-
ting everything in her love for the young engineer.
Believing that Jessie is the daughter of wealthy par-
ents, Richard is stunned to discover that she is mar-
ried, and only forgives her when he learns the cir-

cumstances. He is all for making a clean breast of

the affair, but Tessie, fearful that she is jeopardizing
the future of her sister and brother, will not hear of it.

After a long internal conflict, Jessie decides to go
on living with Stuart who believes that she has be-

gun to love him. But when, after she has put
Gloria lo sleep, Jessie discovers Stuart in her room
waiting for her. she draws away, and cries. To
Stuart's consternation she tells him all about Rich-
ard, and finishes, "I love him, Stuart." And Stuart,

reminding her that he had married her promising to

make her happy, says that she can have her divorce.

He is happy in being able to bring happiness to the

woman he loves.

WESTERN SKIES

Emmett Dennis File No. 7384

DESPERATELY in need of money to pay for the
mortgage on the ranch left to his widowed
mother. Bill, called the Texas Kid. rides north-

ward looking for work. He is passing through a
wood dense with a heavy undergrowth \vhen he dis-

covers, to his astonishment, the prettiest girl he has
ever known, sitting unhappily on the ground. "Hello,"
he says. "Hello," she answers as if it is perfectly
natural for Bill to be finding her here, "I guess I

sprained my ankle."

Bill manages to help her home and discovers that
she is the daughter of Tex Kean. a well-to-do ranch
owner. On the way Bill has explained what he is doing
in these parts, and Beryl greets her father with her
customary directness, "Dad," she says, "Bill needs
work." And Bill gets it, as a ranch hand. He gets
along splendidly, but one day has to report that sev-
eral cows are missing. From then on, despite all the
efltorts of Kean and Bill, cattle are stolen with alarm-
ing regularity. Kean gets men to guard his ranch,
but still the rustlers get through and continue their
depredations. Finally Bill hits on a scheme and

carries it into execution himself. As a result he
picks off the bandits with his accurate shots, and
after a few unsuccessful skirmishes the thieves admit
being foiled. Lucky for Kean Bill's scheme worked,
for all his money was tied up in cows at the moment,
and the marauding expeditions of the rustlers had
made serious inroads into his fortune. Bill is re-
warded wdth enough money to pay the mortgage on
his farm for turning over to justice one of the rust-
lers. However, the band is a large one, and partly
because of a desire for revenge and partly for the
money they e.xpect to get, the surviving members
kidnap Beryl who is in love with the Texas Kid. A
note is left for her father telling him to leave his
answer of whether or not he will turn oyer $25,000
for the safe return of his daughter, pinned to a cer-
tain tree. The answer is left and Bill follows the
man who comes for it. Then finding the hut where
the kidnappers are staying he rides back for guns.
Kean insists on coming with him and the two men
go off to try to rescue Beryl. However, they are
seen by the kidnappers as they approach the hut. and
the bandits open fire. The Texas Kid and Kean
make every shot tell, and finally shoot the lock from
the door. After wounding a few of the men, the
rest feel themselves trapped in the cabin and try to
slip out. As they leave, Bill and Kean wound each
of them until they drop their guns and surrender.
Kean attends to tieing them up while Bill anxiously
goes into the house in search of Beryl.
For a long time his search is futile but he doesn't

give up and finally he finds her tied to a wall in the
cellar. She is bhndfolded, and when Bill unties her
and she sees who it is, she falls into his arms in a
faint. He tenderly revives her and her father thanks
heaven seeing her safe. Beryl tells how the kidnap-
pers were planning to dispose of her and Bill kisses
away her fears. From now on she'll be safe—as his
wife.

THIS GOOSE BUSINESS
M. R. Goldner File No. 7390

MAE and Sue spending a weekend together in the
absence of their parents, decide to throw a
party. One of their friends thinks it a grand

idea and to prove it, tells them that her father has
a large stock of geese on hand and that she will
send one by express for the dinner. The girls are
overjoyed and make all sorts of plans for their party,
but the next morning when they go down to the sta-
tion, they find to their surprise that the goose is
still very much alive. They look at the bird and at
each other for several moments and then the station
master volunteers the information that the best thing
to do IS to cut the throat and pick it dry. They take
the goose home, phone the invitations to the party,
and then proceed to discuss which of the two will
kill it. Mae is of the opinion that Sue is the logical
candidate while Sue advances several potent reasons
why Mae is just the person for the job. Finally Sue
remembers that they have some chloroform about and
they saturate a rag and administer the drug to the
bird until it drops off to sleep. Whereupon the two
girls gingerly pluck the feathers and place the bird in
the pantry near an open window, deciding to cut its
throat the next day when it will be thoroughly cooled.

In the middle of the night, Mae grips Sue's shoulder
and whispers, "Listen!" There is a strange noise
downstairs and the terrified girls are certain that
some marauder realizing that the girls are alone and
defenceless, has broken in. Summoning up all her
courage. Sue tiptoes to the telephone and sends for
the police. A few moments later four patrolmen rush
up to the door and with drawn revolvers are directed
by the girls to the back kitchen door where, the girls
explain, the burglars are trying to get in. Two of
the bluecoats guard the door, revolvers pointing,
while two carefully open the pantry door. Dead si-
lence! Then, to their astonishment, the undressed
goose staggers through the door wabbling uncertainly
from side to side. Mouths agape, the minions of the
law turn to the two girls who are fairly doubled up
with laughter and relief. The policemen take up the
laughter and having carefully looked about the place
and found nothing else, the policemen again turn to
the girls who are blushing rather furiously. With a
grave expression the sergeant calls police headquar-
ters and reports that the burglars escaped without
stealing anything but that the two young ladies are
alone and terrified. He is sending 'two of his men
back and retaining one until daybreak with him just
in case the burglars return. The girls are very
grateful for the consideration of the police depart-
ment, and finding they are not at all sleepy decide
to stay awake and prepare sandwiches and coffee for
the brave men who are guarding them. When thev
finish, Mae calls, "Gosh, isn't thfs a marvelous dance
orchestra for this time of the morning." And it is!
A few minutes later in response to feverish calls

from the neighbors the police chief breaks in to quell
the disturbance but remains to remark to Sue with
whom he is dancing, "What a band."

Earl Hartcr

TIMED LIVING
File No. 7391

THE rhythm of the railroad throbs in Ted's blood,
and school is intolerable for him when he can,
like his father, be controlling an engine as it

plows with incredible speed through the blackness of
the night. And shaking his head in mock despair.
Ted's father, Joe Brun, permits his son to abandon
his formal education, secretly proud that Ted's in-
terests so closely follow his own. Within a few years
Ted is driving his own train, but because of his fa-
ther's influence which has won promotions for him

out of proportion to his desserts, Ted begins to feel
a security which endangers his own success. No other
engineer would dare risk carrying the precious bur-
dens under the influence of liquor, but Ted appears
for work in conditions of actual intoxication. Warn-
ings, then actual punishments are given him, but Ted
keeps on drinking. Swaggering, self-assured, he wins
the heart of Harriet Nelson, and above all opposition,
he carries her off to be his wife. And Harriet, ador-
ing Ted. begs him to give up his drinking habits.
For a while he does when he learns that Harriet is
going to have a child. His boy! But after the baby
is born, Ted feels he must celebrate because his
child is a boy, and that celebration leads to his dis-
missal for drunk, Ted damages a freight car. For
once the appeals of his father to Mr. Beel are use-
less. Mr. Beel discharges Ted, tells him he never
wants to see him around the railroad. Sobered now
with the realization that he is jobless and besides has
the responsibility of an extra mouth to feed, Ted
looks for a job.

Humble now, for once. Ted gets work as a motor-
man on a trolley line. To a railroad man, piloting a
creeping car through a public street is an insurmount-
able humiliation, but Ted conceals his feelings from
Harriet. For years, Ted works with incredible in-
dustry while his father continues on the railroad.
And Ted's efforts are crowned with promotion after
promotion until he' is the o-A'ner of a transit com-
pany. Ted. Jr. goes through college and 'Ted's fa-
ther has six months more of service before he is

seventy and will be honorably retired by the company
on a pension. Then, comes the day when old Toe
Brun is called into Mr. Beel's office, the same Mr.
Beel who discharged his son so many years ago.
Erect, despite his sixty-nine years, Joe Brun listens
to the general manager's complaint that for weeks
now, Mr. Brun's trains have been coming in late.

Recalling to the old man the fact that he has never
forgotten how Joe Brun tried to poison everybody's
mind against the general manager who had fired his
son, Mr. Beel refuses to listen to any explanations
and tells Brun that if No. 12 is not brought in on
time, tomorrow, despite Brun's years of service he
will be discharged. As Joe sadly leaves after the in-
terview, Beel turns to his secretary and says, "Did I

sound too harsh? Poor fellow." But Joe has taken
the warning seriously, and Ted, the transit company
president, tells his father not to worry—he will drive
No. 12. Assuring the old man that h» can still run
an engine, Ted takes the engineer's place, and although
unavoidable delays cause a twenty-five minute handi-
cap, but somehow Ted gets that train in on time. That
ride the passengers will never forget, and Joe retires
in glory. But finally he confesses to Beel that not
he, but his son drove on the memorable trip, that
Joe's eyes are practically useless, that's what he
wanted to explain. One more revelation follows. The
old enmity between the Brun's and the Beel's is dis-
solved when Ted, Jr. confesses that he has just asked
Mr. Beel's daughter, Elizabeth, to marry him.

CAMPUS ALLEY
Paulina Henney File No. 7392

ON the train going toward State University, Mar-
cia Wendell is "adopted" by the flippant Gertie
O'Connor; and Rodney, king of Fraternity Row,

talking to llic Stacy Beaumont, catches sight of Mar-
cia. El Cot. .Marcia finds, is a gay place for all its

lack of its pretentiousness, and the contraband hot
chocolate after hours has a very special flavor. On
a hot afternoon, Marcia sees Stacy kick the dog of
little lame Danny, the paper boy, out of her way.
Flushed with repressed anger. Marcia bends to help
the dog and Danny's pronouncement that he likes her
is heard by Rodney Stevens. A few moments later
Marcia is walking down the campus with Rodney and
causing no little stir at El Cot. And when .^he later
admits that Rodney has offered to teach her to play
tennis, the girls gasp. Stacy Beaumont considers
Rodney hers, and Stacy has won the girl's tennis
championship for two years!
A while later, Marcie gets a waitress' position at

the Dinner-Spot where only the faculty and Stacy can
afford to eat. And Marcia finds that waiting on
Stacy has its disadvantages. But college is great and
hasn't grand old Dr. Merrill said she has the soul
of a poet? Oh, not directly, but Rodney had ab-
sently broken off a late rose and given it to Marcia.
She had wanted to keep it but on the way across the
campus she found a dead redbird and had laid the
rose beside it. And Dr. Merrill finding it there had
said that about the soul of a poet. Classes are more
fun than work and then there are Rodney's tennis
lessons even if Stacy always manages to be on the
courts at the time, and even practically kidnaps Rod-
ney, "running out of gas" when he is supposed to
give her a lesson. But when it comes to the tourna-
ment Marcia triumphs over Stacy and wins the sil-

ver cup for which little Dann\^ has brought her lilacs
in advance. And. he says. hT is going to bring her
more to carry when she is the May Queen's attend-
ant. But, alas, for little Danny. Stacy runs over
his dog, and he. rushing to try to rescue Tippy, is

injured and carried to the hospital. There Rodney
and Marcia visit him. the latter slipping out against
the rules. But several days later. Marcia is standing
before Stacy, president of the Woman's Self-Govern-
ing Board, and she learns that because she has in-
fringed the rule that no one leave the dormitory
after eight o'clock, another girl will take Marcia's
place as the May Queen Attendant. Thus Stacv
takes her tennis defeat. At the hospital, meanwhile'.
Rodney is promising Danny whose eves are pitifully
bandaged, that he will send Marcia her lilacs to carry
tomorrow as the Attendant. And Marcia returning

feedmg the dog that is trying to take Tippy's
place Danny's heart stares hard at the card that
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comes with the lilacs, stares at the scrawled "Danny"
laboriously written by a boy with bandaged eyes.

But next day she isn't at the festivities, she is at

the hospital waiting for the child's bandages to be re-

moved and there Rodney, who had vainly waited to

see Marcia attending the May Queen, finds her. He
has learned from Gertie about how that Miss Beau-

mont had kept Marcia from the ceremony, and as he

sees Danny's bandages successfully removed, he moves
closer to Marcia. "The doctor said I shouldn't see

too much." says the all-knowing Danny, "so I'll shut

my eyes tight,"

THE GLAMOROUS YEARS
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faculty, Louise, the wife of

wnell, exclaims about the

,r and learns that it is a

Karinsky, the dis-

assisting Professor

Language Department. Strange

available for him, and then Tony cries out, "Jer—
ee!" And Tony, another war ace gets Jerry the po-

sition, brings him home later, and in his joy at see-

ing his former buddy again, discloses that he is an

agent working to kidnap the Finstrom baby! Plots

and counterplots. And Jerry reahzing that haste is

the greatest factor, stills his protesting conscience by

reasoning that at least if Ruth cares for the babe

it will be safe, whereas if this gang of Tony's gets

it . . . But haste breeds recklessness, and the gang
for which Tony is working learns that Jerry has the

same plan. They permit him to succeed while they

subsequently collect the ransom, and in a little while

Ruth is improving and Tom ar

her to let Jerry return the baby
the orphan. But through
house, the gang is kept ir

and the night that Jerry
child, Black' '

about the
vhich he
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lid to have
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that Louise reads in the gloomy, soft

omantic foreigner kindles something in

wife which she hasn't felt for some eight

when Karinsky joins the Player's club,

to the suggestion of glamor, but her

husband distrusts the foreigner, acts annoyed he-

cause Louise has invited him to a formal dinner.

In a romantic comedy in which Louise plays op-

posite Boris, he pours out his adoration under the

guise of the role, and Louise instinctively feels that

he is becoming too intimate. Yet there is nothing

definite she can object to, his approach is so subtle it

is almost impossible to draw a sharp line just where

he oversteps. And Louise feels the pleasant excite-

ment of the affair too tempting to take definite steps.

She needs the heady draft of his devotion to stimu-

late her to put forth her best efforts and excel in her

dramatics, and nothing must spoil the midnight play

the night of the Fine Arts Ball. Meanwhile, Robert
occupied in his professional duties frowns on Louise's

social activities, wishes she would show more interest

in the plans for their new home. The night of the

ball, Robert refuses to rig himself up in nonsensical

fancy dress, and it is Boris whose eyes light up
when Louise makes a dramatic entrance in the bril-

liant, barbaric costume of a Russian Princess. And
Boris, clad in Cossack garb for the Cossack Sword

to give later in the evening makes^ a deep
ailing in exactly with her mood, "obeisance,

ments late

the gleami
St booth, Louise

and

avage

tches sight of

, she moves toward it,

; drape and in an in-

mbrace, whispering that
off—to-night. Bruised,
ith desperate strength

drops the hi

stant seizes her in

he is going to carry
Louise frees herself, a
holds Boris off, using th.

.

ing copper shield. Just then. Professor Frison passes
and Louise expains that they were rehearsing a bit

of business for the play, but she is tremblingly grateful

for his arm as he assists her to her husband. It re-

quires a stern effort of will for Louise to compose her-
self sufficiently to go tlit-ough her pa£t in the mid-
night play, but look

- - - -

not. All the romantic illu

thu for Bo dan tort 11

gone. Robert'*
The uddenly

she notices that one of her gleaming buckles is miss-
ing. She remembers having heard it drop, unnoticed.
She returns to the darkened stage, and as she stoops
to pick it up. she hears Professor Frison behind the
empty throne asking Karinsky why he forged his

name, why he withdrew all his funds. Karinsky re-

turns the money, says he thought he needed it for

to-night, he just borrowed it. Louise shudders, but
as she and Robert go home, a furtive looking vaude-
ville actress asks them to help her find the husband
she is supporting—one Boris Karinsky

!

The next day, Louise casts herself in a new role,

that of the charming wife and mother, graciously

dispensing hospitality in a spacious, artistic home.

CONSOLATION

John B. Westenhaver File No. 7394

plaist th

s Jerry Nel:

death oversea

heTOM WESLEY slumps ove

has just landed near his

war ace whom he had savt

gently informs him that he is too late, little Tommy
died an hour ago. But if Tom's grief is intense, that

of his wife, Ruth, is unreal, terrible, and a month
later. Dr. Gately gravely informs Tom that Ruth is

actually losing her mind, that the only thing he can

advise is that thev adopt the child from the city

orphanage. Bui R'uth, her mind ^deranged by her

loss, has pinned her longing on one child, and to Tom s

horror she pleads that she must have the famous
baby. Reasoning, pleading, everything is useless

against Ruth's desire for the child, and in despera-

tion Tom asks Terry to help him kidnap the child,

puts it in such a way that Jerry is obligated to com-
mit this heinous crime under the promise that in one

month the baby will be returned. Then, Tom feels

certain, Ruth will be herself again.

Tom and Terrv lay their plans. Jerry is to get a

position with the constructors of the Finstrom surn-

mer home, learn enough about the layout of the

house to make his plans practicable. But Jerry al-

most meets a snag when he is told there is no work

nducing
Ruth adopt

Jerry :

id have
V butle

touch with developments
supposed to return the

?reck the motor. How-
Blackie is inventive, and instead of prevent-

ing the plane from being able to fly, he half saws a

wing. Accordingly when Jerry practices manipulating
the plane for the return of the baby, he crashes.

Blackie is proud of his work but Tony avenges the

death of his buddy; Blackie tries no more variations

on orders. As for Toih and Ruth they are frantic.

How can they return the baby now? But as they

are writing a letter to the child's parents, and Dr.

Gately who has discovered what child it is that has

saved Ruth, is planning to send the letter, Tony steps

out of his hiding place and with the butler as his in-

terpreter asserts that the baby is going to stay with

Ruth and Tom until the Big Shot who is in back of

the whole matter is ready to have the baby returned.

Meanwhile a disinterred body is to quiet the searchers.

Tom, Ruth and the doctor are horrified, but their

objections are eilectively stilled and with the knowl-
edge that only by their acceptance of these terms
will the Finstrom baby ever be returned, Tom and
Ruth prepare to adopt the orphan, and look forward
to the time when they can return to its grief-stricken

parents the kidnapped child.

w
THE BARGAIN WIFE
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'ill

d life miserable, Madge re-

1 manifestation of

ly. and before lit-

as learned that it

if she is to keep
idge goes to the

rthday party of Aunt Rhodes, a village

Madge returns to find John white with
ations, and after a stormy scene, he

picks up Sonny, throws him into the automobile, and
as they ride off, flings over his shoulder to a gasping
Madge, that he isn't going to let his son be brought
up by such a woman. Minutes pass, and a neighbor
is riding Madge at breakneck speed to the hospital,

but she arrives too late, John had lost control of the

car on the bridge and killed himself and Sonny.

Haggard, nerves at the breaking point, Madge
blames herself for the tragedy, and months of family

care are necessary before she can again resume nor-

mal Hving. Told that the best remedy for her con-
stant brooding is work, Madge takes a waitress' po-
sition but she loses one place after another by re-

pulsing the advances of the patrons. Reduced to ac-

tual poverty. Madge schools herself to restrain her
fury at the vulgar advances but night frequently
finds her in tears. One patron she notices. He never

speaks more than is necessary although he has long

been sitting at Madge's tables. Once, after an ugly

proposition by one of the other guests, Madge sets

down his roast with a flaming face. "Why do you
stand for it?" he asks. "I have to work." And
thus it is that a few days later, Madge is being

asked to marry Hugh Philmore—to fulfill the terms

of his father's will that he be married and have at

least one child before he is thirty. Hugh is frank

about the sort of life he has been leading since he
discovered on his return from the war that the girl

he loved had changed.

It seems like a dream to be married to this man
with whom Madge has been in love since the mo-
ment she saw him, but to Hugh she is, As he had
stipulated, a bargain wife, one to whom every consid-
eration is due, one to whom he plays the adoring
lover—in company. It is Nodine. a girl friend, who
opens Madge's eyes to Fay Powell, Hugh's mistress,
but hurt as she is Madge feels she has no right to ob-

ject. Once only does Madge show her feelings, when
she refuses to go to a party with her husband and be

exposed to the ridicule and pity of the other guests.

And then comes the night when two men « '' Fay
Powell bring Hugh home drunk. Thereafter, Madge
carries Hugh's things to the guest room. One night,

Hugh comes into Madge's room and pleads that he

has been a fool, that he loves only Madge. Fay
realized that the only way he would see her was

drunk, that's how that awful thing happened. He
had not seen her since. And Madge, loving Hugh as

she does, goes into his arms. Two years of bliss fol-

low, and then comes a message that a woman dying

in a hospital wants to see Madge. It is Fay. Madge
promises to bring up Fay's child, sixteen months old.

but when she calls for the boy, she discovers that it

is unmistakably Hugh's child. Madge feels her hap-

piness crumble, but Hugh swears he never knew he

had this son, and despite Madge's cries that she will

put the boy in an orphanage, it is she who suggests

that they move so that she can bring the tot, who

has endeared himself, up with her own.

JILTED LOVER

July,
1932J

Flor< Serota File No. 7398,,

M USIC and moonlight le

for his

agic to the meeting
charming Alice Vinet and Jack Walters at

;he annual San Juan festival. And as Jack
Alice into his arms love bursts into flame be-

them. Love that brings a warm glow to Alice's

in the days that follow, and William Taylor,

and plodding, thinks that softness propitious

proposal. And though Alice is infinitely sorry

for him as he stumbles out hurt by her refusal, she

resents the attempts of her family to force her to

marry the good provider. A distressing altercation

follows, and Alice leaves her house without bidding
her parents farewell. Straight to Jack Walters she

goes, and he folding her in his arms brings her out
to the suburbs to the little cottage he has rented for

them. On the way, however, the car breaks down,
fortunately near the home of Bruce Morris, a school

chum of Jack's. Bruce puts up Jack and his fiancee

for the night and as Alice retires, the two men dis-

cuss all that has happened since last they saw each
other. The name of Barbara Dring arises. Both had
known her well, and now Bruce confesses he is in

love with her and because of a dispute she will not

see him. Jack promises to try to help matters be-

tween Bruce and Barbara and the next morning Alice

and Jack go on. But arrived, Alice is somewhat sur-

prised to learn that Jack is not prepared to marry
her immediately, he has a business deal to complete,
and until he does he will stay in the city lest gossip

taint their happiness.
In the city, Jack looks up Barbara but soon finds

that his own latent interest in her has come to the

fore and without realizing how deeply involved he is

getting, he continues to see Barbara. One day he is

about to tell her about Alice when he is interrupted,

and Barbara thinking that this thing which he has
started to tell her is that he wants to marry her,

tells her mother. To Jack's astonishment he finds

that an engagement party is being held for him and
that he is not at all adverse to marrying Barbara. He
is saved from having to humiliate Barbara, moreover,
by a letter from Alice telling him she is tired of wait-
ing. Shortly after writing the letter, however, Alice

finds she is going to have a child, and learning of

Tack's engagement, she yields to the importunity of

William Taylor and she marries him without disclos-

ing that she is to have another's child. William never
suspects, and time passes. Jack is married to Bar-
bara and subsequently divorced by her so that she can
marry Bruce. Plunging himself into his work, Jack
soon becomes owner of the firm with which William is

working and once is invited by William, grateful for

a promotion, to his home for dinner. Surprised to

learn that his employer and wife are old acquaint-
ances, William watches Jack take their child in his

arms. Suddenly Alice blanches—the resemblance be-

tween Jack and the child is startling, and William has
caught it. Only Jack is unaware of the tense situ-

ation, and then he too realizes that Alice has borne
him a child. William stares long at Alice and then
Jack and as he realizes they are still in love, he dash-
es out of the house.
Because he still loves Alice, William gets his di-

vorce and permits her to find happiness in the arms
of another man.

THE GOLDEN GATE

Hugo S File No. 7399

Tl
^HROWN by his horse as he is riding in the out-

skirts of the city, George Silva painfully raises

..elf from the ground to find a girl with the

biggest and gravest eyes he has ever seen looking

down upon him. She helps him bandage his bruises

and he becomes so interested in her sad expression
that he asks if he may see her again. And he does,

much to the disgust of his father. Dr. Silva. The
physician, descendent of a long line of aristocrats, and
his dowager wife, fear their son's interest in this pen-

niless girl, and when they learn that she is divorced,

they throw up their hands in horror. And it is just

this gesture that causes George, who has heard the

sad detads of Esta's marriage to a blackguard, to

marry her himself. Esta. he feels, needs protection,

whereas Helen, whom his parents heartily approve of,

and with whom George has grown up, well, Helen
will understand. And believing that his parents will

feel well rid of him, George takes Esta to another
city, gets a position for himself, and derives happi-

ness watching the pinched look disappear from her

face.

Time passes. The union of George and Esta is

graced with a little daughter, Edith, and the doctor

is still searching for his son. One day a messenger
arrives with a threatening note. Esta's hands fly to

her throat, "It's Paul, George. Oh. I know it is."

Useless is George's assurance that Esta's first hus-

band cannot harm them. "Y'ou don't know him,
George," she moans. And the next day a man comes
to the door in the morning, claims he knows, although

he is not at liberty to divulge how, that George has

been threatened, and offers protection. But when
George refuses, he learns that it is at least as dan-
gerous to refuse to go with this man, who is after

all alone. On the way down, however, the automobile

is stopped by a man who claims he is desperately

in need of aid for his sick wife. But the moment
George enters the house he knows he has been .

trapped, and he is forced to write a note to Esta

asking her to meet him. However. George's office

calls and Esta learning George is not there calls the

police. 'When the messenger comes the police get him,

but not before he has fatally wounded Esta. The
prisoner leads the police to the place where George
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is being held by Esta's first husband, but they arrive

iust as George has overpowered his assailant who was

trying to force him to rob his firm's safe of $200,000.

The police get Paul for whom a reward has been

posted, and George brokenheartedly rushes back to

the bedside of Esta. To his astonishment, George

finds his father attending her. He had been stopped

by one of the police and ordered to get a doctor. Of-

fering his services he found his daughter-m-law dy-

ing. Esta raises her beautiful eyes to George and

whispers, "Vou made me happy for the first time in

my life. Vou are the only person who has ever loved

me—and—I—love—you." A moment later, she dies.

Years pass and the hurt of Esta's death is growing

less acute. Helen, who has never ceased to love

George becomes fast friends with little Edith, and Dr.

Silva is delighted to learn that his son is at last

going to marry the girl he has always wanted ni the

family.

DANGEROUS LOVE

Lillian Bieder: File No. 7521

A SHRILL whistle of the train ... and Mr. and

Mrs. Blaine are off on a honeymoon after twen-

ty years of married happiness. With tears in

their eyes, Joan, Connie and Jackie, (respective ages—
eighteen, sixteen, and seven), wave a parting fare-

well. It is their first separation and only for the

summer months, yet the fond Blaine children are

loathe to be left alone. A few days drag on, and a

telegram arrives. Joan reads it and collapses. A
terrible train wreck has robbed them of their Mother
and Dad. Insisting that Connie and Jackie continue

at school. Joan agrees with Connie's plan that they

sell the old Kentucky farm and move to New York
where chances for work are more plentiful. Wearily
Joan trudges out every day from their dingy apart-

ment in the slums of New York. Hesitantly she an-

swers an advertisement for a model anl her modest
heart palpitates as she enters a beautiful, exclusive

shop. Mr. Pierre, the manager, thinks her very
charming and gives her a chance modeling lingerie.

One day a Mrs. Stratford, accompanied by her very
eligible son, Robert, visits the shop and purchases a

negligee that Joan has modelled. Robert has been
very attentively watching the attractive model and
when he arrives home questions his mother as to her
impression of her. Anxious to have her son marry
well, Mrs. Stratford objects to his attentions to a

little nobody. Nevertheless through the courtesy of

Mr. Pierre, Robert manages an introduction to Joan
and immediately coaxes her to have dinner with him.
Flattered by his attentions, Joan accepts, sensibly

aware that it probably doesn't mean a thing.

Connie becomes very much interested in a wealthy
college youth, Billy Howard, who is fascinated by the

alluring Connie to the point of offering her an apart-
ment until he is finished college when they can be
married. Yielding to Bob's wishes, Joan meets his

parents. Finding Joan very adorable, Mrs. Stratford
listens to her life story and approves of her as a
suitable match for her son. Happy in the parental
approval. Bob and Joan are ever in each other's
company. Even Jackie has found a warm welcome
in the Stratford home. Nevertheless, despite her ob-
vious joy, Joan worries over Connie who has taken
up her residence with the impulsive Billy, traveling
with Billy's fast crowd continually. Defiantly Connie
declares she's happy and that Joan has naught to
worry about.

Billy and Connie entertain lavishly, and at a sump-
tuous beach party, Marilyn Harper, a wealthy heiress,
Bill's friend, appears. Forgetting his obligations to

Connie, Billy spends most of his time with Marilyn,
arousing Connie's jealousy. Suddenly, Connie be-
comes ill and upon visiting the doctor learns that she
is about to become a mother. Confiding her secret to
Bill she declares he must marry her. Consoling her
in her tantrum. Bill promises to marry her within
the next three weeks and again becomes the atten-
tive lover. On pretense of dining with his folks, Bill

attends a wild party given by Marilyn. Having im-
bibed rather too much of the free-flowing liquor, Bill

drives unsteadily home. The car careens wildly, it

strikes a ditch, and the two occupants, Marilyn and
Bill are instantly killed. The next day. Joan reads of

the accident and brings Connie home. Alone and
miserable, Connie reviews the sad happenings of her
life. Wearily falling asleep, Connie is trapped in a
fire and before help arrives she has been too severely
burned to recover. Two years later Jackie is sitting
at the breakfast table with the younger Stratfords,
Joan and Bob, trying to make a new member of the
family, Baby Connie, call him Uncle.

RICH RETURNS
Rosalie Landau File No. 7487

"Ci
>(LARENCE CLANE is just a^ worthless good-

ing," is Mrs. Trenton's pronouncement
' to her daughter. Joan. And the girl's protests

that Clarence would make a good detective if he had
a chance, are lost on her mother who is already on
her way to her favorite beauty parlor. But as Mrs.
Trenton's face is being covered with a mud pack, she
sniffs once more and says to nobody in particular,
"Detective, bah!"
The luxury of her beauty treatments is one which

Mrs. Trenton seldom foregoes. And like other rich,

idle women, she chats unreservedly to Mrs. Seuve. the

owner of the shop, giving no thought to the possibility

that the shop is just a blind through which Mrs.
Seuve, her son, Peter, and a Mr. N. G. Blackmark
operate to relieve just such women of their well-filled

purses. For one thing, Mrs. Seuve has some mar-
vellous tips on the market. She gets them, she says.

through some of her other patrons, and Mrs. Tren-
ton's eyes shine in anticipation of the sensation she

will create as she explains that through her shrewd
business acumen, she has won money on Wall Street.

Eagerly she inquires about the details of buying on
margin, and suppressing a smile, Mrs. Seuve informs
her that she has a friend, a broker, who will handle
the matter for her. She can't lose, and Mrs. Trenton
guilelessly believes that in a few weeks her original

outlay will be multiplied. A few more suckers, the

extent of whose finances are determined by shrewd
inquiries as to what, they eat and where they shop,

and Mrs. Seuve is ready to skip town with her
gains, but she plans one last manoeuver. For the

next few days she gets each of her patrons excited

about the visit of a beauty specialist who has a tre-

mendous beauty secret. He is to be a guest at her
home, she claims, and the wealthy women clamor for

an introduction to this man. who, Mrs. Seuve ex-

plains, can make any woman beautiful by a process
of his own.
The fooHsh women all don their costliest jewels and

appear at Mrs. Seuve's apartment to hear this Dr.
Blackmark explain his process. However, in their

2ealousness. the criminals go too far. Mrs. Seuve's
son, who works in the same hotel as Clarence plans
to make the affair a grand one. and he enlists Clar-

ence's aid in bringing women to hear the lecture.

Suspecting from the large sum offered him for his

part in the work, that all is not right. Clarence does
some investigating, and discovers that while the
room is darkened and the women are listening ab-
sorbedly to Blackmark's incredible talk. Mrs. Seuve
and her son are relieving the guests expertly of

their jewels, purses and furs. Winding up his
speech with a grand flourish, Blackmark excuses
himself while he goes into another room. Then join-

ing his confederates, Mrs. Seuve and her son, the
three racketeers steal out of the rented apartment to

disappear with their heavy loot. However, Clarence
has called the police, and when the dishonest trio

call a cab. they find they have walked straight into
the arms of the police.

Upstairs, meanwhile, the first of the women has dis-

covered her loss and there is a general outcry. Just
then Clarence and a police officer appear to quiet the

hysterical women. The criminals are sentenced to

prison and Clarence is offered a large reward and a

post as a detective. Mrs. Trenton is too abashed to

continue objecting and Clarence wins his Joan.

DEBTS OF HONOR
Morris D. Bernstein File No. 7434

LOVE AT SIGHT

Carson B. Godwin File No. 7045

LEAVING his friend, Bob, perusing the want ads
in the newspaper, Bill goes out for a walk.
Crossing a street, his mind occupied with spec-

ulations on how best to find employment, he is grazed
by an automobile. Slightly upset, but otherwise un-
harmed. Bill assures the driver, a lovely girl that he
is all right, but she expresses delightful concern. In
her relief at finding him unhurt, she offers to drive

him where he is going. He smiles wryly, but he is

attracted to her immediately. He tells her he is Bill,

and she that her name is Pattie, Pat for short.

When she asks him what he does, however, he is

visibly embarrassed. He admits that he has for a
few weeks now, been unemployed. Pat thinks for a

moment and asks if he could be a waiter. He as-

sures her that right now he could be anything. Where-
upon, Pat drives up to a night club. She persuades
the proprietor, Mr. Porter, to give Bill, whom she in-

troduces as a friend of hers, a job, although Porter is

not very anxious. Bill is about to escort Pat home,
when his new employer tells him that from now on he

will do all the taking.

A few days later. Bill discovers from one of the

other waiters that Porter has long wanted to make
Pat his wife, but thus far she has not consented.

Moreover, Bill although he says nothing resents Por-

ters' warning that the boy keep away from Pat.

However, he has not seen her since she got him the

job and left him with a smile he cherishes, so per-

sonal was it. One day, Bill comes out of the night

club and discovers Pat sitting outside in her car.

He greets her and starts to walk on, but she stops him
and asks him to come for a ride. He asks her if she

isn't antagonizing Porter, but she replies that she
wishes she could. They ride out of the city hmits,

and Bill kisses Pat who fervently responds. Several
day later, "Bill is arrested, charged with having kid-

napped Pat. His protestations of his innocence are

futile and he is held on five thousand dollars bail.

Pat's father comes to see him at the jail, but having
lieen assured that Bill is responsible for the kidnap-
ping by Porter, the Banker refuses Bill's plea to be
released to find Pat. However, Bob has gotten into a

gambling game determined to stake his last few dol-

lars, and by an incredible stroke of luck has won five

thousand dollars. He buys a newspaper and is shocked
to find that Bill is being held for kidnapping. Rush-
ing to the jail, he puts down his winnings to free

his friend.

Suspecting that Porter is responsible for the crime.

Bill works from that lead, with Bob's help. Bill and
Bob conceal themselves where they can hear Porter,

thinking himself safe, discussing Pat's place of con-

cealment. Sending Bob for the police and Pat's fa-

ther. Bill hurries to free the girl he loves. He has a

desperate struggle with Porter who has come to

either force Pat to marry him or take her anyway.
Although his adversary is much heavier. Bill man-
ages to overpower the villain. When Pat's father

and the police arrive. Porter is lying stretched out

upon the floor. The law takes up the case and Pat's

father apologizes to Bill who receives Iflie girl he

IDLY fingering a letter that he has just received
from his uncle telling him that he must give up
college and assist him in his business, Jackie

Carral wanders aimlessly over the old familiar cam-
pus. A brilliant art student, Jackie does not relish
the idea of discontinuing his education at this point.
However with a determination . born of generosity, he
dashes to his room, packs his bag hurriedly and be-
fore he can change his mind, he is speeding home to
Uncle Joe Carral. Burying himself in his work.
Jackie soon makes the joint enterprise a huge finan-
cial success. Despite Uncle Joe's timely advice to
a close business friend of his, this friend, Saul Nel-
dens indulges in his notorious passion for card play-
ing. Through his continuous gambling, Saul incurs
a debt of fifty thousand dollars. The holder of his
I. O. U., Yalles Truslow, an aristocratic son of Rus-
sia, realizes Saul's inability to pay the debt of honor
and suggests that he give his charming daughter,
Mary, in marriage to him. Demurring at this sale
of his only child, Saul informs Mary that, since finan-
cial reverses are getting the best of him, she marry
some wealthy man who will be able to provide for her.
Unable to comprehend her father's growing despond-
ency, Mary does some sleuthing. She discovers the
real nature of his unhappiness and is enraged by the
Russian's attempt to buy her.
In appreciation of Jackie's splendid co-operation and

companionship, Uncle Joe plans a huge birthday party
for him. Among the invited guests are the Neldons
and Yalles Truslow. Midst the rising hum of con-
versation, Jackie, is introduced to Mary. Finding an
immediate delight in her fresh radiant beauty, he
thrills to her glances. Ignoring the rest of the party,
the two steal away to a cozy little music room, where
they are too busy wdth each other's confidences to
notice the spying Yalles. Angered at the obvious
romance. Yalles conspires to lure Mary over the bor-
der and there force her to marry him. By his de-
ceiving lies about Jackie, Yalles excites the help of
Mary's brother. Sonny. Traveling incognito as a
secret service agent, Jackie meets Mary on the, train
and manages to secret her over the border. Continu-
ing on his way he secures definite information and
evidence that Yalles is betraying his government.
Arrested by Yalles' men, and thrown into prison,
Jackie despairs at any thought of escape. Yalles has
been successful, and recognized as his enemy, Jackie
is to be tried for smuggling. While pacing back and
forth in his cell, he is surprised by a familiar voice,
that of Baron von Stanch, a Russian peer, to whom he
confesses the outrageous pl_ot, and who secures his rc-

Yalles is found murdered and the Baron, his well-

known political enemy, is held for the crime. Hav-
ing studied law as well as art, Jackie begs leave to

plead the case. With startling eloquence and sagac-
ity, he proves that Saul has killed the notorious spy
and in an action of self defense as well as a debt of

honor. Piece by piece the colorful life of the murdered
man is painted in glowing red colors. The jury ren-
ders the verdict not guilty. With a cry of relief, un-
mindful of the crowded court-room, Mary throws her
arms around Jackie's neck and impulsively plants a

kiss on his surprised lips. Eager to escape the pub-
lic eye, he rushes her into his waiting car where he
tenderly folds her in his arms, promising her that
the future holds no tragedy in its make-up.

HENDRICK'S QUEST

Leiah Br File No. 7341

love ge.

EMPLOYED as a waitress in an exclusive hotel.

Rose is annoyed by the advances of Batey, a
middle-aged guest. Once she is alone in her

room when Batey forces an entrance. Her muffled
cries bring Sam Flint, another guest, to her rescue
and tremendously grateful to him, Rose accepts his

proffered friendship. When he learns that she is hav-
ing her voice cultivated, he dazzles her with his of-

fer to place her on the stage and the httle waitress
begins to find less and less time for Hendrick, adopted
son of her uncle who is studying to be a detective.
With the prospect of a brilliant future before her,
Rose begins to feel just a bit contemptuous of so
humble an ambition as being a detective. When
Hendrick warns her against Sam, moreover, Rose is

certain that it is mere jealousy and she scorns the
boy's advice.

Hendrick, meanwhile, is certain that Sam is in

communication with Batey, and having heard of the

occasion that brought Sam and Rose together, is led

to wonder whv Sam came to the waitress' rescue if

he is a friend of her attacker. Together with his

friend. Bill, Hendrick begins investigating Batey's

past and soon discovers that his search leads him to

the underworld where Batey is a member of a gang.
The amateur sleuth also discovers that Batey is

working for a powerful gangster whose identity is

clothed in mystery. Working on his own suspicions,

Hendrick leads the police to be on hand when Batey
attempts to pull ofT a deal and as a result Batey is

lodged in jail. Soon after. Hendrick is the recipient

of a mysterious note telling him to stay out of af-

fairs that don't concern him. but certain that he is

uncovering something big, Hendrick keeps on. Pur-
suing one of his clues, Hendrick discovers in a room
to which he had followed Sam whose affair with Rose
was steadily approaching a climax, a box with_ two
bits of information which conclusively established

Sam's implication with the gang of which Batey was
a member. He is returning excited with his discov-

ery, when a shot is fired at the tire of his car.

Stopped, Hendrick is dragged from the car, and
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ntly to

CUPID'S QUIRK
Penn P. Lewis File No. 7410

BEING pursued by males is flattering enough.
Pearl and Virginia conclude, but, after a while,

boring. Accordingly the two pretty girls decide to
vacation for one night far from the last man. Camp-
ing, is how they describe it. Camping via a double-
oared boat across the Sound to the Tall Firs. The
six-shooter the girls carry with their provisions and
blankets seems very reassuring and if Virginia ex-
periences some last minute misgivings. Pearl soon
convinces her that the advantages of having the
whole woodland to themselves are not to be gain-
said.

At disembarking time, Jed and Charlie Todd, rigged

up in outrageous costumes, show up, offering to act

as guides, but the girls flippantly declare that they
are unmitigated nuisances. And so they seem for

even in so small a vessel as a rowboat, Charlie at-

tempts to crash as a stowaway. It is some time be-

fore the exuberant lad can be reconciled to being left

behind, but at length the two adventurers sail off.

About midnight they land at Tall Firs and after reas-

suring themselves that the boys have not followed in

a motor boat, they spread their blankets on the

beach. Virginia batting flies listlessly is somewhat
fed up on the adventure even as early as this, but
Pearl assures her that this is the nearest thing to

actually going to Honolulu. Romance, that's what
this is. Ever skeptical, Virginia maintains that a

dance at the Country Club has this beat forty -nine

ways for romance. And it is some time before they
drop off into a restless slumber. A few moments later

they awaken to a steady thump, thump, thump in the

water. Ignoring it the girls wh'isperingly attribute it

to the boys throwing pebbles in the water, but finally

when a few large splashes sound just in front of their

camp, the girls become frightened and scurry along
the beach. Pearl carrying the revolver and Virginia
the flashlight. There is no trace of their annoy er!

.More frightened than ever, they impulsively dash
toward the nearest cottage and awaken one Byron
Hamilton, a New York engineer, whose light the girls

had discerned earlier in the evening. Rapping sharp-
ly at the door the two young women excitedly ex-
plain to the sleepy occupant that someone is throwing
pebbles in the water. His retort is amazingly dis-

couraging. It seems he doesn't care sufficiently about
the pebbles to mind their being disposed of thus. But
the girl's are insistent and when he grabs a flash

light and comes out of his cottage in his pyjamas
Pearl lets out an irrepressible whoop of glee at his
disheveled appearance. Strangely enough that doesn't
help his temper. Virginia pokes Pearl to be respect-
ful and suddenly grave. Pearl explains the phenom-
enon. Whereupon, Byron roars in laughter and the
discomfited campers learn that they have become
terrified at the jumping of the salmon trout. Chag-
rined, they force a smile at their own expense and
soon it is widening into unmistakable laughter, Byron
turns his cottage over to the girls and gallantly
sleeps beside the leaping salmon. This is Sunday
morning, Sunday evening on the way to tell Pearl's
aunt about the trip, Byron admits that he did notice
Pearl among the girls who used to try to catch his
attention by loud chatting on the ferry. Before they
are home. Byron has proposed and on Monday they
are married. The next day Byron and his bride sail
for Honolulu—which is romantic—and as for Jed, he
and the crowd secure a large banner to greet the
honeymooners on their return. On it are painted two
large Puget Sound salmon.

ALL IS NOT GOLD
Frances Jones File No. 7366

ENCOURAGED by his wife, Dela, Allen Dexton
spends every spare moment working over his

airplane models. And when his ofiice-work suf-

fers and he is told either to give up whatever it is

tkat is keeping him preoccupied outside and attend to
business or else resign, it is Dela who reveals that
she has saved a few dollars from her skimpy allow-
ance and induces Allen to give up his humdrum
wage earning to work on his model. At his side
constantly, Dela shares his enthusiasm when he an-
nounces, "It works ! It works!" But weeks go by
before Allen can get anybody to see the plans, and
those weeks make deep ingress into their ^lender
funds.

Reduced to just enough money for one frugal meal,
Dela brightly inquires if Mr. Dexton will have his
repast to-night or wait until to-morrow. And Allen
certain that the postman will bring good news to-

morrow, says, "To-night, my dear!" And they gaily
dine as if starvation weren't facing them. The next
morning trying to conceal from each other how much
the coming of the postman means to them, they set
watch for his coming. He stops, leaves a letter. They
look at each other hope flaring wildly, and Allen
opens it to discover an advance payment of $10,000!
Crying with joy they fall into each other's arms.
Their troubles are over, over! Thus Mr. and Mrs.
Allen move into a more palatial dwelling, but now
Allen has a fine laboratory but no wife, for wealth
has gone to Dela's head. She is whirled into a dizzy
round, and Allen, lonely for companionship falls an
easy victim to the wiles of Pearl Sark, an adven-
turess. As soon as Pearl feels sure of him, moreover.
she becomes exacting in her demands and large as
Allen's income is, it begins to seem insufficient to
support an expensive mistress and an extravagant
wife. And it is Dela whose allowance is cut. Fur-
ious she determines to retaliate by selling Allen's
recently completed invention. Stifling her conscience
by reminding herself that Allen is depriving her for
another woman, Dela tells Bob Hankin to call at her
apartment and bring a check. However, Dela has
only a vague idea of where the plan really is, and
having assured Allen she is going out for the eve-
ning, to put over the idea that a burglar has stolen
the invention, Dela starts looking through the labora-
tory. Finally the search narrows to the safe, but
when Bob arrives Dela is still working at the combi-
nation. Bob leaves the check on the table at her
promise to deliver the invention to-morrow'* and
Dela goes back to the safe. Finally she gets it open,
and excitedly she throws the contents on the floor
until she finds what she is looking for. Her exclama-
tion of triumph is cut short by Allen's sudden en-
trance. Pearl had persuaded him to come to Europe
and get a divorce and believing that Dela was out.
Allen had come for his things now to avoid a painful
scene. However, as Dela sees Allen's look of horror
at what she is doing, she reaches into his drawer and
seizing his revolver threatens to commit suicide. Al-
len looks toward the door where Pearl is waiting and
assures Dela that she is not alone in wanting to leave
this wretched existence. But dea'th is not the wav
out; thsy go back to the old place and begin life

anew. And there they find happiness returning.

HUMAN WRECKAGE
Dee Smith File No. 7412

BUNDLING of? the sturdy youngsters of the little
red schoolhouse. Gerdeen Deering, the young lova-
ble teacher looks towards the distant road. In a

cloud of dust she discerns the figure of Marvin Esse
her suitor from the next county. Today she must
give him her answer. Walking through the silent
woods, Marvin again pleads his love and his an.xious
face lights up with joy when Gerdeen nods her head.
Sweepmg her in his arms, he vows that they shall be
married mimediately and that never shall they part.
Happily well-mated they taste marital bliss, grateful
that fate has been so kind to them. Realizing that
they cannot give their children all the opportunities
that a city affords, they decide to move closer to the
university town. There Marvin who has previously
enjoyed a fine community companionship, feels the
urge to serve men and he becomes a missionary.
Eager in all types of social work, Gerdeen readily
falls in line and gives a life of service to the uplifting
pt humanity. Imbued with the fire of youth and the
intensity of his faith, Marvin of the golden voice is
extremely popular in his work. The children are old
enough to care for themselves, the girls are married
and Marvin and Gerdeen feel free to travel. Happy
in each other's loyalty they do not have any secrets
from each other, one being the helpmate and adviser
of the other. Little do thev realize the test of love
that fate has in store for them.
Arriving in a small community for the purpose of

restoring its faith and building up its morale, Gerdeen
senses a growing wall of secrecy. Marvin no longer
tells her of his plans. He almost forbids her to see
his parishioners. News travels and Gerdeen learns
that the acquaintance of a widow, Mrs. Jane Kilgore,
is consuming much of her husband's time. Unwilling
to believe his infidelity, she nevertheless notes with
increasing uneasiness, his constant companionship
with Jane who seems to be figuring in every important
duty that Marvin has. Sharp and irritable towards
his wife, he insists that lane accompany them wher-
ever they go. Unable to combat the will of her dom-
ineering husband, Gerdeen endures this torture quiet-
ly but it breaks her down physically. In her poor
condition of health, Gerdeen is forced to call upon the
assistance of Jane when her husband is suddenly taken
to bed with a high fever. As he convalesces. Gerdeen
collapses under the trying mental strain, and Jane is
retained as her nurse. Overhearing one day that she
is being drugged gradually to a sense of imbecility,
she demands to be sent to a hospital, Marvin re-
fuses, afraid that she will tell his congregation. With
a strength born of severe emotional suffering, she
manages to pack her bag and drag herself to the hos-
pital nearby. There in a few weeks under honest care,
she recuperates. Upon hearing that his wife is well
again, Marvin orders her to a sanitarium for exam-
ination, where they declare her in perfect health and
refuse to keep any person not needing medical care.
Zella and Daisy, married twin daughters of the

Esses, trust in their father's declaration that their
mother is on the verge of violent insanity and that
they_ should not take to heart anything that she may
say in her mental wanderings. It has been very sim-
ple for the renowned missionary to convince people of

his wife's terrible aflliction. He has gained the sym-
pathy of a popular congregation but Loretta, his eld-
est daughter, upon receipt of a clear, well-written
letter from her supposedly demented mother, is puz-
zled by his inexplicable conduct. Accepting her
daughter's offer to reside with her, Gerdeen thrives
again upon the love of her children and the admira-
tion of her friends who encourage her to tolerate
her husband's actions, confident that some time the
aiTair will come to a happy end. Refusing to bear
with the carnal desires of a man in the holy service,
the former staunch supporters of Marvin's teachings
ask for his resignation. Humiliated yet unable to
repent, Marvin buries himself with his passionate
Jane in the deep recesses of the lonely West, where
the ravages of a fever overtake him. In his serious
illness, his brutal treatment of his wife preys upon
his mind and with thoughts of relief from his tor-
tured conscience, he sends for his Gerdeen.

Tears streaming down her cheeks, Gerdeen keeps an
attentive watch upon her suffering mate. His agony
only seems the more acute for the experiences she
has been through and when his eyes flicker in recogni-
tion of her, a tender sympathetic smile lights up her
care-worn face. Asking forgiveness, he confesses his
entire guilt. In these nerve-wracking moments he
has realized his utter stupidity and selfishness. She
has always been his ray of sunshine and without her
guidance his life has been a complete wreck. With
thanksgiving in her heart that the dawn of a new,
cleaner life is upon them, she gladly forgives him and
together they vow to return to the town of their youth
and again establish their home as a haven for those
who are lonely and need solace. Placing a gentle kiss
upon his fevered brow, she sings him softly to rest
as she gazes through the window, marveling at the
quiet harmony of the surrounding nature, musing that
the human harmony in their new home shall be as
fine, if not finer.
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Soon the first spark of in-

mutual love and Margie is

ring although he hasn't
However, a summons
these days, only one

from
thing.

thoughtful, de
picnic togethe
Margie in his
ing, Margie had dis

she was hurting hit

that

swered

little Re

ating Ken for getting himself
fith a stenographer with no social position, Alden
fTers his son two alternatives. Either leave im-
aediately to manage the South American branch of
he firm, or face disownment. And Ken hating him-
elf takes the boat South, rationalizing that if he lets
lis father's ire cool, he may win him over, but if he
hooses Margie now, Alden would never forgive him
nd he'd have absolutely nothing to ofifer his wife.

a terrific blow to Margie to receive a telegram
len's boat saying his letter will explain every-
And due to his father's management, Margie

-eceives the letters Ken writes. For weeks she
goes about numbly trying to conceal her hurt. Wait-
ing. waiting for some word, she never believes for a
moment that Ken has willingly deserted her. Only
Dick Phillips, her constant companion enlivens the
d,-iys that follow. Good old Dick always there with the

'
= perfect dinner, the best show, ever
nding nothing. And then, once on a
le had dropped the basket and taken

showering kisses upon her. Gasp-
iengaged herself, and realizing that
n terribly she had gently told him

ot Kenneth, it was no use, she could never love any-
body else. But Dick had promised that he would
never ask anything of her, if she would permit him

her, again a friend. And they go
ntil Margie discovers that she has beenfl

leit money oy her father's sister. She moves into an]
apartment of her own, but continues working in Mor-

1

gan's office where she has met Ken. 3
vhile Ken wonders why Margie has never an- j

his letters and his resentment against his fa- j
ir and the oppressive heat of the tropics leads him
drink. He becomes a prey of his bad habits and
ally in disgust leaves his father's employ. But in-
ad of coming back to the States, he goes ashore
one of the ports led by a woman. Drifting for
nths, he contracts a tropical fever and lying neg-
ted by his friends is tended by a little half-caste
o loves him. She hears him cry ceaselessly for the

picture he wears in his pocket and finally
decides to get help for him. She goes to

tne captain of a steamer and entrusts him with the
mission of locating Margie on the basis of the infor-
rnation she has gotten from Ken's effects. Thus it is,
that some time later, Margie receives a telegram in-
forming her that Ken needs her. Her first thought is i
to tell Dick. He arrives to find her packing. At first jhe tries to dissuade her from going to a fever-infested J
island alone, and when she persists, he insists on «
coming with her. Before Margie leaves she calls on i

Ken's father and delivers a scathing denunciation 1

which awakens that individual to follow, penitent, •

Margie finally nurses Keii back to health, but as l

Dick IS preparing to go home with Alden, Ken sud- .

denly accuses Margie of loving Dick, not him. Tear- 1

fully she explains she never could love anybody but
him, and as she feels her love has been hopeless, she
realizes that Ken was only giving her a chance to
leave with Dick, sacrificins his own desires. But
Margie is not ever to lose the happiness she can find
only with Ken,
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OUTLAWED COMRADE
Neal J. Wyne File No. 7393

COLLECTING his winter's supply of wood, Dick

is interrupted by the cracking of twigs, followed

bv groans and sobs. His first impulse is to

hide, 'but the groans continue, and cautiously Dick

lowers himself down the precipice and finds a young
man not older than twenty, lying on the ground. Re-

sisting the desire to flee as he has for years from all

human contact, Dick approaches and learns from thi

bov that he is Dave McOrd, studying rock formation,

and that he has toppled over the top of the ledge.

Setting the dislocated knee. Dick makes a crutch for

the boy, and helps him to his concealed cabin.

Sitting together before the blazing fire, Dick un-

bends and soon he is telling Dave that he was left a

fortune bv his father and promptly proceeded to

squander "it. Then, determined to reform, he had
quietly watched a friend being relieved of his money
by a cheating gambler. Asking^ to be dealt in. Dick
was quickly recouping his friend's losses and his own,

and had almost all the money in the game in front

of him when Sam Strong, the generally disliked police-

man, came in and ordered everybody to put up their

hands. As Sam swept all Dick's winnings into a

bag, Dick, furious, had shot at the overstepping of-

ficer of the law, and leaving him outstretched on the

ground, had sought shelter in these mountains where
for years he has been in seclusion from the eyes of

man. At the conclusion of the tale both men are
silent, staring hard into the fire. Days pass and the

two men become great friends. But Dick is still

terrified by the slightest unsuspected sound. And
then Dave discovers the Hardens, widow and daugh-
ter who live alone in the forest. Dick admits know-
ing them, he and George Harden had been friends be-

fore George was killed in a mine blast. As for Doro-
thy. Dave is certain she is the sweetest girl he has
ever seen. But Francis Willis, a prospector has been
making frequent trips out to the Harden home and
has intimidated Dorofhy into promising that she will

marry him, she would have promised anything that
dav to be free of him. Dick warns Dave against
Willis. That man will stop at nothing, and Heaven
help Dick if Willis ever learns why Dick is hiding.

Weeks pass, and Dave still makes his home with
Dick. Occasionally the young geologist walks several
miles to the nearest trading post and one day comes
back with the news that old Sam Strong struck a

vein of gold. Sam Strong! Dick jumps. That's the
man he thought he murdered. Living all this time
while Dick has been an outcast. Now he is free. And
Dave at the same time learns from Doi'othy that
Willis has been attempting to molest her. Riding to

the Willis shack to warn WilHs to keep away from
Dorothy. Dave is struck by Dorothy's ugly assiilant,
and as Willis draws a gun to fire into the prostrate
body, Dick, having followed, throws his lasso over the
fellow's head, and disarming him, orders him at the
point of his gun to clear out—if he knows what's
good for him. With a few parting shots into the
ground, Dick turns to Dave, and together they ride

back to the Harden cabin where Dave makes ar-
rangements to marry Dorothy, and Dick acts as his

BOY'S LIFE

F. H. Lincoln File No. 7372

SITTING on a huge rock, gazing pensively at the
valley below, Bruce Engle is suddenly inter-
rupted in his reverie by an object hurtling through

the air. Unable to discern this swiftly moving thing.
Bruce instinctively raises a stick to ward off its at-
tack. Luck is with him and as he looks again, he
sees that he has unwittingly killed a bob-cat in its

attempt to slay him. A bit nervous after this en-
counter, he is glad to welcome his father and brother,
who accompany him home. This has been a thrilling
experience for the youth who heretofore has spent a
more or less quiet life on the farm. Having thus
proven his ability to take care of himself, his father
agrees to let him work in a lumbering camp some hun-
dred miles from home. With tears in her eyes, Mrs.
Engle watches her son stroll down the road. He is

a man now and out to make his place in the world.
A nonchalant wave of his hand as he reaches the
bend in the road and he is gone.
Working hard under the unflinching leadershio of

George Curry, Bruce develops a magnificent physique,
exceedingly attractive to the girls of the town. How-
ever, intent upon his work, Bruce is immune until
he, by accident runs into a girl from the office. Apol-
ogizing most profoundly for his carelessness, he in-

vites her to dinner and theater to assure concilation.
Little blue-eyed Sally plays with the invitation
for a while and then accepts, thinking of what
the girls will say when they find out that she is go-
ing out with the woman-hater, as Bruce is called.
A charming smile of victory lights up her face as
Bruce calls for her that night. She hopes someone
will see them. Walking the short distance to the
Moulin Rouge, Sally realizes the splendid strength of
this towering individual along side of her. Behind
his rather bashful conversation. Sally intuitively senses
a mental strength. She rather regrets her flippant at-
titude in the acceptance of his invitation but hopes
that he hasn't noticed it. A lovely evening spent in
the glamorous Moulin Rouge followed by an inter-
esting play, arouses a companionable mutual joy
for Sally and Bruce and they agree to see more of
each other.

Angry at having been joshed by the men for turn-
ing lady's man for Sally, Bruce wanders up the river
by himself. Today of all days, the busiest of the sea-
son, when the logs are to be drifted down the river.

he has been angered to a point of insanity. However,
usually observant, Bruce notes that the dam is par-
tially broken. A few more minutes and all the logs
will be dashing uncontrolled down to the mill where
the men are stacking them together. With a tremen-
dous burst of energy born of the impending danger,
Bruce hurries back to camp and without any explana-
tion orders all the men out of the river. Not a min-
ute too soon . . . the logs are hurtling down the river,

the dam has given away under the heavy pressure.
With heartfelt thanks, the men apologize for their un-
due teasing and with hats in their hands give three
rousing cheers. Sally, working in the office, hears
the noise and with womanly curiosity seeks the cause.
When she learns what has happened, she rushes off to

find Bruce, and with a hearty kiss she congratulates
him. Blushing, but proud, Bruce asks her to marry
him. Surprised at his eagerness, she consents and
ihe two run off like a couple of children, forgetting
their work in their haste to purchase a diamond ring
that tells its own story. With amused tolerance. Mr.
Curry and his workers watch the lovers hurrying away.

THE SPOTTED TRAIL

Frank Butto File No. 7365

HURRYING down the dimly lighted street, Joan
Donahue runs to meet Timmy Haines, her se-

cret sweetheart. Tearfully she explains to him
that her father is planning to marry her off to Don
Rogers the very next week. This unwelcome suitor
has learned of their secret meetings and is urging
her father to hurry the marriage despite Joan's re-

luctance. Furtively they plan to elope to Newberry,
a town some fifty miles away. After dinner one eve-
ning Don Rogers, as is customary, calls at the Dona-
hue house and becoming extremely interested in talk-

ing business with Mr. Donahue, Joan, who has tried
hard to be gracious, becomes bored, pleads a head-
ache and retires. As soon as she hears her father re-

tire, too, she takes her bag from the closet, unlocks
the door, slips quietly down the hall and out the
front door to freedom. With the aid of a rented car,
they reach Newberry where Haines warns the car
owner to keep silence about the affair. Walking
down a dark street, the couple stop in front of a
dimly lighted house where Haines knocks at the
door. Warmly greeted by his friends, Helen and
Dave Jackson, he explains the situation and asks if

they may stay with them until they are married.
Three days later the wedding takes place in the Jack-
son home and the Haines move into the house next
door.
Buddy Jackson, aged four, and Mary Haines, aged

three, are boon companions. Always together, they
play house and declare that some day soon they will
get married.^ Upon the death of her mother, it be-
comes Mary's task to mother her younger brother.
Buddy's loss of mother and father is great and Haines
adopts him. Several years later, while passing through
the town of Silver Creek, Mike notices a sign on a
tree advertising a reward of one thousand dollars for
the return of Joan Donahue and Jimmy Haines. Be-
neath the paragraph are two photos which he rec-
ognizes as the couple that he has taken to Newberry
several years previous. After being notified by Mike
of the couple's whereabouts, Don Rogers engages the
services of Black Hawk and his gang. Kidnapping
the two Haines children, the gang awaits the search
by Jimmy. Relating the entire story of his life to
Buddy before he starts out, he cautions him to be
careful and to report to the police if he doesn't return
within a day or so. Spotting the anxious father
prowling through the woods in search of his children.
Black Hawk knifes him, and decides to ransack the
Hames home so that Buddy shall not live to tell the
tale. Seeing Buddy at the window simplifies matters
and he merely knifes the youthful watcher. How-
ever, Buddy's wound is slight and with the knife as
evidence, he starts out himself. With an uncanny
shrewdness, he discovers the secret cave and finds
Billy Haines. Reporting his discovery to the author-
ities, he continues a careful hunt for Mary.
Concealing himself in the inner recesses of the cave,

he learns the plot and with the help of the police the
gang is captured. The three wise youngsters, aged
bv life's hard experiences recall their eventful few
years. Reminding Mary of her promise as a child.
Buddy asks her to marry him. To Billy's delight,
the two agree and seal with a fond kiss their solemn
promise of long ago.

DISPUTED BLOOD
Virlee Wright File No. 735S

SOMETHING is happening at home. Babe's beau-
tiful young mother has dashed into the house
and .sobbing convulsively has refused to tell the

anxious girl what the trouble is. And father unusu-
ally grave is concealing something from her. Babe
knows. All that Babe can gather is that it concerns
the Aunt Marie she has never seen, the one who lives
in England. But why all the excitement, and why
won't they tell her? But soon she is to know, and
the knowledge robs her of all her security, all the
love she has ever known is not rightfully hers. She
has not been brought up by her own parents, she is

illegitimate . . . and the beautiful young Aunt Marie
is her mother! Father tells her, when her Aunt
Marie, her mother, had been fifteen she had been de-
ceived by a guest of her father's. The child inno-
cent of what she was doing had discovered that she
was going to have a child, and Lois and Bob, griev-
ing over the loss of tlieir own baby had offered to

bring up ifarie's child on the condition that she must
never claim it as her own. Now, married to a wealthy

Englishman who knows the whole story, Marie has
wept and begged to have Babe restored to her. And
after two years cf struggle. Bob and Lois have agreed
to part with Babe and give her to her own mother.
But the strain is too much for Lois and when Babe
tearfully calls her mother, and refuses to leave her,
Lois, a mad light in her eyes, pushes Babe so that
she falls backwards striking her head against the
edge of the dresser. Babe recovers in a hospital and
Bob comes to tell her she must be brave, must go
to her real mother. Lois has a nervous breakdown
and believes Babe is dead. That is, perhaps, best.
And Babe goes to her mother preparing to hate

her, but seeing the anxious strained look on the
lovely face. Babe goes into her arms with a cry of
"Mother!" And Marie, weeping with joy presses her
baby close. Babe finds her new home luxurious, but
tragedy soon visits, for one day her foster father
handing her a note rushes into his room and shoot-,
himself. His business has failed, and feeling himself
an utter failure, he had committed suicide. Marie is

heartbroken and her family now knowing that Marie
had an illegitimate child, coldly turn from her. Going
to California, Marie finds work and Babe studies
nursing. One day, however, just as she is going
home tired from her long hours of duty, an emergency
case is brought in, and Babe faints as she recognizes
her mother, hurt in an automobile accident. Crying
ceaselessly, "Take me to the Mercy Hospital; Babe
is there," Marie doesn't recognize the weepmg girl
until many minutes have passed. Then she smiles as
she recognizes her daughter and urging her to be
brave, dies. Babe is disconsolate, and when finally she
goes back to Lois and Bob it is to find that they are
traveling abroad, and the caretaker doesn't know
where they will be next. Plunging herself in her
nursing activities. Babe tries to lose herself in her
work but her health suffers. Pressed for money, Babe
looks at her room mate comfortably ensconced in bed
with fifty dollars gained from a blood transfusion.
She too is on record at the hospital as a donor, and
calling up, she reminds them she is ready. When
the call comes. Babe hopes they won't notice how
weak she is, and since the recoiids have been made
earlier, and it is a rush case she is taken. But diz-
zy and weak as she is, Babe recognizes Bob's voice
thanking her. Then faints. When she recovers, it is
to learn that her blood was given to Lois who had
slashed her wrists when she couldn't find Babe. And
Bob had given his blood for Babe. As the trio are
re. united it is with a blood bond as well as a spiritual

THE REMAINS
Winston Ashford Cone File No. 7397

IT didn't seem possible! His Paddy running off and
marrying a fool actor. She couldn't, why she
loved him. Hadn't she said so? But Paddy was

gone. And Paddy's Dookie, nee Harold Sombard,
young Civil Engineer, shot the works. Drunk day in
rind day out, Dookie had listened uncomprehendin'gly,
head turned impertinently to one side as his father
announced he was through with him, through.
So Dookie had boarded a swanky pullman, waved

goodbye to his tippHng companions, and after a gor-
geous send-off had slipped off the train as soon as it
was out of sight and rode the rails into New York.
There was no telling how long it would be before he
added to his fund of five hundred dollars. But that
hadn't prevented Dookie from signing a lease in a
fairly swanky apartment house. And now here he was
V°

,iob'0"e. voracious appetite, and a few cents for
food. Dookie bought a steak. That was what he
wanted, a steak. But why the dickens didn't he take
a course in domestic science instead of engineering,
certainly it would do him more good now. Dookie
looked at his steak longingly. In his tinv kitchenette,
he withdrew a nan, flopped the s'eak into it, dry, and
ht the gas. No, that didn't look quite right.

" Some
water. So over the steak Dookie poured water and
stretching himself upon the sofa went to sleep dream-
of the luscious s'eaks old Tildy used to make.

In the ad'oining apartment, Mrs. Leonard De-
'Compte, clad in the very latest green lounging pa-
jamas, reclined leisurely on a pillow laden chaise-
lounge, glancing now and then from behind a maga-
zine to sav a word or two to Smugs. Suddenly she
snift'ed. "What's that?" She grimaced. "Something
is burning!" E.xcited voices outside, clouds of smoke
issuing from the apartment ne.xt door. The fire de-
partment, the manager! A suffocating odor—human
flesh burning! One big fireman dashed bravely into
the smoke laden room and found the supine figure of a
man stretched on the davenport. Poor fellow. Dookie
gro.ined painfully, and with the fireman's arms around
his shoulder grimaced and sniffed. "Damn! My
steak!" Strange peope in his apartment darted back
and forth before his blurry eyes. "Dookie!" He
b'inked in utter amazement. "Paddy!" he shouted.
"How the did you get here?" Flabbergasted
tenants backed out of DooWie's apartment as he
gathered Mrs. Leonard De'Compte into his arms.
"Oh, Dookie, you're not burnt?" The next morning
Dookie had breakfast with Paddy in her apartment.
She cooked it. "Oh, Dookie, Leo was so mean to
me. And he wasn't any actor. He couldn't land in
Hollywood, so we came here. And I'll be glad when
this divorce sets me free." But Dookie had his story
to tell, what a failure he had been since Paddy went
off. Failure? Dookie couldn't be a failure! Smugs
woofing vigorously approved of Paddy's choice and
wisely overlooked all this talk about Dookie's getting
that scalaw-ig's remains. Weren't the remains most
precious? Of course they were. And Dookie landed
a big engineering job, Paddy got her divorce, and as
the newdyweds travelled back near home where Dookie
was to work as branch engineer. Smugs wagged his
long tail approvingly.
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COMING UP FAST-with such pictures

as TAXI, WEEK END MARRIAGE
and now LIFE BEGINS to her credit,

Loretta Young, Warner Bros, star, is

having a banner year.

^
(Copyrisht 1932) %
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PRISONER OF LOVE

Mary M. Lee File No. 7426

MARCHING with more than 300,000 men, Sulei-

man the Magnificent, Sultan of Turkey, refus-

es to recognize any opposition as he seeks to

extend the vast dominion of the Crescent to the west-

ern seas. With the Sultan's gorgeous retinue rides

Ydrissa, the dancing girl whose beauty is far famed.

Reclining on silken cushions in her palanquin, Ydris-

sa's slumbrous eyes speak of a love not yet given to

man. Ydrissa waits.

In a narrow mountain pass, Federich, wandering
soldier of fortune, sits in the embrasure of a wall

overlooking the square. He is not unaware of the ad-

miration won from passing girls and as one, bolder

than the rest, tosses a flower up to him, he brushes

it with his lips and thrusts the stem beneath a buckle

on his shoulder. Suddenly the sun disappears behind

a cloud. Rain falls and into the square rides a white

-

faced courier crying that Suleitnari. Sultan of Turkey
is advancing upon Austria. Federich works with fev-

erish haste that night. In wavering torchUght towns-
people provision for the seige. Only 800 soldiers to

bar the way of the relentless Sultan! While steadily

progressing the troops of the Sultan come. In sight

of Guntz, Suleiman gives the fortress a casual glance,

a careless order, and an advance guard is sent to take

the town and march on. It is found necessary to send

for additional troops. The Sultan's interest is aroused.

Battalion after battalion is sent into action until the

entire Turkish army rages and thunders before the

walls. Night falls. The fighting ceases and Federich

makes the rounds, cheers the soldiers and gives sug-
gestions. Outside the walls, Suleiman frowns darkly.

Never has he met such opposition. Ydrissa, the danc-

ing girl enters, still the Sultan frowns. Y'drissa rises,

begins her sinuous, graceful dance, and as Suleiman
watches he flings her a carved chain set with rubies.

Each day the battle rages, while Federich seems to

be everywhere. Each night he cares for the wound-
ed; while Ydrissa dances before the Sultan. Two
weeks pass. Federich begs leave to summon aid, and
spurring his horse almost into the Turkish troops,

Federich escapes while futile shots cut the air. Hag-
gard, dust-covered, Federich hoarsely tells of the

plight of the little town before he falls unconscious.
A grea-t army marches to the rescue. Suleiman is at

his wit's end and hearing of the approach of re-in-

forcements, under cover of night the Sultan makes a
stealthy retreat. In such haste does the Sultan move
that some of his officers are ignorant of his plans.

Behind him sleeps a segment of his army. When
morning comes, this forgotten remnant awakes to find

itself surrounded by the Austrian army. Y'drissa,

wrapped in a long robe, walks with the men to the

open space before the walls. There Feder'ch sees her
among the other captives and his eyes are irresistibly

drawn to the figure of the dancer whose heavy veil

cannot hide her beauty. Doomed to death or impris-
onment, the Turkish prisoners begin their march west-
ward, while Federich is rewarded by a commission in

the royal guard. He begs, instead, a request and asks
that he may choose one of the prisoners.

Ignoring ridicule, Federich leads forth Y^drissa to a
humble cottage where these two people who have giv-

en up coveted berths find happiness together. Y'driss:i

sings as she tends the pigs and chickens and Feder-
ich whistles merrily polishing swords in the embras-
ure of the wall.

However, in the crowd wa"s Joe Cook, dismissed by

Boss Marcy in favor of Bill, and Joe's hand clutched

an automatic. The crowd roared as John Sheridan,

puzzled by the demonstration read one of the accusa-

tory circulars thrust under his nose. Just then, Joe

caught sight of Bill, and raised the revolver. Some-
one brushed his hand and pandemonium broke loose

as the deflected bullet lodged in the shoulder of John

Sheridan. A self-appointed leader shouted that dodge

wouldn't work, but Bill was at his brother's side. All

thoughts of revenge were fled. Suddenly Bill was fac-

ing the mob crying John was innocent, and placing

the blame on iMarcy. The crowd jeered but Bill had

Marcy's signed statement to the printer, and the con-

tractors were denying thev signed the statement. The
crowd's roar changed to "Get Marcy!" and Bill went

in to his brother and Harriet.

OTHER PEOPLE'S CHILDREN

Ricardo File No. 7471

POLITICAL PAWNS
Emile John Cavanagh File No. 7553

BLIND with rage. Bill Sheridan confronted his

brother lohn, president of the Dellroy Civic

League. Didn't he see his brother with Harriet?
Hadn't John stepped out of that triangle when Har-
riet promised to marry him? And John's refusal to

explain was proof enough that their secret meeting
was exactly what it seemed. He was through with
both of them. Harriet's explanation that she had
come to John's apartment to beg him not to give Bill

that political job lest holding a sinecure. Bill slip

back again into his old ways, was derisively greeted
by the enraged Bill. He was through.
Boss Marcy for all his four feet six inches of height

was an excellent psychologist. He had to be to get
where he was—the power behind Dellroy's political

machinery. Not the power that the law recognized,
but to him gravitated the lion's portion of the civic

spoils. And Marcy had been looking for months for

some entree to the Dellroy Civic League. Now, slip-

ping up behind the sullen Bill, Marcy injected sym-
pathy into the works. And Bill, man that he was,
fell for the line. Hadn't his brother knocked him
down when he said that rotten thing about Harriet?
It iras rotten, he admitted, but hadn't John knocked
him down? He'd show him. And so Bill had secretly

joined forces with Marcy and in the past three months
had proved himself invaluable to the unscrupulous
boss. He was showing his brother and incidentally

winning the enmity of Joe Cook, jealous of the new-
comer's success. Joe was trying to turn Marcy against
Bill but when, with a show of misgivings, Bill warned
Marcy that the Civic League had the Boss dead to

rights on the last three big jobs, Bill's position was
cemented. John, said Bill, was taking all the incrim-

inating data down to the District Attorney's office in

the morning. Galvanized into action, Marey pulled an
unwilling printer out of bed and by seven the next
morning circulars were being distributed by the

thousands stirring the public to action against John
Sheridan, the Biggest Grafter in town. He, pro-

claimed the circulars, got a cut out of every public

work, and the statement was signed by four contrac-

tors. The ballyhoo that accompanied the distribution

aroused the citizens and as planned they gathered at

John's house where skilled orators flayed them to a

fever pitch of civic zeal.

HER arms laden with bundles, Anita Goldman be-

comes so interested in a street brawl that she

bumps into Jack Pohn, and her groceries are

scattered. Both apologize profusely as they pick up

the packages and Jack escorts her home. It is a case

of love at first sight, but when her parents discover

the affair they raise an outcry for Jack is a well

known outlaw. However, he comes to the home of

her parents and promises to take Anita to America

and there reform, and they, frightened by what ap-

pears to be the outhne of a gun in his pocket, con-

sent, much against their own wills.

For five years Anita and Jack are happy in a little

Y'orkville apartment, and when they discover that

Anita is to have a child. Jack is so happy that he ar-

ranges to send for his wife's sister as a surprise. But

Olga arrives only a week before her sister dies giving

birth to her baby, Helen. Jack's grief is pitiful and

blaming the baby for robbing him of the only thing

he has ever loved, he seizes the child and rushes to

the dock. Olga only half divining his purpose rushes

after him and snatches the child from the distracted

father. For days Jack wanders through the street

crying there is no such thing as a God and then takes

the first boat back to Russia and crime. Meanwhile,

Olga is left destitute in a strange land with a baby.

Fortunately, her talent for designing is discovered

and she is soon comfortably providing for the child.

Two years pass and Jack finds crime has lost its

savor. He conceives a longing for his child and re-

turning to the states conducts a long search until he

locates Olga and little Helen, who to his delight, re-

sembles his beloved Anita. He becomes a regular

caller until he falls in love with his wife's sister and

asks her to marry him. Dismayed, Olga has never

thought of Jack in this light, but her promise that

she would take care of her dead sister's child seems

to bind her, and giving up her current admirer, Olga
becomes Jack's wife, and he, in love again, brings her

whole family from Russia to attend the wedding.

The marriage is, strangely enough, ideal, and in a

short while. Olga presents her husband with a Httle

boy. Every evening Jack rushes home from work to

heip Olga bathe the children and the years roll by.

When Nat is two and Helen five, Olga invites her

mother to dinner on Mother's Day, and Helen's

grandmother takes her on her lap and while looking

at Anita's picture, tears come into the old woman's
eyes. The child is inquisitive and the well-meaning

grandparent tells little Helen that Olga isn't her real

mother, her mother is dead. Olga coming in from

the kitchen hears this, and hysterically she explains

that she never intended that the child should ever

know. And as she seeks to embrace the weeping

child, Helen withdraws from the caress. As the years

roll on Helen hates her foster mother more, believ-

ing Olga is usurping her mother's place. Cruelly,

Helen complains to the neighbors and Olga's health

as well as her spirit is broken. Helen now beautiful

at eighteen, is called to task by her father and he

tells how Olga sacrificed her whole life for her. Beg-

ging forgiveness for being so ungrateful, Helen brings

tears of joy to Olga's eyes. Jack tenderly brushes

them away, and through Helen's tender nursing. Olga

quickly recovers and happiness once more reigns.

DEAR PEDANT
Martha R. Gates File No. 7424

DISPATCHED by his irrepressible brother-in-

law, Ted, to vacation in a ramshackle old place

at the foot of Lake Wahwahtahsee, lest with all

his teaching at the "U" he become a petrified old

fogy before he's thirtv-five. Professor John Hurly

Smith looks about in dismay at the dusty crumbly

house in which he is supposed to live. That night,

sighingly returning with the evening paper, he is

amazed to see lights in the house, and he cautiously

enters to discover a very pert young person elbow

deep in his dishpan. Nor can protests shake the de-

termination of Miss Minerva Leigh to remain. She

has already, she admits, wired Ted that she is here

and with one—no, two hundred dollars, she can make
this place livable. Impossible as her task is, when
Smith returns the next dav from the hotel at which

he has spent the night, he finds an incredibly delight-

ful home has been furnished. Of course, she has

spent a lillle. a re'ii little more than he has given her,

and she will need a bil more, but . . .

It does not take the professor long to slip into the

habit of being cared for by this little benefactress,

and one day, perched on the arm of his chair, she

cajoles him into promising to take her to a dance.

His objections that he hasn't danced for years are

nullified by her confidence that she can easily teach

him, and as she demonstrates this she falls onto his

lap just as the grocery boy enters. His sheepish,

"Mrs ..." is corrected by Minerva's assertion that
she is not the professor's wife, and by Smith's hasty
amendment that the young lady is his daughter. And
that night at the dance, it is Minerva who informs
one of the professor's startled seniors, that Smith is

her Daddy. "Daddy", however, spends painful hours
waiting for Minerva's return from her dates with
the senior, and his heart skips a beat as he asks if

he may congratulate her when she tells him Jim pro-
posed. Just before she flees, she says, "Y^ou may, I

refused him." The next morning a note explains she
is an imposter sent by Ted. That she refused Jim's
ofifer because she has been in love with someone for

years. It is that last that malics Smith decide to de-
part since his love is hopeless. But as he looks for

paper to write her a note he finds that she has been
practicing writing Mrs. John Hurly Smith. A ring
at the doorbell sends him flying down the stairs. But
his caller is not Minerva, but, in fact. Dean "Vincent
L. Graham and his ever watchful spouse. Exclama-
tions over the "romantic" place give way to the ex-
planation that a promising young instructor has been
engaged to supplant Smith. At this moment, a long
whistle announces a soggy Minerva, who explains
gaily that she fell into the lake. The professor's
lame explanation that this is his wife, is enthusiastic-
ally picked up by Minerva who vanishes, soon to re-
turn in a pink and white pinafore. It is Minerva
who wrings from the Dean the conclusion of his busi-
ness—that he has come to offer Smith the position
of Head of the Economics Department, and Minerva
who confidently explains that her uncle, trustee of
another college, is offering her husband a Chair. On-
ly after Minerva has accepted a five hundred dollar
increase in her husband's salary, does Smith regain
his breath. But later, she informs him she hates him,
that it isn't true he has loved her from the moment
he met her, why he never even noticed her in his
classes while she was expiring for love of him. But
at length, sniffle and all, she cuddles in his arms.

THE IMPERFECT MADONNA
Dorota Halina Balkowska File No. 749Z

TO escape the nunnery to which she is being sent
by a stern and religious cousin, Henya sells her
cherished family heirlooms and flees toward

Vienna.
That night four gay Austrian military officers sit

in their compartment and over their cards and cham-
pagne taunt Franz on his latest conquest. He yawns
and starts up the aisle for some air. A jerk of the
train and he is thrown against. Kenya's door and into
her compartment, and as she stands prepared to re-
tire for the night, he is dashed into her arms. Franz
holds her a moment, looks deeply into her eyes, and
she immediately releases herself. The officer looks
upon her, draws upon a cigarette, then hastily throw-
ing it away he seizes her in a mad embrace. Henya
attempts to repulse him. then yields to his caresses
as if her strength has left her.
The next morning, Franz enters his compartment

somewhat guiltily. Again exclamations from the of-

ficers and his discomfiture as Rudolph ventures to re-

produce Franz' offer to protect one "much too young
and beautiful to be safe alone in Vienna". The train
arrives in Vienna and Franz is dismayed by the real-
ization that he has missed the girl in the crowd and
he knows neither her name nor address. While Franz'
social activities continue as frivolously as ever, Henya
finds her resources nearly exhausted and in despera -

tion takes a job in a sausage shop. There she is

discovered by Rudolph who buys sausages daily hence-
forth and soon strikes up a great friendship with
Henya only to discover that she longs for a captain
she met on the way to Vienna. Surmising that it is

Franz, Rudolph purchases extremely feminine sta-

tionary and disguising his hand he writes a note to
Franz purporting to have come from Henya. Thus
the young lovers are reunited and Rudolph's friendship
with Henya continues albeit he begs that it be kept
secret. Once, however, Franz is dining with a woman
companion, and when he catches sight of his friend
Rudolph walking with Henya, he jealously suspects a
liason. He rushes to Henya's house and they are
embracing each other when Rudolph enters laden with
packages. Franz misunderstands and dashes out leav-

ing Rudolph to speculate as he eats the delicatessan
he has brought, how strange it is that we always love

those who don't love us. The day the regiment leaves
for Tyrol, Henya stands tearfully apart as Franz, on
the train steps kisses a brunette and even Rudolph
embraces a lady. Then, alone, Henya ceases caring
what becomes of her and she accepts jewels, cars,
apartments from admirers until, surfeited she returns
to Vienna where once she had been so happy with
Franz.

In Tyrol, Rudolph is wounded and dying, he con-
vinces Franz that Henya loved only the captain.
Franz promises to return to Vienna to find her. Sit- .

ting sadly alone, smokmg in his train compartment,
the train jerks and Henya is thrown into his com-
partment. Stunned, he recalls their first meeting, and
as Henya's tears fall, she explains they are souvenirs
of that event. He holds her tightly in his arms.

SONS OF STRIFE

Edward Jasen File No. 7516

ttttHITEY CONNER was troubled. He was re-

Yy/ turning from the "Club Frolic"'. Helena had
been having trouble with Benelli again. God,

how he hated that man! He could cheerfully wring
that bull neck of his. Whitey grinned. Fat chance
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he'd have getting Benelli into a square fight. That
man bristled with his bodyguard. Even Kaylor was
afraid of him. Kaylor, big racketeer, his gang lead-
er. Why had he ever gotten mixed up with the gang?
Hadn't Helene begged him to quit tonight again?
Quit! If he only could. But once in the racket only
death could get you out. Poor kid. She knew i'

Wouldn't marry him, though. Said she didn't want
to marry a corpse. And she was right. He'd never
killed a man. About the only thing he hadn't done.
Passing the crippled newsboy now. "Hey, Whitey,

Kaylor wants to see you." Kaylor. He had to go.
Wish he never got into the racket. God! In Kaylor's
headquarters. Whitey listened stunned to what the
leader was saying. Kill Benelli? He? He was no
killer. He was only a box man. There were plenty
of men who would torpedo Benelli. Why ask him?
Kaylor's answer was grim. You heard. Sure, Whitey
knew what happened to those who disobeyed orders—
Rosetti, Prance, and Thomas, and Horn. Others too.
But he couldn't kill a man in cold blood even if the
man were Benelli. Besides Benelli's men would get
him immediately. And if he didn't carry out orders,
Kaylor's men would riddle him. No escape. Benelli
had four hours more to live. The thought sickened
Whitey. He was going to kill a man in cold blood.
It was growing dark now. Whitey left his coffee un-
tasted in the Quick Lunch, called up Helene. "Did
you tell Kaylor you were quitting?" Whitey swore
softly. "No, don't come up." Hours to kill. Whitey
sought surcease in a movie house. In the darkness
the gleaming buttons of the usher's uniform looked
hke the muzzle of a gat. He got out—fast. Called
Helene again. She was angry now. "Quit the racket
and you can come up. You're yellow." Yellow? It

wasn't that, or was it? Either way was certain
death. He knew why Kaylor wanted him for the job,
he wanted to get another hold on him. He'd tell Kaylor
he was through. Let them kill him. He walked reso-
lutely toward the "Club Frolic". Kaylor would be
there to establish an alibi. Suddenly the drone of the
street was riddled by staccato sounds. They were
shooting in the "Club Frolic". Shouts. Police whis-
tles. He prepared his speech. A tough ran up to
him. "Hey, Whitey, Hell's to pay. Benelli and Kay-
lor were both rubbed out just now. The gang's bust-
ed up. Scram." Dazed, Whitey walked toward Hel-
ene's. "What did I tell you?" "It's all right, kid.
I'm out now." "Whitey!" "Yeah, the gang's busted
up. But this place is no good. How about that farm
you were talking about. Do you still want to go?"
"Whitey, you mean it? No more—nothing. Just us."
Taking her into his arms. He was a free man "now.
"Yeah, kid, just us."

LOVELESS MILLIONS
Mrs. Mabel Preston File No. 7405

IDLY fingering the few ties lying on the display
counter of this famous men's haberdashery. James
E. Stone, millionaire banker, watches carefully the

movements of Joan Grey, a petite blonde salesgirl. He
marvels at her fresh beauty and the admiration mir-
rored in his eyes will take no discouragement. With
the assistance of the manager, he negotiates a re-
spectable introduction. Listening to his continental
flattery, Joan thrills to his pretty speeches and gra-
ciously accepts his invitation to dinner. Simply clad
in a clinging white gown, Joan radiates feminine love-
liness to her handsome escort. Too true, they seem
the ideal couple in the fashionable crowd that frequents
the Casino. Unable to keep Joan out of his mind, the
willful bachelor desires to throw his freedom to the
winds and get married. Showered by attentions in the
form of flowers, parties, and expensive gifts, Joan ap-
preciatively consents to marry the glamorous James,
unaware of his real nature. An extensive honeymoon
abroad climaxes this glittering courtship.
However, it does not take long for the honorable

James to fall back into his old habits of selfishness,
once he returns to his old residence. It is then that
Joan realizes why he has been single so long. His
women equals in society have been able to see through
his outer shell far better than the inexperienced loan.
LInable to endure his brutality and selfishness" any
longer, Joan leaves and returns home. Missing the
youth and life in her spirit, James follows her and
pleads with her to return but in vain. Joan is the
wiser girl now for her marital experience. At home
and alone, she misses the activity of the whirling
'four hundred' and when the bell rings, rushes to the
door. Surprised and a bit embarrassed, she welcomes
a former sweetheart, William White, who has been
traveling for several years and has not heard that she
is married. Having always had the utmost confidence
in Billy's philosophy, Joan confesses the whole story,
tears streaming down her face. Billy hesitates upon
advising her to secure a divorce for what can she do
against the cold Stone millions?
Extra! Extra! Joan hears the excited cries of the

newsboys. Barely curious she purchases a paper.
Scannmg the headlines carelessly at first, she sud-
denly buries her nose deep in the paper. To her as-
tonishment, she learns that Stone's bank has failed
and that to avoid financial embarrassment as well as
the humiliation of extreme poverty, he has committed
suicide. Despite the fact that by this crash she has
lost a husband and a fortune, she seems strangely re-
lieved. Fate has made it so easy for her now; she no
longer has to worry about Stone and his millions. A
few days after this front-page news, Billy casually
drops into the Grey home. Hungry for the sight of
a dear friend, Joan excitedly tells him everything,
which is more than either have hoped for. Crushing
her in his arms, he smothers her. with kisses while he
whispers a question in her ear. Finding words diffl-
cult, she nods her head in eager acceptance, and plants
a hearty kiss square upon his lips. Happy as two
larks, they talk on far into the night, planning a life
of love and companionship.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
Milo H. Ega File No. 7274

FLAGS and banners flying, the crowd watches the
last three minutes of play in the Harvard- Yale
wame. The score is tied. Wait ... a 'sub' is sent

in and smashing through the line he succeeds in mak-
ing a touchdown for Harvard. Amid the shouting and
the cheers. Bill, the manager of the team, and Vern,
the star of today's game, discuss their plans for the
future. Lounging in their room, they recall their
happy years together. This is the day when these
two, who have been inseparable for years, must
choose a life career. Vern decides to go west while
Bill prefers the east. Making a peculiar wager, that
at the end of three years they shall meet and whoever
has the more money will spit with the other so both
have an equal amount, they shake hands. Suddenly
the door opens and in rushes Glenna, the girl they
both love, and the Doctor Muir, who enthusiastically
congratulate both on the splendid performance and
regret that it is their last. With a sad smile Bill an-
nounces that this will have to be a victory and fare-
well party, since Vern is leaving on the morrow for
the wild and lonely west. Glenna faints at this news,
but revives with a splitting headache. Unable to de-
cide who shall go to the store for aspirins, both the
Doctor and Bill go. Left alone with Vern, Glenna
confesses that she loves him as much as she loves
Bill and that she can not bear to part with either.
Vern admits that he has loved her since he set eyes
on her. Having but enjoyed this grand love for a few
minutes, he Hstens to Bill tell of the wonderful girl
he has met and the girl is Glenna. Therefore it is

best for them to part now. Bursting into the room
with the aspirin tablets. Bill asks if Glenna is better.
Scanning the newspaper, Vern notes that he must
leave immediately in order to get a tract of land he
has planned for. After his departure, Bill confesses
that he has fought his love for her in vain. Realizing
that Vern is in love with her, he tries to be indiffer-
ent. Glenna tells him that Vern has sacrificed his
love for the sake of his beloved chum and that is why
he has gone west, to make it easier.
They wait a year for Vern to return and then they

marry. It is exactly three years now since Verne left.

Bill and Glenna are discussing the war. Glenna hates
to give him up to no man's land where eyes are
straining from every tree and crevice to get one sight
of him and then take him away forever. Suddenly the
Doctor walks in with a telegram. Vern is coming
east. Perhaps he, too, has joined the army? With
an excited whoop, Vern strides into the room. Hur-
riedly telling them all his adventures of the past three
years, he admits he has enhsted. With a cry of de-
light, Glenna hopes they'll be together Pals in
childhood, pals in school, pals in love, and now—pals
in war! Recalling their wager, Vern states that he
has left everything to Glenna in case anything hap-
pens since dividing it will be useless until they re-
turn, if they do. The bugle calls the enlisted to war
and bravely fighting to hold back the tears, Glenna
gives each a farewell kiss.
Glenna sits on the sofa, sewing baby clothes. With

photos of Bill and Vern in front of her she muses. The
war is over and Bill hasn't returned. Would that she
could have buried him decently here instead of not
knowing where his last remains would rest. Sighing
for Bill yet relieved that God had solved her problem
for her, she is now happily married to Vern. Sud-
denly the phone rings. Answering it, Vern is shocked
to hear that Bill has been found, his mind a blank
caused by a blow on the head. Agreeing to care for
him, but keeping their marriage a secret, they hurry
to see Bill. LTpon their entrance Bill talks incessant-
ly of Vern and Glenna although he does not recognize
them. A roar of thunder and a flash of lightning
arouses Bill who throws himself through the window,
landing on his head. The fall restores his memory,
and he is happy to be home once again. As he stands
by the window reminiscing, a crash of lightning comes
through the broken window and with a horrible cry
he sinks to the floor. Fate has again solved Glenna'"s
problem. Grieved by the death of the beloved Bill.
Glenna and Vern comfort each other with thoughts of
his happiness in the hereafter and their happiness
here. With a reverent kiss, they thank the Divine
Providence for their joy.

CHILD OF SCANDAL
Grace and Roy Haardt File No. 7419

ON New Year's Eve the young couples slip away
from the Commanding General's formal recep-
tion for a gay party at a club near the army

post. The plentiful supply of liquor revives old songs
of reminiscence and mild ribaldry in some, exotic danc-
ing in others, but for Betty Gordon and Phil Hawkins
it means stolen kisses. When they learn that Betty's
husband, Bruce, is missing with Dot whose amorous
proclivities are under public discussion, the two ren-
dezvous in Phil's car. Half surprised at herself Betty
accepts Phil's kisses freely. She had been in love
with him, although long engaged to Bruce, when her
father, thought to be dying after an accident, induced
her to marry Bruce, who wanted her even though he
knew she did not wholly love him. Until tonight she
had given army scandal mongers no excuse, in spite
of Phil's frequent advances. Tonight, however, is
strangely different. Drawing an auto robe about
Betty's shoulder, Phil starts the motor of his car.
Expertly driving with his left hand, he hold her in an
embrace so tight she cannot breathe. Again their lips
meet in an endless caress and Betty whispers that this
IS what she has always wanted but dared not admit.
Phil's answer is startling in its curtness. In his ad-
mission that he loves her too well, Betty sees that she
has been repulsed and her femininity seems outraged.

Together they drink, silently, sullenly, and when
Betty's arms encircle Phil's neck she feels him shud-
der, hears him whisper, "You're too beautiful, soft,

When Betty comes to, Phil is shaking her as the
car lurches crazily up the drive. Within Tubby Schroe-
der manages to aid them to conceal their escapade
from Bruce though not from many others. And even
Bruce who had been searching for Betty for hours,
knows that she has passed out. But when he sees
her he is all tenderness, his concern having been only
for her safety. The Post puts its stamp of disap-
proval on Betty's conduct in the ensuing weeks. Phil
is abruptly ordered away before Betty can see hjn
alone, but Bruce is unsuspecting although the Gor-
dons are, for the first time omitted from invitation
lists. Only Dot and her husband, likeable youngsters
whose sponging on the wealth of the Gordon's is no-
torious, remain faithful, and it is Dot who explains
that Betty's sin has been steahng the most eligible
bachelor, more serious to jealous matrons than the
moral breach. The discovery that Betty is to have a
child sets gossip to reckoning how many months it is

since New Year's Eve. And Betty praying that the
child is Bruce's, not Phil's, is shaky. Bruce's con-
fidence that the child will bring them closer together
is intolerably touching. Then comes the day when !

Betty, watching Bruce in a crack polo match, faints as
he is struck on the head with a mallet. Bruce is ;

rushed to the hospital for a dangerous operation and :

the surgeon predicts that even if he lives any shock :m months to come may endanger his sanity. Betty
bears her ordeal so bravely that when her baby boy,
the image of herself, is born, the admiration of the
hospital staff is communicated to the whole post and
she is a heroine to everyone but herself. Her own
doubts rem'ain.
One day when Bruce has returned to work, Phil

calls unexpectedly. Betty playing with the baby,
greets him with mixed emotions. Finally, with a face
from which every vestige of color has been drained
she inquires if the child Shocked Phil assures her
that he loved her too well then, as now, to let his love
destroy them. That night they necked violently and I

when she fell asleep he sat there holding her until I

he had to drive back to the club. He has come now, .

knowing how she feels about Bruce, to say goodbye '.

to them both.

THE REDEEMING SACRIFICE

Sam C. Brissie File No. 7417

AT the death of her father, Meredith Jordan finds
herself with just as great social position but
somehow the assets of the estate have been

consumed by outstanding debts. Then, one evening,
she meets Larry Phillips, once the poorest of her in-
numerable suitors. In short order, Larry is again re-
fused and has explained frankly that his recent af-
fluence is due to the kidnapping racket. Meredith is
shocked by his invitation to join up with him, and
despite his explanations that the children are unharmed
and the only thing to be considered is the large finan-
cial returns, Meredith remains unimpressed. But it

Larry has failed, he has not given up the idea. Ac-
cordingly, one night Meredith returns from a dance
and discovers a sleeping child in her bed with a note
explaining that the child has been kidnapped; Larry
wdl see her in the morning. Distressed, Meredith
reahze.s that she can never prove she had nothing to
do with this, and she determines to tell March, the
one servant who has remained since the days of her
wealth, that the child has been left for the day by a
friend. That day, Larry explains that he was afraid
of detection and left it with her because he knew she
vvouIq never be suspected. It's easy, isn't it? The
child IS returned, and Larry leaves a protesting Mere-
dith with a roll of banknotes for her help. Meredith
refuses to touch the money but gradually pressing
bills cause ner to "borrow" from the sum.
Now, it is not so difficult to convince Meredith that

all she has to do is note the means of access to the
homes to which she is invited. She is promised that
no harm will ever come to the children. Durin=- a
party at the Ramsay home, Meredith dances and
sings for the guests while she knows the baby is be-
ing stolen, and her gaiety is forced and painful. Ex-
hausted by her experience, she tells Larry she w'U
never again be involved, but now he has a hold on
her. And after all the child is returned none the
worse for his experience. When the excitement at-
tending the return of the child has subsided, Larry
plans a second kidnapping, of Harvey MacDonald, 111.
the child s father is returning from Europe where he
has gone to forget the tragic death of his wife. Since
his inheritance of his father's position, Harvey is one
of the wealthiest young men in New York, and he is
guest of honor at a large function. Since her own fa-
ther has been a friend of the oldest MacDonald,
Meredith has small difficulty in gaining Harvey's at-
tention, and as for holding it, her charm is more
than sufficient. When an attractive woman deHberate-
ly sets out to fascinate a man who has been secluded
from society for many months, the man is defenceless,
and Meredith's greatest attraction is her never-faihng
interest in Harvey's adored youngster. Lad From
Larry's point of view, Meredith is progressing fa-
mously, but if Harvey is falling in love, Meredith's
eager response is not entirely simulated either, and
shortly she is informing Larry she is through.
VVhereupon he accuses her of double-crossing him, and
threatens to expose her connection with the former
case. Meredith realizes that he dare not do this, and
leaves. A short time later. Lad is kidnapped. Mere-
dith is frantic, but Larry informs her if she tells the
police the child will be killed, and unless she accedes
to Larry's demand that she come with him, the baby
will never be returned. Vain are her pleas and finally
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she promises. But Harvey throws his wealth behind

the search. The kidnappers are caught before Larry

can carry out his plans, and Meredith, Harvey, and

Lad are reunited.

HORSEPLAY
John Halensley FUe No. 7453

ONE evening in late autumn, a gi-oup of Princeton
sophomores recline comfortably in various non-
chalant poses around Charlie Palmer's rooms;

enjoying the warmth of Charlie's fireplace, smoking
Charlie's cigarettes, and imbibing Charlie's excellent

wine. Although they pan him in his absence, they ad-

mit they have never been able to disprove any of

Charlie's obviously fictive experiences, and Charlie

remains the class's champion bull-thrower . . .

With a breezy greeting, Charles Randolph Palmer,
the intensely Hkeable, boastful, aristocrat, assumes
his usual talking posture near the mantlepiece. Switch-
ing from a critical discussion of Greta Garbo, Charlie

rambles on about horses and their immense value ^o

the human race. In the midst of this equine discourse,

Jack Werling interrupts with a reminder that as part

of the artillery course they must ride twice a week
now that football season's over. Some of the indolent

crowd think they see a wince of disappointment cross

even Charlie's good-natured face. But Charlie whose
vast respect for the most gentle of horses is only ex-

ceeded by his disgust for this compulsive artillery

riding, continues undaunted with rare anecdotes where-
in horses play very startling parts in his life. Finally,

upon his dramatic recital of a race with a full-blooded

Indian across a twenty -five mile straightaway, he

heaves a heart-rending sign as he explains that ths

Indian's horse never finished having dropped dead due
to the terrific pace he, Charlie, had set.

Eager to call Charlie's bluff, suspicious Shrimp Heiu-
inway, the Class's most practical joker, coyly arranges
to have Charlie ride Bessie—a seemingly docile yet

extraordinarily active roan mare. Charlie is aware oi

a sly exchange of glances as they line up; but forgets

all in the agonizing ride that follows. It is a particu-

larly hard one; the army officer in the lead, becoming
like one inspired as they pass the home of his lady

love, sets a terrific pace. Contrary to the hopes of

the cursing pseudo funsters (who had planned to

watch Charlie and Bess take a certain jump) they
take a different course than usual, and .-.tU find the

ride a most difficult one.

Suddenly the rider ahead makes an abrupt turn!

An ugly, dangerous tree looms up in front of Charlie!

As his mount soars gracefully over the sinister ob-

stacle, and Charlie desperately clings on, he realizes,

with the acuteness of a drowning man, that he's rid-

ing, not merely an ordinary horse—but a '

'' " c ''

Immediately he sees through those sly glances;

through that guileful, persuasive, so-and-so "Shrimp"!
. . . Somehow he manages to stay on. Then, non-
chalantly leaning over, he administers a loud con-

gratulatory whack to Bessie's perspiring neck—as

though he'd actually ixle •riel the jump; and trium-
phantly canters back to the stable, leaving the glum
funsters to suppose that Charlie 's a great rider,

after all! That maybe e cr, thing Charlie says is

gospel truth! That night (in his usual mantlepiece
posture) bland, genial, Charlie entertains his weary,
unusually credulous guests with a long series of horsy
anecdotes; beginning with the one about "these full-

blooded Indians, having so much faith in my genuine
ability as a horseman, actually formed a liuma'i bar-

rier and asked me if I wouldn't " And so on, far

into the night . . .

RESTLESS YOUTH
Jack Davis File No. 7406

LIFE for Jack Brown is an endless series of free

love discussions and rejection slips from pub-
lishers. It's rather discouraging, he thinks, that

is, the rejection slips, and there doesn't seem to be
any reason why. His work reveals definite talent, of

that he is certain. And even Mary Blane discerns an
unusual quality in his writing, and Mary is a harsh
critic. In fact Mary is his most constant critic, com-
panion, and in a manner of speaking, fiancee. Not
beautiful, she is magnificently witty and like Jack a

thorough -going dilettante. There is no topic too

sacred for satirical discussion, and no phase of life

with which these two young people are not surfeited.

Perhaps the most precious butt of their conversational
fire is marriage. Plebian, makeshift, is Mary's sum-
mation. But sometimes Jack wonders if it wasn't the
unhappy home life of her parents which has made
her so bitter. Meanwhile Jack's work continues to be
returned as unavailable, and he and Mary discuss free

love.

The arrival of Dick West. Jack's fraternity brother
from Buffalo, is not in itself a complete respite from
the recurrent boredom. Fortunately Dick is sufficient-

ly patrician in his tastes to accede to the substitu-

tion of a round of the musical shows in preference to

the time-honored visits to aquariums, museums and
Grant's tomb. But Dick's insistence, that Jack re-

turn with him to Buffalo for a while is responsible for

a great change. For one thing Dick has two sisters.

And Jane West is a new experience for Jack. Naivete
and poise, he should have said the combination was
impossible. But here it is, and when Jack begins to

think of. Jane in terms of gingham aprons and babies,

he flees back to New York—to tell Mary and write

his feeling into a story. For once, he is annoyed
with Mary's sophistries. What if he does believe she
is untouched? For the first time, Jack is too busy

writing to go to a week-end party with Mary. Then
Jane comes to New York, and Jack brings her to

Eleanor's home. Supported by a theatrical producer,
Eleanor's present quarters might be a set by Joseph
Urban. Overlooking the ocean, this home becomes a
retreat for young artists and writers, and another
guest doesn't seem to make much difference. But
Jane doesn't belong. Jack perceives that immediately,
and he doesn't exactly understand until he realizes

that Mary has been baiting her. About two in the

morning Mary shouts something about a moonlight
swim, but it is only taken up by a few of the guests.

Suddenly, Jack misses Jane, and when he discovers
that Mary has pushed her into the water and is shout-
ing, "See. She can't drown, she can't drown." he
feels a fury he didn't believe himself capable of. Jane,
rescued, is a good sport, but Jack is thoughtful. Mary,
these others, are just spectators. Life doesn't touch
them. No wonder not one of them has turned out a
decent picture, written anything significant. They
shrink from living and bleat specious phrases. Jane
suddenly becomes very important to Jack. But when
he tells her, she shakes her head. "No, Jack, you
could never be happy. It would mean no excitement.
Small town life, babies, taxes. You could never write."
And Jack with a conviction new to him says, "That's
just it, life!" And Jane and Jack are married, and
Jack's book, strangely enough sells, and in it is the

reiterated finding that the secret of life is, after all,

living.

A GOOD SORT
Dickson Dowling File No. 7418

THE feeling that he is a man of some importance
in town is for Otto Heller something to mull
over and enjoy like a glass of good beer. In

ten years he has translated himself from an almost
unknown nonentity in the affairs of his Lodge and the
town, into the most prominent man in it, and as he
waddles blandly to catch the 7:10, Otto swells with
pride at the warm greetings of the other commuters.
They know he can always be depended upon to help
them when they are in trouble, hasn't he always done
it?

Home from his position as bookkeeper and general
manager, Otto is made comfortable by his beaming
Frau. And. as he settles back to smoke his pipe,

shoes and coat conveniently out of sight, Fred Staub-
niiller rings the bell. Noting his visitor's nervousness.
Otto reminds him that they're Lodge brothers, that
Otto will do anything for a Fraternal brother. And
when Fred replies to Otto's heavy jocularity, "You
ain't killed somebody and hid the body?" it is to state
that it is almost as bad. He robbed his firm of five

thousand dollars—needed it for his wife's operation,
thought he could return it by playing the market.
But the market crashed today and he risks discovery
tomorrow. Otto convinces him that his thoughts of

suicide are ridiculous. JusT wait until tomorrow.
Otto will help him. Gratified by the light in his call-

er's eyes. Otto settles back to read his paper now
that Fred has gone, that appearance of desperation
lifted. Mrs. Heller inquires after Fred's business and
when Otto tells her that Fred just needs some money,
Mrs. Heller looks fondly at her husband; such a good
natured man. and Otto says he will see what he can
do about getting a job for Adolph Applenecht. It

doesn't do the boy any good to be hanging around
poolrooms.

The next morning, Otto goes to work, beaming as

usual. And at noon he settles himself in a booth that
is not quite large enough and phones Fred not to

worry, he has the money. When Otto returns to the
office, however, he finds his employer, fussy, excitable
little Huysman stalking up and down. The failing

market has endangered a big business deal and un-
less the firm's books are audited, the business will be
liquidated. Otto reddens. His refusal to allow the
books to be examined, he slowly admits, is due to be-

ing short in the accounts. Otto has taken five thou-
sand dollars. Worse vet, if the past books are

ooened other losses will be discovered. Otto is a

thief. What matter that not one cent of all the
money has been diverted to his own uses, he took
them from the firm for the pleasure of giving to others

and now he faces detection. Long hours Otto walks
in the icy sleet and when h^ finally comes home, Mrs.
Heller is distracted. "Otto, Vater! They thought
you had committed suicide." Maternallv concerned
over his health, his despair. Otto blinks as she as-

sures him he is her Otto. She isn't mad at him.
She has savings, they can mortgage the house. What
matter what happened? They can start again. Otto's

fear of what the Lodge will think, what the neighbors
will say. is scouted. They've been poor before, and
they can start all over. They have each other.

Isn't that the most important thing?

Mr

LOVE'S RENASCENCE
No. 7479

FEW girls who come to New York with soaring

hopes have Helen Lane's good fortune. And it

was all due to Jack Darwin. He had noticed

Helen as she passed him in the rooming house, and
learning from the good natured landlady that Helen
had ambitions to crash the radio gates, he had used

his influence as an announcer to get her an audition

. . . and she had made good. That was just the be-

ginning of the romance that the landlady took all the

credit for. The night Jack proposed, Helen was so

happy that she woke up Mrs. Powers and the next
morning at the breakfast table all the boarders crowd-

ed round to congratulate Helen and Jack. Two small
town people who made good in a city noted for the

few breaks it gives. And settling down in their little

apartment, Helen was content to keep house for Jack
and her hours on the radio were reserved to listening
to her husband's voice.

But a taste of success is a dangerous thing, and
after a while the quiet life began to pall on Helen.
They joined an exclusive club and there met Jerry
Smithson, playboy, and his wife Betty, whose de-
votion to her carefree husband was a matter of com-
mon discussion. From the first, Jerry was attracted
to Helen and since her husband's work is no respecter
of early hours, Jerry had incredible tales to tell

Helen just what was delaying her Jack. For a

while, Helen refused to pay any attention to them
but at length she yielded to Jerry's invitations. When
Jack learned where Helen was, he began drinking and
when she came in at four they had a bitter quarrel
and Jack dashed out of the house. The next morn-
ing Helen was penitent but Jack waited for Helen's
call, and she was listening to Jerry's explanation that
her husband had spent the night with his wife. Where-
upon, Helen left town with Jerry. And Betty realiz-

ing how hurt Jack was, tried to comfort him. A line

in a gossip column of a New York newspaper about
Jack having been seen in the company of the wife of

a well-known playboy, dissuaded Helen from her de-
termination to return to Jack, but that night when
Jerry came in, Helen told him she never wanted to

see him again—and went. The next morning she was
held for the murder of Jerry Smithson. Betty and
Jack believed her guilty but did everything to aid
her. Her story that she had been living with the
deceased, that it was true she had quarreled with him
that night, was damaging, but at the last moment a

wildeyed girl leading a five year old boy testified that
she had killed Jerry. He was the father of her child

and had been supporting her for the last few years.

When he broke with her she shot him, and reaching
into her purse presumably for a handkerchief the un-
fortunate girl swallowed poison on the witness chair.

Helen, freed, asked Jack for a divorce, presuming
that he wanted to marry Betty, but Betty convinced
Jack that his wife really loved him. Not believing it,

he asked her to stay. Crying, trying to smile, Helen
threw herself into her husband's arms and cried,

"Oh, Jack, I love you so . .
."

WILD YOUTH
Lillian Bellii FUe No. 7486

IT wasn't that Bernice was bad. Though her fa-

ther believed that. The girl loved gaiety and the
constant restrictions imposed by her unsympathetic

parent made her a bit reckless about where she found
her fun. And every boy in the crowd knew Bernice
for what she was^ a good sport but one who recog-
nized the bounds of propriety. Her mother had faith

in the girl's decency, and Bernice was not going to

let her down, not going to give her father a chance to

say, "I told you so." But sometimes it was hard.
Even the most attentive of her admirers chafed un-
der her sudden breaking of dates. Of course, it was
her father's fault. But you couldn't blame a man for

being annoyed when he had tickets for a good show,
and when he arrives for his date, is told she can't go
out to-night. Kills a man's evening, they said. And
then her father interferred once too often. Bernice
knew better than to let him know how much she was
counting on to-night's date. But her father listening

behind her door, broke in on her confidence to her
mother and announced that she was not going out.

For once. Bernice answered back and in a stormy
scene told him if he kept her in to-night, she would
leave home. She might just as well, he said, she was
only disgracing him here. That finished it. She went.

But Bernice had never worked before. She hadn't
been brought up to earn her own living and there
wasn't anything she could do. Many days she went
hungry and when James Waters, a man almost twice
her age, was kind to her, her gratitude was touching.
He patted her hand and told her she was much too
beautiful to worry about her next dollar, and as his

wife she'd have a home and money. It wasn't until

after Bernice married him that he informed her that
he had four children by a former wife. Money, a lot

of good it did her. James insisted that she take care
of the house and the children herself, and the young-
sters were enough to try the patience of anybody.
James' thoughtlessness and lack of consideration made
Bernice miserable and somehow he was disappointed in

her. The children had been bad enough before, but
now that their father was disrespectful to the "in-

truder" they became unbearable. L^nable to stand it

any longer, Bernice asked James for a divorce. "And
ruin my good name?" he said. But finally he con-
sented if she would compromise herself so he could
procure the divorce. Her husband's lawyer was dis-

tantly contemptuous. It hurt Bernice. She knew
what he was thinking. Why had she married a man
twenty years older than she in the first place? And
when the story came out in the paper, she could hear
her father asserting, "I knew she was no good."

James was guarded about the alimony. "You know,"
he said, "under the circumstances I don't have to give
you any." Repressing her indignation, she had quiet-

ly replied, "I wouldn't touch your money." That had
started Roger, her husband's lawyer thinking. Her
type usually insisted on large sums. And that in-

terest grew to admiration until acquainted with the

whole sordid story, he had found himself liking this

girl. And thus started a new love, Bernice's first.

And Roger and Bernice were a delightful young
married couple. Both had seen too much of the

other thing to long for anything but domesticity.
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EMPTY VOWS
Sareih Height Sampson File No. 7415

IF Lucille's father hadn't become too ill to keep his

position, and if she hadn't herself lost one position

after another because of the demands of her em-
ployers, Lucille should probably never have found

herself working in the Kit Kat night club. She

hated the work, hated the men whose attempted car-

esses filled her with loathing, but she had to work
somehow, and night club work was the only thing

that paid well enough to get her father the medical

treatment he needed. The earnings of her younger

brother, Joe, as bank teller were sadly insufficient.

One night, Sam Carter, a wealthy patron discovered

Lucille and from then on he made frequent visits.

Once he proposed. That is, Lucille thought he meant
marriage. And when she refused only to find that it

wasn't as a wife that he wanted her, she turned from

him. Sam threatened to report her to the manager
and when she defiantly told him to go ahead, some-

thing within him changed to admiration and a keener

desire than ever for her. Then Joe got into trouble.

There was an embezzlement and the boy was found

guilty. Lucille, terribly upset, admitted what was
troubling her to Sam, and he, surprisingly gallant,

had offered to manage her brother's freedom if she

would marry him. A visit to Joe and one look at his

desperate eyes sent her to Sam. But before he could

do anything, the actual thief, shot by the police for

an attempted bank robbery, confessed, freeing Joe.

Having given her promise, and being refused release

by Sam, Lucille went through with the marriage, one

night, the ceremony performed by a distant justice of

the peace. One night. Lucille tells her husband she is

going to have a child" He has a doctor tell her that

there is insanity in his family and advise against per-

mitting the baby to be born but Lucille refuses to

murder her unborn child and Sam, infuriated, dis-

closes that they were never legally married—a friend

of his performed the ceremony. When she cries that

she will commit suicide, Sam calmly hands her a gun,

and goaded beyond endurance, Lucille fires it at her

husband, then calls the police and tells them what

she has done. Her trial is given tremendous publicity,

and a young lawyer offers himself as her counsel.

Having fallen in love with Lucille, Attorney Donald

Rhinehart makes so stirring a defense that Lucille is

freed by the court. All through her trial, her father,

long recovered, and Jane White, the kindly widow

whom he married, stand by Lucille along with he

brother, and when the verdict is brought m it seems

as though Donald is one of the happy family. Joe ex-

claims, "Come home and help us celebrate," and Don-

ald urged by the others does. Thus starts a fine

friendship between Lucille and the man who has

saved her, and when Donald asks her to marry him,

he stifles all her "Buts" with, "But my dear, I know
everything."

LOVE RIFT

Mrs. B. McCann File No. 7494

IT
isn't as if she didn't like him, Florence reasoned,

and Charles loved her. Besides he was wealthy.

And so thinking, she married him. But it didn t

work out. At first Charles was so happy just to

know she was his, that he did everything for her,

and Florence just accepted his consideration as her

due But after a while, she began to feel that per-

haps she has wasted her life. Especially when she

discovered she was going to have a baby. Charles

was delighted, and she began to feel a bit mean and

selfish when she saw the hurt in his brown eyes as

she accepted his gifts of flowers and dehcacies with-

out comment. But wasn't she giving up her youth

for him? And then she began to notice that other

women thought a lot of Charles. He was personable,

she admitted. But the fact that she felt certain of

his continued love only seemed to prove to her that

she didn't love him. If she loved him, she thought,

she would be jealous when she saw him talking to

other women.

Then the little girl is born, and Florence softened

as she saw the reverence in Charles' eyes. His child!

But soon she was again acting as if he had ruined her

life, and she didn't even notice that Charles was
staying out more frequently than before. She might

never have realized that he was less attentive than

formerly, if Alice Grayson hadn't started sympathiz-

ing. At first Florence had been puzzled, then hurt,

then indignant as she began to feel that she was sub-

jected to public indignity. Thereafter, she was cooler

than ever to Charles while at the same time she

began to feel a bit panicky. He i"as such a dear.

But the day he told her he would be detained and she

proved bv investigation that he wasn't where he said

he would be. she decided to leave him altogether. Ac-

cordingly, she dressed the baby and boarded the train

to her mother's home. She hadn't bought a ticket at

the station lest he trace her, and she knew that if he

ever attempted to find her, he would assume that she

was at her sister's home. But as the train carried

her farther and farther from Charles, the clicking of

the wheels seemed to beat out the story of his many
kindnesses. How concerned he had been when she

was ill, how he had tried to win her love. And sud-

denly she realized that all this while she had been
loving him. not madly but with a steady flame. And
she knew that all her unkindnesses were caused by her

own feeling that she wasn't fair to him, that it was
just perversity and sheer cussedness that had made
her continue nagging and hiding her true feeling.

And when she arrived at her mother's home, she ms
in tears. Nor had her mother any sympathy. "It's

your own fault," she said.

And then had come a telegram from Florida. Her
sister was asking if her mother knew what became of

Florence. Charles had come there and was acting
like a madman. Tearfully, Florence went home, and
when she arrived she spent all her time, preparing
dinner and weeping so that when Charles arrived she

was a sight. But red eyes or no red eyes, Charles
had his Florence back and as she crept into his arms,
he kissed her tenderly. They were going to be hap-

py .. .

THE WINNING VIRTUE

Mrs. Kate Sanford

^^OMPELLED to make he

File No. 7473

I J Peggy is unhappy under the influence of her step-
^^ mother's disreputable friends. When, therefore,

her wealthy aunt, Mrs. Roland offers Peggy a home
with her and her daughter Claire, the girl is grate-

ful and her unsympathetic stepmother entirely in-

different.
However, although Claire is charming and attractive,

she has been spoiled by too much attention, and she

and Peggy who is still engaged in remunerative em-
ployment, are not entirely congenial. Claire en-

courages the men of her crowd to amuse themselves
by making love to her poor cousin, and Peggy sus-

pecting why she is being taken up, grits her teeth

and conceals her indignation. One night, Claire plans

a dinner party and she subtly indicates to her poor
relation that it would be advisable for Peggy to find

diversion elsewhere. Hurt, Peggy ponders over the

matter far into the night, until she determines "to

show them". The next day, the girl withdraws her

savings from the bank and outfits herself for the

occasion. At the party. Peggy appears appropriately

gowned and in fine humor—but the only one present

without an escort. Courageously facing the all too

obvious displeasure of her cousin, Peggy attracts the

attention of young Roger Field, man about town, to

whom the girls of Claire's crowd are attracted but

whom they fear. And Roger, bored for the nonce,

fancies he will get a great kick out of making love to

Claire's not unattractive cousin. However. Peggy,
knowing his reputation determines that he shall find

no such opportunity, and she shrewdly directs the

course of their conversation along lines so foreign to

his purpose, that Roger is not only thwarted in his

original plan but he finds himself coming under the

influence of a new kind of interest in Peggy. He had
led her apart from the crowd to declare, in sport, a

make-believe love; he leads her back entangled in the

meshes of a feeling he has never before had occasion to

express. The adventure culminates ultimately in mar-
riage.

The years pass. While Peggy and Roger have be-

come thoroughly established in an attractive home,
Claire's parents die leaving her an income sadly de-

pleted by recent financial reverses. But Claire's ex-

travagances continue unfil she accepts Peggy's in-

sistent invitation that she come and live with her.

Notwithstanding Peggy's efforts toward making her

happy, and despite her dependence, Claire still main-
tains her condescending attitude toward her cousin,

and subtly wins the affections of Roger over to her-

self. Heart-broken, Peggy endures the ordeal as few
women could or would; but fate eventually sets mat-
ters aright and Roger comes to realize that in Peggy
he has a treasure far superior to the vapid Qaire
whose thoughts even while Peggy's life hangs in the

balance are reserved only toward sparing her guests

a change in their plans. And it is a contrite Roger
who makes love anew to his faithful wife, whose con-

tinued kindness to Claire are as coals of fire upon the

selfish girl's head.

WHITE TRASH
Adolph Friedberg File No. 7475

POOR, tubercular, Tom Aspland, a miner, decides

to leave England with his wife and four children

and try to find steady employment in the South
African diamond fields. On the boat, however, he is

stricken and is buried at sea, and Willie Rauben-
heimer, a young captain of a gold mine, having fal-

len in love with Tom's daughter, Gwen. persuades the

Asplands to come with him to Broechfontain where
he can find employment for the three boys.

Broechfontain is a typical mining town, divided into

two sections—one picturesque, the other dingy and
filthy. Eschewing the "white trash" district where
stretches the sinister looking cemetery with its count-

less victims of the dread silicosis, Willie establishes

the Asplands in the residential section of the town
and a short while later, Gwen consents to marry their

benefactor. One year after their marriage, Gwen be-

comes the mother of a boy, Claude, and the child

grows up to be a sensitive, observant lad. quite dif-

ferent from his sturdy miner father. Poverty and
the horror of seeing each of his three uncles succumb
to liquor and the dread silicosis make a deep im-

print on the boy's consciousness, and when Willie

too succumbs to the fine dust and begins to exhibit

the terrible symptoms, the family is forced to move
to the other part of the town and become "white

trash". Too young, too inexperienced to provide for

his mother and grandmother, he feels their silent re-

proach as he applies himself to the creation of a liter-

ary work in which all the suflferings, the humiliations

and heartbreaks of the "WHITE TRASH" is set

down in fiery strokes. After months of lingering on
the edge of starvation, he loses his mother and grand-
mother and as if fate is suddenly cognizant of her
cruelty, his book is accepted and creates a furor. He
is called to London, feted, and there meets Violet, the

daughter of the gold magnate to whose mines he had
lost his father and three uncles. She has recently
come into the inheritance of all her father's wealth.
A mutual sympathy springs up between Violet and
Claude. His dreams of devoting himself to the ex-
termination of the dreadful plague silicosis captures
the girl's imagination and caught by his fiery en-
thusiasm she visits for the first time the mines of

which she is owner. The evidences of suffering and
poverty appall her. Brought up in an atmosphere of

wealth and refinement she has never dreamed that
such conditions exist. Humbly she begs him to per-
mit her to aid him in his life-work, and reverently he
accepts her.

Working side by side, a great love is welded and ere
long, Violet is promising to become the bride of

Claude, whose royalties alone are bringing about vast
reforms in the "White Trash" section. Married,
Claude and Violet give up the world of fashion and
find their life-work in the establishment of hospitals,
of milk-stations, parks and sanitoriums. And theirs

is a full life devoted to the realization of a pledge and
an ideal.

BREAKS
Joseph Co File No. 7539

STOPPING outside the animal cages in the zoologi-

cal gardens of the public park, Jed Cross under-
stands the lion's growls and pacings. He knows

just how it feels to be imprisoned by the shams of

civilization. A sudden glance at his watch and Jed
is hurrying back to the drug store. A graduate of

one of the best Eastern Universities, Jed works
twelve hours a day for a pittance. Honesty, hard
work, bah! He is a glorified messenger boy, and swal-
lowing that pride of his that makes delivering a
package to an insolent customer a constant torture,

Jed carries a package of cigarettes to the apartment
house across the street. As the colossally tall, ugly
woman snatches the cigarettes from him, Jed stands
looking at the slammed door. That woman was hor-
ribly fascinating. Lanky, ugly, her wig askew, she
stirred some craving for adventure in the drug clerk.

One thing he was certain, this was no ordinary wo-
man. However, his eagerness to deliver another bun-
dle to Mrs. Zechi, just to be able to pierce the mys-
tery he is certain devolves about the monstrosity is

somewhat quelled by the insistence of the colored ele-

vator boy that Mrs. Zechi said he, the elevator boy,
was to bring up the package.
That afternoon Jed asks his employer about the

Zechis and learns that they are his best customers,
inventors or something who order large quantities of

explosive chemicals. That night after Mr. Zechi has
made some purchases, Jed is fired. Too curious, is

his employer's laconic explanation. Offended his cus-
tomers. Curiosity mounts with indignation, and when
Mr. Zechi finds Jed outside the building that night,

he greets him like an old friend, expresses surprise
that Jed has been fired and offers the erstwhile drug
clerk fifty dollars to deliver some jewelry to a cus-
tomer in California. Jed, astounded, accepts but grown
suspicious, delays his errand. He opens the package
and discovered it stuffed with small stones. Why
should Zechi want him out of the way? He calls the
police and relays his suspicions. At first they wave
him off—what proof has he?—but finally they become
interested in his suspicion that the proximity of Zechi's
apartment to the vault of the adjoining bank may be
a clue to Zechi's interest in getting the curious drug
clerk out of town to-night. From his hiding place,

Jed feels a mounting excitement as he sees four
husky men enter the Zechi apartment. He may be
crazy in suspecting foul play, but everything points
toward some definite action. What can it be?
In the Zechi apartment, the four men enter and as

they drink the rye, Zechi has set for them, he ex-
plains that he has perfected an explosive ram which
should permit them to enter the bank vault, Mrs.
Zechi begins swearing suddenly and whips off her con-
founded wig. The other five laugh. "It's a wonder
Ed you remember who you are, you change your
identity so frequently. But a woman—that's good!"
Zechi is impatient. The ram is set; the wall crumbles
and the Six Night Hawks step through the breach
and into the guns of Jed and his police. One is

killed trying to escape, and the other five notorious
gangsters are lodged in jail after eluding justice for

months. The next morning. Jed discovers he is a

local hero not to speak of many dollars richer from
accumulated rewards accruing to the captor of the

Six Night Hawks. Some, thinks Jed, as he receives
his $50,000, have success thrust upon them.

THE BANDIT'S MATCH
Waclaw Chludzienski File No. 7467

A LAZY sun bathes the little school-room and di-

verts the attention of John Dombrowski. a fif-

teen-year-old boy of powerful build, to mischiev-
ous pranks. Causing a girl to spill ink upon her
dress and books, he is scolded by the teacher from
whom he takes the disciplinary ruler and breaks it.

Angered by the insolence of his class-mate, Marcel
Chludzienski, a strapping lad of but ten years, steps
up and severely trounces the mischief-maker. This
childhood episode cements an esteemed friendship be-
tween the two strong boys who are inseparable in

their manhood adventures. In response to a little

girl's request. Marcel is called into action to help
his comrade who has become mixed up in a saloon
brawl, where he has attempted to defend a lady.
Having severely injured several men. Marcel is ar-
rested. That is, he promises to appear in court; none
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of the policemen having been able to subdue him
enough to put him in prison. Reporting to the judge
the next morning, Marcel submits to His Honor's
gentle persuasion that he abide by the law and re-

main in prison until his trial. Unable to sleep in the

hard prison bed. Marcel breaks jail, goes home for

his own mattress and pillow, and returns to the pri-

son. The next morning, he arrives in the courthouse
laden with his sleeping paraphernalia, the reason for

which he must explain to the Judge. Realizing the

righteous innocence of Marcel, no one will testify

against him and he is acquitted for lack of witnesses.

Upon arriving home, he informs his folks of his

strange adventure. Recognizing the amazing strength

of these two lads, the police chief urges them to em-
ploy their joint power in the capture of the bandits
who infest the dense forests on the outskirts of the

town. Inspired by the ambition to do good, and fired

by their thirst for action, the two friends supply
themselves with ammunition, food, and horses.

Suddenly through the thick woods, they spy a

light. Creeping cautiously closer, they note that only
women are present. Upon investigating, they find

that these women are captives and that they expect
the bandits home soon. Leaving them several casks
of whiskey with which to drug the thieves, John and
Marcel await their chance. Felling them one by one,

they call the police who are elated over the capture of

so many outlaws. However, their work is not done,
and Marcel and John again set out. Observant at

all times. Marcel notes tracks of carriages and horses
leading from the main road into the woods. Follow-
ing the trail a short wa^, he is surprised to come
across a pretty maiden Natalia, running as fast as
she can and stopping terrified in front of these two
apparent brutes. Assuring her that they mean no
harm, they learn of an attack in the woods and hasten
to the rescue, Marcel proceeding onward, and John
dashing back to secure the aid of the militia. Riding
at top speed, with his two pet bears, Marcel attacks
the astonished bandits, who halt their thieving in or-

der to protect themselves from the intruders. In the
midst of the melee, he notes with thankful heart the
quick arrival of the army. Admiring the brute
strength of Marcel, Natalia consents to marry him,
and as Marcel sweeps her in his arms, John admires
the fresh beauty of her sister, Viktoria.

ROARING GUNS
Fred Hauf File No. 7461

POVERTY, THE TEMPTER

M. Seabert File No. 7472

THE scampering Christmas shopping crowds pay
scant attention to Alfred Plight. Bitterly he
scans the tired but happy faces. Christmas 1

The farce of the spirit of giving to those who have;
he is hungry, hungry. Even the salvation army lass

receives contributions, but people scorn him. Twenty-
five years old, why doesn't he work? Work! There
isn't anything he wouldn't do for food, for a cup of

hot coffee. And still they pass, and each unheeding
footstep drums a symphony of tragedy, of despair.
Lord, if he could only do something. "Mummy, look
at that poor man. I'm going to give him the dime
Grandpa gave me." Alfred looks up, but shrugs as
the child's mother hurries her along. "Never mind.
Let him work, then he'll appreciate money." The
pair vanishes in the throng. Alfred rises unsteadily
to his feet. He pauses for shelter in a newstand
awning and just before he is ordered to move on,
notices a headline, "Banker pays fifty thousand dol-
lars for return of kidnapped child." Crime. The only
course. Alfred shudders.

Somehow he wanders through the streets. He'll
walk until he drops. Anything rather than sit and
ponder over his aching stomach. Out in the suburbs
where he has somehow managed to wander he stops
before one of the more fashionable homes and drawn
by a lighted window he looks inside longingly. To
his surprise he sees the little girl who had wanted
to give him her dime. Her grandmother is putting
the child to bed. Alfred starts. Kidnapping pays.
He'd be good to the child and in a few days he'd
have enough money to start a legitimate business—
and something to eat. Carefully he lays his plans
and when little Norah has been left alone, he climbs
into her room. The child is saying her prayers . . .

"And lead us not into temptation . .
." Alfred goes

white. His mother's warning ... he pauses, then
creeping silently to the window drops to the ground
almost into the arms of Norah's father. Judge Krup,
who has caught sight of the intruder as he came up
the drive. Seizing Alfred, he forces him into the
house while he assures himself his child is safe.
Harshly he demands to know what Alfred is doing
here. The hungry man is sullen, refuses to answer
questions, asks why he isn't being turned over to the
police immediately. Norah's mother, the woman of
the afternoon, thinks the questioning is a waste of
time but the Judge insists on probing and gradually
Alfred's story comes out. The Judge doesn't be-
lieve that Alfred should be summarily dealt with, but
when he invites the intruder to dinner and his father
gives Alfred a decent suit of clothes. Norah's mother
refuses at first to sit at the same table with a tramp.
Gradually she is persuaded and Alfred is employed as
the Krup chauffeur. He and little Norah are great
friends and the Krups are proud of their loyal em-
ployee. As for Mrs. Krup it has taken her almost a
year to entirely accept Alfred, but now with another
Christmas coming on, the Krups are planning a big
party in honor of the wedding of Alfred and his
fiancee, a girl from his employer's stratum of society.
She too has. through the Wall Street crash, come close
enough to poverty to appreciate the struggles of her
adored Alfred.

RIDING into Red Rock, Buck Deo
welcome from the sheriff. Having known his fa-

ther well, the sheriff eagerly introduces him to

Jim Blake and his charming daughter, Mary, hoping
that these acquaintances will make his homecoming
pleasanter. It has been a long time since Buck has
left his home and he learns that all has not been well

with the well-regulated town that he remembers so
well. Jim Blake's partner has been shot and killed in

a vain ettort to steal a map of the whereabouts of a
promising gold mine. The well-supervised gang of

thieves nave made Red liock their happy hunting
ground and even the sheriff has been forced to tolerate

their misdoings. Blackie Stevens, reputed leader of

the gang, commands his henchman. Cross-eyed Pete
to snadow the Blake home in hopes that they shall

discover the hiding-place of the missing map. As a
dish falls out of the closet, Mary cries out m aston-
ishment. Beneath the old, long-discarded dish she
has found the desired map. Overhearing the elated
conversation of the Blakes, Pete rushes back to
Blackie and together they plan to raid the home.
A loud knocK upon the door . . . Blackie's gang en-

ters, and armed to the teeth they order Blake to give
up the map. Just as he is about to hand over the
prized possession, a stern voice demands that the in-

truders reach for the ceiling. A broad-shouldered
figure, wearing a red mask, is the owner of the voice,
and his parting advice to Blake is to leave town.
Not knowing who their rescuer is, the Blakes never-
theless follow his counsel and leave for Tom Deo's
ranch. Tom is an uncle to Buck. Arriving at the
place where they seek refuge, they inform Buck Deo
that Blackie and his men are following them. Jump-
ing into his saddle. Buck attacks the approaching
riders from ambush and succeeds in killing one and
scaring the others. He returns home with the dead
body and rides right into the sheriff and John Hal-
sted, wealthy ranch-owner. Accused of murder. Buck
realizing his innocence and the injustice of the ac-
cusation, escapes and hides away in the hills.

Hoping to coerce the father into giving them the
map, the outlaws kidnap Mary. They carry her off

into a retreat deep in the hills where they leave three
of the gang to guard her. Crazed by the loss of his
beloved Mary, Blake complains to the sheriff, who
with his hand figuratively tied, promises to do his
best. Suddenly the red-masked rider appears to Tom
Deo and tells him of Mary's imprisonment. Tom
dashes off to tell Buck who immediately sets the spurs
into his horse in hot pursuit. Successfully, by skillful

manoeuvers, Buck routes the three watchmen, and
ushers Mary safely to her father's safekeeping. De-
termined to put an end to the outlaws' reign of terror,
Buck traps them all and returns with the glad news to
the sheriff who congratulates him upon his work. The
real leader of the gang, the rich Mr. Halsted, is en-
raged by the failure of his conspiracy and decides to

get that map by himself. Roused to a point of insan-
ity, Halsted enters the home of the Blakes, gun in-

hand, a murderous glint in his eye. Just as the
sheriff shakes his head that he has not found the
real leader, in violent terms, Halsted shouts that he
is the leader and that he has come for the map.
Fearing his rage, Blake prepares to hand him the
paper when the window is suddenly opened and in

jumps the masked man of mystery. Capturing the
furious leader, he tears off the mask. It is Buck.
With a happy smile on his face the father tells him
the mine is his. But with a knowing smile, he says
it's for Mary and him, as he gently sweeps the will-

ing Mary into his waiting arms. Unmindful of the
interested observers, Buck plants a hearty kiss, upon
the two sweetest lips this side of heaven.

LOVE HARBOR
Mrs. Nellie Coyer File No. 7468

TWO young couples in Bayport are bidding each
other farewell for the sea is calling two lads on
what they promise will be their last voyages be-

fore settling down. But many years pass, and in the
window of Lydia Lovelace a light still burns for

James Downing, who said that night long ago that

he would sell his ship and come home; and across the
street, burns Abby Baines' lamp for Hiram Eastman.
But one night Abby's light is not lit, and the towns-
folk long discuss Abby's flight in pursuit of her lover

whom a sea captain has admitted seeing in a foreign

port. And Abby's quest is successful for before many
weeks have passed, she is back. And with her is a

henpecked Hiram, tied to Abby in England.
Still the years fly. and Bayport is now a town thriv-

ing on the patronage of visitors attracted by the win-
ter sports. While in another city, James Downing,
hale and robust despite his whitening hair looks
across the breakfast table at his son Donald, pale and
languid from a recent illness. "You've got to go
away and rebuild your health, Donald," James says.
"And I've already made arrangements for you."
Thus over his own protests, young Donald finds him-
self stopping at the Bascomb's in Bayport. And
strangely enough young Donald finds himself enjoying
his stay and shortly afterwards is contemplating a re-

turn. For one thing, Marthy Bascomb's cooking is

as fine as her tongue is sharp—and tHat is speaking
entirely in superlatives. And old Joe Bascomb is

just hen-pecked enough to enjoy telling Donald about
Abby and Hiram, and about Lydia who still waits for

her lover—and by the way his name, says Joe, was
Downing too. This last sets Donald thinking. Can
this possibly be an old romance of his father's? Why
then did James suggest Bayport, and why does he
consistently refuse to set foot in the town despite
his son's importunations ? That day Donald visits

Lydia and his curiosity gives way to
admiration. This woman is lovely. She has a quiet
charm which captivates the lad and makes him wonder
why, if his father is the man for whom she is wait-
ing, James Downing should ever have married an-
other. And that James is the man seems to be fairly
certain judging from Lydia's sudden pallor the first
time she sees Donald, But she quickly recovers her
poise and soon Donald's visits are being made so that
he can see Lydia's charming niece, Rosemary. The
Sunday before Donald leaves he accompanies Rose-
mary and Lydia to Church and Rosemary's appear-
ance in a simple white frock as she sings in the
Church choir remains one of Donald's brightest mem-
ories throughout his life.

Donald tries to persuade his father who phones
him to come out to Bayport, and when he refuses
Donald goes home and questions James directly.
James looks long at his son. That was to have been
my last trip to England, he explains, but one day,
fox hunting with friends, he was thrown by his mount
and taken care of by Donald's mother's family.
James begged to be removed to a hospital, but dis-
covered his host was insistent that James do the
"honorable thing" and marry his daughter. And
Donald's mother had been forced into marriage.
When her lover's wife died, she became unbearable
and until her death made James and the baby miser-
able.

Soon Donald returns to Bayport to see Rosemary
and he prepares Lydia for his father's visit. That
summer there is a double wedding, infinitely sweet,
in Bayport. And the romance of Lydia and James
is not less perfect than the young love of Donald and

ON THE BAYOU TRAIL

Anna M. Muringer File No. 7457

UNTIL the coming of Madge, a stauncher friend-
ship never existed between two men than that
of Frank Rodgers and Claudius Florine. The

boys had gone through grade school and the academy
together and now studying Forestry they planned
that nothing should ever separate them. But that
was B. M., before Madge. For with one accord both
fell in love with this girl with the hazel eyes, and
Madge loved only Frank. That is what she told
Claudius the day he had bitterly claimed that Frank
was coming between them. And the look in those
steady eyes of hers had made him realize what a cad
he was being. He had left town then, without a
word. And it was many months before Madge and
Frank were to learn that Florine had been ordained,
had been sent to a tiny town at the edge of a jungle.

That is all they heard until one day, Frank learned
that there had been an uprising in Covington. His
one thought was that Florine might be in danger
and dropping his work, scarcely saying goodbye to
Madge, Frank had gone South to help his friend.
Arriving in the town, he found the mob had gone
mad. Worse still he learned that Florine had refused
to give up, had been captured and taken prisoner to
some lonely place. Rodgers also learned that it was
not safe for him as a friend of the priest's to be
found m the city. With only the slightest clue to
where Florine might be, Frank plunged into the jun-
gle determined to rescue his friend if it was humanly
possible. For thirty-six hours he wandered without
food and shelter until worn out by disease and ex-
hausted from fatigue and hunger, Rodgers threw
himself down on the bank of a bayou. As he lay
there the sounds of the lizards and toads seemed to
his overwrought nerves like evil spirits warring for
his soul. His weary legs refused to carry him and
as he crawled painfully over the rank, overgrown
vegetation the hissing of a moccasin and the yawning
of an alligator seemed like dread menaces. Then the
sound of human footsteps. Rodger's breathing was
suspended. He was about to call out when he realized
that these six brutish men were searching for Florine,
were cursing because they hadn't killed him while
they were able. All night, Frank dragged himself
along the dank, marshy ground until morning, half-
unconscious, he heard the pleading of a black boy
beggmg his master not to go back lest he be killed.
And as Florine said he must help the helpless, Rod-
gers with a mighty effort succeeded in reaching the
shelter. Florine was overjoyed to see his friend and
making him as comfortable as possible, entered the
city to give aid to the suffering. All day he worked
and nobody stopped him and when evening came he
returned through the swamps. As he drew near the
Bayou trail he was met by the wild-eved darkey who
cried that "the man hab a debil". Florine sought to
quiet the boy's fears and sent him back for food and
medicine but when the priest drew back the Spanish
moss from the doorway, he was struck with a chill of
horror. His friend was sitting on his haunches, wild
eyed, cursing, tearing his hair and clothing. Rodgers
had fallen a prey to Asiatic Cholera. The priest min-
istered to the patient now snarling like a wild beast.
Through the jungle sounded brutal voices. They had
trapped the priest, but as they rushed at him, the in-
truders stopped horrified by the man on the bed, and
with a single cry, the would-be murderers fled
through the forest. For three days and nights the
priest watched at the side of his delirious friend un-
til Rodgers was able to be moved. Soon under care-
ful treatment he recovered and Florine was, by this
time, safe from the attempts on his life. As Rodgers
convalesced, the two men discussed the past and
bound again by a mighty bond, Florine sent Rodgers
back to MadgCj while he, the priest, stayed with his
people.
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Baily Turner File No. 7441

A SUDDEN lurch of the crowded subway train

sends the lithe figure of a charming girl crash-

ing against William B. Turner. Steadying her

with a firm hand, he accepts the raumblea apology
and the faint complaint that she never will get used

to traveling in these awful New York crowds. The
deep blue eyes of the stumbler fascmate him and he

finds himself entered into a casual conversation with

Laura Reynolds. Each morning thereafter William
and Laura meet on the train until Williams becames
so enamored that he cannot resist asking to take

her out. Rather hesitant, she nevertheless accepts in

view of the fact that he has been a veritable Rock of

Gibraltar in all their subway rides. Dinners, dances

and theatres ripen a mutual companionship into a

deep love. Although he has never been to her horn':,

William is sure she is the girl of his dreams and he

asks her to marry him. With a solemn oath that

they will ever be faithful, he slips a soHtaire on her

left hand, declaring Ihat as soon as he is financially

fi.xed they will be married.
Reahzing that she is the main support of her family,

Laura keeps her engagement a secret from her moth-

er and twin sister, Lillian. The latter, a natural

flirt, has several boy friends and bears a dose physical

resemblance to her sister. One night, Laura tells

William that she must hurry home as her mother is

ill. Having no friends that he is desirious of dining

with, William dines in a Chinese restaurant, alone

with his thoughts of the future. His deep reverie is

interrupted by a noisy entrance of five couples.

Glancing at them casually, his eyes suddenly are rivet-

ed upon a lithe figure with deep blue eyes exactly like

Laura's. Hurt and angry he watches the party, notes

the similar movements of the girl and yet there seems

to be something different. She doesn't recognize him
at all, this strangely vivacious girl who is the cen-

tre of the party. He has never remembered Laura as

being even half that noisy. Disgusted at this dis-

covery of another Laura, he leaves and resolves to

say nothing about the incident. Unusually cool and
distant to his sweetheart, William erects a barrier

between them that Laura cannot fathom. She ques-

tions his behaviour but he remains stolid in his si-

lence. With a pretty shrug of her shoulders, she lets

the matter drop and returns his ring.

The next morning, as William boards the train he

sees his sweetheart. Again she refuses to recognize

him. Indignantly he asks her if she is not Laur.a

Revnolds. With a gracious smile, the girl informs

him that she is Lillian Reynolds, her twin sister, and

is there anything he would like to know. Astounded
beyond words, he manages to excuse himself and ask

for her address that he may call upon Laura to-

night. Walking through the squalid tenement dis-

trict, he realizes now why he has never been invited

to call upon the Reynolds, who in their struggle to

make both ends meet have been forced to live there.

Ringing the door-bell, he is greeted by the smiling

Lillian who ushers him into a small but neat living

room. Laura appears, superbly calm, wondering what
his business may be. Shamefacedly, William ex-

plains the entire situation and begs her to forgive

his hasty action. At the gentle nod of her head,

he sweeps her into his arms and showers her with

kisses, getting her consent to marry him on the mor-
row. In the cool quiet of the small room, two figures,

clasped together, build castles in the air.

SPOKEN WORDS
Elton Burwell MacNeil File No. 7438

hard to combat the temptation of liquor, she prays
for him after he has gone.

Suddenly the door burst open. A telegraph boy
hands her the message that her husband has been
seriously injured in a train wreck. He seems to

have no desire for life. Won't she please come and
make him want to live? The realization dawns upon
her that life would be very empty without even the

scant love of her husband and without stopping to

put on a hat, she charters a t_axi to speed towards
the accident. There with a cry on her lips, she

kneels down and gently holds the head of her in-

jured George. Sensitive to her touch he opens his

eyes and noting the tears in her eyes, says he will

fight. Months later this incident stands as a mile-

stone in the memories of two eternal lovers. Arms
and minds encircling each other, George and Jeanette

smile as they see a speeding train silhouetted against

the setting sun. A train has been the symbolic com-
munication of their loving

CAREFREE and happy, Jeanette Dorson reclines

gracefully on the swinging hammock strung up
in one corner of the lawn. Suddenly she is

startled by an increasing momentum of the swing.

Looking back over her shoulder she stares deep into

the laughing blue eyes of Ronny Remmert who has

promised to take her motoring. With the fire of

youth coursing through their veins, they race to the

snappy roadster, and with singing hearts they are

of=f. Childhood pals, they have always enjoyed each

other's company. Never a thought of separation ever

enters their heads. That night when she returns
home, her father is sitting up, waiting for her.

Alarmed at this undue attention from a usually harsh
and unappreciative parent, she enters his study with

a strange foreboding. Avoiding all preliminaries, Dor-
son informs her that his financial status is rather low

and suggests that she marry some wealthy man. In

fact he will introduce her future husband to her. A
man of considerable means, George Dalton makes a

distinguished appearance. Tall and handsome, he

makes a favorable impression upon the susceptible

young girl who after all is inexperienced in love hav-

ing only enjoyed a fine comradeship with Ronny.

There seems to be no alternative for Jeanette. Rath-
er than continue to suffer the abuses of a tyrant,

she prefers to marry a man she is not sure she loves.

An extravagant wedding party and a few weeks of

marital bliss is the extent of her happiness. Sure of

his wife, George falls into his old habit of drinking.

Crazed at time bv alcohol he becomes exceedingly
brutal, showering her with harsh words and cruel

treatment. Conditions go from bad to worse and
left alone in her room, in a moment of despair, Jean-
ette clenches her small fists and concentrates upon
the hope that her husband be killed on his next trip

from home. So powerful is the force of her desire that

George senses a feeling of danger and arms himself

well with identification papers. In reply to a query
ng this, he admits that he knows that she

rid rather have him dead. Desiring to take back
hasty words in view of the fact that he has tried

CONVICTED FOR LIFE

J. A. Morel File No. 7444

IT doesn't seem possible to Joe that they can ac-

tually hold Fred McCarthy for murder. Every-
body knows Fred wouldn't harm anybody, and

they are trying to convict this man of the murder of

a defenceless woman. But circumstantial evidence

can be convincing, and the corroborating statements

of Jack Fulton who swears he saw Fred with the

deceased, Alice White, a short while before the crime

was committed serves to win for Fred a life sen-

tence. Resentment flares in Joe's breast. Fred has

been like an older brother to him, he ) '.v he isn't

guilty, but can't convince the jury. There is only

Fred's alibi that he was at home, sleeping, when the

woman was shot, and Jack's statement that he was
at the scene. Nor can anything Joe does shake
Jack's evidence. So Fred goes to prison entrusting

his little motherless daughter to Joe, who, although
not many years older than Carmen, is the only one

who is absolutely convinced of Fred's innocence.

Years pass and Joe is still trying in every possible

way to gain Fred's freedom. Appeals to the governor
are useless and many are Carmen's heartaches as

she is pointed out in school as the daughter of a

murderer. Meanwhile, Joe finds his friend's daugh-
ter taking a place in his heart that frightens him.

He can't, he tells himself, fall in love with her. It

isn't fair. She was entrusted to him.
_
But Carmen

guilessly entwining her arms about "uncle" Joe's

neck tortures him by confiding to him how much she

loves him. Even when he sends her to boarding
school she writes letters telling him how boring this

and that chap is. how they fail to measure up to her
Uncle Toe, and how all the girls are anxious to see

him. And one day, Joe tells her all about her fa-

ther and she weeps unrestrainedly on his shoulder.

He has to grit his teeth to prevent himself from
kissing her tears away. Once, home on a vacation.

Carmen comes in shaking. Finally Joe persuades her

to tell him what is wrong. It is that old Jack Ful-

ton. He must be mad. She ran from him. Joe al-

most loses his head. Dashing out to Fulton's home,
he warns the fellow that if he ever annoys Carmen
again, he'll kill him. Fulton only cackles mirthlessly.

Then, one day. Carmen, sees Fulton behind her.

Terrified she starts running. They are near the mill.

If she can only get the watchman's help. Suddenly
she hears a crash and her pursuer, having stepped

on a stone, rolls into a ditch. Carmen's screams bring
aid and Joe rushing to her cries, "Thank heavens,

you're safe!" But Jack is dying. And as Joe bends
over him to ease his last moments, Fulton admits
that it was he who slew Alice White, not Fred. Ful-

ton has wanted to marry Alice and when she ad-

mitted she was in love with Fred, he had lost his

head, shot her, and then, terrified, had attributed the

crime to Fred. On the strength of the dying man's
confession, Fred is freed and there is a joyous reun-

ion. Now that it has been proven that she is not the

daughter of a murderer but of a martyr. Carmen be-

gins to receive attention from all the men who
scorned her before, but to her father she confesses

that she is hopelessly in love with Joe. And when
Fred sees Joe's eyes as he looks at Carmen, he sug-

gests, "Why don't you ask her, Joe. Maybe she

loves you, too." And Joe saying, "You mean it is

all right for me to love her ..." asks.

FORGOTTEN LOVE
Clay File No. 7437

ALL the golden glory of a western sunset is

wasted on a young girl sitting on the steps of

her father's farmhouse bewailing the sudden de-

cision of the latter to return East. Somehow she

senses that the true happiness she has enjoyed will

be removed by the adventure into the dirty old city.

At her father's call, Blanche Crosse gets up slowly

and reluctantly, bidding her farewell to the moun-
tains and trees. A short business course and Blanche
finds herself ready to work. A sense of growing in-

dependence helps her forget the vivid West and she

begins to enjoy city life and city friends. Deeply en-

grossed in her work she is suddenly interrupted by
the appearance of Carl Bry who has business to do

with her boss. Having won fier admiration by his

frank, clean-cut appearance, she risks accepting an
invitation to dinner. Much to her regret he is not
particularly well-of=f. However youth and love find a

way and they are engaged. By scrimping and saving

as much as possible they hope to soon get married.
Having often entered his father's office, Arthur Hall

has never paid much attention to the pretty little

secretary, Blanche. Being more wide-awake than
usual one morning, he discovers the quiet beauty and
becomes deeply interested. However, deeply attached
to her Carl, she refuses his attentions until he be-
comes so persistent that she gives in. \yith the aid

of an enormous allowance, Arthur entertains her in

lavish fashion. Spoiled by his favors, she begins to

compare the advantages of Carl and Arthur. In a
background of social activity, Arthur proposes. Flat-
tered by his passionate declarations, she falls under
his fascination and accepts. Broken-hearted Carl
nevertheless congratulates her upon having made a
fair choice, and the honeymooners enjoy life forget-
ting the other angle of the one-time triangle.

Shocked almost to the point of insanity by the sud-
den death of her mother, her closest companion,
Blanche finds she must have pleasure at a dizzy pace.
Unable to understand this reaction, Arthur finds her
conduct unreasonable and life for the two becomes un.
bearable. Threatening her with divorce, she leaves in

her misery and secures one herself. Again she seeks'
means of support. Securing a position she buries
herself in her work seeking to forget the harrowing
experiences she has had. It is in these hard times
that she suddenly realizes how empty she must have
made Carl's life, and hopes that some day she may
make amends. Friendless and alone, she often walks
through the park not caring where she is going. One
day as she walks thus aimlessly, she fails to observe
an approaching car. Stepping directly in its path,
she is struck. Luckily enough the blow throws her
out of the path of the car. Rushing out from behind
the wheel the driver stoops over the prostrate form
and with a gasp of horror cries aloud when he sees
her face. With the unconscious form in his arms,
he directs the car to the hospital. There the doctor
pronounces her not seriously injured but states that
she is suffering from a severe mental strain. Calling
her name softly, Carl succeeds in reviving her from
the coma. Believing this all a dream, she begins to

weep until she is reassured by Carl that it is really

he. Throwing her arms around his neck she listens

with sparkling eyes to his tale of how he has waited
and waited for her hoping that some day somewhere
... A forgotten love has been recalled.

AN EVEN REVENGE
Philip Goldstein File No. 7462

SMALL consolation Jimmy Regan gets from Jane's
assurance that "Heinle, the Butcher," won the
fight on a foul. Of course, he did. Jimmy knows

that. So do a dozen other men, but the. judges gave
the decision to Heinie in the first round. And that
is practically the end of Jimmy's prize fighting career.
For one thing, he can't get a manager. Nobody
wants a fighter who was knocked cold in the first

round, not even if the blow was foul.

And Jane won't let Jimmy enlist in the war. Her
Jimmy lying dead on a foreign field! But as they
walk along, a soldier outside a recruiting station
taunts Jimmy for being a slacker. Jimmy is about
to show him, but Jane excitedly admits she was
wrong. Let Jimmy sign up, she'll join the Red Cross
and be near him. Anyway that's what Jane thought,
and as Jimmy sits in the mud at the" bottom of a
trench, he wonders bitterly where Jane is. Some-
where in France. That's a comfort! And then come
the orders that that night they are going over the
top. Jimmy isn't scared, but one look at the other
greenies makes him groa^n. That night it rains, and
as the soldiers climb grimly over the top, Jimmy
doesn't see what they are firing at. Just darkness
lit by lurid glares. "Hey. Buddy." he calls, "what
are you shooting at ? " But the Buddy just slumps
down and in the light afforded by the flashes from
the guns, Jimmy can make out a hole in his Buddy's
head. Then he goes berserk. Madly yelling, cursing,
he plunges on. He plunges his bayonet into a Ger-
man's back. Sickened, he turns just on time to avoid
being knifed. He is alone in a trench with one Ger-
man, and that German is—Heinie, the Butcher. Nei-
ther man dares reach for a gun lest he give his op-
ponent an opening. And they fall to, silently, terribly.
A bullet grazing Jimmy's head renders him uncon-

When Jimmy awakens, he is in a hospital and
wonder of wonders he hears Jane's voice telling him
not to excite himself. Heinie is in the guard house
and for his prisoner Jimmy is to get a stripe for his
arm. Suddenly the war is over and Jimmy is look-
ing for a manager again. He gets a weasel-like short
chap whom he doesn't trust, but what can he do?
Jane promises him she'll marry him if he makes
good and the manager arranges. a fight, but will not
under any circumstances reveal the name of his op-
ponent to Jimmy, who irritated, promises himself
he'll get a new manager at the end of the fight.

What kind of a guy is this? But in the ring, he finds
out he is matched against his old friend, "The But-
cher." The crowd .senses the enmitv between the
two men and they go mad. In the first round, Jim-
my puts everything he has into one blow. Heinie
goes down for a count of eight, but he gets up again
and Timmy is dazed. That's the best he can do.

Heinie is knocking him about. Suddenly through the
din he hears Jane's cry, "Oh, Jimmy, win this and
we can be married." Again desperate fighting, and
again a respite until jane's agonized, "Jimmy!"
causes him to deliver one blow which knocks the
Butcher out cold and sends him reeling until after

the whistle blows. Whereupon his manager dashes
in, lifts Jimmy to his shoulders before he can fall,

and Jane beaming with happiness comes to his dress-
ing rooms to inquire if Jimmy wants a big wedding
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Everett Corry File No. 7460

HER wonderful voice developed by the nuns in

the convent in which she is brought up, Amal^,e
Weiss, called Frieda, is restless and dissatisfied

when she returns to the simple home of her people.
However, her dearest friend, Zanni becomes engaged
to a banker, Simloff, and Frieda is invited to sing at

the wedding. There she is heard by Joseph Joachim,
a Jewish violinist who has been spoiled and flattered

by an adoring public since his debut when he was
eight years old. Although Joseph is never far from
her side during her stay, Frieda goes home after the
wedding, followed soon after by the violinist who begs
her to become his wife. And Frieda worshipping all

manifestations of genius, consents. But once mar-
ried, she finds that Joseph is insanely jealous of her
voice. He fears the plaudits of the world for her and
wishes Frieda to settle down, become a simple Ger-
man housewife, and sing only to his children and to
him. Although she tries, Frieda is not a domestic
woman. She loves children, she worships her husband,
but she must sing, must develop. And her two boys
cannot long fill her life. Noisy, unafTectionate, they
do not want her to sing them to sleep, do not wish
her to fuss over them.

Finally, intolerably lonely, Frieda turns to her
friend Zanni and begs her for financial help to study,
in secret. But Joseph notices her absences and in

his jealousy attributes them to sinister causes. One
day, he follows her and finds her with her friend's
husband who is giving her Zanni's envelope with pay-
ment for a month's study. Joseph forbids his house
to Frieda henceforth. However, soon she realizes
that she is going to have a third child, but Joseph, in-

formed, disclaims it and tells her to go back to her
friend. The Simlofl^'s look after the girl until her
daughter, Marie, is born and Frieda's voice, developed
through tragedy, soon wins for her as great a cele-
brity in concert work as her husband enjoys. At
her first public appearance, she thinks only of him
and on her third encore she sings the "Liebestraum",
their love song, while Joseph, wondering if his jeal-

ousy has made him unjust, creeps to the back of the
concert hall and with tears listens to her. In vain
are the efforts of Joseph to make his two boys play
the violin; they hate it. Joseph is always lonely, and
one son grows up and enters the army, while the
other ill from neglect, dies, calling at the last for

"Mutti" (Mother) to sfng for him. Meanwhile,
Frieda tries to satisfv her longing for her boys, in

her love for Paul, Zanni's boy. and in her little

daughter Marie, whom she worships. One day when
her child is about five. Frieda shows her the Stradi-
varius violin, a wedding gift of her husband's, the
only thing Frieda had claimed when she left her hus-
band's home. To Frieda's surprise and delight, little

Marie refuses to give up the instrument, and the
mother's eyes fill with happy tears as she realizes
that the child inherits her father's genius. Marie's
studies progress in secret and Paul loves her as a
brother would.
When Marie is eighteen. Frieda is taken ill and an

operation is ordered. Joseph rushes across Berlin
to reach her and suddenly he stops in the hospital
corridor as he hears Marie play the Liebestraum at
the request of her dying mother. Softly he opens the
door and he realizes then that he has renounced the
one child who had the gift he had tried so hard to
develop in his other children. But Marie whose love
for Simloff's son has developed, refuses her father's
otTer to come back and inherit his fortune. To her
young husband she says, "Geniuses are unhappy.
Two in one family are enough. I want to play only
for you and your children."

LOVERS AGAIN
Earl E. Kopp File No. 74S1

WHAT promised to be an incipent romance be-
tween two youngsters, was destroved by the
kidnapping of little Molly. For a while Bob

was disconsolate in the fashion of tots, but time is

healing, and ten years is a long time. Ten years of
hardship they were for little Molly and then comes her
opportunity to run away. Fearful that at any moment
'she will be brought back, Molly changes her name to
Mary and tries to get a position. However, quiver-
ing with fright, she does not impress prospective em-
ployers and finally when she finds a discarded suit of
men's clothes, she defiantly dons male attire and with
a bravado she is far from feeling, she answers the
next job as a man Frail and pretty as she is, her
appearance occasions a loud burst of laughter which
hurts her terribly. However. Bob. the son of the own-
er of the store, the same Bob she grew up with, could
she but know, sees everybody laughing at the girl
and he asks the manager to hire her giving her her
first salary in advance so she can get decent clothes.
Molly's shyness is painful and occasions jeers from

a fellow-worker, Helen. One day. out of pure malici-
ousness, Helen takes the change-purse out of Mollv's
pocketbook so that when the newcomer goes shopping
for her scant dinner she won't have any money with
her. Tt seems like a good idea to Helen, but Molly
is in tears before the excited iabbering of the foreign
grocery mnn who swears rapidly in his own language
at the explanation of the girl that she has no monev
to pay for the things he has portioned and wrapped.
A crowd gathers amused at the excited gibbering of
the store keeper and again it is Bob who comes to her
rescue, pays the store keeper and carries her bundles
home for her. He grins at her embarrassment.
"Say," he says boyishly, "what you need is someone
to take care of you." And he does. And Helen who
has long aspired to catch the attention of the Boss'

son almost turns green with jealousy as she sees Bob
wait for Molly. That is too much for her. Where-
upon, she builds up evidence to prove that Molly has
been guilty of stealing money from the store, and
again Molly is in trouble. This time, however. Bob
only says, "Gosh, I can't believe it of you." And
Molly knows that he does. That hurts more than any-
thing else. Bob will not let them prosecute her. but
accepts her resignation. But Helen trying to get
Bob's attention as she spins a long tale of just how
Molly committed the crime, goes too far. Bob catches
an inconsistency in her statements and closely ques-
tioning Molly's co-worker, he learns that it is Helen
who is guilty. Remorseful, he dashes up to Molly's
house but the landlady curtlv informs him that Molly
left. He rushes down to the station and finds her
about to board a train. At first she is very patient,
very detachedly grateful for what he has done for her,
but when he finishes with, "And I love you, and want
you for my wife," she lets him take her in his arms.
And one more surprise awaits them, for they learn
now why so many of their actions had seemed famil-
iar to the other—this is the same Molly, the same
Bob, who were tots together.

MAN'S DESIRE
Sarah Height Sampso File No. 74S5

IT
comes over Lon like a flash. That girl whose

dark hair is being tossed by the wind as she
leans against the Bremen rail. This is the woman

for him. The thought of how close he was to propos-
ing to Nan upsets him. There can never be any other
woman for him but this one whom he has never met.
And even as he thinks this she turns and walks slow-
ly toward her cabin. Then turning at the door, she
looks straight at Lon and smiles. He is about to fol-

low when she disappears through the doorway. That
night he strides restlessly along the decks of the ship.
And by some strange chance he glances through a
window. Within he can see the girl of whom he has
been thinking. The sheer material of her negligee
clings to a perfect body. Lon tears himself away.
About eleven the next morning the Bremen docks and

Lon almost gets himself run over as he tries to get
to the woman's side before she enters a cab, but she
is lost in the traffic and he goes on to the Waldorf
Astoria. Buyer of steel, Lon realizes he is acting like
a school boy. but when he sees her walk into the lobby
his joy is so unrestrained that she smiles in recogni-
tion. Later in the dining room, she tells him she is

Zoe Linden. Zoe accepts Lon's invitation to the thea-
ter that night and to dance later on the hotel roof.
The hours are magical for Lon and as they stand on
the balcony, he asks at three if she wishes to go in.

Not yet, she says. Suddenly there is the whirr of an
airplane close by. and Zoe jumps up. It is her fiance,
the Baron. She had been expecting him to fly over
the Bremen. Lon's heart turns over. But Zoe tells

him not to go, the Baron trusts her. An hour later,

the distinguished looking foreigner appears. Zoe in-

troduces Lon as the man who has been so kind to
her. There can be no doubt about the power of Zoe's
love for her fiance, and as Lon sees her move into his

arms a pang as of a great hurt passes through his
body. In the weeks that follow, Zoe, whose beauty is

of the type that drives men mad, attracts a Dr. Cross,
and his wife, a jealous vindictive woman, vengefully
fabricates a story injurious to the reputation of Zoe.
The Baron, however, disregards the slander and he
and Zoe are married. Lon has become a great friend
of Zoe's family who don't suspect quite how deep his

devotion is. Having given up a motion picture career
for her husband. Zoe goes with him to Europe for a
honeymoon and the newlyweds, both of whom love
riding, are accustomed to take long jaunts on horse-
back through the woods. Once, however, the Baron's
horse throws him. and the bridegroom dies of a brok-
en collarbone. Zoe's grief is heartrending. She had
adored her husband, and Lon, back home, who has
been trying to find in Zoe's sisters something of her.
in vain, sees in the returned Zoe, new depths of char-
acter. Two years pass and he is still the considerate,
tender family friend. One night, Zoe's people give a

dinner in her honor. She has discarded the deep
mourning, and a new and grave dignity is in her
bearing as she greets Lon. They dance together, and
as Lon holds this woman he has loved so long, he
presses her more tightly than he has ever before
dared. He feels her heart beat in response to his. and
as they sway behind the tall ferns, their lips meet for

the first time.

FURS AND DIAMONDS
Joseph McLean FUe No. 746S

IT is at the supper table when Marion brings up for

the first time her longing for a new fur coat. She
has seen just the one she wants. Of course, and

here she looks at John slyly, it '.« expensive, eight
hundred dollars in fact. John just looks at her. Eight
hundred dollars when she knows that he is contem-
plating a big real estate deal. It's so unreasonable.
But Marion flaring up, doesn't see that it is unrea-
sonable, doesn't see why she should be asked to wait.
Look at Hilda. John grits his teeth. Marion knows
that he gets angry when she compares him to Hilda's
husband who is a racketeer and only gives his wife
exnensive gifts to shield the fact that he is supporting
another woman. But Marion isn't considering John's
feelings tonight, she wants thit coat. And, she winds
up, if he doesn't give it to her. she'll find someone
else who will. So there. They stare across the table

"don't ever say a thing like that again. Do you hear?
The moment I am able, sweet, I'll get you anything
you want—furs, diamonds, anything."

All the next day, John thinks about Jhe scene last
night. Thinks about Marion's threat. His head
pounds until he decides that he will get the coat.
That business deal can wait. This is his wife. But
when he arrives home, he finds a telegram. His old
parents have been caught in the flood area. They have
escaped with their lives, but their cattle, their home,
everything has been swept away. Now there can be
no further thought of a fur coat. The money is

promptly dispatched to his needy parents. And Mar-
ion who knows her John well enough to have sus-
pected he would be ready, today to give her the coat,
is sullen. A short time later, she visits Hilda and
finds that her friend has gotten the very coat she
wanted from her husband. Marion is overcome with
jealousy and she persuades Hilda to lend her the
coat. That night John comes home, his nerves over
tense. It was his idea to buy land in the flood strick-
en area. To do this he has borrowed money. If the
deal ever falls through, he will be many thousands in
debt. And as he enters, Marion pretends to be ex-
citedly stuffing the coat in her closet. She thinks to
arouse him so that in relief at finding out the coat is

really Hilda's he will be more amenable to her de-
mands. But John is in no mood for experimentation.
He sees the coat and remembers Marion's threat.
Everything blurs before his eyes. The revolver he has
bought to end his life, give Marion his life insurance,
should his speculation fail, gets heavier in his pocket.
And suddenly, as she whirls provocatively in the coat,
he draws the gun and fires. As she falls, wounded in
her left arm, he drops brokenly to her side. Until
the doctor comes and pronounces it just a flesh wound
he is in agony. A telegram delivered a moment be-
fore is stuffed unopened in his pocket. He weeps as
Marion looks up at him saying, "You love me so
much, John?" Then she is telling him what a fool
she has been. How she borrowed the coat to make
him jealous. Suddenly he remembers the telegram.
He opens it with trembling fingers. Suddenly, he

Ma and "We We -ich.

^'ou can have anything you want now." As he had
suspected, the railroad wanted that strip of land. He
takes a plane west, and returns with more money than
he had dreamed of. And Hilda coming for her coat,
steps out softly as she sees Marion cradled in John's

WINGS AT DAWN
Richard Stout File No. 7447

... ....ch other defiantly, until Mar
Suddenly, John is at her side. ' Mar he cri(

WHEN Don Travers of the aviation border pa-
trol comes home to Del Rio, Texas, he finds
everything in confusion. His sister, Jean, has

just been carried across the border by desperadoes
from the band of Mexican Joe. Don reassures his
weeping mother, reports to his lieutenant, and taking
the fastest plane from the hangar, leaves for Mexico.
The rest of the patrol prepare to follow him. but a
storm breaks and Don is forced to make a landing.
The plane cracks up and he escapes from the burning
ship. Crawling wounded from what is almost his blaz-
ing pyre, Don falls to the ground in exhaustion. How-
ever, Rosita, the spirited girl who has been forced bv
Mexican Joe to act as guardian to Jean Travers, has
seen the plane fall, and saddling her horse she dashes
into the mountains. Don is badly in need of medical
aid, and Rosita carries him back with her. How-
ever, Mexican Joe and his cohorts exchange glances
over Don's uniform of the United States aviation
border patrol and they promise Rosita meaningly that
they will *fix up her guest fine.'

Meanwhile, Rosita has been swept off her feet by
Don's appearance and manner and when she learns
that Jean is his sister she promises to help them es-
cape if they will take her with them. That night,
Rosita slips three horses out of the barn after dis-
tracting the attention of the guards by a ruse. She
then releases Don who knocks out Jean's guard, frees
his sister and gets the gun of the guard, Don suc-
ceeds in getting the girls out of the way. They are
about to leave when another guard attempts to stop
them. Don knocks him out, but not before the fel-
low has given the alarm, The fugitives get away but
they are closely followed by Mexican Joe and his men.
Meanwhile the air squadron is reaching the moun-
tains. Don and the two girls head up the canyon not
realizing that they are riding into a cul-de-sac. When
they realize they are trapped, there is a fierce gun
battle but they are recaptured and taken back to the
rendezvous to be put to death in the cabin on the
cliff. Dawn comes and they have but a few moments
more to live. Suddenly the whole skv seems to shake
with roaring thunder. The air squadron has arrived.
Looking up, Mexican Joe's men realize that war is

on. Lighting the fuse to the cabin to blow up the
three prisoners, the Mexicans start firing at the
planes with powerful guns. For months now these
bandits have been spoiling for such a battle and the
air squadron has been aching for such an opportunity,
but as the bullets fly. the fuse burns closer and closer
until it is discovered by Jerry. Don's buddy. There
is no time to land the plane and snuff out the burn-
ing rope and with one expert swoop of his plane, Jerry
manoeuvers to get into position and fires his machine
gun at the fuse. If he misses it will be all up with
them, but he makes it. Don and the two girls are
rescued, the remaining bandits surrender and are
brought back to the \J. S. and while Don is learning
that he can't live without Rosita. Jerry is meeting
his future wife, Jean. Mrs. Travers fearing for the
.safety of her two children is delighted to learn that
in a very short time she will have four.
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SHE'S THE MAN
Beulah B. Mayfield File No. 7451

EARLY one morning, young Kenneth Pike jumps
into a milk wagon, throws the astonished driver

a roll of bills, and blithely proceeds to make de-

liveries. He is juggling the bottles when he catches
sight of Betty on her porch. One bottle crashes un-
heeded to the ground, and Betty coolly takes the other

two from him. As she enters her kitchen she turns

and finds the milk boy has followed her "for a mop."
His adjustment of the spilled milk is doubtful in its

effectiveness and as Betty watches him saunter off

she is horrified to see him walk heedlessly into the

path of a truck. The police hold her off with the

rest of the crowd. But that evening, the paper says
nothing about an accident to a milk boy. Instead it

is spread with the details of the accident of Kenneth
Pike, wealthy lad. A few days later, Betty gets a

note from Kenneth telling her that only his inability

to move prevents his following up their incipient

friendship, and won't she come to see him? She
does, but although she promises to come again, and
Kenneth waits with great impatience, Betty has been
called back to the farm of her guardian. Poor Betty

separated from her brother and ill-treated by her
guardian.
Meanwhile, a friend of Betty's, Sarah, is nurse for

Kenneth. She tells the sick lad why the girl with
whom he has fallen in love is unable to keep her

promise and she also confides that she is worried be-

cause Larry, who had been annoying Betty with his

unwanted attentions suspects that Betty is in love

with Kenneth. Whereupon, young Pike determines
that nothing is more important than that he go to

Betty's rescue, but his father has given strict orders

that he is not to be permitted to leave the hospital

until he is entirely well, and to coerce the hospital

officials into releasing him Kenneth proceeds to cut a

series of antics which cause no end of amused dismay
at the hospital. However, when the safe is cracked

and the money bags filled with pebbles are found in

Kenneth's mattress, the officials decide this has gone
far enough and they arrest the wealthy obstreperous

chap. Only Tony, another patient whom Kenneth has

discovered to be Betty's missing brother believes in

Kenneth. And he gets in touch with Betty who,
dressed in men's clothing escapes from her cruel

guardian and by the exercise of considerable ingenu-

ity, wrings a confession from Larry that it is he, who
jealously put the money bags in Kenneth's mattress.

However, now that Kenneth is free new complications

develop for Betty has assumed the disguise of a dan-
gerous criminal, unknowingly, and she is promptly
locked up and charged with his crimes. It requires

the combined forces of Tony and Sarah, who have
become exceedingly fond of each other, and of Ken-
neth to explain the whole matter to the satisfaction

of the police.

Kenneth takes Betty home as his fiancee to a fam-
ily prepared to make her miserable, but her indubi-

table charm and her whimsical account of just how
she happened to free Kenneth and get herself arrested

proves so winning, that the stern expressions of the

Pikes give way to amusement and finally to unquali-

fied acceptance of the pretty little Betty.

EXONERATED
IvaDe File No. 7427

ON a trip home from Paris where she has studied

dress-designing, Janet meets Norman North,
only son of a millionaire. He falls in love with

her and receives the shock of his young life when he
learns that she will not marry him. Even after she

marries Jack HolHngworth, a lad from her home town
who has won his first law case defending Al James
held on circumstantial evidence for a crime of which
he is innocent, Norman does not give up hope of

eventually making her his. And when her child,

Janie, is born, Norman poses as a friend of the fam-
ily, extremely fond of the child.

Jack prospers, and refuses to touch Janet's inher-

itance left by her father, but invests it for her, keep-
ing the bonds a secret from everyone but her. Mean-
while, Norman decides to have Jack killed. How-
ever, it is Al James he commissions to do the crime,
and when Al learns who the victim is to be, he threat-

ens to kill Norman if he touches him. However, an-
other criminal manages to make the crime appear to

have been an automobile accident and Al doesn't sus-

pect that Norman has been responsible for his bene-
factor's death. Meanwhile, Norman bides his time,

makes himself indispensable to little Janie, and finally

wins Janet as his wife by appealing to her ambitions
for her child. Even the older Hollingworths urge
Janet to marry the wealthy man who has wanted her
for so many years. However, Norman married, soon
discloses his vices. He drinks excessively, and soon
proves jealous of every moment Janet spends with her
daughter. At length, Norman kidnaps his wife's child

and pays Al James to bring up the little girl without
disclosing who the child is. Distracted by the loss of

her child and the cruelty of her husband, Janet runs
away. She sets up a dress making establishment with
the bonds, the only money her wealthy husband has
not wheedled from her. and soon is making good. In-

tolerably lonely, Janet adopts a ten year old orphan,
Jim Newman who grows up and takes a position as a
reporter.

Meanwhile, Janie grows up loving her "uncle" Al
James, who worships the little girl and puts all the
money he receives from Norman, to the child's ac-
count. One day, vears later, Norman sees Janie and
immediately he decides he wants her. Al sees that
look and refuses to give up the girl. Whereupon,
Norman reveals that Janie is Jack Hollingsworth's

daughter. Even then, Al might have kept his temper
if Norman hadn't thickly boasted that he'd make
Janet's daughter his mistress to spite Janet for run-
ning away. Al knocks Norman down and in self de-

fense as Norman draws a gun, wrests it from the

millionaire and kills him. Then escaping, Al tells

everything to Janie and refusing to let her flee with
him, takes to cover. Norman's body is discovered
and reporters are sent to Al's home since he was the

last to be with the murdered man. Janie tells every-
thing, and falls in love with Jim, there as a reporter.

As is her custom that night, Janet inquires if any-
thing unusual happened and Jim tells her of Janie.

When he mentions the circumstances. Janet rushes to

her daughter's side. Al's story is corroborated and he

is freed. Al and Janet look on fondly as J;
Jim walk off arm ai

'
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their footsteps headed for

THE LAIRD OF GLEN INVER

Margaret A. H. McKenzie File No. 7401

BRAVING the anger of his father, the Laird of

Glen Inver and the vengeful threats of Bessie
Mcintosh who grows dramatic about her unre-

quited love, young Jack Gilmour marries Marjorie
Miller—a chorus girl. Refusing to grant that little

Marjorie is an ideal wife. Jack's father promptly dis-

owns him and as years pass the old man grieves be-

cause he has no heir. Since his only daughter has
perished in an accident, the Laird invites his brother's

son, Hector Gilmour to his home, frankly admitting
that he is testing him. But very shortly the astute

Laird realizes that Hector is utterly unfitted to suc-

ceed him, even though the Laird does not reahzehow
Hector has been persecuting Flora Hunter. Living
with her adoring brother and her grandfather near
Glen Inver, Flora is subjected to constant annoyance
by Hector who wants the pretty girl. But when her
brother, Ian, who has often jokingly maintained that

it's a pity he and Flora are related—they would have
been so happy married, learns about Hector, he comes
to blows with the Laird's nephew and almost kills him
in his fury. When Hector manages to escape, he is

happy enough to flee Glen Inver with his wife, and
the Laird is not at all unhappy at seeing Hector go.

As a result, the Laird offers Ian, who appeals to him
strongly, a position managing his estate, and so fond

does the old man become of Ian that he makes out a
tentative will leaving his title to Ian. At the same
time the Laird advertises for a girl to help Ian in his

work, and he chooses Margie of all the applicants,

fascinated by her resemblance to his dead daughter.
And although neither the Laird nor Margie reaUze
it, Margie's mother and father know that she is work-
ing for her own grandfather. As his health declines

the old man begins to wish that Ian and Margie, both
of whom he loves as his own children, would get mar-
ried to each other but although they like each other
the thought of marriage never seems to occur to

either. One day, Margie gasps as she discovers her
father's writing among her employer's effects and she
learns from Ian about the Laird's disowned son. When
she tells the old man who she is. tremblingly, he sur-

prises her by ordering her to fetch her mother and
father immediately, that he is overwhelmed with de-
light to learn that she is his granddaughter. But
when his son and daughter-in-law have made their

peace with the Laird of Glen Inver. the failing noble-
man cannot conceal his regret that he has no male
grandchild. And then comes a startling letter left

by Bessie Mcintosh, the girl who had been in love

with Jack when he married Marjorie. Bessie has died

and bequeathed a note explaining that now there is

no further need for revenge. But when Jack had
brought his wife to the hospital in which she had a

secret interest, Bessie had concealed the fact that
Marjorie was delivered of twins. And when a peas-
ant woman, Mrs. Hunter, had given birth to a dead
child, Bessie had given her Jack's boy child. Ian
Hunter is the rightful descendent of the Laird of

Glen Inver, Margie is his sister, and with the title

his, he can marry little Flora toward whom his feel-

ings have never been sisterly.

THE BLOND CHINESE
Jimmy Karl Ahina File No. 7436

LEFT a half million dollars in her own right by
her Chinese father, Greta Moon, an American-
ized oriental rebels against her existence and ob-

tains a position for herself dancing in a night club.
Her sinuous grace and startling beauty win her wide
acclaim and the friendship of Roy Cromwell, New
York scion at present in disfavor with his wealthy
family for refusing to marry the girl they had chosen
for him. May Anderson. Before long, Greta and Roy.
both victims of maladjustment, are finding in each
other a welcome surcease from worldly cares. But
Greta realizes that she is falling in love with this
boy, and she is too wise not to know, too. the impos-
sibility of such an alliance. Only Roy basking in the
imderstanding of the almond skinned dancer does not
suspect whither they are drifting.

Regretfully he enters her dressing room one night
and tells her he has been recalled by his parents, that
he is returning to New York. Greta shivers as he
tells her how much her friendship has meant to him.
And Roy, misunderstanding, determines to use his in-
fluence to get his friend a position in New York. Ac-
cordingly he induces a producer to engage the girl for
a new revue, and Greta accepts. In New York, Roy
continues to visit Greta and felicitate her on her suc-
cess, but when Mrs. Cromwell learns of her son's
friendship for this oriental girl, she intercedes, and
calling on the Chinese dancer she is surprised to find

the girl an American college graduate of obviou;
finement and breeding. After the first shock of
izing that this girl doesn't look Chinese, t

drop their hostility and under the guise of friendU-
ness, Mrs. Cromwell induces Greta to give Roy up.
Greta sadly accedes but after a few months of tor-
turous separation, she dyes her hair blond, waves it,

outHnes the shape of her eyes American fashion, and
through the skillful disbursement of bribes, manages
to get herself employed in the Cromwell house as a
maid. Meanwhile, Roy has become convinced that
Greta's disappearance was caused by her elopement
with another man, and the shock combined with the
insistent suggestions of both parents, makes him fall

victim to the intrigues of May Anderson. The night
of May's engagement, Greta is asked to help the guest
dress, and the maid enters to find May kissing Roy.
At first annoyed by the intrusion, May sees that it

is only the maid and she continues with abandon.
Later, Greta's patient aid is scorned by the snobbish
May. However, Roy pierces Greta's disguise and his
astonishment at finding that the girl who has occupied
his thoughts for so long now has been working in this
very house gives way to his love and taking her in

his arms he asks her to marry him. May enters at-

this moment and there is a terrific scene. Mr. Crom-
well threatens to disown his son, and Mrs. Cromwell,
more understanding, calms her husband. Despite
Roy's pleading that they run off, be married immedi-
ately, Greta says she must think this thing out. Re-
fusing to let Roy come with her, Greta walks for

hours having made an appointment to meet Roy, at
eight the next night. All night Greta ponders her
problem, and the next day May, contrite in the real-
ization that she really loves Roy, comes not to point
out racial differences but to plead for the man she
loves, and Greta goes away leaving a note for Roy.
A year elapses and the Cromwells, Roy and May,

are giving a dinner. One of their guests is Mile.
Jeanette d'Arc. Parisian sensation, and her middle-
aged business manager who appears to be very much
attached to her. Only Roy recognizes Greta. They
dance together, and as they sway in harmony for one
moment in their troubled lives, the blond Chinese girl,

holding her head very high, says, "No, Roy, our love
was never destined to be reaUzed." And as they both
glance toward the corner where Mrs. Cromwell is

graciously speaking to Greta's manager, they sway
together in the rhythms of the dance; for one moment
unmindful of anything save each other.

STRICT DISCIPLINE

Grace L. Shoemaker File No. 7435

BACK from her first year at a woman's college at
which surveillance has been almost as strict as
at home, beautiful Melba Astor enters the dining

room of the most exclusive hotel in town on the arm
of her father. Across the room, Robert McReynolds,
young interne, stares at the girl transfixed. The aged
doctor whose protege Bob is, follows the boy's gaze
and says, "Good taste son, but you're aiming rather
high. Astor won't have less than a millionaire for
that daughter of his." But Melba catches the admir-
ation in the handsome boy's eyes and she blushes
faintly.

That week. Bob picks up a newspaper and learns
that a reception is being given in honor of the recently
returned daughter of James Astor. Bob clips Melba's-
picture and sets about getting himself invited. It isn't

very difficult for him, for despite his financial straits,
he is well liked. Cutting in on Melba's escort, Bob
tells her how much he has wanted to dance with her,
and asks when he may see her again. However, when
Melba returns home that night her father demands to
know who that young fellow is that was making such
a nuisance of himself. Melba raises a puzzled brow.
Nuisance? But her father is not so easily to be put
off. He means that medical student. What is he
hanging around Melba for? He hasn't any money.
Has he? Melba's attempted defense infuriates her
father, and when Bob calls the next night, Astor is

actually rude. What are his prospects? Melba al-

most faints in indignation. Her father has never done
that

_
before. But then her father has never felt the

imminence of his daughter's falling in love with a
pauper before. And when Bob leaves, Melba's father
says that fellow is not to come to the house again.
Her sense of honor too strong to resort to clandestine-
meetings even though she realizes her father is wrong,
Melba regretfully informs Bob that she must not see
him again. The two young people are tortured by the
separation and they do not actually meet again until,

by chance, Melba and her father see Bob on a train.
Her father's firm grasp on her arm prevents her from
speaking, but as she seats herself in their private
compartment, Melba flares up in anger. Her father
remains cool and implacable. Suddenly there is a
terrible crash. In an instant the car seems to go up
in flames. Screams, confusion, and suddenly the door
of the compartment is flung open and Bob. a gash in
his forehead, is carrying Melba out. Her father
pinned under the wreckage calls for help. Dense smoke
and again Bob freeing Mr. Astor carrying him, groan-
ing, out. The boy vanishes into the flames again and
again, each time carrying out another victim. Then
when it seems he is too weary to stand, he sets about
administering first aid. Melba helps silently, while
her father keeps up his groaning until with a sudden
determination, he offers himself as an aid, humbly
taking orders from the young interne. Only the ar-
rival of help from town stops the boy, who promptly
faints from his superhuman exertion. Later, receiv-
ing the congratulations of everybody he is told how
many lives he saved, and Mr. Astor is not the last

of those to extend their gratitude. Acknowledging he
has acted like an idiot, Mr. Astor withdraws his ob-
jections and Melba and Bob need no further
agement.
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FARM CALL

Valentine P. Jesaitis File No. 7439

he Virginia moun-
called the sur-

an the rage of the

,,^^^OOD-BYE Bud, lot's of luck with your book.

( T Perhaps if it's published I'll see you in the
^-^ city." She knew he wouldn't come to the city,

and as he reluctantly released her hand, h,e said so.

But May was going back to New York. Her father

had sent her out to Clearwater Farm, when, looking

across the dinner table one night, he had gasped at

her peaked expression. Night clubs, late hours, were
wearing her out. He knew just the place for her. A
college chum was running it. And May, expecting to

be bored had gone, scoffing loudly to her slightly

tipsy friends who had come to see her oiif after_spend-

ing the night showing May one last, "complete" sight

of the old town. But arrived at the Riverhead Sta-

tion, May had been met by Bud, and nobody could

be bored with Bud around. Limitless in his enthusi-

asms. Bud was at the moment writing a book, and
soon May was offering to type it for him. But the

summer had sped by. and now May was leaving,

looking forward eagerly to joining the old crowd. And
somehow, Bud was letting tier go without telling her

that he loved her. What was the use? She could

never be happy on a farm, and Bud would not, even

for May, live in the city.

But if May expected to find everything the same
she was due for a disappointment. Somehow excite-

ment of the old variety had lost its flavor. And be-

fore long, her father was asking her how it was that

he never saw the crowd around anymore. It was her

father who brought Bud's book home for her to read.

She felt she knew it by this time, but idly turning

the pages. May suddenly discovered that this wasn't

the same book. She couldn't know that trymg to put

the last touches on his manuscript. Bud had been dis-

gusted. Every page reminded him of how he missed

May, and with an impulsive gesture he had flung the

pages over the cliff, watched the wind scatter his

work. Then, tormented, he had gone back and written

his longing into a book which had been accepted by a

publisher. And Mav, reading it, gasps as she reahz-

es that Bud has written up llieir summer. But it is

incredible. All her feelings have been probed. How
could he reahze how she felt? And there is the mem-
ory of the day when Mrs. Corbet had left Junior with

her and gone to the city. May had had no trouble

while the baby slept in the morning, but then it

started to cry. Rocking, whistling, nothing helped,

until Bud discovered that the squirming little bundle

was all wet. But May looked blank. She had seen

Mrs. Corbet change the baby's clothes countlessly,

but do it herself—with Bud watching, she couldn't.

And Bud, e.xplaining you had to learn a lot of things

on a farm, had changed it as simply as he would put

a saddle on a horse. All through the book, are these

reminiscences and as May reads how he feels about

her, how she regards him, a sudden nostalgia for the

farm sweeps over her. Hastily snatching up her

things, she boards the next train for Riverhead. Ar-

rived she hears a cry from the South porch. It is

Junior May rushes to him. Wet! And suddenly

there is Bud behind her. "Did you try changing

him?" he asks with a smile playing across his face.

And May does without any trouble. After Junior has

been changed, May and Bud sit looking at each other,

neither daring to speak. "Well?" Bud finally ven-

tures to say, "How long are you going to stay this

time?" And May, suddenly very feminine, quotes

from Bud's book.

THE LIEUTENANT

Dr. Mary G. Shannonho File No. 7433

GATHERED around John Castleman's cottage,

men, women and children are eagerly watching

an eagle hunt. Shot after shot is in vain to

wing the bird. Unable to stand this inefficiency any

longer. Urmia, the Captain Castleman's tom-boy

daughter, defies her step-mother's threat to horse-

whip her and brings down the eagle with her own
rifle. Since her mother's death. Urmia has been her

father's constant companion and excels his men in

handling a gun, swimming, riding, besides being in-

terested deeply in the violin. By her wild and care-

free manner, she is a continual shock to her very

proper step-mother and her prudish daughter, Martha.

The second Mrs. Castleman rules the house with firm

hand and destroys the former companionship of father

and daughter, by influencing the father to promise

her in marriage to Robert Holborn. Interested in a

school-day sweetheart, Rudolph Rhoades. Urmia with

all the fire of a wildcat rebels. Ever ready with

schemes, Holborn suggests that the lovers be allowed

to see each other and at the high point cause Ru-

dolph to lose interest. Martha is promised the love of

Rudolph provided that Holborn wins Urmia. Unaware
of this dire plot, Urmia is happy in the family s ap-

parent reconciliation with the Rhoades. Hoping against

hope that this will last, she senses a growing coldness

on the part of her lover. Several questionings and

meetings seem of no avail. He flatly refuses to tell

her what has caused his indifference and in a fit of

exasperation Urmia returns his ring. The affair is

obviously ended but the sparkling Urmia is losing her

vivacity. She becomes listless and haggard, pining

her heart away for the love she has thought perfect.

Brutally her father urges her to marry Martin Fos-

ter a debonair millionaire drunkard. Desperately she

clings to her only friend. Aunt Florence, the Cap-

tain's sister and housekeeper. Even this sympathetic

friendship is not enough to fight the harsh persistence

of her father and in her despair she gives in.

On Christmas Day, beautiful but paled to a point of

weakness, the former lively Urmia becomes the miser-

able Mrs. Foster. The honeymoon over, the couple

settle in a shabby lodge buried
tains. The Panther's Cave, it

roundings however are no wildei
drunken husband returning from a two or tnree
weeks' sojourn. So horrible is he that often Urmia
must defend herself from his unwelcome advances by
the point of a gun. At last she can bear it no longer
and writes a lengthy letter to her father, merely to

inform him of the untold misery his selfish money-
mad desires have cost his Urmia. She intends to

leave her drink -crazed Martin. Receiving her reveal-

the Captain's eyes are opened to his utter

nd he asks Silas Morgan, his right hand
1, to find her. Stricken with paralysis at the hor-

of his coercion, the Captain hves only for his

ranee. Quickly responding to her
I devotes herself to his care. There
mutually desirous of avoiding Mrs.

father and daughter enjoy
storm rages

ng lette

daughter's reapp'
father's call. Urn
in the lighthouse
Castleman's supervision
a loving reunion. A fi

and in reply to a distress signal from the pleasure
yacht, Ojeda, the coast guards endeavor to shoot a

life line to the helpless craft. Rescue in life boats is

impossible in the -turbulent surf. Witnessing the poor
marksmanship of the crew, Urmia dashes from her
father's bedside, and with the first aim sends a well-

directed shot that carries the life line over the top

of the boat. The shore line is fastened to the sand
anchor and one by one the entire crew and passengers
of the doomed ship are hauled into safety. With sheer
admiration mirrored in his eyes, the Captain of the

Ojeda, Lieutenant Godfrey Stanhope of the U. S. Army
and only son of the famous Judge Stanhope, extends
his congratulations to the splendid markswoman,
Urmia. Proudly Godfrey relates to his parents the

disaster and Urmia's heroic deed in taking her fath-

er's place. Rewarding the life saving crew by an im-
party, Godfrey continues his delightful

acquaintance with the
of her horrible experier
the warm fire of his b
she cannot forget h

Suddenly her maid,
drunken husband has l

ving full w^

charming Ur
ith

Regardle
she thrills nder

nd try she

that

th.

attentions.

. informs he

i to bring he
utter uselessness of re-

nly tells him to go. She
ted rampages again. De-

in the only hotel in town,
both relieved and sorry to
hot and killed during the

statement of

gages the services of de-
se. The murder is pinned
his miserable wife. The
father, and as she sits in

she ha

fusing to

will never endure his intox
jectedly he secures lodging
The next morning she is

hear that he has been s

night. Although th.

suicide, Martin's mother en
tectives to follow up the ca
upon the frail shoulders of

shock of the arrest kills her
prison awaiting trial, she wonders why she has been
selected for this extra burden of worry. Previously
she has found out that Rudolph's indifference has been
caused by a letter from her father. Even this has no
interest for her. She is no longer concerned with his

affairs.

she
The courtroom is filled with excited people,

doubt the guilt of the defendant; others are si

should pay. Two witnesses, Martha and Holborn tes-

tify that they have seen her leave the hotel with a

smoking revolver in her hand. Despite the proof that
Holborn has often threatened Urmia, the jury finds

her guilty. As she is being led out of the courtroom,
the door bursts open. Lieutenant Stanhope and one
of his men half-drag, half-carry in the bleeding body
of the main witness, Robert. Godfrey and his detec-

tives have overheard Martha and Robert rejoicing over
the success of their plot, and as they divide the

money found upon Martin, they are caught red-hand-
ed. Immediately attempting suicide. Robert is the

less fortunate of the two. Breathing his last, he con-

fesses the entire sinister life-time plot of the two con-

spirators to ruin the happiness of the luckless Urmia.
Released at once by this remarkable testimony, Urmia
is caught in the arms of the loyal Godfrey. Unwilling
to admit her love for him, he reminds her of her
anxiety for his welfare when she accidentally shot him
in the leg. It has been only a slight wound, yet her

concern manifests a deep love. Succumbing to the ar-

dor of his love, she accepts. A wedding this time

one to every one's liking. Once again the fire re-

turns to her eyes, the pale and wan look disappears

and Urmia feels a renewal of the sparkling joy of

living. In the quiet of their pretty white cottage, the

newlyweds thrill to the gorgeous setting of the fiery

sun. Encircled in each other's arms, they whisper the

promise the new day, tomorrow, holds for them. The
intense ball of fire has dropped the curtain on the un-

happy past and with a sincere agreement that this be

so, the two figures melt into one tender kiss.

THE INTERRUPTED WEDDING
Mildred Murray File No. 7448

MARION cannot understand it. Her mother never
approved of Frank Fairport, why then should

she have, just before she died, written to Mar-
ion urging her to marry Frank? And Frank had
seemed so—matter-of-fact, yet guarded about the mat-

ter. What had changed her mother's opinion of him?
After a bitter struggle with herself, Marion finally

decides to conform to her mother's will and when
next Frank reminds her of the letter she pr

The day of the wedding, Marion has to steel herself

against her impulse to run off from this man she

hates. Why should she jeopardize her future, surely

she should at least know why her mother requested

the marriage, and then comes a call from the hospital

—Frank Fairport has requested that his fiancee be in-

formed of his automobile accident. Furious with her-

self for feeling relieved, Marion goes to the hospital

and learns that Frank is in danger of never being

able to walk again. But far from offering to release

her from the marriage, he querulously demands to

know if she can be ready this afternoon for the cere-

mony, and bitterly he asserts that a lot will be ex-

pected of her now that he is an invalid. Her head
splitting, with no one to consult about this grave
step she is taking, JIarion stumbles out of the hospi-

tal only to discover that there is a terrific downpour.
She tries in vain to get a cab, and when she feels

she can stand up no longer, a young man passing in

a car sees her white face and courteously inquires if

he can drive her to her destination. Carl Dee informs
Marion that he is here searching for a man named
Frank Fairport. Then seeing her expression, he in-

quires if she knows the man and learns that Marion
is going to marry him. Carl gasps. "Did you re-

ceive a letter that is influencing you?" and as the

astonished girl confirms his suspicions, he asks her to

take him to Frank immediately. At the hospital,

there is a bitter scene and it develops that Frank
wrecked his car trying to avoid Carl. With a last

warning to leave Marion alone, Carl takes the girl

from Frank's room arid bringing her home asks if

he may see her again. As she consents, he pulls a
book from his pocket and the picture of an attractive
girl falls out.

In her room, Marion wonders about that photo-
graph. She realizes she is falling in love with Carl
but that girl ... It is possible that Carl already has
a fia'ncee. But that night, riding in Carl's car with
the moonlight turning the road into a shimmery rib-

bon, Marion can think only of Carl sitting beside her
and when he stops the car and takes her in his arms
yields to his embrace. His words, "Marion, dear,

you didn't love Fairport?" and his explanations are

infinitely reassuring. Fairport had made love to Carl's

sister—the girl whose picture Marion had seen—and
while Paula was at school she received a letter pur-
porting to have been written by her mother, telling

the frightened girl to meet her at a hotel, to go with
this man. However, Paula had telephoned long dis-

tance to Carl and Fairport, learning that Carl was
coming for him had escaped. Undoubtedly, Frank
had used his letter writing at a propitious moment
when he learned of the death of Marion's mother.
Shuddering to think how nearly she had succumbed
to Fairport's chicanery. Marion listens breathlessly to

Carl's declaration that he loves her and shyly she
consents to marry him. This is love!

FADED FLOWERS

Gilbert Lewi: File No. 738S

ALL the time that Mary is playing the organ in

the Baptist Chapel she can feel the eyes of the

handsome newcomer boring into her back, and
she is not surprised when later he contrives to get an
introduction to her. And in the days that follow,

Mary learns to love this Joseph whose life has been
one long adventure. But when Mary tells her father

that Joseph wants to marry her, he flares in anger,

calling Joseph a young whippersnapper who will never
amount to anything and forbidding his daughter to

see Joseph again. But Mary's love is not so easily

set aside and although she refuses to accept his plea

to run off and marry him, she claims that eventually
her father will be reconciled. After one stormy scene,

however, Joseph sets sail and he tells Mary he will

be back only when he can prove his worth to her fa-

ther. Soon after her lover's departure, Mary dis-

covers to her great consternation that she is going to

have a child, and when her father discovers this, true

to character, he orders her to leave his house, tells

her she is shameless.

With the greatest difficulty Mary finds work to sup-
port herself and her little child, Charles, and for

years she has all she can do to keep herself from
starving. Then comes an appeal from home, her fa-

ther is i.ll. he needs her help. Swallowing her natural
feeling of resentment, Mary takes her child and goes
home where she finds her father very ill. Through
her patient ministrations he pulls through and lives

to delight in the childish antics of Charles. But her
father's illness has made deep inroads into his fortunes

and when he dies, Mary and Charles are left penni-

less with an accumulation of debts to be paid. And
Charles growing up gets every kind of recognition at

school for his splendid progress, but only he and his

mother know how great a sacrifice it requires to put
him through school. But Medical School, Charles'

ambition seems to be entirely out of reach because of

their poverty, that is. it is out of reach until Joseph
comes back. He had said he wouldn't come back until

he had made his fortune. Now, with great wealth
garnered from one of the oil wells he had bought, one
that he had been laughed at for being fool enough to

buy, he returns to Mary and learns for the first

time of his child, Charles. And after these many years

of trial, Joseph still is in love with Mary and she has
never ceased loving him for one moment. Thus they

pick up living again—as husband and wife, and Jo-

seph sends his son to one of the finest medical schools.

Years pass and Charles is graduated as a surgeon.

A splendid career lies before him, but when he comes
home he tells his parents that he is going to marry
Maria, a girl of a poor family. Immediately Joseph
flies into a rage, says that after all he has done for

Charles he is going to throw his life away on an in-

significant girl, and finally concludes by forbidding

the boy to see Maria again. Gently Mary interposes.

"Joseph," she says, "this from you, when we, you
and I, suffered so terribly because of just such in-

tolerance." And as she continues, Joseph loses his

arrogance and placing one arm tenderly about his wife

and the other about Charles, he says, "Bring your
wife home, son. She is and always will be welcome."
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THE HUMAN BURDEN
Mrs. Leeih Parker File No. 7360

SETTING aside a promising career to marry the

gay and impetuous Nathaniel Tarlor, LilHan be-
lieves all his promises to give up his wild com-

panions. And for a while he does, and theirs is a
happy marriage. With the coming of their little ones,

their cup of happiness seems to brim over. Then the

twins are born, and Lillian's health suffers. The
family doctor, kindly, understanding, prescribes rest,

and with Nathaniel urging her, Lillian spends four
weeks in a sanitarium resting. But when she writes
that she is coming home, well, and longing for her
husband and family, there is no Nathaniel to greet
her. Seeking amusement while his wife was con-
valescing, Natheniel had looked upon the wine when
it was red. Once tasting the old life, he had gone to

the arms of Marcia, entertainer in a night club and
she with the chicanery of her kind, had shortly in-

formed Nathaniel that he had better get a divorce from
his wife, sne was going to have a child. The night
that Lillian arrives home, therefore, her husband
comes home reeking of liquor and informing her
thickly that he is through, fed up on domesticity.
How much does she want to take the kids and get out?
And Lillian gasping with the suddenness of the ruin
of her air castles, replies quietly, "I wouldn't touch
your money. Go to that woman."
Left with the burden of supporting youngsters, two

of them just a few weeks old, Lillian suffers and
struggles uncomplainingly, and the little ones as soon
as they are able to, take their share of the responsibil-

ity. It hurts her to see Tommy selling newspapers
after school. And the one time she sees his father,

Nathaniel is being helped into a cab by a painted
woman only a little less drunk than he. Lillian turns
away, sickened. He never even sees her!
Years pass. The chidren grow older and Tommy

marches off to war. He returns, but mentally he is

scarred by the dread things he has seen, the bitter

thoughts he entertains. And by now, Lillian is suc-

cessful enough to send her children to professional

schools, to enjoy the stalwart young men and women
whose development she alone is responsible for. Alone
she denies herself thoughts of the man who deserted
her, and the children grow up believing him dead.

Once, however, a shabby old man comes to Martin's
dental office. He waits his turn then informs the as-

tonished young dentist that he is his father, directed

here by the old family physician who had recognized
him on Broadway as he begged for a nickle. Martin,
not knowing what to believe brings him to the apart-

ment in which his mother, retired now from business,

is living. Lillian grows faint as she recognizes this

derelict as her husband. He pleads with her to take
him back, but she says she hates him. Gradually,
however, Lillian says she will ask the children. Tom-
my, the oldest, storms and rages against accepting
the man who left his mother destitute, for another
woman. But Lillian realizes the old man is very ill,

and with the help of the twins, who, Tommy says,

only feel forgiving because they were too young to

see how their mother suffered, Nathaniel is taken in.

His happiness is short-lived, however, for years of

dissipation have taken their toll, and he dies leaving
Lillian alone to enjoy her splendid children and
rrandchildren.

TAKE HER AWAY
Mrs. Rena Z: File No. 7445

UNTIL her father's heavy footsteps crashed through
the shrubbery, Barbara had always considered
Fairy Dell, her own special retreat. There alone

she could dream her dreams of romance. But the day
her father discovered her lying on the ground lost in

thoughts of a more glamorous existence all her fan-

cies perished. John Savant was a firm believer in

discipline and work. To him idleness was a cardinal
sin, and he punished it with a whip. Bringing the

lash down on Barbara's quivering shoulders, he was
stayed by a scowling young man. "How dare you
whip that child!" Speechless with anger and resent-
ment at this interference, John had returned glare
for glare, but it was Dick who finally won. Dick who
walked Barbara back home, heard that she didn't

run away because she was afraid to leave her suf-

fering mother behind. Barbara explained that her
father was accustomed to beat them both because
they were not capable of doing as much work as he
expected. Dick was indignant. The man ought him-
self to be whipped. But when he met Barbara's moth-
er, he realized that this humbled woman really
loved her husband in spite of his brutality, and as
for Barbara, it is clear Mrs. Savant would gladly
give her life for her daughter. All the next day and
the days that followed Barbara thought of Dick, re-

membered his every word, his every gesture. Then,
about a week later, Barbara was able to escape her
work long enough to go to her Fairy Dell. There
to her astonishment, she found Dick, learned that he
had been coming here regularly hoping to find her
again. It didn't seem possible. This man who had
everything was interested in her, Barbara. Of course
she had hoped . . . But reality seemed too strange, too

incredible. During this and their suljsequent meet-
ings, Dick learned all about Barbara and learned too

that whatever her background he wanted her for his

wife. This last frightened the girl. Her father.'..
And when John Savant arrived home one day to find

Dick waiting for him, he scoffed at the rich boy's re-

(|uest for his daughter's hand. Claimed that he wanted
Barbara to marry the man he picked for her. That
girl couldn't choose her own husband. But for once
the combined pressure brought to bear by his wife, by
Barbara and by Dick Lovington was sufficient to shake
one of Savant's decisions. What a tremendous vic-

tory this was, was not evident until later, for it later
appeared to have been a crisis. From then on, John's
indomitable will became less evident and he appeared
humanized. Perhaps it was the effect of Dick's par-
ents, gentle, understanding, that made John decide
to change. But at the wedding, the happiness of Mr.
and Mrs. Savant was partly in anticipation of their

own glowing future together and partly because it

seemed that no pair more gallant, more in love, than
Barbara and Dick had ever walked down a church
aisle before.

THE HAPPIEST COWPOKE
Charles May FUe No. 7446

IT did look pretty bad. A few minutes after Tom
Carson, stranger who claimed he was just drifting
into these parts looking for work, sauntered into

the Last Chance Saloon, a puncher came running into

town announcing that old Bill Jackson had been found
at the side of the trail—shot dead. Bill had never
had an enemy as far as anybody knew and it was evi-

dent that the stranger resented the close questioning
to which he was put. Wasn't it enough that he said
he came up via the road ? How should he know
what happened at the trail? And when Tom walks
out of the saloon conscious that every eye in the place
is fastened on him, Steve Dillon, middle aged rancher
expresses the opinion that that Tom feller looks
guilty. The sheriff follows Tom, sees him gently in-

form Bill's daughter, Ruth, about her father's death,
and when the girl admits she has no foreman, Tom
wheels around sharply, discovers the sheriff, and with
a doffing of his sombrero rides off.

Two days after the murder, Steve Dillon reports
the rustling of some of his cattle and there is evi-
dence that Tom is connected. That night, Tom rides
up to Ruth's ranch and finding her alone tells her that
he is accused of stealing cattle. If he describes the
men he thinks are guilty will she tell him their names?
His descriptions lit "Pug" Nelson and Slim, one of
Ruth's own riders. Moreover, Ruth admits that she
doesn't believe that Tom killed her father. The next
day, further evidence is found against Tom and he is

jailed. But Ruth, aided by a deputy sheriff, frees Tom,
frightened by rumors that the townsmen are going to
break the jail and hang the stranger. Tom promises
Ruth that he will find her father's murderer and in-

specting the scene of the crime he finds an ejected
.44 shell and tracks of boots with a curious hole in

the soles. None of the cowboy's tracks fit, as Tom
discovers that night, and he goes on to Steve Dillon's
ranch only to seek shelter as he hears horses ap-
proach. Dillon is trying to persuade Pug to do some-
thing and Pug worried over the murder of Bill and
the fact that the stranger has found the .44 shell,

refuses to involve himself further. As Tom waits,
however, Slim comes u]) and Steve convinces him
that the best policy is to escape but he wants Ruth
kidnapped. At first Slim, too, hesitates but he is re-

minded of the time he was fired, and he goes off

after the girl. Tom is in a quandary. What should
he do? He decides to get Dillon, the leader, and
stepping in the doorway orders him to put up his

hands. Pug fires and Tom expecting it, fires simul-
taneously. Then Dillon gets brave and Tom feels an-
other bullet sting his left arm. But he fires, dis-

arming both men and binding them both securely, he
rushes out to prevent the abduction of Ruth. There
is a return of fire and as Slim lies stretched upon the
ground, Tom unbinds Ruth and together they ride

back to. Steve's place to wring a written confession
of the murder and the theft of his own cattle from
the rancher. The arrival of the sheriff disposes of

that matter and as Ruth promises to become Mrs.
Carson, Steve declares that one week from to-day he
will be the happiest cowpoke living.

THE UNREAD VERDICT
Mabel Ellis Lee File No. 7456

LITTLE imps seem to be dancing around the cold,
iron-gray cell asking Phinetta Lee why. Crying
hysterically, Phinetta pours out her story to the

imaginary imps. Yes. she killed Philip Grav because
he has been no good. In the midst of her tearful
confession to the four walls, the prison guards come
to escort her to the courtroom. The humiliation of
facing the accusing throng of curious people who
crowd the courtroom. As she feels trembling for the
chair, .Rodney Wilson, her loyal sweetheart, gives her
a reassuring pat telling her he believes her innocent.
No matter how many times she confesses her guilt,
he will always believe her innocent and intends to
prove it. Phinetta takes the stand. Heartlessly the
state's attorney draws the facts from her. Having
had a little quarrel with her lover the night previous,
she has left for a dance, intent upon enjoying herself
as a wild butterfly. Encouraging the attentions of
Philip Gray, against whom her Rodney has often
warned her she finds herself thrilling in his dances.
Defying her lover's wishes she allows Philip to escort
her home. Instead he takes her to his cabin in the
mountains where he urges her to drink with him.
She becomes very sleepy. Waking up the next morn-
ing, she discovers that Philip has slept with her.
Since he has promised the night before to marry her.

she reminds him only to hear a laughing remark that
that's what he tells them all. Infuriated she attempts
to call the police, but Philip stops her as she gets
the receiver off. Spying a gun, she threatens to kill

him and as she shoots he falls, dead. The police ar-
rive shortly and take her into custody and that is the
whole story. Feebly Rodney tries to testify for the
character of the girl he has known for five years.
Loudly he denies her guilt and declares that in spite

of her confession he shall yet find the murderer. The
court is dismissed and the verdict is to be rendered
on the following day. Eagerly Phinetta awaits the
visit of her lover who does not make any appearance
until the next day. Unknown to her he has been
seeking new evidence.
The court is called to order. The Judge begins to

read the , verdict. A sudden noise at the entrance
halts him and Rodney enters accompanied by an old
Spaniard. Despite the Judge's statement that all

testimony has been received, Rodney claims news.
He asks the lawyers to examine the gun that Phinetta
fired and the bullet that has been removed from Gray.
They do not tally. Putting his old companion. Uncle
Lugo, on the stand, Rodney smiles in satisfaction as
the new witness tells his Story. Long ago his wife
died, leaving him a little girl, Pyketha, whom he
reared carefully to a glowing womanhood. Often he
used to cook for the wealthy Mr. Gray. Sometimes
he would stay for weeks at a time making fancy
Spanish dishes for the meticulous millionaire. One
time his daughter came to see him there. Mr. Gray
became very much interested and, fascinated by her
Spanish loveliness, he declared his love for her, only
to leave her after he had seduced her. When her
child was born, the lovely Pyketha died, leaving an-
other wee Pyketha to the care of her father. Furious
Uncle Lugo had promised to revenge his daughter, and
at the moment that Phinetta fired her gun, he also
aimed. But it was his gun that fired the fatal shot.
Thus as the two re-united lovers saunter out of

the court, they are greeted witH smiling faces as the
Judge tears up the unread verdict. Years later, Pyke-
tha hears the story of her folks from the lips of her
adoring guardians, Rodney and Phinetta.

THE QUEEN OF DRY LAKE
L. A. Hayward FUe No. 7442

TROTTING along on her beautiful saddle horse,
Diamond, Anne Davis returns to her father's
ranch simultaneously with the arrival of a smart-

looking automobile. Excusing herself to the attentive
Guy Schwartz, the ranch foreman, she dashes into
the house, eager to meet the newcomer. At her fa-
ther's request, Anne proceeds to show Thomas Chal-
lange, the visitor, the fine cattle herd. Cantering
parallel with the herd, Anne suddenly stops and Dia-
mond stands stock still before the charge of an in-
furiated bull who has spied Anne's red hat and riding
boots. His range instincts coming to the fore, Thom-
as reaches for the lariat that hangs on the saddle,
unfurls it in the air, and the noose falls squarely
oyer the enraged animal's head. Guy Schwartz and
his men ride up, and Gug, ignoring the timely rescue,

Challange of being a cattle thief. Challange
drops the lariat on his neck in several coils.

Infuriated, Guy dismounts ready to fight, and Chal-
lange smilingly tells him "at the barbecue". Having
won the favorite place in Anne's esteem, Challange
is a regular visitor at the Davis ranch. Since his
coming, Mr, Davis has noted Anne's growing coldness
to Guy's advances and scolds her for it.

Confessing his love for her, Challange tells her he
must go away on business but that he'll return in a
few months when they shall be married. At the
jolly wedding party, Guy gently reminds Challange
that the barbecue will be some time in the fall.

Time drags for the out -door girl, and she succumbs
to a desire to ride her Diamond, who jumps a ditch,
unknown to Anne. SlowJy regaining consciousness.
she raises her eyes to Guv's anxious face. This little

incident in no way pleases Tom. To further heighten
his displeasure he must leave town on business. Ar-
riving home on the day of the barbecue, Tom settles
his debt with Guy, beating him to a pulp.
LTpon returning home from work one day, Tom sees

a man leave his home. Unknown to him, Orrin Da-
vis, Anne's wayward brother has called to borrow a
few hundred dollars. Angry at the seeming infidelity

of his charming wife, Tom with the help of his fa-

ther leaves for South America where he attempts to
forget. Ten years later, hitching a ride on the west-
bound train. Tom makes the acquaintance of another
gentleman bum, Orrin Davis, who offers him a job
as a cowpuncher. Camping out in nature's immense
house, Orrin and his men are surprised by the sound
of hoofs. A lad, not yet ten years, halts his
horse, and in response to the good morning wishes,
expresses his anxiety for his mother's safety. Reu-
ben, the boy, explains that his ma went for a ride
the previous night and never returned. When Orrin
arrives at the ranch, he finds a note from kidnappers
of Anne saying that a ransom of five thousand dollars
is needed for her safe return. Realizing that it is his
Anne that has been captured, Tom, still incognito.
joins in the frantic search. He learns that Guy is

wanted by the police. Due to his extraordinary re-
semblance to his bitterest enemy, Tom is taken into
custody but released when his story is told. Trailing
one of Guy's old pals, Tom discovers the cave where
Guy is watching his prize. Attacking Schwartz un-
awares he fells him and rescues Anne. Escorting her
home after a happy reunion Tom spies Reuben who
hurries to thank him. With sparkling tears in her
eyes Anne tells him Tom is his long-lost father.

MAID BACK HOME
Mrs. George Mahler File No. 7469

IN ox carts covered with canvas the sturdy pioneers,
the McDufties, the Connors, and the O'Gools come
to the high hills of Indiana and there settle. Soon

other pioneers attracted by the success of the earlier
comers arrive and the town becomes a center of ac-
tivity. A school is built and Ed O'Gool is appointed
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school master. Some of his pupils are scarcely less

learned than he but vested with the garments of au-
thority he is a veritable tyrant. That is, he is par-
ticularly to young Pat DuiVy and to little Mary Con-
nor he is anything but that. But the more Ed sees

how concerned Mary is about Pat, the more harsh
Ed is to the lad.

Walking down the flowery lanes together, Pat and
Mary pledge an eternal troth and of all the villagers

who delight in Pat's lilting song and his merry danc-
ing, none is so proud as Mary. For Pat, outside of

school, succeeds at everything he puts his hand to.

However in the disgrace of the record given him by
Ed O'Gool, Pat has a big obstacle to live down, and
Pat's thirst for knowledge is so great that he sticks

it out for years, enduring all manner of humiliations.

He knows that unless he remains at school he will

have no opportunity to read the books that are every-
thing to him. But finally Ed's torments become too

great. Pat knows more than the schoolmaster who
fifteen years older than Mary Connor has long de-

cided that he wants her and- no other for his wife.

And Pat decides to make a fortune for himself and for

Mary. However, Ed is afraid that Pat will succeed
with Mary and going to her father, he warns him
against the boy, saying he is a good-for-nothing and
a wastrel and when Pat, hopes high, comes to the

father of the girl he loves, he is summarily dismissed.
Grieved, yet suspecting Ed. Pat has a terrific fight

with his former schoolmaster, after which that per-

son who has made his youth miserable, slinks ofT,

promising to keep away from Mary. And Mary tear-

fully promises she will always wait for Pat who
leaves Indiana and heads for New York.

In New York, Pat finds a new world and once joins

a contest given by a theater. He wins by his glor-

ious voice and dancing legs and gets a complete stage
training. Rising fast, Pat becomes the theater idol

of little old New York and at the height of his fame
he makes a trip back to the hills of Indiana to claim
his Mary. And although telephones and radio are not
yet, still his hometown has heard reports of the suc-
cess of this singer of "I love a Lassie". Banners are
flown and the band rallies to greet Indiana's son, but
midst all the celebration, Pat has thoughts only for

Mary. And she. shy of the metropolitan celebrity,

remains at home, content to get the echoes of Pat's
honors. As he is lifted onto the shoulders of his

townsmen, Pat scans the crowds for Mary, and fail-

ing to see her, he runs off, down the familiar road to

Mary's house and there he finds her. With a glad
cry they rush into each other's arms and Mary says,

"You didn't forget, Pat." There in the home of the

Connors the gay crowd finds Pat and the festivities

continue for many days for doesn't the star of New
York get married to the little maid back home who
has kept her promise to wait?

LITTLE SPITFIRE

Gertrude Atwell File No. 7470

FIGHTING desperately to keep back the tears, Ann
Arding. beautiful and expensively dressed, wan-
ders aimlessly through the park, unaware that she

is being followed by a suave -looking man. John
Shack ton has recognized the heiress to the Arding
millions, despite her unusual actions and upset emo-
tions. Having sought work in vain, Ann, alone in

Mt. Vernon, is discouraged and hungry. The solici-

tous attention of John proves an infinite relief to her.

Eager to win the favor of this runaway heiress. John
takes her to dinner and finds her a job as a depart-
ment stor^ cashier. Ann does not suspect that he
knows who she is and is exti'emely .grateful for his

assistance. He becomes a frequent caller at the
store, often taking Ann out to dinner and theatre,
suiting his moods to hers. Later in a cozy little

apartment, he smiles slyly as he relates his plan to

his blonde companion, to whom he has given every-
thing but a wedding ring. Although she demurs at

his plan to marry into the Arding millions, she agrees
as she hears his glamorous tales of what they will do
together after he has secured a tidy bit of Ann's for-

tune.
Ann, who is alone in the world, due to her father's

suicide following the financial crash and her mother's
sympathetic death soon after, has refused the help of

her wealthy Aunt Loretta because of her Aunt's at-
titude towards her mother, who was a little nobody
until she married the wealthy Arding. With her
mother's picture to guide her, Ann feels secure as she
confesses to the picture that she is engaged to John.
Strangely enough, she admits that she does not 'feel

the thrill that she has expected comes with engage-
ment. Nevertheless, with chin high, she throws ofT

her pessimistic cloak and plans a happy future with
John. Since their engagement however, he has seemed
different. He has more than once called her up and
postponed a date with her. Informing her shortly
before closing time that he is going on a business
trip to New York and shall be away for a few weeks,
she wonders at his indifference. The next day the
girls in the store inform her. Gentlv chiding her
Peggy, the salesgirl, tells her that she had better
keep stepping after her fiance whom she saw leave
town with a gorgeous blonde. Florence, another co-
worker, flippantly suggests that she give him a little

competition to which she receives an equally flippant
answer that she will! Impulsively Ann declares that
she is going to the Club Dance that very night, and
in a fit of anger, she casts her ring out the door di-

rectly into the hands of Jack Randolph, a tall, broad-
shouldered, and handsome newcomer to town. With
laughing eyes he joshes her about the ring, and in

answer to her apology, he invites her to dinner and
to the Club Dance that very night. Hippy that she
has so easily found her much needed escort to the
Dance. Ann accepts, a mischievous fire in her eyes.
Hitherto secretive about her past, Ann finds her-

self confiding in Jack, who has questioned her ability

to dress so expensively upon the salary ?he earns in

the store. In John's absence, Jack becomes 'Ann's
frequent companion. She realizes that she has never
loved the deceitful John and resolves to return his

ring. Traveling out into the country to look over
one of Jack's houses, they are caught in a terrific

storm which forces them to remain overnight in an
ideal Honeymoon Cottage. Alone with the raging
tempest without, the two declare their love and anx-
iously wait the clearing of the weather, John re-

turns and in his frenzy upon the discovery of Ann's
transfer of affection, invents a story and a pic-

ture for proof, that Jack is married and that his
wife lives in Chicago, Acting upon impulse, Ann
agrees to marry John, but at the last moment runs
away and steals a ride to Chicago. There in an effort

to avoid a policeman, she runs directly in the path
of a speeding car. The wealthy owner spares no ex-
pense to save her life, and Chicago's best nurse,
Edith Randolph, whom Ann thinks is Jack's wife,

takes tender care of her. Discovering that her pa-
tient has been the victim of a swindler. Edith notifies
her brother-in-law. Jack, who has been searching
for his missing sweetheart. It has been through the
assistance of a detective friend that Ann has been
located and the true nature of John has been revealed.
John has been leading a double life: that of a business
man in Mt. Vernon, and that of a swindler in New
York. His blonde accomplice has in a moment of

weakness given information leading to his arrest.

Speeding to Ann's bedside by means of a fast air-

plane, Jack reaches the sanitarium just as the doctors
have given up hope. Unaware of Edith's and Jack's
"in-law" relationship, Ann has no desire to live. A
spark of life is kindled when Edith explains as sim-
ply as possible who she is and that Jack is on his
way to her aid. The cheerful, flower-filled room is as
quiet as death when Jack arrives. His excited en-
trance is subdued by the extreme seriousness of his

arrival. Inwardly praying, he calls her softly. Mo-
ments pass slowly , . . then he hears the faint re-

sponse. Kissing her tenderly, he awaits her first dav
of walking. She succeeds, and with faces wreathed
in smiles, the re -united lovers cross the threshold of

their own Honeymoon Cottage,

THE HOUR OF TRIAL
Agnes Nelson Hice File No. 747S

THE PRANK
Neal Wyne File No. 7474

IT
is Mrs. Densmore's tale of a scarecrow-like tramp

that brings about the whole discussion. But when
Aunt Helen maintains in the face of warnings that

she can always tell the character of a person by his

appearance, Kitty challenges her. Not that she really
means anything by saying, "I'll bet you ..." but
Aunt Helen takes her up, and when the party leaves
the dinner table that night, there is a bet of Kitty's
pony against a hundred dollars—a sum which Kitty
needs for her trousseau—that Aunt Helen is going to

be fooled by one of the boarders whom she trusts.

Some time later, on a sultry day, a man carrying a
large grip inquires for IMrs. Melvin. He is Walter
Compton, a drygoods clerk from Hardy, Ohio, and
he has learned that Mrs. Melvin takes in summer
boarders. Aunt Helen looks him over carefully.
Dressed in the latest fashion, Compton's complexion
has a brown yellowish tint like a Filipino. He wears
a small neat mustache, and thick-lensed glasses. A
perfect gentleman, is Aunt Helen's summation, and
Compton's delight in the beauty of the grounds and
the savor of the food further serve to ingratiate him.
Seldom spending much time with the other guests,
Compton can usually be found in his favorite spot
reading a book. Three weeks pass quietly, and Mr.
Compton announces that his vacation is almost up.
Aunt Helen tries to persuade him to continue for a
while longer. It isn't only his money that motivates
her persuasion. Aunt Helen rationalizes, but the man
really is no trouble at all. The next afternoon, Mrs.
Melvin visits a sick neighbor. During her absence
a pretty girl boards a train out of town. Some hours
later. i\Irs. Melvin returns home to find the serving
girl hysterical—she can't find the silverware. But
when Helen Melvin goes upstairs to change her
clothes, she has to catch hold of the dresser to keep
from falling. Every drawer in the room has been
ransacked, and the contents are scattered upon the
floors. Her jewelry box is shattered but its con-
tents are gone. Every nook and corner seems to have
been effectually ransacked and everything of value
taken. The frightened serving maid stoutly main-
tains that no strangers were about all afternoon. All
the boarders are sympathetic. That is. all but Mr.
Compton whose absence is conspicuous. A search of
the missing boarder's room yields no clue and detec-
tives work without finding a single clue. Above all.

Helen Melvin is ashamed to tell the Densmores.
They have warned her so frequently about her board-
ers. A week later a letter comes from her brother
telling her he has heard about the robbery and sug-
gesting that she close up the house, leave the detec-
tives, and visit him. Helen's answer is her sudden
appearance at the Densmore house. She has an at-

tentive audience as she relates her story, but they
shake their head as Helen admits she didn't verify
Compton's references until after his disappearance.
"But he looked honest and truthful," she maintains.
"I guess, Kitty, you've won your bet. Thank good-
ness I have enough money left in the bank to pay
you. Please bring me my grip, I'll write a check."
But when Kitty staggers in under the weight of a
suitcase. Aunt Helen gasps for there neatly arranged
are all her stolen belongings. Kitty admits she knew
Mr. Compton. in fact properly darkened and practiced,
she was Mr. Compton. Her aunt breathes a heavy
sigh of relief. "Well," she says, "you certainly did
win that bet!"

STARING across the top of his desk, Homer New-
feit, clerk of the district court faces exposure.
A respected member of his community, beads of

perspiration form on Homer's brow as he realizes that
any day now the five hundred dollar deficiencv in his
books will be discovered. Those weekend business
trips to Chicago with Josephine Neville almost mak-
ing h.m feel young again. Mary had never sus-
pected. She loved him, trusted him after twenty
years of marriage, and now this. Not that he had
taken the whole sum with criminal intent. He had
borrowed a little at a time. Josephine had seen this
or that that she wanted. And he had to get the
things for her. But now he couldn't replace the
money. The disgrace would probably kill Mary.
Just then the door opens. Homer relaxes as his

wife enters concerned about his worried expression.
He reassures her but says he's too busy to go to
lunch today. The door closes and he is alone again.
Suddenly an idea comes to him. If he took the
county s money they'd never suspect him. Besides
some prisoners let out on parole are hanging storm
windows in the building now. Like an animal at bay.
Homer resort's to anything. He looks in the mirror.
He looks the same, doesn t show he's a thief. Lord!
Carefully stepping into the hall, he enters the county
treasurer's office and putting on his gloves begins to
use tne combination of the safe. Stealthily he re-
turns to his own office, then sinks heavily into a
chair. Too late now to turn back. He knew now
he never wanted to see Josephine again. Only twelve-
forty -five. He steps out into the air. Hurrying back
from lunch he joins the excited crowd and asks ques-
tions. No finger prints, but Mrs. Newfelt, Homer's
wife, saw one of the ex-convicts in the hall acting
siispiciously. 'The halls seem to grow dark for Homer.
They were going to convict an innocent man on cir-
cumstantial evidence, and his wife is to be the chief
witness! When he arrives home, Mary is pale.
"Homer," she says at last, "I found a note from
Josephine Neville asking when you are coming to
Chicago again. She reminds you she still loves you."
Taking his wife in his arms. Homer explains he was
infatuated with the woman but if she will only for-
give him ... he breaks ofl to see what she is staring
at in horror. There on the floor is the envelope with
the five hundred dollars he has just stolen. "Homer!"
Mary cries, and she is gone.
He doesn't see her again until the day of the trial.

He tries to catch her eye as she sits across the aisle,
but she takes her place on the stand, swears to tell
the whole truth and nothing but the truth . . . then
repeats her original story. She saw this man of the
robbery. The Judge receives the jury's verdict of
guilty, sentences the dull looking fellow to ten year's
imprisonment. Something snaps in Homer's mind.
Jumping from his seat, he gives up the stolen money,
confesses his crime. As he waits for the time to
come when he will no longer be a free man, the door
opens and Mary is beside him. "I knew you would
do the right thing," she cries. "It was hard, but
I 11 wait until you are free again. Then we'll start
all over again ..."

EXCITABLE WILBUR
Earl Harter File No. 7421

BECALSE of his inventions. Wilbur is considered
not all there, but he wins Irene Leroy from her
wealthy fiance, and when Irene and Wilbur's in-

valid brother write a motion picture scenario, it is
accepted by a visiting producer, and Irene and Wil-
bur play the leading roles. This is the story:
Wilbur, a country lad, comes to the city with his

yahse under his arm. Ejected from a New York
Movie house for becoming excited at a wild west pic-
ture, he has many other misadventures, being given
an exploding cigar and holding up a line of people on
a trolley by stufting a dollar bill in the coin box.
Then, in a barber shop, the porter brushes his clothes
and he is so dusty that the smoke issuing from the
shop door causes a policeman to call the fire engines.
Sitting on a freshly painted bench in a park, he is
talked into buying an outrageously loud suit and a
derby by a high pressure salesman. While at his
boarding house. Wilbur has a hard time conversing
with his deaf neighbor, and calls attention to himself
by spluttering coffee into the old man's ear trumpet.
However, the country lad becomes friendly with Joe
Manion, who lives at the boarding house with his
sister Edith, his fiancee Cecelia, and a friend of
Edith's, Jeff, a gambler. When Wilbur learns that
Joe has lost his job and can't marry Cecelia, the
rustic offers Joe a thousand dollars, saying that's
nothing he has twelve thousand under his belt besides
owning a large farm. At which Jeff smiles to himself.
The next day, Joe invites Wilbur to a baseball game,
and when he introduces Wilbur as Mr. Brown, Wil-
bur is railroaded into the game on the supposition
that he is flu Brown of Greenville. Of course, Wil-
bur loses the game and he is almost mobbed when he
discloses that he is from Greenville, Ind.. not Green-
ville, S. C. Meanwhile, Edith, who is a night club
hostess at Jeff's place is warned not to be so friendly
with the rube, but she explains she is after his money.
Edith encourages Wilbur to gamble away all his
money and even mortgage his farm, and Jeff gives
him a position as a bookie. Wilbur doesn't reahze
that he is defrauding people out of money, but when
the police arrive, Jeff escapes and Wilbur is caught.
Then Edith begins to feel repentant but Wilbur as-
sures her that since he hasn't his farm or his money,
It doesn't matter that he is put in jail. When, there-
fore, the judge gives Wilbur two years in jail, the boy
thanks him for being the first man ever to give him
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anything. Edith scolds her brother for having taken
money from Wilbur and when she passes Salvation
Army lassies her reformation is complete. That night
she tells Joe she is getting a decent job and she is

going straight, but first she's going to get Wilbur's
money back from JeiT. Accordingly, Joe plays Jeff's
gambling wheel and wins eleven thousand dollars and
Edith finally manages to convince the governor to

free Wilbur. Edith is at the prison gate when Wilbur
is freed, but although he is polite, he is not particular-
ly cordial. As Edith looks after him, her eyes fill

with tears and that night Jeff calls her and asks her
to marry him. At the same time, Cecelia and Joe tell

Wilbur what Edith has done for him. He looks at
them incredulously for a moment then dashes to

Edith's apartment and seizing her in his arms, he
gets her consent to marry him while Jeff is telling

Edith over a neglected phone at what Church he will

be waiting for her. On the train, Wilbur discovers
that he has lost his valise, but, "It's all right," he
says, "I don't need it. The only thing in it is my
pyjamas.—And I always wear overalls."

HAPPY RETURN
William Stewart File No. 7425

RETURNING from a happy afternoon with Ann
Reigo, daughter of the neighboring rancher, Tom
Harrison discovers his father in a violent tem-

per. Harrison orders his son from his ranch for

wanting to go to college, and Tom works his way
East and within a few years he has graduated as an
engineer and is employed building a railroad just out-

side of his own town.
Meanwhile, Mr. Harrison has become very ill, and

longing for his son, he sends his foreman, Harry Gib-
son to locate Tom. But Harry has his own ideas and
he comes back with a sad tale about Tom having died
a year ago, and shows an official looking document to

prove it. Harrison grieves but on his death leaves
his ranch to his foreman since he has no living rela-

tives. A short time later, Ann's father, insists that
his daughter marry the new owner of the Bar Al
ranch, and in desperation, the girl stores a supply of

food in her car and prepares to run off. Sentimentally
she goes to the boulder where she used to meet Tom,
and there she finds a young man lying unconscious.
She turns him over and under the growth of beard
she recognizes Tom. After reviving him and giving
him food, he tells her what happened since last he saw
her, ending up with his arrival in Mexico and his

having been clapped into jail where he learned that
Gibson who has defrauded him out of his ranch is

running a crooked police force, that these supposed
officers of the law have defrauded many ranchers of

their property and that these men have banded to-

gether waiting to retaliate. Tom had escaped from
prison and is going to join the ranch outlaws. When
he learns of Ann's father's demands, he claims he will

be back to save her and if she ever needs help she is

to leave a note in the hollow tree. One night, Ann
hears Tom's whistle and she goes to the window. He
is kissing her when her father and Gibson arrive
and the latter insists on hurrying the ceremony.
With only three days before her wedding, Ann leaves
a note in the hollow tree and Tom brings two horses.
They are about to escape, when Gibson and the police

seize Tom, throw him into jail again, and Harrison
informs Ann that if she doesn't marry him he will

have Tom killed. Knowing that he means it, Ann
promises to marry the man she loathes to save the
life of the man she loves.
The next day a large crowd gathers for the wedding.

Ann is seated on a bench in the garden out of sight.

Gibson approaches and chiding his bride-to-be for be-
ing so unresponsive he takes her in his arms and is

attempting to force a kiss, when a steely voice com-
mands him to put up his hands. Gibson wheels about
and there perched on the garden wall is Tom, cover-
ing him with a gun. Gibson shrugs' telling Tom he's

crazy to come here. Doesn't he know that Gibson's
police are stationed everywhere? But at that mo-
ment there is the sound of shooting and Gibson dis-

covers that the ranch outlaws had broken down the

jail, released Tom, and had given Gibson's police a
terrific beating. At the point of a gun Gibson is

chased out of town and as every one is waiting for

him to take Gibson's place at the wedding, he does.

THE INCREDIBLE PROPHECY
: I. Stutler File No. 7429

WITH the rosy warmth of an open fire reflect-

ing upon his sun-tanned face, Arthur Holton,
Senior, reveals an age-old prophecy of his

fore-fathers to his young son, Arthur, Junior. "Some
day men will fly." With the ancient prophecy still

ringing in his ears, Junior listens intently to the
narrative of his father's experiences as an inventor,
seeking to fulfill this promise. His first real thrill

has come as a youth when after several unsuccessful
attempts, he has succeeded in making his miniature
model aeroplane fly a hundred yards. Fired with am-
bition, he has worked and schemed until now his in-

vention is a certainty and on the morrow the christen-
ing and trial flight of the AH I will take place. The
sun rises in all its flaming glory on this eventful day
and with hopeful hearts the Holton family hastens to
the flying field, eager to view the crystallization of

years of hopes and worries. Above the roaring noise
of the motor, the excited throng shout their approval.
It is a success and the future of aeronautics seems

steps. All through his youth he has been denied the
affections of a father whose life is dedicated to the
public. Never a loving word, only air terms are
showered upon the hapleSs child. Small wonder that
he detests the mere hum of a motor or the sight of the
sky roads of aeroplane traflic! Hiding in the seclu-
sion of Holton Lodge, he devotes his time to books
and riding, and becomes almost a hermit. Galloping
along the mountain path at a furious pace, he notices
a trim figure waving a white kerchief at him. An-
noyed at the appearance of anybody in these private
grounds, he nevertheless draws rein and stops. Brisk-
ly the girl relates that her horse has thrown her and
due to a slightly wrenched ankle she has been unable
to walk back. Out of common courtesy, he offers her
the use of the Lodge. After all she seems a pretty
good sport and totally unlike those limpid society
debutantes. Back in the Lodge, Junior warms under
her bright smiles, and learns to appreciate the com-
panionship of this sparkling Frankie Dunne. A few
days of his hospitality increases Frankie's liking for

the chap, who despite all reports hasn't seemed to

mind that she has often spoken of the adventures of

planes. A mutual understanding ripens to a deep
love, but Frankie hesitates in accepting his proposal.
In fact she makes him a sporting offer: if he promises
to fly a plane to Europe, she will accompany him on
this first honeymoon in the air.

Having been exceedingly well-educated and trained
in his father's profession. Junior easily adapts him-
self to the circumstances and within a few months,
to the delight of his parents, declares himself ready
for the jaunt. Bubbling over with the enthusiasm of

love, he is confident of his success. To the accompani-
ment of the humming motor of the AH II, the lovers
exchange words of endearment, not at all worried as
to their outcome. Suddenly Frankie grabs Junior by
the arm. Pointing excitedly at the Eiffel Tower, she
gazes at the French territory realizing their ambi-
tion has been attained. Thrilled by the grand ova-
tion of the French. Frankie and Junior are rather un-
mindful of the throng as they hurry past straight to

a clergy. Crushing her in his arms, Junior happily
admits that it has been a wonderful experience and at-

tributes all its success to her.

THE HOUSE OF ETERNAL LOVE
Robert De Moss File No. 7431

THE STRANGE CAUSE
Harold B. Qu File No. 7430

Spoiled by the untold wealth acquired by this con-
quest of the air, Junior becomes bored by the count-
less encouragements to follow in his father's foot-

SON of the president of the local bank, Gus Rod-
gers is given a dance on his graduation from col-

lege. Cordially received as one of the town's most
eligible young men, Gus is given a responsible posi-

tion in his father's bank, and his family subtly indi-

cate that it would be highly agreeable if he were to

marry Mae Green, an attractive and socially promi-
nent young lady. However, from the moment that
Gus stops his high powered roadster on a lonely road
to help a young lady who is having trouble with a
stalled car motor, Gus is politely diffident to the
amorous exertions of the fair Mae. Not that there is

any reason why he should feel encouraged. The fas-
cinating girl of the stalled car had seemed as re-
served as possible with her gratitude and had left

rather precipitately leaving him feeling ridiculously
soiled and empty-handed. Nevertheless, a few days
later, he sees the girl walking down the street and he
invites her to ride down with him. Hestitattng for
just a moment, she accepts and he learns that she is

Florence Brown, a secretary, out of work for the
present. For some reason she will not permit him to

take her to her door, but insists on being left off at
the corner. However, she does promise to meet him
that night at the fountain in the park. Gus feels
there is something wrong. Why should she be so
careful to exclude him from her home? Were it not
for her charm, he would not have troubled further with
the young lady of mystery, but although he is kept
waiting, his interest is increased rather than abated
and they go together to a roadhouse. Unaccustomed
to drinking, Gus becomes belligerent when Jack Ross,
a rough looking fellow annoys Florence, Gus threat-
ens to kill Ross, if the incident recurs and just then
the police arrive. Both Florence and Gus escape be-
ing caught in the raid, and as it is already morning,
they both feel a swim would be refreshing. Accord-
ingly they stop at a cabin owned by his father. How-
ever, they are seen there and when Gus arrives
home he is greeted by an irate parent who orders his
son from the house. Is it not true, asks the re -

spected townsman, that his son has been associated
that evening with a member of Tony Petralski's gang?
Gus goes. However, Gus finds that none of the towns-
folk will risk incurring the displeasure of the banker
by employing Gus, and the boy finds himself hard
pressed for funds. Once he sees Mae Green on the
street but she coolly turns from his greeting. Only
his mother helps him, and that night he calls Flor-
ence. Later, they go to her apartment for coffee,
and she promises to meet him at the other side of
the river at nine the next morning. Gus realizes she
is perturbed about something, and also notes that her
apartment is extremely well furnished for a girl who
isn't working, but he is in love with Florence and
trusts her. The next morning, not Florence but a
police officer keeps the rendezvous, and Gus is ac-
cused of having robbed a payroll truck and killed

Jack Ross. Evidence is found in Gus' car and wit-
nesses testify that he threatened Ross' life. Mean-
while the banker refuses to help his son, and Florence
does not appear. At the trial, however, Gus' father
relents and stands by his boy. and Florence makes a
dramatic appearance testifying she was paid to frame
Gus by Petralski. who assured her that the banker's
son would never be convicted. Her life has been
threatened, and even as she speaks a gun is fired at
her, but Tony is captured and Gus, freed, asks
Florence to marry him, and receives the approval of

his straight-laced father, besides.

WANDERING aimlessly over the campus of the
beloved Alma Mater, Walter Farrell, graduat-
ing senior with honors in scholarship and athle-

tics, visualizes graduation day with its high point of
seeing Edna, his sweetheart. The hordes of students
crowding around him do not disturb his meditation.
A plane hovers over the campus, it lands, and Wal-
ter excitedly greets his parents and Edna, Showing
them over the grounds, presenting them to people,
conversing continuously has tired the young people
out and they pause for a moment's rest under a huge
tree close to a trickling brook. Away from the
crowd, alone in Mother Nature's company, the two
lovers feast their eyes upon each other. Walter prom-
ises Edna a big surprise for their wedding. He has
been thinking of how to use a huge gift of money re-
ceived from his father, but plans to keep his thoughts
secret. He must be sure they materialize. The Far-
rell mansion is buzzing with people. Great prepara-
tions are being made for the wedding of the perfect
pair. In the center of the sumptuous decorations, the
happy bride and groom march away to the tune of
Lohrengrin. Flushed with excitement, Edna listens in-
tently to Walter's ideas concerning the future. In
an ecstasy of joy, she claps her hands together and
plants a kiss squarely on his mouth. Walter has
planned the building of a House of Eternal Love.
There seems to be no time or room for anything in

the newlyweds' life. They are busy seeing engin-
eers, interviewing interior decorators, artists. Mys-
teriously enough, Walter is negotiating with some
broadcasting stations and Edna wonders . . . what is
he going to broadcast? The onlv answer Walter will
give IS a sly little smile and word to be patient. A
year passes and the ideal house is ready. A huge
house-warming party is planned. Welcoming the
numerous guests in an immense banquet hall, the
couple usher them over the grounds. It is a model
city with four seasonal apartments, golf course, land-
ing field, and every imaginable improvement. With
a merry twinkle in his eye, Walter invites them all
to the reception room. There with a mere touch of
an electric button, he transports them to the Swiss
Alps by means of television. This has been his great
idea. Without moving out of his house, as Walter
and Edna have taken oath not to ever do, he can
imagine himself in any country in the world due to
a tremendous international hook-up by means of tele-
vision. In the seasonal apartments the hghts are
suitable to the season and as they change color emit
an odour of pine and spruce, or orchids, or any fra-
grance desired for atmospheric effect. Without a
doubt this house is the marvel of the world and to- .

gether the two live, happy as turtle doves, never
leaving their nest, but receiving guests continually,
treating them to visits to Europe and Asia.
Rolhng out his plane for a short flight, Walter is

disturbed by Edna's insistence that he remain home.
Her womanly intuition has warned her that some-
thing will happen but with a cheery smile, Walter
waives her caution and hops into the cockpit. Off he
goes . . . Suddenly he feels the motor freeze. The
mechanic has forgotten to oil the engine! Before he
can turn off the ignition, the plane nosedives, and as
It hits the ground bursts into flames. Rushing him
to a hospital, Edna waits anxiously for the outcome.
By the use of television, a famous specialist has been
located and summoned. The doctor shakes his head
as he leaves the room. Without warning Edna rushes
in, and with tears in her eyes, begs Walter to hold
on. A flicker of his eyelids in recognition of his
wife and Walter revives, with a re-awakened interest
in life. The specialist declares the change miraculous
and in a few weeks. Walter is being wheeled around by
Edna who won't let anyone else attend to his wants.
She walks by a huge bronze door entrance to a
vault. Engraved upon the doors are these words:
"To be opened upon death only," With a thankful
smile on her face, Edna kisses the quickly recovering
Walter and together they rejoice that the doors have
been unopened. A setting sun strikes the bronze
doors and reflects a rosy light upon the two youthful

THE SPELL OF LOVE
NeUie Doleshal File No. 7432

WITH excited eagerness, John Meyers relates
to his loving wife that now their long desired
ambitions are realized. As they sit on the

verandah, watching the glorious setting of the west-
ern sun, they visualize their huge mansion in the
mining town, made possible by John's years of hard
work. Misty-eyed they discuss the fine opportunities
they can offer to their only daughter, Fannie, who,
however, is spoiled and rather resents the strict reHg-
ious rearing. Just a few months of real enjoyment in
the town, when John purchases a new car. Out for a
ride, over treacherous roads, Tohn loses control of
the car and as it hurtles over the embankment, Mrs.
Meyers is killed. This tragedy makes John more
pious and reserved than ever. Fannie is submitted to
a more rigid supervision. Interested in a house
keeper, John engages the services of Mrs. Alice
Harold, a widow, and her daughter, Jean. However,
his interest ripens into a mutual love and he asks
her to marry him. This marriage makes Jean and
Fannie step-sisters. Jean is sweet and appreciative
even though Fannie, spoiled and selfish, treats her
meanly. Fannie is jealous of Jean's opportunities for
making friends and rebels against a strict father's
commandments.
Sitting around the dinner table one night, John in-

terrupts the light conversation by the news that he
is going to sell the mine. It is no longer bringing
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any profit although 3ome younger man may be able

to boost its produce. A Mr. Peter Marquette replies

in answer to the advertisement. All the way from
London he has travelled to make this purchase and he

is a real sight for Fannie who has known only the

men from the mine. Flattered by the casual atten-

tions of this suave millionaire, she completely loses

her head as well as her heart. Used to the ways of

the world and continental women, he plays with the

affections of Fannie. Little does he realize, or she

either, the effect he will have upon her life. Unable
to tell her father of her affairs with Pete, Fannie
sneaks out in the dark of night and meets Pete, From
there he promises to show her life, and to her ex-

treme delight teaches her to dance, drink highballs,

and smoke cigarettes. Thrilled by this night life,

Fannie goes to excesses which are unpleasant to Pete

and he begins to look for a less susceptible compan-
ion. He has often seen Jean about the Meyers' man-
sion, but having no business to do with her, has been
unable to effect more than a mere introduction. Much
to Fannie's dismay, he openly courts Jean in the kit-

chen. Hardly able to believe her eyes, having thought
all this time that Pete's visits had been in earnest,

she is beside herself with anger. Unable to tell her

father, she broods over her love, and becomes a sulky,

morbid person. LTnfathomable as her father deems
her, he asks Jean to watch her closely to determine
the trouble if possible.

Early one bright sunshiny morning, Fannie arises

early and prepares to go riding. Noting the direc-

tion in which she travels, Jean, ever faithful follows.

What is wrong with Fannie? She is driving her

horse mad. Tearing down the road at breakneck
speed, the jilted girl in a blinding rage fails to notice

that the bridge is broken. Putting spurs to her horse,

jean races on, passes her and cuts her off, forcing her

horse to block the progress of Fannie's animal.

Breathless from the near-accident, the two girls dis-

mount and Fannie puts her arm around Jean, In a

sisterly fashion they confide in each other and by the

time they arrive home they are the best of friends

and are in a hilarious frame of mind. Unable to com-
prehend this miraculous change, John must be told

everything. With tears in his eyes he congratulates

Jean upon her daring and promises the both girls any-

thing they desire. To Jean's surprise. Fannie asks

for a wedding party . . . Jean's wedding. Dressed m
pale green chiffon, Fannie, vivacious and smiling,

makes a happy maid of honor for a happy couple.

Her happiness is equal to the joy of the bridal couple

for though they have found love with each other,

she has been drawn under the spell of love and found

herself. So it is with happy hearts that John and
Alice and Fannie stand on the steps of the old Meyer
mansion and wave a smiling good-bye to the hand-
some bridal couple, who stop kissing for an instant

to acknowledge the congratulations of the well-wishers.

THE TOUT
Peter Petroff File No. 7443

CROWDED with men, old. young, shabbily dressed,

fashionably dressed ... the bookie's room is a

rare cross-section of the people who frequent horse

races. All eyes are ferreted upon the day's racing

form. I^ouiee, one of the biggest 'touts' in the

room, is yelling his bets, hoping to get some last-

minute sucker. He does. A modest, weak-kneed
man, wagers his paltry two dollars on Traumel, the

favorite to win. They're off! And the crowd listens

to the radio reports. Traumel leads the race . . . but

the final announcement throws everyone off their

guard.. .Hal Riley wms by a nose and Traumel is

second. With a smile of success upon his lips, Louiee
sneers at the profanities cast at him by the losers.

Silently taking his loss without a quiver, the modest,
weak-kneed man, Gerald Barton, by name, notes the

workings of the game. Llnknown to the bookmaker,
Gerald has quietly determined to beat him at his own
game despite the old saying that "you can't beat the

horses".
Returning home to his charming wife, he pleads

with her to bear with his little adventure. True the

Bartons are not wealthy, but then a few dollars

more or less will not alter their financial status

much. Eagerly, Gerald drives his little car to the

races. Escorting his loving helpmate to a seat in

the grandstand, he disappears into the bookmaker's
hangout. Trying to remain as passive as previously.
Barton waits until the yelling Louiee declares the last

chance to place bets. Then with the quiet assurance
of an expert, Gerald puts his small amount down upon
the horse that Louiee has estimated will lose. For a

moment the bookie throws a puzzled glance at his

bettor, but afraid of arousing suspicion in this room
where a minute mistake may awaken a miniature
revolution, he remains silent. According to form the

favorite horse loses the race and in the exciting last

moments of the contest, the reputed loser forges to

the finish line first. One man in the entire room
collects his profit and that man is the sagacious Bar-
ton. Taking his winnings as modestly as his losses,

he saunters out of the room. Once out of sight of the

bookie's room, he dashes wildly to his wife's side.

With sparkling eyes she listens to his enthusiastic
narrative of his successful venture, and she steers

him to the neighborhood bank. Smiling with a far-

away look on her face, she murmurs that this shall

further their country home's development. She prom-
ises him one more try at beating the game.
Another bright beautiful day. Barton wends his way

to the races. With customary quietness, he enters
the bookie's room only to meet the scowling face of

Louiee who is enraged at his audacity to come back
and try the same r.-icket. He'll fix him this time.
Although he cannot refuse any bets, he will only
give the name of the horse he is boosting to win.
Yodeling the best bet at the top of his lungs, Louiee

fails to note the careful ear that Barton is lending
to a conversant group of men. By means of a sifting

process, he arrives at the name that Louiee has told

someone else would be the loser. Crazed by the man's
uncanny ability to pick the winning horse, Louiee
questions him. Knowing that he shall no longer play
the game. Barton reveals Louiee's habit of betting on
the losing horse himself. Once Barton has seen him
collect his bets when the entire room has cleared out.

With a happy whistle on his lips. Barton strolls out,

beaming, hands in pockets. He has beaten the bookie

at his own game.

THE LAST EARL
Franklin W. Rya File No. 7450

'ithAS the scorching July
thrust at the sweltering populace, sinks into the

oily swells of the Atlantic a great trans-Atlantic

steamship pulls out of New York harbor with Jack
Rogers and Jimmy Jassy, who only four days ago, be-

came doctors of medicine and law respectively, and
Jimmy's sister, Mary, aboard. They are bound on a

vacation trip to visit the later's father. Earl Jassy,

Lord of the province of Cluj, in his old castle in Rou-
mania, from which they haven't heard for many
years.
Mary comes from her cabin to find out what is

keeping Jack who remains on deck. As she pauses
beside him and looks down at the dark waters beneath
them, she shivers slightly. Putting his coat around
her shoulders, his arms linger. Looking down into the

depths of her eyes he finds something irresistible

drawing him to her.

They reach Paris and board a trans -European train.

In the night Jack suddenly hears a terrific crash, he

sees flames from burning wreckage dancing grotes-

quely, then a beam strikes his head. As he loses con-

sciousness a grim, horribly distorted face warns h.m
to go back. This face is to harrass him many times

in his dreams.
When he awakes Jack finds himself in a Viennese

hospital, Mary sobbing softly beside him. And wh.le

Jimmy, anxious to see his father, goes on ahead, Mary
stays with Jack.
In a few days Jack is well again and he and Mary

proceed on their way. They stop at an inn in a little

village at the foot of the huge, lorbidaing Transyl-
vanian Alps. The innkeeper tells a wierd experience

with a strange monster who has taken charge of the

castle. Jack, credulous, decides to proceed to the

isolated fortress. The innkeeper gives him a crucifix.

Arriving at the castle they are surprised to find it

nearly in ruins. Mary and Jack are ushered through
the great hall by a peculiar looking little man whom
Mary knew as the old butler.

They are shown into a great room, well preserved,

and lighted by many candelabra, which Mary identi-

fies as her father's study. Jack finds a goblet of

blood with the remains of a meal. Suddenly the door

opens and Jack finds himself encountering the hypnotic
eyes of the man whom the innkeeper had described.

Jack drives the beast away but not before it spirits

Mary away and Jack loses consciousness.

Recovering consciousness. Jack sets out to explore

the castle and find Mary. In one room he finds a

complete chemical laboratory, in another he finds a

great machine which, when he pulls a lever, emits a

green light, the sparks shoot from between two poles

like a giant static machine. In a third room he finds

Jimmy, whom he believes dead. As he sadly turns to

leave the room he is confronted by the distorted fea-

tures of the apparition of his dreams, who turns out

to be the nephew of the innkeeper lured there by the

beast Cenozoic, master of the castle.

Jack finds a document left by Mary's and Jimmy's
father explaining the machine, which brought Cen-
ozoic, former Earl of the province of Cluj, back to

life. He descends into the slimy, lizard-infested, burial

crypt, many levels under the castle, kills Cenozoic,

releasing Mary and Jimmy from his spell and blows
up the castle as directed.

Aboard a great steamer bound homeward, under a

charming crescent moon Jack confesses his love to

Mary and they are melted into one as the continent

is lost from view.

AFTER TWENTY YEARS
Lois McPhelps File No. 74S9

DISTRESSED by the infatuation of their daugh-
ter Frances for Ronald Smith, a youth whose
escapades have been widely publicised, the Kee-

wards send the girl away to boarding school. How-
ever, Ronald follows and the young people elope.

From the first the girl's family do everything pos-
sible to make Frances dissatisfied and ashamed of her
husband, and to save her marriage, Frances accom-
panies Ronald to another state where for years they
are happy and three children are born to them.
However, Ronald's father dies and when the boy re-

turns home to comfort his mother, the Keewards
again exert their disrupting influence. Ronald warns
his wife against visiting her parents but despite all en-
treaties, Frances goes home to see her mother. When
the young husband learns what his wife's family are
saying about him, he fortifies himself with blockade
liquor and appears at the heated home, armed with a
shot gun. A bitter struggle ensues between Frances'
father and husband and torn by conflicting emotions
Frances leaves the home of her parents with her
youngest child in her arms and the two little boys
clinging bewilderedly to her skirt. As her father sends
a parting word after them. Ronald, his senses inflamed
by the injustice of the attack and the bad liquor,

turns, and after shooting his father-in-law, forces his

terrified wife and children at the point of his gun to
accompany him into the woods. For days they flee.

Wading streams, crossing hills and vales, they lose all

sense of direction. At length, at the point of col-
lapse, Frances hears the far-off barking of dogs, and
she is rescued by members of the posse in search of
them, while the search for Ronald continues for three
days more, at the end of which he surrenders. Trial
follows and he is sentenced to 20 years imprisonment.
Frances goes home to live with her widowed mother

and struggles for years to support her children. The
old Mrs. Keeward is unrelenting in her conviction that'
the children should know nothing of the father who
sends pleading letters home, but when they are old
enough, Frances places the whole matter before them
sparing neither herself nor her husband. Whereupon,
the daughter Louise determines to make a home for

her father upon his release. But Frances at the insis-

tent urging of her family obtains a divorce before
Ronald is released and marries one of her suitors, a
prosperous middle-aged man. Two years pass, and
Ronald is living with his daughter and supported by
his sons. One day, Frances fs enroute to the city
with her second husband when the train is wrecked
near the home of Louise and Ronald. The second
husband is killed and Frances is rescued from the
debris by a Ronald chastened by sorrow and made
glad by the companionship of his daughter. In time,
Frances recognizes in fier rescuer the man she had
dreamed her boy -husband might be in middle -life.

And while Louise cares for her mother, Ronald re-

mains tactfully in the background attending to Fran-
ces' wants with a touching consideration. At length
there is a reconciliation and the family is once more
united.

SMART RUSTLER
Clarence C. Oltme File No. 7477

RIDING down the trail, Frank Carson comes to
to the Mello ranch and asks for a job. The
owner, badly lamed saving the life of one of his

men many years ago, is impressed with Frank and
hires him immediately. Giving him over to the care
of Curt, a short, stockily built fellow, Mello looks
approvingly after his new employee and Curt showing
Frank his bunk explains that Mello is a good fellow
but he's been having a lot of hard luck lately what
with all his cattle disappearing.
A few days on the Mello ranch and Frank does a

lot of thinking. For one thing he can't understand
why Rose, the pretty although pitifully thin cook,
should be so badly overworked. But Curt explains
that. It seems that she used to have two assistants
but the foreman once tried unsuccessfully to make
love to her and when she repulsed his advances, he
decided that she could do the work alone. "But,"
asks Frank, "why does she stand for it?" "Loyal-
ty," is Curt's answer. "You see, it was for her
father that Mello risked his life. And she's too much
of a thoroughbred to complain to him about his fore-
man." Another thing Frank is puzzled about is the
strict surveillance l<ept by the foreman. Curt's or-
ders are to help around the farm and not to be wan-
dering about the outskirts of the ranch. It seems
strange at first but Frank finally attributes it to
caution arising from the recurrent stealth of cattle.
But later, Frank begins to resent the foreman's sus-
picious glances in his direction, and when Frank hears
the foreman make an unnecessary fuss about Rose's
delay with his order. Frank's blood boils. That night,
he goes into the kitchen and is surprised to find that
at this late hour the girl is still struggling over the
dishes. Although he realizes that if any of the men
see him, he'll never live down their jeers, he silently
falls to helping the girl clear up. And Curt coming
after Frank, without a word, lends a hand.
Meanwhile, the foreman confesses he is stumped.

AU night he is on the range watching over the cattle,
but still they disappear. Then, just when Mr. Mello
is getting desperate, the foreman reaches a conclu-
sion. Curt is the rustler, Frank is astounded at the
accusation. Curt! Ridiculous! But the foreman
claims he saw him stalking the range. And the short
fellow cannot prove an alibi. He was there, he claims,
but it was to investigate a suspicious noise, Mello
is disappointed. If there was one man he trusted, he
says, it was Curt, But later that day, Rose seeks
out Frank. "You're Curt's best friend, Frank, and
I think I know who's guilty. Will you follow me, to-
night?" "To the end of the world, child," says
Frank. Accordingly, that night. Rose, Frank, and
Mello wait until a half an hour after the foreman and
his shift have gone out. Then they follow. At the
other side of the boundary fence they see the foreman
conferring with the owner of the next ranch while a
group of men are changing the brand of the Mello
cattle. Caught red-handed, the foreman skips town.
Curt is freed, and Frank is raised to the foreman's
job making the no longer overworked Rose, Mrs.

LIFE PLAYS
Mayme Atkinson File No. 7497

IT
had started out much like any other triangle,

Richard and Paul both loved Julia, It happened
every day. And it was not so extraordinary that

Julia should prefer Richard, He had just graduated
from Harvard with honors and had every prospect of
a brilliant future. Not that Paul couldn't hold his
own in any crowd himself, but Julia preferred Rich-
ard, And after all it was his proposal she accepted
and not Paul's. The latter had been an awfully good
sport about it. Disappointed? Yes, a little. But if

Richard were the better man, let him be the first to
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congratulate the young pair. And Paul was best man
at the wedding of the girl he loved.

Richard was working hard. He had Julia now, and

there wasn't a thing in the world he -vyouldn't do for

her. Even if it meant cutting out late hours and

spending most of his time at the office. He didn't

want his wife to suffer, meanwhile. Encouraged her

to go out. And when he got tickets for the theater

on the six month's anniversary, it was Paul he called

when he found that business didn't permit him to go.

Trust Paul? Of course. But it wasn't easy for Paul,

either. He loved Julia madly, thought Richard a fine

fellow if ever there was one. But he loved Julia.

And it was maddening being around her and know-
ing he could never have her, maddening to hear her

praise Richard. Sometimes he felt he hated his best

friend. Why couldn't Tulia have loved him, Paul? And
one night Julia had had a terrific headache. She and
Paul were returning from the theater. Richard was still

working, and Paul had come in to fix her up some-
thing. But overcome by his own emotions, he had
seized her in his arms and kissed her madly. Rich-

ard was deadly calm. His wife and his best friend.

He had taken a glass of the whiskey Paul had pre-

pared for Julia and walked out. Paul and Julia!

Drinking to forget, Richard was soon a wreck of

his former self. Unshaven, penniless, he hung around
in the back rooms of speakeasies. From time to time,

he heard that Julia was frantically searching for him.

She had lied. Maybe she had learned to care now
that he was gone, but all her protestations of love

had been a lie. Carrying on an alTair with Paul!

Richard swallowed another drink. Paul, his best

friend. That was all he could think of these days,

Paul and Julia. He'd give her a divorce so she could

go to him. Suddenly he was weeping. Horrible when
strong men weep, but Richard still loved Julia. He
still had the trinket he was bringing her that night.

Then Paul had found him. Paul was shaking him,

trying to get him sober. Richard mumbled, "Go
awav." But blurred as his vision was he could tell

Paul" was suffering. He was telling him it was all his

fault. Tulia had never stopped loving Richard. He
had lost his head. Now she was deathly ill, run over

trying to follow Richard. Kept crying for him. Rich-

ard sat up. Julia ill? An hour later, sober, he was
at her bedside. Julia smiled for the first time in

days. "Richard," she said. Paul tiptoed from the

room.

Spain as a boy again. And as he drew near her, he

broke down, and humbly inquired if she thought she

could ever learn to love him. Learn? Barbara's voice

is tense. Learn? But she does

BRIDE OF SHAM
Ella Lettii FUe No. 7509

TORMENTED by his wife's disinclination to con-

tinue caring for his orphaned sister, Jim left a

note telling her that he was leaving her here in

Spain. As for him he could see no reason why she

shouldn't marry her wealthy suitor, Alphonso. Al-

though he could leave her no money, he had set out

a pair of men's clothes for her and had already ar-

ranged a position for her in the home of Don Pedro.
Under the name of Jose she might be safer alone in a

foreign country.

Barbara was stunned by her desertion but realizing

her helplessness, had clipped her curls and as Jose
began working 'for Don Pedro, whom she discovered
to be troubled by the imminence of the loss of his

father's inheritance because he was not married. Only
a few days remained before the arrival of his uncle
who would determine whether or not he fulfilled the

terms of the will—that Pedro be hai i.ily married. The
young Don fumes and frets. Reputed to be a great
lover he had tried unsuccessfully to find a woman to

whom he might be happily married. And storming
about he had upset the tray Jose, the new servant,
was carrying. The brimming eyes of the lad awak-
ened a new thought. Pulline the trembling fellow to

him, he exclaimed over his Seardlessness and delicate

features and asked Jose to help him. Dressed as a
girl, no on would suspect, and—presto—Don Pedro
would be happily married. Sabe ? Frightened, Bar-
bara acceded but in her room again, she decided to run
away. And she did, straight into the arms of Alphon-
so who had been informed oflher whereabouts by Bar-
bara's brother. Her cries brought Don Pedro to the

scene and the two men, long- unfriendly had come to

blows. Chastened, Jose returned with her master,
her valise left behind. The farce of the happy mar-
riage is stayed. Don Pedro's amused insistence that
he watch the boy change into the bridal clothes al-

most proves disastrous, but Barbara persuades him to

play the farce straight. A bridegroom doesn't watch
his bride-to-be dress! And Pedro's uncle, a deHght-
ful old fellow is completely taken in by the apparent
devotion of the young couple, as who wouldn't be,
for from the first kiss. Don Pedro has yielded to his
indefinable feeling for his masqueraded bride. And
she, scarcely realizing what she was doing had re-

turned kiss for kiss. But this was mad! And then,
Alphonso had broken into Barbara's room and fled be-
fore Pedro had come summoned by Jose's cry. How
could Barbara explain Alphonso's visit without reveal-
ing her deceit? But Pedro's concern over her faint-

ing had postponed that issue tmtil the matter was
revealed to the Don. tortured bv this love for his
serving lad. by the discovery of Barbara's abandoned
valise with its letter from her brother. Even then he
had said nothing, but that morning if ever, Pedro's
uncle was convinced by the love of the young couple
and when, withdrawing from Pedro's embrace, Bar-
bnra had exclaimed that she was leaving, ending this
farce Pedro had convinced her that her going would
break his uncle's heart. He further promised to keep
his distance if she would remain the few days neces-
sary for the transference of his inheritance. And Bar-
bara did.
The morning she was to leave she asked Don Pedro

to help her clip her curls again, so she could leave

THE BLACK SWORD
File No, 7512

the

Edward Kelly

ARRIVED in Ireland to take over the estate of

his grandfather, an English sympathizer who had
disowned Brian's mother, Brian Kinsella secret-

ly throws in his lot with the Irish Republican Army.
With him, Brian brings his uncle Sheamus Kinsella

who is developing a powerful light ray to be used in

warfare. Meanwhile, Stephen Winton, once secretary

to Brian's grandfather, and himself in league with the

Black and Tans, spies upon Sheamus' laboratory but

can learn nothing since the inventor has come to an
impasse.
Through his secret aid of the republican cause,

Brian becomes associated with Dermot O'Grady, an
authority on Gaelic manuscripts, and falls in love

with his daughter, Maureen. Since Winton's amorous
interests lie in the same direction, it is inevitable that

there must be a clash and although Brian has here-

tofore been safe from discovery that he is, as a cap-

tain of the Irish soldiers, lending physical as well as
monetary aid, Winton manages to capture Brian for

the English and lodge him in an underground prison.

In attempting to dig himself out, Brian uncovers a

marble slab which later. Dermot translates. It proves
to be the work of Black Art dating back several cen-

turies and describes the location of the Black Sword
of Ireland. Meanwhile, through Lady Maude, a secret

operator of Dublin Castle, who has been engaging
Maureen's sympathies by playing Lady Bountiful to

the countryside, Maureen is abducted and held by
Winton.
Brian digging up the Black Sword discovers that it

conveys remarkable powers of vision and by means of

the medieval bit of craftsmanship, Brian helps his

uncle solve the secret of the light ray, which being
held in an emerald container is named the Emerald-
ray. Infuriated by the loss of his fiance, Brian deter-
mines to destroy everything with the power of de-
struction, the Emeraldray, but he soon discovers that
the Black Sword enables him to discover where Mau-
reen is being held and he goes to her rescue. By a

clever ruse they free Maureen and having gotten Lady
Maude into their power, they force her to decoy Win-
.ton to Sheamus' laboratory where he is to be given a
demonstration of the power of the Emeraldray. But
Maureen, happy in being once more safe in Brian's
arms, persuades him that love is stronger than hate,
and through her influence and the powerful weapons
which Brian withholds, peace is declared instead of

war. Winton is released together with Lady Maude
on the promise that they, both powerful figures in

their war organizations, will intercede for the Re-
publican cause and with the establishment of tran-
quility, the Black Sword of Erin changes into a cru-
cifix, the real emblem of Peace, and Brian and Mau-
reen married in the ancestral castle, begin life to-

gether devoted to the task of helping humanity.

SILENT TESTIMONY
Kikuo Sugita File No. 7517

Nita'sFROM the day that Kamehana relieves
mother so that she may hear his father, th
ister, preach, Nita and Kamehana develop an af-

fectionate regard for each other. However, as they
grow older, Nita feels that she does not love him
well enough to consider marriage. But the minister's
son is keenly jealous of Captain McKenzie, a U. S.
Navy ofificer and Nanaumi, Nita's professional danc-
ing partner, to whom Nita shows as much attention.
And at a party, seeing the pictures of his two rivals
on Nita's piano, he awkwardly sweeps them to the
ground and accomplishes by the angry protests of the
two men. the cessation of a dance Nita is performing
with Nanaumi.
Once, at the Waikiki beach, Kamehana rescues Nita

from the drunken embrace of Nanaumi and later is

knocked down by Captain McKenzie who is unaware
of what has taken place earlier in the evening. The
Captain has to fight his wav through the angrv
crowd, but it is he, finally who wins Nita as his
bride. Hurt, Kamehana plans to go to the continent
and .forget his sorrow, but his last encounter with
Nita and the Captain rankles and he plans a farewell
party, so that he and the woman he loves may part
on good terms. However, McKenzie distrusts the ges-
ture of his defeated rival and refuses to go, co'u-
manding that Nita too, stay home. However, the
Caotain gets a call for submarine duty and Nita goes
and in the moonlight kisses Kamehana in farewell.
As they part, a masked man stifles Nita's outcry and
she is forced into an automobile.
The next morning, the submarine V 14 picks up a

drifting woman and to his amazement Captain Mc-
Kenzie discovers she is his wife. Roused to fury,
JIcKenzie calls on Kamehana for a reckoning, after
Nita has moaned she wishes she were left to die.

Refusing to believe Kainehana's plea of innocence,
McKenzie kills him and followed, drives his car over
a cHff. He and Kamehana's bullet-ridden body are
dragged from the sea and Nita to save her husband,
since Kamehana was beyond help, declares that her
husband killed her attacker, and McKenzie is released.
However, Kamehana's father is deposed because of
his son's infamy and in an effort to make restitution,
Nita and her husband devise a startling plan. Ad-
vertising that Kamehana was innocent, and calling
for a mass meeting of protest, promising to name the
victim's murderer. Nita and McKenzie^ suggest that

everyone come masked and robed to avoid racial com-
plications. That afternoon two people rush from the
great mob, and dashing to the platform declare that
they can reveal the man who should be condemned.
Then dramatically, the Captain and his wife tear olT

their masks revealing themselves as the instigators,
but before they can proceed Nanaumi fires at Nita
and is killed by the Captain. Nita cries Nanaumi
was her attacker, but her husband killed Kamehana.
The crowd rushes to kill Kamehana's murderer, but
the old minister rises and proclaims that McKenzie's
death will not restore his son. They can at least be
glad that the Captain risked his life to restore Kame-
hana's honor and the bent old man superintends the
removal of the wounded captain to a hospital.

VIRTUE'S REWARD
Stella A. M. Griffin File No. 7370

HAVING made his fortune in a gold rush, Silas
Pickering becomes family conscious, and with
legal aid discovers he has two living relatives,

a brother and sister, both married and childless.
Whereupon he draws up a will leaving all his wealth
lo the first niece or nephew that shall be born.
Two years later, Silas is delighted to learn that

twins, both girls, have been born to his brother's
wife. Intending that the money be divided equally
between the two, Silas neglects to register this in his
will and from the shock of hearing that both his
brother and wife were killed in an automobile acci-
dent, the ailing Silas dies too. The girls are brought
up in a convent, but when they come of age they dis-
cover that under the stipulated terms of the will only
ohe of the twins is the heiress. Louise's suggestion

,

that the money can be informally divided, however,
meets with Hilda's disapproval. Hilda can prove that
she was born first, and the whole sum belongs
contestably to her! And that is the last word,
Hilda has the letter if not the spirit of the will with
her, and refusing any consideration to her shy, old-
fashioned sister, Hilda enters society with a ven-
geance. At the same time, Louise looks on the dizzy
round her sister enters with helpless disapproval. To
her there is something all wroijs; in the promiscuity
and daring of the "Smart Set". And thus Louise
startles the young Duke of Beaufort who with his
friend Tony Villiers is fed up with painted women.
Not that the Duke immediately believes that Louise
is what she seems. Cynically he asserts she couldn't
be and proceeds to try her rather sorely, but Louise
has her own eft'ective if quiet manner of repulsing his
advances. And when Beaufort has thoroughly capi-
tulated, Louise finds him "wanting". Shortly after-
wards, the sisters attend a boating party and suddenly
above the music is heard the cry, "Child overboard!"
In a moment all is confusion. Plunging overboard.
Lord Beaufort plows desperately through the murky
waters until after a prolonged search he brings up
the child, half-drowned. Louise steps forward. No-
body else seems to know what to do, but she quietly
and efficiently administers first aid, with Tony clum-
sily following her directions. The child's mother grate-
fully acknowledges the assistance of Beaufort and
Louise and through the friendship that is struck up,
Louise discovers that the woman is her aunt, and is

invited to stay with her. However, Hilda is furious-
ly jealous of her sister's good fortune in having so
obviously captured the heart of the season's "catch",
the young lord, and in a moment of hate she contrives
to be caught cheating at cards while wearing one of
Louise's severely tailored dresses. It all happens so
suddenly and unexpectedly, and the efTective ex-
clamation of a friend, "Why, Louise!" leads the peo-
ple present at the gambling casino, most of whom
have never seen Hilda's twin, to believe that it is in-
deed Louise who is guilty. As a result of the scan-
dal. Louise fiees back to the convent, suspecting her
sister's guilt and not wishing to save herself at the
other's expense. At the suggestion of the Mother
Superior, Louise opens a School of Beauty, where
beauty of line, color, blending of fabrics and incident-
ally modesty of dress, language and deportments are
taught. But lack of means handicaps Louise and she
is considering appealing to her sister when she re-
ceives a telegram summoning her to Hilda's death
bed. It is a broken Hilda that begs for forgiveness
and talks about the tawdriness of the life she has
led. But with the fortune her sister leaves, Louise is

able to expand her School until it actually becomes
a cult among the fashionables. And it is through
the School oS Beauty that Beaufort who has been
searching for Louise since her departure, finds her,
clears up the scandal, and after some persuasion
marries Louise, who has always denied her love.

THE RUBBER MERCHANT
Helen Marie Dunn File No. 7525

THROUGH her f.ither. the Sheldon gardener, Mar-
ilyn gets employment as an extra maid for a
weekend party at the Sheldon villa. Envying the

gorgeous clothes and bright conversation, Marilyn,
herself educated at a fine school through her sister's
sacrifice, hears Gloria Fairchild confide to her cousin
V'irginia that she has every hope of marrying the
Sheldon heir. And catching sight of the tall, bronzed
Jackson Sheldon, Tr. Marilvn feels that Gloria is a
lucky girl.

Months later, Marilyn is invited to spend a few
weeks with an aunt in Atlantic City and while swim-
ming in the surf, playing that she belonged here
among these people, she swims beyond her depth and
calls for help. Young Jackson Sheldon hears her
cries and diving in after her, he manages to bring her
to shore although the effort almost costs him his
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tagoniE

own life. Looking at the girl whose life he has just

saved Sheldon whistles. Lord, she is good looking.

And Marilyn feels she is dreaming when Sheldon asks

her if she will have dinner with him the ne-xt eve-

ninir. Thus starts a friendship which arouses the an-

of Gloria Fairchild who resents the little

But Sheldon, having completely capitulated

before Marilyn's charms asks her to marry him and

stills her objections by saying that whereas his fa-

ther might possibly object to his fiancee, certainly

the senior Sheldon will accept his son's wife. And
troubled though she is by the secret marriage, Mari-

lyn accepts. For three months Marilyn and Jackson

are gloriously happy together and then the bride-

groom gets an urgent letter from his father request-

ing him to return home. With some misgivings the

young couple announce their marriage to the million-

aire rubber merchant, and his reaction is immediate

and irrevocable—divorce or else he will cut them both

olT without a cent. Marilyn looks at her husband and

is startled at the doubt in his handsome face. Does

he have to weigh the alternatives? He goes; and Mari-

lyn sadly returns home to her people. Later, when a

check comes from her father-in-law she promptly re-

jects it. If divorce is what he wants—but suddenly she

realizes that she is going to have a child and rather

than have him stick through sympathy she says noth-

ing about it and explains to her family that she is

going to New York to look for work. There she

finds employment in a rubber company and one day

learns that the new boss and his son are to make a

tour of inspection. When she discovers that the

Sheldons have bought the concern, Marilyn flees. For

some time she cannot get another position but finally,

experienced in the workings of rubber importation, she

gets a position as secretary to Clayton Rutherford

of Rutherford and Sons. Meanwhile her baby is

growing into an adorable child, whose resemblance to

his father causes Marilyn many pangs. Gossip is al-

ready linking Jackson to Gloria again and Marilyn

buries herself in her work. One day, however, while

she is in the stockroom she overhears the elder Ruth-

erford tell Oayton that he is on the verge of forcing

Jackson Sheldon into bankruptcy by queering a big

deal. His revenge, Rutherford says, on the man who
caused his sister's death from an illegitimate child,

will then be complete. Marilyn is torn by conflicting

emotions. Certainly she owes the Sheldons no con-

sideration but her love prompts her to call her di-

vorced husband and give him the information to save

himself from bankruptcy. And Jackson looking again

at Marilyn wonders how he could ever have been

forced to lose her. He learns from his father that

the elder Sheldon had really loved Rutherford's sis-

ter but when he came back to marry her, she had

already committed suicide. Sheldon is reconciled to

his son's remarriage to Marilyn, and having com-
pleted a merger with Rutherford finds dehght in the

grandson of whose existence he has just learned.

LOVE TRIUMPHANT
E. T. Johnstone FUe No. 7532

NAMED Carrington Legg Desmond after a wealthy
uncle, Carrington Legg, who has amassed a for-

tune in Australia, at the death of his parents
young Carrington falls into bad company and under
the name of Legs Desmond becomes involved with
Chicago racketeers. However, when he is commis-
sioned to bump off Clip Cassabo. a former friend of

his. Legs commits the unpardonable sin—he warns
Clip and leaves for Canada. For the ne.xt few months,
the Lincoln gang conducts a manhunt, having sworn
to get him. Plowever, Clip repays Legs by warning
him, and knowing that the gang is going to shoot him
in his rooming house, Legs, by a series of bribes,

brings a corpse to his room. The next day the papers
carry headlines telling about the murder of Legs Des-
mond, while Legs under the name of Walter Wilson
gets a quiet job at the inquiry desk of a Long Island

newspaper.
Meanwhile, in Australia, Carrington Legg is dying

without an heir. He is fond of his Httle secretary
Mabel Smith and accordingly makes a strange will.

He leaves his money to his nephew Carrington Legg
Desmond if she will marry DesmoSd. If for any
reason, Desmond refuses to comply the whole inheri-

tance goes to his secretary. As a result, Mabel ar-

rives in the L'nited States and inserts ads in the news-
papers asking for information concerning the where-
abouts of Carrington Legg Desmond. When Walter
(Legs) sees the ad, dropped by Mabel as she walks
past him in a railroad coach, he assumes that
the Lincoln gang has discovered that he is still alive

and are searching for him. Although he is greatly
upset, he is fascinated by the girl who dropped the
paper and he determines to see more of her. Their
friendship ripens into love, and Walter still does not
know what Mabel's business is here. One day, how-
ever, as he is working, she comes to his desk and
when they recover from the surprise of the meeting
she gives him the ad. Walter's face is drained of

every vestige of color as he begins to suspect that
Mabel has been sent by the Lincoln gang to get him,
and he brings her a newspaper telling of the death
of Legs Desmond. Whereupon, Mabel confesses that
she is not at all unhappy never having met Desmond,
and by his death she is released from the necessity of

having to marry him to get Legg's inheritance.
Walter is in a dilemma. How can he tell her he

is Desmond when the Lincoln gang remains a con-
stant threat? But when he—as Walter Wilson-
asks Mabel to marry him she accepts and cables
Legg's Australian lawyer that since Desmond is dead,
the money rightfully belongs to her. However. Mr.
Pail is suspicious and he arrives in the United States
to prosecute Mabel for attempting to gain the inheri-
tance under false pretences. Walter asks Mabel to
say nothing until the hearing and by a special dispen-

sation it is held in private. In closed chambers,
Walter reveals that he is Carrington Legg Desmond,
and proves it by asking Mr. Pail to go to Montreal
and obtain his belongings from Mrs. Hartney, the

rooming house keeper who was bribed to help him
dupe the Lincoln gang. The charge is then with-

drawn and the young couple sail for Melbourne for a

happy honeymoon and to obtain their fortune.

STAR OF FAITH

S. Waissman File No. 7403

HOLDING back the tears that seem so necessary
in parting with his beloved family life, Joseph
walks down tne path from his home with a slow

step, loathe to leave in search of a fortune. He re-

flects upon his early life, musing upon the worthi-
ness of the extreme sacrifices he has suffered in or-

der to obtain a meager education in the far-off rural
schoolhouse. He doubts whether the little arithmetic
and spelling that he has learned will be of any avail

in the cruel struggle for life. The only incentive that
he has is the inspiring religion of his forefathers. In
that he finds solace and rest for his tired spirit. Ar-
riving in Belgium, he discovers that his natural abil-

ity for figures has enabled him to secure an advan-
tageous position in a bank. True to form, the money
that he earns goes toward a good time. Surrounded
by good friends, luxury and love, he enjoys a hilar-

ious life. Forgotten are the spiritual resources in

the time of plenty. Suddenly he is informed that his

services are no longer required. Prompted by ex-
treme curiosity as to the reason, he finds out that his

pseudo- friends have conspired against him, jealous of

his rising success. Disheartened by the betrayal of

his fellow- men. he decides to go to America where
he has heard freedom of all kinds is prevalent.
Leaning pensively upon the railing of the steamer,

Joseph bids a thankful farewell to the land of dis-

couraging experiences and turns his eyes heavenward.
There shining bright he sees a star. Appearing to

him at this time it symbolizes his return to faith and
he calls it his star of faith. In all his travels he
vows to keep this star before him. Arriving in San
Francisco shortly after its almost complete destruc-
tion by an earthquake, he finds economic conditions
difficult. He secures employment as an apprentice to
a painter. Residing in the home of his sister he is

again faced with the temptations of the Prince of the
World. Satan's agents have brought sickness, suf-

ferings and human bondage to his sisters and brothers.
Satan's workshop is the subconscious mind and his

opponents are the Angels of Light, the conscious mind
that mourns for the mistakes caused by the Angels
of Darkness. Through his own hard experiences this

modern Joseph is controlling the passions of the
flesh and seeking to climb the ladder of eternal life.

He wonders if the Angels of Light are not really men
and women who bemoan their errors and yet fail to

advise their children of the great problems of life

here and the mystery of life hereafter. In the mean-
time the Prince of this World is busy teaching his
ways to pupils in school, making men slaves to pas-
sion, and commercial in their desires, keeping truth
from all and causing many to commit suicide or mur-

With his imaginary friends about him, Joseph is

bewildered. He does not know what to do, surrounded
as he is by temptations. The evening before he is

about to leave for the ice-cutting plant, help comes.
The light ... In the depths of an abysmal sleep, the
alarm clock screeches . . . He does not hear . . . Sud-
denly roused, he remembers that the night before when
he quarreled with his sweetheart, a gentle voiced man
had handed him a book, saying . . . "A soft answer
turneth away wrath." It is a Bible and gives him a
noticeable peace of heart so that even his companions
in the ice-mill note it. Through the war it is his
guide. Miraculously he finds, by diligent study of the
Bible, the right path. He has found the light of hap-
piness in Faith and is holding fast onto it.

WHIP-POOR-WILL'S CALL
Mrs. Mary Goodman File No. 7522

DAVID confesses he is jealous. Somehow he has
1 premonition that all will not be well after
Rose Clavton and her brother Bob come for a

week. He has heard about Bob. He's verv handsome,
isn't he? Lucy is amused. It isn't like David to be
this way. And after all her brother is in love with
Rose, and she can't ask the Claytons not to come be-
cause David, who has never met them has a feeling
that they are going to endanger his happiness. So
the Claytons come, and Lucy who has met Bob once
before when he vacationed from Law School, is again
flattered by the attentions of the suave visitor. And
the sensation that she creates as she dances with
him, the whispers of what a handsome couple they
make, turn Lucy's head. Through it all David tries

to conceal his pain, and when Lucy airily asks him
to take care of Beth, David does. As a matter of
fact he follows her directions so well, that Lucy see-
ing his head bent toward Beth feels a twinge of jeal-
ousy. But when David and Beth harmonize the song
that she and David have always called theirs. Lucy
begins to flirt recklesslv with Bob, gives away all

her dances although she knows that David will be hurt.
That is just the beginning of it. The whole week,

Lucy goes everywhere with Bob, and accepts an in-
vitation extended through his mother to come to a
dnnce at the Clayton home. And after Bob and Rose
leave. David and Lucy trv in vain to get back on the
old footing. Then David is called awav and he re-
mains until Lucv leaves for the Clayton partv. There
to Lucy's surprise she catches a glimpse of David's

face among the guests. Suddenly she realizes that
she has been a fool. It is David she loves, but she
does not see him any more that night and when she
returns home she discovers that David has disap-
peared. For months she grieves because she has lost

the man she loves through a silly flirtation and then
a call comes that Rose Clayton is dying. Lucy's
brother does not understand that Rose had been try-
ing to ask for forgiveness when she died, but Lucy
knows that it concerns David. Weeks later, David
comes back. He had been told by Bob and Rose that
Lucy was going to marry Bob. that she had asked
them to tell him since she herself couldn't bear to
hurt him. Bob had wrung his hand and said, "Sor-
ry old man." And David, believing, had gone, grief-

stricken, to visit an old friend of his out West. David's
voice breaks. There he had been inconsolable and his
friend's sister Sue, knowing about Lucy, had tried to
comfort him. Lucy listens wordlessly. And so David
had married Sue and she had been everything a wife
should be, devoted, loving, but David couldn't stay.
And now here was Lucy, and the whole story of her
marriage was a lie. It is a hard moment for Lucy,
but she knows that David belongs with the wife that
loves him, and she sends him out of her life, and
writes to Edward Grantly that if he still wants to
marry her, knowing about David, she is willing now.
Married, Lucy thinks constantly of David and she

is indifferent to the change in her husband's adoration
to coldness. Only once does he remind her that wives
who love their husbands greet them with a kiss. But
once watching Edward dejectedly straighten his should-
ers and enter the house with a whistle of indifference,
Lucy realizes that she is ruining the life of this fine
person. For the first time she kisses him voluntarily
and there begins a life of happiness for Lucy and
Edward.

OUT OF THE DEPTHS
Mabel Duncan Kemp File No. 7449

THE buzzer sounds. As Millicent opens the door
of her cozy little apartment, a well-dressed wo-
man of thirty-five enters. Dick's aunt. Cordially

welcoming her husband's relation, Millie is embar-
rassed by her query for Dick. With a sudden catch
in her voice, the young bride of less than a year ad-
mits that of late he has not been coming home to din-
ner. Aunt Mary, who has known the old Dick to be
a scamp, believes that he is out either on business or
selfish nleasures but Millie assures her that he is

with his mother. Pouring out her troubles to the s 'm-
pathetic aunt, Millie tells her of their first quarrel.
Through the influence of his mother who is an in-
spired evangelist, certain that her task on this earth
is to save others' souls, Dick has given up his job
and in the intensity of his spiritual groping taken to
sermonizing in tents. Despite the fact that they have
been extremely happy in each other's company and
that soon they expect a blessed event, the mother's
condemnation of their happiness as very sinful has
raised grave doubts in Dick whose early training has
been directed toward fearing the wrath of a jealous
God. Upon the arrival of Dick and his mother,
Gretchen Caris, Aunt Mary and Millicent listen to the
astounding news. Dick is going to preach for good,
accompanying his mother on an evangelistic tour.
Enraged at his lack of consideration, Mary denounces
him and his religion saying that he is only religious
because he is afraid of what God will do if he is
otherwise. He is a religious coward. She tells him
to make his choice: either he resumes his old mode
of living, or he goes with his mother. Starting to
walk towards his wife, he suddenly changes his mind
and walks out the door, his mother following him tri-
umphantly.

Millicent goes away. Persuaded by Aunt Mary she
takes up her residence with her after the birth of
little Dick. A source of sunshine in the Mitchell
household, Millie however misses Dick. While she
is absent one night. Aunt Marv permits Dick to see
his little son. As he stands adoring his little Dick,
he realizes that what Millie accused him of has been
true. He is a religious coward and he has been
nothing better than a hvpocrite in his preachings.
For the first time he sees God as a Father, To
Aunt Mary, he reveals that the Fog has lifted and
she smiles, hoping that some day he and Gretchen
will be reconciled. That night, Gretchen also pays a
night call to the sleeping babe.

Suddenly they hear the front door slam. Millie
rushes into the nursery eager to see why the lights
are on. With a startled cry she perceives Gretchen
and Dick and greets them coldly. Dick starts to
talk. His mother interrupts, telling Millie what a
fine success he is enjoying. However, Dick relates
his story and asks Millie to forgive him. Happy
that he is again normal. Millie runs into his arms,
unmindful of the look of hatred bestowed upon her
by the irate Mrs. Caris. Moving back into their first
love nest, the two rejoice in their glorious reunion.
So consoled by her husband's returned love, Millie
agrees to let Mrs. Caris, the paternal grand-mother,
christen the babe, while Aunt Mary looks beamingly
on. The fear of what will happen has been erased from
the faces of the happy couple.

THE IMPERISHABLE MEMORY
Caliope N. Mitchell File No. 7505

RUDGING home wearilv, Mr. King, peddler be-
moans his plight. However, his face lights up
with a smile when he beholds his loving wife and

Helen and James, waiting for him
versation turns to

T
two child
the stoop. At supper, th.
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business and King wishes that he could afford to

have a boy with him to do his peddhng. The next

morning, bright and early, James appears dressed in

his l!ither's clothes. He is big enough to help him.

Admiring his son's willingness King accepts his aid.

Father and son have an increasing business, and in-

vest in a store. Gradually becoming fairly well-off,

the Kings are extremely happy, until . . . The war!
Nineteen-year-old James is drafted from his parents'

side to help fight the nation's battles. A mere youth,

yet he must answer his country's call! With a

courageous smile, he waves a fond adieu. The folks

he leaves behind try to smile too in spite of the tears

that continually well lip in their eyes.

The front ... In the muddy old trenches, James gets

his few weeks of preliminary training before his

division goes over the top. Home the anxious par-

ents are lost without their ray of sunshine. A letter

from James! Eagerly they read every tiny word...
It is four weeks since they received the last letter

when he told them about his thrilling adventures in a

cabaret where there had been crowds of soldiers and
women. Suddenly the bugles blew for safety zones.

An air raid! How the people scrambled to safety.

He has made the acquaintance of a lad from Okla-

homa who is now his best pal, John Davis. This last

letter tells them they are awaiting orders to go

over the top. It is a short charge for James. The
earth seems to fall to pieces from the noise and
thundering of the guns. Charging side by side, the

buddies meet the enemy face to face. James falls

and in his last moments he entrusts a package to the

care of Davis who is to bring it back to his mother.

After the grand parade of the returning soldiers,

Helen answers the ringing of the door -bell. It is

John Davis with news from James. Bearing a strik-

ing resemblance to the boy who didn't come back,

John is welcomed heartily. As he turns to go, he

is asked by Helen to be sure and visit again.

A sudden call from one of the hospitals startles the

King family. They hurry there in quick response to

the information that Davis has been injured in an
accident. Being reassured that he is in no immediate
danger, the Kings are constant visitors at his bed-

side. Helen learns to love this man who is so like

her brother and who has been her brother's closest

friend. Fascinated by her refreshing beauty. Davis
accepts Mr. King's invitation to remain with them
for a while. Davis muses . . . this will be a fine op-

portunity to be with the adorable Helen some more.
In the taxi, on the way home from the hospital, his

ardor reaches an almost uncontrollable pitch and he

clasps the unsuspecting Helen in his arms, declaring

his deep love for her- Thrilling under his warm
kisses, Helen admits her affection for him. Like two
carefree children, they hop out of the cab, run up
the steps of the King house two steps at a time

and breathless with excitement they divulge their

secret to two happy parents.

CRIME AND LOVE
John Treber File No. 7504

STANDING at the entrance of his old Scottish
castle, Edward Sidney anxiously listens to the

clatter of horses' hoofs that tell him his son,

Frank and his protege, Ralph Brown, are returning

from college. Happy and carefree, the two youths
enjoy a few months of vacation in the Scottish hills.

Frank, despite his friend's advice, gambles inces-

santly and must needs worry incessantly about mak-
ing good his I. O. U.S. Somehow he manages to get
the money ; no one knows how. A sudden squealing
of breaks and the crash of broken glass suddenly
rouses the Sidney family one evening about ten
o'clock. Dashing out Jhey discover that a Mr. Gal-
veston, a wealthy mine owner, has been injured in a
crash. The victim of a ruse, he has attempted to

stop immediately at the swinging of a red lantern.

His wallet is missing in the wreckage. Convalescing
under the hospitality of the Sidneys, Galveston in-

vites the two newly graduated engineers to visit

him and he offers them positions in his diamond
mine. Eagerly they accept this golden opportunity.

Deeply interested in their work, the two lads also

become interested in Evelyn Galveston, the charming
daughter of their employer. While Ralph, who must
work for a living, keeps his nose to the grindstone,
Frank spends much time and attention in the enter-
tainment of Evelyn, for whom he has developed a
great love. However, Evelyn comes upon the silent

Ralph in his moment of pensive enjoyment of the
garden and surprises him with a gentle kiss on the
forehead. Astonished at her sudden affection. Ralph
confesses his love for her but which he has decided
to relinquish in favor of his wealthier friend. Eve-
lyn however convinces him that money is not every-
thing.

Early one morning, Galveston discovers the loss of

two of his largest diamonds. Reporting , the loss to
the police, he is more than astounded to learn that
another disappears the following night. Since Ralph
and Frank are the only two people who have access
to the mine, their rooms are searched. To Ralph's
bewilderment the missing diamonds are found in his
trunk. He is taken into custody and awaits trial

while Evelyn who refuses to believe him guilty seeks
further evidence. The day of the trial arrives. The
witnesses testify. Althouerh nobody has seen Ralph
take the diamonds, his ' conviction seems certain.
Quickly Evelyn ushers in a new witness. Old Tom,
one of the colored miners who swears that he saw
Frank meddling in Ralph's room. Besides Frank is

the only one who has the key to the safe. Upon
further investigation, the missing wallet is also found
among Frank's belongings. Unable to stand the
humiliation of his proven guilt, Frank commits sui-

cide. In recognition of the great injustice that his

son has done to Ralph, Mr. Sidney bequeaths his en-

tire fortune to him. With a fortune in his hands and
a deep love in his heart, Ralph proposes to Evelyn,

confident that now he is worthy of her. Happy that

fate has so favored them, Evelyn and Ralph have a

quiet wedding and trust that no more sorrows will

overshadow their marital happiness.

THE GREEN BICYCLE MYSTERY
M. Eugeania Rugan File No. 7491

UNTIL the discovery of an unidentified dead body
in the woods, nothing ever happened in the small

town of Mars Hill where bicycles were still

used for travel. Excitement and speculation ran
high, however, about the identity of the deceased, clad

in a sleeveless khaki shirt. And shortly after it was
discovered that the man had been murdered else-

where and carried to Mars Hill, it was discovered that

the murdered man was Alfred Barton, a farmer who
had been carrying $1,000 when murdered. The aHbi
of Barton's employee was indisputable and two days
later, Halbert J. Philmore, president of Barton's
bank, came to tell his story. The day of the murder
he saw a man on a green bicycle near the spot where
the body was found. Although he couldn't see the

face distinctly, the bicycle was clearly that owned
by Robert Gordon. Moreover, the day after the mur-
der Gordon having previously withdrawn all his funds
pesumably to pay gambling debts, had deposited nine

hundred dollars! Gordon is questioned and although
he claims he loaned his bicycle to a Mr. Blair earlier

in the day, he didn't use it that night, and when he
discovered it missing, assumed some of the boys had
taken it for a ride. However, he will not explain about
the $900 and cannot prove an alibi for the hour of the

murder. Accordingly, he is brought to trial.

Three days after the arrest, Sandra Dale, Gordon's
fiancee tries to make the inspector believe that Robert
is innocent, but she can prove nothing. At the trial

it is discovered that Margaret Grey, a fine looking
girl is to defend Gordon. Blair is the first to testify.

He borrowed the bicycle that day and returned it.

When Philmore testifies, Margaret Grey causes con-
siderable excitement by proving that the banker could
not possibly have identified the color of the bicycle

at dusk, not to speak of its rider. But when she
wishes to establish the good character of the defendant
she is dismayed by the testimony of his landlady that
on the morning of the murder Robert had mentioned
that he expected to make some easy money soon.
Stumped, Margaret rides to the scene of the murder
after the court is adjourned and she discovers some
important evidence: the dead man's wallet found by
some boys who saw a man throw it away to-day
(while Robert was in jail), a button from the mur-
derer's coat, and she learns that Philmore was San-
dra's suitor whom Gordon supplanted. However, it

is the discovery of an imprint on the arm of the de-
ceased made while the body was being carried, an
imprint of a woven suit, that establishes the mur-
derer as—Blair.
Philmore, jealous of Gordon had colored his testi-

mony knowing that Gordon wouW not admit that he
had gotten the money gambling, since he had prom-
ised Sandra to eschew horse racing. The evidence
against Blair is conclusive. He had had a quarrel
with the deceased, the button is missing from his

coat, and the weave is from the same suit. Phil-
more leaves the court decidedly unpopular and Sandra
caught in Robert's arms says, "And rather than risk
losing me, you let yourself be held for murder ?

Didn't you know, it wouldn't have made any differ-
ence to me?" But Robert is certain of one thing

—

he's through with gambling. He has Sandra's prom-
ise to marry him, and the nine hundred dollars they
need for their honeymoon.

THE GAMBLING KID

Braxton Jones File No. 752G

AS the America-bound steamer glides out of Havre,
Joanne Clinton, accompanying her' father on a
business trip, leans on the railing. She has had

a glorious time and yet is anxious to get home to see
all the old friends. With a gentle smile to her fa-
ther, she excuses herself. Making her way to a
cabin, she is surprised by the solicitousness of a cer-
tain young man who gallantly opens doors for her.
The Kid had been fascinated by the charming Ameri-
can and effects an introduction to Joanne and her
father. A glorious day and a romantic night awakens
a growing love and Joanne by accident mentions
that her father is carrying a huge sum of money for
a society enterprise. The Kid, unknown to Joanne,
is a professional gambler and at this news, he decides
to deepen his acquaintanceship with Mr. Clinton.
Dining with them one night, the Kid asks Clinton to
join him in the lounge where they will have a few
drinks and talk over things. Eager to enjoy the
companionship of such a dapper young man of the
world, Clinton accepts. A few drinks of gin, and
Chnton feels in the gambling mood. In fact, the Kid
must be begged to gamble with him. As prearranged
a table is filled with five men, one is Clinton, an-
other is the Kid and the rest are the Kid's men. A
few games—Clinton enjoys beginner's luck. A few
more hands and the Kid's cronies excuse themselves
from the game, leaving the rest of the job to their
boss.
Worrying over her father's long absence, Joanne

is shocked when he returns to her cabin intoxicated.
Talkative,' he confesses that he has lost a huge sum
of money gambling. Warning him not to repeat the
adventure, Joanne watches her glamorous friend very
cautiously. She notes that again he wins and her fa-

ther loses all the money that has been entrusted to
his care. In an attempt to regain her father's lost

wealth, Joanne challenges the Kid. Despite her
keen thinking, the professional gambler again wins
and as he looks into the eyes that are both hurt and
angry, he feels a twinge inside. Rushing off without
a word, Joanne broods in the solitude of her cabin.
Thmking over his cruel deed, the Kid repents and

returns the father's money and a little locket that
Joanne has given him as a token of her love. He
no longer deems himself worthy of her love and only
hopes that she can forgive him. Meanwhile Clinton
and the Kid have become the best of friends. Clin-
ton passes off the episode as a great joke upon him-
self and tries to effect a reconciliation between the
very jiersonable young man and his daughter. Prom-
ising to return to his old business of law if she will

have him, the Kid is overjoyed to receive a little

package from the cabin boy. With the precious little

locket in his hand, he rushes to her cabin and as
she opens the door sweeps her into his arms, smother-
ing her with kisses. Mr. Clinton looks on, very ap-
preciatively.

INNOCENT SNOBS
Joseph N. Rogalle File No. 7527

INSTRUCTOR of music to wealthy Irene Taylor,
John Mayton falls in love with his pupil. Her
father, a self-made man thoroughly approves of

John and when the engagement is announced he
plans to leave his entire fortune to Irene and John
since his other children are thoroughly spoiled by the
thought of the money they expect to inherit. How-
ever, John knows nothing of Taylor's plans and can-
not understand the coldness of Irene's brothers to
him. Knowing that their father means to carry out
his threat to disinherit them in favor of John, Peter
and Henry begin relaying false reports to Irene con-
cerning her fiance and so well does their plan suc-
ceed that Irene begins to believe that John is really
a fortune hunter. As a result, the engagement is

broken and John flees town.
Hurt, desperate, John finds work as a mechanic,

and unaccustomed to such arduous labor, he falls ill.

At length, he can work no longer and is taken to a
hospital where he hovers for a long while between
life and death. Then, slowly, he begins to recover
and while he is convalescing, one day, he sees a
piano and the old longing to play comes over him.
For hours he pours forth his heart in his music un-
aware of the rapt audience of patients. When, ex-
hausted, he stops, the hospital staff is overcome by
the beauty of his playing a'nd one of the internes in
conversation with a patient from the private section
of the hospital, a musical director, mentions the in-

cident. As a result John is given an audition and is

soon ensconced as a soloist for a Philharmonic Or-
chestra. Ovation follows ovation, but to John they
mean nothing until the day he sees Irene out in front.
There follows a happy reunion and John refuses to
let the girl he loves apologize—it is enough to him
that he loves her—and she, him.

FATAL CHOICE i
Louise Bin^fha File No. 753S

ENTERING the glamorous New York dance hall
are three laughing girls, Molly Bond and her
two friends. Fresh from the country, Molly

trembles with excitement, and is shocked at the in-
formality of introductions. Fascinated by her re-
freshing beauty, Ted Wycoff, da.shing and debonair,
is surprised by her de.nunciation of his request to
dance without being introduced to her. Her naive
scolding lures him and he negotiates a formal meet-
ing. Realizing her error in upbraiding him, she ac-
cepts his invitation with an apology. Mutual at-
traction grows from friendship to love and they become
engaged. Revealing to Ted that they must get mar-
ried immediately, Molly is surprised at his sudden
anger, and in turn becomes infuriated. Apologizing
for his attitude. Ted promises to marry her on the
morrow, but that to-morrow never comes. Alone
and miserable, Molly welcomes the Httle Johnnie,
whom she learns to love passionately. Never has
she heard from his runaway father.
Vibrant with youth. Molly becomes her former gay

self a^ain, enjoying the fond companionship of Eddie
Stuart, to whom she has told her entire past. Ashamed
that a man could leave her so, Eddie tries to make up
for her years of unhappiness. After several proposals,
Molly finally agrees to marry Eddie. However, on
the eve of their wedding, Ted returns, anxious to see
his child. Noting that Molly is even more beautiful
than before, Ted feels the re -a wakening of his love
and he asks Molly to marry him, to give her son a
name. Asking for time to decide, Molly concludes
that this will be the best way to get the desired re-
venge upon the man who betrayed her. She is about
to become a mother and this time the child will be
Eddie's, born under Wycoff's name. Eddie is much
heart-broken over her decision, but is a frequent caller
at the house. Upon Molly's suggestion, Eddie and
Ted go away for a few weeks on a hunting trip.

Meanwhile a baby girl arrives. When Ted returns,
he is very suspicious and accuses Molly of infidelity.
Crazed by anger, he attacks the sleeping infant and
before Molly can stop him, he has killed the child.
The court is crowded with people, eager to hear the

details of the /amous Wycoff murder. Head bowed
in shame, Molly approaches the stand and under the
questioning fire of the attorney she admits that the
child is Eddie's. But in a fiery defiance, she relates
the story of her whole life, revealing the true char-
acter of her husband whom everybody believes justi-
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fied. Collapsing under the severe strain Molly

through tear-blurred eyes sees Ted calmly receive

the verdict of guilty. No longer debonair, he leaves

the court-room smiling, a sad, courageous smile. As
she descends the steps of the court-house Molly re-

liects . . . what has she gained? Nothing but revenge!

Her only ray of happiness will be Johnnie. A light

touch on her arm startles her and she turns around

to look up into the sympathetic eyes of Eddie. Giv-

ing her a word of cheer, he asks if the only reason

she wouldn't marry him has been to revenge herself

upon Ted. Confessing that at the time she hated

Ted, but now she feels sorry for him, MoUy con-

vinces Eddie that his love has been reciprocated. He
repeats that his love is still strong and will she let

him make her happy? This time, Molly with tears of

joy accepts the right choice.

FOOLS THEY WERE
Mabel EUis Lee File No. 7510

PACING restlessly the length of his apartment,
Robert Knight thought miserably about the past.

Then impatiently, he snatched a magazine from
the rack and began turning pages. "FOOLS", the

title caught his eyes. What a title! It was probably
humorous. He needed something to enliven him, but
disgustedly he hurled the book from him as he read

the opening sentence. "They were married ..."
Fools! But as he resumed his restless pacing, a cur-

iosity came over him. Those two, he thought, could-

n't have made a greater mess of it than we did. He
went back and as he read how Kathleen met Bob at

a masquerade ball, a growing conviction came over
him and he followed the story through avidly. Learn-
ed how little Kathleen had been flattered by the at-

tentions of the handsome heir, and how when he asked
her to marry him she had considered herself a Cin-
derella. Lord, thought Robert, she didn't spare her-

self. So she had married him partly for money. But
how the dickens could she have known what he was
thinking every step along the way, and how had she
gotten her story accepted? It was a strange feeling

reading about his marriage. There wasn't the slight-

est doubt about it. Katheryn was writing their story.

It continued: But Bob's father had been angered by
the boy's indifference to making a living and had
said that he would give his son no more money. If

he wanted to work, he would give him a job. And
Kathleen had philosophically adapted herself to Bob's
limited earning capacities and in her longing to help

him out, she had taken to writing. When her checks
came in^ she thought, Bob would perk up. But after

all it was her writing that drove him into the arms of

the other woman; for absorbed in her work, Kathleen
hadn't been there when Bob wanted to go out. Un-
til two and three o'clock in the morning she would
write and Bob under cover of her work, had started
staying out later and later until one oi Kathleen's
friends having come to discover wheth"er she ^ was
really going to have a baby, had stayed to tell Kath-
leen about Thelma.

As the first installment ends, Robert sees that it

is an old issue of the magazine and rushing out to

the newstand, he buys the succeeding issues. The
story is so familiar, how Kathleen had confronted
him with her knowledge and he had stormed and ad-
mitted that he couldn't be happy without money even
if the money were Thelma's. Bhndly, Kathleen had
started packing and the next morning when she left,

Bob looked after her curiously. She wouldn't get the

divorce, she said, but if he wanted it, she would sign
anything, do nothing to contest it. The furniture,
the house in which they had spent the six months of

their married life, she would not touch and defiant
as Bob had "been he was touched by the gallantry of

her bearing. He could see that she was trying not
to let him suspect how much she loved him, and a
desire to take her in his arms almost overpowered
him, but it was the longing for money that triumphed.
And the story, "FOOLS" ended with an account of

the selling of Kathleen's story and her dreams which
are never realized.

Reading, Robert came to a new realization and as
he finished the last line he dashed down to Katheryn's
boarding house. She tried to act unconcerned as he
offered to drive her to her office, and speaking hur-
riedly, he told her that his father has given him
money now—for his work, and asked if Katheryn would
come back and live with him. Thinking that he needed
her, she consented and taking her in his arms, Robert
explained she was wrong about two things—he never
accepted money from Thelma (Grace) and he really
loved her, and always would. And that is what Kath-
eryn had been wanting to hear. And that is why the
concluding episode of "FOOLS" ended on such a
happy note.

SOUTHERN WINDS
Adolph E. Hayde: File No. 7551

A TERRIFIC storm strikes Van Fleet's small
yacht, the Dauntless, and sweeping his nautical
instruments overboard, leaves him helplessly

drifting on the broad expanse of the southern Pacific.
He had wanted adventure. Now with a quantity of
food but Httle fuel he tastes a loneliness the more
profound because it would appear to be his last.

After days or perhaps weeks of drifting, Van Fleet
espies land and excitedly setting the engines in mo-
tion again, he heads toward a dazzling sandy beach.
The next morning he is surprised to see a small

boat push across the lagoon and he draws his breath
sharply as he discerns a fine looking middle-aged
gentleman and a scantily clad girl of breathtaking

beauty. The boat comes to a stop and after elaborate

preparations, the girl dives over the side. From the

activities of the pair. Van Fleet gathers that they are

pearl divers. Absorbed, he scarcely notices the steal-

thy approach of a long boat, but from his place of

concealment he hears the two white men plan to

get the pearls and the girl." Fascinated by the

strange spectacle. Van Fleet watches the two white
renegades draw alongside the girl's boat and advance
toward the old man. As one lifts his gun. Van Fleet's

rifle speaks twice, and the natives speedily row the

long boat and its two wounded occupants out of sight.

John Winton rows toward Van Fleet and gratefully

introduces his daughter Barbara and learning that

Van Fleet's visit here is entirely unplanned breathes

in obvious relief. Later, when Van Fleet has gained
the confidence of the pair, he discovers that Winton
has been a pearl trader and had brought his mother-
less daughter up to be an expert diver. They
had learned that the waters of this lagoon had been
held as tapu (sacred) by the natives and as a result

the wealth of pearls were untouched. Since natives
would not profane the waters, Barbara was, herself,

diving . Somehow, the two white man. Dirk and Sam,
had learned of their fortune and but for Van Fleet's

intervention would have gained possession. In the

days that follow. Van Fleet and Barbara fall in love
with each other and as their stay draws to a close,

Barbara prepares for one last pearl expedition. Van
Fleet tries to dissuade her, but she laughs at his

fears. A moment after she has disappeared into the
waters. Van Fleet perceives a dark shadow and to

his horror realizes that Barbara is at the mercies of

a man-eating shark. Emptying his rifle into the
waters, he prays that Barbara shall be unhurt. A
moment later the churning of the waters cease and
the fish floats in a pool of its own blood. Shaken,
Barbara seeks the refuge of her lover's arms and
they head for the Winton schooner. Suddenly a sharp
report smites the air, and to their dismay. Barbara
and Van Fleet perceive the long boat drawn along-

side the Winton boat. Van Fleet loads his gun, and
as a bullet whizzes close, he fires twice with deadly
aim. A moment later. Barbara aboard, cries out—
her father has been killed by Sam and Dirk.

It is Barbara's idea that her father be buried in the

schooner he loved so well, and Van Fleet setting the

dynamite fuse sets the phonograph playing, Lead
Kindly Light as the funeral ship sinks majestically
into the sea. There is a long respectful silence and
with his arm about his beloved Barbara, Van Fleet

sets the Dauntless headed toward civilization.

Ilo Shalley File No. 7555

SHIFTING SWORDS

Morris Jacobs File No. 7552

BANISHED from court for daring to love a Count-
ess, Theresa, Ivan Mazeppa, a handsorne and
well-educated page returns for another sight of

his beloved and her enraged husband has the lad

bound to the back of a flogged wild horse. All night

the frightened beast dashes across the steppes until

it falls in exhaustion and Mazeppa faints from cold

and loss of blood. Rescued by CossacTis he becomes
one of them and soon rises to eminence through his

courage and rare learning.

Years later, the fearless leader of the Cossacks,

iMazeppa finds an infant left in his saddle-bag. A
note asks him to care for the child who is a stolen

Prince, and through the years in which the former
page gains power, honor and influence, he brings up
Dmitry as his own son. The boy proves himself

among the Cossacks and with pride Mazeppa in-

structs his son in a trick of swordsmanship known to

no other. But Dmitry, idle, conducts an affair with

a writer-general's daughter, and when Mazeppa asks

Peter the Great to send Dmitry to Moscow, the girl's

father, Kotchubei suspects that Mazeppa considered

his daughter inferior and secretly plans revenge.

While Dmitry, handsome in his uniform, attracts and
falls in love with Princess Anne, Peter's favorite

niece! But Kotchubei discovers the liason, and tells

the czar who exiles Dmitry with the order never to

set foot on Russian soil under penalty of death. Dis-

heartened Dmitry pours his story out to a sympathe-
tic Finnish inn-keeper who in turns tells that she

is Theresa, here since the torture of her lover Ma-
zeppa. And following Theresa's advice, Dmitry en-

ters Russia in a cart and spends happy hours with

his princess before they are discovered and brought
before the wrathful Peter. Humbly Dniitry explains

that he never set foot on Russian soil, the bottom
of his cart was filled with Finnish earth. Roaring,

Peter pardons the brave lad and Dmitry sends his

father back to his beloved Theresa.

However, Peter is ambitious and his Cossacks are

made pawns. Mazeppa dares to protest and as a

last resort joins forces with Charles of Sweden, against

his czar. The rebels are doomed to failure but there

is one dramatic moment on the battle-field when
Mazeppa and Dmitry realize they are duelling each
other by a simultaneous use of the sword trick. They
part good-humoredly and later when Mazeppa is im-
prisoned Dmitry risks life and honor to free his fos-

ter father. And while "Mazeppa carries the wounded
King Charles to safety, Dmitry is ordered shot for

releasing Mazeppa. However, a Cossack rides into

the woods to inform Mazeppa who leaves the king
and rides furiously arriving just in time to stay the

execution. He informs Peter that Dmitry is not

really his son, but the heir to the throne of Poland
and it would be to Peter's advantage to allow Dmitry
to marry Peter's niece. One thing more Mazeppa
requests from the admiring czar, the pardon of Peter's

brother Charles, the wounded king of Sweden.

IF
Clark Cabren was planning any such crazy idea

as robbing the rich, his father's people, to give to
the poor, Tom pronounced, he was coming too.

And he had in spite of Cabby's objections. It had
been fun for a while, Robin Hood stuff, and then Tom
had been shot; Tom, whom Clark's father, prejudiced
by Tony Curt, had considered bad company for his

son. Clark laughed mirthlessly. The whitest man
that ever lived shot by a policeman. And before his

voice was stilled, Tom made Clark promise to do
what he had asked him, get a job at the Heldan
mills, there he could work himself up.
A few days later Clark was talking to Mrs. Heldan,

explaining about his life, that is all except about
Tom, and asking for a chance. And strangely enough
this gentle white-haired woman proved sympathe-
tic, more, had offered him a confidential position as
a sort of secretary. Dining across the carved table
with its warm candles and rosebud centerpiece, Clark
felt a new peace. The better things of life. Working
for hours before the time he used to get in with the
old crowd. Mrs. Heldan had asked him to call her
mother Jen, and he tried not to resent it when she
called him Cabby. Only Tom had ever called him
Cabby, but after a while he didn't mind having Mrs.
Heldan using Tom's expression. She and he were as-
sociated with the finest things in his life. Then, one
day, she had told him about her twins, Mary and
Thomas, and the pictures had shown him what he
should have guessed, that Tom was Mrs. Heldan's
son. Tom had wanted Cabby to take his place in the
home from which he had barred himself. More than
ever Clark found himself bound to this kindly old
woman who still was able to manage a successful
mill at her age.
Then Mary had come, Mary, Tom's twin sister, and

in her unadorned young beauty she had captured a
part of Clark's heart which had proven impervious
to women's appeal. He felt as if she were a sister,
he thought. And planning her party with her, help-
ing her, swimming, riding, Clark enjoyed their per-
fect companionship. She had known all about him,
gone to the same University. Strange that Tom had
never arranged that they meet. Perhaps he felt that
Mary and Cabby were too different. Cabby wasn't
good enough. Clark accepted it, shamefacedly. He
had been pretty much of a rotter. But at the party
Mary invited Tony Curt, and in the greeting of
Clark and Curt, Mary sensed with growing alarm the
deep hostility of these two men. Curt was Clark's
father's right-hand man, and these two men had
hated each other since Clark had administered a
well-deserved beating. It cut Cabby to the quick to
realize that Mary and Curt were more than friends,
that Mary was going to marry Curt. Suddenly he
realized his feeling wasn't brotherly, he wanted Mary,
that was it. Not so much that he didn't want Tony
to have her, he loved her with a feeling that wasn't
fraternal, and he had no right, Tom wouldn't have
wanted it. He went in to tell Mrs. Heldan he was
going, and found her re-reading the letter that Tom
had sent telling her he was sending Cabby. And Tom
had sent another letter to Mary asking her to come
home and see that Cabby was happy. But there was
a visitor there, he had blessings to bestow, and that
visitor was Cabby's father. He had been following
his son's progress all along, was part owner of the
Heldan mills. And the joy of seeing his Dad was
only exceeded by the happiness of Mary's first kiss.

RICH MAN'S SON
Mrs. J. Butzberger File No. 7524

A FLUSH of excitement colors Marie's face. Her
employer's son, Donald Jones is coming home
from college and ever since grammar school,

Marie has secretly adored Donald and envied Carolyn
Taylor, the banker's daughter, whose books Donald
would carry home. Marie is well aware of Carolyn's
preparations for Donald's homecoming, but in her
heart of hearts she hopes that Donald will notice how
she has changed. But sweeping past her desk with
his old dash, he rushes, oblivious to her, into his fa-
ther's office. Marie's lips pucker. There isn't an-
other man in the whole town who does not notice her
prettiness, and she was depending so on Donald's
first glance. Well, she had always been a fool about
that. But she had hoped . . .

And there was Donald standing over her, looking
at her in wonder. "You're Marie." And excitedly
he was commenting on the change in her just as she
had hoped. And when he asked her to dinner that
night, her cup of happiness brimmed over. That night,
she withdrew every bit of her savings from the
bank and bought a new outfit. Donald had asked
her to dinner. Back gaily, her arms laden with bun-
dles, she opened the door hurriedly as the telephone
sounded within. "It must be Donald," her mother
said. "He's been calling every few moments." Marie's
heart sank. "So sorry I didn't know. They made
all preparations for a dance in my honor. I've tried
everything. I've got to go." Her eyes brimming
with tears, Marie had hung up. Of course, Carolyn's
party. And when, a few moments later Bobby Miller,
the freckled young stunt flier who has always loved
Marie, calls, Marie accepts the date, and later that
evenmg his proposal of marriage. When Donald
learns of Marie's marriage, he gets drimk and pro-
poses to Carolyn. But at the last moment, he knows
he can't go through with it. and he disappears.
Three weeks after Marie and Bobby return from

their honeymoon, the circus comes to town and Bobby
gets a job as a stunt flier. A beautiful spiral goes
haywire and to the great grief of Marie who was
genuinely fond of, if not in love with her young
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husband, he crashes. Now Marie has to find work
again and Mr. Jones, who is quite friendly with her

father offers her her old job back. One Sunday,
four years after Donald's disappearance, Mr. Jones
is dining at the Johnson home. That night Donald
comes home. The night he left town, he had gone
to New York and impetuously had joined the navy.
At first he hadn't cared what became of him but one
night he had met, for the first time in a long while, a

good woman, and suddenly he realized that he was
ruining his life for love of Marie. He was a coward
and a weakling, and after hours of self-abasement,
he decided to return home as soon as possible and
pick up decent living. The first thing he discovered
in town was that there was nobody home. After all,

he hadn't told them he was coming. He went up to

Carolyn's home. She had married a retired pugilist.

A friend told him his father was at the Johnson's.
Donald stiffened. "How is Marie?" he finally man-
aged. Then learning of her husband's death, he
started running and when Marie answered the door,

she found herself in Donald's arms. "Will you marry
me, now?" he asked. And she had only time to

gasp, "Yes."

DERELICT
Don L. Chaffee File No. 7537

AS Forty-One comes to a grinding stop in the
yards, a lone figure slips off. and pausing to

brush the dust of the road from his rather de-
lapidated suit, he straightens up and striking up a
merry tune proceeds jauntily down the street. It is

five forty-five a. m. and the streets are deserted save
for a little old flea-bitten Collie, who approaches the
stranger with a wary side-wise motion and sniffs

playfully at his leg. A gentle pat on his head, and
the Collie decides this fellow isn't such a bad sort
and the very earnest conversation being addressed to

him is rather a bit of fun. Together the two march
along until they pause in front of a hotel. The pup
admires the man's efforts to straighten out what is

left of his tie, and asstmies a reasonably exact imi-
tation of the ready-made smile of his friend as they
approach a sleepy individual behind the desk. Bill's

rhetorical declaration of the condition of his stomach
causes the clerk to blink for a moment but he lapses
into lethargy after shoving a broom and dust -pan
over the counter and vouchsafing, "Fly at it!''

Sweeping the last bit of dust out the back door, Bill

pauses to curse an object with which his shin has
painfully collided, and he pulls a wry face as he
notices his broken grimy nails. Then he goes in for

his first meal in three days, and having shared it with
the delighted purp, the two start toward the outskirts

of the town together. Bill recites choice bits of poetry
and the Collie looks grave when suddenly they stop

to gaze on five boys in swimming with nothing on
'save their birthday suits. On the bank in a dejected
heap are piled clothes, some canned goods, and a

blanket or two. He watches them for a while, re-

fusing their invitation to join them with the plea that

he is too old. One of the older ones finally comes
out and as he leisurely cHmbs into his clothes, grave-
ly asks for a few pointers about the road. Bill is

voluble but not encouraging and with the youngsters
flung carelessly at his feet, he tells them of his hfe.

He had been a devil-may-care lad to whom work
was something to shun. Money to him was just

something exchangeable for food, a show, not an end
in itself. A desire for travel came over him and he
began drifting, washing dishes in hotels for meals,
and going hungry a good part of the time. Travel-
ling on freight cars the whole United States was his

playground, and to settle down would have seemed a

living death. But years brought a longing for good
eats, a bed on a rainy night, and a good friend or

two. He got tired of grabbing a train at the crack
of dawn and constantly fleeing cops. Scarcely aware
of his rapt audience, Bill sings a nostalgic song, and
breaking off reminds the boys that it is about noon.
They don't want to keep dinner waiting, steak and
mashed potatoes, and perhaps a helping of pie. Hadn't
they better kind of sneak the blankets up the back
stairs and no one will guess their secret? Then pat-

ting the dog, Bill starts off. At the top of the hill

he waves back to them. The dog: starts after him,
but turns back at the whistle of one of the boys. A
train can be heard coming around tbe bend and at

the last whistle Bill disappears over the crest of the

hill.

islaus Krapotsky who has been studying medicine

while Paul has been engaged in a military career.

In the chaos of war they have drifted apart only to

meet again as refugees. Through Stanislaus' influ-

ence, Paul joins the order of the White Cross, sup-

porters of the old regime.
Initiated into the brotherhood, he is seated next to

the last member, the beautiful Countess Marie Or-
landowsky, who is really a spy, being a member of

the opposing order. Hammer and Sickle. He is as-

signed to work with her in their endeavors, the ac-

quaintanceship deepens into a mutual love. Planning
to get married, they await the return of Stanislaus

who has been sent across the border. Unaware that

the Countess has already given that information to

the opposing Reds, Paul is heartbroken when the re-

port arrives that his friend has been killed as a spy.

Paul and another member are ordered across the
border. The Countess faints at the
Regaining consciousness, she confesse
tions with the opposition, and only pleads that Paul
be spared.
A conference follows with the result that Paul and

the Countess are commanded to get married and then
undertake a dangerous task, that of regaining! some of

the old Slovensky jewels. Despite the vigilancy of

the Reds who occupy the region, Paul and the Coun-
tess complete their mission safely. Having won their

freedom by this undertaking, they decide to leave the
continent and start life anew in a new country.
Havre The America-bound steamer is slowly slip-

ping out of the harbor. In the light of the moon, two
figures are melted together, the farewell embrace of

Paul and the Countess who are on their way to enjoy
a life of love and happiness, free from the horrors of

the Red revolutions.

HAMMER AND SICKLE

George N. Range File No. 7495

Afugitive officer of high rank in the Imperial Army
of Russia, Paul Slovensky opens the huge gate

of the Slovensky castle. Despite the outward
cheerfulness of the day, he finds his father worried
and uneasy over the state of Russia. Although Paul
reassures him that things will be all right, Russia
meanwhile is in the grip of the revolution. The Red
torch has been lit and the arm of the proletariat with
the hammer in the firm clenched hand has come out

of the dark and is hovering about the heads of the

nobility. Nearer and nearer come the Red hordes.

They are in the village of the Slovensky estate. Paul
and his father must flee. The flight through the for-

est, the cold of the night, and the sight of his home
going up in flames prove too much for the elder Slo-

vensky and as he succumbs he warns his son to ever
be with the order of the White Cross. A few weeks
later finds Paul in Paris, the sacred refuge of Rus-
sians of all creeds and opinions. In a cafe in the

Latin Quarter, he meets his school-day chum, Stan-

EVE TRIUMPHANT
A. S. Croswell File No. 7533

ADAM JONES was an idealist. Bein
phan he was considered by thi

Brownsville to be excellent potential minister
material, and they contributed toward his education.
However, when Adam learned he had to believe that
Eye caused Adam's downfall, he rebelled. Women,
said Adam were sublime creatures, and having
shocked his benefactors by his doubts of biblical
truths, his training for the ministry was promptly
terminated. Adam accepted that philosophically
enough but it was a shock to learn that Elinor Hall
had been found in a compromising situation. Not that
he really believed she would do anything wrong, but
it was a shock.
And then Adam met Eve Carter. Her beauty made

his head spin in an unwonted fashion, but when, in
his roadster, he told her, he was a bit abashed by her
enthusiastic response. Adam had always believed that
woman should play an entirely passive role. And per-
haps if Eve had, Adam would never have lost his
head about her. But unused to ardor and protesta-
tions of love such as hers, he began to feel that he
couldn't live without her. And Eve, clever psycholo-
gist, picked that day to end her visit with Elinor.
Immediately, Adam began to miss the little caresses
Eve had lavished upon him, and soon he was asking
her to marry him, all his ideas about the type of
woman he wanted for his wife lost in the welter of
emotions Eve aroused. Elinor's eyes were too bright
as she congratulated Adam. Poor thing, thought
Adam, her past
But Adam wasn't ready for the immediate mar-

riage that Eve wanted, and what is more he learned
that business would detain him Christmas week.
Eve's disappointment was patent in her letters and
Adam was overjoyed when he learned that after all he
could get away. However, on his arrival he found
that Eve was spending all her time in the company
of a preacher, Mr. Sauers. Eve was repentant and
she soon convinced Adam that she loved only him and
he was silly to be jealous. Sauers and Adam en-
joyed a fierce mutual antagonism and each advised
the other to give up his hopeless and unwanted pur-
suit. A realization that Eve had told Sauer much the
same things she had told him, maddened Adam, but
when he prepared to leave. Eve flung herself into his
car and pressed her tear-stained cheek against his.

A feeling of hopelessness settled over him. This
woman—he must have her, desire for her coursed
through his brain and when he left it was with the
promise that they would shortly be married. Eve's
letters spoke of her great love and her longing to see
him up to the very day when by chance he read a
newspaper item telling him of the marriage of Eve to
Sauers.

Feeling that life was insupportable and aching with
the love that Eve has persisted in arousing in him,
Adam gloomily contemplated suicide. Women, he
grimaced. And then Elinor came running in, infin-
itely relieved to find him well. "I knew how you
loved her Adam, knew how you must feel to lose
her. And," she murmured, "I was afraid for you...."

Adam looked up wonderingly. This was the woman
he had been judging so harshly, this woman with the
averted tear-stained cheeks. A tenderness stole over

SOCIAL WORKERS
Sturgeon J. Thompson File No. 7S29

ELEASING her energies in social work, Mrs.
Fen ton gives little though to her son Jim. In
fact her assumption that her son is unworthy
ly great attention helps to build up an inferior-

omplex in him at least while he is in the pres-
of his family. It is only when he is outside that

R

his worth is recognized, that he is accepted as a shy
but likeable young fellow. And then Jim's father

loses his job, and hstlessly falls to drinking making no
turther attempt to support his dependents. Acceptuig
his new responsibility, Jim leaves school and goes to

work. For the next few years he turns over ms sal-

aries to his mother and receives the smallest measure
ot gratitude.
About this time, Jim meets Edith Wentworth, who,

like his mother and sister is interested in social work.
From the first, Jim falls deeply in love with Edith
and she encourages his attentions until realizing that '

the boy contemplates marriage, she proceeds to make
him miserable as she points out to him her disinclin-

ation to continue the friendship. Completely broken
up by the rude shattering of all his hopes, jim is un-

able, for months to concentrate on his work. At the

same time, the ever-nghteous upHfters arrive at the

conclusion that Jim has deliberately discarded Edith
after playing around with her for a few years. Ue-
chning to discuss the affair with Jim, and faUing to

obvious whispering in censure, Jim's co-workers soon
bring to the fore his old feeling of inferiority. His
work suffers and he finds solace in liquor. Six months
later he disappears, having been exposed to constant
criticism at home. Then only does his sister Julie
begin to feel that perhaps Jim was not as much to

blame as they had supposed. She looks up Edith and
finds her remorseful. A friendship is built up be-
tween the two women and Julie begins to interest

Edith in the actualities of social work. For the first
'

time, Edith begins to devote herself to service to oth-

ers, hoping thereby to expiate her own responsibility
for Jim's downfall, for rumors are current concerning
Jim's association with questionable characters in dis-

reputable places.
A year elapses and one day a sunken eyed, miser-

ably clad Jim knocks at the Fenton door. Julie almost
faints at the change in her brother but her mother,
recovering from the shock expands only to the extent
of allowing Jim the spare room. Only Julie's inter-

cession wins for Jim the concession of some food and
finally his own room. Only the extremity of his need
can keep Jim a beggar in his own home, and he is

startled to learn of the reported change in Edith. His
pride will not permit Jim to leave the Fenton grounds
but one day, in passing, Edith discerns a familiar
figure and with a cry she rushes into the house, chides
Mrs. Fenton for not having informed her that Jim is

back and hurries out to the boy whose life she has
ruined. Speechlessly he turns and it takes him many
moments before he can realize that her flood of speech
indicates that she is sorry. He tries to assure her
that he is leaving, but Edith warns him that if he
does she will follow. When the two lovers come out
of the garden they find that Mrs. Fenton has pre-
pared a dinner in honor of her son. Something she
overheard, she says, made her realize how cruelly she
had misjudged Jim.

SOCIAL CASTE
Le Roy Goodwin File No. 7547

JIMMY'S dad had some punch. He needed it to -

maintain order in the mills of which he was fore-
man. Sometimes those big fellows got unruly. But

Shorty McGinnis was James Courtney's staunchest
admirer and Shorty was not above boasting of James'
powerful left jab, and Red had a reputation to main-
tain. "Tough, eh?" said Ked. "Well, I'd like to
show him something." And when the matter finally
reached James it was all set. He and Red were to
have it out in the town hall, they were to charge ad-
mission to spectators, and the winner was to get the
whole gate. Prize-fighting wasn't exactly James' line

but if he expected to maintain order at the mills he
had better not decline this challenge.
So the big night came, and the town hall was

crowded to overflowing. A local broadcasting- company
was scheduled to broadcast the town's doings, but the
biggest thing that town had that night was the fight,
and so that went on the air. It was some battle. The
contestants weren't worrying about spoiled noses or
cauliflower ears, they were out to win, and the blows
resounded through the hall. In a few minutes Red's
body began to match his hair and one terrific blow
hooked his chin and he was out! Carried from the
ring on the shoulders of his admirers, James learned
that the gate money was not to be sneezed at, and
Jimmy's admiration for his dad was boundless. A
night later, two strangers came into town. They were
promoters who had listened to the broadcast and
they were certain they could make a world's cham-
pion out of James. And so James got in the public
eye and at his meeting with the champion you
couldn't hold proud Jimmy in his seat. The champion
accepted the bout because he thought it would be a
push-over but that night a new champion was crowned
—James Courtney. And the Courtney bank roll be-
gan to look stuffed and James and his wife began to
worry about Jimmy. Their son ought to reap the
benefits of the money and despite the chap's protests
he was sent off to a military academy to be educat-
ed among the sons ot the rich.
But if the Courtneys thought their son was going

to benefit by his contacts they didn't know the snob-
bishness of rich men's sons. To them Jimmy was the
vulgar son of a prize fighter and they spared no
pains in reminding him of this at every moment.
Jimmy hated the overt snobbishness but when he
wrote home, he learned that his folks were reaping
all their happiness in the thought of Jimmy among
the socially prominent. He couldn't break their
hearts by indicating that money didn't make the
Courtney's belong. They were too old now to attempt
to crash society for themselves, but their hopes fol-

lowed Jimmy. So Jimmy grew into manhood pretend-
ing that every moment at school wasn't torture to
him, and spending his time building up his body.
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One night, strolling along the road in civilian

clothes, a car sped by and Jimmy was horrified to see

the occupants throw a girl out. He rushed to her

side and found her unconscious. Administering aid,

he learned that she was Mary Jordon, and that she

had met some cadets at a dance. She thought they

were decent. They weren't. And Jimmy, his blood

boiling, decided to forgo this pretense. He was quit-

ting the hypocritical school. Gallantry, breeding,

bah! But helping Mary home, he found Jack Lewis

pacing outside the girl's door. Lewis was the middle-

weight champion fighter, and Lewis was jealous of

Mary. He snarled when she and Jimmy came up.

Mary's eyes flashed. "T told you 1 wouldn't go out

with you. What do you want?" she asked. But the

hulking Lewis was coupling Jimmy with Mary's dis-

heveled appearance and his answer and the name he

called Mary infuriated Jimmy who let go at the

world's champion and had floored him when Lewis'

manager came up, with the manager of Jefferson

Square Garden. They had been looking for Lewis.

He had been acting queerly lately about a Mary Jor-

don, refused to consider another fight, and the fans

were clamoring for an on the level bout. The prize

fighting game was going on the rocks what with the

spiritless exhibitions being put on at the Garden, and
here was the champ out cold. Suddenly Rtckton, the

Garden owner, got an inspiration. Hurriedly confer-

ring with the champ's manager, the two men asked

Jimmy to stay a moment. They brought Lewis to,

groaning painfully, and as he caught sight of Jimmy,
they had to hold him down, so set was he on finish-

ing the fight then and there. But the managers had a

proposition. Why fight here, when there was a few

thousand in it, if they'd have it out in the Garden?
Hesitantly the men agreed. Jimmy was worried. How
would his folks feel if he became a prize fighter after

all their efforts? But one look at Mary and the thing

was settled and home Jimmy found a telegram telling

him he'd have to leave school. Inexperienced, Jimmy's
father had trusted one of his "society" friends and
now was broke.

It was a great fight, and Jimmy won the cham-
pionship, money enough to re-establish his folks, and
Mary's hand. The elder Courtneys have had quite

enough of society to last them, and besides Mary has

stolen into their hearts.

EARTHLY BARRIERS

James H. Guitar, Jr. File No. 7528

DEATH was the farthest thing from the mind of

John MacAaron, young lawyer, as he travelled

down the boulevard at fifty-five miles an hour.
What if his Susan had warned him to be careful,

hadn't he chased German planes all over the skies of

Sunny France, hadn't he brought down the famous
Von Hollweg, most feared man on his front? But
MacAaron didn't see the truck lumbering out of a

side street and in another moment with a loud spat-

tering of shattered glass and a wrumph of tortured

metal, his Packard rammed through the side of the

truck. Dazedly John crawled out of the wreckage.
He knew he was not hurt for he could stand on his

feet and move his arms freely, however, he did have
a sort of "light feeling" and as people started run-
ning toward the scene, for some inexplicable reason
he started walking toward his home at a rapid pace.

Suddenly he stopped. What the dickens was he doing?
But he couldn't go back. They'd think he was drunk
if he suddenly turned up and said he had been driv-

ing the wrecked car. He decided to go home, but as
three cabs went by without heeding his whistle, "My
God," thought John, "when did they start hiring deaf

men to drive taxis?"
Heme, none of the servants answered his calls, and

his brows wrinkled as he saw his Susan weeping.
Marian Childs was teUing her to be brave. "The
Lord giveth, and the Lord taketh away," she was
saying. "Her father, I guess," thought John but as
neither Susan nor Marian would be comforted by his

words, he petulently went to his room to yield to an
overpowering drowsiness. When he awoke it was
dark, but a cold perspiration broke out over his body
as he saw, standing in the door Stumpy Morgan,
whom with his own eyes he had seen fall with his

plane afire, fourteen years ago. And Stumpy, whom
he'd seen buried, explained gently that John was
dead. Nobody could see him, although he was around.
Suddenly John began to realize that he couldn't have
Susan any more, and he wanted her. But Stumpy ex-
plained that when Susan died, she would be his wife
again. And John shuddered as he felt himself wish-
ing she were dead. He learned that he must be care-
ful what he did, couldn't go about smoking ordinary
cigars lest people get shocked at the sight of a smok-
ing cigar suspended in mid- air. Stumpy had many
amusing anecdotes about the times he forgot himself
and almost scared people to death, especially negroes
who could see "ghosts" more readily than whites.
John learned he must never go out by day and got an
invitation to a party given for Von Hollweg. John
started. "Not the Von Hollweg I—I killed?" It

was, but the German fellow didn't hold a grudge and
was an awfully decent chap.

It took John quite a while to get acclimated to this

existence, and his time sense wasn't perfectly devel-
oped yet. As a result, he overslept and missed his

funeral. They had to hurry and John almost died
(?) when their roadster headed straight for a taxi.

He was considerably relieved when they passed right
through the cab and continued on their way. At the
party John got dizzy re -meeting people he once
knew. Abruptly he asked, "Where's Washington
and that bunch?" and learned that he ran about with
a somewhat older crowd. Suddenly John began miss-
ing Susan so intolerably that he left the party and
went home. He thought he heard a door slam as he
entered, people running, but Susan's door was locked.

He saw Susan on the moonlit balcony, wanted to talk

to her, but felt it was no use. Suddenly she ran to-

ward him. He kissed her. Had all this been some
gigantic hoax? Could it be possible— ? But no, she

wouldn't kill herself for him. Love wasn't that strong

a bond. "John," she sobbed into his shoulder, "I had
to do it. I couldn't live without you."

GOLDEN YEARS
Mr Nannie Rhoads File No. 7495

SITTING on the verandah of their spacious home.
Gigs and Maggie discuss their plans for the huge
party they will soon have. Despite the continuous

chewing of his leg by Maggie's pet lap-dog. Gigs
bites on his cigar, thoughtfully contemplating the

litty years of married life that they will celebrate on
the day that his darling daughter, Rosia, becomes the

bride of her adoring Archie. Suddenly he emits a

yelp. The hound has bitten him and as he curses the

dog "his wife becomes enraged and threatens to leave

him. Urging her to go and take the confounded dog
with her, Ciigs nurses his sore foot. Before he goes

the dog tak*es a last bite into Gigs' trousers. Unfor-

tunately as the cook is mending the rip, Maggie bids

a farewell so that Gigs jumps in fright and succeeds

in being further annoyed by the point of a needle.

Relaxing in the absolute quiet of the house, Gigs

and his daughter enjoy themselves immensely. How-
ever somethmg seems to be missing and far be it

from Gigs to admit that he longs for his Maggie. A
few weeks elapse and the time draws near for the big

celebration. Gigs wonders if his wife will return. They
have invited several guests long ago and all the ar-

rangements for the affair have been decided. Alone
with the cat, Gigs gets tired of waiting and falls

asleep in the big arm chair, his cigar in his mouth.
An immense noise awakens Gigs and with a happy
smile on his face he recognizes the booming voice of

his wife who at present is scolding the cook. Soon
she will be in to see him. With her dog on her arm,
Maggie appears in the doorway. Accusing him of

being out late every night that she has been away,
she notes that he doesn't cringe as usual. Instead he

only smiles, and docilely explains that he has been
wondering if she will return in time for their big

party. Having almost forgotten that she has planned
for so long on this great event, Maggie hurries Gigs

up to get dressed for the occasion.

Donning her most fashionable evening dress, Maggie
entertains her guests lavishly. Unmindful of the un-

usual informality of group sinking at a wedding. Mag-
gie leads the company in various old fashioned tunes.

For the first time in his life, Gigs does not complain
about her voice. In striking contrast to the famihar
enjoyment of the elders, Archie and Rosia are enter-

taining a smart, sophisticated and yet informal crowd
of young people who thrill to glamorous settings and
sensuous music. Tears springs to the eyes of the

pinicky Maggie as she cuts their wedding cake. Kiss-

ing her husband she admits that they have enjoyed
many golden years and she hopes her daughter will

do the same. Moved by the uncommon sentimen-
tality of his wife, Gigs nods his head in agreement
and bestows an additional token of affection on the

lips of his Maggie.

DESERTED
Mrs. Ida C. PoweU File No. 7542

ARRIVED from New York, Jack Wilson promptly
follows the example set by every man in the
small Georgia town—he falls in love with the

banker's daughter, Nelley Mills, but for once Nelley

seems to reciprocate a man's regard. Nor were the

other men in the town above playing a trick on Jack.

One night at a dance a storm blew up and knowing
that Tack didn't know the roads, the whole party

slipped off, leaving Jack and Nelley to find their own
way home. At first the young pair were quite gay
about their predicament, but the situation soon be-

gan to appear grave as they retraced their course
again and again without finding a familiar road. The
intensity of the storm increased and finally Jack, a

worried frown between his brows admitted that it

seemed hopeless. There was a deserted farm house
nearby, and with considerable misgivings the young
people sought shelter. Until morning. Jack tinkered
with the mechanism of his car which stalled from a
flooded motor and when light dawned, the automobile
was in working condition. About three miles up the

road, there was a farm which the couple had missed
last night. Had they only known, they could have
been saved the whole unpleasant situation. But when
they explained the whole matter to the puzzled farm-
er, he whistled. He knew banker Mills well, he said,

and pitied Jack and Nelley when they tried to explain

why Nelley didn't come home. Nelley and Jack ex-

changed glances. This wasn't going to be easy.
Nelley said she'd go home first and Jack could join

her in half an hour. But when Jack arrived in his

room he learned that his mother was dying and he
sped back to New York. Arrived too late, he sadly

sent Nelley a letter of apology for running off, and
asked her to marry him. But the letter was returned
to him unopened for Mr. Mills in a terrible rage had
disowned Nelley on her return. Despairing over Jack's
inexplicable d^arture, Nelley had gone on to New
York where she had an aunt, but unable to find her
she had fainted, one morning, on a park bench from
hunger. Brought to a hospital, Nelley 's beauty cap-
tivated Dr. Morgan the doctor in charge of the ward
and in his enthusiasm he had sent in Mary Wilson,
a social worker, to see the beautiful patient. A friend-

ship had sprung up between Mary and Nelley but
when the latter heard the name Wilson she became

greatly perturbed. Dr. Morgan asks Nelley to marry
him, and Nelley refuses but accepts the invitation of

his mother to stay at her home after she has, through
Mary, had a startling encounter with Jack, Mary's
brother. Despite Jack's explanations. Nelley cannot
quite forgive him for having deserted her, and it is

to clear her own mind that she goes to the Morgan
home. However, Jack tries vainly to call Nelley at

the Doctor's home and is told that the girl is not

there. Once Nelley hears the doctor discuss a pa-

tient, Sally Clark, her aunt, and when Nelley explains

about her two suitors, Aunt Sally scolds. "You still

love Jack, don't you, child?" And it is Aunt Sally

who brings Jack to her home where he can fully ex-

plain to Nelley, who doesn't require any further ex-

planations. She knows she has never loved the Doc-
tor, realizes she has never ceased loving Jack. And
her father's plea in response to Aunt Sally's biting

letter, that Nelley and Jack be married from his

house, comprises just a small portion of their happi-

SCRUBWOMAN

H ERBERT feels he has

File No. 7554

ight to speak to the
It i

us. The girl's breeding is apparent in every

movement of her head, and it was that tricky little ac-

cent of hers that first intrigued him. He had met
her in such an unconventional manner and when she

admitted she was desperate because she couldn't find

work, he had been startled by the eagerness with

which she had received his statement that he had
overheard the butler say they needed a scrubwoman
at home. He hadn't meant it that way. Lord! But
she had applied and gotten the position and if Her-
bert's admiration for her were great before, now it

is unbounded. A girl like that!

Still Norma had not been overfriendly. But the day
his sister Edith gave a party and Norma, passing
through in her black and white uniform had been
seized in the arms of one of Edith's slightly tipsy

guests, Herbert exploded. And with his apology for

his sister's guest, their friendship had become ce-

mented and days later, Norma consented to go for a

ride with Herbert. It was a gorgeous day and their

little picnic was indescribably sweet. Alone, in love,

they yielded to their emotions and when Herbert
brought Norma back it was to leave her with an in-

finitely tender caress. He knew what his folks would
think for all his mocking of Norma's fears. But
nothing that anyone could say would have any weight
beside the fact that he loved the girl. Then, one
evening, he found Norma quietly packing. "I'm go-

ing, Herbert," she said, but he knew. And as she

gravely nodded in answer to his unspoken query, he

seized her in his arms. "And you were going away?"
he said. And so they were married. But the Gold-
wyns were not so easily reconciled to their son's me-
salliance, and Herbert and his bride left home and
began housekeeping in another city. Working for the

first time in his life, Herbert is happier than he has
ever been before. And then, he doesn't come home on
time one night. And Norma's fears are realized when
two solemn men inform her that there has been a fire

in Herbert's building and as a result of young Gold-
wyn's heroism, he is in a hospital at the point of

death. Norma bears up splendidly, even when she

sees how pitifully injured Herbert is, but after she
has been led out of the hushed room, she sinks to the

floor and her baby is born dead.

Days later, a distinguished looking foreigner calls.

Norma opens her eyes, but her first query is for Her-
bert. His condition is still grave. She moans softly

and turns over. "Norma," says the caller, "why did

you do it? Why did you run away?" The foreigner

is Prince Sergor, and Norma (nee Princess Dolores)
had run away the night before their wedding. Hope-
lessly, he had followed her to America and not until

her picture was shown in the papers opposite her hus-
band, whose heroism has captured the public fancy,
had he been able to trace her. He still loves her,

but in a little while Prince Sergor leaves. He can see
how the woman he loves feels about the American,
and when Herbert recovers, Norma is content to be,

once more, the wife of the man she loves. And never
does she think of the berth in royalty that is always
open for her.

HILL-BILLY LOVE
Charles G. Kesle File No. 7548

LIFE in New York is quite different, Lloyd Gar-
rison finds, from living in a small town. He
misses the good fellowship and restful beauty of

the town in which he was brought up and is stunned
by the hostility of his fellow workers. Working with
a construction company, Lloyd is exposed to the ran-
cor of the foreman and once when Dorothy Lee, a
wealthy girl doing social work, solicits his aid in be-
half of a charitable organization, Lloyd is embarrassed
by the rude interference of the uncouth superior.
However, the incident is noticed by Mr. Robinson,
owner of the company and friend of Dorothy's fam-
ily. "Fine boy, that," muses the financier and is sur-
prised at Dorothy's obvious concurrence. Robinson
knows something of Dorothy's life, knows that she is

the only member of her socially prominent family who
has any regard for anything save having a good time.
The financier suspects that Dorothy and her family
are in conflict about her charitable work, but does not
know that the breach is really serious, that the girl's

familv actually dislikes her and makes her life mis-
erable.
Engaging Lloyd's interest in her work, Dorothy
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finds him charming and soon the pair are spending a

large part of their time together. However, Lloyd,
although he doesn't know anything about her fam-
ily suspects something of her wealth and feeling that

he is doing wrong to aspire to a girl whom he cannot
expect to be able to support in the style to which she

is accustomed, remains somewhat aloof and it is Dor-
othy who furthers their friendship at every hand.
Meanwhile Lloyd's working conditions do not improve
although Mr. Robinson is secretly keeping the boy
under strict surveillance with a view to raising him
to a confidential position in the firm. By chance, Mr.
Robinson is at hand the day Lloyd is knocked uncon-
scious saving the careless foreman from being killed

by a steel beam. The wealthy man has his employee
removed to a fine hospital but it requires the services

of a great surgeon, a friend of Robinson's to save
Lloyd. He convalesces very slowly and Dorothy, hav-
ing learned of Lloyd's accident is constantly at his

bedside. When her family learns of her friendship

with a laborer there is a terrific row and the Robin-
sons are at hand to condemn the snobbish Lees when
Dorothy is forced to leave.
Robinson offers Lloyd the position he has been

grooming him for, and overjoyed Lloyd tells Dorothy
only to discover that she has left her family as a re-

sult of her brother's attempted interference with her
friendship for Lloyd. Not knowing what to do, Lloyd
feels guilty. Through him this girl who has never
had to earn money, is forced to work. He loves her
but still feels that he has no right to ask her to ac-

cept his humble fortunes. But Dorothy is a girl of a

strong mind. She knows what she wants and does
not fear to go after it. To her it is enough that she
loves Lloyd, that he loves her, and Lloyd reaUzing
that she is sincere in her protestation that money
means nothing to her, finally asks her to marry him.
They go home for a visit to his home town and tears

fill Dorothy's eyes at the warmth of her reception.

Deprived of a loving family of her own, she finds her
husband's folks have taken her to their hearts, and as

for Mr. Robinson, as a wedding present to the two
young people of whom he is so fond, he advances
Lloyd to complete charge of his business while he va-
cations in Europe. And wllLen he retires, soon, he
adds, there will always be Lloyd, and his charming
wife to carry on the firm's traditions.

WHITE GLOVES
Mike L. Gresko File No. 5731

CALL HER CHERIE
Elaine Henri File No. 7546

THUMPING indifferently at her typewriter, Helen
Malory looks at the clock and dashes out to meet
Gregory. She is late again and he will be stand-

ing on the corner looking at his watch and nervously
turning in all directions. One thing about Gregory,
you always know what he is doing at a given time.

Lunch, as usual is a glum proceeding after the for-

mality of refusing to marry htm has been dispensed
with. Marry Gregory! Helen is ready to scream.
Plodding, nervous, Gregory's life is a series of clocks.

The shrill strains of "What a Life To Live Alone"
blare from a neighbor's radio. Maria, Helen's room
mate asks what's eating her. She's blue, that's what.
Gregory standing below wearing holes in Mrs. Gas-
ton's carpet as he hops impatiently from foot to foot.

Peggy's party tonight, but what good will it do her,

Gregory won't leave her alone for a moment. The
ride up was silent and then they were at the door
and Peggy was introducing her to Bob Sanfield, and
in a moment she was being whisked right from un-
der Gregory's nose. Bob was talking, "You dance
beautifully, cherie." And cherie it had been hence-
forth. At intervals during the evening Helen could
see Gregory cornered by Peggy or Maria, but for the

rest she was lost in the bliss of being with Bob, and
on the moonlit balcony when he kissed her, they were
madly telling each other it was love. When it finally

came time to leave, Gregory was nowhere about and
after a moment's hesitation, Helen accepted Bob's
offer to escort her. He was a struggling young at-

torney, he said. Had never been in love before. Mar-
riage was beautiful to him, that is, unless it was
forced. He hated sordid things. And so on and on
after a reluctant parting he promised to be over the
next night at eight. At eight thirty Helen was in

tears. He had promised. But some minutes later,

he called as if nothing had happened and months of

lover's meetings followed. One day Bob gravely asked
Helen to marry him, it didn't matter that they had
no money, but Helen hiding her tear stained face on
his shoulder said, "No let's wait. It'll be the way we
always wanted it." And Bob had protested when she
said she was going away for a few months—doctor's
orders—she was all run down. In her room, Maria
stormed. "Why don't you tell him? It's his just as
much as yours, isn't it ? " But Helen, sitting very
straight said, "We'd never be happy if he felt forced
to marry me." And she had gone off alone to have
her baby. Later, she'd tell him, but not now.

Months later, Helen reluctantly left her baby with
kindly Mrs. Martin and when Bob learned she was
home he dashed over and enfolding her in his arms
had insisted that she marry him immediately. He had
missed her so. And so they were married and still

Helen said nothing about her baby and Bob tried in

vain to learn why she acted so strangely. Since she
went away she wasn't herself. Maria was uncom-
municative. It wasn't any of her business, she told
him. But one day Bob got a call from Mrs. Martin.
Helen's baby was very ill. Baby? Helen's? But
when he told her of the call, she dashed out of the
house crying, "My Baby" and a few moments later,

Maria came, scathing in her denunciation, and Bob
learned for the first time about little Barbara. The
baby recovered and Bob drew the quaking figure of
his wife into the haven of his arms. "Cherie," he said
somewhat foolishly to the infant, and Helen began to
smile again.

BOUNDING into his father's office, Jimmy Manne,
spruced to perfection with white gloves on his

hands, is surprised to see his father busy. Mrs.
Kelly and her daughter, Grace are trying to settle

some insurance difficulties with Lawyer Manne. An
introduction to the visitors inspires Jimmy to escort
them home. He becomes very interested in Grace and
spends many pleasant afternoons and evenings with
her. However, at one of her parties, he is joshed
about his mania for white gloves and Grace accuses
him of being a mollycoddle. Angry at her words and
embittered by too many cocktails, Jimmy refuses to

get up the next morning and his infuriated Dad puts
him out with a check. Wandering listlessly, not
knowing what to do. Jimmy meets Bill who tells him
of a good investment, a gas station. Anxious to

prove his metal, Jimmy starts in the auto service

business, naming it White Glove Service Station.

While Jimmy is engaged in learning everything about
cars, Grace is carousing with Fred, an aviator. Often-
times, while riding in his plane she has noticed the
huge white glove on the station but Fred has never
seemed to want to stop.

The business thrives and so much popularity is

gained that the White Glove Service Station is the

best advertisement for the town. So much inail has
been written to the effect that the name of the town
be changed in honor of the huge thriving business
that the town board decides to change the city's name
to White Glove. Thrilled over his success. Jimmy is

fascinated by May Kibler, an actress and playwright,
who furnishes him with much joy and entertaining
companionship. She writes a play for him that is

produced after the dinner in honor of the re-naming
of the town. Thus Jimmy has gained a foremost part
in the town affairs. One day, Grace drives into the
gas station and orders the car greased. Since finimy
is already in the pit. Bill asks him to do it. As Grace
steps out of the car, Jimmy accidentally touches her
leg with his greasy hands. She becomes enraged and
complains to Bill, and rushes away in a haughty ire.

She brings suit against the White Glove Service
Station for disorderly conduct, not realizing who the
owner is. This peculiar case arouses the utmost curi-

osity of the people who nevertheless are all for Jimmy
and propose to defend him to the last. Grace has se-

cured the legal aid of Mr. Manne.
In the crowded throng of onlookers, Mr. Manne,

Grace and Jimmy meet. Astounded at his son's
capability, Manne cannot continue with the case and
Grace decides to have the case dismissed. With
charming sweetness she apologizes to Jimmy, sorry
that she has ever joshed him about his white gloves.

Jimmy smiles and asks the Justice of the Peace to

remain a minute. He would like to get married.
WallTing directly past Grace, ignoring her with the
rest of the crowd, Jimmy takes the hand of May, who
has proven a true friend while he has been struggling
upward. With his father's forgiveness ringing in his
ears. Jimmy and May solemnly say "I do". Strolling
down the steps of the little courthouse, the newlyweds
stop to acknowledge the applause of the thrilling

crowds, and then rush to their waiting car. which by
this time is much be -ribboned and be -decked with
tokens of the well-wishers.

PAWNS OF FATE
Homer King' File No. 7506

COMING swiftly up in front of the Hillman house,
a car stops, its brakes squeaking and attracting
the attention of Mrs. Hillman. Recognizing the

driver as a friend of her husband, a co-worker for the
railroad, she rushes to meet him, a strange forebod-
ing of ill news in her mind. Her husband has been
accidentallv killed while working, leaving Mrs. Hill-

man and four chidren, Helen, Elsie, John and Hazel.
Unable to stand the nervous strain, Mrs. Hillman
succumbs to consumption. Henry and Elsie remain
with some relatives while Tohn and Hazel are adopted
by Frank Gilmore, ex-governor, and his wife. Child-
less, the Gilmores hope to make splendid successes of

John and Hazel, offering them luxuries and all the
educational opportunities that are possible.

Henry and Elsie are not as fortunate as to financial
support. While they are attending school, they work
in their spare time. Both are deeply interested in

music, Elsie in singing and Henry in composing. De-
spite their struggle for the necessities of life, they
are happy, working hard and studying music. Joan
Jackson and DanfeT Smith are their playmates and
the four have splendid times together. Although she
loves Dan deeply Elsie refuses to marry him until

she has reached her goal, consoling him with the
promise not to marry until she sees him again. Broth-
er and sister start out to make their way in New
York, the Great White Way. Studying dancing, Elsie

secures a substitute job in a chorus. Henry works
on a waltz for which a music publisher offers him a
promising contract. John and Hazel, reared in the
utmost luxury, are pampered and spoiled. Bored with
college life, they indulge in wild parties and flowing
champagne. Leaving the house of his benefactor, John
joins an underworld gang. Thrilling as an auto race
may be in the wee hours of the morning and on clear

stretch of road, it ends as a fatal smash-up for Hazel
and her companions. As a marked man, John is un-
able to attend the funeral of his sister. The eternal
fate of a gangster finally overtakes him too, and the
world shakes its head over the destiny of these two
children who have had opportunities that they have
not appreciated.
Meanwhile, Henry and Elsie are progressing marvel-

ously. Henry has the contract for all the music in a
new show and Elsie is cast for the leading role. Un-

known to them, in the audience are two of the world's
most famous producers and Dan, who has been prac-
tising medicine in New York. Making her debut,
glamorous and radiant with youth, Elsie is over-
joyed by the offer of an alluring contract. However,
spying Dan's familiar face peeking in through the
curtains, she asks for time to consider and ushers
her well-wishers out as she welcomes Dan. Confes-
sing that he has followed her every step upward, Dan
again makds his proposal. He has made good and
can offer her anything her heart desires. Having
been assured by the applause that she has the ability

to make good, Elsie throws her career to the winds
and snuggles close to her sweetheart, thrilling to his
every caress. Hard work has earned love and success
for both Henry and Elsie. Sending for Joan, Henry
shares the nuptial celebrations with Dan and Elsie.

THE LION'S HEAD
IvanC Robinson File No. 7511

STRANGE questions are asked the applicants of

the successful Browning -Donahue Employment
Agency, but those who reply that they have no

friends or relatives are sent to foreign positions and
should anyone have been interested they are never
heard from again. At the same time a little way off,

near the water, a large building is being constructed,
in appearance somewhat resembling a medieval castle,

and when it is completed other phenomena are no-
ticed—a strange steel motor boat that nobody has
been able to trace to its dock and a sudden influx of

illicit liquor. Detectives start investigating this last

and a stir is created in the police department when
every person connected with the investigation received
a warning bearing a Lion's head signature. The
Chief links up the castle with its recurrently playing
search -light, and the employment agency but no
proof can be established.
At this point Pearl Daniel, a nervy young member

of the Detective Squad consents to apply for a posi-

tion at the Browning-Donahue Agency saying she is a
friendless orphan. To the consternation of the police

she drops from view. Immediately the agency is in-

vestigated, but they claim that no such person ap-
peared and the detectives are powerless. Three men
are sent for positions but are rejected and suspicions
would appear to be confirmed. Then two more men
apply and they disappear and a note bearing a Lion's
Head reaches headquarters saying that the two detec-
tives are now with Miss Daniel for interfering. The
same night Detective O'Hare is killed and the Brown-
ing-Donahue Agency shuts down and Mrs. Browning
leaves for Europe. Donahue is held for investigation
and although every inch of the castle is searched as
well as the Agency quarters, a large building, noth-
ing incriminating can be found. Even the influx of

liquor seems lessened and the motor -boat is seen no
more. However, the Chief is certain that these things
are not merely coincidences and carries on his boot-
less investigations.
One day a thought strikes him after a mysterious

truck seen in the vicinity of the castle disappeared
before the detectives watching from the water could
come to the scene. He demands the blue-prints of the
castle. That day Pearl Daniel returns—alive! She fell

asleep when accepted for the position and awoke in
a windowless room. For months she worked in an
underground room pasting labels on bottles with fif-

teen other people. Then, drugged again, she awoke
on the New York shore. A few days later, the two
missing detectives turn up with the same story. None
can explain how far out they were taken. That is all

they know.
Two detectives investigate the Agency building and

in the interviewing room fall asleep, but the chief
manages to break a window before he succumbs, and
others rush to his rescue. They find a button has re-
leased the drugging vapor from a statue behind
which is a passage. The steel boat leads them to the
castle and in the concrete foundation is found the se-
cret chamber where the prisoners were held to paste
labels. A telegram purporting to come from Dona-
hue brings Mrs. Browning from Europe and when
she sees the waiting detectives, she commits suicide.
On her shoulder is a birthmark. The unhappy wo-
man's dying cry had been, *T killed O'Hare," and
the birthmark is—a Lion's Head!

MOTHER LOVE
Mrs. A. H. Hartwell File No. 7513

SLAPPING down his evening paper, Albert Wells,
the young discouraged husband, complains to his
wife that she shall have to be even more econom-

ical than ever. The office has reduced its staff and
cut salaries as well. Cheerfully, Greta contends that
she can manage to save by making over some dresses
for Peggy and Audrey, aged three and two respective-
ly. She reminds him that he should be thankful he
still has a job. Passing her fingers lightly over the
piano keys, she makes him forget his worries for a
while in the keen enjoyment of music. Noting his
growing weariness, she laughingly ushers him to bed,
warning him to sleep well so that he can take care
of his work. W^ith the continuous guidance of his
loving Greta, who never feels that she is making sac-
rifices Bert steadily climbs the ladder of success and
by the time the girls are ready to enter college, he
is well-off.

Bubbling over with enthusiasm, Peggy and Audrey
make elaborate preparations to enter college. True
they have always been well-clothed, but the thrill of
buying clothes suitable for college life is beyond be-
lief. As happy and feeling as young as her charm-
ing daughters, Greta gently warns them of doing too
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much in college; moderation in everything, excess of

anything is bad. With a flash of their pretty teeth

and a wave of their dainty hankies, Peggy and Au-

drey are off on the great adventure. Their arrival on

the campus is nothing startling. Knowing no one,

they do not expect a reception but as is customary,

every newcomer is given a big welcome to make him

or her feel completely at home. Thus the Wells sis-

ters are introduced to college. Sincere in tjieir per-

sonalities, their circle of friends is wide Beseiged by

invitations and dates, the two wise little girls heeJ

mother's advice and allow themselves only three en-

ira^ements per week. Among their adniirers the two

favorites are Peg's Jack, and Audrey's Bob, both Jun-

iors. Swims, hikes, and motor rides and dances make

a healthful program for the two couples. Continually

in each other's company they develop a fine sense ol

r.>nT,riderie and vow to go through life together.

Two years have made successful men of the two

college chums. Jack and Bob
^'f^eJ^l,Z°m^t^'

they have' been constant visitors of their alma mater

ostensibly to see Peg and Audrey. Commencement

dly Mr. and Mrs. Wells gaze at their girls com-

mencement with visible pride. Beaming with joy, the

girls introduce their steady companions. A shoit

lance of appraisal, and both parents are entirely

happy in their daughters' choices Arriving home

Uiin thev plan a sumptuous double wedding. This

l^f to be the only really elaborate event of their lives.

Tears well in Greta's happy eyes as she watches her

two companion-daughters walking down the aise ana

she wishes them all the happiness that she has known

as a wife and mother.

AN ABANDONED COUPE

Mrs. H. V. Tedford File No. 7488

A
PERFECT marriage, the friends of Mary and

Jim had pronounced. That is. it was for a tew

months and then, just before the birth of her

baby, Mary 'began to notice Jim's waning interest.

Matters came to a head and after one particularly

bitter quarrel, Mary, blinded by angry tears, rushed

from the room and tripped headlong down the stairs.

When consciousness returned she was in a hospital

bed The loss of her baby left Mary with little in-

centive to recover, but Jim's remorse through her long

period of convalescence seemed very genuine 1-or a

while it seemed they might resume their old happy

life, hut with the return of Mary's health, Jim seemed

to fall into his old ways of neglect.

After one of his too frequent absences from home.

Mary told Jim that she was going to accept the in-^

vitation of a sorority sister to visit in Chicago and

Tim's enthusiastic insistence on attending to all tne

details of the trip both amused and hurt Mary. She

knew he was relieved that she was going. Until now

she had thought that her suspicions might have been

products of her imagination, now she was, glad sne

was going away. Now she'd have an opportunity to

think clearlv. And then, she had returned two days

earlier than' she was expected. Sue had had another

guest... When she alighted at her station an ac-

quaintance had said, '"y'ou're home earlier than Jim

expected. You'll probably find guests there. She

had replied that she knew guests had been expected,

but the situation was fast becoming unbearable. Up-

on reaching home Mary had found a gay party in

progress. Jim and Corrie Jarrett were drinking cock-

tails from the same glass. Her entry caused little in-

terest. She waved her hand at Jim. But upstairs

with evidences of Corrie's having lived openly in her

house, Mary threw herself on her bed and wept bit-

terly The sympathy of the colored housekeeper was

disheartening, and Mary had carefully dressed and

gone down to the party. She knew few of the guests,

but Paul Brent, had long been a friend of Jim s and

hers too. He was relieved when she stopped his ex-

planations by asking about his law practice. And
Paul's admiration was genuine, she knew. She knew
what he meant by reminding her that his legal work

included wills—and divorces. And his gaiety cloaked

a significance she recognized. But she wasn't in love

with Paul even if all her respect for Jim was for the

present submerged. She had loved her husband. Per-

haps under this hurt she still did, but she wasn t

thinking of that now. She was formulating a plan.

If she divorced Jim now, he would be lost, keep on

drinking, women . . . And Jim was worth saving, if

he could be saved. It didn't matter much about her.

Life didn't hold much without Jim to share it, just

the least pain—certainly no happiness.
The next day. Mary was radiant at her bridge club.

The women exclaimed over her laughter, and then

she was gone. Her coupe was found abandoned near

the river. Purse and glove identified the car, but

Mary was never found. Everything pointed toward
self-destruction and the baffled police finally accepted

the theory of suicide. Jim's remorse, this time was
genuine. He deserted his old haunts and saw only

Paul of his former friends. A year passed, and it

was Paul's suggestion that he try to ease his hurt
by adopting a child. It was either that or a break
down. And doubtfully, Jim had assented and on the

spacious grounds of the orphanage had become so in-

terested .in a young lad. that he didn't notice Mary,
until her little cry of surprise brought him about.
She was working here among the orphans. Paul left

them alone together. Those two had a lot to say to

each other . . .

LOST DEEDS
Stanley Frank Krul File No. 751S

WHEN lightning strikes the cattle of the C. X.
R. ranch, there is a stampede and a whole
day passes before Cal, the foreman, can round

them all up. Thinking there may still be a few
stray head at Snake Creek, Cal goes out again and
when he returns he finds the ranch in an uproar.

Charlie, the owner, explains that he heard shots

outside and he and his men all watched a group of

horsemen firing at random on a hill. It looked queer

to them, but when they got inside they discovered

that the horsemen were just a decoy to distract them
while inside the deeds were stolen along with all the

money in the safe. The strangest part of it all is

that Charlie discovers that the key to his safe is

missing from his key-ring. It is obvious that it is an

inside job, but who could have done it? That day,

Charlie rides into Red Willow to see Hal Jensen, the

banker, and learns that without his deeds to the

ranch, Charlie is in danger of lo'sing his ranch to a

claimant. That is, unless he can pay off the debt.

But when Charlie rides thoughtfully back to his

ranch, he learns that he must be under fire from ban-

dits for his largest herd of cattle has been stolen.

As if that weren't enough, Charlie's daughter, Max-
ine. goes for a horseback ride with Les Taylor and

neither of them return. Distracted by the succession

of mishaps, Charlie wants to sell the remainder of

his cattle but since the prices are steadily soaring

and he needs more than the cattle would bring at

present to buy off his ranch, Charlie decides to hold

the cattle for a better market. That afternoon Cal,

riding toward Red Willow meets Les Taylor badly

wounded. Les claims that he and Maxine were set

upon by a band of bandits, and after being held for a

few days, Les escaped. Cal inquires anxiously after

Maxine but just then Les sees riders approaching and

flees. It is the sheriff and some men who are look-

ing for Les Taylor. He and a group of other men,
says the sheriff, have just held up the dance hall

and shot a few men. Cal wheels about and spurring

his horse toward the ranch he rounds up a group of

men to search for Maxine. Stumped by their failure,

the cowboys return and find Charlie lying wounded on

the ground, the remaining cattle having been stolen.

Charlie is critically ill and the arrival of one Jack
Hill who claims the ranch, sets him back. Feverishly,

Charlie cries for his daughter until Cal decides that

he will find the girl or die in the attempt. Riding up

a ravine he sees a steer with the C. X. R. brand and

sticking close he hides until Les Taylor passes. Then
riding in the direction from which his employer's

once trusted hand has come, he comes across a locked

cabin. Shooting the bolt open, he enters and finds

Maxine asleep in a chair, to which she is bound fast.

"You too," she cries as she seps Cal, but he con-

vinces her that he is here to help. Taking horses from

the corral, Cal and Maxine escape, but the bandits

are soon in pursuit. Cal hides Maxine and all but

Les pass on unsuspecting. Les. however, stops and

he and Cal grapple for several moments. Leaving his

opponent outstretched on the ground, Cal turns to

find himself surrounded by outlaws who take him and
Maxine prisoner. However, the bandits ride straight

into the hands of the sheriff and would have escaped

at that had not Cal outwitted them. It transpires

that banker Hal Jensen in league with Les Taylor

and Jack Hill have been seeking to defraud Charlie

who recovers at the restoration of his daughter and
ranch. And as for Cal, his reward is greatest of all

FIGHTING SHIPS

Laura B. Woods File No. 7534

AS a child Joe's cowering attitude used to draw
shrieks of derision from Martha Jean Rand.
Then came the day when Joe's brother Frank

had caught Joe avoiding Fatty who was aching for

a fight. Frank caught Joe's arm and said, "Listen

kid, if Fatty picks a fight either you'll light jn and
lick him or I'll lick you when you get home." The
battle lasted some moments and it was Fatty who
limped off in defeat.

Years later, the boys grew up and picked their vo-

cations. Joe for some unaccountable reason chose

aviation. It was a mystery to Martha Jean, and a

cause for disquiet. Why couldn't he pick a safer

profession? And then the \var came and Martha
lean begged Joe not to go across. This stalwart

fellow, handsome and big in his uniform was the

coward she used to mock. Clinging to him, she prom-
ised she'd wait, and Joe overseas would send letters

in his hearty style telling of his adventures which
as he wrote them were all burlesque. Then came the

day when Joe didn't return with the others from a

scouting expedition. Searching planes were sent out,

and finally in despair his comrades started back toward
their own lines when they saw a flaming plane spiral

to the ground. Sorrowing, they were attracted to an-

other airship and through their glasses read Joe's

serial numbers. He was signalling for help, a jag in

one of his wings. Flying alongside the disabled plane,

the fliers maneuvered until their wing supported the

laroken end of Joe's wing, then gliding slowly, in uni-

son, they brought the planes to their own airport.

The plane Joe brought down was discovered to be
the worst of the enemy ships, and praise began to

come to him in unstinted measure. Followed jaunts

to Paris and months, years of fighting, and Martha
Jean's letters still came through. The war was near-
ing its close when Joe was called for the task of as-
certaining the strength of the enemy's land forces

and approximating the number of enemy ships in the
sector. The moon was shining brightly and it was
ticklish work but finally they were headed toward
home when a shot shattered Joe's distance dial and
he felt a sting in his shoulder. Swooping his plane,

he remembered a home billet a short distance away
and landed just as his last strength ebbed away. Ex-
amination showed a shattered bone in his shoulder but
not until his comrades had come safely in could he
be quieted. Pain-wracked weeks followed and pneu-
monia set in. Declared the Ace of Aces, Joe tried

to act indifferent as his buddies pretended that he
was lucky to be sent home. Home—sick. Lucky!
His sendoff was painful but in New York there was

Martha Jean to greet him, tears welling in her eyes

at sight of the once stalwart hero reduced to an
emaciated frame. Joe grinned, "Didn't I play the

deuce getting into a sick bed? But I'll be back
soon." Jean tried to convince him that he had done
more than his duty, but Joe wasn't leaving the boys
to the mercies of the enemy. At the finish, he said,

he'd give up fighting ships for the ship of matrimony,
but Jean wouldn't want him to retire from the war.

Why, they wouldn't have any ushers for their wed-
ding. Jean's smile wasn't very convincing, but
finally it was the country that took the decision out

of Joe's hands. Armistice, and a big church wedding
for Martha Jean and Joe, and trying not to look self-

conscious, were Joe's war buddies, bridal attendants.

NO HALF-WAY GOAL
Laura B. Woods File No. 7489

FROM the first Sam's life had been one of struggle

but through the driving force of his tremendous
ambition he had managed fairly well to get what-

ever it was he wanted. Not that he had fallen heir to

any favors. Schooling had been acquired simultan-

eously with business knowledge, newspaper work—
selling newspapers had been the means of getting

himself through high school and adding to the slen-

der wages his mother earned. And it required a

strong will and considerable muscle to keep his cus-

tomers against the predatory activities of petty rack-

ets. The other boys of the loop-district were not

over scrupulous in trying to force out a successful

competitor. But he had managed and when he read

of an opportunity to be sent through college for sell-

ing a certain number of subscriptions to magazines,

Sam capitalized on all the good will he had gathered

selling papers. His mother at work in an office build-

ing as an overseer of help had caught Sam's enthu-

siasm after a while and with her aid he had reached

the quota and was given his college tuition.

College opens new fields of knowledge to Sam's
eager mind and he was aided by a position acquired as

a part time man at the railroad. The mechanical bent

of his mind finds satisfaction in this form of activity

though he almost causes a catastrophe one day when
he sees a beautiful girl get out of a limousine. He is

brought to a consciousness of his surroundings by her

faint smile, but he is convinced it was not derisive

but companionable. The next moment he is calling

himself a fool. Then, tinkering about in the machine
shop, Sam gets an idea which he becomes engrossed
in developing and soon he has worked out an auto-

matic car coupler which his manager calls to the at-

tention of Mr. Nelson, president of the company, a

self-made man. Nelson sees potentialities and agrees
to help finance the patent, and subsequently begins
equipping railroad cars with the new invention. Mean-
while, Nelson takes a personal interest in the am-
bitious college lad and once suggests that Sam come
out to dinner where they can discuss a matter at leis-

ure. Sam discovers that Sally Nelson, the presi-

dent's daughter, is the girl of the limousine but as
he realizes that she is showing more interest in him
than in the guests of her own set, he has to exert a
strong pressure of will to keep himself from losing
his head. He doesn't realize how much he has to do
with the departure of Sally and her father for a vaca-
tion in Paris, but he—or is it Sally?—manages that
he be at the boat when it pulls out and comes in.

But through it all there is Ned Watson, a fabulously
wealthy playboy dogging Sally's steps. And al-

though Sam is certain that Sally's encouraging in-

vitations do not spring from flirtatiousness but from
a sincere interest in their discussions, he is too prac-
tical-minded not to recognize the vast gulf between
them.
When Sam realizes that he is deeply in love with

Sally, he decides to put a stop to this drifting. Let
him declare himself—be turned out. Accordingly, the
next day he tells the president of his company that
he is love with his daughter. Nelson gives him a
searching look and extending his hand, says he is

glad to hear that. Why not tell Sally?

THE ADORABLE URCHIN
Ruth Ulery File No. 7530

LITTLE Ronnie is washing the dishes in an im-
provised dish pan placed on a chair so the tiny
fellow can reach it, when the social workers ar-

rive. Mrs. James Matthews exchanges glances with
her friend Mrs. Virgil Nelson. The poor httle chap
doesn't reaUze the gravity of his mother's illness.

Ever since he can remember she suffered from that
pain in her side, and they have always lived here in
squalor and poverty. Only one thing Ronnie dreads.
Not the hunger, not his ragged clothes, but his drunk-
en father whose infrequent appearances are always
a cause for terror. It is Mrs. Nelson's first visit to
the tenement district. She has been visiting her
friend, a social worker, and of all the pitiful sights
she has yet seen, the thought of the bright -eyed
child living here is the most touching. She draws
the little fellow to her, and is amazed by the intelli-

gence of his replies to her queries. Only when she
asks about his father, is the young face clouded.
That evening, Mrs. Nelson cannot get the thought

of that child out of her mind. The next day she is

back and she brings with her a tiny pedigreed poodle.
She has never had a child of her' own, but instinct
tells her that more than anything else, Ronnie would
like a dog. And she feels repaid a thousand times
when the child's eyes fill with tears of delight. A
dog of his own. Ronnie hugs the tiny animal, and
after minutes of absorbed watching the pup's reac-
tions, he dashes out into the street to exhibit his
prized possession. Leaving a roll of bills with Ron-
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nie's dying mother, Mrs. Nelson returns thought-

fully home. When her visit to the Matthews is ter-

minated, she begs them to keep her informed about

Ronnie's welfare. Meanwhile, Ronnie's mother dies

and his father returning home starts cursmg and

throwing things at the terrified youngster. The neigh-

bors, frightened by the sounds call the police who ar-

rive just as the inhuman parent having caught sight

of the boy's dog, has dashed it on the ground and

lurched crazily out of the house of tragedy. Within

sound Ronnie's wails, and outside, the intoxicated

father walks under the police car and is instantly

killed. Ronnie is carried, crying bitterly, to the sta-

tion house while the police after trying unsuccessfully

to quiet the heart-broken child, try to dispose of him.

He is brought to the social service station and Mrs.

Matthews remembering her friend's request telegraphs

the story. A reply comes back asking Mrs. Matthews
to take the child until the Nelsons arrive. For hours

Ronnie is disconsolate—his mother dead, and then

his dog. Then, sobbing, he falls into a troubled

sleep. The Nelsons arriving, decide to adopt the boy,

but although he takes to them immediately nothing

can take the place of his dog. Every kind of pup is

brought for his approval but the youngster will have

none of them. Poodles only cause fresh outbursts.

It looks as if the child will grow sick and the Nelsons

are distracted until the child comes in his face again

radiant and in his arms a big, bedraggled dog of no

one heredity. Here at last is a substitute. Thankful

that Ronnie has been satisfied, the Nelsons are dis-

mayed by the dog's appearance. But after Pepper

has been properly bathed, there is something quite

perky about Ronnie's dog. Thereafter, Ronnie is

trailed at all times by an adoring Pepper and the

Nelsons find the child has taken a place m their

hearts which has long been empty. Adoption follows

and an indescribable happiness for one little urchin

and his dog.

TALENTS

Vera D. Belyea File No. 7S56

H AILED as a youthful violin prodigy, little Ma
lyn gives every indication of growing into

polled young genius "^^ ^ ^ ^ But one unfortunate

stroke sweeps "^mother," father and fortune away and

the child is brought to an orphan asylum. The swift

transition from having everything she wants to be-

coming a number is a difficult one for the talented

child and she is branded as unruly. In truth her

temper is fierce, showing up as it does among the

spiritless dispositions of the other orphans and it

happens one day while some visitors are calling at

the asylum that Marilyn insists on practicing her

violin playing. Nobody can do anything with the

child and one of the matrons snatches the musical

instrument from the wilful girl. However, Hugh
Dwight who has come along with his mother s friend,

Mrs. Anton, a music instructor, evinces interest in

the orphan and persuades Mrs. Anton to give the girl

lessons. After a moment of hesitation, Mrs. Anton
promises Marilyn to develop her musical talents if

Marilyn will look after Mrs. Anton's two children.

Pleased, the girl accepts but she soon learns that

being nursemaid to two little demons is anything but

an unmitigated pleasure. As Mrs. Anton imagined the

arrangement is a practicable one. Given responsibil-

ities, Marilyn submerges her own ungovernable tern-

per somewhat and as for the two youngsters, for the

first time in their lives they find someone who is not

only willing to cope with them for longer than half

an hour, but is able to. Marilyn's music progresses

apace and she rapidly develops into a fine young wom-
an whose occasional bursts of temper are winked at by
the Antons as being necessary for the managing of

the twins. Meanwhile, Hugh Dwight is a frequent

visitor and his interest in the girl grows until he

recognizes that he is in love with her. When he

finally asks her to marry him, she is delighted and to

the well wishes of the Antons the young couple sail

for a honeymoon in Europe. Thoroughly absorbed in

each other, Hugh and Marilyn are blissful in their

mutual happiness but soon Hugh discovers that Mari-

Ivn's temper, although more frequently relegated to

the background than formerly, is still violent. And
once at a ship's concert some of the guests are rude

to Marilyn while she is playing Beethoven's Moon-
light Sonata. With no thought of the display she is

making of herself, Marilyn loses her temper there on

the stage and stalking off, refuses to play another

note for the "numbskulls." Hugh is furious. No
matter what the provocation, she was unreasonable to

make such a scene. But Marilyn is not through.

Her voice grows higher and higher as she assails the

intelligence of the offenders until Hugh begins to

shake her and bitterly informs her that her musical

talents do not make the world revolve about her.

Marilyn gasps as her husband administers the ad-

vice she has long needed, and soon she is thoroughly

tractable. Then only does Hugh regret his force-

fulness, but Marilyn is cured of her tempei
plays again for the passengers and
clothes her in a quiet beauty.

humility

THE LOVE QUESTION

Dolly K. Gibson File No. 7416

BOWED by the succession of tragic occurrences.

Ken Hartley scarcely looks up from the rocking
of the wooden cradle of his motherless little Don,

as the kindly figure of Joe Thompson, inarticulate

mountaineer, fills the door of his cabin. "W'at ye'

broodin about. Ken?" The sympathy in the gruf?

voice unlooses something in Ken, and as they sit be-

fore the flickering light of the fire, thi:

the mountains tells his story.
, ,. .

He had been, at one time, a Judge. Not believing

in capital punishment, he had exercised every in-

fluence against imposing the death sentence in cases

where it was justifiable and thus when two criminals

were brought before him, the Judge had deliberately

postponed trial hoping that some evidence would be

produced to lessen public sentiment. However, a mob
of bloodthirsty fiends broke into jail and lynched the

two men. The Judge was blamed because he had held

up the trial, and subsequently, influenced by this

censure. Hartley had been responsible for the execu-

tion of two lads, who were later proved innocent.

The weight of public condemnation had broken the

Judge's heart and he had fled to the solitude of the

mountains taking with him his adoring wife and

child. But the privations were too much for his

wife, bred in an atmosphere of refinement and cul-

ture, and she had died, bringing upon the stricken

Ken Hartley the condemnation of her famdy who,

calling him "Bluebeard", had taken his daughter,

Felice, from him. The infant, Don. Ken had refused

to give up. When Ken finishes, Joe has no words,

but silently the men rock the cradle. The next tune

Ken sees Joe, the men are bound by a common sor-

row for Joe's wife has died giving birth to a daugh-

ter. Together the men trap, their silences now preg-

nant with meaning, and some time later Joe marries

Molly Buzzard, a splendid mountain woman, who
having lost her husband, a lazy bootlegger, and been

deserted by her two worthless sons, gives to the

motherless children of Ken and Joe. all the love in

her sturdy heart. Little Don Hartley and Gypsy

Maud Thompson grow up together until the former

goes of? to college. Listening to the radio broad-

casting the football game which his son is playing.

Ken's heart beats with a long forgotten enthusiasm

and almost bursts as the announcer shouts a new
football star has risen, Don Hartley, a golden-haired

David from the mountains to conquer the gridiron

Goliaths! But the greatest thrill, Ken does not

learn over the radio. That the football captain in-

troduced Don to Felice Hartley, and that even now
brother and sister are planning to surprise their dad.

Felice leaning on the arm of Keith Mackey, who ac-

companies her to ask her new found Dad a question

that vitally concerns their future happiness, assumes

her obligations by mischievously querying which of

the fair co-eds has captured her brother's heart. But

she is not to know why none has until after the ex-

citement of meeting her father has abated somewhat.

Then, Don brings forward Gypsy Maud Thompson,

and there are two love questions to be asked. And
Ken and Joe Thompson both answer affirmatively.

HER SON'S FATHER
Lua M. Strange File No. 7414

ADORING her father, John J. Leverton, wealthy
automobile manufacturer, ultra-modern Yvonne
Leverton is tormented by his longing, now that

his health is failing, to have a grandson who will be

the male heir of the Leverton fortune. At length

Yvonne plans to have a legitimate child without bur-

dening herself with a husband. Accordingly, she

clips her light curls and has her hair dyed brunette.

Cosmetics give her pink and white complexion a

gypsy tint, and thus disguised she rents a two room
office and advertises in the newspapers for a young
man of mental and physical perfection who wishes to

earn ten thousand dollars. Then, establishing an of-

fice boy in the outer office, she proceeds to view the

applicants through a key-hole. If the visitor appears

unsuitable, she rings twice and he is dismissed vyith-

out an interview. One long ring signifies the eligibili-

ty of Richard Allen Crawford, however. He needs

the money to purchase an interest in a manufacturing
concern, and although he hesitates at the proposition,

he finally accedes to spending one week end with this

attractive girl, as she stipulates, in return for which
he is to receive ten thousand dollars and, at the end
of a year, his divorce. They are married on Friday,

and on Monday morning, after Richard has noticed

a scar on Yvonne's left shoulder, part somewhat le-

luctantlv. The money involved has not been men-
tioned, 'but Richard finds that Yvonne has shpped a

bank draft for ten thousand dollars in his wallet.

Yvonne sails for Europe explaining to her father

that her husband's business necessitates her depart-

ure, and letter's from her father inform her that he

has taken a new business partner. Two weeks after

Yvonne's son is born she receives a telegram urging
her immediate return as her father is dangerously
ill. When she arrives, however, her father has re-

covered somewhat and his delight in his tiny grand-
child compensates Y'vonne for all her misgivings about
her eugenic experiment. Business again accounts
for her absent husband. When Leverton's partner

calls, Yvonne almost faints. It is her weekend
husband. But Richard does not recognize this blonde
beauty as his dark haired little gypsy bride and
Yvonne discovering herself in love plans to win him
from Nola, a selfish social climber who plans to

marry Richard for his social position. Deliberately
tantalizing her father's partner, Yvonne is constantly

at daggers points with Nola who resents this compe-
tition. It happens one day that Y'vonne and Richard
are swimming together and the strap of Yvonne's
scant suit slips revealing to an astounded Richard the
unmistakable scar. Now he wonders how it is he
didn't long ago link these two personalities but real-

izing that Yvonne has been playing with him all this

while, Richard decides to punish her and he says
nothing about his discovery.
A few days later they are motoring through the

country and l^ichard proceeds to get lost. The car
stalls and they are forced to seek shelter at a farm
house. Richard introduces Y^vonne as his wife. She

is furious but cannot deny it. Upstairs Yvonne con-

tinues her role but the next morning Richard gives

her no opportunity to disclose that it is his own wife

he has attempted to seduce and as they ride he calls

her "Tommy" a nickname he adopted that weekend.
Both confess and for society's sake they are remar-
ried and depart for a second honeymoon in a shower

of rice and old shoes.

SO ALONE
R. B. Berry File No. 7413

BROUGHT up in the home of a wealthy maiden
aunt, Clarice has everything she wants except

affection. One of her earliest memories is hav-

ing to watch the lovemaking of her nurse and the

lover the girl has smuggled into the child's room.
Wide-eyed, little Clarice had sat in a chair until she

had fallen into an exhausted sleep.

Not until she is sent to an exclusive boarding school

does Clarice feel anyone's love. And as Bob Ather-
ington kisses away her tears of happiness, the little

rich girl is far from knowing that he is thinking only

of her wealth, that all his affection is dissembled.

Then Bob disappears and for two years Clarice grieves

because he doesn't even write. Her next meeting with

him is on a road near her home. She is driving along

in her roadster when she finds him, his face haggard,
his actions furtive. All her love rushes to the sur-

face at seeing him. but Bob harshly refuses to come
to her home with her, refuses to be seen. And when
he asks her to elope with him she hesitates only a

very little while and then promises. That night she

meets him and they are married by a minister. But
when Clarice, a day later, tells her aunt, she feels as

if she has been lashed wjien after a prolonged look of

disbelief, the woman turns from her and refuses to

speak to her again. The moment Bob realizes that

Clarice has no money of her own, he turns upon her,

and as the girl stares at him speechlessly, he walks
out of the house. For months Clarice tries to sup-

port herself but her helplessness is incredible and
once, wearied beyond endurance she sinks to the

ground. Found at the side of a road, she is brought
to the cottage of Mrs. Arnold and when that good
woman discovers Clarice who is still little more than
a child herself is to have a baby, she insists that the

girl stay with her. When little Bruce is born, Mrs.
Arnold treats the babe as her own grandchild and
Clarice worships the kindly gray haired woman who
has lost her only son in the war. One day, Clarice

sees a car pull up, and the man who walks out is

—

her husband. A half hour passes. Bob goes away, and
Clarice trembling seeks Mrs. Arnold only to find that
Bob is Mrs. Arnold's nephew. When Clarice tells

the women weeping because Bob has just taken more
money probably to involve himself in another scrape,

that Bob is her husband, Mrs. Arnold seems strange-
ly pleased. She thinks she can eflfect a reconciliation

and so save Bob. But Clarice has grown to hate the

man she married and when she learns one day that

Bob is coming, she feels that her little Bruce is in

danger and packing his things she slips out of the
house with him. Again that old struggle to support
herself, and when it seems she must surely succumb
to a terrible fever. Clarice recovers to learn that her
aunt has died and finally relenting, has left most of

her fortune to her niece. Recovered from her sur-

prise, Clarice finds herself beseiged by reporters and
it is they who inform her that Bob has been found
dead in a railroad accident. Clarice rushes to comfort
Mrs. Arnold and the weeping woman discloses that
Bob had been on his way to force Clarice to share
her money with her husband. Reunited, Clarice and
Mrs. Arnold find happiness watching little Bruce
grow up, and Clarice is not so old that there isn't,

now . . . another man . . .

THE REWARD
Louis Dentroux File No. 7411

AS Slim Harris waits for the weekly arrival of

Bob Fleming, thirty year old trapper who lives

fifty miles up the Big River, he rmninates on
the refusal of the SheriiT to allow any of the towns-
men to hang around his daughter, Leone. And Slim,
having seen Leone once, is particularly anxious to

further his friendship with the sheriff's charming
daughter. Hours pass, and Bob does not arrive. The
other watchers, for Bob's regular visit is something of

an event, express the opinion that the trapper was
too busy, but Slim calling for his friend Shorty im-
mersed in a heaping dish of flapcakes, is not satisfied

with that explanation. He is frankly worried, and ac-
companied by Shorty, Slim takes out his canoe and
goes up the 'river to Bob Fleming's cabin. There a
gruesome sight awaits them. Bob has been brutally
murdered and the cabin is in terrific disarray showing
signs of a heated battle. The boys gravely conclude
that Bob had surprised a thief who had succeeded in

killing their friend. Despite the fact that they may
be interfering with the apprehension of , the criminal,
the two men bury the body and set off posthaste to
summon the sheriff.

It is late when they arrive at the sheriff's door,
and after a searching look, the officer makes both
Slim and Shorty deputy sheriffs, hurries into town fo

awaken Bill, Jim and Hank, and the six men. fully
provisioned and armed meet at the wharf for the man
hunt. At the murdered man's hut. they can find no
clue, and it is the sheriff's idea that they separate
into three groups for their search. Three shots is to
signify that all the groups converge for the capture.
Several hours pass without any breaking of the si-

lence of the forest. Suddenly, faintly as from a great
distance, three shots ring out followed by a single
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shot. The sheriff and Bill listen to ascertain from

which direction the shooting comes, and they are

about to shout when a shot crashes through the woods
and they see Hank and Bill crawling cautiously along

the ground. Hank tells how they stumbled across a

cabin and were about to approach when the occupant
started shooting at them. Worried that Slim and
Shortv may dash into the range of fire, the sheriff

sends the other men to find if there isn't some way
of getting the man out of his hiding place. Everytime
they lift a hat at the end of a rifle, it is hit by the

man inside. The worried posse breathes easier, there-

fore, when Slim and Shorty slip up safely. The
sheriff says the only thing to do is to set fire to the

cabin, and SHm creeps across the open stretch of

ground and ignites the cabin. For a while it looks

as if the man, whom they are now certain is Bob's
murderer, will be burned to death, but finally they
realize that somehow he has escaped. Suddenly, the

boys look around and miss the sheriff. When they find

him, the murderer is about to stab the sheriff with
a knife. Slim leaps on his back and the two men
roll on the ground in a desperate struggle. The
others stand by breathlessly not daring to interfere

lest Slim lose his grasp on the wrist wielding the

knife, but it is Slim who arises the victor. The sheriff

seizes Slim's hand and thanks him for saving his life.

Suddenly, he looks at the murderer lying uncon-
scious on the ground. It is Killer Burke on whose
head there is a $5,000 reward. As for Slim, he be-
comes a constant visitor at the sheriff's home, and
Leone seems just as greatly interested in Slim's visits

as he is to make them.

ONE NIGHT OF MYSTERY
Mrs. John W. Head File No. 7409

ENJOYING the glorious western sunset, Grant
and Jane Barton, resting on the verandah of

their honeymoon cottage, are surprised by a
visit from James Dunne, an old friend of theirs.
With anticipatory eagerness, he relates golden op-
portunities in the northwest where a great gold min-
ing community has developed, and urges Grant to
consider moving. With dreamy eyes the Bartons
visualize a great wealth within their reach, and with
air castles in their minds, they decide to try their
luck. Smiling faces and singing hearts make short
work of the packing. In a week's time they are
ready for the great adventure. Early in the morning,
in a new covered wagon, supplies are loaded and the
journey is begun. Arriving in the next town where
they are to pick up two young men companions, they
are alarmed to learn that the Indians are on the
war-path and that the two youths are afraid to ac-
company them. Gritting his teeth in determination.
Grant refuses to turn back and on they go, two
lovers in search of Dame Fortune. To further dis-
courage the pioneers, heavy clouds form in the sky
and about noon, it begins to rain, a steady blinding
downpour through which they can hardly see the way.
After several hours of weary travel through the
flooded valley, they reach a steep grade. By the
time they arrive at the top of the grade in the shelter
of the tall trees, the pitch-black night surrounds
them.
Fatigued by the difficult traveling, they barely

touch a cold supper and retire for the night. Sudden-
ly a blinding flash of light startles them. In an instant
it is gone. Grant seeks in vain for the source of the
eerie light. The night is cold, black and still. Not
a sound to be heard but the beating of two hearts.
Nothing to do but wonder what strange phenomenon
they are witnessing. The strange light continues to
flash at intervals all through the dreary night. At
last the dark night begins to lift and with the first
streak of the glorious daylight, they crawl out of the
wagon, get ready to leave that nueer unaccountable
place. In the happv sunshine they easily find their
way to the mine. Five years of prosperity and then
trouble arises among the officials of the company,
and the mine is closed down. Returning to their for-
mer habitat, the Bartons enjoy the company of an
old Cherokee Indian and his Mexican wife. Grant se-
cures work in a mine some distance from home so
that he is only able to come home once a month.
Indian Jim and his wife prove a great help to Jane as
protectors and comforters. In the long evenings, sit-
ting by the fireside, Indian Jim tells of the weird
happenings of the wild Indians and their superstitions.
One night, Jane relates their experience of the night

spent in the valley of muddy water and the myster-
ious flashes of light. To her relief, for the incident
has bothered her all these years, he explains that the
phantom cabin with the uncanny light has prevented
many an Indian raid, and has been a boon to the
white people. Welcoming her husband home. Jane
starry-eyed re-tells the tales of the mystery light,
and laughing at her huge sigh of relief. Grant bends
down and kisses her. With arms around each other,
they enjoy the dark stillness of the night.

DEEP BEAUTY
N. Reza File No. 7401

FORGETFUL of self in her love for her husband,
Ted, Marion devotes herself to the management of
their .home, thinking she can prove her devotion

by personally caring for Ted's things instead of giv-
ing them over to the attention of hired help. But if
her home glows with a new beauty, Marion herself
IS fast endangering her own appearance. Artifice has
never been Marion's forte, and now as Ted comes
home keyed to the hennaed, permanently waved heads
he meets in the business world, he grows restive un-

der the unadorned simplicity of Marion. To eyes
blinded by painted faces, her natural complexion seems
strangely pallid and unattractive. Besides there is

Jean. Jean is Ted's new secretary, and a striking
contrast to his wife, and Jean is subtle in the bid she
is making for her employer. Infatuated, Ted longs
for release from his wife, but some spark of decency
remains, and knowing that Marion divorced from the
security she has been enjoying for so many years
would find readjustment a painful if not impossible
process, he hesitates to make any direct move.
Then, one day, he sees the eyes of Paul, his book-

keeper follow Marion as she leaves the office, and no-
body could mistake their adoration. A thought comes
to Ted. If he can provide for Marion he need feel
no further scruples. Accordingly, he calls Paul to
his office, and astonishes him by offering his book-
keeper twenty -five thousand dollars and all expenses
to Paris, if Paul will marry Marion. Contemptuous-
ly, Ted's employee refuses, but when Ted shrugs and
says he can get somebody else, Paul out of his love
for Marion and pain at realizing how hurt she will be,
ofl^ers to do it. He will try to help her forget what
rotters men can be. And so it comes to pass that
Marion is discovered in Paul's arms, Ted gets his di-
vorce and Marion marries her husband's bookkeeoer.
the only man who is kind to her. Weeks later, Paul
confesses how it was he came to marry her, but by
this time Marion has divined how truly he loves her
and she bestows a tenderness on her second husband
which inspires him. Investing the twenty-five thou-
sand dollars, Paul has tremendous success and soon
by a wool transaction is freed from money worries.
While Marion under the tutelage of Parisian beauty
experts acquires a new beauty which is nothing short
of startling. When Paul and his wife return home,
Marion is accepted as a new sensation and she is

surrounded by a group of admirers when Ted sees
her first. All has not gone well with Marion's for-
mer husband. Having married Jean the moment his
divorce was obtained, Ted had discovered that his
money was all that interested his bride, and when he
had caught her arranging to defraud him of his for-
tune, she had run off with a lover. But here is Mar-
ion again, a fascinating Marion, and one, if he re-
members correctly, whose love for him could be
counted upon. Accordingly, Ted draws his former
wife from her admirers and attempts to rewin her,
praising her beauty as though he had never been re-
sponsible for her humiliation. Marion, watching her
long cigarette burn itself out, says nothing, but as
Ted warming to his subject, attempts to take her in
his arms, she disengages herself and moving away
tells him he is too late. That's all over. She loves
her husband. And with infinite grace she crosses the
floor and joins the adoring Paul.

Joe B. Montgomery File No. 7400

ONE passenger boards the train at a small sta-
tion, and as she hesitates uncertain what to do
since every seat in the car is occupied. Bill

rises and with a grin at Mac who is sitting beside
him, offers the cute little brunette his seat. "Good
old Bill," Mac thinks as the field is left to him.
About five minutes pass. "Going to Hilton?" Mac
finally manages. "Uh, huh." Not encouragingly. He
tries again, and within a few moments he is able to
introduce Bill to Elsie Young. "You're not the Bill
and Mac?" Admiration now. "What a drubbing
your school gave ours with you two people carrying
the ball!" Elsie is smiling ruefully, and the three of
them are fast friends.

At college all goes well for a while with both boys
heavily rushing Elsie. Their custom. Share every-
thing. But after a while Mac, who is the more aggres-
sive begins to feel that at this poiirt it behooves Bill
to find another woman, and Bill is loathe to give up
Elsie. The night before the big game. Bill is blue.
Elsie IS going to Tne pre-game dance at the frater-
nity house that evening, with Mac. Bill goes stag,
and is sitting outside alone, when Elsie comes up to
him on the porch rail. "Hello, Bill." Gosh, the kid's
sweet, but he'd no business with her. Mac didn't
like that, and Mac was Mac. No woman,—well hard-
ly any woman—could come between them. A moment
later, Mac is claiming Elsie and with a set expres-
sion is reminding her it is his dance. The rest of
the evening. Bill doesn't come near Elsie, but as the
dancers thin out about one, Elsie comes up to Bill and
says, "Bill, will you take me home? I can't find
Mac." Minutes later, Mac, back, had learned that
Bill had taken his date home, and following furiously,
had seen Elsie kiss Bill. The next day at the game,
rather than pass the ball to Bill, Mac tries to run it

down the field himself and is thrown for a three yard
loss. Forty- five seconds to play. Bill says how about
one of the plays we used to pull in high school, Mac,
old boy?" Mac doesn't answer but as he calls sig-
nals, "15-48-" then looking straight at Bill, "Check/'
The play—teamwork—saves the game, and Mac and
Bill bury the hatchet. But when it comes to Elsie.
Well, neither boy will give in. Things begin to get
serious, then one night. Bill has a date with Elsie
and Mac comes into his room with a grim expression,
"^'ou've got to fight me tonight," he announces in
thick tones,

"
'n the best man gets Elsie, see'"

"Good Lord, Mac, I don't want to fight you." "Stand
UD and fight like a man." Mac's voice is slurred,
"Here I come." And before Bill can protest fur-
ther. Mac's fist has connected with his chin, and he
is out. For several moments i\Iac stands over Bill
like a conqueror, then suddenly he thinks of their
high school days, of that last football game when he
had been such a fool and how Bill had rushed over
to him when he had been tackled, although Mac had
spoiled the play to cut Bill out. And when Bill re-

it is to find Mac rubbing his head

sly. "Here's where I call 'Check!' Bill, I've
been realizing all along that it was you not me she
cared for hut I hated to give up." "Mac, you don't
really mean this?" "Yes, I do. You better be go-
ing. It's almost seven thirty. Say how about tak-
ing on a room-mate?"

MURDER IN THE LIBRARY
James V. Crano File No. 7550

* CCrSTOMED as he is to murders, Sergeant
l\ Milton of Scotland Yard, is astounded to learn
* *- of the decease of Julian's father, Sir Gibbons,
a retired Judge. The night is foggy, when Milton
and his assistant Roy Simonds, called Stubby, ap-
proach the isolated Gibbons' mansion and inspect the
grounds before entering. Not quite satisfied with his
findings Milton enters and observes the butler with
curiosity. Nervousness makes the fellow's story in-

consistent and Milton is inclined to believe Stubby's
summation that the butler is guilty. But when the
handcuffs are fastened to Robert Fannon's wrists on
the strength of the finding of his initialed pocket
handkerchief, he excitedly jabbers that they ought
to find the stranger. Stranger? None but the but-
ler knows anything about Thomas Seidel, the Judge's
brother-in-law who, the butler says, visited Sir Gib-
bons to-night for the first time in years. Julian says
she knows her father received two telegrams one
from Her mother and one from her uncle, but since
she didn't feel well she retired early and the chauf-
feur was sent to meet the trains. While Fannon ex-
plains that Seidel was about 5' 10" and had a scar
.on his face, Julian produces the two telegrams and
informs Milton that the chauffeur brought them in.

At this""' moment the doorbell rings and Julian's moth-
er enters and faints when she learns of her husband's
murder. In the midst of the excitement. Stubby
snaps the handcuffs on the wrists of the uniformed
chauffeur who protests loudly until Mrs. Gibbons,
coming to, exclaims that that is her brother who, met
by the chauffeur, was entering the house when a
blow on the back of his head robbed him of con-
sciousness. When he awoke he was in the car, dis-
robed, with the chauffeur's uniform at his side. He
had dressed himself and was driving home when he
met Julian's mother, who not having been met at the
station had started to walk home. The butler, asked
to identify the caller says that he looked much like
this man, but wore a scar. Rushing to the phone,
Sergeant Milton calls up the railroad station and
states that if a man answering the description given
by the butler should attempt to buy a ticket he is to
be held by order of Scotland Yard. Meanwhile, Stub-
by, at Milton's command has sprinkled fingerprint
powder on the telegrams and a strange print appears
in one corner. Milton dashes to the station and he is

not waiting long before a fellow built much like
Thomas Seidel but scarred, walks briskly to the ticket
window. "Micky Brant!" says Milton, "You're un-
der arrest." Brant attempts to bluster but brought
back to the Gibbons mansion he is immediately iden-
tified as the chauffeur in the Gibbons' employ now
for two weeks. Micky Brant—it is all clear to Min-
ton now. A few years ago, the Judge had sentenced
Micky to prison and the gangster had sworn to take
revenge. Immediately on his release, he had appHed
for work in the Gibbons' home, heavily disguised
by dyed hair and a shaven mustache. He had sought
in vain for an opportunity to strike at the Judge un-
til to-night, having opened the telegrams and known
that the Judge had not seen his brother for years,
he had knocked Seidel out, taken his clothes and
valise and taking Sir Gibbons by surprise, had mur-
dered him using a rope.
Some time later, Julian enters Scotland Yard and

asks Stubby for Sergeant Milton. Sergeant Milton?
Does she mean Lieutenant Milton, promoted for his
ingenious solution of the murder in the library? She
does, and the conclusion of the case is reached when
the Lieutenant leads Julian to the altar.

THE LOVE SEA
Mrs. M. Chapin Allen File No. 7562

ALTHOLTGH two years have elapsed since the
reputed drowning of her husband, abroad on a
business trip, Mrs. Howard cannot reconcile her-

self to her loss. And when she asks Dorothy Grey,
young daughter of a friend of hers to accompany her
on a European tour, the girl consents trusting she
will be able to divert the older woman from her be-
reavement. Just before the boat sails, Dorothy is sur-
prised to find Ralph Sargent aboard, and learns that
he had heard of her contemplated trip and having
some governmental duties on the continent had man-
aged to arrange to leave on the same liner.

Ralph lends himself to the task of keeping Mrs.
Howard agreeably occupied and soon discovers that
in the interim, Dorothy is being rushed bv George
Curtis who has availed himself of the waived for-
mality of the masked ball to meet the attractive,
vivacious Dorothy. From their first meeting a subtle
antagonism is in evidence in the relations of the
two men, and George soon maintains an almost pos-
sessive attitude toward this girl whom he is determined
to have for himself. Wealthy and seemingly free to
dispose of his time as he wishes, George arranges
his itinerary to correspond to that of the two women
and frequently guides them to the lesser known places
of interest. At the same time, Ralph is frequently
forced to concede the field to his rival through the
press of duty. And Dorothy is considerably annoyed.
one night in England when he neglects to escort her
to a ball as had been planned. His excuse that he
had somehow become locked in the "Gun Room" of
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the "Tower" seems a bit ludicrous, but Ralph is more
than a little certain that the bland Curtis has ar-

ranged the ridiculous situation.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Howard gets a disturbing letter

from a continental friend from whom she has not

heard for some years. After a considerable delay

from successive fowardings the chatty note reaches

the widow and it bears the astonishing news that

the writer was certain she caught a glimpse of Mr.
Howard in Heidelberg, but he was gone before she

could speak to him. That's what gave her the idea

of writing to her old friend. Everyone assures Mrs.
Howard that the writer might have been mistaken,

after all she hadn't seen her friend's husband for

years, but the woman excitedly maintains that that

strengthens her conviction that her husband has

never been drowned, and she must go to him. Ac-
cordingly Dorothy accompanies her friend to Heidel-

berg where the police are polite but unable to furnish

any information. And closely on Dorothy's heels

come Ralph and George, their antagonism now famed
to an intense mutual resentment. Dorothy remains
somewhat constrained toward Ralph, since he has

never, not having proof, informed her of what really

happened the night he kept her and Mrs. Howard
waiting, but when George asks Dorothy to marry
him, she refuses. That afternoon she visits Heidel-

berg University and seemingly jestingly George sug-

gests that he and Ralph meet in the famous duelhng

room, while Dorothy purchases some post cards. Re-

turning, Dorothy screams as she sees the earnestness

of the two. Ralph looks up and Curtis viciously

lunges. A moment later, Dorothy is weeping in the

relief at finding Ralph's wound not serious.

Mrs. Howard discovers her husband, his memory
lost. An operation restores him and they rejoice in

their reunion. He had been stunned not killed when
,

his boat went down and with the happy Howards re-

turn Mr. and Mrs. Sargent (nee Dorothy Grey).

THE CRUTCH AND THE PACKAGE
Ivan C. Robinson File No. 7511

SUMMONED to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania where

the National Bank has just been robbed of $200,-

000, Detective Dunn and his assistant Junmy learn

from the watchman that the safe had been opened

without explosives, that with the aid of the criminals

device the combination had been entirely removed

from the vaults. Only one clue is left, license plate

No. 364,798 Pennsylvania, and that, it develops, is

the license plate of the governor's car. The detec-

tives are stumped and a few weeks later the Na-

tional Bank of Richmond, Virginia is subject to a

similar hold-up. Again the license plate is that ot

the Governor of Pennsylvania, but this time there

has been noticed a man leaning on a crutch to which

was attached a package. And new information from

Pennsylvania reveals _that a similar personage was

discovered in the vicinity at the time of the crirne.

Although a close trace is being kept on the stolen

money, the secret service agencies and pohce vouch

for the fact that none of the stolen bills have been

spent. And still city after city is held up and pohce

efforts are unavaihng. And in each is that same safe

device, the same license plate, and the same myster-

ious man with a crutch to which is attached a pack-

age. Suddenly the robberies stop.

At this time Miss Roberta Nolan, long unem-
ployed answers an advertisement for a secretary and

receives an acceptance through the mail. She is

given all instructions and starts working for the firm

of Stevens, Broderick and Allen, a brokerage house.

She never sees her employers receiving all her in-

structions via a speaking tube. Her work consists

of mailing packages to London and receiving them.

But she is asked never to open the mail, and she

leaves it on her desk when she departs at five. The
next morning, they have been taken care of and new
instructions have been left. She is told to say the

packages are being mailed to her uncle should she

ever be asked, and that is what she tells the curious

Jimmy, Detective Dunn's assistant. But having been

rash enough to report that she was questioned, she

is asked to work late, and the girl is spirited away
to a lonely shack. That night the Brokerage con-

cern shuts its doors.
Meanwhile, Jimmy has been attracted to the Nolan

girl and worried about her position he goes up to in-

vestigate. The closing of the firm strengthens his

misgivings and Dunn, informed, realizes the girl has

been working for a band of dangerous criminals.

Meanwhile, three business men are under police sus-

picion and are being trailed. Daubereato, slightly

lame, gives himself away first by conferring with

Jack, the Getter, a vicious denizen of the under-

world, whose elusiveness has won him a reputation

for being able to avoid capture by the elasticity of

his face. Without the shghtest artificial aid. Jack
can assume disguises which are thoroughly effective.

And it is this repulsive creature who is being used

to bring food to Roberta. Horrified by his leering

glance, Roberta overcomes her repugnance and mana-
ges to delay her own death and secure valuable in-

formation from her goaler while Jirrimy and Dunn ef-

fect her rescue. A note from the suicide. Daubereato,

informs them how with the aid of one of their num-
ber, with a cork leg, they disappeared from the

scenes of the Bank robberies in disguise, and shipped

the millions they got with their vault-opener device,

to England and received stocks and bonds in ex-

change. The money is secured and Jimmy marries
the courageous Roberta Nolan.

MERMAID IN LOVE
Gloria Amburg File No. 7378

.IVING for pearls off the coast of Hawaii, Jack

her features are etched with a delicate precision.

Scarcely knowing what it is he is doing, he lifts the

recumbent figure in his arms and carries her to the

surface. There he notices for the first time that the

vision of loveliness is only half-human; from the

waist down her body is scaled like a fish. A mo-
ment he hesitates, then bending swiftly, he kisses

her carmine lips. Her eyes slowly open and she looks

at him in astonishment. Her sea blue eyes under her

long lashes are fixed upon him, and suddenly she Hfts

her head for another kiss. Murmuring endearments.

Jack loses himself in this strange ecstacy until, mo-
ments later, Seapearl speaks and the music of her
voice is strangely intelligible. She is a mermaid, she

tells him, and being immortal she could never make
him happy. Sooner or later, she says, her call will

come and she must leave him to go back to the sea.

It were better, perhaps if they had never met, if she

were to leave him now. But Jack holding her fast

says that bring the future what it may, he loves her

and cannot let her go. And Seapearl with a sigh

of perfect content relaxes in his arms and even as

she lies there, the scales drop from her body and she

takes on a human body of such loveliness that Jack's

head whirls.

In the days that follow, Seapearl's gay laughter

brings ineffable bhss into Jack's life as she con-

stantly reiterates that she is the happiest of mer-
maids; she alone has plumbed human love. But ever

and anon a sadness steals over her as she realizes

that this cannot last, that soon she must receive the

call from the sea. Jack thinks to keep her always
by taking her away from her home waters, but Sea-

pearl smiles at his efforts and although she humors
his belief that far away she will be safe, she knovvs

differently. In the continental hotels. Seapearl's

bronze beauty evokes cries of admiration. She is

utterly unlike other women and her fascination for

men causes strange results. But as for her, for all

the attention she gives other men, there might never

have been anyone save Jack on the earth. Once,

after a man had committed suicide for love of her,

Seapearl cried that she was tired of cities, and at her

suggestion. Jack took her far from other people into

the depths of a great wood. There for weeks they

were as happy as children but one day as she sat

with her head in his lap, a strange dizziness came
over her, and tears filled her eyes as she explained

that soon she must go away. Jack cried out that it

wasn't true, it couldn't be, but with her slow sweet

smile, Seapearl stroked her lover's hair, and mur-
mured that not for all the pleasures of immortality

would she have foregone the happiness of mortal love,

and though death claim them both, their love would
continue to glow in everlasting perfection. Suddenly

the restlessness overtook her again, and she began
to burn with a fierce fever. Days Jack watched over

her and Seapearl sighed that only the sight of her

native waters could bring surcease. With infinite

tenderness Jack carried her back and at the shore,

her fever left her, and slowly her body grew back its

scales. Drawing herself up with a last long glance

fraught with love and tenderness, Seapearl danced
into the sea. From where he stood Jack could see a

tiny fish squirming helplessly in the waters and with

a mighty cry, he followed her. The waters closed

over his head and henceforth the loveliest pearls of

the Pacific could be found where the two lovers van-

ished.

THE HIDDEN MINE
Charlotte Stewart File No. 7493

Dl Sutherland perceives, lying atop
sponges a girl of surpassing loveliness,

long black hair sways rhythmically in the water,
He

WORKING his hidden gold mine, old Tad Clark

is half-buried under a cave-in. Freeing him-
self, his mind is clouded and he wanders toward

GoldsHde. Meanwhile at home, his daughter, Doris,

is frantic with fear because her father hasn't re-

turned.
In GoldsHde, Pedro, a half-breed, is telling Queenie,

entertainer, that he intends getting hold of Tad
Clark's gold. The miner has it buried somewhere and
Pedro pushes his way across the frozen ground toward
the Clark house. To his surprise, he finds Tad on
the way, and turning him over to his men, Pedro de-

termines to ransack the miner's hut in the hope of

finding the gold or some clue to it. Arrived, he is

met by Doris who rushes to the door and says, "You-
're coining to tell me about my father. What hap-
pened to him?" And Pedro looking into the girl's

troubled face, gains admittance by telling her her

father is ill. Once inside, however, he seizes the

girl in his arms and reminds her they are entirely

alone. Doris struggles ineffectually, but it is her
dog, Nero, leaping at Pedro that permits the girl to

escape. jumping onto Pedro's sleigh, she heads
toward Goldslfde to inquire about her father. All

night she heads through the snow until feeling she

must surely lose consciousness she discovers a hut.

Thankful she is at Goldslide. she stops but crumbles
to the ground, her legs numbed by the cold. A mo-
ment later, Guy Sanders is carrying the girl into his

shelter and having revived her, he hears her story.

Entrusting her to the care of his Indian helper, Guy
goes to Goldslide to attempt to trace Tad Qark. Un-
successful, he returns to find Pedro cornering Doris.

Leaping at the half-breed. Guy frees Doris, but he

is left half-dead on the floor. Doris' concern fore-

shadows their romance and as Guy begins to recover

from the drubbing, he realizes he loves this girl who
has come out of the night. Able to move about, he
sets out again and through Queenie learns that Pedro
is at the hidden mine, Clark's mine! With his con-

stant companion. Bill, Guy rushes to the scene and
after narrowly escaping a pack of wolves, they enter

the mouth of the tunnel. Extremely hazardous are

the hours in the cave with Pedro's men firing from
behind ledges and Bill's death almost causes Guy to

give up in sorrow. Then, the discovery of Doris' fa-

ther, dead from cruelty and starvation, makes Guy
swear to get Pedro. In a terrific hand to hand bat-
tle, Pedro almost wins again by foul means but
finally Guy hurls him against the wall of the cave.
A rock is dislodged which falling, crashes in the
half-breed's head. Tenderly Guy covers Bill's body,
until he can return with help and he goes sadly toward
his cabin to comfort Doris. When the girl recovers
from the shock of her father's death, she begins to
think of finding a place for herself, but Guy has that
all planned for—she is to be his wife. And so she is.

SEA BRIDE '
William H. Cole File No. 751*

ATTRACTED to Kitty, daughter of Captain Hud-
son, First Mate Dick Evans senses, from the
moment he sets foot on the steamship the an-

tagonism of the Second officer, Bob Reed. With the
unreasoning jealousy of an unrequitted lover. Bob
resents this man who, just hired, is superior to him
in rank and more successful with Kitty and proceeds
to embitter the owner of the ship against Evans.
Captain Hudson, at this time, is greatly distressed
by his card losses to Reed and that combined with
his chronic illness makes him more irascible than
ever. Therefore, when Dick learns that Bob has been
poisoning the mind ot the captain against him, he
warns Reed and as a result the two men come to
blows, and the captain, infuriated by the conduct of
his officers casts both in chains. However, realizing
that Reed has a hold on him, he has him released.
That night there is a terrific storm. The captain's
fever grows worse, and Reed in command of the
ship exhibits an utter lack of ability. Fearing for
the safety of the ship, Kitty has the cook release
Evans from the ship's hold, but Reed having so far
abused the responsibility of his position as to get
himself drunk while in command, refuses to yield the
wheel to Evans and by a crafty move hurls his op-
ponent to the deck and watches him washed over-
board by a huge wave without the slightest show of
emotion or aid. Kitty and the cook throw out a life

line and Evans takes command, when the Second
Mate falls into an intoxicated stupor. That night,
Kitty wavers between concern over her father and
fear for the safety of Evans alone in the control
room. But with the dawning of a new day, the ship
is brought into port and although Captain Hudson
is acquainted with Evan's action in saving the ship,
he dismisses him in fear of what Reed may do.
However, Kitty aids Dick to apply for the position

in disguise and he is accepted. On the return voyage
Reed tries to force his attentions on Kitty and Evans
protecting her loses his disguise. The two men fight
desperately and rolling over the decks pound each
other desperately. Suddenly Kitty looking out of her
father's room screams and diverts Reed for just the
fraction of a second necessary for Dick to knock the
knife he has pulled out of his opponent's hand. Again
the two men grip and roll and the force of Reed's
rush plunges the two antagonist's over the side of
the ship. Still the struggle continues in the water
until weakened Reed sinks beneath the waters. As
he comes up, gasping and struggling, Evans seizes
him and when the watchers from the ship send a
lifeline out, Evans carefully fastens it about the ex-
hausted Reed. His own strength almost gives out
before he is pulled aboard. Reed retires shame-
facedly, but irrationally, the ailing captain's fury is

directed toward Evans for deceiving him. Disgusted,
Kitty induces Evans to man a lifeboat and the two
young lovers escape from the ship. But Hudson com-
mands that they be followed and the crew follows with
searchlights. As they are about to be recaptured,
however, Kitty pulls the gun she has secreted and
orders that the pursuing boat make for the ship. As
they slowly turn, Kitty and Dick make for shore.
Two years later. Captain Hudson arrived at his

daughter's home to vent his spleen, but capitulates
before the cooing of his tiny grandson diplomatically
named after him.

THE HOME CALL
Mrs. Dora Campbell File No. 7518

HER head held high, Mrs. Compton tried to stem
the flood of tears that rose unbidden to her
eyes. Archie didn't want her to cry, there was

nothing to cry about. Didn't he promise he'd be home
for Christmas? He was ambitious, couldn't waste
his youth in a small town. Some day, soon, very
soon, she'd be proud of her son, the son that was
going away now. Smile for him, that was it smile,
though her heart was wrung. And many times in the
five years that followed, Mrs. Compton and the other
children recalled the way Archie had gone. He had
had such bright plans. But he hadn't come back
that Christmas, nor the next either.

And Archie had gone to the city certain that by
Christmas he could send for his family. His eyes
blurred when he thought of his mother. What a great
sport she had been. Stuck to his father for ten years,
though the man was rarely sober. And then, when
the parting had finally come, she had worked to sup-
port her youngsters, worked at an age when she
should have been retiring in comfort. But Archie
soon discovered that it was not going to be as easy
as he thought sending for his mother and sister.
Work, for one thing, was almost impossible to be
found. And in the next few months, Archie went
hungry frequently, until in desperation he accepted a
job with an exploration party. All went well for a
while and then the party got lost. Primitive instincts
came to the fore in the struggle for existence, and
with the levelling of ranks, Archie fell in love with
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Marcia Danton, daughter of Hugh Danton, the great

explorer. After he had saved her from certain death,

and the prospects of returnmg to civilization grew

slimmer and slimmer, they accepted their friendship,

their love, without respect for their social differences.

And to while away the weary hours, after Hugh Dan-

ton had been killed, Archie would tell Marcia of his

mother, of his promise to be home for Christinas

many years back. And Marcia would feel that she

knew and loved this fine Scottish woman, and she

knew all the little anecdotes Archie could tell. How
his mother used to love animals, the time she tried

to feed the pigs, the way she used to rescue the cats

the boys tried to drown. And then, miraculously they

were saved.
That Christmas Archie came home, and his moth-

er's joy was touching. She could only laugh and cry

and hug her boy, but Archie was sad. He didn't dare

ask Marcia to marry him now. There, he was her

protector, but in the city he was a nobody. And then

Marcia, swallowing her pride had come to Mrs. Comp-
ton. And Mrs. Compton putting her arms around the

girl her son so desperately loved, understood. And
she set matters right

GIRL OF THE PRAIRIES

Daniel R. Lightsey File No. 7523

VIOLENTLY proclaiming he has no intention of

working for a female boss. Bud Holmes accom-

panies his old friend Tom McGuarry, foreman of

the Diamond Eight ranch. On the way Tom tells

Bud about Nell Andrews. Since the murder of her

father she has been managing the ranch, but lately

has been having trouble with rustlers. Tom suspects

the reason. The day before Nell's father was killed

he mentioned that he had a map of a gold mine that

would make him rich. Someone learned about that

and Tom suspects it was the man who is holding the

mortgage on Nell's farm. Later Bud receives two

shocks—one a pleasant one at the sight of Nell, and

the other the revelation of the suspected mortgage-

holder's name, Marlow.
With Bud reconciled to working for Nell, plans pro-

ceed to market the cattle, for unless Nell can sell the

steers before the rustler s raids have made serious in-

roads into the value, she will be unable to pay off

the mortgage. But Bud isn't pleased with the four

men hired to help them with the cattle and his sus-

picions are later justified by the discovery that the

hired men are also in the employ of Marlow. And
after a gun battle in which Nell insists on taking a

part, the quartette is informed that its services are

not desired. And having hired other men, more trust-

worthy Bud leaves, but not before he has almost con-

fessed his love for his boss.

That night Bud listens at the window of a cabin

where the four men are gambling and learns that

Marlow plans a raid, and that their leader has dis-

covered that Bud Holmes is a detective from the

Cattleman's Association, not to speak of being the

son of a man Marlow killed six years ago. Bud bursts

in on them and having caught them off guard is, by a

ruse, stunned. Fortunately the bandits are thinking

of the gold that will be theirs if they can get the

other half of the map Nell's father has secreted in a

wall of the house, and while Bud, returned to con-

sciousness pretends to be out, they tie him up, plan-

ning to come back later and kill him. Bud comes back
in time to foil the bandits in their attempt to stam-
pede the cattle and Marlow is furious with his men
tor not having killed him when they had a chance.

But the outlaws' plan to send the ranchers off on a

wild-goose chase after them, succeeds and Nell is left

with two of her men when Marlow comes. The three

are outnumbered and Marlow demands that Nell hand
him the other half of the map. She disclaims know-
ledge of the paper, but Marlow seeing it protruding
from her dress front attempts to seize it by force

when Bud enters. Bud disarms Marlow then throw-
ing his own weapons off he knocks out, in a fierce

struggle, his father's murderer and reveals that for

three years he, a detective, has been trying to find

a man named Marlow, the man his dying father ac-

cused of murdering him.

Bud turns Marlow and his side-kick, Harlan, Jim
Andrew's murderer, over to an admiring sheriff and
prepares to go, but Nell softly asks him if it is nec-
essary for him to go. And with a cry of joy. Bud

her it is not.

NATION'S CRY
Oscar Wiles File No. 7536

MOVED by the temperance lecturers. Harry
Mitchell becomes one of the staunchest sup-
porters of the movement to prohibit the sale of

intoxicating liquors. It is not easy for him to main-
tain his standards at the Cotton mills he manages,
since frequently the most brilliant workers are those
who are most grievously addicted to drinking, and
through his intense personal convictions, he wears
down his health. Even his marriage to Mary, the girl

he has always loved is almost endangered through his

devotion to the ideal of saving his workers from their

weakness. When finally, he realizes that single-
handed he is powerless, he and his bride move to

Kansas, where the stringent legislation against liquor
extends the promise of more ideal living.

When, after happy years in Kansas, Harry Mitchell
is able to celebrate with other members of the com-
munity the passing of the Eighteenth Amendment,
the general rejoicing is comparable only to the feeling
with which humanitarians greeted the abolishment of

slavery. Progress, they feel, has been made. Then

comes a rude blow. One night as Harry and his wife

sit down to dinner, they get a call from the police

station and learn that their son, George, has been
arrested for bootlegging. Aghast, they proceed to the

station house where they are denied the right to see

the boy or bail him out. until morning. Mr. Jenkins,

a crooked lawyer, offers to free the boy if he will

plead guilty and pay one hundred and fifty dollars.

But with the certitude of the lad's innocence, the

Mitchells refuse to free George illicitly. As a result

newspaper headlines the next day proclaim that the

son of Harry Mitchell, well-known advocate of pro-

hibition, and criticizer of police laxity, has been ar-

rested charged with havmg driven an automobile

while intoxicated, having had liquor in his possession,

and having transported liquor. Blow follows blow,

and the truth of the matter as George and his law-

yer vainly try to convince the court, is that the boy

was driving along, and finding he had passed a red

traffic signal, tried to stop, swerved to the side and
avoided hitting another car. A policeman came up,

examined his car and produced a bottle of liquor

which he claimed George had had in his car. Furth-

er, police claimed that the boy was intoxicated be-

cause they could smell liquor, the last purely circum-

stantial since a few days before the Mitchell boy had
spilled some denatured alcohol on his clothes. By a

gross miscarriage of justice, George is convicted of

the three charges and his lawyer appeals the case.

However, George loses his position as a result of his

conviction and subsequently finds nobody will employ
him. From then on, Harry sees what has come of

putting prohibition enforcement in the hands of un-

scrupulous police. The innocent are held while the

guilty escape with bribes. To curry party favor,

politicians chalk up conviction after conviction by

malapplications of the existing laws and wink upon
gross violations.

When the minister, Reverend Hammond makes a

personal campaign, buying liquor at various speak-

easies to arouse public indignation, he is made the

subject of persecution, misinterpreting his motives, and

when his son is killed and Mary Mitchell, whom he

has been escorting is seriously injured by a collision

with a bootlegging car, the official interpretation, in-

duced by bribes, doesn't even mention the real cul-

prits and infers that the Reverend's son was driving

while intoxicated.

Caught in the net of corruption, the Mitchells real-

ize as never before that prohibition as practiced in

the United States is a crime against decency, against

honesty, against humanity. Had the millions which
were spent on supposed enforcement been contributed

toward educating the people toward the evils of drink-

ing, such things couldn't be practiced, but meanwhile
George comes up for retrial and again justice is

mocked. Every juryman who might possibly vote for

acquittal is challenged by the county attorney and
after a farcical trial, during which Harry realizes that

he could have been spared all the publicity, all the

pain by submitting to bribery, George is convicted of

the three charges and sent to prison where he meets
other victims and learns that he will probably never
again be accepted as an honest worker. At length

George is released and then those few honest members
of the community who realize that the boy has been
entirely victimized, pledge him support to find hirn-

self, and meet to hear a lecture proclaiming the fail-

ure of the Eighteenth Amendment and the necess:.ty

of a program of re-education of the American people,

aj er the repeal of the law and the substitution of a

program of control of the manufacture and sale of in-

toxicating beverages.

THE CAPTIVE

Ella Cox File No. 7545

TO their neighbors it seemed a crazy notion of old

David Freekin to send his son, Arthur abroad
to be educated. Not that Oxford, or perhaps

Heidelberg would have seemed so strange, but to

send an American boy to an obscure little University,

just because his father had received his learning

there, seemed queer. But Arthur didn't find it at all

strange and he counted his friendship with Professor

Platvin and his charming daughter, Rhea, among the

finest things in his life. Conversation at the home of

the Professor was always stimulating, and the Ameri-
can boy never tired of hearing about the details of his

instructor's military training. Arthur had ideals about
war, but the Professor shook his head, tic liad been
educated to be a miHtary leader, he knew that the

glamor of war had never been contributed by the par-

ticipants. It was those at home who could see glory

in such carnage. And Rhea would Hsten, admiring
"her" two men.
Then came the astounding information that war was

declared. Arthur received an urgent message to re-

turn home, and scarcely believing that an internation-

al policy had made such warm friends bitter enemies.

Arthur left for the United States. Many tears were
shed in the Platvin home the last night of Arthur's
stay.

Incredibly, other nations were drawn into the con-
flict until it became not a private battle, but a world
war and Arthur was drafted to the front where in

the course of events he was taken captive and brought
before—General Platvin. It was a dramatic moment,
but war had seemingly hardened Platvin. He pre-

tended he had never seen the lad before. Arthur
brooded in his cell, but that night he was released
and from then on he was allowed every privilege short

of actual freedom. Still he hated his kindly-disposed
captors with a ferocity that rejected their recognition
that although victims of a war machinery, they had
human feelings. Arthur wanted to escape, and when
he discovered he couldn't free himself by getting the
General's men drunk, he watched his opportunity and
one day as he was being returned to his cell, he

snatched his goaler's dagger and ran loose. Suddenly
he was face to face with Platvin and his anger went
out of him. His hands dropped to his side and he
allowed himself to be led back to his cell.

The war ended and hating the
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THE WORLD OWED HIM A LIVING

Oscar J. Hammen File No. 7557

STRICTLY reared, Richard Ward is sent by his
parents to a University where for four years he
manages to win a football captaincy and preserve

an enviable scholastic record. Graduated, he takes
stock of himself and overcome by the realization that
he has "wasted" the most precious years of his life

in being a grind, Richard makes a decision to devote
the next few years of his life to glorifying the busi-
ness of being a waster. Back at the University, tak-
ing courses which are directed to no practical end, he
becomes a campus playboy, restricting his advances,
however, to those women who are not apt to take him
seriously. After all, he tells his fraternity brothers,
"while two can live as cheaply as one, they cannot
travel as cheaply." And he contemplates many years
more of loafing. Not for him is the struggle of youth
to gain material comforts against middle age.
Then Richard meets Phyllis Woodward, a fairly

though not outstandingly attractive girl, whose ideas
interest him. The girl has courage, daring to tell

him forthrightly that he has faults and indicating ex-
actly what is wrong with him with candor if not jus-
tice. And Richard decides that it will be interesting
sounding this girl out. He does and manages to puz-
zle her for, for all his impractical theories of free
love, he has never so much as attempted to kiss her.
Enjoying outdoor sports with a rare zest, PhylHs finds

herself being frequently invited about by Richard and
realizing that she loves him, she questions him. Free-
ly admitting that his primary interest in her was in-

spired by curiosity, he discovers that he has hurt
her. However, when he kisses her, he is strangely
stirred. School ends for the semester and Richard
bids a more or less indifferent farewell to the girl who
loves him, admitting that while at times he thinks she
is the only woman for him, more often he doesn't.
However, other women lose their savor somewhat
after Phyllis' honesty and enthusiasms and Richard's
letters grow in intensity from chattiness to affection.
Packing up he leaves college to wander but his

steps are drawn to Phyllis' home town. He finds her
eyes bright with unshed tears. "Hello. Phyllis," he
says, as if his being there doesn't matter terribly to
her. They walk silently through the woods. Sudden-
ly his conversation drifts to a more serious vein and
when Phyllis realizes he is, in his way, asking her to
marry him, the very thing she has dreamed of, she
turns coolly upon him. "I'm sorry. Rich," she says.
Aghast at her refusal, he has never expected that, he
stammers. But Phyllis is firm. He was never cut
out to be a husband. Richard reddens. His very ar-
guments used against him. And if he can't have this
woman to protect, to keep against all others, what
good is living? He is humble now. But Phyllis re-
joices and is her old self again. "It isn't," she says,
"as if the world didn't really owe you a living." Then
very adorably and femininely, "But that it's so often
remiss in fulfilling its obligations. And," sententious-
ly, "We've got to live."

THE REBUTTAL
Mrs. Bessie Ca File No. 7559

EVEN before her father dies, Bessie's mother is

seen everywhere in the company of the man she
is later to marry, and later the girl's resentment

of the cruel treatment of her stepfather causes her to
run away and seek any sort of employment she can
find. Her tender years and inexperience cause her to
accept the attentions of a man thirty years older than
she and when she becomes his wife, years of misery
follow for her. She could have borne everything, how-
ever, except his mistreatment of their four youngsters,
and when after a particularly violent outburst, Bessie
applies for a divorce, she receives the unconditional
custody of the children. If difficulties were her por-
tion before, how much more diflJicult is it now with
the children to feed. Humble as the employment is,

however, Bessie gets a position as a waitress, and,
being extraordinarily personable, she immediately be-
comes the recipient of unwelcome attentions from the
patrons.
For a while Bessie notices one young man who re-

mains aloof from the usual attitude, but the day that
he asks her for a date she answers sharply and re-
minds herself that all men are alike. That night when
her work is through, however, the man is waiting for
her and when she refuses to let him drive her home,
he blithely gets into stride with her, and keeping up
a running fire of conversation lest she order him off,

he has her smiling before long. When they reach her
door, her youngsters hurl themselves in her arms in
their accustomed form of greeting, and turning to
Bessie's companion remark incuriously, "Hello" with
a warmth that leads to the revelation that this Jim
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has already ingratiated himself with the children of

this woman he has long admired. And so Bessie and

Jim are married and for years they are supremely

happy. Only one thing bothers Jim—that is that he

and Bessie have no children of their own. Being a

civil engineer, Jim moves about from place to place

and finally Bessie establishes a permanent i-esidence

so her children caai attend school and Jim only re-

turns home at intervals. One day, he comes in with

an announcement which stuns Bessie. He has always,

he says, longed for children, Bessie knows that. Well,

there is a woman who has been a good friend of his

—

more than a friend—and she is bearing him a child.

Bessie gasps, then composing herself with the great-

est n'lfficulty she thanks Jim for being honest, and in

a very low voice advises him to be very sure that

some woman isn't taking advantage of his des.re for

children. But Jim is certain that this is true, and

just a little impatient of Bessie's doubts. It is only

when he shows a reluctance to leave immediately, and

she hastens his departure, that Bessie realizes that

whatever happens to Jim he will always love her—
and as for her there will never be another^ man, but

meanwhile she can only pray that he won't be hurt

too badly by this woman. Once more faced with the

necessity of earning her own living, Bessie works all

day and studies at night, and soon she has worked
herself up to a responsible position. But when her

employer asks her to marry him, she tells him about

Jim and admiring her intensely, he remains a friend.

One day, Jim comes back and his haggard appearance

makes Bessie cry out. He tells her that after he got

a Reno divorce he married the other woman who
proved slovenly and shrewish. One day, however, he

returned to find her in the arms of another man, Sam,
the name she insisted on for their child. In the scene

that followed, she admitted that the child wasn't his,

that she had wanted to give Sam a chance to make
good and now that he had, she was ready to return

to him. A doctor told Jim he could never have a

child and broken up he had been torn by the desire

to see the only woman who had ever brought him
happiness—Bessie who has always understood. And
she, happy because her beloved is home, accepts him
with the tenderness and love she has always reserved

for him.

THE LONE TRAVELER

Helen Small File No. 7561

SWINX.1NG an empty water pail, Mary, the come-

ly daughter of Mrs. Greens, the boarding house
mistress, approaches the water pump. Suddenly

she hears a voice offering assistance. Wheeling around
quickly she sees the leering owner and continues

pumping. The Kid persists and putting his arms
around ner he attempts to kiss her. Her screams at-

tract the attention of Tim Jones, the lone traveler,

who rushes to her assistance and fells the unwelcome
lover. Tall and handsome, unsociable and always
playing a lone hand, Tim feels that he has been

in Mrs. Greens' boarding house long enough and
he moves on. Hopping a freight train, Tim tra-

vels farther west. Arriving in a small town, tired

and dusty, he sits down on a truck to rest. After
being rudely awakened by a policeman. Tim walks
through the town, intent upon reviewing its pros-

pects. Passing a store, he hears a cry. Hurrying in

the direction of the voice he comes upon a girl strug-

gling with an intoxicated man. Realizing the situation

at once, he defends the girl and escorts her home.
Gracie, a beautiful blonde with deep blue eyes, intro-

duces the stranger to her Dad, explaining how he has
helped her. Despite a cordial ofTer to remain in the

town, Tim declares he must go on. Gracie pleads with
him but to no avail. Unknown to her, Tim has had
an unforgettable experience at the hands of a deceiv-

ing woman and now he avoids the entire sex. How-
ever, he accepts her Dad's advice and starts for the

city, determined to settle down and end his wander-
ing' ways which only seem to get him into trouble.

A few months later finds the handsome Tim in-

stalled in a swanky roadhouse. Happy with a new-
found pal, Charlie, Tim travels around and enjoys
city life. Sitting at their favorite table in the Cafe,
the pals are aroused by a torchlight singer, Ruth,
who visibly takes a liking to Tim. In spite of his

aversion to the fair sex, Tim pays attention to her re-

marks and begins to like the raven-haired Ruth. He
is threatened by her former lover, Tom, a gangster,
but refuses to give up Ruth. Suddenly as Charlie and
Tim are riding nonchalantly along, a speedy, black
touring-car passes them and opens fire. Although Tim
remains unscathed, Charlie and a boy are shot,—both
fatally. An immediate search of the city fails to re-

veal the killers. Contemplating a plan of revenge,
Tim spies Gracie. who explains that she has come to
comfort her aunt who has lost her son through a
gang killing. Comprehending the full meaning of this

disaster to the morale of the city, Tim offers his ser-

vices to the police.

In the role of detective, he tries to spy upon Tom,
masquerading as a gunman. He manages to install

a broadcaster in Tom's rooms but fails to stop a plot
to kidnap Gracie, who is decoyed by Ruth posing as
Tim's sister. Ruth is captured by the police and
Gracie is offered freedom if she will testify to Ruth's
innocence. Overhearing the entire plan in headquar-
ters, Tim plans a surprise for the gangsters and when
they arrive in court to fight for Ruth's freedom, they
are charged with the double murder. Smihng with
tears of happiness in her eyes, Gracie turns to Tim
and thanks him. With a short crv, he crushes her in
his arms and asks her to marry him. He is through
with being the lone traveler and as Gracie nods a
thrilling yes, he laughs. He has avenged his buddy,
and now has another pal!

TRUE COURAGE
Mr Mike B. Schmitz File No. 7565

DESPONDENT over recent business losses, Mr.
McWilliams, real estate broker, pins his hopes

of supporting his family on the sale of two
pieces of property,—one a hut of small value, and thj

other a fine colonial mansion, which shouid m normai
times bring him a fortune. Although he runs a steady

advertisement in the town paper, however, he can iinu

no buyers and is he startled by the unusual friend-

liness of Mr. Stone, a wealthy though unscrupulous
skinflint, and his inquiries concerning McWiihams'
business, it isn't like Stone to be cordial and when he

offers to buy the hut, McWilliams is just a bit sus-

picious at hrst. However, Stone explains that he needs
the property and offers three thousand dollars for it.

And surprised as McWilliams is, he can see nothing
wrong in the transaction. But Stone is anxious to set-

tle the matter immediately and giving the broker no
time to call his wife, he insists tnat McWilhams co.ne

lo a speakeasy where "Its quiet, and we can discuss
the sale". Although Stone ins.sts that his friend taue a

annK with him, McVVuiiams is equaiiy hrm in his

refusal and finally, to please accepts a glass of beer.
A few moments later. Stone insists that they go to a
lawyer and settle the transaction immediately, and
on the way McWilliams begins to feel a slight drowsi-
ness which becomes more and more overpowering. The
lawyer looks at him sharply as he scarcely compre-
hends the terms of the contract, but as the three
hundred cash is handed to him, he walks out of the
building leaning heavily on Stone. "Shanks," he says
thickly, and gets into his automobile while Stone jubi-

lantly pats the contract which has been made for the
sale of the mansion, not the hut. Drugged, McWil-
liams hasn't noticed it, and as he drives he slumps
into his seat and the car skidding on the slippery road
skids over the bridge.
Meanwhile at home, Mrs. McWilliams has been

frantic with worry and when Germaine, the lad comes
in, he immediately senses something is wrong. When
he realizes his father is not home, and the storm out-
side is almost sufficient to blow an automobile from
the road, he goes, despite his mother's cries, to look
for his father. The broken rail at the bridge is mute
testimony of a lost car and the boy peers down into
the turbulent waters. Suddenly he sees a man's body
and diving into the swollen river, he discovers that
the half-drowned victim is his father. Exerting a
tremendous struggle against the roaring waters he
manages to pull tne unconscious body from the waters,
and chilled and exhausted he falls into the nearest
farmhouse and gets help.
For days both McWilliams and his brave son hov-

er between life and death and meanwhile Stone is

making arrangements to take possession of his frau-
dulently obtamed property. But when McWilhams
hears this, the whole thing suddenly is clear to him—
the beer, the drowsiness, the contract which h^
couldn't read. Fighting tooth and nail in court. Stone
exhibits the contract, but a last minute evidence pro-
duced by McWilliams' lawyer proves the contract
void, and the publicity attending the trial wins for

McWilliams a business offer and for his courageous
Germaine, an opportunity to attend college—his great-
est ambition.

COLLEGE GRAD
Margaret M. Dunker File No. 7563

NOW what was he going to do? All the way
through college, Bob's tather had been getting
him out of one scrape after another, and warn-

ing him each time. And then, graduated, the younger
Jones was taken into his father's business. But Bob
didn't like business. That, he admitted to himself.
wasn't exactly true. He didn't mind dictating letters

so much, except that it interfered with yachting and
tennis, and was awful when you hadn't gotten to bed
at all the night before. But the senior Jones was fed
up on his son's loafing and after Bob had missed up
on an important conference, had told him in no un-
certain terms that he was through supporting him,
that he could start shifting for himself. It had been
a bit of a shock, though, when Evelyn had returned
his engagement ring. Somehow, he hadn't expected
that, but in a few months when she became Mrs. Vin-
cent La Baine, Bob only grinned.

ft took some time to realize that jobs weren't being
offered to him. And if it hadn't been for that dull
ache in his mid-section. Bob should probably never
have applied for the position of shipping clerk in a
Brooklyn warehouse. And tired out by a hard day's
work. Bob instinctively realized that it wouldn't be
to his advantage at all to tell his fellow workers he
held a college diploma. The first day on the job, Joe
had helped him out. "New, aren't you?" he said,
and they had become great friends. Bob thought Joe
a great guy, but his sister Merry Jay was adorable.
And Bob spent hours puzzling over Joe's statement
that the Kelly boy, about whom Bob had done a lot

of secret worrying, wasn't Merry Jay's idea of a lov-
er. Tactfully Bob suggested a double date to Joe and
Joe thought it was decent of him to say he'd take
Joe's sister. That had started it. After that, Bob
didn't need Joe and when he got his promotion to
foreman, he discovered that Merry Jay was really
happy about it. Joe had cut in on their embrace with
his applause and conceded the first act was great, hovf
about some dinner? It was always that way, the
Murphys were great kidders.
Promotions followed, and Bob discovered that a

stadium concert with a girl like Merry Jay, well there
was Ifenly one girl like Merry Jay, had it all over a
stuffy night club, and the mornings after weren't
half so bad. And when Bob considered that his sal-
ary permitted it, he asked Merry to marry him. The

Murphys, every last one of them were delighted, and
although Bob couldn't take his bride to Europe, they

had a pretty decent old fashioned honeymoon planned.

His mother's picture in the society column of the

newspaper informed him she was going abroad.
SLared at the picture long. As loveiy and as cool

ever. He could only remember one kiss she had e

given him. Bob called his father, told him he i

getting married. Somewhat to his surprise the elder

Jones was denghted. He promised to square it with

mother. But Bob wasn t accepting any hnancial help.

He didn't need it, he said, as he invited his father to

a dinner served by his wife—when they returned.

I

NEW MAN
L. C. Bledsoe File No. 7568

THE argument between Buildog Wadeshaw and
lus son tienry can De heara Dy everybody in the

oLULr omce ana wnen iienry walks out of his

father s Bond business it is witn the promise tiuic

boine day soon, ne is going to administer a financial

arubbmg to Bulldog which will leave his father broke,

i^ater wnen the latner s temper coois he admits to

himself that he w^is, perhaps, a bit hasty, but he is

entirely unprepared lor tne tears with wn.ch nis wite

accepts tne siory oi her son s disappearance. Hang
It all, Henry is his son too. But although Bulldog

sets the best detective in New York to bring back his

son, or at least look after him and see that he isn't

navmg too hard a time of it, neitner VVadeshaw nor

his wife sleep that night, and the best detective ni

New I'ork can only report shamefacedly that Jnenry

gave hun the slip.

And as it he isn't feeling badly enough, Bulldog
Wadeshaw arrives ni his omce to hear his secrecary

explaining to one of the otner girls that "the oid

cr^D deserves to lose his son" and her employer's

sarcasm is lost on Mary Bruens, who alter delivering

a scathing bit of her mind, accepts dismissal jaunt-

ily. Mary hasn't the least idea what she is going to

GO now, but she's happy that she s lost htr job in de-

lense ot Henry with whom she is not a little in love.

Two years pass and on a visit to Chicago Mary
runs inio Henry and after the exchange of surprised

greetings Mary admits she is unable to report about

uevelopments at home since she left shorLly after

Henry. The result of the encounter is that Henry
hires Mary as his secretary and m time asks her to

marry hmi. One thing worries the young bride, how-
ever, and that is Henry's pers. stent nursing of his

plan for revenge on his tather. To keep his threat he

must hnancialiy ruin Bulldog, though lie i.itends tak-

ing his mother and father on a second honeymoon
immediately after. Accordingly a week later Henry
and his wife arrive in New York and the bridegroom s

hrst move is to call his father and inform him of his

marriage. Bulldog is delighted with the boy's choice

out tne next morning hlenry s plan begins to operate.

Knowing just what stocks his Dad holds, he begins

to sell short. Whereupon Bulldog begins buying, and
the whole street soon trembles under the force ot this

attack and counter-attack. Mary at her husband's
side is forgotten in Henry's absorption with the tick-

er and m desperation she slips out of the ruom and
calls her mother-in-law explaining the family struggle
and its possible disastrous import to thousands of

small stock-holders. Whereupon Mary suggests that

both she and Mrs. Wadeshaw administer sleeping po-

tions to their husbands and with considerable trepida-

tion this is successfully accomphshed. The drugged
men are removed to the Wadeshaw home and Mary
using the confidential wires gives orders that both
Henry and Bulldog be closed out and the enormous
sums of money involved be transferred to a new bank
under the account of Mrs. Henry Wadeshaw. Ex-
hausted Mary faints as she enters the Wadeshaw
house and comes to in time to hear the dazed exclam-
ations of the two men as they realize that they have
been sold out and are both broke. Funny how friend-

ly they are now in a rueful way, but Mary has her
announcement to make. The money is all safe for

ihem. That double honeymoon is not an impossibility

and they drink to the inscrutability of

STEEP CLIFFS

T. C. Buxton File No. 7570

PUBLIC opinion, like the ancient Furies, followed
Larios and Arline to the ends of the earth. No
outpost was so isolated that in a very short time

the iMajor and that woman were not being driven off

by the widespread knowledge of their crime. To the
world this was a man who had betrayed his superior
officer, tried to kill him and run off with his wife.
How could these people defend themselves? Where
could they find those who would understand the bes-
tiahty of the man who had husbanded Arline? In
a world that cared only for appearances who would
believe that Hugh Marston, esteemed leader of men,
was, within his own walls, a loathsome creature whose
crazy e.xcesses were undermining his wife's health and
who was driving her to suicide by his overt advances
to their half-breed serving women? And burying
within herself the knowledge of her husband's animal
nature, Arline was half-mad when Carlos came along
with his gentle sympathy and understanding. Then,
one night, after he and Arline had made a final re-
nunciation of their love, he had come to his superior
officer's home on official business, and the sight he
saw made him strike out in fury. Leaving Arline's
husband for dead, Carlos and she escaped from the
unnatural house and fled to a distant outpost. Heat,
dust, vermin, and sooner or later the discovery that
these two were the notorious pair. Oh, Hugh had
taken his revenge, posed as the betrayed husband and
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tiny mountain hut

Ten years, they rer

^nd to-night as the
lOuse and Arline, her

of

overhung by steep cliffs,

nained in that terrible loneliness,

wind screamed about the tiny
beauty pinched now, silently sat

mending socks. A crash of thunder and Carlos stalk-
ing up and down said they were through. They'd go
back to civilization to-morrow. A wild hope lit up
Arline's cheeks then died. It's no use, she said. But
Carlos was firm. Lord, how she wanted to go, away
from those horrible cUfis, back to life, but like an
oft repeated lesson, she recited the objections. Then
added, the world must have changed. Ten years.
Not even a newspaper. Another roll of thunder and
maddened, Arline raced out into the rain screaming
at the cliffs, "I hate you, I hate you." Carlos car-
ried her in but that night her fever raged and in des-
peration, Carlos brought her into the nearest city

from whence she was transported to a city hospital.

Weeks passed before she regained consciousness, and
then one day when the crisis was past the nurse
said, "Aren't you Mrs. Marston ?" Arline moaned.
Ten years. There was no escape. But now there
wasn't a sting in the query, that old contempt she
dreaded. Almost the harried woman caught sympathy.
And soon she was learning what she had never known,
Hugh was dead these many years, killed by one of

his native women. She had told all. Arline and Car-
los were revealed as persecuted victims but they
could not be found. Carlos came in to find Arline
softly weeping. "We can go back, can go back."
It was storming when they went back for the last

time to the hut near the cliffs. Just as they were
about to enter, Arline drew Carlos back. "Come !"

she cried. They never set foot within again. That
night, the cHffs slowly fell, loosened by the storm,
and the hut in which they had been buried for ten
years, slipped into the sea.

BAD MONEY
Charles Roeder File No. 7573

THE TURNING POINT

Roger E. Sawyer File No. 7571

"M^
Y THREE DIVILS," Officer Pat called Ger-

Howie, and Ham, as they sped by in

cars, and his exasperation was tinged
with a deep fondness. Joshing each other, the trio
stopped their cars in front, of Griswold's department
store and walked up to their desks. They were
great friends, these three. But that day, John Simms
was destined to even an old score. And when Gerry
left his desk and the key to the cash box in the
lock, he felt that it would be all right since Ham
and Howie were in the room; but Mr. Griswold
called the two into his private office for a moment,
and when Gerry checked his books one hundred and
twenty-five dollars was missing. Griswold was pro-
perly annoyed with Gerry's explanation of his care-
lessness but when, as a matter of form, he searched
Gerry's effects, and found the missing sum in the lad's
locker he ordered him arrested. Gerry's protests
were useless, and in desperation he lunged at the of-
ficer, and escaped. Ham and Howie managed to delay
the pursuit, and gettmg into his roadster, Gerry
sped toward the outskirts of the city. Minutes later
a police car. radioed, followed. After a close race
through the city streets and up a mountain road,
Gerry managed through strategy to lose his pursuers
and find refuge in a hunter's deserted cabin. For a
week he remained in, hiding and at last ventured out.
But the police car was waiting for him. Every road
was watched and newspaper headlines' blazoned the
escape of the fugitive to the dismay of Pat, Gerry's
mother and Howie and Ham who were putting into
operation a plan to catch the real thief. The moment
Gerry's car appeared on the road, the police car was
at his tail and in desperation, he drove his car off the
road and leaving it, escaped into the desert while the
officers vainly tried to pick up the trail of his car.
For days Gerry wandered in the desert until espying
a ranch he tried to make it, only to fall within sight
of It. A buzzard hovered overhead but the ranch's
Scottie brought Sam BilHngs to his aid, and between
Sam, his good-natured, sharp-tongued wife, and their
Swedish niece, Hilda, the fever-stricken lad was
nursed back to health. In his delirium he recounted
his story endlessly, and the Billings recognizing its
truth determined to shelter him from the cruel per-
secution. No papers were permitted on the ranch
and in answer to his anxious inquiries as to how
much he had told, he was assurred that he had babbled
only of the desert and his thirst. Relieved, Gerry,
calhng himself Jack, gratefully accepted Sam's offer
of work, and Gerry won a place in the hearts of
each of the Billings; Sam's favor through his expert
repairing of the shiftless fellow's beloved old car,
Ma's through his unconscious revelation of his re-
gard for his mother and Howie and Ham, and Hilda's,
well—through being Gerry.

Meanwhile, Ham and Howie arranged to leave the
cash drawer opened again and leave the room. John
Simms walked right into the trap and was caught
trying to implicate Gerry's successor in the same
manner. Caught, he confessed, and the newspapers
published a complete vindication of Gerry of which,
however, he and the Billings were ignorant. But,
having fallen in love with Hilda, Gerry determined
to give himself up to trial and thus discovered he had
been free for over a month. The joy of his home-
coming was intensified by Mr. Griswold's restitution
taking the form of aiding not only Gerry to develop
his technical genius, but Howie and Ham, were each
given the financial assistance to realize their particular
talents. And Gerry married his Hilda.

ONLY the discovery of two ten dollar bills with
the same serial number discloses the activities

of a tremendous counterfeiting organization. Ap-
palled by the almost perfect imitations. The Secretary
of the United States Treasury orders X.Y.Z., Chief
of the Secret Service to personally supervise the cap-
ture of the plant.
Learning that the "Leopard's Lair", the counter-

feiter's plant, is on the Hudson River, X.Y.Z. dis-

guised as a fish peddler makes the rounds of the sus-
pected vicinity, and as he rides his wagon back over
the driveway of a beautiful stucco mansion, having
been gruffiy turned away by the butler, his trained
ears catch a hollow sound, as if he were driving over
a bridge. Returning to headquarters, X.Y.Z. goes
through the police records until he finds the descrip-
tion and picture of the butler and the secret service
mobilizes.
Meanwhile within the "Leopard's Lair" a meeting

is being held. All the figures are masked and no man
is known to another by his real name, animal names
being used. Barking out orders, the "Leopard" is in-

furiated by the capture of one of his men who was
caught passing some of the counterfeit money. A
slight error in the engraving is also discovered and
prisoner No. 6 is called. Unchained from his place
in the brilliantly lighted press room, No. 6. one of
many brilliant chemists and engravers kidnapped and
beaten into submission to work under terrific pres-
sure at the manufacture of the counterfeit money, is

brought before the "Leopard" and for his error is

dropped through a trap door to the vicious leopard pet
of the chief. The next day a new victim fills his
place and the defiant newcomer is soon cowed by the
keepers.
At headquarters, police are elated over the capture

of Larry Burke, one of the Leooard's men. He re-
fuses to speak even in the Sweat box, and X.Y.Z.
has the papers headline his escape, and then, in dis-
guise, X.Y.Z. daringly enters the "Leopard's Lair".
Successful for a while, it is inevitable that he must
be detected by the cunning organization, but he es-
capes and when the police return next day, the stucco
mansion has disappeared!
However. X.Y.Z. finally realizes that a delapidated

frame house, landscaped differently, is in the same
spot and he directs the police cars up the drive. Sud-
denly all the tires blow out by an ingenious device
but with the aid of tear gas bombs, the police finally

effect the capture of the whole band of counterfeiters
—that is all except the Leopard himself. Even the
hardened X.Y.Z. gasps at the intricacies of the "Leo-
pard's" organization. Derricks to change the ap-
pearance of the house overnight, a foolproof sanctum,
and the wonders of a complete underground dynamo
plant which controls everything. The prisoners can
scarcely believe that they are really free from the
torture of the horror house, while the disgruntled
counterfeiters turn on their chief who has, they know,
deserted them. However, X,Y.Z. has noted the strange
scar on the wrist of the "Leopard" and the trail

leads him to the capture of Pety Cromloff, the arch
criminal, who is the respected president of the Fidel-
ity Savings Bank, and the Secret service department
chalks up another remarkable victory.

RECKLESS DRIVING
Theo. Knowles File No. 7574

JANET'S dancing feet lead her from her small
town and Tom Manners who loves her, to New
York. The opportunity to replace a disabled chor.

us girl in a show playing Brascoe had been too great
a temptation and the six months contract in New York
seemed heaven sent. But once in the metropolis,
Janet's letters become shorter and less frequent, while
she gives herself over to gay times with the other
members of her show and their admirers.
Foremost among Janet's escorts is Harry Greene

who falls in love with her almost from the first. One
night at a party when Janet has for the nth time re-
fused to take his offer of marriage seriously, he gets
drunk. Janet warns him that he is in no fit condi-
tion to drive, but Harry resents her lack of confidence
in him. Just like her, he says thickly, no confidence
in him. The speedometer mounts sickenly, and as
Harry attempts to cut a sharp turn, the car swerves
sharply and turns on its side. Janet gives one ter-
rified cry and lapses into unconsciousness. When
she comes to she is in a hospital. After several mo-
rnents the nurse calls Harry and when he comes in
his remorse is touching. Janet assures him it is noth-
ing but it is a severe blow to learn that she cannot
dance for at least a year without risking serious in-
jury. She turns her face toward the wall. There
isn't anything she can do now, and least of all can
she return to Tom a failure. How can she explain
she ruined her career driving with an intoxicated
man? An anxious letter arrives from Tom and she
answers that she is enjoying great success. But Harry
is truly penitent, and leaving no stone unturned in an
effort to make amends he asks his manager, Fred
Ranger to employ Janet. Ranger, a man-about-town
too readily assents and Janet finds herself employed
as private secretary to a man who is subtly trying
to force himself upon her. For a while he does
nothing actually offensive, and too, Janet is in
terror of having to return, beaten, to Brascoe, but
Ranger begins keeping her in the office later and
later and insisting on driving her home until he has
insinuated himself into close contact with Janet who
instinctively distrusts him. When she repels his
first advances, he apologizes profusely, but feeling
that Harry is in his way, he begins to disapprove of

the latter's work and finally confesses that he has
no further need for Greene's services, adding that
Janet, having promised to marry Ranger, would be
grateful if he made no further attempt to see her.
There is an ugly threat behind Ranger's words and
when Janet discovers that Harry has been fired and
suspects that it is because of her, she resigns. That
night, furious. Ranger comes to Janet's apartment.
He sees Harry within, talking to her, and cursing
shoots the man whom he holds responsible for tak-
ing from him the thing he wants. Had he known,
Janet was explaining to Harry that Tom, her Tom
was coining to New York for her.
Appalled by what he has done. Ranger flees. But

Tom hearing the shot as he enters follows Ranger
and jumps on the running board of the car. Ranger
tries to shoot, loses control of the wheel, and the car
drives through a shop window. The police recognize
Ranger as a gangster, Harry recovers from his flesh
wound, and although he loses the girl he loves to
Tom, he wins a friend and business associate.

CUTTING CORNERS
Mrs Carrie B. Lowe FUe No. 7579

THE excitement at the O'Ha
bin can be _caught_and ha

;e before Dob-
xasperates the

idow, O'Hara. This time she means it when
she says she is going to buy an "autymobile". And
with vigorous waves of her head she sets off to get
flour so she can make her starving children supper.
"My poor orphaunts" she calls her brood of five and
the youngsters are far and away the noisiest set of
children imaginable as they wave to their mother
busily engaged in trying to speed Dobbin. Then sud-
denly, Dobbin catches on. Speed, is it? And he is
off with the cart and the widow O'Hara jogging
painfully after him. Vainly trying to compose her-
self Mrs. O'Hara gives her order with a dignity not
aided by her dishevelled appearance. Bundles in
place, she sets off for home, and glares in fury as
Dobbin peacefully stops on the side of a mountain.
He can't, his expression seems to read, be expected
to proceed when the king-pin of the cart is broken,
and forcing herself to be calm despite her exaspera-
tion, Mrs. O'Hara deals her thighs a resounding
smack as she gets an idea. Removing her volumin-
ous white petticoat she ties the broken part together
and Dobbin unconcernedly trots home.
That finishes it. After the children have been

thoroughly fed, the widow announces she is going to
town next morning to buy a car. Directed by a
kindly policeman, Mrs. O'Hara inauires at the auto-
mobile building for Mr. Ford. She is variously di-
rected and addresses every man in the building as
Mr. Ford until finally she buys a car and is asked
to return the following day for driving lessons. She
does despite the fact that she is not at all sure she
needs lessons. She was schooled in Ireland, and she
knows as much about "steers" or whatever it is
they are talking about, as any of them. But she
comes for her lesson and discovers there is a trick
to driving. In fact, it is quite clear that the car
shouldn't be wobbling quite so dangerously, nor
should she have ripped the fenders from a truck,
scared a woman almost to death. But the next day]
the widow announces she is driving home, lessons or
no lessons and she cannot be dissuaded. Whereupon,
the salesman insists that she at least take one more
lesson from a driving instrucfor. She does, but the
poor fellow finds that the widow has no intention of
returning him, she said she was going home and in-
structor or no instructor she is going. Finally he
makes his escape, and she, after being stuck with-
out gas or oil, gets home. The youngsters are de-
lighted with the new acquisition, and Mrs O'Hara
promises to drive them all to an aunt in Los"Angeles.
Back-seat driving from five healthy youngsters doesn't
help any, and the car is driven into a ditch, and then
followed, by an irate cop who finally allows the mad
procession to proceed. They go on to Los Angeles
but the widow O'Hara isn't taking any chances in
entering the city in the daylight and when the chil-
dres call out they are approaching the city, she halts
the car and there they sit and wait . . .

SEVERED RELATIONS
Adam E. Adams File No. 7580

JOGGING over the rough country road in a well-
used car, Edward Hamlin drives moodily to the
station. He is thinking of the Doctor's words

that he and Mrs. Hamlin may just as well reconcile
tnemselves to the approaching death of their only son
Tomniy. Not realizing the serious illness in the
family, Edwards sister sends her little daughter
Edna to stay with the Hamlins, and it is that little
personage that Edward is on his way to meet. With
a cheery hello he greets the visitor. Did Kitty say
her little daughter? Well, true she isn't very big
but charmingly matured for her fifteen vears. Cast-

'i?f u
'^"y-t'i'ed eyes over the delapidated vehicle,

Edna shrugs a pair of pretty shoulders and decides
to make the best of it. inwardly reflecting that her
mother has sent her here to check her capricious
ways. A few sohcitious remarks concerning her par-
ents welfare, and Edward is again engrossed in hisown worries.
The arrival of Edna proves to be a source of con-

tinued joy and hilarity in the Hamlin household,
true, no one realizes how very ill little Tommy is.

TJ J" . ,f
'"""^

^r"
th^ sunshine of the city butterfly.

Robert Mrs. Hamhn's brother becomes extremely
interested in Edna who continually teases him about
being ' smalltownish". However, when she sees the
disheartening effect her tantalizing remarks have on
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the adoring Robert, her sarcasm melts to a fond ten-

derness and she offers to help him seek a fortune in

the city. Bright and early one morning. Robert
starts out, with letters of introduction in hand. Edna
has wheedled them out of her father who has absolute-

ly no influence at all. Hopefully Robert makes his

calls. In vain does he seek opportunities. Penniless
and homeless in the city he asks for shelter of Edna's
folks. Angry at their daughter for carrying on with
this simple country hoy. they claim they have no
room for him. Tired and hungry he jumps a freight

train. He reaches home just as Tommy is having
his last attack. Ignoring Edna, he busies himself

with family tasks, and engineers the family through
the difficult task of burying the little suiTerer.

Having been too busy to attend the funeral, Kitty

visits the Hamlins after it is all over. Apparently
gloating over the misfortune of her sister-in-law,

Kitty remarks that this must certainly be a huge dis-

appointment. Having kept her temper within control

until she can stand it no longer. Mrs. Hamlin trem-
bles in a passionate fury as she orders Kitty out of

her house denouncing her for the mis-treatment of

her brother by her and her wilful daughter. Grieving
over the havoc she has wrought in the Hamlin
home and finding herself really in love with Robert,

Edna severs her relations with her family and re-

turns to Robert, only too happy to be small-townish
and live within his means as the village postmaster.

Happy in their new found love, Robert and Edna are

frequent visitors at the Hamlins where, although they

have had many quarrels, they have also found each
other. It is a happy group, sitting around the cozy
fire, whose warm glow kindles the cooling coals of

memory.

THE VEILED LADY
Anna M. Muringe File No. 7582

DESERTED by bis children, gloomy, miserly Lord
Leigh dies cursing those who must inherit his

wealth, and ordering the west wing of the castle

of Fernleigh sealed up. Thereafter weird tales are

told of the hoodoo castle. Of the old Lord's two sons,

Egbert remains with his wife and son in Australia,

and John pays a brief visit at Fernleigh before leav-

ing with his wife for a hunting trip to the jungles of

India. His two children remain where they are,

Alice in a convent in France and Albert at Oxford.

In India, one day. Lady Leigh, John's wife, be-

comes separated from her party and the side of her
face is horribly torn by a tiger. Left for dead she is

carried to a hut by natives and in a month she bat-

tles her way to recovery. However, her disfigured

face is gruesome and heavily veiled she is brought
back to Fernleigh by her husband. The caretaker
and his wife, the faithful Judsons, are asked to

open the west wing for her. Shortly afterwards John
tells the old servants that they are not to go near
his wife since she is dying from a loathsome disease

and ten days later, he informs them she is dead. In

the dead of night she is buried. The sexton is

pledged to secrecy and the Judsons are given money
to sail immediately for America. Three days later

Lord Leigh hires a pair of deaf mutes and instruct-

ing them fully he leaves for Australia, to assure Eg-
bert that he has not robbed him of his share of a
fortune secreted by their father in the west wing of

Fernleigh. To protect himself, John sends for his

son Albert who is torn between his duty to his fa-

ther whom he has always hated, and the disquieting

report of his sister Alice that, visiting Fernleigh,
she learned for the first time of their beloved moth-
er's death and of the disappearance of the Judsons as
well as the hoodoo stories of the castle. But Albert
goes on to Australia where he finds that the terrible

Leigh's are, in their struggle for the cursed money
murdering each other. Egbert has been killed and
the day after Albert arrives John is thrown by his
horse. Albert finds his father's body and his cousin
Malcolm immediately accuses Albert of murdering
his father. A stranger, accused by his cousin, Al-
bert is imprisoned and after weeks of privation he
escapes, finds that Malcolm has fled, and he goes on
to Fernleigh.
As Albert enters the castle, he is struck on the

head, bound and carried to a chamber where three
masked figures apply red hot irons to the soles of

his feet in an effort to wring from him the location
of his grandfather's hoard. He swears he doesn't
know where the cursed monev is, and in the torturers'
zeal, the mask of one slips revealing him to be Mal-
colm. At that moment there is a strange sound and
the masked figures look into the most horrible face
they have ever seen. With a cry of terror they flee,

and the apparition turns to Albert with a cry of
recognition. She speaks and reveals herself to the
terrified lad, as his mother, and explains that her hus-
band has kept her here after reporting her dead. It

is long before Albert can bear to look upon the once
lovely face of his mother. They subsequently hear
of Malcolm's death, the wretch who killed his fa-
ther had perished with his ill-gotten wealth, and Al-
bert and his sister Alice plan to visit a famous plas-
tic surgeon who extends the promise of restoring
their mother's face to a human visage. Fernleigh
is burned down, one night, and the little family plan
to visit America.

INTERFERING GUARDIANS
Barbara Green File No. 7586

CAUGHT by the war draft. Olivia's father leaves
her, a motherless child of fifteen, in the care of
a guardian, John Brooks. Suddenly the soldier's

letters fall off, and he is reported missing. Years
pass, the veterans return, and Olivia finally resigns

herself to the acceptance of her father's death.

Sorrow and the maturity lent her by the passing
years give her a startling beauty and her guardian,
years older than she, falls in love with her. There-
fore, when he learns that his ward has fallen in

love with Eric Byron, a young architect, he inter-

cedes using the timeworn objections of guardians.
Respecting her father's trust as she does, neverthe-
less, Olivia resents John's high-handed interference,

and besides this is no mere infatuation, but a love

deep and lasting for all the youth of the principals.

But John persists in regarding the attachment as a
case of puppy love and when that fails he changes
his tactics. Pretending that he was just conscien-
tiously objecting to test them, he now encourages
them, even to the extent of approving of their en-
gagement. The young people arc incredibly happy,
and Eric applies himself to his work with a new in-

centive. After all, he must prove himself for the
woman he loves. And John, now the trusted confi-

dante, vigorously applauds Eric's resolution. If Eric,

he reminds, can get some important contract and
prove his ability, his success will be assured. Youth-
ful, credulous, Eric doesn't suspect a trap when John
introduces him to Marcia Danton, a wealthy widow,
"who may be able to do much for Eric", Even before
she knows what he is driving at, Olivia begins to re-
ceive sympathetic attention from John, and when her
curiosity and disquiet are thoroughly aroused, John
arranges that she see Eric in animated conversation
with the attractive older woman. Wounded, how can
Olivia know that John suggested that Eric keep his
proposed business with MrsT Danton a secret until it

is definite ? To her eyes the situation is exactly as
it appears—Eric is having an affair with an older
woman at the very moment he is protesting his undy-
ing love for her. Judicious in the piquing salves he
applies, John seems to take Eric's part. The boy
is young, is not entirely to blame. Olivia would
never have known about it and they could have gone
on, been happy. No woman could stand that and
when John understandlngly suggests a voyage, Olivia
accepts, refusing to, see Eric before her departure. No
artifice is spared by John, he is paternal, sympathetic,
and attributes the whole matter to Eric's hot-blooded
youth. It is only natural, he says. Then when she is

reduced to an abject state of self-pity, he practically
forces her to marry him before she can reflect. But
the moment she becomes John's wife, Olivia realizes
her ^ghastly mistake, and married, John resents his
wife's coldness and once in anger calls her a fool for
having believed his story about Eric. She withdraws
from him in horror and that night she gets word
from Eric. Come home, her father is back and is

very ill. John tries to prevent her from going, and in
his zeal wrecks his car and is instantly killed. Olivia
recovers to hear her father's gruesome war exper-
iences and to marry, in time, the man she has al-
ways loved, Eric Byron.

tires from, political life, his

constant joy, and he and Ir

ness together.

GRATITUDE
Philip J. Macy File No. 7591

FfNANCIAL ditliculties threatening the security of
lis parent's marriage, and his brother Bob, a
orilliant student, facing the necessity of having

to leave school. Jack Ashcroft sacrifices his life-long
ambition to become a Civil Engineer and, attributing
his action to business aspirations, he leaves school.
Depriving himself of all diversions. Jack maintains
two businesses and not ony aids his father to get on
his feet again but sends Bob through law school.
The younger boy spends freely, while at home their
common love for Bob acts as a bond between Tack
and Irene, with whom Jack is secretly in love.
But when Bob is admitted to the bar, he snubs his

hard-working brother and accuses him of trying to
steal Irene. Two years of speculation on Wall Street
follow for Bob and through it all Irene remains faith-
ful, trying to make the man she loves mend his ways.
By a fortunate stroke. Bob wins a fortune and is
able subsequently to secure an appointment as Dis-
trict Attorney. In his happiness he forgets his broth-
er's sacrifices and snubs him on the street. Bob
gives a party and Jack, having finally saved enough
for his deferred technical education comes to say
goodbye. But mistaking his intentions, as he sees
his brother talking to Irene, Bob "plants" a guest's
jewels on Jack who is subsequently arrested. Then,
as District Attorney, Bob secures his brother's con-
viction and Irene, disgusted, refuses to speak to Bob
who is very much in love with her.
The day before he is released. Jack is blinded

through an accident in the prison machine shop,
Irene can no longer contain her indignation and go-
ing to Bob she explains Jack's sacrifices, and Bob
humbly invites his brother to his home lavishing every
attention upon him. Seeing the change in Bob, Irene
again allows her love to come to the surface and
when Bob pays for the construction of a huge "mem-
orial" bridge dedicated to his brother, Irene sits on
the banks of the river each day, telling Jack how
the construction is progressing. Jack knows it is

Ins bridge anB sees it all through her eyes. At last
the bridge is completed and the dedication to Jack
Ashcroft is made. It is he who is credited, through
Bob's efforts, with its construction. And Tack, feel-
ing that his ambition is fulfilled, weakens at heart
and passes on.
Jack's death works a further transformation in Bob.

He marries Irene and devotes his life to purely al-
truistic endeavors, becoming one of the greatest phil-
anthropists in the country and doing all his work in
the memory of his brother. Poetic justice, operates
when Bob, politically ambitious, loses an election
through the publication of the fact that a member of
his family had served a prison term. However, pub-
lic sympathy again switches to him in the publicising
of his own subsequent conduct and although Bob re-

OUT OF HATE
Mrs. T. B. Rhoades File No. 7593

ARRIVED in the beautiful valley after the priva-
tions of the trek westward, Mary's family dis-

trust the warnings of flood danger gratuitously
offered by their first visitors, Mr. Johnson and his
son, Luther. What is more, Mary takes an instant
dislike to the freckle -faced lad, and discovers with
dismay that he has the desk next to hers in the tiny
school. But in the spring of the next year Mary's
family realize that the Johnsons have not acted "to
frighten away the new land holders, when the swollen
river carries their house away and almost drowns
their neighbors. And even the prejudiced little Mary
can detect the note of honest relief in Johnson's voice
as he finds them safe.

Once, Luther rescues Mary from a prairie fire and
the two spend the night on different branches of the
gnarled tree to which Luther has carried her. And
though the sixteen year old girl knows that Luther
has risked his life to save her, she is detached in her
gratitude. Then comes the Civil War. Mary loses her
father and brothers to the LTnion army and Luther
joins the Confederate side. Many are the slaves
helped to safety by Mary and other sympathizers,
but the suspicions of the enemy do not embrace the
poison -ivy covered cave where the darkies are fed
and sheltered. The first time Mary sees Luther after
the war, he and a confederate officer come to ask for

shelter and although she aches to sooth the troubled
face, she answers his queries with her customary
curtness. He is still there when a colonel, passing,
tries to buy Mary's horse and is refused. That night
Mary ties the horse. Black Boy outside her window.
Nothing happens for two nights, on the third she is

awakened by the restlessness of the horse and dress-
ing she sees a figure approach, and fires. Another
shot rings out simultaneously and when Mary finally
goes to the prostrate body she discovers that she has
shot Luther while the thief has escaped with Black
Boy. Somehow they get Luther into the house and it

is three days before he shows anything but the faint-

est show of hfe. Slowly, slowly he recovers, and al-

though he cannot move from weakness his eyes ex-
press his great gratitude for every service Mary per-
forms. And Mary waiting on him hand and foot,
feels these are the most wonderful three months of
her life. Having been reported dead by the thief,
Luther is advised by his officer to remain officially so
lest he be summoned back for army duty.
Mary and her mother did not consider there was

anything wrong in having a strange man in the house
while he was ill, but now it is different, and Luther
solves that by asking her, one day as they are idly
throwing stones in the river, if she won't marry him.
They are gloriously happy together and soon Mary

.

discovers she is going to have a child. One day,
Mary is sitting near the river when a huge negro
approaches her and tells her he won't hurt her, and
adds with an evil leer, he just wants her for his gal.
Mary turns and runs madly home, clothes torn by the
brambles. For a week she is gravely ill, but Luther
attends her with that tremendous love of his and
when her baby is born, her happiness is ineffable as
the tiny face is very clearly an exact miniature re-
plica of the man she once hated.

PICTURE SWEETHEART
Ethel M. Deike File No. 7597

HUMMING a native Mexican ballad, Juan Carlos
turns the pages of a newspaper idly. Suddenly
he stops, stares, and clips a picture from the

paper. Then walking to his desk, with a profound
apology to the picture of a smiling Mexican girl in
a frame, he substitutes the picture of Miss Loraine
Taylor, an American visitor. When Juan's mother
conies in to find to whom he is speaking and sees her
son singing and performing before the picture of a
girl he has never seen before she shakes her head in
bewilderment.

In a few days all his relatives realize Juan is in
love. What is more, he suddenly ceases caring
about his concert debut. Where formerly he spent
long hours practicing, now he roams the streets
searching for his Loraine. Mad, they pronounce him.
But_ Juan continues to frequent every possible place
a visitor to the city might choose and once he is re-
warded when he catches sight of her party in a mu-
seum. Her friends are waiting for a guide and at
the moment there are none available. Juan looks
about and as he sees a guide approach, he pulls
him aside and with the aid of a substantial bribe in a
few moments reappears uniformed as a museum at-
tendant. Impertinently he discourses about the sta-
tues skipping over those that are unfamiliar to him
and he contrives to separate Loraine from her group
and in pointing out a painting to her he addresses
her as Miss Taylor. Her surprised acknowledgement
causes him to admit he saw her picture in the news-
paper. The arrival of the others cuts oft further con-
versation but from then on Juan pays less attention
to his impending debut until he learns that the Am-
bassador's Ball is soon to be held. There he again
meets Loraine and when she looks puzzled, certain
she has seen him somewhere before, he reminds her
he was her museum guide. They dance together all

evening, but when Juan calls next day, elated at her
graciousness, he is refused admittance. Loraine's
family has discovered her ardent admirer was their
museum guide! Juan is disconsolate and every at-
tempt he makes to see her is unsuccessful. The night
of his debut arrives, but Juan is lethargic. Finally
one of his brothers mentions that it is not unlikely
that Loraine is in the audience. Juan brightens visi-
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biy ami when little Moreno excitedly dashes up to

announce that he has seen "her", Juan's picture

lady Juan tangoes down his dressing room. Kound al-

ter round of applause greets Juan's recital and a new
star appears in the firmament. But Juan is outside

waiting for Loraine. Finally he sees one of her cou-

sins and breaking away from his fans, learns that

Loraine has gone home. He dashes into his car and

finds her sitting dreamily near the window. Before

she can recover from the surprise of seeing him, he

has induced her to accompany him to his uncle's re-

ception On the way, he stops his car, admits he

has always been in love with her, and as she snuggles

closer to him he kisses her. Arrived, he is lionized

but he wishes to announce—his engagement. When
the commotion has subsided somewhat, and the young

people have been felicitated particularly by their

own families, Juan leads Loraine into the garden and

softly kisses her.

BETRAYED
Waclaw Chludzienski File No. 7602

EDUCATED at a Military School, Waclaw, a Polish

lad refuses to conform with the command that all

the students will have to be baptized in accord-

ance with the Russian religious ceremony. Realizing

that the order has been passed in order to prevent the

faithful Polish men from rising to eminence m the

Russian army, Waclaw cannot be persuaded to adopt

the forms of the conversion and remains true to his

own faith. However, when he plans to go to France

to study, Josephine, a girl from his home town tries

to dissuade him. Untaught in the wiles of women, he

is astonished that she should be concerned with his

intentions, but pulling him down beside her, she softly

admits that she will miss him. Waclaw is very young
and not realizing the obviousness of her tactics suc-

cumbs to her charms when she kisses him. And
when the others who have been at the party come m.

Josephine coyly infers that Waclaw has asked her to

marry him. At first astounded bv the congratulations

he is receiving, Waclaw begins to feel that it isn't

such a bad idea. Josephine is certainly attractive

and perhaps he woud be better off settling down and
getting married instead of traveling to France.

A few days later, Josephine gives a party at her

home and at the end of the evening she begs her

fiance to stay lest he be killed. Waclaw looks at her

tenderly, pleased at the show of solicitude, but al-

though he does not get a satisfactory reply as to why
anyone should want to kill him, he is set upon, in

the woods, by some men and the others escape while

he downs one, who admits he was hired by a Russian
soldier.

, Shortly before the wedding. Josephine asks Waclaw
to protect her one night, she is frightened of being

alone. He stays but when she puts her arms about

his neck and then petulantly accuses him of being

cold, he leaves. It is only a few weeks to their mar-
riage. But Waclaw returns for his gloves and sees

Josephine in the arms of a Russian soldier. Blinded

with horror, Waclaw comes in. Li the struggle, the

Russian soldier wounds him and weeks later Waclaw
recovers. Josephine has gone off with the other man. .

Years pass, Waclaw marries a fine girl, but he can

never banish the thought of Josephine. It isn't that

he doesn't realize that she was immoral, he can see

all her faults, but some old feeling, powerful, beset-

ting, persists for the first woman he ever loved. Es-

telle knows and is saddened by the thought of the

other woman. And then, one day, Waclaw sees Jo-

sephine dancing in a cheap cafe. Suddenly he realizes

what a fool he has been. All his feeling for her van-
ishes in a wave of repulsion followed by pity. She
dances up to him and puts her arms about him.

Somehow he escapes leaving her money.

For the first time he realizes how different is his

love for his wife, and Estelle, understanding, is happy.

STRICT LIVING

John H. Ficken File No. 7613

manded and pointed with his cane. "Patterns," she

said. And that was all Henry could learn until the

day a monocled stranger inquired of Henry for

Helen Nolen. "I." stated Henry, "am Henry Nolen."
"My name is Willburn. and I'd like to see Miss
Nolen." And so they matched wills on the door step

and finally astounded by talk of novels and terms,

Henry sniffingly allowed the stranger to come in,

and called Helen. Helen's color was very high as

she greeted Mr. Willburn of Messer & Willburn, Pub-
lishers. They spoke in her study and arranged terms.

Mr. Willburn was very much impressed with the au-

thor of "ROBERT LANGUS". She was all he

thought she would be when he decided to see this

author in person. Henry was tapping at the door. If

there were a novel he wanted to see it before it was
pubHshed. but Mr. Willburn was not to be intimidated.

One day Helen presented her father with a copy of

her novel. He was shocked and bewildered. He
thought of writing the publishers a letter. The next

morning Helen found the book beside her plate.

Henry poured out his own coffee in silence. Helen
knew her father did not approve.
And vet a few years later, when Helen radiant in

her new-found happiness returned from Europe with

her husband and publisher, Walter Willburn. her fa-

ther was taking his daily walk happy in the knowledge
that people were saying, "An exceptional man, ob-

viously, to have so talented a daughter."

HER father was a httle snuffy man. Every Sun-
day morning at promptly a quarter to eleven
he would stand in the door and wait for Helen

to accompany him to Church. He was the sort of

person who wrote anonymous letters to prominent
persons pointing out with some asperity their errors.

He was always sniffing his way though life, protest-

ing that the two servants used too much gas or too

much milk. "I hate wasting, my dear," he would
say, and beg Helen to spy upon the maids.

Only one secret Helen had from her father—her
writing and the secret drawer in which she kept her
manuEcipt. Everythin,g else in her life was subject
to her father's prying* Helen was slightly lame but
there had been men who had called, attracted by the
sweet severity of her face, by her kindly eyes. But
men did not call frequently at the Nolen house. Henry
Nolen superintended his daughter's life and Helen's
personality was not strong enough to offset the dis-

comforts of having Henry Nolen fuss about them.
The beady eyes themselves seemed to sniff suspicious-
ly, and now at twenty -eight Helen's beaux were all

characters in her novel. Her father hated novels.
They weren't respectable. But from eleven o'clock
until quarter to one each day Henry took a walk, and
from two to three he slept on the sofa in the living
room and Helen's novel grew. One day Henry dis-

covered the locked drawer, but though he fussed and
fretted Helen would not let him open it. Then her
novel, "ROBERT LANGUS" was finished and she
carried it carefully to the Post Office. On the way
she ran into her father. "What's that?" he de-

DANCING HEARTS
Earl H. Smith File No. 7615

INSEPARABLE friends since their college days
Daniel Warren and Howard Colbert marry and
settle down in Ridgefield. A year later Daniel's

wife, the village belle gives birth to a son. Daniel, Jr.

and Howard having married a beautiful operatic star

is some years later presented with a baby girl. The
two youngsters grow up together and little Irene has

her hands full keeping Dan out of mischief. Sturdy,

irrepressible Dan, however, has a faculty for getting

himself in trouble and one night while the Warrens
are entertaining some guests at bridge, Herbert Fay,

the village grouch comes up brandishing his cane

and demanding that Dan be punished for untying the

Fay dog. Just then the grocery boy, eye blackened

by Dan for having hit a small child, comes up and in

a loud voice details one of Dan's pranks. Dan will

not defend himself by pleading that it is sense of

justice that causes him to get into mischief, and not

maliciousness, and the Warren guests pity their host

and hostess who have to put up with so ill-natured a

boy.

A few da ys later, the whole town is excited by a

notice on the village Bulletin offering $1,000 for the

arrest of the murderer of Herbert Fay. Strangely

enough everybody gathered in front of the sign

seems to have the same idea—that Dan Warren has
gotten even with his traducer and when some bold

person writes under the sign a list of Dan's better

known offences with the query

—

''IVho was it that . . r'^

people began discussing Dan's guilt openly. Shocked
by this turn of events, Dan turns to Irene and al-

though she claims she doesn't believe him guilty,

sees a look of doubt in her eyt

leaves town determined not to

eek afte

and that night
turn until he c

he goes
Da

meanwhile lil tanker bound
but nobody ki

re finds employment, beco

time foreman and close friend of Petro Sandc
of the oil company. In time Dan falls in lo

Petro's lovely daughter, Jeana and they ar^
to the intense joy of her father who has been suffer-

ing from heart attacks and has been worrying about

what would happen to his Jeana. At the death of old

Petro, Dan inherits the Oil company and he and
Jeana are extremely happy. However, their joy is

short lived for one day he returns from work to find

his wife lying wounded on the floor while a few feet

away from her is the body of Michael, a middle-aged
Mexican who had threatened to kill Jeana if her fa-

ther did not give her to him. Choking, Dan calls the

doctor and although Jeana lives for a Httle while, the

wound soon proves fatal and she dies thanking her
husband for having made her, if only for a short

time, the happiest of women.
Having been genuinely fond of his little Mexican

ndure living on here without her
interests and invests it elsewhere
Wealthy now. he returns to the

in New York he is astounded to

lame in electric lights on a thea-
las become a star, and although

stantly beseiged with proposals has remained faith-

ful to her love for Dan, never ceasing to blame her-

self for having lost her belief in him when he needed
her most. Still incredulous that it is really his little

Irene Colbert, Dan buys a front row seat and is as-

tounded at seeing how beautiful she has grown. Af-
ter the performance he goes backstage
touching scene as these two people

cannot
and he sells out hi;

with great success.

States and arrived
see Irene Colbert's
ter marquee.

each
othe

the
flames

But Ir
Chicago and Da

md bu '

nths contract
ther.

the old

semblage the young lady who has given up her career
to become his wife—Miss Irene Colbert.
One week later, while all Ridgefield looks on in ap-

proval a gold band is placed on a bride's finger, a
kiss on her rose -petal lips, and two far -wanderers

When the six months are over. Dan and Irene plan

to surprise the folks back home and Irene is given a
welcome fitting her stardom. She opens her limousine
door and Dan steps out. There is a moment of si-

lence and he is given a cordial reception. To show
their repentance for the way they had caused him to

leave town, the villagers plan a big party in honor of

their two young visitors and their party is climaxed
bv Dan's announcement that having made his for-

tune—a considerable one, he has planned to build him-
self a sumptuous home and settle down here in

Ridgefield where his folks are, and he has the ex-
treme pleasure of being able to introduce to the as-

LOVE NEVER FAILETH

E, M. Zingsem File No. 7771

TRAPPED, the British soldiers in the doomed
Fort Kut surrender, and as prisoners of war are
forced under appalling conditions to march across

the desert. Englishman after Englishman perishes
amid the terrible privations of hunger and the heat
of summer in Asia Minor. Elizabeth, a German girl,

sees the misery of the prisoners and forthwith de-

votes herself to alleviating conditions. She appro-
priates her own funds to save the starving men and
works in the hospitals to heal the sick. Among the

dying is a young English doctor. Reg Kilford, whom
Elizabeth wrests from the very jaws of death. He
becomes her especial care and when pitying his

homesickness she contrives through a German friend
to get a skillfully camouflaged message through to

Reg's people in England, Elizabeth almost comes to

grief through suspicion of aiding the enemy. How-
ever, no harm comes to her, and although Reg and
Elizabeth dare not marry lest suspicions be confirmed,
they consummate their love and Reg is permitted to

lend his medical skill toward the relief of his people.
And when, released. Reg leaves, Elizabeth's heart
almost breaks. But her grief is short-Hved, for Reg
comes back, permitting another soldier to leave in his

stead. Reunited, Reg and Elizabeth again work side

by side, and once when Reg gets into ti'ouble it is

Elizabeth who secures his pardon at the expense of

her entire inheritance.
Armistice! Through the gratitude of some hun-

dred British prisoners, Elizabeth is mentioned for

reward and accompanied by a Sister, accepts an offer
to be transported through the British lines, avoiding
thus, the hardships of her fellow Germans in getting
home, and being able to travel with Reg. However,
at Port Said, she has to wait for a later boat while
Reg, telling her to prepare for their wedding at
home, has to go on without her. Through a terrible

mistake, Elizabeth and Sister Louisa are sent on with
prisoners of war, and her heart bursting with dismay,
the girl is not permitted to take any steps to prove
that she is falsely held. Not daring, with the pres-
ent hysteria, to incriminate Reg, as a detailed ex-
planation would surely do, she longs for him with an
intolerable aching in her heart and when the other
German prisoners learn of her relationship with one
of the still hated enemy, Elizabeth is forced to cope
with the scorn of her fellow prisoners as well as the
stupid incomprehension of her captors. Wretchedly
she storms against her captivity, and finally when
she is freed, she comes to her own country and finds
that she has to stand trial for her relations with the
abhorred British. Released after indescribable men-
tal torture, the girl finds the newspaper notoriety
closes every avenue of employment to her, and in
despair she joins a vaudeville act. Whipped by cir-

cumstance, she dares not leave even when the com-
pany goes to the Orient. In India she leaves, but
finds work with another company and clashes with her
manager who insists that she be more friendly with
the enthusiastic patrons. Encore after encore is de-
manded until the overwrought girl faints and in a
delirium, cries constantly for Reg. The Chief Medi-
cal Officer, a companion in the war hospital recognizes
her and establishes communications with Reg who has
been vainly searching for her. Falling on his knees
beside the woman who has suffered so for him. Reg
begs for forgiveness and with a cry of thanksgiving
he takes Ehzabeth into the haven of his arms.

FORTUNE'S HIGHWAY
James M. Helfenstein File No. 7638

WEALTHY, handsome, young, Val Veran's teeth
flashed as he regarded Marion Randolph, daugh-
ter of the man who helped him from obscurity

to his present fortune, and gravely promised that he
would try to impress Marion's school chum, Peggy.
But if Val's attention to Peggy started out to be
just an obligation to a well-liked hostess, it very soon
gathered a momentum of its own. for Peggy's charm
was of a rare, fascinating type. From the moment
that Peggy suggested that they dispense with sur-
names since Val had not caught Peggy's in the hasty
introduction, Val felt that something big was hap-
pening to him. And Peggy seemed, by the same token,
to find Val's whimsical adaption of their game of
make-believe irresistible. The other guests took
their romance for granted, and then, in the garden
of the Randolph estate, Val learned, after the ecstacy
of their first kiss that Peggy was Florence Bradford.
For a moment a wave of hatred surged over him.
No passion however strong, could ever overcome his
loathing of Florence and her brother, the little fiends
who made Val's childhood a torture from which only
flight saved him. Florence had been the daughter of
Val's guardian and when Val was orphaned, she and
her brother devised every possible annoyance with
which to drive the helpless, lonely little boy from their
home. At the tender age of eleven, unable to stand
it longer. Val had fled and alone, travelled to Canada
where he found a friend in an Englishman. Then,
when his protector left for the war, Val, whose real
name was Carroll Hamilton, struggled up alone, un-
til, through Randolph, he got a fair start and finally
made his way to the top of the Investment business.
Now, in his benefactor's home, he found himself in-
fatuated with a woman who must remain to him a
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symbol of his wretched childhood. Spurred on by a

hatred nursed through many years, Val made in-

quiries, learned that Peggy's father's wealth was
really his own inheritance, misappropriated, and be-

latedly, Val won, through legal measures, the repos-

session of his father's properties. Peggy, meanwhile,

learned how strongly the man who thought he loved

her could hate, and she fled to the arms of Steve who
had always loved her. In his gentle love, she found

forgetfulness of Val, until one day Steve came home
happy in the disposition of his business. He had

been bought out by a powerful organization, and as

a salaried man would soon have enough money to

travel and do all the things they had wanted to.

That night, Peggy read the contract and her heart

almost stopped beating as she realized that Val had

bought out her husband. At last he had his revenge.

Peggy wept in her husband's arms, but Val had dis-

covered that revenge was a paltry thing, he had
lost the woman he loved. Spurning the simple step

that would make Steve penniless, Val lived up to

Steve's expectations of what the contract meant and

Peggy realized that Val, in his way, was making

Finance, for a while thereafter, was insupportable

to Val, and purchasing a hiking outfit, he determined

to retrace his boyhood wanderings. Passing through

a wood, he saw a lad beset upon by ruffians and com-
ing to his aid, Val gained a travelling companion
whose timidities Val found a constant source of com-
ment. But when one night, in an Inn Jack grew
terrified and begged Val to leave, Val realized that

he had been blind, heretofore. Jack was a girl. In

protecting Tack, Val almost lost his lite but by mak-
ing a rope' of bed clothes and hiding in the Inn it-

self, the pair escaped their pursuers and found ref-

uge in the woods. The ruffians caught up with them,

and almost carried Jean (Jack) off, before Val res-

cued her. But the discovery of Jean's sex. put an end

to their travels and in Quebec, they planned to

separate. That night Jean put on evening clothes,

hastily bought, and her ravishing beauty took Val's

breath away. And as for Jean, who had. to find out

whether she really could be happy as the wife of

Ernest, an admirer, undertaken the whole reckless

adventure, she was certain that never before had

she known love. The fact that his intended wife was
a working girl was entirely compensated for by her

beauty and intelligence, and Val assured her that his

fortune was great enough for two. Only then did the

mischievous Jean confess that her employer of whom
Val was just a bit jealous from Jean's accounts, was
her father. But not until Val had, in the old-fashioned

manner, secured the permission of Jean's father to

sue for his daughter's hand, did he discover that

lean's father was the president of a railway and as

"wealthy as himself.

And it took Jean's graciousness and Peggy's grati-

tude to bring discordant passions into harmony and

make Val realize that the friendship of Peggy and

Steve was the perfect complement to his love for his

poised young wife.

THE SUMMER YEARS

Jose P. Adviento FUe No. 7313

LIVING deep in the interior of a thick forest,

Jose riding his horse to the distant town is

overtaken with fatigue. As he pushes through

the woods, he finds to his great surprise, a tiny hut

in a clearing. Amazed he knocks at the door for ad-

mittance and a girl comes out holding a gun. Harsh-

ly she asks him what he wants and refuses to permit

him to advance a single step, but as he tries to ex-

plain he falls from his mount in exhaustion.

The girl looks at the prostrate figure for a long

time hesitantly, but finally touched by his helpless-

ness, she brings water and bathes his hot forehead.

When he opens his eyes she is bending over him, but

as his face expresses his wonder she moves away
stiffly. Finally he asks her what she is doing here—
a lonely woman, but she harshly bids him to keep his

counsel and she will do the same. However, when
she indicates that she wishes him to move on, he

manages to convince her that he is hungry. Anita

without another word vanishes into the interior of

her house and prepares food for Jose, calhng to him
to come in and eat. Throughout, she keeps her gun
within reach and only after Jose has finished and
lost that strained look, does she permit herself to be

drawn out. Jose tells her all about himself and as

he speaks Anita loses her tenseness and actually re-

gains the womanly softness that had appeared to b**

utterly wanting in her. It is not long before tiiey

are speaking freely together. When Jose finally push,

es on, he promises to return and shortly afterwards
he does. This time, Anita is friendly in her greeting,

after the first fear of receiving a visitor has been
mitigated. Jose wonders why this girl should be Hy-
ing here in this deserted spot, fearful of human visi-

tors but he respects Anita's desire to maintain a

strict silence about her past. However, one day, he
asks her to marry him and she cries out, "Never!"
Astonished, he tries to question her but sullenly she

leaves him. When he tries to insist, she informs him
that she will never see him again if the matter again
arises, and he goes back to his own part of the forest

tormented by a thousand queries. Once more he
tries, and this time Anita turns angrily upon him
and chides him for ever having discovered her. Roused
to fury she orders him to go and never to come back
opening vistas of happiness to such a one as she.

Hurt by her inexplicable action, Jose tries to busy
himself alone, but his love for Anita proves too strong
to be conquered. The only woman he has seen for

years, as he comes out of the forest only at long in-

tervals to make governmental reports, he tries to for-

get Anita as he gives himself over to write the novel
he has long planned. Finally, however, he can stand

separation no longer and he goes back to Anita.
he approaches her house, he fancies he hears a

Coming up, he sees Anita struggling in the arms
a bearded man. Jose shoots and Anita runs into

arms. Only then does Anita tell him, that this

n, lying dead, had threatened to find Anita wher-
•r she managed to hide. Jose assures Anita that

past means nothing to him. his own has' sent nim
ay from men. And now that the great peril is re-

ved, Anita runs into Jose's waiting arms.

TWO SISTERS

Charles Roeder File No. 7709

DISCOURAGED by her husband's preoccupation
with his business, Clara Carley runs away from
her home, her husband, Edward, and her older

child, and taking Httle Alvina with her, she visits a

school chum in New York. There she meets Teddy
Travers, a wealthy bachelor who becomes infatuated

and invites Clara everywhere. One night, Clara ac-

cepts an invitation, but when Teddy gets very tight

and insults her she protects herself by lifting a water
carafe over her head. Teddy is undiscouraged and
in desperation she strikes him with it and falls back
in horror as she realizes he is dead. Alone in New
York Clara faces trial, and when she writes a pitiful

letter to Edward it is returned to her unopened; he
has left town.
Through the eloquence of her lawyer, Clara is freed

but she can find no employment because of her no-

toriety. Assuming the name of O'Brian, Clara takes
her little one and goes to Chicago where she ekes out

a meager existence sewing. Meanwhile, twenty years
have brought Edward the presidency of the company
for which he started to work when his wife left him.
His daughter Joan has married a well-to-do lawyer,
and they have a child named Clara after her grand-
mother. One day the baby's nurse is careless and
Joan hires a new one—Alvina O'Brian. Once the

baby is playing with her nurse's locket and Mrs.
Sloan, entering, is startled to see her father's pic-

lure in the nurse's pendant. She asks if she may see

it, and then learns that the girl's mother is still alive.

Taking her husband into her confidence, Joan plans
to bring her parents together again. She asks Al-
vina to bring her mother, the next day, to do some
sewing for her. and that night Joan plays all the
sentimental songs in vogue about the time her mother
left. As she sees tears dim her father's eyes, Joan
realizes that he still loves his wife.

The next morning as Mrs. Carley meets the beau-
tiful Mrs. Sloan a strange feeling comes over her but
she ascribes it to the young woman's wealth anc
graciousness. Breakfast is served to the two em-
ployees in the dining room, and then the butler shows
them to the sewing room. Mrs. Carley sees the baby
and begins playing with her. She starts as Joan en-
ters the room, but suppressing an ache in her heart
Joan tells her to go on playing, there is plenty of

time for sewing. Joan tells her mother the baby's
name is Clara. Just then Edward enters brusquely
and then with a startled cry, clasps his Clara in his

arms. She is so happy to hear the beloved voice
again she almost drops her grandchild, and Alvina is

embraced by her sister, tenderly. The little cries, the
embraces are for a moment curtailed as Mr. Sloan
happily announces that the reunion dinner is being
served. When the meal is finished, Edward invites
his Clara to accompany him to the theater, and with
a misty happiness, she accepts.

THE CHILD
F. A. Sheridan File No. 7423

THE door bell of the RadcHflfe mansion rings.
Kelso, the man-servant muses over the contents
of this special delivery letter for his master.

Putting the letter on the table, he picks up a news-
paper and reads about the strikers' meeting. Sud-
denly an item arouses his keen attention. The police
have scented the trail of Frederick Kellog, the es-
caped convict. Shaking his head at the possibility of

his capture. Kelso quickly opens the desk drawer and
examines a gun lying therein. He is surprised by the
entrance of his master, RadcUffe. known in business
as the "Stone", due to his relentless overworking of

his men who are now fighting for better hours.
Apologizing that the gun needs cleaning, Kelso stares
at his employer who advises him not to clean it un-
less he intends to use it. Tearing open the special
delivery letter, Radcliffe becomes infuriated at the
Committee's willingness to accede to the demands of

the strikers. Only his vote is necessary to end the
strike. Asking his man whether he has noted any-
thing of interest in the evening's paper, Radcliffe
emits a cry of dismay to learn that Kellog is free.

Insinuatingly, Kelso asks if his master knows the
man, to which question he receives a fiat denial.
The bell rings and as Kelso disappears, RadcliiTe sub-
stitutes blank cartridges in the gun, not daring to

trust his servant any longer. Baldwin, the lawyer,
calls to warn "Stone" to accept the new terms of the
strikers. The men are becoming enraged and soon
will be uncontrollable. But in vain RadcUffe refuses
to reconsider, despite the threat to silence him.

Radcliffe determines to ferret out his servant's in-

tentions and questions him regarding his insinuations
and his continuous concern over his whereabouts.
With a sneering smile. Kelso informs the man who
refuses to admit friendship with Kellog, the convict,
that he, Kelso, is that convict who has been Rad-
chfie's pal in a theft for which Kelso has been im-
prisoned. Enjoying the luxury of the stolen money.
Radcliffe has forgotten all about his pal. Demanding
three thousand dollars for his silence, Kelso is how-
ever frightened by RadcHffe's threat to tell the po-

lice. He leaves but not before putting a strong sleep-

ing potion in the "Stone's" nightly tonic of brandy,
intending to murder the sleeping traitor for revenge.
While searching for a stamp for a letter, Radcliffe

is surprised by the sudden entrance of a frightened
child. Running into his arms, she sobs out the story

of her hunt for her father, who since the strike has
taken to drink and no longer comes home. Crying
as though her little heart will break, she denounces
the man known as the "Stone", whom she has heard
will be hushed to-night. Giving her a little brandy
to warm her up, Radcliffe leaves her wrapped up in

his robe, sleeping in his chair. Simultaneous with
his return to the room, a striker enters and is about
to slay the sleeping figure, when he recognizes his

daughter, as Radcliffe switches on the light. The
phone breaks the tension, and Radcliffe is much re-

lieved to hear that Kelso has been captured and killed

by the detectives. With a tender smile on his us-

ually hard face, Radcliffe tells Glending, the child's

father, to hire a taxi and take her home before she

wakes. The strike will be settled according to their

desires. He makes Glending promise that he will

never tell the child that he is the "Stone".

THE LOVE SUIT

Helen Manville File No. 7490

HER father indifferent to her actions, poor little

rich Helen turns out to be a mischievous young-
ster who delights in picking flowers from her

neighbor's cherished garden. Her mammy takes the
opportunity to remove the child from the outraged
neighbor's sight by sending her for a few days to

her grandfather's ranch and there Helen is warmly
welcomed by the manager's family, the Sacks. Helen
has never had so many kisses in her life, and as she
enters the house gleefully, a walnut hits her on the
shoulder; this is the shy Albert's greeting.

l.,fe on the ranch with the cowboys singing in the
yard at night is a succession of delights and Albert,
though shy when others are around, is a pleasing
companion. Once, unthinkingly he puts the city-bred
Helen on a saddleless horse and the child is terrified,

but his contrition is touching when he realizes she
really knows nothing about a farm. The last day of

Helen's visit, she is told by Mrs. Sack to launder her
clothes. The child knows nothing about washing, but
Albert helps her. The next morning the children
meet for a clandestine farewell and Albert shyly holds
out a box to Helen. It had been his Christmas pres-
ent. On opening it she jumps, then laughs, Albert
calls it a "Jack-in-the-Box", and Helen tenderly puts
it in her valise. At dinner Helen comes down dressed
for the trip home. Everyone is sad because she is

going, but when she tries to sit down, it is discovered
she needs some practice because her pants have been
starched too stiffly.

Eight years later, Helen is one of the gayest of the
co-eds at a leading University. One night after a
noisy party she is expelled then given another chance.
Taking up riding, she wins a race dressed as a
jockey and is expelled again. She distributes all her
effects among her sorority sisters, that is, all save a
cherished Jack-in-the-Box.
Meanwhile, Albert has been educated in Medicine

and has won an election as a Health Officer. One day
he is called in on a strange case. He discovers a very
slim young lad, whose face is covered with curious
red blemishes, and who will not permit the doctor to
examine any part of his body below the neck. Al-
bert smiles. The young actor couldn't pay his rent
and has cut patches out of the red curtains and
pleaded small-pox. Eagerly, the starving chap accepts
Albert's invitation to live with him until he gains
strength, and each night when Albert returns home
he finds a fine dinner prepared. A week later the doc-
tor suggests that John wear a girl's costume at a
masquerade he is giving, and he sends home an out-
fit lovely enough to delight any girl. John is a great
success at the ball and with an indefinable expression
on "his" face consents to a mock marriage, and at
the conclusion Albert reveals the marriage certificate.
He recognized John from the first moment as Helen
in disguise, and the ceremony was a real one. And
never was a bride so blushing or happy as Helen as
she lifted her lips for Albert's kiss.

A REDEEMED SOUL
Ma ; Read Woods File No. 7614

FROM her infancy Marcia revealed an almost in-
sane desire to attract attention and once suc-
ceeded in shocking her aristocratic grandmother's

tea guests by proclaiming that when she was sixteen
she would have a baby.
Then, living in a college town, she discovered an

easy way to popularity with the young collegiates.
And without the guidance of her father who seemed
to be too busy with the fine horses he bred to look
after his motherless daughter, Marcia soon found that
the more conservative collegiates preferred not to be
seen with her—during the day. One day a neighbor
spoke to the girl. "I guess," was Marcia's answer,
"I'm going to have a baby." Not until her father
had been informed and shocked preparations were
made to bring her to a House of Refuge, did Marcia
realize the gravity of her misconduct. Until then it

had all been amusing, now suddenly she realized she
had ruined her life. Only the kindness of Sister
Marguerite, gently calming the despairing girl, saved
her from destroying herself, and when the baby was
born dead Marcia soon left the hospital, having made
a covenant with God to forever walk the straight and
narrow path if he would help her to redeem her char-
acter, rier father sent her a generous allowance but
gave her to understand that there was no longer a
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place in his heart or home for her and Marcia was
sent to Hve with an aunt. Although for a while she

!had not the slightest desire to speak to another man,
jshe was soon assimilated by her aunt's gay friends

and attractive, mature, she found a berth in the so-

cial whirl. Once on the yacht of Dr. St. John she

was the envy of women many years her senior, but
when her infatuated host asked her to accept the

vacht. she turned away. Assuring him that she liked

him, but that she must someday love someone, she

,
tried to conceal the wince that followed his exclama-
tion that he wanted her, all her beauty, all her in-

nocence. Flattery and wealth in abundance had lost

Itheir charm for Marcia.

' Then, resolved not to let life whip her in the outset

iMarcia found employment at the LePage dancing
!
school as an instructor while she, herself, was tu-

Itored by the owner. All this while, like a lash the

ithought of her father's contempt whipped her, and
Ifervently she hoped she might convince him that she
Ihad redeemed her soul. While she struggled against
her love for her employer, told herself he was too

,good for her, she sent a part of her salary home reg-
ularly to her father, desperately hoping that he would
realize that in the crucible of pain her soul had been
purified. And when at last, he wrote her to come
home, tears of happiness welled in her eyes. For this

she had lived.

Dining, dancing with Jerry LePage, Marcia tried to

conquer the quickening of her heart when Jerry led

her into a dance. She loved him so. but the thought
of her past reared ever between them. And Jerry
seemed friendly, kind, but distant. Then one night,
|he asked her to marry him. Painfully iVIarcia poured
out her repressed expression of her love, but as he
jsought to take her in his arms, she stayed him and
'without sparing herself told him her whole sordid
past. For a moment her heart contracted as his

face turned ashen grey, then with great tenderness
pulling her close he whispered, "And you went through
all that alone." Only her bravery, her love mattered
to him. And love and perfect trust blotted out the
past.

THE ENCHANTRESS
I B. Woods File No. 7611

SUBSTITUTE HUSBAND

P. R. Marion File No. 7575

it the
temptuous of I

on Joyce, beca
her chauffeur,
the spoiled Ji:

marriage, she
eloping with hi

Her father v

FOR a long moment Joe Morgan. Joyce's chauffeur,
and Morris Jonel, her admirer, stared at each
other antagonistically. There was no doubt about

lance was remarkable. Morris was con-
his double, but his words had no effect
ause Joyce, well Joyce was in Jove with
And shortly after having again baffled

nel heir by refusing his proposal of

astounded her family and friends by
r chauffeur.

as cool to Joyce's husband, but to his
surprise his insulting offer of money was refused.
Joe hadn't married his wife's money, he had married
Joyce. And getting another job, he proceeded to show
the world that he could support his wife and make
her incredibly happy. Despite all Morris* vengeful

Idn't accept defeat gracefully, Joyce
in love with her husband and then
It was bitter having to leave his

e had to go and Joyce promised to
lain faithful. Bv chance Morris and

Id themselves in the same regiment, and
his grudge even to the front, the former
make his rival pay for having won Joyce.

ehow, most of Morris' attempts backfired and
he who bore the brunt of his own ill-will,

twice, however, Joe paid for Morris' crimes
of their resemblance, and although it irked
De accused of the unsportsmanlike conduct of

ly, he accepted reproof without demur. Then
ime to go over the top, and in pulling a com-
m the range of fire. Joe fell badly wounded.

^ lapsed into unconsciousness, Morris rushed
changed identification papers and went back in
place. Meanwhile, Joe's body was captured by

suit Morris was reported miss-
1 the battle-field,

is returned as Joe and found
vaiting for her beloved. Pre-
iffered terribly from a gas at-

place as Joyce's husband, and
:he slight changes in character
^var strain. While Joe in Ger-

continued to be
came the—War.
happiness, but Jo
get a job and rer

him to

ade fr,

ing, probably buried

that Joyce was still

tending that he had
tack, Morris took hi;

his few mistakes and
were all attributed to
many had regained his health and had been released
from

_
the enemy's prison camp, and returning to

America was aghast to discover the imposture. He
set legal machinery in play to denounce Morris, who
at first tried to brazen out his masquerade, but at
length it proved easy to convince Joyce that she had
been victimized by her former suitor. Abashed at
her own gullibility, she walked slowly into the house.
To think that in the last few days she had become
convinced that after all she had made a mistake
marrying her chauffeur. To think that she could have
mistaken Morris' grossness for Toe. She had thrown
away her happiness. Suddenly there was a shot from
the garden. Joyce rushed out. Jf Joe had killed
himself, she wouldn't want to live. A thousand awful
thoughts raced through her mind as she ran to her
husband. Jt was all her fault. She had been such a
fool. Suddenly she heard Joe's voice calling her. He

id in the pain of that
he loved her. And

thought she had killed he
moment, he realized ho\\
here it was. Morris, t(

himself. Nobody need ev
interval during which M
band. And in their kis
of the last he
it was for th.

the past.

•event arrest had killed
enow about that strange
; had been Joyce's hus-
11 the horrible thoughts

were removed in the realization that
to rebuild their happiness and forget

BOUNDING up the steps of the Piccadilly Build-

ing, Philip Baxter dashes into his friend Illing-

ton's suite and with a half-formed apology stops

before the picture of a lovely girl in a swing. The
raucous laugh of filing ton's assistant and the ex-

planation that he is the fifth man today to think the

picture real calls him to himself. A moment later.

lUington is explaining that the original is the daugh-
ter of Nick Redman, the owner of Lone Boy, famous
race horse. The girl, herself, adds Illington, is re-

puted to be as excellent a judge of horses as her fa-

ther and if Philip is really so anxious to meet her,

he can introduce them at Churchill Downs.
Arrived at the famous track, Philip greets Con-

gressman Dalton, whose influence he needs to secure
the coveted position of research head for work on a
big government dam. However, Illington informs his

friend that Dalton and Nick Redman are bitter ene-

mies and had recently come to an open conflict over
the purchase of Lone Boy. As a matter of fact Ill-

ington suspects that Dalton's business here when he
should be in Washington is closely connected with
Lone Boy. Later, Philip meets Marilyn Redman and
is with illington invited by her father to dine with
them, but to Baxter's disappointment his friend de-

clines the invitation to see the races from the Redman
box.
Just before the race, Philip overhears Dalton trying

to bribe the Redman jockey to throw the race and by
interfering he incurs the Congressman's wrath and
the threat that he will be blocked in his engineering
ambitions. Philip counters with the information that
a disclousure of the bribing incident would be disad-
vantageous to a United States senator and his ap-
pointment goes through without interference. As for

Lone Boy, leading the others down the track, on the
final lap he is passed by another horse and with 2.

final spurt of energy wins two laps ahead. In Mari-
lyn's joy, Philip feels compensated for having en-
dangered his career.

Philip's heavy rushing of Marilyn at the famous
resort where they spent the week-end is judiciously
managed to exclude Stephen Drysart, son of the re-

sort owner, about whose successful suit of Marilyn
heretofore Philip had been warned. One morning,
however, he arrives too late to ride with Marilyn,
and is sauntering alone when he catches sight of

Marilyn's horse rearing and breaking into a startled

run. The girl hangs precariously in her saddle and
with a tremendous effort Philip catches up to her and
snatches her just as she is about to fall. Minutes
later, when Philip has revived her from her faint.

Stephen rides up annoyed by Philip's interference,

but Marilyn is properly grateful to her rescuer and
Phil does not leave until he has secured Marilyn's
confession that she reciprocates his love.

On his own merits, Philip gains his appointment
and subsequent advancements and wins Marilyn. Ill-

ington 's gift to the happy groom is a miniature col-

ored replica of the picture of the girl in the swing.

THE MAN IN OVERALLS
Charles Roedei File No. 7709

FORCED to dismiss her servants on receipt of a

notification from her broker that her investments
have been Jost, Mrs. Scoville, an attractive, ma-

ture, society woman cannot adapt herself to straight-

ened circumstances and continues, aided by her faith-

ful housekeeper, to entertain her friends. But one

by one, her fair weather companions drop off, and the

superintendent of her building, a dreamer working
on an invention, having long adored Mrs. Scoville in

secret, meets many of her more pressing obligations

with the connivance of the housekeeper. However,
when Mrs. Scoville is forced to move to cheaper
quarters and "the man in overalls" dares to speak
for the first time, the widow scorns him. Neverthe-
less. Mr. Berwind gets Ronald. Mrs. Scoville's son

a new position when he loses his, and discovering that

the woman he loves is lying ill, too poor to get medi-
cine, he brings her medical attention and cautioning
the housekeeper to silence, he takes the opportunity
while the sick woman is having hei* first natural sleep

since her illness, to creep into the room and worship
her in secret.

With no idea of the value of money, Mrs. Scoville

accepts her housekeeper's facile explanations of how
she discovered she had some money left, whereupon,
she sets out childishly happy, to do some shopping.
In the stores she meets some of her former friends

who snub her. and at last she realizes that she is

no longer of their caste. Her spirit broken, she re-

turns home where the faithful housekeeper comforts
her.

Mrs. Scoville decides then that she will find work
for herself, but she soon comes to the realization that
there is no work for which she has been trained. Her
social graces far from being an asset prove, in these
trying days, to be a liability, and a new regard for

the dignity of labor is awakened in her. Meanwhile,
they have been tided over by the contributions of

"the man in overalls" who has been deriving his re-

ward in the housekeeper's accounts of the change in

her mistress. A new dignity and humility has softened
her, and like a young girl Mrs. Scoville is excited
over the attentions of an unknown admirer. When,
however, the housekeeper informs Mrs. Scoville of

the source of their income for the past few months
the former society matron is abashed and learning
too that her exciting admirer is the scorned "man in

overalls" she hangs her head. But upon the shy ar-
rival of Berwind to keep the date, Mrs. Scoville
realizes that this unassuming man has touched new
chords in her. A tender courtship follows and when

Mrs. Scoville admits she has learned to love him, she
discovers that he has sold his invention and is in the
public limelight, and no longer "the man in overalls".
But Berwind is unswerving in his devotion to the
woman for whose sake he has built himself up and
as the housekeeper and Ronald withdraw from the
room, Berwind takes Mrs. Scoville into his arms.

THE RIVER OF DEATH
Mary Spangler File No. 7578

TRAILING the old Wolfe buckboard, Jack Free-
land, millionaire owner of the notorious Red
Lantern Cafe, offers the beautiful Elaine a ride

home when the wheel falls off the qld vehicle. Hav-
ing just finished school, Elaine is extremely anxious
and tries to make Fveeland hurry. Dashing up the
steps, she greets her mother who acknowledges Free-
land as Mr. Moore. Correcting her, Jack smilingly
drives away, as Elaine questions her mother's naming
him Moore. Mrs. Wolfe declares that he looks like

a former suitor of hers who has threatened to re-

venge himself but then, as she recollects, Moore had
black hair whereas Freeland has red. Sitting on the
steps of his small cabin. David Brinton is surprised
by a visitor. John Wolfe. Together they talk of hap-
penings in Pine Valley, through which flows the River
of Death whose water swirls at terrific speed, the
powerful quicksand reaching out its claw-like hands.
Long ago, David Brinton lost his wife and two chil-

dren through bandits who destroyed his ranch, mur-
dered his wife and kidnapped his children. About
the same time, Wolfe's son, Joe was stolen from him.
Just the other day. Bill McCoy's sweetheart disap-
peared from his side as if she were swallowed up by
the roaring river. Powerless alone against these ram-
pant outlaws, these victims band together in hopes
of catching them.
A newcomer arrives at the Red Lantern . . . Glenn

Wood is attracted by the lovely hostess, Grace Stone,
who confides in him that she is being forced to work
thus for Freeland who claims he adopted her when
she was about two years old. Joe, an unwilling
henchman of Jack's is Grace's sweetheart and becomes
extremely attached to Glenn, helping him secretly.
Glenn purchases the Brinton ranch and upon explor-
ing it discovers a picture of David. Suddenly a gun
in his back makes him turn around and David falls
upon his neck, happy that his long lost son has re-
turned. The relationship is kept a secret.
Evidence against Freeland alias Moore is constantly

piled up. When he kidnaps the beautiful Elaine, the
town goes up in arms. Glenn, who loves her deeply,
leads the seekers of justice. With Bill and Joe, the
"reformed" outlaw, he creeps into Freeland's log
cabin hideaway. In the slimy recesses underground,
they discover Freeland's gruesome method of doing
away with his enemies . . . giving them a ride via a
small railroad car into the fatal depths of the River
of Death. Tied to the car are Grace and Gladys
(Bill's fiancee), the next victims of that awful ride.
With a diabolical laugh, Freeland pulls the lever,
gloatmg in murderous delight. Quick as a flash, Glenn
finds the lever and reverses the direction. In the
ensuing battle, Sam Crow, Jack's right-hand man is

mortally wounded. Before he dies, he explains that
Joe is Elaine's brother and that Grace and Glenn
are brother and sister. While the two pairs of lovers
enjoy a happy reunion, Glenn hurries after Freeland
who has made a getaway, with Elaine, who slyly
loosens all of his bullets so that he has but those in
the gun. Swearing blue fury when he discovers her
trick, Freeland wheels around to face Glenn. In
true gentlemanly fashion. Glenn offers him one cart-
ridge and retains the other. The quicker man on the
draw will live. Like a streak of greased lightening
Glenn fires. He has avenged the inhabitants of Pine
valley. Smoking revolver still in hand, the smiling
daredevil greets the reunited couples who approach.
Embracing Elaine, he declares his intentions of visit-
ing the minister immediately. Echoing his words, the
happy group gallop ofif through the wild country now
free of pestering bandits and a fit place to start
homesteading.

FORGET YOU'RE FORTY
Mary M. Lee File No. 7576

LEFT a western ranch by an uncle, the generously
proportioned widow, Mrs. Biggs, closes the board-
ing house of which Henry Perkins, a middle-

aged salesman is star boarder and Mrs. Biggs' admir-
er, and taking her niece Sally with her leaves at once.
At the ranch they are met by Jack Widney, the un-
cle's young assistant and he and Sally fall in love at
first sight. The widow Biggs enters into ranch life
with gusto and her ludicrous attempts at riding and
throwing the lariat are mirth. provoking.
Arizona Joe. a handsome local bad-man arrives and

the widow becomes infatuated, but he is attracted
only to Sally who disdains his attentions and angers
Arizona Joe so much that he carries her off. Jack
pursues and routs Arizona Toe and prepares to re-
lease Sally from the cabin in which she has been held
when Henry, having arrived and been told by the
hysterical widow, of Sally's abduction, comes up. Mis-
taking Jack lor Arizona Joe. he ties him to a tree
outside. On his return for Sally he meets Mrs. Biggs
and informs her that he has captured Arizona Joe and
IS going back for Sally who has, meanwhile been re-
captured by the bandit. But Sally escapes and frees
Jack.
Henry is startled to find Sally gone and begins

searching outside while Mrs. Biggs, impatient comes
in and is discovered by the prowling Arizona Joe
who throws a blanket over her head to stifle her out-
cries. As he leaves Arizona Joe bumps into the
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startled Henry and takes him prisoner. Freeing her-
self from the blanket, the puffing widow finds Jack's
discarded gun and follows the pair but exhausted falls

asleep on the ground. Arizona Joe steals up and
warning Henry to silence commandeers the weapon
from Mrs. Biggs' nerveless fingers and begins to
whistle a gay tune. The widow's dumbfounded ex-
pression at seeing the pair amuses Arizona Joe and he
breaks out into hearty laughter.
Henry now realizes he had bound the wrong man

and the widow is loud in her denunciation. Presently,
however she turns her attention to the bad-man and
embarrasses him with her one-sided flirtation. To
rid himself of her flirtatious glances, Arizona Joe sug-
gests that they search for Sally and unsuccessful
they return to the ranch where they find Sally and
Jack much worried over Mrs. Biggs' absence. Ari-
zona Joe is forgiven and later attends the wedding of

Sally and Jack riding into the hills afterward des-
pite the widow's efforts to detain him. Despondent
over the handsome bad-man's departure, Mrs. Biggs
finally consents to marry Henry and leaving Sally
and Jack in charge of the ranch, they return to New
York and re-open the boarding house where, much to
the disgust of Henry Perkins, his wife still dreams
of handsome Arizona Joe.

Lester N. Pickford FUe No. 7583

THE shabby figure paused at the rail of the
bridge. Cars hurried by in the drizzling rain,
but she took no heed of them. Suddenly, she

balanced herself against the post and prepared to
plunge into the icy waters. Harry Barnes, wealthy
artist had been watching the girl from his car for
moments, and at that moment he rushed to her and
held her from her act of self destruction. The girl

turned a weary look of reproach upon him and
fainted. Speeding her to his home, he had the ser-
vants phone for a doctor. For fifteen minutes the
doctor was closeted with the girl. When he came
out, Harry was white-faced. Some indefinable feel-
ing the helpless girl had engendered in him made
him feel that more than anything else he wanted her
well and happy. The doctor shook his head. Poor
girl, she needed rest and good treatment. Harry
eagerly said, but of course. Placing a hand on his
friend's shoulder the medical man said, "But you
don't understand, she's going to have a child."
Georgia herself told them the story. She had been
madly in love with a young chap. When he dis-
covered she was going to have a child, he promised
to marry her. On the way down to get the license,
he was killed by a speeding automobile. Harry
should have left her to drown. But suddenly he re-
solves to do one decent thing in his life. And so they
are married, and Harry regards his wife's baby as
his own. Their happiness is so perfect that they tell

each other it is impossible that two humans can be
so happy. Something must surely happen.

It does. Mrs. Harry Barnes, Doreen, appears. Har-
ry stares at her. Doreen! A month after their mar-
riage, seven years ago, she ran away with another
man. They were reported wrecked in an accident
abroad. He had supposed her dead. Well, she says,
what is he going to do about it? He is a bigamist,
isn't he? And Georgia, hearing Harry's pleas, de-
cides it will be best if she leaves. However, Doreen
catches her before she goes and snatches at the baby.
This woman is not to have anything of Harry's.
Georgia tries to release Doreen's grip on her child
without bringing Harry into the mess, and in des-
peration admits the baby is not Harry's at all.

Whereupon with an oath Doreen drops the infant
and Georgia hearing her child's cries in an outburst
of tortured motherhood, seizes a poker and very
nearly brings it down on Doreen's shoulders. The
latter's cry for help brings Harry and the servants
and Georgia rushes her infant to a doctor.
But Doreen is determined now to bring suit against

Harry. She'll show that woman. And in court her
lawyer eloquently paints Georgia as a woman of the
streets who, having taken Doreen's place in her own
home, tried to kill the woman she had wronged with
a poker. However, subsequent testimony wins the
jury from its false notion, and the sympathies of the
court are unanimously won over to the little mother
whose baby's arm was broken by this other woman.
The Judge recommends that Harry obtain a divorce
from Doreen and immediately upon its being declared
final that he marry Georgia. And since Doreen has
through the trial become enamored of her lawyer,
she offers no further obstacles in the path of Harry
and Georgia.

FICKLE WOMAN
Alice Keat FUe No. 7630

AS his secretary, Kay Powell brings him a coveted
contract, Horace Dunkin walks to the window
of his modernistic office and looks out. He is a

success. Every cherished ambition is realized. He
ciits a fine figure in the world of finance, has money,
friends, and most important—Helen. In the pride of
calling one of the most attractive and socially prom-
inent women in New York his fiancee, Horace, us-
ually alert to every nuance, overlooks the curious
gleam that comes into the eyes of his secretary as he
asks her to call Helen Jade's home. And as 'he sits
behind his gleaming mahogony desk, receiving the
soft words of his fiancee thanking him for the Ameri-
can Beauties he sends daily—that Kay takes care of
—and the renewed exclamations over the beauty of the
engagement ring—that Kay has selected, Horace does
not notice that Kay has hurriedly left the office.

That evening Horace is cordially received at the
.Tade home, but when he asks Helen to come to see
the room he is preparing for his mother in his home,
she accepts with noticeable coldness and viewing the
rag-carpeted floor, the high bed, and flowered win-
dow of the old-fashioned room, Helen doesn't share
the financeer's enthusiasm. However, she manages
to conceal her displeasure and the incident is forgot-
ten until after Mrs. Dunkin arrives. The mild-man-
nered little old lady arrives early to surprise her son
and begs the servants not to let him know of her
presence. Accordingly, it is Helen who greets her
first, Helen who manages with a gesture to let her
know her position henceforth, and Helen who is re-
sponsible for Mrs. Dunkin's going to her son's office
where she meets Kay Powell and notes with a moth-
er's intuition how her son is loved by his secretary.
A few nights later, Horace gives a dinner in honor

of his mother and Helen resenting the prominence
given to Horace's dowdy mother, gives all her at-
tention to Paul Findley, a handsome admirer. So ab-
sorbed is she in Paul that she misses the drama of
the scene in which Horace receives a telegram in-
forming him that his business has collapsed. Crushed
he rises from the table and his mother, finding him
alone, tries to comfort him. She is telling him she
has money saved when Helen enters, a gleam of fury
in her eyes. Having, after a time, missed Horace
and his mother from the table Helen found the tele-
gram Horace left crumpled on his plate and now,
raising her voice and assembling the astonished
guests, she cries that she has almost been victimized
into marrying a pauper. Flinging his ring to him
with a gesture of contempt, Helen stalks out, and
Horace dashes down to his office to work out a plan
to save himself from disaster. Frightened by the ex-
pression in her son's eyes, Mrs. Dunkin finds Kay
and begs the girl to go down and stay with her son
lest he do something rash in his moment of disillu-
sionment. Kay hurries to the office and finding
Horace giving way to his despair, briskly sets to work,
shaming him by her quiet efficiency and lack of emo-
tion, "With a sigh he falls in line and all night they
work over the books scarcely pausing for breath.
The sky is already streaked with light when Kay
finds the miscalculation which is responsible for the
trouble and with a glad cry they realize that the dan-
ger can be averted. The ne.xt morning the papers
carry the news that the collapse of the Dunkin Cor-
poration has been avoided and Horace's position is
more firm than ever. Helen, who has realized with
the destroymg of Horace's letters that she ' really
loves him, happily returns, but his eves have been
opened to her shallowness and with his arms about
his mother's frail shoulder's he tells Helen that it is
no use, he realizes now he does not love her. Horace
asks his mother how she'd hke to travel around the
world with him, and as she asks slyly, "Won't you
need a secretary?" he realizes how very important to
him it really is that Kay come too.

dered what Charlit
aid.

Lild do when he found out abom

GIFT OF SCANDAL
Ralph Urcioli File No. 7628

IT made Norma Stewart feel very wicked and very
sophisticated to be dining with Donald Carr in
the little hidden away restaurant. He was such

a rising young person, and it was so obvious that
he was infatuated. Later, as they passed the Park-
way Florist, she thought of Charlie. How would he
take this "aiTair"? And to cover her moment's dis-
traction, she remarked very brightly, "Aren't the
roses lovely?"

Charlie was in conference with a client. Doris Lee
was getting another divorce and if the charms she
was displaying so obviously for her lawyer's benefit
were any indication, she wouldn't have any difficulty
moving a jury. Charlie cleared his throat.

Norma searched the box of beautiful roses eagerly
for a card. Perplexed she realized there was none.
Only two people could have sent them. She doubted
that they were sent by Charlie, who was one of that
legion of husbands who only send their wives flowers
on Christmas and holidays—and this was neither.
No, despite the fact that they came from the Park-
way shop. Norma was quite certain they were not
from Charlie. She was afraid they came from Don-
ald. But surely he couldn't be so indiscreet. How-
ever, if they really were from him she must get rid
of them quickly. But how could she? What if

Charlie had sent them? She called Donald's office
He had already left. The florist proved closed. Then
Charlie came in. "They're beautiful dear," said
Norma. A moment later she realized she had blund-
ered. She tried to appear nonchalant. E.xplained
about the roses. Charlie was distinctly startled.
"Was there," he swallowed hard, "a card on them?"
He appeared considerably relieved when she said there
was not. Later Norma caught him examining the ros-
es, looking for a card. He offered to call the florist,—
there must be some mistake, then paled as she said
she had phoned him but the shop was closed. Charlie
told her he would call in the morning. Norma didn't
like that—he'd find out about Donald Carr. If she
could only get in touch with Donald, tell him that it

was impossible to continue their clandestine lunch-
eons. What if she lost Charhe through her folly?

Charlie wished he could sneak out and tell the
florist to say he had sent the roses by mistake. But
where was the card, he had given the florist to send
with the roses to Doris Lee? He wondered if Norma
had read the saccharine sentiments on the card, and
was playing with him. No more roses to pretty di-
vorcees. He couldn't bear the thought of losing Nor-
ma. Throughout dinner, they discussed politics and
business. There was no talk of roses. Charlie knew
Norma would keep him in suspense a while, produce
the card and demand an explanation. Norma won-

They settled down to what promised to be a tensiS

evening when the doorbell rang. "Why Auntie Hili|

da!" exclaimed Norma, "I didn't even know yon
were in town." Her aunt laughed loudly and pointec-
proudly to the roses. "And where do you suppos,;
those came from? Doesn't auntie always send yon
roses when she comes to see you?"

I Gobeil Couillard File No. 75411

ly watch hexBEAMING with pride, Lucette's fan
walk gravely up the aisle to rece.
diploma. And when Dr. X, the famous physiciao

who has long regarded Lucette with a very speciaa
interest kisses her hand fondly, the Cartiers a:

most delirious with joy. So distinguished ai
mirer! But Lucette is not ready for marriage anoi
when the war breaks out she is one of the first
French Canadians to go overseas.
On the ship, she meets Lyman, a young An

and from the first, he is ever at her side. Vainljl;
he tries, on the moon flooded decks, to kiss this lovee
ly, serious girl, and though she loves him much nil

than she is willing to admit even to herself, the teachli
ings of her people have been too firmly inculcated t(l

allow her to give her lips to any save her affiancedil
Lyman finds endless interest in Lucette's adherence
to the customs of her education and a sadness comejc
over both as they realize that the lives of each maji;
soon be sacrificed at the front.
On active service, Lucette and Lyman can

but rarely for poignantly sweet moments, but Lucettil
dares not write her family that she has fallen
love with one of a different faith from her own. Amn
her mother's letters are replete with stories of ho
kind Dr. X is. How he is aiding Lucette's brothe>
Paul through Medical School, and how regularly h*
inquires after Lucette. Then, one night, in the hos-
pital a new convoy of wounded are brought in. Wher
Lucette learns of Lyman being among the sick, shtv
rushes to his bedside and cries bitterly as she realizes
he is partly blind and badly wounded. In her auguishk
she finds refuge in the Catholic chapel, and the
pledges that if Lyman's eyesight is restored she wilii

never again allow men to look upon h
Weeks pass. Lyman's eyes improve, but he dici-

from internal hemorrhages. Her grief is touchinpi
and her health so impaired that she is returned home<
To carry out her vow, a black veil covers her eye*
and is put off only in favor of smoked glass
On her return home, her veiled appearance awakenii

great curiosity and only her mother's sympathy
belief that Lucette will explain in due time s;
the girl from constant plaguing. When the rumouri:'
are appeased, there remains only Dr. X of all Lucette'.-l
former admirers who retains any interest
veiled girl. And Lucette finds surcease from the efl
fects of her rash vow, only in the company of tho
blind soldiers for, with them alone, can she remow
her veil.

A year passes, and Paul, Dr. X's protege, is abomi
to receive his M. D. There is a great celebration ancii

Lucette's mother concludes that this is the propitio
moment to discover the meaning of her daughte:
veil. When Lucette explains her vow, her motheie
tenderly embraces her and explains that a spirituaa
engagement must be the result of sincere reflectioDi
and is not valid when made under mental si

nervous strain. The spiritual adviser confir
mother's words and Lucette comes to the realization!
that the only way to redeem her vow is to give to th<i

world other eves. Whereupon, she accepts the n
failing love of Dr. X, and she hfts her veil forev
she receives the bridal kiss.

THE CHOSEN PEOPLE
File No. 75S1JIsaac I. Stutler

ON the golden isle of Enchantment, the choserl
people sweat in honest toil. Some are lugginfi|
huge stones to build the master's house: otherir

are laboring all day in the sun-baked fields to earlri
their master's livelihood. Everywhere the sight of
too ardous labor sickens the young philosopher, Mai
tin. Why do his people have to slave so for th
cruel master, Alex Crabbe? Why should his peopWl
have to worship Alex's god of money ? Once agairn
he determines to plead with the unscrupulou
who is lord of the island. Ushered into the spacious
reception hall, he sees the man of wealth reclining
on a divan, while beautiful slave girls waft enormousi
fans in front of him. Refusing to kneel as commanded!
Martin angers the lord who denounces his pie;
freedom for his people. Vehemently, Alex, like untO
the Pharoah of old, replies that they shall work ha
er than ever. Brandishing a whip, the silken-c
little son of Alex beats Martin who, held bv two
guards, is unable to defend himself. Laughing 'at hi'i

son's act, Alex cowers under Martin's warning than
his god of money will fail him and the people'

"

will lead them to freedom. Alex shall suffer much all
the slaves' exodus. Defying this prophecy from th«i
wise philosopher, Alex orders him thrown oui
Reassuring his sweetheart. Ruth, that their peopltl

will not suffer long, he meditates and offers a prayei:
for salvation. Still the torturous tasks continue
Alex becomes more heartless than ever, reveling iril

the acute sufferings of the people. In honor of hia
successful mastery, he tenders a royal celebration

wealthy retinue, a group of selfish, groveling hyp)
Intoxicated they plan a contest to discoveJ

Hanging the target in the doorthe best
way, they begii ng. Aroused by the e, Alex^
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son dashes in the path of the firing and is immediate-

ly killed. In anxious appeal, Alex tries all means that

money accords, but no . . . his son is dead. At this mo-
ment, when the entire company is mourning the

death, Martin appears and asks for his people's free-

dom. Recalling that this man predicted his misfor-

tune, he agrees and bows to the God of the people.

The slaves pack up and hasten to get away from the

raging abuse of the master. Piling up in boats, they

set sail for the mainland.
When the horror of his sorrow dawns on him, A.ex

calls his army together and sets out after the people

who foretold his son's demise. In magnificent ships,

they start out. But the slaves are more than half

the distance across to the mainland . . . once they

reach there with the master's army after them they

will be massacred. Noting a dark cloud on the hori-

zon, Martin urges the men to hurry. As the last

boatload of slaves reaches the shore, they gaze hor-

rified at the approaching Alex. Entreating their

leader, Martin, to save them, they tug at his legs

and arms. Silencing them with a raise of his hand,

Martin hopes that the storm will overtake the pur-

suers when they are midway. A miraculous answer

to his praver is made by dne who favors the com-
mon people. The waters seethe with certain destruc-

tion and Alex and his men are buried in the swirling

sea under the very eyes of the freed people. Turning
to Ruth. Martin utters his words of thanks, and to-

gether they lead the multitude to the land of oppor-

tunity where they are happy in their tasks, sharing

each with the other.

FANTASIA

Isaac I. Stutler File No. 7581

HYPNOTIZED bv the sight of a frog gracefully

swimming in the water below them, two little

girls in blue, Alice and Anne, are horrified to

see their httle pet devoured by a long slimy snake.

Only a ripple on the smooth waters tells the story to

the swaying pond lilies glistening white in the noon-

day sun. Engrossed in nature's careless tragedy, they

are startled by the approach of two lads, John and
James, who, unaware of the drama enacted before the

impressionable girls, urge them to go for a boat ri'Ie.

Reluctantly they agree. Through the golden rippling

waters, John and James paddle softly, loathe to dis-

turb the" stillness of the day. Gliding smoothly, the

laden vessel deposits its treasure of two loving cou-

ples on the sandy shore of the little island. Stepping
lightly out of the canoe, the four wander in and out
the woody recesses playing until the tiny island fairly

resounds with their happy voices. Exhausted from
their strenuous explorations, they rest beneath a huge
maple that wafts in the breeze sending down the

sweet fragrance of perfumes arising from the varied

and beautiful flowers. Suddenly the cry of an en-
raged animal reaches their ears and they turn around
to see a tremendous bear traveling at a terrific pace
while a yellow-coated little bee punishes him for

snooping in the bee residence. The bear's rage be-

comes centered on the terrified four, who, upon John's
advice, lie perfectly still. Ambling over to the pros-
trate forms, the bear notices that they do not move
so with a haughty sniff he bounds into the green
thicket, having already forgotten all about his pun-
ishment.

Cramped from their tiresome positions, the four rise

and stretch their arms about, thankful to have es-

caped so fortunately. Eager to carry some of the
woodland beauty back with them, they pluck armfuls
of flowers, careful to take them where they are most
abundant. In the waiting canoe, armfuls of blooms
are placed making it resemble the lily maid of Asto-
lot's barge. Fairly covered by nature's ornaments,
Alice and Anne burst forth into song. Like the song
of the nightingale, their voices float over the water
bathed in the fiery glow of the setting sun. Twi-
light gives way to the glorious moon that sends its

white rays to guide the wearied travelers home. Man-
oeuvering the craft with the least possible effort, the
boys swell the soft chorus with their resonant voices
until the airy tune rises and falls in rhythm with the
gentle lapping of the water against the sides of the
canoe. The end of a perfect day . . . the boys assist

I the girls out of the boat, and with the light of the
iSmiling moon on their backs, they stroll the home-
iward trail.

POSTPONED JUSTICE
Charles Roeder File No. 7709

THROUGH evidence planted in his overcoat pocket
by his father's nephew, Stephen Blair, the real
murderer ; Larry Dinsmore is accused of ha ving

murdered his father and robbed his safe. The in-
spector of police, despite the overwhelming evidence
against the prisoner, believes in Larry's innocence
and permits Larry to escape.

I^Iaking his wav to New York, the fugitive ships
on a saiHng vessel to the South Seas and soon be-
comes the "White Chief", the idol of the natives.
Meanwhile through a provision in the murdered man's
will that his entire fortune reverts to Stephen should
his son leave the parental roof before he is twenty

-

one. Stephen becomes a Broadway playboy and going
"Prince Charming" for several ladies of the main
stem. Stephen buys an ocean going yacht and invites
all his friends to take a trip with him to the South
Seas. Among his guests is Eleanor Curtis. Larry's
sweetheart, who although holding Larry's cousin some-
how responsible for his misfortune, nevertheless ac-
cepts partly in a spirit of daring and partly in the

mad hope that somehow she will find Larry. Holmes,
the old family butler now serving as Stephen's valet

finds a memorandum book of Stephen's with enough
evidence to convict his employer and prove the inno-

cence of Larry. He confides in Eleanor who cautions

him to save the book carefully until their return.

While Larry is sitting on the porch of his cabin he

sees far out at sea a distress signal flying in the

storm. Calling for native volunteers, he sets out to

the rescue in a "long boat". Larry recognizes Steph-

en. Holmes and Eleanor among the survivers but
nobody recognizes this bearded, tanned white man as

Larry Dinsmore, fugitive of the law. On the island

Larry cautions the white people against drinking the

pool water, but Stephen ignores instructions and on
a hot day drinks and contracts a jungle fever. Anx-
ious to bring Stephen within the jurisdiction of the

courts, Larry sets out with a native crew in a long

boat for an island eighteen miles away to get quni-

ine. A storm breaks out, the boat is swamped, and
the natives form a ring ground Larry to protect the

White Chief from the fierce sharks. They finalb

reach the shore safely and return with the medicine.

Stephen recovers fully from the jungle fever nnder
Larry's ministrations. Eleanor, meanwhile, is un-
accountably fascinated by this strange wh'.te man and
when a ship is sighted she is less eager than the

others to return to civilization. However, Larry is

also abroad the ship, secretly, and within a day or

so of New York, he sends a cablegram to Inspector
Walsh to meet the Rambler and take into custody the

murderer of Law

GYPSY'S FOUR
Laura B. Woods File No. 7636

When the ship docks, Inspector Walsh and Sergeant
Grogen are on hand and take charge of Stephen Blair.

Nonplussed, Stephen denies the charge of murder but
when Larry reveals himself, Stephen collapses and
confesses. Eleanor glows with happiness and Larry
takes her into his arms.

ASHES OF HATE
Laura B. Woods File No. 7635

THE small town of Creston is all agog with ex-

citement. Headlines scream the news that John
Tremont, wealthy widower is dead. Mystery

shrouds this discovery and Sherif? Picket sends for

Harvey Armitage of the undercover department. Ru-
mor has it that Tremont whose wife. Gladys Putnam
has died four years ago, and whose son has just re-

cently passed away, has been leading a Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde existence. Swinging into the Tremont
estate, Armitage surveys the grounds carefully and
then asks to be shown around the house. In a cross-
examination of the butler, Armitage learns that the
doctor has attributed death to heart failure although
Tremont's neck is broken. No visitors, according to

the butler, and no signs of a struggle, baffles the po-
lice. LTpon perusing the contents of the room, he
comes upon a glove which apparently belongs to a
man with short stubby fingers, with a peculiar bulge
of flesh at the thumb joint. The butler denies having
ever seen it before. Arranging to open the safe

later, Armitage strolls around the garden hoping to

find some clue. Suddenly he_ arrives at a little gate
that has been swung open six inches to allow some
one through. Questioning the cook he learns of the
presence of a very thin man at that point a few days
before the tragedy. LTpon opening the safe, he comes
across some government bonds, (which excite the at-

tention of the Sheriflf.) and a letter yellow with age.
signed by his wife, in which she referred to a prom
dance at which Alonzo Thompson had been very at-
tentive to her. Sheriflf Picket assures Armitage that
the bonds are on the federal stolen list. A business
card indicates that the butler has forgotten to mention
a caller before his master's visit to Chicago, a rather
heavy set man accompanied by a very thin chauffeur.
In search of the men who have sold the stolen

goods, Armitage arrives in Chicago where he finds
out that the human beanpole has resided at a shady
hotel. Hanging around in the lobby, he overhears a
drunkard criticize a skinny weasel, now living at the
M . . . Trailing them, he witnesses the two squealers'
being put on the spot. At the Hotel Metropole he
finds the two stock brokers that Tremont had dealt
with prior to his murder, at least he believes so, and
that the heavy set companion of the spare man is al-

so the owner of the glove. As a ruse he negotiates
for some bonds with Clark, the heavier man. Trail-
ing him on one of his appointments, Armitage is

elated to discover that one of Clark's best clients' is

the man with the peculiar thumb.

Rushing back to headquarters, he enlists the ser-
vices of Reis, the chief of the detective bureau. To-
gether they enter the swanky millionaire's club. The
Clara don, where they watch Clark and his "client",
Mr. Thompson. As Clark leaves, he is escorted to
the police station and when Thompson emerges he
also is compelled to visit headquarters. With utmost
finality. Armitage points out that Mr. Thompson is

the murderer having harbored a grudge against Tre-
mont for having married Gladys. The tell-tale glove
and his payment of blackmail to two men who saw the
killing is final proof. Thompson visits Tremont at
his country estate on the night of the latter's death,
to accuse him of trafficking in stolen bonds and gloat
over him at his downfall. While arguing over the
matter an intruder demands hush money for the deal.
Tremont strikes him but Thompson's hatred is re-
newed and in a sensational football tackle, he has
borne Tremont down so that he falls on the desk and
breaks his neck. Displaying the glove, Armitage
plays his trump card . . . a plaster model of Thomp-
son's hand made from the glove. Hard and unflinch-
ing as he has been for years, the murderer breaks
down, a glint of steel, a fiery flash, and a suicide
confesses his own guilt.

CHEEKS flushed by the excitement of this daring
adventure, four girls. Nan, the studious; Helen,
the soft-voiced; Reinie, the aristocrat; and Mona

Belle, the beauty; are ushered into the Indian Love
Cave where a glamorous old gypsv will tell their for-

tunes. With a throaty voice full of meaning, she
foretells that one of their number would never m.arry
but would come into great wealth from a great ac-
cident on the water. One is to marry a man of books,
another is to wed a millionaire and have lots of
trouble, divorce, scandal and whatnot. The last would
be the wife of a fine man, who would do much public
speaking. Awed by her uncanny description of their
varied temperaments, the four girls leave timidly,
with weighty problems on their tender minds.
Keeping his love for Mona a secret because he

knows that his folks will object to his marrying into
such a poor family, Helen's brother, Will adores her
from a distance. Making up his mind to ask her, he
learns that she loves Riley Drier, a lawyer. In an
attempt to forget her, he books passage for a three
months tour. After playing the role in Reinie's wed-
ding to a millionaire, Mona agrees to marry Riley
and they sail for a honeymoon abroad. Attending
the opera one night in Paris, they meet Will who
declines an invitation to visit them with the excuse
that he is sailing on the morrow. This chance meet-
ing with the man who loves her so strongly makes
Mona feel homesick. To her surprise, Riley secures
a de-luxe cabin on the same liner. Every minute is

so occupied that time flies, and now Mona can count
the hours when they will sight home shores. Bring-
ing her a lemonade, Riley casually remarks that
there is some trouble with the liner and that all

passengers are ordered to don hfe belts. In the
arrowing excitement, they learn that an iceberg has
cut such a hole in the keel that it is only a matter
of time when the ship will submerge. About to re-
nounce her chance to be saved in the Hfe boat, Mona
hears Will tell the Captain that Riley should be al-
lowed to row the boat since none of the women can
row to safety. Agreed. Mona watches the dim out-
line of Will on board the doomed ship. Torn by the
agony of witnessing such heroism, Mona can barely
maintain consciousness. Rescued by another steamer,
Mona hovers between life and death but finally re-
covers telling Helen, who has inherited Will's wealth,
that she will never forget his overpowering love,
that he carried to death.
Failing in health. Senator Drier is replaced by Ri-

ley who is recognized as an able orator and a man
of principles. The week that Riley takes his place in
the Senate, the four girl chums have a reunion. Nan
stands staunchly by her husband's side in his work
as president of the university. Helen has remained
the spinster, while Reinie, unfortunate in marital
love, centers her attention on two stalwart sons.
Strongly endowed with personality. Mona is the in-
disputable leader of social and official assemblages.
With knowing sighs, they marvel at the prophetic
words of the old gypsy.

HANDICAPPED
Le Roy Seelbinder File No. 746S

ALMOST unmindful of the sweltering heat of the
noon-day sun, and its baking effect on the ce-
ment streets of the city, Roy Carl drags his lag-

ging feet. With a feeling of despair, he sighs deeply.
It's because he is a cripple that he can't get a job.
He has seen through the thinly veneered replies of
employers who have told him that the position is
filled, or that they do not need any help. Despondent
yet persistent, he meets a man who admires his pluck
and who offers him a commission on selling hand-
soap. Eager to do anything. Roy painfully walks
from house to house and by means of his clever and
pleasant approach, receives many orders. Business
seems to be improving and Roy finds that he must
get a car to attend to his several orders, his radius
of sales IS steadily growing. Joshed about never tak-
ing a girl out, Roy determines to show the teasers
and he asks Jean, a pretty little schoolmate of his,
to accompany him to a cock fight. Thrilled with the
excitement of this novel entertainment, Jean finds
her aversion to the crippled boy's company merely
a mental attitude. She finds him charming in his
way and feels happy that she has not snubbed him as
most inconsiderate girls are wont to do. The two
former schoolmates become firm friends.
As Roy shuffles along one day busily delivering his

orders, he crashes right into a tall gaunt figure.
Apologizing for his carelessness, Roy finds himself
looking into a pair of keen grey eyes, those of the
famous Doctor John Curry, who has been watching
the game pace that Roy has set for himself. Ea?er
to help this lad, who so ably helps himself, Doc"tor
Curry invites him to his oifice, and without Roy's
knowledge prepares to examine him and if possible
remedy his affliction. Beaming with the promise of
success. Doctor Curry urges Roy to undergo an op-
eration. If fortunate, he shall walk and dance as all
healthy men, and if not, well that risk must be

A cooling breeze floats through the huge hospital
where Roy has been for the past two months. Fol-
lowing Doctor Curry's suggestion, Jean has been a
constant visitor, cheering the plucky Roy. In these
visits she has learned to care most deeply for the
charming person she has discovered Roy to be. But
sensible as the modern girl, she conceals her affec-
tions until the outcome is fairly certain. The day
arrives . . . Roy is to stand the test . . . Cheeks flushed
from excitement, Jean hurries to help Roy take his
first step. He falters . . . wonderingly . . . Suddenly,
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gritting his teeth as he has so often done before, Roy
grips the floor firmly with his feet and without as-

sistance walks the length of the room. No longer do

his feet lag. The left is as steady as the r.ght. Real-

izing that he will be like normal men, Roy pays much
attention to his favorite companion during his con-

valescence. Rather naively, he asks Jean to consider

him for a life partner. Releasing her pent-up emo-

tions, she rushes to his arms, and with a soft little

cry, she snuggles in his arms. Together, silhouetted

against the setting sun, they plan their future happi-

ness.
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SUGAR DADDY
Mrs. Jean Hastedt File No. 7675

BORED with parties and fortune-hunters, Bab Le-

roy, lovely young heiress complains to her aunt

that she really doesn't want a husband. But Aunt
Elizabeth has a Count, this time, for Bab. and when
the verv young ladv discovers, by chance, the un-

savory reputation of her suitor, she takes matters into

her own hands.
The next day, the newspapers carry headlines about

the disappearance of a beautiful young heiress, while

under the name of Ruth Lorenze, Bab enjoys her first

taste of real freedom on a ship bound for Miami.
Irrepressible madcap that she is, Bab, or Ruth as she

is now known, decides to amuse herself by pretend-

ing to be a reporter. The first victim she choses is

a
"
flashily dressed lad sitting in the next steamer

chair with a cap pulled far down over his eyes.

"Good afternoon," she begins poHtely,^ but with a

gasp he jumps up and cries, "I haven't any of the

goods, I didn't do nothing." Bab is a bit daunted to

discover that he has taken the boat to escape being

taken for a ride, but as soon as he realizes she is

not after his life, he looks at her curiously and says,

"Say, kid, why don't you get into the racket? With
your looks you and I could clean up." Bab shifts un-

comfortably and the moment she can, she makes her

escape. Later she meets a kindly looking elderly gentle-

man but when they speak to each other she learns that

he generally takes a sweetheart with him, and that he
is quite anxious to have her serve in that capacity in

Miami. She listens politely, but already she is plan-

ning to interview Mr. Wallman, the multi-millionaire,

and send her article into a newspaper. She wires
THE TATLER if they would be interested and they
send back, "Decidedly." But Mr. Wallman is unap-
proachable, and annoyed at her treatment, the care-
free girl determines to find out what the oil magnate
wears when he sleeps. She hoped it would be gay
colored pajamas, but when she sees a long flannel

night shirt, she begins to cough, is arrested, and sends
to the newspaper begging them to help her. The
editor, sensing a good story sends a Mr. Whiteman
to get Bab's story. Sullen at first, he capitulates be-
fore Bab's charm and after a whirlwind courtship,
asks her to marry him. Impulsively she accepts and
they are married in City Hall. Adoring his young
bride. Bob Whiteman tells Bab that he wants her to

meet his uncle George, wfiom he is sure Bab will like.

However, Uncle George is not at home, he is expected
back from the South this week. A few days later.

Bob leads his bride down the long halls of his un-
cle George's home and as the old man gets up to
meet his nephew's bride, the girl coughs violently

—

Uncle George is the Sugar Daddy of the boat whom
Bab had met again in Miami and who had there re-

newed his invitation. In the midst of this. Aunt
Elizabeth comes in, having traced Bab through the
newspaper accounts of the wedding. Uncle George
mitigates her indignation and when Bab and Bob
leave for their honeymoon with them is another
blushing pair—Aunt Elizabeth and Uncle George.

plot progresses smoothly and in the grey dawn of

morning, George and Eleanor are in a speeding taxi,

bound for city hafl, when suddenly they collide with

the coupe of Dr. Walter Winston. Suffering severe

concussions of the brain, Eleanor hovers between life

and death. The doctor visits her and in her niental

wanderings she recites a favorite poem of his. Deep-

ly touched, he forgets his hatred toward the fair sex

and tends the delirious girl. Under his patient care,

Eleanor convalesces and discovers that she loves the

handsome doctor, and confides her whole life story

to him. Tenderly he takes her in his arms and asks

her to make him the happiest man in the world.

Eagerly she agrees, much to the relief of her step-

father, ^^ . , ^

Three years pass . . . there are two offices right

next to each other; that of Dr. W. Winston and that

of Dr. Eleanor Winston. Having at last achieved

her ambition, Eleanor strolls along the hall to Wal-

ter's and placing herself tipon his lap, asks how the

big medico is getting along. For a answer she re-

ceives a big kiss square on the lips. And together they

laugh and love, the eternal right of everyone.

THE ETERNAL RIGHT
Sylvia Cu File No. 7678

RETURNING to their cozy apartment, Mrs. Meade
and her charming daughter, Eleanor, revew the
pleasant evening spent at the theatre. The wi-

dow of a good-for-nothing millionaire who has squan-
dered all his wealth. Mrs. Meade has struggled brave-
ly to support the two of them and rejoices that Elea-
nor is now out of school and well on the way to suc-
cess. Together they plan to fulfill her ambition to be-
come a doctor. On her wav from work one after-
noon, Mrs. Meade meets Roger Hamilton, a former
beau that she rejected in favor of the more prosper-
ous Donald Meade. Telling her all the news from
the old home town, Roger explains that he is now a
widower with three boys on his hands and is looking
for a place to board them. Mrs. Meade, in a fit of
compassion for the three motherless lads, offers to
mother them. The tidy apartment soon becomes a
wreck after its occupancy by George, Harry and
Bertrand. Delighted with her housekeeping, Roger
proposes marriage and convinces Mrs. Meade that
only through her influence will his boys become man-
ageable. The once quiet abode becomes one of en-
livened youth, a little laughter, a little sorrow.

Noticing a crowd around two boys fighting, Mrs.
Meade recognizes Bertrand and in her haste to sep-
arate them, she steps in the path of a speeding truck.
A rush call to the hospital . . . but it is too' late . . .

Eleanor arrives just in time to hear her mother's dy-
ing words "Carry on!" Angered bv the opportunities
that George enjoys while she is told to work. Eleanor
does not get along with her step-relations, and plans
to hurt Roger in some way. Realizing that George
is extremely fond of her, she plays up to him, intent
upon marrying him so that he will be tied down with
a wife. She doesn't care what happens to her. The

RESTITUTION

Rene Charlebois File No. 7707

IN sunny southern France, Andre Duval is about

to bid adieu to life. Summoning his children,

Jean, Lucien and Alice, he divides his estate

amongst them, warning them not to squander. Jean,

better known as the laughing commoner, burns his

candle at both ends and within a month he is penni-

less, living upon friends' generosity. The soft-voiced

Lucien, who has the natural gift of a musical genius

throws away his talent leading a tawdry orchestra in

the cabaret.' With a premonition of evil, Alice warns
him to get away from the place that has tainted Jean,

its best patron. However, considering this employ-
ment as a financial project, Lucien continues, much
to Jean's joyousness. Hoping to cause a marriage
between his friend, Rene Denis, and his sister, Jean
introduces the two and affords them every opportunity

to get better acquainted. In this way the plotting

lein hopes to get some money to keep up his ex-

travagances. Attracted at first, Alice very sanely

Uirns down his proposal with a curt remark that he

had better get some honest means of a livelihood.

She is fully aware of the fact that he has been living

like a parasite . . . living on other people's money.
She has no intentions of being duped into a marriage
with such a man.
Handsome and debonair, Rene is however pursued

by the dancer at the cabaret and falls under
her influence. Although married to Louise Renaud,
the entertainer. Rene is spurred on by the nervous
Jean to renew his advances, but to no avail. Much
as she loves him and her brothers, she is too proud
of being herself and of being independent. True to
her promise, Alice leaves home and occupies herself
teaching youngsters. Suddenly she is called to the hos-
pital where she finds Lucien dangerously ill. With his
head covered with bandages, Lucien explains the "acci-
dent". In a fit of anger, Jean has suspended a sword
over his bed hoping to kijl him because he refused to
give him money. While Lucien is convalescing Jean is

brought to trial. The bloodthirsty public finds him
guilty and demands full price as restitution. Bound
hand and foot to an old-fashioned stake, the would-
be murderer suffers the taunts and jeers of the mob.
As an angel of relief, Alice appears and cheering the
sinner with an encouraging smile, she asks him to
confess. Admitting his attempted murder, Jean adds
that he has stolen much money from his friend, Rene,
who is now a lonely widower with a charming little

daughter. Pleading for a trial, Alice effects a promise
that should Lucien survive, Jean will be sentenced
lightly.

Touched by the sight of a beautiful little flower
cirl, Alice is lured away to look over her garden.
Wandering through the immense flower beds, the lit-

tle child greets her father and turns to tell Alice
'vhen she notices Alice staring at him. It is Rene!
Blushing and stammering, Alice hands him the money
that Jean has taken and as she bids goodbye, Rene
wakes out of his dream and accompanies her to the
gate where he exacts her promise to dine with him
that night. Thrilled by the awakening of love, Alice
hurries to the hospital where she learns that Lucien
is so far recovered that he is entertaining the other
patients by his violin. Having dressed with the most
meticulous care. Alice knows she is beautiful but
nevertheless her cheeks are deeply stained with hap-
piness when Rene lifts her face to his and tells her

social worker visits the prison. Forced by her fam- j

ily to marry a wealthy New Yorker, Margaret had
j

been miserable until her husband had become in- 1

'

fatuated with a chorus girl and offered to divorce his
|

wife. Having nowhere to turn after her divorce,
!

Margaret had remained on in Reno and was occupy-
ing her time with social work. From the moment '

she saw John pacing the length of his cell, she had a
'.

conviction that this man didn't belong behind bars

and had made every possible effort to secure his re-

lease. Since he would not help by revealing what he

knew about the robbery, Margaret was left to hen
own devices and finally managed to secure his release

.

on parole. John's gratitude is soon replaced by love

and as for Margaret she has long realized that hen
interest in this case has been prompted by a deep
emotion. John and Margaret continue to see each
other and when he proposes marriage she accepts, i

Returning to his home town to prepare a home for'

his bride-to-be. John is startled by a visit from Bill.'

Life for Bill has been a constant flight from justice

and he swears that if John helps him now he will go
straight. Pity and his own happiness makes John
believe and taking Bill to his house, John gives him
money and confides about his love for Margaret.

As the house nears completion, it seems that Bill's!

reformation has been successful, but one day he meets'
an old crony of his and his tongue gets loosened by
liquor. Half-drunk, Bill thinks his friend's idea that,

they relieve Margaret of her money, a fine one. And .,

forging a letter purported to have come from John.
Bill writes asking Margaret to meet him, withdraw- '

ing her money from the Reno bank, and bringing it

with her. Margaret is puzzled especially since the:

letter says that if John is unable to meet her he wilb
send a friend, but the use of endearments used only
by John and the writing itself convinces her that the.

letter is not spurious. Bill meets Margaret and
when he attempts to wrest her money from her. she

offers unexpected resistance. Angered, his head un-
steadied by excessive drinking. Bill strikes his friend's

fiancee and appalled by the realization of what he has
done, he leaves her at the side of the road where she
is found unconscious. John is held and as Margaret
doesn't regain consciousness, she is unable to prove
his innocence. Bill's forged letter points toward the
guilt of John who is sentenced to the gas chamber.
Everything is against John, but at the last moment
the governor is made to understand that Bill is thei

guilty person. Just as John is being led to his death,
the reprieve arrives and he is saved.

QUESTIONABLE FRIENDSHIP
Bertie Wagn
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over his scapegrace friend Bill, brings
vis to Reno. For a while his vigilance
be eiifective in keeping Bill out of mis-
night they are standing beside a gamb-
a club house. Suddenly the lights go
w moments later. Bill whispers, "Let's
re." John tries to stop Bill but follows
the street. He is astounded by the

friend is carrying a black bag
swept the money from the table,

later, John is held for the theft of

At the trial he tries to prove his innocence but hi'
sfory is extremely shaky and as a result he is sen
tenced to three months in prison. Bill makes no at
tempt to either confess his own guilt or even to visi
John and a month drags by. One day Margaret, ;

LOVE'S REGARD

File No. 7S03|{

ALOW WHISTLE... Mae Brandt appears from,
the twilight shadows of the spacious Brandj
grounds. Rushing forward to meet h

whistler, Lou Smithers, welcomes her with open arm^
Arms around each other's waist, the pair stroll
the little brook, furtively watching to see if they ar3
being followed. With a sigh of relief, Lou and Maa
reach their trysting place, bemoaning the fact thaij
they have to be so careful about keeping their love as!

secret. Children of wealthy parents, these two
also children of the bitterest of enemies, and bein^.
unable to reconcile their folks, they enjoy a clandes^j
tine afitair. Years ago Mr. Brandt and Mr. Smither:
have courted the same girl, who not caring particu-J
larly for either one, eloped with a third suitor. Rivalsj

they have also been rivals in business. Both]
have
both have
The life-ti

Anxiously

the banks!
prestigl

opportunities in
acquired the same influent
le struggle for supremacy
watching each other's progress, the ty

aintained an outward indiffe:

ch other. Equally supreme in the horn
ve forbidden any family association. Ther
the Brandts have a party, everybody comi
lithers: and vice versa.

er daughte
lezvous for the elite, espei

Dashing and independe:
in ner ways, Mae is the center of life and becomi
very critical of her set. resenting her
mination to marry her ofl^. esoecially to such a sil

old thing as the Duke de Randome. Having met Ll
quite informally in the cooling waters of the oce;
she thrills to his clean regard of love and life, t
terly unsophisticated, he has captured the heart

tired of sophistication. However, up(

lizes the futility of intfi

ence to

but the Smithers

Socially ambit
has made her h<
ially the young eligible

of the

at home.

to them, the very stern Mr. Brandt hi

secret meetings and has been reff
IS he watches a casual friendshit

o a deep regard and love. Adoring hif

aughter as he does, he notes the radiant
her personality. She is becoming sweeter

concerned over other people's feelings

learning '

ducing hi

Unknow
been awa
living old
develop i

beautiful
change in

gentler, r _ . __ ^
losing a little of the domineering independence. In i
quiet stillness of the dusk, Mae and Lou shake theii

heads. This secret business is no good, but how art

they going to obtain parental sanction? Chucklinf
to himself, Mr. Brandt dashes out and surprises tht

lovers who upon seeing him stand stock-still. De-
manding to know the meaning of this meeting, hi

reprimands Mae. With a crimson flush on his face
Lou denounces her father's scolding and takes tht

blame himself. Suddenly, the harsh features meli
into a sunny smile as Mr. Brandt extends his hand t(

Lou. Bewildered, unable to say a word. Lou take:
the protifered hand, and succumbs to a hearty slap or

the back which means family approval. With a crj
of joy, he smothers Mae with kisses, regardless o:

where they are or who is around.
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THOSE WHO LIVE

Mrs. Lillias Br File No. 75S7

DISASTER! A whirling fragment of a gaseous
asteroid liurtles througli space and in an instant

passes on leaving in its wake a gas which deals

death to all the inhabitants of the earth, all, that is,

save a party of sightseers underground at the time in

a Mammoth cave. And when the group of five tour-

ists and their college boy guide, Dick, come to the

surface to their horror and dismay they find the un-

earthly stillness betokens the fact that they are the

lone survivors of a world calamity. Everywhere man
and beast have been struck down in their tracks. Mrs.
Horton, a nervous widow, weeps hysterically and Mr.
Thornton, a minister prays. The others follow their

own thoughts. Bob and Betty cling together, this

was to have been their honeymoon ! The fact that

there remain Paula and Marion leaving one woman
more than men is soon lost sight of with the arrival

of two furtive looking men. Nat and Frank, petty

thieves, have been saved too. Haying killed a man,
they were escaping the law by hiding in the cave.

Now there is nobody left to prosecute them. This
disaster^ is to their advantage and instantly the men
leer at Betty and Marion, who shrink back instinc.

lively. Paula's eyes narrow, and Mrs. Horton titters

nervously. Dick takes command. They must find a

place to stay, and they choose Maine. With all the

machinery in the world, they must revert to an early

state of civilization since there are not hands enough
to utilize them. Nat and Frank menace the women
and Dick decides that the ladies may, when they
choose, select their own mates. That night Marion is

attacked by Frank and when Dick and Bob defend
her, they incur the enmity of the two thieves. Then
Frank announces himself "King" by virtue of his

gun, and he seizes Paula, who has gone with Nat.
Constant alarm reigns and the others decide to find

another place, away from the' two men and the

woman whose primitive instincts have been released

by the calamity. Mystery, drama, adventure, and
plots and counterplots follow as part of the survivors
try to establish law out of the chaos and manage a

decent existence, while the other three prey upon
them, diverting all their energies to escape labor and
satisfy their desires. Mrs. Horton and the minister
find each other companionable and after Nat has
killed Frank in a struggle for Paula and then, tiring

of her has joined the others promising to abide by
regulations to save himself from perishing, the party
again becomes intact. But not for long, for when all

seems most harmonious, and each man seems happy
with the woman of his choice, Frank suddenly stops
Betty one day when he finds her alone, and only the

intervention of the jealous Paula saves the bride

from a horrible fate. Paula kills Nat and meets an
unhappy death and the minister joins Marion and
Dick in matrimony and these six survivors wrest a
happy existence from the earth.

THE PACK RAT
Byron G. Bu File No. 7569

LOADING down the old dilapidated Ford with
generous provisions for that much-talked-of
mountain trip, Don Weatherby, a handsome

young giant and his pal, Mark Davies, short and
chubby, whistle merrily as they put in the last cans
of food. Decorated with all kinds of inscriptions, the
old rattler booms down the main street and the whole
village unites in sending off its two chief mischief-
makers. Hitting along on the open road, Don heaves
a sigh while Mark inhales deeply of the invigorat-
ing air. With a martyred air they leave the car at
the old trading post where they secure burros the
only means of traveling further up into the moun-
tains. Night descends, and alarmingly black it is

too. After cooking a tasty supper over their small
fire, the two adventurers roll in the blankets and re-
tire for the night. "Um . . . good!" and they smack
their lips over the morning's breakfast of hotcakes
and coffee.
Men and burros plod along up the mountainous hills,

following the old pack trail, crossing and re-crossing
the stream. A noon-day rest under a refreshing fir

tree and on they go. Just as the sun is about to cast
its last glimmer of light, they reach the old mining
camp. Situated in the midst of tall spruce trees, the
old house, rotting away through lack of care, stands
very desolate, hardly seeming to want any new ar-
rivals. With despairing looks at each other, the two
thrill-seekers throw down their pack's and dejectedly
survey the supposed scene of much fun. Oh well,
being good sports they reserve their criticism for
later. Eager to be on the hunt in the morning, Don
and Mark crawl into their blankets, planning to get
a good night's rest. No sooner are they settled when
they hear a scratching sound. Sh . . . it comes near-
er. In whispers Don and Mark discuss the unfamiliar
rioise. Unable to bear the suspense any longer, Mark
lights a match but in the damp cold air it goes out.
Persistent he again strikes a match only to see two
uncanny beady eyes staring at him. Dan notes the
intruder also. Suddenly with a wild cry, they both
whip out their guns and attempt to kill that THING.
A peal of tinkling laughter grates upon their ears

111 this awful stillness of the night. Can it be a
ghost? Funny nobody knows about this. Certainly
the camp is unoccupied. But no ... a tiny door opens
and silhouetted against the light of the room behind
her, Jane Stone, a medical student appears. "Come,
Grey Eyes," calls this blonde vision and the owner
of the beady eyes responds to its name. Again she
laughs as she notices the crouching positions of the
two men who have been ready to attack. With a
gracious gesture of hospitality she offers them some

refreshments. Truly she ought to have told them
that she was doing some research there but then she
never expected that Grey Eyes, her little pack rat
would cause them any trouble. Laughing rather
sheepishly at their error, the two accept her apology.
Days of hunting and mghts of romance create a deep
mutual love between Don and Jane, who together
find much to enjoy in the mountain wilds. Outlined
against a smiling full moon are two figures melting
into one. Don has found more than adventure in

them thar hills. He has found love!

THE MAN OF THE EVENING
E. Sheppard Gardner File No. 7577

STRICTLY brought up by her spinster aunt Pris-
cilla, Miriam Hurtt resents her aunt's vociferous
disapproval of Charles Benson. It isn't only that

Miriam is fascinated by Charles' compelling person-
ality, but that she feels her aunt is unreasonable, and
furthermore, thinks Miriam, Aunt Priscilla has no
right to limit her masculine friendships to John Lake,
who happens to be Charles' employer. And John ap-
pears to Miriam a dull, hard-working business man,
entirely lacking in the color and excitement afTorded
by Charles.

Priscilla invites John to a large dinner party and
he leaves early that night. As is his custom Charles
investigates his employer's desk and find:ng the in.
vitation is roused to fury. He had been certain that
he was successful in turning Miriam's head with his
flatteries and he wanted to marry her wealtn. Ac
cordingly, he has some shiftless friends of his kidnap
John, strip him of his evening clothes and leave him
far out on the road. But when Charles arrives he is
delightedly greeted by Miriam and later is discovered
kissing her by Priscilla who, shocked, orders him
from her house. Miriam is humiliated but Charles
plans revenge. Later, peering in through the window
he sees John arrive and in his astonishment, he loses
his hold and bruises himself on the thorns. The but-
ler is almost certain he recognizes the prowler and
when John marks Charles' bruises next day, his sus-
picions are confirmed. They argue and Charles leaves.
That night he plans to kidnap Miriam and force her
to marry him. But Priscilla has invited John, and
Miriam led to believe that her aunt had been recon-
ciled to Charles is disappointed. Charles enters,
shoots John, hits Priscilla on the head with the butt
of hi! adly Mil off
to an island. While the pohce search for the kidnap
ped girl, John is desperately concerned over the safe-
ty of the girl he loves and over the condition of
Priscilla who in her delirium cries ceaselessly for
Miriam.
Charles maltreats Miriam and the police finally

learn that the kidnapper is on the island But al-
though they pass within a few feet of the place where
Miriam and Charles are hiding, the girl dares not
cry out for the gun of the man with whom she had
so recently been infatuated, is pressed in her side.
I he police abandon the clue but John stays on search-mg ceaselessly. Charles fires again, and the men
grapple but John weakened by his wounds falls while
Miriam realizes how brave he is. The police fall on
Charles and after a terrific battle overcome him. He
is sentenced to twenty years in prison while Miriam
and John arrive home and Aunt Priscilla, who for all
her severity meant well, recovers after seeing her
niece safe. And in a very short time Miriam dis-
covers that her respect for John has turned to love
and they are married.

CABIN OF DREAMS
Carl Fische File No. 7587

IT had all started when Jim found Mary Dunn's
purse. They had noticed each other sitting in the
street car, and Mary's eyes lit up when Jim came

around with her lost pocketbook. But once in Mary's
house, Jim realized that it was ridiculous for him,
a car mechanic, to think seriously of a girl who lived
in such a luxurious home. And despite her cordiality,
he didn't call again although he thought about her
constantly until the day when they saw each other
again in a restaurant. This time there was no mis-
taking her interest and Jim shylv joined her. It was-
n't exactly chance, but thereafter both Jim and Mary
ate in that place every day, and soon they were
meeting outside too. It was love, and both of them
knew it. But still Jim didn't dare express his feelings.
True he had been raised in position, but Mary had
everything she wanted. How could he ask her to
share his humble lot? They hiked together, dined,
danced, and sometimes alone under a moonlit sky,
Jim would play his guitar and sing a love song, but
that was as near as he got to telling her of his love.
Then one day they quarrelled. It was nothing really

But Mary felt that Jim should apologize and Jim
felt that perhaps Mary realized that she was throwing
her life away on him. And. so each grieved apart
and time passed. Then one day, Jim read that Mary
was going to marry a titled Enghshman, a friend
of her father's—tomorrow. Dashing down to her
house, he was admitted to her room. They clung to
each other, but Mary tearfully informed him it was
too late. She had promised. If he had only come

Jim- left his position, left everything and drove
westward—anywhere. One night he took shelter in
the cabin of an old Westerner and instead of leaving
the next day, he accepted Dad McConnell's invita-
tion to stay on and work in the mines from which
Dad had been retired after forty years of labor. Jim
did and a remarkable friendship was cemented be-

tween these two men between whose ages there was
so great a disparity. Time passed, and old Dad learned
all about Mary Dunn. The name always made him
tremble. His wife had been Mary Dunn too. More
than forty years ago she had left him after a quar-
rel, taking her children. He had never seen any of
them again. Dad could never hear too much about
Mary, but it upset Jim to talk about the girl he had
lost, and often Dad saw the lad creep outside and
sadly strum his guitar.
One night, however, Jim didn't come home for sup-

per and It wasn't until the next morning when, dis.
tracted. Dad came into town, that he learned the de.
tails of the mine explosion. Jim wasn't dead, but the
hospitals were overflowing with wounded and a call
for help reached Mary, who having decided she could-
n t marry anyone but Jim, had left home and taken
up nursing. And Mary came and was discovered to
be the granddaughter of Dad McConnell. Dad knew
she was Jim's Mary and he waited eagerly for the
moment when Mary heard Jim playing his guitar and
singing "their" love song. Then, the happy trio

to Dad'i of dr

THE CASEY MYSTERY
Nicholas Kosowan File No. 7589

THE skeleton in the Casey home was Mrs. Alex
Casey's fondness for gin. Wealthy, middle-aged
a widow, it was common knowledge in the isolated,

superstitious town of Caroon that Enid was unable to
break her aunt of her degrading propensity for drink-
ing. Not that the town was particularly concerned
about how Enid felt. She was a persona non grata.
Arrived from college to take care of her wealthv
aunt, she had been resented by a number of people.
For one thing, before Enid came it seemed as though
Mrs. Casey might leave her money to anyone. In
her cups, there was no telling upon whom she might
bestow a few hundred or even thousand dollars when
the spirit moved her. But since Enid's arrival, Mrs
Casey hadn't gotten drunk—much, Enid had another
lesson to learn too, and that was that it was impos-
sible trying to cure the Caroonites of their super-
stitious beliefs. There were ghosts, said the towns-
folk, and you could stand on your head and still the
Caroonites would believe there were ghosts. Grad-
ually it got so that Enid had only one friend in town,
Sam Goowan, a newspaper fellow. He begged the
girl to marry him, but Enid wasn't leaving her aunt.
Since she had come. Mrs. Casey was improving niir.
aculously. Jlaybe, in a few years . . .

One morning weeks later, Mrs. Alex Casey was
found murdered. Her body was found in a ditch and
suspicion immediately pointed toward her niece. It
developed that Mrs. Casey had told Enid she was
going to visit Jack Bayote and his wife, about five
miles away. The eccentric woman carried two hun-
dred dollars with her. The money was missing from
the body. Enid was the culprit, of course, concluded
Caroon. She wanted to get her aunt's fortune and
even stole the two hundred dollars from the poor
drunken woman who had boasted about the money
she was carrying with her. The girl's grief was
labelled false. Public opinion ran high. Vague ru.
mors started that the girl might because of her
youth and beauty escape punishment. This must not
be. That night the ghost of Mrs. Casey was seen
near the ditch. A faint cry issued from the appari-
tion. "Lynch Enid, lynch Enid." When somebody
tried to approach the spirit, it let out a hideous cry
and sparks shot forth. Caroon was up in the air.
The ghost of the dead woman crying immediate ven-
geance. It was their duty to carry out the deceased's
wishes. No wonder Enid had said she didn't believe
in ghosts. She knew. At this point Sam got back
to town. Shocked by developments, he thought fast.
He pleaded for the girl's life but was shouted down.
However, he shot his barb. If it really was a ghost,
wouldn't it come back tonight? That night, he
waited near the ditch. Promptly at midnight, the
ghost appeared. Sam shot, and giving a very human
cry of pain the ghost fell. It was Jack Bavote. He
admitted to the abashed populace he had shot the
widow for her money, had tried to shift the blame
to Enid's shoulders and was afraid the case would
be too thoroughly investigated if it came to trial.
Enid left the superstitious, muddle-headed town

with her adoring young husband—Sam Goowan. And
perhaps Caroon wasn't quite so sure of the existence
of ghosts, now that its most famous one had been
layed.

LOVE BOUNDS
Caledonia Ishmon File No. 7590

REBELLION against the strict and unreasonable
restraints imposed by her unmarried aunt causes
Mazie to accept Jack's invitation. His habit and

reckless living are not unknown to her any more
than anyone else in Centerville for Jack is the town
wastrel. Not that there is anything really bad about
him. It is just that he is living up to the undeserved
reputation he has earned. Somehow Centerville never
expected the fatherless boy to turn out decently, and
Jack was showing them they were right with a false
air of bravado. From the first dance together, Mazie
pierces his hard exterior. Anyone, she thinks, can
tell he's only assuming that general cussedness. But
Jack knows she is the only one who has ever taken
the trouble to find out, and partly in gratitude and
partly for the eflrect—and it may be there was also a
slight admixture of love, he asks her to leave her
miserable existence with her aunt and marry him.
Gasping at the unexpectedness of his proposal, Mazie
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allows herself to be persuaded against her better
judgment. She has a conviction that he is worth
making something decent of, and some emotional
chord that he touches urges her to do it. Besides—
she won't ever again have to be guided by her aunt's

unjust dictates. With this basis for a marriage, the
two young people start out.

Of course the town is set on its ears. Mazie and
Jack Arnold! But for all of two months Jack is the

model citizen of Centerville. Then he overhears a

conversation. "Mazie was a fool to think she could
make silk out of a sow's ear. He's no good and
never will be." And Jack grows more and more fur-

ious and with a mighty oath, he gets drunk and that

night he doesn't come home. Mazie's face is swollen

with tears when Jack finally gets back, but she says

nothing. One more relapse Jack has and then he is

persuaded by a former companion that he is a fool

to try to be domestic. Nobody will appreciate it

anywav. This time he doesn't get back at all.

Deserted ilazie attempts to appease her aunt, but

she is told that as far as the spinster is concerned
Mazie is dead. In the town the girl gets only a lifted

eyebrow and a biting I-told-you-so. One person of-

fers consolation—Jim. He is the only one who will

give her a job, but when a few months later Mazie
discovers she is to have a baby—Jim's, he shrugs his

shoulder and says he is engaged to another girl,

what can he do about it? The old doctor Day, not

knowing the baby isn't Jack's is solicitous. Mazie

works as long as possible, saving every penny. Mean-
while, Jack has become involved with one Helen

whom he has met most unconventionally. In his cups

one day he agrees that it is foolish for him to be

married to a girl like Mazie instead of one of his

own kind and he goes back to arrange about a divorce.

When he hears Slazie is having a child he is calm.

Well, he has grounds now. But when he comes to

the hospital and "his" child is put in his arms the

hne, "Let him without sin cast the first stone" comes
to him. And softly he tiptoes into his wife's room.

Helen is forgotten in the poignant sweetness of the

mutual forgiveness.

THE LEGION
E. L. Westbrook Fil^ No. 7592

ARMISTICE! With flags flying and welcome

shouts, the stay-at-homes greet the returmng

soldiers on parade. True, it isn't a very en-

couraging sight. Many never will come back. Others

are but remnants of the splendid men they used to

be. James Arnold, a private, is just another Ameri-

can who has returned from this fight for democracy,

decorated with medals for bravery but without a job

to go to. All ways seem closed to him and for a

year or more he works at odd jobs. The old home-

stead, lost through foreclosure during his absence,

has been the fire of his hopes for adjoining it lives

Betty Morgan, the ravishing daughter of John Mor-
gan, and a childhood sweetheart of James. In one

of their Sunday afternoon strolls, Betty tells him of

the Legion suggesting that perhaps they can help him
with his problem of rehabiUtation. Eager with the

possibility of solving his difiiculties, James rushes

to the office and learns that he is entitled to vocation-

al training. Accepting courses in hterary subjects

and agriculture, he learns of government grants of

land for homesteading. He gathers his earthly be-

longings together and with his mother starts out life

anew. Under his capable management, his one hun-
dred and sixty acres becomes a prosperous farm and
he is recognized as a valuable farmer and man of

ailfairs. With beating heart he calls on Betty, and
takes her to see his successful adventure. With
stretches of well-cultivated land on all sides James
again confesses his love and asks Betty to share his

success. With a little cry, she buries herself in his

arms as she acquieces.
Battle-scarred but with a better grasp on life and

the horrors of war, James becomes a leader in the

Legion. The country is threatened with war. Reali-

zing the necessity for preparedness despite peace
movements of all sorts, the Legion rigs up training
units so that the defenders of justice will have a

chance. James sees through the rays of light offered

by a peace conference . . . how can some nations de-
prive themselves of necessary defense weapons when
others are working like demons to prepare for that
hour when they will strike at the very heart of civili-

zation. At the national convention of the Legion-
naires, James advocates a strengthening of the army,
navy and air forces. With pale faces, Betty and
James hear over the radio the call to war. People
are hurrying to open fields and woods, fearing pos-
sible air raids. Battleships dot the surrounding wat-
ers. Man on foot is of no use until the invaders
land. Help from European nations arrives. A sweep-
ing battle of the skies is followed by a concentrated
attack on the remaining ships. A white flag of sur-
render is not recognized. The gunners are intent up-
on annihilating this world menace so completely that
it would not be able to breed another nation of mong-
rels to fill the world with hatred and conflicts.
Proud of her husband's part in this conflict, Betty

listens intently while he rehearses the points of his
speech that he is to make that evening before a com-
mittee of men representing everybody and force in

America, a plea for a world campaign for everlasting
peace. Together they witness the American Legion
services in the old community church, a parade of all

nations with the plea of "Peace on earth, good will
toward men!"

THE GLITTERING TRAIL
Elizabeth James File No. 7599

IT didn't seem possible that Myra, who had every-
thing money could buy, could fall in love with a
circus entertainer, but that is exactly what she

did. In vain were her father's arguments, Tom Man-

He was nobody, just a

circus singer, arid Myra could have any man she
wanted. But when Tom proved an uncertain lover,

Myra resolutely threw aside home, family, society,

and joined up with the circus. Tom tried to convince
her that he was no good, that he wasn't for her. It

wasn't that he didn't love her, he said, but though
he was only a singer, the circus was part of him, he
couldn't, not for anything at all, anything, he con-
cluded meaningly, leave the glittering trail. And
Myra said nothing, became cashier for the "Greatest
Show On Earth" and kept on loving her man.
Then came a telegram from home. Her father was

dying, he wanted to see her again. Myra came into

Tom's tent, and before she could tell him about her
father, he was saying this arrangement was no good,

she'd have to go home, she was ruining her life for

a good-for-nothmg. And her eyes bright with unshed
tears, Myra told him of her father, saw his look

change to contrition, and he was yielding to her plea

that he come home with her. She couldn't, she said,

face it alone. So Tom went, and Myra's father be-

lieved they were married and forgave Tom and Myra.
But later, when Tom shamefacedly prepared to go,

Myra told him she was going to have a child. He
couldn't leave her now, and feeling trapped somehow,
hating the wealth his wife inherited, he stayed. For
months he tried to appear happy among those friends

of Myra who snubbed her husband. At last he could
stand it no longer and one day he went out for a
paper and didn't return.
Myra died at the birth of her child, Myron, and the

youngster was brought up by a Mrs. Barton, who
told the boy over and over again that his father was
no good, that he was with a circus. But when Ma
Barton died, and Myron found nobody wanted him
particularly he made up his mind to find his father.

He got a job with a circus, watering elephants at

first and made long inquiries for his father. No-
body knew what had become of Tom Mandis who had
never gotten his old job back again. But Tom was
still hanging around circuses. It was in his blood.
And once he fainted when he heard a lad called My-
ron Mandis sing "The Road to Mandalay", once his

favorite song. They carried the old fellow back-
stage, and when he came too, he told Myron he was
his father. Myron was happy, but Tom knew he
hadn't long to live. Still for a little while the pair

were happy and it was Tom who persuaded Myron
to marry Doris, the little trapeze performer, and es-

cape from this life before it was too late. And Myron,
seeing how much it meant to him promised. And he
and Doris found happiness together.

THE VOICE OF THE VIOLIN

Cora Carmichael File No. 76D3

A SCARLET STRING

Mrs. Luella J. Gray FUe No. 7600

TENDING to his lightho
Harkness' heritage for

-- -

that has been the
rs, David and his

daughter, Mollie, sit musing upon the pending
storm. Suddenly a merchant ship appears in the
distance and unmindful of the flashes of lightning
plows through the roaring waters trying to make the
harbor. With anxious eyes, the two admit the cap-
tain's folly when Mollie looks up and sees that the
warning lighthouse beacon is out. Too late ... the
ship has struck a reef and is gradually sinking.
David disappears in the basement where he comes
upon a tired old man whom he attacks believing him
a thief. Depriving the intruder of a bag tied with
scarlet string, he vanishes as another figure appears
and further loots the water -soaked old man. Gal-
vanized into action by the horror of the wreck, Mol-
lie calls her father but upon receiving no response
commandeers the life boats. Apparently all are saved
when Mollie 's keen eyes spy a figure hanging to a
rock. Facing almost certain death, Dave Reems,
son of a wealthy lumber man, and Sharon Preston,
nicknamed Shady for his criminal failings, offer to
rescue the victim. Battling against the raging sea,

they reach the figure only to discover a beautiful girl

clinging with deathlike grip to the rough stone. Men-
tally deranged by her experience, Ina Vivian Legree
calls for her father, bemoaning h :s possible death in

the disaster.
Stirred up by this accident and the disappearance of

Harkness, the police are baffled, having only found
a crazed old man in the lighthouse basement
who can give them no clue. As Vivian recovers, she
reads in the paper of the proceedings in the case, and
is startled to learn that the man in custody is her
father. Constantly at her side, Dave hurriedly takes
her to the prison where a joyous reunion takes place.
Her little vanity bag has been found on the beach
containing some letters addressed to Shady who is

held on suspicion. At the court trial. Shady con-
fesses that he has had nothing to do with the crime
but that he saw Harkness take a sack from Legree,
who, half-drowned, was unable to help himself, and
suddenly vanish. Perhaps he can help the authori-
ties locate the missing lighthouse-keeper if they will

go along with him. Searching in the musty old cel-

lar, Shady comes upon a piece of scarlet string and
with a cry of recognition he declares that it was tied
around the bag that Legree carried. A tapping of
the wall proves a hollow in back of a blind door and
as it is pried open, Harkness is disclosed, entombed
by a gust of wind that blew shut the door of his
treasure cave. With a vicelike grip, he is holding
the priceless bag which is promptly returned to Le-
gree whose joy is without bounds, having regained
his daughter and his wealth.
With excitement still thrilling her blood, Vivian

strolls along the beach where has been enacted the
most intense drama of her life. Matching her steps
carefully is Dave who suddenly halts her meditation
and draws her close, declaring that his love for her
began at her rescue. Fortune, her father . . . and now
a lover . . . she responds to his caresses . . .

DON was asking about her music and Lola's face
flushed with pleasure. One thing Dale, her hus-
band, never seemed to realize, how great an es-

cape her viohn oftered. But after all it was Dale she
loved. Dale she married, and she was regretfully re-
fusing Don's invitation. She knew Dale was still seeing
his Old friends. Hadn't he told her he took Hazel to

lunch? But she couldn't do it. She knew why Don
had never married, and she didn't feel that it would
be fair to accept Don's invitations. He still loved
her, and she—she loved her husband.
Dale came in while she was telling the children a

story. He smiled when she concluded with how im-
portant it was never to do anything they knew to be
wrong. "Moralist," he chided, then breezily, "we're
going to the Meshes to-night, so get all prettied."
Ruth had been an old school-friend of Dale's. Ruth
was slightly incredulous when Lola didn't drink and
wouldn't gamble. And Lola felt her cheeks burn at
Dale's faintly apologetic air. Even when Ruth closed
her eyes and swayed against Dale while they were
dancing, Lola tried not to hate Dale's friends. If

there were only Dale and the children and Lola, how
happy they would be. But there were all of Dale's
friends. And Lola didn't belong. It was no use try-
ing to act as if she thought it all good fun. Some-
thmg within her. something deeply ingrained rebelled
against promiscuity. From then on. Dale seemed to
have lodge meetings almost every night. Lola said
nothing, poured out her loneliness in her musiC. Dale
was kind. He didn't want to hurt her, but she didn't
understand his friends. And so the "lodge" became
more and more demanding of his time and then one
day Lola picked up the telephone and was switched
in on one of Hazel s conversations. Her husband was
going out of town. Dale was coming over, beer, jazz.
Lola hung up in a daze. She knew it all along, of
course, but here was proof. All day she turned her
problem over and finally decided if Dale wanted her
to be gay, she would be gay. It would be hard, but
perhaps she was failing him. She dressed and went
down to call for him at his office. Perhaps it was
just a temporary phase, and she loved him so much.
But with a httle cry she closed the office door. Dale
was in there with his stenographer, and she was in

Dale walked home thoughtfully. He wanted to think,
He couldn't go on this way. That girt today. Hazel's
parties. What of Lola? He'd have it out with her
tonight. She was sweet, never complained. Then a
voice came through the garden as he entered. Lola
was playing as he had never heard her play before.
Heartbreak, prayer; pain and beauty in the song of
her violin. And beside her was Don, his eyes drmk-
ing in her music and beauty. Dale was lost in ad-
miration and despair. She couldn't leave him, he
needed her. Then Mrs. TrumlDell appeared out of no-
where gushing, "Isn't it just grand. The last act of
the play the Literary Socjety is putting on next Fri-
day." Everyone was gone from the garden save he
and Lola and suddenly they were in each other's arms.
'T didn't know," he said, "until the voice of the v.o-'
lin . . .

"

THE BIGAMIST
J. E. Farley File No. 7608

/-T-iEACHlNG fifty small children in a country
' =chool, John Felice is widely known for his abil-1 f

childre
, ., — ..'idely kn_ „.

ity to handle youngsters. Even the most refrac-
tory pupils love their school master and John gives to
them all his own denied longing for children. It isn't
that May doesn't love John. She does in her child-
like way. But clinging and affectionate as she is, she
will not have a child. The thought terrifies her. She
might die, and even if she survived, there would al-
ways be responsibilities. Why can't they go on as
they are?
Then May begins getting more and more demanding

and the sound of her voice raised in anger can be
heard from the street. John gives her everything he
possibly can, but it is impossible to keep pace with
her desires and then as a final blow, John receives a
curt dismissal from the school board. The children
must not be exposed to the private wrangling of
their school master. It isn't difficult for him to get
another position but May is not willing to give up her
social relationships, and besides their farm has been
getting on so nicely, hasn't it? And as usual it is
John who capitulates and he goes off alone, getting
Bernice, an eighteen year old girl to help lighten
May's work, -Week-ends he returns and in Bernice's
unexpressed sympathy he finds a curious joy. The
girl IS beautiful. He analyses his feelings. May is
still his wife, yet he longs for Bernice with a depth
of feeling he has never had for his wife. If only he
had a child to lavish his love upon. In the town in
which he teaches he stays with the Smiths and their
happiness with their youngsters is a constant remind-
er of his own unsatisfactory home life. Again he
tries to tell May that children bring happiness, but
her tantrum is out of all proportion to the situation
and that night, John and Bernice give expression to
their love. In the months that follow May says noth-
ing, content to countenance her husband's infidelity
so long as nobody else suspects. Then one night,
Bernice tells John she is going to have a child. He
IS overcome with joy as she tells how happy she is,

but a few days later Bernice explains she has gotten
a letter from an old admirer who asks her to marry
him. She has told him everything and still he wants
her. John understands. And Bernice goes. May and
Bernice remain good friends and John watches the
woman he loves go to the arms of another man. He
is utterly helpless.
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A year passes. Then John sees Bernice and her

child and a stab of pain cuts him as he sees the

girl's happiness and the other man made happy by
his child. He goes home. May is dressing for the

evening. She looks lovely in a close fitting dress.

"Ready ? " she asks. And John wearily dresses for

the theater.

THE LOCKED DOOR
File No. 7616

URGED by her well-meaning parents to take a
trip abroad to forget Bob, Jane plans to elope

with the boy she loves. The two young people
find a minister and with only the minister's wife for

a witness, are married. They find a tiny white cot-

tage and there find happiness.
Each evening. Jane meets Bob at the gate and with

the prospect of a child, they feel that their happiness
is too perfect to last. One Sunday, Jane calls out to

Bob from the garden that the latch of the door is

out of order and she is locked out. He is about to

fix it when a neighbor calls and asks Jane and Bob
to ride into town. They go and on the way give a
lift to a destitute old woman. Weeks pass and Jane
and Bob begin to run into financial difficulties. Work
at Bob's garage is scarce and Jane is constantly in

need of expensive medical attention. One day Bob
goes to town for a much -needed new suit and when
he comes back he finds the door locked. He is about
to open it when he hears voices and Jane says good-

bye to a bill collector. With nerves frayed by money
worries, Bob jumps to a rash conclusion and before

the open-mouthed Jane can say a word to defend her-

self. Bob accuses her of having locked the door to be
alone with her caller. After an ugly scene, Bob
leaves Jane and goes home where nobody knows he is

married. And Jane, broken-hearted falls ill and has
her baby. Her family sympathize and exclaim, "I

told you so." But Jane claims she is as much to

blame as Bob and will not let him be disparaged by
her indignant family. Although she is dreadfully

weak, Jane insists on working and her family is

forced to accede to her will. One day Jane meets the

old woman thay gave the lift to on that fatal day
when Bob didn't fix the door, and after mutual rec-

ognition and a few tears, Jane invites the pitifully

shabby woman to live with her in the little white

house. The poor creature lavishes all her afifection

on the tiny Joan and on the child's fifth birthday,

Auntie, as she calls the stranger, and her mummie
give her a delightful party.
Meanwhile at home Bob finds no interest in living.

He is constantly beset by a gnawing conscience and
although he believes Jane was guilty, he realizes that
he. was wrong to leave her. Frequently he gets
drunk and gambles and dissipates in an effort to

stop the gnawings of his conscience but at last he
can stand it no longer and he comes back to his

little white house.
He is at the kitchen window when he sees Joan

come in to her mother who is crying. And with a

glad cry as he realizes that for all he has done Jane
still loves him. Bob comes in to beg for forgiveness.

THE REVENGE LAW
Nick Cavalier File No. 7619

FEARED by Dave Stone, his rival lawyer, Henry
Moore is railroaded to prison and escaping leaves
the town of Chester. Years later his son John

falls in love with his employer's daughter, Helen
Burke, and thereby incurs the enmity of Stone's son
Joe. However, Helen, a nurse at the Hopkins hos-
pital clearly shows that she prefers the poorer lad to

Joe whose father is now District Attorney. But
spoiled by too much money and a knowledge of his
father's success attained so unscrupulously, Joe de-
termines to eliminate his rival in much the same way
his father did years ago. Accordingly he has one of
his father's henchmen, Big Pete hold up the Chester
.Trust Bank of which Joe is Head Teller, and at the
same time, Pete, a stranger in town induces John to
buy a flashy car very cheaply.
When John's mother learns that he has bought the

car she is upset by his extravagance, since she has
been spending all the money they can get to buy
medical attention for little Anna, a crippled orphan
whom the Moores have adopted. But J"ohn convinces
her that the car was a find at that price and gets
her and Anna all excited about the sensation they
will cause when he takes it out for the first time on
Sunday and drives his mother and Anna to Church.
That Sunday the townspeople stop being excited about
the bank robbery and turn their attention to the
Moores. And Joe, capitalizing on the excitement in-
sinuates to the sheriff that it seems mighty suspicious
that John Moore should be able to afford such a car.
The automobile is searched and the Center Trust
Bank's bags are found exactly where Pete and Toe
planted them. John is arrested and sentenced for five
years.

In New York, however, Henry Harper is scanning
the local papers of Chester as he has every day for
years. Seeing the story of Tohn Moore's conviction he
paces the length of his room agitatedly. Then, de-
cidmg, he packs his things and arrives at Chester to
offer his help to John Moore. The whole town is ex-
cited by the coming of New York's great criminal
lawyer, Henry Harper. Helen begs him to help John,
she knows he is innocent, and she is impressed by the
fervent manner in which he assures her that he will
leave no stone unturned.
Helen is on duty at the hospital and she has a ward

patient shot by the police. The poor devil is delirious

and he mentions the Moore name so frequently that
Helen realizes that he is laboring under a burdened
conscience. She calls Henry Harper and together they
learn that Pete has been employed by District At-
torney Stone many years ago to get Henry Moore and
now by Joe Moore to incriminate John. Pete recovers
and repeats his story in a surprise court room scene.
The Stones are put in prison, and Henry Harper re-
veals that he is Henry Moore. Little Anna is cured
by a famous physician and John and Helen are married
in a colorful ceremony managed by the incredibly
happy, reunited Moores.

LOVE'S WAY
Elizabeth Howard File No. 7620

FONDLY swearing eternal fidelity in the manner of
lovers nnmemorial, Jane and Ken parted at the
former's door. Jane made a moue as Ken solemn-

ly asseverated that iher daughter would be permitted
to stay out as late as she wished when •<"€ were in
love. Eleven o'clock curfew, bah! It was hard though,
not being able to get married because they didn't
have enough money. They loved each other so.

Sleepily Jane opened her eyes and scolded the old
colored cook for waking her so early in the morning.
"Well," said Mary edging away slyly, "I'll just
keep the note. Thass all." "What note?" interested.
"This one, Mr. Ken just left." The morning dragged
by. What did Ken have to tell her? And then at
lunch he told her of the new job his boss had given
him out of town at double his present salary. Did
she understand, they could be married? But for a
few weeks they couldn't see each other, and Ken
wanted Jane to marry him immediately or he'd give
it up. At length she managed to persuade him to go
on, work hard, and then in a httle while they could
belong to each other forever. That night they rode
under the stars and then Sunday came and Jane
tried not to cry, but three weeks was such a long
time to be separated from Ken. Silently she drove
Ken's sister home in Ken's car. Three weeks alone.
But just one week after Ken left there came to

town a handsome newcomer. He saw Tane first when
she was swhnming with the girls. Undaunted by her
refusal to allow him to drive her home, he called re-
peatedly. Then one night she let him escort her
home and found John Martin decidedly good company.
He was an engineer, here for a few weeks and since
he wouldn't be needing his car during the day Jane
might use it any afternoon. But Jane knew Ken
wouldn't like that and although she refused she kept
thinking of John with great frequency.
The three weeks were up and Jane had been going

dancuig and to the movies with John almost everv
night. Then she got a letter from Ken saying he'd
have to stay a few days later than he had expected.
Perhaps, Jane told herself, Ken met another girl-
as she had met John.
One day Jane was reading her daily letter from Ken

when John called on the telephone and flinging the
note aside, she promised to go riding in John's car.
Her mother looked at her quizzically. "Haven't for-
gotten Ken?" she asked. An automobile outside
halted the discussion. But it wasn't John; it was
Ken and he looked hurt as she drew back from his
eager embrace. "Didn't you get my letter?" he
asked. She lied, then begged him to come on the back
porch and see her puppies. John came, and Jane
tried to explain that she couldn't see him. But he
suspected she was breaking the date for another man
and while he was arguing Ken came in and takingm the situation stalked out. Jane cried and John be-
gan to understand. Contritely he explained he didn't
want to break things up for her. After he left Jane
had time to speculate on how dismal life would be
without Ken. But a few days later, there was Ken,
seizing her in his arms and explaining that John, a
college friend, incidentally, had told him everything,
and if Jane didn't mind, he. Ken, had taken the liberty
of getting a ring and a license. Jane didn't mind.

THE SECOND MRS. WIGGINS
G. M. Evans File No. 7621

WHEN Mr. Wiggins arrived home about nine
thirty in the evening, instead of finding
the house all illuminated with electric lights

and noisy with the prattle of children and secure in
the presence of his loving wife, he found nothing but
worlds of darkness and oceans of silence. "Lilly!"
he yelled. But there was no reply. Nothing but
silence.

Rushing from the house, Mr. Wiggins was accosted
by one of his neighbors who informed him that Mrs.
Wiggins, having left the children at his house, had
driven away this afternoon with a well dressed stran-
ger m the Wiggins new Ford Sedan. "What, the
scoundrel stole my car too, did he!" Mr. Wiggins
shouted.

Frothing with rage and excitement. Mr. Wiggins
pushing his neighbor to one side rushed into the
police

^
station, calling loudly for aid for his "bursted

home". Sobbing he answered questions about her
appearance. _ Lilly was thirty-seven but didn't look
a day over twenty, brown hair, five feet, 110 pounds.
"What kind of clothes did she have on?" the chief
asked. "When I left her this morning she didn't
have much of anything on except a pink nightie."
But here Mr. Wiggins broke down and wept oceans
of tears as he imagined his beautiful wife with not
much of anything on lolling her time away in the
arms of another. "Snap out of it and answer my
questions correctly," barked the chief and sniffingly
Mr. Wiggins complied.

At the end of six months of frantic searching the
police gave up the search and some time later, Mr.
Wiggins got a divorce on the grounds of desertion.
With three small children at home and a daughter
away at school, Mr. Wiggins decided to get a house-
keeper and his sister agreed to keep house for him
until he found one. However, unsuccessful Mr. Wig-
gins placed an ad in a large daily paper and inter-
viewed dozens and dozeiis of applicants whose ages
ranged from sixteen to eighty. Finally he selected
a little black-haired widow from Chicago who said
her name was Pansy Brown and her age exactly
twenty-five. Within a short while, Mr. Wiggins was
deeply in love with the Httle widow and as he fondled
her in his arms he would tell her how much more he
loved her than his runaway wife. One night they
became engaged. Mr. Wiggins was overjoyed and
sent a letter to his daughter Anna telling her he was
going to marry his housekeeper, Pansy Brown, and
he wanted her to attend the wedding.
Anna made great preparations to attend but the

train was delayed and she arrived two hours too
late. However, being very anxious to see her fa-
ther's bride she ran all the way home and arriving
out of breath stepped in the parlor and let her eyes

"'i"°^'"..?l'°","''
'° ""<= bride and groom seated on the

sofa. "Mother," she cried. "Mother!" and as she
embraced and kissed the bride she added, "that's a
swell disguise, but you can't fool me." Henry stared
bewilderedly, then drawing himself up he said with
great dignity, "And T wasn't fooled for one minute."
The bride only smiled sagely. "I am," she said
gutterally, "Ass you dizzirr-r-e me "

THE KELLINGERS
Anna S. Kilgore File No. 7622

FRANCIS KELLINGER was one of the richest
nien in the United States, and if there were one
thing more important to him than money, it was

the Kelhnger family refinement. Descended from a
long line renowned for its social status there was

unblotTed
""='' wouldn't do to keep the scutcheon

One event shocked the house of Kellinger. Francis'
spinster sister niarried a nobleman. To her dismayshe discovered that his demands for money were in
exorable. Finally she rebelled. Van Collister splut-
tered, and when she proudly announced that men who
married Kellmgers were satisfied with their wives'
virtue and did not require money, he consigned her
virtue to a most disrespectable place. That ni'^ht
Francis came brandishing his cane. He beat up the
worthless^ Van Collister and to appease the astounded
nobleman s wrath settled $100,000 upon him to do
nothing to throw scandal upon the Kellinger name.
That night, Francis stormed and fretted. His only

son Jerome picked that particular evening to tell his
father that he, for one, wouldn't have a wife picked
for him. He was going to make his own home and if
she were a daughter of the people so much the worse,
but marry her he would. The answer of Jerome's
father was lost in his rage.
A few weeks later, Jerome was driving his father

through Georgia when they stopped at a farmhouse
for a drink. Francis was impatient. He was keen
enough to notice how impressed Jerome had been with
the girl who gave it to them. Jerome went but he
came back, and soon he was asking Cecelia to marry
him. Cecelia had fallen in love with Jerome, but too,
she had seen his father's attitude. That night her
father asked her what the trouble was and sympa-
thized with the girl, but if it was Francis Kellinger
she was worried about, his bark was worse than "his
bite. How, asked Cecelia, did her father know.
Her father drew himself up. He and Francis Kelling-
er had gone to lale together and many were the
scrapes that Jimmy B. McDonnaFd got his friend
I'rancis out oi Cecelia looked up in surprise. Her
father knew Francis Kellinger and had never said
anything. Money," said James, "and birth aren't
everything."

.
A few days later Francis Kelhnger called his son

into his room, and after a stormy scene the elderKelhnger agreed to visit the McDonnalds remem-
bering Jimmy from Yale. Jerome immediately came
to the point, secured the approval of Cecelia's father
and just as Francis was about to speak there was a
clamor without and John Higgins, truculently appeared
at the gate with some friends demanding to know if
Leceha would come out with them. She finally sent

wJ^ °.?' ''"'' '!5''''= ^^^^"^ had given his consent.
While the two older men discussed old times, Jeromeand Leceha walked out into the garden.

THE GYPSY'S REVENGE
Mrs. Mary Aspland File No. 7598

<tr>V help

taking

)\ helping others you help yourself," had beenth. advice of William Gordon's father, and
ng over Craigmont, the family estate, Wil-

liam felt his own happiness in his wife and tinyyoungster too great not to be shared. But when the

fhi^rth '?"/'.,""' °" ^'- "'^'^' ^^'- '^°'-^°" remindedthem that this was private property, and as he rode

S m Lh ™ ',,'" ,r' °''' ,™""" '^^^"^ her fist afterlum and mutter threats of revenge
Sometime later, little Billie sat beside his nurse inthe garden. Watching the child engrossed in playing

with his toys, the girl hurried down the path to mailtne letter she had been writing to her sweetheart,
stopped by an aged gypsy woman, the nurse tried to
pass, saying she wasn't interested in having her for-
tune told, she had to mind the baby. The gypsy wom-
an permitted the girl to nass and when a few mo-
ments later the nurse-maid returned, the baby was
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gone. He had made no outcry having been fascinatud
by his kidnapper's bright beads. The Gordons were
distracted by their terrible loss and although des-
criptions of the child's diamond shaped birthmark
were widely publicised and the whole country searched
for the youngster, no clues were forthcoming, and as
time went on the grief -stricken parents decided they
must find some interest or go mad. Finally they
founded a school dedicated to little Billie Gordon,
and every advantage was given to lads who would
otherwise have, through poverty, remained uneducated.
Some years later, little Marion Gray, a child of

twelve looked up from the pebbles she was dropping
into a pond to see a fine looking lad, dressed in gyp-
sy clothes stop his wood-gathering to watch her ad-
miringly. "Hello," she said politely, and thereafter
the two youngsters looked for each other each day.
He told her he lived with the gypsies and they never
remained long in one place. But it was Marion who
had to leave first to return to school and they were
both sad. Marion invited the lad to her home and to
her astounded parents she explained that she had
stolen him from the gypsies. The next day the
gypsies had gone fearing that the boy's deten-
tion meant detection. Before Marion went to her
school, the boy gave her his gypsy ring, and
Mr. Gray registered the lovable youngster in the
Gordon school, giving him the name Donald Gray Jr.
Years go by and Marion comes home a beautiful and
charming young lady and the Grays receive an in-

vitation to Donald's graduation with a large port-
rait of himself. The picture disappears and Mrs.
Gray instinctively looks for it in her daughter's room.
And when Marion discovers that her parents are not
arranging to accept Donald's invitation to Mr. Gor-
don's reception, she insists upon it.

While Mr. Gordon, who has continued through the
years to take an active part in managing the schnol
founded in his son's honor, is awarding prizes, he dis-
covers Donald's birthmark and hearing the boy's
story knows that he has at last found Billie Gordon.
The fine looking lad is overjoyed by the realization
that he is the son of the beloved Gordons and he looks
about for Marion, finding her turning the ring he has
given her long ago. She tries to hide it, but Billie

tenderly draws her forth to meet his father and moth-
er. For it is suddenly terribly important to him that
they like her.

HIGHER THINGS
Ruth Allen File No. 7629

LOVER'S TESTS

Anna S. Kilgore File No. 7622

TRANQUILITY and happiness surrounded the old
colonial home in which Leon Chambers lived with
his wife and two talented children. Then, one

day, a belt broke on a machine in Leon's factory
wounding him gravely. Realizing he would be in-

valided for life, Leon prayed that he would die, but
the anxiety of his wife and little ones finally seeped
through to his consciousness and finally he began to

will to live that they might be spared sorrow. But
the day Leon left the hospital with the certainty that
he could never walk again was one of pathos for the

stricken family. Each tried to hide his feelings from
the other and Lanette, Leon's wife insisted on tak-

ing in sewing. One day, Leon moved his chair to

Lanette and pleaded to be allowed to help her. She
laughed, but realizing she was hurting him she gave
him some basting to" do. Soon he was happy in the
simple aid he could lend while the fineness of Lanette's
work won so many customers that she was enabled
to employ two assistants and cornplete her plans for

her children's education.

At the time of Leon's accident she had written to
her wealthy, eccentric brother John Gloverton. His
first impulse had been to write out a check, but think-
ing of his own hardships in amassing his fortune, the
cold and hunger as he crossed the country in a covered
wagon and returned to find his sweetheart had died,
he put the check in his desk. "Hardships," he said,

"will help them." But now learning that the Cham-
bers had conquered adversity, he offered to finance the
boy Claude's art training, if Claude would live with
an old couple in California. Accepting any terms if

he could release that creative power that gave him
no rest, Claude went and his studies progressed.

One day studying the woods for an inspiration, the

artist came upon Alargaretta Goines, running among
the trees. "Who are you?" they asked each other
and learning they were neighbors became fast friends.

One day Claude had an inspiration. He had found
a haunt of ineffable loveliness. If Margaretta would
pose for him as a nymph drinking in the loveliness,

he could paint—really paint. She looked at him in

horror. She couldn't do it. It was fantastic. She,
pose! But finally he persuaded her, promising he
would not touch her—swearing that he loved her.

And finally the picture was completed, and all through
its creation Claude said no word to his model. He
sent "NATURE'S DEVOTEE" to his uncle who
tutted at Claude's enthusiasm. But when the paint-

ing was exhibited it was hailed as a masterpiece and
sold for a fabulous sum, and Claude and Margaretta
were secretly married. Delighted with his nephew,
John Gloverton made him his heir while Margaretta's
father preened at the visit of the famous young artist

and almost died of shock when he along with Claude's
happy parents were told that Margaretta was the in-

spiration for the now famous painting, and that Mar-
garetta was Claude's wife.

JEAN
you ,

incurable romantic, which was, when
it, rather a pity, because there was

in the dingy Httle restaurant in which
she spent her days waiting on tables. She put the
last teaspoon into the drawer, put on her hat, and
walked home. Alma was cheerful. Alma had Dale
and that was all that interested her. She looked at
her room mate burrowing into the depths of her
dresser. "Where do you think you're going?" she in-

quired lazily as Jean fished out a bathing suit. "Oh,"
off-handedly, "to Lanona Beach, I guess." Her room
mate did a back flip on the bed, then spluttered, "Lan-
ona Beach! Who left you a milhon?" Jean looked
at her fiercely. There they were quarrelling again
about Jean's ideas. But she wasn't going to settle
down in a squalid flat and watch her youth go down
the drain.

Jean called a taxi. "Lanona Beach," she said with
a grand air. And that manner persisted until Jean
had spent all but a dollar of her salary and was fin-
ally seated in a rented deck chair on the white beach.
It was late and the beach was almost deserted. Jean
saw a man, a Greek god. she told herself, look at her.
She turned away, then on an impulse rushed toward
the water losing her sandal. An attendant stooped
but the god person was quicker. He returned it with
a curious look and returned to his chair. Jean's
heart pounded fiercely. Her day was ruined. She
went back to the locker and dressed. When she got
out she discovered she didn't have enough money for
a taxi. Suddenly the Greek was at her side, and
somehow Jean, who never accepted lifts was allowing
him to drive her home. He was, he said, Arthur
Long, and Jean conceded he was nice, nice enough
to have dinner with and go to a movie. Fnally he
asked her where she lived, and the deception that
started when she pretended she really wanted to go
home and dress for dinner, continued and she picked
a swanky address on 72nd Street. There, she said,
mdicating a brownstone house, is where I live A
strict father invented at the moment did for an ex-
cuse, and Arthur left her at the corner and they
made a date to meet the next night on the spot he
left her.

Alma, hearing the story sniffed. "Wait," she
warned, 'until he finds out you're a waitress." The
ne.xt day was perfect. Jean was in love and Arthur,
she dared not think about him. It was late when
they slowly drove back. Arthur said, "You know
you're different from any other girl, fine and straight-
forward." Suddenly a tear splashed on his hand.
Jean was crying and against his shoulder she told
hmi he'd hate her but she had lied about everything.
She didn't live on 72nd street or anything. "I Icnow,''
said Arthur holding her tighter, "you know that
house you said you lived in? That is where I live

"

And before she could finish her gasp he asked, "And
now, will you marry me?" She did.

MISTAKEN SOULS
Hermine O. Hale File No. 7631

CARELESSLY ignoring the picturesque stretches
of fields of sugar cane, Arthur enters the Lan-
dry home with a letter for his mother. A widow

for several years, Mrs. Landrv lives a peaceful life
with her two sons. Joseph and Arthur. While Jo-
seph IS in New Orleans studying for the ministry,
the more carefree Arthur is courting Aurelia. the
only child of their next-door neighbors, according to
his mother's wishes. Tearing open the letter, Mrs.
Landry is reminded of a friendship of long ago, as
Malcolm Stuart asks that for the sake of her friend-
ship with his wife, will she please invite his unruly
daughter, Loretta, to spend the summer with them.
He hopes that she may have some influence in nian-
agmg the incorrigible Loretta. Anxious for gayety
and fun, Arthur welcomes the idea but his mother
sighs and supposes that she must do it.

Well able to control young boys in his school, Mal-
colm Stuart is exasperated to find that Loretta even
flirts with the youngsters in his care. Happening
upon one of her careless flirtations, he greets her with
a letter, which invites her to visit the Landrys. Plead-
ingly she coaxes him to let her go, afraid that the
stern parent may refuse this .iolly vacation. He as-
sents and supplies her with plenty of money to buy
new clothes. Loretta prances around in sheer en-
thusiasm. Greeted afjectionately by Mrs. Landry,
Loretta recalls her mother and vows to be as lova-
ble to her as she can be. Arthur is immediately at-
tracted to her as their temperaments are very much
alike. She becomes friends with Aurelia although
they do not understand each other. With a pang of
jealousy, Aurelia notes that Loretta is far more at-
tractive and already has Arthur under her spell.
Shocking the entire family. Loretta announces on Sun-
day that she has never gone to church. Arthur re-

fuses to stay at home with her and during his ab-
sence she feels a vague wish for faith assail her. Es-
corting her to dances and movies intermingled with
short drives, Arthur becomes more and more at-

tached to the godless girl, who is merely playing with
him says his mother.
Arriving home for a vacation. Joseph presents a

new specimen to Loretta who falls in love with his

deep serious eyes. He is immune to her coquetry
and only upon Arthur's request to convert her does
he deign to address her. His offer to teach her faith
creates a medium for her to be near him and she

feigns much interest. But her interest falters when
she spies many children romping in the park. Pick-
ing up one child who has fallen and hurt its face,
she declares her extreme love for children. Impressed
by the Christian life around her, Loretta is undecided
which course to take ... if only Joseph would say he
loves her! Idly glancing over some books, she is sur-
prised by a visit from Arthur who admits his deep
love for her and asks her to marry him. Refusing
his love she confesses that she loves Joe. Horrified
that he is losing Loretta, he is more worried for Joe
who shall in another year be ordained as a priest.
Leaving her tiny cabin deserted, Felicie Perdue of

the poor settlement starts out for Mrs. Landry's in-
tent upon delivering a dress. Meeting Loretta, she
bows as customary and continues on her way. "Tired,
Loretta sinks down on a stump in front of Felicie's
cabin and when a storm arises, she seeks the shelter
of the lowly home only to be followed by another ref-
ugee of the storm, Joseph. Trying in vain to make
him succumb to her beauty, Loretta spends a sleep-
less night. As Arthur drives up the next morning
escorting Felicie home. Joe and Loretta emerge from
the cabin, much to the excitement of a suspicious,
gossipy neighbor who starts ugly rumors.
Eager to escape, Loretta returns home only to

leave in a hurry to join the Convent. Aurelia sickens
at the thought of marriage and breaks her engage-
ment to Arthur. A foundling is left at the convent
and Loretta. rather than part with the babe, parts
with her vocation, reassured that she cannot live her
whole life without the companionship of children. She
retires to Felicie's shabby dwelling positive that she
will welcome her. With a happy cry, Felicie greets
her and explains that the babe is hers, asking Lor-
etta to keep It a secret. Walking past the cabin, Ar-
thur IS elated to find Loretta puttering around in the
garden. Prodding her with a million questions, he
bubbles with joy at again having found his idol. Re-
proaching her for having kept her whereabouts a
secret, he asks her if she will be his wife. Reflecting
over the many times that she has regretted his en-
gagement to Aurelia, she is grateful to learn that
Aurelia has determined to be an old maid, and as her
lips frame the affirmative answer, he draws her close
and with tender passion kisses her. With sparkling
^y^^' she agrees to his desire to be married by Josephwhe rdained.

File No. 7632

HOT DOG
Niels M. Stilling

WITH an irritated stamp of a pretty little foot,
Irene leaves Clay in the middle of the dance
floor. Staring after her retreating form, he

stands agape at the awful things she has said tohim. A sponger, unable to stand on his own feet, just
a parasite feeding upon his father's money. Woi'i't
he ever amount to something? Gritting his teeth in
sheer determination. Clay disregards the jeering re-marks that follow him as he makes a hasty exit.Hed show her. if it was the last thing he ever did!And then, he smiles grimly, she'll come back gladly
but 111 snub her as she does me! The incident at the
club^ dance is only the beginning of town gossip.
Clay s disappearance on the following day is the big
topic. No efforts to trace his whereabouts have been
of avail. Although his action is preying upon her
mind, Irene pretends that she doesn't care and con-
tinues having a high old time with her circle of
friends and gradually acquires the title of Heartless.
Ihe constant drain of energy is telling on her nerves
and she becomes very irritable.

The first flash of enthusiasm of eking out his own
living has died down and Clay finds himself tired and
hungry. It has been harder than he expected. Well,
a wan smile lights up his face as he thinks of a job
,.'>,,,'' *° S° '° °" ^^^ morrow. A hot dog barker!
Will he ever be able to stand the humiliation should
he see any of his friends? That question seems to
fade as he reflects that it's honest work and well, may-
be he will rise to heights unknown. It has been done.
.He laughs to himself as he visualizes headlines: Hot
Uog Vender Becomes Millionaire. But that's ex-

,actly what happened. His congenial wise cracks in-
'

crease his business so that the retiring President of
the company investigates the cause and finding a
capable young chap responsible gives him every chance
to forge ahead. Clay is no fool and grasps every op-
portunity, barely spending enough time out of the of-
fice to get his meals. He has worked so hard now
that It IS an obsession with him and his desire for
Irene only increases with every advancement. His
goal reached, he takes a well-earned vacation and re-
tires to his home town where he seeks his former
playmates. A few are just the same . . . parties and
dances and all play . . . Surprised to note that Irene
IS missing, he asks for her. To his delight they an-
nounce that she hasn't been running around with
them for a long while. Whatever has happened to
her they don't know.
A certain uneasiness creeps over him when . he is

unable to learn from friends about Irene and wav-
ing pride aside he calls at her home only to discover
that she is critically ill. What is wrong the doctors
are unable to determine. She seems to be in a coma.
Pleading with them. Clay begs admittance. Seeing
his former upbraider so pale and still, he falls to his
knees at her bedside and holding her hand whispers
her name softly . . . once, twice, and the third time
he gets a responding flutter of eyelids. With a little
gasp she calls his name and as the tears stream
down her face, admits her constant worry over him.
Forgetting his threat to show her . . . Clay bends and I

gently kisses her as she falls off to a restful slumber.
Soon she will be well, the doctors assure him and he •

leaves, glad he came back in time.
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VIOLETS

Carrie Bacon File No. 7637

FOR the past year Agnes Allyers had been corres-

ponding with Harry Chase, the man her parents

had chosen for her. Now for the first time she was

to meet him at a masked ball, and Harry had re-

quested that she wear violets on her shoulder so he

could identify her.

The night of the ball. Vera Young, born the same
dav as Agnes and niece of the wealthy girl's nurse,

came to attend the Allyers' heiress as a maid. But
under her smock. Vera who had always been friendly

with Agnes and lived in a little cottage down the road,

wore a white satin gown. She too, at her aunt's An-
na's suggestion, was going to the ball, and she had a

box of flowers given her by her aunt. A half hour
after Agnes left. Vera removed her smock, put on a

white lace mask, and discovered to her surprise that

her aunt's flowers were violets. Vera joined the mas-
queraders with her little head held as high as any
and a few moments later someone touched her on the

shoulder and softly asked her to dance. It was all

like a dream but when Harry, at the conclusion of

the dance said, "Thanks, Agnes," she realized that

the violets had deceived him. "Your violets," she

said, "are on a taller girl." "And I," replied Harry,
"do not like tall girls." Finally Vera sent him off

to find Agnes and when he returned, having decided
not to speak to Agnes, his Cinderella was gone. The
next day Harry and his mother came to visit the
Allyers and Harry told her that he couldn't marry
Agnes for her money. Then telling his sympathetic
although disappointed mother about his Cinderella
girl, he left for the city to try to recoup the family
fortunes.
Harry was soon successfully established in the firm

his father had once built up, when he received a let-

ter from his mother telling him she thought she had
found, in a tiny cottage, a girl answering the des-
cription of Harry's Cinderella. Saturday he came, and
Vera blushed scarlet as he discovered her. Agnes,
she said, would never forgive her if she found that
Vera had so far forgotten her station once, but Harry
assured her that Agnes had no claim on him. Their
parents, life-long friends, had hoped they would marry.
That was all. And so they arranged to write to each
other once a week. Some six weeks later, Agnes
came to Vera's cottage for some flowers and not find-
ing Vera in, started looking at her papers. Startled she
discovered a letter begun to Harry and further search
yielded a very ardent letter from him. Then the
storm broke. Agnes shrieked that Vera and Anna
must leave immediately, and the old nurse could
stand it no longer. She confessed that she had
switched babies when the girls were born. Proofs
followed to prove Vera the real heiress and while
Agnes decided to marry Jim Bowers, Harry made the
Cinderella girl his bride.

HEART OF ICE

Alphonsine L. Jacques File No. 7639

FOR all her wildness, for all her irresponsibilitv
Maude's beauty won her Paul's heart. But Maude
wouldn't consent to giving up the promise of fame

and fortune to marry a poor boy, and although she
knew she was breaking her mother's heart, Maude
went out with wealthy men who turned her head.
Eva tried to remonstrate with her. Mother was ill,

Maude knew that, how could she be so thoughtless?
And look at Paul. She wasn't being fair to him, but
Maude only laughed, chucked her older sister under
the chin and went out to meet Walter Camden.
Walter had been nromising Maude diamonds, clothes

anything she wanted, but Maude only smiled. She
knew the power of that smile. To-night it was dif-
ferent. Always being told what to do at home, well
she wasn't going to stand for it. For two weeks she
jomed Walter on his yacht. This was the life. Then
suddenly she knew she couldn't go on with it.

She had made a terrible mistake, but she was going
home. Walter tried to dissuade her, but her mind was
made up. That night Maude came back, and as she
approached the door, a scream tore her throat. Her
mother—she had left her ill to go with Walter—had
died. They had tried in every way to find Maude,
now It was too late. Eva was terrible in her anger.
Lntouched by Maude's grief, she asked her sister to
go. She had failed them all, now no one wanted to
see her. Maude went and soon after discovered she
was gomg to have a baby. There was nothing left
to hve for. And then at the last moment Eva had
come, and taking her into her arms had mothered
her and pulled her through her terrible ordeal. The
baby was born dead, and Maude showed no inclna-
tion to hve. But all the repressed love she had, Eva
Pourfd out on the sister she thought she hated. And
hnally Maude recovered, and her beauty now had a
greater depth, a maturity imparted by her sorrows,
^ever having worked, Eva stayed home and kept
house while Maude got herself a position and soon,
among people again, regained her power of attracting

«f"-, ,
"""= '^^^ ^h' '=^"i<= ^"'"^ "ith Ted Mayhew.

Weahhy, young, he liked to take this girl with the
young face and sad eyes out. But the moment he saw
tva he realized that he had found the girl he loved.

.

Elated over her capture of the wealthy Ted, Maude's
J2>'j<=!''»"e<:d to a jealous anger as she discovered that
ted had fallen in love with her sister. At first she
tried to destroy her sister's happiness in her own sel-

fish fury, but as the realization of what Eva had
done for her came over her, she wished her sister and
Ted every happiness and went on alone. After all,

she thought, she had no right to happiness. But
there was one who thought differently and Paul was
still waiting, hoping. And after a time, Maude learned
that she loved Paul and though her sister had money,
Maude found contentment in a tiny apartment with
Paul.

THE GANGSTER QUEEN

L. Leod File No. 7640

COXGRATULATING himself, Harry Maysfield, a

handsome stalwart youth, rings the bell of the

Corry residence. Surely he is lucky to be able

to date up a beauty like Grace. As the door is opened,
he hears a golden voice warbling a love song. En-
raptured he stands in the doorway and enters when
the last note has died away. With eager enthusiasm
he advises her to take up music professionally. Little

does he reahze how this act will almost ruin his life.

Blushingly the blonde singer admits she is awaiting
her opportunity, having studied intensively while
working as a stenographer. Thrilled by obvious mu-
tual attraction, Harry and Grace fall deeply in love.

Tearing open a letter with an unfamiliar postmark,
Grace learns of an offer to go on a concert tour, and
her heart is heavy for she must give up Harry to

pursue a career or vice versa. A week to decide in

. . . the days drag . . . Suddenly with firm determina-
tion she tells Harry who is deeply hurt over this last

farewell.

Grace gone? He can hardly believe it but when
the stark realization dawns upon him he tries to

drown his troubles in drink. Hall into.xicated, he

hears a woman scream as a big bully strikes her in

an attempt to end a fierce argument. With his sen-

ses reeling, Harrv stumbles over and with all his

crazed might lands a blow that fells the big man.
Harry topples over from the force of the impact and
wakes up to find himself facing a group of hard-look-
ing gangsters, whose chief. Big Bull Pete, is the man
he assaulted the night before. Angry at this man
w-ho packs a mightier punch than he, Pete is also

glad that he has met the man capable of doing a little

"job" for him, that of killing his rival in gangland.
At the point of a gun, Harry agrees but double-cross-
es Pete's gang by causing a gang fight. Pete's men
confess to Harry that they hate him and together
they plot his riddance. However, Pete's moll, Nancy
Nell establishes herself as queen of the gang and rules

them with an iron hand after his death. Constant as-

sociation with Harry gives birth to an everlasting
love on Nancy's part and in a fit of generosity, she

turns the ruling power over to him. Disgusted with the

carefree use of guns, Harry carries none and be-

comes known as No-Gun-Harry, a name that shall

cause him much trouble, despite his fistic accomplish-
ments. A rival gang, aware that Harry is unarmed,
opens fire and the fire is returned by the smooth
automatic that Nancy carries. Throwing herself in

front of Harry she stops the bullet meant for him.
As she writhes in dying agony, she confesses her
great love for him and Harry with tear- filled eyes
kisses the girl who gave her life for him while he
thinks of the girl who would not give up a career
for his sake. Life is funny, he muses as he suddenly
awakes to the realization that he must get out of there.

Taking his savings with him, Harry disappears from
gang life and seeks honest employment somewhere . . .

anywhere . . . but in vain. His last penny spent, he
wanders down the street, a shabby forlorn figure

when suddenly his tired eyes open wide as he reads
a billboard advertising the appearance of Grace Corry,

celebrated concert singer. Little does he know that

at that moment, Grace is preparing to go on the

stage and worrying over Harry's fate. Now she is

ready to give up a career and settle down with him,
but . . . As the strains of her love song for him fade

away, Harry awaits at the stage door, eager to get

one glimpse of Kis fair Grace. Graciously, Grace
bows to her admirers until she spies Harry to whom
she rushes. But he runs . . . Following in her car, she

overtakes him and admits that she has been wrong
all the time. With a sigh he clasps the richly clothed

singer in his aching arms. The difference in attire

does not matter as long as the love is equal.

THE PRICE

Sarah H. Gratz File No. 7644

TREMULOUS in her youthful happiness, Martha
looked up as Robert was introduced to her. And
on this day, when she graduated from high

school, Martha, scarcely more than a child fell in

love with the suave, good-looking man, twenty years

older than she. Married, Martha soon began to feel

her husband's lack of interest and one day he came
to her with a story of business reverses, asked her
to get money from her Dad. Martha refused offering

him instead the money her father had given her on

her wedding day. But Robert had already squandered
that and in one of the quarrels that raged daily he
stormed, "You little fool, do you think I'd ever have
looked at you if not for your father's money?" See-

ing him as he really was, suffering acutely, Martha
could not bring herself to burden her father, whose

health was fast failing, with her troubles. One day,
in the midst of a bitter quarrel, the telephone rang,
her father was dying. Martha fainted. When she re-
covered, her father had died. She hated intensely her
husband and the baby whose imminence robbed her of

those last precious moments, and she was fiercely
glad when her father's will was disposed so that
Robert, who had eagerly anticipated "the governor's"
death, couldn't touch a cent. That night after a fear-
ful row, Robert left for South America where he was,
Martha later learned, killed in a brawl. The next
night Martha's baby was born and despite all the hos-
pital officials could do, she refused to see the child,
urging the grave ofiScials to give the baby away.
There was some one who wanted the little girl and
without seeing her little one once, Martha signed her

Her father's lawyer pitied her, but reserved judg-
ment on the wisdom of her action. To save her mind,
Martha went back to school and in a few years be-
came a teacher. Lavishing her affection on the Httle
ones, a gradual awakening of feeling for the child she
had never seen grew up. She went back to the hos-
pital, found that si.xteen years had marked the burn-
ing of the hospital and all its records. There was no
clue anywhere to her daughter's adoption. Frantical-
ly Martha plunged herself into her work, taught night
school and took an especial interest in an Italian
woman who was learning in the same class with her
bright little Nina. Martha admired the child's grac-
ious and patient teaching of Rosita and soon became
a constant visitor. She had little Nina's voice trained
and the child was transported with joy. One day, the
father, Guido died, entrusting Martha, the family
friend, with an envelope. Martha brought the mourn-
ing Rosita and Nina to her home and some time later
read Guido's secret. He had brought Rosita, suffer-
ing from melancholia to America. Her child was born
dead and fearing for her sanity. Guido had adopted
the baby of a woman who incredibly didn't want her
child. Nina was Martha's child! Realizing that re-
vealing herself would rob her of the girl's respect, rob
Rosita of what was dearest to her, Martha burned
the letter and slowly descended the stairs to where
Nina was singing.

FIRST LOVE
Murl McCoy File No. 7(5«

CRASH! And just another window is broken by
the malicious Mary, the village spitfire, who
merely laughs aloud at her escapade. The only

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Black, Mary doesn't like
anything or anybody and resents any attention paid to
her brothers, having long enjoyed a spoiled childhood
because of illness. Many are the gray hairs in her
niother's head caused by Mary's evil ways. Walking
through the woods one day, she comes upon a man
lying on the grass writing stories. With the idle
curiosity of a fifteen-year-old. she approaches the tres-
passer who tells her he is staying on his uncle's
ranch, a mile away. Considerably taller and broader
than Mary, Harry Cox presents a problem to the spit-
fire who finds herself falling in love. Her wildness
has a certain fascination for Harry who makes vio-
lent love to her, promising to marry her as soon as
he can support a wife. Wholeheartedly she puts her
trust in his fine words until one day 'she finds that
-she IS about to become a mother. At this news, Harry
disappears and a continual searching posse brings
him back, forcing him to marry the girl he has be-
trayed. Her happiness is short-lived for Harry van-
ishes immediately after the ceremony.

Cross and irritable as she has always been, Mary
does not change a bit. The impending event only
serves to stir up her already evil motives and she con-
tinues harassing those she comes in contact with.
Down the valley of the shadow of death she travels
and brings forth a thin little babe. Carrie Lee. A sad
httle thing it is, and cared for by Mary's mother.
Mary hates children including her own child, who dies
soon after from lack of care and affection. Still as
spiteful as ever, Mary becomes acquainted with John
Barton, a widower with six children, who is attracted
by her dark beauty. Eager to escape the disgrace of
her youth, Mary promises to mother his children.
Little does she realize that she hates them and tor-
tures them in a mad frenzy. One by one they grow
up and leave home until but one lad of ten is left.

Heartbroken over his step-mother's cruelty, he runs
away leaving a note to his father explaining Mary's
mistreatment. Realizing at last why his children have
left home in order to make good, John becomes en-

raged and severely upbraids Mary, who cowering un-
der his rage at last reahzes her true character, and
decides to change.

A thorough search for the missing lad is anxiously

instituted by Mary whose own mother hardly recog-

nizes her. Tidy and neat, patient and understanding

with a cheery smile of encouragement, Mary has found

her niche in life and when the prodigal step-son is dis-

covered she plans a huge party, a reunion of all the

children and the relatives. A gala event at the end

of which Mary, leaning on John's arm. confesses that

her first love has returned after years of harried seek-

ing. A tender kiss clothes the two in the magic web
of mutual adoration.
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NEW YORK PRODUCERS

The story for which you are looking will be

found in the work of our clients, many of whom

are professional writers. Their work appears in

published book form and in the leading maga-

zines, etc. Detailed history of any author upon

request.

Detailed synopses are available for each

story listed herein. A telephone call will bring

them to your office immediately.

Many producers prefer the quiet of our

offices for perusal of manuscripts and you are

free to call upon us without obligation.

As always, we are ready to co-operate with

you in every way in furthering the interests of

our clients and yourselves.
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ARLISS AND ^THE GENIUS'-

The photographer produces a
^

'still" of

unusual interest when John Barrymore.

in character for his latest picture, 'The

Genius," and George Arliss meet before

the latter "s dressing cottage on

the Warner lot.
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p. Gervasi File No. 7730

UNEXPECTEDLY the woman brought her um-
brella down hard on the hands of the desperate
hold-up man, and producing an automatic she

covered him, smirking contemptuously the while. She
drew from his pocket a piece of wood crudely shaped

I

like a gun. Drawing him under a street lamp she
I gasped as she recognized him as Fred Nelson, a re-

1

cently escaped convict. Then jabbing him in the back
1 viciously with her gun, she directed him along un-
I

lighted alleys, up a steep, groaning flight of stairs

I
into a room whose every window was protected by

!
steel shutters.
Nelson looked at her wonderingly—that strange, hard

. beauty, and when she told him her name was Ca-
I

milla, it was his turn to gasp. She laughed shortly,

i

and nodded, she was THE COBRA, a she-devil lead-
er of one of the strongest bootlegging rings in the

i country. He was awed. She quest'o.ied him and as he
I

explained he had been sentenced for a murder he did-

;
n't commit, she put her gun on the table. Fascinated
by her steelly eyes he tried to look away from the
weapon, and as he finished his story she told him
he was a cockeyed liar but if he wanted to join her
organization she'd give him a month to sunburn his
prison pallor, raise a mustache and prepare to as-
sume the alias of Butch Teller. After Nelson had
had his first bit of food in two days, the Cobra gave
him a hard smile and told him to look at her gun
which had been near his hand all through their co.i-

So Butch became the Cobra's bodyguard and made
tlie rounds with her of crooked politicians. Once he
has stepped in front of her to save her from a possi-
ble bullet. She had scolded him then, and laughed
because it had only been an alley cat that frightened
him, but her manner toward him imperceptibly
changed. He knew all her transactions before hand
lately although she was busy on a new deal that she
hadn't told him about. He knew it, heard her phone
ring often. Then it came to a head. The three rival
gangs were clashing, openly. Killings were daily oc-
currences and the newspapers lashed the civic govern-
ment and called for federal aid. The strength of the
gangs meanwhile was being diminished and the Cobra
got an idea—to get the gang leaders together for a
conference—thev could arm themselves if they wished.
But two hours before the appointed time. Butch af-

ter trying to get her to quit this dangerous game
went out to get a paper and forgetting his keys went
back for them. To his horror he heard her talking
over the phone—'"Start the fireworks at 3:30 and don't
forget P'red Nelson belongs to me." Fie knew then s'le

was what her name signified and he determined to give
her away to the gang leaders. But somehow on the
arrival of the gangsters, he didn't. A few moments
biter the police started shooting outside. The gang-
sters were going to shoot it out but when the incen-
dirn-y bullets set the place on fire they quit—cold, and
surrendered. The Cobra had her escape and Teller's
planned but he slapped her face and told her what
she was. She had to shoot him to get him out with
her and then, after she had bound his arm she ex-
plained— she was a Federal Detective, known only to

three police. She had to battle police and gangsters
to round up the latter. Her unenviable reputation
had been skillfully built up before she took the job,

and she had been talking to the head of the InteUi-
gence Department, securing Nelson's clean police rec-

ord. Now she was through, but Nelson had her in

his arms, and they decided then they were going to

raise chickens together.

PAGAN'S BAD BOY
Allan Hearst File No. 7763

ORPHANED, little Marty Darrow is left to the
care of his only uncle, Ted Hamilton, a person-
able young polo enthusiast who, at the moment,

is deriving a precarious living picking various over-
stuffed pockets. Marty grows adept as a "Fagan's
Bad Boy" and one night the two rascals break into a
suburban house. Discovering themselves in a girl's

boudoir, they hastily work out a plan. Sobbing loud-
ly, Marty engages the sympathy of the gullible Ron-
ela and while he is being taken downstairs for a hot
drink, Ted loots the jewelry. However, Ted suffers
a_ change of heart because she is so beautiful and
kind to Marty and returns the jewels to an aston-
ished young lady who hopes the dog won't give the
thieves away, and looks out the window at the re-
treating pair to find the watchdog frolicking with
them down the moonlit path.
For the next three weeks, Ted tries to unteach

Marty all he knows about pickpocketing, much to the
disgust of the yoimgster. And only the promise that
he will be taken to a polo game, puts a stop to Mar-
ty's vociferations as he is told that he is going to be
sent to school. At the polo game Ted sees Ron-
ela talking to Jerry Lanford, a society player, and a
new resolution is born. A month later, with Marty
carefully coached in his part, Ted drives the child
toward Ronela's home and the youngster, seeing
Ronela approach in her car. excitedly falls from the
tree which he has climbed, and his coached cries are
lost in the realism of his actual fall. Ted believing
that the plans have come off as scheduled, goes off,
while the delirious Marty reveals in his cries the
whole plan. Ronela takes care of the youngster, who.
convalescing, practices pick -pocketing, and when re-
minded of his uncle Ted's later teachings, drops ob-
jects at the very spot at which his conscience begins
to prick. Ronela, alone, guesses "who is responsible
for the misplaced objects, but smOes as long as he
doesn't keep them.
Then, one day, Ronela receives a, note thanking her

for caring for Marty and asking, if it won't be too

much trouble, to send him to school, the writer will
repay her some day. Marty gets a tutor, and finds he
doesn't mind school half as much as he dreaded.
Meanwhile, Polo circles are introducing a new s ar,

Ted, who is following his inherited love of the game,
excited by Ronela's interest. Afraid that Marty, see-
ing him. may give him away, Ted meets Ron at the
club, and they are soon engrossed in discussing polo.
Ron recognizes .some of Marty's expressions in Ted's,
and suspects who the new player is. But she says
nothing and the romance blooms until one night as
Ted brings Ron home, he proposes. She accepts and
just as he is bending over to kiss her. the pyjamaed
form of Marty catapults into his arms with a glad
cry of "Uncle Ted." Ted raises mortified eyes, but
Ron just laughs and Marty scampers off with a "Go
wan and kiss her, I'll go back to bed."

THE PEARL OF THE ANDES
Charles Anthony Demas File No. 7603

STRIDING triumphantly down the mountain side,
Paulo brings an eagle's nest to his adored little

wife, Anneta. The admiring cries of the people
wring inquiries from Pachini, who has just come
from Genoa hoping to find a number of good horses
for his great Hippodrome. And when Pachini learns
that Paulo has fearlessly scaled the dizzy heights to
capture an eagle for his wife, the impresario deter-
mines to bring Paulo back with him. Trained, he
will be a sensation in Italy.
But Paulo is happy here in the Andes and were it

not for the shining eyes of Anneta as Pachini clever-
ly tells of the marvels of Italy, the carefree young
sheep herder could not be persuaded to respond to
the call of fortune. But Anneta has heard tales from
Pola who longs to return to the world of fashion, and
Anneta longs to see for herself. Pachini is a shrewd
showman. While Paulo and Anneta are being groomed
for the premiere, he dines them and fetes them in
the most fashionable places. All Genoa wonders who
the "Moon Lady" is, but nobody knows. In the
Royal Opera house every glass is focused on Anneta's
box; at the International Club, the groups stand
about discussing Pachini's new star, and her name
begins to appear on posters everywhere. Finally the
great night comes and the act of Paulo and Anneta
is greeted by round after round of aoplause. But
Paulo isn't happy. Fame, fortune, in the Andes he
was content! And Anneta heeds Pachini's advice,
refuses none of the admirers who can make her fa-
mous. Anneta's most insistent, most celebrated ad-
mirer is Don Jouan, and he and Zampa of all are mon
lavish in their gifts to the new sensation. Zampa
fumes at Don Jouan's success while the famous lover
plies Anneta with wine and kisses, then drives her
through the night to his palace, for Don Jouan has
engaged the help of Lucie, Anneta's fellow player.
But once within the notorious walls, Anneta recovers
her sense of propriety. And when inflamed with de-
sire, Don Jouan attempts to draw Anneta into his
arms, she draws a curiously carved dagger and in-
forms him the point is poisoned. Helplessly he ac-
cepts his defeat, but examines Anneta's weapon cur-
iously. It was, she said, given her by her mother.
Don Jouan says the piece is a Genoese work of art
many centuries old. How came her mother by it?
That Anneta doesn't know. From her father, proba-
bly, but who her father was, she doesn't know. She
has one clue, her mother was accustomed to receive
foreign letters and although she always destroyed
them, Anneta has within her chest two of the en-
velopes. These and the dagger she gives to Don Jouan
at his request. He has caught a resemblance between
Anneta and the portrait of one of the ladies in the
ancestral hall.

The next evening Don Jouan dines his uncle Amilio
and carelessly plays with the dagger Anneta has en-
trusted to him. The white haired man stares then
cries out. Finally he tells his story. He loved Ce-
cilia but his family wouldn't permit him to marry a
commoner and sent her to South America when they
discovered she was to have a child. He never saw
her again. Don Jouan gives a ball for "the Pearl
of the Andes" and when the silver haired Count sees
the dagger in her bosom he faints from excitement.
Ill, he is carried to bed and before he dies he re-
linquishes the whole of his vast estate to his new-
found daughter who dwells happily with her Paulo.

CAMPUS SCAMPS
Helen I. Fitz Gerald File No. 7795

THE division of labor before the big dance at the
I. O. U. Fraternity house is proportionate with
class marks and to the freshman Andy is as-

signed the waxing of the floors and the cutting of the
grass, and to freshman Sandy is given the task of
washing all the windows and laundering the curtains.
Andy and Sandy hate work, but a sign "Do It

Now" is nailed on the wall and they tear into it.

Sandy ferociously discurtains the windows and hur-
ries the drapery to the Chinese laundry, then dash-
ing back proceeds to the fraters' rooms and seizing
all the undershirts and overshirts—including the dress
shirts for the dance—proceeds to daub fiercely at the
practically opaque panes. Shirt after shirt, dirtied,

is thrown out the window and window after window
is broken by the intent worker. While Andy uses
the lawn mower on the rugs before he is stopped.
Then, on the lawn, the mower gets tangled in one of
the shirts Andy recognizes as his and sailing into the
house he starts a fight with Sandy. Book ends and
ink wells fly and Sandy gleefully counts the windows
broken as so many short cuts for him. Andy finishes
raking the grass, leaving it in a huge mound. In-
side everyone is working madly and Andy waxes the

floor until he face- ... it. Meanwhile a gang
of kids has had a grass fight, and just as Andy rests
after having waxed all the boys' shoes as well as the
steps, he is sent out to finish the lawn. He buries
the grass which, this time, is dug up by bone-seek ng
dogs, and in desperation, he unhitches a pair of horses
which eat up the grass but leave a trail on the lawns.
Meanwhile, Sandy exchanges bundles and gets the

curtams of Mrs. Larkin who, hysterical, finds she
must put up the raggedy Fraternity curtains for her
formal party. While at the Fraternity house the
excited brothers find their dress shirts have b:en used
to clean windows and at the dance are accused by
their guests of being drunk until with a single motion
they take off their waxed shoes and dance in their
socks. Mush, assigned to swat flies, perspires free-
ly as his task is augmented by the insects which fly
through the broken panes hidden by Mrs. Larkin's
beautiful curtains. In his enthusiastic onslaught, he
creates chaos and soon the beautiful cakes and other
refreshments are being viciously thrown at the flies.

Pandemonium reigns and when the Larkins. sum-
moned by their snooty daughter who has recognized
the Fraternity curtains, come, they receive a mushy
greeting. Professor Parker and his sedate wife are
attacted by the confusion, only to be Hkewise vic-
timized as they enter the cake-hurling contest. In
the excitement they lose their bathrobes and revealed
ill their old-fashioned nighties, flee clad in Mrs. Lar-
kins' curtains, and followed by the bedraggled society
couple who follow their curtains and the professorial
couple over the brow of the hills.

THE PAINTED SINNER
Lena Fluhrer File No. 7588

BOB sounded excited. He had great news for her.
But when he came in and shouted that he had
received a wire from Judge Westmore asking for

an interview, Jeannine felt her head spin. Maybe it

did mean what Bob was trying to tell her. Maybe
now they could be married.
And Bob talking to Judge Westmore knew he had

clicked. Westmore's partner, Holmes was leaving
to undertake a London proposition, and Bob had been
highly recommended as a likely young partner. When
everything was settled, Virginia came in. She was
the Judge's only daughter, and her eyes lit up as
she recognized Bob as the man she had admired last
night at the Colonial Club. He had been celebrat-
ing in advance with Jeannine. However, the marriage,
it transpired, had to be delayed. Jeannine tried not
to show her misgivings when Bob explained he had
to go to London. Westmore's former partner wanted
them to collaborate on a tremendously big work and
Bob's senior partner insisted that the young man
come too. He needed the experience. Virginia, learn-
ing the circumstances concluded this was precisely
the most propitious time for her long deferred trip to
England. And Virginia was awfully good company
for a lonely young junior partner. At first Bob wrote
and wrote. Then came a stunning ring—her birth-
stone set with diamonds. Then silence and finally a
newspaper item: Bob had secretly married Virginia
Westmore and was headed for the top. Jeannine
stilled the torments of her heart with work and more
work, but it was no good. She never took off Bob's
ring, but when months later she got a telegram
from London, she set her heart against it. Then, a
year later, it happened. She ran into Bob Lennard.
They could only cry each other's names, but he
wouldn't let her go. She had to listen. He had been
a fool, mistaken infatuation for love. But after din-
ner, Jeannine said goodbye. He belonged to another.
Nothing else mattered.
The next morning, her employer's safe was found

robbed. Jeannine couldn't alibi a few hours. How
could She ruin Bob's career and hurt his wife? And
despite the protests of her employer, old Mr. Win-
throp, himself upset by his nephew's runaway to
an airplane school, Jeannine was convicted to serve
a prison sentence. Bob, having accepted her dis-
missal never knew a few words from him could have
saved her, words that she wouldn't speak to save
herself. And when she was released from prison,
Jeannine, knowing she couldn't find other employ-
ment because of her prison record, studied nursing.
One of her patients was a cracked up aviator. When
he had been pulled through thanks to her efforts, he
was visited by Mr. Winthrop. David was the run-
away who had so upset her employer at the time of
her trial. And David, now, was in love with his
nurse. She wouldn't marry him though. Told him
about Bob and when that didn't discourage him. she
told him of her prison sentence. His face clouded and
more than ever insistent that that meant nothing,
he practically forced her to marry him on any terms.
Jeannine insisted on nursing now and then, and she
was called in to attend Bob, near death from the ac-
cident that killed his wife. His eyes were bandaged,
he was in a precarious mental condition and he didn't
know his nurse was Jeannine for all his babbling
about her. But David soon learned what his wife's ex-
pression meant and in an effort to make restitution
to the woman he loved, left a note confessing that he
had robbed the Winthrop safe and then committed
suicide. Jeannine came back after a while for a final
glance at the man she had always loved and Bob dis-
covered by the ring, that she had been his nurse. He
cried out, but Jeannine went away alone. After a
while, she said. Bob could join her. Maybe there was
still happiness for them.

THE GREATER ARISTOCRACY
Sophia G. Mellor File No. 7645

IN the palace of the king two faithful courtiers
brood over the current unrest. They fear the
threats of the revolutionists and long for the ra-

pid return of the Crown Prince William, summoned
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hither from a good-will trip to the farthest tributaries

of the kingdom. The next morning, the thing they

feared happens, the king is found with a sword
thrust through his heart. Great is the confusion in

the palace and among the people, and the revolu-

tionists mobilize. Carol Rayvid, daughter of a revo-

lutionary leader, is sent by her party to engage the

sympathies of other countries for the cause.

In the midst of all the confusion Prince William
arrives home and finding his father murdered and the

revolutionists intent on murdering him, is urged by
the courtiers to flee until such time as the insurgents

shall be put down. At first infuriated with the ad-

vice, William gradually realizes that should he be

killed at this time, the kingdom would be reduced
to chaos, and finally, disguised as a scientist, Wil-

liam sets sail and meets on shipboard Carol. Neither

realizes thev come from the same country and when
William becomes ill on shipboard Carol faithfully

nurses him. The man her father hopes she will mar-
ry, accompanying Carol's party accuses Carol of be-

ing in love with the prince and she learns for the

first time the identity of her patient. Soon after,

Carol learns that Thomas, her father's choice, is

planning with other revolutionists to take the Prmce's
life. The ship's wireless officer, in love with Carol

helps her to establish communication with the king-

dom where she learns that the Royalists have tri-

umphed and the revolutionists have all been impri-

soned. Taking a desperate chance, Carol helps Wil-

liam to escape to a small island and wires to the

palace the whereabouts of the royal personage. While
Carol, in constant fear of discovery travels on in the

ship, William is picked up by airplane and brought

back to his people. A colorful ceremony places him
on the throne, but his days and nights are haunted
by thoughts of Carol. He cannot understand why
she did not leave the ship with him. not realizing that

her presence among the travelling revolutionists was
necessary for his safety.

Scarcely setting foot on foreign soil, Carol takes

the next boat back to her country, leaving Thornas
with the amazed discovery that she has eluded him.

However, his plans for pursuit are changed when
he, too. learns that every revolutionist faces execu-

tion. More touching, has been Carol's parting with

tlie faithful wireless operator who, hopelessly loving

her, watches her return to the man she loves. But
when Carol arrives at her native land she finds her

father awaiting death. Daily she seeks admittance
to the king's palace, and finally wins an audience.

Wilham, immediately pardons the girl's father but
when they arrive they find him dying. He has given

his life to save the Prince from an escaped zealot

and it is his martyrdom as well as Carol's gracious-

ness that reconciles the people to their Queen Carol.

LOVE FINDS A WAY
Wesley Wayne Kintner File No. 75G3

l!i
about he
re both so young^ and so many factors

contrived to keep them apart. Not that money
wouldn't have been enough. Maryln was wealthy,
her parents socially prominent. When they learned

of their daughter's stolen trips to the beach with a
self-supporting orphan lad, they were very disap-

proving and very firm, Maryln made her debut and
in the shortest possible time she was being married in

a burst of glory to James Wellington. And leaving
for a continental honeymoon with the husband who
had been chosen for her, Maryln heard vague rumors
that Luciene had broken -heartedly left town. That
had been all for years. And not for one moment had
she stopped comparing mentally the ambitious young
lover of her youth with James.
Not that James was brutal or indifferent or any-

thing like that. In his way he was fond of Maryln.
But his pitiful weakness of character was evident
from the first. Immediately upon their return from
Europe, James' father had taken the boy into his

corpolration. And for all the social distractions,

those days were not unsuccessful. Then Mark Well-
ington died, and James, inexperienced with anything
save the superficialities of his father's business, had
taken over the controls. Scorning the advice of his

father's counsellors, he stubbornly proceeded w!th
his own ill-advised investments until in a remark-
ably short time, he had lost all. All they had left

was the ten thousand dollars given Maryln by her
father, and when James discovered Maryln insisted
that they use the money to live on and not to gam-
ble on the stock market, he had sullenly jumped into
a high powered roadster and started for Buffalo.
That night his body was found where it had been
mangled by a train at a grade crossing. For months
Ma^ryln blamed herself for her husband's death. Per-
haps she should have given him the money. But two
years later she was persuaded by her doctor to take
a long trip lest she endanger her mind.

It was while she was touring the Grand Canyon,
that she received the terrific shock of fancying that
she saw Luciene ride by in a specially built car.
The rest of the day was a dazed recollection. Lu-
ciene, here! And two nights later in the hotel dining
room she had seen him enter, incredibly handsome in
his evening clothes. Her breath had caught as he
paused a moment and was joined by a beautiful wom-
an. They were led to a far table and Maryln realized
that all these years she had selfishly prayed that he
never find another woman. What if he were married?
Was he visiting Denver Hke her, or did he live here?
A telephone book gave her his address. All night she
wrote notes and tore each up. Morning and the res-
olution to call. At his hotel she learned that Mr.
Arnold left town. A message? No. Yes. She left

a note telling him she was leaving on the Scenic
Limited. Defeated, the hours dragged on the train
carrying her away from Luciene. Then, excitement.

and there he was! "Maryln!" He hadn't been out

of lown. A successful author's dodge to escape auto-

graph seekers. As he took her in his arms he ex-

plained when he got her note he flew here by plane
and caught her train. And held close, Maryln was
blissful in the realization that love finds a way.

DANCING MEN
Benjamin Cohen File No. 7720

FORBIDDEN by his shrewish wife to attend the
dub dance, Mr. Wilson, a wealthy business man,
decides to go anyway. He is slipping out of the

house when a false step catapults him down the

stairs and draws his wife to the scene. She begins
to beat him, and in desperation he locks her in a
room, dashes out of the house and jumps into an
automobile. The owner, coming out of a store with
his arms full of packages drops them and waves his

arms in a wild attempt to stop Wilson, and failing,

throws his hat on the ground and jumps on it in fury.

Wilson arrives at the club but can't stop the car
which sails into a parked car and throws its pas-
senger out the window. Staggering somewhat, Wil-
son enters the club house. The waiter, carrying a

huge cake, trips on his shoe lace and the caue piops
into a chair upon which Mrs. Jackson, a grande
dame, sits. The Society lady doesn't understand the
reason for the softness of her chair and later when
she gets up to dance the frosted confection remains
plastered to her back. During the dancing, Mr. Al-
len, the club president, bumps into Mrs. Jackson and
the adhesive qualities of the cake attacn themselves
to Alien's coat along with Mrs. Jackson's dress.
When Allen's wife discovers it she proceeds to whack
him for misconduct and all the guests save Wilson
leave. Meanwhile Mrs. Wilson, has escaped from the
locked room and descends on her unsuspecting, sleep-

ing husband. Suddenly he stirs and in the mirror
sees the vengeful figure of his wife descending upon
him. With a cry, he upsets the table. Mrs. Wilson
chases him and in desperation Wilson climbs to the
roof, and closely pursued descends via the drain
pipe. Daunted for just a moment his wife follows
but in the interval a police sergeant has been posted
below to be on the lookout for suspicious characters.
Mrs. Wilson's dramatic slide down the drain pipe
hurls the amazed patrolman to the ground and seiz-

ing the "lunatic" firmly, he drags her, protesting, to

the patrol wagon, which pulls up hazardously, bump-
ing into a lamp post and upsetting the light globe
which falls with a crash on the head of the sergeant,
after wobbling uncertainly for several seconds. The
Chief of Police who has been driving the Black Maria
breaks into a drug store, stealthily, and procures
some medicine, but when he comes back he sees only
the sergeant outstretched on the floor of the police
wagon. jMrs. Wilson has possessed herself of the of-

ficer's night stick and craftily has put a temporary
end to the arresting activities of her captor. Now
she is hidden in the depths of the patrol wagon and
as the Chief of Police, puzzled by the escape of the
prisoner puts his head into the wagon, I\Irs. Wilson
wields the club, wipes her hands and walks, unham-
pered from the police car.

Carrying the night stick with her she sneaks up
behind her husband who is staggering down the
street crying the joy of being a free man. His wife
raises her club and with a groan, the very much in-

ebriated Mr. Wilson stops his loud song and sinks
to the ground as the story ends.

A GREAT STORY
Jessie Lynn File No. 7648

FINGERING the blue prints that lay on the table,

Frank . Dell warns Robert Price not to speak of
their invention in the studio. Price scrutinizes the

little man and then agrees, not realizing that the
rule of the studio does not allow its employes to work
on inventions outside. L'pon the suggestion from Ray
Cummings, they drop down for a cup of coffee, where
Eileen works as a waitress. Slender and observant,
she cautions Ray that his son will be in an accident
very soon, and he will be badly hurt, but her eyes
and smiles follow Bob Price whom she also tells to
be careful. Her psychic powers are amazing and the
three men feel that her words portend a tragedy.
Not long after, the Construction Department of the
Studio is on the carpet. Some blue prints are miss-
ing. Price maintains a rigid silence as he watches
Dell, comprehending at last the latter's nervousness.
With righteous anger he upbraids the man who is

making a goat of him. Dell threatens him and he
is forced to leave with the words "You'll pay for this!"
Leaning on the counter. Ed Gray, the great writer

of studio stories, tells Eileen that he loves her and
that tonight she will be his inspiration for A Great
Story. Protesting that she doesn't love him that
way, Eileen declares that they are worlds apart and
besides he has not long to live. She predicts thrill-

ing success by one story and death immediately after.
She can only explain her mystic ability by her feel-

ing. The day dawns bright and clear for the secret
testing of the Price and Dell exploit. Gray, invited
by Price, brings Eileen along. At the foot of the
mountain, the couple gaze at the wondrous train
which slows down automatically on the curves due
to a light contact. The invention is a success; Bob's
task is done. Confident, Dell loosens the brakes for
a last trial. They are made ... but suddenly a little

boy runs across the tracks. In the path of the roar-
ing engine he becomes paralysed with fright with
no brakes the two witness the accident unable to
stop. The broken bleeding mass is John Commings,
Ray's son. Angry with Dell for having caused this.

Price rips out a gun and kills Dell who had merely

shrugged his shoulders and said "Well, someone had
to pay." Ed and Eileen, understandmg the justifi-

cation for this killing, vow to keep silence and Price
disappears.
Succumbing to temptation as a writer, Ed com-

poses his masterpiece, breaking his word to Bob and
Eileen. He sells it at a fabulous price upon the agree-
ment that it be burned if he should die during the
production of the picture. Eileen is stricken with ter-

ror as she happens upon some stills of the Train
event. Anxious to keep this tragedy a secret, she
sets fire to the Studio Laboratory burning the un-
developed film and as she runs away she is recog-
nized by Bob who has returned unable to find work, lo

give himself up, she confesses the whole affair. Hjp.^y
tnat they have each other, Bob and Eileen are as-

tounded the next morning at the cry of Extra—Extra!
Ed. Gray, noted autlior dies of heart trouble after
hearing that his latest sensation had burned in

Studio Fire. With a sigh, Bob kisses Eileen as he
mumbles "It WAS a great story." Unashamed,
tears in their eyes, they kissed; to each other vowed
life together from then on would be "A Great Story.

"

PUGILIST IN LOVE
Walter J. Wleklinsky File No. 7749

HASTILY setting aside the puzzle he has been
vainly trying to work, Stu, a cowpuncher rush-
es out ot his hotel room to act as chauffeur for

his employer, a rancher. On the way he knocks the
packages of the comely Violet Wray out of her hands
and smiles embarrassedly as he restores them. Stu
drives his employer and his friend Okay, a fighter-
less manager, to a prize fight but after considerable
difiiculty in finding his car, Stu awkwardly rams it

into a taxi. The burly clr.ver shouts ana withjUi,
d^ifficulty, Stu floors him, whereupon Okay excitedly
offers to make a champion of him.
The contracts are waitmg to be signed by Stu, when

across the dining room, he sees Violet Wray drop her
handkerchief. xn attempting to return it he slides

across the polished floor and as a courtly gentleman
returns the handkerchief in question, Stu wards off

the awkwardness of the situation by swinging the
lady into a dance. Entranced they dance off to the
romantic terrace and confess their affection for each
other.

Stu's first big fight, a preliminary to the fight of

the champ -Bateeze, is a triumph for the erstwhile
cow-puncher, but despitij Okay's admonition that
some day Stu will win the championship from Ba-
teeze, the fighter Hstlessly gives his attention to the
puzzle-game. Violet's father later calls to ask Stu
not to endanger Violet's social position by nermitting
her to associate with him, and when the girl he loves
comes to the gym, Stu tells her he was just playmg,
and she slaps his face and leaves. Dispiritedly, Stu
wins fights and Okay dreams of arranging a bout
with Bateeze, who, however, is afraid to risk his
championship against so strong an opponent.
Meanwhile, Violet's best friend Dorothy^ invites Stu

and his manager to her home in an attempt to patch
up the broken romance. Okay quickly succumbs to

Dorothy's flattering attention and Violet learns the
truth of Stu's "throwing her over" but keeps her
counsel, and when Stu and Okay return to Chicago,
Violet and Dorothy follow, the former making friends
with Bateeze. Dorothy sees Okay while they are
dining one night, and beckons to him, and Violet
kicks the champion under the table, letting him think
that Okay is getting funny. However, Stu misun-
derstands and thinking Violet has double-crossed him,
calls Violet names. Bateeze sails into him and they
are stopped by the hotel management, whereupon, the
resourceful Dorothy induces the two men to settle
it in the ring. But Stu refuses to accept Violet's
explanations believing she is amusing herself at his
expense. All the newspaper sports writers comment
on Stu's lack of spirit and Stu instead of training,'
works his puzzle-game.
The big night comes. Stu takes a bad licking ud

til Violet runs up, tells him she loves him and then;
Stu wins by a knockout while Ok'ay has long given up
hope and is idly playing with Stu's puzzle-game. It

takes Dorothy, watching Okay's jubilant cry as he
solves the puzzle, to bring Okay to the x-ealization
that the stadium is empty and his man has won. He
takes Dorothy into his arms while, in the dressing
room, Stu does the same to Violet.

THE UNFAILING EVIDENCE
John A. Pawelko File No. 7692

AT sunrise of a lovely October morn, casting for
his most prized catch, in the waters of the Man-
istee, a fisherman comes upon a hideous spec-

tacle. Polluting the beautiful stream where earlier
in the season, the leaping trout has lured many an
angler to its banks and where lovers of the canoeing
sport have plied their favored pastime, there lies a
dark and gruesome mystery. Having concealed the r

secret for days, the waters at last cast up the hide-
ous burden, ... a battered body of a fashionably •

dressed woman. With no means of identification,
her name is a mystery. How long has she lain there? '

Is she one of the wealthy resorters? What has
caused the injuries on her head? These numerous
questions are fired at Inspector Palmer, detailed to
the case. Smce only two blurred letters, laundry i

marks, can be found, preparations are made to inter i

the remains in Potter's Field. It is a strange funeral I

procession consisting of the ofiicers and curious vil-
lagers. Suddenly thfere is heard a deep moaning sound I

which startles the onlookers. A stranger appears '

and claims the body of the dead woman as that of his
missing wife!
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Taken into custody, Alfred Madison explains that

from the newspaper account he has ascertained this

body to be his wife, missing for more than a month.
The last time he has seen her, they both went to a

show, after which he escorted her to a hospital where
she was employed as a nurse. Not satisfied with

Madison's unshatterable alibi, the Inspector does a

bit of detecting. Going through Madison's house he

happens upon some very important clues. Delving
further into his private life, he discovers another

woman in the case. Leona Mann, ynuug. beautiful

and impetuous. Skillfully securing the desired in-

formation from her, the Inspector contemplates a

sensational trial. Visiting the confident Madison in

his cell, he advises him to confess but the prisoner

protests his innocence. With a knowing smile, the

Inspector leaves him with the remark that his doom
is not far off, . . . only forty eight hours ... A sud-

den premonition of impending danger assails the

suave Madison and he breaks out in a cold perspira-

tion as he visualizes unfailing evidence being piled

up against him. But, no, he is safe and his defense

is sound . . .

With a mighty rap of his gavel, the Judge opens
the court . . . The first trial of the Madison case. A
smiling man emerges from the cells. Madison is sure

of his vindication. The heart of the public is with the

man so unjustly accused of the murder of his beau-

tiful wife. Again, he testifies as to his whereabouts
on the night of her disappearance. Undaunted the

district attorney presents Leona Mann to the jury.

Proving to the jury that he has been with her on
that night, he winces as she destroys his alibi and in

none too mincing words denounces the man who be-

trayed her into thinking he was a legilly divorced

man. A shocked mob remains perfectly still during

this emotional outburst and the sobbing sweetheart

leaves the stand. Further witnesses from the hospital

where Madison is employed as an orderly state that

he has attributed his wife's absence to an extended

visit to her parents in Iowa. Crestfallen the defend,

ant can barely support himself as he listens to the

climax of the story of evidence. Brandishing a rude

hammer, the district attorney asks him whether he

has ever seen it before? In reply to his answer of

'yes' the prosecutor asks him suddenly why did he

use it to kill his wife?
There remains for Alfred Madison nothing but to

confess. A small, meek -appearing man, he does not

even seem to regret his crime and discusses it freely.

He has always been extravagant in all ways. A quar-

rel with his wife in regard to the other woman has

aroused him so that witli very little emotion, he hesi-

tated not at all to dispose of her. A dramatic little

ride and into the river he threw her body for 'flow-

ing streams wash away sorrow'. He has voluntarily

returned to claim his wife's body bec|inse he feared

its identification by her parents. Satisfied with the

damaging evidence of ruined alibis and fingerprints

on the hammer. Inspector Palmer leans back in his

swivel chair, informing the world that once again

crime does not pay . . .

WHOSE NAPOLEON
Dorothy Perkins File No. 7705

IjtttTSH I could meet a society woman, too!"

yy sighs the vivacious little Peggy, ruefully

perusing the newspaper account of a young
girl's thrilling advent into the four hundred after

having encountered a philanthropic benefactress. As-

suring her that her chance may come, the more pa-

tient Sue. her bosom friend, advises her to turn out

the light and hop into bed. In the glamour of the

moonlit room, Peggv visions herself the toast of the

social world, a veritable host of cavaliers paying

homage to a gorgeously clothed creature. The
harsh ring of the alarm awakens her to reality and
she bemoans the life of a telephone operator.

Eagerly accepting a foursome invitation to dinner.

Peg and Sue dress meticulously. Perhaps to-night

will be Peg's ooportunity and she glows with the

thought. A manly knock announces the arrival of

the two dinner-romeos. Bill and Jack. Admiring the

.scintillating Peg. Bill solicitously helps her into the

car, determined that he shall poo the question. Din-

ner at the Southshore Hotel? No, a drive first! A
new moon, a charming companion and Bill waxes ro-

mantically courageous. With ardent fervor he pleads

his love, pointing out that his prospects are promis-

ing and that soon he will be rather wealthy. Then
he can provide her with all the comforts -md luxur es

of the most prominent society dame. Shaking her

pretty little head. Peg confesses that although she

loves him, her secret ambition to become one of the

higher-ups will not allow her to marry a man who
isn't in that realm already. Grateful that at least

she loves him, Bill bides his time and suggests that

thev dine. In the sumptuous elegance of the lounge,

Peg relates to Sue the proposal, adding that she re-

fuses because of her desire. The shrewd Sue shrugs
her dainty shoulders and cautions her to be careful.

In her eves. Bill is a worthy suitor.

At the' next table sits a none-too-well-dressed old

dowTiger who engages the talkative Peggy in an ab-

sorbing conversation, revealing her acquaintance with

a well-known thentrical family as well as several

other people of high renute. Thrilled with having
made her acquaintance, Peggv grows more confident

that here is her chance, and discusses the beaut-es of

some expensive restaurants. A bus boy comes up to

her with a bill for seventv five cents. Excusing her-

self to Peg. she dashes past the astonished lad mumb-
ling that she shall see the chef riersonallv ab^ut th^s

outrage. .She storms into the kitchen and storms out

again" in just as imperious a manner. Casting a

dark and scornful glance at the innocent boy, she

declares that he doesn't have to bn'her ahou* *'i»

check. She has just given the chef a fifty dollar

bill and told him to keep the change. With that she

haughtily marches out. Unable to restrain their feel-

ings. Peg's companions burst into gales of laughter

at her hilarious experience with a lunatic, a would-be
blue -blood! A more subdued Peg admits that she's

glad she isn't a society woman if that's what they're

like. Snuggling in Bill's arms, she acquiesces to his

renewed proposal and a happy youth places a tender

kiss on the lips of his intended as he slips a spark-

ling solitaire on her left hand.

THE LOVE CIRCLE

Otis V. Tucker FUe No. 7657

BREAKING their horses into a canter, Henry and
Donald Waterman reach the grounds of their

palatial Kentucky home. Suddenly Donald's
horse rears and he slides to the ground unconscious.
The stalwart Henry reassures the darkies who gather
around that his weaker brother is all right. It's just

another one of those fainting spells. A world of dif-

ference is apparent in these two brothers. Henry.
strong and sincere follows the call of religious en-

deavor and becomes a minister. Donald, unable to

work because of his weak heart, is arrogant and
domineering and appears frequently enough in society

to conceal his illness and to pursue with attentions

the lovely Emma Gordon, daughter of Col. Gordon.
Popular in church and social activities, Emma re-

fuses Donald's repeated proposals. Much to his dis-

gust, she accepts the favors of Horace Manning, a

poor, but brilliant school teacher, pleasing in per-

sonality. Since Emma has no real reason for not
seeing Donald she often accepts his invitations to go
riding. On one of these jaunts, Donald complains of

feeling ill and as he dismounts falls heavily to the
ground. Other riders escort the fainting man home
and Emma learns from the negroes that this is a
common attack. Warned by his failing health, Emma
discourages his every attempt to see her.

Angered by her refusal. Donald plans revenge. He
purchases some drugs, ostensibly for his horses and
stealing into the Gordon garden, he calls softlv. Eiji-

ma. thinking it is Horace, hurries to open the door.

At the look of consternation on her pretty face. Don-
ald grasps her quickly and covers her face with a
cloth saturated with chloroform, and carries her limp
form into the house. Blowing out thf one I'e:'"'*' i i

the room, he attacks her and sits there laughing
diabolically until she wakes. Enraged at his fiend-

ish act, she declares that she will never marry him
and that she will not prosecute for tear of causing
his father's death. Emma's ioy in living is dead.
She confesses her trouble to Horace who threatens to

avenge her. They are married and the entire village

brands them as sinners. As the unhappy couple are

out strolling with the innocent bibe. Donald anpears
and asks Emma how their child is. In a fit of fury,

Horace picks up a club and attemnts to hit him.
Donald, however, collapses and although the club
never touched him. Horace is found guilty of mur-
der and condemned to hang. The testimonv of ne-

groes is not accepted in the court as evidence of

Donald's failing.

A reprieve seems impossible so Emma takes the

babe to the prison and with a vial of poison prepares
to die with the man she loves. But fifteen minutes
more . . . oh, how the time drags . . . Suddenly a

weary messenger arrives at the deathhouse and stays
the execution for further testimony. A second court
trial, and Hornce is completelv exonerated and Em-
ma's respect is restored. With a resonant voice,

Henrv reads a confession written bv Donald, explain-

ing his crime towards Emma, and his neculiar attacks
of heart failure. Emma feels a new hold on Tf" a^

she smiles triumphantly at those people who doubted
her. Blessing the two who have done no wrong. Rev-
erend Henrv Waterman congratulates thn-e who
have created a circle of love that has no ending.

HEARTLESS
Ann Simpson File No. 7618

IMPELLED bv a strange restlessness, Pola found
a static life insupnortable. Once she had allowed
a man to chain her—when she had married the

unstrung genius, Paul Anderson. Tormented by the

knowledge that his wife would alwavs continue to

attract men like a flame, he had shot himself leaving
behind him an uniust note accusing her of vile things
and begging that his wife be deprived of his fortune.

Tt wasn't so much that she was left penniless that

mattered, it was the thoughts people had of her. She
hid been front page news and her life was unsavory.
Women scorned her and men, well men were drawn
more now than ever before. And Pola developed a

silvery laugh that scorned those men who were will-

ing to nrovide her with luxuries and then found them-
selves being driven mad bv her heartless loveliness.

One night at the Opera. Pola saw a boy who seemed
transDorted by the mus-'c. She watched him with
growine- interp<:t and smiled at the eirls who fluttered

about him. Lnter she had him introduced to her.

Her plans worked perfectly. Fascinated he asked her

to dine with him a"d thev left before the co^-'usmn of

the nerformance. Speeding along in his roadster, she

watched the fine set of his head and answered his

queries with a languorous grace. One night at Virgin-

ia Lee's home Bob Montward managed to get Pola
down on the beach where thev could talk undisturbed.
Thev watched the moon silver the ripnling waves.
"Always coming and alwavs going." Pola sighed.

S.'Vnce for a while, then. "You know, Pola, you're

different." "Yes?" "Yes, you're different from what
vou appear to be. You're not mean, you are foolish."

Pola tried to dismiss the subject with her silvery

laugh, but it sounded hollow and strange. When
Pola was ready for bed that night she went into the

nursery. Softly she kneeled by the little beds—Paul's
children. Had Bob been right about her being fool-

ish? Perhaps he had.
Bob called again and again but Pola refused to

see him. Flowers, telegrams were useless. Then one
night she met him at Virginia's house. Pola couldn't
avoid him any longer. They went into the garden to-

gether. The moon's beams cast silvery shadows among
the trees. "You've been avoiding me, Pola. Why?"
She swung silently to and fro. The moon softened
her face. The mouth that was so tantalizing looked
soft and sweet. Still she swung gently. "Pola ?

"

"Yes," softly. "Will you marry me?" The swing
stopped rocking. "Marry you, Bob? You want me
to marry you?" "More," he said, "than anything
else in the world." She drew in her breath sharply
and in an instant he was holding her in a close em-
brace. Pola was happy. For the first time she felt

a great peace.
Shortly afterwards Pola and Bob were married and

far from the turbulent streams of her past life, this

girl whom the world called heartless found a great
happiness at the side of the man she loved.

HIS WIFE'S MONEY
Gladys Peck FUc No. 7783

BILL had always taken Ellen for granted, and
then suddenly she left town to visit a dying
aunt. The aching in the region of his heart

told him what he should have known, that he coull
never be happy without Ellen, and when she came
back, looking radiant, he asked her to marry him.
Then, he learned that Ellen had inherited a comfort-
able sum of money. Stormily he came to her and
asked why she hadn't told him. Ellen just looked at

him with her luminous eyes and said. "Why, dear,
does it make any difference?" "Difference," Bill

answered, "Do you know what everyone would think?"
But finally Ellen convinced him that she knew he
wasn't marrying her for her money, she knew he
hadn't known anything about it. And everything
went along smoothly until at a party, one night, the

old crowd started talking about Sally and Joe. It

was a rotten shame, thev said, the way .Toe was
sponging on his wife's salary. Tha't night. Bill was
morose. He wouldn't have them talking about him
that way. And all that night the whispering about
Joe tormented him. The night seemed peopled with
gossiov friends, and the next dav after a stormy
emotional scene Ellen and Joe decided to call off

their marriage.
But after all, they were in love, and Joe couldn't

give up Ellen, and when he called she flew into his

arms. At last they decided that Ellen would put all

her money into some investment and they would live,

somehow, on what Bill could earn. For a while they
were happy. Then Bill got a salary cut, and finally

was laid off. Ellen saw her Bill come in cross and
tired from unsuccessful job-hunting, and when she

saw him turn up his nose at the eggs she had to

serve again, her heart sank. That day she borrowed
from her own money, and all went well until Bill

found out they had practically been living on EMen's
money. And discovering it through one of his friends,

he came home bitterly and raised such a fuss that

Ellen tearfully packed her things and left, unable to

live on with such an unreasonable madman.
Ellen, free, ran around with the old crowd

again and was seen here and there with wealthy
idlers. She spent her money recklessly while Bill

gritted his teeth and searched desperately for work.
Once Ellen and Bill met under a lamp post. Ellen

was in brilliant evening clothes, entering the night

club from which Bill had just come out. refused a

position as a waiter. For a moment Ellen felt a

great rush of tenderness but Bill was off before she

could do more than cry, "Bill!"
Then Ellen came back. Bill, haggard-looking, said

he wouldn't have her pitying him. su-iportlng him. and
then the door bell rang and the friend who had prom-
ised Bill he could get him a job came in apologetically.

It was no good coming down tomorrow, Henry said,

his place had ruled that they would hire onlv men
with families to support. Ellen came out of the kit-

chen demurely and explained to the abashed Henry
that her husband was expecting a family very shortly.

A few moments later Bill found Ellen leaving.

Witheringly she told him she had just come to get

him that job, but Bill wouldn't let her go. And
crushing her in his arms he told her what a fool he

had been.

HOBBY HORSE RIDE

F. Selhon File No. 7347

ANNE toyed with the letter in her lap. An in-

vitation from her mother's childhood friend to

come and stay in New '^'ork until she got over
the grief of her mother's death. Tears welled in

Anne's eyes. She couldn't believe her mother, her
dear impractical mother who had in such a short

time squandered all the savings Anne had so care-

fullv amassed, was dead.
But finally she was on her way to New York and

immediately she felt drawn to her dear, white-haired

hostess. And as for Mother Mary Noey, she was al-

ready planning to adopt this beautiful, somber, young
girl. But knowing Anne wouldn't hear of that, for a

while anvway. Mother Mary hired Anne as a compan-
ion, and it was the colored maid, Lena, who first

told Anne what everyone else knew, that Mother Mary
was going to take Anne on a tour of Europe and buy
her bright, gay clothes in place of her dull black.

Tears of gratitude streamed down the Cinderella girl's

face and that night she dreamed of her little Brownies.

They were happy and each one left her a bright pen-

ny. Resolutely she put the thought of Brownies and
their association out of her mind. She wouldn't

ever see him again, silly to think of Jim McNair.
And then Mother Mary's nephew had come to visit
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before they left for Europe, and, incredibly he was
Jim. "How," he greeted her, "are the Brownies?"
They laughed then. Before she had run away, be-

cause he was too rich and she too poor, he used to,

for that one glorious week, bring her a penny, a

Brownie, every time he was late for a date. Mother
Mary glowed in the reflection of their happiness.

That night, in Anne's dreams, the Brownies were
sad-faced and when she awoke, she staggered, grew
dizzy and fell striking her head. The doctor was
grave. "She may recover," he said. Nobody knew
how Anne had contracted the fever, and then Lena
told how Anne secretly used to visit the poverty-
stricken poor, particularly one family laid low with

illness.

They all hovered anxiously over her, but none so

faithfully as Jim. He couldn't lose her, now. It

didn't matter about the investments he had to watch.

Days went by and Anne showed no signs of recovery.

Then one night she mentioned the Brownies and they

knew she'd get well. Jim went then, to see about
the investments. When he came back she weakly
stretched out her hand, "You're late," she whispered,

"a penny." He gave her a shiny penny but in-

stinctively she knew something was wrong. The in-

vestments—he had had to give away Mother Mary's
home even, to save them, and he had one penny
left. He couldn't ask her to marry him now, he was
broke, he had ruined Mother Mary. Anne asked for

her Brownie bank. "'Will this," she said, "help?"
And her $7,000 saved everything. The stress weath-
ered, Jim doubled his original investment, and he and
Anne were married with the pillows propped about
the convalescing young bride.

FORTUNE'S FAVORS
Wyline Burley File No. 7645

BOUNDING up the stairs with a letter post-

marked New Orleans, Grace Whitney, beautiful

golden-haired daughter of the widow Whitney,
dashes in the shabby little sitting room. As she

throws the letter on her mother's lap, she drops to a

sitting position on the floor, puts her chin in her
liand and prepares to listen attentively. It's good
news! Grace's eyes sparkle as she hears her mother
read that Florence, her older married sister, has in-

vitd them to leave the old life of tiring drudgery and
stay with her. Her husband. George Bell, has been
unusually fortunate in business and they are fairly

wealthy. A few days of hurried packing, interrupted

by neighborly well-wishers, and Grace and her moth-
er are ready. With misted eyes they bid adieu to

the town where they had been so happy until fa-

ther's death.
New Orleans! With a jerk the train stops and the

Whitneys are off the train. With cries of dehght
they see the shining new limousine that betrays the

Bells' good fortune. Joyous greetings and the two
are bundled into the luxurious car, and in a few
moments are gliding through an exclusive section of

the city. Street lights twinkle palely as they swing
into a beautiful colonial mansion, well back from the

road. The air is heavy with the fragrance of flowers

and the very stars seem to quiver with the joy of

living. Early the next morning, Grace is up and
as she sits musing, Daisy Bell and Jackie Glenn, the

mischievous lad from next door, come racing through
the house. Then spying the pensive Grace, they las-

so Albert Glenn, older brother of Jackie, and haul him
in the house intent upon making him comfort the
lonesome miss. Abashed at this informal introduction,

the couple laugh merrily and soon become fast friends.

Albert is quite overcome by the dimpling beauty and
immediately speaks to his mother of her. Realizing
that Grace is rather poor and hardly fit financially

to be the wife of Albert Glenn, bank president, Mrs.
Glenn haughtily forbids him to see her any more.
Playing a sociable game of tennis, Grace and Albert
are rudely interrupted by, Jackie, Daisy and Shep,
the watch-dog, who are pursuing an old hen. With a

screech of terror the old hen settles in Grace's
golden curls and try as she may, Grace can not ex-
tricate her. There is only one solution ... to bob her
hair. Guiding Grace to his car, Albert speeds the
screaming girl and the frantic hen (o a beauty p-'r

lor where a near-riot results from the unusual sight.

Freed from her uninvited passenger, Grace blushingly
thanks the proprietor of the beauty shoppe,. Earl
Dean, who becomes much interested in the hapless
girl. Flattered bv the attentions of this handsome
cavalier, Grace divides her time between Albert and
Earl, the latter seeming to be the favorite. Warned
by her sister that Albert will be disinherited if he
becomes serious with her, Grace accepts Earl's pro-
posal, but she finds it imoossiljle to fill the aching
void in her heart and breaks the engagement.
Leisurely nibbhng at her breakfast, Mrs. Glenn's

eyes suddenly open wide as she reads in the paper:
Mrs. Whitney leaves New Orleans en route to in-

vestigate oil discovery on formerly worthless land.

Her one objection to Grace is removed and she in-

vites her to dinner. Angry at his mother's petulancy,
yet happy over the good fortune that has favored the
Whitneys, Albert beams in boyish pride as he holds
Grace's hand and announces that she has consented
to be his life partner.

Joan's eyes. Joan's mother had been adopted by
Mrs. Corbett's husband, she had no father. Mrs.
Corbett had arranged lor the girl to go to Europe
to-morrow to study art. Then she really had no

family! And Mrs. Corbett was almost fierce in her

denial of Joan's timid request to remain on here.

Joan was to have a traveling companion, Miranda,

and she was expected to remain in her stateroom, no

dancing, no fun. In flaming rebellion, Joan got drunk

and after the dancing was over sat alone on the

deck. A man passed and Joan drunkenly begged

for another drink. He told her what she needs is a

coat, and gave her his. Joan sat there all night, and

the next morning everybody talked about her. De-

fiantly she returned Larry Evan's coat with a "Here's
your coat." "Don't your kind of people," asked

Larry, "thank people for helping thetn?" Joan's

answer was to tell him hereafter to mind his own

In Paris, Joan, believing nobody cared what be-

came of her, left a scarlet trail, but despite all her

wildness, Miranda remained faithful. When Joan re-

turned she found Mrs. Corbett determined that tins

worthless woman should not touch a penny of the

Corbett fortune. loan decided to get her rights via

law. She chose Frank Evans as attorney, but when
Frank gave the case to his son, Larry, just returned

from abroad. Larry recognized Joan as the rude g rl

on shipboard and refused to act for her type of

woman. His father, distressed by Larry's personal

convictions, took the case and made little headway
with it. One night after Larry refused to let her

drive him home, she came to his apartment and de-

fended her reckless actions by saying that she was
disheartened, that she had nobody to care what she

did except an old servant Miranda. It was her re-

bellion against the rigors of her lonely school life.

But Larry wouldn't understand. That night, how-

ever, he couldn't sleep and when the next morning s

papers bore screaming headlines, JOAN CORBETT
HELD FOR MURDER OF GRANDMOTHER, Larry

threw himself into the fight for her defense. But
everything pointed toward Joan's guilt and she faced

electrocution. Then, as the jury was filing out, Mir-

anda rushed to the stand crying, "I did it, I did it.

She killed my daughter." Miranda told that Joan s

mother was the daughter of old Mr. Corbett and Mir-

anda. To prevent scandal, Mrs. Corbett had adopted

her husband's illegitimate daughter and hired Miranda

to care for her. Mrs. Corbett hated Joan's mother,

however, and she poisoned her. Now Miranda had

taken justice into her own hands. So saying Miranda

died of the poison she swallowed before anyone could

stop her. And Joan, freed, married Larry, who never

would let her feel unwanted again.

SCAPEGRACE
Burwell Tressler FUe No. 7693

THE FLAMING GESTURE
Hazel Huton File No. 7658

IT wasn't at all what Joan had expected. Nobody
to meet her at the station, then the drive to the

Corbett mansion in a rickety cab, and dinner
served to her alone. And Joan had expected so much
of her first trip home. Now listening to the direc-

tions of the stern-faced Mrs. Corbett, tears misted

CHANGES

File No. 7687

NEVER once did Philip Warren suspect the in-

terest his best friend Ken Gray took m his

home. Of course Ken sent roses and candy,

and was the first to start a bank account for the

first-born, but after all he was Philip's best friend.

And when Philip had to go out of town on business,

he encouraged Ken to take out Ruth. Then came
the day, Philip came home earlier than usual from a

trip and inadvertently discovered one of Ken's peijson-

al belongings among his wife's possessions. Ruth
floundered in her explanation, and Philip's interest

turned to suspicion. Suddenly Ruth changed her

story. She wasn't going to lie about it, she said,

she loved Ken Gray and what is more, had been hy-

ing with him. Philip was stunned. It wasn't possi-

ble. What of the babv? Had she thought of their

child? Their child, Ruth laughed heartlessly, the

child was Ken's. It was that more than anything

that broke Philip's heart. He thought then, he hated

Ruth as much as he had formerly loved her, and

Ruth got her divorce and married Ken.
It wasn't very long before Ruth discovered what

she should have guessed long before. Ken was an

unmitigated cad. For herself, she felt she deserved

his brutality, but he was cruel to the little one, and

that broke Ruth's spirit. Humiliated, she crept to

Philip, and because he loved her and because he was
Philip, he listened to her story and believed her when
she confessed that she had only said the baby wasn't

his to get a divorce, that was why Ken treated the

child so cruelly. And Philip characteristically offered

to take Ruth back. But Ruth said she only wanted
him to take his child from the influence of Ken, as

for herself, she would suffer for her sins. And Philip

in time found consolation with Jeannette Page. She
sympathized with him, having lost her husband in a

storm at sea. Sympathv is a strong bond, though,

and soon Jeannette and Philip were married and
when Ken. drunk, was fatally injured in an auto-

mobile accident and died after begging PhiHp's for-

giveness, Ruth was free, but Philip was married to

another, a woman who loved a memory.
Meanwhile in a far-away city a man was under

public care, a victim of amnesia. And Ruth taking

up social work to forget her love for Philip was on

hand when, cured, he began to speak of Jeannette as

though the accident that had robbed him of his mem-
ory had occurred yesterday. His regained mind
couldn't at first comprehend the changes the years

had wrought, but Ruth listened to him with growing
wonder. Jeannette Page, this man's wife, then she

couldn't be married to Philin! Thankful to providence,

she brought him back to Philip and Jeannette and
with a cry of tortured gladness Jeannetti- ran into

the arms of the only man she had ever loved. But
Philip didn't need consolation, he had Ruth again,

that was all that mattered.

THE scapegrace son of the proprietor of the largest

store in the little northwestern village. Terry
Morgen has one talent—playwriting. However,

neither his father nor anyone else in the town has
any use for him, since he has to be tight in order
to write. His mother alone makes repeated efiforts

to save him from his vice, and once she persuades
him to send the product of one of his sprees to a
publishing house. The play is accepted, sold to a

Moving Picture Company, and Terry is offered a

contract to come to Hollywood, after his story be-

comes one of the sensational films of the year. On
the train he meets Bunny Rollins, niece of the pro-
ducer who has contracted Terry. They like each
other instantly, but before the train pulls into the

station, Terry is pleasantly lit, and Bunny is thor-
oughly disgusted. The reporters sent to meet Terry
get fine copy, Terry's remarks being devastatingly
candid, but he is taken up by Al Williams, one of the

reporters. From then on, Al spends his time trying
to keep Terry sober, and usually ending up by getting
"plastered" himself.
Whenever Terry's employers want a story, they

tell him what they expect, he gets tanked, and presto,

Terry produces a good script. Although Al is Ter-
ry's only friend in Hollywood, he finds he has en-
tree to the homes of most of the stars who hope
that in his perennially lit condition he will turn out
a whopper for them. About six months after Terry
hits Hollywood, he is given a particularly important
assignment, goes on a bender, and in the course of

his running around he meets Bunny again, at a

house party. "Pickled again." she greets him dis-

gustedly. Terry is pleasantly vituperative in return,

and from then on they bombard each other with sar-

casm and leave v/ith an appointment to lunch to-

gether the next day. Thereafter, Bunny, Terry an'l

Al are seen everywhere together and no stranger
could guess that the sarcasm of their conversation
marked a very real regard. Al soon realizes that
Bunny cares more for Terry than for himself and
courageously hides his own feelings, but when Terry
asks Bunny to marry him, she retorts that she does
not plan to waste her life on a human sponge. En-
raged, Terry finds Al and they go on a tear to-

gether. After the first day, Al sobers up. but Terry
refuses to come out of it, and in despair, Al goes
around to Bunny's home and begs her to save Terry.
Meanwhile, Bunny has come to the realization that
she loves Terry, and after she has had a good cry
on Al's shoulder she and the reporter set off on a

round of the speakeasies to find Terry. They are un-
successful until a fellow reporter tells Al he has seen
Terry at "Jack's Bar." Together Bunny and Al
drag Terry home, bathe him, and leave him sprawled
on his bed.
That night. Bunny concludes that after all Terry

can't love her and she packs, refusing to be dissuaded
by Al. But before she leaves Terry comes dashing
in like a madman, and pledging his undying love, he
writes a play while he is sober, to prove he will

never drink again. Terry and Bunny sail for a

honeymoon in Hawaii and Al with a beautiful crying
jag watches the boat pull out, and takes another
slug of gin.

THE WINDING ROAD
. T. Austii File No. 7695

BEHIND the American lines a company was pre-

paring for the signal to advance. Nervously
turning a packet. Paul MuUer, the little Prus-

sian who was enlisted to fight against his own peo-
ple, took courage from the- warm smile of Sergeant
Reeves and begged the only man in the company who
trusted him to listen to his story. He was, Paul be-

gan, really a Prussian. But his own country wanted
him for murder. It was all jealousy. He loved
Meta madly, and there had been another man. A
wave of agony spread over Paul's face. He saw Meta
giving her time to another man, and one night, at a

dance, he had gotten the other man into a fight and
hit him with an iron lamp. Paul moistened his

parched lips. Never, he told Reeves, would he for-

get Meta's look, half pity and half hate. He had
tied before the police came, took passage on board
ship, worked his way through the orient^ and finally

ended up as a respected American citizen. Then
came the war and Paul was drafted to fight his own
people, the people who were hunting him. Now there

was one thing, if Reeves survived him, would he not

send a note to Meta telling her that Paul carried

her picture to the last? Sergeant Reeves, seeing the

bov's agony, promised.
Paul's body was found after the attack and Reeves

shook his head sadly. He must have felt he was go-
ing to die. Reeves thought. Three days later an
American attack brought back ten German prisoners

among them Paul Muller in Prussian uniform. A
map was found on his person and Paul was court-

martialed. Until the last moment he kept silent.

Then he told his story. He had gone over the top.

bavonetted two men, then, to his horror discovered
that he had murdered his owm brother Frank, had
murdered him for the second time! And as Frank's
life ebbed away, he told Paul Meta still loved Paul,
still waited. Whereupon, mad with grief, Paul had
slowly, on the battlefield exchanged identifications

with his brother and gone among the Germans as

one of them, as his own brother Frank while the

Americans were burying him with honors as a hero.

As the torn man writhed on the witness chair, the

hearts of his hearers softened. He was asked if he
would have taken his place then, fighting against his

comrades of a few hours ago, and Paul screamed,
"God, no. I was through with war, through. Don't
you understand, I killed Frank again."
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Throughout the trial, Reeves listened intently and
then sighed with relief as a girl found her way to

the guard and received permission from the court to

enter. She was Meta and Reeves told her story.

Meta fell on Paul's shoulder and asked him why he

had run away. He hadn't killed Frank, for his

brother had been the other man, he had only stunned
him. Meta realized then, she had loved only Paul.

For six years she searched for him and then she re-

ceived a note from a Sergeant Reeves telling her

Paul's life was in danger. Somehow she got through
the lines. Her sobs shook the court and when the

august judges came back with their verdict, the charge
of desertion had been dismissed, and Paul was hon-

orably discharged from the army. A few weeks later,

before a decorated altar, Paul and Meta were joined

in marriage by an old French Priest.

THE MARRIAGE STAMP
Mary Faller File No. 7654

had dreamed
IT

wasn't the kind of wedding Margie had dream
about, a dingy rectory, a shabby minister and a

slightly tipsy groom, but Margie was in love with
Teddy Malone. And although both of them were un-
der twenty, Margie knew she had a big job on her
slim shoulders. Ted wasn't a plugger, could lac do

anything with him ?

Phey got into Teddy's shabby roadster and he

turned off into a darkened road and kissed—his wife.

She sighed and they drove to his father's house.

She was silent for a moment then asked him to take

her home. Teddy was incredulous. His father's home
would be her home; but Margie was firm. This was
no time of night to bring home a wife, and Margie
wasn't going to live with him until he could support

her. "What the hell," asked Teddy, "did you want
to get married for?" Margie knew he was angry,

but she said, "Listen honey, you've got a darn good
voice. Why don't you try the broadcasting station

for an audition? Darlin', can't you see I want you
to be something, somebody. I'll help you along.

Please." "If you wanted a celebrity, why in hell

didn't you marry one?" and he took her home. She
asked him for a kiss. He leaned over and kissed

her abruptly then stared straight ahead. That night

Margie sobbed violently on her bed, and Teddy got

drunk and cursed Margie and his wedding and the

whole d world.
Margie's slim mother was swell about her daughter's

marriage and feeling somewhat better, the bride sped
her roadster to Ted's house and found him groaning.
Another hangover! She got him around and told

him at two he was going for an audition. At two he

was drunk again. The next day, he tried out and
was given a program, a trial. The public went
crazy over his voice and Teddy was made ! A month
later, they took an apartment together.

Margie kept house and they laughed over some of

Teddy's sentimental fan letters together. Weeks of

happiness, then one night Teddy didn't come home.
Then it happened again. Women called up Teddy and
he began to drink incessantly. XIargie was only

mildly* surprised. She knew when she married him
something like this would happen. One day a girl

called on her. She was about seventeen, blond,

clothed smartly but there was a sad dissipated ex-

pression on her pale face. "Mrs. Malone?" "Yes."
"Teddy lins to marry me." The two women glared

at each other. "All right he will." Margie told her in

a tight little voice. It was done. Margie left Ted
without any prehminaries. Just packed and moved
back to her father, who was glad to have her back
again. Teddy dropped out of sight. Ten months
later, Margie snapped on the radio, heard Theodore
Malone sing his latest composition, "Indigo Love."
Heard Teddy ask if he could dedicate the song to

Margie, the best little sport he knew. Margie's
heart swelled with pride. Teddy's voice same as it

used to be, only better. She must go to "her man"
and congratulate him. It didn't matter that he was
married to another, she hopped a plane for New
York, succeeded in locating him finally. "Margie,"
he said, "will you marry me again?" The other wom-
an was dead. "Will you, dear?" "Yes." "Only one
thing, Margie. I have a son but we can keep him
somewhere else." "No, he's mv son now. too."

Ted kissed her fondly.

THE FORBIDDING BOND
Yuster Jordan File No. 7698

THE rain is falling in torrents the night Dixie
Lee, driven by hunger and desperation, leaves her
baby on the Nelson doorstep, and begs them to

take care of the child. Something appealing in the
face of the abandoned mite touches the hearts of Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson and they bring up little Doris as
their own child.

Seventeen years later, David, a nephew of the Nel-

sons comes to visit them with his father, Herbert,
a prosperous widower. And from the moment little

Doris sees David, her heart contracts. A sudden
shyness comes over her. David, just home from
college is interested by the prettiness of his little

cousin, but it is not until later, in the garden, when
they are speaking and David swiftly kisses the girl,

that he realizes that the shy child has captured his

heart. He continues to call on her regularly and
finally tells his father he is in love. The elder Nel-
son looks at his son indulgently and asks, who the
lucky girl is. David hesitates for a moment, hoping
his father will not object to his having fallen in love
with his cousin, but when David says that he loves
Doris, Herbert grows apoplectic with rage. The
idea of his son marrying a nobody. David thinks his

father doesn't understand. Doris, his cousin, is the

girl he wants to marry, but Herbert shouts that
Doris is not his cousin, she is an adopted child of

his brother's and nobody knows who her mother is,

not to speak of her father. David is crushed by his

father's objections but plans to marry Doris in any
case. However. Herbert speaks to the girl_ himself,

and telling her she is endangering his son's career
causes Doris to pack her things and leave for the

Pacific coast. There she finds work as an entertainer
in a Night Club and finds the middle-aged hostess
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PEASANTS LOVE
Stephen Kisel File No. 7703

RUNNING up the rude steps of their little peasant
hut, her black curls flying in the wind, Sony a,

the coy Slovakian maid, waves a letter, thrill-

ingly post-marked America. Seated on the floor in

cross-legged fashion, she listens to her mother read-
ing the prized message. Gradually the enthused face

becomes clouded with a deep sorrow her devoted
father, who has been so busy working to get enough
wealth to retire, has been fatally injured in a fall.

However, as the chief beneficiary of her father's in-

surance, Sonya soon forgets her bereavement in a
flurry of exciting adventures in buying new clothes
and making herself a lady. She is fast nearing the
marriageable age, and as her mother notes the in-

creasing attentions from the men of the village, she
advocates the suit of Bia, one of the village's rich-

est men. Admiring her mother's choice, yet dubious
of his romantic inclinations, the spirited Sonya bides
her time.
Fed up with the small -town shopping resources in

her home village. Sonya travels to the next village to

shop. Fascinated by a handsome merchant, she
makes the trips more and more frequent. Flattered
by her interest, the fortunate Paul finds it very easy
to fall in love with the delightful charmer and in a
very short time asks her to marry him. She agrees
and they set the date when, according to custom, they
shall meet at the parish house and declare their mar-
riage intentions. News travels fast and Sonya's
little home town is buzzing with the gossip of her
scandalous affair with a young man from the neigh-
boring town. The rumor finally reaches Sonya's
mother and in frenzied haste she dashes to the parish
to stop the outrage. Arriving in the nick of time,
she forbids the priest to continue. Stating that Sonya
is old enough to choose her own husband, he pro-

ceeds when the wrangling of the enraged villagers

reaches his ears. There he learns that Paul is but
an imposter from the next town and that he is only
after her money. Under Sonya's steady gaze, Paul's
bravado fails and he admits his ruse. With the im-
periousness of a queen, Sonya orders him out of her
sight. Thanking the concerned people for their so-

licitousness, a more subdued Sonya walks home with
her mother.
Once again plunged into local society, Sonya glows

with her increasing popularity. Jealousy pricks
her when she sees her former suitor, Bia, being
royally entertained by some attractive girls. Real-
izing with a pang, that she really cares for him.
Sonya cultivates his friendship. Hardly believing his

good fortune, the loving Bia waxes courageous under
her romantic overtures and again he proposes. With
beating heart, she nods the affirmative answer. Arms
encircling each other, the happy lovers blend into a

single silhouette against the setting of the sun.

MURDER AT MIDNIGHT
Willard B. Jay File No. 7714

WRESTING himself from the grip of gangland.
Charles Watkins leaves Chicago and takes up
his residence in Long Island as a retired mil-

lionaire. Living alone with his wife, he is in con-
stant dread of the underworld who will not let him
free. As is his habit, Watkins sits in the library
reading. Having promised his wife to retire at twelve,
he becomes so absorbed in his book that when he
looks at his watch it is almost twelve. Simultane-
ous with his glance at the time, three shots ring out
and the portly figure of the millionaire slumps in the
spacious chair. Hurrying downstairs, Mrs. Watkins
becomes hysterical when she sees the tragedy and is

barely able to call the doctor and the police. With
no clues besides the bullets, the authorities are baffled
and Joe Miller, a debonair dashing detective, is put

on the case. Inspired by a reward that will help
materially towards his marriage to that delightful
piece of femininity, Doris Grey, Joe sets to with a
will. Combing the entire house, he finds not a clue.

Questioning Mrs. Watkins he learns the entire life

history of husband and wife and is able to judge from
her narrative that he has been 'put on the spot',

gangland's own means of justice. Upon cross-exam-
ining the chauffeur, Joe discovers that he is the
brother of the dead man, disguised as a chauffeur
in order to conceal his identity to the murderers on
whom he intends to take revenge.

Summoning an aide from Chicago, Gus \yatkins
drives in search of the killers. Suddenly running out
of gas, the chauffeur ambles down the road to secure
some when a huge blue touring car tears along at

breakneck speed opening fire on Gus and his aide.

Managing to return a few shots, the two avengers
are seriously hurt and the chauffeur rushes them to

the hospital where they refuse to divulge the names
of their assailants. Joe makes a round of the hospi-

tals and discovers a man badly wounded from gun-
shot. On his death-bed he confesses to the murder
of Watkins and the consequent fire on his brother
and aide. Submitting his expert solution of the mys-
tery, Joe is the happy receiver of a substantial re-

ard.

heSpruced up to perfection, he whistles merrily
strolls down the walk leading to Doris' house. Hop
ing that she has heard of his latest success, he rings
the bell and is certain of his favoritism when a dim-
inutive little blonde greets him with a dimpling smile.

Ushering him into the little living room, she con-
gratulates him upon his good work. His fingers
twitching at the well-earned check, he brusquely pre-

sents it to her, asking her to accept that as well as
his heart. Laughing at his shy proposal, she throws
her arms around his neck, kisses him on t^e lips and
calls him 'darling'.

STRUGGLING SISTERS

Minnie Guetebier File No. 7633

WHEN Mr. Wilson died, reducing his family from
affluence to a state bordering on poverty,
Ella, the oldest and plainest of the three girls

naturally took over the reins. There didn't seem to
be much for the Wilsons to do. Brought up in the
tradition of Southern gentility, work was distasteful.
But the Wilson girls were popular, and Rose's beauty
was far-famed. And when one of her friends sent in
her picture to a beauty contest without her know-
ledge, and Rose won fame and an offer to pose for

a magazine cover artist, nobody begrudged the Wil-
sons their fortune. At first, however, Ella was a
trifle skeptical. She had heard about these artists.

But Rose was insistent. There couldn't be any harm
in it. Stephen White was well-known and a perfect
gentleman. And Ella seeing how happy it made Rose,
scarcely more than sixteen, to help support the fam-
ily with the almost fabulous sums she received for

her work, reluctantly consented.

Rose grew to admire her employer very much, and
Ella lost her dread of the child's work and thanked
heaven she was working for so fine a gentleman. Then
one evening, after a period of inactivity. White sent
for Rose. There was a stunning evening outfit to

pose in, and he said he had been commissioned to
paint her in the library of one of his clients. Rose
dressed but as the automobile sped through the town,
she began to feel uneasy. White reassured her. The
moment they entered the cheap boarding house, how-
ever, Rose realized how she had been duped. In the
moment White left her alone, the child found carbolic
acid and died before the artist returned. Ella was
disconsolate and though White proved an ahbi, the
Wilson girl shadowed the artist until she was able to

discover a clue. Disguising herself with cheap make-
up she gained White's confidence, then turned him
over quietly to the police. Something in Ella seemed
to die, however, with Rose. Where before she had
been whimsically grave, now she became a constant
and distrusting watcher of her surviving sister's wel-
fare. For a while Mary, terrified by her sister's ex-
perience, didn't resent Ella's interference. But event-
ually Mary, despite her own and her sister's caution,
fell in love. And when Ella learned that Mary was
planning to marry a gambler, she tried frantically to

make her sister see the pitfalls she was stepping
into. But Mary was in love and despite all warn-
ings she married her Bill. And Bill, adoring her,

planned to build a beautiful home for his bride

—

with the proceeds from his gambling gains. But luck
was against him and his losses gradually diminished
his funds iintil he had to bring Mary to a two room
flat and spend every night recouping his losses. Then,
one day, he returned home unexpectedly early. Aghast,
he realized that Mary had been taught to console
herself in his absences. There was a wild party in

his home. Still Bill reaHzed the fault had been his—
originally, and he tried to rebuild their marriage. But
Mary had had a taste of freedom, she had learned to
spend more than Bill could legitimately make, and
when he discovered she had withdrawn his money
from the bank she told him she was through.

For months thereafter, both Mary and Bill were
miserable realizing they could never love anyone else.

But neither would give in. Then, one day, Mary read
about the Kentucky Derby. She knew she could find
Bill there, and she did. They stared at each other
hungrily, these two. and neither knew when the race
began or ended, but when they left, arm in arm, it

was with bright hopes for the future. They had been
burned by folly but the future held only happiness
for them.
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FATE'S CAPRICE
William RathmeU File No. 7676

STRETCHING his weary limbs as he settles down
for a luxurious rest on the sofa, John Grant,

Colorado miner, rouses from a doze at a knock

on the back door. An abject specimen of a man asks

for something to eat, John sympathetically places

the remainder of their dinner in front of him and

watches him as he devours the food ravenously. Ask-

ing for a cigar the stranger tells his story; calhng

himself, the Shade, he relates how he labored in the

mine for a few months and then went on a debauch

for a few weeks. This type of life ruined his vitality

and upon waking up in a cell, he is confined to the

hospital. Barely able to walk, they discharged him

and having no one who would even give him a meal,

he applied to the city for help. With food supplies

and a cabin, lie regained his health. A drunkard,

whom he had taken pity on, confided to him of a

gold mine, which together they worked until the city

authorities found out at which time they were both

sent from the town. Showing John a piece of the

ore, the Shade reveals to Grant the secret in grati-

tude for his kindness. However he says he will be

back for the sample. ,.„... ,

Eagerly John sets out on a gold rush. Finding the

gold vein extremely rich, he begins to work it fever-

ishly when he is called to San Francisco by his dy-

ing mother. With his wife and his daughter, Mary,

he reluctantly travels to Frisco where a man stops

him in the street and asks him if he knows gold when
he sees it. Answering yes, the inquirer invites him

to his room to look over a specimen. As John con-

vinces him that the ore is first rate, he is suddenly

bound and gagged, and with several other prisoners

he is sent to a mine belonging to 'Red', a brutal em-
ployer. There he is compelled to slave for nothing

and for a man he does not know. Enraged he bides

his time until he can attack Red. Trusted to work
alone, John is surprised by a visit from the Shade

who claims his sample and gives him a gun. Holding

Red at the point of a gun, John makes his getaway
accompanied by Red as his prisoner. Forcing Red
to work for him, John secures a contract m a lum-

ber camp and earns enough money to get him home.

With hate in his voice, he bids goodbye to his form-

er captor who explains that John has a year's salary

coming to him, declaring that he has only shang-

haied to work those men whom he thought capable

having been fooled once before by a group of swind-

lers John, unable to forget the hardships he suffered

at his hands, sends him off.

Home at last happily greeted by his wife and
daughter who believed him dead, he learns that Mary
is to be married and he approves very much of the

handsome stalwart fiance. Settling his claim to the

secret gold mine that he is afraid of losing, John
dashes to the church, just in time to give away the

bride. Almost frozen in his tracks, John sees Red.

He is the father of the bridegroom! In grim deter-

mination, John bears up under the strain and tells

his wife the truth. Naturally a sensible woman, she

advises John to be friendly to Red, if only for the

sake of the children. Swearing to keep their affair

a secret. Red and John exchange a firm handclasp as

they watch the newlyweds dashing off on their honey-

moon.

blonde who relishes this sight of a truly hen-pecked
husband.
Wondering at the laughing response, Jim hears the

commander calling him. When she appears on the

scene and sees that he is not yet finished, she emits

a tirade of scoldings, accusing him of spending the

whole day talking to that blonde. When he tries to

deny this accusation, she flings the handy old alarm
clock at him and gnce again he becomes the sub-

HELPLESS HUSBANDS
Lottie Balska File No. 7715

R-r-r-ring! A tired husband stretches out his arm
to turn off the disturbing alarm clock when his

wife s voice suddenly arouses h.m to alertness.

Almost ready to leave, he straightens an unruly tie.

His loving adieu to his wife, still in bed, is met with

a groaning complaint of a headache. Since she is

suffering so she will be unable to do any work that

day and asks him to remain home from business.

What will a day's absence matter when his darling

is ill? In reply to liis question as to what good his

presence will be, she enumerates the various things

he must do, such as wash, iron, feed the pets and so

forth. Steeling his temper he determines to go to the

office. As he jams on his hat and prepares to exit

from the storm and strife, an alarm clock fired with

uncanny accuracy stuns the helpless husband. Sit-

ting on the floor in a stupor, he agrees timidly to do

the housewifely chores. The frail wife warns him to

get done before that horrid blonde next door. She is

secretly jealous of the blonde, and believes her hus-

band is attracted by her.

Bedecked with an apron, he is about to push the

washing machine out of the corner when a howl on

the back porch greets his ears. He opens the door,—
the dog rushes past him, leaps upon a chair and then

upon the table where he spills the milk and sets his

dirty paw in the butter. Mumbling oaths under his

breath, he grabs the hound by the tail and throws
him out, a box of dog biscuits after him. Stepping
on the cat's tail, he lifts the feline out and supplies

it with milk. Carrying the clothes basket in front

of him, he Ijrushes against the bird cage and the pet

canary flies through the opened door. A wild chase
after the flying bird ensues and after securing a but-

terfly net with which to trap the pet. he discovers

that the little thing is too tired to resist and he puts

it safely in the cage again. A voice startles him
the ailing wife would like to have a cup of cocoa
Accustomed to prepare his own breakfast, this little

task takes but a jiffy. Exasperated at the terrible

tangle that the clothes get in, he manages at last to

extricate them safely when he attempts to force the

dripping clothes through the wringer. A haughty
voice again orders him to bring back the empty cocoa
cup and again he returns to his arduous labors. Hang-
ing the horribly mangled shirts on the line, the blonde
neiglibor asks him why he is home. Apologetically,

he relates that his wife is ill in bed. His excuse is

met with a hilarious gale of laughter from the petite

THE CORNER STONE

Aha J. Briscoe File No. 7708

A FEUD of years standing troubles the Claytons
and the Greens. Clayton contends that the gov-
ernmental cornerstone is the separating line of

their properties while old Colonel Green has a new
hne run by a small-time surveyor and railroads the

survey through before Clayton can fight it legally.

After a flood Clayton misses one of his prize hogs
and follows its tracks to Green s where he encounters
Colonel Green's bullying son, Charles, who defiantly

tells him to clear out. The Colonel admits no know-
ledge of the missing hog and Clayton ventures the

suggestion that Charles is becoming far too unruly

in keeping company with Endersley, a gentleman
bootlegger. Upon questioning the vehemence of this

conversation, Larry, the Colonel's nephew from Chi-

cago, learns of the family feud and promises Clayton

to verify his beliefs.

Waiting beside the town mail box, Charles attempts
to kiss Fatty, the charming daughter of Clayton. She
rebuffs him and he threatens to get revenge. Noting
Larry's attentive eyes following her graceful move-
ments, Charles warns him to leave her alone. Sitting

on the bank, careful to be located above the line,

Larry fishes undisturbed until a laughing party of

picknickers paddle their canoe around the bend.

Fatty, her sister, Merry and Merry's sweetheart in-

vite the stranger to partake of their picnic lunch.

Cautiously remaining on their side of the fence, the

young merrymakers pass food and remarks through
the fence. Suddenly, Clayton appears and interrupts

the gay party. Sniffing the air suspiciously. Merry
detects the smell of fire and upon questioning, her

father learns that Charlie is planning to let the fire

sweep their fields. Honor-bound, having heard Cnar-
lie planning this coup, Larry volunteers his services

in the interest of the Claytons. With superhuman
effort, he engineers the battling of the fire, and sinks

exhausted on the grass. In vain he tries to persuade
Charlie to renounce his ruinous friendship with En-
dersley and lead a saner life.

Reviewing the happy events that have brought them
so close to each other, Larry and Patty admit their

love. Engrossed in each other's caresses, the lovers

are suddenly annoyed by the boisterous appearance
of Endersley who is much intoxicated. Generous and
confiding while under the effect of liquor, the notori-

ous bootlegger reveals the secret of his still, invites

them to inspect it and unwittingly tells them of the

trick that Charles played by burning the missing
hog. Convinced of Charlie's guilt, the two sweet-
hearts hurry to inform the Colonel, who has hither-

to refused to believe any such tales. The Colonel

realizes that he has not been strict enough with his

pampered son and with a sincere apology to the

Claytons he announces that the cornerstone is the de-

ciding boundary line. Extending his hand, Clayton
returns the handshake of the man who has so long
been his enemy. Happy to have been instrumental
in this reunion, Larry and Fatty reveal their troth

and quietly slipping out into the garden, they are lost

:h others arms, oblivious of the peeping eyes
the iide.

JOYS OF WEALTH
Roy C. Scott File No. 7680

THEY called Dennis Whitney a good-for-nothing
because he was always too busy finding out
"why" everything was as it was, to be prac-

tical. And when Dennis fell in love with Gloria, the

daugihter of Elijah (Lige) Burke, he found that

Gloria's dad had no intention of letting his daughter
marry a poor man. Lige knew too well the sorrows
of poverty to be anxious to have his daughter lead

the drab existence he had been accustomed to. And
though Gloria was lovely enough to win suitors far

above her station, she persisted in loving the im-
practical, winning Dennis. Even when Dennis lost

his position as a drug clerk because he dared to insult

a customer and suggest she use calcimine and a

paint brush instead of complexion creams, Gloria re-

mained faithful.

Then one day, when a storm had ruined the last

of Lige's crops, and he saw the pinched faces of his

family, he decided that old as he was he was going

to leave home and bring home some money. The day
after his departure Lafe Morgan, a wealthy bache-

lor, reputed to have been unfriendly with Lige, was
found murdered. The reporter of the crime was Den-
nis Whitney, and it seemed highly ironical that Dennis
should have been responsible for the discovery of the

body, for when a few weeks later Lige came home
with a new Ford car the suspicion which had been
mounting ever since the coincidence of Lige's de-

parture and Lafe's murder, burst into flame. The
sheriff called. However, when he asked Lige where
he was or how he made his money, Lige refused to

answer. As a result, Lige was brought to trial and
one of the state's chief witnesses was Dennis Whit-
ney who found the body and Lige's cane with his

initials on it near the body. Dennis tried to help the

father of the girl he loved, but cold facts were cold

facts, and while the trial raged, Dennis searched des-

perately for a clue to save Gloria's father.

In the courthouse, the parson testified that the day
before the murder he had seen Lige speaking to Lafe
for the first time in years. Moreover, Lige had ac-

companied the deceased to his home. Since the body
had been robbed of fifteen hundred dollars and Lige
had later turned up with money, paid his debts, and
seemed to have whatever he needed for the first time
in his life, the parson shrugged. Moreover, the most
damning piece of evidence was Lige's cane left near
the body. All Lige could explain was that it was
true. He had patched up his difference with Lafe the

day before the murder and Lafe had loaned him fifty

dollars on the promise of a high interest, but he had
lost his cane and he knew nothing about murder,
iNIeanwhile, Gloria refused to speak to Dennis. It

was all his fault, she claimed unreasonably, that her

father was being held. Dennis was frantic. He had
to save Lige. Suddenly he realized that the murder
might have been committed with any cane—that the

])arson was the guilty person. Before the court Den-
nis proved that the parson was the murderer, that

the stolen money was hidden in the parson's cane,

and that Lige had gotten the money from a woman
whose life he had saved. Eccentric as she was
though, she made him promise he wouldn't tell where
he got the money. Lige was freed and Dennis mar-
ried Gloria.

THE THIRSTY TRAIL

Patsy Mari File No. 7655

SITTING at his desk at headquarters, Captain Ruff
of the Legion summons Lightning Pete and gives
him orders to take care of a new arrival, Stev-

ens. Anxious to make him feel at home, Pete brings
him to see his girl friend, lala. Pete has oftentimes
warned her that she shouldn't live all alone and so
close to the Legion. Some day he hopes to make her
his wife and then they will go to New York, away
from the dust of the Arabian desert and its monoton-
ous heat. Much to Pete's disapproval, Stevens is at-

tracted to the charming lala and she seems to return
his affection. Pete storms out, resolving never to

come back. During his absence, Stevens presses his

suit and is a frequent caller at lala's.

Having heard of Pete's misfortune in love, Captain
Ruff details him to the capture of Red Sultan, the
terror of the desert, for whom there is a reward
of five thousand dollars dead or alive. Another Le-
gionnaire, Muggen, is to help him. While the Cap-
tain is explaining the assignment, Stevens walks in

and listens disinterestedly for a few moments and
then makes his way to lala's house. Pete follows him
and hears him tell lala that he is too weak to hold
a girl. Angered, Pete returns home and begins train-
ing with the hope that some day he will be stronger
than Stevens. Packing his light luggage for the trip

into the desert to trail Red Sultan, Pete is surprised
by a visit from lala who tells him she still loves him.
Upon learning that his task is to capture Red Sul-
tan, she informs him that she has seen the outlaw
and that he resembles Stevens very much. lafe per-
suades him to feign the search and elope with her.
Together they set off in the car. Halfway across the
barren wastCj. they run short of gas. Determinedly,
they begin to walk, the heat becoming almost un-
bearable and their thirst increasing with each step.

A cloud of dust warns them of outlaws and Stevens,
alias Red Sultan, is the leader. Exacting her prom-
ise to marry him, Stevens agrees to save Pete and
brings him along. Slyly, Pete complains of his ha-
tred of Legion work and asks Red if he can't work
with him. Feeling highly flattered by the apparent
conquest of both lala and Pete, Red consents and the
three set out on the tiresome journey to the next
town. With uncanny cleverness, Pete realizes Red's
poor sense of direction, and reverses the tent during
the night. Eagerly they start out in the early dawn
and as lala sees their own little town she pretends to
be too weary to journey farther. As soon as Red is

fast asleep, Pete ties him up with rope and hastens
to inform the Legion of his success.
Complimenting Pete upon his sagacity, Captain Ruff

hands him the money for the reward while the raging
outlaw gazes in a blazing fury at the man whom he
called a weakling and who outdid him in a game of
wits. Brandishing the check, Pete hurries out to get
lala and ungrudgingly admits that she has earned it

too. However, they will share it on their honeymoon
trip. As he is busy relating the exciting experience,
the arrival of the minister hushes everything until
lala says 'I do' when with much cheering and hat-
raising, the happy couple speed away in their cozy
little roadster, tin cans and old shoes banging in their
wake. With a last look at the end of the thirsty
trail, Pete and lala reverently kiss it goodbye.

A SHEPHERD OF THE RAILS

Houston File No. 7671

SHRIEKING through the morning hum of activity,

the whistles blow at ten o'clock. Instantly every
man on the railroad lays down his work and

leaves the premises. The troubled workers have re-

sorted to the last desperate remedy, and knowing full

well that their action will undoubtedly bring down
upon them untold suffering and possibly even loss of

life, the great railroad strike begins.
Proceeding directly to the Metropolitan Opera

House, the strike quarters, the men gather. Excite-
ment mounts until old Uncle Dan Miller, who having
devoted his life to the railroad was about to retire on
a life pension when, with his nephew Fred Miller, a
young engineer, he undertook the leadership of the

desperate movement, mounts the platform. Instantly
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pin-drop order prevails. The beloved old man out-

lines the activities of the strike, indicates the seri-

ousness of the undertaking and cautions the strikers,

who, he prophesizes, will have sufficient cause for

rancor, against violence. Deafening applause greets
Uncle Dan's words, and gravely the strikers leave.

As they watch the scabs step into their beloved posts,

they realize that this is to be no child's play, that
lives and principles are at stake.
Of the entire crew, only two men remain with the

railroad, Brooking and Bell, two worthless renegades,
and Superintendent Minton has to be assured by his

assistant, Johnson, that the strike is really a mis-
guided effort of a few troublemakers and that res st-

ance is the only effective remedy. Accordingly a scab
crew is hastily employed and thus begins a reign of

terror. Inexperienced, uncouth, the strike breakers
carelessly fill the vital posts, and accidents minor and
major occur with appalling frequency. Commanding
tremendous salaries the scabs endanger lives and pro-

perty, while within the town public opinion favors
the strikers and scabs are denied service in the
shops. Whereupon, planning to gain disfavor for the

strikers and railroad some of their number to prison,
Johnson and his crew blow up one of the boarding
houses open to scabs and in court Lydia, a meddle-
some old lady swears that three picketers blew up
her house. However, in a tense cross-examination
the attorney for the defense, breaks down her story
and were it not for the swift interference of the pros-
ecutor and the crooked Judge Foster, the hysterical
old woman should have revealed the guilt of John-
son, Kelton, and various other railroad men.
Meanwhile Assistant Superintendent Johnson's step-

daughter, Edith, convinced at home that the strike is

an abortive movement, tries to persuade Fred Miller

to abandon the striker's cause and further his own
career with the railroad. Deeply in love with Edith,
though he is, Fred incurs her wrathful condemna-
tion of his radicalism, and remains faithful to his

principles.
Four months later, the strike still rages. The

strikers suffer terribly, while unscrupulous Federal
Agents prey upon the tortured strikers. The mine
owners, suffering from the miserable service, cry for

settlement but the railroad refuses to compromise, and
Johnson and Kelton work out a terrible revenge
against Fred Miller, whom the former realizes is a
formidable obstacle to his plan of marrying Edith off

to his nephew. Besides this will prove the greatest
blow against the striker's cause.
Accordingly, the air-brakes of a train are tampered

with, obviously, and two scabs, out of a possible
many, are killed. Public indignation is acute against
the supposed action of the strikers, while circums'^an-
tial evidence points directly toward the guilt of Fred
Miller who had been lured to the scene. Unable to

prove his innocence since he has been with men in

the employ of the conspirators, Fred stalwartly waits
for justice to free him. while Kelton and Johnson in-

cite a frenzied mob to lynch the innocent strike lead-

er. However, Edith, brought to the realization that
she loves Fred, when she learns of his danger, rounds
up some faithful helpers, and borrowing railroad
equipment, Fred is spirited from under the very eyes
of the spies watching his movements and in a special
car is ingeniously whisked out of the danger zone, to

discover that the whole plan was maneuvered by the
girl he believed had lost faith in him—Edith.
However, Kelton, crazed at being deprived of his

prey, pushes on to the Miller home, and while one
part of his mob descends on the helpless strikers,
burning and pillaging, he details a picked crew to
gag old Dan's wife, and carrying Fred's uncle to the
woods flogs the aged man to insensibility and is

prevented from killing him by having his throat torn
by Dan's dog, who had previous cause to detest him.
This last atrocity breaks the strike. Johnson com-
mits suicide, the railroad acknowledges the just de-
mands made upon it, the crooked politicians are re-
placed by earnest civic workers and Fred, married to
Edith, is given a position of trust in the railroad for
whose cause, his splendid old uncle died a martyr.

MEANT FOR FATHER
Valentine P. Jesaitis File No. 7717

A LATE September day when the hills are riot-

ous with red and yellow foliage Dawn Renolds,
golden hair tumbling in profusion about her

shoulders, dangles her feet in the gently murmuring
brook. Brushing aside a branch, Paul Gilbert, hand-
some, orphaned and wealthy, stares in amazement
at the beautiful picture the girl makes enthroned in

nature's glory. Suddenly aware of his presence.
Dawn snatches up her shoes and stockings and dis-
appears into the woods. Unable to forget this lovely
vision, Paul confides in his guardian, Placid who has
been the family butler for years. Placid tells him
who she is but advises him to be thinking of com-
pleting college.
A dejected Paul frets in the football quarters. Dis-

gusted with his playing, he decides to quit. Rebuk-
ing his cowardice, the coach hands him a note. Tear-
ing it open, Paul thrills with encouragement from
Dawn, a student at the same college. A retracted
resignation and Paul is the sensational back of the
team. Home for the Christmas vacation, the two
lovers meet in the wooded glen where Dawn's fa-
ther discovers them. Infuriated, he denounces Paul
as the son of the man who ruined him in business
many years ago. He forbids Dawn to see him. Se-
cret skating dates are kept. Apparently changing
his mind. Renolds invites Paul for dinner and sug-
gests a skating date for the couple. Starting out in
high spirits Dawn and Paul forget about time and a
blinding snowstorm overtakes them. Paul carries the
exhausted Dawn to a cabin, where he leaves her well
covered and fastened to a couch. He must get a
doctor for the feverish girl. Renolds misses them
and in his search he comes upon Dawn in the cabin.

Thinking this abandonment is a revenge for his
harsh words about Paul's fathei-j Renolds vows to
avenge her. Battling through snowdrifts, he comes
upon Paul half buried in the icy flakes and murder
flashes through his brain. Troopers however inter-
rupt him and they are elated over finding the miss-
ing Paul.

Placid and Paul are skimming over the ribbons of
concrete, enjoying a pleasant ride and exchanging
confidences. Suddenly Placid spies a cave in the old
quarry hole. As he points it out to Paul, he is

aware of cars following them. The last night before
returning to college, Paul and Dawn are interrupted
in a pleasant automobile drive by the appearance of
two troopers who upon searching the car find two
cases of liquor in the tonneau of the coupe. A vic-
tim of a frame-up, Paul is freed by Placid, who be-
gins to suspect. News of this arrest causes his ex-
pulsion from college. Placid explains that he is a
Scotland Yard detective and has been playing butler
alongside of his sleuthing. Intent upon summoning
Paul to bed, Placid enters his study only to find him
gone. No traces can be found but a blurred foot-
print; evidently a peculiar type of rubber has been
worn by the intruder. Suspecting Renolds, Placid
informs him of Paul's kidnapping. Renolds in turn
offers to hire two renowned detectives who serve as
blinds in his household. Happening upon Renold's
peculiar rubbers, Placid is sure that he is the ab-
ductor. Paul suddenly makes his appearance and re-
lates Renolds capture and subsequent torture of him
in revenge for his father's supposed injustice. A doc-
ument explains to Paul the real criminal. Telling
Wing, Paul's Chinese rescuer, to release Renolds,
Paul agrees to forget.
Renolds is reported missing and a note from him

requests a ransom for his return. Through a blinding
snow flurry, Placid, Paul and the police squad raid
the quarry-cave where a gun battle ensues. Injured
fatally, Renolds confesses his relations with these
gangsters in order to frame a revenge on Paul.
Aware of Gilbert's innocence, Renolds dies with a
smile,—Paul has forgiven him. Once again the Ren-
olds' house is a happy home. Released from the rav-
ings of the revengeful maniac, Mrs. Renolds returns
to love and life, happy to know that her husband has
come to his senses before death.
Three years later, in the same beautiful glen Paul

and Dawn are reminiscing. Little Babe dabbles in
the brook, wet to the skin. Petulantly Dawn repeats
they Wouldn't have taken her with them. "Daddy!"
No answer. Desperate, mimicking her mother, Babs
calls "Porl!" To his questioning remark the tiny
voice commands him to kiss Mummie. And he does . .

MY HOME CALL
Edgar Shelley File No, 7625

LEFT a big cattle ranch by her father. Mildred
is the prey of an unscrupulous foreman who
forces her to sell her live stock at prices far be-

low their actual worth. One day, a tramp appears
at the Tootara ranch and the foreman knocks him
down in trying to send him on his way. Mildred,
riding up interferes and takes Conway on as an as-
sistant. Having been convicted of a crime of which
he was innocent, Conway had become a hunted vaga-
bond, but now under the sympathetic encouragement
of IMildred. Conway regains his interest in living.

In a short time, he discovers that it is Mildred's
foreman who is responsible for her difficulties; he
has been keeping a large percentage of the profits
to himself. Conway attends to the sale of the cattle
himself and the difference in Mildred's share is con-
siderable. However, in completing negotiations,
Thomas, the son of John Watson, the buyerof Mil-
dred's cattle, becomes infatuated with the girl own-
er, and after a swift courtship he wins her promise
to marry him. Conway warns her against Thomas
but for the first time Mildred disregards her ad-
viser's warnings growing angry with him for inter-

fering in matters which do not concern him. Conway
is helpless, realizing the folly of the girl he has learned
to love, himself, but finally he induces her. sirc^ she
will not beUeve that Thomas is marrying her for her
money, to sign her estate to her first born.
When Thomas goes through his wife's money and

learns that he cannot touch the cattle ranch, he is

furious. He strikes Mildred in his anger and takes
to drink. Forcing her to leave Australia, he brings
her to England, where, in the strange land, he leaves
her alone nights, and spends his days carousing and
squandering money. Years pass, and Mildred sends
her son Peter away to school lest he learn what a
beast his father is. One day,, however, Peter comes
home and finds his father striking his mother. He
rushes at his drunken parent who makes a terrific

attempt to get even with his son. and falls over b.ack-

wards killing himself. Fortunately, however, a Bob-
by, summoned by the terrified neighbors enters in

time to see that Peter is not responsible for his fa-

ther's death, and after a trial, Peter is freed.

White haired from her sorrowful life with her hus-
band. Mildred embraces her son, and tells him that
the estate held in trust for him is now his. Together
they travel to Australia and find that through the
years Conway has remained faithful to his love for

Mildred and has many times doubled the value of the

estate although in all these years he has heard no
word from Mildred. And while Conway and MiU'r-^d

rediscover their old love for each other, Peter falls

in love with Conway's niece who has found her uncle
after the confession of the cuiltv man has set Con-
way free of the crime for which he had been held.

Mr
BIBLICAL RUTH

. E. S. Basner

escapes from her lips as her two daughters-in-law
come in. And Naomi, looking upon them fondly,
wishes them a safe journey to the homes of their
kinsfolk. Orpha kisses her mother-in-law, and after
the exchange of a few tears over the death of their
menfolk, turns to go; but Ruth cUngs to Naomi and
begs to be permitted to remain with her husband's
mother. Her family, she says, can live without her,
but Naomi has no one. Her place, Ruth says, is with
her husband's mother, and together the two women,
one silver haired, the other still exceedingly fair,

travel to Bethlehem.
When they come to the city of Naomi's birth, the

people gather around them in wonderment. Many
years have passed since Naomi left, glorying in the
strength of her husband and her two stalwart sons.
Now, broken by her sorrows, Naomi returns bring-
ing with her only her faithful Ruth. It is the be-
ginning of the barley harvest in Bethlehem, and Ruth
goes forth to glean in the fields of Boaz, the wealthy
man who had been a friend of Naomi's husband in

the days of plenty. Now, when Boaz returns, he sees
Ruth working in the corn and he inquires from his
overseer, "What damsel is this?" and learns of Ruth's
coining with Naomi. Boaz wonders at Ruth's devo-
tion and tells her that she need go to no other field

to glean, and to her thirsty lips the vessel shall be
always presented, nor shall the young men touch her.
And Ruth is thankful and when she works among the
sheaves she finds many already cut for her glean-
ing, according to Boaz' secret instructions to the
young men. Naomi is proud of Ruth, and instructs
her that she has found favor in his eyes and shall

follow him, and what he does, she shall do.
And Boaz finds Ruth ever ready to serve and he is

struck by her beauty and her gentleness. The next
morning Boaz orders Ruth to spread out her apron
and into it he pours barley, as much as she can car-
ry. Ruth carries the precious food to Naomi and tells

her all that has happened. Then Boaz sits by his
gate and summons Ruth's kinsmen and ten elders
from the city and to them he tells the story of Nao-
mi and that she wishes to sell her ground. The kins-
men have the first right to the property, but Boaz
tells them they will also have to buy it from Ruth,
the wife of the dead. And Boaz discovers that the
kinsmen are willing enough to permit Boaz to pur-
chase the property, and this he does, plucking off his

show and giving it to his neighbor to confirm the
transaction, in accordance with the customs of the
times. And then Boaz says, "Besides this I have
purchased Ruth to be my wife." So Boaz takes Ruth
and she is his wife.

LAUREL'S BLOOM
Mrs. Carolina Urbanowicz File No. 7732

File No. 7706

SITTING alone in her stricken home, Naomi, be-

reft of her husband and her two sons, casts her
eyes upon the bare walls and upon her scant be-

longings neatly packed for easy carrying. A sigh

HER spirit unbroken by years of unhappy mar-
riage to a despotic, brutish husband, Veronica
rebelled when her daughter's happiness was en-

dangered. Veronica recognized that all her thwarted
musical yearnings were struggling for expression in

her child, Laurel, and when her husband refused to

allow his daughter to be educated, Veronica with-
drew her life savings, sent her Laurel to Europe to

study music, and got a divorce from her loutish hus-
band. Laurel never knew the hardships, the days of

toil her mother endured that she might know no
want. But for Veronica it was a labor of love, and
transfigured by the happiness of receiving gay let-

ters from the maturing Laurel, named after the love-
ly mountain blossoms, Veronica began to attract men
by her splendid beauty. Then Julius came, and Ver-
onica felt that here at last was her fulfillment. It

didn't seem possible that Julius scarcely more than a

boy could fall in love with her who had a daughter
not much younger than he, but Julius scorned her
protestations. What mattered age, he asked, if they
loved each other. And so these two were married,
and such happiness was theirs that Veronica wrote
to her child and begged her to come and share it.

Abroad, Laurel's beauty blossomed and fleeing from
the unsavory publicity attending the suicide of Bog-
dan, a fellow musician, for unrequited love of the

American girl. Laurel came home. She foujid her
mother's husband all that her mother had written and
more, and the house rang with the happiness of the

trio. Then one day, to her horror. Laurel discovered
that her love for Julius was not a spiritual attach-
ment for her mother's husband but an intolerable

aching to hold him, to be loved by him. And at the

same time, Julius discovered that he adored, he loved,

his step-child. Their youth cried out to each other
with a passionate call, but how could they dash Ver-
onica's cup of happiness from her lips? Despairing,
Laurel explained she must go. Veronica cried

that Laurel inust not break the web of their happiness.
Why should not Laurel stay on in this idyllic happi-
ness? And though her mother wept. Laurel went
abroad and for years poured her sorrow, her aware-
ness of the tragedy into her music.
Then Laurel began to receive letters from her moth-

er in which, subtly, she felt the change in Julius.

Still Laurel answered that she could not return, and
it was only when Veronica wrote a desperate plea to

her daughter that Julius had been hurt in an accident,
that she needed her daughter's strength now or she
must perish, did Laurel apprehensively return. Julius
recovered. On Veronica's lips was a cry of gratitude
but Laurel knew the end had come. Their love could
not be put off longer. And one day, Veronica found
them together in the garden. Her hands flew to her
throat, but she was strong. She recognized the in-

evitability of the mutual love of the two people who
were dearest to her, and resigning her own happiness
she gave Julius to Laurel. The two knelt before her
there in the garden where the laurels bloom and Ver-
onica knew a great peace.
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SUNSETS
File No. 7726

DOT MEREDITH stared at the newspaper. There
it was: -James Hugh Randall Weds Famous
Authoress." There wasn't anything left to live

for. Hugh had married another. Her fine, gray-

haired father came into the room softly. "We
Merediths bear up," was all he said, but vyhen that

passion of longing stopped for one moment its throb-

bing. Dot decided he was right. Her father always
thought she was his best assistant. And though she

knew she'd never cease loving Hugh, the reckless,

boyish aviator, she would go on living, work as a

nurse for her father, the famous Dr. Meredith.

To Hugh, Dot was Dr. Meredith's charming daugh-
ter, but right now he wasn't thinking of Dot. Since

he had met Joyce he hadn't thought of anyone else.

He couldn't believe all this lovely slimness belonged

to him, this graciousness was his. He had met

Joyce, e.'ihausted from finishing her latest novel.

There was something fateful, something flame-hke

about their meeting. There had been nothing con-

cealed about these two. From their first glance they

realized they were made for each other. Joyce knew
Hugh didn't want her to write. That was enough fjr

her. She wouldn't write again. And Hugh mcredu-

Ions of his happiness had taken Joyce home where

his family met and adored her, and Joyce caught her

breath at the loveliness of his great Southern estate.

But it was the beauty of the sunsets, the glory of the

music of the pines that started an aching in Joyce.

She had to write again, put down her happiness and

all this beauty. Hugh said nothing, but watched

Joyce wear herself down again. One morning as he

left for the airport, he didn't say good-bye. Sud-

denly Joyce realized what she was doing. Gathermg
up the pages of her manuscript she went into the

garden and carefully burned every line. As she

stood over it, glorying in her sacrifice a messenger

boy brought a telegram telling her of her husband's

crash. Joyce fainted.

Hugh's mother reported to Joyce that Hugh was
receiving the best care—Dr. Meredith, you know, but

Joyce wandered through the halls of their home like

a wraith. She had lost Hugh through her own sel-

fishness. Only minutes were allotted to her in the

sick room and when Joyce saw the expression on

the face of Hugh's nurse, a stab of pain shot through

her. This woman. Dr. Meredith's daughter, loved

her husband, this woman could help him through his

agony, she, Joyce, had failed. And Dot, happy for

the first time since Hugh's marriage, felt that she

was winning him by her love, and felt a twinge of

sympathy for Hugh's wife. She knew what it was
to lose the man you loved, but she wasn't giving up
her advantage.

r , ,.,

Then they brought Hugh home. Joyce felt like

an intruder. She stared steadfastly out the window.
The sun was setting, but she had lost Hugh. She
turned as she heard his voice, and ran to him. He
was asking if she had lost all her love for him. Joyce's

eyes misted as she knelt at his feet and when Dot

entered and saw the two lovers looking out through

the sunset, she knew she had lost. These two be-

longed to each other.

FREEDOM'S LAND
Mary Corey File No. 7690

SITTING at his desk. Berk, Chief of the Detective

Bureau, emerges from a deep study to hear the

plea of the wealthy and prominent Mr. Richey.

Chatting together like old friends, Richey talks of

his daughter's disappearance, shortly after she has

married a Mr. Nelson. Having suspected the latter

to be a gangster, Richey does not believe his story

that his daughter has left to get a divorce. Assuring
him of renewed search. Berk advises him to become
jjetter acquainted with the husband. Accenting an in-

vitation to bridge, Richey brings along Nelson who
becomes much attracted to a Miss Prill, a vivacious

brunette. Believing her to be an accomplished vanri

in working men for money, he presents her to his

gangster friends. At a party, she becomes very

friendly with his rival gang leader and when she ac-

cepts a ride with the new acquaintance he trails the

car and with uncanny precision he kills her would-

be flame. Harry Willis and his friend are innocent

witnesses in this killing. Mere curiosity leads them
to search around the car. Willis finds a bit of paper

left by Miss Prill and although he sees no value in

it he turns it over to Berk. Immediately the detec-

tive holds the paper in water and a hitherto invisible

name and address are apparent.
Interested in Miss Prill, Willis calls upon her to

ascertain her state of mind. A bit nervous, she con-

fesses her story to him feeling free to talk since he
doesn't belong to the police. Nelson has threatened

to kill her unless she joins the gang. However through
him she informs the police that she is accepting an
invitation to Nelson's estate and to watch for fur-

ther facts. Jollying the flattered gang leader. Miss
Prill pleads fatigue and retires. Spying upon him,
she discovers his wife in chains in the cellar, and
assures the unfortunate woman that help is very
near. Back in her apartment, she relates her findings

when suddenly the phone rings and an annoyed Mr.
Nelson tells the charming lady that he must see her.

Willis, Berk and two aides precede her return to

Nelson's estate. They await a signal for attack.

Escorting her gently into the library. Nelson locks
the door after them. Trapped, Miss Prill keeps her
eye on the window as the sole means of escape.
Showing her a dainty perfumed handkerchief he ques-
tions its discovery near his wife's prison. Passing
over the subject lightly, she realizes that this cruel

killer is threatening her with death. Hurriedly she
gives the signal from the window and Nelson roughly

pushes her out in his anxiety to spot the men.
Catching hold of a line, the alert girl dangles pre-

cariously until Willis rescues her. Setting her gently

on the ground, he is thankful that she is unhurt. To-
gether they dash into the house, just in time to see

the worthless Nelson being hauled off to court. Enoug'a
damaging evidence promises a monotonous life sen-

tence for him. Elated over his daughter's return,

Richev rewards Miss Prill and Willis handsomely.
Blushing at the words of commendation, the two
amateur detectives admit a greater reward. They
have fallen in love! Showers of hearty wishes shroud
the happy lovers in a veil of happiness.

THE BEND
E. G. Lovely File No. 7729

HAVING slipped from under the vigilant eye of

her mother Biddie McGee meets and falls in

love with Jamie O'Hare at a party. Absorbed
in each other, neither Biddie nor Jamie realize hoiv

late it has grown and as they mount the steps of the

McGee farmhouse, Jamie slips his arm around the

pretty little girl he has just met, and their hps meet
in a long, tender kiss. Suddenly the door swings
open, and Mrs. McGee glares as she sees what is

taking place, and with one swift movement of her

leg, whacks Jamie down the front steps. Biddie pro-

tests but she is seized by one ear and helped by her

mother into the house.
Some days later, Bidclie sent to the post office to

get some stamps, meets Jamie and the two young
lovers, forgetting everything else walk slowly along

toward the bridge. Jamie kisses Biddie when sui-

denly, above them, she sees the one thing she dreads,

a large spider, and with a groan she sinks back in

Jamie's arms in a dead faint. Jamie never having
seen a girl faint before, lifts her in his arms, and
starts running toward the town when he meets Mrs.

JIcGee who, apprehensive, has come to search for her

daughter. Stopping her car, Mrs. McGee begins to

tussle for her daughter, mumbling imprecations, when
suddenly, Mr. McGee finding no one home, gets out

the sedan and shakily drives toward the bridge and
not seeing his wife's car runs smack into it. In-

stantly Mrs. McGee is at her husband's side cry-

ing, "Oh, Pat, be you dead?" And the lovers for-

gotten for a moment slip off. Mrs. McGee and Pat
go home in the rickety Ford and the lovers come out

and take the Sedan. In town, Pat suddenly remem-
bers the other car, but when they return it is gone.

So back they ride to the city to report the car stolen.

Biddie and Jamie leave it in front of their house,
whereupon the excited old people ride back to the

police station to tell the police not to bother, the car

is back. And while they are inside a wrecking truck,

seeing the smashed automobile carts it away to the

amazed discomfort of the McGees.
Meanwhile the lovers make plans to elope and when

Biddie comes home she catches it from her irate

mother. That night, Jamie props a ladder against
his sweetheart's window, and she joins him on it,

when Mrs. McGee comes out, hair in curl papers.

The infuriated old lady shakes the ladder so that

the elopers fall into the hug:e butter churn, but,

soaked, they get into the car with the McGees follow-

ing. There is a comedy chase. Jamie and Biddie are

helped by the former's parents and Biddie is given
dry clothes by her tremendously proportioned moth-
er-in-law-to-be. The lovers escape to a Justice of

the Peace while Mrs. O'Hare stalls off the bride's

enraged parents. Finally, however, the McGees es-

cape and arrive at the scene just as the bride, swad-
dled in Mrs. O'Hare's voluminous dress comes out
shyly, Jamie's wife. It is Mr. McGee who philosoph-

ically induces his wife to take the marriage with
good grace, and suddenly she bursts into hearty
laughter and taking the arm of Jamie's mother and
Jamie's father, the six happy people march joyously,

arm-in-arm down the road.

LAST CENT
File No. 7751Anthony A. Gerace, Jr.

A FAITHFUL railroad employee, James Conwell
on his way to explain his invention, the pro-

ceeds of which would have lifted his strugghng
family to afifluence, is killed by a piece of defective

machinery, and his dead body is brought home to

his little wife, who has run to the gate to be the

first to hear about her husband's success with John
Worthington, the president of the road. It is a ter-

rific blow to the young widow, and though she in-

stitutes suit against the company, every penny has
gone toward the perfecting of the invention, now
worthless without James to explain it, and she is

forced through lack of funds to rest her case. Her
oldest son, James, Jr. although only ten, determines
to help his mother, and during the summer he sells

papers, proudly adding the five or six dollars he earns
each week to the meager family funds. But when
the baby sickens and requires an operation, little

James works night and day chilled by the cutting
winter winds.
One snowy day, little James feels the eyes of a

golden haired little girl fastened on him and as he
drops his eyes shyly from the chubby little figure,

he sees her smile and a gladness comes over him
which lasts even while the child is led haughtily by
her nurse into a waiting limousine. Tames does not

see his goldilocks, as he likes to think of her, until

the day before Christmas when suddenly there she
is, speaking to him, and giving him a package of

chocolates as a gift. His heart almost bursts as

she asks him about himself and learns that he works
to support his mother and baby brother, and having
no other token to give her, he presses into her hand
a watch charm given him by his father.

for
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sion. It is a marvelous evening and as he is tak-
ing her home having spent his last cent on carfare,

they learn each other's full names for the first time.

There is a moment of constraint for Mabel is the
daughter of John Worthington. against whom James
has just reopened suit for damages for his father's
death. Mabel wishes him well, and the court, the
following week awards him the necessary damages
against the father of the girl he loves, so he can
work on his father's invention, complete it, and be
offered a huge price for its sale to a rival company.
Worthington puts in a competitive bid, and James
sells the invention for the original price offered his

father. Worthington, puzzled, invites the lad to his

home and introduces him as his protege, but Mabel
and James blushingly admit they have met before
and as James rapidly rises, and Worthington claims
the credit, Mabel's father is astounded to learn that
his daughter is engaged to the very young man who
is even now making the business moguls sit up and
take notice. And John Worthington is very proud to

have as his son-in-law the former newsboy, James
Conwell.

WATCH THE HAT
Bessie Eleanor Sampson File No. 77S8

HIS pipe fallen to the floor, Father sleeps heavily
in an arm chair in the living room. Into the
room come his family, his secretary, his colored

butler, Sambo, his boastful friend O. Stretchum,
and I. Fixit, the plumber, successively. And the
noise each makes would rouse a mummy, but father
peacefully snores on.
Meanwhile Father dreams that he has a hat of the

wondrous power of making all who touch it tell the
truth. As he sits in his chair, father pushes the
hat with a ruler, and when he wants to get at the
truth of the matter, he has the speaker pick up the
fallen hat. To the discomfiture of various individ-
uals, then, they hear themselves speaking the truth,
O. Stretchum, boasting of his trip to Hollywood and
his acquaintanceship with various actors, picks up the
hat and confesses he has never been farther west than
West Virginia and he has never been closer to an
actor than front seat at movie house, whereupon with
a startled expression he hastily exits telling father
he hopes never to see him again. Bobby playing
with Betty, confesses that he knew where the ball
she hid was^because he peeped, and Sambo, immed-
iately after swearing that Mandy "brung back all

de wash", admits that she showed him the "crepe
de seam" blouse she wanted for a dance. Even Mrs.
Brown coming in to maintain that she can't possibly
do with less than a hundred and fifty dollars gets
caught with the truth which is that she'd be de-
lighted to get twenty- five, and is overwhelmed by
her husband's generosity when smiling broadly he
gives her fifty thinking the pleasure is worth it.

So for hours the amusing game continues until fa-
ther himself is caught while dictating to his secre-
tary and he tells that he can't hypnotize anybody as
he has been pretending. But to 'cover his own con-
fusion father turns to the plumber who comes in
asking for nineteen dollars and ninety cents for a
job which he is forced to confess was to put a very
small patch on a very small hole in a very small
pipe. For his work, I. Fixit receives one very small
dime with a hole in it. and he exits looking sus-
piciously back at father who settles back to listen to
the flattery of Sambo, and is enjoying it too, until
the confounded hat spoils everything. For when fa-
ther, beaming, gives Sambo the hat, the colored fel-

low imfnediately reveals that father is a stingy, over-
bearing employer and Sambo has always thought so.

But throwing away the gift hat. Sambo regains his
pose and finishes his amazing speech by loudly pro-
claiming Dad's redoubtable virtues.
Again father is seen sleeping exactly as in the open-

ing scene. It has all been a dream and Betty and
Bobby come in, the former being offered a nickle to
wake up her sleeping father jabs him with a long
hatpin. Immediately the whole family come in with
their assortment of demands until sternly father de-
mands to know whv Betty woke him and shame-
facedly she confesses she did it for a nickle. Betty
bows her head and puts her hands behind her back,
palms up, and slyly the whole company passes be-
hind the truthful child and drop into her outstretched
hands—nickles.

THE CRACK IN THE WALL
Bessie Eleanor Sampson File No. 7758

AS Anne Smith hears her husband Burton come
in, she hastily hides the cake she has been eat-
ing and goes to the door to greet him. Burton

looks about at the terrific disorder and frowningly
asks why his wife hasn't cleaned up, why she hasn't
prepared supper. Anne is sarcastic in her reminder
that with all Burton's dashing about the city to
make a big deal with the city gas department, he has
neglected to have the gas lurned on for their new
apartment. As they prepare to go to a restaurant.
Burton grumbles about the careless way Anne has
let the moving men put down their things, and he
jumps as she gravely announces that she thinks they
will have to move again—the horrible Jones, their
former neighbors, to escape whom, they have moved
here, have moved right next door—to escape the
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Smiths. Burton sinks weakly into a chair and asks
his wife how she knows. Anne's answer that she got
it all through a crack in the wall, is minor in inter-

est to the fearsome way with which she adds that
she thinks they ought to call the police, moreover.
Her story is that she listened at the crack and heard
Mrs. Jones say she was terrified when Danny came
sneaking in today looking for the C. C. And, de-
clares Anne solemnly, she distinctly heard Mrs. Jones
beg her husband to let Danny come a few more
times and then— .(if him. The Smiths are gravely
considering calling the police when a terrific racket
is heard and Jones cries, "I have him!"' Edith, his

wife, begs him to let Danny go, but Jones is vic-

iously making noises. At that moment the Smiths
break into the next apartment to prevent the murder
and to their amazement learn that Danny is a mouse!
The Jones explain they called the mouse Danny, hav-
ing both been brought up on the Burgess bed -time
stories, and the C. C. in question is a carmel cake.
And Edith knew the mouse was a Danny and not a
Nanny because men are more greedy than women

—

especially for carmel cake. The friendliness of the
discussion leads the neighbors to admit that they
moved from each other because the Smith dog didn't

like the Jones dog, whereupon they both decide to

get rid of the animals and remain friends.

But Burton challenges the two women who have
maintained that men are more greedy than women
where cake is concerned, and both of the fairer mem-
bers agree that it is true, and that men are also

more cruel where mice are concerned. And when it

comes to it, both men want to kill Danny while the
women are willing to put it in a cage. As for Edith's
cake the men say it's stupid to save it and insist

that it be served immediately. However, Anne fin-

ally is forced to reveal that the only thing she has
unpacked thus far is the cake knife to cut a cake
which she was hiding from her husband, and while
Burton is still laughing at the proof that women are
just as greedy, Edith mutters that she hopes the cat
got the escaped Danny, thus reopening the question
of whether or not men are really more cruel than

DREAM MAN
Virginia Murphy File No. 7741

HANDSOME in his white flannels, J. Earnest
Yarnell informs his friend Michael that he is

going to see his daughter. Michael turns up
his famous nose and grins at his host. "Somehow,"
says Michael, "I can never picture you with a nine-
teen year old daughter." But J. Earnest has lapsed
into thoughts of the little girl he had sent off to

his mother's house in the country, blaming the baby
for the death of his beloved wife. Lately he had been
thinking of the child,—she still seemed a child to

him—who regularly has sent him letters despite his

complete indifference. And he has decided to see,

now, if she in any way resembles the dead woman to

whom he has been faithful for nineteen years.
Arrived in his mother's little rose garden, J. Earn-

est stares uncomprehendingly at the loveliness of the
girl who is shyly coming toward him. This, his

daughter! And when the distinguished man-of-the-
world leaves, he has with him, Ann Marie, glowjig
in the excitement of having found her father. The
friendship that springs up between the pair is thor-
oughly delightful, and ensconcing the girl in his

beautiful home, J. Earnest, begins a round of shop-
ping for her that makes Ann Marie's head whirl.
Sitting before the fireplace together, Ann Marie
cradles her head against her father's shoulder and
dreamily listens to the soft voce coming over the
radio. Her father listening to Michael wonders
what he'll say when he sees J. Earnest's "kid" and
plans Ann Marie's first entrance at the Plaza.
The eyes of the dining room are turned toward J.

Earnest and his lovely companion as they enter, but
before Michael can say anything, he has been re-

quested by the master -of- ceremonies to sing for the
guests. His song is directed toward Ann Marie
whose cheeks glow witTi pleasure. After that it is

just a matter of time. Michael and Ann Marie seem
destined for each other, and Yarnell is vastly pleased,
having always had the warmest regard for the pop-
ular radio star. However, immediately upon the
printing of Ann iMarie's picture in the newspapers as
the fiancee of Michael Valconi, Ann Marie begins re-
ceiving threatening letters, evidently coming from a
madman. Carefully protected though she is, she and
her loved ones are terrorized, and one day as the
girl_ is sitting at her window, a hideous face presses
against the glass. Overwrought as she is, she faints
and remains seriously ill for days. Michael is con-
stantly with her, and she recovers only to suffer a
relapse at the reappearance of the dread face. The
third time the maniac appears, he boldly tries to
wrest Ann Marie from her lover's arms, but Michael
after a terrific struggle, knocks him out and the
police take the madman away, while Michael taking
the shivering girl in his arms, tells her he will pro-
tect her from all evil henceforth. And in June, in

her grandmother's lovely garden, Michael and Ann
Marie are married.

RED DEVIL'S END
James Jesse Rocewicky File No. 7747

EACH heavily body-guarded, Sam Cotrelli and An-
tonio Karinil, called the Red Devil, stopped for

a moment on a Chicago street. Karinil pre-
tended ignorance of Cotrelli's query about the death
of one of his men, but both men knew this would be
a fight to the finish. Chicago wasn't big enough to
hold these two gang leaders.

A short time afterwards, two automobiles opened
fire on each other. One sped away, in the other
were two dead men and a wounded fellow; on the
sidewalk, John F. Murray, an innocent bystander,
lay—dead. The police rightly attributed the murders
to the gang war, the newspapers pointed a sus-
picious finger, but the gangsters were too powerful
to be touched by any save direct evidence, and there
was none of that forthcoming. Meanwhile the two
sisters of John Murray mourned him inconsolably.
Their brother had had everything to live for—and
with a sudden gesture of decision after reading the
newspapers through, Marion turned to Doris and
said she, for one, was going to get a job in Karln 1 s

night club, THE RED DEVIL and find out her
brother's murderer for herself. Doris agreed that she d
try Cotrelli's. Tom Black (Blackie) a friend of the
murdered bystander tried to dissuade the girls, but
when they remained firm, he shrugged his shoulders.
The next day, Marion applied at THE RED DEVIL

for a position. Karinil measured her slim body witn
his burning eyes, and hired her immediately, making
her debut a gala night at his resort. For the occa-
sion. Red Devil was persuaded to hire a new waiter,
Blackie, to handle the crowds and Karinil never
knew that his little private party to his new star
was thwarted by the knockout drops administered by
his latest employee, in the champagne.
Doris quickly learned that Cotrelli didn't know the

murderer of his men, that he was as anxious to dis-
cover him as she, and she quit, begging Marion to
leave her dangerous job, UnsiLCcessful against her
sister's determination, Doris went down to headquar-
ters where she received the enthusiastic aid of Dick
O'Brian, the young officer who had discovered her
brother's body. He it was who was helping clear
up the case. Then came a call to headquarters from
Blackie. He had discovered a private wire in the
Red Devil's closet and was hiding himself, expecting
fireworks. A few moments later the entire waiting
police squad was rushing down to Karinil's club—

a

call from the closeted Blackie informed them that
Cotrelli and his gang had come to settle up. Facing
the Red Devil, Cotrelli demanded to know who had
murdered his men. Karinil ordered his foe to leave
and suddenly, outwitted, he looked into the muzzle of
Cotrelli's gun while the question was repeated. With
a sudden cry for mercy, Karinil gave the murderer
away and as Cotrelli considered the name, Karinil
kicked the table over and whipping out his own gun
killed his rival. At that moment the police burst in,

capturing Karinil. Blackie's evidence got Marion's
brother's murderer and the Red Devil the electric
chair, and Blackie married Marion to keep her out
of tight spots, while Officer O'Brian who received a
flesh wound from Red Devil's gun, was consoled by

SHADOW IN THE BARN
Emile V. LaFrance File No, 77S2

J} or Mu

FOR HER HUSBAND'S LIFE

Louise N. Reuter File No. 7742

EUNICE SMITH WOODHULL, blonde and very
lovely, wife of the Revolutionary hero, Abel
Woodhull, sets out on the tiresome journey to

the British fort. Having heard that her husband has
been captured as a spy, she hopes to plead clemency
for him. In a little covered wagon drawn by oxen,
the brave Eunice and her two children. Henry and
Benjamin, plod along. Maddened by the slow gait.
Eunice beats the oxen anxious to get to her husband
before it is too late. Somehow unknown to her, she
eludes the British spies and rides up to the General's
headquarters. Treated with all courtesy due a cul-
tured lady, Eunice is ushered in and to her surprize
encounters Captain Hanley, now supervising officer
and a 'former suitor of hers. A spark of hope kindles
in her heart ... he cannot fail her! With touching
pathos, she presents her plea. After listening to her
quietly and sympathetically, Hanley shakes his head.
He cannot release the prisoner, but, as an after-
thought . . . when the guards are asleep he will have
his chance. Her radiant joy recompenses him for
his favor. Abel is a bit confused to see her and it

is none the less embarrassing to be rescued by a for-

Feasting and making merry at a huge banquet, the
British soldiers do not miss the escaping soy and Abel
makes his way to the Americans. Preparing herself
to go back home, Eunice is stopped by the soldiers
who although they treat her very kindly, refuse
to allow her to return. Lacking nothing for her com-
fort, Eunice, however, longs for Abel. Word of a
battle near her cabin startles her into action. Hur-
riedly she moves to another home a few miles away
where even there the loud explosions of guns terrify
the family. The Britishers have promised her pro-
tection so Eunice does not worry.

Answering a military knock, Eunice receives a note
permitting her to leave. A covered wagon awaits
her and in short while, before minds can be changell,
the courageous little wife quits her picturesque cabin
where the tall trees are like sentinels guarding the
lives within. With the song of the beaut ful Canadiin
falls in her heart, Eunice is well aware of the beauty
she is leaving but her lonely soul aches for the com-
panionship and love of her adoring Abel. Days of

dusty travel, nights spent under starHt skies . . .

strange is the feeling of peace in her heart. At
Wright's Corners her eyes dance with glee. Re-
splendent in his uniform stands the man for whom
she dared all. Greeting her with open arms, he ex-
plains that her journey home has been delayed to as-
sure a safe homecoming. Pioneering together, the
reunited couple settle in fifty acres of wilderness
where in building their own home, they erect a mon-
ument to womanly love and endeavor.

TRICKED into a hold-up by Pat Vickers, who is

jealous of his success with Ann Biglow, John
Cormack is sentenced

.
to prison and the shock

gradually undermines his mother's health. But Ann,
retaining her faith in the boy she loves refuses to
beheve the evidence of his guilt and finally induces
the Judge to pardon John so that he may be at his
mother's side when she dies. Feeling keenly the re-
sponsibility of his mother's death, John says no word
of love to Ann anticipating his difhculty in getting a
position since his prison record is widely known.
Even so, however, Ann remains indifferent to the at-
tentions of the hypocritical Pat who has been pre-
tending sympathy all along for John and insidiously
has been trying to break down Ann's faith. And
John, ignorant of Pat's treachery, continues to shield
his accomplice from the police who know that some-
one else planned the hold-up and framed John.
One day, however, John conies to Ann's house, ex-

cited over the first position he has been able to se-
cure since his release. To his amazement he finds
the girl he loves strugghng in Pat's embrace. Dash-
ing in he tears Pat from Ann's side, and administers
a terrific beating. Pat, losing his head, pulls a gun,
and it is on the strength of carrying a concealed
weapon that he is sent to prison. Two years pass
and John makes good and is raised to the position
of manager of the store in which he had started so
humbly. Rejoicing he asks Ann to marry him and
his father, Jerry, who has had faith in his son even
when after a brilliant record at school he had been
arrested for robbery, thoroughly approves of his son's
choice. And John, ambitious and in love, gives up
the nianager's berth, to go West and open a business

Time passes and John, having made good, sends for
his aged father, not realizing that m the interim,
Jerry has sustained a terrible injui-y and so grave
was his condition that friends believed he had died,
since there was none to make specific inquiries after
an old, crippled man. Penniless, shabby, Jerry had
misplaced his son's address and evicted from his
boarding house had dazedly started walking until
coming to rest at the side of a barn he had secured
the owner's permission to live there. Hobbling about,
existing on the charity of the barn owner, Jerry be-
comes something of a tradition and the youngsters
hear his story frequently from his own lips.

One day, one of the little ones, Eddie, is taken
West by his father, and he rescues a little girl from
being run over. Invited to her house—she is the
daughter of John and Ann—he comes across Jerry's
picture and informs John that his old father is not
dead but is "the shadow in the barn". Whereupon
John sets off immediately for the East and tenderly
carries his broken parent to his home where the old
man lives happily cared for by his children and
grandchild, who adores him.
Then, Pat is released and learning of the idyllic ex-

istence of John, whom he holds responsible for his
prison sentence, Pat attempts to kidnap Uttle Irene,
John's daughter, and break up his rival's home.
However, Jerry, feeble as he is, thwarts Pat and
when Pat whips out his gun to shoot the old man,
Jerry pushes up his arm so that the bullet enters
Pat's body. John and Ann are distraught at the
sight of Jerry, dying from his exertion, but opening
his eyes Jerry pats their hands and tells them how
happy they have made him, and silently Ann leads
her little daughter from the hushed room.

THE GOLDEN TWINS
Joseph P. Alifano File No. 7750

INFORMED of the curious wishes of three pretty
sisters, flax-spinners, the handsome and impulsive
Prince Alpino summons them to his castle and

to the two oldest he gives the sums of money they
wished for, and placing a ring on the finger of the
blushing youngest, he draws from her the admission
that she wished she had the honor of marrying the
prince and that she v/ould bear him twins with golden
curls. But, averred the Prince, should she fail in
her part of the bargain, she would be cast out of his
heart.
The princess' heart is heavy at the thought of her

equivocal position, but she knows more happiness at
the side of her husband than she has ever dreamed
of, and one day while the Prince is away. Charlotta
miraculously gives birth to a boy and a girl baby
with golden hair. But the Prince's mother, always
jealous of Charlotta realizes that her last hope is

gone, and she forces the nurse Carmella to put the
infants in a hollowed tree trunk and send them off
to sea. The little ones are found by a fisherman who
exclaiming over their remarkable beauty brings the
royal twins up with his own brood of five. Mean-
while the Prince receives word from his mother that
Charlotta has conceived two deformed, dead babies,
and Charlotta given no chance to explain to her dis-
mayed spouse, is committed to a dungeon by her
mother-in-law. Alpino repents of his rash bargain
and commands that his wife be set free. Hurt, she
disappears and after a vain search for the one woman
he has ever loved, Alpino believes that she has per-
ished in the dark forest and starts a long, unhappy
quest for a successor to his Charlotta, while, ignor-
ant of her husband's change of heart, Charlotta takes
lodging in a tiny hut.
Meanwhile the twins grow up in the fisherman's

hut, and one of their saviour's children, jealous of
their beauty flings at them that they are orphans of
the sea. Discovering the truth of their flnding,
Goldie takes his sister Star by the hand and the
youngsters wander through the dangerous forest in
the hope of some day learning the secret of their birth.
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After weary and fearsome journeying they take ref-

uge in an abandoned and desolate castle where they

remain until one day Prince Alpine weary of reject-

ing this woman and that woman because she fails by
comparison with his lost Charlotta, comes upon Star

and capitulates utterly before this girl who vaguely
echoes some chord from his past. He brings the pair

to his castle and it is thtre that his mother, Lucia,

recognizes them. Again fearing that her place will

be usurped, she sends them off on an impossible pur-

suit, but through the aid of an old man, Goldie

throws crumbs of a miraculous cake to the beasts in

the garden of the Dancing Fountain, and the royal

pair come back with the magic waters. Then does

Alpino publish the banns and by chance they reach

the ears of Charlotta who comes to gaze upon the

reputed beauty of her successor and is seen by the

repentant Carmella who cries out the truth, stopping

the marriage of the Prince to his own daughter, and
causing him to banish his wicked old mother and em-
brace his still lovely and adored Charlotta.

THE BLACK FLAME
Edith L. Emmerich File No. 7713

AS the music softly plays, the couples sway grace-

fully over the dance floor of the Beverly Hotel

and Pat has a great desire to remain forever in

her partner's arms. Their steps match perfectly and
this beautiful dark-haired girl and the tall, finely-

featured young man are the center of attraction.

Phillip Langdon is a newcomer, but Patricia Stan-

ton has been initiated into the ways of the Palm
Grove Club exactly one year ago. Jealous of Phd's
magnetism, Bill Blakely for the third time asks Pat
to marry him. When she replies that she doesn't

love him that way, he petulantly guesses that she

isn't a bit interested that he's going away to Cali-

fornia. Wishing him a pleasant trip, Pat forgets all

about the persistent Bill as she thrills under the car-

essing words of Phil. Tennis, golf, swimming and
dinners . . . Pat and Phil share their fun and play but
their companionship is destined to be short-lived.

Awakened by the harsh ringing of the telephone, Pat
jumps out of bed to be greeted by Phil's voice ask-

ing her to meet him immediately as he has unex-
pected news. Noting the discouraged expression on

his face, Pat hurriedly asks him what's wrong.
Scanning her beautiful face, he explains that he must
return to his work in New York by the following

morning. Words choke her. A deep silence and in

reply to his query, she expresses her sorrow adding
that this will affect their plans. Misunderstanding
her silence as indifference, he however wishes to see

her that evening. Changing from one frock to an-
other, eager to look her very best, Pat is very lovely

in a clinging white chiffon. Embarrassed by his si-

lent concentration on his driving, Pat ventures a

timid reproach. Suddenly stopping the car, he crushes
her in his arms until she cries in pain, telling him
that he doesn't know what he's doing. Hotly, he
accuses her of leading him on only to drop hirn when
she grows tired of his attentions. She is just like the

rest of the Palm Grove crowd. A bit superior to

him so he calls her the black flame. Threatening to

marry a girl who will prove a companion to him, he
rushes her home.
The days without Phil drag and Pat drops her old

friends. Coming upon the brooding butterfly, Lor-
raine Dunn, who has introduced her to society, wrests
a confession from tlic heart-broken girl. Solicitously

she calls at Pat's apartment to invite her to a re-

ception. Receiving no answer to her knock, she walks
in to find Pat stretched out on her bed, staring at

the ceiling, her face flushed and drawn. Summoning
a physician, Lorraine makes arrangements to give her

the best care possible. Hastening home, she sends a

telegram to Phil explaining that Pat, whose advent
into Palm Grove is Lorraine's responsibility, needs
liim. At his arrival, she reprimands him for his con-
duct and tells him that Pat is in the hospital with a
nervous breakdown. Entering the small white room,
Phil calls her name very softly. The eyelids quiver

as Phil takes her tiny hand in his big one. Begging
forgiveness, Phil thrills to her answer that she can
be his companion.

DREAMS COME TRUE
Elisabeth Howard File No. 7697

THE sound of his own voice screaming in terror

awakened ten-year-old Sergei. The door opened
and Sergei screamed again but it was only

Piotr, his servant, to comfort him and Hsten sympa-
thetically to the vivid details of the child's horrible
nightmare. The next morning Ivan questioned his

son and listened thoughtfully to the remarkable de-

tails of an attack by ruffians, his father's death at
the hands of one of the bearded intruders and the
horror of the entrance of the third villain, hands
dripping blood. Later, Ivan pondered over the sig-

nificance of his son's dream, then retired to his li-

brary and dismissed the thoughts from his mind.
The passing years saw Sergei a fine youth of twen-

ty, attending the University. It was at one of the
balls given by the officers of the Gorskaya regiment
that Sergei saw the Countess Theodorovna for the
first time. His dancing partner laughed at his ex-
planation of his inattention. Happily married, she
^realized that Sergei together with every other man
present was fascinated by that poised golden head.
Frantically Sergei waved to his cousin Peter who was
dancing with the glamourous girl and gesticulated
wildly before Peter understood and introduced them.
Sergei was dazzled. He learned that the Countess
was here on a visit with her father. She loved the
gayety, the attention but in a month she must return.

Sergei had one more dance with the Countess and
when he told her he loved her madly, she walked
away from him.

Piotr sympathized, suggested that Sergei apologize

for his rudeness. And recklessly Sergei sent letters,

telegrams and called personally. To no avail. Then
on the fifth day he received a note. The Countess
considered his offer. She didn't want to return to

Crimea. It he hadn't changed his mind, she would
consent to marry him. Sergei was in a transport of

ecstacy. Hut in the few days that elapsed before they

were to be secretly married, murmurs of unrest

sounded in St. Petersburg. Kerensky, Trotsky and
Lenin were lashing the populace to frenzy with their

radical speeches and Sergei, his heart in his boots,

came to the Countess' house, received her eager kiss,

and taking both her tiny hands in his own, told her

she must go back to Crimea. Here she wasn't safe.

He released her from her promise to marry him since

he could not fulfill his part of the arrangement.
Tears welled in the Countess' eyes, but at last she

saw reason. But Sergei, Sergei must come with her.

He looked into her eyes wonderingly. You mean it

makes a difference to you, he said. They embraced
then passionately, but Sergei said he must get his

father out of the city, then he would join her.

Ivan looked up from his books. How dared his son
intrude, and these notions of danger were nonsense.
Nothing could happen to the monarchy. Sergei plead-

ed, he had everything set for flight. Still his father

argued. Suddenly the door burst open. Out of the

past came the bloody figures of his dream. One
killed his father, Sergei fell on him. killed him, and
instinctively turned and shot at the fellow who step-

ped from his dream. Saved, he covered his father,

and rushed down to the street, making his escape to

Crimea and his adored Countess. Only the memory
of that old dream had warned him of the bloody fel-

low's presence. He drew his shivering loved one
into the shelter of his arms and his eyes brimmed
over as he thought of his father.

LOCAL COLOR
Cora E. Storm File No. 7673

EFFECTING her entrance by means of a graceful
handspring, Hope Lawrence, a diminutive ac-

tress with blonde curls and merry blue eyes de-

fies parental objections. Elated over her success in

being cast in an ingenue part for the coming fall

season, she wonders how Maude, an elder sister, and
she will be able to learn the necessary mountaineer
dialect. Mr. Lawrence congratulates the two and
suggests that they visit Aunt Mary in the Ozarks.
Thrilled with the idea, they listen carefully to his

explanation of what to expect. Aunt Mary has made
a comfortable retreat of the acreage that was long
ago granted to her husband's father for services in

the Civil War. Although it is far from modern in

conveniences, Lawrence warns his capricious daugh-
ters not to be too eager to criticize. After all they
are after local color and they will get it in this back-
woodsy family.
New clothes are unnecessary for this vacation and

the two Lawrence girls have great fun hunting up
old clothes. The train steams out of the station and
the two restless girls are a constant annoyance to

the other passengers. L^nable to sleep and having
an enormous appetite, the two travelers haul down
their lunch bag, hitting a fellow passenger on the

head and upsetting a misplaced ink bottle. Apologiz-
ing, Maude and Hope appease their hunger and set-

tle down again. Suddenly Hope spies shadowy forms
of bandits on the outside platform. Slamming the
door shut, Hope warns the passengers who only
laugh at her. Safe in the Ozarks, the girls keep
their adventure a secret. Marveling at the natural
beauty that surrounds them they find Aunt Mary and
Uncle James chatty and likeable. The two daughters,
Mayme and Caddie, are too bashful. In cnurch,
Hope inwardly laughs at the hopeless preacher, who,
with his friend Mr. Sharp, has been invited to din-

ner. Shrewdly Hope retorts to every one of his state-

ments, attracting his attention away from Caddie,
who becomes rather jealous.
Dinner with its ludicrous conversation is over and

as Hope and the Reverend sit on the verandah chat-
tinf^, the sheriff and two aides interrupt the conver-
sation. With a slight nod to Hope, they arrest Mr.
Sharp and the Reverend. Aunt Mary is thunder-
struck and to her queries, the sheriff explains that
these two men have robbed the train and Hope has
identified them by the ink marks on their clothing,

ink spilled on them when she pulled the alarm. With
a farewell remark that they had better go down to

court to get their reward, the sheriff bids the two
girls good day. Marveling at their uncanny detec-
tive work, L^icle James scratches his head as a
puzzled expression creeps over his face. He'll be
hornswaggled if he ever thought a woman could keep
a secret!

ARMY MAN
Hannah Bee File No. 7684

READING the enthusiastic letters of Julia telling

them of her engagement to Captain Walter Hap-
good, Bob and Mary rejoice in her happiness

and eagerly anticipate meeting the lucky man. But
expecting the Captain to be as fine a person as Julia
is. Bob and Mary are doomed to disappointment
when expectantly entering the drawing room they
are introduced to the Captain, a short, stout, home-
ly man with a limp handshake. All through dinner
Marry and Bob avoid each other's glances, knowing
that the other is noticing how Julia seems to lean
so on the Captain's words, and how his eyes never
seem to look squarely into hers.

Their misgivings seem to be confirmed when Wal-
ter has to terminate his visits abruptly and instead

of returning when he is expected a few days before
the wedding, he writes that he has to see his children

who are staying with his mother since the death of

his first wife. Bob, being in the army, quietly makes
inquiries into the character of Julia's fiance, but can
find out little. Captain Hapgood has never been
particularly fAendly, spending most of his spare
time at the post and in Lesterville.

One morning, shortly before the wedding, Mr.
Wheeler, Julia's father, a domineering old fellow,

asks Bob's opinion about the Captain. Bob hesitates,

but finally admits that he does not believe the Cap-
tain is the man for Julia. Instantly the old man
flares up, telling Bob that he is unjust and prejudiced.

Bob's heart sinks as he realizes that Wheeler has
succumbed to the Captain's flattery, and that noth-
ing he can say can save Julia from her folly. The
wedding preparations proceed and Julia is happier
than she has ever been in her life. Gifts pour in from
everywhere and Walter writes that he is coming in

on the morning train the day of the wedding. But
the great morning, Julia paces the length of her
room anxiously, her whole being attuned to the com-
ing of her bridegroom. Mary tries to calm her, but
cheeks flushed, Julia can't restrain her anxiety as

the moments fly. Finally the chauffeur comes and
respectfully reports that he waited until he was ab-

solutely certain that the Captain was not on the

train. It was heart-breaking for Mary and Bob to

have to assure the weeping Julia that nothing hap-

pened to her bridegroom, and in a few moments,
Tuba has a grip on herself and is brightly asserting
that Walter will be able to explain. But shortly af-

terwards a letter arrives saying that Walter will be
unable to come today, that tomorrow they can be
married. Then only, does Julia give way. Hyster-
ically she refuses to see anyone, until her father,

teeth set, demands that she open the door and forces

the stricken girl to receive the guests as though
nothing happened. He tells her that none of their

friends will suspect since they were invited to the

reception and not the actual ceremony, and like a

beautiful automaton, Julia receives the congratula-
tions of the unsuspecting guests.
Meanwhile, Mr. Wheeler calls the army post and

learns that the errant bridegroom has gone to see a

lady in Lestersville. Demanding that the command-
ing officer g,et Hapgood's resignation, Wheeler forces

Julia to leave town with him while the unhappy girl

cries that she is certain Walter can explain. Her
faith is touching, and Walter is brought before the

tribunal, and brokenly explains that he had had an
afi'air with a lady. When she learned he was to be

married, she sent for him on the plea that she was
desperately ill, and then kept her former lover, at

the point of a gun, from going to his wedding. Still

pleading with her stern father to be permitted to

marry the man she loves in spite of everything, Julia

faints as she reads in the newspapers of the suicide

of Captain Hapgood, when, forced to resign, he had
watched his regiment pass his window on the way to

a new post.

SATAN'S SNARE
E. T. Harrison File No. 7719

IT is a hot summer day and Sergeant Harrington
is pacing to and fro on the long, barren, desolate

depot platform. Waiting anxiously the arrival of

the girl who is to be his bride, he muses over the wis-

dom of his act. He is seven years her senior, has
but a meager salary and must serve another six

months in the army. The slowly chugging train ar-

rives and his heart stands still as he spies his adora-
ble Evelyn. Tremulously, she admits that she is

afraid, having been filled with tales of soldier's de-
baucheries. Hurt by her refusal, he offers to escort

her home again. Awakening from a troubled sleep,

Evelyn answers Eddie's knock with a "Come in!" and
she reveals her change of mind. All night she has
been trying to picture herself without him, but in vain.

Evelyn glows in the thrilling society of the army
and the five months tenure passes in a flurry of ex-
citement. Carrying an honorable discharge in his

coat pocket, the ex-sergeant journies to his old home
town where after a few months of anxiety, he secures
a position teaching. Evelyn tires of the monotonous
life and little quarrels about her clothing and pleasure
expenditures cause severe domestic troubles. The war
breaks out and growing more alarming every day,
all men are asked to serve. With Evelyn's consent,
Eddie secures a position in an ammunition factory
where he works like a slave, maintaining a rigid

guard. Evelyn, however, enjoys this traveling from
one plant to another, and busies herself with elaborate
attire and attending theatres. Promoted to inspector,

Eddie bears his wife's jealous taunts. He broods over
his rejection for active service due to physical ail-

ments caused by overwork and worry. The death of

Evelyn's father leaves the couple with the care 9f

his adopted son, Lynneal. Tacitly Evelyn, who is

averse to children, accepts him as a member of the
family. An attempt at farming proves a failure and
Evelyn commences to work in an office, while Eddie
secures a miserable job in the railroad yards, filling

in where the strikers have quit. A sudden telegram
from Evelyn informs him that she is being slandered
by a conductor. Accustomed to persecutions, Eddie
determines to put a stop to them and wreaks a con-
fession out of the frightened scandal-monger, re-

signs his ipb and tells Evelyn that he is going back
to the farm. There he ekes out a living with Lynn
as his sole companion. Evelyn is still working and
traveling from one city to the next. She refuses to

settle down to he a mere farmer's wife.

Unable to do a good day's work the entire summer,
he sends for the doctor, hoping to cure his peculiar
illness. Diagnosing his case as contagious, the spec-
ialist orders him to maintain complete rest as there
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is only a slight possibility of his recovery. Lynn
seeks the truant wife and tearfully tells her how ill

Eddie is. Pleading with her to come home, his youth-
ful face lights with joy when she agrees. Hastening
into the small white room, Evelyn is shocked to see
the wasted form that once was her handsome debon-
air husband. A wave of compassion for the hours
of loneliness she has caused him assails her and rev-
erently she kneels beside the bed, taking his thin

wasted hand in hers, begging to be allowed to aid
him back to health. With a wan smile, Eddie as-

sents ... he hasn't been this happy in a long timel

THE TELLING VICE

Hannah Be File No. 7684

HOME for a vacation, Joan Tethers is immediate-
ly whisked into her mother's whirling society

engagements. Fingering an invitation to tea

at Mrs. Boyd's in honor of a new resident, Mrs.
Walthers. the speculative Joan visualizes the new-
comer who has occupied the sumptuous Miller Place

in the valley. Little does she realize how much ex-

perience she will glean from Mrs. Walthers! In a

garden replete with blooms, Mrs. Walthers is a

charming guest of honor. Well-groomed, sincerely

attractive, her well-modulated voice is hard to re-

sist when she invites them to call at her new home.
Eager to view the charming mansion, Joan and her
mother call on Mr. and Mrs. Walthers. Graciously re-

ceived by the fascinating hostess, they are rudely in-

terrupted by a booming voice. The first discordant
note ... it is Walthers himself. Clumsily and awk-
wardly, he insists that they share a drink with him,
a drink of something better than tea. Not natural-

ly prudish, the mother and daughter discuss the un-
usual contrast in husband and wife and can't imag-
ine why she tolerates such a brute.

Crashing in the house under the influence of liquor,

Walthers noisily informs his wife that he is leaving.

He has found someone more interesting and wants
her to get a divorce. Settling a good bit of his

wealth on the undesired wife, he promptly forgets

her and his debauchery becomes more and more
monstrous. Withering under the notoriety, his ex-

wife seeks interest in a youth whom she marries,

not realizing that he is but a fortune-hunter. As
Mrs. Hapgood, the unfortunate woman struggles to

keep up the pace with her youthful husband, dances,
bridges, constant drinking strip her of all her original

charm and when Joan meets her again she is be-

wildered at her changed appearance. Instead of the

well-groomed reserved woman, there is a cheao taw-
dry looking affair with dyed hair and flashy jewelry.

Horrified. Joan dines with her and little by little ex-

tricates the tale of the liquor vice that has ruined
her life. Hoping to help her, Joan invites her to the

mountains for a few months where the jaded spirit

is rekindled and once again the joy of living beams
from her sparkling eyes.
Realizing the full portent of this woman's terrible

experience, the sagacious Joan refuses to marry the

heavy drinker, Joe, and accepts the attentions of

the poorer, less glamorous perhaps, but depend-
able Harry. Surprised at the acceptance of his

proposal which she has hitherto spurned. Harry de-

mands the reason. As Joan paints a vivid picture of

a woman's sorrow due to drinking man, Harry draws
her close and silently vows that never shall she know
such suffering. Mrs. Walthers, renewed in body and
spirit, dashes around the Tethers' household busy
preparing things for the happiest day in her life . . .

Joan's wedding. Tears of remembrance mist her eyes

as she fondly runs her hands over the smooth satin

bridal gown. The strains of Lohengrin float through
the beautiful church, as a newly united couple walk
down the aisle engrossed with thoughts of each other.

So wrapped up in dreams are they that a ricy shower
fails to wake them from their trance. A luxurious

and Harry and Joan are off on a honey-

DOCTOR'S PRICE

Elizabeth Gajnok File No. 7636

LIKE a lash the doctor's pronomicement that she

must go to the country, get plenty of sunshine
and fresh air. cut Frances. How could she go?

They couldn't spare her. And then, arriving home,
weary and worried by the doctor's gravity, she heard
her sister Jude speaking. "We'll go up to this place.

It's near Martin, and Frances can take care of

everything." So they went to a farm in the coun-
try. But if Frances thought she could rest there,

she was mistaken. From early morning until, ex-

hausted, she fell upon her bed too tired to undress,
she was kept feeding the chickens, baking, darning,
while her sister ran out to the nearby country club.

Frances scarcely heard what Jude was doing these
days. She knew she was engaged to somebody
wealthy, but nobody bothered telling her the details.

She was just the drudge. It was important that
everything be done for Jude, so that Jude could get

a rich husband.
Then one day, when Frances could stand that

blinding pain no longer and there were still all the

chores to be done, she decided to leave it all. It

didn't matter that a fierce storm was coming up,
nothing mattered save that she get out of that house.

Nobody would miss her. she knew, until they realized

that things weren't being done. But she couldn't

stand it another moment. She left a note and stag-

gered outside. She walked and walked and the

clouds grew thicker. Rain fell. Lightning flashed, and
finally Frances fell over a felled tree. She lay there,

not moving even when the drunken Pat fell over her,

cursed, and reeled on to Dr. Martin's house.
_
Martin

opened the door and spoke disgustedly to his hired

man. Pat mumbled something and explained that he
hadn't gotten into a fight at all, he had fallen over
a woman in the forest. Shaking him, Martin found
out where she lay, and taking his dog. went out and
carried Frances home. For days she lay. too sick to

care whether she lived or died. Martin forgot every-
thing including his fiancee, Jude, caring for this

child of the storm, and Jude. scarcely caring began to

find her time occupied by Bill and dancing. Half the

time she was too drunk to do more than complain
in a maudlin fashion that Martin was neglecting her,

even as Bill pulled her to him and kissed her oyer
and over. Once. Martin remembered that he had
promised to take Jude to a dance. That night he
called for her. but Jude was gone. He dutifully went
to the club, and there found everyone laughing at

him. Soon he went back to Frances and there Jude
found him. She didn't know who the other woman
was. All she knew was that her fiance had been
spending all his time nursing a patient. She threw
her ring at him. and stalked out. The next day Jude
decided she had been too rash, and came back. After
all, Martin was very rich. But Martin and his pa-
tient were gone—somewhere out west. It was only
then they discovered that Frances was gone. And
shortly afterward they received her telegram. They
wouldn't have to worry about supporting her any
longer—she was married to Dr. Martin.

TEMPTATION
Julia M. Townsend File No. 7694

WALKING back from high school with George
Convers, Tuanita Lyea enters the house bl the-

ly, then s'tops still. A wail echoes through the

house, and shivering with apprehension, Nita enters

the living room and finds her aunt weeping over her
father's dead body. It is a long time before Nita can
grasp the situation. Her father who never hurt any-
one in his life has been cruelly murdered by poul-

try racketeers for refusing to comply with their out-

rageous demands.
Parentless, Nita sells her father's property and

opens a filling station and refreshment stand on one
of the highways. Although she makes a sufficient

income to pay her aunt handsomely for boarding
her, Nita is ever ambitious to become a musical
comedy star, and refuses to marry George who is

studying law. Marriage, she says, may endanger the

career she longs for. One very warm day, a Lincoln
roadster drives up to the filling station and a hand-
some young man buys a package of cigarettes.

Later that night, returning, he stops for gas and en-
gages Nita in conversation. He tells her he has a
friend in show business w^ho can get her a position,

that she is much too beautiful to waste her time
here. Nita is thrilled, but she feels she cannot leave
her aunt. A week later, he returns. All the inter-

vening time, Nita has been chiding herself for let-

ting the opportunity slip, and now she promises to

come with him. He brings her to a large hotel and
calls for her for lunch the next day. That night he
takes her to a night club and induces the wide-eyed
country girl to drink. The next morning Nita wakes
up alone in a strange room. Her head aches fear-

fully, and with a cry of dismay she realizes how she
has been deceived. There never was a friend in the
show business. Distractedly she walks down to Cen-
tral Park. She dares not return home and is con-
templating suicide when a girl talks to her. Nita is

soon pouring out her whole tale of woe, and as she
stops shamefacedly at her outburst, Georgette com-
forts her. She knows, she says, exactly how Nita
feels. And Georgette takes Nita home with her, in-

duces her to share her boarding room with her, and
even helps Nita get a position as a telephone opera-
tor in the same hotel. One day, Nita is switching in
a call when she hears a party call Juan Horton.
Nita jumps. That is the name of her deceiver. Lis-
tening in to the conversation. Nita grasps with a
growing horror that Juan is one of the poultry rack-
eteers operating in the district in which her father
was murdered.
When Sam, a colored bell-hop smiles at Nita as is

his custom, Nita gravely asks him if he has a gun.
She explains that her uncle has some rats he wants
to kill, and Sam gets her one from a pawn shop. Later
Nita enters Juan's room. He blanches at seeing her,
then laughs at her desperation. When she accuses
him of strong arm methods in disposing of the poul-
try men. he sneers. Nita draws the gun, deliberate-
ly kiljs him and gives herself up to the po'ice. Through
Georgette, who is engaged to a friend of his, George
defends Nita and the jury's sympathy is completely
won. The girl is acquitted and marrying George
goes back with him to the small town of Hicksville
to live.

GIRL DETECTIVE
Doris J. Elwell File No. 7630

tj'TpHE jury finds the defendant guilty." With

I
bowed head, Dick Sparling receives the verdict
that condemns him as his uncle's murderer.

Judge Sparling has been discovered dead by his

charming secretary, Joan Randal. Circumstantial
evidence in the form of a letter and the janitor's

identification of Dick as the man who crept down the
back stairs cinches the case. Convinced that Dick
is innocent, the petite Joan decides to do some de-
tecting. As she rummages around in her former em-
ployer's office, she comes upon a will which reads
that unless Dick is successful in his first year of
law practice, the entire estate is to be turned over
to Clyde Sparling, Dick's brother. Writing a letter

to Dick, she tells of her discovery, and hurries off to

a dinner party. The next day she intends to mail the
letter but discovers that her room has been pilfered
and that the letter is missing. Thinking nothing of

its disappearance she writes another in answer to

which she receives news that Dick has escaped jail and
wants her to meet him by an old deserted cabin on the
beach. With mingled emotions of fear, love and anx-
iety, she hastens to the proposed trysting place where
she is shanghaied abroad a ship bound for the Orient.

Realizing that she has been the victim of a ruse,

she plays upon the affections of an old sailor who
unlocks her cabin permitting her to escape to an is-

land. Joan collapses in sheer exhaustion and awakes
to find herself in a neat little room being attended to

by a sweet young girl, Beth Carlton. Beth reveals
that she is the unwilling agent of a dope ring and
that Joan also is a prisoner of the domineering Hank
Mason. Together they plan to escape. Stowing
away on a ship that has dropped anchor at the is-

land, Beth and Joan reach the mainland where they
communicate immediately with headquarters. The
coast guards are despatched at once to seize the dope
runners, who confess that their leader is Hank Mason.
With a few plain clothesmen, Joan again investi-

gates the late judge's office. They happen upon the
janitor who is caught in the act of giving dope to a
young page boy. After many hours of grilling, the

janitor makes a complete testimony, proving that
Hank Mason, alias Clyde Sparling, killed his uncle in

order to destroy a recent will that left everything to

Dick without any conditions attached. Joan's abduction
was engineered to prevent her from learning too
much. A rush telegram to the prison frees Dick and
he dashes homeward to Joan. The death of his broth-
er in resisting arrest is the slight shadow on the
bright horizon, but since this is justified, Joan and
Dick rejoice in a happy reunion.
As Beth opens the door to the apartment that she

is sharing with Joan, she smiles happily and closes
the door again very quietly. Inside, the lovers are
clasped in each other's arms as Dick congratulates
his bride-to-be on her Scotland Yard technique. She
laughs as she raises her head for another of his

THE GREATER SIN

EUza Hammond File No. 7651

STROLLING exultantly down the shady path, An-
nie Grant heaves a happy sigh. To-morrow her
eldest brother is to be married and the entire

Grant household is buzzing with excitement. Little

does she realize how marriages are to affect her

whole life. With a happy hello, she greets her friends

as she meets them. Truly the world is a great place

to youth. One by one marriage beckons to the mem-
bers of the Grant family. Death takes Mr. Grant
and together with her mother Annie lives a desolate

life. Forced to spend much time with her failing

mother, Annie renounces her profession as a teacher

until the family physician advises Mrs. Grant to

visit her married sons and daughters. The diversion

should prove beneficial to her. Contrary to expecta-

tions, she succumbs to a too strenuous life and alone

in the world, Annie decides to board with an aunt.

Here she meets many young people for whom she has

no particular liking as she is still brooding over the

death of her mother. However thrown in the constant
company of Don Dolan, a handsome, likeable chap,
the care-worn Annie finds comfort in his good com-
pany and learns to love him.
Anxious to be together, they marry in haste and

the blushing bride is whisked away to the palatial

Dolan home, where a few months of extreme happi-
ness are spent. Gradually, Annie discovers that Don
is living on his father's wealth and although pleasant
in his ways, is absolutely void of ambition. Return-
ing from an election spree, Don sustains a sprained
ankle revealing the power that drink has over him.
With feverish anxiety, Annie prays for help, hoping
that the coming baby will be an influence. But the

mother's worries have long ago killed the little child

who is born dead. Upon Don's promise that he has
work in another state, they move away but things go
on as before. They are blessed with boy twins, one
a sturdy lad and the other frail. Don becomes very
attached to the weakling, James, and bestows a real

father's love on him. But the novelty of that wears
off and Annie learns that Don is keeping a woman
from the city. Spurred by fury, she plans to destroy
them both. She has been able to bear his drunken-
ness but this . . . James suddenly becomes dangerous-
ly ill with fever and with her many tasks. Annie de-
lays, t^naware that his son is so sick. Don arrives
home in a drunken stupor and with the intentions of

playing with James, he excites the lad to the point

of death. When he is again himself, the horror of

his conduct haunts him. He can neither sleep nor
eat and in his moments of obsession. Annie comforts
him, hoping that this tragedy will mend his ways.

It is a changed man who comes home from work
with a tender smile on his face to greet his waiting
wife. Taking him by the arm, she leads him to the
table all decorated for the celebration. It is exactly
one year since Don began on the upward climb.
Eagerly Annie lifts her face for the caress that has
become so endearing, thankful that a higher power
than she has effected such happiness for father, moth-
er and son.

BLIND SOULS

Delila Daniel File No. 7662

APRON over her street dress, Mabel Berg bends
over the little gas range, as she turns the eggs
in the frying pan. Table is all set . . . for one.

As she nibbles her meager supper, the tears trickle

down her nose. She is so lonely and so discouraged.
Suddenly her sobs cease . . . there is that tap-tap-tap-
again. For three evenings she has sat enclosed by
the thin walls of her cheap room and heard that very
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same sound. Tiptoeing to ttie door, she opens it

cautiously and peers down the dimly lighted corridor.

Under the feeble gas jet. she sees the figure of a

man groping along, tapping his cane along the_ wall.

Blind, poor thing, she says to herself. But isn t her

Max just as bad? If his soul were not Wind he

wouldn't have said such things to her. And then she

wouldn't be here in this dingy old place, treading

the streets by day looking for work.

In the bitter cold of the morning, Mabel starts a

round of the agencies hoping that someone will ac-

cept her western references. With the wind blow-

ing her down the street, she finds her blind neighbor

barely managing to keep his hat, and manipulate h-.s

cane 'while he plays on the piano accordion sus-

pended on his neck. He misses the crossing signal

and has to wait. Before this, she would have shrunk
from a "street beggar" but now a fellow-feeling

kindled by the depression sends a wave of sympathy
over her and she offers to guide him across the street.

Repaid by his wan smile and courteous thank-you,
Mabel hurries on. Again in the rooming house, she

wonders if she should invite the blind man to share

her supper. When she hears the familiar tap-tap-

tap, she flings open the door and invites the old man .

in. Each night they meet in her room and talk over
the happenings of the day. Discouraged to the point

of desperation, she makes him an ofTer,

The next day, the blind man has a companion, who
holds out his tin cup. Attired in drab Mask dress,

her fair face and hair framed by a desolate black hat,

she presents a poignant appeal to passers-by. That
night they divide the spoils. The calloused metro-
nohs learns to know the figures of the blind man and
his beautiful companion. She lightens the days of the

old man who when alone recalls her every touch and
word. Painting a word picture for him of the ex-

treme beauty of the spring day. Mabel clu'ches his

arm convulsively. To his anxious query, she re-

plies , . . "someone she knew once" . . . and uncon-
sciously her steps quicken on the homeward way.
Counting over their money in her room, they are

surprised by a knock. The blind man sits perfectly

still as he feels the shock the knock gives her.

"Mabel!" His voice rings with anger, grief, shame.
Enraged because his wife begs on the streets, Max
demands an explanation which the blind man honestly
gives. Learning that Max has been unreasonably
jealous of his wife, and misjudged her friendship with
his artist rival, the beggar takes Mabel's hand and
places it in Max's, effecting a reconciliation by his

soothing words. As he turns to leave, he begs par-
don as he passes his delicate fingers lingeringly over
her brow, her cheek and her lips. Bidding his little

partner good-bye, he closes the door leaving the hap-
py couple rejoicing in their reunion.

NO REGRET
Dody Wilson File No. 7672

r\ are drowned bv screeching brakes and the

terrible crashing noise of metal and glass.

Just five minutes before, Arline and her parents

have set out on a short pleasure tour in their new
automobile. In the wake of happy anticipation lies

the wreckage, a tangled mass of man and material.

A stinging pain and Arline drops oflt to a soothing ob-

livion. She awakens to find herself in her own clean,

white bed with a host of relatives encircling her. At-

tempting to arise, she is commanded to lie still and
again slips off to the unconscious. Refreshed by a

long sleep, she asks for her parents and as her Aunt
Eva, with tear's streaming down her face, searches

for the proper words, Arline guesses that they are

gone . . .alone, bereaved of both parents at the same
time, Arline is distressed by the inquisitiveness of

relatives who ask her what she is going to do. As if it.

mattered to them! With a defiant toss of her head.

Arline says she is going to finish school first and
then decide what to do after that.

Trying to forget her sorrow, Arline buries herself in

her studies and tries to avoid company. But one per-

son proves a solace to the lonesome girl, and that is

Tames Atherton, a distinguished-looking man of forty

"with considerable wealth at his command. Having
known him for several years, Arline makes him her

confidant and brings all her troubles to him. James
feels a fatherly love for her and makes her a propo-

sition that she become his daughter and let him look

after her as a father, satisfying her every little whim
and desire. Realizing the misconstrued opinions peo-

ple can fashion, Arline thinks twice before taking
the step that she hopes she'll never regret. Ugly ru-

mors about her friendship with Jimmy only tend to

ur^e her to accept. She agrees, on condition that she
finish school first.

In sunny California, Arline is wondrously happy
with her new father, whom she calls Pater. Reveal-

ing marvelous retreats and haunts. Pater provides
plenty of diversion for his ward. At the twilight

hour, they meet in his den, where after a fatherly

kiss, Arline sits on a stool at his feet and tells her
secrets. Pater asks her whether she has ever re-

gretted her move and she confesses no. Hasn't she
met the most delightful man whom she is some day
going to marry? Pater stiffens perceptibly at this

news ... he has been so completely happy basking in

the love of this adorable child and now to give her to

some one else ... It seems too much to ask. He re-

assures her with the remark that fathers are all the

same: they don't want to part with their loved ones.

Vowing that she shall not leave Pater until he permits
her to. Arline skips out to keep her engagement with
Mr. Hall, her fiance, l^nderstanding that to forbid

love is impossible, the wise father encourages the two
to get married and come to live with him. Arline
thrills with the news and instead of where there were
two happy people there are now three, all united by
the common bond of love. With a smile on her lips.

Arline looks at her father and whispers "No regrets,"
and then turning to her new husband repeats the
happy words.

THE LUCKY RAGE
Bessie Eleanor Sampson File No. 7679

RINGING the bell of the Smithers' residence, the

postman asks for Mr. Smithers personally. In-

to his hands he delivers a prized letter, post-

marked from Persia. Spreading the news that he

has received a note from the wealthy Aunt Jane, Mr.

Smithers summons the family. Grouped around him,

Mother, Kate, Tom and the twins, Billy and Betty

listen attentively as he reads the startling news.

Aunt Jane has fallen so in love with Persian cats

and their intelligence that she intends to live in

Persia for the rest of her days. In all fairness to her

relatives, she is notifying them that in her will she

has bequeathed all her fortune, save twenty five

thousand dollars, to a hospital for Persian cats. She
is sending a check for that amount to her lawyer

who will present it to the person who most resem.

bles herself. The decision is left entirely to the dis-

cretion of her lawyer, Mr. Matthews. The father

remarks that he is glad he doesn't resemble the

cranky old lady since he has no earthly use for the

money. At this declaration he is beseiged by queries

as to why he doesn't have the house painted, and
why they can't have a new car, and so forth. At
this bombardment of questions he admits that he'd

be thankful for a check for twenty -five cents!

One by one thev try to picture themselves as sem-
blances of the old dame. Suddenly Mrs. Smithers de-

clares that they shall have to send for Frances, who,
although married to a man of wealth, is entitled to

her chance. Mrs. Lewis, a neighbor, is asked how
Aunt Jane looked when she last saw her fifteen

years ago. Rather stout, dressed in long old-fash-

ioned clothes, often seen carrying a bird c.ige in ona
hand and a water jug in the other . . . thus runs the

description of Aunt Jane.
Patiently awaiting the arrival of the lawyer, the

Smithers family resemble an old fashioned masquer-
ade party. Each one is attired in the styles of long
ago with the exception of Frances, who wears ultra-

modern apparel, rouges her lips, has bobbed hair and
what not. Remarking upon the unusual costumes, Mr.
Matthews calls them one by one and teases them
with a few words concerning their non- resemblance
of Aunt Jane. He singles out Frances as the win-
ner of the twenty five thousand, but states that he
must wait a while before deciding. The news de-
presses the family all save Betty who arises in a fit

of anger and denounces the lawyer as a stingy, mean
old thing who is only giving the money to Frances
because she doesn't need it. The lawyer smiles as he
witnesses this outburst of fury. Handing the check
to Betty he states that Aunt Jane has warned him
not to judge by outward appearances but to give it

to the one who has a temper like hers! Betty in her
tantrum is the living image of the noble Aunt Jane.
In a burst of generosity, Betty tears the check in

bits and gives a piece to each one as the family gazes
on her in wonderment.

THE SILVER RING

Mayme L; Benson

COME AND GET IT

M. H. Bolder File No. 76S1

File No. 76S5

ofLEAPING from rock to rock with the fleetness

a deer, Marie Bellamy, blonde curls flyi

reaches the road where she sits down for a rest.

Suddenly she hears a voice as Paul Warden, trav-

eling bag in hand, asks if this is the road to Cameron's
and is she Miss Cameron? Upon her reply that she

is Marie Bellamy and that he is correct about the

road, he explains that his car broke down and he
has been forced to walk. As he nonchalantly lights

a cigarette he is left with the impression of a pair

of blue eyes, a dimpled face and masses of crinkled
curls . . . Marie has fled. Back in the humble cot-

tage Mammy Ann, her sole guardian, she relates her
ex erience to the old darky.
His vacation over, Paul longs to meet once more

the charming Marie and strolls along the winding
path in the wood, where he happens upon the haunt-
ing vision. His dark eyes fill with subdued fire as

he tells her that he is going home. Encouraged by
the blushing beauty he asks her to go with him as
his wife. Hardly able to believe that this cultured
man can care for her, she accepts a silver ring given
to Paul by his grandmother and intended for his pro-

mised wife. Hurriedly she dashes home, packs a bag
and in the little church around the corner, they be-
come man and wife. A telegram to his mother about
his marriage enrages Julia Brandt, a family friend
who has hoped some day to be Paul's wife. Happy
days follow. As Marie dresses for dinner she dis-

covers a letter from Tom Gaines who claims her as
his own. Unable to tell Paul of this man who pre-
tended to marry her when he already had a wife,

Marie becomes very worried, especially when Julia,
who has found the note, threatens to expose her.

Not daring to refuse Gaines' command to see her,

Marie gives him her jewelry, including the silver

ring. Julia convinces Paul of her infidelity, and he
leaves in haste. Gloating over her success, Julia
learns that the man is Tom Gaines. In a strange,
hollow voice she relates that she, Julia, is his for-

saken wife. Promising to tell Paul all, Julia leaves
in a rage, declaring that the man who has made her
suffer so shall not live. Fraught with sorrow, Marie
returns to the comforting arms of Mammy Ann.
Coming down to breakfast, Paul stumbles upon the

body of a man lying in a crimson pool of blood. Sum-
moning help, he finds the silver ring that he has
given to Marie. It is unbelievable that Marie is a
murderess yet Gaines will not confess in the hospital.
Unable to face Paul with the truth, Julia becomes
drawn and haggard. With tears streaming down her
cheeks she dashes to the hospital, and with an hys-
terical avowal of love, she begs Tom to forgive her.
When he recovers, he sends for Paul and returns
the jewelry, all but the silver ring, apologizing for
his rnisconduct and explaining the whole case. Joy-
ous in his reunion with Julia, Tom urges Paul to
seek^ Marie. A man walks up the path to Mammy
Ann's cottage. Timidly he knocks on the door, and
as a golden haired girl opens the door he clasps her in
his arms as he mumbles that Tom and Julia have
told him everything. Again he takes the silver ring
from his pocket and as he places it on her finger, she
vows never to remove it.

THE air around the mess cabin is heavy with the
smell of cooking and the men lounge around
awaiting the call of Eliza Jane whose husband

is the proprietor of this hunting shack. A booming
voice fills the air, "Come and get it!" and Eliza

stands with arms akimbo surveying the mad rush to

the table. In the struggle the door is ripped off its

hinges and falls on the dog who runs around yelping.

Tying a tin can on his tail, Eliza sends him off into

the woods where he makes so much noise that a

deer is scared into camp and supplies the hungry
hunters with meat for a few days. The daughter of

the house, Emmy Lou makes a charming waitress,
devoting most of her time to the dapper city hun-
ter much to the chagrin of Big Bill who loves her in

his handsome but rough way. Sitting opposite the

city-bred Ernest, Bill glowers at his newly arrived
rival, vowing to better him somehow.
Under the cool stillness of the waning moon, Ernest

strums his guitar as he serenades the romantic Emmy
Lou. In his rude blustering way, Bill interrupts and
asks Emmy if she'd like to hear some tunes upon
the harmonica. Without waiting for her answer, he
begins to play with all his might and main bringing
forth some sounds that are not known to exist on
that instrument. In fact Emmy and Ernest have to

get out of ear-shot while the music loving dog shows
his appreciation by vodeling some doggy song. Un-
dismayed Bill hopes that he will make a fool out of

that city slicker yet. His chance comes in the wolf
hunt. In an attempt to rout out a band of wolves
who have been pilfering their game, seventeen are

caught. Much feasting and merriment follows the

hunters' return and the guns are stacked in the cor-

ner congratulated upon a good day's work.
Entertaining Emmy Lou with his soft songs, Ernest

suddenly stands stark upright, his hair on end, eyes
staring at something. Emmy Lou turns around and
screams. Both frozen in their tracks, they gaze at

the snapping jaws of a hungry wolf who is about to

spring. Aroused by Emmy Lou's cry, Bill appears
on the scene and seeing the wolf pretends to attack
it, . . . then he hypnotizes it until it follows him
around like a dog. Sending the beast off into the
woods, Bill turns to Emmy Lou and is made won-
drously happy by her glance of admiration. Taking
her in his arms, he tries to make her forget the scare
and asks her to marry him. She consents, casting
a look of scorn at the withering Ernest. Engrossed
in each other they fail to notice Emmy's young
brother, Jimmy. With a shout of triumph he greets
them showing them the fine new dog a man has given
him. Recognizing the dog as the supposed wolf that
Bill so bravely tackled, she slaps his face and with
a disdainful shrug of her shoulders, Emmy Lou walks
into the shack.

THE NINTH COMMANDMENT
Mr, ) Peterson File No. 76S6

HURRYING to her office one morning, the petite
and beautiful Joan Grant is suddenly stopped
by a handsome stranger. He explains that he

is new in the city and asks if she can direct him to

the offices of Bardsley and company. With a gra-
cious smile she tells him that that's where she is

going and that he may go with her. Chatting cas-
ually while waiting for the elevator. Joan learns that

his name is John Stone, mechanical engineer of good
repute. Fascinated by the diminutive stenographer
who is so efficient and captivating, John is a fre-

quent caller and invites Joan to a dinner-dance to

be given by his fraternity. Encouraged by the soft

lights and the sweet music floating into the adjoining
garden, John proposes. A shy nod of her head and
a brilliant solitaire glistens on her left hand. A round
of showers and parties leave them little time to won-
der whether they are suited to each other. Just a
few weeks and the wedding will be a fact . . . Joan
dashes around securing a trousseau; John busies
himself with their future home, furnishing it with
Joan's help. With the strains of Lohengrin following
them, the happy couple duck the shower of rice

and speed away to a glorious honeymoon.
Settling down to the real business of a housewife,

Joan makes the acquaintance of Mrs. Smith, her
next -door -neighbor, who shows her many tricks in

cooking and in managing her house. Prominent in

society, Mrs. Smith encourages Joan to join a few
bridge clubs and social lodges that she belongs to.

The handsome couple soon become part of the town
society. Joan glows under the host of friends she
has acquired and John finds her more beautiful than
ever. Rushing home from the ofi^ce one day, he in-

forms her that Mr. and Mrs. Smith have invited
them to an elegant dinner -dance and warns her to
put on her very best attire to flaunt in the eyes of

the bluebloods. In her expensive black velvet gown,
Joan is alluring and esoecially so to Mr. Smith who
dances many times with her. in fact far too many
for his wife's enjoyment. Admitting to her husband
that a blessed event is soon to take place, Joan
thrills under his kind devotion. The baby is a girl

with blue eyes and blonde hair. Wheeling the baby
carriage, Joan is pleasantly surprised by Mr. Smith
who offers to accompany her on the little walk.
Peering through the curtains. Mrs, Smith jealously
spies on the carelessly chatting pair. For a long
time she has noticed Smith's increasing attentiveness
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to the beautiful neighbor and now she determines to

give the siren a piece of her mind. Timid under the
angry outburst, Joan says nothing but vows to steer

clear of Smith who questions her. Upon learning
that his wife has been the cause of her avoiding him,
he confesses that he likes her very much and deems
his wife's act as uncalled for. Mrs. Smith complains
to John who does not believe anything. His business
redoubles and he asks Joan to help him. Eager to

get away from the rebukes of Mrs. Smith, Joan finds

this a relief. The former has caused society to shun
her and predicts that before long her husband will

lose his love for her and she will have no one.

Having to stay out of town a few nights at a time
on business, Joan is very happy to see Mr. Smith
who again becomes very attentive. Vexed by th =

slanderous lies that his wife has circulated about her.

Joan accepts his invitations to dinners and dances.
Very often they spend a week together, living in a
fairyland of love and adventure. John's suspicion 3

are aroused by gossip and he sues Smith for aliena-

tion of afiFections, having first had his wife trailed.

Having been exceedingly happy with Smith. Joan
plans to defend him until she learns that according
to his wife's instructions, he is fighting the case.

John is victorious and Joan, after telling him the
whole story of Mrs. Smith's slander that blemished
her when innocent and her consequent decision that
she may as well enjoy the pleasures she is accused of,

plans to leave. A home without a living love can
only be a prison to her. It seems as though Mrs.
Smith's prophecy is fulfilled. She has nothing . . .

she stands alone ...
INIarveling at the pathetic beauty relating a terrible

life ordeal, John folds her in his arms, comforting her
with the words that his love is not dead. Can she
really go away and leave him and her babe without
her guiding hand? Soothed by his soft words, Joan
buries herself in his arms as she pleads with him to

move to another town. Laughing at her genuine
concern, he agrees and places a fervent kiss on the
two trembling lips.

people's feet in that old jerky train, and she flounces
out at her station. A gentle tap on the shoulder warns
her that someone is following her. Wheeling around
in a righteous fury, she looks up into the bluest pair

of eyes she has ever seen. They smile at her as their

owner, James Barton, politely hands her a dainty
little kerchief. Dimpling prettily, she thanks him.
Thrilled with a new adventure in the city, James

becomes a frequent visitor to Sally's home where to

Sally he resembles a handy piece of furniture, useful

but uninteresting. Walking home from a romantic
picture show. Sally is peeved that James isn't a bit

stimulated romantically. With a sigh of relief she
hails Clara, who has also just emerged from the

theatre. Introduced to Clara, James becomes ex-

ceedingly talkative and merry. The sparkling eyes
of Clara demand that he escort her home. In the
shadows of the occasional trees, he waxes bold and
steals a kiss. At her door, he requests the pleasure
of her company to a dance. Finding him rather at-

tractive, Clara consents and keeps the date a secret.

Beneath glamourous lights, they dance. James thrills

with every movement of her graceful body, unaware
that he is being watched by Sally. Astounded at his

emotional awakening, she grits her teeth in deter*
mination to get him back. She really loves him and
has missed his dog-like habits of following her around
to do her bidding. Employing Clara's tactics, Sally
finds it very easy to attract James who is left much
alone by the fickle brunette. Surprised to feel his
heart take a jump-skip-and a hop when his arms en-
circle the charming Sally, James reajizes that his in-

fatuation for Clara will not last. His real love is

the ever patient, ever faithful Sally.
In a little apartment uptown, where one can look

at the flickering lights of the towering skyscrapers,
James marvels at his happiness. Just a bit puzzled
how it all came about, he asks Sally. With a coy
little shake of her head, the wise wife retains her se-

cret as she places a fervent kiss on his questioning
lips. City love has its own technique and Sally is

not the one to spoil its charm.

A JOYOUS REUNION
John K. Heaney File No. 7601

FIRST CHOICE THE BIG SCOOP
Justine M. Reinitz File No. 7661 q_ p^tg^ Miller

rd he fatheSULLENLY Wanda Mas
fuse Roy Vanenite permission to call at tlie Ma-
son home again. And Wanda's chin shot up

stubbornly as her father, the Chief of Police of the
town, openly accused Roy of being a gangster. She
could manage her own affairs, Wanda told herself,

and that night she decided to meet Roy at the Blue
Horse, a speakeasy she knew he frequented.
Peter Jackson was downcast. He didn't know what

had changed Wanda. Everyone had always taken
their marriage pretty much for granted, and now.
suddenly, Wanda wouldn't even see him. He came
dejectedly out of a client's home and suddenly paused
as he saw Wanda's purposeful stride. It wasn't the
thing to do, he knew, but something prompted him to
follow her and when she entered the Blue Horse,
Peter whistled in amazement. That wasn't like Wan.
da at all. What could have changed her? Pulhng
his hat down low over his face he entered and too'ic

the booth next to Wanda's, heard her promise Roy
that she would, father or no father, elope with him at
twelve-thirty, and then hurry home. Peter's mouth
felt dry. His Wanda doing that! But before he
could plan any definite action, Roy's brother joined
him and from their cryptic remarks Peter learned
that the Vanenites were planning to rob the National
Bank. Peter left them roaring over the fact that the
elder Vanenite was eloping with Violet AUenmore.
the banker's daughter and Roy was planning to make
off with the daughter of the Chief of Police. Peter
worked fast, got Everet Duncan, who he knew loved
Violet, and the pair had themselves sworn in as
Deputy Sheriffs. It was too late to prevent th^
bank robbery, but Peter and Everet knew where
to go. While Roy was assisting Wanda into his
car, the two deputies caught on to the automo-
bile. The elder Vanetite got Violet, and the rob-
bers headed for the outskirts of the city. Suddenly
Peter ordered that the car be stopped and the two men
throw up their hands. Violet wept as she heard Peter's
explanation, but Wanda only called Peter a meddle-
some, jealous person, and refused to believe his story
of a bank robbery. It was ridiculous, she insisted,
and she demanded that Peter remove the handcuffs he
had fastened on the wrists of her husb-tnd-to-be.
All the way back, Wanda shot glances of hate at
Peter who stoically held his temper although he
longed to thrash the woman he loved for her folly.
When they drove into town, there was a furore. Roy
had shot Wanda's father in making his escape and
the townsfolk were ready to lynch him. Peter con-
ducted Roy and his brother safelv to jail and with
tight lips informed Wanda that if she ever wanted
him she'd have to be the one to ask him to come.
At the trial, the Vanenites were convicted, A wom-

an holding a baby fainted—she was Roy's wife. For
the first time Wanda's pose collapsed, lout Peter had
already left. A telegram begged him to come home,
and his arrival saved Wanda who, dazed, had been
run over. Violet and Everet had already been mar-
ried, and now Peter and a chastened Wanda fol-
lowed suit.

CITY LOVE
John Lo GuUo File No. 7731

PETULANTLY winding up a piece of entangled
ribbon, Sally, the attractive blonde salesgirl sighs
for real romance. Her co-worker, Clara, a viva-

cious brunette, comforts her with a belittling remark
that she's young yet. Dropping her handkerchief in
the crowded subway train, the tired Sally decides to
leave it there. She is too tired to go fussing around

File No. 7682

WITH a laugh. Jack Hicks, a bright -faced young
giant with a mop of brown curly hair, lowers
Betty, the petite stenographer, to the top of

his desk where she sits looking at him, eyes gleam-
ing mischievously. Pointing to the door, she tells

him that the boss wants to see him. Nervously Jack
stands before the worried little editor, the man who
pays him and through whom he shall earn enough
to marry the diminutive Betty. Hardly able to be-
lieve his ears, he trembles with excitement as the
editor assigns him to his first story . . . the Welling-
ton mystery . . . which he is given because of

his brawn. Explaining the details of the case, the
editor dismisses him with a wave of his hand. Anx-
iously Betty scans his face as she asks what it's all

about. Jubilant over his opportunity he tells her the
news over a hurried lunch.
A cold, dreary, snowy day . . . and the slow train

wends its way up the valley. Restless and uneasy.
Jack reviews the case. Wellington, a banker some
thirty years ago, found his daughter in bed—dead
from a dose of cyanide. A note explained why she
preferred death to life. A big reward was offered for

the capture of the man but to no avail. Wellington
retired from business, acquired Old Saddle Ball, a
large mountain on the outskirts of Cummington,
noted for its thick, unpenetrable forests. He had dif-

ferent builders construct cabins, careful that they
should not learn the location of others. Here he dis-

appeared after the death of his wife, and has never
been seen since. Once a month his caretaker and
companion goes to town for supplies. Two years ago
a reporter returned on the run, having been used as
a target by old man Wellington.
Securing lodging in an old hotel. Jack, after a

chummy talk with the paralyzed old landlady, who ex-
plains that Alexander, her helper hasn't talked for
ihirtv years, Jack retires. A warning dream awakens
him in time to avoid being attacked ... the only clue
he has is a hank of grey hair. Hurrying down-
stairs, he comes upon the mangled body of Alexander.
Horrified into action, he dons a skiing suit and fol-

lows a trail through the woods. In the" fresh snow,
it is comparatively easy to pursue the fugitive.
Balked by a sudden stop of the footprints. Jack ds-
covers a tree Hmb that has been used to swing some-
body off into the thicket. Doing the same, he con-
tinues on the arduous pursuit, marveling at the en-
during physique of the fellow. Suddenly he comes
upon a clearing and a little cabin, where a light is

burning cheerily. Creeping up cautiously, he peers
in. Seeing no one and hearing nothing, he smashes
in the window and climbs in. Searching around, he
discovers the body of an old man who has died from
an ugly gash on the head. This is the man he has
been following so perilously. Spying an open book un-
der his head. Jack reads the startling document th^t
reveals the awful life that Wellington has led for the
past thirty years. Couped up in the mountains w!th
Sam Crabtree, alias Alexander, he disguised himself
as an old lady. His revenge was hastened by Jack's
intrusion and at the point of a gun, he made Alex-
ander confess that he was his daughter's betrayer.
After killing him, he hurried to his private cabin to
write this confession, happy that his task was done.
His attack on the reporter was unintentional and a
result of Jack's interference.
Headlines announce the big scoop effected by Jack

Hicks, who has solved the thirty-year-old Wellington
mystery. As he aHghts from the train. Jack is

greeted by a merry crowd. Singling out his boss and
Betty, he asks for two weeks' vacation and rushes
Betty off to the minister's. With an "I just knew
you could do it!" Betty says "I do" and the famous
reporter winds his long arms around his little booster.

HAVING quarrelled with his father over his latest

escapade, Edward Blake, a happy-go-lucky
young heir, leaves his father's palatial home,

and in search of adventure stows away aboard a
small ship. He soon discovers he has a companion,
Frank, a lad of tender years, and on their discovery
they are set swabbing the decks. One of the sailors

kicks the boy and rising to his defense, Edward chal-
langes the tar. The fierce fight is interrupted by a
violent concussion, and the ship, having struck a sub-
merged island, sinks.
Helping four women and Frank into a lifeboat, Ed-

ward gets them out of the way before the ship ex-
plodes and he pulls Alice from the water just as she
is going down. All night the survivors drift and by
morning they find themselves near a desert island.

Meanwhile at home, Mrs. Blake has been prostrated
by her son's disappearance and in fear for his wife's
health the elder Blake sends out radio alarms and
finally airplanes to search for his boy. Meanwhile on
the desert island the castaways are fairly comfortable
and Edward and Alice have fallen in love with each
other. One day Alice confides that she is going to

have a child and not until his delighted announce-
ment to the rest of the party has been met with con-
tempt, does he realize that it is not all as beautiful
as it seems to him and Alice. A ship is sighted but
when it arrives attracted by the eager flares of the
castaways, the five women and two men are greeted
with ribald jests and when Edward resents them
he and Frank are left behind. Shortly afterwards
one of the planes sent by the anxious Blake sights
Edward, and picking up the lads, pursues the ship
holding the women captive, as they radio a British
destroyer.
On board the women's ship, the Captain enters the

room in which the women have been placed and se-

lects Alice. With an evil leer he attempts to drag
her after him, but the other women set upon him,
and startled by their unexpected attack, he exits
cursing and planning punishment. The British ship
sights the private boat, and Edward drops overboard
and swims to Alice's rescue while the official com-
mands of His Majesty's ship are being ignored. He
is almost victimized by the women before they real-
ize that it is Edward, and after the ship which has
been engaged in nefarious business has been taken
care of, Edward and the women are set down at the
nearest American port from whence they obtain pas-
sage to New York. Edward arrives to find his mother
in a critical condition, but the sight of her son has a
restorative effect and she rapidly recovers. Edward
and Alice are married and the young bride finds in-
stant favor with her husband's family, having ex-
plained that she was going to visit her father in
Hong Kong, and had received a rad.ogram while
aboard ship that he had been killed in an accident.
As for Mrs. Blake, she never tires of her tiny grand-
son, Arthur Jun.

MAN OF HER DREAMS
John Feduccia File No. 77S4

CALLING for his sister, Kitty at her office, Jerry
sullenly agreed to take her friend Clara, who
shared her apartment, home^ too. Jerry distrusted

Clara. She knew too much about what he'd been
doing lately, and he was terrified that she'd tell his
sister. The man who passed them, as they left the
building went up to see Mr. Morris who employed Kit-
ty and Clara. They greeted each other, and Mr.
Morris, lowering his voice asked Joe, his bootlegger,
to deliver three cases of beer that night. Joe agreed
and left. Mr. Morris' next caller was an elderly man
who inquired after Kitty Blaine and was given her
address.
Jerry dropped his sister and her friend at home and

told Kitty not to wait up for him. It worried Kitty,
but Clara shutting her mouth tightly only told her
friend not to worry about Jerry, he was old enough
to know what he was doing. A few moments later,
the doorbell rang, and the elderly Mr. Clark, stock-
broker asked for Kitty and seizing both her hands in-
formed her the investment she made had made her
rich. Dazedly Kitty promised to call for her check
in the morning. Rich

!

Joe was sitting at his desk smoking a cigar. "Who's
our town driver?" he asked. Jerry was called, but
when he was ordered to deliver some beer to Morris,
he shrank back and cried that he couldn't, that his
sister's employer would recognize him and tell Kitty.
Joe glared and in the corner of the room, Jerry saw
one of the thugs with his hand on his gun. "I'll go,"
said Jerry, "I'll go." The next morning's papers
featured the story of "Oflice Girl Gets Rich Over
Night." Joe was reading it when the telephone rang
and Mr. Morris wanted to know why the beer wasn't
delivered. Joe's eyes hardened, so Jerry had backed
out! He called his gang.
Two weeks later, Jerry was still in h:ding. Kitty

was still being beseiged by reporters. Clara was in
the apartment alone when Robert Simms, a brash re-
porter walked in, sat down, and lighting a cigarette
proceeded calmly to wait for Kitty. "You'll find
lunch in the icebox," said Clara cuttingly. And so
their romance began. Finally Robert left, and a few
minutes later, Clara's dreaming was interrupted by
the excited appearance of Kitty with a package un-
der her arm. She had withdrawn all her money from
the bank. Jerry had been forging checks trying to get
it. A moment later, white-faced, Jerry burst in and
demanded that his sister give him the money, he had
to skip town. Joe and his men were after him. Kitty
tried to talk sense to him and in his frenzy he pushed
her violently backward, causing her to hit her head
against the bed post. Jerry straightened up dazed.
He had killed his sister. Clara stifled a scream and
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the sound of footsteps coming up the stairs caused
Jerry to make a mad dash for the bedroom. Clara
had no place to escape, and Jerry was trying to wrest
Kitty's money from her. Jerry withdrew a revolver
and as Joe's men broke down the door, Jerry fired,

but one of Toe's men fired simultaneously and as
Jerry fell. Joe's men dashed after Clara, crying,
"She's got the money." Catching Clara, Joe's men
put her in their car and drove away. A few seconds
later the police and reporters arrived. Robert Simms
heard Jerry's story and rushing out proceeded to

Joe's piace where a conference was going on. Clara

wouldn't tell them where the money was, and they

decided she knew too much, had seen Terry killed.

One of the men volunteered to finish her, and walk-
ing into the room found Robert escaping with the

bound and gagged girl. There was a scuffle and
when Joe, wondering at the delay went into the room,
he found his man outstretched on the floor and Clara

gone. In the car, Robert took the gag out of Clara's

mouth, and her hands and legs still tied, got her

promise to marry him. Clara didn't mind the bonds.

SQUARING ACCOUNTS
Robert C. Hughe File No. 7769

ACCUSED by Connie's uncle of having stolen the

ten thousand dollars that was to be given as a

wedding present to his niece the day she married

Frank Devere, Jack's best friend. Jack fiees New
York, and three years later, unshaven and half

starved, turns up in a South American town. There,

he is knocked out protecting a girl from her guard-

ian, and is brought back to consciousness by the gul.

Weakened, he remains at her insistence and a few

weeks later, realizing he is in love with Rose, he plans

to leave. But Rose, in love with hnn, tells htm that

whatever he has done makes no difference to her, she

loves him and has faith in him. Marveling at this

girl who is willing to marry him although he does

not conceal from her that he is a fugitive from justice.

Jack tenderly takes her into his arms.
Twenty years pass and Jack and- his daughter Clara

riding together, find the unconscious body of a man
Bringing him to their home, they tend him, and

Dick F'raser, regaining consciousness makes up his

mind to niarry his "angel", and amuses Rose by ask-

ing for her daughter's hand before he has sufficient-

ly regained his strength to walk. But in a few weeks

it is obvious to Rose and Jack that the two young-

sters are really in love. Dick finds a picture of Jack

taken when he was younger, and pales. Jack thinks

the lad is crazv when he begs him to come to New
York, but when Dick sees that Jack's refusal is final,

he reveals that he knows Jack's name is not Manning
but Roth, and that he has come from the District

Attorney's ofiice. Resignedly, Jack agrees to return

to the states, but Clara storms at Dick for winning

her love and then turning upon them so. Dick books

passage and Clara tries every possible means of dis-

couraging him from bringing her father back to ^.ew

York, and failing, announces that she is coming too.

A note left with Rose clears up the situation for her,

but Clara on shipboard does everything m her power

to make Dick sorry he ever met her, and Dick returns

by retorting that she will marry him as soon as they

land. Jack is permitted every freedom, and having

iong resigned himself to being found, does not hold

any resentment against Dick, and rebukes his daugh-

ter for having Dick locked up in the brig as a thief.

Furiously fighting against the love that persists for

Dick, Clara encourages the attentions of an English-

man and then feels miserable when Dick is met by
Winnie at the dock. Humbled, she asks Winnie if

she loves Dick and resentment flares when she hears

that they are to be married in two months. But it

develops that Winnie is Dick's sister and it is an-

other man whose name is Dick that she is to marry.

Tack has not been brought to New York to face

trial but because that was the only way of getting

him back to New York where Dick's mother and fa-

ther—Connie and Frank Devere, have been searching

for him for twenty-three years to tell him that the

money had been placed in the safe by Connie's uncle's

secretary. And Jack admits that the reason he fled

although he was innocent was because he knew that

Frank had incurred a gambling debt and thought
that he would protect him by fleeing. The uncle's

will had left one third to his niece, one third to their

son Dick, and one third to Jack with the proviso that

the latter must be found. But Clara is not to be en-

tirely reconciled to Dick until she learns that he has
also arranged that Rose be on the same boat, and
there is a happy reunion from which Clara and Dick
slip away to return married.

FIRST DEGREE
Mary Tamborella File No. 7792

LEAVING the finishing school thiough which her
brother lohn is sending her, Grace Arhn ar-

rives in New York. Grace wonders why John is

so disconcerted at seeing her, but when he clearly

shows that he is not at all anxious to have her move
in with him she begins to suspect that there is some-
thing about his "wholesale" business he is anxious
to conceal from her. Hurt by his inexplicable actions,

she finds a room elsewhere and employment as secre-
tary for Robert Bedford, a prominent attorney. Al-
most from the first Robert realizes he is in love
with his pretty secretary and Grace has fallen in

love at first sight.

One morning one of Robert's clients leaves a news-
paper lying in the waiting room and Grace almost
faints when she sees her brother's picture on the
front page. John is being held for first degree mur-
der—a millionaire having been killed while his safe
was being robbed. Only then does Grace realize that

John's business was being a gangster. Robert, how-
ever, stands by the brother of the girl he loves and
although John withholds any useful information fear-

ing the fate of a squealer, Robert endangers his own
promising legal career by defending John, However,
although he throws all his brilliant rhetoric into John's
defense, Robert is powerless in the face of his client's

iinwillingness to help. The jury turns in a verdict

of murder in the first degree.
Although Robert tries to prevent Grace from pro-

ceeding thus rashly, the girl determines to become a

member of her brother's former gang and find the

true culprit. She has only John's reiterated state-

ment that he is innocent, that he has been framed,
and Robert after seeing that dissuasion is futile pro-

mises to be at hand should Grace need him. Taking
the name of Nan, Grace soon captures the itinerant

fancy of Red Morgan, the eang leader and thereby
incurs the jealousy of Sadie Flynn, Red's moll. One
day, Grace uncovers an important piece of evidence

pointing toward Red's guilt, and excitedly rushes out

to tell Robert to arrange for Red's capture to-night

after she has gotten definite proof. Robert warns
Grace to be careful and Sadie, who has been listen-

ing to every word, smiles grimly.
Red decides to test Sad'ie's story, and Grace inno-

cently walks right into the trap prepared for her.

Immediately upon finding herself in a room with Red
she knows the game is up and prays that Robert will

escape. While Robert having heard an extra click

at the end of the conversation knew someone had
been Hstening to the conversation and trickily avoids

the appointed rendezvous and coming up another way,
leaves the police to capture Red's gang while he pro-

ceeds directly to the room where Grace is being held.

has a terrific battle with Red, and securing his con-

fession gets John's release and with the erring broth-

er's fervent promise to keep to the straight and nar-

row henceforth, Robert marries Grace.

THE HAPPY WARRIOR
William R. Gaither File No. 7777

THROUGH a long existence during which Phra
dies and lives anew many times, he preserves his

personal identity under the garb of a half dozen

transmigrations. And always there is to be sought
and won a maiden who renews an existence mystically

linked with his own.
In 50 A. D. Phra buys a red-headed British slave

girl named Blodwen and later discovers she is a

British princess. He lives happily with her people,

infuriates the great Caesar by giving information

about the customs of the British but refusing to dis-

close any of their military secrets, and is finally ap-

parently executed by a jealous Druid, although actual-

ly he is in a state of suspended animation. His sec-

ond phase of life finds him in England, a Roman
centurion, with whom Electra, a great lady falls in

love after he has rescued her from a mad bull. How-
ever, disdaining the security offered by Elect raj he
prefers to remain with a British slave girl, Numidea,
who reminds him of Blodwen, and both are appar-
ently drowned while he is trying to save her from
the wrath of the jealous Electra.
600 years later, Phra awakes from his mystical slum-

ber, in the cell of a kindly and scholarly monk, and
urged by the monk he interests himself in the affairs

of the times, and after fighting in the Battle of Hast-
ings is made a Saxon Thane. Ousted by the Normans
for refusing to pay tribute, he finds sanctuary in a

neighboring monastery, again losing consciousness.

For three hundred years he is regarded as a saint

and when he comes to Hfe he terrifies a drunken and
garrulous abbot. At the famous battle of Crecy,

France, a fellow knight sacrifices his life by taking
a spear thrust intended for Phra and the warrior dis-

covers that it is his re-incarnated Blodwen who had
worn armor to be near him. He awakes, a ship wreck-
ed and exhausted messenger to England and many
centuries later not realizing the lapse of time, comes
to grief when he attempts to deliver a message which
he was bearing for Edward's Queen to Queen EHza-
beth. His story is received with incredulity, and
Phra sails for Virginia, and while helping defend the

colony from an Indian attack, he is struck on the

head by a medicine man's club and awakes in modern
times. Now, he truly marvels and not often does he
forget caution to explain his knowledge of the in-

tegrated bloods which make up the Englishman and
the American. To him the growth of the great
United States is a constant marvel and young and
vigorous he falls in love with an American red-haired
counterpart of his beloved Blodwen. At length he is

drawn into the great World war and now truly he
sees brothers warring against brothers. Indifferent

to his citations for bravery, he strives to stop the
futile comedy of war, to open his fellows' eyes to his

knowledge, but his comrades believe him shell- shocked
and a bomb from an enemy plane explodes blowing
the whole group of non-believers literally to bits.

The war horror dies down but Phra has been blown
to bits with the cry of "Brotherhood" still upon his
lips. Only his diaryi recording in detail his adven-
turous existence remains.

THE FAILING REVENGE
Ella Whitley Leazer File No. 7774

THROWING herself tearfully against her beloved
sycamore tree, Pat Marron sobs out her un-
happiness. Since her father, recently elected

governor of the state has remarried, he has been
completely won from Pat by his selfish, beautiful
young second wife. Even as Pat decides to run away,
a hand is placed over her mouth and a gun dug into

her back. Smothered by a sickly sweet odor that seems
to fill the world, Pat sinks into unconsciousness and

when she revives she is being driven at a tremendous
speed along a deserted road. A tall masked man re-

fuses to answer her queries, and when the car stops,
despite her assurance that she can walk unaided, he
carries her into a house and deposits her kicking
violently on a bed, then turns on his heel and leaves
her abruptly. Presently a kindly looking negress comes
in bearing a tray, but she is deaf to Pat's pleas to

be released and when Pat refuses to touch the food,

Dinah leaves. A few moments later the tall masked
man comes back and angrily orders Pat to eat when
she is told. Contemptuously the girl holds her ground
and when her captor resorts to forcible feeding she
slaps his face hard.
The next morning Pat is reminded that she had bet-

ter eat and hating her masked kidnapper intensely she
eats the food set before her. Sarcastically Pat asks if

he has a name, and since she has been caUing him "the

terrible man," he suggests Terry. Later, Terry or-

ders Pat to take a walk with him, and gritting her
teeth the girl refuses to admit she is tired until she

sinks exhausted to the ground. Secretly admiring
her pluck, Terry whistles and his car draws up. All

the way home Pat looks out the window, swallowing
hard.
Every day thereafter Pat and her masked captor

take long walks, and one day Terry orders that they

go horse back riding. When he attempts to help her

from her beautiful mount, Pat tries hurriedly to get

down the other side, and catches her foot. Her httle

scream frightens the horse who would have bolted

if not for Terry's quick action. Terry shakes her for

her stupid stunt but a moment later all his anger
melts as she bursts into tears, and since her ankle

has been sprained, he carries her home. Strangely
enough Pat enjoys it, and when she half-closes her
eyes, his arms tighten about her, but under his

mask, she can see the taut line of his chin and he
stares straight ahead. He takes her on board the

yacht which he has had prepared, and after gently

binding her foot, tells her he is taking her home,
and she is to tell her father that the fifty-thousand

dollars ransom money is still in the sycamore tree.

Suddenly Pat informs him that she doesn't want to

go home, and seizing her in his arms, he tells her
how much he loves her. They are married before a

Justice of the Peace and then only does Pat learn

that her husband is the man her father had unfairly

defeated for the governorship of the state. He had
taken this form of revenge, but, he says as his lips

seek Pat's, his revenge failed.

THE GREATER DEBT
George E. Staab File No. 7767

DRAMA pulsated in the court room in which Coun-
ty Attorney Bob Clayton brilliantly pleaded for

a conviction of his lifelong friend Danny White.
The crowd within the small court all knew the de-

fendent as they knew the prosecutor. Not a person
on the jury but didn't know how Bob had acted as

best man for his best friend when he married Eleanor.

And not a few knew also, that Bob had been des-

perately in love with the beautiful young bride. Yet
now, before them all. Bob viciously attacked the

character of the young Civil Engineer, painted his

glowing career in golden words and ended with a de-

tailed account of how Danny had fallen in with bad
company, had taken to drinking, and now, over a

gambling brawl had hit Billy Menig over the head
and killed him. Danny listened stunned to the
charges, tried to remember what had happened that

terrible night, and could remember only that he had
had drink after drink. There were people on that
jury who wanted to let Danny go, they had a convic-

tion that the boy was decent, and they didn't wholly
believe the evidence of Jack Blake, an irresponsible

youth and witness against Danny, but they had to

bring in a verdict of guilty with a plea for clemency
and Danny was given a minimum sentence of ten

years. Bob walked slowly out of the court. He had
done it. But he felt that he was entitled to' any
move to win the woman he loved, and Heaven alone
knew how he loved Eleanor and what torture it was
to him to know that she was Danny's wife. Outside
he met Eleanor and as she turned from him slightly

he told her she had to listen to him, and with that

silvered tongue of his that had won him everything
except the woman he loved, he explained that he held
evidence to prove that Danny had planned the mur-
der carefully, that he had withheld the information
which would have gotten the electric chair for his

best friend, and to save him had gotten him the ten

year sentence. And for once Eleanor believed him,
and broken up as she was by the loss of the man she
loved, she accepted Bob's offers of help, believed him
when he said that throughout he had been motivated
by his own friendship for Danny, poor fellow.

Two years passed and Bob convinced Eleanor that
she was wasting her life, grieving. After all Danny
had eight years more to serve, and she wouldn't be
breaking faith with her husband if she kept herself

from growing prematurely old. She owed it to him to

have a good time, stay young until the time he
could come to her—free. And then, Danny broke
jail! Hoarsely he stole into his own house, and
breaking down on Eleanor's shoulder told her he was
going on to Chicago. But she couldn't come, he
wouldn't have her and the children hunted, like him.
It wasn't that that stopped Eleanor, however, it was
his desperate plea that if she came, he could be
traced more easily. She had to remain on here. So
he went on and got, after a heartbreaking interval, a
position and by his e.xcellent work, raises to import-
ance.
Then, one day. Bob, who was progressing, he

thought, with Eleanor, received a call from Chicago
where Jack Blake, shot by the police, wanted to con-
fess what Bob had known all along, that he, and not
Danny, who was drunk, had killed Billy. Bob pock-
eted the confession and by chance, saw Danny walk-
ing into a building. Interested he followed, pierced Dan-
ny's disguise, and left. But Danny, thinking all was
up, came back to Eleanor and said he was going to

give himself up. Then only, did Bob turn over Jack's
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confession, and shamefacedly accepted the gratitude

of Eleanor and Danny, who thoug^ht he was their

saviour. As he left the woman he loved in the arms
of her husband, Bob's lips turned up crookedly, they

had .kinhe. him.

THE VENGEFUL GESTURE
Russell E. Bollman File No. 7740

DESPERATE because poverty prevents him from
being able to marry Lydia, whom he loves,

Donald receives a telegram offering him a po-

sition as a mining superintendent in the tropics. Ac-
ceptance means leaving immediately—before he can

explain to Lydia who is not at home, and after hours

of hesitation and frantic efiforts to reach Lydia, Don-
ald leaves. When no replies come from Lydia. Don-
ald returns to the states to find out why she didn't

acknowledge his letters and to his dismay he dis-

covers she has married Robert, the owner of the

mines. Not until then does Donald realize that Rob-
ert had sent him to Afi-ica to get him out of the way,
and that he had had his employees hold up all of

Donald's mail. Lydia, dejected at the inexplicable

disappearance of the man she loved, had. after a few
months accepted Robert's proposal and now, unhap-
pily, was living as his wife.

Hopelessly in love, Donald comes to the realization

that Lydia's beloved younger sister, Evelyn, is in

love with him, and he marries her, pledgmg himself

to make Evelyn happy. Lydia's tortured eyes haunt
him, but resolutely he devotes himself to Evelyn's
happiness and Evelyn joyfully prattles to her sister

about how fine a person Donald is. Meanwhile trouble

brews at the mine in the absence of Donald and Rob-
ert sails for Africa with Lydia. However, he is

powerless and finally yields to the advice of his men
who tell him that only Donald can help. At first

Donald refuses to go, but realizing that Lydia is in

danger and yielding to Evelyn's pleas, he goes and
in a very short time has put down the disturbance.

But jealousy broods in Robert's heart and hating
Donald he plans to cause an explosion at one of his

non-producing mines which Donald is to investigate.

However, Evelyn, learning of his plan, rushes down
to save her beloved husband and it is she who is

killed while Donald escapes. The whole camp is

plunged into sadness when the girl's body is discovered

and Robert's expression as he sees Donald walk in

whole and later learns that he has killed his wife's

sister, would have given him away if he were not

such a master of deception. An investigation is held

and Robert shifts the evidence so that it would ap-

pear that Donald, in love with Lydia, had kilted his

wife to get her out of the way. Lydia cries it isn't

true, that Evelyn had always spoken of how kindly

and thoughtful Donald was to her, and the native

servants bear out her evidence. In a final effort to

prove Donald's guilt, Robert oversteps himself, and
Donald jumps up suddenly and inquires how Robert
would know at what time the bomb was set off. Los-
ing color, Robert stammers in explanation, and his

guilt is fixed. However, the whole trial is a travesty

because of Robert's influence in the district and he is

convicted for a short prison term. Unable to see

Robert, the murderer of her sister, escape so lightly.

Lydia calmly waits until he is led past her, an ex-

pression of triumph on his hated face, and then she

shoots. She is instantly arrested and Robert insists

that he be treated by a native doctor who causes his

death by bungling. Lydia is imprisoned for life, but
Donald pulls every possible string to gain for her a

retrial, and finally she is freed. Lydia and Donald
leave the fateful tropics and back in the LTnited

States are quietly wed and find a long deferred hap-
piness together.

THE END OF THE TRAIL

P. V. F. Dallender File No. 772S

RIDING alone, Hal Lantry sees some six evil-

looking horsemen and in their midst a lad with
a rope around his neck and his hands bound in

front of him. Suddenly several shots ring out and
the rope around the youth's neck is severed and the
"hanging party" flee to cover. Hal rides up behind
the rescue party and is astonished to find a girl who
tells him that the escaped youth was her brother,
framed by a gang of crooks led by Jake Morgan who
has been trying to get possession of her ranch. Hal
forces Mary to ride back to safety and he reinforces
her men. is captured by ]\Iorgan and lodged in the
jail from which he escapes by setting it on fire.

That night Hal gets to Mary's ranch, warns Tom
to escape and ioined bv Slim, one of Mary's faith-

ful cowhands. Hal finds shelter in the barn. The
sheriff's posse searching for Hal arrives and follows
him to the barn. A man whom they think is Hal
starts coming out of the barn, but seeing them, runs
back. The sheriff's men follow and Slim, dressed in

Hal's clothes climbs through the barn skylight to

the roof while Hal locks the sheriff's men inside.

Meanwhile Slim climbs down and finding that some
of the sheriff's men are searching the ranch gets on
his horse and making a lot of noise to attract the
pursuers, he rides down the gully closely followed by
the sheriff's men who catch up with him only to dis-

cover they have been outwitted—that their quarry is

Slim. The next day, however, Hal is captured as he
tries to aid the wounded Tom. and Morgan captures
Mary threatening to kill her brother and lover if she
does not marry him. Mary submits to accompanying
Morgan. However. Slim, unarmed frees Hal and Tom
by attracting their guard's attention to his propped up
sombrero and freeing the prisoners as the excited
guards steal up on the sombrero. Hidden behind the
door, Slim and Hal knock out the captors with table
legs and armed with the guards' guns Tom and Hal

ride to Morgan's saloon while Slim rides back to the

ranch for reinforcements. At a given spot, they as-

semble and all the cowboys enter Morgan's saloon
with an innocent air while Tom and Hal remain out-
side lest they be suspected. Meanwhile, Morgan
brings his bride-to-be down so that the boys -can
drink a toast to him. As Morgan stoops to kiss

Mary. Tom, unable to contain himself, rushes reck-
lessly forward and is felled by a terrific blow from
Morgan. Hal immediately gives the signal and the cow-
boys cover everybody. Morgan, grown desperate tries

to draw his gun but Hal beats him to it. To his as-

tonishment Hal discovers by the gun, that Morgan
is the man who murdered his father, years ago. Hal
had come to these parts to find him. his only clue,

the dragon -inlaid gun. Now Hal offers Morgan a
fair chance. At the count of three, each is to draw
and fire. Morgan assents but at the count of "Two"
he fires. Hal fires almost simultaneously and after

an instant Morgan sinks to the floor dead. Hal
walks slowly out. He hears someone pursuing, but,

wounded, faints, uncaring. When he regains con-
sciousness he finds his head pillowed in Mary's lap
and a smile of happiness wreathes his face as she
cries, "I love you so, and you would have left."

Hal punctuates his answer, "I'll never leave you
vith ki;

THE SPARK
Mrs. OUie Mclntyr. File No. 7746

ALWAYS unreasonable in his strict surveillance
over his daughter's dates, Mae's father absolute-
ly forbade her going out with Paul Ramey, with

whom she had fallen in love. Mae knew it was pure
selfishness that prompted her father's interference.
knew that because he had failed in his courtship of

Paul's mother, her parent hated the son of his suc-
cessful rival, but her father was adamant. And when
Paul left on a business trip to a southern state, she
promised faithfully to write. For months Mae went
about in a daze grieving because Paul hadn't written
to her at all, and when her father even encouraged
Lee Hartley to go out with her, Mae accepted Lee's
consolation. Perhaps, said Lee, who knew how much
Mae loved Paul, perhaps Paul had no time. And
Mae, unused to going out at all wept on Lee's shoul-
der and thought he was the kindest person she knew.
The following Christmas, Mae to escape her father's
tormenting, promised to marry Lee, and as she came
down the church aisle, she almost fainted. There,
staring at her from a haggard face, was Paul Ramey.
For a moment she thought she must run to him, stop
the farce of her wedding, but Paul just sat there and
Mae, dazedly, swayed while the ring was put on her
finger making her Lee's wife.
Later. Paul explained that he had written letter

after letter to her and not receiving an answer had
come back to find out what the trouble was. Then
only, did Mae learn that her father had kept all Paul's
letters from her and destroyed all those she wrote.
Lee had known about it, and for that Mae couldn't
forgive him. Marriage was a nightmare. Resolved
to make the best of her terrible mistake, Mae tried
to make a comfortable home for her husband, tried to
respond to his caresses since Paul had left the night
of the wedding, but Lee. married, was furiously jeal-

ous of Paul. At every hand he accused Mae of think-
ing of Paul and so killed every spark of affection
she might have had for him. Lee drank to kill his
consciousness of his mistreatment of Mae, and drunk
was worse than ever. Even when news came that
Paul had gotten married before leaving for the war,
Lee did not stop his nagging insistence that Mae
thought only of Paul. Some letters of Paul's that
Mae had kept caused the final breach and after de-
serting Mae. and shaming her before the townspeople,
he left for the front. Only Mae and her family knew
that Lee wasn't the poor, abused husband he posed
as. but a jealous fiend. And Mae's father, came to
beg his daughter's forgiveness. Grown old. and ter-

rified of dying alone, he begged Mae to keep house
for him. Spiritlessly she went.
Years passed. Lee died abroad and Paul, wounded

returned. The first time Mae saw Paul, a wave of
pity and love swept over her. But he belonged to
another now. And dully she greeted him and stifled

her impulse to soothe the tired lines of his forehead.
Even Mae's father was cordial to Paul and sighed
because things might have been different. Paul went
home to his wife, whom he had married because his
life was worthless and by giving her baby a name he
could save another human from suicide. But his wife
was again living with her baby's father and when
she saw Paul limp in, she demanded a divorce.
Freed, Paul came back to Mae and these two hu-

mans who had suffered so, were married and together
found the happiness that had been denied them for
so many years.

MISS AMERICA
Federico S. File No. 7624

EXTRA! All about the beauty contest! And the

news crier is surrounded with a curious throng.
With a little encouragement from her friend,

Joe Ragar. Laura Lado, an exquisitely formed blonde,
enters the competition defying the apparent victory
of Gilda. the toast of the town's underworld. The
latter's method of securing votes is scarcely deemed
honest, yet ... it is a problem for Laura to face. As
Joe and Laura sit in the garden, heads close together
discussing her secret entry into the contest. Joe sud-

denly sits stark upright. A gun in his back informs
him that Herardo has arrived. With a malicious
threat, Herardo warns him to keep away from the

glorious Laura, since he means to have her for h'm-
self. Knocking the gun out of Herardo's hand, Joe

of Mi:

attacks him only to find himself overpowered by the
powerful outlaw but is saved from death by Laura's
fast thinking. Pointing a threatening revolver in

Herardo's face, she compels him to leave immediately
and never return.
Attracted by David's handsome manliness, Gilda

hires the unemployed poet to do some advertising for

her popularity campaign. Eagerly he sets about
drumming up trade. As he steps out of the village

store, he feels a gentle tap on his back. Turning
around he is surprised to see a most beautiful girl

addressing him. Thinking that this is Joe, . Laura
apologizes for her error and proceeds to go on but
the fascinated David is not so easily gotten rid of-

He follows her and decides to do his campaigning for

nd let Gilda pay the expenses. The election
America approaches. True to form. Herardo

attempts to kidnap David and Laura who are on the
way to the Cadet's Review at the academy where
Laura's father is a major. Laura escapes and rides
toward the academy. David is delayed by the at-

tacking men but eludes them and rides after her.

with Herardo hot on his heels. In a few words, they
explain the case to Major Lado who turns his drill-

ing cadets upon them. In short order the rebels are
overcome and the splendid review is in progress. A
surprise speech by David evokes a round of applause
for the Miss America aspirant and many votes are cast
that day for Laura. Gilda seethes with anger but she
is powerless to hurt the man who has tricked her.

With ill-concealed excitement staining her cheelcs a

deep red, Laura hears the result. The last day's
ballots have given her the victory over her chief
rival, Gilda. Tenderly, David escorts her to the
prize residence where they are interrupted by a raid
instigated by the persistent Herardo. Again the quick
action of the cadets saves them
ing close together, a long rope
binding them together. So near to c

each can hear the other's heart beat,
are united in holy matrimony by the fervent words of

the minister. The last words are lost in the cheer-
ing congratulations which Laura and David do not
seem to hear.

they
und the

that

SATAN'S PARADISE
Alice Marie Smith File No. 77S7

RADIANT in the thought of her approaching mar-
riage to Bud Thornton, wealthy playboy, lovely

Cynthia Arnold idly picks up the Sunday paper
and reads of her fiance's elopement with a show g^rl.

For a moment she stares at Bud's picture and then
the full import of the article dawns upon her. The
shame of being jilted, the invited guests, her own pov-
erty, every penny having been spent toward her trous-

seau. Cruelly the telephone rings and her friends be-

gin pelting her with questions. LTntil the last per-

son has been disposed of, Cynthia maintains her brav-
ado, and a group of her friends at her home gaily

revive old nicknames, Cyn, and Satan. A tiny up-
turn at the corner of Cynthia's lip marks her reac-

ceptance of Satan.
Her hat turned at a startling angle. Cynthia Ar-

nold applies for a position, and finds herself in the
office of Martin Wayne, a middle-aged architect. For
a moment Martin looks hard at Cynthia then asks,
"Aren't you Bud Thornton's fiancee?" Immediately
he realizes he has hurt her, and covering his slip, he
recalls to himself how he had met her at a dinner
party. He had been fascinated by her, at the time,

but learning she was shortly to be married, had put
her out of his mind. Now he thinks she is up to

some amusement applying for a position, but Cyn-
thia convinces him she is very much in earnest and
he hires her as his secretary. Soon Cynthia is being
escorted about town by her employer, and although
he knows about Bud, and although he is almost twice
her age, he asks her to marry him. In Paris they
are joined bv Martin's son, Richard, who is two years
older than Cynthia. And as thev make the rounds of

the night clubs and races, youth calls to youth, and
appalled. Cynthia and Richard realize they are in love

with each other. L^nwilling to hurt Martin, they se-

parate, but once torn by his desire, Richard writes
to Cynthia,—and Martin finds the letter. He stares at

it, anger, dismay, and hurt sweeping over his face in

successive waves of emotion. When Cynthia comes
in, he asks her if she loves his son. Seeing the pain
in his face, she denies it, but Martin is too keen,
and holding her at arm's length, he tells her he
could never be happy unless she were, and that he is

arranging, even now, to divorce her. Impulsively.
Cynthia kisses his forehead. He winces, knowing
that his wife admired and respected him, but never
once loved him. But in the happiness of his son and
the woman he loves. Martin gains some measure of

joy, and in the firm grip of Richard, and the long
glance of understanding that Cynthia gives him be-

fore the young bride and groom leave for a honey-
moon in Venice. Martin is compensated. And Richard
and Satan leave for Paradise.

BROODING COTTONWOODS
; Thomas File No. 7734

THE moon rides high in the heavens casting its

mystic bewildering rays across the lake's shiny
surface as Cynthia Andrews takes the horses to

the water's edge. In the serene quiet stillness, they
quench their thirst. Suddenlv they start frantically

and gallop off to safety. Reluctantly Cynthia re-

calls the tragedy of the lake . . . two girls drowned
under its winter canopy of ice . . . The old homestead
of Jacob Andrews, ex-sailor, although a welcome
sight to the frightened Cynthia, breathes somehow
an air of impending tragedy.
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Bessie and Jacob live simply with their tive chil-

dren of whom Cynthia is the plainest, a mixtnre of

good and bad, uncontrollable and the tease of the

household. Cynthia, tall and spare of body, loves to

ride frisky horses and is extremely handy with a gun.
These boyish accomplishments are appreciated by
her brother, Cyrus, and her indulgent father. Rene,
the eldest girl, marries a wealthy ne'er-do-well, while
Rachel, the timid one of the family, marries a million-

aire. An endless source of joy to her proud husband,
the latter's fate dififers from that of Poriy. the beauty,
who falls in love with an unworthy parasite, a man
who lives on other people's mistakes. Although Mrs.
Andrews plans a sumptuous wedding for the favorite

Polly, she is troubled much by gossip about her son,

Cyrus. Seemingly inured to the fair sex, Cyrus be-

comes ensnared in the web of a daring adventuress.
Despite parental objections he marries her and forces

his folks to move to a smaller place in the village.

Here Cynthia endures the nagging of dissatisfied

parents until she can stand it no longer. Railroaded
into caring for the deceased Rene's children, Cynthia,

unused to the world, meets Ferguson's advances with
kindness and gratitude. Her sister's husband fills in

the lonely moments until she agrees to marry him.
Struggling along on his low salary as a railroad man,
her sorrow reaches its peak in his accidental death.

Securing work on a farm, she is able to send her son,

Fernandos to school. A life of sorrow and hardship
blossoms into one of happiness and prosperity. Her
son is a famous author, a talented musician and a

power in his community.
Seeing life for the first time through the eyes of

her youthful son, Cynthia glows under the popularity

of the famous. Entertaining lavishly and intelligently,

she makes the acquaintance of a Mr. Stone, a well-

to-do bachelor, who Fias considered women as molly-

coddles of fortune. Thrilled by her tragic life ex-

periences. Stone recognizes the true virtue that lies

behind her plain face. Freed from her shackles Cyn-
thia again becomes the careless daredevil horsewom-
an matching her skill against the admiring Stone. A
sparkling radiance in her eyes makes Fernandos
question her. Timidly she confesses that she loves

Stone and that they are to be married on the mor-
row. Taken back by this revelation, the surprised

son nods his approval. Faint strains of Lohengrin

seep through the brooding cottonwoods as Cynthia's

marriage marks the end of their tragic reign. With
joy-suffused faces, the happy couple wave a fond

adieu to the rice-throwing well-wishers as a luxuri-

ous limousine whisks them away to a well-earned

vacation.

C. Eugene Hull File No. 7932

TWO tremendously vital messages await Cannon
Barron as he breaks away from his admiring
fellow-graduates. Elatedly he reads that June,

the woman to whom he has dared aspire, is return-

ing from Europe to accept his proposal. The other

note tells him that his beloved mother died suddenly

this morning while preparing to attend his Commence-
ment.
Eight years of happiness follow as Barron, havmg

accepted the University post offered him at gradua-

tion, gains fame as Wittenberg's splendid Professor

of Social Science. Daily the papers mention his con-

tribution of culture, of progressiveness, and June,

who has left the home of a fabulously wealthy father

to marry Cannon, glories in her husband's success.

But, gradually a restlessness comes over Barron.

He looks upon his wife, upon his baby daughter, and

feels that he has gotten into a rut. His being cries

for conflict against great forces, and within the con-

fines of these ivy-covered walls there is only the

peace that comes with the esteem of his fellows. Ac-

cordingly, when he receives a letter from Pittmann,

President of The Great Western Manufacturing Com-
pany, offering him an opportunity to find an execu-

tive berth in a tremendous organization, at the ex-

pense of years of training, Barron throws aside the

security of his academic position, and hurls his un-

Hmited energy into the world of industry.

His is a vast responsibility. With the issuance 9f

orders from Pittmann that no move of the new man is

to be contested. Barron is told that he is to learn the

workings of the great company, the procedure to

rest entirely with himself.

Starting in the private office of Morrison, the gen-

eral manager. Barron passionately devotes himself

to learning the inner workings of the great factory.

His inexplicable position breeds distrust in Morri-

son, and when, without explanation, Barron demotes
himself to the Paint Manager's office, everyone in the

organization speculates about him. Again without

warning, Barron transfers his activities to the Retail

Store where Downey, a tired old philosopher tells

Barron that Pittmann has an uncanny faculty of get-

ting the most out of men, making them feel it is a

privilege to leave a well-paid position to work for

The Great Western. Barron pulls himself up. It is

true, for vears he has worked tremendously hard,

and his sa'lary is less than adequate to provide for

his needs. Within the Retail Store, he has learned

much of value, but has lost his carefully groomed ap-

pearance. As for June, she has become prematurely

old, harried by the necessity for stringent economies.

Meanwhile, June's father, having long urged his

daughter to leave her husband, a failure, issues an

ultimatum. And June, worn and discouraged telh

him she is coming to him. That day, Barron, hav-

ing decided to leave the Retail Shop and enter the

lowest part of the organization, the factory proper,

finds to his dismay that the prolonged delay has ex-

hausted his wife's faith in him. He suffers mental

agony, but June realizes she cannot leave him, and

she lifts him from his despondency by her renewed
faith. Then follows months in the furnace rooms,

sweating and drudging until the day when Pittmann,

on a tour of inspection with Morrison's secretary.

Cayleeii Martyn, an attractive, designing woman who
knows the value of her beauty in getting ahead, is

on hand when an overwrought stoker falls upon Cay-
leen with a wrench and is knocked out by Barron.
An interview follows and Pittmann reveals that he has
been watching the progress of Barron for years, that

he is now ready to relinquish his authority to his suc-

cessor. Cannon Barron.
Thus, in a single leap, Cannon Barron becomes the

great industrialist, working at a fabulous salary and
finding acceptance in Society. June's quiet beauty

es universal admiration, but Cayleen Martyn
g watched with interest the rise of Cannon
in plays her hand. She becomes his secretary,

ating Morrison, whose love she had skillfully

ed while in his employ. At the same time, the

World War breaks out, and The Great Western,
supplying government needs becomes greater than
ever. Crowe, a former office boy, returns wound-
ed, a Major, and Barron, remembering him,
gives him an executive post. And between Ernestine
Barron, grown to lovely young womanhood and great

popularity as a debutante, and the young Major
Crowe, a mutual attraction springs up which is ce-

mented after the Major has rescued Ernestine from
the terrible designs of a cad. But within the Orien-

tal Bamboo Inn where the attempted seduction was
thwarted were Cannon Barron and his secretary. Bar-

ron gives up the other woman, then, and returns to

June who has remained faithful despite Morrison's

poison pen letters. Retiring from, business, the great

industrialist once more accepts th'e post of Professor

at Wittenberg University, which he has anonymously
endowed.
His daughter married, secure in the love of his

fine wife, Barron turns over some clippings one day,

and tears dim the great man's eyes as he reads of

the death of one of Chicago's sincerest social workers,
Cayleen Martyn, from a disease contracted in the

LIFE'S GAME
Mrs. Nellie Helen Se File No. 7452

TO hear Attorney Shackle talk, he has the best

job m the world. But the Reverend Berdig, pas-

tor of the Sunny side Church and Doctor Tim-
othy, are inclined to dispute the lawyer's claim. Their

work isn't so exhaustive either, they say, and to

prove it they go fishing while Shackle has to prose-

cute a case.

In the court room. Shackle cuts an imposing figure

as he gravely clears his throat and proves that Jack
Knob, who claims that he discovered a still on his

grounds but has no idea how it got there, is a liar.

Shackle enjoys the effect as he breaks down each

defense of hs opponent, and winds up by producing
a grocer who swears that Knob bought twelve sacks

of sugar. What did the defendent use the sugar for,

asks the eminent attorney, if not to convert into al-

cohol? A smile of satisfaction comes over the prose-

cuting attorney's face as the jury brings in a verdict

of guilty and Knob is sentenced to five years in pri-

son. However, the attorney is over zealous when he

states in court that there are a number of men in

this very court as guilty as the convicted man, and
he is going to land every one of them in jail.

While Shackle is in court, the doctor and the

preacher make plans to go fishing. The former hesi-

tates to brave possible snakes without a good anti-

dote. Accordingly, he brings along the ration of liquor

that the law provides him for medical purposes. Then,
since fishing is not permitted without a hcense, the

preacher feels that his position will absolve him from
punishment if he is caught. Therefore, the doctor

goes up a little way and tells Berdig to call out if the

warden comes. The preacher is peacefully fishing

when a snake gets wound about his hook and so

frightened does the good man get, that he emits a

yell which causes the doctor to run all the way
home, and grabbing the bottle of whiskey, he drains

the contents "to give him strength". The snake dis-

appears but the preacher can scarcely navigate home.
That night he has a sermon to deHver and his hic-

coughs shock his congregation. However, trustfully

they believe his explanation that his thick tones are

caused by a cold and the hiccoughs are from some-
thing he drank—er—er, ate!

When the doctor arrives home dusty and exhausted
he learns that the telephone has been ringing all af-

ternoon. The doctor explains he was out on an ini-

portant case in the country all afternoon, but Mr.
Smith is insistent that the doctor take care of his

wife immediately. This is urgent. Dr. Timothy sighs

then says, "Well bring her to the hospital, I'll be
right there." Then the doctor's car refuses to move
and the poor, tired, medical man has to run all the

way to the hospital and just as he gets there he sees

the stork fly in the hospital window and with a

groan he sinks to the ground.
The next time, lawyer Shackle meets his two friends.

he starts talking about what a grand position he has,

and the other two men just slump in their seats. But
suddenly, there is a great noise without. The moon-
shiners are coming to take care of the lawyer. He's
done enough mischief, they cry. Shackle takes one

look at the ropes, clubs and rifles they are carrying,

and as he dashes madly out of the house, he hears the

mob crying, "String him up!" Rushing to the jail,

he begs the sheriflF to lock him in a cell where he
can be safe, and the doctor and the preacher wink at

each other and say, "Oh, yes. he has the best job!"

THE TRINITY OFFER
Eve Fletcher FUe No. 7507

HE Dartmouth campus is dotted with the gaily

attired friends and relatives of the graduates.
Having already stood in that regal line of those

ving diplomas, Clarence Crown, flushed with the

excitement of the day of days, anticipates a grand
time at this college picnic. One day of absolute free-

dom with Gracia Gray, the dearest sweetest girl in

the world . . . Seems almost too good to be true. Man-
aging to secure a boat, the two ride on the lake, un-
mindful of the horde of observers who are also enjoy-
ing the pleasant coolness of a water trip. Guiding
his boat with facility into a shady nook, Clarence
confesses his love for Gracia and asks that she wait
for him until he is out of law school. Smilingly in-

dependent, Gracia shakes her head. She has planned
to travel extensively. No marriage for her! She is

going to enjoy a career and perhaps while she is

tripping around the world she may make the acquain-
tance of a rich nobleman whom she may adore more
than Clarence. Hurt yet having no real reason for

being angry, Clarence rows silently back to the boat-
house. So deeply engrossed in his thoughts is he
that he fails to notice a boat speeding towards them.
A collision! And despite their discomfort at being
thrown ^unwarned into the water, Clarence and Gracia
laugh aloud. Being expert swimmers, they are not
at all perturbed and besides this accident has broken
the tension caused by Gracia's refusal. Almost split-

ting their sides with laughter at the drenched ap-
pearance of each other, they rush to the house.
Gracia sets off on her, globe-trotting trip. Busy

seeing places and doing things, she loses all contact
with Clarence. Often she wonders if she shouldn't
have accepted his trinity offer. He is so charming,
much more so than these continental cavaliers. Mean-
while Clarence has finished law school. Without
kith or kin, but heir to a large fortune, Clarence
liquidates all into money and builds himself a small
bungalow on the mountainside and lives the life of a
philanthropist, always helping along those who are

poor and sick. Often he walks through the town
park, sits on the bench near the lake and watches
the couples out rowing. He cannot forget the last

day he spent with Gracia. It is a long time now
since he has seen her.

While in one of his pensive moods, he sees a rather

familiar figure coming toward him. It looks like

Gracia. But it can't be. She doesn't know where he

is. With a cry of joy he opens his arms to welcome
his vision who is running to him. Smothering her

with kisses he asks her what she's been doing, and
so forth. Tears in her eyes she explains that she is

tired of her independence and since this is leap year.

she is coming to accept the trinity offer, if it is still

open. Assuring her that he has never thought of

marrying anyone else, Clarence escorts her to his

tiny house and with her help designs something
larger that will be their home. At the twilight

hour, two happy figures are leaving the town church.

Silhouetted against the rising moon. Clarence and
Gracia, close in each others arms, chat of the future.

THE LIFE GIFT

Kathleen Cahill File No. 7641

T

A SUDDEN scraping on the reef and the Yacht,
Destiny, fills with the rushing water. Panicky
thrill-seekers run to and fro powerless against

the mighty waves. All are lost. But no . . . an ex-

hausted mother and her child are seen to crawl up
on the shore. Excited natives dance around the

prostrate figures of Mrs. Garrick and her daughter,

Ann. Awakening to see horribly painted faces staring

at her, Mrs. Garrick falls back into a coma from
which she never emerges. Left in the care of the

savage natives, Ann blossoms into beautiful girlhood,

the idol of the island. Falling asleep on the beach,

she is shanghaied by beach combers. Once on the

ship, there is a battle for her. Mutiny in the ranks

results in the death of all save two old sailors who
seem to have a vestige of decency. The three survi-

vors are picked up by a ship bound for China. At-

tracted by her fresh young beauty. Wing Loo, a rich

Chinese merchant, monopolizes her and retains her

in his power. While in China, she becomes ac-

quainted with a group of Americans who are struck

by her beauty. Positive that she is not an oriental,

they question her and upon learning of her misfor-

tune, they persuade her to join their carefree pleas-

ure tour.
Fnrious at her escape. Wing Loo pursues the speed-

ing yacht. Drawing up alongside, he orders them to

give up Ann or he will open fire. Their refusal is

met with machine guns. With death staring them in

the face they spot a man-of-war hurrying to their

rescue. The Chinese boat turns tail and the thankful

Americans celebrate their experience on board the

cruiser bound for Russia. Persuaded by violent as-

sertions of love, Ann marries Bert Little of the

Americans. Arriving at the Russian coast, she real-

izes her mistake. Bert, under the frequent influence

of liquor, beats her heartlessly. Running away, she

finds happiness under an humble Russian roof. See-

ing a crowd watching a policeman beat a little lad, she

interferes and is placed under arrest, and sentenced

to Siberia. Here she suflfers a while until she is

able to escape with two men to America. Her try-

ing experiences have not marred her beauty.
_
After

working for a short time as a waitress, she is ad-

vised to go to Hollywood.
A timid, but confident little girl knocks on the door

of Director McKay's office. Receiving no response,

she softlj; enters and the handsome director finds him-

self looking into the most unfathomable eyes. Two
rosy lips explain her presence. In a few words she

tries to picture her nomadic life and charmed by her

beauty he offers her a chance. A picturesque star

strolls into the office of Director McKay, to be em-
braced affectionately by him. It is exactly a year
since the same girl arrived in Hollywood and it is

exactly one day since she said "Yes," to the hard-

boiled producer. Holding her tightly, he gently re-

minds her of one year ago today and she plants a

kiss squarely on his lips.
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THE SEA'S TOLL
Ruth M. Young FUe No. 7691

A TERRIFIC night on the raging sea . . . some
fishermen homeward bound are caught in the

turbulent waters. One craft is utterly smashed
necessitating doubling up in another. Certain that

no one has seen him, Jim Grey selfishly pushes off

Jake Bartlett into the briny depths while he makes
room for himself. The sturdy boat arrives with one
man missing , . . Trampiing down a bouquet offered

lier by Bud Grey, Mary Bartlett, the charming daugh-
ter of the missing Jake, turns away from her would-be
lover and seeks comfort in the arms of her brother,

Ben, who glowers at the young suitor. Unable to

understand Mary's attitude, Bud walks away de-

jectedly while Mary's sobs begin anew. She hates

to give up this man she really loves, but faith to her

family prevents her from telling the secret that holds

the key to the hatred existing between the Greys and
the Bartletts.
His uneasy conscience preys on him and the for-

mer sturdy Jim becomes a mere excuse of a man,
furtive and stealthy, fearing his own shadow. Sud-
denly a man tugs him by the arm and excitedly tells

him that his daughter, Jane is afloat in a drifting

boat. A storm is arising and the terrified child

screams at the billowing waves that relentlessly beat

on the sides of the boat. Literally forced to the res-

cue, Jim sits nervously, his finger nails digging into

his hands as he clenches them in a cowardly fury.

As the rescuer lifts the terror-stricken form, Jim
grabs her jealously. Since Ben is identified by Jane
as the huge man who kidnapped her and pushed
her off into the whirling maelstrom, he is taken intu

custody. The court -room is crow^led with anxious
faces, all craning their necks to see the man who
could be so heartless. Sworn to tell the truth, Ben
confesses that he has committed the crime. Mary
stands thunderstruck as he continues . . . His vo:ce

trembling with a pent-up hatred, he explains the cold-

blooded murder . . . that's what it was . . . murder of

his father. Unknown to Jim, the little boy Ben has
been the sole witness to his cowardly deed and has
been waiting his chance to revenge his father's death.

As the Judge seeks a confirmation of this story, the

door bursts open and on the threshold stands a weath-
erbeaten man who loudly affirms the report. It is

Jake! His emotions tempered by many hardships he
tells the experience of being shipwrecked and picked

up, almost dead, by a passing steamer. Working^ his

way. he has at last managed to get home. Jim's
hatred dates back to when Jake won the beautiful

Hazel Grant, for whom they were both rivals. How-
ever bearing no ill against this man who has suffered

quite as much as he, Jake extends his hand which
Jim timidly takes.
Exchanging glances of love and reproach, Mary and

Bud gaze longingly at each other across the coiut-

room. A little signal . . . and the two exit together.

With a hopeful eagerness. Bud asks Mary if she can
ever forgive. Until now he has not known the hor-

rible family skeleton. Lifting a radiant face to his.

Mary guesses that she can forgive if her father can.

Crushing her in his arms, he rejoices that for once

the sea has given back its toll.

DANGEROUS BULLETS
John Maletto File No. 7677

PLODDING through the heavy snowstorm, de-

tective Jerry Matthews, secretly summoned by
Casper Connors to investigate the fire which des-

troyed $300,000 worth of new mill machinery before

it had even been used, falls from his horse as he is

spattered by bullets. Unhurt, he turns his horse
loose to mislead his bushwacker, and backtracks.
About a quarter of a mile down, he perceives a slen-

der figure through the storm, and to his surprise

discovers it is a girl, Nellie King, who claims she

has come to warn him. Not convinced, Jerry ques-

tions her, when through the blinding storm a figure

rides up firing rapidly. Jerry shoots one fatal shot

but when he gets up the girl has disappeared, and
he leaves the man's body and follows the mysterious
King girl's trail. Far down he finds her. lying in

the snow, one of the dead man's bullets having
pierced her leg. He carries her to a cabin and soon
they are joined by the officious deputy sheriff Ben
Lasker. Jerry discovers that his coming is no secret

to anyone and that the dead man is Gid Hailey, one
of the vengeful Hailey brothers. Puzzled, Jerry
thinks rapidly while John Connors, nephew of the

man who sent for him, comes in with the announce-
ment that Lampkin, the mill superintendent has just

been found dead, having struck his head while falling.

In Dr. McKibbee. Jerry finds the first man he

wholly trusts and both Jerry and the medical man
discover simultaneously that Lampkin's death was
not accidental but that he had been murdered. Ben
Lasker, the deputy sheriff resents every step that

Jerry makes, and once as thev are verbally sparring
with each other, a shot is heard outside. They rush
out and discover that John Connors has just been
shot at. Excitedly John explains the details, but it

is useless to try to trace the source of the "dan-
gerous bullets" because there are too many foot-

steps in the snow and they risk being shot at by the

unknown assailant. But Jerry, meanwhile has dis-

covered that Ben Lasker has a grudge against the

Connors, based on a land deal, and a grudge against
Nellie King, with whom his son, Frank, is in love.

In a conversation with John Connors, Jerry al-

most reveals that he knows the machinery purchased
just before the fire, was junk, but he withholds the

information. Surrounded by enemies, Jerry finds one
more, the mill's clerk and chief lumber checker. Tom
Hailey, brother of the Hailey Terry killed in self-

defense. But Terrv also sees that Tom is a dope

fiend and enlisting the aid of Dr. McKibbee, Jerry
kidnaps Tom and deprives him of his morphine so

that armed with the information supplied by Nellie

King, that she overheard Lampkin give orders to

her fiance, Frank Lasker, to kill Jerry lest they all

be found out, Jerry is able to wring from the crazed
Tom Hailey the information he wants. It was Lamp-
kin who defrauded the mill, by buying junk instead
of $300,000 worth of new machinery, and then set fire

to the whole business before a wheel could be turned.
In this fraud, Lampkin was aided by Tom Hailey and
led on by the arch-villain—John Connors. This start-

ling information, however, is not news to Jerry, it

merely confirms his findings. He knew that John
Connors had fired the shot himself, that day, to

throw dust in Jerry's eyes. Jerry's quick eye had
also discovered on the floor, the charcoal which
pointed definitely toward Connors' having been in

the mill, and therefore suspect of having applied the
match. Ben Laskers' fear had been to conceal his

son's part in the affair.

Just then there is a patter of horse's hoofs outside
the hut in which Tom was being held. The breath-
less rider is Nellie King, who has come to warn Jerry
that John Connors has learned where he is keeping
Tom Hailey and is coming after Jerry. At that mo-
ment Frank Lasker gallops up and flinging himself
out of his saddle, begs Jerry to believe that he is in

grave danger. Frank is grateful for the first kindly
glance Nellie has given him since she discovered his

part in the mill fraud, and they are no sooner en-
sconced within the house when Connors and his party
rides up and demands that Jerry, murderer of Gid
Hailev and kidnapper of Tom Hailey, be turned over
to them. There is no answer and Connors and his

men open fire. One shot gets Frank Lasker who dies

happy in Nellie's arms, and then one by one Connors'
party is shot down, Jerry is the first to venture out
of the house, and finds Connors lying against a tree.

Connors draws his gun and with an oath tries to kill

Jerry who with his hand on his gun remains looking
down at the dying man's heroics. Piilling the trigger
back, Connors tries to kill the detective but the ef-

fort is too much for him and with a groan he falls

over, dead. Jerry walks slowly back into the house
where Nellie, eyes shining, is waiting for him.

IT'S AN ILL WIND-
W. E. Webb File No. 7659

WITH a cheery adieu, Sally Brock of the mis-
chievous blue eyes leaves her invalid Dad in

their cozy little apartment. Just three weeks
now since he suffered that stroke when they decided
to come to the city where Sally hopes to find em-
ployment. LInused to city life, she is much an-
noyed by someone walking just as fast as she, keep-
ing abreast with her every step. As she slows down,
so does Jack Jones unaware of his unconscious mi-
micking. She casts him an icy stare at which he
makes an uneasy grimace. Hailing his friend, Joe.
the two continue walking with her, Joe thinking that
Jack knows her. But the height of her annoyance is

reached when another friend picks up the two men in

a roadster, Joe forcing her in too. Suddenly reahz-
ing that Jack is no friend of hers, they stop and let

the screaming girl out. Mrs. Jones has witnessed
the entire scene from the window and storms around
the apartment in an angry fury. Applying for a po-
sition as a domestic, Sally wanders into the wrong
office where she meets Joe again. Having been fas-

cinated by this charming maid, and thinking that she
is applying for the vacancy as a typist and stenog-
r-'-'^er, h" invents strong recomm'endations as to her
ability. Unable to get a word in edgewise. Sally is

hired before she can tell the boss what kind of a job
she is looking for. Tmmediatelv installed, she is

summoned to take dictation. Discovering that Sally
knows nothing of shorthand and fearing to lose his
job if the boss finds out, Joe secretes himself in the
boss' desk and proceeds to take down the notes. But
the boss sees Sally watching him and hauls him out
and tells him he is fired.

Eager in his love for Sally, he follows her all around
and finally loses her in the subway crowd. Jack re-

turns home to find his wife gone. A word of ex-
nlanation accuses Sally of alienating his affections.

Heartbroken, he nevertheless continues with his big
amateur theatrical production, intent upon being suc-
cessful first and asking his wife to come back after-

wards. Sally and her father witness the oerformance
and thrilling under its success, Sally permits the boys
to call. They invite her to a party at which they en-
tertain a noted producer whom they hope to interest.

A telephone message informs Joe that his boss has
reinstated him in his old job. In the midst of the
merrymaking, Mrs. Jones returns, just in time to

hear the producer make a splendid offer to Jack.
Seeing her. Jack explains the whole situation and
begs forgiveness as he folds her in his arms. Joe
and Sally smile benevolently on the reunited pair,

and his future secure now, Joe gathers the yielding

Sally in his arms covering her face with kisses.

ALIAS ACE O' SPADES
William A. Tschritter File No. 7674

DEFYING Joe Slavey's threat to "get him yet",

District Attorney King refuses to renew the lease

on the bootlegge<r's property. Unaware that

Slavey was a racketeer. King has originally issued

the lease to him. Now together with Chief of Police.

Walter Jackson, he is trying to establish a case
against him. A threatening letter insinuating that

his daughter may be kidnapped increases his fear and
King asks the help of Jackson who in turn redoubles

his watch and secures the services of a secret service
man, Tom Gordon,
Enjoying the pale stillness of the night, Bertie

King, the vivacious daughter of the attorney, thrills

under the caresses of her charming fiance. Sly Jack-
son, a detective on his dad's force. Suddenly the ap-
pearance of King startles the lovers. Drawing the
detective to one side, he tells him about the threaten-
ing letters from Slavey. Assuring him that noth-
ing will come of it. Sly bids the fair Bertie goodnight.
Stepping gaily out of her father's offices, Bertie is

stopped by a man who asks her directions to a cer-
tain building. As she turns to reply, the rough
hands of Suet and O'Dell, henchmen of the killer,

throw her into the car standing nearby and thus she
is carried off. A stranger standing near witnesses
the kidnapping and orders a taxi to follow. Trailing
the speeding car far out of the city limits, Tom Gor-
don of the secret service nlans a mode of action.
Dismissing the cab at the end of the chase, Tom
creeps stealthily around the high fence, which opens
when the weight of a car strikes a certain plank. In
the dead of night, he steals into the cabin where he
overhears Slavey and AP69, a masked gangster, dis-
cussing a plot to force King to sign the lease and
then kill him afterwards. A letter from one of the
gang still in prison, tells them to expect Ace O'
Spades, a killer who is to be released in a few days,
and who is just the man for the job. Seeing his op-
portunity, Tom pretends he is this Ace O'Spades.
In this role he is able to free Bertie and tells her to

secrete herself in the car outside, whose destination
is her house and whose driver is to murder her fa-
ther. Learning also of a big deal materializing that
night, Tom communicates with headquarters, order-
ing an immediate raid. The Police Chief is killed
in the melee of machine guns and spitting automatics
and tells his men that Sly will carry on.
Poring over some important details concerning a

case. Attorney King is aroused by a commandmg,
threatening voice which orders him to sign the lease
if he values his daughter. At the point of an ugly
automatic. King begins to write his name when a
clear voice commands him to stop. In the doorway
stands Bertie. Having recognized the intruder's voice
as that belonging to Sly, King is about to tell Bertie
when a stinging pain in the shoulder warns him.
An automatic in each hand. Ace O'Spades bursts in-
to the room and reveals to AP69 that his game is up.
A blue spurt of fire answers him to which the two
automatics reply with four deadly shots. Only slight-
ly wounded in the arm. Ace O'Spades rips the mask
off the bandit and Bertie screams as she recognizes
Sly Jackson. Quickly explaining Sly's part in Slavey's
gang, Tbm Gortion', alias Ac<e O'Spades. refuses
credit for doing his duty. Luck has been with him,
and as he turns to go the beseeching eyes of a
thrilled Bertie call him back. Admitting his love for
her, he sweeps the yielding form into his arms as he
tenderly kisses the lips of the rescued Bertie.

ACKNOWLEDGED
Hortense Reigh Marston File No. 7650

CONCENTRATING upon the disturbing accounts
of his international business, Geoffrev Osborne
smiles ruefully as he realizes that he' has been

cleverly duped by two sets of books and by none
other than Samuel Diller, his dear old standby with
a lifetime of faithful service behind him. Convinced
that the money is only added to his personal ac-
count, without his knowledge Geoffrey attends the
graduation of his charming daughter. Combining a
business trip with pleasure, the two tour the States.
Deciding that Bernice needs the training of presiding
over a home. Geoffrey gives up his club habits and
together they entertain much and become very chum-
my. From the other side of the Atlantic comes the
news that an aunt and cousin are accepting their in-
vitation to visit them in Paris, bringing along with
them Herbert Wynne, a successful and promising
young lawyer. Caught in an unguarded moment, he
declares his love and she admits hers. However,
Wynne dares not marry yet for fear of incurring the
wrath of an aged grandmother who will then disin-
herit him. Sitting on a little knoll under a green
shady tree, the lovers can see the bending highway.
Watching for Osborne, they are horrified to see the
low -hung roadster catapult down the incline, loss of
control due to a blow-out. Comforting Bernice in her
bereavement, Herbert marries her, pledging the cere-
mony to the utmost secrecy.
Accompanving her relatives to the States, Bernice

thrills under Herbert's affection. Upon his arrival
in New York, a telegram orders him immediately
westward.
Having overheard the couple discuss their secret

marriage, a leering, evil -looking fellow lurches ahead
conteinplating easy money for him in the near future.
Repeated telegrams from Wynne explaining his neces-
sary absence worry Bernice. Accosted by a burly
figure, she is informed that he knows her secret!
While Wynne, anxious over her illness, negotiates for

a flying trip to see her, a strangely altered Bernice
is on the ferry of the North River, Deep dark rings
under her eyes, her whole mien betokens abject dis-

couragement. Dave Malone stops her from the fatal

plunge and he and his wife care for her. Trailing
her, Dave discovers that she is. about to abandon her
baby. By a note attached he learns that the father is

Wynne and proceeds to bleed him for money as well
as he has bled so many of her relatives for false

news of her whereabouts. Bernice is killed by a

truck as she hurries back to her shabby boarding
house. Mr. and Mrs. Malone adopt the child and
become extremely fond of Berne.
Following Berne in a clandestine meeting with a

detective lover, Malone interrupts the lovers and
elicits the information that the district attorney is

hot on his trail. In a rage. Malone attacks him but
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with a superhuman effort, the detective draws a re-

volver from his pocket. In the ensuing struggle the
gun goes off and Berne's lover is dead. Kneeling
by her beloved Don, Berne is arrested on circum-
stantial evidence. Curtly refusing to see all callers.

Judge Wynne admits the once beautiful Mrs. Malone
who has gained admittance by means of the note
that Bernice had pinned onto the abandoned babe.
Explaining that Miss Osborne is dead and that his

duty belongs to the living child. Mrs. Malone re-

lates the tragedy that Berne is involved in, exonerat-
ing Berne of all guilt. A speedy trial convinces the
jury that the killing has been executed in self de-
fense and the self-confessed slayer, Dave Malone re-

ceives a light sentence. Freed from the binding
shackles. Berne takes her place at the head of her
natural guardian's household and the bachelor idol

lavishes affectionate care and interest on his newly

-

discovered daughter.

ONE CHANCE
Marcella Hii File No. 7759

IMPATIENTLY waiting for Harvey, Marilyn picked
up the jangling telephone. As she heard him ex-
plain that a last minute conference would make

it impossible for him lo make the train they had
plaimed, her eyes filled with tears. Trying to mask
the disappointment that welled in her, Marilyn pro-
mised to take the scheduled train with little Betty
and wait for Harvey's arrival a few days later.

She knew a scene wouldn't help matters, and for-

lornly she boarded the train and patiently answered
Betty's lisping questions. Night came on and sud-
denly there was a terrific crash and oblivion settled

over' Marilyn.
News of the wreck reached Harvey. Like a mad-

man he drove his car crazily along the highways un-
til he reached the town where injured and dead
swelled the hospital and morgue. Minutes seemed
interminable while Harvey waited in the ante rooin,

but at last he was admitted to Marilyn's room. He
cried like a baby as he saw Marilyn and little Betty
lying swathed in bandages, and blamed himself for

having sent them on. A week later Harvey took
I\Iaril\-ti home. She couldn't understand why they
wouldn't let her see her baby, her little Betty, until

she had gotten over the shock of her own injuries.

Then they told her. Five year old Betty would be
crippled for life. One agonized cry she gave, then
she devoted herself to making her child's life as
happy as possible. Crippled!
Bettv grew up, and bound to a wheel chair though

she was. her life was as normal as any child's. There
was nothing her parents denied her, and Bob Lyons,
the son of Harvey's business partner, found himself
in love with the handicapped girl. She couldn't
dance or run, but there was in the poignancy of her
violin playing, a depth that he could find in no other
girl. The night of the dance given him by his father

at his graduation, Bob wheeled Betty into the garden
and away from everyone, had her play for him. The
magic of the night, her sweet wistfulness caught him
in its spell and suddenly he was beside her, begging
her to marry him, Betty's eyes filled with hot tears,

but tossing back her head she smiled at him. told him
it was sweet of him to let her taste romance, and
put out of his mind the thought that he could be hap-
py married to her. Bob rebelled, told her she was
wrong, but at last he saw things her way. and in a
few months he was engaged to Jewel Mason. Betty
swallowed hard and hoped Bob would be very happy.
Across the street voung Dr. Norman Wells heard

Betty's violin. Weeks flew by and the Dr. found
himself constantly thinking of the girl he believed
to be convalescing from some illness. It never oc-
curred to him she was actually cripoled. He formed
the habit of waving to her, then dropped over one
day. and was stunned to learn of Betty's affliction.

A few days later Betty learned that the handsome
doctor wanted to operate on her. He told her there
was only a slight chance, but Betty looked so trust-
fully, so adoringly into his troubled face, that almost
he felt he couldn't take the chance. The operating
room was filled with eminent surgeons attracted by
the seeming impossiblity of the case. The patient's
pulse flickered then rallied and weeks later she stood,
unaided, for the first time. Bob came rejoicing that
he could have the girl he loved, but very tenderly
Betty refused him. She loved somebody else, and
scarcely able to grasp his lost happiness Bob left, and
after him came Dr. Wells, famous now through the
heralded operation. Tears of happiness, of incredulity,
sparkled in Betty's eyes as the man she loved claimed
her, and she knew that he would have loved her
though the operation failed.

HIT THAT DIRT
George He File No. 7811

THE last half of the ninth inning, score 2-2, two
men out, and the Burma team makes its peren-
nial effort to wrest the leadership from the thus

far invincible Astorians. Willie is at bat and a
groan sweeps through the park as he completely
misses the first ball. A second strike, and Mart
Whitney calls from the dugout. "Hey sap, hit it!"
Willie boils, and Coach Kellv. fully aware of the ri-

valry existent between his star first baseman, Willie,
and his pitcher, Mart, over the affections of Alice
Winsel. rebukes Whitney. Willie grits his teeth
and as the ball flies toward him he gives it a mighty
wallop and travels like a streak of lightning around
the bases. Just as he passes third, the Astorians re-
cover the ball and it looks as if Willie can never
make it when Coach Kelly shouts, "Hit that dirt!"
Willie slides and a mighty shout goes up as the Bur-

mans capture the game which sets them ahead for

the first half of the season. Willie is carried off on
the shoulders of the fans. Coach Kelly beams happily,
and Mart, cfisgruntled, goes to the locker room where
there is a mighty demonstration for the popular
coach.
Later. Mart, overcome with jealousy seeing Alice

and Willie together, starts a fight which is termin-
ated by the appearance of Coach Kelly who warns the
men if there is any further demonstration he will dis-
miss both players.
Through the season, the Burmans are victorious

and the eve of the great game with the Astorians
for the pennant, the happy players meet for the ac-
customed pre-game speech of their beloved Coach
Kelly. Hours pass and as the men shift restlessly a
messenger comes in and gives Willie a shocking mes-
sage. Pin -drop silence reigns as he reads, "Have
met with accident. Keep up hopes of the team."
The spirits of the Burmans sink. A game without
Coach Kelly! And this game! Meanwhile in the
hospital, the coach of coaches cries out directions to
his team in his delirium, and one by one his down-
cast players come in to shake the stricken mentor's
hand. He revives somewhat and when they have all,

including the friendly coach of the Astorians, left, he
demands that a radio be set up at his bedside. At
least he can follow the progress of the game.
Gloom settles heavily on the team, and in the dug-

out Mart and Willie stare at each other antagonis-
tically until suddenly Willie crosses over to his ene-
my and extending his hand says, "For Kelly, let's

drop the grudge and fight together." Mart hesitates
a moment then extending his hand replies. "I'm
with you." As the game starts Willie sees Alice and
she swiftly bends over the stands to kiss him. The
final games are played. Three out of five games is

necessary to win, and Coach Kelly in his hospital
room jumps about excitedly as his men take the first

two. The third game they can't score. The announ-
cer calls them the team without a coach and suddenly
Kelly flinging caution to the winds refuses to remain
away from his team. Ignoring the doctors he has a
nurse dress him and getting into a taxi rides straight
onto the field. Willie is passing third base. He can't
make it. Kelly yells, "Hit that dirt" and sliding in
Willie wins the game. Everyone crowds around Kelly,
Willie leads a great cheer, and then, leaving the hap-
py coach with his fans, Willie finds Alice and takes
her into his arms as she says, "Yes", to an important
question.

SIDEWALK SERENADE

Ray Gwynn Hogan File No. 7722

STOPPING for an instant at the fringe of a crowd
listening to a small waif playing beautifully upon
an accordion, Tom contributes liberally to the

youngster's cap and goes on to the O'Dells, As long
as he can remember Tom has been in love with Helen,
but he has too much respect for Jerome, his best
friend, to betray his feelings toward his wife. Now,
however, Helen is wan looking. It is exactly si.x

years since her baby was kidnapped, six years since
Jerome lost his interest in his music, in life and in
his wife. Wishing desperately that he might be able
to do something lo make Helen less unhappy, Tom
puts his arms around Helen to comfort her, as wrack
ed, she recounts the details of the kidnapping. At
that moment O'Delb enters and flying into a rage, he
denounces Tom and orders him from the house.
Driving back, to the city, Tom sees the lad with

the accordion and invites him into the car to play.
Tom learns of the boy's drunken father, of whom the
child is in deathly fear and learning that the youngster
supports the man. Tom is kept from having the fel-

low thrown in jail only by Joe's fervent plea that it

would go worse for him when Lon was released. Tom
then decides to make one last attempt to bring happi-
ness to Helen by bringing the boy to O'Dell's atten-
tion at the music club where Jerome is to sing to-
morrow night. The lad is enthusiastic about his
great opportunity, but the next night finding the boy
scrubbing himself, Lon roughly forces the child to
accompany him to a roadhouse where the tearful Joe
plays before the raucous crowd for liquor money for
Lon.

In the music hall, Tom paces the floor wondering
where the boy is, and O'Dell's rendition meets with
discouraging comments from the crowd who freely
assert that he no longer puts his heart in his voice.
Disgusted O'Dell tells Helen to pack up, they are
moving again. At the roadhouse. Joe watches the
drunks fall asleep and sneaking away bribes a bus
driver to go faster by playing for him. but arrived
at the music hall the place is deserted and sinking
on the steps, Joe sobbing, plavs his accordian. Mean-
while Tom has followed the O'Dells home determined
to square himself and Terome, believing him, shakes
hands in truce, then rccilling that he has left his
satchel of music at the club, takes Tom's arm and
they both return for it. Thcv hear the music,, hesi-
tate spell-bound, and then Tom takes up the frail
figure and introduces the lad to O'Dell as the little
fellow he had wanted to have play before the club.
Suddenly a car swerves up to the curb and a drunken
figure lurches out. The boy screams and tightens his
grasp about Tom's neck. Tom faces Lon and de-
nounces him. Crazed Lon steps forward to take the
boy from Tom. A shaft of moonlight floods his face
and O'Dell recognizes an employee that disappeared
when his boy was stolen. He knocks him to the
ground and forces a confession from him that Joe
is his^ stolen baby. Thus Tom brings happiness to
the O'Dells and over a joyous supper table watches
the bright eyes of the woman he loves.

Mary Collier Forbes File No. 7807

IT wasn't while a strict caste system was existent
in the little southern town of Chatley, that people
heard of it, but after the dreaded "Jake" tiiade

hopeless cripples of blacks and whites who drank the
dread bootleg liquor, curious tourists poured through
the town to see for themselves the terrible scourge.
Among the stricken was Bill King, descendent of
one of the first families of Chatlev. Handsome, pop-
ular Bill King, engaged to Elsie Lee, was as badly
stricken as the lowest of the colored sufferers. Un-
able to move hand or leg. Bill dumbly considered
ways of ending his miserable life, and scarcely bat-
ted an eyelash when he learned that Elsie had run
off and married one David Aarons. Of course, Bill
thought miserably, couldn't expect a girl like Elsie
to tie herself for life to a hopeless cripple. But Bill's
father and his step-mother, Dorries commiserated him,
and tried to assure him that they'd find a doctor
who could cure him. Cure "Jake", Bill laughed bit-
terly, hadn't every doctor summoned at fabulous cost,
given up his case? And weren't there fifty victims
in town? And then Red Eagle, a full blooded Indian,
came to the King estate and said he had a formula
which would cure the "Jake" victims. Desperate, Bill
consented to be led away to the Indian reservation
and there for many days he was baked in a specially
prepared vat of mud. and tended by the lustrous
eyed Zelda, daughter of Red Eagle, who had fallen
in love with the white Beel. When, finally, the stuff
was removed. Bill found to his astonishment, he was
actually cured. The overwhelmed elder King offered
Red Eagle fabulous sums for the cure, but there was
an Indian superstition that the formula could not be
sold, and it was only when Bill and Zelda were mar-
ried that Mr, King realized that they could persuade
Red Eagle to give the precious formula to the son-in-
law of whom he was so proud. The Kings then
turned Chatley into a private hospital and eight vic-
tims at a time underwe"nt the cure and came out
whole. It was marvellous! Tourists and sufferers
flocked to the town, and Bill and his Indian bride
patiently gave themselves over to bringing relief to
the tortured sufferers. And then the Medical Associa-
tion had Bill arrested for practicing without a license.
Bill took his troubles before the President of the
United States who had evinced interest in the case
and the newspapers, jumbling their accounts, printed
headlines that Bill was going to give the names of
the men responsible for selling the poisoned stufif

that caused the disease, to the president. Thus Elsie
Lee Aarons, fearing for Bill's life came to Washing-
ton. That day while Bill was in conference with the
president a shot rang out, fortunately killing neither.
But Zelda was held charged with having attempted
to assassinate the nresident to protect the Indian for-
mu'n. However. Elsie's body was found floating in
a river and in her girdle the information for which
she was killed. Her husband and three other men
had sold the liquor although they knew well it

caused "Jake". Zelda was freed when it was proved
that one of Aaron's men had done the shooting. The
Kings gave their estate over to the government for
research purposes. Other Indian cures were investi-
gated and from the happiness which Bill and Zelda
gave, was formed the foundation for the breaking
down of the caste barriers in Chatley, and democracy
triumphed.

SINNING ANGELS
Mildred Schneberger File No. 7753

IT was to find Steve that Patricia came to Chicago.
And with her came Daisy who believed everything
Patricia did was right. They knew that leaving

Hamper was severing relations with the past, be-
cause the inhabitants of Hamper didn't believe two
girls could remain good in a big city. But Patricia
loved Steve and Steve had gone on to Chicago when
he inherited a fortune, and he hadn't come back {Or
the girl who loved him.
In Chicago the girls found a tinv room and with

high hopes looked for work. But Daisy gave up wait-
ing on tables because of her amorous customers and
Patricia couldn't model lingerie for men with beady
eyes. And after those two jobs there was nothing.
Nothing until finally they had spent all their money
and thev dreaded the insistent demands of their
landlady. Then, Patricia became ill. It was their
landlady who gave Daisy a nickel to call a doctor
and the doctor said Patricia needed good food and
rest—she had a nervous breakdown from overstrain.
Tears stood in Daisy's eyes and when Patricia wise-
cracked, "I'd sell my soul for a sandwich," because
she was so near tears, Daisy went out. For a while
afterward Patricia didn't have a very definite idea
of what was happening but she knew she was in a
tremendously large room with flowers in it. Daisy
explained brightly, "Oh, I just sold mv sou! for a
sandwich." Patricia was too tired to think but when
she went for a walk she saw Steve helping a beauti-
fully gowned woman into a car. Later she learned
the woman was Steve's mistress, and when she got
back there was a party in the apartment. Someone
pulled Patricia in and she was being introduced to
everyone bv Rex who had sent her flowers regularly
since the day when he had caught a glimpse of her
sleeping. Rex wanted Patricia, he told her that.
And when she remarked flippantly that she wanted a
silver metallic dress, he sent one to her. That night
he and Patricia and Daisy and her Gerry went to a
night club. Rex gave her a card—to her new apart-
ment. There would be a party there to-night, and
then Rex. Patricia smiled vaguely, but there at the
night club was Steve with the woman. They saw
each other and Steve's eyes burned into hers.
Pat told him she was Rex' mistress, but he forced
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her to admit she wouldn't be until to-night. After
the party it was Steve who remained. He explained
briefly that he had bought Rex out. Patricia shud-
dered, but in the arms of the man she loved it didn't
seem to be quite as terrible as it should have been.
And then after two years of mad parties. Chuck

shot Valeria who wanted to leave him, in Patricia's
apartment. And when after a two weeks absence,
Steve returned with his surprise—a wedding ring,
Patricia had left town because Daisy had died in
her arms, poisoned by the lover who had gotten her
in trouble.
A year later Steve found Patricia in New York.

He didn't have much money left because he had paid
dearly to have Daisy's name kept out of the tabloids,
but having found Patricia he gave her the surprise,
and Patricia wept a little over the wedding ring.

Jane Mo File No. 7786

HAVING brought her son up strictly, Mrs. Rey-
nolds is appalled when just before leaving for
the war Bruce brings home one of the less

respectable women in town, Joyce Carter—as his wife.
In the months while her boy is at the front, it is

agony for Mrs. Reynolds to watch the restiveness of
her daughter-in-law, and when her son comes back
Mrs. Reynolds buries the knowledge of Joyce's mis-
doings in her heart.
Soon, however, Bruce suspects the life his wife has

been leading and there are frequent rows. But it is

the doctor finally who tells them that Joyce has a
weak heart and that unless she gives up her dissipa-
tion, her life will be snuffed out. Mrs. Reynolds,
realizing she is losing her son, rehabilitates an old
country house and induces Bruce and Joyce to live
there vt-ith her. However, Harry Stephens, in love
with Joyce, boldly brings his wife, Grace, and Httle
daughter, Ruth, to live in the next house so he can
see the woman he loves. And it is little Ruth who
brings Bruce and Grace together. Gallantly the pair
fight against their love, but one day Grace is thrown
by her husband's fierce -tempered horse, and when
Bruce picks her up tenderly, he is overcome by his
love for her and covers her face with kisses. Grace
returns them fervently, but draws away finally in

horror and puts into words what both know. Bruce
cannot desert his invalid wife who is fast dying from
her frequent drinking spells, and Grace cannot take
her child from Harry who in spite of his infidelity
loves the baby.
Then, one day, Ruth gets sick just before Christmas,

and Harry, despite Grace's pleas insists on taking
the little one for her cherished sleigh ride. Bruce
goes after them, and brings the baby in chilled and
that night little Ruth comes down with croup. Joyce
lies at home in a drugged stupor while next door,
Grace begs Harry to brave the storm and get a doc-
tor. Harry says nobody could live in the storm, but
Bruce quietly puts on his things and fetches the doc-
tor who diagnoses pneumonia and removes little Ruth
to a hospital. For months Ruth hovers between life

and death while Grace remains in town at the baby's
side and Harry is overcome with remorse.
Joyce's delinquencies grow more frequent and more

dangerous and Bruce has to hold her from him when
she attempts to kill him for ordering Jake not to sell

her the stuff under penalty of law. Enraged because
Bruce will not love her, Joyce madly rushes over to
Harry's house and attempts to win his love, but he
is sunken in thoughts of his child and what he has
done to her. Harry becomes more and more absorbed
in his beast Tony and one day Mrs. Reynolds and
Bruce hear a piercing scream and rushing over find
Joyce moaning over the dead body of Harry who has
been killed by his horse. Joyce is inconsolable and
that night she disappears. In the back room of

Jake's, Mrs. Reynolds finds her with the doctor say-
ing that if she recovers she will be unbalanced.
Nevertheless Bruce feels he must support her. deny
his love for Grace and Mrs. Reynolds, desperately,
takes the wreck of what was once Joyce out to
drown her. At the last moment remorse seizes her.
The newspapers however, carry the story of the
drowning of the pair, and Mrs. Reynolds takes the
child-like Joyce she has rescued to a tiny cottage and
cares for her until her death while Bruce and Grace
marry and have a child. One night. Mrs. Reynolds re-
turns and looking in at the happy domestic scene
leaves as she sees Bruce and Grace turn lovingly to-
ward Mrs. Reynold's picture. To them, she is a
memory. Happily she returns to her little cottage

THE LOVE OFFERING
Mrs. Sadie Hamm File No. 7738

WHEN William Godfrey learns that his daugh-
ter, Irene, has fallen in love with Robert
Philmore, he furiously denies his daughter

the privilege of seeing the son of Tom Philmore again.
Godfrey paces the floor of his study restlessly, and
deplores the ironic destiny that permitted his daugh-
ter to love the son of his dead enemy. Taking an
album from a locked drawer of hia desk, he carefully
withdraws a note written by Robert's mother twenty
years ago, telling him she hated to hurt him but she
had just married Tom Philmore. Godfrey's eyes
mist as he recalls his desperation at losing the wom-
an he loved, he had thought then he didn't want to
live; but time healed his wounds and he married and
found happiness with Irene's mother. It had been
slight consolation to know that Anne had never been
happy with Philmore.
Now, twenty years later, his bitterness is caus-

mg him to ruin his daughter's life, and fearful lest
Irene rashly elope with young Robert, Godfrey en-

courages his daughter's suit by George Fount, a
wealthy man whom Irene detests. Discovering fur
the first time the strength of his daughter's will,

Godfrey decides to send the girl to his sister in

England, that at least she might forget Robert who
has rescued her from a very unpleasant experience
at the hands of the man of her father's choice. Bit-
ter against her parent, Irene goes and discovers her
aunt, although receiving money from her brother
toward Irene's support, resents the girl's presence
in her household. Whereupon, unable to endure it

longer, Irene leaves home and volunteers as a Red
Cross nurse in France. Her father is aghast at dis-
covering his daughter's action but both Robert and
George, who. in his way, loves the girl, enlist.
Cordially detesting each other, watching for some

slight advantage, George and Robert are sent over
the top and George falls, ahot down. Whereupon
Robert, exultant in his own escape climbs over and
carries his enemy behind the American lines, re-
ceiving in the action a serious wound. George and
Robert are brought to the base hospital and it is

there that Irene discovers them. She breaks dow.i
when she finds Robert delirious but through her con-
centrated efforts he is pulled through. Irene faces
an irate doctor who demands an explanation for her
acting without instructions, but when he hears the
case history, he sets about himself, securing the
discharge of Irene from service so that she can bring
the wounded Robert back home. George's wound
has been so slight that he is sent back to the front
where, after embracing Irene and Robert and wish-
ing them every happiness, he dies a hero.
Back home, Godfrey comes shamefacedly to beg

Robert's forgiveness for having halted the marriage,
and when he sees Anne all his rancor melts and his
old love flames anew. Robert and Irene are married
with a double wedding ceremony and the other couple
to be united is the bride's father and the groom's
still beautiful mother.

CREATION
Dr. Jose S. Villacorta File No. 7540

AGAINST the pitch dark, hmitless void of space
tower the dazzling figures of the Holy Trinity.
The deathly silence, ominous in its terrifying

suspense, is rended by stentorian, fell-throated sounds
as the Son God denies that They are self-sufficient.
It is true. He says. Power and Wisdom are indeed
self-sufficient, but Love never. "Let us," He savs.
"create man." With a mighty pointing of His in-
dex finger. He causes the planets to halt, and har-
nessing the four winds he has them cool the smould-
ering embers of Earth to make it habitable for his
creation. By successive directing of His finger ray.
The Son God creates microbes, fish, amphibians. Rut
Father God warns of the transgressions that man
will commit. Man will deny God, choose to be the
son of monkev rather than the son of God, mistak-
ing means for ends he will worship money, will mis-
take the vicious glamor of licentiousoiess for the
glorious sheen of Liberty, and will be the laughing
stock of entire creation. But Son God is hopeful.
He will give man a conscience and a guardian angel,
though Luzbel be even now eager to put a devil on
every hair. And though the Father warns that man
will yet nail the Son upon the cross, that, says the
Son, will yet be man's redemption.
Luzbel. meanwhile utters the defiant cry of "Non

serviain" and a thundercloud sends him and all his
myrmidons catapulting into Hades, changing them as
they fall into the ugliest and most horrible creatures,
but sparing them their supernatural wits and powers.
And at the same time, man is created in the image
of God, and to him is given an infinitesimal share
of Beauty, Power and Justice, and a choice of Lib-
erty or Damnation. Lucifer gloats. He will be at
hand.
The Holy Trinity glide through space and in the

garden of Paradise, Son God picks up a handful of
slack earth and hands it to Father God who gently
proclaims. "Sit Homo Creatus". Instantlv the ar-
rogant figure of the First Man stands immobile as
a statue and faces the Holy Trinity blankly. Fa-
ther God endows him with mentality and a spark
suddenly lights up his forehead. The Holv Ghost
gives him a soul and an aura enshrouds the crea-

obeisance. Then does Son God
Lo to ake hii ublii

stant a Woman of incomparable beauty stands at
Man's side. For a moment Man and Woman look
at each other in ecstatic suspense, then awe-stricken
Adam drops on his knees in submissive adoration.
But in the twinkling of an eye. Eve snatches him up
and before the Holy Trinity can retire from the
scene, the mortals are locked in tight embrace and
are smothering each other with kisses. Two angels
appear and shield them from view with their bright
wings while, tickled to death, a pair of demons are
writhing in uncontrollable snickering. Lucifer's
glance is smirking as the Holy Ghost savs, "Grow
and multiply; but eat not of that Tree if ye wish
not to perish." Then humorously turning to Father
God. he adds, "He only bowed before Thee, but
knelt before the Woman. Rather emotional you made
him." And God with His infinite wisdom renlies,
"No. It is that Son made her a bit too lovely."

THE WAY OF SIN

Mrs. LuU Wright File No. 7760

AVING fallen in love with John. Lula continues
to see him against her father's wishes. And
when he is drafted for army duty, she feels
the bottom has fallen out of her little world.
!ver, shortly after John has been sent to a train-

H

ing camj), Lula discovers that ahe is going to have
a child and she writes John, begging him to save
her from disgrace. Ever reckless. John, who has dis-
covered that he doesn't like army life, anyhow, de-
cides to desert and marry Lula but he is caught and
brought to trial. Sentenced to prison as a deserter
he has too much to worry about to write to Lula.
And when Bill Tucker who has always loved her,
finds out her difficulty, he offers to give her baby a
name. Tears standing in her eyes, Lula hearsi the
words which make her Bill's wife and as they walk
into their new home, she presses his hand in grati-
tude.
There isn't anything too much for Bill to do for

Lula. Re gets a girl to keep house for her and
brings her little gifts every night, but Lula continues
to think of John and wonder why he never returned,
why he never wrote. And then, after many mail de-
lays, Lula gets John's letter explaining that he had
been court-martialed as a deserter trying to return
to marry her. Bill comes in to find her crying over
John's letter, but he asks aimplv, "Is it from John?"
and as her eyes brim over, walks slowly out. Short-
ly afterwards John comes to see her, and a wave of
emotion sweeps over Lula as she sees the father of
her child. And John, not expecting to find her look-
ing so charming is fascinated. Bill says nothing al-
though he knows he is losing his wife to a waster,
and Lula, mentally comparing John's handsomeness
with Bill's sturdiness, believes she has thrown away
her chance for happiness. Thereafter Bill does not
present his gifts in the usual fashion, he hides them
in Lula's dresser and wardrobe, so that when she
finds them, unexpectedly, she pauses a moment to
wonder if, after all, she isn't being a little foolish.
But the telephone cuts short her thoughts and when
John invites her out for a ride, she hurriedly dresses
and joins him. John tells her how much he loves
her, reminds her that her baby is his and not Bill's
and Lula determines to ask Bill for a divorce.
That night Bill comes in trying to conceal from

Lula that he is terribly worried over a big business
deal. Absorbed in his own problems he scarcely hears
her when matter-of-factly she says she is in love
with John. But a moment later, as her words im-
pinge on his consciousness, he stares at her while
every drop of color is drained from his face. Divorce?
Lose Lula! His business gone and now Lula. "If,"
he says, "you'll be happier ..." And Lula, hating
herself, goes to John, tells him they can be married.
He looks at her perplexed. Married? Married? He
doesn't want to marry. Sobbing Lula runs out of the
house, to get her baby and flee. Eyes red with weep-
ing. Lula creeps from the house where she has been
so happy. Suddenly Bill's voice stops her. He asks
if he can see the baby sometimes. Miserably she
nods, and with a cry, he seizes her in his arms.
"Lula," he says, "Lula" and her hat drops to the
floor. Lula is home, and with Lula's encouragement.
Bill will plough through his business problems. Lu-
la is home!

YOUNG MATCHMAKER
Mildred E. Altman File No. 7785

LONG, lan'ky Sally whose beauty was very much
a thing of the future adored her sister Lucia,
So did all the young men in town, but they

.showed it whereas Sally released her admiration in
withering wise cracks. There was no doubt about it,

Sally wanted to grow up and be another Lucia. But
right now, sitting in a hammock forlornly, Lucia
didn't look as fnough Tom and Dick and Billy had
been asking her to accept their hearts and fortunes,
Lucia looked glum. Very matter-of-factly Sallv
asked if any of "Lucia's men" had proven unfaithful.
No, that wasn't it. Sally turned over the pages of
a magazine with a bright red cover. "How about
Don Longaway, Lucia, how about the handsome doc-
tor?" An almost imperceptible snort from Lucia's
direction told the imp she had hit it. Sally was
helpful, "Well you can't blame a rising young doctor
if he doesn't meddle with spoiled young women. He's
got a career to think of." Sally bit into a very red
apple, while Lucia decided she was going to cut out
all men anyhow, and then in desperation turned com-
pletely about and said, "No. I know what I'll do,
I'll marry the first marriageble young man that
comes up these steps." Mrs. Sims had been listen-
ing amusedly to the conversation, now, shocked, she
exclaimed while Sally walking into the house re-
marked, "It's lucky the milk man doesn't come in
the front way, Lucia."
A few moments later a puzzled Dr. Longaway had

some difficulty with his heart beats as a young wom-
an phoned him to hurry he was needed to save Lucia
Sims' life. But driving very fast and running up the
walk. Dr. Longaway was somewhat startled to see
the "dying" young lady staring astonished at him
as he came up the stairs. Longaway went away
puzzled, and Sally having come back from a tennis
game, blithely ignored the queries of her sister and
mother and remarked that it seemed as if Lucia would
have to marry the doctor after all.

Two days later a very earnest Sally Sims was
calling at the doctor's office and gravely asking for
advice—it seemed, rich as she was, Sallv wanted to
take up nursing. The doctor was very ' helpful—and
very handsome, Sally thought, and he loaned the
girl several books. Sally laboriously learned long
medical terms and played tennis with Dr. Longa-
way who was glad to see so rich a young lady inter-
ested in saving humanity. And Sallv got Lucia in-
terested in playing ten'nis on the side. "It might,"
she said cryptically, "come in handy." Sally's friend
Sam resented her spending all her time with that
rloctor chap but the lanky young lady withered him.
Then, one day, Lucia Sprained Her ankle. Sallv

called the doctor and after that the three of thetn
went riding together quite frequently until Sallv be-
gan to find herself very busy elsewhere. The young
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doctor held out a long time against marrying a rich

girl, but at last it happened. Sally patted Lucia and
Don on the back patronizingly, and remarked lazily

that after all nursing was too strenuous, and taking

up her tennis racket she winked at Lucia and her

fiance who were very happy to be left alone.

THE DREAM OF YOUTH
Floyd R. Mo File No. 7772

DISSIPATING his youth in wild pleasures, young
Warren Day Incurs the ire of his wealthy fa-

ther who as a last measure cuts his son's al-

lowance. However, when Warren retaliates by an-

nouncing to his parents over the supper table that

he is leaving home, Mrs. Day weeps and even Mr.
Day begs his son to reconsider. Pointing out to his

son that life yields its fruits only to the deserving.

Day finds he is being ridiculed, and furiously with-

draws while Warren, with a capital of one hundred
dollars sets out to enjoy living.

Drifting to New York. Warren has a brief fling,

then, faced with poverty, wires home for more money.
To his considerable astonishment, he receives no an-

swer and feeling actual pangs of hunger for the first

time in his life, Warren pawns his watch and ring

to get food. Selling all his things, he enters a gamb-
ling casino and ^ets out to multiply his funds. The
wheels turn and soon, dazed, Warren realizes he is

broke. The feeling is uncomfortable and having had
one drink too many before he came, he proceeds to

make a nuisance of himself claiming he has been de-

frauded. Whereupon three husky guards help him
violently from the house and his dignity scattered,

he painfully picks himself up and sleeps in the park.

A fraternity brother in New York gives Warren a

job, but soon his incompetence and philandering lose

it for him and having placed a small sum on the

stock market and won. he plans to sail for Hawaii
for an idle existence; but a squall strikes the ship

which goes down. Although an S. O. S. brings help,

Warren, one of the first to escape from the doomed
vessel is not picked up by the rescue boats but drifts

away where two days later at the point of death he

is picked up by a fishing schooner and brought to a

small port and cared for by the fisherman's family.

Warren falls in love with Madge Ellis, the fisher-

man's daughter, and later striding along the wind-
swept beach with Madge, he begins to feel the waste
of his past life. He is abashed before her clear-eyed

honesty, her unsmirched fineness and a longing to

start afresh comes over him.
Meanwhile his father has died, and his mother who

has never acclimated herself to her son's departure
and had been forcibly prevented from sending him
money when he asked for it, longs for Warren with

a heart-breaking intensity. All her efforts have
been fruitless until the day Warren's letter arrives.

With tears of joy Mrs. Day welcomes her son, offers

him the money his father has left. But Warren has
learned to despise material wealth, he has learned

how bitter it is to be scorned by the woman he loves,

for his uselessness. And abjuring the easy life his

money promises, Warren devotes himself to prov-
ing himself so he can face the proud Madge fearless-

ly. Applying himself to work, he supports himself

without touching his inheritance, and resigned to an
ascetic life, is amazed to discover his mother and the
woman he loves have been in communication.
Approaching Madge again he sees in her eyes her

love for him, and in his new life he finds a richness
and happiness far greater than he had ever dreamed.

KID SISTER

Kathryn D. Kalinowski File No. 7762

MRS. CUNNER rumpled her younger daughter's
hair. If Ginia would only get out among peo-
ple, her mother was saying, she'd be as pop-

ular as Marion had been. Mrs. Gunner was very
sure of that, but with forced gaiety Ginia answered,
nobody would ever consider her as anything but
Marion's kid sister. It had always been that way.
Marion had been the most popular girl in the town.
She had won a beauty contest and been sent on to

New York where she was making big money as a
show girl. Ginia had grown up now, too, but nobody
ever thought of that. And since Ginia never left

her invalid mother to come into town, everyone took
it for granted that she was still at the pigtail age.
A whistle heralded Jack's approach. He had brought
Marion's latest letter. Jack was still in love with
Marion and now and then stopped over at the Gun-
ner house to get the latest news. Marion had writ-
ten gaily asking Ginia to dance with Jack at the
next dance, for her. On the impulse of the moment.
Jack invited Marion's kid sister to come to the dance
that night, and her mother accepted for her. Ginia's
cheeks were flushed. It was the biggest night in

her life, hut that evening the postman lirought a
ticket and a note from Jack saying he had quite
forgotten but he had asked someone else to come.
Wouldn't she come anyway, and they'd have the
dance? Ginia wept, went, and came home fast. She
knew it. Nobody even looked at her. Jack had
danced with her dutifully, and Ginia had come run-
ning home.
Then Mrs. Gunner died. Marion didn't even ack-

nowledge Ginia's letter and Ginia came on to New
York, found Marion who hastily explained her ap-
pearance to a man named Jim, by saying she was
the new maid. Ginia went, fast! In her hoarding
house she decided to change, spent all her money on
a beauty treatment, and by sheer determination got
a job as secretary. It was lucky she did, because she
had spent her last dollar changing her apnearance.
Her employer's son, Al Jackson, came to borrow a

hundred dollars from his dad and remained to sit

on Ginia's desk until, laughingly, she agreed to dancc
with him that night. They were dining at the Ter-

race Club, and Ginia was having a hard time of it-

She hated herself for having come. Al was tight,

and annoyed because she was such a darn little prude,
but a pretty one. he added thickly. He hadn't given
up trying to change her mind, and Ginia almost
cried out in relief and surprise when she saw Mar-
ion come in with Jack. Jack and Marion joined

their party and Marion chatted briskly about how
she had tried to find her sister, about how Jack had
come to New York and found her and now they
were—engaged. Ginia swallowed hard and hoped
they'd be very happy, but Jack winced. Al asked
Marion to dance, and Ginia's heart almost went out

to Jack. Marion was talking very loudly, she and
Al had decided they wanted to get married, they

were going to find a Justice of the Peace. Ginia
knew her sister was drunk, but she couldn't stop her
saying she never loved Jack.
A few weeks later. Jack tried to make Ginia under-

stand that it was she he loved, and Ginia made it

very easy for him to convince her.

NAUGHTY CHILD
Elizabeth McKenny File No. 7776

HAVING everything she wanted, little Shirley
Anne Johnson grew incredibly spoiled. Govern-
ess after governess despaired of being able to

handle the child and her doting parents, knowing that
they were wrong, were, nevertheless, unable to do
anything to check the naughtiness of their beloved
little daughter. Shirley's tantrums grew more and
more frequent, and the little imp was not above
screaming that she wished she never saw her par-
ents any more. It seemed to her desperate mother
and father that their little one had been complaining
since sihe had learned to talk.

Then, Mr. Johnson, a noted lawyer, became inter-

ested in a case in which a mother and crippled son
were living in abject poverty but refused to accept
charity. Touched, Mr. Johnson tried to help the pair,

but with a fierce pride they refused to take any
money unless they could earn it. At length, after

one of Shirley's more violent paroxysms of rage, the

Johnsons hit on a plan. They asked Mrs. Trenton
to try to make a normal child out of their Shirley.

Mr. Johnson was definite in his instructions—the lit-

tle girl was not to be treated like a wealthy child,

she was to be shown no undue favors, and she was
to be made to appreciate that the luiiverse did not
revolve about her. At first Mrs. Trenton thought
the great lawyer was jesting. Surely he didn't mean
to give his daughter over to the care of strangers,
but it seemed Mr. Johnson did, in fact nobody else

could live with the little girl.

When Shirley was told of the new plans a wicked
gleam shone in her eyes and spitefully she told her
mother she was glad she was going, any place would
be better than home. But when she was brought into
the humble little cottage, for Mr. Johnson was giv-
ing the Trentons a small allowance until he dis-

covered how successful they would be with Shirley,
the child split the air with her angry screams. And
she kicked the furniture of her room and refused to

come down for supper. Mrs. Trenton and the crip-

pled Dick ate supper in a strained silence that night,
while Shirley upstairs clattered about the room fur-

iously, unable to understand why a governess didn't
come up to bribe her to eat. Exhausted she fell a-

sleep. and the next morning, instead of having break-
fast brought to her in bed and having someone dress
her while she squirmed and plotted new torments.
Mrs. Trenton told Shirley to hurry down and help
with the dishes and make the beds. Shirley's in-

dignant refusal was somewhat tempered by the knowl-
edge that unless she did her share, her dinner would
not be served. From then on Shirley's life was a
series of futile protests and humbled yieldings. She
raged when she had to feed the chickens, but apore-
ciating their appetite, she began loving the little

farm creatures and soon she was actually friendly
with many of the animals. But Dick, confined to a
wheel chair, she hated, unaccountably blamed him
for all her misfortunes. And one day she found that
the inventively minded lad had taken apart her only
doll to see why it said "Momma". Shirley looked at

the broken china head and with one accord slapped
Dick's face, hard. Aghast at what she had done she
burst into tears and throwing her arms about him
she pleaded for forgiveness. With the marks of her
tiny fingers lividly outlined Dick forgave her.
When her father came, Shirley was a changed child.

One thing only was uppermost in her mind. ?Ier fa-

ther hat} to help Dick get well. Mr. Johnson who had
been arranging to get the services of the best sur-

geon in Europe, smiled tenderly. Then after anxious
hours of waiting, Shirley knew the joy of hearing that
Dick would walk again. Joyously, she tiptoed to his

bed, and after her came Mrs. Trenton and Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson who could scarcely believe the change
in their daughter.

THE SCORPION
Henry J. Ferneding File No. 7775

GRADUALLY being driven mad by the scorn
evoked by his misshapen body. Chan Corbin sits

in the luxuriously appointed den he has created
for himself in the basement of a deserted factory.
Repellantly ugly, Chan had gotten along well enough
until the death of both his parents. Suddenly deprived
of the only ones who could tolerate his hunched body,
Chan had discovered also that every bit of his fa-

ther's property had been heavily mortgaged and des-

titute as he was there was nobody who would give
employment to so miserable a creature. In his heart
he harbors a vast hate for humanity, and one spark
of strange love for Alice Reed, daughter of one of

his dead father's friends. Once Alice had called for

her father and as she was leaving Chan had passed.
She had smiled upon him warmly, keeping pity from
her expression, and since then Chan had worshipped
her memory.
Now, pressed by hunger, Chan begins a series of

robberies. Undetected, he terrorizes the city until

people fear to venture out at night. And in his

twisted brain, his success compensates for his infer-

iority, and growing bolder he conceives the idea of

branding his victims with a Scorpion. And in the
solitude of his den he gloats over his notoriety and
eagerly saves every clipping. Never venturing out
during the day, Chan has only one assistant, Pete
Mooney, a chronic law-breaker who is almost as dis-

figured as Chan. But even Pete does not know that
Chan is the dreaded Scorpion. And now Chan grow-
ing bolder delights in attending public gatherings
always leaving the Scorpion sign, which when dis-

covered, terrorizes the crowds and leaves everyone
suspecting everybody else.

Although Chan has not seen Alice for years he
thinks of her constantly and his longing to see her
causes him to attend a political ball. Among those
present are Jack Belden, and Art Purdy. both in

love with Alice. Purdy has been elected State's At-
torney and accepts bribes from gangsters and crooked
politicians and although Alice does not suspect, she
infuriates him by her preference for the struggling
Belden, The affair is a gala one until confusion sets

in as the sign of the Scorpion is discovered. Where-
upon Purdy tries to convince Alice that Belden who
has left early is the Scorpion. Alice refuses to be-
lieve it and Purdy hires some killers to commit mur-
der, use the Scorpion brand, and arrange a note sup-
posedly written by the dying victim stating that
Jack Belden is the Scorpion. Jack is arrested and
Purdy pretends sympathy. The trial is set.

However, Pete, without realizing that Chan is the
murderer reveals to his master that he overheard
Purdy planning his last murder. Whereupon Chan,
realizing that Alice loves Belden prepares a drama-
tic scene.
The courtroom is breathlessly awaiting the almost

certain verdict of "Guilty" from the jury. Alice is

quietly weeping, when someone screams and the eyes
of the court are turned terrifiedly toward Chan who
has dressed himself to represent a Scorpion. Purdy
who has hastened the trial in the hope that Belden
could be executed before the next appearance of the
Scorpion realizes all is up and shoots Chan, who,
however, reveals all before dying. Purdy is hanged
for the death of Chan and Alice and Belden are mar-

I

THE CALL OF THE PAST
Emilia Raimondi File No. 7803

FROM papers on her person, the name of the girl

carried in unconscious from the train wreck is

assumed to be Janice Moore. But although her
costly belongings are shown to her, and a telegram
indicates that she has been going to Phoenix to meet
a Ken, Janice's past remains a complete blank, and
after a week of treatment has failed to restore her
memory, she sets off in a second hand car to at-
tempt to learn from the Ken of the telegram who she
is. All day she rides, and when she arrives she
learns that a young man had waited for hours and
disappointedly had gone on leaving a forwarding ad-
dress in Mexico for Miss Janice Moore. Fully di-

rected, Janice drives on, but a storm blows up and
the roads grow impassable. A clanging noise tells

her she has driven her car into a grilled iron gate,
and as she gets out to investigate, Janice trips on
a loose rock and pitches forward.

Found by Don Luis, young owner of the hacienda,
Janice is carried into the house and carefully tended
by Juanita and Nina, two pretty Mexican serving
girls. Reviving, Janice finds herself in bed in a
beautiful Mexican hacienda, but a splitting pain in

her head keeps her from rising. Her host, darkly
handsome, comes in to extend his hospitality, and in-

forms her that she had taken a wrong turning at

the forked road. Begging her to rest until the mor-
row, he leaves, and the next morning Don Luis has
breakfast sent to her room. However, Janice dis-

covers she has wrenched her ankle, and she cannot
walk, and pickuig her up gently, Don Luis carries
her downstairs to his library. The storm is still

raging, and about two hours later, Nina apologetically
begs forgiveness for not having come sooner, but Don
Luis has just been hurt. Feeling more concerned
than the quaking girl before her, Janice comforts
Nina and learns that Don Luis' horse had shied be-
fore a runaway bull, and thrown his master. Tram-
pled upon, Don Luis had been carried in badly hurt.

Don Ramirez, Don Luis' uncle who speaks a perfect
English, is called, and feeling a lump in her throat
at sight of her tall host lying helplessly in bed, Jan-
ice explains to Senor Ramirez why she is here, and
he offers to drive her to S. Lorenzo, since she has
no idea who this Ken is. Gratefully Janice accepts
but again she finds she has missed him, and that he
has gone on to Via Torres. Dejected, Janice accepts
Stnor Ramirez' suggestion that she return to the
hacienda, and she finds Don Luis exuberant at her
return. The next day, Don Luis almost betrays his
feelings when he begs Janice to stay but it is his

uncle who suggests that Janice telegram ahead to

assure her;ielf that Ken Melbourne is still at Via
Torres.
Meanwhile, Don Luis finds that with Janice's sup-

port he can hobble about, and they talk in the gar-
den. The answer to the telegram states that Mr.
Melbourne is expected back in three days and Janice
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continues unsuccessfully to try to remember any-

thing of her past. Finally the three days pass, all

too quickly, and Don Luis, recovered now, insists

on being permitted to drive Janice to her destina-

tion. They arrive and Janice asks Don Luis to ac-

company her, having some slight fears. The door is

opened and Janice stares blankly at a sandy-haired
young man who throws his arms about her and cries,

"Jan". On hearing his voice, there is an answering
chord in the girl's brain and remembering every-

thing now, Janice runs into the outstretched arms.
A pang of jealousy shoots through Don Luis and he is

about to step forward, but reconsidering, softly closes

the door and leaves Janice in the arms of Ken.
In answer to Ken's inquiries. Janice explains how

she had gotten Ken's telegram and knowing they

wouldn't let her travel alone, she had secretly boarded
the train. Then the accident and the search for Ken.
Ken in turn explains that he had been worried when
she didn't come, but assumed she had postponed the

trip. Only then does Janice remember Don Luis and
her disappointment when she discovers him gone
arouses Ken's curiosity. As Ken goes down for Jan-
ice's valise, the girl wonders what Don Luis would
say if he knew she were the daughter of the late J. E.

Moore, wealthy real estate man, and knowing to

what questioning and interviewing Ken would have
been subjected had these people known who he was.

she can readily understand why he adopted the name
of Melbourne. No wonder she could not place the

name. At dinner, they discuss their plans and de-

cide to revisit Don Luis' hacienda to thank him for

the hospitality he extended to Janice. But Janice

drops her eyes as she feels Don Luis' gaze on her as

she introduces him to Ken. She cannot understand
his frigidity until suddenly she remembers she has

not explained that Ken is her brother. And explain-

ing the whole matter to him, she is suddenly seized

in his arms and he whispers Spanish words of love

as he presses her close. Ken comes out, and is about

to interfere but seeing that Janice is returning the

handsome Don's kisses he retreats, while outside

Janice and Don Luis make plans for the future.

WOMAN'S FLIGHT

Lottie Treadwell File No. 7840

LITTLE did the family dream, when little Emily
tinkered like a boy with aeroplane toys and pro-

pellers, and spent her spare time in the chil-

dren's library pouring over picture books that showed
the latest aerial creations, that this childish interest

was to develop into a hobby that would set the

whole world throbbing.
But as Emily grew up, her passion for the great

sky planes grew with her, and as soon as she was
permitted she began to take lessons in flying. She
never experienced the dizzy spells and nauseousness
so many flyers must go through, but explained ever
after that, when in the air. she felt that she was in

her most natural province. People began to think of

her as a mysterious bird -woman, who was given a

pair of invisible wings at birth.

All the populace in her own country loved her for

her daring and her ambition, but Emily, now the re-

nowned Miss DeWorthen, felt anxious to spread her
wings and fly into farther fields. She felt a longing

to visit Paris in this unique fashion, and, just as

when she was merely a child, her impulse was yielded

to and her wish accomplished. Not only Paris, but
Londonderry, of Northern Ireland greeted thisi bold

adventurer, who made friends wherever her plane
touched a new soil. She was housed and fed and
made much of in these foreign parts, and her warmth
and gratitude made it a pleasure to extend her hos-
pitality. She was happy that she triumphed in her
only whim, to become a great flyer, despite the hard-
ships and drawbacks that face a woman who under-
takes such

OUT OF THE DUST
Gretelle Fountaii File No. 7793

TEACHING school in a small town seemed to

Grace Harley to be the most respectable of oc-
cupations, but there was always Mr. Fay, and

Mr. Fay was one of the pillara of the town's society.
Also Mr. Fay was enamored of Grace and being prin-

cipal of her school saw to it that she was relieved of

her position when she refused his advances. Embit-
tered, she left town, and there were many who be-
lieved what their respected townsman said of her.
In New York, Grace found rooms in a cheap but

clean boarding house. A spinster. Miss Wharton,
kept the house and was patient with Grace through
the many weary weeks which dragged by while she
searched in vain for a position. Grace's heart sank
as she saw a ladder climb in her last pair of silk

stockings. Her clothes were getting so shabby sihe

doubted that anyone would employ her. The only
man she saw at all was Miss Wharton's brother, Bob.
And Bob had a wife. One thing Thelma never let

Bob forget was that she wasi still his wife. Greedy,
shallow, she told him she would divorce him when
he could afford to pay her a handsome alimony—and
not until then. Meanwhile, he could get some kind
of work anl not waste his time writing a novel. Bob
used to come to his sister's house with that beaten
look that indicated he had had another quarrel with
Thelma. Grace's heart ached for him. and when he
learned she was looking for work, he asked her if

she'd like to type his manuscript for him. Gratefully
she accepted and through the long days they worked
feverishly on his novel and Grace made suggestions
which helped him considerably. And at last they
couldn't deny their love. It was agony working to-

gether, loving, and feeling Thelma constantly between

them. Bob tried again to get a divorce, but Thelma
sneered and delivered a long tirade which sent him
haggardly into Grace's arms. And at last they tooK
a little apartment together, and then Bob, his manu-
script finished, tried to sell it. But it was Grace fin-

ally, who met a publisher who promised to look at

the book, and looking at it enthusiastically offered to

buy it. Tremulous with happiness, Grace leaned on
Bob's shoulder and told him that they were going to

have a child. Bob kissed her gently, but when he
came to Thelma and told her she could have the en-
tire proceeds of the book if she would divorce him,
she laughed and said that now that he was able to

sell his work, she thought she would stick to him.
After all, a famous author's wife— ! Desperately Bob
told her about Grace, and in a moment regretted it.

Drawing herself up, Thelma asked him how he'd like

to see that in print. And snatching her hat went
down to tell the newspapers. Bob sank into a chair,

but a scream in the street sent him to the window,
and there was Thelma, run over. She died instantly,

and Bob managed somehow to get back to Grace.
Quietly they were married, and the newsmen taking
pictures of Bob Wharton, newest literary find, and
his bride, never suspected how close they had been
to getting a more sensational story about the same

THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE
O. W. Sandidge File No. 7663

IT is during police roll call that Frank Reynolds
learns that he is the father of an infant son, and
amid the congratulations of his fellow officers, he

rushes off, released from duty, to see his Httle wife.

Proudly he confides to the attending physician that

he will devote his life to inculcating fine ideals in his

boy.
Frank wins recognition for his splendid service on

the force but amid the distracting influences of life,

he yet finds time to mold his boy's life along the

highest lines and to gain Charles' deepest confidence
and faith. Little Charles feels like a young monarch
in the car which his father has taken time oflf to

help him build, and in the youngster's period of

adolescence, Frank, now raised in rank, directs the
flighty thoughts of youth ever in the right channels.
Once, however, Charles and Mary, the daughter of

one of Frank's friends, are eagerly preparing for a

school hop. Urged by Guy Alton and Lucille Adder
not to be prudes, the young people reluctantly agree
to visit a night club later. But in a secluded spot.

Guy insists on parking the car and kis;sing Lucille.

Distressed because Guy won't drive on, Charles at-

tempts to step out of the car when suddenly a gruff
voice tells him to stick 'em up. Inheriting hisi fa-

ther's courage, Charles seizes the gun and Guy. fear-

fully starts his car and deserts his friend despite

Mary's: cries. Foiled, the bandit escapes, and Charles,
hailing a passing car gets a lift only to find, down
the road, Guy's overturned car, its only passenger
Mary—dead! Stunned by the tragedy, Charles falls

into a fit of despondency and on the advice of the

family physician, the boy is taken to the mountains
by his understanding parents. Brooding in his hatred
of Guy and Lucille. Charles remains indifferent to

nature's healing powers until his spirit is aroused by
a vivid dream about youth and life. Visioning a gar-

den of youth, Charles wanders until he arrives at

the age of responsibility where armed by the vir-

tues of Love. Faith, and Charity, he exerts free

choice. He sees people as divided into wolves and
sheep and at the Wheel of Fortune finds jewels and
wealth. But the motley crowd howls at his heels, and
in pursuit of the gems of fortune he loses his prin-

ciples and. dismayed, discovers his jewels are rapidly

corroding. Desperately he polishes but to no avail

until he has only one jewel left—love. Suddenly he
hears the cry of a soul in distress and kneeling he

offers his one jewel to alleviate another's pain. The
jewel grows wondrously bright and the Principle of

his youth is restored to him—whole.
Charles, resultantly. triumphs over his despair and

with renewed faith returns home. Then, one day,

bringing flowers to Mary's grave, he sees Lucille

and Guy, repentant there. For a moment Charles
falters, but stepping forward he realizes that in their

love for each other they have been purified and the

hatred he had nursed against thern disWves in a

feeling of brotherhood and mutual faith.

THE OTHER DAUGHTER
Mrs. T. C. Atkisson File No. 7797

WITH only a trunk containing an old bridal

gown and a picture of her mother wearing it,

to establish any clue to her origin, Jane Aris-

ta, brought up in an orphanage and adopted by Moth-
er Fleming, wonders about the father who may. ac-

cording to the orphanage authorities, still be living,

Mrs. Fleming begs her to forget her mad idea of

denouncing her father for having deserted her mother,
but spiritedly Jane insists that someday she is going
to unearth the mystery.
Graduated from school. Jane seeks work and finds

a temporary position working in the large business

office of the Tredway Company, a firm which supplies

entertainers and hostesses. In the absence of Tred-
way 's secretary. Jane is temporarily raised, and
proves, so efficient in her understanding of the so-

cial requisites that the business demands, that when
Tredwav receives a hurried call from a close friend.

a Mr. Lvle, of New York for a social secretary, he

asks Jane if she would like to take the position. Ex-
citedly she accepts, and just as Tredway is making
final preparations for her, his .=;on, Carleton, unex-
pectedly returns a few days earlier from abroad. In-

troduced to Jane, Carleton finds* himself telling the
girl he is sorry she is going away, and knowing the
Lyles well slyly arranges to be invited up for a
houseparty. Arrived in New York, Jane finds work
pleasant with the Lyles although she finds her em-
ployer, a distinguished looking gentleman, staring at
her absorbedly whenever she looks up. She manages
things particularly well, and coming with Tredway's
high recommendations, she is invited to take the
place of a guest who discovered at the last moment
she couldn't appear. That night, Carleton sVvlngs
her into a dance forgetting his obligations to Sybil
and Ann, his hostesses. When Billy, half brother
of the girls cuts in on Jane, Sybil and Ann are fur-
ious because their father's secretary doesn't know
her place and they cut her deliberately. Hurt, Jane
says nothing and so prevents what might have been
an unpleasant scene. Throughout her stay, Billy is

attentive and Jane finds herself falling in love with
him de&pite the rudeness of Mr. Lyle's daughters.
The day she leaves, she turns to find her employer
again staring at her abstractedly and he starts as
she says goodbye.

Billy writes to her regularly, and Carleton, return-
ing home shortly after Jane, proposes, and is rejected.

Jane tells him she loves somebody else, but he re-

mains as ardent in his attentions until she tells him
she doesn't know her father's name. Thereafter,
Carleton is friendly but his proposals abruptly ter-

minate, and Jane smiles somewhat ruefully when she
reads of his engagement to Sybil Lyle.
To Mother Fleming she weeps her rebellion against

her father and when Billy invites her down for a
masked ball Jane goes defiantly to see his face when
she tells him she doesn't know her father. However.
Sybil and Ann. seeing Jane, an invited guest, snub
her and only Billy's pleading keeps her from return-
ing home. That night she comes down in her moth-
er's wedding dress, made up like the picture. A
gasp sweeps the crowd as she descends the stairs
and suddenly Mr. Lyle sways and sinks to a chair.
Calling Jane he questions her and finally in a hoarse
whisper explains that he is her father, that after
leaving her in an orphanage he took Jane's mother's
wealth and married Billy's mother, a widow. Sybil
and Ann are Jane's half-sisters and all these years
they have been living on the wealth that her mother
intended for Jane. lane, however, refuses to claim
her house and money, and leaving the abashed Lyle
girls, she walks out. But Billy, who has discovered
happily that he is no relation of Jane's, runs after
her and with him, Jane finds her happiness.

ESCAPE
Harold Edgerly File No. 7791

HELD in a foreign prison for attempting to take
forbidden pictures of a religious ceremony,
young Jack Rollins feels that he is Hkely to

remain incarcerated until the day of doom, and he
eagerly joins Larry Barton in a jailbreak. Escap-
ing, the pair stow awav abroad an ocean liner and get-
ting work in the hold, finally land in the States.
There they search for work, but shabby as their
clothes are, are unable to find work until Larry begs
some food at the home of Peggy Winters and she
invites both boys into her kitchen. Even as they
ravenously devour the eggs she sets before them,
she is impressed by Jack and when he tells her about
his adventures it all seems like some glamorous tale.

Laughing with her two guests in spite of herself,

P^&ffy offers to lend them enough money to get
started. Jack refuses, but Larry's hastily interposed
acceptance overrides him.
Dressed in new clothes, shaven, Larry and Jack

finally manage to get positions and they promptly
repay Peggy for her loan. Tack finds himself fall-

mg in love with the girl who lives with her little bro-
ther Bobby. Even Bobby approves of his sister's

friends because they are not too dignified to play
Cowboys and Indians with him. But Larry begins
to chafe against respectability and when Jack goes
out with Peggy, he gets in with a crowd who take
him over in a card game. In debt, he is threatened
with exposure and ashamed to tell Jack about his

gambling, he throws his pride to the wind and again
borrows from Peggy, who promises to keep his se-

cret if he doesn't get into any more trouble. But
good natured and easy going as Larry is, he thinks
he can win his money back, and getting into another
game finds himself in a deeper hole than ever. At
home he finds Jack angry, having found out about
Peggy's help. Jack tells him he should have come
to him in the firsrt- place, and when Larry tells him
he needs more money anyhow, Jack gives it to him
without a word. But Larry feels his unsaid reproofs
and although he makes an earnest effort to stay clear
of gambling, he somehow manages to get into a
game, get drunk, and when he reels home, he realizes

what a mess he is in. Faced with exposure, he
desperately resorts to the trade he knows better than
any other, and he breaks into a house. Seen by the
watchman, he is shot at. and wounded, escapes with
police, aroused by the shots, in swift pursuit. Not
knowing where to turn, he runs toward his own home,
but the shot in his arm needs medical attention and
not daring to call a doctor, he manages to get to

Peggy's house where he finds Jack, they pull him
into the house to tell him about their engagement
until Peggy with a slight scream realizes that Lar-
ry is wounded. They bind his arm and get his story
when suddenly little Bobby excitedly tells them po-
lice are coming. Peggy delays them and Jack get-
ting Larry into his new car escapes. Larry groans
and begs Jack to desert him asi the police car in

pursuit shoots to stop them. Suddenly Jack realizes

that his pal has died from a shot, and with a cry he
loses control of the car which plunges down an em-
bankment.
Peggy comes to see Jack at the hospital but he
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loans, "They got Larry!" Refusing comfort he is

entenced to prison as an accomplice. But i'eggy,

uiis to him and tells him it's only for a short time,

nd she'll be waiting, .lack smiles at her '••"— >—

'

nd is led to his cell.

her.

PRISON WALLS
Edward R. Brya File No. 7765

LOVING each other intensely, \ictor and Mar-
jorie are miserable because poverty keeps them

from getting married. Marjorie's family is

loud in its condemnation of Victor and although re-

peatedly the girl tries to explain that the boy she

loves is not afraid of work, but just unable to find a

job, her family forbids her to waste time on an idler.

Marjorie is forced to tell Victor she must stop see-

ing him. Victor is desperate. He earns a few dol-

lars repairing machines but there is no possible

chance of making a livelihood in the small middle

west town. Victor leaves, very bitter and declaring

Marjorie will not be bothered with him until he has

money. . , ,

The days for Marjorie are agony without the com-

forting presence of Victor. There is no one now to

tell her that the daily family brawls and the incred-

ible amount of work are just temporary inconven-

iences Her father, foreman in a local factory be-

comes more disagreeable. There are rumors that the

factory will close. He urges Marjone to many Tony,

an elderly suitor. Tony is a foreigner, rich, and per-

sistent in his attentions. Affairs reach a crisis. Mar-

jorie has not heard from Victor, she can stand the

strain no longer and is ready to give in to her father.

A letter comes from Victor with a ticket to New
York; Victor has made good. Marjorie does not tell

her father but leaves immediately and is met by

Victor. He is very enthusiastic over his job, is

dressed well and has a car. His; apartment seems

magnificent to Marjorie. A phone call for Victor in

an adjoining room reveals to Marjorie that V ictor is

bootlegging. Victor admits it but states his rea-

sons. Marjorie is horrified and has a terror of pri-

son. A heated argument ensues and Marjorie threat-

ens to leave. Victor tells her to go ahead and Mar-

jorie finds herself alone in the streets of New \ ork

with only a few dollars. Realizing what he has done,

Victor starts after her but does not find her.

Hard times follow for Marjorie. She has turned

against Victor and believes she hates hini. Down to

her last dollar, in Central Park she finds two chil-

dren who have run away from their nurse. She takes

them home and is employed as governess. The chil-

dren have been incorrigible but Marjorie manages

and is soon indispensable to her employer, Mr. Ran-

dolph a lawyer and prominent politician. Marjorie

misses Victor but her resentment against him grows

as she realizes fully the things that might have hap-

pened to her.
, , , .

The papers headline three arrests for bootlegging.

Victor is one of them. The authorities are after

the big shots but the prisoners will not talk. Mar-

jorie follows the papers. Things look bad and al-

though she tries to believe she is glad. She is really

frantic She knows Mr. Randolph co.uld help but is

determined not to ask him. Mr. Randolph sympa-

thizes with the boys but declares that if they do not

talk the law will be severe.
. .

A morning paper announces a sure conviction and

a long term. Victor's picture is in the paper, Marjorie

breaks and begs Mr. Randolph's help. It is too late

to do much but he succeeds in getting Victor a short

term and promises to help him after the trial. Vic-

tor goes to serve his term and Marjone goes back to

the Randolphs with the not too distant prospect of

happiness.

THE MILLS OF GOD
Hugh Howard File No. 7766

his old home, retiring the family servants, the ec-

centric capitalist retires to a solitary estate in the

mountains. Then, unaccountably, he calls Thomas
and Peterson into his office and informs his two
loyal managers that he is about to retire from active

control of the company and that he has decided to

leave the business to them. The two men are as-

tounded, but James cuts off their exclamations and

sardonically asks if they have any objections. Thence
forth, James is a recluse and the mystery of this

astounding man who eschews the success he has won,

occupies the newspapers for days. Articles are writ-

ten about him, and gradually he is dropped from pub-

lic interest.

One day the family dentist receives an expert den-

tal plate which he has made for James Williams.

Consulting his files, to his astonishment, he finds

that he has no record of the work, undoubtedly his.

He carefully cleans the plate and finds scratched into

the surface the date and initials H. W. Consulting

his files he unearths the great mystery, the work had

been done for Herbert Williams, not James. There

is only one explanation, the plate could never have

been used by any other.—James! Williams is really

his own brother Herbert. The great industrialist i.-s

ciuestioned at the dentist's instigation and broken

down, he confesses that that stormy night, he had

killed his twin and taken his place. Nobody had ever

suspected, and Herbert was spared the humiliation oi

having to be financially dependent upon his brother.

But his conscience had never given him a moment's
rest, and now he gives himself up to the law. A
sensational trial follows and the wretched man is

sentenced to be hung. As he walks to the gallows,

the Chaplain can be heard chanting, "The Mills of

God Grind Slowly, but they Grind Exceeding Small.

told in court. Claire pays his fine and insists that

Tony and Tom come home with her. Broken in spirit,

Tony rides in Claire's car and she induces him to

write a decent story and sell it. She has faith in

him, and looking deeply into Claire's eyes, Tony
promises he'll make good. He starts working night

and day on stories, and one of his former editors

evinces interest in the once famous author. Reading
the story tlie editor claps Tony on the back and says

his stuff is great. From then on as fast as Tony
can write them, they are accepted, and he regains his

old fame. And as for Claire and her love, Tony has

found in this woman the most precious thing in the

world.

BROODING over the fact that his grandfather had

been wheedled into leaving his entire fortune to

his twin brother James, Herbert Williams sits

hunched before the fireplace in the parental mansion.

The flickering shadows throw grotesque shadows over

his face, and he starts as the thunder crashes with-

out. Suddenly he rises and walks into an inner room.

The next day the village doctor is called and James
tells him that he had been unable to arouse Herbert.

A cursory examination shows death from natural

causes. For weeks James is inconsolable, then slow-

ly he becomes active in the business world. With
remarkable industry he picks the best men in the

market and makes oflfers to them to join him in a

tremendoua business scheme. Calling his company
the Seaboard and Southwest Corporation, James takes

offices in a building, and swearing his force to ab-

solute secrecy, plans to open an aviation service

which is to be kept under cover until ready to oper

ate. Then, full-grown, it bursts upon the world of

finance, a rapid and economical service which mon-
opolizes aerial travel. Having chosen his help from

honest, capable men whose abilities as yet had re-

ceived no notice, James gathers a business staff

whose loyalty to him is unsurpassed. At the home
of Henry Thomas, whom James had raised from a

good newspaper reporter to advertising and later

business manager of his firm, James Williams is a

divine dispenser of fortune. The Thomas baby born

at the time of Henry's opportunity with the Sea-

board and Southwest Corporation is named after

their benefactor. Peterson, a fellow graduate, drawn
from a smaller company has the deepest respect tor

the great industrial figure that James cuts, but the

founder of the company, himself, is a restless crea-

ture who cuts himself off entirely from all those peo-

ple he .and his dead brother used to know. Selling

ACE OF BLOOD
Ethel O'Ravage File No. 7817

AFTER murdering his mistress because of her

jealousy of his Gypsy sweetheart. Prince Dmitri

of Russia flees to America. Sixteen years later

he is about to marry Davil Dunbar who must marry
wealthy to save her father from prison. Thomas
Wayne, an employee of the bank where Dunbar was
employed, has discovered Dunbar's theft and de-

manded the girl for his bride in payment for his

secrecy. But Dmitri is determined to marry the g rl

and pay the old man's debt.
. .

During their visit to a circus one evening. Dmitri

and Davil encounter a Gypsy who, while reading

Dmitri's cards points out the ace of blood, just as it

appeared sixteen years ago, the night he had mur-
dered his mistress. Dmitri learns that this Gypsy is

his old sweetheart. Long ago she had given birth to

his daughter and upon coming to America with a

Gypsy band, had given the child to the Dunbars for

adoption. Now, Dmitri is about to marry his own
child.

That night, Wayne is murdered, and at the per-

formance of the big show, the Gypsy hurls herself

before a flying sword and dies. Dmitri understands

that she has done those deeds to save her child from

both Wayne and himself, and he goes on his way,—
becoming a vagabond and leaving his fortune to

Davil, who never knows that Dmitri and the Gypsy
were her parents.

BAD STAR
Romelia Theilhe De Gu File No. 7748

THERE is a gay party in Tony's apartment.

These days there is always a gay party in Tony's
apartment. Getting a story accepted, having a

story rejected, anything suffices as a reason for a

party. Besides with the stock market making Tony
richer every hour, there doesn't seem to be any rea-

son why he shouldn't celebrate. But Claire, stroking

the ears of Tony's pup, Tom, begs Tony to watch
out. He's playing with fire. Tony bends over, kisses

her swiftly, and tells her she worries too much. And
then the market crashes. In one week Tony is re-

duced from a wealthy playboy to a penniless young
author who no longer writes. Sadly he closes his

apartment, selld everything, and taking Tom with

him goes out to look for work.
But Tony soon discovers that the week of the great

crash is no time to find work. And from then on
everyone seems to fire help, and nobody has a posi-

tion for a desperate young man who is ready to try

his hand at anything. Tony and Tom begin to sleep

in the park. The shabbier Tony's clothes grow, the

less chance he has of getting a position, but he takes

in another notch in his belt and looks for work. One
day. discouraged. Tony sees Tom start up and bark-

ing loudly follow a car in the park. With a Httle cry.

Claire jams down on her breaks and calling tu Tony
asks him where he has been, why he hasn't called.

But Tony is proud. He loves Claire and rather than

gain her sympathy, he tells her he just got tired of

the old crowd. He doesn't fool her, but when she

invites him up to have dinner, he hesitates for one

moment and then refuses. He couldn't stand hav-

ing her know that he is actually starving. Finally

Claire goes and Tony looking down at Tom. seeing his

little bones with no fat left on them, walks slowly

into a restaurant and asks for a job, is refused, walks
out, and then coming back again orders a meal. Tom
eats ravenously and when the check comes Tony
tells the manager he has no money but he'll work,
gladly, to repay him for the meal. Jumping furious-

ly up and down the excited proprietor calls the police,

and Tony is taken to court with Tom forlornly

yipping at his legs.

The final blow though, is to have Claire, arrested

for speeding, watch his hunrliation a=) the story is

THE TERROR OF THE WEST
K. Aubrey Ward File No. 7733

FROM the time that loe Peters of Ranch Verde
accused John Forte, the owner of the Mesquite
Ranch of having appropriated some of his, Peter's,

cattle, an enmity raged between these two ranch-
men that seemed could only be wiped out by death.

Peters accused Forte before some other ranchers.

Forte denied the charges but his face grew livid with
hate and the next day, John Forte rode up to Peters'

ranch and stopping the owner ordered him to get

ready and proceeded to administer a beating. Leay -

ing Peters limping, Forte rode away with an admoni-
tion to make no more accusations unless he was cer-

tain of the truth of what he said.

Six weeks passed and at three o'clock one sunny
day, Joe Peters knocked at the door of his enemy's
house. Forte's eyes narrowed but he let him come
inside and have his say. Since they could not ter-

niinate their antagonism any other way, said Peters,
let them fight it out with pistols. Each would have
one bullet and at a given signal they would fire.

Forte roared, Peters was a weakling, where he came
from men fought it out with their fists—but he con-
sented. That afternoon they had it out, and by a
strategic move, Peters made his shot good while
Forte's shot went wild. They carried the badly
wounded man into the house and Peters triumphantly
rode home where his wife and son, learning of the en-
counter grew furious because Peters had so recklessly
endangered his life. Although Forte told no one how
he had been injured, Peters heard many reports
about his hovering at the edge of death and he began
to feel that perhaps he had acted hastily in accusing
his neighbor. Accordingly he let his son, Harold,
persuade him that it behooved him to make over-
tures of friendship to his convalescing enemy. Harbld
found his father's enemy stubborn and it required
all the persuasion of Alice Forte, John's daughter,
to get John to accept Peters' gesture. A short time
later Peters called in person offering to make a pub-
lic retraction of his accusation especially since he had
since discovered exactly how his cattle disappeared—
and it was not through any action on his neighbor's
part but through his own dishonest foreman. Still

the two men remained distant, and when the two fa-

thers discovered that while they had been bickering
their children had fallen in love with each other a
mighty outcry was raised. No Forte could marry
his daughter said Peters, and Forte felt the same
way about it. The youngsters pleaded but the par-
ents remained obdurate.
Whereupon, Harold and Alice rode into town quiet-

ly, got themselves married and came home to face
their parents. Both men were wrathful, but suddenly
as they stuttered their anger, Forte realized what
fools they were making of themselves—trying to ruin
the happiness of these two youngsters. And Peters,
shamefacedly agreeing, extended his hand. Thus was
the matter ended and the two arch -enemies' agreed
to take down the fences and join ranches while their
children held each other close.

GILDED LOVE
Emma M. Reynolds File No. 7798

EFFICIENT, smart-looking, Maxine Crosby con-
siders it a stroke of luck when the very week
that her employer gives her a month's vacation

after years of faithful service as a secretary, Edith
Blakley, a wealthy client stops at Maxine's desk to
ask where she might find a companion for a few
weeks. Knowing that the position which is entirely
social means s'pending a few weeks on Mrs. Blakley's
beautiful mountain estate. Maxine eagerly proffers
her own services. ^

Arrived at the really glorious home set in a garden
profuse with flowers, Maxine cannot refrain from ex-
claiming that anyone would be happy here. But later
at dinner when she meets the sombre, unkempt Blak-
ley and realizes the constant strain existent between
him and his wife whose drab clothes awaken a puz-
zled wonder in Maxine, the incompatibility of this
pair strikes her with great force. The scarcely con-
cealed bickering at the table, the ill-natured remarks,
make Maxine feel terribly uncomfortable and she
realizes when, wearily, Edith Blakley confesses how
poorly her marriage hag come off, that her presence
here is a tremendous relief to the love starved woman.
Together Edith and Maxine ride through the woods,
drive along smooth highways, and swim in the well
kept pool, but Dick Blakley's indifference to his
wife's coming and going seems to be a reiterated af-
front. A great pity wells in Maxine's breast for
these two people who seem to take pride in hurting
each other, and she longs to strike at the root of
their difference. Then, a few days after her coming,
the Blakleys have guests, Mrs. Lewis, a very recent
widow, and her daughter Dorothy. For the first time,
Dick Blakley comes down with a tie, and Maxine no-
tices how Edith unconsciously straightens up. A
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clever psychologist, Maxine feels that perhaps witli

visitors, Dick niav become conscious of social graces

and reawaken his wife's love. But when the Lewises
leave. Blakley again resumes his slovenly habits.

Seeing a shudder run through Edith as Dick boor-
ishly downs his dinner and hurries out without speak-
ing, Maxine reserves her opinion. But when the two
women repair to a summer cottage that the Blakleys
maintain, and in the fellowship of the burning hearth,

each unburdens her htart, Edith sympathizes with
Maxine's! confession that having once quarrelled with
Jimmy Baker, the only man she had ever loved, she

had never cared to niarrv anv other man; and Max-
ine tells Edith that she believes the way to save the

Blakley home is to invite Mrs. Lewis for a stay.

Edith looks up suddenly and a new light shines in

her eves as she encourages Maxine to explain that

once Dick makes dressing for dinner habitual, the

Blakleys may again find interest in each other.

Maxine's plan seems to w^ork wonderfully. Dick u
a new man—and then, one night. Maxine and Edith
return from a lecture and see Dick making love tc

Mrs. Lewis. Shocked by the miscarriage of het

plans, Maxine scarcely notices Edith's cool recep-

tion of the evidence of her husband's unfaithfulness.

A few months later, Maxine is astounded at the
well-dressed vibrant figure that Edith Blakley cuts

as she visits her former companion. Over tea cups.

Edith explains that she and Dick had been married
to each other by their fathers who had dreamed of

merging their fortunes. It had been stipulated that

divorce could only be granted if an eve-witness proved
the infidelity of either Dick or Edith. Until Max-
ine's plan, Edith had been in despair of ever getting
her money -mad husband to divorce her. Now, back
from Reno, she is to wed her childhood sweetheart
whose death her father had falsely reported. There
is one more surprise for Maxine, however, Freddie's
brother is Jimmy Baker. Sent for from England at

Edith's earnest request. With joy in their hearts two
couples begin life anew.

THE CHEATERS THE FINAL TRICK

Essie H. Bowennan File No. 7768 Mrs. E. Se File No. 7773

FATE'S GUIDANCE

Willicun Cauley File No. 7845

RECKLESS, impulsive. Tom Parker wins the love

of Kathlyn Young, daughter of the local minis-
ter, but because he is a notorious unbeliever,

her parents object to their marriage. And Kathlyn
blind to everything but her overwhelming love for

Tom, is certain she can gain her father's support in

time. However, one night. Tom happens upon Kath*
lyn going backstage to see an actor travelling with
a road show, and in his first moment of disillusion-

ment, he rushes home, packs his things and leaves
town without ever giving Kathlyn an opportunity to

explain that she had gone to prevent her friend,

Alice, from running oiif with the actor.

Years pass and Tom, repentant of his hastiness,

returns to claim Kathlyn, but discovers that she had
left home shortly after he did and was never seen
again. He gives way to self-pity, and finds consola-

tion in the love of Alice Williams. Years pass and
Tom, working for a railroad, gives way more and
more to his godlessness. His wife strives futilely to

bring him into the paths of righteousness, but Tom,
still brooding over Kathlyn, remains impervious until

one Sunday, engineering his train, he crashes into

a box car and is carried, more dead than alive from
the burning train. Carried to a hospital, his name is

heard by a young nurse who asks for his case. For
days, Tom, in his delirium tells over and over again
about his guilt toward Kathlyn, and his nurse never
leaving hijj bedside comforts him and devotes her-
self to his care until he regains consciousness. Realiz-

ing he is still living, he bitterly upbraids the girl for

having saved him. but she finally soothes him. Tom's
wife, eyes wet with tears, thanks Miss Haines for

her aid, as she realizes the girl has pulled her hus-
band from the very jaws of death. All through Tom's
convalescence, the nurse remains at his side, gently
awakening in him a faith in his recovery which he
has never had before. One day he looks at her strange-
ly telling her she reminds him of someone he once
knew, but she hastily changes the subject.

Then a nephew of Mrs. Parker's, Joseph, falls in love
with Kathlyn Haines, but she discourages his atten-
tions. Handsome, accustomed to admiration, Joseph
cannot break through Kathryn's indifference, and when
he attempts to tell her of his love, Kathlyn tells the
Parkers, she is leaving. Upset, thev beg her to re-

main on. tell her they feel she is one of the family,
and finally she confesses to Tom that she is his daugh-
ter. He looks at her in amazement, and she tells

him she is Kathlyn Young's daughter, that Tom. not
knowing the girl was going to have a child had de-
serted her, and she had fled to another city where
sufTering alone, she had brought up Kathlyn. telling

her everything and Ijegging her not to blame her fa-

ther. Tom is wracked by thoughts of the way he
had ruined the life of a girl who had loved him, and
telling his wife everything, he begs her to permit him
to adopt Kathlyn. But righteousness stirred. Mrs.
Parker refuses, until, when they are alone, Kathlyn
reminds Alice Parker, that it was to save her from
running off with an actor, that her mother had come
to grief, and breaking down. Mrs. Parker recalls

how close she came to following the path of sin her-
self. Kathlyn is adopted by the Parkers, and Tom
never learns about that one blot in his wife's past.

And as for Kathlyn, now that she has a family, a

name, she can listen to Joseph's tale of love—and she
does.

EVERY mother's death brings with its own tragedy
a trail of unfortunate occurrences that wreck the

happiness of an entire family for years to come.
Bonnie, aged six, found this out soon after she went
to her grandmother's house to live, with her two
brothers and her father. Grandma loved her, and all

would have gone well, if it were not for the jealous.

and covetous cousins, Erie and Dee, and their schem-
ing mother. Aunt Bab, whose chief concern was that
the boys might inherit the wealth reputed to be in

Grandma's possession.
Uncle Larry was the other possessor of wealth

whose attention they sought to cultivate. He had been
affected mentally by an accident with an automobile,
and the cousins were able to secure his favor by
treachery because of this weakness. He loved Bonnie
from the first, when he heard how she secured the
spelling prize in the school, to the time when, still

young, she managed to get a teacher's certificate

with good grades. Bonnie's new stepmother was an
unpleasant person to live with, and her two broth-
ers abandoned their home to be rid of her. leaving
Bonnie quite friendless, her hapiiiness endangered by
the plotting of her cousins, Erie and Dee.
When Grandma died, and the will left her fortune

to the cousins, Bonnie suspected their falsehood, but
prayed for them nightly, hoping that virtue might
some day triumph. Uncle Larry's mind wandered
more and more, and Bonnie was faced with a fear
that she would be left alone in the world. She found
happiness in her marriage, however, and the birth of

her son. Her brother Charles gave her the news
that Uncle Larry had died, and when Erie arrived
to settle the estate it was found that he had left

$50,000 to Erie and Dee. The two cousins and their

mother had inveigled him into making over a new
will, while he was under the influence of his mental
affliction, and themselves destroyed the old will. Bon-
nie grew ill with disappointment and concern over
financial matters, but when she recovered she took
to writing, and soon achieved success and a splendid
litei-ary career. Her first movie plot brought her
a substantial sum of money, and more followed.

Erie and Dee were no better for their inheritance,
which they invested imwisely. At last they were
humbled and confessed their crimes to Bonnie and
Charles, who forgave them willingly, and aided them
to start in honestly, with a new outlook on life.

SMALL TROUBLES
Lorna Story File No. 7784

TAKING shelter in a deserted house during a

storm, young Jinks Downing runs into an ex-
traordinary adventure. Remaining in hiding,

Jinks' eyes pop as some men come in carrying a
rug in which a girl is wrapped. The men depart, and
after an interval. Jinks offers his aid to the girl who
soon realizes that Jinks is not one of the kidnappers.
As Jinks and Eileen slip out of the house, they are
attacked and when the lad recovers he is lying alone
on the spot where he had been felled.

Securing the aid of Detective O'Searle, Jinks
searches furiously for a clue to Eileen's whereabouts
and finds, in an out of the way corner a fragment of

a pencil- written, almost illiterate note, on the back
of a cigar wrapper, which leads them to a hut to

which subsequently come two hicks and a stout lady.

A few moments later, three well-dressed men emerge
and the watchers realize that a disguise has been re-

moved. Inside, they release the bound and gagged
Eileen who js overjoyed to find rescuers. She tells

them the details of her kidnapping, and how she had
overheard her captors talking while they were rid-

ing with her in the battered Ford. Pretending that

she was still unconscious she had noted curiously

that they disarmed all their questioners bv speak-
ing Danish. Jinks, meanwhile, is fascinated by Ei-

leen and considerably flattered when she gives him
an automatic she has filched from one of her captors.

Later, while walking. Jinks comes across a Dane
and at first believes he has Eileen's kidnapper, but
the harmless old man is very genuine and proves ex-

tremely helpful, telling them that he has been giving
lessons in Danish to a gentleman in a big house. He
later directs the pursuers to the house and they lis-

ten in to a meeting and corner the man they are
looking for—The Spider. To their astonishment, how-
ever, he proves happy to be captured and Eileen

identifies him as her father's lawyer. At police bead-
quarters. Spider tells his story. Badly in need of

funds,, he was given a vacation and on the train con-
fided in a stranger who, under the guise of friend-

ship offered him the use of his summer home. There
Moran found him.self kept a prisoner and forced to act

as an accomplice to some mysterious busine&s. When
he discovered that he was assisting at the kidnapping
of his client's daughter, he realized for the first time
just in how great a mess he had gotten himself.
Mysterious doings culminated in his relief when he
was captured by Jinks. O'Searle and their little aide.

Buddy, who having once directed them had remained
on as an unofficial deputy detective.

At the trial Jinks figures that the leader will be
there and when he sees Moran's eyes fasten on
someone for a moment, he traps him into following
him down the hall, and tips two policemen oiT to

make the arrest. Moran is sentenced to prison, but
Eileen's father, sympathetic with the circumstances,
promises to continue his patronage on his release.

Jinks has a hard time telling Eileen what is on his

mind, but swallowing hard he blurts out his propo-
sal, and quite poised, Eileen accepts. Whereupon
Jinks kisses her, and Eileen loses some of her self-

sufliciency. and nestles close to her hero.

REPUTED to be a woman-hater, detective Dan
KelJy feels a curious interest in the lovely Dor-
otha James as she explains about the recent rob-

bery. And even as she knows him the concealed safe

about which she is certain none of the servants know,
Dan's eyes are caught by the gjittering of her en-
gagement ring. The safe, continues Dorotha, had
been opened by someone who knew its location and
combination. Before Dan leaves, he has an invitation
to Miss James' party Thursday night. He mav, she
feary. be needed. Dan leaves trying to make himself
believe that some personal interest prompted the in-

vitation.

In his hotel suite, Dan finds an anonymous note
asking him to be at The Oak at seven-thirty. While
he is pondering over it, his friend Dick, star report-
er tor tne rterald knocks and is admitted. After a
moment of persiflage, Dick worriedly inquires exactly
why Dan had that item put in the paper about his

working on the James' case. Does he want a bullet
in his Ijack, Dick inquires. For answer Dan turns
over the note to his frankly puzzled friend. "Quick
results," he says. His deductions, however, amaze
Dick. The note was just a blind to get him out of

the house. Then to Dick's astonishment, he is shown
Dan's secret heavily carpeted room, by means of

which Dan can admit himself silently into his sitting
room. Later that day, Dan makes some inquiries in

the underworld and narrowly escapes death from the
gun of a concealed enemy. Stella, who has long tried

to arouse Dan's interest, almost gets him on the spot,

but with the help of Dick, the detective escapes, and
he tells his friend he doesn't believe that this is an
ordinary robbery or the criminals wouldn't be so des-
perate in their attempts to get him out of the way.
There must be some other reason. However, Dan
won't be dis'suaded from returning to his room after
seven -thirty. And certain that death lurks for him
behind the door, he admits himself and flashing on
the lights with a sudden gesture cries, "Hands up,
I've got you covered." Immediately there is a wild
scurrying in the room, and two surjirised gangsters
leap toward the door. Dan follows and the guns spit

fire. One escapes and the other tumbles down the
narrow back steps—dead. The dead gangster is

identified as one of the members of Mike's gang, and
Dan whistles. Nobody knows who this Mike is, but
his criminals are utterly ruthless. Strange that they
should go after the James' jewels.
Dan gets a call from Dorotha begging him to come

early that she has a strange forboding about her
party. And when Dan questions her about her ner-
vousness, she admits she is worried about something
entirely different, about her fiance, Don Marshall, a
blueblood. He has insisted that she marry him tonight
after the party and had frightened her when she re-

fused.
Dan boils as he notices the possessive attitude Don

maintains, and he tells Dick who has been sent to
cover the affair for his paper to watch Don. Dan rec-
ognizes several faces on police file among the guests
and wonders how they got invited, but when he finds
Don robbing the concealed safe, and Dick sees one
of the dancers drop his partner's pearls into his
pocket, a roundup is made without arousing the sus-
picions of the guests. Don Marshall is revealed as
the criminal and Dorotha loses a fiance when she dis-
covers the notorious Mike (Don) was the man she
had almost married. However, she finds very real
consolation in the arms of one reputed woman-hater
and efl^cient detective, Dan Kelly, and Dick gets a
prize social

THRU THE CLOUD
Eda Tiller File No. 7788

DESPITE the pleas of his wife, Irene, Bob Casey
leaves town to find work elsewhere. For a
while Irene has difficulty finding employment,

but the grave honesty in her brown eyes finally wins
the proprietor of Frame's Department Store and hap-
py that she can support her two children, Irene tries
vainly to locate her husband. She receives a terrific

shock when she is called to identify his dead body,
and despondently she returns home and should pro-
bably have given way to her despair were it not for

the comforting words of a friend of her husband,
Ned Black, who comes to town intermittently on
business. It is Ned who protects her from the gos-
sipy interference of her neighbors. Ned who gets a
housekeeper for Irene and thus prevents the children's
society from taking her two children from her be-
cause she is working. But Ned's business calls him
out of town and Irene is again subject to the dis-

tasteful advances of Will Lane, a former boarder
whom Irene had compelled to move while her hus-
band was at home. Impervious to the dictates of
good taste. Will asks Irene to marry him immediate-
ly after she hasi learned that her husband has died,

and when, shocked, she refuses, he accuses h^r of

having an intrigue with another man. Irene orders
Lane from her house, but when some time later, she
meets Harry Scott and accepts hisi invitation to din-
ner, she shivers as she sees Lane's jealous eyes fol-

lowing her. Again Lane asks Irene to marry him
and when she refuses he leaves embittered.
A few days later, Irene misses a pair of gloves.

She is certain she has left them in the drawer of
her dresser, but when they are found they point di-

rectly at Irene's guilt in connection with the disap-
pearance of a very expensive dress which she had
been sewing upon in the store. Although the mana-
ger does not believe Irene guilty, the evidence seems
conclusive and she is imprisoned. Scott arranges bail

for her, and Lane arriving a few moments later, is

considerably disconcerted to see Irene leave with
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town of siisliici.Hiv I... .].!> .111.1 marry lum, urateiiii

;is she is. Jrciu- ,.nii,.M .,>,.,, is until she reaUzcs that

his plans tlo nul idchhU iili- two cnikircii. I licii sue

realizes how close she luis been lu ntistaking gratiUule

tor love, and when Neil Blaclc coaies bacK to town.

Irene hurts him by her distant attitude. i.ven when
Ned, angered by tne suspicion cast upon Irene's hon-

esty, tnicKS down the culprit and reveals that Mose,

the porter, has stolen Irene s gloves at tne mstigatio.i

of Lane, and has caused suspicion to be d.rected upu.i

her, Irene maintains her aloof attitude. llelpiess,

alone, she dares not trust any man, and the discovery

that Scott has a wife whom he deserted seems but

to conhrin her fears.

Then, one night, Lane, who had left town, returns

and tries to force Irene ' to marry him. Ned breaks

into the house to protect her and the police take tne

madman who conlesses that it was he who killed

Bob. When Irene returns to consciousness she

finds Ned bending over her and in his love for her

children and his tender passion for her, Irene finds a

renewed faith in mankind—and a perlect happiness.

CELEBRITY

Clara Blackburn File No. 7755

STILL in luvc with Rudolph Deinster, a noted

pianist, the Lountess Heatner \ alari induces her

Husband to give a reception lor the celebrity.

There, nowever, tne fascinating Kudoiph makes easy

coiuiuest of first Lady Angela Fore, a dasmng mem-
ber ol the Smart bet, and then of Uaph.ie Turner, a

very young art student with whom lleauher s brotner

Peter is in love, the latter has pretended to faint to

capture the pianists attention, and she is furious

with Peter who concerned, ins.sis on taking her nome.

But at Daphne's apartment her room-mate, Beryl is

throwing a party and Daphne insiscs she has ttiue

recovered. Luring refreshments Peter adds to the

hilarity by giving an imitation of Kudoiph playing

the Liebestraum, but to the consternation of the

guests. Daphne grows hysterical when they discuss

Kudolph's depraved moral character.

The next day. Daphne attends one of Rudolph's con-

certs, at his invitation. However, a deaf lady has

taken her seat, and she is shown to a box. At first

Rudolph plays listlessly but seeing her, he changes

and liegins playing to her alone. Heather, present

with her husband, is furiously jealous. Rudolpn
breaks through the ranks of hero -worshippers and

steers Daphne to his car. Caught by storm. Daphne
scarcely realizes he has brought her to liis apart-

ment, and he rings for tea and makes violent love to

her. Rudolph swears when Heather's arrival causes

Daphne to leave, and he exacts a promise that she

will return to-night. At home, Peter calls and Daphne
quarrels with him for asking if she found Rudolph
irresistible at the concert. Alone, Daphne calls Ru-
dolph and he begs her to come to his apartment and
wait for him. Hating herself, she does, and then de-

cides to leave. But the sound of the Count's angry
voice asking for his wife astounds Daphne and she real-

izes that Heather is here too. The Count threatens to

shoot if his wife is here, and to prevent tragedy.

Daphne steps out, pretending to resent the Count's
intrusion. When Rudolph thanks her for saving his

life, she asJks when he will marry her since she is

compromised. He promises to meet her in Paris, to-

morrow, but is already bored at her youth and inex-

perience. fJownstairs the Count still not satisfied,

waits, and Daphne forces him to take her home. But
that night Rudolph spends with Angela at various

night clubs, while Daphne leaves a note for her room-
mate saying that although she hates Rudolph she is

going to marry him, being compromised.
Daphne waits vainly for Rudolph and pacing up

and down buys a paper upon the front page of which
is a picture of Rudolph flying to Paris with the dash-
ing Lady Angela. Meanwhile, her room-mate has
called Peter and together they rush to the station to

save Daphne from her childish plan. Seeing a crowd,
thev find her in a faint and when she recovers in

Peter's arms, he asks her if she loves Rudolph. The
answer in her eyes is clear, and clasping her to him,
he kisses her fondly.

THE MYSTERIOUS CHANG LING

Clara Blackburn File No. 7755

IN'VEIGLED into a compromising situation by the

wife of Colonel Carruthers, Gerald 'Waring, a

young subaltern, is thrashed by his superior of-

ficer and disowned by his father and, in disgrace
with his regiment, he vanishes to the Far East where
for six years he leads a strange and misogynistic ex-

istence.

In the interior of China, Mr. Fleming leaves his

invalid wife and his charming daughter. Heather, tor

a short business trip to Hong Kong. In the interim
Mrs. Fleming suddenly dies of heart failure and
Heather has only the faithful Li Ho to protect her
from a wandering gang of looters. Li Ho dresses
Heather in native clothes and escapes with her and
Spot, the terrior, to a cave. When safe. Heather
sends a note for her father telling him they are in

hiding and asking him to fly the flag when he re-

turns. Meanwhile, Mr. Fleming, hurrying to the

I-fong Kong station, breaks his ankle and unable to

move lies impatiently on his balcony, disquieted by
rumors from the interior. He is telling a friend of

his fears when a gust of wind blows a snapshot of

Heather out of his hands on to the next balcony
wliere Gerard, who has overheard the conversation,

picks it up.
Heather sees the flag, and rushing to her home is

startled to find her note iu the hands of a tall China-

man who forces her to accompany him, and toward
whom Spot is unaccountably friendly. Chang Ling
does not harm her and once saves her from a Chinese

attack and while Heather is bandaging his wounded
arm, she sees a small red triangular burn. One
morning she awakens to find her protector has dis-

appeared leaving money and directions to get to

Hong Kong. Both Heather and her father are puz-

zled about Heather's hero. Walking along the street.

Spot suddenly makes a mad dash across and is

saved from being run over by Gerard. Thus starts

Heather's friendship with the man who saved her

dog, and that day, before Heather leaves for England,
she is pouring coffee for her new friend wlien her
father arrives with Colonel Carruthers' and his wife.

Gerard pales and leaves while the Colonel deHvers
himself of some choice comment about Heather's
friend. The girl refuses to believe that Gerard is a

dope fiend and a rotter, but she is scoffed at.

On receipt of a letter from his sister that his dying
father wishes to see him, Gerard sets sail for Eng-
land on the same boat as Heather who, is being
chaperoned by the Carruthers and a Major Tarling
who annoys Heather. Gerard thrashes the Major
and Heather questions Gerard about his torn sleeve

and discovers on his arm the triangular burn she had
seen on Chang Ling. The last night on board Gerard
tells Heather of his love but the Colonel interferes

and there is a scene.
Gerard's father, the Duke dies, forgiving his son.

and the new Duke learns the grounds have been prom-
ised for a Charity Fete to the Vicar of Peebleston,
Heather's uncle and host. At the fete Mrs. Car-
ruthers recognizes Gerard as the subaltern she ruined
and in the costume of Chang Ling, Gerard permits
Heather to thank her Chinese benefactor.

THE REVENGE OF ABADO
Clara Blackburn File No. 7755

HOME on leave from West Africa, Dick Hender-
son at once joins his little sweetheart Angela
Weston and her father at a fashionable seaside

resort. They have a gay time bathing and yachting,
and Dick laughingly warns Angela not to fall in love

with a friend of his who is coming from Africa and
who is no saint. A few mornings later, Angela sees

a tall handsome man diving and is delighted to learn
that he is Rex Mortimer, Dick's friend. A moment
later a girl bather swims out of her depth and Rex
saves her life by his presence of mind He modestly
withdraws from the plaudits of the excited crowd,
but when Angela, fascinated, is introduced, he is

immediately attracted to the fair girl and later Dick
has occasion to remind his friend that Angela belongs
to him. Rex laughs and tells him to have no fear.

Back in his room, however. Rex thinks long of An-
gela and a feeling of depression steals over him as
he thinks of the devotion of the adoring negress
Abado and of the remembrance of her standing on
the shore alone waving to him as his boat pulled out.

Then seeing Dick and Angela going to play tennis he
hastily joins them. That night despite Dick's scowls
Rex dances several dances with Angela and the next
day joins a crowd picnicking.
Forgetful of surroundings, Angela and Rex linger

talking until the rising of the tide endangers their

lives. Rex helps Angela up the side of the cliff and
begins kissing her madly. They are rescued by D'ck
and Dr. Weston, the latter angered, ignores his daugh-
ter's explanation that she and Rex love each other,
and he insists that they return home. Rex, learning
asks Angela to elope with him. They are followed
by Dick and Dr. Weston whose pursuit ceases sud-
denly when their car skids and they have a serious
accident. Angela is soon disillusioned about her hus-
band but before the boat sailing for Africa leaves, Dick
rushes aboard and implores Angela to come to her
father's side. Rex interferes, hurting Angela, where-
upon Dick knocks "him down and takes the girl off

the boat before her husband can stop them. AngeH
reaches her father on time and nurses him back to

health while Rex drinks heavily and finally writes
apologizing and begging Angela to join him. She for-

gives him and promises to come as soon as possible.

Meanwhile Abado has waited for Rex. wild with ex-
citement. The girl is overwhelmed when Rex pushes
her rouo-hly out of his wav and when she shows him
their child, he seizes the baby and hurls it from him.
Coldly he tells her he is married, and the negress'
love turns to hate.

On board. Dick loses his self-possession when An-
gela faints in his arms from the heat and worry and
he kisses her, while Rex eagerly dresses for his wife's

return and Abado crouches near. Fascinated she
watches a large snake on the cupboard and as the

liner hoots outside and Rex orders Abado to leave,

the snake buries its fangS in Rex. Abado shriek-i

and filled with remorse tries to save her lover's life.

Angela is stunned at the scene but the evening be-

fore Angela prepares to return home. Dick asks her
to stay as his wife, and clasping her in his arms their

lips meet in a long kiss.

BURIED ALIVE

Byron Wall Anderson File No. 7829

WHEN Richard Olyphant sold out his lumber
interests, he decided he was entitled to a good
vacation. Having no family or relations, he

invited as companions his closest friend. Henry Wil-
son, and his daughter Marjorie. The trip was so en-

joyable that thev lingered longer than expected in

Southern France, and it was there that Marjorie met
Mrs. Thompson. The latter was a strange
sweet and charming, yet unaccountably mysteri<
perhaps because no one had ever heard of her ha\

any family. Richard was very much interested, and
before long the two were married. As a final part-

ing, Richard and Henry went on a fishing trip, leav-

ing the women at home. From that trip they never
returned; the boat had been swept under in a storm.

The shock prostrated the women, but Mrs. Olyphant,
recovering sooner, nursed • Marjorie back to health,

telling her that they must return to America quickly.

Upon their arrival in the States, after the settling

of the estates, Mrs. Olyphant found herself enormous-
ly wealthy. She persuaded Marjorie to remain with
her as if she were her daughter, and together they

went to a small town in Massachusetts called Phil-

mont. One day, while in town, they witnessed a

street fight and learned that the victor was called

Robert Ihornton. Mrs. Olyphant fainted at the news,

but no one understood the reason.

It appeared that the fight was the result of a ques-

tion asked of Bobby Thornton about his mother. She
had disappeared when he was a baby. His father

had married her when he was well advanced in years,

and she had been a simple country girl. But the sud-

den change to riches and gayety had gone to her head,

and it had been only because she was about to give

birth to Robert that she consented to come to Phil-

mont. Robert's- father, at the suggestion of the col-

ored servant. Mammy, had purchased an estate. It

was Mammy who had, after the mother's disappear-

ance, which caused the father's ultimate death, cared

for Bobby, seen to his education, and preserved the

estate.
Robert and Marjorie fell in love and secretly mar-

ried. On their return to Robert's house. Mammy
phoned Mrs. Olyphant, and she recognized the voice

of Robert's mother! Just as she faced the woman,
reproaching her, Robert and Marjorie entered. Mrs.
Olyphant then told the story of how she had left her
home to pawn her jewels to pay gambling debts,

which she did not dare tell her husband about as the

gamblers had threatened to kidnap Robert if she

did not pay. On her arrival at the station at this

escapade she had been struck by a falling trunk and
lost her memory. It was the shock of Mr. Olyphant's
death that restored it, and she had to come back to

see if her son was alive, and to let him know that

she had never intentionally deserted him.
Thus is the happy reconciliation effected, and joy

again restored to them.

THE SOCIAL CIRCLE

W. Andrews File No. 7809

A FORTUNATE bet on the horses gave Jack
Scroggins the necessary funds for his big plan,

and summer found him and his motherless daugh-
ter, Edith, at Monte Carlo. Scroggins was crooked;

at least he earned his living by betting and shady
enterprises, but he was a good father to Edith and
had always managed to keep from her the truth

about himself. Now his purpose was to throw her

into the best of society in hope of a good marriage.

While Scroggins spent his time at the gaming tables,

Edith had met the Hon. Fitz Hare, son of Lord
Partridge. The young couple went everywhere to-

gether with Fitz's friend, Bert Strangeway. Lady
Hardcasli, and Vera. When Scroggins and Edith left

Monte Carlo it was with the understanding that

their newly acquired friends would visit them as soon
as Scroggins would take a house. Upon his arrival

in London, Scroggins, not having sufficient money to

secure the necessary imposing establishment, secured

the position of caretaker of Lord Partridge's home,
while the latter was away on a six months trip.

Scroggins secured an old accomplice and a girl Mary,
to act as the servants. Invitations were then sent to

their new friends. Fitz and Bert arrived first. Scrog-
gins tried to surprize them and appeared to have suc-

ceeded, but unfortunately Fitz decided not to dis-

close his identity until he learned whether or not
Edith was a party to the deception. When Lady
Hardcash arrived. Scroggins lost no time in profes-

sing his love for her. He might have been success-

ful, but at the critical moment he was interrupted by
his rival. Sir Wainwright, and John. Lord Part-
ridge's valet. Scroggins realized that the game was
up, but on a last hope made John his prisoner in the

house. Two weeks go bv and one day Fitz. finding

Edith alone, told her of the entire scheme, still beg-
ging her hand in marriage. Scrogginsi entered the

room just as they were sealing the bargain with a

kiss. Fitz disclosed his identity and, just as they
were leaving. Bert arrived with Lady Hardcash and
Vera. While the others waited for their return a

terrific racket was heard, and James explained it was
John, Scroggins' brother, who was drunk. Scrog-
gins returned to find things in a mess, when, to com-
plicate matters, Lord Partridge arrived. Having no
other choice until Fitz's arrival, Scroggins locked
Partridge in the room with John. Scroggins was
having great difficulty explaining things to Lady
Hardcash and higi guests when Fitz and Edith ar-

rived. Explanations followed and Scroggins' hopes
for marriage were lost, but he felt compensated in

Edith's happy marriage. Nor did it take long for

Edith and Fitz to win over Lord Partridge.

PARISIAN PERIL

LUlian M. Skeggs File No. 7805

DESPERATE because her father is forcing her
to marry Count Ferrari, whom she loathes, Ann
Jennings considers a call from Stuart Porter

a stroke of providence. Meeting him for luncheon,
she explains that she is engaged to be married. Ann
sees a wave of pain cross the face of the young
Englishman whom she met last year abroad, and she
hastens to explain that that is exactly it, she doesn't
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lit his congratulations, she doesn't want to mar
to gain a title. Wondering at herself, Ann finds he
^If confiding to this man who is practically a stran-

ger that the night before she had gone to Ferrari's
apartment and discovered a wild party. And this is

the niaa she is to spend the rest of her life with.
When, therefore, Stuart asks her to marry him, she
withdraws slightly, but he assures her he is serious,

that he has loved her since the moment he saw her.

And Ann, catching her breath at the mad thing she
is doing, marries Stuart, and they leave on the next
boat for England.
For a day or two they are ecstatically happy, and

then Ann sees Howard Valaree in the ship's dining
room. Recognizing him as a friend of Count Ferra-
ri, she is so perturbed for the moment, that she
doesn't realize that Stuart too is worried by his

presence. At Ann's request, they avoid Valaree as

much as possible, but he sees Ann and cables the in-

formation to the Count, who, believing his wife's

money would have cancelled his old debts had been
enjoying an orgy of spending, and was now faced
with the disappearance of his bride-to-be. At their

hotel, Stuart explains to Ann that he has just re-

ceived a black mail note threatening to expose them
unless they pay $10,000. Stuart says they have noth-
ing to fear, but Ann insists that her father would
have their marriage annulled because she is not yet

of age, and giving the money to Stuart begs him to

buy silence. However, Stuart does not return and in

the agony of waiting, Ann discards' her belief that
something may have happened to her husband and a

new conviction grows that after all her husband had
disappeared with her money,—he was the blackmailer.

Faced with her desertion, Ann gets cheaper quar-
ters and finds work as a mannequin. Beautiful, cul-

tured, she becomes famous under an assumed name,
and then, the day: of her most successful showing, she

pales as she discovers Valaree among the patrons.
Before she can escape, he gets her promise to go out
with him the next night. Meanwhile she packs, hav-
ing informed her regretful employer that she is go-

ing to Paris. But Valaree, clearly drunk, is too wily,

and coming to her apartment finds his suspicions

justified. Reeling, he tries to embrace her. and slie

pushes him so that he falls, striking his head and
Ann escapes to Paris where after weeks of futile

searching she gets a position as a waitress and finds

a friend in Nadine, an older woman who cares for

her when she has a breakdown. In Paris she sees

Stuart buying a pendant and impulsively dashes off

before he can explain. That night she goes to a party,

meets! Valaree and leaves early. Later she is con-

nected with the theft of her hostess' jewelry and when
the jewels are found in her purse she is arrested.

Stuart finds her and procures her release, explaining
that he had been kept a prisoner by Valaree, and
when he escaped she was nowhere to be found. His
search had led him to Paris where he had seen her
for the first time when he was buying a pendant for

his aunt—Nadine. Happy at last, with the best wishes
of Nadine. Ann and Stuart leave to rejoin Mr. Jen-
nings, and the French police take care of Valaree
who had planted the jewels on Ann.

THE LOVE RIGHT
Bob Martii File No. 7806

SPRAWLED out on his cousin Ruth's chair, Bob
Farrell grimaced at her as she informed him that
her friend Jane was coming in from out of town.

Bob had taken out one of Ruth's friends before, and
she looked, he said, as if she had just bitten a bull

dog. Ruth pretended to rebuke him, then, smiling,
explained that Tane was different. With a mighty
sniff Bob asked Ruth if she wanted to take a ride be-
fore the friend arrived and spoiled everything. And
off they went.
When Ruth returned, to her surprise, she found

Jane waiting for her. They embraced and chattered
gaily and while Ruth went out to buy "another egg",
Jane changed her clothes. A strange whistle in-

formed Jane that a man was in the apartment, and
just as she made a dive for her negligee. Bob entered
the room and for a moment the two young people
stared at each other, until Jane realizing she was
dressed in just a pink teddy, threw her arms about
herself and shouted, "Shut that door!" A moment
later, more decorously enveloped in a negligee, Jane
emerged to administer a severe look upon Bob. "Jane,"
he said dazedly, and then they both began to laugh
and when Ruth came in she found them chatting
away as if they had known each other for years.
"Bitten a bull dog, humph," mocked Ruth and dis-
appeared before Bob could hurl a pillow at her. Ex-
hilarated, Bob composed delightful little songs for Jane
and a week later as they sped along the highway.
Bob looked at Jane's hair flying in the wind and re-
minded her of the way he had first met her. Thev
laughed and Bob almost serious, for once, remarked,
"To think we've only known each other for a week."
Then, realizing that Jane was laughing at him. he
stepped on the accelerator and they were off in a
burst of speed. A few days later, at a partv. Bob
wickedly arranged the slips so that he and Jane
drew kitchen duty. Gaily they ran inside to prepare
the sandwiches and punch, and looking over at jane
rhythmically shaking the orangeade as if it were a
cocktail, Bob caught her and bent over to kiss her.
Bending backwards Tane held him off and refused to
kiss him until he had satisfied her with a song.
Disgruntled, Bob turned away, and when Jeanette
Davis' escort passed out. it was Jane who suggested
that Bob take her home and come back for her. But,
on the way back, Jane noticed a lipstick smudge
Teanette had left on Bob's cheek and feeling Some-
how cheapened, she left him curtly. Bob called three
times after that, but Jane refused to see him. Hurt,
bewildered by her inexplicable conduct, Bob stopped

calling and resolutely hid his feelings when he saw
Jane out with all the men in town.
Ruth, aware of the rift finally won Jane's confi-

dence and called her friend a fool when she heard
her explanation. Not that Jane didn't agree with
her, but she felt that she couldn't explain to Bob
now, and Bob had too much pride to call her again.
Accordingly, the next time Ruth saw her cousin,

she made a date to hear a band concert in the park.
As they passed a certain spot they saw Jane strug-
gling in the arms of a man. Bob recognized Jack
Fulton and swung at him, but as he turned to Jane,
Jack disappeared. Meekly, Jane accepted Bob's in-

vitation to get into his car, and as they rode, all

their longing for each other found expression. With
his lips against her hair. Bob asked Jane to marry
him, and some hours later seeing a light in Ruth's
window, they came to tell her the news. Bob gasped
as he saw Ruth sitting with Jack, but before Bob
could finish his beating, Ruth explained it had all

been her idea. Sfie couldn't think of any better way
of making Bob and Jane realize they loved each
other, and Jack, here she blushed, had agreed to
help her for personal reasons.

FIGHTING HEARTS
L. B. Quigley File No. 781S

GRADUATED from West Point, heart untouched
by the fluttering admiration of countlessi young
ladies, Paul Pardue is assigned to miHtary duty

in Texas. Forced to attend the annual Governor's
Ball, the young Lieutenant goes with an ill grace
that rapidly gives way as he sees a girl of surpassing
loveliness. Eagerly he inquires about her and learns
she is Agnes West, famed daughter of the Governor.
Paul is introduced and induces Agnes to sit out the
dance with him. Glorious minutes fleet by, and then
Agnes is claimed and for the rest of the evening
Paul can see her being carried off by a succession of

admirers. He returns back to the Post with glowing
thoughts.
Shortly afterwards Agnes is thrown from her horse

and sustains a sprained ankle. The colonel, pom-
pously orders that Paul, who had been so reluctant
to attend the Governor's Ball, should make a daily
call at the Executive Mansion to inquire for Miss
Agnes, and not at all unwilling, Paul, now raised to
a captaincy, takes the opportunity to court Agnes
and to ask her. at length, to be his wife. For the
first time he learns then that Agnes will not marry,
that she contemplates devoting her life to the Church.
Brokenly he leaves her, and Agnes enters a convent.
Thereafter the disconsolate Paul recklessly throws
himself into army duty, his heart closed to women.
The night of the annual bull-fight in Mexico, a vicious
beast throws the great matador and charges the box
in which the President has been sitting with his

beautiful daughter Esperanza. Paul leaps the rail and
saves the girl from being gored to death. In that
instant, Esperanza falls in love, but Paul remains a
polite visitor at the castle of the President until, des-
pite himself, her beauty and charm impinge on his
heart. Esperanza storms when her parents encourage
the suit of Senor Don Juan de Paoli, a Cuban planter,

and Paul realizing that he is really in love again,
confesses to the delighted Esoeranza. But her par-
ents furiously deny their permission, pointing out that
their daughter could never be happv sharing the
Barrack life of an American soldier. Spiritedly. Es-
peranza maintains her right to choose her own hus-
band and mustering what grace they can. Esper-
anza's parents announce the betrothal of their daugh-
ter while in an obscure part of the city the iovial

Sergeant Casey is joined in matrimony to the sharp-
longned little Irish beauty, Nora Lacey.
A brilliant wedding, and then Paul takes his charm-

ing bride to Washington where he becomes army in-

structor in the War College. A son is born to them,
and Paul Junior, impulsive and reckless starts for

the West. Rescuing the Commanding Officer's son
from being kidnapped by Anache Indians, Junior is

gravely wounded and is carried to the Mercy Hospi-
tal where he is cared for bv the sweet-faced •Sister
Agnes Helena who nurses him thrnutrh hts crisis,

recognizing him as the son of Paul Pardue. Paul
and Esperanza arrive, the latteV grateful to the wom-
an of whom her husband had told her. And Junior.
learning the beauty of sacrifice from Sister Agnes
Helena, forswears the world, and six years later.

Rev. Paul Pardue, Jr. becomes famous as a preacher
of great eloquence, daily teaching and preaching to

the savages, the Indian's trail to Heaven.

HIDDEN CHARMS
Oscar Guilbault File No. 7804

ONLY Myra Grey, beautiful, talented, applauded,
would think of retiring from the theater at the
height of her triumphs, but Myra was tired of

the tinsel, of the love of men who came and went.
Singing her last song to a crowded house. Myra felt

her eyes drawn to an upper box where a man she
had never seen before looked down upon her with a
strange light in his eves'. Round after round of an-
nlause echoed through the house and there in the
box sat the man paving tribute. Later amidst the
baskets of flowers, IVEyra found one lovely orchid and
in it a card from "the man in the box."
A week later. Myra moved into the little house she

had leased from a Mr. Crane. Myra had never come
up against small town snobbery before, but in the
little hamlet she was exposed to the merciless pry-
ing of gossipy men and women who distrusted act-
resses. Only Mr. Crane and his wife, whom Myra
immediately liked, protected her and Mvra susnect''d
that it was business that prompted her landlord's

regard. There was something about Crane's face that
puzzled Myra, some feeling of familiarity. And when
she opened some papers left by her beloved mother,
Myra discovered why. Crane, as the documents
clearly showed, was Myra's stepfather, who had mar-
ried her mother for the money left by her first hus-
band and robbing the woman who loved him, of every
penny she had and of her precious diamond necklace.
Crane had deserted her and her baby, Myra, in Paris
where, two years later, Myra's mother died of heart-
break. Small as she was, Myra had promised her-
self to make Crane pay, then. But now. revelation
would hurt his wife, and Myra couldn't do it.

Then, one day, Myra came to visit Mrs. Crane, an
invalid, and was introduced to Mrs. Crane's nephew
Robert Evans. Bob stared at Myra incredulously for
a moment, and Myra realized that here, at last, was
the man in the theater box. That night, Myra sang
for Bol), and there began their romance. The small
town gossipped, but Bob and Myra loved each other
and at a party which Myra gave for her "friends"
she announced their engagement just as Crane en-
tered. Blackly, he demanded to see Myra alone and
revealed that he would not permit her to marry Bob
because she wasn't good enough for him. Myra hs-
tened quietly to the outburst, but when, a few days
later, Mrs. Crane passed quietly away, Myra felt
that there was no further necessity to remain silent.
Confronting Crane with her mother's marriage cer-
tificate, she denounced him for having robbed her
mother of all her money. Here in this community.
Crane was respected, but Myra had proof enough to
have him driven from town with contempt. Crane
quaked, but he would not return the necklace that
Myra demanded and the girl waited.
Bob, meanwhile, realizing how much he loved her,

begged Myra to set a date for their wedding, and with
a grand gesture. Crane bestowed upon Myra the
necklace that was hers and Myra happy in her own
great love kept the hypocritical Crane's secret and
tremulously lifted her face for Bob's kiss before the
church full of country people who believed if Crane
approved of Myra, she must be all right.

THE ROOTS OF LOVE
Mrs. A. K. Eckles File No. 7868

SINCE Lenore and Mary, cousins, had been brought
up almost as if they were twins, and the same fine
principles had been instilled in each, it seemed

highly fitting that they should be joined in a double
wedding ceremony to Howard and Lester, two law
partners. The Gods seemed to smile upon them but
the first sign of coming trouble might have been
gleaned at the bachelor dinner given to the prospec-
tive bridegrooms. Swaying unsteadily, Lester raised
his glass in the toast, ".1 woman, a doij, a walnut
tree— The more jiou hca' them the better they be."
Howard's face flushed and when he toasted, "Lcve
Conquerelh All." the applause that greeted Lester
died down to a polite ripple.
But from the first the married lives of the two

couples followed different channels. Lester proved
largely mdifl^erent to Mary's earnest efforts to make
their home life happy. Fault-finding, impatient, Les-
ter broke Mary's spirit, while Lenore and Howard
seemed to complement each other perfectly. The
hours spent over their budget were as gay as hours
at the theater and even chores afforded an opportun-
ity to share responsibilities. Only one thing marred
Lenore's happiness—the consciousness of Mary's poor
time of it. Lester began to spend more time away
from home and perversely resented Mary's friendship
with his partner's wife. Perhaps it was a guilty
conscience, whatever it was, Lester rudely ordered
the meetings terminated. Mary seeing how the com-
ing of Lenore's baby had made Howard more tender
than ever prayed that she might have a babv. But
when, finally, she disclosed her secret to Lester with
shining eyes, he patted her hand absently and told
her not to worry his mother had had fourteen chil-
dren. Dry-eyed, Mary crept into her bed.
And finally it was over their wives' friendship that

the two partners quarrelled, that and the fact that
Lester was jealous of Howard's political aspirations.
Therefore when Howard was primed for a Judgeship
his opponent was his old partner Lester. It seemed
inevitable that Howard must win, and in desperation
Lester resorted to a shabby trick. Paying his mis-
tresis, Lydia to compromise Howard before the elec-
tion. Lester planned to turn public opinion against his
rival the night before the election. All went better
than he had planned, pictures were taken and it
seemed as if Howard would find it impossible to es-
tablish his innocence in the face of the evidence
.against him. But Lenore, refusing to believe even
the pictures showing her husband and the other wom-
an, faced his traducers and claimed before them all,
that she, Lenore, was the woman in the picture.
Abashed, Howard's denouncers left the assembly and
Howard, elected, swept his wife whose faith had been
so great into his arms. While Lester, in wonderment
at such devotion, shamefacedly congratulated the vic-
tor and returned to try to re-establish his Mary's
faith m him. And with Howard and Lenore to help,
a new happiness began to gleam in the house where
once strife had ruled.

DREAMER IN LOVE
Elmer Bose File No. 7810

A WHIMSICAL, romantic pair, Charles and Janet,
sweethearts since childhood, dream together of
the farm of their own they will have some day

and the little ones who will hri.ghten up their lives.
El Handew, hired man for Janet and her sninsfer
Aunt Winnie, strutting along, stops and rubs his
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held as he sees the hitest of the young people's

whimsies For a moment Janet ^md Lharles, dressed

in toddling clothes, are their own children-to-be, and

a second later are made up as leeble old people com-

forted by their prattling babes. LI starts whistling

as the game dissolves in a tender embrace and the

young lovers moue as El signihcantly hums A
Jjachelors Always Happy."
Imaginative and gay as Charles is, every little

thing on the farm gives him an idea for a song, and

instantly he is hailing Janet over the fence that sep-

arates their two farms, and is asking her opmion of

his latest idea. Once, however, he happens to be

overheard by two cursing New Vork producers, who

have stopped to fix a tiat tire on the road. They

listen, look at each other meaningfully and come foi-

ward to offer Charles an opportunity to do his stutt

on the stage. At that moment El comes along smg-

°ng his "A Bachelor's Always Happy" and doing

an unconsciously comic fall, is signed up too. Charles

and El go to the city and Janet prinks up to attend

Charles' opening night for which he has proudly sent

her tickets. As she steps into the street, however,

she is knocked down by a taxi and is carried to a

hospital while Charles and El meet with round afte,

round of applause. An operation is performed upon

little Tanet and when she regains consciousness she

is told to be brave-she can never have any children

Shocked Janet sees all the dream children she and

Charles 'had planned fade into nothingness and fear-

ing that Charles will marry Ter out of sympathy, she

runs away and in another city studies to be a nurse

sending a note to Charles that she has discoveied

she no longer cares for him.

As a nurse, Janet lavishes her affection on tiny

babes and her eyes grow misty as a 6^= "^
J.Tr"

father thanks Janet for her care and then gather,

his white little wife and incredibly small babe into

his arms While Charles, broken by Janet s inexph-

cable action refuses to renew his contract and join-

ing the army, rapidly becomes one of the most da.^

in| fliers in the service. Far away Janet reads the

newspapers fearfully, praying for Charles safety and

when he enters a dangerous contest she decides to go

to him However, she is detained by an emergency

call and Charles, crashing, shows: no desire to live.

Delirious he calls for Janet and when she comes lie

doesn't recognize her until very softly she smgs their

song Openmg his eyeS he begs her to sing it all

ind he falls into his first normal sleep. Married they

Return to the farm and there see El walking around

distraughtlv with a bottle m one hand and m the

other a squalling baby. Helpless, he presents a per-

fect picture of Mr. Henpecked and as Charles mlS;

chievously begins, "A Bachelor s Always Happy,

he dodges the bottle thrown by the irate spouse of

the redoubtable Winnie.

TAKING THE CENSUS

Henry H. Walton File No. 7838

THE farm house was old and staid-looking and

the taker of the census in that vicinity hardly

expected to find that it lodged a single member

whose life was gay enough for her to be humorous.

Mrs Touchwood, standing at the washtub with a

quizzical expression, did not present a picture of fun

and frolic when young Tom Harding greeted her.

How was he to know that she was assuming a pro-

found ignorance with him only for her sheer amuse-

ment? . ,. , , f

She began by pretending to be indignant because o

the young man's extreme inquisitiveness. Why slioukl

he be asking her such intimate questions? If he

wants to know how many in the family, well, she will

baffle him aplenty by her generous reply. lo her,

the word family seems to include various relatives,

nets, birds, and suchlike creatures. Dogs, says Mrs.

Touchwood, are human-even more so than many
humans are,—and should therefore be counted in the

census. Jowler, especially, barks cleverly his ap-

proval. With difticulty he entreats her not to force

him to count turkeys and the parrot, but he must

at least concede her the "woodenheaded schoolmas-

ter " If one counts people by the way they eat, she

insists, then certainly this schoolmaster should be

counted with great care.

Her husband was a white male, she says, but he

doesn't carry the mail any more. He is entirely con-

sumed with his occupation of drinking, and she is the

head of the household. One of her children is black

-from the sun—and she doesn't see why that should-

n't be counted as a black female in the census taker s

book.
Mrs. Touchwood continues to enlarge upon her gen-

eral capacities for conversation, taking the young

man's time, and causing him considerable uneasiness

and bafflement. Why should she be telling him how
to make sausages out of turnips? She refers to a

piano as a music box with white teeth, and grad-
,

ually the man manages to slip away in a rage, when
she has invited him to count the chickens their old

hen hatched, and the red ants in the cupboard. When
he has gone, she doubles over in amusement. -She

has had her fill of fun, and can now go back to her

scrubbing in right good humor.

A SOCIAL SUCCESS

Lee Huffman File No. 7820

THE argument of Oliver Hardy and Stan Laurel,

sailors, is abruptly terminated by a spectacled

gentleman who claims he has been looking for

them to inform them that according to the terms

of their uncle's will, four million dollars will be left

to them if they can satisfactorily prove that they are

the best of friends. A private detective is to check

up on them for a month, meanwhile a part of their

inheritance is to be given to them.
Jubilantly the boys begin an orgy of taxis and shop-

ping, and with Laurel in a loud checked suit and
Hardy in formal clothes, the two friends pay a social

call on the latter's sweetheart, a Miss Drummond,
a millionaire. Laurel has been thoroughly coached,

but despite that, he is appalled by the magnificence
of the Drummond dwelling and he succeeds in jolt-

ing his partner and hostess by his naive conversation.

Enthusiastically he explains that he and Hardy are

inheriting four million dollars, and his face puckers up
as a powerful kick informs him that socially he is not

so good. But Miss Drummond graciously offers to give

them a party and without knocking over too many
vases the boys exit. Deciding to look for an apart-

ment, they have considerable difficulty opening the

doors of tenants who are enjoying their privacy in

various ways. Thrown into the street, they pain-

fully pick themselves up and entering a hotel are

given a room on the eighth floor. Laurel inquisitive-

ly presses a button in the elevator which begins

shooting dangerously up and down in response to

his' frenzied directing. The taxi man, who brings

them about town on another shopping tour, demands
payment, and as Hardy has his hands full of bundles,

he asks Laurel to get his wallet from his pocket.

Laurel tickles, and Hardy precipately drops the pack-

ages, then turns and glares at the weeping Laurel.

Curiously the boys explore their new quarters and
while Hardy sticks his head in the shower. Laurel

turns knobs, drenching Hardy who throws a cake of

soap upon which both subsequently trip. Their dress-

ing being delayed by various misadventures. Hardy
rushes his distracted friend so that the fellow pulls

his overcoat on without realizing he has forgotten his

trousers and they do not discover it until the gasping
guests look up at Laurel as the butler announces
him. Weeping, he is hustled into a pair of the stout

butler's trousers and thus he falls as he and Hardy
descend the steps. For the nth time. Hardy begins a

quarrel but remembering the terms of the will, smiles

sweetly. Laurel reaches across the table, squirlis

grapefruit -and begins eating a banana before his

soup, throwing the peel so that the waiter trips and
drenches the guests. Hardy chases his friend who ex-

tinguishes the lights and both land in the pool, get

thrown in jail for breaking everything in sight, and
receive their inheritance most of which is needed to

bail them out. But the two outcasts get their re-

venge when 'they pay a ruffian to start a fight among
the fashionable* who are gathered in a restaurant.

And from behind counters Laurel and Hardy watch
with glee the scattered dignity of the socially elite.

Then linking arms, with a last backward glance at

the melee, Laurel and Hardy calmly walk out of the

picture.

DANCING GRANNIES
Alphabelle Daily File No. 7837

BUSTLING energetically among her pots and pans.
Grandma Burson listens to the talk of the young-
sters about the wild West and a sudden nostal-

gia comes over her for the little home in the

Ozarks where she had spent so many happy years of

her life. Later, asking Jimmy questions, she deter-

mines that son or no son, grandchildren or no grand-
cfiildren, she is going to visit her old home, even if

it means she has to hitchhike it.

The next morning, leaving a note behind. Grandma
sets off down the road. A middle-aged couple stop

to give her a lift in their battered old Ford, and sit-

ting erectly in the hard seat. Grandma arouses amused
smiles by the energetic assertion that she certainly

is not too old to be hiking—she's only eighty-five.

Later, she leaves her friends and munching a 3and
wich from her prodigious knapsack she plods down
the road, and seeing a woman milking a cow, asks for

lodging for the night. Glancing up with a kindly

smile, the woman graciously oft'ers her hospitality,

and with surprising agility Grandma returns by milk-

ing tlie cows and churning the butter, overriding her
hostess' insistence that payment is unnecessary. The
next morning. Grandma is given a ride on a hay
wagon by a negro, and swinging her legs with the

two pickaninnies. Grandma gets along until they

leave her off. Before she can take another step, a

shiny limousine pulls up, and three well-dressed gen-

tlemen, smiling broadly, offer her a lift and tell her
they too are going to the Ozarks. A little white rib-

bon on Grannie's dress evokes the explanation that

it is a temperance ribbon, which she has not taken
off these many years. The men roar at the old lady's

prattle, but she reahzes the "eggs" her feet are rest-

ing on smells strongly like liquor, and desperately

she raves on, wondering how to escape. Suddenly a

car slips out of a side road and a command comes
to halt in the name of the law, but instead of stopping

the limousine shoots forward and races madly against
the pursuing car whose bullets fly dangerously close.

The men in the back seat return the fire and Gran-
nie fervently prays. Suddenly there is a loud ex-

plosion, a back tire blows out, and the car overturns
in a ditch. Grannie is knocked out but the bootleg-

gers put up a stiff gun battle before they finally sur-

render. The revenucrs are astounded by the old lady's

presence, but despite her jabbering explanation and
the assurance of the bootleggers that she is just a

hitch-hiker, she is brought to jail and locked up, giv-

ing her name as Lavinia Tompkins, lest the folks

back home hear about this. Then, to prove her story,

she tells the officers to call Mrs. Hoag and ask if

sfhe didn't spend the night there. The police do. and
Mrs. Hoag tells them a Drusilla Burson was there.

And Grannie praying fervently in her cell, spends the

night on a hard bed before she convinces the police

that she lied to save herself notoriety.

Freed, and after having shared her scupper with a

young tramp, Grannie finally completes her journey.

but everything is dreadfully changed and going out-

side she weeps. Suddenly she sees smoke in the de-

serted house and returning finds Jimmy—of all peo-

ple—making coffee. He tellsi her that he was sent

on, when they found her note. And tired out. Gran-
nie consents to be taken home where she is hailed

as a heroine. But not to anyone does Grannie tell

that she had been in jail for bootlegging.

E. Marty

n

File No. 7821

RUNNING his hands feverishly through his hair,

James Watertown watches the progress of his

Stocks, and in his worry over his paper losses

suspends his relief work for his neglected coal mines.

Petitions pile up, but the mine president ignores

them. Paul Hartley, engaged to Watertown's daugh-
ter, Laura, tries desperately to gain admittance to

the president's office, but the inevitable answer is

given him, "Mr. Watertown is out. 1 don t know
how to reach him."
Kushing to Laura's house, Paul begs her to get in

touch with her father. Alocking his anxiety, she tells

him he takes his work too seriously. That many
people before him who thought they could reform the

world have come to grief, but Paul tells her this is

no mad dream, his brother Reed is in danger. Laura
stops smiling. Reed, danger? His eyes bitter, Paul
explains that Reed left college, couldn't be found,

and was finally discovered working in the Water-
town mines. Refusing to leave the hazardous work,
tile young zealot claims that he is going to write a
book and expose the conditions of the mines. Laura
shrugs her shoulders. "Well, let him," she says.

Paul is furious. "Don't you realize, Laura, it is sui-

cide. Those mines are death traps. Waste thrown
where it can be ignited. Your father has the con-
trolling votes. Only he can remedy things, and he is

too busy." Realizing that it doesn't touch Laura, he

persuades her to visit the mines. Finally she goes,

and she shudders as they descend into the depths.

Drawing back from a blackened miner who is pass-

ing, she knocks over a lamp which ignites one of the

neglected stores of rubbish about which Paul had
been telling her. Instantly tongues of flame lick the

sides. Confusion reigns. Laura cries frantically,

"Paul, Paul," but he has leaped through the flames

to send in the alarm. Steel nerves operate the hoists

and 160 men are saved. Laura's panic gives way
to helpfulness and she helps the injured. Like flashes

the lifts operate but there are forty men to account
for in the farthest section. Rescue parties work
feverishly, and from another city gas masks and help

arrive in the fastest trains, but with crying survi-

vors and relatives looking on, the' work proceeds

slowly. Finally the depth is plumbed. A shout of

thanksgiving goes up, but it changes to horror as

thirty bodies are hauled to the surface—all of them
dead. Ten more men, among them Paul's brother
remain. Laura clings to Paul's arm, frightened by
the grim look in his blood shot eyes.
And then comes the news that Laura's father has

committed suicide—over his stock losses. At the

mines the rescue work continues. Inside the ten men
still live after twenty-one hours, having broken the

main air line and revived themselves with the foul

but welcome air. It is young Reed finally who leads

the despairing men to safety, and a hushed silence

greets the return from death. Laura, now in control,

turns over the management to Paul and Reed who
promptly install all the latest safety devices, and in

Paul's arms, Laura pledges herself to the safety of

her miners.

VINDICATED

C. J. McCombs File No. 7824

KITTY looked up as the shiny car ploughed the

Arizona desert at sLxty miles an hour and a
moment later she gasped in horror as it skidded,

ran through a barbed wire fence, and turned over
twice. Immediately every person in the house ran
out and the men finally managed to carry the man-
gled body of the driver inside while Kitty frantically

plioned the doctor. After a long examination Dr.

Summers said it would be certain death if the young
man were carried sixty miles to the nearest hospital

and Kitty's family agreed to take care of the patient.

Upon his person was found no clue to hia identity

but when her father found sixty thousand dollars

mostly in thousand dollar bills in his possession, he
concluded that the boy had come by it dishonestly.

Thereafter, the young man was taken care of just

as if he were any helpless animal and for six days he
remained in a coma 'while Kitty hovered over him
anxiously. Finally he opened his eyes and looked
upon her for a full minute before he asked where he

was. Aching to know more about him, Kitty told him
not to talk, that he was among friends and the boy
calmly shut his eyes and slept. Three days later, he

was able to ask Kittv not to believe what her fa-

ther did about him, and then, scarcely able to talk,

he told Kitty he loved her.

Some time later, Kitty returned from a visit to a

sick friend, to find that Jack had asked to be re-

moved to the hospital, leaving no message for Kitty.

Heart-broken, Kitty tried to puzzle out the whole af-

fair and when a few days later her friend Rose was
taken to the hospital, Kitty couldn't conceal her eager-

ness to visit. But inquiries only revealed that Jack
had been called for in a special train by a wealthy
family, and that all sorts of important calls had come
for him. Kitty returned home brokenly, feeling cer-

tain he had really meant his declaration of love and
in September her family sent her off to a finishing

school in San Francisco.
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While on a tour of the Chinese section with her

sociology class, Kitty saw Chinese counterfeiters

rounded up and among them two Americans one of

whom was Jack. With a cry she ran toward him,

but staring at her he said he had never seen her be-

fore and only the intervention of her professor saved

Kitty from being taken to headquarters on suspicion.

He had said he never saw her before! Yet that night

an unsigned note asked her to meet him in the park

at eight bringing a man along. Mystified, Kitty

asked her professor and Jack explained that he thought

they might be followed by some Chinamen. The wis-

dom of Jack's precautions was proved when the watch-

ing police picked up three Chinamen and Jack ex-

plained that he was a detective and had had to jom
the counterfeiters' band to effect their capture. He
had left her home because the government would not

permit love affairs, but with the fifty thousand dollar

reward he was retiring, and, abruptly, how soon could

Kitty marry him? Two weeks later, Kitty discovered

her husband was very wealthy, but that was the least

of her joys.

SHOULD GANSTERS LOVE?

T. A. Woody File No. 7849

PROPITIOUSLY introduced while John Koler, a re-

tiring capitalist is distressed by blackmail warn-
ings from a gang called the Red Seal of the Un-

derworld, Tony Artago, so impresses Koler with his

advice, that he is subsequently engaged as the finan-

cier's attorney. Rejoicing, Tony meets his gang.

The Red Seal, and tells them of his progress. How-
ever, invited to the Koler home for dinner, Tony
falls' madly in love with his client's daughter, Mari-
lyn, recently returned from college to care for her

ailing father. Thereafter, Tony devotes himself to

trying to win Marilyn as his wife. And when she

frankly tells him that she loves another, he silently

vows to have her at any cost, her indifference fan-

ning the flame of his desire.

At a club dance, Tony moodily watches Marilyn
dancing in the arms of Bert Taylor, but the place is

raided by the police, and in the confusion, Tony
skillfully carries Marilyn to safety while Bert, dis-

tressed at her disappearance is forced to pay his bond
before he can rejoin Marilyn, who, to his great re-

lief, is' safe. The next afternoon Marilyn and Bert

return earlier than usual from their drive into the

country and they are overheard gayly planning to

surprise the guests invited to Marilyn's twenty-first

birthday party with the announcement of their en-

gagement. The butler, previously bribed by Tony,
phones Artago who grimly determines to have his

men, armed, in readiness.
At the party, Koler is rejoicing in his daughter's

happiness when, in his library, he pales at a large

white envelope, the third sinister warning from The
Red Seal. Given until twelve o'clock to produce
fifty thousand dollars or be put on the spot, he jumps
as Tony enters the room. Tony is sympathetic but
apparently worried, and finally he offers to loan the

required sum if Marilyn's engagement could be put

off in favor of Tony. Koler hesitates, half-persuaded,
but his final answer refuses to jeopardize his daugh-
ter's happiness. Tony finds his henchmen and Koler,

steadying himself joins his daughter and starts the

engagement announcement. The lights go out. and a

shot is fired throwing the guests into confusion, but
nobody is injured. The party breaks up, and badly
shaken, Koler brings Bert into the library and pro-

duces the three warnings. The clock begins striking

twelve. Again the lights are extinguished and a shot

is fired, Koler slumps to the floor, and Bert feels

something hard thrust into his hands. Marilyn faints

as she sees Bert staring down at the body of Koler,

a smoking revolver in her fiance's hand. Tony rushes
in and officiously seizes Bert, turning him over to the

police. At the trial Bert maintains that the notes
Koler was showing him had been snatched from his

hands and the gun thrust upon him, but the jury
remains unconvinced and he is sentenced to death.
However, Tony's role as comforter is abruptly ter-

minated when he is taken for a ride by his gang for

telling them he will not share the Koler fortune with
them, but is going to live in Monte Carlo with Mar-
ilyn. The Red Seal warnings are found, and Bert,

freed by the written confession forced out of Tony
by his gang, marries Marilyn and they leave for their

honeymoon.

LOVE GAME
M. Ernest Carter File No. 7856

THE Monroes, having made millions in steel,

glowed with pride when their son, Edward made
a name for himself as All-American at college.

But when the steel magnate learned his pride and
joy wa s seriously thinking of playing profession al

baseball, parental wrath exploded in costly telegrams,
and Edward was sent to Europe on some fool's er-
rand his apoplectic father conceived of. Abroad, to
his disgust. Edward found he was supposed to have a
good time, and that the business required no deft
managing on Jii^ part. Disgusted, he returned to
get a workman's job in one of his father's foundries.
He'd show them, thought Edward, and arriving at
the Southern plant, he promptly found employment
as Edward Young, and began learning the business.
The first Sunday, Edward saw a calliope noisily

advertising the baseball game between the Monroe
Maulers and a team from a hosiery factory and
learned that the founder of the Monroe Factory had
instituted these baseball games. Edward smiled, the
old man still had a fondness for the game despite his
pretended disapproval. Walking to the park, he
bought his ticket from Judy Mason, sister of one of
the players. Judy was competing tor the ten dollar

gold piece to be given to the girl that sold the most
tickets and Edward liking the smile she flashed,

started buying tickets until he realized he was just a

factory worker. Fortunately he found himself sitting

next to Judy, and when she came up gloomily tell-

ing him that the Maulers" short stop had been in-

jured and they didn't have a decent sub, Edd e went
down and told them he could play. He was tried out,

and his sensational workout before the game caught
the crowd's attention. Eddie practi^cally won the

game singlehanded and the most special applause he
got was from Terry Mason's sister, Judy. It was
Terry who suggested that Eddie room at their board-
ing house, and taking one look at the blushing Judy,
Eddie consented.

It may have been his baseball playing, it may have
been his earnestness, but whatever it was Eddie
Young got rapid promotions at the factory and when
the big boss, James Monroe, himself, arrived in town,
he heard about the new player. Giving orders im-
portantly, James Monroe dictated, "And my box at

the baseball game."
Meanwhile, Eddie had been getting along swimming-

ly with Tudy, and what's more, Terry thought a

whole lot' more of Eddie than Judy's admirer, Peter
Creighton, even if Peter had money and Eddie didn't;

and Judy agreed with Terry for once. Then the day
of the game, Eddie injured his leg. Old Monroe
slumped in his seat. He liked to see his teams win.
In the final inning, Eddie was put in, and sensational
playing brought the grandstands down. A double
play and the Maulers clinched the game. Old J. M.
came down to congratulate the team and remained
to stagger as he recognized his son. whom he thought
safely in Europe, as the star. Grandly he forgave
Eddie everything, being secretly no end pleased, and
since it was a day of surprises, Eddie pulled a few
more, he got Judy to consent to marry him, then told

her who he was, and finally gained J. M.'s approval
of his daughter-in-law to be.

FLAMES OF MEMORY
Luther Mason File No. 7850

UNLIKE most wars, the Civil War in the United
States wrought its greatest havoc with the
wealthy classes, of which Charley Drayton was

a carefree member in the year 1861.

His innocent childhood ended with the death of his

father, brought on by suffering during the war, and
at the early age of sixteen Charley assumed the bur-
dens of managing the estate, with his mother's ad-
vice. His sister and younger brother are the two
joys of his life, and diligently he applies himself to

the task of caring for the family property so that
they may not suffer.

The one blot on Charley's career was caused by
a serious defect in his character. He had an uncon-
trollable temper, that pursued him on every venture.
This temper caused him to kill a negro worker, Alec
Jones, in defense of his brother. This first crime
was hushed up, and Charlev grew up, forgot, and
married Jennie Larouche. the belle at his first South-
ern ball. Everyone predicted a brilliant future for

this young Midas, who seemed to be able to turn
every business venture into gold by his deft touch.
They moved to town, Charley building the first

lumber yard in the locality. His sister married and
lived nearby, and to her he came for counsel when
his temper caused him to have a row with his w^fe,

of whom he was often jealous.

The third tragedy in his life came when he dis-

covered that his beloved brother, Jim, had been mur-
dered to keep him from giving testimony about a

murder he had witnessed. Charley stayed away from
his wife and mother for two months, trying to locate

the murderer, and only the announcement of the birth

of his first son brought him home, his temper at last

somewhat appeased. The family left town, and a
girl was born.
Now Charley, whose jealous temper would not let

him rest, saw fit to become jealous of the doctor who
called to see his ailing wife. He almost killed the

doctor, his wife fleeing in fright, and he was unable
to find her for years after. In the meantime he took
a new lease on life in the friendship with one Duchey,
with whom he set up in business. He was then re-

united with his family, and spent many peaceful
years, made wis^ by his early impulses. Duchey had
rescued him when he was about to commit suicide,

and when Duchev died, he looked after the family's
affairs. Old age strengthened in Charley's heart his

respect for his mother's teaching and his love and
faith in his wife.

LOVE'S BY-PATH
Myreen Eyre File No. 7853

NOT realizing that her secret engagement to her
school chum's brother, George Landon, is in-

tended to rehabilitate the declining Landon for-

tunes, Cynthia Wayland returns to her father's large

plantation, planning how best to gain her father's

consent to her marriage. She is aware of the admir-
ing glance of her father's young overseer, Caspar
Blaine, and sees the almost imperceptible change in

his countenance 3.S she warmly greets Ray Coleson.

whom she has known all her life.

Caspar feels an uncontrollable jealousy when he

sees Cynthia and Ray together, but he doesn't sus-

pect when he hires George Carlton (nee George L-in-

don) to help him on the fields, that this man is Cyn-
thia's real fiance. And George, stranded at the race-

track and forced to find temporary employment, not

catching the name of the owner of the estate, doesn't

realize that he is working for his fiancee's father.

Later, Cynthia tells her father of her engagement
and gets the expected objections, when she reluctantly

admits that she doesn't know much about her fiance

except what her very close friend had told her, but
that they must be well-to-do because of the extrava-
gance of their entertainments. Caspar sees Cynthia
emerge with tear-stained eyes and he asks if he can
do something, but Cynthia thanks him curtly and
leaves. George narrowly escapes meeting Cynthia on
the field by a chance indisposition due to a gambling
brawl in town, but that night, getting an urgent let-

ter from a friend who demands money for a getaway,
he decides to rob the payroll. However, he is seen
by Cj'iithia, w^ho doesn't cry out because she feels a
curious dryness in her throat believing the robber to
be Caspar. But the astonishment is mutual when she
finds the intruder to be George, who gathering his

wits, explains he was working on her father's planta-
tions to be near her—actually he believed Cynthia
lived in the residential section of the town—and Cyn-
thia, convinced, allows George to gather her in his
arms. Thus they are seen by Caspar who, distrust-
ing George's absence, had. followed. George further
explains that he has been sent to recover an erron-
eous report which .Caspar had sent to her father, and
bring it back to Caspar and Mr. Wayland. But Cyn-
thia discovering her father is upstairs realizes George
has lied while Caspar catches George taking the pay
roll, and the scuffle awakens the family. But George
sticks to his story and claims that Caspar had sent
him to act as a blind to his own intended hold-up.
Some idea of loyalty to her fiance and refusal to be-
lieve that her friend's brother could be guilty causes
Cynthia to maintain that she will marry George not-
withstanding all the lies against him. And Caspar re-
veals what George really is— his gambling, and the
note from the friend demanding that George send him
money under threat of exposing George's guilt. On
Cynthia's plea, George is released on the promise that
he leave town immediately.
Abashed that Caspar should realize her folly, Cyn-

thia defensively acts coldly until she awakens to the
fact that she has been spiteful in an effort to conceal
her love. Caspar no longer comes up for the cus-
tomary chat, and swallowing her pride. Cynthia goes
down to visit him. He cannot, at first believe she
has come to see him, but when, subsequently they
announce their engagement to Wayland, Cynthia's
father is not in the least surprised. The wise old fel-

low has long seen which way the wind has been
blowing.

WORLDLY GIFTS

Ophelia Hurlbut File No. 7846

AMBITION in this backwoods village was greeted
with a suspicious eye by all the inhabitants, and
because Natie threatened to be possessed of this

mysterious trait, she became the butt of the town for
every mishap. She had little education, but had at
least learned enough to be able to scan the newspaper
advertisements and find them legible. She under-
stood one of these advertisements to be concerning a
correspondence school, and realized with a flash of in-

sight that this was her only chance to be free of the
bondage of ignorance. She could enroll in this school
and study some trade, and thus equipped, might be
bold enough to leave the town and try to make some-
thing of her life elsewhere.
An event which took place after Natie had met

with some success these efforts to educate herself
made it essential for her to leave town at any rate.
There was a rumor of some theft, and naturally the
suspicion was foisted upon the one who was least
friendly and understandable to them.
On leaving town, at the next transfer station, she

was met by a well known business man who sensed
her position and thought she would make a good
helpmate to his wife. He approached her and asked
her where she left, and by her reply that she lived
at a lob lodging on the porch, he realized how inno-
cent and endangered this lonesome creature was, and
his heart warmed toward her. He knew his sym-
pathetic wife would be only too glad to give her a
home in return for her services, and Natie proved an
able and strong assistant in the household. The wom-
an w'as surprised to discover that the girl was at-
tending a school and spending all her free time at
diligent study. She assisted her in every way in

this effort of the young girl to educate herself, until
Natie grew to intelligent young womanhood. She be-
came of age just in time to reach out and save her
parents from a shelterless fate, going into business
and giving them a home. The real accomplice in the
theft for which she had been accused was discovered,
and she was befriended by the whole town, who now
begged her forgiveness. She married a promising
employee of the business man who had first rescued
her, and her future as a mother and efficient wife was

THE ROSE OF ALL MY DREAMS
Mrs. M. H. Fisher File No. 7880

In a moonlit fragrant garden
Where sweet scented roses bloom.
The dearest rose of all my dreams
Blooms just for me alone.
A flower-like face so lovely
To bring only for me,
The golden rose of happiness
I've longed and longed to see.

REFRAIN:
You are the only one I love,
Your love to me unfolds
The dearest treasure life can hold,
A heart of purest gold.
Sweet and fair as a rose at dawn
Where silvery dew drops gleam.
You are the rose, the rose of my he
And the rose of all my dreams.
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PAST DANGER
Paul Revere, Jr. FUe No. 7802

IT
was no use for Cora and Tom to tell Margie th.it

she ought to think twice before giving up i'eudy

Alack lor the wealthy Jerry Brown. If Marg.e
hadn t known the pair so well, she wouldn't have
bothered explaining that they were prejudiced in Ted-

dy s favor because they had known hiin since loin

used to bounce ieddy, now a si.x-footer, on his knee.

And just because Jerry was wealthy and had all tne

time in the world to take ISargie on picnics and rides

was no reason to suspect him of wrong-doing, iiut

lorn still couldn't see why Jerry should be spending
his summer in their small town near the ocean. Ihen,
one night, Tom's suspicions took a mighty leap, lor

while hurrying home late at night, 'lorn overheard
old Zimmer, who supported his lamily by means of

his fast boat, angrily telling a vo.ce, I'om recognized

as Jerry's, that ne didn t want to make money tnal

way. And when Toms wife told h.m, ne.xt morning,
that Jerry was getting Margie s costume for the mas-
querade ball, Tom decided to warn Margie. But the

girls smile faded when she realized what he was try-

ing to do, and telling him she was not a child, she

walked off leaving him staring after her perplexed.

The masquerade was perfect and just as Margie
and Jerry were being awarded the prizes for their

beautiful Spanish costumes, a shot rang out and Joe
Zimmer fell down dead. Chaos reigned, and Tom re-

membering the nocturnal episode felt that Jerry had
something to do with it. But a day or two later,

Margie proudly told Km that maybe the fact that

Jerry had bought Joe's boat from the str.cken widow
and was doing everything to help her, would quiet

Tom's suspicions, 'lorn looked at her in horror. Now
it was all clear to him. Jerry wanted that boat for

rum-running and had killed Joe because he knew too

much about his schemes." Still afraid of ridicule if he
proceeded directly on his sketchy hypothesis, Tom in-

quired at the telegraph office and learned that Jerry

had sent a lot of meaningless telegrams lately. But
reading them, Tom began to divine the sinister impli-

cations behind the jargon. And "9:30 package contains

one dress" made 'Tom inquire if Margie had a date

with Jerry at 9:J0. Her surprised affirmative convinced
him. Exacting her promise that she would show him
a telegram stating her mother had been seriously in-

jured, lom rounded up some trusted friends including

Teddy, and with grave misgivings proceeded down to

the water's edge, acting on his interpretation of the

telegram. Sure enough they surprised and disarmed
three ruffians waiting for Jerry, but suddenly one of

them seized his chance and rushed at his captor. In

an instant Teddy was down, and the others felled in

a hard fight. Jerry with a gun in Margie's back came
up, but Teddy, rousing himself, brought a wrench
down on Jerry's head and by that time the police ar-

rived, shooting to kill. The surviving ruffians con-

fessed that Jerry had hired them to kill Zimmer, was
a rum runner, and was planning to carry Margie off.

But Margie was at Teddy's bedside, begging him to

forgive her for being such a fool. And Teddy, pale

and bandaged, grinned and pulled her close.

EMPTY PURSES
Adelaide Julia Gray File No. 7831

FINE looking as a Greek God, James Foster came
to New York and discovered that no editor would
see the novels he had written. Wearily tramp-

ing from publisher to publisher, James exhausted his

funds and wore out the soles of his shoes. Growing
gaunt from lack of food, he was grateful to his kind-

hearted landlady, Mrs. Olsen, who gave him a room
in return for menial chores about the house. Swal-
lowing the pride with which he had come to the city,

James washed dishes in the kitchen and tacked car-

pets in the hall. And when he was not out trying to

sell his novel, he was at work upon a new play.

One person in the house smiled upon him brightly,

and James never stopped wondering why a lovely,

blithe person like Bessie White, an actress, should
continue to live on in Mrs. Olsen's boarding house.

Of course, when she was out of work, it wasn't so
strange that she should choose cheap quarters, but
now with a part in a Broadway success, it was a

constant source of puzzlement. There was another
woman in the house, a Mrs. Graves who lived with
her husband and small son. One day, Mrs. Graves
asked James to fix the light in her room. Puzzled
he turned and said there was nothing wrong with it.

She smiled and told him he was very young. James
felt the color mount into his face, and without a

word he turned and left. Thereafter, she plagued
him continually. It seemed she took a vicious de-

light in breaking things so she could watch him
laboring to fix them. Petty and small-minded as

she was she was seeking revenge for his indifference.

Shrewdly she saw how James looked after Bessie

and dared not speak because he was penniless. And
in her ugly mind she plotted to spoil the love that

she saw between them. One day she came down cry-
ing that her purse had been stolen. She fretted and
fussed all day, and when her husband came home, she

made him shamefacedly ask the boarders to allow
their possessions to be searched. The purse was
found in lames' room, and she shrilly cried that she

wanted him arrested.! Shocked, James saw Mrs. Ol-

sen and the others turn from him,—believing him
guilty. Only Bessie remained to state emphatically
that she didn't believe it, it was preposterous. And
then Mrs. Graves' little boy, not fully understanding,
unwittingly informed them that he had seen his moth,
er hide the purse in James' room and he thought it

was a game. The Graves' moved then, in a hurry,
and James could only stare dumbly at Bessie, until

she chided him, asked him why he didn't say any-
thing. They were alone, and Bessie was very near.
"If only," James said. "If only I had money." But

ed him. "Money!" If not for this he
would never have spoken at all. He loved her, didn't

he? And somehow, Bessie's faith was justified. It

was she who got a producer to read James' new
play, and the producer enthusiastically hailed James
as a find. Bessie was offered a role and she achieved
stardom through James' story, but that wasn't quite

so important to her as the fact that she had a brand
new husband. And her James was able to sell all

his novels and was contracted for another novel which
he hadn't started yet. But now, in love w.th his

wife, James could write . . .

THE SEA OF LOVE
Anna Zellmore File No. 7822

LORRAINE sat waiting for Alvin and reading a

sentimental novel. She hardly realized he was
late, so absorbed was she in the story which

spoke of the ecstacy, the oneness of love. She looked
out over the restless sea, and wondered for the first

time if she wasn't making a dreadful mistake. She
knew her mother and father thoroughly approved of

Alvin, who would become his father s business part-

ner and be able to provide for a wife. And she knew
that Alvin's proposal was imminent. But what
bothered her, was that she didn't thrill to his pres-
ence as girls did in books. When she was with the
great giant of a person, she merely felt comfortable,
and as he came in and she frowned at the little wrist
watch he had given her which indicated how late he
was, she knew she would not marry him. She gazed
at Alvin, still in his overalls and his smile faded un-
der her cool scrutiny. Uncomfortable, he stammered
that he wouldn't be able to visit tonight, a boat load
of fish had just come in. Lorraine's lip curled. He
needn't bother to explain, they didn't love each other,
that was all, and to his bewilderment she rushed into
the house slamming the door behind her.
Inside her mother looked at her astonished, and did

precisely the wrong thing—told her she'd be happier
when she had housewifely duties to keep her mind
from trashy love stories. Lorraine rebelliously slapped
powder on her nose and flounced out upon the sandy
beach telling herself she would leave for the city

where her golden beauty would find appreciation.
"Hello beautiful!" She wheeled indignantly, then
flushed as a man in riding breeches strolled up chat-
tering gaily of moon nymphs. He was a sort of a
dude, he said, visiting. Had been beastly bored until
he saw her, and with glimpses of her dreams coming
true, the next evening she slipped away to go riding
in Harry Watson's red roadster. When she got back
she learned that Alvin had been there to invite her
to a picnic tomorrow. But the next afternoon, she
ran to join Harry who whistled to her from halfway
down the driveway. She sank into the cushions lux-
uriously and explained her subterfuge in smuggling
out her bathing suit. The car purred and Lorraine
sighed with relief as the picnickers whizzed by with-
out seeing them.
She and Harry were alone. The sun was warm on

their backs. "Race you to the rope," she challenged.
Then, suddenly, the wind veered. Harry called to
turn back and a wave swept Lorraine back. Chok-
ing, sputtering, she cried for help and struggled
frantically. Strong arms enveloped her and drowsi-
ness seized her as kisses rained on her lips. Alvin!
He was holding her tight and explaining how sorry
he was he couldn't stay the other night. He hadn't
gone to the picnic, had followed her. Lorraine for-
got the knight errant who had deserted her, and
knew that rniraculously the moment had come. Al-
vin wasn't just a fisher boy, this young god with
water dripping from his tanned body had risked his
life to save her. She knew then, the oneness of love.

THE LOVE DECEPTION

father, now that she believes Elma will desert him.
But this is not necessary, for Elma, at heart still

under the influence of her mother's religious teach-
ing, responds to her father's appeal to trust in Goi
and face her lover with the truth. To her own sur-
prise and delight, Henry tells her, when she con-
fesses, that he knew all along what she had been try-

ing to hide, and understood and forgave her decep-
tion because he was sure only her love for him promp-
ted it. She is overwhelmed by such wisdom and loy-

alty, and realizes more than ever her profound love.

LATE HOURS
A. Strafello FUe No. 7843

HELD under strict surveillance by her fanatically

strict father, Marion Nassau falls in love witn
Stephen Graham who is visiting the small town

for business reasons. Stephen is captivated by the

lovely girl's lack of sophistication, but he is puzz.eJ
by her consistent refusal to see him. However, at

home, Marion sobs out her misery on her mother's
shoulder, and although she has never dared to counter
her husband's wishes before, Mrs. Nassau aids Mar-
ion to escape her father's watch and to go out With
Stephen. Twenty -two years old though she is, Mar-
ion has never been permitted to go out with a man
before, and Stephen's consideration and admiration,
transport the beautiful young girl. Hearing her sing,

he assures her that if she ever wanted to, she couid
capitalize on her talent in the theater. But New York,
to Marion, is just a symbol, a land of magic.
Meanwhile at home, Mr. Nassau has discovered

his daughter's defection, and roused to fury at the
realization of her disobedience, he storms at his wife,

and sweeps her priceless Wedgewood from the she.f

in a gesture of anger. Pointing at the clock he
maintains that no decent girl would remain out so

late, and when Marion glowing with happiness, re-

turns, her father orders her from his house. Her
mother's tears unavailing, Marion takes what little

money she has and ashamed to disclose her father's
narrowness to Stephen, she takes a train to New
York to look for theatrical work. Many weary
weeks of futile searching follow, and then she is en-
gaged as a chorus girl. Her clear young voice rings
out through the listless singing of the chorus and
she is given an opportunity to sing for the producer.
A small part in the show gives her her chance and
when the show opens it is to the little unknown that
the columns of praise are devoted.
Dazed by her success, Marion invites her mother to

visit her, and although she has always loved her
stern but devoted husband, Mrs. Nassau, ill from
the scene the night Marion left home, packs up and
joins her daughter. Feted by all New York, Marioi
listlessly thinks of Stephen and her letter written to

him is returned unopened with the explanation that
he has left town. And Mrs. Nassau constantly wor-
ries about how her husband is getting along with-
out her. She had realized that he had repented of his

harshness toward his daughter, known too that his

puritannical ideas had been a tradition in his family,
but it is not until she receives a message that he is

actually ill, that she informs Marion that she is re-
turning home. But Marion has important news of

her own to disclose. Stephen, finally returned to
New York, after bewildered searching for Marion,
had gone to the theater one night and discovered that
his^ little discovery was the star of the show, and a
visit backstage had sent Stephen and Marion into
each other's arms. Now, Marion has promised to
give up her career to be plain Mrs. Graham, and
happily the young bride and groom see Mrs. Nassau
ofl on the train that is bringing her back to the hus-
band whom, in spite of all his faults, she loves.

FORGOTTEN SCANDAL
Ona Foe File No. 7834 Mary Durovchic File No. 7812

IF Elma Gibson's mother had been still aUve to
guide her daughter safely through her first love
affair perhaps Henry's trust in God would never

have been awakened so effectively. Elma did not
think he believed, and attempting to ape all his ways,
she assumed a non-religious attitude herself which
made her father feel hostile to her fiance. Eima
could not bring herself to invite Henry to her home,
for he expressed charm at her dainty English ways,
and she did not want him to know that her parent
was a humble man who could not speak English well.
At last, unable to prevent his calling, she instructed
her father coldly that he must remain mute, in order
that his un-English identity would not be discovered.
Poor Mr. Gibson, whose life of hard work had been

devoted only toward making his two daughters hap-
py, was at first thunderstruck at her coldness toward
him, as evidenced by this plan to humble him by a
deception. To make matters worse, she instructed
her younger sister, Marian, to take the part of Jes-
ter to her father, so that Henry would assume that
the man, although unfortunately with the capacity
for speech, was wealthy and resourceful enough to
employ a paid young man to amuse him. Marian re-
fused at first to don man's clothing, but Elma was
accustomed to having her way in the household, since
her mother's death, and triumphed even in this sel-
fish plan.
At last Henry arrives, a model of solicitude and

sweet concern for his beloved. Mr. Gibson, who had
convinced himself that a man who could provoke such
heartless cruelty in his daughter must be a poor
specimen of humanity, was now surprised to find how
kind and amiable the suitor was. Marian attempted,
by amateur theatricals, to amuse in the spirit of
the true Jester. She is so successful that she se-
cretly determines to hire herself professionally, hop-
ing in this way to earn enough to support her old

IN her small town Mona was never called anything
but Crackie, and Crackie was a tribute to a most
popular, animated girl with exquisite features.

From her childhood, nothing she ever wanted was
denied Crackie, and, incredibly, she remained un-
spoiled and supreme in her eminence. Then with the
outbreak of the war, the town of Bratis took on a
feverish gaiety, an excitement which was unreal,
and as the boys who were so soon to be leaving for
foreign fronts tried to cram every pleasurable sensa-
tion into their last few hours, Crackie seem caught
up in the false hilarity. Her parents who had never
said a restraining word remonstrated as violet sha-
dows began to appear under her lovely eyes. But
Crackle's answer was a gay shrug and a deeper
plunge into the gay doings of the town.
There was to be a May Day celebration and it was

inevitable that Crackie should be queen, but her love-
liness as she held court on a flower covered float
surpassed the expectations of the townspeople and a
gasp of admiration followed her appearance. The uni-
formed soldiers swarmed about her, and her face,
flushed with pleasure, was seen whirling among the
dancers. But shortly after May Day, Crackie began
to be missed from the town parties. A sombre ex-
pression overspread her face and she remained in-
doors as much as possible. Gossip began to assign
reasons for her solitude, and rather than face the scorn
of the townspeople, Crackie ceased her external ven-
tures entirely. Her friend Elizabeth who had until'
very recently shared Crackle's confidence dared not
offend her beloved Crackie by appearing inquisitive
about a matter which seemed only too apparent, but
one night during a terrific thunder storm she gasped
as she saw Crackie wildly running toward the orchard.
There was something about the girl's face which pre-
vented Elizabeth from following but the next morn-
ing rushing to Crackle's house, Elizabeth learned she
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was visiting friends. A few days later, Crackie re-

turned and thereafter she seemed to recapture some
of her old gaiety. Once she even went with Ehza-
beth to a benefit dance for the soldiers, but her ap-

pearance caused a murmur of disapproval and palely

Crackie faced the women who demanded to know
what Crackie had done with her child. That night

they came to her home, and her father put them out.

Crackie left town but when a few days later a tiny

dead baby was found buried in the orchard, there was
a tremendous outcry and since Crackie could not be

found to answer a charge of manslaughter, her moth-
er was arrested as an accomplice. Wild-e'yed. then,

Crackie gave herself up to the police, but despite her
story that her baby had been born dead, public sen-

timent against her demanded that she be convicted.

However, within a year Crackle's beauty and charm
had won her freedom.

But now she was a changed person. Sedate now in

dress and demeanor she scarcely ventured from the

house for months until one day her friend Anna in-

sisted that Crackie come to her engagement party.

Finally persuaded, a wraith of heir former self,

Crackie went and Anna's fiance took one look at her,

and their doom was sealed. Anna was forgotten and
Crackie, ashen faced, went home. To all George's
inquiries, Crackie was not at home, but finally he
came and seizing her hands begged her to gainsay
what Anna, in a jealous rage fiad told him, that

she was the notorious murderer of her baby. Crackie
did not deny anything, not even the falsity of the

murder, but bewildered as George was. he took her

in his arms and begged her to marry him, predicted
that in a few years the whole sordid past would be
forgotten. Tearfully, Crackie crept into the arms of

the man she loved and the past faded into nothingness.

CALL TO DUTY
Edias Jean File No. 7844

LOVE'S DEMANDS

Howard McGu File No. 7832

WHEN June came back from her elopement, her
brother Jerry and her mother took her in

their arms and cried, "But why did you run
away?" And then they discovered that June had
married outside their faith. With a mighty^ effort

they downed their dismay and welcomed June's hus-
band. But as if all their unspoken misgivings took
root, rumors began to seep in of June's unhappiness,
of how she rued her misstep, and Jerry and his

mother avoided each other's eyes.

Then Jerry, grown restive, left his Virginia home
and came to New York. After two weeks of patient

searching for work, he got a position in a great
plant. Weeks of hard work fallowed, and held in the
vise of an intolerable homesickness, Terry met Cleo.

a fellow worker. Cleo had always lived in the city,

and the long drives on which Jerry took her into the

country, the visits to a"" maple sugar camp and an
orchard in bloom opened new vistas for her. And
all the while their friendship grew and Jerry knew
that they both loved each other dearly. They made
all their plans for the wedding and then the mist of

their happiness was rent by the realization that they
had never discovered before the difference in their

faith. Neither could abandon his ingrained princi-

ples and after nights of weary talk. Jerry found his

sister had left her husband, and that night he re-

turned to Virginia sending a letter to Cleo telling her
that if she ever could see his way he'd come running
back to her. At home his gloom awakened h-'s moth-
er's curiosity and finally he told her of his hopeless
love. All day he watched the mailbox, but the days
stretched in weeks and months, and still Cleo didn't

write. Then, Jerry was hurt in an accident and for

twelve days he remained unconscious. His first

waking reahzation was that Cleo was bending over
him. From that moment he began to improve and
when he had regained his strength and the doctor's

grave fear that his mind would be shattered had
been disproved, Jerry found out that Cleo had writ-

ten, and not receiving any answer had come to dis-

cover for herself what the reason was. Jerry, puzzled,
assured her that he never received any of her letters

and turning to his mother for confirmation learned
that his mother had kept them from him lest he too
be lost to her like June. Jerry recalled then how his

mother had tried to interest him in other g rls and
in his bitterness against his mother, he suffered a

relapse. And Cleo seeing the rift she htd caused be-
tween mother and son, crept away. But it was Jer-
ry's mother, finally, who wrote to Cleo, telling her
her son needed her.

Married, Cleo and Jerry returned to New York but
found the doors of Cleo's home shut to her husband.
They returned to Virginia, but Jerry's iov in the
knowledge that they would soon have a child turned
to pain as he observed a constant harried look and
when the child was born the old question of their

different faiths arose like a grim specter. The rift

between them grew wider and Jerry began drinking
and once told Cleo he didn't love her. But Cleo had
the knowledge of Jerry's recovery through her, and
taking her in his arms, they kissed away each other's
tears of unhappiness. But then Cleo went home for

a visit with Junior and a letter came that she wasn't
coming back. Jerry brooded, but when a telegram
came it was to tell him their boy had been run over.
White-fnced he came to New York to find Junior
dead. He turned from Cleo holding her responsib'e
because the child had been run over going to school,
and he would have struck her had not her suffering
touched him. And taking her into his arms, he
whisperingly begged for forgiveness. Slowly they
walked out together, and all bickering was lost in

their mutual sorrow for their child. Nothing, now,
could ever separate these two.

POLICE headquarters buzzes with the latest rob-

bery pulled by Sneaky Mike and his gang. No-
body knows who Sneaky Mike is, but Bob O'Neil

and Dave Connor, detectives, take the case, get a

description of the stolen jewels and work out their

plans. Complications are offered by the sudden ar-

rival of Dave's sister Mary, fresh from college, and
no little worried about her brother's hazardous oc-

cupation. However, an appeal to Bob, who has cheer-

fully given up his room to her, nets a lot of admira-
tion but no assurance that Dave is going into bond
selling or any such easy work. And through Bob,
Mary gets some inkling into the glamour of the job.

Accordingly, Mary's objections are only half-hearted
that night, and Bob and Dave start off for Pat's
speakeasy. Here and there a slumming party gapes
at the hard drinkers, but Bob and Dave are search-
ing faces. A heavily made up girl joins them, and
later they accept her invitation to follow her. "You're
detectives, aren't you? " she asks and she reveals
that she is Grace Martin, here to avenge the death
of her brother. She had seen them at headquarters
once, and promises now to aid them. Dave thinks a

lot about that girl down there with the gangsters,
and Bob makes swift progress with M"ary.
The next night, the boys arrive in time to rush to

Grace's defense as one of the speakeasy's habitues
gets too familiar. She promises Dave to leave all the

vengeance to them, but meanwhile she has gotten
some mighty interesting information about a Charles
Barett. A swift combing of directories yields the
information that there is such a man, a real estate
agent. The boys trail him and learning that he
can't be seen that night because of a conference,
manage, disguised as a dumb plumber and assistant,

to install a dictaphone. They learn that the gang is

going to hold up the First National Bank Thursday
night. Police nets are spread, but at home Bob is

celebrating a telegram informing him that he is an
heir to a fortune. Inducing Mary and Dave, des-
pondent over having lost Grace, to celebrate in a

Night Club, Bob reserves a table and the cigarette

girl is Miss Grace Martin. Happy at having foinid

her, Dave urges her to give up the work and in this

he is aided by Mary who knew Grace at college.

The boys see Charles Barett with a woman wearing
some of the stolen jewels, but lose his trail.

Thursday night, the police foil the bank robbery,
catch all but the leader, and although they learn it

is Sneaky Mike's gang, they still do not know who
Sneaky Mike is. But Bob and Dave are laying for

Charles Barett, and Dave, cornering him is shot.

Bob shoots simultaneously with Sneaky Mike and
both are stretched on the floor when the police ar-

rive. Grace and Mary keep a frantic vigil at the

hospital, but both boys recover, collect their rewards
and marry two very worried young ladies who are
nevertheless exceedingly proud of the front page ex-

ploits of their bridegrooms.

THE ABANDONED TRAIL

June Thomas File No. 7833

JULES LAMBROE, a yearly visitor to the Lam-
phre household in the hilltop farmhouse, flees

from the memory of Maxine, Marcum Lamphre's
pretty daughter, for he never knew what became of

her after that night when they were both left alone.

Taking advantage of the Lamphres' departure to a

distant town to visit a sick friend, Jules tells Max-
ine of his love for her and begs her to elope with him.

Jules was sure of her answer, for she was such an
effusive, soft thing; but when she determinedly evades
his advances, and spurns his love, he taunts her with
her affection for Jon Dudley, son of the village banker.

His own poverty, and this frustration in his love-

making infuriate Jules to such a pitch that he shoots

Maxine. After staring dazedly at her body, Jules
drops the pistol and flees to a nearby city.

Fearful of the revenge the ardent Jon might take,

remembering the past kindnesses of the Lamphres in

sheltering him, and seeing always the body of the

dead girl, Jules tries to befog his mind with drink

in a speakeasy. There he meets Jim Loring, a gang-
ster, well-known to the underworld, and his gang.
From a corner table he overhears their plot to rob

a house in a wealthy neighborhood, and asks to be

given some work with them. He meets Jim's sharp
scrutiny unflinchingly, answers their questions prompt-
ly, and is accepted. Once he is caught, and during
his brief jail sentence, the remembrance of Maxine and
the fear of discovery afflict him again. However, he

enters more heartily than ever into his work after

this, for only with the gang behind him does he meet
the ever searching glances of policemen unafraid.

Late one evening while he is on his way to ar-

range plans for the robbing of a well-known society

matron at a dance she is giving, his car is stopped in

traffic, and as he is fuming at the delay, he notices

Mr. and Mrs. Lamphre, now older and more hag-
gard-looking, sitting in an automobile opposite him.
Suddenly through one uncurtained window, he sees a

policeman staring knowingly at him, and at the same
time that he recognizes the couple, he commands the

driver to speed the car. He thinks they are all after

him for the murder. Trembling but always alert, he

gives the necessary signal to his waiting men at the

house, leads them through underground passages to

the safe, and dispatches several tuxedoed men to the

ballroom for further spoils.

While he is assisting the men at the s^fe, there is

the slight commotion of someone fumbling for the

electric button. His men flee before the light goes

on. but Jules in the light, remains for a second in

petrified horror at the window, for the girl at the

button is Maxine. Downstairs, he rushes for the bags
where the loot was deposited, and begins his upward

climb. His men, now realizing his treachery, shoot
at him, but he gains the window. No sooner does he
enter than he is instantly shot by Jon Dudley, now
himself a banker, and the beloved husband of Max-
ine Lamphre. When she recognizes the face, Max-
ine sobs aloud. Suddenly the lips begin to move.
Jules points to the window and mumbles something
about "gang . . . thieves . . .forgive" before he dies.

Police are immediately sent out, and Jim Loring and
his men are found and taken into custody. Maxine
cries and cries, "If only he could have known me."

DREAM GIRL

Mary Tamborella File No. 7858

GROWN restive under the constant pleading of

his mother that he settle down and bring a wife
to Lorrie Mansion, Phillip Lorrie decides to

leave home for a while. The querulous, demanding,
"Why don't you marry Alice Eldridge?" still sounds
in his ears as he sits at the train window, until with
a sudden gasp of pleasure, he gathers his grips

—

mostly packed with artists' materials, and decides to
stay for a while in the picturesque little village
through which they are passing. To the astonish-
ment of the passengers, the train rumbles to a
noisy halt, and Phillip descends.
Registered at a tiny inn, he takes a long walk, and

the next morning at dawn, taking his easel and pal-

ette goes down to the lake. A sense of contentment,
of well-being, takes possession of him as he paints
the placid scene, and he scarcely notices a girl glid-

ing across the lake until she is directly before him.
"Stay that way and don't move!" he shouted and
Jennie Lee never knew afterwards how long she re-

mained that way. When finally he had caught the
lovely picture on his canvas, he helped her out of

her canoe. "You are lovely," he exclaimed, and to

Jennie Lee, to whom such a thing had never happened
before this was a great adventure. He remained on
for weeks, and it was Jennie Lee's life he led, going
to the village Church on Sunday and sharing the sim-
ple village joys. When finally he left, he had taken
Jennie Lee with him as his bride. Jennie Lee was
delighted with the lovely Lorrie Mansion, but Phillip's

mother was waiting with Alice Eldridge, and Helen
Lorrie had never been crossed before. She was fur-

ious with her son for bringing home a "village sim-
pleton" and she didn't care if the girl heard h°r.

Phillip comforted Jennie Lee, but she had heard his
mother's words and she sobbed herself to sleep in

Phillip's arms. Nothing Tennie Lee did was right,

and Helen and Alice, between them, agreed that
Phillip could be brought to his senses and made to
get a divorce. Accordingly, of a sudden, Helen and
Alice became friendly to the bewildered little bride,
who was cruelly betrayed into a compromising sit-

uation in which Phillip was given every reason to be-
lieve that his wife had encouraged one of their guests
to take her in his arms. Jennie Lee tried once to
explain, and then she packed and left. And Phillip,

left to believe the worst suddenly realized that even if

it were true he loved Jennie Lee and somhow he was
at fault. For the first time then, Helen Lorrie real-

ized that she had ruined her son's life. But Phillip

was inconsolable. His mother told him Jennie Lee
was innocent and Phillip started drinking, and so
overturned his car.
Famed physicians were called from New York, and

at a hospital where Jennie Lee was training as a
nurse, she heard her doctor say he was going to Lor-
rie Mansion. Weeping a little, Jennie Lee came too.

and it was she who pulled Phillip through. And it

wasn't so strange that Mrs. Lorrie had no further
obstacles to offer in the way of her son's happiness
and laughter sounded in Lorrie Mansion again.

PIRATES OF HELL
George Gordon File No. 7919

GALLOPING toward his home from a visit at
court. Captain Gordon finds his household in a
state of alarm. He rapidly dismounts and quiet-

ing the chattering servants learns that his younger
brother, Donald, has been shanghaied for service on
the notorious Hell Ship. Swearing a mighfy oath to

stop forever the ravaging activities of the cursed
Captain Bergen, the young nobleman learns that for

many months members of the ill -famed pirate ship
have swooped upon the land and pressed into service
the cream of his young countrymen. Returning post
haste to the Court, he finds that the king is loathe
to make the necessary expenditure to outfit a pur-
suing ship. Moreover, alarmed by the delay in the
vessel bearing his daughter Mary home from th?
English Court, Phillip irritably refuses to listen to
any official business unless it concern the safety of

his daughter. Restlessly cooling his heels in the
outer court, Captain Gordon frets at the delay. He
walks out on the balcony overlooking the ocean and
suddenly catches sight of an almost spent swimmer.
Rescuing the fellow, he recognizes him as one of those
who had accompanied the Princess. The lad is

brought before the king, and gasping for breath he
explains that the Princess' ship had been attacked
by the Hell Ship. The evil-lookincr Captain Bergen
and three mates had taken all th"e gold and silver

aboard, while the unhappy crew of the pirate vessel
had been forced by the Captain and his henchmen to

bind all the passengers save the Princess to the mast
of the ship, and while the lad had escaped by jump-
ing into the water, the royal ship had been blown up
near the coast. Thoroughly aroused by the news that
his daughter is a prisoner aboard the Hell Ship. King
Phillip orders that a vessel be outfitted to capture
the maurading boat. Captain Gordon picks his crew
but when, after many days of pursuit, the black ship

is sighted, his men dare not fire lest the Pr:'
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and the shanghaied crew be injured. Dropping into

the ocean, Captain Gordon swims to the pirate vessel

and climbs abroad. Pretending to be one of the

crew, he discovers that his brother had been killed by
the Captain for trying to protect the Princess iSIary,

who had, however, as a result, been confined to the

ship's hold until she should prove more amenable to

Bergen's overtures. Realizing that venting his anger
and sorrow would avail him nothing, Gordon stirs the

willing crew to mutiny although they are in terror of

Bergen's terrible lash. He, himself, enters the pirate's

cabin, and engages him in a battle which he should

have won were it not for the blows he receives from
the three mates who come to their captain's rescue.

Bergen, tired of waiting for the Princess to change
her mind, advances upon her, but Gordon, by super-

human effort, frees lijmselt, hurls himself upon the

Captain, and overpowers him. Meanwhile, the crew
has mutinied above and taking possession of the ship,

they take down the cursed pirate's flag, and under
Gordon's direction run up his majesty's flag and sail

into port. Great is the acclaim with which they are

received, and Princess Mary, having fallen in love

with Captain Gordon, wins her father's royal permis-

sion to wed the man of her choice.

SECOND WIFE
Mrs. S. L. Doyley File No. 7745

FACED with the necessity of earning money to pay
for medical attention for her father, Margaret Gor-

ing accepts a position as governess to Elsie Bel-

gravCj, a delicate young girl. Instantly ingratiating

herself with her pupil, Margaret is troubled by the

attentions of the girl's father, and though he makes
no overt move she can feel his eyes following her

wherever she goes. And Belgrave, years younger
than his wealthy wife feels that he must have this

girl at any cost. He struggles against his desire

until one day he reads the newspaper account of the

collision of the train on which Elsie and her governess
were to travel. Although he holds a telegram in his

hand telling him that Elsie is coming in on a later

train, he remembers that the slightest shock may
prove fatal to his ailing wife, and deliberately misrep-
resenting the facts, he enters her bedroom, wakes her

up suddenly, and tells her of the train wreck. The
shock causes the poor woman to suffer a heart at-

tack and a few days later she dies. Only the young
Doctor Haines feels somehow that something has in-

duced Mrs. Belgrave's sudden death, but he can prove
nothing. Attracted to Margaret, he tries to induce
her to leave the baleful influence of the Belgrave
house, but Margaret informs him he is assuming too

much responsibility and when Belgrave asks her if she
would Hke to travel with the over-wrought Elsie,

Margaret is certain that he has been wronged by
everyone, including herself. She and Elsie find travel-

ling absorbing, and then, to their surprise, Belgrave
joins them. He finally asks Margaret to marry him,
but she refuses, amazed at his calloused reference to

the money he has inherited from his wife. However,
a wire from her desperately ill father that he needs
money for an operation causes the girl to accept Bel-

grave's offer, and they are married. Her father re-

covers and his gratitude to his daughter helps to

compensate for the horror of her existence as the
wife of the deranged Belgrave. Margaret and Elsie

cling together more than ever, and when Elsie be-
comes nervously ill, Belgrave reveals his true na-
ture in his impatience with his child. He has become
fearfully jealous of his wife's regard for his daughter,
and finally attempts to murder his child with a sleep-

ing powder. However. Margaret frustrates him and
aided by Dr. Haines who has fallen in love with Mar-
garet, she flees with Elsie. Frenziedly, Belgrave
atempts to follow his wife and daughter, and in his
eagerness to catch them he plunges his car over the
side of the road. Dr. Haines stops his car hurriedly
and rides back to aid the dying man, but Belgrave is

delirious and before he dies reveals how he killed his

wife, and how he attempted to murder Elsie. Mar-
garet shudders and Haines draws her protectingly to

him. For a moment, they remain thus, and then
slowly return home. Slowly Margaret recovers from
her terrible experience and Elsie, freed of her father's
influence grows healthy and strong. The doctor is a
frequent visitor and one day he and Margaret are
married in a tiny parish church.

THE GODDESS OF THE HULA
Jimmy Karl Ahin File No. 7796

TO Ross Brickwood who had always looked for-

ward to making Leilani Brown his wife, the news
that she had followed the traditions of her Ha-

waiian family and had become a Goddess of the Hula,
was a severe blow. Henceforth Leilani would have
no private life of her own, from now on she would de-
vote her existence to inculcating the Hula worship.
Ross crept brokenly to Leilani's little house, but now
she was a different person. The old friendship had
vanished, and now standing before him was a pas-
sionate devotee of a mystic cult. And Leilani was
firm but gentle in her refusal of his last proffer of
marriage.
To be near her, Ross undertook the learning of the

Hula dances, becoming one of the fringe of dancers
who chanted while the Goddess, Leilani, swaved in
their midst. But Ross might have been iust one of
the others for all the notice Leilani took of him. And
then, one day, the suffering Ross saw a white writer,
Merrill Lake,_ who had come to the South Seas to
gather material for a new novel, look unon Leilani
with a strange light in his eyes. Ross shivered and
sought to stay her when she accepted a contract from
the manager of one of the visitor's hotels to dance for

the white people, but Leilani informed him diffidently

that it was the duty of the Hula dancers to exhibit
the sacred dance wherever possible. And then, Ross
waiting for her return, decided to seek her out. The
guests had long since retired, and creeping to Lake's
room, Ross' eyes clouded as he saw Leilani dancing
for the white man. Bursting into the room, he in-

curred Leilani's wrath as he carried her from the
hotel, kicking and crying that he had no right, that
Lake was gathering material, that was all. And
when finally, he set her down, she turned from him
without a word and shut her door in his face. White-
faced Ross returned to his home, and for weeks there-
after he saw nothing of Leilani. Then, one night,
passing along the beach near Leilani's house, he heard
an anguished cry, and bursting in found Leilani
struggling against Lake's embrace. Entering he
flung the sotted white man from the house, but when
Leilani raised her eyes to thank him, Ross had gone.
Then she knew what she had been trying to hide from
herself, that she could never be happy without Ross,
that she had turned from her the only man she could
ever love. Desperately she tried to win him back,
but Ross had only contempt for her. Despairing she
relinquished her claim as Goddess of the Hula, and
retired to her little house. Once a knock came at

her door, and bright-eyed, she answered it. But her
joyous expression faded when she saw there, not Ross
but Merrill, shamfacedly asking for forgiveness.
Wearily she granted it, asked him to go and when
the knock sounded again, she came to tell him to

go, please, when suddenly with a glad cry she saw it

was Ross. "Leilani," he cried, "Leilani," and sob-
bing with happiness she threw herself into his waiting

SURGEONS' LIVES

Ruth Shadid File No. 7623

LOUNGING comfortably on the spacious settee,

Dr. Eddie E. Ead, prominent surgeon, enjoys a
moment of rest. Suddenly the door opens and

in romps a little lad of five pulling his indulgent moth-
er by the hand. In sheer exhaustion, Flossie drops
down on the settee and leans on her handsome hus-
band while Jimmy climbs upon his father's knee, ex-
pectantly awaiting the favorite bed-time story. Rud-
dy happy faces reflect the warm glow of an open fire-

place. There is no room for unhappiness in the lives

of these three. The loud ring of the telephone
awakens the Doctor from, his reverie and summons
him to duty. Reproachfully, Flossie kisses him good-
bye loath to see him rushing off just when they could
be so happy alone. But this is just the beginning.
His fame as a surgeon increases so that he has but
little time for family life. Arduous operations be-
come more and more frequent and his iron constitu-
tion falters under the load. Resorting to narcotics to
stimulate his jaded nerves, the doctoi^ grows ner-
vous and irritable.

Opening the door of the office, Flossie's gay smile
of greeting changes to one of horror as she sees the
noted surgeon piercing his arm with a hypodermic
needle. Understanding that that is the reason he has
been unbearable of late, Flossie rebukes him for his
weakness and pleads with him to take a rest and
cure the habit. Eddie, shamfacedly agrees to try
and together they go away leaving all duties aside.
Two glorious months at the seashore and Eddie re-
turns refreshed in mind and spirit. The reason for
his vacation has been kept a secret, and his practice
increases. Before long the tell-tale look of worry
and nerves reappears and Eddie resorts to the ar-

"tificial method of soothing a tired mind. Flossie is

not blind to her husband's failing and in a fiery ar-
gument with him she threatens to leave him. The
constant need for bolstering up ruins his sensitive
technique and a few failures injure his patronage to
such an extent that he is no longer able to make
both ends meet. Added to this worry, is Flossie's
pending suit for divorce. Rushing into the doctor's
office, the summons -server lets out a cry of terror.
Lying sprawled on the floor is the once famous sur-
geon, apparently dead. A speeding ambulance brings
him to his own hospital where his condition is pro-
nounced critical and Flossie is summoned to his bed-
side.

Repenting her divorce proceedings, she confesses
between gasps that she loves him and won't he
please try to live just for her? The sight of his tear-
ful wife as he comes out of a coma kindles a desire
to live and with deep sincerity he promises to fight.
The hours before the crisis drag . . . soon she will
know . . . but she wonders wearily if it will be the
same old story over again ... A trim little nurse
rouses her from her musings and tells her he is all

right and that she mav see him for a few moments.
Holding his hand in hers, she bows reverentlv, thank-
ing Him who saved her adored Eddie. With eyes
barely open, Eddie vows solemnly to forego the pro-
fession that has proven too much for him and to-
gether they shall start anew. Wreathed in smiles,
Flossie tiptoes from the room.

AS BY FIRE

Mrs. O. R. Jarratt File No. 7770

EXHAUSTED, Rachel Kern sinks in the heavy
snow, and her half-frozen body is found by Joe!
Dixon and his guide Jed. Tenderly they bring

the girl into their cabin but the next morning her fa-
ther, Ezra, a hard man, makes his daughter more
miserable than ever. Ill from exposure, Rachel is

visited by Joel and a warm friendship begins. Be-
trothed, Joel, who has come to the north to buy tim-
ber, returns home but cheers Rachel by his frequent
letters. Her growing fears, meanwhile, that her im-

prudence will be discovered, are alleviated by Joel's

letter asking her to meet him so they can be mar-
ried. However, en route, Joel meets with a severe

accident and is carried unconscious to a hospital,

while Rachel is left to conclude that she has been de-

ceived.

A letter from her uncle asking her to nurse her fa-

ther's sister through her illness comes like a God-
send, and Rachel goes, buf on the birth of her child,

after an attempted suicide, she is threatened with ex-
posure. However, her pitiable condition arouses the
sympathy of the minister and his good wife who help
her regain her strength and give her a position as
a domestic. Ezra dies and Hiram Barker, who had
rescued her from her intended drowning begs her to

marry him promising to give a name to her child.

Although he is an invalid she consents and makes
him happy for the few remaining years of his life.

Her daughter Betty grows up believing she is Hiram's
daughter by his first wife, while Joel, having* lost his

fortune, believes that Rachel discovered this and so
left. He never marries and when his partner dies,

adopts his son Jerry to fill the void in his heart.

Betty grows up and takes a position as a book-
keeper and gradually wins the heart of Jerry, son
of the owner. Rachel, meanwhile, learning of Betty's
connection with the firm which Joel owns is filled

with dismay but dares not explain to her supposed
step-daughter, fearing that she will lose the respect
of her child. But when she learns that Betty and
Jerry are in love, the tragedy of the situation drives
her to frenzy. One day, Joel passes the cottage and
Rachel, seeing him, faints. Sometime later, lying in
a hammock, Rachel hears an explosion and frantically
runs to the frame building in which Betty works.
Plunging into the building Rachel is enveloped by a
tongue of flame and is dragged to safety by her
daughter. Charred, the unconscious woman isn't
recognized by Joel until in her dehrium she calls for
him. Dying, Rachel regains consciousness to stop what
she supposes is the unholy love of Betty for her
half-brother, but wracked by sobs, Joel tells her that
Jerry is not his own son. And Betty learning for the
first time that Rachel is her mother, kisses her ten-
derly as she dies happy in the presence of the ones
she loves.

THE SCARLET TRAIL

J. P. Collins File No. 7741

AS brilliant in his law practice as he had been in
college football when he made three touchdowns
in one game to win for his team, Dick West is

appointed Assistant District Attorney to Carter, a
crooked politician. Using his office to stamp out vice
in the city, by legal pyrotechnics Dick tricks per-
juring witnesses, and frees an old woman brought in
on a beer charge. For once the District Attorney's
olflce seems to be getting a grip on civic disorder,
but it can't last. Carter protests, but Dick knows
what he has been appointed to do. Then Patricia
Sullivan, daughter of one of Carter's backers, asks
Dick, who loves her, to be more politic. Dick stares
at her for a moment, then refusing, walks out. Ar-
rived back in his otifice, he finds a trumped up charge,
and beaten, is forced to hand in his resignation while
the voters believe the equivocal evidence against him.
For the first time in his life, Dick accepts a drink

and gets thoroughly lit. He is gotten out of a scrape
by .Tohnnie, a gang leader, and grateful agrees to
spring his new found friend of a charge against him.
Successful, he becomes identified with Johnnie's gang,
without, however, ever stooping to anything actually
illegal. Carter, still furious with Dick who had given
him a piece of his mind, is delighted at a telephone
call from the drunken Buck, an insurgent member
of Johnnie's gang, but meanwhile, the call has been
tapped, and Johnnie informed, kidnaps Buck, brings
hmi to the spot where Slim had been killed by John-
nie in self defense, and when Carter's men arrive at
the spot, they find only traces of Buck's finger prints
and are forced to believe that Buck was drunk and
got his story mixed. While the squealing Buck is
glad enough to be permitted to hide in another city,
and Johnnie and Dick are saved.

AH this time, Johnnie has been gradually getting
the gang supremacy in the city and has been regu-
latmg matters according to his own code. With Dick
pomtmg out the best methods of procedure, no charge
can actually be pressed against Johnnie, while Car-
ter's contingent are anxiously pressing the District
Attorney to get Johnnie and his mouthpiece. Carter
engages Tony, one of the petty gang leaders to kill
Johnnie. Johnnie dies philosophically, but Dick swears
to wipe out Johnnie's murderers. A reign of terror
starts and when Patricia comes to Dick to beg him
to protect her father, he realizes that he still loves
her. Dick is shot, helping Mr. Sullivan to escape
from a police raid and Tony believing that Carter
has turned against him, himself kills the cowardly
District Attorney and is shot as he tries to escape.
Dick, wounded as he is, braves the attempts con-
stantly made on his life and using his extensive in-
formation conducts the police in a tremendous cam-
paign to stamp out lawlessness and the speakeasies
and opium dens are busted wide open. Bullet ridden,
Dick is carried to a hospital and the same group
that got him his Assistant District Attorney post,
comes to offer him the nomination for District At-
orney. Joking about his helplessness, Dick is assured
that bullets can't keep him down, and Patricia and
her father come in shamefacedly to ofifer him their
support. Thanking them, Dick watches them slowly
leave. Patricia last of all. And as she nears the door
he calls her back. She hesitates for a moment, then
rushing to him she sobs her love for him. With his
lips against her hair he paints a bright future for
them both.
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DECEIVED
F. Hoppe File No. 7865

MARION'S friends shook their heads dolefully
when she married a man younger than she.
Having written a few excellent poems, and

gained as many friends as any woman could boast of,

Marion was the last person in the world expected to
run off and marry Kenneth Graham, an impecunious
young writer with a glowing faith in his ability to
create a masterpiece. But that's what she did, and
what is more, she managed at the side of her im -

provident young husband, to achieve a happiness that
sent scoffers off shamefacedly. Such love was too
great for comment. And Kenneth, in his way, loved
Marion. Even the doubters conceded that. From
the day of her marriage, Marion retired from the
world of art and contented herself with making of
herself a devoted wife. And Kenneth, enjoying being
fussed over, began writing in earnest for the first

time in his life. Subtly, so that even the eager young
writer didn't reahze it, Marion corrected her hus-
band's work, smoothed over the rough places, and
when it was finished, and Kenneth was growing dis-
couraged because he couldn't market his great book,
it was Marion who used her influence to get it ac-
cepted. The rest is history. Kenneth gained almost
over-night fame as the author of the best seller.

Proudly he accepted offers to lecture before women's
clubs. And Marion, retiring modestly to the back-
ground was prouder than ever of her young husband.
Success went to Kenneth's head, and Marion made

excuses until that appalling moment when she realized
he had taken Harriet Ayres' lionization seriously.
Everyone knew Harriet as an idol-chaser. Wealthy,
without any visible morals, Harriet worshipped at
the shrine of every handsome young artist in the pub-
lic eye—for a time. But Kenneth drank her adoring
speeches, and melted before her kisses. Holding her
head high while her castles crumbled about her, Mar-
ion went on smiling and did nothing. Not for a mo-
ment did she stop loving Kenneth, but she wouldn't
stoop to a public wrangle with another woman. And
the day Kenneth told her he was sorry but he loved
Harriet, Marion extended her hand and wished him
happiness, wished him happiness despite those terri-
ble words, "You understand, Marion, she's younger,
more my age."
Kenneth and Harriet calmly registered as man and

wife. They were too modern to see any harm in it,

and perhaps people wouldn't have minded if it hadn't
been Marion who was being hurt. But Marion's
friends were legion, and every one of them cut Ken-
neth and Harriet. Ken started drinking and Harriet
began to be bored. It didn't take Kenneth long to
realize his mistake—in his way he still loved Marion.
Brooding, he couldn't write. His money gave out,
and then Harriet married Ted Cauley, a college foot-
ball star. Things went black for Kenneth. He didn't
dare face his deriders. Penniless, ill. he coughed
away, alone in a tiny garret. But Marion, too proud
to fight for the man she loved, was not too proud to
tend him when he needed her. And while a gasping
world shook its head, Marion brought her husband
back with her.

_
Nursed back to health, Ken wrote

another book with that erratic genius of his, and
never was a more glowing monument written to wom-
an's love. And never did husband worship wife be-
fore, as Kenneth his Marion, and the world won-
dered . . .

THE TRIPLE RISK

O. J. Deane FUe No. 7816

STRUGGLING along with an obscure law practice,
Oscar Mount brings his bride to the tiny house
he has furnished and holding her tight in his

arms promises her that some day he will give her
all those things she has given up to marry him.
Grinning broadly, Jim Blaine, the colored" man-of-all-
work, prepares the home for her and even teaclies
Mrs. Mount to cook the delicacies her husband en-
joys. Years of plodding work and slight recognition
follow and Oscar, wearied by long hours of patient re-
search into musty law archives finds his wife and
his faithful servant his only friends. His fellow at-
torneys jeer at his antiquated ideas of honesty and
grow rich helping racketeers evade the law, but Os-
car continues taking only cases of whose ethical
rightness he is convinced. Then, engaged by a group
of business men harassed by the city racketeering,
Oscar begins a campaign against lawlessness, and so
earnest is he in his efforts that when election time
comes around, he is backed by the small business
men and despite the desperate campaigning of the
moneyed interests he is elected District Attorney.
Wealthy now, Oscar moved his wife and servant

into a larger home, and joyously swinging his pro-
testing wife in his arms cries, "I told you I'd make
good." But Mrs. Mount becomes interested in wom-
an's societies, and grown snobbish begs her husband
to discharge the faithful Jim and get a more fash-
ionable butler. For once Oscar refuses a request of
his wife, and they have their first quarrel. But Os-
car keeps Jim.
Meanwhile, the gangsters, intimidated by Oscar's

clean-up campaign, decide to kill him. Binding and
gagging Mrs. Mount, they force Jim to call his mas-
ter home on important business. But, cutting him-
self on his bonds, Jim loosens them, painfully, and
rushing out to the road stops his master from enter-
ing the house in which the would-be murderers lurk.
and with the aid of the police, two of the gangsters
are captured, and the third, whose scarred hand Jim
noticed, escapes. Even then, however, Mrs. Mount
rernains sullen in her acceptance of Jim. She wants a
society butler, she insists. And Oscar, grateful to
the colored fellow for saving his life, remains ada-
mant in his insistence that Jim remain. But Oscar's

campaign against the gangsters continue, and one
evening, he is kidnapped from his car and held with
a child victim of the gang in a far-off cabin. Alarms
are sent out, but Mound cannot be found. Then, one
day, Jim recognizes the man with the scarred hand,
and following his automobile in a taxi, Jim pursues
the gangster to the spot where his master is held
and at the risk of his life carries the weakened vic-
tims on his back to safety, calls the police, and pro-
claimed a hero is brought back to the city. The last
of the gang, caught in an exciting battle, are jailed
and Oscar, returning to his wife, weeping with the joy
of seeing him safe, holds her off, and not until she
admits that Jim is a grand person, does he kiss her
tears away. And Jim, grinning broadly, goes quietly
about his work.

FEMININE SLEUTHING
Harold V. Fifoot File No. 7839

ONLY Elsie Simms, daughter of Sir James, the
eminent engineer, realizes the significance of
Mr. Simpkins' determined look as he leaves her

father's, and his business rival's office. Resolved to
outwit Mr. Simpkins in his plan to gain possession
of her father's designs for certain machinery in the
Colliery industry, Elsie decides to turn detective.
As time goes on, even Mr. Simpkins is disarmed by
Elsie's friendliness, and although he schemes to gain
both Elsie and the information through this friend-
ship, it is Elsie who discovers things; for Mr. Simp-
kins, and his partner, Mr. Parks, succeed in making
traitors of Stanley Jones, foreman at the Colliery
where the machinery plans are kept, and Sir James'
most trusted ally. Elsie knows of this, and of Mr.
Simpkins' proposed visit to the Colliery at Carfield,
from a conversation overheard in a window nook be-
hind a curtain in his ofiice where she had hidden one
day before he had entered with his partner.
At Elsie's suggestion, finally, Basil Rawley, en-

gineer, who has an interest both in the machinery and
in Elsie, accompanies her to Carfield to obtain the
plans before Mr. Simpkins arrives. Almost despair-
mg because Mr. Simpkins had taken the last train of
the night to Carfield. Elsie and Basil steal an air-
plane from a nearby field, and fly there. When they
arrive at the office a short time afterwards, Mr.
Jones is almost hostile in his secrecy about the plans.
Their attention is diverted from the questioning by
the muffled cries for help of a man outside, and,
warning Elsie to remain in the office, Basil runs to
investigate. While he is gone, Mr. Simpkins enters,
and delighted and somewhat suspicious at finding El-
sie there, makes love to the unwilling girl after he
has ordered Stanley Jones to leave. Angrily, Elsie
accuses Mr. Simpkins of treachery to her father, and
he, furious at her knowledge, gags her mouth and
calls m Stanley Jones to put the protesting girl in
another room until the business transaction of trans-
ferring the plans to him, is over.
But Basil, groping around in the dark outside, has

heard Elsie's screams, and rushing to her rescue,
finds them dragging her off. Mr. Simpkins, suddenly
deciding to appease this stronger adversary, pretends
to be embracing Elsie, who, to Basil's bewilderment,
seems to respond quite eagerly. Mr. Simpkins is at
a loss to understand this changed attitude, but yields
to her kisses, not knowing that she is quickly panto-
munmg to Basil to stand by and take the plans which
are lynig on the desk. Since there are two envel-
opes on the desk, she gestures to him to look in both,
put the original ones in his pocket and leave the fake
ones there. Although Mr. Simpkins squirms, Elsie
manages to keep him turned away from Basil until he
has completed his work. Finally, with a wrench, Mr.
Simpkms turns about, but Basil, swiftly indicating
the meetmg place to Elsie, has disappeared to con-
tinue his search for the man who had cried for help.
There is the noise of a scuffle outside, and no sooner
does Mr. Simpkins rush out, then Sir James who has
been hiding in a nearby room, also runs out in time
to see his son, Jack, whom he has sent to guard the
•plans, saved from Mr. Simpkins' men by Basil. They
see their enemies taken by the oolice. and Sir James
holds smilingly to his plans while Basil returns to
the room where Elsie waits with open arms.

BATHSHEBA
Charles P. Harris File No. 7851

SUDDENLY King David seated on his golden
throne in the court-room, weary of the pomp
and his fawnmg courtiers and ladies, dismisses

them, and retires to the roof for peaceful meditation.
Hearing the soft sound of women laughing, David
raises his eyes and is immediately smitten bv the
sight of Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah, the Hittite,
bathing in her pool across the way. Forgetting his
weariness and his aiTairs of state, David instantly
sends a messenger to bring the fair woman to his
court for his pleasure. Weeping and distraught.
Bathsheba, who had been praying for the safety of
her husband, the most renowned fighter under the
general, Joab, for the cause of Palestine, is brought
to the King's chamber. Ashamed and fearful, Bath-
sheba goes home the next day, and is sobbing over
her husband's old coat, when a message is brought
that Uriah has been proclaimed the hero of Israel.
David's face is seamed with trouble, for his forcing
the protesting and scornful woman to live with him
now fills him with fear of her husband.
Averting his face, the king questions the returned

Uriah for news of his victory, and urges him to go
home and rest, so that afterwards when Bathsheba
gives birth to her child, he may think it is his own
and not the king's. However the democratic Uriah,
knowing that his comrades are camping in the fields

without wives or homes, refuses to go home, and
takes his rest at the entrance to the palace. L)avid,
hearing this, is enraged at the failure of his duplici-
ty, and immediately dispatches a note to Joab to set
Uriah in the foreground of the hottest battle so that
he may die. Joab weeps as he gives the command
to an orderly to inform Uriah's men to forsake him,
so that he may fight one against many in the bat-
tle of the Israelites against the Ammonites. When
the dead body of Uriah is brought to Joab's tent,
he moans and covers himself with ashes for remorse.
In the meantime, Bathsheba, dreading her husband's

recognition of her sorry state, is aUnost prostrate
with an.viety in spite of the comfortings of her maid,
Esther. When the sudden news of Uriah's death is

brought at this time, Bathsheba swoons, and it is

in this state that she is carried to the King's palace.
While David is staring in admiration and lust at
the woman, the story of his evil deed is being told to
Nathan, the prophet by a heavenly visitation, "The
next day, as David is laughing over Joab's premoni-
tion of evil at Uriah's death, his eye lights on Nathan
in whose face he reads the displeasure of God. Pierc-
ing him with his glance Nathan tells his errand in
parable form of the wealthy man of the city, wfio, to
satisfy his guests' cravings for food, and not wish-
ing to disturb his own flocks, forcibly- took from a
poor man who lived nearby, a small ewe lamb which
he had cherished exceeding for his wife and children.
Touched by the story, and infuriated by the foulness
of the deed, David commands that the rich man be
found, made to restore the property and be killed for
punishment. David shrinks back in terror as Nathan,
crying,

_
"Thou art the man" curses his house with

frustration in deed, and constant death. When later,
Absolom, David's favorite son, wishing his throne,
rebels, when Bathsheba's first born dies, when Annon,
David's son seduces his sister, Tamar, when Joab
finally slays Absolom in an effort to subdue him,
David goes to the desert, a broken man, and re-
turns, a loathed man, to his people afterwards. Only
the forgiveness and love of Bathsheba, who now
comes to him, redeems him saying, "Our son, Solo-
mon shall be king of Israel."

THE HIGHER DESTINY
M. Louis Ehrmann File No. 7823

HURRYING home from the testimonial dinner
given him by his colleagues, young Professor
Hilton, author of the recent Economics Text

that was creating so much comment, dropped in to
see his fiancee, Joan. The glow flickered out, though,
in the face of Joan's stormy assurance that she had
no intention of settling down to the dull existence of
a Professor's wife. She wanted money and the fur-
belows money could buy. Stunned. Hilton listened
to the outburst. It wasn't like Joan. Something had
happened to change her, and that something, Joan
finally admitted, was another man. Wordlessly, Hil-
ton left.

Teaching was agony with the realization that Joan
no longer existed for him. Looking irritably at
Economics 211, Hilton wondered how a girl could
change so swiftly. She had always returned his love,
how then could she love someone else? True, she
hadn't said she loved someone else, she was marry-
ing another man. "Smith!" Hilton's voice lashed
the polished faces before him. Through a haze, Hil-
ton realized that Smith was making a fool of him.
Furious, Hilton repeated his query and as the half-
blind son of the sweat-shop owner insolently refused
to answer his queries, Hilton informed him he was
flunking. That started it. Hilton knew that the
latest Smith endowment kept the college going, but
despite the discreet advice of his Head of Depart-
ment, Hilton flunked Sol Smith out, and received his
own demand for a resignation with Httle emotion.
Only then did he realize that Joan was marrying Sol
Smith's money, that everyone thought he had raised
the nasty mess as rebuttal to a more successful ri-
val. He recalled the first time Joan had seen Smith.
It was at a nightclub. Joan had watched Smith's
lavish spending with a curious interest and had paid
small attention to her escort's railing against the
vices of the Croesus. Once thereafter he saw Joan
but she cut him. That finished it. Hopping a steam-
er he sailed for Mexico, for Yucatan, for Africa and
in feverish hell-holes tried to forget Joan married to
the brutish Sol Smith. Like a lodestone, the thought
of Joan drew him back, and half-starved, he crept
back to find out if she were happy. Music sounded
from the Smith house, and bearded, tattered, the for-
mer Professor Hilton stumbled into a park. Thrown
into jail for vagrancy, he downed his savage feelings,
and with a grim satire accepted the protection of a
social worker. A life-story hastily invented won him
food and a job selling shoes. Glorying in his deg-
radation, Hilton fitted shoes knowing he wouldn't be
recognized. Then in one terrible moment, he dis-
covered the owner was Sol Smith,—he might have
known that the Smith ruthlessness had stamped all
the smaller competitors out of business—and Smith
recognizing him took a revenge that only his twisted
brain could conceive of, he had Hilton accused of
theft before the seventy-five employees.

The wind cooled his aching head, and Hilton des-
perately planned the murder of Sol Smith. He had
seen Smith enter a speakeasy with a flashily dressed
woman—not Joan—and gun held tight in aching fin-
gers, Hilton waited for Smith's car to pull into his
garage. Hours passed, and Hilton shook himself out
of his exhausted sleep. There were reporters hang-
ing about. Dazed, he discovered that Smith had
turned his car over and been killed last night. The
Smith milHons kept the other woman out of the
story, and Joan, weeping a little on the shoulders of
Hilton, about whom Sol had never ceased taunting
her, accepted consolation.
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THE FAIR CAPTIVE
Harry M. Englert File No. 7836

DAUGHTER of a Judge, little iMary Green looked
back through the car window at the young de-
tective her father had complimented. Her father

smiled. At her age, he said, she should be thinking
of school and not of Federal detectives—even if they
were young and handsome. Mary made a little moue
at her father, and they set off together for their
long vacation. Motherless, Mary had always adored
Judge Green, and now, for the first time, he was
dropping everything to go off with her. They had
been riding a few miles when, in a deserted part of

the road, a bullet riddled one of the tires. Puzzled,
the Judge looked around and found himself staring
into the muzzle of a gun. One of the gangsters
caught hold of Mary, and recklessly the Judge
stepped forward to save his daughter. The gun
barked and Mary cried out as her father sank to the
ground. Hurriedly whisked away, the young girl

was driven for hours to a far-off city and confined to
a room. The gangsters were in a quandary. They
hadn't intended to kill the Judge, they were trying
to force him to treat one of their gang gently, and
now they had a dead man's daughter on their hands.
The easiest thing to do would be to kill her. but
Allan, the leader had taken a fancy to the girl and
convinced the gang she would be worth more to

them if they held her to ransom some of their mem-
bers in trouble. Grumbling, the men agreed and
Allan took it upon himself to tutor Mary in decoying
patrons in the filthy dance hall. Futilely the de-
licately reared girl tried to escape her evil surround-
ings, but she was heavily guarded. Nobody would
ever recognize the heavily made up, sad faced young
girl as the daughter of the dead Judge for which a
far-off city was searching.
Then, one day. Mary saw the detective her father

had spoken to that fatal day. She sat down at his
table and under cover of inviting him to drink more,
she startled him by calling him by name. He al-

most jumped when she told him who she was and
begged him to help her escape, but looking at her
with a new wonder, he promised to help her. How-
ever, that night, as they were eluding* Mary's cap-
tors, the alarm was given and a blow on the back
of William's head served to fell him, and Mary was
carried back to her room. William was left for dead,
but when he didn't report to headquarters, a search-
ing party was sent out and he was founds at the side
of the road. Revived, he found it impossible to re-
member what had happened, the blow having taken his
memory from him, but suddenly he turned excitedly
and said, "The girl!"
The police had raided the gambling house, but Wil-

liam remembered where Mary was being held and
rushing off, telling the others to follow, he broke into
her room, and found her struggling against Allan's
embrace. Flinging off Allan, William proceeded to
trounce him thoroughly, and when his fellow officers
broke in, William pointed to Allan outstretched on
the floor. Mary was taken back to the city, and
testifying that Allan was her father's murderer, she
walked out of the court room wearily. Suddenly W^il-
liam caught up with her. and with mock severity
scolded her for going off without him. From now on.
he told her, she had better make up her mind to re-
main with—her husband. And Mary didn't seem to
consider that a very severe order.

THE GOOD RACKETEER
Theodore Cuff, Jr. File No. 7852

THE most exclusive gangsters' night club is agog
when Kid Cuff, notorious bootlegger, meets and
makes love to Peggy Shoter. the best girl friend

of Scar, his business rival. Not knowing or caring
for Scar's preference for Peggy, and believing fully
in her loyalty to him and his gang, the Kid tells her
of his love when they reach her hotel. Downstairs,
the Kid warns his men to keep an eye on the girl
when Scar and his men are around, and hurries off
to supervise a shipment of liquor coming through
that night. On his way, he wounds one of Scar's
men whom he has found sneaking around his terri-
tory, and of course, infuriates Scar when he discovers
this.

Although Scar is planning revenge with his men,
he is cautiously friendly to the Kid when he meets
him with Peggy the next night at a roadhouse.
However, his friendliness changes to a threat on his
life when at his suggestion that they combine forces
in the rum business or that the Kid leave town, the
Kid refuses to do either. When a plain clothes man
nods knowingly to Scar as he passes, Peggy warns
the Kid that Scar may get him into trouble through
the pull he has with the police, but the Kid is still

cocky about his ability to stand alone. In the midst
of enjoying the roadhouse show, the Kid arises,
clenches his hands and runs out, for Ted. his best
friend, has sent hirri a note through the waiter say-
ing that Scar has just tipped off the cops about
their warehouse.

While the Kid and his men are hurriedly loading
the liquor into trucks to transport it to another ware-
house, unknown to the police, frantic Peggy is de-
tained by Ted at the roadhouse. according to the
Kid's suggestion. Just as the trucks and the Kid's
car turn a corner in the road. Scar and his men who
have been lying in wait for them, open fire, and al-
though the trucks escape, the Kid slumps into un-
consciousness at his seat. Thinking he is dead, Scir
and his men hurry off to escape the police and to get
Peggy. In the meantime. Peggy coaxes Ted to tell

her of the Kid's whereabouts, and worried about his
safety, rushes off with him to the Kid's aid at the
warehouse. With Peggy's nursing and love, the Kid
is soon spry again, but his happiness is short-lived.

for Peggy is kidnapped one night by Scar and his
men. At his apartment, in spite of her screams and
protests. Scar makes love to Peggy, and he stops
only when a bell in his room signals him that h s

rival is waiting outside with his men. Scar immed-
iately covers Peggy with his gun, warning her that
her life is in danger unless she can persuade the Kid
and his men to stop their shooting. While Peggy is

defying Scar, the Kid has left his men in the other
room fighting Scar's men. and goes off to find Peg-
gy who now gives him his clue by a scream.
With his finger on his lips, the Kid enters the

room from a window in back of Scar, and panto-
mimes to Peggy not to warn Scar. Just as Scar is

about to shoot Peggy, the Kid shoots Scar, kiUing
him instantly. When the Kid and Peggy are leaving,
he is shot at by' one of Scar's men, but in the scuffle
that ensues, he escapes, and the Kid's men leave
Scar's men on the floor of the apartment. They leave
in time to escape the police who have come to ac-
cuse Scar of the murder of a man. The Kid kisses
Peggy in the taxi, asks her to marry him and come
away to another city to begin life again in the
right way, Peggy says yes.

RADIO MURDER
Alex Dziedzi< File No. 78S5

ANGERED by his trusted servant's insolent be-
havior to his dear friend, Chesna Maxer, Dr.
Mackenzie, a wealthy doctor and bachelor, dis-

charges him and forgets to take back the house keys.
Since Lao Kai the servant has long suspected Ches-
na's motives for befriending the Doctor, for he has
overheard her in a telephone conversation arranging
a meeting at the doctor's house when everyone was
asleep, with Donald Laran her lounge -lizard friend,
he visits the house that night. Hearing voices, on
his wa"y to the room of the doctor whom he is going
to warn, Lao hides behind an arras from which he
sees Dr. Mackenzie in close embrace with Chesna.
When Chesna, after a time, asks for a drink. Dr.
Mackenzie goes into the sitting room for the f^ask,
and leaves Lao as the sole witness of Chesna's whis-
pered conversation with Donald who has been hiding
behind a large tapestry.
About an hour after the doctor has returned to his

room after bidding Chesna good-night, he hears a
scufTle downstairs, and hurrying down, finds Lao
gasping before his open safe with his clothes torn,
and securities and jewels in his hands. In spite of
Lao's expostulations. Dr. Mackenzie calls the police
who immediately take Lao into custody, and they are
about to take him away when he requests a favor,

—

that he be allowed to remain in the house for two
days under their eye to prove himself innocent of the
crime. The next night, just as Dr. Mackenzie is go-
ing upstairs to telephone to Chesna, and then go to
bed. Lao suddenly asks him whether he has been ex-
pecting Chesna to visit the house that evening, and
receiving a negative answer turns again to his sta-
tion at the window, from which he has seen Chesna,
shrowded in black, leaving a taxi with another dark
figure. In the house, Donald, who has been sent by
Chesna to drug the doctor so that they may work un-
molested, hears movements towards the door from
within the room as he approaches it, and hurries down
to warn Chesna at the safe.

Just as he reaches the safe, the doctor, nervous
and restless, descends the stairs and sees Lao scur-
rying from under the window curtain to the sitting
room, and calls to him to stop. Lao comes to a halt,
puts his finger on his lips as he points to the other
room, and no sooner does he press the electric hut-
ton, and no sooner does the doctor, in startled sur-
prise hasten towards Chesna, when a shot rings out
and the doctor is on the floor, dead. Lao, remem-
bering the policemen surrounding the house, flees to
warn them, while Chesna telephones headquarters for
help in finding the murderer of the doctor. Lao. in
the meantime, outside the house, has sighted a police-
man, and is just about to tell him the news when he
sees Donald slinking away behind a piece of statuary
near the house, and begins an immediate pursuit fol-

lowed by the policeman. When they disappear, the
policeman goes back to the house for further inves-
tigation, and it is there that he finds Chesna telling
her story to the other policemen of Lao's killing of
the doctor to revenge himself for being so suddenly
expelled from his services. In the midst of this nar-
rative, Lao is brought in, incoherently protesting,
and in spite of his movements towards the door to
find "bad man" whom he claims was there, no one
starts in pursuit. Suddenly there is a cry from the
servants' quarters; and Donald, who has frigh'ened
one of the maids, is brought in, and is immediately
recognized as "Pug", a notorious criminal. Lao, of
course, is exonerated, and Chesna' and Donald are
taken from the scene to meet their just deserts.

THE ROMANTIC MEETING
Carl E. Pope File No. 7857

MR. SULLIVAN, temporary president of the
Herculean Steel Corporation, continues to stare
moodily at his shoes when Mr. Edwin Carleton,

a stranger, is announced. What with the liquidation
of the company, and contracts which must be ex-
ecuted at a loss, on his hands, the visit rather an-
noys him. When Barbara, his daughter, gayly en-
ters the office. Mr. Sullivan suddenly decides to al-
low Mr. Carleton, efficiency expert, to take over the
financial tangle. Although. Edwin immediately hkes
Barbara, she has no thought for anyone but Charles
Evans, her childhood sweetheart whom she has not
seen for several years and who is the wastrel son of
the late President Evans. Young Evans' extrava-

gances and continued absences from his father's bus-
iness have made his name anathema to Sullivan,
who has taken charge upon the death of President
Evans and when Edwin who has known Charley, tries
to uphold his own and Barbara's friendship with him,
Mr. Sullivan peevishly sends them both out of the
office. Pleased by his defense of her friend, Barbara
nevertheless ignores his advances because of his
amused and childish treatment of her; and is curt
to him when she meets him accidentally in a restaur-
ant while she is with a friend. However, Edwin's
continued vouchings for Charley's character, please
Barbara, and she begins to like Edwin more and

"on' d.iy as Edw
Sullivan agitatedly
fused to Hnance th

jauntily enters the office, Mr.
orms him that the bank has re-
1, and two important contracts

from abroad will have to be rejected. However, Mr.
Sullivan is completely dumbfounded when Edwin gives
the certain information that -Mr. Fanner, president
of their bank has been selling short on their stock.
Moreover, since all the stock has been bought up by
Edwin's agents, and since no bank will lend him the
huge amount necessary to cover, they can force Pal-
mer to amalgamate h;s bank with the North Eastern
Bank, of which, Edwin's friend. Dick Sanderson, is

president, and thus obtain further loans. Mr. Sulli-
van is^ also mystified by Edwin's knowledge of young
Evans' bank account, and of his newly acquired po-
sition with the North Eastern Bank, as vice-president.
When Barbara enters to whisper something to Char-
ley as she now calls him, she finds her father in a
fury, for Edwin has just handed him a huge check
supposed to have come from Charles Evans, in pay-
ment for the controlling interest in the Herculean
Steel Corporation. Mr. Sullii

demands to be heard, hewhen Ba
of the offic

Mr. Sullivan turns to his papers on his desk, but
when Barbara bursts into tears as Edwin walks to-
wards the door, he hastily commands him to wait and
demands an explanation from her. Edwin and she are
engaged, it seems. But what about her news that
morning that she was engaged to young Evans, ques-
tions the puzzled father. Charlie and Edwin are the
same person, and they both may fire her dad if he
doesn't bless them both, replies Barbara. While Mr.
Sullivan stares complacently at the check in his
hand, Mr. Evans asks that a board of directors meet-
ing be called the next day. In the committee rojm,
questions Mr. Sullivan. No, at St. Mary's Church, is

Charlie's parting retort. Mr. Sullivan rubs his hands
m delight as Barbara leaves the room clinging to
Charlie's arm.

MONEY BAGS
I Christensen File No. 7861

SOMEHOW everything seemed to go wrong as
soon as Mrs. Bowman was killed by a fall from
the hay-wagon. Mr. Bowman, wishing to have

his young children, Laurie and Martha, taken care of,
soon brought a new mother to the house. Laure
had to give up his bed to one of his step-brothers,
and Martha became a slave to the farm -work; and
when she finally ran away from home, Mr. Bowman
berated his wife for the first time since their mar-
riage. When she overheard Laurie complaining about
her treatment, she continued her abuse of him by
giving him Httle or no food, by sending him on use-
less errands, and by beating him, so that it was not
long before Laurie also ran away. As he continujd
on his way, he was suddenly frightened by a crowd
of cattle in his path, and little as he was, he would
have been hurt, had not Greta, the daughter of the
owner, taken him home with her. Pitying the poor,
starved boy. the Sawyers, the rich farmer-parents of
the girl, adopt the boy, as a son, farm-help, and
friend to Greta.

In the long winters. Laurie was happy to go to
school with Greta who never minded the long hikes
this necessitated. By and by Laurie was Mr. Saw-
yer's right hand man about the farm, especially dur-
mg harvest time in the supervision of the work, and
during the time when workmen were being hired.
During one of these hiring periods, two men. Toe and
Pete, sought work at the farm, and although both
Mr. Sawyer and Laurie thought them suspicious, they
took them, since they were badly in need of workmen.
Before long, the other men, incited by these two,
were complaining about the food, their improvised
sleeping quarters, and their wages, and when they
finally came out in open mutiny one day, Mr. Saw-
yer, instead of putting up a fight as they had ex-
pected him, gave Pete and Joe their wages, asked
them to leave, and gave the other men a raise if

they would stay until the end of the harvesting. On
the night that the two left, the fire which they had
kindled in the men's sleeping quarters, was discovered
by the alert Laurie who had been returning home
from a ride with Greta. Several weeks later, while on
their way from the bank through a woods, Greta and
Laurie noticed some men skulking among the trees.
Advising Greta to lie flat in the back of the wagon,
Laurie cut the reins, whipped up the horses, and
ran to cover beside Greta just in time to avoid a
shower of bullets shot by Joe and Pete. Although
the men followed quickly, the quick horses soon out-
ran them, and it wasn't long before Greta and Laurie
were safe in the farm yard with all the men flocking
about them ready to offer aid. As they were depart-
ing for the house to put away the money, and take
care of Laurie's bullet-ridden shoulder, a crowd of
hurrying horsemen. led by Pete and Joe. were seen
coming toward the fields where the cattle were
brousing. Forgetful of self, Laurie immediately
mounted a horse, and shouting to the others to fol-

low suit, set off to oust the intruders. There was
much shooting as the thieves evaded them among the
bushes and rocks, and Laurie was almost killed by
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them when they found him climbing into the cabin in

which they had taken refuge. Hearing the wild
neighing of Laurie's hurt horse, the men soon came
to his rescue, and while Greta was being embraced
by the prostrate hero, the men captured the thieves
and led them off to the sheriff.

ROMANCE
Mary Hull File No. 786S

ACCUSING his best friend, Peter Dolmer, of hav-
ing illicit relations with his wife, Eddie Morton,
watchman on the same railroad where Peter

works as engineer, gives the wrong signal to his

friend one night. When the news of the collision and
of their husbands' deaths, is brought to the two
wives, they are heartbroken, and knowing nothing of

the crime involved, decide to live together. Their
two daughters, Stella and Thea, go to the same school,

to the same parties, shop together in the department
store where they eventually work, and share the
same boy friends. When Thea falls in love with
Tommy Benson, slick buyer of their department,
Stella, although she has long been friends with him,
discontinues seeing him, in order to give Thea the

rfght of way. It is not long before Stella is con-
spicuous for her absence from the room whenever
Thea brings Tommy to the house; and the mother^!,

noting Stella's strange paleness, urge her to go out

more, to buy some new clothes.

Since Thea is continually evasive in her replies to

Tommy's questions about Stella, Tommy tries, with-

out success, to discover from Stella herself, the rea-

sons for her coolness. One evening, when he brings
her some flowers, he is very hurt when Stella quickly
removes the note and hands the flowers to Thea.
Time and time again, Stella spends her evenings at

home weeping for her frustrated love for Tommy, and
it is only Thea's continued kindnesses, and protesta-

tions of love for Tommy that keep the stoical Stella

from revealing her secret to her. When suddenly
Tommy's demonstrations of affection begin to cool,

and his visits to the house become less and less fre-

quent, Thea realizes that she has unwittingly an-
gered him by her close friendship with Mr. Thompson,
the old roue of a section manager; and she tries to

win him back by notes and telephone calls, but in

vain. She neglects her work, friendships, and health;

and at her mother's pleading, Stella goes in quest of

Tommy. Just before she leaves however, she reads a

letter which Thea has dropped accidentally. Her
mission seems suddenly distasteful to her, for the

letter is a warning from Mr. Thompson that Thea be
more careful in her comings and goings from his

apartment, and he suggests that next night for their

next meeting. Stella's mother, who has realized all

the time the cause of her daughter's unhappiness,
stops her at the door, suggesting that she fight for

herself instead of for others. They argue, and when
her mother still blocks the door, Stella almost throws
her aside in her effort to get out, but stops, startled

when her mother screams, "Don't you know that

Thea's father killed yours? Look!" She points to a

paper she holds in her hand. The confession of Ed-
die Morton to his wife which Mrs. Dolrner had just

found in her friend's desk, is plainly written. Tear-
ing herself away from the overwrought woman, and
from the terrible evidence, Stella rushes out to find

Tommy for Thea, she still insists to herself. Tommy
is overjoyed to see her. and makes love to her. though
she is frantically pleading for Thea, and upbraiiiing

his cruelty to her. Thea, impatient for Stella's re-

turn, goes herself to his apartment, only to find her
in Tommy's embrace. Infuriated, she rushes out,

slamming the door after her. Stella starts to run
after her, stops, turns around and puts her arms
about Tommy's neck. Several days later, news is

brought from the absent Thea of her marriage to Mr.
Thompson, and Stella and Tommy smile happily upon
one another.

THE STORM BRINGER
Alice Hamilton File No. 7867

UNCLE BEN, herder of the farmers' cattle in

Rushville was sitting morosely near the fire-

place in the comfortable Sterling home when the
children of the family, Shirley, John, and Ted entered.
When they asked Ben whether he had seen a ghost
at the sermon which they had all attended, he sur-
prised them by his affirmative answer. The story
which he then told concerned the Aldull family who
ever since they had moved into the neighborhood,
had caused discord among the once friendly neighbors
by their gossiping and rapacious ways, Mr. Aldull,
a greedy young dandy, had gone wild, as evervone
else had, over homestead land offered in the West,
and forced his family to follow the wicked plan he
had conceived. His wife, exhausted by constant
child-bearing and work on the farm, had finally con-
sented to have several of their twelve children hired
out to farmers, two of the girls sent out to the wild
land for settlement there, while she and the rest of
the younger children occupied another part of the
uncivilized land. When he learned that only heads
of families could occupy the land, so great was his
greed for much land, that he forced the mother to
entrust two of the younger infants to the two daugh-
ters who were being sent to the land. Although the
mother and daughters wept and pleaded, the deed
was done as the father wished: and it was not long
before the mother was completely prostrated by news
of the death of the infants who, of course, had suc-
cumbed to the poor climate and improper cire. Th"
girls, separated as they were from each other, and
from civilized centers by long stretches of land, had
almost become insane; but they were rescued finally

by Elsie, the mother, who, as a once -upon -a -time
sweetheart of Uncle Ben, had come to him for help.

The kindly Ben had taken them, at their request,
away from the cruel Aldull, to his own home, and
had finally married Elsie. Aldull had eventually dis-

appeared from the community, and, although he had
lived in Rushville for quite a time, LTncle Ben had
recognized him for the first time at the sermon.
Not only did Uncle Ben now fear AlduU's finding

Elsie, but he feared even more the attentions Jonas
Aldull, Aldull son by his second wife, now deceased,
was paying to his willing daughter. In spite of the
more sincerely offered affection of Dick Marston, the
son of a prosperous and respectable family in the
vicinity, Hattie, Ben's daughter, was more intrigued
by the flashy friendliness of Jonas, a chip of the old
block. Dick told of their riding together, of moon-
light rowing, of whispered talks, as if they were
planning an elopment. Uncle Ben hastily arose at

this suggestion of evil, and, followed by the young
Sterlings, rushed to his home by horse. When they
arrived, it was twilight, and Hattie, her things packed,
was preparing to leave quietly, when she was startled
by a scream from the kitchen where her mother was
working. Aldull, who had finally discovered Elsie's
identity through his son's maneuverings, had come
to revenge h'imself on her for leaving him years be-
fore. He was trying to brand her with a hot iron
as his property, while Jonas dragged the struggling
Hattie to his car. Ben and the Sterlings hurried
forward, and while Dick saved Hattie and knocked
Jonas unconscious. Uncle Ben was doing the same
for his wife and Aldull. Hattie and Dick embraced
as they watched the car which was taking the Al-
duUs to the sheriff, hurry down the road.

HEARTLESS HOUSE
Ida B. Bruer File No. 7869

RETURNING from a Secretarial school, Mary Day
finds her father, a Southern ship builder, at

work upon the most handsome yacht she has
ever seen. Annoyed by her father's refusal to dis-

obey the order that no visitors are to be allowed,
Mary pulls strings and thru the captain gets per-
mission from Harry Grey, the owner. Grey scarcely
looks up from his paper as Mary and the Captain
tour the palatial boat, but as she leaves he looks
hard at the girl who was so anxious to see his boat
and then invites her to dinner. Hesitating, Mary ac-
cepts and before she leaves Mary has an offer to go
to New York to fill a secretarial vacancy in the of-

fice of Harry's father, and with the slight misgivings
of her family she goes.
New York proves a place of endless fascination and

the Southern-bred girl finds herself hopelessly in

love with her employer's son who takes her every-
where and finds her naivete refreshing. Despite him-
self, Harry realizes he loves the small-town girl, and
on the eve of her return home for her vacation, he
asks her to marry him. Mary's eyes brim with happy
tears, but at home she finds her people worried about
the fact that Mary has never met any of Harry's
family save his father. Hurrying back to her be-

loved Harry, Mary yields to his desire for an im-
mediate marriage, and secure in the arms of her hus-
band, Mary learns that he has arranged to introduce
her to his mother and two sisters at dinner the next
night. The moment Mary enters the Grey home,
however, she is chilled by the hostility of her recep-
tion. Harry's father is out-of-town on business and
his mother and sisters make no secret of the fact

that they feel that Harry's choice of a wife from
his father's office, is a severe blow at the Grey so-

cial status. Shocked, bewildered, and hurt, Mary
leaves, trembling under Harry's protection. Not un-
til her baby is born does Mary see her husband's
mother, and then she is made to feel that the baby
is just a device to gain more of the Grey fortune.

Mrs. Grey immediately takes charge of her son's

baby, inferring that the child's mother is incapable,

and goaded beyond endurance by her husband's ac-

ceptance of the intolerable situation, Mary snatches

her child from her mother-in-law's arms, and tells

her to stop her infernal meddling. Insulted, Mrs.
Grey stalks out and Harry, told lies, demands that

his wife apologize. Feeling that even Harry has
turned against her, when his mother takes the baby
to her home, Mary leaves, ill as she is. For weeks
she wanders about, dazed, and finally is picked up
bv a social worker and taken to a hospital. Fever-
ish, not wishing to hve, Mary tosses about and not
for a long time does she regain her health. One day
a baby in the ward reminds her of her own child, and
asking the help of a nurse, Mary goes home to see

her baby. Suddenly she sees Harry approaching, and
she falters, but rushing to her, he takes her in his

arms. "Mary," he says, "Mary." And seeing how
weak she is, he lifts her in his arms and tenderly

carries her in to see her child, explaining how the

night she left he had reaHzed he was wrong, and had
searched desperately for her all these months. Smooth-
ing her hair, he adds, and with the help of his fath-

er, his mother was ready now, to ask Mary's for-

giveness.

CLIFF ROCK
File No. 7870Estella Addis

BECAUSE Dennis Hutton, his friend and law part-

ner, dares to interfere while he is trying to force

his attentions on Erma Hartman, a young heir-

ess. Jack Burton pushes him over the cliff on which
they are standing. Erma, thinking that the tide has
carried Dennis out, weeps on the shore while Jack
flees from the scene of his crime and soon gets a
position in a factory near the shore. In the mean-
time, Dennis is picked up in a delirious state by the

captain of a passing ship, the Reliable. While he is

being taught the work of a sailor, after he is well,
Erma is very ill in her home, mourning for him.
Dennis, however, who has lost all knowledge of his
past because of his accident, is falling in love with
Bessie, the captain's daughter. When one day, Jack
sees Dennis and the captain superintending the de-
livery of boxes at the shore, he recognizes Dennis,
and upon asking the captain for work on the ship,
is immediately employed. As time goes on, Jack
finds himself falling in love with Bessie who sus-
pects but knows nothing definitely about Jack and
Dennis' past friendship, and of the cause of the fatal

accident. When Bessie confides her suspicions to her
father, he only laughs at her. Dennis, passing near
the room where they are talking, overhears this con-
versation, and confused by this reference to Jack's
connection with his past, goes to the upper deck to

think things over. Jack, who has also overheard
Bessie's suspicions, follows him, and is stopped in his

attempt to throw Dennis overboard by Bessie who
has seen Jack following Dennis. Fearing that Bes-
sie knows his implication in the crime. Jack quietly
leaves the boat when it stops at a small town to take
on more freight.

Poor, convalescent Erma is comforted in vain by
Robert Stearns, Dennis' friend; and although he
tries again and again to assure her that Dennis has
been drowned, Erma insists upon going daily to the
shore underneath the cliff' where the crime occurred.
Finally, one day when the boat, the Reliable, has
stopped at that shore for taking on materials, Dennis,
sensing something of his past in the landscape, walks
off by himself to look it over. While Bessie follows
him fearingly along the shore, Mr, Stearns in Erma
Hartman's home, is asking the heiress to marry him,
but Erma sadly refuses, for she always remembers
his friendship with Dennis. In the meantime, Jack,
knowing that he has not killed Dennis, decides to re-

visit the scene of his crime and ask Erma's forgive-
ness. Mr. Stearns, however, looks displeased when
Erma is quite ready to forgive him. Both men fol-

low Erma to the shore, for her visits there seem to

have become a mania, and both turn away in sorrow
as Erma weepingly throws flowers on the water.
When Mr. Stearns goes back to the house to speak
to EInora, a cousin of Erma's who is visiting her.

Jack tries to force his attentions on the unwilling
Erma. Dennis, wandering along the shore, and hear-
ing Erma's screams, rushes to her rescue. Bessie
pushes the fighting men apart, and Dennis, remem-
bering all now, embraces the ecstatic Erma. Bessie
goes sadly off toward the boat followed by Jack who
has always liked her. Just as Mr. Stearns and EI-

nora come to tell their friends news of their marriage,
they meet Erma and Dennis coming to tell them the

RIVALS IN LOVE
Charles L. Boiling File No. 7871

THERE wasn't a man in all Centerfield who
wouldn't have given all he possessed to marry
Helen Grayson but Helen remained slightly

aloof and regarded all of her suitors with the same
dispassionate interest. Her father had something to

say as Helen descended the stairs dressed for an-
other party. It wasn't quite fair, he thought, to go
about upsetting the hearts of the whole community.
Why, he asked with a twinkle in his eye, ddn't
Helen choose one of the lads and settle down? What
was the matter with Bill, or for that matter Pete?
Helen grinned, called her father a dear and left on
the arms of two escorts.

It was at the party that Helen met Roger Kenton.
He cut in on her after they had been introduced, and
HeTcii- -thought she had never seen such fascinating
ugliness in her life. Two jagged scars furrowed
Roger's face, but when he spoke, she forgot about
them. Telling her about his adventures, he held her
spell bound, and for once Helen grew annoyed at the
insistent cut-ins of her friends. There was a penalty,
she thought, attached to being too popular. But
when Roger called at Helen's house, he found her
father unaccountably hostile to him. And Helen
who had given her heart to Roger at their first meet-
ing, wondered at her father's renewed insistence that
she marry Pete or Bill. "How about Roger?" she
asked smilingly. But grown serious, Mr. Grayson ad-
mitted that as far as he was concerned, he thought
Roger's scars decidely suspicious. Dismayed, Helen
realized that for all his confidences, that Roger had
never told her how he got those scars—and her father
believed that Roger might ... It was ridiculous.
Hotly she denied her father's implications.

Roger might never have known the reason for Mr.
Grayson's hostility if he hadn't come upon Pete and
Bill throwing dice to decide which one was to get
Helen. Bill happened to mention that Scarface
might win, but Pete assured him that Mr. Grayson
believed Roger to be a gangster and they were safe
from competition at that point. Infuriated that these
two were actually throwing dice for Helen, insulting
her by disposing of her thus, Roger sailed into them.
As it happened the dice were loaded, but that was
unimportant beside the fact that Pete and Bill nursed
badly swollen faces for the next few weeks. And
Roger who had thus far avoided explaining how he
got those scars, wrote to a friend of his.

That night Roger asked Helen to marry him, and
she consented in spite of anticipated difficultv with
her father, but Grayson, in receipt of a letter from
the bank president vouching for Roger's character
and prospects, was somewhat abashed before an anec-
dote telling how Roger had flung h'mself upon a
mountain cougar to save his only si'ster, and had
killed the beast at the cost of those scars. Helen
looking happily at her bridegroom, told herself that
her Roger looked much handsomer than the badly
battered Pete and Bill. And she was right.
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SOUL MIRRORS
Dorothy Le File No. 7872

IT was the stock market that gave Charles Gray-
son Ills start. In a few incredible months, his

davs of struggle were put behind him. Like a

modern Midas, then, everything he touched seemed
to turn to gold. Even his automobile concern, fresh-

iy capitalized, began yielding tremendous returns

from his great advertising campaign, and puf=Eed with

success he took his wife and daughter with him to

Paris, combining a business and pleasure trip.' In

the social success of his beautiful child, Pauline,—

she still seemed a child for all her nineteen years-
Charles expected to find the full fruition of his strug-

gling. And when Pauline begged to be allowed to

study design in a Paris school, Charles let himself

be dissuaded from his original contention that there

was something not entirely wholesome about art

schools.
Occupied with business, for a few weeks Charles

scarcely saw his wife and daughter until one night,

returning late from a business conference, he looked

out of his cab window in annoyance at a hilarious

party of young people. He looked again, and to his

astonishment, discovered that Pauline was among
them. Making a scene in front of her friends, he
took her home with him and storming about, de-

clared that they would take the next boat back to

the states. Pauline's explanation that they were
merelv celebrating the wedding of two of the art stu-

dents" did not impress her father. The next morn-
ing the girl was gone. Distracted, Grayson blamed
his wife for everything. Above all, his social am-
bitions were ruined. It was Marion Grayson, finally,

who found Tier daughter through one of the girls at

the art school. Directed to a tiny Parisian garret.

Charles and Marion knocked at the studio door and

even before thev saw their daughter, they stared

hard at the life-like canvas. Charles almost knocked

down the tall young artist who answered the door,

but with a little cry Pauline came running out and

explained that she and Noel were in love. Refusing

to listen to reason. Charles forced his daughter to

come with him, and contemptuously turned from the

boy who pleaded that he would make good with Paul-

ine as his wife.

Shortly after they returned to New York, Pauhne
admitted she was going to have a child. Furiously

Charles threatened to disown her, then officiously

settled that the child should be put in a home
Marion and Pauline tried desperately to reason with

him, but it was the crash of the stock market that

finally settled matters. Wiped out, Oiarles brokenly

surveyed the ruin of his sand castles. Spiritlessly,

he ceased his officious meddling, and in PauHne's
dark-eyed babv found some measure of consolation.

But poverty-stricken as she was, Pauline found less

opportunity than ever to find the father of her child.

Then, one day, an artist seeing Pauline and her

child together, begged for the opportunity of paint-

ing them. Ruefully she consented to pose, and in-

spired by the strange light in his sitter's eyes, the

artist outdid himself, won a competition thereby, and

the painting was hung in a Parisian gallery where
Noel, now a successful artist, stopped in amazed
recognition before the unmistakable eyes of the only

girl he had ever loved. Through the artist, Noel
discovered, at last the whereabouts of Pauline and
through a mist of tears Pauline welcomed her lover.

Wedding bells rang at last for them, and Charles,

humanized by poverty, and Marion saw Pauline,

Noel and their baby return to their beloved Paris.

BAD ANGEL
Arthur E. Corson File No. 7874

INDUCING his friend, Ronald Adnms, a striv-n:r

young engineer, to continue the festivities becun
at the fraternity reunion dinner, Richard Philhps,

son of the owner of the largest newspaper in the

city, leads the way to the Republic, a flashy night

club. There. Richard disregards all Ronald's advice

and falling for the obvious charms of Sally Harper,
an entertainer who has marked him as an easy prey,

Richard and Sally make a round of the city's road-
houses. A few months later, Sallv demands that
Richard give her baby a name, and Richnrd's father

raises a terrific scene and bas a private talk with
Sally. The elder Phillips induces Sally to leave her
babv to be brought up bv Richard's family, and then
induces Ronald secretly to register the infant at an
orphanage under the name of Ruth Gordon. Informed
that Sally had accepted a cash settlement, Richard,
conscious-stricken, wishes to find the girl, but is

finnlly urged bv his father to forget the incident and
settle down. Years pass, Ronald marries and has a

son, and Richard succeeds his father as owner of

the newspaper.
Twenty -twp years later, Ruth Gordon, released

from the orphanage, has become a reporter and is

famed as the best woman reporter on the staff of

the Phillips' paper. Her current assignment is to

ride a certain show considered indecent. Backstage.
Ruth interviews the actors, and instead of giving
them the write-ups they expect, she colors them so
that the show gets a bad reputation. And the per-
son who suffers most is Sally Harper, whom she does
not suspect to be her own mother. Sally appeals to
her backer, Tom Cummings, who says he is powerless
since the Pbi'lips' paners are trving to close the
show. Bewildered. Sallv retorts that if Cummings
won't heir, her she'll find men who will. As a last

resort, Sally appenls to Ruth, then turns upon her
like a virago in her dressing room. Ruth tries to
escape the invective, and to her horror sees Sally
go down—shot dead. The entire cast vindictively
testifies to the quarrel between the murdered woman
and the reporter and Ruth's trial occupies pages of

type. Ruth is aided by the Phillips' interests and
by Ronald Adam's son, Douglas who secretly loves

her. Douglas tells his father he loves Ruth, and
startles Ronald whose inquiries confirm his suspicions

that this Ruth Gordon is the baby he had put in

the orphan asylum. Whereupon, Ronald pledges his

support.
However, in the face of the actors' testimony and

the testimony of Sally's maid, the jury returns with

a verdict of "Guilty!" Whereupon chaos reigns.

Ronald gets the floor and proves that Ruth was the

daughter of the murdered woman, and Richard, real-

izing for the first time he is the father of the bright

little reporter, rushes to her side. But in the midst
of the confusion, young Douglas Adams comes in

with the self-confessed murderer—Tom Cummings,
who, in a fit of jealousy because Sally was finding a

new "angel", had shot her, realizing that Ruth would
be incriminated. There is a joyous reunion at Rich-
ard's house, and the story ends with the marriage of

Ruth and Douglas.

PARISIAN NIGHTS

Harvey Carroll Dn File No. 7875

MARIANNE RENOIR searches the snow-covered
street underneath her window in Madame Le
Sage's house in the aristocratic French street,

eagerly for Walter, her dearest friend. When Ma-
dame Le Sage, upon entering the room notices her
friend's sad face, her brow is clouded, for, though
Marianne does not know of Le Sage's notorious rep-
utation with men. Walter does. He is disappointed
of course, in Marianne's friendship with this woman
whom she had met on a ship on her way to Europe,
and does not know that Le Sage is the mother of

this girl. Nor does he realize that his father's best
friend is Marianne's father whom Le Sage had de-
serted years ago. Although, now the toast of Par-
isian night-club friends, Marianne pities her beauti-

ful, well-groomed friend, for women shun her.
Fearful that Walter will desert Marianne if she

continues to live with her, Le Sage tries to tell the

girl to leave her, but her strong maternal instincts
forbid her to turn her unprotected into Paris; but
she angrily tells the girl to pack when she finds one
of her elderly admirers making love to her. When
the girl weeps, Le Sage despairingly flees to the
home of a friend, where Marianne later finds her in
the arms of another admirer, but still not daunted,
she persuades her to return home with her. Ashamed
to reveal her identity to him, Le Sage nevertheless,
pleads with Walter the next night to take Marianne
away and protect her from the influences of her
adopted home, but Walter refuses to see her again.
Resolved that Marianne shall not mope at home, as
she has been doing because of his unkindness, Le
Sage buys her many lovely clothes, and preens her
for her glorified debut in the night-clubs where she
introduces her to some of her most trusted friends,
chiefly men. When Le Sage notices that Marianne
enters but half-heartedly into the gaiety, she in-

duces Plenri, the man for whom she had deserted her
husband, to shower the girl with attentions, and per-
suades Marie, a night-club dancer, to do likewise to
Walter whom Marianne is bound to meet.
Although Marianne is heart-broken by Walter's ob-

vious affection for the dancer, she allows herself to
yield to Henri's now sincere infatuation, without
fearing or caring for the future. Noticing this, and
anxious for the girl's reputation. Le Sage warns her
against Henri as a heartless roue, but Marianne an-
grily demands that she discontinue her meddling.
Completely overcome by the girl's alienation from
her, Le Sage unselfishlv risks everything and tells

her of herself as one of the many women whom Henri
has ruined, but even this fails to move Marianne.
Le Sage is in despair, and nlans to live in seclusion
at her country home, taking Marianne with her.
When Marianne, strangely enough, refuses to fol-

low her, Le Sage suspects her future plans with
Henri, and when she finds Marianne's note in the
affirmative to Henri's request that she elope with
him, Le Sage goes in quest of Walter.
She weeps bitterly as she tells Walter the story of

her thwarted motherhood, and begs him not to allow
her daughter to come to the same pass some day.
In the meantime, at the last moment, Marianne re-
fuses to go with Henri, and Walter arrives in time
to save her from being kidnapped by him. When
Le Sage takes Henri with her to the house, Marianne
calls her harsh names, but Walter calls her a wonder-
ful woman, as he embraces Marianne.

DOPEY
Thomas H. John File No. 7876

IN love with Perry. Ben is more than ever inef-
ficient and to give him a much needed jolt, his
father orders him from the mill. Perry weeps a

little at Ben's dazed boarding of the train, but Ben
soon puts his accurate marksmanship, acquired in

backwoods' hunting, to work and gets a job in a
carnival shooting gallery. However, one night the
carnival folds up and Ben returns to find himself
jobless. Dismayed he walks the streets of the city,

hungry and tired, and resting against a lamp post
he is astounded by the sudden parking of a huge car
near him. Its occupant dashing out, flings Ben a
dollar bill and asks him to mind the car. Bewildered,
but grateful for the opportunity to rest for a while,
Ben climbs in while the former occupant takes two
bags from the rear seat, enters a building, and com-
ing out through another exit, steals another car and
drives oflF.

A few moments later, a policeman looks narrowly
at Ben, and taking him to the station arrests him

for the robbery of a house and the theft of the car.
Ineffectual even in his attempts to clear himself of
the false charges, Ben is sentenced to two years in

prison. There he is too slow to escape with the
other prisoners in a prison -break, but the warden
commends him and makes him a trustee. Looking
up, one day, Ben is astonished at seeing Perry be-
fore him. With her faith unbroken. Perry convinces
the warden of Ben's innocence and the boy is given
a job—on probation. Moreover, after all this time he
suggests that he would be able to recognize the real

thief, and shown rogue's gallery photos, he positively

identifies his man as Slinker, a notorious gunman.
The Chief of Police commissions Ben to find Slinker

and by chance he steps into an empty doorway. A
command of "stick -'em -up!" makes poor Ben groan,
anl deprived of his precious new gun he turns and a
look of mutual recognition crosses the faces of the
two fnen as Slinker asks if Ben isn't the guy who
watched his car. Shaking his head pityingly, Slinker
says it's a good thing Ben is such a sap, otherwise
Slinker would have to kill him. But dumb as he is.

Ben slips out of Slinker 's hands and again appear-
ing at headquarters, asks for another gun. The
Chief snaps at him for being so useless, and Ben
slinks out. Meeting Perry, he kicks the ground in-

effectually with his foot, but Perry's faith still glows
and by adroit questioning and judicious flattery, she
brings back Ben's faith in himself. Head high, he
returns to the station house and finds the who'e
place in confusion—the Judge's son has just been kid-

napped. Getting another gun and carrying it in a
holster Perry has made for him, Ben takes another
glance at the kidnapped boy's picture and sets out.
Ben goes back to Slinker's place and with a gun in

his ribs asks for his gun back. Slinker roars his

amusement but the tell-tale cry of a child distracts
him for a moment and Ben's hands drop to his side,

his gun drops into his hand and in an instant he has
shot Slinker's gun out of his hand and handcuffed
the cussing gunman. Getting the stolen child, he
puts him on Slinker's back and forces the outwitted
gangster to march toward the police station. There
Ben collects his five thousand dollar reward and the
whole force comes down to the station to see Ben
and his bride, the blushing Perry, off to their home-
town for their honeymoon.

CLOUD CHIEF
Mrs. William E. Hover File No. 7877

IMPOVERISHED by the malicious fire started in

the stables left him by his father. Burton Harley
in love with Elaine White, gets employment as

trainer of her father's horse, Cloud Chief. He al-

most loses his temper at the insolence of Elaine's
brother, James, but remembering his position, keeps
his counsel. One day. however, he sees James in a
secret conference with the dissolute Earl Charnton.
a famous race track habitue, and is appalled to learn

that the price of Charnton's secrecy about an I.O.U.

he holds for James' gambling debts is that James
win his sister for the Earl.
Elaine remains indifferent to the Earl's suit, and

James, more deeply involved than ever with his

gambling debts, begs his father to give him the
necesfjary funds'. White, howiever, denounces his

worthless offspring and orders him out. And in his

bitterness, James consents to the Earl's scheme for

drugging Cloud Chief before the big race. Satisfied

that the race will be fixed, the Earl backs his own
horse, Chestnut, for $300,000, and gleefully anticipates

making his own terms with Elaine when her father
will be rendered destitute by losing all his money on
the big race. However, his tongue loosened by too
much liquor, the Earl seizes Elaine in his arms.
Elaine cries out. and James, nearby, comes to her
rescue. Earl Charnton, releasing Elaine, glowers
menacingly at James who weaklv tries to hold his
ground. Sensing that the Englishman has some sin-

ister hold on her irresolute brother, Elaine takes her
problem to Burton who reassures her, but in his own
room, puzzles over the significance of the scene.
Finally, as a measure of safetv, Burton goes down
to the stable and switches Cloud Ch-ief to another
stable, putting one of the other horses in the champ-
ion's stall.

In Charnton's headquarters, James rebels against
drugging his father's horse, but knocking the boy
out, Charnton forces him to do his bidding. The next
day, Burton gets White's permission to ride Cloud
Chief and in a stirring race during which the Earl
looks possessively at Elaine, Burton rides White's
horse to victory, and the Earl, frenzied by his un-
expected loss madly shoots James, believing that he
didn't administer the poison. However, Burton and
others capture the Earl and deliver him up to the
police, while James in his delirium begs for forgive-
ness and through Elaine and Burton, Colonel White
forgives his son. The Earl, in custodv. is forced to

admit that he had set fire to the Harley stables,

and enough of his property remains to re-establish
Burton and make him an eligible suitor. And with
the blessings of Colonel White, who foughf in the
same regiment as Burton's father, Burton wins
Elaine's hand in marriage.

Mimi Dudek File No. 7878

FOR the first time in her life, Eveline Daude,
pampered daughter of a moderately well-to-do
German family, has to look for a position, for

Mr. Daude has become an invalid and the funds are
low. Everyone is delighted when she finally is em-
ployed by Madame Kuntz-Schmidt, a famous design-
er of women's dresses, and Eveline immediately likes
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I's household where she must reside. As
a special designer of children's clothes, Eveline ac-
companies Madame to Paris. Vienna, and New York,
and it is on a trip to Vienna that she falls in love
with Rudy, a dress salesman. A short time after
her return, Mr. Daude, to whom Eveline has always
been devoted, dies, revealing to her on his deathbed
a knowledge of her uncle Frederic's duplicity in run-
ning off with the bulk of the Daude fortune which
had been entrusted to him by the grandfather.

One day Rudy brings to the establishment a friend,
Chris ta Daude to whom he is very attentive; and
after some questioning, Eveline, suspecting that this

is Frederic's daughter, and suspecting that Rudy is

in love with her because he knows of the Daude for-

tune, Eveline repulses him when he tries to be friend-

ly. In spite of Rudy's protests, Eveline follows
Christa's suggestion that she visit her in her Penn-
sylvania home, and packs her things immediately.
In spite of her apparent coolness to Rudy, Eveline
confesses her love when he proposes on the boat, and
she is more determined than ever to get her share
of the estate so that they may marry sooner.

At Christa's luxurious home, Frederic does not
recognize Eveline as the daughter of his wronged
brother until he finds her perusing a note from her
grandfather advising Frederic to give his brother his
share of the fortune. Very remorseful, but still silent

about the proper disposal of the fortune, Frederic
showers parties, gifts, and affection upon Eveline;
and Eveline, though plotting revenge, finds it more
and more difficult to hate him as an enemy, for he
resembles her father closely. So that it is to him
that she turns for comfort when she sees Rudy very
often in Christa's company. Finally, one evening,
Eveline, unhappy because of Rudy's neglect of her.
wanders into the library to brood and look over the
note again. When Frederic, who has been sitting
unostentatiously in a corner of the room, sees her,
and realizing that she knows all, comes forward, she
is startled, but listens patiently as he confesses his
guilt. At the conclusion, he draws her to his arms,
and Eveline, alarmed because of his sudden love like
display of passion, tries to break away, and cries
out for help. When Rudy and Christa hastily enter
the room with another young man, Frederic apolo-
gizes for his insanity in a whisper to her and begs
her to be silent. Rudy runs after the sobbing and in-
dignant Eveline, and, realizing his neglect of her,
tries to explain that Christa w.anted to be with him
so that she could hear about her fiance. Henrich,
Rudy's friend, to whom she was engaged. When
Rudy repeats his proposal, Eveline puts her tear-
stained face in acquiesence on his shoulder.

COURAGE
Glenna Be File No. 7882

ROMANCE OF THE NORTHERN TRAIL

Myrtle E. Cunningham File No. 7879

THROUGH the frosted panes, Betty sees an ex-
hausted figure approach. Crying out to her fa-
ther, George Blake, she opens the door and ad-

mits the half-frozen man while the wind howls the
more dismally and the blinding snow falls in solid
sheets. Revived by the cofTee Betty serves, the
stranger tells them he is Jim McCarthy, who has
lost his way while looking about for a center for

his trapping and gold-prospecting activities. Blake
tells him about the available cabin of one Indian Joe
and invites McCarthy to stay the night. Later, Har-
old Docre, who loves Betty, pushes along the quar-
ter of a mile from his own cabin for his regular visit
and feels an unaccountable hostility as he notices
the way Betty drinks in the stranger's words. When
he leaves he ventures to warn Betty against Mc-
Carthy and turning upon him, she tells him she can
manage her own affairs.

At dawn the next morning, Blake guides McCarthy
although he doesn't realize that his friend is using
the hut to shelter Mecklewee, a fellow fugitive from
the States. Jim frequently visits the Blake house
and Docre, unable to stand by and see Bettv love
another, joins the Royal North West Mounted. Mean-
while George Blake finds all his traps empty and
evidence pointing toward the guilt of the departed
Docre. Only Betty refuses to believe in Harold's
guilt and with misgivings she watches her father
depart to prospect for gold. Successful, Blake glee-
fully returns and meeting Jim McCarthy with a
sleigh full of furs—stolen from Blake's traps, had
he but known,—guilelessly tells of his lucky strike
and states that he is leaving the next morning to
file his claim. Mecklewee and McCarthy set off to
waylay Betty's father, but the former learning that
Docre is on his trail escapes to his cabin while Mc-
Carthy attacks Blake and demands the evidence of
his claim. Snow -blinded Blake does not recognize
his assailant who is, however, seen by Indian Joe,
The Indian assists Blake to his home where they are
set upon by the villainous McCarthy who has worked
the claim and returned for Betty.

Meanwhile, however, Docre, still suspected of hav-
ing robbed the Blake traps, is following Meckelwee
and is about to make his capture when an ominous
rumble causes him to look up and he sees a mighty
avalanche carrv away the hut with the unfortunate
Meckelwee. However, the avalanche has upturned
the Blake gold hidden by McCarthy, and leads him
to fresh made tracks directed toward the Blake cabin.
He arrives there just as McCarthy is tying up the
weakened Blake and the Indian and is preparing to
escape with the protesting Betty. With bare fists
Docre and McCarthy set upon each other and to Bet-
ty's relief the former triumphs, forces a complete
confession from McCarthy, and turning him over to
headquarters, Docre returns for Betty who tremulQus.-
ly awaits him.

UNLIKE many of his soldier colleagues who had
lost their positions after the war, Tom Dugan
was given a hearty welcome in his newspaper

office when he returned, for he had always been a
true blue worker. However, in the months that fol-

lowed as Tom's frequent absences from the office, his
occasional drunkenness, and his unshaven appearance,
bespoke his indifference to everything, his friends and
his funds left him and it was not long before he was
discharged. Disgraced though he was, Tom kept the
knowledge of his war wound, and the drug habit con-
tracted to overcome its recurring pains, to himse.f-
On his way to San Francisco to get another position,

the discouraged Tom met Glenda Faren who immed-
iately fell in love with the stranger. The long train-
developed friendship between the two softened 'lo.ii

to the point where he poured out his woes to the
sympathetic Glenda. Possessing little money and no
confidence in his cure from his dope habit, Tom
sternly rejected Glenda 's plan that he place himself
under the care of her father, a famous doctor in the
city of C . Although the final blow to his confi-
dence had been given by a conversation accidentally
overheard between two of his office friends who had
called him a tramp afid a quitter, Tom was de-
termined to go on to San Francisco, to work there
until the drug habit had done its worst. After Glenda
had extracted his address from him, she bid him a
tearful good-bv, promising to visit him soon.
When she arrived at his hotel several weeks later,

she found him looking more haggard than ever, and
he finally confessed that he was on the verge of be-
ing discharged again. This time she discovered to

her dismay, it was not only the fault of the drug
habit, but of some vicious drug gangsters with whom
his office associates had seen him. Angrily, Tom
told her to stop her meddling when she brought up
this matter,- for he was earning much money from
distributing drugs to other addicts. When Glenda.
having discovered the names and whereabouts of

the gang, advised the leader to leave Tom alone, she
was threatened with her life if she meddled any fur-

ther with their business. Several days later, Tom,
sorry and yet relieved, was bidding Glenda good-by
as she took the train for home, for he feared for her
safety. Receiving a telegram the next night that

Glenda had been shot and seriously wounded by one
of the gang, and was now in her father's hospitals,

Tom immediately rushed there; and when Glenda her-
self came to greet htm, Tom, disgusted by her ruse,

started to leave but was stopped by the girl who
pleaded with him to stay there and take the cure.

When in spite of the doctor's and Glenda's con-

tinuous pleading and advice, Tom turned a deaf ear,

the doctor, under the pretext of giving Tom the ad-
dress of a doctor in his own city who might help him,
led him to a nearby room. The doctor left him,

locking the door behind him, and when Tom, hearing
this, sprang to attention, he was forced out of his

clothes and into bed by two attendants who had en-

tered through another door. At this time, suddenly
afflicted bv his wound pains, and shouting with fury,

Tom fainted. When he awoke, Glenda was there, but
he refused to speak to her, and tried to get out of

the bed to reach the door. He screamed again and
again for his drug and damned everyone in his agony;
and although Glenda told him of her love for him,
and begged him to fight for both of them, Tom rude-

ly pushed her from him. In the days that followed,

when Tom was allowed to see no one but the at-

tendants who brought his food, and sometimes the

drug to relieve the pain, his screams, his extreme
hatred of everyone especially himself, and his long-

ing for the drug, almost unmanned him. Finally, one

day, considerably weakened, Tom was assisted to

the doctor's office; but when the insane look on his

face prompted the doctor to offer him the drug, Tom,
with a terrible wrench, turned his face away from his

desire and crept from the room. Tempted again and
again by the doctor, Tom soon became stronger than

his habit, and when the operation on his spine in

which the bullet was imbedded, was performed on
the now healthy Tom, it was declared successful, al-

though he had been told there was one chance out

of a hundred that he would live. Not only informa-
tion from the doctor, who had been corresponding

with his office, that he would get his former job back,

but even more, Glenda's frequent visits and encour-

aging advice, had helped Tom through the ordeal.

When Glenda read him the newspaper item one day
of the discovery and arrest of the dope gang, the

convalescent merely whistled. As soon as Tom was
able to take his first steps, he and Glenda were
married; and many were the gifts and congratula-

tory telegrams from his old-time friends.

THE OTHER MAN
Henry Con- File No. 7883

DOLORES is becoming more and more annoyed
with the attentions of Stanley Healey, a wealthy
man in the town, many years her senior; and

when he repeatedly waits for her outside the restaur-

ant where she works, and follows her to her home in

spite of her protests, she begs a friend, Dennis Corn-
well, a poor but handsome office worker, to assist

her. When Dennis threatens Stanley's safety if he
doesn't leave the girl alone, Stanley shoots him, in

his fury. But the next night when he attempts to

force the unwilling Dolores into his car parked near
her place of work, Dolores has him arrested. After
he is released from his several days' imprisonment,
he begs Dolores' forgiveness, and although Dennis
warns her to beware of the wily man, Dolores re-

sponds to his friendship, for the girls in the restaur-

ant have told her of the social and fin '

'

of old men's darlings.

While Dennis mourns over Dolores' stubbornness.
Dolores is having a gay time with Stanley at thea-
ters and night-clubs. Dolores, however, is not very
happy, for she has been prompted to this mode of
living by rumors of Dennis' preoccupation with Leora,
a notorious woman gambler and does not know that
Leora's sole attraction for him Hes in her promise to
teach him tq gamble. Dennis who wishes to entice
Dolores away from Stanley by his own increasing
wealth does not realize that Leora is only using him
as a tool to cover up the liquor trade in the night-
clubs sponsored by herself and Stanley; for his rep-
utation as an upright, honest citizen is well known
to the city. One evening, noticing Dolores in a wildly
drunken state Dennis tries to drag her from the
place, but is stopped by one of Stanley's men who
tells him to stop meddling. Dolores is horrified the
next morning to find that while in this condition, she
has been married to Stanley. Although Stanley
showers her with every luxury, she is inconsolable,
for she realizes now how much she loves Dennis.

Leora, who has been in love with Stanley, has
transferred her affections to Dennis, who, failing to
respond arouses h^r ire; so that when she learns
through spying on his mail, of Dennis' secret meet-
ings with Dolores, she immediately notifies Stanley
of this. Just as Dennis is embracing Dolores in her
room preparatory to bidding her good-by, for she
fears to run away with him as he has proposed, the
irate Stanley and the triumphant Leora burst in upon
them. While Dennis and Stanley are grappling for

the pistol which Leora had quickly handed Stanley,
the police break open the door. When Stanley ac-
cidentally shoots one of the policemen, he is arrested
not only for this crime, but because his leadership in

the town's liquor business, has been discovered. Just
as they are being led away, one of Stanley's men
who had been present at his marriage to Dolores,
forces him to tell her the truth,—that the marriage
was a fake. Dolores and Dennis are left in a happy
embrace as the others leave.

THE GRUDGE
Selma Levy File No. 7885

THE Moores dated their misfortunes from the
night when, Mrs. Moore, preparing to depart for

Europe to arrange divorce negotiations with her
husband, was telegraphed that he had been killed in

a plane crash. It is then that Sam. Mrs. Moore's
gangster brother who lives in a nearby house, con-
tinues not only to annoy pretty Alice Moore with his
attentions, but to blackmail Mrs. Moore for with-
holding fromher children. Alice and Jerry, knowledge
of her criminal past. Sam is mysteriously killed be-
fore he is able to force Jlrs. Moore to give up her
husband's policies; but these are stolen one evening
by Louis Patto, or Big Bov, leader of the gang and
Mr. Moore's chief enemy, after Jerry Moore has
been kidnapped to keep him quiet. However, it is

not long before the clever Jerry escapes, and brings
the police with him. While Fields, a private detec-
tive and friend of Alice, is waxing suspicious over
Mrs. Moore's extreme nervousness during the inves-
tigation, Alice, prowling around on the grounds for

intruders, finds a protesting Mrs. Lee hovering about.
When questioned, she refuses to say anything, and it

is only Mrs. Moore's knowledge of her as Sam's mis-
tress that prompts the police to hold her.

As Mrs. Moore protests more and more at the
presence of detectives in the house and on the
grounds. Fields' suspicions flare up, especially after
he has seen her trying to hide a picture of Sam and
herself, taken during her girlhood. Entering the
room and noticing her mother's tears at Field's gruel-
ling questioning, Alice, first pleadingly, and then, an-
grily, demands that he leave her mother alone, and
she is grimly unfriendly to him as she follows her
mother and him to the police station for further ques-
tioning. When after incessant questioning. Mrs.
Moore's answers continue to be laconic and negative,
she is put in prison where Alice, in soite of Field's
advice, accompanies her mother. Finally, through a
clever ruse of the head Sergeant whereby Sam's
wronged wife, from a nearby cell, once Mrs. ^[oore's
girlhood chum, threatens to reveal the checkered story
of her past to her daughter unless she tells. Mrs.
Moore, fearfully promises to help the police. When,
to Field's question that she reveal the name of her
husband's particular enemy who might have had de-

signs on his life and policies, Mrs. Moore becomes
stubbornly silent. Field reminds her that her own
guilt as Mr. Moore's unhappy wife who hated him
and had had someone steal the policies, can easily be
proved.

Anxious that Alice and Jerry never know anything
either of her past or of her unhappy life with her
husband because of this, Mrs. Moore reluctantly

mentions Louis Patto's name. Not finding him at

the speakeasy which Louis owns. Field and the Ser-
geant arrange with Harry Hoctor. a plain clothes

man, a plan whereby he. as pseudo plumber, will

let them into the house at an appointed time that
night. Just when the sigi-ial is given to enter, Field

and his men are startled by a woman's scream from
the direction of Louis' study, and, following the
sound, they burst in upon the scene of Alice, who has
been doing a bit of sleuthing on her own score, strug-
gling to push Louis' hand from her mouth, and try-

ing to get the policies which he holds in his other
hand. Louis immediately throws her aside, and
reaching for a pistol, manages to shoot Field in the

shoulder before he is disarmed and handcuffed by
the others. Alice rushes to his aid, and they are
reconciled with a kiss.
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THE LOVE RISK

Mrs. George Meister File No. 7918

AFTER her father's death, Jean Adams finds

work as a school teacher in the small back
woods school near her home; and when her

mother follows her father, Jean seeks work as a

saleslady in Dad Drew's general store, to find re-

lief from grief and loneliness, during her spare time.

Of all the trappers who frequent the store, only
P'renchy, a towering young trapper, is belligerant in

his attitude towards the kindly Dad Drew, for he is

jealous of the fine furs he brings in from his hunt-
ing trips, and for his careful protection of Jean from
his attentions. As a matter of fact, only this pro-
tection, and the teasing banter of the other trappers
keeps the ardent Frenchy from making love to Jean
openly. Several weeks later, another emotion, his

jealousy, is aroused when he notices the growing
friendship between Marvin Blake, a new arrival in

the town who lives with Dad Drew, and Jean. One
night, Marvin and Dad, returning from their cabin
supper, find Frenchy forcing his attentions on Jean
who has been left alone in the store; and only when
Frenchy threatens Marvin and Dad if they inter-
fere again, does Marvin realize the seriousness of

Frenchy 's hostility. While Frenchy is snarling his
threat at Dad. Jean calls the attention of several
trappers who have just entered the store, to these
words as material witnesses if anything disastrous
should happen to Dad in the future. The next day.
in spite of Jean's pleas to the contrary, Dad, feeling
that the weather is ripe for trapping, goes south.
And soon after his leaving, there is general conster-
nation when a white-faced man rushes in to tell

them of Frenchy 's departure in the same direction.
Although the men follow swiftly in sleds, they ar-
rive too late to save Dad from Frenchy's gun. When
the body is brought in, Jean, weeping, vows revenge,
and Marvin, who is a plain-clothes detective, promises
to aid her, for he has been sent by the government
to get this man. Returning to get her, Frenchy is

happy to find Jean so ready to follow him to his cabin.
Disguising himself as an elderly trapper, Marvin
follows at a distance, and is readily given aid by
Frenchy when he falls exhausted at his cabin door.
Several days later, while hunting, Frenchy suddenly
discovering the loss of his pistol (with which he had
killed Dad), rushes back to force Jean whom he sus-
pects of stealing it, to give it to him. Just as Mar-
vin is approaching the cabin door, he hears Jean's
cry of pain, and leaping in,- finds Frenchy whipping
the girl, now bound, to force her to reveal the
whereabouts of the pistol.

At the moment that Marvin jumps upon him, the
wily Frenchy tries to reach for a knife which is ly-

ing on the table, but Marvin quickly lames his hand
by twisting it. In the meantime, _ Jean, who has
rushed for aid, arrives just at the tijrning point in

the battle, when the slender Marvin is bearing the
brunt of the fight. Hearing a noise outside, Frenchy
throws off his assailant and tries to open a trap door
which leads to an outside passage; but the men ar-

rive at this moment, and immediately handcuffing
him, put an end to the battle. A messenger now ar-

rives from the sheriff to give Marvin the large re-

ward offered for the capture of Frenchy. a notorious
killer. Dirty -looking but happy, Marvin embraces
Jean, and whispers his question of marriage into her
ear. When her answer is given, they kiss.

THE WRONG PATIENT
Chrystle Thayse: File No. 7927

FORCED by the suicide of her father, a famous
physician whose great experiment had proved a
failure, to find work, Ja'nette Igland applies for

the position of nurse to the convalescing Bob Sterr-
ington. But Bob's twin brother. Bill, having caught
sight of Janette among the other applicants, with his

customary impulsiveness, falls in love with her, and
induces Bob to go on to Europe as he has decided,
with the doctor, while he. Bill, assumes Bob's ban-
dages and place as the patient. Accordingly, Janette,
unaware of the trick, although all the servants have
a difficult time of it remembering to call Bill Bob,
writes to her brother, a medical student, that she
has a testy but entertaining patient.
Janette finds her duties largely confined to sitting

in the garden with her patient and reading to him
from his favorite novels. While Bill, peeking out
from his voluminous head bandages mischievously
tests his nurse's patience in diverse ways, and falls

more deeply in love than ever. One night, return-
ing from a solitary walk, she curiously looks into the
neighboring garden where workmen are busily en-
gaged erecting a temporary stage for the Delling-
fort's garden party. The following afternoon. Janette
turns slightly to see a director rehearsing some debs
for the show, and Bill, catching her asks her if she
wouldn't like to go. With some asperity she re-
fuses, but later, in conversation with the distracted
director, she learns that he needs someone to sing a
song that Mrs. Dellingfort, herself, has written. Jan-
ette, haying a trained voice, volunteers, and when
Bill again broaches the subject of the party, she sur-
prises him by the alacrity with which she accepts.
Bill plans to reveal Himself to her. then, since, ec-
centric as he has pretended to be, he has never per-
mitted his nurse to see him without his head bindages.
The afternoon of the party. Bill looks vainly for

Janette, and is startled when he hears her sing un-
der the assumed name of Jean Smith. Whereupon,
certain that she doesn't recognize him, he tells her
that he is Bill Smith, and in a secluded part of the
girden they enjoy a delightfully mad tete a tete.
Consequently, forced into the situation by one of
"Jean's" whimsies. Bill continues to be her bandaged
patient Bob Sterrington by day and Bill Smith at
night in the garden.

Meanwhile, however, Bob Sterrington has had a
relapse on board ship, and through the prompt ser-
vice rendered by Janette's brother, Dick, who has
been working his way across, returning from a for-
eign medical school, has been pulled through. In
viting Dick to join him. Bob brings him to his home,
and when Janette discovers how she has been duped,
she refused to listen to Bill's explanations, which
have been successively delayed until too late, and
with her brother leaves.
Dick establishes himself in a medical office, and

Janette works as his nurse until a very contrite pa-
tient—one Bill Sterrington, arrives expressly to make
Janette his wife, and Dr. Dick Igland finds himself
obliged to find another nurse.

THE HAPPY STRUGGLE
Charlotte Norris File No. 7787

AS her latest employer regretfully gives her notice
because he'r father, much the worse for drink,
insists on shadowing her, Val Hardy, a lovely

young English girl, decides to sail for Australia to
escape her parent.
Independent and self-sufficient as she is, Val finds

the new country strange and intolerably lonely. She
misses all her old associations and finds that her
complete isolation appeals to various unprir.cipled men.
When, therefore, her present employer opens an of-
fice in England and asks Val if she wishes to be
transferred, the girl is delighted to leave. On the
boat a dapper looking fellow makes himself obnox-
ious and is knocked out by Douglas Stone, who es-
corts Val to her stateroom and tipping his hat. leaves
her. Val looks up curiously as she sees him enter
the dining room, but it is not until two days later
when she is sitting alone in her deck chair, that he
comes over to offer her a penny for her thoughts-
And so their friendship begins, and for the rest of
the journey, they have a gay time of it, together.
Val finds Douglas' accounts of his world travels fas-
cinating, and she says little or nothing about her-
self. When Douglas asks her questions about her-
self, she smiles at him very brightly and asks him to
permit her her incognito until they land. However,
in the excitement of a minor collision in the harbor,
Val and Douglas leave the boat without being able
to find each other, and although Douglas does every-
thing possible to locate her, he is forced after a week
of vain searching to leave for New York.
Val soon becomes a social secretary, and one night

she is going to bed when she hears a noise in the
room and to her horror sees her father robbing the
house. He turns, and crying out in recognition,
forces her at the point of a gun to turn over her
mistress' jewels. Helplessly, Val complies and the
next morning when she is questioned faints. How-
ever, the butler, who has vainly tried to force his
attentions on the newcomer, testifies that he heard
Val speaking to a man in her room the night of the
robbery, and since the finger prints are hers, she is

brought to trial. Her employer will not, even in the
face of the evidence, believe Val guilty, and when
ill from the strain of cross examination, Val moans,
"Take that gun away, father," the girl is given med-
ical attention and detectives are set on Mr. Hardy's
trail.

One of the detectives follows a clue and joins the
gang of which the sotted Hardy, rich from the pro-
ceeds of the robbery, has become leader. When, one
day. Hardy boastfully tells his friends that he's go-
ing to force his "classy" daughter to join them, the
arrest is made, and Val's employers take her to New
York with them, having reinstated her as their so-
cial secretary. At the Waldorf Astoria, where they
are stopping, Val again meets Douglas, who joyously
reclaims the only girl he has ever loved, and refus-
ing to consider social position makes her one of the
outstanding brides of the

Mr Agn

MOON DAUGHTER
M. Lecomte File No. 7891

SENT by the American government on the danger-
ous mission of capturing the renegade Indian.
Black Crow, who has been aiding unscrupulous

white men to sell their fire water to the Indians,
Paul Carter is seen by Waleta, the lovely moon
daughter. Struck with wonder at the white man who
gently frees a pinioned rabbit—one of her creatures,
Waleta follows on her pony, ''White Star", but
loses his trail in the woods. Paul, unsuspecting,
stops at the edge of a stream to water his spent
horse, and is set upon by Indians who surround h!m
and tieing him to his horse lead him before Chief
Rainbow, Waleta's father, who holds him accountable
for the liquor that is depleting his tribe.
Meanwhile, Waleta arrives, disappointed in having

lost the trail of the White God, and her father tries
vainly to win back her light-heartedness. He leaves
and Waleta is wanly looking toward the moon for
comfort when Black Crow softly steps out of the
darkness and folds the lovely girl in his arms. Pant-
ing, she frees herself, scorning him and entering her
wigwam where one of the squaws comforts her. Un-
able to rest, she clothes herself in her ceremonial
robes and walks into the clearing alone. A sound
from within the guard hut startles her and investi-
gating, her heart leaps as she sees the white man.
Entering, she unbinds him and implores him to es*
cape. Paul looks upon her with wonder as she tries
by her sign language to tell him of his danger, that
her father will be ruthless in his nro-^ecution of the
hated dispensers of the fire water." But Paul h°S'-
tates at leaving her behind and iust then Black Crow
comes up and seeing Paul and Waleta together, hurls
his tomahawk, rendering the white man unconscious.
Stifling Waleta's cries. Black Crow carries Waleta
off to force her to his will.

Chief Rainbow awakes to find his prisoner has es-
caped, and sends his warriors in pursuit, believing
Paul has carried off the Moon daughter.
Meanwhile, Paul had regained his consciousness and

had set out to find the Indian girl, but losing his way
had wandered for days through the impenetrable for-

ests. With no weapon save his knife, Paul wanders
in search of Waleta and her captor until one day, he
sees a wild rider closely pursued by a bear. Leap-
ing upon the animal, Paul strikes again and again
with his shining knife until the creature lies dead.
Chief Rainbow turns back and astonished beholds
his rescuer who explains how Waleta had unbound
him and been carried off by Black Crow. Joining
forces with Chief Rainbow, the paleface is given a
horse and setting into the forest he comes upon
Black Crow. Rushing in. Chief Rainbow embracei
his trembling daughter who tells him how Black
Crow had beaten her into submission and had made
her his squaw. Then she adds shyly that she loves
only the pale-face. Paul is struggling in mortal con-
flict with Black Crow. The Indian draws his knife
and rushes at the white man, but his desperate lunge
is side-tracked, and Paul throws the red man, over-
powers him and sets off to bring him to justice.
Fondly Waleta bids Paul farewell and smiles through
her tears as he promises to return. Many moons
pass, and Waleta waits alone for her lover, until,

one day, the branches are softly parted and witli a
glad cry, the lovely maid feels Paul's arm holding
her in an embrace from which she is never to part.
The friendly tom-toms take up the wedding tune, and
the Indians gather for the ceremony. Moon daugh-
ter has found her mate.

THE MYSTERIOUS MESSENGER
Mara Netto File No. 7895

DRUSILLA ALLEN, childhood sweetheart of Har-
lan Morton, is utterly humiliated when he ar-
rives home unexpectedly with his bride, Barbara.

When their first child, Bona, is born, Drusilla is al-

ready planning her revenge; and when one day she
notices the striking resemblance between Bona and
Robert Reading, son of Dr. Reading who is Barbara's
dear friend, she iminediately confides her suspicions
to Harlan. In spite of his wife's protests at the ac-
cusation, Harlan continues to harrass her so that
she finally flees to her father's house with her young

As the years go by, Drusilla, as Harlan's new wife,
is a cause of much misery to Bona who reminds her
of the wronged Barbara by her resemblance. When
Harlan, now captain in the Revolutionary War which
is raging at the time, gives her some important na-
pers to give to her slave Sforza for delivery to Col-
onel Curry's camp several miles away, Drusilla sends
Bona instead. Bona, returning safely, is accused by
her mother of betraying her father, and Harlan only
learns the truth of her bravery when Colonel Curry
tells him about it later. In the meantime, the pam-
pered Elizabeth, Drusilla's own daughter with Har-
lan, is secretly meeting Bob, her lover, and giving
him her father's important war papers, for she does
not know that Bob Reading is an English spy. One
evening, at a party given by Harlan in honor of an
American victory over the English, quick news of an
attack which is to be made on the house, assures
Harlan of the presence of a spy in his house, and
after the battle which follows in which Tames is

wounded. Harlan investigates, with the aid of Sforza.
When Sforza, who has followed Elizabeth to
dezvous with Bob, brings him news of her treachery,
Harlan, infuriated, has her arrested together with Bob.
During this time of need. Bona is accepted as a

nurse at the improvised hospital in the town, and
there her friendship with Colonel Curry's aide, Pierre,
who had first met her on her dangerous mission pre-
viously, flourishes, especially when he discovers that
James's interest in Bona is merely brotherly. Seek-
ing mercy for Elizabeth who awaits death in prison.
Bona pleads in vain with Harlan, and in desperation
asks Sybella, a family friend who lives in the neigh-
borhood, for advice. At the trial, while the weepmg
Elizabeth is declared not guilty through Bob's vouch-
ing for her innocence. Bob is" being led to his death
when there is a loud cry from Sybella. Everyone is

horrified when she proceeds to accuse Harlan of con-
victing his owm son, for Robert Reading is her
daughter's son by Harlan; and since Dr. Reading
had adopted the boy. the tale of Harlan's seduct'on
had never been known. In the confusion which fol-

lows. Elizabeth, unnoticed by anyone, escapes with
Bob through a back entrance. Just as Harlan is

kissing Barbara's hand in forgiveness and shame,
news is brought of an English attack. At the end
of the day in the celebration of the American vic-
tory. Bona meets her true mother. Barbara, and
James, her brother. When Bob and Elizabeth who
have been married, arrive, Harlan is given a note
from his general that he meet Robert Reading, an
American soldier masquerading as an English spy
to assist the American interests. As soon as Boni
and Pierre are married, they leave with Barbara and
James, while Harlan remains to be
his wife.

THE CABIN ON THE CLIFF

Mara Netto File No. 7873

AS a little girl, Eliza had loved to sit on the
bench of her father's workshop and watch him
exclaim over his inventions. There had been a

lad who helped her father, an orphan boy. Ehza re-
membered, but all that was before the terrible day,
when peeking through the window, she had seen her
father talking heatedly to a stranger and fall dead
with a cry of "Silent Juan!" as the stranger's gun
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spoke. All through the confusion that followed, Eliza

had wept hysterically, but there had been no one to

take her and at last she was left in an orphan asylum.
Years later, Eliza was released from the home, and

changing her name from Varnum to Lathrop, she

had applied for a position as a dancer and been ac-

cepted as a partner by Peter Dow. But in all the

years she had never forgotten her desire to avenge
herself on the stranger called Silent Juan. The team
of Lathrop and Dow grew famous and Eliza gathered

a flock of admirers. Of all of these was Peter, who
loved her, jealous, but particularly of David Pichon,

a banker's son. Eliza rumpled Peter's hair and
called him a silly. Hadn't she promised on New
Year's Eve to marry him? There was something
about her, Peter shook his head perplexedly, he

couldn't understand. Why did she speak of revenge
alwavs? And Eliza, fearing to tell even Peter that

she was the daughter of the once well known Robert
Varnum, lest it interfere with her revenge learned

through the jealous Peter, that she was playing with

fire in seeing the son of Silent Juan. Stunned, Eliza

learned that David Pichon was the son of Silent Juan!
She would have dropped the whole matter then, be-

cause she knew David really loved her, weak as he

was, but a threatening note from his banker father

reminded her that Silent Juan was the murderer of

her own father. It was David finally who ruined his

father and escaped to Canada, but Peter jumped at

his own conclusions. And believing that Eliza had
betrayed him. went on a drinking spree. Learning
that Peter had gone and left no forwarding address,

Eliza threw herself on her bed and wept. It was no

longer important that she turn Silent Juan over to

justice. She had ruined him. but lost Peter. Pull-

ing herself together finally, she got an engagement
as a solo dancer, hoping that Peter would come back,

and Peter did. The night of the premiere of the

show, Peter was sitting out front, tormenting him-

self bv watching Eliza whom he loved in spite of

his beliefs about her. And it was Peter who leaped

to the stage and carried Eliza to safety when one of

Silent Juan's men threw a bomb at the slender danc-

er. Burned terribly, Peter and Eliza were rushed to a

hospital and many weeks later, when they were con-

valescing, Eliza told Peter everything. It was only

when she confessed that her right name was Varnum,
that Peter jumped and grasped her hand tightly.

"Eliza," he said. "I knew there was something."

It was Peter, the orphan lad who used to help her

father in the cabin on the cliff. And through the

newspaper account of the stage bombing, EHza was
given the message her father had entrusted with a

friend about the whereabouts of the cabin on the

cliff. There Silent Juan was discovered and leaped

to his death, and there Peter was able to complete

Robert Varnum's invaluable inventions, and there

Peter and Eliza spent their honeymoon.

TRAVELLING COMPANION
Ronald Drake File No. 7898

ACUTELY aware of each other as they pass in

the five o'clock crowds. Ward Foster and Hope
Clyne continue to conjecture about each other.

At home. Ward finds his wife in her usual querulous

mood, and sighing, answers that until he pulls that

deal he doesn't see how she can get that coat.

While Hope listens abstractedly to Eileen's chatter-

ing speculations about who Ward might be. and
what Hope is going to wear when she goes out with

Walter to-night.
Two nights later, Ward comes home to find that

his wife has determined to divorce him and marry
Jack Haines whose superior money-making proclivi-

ties had ever been flung at Ward. And that same
day, Hope had discovered that this Ward Foster
was married to Sybil, that he had been a good sort

before his nagging wife had made his life a torment.
Six months later. Ward's divorce is final, and as he
sits behind his desk his thoughts turn to Hope Clyne.

Knowing the manager of the office where she is em-
ployed, he asks, as a personal favor, if he may take

Miss Clvne as his secretary, and thus Hope finds

herself summoned to the office of the manager, in-

troduced to Ward Foster and oft'ered a position as

private secretary—which entails occasional travelling.

Meeting Ward's steady gaze, Hope accepts, rebuk-
ing him slightly for his inference that her parent's
might resent her trips out of town. Her father,

says Hope, is dead, and her mother, in Greenfield, is

broadminded about her daughter's positions. Eileen

is somewhat cynical about Hope's good fortune, and
Walter with his persistent request that Hope stop
working and marry him, becomes relegated more
and more to the background. Confident of her own
efficiency, Hope finds the work pleasant and Ward
a courteous employer. Her liking for him grows and
one afternoon while he is dictating to her, he asks
her to dinner with him. Only when she regards him
coolly does he realize that she has not heard of his

divorce. Thereafter barriers are removed between
them and after the first time that Ward seizes her
in his arms and kisses her, they make something of

a ritual of their good morning kiss. Then comes the
first business trip. Ward gets a suite of rooms, but
when he kisses her in the hotel, they feel a sudden
surge of emotion, and Hope leaves him abruptly and
locks the door of her room with a sharp click. Ward
curses himself for a fool, but frightened by the
thunder and lightning, Hope looks to Ward for pro-
tection and thereafter pretense between them is

dropped. There are frequent business trips thereaf-
ter, and Eileen, hazarding a guess at Ward's argu-
ments about their beautiful, unshackled relationship,
causes Hope to shudder slightly. Walter finds Hope
in less and less when he calls and Eileen consoles him.
Registering at a rustic inn, Hope turns from

Ward's eager caress, and tells him that if he loved
her he'd offer her the protection of marriage, and
wearied by his reiterated talk of his unhappy first

marriage, she leaves him. Stunned he calls after her,
but Hope finds that Walter, to whom she turns, is

no longer waiting—he has asked Eileen to marry
him. Dispiritedly, Hope returns to her mother and
finds that her parent does not agree that life is over.
Her mother is quite certain that if Ward is every-
thing Hope says he is, he'll find her. Accordingly
when, the ne.xt morning a very handsome young man
leaps out of a roadster, Mrs. Clyne matter-of-factly
tells him Hope is waiting. And Hope's eyes dim
just a bit as Ward pulls out the marriage licence he
had stopped to get, before arriving for his good
morning kiss.

FIRED
George M. Esheln , Jr. File No. 7899

JEALOUS because Jim, the advertising manager of

the Nelsen Products Company, has continually
evaded her overtures of friendship, and dates up

with Clara, the bookkeeper, instead, Dot, accountant
in the shipping department, plots revenge. Irked by
a sight of Clara and Jim leaving a neighborhood
theater, Dot remains the next evening after every-
one has left, to carry out her plan of changing' Clara's
books. The official under whom Clara works, think-

ing that Clara would return, has left the safe keys
on her desk, so that the books are easily secured, and
the- numbers changed. When Clara who is always
neat, notices a blot of ink on her book cover, and
a strange blotter inside, she realizes the trouble, and
when she takes these fingerprinted things to a de-

tective the same evening, she is given a treated pa-

per and a certain kind of acid ink ; when everyone
in the office has handled these, the fingerprints on
the books and those on the treated paper are found
to be the same. However, since Dot continues to be
friendly, Clara says nothing of the matter to anyone.
When no shortage is discovered at the end of the

month, Dot. puzzled and still jealous because of the

exchange of rings which has taken place between the

two, takes the opportunity to harm Clara during the

small fire which breaks out in the stock room nearby.
Quickly, during the treasurer's absence. Dot extracts

a large sum of money from an envelope he had left;

and when some of Clara's papers are found nearby,
she is immediately accused. Although Clara protests

that she was witnessing the fire when this happened,
since no one saw her there, she is convicted and
fired. Clara refuses to see Jim again, for he may be

fired also, and Jim does a bit of his own detective

When Dot meets Clara, who has gotten a position

as a maid since she can obtain no references for of-

fice work, she tells her of her growing friendship

with Jim; so that when Jim, who has been using this

as a ruse to discover things, visits her, Clara remains
cold to him. Jim finally gleans a clue when Dot's
mother tells him how helpful are the bonuses wh'ch
Dot has been receiving. In the meantime, Dot, to

whom such embezzling has become a hab:t, is caught
in the act of extracting some money from two en-

velopes kept from the morning's mail. Weepingly.
she promises Jim to confess everything, if only he

will forgive her, but he only pushes her rudely aside.

Dot, rushing out ahead of him. goes immediately to

Clara's place of business, and jealous of Jim for his

continued faithfulness to Clai-a, tells a story of

Clara's supposedly criminal past; so that when Jim
arrives there the next morning to inform her that

she is to get back her office position, he finds her

gone. Fired again, and utterly discouraged because

she believes both Jim and Dot are in conspiracy
against her, Clara is preparing to leave town, when
Jim arrives at her home. She continues her packing
and refuses to speak to him, or listen to his ex-

planations. When they leave the house, seeing Dot
leaving a cab, and believing that she must bring her

back to the office to force her to confess her guilt so

that she may be vindicated, Clara runs after her.

After they have brought her back to the office, Clara

is finally reconciled with Jim in an embrace and Dot
is arrested.

MOON SPELL

Carol Haring File No. 7892

WHEN Paul Willard, the only son of wealthy
Mrs. Willard. discovers that living and learn-

ing are two difficult things to combine in

Paris where he has gone for his college education,

he decides to devote himself completely to Yvonne
Soufane, a dancer whom he loves. Continuing his

nightly visits to the cafe where Yvonne dances,

drinking and laughing his way through parties, Paul
barely finds enough time to write careful evasions of

his mother's questions as to his studies and large

expenditures. It is not long before Paul's constant
attentions to Yvonne in their long rides together, at

her apartment, in the cafe, become the gossip of

Parisian- American society; but Paul, oblivious to all

but her charm, finally asks Yvonne to marry him.
Greedy as she is for his money, Yvonne refuses to

give an answer, for she loves Francis Levoir. a loung-
er about town, and an expert adviser in her self-pro-

fiting affairs with men.
In the meantime. Gene McGregor, a wealthy so-

ciety girl who had once known Paul's mother, in-

terests herself in Paul and the gossip concerning him.
and follows him from cafe to cafe, until she gains
his friendship. Though Paul is cool to her, her in-

terest is intensified when she learns that Paul is

losing vast sums of money in ways puzzling even to

himself; for, though he can explain the losses in

gambling and racing, he cannot understand sudden
disappearances of bills from his pockets and from his

home. However, when one evening, her suspicions
aroused, Gene follows Paul and Yvonne via car to

their favorite rendezvous on the moonlit Seine, and

shows Paul a large bill which Yvonne has dropped as
she leaves him, Paul speaks roughly to her in dis-
belief. Finally, realizing that the only true revela-
tions of her guilt, must come through Yvonne her-
self, Gene decides on a new plan which is to involve
Francis Levoir as her companion about town.
While Gene is writing, without Paul's knowledge,

detailed letters to his mother of his progress in his
studies and of a mild social life, she is continuing her
own with Francis in the same cafe with the irate
Yvonne. Although Yvonne is fully informed of Fran-
cis' high payments from Gene in return for his ser-
vices as a supposed giglio, she is jealous, for as
Francis admires Gene more and more, he treats
Yvonne with less ceremony and love. At last, one
evening when she overhears Francis and Yvonne dis-

cussing their winnings, illegal and otherwise, from
Paul and other men. Gene hastens to bring Paul to

the scene to hear and see for himself, Yvonne's proof
of her guilt. When she does find Paul, he is in a
drunken state and refuses to be serious, and it is

only after Gene has shaken him thoroughly and
thrown some water on him that Paul recovers his

sanity and follows her. When Francis' eye lights up
as Gene enters the cafe, Yvonne, angered, denounces
him loudly, revealing not only intimacy with her,

but his assistance to her in her schemes against men.
Completely disgusted, and suspecting Gene in her
erstwhile friendship with Francis, Paul turns away,
but returns in love with her when Francis vouches
for her integrity. Not long after a telegram is sent
to Mrs. Willard that Paul is leaving for home to

continue his studies and be married.

OUR ROMANTIC ELDERS
Edna Mae Hunt File No. 7930

WORRIED by her mother's pallor, Marian des-
cended the stairs and joined Jim. Throughout
the evening, he could feel her apprehension

and he knew even before she said it, that she would
return the same answer—she couldn't marry him
and leave her mother. Useless for Jim to say that
there was Marian's stepfather. Jim knew the ten-
sion that existed in the Sanderson home. Marian
didn't have to tell him about Mr. Sanderson's pen-
ury. Everywhere there were evidences of it—in the
home that had been Marian's mother's. Sanderson
had absorbed everything to his own -ends. Helplessly
these two who loved each other looked at each other,

and Jim murmured that he wished Uncle Doc could
examine Mrs. Sanderson. It was no use, Sanderson
had even shown his authority in the procuring of a
physician.

It was the next day when Marian happened to over-
hear the conversation of Sanderson and Dr. Andrews.
She hadn't intended eavesdropping but there was
something sinister in their conversation, and when
later, in her mother's room, Marian received the Doc-
tor's instructions that the powders were to be given
every two instead of four hours, she determined not
to give them. Confiding in Jim, she had him call

his guardian, whom he called Uncle Doc. And Dr.
Langley, summoned from a great distance looked
grave as he examined the lovely woman lying so still

in the great bed. An examination of the powders
confirmed the suspicion that they contained poison.
And then the arrival of the sheriff with warrants for

the arrest of_ Sanderson and Henry R. Rand (Dr. An-
drews) precipitated matters. Sanderson didn't re-

turn that night, and the next morning he came just
near enough to see the cars parked in front of his
door and with a roar of the motor, his car turned
back toward the hills. In an instant the sheriff's
car was in pursuit and in it were Dr. Langley, more
than professionally interested, and Jim. As the po-
lice car gained on the fugitives, Sanderson and the
false Dr. Andrews argued dangerously shifting the
blame on each other. Sanderson blamed his partner
for having sold that doctor the lease and thus started
the whole investigation. The car veered recklessly
while the distance between it and the pursuing auto
decreased. Around the bends of the hills it careened
until, ignoring the hairpin curve it plunged at a tre-

mendous rate through the bridge rail and hurtled
over the embankment. Moments later the still body
of Rand was extracted from the wreckage and Lang-
ley started as he looked into the dead man's face.

Sanderson still breathed.
Groaning on his hospital cot, Sanderson called cease-

lessly for his wife and Marian. Clutching at his
step-daughter's hands, he begged for forgiveness tell-

ing her he had become Rand's debtor in a gambling
game and had joined him in an oil swindle to avoid
exposure. Then, one of the victims. Dr. Langley,
had started an investigation and Rand had forced
Sanderson to heavily insure his wife's life and h--id

attempted to poison her. Staring in horror at the
gasping man who begged forgiveness, with an effort

Marian said the words that were required of her and
slowly she walked out with Jim's arms about her.

Fully recovered, Mrs. Sanderson radiated happiness
at the marriage of her daughter Marian to Jim, and
a lovely rosiness overspread her face as she caught
Dr. Langley's glance. And when the children had
been send off, "Uncle Doc" drew Helen Sanderson
tenderly within the circle of his arms, and Marian
and Jim, looking back, felt their own happiness was
now complete.

NO GIRL'S GAME
Beula Grounds File No. 7901

HURRIEDLY divesting themselves of their chor-
us girl's costumes, Pat Morgan and Elsie
Miller link arms and walk toward their tiny

room in a boarding house. Elsie is chattering about
that fresh guy in the first row when suddenly she
breaks off, noticing the look of unwonted seriousness
on her friend's face. When kidding fails, she listens

to what Pat has to say and nods in agreement when
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Pat says she's fed up. through with show business.
For the first time in the years of their friendship,

Elsie learns about Pat's past. How her mother had
died and her father had remarried a widow. Nobody
knew Pat's father was a gangster until the day he
didn't come back from a ride with his wife—both
had been killed. Pat. only ten. was left with her
stepmother's son. Robert, whom she adored. But
the boy, six years older than Pat. had been unable
to take care of her, and when the children's society

put Pat in an orphanage, Robert had gone west
leaving Pat only his mother's necklace.

Finishing her story, Pat says she is going behind
a mask and proposes to make a living—the other

side of the law. Elsie, in love with Pete, who needs
money to recover from T.B.. insists on coming along.

If she fails, she says she loses nothing, and if she

gets some money—her eyes shine. Accordingly, a

few weeks later, Ruth (Pat) and Fay (Elsie) arrive

in a little western town, and registering in a hotel

across the street from a night club, come out to sur-

vey the town. Time seems to have stood still in this

little mining town and the sheriff. Bill Warner warns
the two young ladies that this is a pretty rough
place for them: but becoming entertainers in the

shady rendezvous, thev manage with his protection

to get along. Bill, falling in love with Ruth, admits
that he has been trying to clean up the place, but
there is too much influence behind it. Thereafter,

he becomes a regular habitue "to look after the two
young ladies"! One night Ruth carelessly spills soup

over her dress and escorted by Bill goes to her room
to change. While Bill is waiting in the lobby. Ruth
slips on men's clothing and holds up the cafe. Hur-
riediy returning in her own clothes, she and Bill dis-

cover to "their" surprise that the place has been
robbed. A short time afterwards, Ruth and Fay,
iearning that a racketeer is expected, hold up his

car on the road and liefore the notorious gunman can
protect himself, he has handed over his money to two
slight, masked, men. However. Fay has noticed that

Bill, waiting for them, caught sight of a pair of

men's gloves and a mask, and that night she departs

leaving two notes. Bill, investigating finds a note

on tlie dresser saying Fay is guilty of the robberies

and is clearing out. And Ruth finds a note under
lier pillow telling her Fay is going back to Pete, and
doesn't Ruth know that Bill is Robert? Ruth is

arrested but freed on the strength of Fay's confes-

sion and disappearance, and Bill, having cleaned up
the cafe, proposes to Ruth and clasps her tightly

when she reveals by the necklace that she is his lit-

tle Pat.

THE GLOWING FAITH

Lorena Arch File No. 7903

STARTLED by the noise of two people being
thrown out of a passing automobile. Ken Weller,
idealistic school teacher, rushes to their assist-

ance, only to find two unwilling drunkards, Sophia
Loring and her married friend, Murray. After Ken,
with many warnings to keep quiet, has succeeded in

getting them to their room, he promises to come
again the next night, when they are more sober.

When, the next evening, he learns that Sophia, un-
employed and desperate, has been living with Mur-
ray, who occasionally leaves his wife and child, to

play with her. Ken tries to overcome Sophia's fatal-

istic, devil-may-care attitude. As time goes on. Ken
comes again and again, of course, when ^turray is

absent, in spite of Sophia's indifference to his re-

formatory attempts. Although Sophia merely looks

amused, and then irritated at Ken's news one evening
that he lias found a position for her, he finally per-
suades her to accept it as' a symbol of her future in-

dependence.
Absorbed in his own work for a time. Ken is pained

to find, when he comes to see her after a long ab-
sence, that Sophia is living with Jimmy Wesson, a

worthless man about town who frequents the restaur-

ant where she works. Realizing that he is himself in

love with her. and anxious to bring to fruition the

fine stuff nf which he feels sure she is made. Ken
begins to frequent the restaurant in an attempt to

help her. To the restaurant. Ken one evening brings
Jessie Ward, lady of leisure, and introduces her to

Jimmy, while his companion, Sophia, glares angrily

at him. Greedy for Jimmy's money, yet desirous of

Ken's affection, Jessie, whose friendship with him is

a purely business arrangement, showers her atten-

tion on him in the restaurant and elsewhere. Hat-
ing Ken for his rightous attitude, and yet jealous of

his friendship with Jessie. Sonhia clings more than
ever to Jimmy. This sudden fierce possessiveness on
Sophia's part rubs Jimmy the wrong way. and he
is more and niore drawn td Jessie's easy going ways.
Noticing again and again, as time progressed, Jes-
sie's growing liking for Ken, and iealous of him for

his seeming response to that aflfection, Jimmy forces
a fight with Ken one evening at the restaurant, to

the humiliation of Sophia, his watchful companion.
The estrangement is complete, and dragging her
wrap. Sophia quits Ken, Jimmv, and the restaurant.
Completely overwhelmed by this unforseen turn of

events. Ken follows her home where she refuses to
discuss anything with him, and when he returns the
next day. he is informed that she has moved with-
out leaving an address. Knowing that he is the
cause of her misfortune. Ken leaves his position at
the private school where he is working, and becomes
a detective in his attempts to find her. It is only
when he sees her at a night-club a short time after-
wards, with another man with whom she is gay and
merry. Ken determines to end his quest and his life

at the same time. Sophia, seeing him there, suddenly
understands that it is she who has undermined his
faith in himtelf and her, and on the rebound from
her past life, hurriedly follows him out of the night-
club. Hearing a shot as her taxi draws up at his

home, Sophia rushes frantically upstairs to find Ken
in a heap on the floor: but, luckily, his shaking hand
has missed its aim, and only his shoulder is hurt.

Sophia is a new woman when his eyes open trustfully

and happily to look at her.

WITH INTEREST ACCRUED
L. W. Crensfu File No. 790S

SUFFERING SOULS

File No. 7904

theTI-tERE is only the noise of weeping
A man is dying. When the door lias closed be
hind him, Robert Barnett, the son of the de-

ceased, promises his mother to care for her always,
and it is not long before he gets a position as a

night taxi-driver, abandoning for the time his cher-

ished law studies. During the day he visits the em-
ployment agencies in attempts to get some law work;
and on one of these vain vists. he meets the pretty

Jean Webb who is mistreated by her stepfather be-

cause she is unemployed and because she refuses to

marry the man of his choice. Although they make
plans to see each other, his night work keeps him
from keeping his promises. Moreover, Robert is dis-

couraged because business is bad; so that when two
men, who have rushed out of the Silver Bowl night
club near which he has parked, offer him fifty dol-

lars to rush away from the place, Robert accepts
gladly. When his mother reads him the news of a

bank robbery the next day, Robert is silent although
he recognizes the descriptions of the men. The next
night he stations himself again at the Silver Bowl,
and when a man offers him one hundred dollars at

the point of a gun, to chase a car, Robert obeys
readily. At the turning of a dark road, the man
commands Robert to follow him into a mansion which
stands nearby. When the gangsters, led by Pat
O'Malley, offer him much money to be their chauf-
feur and live at a nearby hotel, Robert fearfully and
hesitatingly accepts, and is escorted out of the gloomy
house. While a member of the gang waits down-
stairs for him. Robert packs his things and leaves
his home in spite of his mother's weeping protests.

Several days later, Rotiert keeps his motor running
while the gang is robbing a bank, and rushes away
with them as soon as they reach the car. The rob-

bery and the death of the cashier have the police

force agog, and an investigation is made at the Sil-

ver Bowl where Pat is giving a party for his as-
sumed nephew, Robert. Cautioned by Pat to keep
mum, Robert, under a hastily assumed name, pro-
fesses complete ignorance of the entire matter. While
Robert is being questioned, several plain clothes men
are searching his apartment at the hotel, but fail-

ing to find any evidence, release him.
The hilarity and drinking throw the inexperienced

boy into an unconscious state of drunkenness: and
he is amazed to find himself in this condition in Jean
Webb's room the next morning. Jean hastily ex-
plains that wishing to see him again after that first

time, she had followed his car one evening to the Sil-

ver Bowl: and when a man had offered her work, al-

though she had at first refused, she had finally ac-
cepted when she discovered that he was also Robert's
boss". Since they were in the same ?ang. Pat had
ordered her to take him with her while his apart-
ment was being searched. The next night, sober
again. Robert is ordered to follow a pay-roll car and
drive his car suddenly in front of it at a road cross-
ing. In the shooting that follows, two members of
the trnng ar» killed, and Robert is wounded in the
shoulder. When the motor-cvcle police arrive on
the scene. Robert has managed to crawl into some
nearby bushes, and' he clambers into his car after the
police and the pay-roll car have left the scene.

Arriving one evening at the Silver Bowl several
weeks later. Robert comes to Jean's rescue in a pri-
vate room where Pat has dragged her. Fearing Pat's
revenge for Robert's interference and his hostile
words. Jean fries in vain to smooth out matters. As
Pat's attentions to Jean continue in later days. Rob-
ert shows his f-iiling svmpathv with the gang and
Pat l.v his lackadaisicl way of obeying orders, and
bv his aloofness to the gangsters. The climax is

finally re.iched. when one night, during a bank rob-
b-rv. Robert not nnlv cnmes at a late time, but places
his car at a further noint from the bank thin had
been arranged: nnd although thev set away, the dy-
ing watchman has seen theni well enough to des-
cribe them to the police when thev arrive. While
the womided Robert is rushed to Jean's apartment.
Jean accompanies Pat to his suburban home where
the police find thnm. \Vhen Pat and Jean protest
th. the ch the
grounds, and at last discover Robert's car, lacking
a license plate, and with snots of blood inside, in the
carefully closed garage. Just as Pat is being ques-
tioned, a call arrives from Robert's nurse that he is

seriously ill. and the detective who takes this mes-
sage immediately traces this call to a drug-store
near Jean's house.

The name of the doctor who is treating the gang-
ster patient is discovered from the owner of the drug-
store. However, in spite of grueling nnestioning. the
doctor who is paid bv the gang, refuses to tell of
Robert's whereabouts, until the threat of the re-
moval of his license forces him to give the informa-
tion. But the tretcherous Pat. first having Jean
bound in another room, tells the police of Robert's
complete guilt in the crime. When the sick Robert is

brought to the house. Jean srreams to him for help
from the othf-r room, and while she is telling the
truth about the gang to pobce. Pat tries to escane
through a window, but a noliceman is too quick for
him. Pat is a dead min. Jean hannily embraces Rob-
ert, and when Mrs. Barnett arrives to look for her
son. their delight is complete.

COVETING the rich copper mine owned by Ed-
ward Lathrop, George Caldwell, recently' ar-
rived from the East, bribes the foreman of the

mine to create ill-will among the workers. A pro-
longed strike drains Lathrop's resources, and he grate-
fully accepts Caldwell's proffered loan, mortgaging
his mine to cover it. The seething unrest, however,
cau.les the old mine owner to lose his health and
when he dies, Caldwell takes over the mine, at the
same time winning the love of Lathrop's daughter,
Beatrice, who marries hinr despite the misgivings of
her brother, Arnold. Meanwhile, however, the fore-
man demands the money promised him, threatening
exposure, and a fight ensues during which Caldwell
pushes the foreman over a cliff. Shortly afterwards
Caldwell leaves for New York presumably on business
and in the subsequent months during which her
baby is born, Beatrice realizes she has been deserted.
Arnold cares for his sister and her child and swears
vengeance against Caldwell. Eking out a meager
existence, Arnofd is grateful for the opportunity af-

forded him by an old friend of his fa.ther's to take
over the New York branch of his business, and he
takes his sister with him. In New York one of his
friends, Harold Foreson falls in iove with Beatrice
but she cannot marry him, as long as Caldwell is .

likely to turn up.
At this time, Arnold discovers that Caldwell is op-

erating his father's mine, and with the help of Fore-
son, forms a pool and causes Caldwell's stocks to >

become alntost worthless. Whereupon, Caldwell, un-
der the name of Conroy, discovers that Arnold has .

arranged his downfall, and when a banker's daugh-
ter to whom he has become engaged, jilts him, he
arranges to have Arnold answer a supposed call I

from his sister, and has thugs beat young Lathrop -

senseless and leave him for dead on the road. Ar-
nold recovers and begins a refined torture of his en-
emy. Under a threat of death, he forces Caldwell to
his bidding, brings him in unsuspected contact with i

the beautiful Beatrice, and laughs at the remorse
awakened in her repentant husband. However, when
Caldwell is on the point of disclosing his identity,
Arnold has him sent to South America with a watch-
ful attendant to spend the remainder of his crooked 1

life. Moreover, Caldwell's agony of remorse makes
him an easy victim to a jungfe fever and after a long
delirium he writes to Arnold that he is returning,
come what may. It happens that on the boat he is

seen by the foreman whom he had thrown over a
cliff and crippled. The maimed fellow had become
a ship stoker, and his nursed hatred flares at sight
of his betrayer. With a snarl he leaps at Caldwell's
throat and despite the attempted aid of Arnold's
guard, the foreman kills Caldwell and his body sinks

Meanwhile Arnold, in love with Foreson's sister
Margaret, haS' married her and become Harold's
business partner. And now with the certainty that
her former husband is indeed dead, Beatrice is free
to marry Harold Foreson and she receives her share
of her father's mining stock—with interest accrued.

MILLIONS
Jane Ennis
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and as time goes on, she continues to encourage Al-
fred, Roy's brother, in his attentions to her, while she
is returning Cash's affection. In spite of the fact that I

Bettie has led Roy on to the point of proposal, thus i

leaving the way clear for Lettie whom she resembles i

exactly, Lettie remains aloof to him, for she fears he
IS mistaking Bettie for her, but is really in love with i

Bettie.
One day, upon receiving a telegram that Cash -is i

to be their visitor, Bettie in a panic, for at <!;ash's )

request, she has promised not to do stage work, asks <

to be allowed to take Ettie's place as nurse-maid.
Ettie, reluctant, because of her fatal ch'arm and im-
pulsive ways, finally consents, and is later horrified I

to hear that Bettie had run away at the sight of the !

ippled Bob, who, mistaking her for Ettie, had
St affectionate. Ettie, defending him hotly in

the face of Bettie's scorn, realizes that she has for-
gotten about Cash, and is really in love with Bob.
Finally, Ettie is brave enough to bring him to the
house where the family is shocked to her choice, butj
are delighted at the prospect
Starr household. In the meantime, Alfred who is)

very wealthy, has completely enticed Bettie, and she
readily accepts his engagement ring, although she
already has one from Cash. On Cash's holiday visit
to the city, she has a difficult time keeping thi
peased and in concealing one from the other: but
Cash, seeing her kissing Alfred in a hidden corner,
at Ettie's wedding, angrily demands an explanation.
When they both become aware of her deception, they
become friends and leave Bettie in a crushed state.
Frenzied with despair, Bettie runs out wildly and

been
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is picked up on the road by a Dr. Arnold, who takes
her to his home, cares for her, and, thinking she is

a loose woman, tries to entice her into living with
him. Tempted though she is by his opulence, her
thoughts of Cash, make her run away again. When
the doctor, in pursuit of her, finds her with Isaac, a
kindly but poor workman whom she had met on the
road, and when Bettie defends Isaac to outwit the
doctor's laughter, the doctor produces a justice of

the peace and forces her to marry Isaac. Isaac's
poverty and crudities of manner annoy Bettie, and
her unhappiness is increased not only by her worry
for her family, but by the doctor's news that the
justice of the peace had been a fake one. Although
Isaac is very kind and patient with her, Bettie does
not love him, and she runs away from him to con-
sult a lawyer about her status as an illegally mar-
ried wife. When she discovers that her lawyer is

Bob Elder, her brother-in-law, and when he offers
her money, mistaking her for his wife, Ettie, she ac-
cepts it gladly. The doctor, knowing that she is

consulting Bob, comes to ask her whether she has de-

cided to live with him; but Bettie disappears just as
the Starr family arrives on the scene, and just as
Isaac, going in search of her and the doctor, after

finding her note, falls madly upon the latter for mis-
leading his wife. Through his influence as a doctor,
and pretending innocence about the whole affair, Dr.
Arnold has Isaac confined to an insane asylum.

Bettie, realizing now that she is to have a child,

goes back to Isaac, but finding him gone, steals his

money, and her sister's car, the chauffeur of which
had mistaken her for Ettie in whose employ he was.
Dismissing the driver, and exchanging her license

plate with that from a ruined car, Bettie drives to
Santa Barbara, California. In the meantime, the doc-
tor, mistaking Ettie for her wandering sister, Bettie,

goes to Bob to show her up as a deceitful woman,
but apologizes when he discovers his mistake. When
the doctor tells the entire story about Isaac and Bet-
tie, the Starr family immediately insert advertise-
ments in the newspapers, which Bettie fails to notice
until a member of the movie company for which she
is employed, draws them to her attention. While
Isaac is racking his brain for a means to get out of

his padded cell, and still not believing in Bettie's in-

fidelity, the Starr family get in touch with the doc-
tors of the asylum, and with legal authorities in an
effort to get him out so that he may assist them in

their search for Bettie. Just as Isaac is given his
freedom, Ettie and Bob are hurt in an automobile
accident, and Isaac, left to continue the search alone,
finds a sight of Bettie, and knowledge of her where-
abouts, from a movie in which she is playing. While
Bettie is debating whether or not she loves Isaac
well enough to go back to him, she neglects to an-
swer the very urgent Starr plea in an advertisement
she has seen, stating that she please return immed-
iately; there is good news awaiting her. Suddenly
afraid that her child may not grow well, mentally
and spiritually, if it is unfathered through its life,

Bettie decides to go to Isaac and beg his forgiveness;
but there stands Isaac with outstretched arms at her
door. After he has informed her of Bob's miraculous
cure from his crippled state as a result of treatments
after his accident, and of Et tie's new motherhood
to a healthy child, Bettie surprises him with a sight
of his own child of whose existence he had known
nothing. When they arrive home, they are informed
that Mr. Abbot, an old man whom Isaac had be-
friended at the asylum, had died leaving him sole

beneficiary to one million dollars. Reunited, the Starr
family gaze at each other in delighted amazement.

THE LAW OF LOVE
Pauline Newci File No. 7910

IT was little wonder that Don Yorke, Jr., son of

the famous model citizen and husband. Dr. Don
Yorke, remembered his childhood and home with

such pleasure; for many were the pleasant days spent
with his lovely mother in their rose garden, and
many were the pleasant times spent with Rose Marie,
daughter of one of his father's colleagues, Dr. Gray,
in riding, talking, dancing and singing at the school
that they both attended every week. Although Mr.
Dwindle, social light and bootlegger, and his gay,
temperamental wife, were such direct contrasts to
the staid, well-balanced Yorkes. both families con-
tinued the friendship sown in childhood, and young
Don Yorke was a dear friend of the nervous, badly
cared for Jackie Dwindle Jr. While Mrs. Yorke is

teaching her son the ways of upright young man-
hood through religious teachings at home and at
Sunday school, by organizing wholesome fun with
Rose Marie and other friends, and through Dr.
Yorke's kindly advice, the Dwindles are constantly
neglecting Jackie for drunken parties, dances, and
wild night rides. After some difficulty, Jack is

graduated from high school, but impatient and rest-
less, leaves college a short time after he has entered,
while young Don and Rose Marie gather honors in
their educational paths.
Soon, however, misfortune begins to take its toll

of the Yorke family, for no sooner has Don been
graduated from college then Dr. Yorke is killed in
an automobile accident, and Mrs. Yorke. heart-broken
and aged from the shock, follows her husband soon
after. The older Dwindle, learning of these deaths
through a newspaper, invites the friendless Don to
make his home with them until he can secure a po-
sition or make other plans for his future". Promising
Rose Marie that he will return to marry her, Don
leaves for the Dwindle home, where, although he is

treated with great kindness, he is somewhat unhappy
at first because of the fast life, the drinking, and
the loose talk. As time goes on, and as the opera,
the theater, and parties take up all his time, Don
neglects his correspondence with Rose Marie more
and more, while he accepts Jack's friends and habits
more and more easily. However, although Lucy, a

friend of Jack's, has tried all her wiles on Don, he
does not succumb, for he still remembers to look at
Rose Marie's photograph lovingly and regretfully at
times when he realizes how far he has fallen away
from his old self. One night, when he and Lucy
have retired to a room upstairs while a gay party
is going on downstairs, Don is just about to declare
his love for the scheming Lucy, when the sight of
some roses, symbols to him of his beloved mother,
make him recoil irom his rashness. In another room,
away from the irate and puzzled Lucy, he idly turns
on the radio only to hear a song, "Roses Remind Me
of Mother", written by Rose Marie who has followed
the poetic inclinations of her childhood and become
a well-known song writer. Remembering her promise
to write this for him in honor of his sentiment for
his mother, Don suddenly longs to be with her again,
and immediately packing his things, takes the night
train. When he arrives, Rose Marie treats him
coldly at first, for his neglect and her jealousy of his
possible experiences with women in the Dwindle home,
rankle in her; but Don's frank story of the Lucy
episode, and his protestations of love, finally over-
come her resentments, and they kiss happily.

JEWEL OF BRANCO
L. Homer D'Lettuso File No. 7914

MASSIVE shoulders hunched over his death-spit-
ting automatic, Pietro Scanza, Scourge of the
Amazon, emptied his bullets into picked victims

in the Cantina del Joannes, and sweeping the room
in open challenge, slowly walked out into the im-
penetrable forests. Silence reigned in the dive and
Clem swallowing a drink asked his questions. All
he could learn from the hushed natives and half-
breeds was that it was death to mention the Scourge,
death to talk of the Jewel of Branco—and that the
terror had once been a respected physician in Vienna.
For months, travelling farther and farther into the
interior, hearing the strange Amazon legends. Clem
shuddered in remembrance of the Scourge, and
showed greater and greater interest, but the black
men cringed and repeated it was certain death.
Again and again on the trail of the Jewel of Branco,

Clem found picked bones, and many were the evi-
dences of the deadly .45 bullets of the sinister Pietro.
Finally, Clem could find no negro who would venture
into the fear -haunted territory, until with bright
glass beads, he won a short ape-like black from a
native chief. Lungu plodded stoically through the
slimy forests while Clem absorbed quantities of quin-
ine, and six days later in a clearing where wild birds
of gorgeous plumage chattered and sported, the two
travellers froze at the ominous sounding of a mighty
drum. Lungu explained the Devil Spirit was inform-
ing the Scourge of the coming of white man. Night
fell. Clem wandered off and sat beside a glowing
lagoon. A prowling lemur scampered off. Monkeys
sported mockingy. A splash in the lagoon set Clem's
teeth on edge and rising above the surface of the
water the beautiful face of a white girl made him
doubt his sanity. The girl spoke Italian and a sad-
ness came over her when she heard that Clem was
seeking the Jewel of Branco. He was, she said, the
fourth white man she had ever seen. The others
had gone off with her father into the forest. Only
her father had returned. Hoarsely, Clem tried to
stay her, but she disappeared like a wraith. Clem
sped back to Lungu, shook him out of his sleep and
learned about vague rumors of a white enchantress

—

For five days, Clem and Lungu beat the forests
in search of Mattina and her father. Then the boom-
ing and a spear attack by Amazon head-hunters.
Lungu fell and then Clem. The white man's eyes
fluttered and closed at the inexplicable softness of
the arms that held them. Swooning he felt himself
dragged, carried, and with a terrific pain in his
shoulder he awoke in a hut. Mattina was tenderly
caring for him.
Weeks passed and Clem had gained a profound

respect for Doctor Scanza. At last he heard his story,
how the respected Viennese physician had been madly
in love with his wife, how she had run off with an-
other man, and he had found them, taken his baby
and plunged farther and farther into the interior to

escape capture. Then rumors about a white goddess
had sent white men after them. They had never re-

turned . . . But the doctor, having contracted malaria
had kept himself alive all these years by a scrum he
had discovered. The end was near, and he had
faith in Clem, alone, of all the white men to take
his Mattina back, to bring his medical finds to Vien-
na. Clasping the hand of the wasted Pietro, Clem
took Mattina back, and with him he carried the
Scourge's last gift, the Jewel of Branco, a ruby
stolen from a chieftain's grave by two breeds. It

was to be given to Clem's bride on her wedding
night. Mattina smiled at him trustfully while the
tom-toms sounded faintly behind them.

Manuel M. C

IN the picturesque little French village of Vaul-
tour, the cheerful Saturday afternoon's business is

interrupted by the leisurely arrival of a splendid
motor car. Attentively the peasants gather around
and watch three well-dressed, fine-looking American
majors and a beautiful long-haired yellow dog step
out of the car. Desiring to see the priest, they re-

quest the comforts of a room suitable for an in-

valid gentleman. Noting his hesitation. Major Ham-
let Symonds, assures him that he wants to remain
for a convalescent period of one year. The priest
agrees to accommodate him and the three Majors
celebrate in the wine -shop. Memorable events are

retold and wishing him good fortune, the other two
leave Hamlet alone. His parents have long been
dead, and with the aid of a colossal fortune, Hamlet
has been reared in luxury. A melancholy and roman-
tic person, he tries literature, medicine, law, equally
successful in all, but earing for none. With the out-
break of the war, he is called into service as a Ma-
jor. He leaves sadly, not wishing to bid adieu to
his beautiful sweetheart, Zinaida, who has a premoni-
tion that he will not return. However, when the
boat, loaded with soldiers, returns from war, the Ma-
jor is taken immediately to the hospital. There he
awakens a few days later, Zinaida at his side. Real-
izing that he will be lame, he releases Zinaida from
her engagement to him, despite her willingness to
marry him, crippled as he is. He resolves to
go away to recuperate, but before he goes she gives
him her pet dog, the yellow raired Payma. A sor-
ceress has told her that this dog will always return
to her and Zinaida hopes that it will come back with
her lover.
Fascinated by the wild beauty of the Argonne for-

est bordering the village, Hamlet wanders contentedly,
enjoying the companionship of a pipe and the yellow
dog. Unexpectedly reaching the shore of a beautiful,
calmly flowing river, the otticer stares in amazement,
and invites the dog to take a plunge. Almost with
human understanding, the animal dives in. Simul-
taneous with the splash come shrieks of female
laughter. Annoyed at having his reverie interrupted,
the Major, nevertheless, makes apologies to the four
girls who were splashed by his dog's excited dip.
Names are exchanged and in the ensuing conversa-
tion, Madeleine, one of the pretty group, offers her
father's hotel services instead of the priest's accom-
modations. Interested in her vivacious beauty, Ham-
let accepts. After all things are becoming monotonous
in the priest's company. Having been comfortably
settled in the Poustaire household, Hamlet basks in
a , social popularity gained by philanthropic gifts to
the poorer class of the village. Reading in the garden
in the sofll twilight of the evening, he is surprised by
a visit from Madeleine. Hitherto there has been no
indication of the Major's attachment, but tonight
seems one of enchantment. Romance surges in the
heart of Hamlet, but Madeleine refuses his advances,
out of a great love for him. she says. Wild with
passion for her, he proposes and she accepts, allow-
ing him to kiss her lightly on the forehead. Eagerly
they plan the wedding. For fifteen days before the
event, Hamlet orders free groceries for the inhabi-
tants of the village. Responding enthusiastically to his
generosity, the peasants greet him with shouts of
joy. Anxious to escape these manifestations of grat-
itude Hamlet steals away with his intended bride.
They remain in the next town where they are mar-
ried. Life is happy the first few weeks, then Made-
leine begins to tire of her lame husband, and leaves
him much alone. Melancholy, he takes to narcotics
and in one of the beautiful dreams a vision of Zin-
aida comes to him, and he regrets his hasty marriage.
Securing a divorce on grounds of infidelity, Hamlet
returns to his Russian sweetheart. As he swings
down from the train, his sad eyes grow bright with
joy. He spies Zinaida coming to greet him. With
happy tears in her eyes, she rushes to his open arms.
Wild with delight he embraces her, covering her face
with kisses. They climb into the car, and clasped
in each other's arms they chat excitedly. They have
so much to say to each other, as the car moves slow-
ly out of the station.

SEALED LIPS

Eugene Sullivan File No. 791S

THE Clovedale social season had started and Dr.
Whitney, recently returned medical scholar from
abroad was in, the midst of it as he stood in the

Grayson s ballroom. Ever since he had seen June
Grayson at the .Mayfair ball, Dr. Whitney had been
in love with her, and after following her secretly
for weeks from tennis court to golf fields, from rid-
ing academies to dances, he was at last introduced to
her at her own home. However, when in spite of his
flattery, June remained cool. Dr. Whitney went to
his sister for information concerning the Grayson
girl and her family, and learned of their skilfully
hidden poverty in order to keep their place in the
social life of the town, of June's love for Frank
Kane, a young, penniless architect, and of Mr. Gray-
son's death and of the debts he had left behind. When
during the party, the young Grayson boy was brought
in crippled from an automobile accident, the doctor
offered his aid in operating upon him, and invited the
two female Graysons to accompany him on his yacht
while the boy was recovering his health thereon.
June went reluctantly, for she had promised Frank

to marry him soon, but Mrs. Grayson, anxious for
her boy, hoping for a match between the two, had
insisted. On the yacht, although June found Dr.
Whitney's attentions more and more distasteful, for
he was unattractive and almost twice as old as she
was, she finally yielded to his persistent requests
that she marry him; for she was always faced by
their obligations to him for curing her brother, and
was acutely aware of the family financial straits.
After their marriage, although June had every lux-
ury, she was still unhappy, for the doctor had imme-
diately buried himself in his laboratory work. When
one day some of her young friends came for an im-
promptu party at her home, he had been furious at
her frivolity, and had completely cut off her social
life by his rudeness to her visiting friends. So that
it was with carefully restrained joy that June super-
intended the arrangement of her gardens by Frank
Kane, now employed as garden architect for a com-
pany whom the doctor had called on for help in this
work.
Not knowing of Frank's identity, or of his connec-

tion with June's past, the doctor worked in his lab-
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oratory, while they, in as strictly a business manner
as they could muster, went about the garden. At
last, Frank, noting her unhappiness, invited June to

come away with him, and she consented. After search-

ing in vam for her, the doctor finally became recon-

ciled to her loss after a year, for he was working
upon important surgical experiments which were set-

ting the surgical world agog because he needed and
demanded a human life for his hazardous experiments.

When he ran over a man one day, this thought never

occurred to him until he brought the man, Frank
Kane, to his home where he found June. Acceding
to June's pleas to help the crippled man, the doctor

took them both aboard his yacht to perform the nec-

essary operation. No sooner had he operated, then

the unconscious Frank was placed in a padded cell,

where as the days went bv, he was starved both for

food and for a sight of June. While he was shout-

ing himself hoarse, and beating on the door in vam,

June was being taunted by the doctor for her infidel-

ity to him, and by his plans of revenge on Frank.

Enraged one day by her beauty which he knew was

always for Frank, the Doctor decided to use June

as his victim in his experiment. Just as the doctor

stood with his knife poised over the chloroformed

June to amputate her legs, Frank, who had found the

trap door in his cell burst in upon him. Dr. Whitney
reached for a powerful explosive gas, but Frank,

quickly throwing him over, tore it from h s hand and

gave him a terrific blow. As he and the half-un-

conscious girl reached the life-boat outside, the yacht

burst into flames, and its flames rose higher as they

made their way across the water.

NUMBERS
Walter J. Hunter File No. 7916

ALTHOUGH the police in the small Southern town
were making every effort to clean up the lot-

tery gambling racket which was emptying ev-

eryone's pockets, they had failed miserably because

they did not yet know who were the leaders in the

game. Finally, realizing that their plain clothes men
were too we'll known to discover anything, pol.c:

headquarters entrusted the task of rounding up the

gang to Fete .Manus, once a notorious gambler who
was now reformed. Although the Solicitor General s

daughter, Margaret immediately liked Fete, her

father still had his movements watched, for he was
still a suspicious character. Within the next few

days, Pete had no difficulty in getting a job with the

Home Company, the gang's name for their gambling

concern, for his past and his tight-lippedness were

well known to them. From his position in the of-

fice, Pete was soon advanced to tnat of manager, so

that he had a splendid opportunity to discover who
the leaders were.
Knowing that his being seen with her might arouse

suspicion, Pete remained cool to Margaret in spite of

her friendliness. When, as time passed, he noticed

Margaret's growing friendsrip with Cowan, now very

wealthy, and more the roue than ever, Peter tried to

warn her, first through her father who promptly for-

got about the matter, and then through anonymous
notes, of her danger. One night at a night-club, Mar-
garet impulsively walked over to Pete's table; but

when Pete, feeling Cowan's glaring eyes upon hini,

turned away abruptly, Margaret returned in a huff

to her table. Later, when Pete tried to explain that

Cowan would brook no interference in his private life,

from his employees, and that his investigation might

fail if Margaret veered too obviously towards him,

Margaret turned a stony face toward him.
Not long after. Cowan and Dutch began to feel the

net closing in upon them, for only Cowan's sudden dis-

posal of their books down a secret shute, saved them
from being caught with the evidence by the police

who had arrived at the place unexpectedly. Mean-
while, while every effort was being made to discover

Cowan and Dutch's living quarters, the police were
unsuccessful, for they did not know that these two
cronies had conceived the clever idea of changing
their living quarters every night. At the same time

that -Cowan, several weeks later dropped this plan

and stayed at one hotel for a time, Pete asked Mar-
garet to take a risk and have herself invited to his

apartment. Indignantly, Margaret, who knew noth-

ing of the entire matter, refused; but later, desirous

of adventure and somewhat infatuated with Cowan,
she managed to gain access to his apartment, with-

out notifying either her father or Pete. When Cowan,
after several drinks, asked her to elope with him,
Margaret consented, only to hastily regret her de-

cision when he drunkenly tried to force his kisses

on her. When, late that night, the Solicitor General

discovered his daughter's absence, he immediately
called Pete for information. Pete hurried down to

Margaret's home where only the sight of a cigarette

case with Cowan's initials which he had given her as

a gift, reminded him of his aparti'nent; but where
was it? Just then the telephone rang, and Mar-
garet's frantic voice on it was suddenly cut short.

However, Pete arrived in time to save the struggling

girl, and while the Solicitor General found the evi-

dence he wanted in the safe, they embraced happily.

THE SECOND TIME

Be File No. 7917

were an increasing number of things tKey wanted
and couldn't have. Luxuries they called them—even
babies were luxuries that had to wait until James
was established. But finally Mary and James tacked
the little plate on the door and waited breathlessly

for James' first real patient.

Years passed, and the little house began to look

brighter. James was established. Througn one case,

he gained a certain enviable reputation as a woman's
docior. it wasn t any particular ability that drew
these fashionable women to Dr. Dover s office. It

was some sympathetic understanding of their cases,

and Mary keeping in the background tried to feel

only pride in her husband's sudden success. She
tried to tell herself that these women w.th then-

nervous complaints really were coming for treatment,

and not because it suited their vanity to be closeted

with the handsome Dr. Dover. Then came Mrs.
Gates. Beautiful, wealthy, and married to a man
many years her senior, Mrs. Gates, who had num-
erous proteges began to interest herself in Dr. Dover.
She became seriously in need of medical attention at

various hours—almost any time her husband happened
to be aivay. And Mary finding all her carefully

planned evenings with her husband intruded upon
by calls from Mrs. Gates began feeling neglected.

James patted her head and told her it was business.

He couldn't very well refuse to attend the woman,
could he? Even the anniversary of their wedd.ng,
when Mary had planned a formal party, James was
called away and the evening was ruined. Saying
goodbye to the last guest, and feeling thejr pity and
their whispers about that Mrs. Gates and her Jimmy,
Mary wept herself to sleep on a chair in the living

room. And there Jimmy found her hours later.

Then Mary knew she was going to have a child.

Happily she planned exactly how she'd tell Jimmy.
But when Jimmy came in, he had to dress for a

dinner the Gates were giving. She'd understand, his

.Mary. But Mary didn't. Jimmy didn't care about
her, that was all she knew. And when Jimmy got
back that night, Mary had gone leaving a note tell-

ing him he wouldn't have to tell her about Mrs.
Gates any longer.
The joy went out of life for Jimmy without Mary.

He called the Gates and told them that he had de-

cided he couldn't accept the post as head physician

at the new children's hospital, his surprise for Mary.
That was why he had spent so much time at the

Gates!
Long, dragging years passed with no word from

Mary. Then, one day, his car knocked down a child.

Taking the lad in his car, he insisted on driving him
home although the brave little fellow insisted he was
all right. Looking hard at him, Jimmy knew, with

a sudden leap of his heart, that the little fellow's

name would be Jimmy Dover. The boy told him how
poor they were, how his mother worked and left a

good job in Los Angeles to come back to New York
to see someone," she said. How she had fallen ill

and how she had said she was ashamed now to call

him. Tenderly Dr. Dover followed the little fellow

into the dimly lit bedroom and when the figure on the

bed said, "Who is there?" Dr. Dover stepped out of

the darkness and pressed the woman to his heart.

The little fellow turned on the light and it shone

upon two happy faces. So he guessed it was all

right now.

MARRYING a medical student, Mary kne
a great gamble. But loving him as si

she didn't mind the weary months of i

quietly while James pored over his books.. There
were few enough recreations for them, but they had
each other, and that sufficed for James and Mary.
Even his long interneship didn't seem such a burden,

because they had their few hours togethe
""

litmg

There

THE REWARD OF ALTA
Mrs. Anna B. Strain File No. 6783

BELIEVING that her father is dead, Alta has only

her mother to help her support the large family

of "fatherless" children. While at a family pic-

nic, a stranger evinces extraordinary interest in

them. It transpires that he is their "dead" parent.

He tells them of the accident that bereft him of his

memory. Utterly ignorant of his past, he had met
and married Mrs. Sutton whose daughter. Vera is

about the same age as Alta. Mrs. Sutton's first

husband had been lost in a sea tragedy, and they were
happily living as man and wife when an old acquain-

tance calling him by his real name effected the iden-

tification of the victim of amnesia. An operation

had entirely cleared his mind and with the gracioui

acquiescence of the woman he had unlawfully mar-
ried, Mr. Bacon returns to the family that has been

Iowa after ten years of separation. At one of the

parties given for the returned Mr. Bacon, a happy
discovery is made: One of the guests, Mr. Oakes, is

the brother of Alta's mother. There are still some
adjustments to be made in California where Mrs. Sut-

ton is. Taking Alta with him, Mr. Bacon goes, bear-

ing feelings of gratitude to Mrs. Sutton from the

family to which she had permitted his restoration.

Indeed friendly letters are constantly being exchanged
between the two families united by so strange a bond.

Mr. Bacon attends to the winding up of his prosper-

ous business in California and gives Mrs. Sutton a

large sum of money to assure her living in comfort.

Meanwhile Alta has been corresponding with Mr.
Elam, Mr. Oakes' friend, whom she had met at the

party which saw the fraternal recognition between
Mrs. Bacon and Mr. Oakes. Through these letters

Alta learns that both her new-found uncle and young
Mr. Elam are planning a trip to the Coast. They
come, and stopping to visit Alta and her father, meet
Mrs. Sutton and Vera of whom they have heard.

The dramatic incidents which have preceded have
been but a prologue to the swelling action, for Mr.
Oakes, Mrs. Bacon's brother, is Mrs. Sutton's lost

husband. Returning from his near death at sea. h?

had gone straight to his wife. But she having re-

ceived false substantiation of reports of his death,

had fled the intolerable scene of her former happiness.

With events so felicitously shaped, Alta and her fa-

ther return to Iowa followed by Mr. Elam, who has

fallen deeply in love with Alta. Through the rapid

succession of events it has been she who somehow
managed to contrive the happy conclusion, and now
with Mr. Elam in pursuit, her own happiness does

not seem far distant. Back in Iowa Mr. Bacon re-

joins his wife and children, never to leave them again.

Mr. Elam asks Alta to marry him and she happily
assents. Writing to their friends in California they
invite them to the wedding. They come and the

story is concluded with Mrs. Bacon united to her
husband and brother; her brother back in the arms
of his beloved wife; Vera, who is maid-of -honor
showing definite signs of having captured the heart

of the best man; and Mr. Elam the reward of Alta.

THIS LIFE

Wood FUe No. 7835

FROM the moment of her trembling yielding to the

love of Loyal Forest, Myra Poole was doomed.
Waiting for letters from Loyal, who had gone

elsewhere to make his fortune, her shame grew upon
her until, freeing from the blows of her drink -crazed
father, she had taken refuge in the private car of

Mike Rowentree, railroad magnate. Rowentree's
first impulse was to boot the cowering figure, but
touched in spite of himself, he had fed the girl and
had her taken care of in one of the Houses of Refuge
in which his wife was so interested. Even Mrs.
Rowentree, austerely beautiful, had been interested
in the girl until she happened upon her husband
solicitously inquiring_ after the girl's happiness. In-

furiated, she had ordered Myra hence and Mike had
followed, taken an apartment for the bewildered girl,

and left her startled by his kiss. Alone, Myra flung
herself upon the bed, held her baby close, and rec-

ognizing that her alternative was starvation, dec-ded
then, to remain with her tiny Nanine.
Meanwhile, Loyal, intending to earn enough to

marry Myra had found discouragements following so

fast that flinging away his pride he had taken a job

on a railroad and succeeding had believed his parents'
account of Myra's degradation, and minimizing h's

own responsibility had fallen in love with the purity

of Phoebe Staunton. Far different from Phoeb?'s
rigid morality and viewpoints, were Loyal's strivings

after worldly honor, but they had lived happily with
their baby, Lola, until a chance meeting with the
mighty Mike Rowentree, who recognized Loyal's po-

tential worth, had given Loyal his long sought op-

portunity in the world of finance and the next few
years were a steady climb in power.
At a club house. Loyal saw a jeweled woman

dressed magnificently in red velvet and she awoke
strange thoughts in him. Followed to her home, My-
ra received Loyal with a strident laugh and jeered
at the shock of his discovery that sixteen years had
changed the lovely little Myra Poole into the play-
thing of Mike Rowentree. Stricken, he became a

victim of her jealous vengeance, and Rowentree turned
upon his mistress' guest until he was assured that
Loyal had unwittingly encroached upon Rowentree's
property. With an easy grace that hid a sinister

warning, Mike extended his hand to Loyal. They
understood each other. But Myra had not fully

avenged herself with the realization of Loyal's dismay
at his culpability, and jealously she withdrew her
daughter Nanine from the fashionable school where
the girl had unaccountably been drawn to Lola For-
est. Taking her daughter to Europe and planning a

brilliant continental match for her, Myra raged in

her continental suite at a telegram from Mike Row-
entree telling her he was financially ruined. Des-
perately, Myra sought to find another protector but
dissipation had made deep inroads into her charms.
She made a magnificent attempt to further Nanine's
concert career but it was a terrible fiasco.

Before Myra left for Europe she struck one pow-
erful blow at Loyal by poisoning his daughter. Lola^s

mind, and causing her to run off, despite her father's

wishes, with a cad. Three terrible months of mar-
riage to a man she learned to detest found Lola in

England with her husband. Denying her everything,
jealous, miserly, he was forced by her appeal to her
father for help, to accede to her whim that she ac-

cept the honor of being presented at the English
Court. There she met Colonel Bertie, officer of the

guard, who had fallen in love with her long ago in

America when, an agent for the Secret Service, he
was shadowing her husband. For the first time, Lola
found herself in love, but, having met Bertie again,

by chance, in the Park, she found her horribly jeal-

ous husband staring down at them, drawing his own
unspeakable conclusions. Having already given to

the press the news that he would not be responsible

for his vnfe's debts and humiliated her to the extent

of forcing her to borrow telegram money from a bell

hop, he glowered at her as his suspicions seemed to

be borne out. But in the moment of his ugly triumph,
he was stilled forever by an apoplectic stroke, and
Loyal arrived to shield his daughter, and bring her
back to America. And Bertie, for all his love, might
never have joined her because he was land poor and
she a wealthy American, were it not for a reunion
with Old Chipmunk, who had served in the same
regiment, and was now offering Bertie a responsible

position in Chicago. Joyous was Bertie's reunion
with Lola but their happiness was threatened by
Myra and Nanine, who spread ugly rumors about
Lola. Bertie remained faithful, and Myra recognized

Old Chipmunk to be her own brother, Abraham
Poole. Shamefacedly she confessed and Abraham
gathered her in his arms, but at home she dis-

covered that the poison she had always kept on
hand, had killed her Nanine, and while Phoebe,
grown to a gentle and understanding old age, pre-

pared her Lola for her wedding to the adoring Bertie,

Loyal read that Myra has retired to a Continental

convent.
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PLAYBOY LOVER
Robert A. Lehr FUe No. 7897

THRUSTING a few bills into the cab driver's
hand, Kurt Fletcher, scion of wealth, breezily
orders that he be driven to "someplace with

lights and music". A prodigious wink helps the taxi
driver to pick out the Maylawn Pavillion, a road-
house romantically situated at the end of a long
tree-lined lane. Staggering out of the car, Kurt
blinks as he is led to a table and a few moments
later he boisterously joins some friends of his and
appropriates Janice Synge, who happens to have
come with another man. Before the evening is over,
Kurt realizes that Janice is willing, and although he
has to knock out her escort, he brings her home.
In the taxi, Janice smoothes Kurt's rumpled hair
and bruised cheek and yields to his kisses. A few
nights later. Kurt drives Janice to the Pavillion,
and in answer to her astonished queries about the
lack of other guests and the obsequiousness of the
waiters, Kurt grandly explains that he has bought
the place for bigger and better parties. However,
Kurt's father learns of his son's gay escapades and
realizing that his warnings are inadequate, he tells

him he is disinherited.
Sobered, Kurt calls at Janice's house and she flings

herself into his arms. But when she learns that he
is broke, her gaiety suddenly fades and making ex-
cuses, she gradually impresses upon him the fact
that he is no longer welcome. Kurt smiles grimly
and goes.
A few weeks later he gets a position as a reporter

and in the course of his work meets Betty Synfon.
Falling in love with her, he soon discovers that she
is Janice's sister and that Synge is just Janice's
stage name. However, the sudden death of his fa-
ther at this time, reveals that his parent had never
changed his will, and was just trving to set his son
on the right path. Kurt finds himself again a mil-
lionaire and in a burst of glory marries Betty. He
soon realizes that Janice Is systematically borrow-
ing huge sums of money from his wife, but he says
nothing to Betty. INIeanwhile Betty, completely
changed by her wealthy marriage, drinks and for the
first time goes out with her sister's crowd. And
Kurt, who has married Betty because "she was dif-

ferent" becomes more_ and friore embittered. One
night he learns that his wife has gone to the Pavil-
lion he had bought her sister, and he goes to get
her. They have a scene in front of Janice's friends
and Kurt finally succeeds in getting his protesting,
much-the-worse-for-drink wife into his car and sets
off for home. However, a detour sign has been re-
moved by Janice's gay party on the way up, and
an exploded main causes an accident. Betty is

killed and Kurt, alive, faces Janice's charge that he
deliberately murdered her sister. Notoriety follows
but the absurd charge is finally dismissed.
A new gravity and responsibility causes Kurt to

personally arrange the return to health of Diana
Merrick who had driven her car off a road. In her
he finds real love and she consents to become his
wife. However, Janice, still virulent, calls upon
Diana and tells her about Kurt's past. Stunned bv
the report that Kurt had caused Betty's death, Diana
leaves Kurt. However, in her hurry she drops her
purse and Kurt arrives on the scene to find her ex-
postulating with a sceptical cab driver. He calmly
pays the fare and taking her in his arms, makes her
promise to forget the past and look forward to a
glowing future as Mrs. Fletcher. And Diana finds
this not to be difficult.

delighted to find that Mollie already knows Bob. a
dear friend of her fiance, Tom. At the party, Mollie
is easily the most popular girl present, and although
Joan's friends who are present, laugh at her ab-
stinence from petting, drinking, and smoking, Mollie
takes their banter good-naturedly to Bob's delight.
As the evening progresses, Mollie, suddenly missing
Bob at her side, questions Joan who informs lier
that he has been called away .on an Important case.
Joan introduces Mollie to another boy, Jjmmie, who,
enticing her to a dark corner, tries to p'et with her
as the others are doing. When Mollie, first laugh-
ingly, then angrily pushes him away, Jimmie still

persists, and Mollie is just about to call for Joan
when she discovers Bob standing in front of her,
staring at her with blazing eyes. While she protest-
ingly follows the stubborn form of Bob toward the
door, Jimmie, no more the aggras.sor, with contrite
mien, follows Beverly, his girl who had been stand-
ing behind Bob during this scene. Several minutes
later, as she is walking through the hall upstairs on
her way to her room, Beverly steps out of a room
and asks her to please turn on the light for her, for
she has not been successful in finding it in the dark.
As Mollie steps into the room, Beverly quickly
closes the door and locks it from the outside. "You're
too smart," she tells the frantic Mollie outside the
door.

Determined to make the best of the situation, Mol-
lie settles comfortably into an armchair after she
has turned on the light, and reads a book. Tiring of
this, she turns on the radio, and in the beginning
outburst of music, she does not hear the lock being
meddled with; so that it is with a pained expression
that her eyes fall upon Bob who stands surprised in
the doorway. Completely disgusted at finding her in
his room, for he is the temporary guest of Aunt Mar-
garet, Bob glares at her, and then turns his back
abruptly and almost runs from her down the hall.
Joan, coming up the stairs, and understanding the
situation immediately, stops him and recalling Mol-
lie's unhappy past, begs him to be kind to her now.
Bob refuses, and when Beverly who has been rec-
onciled with Jimmie, comes upon them, she confesses
her jealous ruse to get Mollie out of the way during
the party. It was just a joke which she and the
girls who had been jealous of Mollie's popularity,
had practised on Mollie. Bob hangs his head in
shame, but Mollie kisses him in eager forgiveness.

DOCTOR'S PRACTICE
Addie M. Church File No. 79Z9

THE ROYAL BANDIT

File No. 7924

LITTLE GIRL
Margaret Barray

HEARTBROKEN by his wife's death and anxious
for the welfare of his daughter, Mollie, Dr.
Dexter gladly accepts the offer of his friend.

Jack, to live with him as a friend and overseer on
his Canadian farm. Infatuated with the young girl.

Jack takes advantage of Mr. Dexter's absences from
the house to make love to the girl. Altliough Mrs.
Dexter had warned her husband to teach her daugh-
ter the facts of life as soon as possible, Mr. Dexter s

forgetfulness and his absorption in farm tasks had
left Mollie in a pastoral stage of innocence; so that
when several months later, Mollie gives birth to a
child, Mr. Dexter who has just returned from a trip
to his sick sister, Margaret, is completely mystified.
Dr. Norton, the village doctor who had attended Mr.
Dexter when he had almost been blinded by a fire,
brings with him his son. Bob, also a doctor, to as-
sist him at the childbirth.
Although Mollie. who does not yet realize the harm

which has been done her, refuses to give the name
of the man, Mr. Dexter, remembering Jack's guard-
ianship during his absences, knows who it is and
goes in search of him, followed by a group of irate
neighbors. In his attempts to escape. Jack falls
from a cliff and Mr. Dexter is acquitted after being
brought to trial. As time passes, Mollie falls in love
with Bob, who, however, untouched by her affection,
returns to medical school to complete his studies;
and as the years pass, engrossed in these, and in his
social life after his college semesters, forgets about
Mollie. her home, and the small Canadian town where
he assisted at his first childbirth case. When one
evening, the door of the house where he is to attend
a party, is opened by Mollie, he does not recognize
her in spite of her cry of delight. However, he is
soon avidly questioning her when he recalls Mr. Dex-
ter's blindness and the child that was born: and he
joms in her sorrow when she tells him of the death
of both while Mr. Dexter was trying to rescue the
child from the rath of a tr
Joan, Aunt Margaret's daughter,

living with now that she is alone
who

WHEN Rinaldino, the robber-chieftan, and his
men are driven out by the people of the town,
they encamp themselves on the banks of a

river nearby. Curious about the lights gleaming
across the river one night, Rinaldino, investigating,
finds that they come from the home of Count Von
Wittorf where a masquerade ball is going on. De-
termined to get the spoils of food, drink, and jewels,
Rinaldino and his men enter disguised as pirates;
but Rinaldino forgets his quest in his love for Prin-
cess Jeanette, whose identity is concealed in her dis-
guise. Suddenly ashamed of his worthlessness when
he learns of her high station, Rinaldino runs away:
but the Princess, quickly following him, begs him to
take her with him away from the hateful attentions
of the old Count Treuband who is trying to force her
father to consent to their marriage.
In love with her as he is, Rinaldino, nevertheless

refuses to marry her until he has won high rank
File No. 7902 and a fortune, and promises to guard her from harm

So that he is glad to answer her sudden call for aid
when her message is brought that Count Treuband.
needing money to pay his overseer, and infuriated
because he cannot unite the two estates by his mar-
riage to the Princess, has attacked the Wittorf Cas-
tle. When Rinaldino arrives, the Wittorf men are
losing, so that the desperate Count Wittorf is happy
to accept his help. After the battle, when Rinaldino's
victory is being celebrated. Dodo, his best friend,
noticing Wittorf's overseer in whispered consultation
with Treuband, follows them; and discovering that
they are planning to steal Count Wittorf's fortune,
rushes to inform his friends. Dodo has reasons to
hate Treuband. for the latter has been making suc-
cessful marriage proposals to Zachara for the hand
of his daughter, Kunigunde, whom Dodo loves. How-
ever, much as he had desired a high title for his
daughter, Zachara relinquishes such ambitions, when
Treuband is convicted and exiled from the town for
his treachery to Wittorf, and is pleased to accept
Dodo's suit for his daughter's hand.
The king of the country, hearing of the brave, con-

structive exploits of the once pirate -chief, Rinaldino.
on behalf of his friend. Count Wittorf, invites them
all to his castle where he bestows high titles of no-
bility on him, his servant, Pfinias, and Dodo. Think-
ing the face of Princess Bertha, the king's sister,
familiar, Pfinias mentions the name, Herbleue, which
immediately recalls the woman by that name, who
in past times had cared for the Princess' child, while
Princess Bertha had stayed at the castle to nurse
her wounded husband during a battle there. The
Princess, who had been heartbroken by the disap-
pearance of the woman with her child, is now told
by Pfinias that Rinaldino is her long, sought-for son.
While the princess Bertha is being carried out in a
swoon, Jeanette, thinking that his mother may have
other matrimonial plans for her son, sadly leaves the
room. However, when Zachara, happy in the thought
of having a titled son-in-law, gives his consent to
Kunigunde's marriage. Bertha gladly accepts Jean-

Mollie IS ette as her future daughter-in-law; and of course,
world, is the entire town attends the festive double weddings.'

HIS brilliant medical career abruptly terminated a
few weeks before his graduation through the
scandal arising from his supposed compromise

of Rita Barnes, young Howard Lane brokenly mar-
ries the infatuated Rita, many years his senior, and
leaves her immediately after the ceremony. And
Rita, having arranged the whole affair as the only
means of capturing the attention of the handsome
young student, forlornly watches him walk out of
her life at the moment of her triumph.
Bowed not only by the disgrace, but by the fact

that he will not be able to practice medicine, Howard
goes into voluntary exile in a small town. Working
in a factory, he is at hand when a fellow worker is
badly mangled By a machine. His immediate medical
aid saves the fellow's life, and the story spreads
among the workers. Refusing to take any money for
his help, Howard finds that soon all the poor people
in town are appealing to him when illness occurs in
their families. Although he accepts no fees, Howard
feels great joy in being able to heal, and he is adored
by those he saves. Once, Helene Marston, suffering
from an obscure ailment is persuaded to let Dr.
Lane, as the people insist on calling him, prescribe
for her. And because the doctors in town have been
powerless to help her, she comes to Howard Lane.
Immediately his skilled fingers effect a change in
her condition, and her improvement is rapid. Grate-
ful, she forms the habit of coming to see him, lend-
ing him books from her library, and soon the two
young people realize they are in' love with each other.
But Howard feels like a cad because he is already
married albeit he has never lived with his wife. One
day, enjoying their perfect companionship she frank-
ly asks him why he has never made love to her and
he tells her how Rita had called him to her home
on a flimsy pretense, how he had been discovered
there, and the attendant scandal in town resulted in
his expulsion from medical school. He had had to
marry Rita, he explains. Helene remains silent but
extending her hand to him as she leaves, she express-
es her sympathy. Howard well knows that he has
no right to practice medicine but he cannot resist
the pleas of those people who have not enough money
to buy the attentions of the materialistic ' practionersm town. 'Too, he knows that should he ever lose a
case, he will be subject to prosecution, but the cries
of sick babies cause him recklessly to continue
Meanwhile, he and Helene struggle helplessly against
their overwhelming love.
Then Rita comes, having at last found Howard.

Imperiously she sweeps into her husband's home and
when he puts her from him telling her they have
nothing in common, her fury grows. Soon she learns
about Helene and she vents her anger against the
woman Howard loves. But she oversteps herself in
stirring the town doctors to rise against Howard,
since Howard has never taken money or lost a case!
The arrival on the scene of Rita's first husband,
moreover, discloses that Rita has once before com-
promised a man with whom she was infatuated, that
since she was already married, Howard's marriage
IS invalid, and Howard is reinstated in Medical
school and is able to marry his beloved Helene, and
practice without fear the profession he loves.

WAVES
Mrs. Agnes M. Lecomte File No. 7934

SEIZED with an incurable longing for adventure,
.Ian takes leave of his little playmate, Zita, in
Holland, and stows aboard an ocean liner When

they are upon the high seas, Jan creeps out of his
hiding place, but the Captain flogs the lad and con-
fines him in the hold. One of the crew, Ivan, is kind
to the boy, and during a great storm, releases him.
Lightning strikes the ship which rapidly sinks amid
cries of confusion and terror from the helpless crew.
Lashed by the waves, Ivan and little Jan cling to a
floating mast and days later, weakened from hunger
and exhaustion they are picked up by a sailing ves-

Landed in a southern port, Jan and Ivan strike up
a strong friendship, and the sailor tells the lad how
he had once been a prominent surgeon, but had lost
his nerve through his carelessness in losing a case.
Since then he had been unable to wield a surgeon's
knife, and had been sinking lower and lower until
Jan came into his life. Taking up an idyllic living
on a mountain side, Jan and Ivan live like father
and son until one day. digging for a spring of water.
Jan discovers gold. Embracing each other, the pair
realize that they are rich. Together thev sail around
the world, until one dav. Tan tells Ivan he is re-
turning to Holland for Zita." He finds her beside the
old windmill and his heart leaps at sight of her, but
Zita IS abashed before this tall, worldly youth who
has once been her Jan. Soon her estranged feeling
IS supplanted by her old love. But Henri, in love
with Zita, grows jealous, and in a fit of resentment
at seeing Zita and Jan together, creeps up behind
them and fells Jan with a terrific blow. Frightened
by the thought that he has killed Jan, Henri forces
Zita to accompany him in hiding.
Staring dully at Jan whom lie regards as his own

son, Ivan dares not attempt the delicate operation
so urgent to restore the bov's life, but realizing that
delay will be fatal he takes hold of himself and op-
erates. He feels the old power restored to his fingers,
and Jan recovers. Kneeling at Tan's bedside, Ivan
rejoices m the return of his surgical skill, the loss
of which had blighted his life through these many
years. Wealth, travel, nothing had any meaning be-
side the inability to save human lives. And the
country doctors who had given up Tan's case as hope-
less, spread his fame so that he is accepted at a
large hospital.
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Meanwhile, Henri, terror-stricken, guards Zita lest

she escape and proclaim his guilt. But Zita frees

herself and dazed by exposnre, is sent to the hospi-

tal with which Ivan is connected. And Jan, whose
first conscious thought has been of Zita, has searched

for her vainly until one day, visiting Ivan at the

hospital, he is told of a case of a girl who has lost

her memory through a terrible experience. Jan, led

by Ivan's interest, goes in to see the girl and with

a mighty cry, shouts, "Zita!" Ivan operates, and Zita

recovers. In their happiness, they forgive Henri
who has given himself up to justice, and Zita and
Jan are married and live happily with Ivan.

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE

Anne George Gray FUe No. 7936

THERE was only one thing missing in the home
life of the Shannons, and that was a child. And
thongh Tom adored Madge, he couldn't restrain

a backward glance now and then at some blue -eyed

baby or pert youngster. And then Madge failed to

come out of a seige of the flu. Warned by the fam-

ily physician to take Madge to the mountains lest

iier lungs be infected, Tom worriedly closed the

house and took his wife to Hve at the home of an

aunt who kept a hotel in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
Rapidly Madge's condition improved, and Tom, hav-

ing with some difficulty adjusted himself to changed
business conditions, began to find his stride and
opening a real estate office, he achieved great sue-

About that time, Mrs. Aileen Hall, a widow, and her

small daughter, Letty, came to live at the hotel.

Beautiful, and very recently bereaved, Aileen found

a position as a secretary to a prominent physician.

Each night she'd come home looking exhausted, and
Madge often suggested that Tom invite her and
Letty for a drive with them. However, when Madge
realized little Letty had captured Tom's affection,

she began acting coldly to the pair. And her jealousy,

aroused by Tom's meeting with Mrs. Hall for lunch

each day. burst into flame when one night Madge
discovered that Aileen had called Tom into her

room because Letty was sick. The next morning,
Aileen weepingly told Tom she had been asked to

move out, and indignant at his wife's suspicions, and
her aunt's explanation that Aileen was making a

fool of him, Tom helped her find another apartment,
and when she clung to him and called him her best

friend, he promised to continue seeing her. One
night Aileen kissed him, and Tom was strangely

stirred, but Madge, driven to desperation, applied

for a divorce. Realizing that Aileen's character had
been slurred. Tom did the noble thing and married
her, taking her back to his old home. Defiantly he

faced the stares of his friends and tried to convince

himself that he wasn't constantly missing Madge.
At every hand things reminded him of her, and then,

one day, lunching, he looked up to see Madge. Un-
certainly he smiled, and extending her hand she asked
if they couldn't still be friends.

Aileen brooded over her knowledge that Tom still

loved Madge, and it was the family doctor who sug-
gested that a child would be most effective for bring-

ing them together. And Tom. learning that at last

he was going to have a child of his own lavished

every luxury and attention upon Aileen who grew
more surly as the months passed. But when the mo-
ment finally came, Tom was thunderstruck by the

doctor's grave query which to save child or mother. It

was a terrible moment, but Tom begged for Aileen's

life, burying forever his great longing. It was a bitter

price, but he couldn't live knowing he had sacrificed

Aileen's life. Summoned, he tiptoed into Aileen's

room and she wearily smiled to him. But despite all

Tom's nursing, his procuring of every possible med-
ical attention, Aileen's life slowly ebbed away.
Brokenly, Tom cared for little Letty. He could

never have a child, he had lost Aileen, and Madge
whom he loved. 'Time passed, and Tom's love for

Madge seared him like a flame, until, one day, he
came back to beg her forgiveness. But the servant

told him Madge had gone, she didn't know where.
Weeks later, Tom returned to his cottage to find

Madge setting his table. Bewilderedly he stared at

her. until she said simply, "I've always loved you,"
whereupon he crushed her hungrily to his heart and
little Letty knew again a mother's love.

SUNSET VALLEY
Ethel M. Boyd FUe No. 7941

cate the trace of her own years from her lined face.

At the death of his mother, Ralph Cost travels

West and passing through Sunset Valley stops at

the little inn for dinner. He is certain he has heard
the name Sunset Valley before, but does not connect

it with his father's romance. While he is there,

he meets Lois who stops at the inn on the way to

town, and attracted by her fresh young beauty he

offers to drive her honie. Dazedly Lois accepts, and
she does not realize she is falling in love. But her
father, seeing her step out of the roadster, meets
her with fury in his eyes and denounces the inten-

tions of the stranger. Lois defends the young man,
whose last name she doesn't know, and her mother
sympathizes. Meanwhile, Ralph writes to his father

that he is remaining on in Sunset Valley, having
met Ihe girl. With a strange forboding, Allen leaves

immediately, and arrives to find that Ed, having dis-

covered who Ralph is, has forbidden his daughter to

have anything to do with the lad. Furthermore, he

has aroused himself into a white-heat of jealousy at

the thought of Allen Cost. Dismayed by the Fate-

crossed situation, Allen tries to reason with his son,

but he soon realizes that the youngsters are truly

in love and hesitantly he goes to White's farm to

try to make him see the folly of spoiling the lives of

their children. However, maddened by his oivn real-

ization that Elsie has never loved him and that he

has failed in everything he put his hand to, Ed. ir-

rationally feels that Allen is to blame for everything,

and seizing a gun, he wildly accuses Allen of com-
ing for Elsie, and as he levels the gun, he trips and
gravely wounds himself. Stricken by the tragedy,

Allen spares no expense to procure medical attention

for Ed, whose mind had been deranged by his f.iil-

ures. But after a lingering illness during which he

comes to realize how Elsie had helped him through
the lean years, Ed asks that Ralph and Lois get

married before he dies, and he, himself, puts Elsie's

hand in Allen's and smiles upon them both.

SECURE in the love of Elsie Neer, Allen Cost

achieves a brilliant record at law school, but a

few weeks before he graduates he is stunned by
tho discovery that Elsie, driven by her parents' finan-

cial straits, has married Ed White. In his dismay,
he is tempted to give up his career, but through
the sympathy of Doris, an unattractive girl who has
always loved him, he finishes his course and estab-

lishes an increasingly successful practice. Touched
by Doris' devotion, Allen marries her. Although he

still loves Elsie, Allen makes Doris happy and adores

his son, Ralph.
Meanwhile, Ed and Elsie settle in the beautiful

Sunset Valley. Realizing that Elsie still loves Allen,

Ed grows more jealous as the years pass, and when
he loses his wealth through an unfortunate specula-

tion he makes his wife and his daughter Lois miser-

able. Prematurely aged by privation, Elsie considers

the irony of having given up the man she loved to

marry for money, but she is comforted by the thought
that her sacrifice has eased the old age of her par-

ents. Educating Lois at home. Elsie's life is wrap-
ped up in her daughter and she watches Lois' love-

liness bloom with a happiness that seems to eradi-

NAMELESS
George PovHck File No. 7943

CHARLES MORAN is very happy with his studies

and his girl, Margie, also a college student, un-

til he learns through a letter found in a book
of his father's, of his adoption. Wishing to find his

parents and feeling that he does not deserve the

luxuries the Morans lavish upon him, Charles runs

away. When he reaches the town mentioned in the

letter, Charles gets employment as a cattle herder

on its outskirts, so that he can more easily obtain

information about the inhabitants from the traveling

cowboys. In the meantime, Margie, who has found

the letter, after consulting with his foster parents,

decides to go there in search of him. One day while

she is inquiring about the whereabouts of the young
stranger, Charles, who is seeking information on his

own Ijelialf, comes upon her in the general store, and

so overjoyed is he to see her that he visits her quite

often in the weeks that follow.

Begging her not to reveal the nature of his quest

to anyone, Charles asks for her assistance in his

search. At this time, there is much consternat on

in the vicinity because of the many horses which are

being stolen, and the young strang:er is immediately
suspected for his constant questioning and his night

prowling ways.
In addition to these dangers, Mac Leeman, the man-

ager of the ranch where Margie is now a bookkeeper,

has several times warned Charles to keep away from

the ranch and the girl. When Charles continues

coming in spite of this, and Margie encourages th;S

friendship, the jealous man plots revenge. Mr. Kee-

nan, the owner of the ranch, told by Mac the next

night that someone answering Charles' description,

has been seen near the ranch with some other men
on preceding niglits, he orders Mac and his men to

guard the cattle, and shoot any unfamiliar person

cnught there. Moreover, although Charles has been

indifferent to the pretty Mrs. Keenan's growing in-

terest in him. Mr. Keenan suspects his visits to

the ranch even more when Mac tells him some lies

about their friendship. Coming unexpectedly upon a

group of strange cowboys led by Mac, discussing the

stealing of Keenan's horses that night, Margie rushes

to tell Charles; and no sooner does he come upon the

scene then he is wounded by one of the thieves. Two
of Charles' men immediately start in pursuit of the

fleeing men, while Mac, to distract suspicion from

himself, sets up the hue and cry against Charles.

Led by Mr. Keenan, the infuriated mob of people

who have gathered, drag the half-unconscious Charles

to a nearby tree to hang the horse -thief; and his

story of Mac's duplicity and Margie's weeping cor-

roboration are greeted with scornful taunts and
shouts. lust as Charles, in pain at his wound, tears

off his shirt, there is a scream from Mrs. Keenan.
"My son. my son," she cries; for Charles is the

child whom she had abandoned during a famine, and

he still bears the marks of the knife with which she

had tried to kill him. Mac, noting the change of

events, tries to steal away, but he is brought back

and arrested just as Charles' men arrive with the

rest of the gang. Charles and Margie embrace hap-

pily, and go off to telegram the Morans about their

THE ONLY LOVE

FILLED with ambition, Guilio is not content to

spend his life among the simple fisher-folk of

his native village, and with his father's blessinr;

and the tears of his beloved Lucia, he leaves to make
his fortune. As his boat pulls out, Lucia is comfort-

ed by the aged and sympathetic father, and she tries

to stem her tears, put to shame by the old man's
confident statement that ere long, Guilio will return
to them, wealthy and honored.
Arrived in the city, Guilio is bewildered by the noise

and confusion. Accustomed to the friendliness of

his townspeople, he is stunned by the suspicion with
which his overtures are greeted. At every hand peo-
ple jeer at his rustic clothes, and in despair he re-

turns to his tiny garret each night, bewildered by
his inability to find employment and determined not
to return home a failure. Like a searing flame the

memory of the glowing hearth at home, of the trust-

ing love of his Lucia torments him, and to save money
he scarcely eats these days. At the point of des-
peration, he is hailed one day by a well dressed fel-

low, and his eyes fill with tears as he clasps the

hand of Romolo, a lad from his own town. Amused
by the demonstration, Romolo who is gaining a ques-
tionable living as a hired escort to love-starved eld-

erly ladies, brings Guilio to his opulent apartment
and enjoys acting as his sponsor. Dori, a dancer,
turns a practiced eye upon Guilio, and mockingly she

asks him to dance with her. He does, confused, and
she is surprised to find he has a natural sense of

rhythm. Playing with his emotions, she awakens
his passions the while that she teaches him to become
her dancing partner. Older than he, worldly-wise,
she makes him forget home, his father. Lucia, and
soon they become tlie idols of the public as a danc-
ing team. Dori is wise enough to know that it is

Guilio and not she who is exciting the jaded public,

but she Iceeps Guilio from suspecting and continues
to hold him by telling him of her love. Often Guilio

is on the point of writing home, of returning, but
Dori holds him back. Then, one night, Dori shows
up for a performance drunk. Dismayed, Guilio tries

to prevent her from doing the dangerous steps, but
she tears herself away and brings the audience to the

edge of their seats by her daring s.teps. Then, to

Guilio's horror she suddenly begins pulling the heavy
scenery down. He sees one of the props tottering,

and with a cry pushes her from the path and is

caught under the falling beam.
At first Dori comes to the hospital to see Guilio,

but bored, she realizes he can never dance again,

and she turns her affections elsewhere. One day.
Guilio limps to the apartment he had shared with
Dori and finds she is living with Romolo. Anger
turns to disgust as he knows Dori for what she is

and brokenly he returns home only to find that he
is just on time to attend the funeral of his father,

who has died of a broken heart, attended to the last

by Lucia. Remorse gnaws at Guilio as he turns
from the scene, but Lucia, loving him still, forgives

him and holds him to her heart.

TOGETHER
Mri Agnes M. Lecomte File No. 7953

AS if in answer to their great longing for chil-

dren, twin babies are left on the doorstep of

the wealthy Van Cortlandts. At first reluctant

to keep the tiny waifs. Tames Van Cortlandt is per-

suaded by his wife that the little ones can fill a

place in their hearts and that it would be cruel to

give them to an asylum. Although James still feels

that it is possible that after they have lavished their

love on the babies its mother may come to part

them, the httle ones have stolen his affect'ons al-

ready.
Loretta and Margaret are given every advantage

money and love can procure and a .grand debut is

arranged. Among the guests is Harold Warren, a

young artist who falls in love with Loretta and begs

for permission to paint her picture. Arthur, a titled

young spendthrift also pays marked attention to Lor-

etta, and when she refuses to marry him, he turns

his affections in Margaret's direction. Loretta tries

to warn her sister, but Margaret heedlessly accuses

iier sister of being jealous and despite all Loretta

can do, Margaret marries Arthur and goes with him
to Paris. In a short while, Arthur tires of Margaret
and leads a reckless existence crying the praises of

wine, women and song.
Harold's portrait of Loretta brings him fame and

a rush of orders, and established now. he asks her to

marry him. But Loretta. unhappv because of Mar-
garet's misery puts Harold off until she can do some-
thing for her sister. Some weeks later, a shabby
old woman comes to the Van Cortlandt's home and
when she sees Loretta she begins to tremble. Helo-
ing her to a bench, Loretta feels a strange sympathy
for the poor woman, who tells her that years ago
she had been happily married to a sea captain. Then
came news of her husband's death, and left with
twin babies and no money to provide for them, she
had left them at the door of wealthy, kindly people.

She had been determined to remove herself from the

lives of her children, but one day. seeking refuge

from the cold in a museum, she had seen a portrait

that vividly recalled her husband's expression. Driven
by a great longing, she had come to the Van Cort-

landt's home to see if the beautiful girl were in-

deed one of her daughters, but the sight had been
too much for her and she hnd been unable to leave

without revealing herself. Embracing her mother,
Loretta brings her in to her adonted parents who re-

ceive her with every kindness and beg her to come to

live with them.
Harold, who has been losing something of h'S artis-

try, again triumnhs with his portrait of Loretta's

mother, and winning Loretta's consent to their mar-
riage, all of them sail for Europe. There they find

MaVgaret. deserted by her husband. They help her

get her divorce, paying Arthur well, and Alargaret

is consoled by her mother and foster parents until

she meets one of Harold's friends and after the

briefest of courtships marries him. Like one hapnv
family, the two couples aiid their elders return to

the States.
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HATE'S PAWN
Adelina Berluti File No. 7963

MEEKLY Maria kneeled before the statuette ot

St. Anthony and prayed for a husband. Per-
haps her mother was right. She must learn

to be satisfied with the men who wanted her, not
always be looking for a Prince Charming in the tiny
Italian village. But Maria, red hair and big brown
eyes and all grimaced at thought of old Adolpho and
short Basilio, her suitors, and her ruminations came
to a violent end at thought of Luigi. Since they had
been children, she and Luigi had fought like a pair
of Tom cats, and now Maria was twenty and old
enough to have long been married instead of flying
into a temper at Luigi's taunts. She hated Luigi,
and it took all the determination she had to compose
herself lest she offend the little St. Anthony. Her
mother's querulous voice called.

Downstairs, her mother was sewing a wide satin
sash on a dress already overdecorated with three
rows of stiiif rufHes. Tears stood in Maria's eyes
as she realized how strange the dress made her look,
but her mother was busy complaining about Maria's
ingratitude, here she had been slaving to finish tlie

dress, and Maria didn't overwhelm her with thanks.
Timidly Jfaria suggested that perhaps a simpler dress
would be more becoming, but at the storm of abuse,
she hastily claimed it was lovely, lovely.
For the first time in the year since her father's

death Maria and her mother were going to the
monthly dance given by the generous Signore Pes-
cani. Everyone would be at the festive ball, and
perhaps . . . llaria prayed again to St. Anthony and
promised him she'd curb her temper, but when Bian-
ca smiled hypocritically and assured Maria she looked
lovely in her dress, Maria felt her temper match
her hair. Bianca had her Peppe. and she was a little

contemptuous of Maria. At the dance. Maria waited
long for anyone to dance with her, and her heart
leaped when a handsome, soldier-like stranger bowed
to her. But through the dance he said nothing and
he left her without giving her a chance to say a
word. Then Luigi, scarcely waiting for her to rec-
ognize him swung her into the dance. Maria tried
to keep her temper wdien he said he thought, from
the back, she was Rosa, the fattest girl in town.
But when he added mischievously that when he saw
her carroty hair he knew it couldn't be anyone but
Maria, she snatched herself awav. and ran cryinsf
from the dance with her gesticulating mother wad-
dling furiously behind her.
The next morning having heard nothing but lec-

tures, Maria in a fit of resentment pitched the im-
potent St. Anthony through the window and a mo-
ment later swearing violently, Luigi stormed in
cursing flying saints. Excitedly. Maria's mother
tried to placate him bv explaining that Maria couldn't
have done it since it was to St. Anthony, Maria
prayed for a husband. And when Luigi tenderly com-
forted the weeping girl, and accepted her mother's
invitation to stay for dinner, Maria wondered at his
compliments of her cooking. Later, taking her in
his arms, he asked her if she wouldn't let him aid
St. Anthony, and lying quiescent in the arms of her
enemy, Maria reaUzed tliat what Luigi was saying
was true. They had always loved each other.

THE AMAZING ADVENTURE
John C, David File No. 7966

SrORIXG the sensational winning touchdown for
his football team, David Richards ruefully lay
propped up in bed as his room mate, with a' teas-

mg word to the disabled football hero, left for the
Plantation road house. However, when Officer Har-
die stopped in to see David and informed him there
was going to be a raid at the Plantation house, Da-
vid forgot his injuries and racing out to the road
house got Tommy and his girl out before the police
arrived. But, unable to go off while Officer Hardie
got the worst of it, David quixotically plunged into
the battle, saved his policeman friend's life, and the
next day was expelled from college because he had
been "caught" at the Plantation house raid. His
father, refusing to listen to reason promptly disowned
his son, and David traveled south under the assumed
name of Jinimie Adams, and drank his last dollar
away in a Cuban saloon. Having drunk himself into
a stupor, Jimmie (David) was shanghaied aboard a
freighter bound for Brazil, and two days out at s=a,
still untractable, almost caused a riot on ship over his
stealing a bottle of liquor from the first mate's bunk.
Cnsubmissive despite beatings, Jimmie disgusted
t aptam Bill Barnaby who, sorry he ever started with
the lad, determined to get rid of him at the first
port.

Nothing daunted, Jimmie swaggered into the near-
est saloon and was joined by Bobby, a lady of easy
virtue, who at first tried to relieve Jimniie of his
money but when he frankly handed her everything
he had. she was moved in soite of herself and induced
li;m to go out and get shaved. When he returned she
didn t recognize him at first, but touched by his
chiv.ilry in attempting tn knock out a husky brute
who had insulted her, Bobby fell in love with "Jimmie
and having always denied herself to Captain Bill, sh-npw promised him anything he wanted if he took
Jimnue, still unconscious from the beating he had

taken, aboard his ship and stopped his drinking.
Grumbling Bill, who secretly liked Jimmie, accepted,
and when Jimmie came to, he was on the same
freighter, shanghaied again. At another port, Jimmie
saves Bill's life in a fight, and from then on the two
are fast friends, \yith the one reservation that Bill
is jealous of Bobby's regard for Jimmie who. how-
ever, has quite forgotten the little hostess. Back in
Brazil, Bobby tries to win Jimmie's love, but he tells
her he thinks she's a good kid, but that's all, and
Bobby finds that Bill, really in love with her, wants
to marry her. At the same time, Bill induces Jimmie
to find work on a coffee plantation owned by Senor
Corado. Approaching the house, Jimmie mischiev-
ously shoots coffee beans at the kneeling coffee pick-
ers and startles Anita, the Senor's daughter who, for
a lark, has been working in the fields. Running
home, however, she dresses in her mantilla, and a
few minutes later, when Anita descends the stairs
and is introduced by her father, she quite takes Jim-
mie's breath away by her loveliness. Anita, in love,
is wily, and pretending to have sprained her ankle,
engages the help of Jimmie who self-consciously car-
ries her to a sofa and yielding to the moment, press-
es his lips down on hers. The next day Anita takes
her father's new employee about the estate and on a
mountain top, Jimmie, carried away, tells her of his
love, and Anita returns his ardent words. Their en-
gagement is to be announced at the fiesta to be given
in the girl's honor in a fortnight, but the day before,
while Jimmie is being shaved in town. Captain Bill
comes to the aid of Bobby and is outnumbered eight
to one. Bobby runs for Jimmie who springs up from
the barber chair and flings himself into the fight
with gusto, flowever, Anita in town with her fath-
er, hears a garbled account and learns only that her
Jimmie had gone into the saloon at the request of
one Bobby who loved him. Without explaining. Anita
tells Jimmie she has changed her mind about the en-
gagement, and dismayed, Jimmie realizes he is being
dismissed by the girl he loves. However, he is per-
mitted to go to New York on a previously discussed
mission to discover why Corado's coffee interests
have been mismanaged. He stops to say goodbye to
Bill, but missing him leaves a message with Bobby.
Meanwhile, Bill is told of the broken engagement
and antagonizes Bobby by jumping at conclusions
about Jimmie's visit. However, when he learns An-
ita's story, he tells her they have both been tools,
and is able to piece out what really happened.
In New York Jimmie catches Corado's dishonest

agent red-handed, takes back his right name of Da-
vid Richards, and is approached by his father who,
having learned what really happened from David's
room mate, begs for forgiveness. Anita together with
her father and Bill and Bobby, now married, arrive
in New Y"ork and there is a joyous reunion at the
Richards' home in which all enmity is forever
erased, and two happy couples leave for a honey

-

STRANGE MEETING

Gertrude Lonsdale File No. 7959

WITHIN a few minutes after Betty had arrived
in town, everybody was discussing the girl's
beauty. There was a fineness about her bear-

ing that was not entirely the product of the Parisian
finishing school from which she had just come. Some
reopened the old speculations about Betty's origin
which had begun years ago when Dora Carlisle re-
turned from a trip abroad, a widow with a baby. But
deference to the memory of the charming and socially
prominent Dora curtailed now, as then, any harsh
hazards as to whether or not this lovely I3etty ever
had a father; and as for the young men about town,
they showed not the slightest interest in dead ru-
mors, and every one of them made a bid for Betty's
heart. Of course Charley with his handsomeness and
wealth should have outshone the others, but there
was something a little breathtaking about the way
these two young people who had everything they
wanted fell in love with each other. A month after
Betty and Charlie met, they were planning their
wedding. Everyone partied them of course, but it

seemed particularly gracious of Madge, who had
loved Charlie, to give the last dance in their honor.
That was the night before the wedding. The next day
Betty vanished.

It had seemed so natural for Betty and Charlie to
get married, that nobody quite realized how desoer-
ately in love he had been with her. Madge was there
to comfort, but Charlie could think of no one but
Betty. Why should she leave him like that!' Every-
one pitied him, hoped even that he'd be consoled hv
Madge, but Charlie was listless in everything but his
eftorts to find Betty. Then, one day, when Jladge
angered him by her insistence, he heard her sav
something slighting of Betty. In an instant he wa's
gripping her shoulders and in spite of her frightened
denials he forced her, at length, to confess that she
had told Betty that everyone knew her mother had
never married. Terrified by the stricken look in
Charlie's eyes, Madge explained that she did it be-
cause she loved him; besides she had proof. Dora
had written a fervent letter from the South Seas sav-
ing she had found Jim whom her parents had pre-
vented her from marrying. Now he was married,
but she didn't care. T\vo years later, Dora came
home, a wido\v with a baby! Madge thought for a
moment Charlie would strike her. Imagine telling

that to the sensitive, sheltered Betty! If he could
only find her,—but he had no clue. Home was in-
supportable after that. Charlie started on a trip
around the world, and as detective after detective
continued to report his inability to find Betty,
Charlie began drinking to drown his sorrows. Drink,
travel, dissipation. In every gambling house he
dropped part of his fortune, until, penniless, unshav-
en, he was evicted from his hotel. Shamefacedly he
called at the American express in the hope of find-
ing money to carry him through. There was an ac-
cumulation of letters, but the one from Madge, post-
marked several months back held him. Pleading for
forgiveness, she had written to suggest that if he
were still looking for Betty, he might try the South
Seas. Betty had mumbled that over and over again,
when Madge told her of her birth. Charlie realized
\yhat an eft'ort it must have cost Madge to write
that, but joyously, scarcely daring to hope, he took
passage. After weeks of searching he saw her, still

striking in spite of the terrible lines etched into her
face. These two derelicts who had once had every-
thing stared across at each other, and with a sob
embraced each other. There was no question now of
fitness to marry, of pasts or presents, all Betty and
Charlie knew was that they loved

THIS ROMANTIC AGE
Charles C. Anderson File No. 7935

CHARLES JOHXSO.X groaned as the butler an-
nounced the high school interviewer. Author of
several best sellers, he was accustomed to hav-

ing wide-eyed young females inquire into his private
life under the protection of this or that paper for
which they were writing. But as he extended his
hand to Stella Hay, he felt a curious sensation. The
girl, very young, wasn't beautiful, but there was an
intellectual keeness immediately discernible in her
wide eyes. And as the interview progressed, Charles'
interest mounted. It was Stella finally who confessed
that she had gotten the interview because she had al-
ways admired his work. He had heard that before,
but this was different. And when she offered con-
structive criticism, she a child of eighteen, to Charles
who had received acclaim as an author before she
was born, he turned in wonder. Gratefully Stella ac-
cepted his invitation to call again.

Reading the interview the girl had written, Charles
gave a low whistle. The child had something. One
day, matter-of-factly she came. Charles was delight-
ed. And as they sat before his blazing hearth he
read to her from his unfinished work. Stella dis-
cussed various points with him, and in the days that
lollowed caine often to see the work. Stimulated by
her youth, Charles felt a new vitality coming into his
writing, but, more than that he realized that he was
falling in love with her. The next time she curled
herself at his feet and looked up at him with those
great eyes of hers, Charles gently put his manu-
script away and told her she wasn't to come any
moie. Hurt. Stella questioned his decision and with
that straight-forwardness of hers asked if it was be-
cause of the personal interest that was coming into
their friendship. Worriedly, Charles denied it. But
btella saw through his subterfuges and told him that
If It were just a matter of age But Charles would
not allow her to present arguments. Why he was
older than her father! It was ridiculous! Then came
btella s father. Informed that Stella was infatuated
with the middle-aged author, he had come to make
vile insinuations and leaving Charles stunned by the
verbal attack, Mr. Hay forced his daughter to leave
town with_ him. Somehow Stella managed to escape
her fathers vigilance and beg Charles to put aside
his foolish prejudices and marry her; but assuming a
paternalism he didn't at all feel, he assured her itwas all a mistake.

Urged by her father, Stella began seeing youths
of her own age, but she found them callow and" lack-
ing in depth. Their flaming liquor parties and pro-
miscuity sickened her, but to escape her father's sar-
casm, she went. And because her father \yas im-
pressed with Dudley Westlake's wealth, Stella en-
dured his company. But Dudley, drunk as usual, ran
over a child and the public indignation against the
reckless driving of the smart set, made an example
of Stella and Dudley. Articles appeared in the pa-
pers against them. They were represented as dis-
solute and depraved, and Mr. Hay turning upon his
daughter, said only that she was always getting her-
self in trouble and there wasn't anything he could do
with her. She was just like her mother. Disgraced,
she called Charles, scarcely hoping he would believe
iu her. But, holding her tightly, he smoothed her
rumpled hair, and in his arms she felt protection from
harm and these two knew that age was unimportant
where love was concerned.
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